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Institute of Architects : Election of Fellows
of the, 545 ;

Gold Medal. 564, 567 ; New
Secretary of the, 414; Prize Drawings,
50 ;

Prize Subjects, 245 ; Visit to Peter-
borough, 139

Institute of Architects : A Sham, 789; De-
si|;n for an, 38

Institute of Water Colours, 269
Institute, Parish, Ponsea, 421
Institution of Electrical Engineers, 456, 506

Insulation Resistance of an Electric In-

stallation, 161

International Art Exhibition, Dresden, 51

Ireland, Institution of Civil Engineers, ai6

Irish Decor.aiive Texiiles, 565 .

Iron Curtains in Theatres, 31
Ironwork, 224
Ironwork : Ancient, Some Examples of, 37 ;

Sketches of NV rought, 169
Italian Renaissance Archiiecuire, 525

JAP.ANESE Paintings, Mr. Menpes', 435
Jenks z'. Lord Clifden, 476
Joinery: Architects’, 226 ;

Student's Work
in. 545

Jones, k. H., on Asbestos & Asbestic, 395
Jubilee Day : Balconies, 456 ; Sradblds, ,.,27

Jubilee : Decorations, 546, 561 ;
Honours.

563, 564 : the, and Indian Art, 529: Under-
ground Railways and the, 456

Judicial Wrath against Architects, 543

KELVIN, Lord, on: Contact Electricity,

476 :
the Age of the Earth, 527

Kerry Bog Slide, the, 140
Kessingland, Sanitary State of, ^40
Kiew, Municipal Theatre Compeiition, 290
Kleine System of Fireproof b looring, 181

Knight, .Mr. J. Buxton, Pictures by, 546
Kyffhiiuser, Monument to William i., 320
Kyrle Hall, Birmingham, 174

L.ABORATORY, New Government, 339
Lady Artists, Paris, 141
Landing Place of Augustine, 508
Law, the, and London Water Supply, 71

Laxton's Builders' Price Book, 226

Lead, Cast Z’. .Milled, 315
Leak in Dry Dock, Cause of, 528
Lepros, Mr, Woiks by, 334
Leicester : Architecture 01, 497, 510 ; Church
of St. James the Greater, 223

Leicester-square, John Hunter's House in, 6

1 Leighton's, Lord : House, 475 : Works, 29

I

Lethaby, W. R. on Le.ndwork, 315
' Levant, A Wandering Scholar in the, 60
Level Crossings, 98

I

Leyton, Results of Sanitary- Inspection, 217

j

Library, ihe Radcliffc. Oxford, 565
!
Light: .Actions for Obstruction of, 476;
Right to, 505

I Light Railway, the Pioneer, 115

I

Lighting, Petroleum, & Constant Supply, 365

\
Liverpool : Technical Schools and Museum,

I
16, 58, 174 :

‘ White Star’ Offices, 421

j

Local Government Board's Kepoits on
I Sanitary .Matters. J40, 190, 333, 456, 564
Lockwood's Builders’ Price Book, 301
Lodge, Prof., on Telegrayhy Without
Wires, 564

Lodge, ‘Veciis,’ Edghasion, 484
Lombard-street, ' the Grasshopper,' 334
London : Building Act. ‘ Siriature ' in, 314 ;

Drainage By-laws, Proposed New, 213,

268; Dwelling House, the, 140; Fires,

Recent, 215; blushing Cisterns, 140;
Memorials of Greater, 506 ;

Observatory,
New, for, 315 ;

Railways, New, 352

;

Sewers Bill, 163; Street Architecture,
-'ketches of. 8, 191, 273, 397, 318, 530, 567 ;

ihe ‘ Uglification ’ of, 287; Water, Bac-
teria ill, 456; Water <Jufation, 139,267,
314 ;

Water Supply and the Law, 71
London County Council: Contracts, and Mr.
W. Emden, 32 ;

Offices, the, 187 ;
Schemes.

289 ; Works Committee Report, 332
‘ London,' Pennant's, 476
Long Buckby, Sanitary Condition of, jgo
Lordington ^ianor House, 356
Low, Dr., on: Enteric Fever at Kessing-

land, J40; Water Supply of Long
Buckby, 190

MACH I NERY on Hire Purchase Plan, 245
McKendrick, Profes-or, on the Skin as a

Telephone Receiver, 546
Magazines and Reviews, 39, 147, 251, 339,

439. 534
‘ Magpie and Stump, Fetter-lane, 315
Maidstone, the Mote, 506
‘ Mairies,' Decorative Work in Paris, 5
Malmaison, ChHte:iu of, 565
Mance, SirH. on Submarine Telcgr-nphy, 72
Manchester Main Drainage, 114
Manor House, Lordington, 356
Mansergh,!., on Water Supply Disputes, 476
Mansion House, New Decorations at, 81

Mar Lodge, Dee Side, 80
Marienburg Castle, 51
Market Hall, Design for a, 125
Mason, Prof., on Value of Pure Water, 506
Mausoleum, Design for a, 462
Memorial: Goldsmith, Forgney, 316;
Archbishop Benson, 71

Memorials of Greater London, 506
Menpes', Mr., Japanese Paintings, 435
Merton Abbey Board School, 80
Metallic Siructurzs, 226
Metropolitan Railway, 117
Miniatures, the Propert, 435
^Iint, the Royal, 353
Minor Exhibitions, 164
Mi\-art, Dr., on Diphtheria in Huntingficld,

456
Montmartre : Church of the Sacr6 Cceur,

16 ;
Museum, 116

Monument: at Brading Church, 174; to

Emperor William I., 17, 268, 320; to
Watteau, at Paris, 17

Moorwood v. Longden, 545
Mordey, .'Ir., on Dynamos, 506
Morris, William, the late, 72
Mortar from Peterborough Cathedral, 162
Mote, the, Maidstone, 506
Motor Cars : as Dustcarts, 98 : Charging

of, 98
Municipal: Buildings, Belfast, 534; Tram-
ways, 32, 52

Museum: National Art, Amsterdam, 570

;

j

Natural History, Paris, 163; of .Ancient

j

Sculpture, a New, 2 ;
Patent, a, 52 ;

Soane, the. 505 : South Kensington,
Carved Panels from, 532 ; South Ken-
sington, Completion of, 189, 268, 351, 475

Music, the Guildhall School of, 353
Musical Instruments, History of. 572
Mycemu, Painted Stele from, 116
Mycenman: Antiquities at Pylos, 381;

.Architecture, 394 ;
Remains, 380

N.‘'TION.AL Gallery of British Art, 16, 46
National Gallery, Disfiguring the, 414
Natural History Museum, Paris, 163
New English .Art Club Exhibition, 334
New Gallery Exhibition. 5, 29, 396
New York, Residence, Fifth Avenue, j6
Niagara Falls and Electric Power, 395
Non-Flammable ' Wood, 434

Norfolk, County of, 72
North-Eastern Railway Strike, 215, 333
Northampton, Architecture of, 371, 382
Notices of Accidents, 506
Notre Dame de I'Epine, 223
Nutre Dame, Pans, 223
Novelty i.'c First Inventor in Patents, 474

OBSERVATORY, New, for Lrndon, 315
Obstruction of Light, -Action-^ lor, 476
Offices : Bush-lane House, Cannon-street,

2?6; London County Council, 187;
National Telephone Company's. De.sigu

lor, 552 ;

‘ Wfiite Star,' Liverpool, 421

Old Bell,' the. Holborn, 457
OH and the New Year, i

Open Spaces and the (.'ueen's Reign, 4
Open Spaces, &c., Preservation or, 17

Opera Comique. Paris, 32, 352
Orders, Provisional (Board of Trade), 40
Organ, Position of, m Churches, 528

Ox.orJ : the Kadcliffe Library, 565 ;
Town

Hall, Sculpture for, 442 ;
Wordsworth

Buildings, 149

PAINTINGS (see ‘ Exhibition ')

‘ Palace of Art,’ Sketch for a Corner of

Tennyson’s, to
Palaz/o Communale, Piacenza, 276
Palazzo Pubblico, Perugia, 16

Pailera, Italy, Church at, 200
Panel, Carved Wood, 552
Panels, Carved, South Kensington, 532
P.-inics, Theatre, and ihtirCuie,6i
Pantheon : a, at Berlin, ago

;
Paris,

Decoration of, 529
Paris: Bridge, New, over Seine, 353

;

Cercle Artistique et Lilliiraire,' 99

;

Chavannes, Puvis de, Cartoon by, 529 ;

Church of Sacr6 Cceur, Montmartre, i6 :

Church of St. Stiverin, 31 ; Civil

Engineers' Home, 71; Depot Ccnirale

des Po-sies, 340 ;
fccole de Droit, the, 72 ;

Exhibition of ‘ Peintres Orientalistes,

190; Exhibition of the ‘ Pastellistes.

334 ; Exhibition, Picture, a Remarkable,

416; Exhibition, the Sisley, j64;^Exhi-

bition, the, of 1900, 217, 268, 528 ;
Exhibi-

tions, Some Minor, 316,
_
334: Fire,

Lesson of the, 411, 436; Gift ofVilla,io

Ecole Students, 72 ;
Horses, Artistic

Studies of, at, 290 Lady Artists, 141 ;
Lady

Students at the Ecole des Beaux-Ans,

457 ;

‘ Mairies,' Decorative Work in, 5 ;

Monument to Watteau, 17; Museum,
.Montmartre, 116; Museum, Natural His-

tory, 163; NOire Dame, 223;^ Optra

Comique, New, 32, 352 ;

' Salons,' Future

of the, 190, 216,333; halons, Pictures at

the, 4 32 J
Sorbonne, the N ew, 564

;
' Union

.Artistique,' 116; Women, .An Education

for, 394
Parliament Houses, Vienna, 289

Parthenon, E.ast Pediment of ttie, 5

Patent Cases, Trial of, 189

Patent Museum, A, 52

Patents : -American, 289; Novelty and the

First Inventor, 474
Patina on Ancient Bronzes, 139
‘ Pausanias,’ 415
Paving, .Asphalt, and Tramways, 358

Paving, St. Pancras, 457 ^ , , ,

Pearson, Mr., & Peterborough Cathedral, 52

Peat Bogs, Dangers of, 4

Pediment, East, of the Parthenon, 5

Peinbioke Earthquakes, 31

Pennant’s ‘ London,' 476
Penrhyn, Lord, and Qiiarrymen, 5, 115, 290

Perugia, Palaczo Pubblico, 16

Peterborough Cathedral, 5, 31, 49, 52, 5<i,

65. 69. 139. ^9°> *'5
‘ Petrifue' Stone, 189
Petroleum : Fire, Purfleet, 315 ;

Lighting

and CoDSt.-vnt Supply, 365
Piacenza, Palazzo Communale, 276

Piccadilly, .Arlington-strMt, 164

Picketing Case in Glass ’Irade, 71

Picture Exhibition, -A Remarkable, 416

Pictures at the: Paris Salons, 432: Royal

Academy, 412
Plan for a Cistercian Abbey, 163

Plaster, Asbestic, 395
Plumbers, Hints to, 18

Plumstead Common, St. Mark’s Ch., 422

Police Station, the Old, Bow-street, 457
Polish and Varnish Maker, the, 322

Portsea Parish Institute, 421

Poseidon. Discovery of Statue of, 352

Post Office Architecture, German, 380

Postal Improvements, 414.
Posters I Competition Designs for, 246 ;

Ex-
hibition of, 485

Postes, DtSpGc Centrale des, Paris, 340
Power, Transmission of, 475, 476
Preece, Mr., on : Electrical 'Transmission,

475 ;
Signalling through Space, 528, 564

Premises : Duke-street, Grosvenor-square,

148 ;
St. Helens, 56

Presbyterian College, Cambridge, 442
Presentation to Mr. Watts, 190
Pres.s -Agency, Carmelite-slreet, 58

Press, the, and Architecture, 477
Price Book: Laxton's, 2265 Lockwood’s,

301 ; Spon's, 277
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ARTICLES, NOTES, AND REVIEWS
(continued):—

Priory, the, Birkenhead, 53
Prize subjects, the Institute, 245
Propert Miniatures, the, 435
Prophet, the Weather, 565
Provinci.-il To«’ns, Architecture of Large :

Bristol, 91, 102 ;
Cardiff, 237, 250; Lei-

cester, 497, 510; Northampton, 371, 332
Prussia, Public Works in, 98
Public : Gardens Association, 268 ; Health

Act, the, 528 ; Safety of, at entertain-

ments, 545 ; Works in Germany, 4
Pur/Ieet Petroleum Fire, 315
Putney, Proposed New Weir, 98
Pylos, Mycenman Antiquities at, 3S1

(^U,^RRYMF.N, Lord Penrhyn and his,

5,-115,290
Queen’s Reign and Open Spaces, 4

RADCLIFFE Library. Oxford, 563
Railway; Accident, the Cambrian, 545,

564 : Rates. 139 ; Signalling, New System ,

of, 6 : Station, Amsterdam, 570; Station, ;

a Central, 528 ;
Strike, the North Eastern,

|

2^5- 333: the Metropolitan, 117; the'

Pioneer Light, 115
Railway and Canal Traffic Acts, 139
Railways; New London, 352, 420; Under-
ground, and the Jubilee. 456 ; Under-
ground, ^’enti!ation of, 140

‘ Rainbow' Tavern, Fleet-street, 435
Rates, Railway, 139
Rating, 301
Rayleigh, Lord, on Electricity, 315, 333, 353
Reece, Dr., on Sanitary State of Chelms-

ford, 333
Reflection, Electric Lighting by, 52S
Renaissance, Italian, Architecture, 523
Repair of Cathedrals, 98
Report of L.C.C. Worlts Committee, 332
Reports for the German Government, 394
Reservoirs and Floods, 140
Residence, Fifth Avenue. New York, 16
Rhodesia, Store at Fort Salisbury, 401
Risks run by^Electrical Workmen, 268
Roads ; Ancient Greek, 5, 51 ;

Drainage of '

Surface Water on, 353
Rochester, East House, 269
Roman Wall Excavations, Northumberland, i

343. 552
Room, New, ‘The Wood,' Sydenham, 276
Rouen Cathedral, 200
Royal Academy: Architectureat the, 391, 437;

477' 5*9 : Architecture, Buildt’r Album of ;

17 ; Drawings for the, 200; Paintings at
'

the, 412 ; Sculpture at the, 454, 462
Royal Society Conversazione, 457, 547
Rugby, New Wing to Boarding House, 58
Rural Districts ; Insanitary, 456 ; Sewerage

of New Building Estates in, 50
Russell Institution, the, 476
Russell-square, alterations to, 313, 320
Russian Cathedral Competition, a, 245
Russian Technical Colleges, 245

S.AFETY of Public at Entertainments, 545
St. Bartholomew’s, Smithfield, 456
St. Cross, Winchester, 98
Sc. Mildred’s, Bread-street, 32
St. Pancras Case and Messrs. Harston, 244

-

St. Pancras Works Department, 457
St. Paul’s, Decoration of, 563

St. Saviour’s. Southwark, 163 I

Sr. S^verin, Paris, 31
j

I
Salons, Paris; Architecture at the, 391;

Future of the, 190, 216, 333 ; Pictures at
the, 432 :

Sculpture at the, 454
Sallbuni, House at, 223
Sanitary: Authorities and their Workmen, ,

5 ;
House Drainage, 301 :

Imorovements '

and Trustees, 52 : Inspection, Leyton, 217
Sanitary State of : Biggleswade, 564 ; 1

Chelmsford, 333: Huntingfield and'
Halesworch, 456; Kessingland, 140;]
Long Buckby, 190; Great Yarmouth, 315 ;

Scaffolds for Jubilee Day, 527
.Scandinavian Exhbn.. Stockholm, 434, 485
Schlich, Dr. W,

,
on Timber Supply of the

British Empire, 290
Scholar, a Wandering, in the Levant, 60

\

School, Merton Abbey, 80 '

Schools, French Protestant, London, 442 !

Scotland-yard, 395
j

Scott, Gilbert, the late. 531
Sculpture ; Ancient, a New Museum of, 2 ;

at the Academy and the Salons, 434, 462 ;

Handbook of Greek, 277 ; for Oxford
Town Hall, 442

Sculptures, Delphi, 381
Seaford, near Newhaven, 32
Secretary, New, of the Institute, 414
Seine, New Bridge over the, 333
Sewage Irrigation, 381
Sewerage of New Building Estates, 30
Sewers, St. Pancras, 457
Sewers Bill, City of London, 163
Sewers and the Public Health Act, 528
Sham Institute of Archilect.s, a, 189
Sheffield Municipal Buildings, Gates, 148
.Sherborne Abbey, 311, 320 I

Shipton Hall, 484
Shop : Door, Bristol, 535 ; No. i, Conduit- .

Signalling: Railway, New System of, 6;
Through Space, 528, 564

Silchester, E.xcavations at, 507
Silo, Grain, at Greenwich, 400
Sites for Paris Salons, 216
Sketches in France, 422
Skin, the, as a Telephone Receiver, 546
Skipton Hospital Competition, 40
Slaughter-houses, Continental, 381
Sloane-street, No. 163, 191

Smithfield, St. Bartholomew’s, 456
Soane Medallion Prize Design, 125
Soane Museum, the, 505
Society of: Painter Etchers, 243 ;

Painters
in Water Colours, 99, 413

S.P.A.B., the, and Exeter Cathedral, 244
Soir6e, the Architectural Association, 435
Somme, St. Riquier, 276
Sorbonne, the New, 564
South Ken.sington Museum : Carved Panels

from, 532 ; Completion, 189, 268, 351, 475 ;

Wrought Ironwork from, t6g
Southwark: St. Saviour’s, 163: St. Thomas’s
Church and Parish, 313

Space, Signalling through, 528, 564
Spaces, Open, and the Queen’s Reign, 4
Specifications, 20, 43, dr, 82, 103, 129, 154,

176, 205, 227, 255, 278, 302, 322, 343, 361,

384. 404. 424, 444. 463. 487. 515. .^35. 554.

Speed Telegraphy, Fast, 435
Spon’s Architects’ Price Book, 277
Stage Appliances at Drury Lane, 245

Stained Glass as a Modern Art, 137
Station, a Central Railway, 528
Statue: Poseidon, Discovery of, 352; the
Siddons, 569

Steel and Concrete Floors, Tests of, 58
Stele, Painted, from Mycenae, 116
Stockholm, Scandinavian Exhbn., 434, 485
Stoke Pogis Church, 396
Stone, ‘ Petrifite,’ 189
Store, Fort Salisbury, Rhodesia, 401
Stores, Bonded, Vauxhall, 442
Street Architecture, Sketches of London, 8,

19'. •*73. 397. 3*8. 530, 567
Street Decoration at Berlin, 289
Strike, the North Eastern Railway, 215, 333
‘ Structure’ in London Bldg. Act, 314, 352
Stnictures, Metallic, 226
Students : Art, Gift of Villa to, 72 ;

Designs,
the A.A., 529 :

Work in Joinery, 545
Students’ Column (see ‘Specifications ’)

Students, German Architectural, 505
Submarine Telegraphy, 72
Suburban Theatres, 217
Supply, in Committee of, 351
Surrey Commercial Docks, 290
Swan, Mr. John, Sketches by, 2gt
Symbolism, Animal, in Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture, 265
Synagogue, New, Cardiff, 251

TAMWORTH Castle, 546
Tapestries, &c., Exhibition of, 506
Tate V. Latham Son, 394
Tavern : Old, Fetter-lane, 315 ; ‘Old Bell,'

Holborn, 457 :
‘ Rainbow,' Fleet-st., ^35

Technical : Colleges, German and Russian,

245; Institute, &c., West Ham, 80;
1 Schools & Museum, Liverpool, 16, 58, 174
Technological Examinations, 545
(Telegraphy: Fast Speed, 435 ;

Submarine,
1 72 ; without Wires, 564

j

Telephone Co.’s Offices, Design for, 552

j

Tennyson's ‘ Palace of Art,’ Sketch for

I
Corner of, 10

I

Tests : Flushing of Closets and Drains, 139 ;

j

of Steel and Concrete Floors, 58
. Textiles, Irish Decorative, 565

I

Thames Floods, 71
1 Thanet-place, Strand, 32

j

Theatre at : Delos, 333 ;
Deptford, 360 ;

I

Her Majesty’s, Haymarket, 421 ;
Vienna

*
‘ Hofburg,’ Alterations at, 562

; Theatre : .Architecture of the Vjetorian^Era,

I
353. 507 :

Competition, Municipal, Kiew,
I 290: Designs, American, 214: Panics

and their Cure, 61
: 'fheatres :Iron Cuttainsin, 31 1

Suburban, 217

\
Theft of Electrical Current, 7
Thermo-dynamics, 322
Thermo-electric Generator, the Cox, 198

I Thomson, Alexander, Studentship Draw-
ings, 442

' Timber Supply of the British Empire, 290

;

Time, Unification of, 98
1 Touch, Hearing by, 546

i
Tower, Carfax, Oxford, 141

i Traction, Electric, 32, 52, 164, 395, 334, 415
' Trade Catalogues, 18, 226, 277, 383, 488, 553
1 "rramway Traction, the Birmingham Re-
;

port on, 415
Tramways: Electrical Energy for, 395,

j

456 ; Municipal, 32, 52, 164

I

Tramways and Asphalt Paving, 358
,
Transvaal, Building in, 72

‘ Trial of Patent Cases, 189

Tripod : for Chafing Pan, Siena, 57 ; Stone,
at Oxford, 163

Truro Cathedral, 564
Trustees and Sanitary Improvements, 52
Tunnel, the Blackwali, 453, 4S4
Tunnelling, Practical, 226

‘UGLIFICATION,’ the, of London. 287
Underground Railway, Ventilation of, 140
Underground Railways, Jubilee and, 456
Unification of time, gS
‘ Union Artistique,’ 116

VAUXHALL, New Bonded Stores, 442
‘ Vectis ' Lodge, Edgbaston, 484
Vennerw. McDonell, 314, 352
Ventilation of Underground Railways, 140
Victorian Era Theatre Architecture, 353, 507
Vienna: ‘Hofburg’ Theatre Alterations,

562; Houses of Parliament, 289
Village, an Insanit.try, 190
Vitruvius Disestablished, 380

WAITE. Mr. Thorne, Drawings by, 73
Wall Papers, some New, 399
Wall, Roman, Excavations on, in Northum-

berland, 543, 552
Wallace Bequest, 190
Waring's,Mes'rs„ Exhbn. of Tapotries, 506
Warming Houses, Guide to, i3

Water : Bacteria in London, 4j6 ; Bill, the,

545 ;
Diviner, the, 506 ; Drainage of Sur-

face, on Roads, 353 ; Pure, Economic
Value of, 506; Question, the London.
139, 267, 314 ;

Supply Disputes, 476 ;

Supply, London, and the Law, 71
Water Colours: Institute of, 269 ; Society
of Painters in, 99, 415

Water Companies and the Three-gallon
Flush, 140

Watteau. Monument to, in Paris, 17
Watts, Mr. : Exhibition of Pictures by, 5,

29; Presentation to, 190
Weather Prophet, the, 565
Weir, New, at Putney, 98
Wellington-sireet, Strand, 190
Wells. Essex, 381

_

West Ham Technical Institute, 80
Westminster : Cockpits, 396 ;

Hall of
Church House, 16 ;

Improvements in, 414
‘White Hal!.' Berlin Castle, 383
‘ White Star ’ Offices, Liverpool, 421
William I. of Germany, Monuments to, 17,

268, 320
Wilson, T. B., on House Interiors, 435
Winchester, St. Cross, 98
Window : Goldsmith Memorial, Forgney,

316 ;
St. Peter's Church, Saffron Hill, 400

i
Women, Art Education for, 394
Wood Carving, Gothic, 61

Wood, ‘ Non-Flammable,' 434
Wood Panel, Carved, 552
Wordsworth Buildings, Oxford, 149
Workmen, Sanitary Authorities and their. 5

Workmen's: Compensation Bill, 414, 431,

475, 505 :
Dwellings, 245

Works Committee, Report ofL.C.C-. 332
Works, Public: Germany, 4, 98; Prussia, 98
Wrought Ironwork, sketches of, 169
Wye College, Additions to, 39

YARMOUTH, Sanitary Condition of, 315
Year, The Old and the New, t

Yiewsley Church, 360

ZOOLOGY, Ecclesiastical, 265

REPORTS OF MEETINGS, PAPERS READ, LAW CASES, Etc.

Abbey, Cistercian, plan of a. 163
Aberdeen Granite Association, 305
Academy (see Royal)
Acropolis of Athens, 441
Adam, Mr., on ecclesiastical decoration, 23
Adamant Stone Co. t'. Liverpool Corpora-

tion, 260
Advertising, Soc.forChecking Abuses of, 71
Aerated Bread Co. z'. Shepherd, 306
Air, compression of, by water, 553
Aitchison, G., on : ad\ancement of archi-

tecture, 117, 141, 16s, igt, 217, 269, 316 ;

education of the architect, 220 ; the garden
in relation to the house, 168 ; the Insti-

tute of Architects, 420: the new Govern-
ment offices, 355 ; the Parthenon and the
earthquake, 460

Aldermaston church, 361
Allen, W. H., on fire-clay manufactures, 403
Allfrey, E. W., on architecture and the I

crafts, 338
Amhurst, the Hon. Alicia, on the garden in :

relation to the house, 167
Ancient lights, 65, 88, 209, 259, 260
Ancients, buildings of the, 150
Anderson, Dr. R. : address to architects,

401 ;
on architectural questions, 460 ; on

Hopetoun House, 462
Anderson, W.

J.,
on : Acropolis of Athens,

441 ; Hellenic architecture, 150, 199, 254,

299. 340
Antrim and Down, buildings in, 127
Appelbee, H. R., on architectural art, 401
.Apt-leyard z'. Lambeth Vestry, 282
Applications under the 1894 Building Act

ro2, 127, 175, 204, 254, 318, 359. 443, 513,
Arch, historj' of the, 231
Archaeological Societies : Birmingham
and Midland Institute, archeological

|

section, 557 ; British Archeological Asso-
|

ciation, 148, 199, 233, 300, 531 ;
Durham

and Northumberland, 422 ; Glasgow, 387 ; 1

Glasgow Ecclesiological Society, 23 ;
Lan-

cashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society,

427; London and Middlesex, 173, 277;
National Trust, 199: Royal Archeo-
logical Institute, 361, 441, 531 ;

St.

Paul’s Ecclesiological Society, 163;
Society of Antiquaries, 100, 123, 14S, 173,
t99. 277 ; Surrey Society, 321

.Architect, the, as teacher, ^
Architect, the, and technical education, 150
Architect, the, and the public, 194
Architects' Benevolent Societj’, 252
Architects, educational training of, 219
Architects, responsibility of, 566
Architectural Association, the: Architect,

the, and the public, 194 ;
Architecture in

relation to the crafts, 334 ; Cornice, the
classic, 417 :

Decorative plaster work, 75 ;

Dinner, the Jubilee, 418 : Discussion
Section, 150, 169, 290, 401 : Eighteenth
century work, 291 ;

Examination, archi-

tectural, 438 ; Excursion, the annual, 439 ;

Exhibition of drawings, 434 ; Greek
sculpture and Greek legend, 246 ; House

j

list, 334; Institute grant, 478: Jubilee
conference, 437; Plumbing and sanitary

I

work, 478, 510; .Soiree, 339, 435, 438;
' Technical institutes and the A.A., 437;
1 Unwritten ch.apter of English archi-

tectural history, 14J ;
Visit.s (sec ‘Visits’)

Architectural: criticism, canons of, 299;

I

design, bo ;
history, an unwritten chapter

of English, 143; measurement and photo-
I graphy, 127; meetings in France, 565;

outlook, the, 299 ;
photography, 299 ;

practice and design, 127
Architectural Societies : — Birmingham

Architectural Association, 60, 216 ; Brad-
ford Society of Architects and Surveyors,

150; Carlisle Architectural Society, 100,

169, 321 ; Devon and Exeter Architectural

Society, too, 199, 253, 299, 402, 462

;

Dundee Institute of Architecture, 169

;

Edinburgh Architectural Association,

169, 222, 299, 321, 340, 361, 401, 460, 462,

484, 569 ; Edinburgh Architectural So-
ciety, 80, 8f, loo, 253: Glasgow Archi-
tectural Association, 60, 127, 222, 253,

361, ^41, 531; Glasgow Institute of
Architects, 150, 321 ;

Glasgow Philoso-
phical Society : architectural section.

253. 297 'Glasgow, &c.. Architectural

Craftsmaa'o Society, 149, 233, 365,_ 382,

402 ;
Irelaua, Architectural Association

of, 40, 52, 127, 169, 222, 484, 567 ;
Leeds

and Vork-s Architectural Society, 81,

127, 199, 253 ;
Leicester Society of Ar-

chitects, 222 ; Liverpool Architectural

Society, 60, 150, 253, 382, 422 ; Liverpool
School of Architecture, 556 ;

Northern
Architectural Association, 127, 150, 272,

403, 538 ; Sheffield Society of Architects

and Surveyors, 60, 150, 253, 340, 382

;

York Architectural Society, 81, 222
Architecture : advancement of, 117, 141,

165, 191, 217, 269, 316; at a German
Technical College, 549 ; during Queen’s
reign, 401 ; French education in, 565,

566; Gothic, too; Hellenic, 150, 199,

254, 299, 340 ;
influence of economics on,

361 ;
in relation to the crafts, 334 ;

medie-
val, 131 ; of Asiatic Hellas, 199; of

Dublin, 40; old, in Liverpool, 305;
technical education in, 548 ; the sculp-

tor’s, of the Renaissance, 119 ; twentieth
century, 259

Architecture and technical education, 548
Arnold, Sir A., on the building trade, 326
Art out of doors, 150
Art, reticence in, 222

Artificial stone, litigation as to, 260
Asbestic plaster, 395
Assocn., National, of Master Builders, 122

Assocn., Master Builders, London, 175, 281

Association of Municipal Engineers
‘ Municipal ’)

Aston, C.| on wood-working machinery, 577
Athens, Acropolis of, 441
Auctioneers’ Institute, 85, 200

Bacteria in London water, 456
Bancroft, F. J., on tall chimneys, 564
Barber, Mr., on : Corporation workmen,
402; public works, Eastbourne, 534;
public works. Market Harborough,440,44£

Barclay, D., on arcliitectural outlook, 299
Barclay, G., on builders' foremen, 174
Barr, Prof., on comparison.s of.structures, ijr

Barry, J. Wolfe, address to engineers. 482
Barry Master Builders’ Association, 131

Batchelor, F., on ho.spitals, 169
Baths, public, for a small toum, 440
Baylor, Mr., on electric traction, 334, 395
Bazin roller boat, 99
Becton, W. K., on protection of buildings

from fire 299
Beer, W., on the Monier system of construc-

tion, 81
Reesley Z'. Dangetfield, 182

Belcher, T., on eighteenth centurj' work, 291

Belgian churches, 60
Bennett, Col., on building exchanges, 85

_

Bidlake, W. H., on : architectural practice

and design, 127 ;
the architect and the

public, 194, 198
Billing, Mr., on meat inspection, 152

Binnie, A., 011 tlie L.C.C. Works Depart-
ment, 203

Birch, W. Je Gray, presentation to, 531
Bird, C., on the Timber Trades’ Soc., lor

Birmingham, Master Plumbers’ Assocn., 258
Bishop of London, the, on architecture, 419
Blackwali tunnel, 340
Blaine. W. J., on Scotch houses, 60
B'air, W. N., on : h.ard wood pavements,

202 ; London house drainage, 201
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REPORTS, &c. (continued):—
Blanc, H

J.,
on photography as an aid to

the architect, 465
Bland, W. E., on plumbing work, 482
Blashil1,_ T., on : certificates as to recu-

sants in Holderness, 253 ; the L.C.C.
Works Department, 7, 79, 303

Boat, the Bazin roller, 99
Bodley t/. Marsland. 347
Boulnois, Mr,, on flushing of drains, Liver-

pool, 55t
Bowness-on- Windermere, church at, 300
Bradbury, G., on the Liverpool Architec-

tural Society, 422
Bradley, E., on London under the monastic

orders, 199
Brandon, the late David, bequest by, to the

Institute. 73
Brawn v. Revitt, 467
Brewer, H. W.

,
on Government Offices, 354

Bridge work, manufacture of, 173
Brighton Master Builders' Association, 492
Bristol Master Builders’ Association, 132,

156, 280, 365, 492
British Archaeological Association, 148, 199,
253, 300, S31

Brodie, C. H., on architecture and the
crafts, 338

Brodie, W., on Dock Gates, 258
Brown, Professor B., on sculpture, 181
Browne, J. B., on Railway Traffic Acts, 139
Brydon, J. M., on : eighteenth century
work, 293 ;

heraldry, 317 ; the Parthenon
and the earthquake, 459^ ;

the sculptor’s
architecture of the Renaissance, 120

Builder's claim for work, a, 65
Builders' Clerks’Benevolent Institution, 198,

342, 407
Builders’ Foremen and Clerks ofWorks’ In-

stitution, 221
Builders' Merchants’ Assocn. dinner, 106
Building Act, 1894, applications under the,

T>
”7. *75. 204, 254. 318. 359. 443. 5>3

Building Act, 1894, cases under the, 63, 8i,

133.. 305. 306, 314, 347, 448, 520
Building: construction, chemistry of
metals used in, 273 ; construction, sani-
tary, 447 ; contract, case under a, 305 ;

Trades Association, Ipswich, 325; Trade
Employers, Lancashire Federation of,

519; Trades’ Exchange, Edinburgh, 85:
Trades Exhibition. 294, 326: Tr.ades’
Federation, Scottish, 180, 427, 519;
Trades, Manchester, 366

Buildings ; of historic interest, 202 ; of the
Ancients, 150

Burial customs, 199
Burns, J.,on : L.C.C. Works Department,

173 ;
new Government offices, 355, 356

Burt, Mowlem, on the L.C.C. Works De-
partment, 172

Butler, D. B., on Kentish ragstone, &c., 33
Butt, D., on Cumbrian antiquities, 100
By-laws, drainage, London, 423

Camera Club, 273
Cameron, R. M., on valuation, &c., 8r
Campbell, Mr., on collecting house refuse,

402
Canopy, wooden pix, Wells Cathedral, 148
Carmichael, Dr., on house sanitation, 253
CarOe, W. D., on Government offices, 355
Carpwnters’ Hall lectures, 208, 231, 259, 273,

30J.577
Cates, A. : on the education of the architect,

220 ; presentation to, 73
Cathedrals, our ancient, 208
C.1WS, F., on technical education and the

arcliitect, 150
Cement, PortUnd, and Kentish ragstone, 33
Chalmers, P. M., on the lower church of
Glasgow Cathedral, 557

Cheapside, building tre.spass in, 306
Chemistry of metals used in building, 273
Chessel, F., on workmen, 326
Chicago, steel skeleton construction in, 8
Church: Aldermaston. 361; Bowness-on-
Windermere, 300 ;

St. Michael’s, Wood-
street, 173 ; St. Stephen's, Col«nan-st.,277

Churches, Belgian, 60
Cistercian Abbey, plan of a, 163
Clare Market light and air case, 183
Clarke, J. W., on plumbers’ work, 301
Clayton O d Hall, M.tnchester, 427
Clerks of Works' Association dinner, 151
Clulow, G., on line engraving, 436
Coales, H. G., on public works, Market

Harborough, 440
Cold storage at docks, 151
Cole, C., on architectural photography. 200
Colep. Boutall, 65

1= w
Collier, Mrs., on church at Bowness-on-
Windermere, 300

Collins. Mr., on collecting house refuse, 402
Colls, Howard, on : architects and sur-
veyors, 441 ; builders, 342

Commissioners of Sewers, 331, iSr, 346, 365
Conference ; A. A. Jubilee, 437 ;

Institution
of Civil Engineers, 475, 476, 482, 513 ;

Sanitary Inspectors', 447
Congress : French Architects', 566; Inter-

national, on education, 548
Construction : Monier systemof,|8i : sham, 150
Contracts, 492
Conversazione, Royal Society, as?, ea?
Comice, the classic. 417
Coronation stone, the, 531
Crace, J. D., on heraldry, 272
Craft Guilds, Medieval, 253
Crafts, architecture in relation to, 334
Cranes, electric, 321
Creswell, H. B., on architect and public, 197
Crimp, W. Santo, on the main drainage of
London, 204

Criticisms, canons of architectural, 200
Crocker, 'T. W., on nuisances, 341
Crux V. Bell, 157
Crystal Palace School of Engineering, 365
Cumbrian antiquities, ico
Cuming, H. S., on mead vessels, 300

Dashwood, F., on apprenticeship, 15a
Davis, A. T., on sewage effluent, 440
Davison, Dr., on Pembroke earthquakes, 31
Dean of Guild Court, 8t
Debenham p. Forster, Frere, & Co., 209
Decoration, ecclesiastical, 23
Decorative

:
plasterwork, 75 ;

woodwork, 321
Delft V
Design, architectural, 60
Design&designers during Queen’sreign, 223
Devonshire, Duke of, on education, 548
Dibdin, W. J., on the purification of the
Thames. 204

Digbytr. East Ham District Council, 5
Dimensions of some mediasval buildings, 316
Dinner: Architectural Association, 418;
Birmingham Master Plumbers’ Associa-
tion, 258; Brighton Master Builders'
Association, 492 ; Bristol Master Builders’
Association, 156; Builders' Association,
Hanley, 132 ; Builders' Clerks’ Benevo-
lent Institution, 342 ; Builders’ Exchange
Club, Leeds, 132 ; Builders’ Foremen
and Clerks of Works, 221

;
Builders’ Mer-

chants' Association, 106 ; Camera Club,
273; Clerks ot Works' Association, 151

;

Dublin Master Builders’ Association,
258; Dundee Master Builders' Associa-
tion, 258: Institute of Builders, 441 ; In-
stitution of Civil Engineers, 346 ; Ipswich
Building Trades' Association, 325;
London and Provincial Builders' Fore-
men’s_ Association, 174 ; Manchester
Building Trades, 366 ; Nottingham
Master Builders' Association, 181 ; Old-
ham Builders' Association, 106 ; Paviors'
Company, 173 ; Plymouth Master
Builders’ Assoctation, 156; Royal Insti-
tute of British Architects, 460; Sanitary
Inspectors' Association, 254; Surveyors'
Institution, 230; Shrewsbury Master
Builders’ Association, 156; York Archi-
tectural Society, 8i

Discussion Section, A.A., 150, 169, 299, 401
District Council, a, and building plans, 65
Dock gates, Liverpool, 258
Docks, London, cold storage at, 151
Dodd V. Churton, 305
Dodges, 299
Donaldson, H. F., on cold storage at the

docks, 151
Doric style in Sicily, the archaic, 254
Dover, public works of, 40a
Drainage: by-laws, London, 423; London
house, 201 : mam, of London, 204

Drainage and sanitary construction, 222
Drawings, piracy of an architect’s, 182, 347
Drawing.s, &c., Institute students’, 75
Drew, A., on roofing design, 80, 100
Drew, T., on the architecture of Dublin, 40
Drew-Bear v. St. Pancras Guardians, 85,

106, 130, 232, 250, 281, 366, 467
Drower, Mr., on the A. A., 152, 438
Dublin, architecture of, 40
Dublin Master Builders’ As.socn., 258
Dundee Master Builder.s’ .Assocn., 258
Durham Cathedral and Castle, 422
Dwelling bouse, the, 151
Dye t'. Patman, 183

Earthquakes, 208
Earthquakes, the Pembroke, 31
Eesdale, R.A.,on rambles in Yorkshire, 199
Eastbourne flood prevention works, 532
Eayrs, J. T., on public works, Market Har-
borough, 440, 441

Ecclesiastical Decoration, 23
Economics, influence of, on architecture, 361
Eden. F. C., on mystery & architecture, 169
Edson, W., on works in Ripon, 423
Education, Intcrn.ational Congress on, 548
Educational training of architects, 219
Edwards, K., on steel and its use in struc-
tures, 402

Eidlitz, L., on education of architects, 219
Eighteenth century work, 291

I
Electric : central station working, 8 ; cur

rent, work of, 231 ; lifts and cranes, 321;
traction, 334, 395 ;

tramway, Dover, 402
Ellington, E. B., on transmission of power
by water, 476

Ely, J., on architectural societies, 420
Ely, T., on wreaths and garlands, 441
Embankments, cruciform, Yorkshire, 123
Emerson, W., on the education of the

architect, 220
Engineering Conference, 475, 476, 482, 513
Engineering Societies : Association of
Municipal and County Engineers, 402,
422. 44a. 483, 532, 551; Crystal Palace
Schwl of Engineering, 365 ; Institution
of Civil Engineers, 8, 81, 127, 151, 204,
223..321. 340. 346. 397, 475. 476, 482, 513

:

Institution of Junior Engineers, 8, 151,
J731299; Liverpool Engineering Society,
57. 258, 442 ;

Society of Engineers, 33,
127, 422, 553, 570

English architectural history, an unwritten
chapter of, I43

Engraving, line, a half century of, 436
Escott, Mr., on Ripon sewage works, 423
Evans, A., on some votive objects, too
Examinations : Municipal and County
Engineers, 326 ; Sanitary Institute, 465;
Surveyors’ institution, 123, 439

Examinations, compulsory subjects in
architectural, 438

Exchange: Building Trades’, Edinburgh,
8s; Building Trades’, Glasgow, 326;
Club, Builders’, Leeds, 132

Excursion : Architectural .‘issocn., Ireland,

567 j_ Edinburgh Architectural Assocn., 569
Exhibition : Building Trades', 294, 326

;

Liverpool School of Architecture, 556

Fawcett, W. M., on Institute students'
drawings, 75

Feardon building dispute, a, 183
Federation : of building trade employers,
Lancashire, 519; Scottish building trades’,
180, 427, 519

Fees, architects' claim for, 326
Fellowship of Institute, question of, 548
Fennell, W. J., on buildings in Antrim, 127
Field, Rogers, on house sanitation, 513
Fire, protection of buildings from, 299
Fireclay manufactures, 403
Kitzmaurice, M., on Blackwall tunnel, 340
‘ Fixtures/ 200
Fleming, Dr., on electric current, 231
Fleming, Owen, on : architecture and the

crafts, 337; the sculptor’s architecture of
the Renaissance, 121

Fletcher, B. F., on : architecture and the
crafts, 338 ; English architectural histoiy-.

146 ;
Greek sculpture, 249 ;

the architect
and thepublic, 196 ; the classic comice, 418

Fletcher, Professor B., on: handicraft edu-
cation, 294, 326 twentieth century archi-
tecture, 259

Flood prevention works, Eastbourne, 532
Florence, H. L., on the sculptor's architec-

ture of the Renaissance, i2i
Flower, A. S., on an unwritten chapter of
English architectural history, 143, 146

Fortifications, French medijeval, 253
Fowler, Mr., on Shone's system, 534
France, architectural meetings in, 565
Frankland, Dr, P., on bacteria in London
water, 456

Fraser, W., on economics & architecture, 361
Freeman, W. K., on architects, 342
French medijcval fortifications, 253
Fulwood, W. B., on the L.C.C. 'Works
Department, 203

Fyfe, D. T., on French mediteva! fortifica-

tions, 253

Gallery, National, of British Art, 149
Garden, the, in relation to the house, 166
Gardner, Prof. E., on : Greek sculpture, 249 ;

the Parthenon & the 1894 earthquake, 458
Gardner, Professor P., on : a stone tripod

at Oxford, 163 ; Greek history and monu-
ments. 258, 281, 304

Gas engine, the, 321
Gautier, M. Emile, on the Bazin roller

boat, 99
German 'i'echnical College, architecture at

. 549
5So, 231

Gilbert, A., on the sculptor’s architecture of
the Renaissance, 119, 121

Glaisher, Dr., on Delft ware, 395
Glasgow : Building Trades’ Exchange, 326 ;

Cathedral, lower church, 557; School of
Art, 150, 199, 25.^. 299_, 340'

Glover, J., on specifications, &c., for public
works, 57

Gloyne, R. M., on flood prevention works
at Eastbourne, 532, 534

Godfree, G. S., on builders & their men, 492
Gold Medallist, the Institute, 119
Golcb, J. A., on : architectural literature,

420 ; eighteenth century work, 291, 294 ;

heraldry, 271 ; heraldry of Renaissance
in England, 317, 318

Gothic architecture, 100
Government Offices, new, 354
Governors, .‘Automatic Gas Station, 422
Graham, A., on the sculptor’s architecture
of the Renaissance, 121

Granger, Dr., on Greek sculpture, 246, 250
Granite quarries, Penmaenmawr, 551
Greek history and monuments, 258, 281, 304
Greek sculpture and legend, 246
Greenwood, B. J., on builders’ foremen, 221
Griffiths, Dr. P., on ventilation, &c., 447
Grigg, W. H., on drainage by-laws, 423
Groynes, 402
Guilds, media;val craft, 233

Haddon Hall, 222
Haite, G., on design during Queen's reign,

223
Halifax, Lord, on architecture, 419
Hall, T., on builders' clerks, 342
Hampstead Heath Protection Society, 346
Hanley, Builders' Association dinner at, 132
Harrison v. Feardon Urban Council, 183
Hart, A. H., on English architectural

history, 146
Hatton House, Midlothian, 340
Haward, Mr., on the L.C.C. Works De-
partment, 79, 126

Hay, D., on the Blackwall tunnel, 340
Healing and ventilating, 326
Hebb, J., on the Parthenon and the earth-
quake, 459

Hellenic architecture, 150, 199, 254, 299, 340
Hellenic Society, the, 163
Hellyer, S. S., on plumbing and sanitary
work, 478, 482, 510

Henman, W., on hospital construction, 38a
Hepper, J., on fixtures, 200
Her Majesty’s Theatre, Haymarket, 251
Her.ildry : Artistic application of, 99 ;

in English mediicval architecture, 271

;

of the Renaissance in England, 317
Higgins, T., on London bouse drainage, 201
Hilton, J., on the Coronation stone, 531
History, English architectural, an un-

written chapter of, 143

Holloway, H., on the L.C.C. Works De-
partment, 172

Homer v. Herbert, 326
Hooper, F. G. F., on sanitary work, 481
Hope, W. H. St. John, on : heraldry, pg,

271, 272, 317 ;
the plan of a Cistercian

Abbey, 163 ; wooden pLx canopy from
Wells Cathedral, 148

Hopetoun House, 462
Hopkinson,Dr.on electrical transmission,476
Hospital : construction, 382 ; Park, Lewis-
ham, 420

Hospitals, 169
Hotel, the Royal Palace Extension, Ken-

sington, 382
House: garden in relation to the, 166;
drainage, London, 201

;
dwelling, the,

i5t
; interiors, modern, 253 ; sanitation*

.,^*53, 513
Houses, some Scotch, 60
Hughes, T. C., on Lancaster seal, &c., 531
Hughes, Prof. _T., on flint implements, 441
Hull, E., on Nile embankment, Assouan, 85-
Hutton, Sir J., on sanitary inspectors, 254
Hytch, E. P., on the architect as teacher, 60.

Illumination, artificial, 64
Implements, flint, 441
Inquiry, L.C.C. Works Department, 7, 79;

126, 153, 171, 203, 222
Inspection, meat, 152
Institute, the Royal, of British Architects :

annual dinner, 4&) ; annual meeting, 416 j
architecture during Queen's reign, 417 ;

bequest by the late David Brandon, 73
educational training of architects, 219

;

elections, 219, 548 ;
elections, annual, 547

Fellowship question, 548; garden, the, in.
relation to the house, 166 ; Gold Medallist,
the, 119 ; Government offices, new, 354
heraldry in English mediavat architec-
^re, 271 ; heraldry of the Renaissance in
England, 317; Parthenon, the, and the
1894 earthquake, 458 ; presentation to
Mr. Arthur Cates,

5^3 ; President's address
to students, 74 ; prizes and studentships,.
1896-9,7, so, 57 ; sculptor’s architecture
of the Renaissance, the, 119

Institute, the, of Builders, 301, 441
Ipswich Building Trades’ Association, 325
Ireland, Architectural Association of, 40,,

52, 127, 169, 222, 484, 567

Jackson, T. G., on architecture in relation,
to the crafts, 334, 338

Jackson, Mr., on the L.C.C. Works Depart-
ment, 79

Jacobs, Mr., on the L.C.C. Works Depart-
ment, 126

Johnson, C. V., on architectural criticism,
299

Johnson, H. A., on Ripon Sewage Works.,
422, 423

Jones, R. H., on asbestos and asbestic, 395,
Jones t'. Earl's Court -Arcade, Ltd., 428
Jones 7'. Jones, 259

Kelvin, Lord, on contact electricity. 476
Kentish rag.stone and Portland cement, 33
Kerr, Prof., on the Institute ofArchitects, 419,
Keyser. C. E., on Aldermaston Church, 361
Knill, Sir S., on plumbing, 301

Lancashire Feder.ation of building trade-
employers, 519

Lancaster Borough seal, 531
Landslip, litigation through, 205
Lawford, G. M., address to engineers, 127-
Lawrence, G. F., on prehistoric imple-
ments, 148

Lead, cast t'. milled, 315
Le^s : Builders’ E.xchange club, 132;,

light and air cases, 65, 157, 182, 577;
steel works, 538

Legal : Adamant Stone Co., v. Liverpool
Corporation, alleged infringement off

patents, 260
; Aerated Bread Co. v.

shepherd, building trespass in Cheapside,
306 ;

Appleyard ?. Lambeth Vestry*,
point under Metropolis Management Act,.
2B2 ; Baker &. London County Council,
Tribunal of Appeal case, 462 ; Beesleyt'.
Dangerfield, an_ architect's claim, 182 ;.

begging letter imposters, alleged, 367
Bodley f. Marsland, appeal against a
District Surveyor, 347 ; Brawn v. Revitt,,
a question of_ light, 467 ;

Broomfield
V. Williams, right to light, 505 ; Cole
t'. Boutall, builders claim for work,
6s ;

Crux V. Bell, party-wall dis-
pute, 157 ; Debenham r». Forster.
Frere, & Co., ancient lights, 209 ; Digby

East Ham Urban District Council,,
sanitary authorities and their workmen,
5 ; Dodd t'. Churton, case under a
building contract, 305 ;

Drew-Bear, T.,
and others, z'. St, Pancras Guardians, 85,
J06, 130, 232, 259, 281, 366, 467 ;

Durrant
V. Branksome Urban Council, drainage of
surface water on roads, 353: Durrant.
z>. Corporation of Great Yarmouth^
case as to impure drinking water, 315 ;

Dye
Z‘. Patman, light and air case, 183 ;

Harris
son 7;. Feardon Urban District Council,
building dispute, 183 ; Hobson v. Gor-
ringe, machinery on hire and purchase
system, 245 ;

Homer k. Herbert, archi-
tects’ claim for fees, 326 ;

Jenks &,
Lord Clifden, obstruction of light,

476
:_

Jones v. Earl's Court Arcade,
Limited, contractor’s claim, 428 ;

Jones V. Jones, ancient lights case,
Wales, 255; List 7'. Sharp, case under
1894 Building Act, 65 ;

London Building
Act,_ case under the, 1133 ; L.C.C. v.
Davis, evasion of the London Building
Act, 305 ; L.C.C. t'. Faulkes, case arising
out of new Building Act, 306 ;

L C.C. v.

Hickling & Frampton, paving rates, 133 :

L.C.C. f. Rowton House, Ltd-, case
under the 1894 London Building Act, 520 v
London & Midland Bank v. National Pro-
vincial Bank, ancient lights, 65, 157, 182 ;

Mayor ofWest Hartlepool :>.Robinson,case
undera local improvement Act, 157; Messer
z'. Saunders, action by a building manager,
182; Moorwood z\ Longden, 545, 557;
Murdoch & Cameron r-. Mayor and Cor-
poration of Bournemouth, Claim under
a contract, 156 ; Neale Z’. Harmer, piracy
of an architect’s drawings, 182, 347

;

Neave Saxby, obstruction of ancient
lights, 88

;
Queen z'. London County

Council, case under the London Building
Act, 1894, 448; Read 7'. London County
Council, Tribunal of Appeal case, 424;
Sadgrove v. Coad, architeot and his
pupil, 13a ; School Board' fw London v.
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Hunt, alleged interference with a wall,

<;77 ;
Sharpe v. Harman, litigation

through a landslip, 209 ;
Siareyw. Sladen,

case in Aylesbury Bankruptcy Court, 182

;

Smith V. Chorley District Council, a

builder and his plans, 183, 347 ; Stoke

Newington frontage dispute, action by the

L.C.C., 133, 209 ; Tate v. Latham & Son,

case under the Employers’ Liability Act,

394 ;
Taylor v. New Briggate Arcade

Company, ancient lights case, 260, 577 ;

Thames Conservancy v. Southwark and
Vauxhall Water Company, law as to Lon-

don water supply, 71 ;
Thornton v.

Hunter, interference with party wall, 88 ;

Tyerman v. Marsland, appeal against a

Distric.t Surveyor, 366; Venner 7/.

M'Doiiell, case under the London Build-

ing Act, 1894, 88,314; Wetherby District

Council V. Hewling, building plans, 65,

427 j
Woodward v. J. Allen & Sons, inter-

ference with an architect by builders, 182

Lethaby, W. R., on : Leadwork, 315

;

technical education in architecture and
the building trade, 548

Lewes, Prof., on artificial illumination, 64
Lifts, electric, 321
Lights, ancient, &c., litigation as to, 65, 88,

157, 182, 183, 2og, 259, 260, 467, 577
Linlithgow, visit of architects to, 569
List V, Sharp, 65
Liverpool ; Old architecture in, 305 ; sani-

tary inspector at, 466 ;
School of Archi-

tecture, 556
Livingstone, W. J., on the L.C.C. Works
Department, 203

Llandudno, municipal works of, 551
Lobley, Mr., on overhead wires, 402

Lord Mayor'ou building matters, 295
Lorimer, R. S., on William Morris, 253
London County Council : Architect's De-
partment, 461 ; Battersea Park-road, 300 ; !

Blackwall Tunnel, opening of, 341 ; Boa-
dicea statue, 123 ;

Boundary-street im-
provement scheme, 123; British Museum,
&c., protection from fire, lot ;

buildings

of historic and architectural interest, 202 ;

Cane Hill Asylum, additions to, 253

;

Chairman, election of 252 ;
Chemist, the,

to the Council, 274 ; Churchway. Euston-
Toad, 123 ;

City of London (Sewers) Bill,

171 ;
Clerkenwell, sanitary condition of,

341 ; Coat of Arms for the Council, 509 :

combined drainage, 101, 275 ; contractors’

work in Rosebery-avenue, 20a ; dangerous
structure proceedings in aibitraiion c^es,
510; dangerous structure.s, proceedings
with regard to, 152; drainage of CKrk-
enwell, 171 ; estimates, the,_ 443 ; Fire
Brigade appliances, construction of new,

203 ;
fires in theatres, 443 ;

Fleet-street

widening, 221, 252 ;
gravel, supply of, for

Parliament Hill, &c., 342 ; ground plan

of London, 341 ;
Hackney Wick, &c.,

sewer, 221 ; Highgate Archway, 152,

202; Horton asylum foundations, 276;
hydrant, &c., indicators, 319 ;

improve-
ments, 275; land at Cattle Market,
Islington, 123 ; law cases (see ‘Legal’);
legal proceedings, result of, 320,

358 ; Lincoln’s Inn-fields railings, 300 ;

loans, loi, 122, 170, 202, 221, 252, 274,

300, 319, 443. 461. 485. 5C9 ;
lodging-house

for women, 443 ; lunatics, housing of,

152; Manager of Works, the new, 122;
Marylehone-road widening, 102 ;

Mill-

bank Prison site, 123, 358 ; North Wool-
wich drainage, 221 paving streets, cost

of, 101 ;
paving work, Clerkenwell Fire

Station, 342 ;
plans of schemes, sale of,

461; railway .stations, inspection of, 342;
Richmond Park, new entrance to, 122 ;

salaries of Inspectors in the Public Health
Department, 341 ;

shelters, common, 300:
sky signs, 358 ; steps, the, of St. Marlin's
Church, 358 ; street improvement
(London) bill, 300; streets, &c.,re-raming
of, 221 ; structures, temporary, Jubilee
procession, 320, 341,358,510; technical
education, 101, 202 ;

theatre, Deptford,
loi

;
theatre, Norris-street, Haymarket,

J70, 301 ; Tower Bridge, southern
approach, 152 ;

trains, workmen's, 202
;

tramway purchase, 320, 341 ; Tribunal of

Appeal, cases decided by the, 462 ; Vauv-
hall Bridge, 252, 341 ;

wages, Council's
list of, 358, 462 ;

water bills, 152, 319 ;
water

question, the, 123, 275 ; water supply,
charges for, 221 ;

Watling-street, proposed
widening of, 203 : Westbourne Park rail-

way bridge, 510; Westminster, incorpora-
tion of, proposed, 152, 170; working class

dwellings, Boundar>'-street, 198 ; Works
Department, 203, 221, 274, 301, 341, 338,

461, 485, 509; Works Department In-
quiry, 7, 79, 126, 153, 171, 202, 203, 222

London County Council and the building
acts, 133

London : house drainage, 201 ; main drain-

age, 204 ;
under monastic orders, 199

London and Midland Bank v. National
Provincial Bank, 65- 157, 182

London and Provincial Builders' Foremen's
Association, 174

Lovegrove, H., on: architectural examina-
tions, 438 ;

Building Act, the, 342 ;

Eighteenth Century work, 294
Low, Mr., on London house Urainage. 201

Low, I., on ventilation, 149

McBriar, Mr., on hard wood pavements, 202
McDougall, P. W., on electric central

station working, 8

Machinery, wood working, 577
McKendrick, Professor, on the skin as a

telephone receiver, 546
Maepherson, J. A., on bridge work. 173
Magnus, Sir Phillip, on trade teaching, 548
Manchester Building Trades, 366

Mann, Mr., on public works, Market Har-
borough, 440

Mansergh, J., on water supply disputes, 476
Market Harborough Public Works, 440
Marshall, W. C., on sham construction, 150

,

Martin, H., on Surveyors' Institution, 60

Mason, C., on; hard wood pavements, 202;

London house drainage, 201

Mason, Professor, on economic value of

pure water, 506
Master Builders’ Association : Barry, 131

;

Brighton, 492; Bristol, 132, 280, 365,

492 ;
Dublin, 258 ;

Dundee, 258 ; Long-
ridge, 208; Nottingham, 181 ;

Plymouth,

156; Portsmouth, 387; Potteries, &c.,

556; Preston, 386; Shrewsbury, 156;
Tunbridge SVells, 156

Master Builders' : Central Association of,

London, 175, 281 ;
National Assocn. of, 122

Mawbey, E. G., on public works. Market
Harborough, 440

May, F. J. C., on : collecting house refuse,

402 : motor cars, 402 ; municipal works,

Brighton, 483 ;
municipal works, Llan-

dudno, 551; public works, Market Har-
borough, 440

Mayor of West Hartlepool v. Robinson, 157

Mead vessels, 300
Meat inspection, 152
Medieval : Architecture, J31 ;

buildings,

dimensions of some, 316 ;
Craft Guilds,

*53 5
fortifications, French, 253

Mellifont, visit of Irish architects to, sfi?

Messers. Saunders, 182

Metals, chemistry of, used in building con-

struction, 273
Metropolis Management Acts case, 282

Middleton, G. A. T., on the sculptor’s

architecture of the Renaissance, 121

Millar, W,, on decorative plaster-work, 78
Miller, A. L., on photography, 253
Mills, E. J., on photography and architec-

tural measurement, J27

Milne Profe.ssor J., on earthquakes, 208

Milner, H. E., on the garden in relation to

the house, 166, 168

Mitchell, A., on medixval architecture, 131

Mitchell-Withers, J. B., on a tour in Hol-

land, 253
Monastic orders, London under the, 199
Monier system of construction, 81

Monuments & history, Greek, 258,281, 304
Moorwood u. Longden, 545, 557
Mordey, Mr., on dynamos, 506

Morris, William, artistic work, &c., of, 253
Mortimer, J. R., on cruciform embank-
ments, 123

Mountford, E. W., on : architect, the, and
the public, 197 ;

eighteenth century work,

293: new Government offices, 355
Mulholiand, Mr., on the suburban theatre,

Mulfins, Rev. J. D., on St. Stephen's, Cole-

man-street, 277
Mumford, C. El# on Belgian churches, 60
Mundella, Mr., on education, 548
Municipal and County Engineers, Associa-

tion of: examination, 326; Dover meet-
ing, 402 ;

Eastbourne meeting, 532 ;

Llandudno meeting, 551 ; London, meet-
ing in, 201 ;

Market Harborough meeting,

440 ;
Ripon meeting, 422 ;

Rochdale
meeting, 483

Murdoch & Cameron v. Mayor and Cor-

poration of Bournemouth, 156

Murray, Dr
,
on literature, 420

Mycmnian Age in Greece, 150

Mystery as an architectural quality, 169

National : Assocn. of Master Builders, 122 ;

Gallery of British art, 149 ;
Trust, 199

Neales'. Harmer, 182, 347
Neavec. Saxby, 88

Newman, F. H., on the g.is engine, 321
Newsholme, Dr,, on tuberculosis, 43

I Newton, E. B. B., presentation to, 100

I

Niddry Castle, 361
I Nile Embankment, Assouan, 85

I

Norrington, J. P., on: hard-w;ood pave-

I

ments, 202 ;
Loudon house drainage, 201

i
Nottingham Master Builders' Assocn., 181

j

Nuisances from offensive trades, 341

O’Connnor, H., on automatic gas station

j
governors, 422

: Offices, new Government, 354

I

Oldham Builders' Asrociaiion, 106
' Oliphant, W., on heating & ventilating, 326

Parry, W. K., on drainage, 222

Parthenon, the, & the 1894 earthquake, 458
Party-wall litigation, 88, 157

Patrick, Mr., on Roman house, Burham, 148

Pavements, hard-wood, 201

Pavior’s Company, the, T73

fayne, Alex., on the Parthenon and the

earthquake, 459
Pembroke Earthquakes, the. 31

Penmaenmawr granite quarries, 551

Penrose, F. C., on the Parthenon and the

1894 earthquake, 458, 460

Peniy, A. J.. on Haddon Hall, 222

Peterborough Cathedral, too, 150

Photography, architectural, 253, 299, 365

Photography and Architectural Measure-

ment, 127

Pickering, Mr., on public works, Market
Harborough, 440

Piracy of an architect's drawings, 182, 347

Pile, Beresford, on : architect, the, and the

public, 197; Architectural Association,

the, 419; architectural design, 60;

Church, the, and architecture, 418

;

classic cornice, the, 417 ;
clerks of works,

152; compulsory subjects in architec-

tural examinations, 438 ;
decorative

plasterwork, 78 ;
English architectural

history, an unwritten chapter of, 145 ;

plumbing work, 481, 482 ;
the sculptor .s

architecture of the Renaissance, 120;

technical institutes and the Architectural

Association, 437, 438
Plasterwork, decorative, 75
Platt, Mr., on : municipal works, Roch-

dale, 483 ;
Ripon sewage works, 423

Plumbe, R., on : architects, 441 ;
the L.C.C.

Work’s Department, 172
Plumbers' : Association, Birmingham, 258 ;

work, 301
Plumbing and sanitary work, 478, gio

Plymouth Master Builders' Assocn., 156

Poore, Dr., on the dwelling-house, 151

Portland cement and Kentish ragstone, 33
Portsmouth Master Builders’ Assocn., 387
Potteries, &c., Master Builders’ Assocn., 556

Pratt, H. W., on : architect, the, and the

public, 197; Architectural Association,

the, 420, 438 ;
architectural examinations,

438; architecture and the crafts, 337:
classic comice, the, 41S ;

decorative

plasterwork, 78 ;
eighteenth century

work, 294
Precce, M., on : electrical transmission,

475 ;
signalling through space, 528

Prehistoric implements, 148
Prendergast, Col., on the : garden in rela-

tion to the house, 168; sculptor's archi-

tecture of the Renaissance, 121

Presentation to; Mr. Arthur Cates, 73;
Mr. E. B. B. Newton, 100

Presidential Addresses ; Devon and Exeter
Architectural Society, 462 ;

Durham and
Northumberland Archaeological Society,

422; Edinburgh Architectural Associa-

tion, 460 ;
Institution of Civil Engineers,

482; Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, 73 ; Society of Engineers, 127
Preston Master Builders’ Association, 386
Preston, S.W., on the Carpenters’ Co., 152

Price, Mr., on overhead wires, 402

Pritchard, Mr., on; administrative works,

533 ;
municipal tramways, 402

Prizes, Institute of Architects’ Students,

50, 57, 75
Prynne, G. H. F., on ; Greek sculpture,

249 ; plumbing work, 481 ; screens, 199
Public, the, and the architect, 194
Public Works, specifications, &c., for, 57
Purification of the Thames, 204

Queen v. L.C.C.. 448
Queen’s reign : architecture during, 401 ;

design, &c., during, 223

Ragstone, Kentish, 33
Railway extension, hl.S. & L., 570
Railway and canal traffic Acts, 139
Rambles in Yorkshire, 199
Ravenshaw, H. W., on electric lifts and

cranes, 321
Raworth, Mr., on electric energy for tram-

ways, 395 ...
Rayleigh, Lord, on electricity, 355, 333, 353
Read V. London County Council, 424
Renaissance: heraldry of the, in England,

317; the sculptor’s architecture of the, 119
Reynolds, ProL, on education, 548
Rhodes, Dr. M., on local government, 254
Richards, R. W., on hardwood pavements,

Rider, F., on building trade questions, 122

Ripon sewage works, 422
Ritchie, A., on the L.C.C. Works Depart-
ment, 342

Rochdale, municipal works of, 483
Roller boat, the Bazin, 99
Roman house at Burham, 148

Roofing, iron and steel, 80, 100

Rose, H., on dodges, 290
Ross, T., on The Binns and Midhope, 484
Roundihwaite, Mr., on Ripon sewage
works, 423

Royal Academy Lectures on architecture,

117, 141, 165, 191, 217, 269, 316

Royal Archseological Institute, 361, 441, 531
Royal Society Conversazione, 457, 547

Sachs, E. O., on architecture at a German
technical college, 549

Sadgrovet'. Co.-id, 132

St. Pancras Guardians, claim against the,

85, 106, 130, 232, 259, 281, 366, 467

Sanitary Engineers, Insiitute of, 280

Sanitary Inspectors’ Association, 43, 152,

254i 34>. 4*3. 447. 466

Sanitary Institute, the, 170,325, 346, 466
Sanitary work and plumbing, 478,510
Sanitation : house, 253, 513 ;

lectuwson, 446

Schlich, Dr. W., on the timber supply of

the British Empire, 290

School Board for Ixmdon z/. Hunt, 577
School of Engineering. Crystal Palace, 365

Scotch houses, some, 60

Scottish Building Trades’ Federation, 180,

427. 519
Screens, 199
Sculptor’s architecture of the Renaissance,

the, 119
Sculpture; and legend, Greek, 246; medee-

val and modern, t8i

Searles-Wood, H. D., on the A, A., 438

Sedding. E., on Gothic architecture, 100

Seismology, advances in, 208

Sefh-Smith, W. H., on: architecture and
the crafts, 338 ;

eighteenth century work,

294 :
English architectural history, 146 ;

Greek sculpture, 250

Sewage works, Ripon, 422
_

•Seward, E., on sanitary buildings, 447
Sewers, City Commissioners of, 131, 181, 346,

,

36s
Sexby, Mr., on the L C.C. Works Depart-

ment, 203
Sham construction, 150

Shankland, E. C., on steel skeleton con-

struction in Chicago, 8

Sharpe v. Harman, 209

Shepherd, W., on Institute of Builders, 441

Shrewsbury Master Builders’ AssOcn., 156

SholTrey,L.A.,on decorative plasterwork, 78

Siarey 7'. Sladen, 182

Sim, H., on eighteenth century work, 294

Simpson, Prof., on: history of the arch, 231;;

old architecture in Liverpool, 305 ; reti-

cence in ait, 222
Sinclair, Archdeacon, on education, 254
Skeleton construction, steel, in Chicago, 8
Skipwith, G., on Greek sculpture, 249
Slack, J., on the warming of buildings, 269'

Slater, J., on: architectural matters, 420
buildings of the ancients, 150 ;

the educa-
tion of the architect, 219

Smith, Osborne, on : plumbing work, 482
the architect and the public, 196

Smith V. Chorley District Council, 183, 347
Smith, Prof. Roger, on: architects and clerks

of works, 151; Architectural Association,
the, 438 ;

cathedrals, 208
SocietyofAntiquaries, 100, 123, 148, 173,199-
Society for Checking Advertising Abuses, 71
Society for Encouragement of Fine Arts, 223-

Soiree, Architectural Assocn., 339, 435, 438
Southall, B. N., on sham construction, 150
Southampton, ancient dwellings, 173
Specifications, &c., for public works, 57
Spencer, Mr., on Ripon sewage works, 423
Spiers, Phen6, on the Parthenon and the

earthquake, 459
Stain ton, Mr,, on hard wood pavements, 2C»
Stannus, H., on : classic cornice, the, 417,
418 :

heraldry, 271 ; the Parthenon and
the earthquaKc, 459

Statham, H. H., on : education, the, of the

architect, 220 ;
garden, the, in relation to

the house, 167 ;
Government offices, new,

354. 356 ;
heraldry, 317; sculptor's archi--

lecture of the Renaissance, the, 121

Steadman, Mr., on the L.C.C. Works De-
partment, 203

Steel and its use in structures, 402'

Steel skeleton constniction in Chicago, 8

Stephenson, E. P., on municipal work a»

Llandudno, 551
Stevenson, J. J., on heraldry, 271
Stilgoe, H. E., on Dover public works, 402
Stoke Newington frontage dispute, 133, 209.

Storage, cold, at London Docks, rji

Strange, C. H., on architectural literature,.

401
Stratton, A., on Sir Christopher Wren, 81

Structures, comparisons of, 151
Studentships, &c., Insiitute of Architects,

-

50. 57
Surrey Archaologic^l Society, 321
Surveyors’ Institution, 6a, 123, 2jo, 439

Tadema, Alma, on the sculptor’s architec-

ture of the Renaissance, 120
T.tylor, Mr., on the L.C.C. Works Depart-
ment, 171, 173 ^

Taylor New Briggate Arcade Co., 260,577
Teacher, the architect as, 60
Technical: college, architecture at a
German, 549; cducation and thcarchitect„

150; education in architecture, 548; in-

stitutes, and the Architectural Assocn.,437
Tests of steel and concrete floors, 58
Thames, purification of the, 204

Theatre : Her Majesty's, Haymarket, 251 ;

suburban, 217
'I homas, F. J., on Art out of doors, 150

Thompson, Prof. J. M., on chemistry of

metals used in building construction, 273
Thorne, Arnold, on registration, 462

Thornton v. Hunter, 88

' Timber supply of British Empire, 290
' Timber Trades’ Benevolent Soc., lot, 209

Training, the educational, of architects, 219.

Tramways, electric, Dover, 40a

Tribunal of Appeal Cases, 424, 462

'Tripod, .stone, at Oxford, 163

Tuheiculosis, prevention of, 43
Tunbridge Wells Master Builders’ Assoc., 156-

Twentieth century architecture, 259
Tyerman v. Maisland, 366

Umney, Professor H. W., on the compres-

sion of air by water, 553

Vallance, D. J.,on decorative wood work, 321
'Valuation, hints on, 81

Venner v. M'Doneil, 88

Ventilation, 149, 447 . . „ ....

Visits—Architectural Associalion : Uimdirg
Trades Exhibition, 294 ;

Her Majesty's

Theatre, Haymrrket, 251 ;
National

Gallery of British Art, 149; Park Hos-
pital, Lewisham, 420; Royal Palace

Hotel Extension, Kensington, 346, 382 ;

Working Class Dwellings, L.C.C.,

Boundary-street. 198
Birmingham and Midland Institute : the

* Nash,’ near Worcester, 557
Edinburgh Architectural Association :

Binns, the, and Midhope, 484; Hatton

House, Midlothian, 340 ;
Hopetoun

House, 462 ;
Niddry and Duntarvie

Castles, 361 ;
North British Distillery,

222
;
Parish Church and Calder House,

299 ;
School, Broughton, 169

Glasgow Architectural Associalion: Edin-

burgh and Chester, 382

Northern Architectural Association .

Leeds Steel Works, 538
Sheffield Society of Architects and Sur-

veyors: Prudential Assurance Bdgs..340

Society of Engineers : M. S. & L. Rail-

way e.xiension, 570
Votive objects, some gold, 100

Waddington, A. W., on architectural edu-

cation, 401
Waddington, Mr., on hardwood pavements,

Walker, Mr., on ; concrete, 533 ;
free libra-

ries, 483
Walmisley, A. T., on groynes, 40*

Walshaw, Mr., on Peterborough sewage. 440

Ward, H., on the L.C.C. Works Depart-

ment, 126, 1531 ?**
Warming of buildings, 169

Warren, E. Prioleau, on decorative plaster

work, 75, 78
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REPORTS, &c. (continued):—

Warren, F.. on the late David Brandon, 73
Waterhouse, A., on the work of Mr. Cates,

Wawrhouse, P., on English architectural

history, 14s
Weatherly, F. E., on contracts, 492
Weaver, W., on : Hardwood pavements,

202;,London house drainage, 2ot
;
the

uidth of streets, 440 ;
workmen, 402

Webb, A., on : heraldry, 372 ; the Archi-

tectural Association, 420; the garden in

relation to the house, 167
Webb, M., on Gesso, 231
Wells, S. H., on technical teachers, 548
Wetherby District Cncl. r’. HewHng. 65, 427
White, E., on the L.C.C. Works Depart-

ment, t53, 171
White, W., on : Architectural Association,

[

the, 438 ;
architectural examinations, 438

I

Wike, Mr., on Ripon sewage works, 423

I

WilHnk, W. E., on mediteva! craft guilds,

253

Willson, T. J., on the Parthenon and the

earthquake, 459
Wilson, T. B., on modern house interiors,

2S3
Wood pavements, hard, 201

Woodward, Mr., on : the Building Act, 342 :

the education of the architect, 220 ; new
Government offices, 335

Wcodward v. Allen & Sons, 183

Woodwork, decorative, 321
Woodworkine machinery,, 577
Woolacott, W. S., on clerks of work, 152

W'orking class dwellings, L.C.C. ,
Boundarj'-

street, tgS
Workmen, apathetic, 326
Works Department, L.C.C., inquir>', 7, 79,

126, 153, 171, 203, 222
Worth, J. E., on the main drainage of Lon-

don, 204
Wreaths .and Garlands, 441
Wren, Sir Christopher, and his work, 8t

Vabbicom, Mr., on : collecting house refuse,

402 : overhead electric system, 402

CORRESPONDENCE.

Subjects of Letters. Subjects ofLetters {continued)

Abbej-, Sherborne, 361
Aberdeen Universitj-, Chemical Depart-

ment, 19
Advertisers, risks of, 176
Agreement, building, form of, 44.3, 515
American architectural history, 444 I

Architect, thirteenth century, ‘discovery’ of

a, 176, 205, 227 !

Architeflb’ plans, right as to, 43
Architects, the graves of great, 573
Architecture, examination in, 486
.Architecture, heraldry in, 302
Architecture on the Bedford Estate, 342
Associates’ (R.I.B.A.) vote, 554, S73

Bank, Capital and Counties’, Bristol, 128
j

Baths competition, public, Morley, 20,404
Bedford Estate, architecture on the, 343
Berkhamsted Schools-chapel, 205, .<31

!

Bodlej-7'. Marslaiid, 361 1

Brickwork tests, 19 1

Bristol: Capital and Counties' Bank, 128 ; ;

Dock offices, 176
Building Act, case under the, 361

Building Act, ‘structure’ in the, 342, 361 i

Building agreement, form of, 463, 515
Buildings and designs, models of, 205, 227

Cardiff architecture, 278
Church Tower competition, Liskeard, 19

Churches, position of organ in, <54
Cisterns, flushing, 154, 176
Competition: Liskeard church tower, 19;
Morley baths, 20, 404 ; Pavilion, Weston-
super-Mare, 176; St. David's Church,
Exeter, 103

Concrete floors, tests of. 8t

Copper roofs, 43, 61

Cottages, model, 255

Floors : tests of steeland concrete, 81
;
wax'

ing,322
Flushing tanks, 154, 170

Graves, the, of great architects, 573

Heating houses from kitchen fire, 43
Heraldry in architecture, 302
History, pointin American architectural, 444
Holborn post-office, the new, 19

House, dilapidated. Shepherd's Bush, 361

Houses, heating from kitchen fire, 43

Institute : A‘Sociates’ vote, the, S54. 573 1

election of Fellows at tbe, 4S6, 535 ;
elec-

tions, 384, 404, 444, 463, 486, 535

Keyingham, St. Nicholas, 343
Kitchen fire, heating houses from, 43

Liskeard Church Tower competition, 19

London street architecture, sketches of, 227,

254. 278, 302, 325
London water supply, and three-gallon

cisterns, 154, 176

Marischa! Coll, ventilation, Aberdeen, 19

.Models of designs and buildings, 203, 927

Morley Baths competition, 20, 404

Ogle, Mr. C. Chaloner, the late, 384
Organ, position of, in churches, 554

Party-wall question, 343
Pavilion competition, Weston-super-Mare,

176
Peterborough Cathedral, 19, 103, 205
Plans, architects' right as to, 43
Plumbing, water-closet, 515, 535, 554

I Post-office, Holborn, the new, 19

Designers, a Society of, 322
Designs and buildings, models of, 205, 227
Discovery- ' of a’ thirteenth century
architect, 176, 205, 227

Discovery of Roman remains, 255
Dock offices, Bristol, 176
Drawings, R. A. Architectural, 424

Election of Fellows, the Institute, 486, 535
Elections, R.I.B.A., 384, 404, 444, 463, 486
Electric lighting by reflection, 554
Evidence, ‘expert,’ 128, 154
Examination in architecture, 486
Exeter, 5t. David’s Church competition,

103
Exhibition, Royal Academy, 444
• Expert ' evidence, 128, 154

Quantity surveyors, warning to, 81

Rain-water tank, colieciing area, 278, 302
Reflection, electric lighting by, 554
Roman remains, discovery of, 255
Roofs, copper, 43, 6t

Royal Academy architectural drawings, 424
Royal Academy E.xhibition, 444

St. Nicholas, Keyingham, 343
St. Pancras Guardians, claim against, 235
Sewer capacities, by different formul®, 572
Shepherd’s Bush, dilapidated house at, 361

Sherborne .Abbey, 361
Society of Designers, a, 322
Steel and concrete floors, tests of, 81

Subjects of Letters {continued) :—

Street architecture, sketches of London,
2271 255. 278. 302, 325

‘ Structure ' in London Bldg. Act, 342, 361

Tank, rain-water, collecting area, 278, 302
Tests, brickwork, 79
Tests of steel and concrete floors, 81

Thirteenth ceuturj- architect, ‘discovery’
of, 176, 203, 227

Venner McDonell, 342, 361
Ventilation, Marischal Coll., Aberdeen, 19

Warning to quantity surveyors, 81

Water-closet plumbing, 515, 333, 554
Water supply, London, and three-gallon

cisterns, 134, 176
Waxing floors, 322
Weston-super-Mare Pavilion competition, 176

Wood, preservation of, 444

Writers of Letters.

Barry, H., model cottages, 253
Batchelder, S. F., a point in American

architectural history, 444
Bibby, G. H., R.I.B.A. elections, 486
Bilson, J., ‘discovery’ of thirteenth cen-

tury' architect, 176
Brodie, C. H. : new Holborn post-office,

19; the Institute Associates’ vote, 554,

573

Carter, H.. Tidman, E., and Lawford,
G. M., London water supply, 134

CoUins, Adrian, electric lighting by reflec-

tion, 554

Dyball, H., ‘ expert ' evidence, 128

Fearon, T. L., ' expert ’ evidence, 134
Ferguson, C. j., copper r(*ifs, 43
Flower, A. S., the drawing of a thirteenth

century architect, 903
Flower, T. J. M., three gallon flushing

tanks, 176
Fry, T. C., Berkhamsted Schools-chapel,

205, 231

Gough, W. V., Dock offices, Bristol, 176

Hait6, G. C-, a society of designers. 323
Harris, E. S., heraldry in architecture, 302
Hebb, J.. the late C. Chaloner Ogle, 384
Hcllyer, S. S., water-closet plumbing, 534
Henshaw, R. S., form of building agree-

Herbert E., Morley baths competition, so

Hodgson, J. S., sewer capacities, 57a

Writers of Letters {continued)

Jacobs, B. S., Cardiff architecture, 278 *

Japp, F, R., ventilation, chemical depart-

ment, University of Aberdeen, 19

Lanchester, H. V., election of Fellows at

the Institute, 486, 335
Locke, W. J. : form of building agreement,

463 1 R.I.B.A. elections, 486
Loweris:n, H., St. Nicholas’, Keyingham,

343

McDonell, G., ‘structure’ in the London
Building Act. 342, 361

Marsland, E., ‘ Bodley v. Marsland,’ 361

Mew, F., Capital and Counties’ Bank, Bris-

Nevill, R., Peterborough Cathedral, 19

Penrose, F. C., discovery of Roman re-

mains, 955
Potterton, 'f., healing houses from kitchen

fire, 43
Poynter, A. M., architecture on the Bed-

ford E.slate, 342
Pryiine, G. H. Fellowes-, Liskeard Church

'Tower, 19

Reed, H., competition, St. David’s Church
Exeter, 103

Ricardo, Halsey, Peterborough Cathedral,

203

Seth-Sroith. W. H. ; Royal Academy ex-

hibition, 444 ;
the question of examina-

tion in architecture, 486
Seward, E. ; Models of designs & bdgs..2o5

Silby, F., on collecting area for rain water

tank, 302

Tarry, H. B., tests of steel and concrete

floors, 81

Troup, F. W., Peterborough Cathedral, 103

Wade, F. B., sketches of London street

architecture, 255, 325
Walker, F., ‘ Brickwork tests,’ 19
Wight, Norman, water-closet plumbing,

Wlldman, W. B., Sherborne Abbey, 361
Williams, J. L, sketches of London street

architecture, 302
Williams, J. L., sketches of London street

architecture, 227, 278
Wilson, H., Royal Academy architectural

drawings, 434
AVragge, G. E., claim against St. Pancras

Guardians, 253

GENERAL,

Aberdeen Granite Association, 303
j

Academy, Alloa, 553 I

Accidents to carpenters. 357 (

Aitchison’s, Professor, R.A. lectures, 305
Alhambra, new front to the, 256
American Public Health Association, 365
Antiquarian : discoveries (see ' discovery ’)

; !

Society for Nott.s. 338 1

Antiquarie.s, Soc. of, Chapel-en-le-Frith, 556
|

Appointments, 46, 84, 106, 148, 156, 909, 1

930, 346, 363, 387, 40;, 446. 5^9 I

Architecture, old, in Liverpool, 305
j

Archway, old, Chester, 303
|

Arnold, Dr., bust of, Rugby, 180
1

Art 1 dub, the 'gr, 530 ; gallery, Bath, 444 ;

school buildings, Glasgow, 104 ;
Union of

London, 365 I

ArtifioiaL illumination, 64 I

Artisans',Labourers’,&c., Dwelling.s Co., 900

Arts and crafts : central school, London, 64;

;

exhbn., Chester, 117 ;
exhbn., Maidstone, i

447
.

I

Assay offices, Birmingham, 135 1

Assembly rooms, Featherstone, 363
'

Asylum; Armagh, 279; Bodmin, 130.'
Caterham, 344 ; Cbartham, Canterbury;

363 ;
Denbigh, 27 : Gartlocb, 573

j

Auction rooms, Sheffield, 445
\

Banks: Aberdeen, 337; Belfast, 324:1
Cockermouth, 135; Lxmouth, 44; Gates-

,

head, 178 ;
Hexham-on-Tyne, 343 ; Key- '

ham, 489 ;
Lincoln, 82 ; Llandudno, 317 ;

Reigate, 490
Baths : Aberdeen, 279 ; Doncaster, 104 ;

Exeter. 518 ; Hull, 567 ; Kingston, 3*4 ;
J

Loughborough, 80; Marylebor.e, 256:;
Morley, 22S : Shoreditch, 443 ,

Bells, execution, St. Sepulchre’s, 23
Bennett, T., and ‘ revolution ’ in cycles, 780

Berkhamsted School-chapel, 231
Berlin building officials, 64
Bethnal Green Museum, 63
Birmingham Town Hall, panels, 346
Bishop’s chair, Walton, 519
Blackwall Tunnel, 103, 231, 484, 519
Board-room, Droughty, 207
Bolsover Church, fire at, 106

Boziers-court, improvement, 492
Brewery : Blackford, 383 ;

Duddingston, 334
Brickmakers, Kent, 326
Brick trade of Worksop, 319
Bridge removing feat, 84
Bridges : Ayr, 345 ;

Bideford, 63 ; Bolton
Abbey, 130 : Durham, 45 ; Hedgeley,
near, 207 ; Kew, 304 ;

Klncraig, 536,

London, 84 ; Loughborough, 304 ;
Red-

heugh, 22
Brighton sea defences, 84
Building: Acts and open spaces, 387 ; by-

laws, Blackpool, 64 :
by-laws, Cardiff,

466; regulations Act, Glasgow, 24;
Society, Temperance Permanent, 181

Building in: Aberdeen, 153, 464 ;
Birming-

ham, 177 ;
Blackpool, 31, 64, 155, 425

;

Coventry, 40: Dundee, 22; Edinburgh,
27, 518; Fraserburgh, 22; Glasgow, 27,

555; Halifax, 22; Inverness, 22 : Leeds,
22, Leicester, 21: Leigh, 37; Man-
chester. 105 ; Paisley, 363 ;

Peterhead,
22; Potteries, 44; Sheffield, 44, 178;

423; Staffordshire, 178,407,375; Stone-
haven, 45 ; York, 22

!

Building trade & Employers’ liability, 466

;
Building Trades’ : Exchange, Edinburgh,

I 85; Federation, Dundee, 84

Building trades & technical education, 427
Buildings, sale of historic, Coventry, 106
Bust of Dr. Arnold, 180

Cabot monument, Bristol, 386
CafC: Bexhill-on-Sea, 355 ;

Liverpool, 228
Canada, wood industries of, 466
Capital and Labour : Aberdeen slaters'

strike, 448, 467 ;
Barnstaple masons'

wages, 539 ;
Barry, working rules for

bricklayers, 467; Birkenhead building
trade, 448 ; Birmingham brickmakers’
strike, 407 :

Birmingham building trade,

366; Blackpool, dispute in the building
trade, 467 ;

Blyth bricklayers’ strike, 85,

281 ; Carlisle joiners' strike, 492, 520,

357 : Coventry building trade, 47, 132,

231 ;
Crewe joiners' strike, 467 : Crieff

masons’ strike, 577 ;
Darlington, wages

in the building trade, 65; Douglas, dispute

in plastering trade, 326, 366, 448, 339:
Dudley carpenters' strike, 42^, 492;
Dundee masons' wages, 538; Edinburgh
plumbers' wages, 538 ;

Glasgow, wages in

the building trade, 232 ;
Hampton brick-

layers’ labourers’ strike, 377
;
Jpswich

building trade strike, 492, 520 5
Keighley

builders' strike, 538 ; Labour in the Build-

ing Trade, monthly report as to, 18 1, 281,

577; Lancaster stonemasons’ wages, 427 ;

Leek, dispute in the building trade, 407 ;

Leicester plasterers’ and bricklayers'

dispute, 3S7; Leicester stonemasons and
their employer, 467 ;

Leigh plumbers’
strike, io5

;
Liverpool plasterers’ strike,467;

Llandudno, wages in the building trade,

259; London, wages in the building trade,

427, 447, 492, 579 ; Manchester, wages in

t'nehuildlng trade, 209; Middleton joiners

wages, 467 ; Newcastle bricklayers' and
plasterers' dispute, 231 ; Newcastle
masons and their hours, 538, 557, 577 ;

Newport carpenters and joiners' dispute,

407 : North Shields painters' strike, 448;
North Staffordshire, wage.s in thebuilding
trade, 8$, 448 ; Northwich bricklayers’

strike, 448, 538 ;
Oldham, wages in the

building trade, 132; Omagh builders’

labourers’ strike, 492 ;
Oxford building

trade, 357 ; Penrhyn slate quarries, 519 ;

Peterborough carpenters’ and joiners’

wages, 156 ;
Peterborough painters’

wages, 577; Plymouth, disputes in the
building trade at, 448, 467, 492, 519, 338,

3S7, 577 ; Portadown building trade, 467;
Portsmouth, wages in the building trade,

407 ; Preston building trade strike, 448,

467 ; Redhill building trade strike, 467 ;

Reigate building trade strike, 520; St.

Ives buildiiig trades, 467 ; Scarborough

S
lumbers' .strike, 366, 467 ; Staffordshire

uilding trade, 5 tg; Sunderland painters’

wages. 65 ;
Swansea plumbers' wages,

47 ;
Tavistock carpenters’ strike, 366 ;

Tyldesley bricklayers’ wages, 467 ;

Weston-Super-Mare masons and plas-

terers’ strike, 467; Whision joiners

strike, 520 : Winchester builders'

labourers' strike, 427 ; Wolverhampton,
•wages in the building tmde, 83, 156, 346 ;

York labourers’ wages, i8t

Cardiff: building by-laws, 466; Corporation
contracts, 536

Carpentry', ancient, 365
Carpenters, accidents to, 357
Carpenters' Company, 407, 319, 376
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GENERAL (continued):—

Carpenters and Joiners, Society of, 407

Casements, metal, *30
Cassels' wash-basin range, 156

Castle, Hutton, 490
Catholic Building News : church and

schools, Beverley, 575 ;
church. Birhdale,

405 ;
church, Buxton, 537 ;

church, Derby,

257; church, Dundee, 303; church, Frizing-

ton-, 228 : church, Heaton Norris, 344 ;

church,Kirhy, 363; church, Teeconiiaught,

425; church tower, Burton, 436; Monastery,

Kinnoull, 344 ;
school, Leyland, 556 ;

school-chapel, Boothstown, Tyldesley,

465 ;
schools, Blackburn, 464

Cattle Mart, Belfast, 363
Cazin power wheel, 576
Chambers, Broad Sanctuary, Westminster,

279
Chaier, J., & Sons, 47
Chester: Arts and Crafts exhibition, 117;

old archway, 305
Children's home, Formby, 405
Choir seats, Rotherham church, 551
Church Building News : Aberdeen, 406

;

Alresford, 21 ;
Als^er, 62 ;

Ashby, near

Brigg, 207 ;
Ashford, 64 ;

Aslackby,

Bilnngborough, 555 ;
Auchterarder, 62 ;

Barton-on-Humber. 44 ;
Beaminster, 344 ;

Bishop's Waltham, 490; Bocking, 45:
Bolsover, 229 ;

Bridgend, 517 ;
Burnley,

445 ;
Buxton, 207 ; Cardiff, 207 ; Car-

li'le, 537: Castlebar, 257; Cnilcomb,

465; Chilcompton, 575; Clapham Rise,

516; Clonfert (cathedral), 104; Clyde-

bank, Glasgow, 464; Cwm Park, 21,

Darnconnar, 279 ;
Deepllsh, Rochdale,

489; Derby, 46s; Dolphinholme, 425;
Dublin. 406; Duffield, 228: Dunbar,

405; East Tuddenham, 130; Edinburgh,

129; Flamboro’igh, 256; Flookburgh,

303 ;
Gainsborough, 555 ;

Great Baddow,

130; Great Harrowden, 21: Hamilton,

104; Hampreston, 324; Heeley, 363;
Hereford (cathedral) 426 ; Herne Bay,

179 ;
Hinderclay, 45 ;

Hyson Green, 490 ;

Inkpen, Hungerford, 279 ;
Irihington,

104; Kildwick, 576; Kilkenny, 426;
Kingswood, Bristol, 279; Leicester, 105 ;

Liskeard, 82 ;
Little Ilford, 507 ;

Liver-

pool, 129; Llanbedr, 228; Llanblethian,

46s; Llanelly, 82; London, 21, 83, 228,

2791 303. 324, 344. 363. 574 : Lundy
Island, 228, 57s; Matlock, 223; Mon-
more Green, "(Volverhainpton, 344 ;

Montrose, 130; Morland, 44 ;
Nempnett,

Bristol, 279; New Springs, 555; Old-
bury, 323 ;

Oxford, 303 ;
Parkgate,

Chester, 303; Perth, 105; Ravenfield,

130; Rochdale, 129, 445; Ropley, 445;
Rowley Regis, 324

:

_St. Blazey, 303

;

Shernbourne, 574 : Skipness, 83 ;
South

Shields, 250; Stafford, 83; Stockport,

257; Stoke Gifford. 105: Swaffham, 178;
Swindon, 206: Tamworth. 45: Tarmon-
barry, 517: Thanet, 179: I'hirsk, 363;
Torry, Aberdeen. 4B9: Trim, 104; Vron,
Denbigh, 279 ;

Warrington, 517 ; Wicken,

517. S38 ;
Widnes, 569; Woh'erhampton,

45 1
Wombwell, 21 ;

Wrexham, 45 ; Yeo-
vil, 555

Church, lire at a, 106

Church struck by lightning, 49_i

Churchyard Bottom Wood, Highgate, 477
Clayton Old Hall, 427
Clerk of Works appointment, 407
Cloister arches, Aberdeen, 180

Clonfert Cathedral, 104
Club buildings: Allerton, 426; Clevedon,

83; Coalville, Leicester, 82; Dewsbury,

303; Edinburgh, 464, 517; Parsley. 105:

Heaton Park, hlanchester, 279 ;
Hetton-

le-Hole. 575; Keighley, 425; Murray-
field, Edinburgh, 4^4 ;

Neath, 44

;

Nottingham, 363 ; Ovendon, 155 ; Peter-

head, 324 ;
South Shields, 323 ; Stan-

ningley, 105; Troon, 426
Coffin, special mortuary’, 447
College : Nava! Engineering, Keyham,

344 ;
Queen's, Belfast, 178 ;

St. Boniface,

Warminster, 575 ;
Theological, Cam-

bridge, 516 ;
Working Men's, Great

Ormond-street, 46
Competitions :—-Artisans' dwellings, Sun-

derland. 149 : asylum, Belfast, 59 ;
a-syluni,

Purdysbum, 272 ;
asylum, Rauceby, 222 ;

baths, Morley, 254 ;
baths, Waltham-

stow, 222 ;
cemetery buildings, Douglas,

102; church, Aberdeen, 222; church,

Moseley Presbyterian, 149; church,
Wesleyan, Blowick, 222 ;

church tower,

Liskeard, 123 ;
club. Conservative, Nun-

eaton, 404 ;
college, technical, Sunder-

land, 199 ;
college, Wesleyan, Spr-

borough, 254 ;
Corn Exchange, Spalding,

200 ; Coroner's court, Poplar, 40 ;
fire-

engine station, central, Aberdeen, 299 ;

Hall, City, Belfast, 320 ;
hospital,

the Gilroes, Leicester, 254 ; hospital,

Skipton 40; infirmary, Newport, 102;
Johannesburg, Investment Company’s
Buildings, 272 :

land-laying, out, Wel-
lington, 102; Municipal Buildings,

Douglas. 59 ;
North Bridge-street

improvement, Edinburgh, 199 ; nurses'

home, Wandsworth, 482, 483; offices,

Parish Council, Brechin, 320; police

station, Halifax, 199, 483 ;
Poster, build-

ing trades' exhibition, 169 ;
school,

Dumfries, 320; school buildings. Govern-
ment, Durban, 80; school, grammar,
Dudley, 180, 254 ;

school, grammar,
Knaresborough, 422; school, higher
grade, Scarborough, 254 ;

school, tech-

nical, Bootle, 382 ;
schools, higher grade,

Wood Green, 422; schools, Board, Sutton

St. Edmunds, 149 ;
Sutherland Institute,

Longton, 199; Town Hall, Colchester,

360; Town Hall, Enniskillen, 482 ;
Town

Hall, Govan, 404 ;
winter gardens, &c.,

Felixstowe, 441 ;
workhouse, Shoreham,

299 ;
workmen's dwellings, Sunderland,

60, 102, 199
Conference of slaters and tilers, 40^
Congress, International, on education, 427
Consistory Court, the, 491
Contracts and sub-leiting, Cardiff Corpora-

tion, 556
Convalescent home : East Finchley, 574 ;

Grange-over-Sands, 445, 555; Llanfair-

fechan, 323; Rustington, 324
Conveniences, public, Hyde Park, 178

Co-operative premises: (Jasile Northwich,

326 ;
Doncaster, 517 ;

Rowbedge, 105 ;

Sacriston, 323 ;
Scotswood, 207 ;

Selkirk,

44 ;
Warrington, 517

Cottages, Rothbury, 369
Coventry, sale of historic buildings, 106

Cross, new, Hartland, 467
Cycles, the latest ‘ revolution' in, 180

Dagnall Park Estate, Selhurst, 305
Darwin, statue of, Shrewsbury, 407
Deaf and blind school, Penkhull, 490
Decoration of : Royal Exchange, 281, 325 ;

St. Paul's Church, Huddersfield, 258

Decorations, Jubilee, 519
Destructors, refuse : Leeds, 84 ;

Yarmouth,

229
Dinner : King's College, London, 466 ; ,

Young and Marten’s, 23r

Disclaimer, a, 346
Discovery, antiquarian : Cardiff, 365

;

Carlisle, 65 ;
Ipswich, 492 ; London, 466 ;

Tamworth, 346 ;
Winchester. 407

Dispensary : Bedminstcr, 83 ;
York, 517

[

Dispute, engineering contract, 304, 326

Dissenting Church Building News: -Aber-

deen, 279, 324; Alrewas, 303: Armley,

155; Ashopton, 406; Barnsley, 344:
Barry, 536; Belfast, 155.489! Belling-

ham, 406; Berwick, 445; Bexhill, 45;
Blackburn, 517 ;

Bradley, 445; Bramley,

104: Brechin, 323; Bnerley Hill, 516;

Brightside, 445; Broadheath, Altrincham,

344 ;
Brookwood,49o; Burley, 445 ;

Cardiff,

406 ;
Chelmsford, 537 ;

Chiswick, 279 ;

Crosby, 518; Crowborough, 130; Dews-
bury, 257 ;

Drighlington, 575 ;
Dublin,

405; East Cowes. 324; Ecclesfield, 556

;

Falkirk, 21 ;
Fearn, 537 ;

Fleckney, 553 ;

Gainsborough, 555 ;
Gateacre, Liverpool,

537 ;
Glasgow, 517 ;

Harpfield, 537 ;

Harrogate, 130: Haze! Grove, 279!'

Heaton, 534 : Heeley, 363 ;
Helen’s Bay,

446; Hull, 406, 556; Irthlingborough,

406 ;
Keighley, 363 1

Kyleakin, Inverness,

385 ;
Lancaster, 207 ;

Leeds, 303 ; Liver-

pool, 425 j
Lockwood, 363 ;

London, 21

;

Lymin, 425 ;
Madron, 516 ;,Marsden, 4^5$

;

Montrose, 130; Mountsorrei, 279: New
Brompton, 155, 465 : New Cumnock, 445 ;

Newcastle, 406; Old Hill, Birmingham;

517; Penarih, 490: Penrith, 385; Perth, 97,

Peterhead, 4S9
;
Ponkey, 537; Prestatyn,

257; Pudsey, 104: Roalh Park, 321;
St. Ivesj 324; .Saltney Ferry, 517;
Skelmorlie, 537 ;

Smethwick, 537; South
Wimbledon, 518; Springbourne, 178;

Stafford, 303; Swansea, 83; Tredegar,

465; Tylorstown, 155; Walton, 489,
Warrington, 517 ;

Watton, 531 ; Whittle-

U-Woods, 517 ;
Wimbledon, 517 ;

Yarm, 425
Divining rod at fault, 46
Docks: Aberdeen, 207; Burntisland. 130;

Fraserburgh, 385 ;
Greenock, 207 ;

H'arcle-

pools, 229 Swansea, 426
Domestic Mission Society, 343
Dortmund canal, ship lift on, 131

Doulton’s, Messrs., show-rooms, 386
Drainage : Brightlingsea, 556 ;

Falmouth,

406; Pembroke Dock, 84 ; Ruabon, 45;
Salisbury, 207; Sidmouth, 229; SVest

Hartlepool, 130
Drill hall : Blairgowrie. 323 ; Brechin, 324 ;

Glasgow, 155; Montrose, 324 ;
Radchffe,

Bury. 38s
Drive, UndercUfi, Bournemouth, 22

Dundee Building Trades’ Federation, 84
Di'irer Society, a. 447
Dwellings Co. : Artisans’, Labourers’, and
General, 200 ;

East End, i8t

Dwellings: labourers', Birmingham, 43 ;

model, Sunderland, 556; workmen’s,
Aberdeen, 179 ;

workmen’s Hornsey, 228

East End Dwellings Company, i8i

Electric Lighting News : Boston Dock, 364 ;

Bray, 22; Cardiff, 363, 576; Douglas,

304; Hanley, 491; Harrogate. 387;
Leeds, 155 ;

Liverpool, 557 ;
Manchester,

538 ;
Somerset House, 155 ;

South Shields,

47 ;
Stirling, 63 ;

Wallasey, 155
Electrical exhibition, Newcastle, 209

Employers’ liability & the bldg, trade, 466
Encroachments on open spaces about bldgs.

,

387
Engineering : appointments, 46, 106, 148,

446, 519 ; trades report, 83
Estimates, 1897-8, 325
Ex.aminations, Carpenters’^ Co., 519, 576
Excavations in the Bail, Lincoln, 325
Exchange ; Newcastle, 555 ; builders’, for

Edinburgh, 85; metal, Swansea, 556;
Royal, decoration of, 281, 325

Execution bells, St. Sepulchre’s, 23
Exeter : Cathedral, collotypes of, 427 ;

city

walls, 305
E.xhibition: Arts and Crafts, Chester, 117 ;

Arts and Crafts, Maidstone, 447; Arts and
Crafts, Wolverhampton, 387 ; electrical,

Newcastle, 209 ; Home Arts and Indus-

tries Association, 447 :
Industrial^ and

Trades, Leamington, 132; international,

Glasgow, 557; the '91 Art Club, 530;.
wood-carving, Northampton, 557

Factory : Chorley, 574 ;
North Shields, 517;

Northampton, 324
Filter beds. Cardiff, 345
Fire at: Bolsover church, 106; builders’

premises, a. 305 ;
Chester Town Hall, 326 :

Vcona Cathedral, 230
Fire stations : Edinburgh, 256; Queens

Park, Glasgow, 517

Firm, an old established, 47
Five Arches, Tenby, 84

Fleet-street, widening of, 305, 346

Flue Cleaner, Hoiilt's, 427

Font: old church, Arbroath, zSr ;
at.

Francis’ Church, Cardiff, 106

Foreign and ColonialNews :—.Austria, 84,

131, 180, 208, 230, 258. 280, 325, 346,

364, 407, 426, 446, 466, 519 :
^rlin, 64 ;

Bombay, 466; Calcutta, 427 ;
Cape, the,

49i;Darmstadt, 178: Dortmund, 131, 258;

Durban, 46; France, 23, 45, 631 84.

13:, 156, 179, 208, 229, 257, 280, 304, 325,

346, 364, 386, 406, 426, 446, 466, 491, 518,

537> 576 : Germany, 23, 46, 63, 64, 84,

131, 156, 180, 208, 229, 257, 280, 304, 325,

346, 364, 407, 426, 427, 446, 466, 491, 518,

537, 576; Kimberley, 519; Lahore, 180;

Norway and Sweden, 64,180,446; Rus-

sia, 64, 466 : South Africa, 131, 49* !

Switzerland, 180; Sydney, 426. 538:

Uganda, 258 ;
Venice, 364 ;

Verona, 230;

Western Australia, 325; Zurich, 346
Foresters' Hall, Ryde, 425
Foiint.iins, Diamond Jubilee, 466

Free Labour Association, National, 386

Gas and electric light, Douglas, 304

German horticultural buildings, 427
Glasgow : Building Regulations Act, 24 ;

school of art. 104, 228

Golder's Hill, Hampstead, 483
Golf buildings : Edinburgh, 464 ; Murray-

field, Edinourgh, 464 ;
Troon, 426

Good Friday week, 346
Government offices, Derby. 406
Grammar school, the old, Dudley, 180

Greenbank, Liverpool, Preservation of, 47

Greenwood's timber calculator, 230

Greyfriars Church, Aberdeen : cloister

arches, 180
Guildhall alterations, Westminster, 23

Hall : church, Brechin, 323; church, Dub-
lin, 405; ciiurch, Elgin, 575; Dudfield

memorial, Southwark, 555 ;
Foresters

,

Ryde, 425; Free Gardners', Edinburgh,

324 ;
Good Templar, Perth, 43 ;

Grove,

the, Wanstead. 406 ;
lecture, Roath Park,

321 ; Lyric. Dublin, 21 ;
Masonic, Glas-

gow, 324 ;
Masonic, Selkirk, 229 : hlemo-

rial, Cranford, 83 ;
Memorial, Macsteg,

445 ; Oddfellows’, Stonehouse,464 lOrange,

Belfast, 406; Parochial, Bootle, 406;
Parochial, Darlington, 574; Recreation,

Newcastle, 178 ;
Victoria, Widnes, 569 ;

Usher, Edinburgh, 303
Halls, Diill : Blairgowrie, 323; Brechin,

324 ; Glasgow, 155 ;
Moutrose, 324 ;

Rad-
cliffe, 385

Hails, Mission: Aberdeen, 279: Belfast,

303; Hale End, 489; Warrington, 517
H.ills, Music : London. 83, 426 ;

Middles-

brough, 320 ;
Salford, 21 ;

Wolvcrhamp-

Halls’
^ Public : Craigie, Perth, 465 ;

|

Heacham, 445; Kidsgrove, 405; New-,
port, 179; Selkirk, 443; Tcignmouth, 63, .

730 :
Waddesdon, 575 _ !

Halls, Village : Bowden, 551 j Cardiff, 119 ; I

Knowsley, 229
'

Harbour, new works at, Aberdeen, 363
Highland estate, improvement of an, 305
Historic buildings, Coventry, sale of, 106

Home Arts & Industries Assocn. E.xhbn.,

Home : Children’s, Formby, 405 ;
Conva-

lescent, East Finchley, 574 J Convales-

cent, Grange-over-Sands, 445, 555 ;
Con-

valescent, Llanfairfechan, 323 ;
Conva-

lescent, Rustington, 324 ;
Nurses',

Swansea, 446, 489 : Nurses’, Worcester, 207
‘ Homes,’ People’s, Liverpool, 517
Horticultural buildings, German, 427
Hospitals: Aberdeen, 129; Acton, 556;
Aldershot, 257 ;

.Alloa, 44 ;
Armagh, 279 ;

Aughton, 207; Bedford, 104; Belfast,

518; Birmingham, 47; Blawarthill, 207;

Bristol, 344; Carditf, 530; Chickenky
Wood, 256 : Edinbnrgh, 256, 455 ;

Fal-

kirk, 2t
J

Gorleston, 207; Johnstone,

207: Keighley, 155: Kilwinning, 105;
Kirkcaldy, 207; London, 21, 516, 517;
Lowestoft, 363; Merthyr, 257; Monk-
lands, Glasgow, 17B ;

Monkwearmouth,
207 : Rothesay, 575 ;

Sheffield, 445 ;

Swansea, 207, 323, 446
Hotel: Dunbar, 516; Edinburgh, 4B9

;

i Gorleston-on-Sea, 574 ; London, 488, 489;
I Manchester, 45; Sheringham, 575;

Shoeburyness, 465 ;
Troon, 426

Hotel Metropole, Folkestone, 574
Hotel Russell, Russell-square, 574
Hoult's electro-chemical flue-cleaner, 427
House, Severn End, Worcester, 324
Hutton Castle improvements, 490
Hydro, Clifton, 149

Illumination, artificial, 64
Improvement of a Highland estate, 305
Improvements at Hutton Castle, 490
Imorovements, public: Birmingham, 519;

Brighton, 345 ;
Dublin, 365 ;

Hartlepools,

518 ; Keighley, 557 ;
Leeds, 576 ; Middles-

brough, 538; Scarborough, 257 ; Strand,

London, 491 ;
Whitby, 304

Incorporation of Westminster, &c., 131

Infirmary: Newcastle, 45; Paisley, 490;
Prescott, 207; Stafford, 385; Stockport,207

Insanitary areas, Leeds, 84, 156
Institute; Brampton, 207; church, Ottery

St. Mary, 155 ;
parochial, Chatham, 465 ;

technical, Bradford-on-Avon, 104

Insurance, industrial, 257
Insurance offices, Birmingham, 279
Ipswich, archaeological discovery at, 492

Jubilee : celebration, trade subscriptions to,

386 ;
celebrations, 49* !

temporary struc-

tures and the, 447: decorations, 519 : foun-

tains, 466; pavilion, St. Paul's church-

yard, 405 ;
the, and Punch, 466

Kent brickmakers, 326

King’s College, London : dinner, 466

;

school, 128
' Kleine's ‘ fireproof flooring, 181

Kursaal, Cheltenham, 44

Lawrence, Sir W.,the late, 407
Leeds, insanitary areas, 84, 156

Library, Cathedral, Hereford, 426

Library, public : Birmingham, 519 : Bod-

min, 517 ;
Bristol, 344i 5*8 !

Cambridge,

537 ;
Cardiff, 104 ;

Edinburgh, 464; Moss
Side, 465 ;

Leyton, 229; Thoinliebank.

323 ;
Wick, 344

Lift, ship, Dortmund Canal, 131, 258

Lifts, Halifax infirmary, 23
Light Railway, Aberdeen, 45, 365

Lincoln, Roman, 304,325
Linlithgow Palace, repair of, 488

Liverpool: City .streets, &c., 3655 old

architecture in, 305
Lodging-house, model, Manchester, 179

London Board schools, cost of, 231, 251

London, E.ast, water supply reservoirs, 84

Longridge Master Builders’ Assocn., 208

LychGate, Penwortham, 280

Lyric Hall, Dublin, 21

Lyte's metallic stair-tread, 208

Macallum, Hamilton, monument to, 259
Magistrate, a new architect, 446
Manchester: Cathedral appro.aches, 24;

ship canal, 24, 208

Mansion on Troup estate, Aberdeen, 464

Masonic bdgs.: Greenock, 174! Selkirk, 229

Master Builders’ .Assocn., Longridge, 208

\

Maiheson & Grant's engineering report, 83
' Medical Staff buildings, Leeds, 45
' Memorial

;
Joseph Tnomson, the, 519, 556 ;

Scott, the, Westminster Abbey, 486

.Metal window casements, 230
Metallic stairtread, 208

Mission hall (see ‘ Hall ’)

Mission Society, London Domestic, 345
Model dwelling-s, Sunderland, 556
Monastery, Kinnoull, 344
Monument: Atiay. the, Hereford, 345 1

to Cabot, Bristol, 386 ; to the late Hamfl-

ton Macallum, 259
Municipal bdgs. : Cneltenham, 44 :

Conway,

*57 !
Hyson Green. 21 ;

Llandudno, 344 ;

Oxford, 444 ;
Sheffield, 48B, 515

Museum, Bethnal Green, 65
Music Hal! (see * Hall ')

N..A.P. window casements, 230
Newcastle electrical exhibition, 209
Nottingham Trades Council, 23
Nuneaton, Roman remains near. 325
Nurses’HometSwansea, 489; Worcester, 207

Obituary: Blondel, Paul, 405; Boeihko
Baur.atn, 21 ;Brade, D., 21 ; Biisse, Karl*

21 ;
Button, S. D., 154 ;

Dawes, W., 206 »

Dawson, E. H., 44 ;
Faulkner, J., *55

;

Forster, W., 425 ;
Franqais, M., 516 !

Frank.s, Sir A. W., 488; Gardher, J.,

405; Greig, D., 488; Guirard, Henri,

323; Hofmann, J., 44; Hutchison, J.,

j

464 : Ilg, Dr. A., 62 ;
Kyle, J., 464 !

I Luetzow, Dr. Karl von, 444 ;
M’Lachlaii,

I

Hope, 344: .Martin, T. P., 536; Munday, C.

516 ;
Parker, R. S., 344 : Peiffer, E., 62 ;

Phipps, C. J., 488, 519 : Pille, H., 256;

Reid, A., 256; Robson, W. I'., 62;

Schieffer, F.. 44; Scott, Mr. Gilbert, 531;

Simpson, Rev. Dr. Sparrow, 323 :

Spieker, Dr. Paul, 21 ;
Williams, A., 206 ;

Yon, Edmond, 323
Offices : business, Aberdeen, 516 ;

business,

West Hartlepool, 518 ;
County Court,

Warrington, 517 ;
Government, Derby,

406 ;
Lancashire Insurance Co., Birming-

ham, 279 ;
Newcastle Water Co., 83 ;

Norwich and LondonAccident .Assurance.

324; Parish Council, Aberdeen, 179, 279,

518; Pearl Assurance, Dundee, 257;

Poor Law, Whitby, 229; Union, Darling-

ton, 178
Oldham Builders’ Association, 106

Open space, Liverpool, 47
Open spaces, encroachmentson, about build-

ings, 387
Orange Hall, Belfast, 406

Organ, St. Saviour’s church, Borough, 492

Pail V. water carriage, Chorley, 280

Palace ; Darmstadt, 178 : Linlithgow, 488

Panel pictures. Royal Exchange, 325

Panels, Birmingham Town Hall, 346
Parish : Church Hall, Elgin, 575 ;

Room,
Ely, 490 ;

Room, St. Helens, 556

Park, new, Tollcross, Glasgow, 577
Parliament, bills in, 477
Patent Office, the, 131

Patents : bit braces, 429 ;
block, stop for

sink pipes, 24 ; blocks, flooring, 24

;

blocks, &c., paving. 469; bolts,
_
&c.,

securing, 558; brick, &c.
,

machinery,

66; brick-drying chambers, 210; bricks,

glazed, 420; bridges, concrete, 387;

brushes, 408,469; building blocks, 260;

built columns, &c., 260; cellar flaps, 347;
cement or artificial stone, 133 ;

centre-

bits, 66 ;
chimney pots, J57, 307, 558;

cliimney terminals, ventilating, 67 ; chim-

ney and ventilating shaft, 260
;

chisels,

24, 184, 283 ;
cisterns, 24, 234, 367 ;

con-

densation water, removal Irom iron

roofs, 184; cones for water closets, 157;

covers, sewer entrance, 66 ;
cowls, chim-

ney, 24. 66, 210, 493: doors, 327, 388,

429. 558! dowel pins, 24; down-spouts

fastenings, 577; drain-pipes, 67, 367, 520 ;

drain-plug, &c., for testing drains, 307 ;

drain tests, 428;drain trap, 133, 234 !
drains,
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GENERAL (continued):—

24r 577 : draught and dust excluders,
lit : fasteners, door, iii, 133 ;

fasteners,

window, &C-I 263, 347, 388, 469, 520,

539 :
fire grates, 157, 210. 307, .3*7,

449 ;
I fire-places, 539 ;

floors, &c.,

24. 66, 327, 429, 558 ;
flue, 347 :

flushing apparatus, 210, 234 :
glue pots,

&c., 347 ;
graining too', 469 :

grating for

traps, 157; grindstones, 347; gulleys,
street and yard, 184. 283, 307 ;

hammers.
&c., 449; hinges, door, 24, 429, 469, 493

;

kerbs, &c.,66; kilns. 66, in, 387, 520;
ladders, 66, 157; lattice, metallic, 493:
lavatory, &c., apparatus, 307 ; lavatories,

89 ;
lavatory basins, &c., 558; locks of

window sashes, 157; mitre cramp, 89;
mortise fastetings, 89: mouldings, attach-
ments for, 493 ;

paint, applying, 577

;

pans of waste water cisterns, 387; pave-
ment, 539 ;

pavement lights. 307; pipe,
sanitary, machines 539 ; pipes, appliances
for burst water, 347 ;

pipes bursting, pre-
vention of, 133, 210; plaster slabs. 67;
plumb rules, Sic., 157 : presses for bricks,
etc.

, 539; pug mill for bricks, 307 ; roof
glazing, 327 ; roof ladders and staging,367 j

roofing plates, &c., 520; sash fasteners,

^4> 347i 408; sashes, sliding, &c., 520;
sawing stone and marbles, 67 ;

saws, cir-

cular, 234; screw for stone, &e,, 428:
screwdriver, nt; seats, water-closet,

184 : setting-out tool, 184 ;
sewer gas

destroyer, 210 j skylights, fastener lor,

ml slabs, building, 89; smoke pre-
venter, &c., chimney top, 367; socket
for securing nails, 89: sockets of pipes
for sewerage, 577 ; staging for buil-

ders, 367; stair treads, 449; stone, arti-

ficial, 67, 210, 234, 469; stone sawing
machinery, 66, 493 ; stops for window
-sashes, 66 ;

stoves, 367 ; surface to receive
plaster, 408: syphon flushing, &c., 234,
28-?, 347, 3^7 ' 'I' square, 387; taps,

water, .'tc., 133; tiled hearths, 408 ;
tiles,

67, 408, 449. 520; tiles, &c., machinery
for manufacture of, 449 ; tools, boring,

529 ;
urinals, in

;
vault lights, 283 ;

ven-
tilators, 67, 327, 520, 539 ;

watercloscts,

&c., 24, 89, 260, 327, 40S, 449, 469, 493;
window blind apparatus, iit; window
fittings, 24 ;

window glass, 469 ;
window

lights, 283; window sashes, 89, 184, 210,

260, 327, 408, 577 : window shutter
fasteners, 283; windows, anli-rattling

device for, 520: window.s, opening and
closing, 183: windows, sliding, 184; wood,
substitute for, 449

Pavilion : Jubilee, St. Paul’s Churchyard,
405; National Eisteddfod, Newport, 517

Peabody Fund, annual report, 258
Pencil, a ‘ self-sharpening,’ 538
Penrose, Mr., proposed poriiait of, 231
Piers; Bangor, 22; Morecamb;, 257;
Southend, 304, 326

Pipe-Joint, Wyles's, 155
Plumbers’ Co. & Ex-Bailie Crawford, 47
Plumbers, registration of. 23, 427
Police buildings : Coveniry. 344: Gardens-

town, 63 ;
Kiimirnnck, 489 ;

Motherwell,
446: Paignton, 257 I

Sheffield, 105;
Wellington. 303

Polytechnic for Hackney, a, 556
I'oor law offices, Wliitby, 229
Pope’s VilU, Twickenham, 407
Portrait : Gallsry, National, 386; proposed
of Mr. Penrose, 23

1

Post-office: Aber^eldy, 344 : Harrogate, 62;

Southend, 44 ;
Tipton, 21 ;

Wolver-
hampton. 36

1

Premises, business: Aberdeen, 430, 516.

575 ; Dublin, 129, 257: Golden-lane,
London. 228 ;

Inverness, 323 ; New-
ca.stle, 490, 536; Sheffield, 256; South-
ampton, 517

Premises, co-operative : Castle Northwich-
326 ;

Doncaster, 517 : Glasgow, 62 ; Row,
hedge. 105 :

Sacrision, 323 ; Scotswood
207 I

Selkirk, 44 ;
Warrington, 517

Premises: insurance, Dundee, 257; insur-

ance, Glasgow, fijjnewspaper, Perth, 105;

printing, Wliitelriars, 179 :
Scottish Provi-

dent Institution, Belfast, 385
Presentation, Young & Marten, 231

Professional and business announcements,

23, 46, 64, 84, 106, 123, 168, 208, 230, 258,

304, 3*5, 346. 365. 386, 40?) 4*7. 446. 466.

49>. 519, 556. 576
Promenade, Penzance, 516
Properties for sale, 447, 576
Prudential Assurance Co.’s buildings ; Not-

tingham, 465 :
Sheffield, 363

Public buildings : Blyth, 83 ;
Ilford, 537 ;

Worksop, 256
Public works, Manchester, 179
Pulpit : Ashford, 64 ;

Canterbury Cathedral,

466: Hatfield, 387
Punch and the Jubilee, 466
Pupil-teachers’ school, Cardiff, 207

Queen's College, Belfast, new building.s, 178

Racecourse buildings, Lincoln, 303
Railways: Aberdeen, 45, 202, 363; Bud-

leigh Salterlon, 491 ;
London to South

Wales, 447
Range, Cassds wash-basin, 156

Recreation hall. School for Blind, New-
castle, 17S

Refuse destructor : H.andsworth, 63: Leeds,

84 : Sheffield, 325; Yarmouth, 229
Registration of plumbers, 23, 427
Reredos : Bath, 446; Blakesley, 576;
Headingley, 25S

5
Newton Flolman, 305 ;

Seaforth, 576
Reservoirs; Bath waterworks, 537 ;

Breeze

Hill, 345 :
East London Water Company,

84 ;
Randy Mere, 304

Re-taurant, Exeter, 257
Rhodes', Mr., South .-Vfrican residence, 131

Richmond Hill, view from, 208

Roman Lincoln, 304
Roman remains, discovery of: London,

466 ;
Nuneaton, 325 :

Winchester, 407
Rom.an road at Strood, 492
Royal Academy receiving days, 209

Royal visit to tileworks,Stoke-on-lrent, 64

St. Seoulchre's execution bells, 23
Sale, properties for, 447, 576
Salvation Army Barracks, Harrogate, 130
Sanitary chambers, Glasgow, 490
Sanitary Inspectors : appointments of, 209

346, 466 ;
A'^sociatinn of, Scotland, 576

Sanitary matters, Newcastle, 465
Scarborough, public improvements, 257
School Building News : Aberlour, 62 ; Alloa,

555 ; Arbroath, 575 ;
Armiey, 155 ;

Auld-

earn, 2a; Bvngor, 324; Barking, 2t ;

Barton. Ne port, 465; Bath, 363;
Belfast, 45, 303 :

Bentham, 425 ; Bever-

ley, 575 ;
iiilton, Harrogate, 177 ; Birken-

head, 279 ; Blackburn, 464 :
Blaisdon,

62 ;
Boothstowii, Tyldesley, 465; Bootle.

104: Bradley, 445; Bramley, 104 ; Broad-

heath, 344 ;
Broxburn, 323 ;

Bynea, Car-

marthen, 445: Cardiff. 207, 445. 4^4!
Carnarvon, 257 ;

Chadwcll, 105 ;

Che-ter, 8; ;
Chipping Norton. 105 ;

C'apham Rise, 516; Denny, Stirling,

383 :
Doncaster, 62 :

Dtighlington, 575 :

Dudley. 62; Dursley, 518; Ewood,
207; Facit, 555: Farndon, 61 ;

Fife,

178; Gateacre, 537 ; Gateshead, 62 ;
Glas-

gow, 104, 155, 405 ’. Grandtully, 57s
Grantham, 130; Great BeniUy, 303:
Gresham, 445; Hali'ax, 82; Hudders-
field, 537; Hui', 406; Ivcr, 464;
Keighley, 363 ;

Kilsyth, 556 ;
Kitty-

brewster, Abirdeen, 385: Leeds, 303,

555; Lewes, 155 :
Leyland, 556; Leyton-

stone, 133; Llanrwsc, 405: Lockwood,

363; Loudon. 105. 517’. Loughborouiih,

130 ;
Low Fell, Durham, 177 ;

Lowestoft,

4», 363; Maeneg, 445; Marden. 517;
Merthyr, 83 ;

Montrose. loz ;
Morley, 62’.

New Seaham, 363 ;
Nottingham, 425 ;

Old Hill, Birmingham, 517; Paignton,

82 ;
Paisley, 179 ;

Patkgate, Chester, 303;

Penarth, 105; Penkhull, 444, 490; Pen-

rith, 385; Pitlochry. Perth, 303: Port-

madoc, 426; Pudsey, 104: Purley,5«7:

Quorn, 425 ;
Rochdale, 445; St. Andrews,

425 ;
Sheffield. 383: Southampton, 426;

Stonehaven, 464 ; Summit, 516 ;
Swansea,

83, 489; Swindon, 179; Tendring, 445 ;

1 hornliebank, 62 ;
Tunbridge Wells, 575;

Wellington, 207 ;
Weston-super-Mare,

207; Wheatley, Doncaster, 465; Whit-
well, 303 :

Widnes, 569 : Wisbech, 445 ;

Wolverhampton, 345 ;
Worcester, 363 ;

Ynysybwl, 406 ;
Yoker, 489

School of Art, Glasgow. 104, 228

School of Arts and Crafts, Regent-.street, 64

Schools, London Board, cost of. 231, 251

Science and Art buildings, Lydney, 425
Scott Memorial, Westminster Abbey, 486
Screen, Beaulieu Church, 465
Sea defences, Brighton, 84
Sewage Schemes, &c. :— Aberdeen, 22 ;

Alnwick, 491 :
Barmby Moor, 491 : Brad-

ford, 491 : Cambridge, 304 ;
Carshalton,

324: Chorley, 280; Coventry. 345;
I’rabb's Cros', 130: Dronfieid, 426;
Eccles, 386: Parsley, 345; Foleshill, 426;

Halifax, 304 ; Holmnrth, 575 ;
Knares-

borough, 22^: Knotiingley, 45; Lich-

field, 207 ;
Liverpool, 45 ;

Loughborough,

537: Lytham, 257: Morpeth, 324 ; New-
port Pagnell, 155 : Pembroke, 304 ;

Pem-
broke Dock, 84 ;

Rawinarsh, 406

;

Salford, 386; Skelton, 279: Southport,

45: Stamfordham, 105; Stockport, 345,

386 :
Walsall, 575 ;

Wednesfield, 518,

537 ;
Whitworth, 491 ;

Wokingham, 491 ;

Worcester, 280
Sewers, local, in London, 179, 208, 280,

345, 446, 465, 491
_ ;

Sheffield Technical School test ingcourse, 180

Ship Canal, Manchester, 24, 208

Ship lift on Dortmund Canal, 131, 258

Show rooms, Messrs. Doulton’s, 3S6

Shooting lodge, Piicarmick, 385
Siddons statue, the, 519, 557
Slate trade in 1896, 81

Slaters and tilers, conference of, 407
Slums, Leeds, 156
Somerset House : electric lighting, 155

;

work at, 230
,

Southend pier works. 301, 326 ,

Stained glass and decoration: Amber-

1

gate, 576; Babey, 426; Bath, 446; Bel- .

mont. Hilihead, 446 ;
Blackburn, 545 ;

,

Bradfield, 51S ;
Brampton, 345 ;

Brams-

holt, 45 ;
Buenos Ayres, 23 ;

Burton-on-
j

Trent, 63 ;
C.interbury, 386 : Coventry, '

229; Crathie, Balmoral, 518; Detling,
:

576; Donc.-ister, 229: Douglas, 537;'
Earls Colne, 446; Edinburgh, 23, 386;;
Eye, 426 ;

Falkland, 518 ;
Flax Bounon, 1

557: Godmanchester, 537; Gosberton,
|

22 ;
Hawarden, 179; Heath Town, 345 ; .

Hereford, 345; Huddersfield, 258:1
Kilmarnock, 345; Llangelynin, 3867

Lower Caversham, 465; Lymm, 325;
Marske in Swaledale, 537 :

Morley, 426 ;

Newcastle, 38b, 406 ;
Newcastle-under-

Lyme, 325 :
Newrv, 446 : Ofmis»on, 406 ;

Pulham St. Mary, 386; Queenstown,

South Africa. 325; Ramsgate, 406;
Sheepwash, 406 ; Sheeny, 446 : Stony
Stratford, 63. 576: Sydenham. 179:

Thanet, 179 ;
Tillingbam. 445 ;

Utto.xeter,

414; Whixley. *26; Wigginiott, 345;
Windsor, 45; Wrentham, 105; Youl-

greave, 465
Stair-tread, Lyle s metallic, 208

Statue : at Wel-h Church, Cardiff, 258 ;
of

Darwin, Shrewsbury, 407 ; the Siddons,

5*9. 557 1
West Hartlepool, 556

Strand improvement scheme, 491

Street : architecture, sketches of, 325

;

improvements, Warrington, 63

Streets, &c,, Liverpool city, 365
Strood, old Roman road at, 492
Structures, temporary, for the Jubilee, 447
Subletting and Cardiff Corporation con-

tracts, 556
Subway, Glasgow, 84

Surveyors'. &c., Clerks’ Provident Assocn.,

209
Surveyorship appointment, 156

Synagogue : Cardiff, 464 ;
Maida Hill, 32 ;

South Hackney, 177

Tap, a new, 427 .

Technical eoucation : and the building

trades, 427 ;
International congresson, 427

Technical Institute, Bradford-on- Avon, 104

Technical schools: Dudley. 62; Longton.

63; Lowestoft, 363 ;
Paisley, 179; Swan-

sea, 4S9 ; Swindon, 179
Telephone Exch.ange, Birmingham. 363
Temperance Permanent Building Soc.. i3i

Temple Bar and State Pageants, 538
Tenements, &c., Manchester, 519

Testing course, Sheffield technical school,

180
Theatre: Aberdeen, 21, 179, 4*5 i

Black-

pool, 516; Coventry, 344; Dover, 574 ;

Glasgow, 363 ;
Gloucester, 206 ;

Hebburn,

178 ; Holbeck, Leeds, 129 :
Ipswich, 465 ;

Leeds, 62. 129: London , 344, 516:
Lowestoft, 256 :

Nottingham, 518 ;
Old-

ham, 490; Plymouth, 363, 517 ;
Runcorn,

2t
;
Sheffield, 279, 444 1

Smethwick, 62 ;

Southampton, 518 ;
Stoke, 207 ;

Swindon,

4c6 ;
Tunbridge Wells, 303 ;

Worthing,

Tile works. Stoke, Royal visit to, 64

Timber calculator. Greenwoods’, 230

Timber trade in 1896, 64 _ _

Tower: County offices. West R.idiiig, 63:

Pended, Dunfermline, 346; St. Johns
Church, Carlisle, 537

Town Hall: Colchester. 130: East Cowes.

179 I
Dereham, 575 :

Eccles, 63 ;

Roiherliithe, 405 :
Sheffield, 488, 515

Trade: news, 407, 446, 49*1 subscriptions

to the Jubilee celebrations, 386

Tramway scheme, Halifax, 556
Tunnel, Blackwall, 105, 23*. 4S4. 5*9
Turkish baths : Doncasler, 104 ;

Exeter, 518

Undercliff drive, Bournemouth, 22

Union offices, Darlington, 178

Venice, exhibition of art, 364
Vicarage house, Launceston, 207

Village Hall (see * Hall ’)

Village room, Blackheatb, 83

Wards, Casual, St. Pancras, 130

Warehouse, bonded, Aberdeen, 406

Wash-basin range, Cassels’, 156

Water-colours, Royal Society of, 224

Water supply works : Ballater, Aberdeen,

556 :
Belper, 304 ;

Douglas, 155 1
Castle

Eden, 426; Haverhill, 22; Lerwick,

I

63 ; Melrose, 406 5
Milverton, 279 ;

I

Morpeth, 324; Nottingham. 519; Pem-
broke Dock, 84 ;

Troon, 426 ;
Winscombe,

575 :
Witney, 229 ;

Worthing, 426

Waterworks ; Barnsley, 575 ’. Berwick,

556; Cardiff, 34s’. Haverhill, 446’. Lis-

burn, 22
;
Troon, 426

Waterworks managershijK Oldham, 363, 387

Watford Urban District Council, 446

Welsh: church for London, 344; Congre-

I

gational ohapel, Swansea, 83

West Riding county offices, tower, 63

: Westminster, Stc., incorporation, 131

Wheel, the Cazin power, 576

I

Whitby, public improvements at, 304
!
Winchester, discovery Roman remains, 407 .

1 Window casements, metal, 2'3o

i
Wood : carving exhioition, Northampton,

i 557 ;
industries of Canada, 466

1
Working Men's Coll. Great Ormond-st., 46

(Workmen’s dwellings: Aberdeen, 179;

I
Hornsey, 228

Workhouse : Hunslet, 465, 489 ;
London, 464

Wyles’s pipe-joint, 155

I Y. M.C..A., buildings : Aberdeen, 445; Bel-

I
fast, 385: Hamilton, 383; Lowestoft, 257;

Reading, 536
' Y.W.C.A. buildings. Lowestoft, 537
I Young & Marten, presentation, 2JI

ARCHITECTS, Etc,, OF BUILDINGS ILLUSTRATED.

Abadie, the late M., Church of Sacr6 Ccuur,
'

Montmartre, 15
Adlersparre, C.

,
Central Buildings, Stock-

holm Exhibition, 485
Aitchison, Profes-or O , illustrations ac- '

coinpanying R.A, lectures : B -aiivais,

East End, 224; Notre Dame, Paris,

West Front, 224; N'.tre Dame de I'Epine,

(.Marne) 22*; St. Riquier. -Somme, 276;
St. Wulfran, Abbeville, 276

Ashbee, C. R., house at i,helsea, 9

Babb, J . Frieze, ‘ Vitte Lampades,’ 14

Balfour & Turner, 2 and 2, Balfuur Place,
W. 530

Bankart, G. P., w.arehouse, Leicester, 511
Barradale. Isaac, the tale: 5ho|), Market-

street, Leicester, 502 ; •arehouse, Camp-
bell-street. Leicester, 504

Bateman (k Bateman, ’ Vectis ’ Lodge, Edg-
baston, 4B5

Batterbury & Huxley, design for chapel,
Berkhampsied school, 149

Bedford, F. W.. house, Headingley, 149
Belcher, I., design for Mausoleum, 463
Benson, W. A. S., house, New Bond-st., 318
Bidlake, W. H., Kyrle Hall, Birmingham,

«75
Biram, F. S., premises, St. Helens. 59
Blackwell & 'Ihomson, business premises.

High-street, Leicester, 502
Biomfield, R. : design for Parish Institute,

Portsea, 421 ;
Wordsworth building. Lady

Margaret Hall, Oxford, 149

Biomfield, Sir Arthur, Grtat Hall, Church
House, Westminster, 15

Bolton, A. T., church room, St. Marys,
Ewell. 81

Bond, Bligh : Greenbank Board Schools,

Bristol, 102 :
Medical Schools, Bristol,

103 ;
St. George's Technical School,

Bristol. 103
Brewer H. W. : Aldgate in iSS*-, u:

sketches illu^l^ating article on the ‘ Uelifi*

cation ' of London, 288 ; west choir, Bam-
berg Cathedral, 38

Bre*ill, A. W. & B. E Baily; house at

Edwalton, 225 : house at Saltburn, 225

Bridson, C W. B., rubbing of brass of Sir

Nicholas Hawberk, Cobham Church. 6

Bruton, E. H.: Messrs. Cory’s Office, Car-

d ff, 251 ;
Unitarian Church, Cardiff, 241

Brydon, J. M., Chateau de Buillon, 400

Burgess. E. ;
dwelling house, Leicester,

501 ;
East Gates Coffee House, Leicester,

511 ; Liberal Club, Leicester, 511; Rut-

land Coflee House, Leicester, 511

loria Coffee House. Leicester,

Wyggsstone Hospital girls' school, Lei-

cester, stt

(JarCie, W D ,
business premises, Duke-

street, Grosvenor-square, 148

Chambers, P. B., Additions to Wye Col-

lege, 39
Chatwin, Mr., Lloyd's Bank. Cardiff, 241

Chav-aliaud, M., The Siddons Statue,

Paddington Green, 568

Cheetham, F. H, Eyam Hall, 124
_

1

Cooksey, A. W., Store, Fort Salisbury, I

Rbod sia, 401
Corbett, A. FT., Wing. Chelsea Hospital, 12

Corbett, E. W. M., County Club, Cardin, 240

Crane, Waller, design for w.allpaper, 398
Cuypers, Dr. : church, the Hague, 570,

National Museum ; and Railway station,

Amsterdam, 571

Deane, the late W. W. : South doorw;ay,

Rouen Cathedral, 200; south side,

Couiances Cathedral, 200

Dorman, C. : Grand Hotel, Northampton,

381 ;
Stamford, &c.. Bank, Northampton,

381 :
Wing, St. Andrew's Hospiial,

Northampton, 380
Dorman & Stevenson, ‘ Queen's Head

Coliege-street, Northampton. 374
Downing, H. P. Burke, school, Merton
Abbey, 81

Doyle, J. Francis, Wesleyan Chapel,

Crosby. 55*
Drake, Milverton: Me.ssrs. Lysaght soffices,

Bristol, 103 ;
shop door, Bristol, 535

Eastwood, J. H. : Convent, 26, Bow-rd., 8t

Edwards, E. H., Provident Life Insurance

premises, Bristol, 93 .

Everard & Pick-: Additions to Royal

Hotel, Leicester, 501 ;
Technical schools,

I

Stc., Leicester, 500

I Farmer, H. E., Shipton Hall, 484

Fehr, H. C., Sculpture,' Invocation to the
I Goddess of Love,’ 462

Ford, E. Onslow,Jowett Memorial, Oxford,

463
Formilli, C. T. G., decoration of a room 111

graffito, 58

Foster & Wood, almshouses. Market-street.

Bristol, 95

Gabriel, E., business premises, Bristol, 94
Gallo, G., church at Paliera, Italy, 201

Gauquii, H., monument to Watteau,
Luxembourg Gardens, Pari.s, IS

Cell, Mrs. A. Freeman, sculpture, ‘ Isis,’ 462

George, Ernest, and Peto, No. 40, Ber-

keley-square, 397
Gibson & Russell, house at Sundridge

Park, Kent, 175
Giles, Miss M. M., sculpture relief, ‘They

see the work of their own hearts,' 463
Gingell, Bruce, Lloyd's Bank, Bristol, 102

Goddard, Paget, St Goddard, Church of

St. James the Greater, Leicester, 225

Goddard, Paget, Goddard, & Callow:
Alliance Assurance Offices, Leicester, 51 1

;

‘Knighton Spinneys,’ Leicester, 511;

St.John's, Knighton, Leicester, 511

Godwin, E. W., the late, 6t M. H. Holding,

Town Hall, Northampton, 3S0

Goldie, E., St. Alban’s Ch., Blackburn, 535
Goodacre, R. J. & J..shop front, Leicester,

I Gough, W. V. : Bristol Dock Offices, 103 ;

I

Colston girls' schoo', Bristol, 102
;
Fre
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library, Trinity-road, Bristol, 102 ;

granary on Welsh Back, Bristol,

Hack, M. S. : Palazzo Conimunale, Pia-

cenza, 276 •, sketch at Burgos, 276 ,

sketches of House of Jacques Cceur,

Bourges, 274, a?.*!
. . , , . .

Hall, E. : design, Technical Institute, West

Ham, 80; National Press Agency, Car-

melite-street, 50
_ . t •

Hames, F. J., Municipal Buildings, Lei-

cester, 510 ^
Hansom, C. F. : Clifton College buildings,

Bristol, 102 ;
Roman Catholic Pro-

Cathedral, Bristol, 102

Hare, H. T., Presbyterian College, Cam-
bridge, 442 _

Hare, H. T. and T. Davison, competition

design, Liverpool Technical Schools, 174

Hdning, M. H. : St. Edmund's Parochial

Buildings, &c., 379; St. Paul's Church,

Northampton, 380 ;
St. Matthew s

Church, Northampton, 380 ;
Town Hall,

Northampton, 380
Horsley, G. C., Palazzo Pubbllco, Perugia,

Hull, W., College-street Chapel, North-

ampton, 381

Hunt, Richard Morris, the late : house,

Fifth Avenue, New York, 15

Huntly-Gordoii, H., shop, Conduit-st., 277

Inglis, J. A. R., design, Market Hall, 124

Ingman & Shaw, masonic buildings,

Northampton, 381
Jaggard, W. R., a town house, 361

•

Jones, the late Sir Horace, Town Hall,

Cardiff, 250
Jones, Richards, & Budgen : Board Schools,

Cardiff, 242 ;
Wesleyan Chapel, Cardiff,

243 ;
Western Mail Offices, Cardiff, 240

Joseph, Delissa: Bush-lane House, Can-

non-street, 277 ;
Synagogue, Cardiff, 251

Legg, H. S., & Son, residential flats,

Green-street, 299

Lovell, R. J., St. Mark's Church, Plum-

stead Common, 421

Lowndes, Miss M., south aisle window, bt.

Peter's L.hurch, Saffron Hill. 401

Lucchesi. A. C, sculpture, ‘ The Mountain

of Fame,’ 462

Macintosh, H., selected competition design

for fountain, 124
McKennal, B., sculpture, ‘Oceana. 462

Mackenzie, A. Marshall, Mar Lodge, Dee
Side, 80

Mawson & Gibson, cottages, Heathwaite,

4B5
May, E. J., house, Hindhead, 299

Mew, F., Capita! and Counties Bank,

Bristol, 102, 128

Mileham, C. H. M., new room. The
Wood,’ Sydenham, 277

. , 1

Monk, W. : Chelsea Hospital, 14 5
Church

j

of Sacr6 Coeur, Montmartre, 14

Mosley & Anderson : factory, Northamp-

ton, 381; house, Abington • avenue, ;

Northampton, 378; warehouse, North-'

ampton, 381 ........ .r.

Mouniford, E. W. :
gates, Sheffield Town

j

Hall, 148; interiorof lecture hall. Liver-,

poo! Technical School. 58 ;
revised design, i

Liverpool Technical School, 15
j

Natorp, Gustav, 'sculpture, ‘ Atalanta,’ 462

Newman, S. J., premises, Gold-street,
i

Northampton, 381
. rl

Newton. P. E., design for an Institute of]

Architects, 38 , , ,

'

Nicholson. C. A. : nave and chancel,

Yiewsley Church, 361; wing, boarding- I

house, Rugby. 59 . , ^
Niven & Wiggle.sworth ; house. Walton-on-

Thames, 553 ;
‘ Kincardine,’ Deeside, 484 I

Norman, H. : Cemetery Chapel, Northamp- I

ton, 569 ;
Church of Holy Sepulchre,

]

Northampton, 373 ; old premises. Gold-
[

street, Northampton, 377
]

Ordisb, Mr., the late: external stairs. Corn
j

Exchange, Leicester, 499 1

Paterson, G. A. : Alexander Thomson
studentship drawings, 443

Paul, R. W. ; Bristol buildings, sketches of,

92, 93 :
Great Malvern Abbey, plan,

sketches, and view of, ii, 14: Sherborne

Abbey, plan, sketches, and view of, 312,

313, 320
Pegram, H. A., rremorial tomb, Brading

Church. 174
Phipps, C. J., Her Majesty's Theatre, Hay-
market, 420

Pickweil, Mr., Gloucester Bank, Cardiff, 239

Pilditch, P. E., alterations to Russell-

snuare, 321

Pice, W. A., ‘ The Heights,' Hindhead, 125

Ponton & Gough, granary on Welsh Back,

Pope, Mr., Assize Courts, Bristol,

Powe’il, I.' C-, memorial tomS
ider

Sir H.QWeil, J. s... ,
iiie.j i,..* itti Lw.i . . fcw

Oglander, Brading Church, 174

Read and Macdonald, house in Hans-cres-

Robins.E.^C., Bristol Technical Schools, 103

Rope, Miss E. M., sculpture relief,

‘ Children bringing lilies to the Holy

Child,' 463

Salomons, E., .sketches in France,

Salomons, E., & A. Steinlbal, Alvaston

Hall, 360
Scellier de Gisors, DilpGt Central des

Postes, Paris, 341 , .

I

Schenck, F. E. E., sculpture for Oxford

I

Town Hall, 442

I

Schmidtz, Bruno, monument to Emperor
i William I., 15, 321

, , . r-u k
Scott, Sir Gilbert, St. Johns Church,

Leicester, sot
, • •

1

Scott, W. Gilbee, London and Provincial

Bank, Enfield, 39 ,

Seward, E. : Arcade, Central, Cardiff, 251 ;

Exchange, the, Cardiff, 250; Infirmary,

the, Cardiff, 243 -u-
Seward & Thomas : Municipal Buddings,

Cardiff, 250 ;
Police-court, Cardiff, 250

Shaw, R. Norman, Doorway, House in

Queen’s Gate, 566
Shaw, R. Norman, & J. F. Doyle, new

buildings, Liverpool, 420
Shoppee, C. H., Gray's Inn chapel, 125

Smith, Sidney R. J., National Gallery of

British Art, Millbank, 15

Spooner, C., almshouse chapel, Had!eigh,20t

Sprague, W. G. R., Broadway Theatre,

Deptford, 361
Statbam, H. H, sketch for corner of

Tennyson’s ‘ Palace of Art,’ 74

Tail, J. : Congregational church, Lei-

cester, 511; warehouse, Belvoir-street,

Leicester. 504
Thomas, F., Sculpture relief, ‘ Hero and

Leander,’ 463
Thomas & Son. Belfast City Hall, 534
Treidwell & Marlin, Presbyterian Church,

West Norwood, 125
Turner, L. A., desig.i for carved wood

panel, 552

Vaughan, E. M. Bruce ; Board schools,

Cardiff, 242 ;
church and mission room,

Seughenydd, 462 ;
St. James' Church,

Cardiff, 250
Vigers, A. F. : Bonded stores, Vauxbal),

443 ;
telephone offices design. Strand, 553

Wade, F. B., house, Sloane-.street, 191

Wakerley, Arthur : Shoe factory, Leicester,

5tt : Wyvern hotel, Leicester, 511

Walker. A. G,, sculpture relief, ‘ Death of

the First Born,' 463
Warren, E. P. : Church for a West London

suburb, 401 ; competition design, church
of St. Oswald, Fulham, 299

Waterhouse, Paul, the Majy Pease Alms-
houses, Darlington, 39

Wat.son, J., house, Walton-on-Thames, 485
Watson, J., sketch, Corslorphine Ch.,399
Webb, Aston : Grain silo at Greenwich, 400 ;

school, French Protestant ch., London, 443
Weile, F., tripod for chafing pan.’Sicna, 57
Wills, H. W., Aberdare Hall, Cardiff, 251

ILLUSTRATIONS,
\The Illustrations will he found <?«, or immediately following or preceding, the pages tndicated.'\

ABBEVILLE, St. Wulfran’s Church at, 276

Abbey, Great Malvern ; Plan, Sketches, View, Drawn by

R. W. Paul, II, 14

Abbey, Sherborne : Plan, Sketches, and View : Drawn by

R. W. Paul, 312. 313
Aberdare Hall, Cardiff : H. W. Wills, Architect, 251

Albi Cathedral : View in Interior. 298

Aldgate in 1531 : Drawn by H. W, Brewer, 14

Almshouse Chapel, Hadleigh : C. Spooner, Architect, 201

Almshouses, Bristol: Foster & Wood. .Architects, 93

Almshouses, the Mary Pease, Darlington : P. Water-

house, Architect, 39 , . ,
Alvaston Hall: E. Salomons& A. Stcmthal, Architects, 360

Amsterdam : National Museum and Railway Station ;
Dr.

Cuypers, Architect. 571

Arcade, the Central, Cardiff : E. Seward, Architect, 251

Architect, Thirteenth Century,.Drawing of a, 143

Architectural Association: Illustrations to Mr. Gotch s

Paper on Eighteenth Century Work, 298 1

.Architecture, Sketches of London Street. (See ‘ Street

Architecture.')

Assize Courts, Bristol : Mr. Pope, Architect, 102 1

Assurance Offices, Leicester: Goddard, Paget, Goddard,

& Catlow, Architects, 511

Athene Group from Pergamon Frieze, 246

Athene Statue by Pheidi.as, Athens, 247

Athene, the ‘ Mourning,’ Athens Museum, 247

BAMBERG CATHEDRAL, West Choir : Drawn by
H. W. Brewer, 38

Bank.Capital&Counties, Bristol: F.Mew,Architect,i02, 128

Bank, Gloucester, Cardiff: Mr. Pickweil, Architect, 239

Bank, Lloyd’s, Bristol : Bruce Gingell, Architect, 102

Bank, Lloyd's, Cardiff: Mr. Chatwin, Architect, 241

Bank, London and Provincial, Enfield : W. Gilbee Scott,

Architect, 39
Bank, Stamford, &c., Northampton : C. Dorman, Archi-

tect, 381
Beauvais Cathedral, East End, 224

Bedford Estate, Alterations for the, Riissell-square : P. E.

Pilditch, Architect, 321
Belfast City Hall : Thomas & Son. Architects, 534

Berkeley Square, House at : Ernest George & Peto,

Architects, 397
Berkhamsted School - chapel :. Batterbury & Huxley,

Architects, 149
Berlin Castle, ‘ White Hall,’ plans of, 383

Birmingham, Kyrle Hall; W. H. Bidlake, Architect, 175

Blackburn, St. Alban's Church : E. Goldie. Architect, 535
Boarding House, Rugby, Wing to : C. A. Nicolson, Archi-

Bourgesf House of Jacques Cmur : Drawn by M. S. Hack,

Bow (Old), Church Tower, 288

Bow-road, Convent : J. H. Eastwood, Architect, 81

Brading Church, Memorial Tomb 10 Sir H. Oglander:

Design by j. C. Powell
;
Sculpture by H. A. Pegram, 174

Brass of Sir N. Hawberk, Cobham Church : From a Rub-
bing by Mr. C. W. B. Bridson, 6

Bridge, Palladian, Wilton, 298
Bristol, Architecture of, 92, 93, 94. 95 i 9^1 97 '

’°3»
1=8

Bristol, Shop Door : Milverton Drake, Architect, 535
Brou-en-Bresse Ch., Bourg, illustrations of and in, 340, 341

Burgos, Sketch at : by M. S. Hack, 276

Bush-lane House. Cannon-st. : D. Joseph, Architect, 277

CAMBRIDGE, PresbyterianColl.:H.T.Hare, Architect,442

Canterbury Cathedral, Chapter House Roof, 550

Cardiff, Architecture of, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 250, 251

Castle, part of Cardiff, 238, 250
Cathedral, Albi, View in Interior, 299
Cathedral, Bamberg, West Choir: Drawn by H. W.

Brewer, 38
Cathedral, Catholic Pro : C. F. Hansom, Architect, 102

Cathedral, Coutances, South side ; Drawn by the late

W. W. Deane, 200

Cathedral, Rouen, South Doorway : Drawn by the late

W. W. Deane, 200
Cathedrals, Comparative Plans of, 192, 193
Cemetery-chapel, Northampton : H. Norman, Architect, 569

Chafing Pan, Tripod, for Siena, 57

Chapel, Almshouse, Hadleigh : C. Spooner, Architect, 201

Cbapel, Berkhamsted School ; design by Batterbury &
Huxley, 149

Chapel, College*st., Northampton: W. Hull, Architect, 381

Chapel, Gray’s Inn ; C. H. Shoppee, Architect, 125, i8t

Chapel, Memorial, Design for a : By G. A. Paterson, 443

Chapel, Wesleyan, Cardiff: Jones, Richards, & Budgen,

Architects, 243
Chapel, Wesleyan, Crosby: J. Francis Doyle, Architect, 552

Chateau de Buitlon : J. M. Brydon, Architect, 400

Chelsea Ho.spital :
' Drawn by W. Monk, 14 ; Detached

Wing : Drawn by A. E. Corbett, 12

Chelsea, House at : C. R. .'^shbee, Architect, 9

Choir, Western, Bamberg Cathedral : Drawn by H. W.
Brewer, 38

Church House, Westminster, Great Hall : Sir A. Blom-

field, Architect, 15
Church, All Saints’, Northampton, 375
Church, Brou-en-Bresse, Bourg, Illustrations of, 340, 341

Church, Corstorphine ; Sketched by J. Watson, 399
Church, Leicester Congregational

: J. Tait, Architect, 511

Church, Pallera, Italy: G. Gallo, Architect, 20t

Church Room, St. Mary's, Ewell: A. T. Bolton, Architect.81

Church, Sacr^ Cceur, Montmartre : the late M. Abadie,

Architect, 14, 15 ' ...
Church, St. Alban's, Blackburn ; E. Goldie, Architect, 535

Church, St. James’, Cardiff : B. Vaughan, Architect, 250

Church, St. James’ the Greater, Leicester : Goddard,

Paget, & Goddard, Architects, 225
_ « ,, ,

Church, St. John’s, Knighton, Leicester: Goddard,

Paget, Goddard. & Catlow, Architects, 511

Church, St.John’s, Leicester: Sir Gilbert Scott, ArchiHct,501

Church, St. Margaret’s, Leicester, 498

Church, St. Matthew's, Northampton: M. H. Holding,

Architect, 380
Church, St. Mark’s, Plumstead Common: R. J. Lovell,

Architect, 421
Church, St. Oswald’s, Fulham : design by E. P. Warren ,299

Church, St. Paul's, Northampton : M. H. Holding,

Architect, 380
Church, St. Peter’s, Northampton, 374
Church, St. Riquier, Somme, 276
Church, St. Wulfran's, Abbeville, 276

Church, "The Hague : Dr. Cuypers, Architect, 570

Church, The Holy Sepulchre, Northampton : Drawn l.y

H. Norman, 373 , /-• a
Church, U. P., Glasgow : measured and dr.twn by G. A.

Paterson, 44-5

Church, Unitafiao, Cardiff: E. H. Bruton, Architect, 241

Church,WestLondonsuburban: E_. P.Warren. Architect, 4.01

Church, West Norwood Presbyterian : Treadwell & Martin,

Architects, 125
Church, Yiewsley, Nave and Chancel : C. A. Nicholsom

Architect, 361 ,, _
Church and Mission Room, Seughenydd : E. M. Bruce

Vaughan, Architect, 462
Churches, Bristol, 92, 93
City Hall, Belfast : Thomas & Son, Architects, 534

Clifton College, Bristol : C. F. Hansom, Architect, 102

Club Cardiff County : E. W. M. Corbett, Architect, 240

Club, Leicester Liberal : E. Burgess, Architect, 511

Club, the Salisbury, Bristol, 96
, ,

Cobham Church, rubbing of brass of Sir N. H. Hawberk :

by C. W. B. Bridson, 6

Coffee Houses, Leicester : F.. Burgess, Architect, 510, 511

College, Clifton, Bristol : C. F. Hansom, Architect, 102

College, Presbyterian, Cambridge : H. T. Hare, Archi-

tect, 442
College, Wye. Additions to : P. B. Chambers, Architect, 39

Colston Girls’ School, Bristol : W. V. Gough, Architect, 102

Conduit-st., Shop in : H. Huntly-Gordon, Architect, 277
Convent, 26, Bow-road : J. H. Eastwood, Architect, 81

Corn Exchange,' Leicester, External Stairs to : the late

Mr. Ordish, Architect, 499
Corner of Tennyson’s ‘Palace of Art ’

: Sketch for, by
H. H. Statham, 14

Corstorphine Church: Sketched by J. Watson, 399
Cottages. Heathwaite : Mawson & Gibson, Architects, 485
County Hall, Northampton, 376
Courtyard, Old Town Hall, Leicester, 498
Coutances Cathedral, South Side : Drawn by the late

W. W. Deane, 200

Crosby Wesleyan Chapel
: J. Francis Doyle, Architect, 552

Cross, the Eleanor, Northampton, 57°

DARLINGTON, The Mary Pease Almshouses : P. Water-
house, Architect, 39

Decoration of a Room in Graffito ; by C. T. G,
Formilli, 58

Deeside, ‘Kincardine’: Niven & Wigglesworth, .Archi-

tects, 484
Deeside, M ar Lodge : A. Marshall Mackenzie, .Architect, 80

D^pot Centrale des Postes, Paris : Scellier de Gisors,

Architect, 341
Deptford Theatre: W. G. R. Sprague, Architect, 361
Diagrams : Apron, Section of, Brooklyn Dry Dock, 529 ;

Chapter House Roof, Canterbury Cathedral, 550 ;
Details

of Metal Casement, 230; Geometry in Designing Build-

ings, 53, 54, 56; Ironwork, 223; ‘ Kleine's Fireproof
Flooring, 181 ; Kentish Ragstone and Portland Cement,

33; Pea'c’s Tubular Floor, 297: Plumbing Work, 479,
511 ; Potter's Fireproof Floor, 297

Dock Offices, Bristol : W. V. Gough, Architect, 103
Door, Shop, Bristol : Milverton Drake, .Architect, 535
Doorway of House, Queen's Gate : R. Norman Shaw,

Architect, 5^6
Drayton. Entrance Gates, &c., 298

Dublin, Ancient Ironwork from, 36, 37

ECCLESIASTIC.AL Zoology : Illustrations of, 265, 266

Edgbaston, * Vectis ' Lodge : Bateman & Bateman, Archi-
tects, 485

Edwaiton, House at : A. W. Brewill & B. E. Baily,

.Architects, 225
Eighteenth Century Work : Illustrations of, 298

Eleanor Cross, the, Northampton, 570
Emperor William I., Monuments to, Germany : 13 .

Schmidtz, Architect, 15, ij5
,
321

Enfield, London & Provincial Bank : W. Gilbee Scott,

Architect, 39
Ewell, St. Mary’s Ch. Room : A. T. Bolton, Architect, 81

Exchange, the, Cardiff ; E. Seward, Architect, 250
Exchange, the Royal, Bristol, 94
Exhibition. Stockholm, Central Building, 485
Eyam Hall: Drawn by F. H. Cheetham, 124

FACTORY, Shoe, Leicester : A. Wakerley, Architect, 51

1

Factory, Shoe, Northampton ; Mosley & Anderson, Arctii-

tects, 381
Flats, .Green-street, W. ; H. Legg & Son, Architects, 29^
Floor, Pease'sTubular : Diagrams of, 297
Floor, Potter's Fireproof : Section of, 297

Fountain, Selected Design for a : By H. Macintosh, 124

France, Sketches in ; By E. Salomons, 421

French Convent, Bow-rd : J. H. Eastwood, Architect, 8r

French Protestant Church, London, Schools for ; Astonr

Webb, Architect, 443
Frieze, ‘ Vitm Lampades’ ; By J. Staines Babb, 14

Fulham, St. Oswald’s Church ; Design by E. P. Warren, 299

GALLERY, Natior.nl, of British Art, Millbank : Sidney
R. J. Smith, Architect, 15

Gate, St. Augustine’s, Bristol, 92
Gates, Entrance, Drayton, 298

Gates, Sheffield Municipal Buildings : Designed by E, W.
Mouniford, 148
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ILLUSTRATIONS (continued):—
Geometry in Designing Buildings, Diagrams, 53, S4. S6

Glasgow, U. P. Church : Measured Drawing by G. A.

Paterson. 443 . , - o
Graffito, Design for Decoration of a Room in : By
C. T. G. Formilli. 58 „ ^ V A u- '

Granary, Welsh Back, Bristol : Ponton fv: Gough, Archi-
| NATIONAL Gallery of British Art, Millbank : Sidney

R. J. Smith, Architect, 15
New York. Fifth-avenue, House

Municipal Bldgs., Belfast : Thom.as & Son. Architects, 534
Municipal Bldgs., Cardiff: Seward& Thomas, Architects, 250

Municipal Bldgs., Leicester: F. J. Hames, Architect, 510

Museum, Bristol, 96 • c- u 1 'a

Miiseum, Extension. Liverpool (see ‘ Technical School )

Museum, National, Amsterdam : Dr.Cuypers, Architect, 571

Gray’s 'inn Chapel ; C. H. Shonpee, Architect. 12?, t8t

Great Malvern Abbey; View, Plan, and Sketches; Drawn
by R. W. Paul, II, 14 » o c-

Green-street, Residential Flats: H. S. Legg & Son,

Architects, 299
Greenwich, Grain Silo at : A.ston Webb. Architect. 4^

HADLEIGH, Almshcuse-cbapel ; C.Spooner, Architect, 201

Hague, the. Church : Dr. Cuyoers, Architect, 570

Hall, Aberdare, Cardiff; H. W. Wills, Architect, 251

Hall, Alvaston : F,. Salomons & A. Steinthal, Architects, 360

HjU, County, Northampton. 376

Hall, Eyam: Drawn by F. H. Cheetham. T24 „
Hall, Market, Soane Medallion Design for a ; By J. A. R.

Inglis. 124
Hall, Shipton : H. E. Farmer, Architect, 484

Hall, the Great, Church House, Westminster: Sir A.

Blomfield, Architect, r?

Hanover Chapel. Regent-street, 288

Hans-crescent, House in: Read S: Macdonald, Archi-

the late R. Morris

Hunt, Architect, ts
' Northampton. Architecture of

: 373, 374. 375i 376. 377, 378,

I 379. 380. 381
i
Northampton, Cemetery-chapel :H. Norman. Architect, 569
Northumberland, Roman Wall, Remains of, 5S3
Norwood, West, Presbyterian Church : Treadwell &

Martin, Architects, 125

^'.jtre Dame de I’Epine, 224
"Notre Dame, Paris, West Front, 224

OFFICES. Assurance, Leicester: Goddard
,
Paget, God-

dard& Callow, Architects, 511

Offices, Baldwin-street, Bristol : E. Gabriel, Architect, 94
Offices, Bush-lane House, Cannon-street: Delissa Joseph,

Architect, 277
Offices, Dock, Bristol ; W. V. Gough, Architect, 103

Offices, Insurance, Bristol : E. H. Edward.s, Architect, 93

Offices, Messrs. Cory's, Cardiff: E. H. Bruton, Architect,

Offices, Messrs. Lysaght’s, Bristol : M. Drake, Architect, 103

Offices, Telephone Co.’s, Str.and, Design for: By A. F.

- — -- Rkh.,d, &

Child ’
: By Miss E. M. Rope, 463 :

‘ Death of the First-

born ’
: By A. G- Walker, 463 ;

‘ Hero and.Leander ' : By
Frederick Thomas, 462 : ‘Invocation to the Goddess of

Love’:ByH. C. Fehr, 46*; ‘ Isis ': By Mrs. A. Free-

man Cell, 462 ; Jowett Memorial for Balliol College,

O.xford : By E. Onslow Ford, 463 :
‘ The Mountain of

Fame '

: By A. C. Lucchesi, 462 ;
‘ Oceana ’

: By Bertram
McKennal, 462; ‘They See the Work of Their Own
Hearts '

: By Miss M. M. Giles, 463
Scripture Relief, O.xford Town Hall: ‘Industry’ and

‘Sloth ’

; F. E. E. Scbenck, Sculptor, 442
Seughenydd, Church and Mission Room : E. M. Bruce

V'aughan. Architect. 462
Sheffield Municipal Buildings, Gates of: Designed by

E. W. Mountford, 148
Sherborne Abbey, View, Plan, and Sketches : Drawn by

R. \V. Paul, 312, 313. 320
Shipton Hail ; H. E. Farmer, Architect, 484
Shop. Conduit-street, London : H. Huntly-Gordon, Archi-

Haymwket, Her Majesty's Theatre : C. J. Phipps. Archi

Headi’ngley, Leeds, Houses :F. W. Bedford, Architect, 149 • Offices.'’ip«/rr» Mail, Cardiff: Ji

Heathwaite, Cottages : Mawson & Gibson, Architects, 485
1 Budgen. Architects, 240

Hindhead, ‘ The Croft’ : E. J. May, Architect, 299 •••••- -

Hindhead. ‘ The Heights' : W. A. Pile. Architect, 125

Hospital, Chelsea : Drawn by W. Monk._^:4

Hospital, Chelsea : Wing, Drawn by A. E. Corbett, 12

Hospital, St. Andrew's, Northampton: New Wing: C.

Dorman, Architect, 380
Hospital, St. Peter's, Bristol, 93 ,

Hotel, Grand, Northampton: C. Dorman. Architect, 381 ‘PALACE of Art,’ Tennyson’
Hotel, the Royal, Leicester, additions to : Everard &l

. By H. H. Statham. 14

Pick, Architects, sot .
' Palarzo Communale, Piacenza : Drawn by M- S. Hack, 276

Hotel, Wys-ero, Leicester : A. Wakerley. Architect. 511 paig^j^ Pubblico, Perugia: Sketched by G. C. Horsley, 14

House, Berkeley-squaie; Ernest George ts; Peto, Archi
, PaHadian Bridge, Wilton, 298

tects, 397
I

Pallera, Italy, Church at : G. Gallo, Architect, 201

House, Chelsea : C. R. Ashbee, Architect, 9
j

Panel, Carved Wood : Design by L. A. Turner, 552

House, Edgbaston : Bateman Hi Bateman, Architects, 485 I

panels. Carved, from South Kensington Museum, 532

House. Edwalion : A. W. Brewill St B. E. Baily,
; Church of the Sacr6 Cceur, Montmartre : By the

Architects, 225 r. •
' late M. Abadie, 14, 15

House. Fifth-avenue, New York : The late R. Moms
j

Jes Postes : Scellier de Gisors. Archi-

Hunt, Architect,

Shop, Leicester : R. J. & J. Goodacre, Architects, 503
•Shop, Leicester: The late Isaac Barradale, Architect, 502

Siddons Statue, the, Paddington Green ; M. Chavaliaud,

Sculptor, 568
Siena, Tripod for Chafing Pan, 57
Silchester, Sketches of Objects found at, so?
Silo, Grain, Greenwich : Aston Webb, Architect, 400

Sketch at Burgos : By M. S. Hack, 276
Sketches in France : By E. Salomons, 421
Sloane-sireet, Hou‘e in : F. B Wade, Architect, xgt
‘ Sloth,’ .Sculpture Relief : F. E. E. Schenrk, 442

Soane Medallion Design: An Institute of Architects: By
P. E. Newton, 38 :

Market Hall : By J. A. R. Inglis, 124
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Somme, St. Riquier’s Church. 276
Offices, ‘ White Star, Liverpool : R. Norman bhaw it J . t Neiv ington Museum : Ironwork from, 168, 169, 170 :

Doyle, Architects, 420 ^ I
Panels from, 532

Oxford, Jowett Memorial : E. Onslow Ford, b^lptor, 463 I the Athene : By Pheidi.as, 247
Oxford Town Hall, Sculpture Relief: F. L. E. bchenck,

^
the Siddons, Paddington Grei

Sculptor, 442
Oxford, Wordsworth Bldgs. : R. Blomfield, Architect, 149

Sketch for a Corner

Statue, the Siddons, Paddington Green i M. Chavaliaud,

Sculptor, s68
Stockholm Exhibition, Central Building, 485
Store, Fort Salisbury, Rhodesia : W. Cooksey, Archi-

tect, 40t
Stores, Bonded, Vauxhall : A. F Vigers, Architect, 443
Street Architecture, .Sketches of London : Doorway of

House, Queen’s Gate : R. Norman Shaw, architect, 566 ;

Houses, Balfour-place, W. ; Balfour & Turner, Archi-

tects, 530; House, Berk'ley-square : Ernest George &
Peto, Architects, 397 ; House Chelsea : C. R. Ashbee,

Architect, 9 ;
House, Hans Crescent : Read & Macdonald,

Architects, 27^3 ;
House, New Bond-street: W. A.

House. Hans-crescent ; Read & Macdonald. Architects. 273

House. Hindhead: E. J. May. Architect. 299; . A.

Pile, Architect, 125
. c tr 1

House, Jacques Cceur, Bourges : Drawn by M. S. H.ack,

House. ‘ kni’hton Spinney',' Leicester : Goddard, Paget,

Goddard, & Catlow, Architects, 511

House, Leicester : E. Burgess, Architect, 501
_

House, New Bond-st. : W. A. S. Benson. Architect, 318

House, Northampton : Mosley & Anderson. Architects, 378
t;-,uK.irn • A. W. Rrewill & B. E. Daily, Archi-House, Saltburii'-’A’. ’WL Brewill & B. E. Baily, Archi-

tects, 22s
House, Sloane-street : F. B. Wade. Architect, igt

House, Simdridge Park, Kent; Gibson & Rusaell, Archi-

House,'Town : W. R. Jaggard, Architect, 361
_

House, Walton-on-Thames
: J. Watson, architect, 485;

Niven, & Wiggiesworth, Architects, 553
Houses B.ilfour-place : Balfour & Turner, Architects, 530

Houses, Headingley: F. W. Bedford. Architect, 149

Houses, MorL-tix. Old : Sketch by E. Salomons, 42*

Scbenck.
: Relief:‘INDUSTRY,’ Sculpt!

Sculptor, 442
Infirmarj', the, Cardiff: E- Seward, Architect, 243

Institute of Architects, Design for ; By P. E. Newt-n, 38

Institute, Parish. Portsea : R. T. Blomfield, Architect. 421

Institute, West Ham Technical : Design by E. T. Hall, 80

Insurance Offices. Bristol : E. H. Edwards, Architect, 93

Ironwork ; Ancient, some Examples of,. Dublin, 30, 37

Design, 225 ;
Sketches of Wrought, 168, 169, 170

JOWETT Memorial, Balliol College. Oxford : E. Onslow

Ford, Sculptor, 463

Paris.’Monument to Watteau, Luxembourg Gardens: H.
Gauqui#, 15

Paris, Notre Dame : West Front, 224

Paris, Plan of site of the Recent Fire, 436

Parish Institute, Portsea ; R. T. Blomfield. Architect, 421

Parochial Bldgs., Northampton; M. H. Holding, Archi-

.wCt, 379
Pease’s Tubular Floor, Diagrams of, 297
Pergamon Frieze, Athene Group from, 246

Perugia, Palazzo Pubblico : Sketch by G. C. Horsley, 14

Piacenza. Palazzo Communale ;
Drawn by M. S. Hack, 276

Plan : Great Malvern Abbey 14 ;
Sherborne Abbey, 320

Plan of Building, Paris Fire. 436
Plans, Comparative, of Cathedrals. 192, 193

Plumstead. St Mark’s Ch. : R. J. Lovell, Architect. 42r

Police Court, Cardiff; Seward & Thomas, Architects, 250

Portland Cement, &c., Diagrams of, 33
Portsea Parish Institute: R. T. Blomfield. Architect, 421

Posies, D^pot Centrale des, Paris; Scellier de Gisors,

Architect, 341
Potter's Fireproof Floor, Section of, 297

Premises, Business, Glare-street, Bristol, 103

Premises, Business, Duke-sueet, Crosvenor-square i W.
D. CarOe. Architect, 148

Premises, Bu'iness, Gold-street, Northampton: S. J.

Newman, Architect. 381
1

Premises, Business, Higb-street, Leicester: Bl.ackwell &
Thomson, Architects, S02 , ,

.

Premises, Business, St Helens: F. S. Biram, Architect, 59

Premises, Old. Northampton: Drawn by H. Norman, 377

Presbyterian Church, West Norwood : Treadwell & Mar-

tin, Architects, 125
_ ™ ,, » .•

Presbyterian College, Cambridge: H. T. Hare, Archi-

KENTISH RAGSTONE. &c, diagrams. 33
“ Kincardine," Deeside : Niven and WiggUsworth, Archi-

tects, 484 ,

“ King and Architect, Thirteenth Century, 143.

Kyrle’Hall, Birmingham : W. H. Bidlake, Architect,

LEICESTER, Architecture of, 498. 499, 500. SOU So*. 503.

Le^iccster°’ Church of St. James' the Greater: Goddard,

Paget, it Goddard, Architects, 225 . .

Library, Free, Trinity-road, Bristol : W. \ . Gough, Archi-

• Liver^ol’ Technical School, &c. : E. W. Mountford,

Architect, 15, ^8 r. u
Liverpool Technical School, Competition Design . By H.

T. Hare and T. Davison, 174. i7S .

Liverpool, ‘White Star' Offices: R. Norman Shaw and J.

F. Doyle, Architects, 420
, . ,

.

Lloyd's Bank: Bristol: Bruce Oingell, Architect, 102;

Cardiff: Mr. Chatwin, Architect. 24t
' London Street Architecture (see ‘ Street Architecture )

Lordington Manor House, 356, 357

MANSION : Haselrig, Northampton, 374
‘ Kincardine': Niven & Wiggiesworth, Archi-

Press Agency, Carmelite-street : E. T. Hall, Architect, 59

RAILWAY Station, Amsterdam ; Dr. Cuypers, Architect,

Henson, Architect, 318; House, Sloane-street; F. B,

Wade, Architect, tpt

Suburban Sireet, a New, 28S
_

Sunbridge Park, Kent, House at: Gibson & Russell,

Architects. 175
Sydenham, Room at ‘ The Wood': C. H. M. Milehani,

Architect, 277
Synagogue, New. Cardiff: Delissa Joseph, Architect, 251

TECHNIC.AL Institute. West Ham: Competition

Design for : By E. T. Hal!, 80

Technical Schools, Bristol : E. C. Robins. Architect, 103

Technical Schoo s, Bristol: St. George's : Bligh Bond,

Architect. 103
Technical Schools, Leicester : Everard & Pick, Architects,

Technical Schools, &c., Liverpool : E. W. Mountford,

Architect, 15, 58
Technical Schools, Liveroool, Competition Design : By
H. T. Hare and T. Davison, 174, 17s

Telephone Offices, Strand : Design for. By A. F. 'V igers, 553

Tennyson’s ‘ Palace of Art,' Sketch for Corner of the : By
H. H. Stalh.am. 14

Theatre, Deptford : W. G. R. Sprague. .Architect, 361

Theatre. Her Majesty's, Haymarket : C. J. Phipps, Archi-

tect, 4
Thomson, Alexander, Travelling Studentship Drawings :

By G. A. Paterson, 443 ,

Tomb. Memorial, Sir H. Oglander, Brading Church

:

Design by J. C. Powell ; Sculpture by H. A. Pegram, 174

Tombs, Church of Brou, Bourg, 340, 341

Town Hall, Cardiff; the late Sir H. Jones, Architect, 250

Tom II Hall, Northampton : The late E. W. Godwin and

M. H. Holding, Architects, 380

Town House, a ; W. R. Jaggard, Architect, 361

Tripod for a Chafing Pan, Siena, 57

UGLIFIC.ATION ’ of London, the, 288

Nicholson

MaTLodee. Dee Side: A. M. Mackenzie. Architect, 80

Market Hall, Soane Medallion Design for: By J.A. K.

Mary Pease Almshouses, the, Darlington: P. \\ater-

house, Architect, 39 , p cu
Masonic Building7, Northampton : Ingman & Shaw,

Architects, 381

Mausoleum, Design for a : By J. Belcher, 463

Medical Schools. Bristol : Bliah Bond. Architect, 103

Memorial Tomli, Sir H. Oglander, liradmg Church

:

Smith, Architect. 15 ^ 2 h ’. r-t< „ /
^

’
1 Wood Panel, Carved ; Design for, by L. A. 1 ui

Rhodesia, Store at Fort Salisbury t A. W. Cooksey,

Architect, 4or

Roman Wall. Northumberland, Remains of 553

Roof, Chapter House, Canterbury, 550
.

Room at ‘The Wood,’ Sydenham: C. H. M. Mileham,

Architect, 277
. , - a- 1. m r'

Room, Design for Decoration of, in Oramto, Dy C. i. O.

Formilli. 58 ^ , tir

Rouen Cathedral, South Doorway : Drawn by the late W.
W. Deane. 200

, „ , •,

Royal Academy, Sculpture at the (see Sculpture )

Rugby. Wing to Boarding Hous
Architect, 59

Russell-square, Alterations : P. E. Pilditch, Architect, 321

SAFFRON Hill : Window, St. Peter’s Church : Designed

by Miss M Lowndes, 401 .

St Helens. Business Premises : F. S. Biram, Architect, 59

St. Malo. Sketches in : By E. Salomons, 421 ^
Saltburn, House at: A. W. Brewill and B. E. Baily,

Schook'^Bristo^: Odston Girls’ : W. V. Gough, -Ychitect, 102

School French Protestant Church, London : Aston Webb,

Architect, 443 .. t-

School. Leicester: WygglestoneHospitalGirls :E. Burgess,

Schook'T^verpool Technical, &c. : E. W. Mountford,

i^rchiteci, 15, s8 .. . , „
School, Liverpool 1 rehmeal : Competition Design by tl. i

Hare and T. Davison, 174, '7S. ^ .

School, Merton Abb- y : K P. Burke Downing, Architect,

\’ \UXHALL Bonded Stores : A. F. Vigers. Architect, 443

Vectis Lodge,' Edgbaston : Bateman & Bateman, Archi-

tects, 485 , ,

Versailles. View of Ch.ateau and Gardens, 298

Victoria Rooms, Bristol, 97

WALLP.A.PER, ‘ Meadow Flowers’ : Designed by Walter

Crane, 398
Wall, Roman, Northumberland, Remains of. 553
Walton-on-Thame.s, House at : Niven & Wiggiesworth,

Architects, 553 ; J. Watson, Architect, 485
_

Warehouse, Leicester: G. P. Bankart, architect, sir;

J Tait, architect, 504 ;
The late Isaac Barradale, Archi-

Gauquia, Sculptor, .j , n r, j
Wesleyan Chapel, Cardiff: Jones, Richards, & Budgen,

Architects, 243 . „ . . ,
•

Wesleyan Chapel. Crosby
; J. Francis Doyle, Architect. 552

West Ham Technical Institute : Design by E. 1. Hall, 80

West London Suburb, Church for a : E. P. Warren,

Architect, 401
. ^ b

niesierii Mail' Offices. Carciff: Jones, Richards, &
Budgen, -Architects, 240 .

Westminster, Great Hall of the Church House : Sir A.

Blomfield, Architect, is
‘ White Hall,’ Berlin Castle, Plans of, 383

. .

‘ White Star' Offices, Liverpool; R. Norman Shaw and J.

1
F. Doyle, Architects, 420

Wilton, Palladian Bridg<

Nicholson,

Mont St. Michel. 'Sketch by E. Salomons, 421

Montmartre, Church of the Sacri Cceur : By the late .M.

Abadie, 14, 15 . ^ n
Monument to Emperor William L, Germany: Bruno

Schmidtz, Architect, 15. 16, 321
• ti

Monument to Watteau. Luxembourg Cardens, Pans : H.

Gauquid, Sculptor, 15

Schools' Cardiff-: Board, Grange Town : Bruce Vaughan,
, . r. Blomfield, Architect, 149

Schiof,‘,"L'i»-L Technical ; EverarJ Si Pick, Architects,
|

Wye ColleEe, Additions to-, P. II. Chambers, Arch.tect, ,o

Sculpture at the Royal Academy : ‘Atalanta’ : By Gu'.-- -

Natorp, 462 ;
‘ Cnildren Bringing Lilies to the Holy

|

son. Arch.tect, 36,

YIEWSLEY Church, Nave and Chancel: C. A. Nichil-
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'X offering to all

our friends and

readers the best

wishes for a happy

and prosperous

new year, it is

gratifying to think

that there is a

reasonable hope

that this year may
be, for the majo-

rity and in .a general sense, a prosperous

one, and that those who are concerned in

architecture and building will have their

share in the general prosperity. Not only

•are there general signs that things, as the

.phrasej is, “are looking up,” but the mere

fact, which will be present to every one’s

mind, that this is the year in which we are

to have the pleasure of celebrating the

attainment of the longest as well as one of

the happiest reigns in the annals of the

realm, must in itself do much to promote

and quicken business of every kind.

The past year .has not been architecturally

.a very eventful one. The most important

incidents to record in it, in connexion with
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English architectural work, have been the

two competitions which, though not for

buildings of the first size or importance,

attracted more than usual attention and

interest
;
those, namely, for the Royal Insur-

ance Offices and for the Technical School

and additions to the Free Library
;
both at

Liverpool. In regard to the latter, we pub-

lish ill this issue the revised design by the

successful competitor, Mr. Mountford, in

which some slight alterations have been

made from the original competition de-

sign published in our issue of August 8,

1896, and in which moreover the merits

of the design are done more justice

to in a better drawing. The building,

wlien carried out, will be a very fine and

effective addition to what is already a re-

markable architectural group, though not all

that it might have been had the original

competition for the Free Library and Museum
been carried on as well and ended as satis-

factorily as this recent one has ended. In

that old competition for the block of

buildings of which Mr. Mountford’s will

form the completion some very fine designs

were sent in, but instead of any one of

them being selected, the then Borough

Sur\’eyor of Liverpool was allowed to

make wliat use he could of the hints to

be derived from the competition designs,

to compile a rather commonplace design of

his own. Although tricks of this kind

are still occasionally played in small com-
petitions, it would be hardly possible now to

carry out such a policy with a large and
important competition

;
there would be too

much public feeling on the subject, and a

large corporation would probably have more
self-respect than to act in such a manner,*

so that we may be justified in thinking that

there has been some advance in the tnorale

of competitions.

Two other events, of a very diverse charac-

ter, will be remembered as occurrences of

the past year. One of these is the scandal

in connexion with the Works Committee of

the County Council, into whicli an inquiryjs

now being held, so that any further remarks

on the subject would be out of place and
mistimed until this inquiry is concluded and
the Committee’s Report presented. But the

circumstances which rendered the inquiry

necessary', though happily not characterised

We do not forget the discreditable affair at Durham ;

but Durham, though with a great cathedral, is a very small

borough, and the affair h.ardly rose higher than a vestry

competition.

t
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by anything so flagrant as those which led

to the downfall of the Metropolitan Board of

Works, show unfortunately how strong is the

tendency in a London official body of this

kind, to mingle the proper cariying out of the

business for which it was elected with a

kind of party policy which seems to

lead almost inevitably to the pulling of

underhand wires to bring about, not the

accomplishment of work, but the triumph of

a party system. The London County
Council was elected to do the practical

municipal work of London
;

it has got itself

more or less discredited, for the time,

indirectly through a craze for mingling

political and social partisanship with the

carrying out of work
;
and it is to be hoped

that the exposure of the incidents which

have no doubt indirectly resulted from this

policy will not be without a wholesome
effect, in inducing the members of the

London County Council to recognise the

unsuitability of importing political aims into

what should be simply an institution for the

conduct of public works.

The other event to which we have alluded

has been the excitement and discussion in

regard to Peterborough Cathedral
;
indeed,

1896 may perhaps be remembered among
architects as the Peterborough year. Look-
ing back to our last year's volumes, we find

that it was in the first number of January,

1896, that we went into the subject, and first

suggested our opinion as to the possible

ultimate outcome of the matter in the follow-

ing words, which it will be admitted are

guarded enough ;

—

“ The mention of this point leads one to notice

the possibility, which must be faced, that no way of

making the work perfectly stable could be found

without taking down the fa9ade and rebuilding with

the same stones, but on a proper foundation and
with a better system of bonding. One almost

dreads even to suggest such a thing, for fear

of the opening that would be made for

playing “restorative” tricks with the work
in rebuilding. At the same time there is the

fact that the facing stones are mostly in good con-
dition and they could be numbered and reset, and
that with proper care the front might remain in all

essentials the old front set up again. To attempt to

push the work into position by hydraulic jacks, as

was done with the south wall of St. Albans, is not

to be thought of
;

the mass is too great to be
handled in that way, and even if the power could

be applied, the first result of it would probably

be to crush and bring down all the vault-

ing between the front and the west wall of

the nave. The matter seems to rest between
extensive underpinning combined with ties up above,

or the radical cure of rebaildfng. If only the latter

operation were carried out as an honest piece of re-

building—taking down the old stones and putting

them together again, v.'ith no “restoration” frolics

except the mere putting in of a new stone here and
there in place of a decayed one, we arc inclined to

believe that no other process would be so satisfactory

in the end, or give so long a new lease of life to the

grand fa9ade.''

From that opinion, expressed twelve

months ago and before there was any symp-
tom of the outbreak of public criticism and
letter-writing on the subject which has

recently taken place, we see no reason to

depart. The probability is that the piers are

badly and hastily built, and the fact that

they were on an equally bad foundation has

probably been the means hitherto of

saving them from worse damage than

being pushed out of the perpendicular;

the foundations gave instead of the piers

cracking. Now the foundations have been

rendered immoveable
;

it is proposed to

mtke repairs and rebuilding in the super-

structure which will increase its weight

;

and if the piers, as is probable, have

little or no lateral bond, to do this is to put

them between a pairof gigantic nut-crackers,

which will crack the nut sooner or later.

While referring to the subject, we may
remark also on the extraordinary degree of

ignorance and intolerance which has been

shown in the correspondence and comments

on the subject in various daily and weekly

papers. It really seems as if, the less people

know about building, the more right they

think they have to lay down the law on the

treatment of an ancient building. Things

have got to a pass in this respect which is

perfectly ludicrous. As an example of the

absurd things that are said we have Mr.

Pennell accusing the Dean and Chapter

of Peterborough of having obviously in-

tended from the first to pull down the facade,

because he found a scaffolding all ready

which had been there for months, he being

apparently ignorant of the fact that the

erection of a scaffolding is a necessary pre-

liminary to the examination of the condition

of the building. In a weekly paper (the

speaker) it is seriously suggested that if the

Dean and Chapter prove contumacious the

lesson will be that we must put our ancient

buildings under the control of a National

Commission, as in France
;
the writer being

evidently unaware that the " Commission

des Monuments Historiques” has carried

” restoration ” further than it has ever

been carried in this country, almost

obliterating the interest of many of the

architectural monuments of France
;

and

that Viollet-le-Duc, to whom X\\q Speaker ?l\so

refers with admiration, was a restorer more

drastic even than Scott. The Dean and

Chapter of Peterborough have in our opinion

shown both firmness and judgment in their

action, and a temper which contrasts very

favourably w’ith that of some of their violent

and ill-informed critics.

In the coming year the most important

subject before the Architectural world is that

of the proposed New Government offices.

Upon the general features of the site-schemes

and the block-plans for their occupation, as

set out in the Report of the Special Com-
mittee, we have already commented—favour-

ably in regard to some, unfavourably in regard

to others, especially that for the War Office.

Nothing, how’ever, is definitely settled yet

;

there is opportunity for improvement in the

scheme, which it is to be hoped may yet be

carried out in a manner worthy of the

nation
;

and we have the satisfaction of

knowing that the present First Commissioner

of Works is fully alive to the architectural

importance of the subject, and desirous that

the new buildings should represent fine

architecture as well as convenient offices. It

is to be hoped that for these new Govern-

ment offices there will be either a general or

a limited architectural competition, and that

it will be better managed and more satis-

factory in its results than some previous

competitions of the same kind.

Amid the various proposals which are in

the air for doing something to commemorate

this year of the Queen’s reign, it is natural to

consider whether any architectural monument
significant of the occasion can be or should

be erected. A new War Office, if adequately

carried out in an architectural sense, would

be important enough for the occasion, but

would hardly form a suitable memorial of the

reign of a Sovereign who has always and

consistently wished and promoted peace as

far as possible. We have had various sug-

gestions made to us, but none of them worth
taking into account. One correspondent sug-
gested that a great building of some kind
should be erected, on the ground that the
present reign had not been marked by the
erection of any great building of the first

importance; a building called the Houses
of Parliament having apparently escaped his

recollection. But the suggestion reminds
us that the Houses of Parliament has
never been completed according to the
architect's design, and we can think

of few more suitable architectural

memorials of the reign than would be
furnished by its completion. Another suit-

able one might be the realisingof the scheme,,

so often suggested in different forms, of a
national Walhalla for the monuments of

eminent persons, not in connection with
Westminster Abbey, which is complete in

itself, and would only be spoiled by a
modern addition, but as a separate building.

A third course which would be more to the

purpose than either, and which is what
would be certainly done in France or

Germany, would be to carry out an artis-

tic memorial of the Queen and her reign,

purely as a work of art in architecture

and sculpture, and as a monument only,

without considering its practical use. This

would be by far the most graceful way of

doing it, and the most satisfactory in an
artistic sense. We have the Albert Memorial

—a remarkable work in its way in spite of

some obvious defects
;
why should we not

have the Victoria Memorial ?

\ * I

A NEW MUSEUM OF ANCIENT
SCULPTURE.

By Professor Furtwangler..

SHE Glyptothek at Ny Carlsberg, near

Copenhagen, founded by the well-

known brewer, Herr Carl Jacob-

sen, is the latest Museum ot

ancient sculpture in Europe, and yet takes

rank among the most important. It is,

moreover, an outcome of the times, of which

we may well feel proud. In past centuries,

potentates collected statues for the adorn-

ment of their palaces. The practice in-

augurated in Italy by princes, Popes, and

cardinals, spread, under the influence of

later Renaissance and Barocco architec-

ture, to the Courts of France, of Spain,

and of Germany, and, not least, to the

English aristocracy. But to-day, a rich

industrial competes with the grandees of a

bygone age. And his collection of ancient

sculpture is not destined to adorn a palace,

but to minister at once to artistic enjoyment

and scientific research. Its aim is to unfold

before the visitor, by means of a noble series

of well-selected examples, the whole develop-

ment of Greek art. And this aim has been

steadily kept in view. For Herr Jacobsen

is enough of a connoisseur to appreciate

above all what is intrinsically exquisite anci

beautiful
;
but he is also enough of a scholar

to estimate at its right value what is signifi-

cant for the historical study either of the

development of form or of the mythological

conceptions of the ancients.

To fulfil its aim such a collection must be
conveniently exhibited, must be arranged on

an easily grasped principle, and be made

easy of access to all interested in art—all of

which conditions are admirably fulfilled at
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Ny Carlsberg. One requisite, however, was
till lately wanting

;
in order that the scholar

or the student who cannot undertake the

pilgrimage to the collection of Ny Carlsberg

might possess trustworthy reproductions of

its works of art, a large publication must be

started. In fact, the well known firm of

Bruckmann in Munich has begun to publish

the ancient monuments of the collection,*

The three first parts, containing thirty large

and splendidly executed plates in helio-

gravure, have already appeared, accompanied

by an exhaustive text in French
,
itself richly

illustrated, from the pen of Paul Arndt, a

pupil of Heinrich Brunn.

The first livraison contains a selection

from works of different epochs. ' As samples

of the comprehensive character of the collec-

tion, which extends from Egyptian sculpture

of the Old Empire down to late Roman
sarcophagi and grave stones of Palmyra,

we are given an Egyp.tian statue, a sitting

Anubis of bronze, of uncommonly fine work-

manship. An excellent sarcophagus of the

later Roman Empire, from Sidon, displays

on its front the contest of Apollo and

Marsyas, while the portrait of the dead man
—a certain Greek, by name Hermogenes,

who has all the air of a Professor in a

modern Academy of Music, and had pro-

bably devoted himself to the art—adorns the

centre of the lid. A bronze statue of the

youthful nude Herakles, reproduced on three

plates, takes us to the efflorescence of Greek

art. The statue, save for the bow and

arrows once held in the left hand, is pre-

served intact
:
even the eyes, which consist

of variegated substances, and were let in

separately, are not lost, so that the figure

preserves the life-like look wanting to so

many statues, owing to the loss of the pupil

in cases where it was let in, or to the dis-

appearance of the colouring in others. The
statue may be derived from a work in the

manner and of the epoch of Skopas.

Another plate in this same livraison gives

a small marble head from Athens, a charming,

delicate original, probably by a pupil of

Praxiteles.

A large portion of the collection consists

of Roman copies after lost Greek masterpieces.

In my book, “ Die Meisterwerke der Griech-

ischen Plastik,” I had already referred to

many of these pieces. Since then the inde-

fatigable owner of the collection has acquired

many new important works. Not only the

villas and the palaces ofthe Roman aristocracy

—of the Borghese and the Sciarra—but also

the recent excavations in or near Rome have

helped to enrich the Glyptothek of Ny Carls-

berg. In Sh^^TsXlivraison the most remark-

able object of the class is the head of a

goddess, in the severe style which recalls the

figures from the pediments and metopes at

Olympia.

In the second number the plates appear

in stricter chronological order. Among the

archaic sculptures, a place of honour is taken

by the Early Attic head of a youth, which

once belonged to the French archaeologist

* The full title runs :
“ La Glyptoth&que de Ny Carls-

berg, fondee" par Carl Jacobsen. Les Monuments Antiques,

Choix et texte de Paul Arndt.” Munich, Verlaganstalt

fiir Kunst und Wissenschaft, Ancienue Maison Fr.

Bruckmann, 1896. Up to December of this year three

parts {Jivraisons) have appeared, each containing ten

plates. The whole work is calculated to consist of twenty-

two parts. The Greek and Roman portraits, although an

important part of the collection (it is the most valuable

gallery of ancient portraiture in existence) will be omitted

from this large publication, since they are appearing

sep.irately in another work by Arndt and Bruckmann
which is .xclusively devoted to portraits.

Rayet
;

it is a work full of the strength and
vitality which distinguish archaic art. From
the archaic period, shortly before Pheidias,

comes a draped female statue, which is

closely related to the quiet, standing figures

from the Olympian pediments and metopes.

But the workmanship is finer and more pre-

cise
;
the ideal which inspired the Olympian

figures finds in our statue clearer and purer

expression. The statue is evidently an

original
^
unfortunately, the head is missing

;

it seems to have been already restored in

antiquity, probably in Rome where the

statue was found
;
the neck is cut off straight,

and shows a dowel hole
;
but in the period

to which the work belongs heads were never

adjusted in this fashion—a remark which
the editor Arndt fails to make.

Still another original work of this period

appears in the same number: the head of

an anthropoid sarkophagos from Sidon, of

Parian marble. As I have already noted in

“Meisterwerke,” p. 737, it strikingly resembles

the Harmodios by Kritios and Nesiotes.

Indeed, all the sculptors of those Parian

marble sarkophagi in which the rich Phoe-

nicians of the fifth century b.c. were wont to

have themselves buried, were Nesiotai, men
of the islands, Parian masters excellence.

The third part contains a series of five

remarkable terminal heads from Athens or

the Peirjeus, original works from the period

shortly before and after the middle of the

fifth century b.c., precisely, therefore, from

that highly interesting period from which so

few originals have survived. The five

Iieads are by different artists, each of

whom had his own individuality: a dis-

tinction can also be made between the

earlier and the later heads. Two are still

fairly archaic; two come close to the free

style of Pheidias (pi. 13, 14), and one (pi*

15), the most careful in execution, and most
remarkable of all, seems to me influenced by
the Argive art of the epoch preceding Poly-

kleitos. All five heads represent dignified,

bearded divinities. Only one of these can

be named with certainty, for he alone wears
a distinguishing attribute — it is Hermes
(pi. 12), represented with his travelling cap,

as on Greek vases. True, the editor, Arndt,

believes that the other heads also can be

accurately identified, and he attempts to do

so in a long disquisition. But herein the editor

shows himself somewhat behind his times.

In a manner which is now, fortunately, out of

date, he surrenders to the naive illusion that

we can name ancient divinities on the ground

of the subjective impression roused by this or

that facial form, on the ground of a popular

but non-historic presentment of the nature

of this or that Greek divinity, without

seriously inquiring into the objective sense,

the meaning, and the origin of that particular

art-form, or into the conceptions and beliefs

which really obtained in the epoch to which

the work of art belongs. One of the heads,

for instance (pi. 15), impresses the editor as

mentally limited; he sees in it an “esprit

mediocre ” “ inintelligence,” and “ stupeur
;

”

and since he has further come to the curious

conclusion that Hephaistos must have been

conceived as a mentally narrow person-

age (the god whose cleverness and under-

standing ancient poetry cannot sufficiently

praise!), he feels himself entitled to call

that god Hephaistos. The other names
are found on the same method, and are

equally valueless, for that supposed mental

narrowness is me.-ely the result of certain

stylistic habits of the artist. The heads

•on pi. 13, 14, 15 might, as they pro-

bably do, all represent the same per-

sonage— a dignified, bearded god or hero;

more we cannot say, seeing the numberless

possibilities that crowd upon us in such a

case. The differences between the heads,

however, are those of style, and of artistic

individuality, and these are of supreme in-

terest to us, although the editor does not

touch upon them. But if Arndt in this case

thus abandons historical thought and under-

standing for deductions from arbitrary, sub-

jective fancies, he is here following the lead

of Heinrich Brunn, who in his essays upon
the Greek ideals of the gods is not free from

the same failing. For this reason Brunn's

essays must perforce be looked upon nowa
days as in great measure false, however
admirable and brilliant they may be owing
to the author's genial and profound under-

standing of the finest forms of Greek ideal

heads.

The Glyptothek of Ny Carlsberg contains

still a crowd of important monuments, which

will appear in subsequent livraisons of the

great work. The publication will bear

striking witness to what may be accom-
plished, even in our day, by an intelligent

and appreciative collector of ancient sculp-

ture. Side by side with well-known works

such as the Anakreoii from the Villa

, Borghese, which I conjecture to be copied

from a Plieidian original, or the Hera from

the same villa, which apparently goes back

to Alkamenes, the forthcoming numbers will

contain many still unknown sculptures of

great historical and artistic interest.

The text, likewise, in spite of a few weak-
nesses which we felt bound to mention, has.

its special strength in the wide knowledge of

ancient sculpture commanded by the editor.

In a manner peculiarly serviceable to

students he illustrates the text with less

well-known monuments bearing upon those

of the collection.

We here take our leave of the Glyptothek

at Ny Carlsberg 'with feelings of gratitude

towards the founder, who not only makes
his collection accessible by every means in

his power, but who has already made
arrangements by which to secure the gallery

for all time to his native city Kopenhagen.
'We can only hope that Roman princes and
English lords may soon follow the truly

noble example set them by a simple burgess.

Adolf Furtwangler.

ELECTRICITY DIRECT FROIM COAL.
N recent years there have been two

favourite scientific subjects for

writers of magazine articles,

namely, how to get light without

heat, and how to get electricity direct from

coal. Considerable progress has been made
towards a satisfactory solution of the first of

these problems, and the second, according

to an article by Dr. Jacques which appeared

in the Christmas number of Harper's
Magazine, has now been solved. It is more
tliaii a year ago since Dr. William W.
Jacques, of Boston, invented his so-called

carbon battery, and although electricians,

deceived so often, at first ridiculed it, they

are beginning to admit that it is a novel

and meritorious invention. The inventor's

locount of it, therefore, even though written

a Christmas magazine, is deserving of

serious consideration.

a
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The battery c.onsists of an iron pot which

forms the negative pole, and contains molten

potash at a temperature of between 400 and

500 deg. Centigrade. In this is put a rod

of carbon with an iron hook suspender,

which forms the positive pole, and air is kept

bubbling up round this carbon by means of

an iron pipe with a rose at the end, through

which air is forced by means of an air pump.

The potash is kept at its high temperature

by means of a fire below the pot, and when

the air pump is working it is found that

although the electromotive force between

the terminals is only a little greater than one

volt, yet the resistance of the battery is so

small that currents of enormous intensity

• can be got from it.

The results of a test made of this battery

by independent experts show that between

30 and 40 per cent, of the electricity theore-

tically obtainable from a pound of coal can

be got by this metlrod even when the capa-

city of the battery' is only two horse-power.

Remembering that the best steam engines

give only 5 or 6 per cent, of the theoretical

energy, it will be seen how important this

result is. Hence an account of this battery

by the inventor deserves careful attention to

see what are the weak points in this method

of obtaining electricity.

Dr. Jacques begins by pointing out the

•waste of energy in our present methods of

generating electricity by combined steam

engines and dynamos, and this, of course, is

common knowledge. He then gives a slight

sketch of the various unsuccessful ways by

which he tried to get electricity from natural

forces without the intervention of machinery.

Amongst others, he tried getting large cur-

rents from thermopiles which turn heat

directly into electricity. Theoretical con-

siderations induced him to drop this method,

as he proved to himself that their efficiency

must always be very small. This statement

is not correct, for a thermopile which has

a difference of temperature between its

junctions of 400 deg. Centigrade could easily

have an efficiency of 50 per cent. It appears,

therefore, that Dr. Jacques is strongly pre-

judiced against theories of thermo-electric

action, and wishes to persuade people that

it is impossible to obtain high efficiencies by

their means.

Then comes a description of a very feeble

attempt to follow what he calls nature’s plan,

and get electrical energy from artificial

thunderstorms. He finishes up the biogra-

phical opening with a poetical description of

how one day he surprised nature's secret and

found out how to conveft the stored up

energy of coal directly into electricity.

His first successful experiment was to sus-

cost, was out of the question, so he tried

various metals. We wonder how many
minutes some of these metals \vithstood the

molten potash. Only one ignorant of

chemistry would have tried zinc, tin, and

aluminium. Iron, when he first tried it, did

not answer, because “ most specimens of iron

have an oily surface, which, when heated,

becomes converted into carbon.” This, we
are afraid, is nonsense, as we fail to see why
a very small quantity of carbon on the anode,

which is not acted on, could have any effect

on the working of the battery.

We now come to perhaps the weakest

point in the whole article, which is contained

in the following statement

:

“It has been found best to ctush the coal and

mould it into large sticks of convenient size to

handle, and bake them to drive off the included

gases and give them good electrical conductivity."

So that it is not electricity from coal, but from

purified carbon baked in a furnace. What
included gases are driven off is left to the

imagination of the reader. Then comes a

test made by two experts upon a two horse'

power electrolytic generator, in which it is

found that the electricity generated is 32 per

cent, of that theoretically obtainable from

the coal (?) consumed. Apparently the coal

consumed in baking the carbon is left out of

account. The “efficiency” of new inveu'

tions is one thing, the “economy” is quite

another, and it is the latter that is important

commercially.

We strongly suspect that there must be

some fatal practical defect about the method.

It has been before the public for nearly a year,

and yet no mention is made in the article of

the first cost or maintenance. The potash

must rapidly become contaminated with the

ash of the carbon sticks
;
how is it cleansed?

Again, each cell, having only a very low

voltage, must be coupled up by huge copper

cables, and joints must be very carefully

made. It is not proved that it is a galvanic

battery consuming carbon and may be

merely a thermo-electric generator, which is

a class of apparatus notoriously unpractical.

Dr. Jacques ends his article by pointing

out the great boon cheap power would be to

humanity, and we cordially agree with what

he says. His invention is a very meritorious

one from a scientific point of view, and he

has written a most interesting magazine

article on it.

Dangers of
Peat Bogs.

NOTES.

On the 28th ult. another of

those temble calamities which

so frequently overtake those

who dwell ill the neighbourhood of Irish

peat bogs took place. The scene of the

pend a piece of coal about the size of a nut disaster was the vicinity of Rathmore, a poor

in a platinum crucible full of melted potash,

Into the potash a stream of cold air was

blown by means of a platinum pipe. A wire

attached to the coal formed the positive pole,

and the platinum crucible the negative, and

the current developed was sufficient to run a

small motor. The inventor says that the

current is undoubtedly due to the combina-

tion of oxygen in the air with the carbon.

We cannot, however, admit the “ undoubt-

edly." The inventor naturally hopes that

it is due to this, but he has given us no

proof, and personally we prefer the theoiy of

thermo-electric action.

Dr. Jacques then describes the difficulties

he encountered in repeating his experiment

we have in Great Britain have been largely

made up by mosses, especially species of

Sphagnum, which, growing on hill tops,

slopes, and valley bottoms, as a wet, spongy,

fibrous mass, die in their lower parts, and

send out new fibres above. Where ponds

and small lakes are gradually converted

into bogs, the marshy vegetation advances

from the shores, and sometimes forms

matted, treacherous, green surface,

the lower portions being water-logged,

beneath which the waters of the lake some-

times still lie. The decayed vegetable

matter from the under part of this crust

sinks to the bottom of the water, forming

there a fine peaty mud, which slowly

grows upwards. Or a thick bed of moss,

decayed in its lower parts and being of a

spongy nature, absorbs much water. Heav’y

rains, by augmenting the watery layer, or

by over-filling the bladder-like spongy mass,

sometimes make the centre swell up until

the matted skin of moss bursts and a deluge

of black mud pours into the surrounding

country. This is what has happened

in regard to the recent bog-slide near

Killarney. Can nothing be done to prevent

such occurrences? Many of the bogs are

roughly drained, and a better system of

drainage would, no doubt, go a long way to

mitigate the evil, but from the agricultural

point of view it would not pay, and that is

the crux of the whole matter.

and thinly-populated district some twenty

miles to the east of Killarney, and on

the confines of county Cork. A foreman

quanyman and his family were over-

whelmed by the black mud, but no other

loss of life is reported. At the same

time large tracts of land have been

destroyed so far as agricultural purposes are

concerned, and quany'ing operations have

been suspended not only on account of roads

being rendered impassable, but because the

workings are now filled with peat slime, whilst

the bog is still moving and seems likely to do

more mischief. The daily papers allude to

the occurrence as a landslip, but, of course,

it is nothing of the kind — at least

on a large scale. Platinum, on account of its
^

ia the technical sense. Such great bogs as

Open Spaces
The suggestions for com-

and the Queen's memorating the sixtieth year
Reign.

reign of the Queen have

been added to by an influential proposal

that the dedication of open spaces in dif-

ferent localities, the purchasing for the public

of historical ruins, and so forth, would be

a desirable measure. We do not know that

an open space is the best kind of memorial

of anything, but any excuse for securing

open spaces in perpetuity ought to be wel-

come. The Corporation of London never did

better work than when they secured Burn-

ham Beeches and Epping Forest for the

public for ever. Why should not Ken-

sington make a collective effort and purchase

Holland House and its park? We give

this as an example of the way in which

the proposal which has been put forward may
be carried out. In every neighbourhood

those who are acquainted with it may call to

mind some piece of land or some building

which it is desirable to obtain and to keep as

a public possession, free from all dangers of

the future.

As usual, the Budget for the

German Empire (which, by the

way, should not be confused

with the Budgets of the Kingdom of Prussia

or other minor kingdoms of Germany), con-

tains very large proposals for expenditure on

buildings, the total amounting to about

2,300,000/. The greatest outlay, as usual, is

for military work—approximately 1,200,000/.

The State Railways require 400,000/, whilst

the General Post Office and the Naval

Departments each show totals of approxi-

mately 250,000/. The estimates do not

show the same interesting features as was

the case some years back when the Imperial

Houses of Parliament, the Imperial Law
Courts, and other great national works were

in hand, and it should, of course, also be

remembered that, in many instances, the items

shown are only votes on account
;

there are

to besome new Infantry Barracks, forinstance.



a cost of 150,000/., of which only 50,000/.

1 be voted at present. Among the items

he Naval Estimates we notice a second

e for 50,000/. to be expended on some
!v docks at Kiel, which will require a total

lay of over 400,000/. The General Post

ice appears to continue erecting its own
Idings in every important town, as in

Inland
^ but some of them at all events are

Iter buildings than our Office of Works
|is out

.JO , The Board of Trade has not
^rd Penrhyii

j

and his been SO successful in me-
luarrymen.

between Lord Penrhyn

1 his quarrymen as it was in the

2nt dispute between the London and
cth-Western Railway and its employees,

ippcars that on September 30 the Welsh
rkmen applied to the Board of Trade to

e action under the Conciliation Act, 1896,

lithe application was acceded to by the

oartment. The President of the Board
Trade and Mr. Young, Lord Penrhyn’s

nager, appear to have had an informal

;r\‘iew early in December, and arrived at

verbal understanding.” Thus far every-

ig had gone satisfactorily if slowly, but

December 9 Lord Penrhyn himself wrote

he Board of Trade a letter harsh in tone

I apparently contrary to the terms arranged

ween Mr. Young and Mr. Ritchie, since

former had agreed, it would appear, that

d Penrhyn should receive a deputation

n his men if one were appointed. The
ult is that matters have come to a dead-

,<, entirely, it would seem from the recently

jlished correspondence, through the irre-

.cilable position taken up by Lord
orhyn. It is obvious—we say nothing in

ard to the merits of the dispute—that the

ner of the quarries should have met the

autation from the men, and should have

)wed a representative of the Board of

tde to be present at the interview, as was
lired by the men. Lord Penrhyn has put

iself in the wrong in this respect, and has

•wn once again that there are some
ployers who appear to act without tact or

sonableness.

Saniury very rare for the Court of

thorities and Appeal to grant a new trial of
ir Workmen. t> .. i j

a case. But they have done so

the action of Digby v. The East Ham
Dan District Council which was tried

ore Mr. Justice Cave and a special jury

October. The action arose out of the

ith of one of^ the defendants’ workmen,

0 was suffocated by poisonous gases as

was descending a manhole in a sewer.

.
Justice Cave at the trial non-suited the

intiff (the widow of the workman) on the

und that there was no evidence of negli-

ice because the plaintiff had not shown
t any Sanitary Authority adopted the

cautions which it was suggested should

'e been taken by the defendants,

•h as testing the air of the man-
e before workmen were allowed to

>cend into the sewer. In a note upon the

;e we pointed out that the result of the

il was unsatisfactory, since, according to

judge's ruling, a Sanitary Authority could

be considered negligent for not taking a

fectly reasonable precaution, if other and
lilar Authorities had not previously done
The circumstances of the case must be

isidered without reference to the conduct

Dther people. When the case comes on

lin for a new trial, we hope that the

judge will leave it fairly to the jury to say

whether or not the Sanitary Authority took

reasonable precautions for the safety of their

workmen. If they did not, then they must
pay damages, and their misconduct will be a

warning to others.

It appears that a “ Remon-
strance’Msin course of signa-

ture in regard to Peterborough
Cathedral to the following effect ;

—

"We, the undersigned, wish to express our
sorrow at the proposal to rebuild a portion of the

west front of Peterborough Cathedral, the beauty
and value of which it is impossible to over-estimate.

We earnestly hope that the Dean and Chapter
will see their way to reconsidering their decision,"

To this are appended a number of names of

persons mostly more or less distinguished

in Art, science or literature, but not a single

one of whom probably knows anything

about building construction, or has any
special right to form or express an opinion

on the subject. The question is one of

practical structure simply
;

the Dean and
Chapter do not want to move a stone

of the front if it were not structurally

necessary
;
they have the advice of one of

the first and most practical architects of

the day, who thinks the partial recon-

struction necessary : on what ground are

they to listen to a party of ladies and gentle-

men who know nothing about the practical

side of the subject, and who announce that

the beauty of the front of Peterborough “can
hardly be over-estimated,” as if that were a

special discovery of their own, and no one
else were conscious of it ?

.. The exhibition of Mr. Watts’s
Ine New
Gallery pictures at the New Galiery is

Exhibition.
only a very fine one itself,

but some additional interest is given to it by
the painter’s own preface to the catalogue,

in which he imparts to us some of his own
thoughts as to the aim and purpose of his

pictures. The conventional preface to a

catalogue, to which we are so constantly sub-

jected now, is an addition we could gene-

rally very well spare; but the artist’s own
preface is a different matter. We defer

any detailed notice of the exhibition,

however, because we propose to con-

sider it next week in connexion with the

collection of Leighton’s works at Burlington

House. The collected works of two artists

who were both idealists, yet with such very

different ideals, must gain an additional

interest when considered in relation to each

other.

Ea„Pedim.„,
“Intermezzi” Dr. Furl-

of the wangler publishes a paper on
Parthenon.

“East Pediment of the

Parthenon,” in which he claims to have
discovered the original central figure of

the composition. Dr. Furtwiingler, with

many other archmologists, had gradually

arrived at the conviction that the central

place on the pediment was occupied by a full-

length figure of the goddess Athene domi-
nating the whole. This figure he claims to

have rediscovered in the well-known torso

of Athene, known as the Minen’a Medici, in

the Ecole des Beaux Arts at Paris. In

his “Meisterwerke" Dr. Furtwiingler pro-

nounced this statue to be a marble copy
from a bronze original. On a closer in-

spection he believed it to be an original

Athenian work of Pentelic marble, and closely

allied to the Parthenon figures in general

conception and the tecimique of details.

From the rough condition of certain parts,

and from the general pose of the figure, it

seems likely that, as Karl Bbtticher long ago

conjectured, it was intended as a pediment
figure to be seen at a high elevation and from

a distance. M. Bulle has also pointed out that

the dowel marks in the plinth are just such

as are used for the attachment of pediment
figures. Dr. Sauer, in his examination of the

pediment marks of the Parthenon, had
arrived at the conclusion that a certain

central ridge in the east pediment (a Rand-
bank) precluded the possibility of a single

central figure. Dr. Furtwangler thinks this

can be otherwise explained. It will be
interesting to see what Dr. Sauer has to say.

A further difficulty is that the plinth of the

torso shows clear traces of dowel marks.

The front of the east pediment shows no

corresponding marks. Dr. Fu^t^vangler

explains this by a theory that the figure

was carried off to Rome, and there used

to decorate some temple pediment, and the

dovvelling marks made at that time. The
whole theor)' is an interesting one : and
whether the actual Athene is now found or

not, we believe that a figure of the goddess did

dominate the east pediment, thereby marking

the temple as her own. The “ Intermezzi
”

contains several otlier papers of great

interest. A beautiful bronze head of Apollo

from the Chatsworth collection is published,

and its recognition is due to the acute eye

of the Duke’s new librarian, Professor

Strong.

The number of ancient Greek
roadways that have been

recently discovered is distinctly

noticeable. The course and structure of the

old Panathenaic Way at Athens is now
known in detail, and the same may be said

of a considerable portion of the Sacred Way
at Delphi. During the autumn months two
other important roads have been laid bare :

one by the Americans at Corinth, noticeable

from the fact that it has a paved footpath at

each side
;
the other road discovered is the

road that led from the Dipylon Gate to the

Academy. This was, of course, one of the

most important roads from Athens
;

its

direction has been much disputed, and turns

out to be somewhat different to what had
been conjectured. Along this road lie, as

is well known, some of the most important

public grave monuments of Athens. Long
ago, Dr. Schliemann tried to find the tomb
of Perikles, but prohibitive prices were asked

for the land. Let us hope that the Greek
Archmological Society now at work may be
more successful.

_ .
The General Council of the

Decorative ^ .

Work in Paris Seme, on the suggestion of
Mairies. Brown (“ Inspecteur-en-

Chef des Beaux-Arts ”) has voted money for

some new decorative work on buildings in

the suburban district of Paris. M. E. Michel

Lanfon and M. Ferry have been commis-
sioned to decorate the new Mairie of

Suresnes, one of the most graceful buildings

in the environs of Paris, of which we pub-
lished an illustration some time since. M.
Lan^on is to execute three large ceiling-

paintings in the Council-room, and M. Ferry

is to paint two landscapes with figures on the

grand staircase. M. Eugene Simas is commis-
sioned to paint a large decorative landscape

in the Mairie at Creteil. M. Hercule, a

sculptor who has produced some excellent
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work, is to execute a marble bust of “The

Republic” for the Mairie of Maisons-Alfort

;

and four decorative vases in bronze, after an

ancient model in the possession of the Paris

municipality, are to be erected at Clichy-la-

Garenne, in a large square recently com-

pleted in the centre of that Commune. In

commissioning landscape subjects, which

are not in a general sense the most suitable

for decorative painting, for the suburban

Mairies, the General Council aimed both at

securing some variation from the constant

succession of allegorical subjects in decora-

tion, and also at making some of these paint-

ings a topographical record of the original

aspect of the neighbourhoods concerned,

which are constantly undergoing change from

year to year.

T . We understand that the pro-
John Hunters ^ , .,1

House in prietors of the Alhambra
Leicester-square.

gre about to extend

their premises by rebuilding Mo. 2S, Leicester-

square, and the house at the rear in Castle-

street. In 1768 John Hunter moved from

Golden-square into a house in Jermyn-street

in succession to his brother, William. Upon

the expiration of the lease, 1783* pur-

chased a twenty-four years’ lease of No. 28,

Leicester-square and what was then No. 13,

Castle-street, with the ground abutting upon

Leicester-court, entered from Castle-street,

between the two. On that ground he

erected, at a cost of 3,000/., a large museum

for his collections, and lecture and dissection

rooms. The museum, latterly used as a

workshop, rises through two stories, with a

wide gallery midway, and is lighted by three

cupolas in the roof. A plan of the two

houses, museum, &c., drawn by his assistant

and curator, William Clift, we have seen in

the collection of papers and drawings

deposited by Sir Richard Owen’s executors

in the Royal College of Surgeons. At

Leicester-square, Hunter (like Sir Joseph

Banks in Soho-squarc) held his Sunday

evening receptions, gave courses of lectures,

set up a printing press and book-warehouse,

and, in 1785, instituted with Dr. Fordyce

the Lyceum Medicum Londiniense. Hunter

died in 1793, and was buried in St. Martin's-

in-the-Fields. His remains, found after a

long search in the vaults (1S59) by Dr. Frank

Buckland, were re-interred by the College of

Surgeons, near Ben Jonson’s grave in the

northaisle, Westminster Abbey. His pictures,

drawings, and library were sold “by Mr.

Christie, at his Great Room in Pall Mall,”

January and February, 1794- In the auc-

tioneer’s catalogue (Stone Collection) of the

sale of his household effects, including a set

01 painted hangings by Zucarelli, on Septem-

ber 24, 1806, the house is described as “his

residence. No. 28, on the east side of

Leicester-square ”
;

yet it appears that it

had been previously known as No. 12,

Leicester-fields. The materials of the house

he built at Earl's Court, Kensington, in 1763,

were sold at auction, February, 1886, when

the ground, two acres, was taken for Bark-

ston-gardens.

The electrical system of rail-
,New System ^

. j , I

of Railway way Signalling, invented by
|

Signalling,
Boult, which is now

j

being tested in daily working on the Man-

chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway
|

near Dinting Station, promises to be of great

importance. Although many electrical sys-

tems of communicating with trains in motion

have been devised, few of them can be de-

mnu luno.KnMnn
Brass of Sir NicloUs Hawberk {A.D. 1407), in Cobham Church, Ken!.
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pended upon in actual work. The weak
point about most of them is the mechanical
method adopted of making electrical contact

with the train. No mechanical method
can be absolutely relied on in all

weathers and in all conditions of the

line. Mr. Boult’s system is a very simple

one, an electro-magnet on the road actuating

two needles in a box below the engine, and
each of them completing a circuit works two
miniature semaphores in front of the driver

and at the same time rings a bell. The use
of two contact-making needles is to avoid

;

all risk of a danger-signal failing to be
received.* The signalman is thus enabled
to have direct communication with the driver

and guard even when the train is at full

speed. If this system stand the test of

Iiirther experience, it will make semaphores
and coloured lamps superfluous, and do
away with the present barbarous system of

fog signalling.

We observe from a notice in
Theft

of Electrical the C€7itralblatt det' Ba 7iver-
Current.

'utaltufig that the Supreme
Court at Leipzig has refused to endorse the
rerdict of a lower Court punishing the theft
of electrical current, owing to the laws of the
rountry having restricted the punishment for

theft to “ tangible objects,” whilst an elec-

trical current cannot be considered as such.
1 he decision of the Supreme Court no doubt
exhibits the legal mind in its most conscien-
tious and strictly logical aspect. Whether
the verdict is equally in accordance with
ustice and common-sense is another
question.

3RASS OF SIR NICHOLAS HAWBERK
(A.D. 1407), COBHAM, KENT.

The brass here illustrated lies in the chancel
ff Cobham Church, Kent, in commemoration of
iir Nicholas Hawberk, the third husband of
-,ady Joan de Cobham, who was his second wife,
rbis is considered the finest military brass of the
>eriod.

The figure is surmounted by a handsome triple
:anopy, containing in the* centre the Holy
rrihity, on the right the Blessed Viigin and
^hild, and on the leii St. George and the Dragon.
5ir Nicholas Hawberk’s head rests on his tilting
lelmet as a cushion, a common occurrence in
nonumeirts of all description. This htlmet is
treated with a fish in a circle. At the loot, on a
ledestal, stands the figure of his son, John.
Sir Nicholas died at Cowling Castle on

!)ctober 9, 1407.
"Surrounding the brass is the following inscrip-

ion, written in Litin :
—

“ Here lies Sir Nicholas Hawberk, Soldier,
.

ormerly husband of the Lady Joan de Cobham,
reiress of Sir John de Cobham. founder of this
-ollege, which Nicholas died at the Camp of
-owling on the 9th day of October, 1407, on
vhose soul God have mercy, Amen.”

C. W. B. B.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
INQUIRY.

The Special Committee of the London County
-ouncil, appointed to inquire into the organisa-
ion of the Works Department,! met again on
he 2-3rd ult., at Spring-gardens, when the Chair-
"nan of the Council, Sir Arthur Arnold, presided.
Before the examination of Mr. Blashill, the

Architect to the Council, was resumed, two docu-
nents were put in, one containing a statement by
he Assistant Solicitor, showing the clauses added
;o the old Metropolitan Board of Works’ form of
contract, by the London County Council, and the
other a report by Mr. C. J. Stewart, Clerk of the

.

The new form of contract besides pro-
hibiting the contractor from underletting, requires
him to pay the Trades Union rates of wages, and

If one of the needles fait, a fault indicator at once
joints It out to the driver without interfering with the
A'orfcingof the other needle.
t For reports of previous sitting.s see our issues for

December 19 and 26.

to observe the hours of labour and conditions

recognised by the Trades Unions. Mr. Stewart’s
report deals historically with the Works Depart-
ment from its formation and the appointment of
a Manager in Januarj', 1893.
Up to March, 1893, the Council entrusted all

works for general repairs to contractors, London
being divided for this purpose into four districts,

and the work was carried out under schedules of
prices which were prepared by the Engineer
and the Architect respectively ; tenders were
obtained for a fixed period on the schedules re-

ferred to, and the contractors were asked to state

in their tenders at what percentage above or below
they were prepared to carry out the work. After
that date Jobbing works were carried out by the
Works and Stores Committee

; a clause being
added in October, 1895, exempting jobs of the
estimated value of less than 5/. when they had to

be carried out at a distance of more than three
miles from the central works, and another added
in 1896 giving the option to the Fire Brigade
Committee to get executed, either by contractors
or by the Works Department, any jobbing work
required at Fire Brigade stations. If the Works
Committee was satisfied as to the sufficiency of

the estimate it proceeded with the work at once,

and if the est'inate was deemed insufficient, a
report to that eflect was made to the Council, and
the estimate was then referred back, for revision,

to the originating Committee. There had been
two cases in which works bad been refused by the

Works Committee, and, tenders having been
invited and found to be in excess of the estimate,

they had been referred to the Committee on a
revised estimate. These works, which are still

unfinished, are (i) alterations to Pimlico River-

station, and {2) paving work at Mill-lane, Dept-
ford. On the Pimlico estimate of 700/. the only

tender received was 1,171/. This estimate, on
being revised to 950/., was accepted by the Com-
mittee. For the paving at Deptford the tender
received was 1,988/., the original estimate 1,854/.,

and the revised estimate accepted by the Com-
mittee 1,968/. Statistical tables appended to the

report show that the total cost of works super-

vised by the Architect was 232,212/. upon final

estimates amounting in the aggregate to 224,417/.
The jobbing works executed by the Committee on
a schedule of prices show au actual co.-t of

27,410/. upon a scheduled value of 29,372/.,
showing a profit of 1,962/.

The examination of the Architect was resumed
by Dr. LongstafF, who brought out the point that

the objections to important works being carried

out by the Committee were not so great in the

case of engineering contracts as in that of arcLi-
'

tectural contracts, on account of the much greater

complexity of the latter than the former. In
illustration of this, Mr. Blashill stated that in the

contract for Blackwall Tunnel, an engineering
work which cost 800,cxx)/., there were only

935 items, while in the contract for a Weights
and Measures station, an architectural work cost-

ing but little over 6,000/., there were 2,175
items, or at the rate of 150 items to i, in pro-

portion to cost. Dr. Longstaff (recurring to the

extraordinary bill of charges for repairs to a lamp
at Blackheath, at a cost of sixty-eight shilUrgs,

when the estim'ite was only eleven shillings)

asked: What ciuld the carpenter have to do
with repairs to a lamp ? Does not this look like

another “ bogus transfer?”

Mr, Blashill : I should not like to say
that. It might have been so. The witness
added that ne should have thought it only
a case of waste of time by workmen had these

been merely excessive in number ; but when
men who could not have been employed on
the job were charged, he owned that it looked
like another case of transfer. Other cases of

extraordinary bills of costs having been elicited,

Mr. Blashill said the quantity of tlie work done
by direct labour of the jobbing class was satisfac-

tory, but not the cost. Questioned on the allega-

tion of carelessness of some of the uoikmen of the

Works Department, the Archilect instanced a
6-in. drain 160 ft. in length where the cement
bad not been properly wiped from the inside at

the joints. This defect, which was only dis-

covered by a fortunate accident, was a serious

one, which would eventually have stopped up
the drain, and would have ciused cansiderable
expense if it had not been discovered at once.

With respect to the charges made against mem-
bers of the Works Committee of interierence, and
consequent insubordination on the part of 'he

workmen, the witness said he had heard of such
interference, but it was only hearsay and not
evidence. With regard to getting the proper
amount of work out of the men, he said he did

not see why, with proper supervision, the same

work should not be done for the Department as

for a contractor. The complaints were not
against materials, as a rule.

Mr. Beachcroft : Is it the fact that needlessly

superior materials are used, and that the super-

vision is needlessly stringent ?—No. In answer
to further questions from Mr. Beachcroft, the

witnejs said the Department tiied to get materials

as.chf aply as possible inorderto complete theirjobs

within the estimate, and that delays had taken
place in consequence of the seaich after cheap
materials. He thought it impracticable for the

Department to tender, and it was not necessary.

Even if the Woik; Committee were continued, it

would always be advisable to get tenders from
contractors. He believed the Admiralty and the

Ordnance Department did so, and thus got a
goed test whether they were being well served by
contractors. With regard to extras, he must say,

in justice to the Department, that it was very

solicitous to have bis opinions. He made no
complaint of the Department for not letting him
see their estimates. The Committee was friendly

—at arm’s length. With regard to work done at

New Cross on an estimate of 16,000/., which was
higher than any of the seven tenders sent in, the

Architect said he d id not want to criticise the acts

of the Council ; besides, one of the good tenders

was as high as 14,587/.
Mr. Beachcroft : Can you account for the

remarkable disparity in tendering? Yesterday,

for example, we had some tenders on woik esti-

mated by you to cost 100/., the lowest of which
was 71/. 5s. 3d., but one was as high as 1,500/. !

—They always found tenderers who did not know
how to estimate, and some would send in a
tender merely in order to get back the deposit

money paid on obtaining the bills of quantities.

Sometimes a high tender would be sent in by a
contractor who wanted to get bis name before

the Council, but did not want the
j
ob. If from a

number of tenders they took off two or three of

the lowest and two or three of the highest, they
would usually get very good average tenders. In
reply to a question whether he would like to put
the manager in the same posilion as the con-
tractor, Mr. Blashill said : No ; he only proposed
that he should be like himself. He would be in

the same way as other officers, responsible to, and
controlled by various spending committees,

fjuestioned with regard to the advantage derivable

by the ratepayers from the direct employment of

lab:ur by the Department, the Architect expressed

his opinion that the financial result would not be
great. They might get certain kinds of work
done more cheaply, but with regard to works
generally if it were left to him he should think it

better, if there was no other disadvantage, to deal

with one set of persons ralher than with twenty
sets of persons. He thought none but economical
reasons should be considered in employing work-
men. The employment of labour for the good
of the labourer was not to be considered.

Replying to Mr. Davies, the witness said he
did not know that lack of technical knowledge
made the work done by the Department cost

Hiore. Want of proper supervision was the

reason why certain works were too costly. With
regard to his method of estimating, Mr. Blashill

said he went on the ordinary lines of the archi-

tect.

Mr. Davies : Do you consider that the abolition

of the Department would make any difference to

the rate of svages in London ?—No.
The witness, in answer to questions, gave

further explanations with regard to the bad wood
used for doors, iron, used at a fire brigade station,

which did not stand the test, and the 60 tons of

spent lime used as sand.

In reply to Mr. Torrance, the witness said that

the work done by the Works Department had
been well done, as a rule. They might carry out
a number of works better and more cheaply than
contractors, but there bad been no great economy.
The whole thing was still in the experimental
stage, ihough a number of difficuliies had been
surmounted. He believed that ultimately the

Council would attract superior workmen to its

service.

Responding to Mr. Fletcher, the witness

repeated his former statement that he had not
been more severe against the Woiks Department
than against contractors, nor vice versil, except

where it was necessary to consider the interests of

the spending Committees. When he made the

Works Department do work over again, his

spending Committees had to suffer, and some-
times it became a question whether he should

insist.

Replying to a suggestion to try as an experi-

ment tendering by the Committee, he said he
was averse to trying experiments where the pro-
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bability was that they would fail. It would cer-

tainly be a disadvantage to the Council if con-
tractors refused to tender. He had heard of
workmen in the suburbs complaining that they
could not get work from the Council. Those
complaints would continue so long as the work
was given out from one central place.

Dr. Collins, referring to a statement made some
time ago by Sir John Lubbock, on the authority

of the Architect, asked whether variations of

the method of preparing the estimates took
place from time to time? Mr. Blashill, in reply,

said that for a long time the practice had been
uniform, and that since 1893 a more scientidc

method had been adopted, four quantity surveyors,

who were architects, being employed for the

purpose. Since 1S92 the profit had been lower
on account of strikes, and the rise in prices. The
recent tables of statistics presented were nearer
the mark.

The inquiry will be resumed on Wednesday,
January 13th, when it is expected that the Comp-
troller will be examined.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—At
the ordinary meeting of this Institution, on the
22nd ult., Mr. John Wolfe Barry, C.B., F.R.S.,
the President, in the chair, the paper read was on
“ Steel Skeleton Construction in Chicago,” by
Mr. E. C. Shankland, M.Inst.C.E. The con-
gested area of the main commercial district of

Chicago, confined as it was by the lake, river,

and railways, had brought about the erection of
high buildings. The compressible nature of the
soil, however, had made it necessary to build thin
walls, carried on a steel frame, with isolated
footings, spread so as not to exceed the safe
pressure on the clay, namely, about 3,500 lbs.

per square foot. Atcer a brief historical account
of the earliest high buildings, a description
was given of the mode of designing
the steel frame, the disposition of the
columns, and the framing plans of the roof,

attic, and each floor being respectively dealt
with. In a typical case, the Fisher Building,
eighteen stories high, the live load, made up to

the weight of the tenants, the furniture and the
partitions, which were constantly being changed,
was taken at between 60 lbs. and 75 lbs. per
square foot for the upper floors, and from 75 lbs.

to 100 lbs. per square foot for the first and second
floors, which were generally used for shops and
banks. The weight of the tenants and furniture
of a typical office was found by experiment to be
only 6 lbs. or 7 lbs. per square foot. The aver-
age weight of the partitions was 25 lbs. per square
foot. Having ascertained the live and dead floor-

weights, the weights of the outside walls, the lift-

loads, the weights of the lift and house-tanks, and
of the water-closet floors, window-panes, glass,

muUions, &c., a column sheet was drawn up
showing the weight supported by each column
at each floor. The live load, except that
for the partitions, was then deduced and
the remainder was used in designing the
foundations. The unit stresses commonly em-
ployed were 16.000 lbs. per stjuare inch per fibre

strain in steel H-beams, 15,000 lbs. per square
inch for plate girders, and 15,000 lbs. per square
inch for short columns in compression. The
roof was made up of beams and girders support-
ing tee-bars, spaced at i8-in. centres, between
which book-tiles were built. Over the book-tile

was spread a layer of cement, and on this a six-

ply tar and gravel roof was laid, and the beams
supporting the tees were fire-proofed. The types
of columns in general use were mentioned and
their relative meiits discussed. The steel smoke-
stack had supplanted the brick chimney, special

arrangements providing for expansion and con-
traction of the steel where the stack passed
through the roof. The author’s practice was to

construct the frame to withstand a horizontal

wind-pressure of 30 lbs. per square foot over the
whole side of the building, the resulling stresses

were supposed to be taken up by all the columns
in each row. If the maximum stress in

any column from live, dead, and wind stresses

exceeded 25,000 lbs. per square inch the column
was enlarged to bring the stress below this limit.

The various kinds of wind bracing employed,
including rods, portals, knee braces and plate

girders between outside columns were illustrated,

and the effectiveness of each discussed. Differ-

ent portions and connexions of the steel frame, as

well as the cover column connexions, spandrel
sections, cornice and roof construction, bay win-

dows and balcony construction, &c.

,

were illustrated

and described. The most recent floor arches and
column fireproofing were also discussed and draw-
ings of different methods given. It had been
staled that there was no such thing as fire-proof

construction if ihe phrase were taken in a strictly

literal sense, no known substance being able to

resist a change of state when subjected to intense

heat
;
but the Chicago high builaings were abso-

lutely fireproof in the sense that they would safely

resist any fire which could occur m or around
them. This had been shown by severe tests

to which certain buildings had been exposed,
accounts of which were given. For pre-

serving the steel frame from rust, the best

practice was to thoroughly scrape off the scale and
apply a coat of oil at the mill, and a coat of red

lead, graphite, or asphaltum after erection. This
sufficed for the beams, but all outside columns
were filled with Portland cement concrete. The
steel beams used in the foundations were always
embedded in Portland cement concrete, without
being either oiled or painted, as the concrete

adhered better to the unpainted metal. In the

case of internal columns, when the fireproofing

was well fixed and covered on the outside with
plaster, the column was surrounded with a neatly

air-tight space and the danger from corrosion was
small. Spread footings formed the typical

Chicago foundation. Foundations had in some
cases been sunk into the bard pan so as to give

greater basement height. Experience had,

however, shown that it was safer never to

descend below the top of the hard ran.

If the borings showed any sand pcckets
or soft spots, the contractor was required by
the specification to excavate them, and fill the

cavity with concrete. A typical boring was shown,
and the results of two tests, to determine the

bearing capacity of the clay, were tabulated. The
design of a spread footing, on ihe assumption of

a given load per square loot to be used on the

clay, was describid in detail, and, as an example,
a layer of beams in a large footing under the

Masonic Temple was computed to show how the

number and size of the beams, and their length,

were determined. The reason for not using the

live load in designing the footings was stated,

and a prominent building was mentioned to show
the bad effect of using the live load in calculat-

ing the foundations. Cantilever construction used
in foundation work was described and illustrated.

Pile foundations were only used under a few office

buildings, and tubes, tilled with concrete, were
referred to as unsatisfactory. The author con-

sidered the settlement was caused by the water
being squeezed out of the clay, and that it

gradually diminished, and finally stopped. This
was illustrated by an occurrence during
the construction of the Masonic Temple,
and was further shown by the settlement

curves of the same building, extending over

a period of four and a half years. The
amount of settlement of the high buildings

amounted to nearly one foot, and the footings

were raised, when construction was begun, in

anticipation of it. The weight of the steel frame
in an office building from sixteen to twenty
stories in height was very uniform, ranging
between lbs. and 2 lbs. per cubic foot of the

building. The cost was between 4'9 cents and
6 cents per cubic fool, being from one-seventh to

one-ninth the cost of the building. The length

of lime required to completely finish a high
building was between seven months and one year.

The paper was also illustrated by Untern-slicles,

showing typical buildings in various stages of

construction.

The Institution of Junior Engineers.
—At the meeting of this Institution, held at the

Westminster Palace Hotel on December 18, the

Chairman, Mr. H. B. Vorley, presiding, a paper
was read by Mr. P. W. I^IcDougall, A.I.E.E.,
on “Electric Central Station Working.” With
reference to the choice of a suitable site for an
electric light station, the author stated that it

depended upon two questions— l, whether the

system to be adopted be high or low pressure
; 2,

the relative cost between any proposed sites of

obtaining the daily supplies of fuel. Low-pres-

sure stations had to be close to the consumers,

but those of high-pressure could be placed right

away on inexpensive ground, and with a river

frontage. This was a great advantage, not only

from the fact that any quantity of water could be

obtained for condensing purposes, but also on
account of the facility with which sea-borne coal

could be brought to the station. As to boilers,

the marine type was most suitable for an
electric supply station, where quick steaming was
an essential quality. Electric light engines used

to drive alternators should have as even a turning

moment on the crank shafe as possible, so as to

ensure satisfactory parallel running. The, latest

addition to the Deptford station of the London
Electric Supply Corporation, which was designed

by Mr. P. Walter d’Alton, engineer-in-chief,

had this quality in a very high degree. It was
a direct-coupled plant. The engine consisted

of three separate compound engines with cylin-

ders tandem fashion on a three-throw crank

shaft with cranks at 120 deg. The alternator was

of the Ferranti type and generated 100 amperes at

10,000 volts, at a speed of 150 revolutions per

minute. The design of the armature, which was-

built on to the rim of a wheel 16 ft. diameter,

was very open, and therefore gave plenty of ven-

tilation and ensured cool running. The governors

were either of the throttle or expansion type..

The expansion governor was, perhaps, more
generally the practice in electric light stations,

but although the throttle governor was often con-

sidered not at all suitable for electric light engines,

where steady governing and economy were such

important matters, it bad been adopted in some
stations with very satisfactory results, especially

when the engines were non-condensing. What-
ever the type of governor used, it was a matter ct'

first importance that all the governors should

have as near as possible the same range of sensi-

tiveness. If an engine had a governor which

allowed a variation of l per cent., another of

2 per cent., then when put into parallel, the

one would work against the other, and the load

would not be divided evenly, and great unsteadi-

ness of the light would result, and perhaps failure o5

the dynamos. Alternators could be excited either

by small continuous-current dynamos driven by
separate steam ergines, or by ropes from the

alternator shaft, or by rectified current from the

alternator. Tee rectifier method had not proved

an unqualified success, the regulation not being

satisfactory, a slight variation in the speed of the-

engine producing a very considerable variation in

the voltage of the alternator. The exciters were

often a weak part of an alternating station-. There
]

should be one for each alternator, driven by ropes
j

off the alternator shaft, and made of ample size,

so that the exciting system might not need any
|

special attention on the part of the engineer-in- .

charge. With regard to the mains and their 1

insulation, paper saturated with Ozokerite (earth-
j

wax), or resinous oil, had given very satisfactory
^

results in high-tension work. The switching gear- j

of a large central station was generally rather

complicated, and in a high-tension station ihe
I

switches had not only to be sure in their actioci

of “breaking” the current, but great care had
1

to be taken that they were well insulated,

so that the operator was not endangered. The- '

high-tension switches at Deptford which had
;

been redesigned by the Company’s own engineers,,

consisted of a long, light gun-metal arm worked

by a lever of the signal-box pattern. The
“ break ” was 4 ft. 6 in.

,
and being high up over-

head, perfect safety was assured. There had beeni

no difficulty in “breaking” the current with the

machine working at full speed, i.e., 100 amps, at

10,000 volts, and also on a short circuit. Owing
to certain effects due to the capacity and length

of the trunk-mains from Deptford it had not been,

possible to put on a main or withdraw it suddenly

by pulling off a plug, without producing a varia-

tion in the voltage on the system. But this had

been successfully overcome by an arrangement

suggested by Mr. G. W. Partridge, of the L. E. S~

Company. Tee main was connected to the

’bus bar through a high inductive resistance, anti

was gradually charged to the required potential

by reducing the induction. As soon as the

potential on the main was equal to that of the

’bus bar, then the main plug was inserted and

the discharger disconnected. The reverse opera-

tion was performed when it was necessary to with-

draw the main from commission. Arc lamps

supplied by Ferranti rectifiers were, perhaps, the

most practicable and efficient method of lighting,

in alternating current systems. Very satisfactory

results had been obtained in several provincia)

towns wi'.h street lighting carried out in this way..

SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.—LK. :

HOUSE IN CHEYNE-NVALIC, CHELSEA.

This is a house designed by Mr. C. R. Ashbee^.

and erected on the site of the old “ Magpie and

Stump ” at Chelsea. It is built chiefly in red

brick, the basement, the porch, and the cornices

beiirg in stone. The windows of the projecting

bay are constructed in wood, and all the wood-

work is painted white.



The cornice presents a curious example of
1
keeping with the of style characteristic of 1

Premises, Edinburgh Working Men’s Club.
ind'.fference to the usual proportions of archi-

j
the Georgian era and especially of Chelsea atchi- j —The new premises of tlie Edinburgh Working

tectural detail, in the abnormally large size of the
j
tecture, and the house keeps up the traditional 1 Club and Institute in Infirm? ry-street were

rgg-and*dart ornament; but the incident is in
|

local character, besides being picturesque in itself.
|

The architect was Mr. J. Breingan.
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FRIEZE :
“ VIT.F: LAMPADES.”

HHIS frieze, under the title “Vits
Lampades” {“Life’s Torches"), is a

design in water-colour which was exhi-

bited at the Liverpool Autumn Exhibition of 1896.

Love lights the torch of Life ; Sleep and his

elder brother Death confront and stay all mortals

in their course, taking from each his torch ; and

these they forthwith quench. The idea was
primarily suggested by the lines of Lucretius,

bk. 2, 78 ;

—

“ Inque brevi spatio mutantur secia animantum,
Et, quasi cursores, viiai lampada tradunt "

:
—

the allegory being treated in its general signifi-

cance, and without any attempt to reduce it to

the exact terms of an ancient torch race.

J. S. B.

ALDGATE IN 1531.

Down nearly to our own day Aldgate was
comparatively rich in mediaeval remains, as it and
Bishopsgate were the only portions of the City

proper which escaped the catastrophe of 1666;
recent “improvements," however, have cleared

off almost every ancient landmark, except the

two churches of St. Andrew Undershaft and
St. Catherine Cree. It must be admitted that

both are interestirg structures and have been
carefully preserved. St. Andrew’s is an excellent

example of a late “Perpendicular’’ City church,

and is moreover the burial place of the great City

chronicler, John Stowe. S'. Catherine’s was,

with the exception of the tower, which dates

from 1498, rebuilt by Archbishop Laud, and is,

internally at any rate, a graceful example of the

Gothic of his day; it con'ains a monument to

Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, who was a man
who had “the courage of his conviciions," for

he was a Protestant under Mary and a Catholic

under Elizabeth.

In Medicevai times the glory of this neighbour-

hood was the magnificent Priory of Holy Trinity

or “Christ Church,” which was founded and
most generously endowed by the Empress
Matilda, who gave to the Canons- Regular not

only their vast church and convent, but the whole
•ward of Porlsoken, four parishes, and the City

gate. This last seems to have proved rather “a
white elephant” lo the religious community, as

it brought them frequently into collision with the

civic authorities. It will be seen from our view

that the monks were allowed to carry tbeir build

ings right across the main thoroughfare, so that

the only access for the citizens was either through

the courtyard of the Priory, or round by the

narrow lane called the “Poor Jewry.’’ This

right over the City gate was upheld in favour of

the monks by every English Sovereign until the

suppression of the monastery by Henry VIII. in

1531. The buildings were shortly after handed
over to Sir Robert Audley, who pulled down the

greater part of the church and converted the

monastic buildings into a dwelling-house. In

the time of James I. the place seems to have
become a kind of “ rookery,” and a good Aider-

man of London built a brick church amidst the

ruins of the ancient building, which was called

“St. James’s, Duke’s-place.’’ Old viewsshow that

it was a Uothic edifice, of small dimensions, p-o-

bably built of old materials
; it was rebuilt in the

eighteenth century in a perfectly plain manner,
and was finally pulled down in 1S78.

At the present time nothing, except a small

arch at the back of a shop, is to be lound of all

this great monastery though no longer back than

the year 1876 the present writer made sketches of

two beautiful vaulted apartments which existed

beneath a house on the site of Messrs. Moses &
Sons’ Aldgate establishment. One of these

stood north and south, and the other east and
west, in the shape of a letter L. The vaulting,

and, in fact, the whole structure, was early four-

teenth-century work, 14 ft. in span, and very care-

fully constructed, with richly moulded ribs, carved

bosses, and corbels adorned wiili foliage and
grotesque heads.! The walls had originally

been pierced by large windows, ro that it could

not have formed a portion of a crypt
;

it was on
the opposite side of Aldgate to the main struc-

ture of the Priory, and p’obably formed a portion

of the Prior's house. It may here be noticed

that the ground floors of the Bishop’s palaces at

Wells and Norwich are vaulted, but not so elabo-

rately as this, and I am inclined to think that one

• The arch is said to have formed a part of ihe
Refectory (?), but more probably it belonged to the
infimwiy, as it is too far east to have been part of the
former building.

t Some of these are preserved in the Guildhall Museum.

of these may have been the Prior’s Guest Hall
;

they evidently formed the angle of a courtyard,

but what was their original length or height it

was impossible to say, as they were walled off

and filled almost up to ihe “springing” with

earth. In the year 1S51 another beautiful

building existed behind the houses facing

Aldgate pump. It consisted of a hall,

vaulted in two spans, supported by lofty and
extjemely elegant clustered columns. The sides

of the building were not at right angles and, no
doubt, it stood between the gates which led from
the courtyard of the Priory to Aldgate-street-

Within and Leadenhall-street. Numerous plans,

elevations, and perspective drawings by Sewell

and others are to be found. The writer remem-
bers the building well, and often saw it. The
tradition in the neighbourhood was that it was
formerly “the Church of St. Michael, Aldgate,”

but it could never have been a church, and was
in all probability the refectory for poor pilgrims,

which was always attached to the gates of the

greater monasteries. It was only 45 ft. long by
about 24 ft. wide, so that the little space of

ground might have been spared for one of the

most beautiful architectural remains in the city.

The principal gate of the prioiy, in Cree-lane,

existed in 1816, and is shown in drawings by
Smith, Sewell, and Schnebele

;
it had a large

and a small arch, and was of good Early English

work; one of these drawings sli^ws pic'uresque

old gables adjoinirg. Plans auu elevations by
Wilkinson and Schnebele, dated 1S23, show the

plan of part of the cloister court on the site of

Duke’s-place, and the building fjuning the

v-'escern side of that structure with a great hall on
the upper story, 120 ft. long by 27 t. wide. The
lower story wa,s pierced by large irregular arches,

one looking like a kind of bridge. Audley’s
alterations, in the latest Tudor style, can be Ois-

tirguished, and there would appear to have been
an txteroal stairway leading up to the great

hail, which was probably the dormitoiy for

“externs.” To the north was a gateway which
led to a public passage on the site of the north

walk of the cloisters, and attached to this was a

fragment of the west front of the church, with an

arch which was probably the head of the window
at the end of the south aisle of the nave. In

Agga'«’ view of London [certainly published after

1571*] the le^eclory is shown (partly in ruins)

lighted by a range of Gothic windows ; it was on
the south side of the cloister court parallel with

the church. In the so-cal!e<l “ view cf London,
by Van Wyngarde,” the church is shown entire,

with a great centre tower like that of St.

Savioui’s, vSaulhwark, the ends of the choir and
transepts flinked by large turrets. The square

east end is, at first, a little puzzling, because the

etchings and drawings of the ruins in Mitre-court,

by Smith & Sewell, in 1S02 and 1803, show a

Norman chevet and radiating chapels, but pro-

bably the east end of the choir had been rebuilt

square in the fifteenth century (as was the case of

St. Bartholomew the Great, an almost contem-
porary church of the same order) leaving the old

Norman chevet and ea.stern chapels. The church

was a favourile burial place lor Ci(y worthies,

and the first Lord Mayor of London, Aivvyn

Childe, was interred here. There are numerous
drawings and engravings of the ruins of this noble

monastery, but hunting them up has been a work
of several years, as they are in portfolios and
books in several of the London museums, and
some of them m a History of London in twenty-

seven volumes without index, arrangement, or

pagination !

The old City gate, at Aldgate, was singular in

plan ; it was, in fact, a double gate, the inner

one possessing two archways, one leading into

the Jewry, and the other into the court of the

monastery, so that it may almost be said to be at

right angles to the City wall. The outer gate

had lofty towers, upon which were exhibited

those ghastly trophies, the amputated heads and
arms of those who had sufl'eied the “extreme
penalty of the law." The gate is shown fairly

distinctly in Aggas, and in the old view in the

Bodleian Library, wrongly attributed to Van
Wyndegaetde, and incorrectly dated "t”

The old parish church of St. Botolph, down
to the year 1754, stood just outside the gate, a

little to the north, on the site of the present

building; there are several views of it extant;

perhaps the most reliable is one by R. West,
dated 1737. It appears to have consisted of

three naves of almost equal lieight and width,

* Reproductions are dated 1560, but the date is certainly

incorrect. See article upon " London in the Time of

Henry VIII ."—Builder for January 7, 1888.

The reasons for believing this view to date from the

year 1532 are given at length in the article in the Builder,
January 7, i 538 .

with a fine lofty lower to the south, a singular

porch on the same side quite close up to the west

end, and a building, probably a vestry, to the

north-east. The windows were very large, but

the tracery had disappeared, and the roofs were

high-pitched
;

it looks like fourteenth century

work, but the tower was probably Perpendicular.

Ju-it inside the Wall was the small old parish

church of “Saint Augustine-upon-the-Wall,
’

with an institution called “ The Papey ’’ attached.

I have been quite unable to discover any reliable

drawing of these buildings. The church is, how-

ever, indicated in Aggas’ view as a very diminu-

tive structure with a low square tower, but, as it

is shown in a garden quite isolated, the college

attached to it had probably been pulled down at

its suppression by Edward VI.

Aggas also shows a large hou.se with numerous

gables, and a garden just at the point where

Bury-street joins Cree-Church-lane, and opposite

to Ileneage-Iane. This was probably the town
mansion of the Abbots of St. Edmund’s-Bury,

which after the Reformation passed into the

possession of the Heneage family, hence the

names “Bury” and “ Heneage ’’ lanes. There

is, however, another street about here, the deri-

vation of the name of which is not so easily

accounted for. That is “ Bevis Marks, ’ which

all h’storians of London tells us is a corruption nf

“ Bury Marks," but is it in the least likely tha:

“ Bury, ’’ a word which enters into the composi-

tion of some two or more thousand names of

Ecglish localities (not a few of which are in

London itself), could get corrupted into “Bevis”?

and, after all, what is the meaning of “ Bury

Marks”? It is much more Uke'y that Bevis is

simply the old Ecglish word “ Beaves,” ami
“ Marks ’’

is market, or “ Mart.” In other words,

the place was in eatly times a meat market, which

is extremely likely, as it is close to the town gate,

just as Newgate market was.

The distant portion of our view is composed of

the following places : Whitechapel, TheMinories,

Houndsditch, near to which will be found the walled

garden and farm of Holy Trinity Priory' with its

“ Dove’s house,” and “Strorga gate.” The
“ Dove’s-house ’’

is shown in the old Bodleian

view as a very respectable tower, looking as

though it might have belonged to a church. In

the extreme distance the villages of Bow, Bromley,

West Ilam, and Hackney, are indicated by their

church towers, which for the most part still exist.

The churches of East Ham and West Ham, by

the way, are the most interesting and probably

the oldest in the whole neighbourhood of

Lord;n. H. W. B.

SKETCH FOR A CORNER OF TENNY-
SON’S “PALACE OF ART."

The allegorical palace of Tennyson’s poem, as

most readers will remember, was built on a

“huge crag-platform ” (the poet adds “smooth

as burnished brass,’’ which crag-platforms never

are) where the soul was to “live alone unto

heiself’’ and look down in pity, from her isola-

tion, on the common heid who dwelt in the

plains below.

The idea of this palace on the crag with ils

solitary occupant always fascinated me, though

the present sketch of it can only be conside|ed

“ as an essay in the intervals of business,” having

been planned and carried out between Christmas

Day and Monday moining, which is short space

for designing even a palace in the air and built

without contractors.

It is probable that the palace in Tennyson's

mind was Gothic, as he speaks of “deep-set

windows, stained and traced;’’ tut then ihs

poem was written before the neci-Classic revival.
^ H. H. S.

GREAT MALVERN.*
The monastery of Great Malvern—more cor-

rectly a priory—toims one of a group of churches

formerly attached to Benedictine foundations

lying within a few miles of each other in the

valley of the Severn. Two of these, Gloucester

and Worcester, have already appeared in our

Cathedral Series, and a third—Tewkesbury—in

the present series of Abbeys. A fourth—Per-

shore—will be illustrated and described later in

the present year. Of all these monastic churches

Malvern is the smallest, though not by any means

less in interest. It has one point of similarity

with its neighbours—that of retaining soine por-

tion of its JNorman structure. Though inferior

in scale to the great Norman naves of Gloucester

• The series of the “ Abbeys of Great Britain ” is con-

tinued this month with illustrations of ‘‘ Great Malvern.

The next of the .series (Sherberne) will appear in the

number to be published on April 3, 1897.
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and Tewkesbury, it bears evidence of being ihe

work of the same period. Later work—of tbe
Perpendicular period— has, as regards the ex-

terior, obliterated nearly all traces of the earlier

work, and the apparently late character of the
exterior causes something akin to surprise when
the comparatively low and simple treatment of
the nave arcade is seen on entering.

In the “ Arclia;ological Journal” of March,
1845, interesting paper on the legend of St.

^Yerstan, by Mr. Albert Way, gives many points
which should be taken in connexion with an
examination of the building. According to

Leland, the church was erected by the hermit
Aldwin about 1084. There was already in ex-

istence apparently a hermitage or oratoiy dedi-

cated to St. Michael, situated between the present
church and the beacon, and which may be said to

have been the orig'n of the larger monastic
establishment. The spot now known as the
‘•Hermitage” may mark the site of this earlier

chapel, and the present church is dedicated to St.

Michael as well as to the Virgin.
By reference to the ground plan it will be seen

Chat sufficient remains of the Norman work to
mark the extent of tbe nave and its aisles, and
also the position of the piers of the central tower.
There were doubtless aisleless transepts—perhaps
with small apsidal chapels on their east sides

as at Tewkesbury and Gloucester — and an
apsidal presbytery, but although much of the later

planning bears evidence of having been framed
on earlier work, there is nothing at present exist-

ing which enables the exact extent of the eastern
portion of the church to be determined. What-
ever additions or alterations might have been
made during the three succeeding centuries,
nothing at present is visible, and the almost entire

remodelling of the church in the fifteenth century
has obliterated everything of subsequent date to

the Norman work already described. This
restoration—or rebuilding—was commenced by

I Prior John, of Malvern, about 1450, the presby-
. lery being first dealt with, and the nave was not
I completed until 1476-14S6 — during Bishop
, Alcock’s episcopate at Worcester.

These Perpendicular works consisted in the
I entire rebuilding of tbe presbytery and its aisles,
i with a Lady Chapel projecting beyond, as at
! Gloucester and Tewkesbury; the rebuilding of

I

the transepts, central tower (the Norman piers

I

being strengthened), the clearstory of the nave,

I

north aisle of nave and north porch, and a portion
i

of the west front. The original width of the south
)
aisle was, owing doubtless to the monastic build-

j
sngs and cloister on that side, retained ; two door-

I
ways being, however, made at its west end. The

I church as_ at present existing thus consists of a
I nave of six bays with aisles and north porch, a

j

tower over the “crossing,” two aisleless tran-

j
septs (the south partly destroyed) and an eastern

I arm of three bays with aisles, two bays of the
(
centre alley forming the presbytery, the eastern bay,

1 an ambulatory connecting tbe aisles and, before the
; destruction of the Lady Chapel, forming the
< approach to it through an open traceried stone

I
.screen below the great east window, as now to
be seen at Gloucester Cathedral. The nave
columns are about 5 ft. in diameter, and 9 ft. in
height between plinth and cap. The caps re-
semble those at Tewkesbury and Gloucester, and,
with the exception of a small portion of tbe
north-east respond, are plain (see illustration).
The arches are semicircular, and of three orders,
without mouldings or labels. The responds at
either end are half columns. The bases are
circular throughout, but the three western
columns on both sides stand on square
plinths. This, doubtless, places the position
of the rood screen at the second column

^ ^^st, and a recess or niche (now occu-
pied by a modern monument) on the west face of
the column marks probably the site of one of the
lesser altars,^ Another small niche with ogee
cusped head is on the north-east face of the first
column from the west end of the north arcade.
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This should be compared with a similar recess at

Tewkesbury, near the north porch (see plan of

Tewkesbury Abbey in Builder, December i,

1894). The original Norman masonry exists for

some little distance above the arcade (see illus-

tration of interior of west-end), and near the

site of the rood-screen, already noted, there are

evidences of its superstructure in the rough

Norman walling. In the south aisle, near the

junction with the transept, is the original

doorway that led to the cloister, and nearly

all this wall is Norman. The north aisle

is Perpendicular, with a three - light window

in each bay, separated by buttresses, and

finished on the exterior with a parapet and

pinnacles. In the westernmost bay is a porch,

stone vaulted, with a room over approached by

a stair in the thickness of the west wall of the

aisle. Both nave and aisles are covered with

wooden panelled ceilings. The west window is

a fine Perpendicular one of seven lights, with a
^

transom. The north transept (formerly the
|

Jesus Chapel) has a six-light window on the

;

north side, and a three-light window and doorway

in its west wall. Two recesses for effigies, now
.

empty, are in the north wall. Near the floor
j

level on the east side are traces of rougher
1

masonry, possibly the remains of the Norman
j

transept, but the Thompson monument, now at I

the east end of the north choir aisle, formerly

;

stood here, and it is difficult to say whether the

roughness of the stonework is original, or caused
,

by its removal.

The south transept has been almost entirely
j

destroyed, and a later wall with three buttresses
|

has been built up to support the south wall of the
1

tower. A portion of the jamb of its east window,
|

close to the angle with the choir aisle, shows it
1

to have been included in the rebuilding in Per-

pendicular times.

The ritual choir formerly extended at least one
j

bay westward into the nave, and the inner faces of !

the tower piers were kept flat to receive the choir '

stalls. Some of the seats and misereres, with '

quaint grotesques, are still used as choir stalls,
j

and placed in two rows on either side in the bay

east of the crossing (see plan). Over the crossing

rises a fine panelled tower of two stages, crowned

by large angle pinnacles, and an open embattled

parapet. The belfry windows ate of two lights,

set between pairs of pinnacled buttresses finishing

under the main cornice. In the ringing stage are

openings with trefoiled heads, the masonry set •

back at an angle to give the effect of deep shadow:

The north and south sides differ slightly in treat-

ment from the east and west sides, owing to the

lower level of the transepts. All these features

are shown in the exterior view, taken from what

[

is now the kitchen garden of the Abbey Hotel.
,

1 The design of this tower will recall the larger one
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at Gloucester, which in a simpler form it strongly

xeserables, many of its features, in fact, being

identical.

The presbytery of three bays is undoubtedly the

earliest portion of the remodelled church. It has

boldly designed piers, the mouldings carried round
the arches and a shallow cap, or, rather, con-

•tinuous moulding marking the springing level.

At the second pier from the west is the altar

screen, with two doorways leading to a space
'behind, divided from the ambulatory by a curved
wall of some height (the altar is approached by
four steps, and the side aisles are two steps below
the presbytery, thus increasing the height from
the ambulatory). It is finished with a moulded
cornice, pierced with four small triangular cusped
openings. This curved wall is generally con-
sidered to be original, and perhaps its form was in

some measure due to the apsidal form of the
INorman church. Without careful examination of

the pier foundations and the space below the altar

it is impossible now to say how far the original

foundations were utilised, but bearing in mind how
much of the early work was retained and recased
both at Tewkesbury and Gloucester, it is possible

that the form of this wall, and even the position

-of the piers, might have been fixed by the lines

of the Norman Presbytery. The aisles have
four-light windows in the side walls, and three-

)light windows at the east end, and the Presby-
tery is lighted by clearstory windows of four lights

transomed, and a fine east window of eight lights.

The south aisle was St. Ann’s Chapel. Both

aisles are vaulted in stone, but the Presbytery
has a panelled ceiling of wood. Some remains
of the side walls of the Lady Chapel are left at

the east end, showing it to have been about 23 ft.

in width. It is said to have been 50 ft. in length.
The monuments, though not numerous, are in-

teresting. North of the altar is an early effigy of
a knight holding a circular shield and a battle-axe.

It is well illustrated and described in Stothard’s
“Monumental Effigies.” On the opposite side

is a tomb of John Knotsford and his wife Jane,
1589, The tomb stands on a vaulted chapel of

two bays, open to the south aisle. This contains
two arched recesses for tombs, and on its floor lie

two early slabs, one commemorating .Prior

Walchere, of Lorraine, 1113. The floor of this

chapel is much below that of the aisle. The
view of it from the aisle forms a picturesque
feature of the interior (see illustration). In the
space behind the altar are some monuments of
the Lygon family, and two modem monuments,
one at the east end of the north aisle in memory
of Mrs. Sophia Thompson, and another to Sir

Henry Lambert, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, at

the west end ofthe nave, complete the list. Malvern
Church is, above all, justly celebrated for its en-
caustic tiles and stained glass. The tiles are
mural, and cover the face of the altar screen, the
side screen walls, and curbed wall of the Presby-
tery, towards the aisles and ambulatory. They
consist lately of a very interesting series of

armorial tiles, including those of Edward the
Confessor, and the families of De Clare, De

Spencer, and Beauchamp, and others. A few of
the tiles seem of early date, but the majority are
of Perpendicular character, and one or two
patterns bear the date of 1453 and 1456, showing
them to be coeval with the rebuilding of the church.
There are two curious tiles with inscriptions

—

both from the same mould—one attached to one of
the columns of the north arcade of the nave, and the
other in the screen wall of the sanctuary on the north
side facing the aisle. Other tiles have the
emblems of the Passion. Most of the windows
in the church retain some portion of their old
glass. The great east window, the side windows
of the clearstory’, those on the south side of St

.

Ann’s Chapel, the north and west windows of the
north transept, and the tracery of those in the
north aisle of the nave and choir all have very
interesting glass of fifteenth century date. Figures
under canopies and a series of events in the life

of St. Werstan occupy the windows of the choir
clearstory. The east window is filled with various
fragments of glass, and in the north window of the
transept are the kneeling figures of Sir Reginald
Bray and Prince Arthur, eldest son of Henry
VII., two only of a larger series. In the west
window of the same transept are figures of SS.
John the Evangelist, John the Baptist and Paul,
and the Annunciation, Nativity, and Presentation.
St. Ann’s Chapel has curious representations of
the Creation, while the west window’ of the nave,
said to have been given by King Richard III.,
has figures of St. George and the Dragon, St.
Michael, St. Christopher, St, Lawrence, and St.
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'atherine, one or two coats-of-arms, and various

ragments, brought from other parts of the church.

K good deal of the glass, except that in the north
ransept, the clearstory, and St. Ann's Chapel,
s not in its original place, but all is of the

greatest interest and value. With the exception of

fhe stalls, all the fittings are modern. The font

:s partly ancient, and stands on modern steps at

;he west end of the nave, in front of the Lambert
Memorial.

i

Of the monastic buildings nothing now remains
bxcept the entrance gateway, a tew yards west of
!he church. It has lately been extensively re-

stored, and has a small oriel window over the

krchway and a panelled front.

! The buildings formerly adjoined the west end
Df the nave, and communication with the church
was obtained through two small glazed openings
n the lower part of the west window. The
[efectory has been removed during the present
;entury and the cloister garth is now the garden
[)f the Abbey Hotel, and the hotel itself stands

Pn the site of a portion of the monastic buildings.

The ground falls rapidly to the eastward, and
idds much to the dignity of the exterior as seen
:'rom the east and south-east. The elaboration

)f the tower contrasts well with the comparatively
simple treatment of the nave and choir, the

kolidity of the plain wall forming in its turn the

best setting for the elaborate windows, especi-

ally those at the east and west ends. In 1895 a

jriolent storm destroyed some of the details of the

sxterior, and one of the pinnacles of the central

•ower fell through the Presbytery ceiling some-
what damaging the floor of that part of the

:hurcb. At the present time restoration of the

destroyed parts, and renewal, where necessary, is

oeing carried out under the able direction of

Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL.
I It has been stated that this time-honoured
loundation is about to give way to a scheme for

lew barracks, a revised system of out-pensions for

military service, and a new hospital. In that
rase we shall lose yet another masterpiece of plan
,ind design by Sir Christopher Wren, who, shortly
ifter Charles II. had laid the foundation-stone on
February 16, 1682, was made surveyor-general of
Ihe works, completed in 1693. The exterior of
Ihe buildings, with gardens extending to the new

embankment, is familiar to our readers. The
grounds cover 65 acres, lying for the most part
south of Queen’s-road, which was formed by con-
tinuing the way from Stone Bridge, across the West
Bourne (at the end of Pimlico-road) to Old Paia-
dise-row, thus separating the Great, now Burton’s,
Court (14 acres) from the site {7 acres) ofJames I.’s

College, founded by Dr. Matthew Sutcliffe,

Dean of Exeter, the Thames Shot (29 acres),
and Arnold’s Mead (21 acres) on the West
Bourne’s right bank, and sundry smaller
parcels of land. The site of the College
was bought from the Royal Society for 1,300/.,
contributed by Sir Stephen Fox, Paymaster to
the Forces, who, according to Evelyn, may justly
be considered to have taken a large share in
establishing the hospital. The other plots were
purchased of Lord Cheyne (Burton Court) and
Sir Thomas Grosvenor. Subscriptions of 20,000/.
to the fund were made by the general public

;

Tobias Rustat, Gentleman of the Backstairs, and
Archbishop Bancroft gave 1,000/. apiece; the
Army gave a day’s pay ; and the King resolved,
teste Evelyn, that “he would settle 5,000/. per
annum on it, and build to the value of 20,000/. for

400 men to be as in a colledge or monasterie.”
In the result 150,000/. was expended. Wren
received 1,000/., and in the accounts is an entry
of 10/. paid, in 1687, to Hawksmoor “for draw-
ing desigoes for the ho.'pitall.” Mr. Beaver says
in his “Memorials of Old Chelsea ”( 1892) that
by 1S72 a total sum of 289,580/. had been spent
on buildings and lands. In that amount must be
included the sum paid by the Crown for the
ground—about 22^ acres in all— on the
east side, which the governors had leased
in 1690, and later to Richard, Earl of|

Ranelagh, who in 1698 obtained a grant of the
two parcels in fee at an annual rent cf 5/. per
annum. On that land he built a bouse, and in

the grounds was afterwards built the Rotunda,
described in our “Note” of February 2, 1895.
The Ranelagh site is now part of the hospital
gardens, and lies south of the burial-ground, along
the west side of Chelsea Bridge-road. The in-

firmary, formerly Walpole House, to which addi-
tions were made in 1809 by Sir John Soane, was
originally built on the plot known as Great Sweed
Court, leased in early times by the governors to
one Jephson, whose house was occupied by the
Earl of Orford in 1696-1707, and in 1723-46 by
Sir Robert Walpole ; the dining-rcom is now

No, 7 Ward. Walpole erected a summer-house and
a green-house, designed by Vanbrugh, in a part of
his garden, subsequently leased, 1810, to General
Gordon. In Gordon House and grounds were
held the Military and Naval Exhibitions of-

1890-1
; their site has been taken for the

block of houses designed by Mr. Delissa
Josephs.*

In tne chapel are Sebastian Ricci’s painting
of the Resurrection and carving by Grinlirg
Gibbons

; the interior is paved In black and
white marble, and has Dutch oak wainscot;
there is a west gallery, the ceiling is coved
in compartments. The organ, by Gray (1817),
retains the original case of that presented
by Major Ingram

; the communion plate is

by John Rogers, who in 1687-92 was paid •

542/. 8s. for it. Rustat presented the bronze
statue, by Gibbons, of Charles II., in the big
court; he defrayed the cost of James 11 .

's

statue, also by Gibbons, at Whitehall. The-
gardcDS were at first laid out after the Dutch
mode, by William III., yet their formality,

-

since modified, was in keeping with the general
style and character of the hospital. Dr. Burney
was appointed organist, through Burke’s oflfices, in-

1783, and was there visited in 1791 by Haydn.
He IS interred in the burial-ground belonging to
the hospital. The chapel and great hall each
measure iro ft. by 30 ft. ; between them is the
saloon, octangular, and lighted by a dome and
lantern ; the east and west wings of the main
court are 365 ft. by 40 ft. ; at their ends are the
officers’ houses. In the long room is an in-
teresting view of the hospital by Peter Tillemans,
who came to England from Antwerp in 1708.
The general design of the building has been
compared to those of the Ospedale dei Mendicanli
at Venice, and the Invalides at Paris. The pro-
portions are just, the composition is dignified,

and admirably proclaims its purpose by a stately
simplicity which nowhere deviates into monotony
of expression. Many of the details are highly
characteristic, such as the beading around the
edges or outlines of doorways, windows, compart-
ments, and niches

; we may instance, too, the
brick and stone piers, capped with vase-necks
and balls, at the several entrances about the
courts, and the pyramidal iron lamp-standards
over the pumps having large perforated pedestals

• BuUder, March sB last, “.Architectural Afscciaticn
Spring Visits.'
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and circular columns enriched with wrought
foliage. The particulars we give of the site are

taken from surveys made by James Hamilton,
(irca 16S0, Burton’s Court, on the north side of

Queen’s-road, opposite the hospital main gates,

was converted into a recreation ground for the

Guards’ Brigade seven years ago. In addition to

the general view of the building, we are able to

add measured drawings of the detached west
wing, by Mr. Alfred E. Corbett, who has kindly

lent them to us to assist in illustrating the

building.

THE PALAZZO PUBBLICO, PERUGIA.
The “ Town Hall ” of Perugia is not the least

important of those buildings which meant so

much to the media3val cities of Italy. Although
this Palazzo Pubblico has not so graceful a tower
as that of Siena, nor so formidable an aspect as

the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence, it has a dignity

of its own, and an appearance of strength suffi-

cient to illustrate in its day the important posi-

tion held by the great city of Perugia amongst its

fellows. The view shows the entrance from tlie

Cathedral-square, opposite the famous fountain.

The chains and iron bar wliich hang from the
two animals or “supporters”—one of which is

the Griffin of Perugia, and the other perhaps
intended for the Wolf of Siena—are said to be
the chains and bar of the principal gate of
Siena taken by Perugia as a trophy of victory in

a mediceval quarreL Perhaps some day these

chains will be returned by the city of Perugia to

Siena, like those which once belonged to the

Gates of Pisa, and which were taken by the

Florentines some time in the fifteenth century,

and lately returned by the city of Florence to

Pisa, and are hung now on the walls of the

Carripo Santo. Gerald C. Horsley.

CHURCH OF SACRE CCFIUR, MONI-
MARTRE, PARIS.

We have said so much about this church at

different times that it is hardly necessary to repeat

the information here, beyond reminding our
readers that it was the design of the late M.
Abadie, who died however before the building

was very far advanced, and has been carried out

in the main from his design, though with some
modifications which are not all improvements.
The drawing was made on the spot for our

pages by Mr. W. Monk, the central dome only,

which is still un6nished, being obtained from
other sources. We subjoin Mr. Monk’s sketch of the

building precisely as it appears just now, or

appeared two months ago, the scaffolding for the

dome having a very picturesque effect.

Monument to the Emperor William Porta Westphalia. Plan.

&c., of Portland stone, Ancaster stone being
|

all in Portland stone. The ceiling is a plaster-

used internally. The fittings of the Hall and the barrel vault, with panelled stone ribs springing

roof are of oak, the latter being covered with

Whitland Abbey slates.

The contractor was Mr. John Thompson, of

Peterborough ; and the architect Sir A. B!om-

field, A.RA.
It should be added that when the Hall was

designed five years ago, an organ was promised

by an intending donor, which was to be placed

in the Eastern gallery—that end which now
attracts attention by a great extent of bare wall.

The organ, however, is not yet forthcoming.

THE HALL OF THE CHURCH HOUSE»
WESTMINSTER.

The hall of the Church House is the first por-

tion of a group of buildings which, when com-
pleted, will enclose an irregularly-shaped quad-
rangle and occupy nearly the whole space bounded
on the north by Dean’s-yard, on the east by
Tufton-street, and on the west and south by
Great and Little Smith streets.

The plan of the first floor as originally designed
and adopted shows the general disposition of the

various parts, which with certain modifications of

detail will, it is hoped, be ultimately carried out.

The arrangement of the Assembly-hall has, in

execution, been reversed, the platform being

transferred to the east end and another staircase

added ; in other respects it remains as planned.
The leading idea is that the three Houses of

Convocation, the Assembly-hall, the Chapel or

Oratory*, and the Library, should all be on the

same floor and with easy means of inter-communi-
cation. The lower floors are occupied by com-
mittee rooms, offices, &c.
Under the new hall on the ground floor and

basement are sets of offices for letting, but for

the present, by the temporary omission of certain

walls and partitions, the ground floor is now
being used for meeting-places for the Upper and
Lower Houses of Convocation, and for the

necessary rooms in connexion therewith.

The next section of the buildings to be under-

taken is that facing Great Smith-street, which
will include the permanent quarters of the Lower
House, with committee-rooms, &c., and sets of

offices for letting below. These, it is hoped, will

shortly be begun.
The Hall needs no description, except to state

that the walls are of red brick, with dressings,

LIVERPOOL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
AND MUSEUM BUILDING.

The drawing here published represents the

building as it will be carried out, tbe only im-

portant alteration in the design, as compared with

the original competition design, being the omis-

sion of the small dome above the principal

entrance, which the architect (Mr. E. \V.

Mountford) considered would break the curve in

rather an unpleasant manner.
There is another reason however for the publi-

cation of this view of the building, as Mr.

Mountford considered that the perspective draw-

ing submitted in the competition and published

in the Builder of August 8, 1S96, did not show

the design in the most favourable point of view.

RESIDENCE, FIFTH AVENUE, NEW
YORK.

This illustration, which is reproduced from

.. photograph, represents one of the last of the

large houses designed by the late Mr. R. Morris

Hunt, and is a good example of his work of this

kind, besides being one of the largest and in

some respects the most splendid city residence in

New York.
As will be observed, the design shows strongly

the impression made on its architect’s mind by his

Parisian education ; indeed, but for one or two

details which are not according to the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts” standard, it might pretty well pass

for an illustration of a Paris ‘‘ Hotel.”

It is, we hear, the present intention to omit the chapel
altogether, but it is to be hoped that this decision is

OFNATIONAL GALLERY
BRITISH ART.

We have before illustrated the original design

for this building
;
the view here given represents

the building as it is actually being carried out,

with some modifications from the original design :

and the revised form of the plan is also given.

The principal entrance doors open into a

rectangular vestibule, with an Ionic order 13 ft.

high of columns running round tbe sides, with

! banded rustication between them for wall surface,

from the entablature over the columns. The
height from the pavement to the crown of the

vault is 25 ft. 6 in. From the vestibule is

entered a corridor 12 ft. wide, which surrounds

the central (octagonal) sculpture hall. From
this central corridor all the various picture

galleries are entered, and they have been so

arranged that there is no necessity to retrace

one’s steps.

There are seven picture galleries, three of them
being 59 ft. by 32 ft. ; a long gallery, 93 ft. by

32 ft. ; a square gallery, 32 ft. by 32 ft., and the

two before-mentioned pavilions, shaped internally

as octagons, and having a breadth of 32 ft. The
picture galleries are all top-lighted, ttie ceilings

being formed with elliptical panelled plaster ribs

and ornamental spandrels. The pavilions are

lighted from the top by a glass dome, with panelled

and ornamental plaster ribs and cornices. The
glazing used for lighting the galleries has been

W. E, Rendle & Co.’s patent throughout.

The stairs are entirely treated in white marble.

The central sculpture hall is open at the first

floor, and has an arcade of coupled Ionic columns,

with curved balustrades, dividing it from the

upper sculpture gallery (which runs all round).

The basement of the building is divided up into

rooms similar to the galleries, and will be used

for picture receiving and cleaning, students’ easels,

store rooms, and boiler house.

The basement is entered from the ground floor

by circular staircases, which also lead to the

lavatories and cloak-rooms.

The whole of the carving has been executed

from models made at the works, from full size

drawings by the architect for every part, which

have been given to the modeller, the general

treatment being Greek in feeling.

The floors of the central portion will be in

Sicilian marble and marble mosaic, and the

galleries will have polished oak floors.

The warming and fire appliances are being

carried out by Messrs. Z. D. Berry & Sons; the

drainage and sanitary fittings, &c., by Mr. Geo.

Jennings; the whole of the ironwork was
executed by Messrs. Handyside S: Co. : Mr.

Stone has supplied all the casements and window
fittings, the glazing for them being by Mr. W.
Ramsey ;

roof glazing, as before mentioned, by

Messrs. W. E. Rendle & Co. ;
Messrs. Dennett

Sl Ingle’s fireproof construction is used in all

floors ; Messrs. Waygood supplied the lifts, and

Messrs. Hayward the prism lights ; the carving

has been carried out under the direction of Mr.

Christopher Smith ;
and Messrs. Drake 8c

Gorham and Mr. Russell are responsible for the

electrical lighting.

The contractors for the building are Messrs.

Higgs & Hill
;
Mr. C. Coggin represents the

architect, hir. Sidney R. J. Smith, on the works.

In addition to the building, Mr. Tate, the donor
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of it, is presenting also a fine collection of British

[paintings of great value.

The perspective drawing was made by a pupil

of the architect’s, under his supervision.

The building is now nearly all roofed in and

the picture galleries (except floors) practically

[Completed, so that it is hoped that the formal

(opening will take place the middle of next

year.
’ The Trustees of the National Gallery will have
;the charge and care of this building, and arrange-

ments are already being made as to the pictures,

•of which Mr. Tate’s fine collection (which he will

[present) forms the nucleus. The original design

[prepared by Jlr. Sidney Smith showed a lofty

(central dome, but at the wish of many artists

1
(more particularly that of the late Sir Frederick

;
Leighton), who were afraid of a shadow being

cast by this circular feature on the galleries them-
‘ selves, he was obliged to eliminate it, and the

! design, after many revisions, is now being finally

;
carried out as shown.

[MONUMENT TO EMPEROR WILLIAM I.

We have frequently had occasion to refer to

: the many monuments which have been erected

throughout Germany in memory of the Emperor
William I., and have in many instances given

,

particulars of the competitions which were
(opened with a view to obtaining suitable designs,

in many of which Herr Bruno Schmitz was the

|successiul competitor, and his competition

I successes have often been followed by commis-
isions to act as architect where the schemes have
been carried out.

The design here illustrated may be said to be
I one of Bruno Schmidlz’s typical monuments,
which are primarily architectural memorials. As
in other monuments by the same architect, the

. advantage of a prominent position has been given,

coupled with the requirement that the memorial
t should be essentially a land mark, the actual

I statue of the deceased monarch being only of

; secondary consideration.
' The small plan which is appended sufficiently

explains the design, which in its execution presents

I an admirable piece of masonry work. The cross

at the top is about 50 metres above the terrace.

I The situation is on the side of a hill. The cost,

exclusive of the statue, has been about 25,000/.,

and with all expenses, levelling and the statue,

about 40,000/.
The idea ofhaving a monument for the province

of Westphalia dates back as far as 1890, but
there were great difficulties in finding a suitable

site. Work was not commenced until 1S92, and
the monument has only lately been inaugurated.
Ilerr Bruno Schmidiz—who has now been made
a Professor—had sole charge of the execution

;

: the sculptors who participated being Professor

1 Caspar von Zumbush, of Vienna, for the statue,

i and Messrs Vogel and Schwartz, of Berlin, for

the bas-reliefs. The statue, which measures seven
! metres and stands on a pedestal five metres high,
is of bronze, and comes from an Austrian

i foundry.

[
MONUMENT TO WATTEAU, PARIS.

;

This monument has been recently erected in

i
the garden of the Luxembourg, as the result of a

, public subscription. The pedestal, in white
I stone, was executed after the plans and under the
i direction of M. Henri Guillaume, architect (son

1 of the former architect to the Louvre). The
i pedestal takes in plan the form of a painter’s

(
palette, forming in elevation a semicircle with

\ steps attached. The figure of the woman in

J Louis XV. costume, seated on the balustrade, is

I the work of M. Henri Gauquie, who is also the
! sculptor of the bust of Watteau which surmounts

(
the stone stele forming the extremity of the

( balustrade. The bust is in pewter, the silvery

I lustre of which forms an effective contrast with
i the rest of the work and with the surrounding

I
foliage.

I

THE “BUILDER” ALBUM OF ACADEMY
, ARCHITECTURE.
I This publication, which we have issued
r annually for some years back, is now ready, and
i will be in the hands of those entitled to receive
< copies in a few days. We may here call atten-
3 tion, however, to the improvement which has been
\ made in it by the addition ofplans and descriptions
1 of the buildings or designs illustrated, so that it

is now no longer only a collection of drawings of
I buildings, but affords the opportunity also for
I studying their plans.

A copy of the Album is presented to every
architect or artist who has contributed to its con-

tents. The price of surplus copies to non-
contributors, which was formerly a guinea, has
now been reduced to half a guinea.

ALMANACS AND DIARIES FOR 1897.

Messrs. Hudson & Kearns, of 83. South-
wark-street, S.E.

,
have issued their well-known

diaries and blotting-pads for 1S97, the merits of

previous issues of which we have referred to on
former occasions. While not presenting any new
features, the diaries and pads are as well arranged

as ever, and their get-up leaves little if any-

thing to be desired. “ The Architect’s Diary,”
which is issued in two sizes. Nos. 12 and 13

(one and two pages to a day respectively), is

not only valuable as a diary, but also for

the information likely to be needed by archi-

tects which is published in it. The issue

contains a list of cases decided in the superior

courts of justice during the legal year from
November, 1S95, to August, 1S96

;
revised regu-

lations under the London Building Act, 1S94;
the Metropolis Management and Building Acts
Amendment Act, 1S78; names and addresses of

district surveyors, iS:c., as well as the usual postal

and other information. The section entitled
“ Architecture|and Archccology”—/.tf.,alist ofsome
London and provincial architectural and archceo-

logical societies—which is apparently complete as

far as it goes—does not go far enough, seeing that

several provincial societies are omitted from the

list. A little more revision of this section in

future issues would be desirable. “ The Builders’

Diary,” No. ii, and “Diary and Note Book,”
No. 9, contain much of the special information to

be found in the Architects’ Diary. “ The
Builders’ Diary ” contains some useful practical

tables. The same firm have sent us some of their

date-indicating blotting-pads in various styles and
sizes “The Bankers’ Pad” is a specially good
form.
“ The British Almanac and Family Cyclopiedia

of Useful Information for 1897” (Charles Letts &
Co., Royal Exchange, for the Stationers’ Com-
pany) is the seventieth issue of a very useful

annual. The publication is illustrated, and the

aim of the publishers appears to be to produce
the most popular annual of this kind.

“The City Diary and Almanac for 1S97”
(Messrs. W. H. & L. Collingridge, 148 and 149,

Aldersgate-street, E.C. ) is the thirty-fourth issue

of this annual. It is interleaved with blotting-

paper, and is a handy and neat little work, con-

taining a large amount of information in regard

to the City and City affairs.

“ The Railway Diary and Officials’ Directory

for 1S97 ” (London: McCorquodale & Co.,

Limited) is a work likely to prove of value to

some of our readers, as it contains information as

to traffic returns, accounts, dividends, lists of

officials, &c. The “Railway Almanac,” issued

l)y the same publishers, is an interesting sheet.

We have referred before to the many excellent

features of “The Indian and Eastern Engineer
Diary” (Calcutta, and London, 28, Victoria-

street, W.), and the issue for 1897 is as well

arranged and as useful as previous issues. The
publication is presented to yearly subscribers to

“ The Indian and Eastern Engineers.” It is to

be regretted that the cover of the issue and the

interleaved blotting • paper are covered with
advertisements.

“The District and Parish Councillors’ Diary
and Guardians’ Manual for 1897” (Messrs.

Hazell, Watson, &Viney, Limited) contains the

full text of the Local Government Act, 1897, a
concise digest of its provisions, and most of the

enactments incorporated with or referred to in

the Local Government Act, the members of the
Local Government Board, and amass of useful

general information. It also contains a diary of

two days to a page, with memoranda for the

guidance of Guardians and others. The work is

handy in size and admirably got up.

Messrs. Dargue, Griffiths, & Company, Limited
(specialists in warmingand ventilating, 15, Lord-
street, Liverpool), have sent us a bandy little

diary for 1897 ; and from the Limmer Asphalte
Paving Co. (Moorgate-street, E.C.), and the

Rugby Portland Cement Company, we have
received their respective almanacs for 1S97,

which are illustrated and mounted on cardboard.
“ The Gloucester ” Diary and Directors’ Calen-

dar for 1897 (W. H. Brigden & Company, Glou-
cester, for the Gloucester Railway Carriage and
Wagon Company, Limited), is the second issue

of a handy little diary.
“ The Gardening Year Book, and Garden

Oracle for 1897” (W. H. (S: L. Collingridge,
Aldersgale-street, EiC-) is the thirty-ninth issue

of a valuable little work for gardeners.

®OOfl0.

The Pte'.ervaiion of Open Spaces and of Foot-
paths and other Rights of JVay. By Sir
Robert Hunter, M.A., Solicitor to the
Post Office, formerly Honorary Solicitor to the
Commons Preservation Society. London ;

Eyre & Spottiswoode. 1S96.

nIME was when commons and footpaths
were of no interest lo the dwellers
in towns, they were of importance

only to those who lived in country places,
often very remote from the centres of life. But
this is now changed. The extension of the
towns of England has brought them into con-
tiguity with various open spaces, so that the
commons which at one time were simply places
where some few people pastured their cattle, or
from which they cut gorse or bracken, have now
become important as places of recreation and
refreshment. The pathways, which at one time
were traversed only by agricultural labourers
on their way from the fields to the cottages, are
now of importance to men who spend their days
in city life. The railways, too, have brought the
townsman into close touch with rural life, and he
values the woodland footpath perhaps more than
the tiller of the soil.

A work at once practical and legal, which can
be read by the layman, and is also useful to the
lawyer, has thus for some time been needed. It
is satisfactory lo find that a competent writer has
taken up the matter, with the result that the
book at the head of this review will for a long time
to come clearly remain the standard work on the
subject of which it treats.

It is obvious that the modern interest in com-
mons is in them as places of recreation, at least
so far as readers of this journal are concerned.
We do not propose, therefore, to touch on rural
rights of common. What we are concerned
with are rather rights of recreation over open
spaces, whether they are what are commonly
called commons or village greens.
The first point to bear in mind so far as

recreation is concerned is that, in order to justify
the playing of games on a common or a green, a
custom must be proved to this effect. Moreover,
a right so proved does not extend to strangers,
but only to persons who live in proximity to the
open space. In these days the popular idea of
commons and greens is that they are essentially
places for recreation. To some extent this may
be true of village greens, but certainly the object
of commons was that they might be employed for
purposes of utility as for example, that the com-
moners might feed their sheep on them. The
world at large may obtain rights of way over
them, but more than these they cannot claim, and
these only when they are proved by distinct usage.

It is well, however, to bear in mind that the
commons near London are now on a different
footing to those in the country

; for three Acts,
beginning with the Metropolitan Commons Act,
1866, are a)>plicable to commons within the
Metropolitan Police District, which extends for a
long distance outside London proper. In any
scheme for the regulation of commons under
these Acts the governing body is empowered to
set apart portions of the commons for games, to
form cricket grounds, and to enclose such parts
for tl^eir protection. Thus in the Metropolitan
area the essential character of commons has
otally changed from what it was in the past.

They have ceased to be places for use for agri-
cultural purposes, and have become places useful
to the neighbourhood for purposes of health and
recreation. There can be no doubt that the
tendency of legislation and of public opinion is

running in the same direction in regard to other
commons than those near London. It is indeed
a serious question whether the provisions of the
Metropolitan Commons Act might not well be
extended to all commons within a radius of
twenty-five miles of Charing Cross. The pro-
tective Act, for what may be called provincial
commons, is the CommonsAct, 1876,which declares
“ that it is desirable that enclosure in severalty
as opposed to regulation of commons should not
be hereafter made, unless it can be proved to the
satisfaction of the Commissioners, and of Parlia-
ment, that such inclosure will be of benefit to the
neighbourhood, as well as to private interest and
to those who are legally interested in any such
common.” The difference, however, between
the policy of the-Metropolitan Commons Act and
this Act is that regulation under the former can
be carried out without the consent of the parties
actually interested, but under the latter it requires

the consent of persons representing two-thirds in
value of the legal interests in the common, and
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gives the lord of the manor, in the case of a

manorial common, a veto upon regulalion. The
difference in theory is obvious : in the Metro-

politan area the public interest is held to be para-

mount, in provincial districts the public interest is

to be considered, but private interests are held to

be of higher importance. Sooner or later the

former theory will have to be extended beyond

the present narrow extent, and it should for some
reasons be done promptly. There are now to be

found commons outside the Metropolitan area

which are becoming surrounded by houses ; these

commons are undrained, and frequently tend to

cause ill health ; their open character is more than

counterbalanced by the sodden nature of the soil.
:

We do not propose to state the technical steps
,

by which a common can be placed under the care

of a local authority. It is sufficient to say that

under aay such scheme provision is made for

draining, manuring, or levelling a common,
planting or improving it, making by-laws for the

prevention of nuisances or the preservation of

order, for general management, and for the

appointment of conservators. There is no doubt

that any such scheme is most desirable in

the interests of residents near a common, though

it is to be hoped that good sense will prevail

in one particular, viz., that no attempt will

be made to improve the natural beauty of a

common, which is still in an untouched state. On
the other hand, there are some commons round

the edges of which some planting of timber would

be for he benefit of future inhabitants.

The subject of footpaths is, in many respects, of

no less importance than that of commons ; it is in

the public interest that they should be kept free and

open, and any one who wishes to know how this

should be done may well read what the author of

this treatise says on the subject. The main point

to bear in mind is that once a right of way is

established, it cannot be lost except by means of

certain pulalic measures, and after it has been

shown that such way is useless, or that some
equivalent is given for it. No footpath can now
be destroyed where the local public is reasonably

vigilant, and we hope that in every part of rural

England these important rights will be kept

intact.

Dev Bau des Rtichsgerichts zu Leipzig. By
VOLKMAR MOller. Berlin : Georg Siemens,

1S96.

We have much pleasure in calling attention to

the excellent series of descriptions of well-known
modern public buildings in Germany issued by
Mr. Georg Siemens, of Berlin, of which this

guide to the Imperial Law Courts at Leipzig is a

second number, the first having been the guide to

the new Houses of Parliament at Berlin. The
guide-book under consideration is well written

nnd shows the sound architectural knowledge of

the author—Herr Miiller. It is illustrated by

five views in photo-lithography and two plans.

The frontispiece is a photograph of the architect,

Herr Ludwig Hoffman, who now occupies the

office of City Architect in Bsrlin. The book

commences with some notes on the general

requirements of German public buildings, followed

by a description of the plan from an architect’s

point of view, and the guide proper, which then

follows, is written in such sequence as to conduct

the visitor through the whole building in an easy

and intelligible manner. The pamphlet ends

with some criticisms, which are, of course,

written from the German point of view, and some

historical and technical notes as to the construc-

tion of the building. It would be well if similar

guide-books were available for our modern
buildings, and for the matter of that for older

buildings, for the guide-books offered for sale in

this country are generally beneath criticism.

Practical Hot- Water Heatings Steam, and Gas-

fittings. By James J. Lawler. New York :

Excelsior Publishing House.

This is short, practical treatise on each of the

three above-named subjects by an American.

We do not quite like his tone, and the following

paragraph gives an idea of it :—“ And since

Americans pay well for American brains, the

wonderful improvemen's made in the line of

sanitary appliances for domestic purposes within

the last ten years show that they have lost no

time, and have outstripped every other country on

the face of the earth, no matter how old it may
be.” And again :

—“How much we thought the

customer would pay where we bad the inside

track.” These are not necessaty remarks in a

book which is essentially one for fitters and the

trade. There are some useful tables and advice

to those about to set out lines of pipes, but there

is nothing above the average. We highly ap-

prove of the advice given, that all mechanics

engaged in the special branches should study

their own trade journals at least, if not some of

those outside their own line in addition, as now-
adays it is necessary for a man to be able to take

advantage of all the latest improvements if he

wishes to do work which shall be up to date. A
great portion uf the book is taken up in descrip-

tions of the various sorts of fittings used in the

.States, and very useful it will be in that part of the

world
;
but only one short chapter is devoted to

the “one pipe” method of heating by hot water,

and we should have liked some information as to

steam heating from large centres.

Hints to Plumbers on Joint-wipiitg^ Pipe-

bending, and Lead-burning. By John W.
Hart, R.P.C. Smith, Greenwood, & Co.

1893.

This work is stated to be a collection, in book
form, of a series of articles which have appeared

;

in the Decorators' Gazette and Plumbers and
Gasfitters' Review, suitable for students joining

practical plumbing classes, and as such should

fulfil its object, as the information given is clear

and to the point, although, of course, some
advance has been made in the methods since 1893,

notably in pipe-bending. For pipes of large bore

a new machine by which a bend on a 4-inch

pipe can be made in about ten minutes will take

the place of the laborious system in use heretofore,

which occupied at least a couple of hours. Almost
all the types of joints are treated in detail, and a

study of them should be of great advantage to

the young plumber, ^'ery good advice is also

given on a burning subject on works, viz., the

reckless way in which plumbers damage all the

surrounding work to carry out their particular

object, their capacity for doing damage being

only equalled by the electric light fitter. It is to

be hoped the students will profit by the advice of

Mr. Hart, and exercise more care in future. A
very great improvement in this class of text-book

would be to employ a good man to design the few

sketches where an opportunity for such occurs.

One of the difficulties of the craftsman is that he

is not brought into contact with good design,

which would tend to elevate his taste, and an

opportunity has been loct in the few sketches of

heads and tacks on rain water pipes. It is no

excuse that the book is a purely practical one,

that the sketches should not show some good

design where possible.

A Practical Guide to Warming Houses from the

Kitchen Fire by Low Pressure Hot IVater on

the One-Pipe System. By Thos. PottertoX.

Mr. Potterton’s work is of the trade catalogue

nature, giving diagrams of a boiler which he has

invented to be used in place of the ordinary range

boiler, giving a large heating surface and so more
power, the flame being made to take a zig-zag

course up the centre. With this increased power

it is proposed by the inventor to heat portions of

houses by means of radiators, as well as supply

hot water for domestic purposes. Various dia-

grams are given showing the best means of

carrying this into effect, nearly all on the one-

pipe system, and the general idea of economy in

making the one fire serve the two purposes is a

good one, and would no doubt answer under some
circumstances. We are not sure whether it is to

be recommended in cases where the water leaves a

large amount of deposit, as in that case the whole

of the pipes would have their interior more or less

coated, reducing the heating capacity largely.

This is obviated in the ordinary hot-water system

by using the same water over and over again,

adding only enough to make up for evaporation

and oiher slight losses. As giving information

upon the “ one-pipe ” method of heating, the book

is well worth study. No doubt Mr. Potterton’s

system would be useful in careful bands, and his

hints to filters as to the best methods of running

pipes and such like technical points will be

greatly appreciated by the trade in general.

Unsere Kirchen und Gruppirter Bau bei Kirchen.

By Otto March. Berlin : Ernst & Sohn.

1896.

This publication, which has been well illustrated,

is practically the reprint of various articles which

have appeared in the Ceiitralblatt der Bauver-

waltung and in the Bayreuther Blatter. Its

purpose is to advance the methods of church

building in Germany, especially for small pro-

vincial towns and rural districts, and there is

much in the arguments and illustrations of the

church architecture recommended by Herr March

[Jax. 2, 1897.

that reminds one of the principles adopted in

many of the small American townships, where,

with due regard to purpose, we find those inter-

esting combinations of church, vicarage, school-

room, &c., all contained in one block. At a time

when church building has become exceedingly

popular throughout the German Empire, owing
to the influence of the Emperor, the publication

should be of considerable service to the com-
munities or to those in authority in the localities

concerned. In this country we do not think

Herr March’s proposals would find much favour,

as church building on a small scale and for small

parishes has already developed to such an extent

as not to necessitate reference to a study of this

description. The book, which includes twenty-

four pages of text and five plates of illustration

is, however, in every way a pleasing one, and the

literarj’ portion shows much thought and a

thorough knowledge of the requirements of the

country for which it is intended.

Mittheilungen iiber das I'erhalten Hydraulischer
Bindemittel. By Gerhard Herfeldt.
Notizblatt des Deuischen Ziegler- nnd Kalk-

brenner- Vergins. By Fried. FIoffmann.
Berlin. 1S96.

These two publications particularly call for the

attention of our building trades and manufac-

turers, as they are excellent examples of descrip-

tions of research work carried out in connexion

with the testing of cements, mortar, bricks, and
other artificial materials. Throughout Germany
the subject of the manufacture of building

materials is receiving the serious attention of the

respective Governments, the Local Authorities, and
the trade societies, and the result is that a very

considerable amount of literature on the various

sub-sections of the subject has been already put

together. The Notizblatt, in particular, refers to

the work of the brickfields and the limekilns,

whilst the Mittheilungen makes particular

reference to the various kinds of mortar. The
issue of these publications will be at irregular

intervals. The present number of the Notizblatt

treats of a very interesting discussion at a Trades’

Congress on “The Preparation of Lime,” and on
“ Biickmaking ”

;
whilst in the Mittheilungen

the subject chosen is the “ Effect of Sea-water on
Mortar.” The lalter publication contains very

extensive statistical details.

TRADE CATALOGUES, &c.

One seldom has to complain that firms do not

advertise their names sufficiently large on the

cover of their catalogues, but Messrs. O’Brien

Thomas & Co. (London) go to the other extreme

in sending us a volume of more than a thousand

pages without any name on the back, or any title

page, and it was only afier some search through

its pages that we succeeded in discovering the

name of the firm, incidentally occurring in a

specimen of a form of letter for making complaint

to a railway company about damaged goods.

This is much belter taste, no doubt, than the

prominent display of the name that we often see;

but its entire omission may lead to mistakes a

well as to inconvenience. The catalogue itself is

a large and important one, including everything

in the way of general ironwork—stoves, mantels,

lavatories, railways and gates, sanitary and hot-

water fittings, electric bell fittings, garden furni-

ture, gaseliers, laundry machinery, kitchen utensils

and household ironmongery generally. It is well

and clearly arranged and printed. Messrs.

Robert Jenkins & Co. (Rotherham) send us a

catalogue of wrought-iron and steel boilers, with

exceedingly well executed and practical illustratioEs,

not merely pictures of the articles, but construc-

tional sections. The Instructions for Telegraphing

orders, so as to ensure getting the type and fit of

boiler required, are clearly worded and useful. In a

note accompanying the catalogue they draw atten-

tion to the fact that the heating powers have been

altered to what may be expected under average con-

ditions. Messrs.W. Richardson & Co.(Darling-

ton)send us their illustrated catalogue of conserva-

tories ; these illustrations are entirely pictorial;

they serve to show that some pains are taken to

give the conservatories as good an aspect as

possible. Messrs. Jessop & Appleby (Leicester

and London) disguise what is really a trade cata-

logue under the semblance of a practical treatise

Appleby’s “Illustrated Handbook of Machinery’ ;

the book does contain a good deal of useful and
practical information besides the diagrams and
prices of various machines ; but it is a priced

catalogue all the same, and we like things called by
their right names. The Crittall Manufacturing

Co. (Braintree) send a handsome and decoratively
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ot-up book of their metal casements and other

\etal work, such as stays, handles, &c., as well

s party-wall doors. Tne metal stays are well

iesigned, the arrangement of the catalogue is

ixceedin^ly, the drawings Urge and clear, and
' he whole gives an impression of representing

he best class of work. Messrs. Oates &
Jreen (Halifax) send a catalogue of sanitary

:pecialities, gullies, pipes, salt-glazed sinks, &c. ;

ind the several forms of latrine shown, made of

lighly glazed “ Nalethric ” stone ware, appear,

iLS shown in the drawings and described, to be

[imong the best forms of latrine for working

ivith automatically applied waste water that have

)een devised, from their simplicity and the

nature of the materials. Messrs. Ames,
idarrard & Co. (London) send a set of

rheets of design for electric light fittings, as

r.pecimens of the kind of fittings they are

orepared to design for each client, instead of

ceeping stock patterns, a system which we
mtirely approve of, and the examples sketched

lere, for execution in wrought iron, are graceful

ind in good taHe. They are all arranged to be

ised without unscrewing or taking to pieces.

Messrs. \V. Richardson & Co. (Darlington) send

mother example of what we may call the essay-

:ataIogue, being really illustrations and descnp-

ions of work done by the firm, under the title,

‘ Hints on Heating ;
” though the compilers do

j
idmit that methods are employed which they do

i
lot describe; but within itsown limits their pam-
ohlet is useful to intending purchasers. Messrs.

C. Wells & Co. send the description and illustra-

:ions of their plant for painting by machinery, both

oy compressed air and steam, a process exceedingly

Useful where Urge areas have to be painted.

:\Iessrs. R. H. & J. Pearson (London) send an illus-

rated catalogue of what they term the “ Rumford
Feale ” and Kumford Armstrong fire-places, which

I ire intended to combine the principles of Rum-
ford and Mr. Pridgin Teale. They are made with
II preponderance of fireclay and with little iron

;

ve may add that the fire-places are much belter

designed and much belter drawn than we
jenerally find them in trade catalogues. The
iwan Electric Engraving Co. (London) send
in illustrated catalogue of specimens of
Irawings &c. reproduced by their excel-

lent process, which has occasionally been
imployed in our own pages. The drawback to it

from our point of view, is that the size of the

blates producible is somewhat limited, but other-

wise we have nothing but praise for the results.

Mr. W. F. Stanley ^London) sends us the

aew edition of his catalogue of drawing instru-

tients, which contains several alterations, and the

iddition of a telegraphic code for ordering the

orincipal articles. Messrs. T. Bagshaw & Co.
Batley) send us a catalogue of wrought iron

bullies, shafting, and friction clutches and
:ouplings, with some practical rules for trans-

nission of power by shafts, wheels, ropes, and
bells. The Universal Sewage Purification

Company (Derby) send a descriptive and illus-

rated pamphlet of their important system of
:hemiczl precipitation through upward flojvtanks,

which should have the attention of those who are

tbout to carry out work on sewage farms.

Corresponbence.

7i the Editor of The Builder.

PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL,
i

Sir,—

I

t is difficult for one who has not
inspected the Cathedral to form any absolute
bpinions on the controversy, but on oce point I

'.hink most architects will cordially agree, and
'•hat is in deprecating the very absurd suggested
reference to an engineer.

! On a question ot strains in ironwork, or of pure
science and mathematics, an engineer’s opinion
'.s valuable, but on a question that is almost
entirely one of experience and of judgment
founded on practical knowledge, there is no one
with any public claim to competency to compete
Iwith that of an architect.
' Most of us are, I hope, quite as well able as
an engineer to make any small calculation neces-
sary as to the question of weight to be placed on
(Stonework, altbough a small section of architects
!wish to rid themselves of such responsibility

; but
lin this case no powers of calculation can be of
the slightest use. An engineer has less experi-
ence than any one connected wPh building in the
pepair and patching up of old buildings, whereas
n-ery few architects are unfamiliar with such
matters. Those who invoke the aid of the
rngineex might do well to remember the fate of

that British Prince who, to resist the inroads of

the Piets and Scots, called in the assistance of

Hengist and Horsa.
I cannot agree with Mr. Thackeray Turner

that the increase of weight on the piers will be

but small. On the contrary, it must surely be

very considerable, and the danger to the piers

that you have yourself pointed out must be great.

Neither does Mr. Webb's plan of joggling long-

stones on to the facing commend itself to me at

all, since of all material stone combines the

maximum of weight with the minimum of

tenacity. The best material for the purpose, if it

be feasible at all, would surely be Portland

cement concrete imbedding iron or copper bars.

The cement must, of course, be well slaked, and

the aggregate should be ash clinkers or gas

breezi, so that the weight may really be reduced,

as well as perfectly distdbuted. I have used this

material pretty constantly in repairing old walls,

since it can be conveniently packed into all sorts

of places.

I can hardly help thinking the method might
be used in this case and save the destruction that

we all deplore. I find a good many architects

share my regret that those in charge have not

agreed to meet so general a wish as has been

expressed to give time for a further and fuller

consideration of the matter, even though the

original plan has to be eventually carried out.

Ralph Nevill, F.S.A.

“BRICKWORK TESTS.”

Sir,—

A

s one who was present at the reading of

papers by Messrs. W. C. Street and Max Clarke

on the above subject, I should esteem it a favour to

be permitted to make a few remarks suggested by
the discussion arising thereon.

In the first series of tests, the papers and resulting

discussion and correspondence played round the

question of the kind of bricks used in the tested

piers, coupled with the use and position of the

closer, in which all agreed, as far as one could

learn, that the closer constituted the real source of

weakness in the initial line of cleavage or fracture

(a conclusion which I fail to see has yet been upset).

And this would be more especially so in practice as

compared with the tests. For, in the one pier yield-

ing the greatest result in the second series of tests,

Mr. Max Clarke told the meeting that all the queen-

closers were cut by himself (doubtless true and
workmanlike), whereas on the building—unless

under strict supervision—any brick spawls often

serve for interior closers, with an abundance of

mortar to make up the deficiency of brick. The
President, in dealing with the subject of supervision,

and the great difficulty of catrying out the same
conditions on the building as in the case of the test-

ing, remarked that the biicklayer has to do a day's

work, a sentence into which may be read more than

one meaning
;
and for that reason any ultimate con-

clusions arrived at from data obtained by these

tests must, to be of any value, be based on a large

margin of difference between the conditions of test-

ing and the conditions of building in actual practice.

In the second series of tests the subject has been
dealt with more as a whole— especially so with

respect to the all-important questions of sand and
supervision; and if architects would always specify

the use of river sand, failing which, that pit sand
shall be sharp and clean washed, free from loam and
other impurities, we should be working on lines

that make for good results. The engineer is no less

concerned about the quality of his sand than that of

his cement. He bases this faith in methods and
conditions, knowing that if these be good, satisfac-

tory results must ensue.

It would be interesting to know whether the piers

tested were built with bricks (not the .Staffordshire

blues) wetted to saturation and allowed to drain
;
or

whether they bad been wetted at all. Whether the

mortar (lime or cement) was mil-lmade (ground) or

hand-made
;

conditions which materi^ly affect

results in practice
;

it being generally accepted that

hygrometric conditions ot atmosphere affect the

ultimate strength of brickwork in course of erection
;

or, in other words, that a wet building makes a dry

house, and vice versa ; the best results (as far as

strength goes) being obtained in water-bound brick-

work where crystallisation has been induced by the

continued presence of moisture.

Another interesting experiment would be with
similar piers, built with mortar newly made up,

which one so often sees specified, and which my
own personal experience teaches me to believe is

wrong in principle and practice—except during the

winter months—and with mortar that had been
made up some time, and retempered before use.

Though the frog in a brick be a source of weak-
ness in the brick itself by reason of the diminution
of material substance, yet the frog is necessarily one
of the conditions which make for the production of

a good brick and for good brickwork, on account of

the facility of manipulation and easy, solid bedding
which it affords ;

and should, therefore, as a builded
brick, be considered a source of strength rather

than of weakness. We are, of course, speaking of

the ordinary-sized frog of the stock brick, for

'

ins'aace, not of the double frog, intended to reduce

the cost of freightage. The whole question of

brickwork requires overhauling, and in this, so far

as the tests go, the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects is conferring a benefit upon the British public.

F. Walker.

THE CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.

Sir,—

M

y attention has been called to a letter

headed "Ventilation of Marischal College, Aber-
deen," which appears in your issue of December
19, and in which the writer, Mr. William Key,
says :

—
" The Professor stated that it was admitted that

these chemistry classrooms at this university are

the finest in the world . . .
."

My actual statement was more modest.

All that I said was that one or two experts had
inspected the new chemical department, and had
expressed the opinion that it was "the finest they

had seen."

So far from claiming that the laboratories were

the finest in the world, I expressly said, in my
opening address at the beginning of the present

session:— " They will not compare with many of

the palatial laboratories now erected on the Con-

tinent, especially in Germany.” F. R. Japp.
Chemical Department, University of Aberdeen.

LISKEARD CHURCH TOWER.
Sir,—

S

eeing the announcement in your columns

that designs are invited for a new Tower at Liskeard

Church, Cornwall, may I be allowed to state a few

facts as to what has lately passed in connexion with

the existing t^wer of this Church, so that any who
think of competing for this work may know how
matters stand.

Early in the present year I was asked to inspect

and report upon the condition of the present tower.

Before making my inspection I was told by some

gentlemen interested that it was generally hoped

that my report would be favourable to the removal

of the tower, as a certain lady had left a considerable

sum of money for its rebuilding if the work was
undertaken before a stated (fate, otherwise the

money was to go to Truro Cathedral.

I made a careful inspection of the old tower, and
sent in my report on April 4, 1896. Now, sir, one

would think that a report bearing on so vital a

matter in the history of the parish as the retention

or destruction of a tower that linked the present with

a past of over 700 years would, at least, receive the

careful consideration from those into whose hands

the care of this ancient structure is temporarily

placed. Some consideration it may have bad, bm
the views expressed in the report were evidently not

in sympathy with the wishes of the majoiity of the

Committee. The report was not even acknowledged,

no intimation was given me that the report had been

considered, or acted upon in any way, nor was I

further consulted in the matter
;
and not until hear-

ing of the advertised competition for a new tower

was I made aA-are of the serious step taken by the

Committee. To many, one would think, the most

ordinary courtesy would have dictated another course.

But. needless to say, the report sent in was entirely

adverse to the removal of the fine old tower, which,

although it has been allowed to fall into a shameful

state of dilapidation is, with its Norman details and

carving, by far the most interesting part of Liskeard

Churcb, and which, with careful restoration, wtjuld

stand to hand on the Church history of this ancient

borough for centuries to come. It is surprising that

its destruction should ever have been contemplated,

and it will be a crying shame if this ancient land-

mark of the Church in Cornwall is removed simply

to satisfy the craving for something new, and the

passing whim of a few local townsmen who by

chance have the temporary stewardship of this tower.

Geo. H. Fellowes Prynne.

THE NEW HOLBORN POST OFFICE.
StR,— [f not too late, I should like to suggest to

the authorities a considerable improvement in New
Oxford-street, and one that would secure a Govern-

ment building an adequate fa9ide.

It is proposed, I understand, to build a new West
Central District Post Office, and a site has been
partially cleared with that object. This is bounded,

on the north, partly by New O.xford-street and
partly by a little narrow bye street, Hyde-street

;

and on the west by Museum-street. The piece of

Hyde-street might well be abolished, and the small

triangle of bouses—which will else stand in front of

the Post Office—be cleared away. It consists of

some six or seven shops, &c., only.

A fine frontage would thus be secured to the new
building on New Oxford-street, extending from its

eastern boundary to the corner of Museum-street;

thus continuing the real line of New Oxford-street,

and removing a somewhat stupid and very long

break caused by the entering of Hyde-street into it

in a very oblique direction.

A gUnce at the map, or better still, at the actual

site, will, I think, show what a real improvement
this would be. The Civil Authorities might well

join in the scheme, and by setting back the line of

hotises on the west right up to the (very awkward)
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angle of Shaftesbury-avenue, the throttling of the
traffic outside Mudie's would be avoided, and the
new building be well seen on approach either from
east or west. The block of traffic opposite Mudie’s
is really becoming serious. C. H. Brodie.

MORLEV PUBLIC
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

enclose a copy of correspondences .hich
has passed between myself and the Borough .Sur-

veyor, as it may be a useful warning to these who
may wish to compete. It would seem, from the
advertisement in your last issue, that tlie Borough
of Morley is offering the nett sum of 15/. for sketch
plans of Public Baths, the work to be carried out by
someone who is incapable of designing it.

December 29, 1896. Ernest Heriiert.

33, Bedford-row, London, W.C.,
December 34, 1896.

PUBLIC BATHS COMPETITION.
Dear _Sik,—

K

indly send me particulars of above and
plan of site as advertised, for which I enclose los. deposit,
to be returned if the conditions are such that it is impos-
sible to comply with them. If there is any doubt as to
the successful competitor being employed to carry out the
work, you can return my deposit without the par-
ticulars, &c.
From the wording of the advertisement, I should

imagine that you have to p.ty the premiums out of the
deposits forfeited, which does not seem a liberal treatment
to offer to competitors.—Yours faithfully,

Ernest Herbert.
Mr. M. H. Sykes, Borough Surveyor, .Morley.

Borough Surveyor's Office,

Town Hall, Morley,
December 28, 1896.

Re PUBLIC E.\THS.
Dear Sir,—

I

beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of the 24th inst., together with postal order for los. As
the Corporation cannot give a guarantee to employ the
successful competitor to carry out the work, 1 return you
j-our postal order as requested.—I am, dear sir, YoUrs
truly,

M. H. Sykes,

,
Borough Surveyor.

Mr. Ernest Herbert,

32, Bedford-row, London, W.C.

ITbc Stu^cllt’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.— I.

Before commencing to write a spsciSca-
tion the student should endeavour to
obtain a clear comprehension of the

object and uses of such a document, and then
proceed to consider how he can best 6t his work
for its purpose. The primary object of a specifi-

cation is to supplement and elucidate the draw-
ings, so that the workmen who have to carry out his

designs may completely understand the architect’s
intentions. It, therefore, especially deals with
the quality of materials and workmanship, and
describes the sizes and forms of those items which
cannot be conveniently shown on the drawings.
It may include a description of what is shown
on the drawings, but, speaking generally, it is

not advisable to repeat or attempt to repeat
one document in another. Some things can
be far better shown on drawings than de-
scribed verbally in a specification, and the attempt
to include in the latter what is already better
expressed in the former, is liable to confuse rather
than to inform the mind of the workman.
Although the specification universally forms part
of the documents on which the contract is

founded, it should be remembered that the speci-

fication is rather for the use of the foreman either
on the works or in the shop, than for the master
builder in his office. The conditions of contract
are therefore better omitted from the specification,
and made a separate document, which can be kept
in the contractor’s office.

The predominant characteristic of a specifica-
tion should be precision. Every item which it

deals should be so clearly defined and explained
that there can be no possible doubt as to what are
the intentions of the architect in respect of every
detail, and hence what is included in th» contract.
Precision can only become the char' cteristic of
any particular specification through' ne exercise of
that quality by the writer. must therefore
possess a thorough knowledge of construction,
and be able in his mind’s eye to see into the
innermost recesses of every part of the building,
and to follow the consecutive processes by which
the work arrives at completion. He must have a
competent knowledge of materials, so as to be
able to express precisely the quality that be
expects. He must know completely the full

intentions of tfte designer in respect of every
particular. The right man, therefore, to compile the
specification is he who makes the design, and the
practice ofdeputing this worktoanother, be hequan-
tity surveyor or assistant, is one that is discreditable

to any architect worthy of the name, and must

result in a loss of efficiency, and often breeds
future trouble out of all proportion to the relief

that appears to come from shirking the initial

duly. If he would attain precision, let the stu-

dent be very chary of using terms of general but
indefinite meaning, such as " best,” “necessary,”
"sufficient,” “proper,” and the like, which are

but too common in many specifications, and
usually indicate clearly nothing but the ignorance
or indolence of the writer.

Equipped with ihe necessary knowledge and
the determination to be precise, clear and accu-

rate, the student should look carefully through his

drawings and jot down, as memoranda, the head-
ings of the various items in each trade which he
is to specify. Then he can take these memoranda
and, after numbering them in the order in which
he intends them to follow in the specification,

proceed to deal with each item in turn. To
facilitate reference, each item should have a
marginal note or heading, and if the specification

is a long one, it is worih while to make an index
of these headings. It is advisable to adopt the

same order, both of trades and of items in each
trade, in all one’s specifications

;
and it is

just as well to adopt the order of trades usual in

specifications and bills of quantities ; whilst, for

the individual items, as good an order as any
is to arrange them, as nearly as may be, in

the order in which they are executed. As mate-
rials have to be provided before work can be
done on them it follows ihat in each trade a com-
mencement will be made with a description of

the materials for that trade. Then comes a
general description of work, and following this

the special items in proper order. Where a
general requirement stands for all the items of a
class it is well to place this general requirement
before the description of the particular items,

thus :
“ All frames to external doors to have

iron dowels, &c.,” should precede the detailed

account of the various external doors. The adop-
tion of this practice makes for brevity, and
brevity, as far as is consistent wllh precision and
thoroughness, is a desirable feature in a specifica-

tion, rendering it easier for reference, and more
likely to be thoroughly read and remembered.
Although the arrangement of the various items

in a specification will naturally be grouped under
the different trades, it is advisable not to follow

such a division with the literal exactness observed
in a bill of quantities, but rather to keep together

the description of all the adjuncts of each part.

Thus, for example, in describing a door, the

linings, architraves, and ironmongery should be
included. Indeed, it is quite possible to write a
good model specification, totally ignoring the

usual division into tratles, and grouping the

various items under headings of the various parts

of a building, as wails, roofs, floors, ceilings, win-
dows, doors, fireplaces, water supply, sanitary

fittings, &c. In such a system the heading of
“ roofs,” for example, would comprise a descrip-

tion of carpenter’s work in the timbering, batten-

ing, and boarding ; slater’s or tiler’s work

;

plumber’s work in gutters, flashings, <S:c. The
adoption of this system implies, of course, that

there is one contractor only for the whole of the
work, and that the Scotch practice of letting out

the work in different trades to different con-
tractors is not followed, but as the single contract

system is practically universal in England, and
sub-contracting is out of favour both with archi-

tects and trades unions, there is little advantage

in favour of the older system of specilying by
trades.

To facililate reference between drawings and
specifications, it is a good plan to number all the

openings on the plans, doors, windows, fireplaces,

&c. In this numbering no great attempt
should be made to keep the sequence full. Let
the doors begin with, say, number twenty-one,

the windows with fifty-one, and fireplaces ninety-

one, even if there be no more than, say, a dozen
doors and a score of windows. The rooms of

which there are no special names, as bedrooms,
may be lettered bedroom A, bedroom B, and
so on.

The student is now prepared to commence the

actual work of writing his specification and will

head it thus: “Specification of works required

to be done in the erection of a /lome at

for in accordance with drawings
numbered i to prepared by Mr.
of the architect referred to In this

specification. January, 1897.”

Then begin with
“ Prf.li.mikary and General.”

Under this heading include :

—

Notices and Fees .—Give all requisite notices

to Local and other Authorities, obtain all licences,

and pay all fees.

Seiting-ont.—The contractor is to set out the
whole of the works in accordance with the plans,

and he will be responsible for the correctness of

the setting-out, and is to amend the same if ii

shall be found by the architect to be incorrect.

Dimensions on Drawings.—Figured dimen-
sions are, in all cases, to be taken in preference

to scale, and large scale details to be followed in

preference to small scale general drawings. In
the event of any apparent discrepancy between
the drawings, or between the drawings and this

specification, the contractor is to ask for an
explanation from the architect before proceeding.

Drawings to be Returned.—If this is desired,

stipulate accordingly.

Hoarding,—Specify what height of hoarding
is required, with its fans, gates, planked footway,

and rail, to be to the satisfaction of Local
-Vuthorities, and removed at completion. State
whether advertisements will be allowed.

Roads and Footways,—Slate whether the con-
tractor is to take up paving and form temporary
roads or footways, and reinstate, or whether he
is to pay Local Aulhority for doing the work.

Temporary Enclosure.—If it is desired to keep
building operations within limited space, state

how much of site is to be temporarily enclosed
with post-and-rail fence, to be removed at com-
pletion.

Scaffolding.—The contractor is to supply all

scaffolding and plant required for the works, hut
is not to bring on to the site any other building

material or plant not required for these works.
Old Drains, Cesspools, —Carefully search

for and open all disused drains, cesspools, S:c. ;

empty cesspools, remove drains, and fill up with
concrete.

(N.B.—As this is a very speculative item, it is

well to provide a definite amount of digging and
concrete to be so used if required.)

Watching and Storage.—Supply all requisite

watching by day and night for the whole of the

building and works till the completion of the

contract, also the requisite storage and safekeeping

of all stoves and other fittings during and after

delivery.

Water and Lighting. — Pay all charges for

water and lighting required for the works during

the erection of the building, and supply, alter, and
remove, as may be required, all pipes and fittings,

and pay fees for the necessary connexions. The
contractor will be required, before receiving his

final certificate, to produce receipts for water and
gas.

(N.B.—This last clause is desirable to prevent

the^ employer being dunned by water and gas

companies after the completion.)
Attendance.— Y:.3,(da. trade is to attend upon, cut

away for, and make good after all others, and
to perform all work in the nature of jobbing work
that may be required. The contractor is to afford

facilities to any other tradesman employed by the

architect in the building, and to provide scaffold-

ing and attendance as may be required.

Provisional Sums.—In all cases of provisional

sums of money and of any specific quantities of

work which are included in this specification, the

architect shall be at liberty to direct the applica-

tion of the sum or to deduct all or any portion as

the case may require.

The amounts included in this contract as pro-

visional sums are exclusive of contractor’s profit,

carriage and fixing, unless specially included.

(N.B.—Provisions are .frequently a cause of

trouble at the final settlement. Instead of the

clause given, it may be stated that the p.c.

amounts include a certain profit of 10 to 15 per

cent, for the contractor, or that they are list prices,

but this does not always save the trouble. The
specification should define the basis on which p.c.

amounts are to be treated, and the architect

should adhere rigidly to the basis be lays down
in his specification.

)

Protection op H'ork and Materials.—Protect

all materials and finished wotk from damage by
weather, carelessness of workmen, or other cause,

and make good any damage that may occur.

This stipulation is to apply to materials and

workmanship of any person employed by the
|

architect as well as that of the contractor.

Latrines.—Provide latrines for the use of work-
,

men, taking the necessary precautions to prevent i.

same from becoming a nuisance ; empty, remove, .

and disinfect with hot lime their site at com- '•

pletion.
I

Office.— If desired for clerk of works or archi-

ted, this should be specified with a stipulation 1

that the contractor is to provide firing, light, and 3

attendance, and remove at completion.

Sand and Gravel.—State whether the contrac- •

tor is to be allowed to use ihis on the works, and \

whether or not he may remove any from site.
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Curiosities .—A similar slipulation should be
made.
Removal of Rubbish ,—Remove and cart away

all superfluous earth and rubbish as it accumulates
and at completion, together with all plant and
superfluous materials.

OBITUAR y.

Mr. Daniel Brade.—We regret to have heard,

rather late in the day, of the death on December ii

of Mr. Daniel Brade, the architect who gained a
reputation as the only English competitor placed
among the successful twelve in the Milan Fa9ade
competition. Mr. Brade was born in or near
Liverpool, and was articled in an architect’s

office there, and subsequently went to S;r Joseph
Paxton's office lor some years. He was in

practice in London for two years, after which he
bought a practice in Kendal, where he remained for

twenty years. He was architect to Lord Bective,

for whom he built a fine bridge, and also some
churches. Since 1890 he had lived in London.
Besides his success in the Milan Competition, he
won gold and silver medals for two designs for the
Victor Emmanuel memorial, and was second in the
Leeds Municipal Buildings Competition. He was
sixty-seven at the time of his death.
German Architects Recently Deceased.

—We regret to have to record the death of Dr. Paul
Spieker, of Berlin, at the age of 71. Herr Spieker
was Director-in-Chief to the Prussian Ministry of

Public Works, and was hence the leading building

official at Berlin
;
and for a considerable number of

years he held the post of Technical Councillor to

the Education Department. He was appointed
Director-in-Chief at the Ministry of Public Woiks in

1891, and only retired last year. Besides the promi-
nence obtained in his protessional career we would
add that his popularity was such as to make his

resignation felt by all classes of officials throughout
Germany. His geniality to the younger members
of his profession was particularly noticeable. Of
other prominent German building officials who have
died in the course of the last month we have to

record the death also of Baurath Boethke, who held

a very high position on the military Board of Works

;

and of Oberregirungsrath Karl Busse, who was long
associated with the various government building
departments, and was a member of the Akademie
fur Bauwesen.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Lunatic .‘\sylum. Denbigh.—Extensive addi-

tions are about to be made to the Lunatic Asylum at

Denbigh, the contract for which, exceeding 50,000/.,

has been placed in the hands of Mr. Samuel
Warburton, of Miles Platting, Manchester.
Messrs. C. O. Ellison & Son, of Liverpool, are the

architects.

Music Hall, Salford.—

A

music hall, to be
called the Empire, capable of accommodating 2 500
persons, is to be erected at Salford. Mr. Frank
Matcbam has been retained as architect.

Parish Church, Womb'vell, Yorkshire.—
The foundation stone of St. Mary's New Parish
Church, Wombwell, which is to replace an ancient

dil.Tpidated structure, was laid on the 21st ult. by
Viscount Halifax. The architects are Messrs. A. R.
Garland & C. Hadfield, of Sheffield

;
Mr. G.

Webster, Sheffield, is the contractor
;
and Mr. F.

Cook, clerk of the works. The new chuich will

afford accommodation for 750 worshippers.
Post-office, Tipton, Staffordshire.—On the

2ist ult. the new post-office at Tipton was opiened.

The building was designed by Mr. Tanner, H.M.
Office of Works, Mr. J. Mallin, Churchfield, West
Bromwich, being the builder, and Mr. Atkinson
clerk of works.
Restoration of the Parish Church, Alres-

ford, Hants.—The Church Restoration Committee,
Alresford, have obtained from Sir Arthur Blomfield
& Sons plans for a scheme of restoration, which have
been approved by the committee.
New Chapel, Whitechapel Infirmary.

—

The new chapel at the Whitechapel Infirmary was
opened recently. The chapel has been adapted from
a disused ward, at a cost of ;^8oo, from designs by
Mr. Capell, architect, and is intended to accommo-
date 150 persons. 'The contractors were Messrs.
Jones & Groves.
Board Schools, Barking.—The schools

erected by the Baikmg School Board on a site near
North-street, were opened by Major S. Glenny
recently. Mr. C. J. Dawson is the architect. The
schools are on the class room and central hall
principle, in three stories. The total accommoda-
tion is for 1.714 children, divided as follows :

—

Infants, 674; girls, 520; and boys, 520. The
external walls are of blue, yellow, and buff terra-

cotta bricks, while the internal walls are of glazed
primrose bricks. The cost of the whole work has
been 21,771/.
Operating Theatres, St. George’s Hos-

pital, London. — On the 23rd ult. the new
operating theatres in connexion with St. George's
Hospital, Hyde Park-corner, were opened by the
Duke of Cambridge. The suite of rooms embraces
the large (east) theatre, which has been remodelUd,
and the small (west) theatre, which is entirely new,

two chloroform rooms, one in connexion with each
theatre, a sterilising room, and other necessary

adjuncts. The whole of the work has been carried

out under the personal supervision of the architect,

Mr. H. Percy Adams.
Fever Hospital, Falkirk, Stirlingshire.—

On the 22nd ult. a new fever hospital was opened by
the Eastern District Commitee of Stirlingshire.

The new hospital, which is situated to the west of

Camelon village, occupies a site extending to about
three acres, "rhe building, which cost about 7,500/.

,

embraces administrative, scarlet fever, enteric lever,

and laundry blocks, besides two observation wards.

There are twenty-four beds in all, and sufficient

cubic space has been reserved to allow of further bed
accommodation in case of emergency. The archi-

tects are Messrs. A. & 'W. Black, Falkirk.

Lyric Hall, Dublin.—

I

t is stated that plans of

the Grand Lyric Hall, Dublin, have been lodged
with the City Architect. Mr. W. H. Byrne, archi-

tect, has designed the hall.

Church, Cwm Park, Glamorganshire.—The
Bishop of Llandaff consecrated on the 22nd ult., at

Cwm Park, St. George's Church. The church,
which is situated in the centre of the village, accom-
modates more th.an 400 worshippers, and comprises

a chancel, nave, south aisle, porch, and tower over

60 ft. in height. The architect is Mr. George E.

Halliday, the Diocesan Surveyor for Llandaff. The
walls are composed of native stone, while hard
Doulting stone is used for the window tracery and
other dressings; the hammer-beam roof is of pitch

pine. The internal face of the walls is of pointed

rubble work. The pulpit and font are of green

Bridgend stone. The reredos is of polished pink
alabaster, carved. The contractors were Messrs.

Knox i: Wells. The church is lighted by elec-

tricity.

Municipal Buildings, Hyson Green, Not-
tingham.—The Mayor of Nottingham (Aid. E. H.
Fraser) opened the new buildings at the junction of

Radford-road and Gregory-boulevard, Hyson Green,
on the 22nd ult. The buildings occupy a narrow
site with a frontage of 320 ft. to the Gregory-boule-
vard, and are set back a distance of some 20 ft. from
the thoroughfare. The charge-office and inquest-

room above command a view of both the Boulevard

and Radford-road. The buildings are of red brick

with Slone dressings, and have been erected by Mr.

J.
Adam.s, of Nottingham, to the plans of Mr.

Arthur Brown, the Borough Engineer, at a cost of

about 7,000/.

Proposed New Theatre, Aberdeen. — A
syndicate has acquired from the Town Council of

Aberdeen, by way of perpetual feu, a piece of

ground with no ft. of frontage and 160 ft. of depth,

on the east side of Rosemount Viaduct. It is pro-

posed to erect on the site a theatre capable of

accommodating over 2,000 persons. The building

will be fireproof throughout, the pit resting on
arches fronting Upper Denburn, a street running
under the viaduct at a lower level, but all the

entrances will be from the viaduct. The new
building will be of granite, and Messrs. Harper &
Sutherland, Aberdeen, will act as architects for the

syndicate.

Building Trades. Glasgow.—Trade generally

in all branches of business in Glasgow during the

past year has been encouraging, and fully main-
tainea the best anticipations, and presents indica-

tions of a reassuring character for the new year.

The electric lighting branch of business has been
fairly brisk throughout the year, having received a

slight impetus owing to reduction (long promised)
in the price of the electric current supply from the

Glasgow Corporation.

Building Trades, Leicester.—The past year
has been one of the best experienced for a long time
past in the various trades connected with building

operations in Leicester. Indeed, so busy have all

sections of that industry been, and continue to be,

that the difficulty is not to find work for the men,
but men to do the work. Taken all round, the
building trades are probably in a better position than
any other in the town at the present time, and the

outlook is still a bright one. Of course, the advent
of such an immense undertaking as the M. S. and
L. new line of railway has had a great deal to do
with stimulating enterprise in the direction of build-

ing works, although it cannot be said that these

have been confined to any particular part of the

town. The clearing out of some of the older parts

of the borough necessitated the erection of many
new cottages as well as new business premises. As
would naturally be expected, it was in the outlying

districts of the town where the greatest activity in

building operations was to be found. A noticeable

feature of much of the new building work of the

past year or two is the free use which is made of

terra-cotta for frontages. Manufactured stone and
cement concrete are also largely used, the last-

named being, of course, a local production. Just
now, and for some time past, empty houses in

Leicester have been conspicuous by their absence, a
fact that is closely associated with the exceptional

activity in the building trades. In almost every
direction new working-class dwellings may be seen
in course of erection.—Leicester Post.

Building Trades, Edinburgh and District.
—Not for many years has more activity been mani-
fested in the several branches of the building trade

than during the past year. One of the largest of

the undertakings at present on hand, the rebuilding
of the Waverley Station and the erection of the

North British Railway Hotel, has not yet reached
the stage when the mason and the joiner with their

coadjutors come fully into play ; but when the

ground has been properly cleared for them the trade

will undoubtedly witness a "boom.” This, at any
rate, is the opinion of those who know how numer-
ous are the new schemes which in the next year- or

two will be launched, the North British reconstruc-

tions, formidable as they are, being only among
several which, should they be proceeded with
simultaneously, will tax the resources of

builders to the utmost. Thus, the Caledonian
Railw.ay Company, we understand, are seriously

contemplating the erecflon of a hotel above the

fine station at the west end of Princes-street, which
they recently completed. Then, the Corporation
are preparing for the construction of a new fever

hospital at a minimum outlay of 250,000/., while the

cabling of the streets will necessitate a series of new
tramway stations at various points in the city.

Another big undertaking will be the building of the

Usher Hall, when the Town Council have finally

decided where Mr. Usher's gift shall be placed,
and there is besides the re-erection of the Council
Chambers, or at least such a structural re-arrange-

ment as will be almost tantamount to are-erection.

The year has seen a further extension of the

housing capacity of the city, especially in the

Morningside, Merchiston, and Murrayfield districts.

Altogether the year has not only been an exceed-

ingly prosperous one for the most influential trade

in Edinburgh, but the prospects for the coming year
are of the brightest. There have been no wage
disputes during 1896. The joiners were on strike

for a fortnight pending the re-arrangement of their

working rules. The matter was compromised by
concessions on both sides. The standard rate for

masons fixed by the Master Builders' Association, in

conjunction with the men, stands at gd. per hour,

but this is by no means the maximum which has
been paid, many employers granting gid.

,
and even

rod. The joiners' rate remains at 8|d., and has
been seldom exceeded

;
and plasterers gJ., about

one-third receiving a halfpenny more
;
bricklayers,

ghi. to rod. per hour
;
and latbspliriers, gd. per

hour. The number of masons in Edinburgh is

under 2,500—2 300 of the number are paying mem-
bers of the Edinburgh Lodge of the Operative
Masons Association of Scotland—and there are

between r.ioo and 1.200 joiners employed in the

city. It may be mentioned that a movement is ori

foot to start in Edinburgh a builders' exchange
similar to that which has worked so successfully in

Glasgow, and Colonel Bennett, of the latter city,

will shortly deliver a lecture on the subject.

—

Glasgow Herald.

Theatre, Runcorn.—The foundation stone of
the New Runcorn Theatre was laid by Mrs. Caddick
recently. The theatre has three main entrances from
Front-street. The auditorium is 34 ft. wide by
52^ ft. in depth. The pit floor has a slope of ai ft.

trom back to proscenium wall. The circle on the

first tier has a seating for 240. and is also provided
with two private boxes. The centre part of the

circle is fitted up with 100 tip-up chairs, the side

seats being continuous
;
on this tier also are provided

ladies' and gentlemen’s cloak rooms, lavatories, &c.

.

complete. The gallery is on the next tier, and wilt

accommodate about 500. The stage is 37^ ft. wide by
31 ft. in depth. There are six dressing-rooms. There
are also provided refreshment bars to pit and circle,

the latter being 28^ ft. by 2t ft. For the heating of
the building and dressing-roDms, hot-water pipes are

used, on the low-pressure system. The architect is-

Mr. William S. Shell.

Baptist Church, Falkirk.—A new Baptist

Church is in course of erection at the comer of Weir-
street and Orchard-street, Falkirk. The new church,

which is in the Gothic style, has accommodation for

320 sitters, with ladies’ and gentlemen's rooms
behind, which can be thrown into one so as to fornt

a ball. Mr. G. Deas Page, Falkirk, is the architect,

and the cost is 2,000/.

Restoration of Gre.-\t Harrowden Parish
Church.—The ancient Parish Church of Great
Harrowden, dedicated to All Saints, which has
recently undergone restoration, was re-opsned on
the lOlh inst. The architecture of the church is

Early English, consisting of nave with clearstory

chancel, north aisle, north porch, vestry, and square
embattled tower, with four crocketted pinnacles,

containing bells and clock. It was found necessary

to restore the nave and north aisle. The roof and
floors were in a dilapidated condition, and the wood-
work was decayed. The old-fashioned box pews
have been removed, and modern oak seats, with

traceried ends, have been placed in the church, and
are erected on a wooden floor. Ketton stone has-

been laid in the passages and aisles, and the old

memorial slabs and grave stones have been replaced.

In the interior of the nave a new oak pulpit, on a
stone base, has been erected, as well as a new read-

ing desk and a new font. The ancient Perpendicular

wooden screen crossing the chancel has been care-

fully restored with a vaulted canopied ccrnice.

enriched by a screen. New roofing of pitch pine has

been placed over the nave and aisle and covered with

lead as previously. The walls in the interior have been
replastered, and the roof, parapets, walls, and stone

seats of the north porch have been restored, and new
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oak doors have been placed at the north and west
entrances. The stonework of the windows and
buttresses have also received attention, whilst steps
Jiave been taken to protect the base of the walls from
wet by providing surface drains. This restoration
has cost between 1,100/. and 1,200/. During the
progress of the work fragments of very interesting
wall paintings have been found, but they were so
fragile, and the plaster so rotten, that it has been
possible only to retain the one over the chancel arch
and a portion of that on the east end of thenotth
aisle. The arcades have been exposed. They are
of Early English character of quatrefoil form, with
•disengaged columns. Messrs. Talbot Brown &
Fisher have been the architects, and building opera-
tions have heen carried out by Mr. G. Henson, of
Wellingborough.— Herald.

Building Trade in Fraserburgh, N.B —
There has been another year of very considerable
activity among the building trades in Fraserburgh.
A great many new houses have been erected.
Extensive improvements have been effected on
existing buildings, and other work of a kindred
fiature has kept all branches very fully employed.
The great want of house accciiimodation, neverthe-
less, continues to be felt keenly, and the need of still

further enterprise in this respect is great.

Building Trades, Leeds.—Paralysed though
it was for a period of twenty-two weeks, the Leeds
building trade at the end of 1896 may fairly be de-
•scribed as in a very healthy condition. The outlook
is exceedingly hopeful, all the more so because of the
absence of that feeling of unrest and foreboding of
•disputes which had marked the beginning of some
previous years. The unfortunate dispute of 1896
•began on May i

;
it ended on September 19 ;

and,
perhaps, each side felt that in the settlement they
had gained some advantage. The bricklayers got
an advance of a halfpenny, which made their pay
ninepence an hour

; the labourers were granted a
farthing advance, with the promise of another
farthing on September 19 next. On the other
harid. the alteration in regard to walking-time,
which substituted a two-mile radius from City-
square for the fixed points which had previously con-
trolled the payment, was regarded by the masters
-as a move in their favour, especially in view of the
rapid rate at which building work was being carried
on in the outlying parts of the city. The employers
also believed that the adoption of certain new rules
would assist them in their trade. The actual con-
dition of the trade has not been better for years.
There is work in almost every quarter. Among
Xlie larger undertakings are the Mansion Hospital,
the banks of Messrs. William Williams, Brown, &
Co., the National Provincial Banking Company,
and the Yorkshire Banking Company. In New
Briggale the principal work is the new double
arcade, and in Briggate the re-etection of the Buck
fnn. Incidentally it may be mentioned that a great
deal of alteration to public-house property has been
effected. The rate at which dwelling-houses of all
kinds, including the back-to-back class, are being
erected is a satisfactory indication of the prosperity
of the city. The Building Clauses Committee of the
Corporation are said to be passing more plans than
they have previously done in a similar period, the
•chief development being in the direction of Kirkstall-
road and Burley Hill, and also in the neighbourhood
of Roundhay road,—Leeds Mercury.

Building Trade, Peterhead.—The building
trades in Peterhead have been busy during the year.
More new houses have been put up than last year ;

and there has been much more work obtained cn
structural alterations of houses. In addition, the
work outside the town has been greater than usual,
not a few masons, joiners, slaters, and plumbers
having found lengthened employment in connexion
with the erection of station houses for the new
Cruden railway. In fact, the joiner trade was so
promising in the summer time that the men de-
manded an increase of wages. The masters agreed
to incre^e the standard rate to 6Ad, per hour, which
is the highest wage that has been paid in the joiner
trade locally for a considerable number of years.A berdecn Free Press.
Building Trade in Dundee.—To the building

trade in Dundee the year just closed has from be-
ginning to end been characterised by almost
unbroken prosperity. It opened with the brightest
prospects. A number of large undertakings were
on hand, with others in view, while the boom in
tenement building, although it had to some extent
abated, had still left an enormous amount of this
class of property in the hands of the builders. Thus
throughout ihe year there has been no lack of em-
ployment in any of the branches of the building
trade. Indeed, so far as masons are concerned, the
difficulty has rather been in a scarcity of men, and
no relief could be obtained from other centres in
Scotland, where trade has been equally brisk. The
only serious trouble was the strike of hewers at the
end of May for an increase of Jd. per hour in their
wages. Their action brought about a complete
stoppage of building operations in the city, but after
a struggle lasting for a month or five weeks the men
returned to their employment on the old terms. The
rate of wages has therefore remained unchanged
during the year, viz., gd. per hour for builders, and
8jd. per hour for hewers. The demand for houses
ot three rooms has been slack. In many parts of
the city, toe. there are numerous empty flats of four

and five-rcomed houses, accounted for partly bv the
fact that many people who were formerly content
with dwellings of this kind in the city are finding
their way to suburbs like Downfield, Wormit, or
Newport, and particularly the two last-named, wiih
which there are cheap and easy means of communica-
tion. Thus year by year it is becoming increasingly
evident that Dundee has been over-built with
dwelling-houses. Judging by present appearances,
there will be much less tenement building in 1897
than tbeie has been for several years past.—Dundee
Advertiser.

Building Trade, Inverness,—The year 1896
has commercially been one of the most prosperous
in Inverness during the last forty years. The
opening up of the Highlands by the introduction of
railways gave a boom to the building and other
trades, the effects of which were felt for many a day.
And now once again the near prospect of the opening
of the new through line from Inverness to Aviemore,
and the almost certain passing of a bill in favour of
either one cr other of the companies for the construc-
tion of a line from Inverness to Fort Augustus, with
a through connection with the Invergary line and
the West Highland to Glasgow, have set builders
and speculators to the work of preparing for the
great increase of traffic which they confidently
expect will follow the completion of these great
undertakings. The growth of the town in recent
years has been remarkable.—Dwnr/re Advertiser.

Building Trade. Halifax — In the stone and
building trades in Halifax there is a consensus of
opinion among those engaged that the year has been
a busy and a satisfactory one. The stone-quarrying
trade has had a very favourable year. Throughout
the twelve months the demand has been continuously
steady and large. The exports to Germany have
been above the average, and the consignments to
London have been fairly large, whilst local require-
ments have been heavier than usual. For flagseones
the demand has with difficulty been met. All
sections of the building trades have experienced a
fairly busy year. The erection of cottage property
on the outskirts, especially in the western district,
has been more extensive than usual.

Building Trade, \ork.—The building trade
in ^ ork has been very active during the year. Plans
for about 540 villa residences, bouses, and cottages
have received the approval of the Council, Plans have
also been approved for the construction of twenty-
four new streets and back roads in Haxby-road and
Fulford-road districts, showing sites for 300 or 400
houses

:
also for six new hotels or public-houses.

Several large structural alterations to business
premises have been approved, and there have been
many instances of the conversion of houses into
shops or the modernising of existing windows.
School, Auldearn, Nairn.—A new school

has just been opened at Auldearn. The new build-
ing was erected at a cost of 1,275/., and 277/. for
the transformation of the oM school into a teacher's
dwelling-house. The school will accommodate over
200 scholars. The contractors were :—Mason, Mr.
Thomas M'Donald, Inverness

;
carpenter, Mr. J.

Grigor, Auldearn; slater, Mr. Grav, Inverness:
plumber, Mr. F. Wink, Nairn

;
plasterer. Mr. Camp-

bell, Naim
;
painter, Mr. M'lntyre, Nairn. The

architects weie Messrs. Reid & Wittet, Elgin.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Undercliff Drive for Bournemouth —The

Bournemouth Corporation appear at last to be
seriously taking into consideration the question of an
undercliff drive and the preservation of the cliffs in
the Bournemouth Bay, and at their meeting on the
30th ult. they instructed Mr. F. W. Lacey, their
Borough Engineer, to be prepared with full par-
ticulars of his scheme. The ground landlo'd. Sir
George Meyrick, and the London and South-
Western Railway Company have promised to con-
tribute towards the probable cost, which is esti-
mated at about 60,000/. Mr. Lacey’s scheme con-
sists of a concrete wall about 20 ft. wide at the
base, and constructed at an incline of about 2 in 1,
and finished at the top with a stone coping, and
terminating at the bottom well into the stratum,
generally known locally as blue clay, at a depth of
at least 2 ft. below low-water mark. He is of opinion
that this form of wall as a sea defence is greatly
superior to the vertical wall proposed in the pre-
miated schemes in the competition, which would
probably not resist the attacks of a single heavy storm.
The scheme provides for a carriage-drive and a
promenade from Alum Chine to Boscombe Pier,
about 13,000 ft. long. The wall would be broken
by flights of steps, giving an aggregate length of
4,400 ft., and the wall would be otherwise divided
into bays by circular projections, on which would be
placed shelters or seats. These projections would
very much help to prevent the washing away of the
sand, should there be a tendency to scour. There
would be ramps at Boscombe and Bournemouth
Piers, Duiley Chine, and Alum Chine for access to
the beach, for the purpose of bathing machines,
boats, &c., as maybe required. The drainage of
the cliffs would be effected by means of a system of
small drains emptying into shafts sunk at the back
of the cliffs, in connexion with adits driven into the
face of the cliffs, which would again empty on
to the beach through outfall-pipes passing under

the proposed drive. The present state of the cliffs

in Bournemouth Bay is such as to reader some
scheme of the kind highly desirable, as they are so
constantly changing and crumbling that an accessible
path to the beach one year may be found to have
nearly disappeared the next year.

New Sewerage Scheme, Aberdeen.—Mr.
William Dyack, Bjrou^h Surveyor, recommends a
new sewerage scheme for Aberdeen, the estimated
total cost of which is 160 000/

,
exclusive of any

allowance as compensation for way leave or surface
damages. Mr. Dyack's plans provide a complete
scheme for the intercepticn and disprsil of the
sewage from the whole of the city, with two main
outfalls—one in deep water in the sea at Girdleness,
and the other beyond the bar at the mouth of the
river Don—and two secondary outfalls—one at
Abercrombie's Jetty in the navigation channel of the
harbour, and the other near Victoria Bridge across
fhe river Dee. The woiks recommended to be
executed at once would cost 75.700/., and the works
—low-level sewer, high-level sewer from Old Ford-
road to Skene-street. storm outfall at Esslemont-
avenue, and storm culvert at Hutcheon-street—which
are required without delay, would cost 34.090/.
The scheme includes woiks for the purification of
the Don, and as a means of stopoing the pollution
of their burns, which unite and fl:w along the Old-
town Links into that river, Mr. Dyack recommends
the discontinuance of the process of sewage irrigation
on Ihe lands of Spilal.

Bridge, Redheuch, Newcastle.—The Red-
heugh Bridge, which has for some twenty-five years
formed the principal means cf communication
between the western portions of Newcastle and
Gateshead, is about to disappear. The present
bridge had as engineer the late bir Thomas Bouch,
who designed the ill-fated Tay Bridge. The new
one by which the Redheugh Bridge Company are
about to displace it has bien designed by Messrs.
Sandeman & Moncrieff. of Newcastle.
Water Supply Works, Haverhill, East

Anglia.—Col. A. G. Durnford, R.E., an inspector
of the Local Government Board, recently heW an
inquiry at Haverhill Town Hall with reterence to an
application by the Urban District Council for per-
mission to borrow 2 000/., a further loan on works
of water supply. Mr. T. Cockerill (Engineer)
attended.

Pier, Bangor, County Down.—

A

new pier
has been constructed at Bangor. The new pier is

790 ft. in length, and the breadth is 40 ft. The
work, which was carried out by the firm of H. & J.
Martin, Limited, Belfast, was commenced over two
years ago. The work has been executed under
the supervision of Messrs. Martin's engineer, Mr.
Wheeler, the foremen on the works being Messrs.
Robert and Alfred Pippin.
Waterworks. Lisburn, Ireland. — The

formal opening of the new waterworks at Lisbuin
took place on the 23rd ult. The main features are

—

first, the reservoir, which is designed to give a popula-
tion of 15,000 twenty-five gallons per head per doy,
and hola a supply for 122 days. The reseivoir is

formed by an embankment some 1,200 ft. in length
The catchment area above the reservoir is about 460
acres. The area of ground enclosed for the reser-

voir is 22 acres. The water is drawn off through
valves into a cast-iron stand-pipe, which is in tne
centre of a cast-iron water tower standing about
the middle of the embankment. The supply of
water comes from springs mostly on the hills above.
There are two filter tanks constructed of concrete,

each 102 ft. by 69 ft., giving an area of filtering

material sufficient for the work. The filtering

material is broken stone, gravel, coarse sand, and
fine sand cn the top. At the end of th’filtersihere

is a clear water tank 82 ft. square, 10 ft. deep,
where the water can be stored as it comes from the

filters. This tank is constructed of concrete, and
covered with the same material. The engineer of

the scheme is Mr. Lanyon, M.Inst.C.E. The
resident engineers were Mr. D. Sims, M.Inst.C.E.,
who died in January last, and Mr. A. M. Pearce,

A. M.Inst.C.E. The contractors for the work were
Messrs. H. & J. Martin (Limited), who were repre-

sented at the works by Mr. J. Fleming and Mr. J.
Ale.xander.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NEWS.
Electric Light, Bray, Ireland.—Mr. R.

O’Brien Smyth, C.E., Engineering Inspector of the

Local Government Board for Ireland, held an
inquiry on the 23rd ult., in the Town Hall, Bray,

with reference to the proposed extension of the Bray
Township Electric Light Works, for which the

Commissioners, acting as Urban Sanitary Authority

for the district, had applied to the Local Govern-
ment Board for their sanction to a loan of 5.450/.
Sir Henry Cochrane, D.L., J.P., Chairman or the

Bray Commissioners, was present, as were also the

Town Clerk (Mr. Patrick M'Donnell), and Mr.
George Marshall Harris (Township Electrical

Engineer).

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Parish Church, Gosbrrton.—

A

new memorial window has been placed in the

Parish Church of Gosberton, Lincolnshire. The
subject of the window is " The Walk to Emmaus,"
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and it is from the studio of Mr. T. W. Camm, of
]

Smethwick, Birmingham.
'

Stained-Glass Window for Buenos Ayres.
—The window intended for the Church of S*.

Andrew, Buenos Ayres, and executed by the
r.rm of Messrs. D. & W. Guthrie, Glasgow and
London, from the cartoons of Mr. David Gauld, is

a perpendicular five-light treatment. The entire

supervision of the work has been entrusted to Mr.
John James Burnet, A.R.S.A.
Window, St. George's Church. Edinburgh.

—A feature of the improvements now being carried

01 in St. George's Church, Edinburgh, is the filling

with stained glass of thelarge window of three divisions

looking to the west. By somewhat enlarging the
height of the central opening, sufficient space has
i een obtained for the representation of the subject
nf the Ascension. The composition divides itself

i.itotwo groups. The upper one, elliptical in its

main lines, consists of our Lord, in the act of

blessing, surrounded by a group of angels. A band
«.f cherubs and cloud forms of varied rubies separate
ihe upper from the lower group, which latter con-
sists of Apostles and the Virgin Mary

; some kneel-
ing, others standing, but all with upturned faces

concentrated on the ascending figure. The side

spaces are filled with classic ornament upon a
coloured ground, the emblem of the burning bush
and a shield bearing the Cross of St. George forming
central features. 'The window was executed under

. I he direction of the architect, Mr. Leadbetter, at

the studios of Messrs. A. Ballantine & Gardiner,
Edinburgh.

France.—M. Homolle, Director of the French
School at Athens, has been re-appointed for a new
period of six years. In order to give more time
fer the works for the igoo Exhibition, it has been
decided that the Old Salon this year will open not on
the ist of May as usual, but on Ihe 20th of

April, and will be closed on the 8th of

June, immediately after which the demolition of the

ouilding will commence. Where the exhibition will

be held for the next three years, until the new
Palace is at their disposal, is not yet known

;
a

memorial has been addressed to the Fine Art
Department on the subject, Extensive works are

being undertaken for the improvement of the Gare
de I'Est, which will became one cf the finest railway

stations in Paris. Twenty million francs are to be
spent on the work. The works for the comple-
tion of the Avenue Ledru Rollin, connecting the

Place Voltaire with the Seine, are to be com-
menced early this year. An International Exbibi-

bition, in which industrial art will be largely re-

presented, will be held at Lille, in the Palais

Rameau, in April. The restoration of the old

church of Notre Dame-de-Joie, at Pontivy, has

been completed by the constiuction of a stone spire.

The work has been carried out under M. Lemoine,
oTchitect, of Loiient. The Municipal Councilor
P.iris has resolved that M. Bartholom^'s “ Monument
aux Mortes" shall be erected at Pvre Lachaise

according to the original design, which it had been
proposed to modify on grounds of economy. The
death is announced, at the age of 30, of a young
architect, M. Henri Collet, pupil of Laloux. He
bad obtained the diploma of architect in 1893, and
was considered to have a future before him.
Germany.—We have much pleasure in recording

the fact that the title of an honorary professor has

been conlerred on Herr Bruno Schmidtz, in con-

nexion with his services, and the various monuments
to Emperor William I. which have been executed

from his designs.. Of competitions open to

sculptors one ot the most interesting is at present a

memorial to Helmholtz. The subject has been open

to a general competition amongst sculptors, and is

now being treated in limited competition by the

sculptors, Messrs. Hatter, Jarneusch, and Lessing.

The memorial is to be placed in the forecourt of the

Berlin University. The new City Architect of

Berlin—Herr Ludwig Hoffmann—will have sufficient

occasion to make his post a most prominent one
;

and the Municipality has already voted 7,500/. to

enable the preliminary work for the proposed local

museum to be taken in hand. Herr Hoffmann has

promised to have his sketches ready early in spring.

The Schinkel prize and travelling studentship

will next year be awarded to the most successful

design for a town hall, and the Civil Engineers’

theme for a similar prize, offered by the Arckitekien

I'erein, is for the iMSt plan of a harbour. The
Prussian Royal Academy—the presidential chair of

which is now being held by an architect, Professor

Ende—has offered a valuable Government prize and
travelling studentship for architectural students.

The value of the prize is about 150/., and

tbe premium will be awarded to the candidate who
shows the best designs of any subject he may wish

to treat, or drawings and photographs of work he

has executed. The German Budget contains an
item of, 3,000/. to facilitate the research work on
RoraanVemains in Germany

;
about 10,000/. has been

granted by tbe’Government with this view during the

last five years. The public advertisement—or

poster—appears to be becoming the subject of con-

siderable interest at Berlin, as there has been a

special exhibition of posters in the Arts and Crafts

Museum. The Centralblatt der Bauverwaliung
publishes some further details as to the training

requirements of Fire Brigade officers, who are now
enabled to undergo a systematic course of instruction
at the headquarters of the Police Fire Brigade.
Knowledge of building materials, construction, &c.

,

is considered essential for the candidates for com-
missions. An interesting series of controversial
articles on lightning conductors is at present
appearing in the Centralblatt der Bauverwaltung
(published by Messrs. Ernst & Sohn, of Berlin).

We shall in due course comment upon the
controversy and the results arrived at. The
number of students attending the Royal Tech-
nical College at Berlin has now nearly i cached 3.000
The buildings at Charlottenburg are now over-filled,

and it will soon be necessary to add lo the accom-
modation. Nearly 600 of the number are students
of architecture Among the many public works
in band at Breslau a new prison has lately been
completed at a cost of nearly 100.000/. It comprises
a separate building for male misdemeanants, and
another for female misdemeanants, togetherwilh the
various offices and tenements for the officials.

There are cells for approximately 400 male and 300
female prisoners. A competition for sculptors
has been decided at Dresden for a Bismarck
monument

;
the first premium of 150/. has been

awarded to Herr Werner Stein. A competition
has been opened for the designs of a new City Hall
at Leipzig, and premiums of the value of 600/.

,
400/.

and several minor ones will be given . There will be
a committee of assessors, comprising seven archi-
tects and two laymen. Among the names of those
on the committee we notice that of Professor Wallot
of Dresden. The municipality of Hanover has
also decided to open a limited competition for the
design of a new town hall, the cost of which is

limited to 225,000/. The competition seems to be
arranged on very practical lines, as each competitor
who is invited will receive a fee of 200/., whilst the
successful design will apparently procure the com-
mission. The limited competition is the result of an
open competition held some time back.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements

—Mr. T. Batlerbury, hitherto practising as archi-
tect at 29 John-street Bedferd-row, has removed his

offices to Imnerial Chambers, 47, Chancery-lane.
Messrs. D. Campbell & Son, Surveyors, have

removed to 4, Finsbury-circus, their old offices at

69, Finsbury-pavement havinti been taken by tbe City
and South London Railway Company for a station

Messrs. T. & W. Farmilce, of Rochester-row,
Westminster: Nine Elms, and Mitcham, SW.,
have converted their business into a private Limited
Liability Company. No shares will be offered to the
public, and there will be no change in the manage-
ment. Mr. J. T. Passmore, estate agent, of West
Kensington, has taken into partnership Mr. H. J.

Cookes, formerly with Messrs. Debenbam, Tewsoa
& Co. The business will be carried on at Avon
Lodge, We.st Kensington, under the style of
" Pa smore & Cookes. ” The partnership between
Messrs. James Woodward & Rowley, sanitary
eaithenware manufacturers, Swadlincote, near
Burton-on-Trent, has been dissolved by mutual
consent. The business will be carried on by Mr.
S. H. Rowley, managing partner for twenty-three
years in the old firm, whose works are situated near
Swadlincote station.

Lifts, Halifax Infirmary.—The Committee
of the Halifax Union have decided to adopt elec-

tricity for working the lifts at their new Infirmary.

The work, consisting of six passenger lifts and two
service lifts, with all motors and accessories, has
been placed in the hands of Messrs. Easton, Ander-
son, & Goolden, Limited, of Eritb.

National Registration of Plumbers —.-V

deputation from the District Council of the National
Registration of Plumbers waited on Mr. Bryce, M. P.

,

recently at the Grand Hotel, Aberdeen, for the
purpose of enlisting his sympathy and support in

connexion with the Plumbers' Registration Bill.

The deputation consisted of Professor Matthew Hay,
President of the Council

;
Mr. A. B. Robertson,

master plumber, Vice-President
;
and the following

members of Council :—Mr. J, F. Anderson, Mr.
William Garden, operative, and Mr. R. G. Wilson,
architect. It was pointed out that the chief object

of the Bill was to confer additional safeguards on
the public health by enabling persons employing
plumbers to select, when they desired to do so, those

who had given evidence of their qualifications for

plumbers' work. The Bill, it was also mentioned,
did not contemplate any monopoly, and did not
interfere in any way with the rights of non-regis-

tered plumbers, but prohibited them from repre-

senting themselves to be registered. Mr. Bryce, in

reply, expressed his sympathy with the object of the
deputation, and promised to give the Bill his most
attentive consideration.

Guildhall Alterations, Westminster. —
Tbe dispute with the builders over the alterations to

the Guildhall, Westminster, the meeting place and
offices of the Middlesex County Council, is in a fair

way to be settled. Messrs. Higgs & Hill, tbe con-
tractors, sent in a bill for 1,349/. over the contract
price and extras agreed to by the Council, on the
ground that there had been extra work in connexion
with some old walling that was made of stone rubble
and not brick, as they asserted it had been repre-

sented to them. On the other hand, the County
Council put in a claim against the contractors oF
nearly 1,300/. for penalties, and then referred the
matter to the County Surveyor as arbitrator under
the contract. The contractors objected to the arbi-

trator, and wished thereierence to be to an indepen-
dent engineer, and the County Council refusing this,

the contractors issued a writ for 2,972/ 3s. lod.,
which they said was owing to them. Finally an offer

has come from them that they will withdraw the
claim for extra work if the County Council also
waive a claim of 402/. for expenses. The Council
has agreed to tbe terms, and a dispute which has-
lasted for more than two and a half years will be
settled.

—

Hornsey Journal.

Ecclesiastical Decoration.—On the 22nd-
uU.. in tbe studios of Messrs. Stephen Adam & Son,.

199, Bath-street, Glasgow, Mr. Adam, sen., delivered
a lecture to the Glasgow Ecclesiological Society.

It was, he said, in continuation of one on “Toe-
Methods of Mediceval Glass-staining," which he
gave before a meeting of the Society in Park Church-
in February, 1894, and which was published in the-

transactions of the Society for 1895. Having briefly

recalled what was said then on the subject, he went
on lo refer to lectures on ecclesiastical decoration to-

which he said he had lately listened. While these
had given him pleasure they did suggest a little that
this art'ofhis (the lecturer's) should, to put it mildly,
take a back seat, that white windows and enriched
walls should be desirable features in the perfect
church. There was much of truth in what was said,
but be asked—But for the mellowed and enriched
light which stained glass was so capable of
giving, how would the modern over - stencilled
kirk interior look ? Verily, his art cloaked
many sins. The mural decorator had much lo
thank the glass Stainer for

; so bad the architect.

Many criminalities in colour, form, in cheap
chiselling, bad as it often was, acquired borrowed
plumes, subdued richness, by the glorified light of
the glass staining art. Genuine work, he continued,
could only be produced by men of training wbo had
studied what was good in early work and had the-
intuitive sense of colour harmonies. The lecturer
went on to show wherein and to what extent the
modern development of the art had .succeeded in

catching tbe spirit of what was purely mediieva>
glass-staining, where and how in later times it failed
to do so, and consequently declined as an art, and
how in recent years a healthy Renaissance had
sprung up among them like an exhilarating sea-
breeze which would resuscitate in medern forms the
splendour and glory of earlier woik. His hepe for
tne improvement of modern church decoration lay-

in the restoration of their ancient trade guilds. The-
lecturer also gave practical illustrations of tbe pro-
cess of glass-staining. At the close Mr. Adam was
cordially thanked for his lecture.

—

Glasgow Evening-,
News.

Nottingham and District Trades Council
—A meeting of the Nottingham and District
Trades Council was held on the 23rd ult. at the
Exchange Hall, the chair being occupied by Mr. J.
G. Hancock. With regard to the “ contracts resolu-
tion " previously adopted by the Council, the Secre-
tary reported that he and Mr. Richards waited, as
a deputation, upon the Building Trades Council
with a view of ascertaining how far that Council was-
prepared to support this Council with regard to the
contracts resolution which they proposed to put
before every candidate for municipal honours. The
resolution was an important and far-reaching one,,

and this Council desired to secure a thoroughly
united organisation of labour in the town. When
the deputation waited upon the Building Trades
Council tbe latter reminded them that this was a
principle for which they (tbe Building Trades
Council) had fought for many years, but they held
out very friendly overtures to tlie deputation. He
understood that after the deputation left the matter
was referred to a committee, and no doubt this

Council would subsequently receive a report. Tbe
resolution might require the alteration of a few
words to make it stronger, but if they secured a
thorough unity of workers he thought they would be
arriving at a satisfactory understanding, and he con-
sidered that the result of the deputation appeared to
be a happy augury for the cohesion of tbe two-
Councils.

The Execution Bells, St. Sepulchre's.— It is-

stated that there was found recently in the
church vestry, a relic of old times and old
customs. It is the hand-bell which the clerk, or
sexton, used to ring outside Newgate Prison on the
eve of execution of sentence upon convicts in the-
“condemned cell." In 1605 Robert Dowe (he is.

called John Dowe in Munday's Stow) gave 50/.,
arising out of a rent-charge on premises in West
Smithfield, “For ringing the greatest bell in the
church on the day the condemned prisoners are
executed, and for other services for ever concerning
such condemned prisoners." The “other services"
included the ringing of the band-bell, with the repe-
tition of certain admonitory lines at the prison, and
whilst the prisoners passed the church on their way
to Tyburn. The Duchess Dudley gave a great bell

to St. Giles's-in-the-Fields for a like purpose (see
Hamper's Dugdale). Dowe's Charity was scheduled
a few years ago by the Charity Commissioners, who
framed a scheme for diverting the money from its

original purpose, and giving it, in trust, to the
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rector and churchwardens, to beapplied in benefit of
deserving and necessitous prisoners upon their dis-

charge, with preference to those committed in the

district of the Central Criminal Court. The last

execution of sentence at Tyburn took place on
November 7, 1783 ;

the first in front of Newgate on
December 9, that same year.

Improvement of * the Cathedral Ap-
proaches, Manchester.—The street improve-
ments round about the Manchester Cathedral are

approaching ccmpletion, and something like 1,400
square yards of land have been added to the

approaches. In Hunt's Bank land to the width of

37 ft. has been added along the west front of the
building, and the thoroughfare is now twenty yards
wide at the narrowest part. Fennel-street on the
one side, and on the other what is known as the

Churchyard, the footway from Hunt's Bank, have
been considerably improved, and the work of widen-
ing Half-street at the east end is being rapidly pro-

ceeded with. One result of the extension in Hunt’s
Bank is that a portion of the shop property between
Cateaton-street and the cathedral occupies an
unsightly position in front of the building line, and
it is intended to set it back to the new boundary
wall Half-street is to be made ten yards wide for

vehicular traffic between Hanging Ditch and Fennel-
street. On this side will be the new extension of the

Com and Grocery Exchange, which is now being
built.

—

Manchester City News.
The Building Regulations Act, Glasgow.

—At the last meeting of the Glasgow Building
Regulations Act Committee a deputation was re-

ceived consisting of Messrs. Paterson, Goldie,
Ferguson, and Shaw, as representing the Glasgow
Building Exchange. Limited, who were heard re-

garding the amending of certain of the by-laws made
under the Building Regulations Act, 1892, as

follows :
—

" (i.) On By-law 31, which provides that
‘ slates . . . shall be secured by at least two strong
copper, or galvanised, or other suitable nails,' that

that provision should be limited in its application to

every third course of such slates. {2.) On By-law

48, that the provision therein that no wooden mantel-
piece ‘ shall project beyond the face of the jamb more
than I in. for every 3in. from the fireplace opening,'
should read as from the ‘fire-box,’ instead of from
the ‘ fire-place opening '

;
and (3.) On By-law 54, as

regards the requirement of all dwelling-house window
sashes above the ground floor being hinged or con-
structed so as to admit of the outsides of the windows
being cleaned from the inside of the apartment, that

that provision should be made optional, or otherwise

that in the meantime, and until a window calculated

10 meet the requirements of the situation be designed
and perfected, and be generally accepted as suffi-

cient to meet such requirements, that provision

therein should not be meantime enforced. The
Lord Provost assured the deputation that their views

would receive the serious consideration of the com-
mittee. He was advised by the clerk that the sug-

gestion of making the provision in the last-mentioned

by-law (54) optional could not possibly be enter-

tained, in respect that a by-law could not be made
optional, as, in its nature, it required to definitely be
either affirmative or negative of the subject matter it

dealt with.

Manchester Ship Canal Company.—The
Board of Directors have appointed Mr.W. H. Collier

to be manager of both the Ship Canal and Bridge-

water Departments of this company. Mr. John C.

Willson will continue to occupy the position of

assistant manager. The following appointments
have also been made;—Mr. John Oldfield to be
superintendent, Bridgewater Department. Mr.
Herbert M. Gibson, to be chief traffic agent, Ship
Canal Department. Mr. Marshall Stevens relin-

quishes his appointment as manager on the 31st

Dec., having entered into an engagement to develop

the Trafford Park Est.ate, which adjoins the Ship
Canal from the Manchester Docks to Barton.

MEETINGS.
Saturday, January 2.

Sanitary Inspectors Association (Carpenters' Halt),

—

6 p.m.
Sunday, January 3.

Sunday Lecture Society.—Mr. Richard Kerr on “The
New Photography; the Ruiitgen, or X Rays"—with
«.\perimeats. 4 p.m.

Tuesday, January 5.

Royal I'ictoria Hall, ll’aterloo-road, S.£.—Professor

H. G. Seeley, F.R.S., on ‘‘The Heat of the Earth.”

8.30 p.m.
Wednesday, January 6.

Liverpool Engineering Society.— 'islr. J. W. Anderson
on “ Mechanical Refrigeration." 8 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

978.—Self-Closing Door Hinges : E. Edwards .

—

This invention relates to a hinge, the rubbing suxface.s of

which are made of an undulating form round the pin which

connects upper and lower parts to the door, which, when
opened, always comes back by its own weight to its lowest

position. A tubular ring oil-holder is attached.

—Syphon Cisterns : H. J. Dakin .—The inventor

claims a syphon cistern provided with a cylinder, having

mounted upon it a bell, with a small hole therein, actuated

by a weighted lever, a long syphon-pipe connected with

such cylinder, and to the flushing-pipe, and a shorter
syphon-pipe connected to the larger one.

1,408.

—

Manufacture of Flooring Blocks, &c. :

G. L. Falconar.—This invention consists in manufacture
of composite blocks, upper stratum being of wood, com-
pressed wood, fibre, &c , and lower of concrete, such
surfaces being connected by metal tongues, nails, screws,
&c.

i,6j6.—Floors, Platfor.mf, &c., for Public Build-
ings : /U. Horsfall anti Another.—Consists in making
such floors, &c., in two or more pans, pivotted or hinged
in the centre, and capable of being raised by jacks or
similar mechanism.

1,835.—Chimney Cowls : A'. B. McKenzie.—In cowls
the inventor places a fan or exhauster, arranged to rotate

on a horizontal axis by the action of the wind.
2,498.—Inspection and Cleansing Junctions for

Drains, &c. : E. Codling.— invention is a junction
or eye for dr.ains, &c., provided with internal guides by
which the cleansing-rod can be deflected in the direction

desired.

2i7i4 -—Chisel for Cutti.vg Stone, Iron, Wood,
&c. : J. Dransjield.—Consists in a steel holder with slit

end, forming a pair of jaws capable of being drawn
together by set screws or bolts, into which jaws a thin steel

blade for cutting can be securely held.

3,128.—H inges ; /K. G. Smith.—This patent relates

to a flush hinge especially designed for falls of pianoforte

cases, desk-flaps, &c. The hinge is constructed of two
box-like parts connected by a cranked or bent connecting
link, hinged at its opposite ends to the inner ends of said

box-like portions.

3.237.—Stop Block for Sink Pipes, S:c.—F. Hodgess.
—The inventor claims a special combination in a scop block
of inlet, trap, outlet, jwaste water inlet, cleansing inlet, and
air inlet.

6,965.

—

Waterclosets.— £'. A. Green.—This invention

relates to the species of ’.vater-closets where a vertical shaft
is fixed over a trapped pan, from which shaft water supply
issues. The inventor provides a trapped pan, formed with
the bottom of pan sloping from top of same into throat of
trap, and with top of pan formed at same level as lowest part

of the interior of out-go of trap, which fixes the trapped
water-line in pan and trap, whereby the pan is kept full of

water, with a large surface area for the dejecta to drop
into, and the trapped pan is made of smaller depth and
cap.ucity.

8,563.—Window Fittings: J. Lumsden .—This inven-
tion coosists in the combination of a locking catch, sliding

catch, and shoe or socket of special forms.

17,047.

—

SVindow Sash-fasteners : IF. Reay.—This
fastener consists essentially of a rod passed horizontally

through the top and bottom s.ashes, the rod having one end
split and furnished with knobs and notches. Fastener may
be also used for other purposes.

23,404.

—

Dowel Pins and Joints : A./. Boult.—The
inventor adopts a wooden dowel pin, having longitudinal

ribs adapted to embed themselves in the wood into which
the pin is driven. There are also shallow grooves between
ribsadapled to retain glue, and a longitudinal vent groove
of greater depth.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

Dece.mber 14.-23,528. J. Waite and Others, Door,
Casement, or Window Adjustment.—28,564, 8. Bradshaw,
Reversible Windows.—28,582, G. Duffield, Water-cl sets.

—28,611, L. Cohn, Device for Indicating the Stoppage of

Water-closets.—28,615, H. SchrOer, Roofing Tiles.

December 15.—28,653, T- Horn, Prismatic Lights.

—

28,664, D. Fletcher, Mechanism for Lifting, Lowering,
and Locking Window Sashes, &c.—28,671, C. Stowe,

Traps for Waste Pipes, &c.—28,749, J. Minto, Automatic
Flushing Cistern.
December 16.-28,788, J. Haynes, Sash Line Fastener.

—28,793, J- Allen, Apparatus for Obviating the Rattling of

Window Sashes and Preventing same from being Opened
from the Outside.—28,824, T- Martlew, Chimney and
Ventilating Cowls, &c.—28,829, R. Fraser, Roof Support-
ing Frame.s.— 28,832, G. Brown, jun., Brake for Sash
Weights, &c.—28,877, H. Kelshorn and G. Sirecker,

Kilns.—28,879, Mulready, Fire Grates.—28,888, E.
Homan, Construction of Walls or Partitions.

December 17.-28,929, E. Royston, Tiles, Slabs, &c.

—

285962, J. & S. Dibble, Combined Water<loset and Seat.

December 18.—29,012, A. Doig, Sea Walls.—29,059,

J. Thomas, Treatment of Wooden Surfaces for imitating

Mahogany, Rosewood, Enamel, Tortoise Shell, Veneering,

&c.—29,111, A. Nicholson, Draught Excluder for Doors

,

and Casements.—29,140, A. Milne, Water Waste Pre-

venter.—29,151, T. C. Fawcett, Limited, and T. Fawcett,
Brickmaking Machines.—29,160, A. Wragg, Machine or

Die to make Perforated Kiln Bottom Bricks^ or Lump by-

means of Power Presses,—29,212, Pitrifite, Limited, Manu-
facture of Cement.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

24,071, I. Chaplin, Sliding Bolts for Doors.— 24,711, R-
Hunter, Finjy Pulverised Substances for Use in the Pro*

duction of Portland Cement, Pigments, &c.—26,744, J-
Duckett & Son, Limited, and Others, Waste Water'
Closets.—26,745, J. Duckett & Son, Limited, and Others,

Sink Fittings.—26,946, E. Bloom and Others, Paint

Brushes, &c.—27,116, Tonks, Limited, and J. Whiting,

Spring Hinges and Door Springs.—27,279, W. Westecott,

Hinges or Pivots for Ventilators, &c.—27,374, H. Hyde
and J. Adey, Hinges.—27,406, P. Wood, Kilns.—27»420,

M. Newlove, Raising and Lowering Window Sashes.

—

27,430, J. Longue, Window Fasteners. — 27,432, T.

Matthews and F. Tarr, Clamps.—27,614, J. Sankey and
C. Turnock, Sheening and Sening Saws.—27,828, J.
Morton, Enamelling or Glazing Bricks, Tiles, &c.—27.858,

i
. Berry, Machines for Moulding Bricks, &c.—28,002, R.
larchant, Gauge for Saws.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

24,043, W. Bird and the Globe Inventors' Trading Com-
pany, Limited, Windows with Sliding Sashes.—2,015, S.

Hellyer, Water-closet.', &c.—2,155, J- Shanks, Lava-

tories.—3,451, W. Ludlow, Mitre Cramp.— 3,691, S. Hill

and R. Hodges, Mortise Fastenings.—18,743, G. Fuhrer,

Socket for Securing Nails, &c., to Walls, &c.—24,902, A.

Gries, Slabs for Building and other purposes.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

.

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
December 8.—By J. H North (at Dublin).

Rapboe, co. Donegal.—Enclosures of land, 179 a.

2 r. 3 p., f. /3.000

Clontarf, co. Dublin.—4and 5, St. John's-ter., u.t.

148 yrs., g.r. 30/., r. 78/. ^365
I to 4, 7 and 8, Rosborough-cots., u.t. 14S yrs.,

g.r. 20A, r. 114/. 625
December ii.—By Messrs. Melleksh (at

Godaiming.)
Witley, Surrey.—Wbeeler-sL,“ The Star” Inn and

S cottages adjoining, f., r. 497. i8s 1,200
Cramhur»t-lane— ro building plots, f. 404
Cramhurst-lane—enclosureof land, 1 a. 1 r. 30 p.,

f...._. 116
Godaiming (near), Surrey,—The Hascombe Post

Office, e.r. 20/. 425
Lamboume-lane, three freehold cottages, r.

18/. 4s ago
Stoke Newington.—Albion-rd., f.g.r. 26/. 6s., re-

version in 25 yrs *,322
By Clements & Burton (at Coventry)

Coventry, Warwick.—56 and 57, Hertford-st., f..

r. 39/. 820
By Messrs. Cobb (at Sittingboume).

Bobbing, I^ent.—The Key Inn and o a. a r. 18 p.,

f., r. 40/. 2,950
Sheerness-rd., enclosure of land, 3 a. 2 r. 35 p.,

f., r. 6/. 320
Milton-next-Sittingbourne, Kent.—High-st., the

White Hart p.h., with house and shop adjoin-
ing, and I a. 2 r. 27 p., f., r. 54L 2,000

Stockbury, Kent.— “ The Harrow ” Inn, f., r. nil. 2,000

December 12.—By W. R. Nicholas St Co. (at

Pangbourne).
Pangbourne, Berks.—Meadowside-rd.. nineteen

building plots, f. 598
Tidmarsh-rd., three building plots, f. 1,023

December 14.—By Orgill, Marks, & Orgili..
Gravesend, Kent.—Bank-st., “ The Gravesend

Distillery" and warehouses, also 17, High-st.,
f. 2,500

By Thomas Pever & Miles.
_

Caterham, Surrey.
—“The Railway Hotel" and

grounds, f., r. 225/. 10,000
By Wyatt & Son (at Chichester).

Chichester, Sussex.—38, The Hornet and shop
adjoing, f. 700
December 15.—By Bean, Burnett, & Eldridce.

Islington.—3010 36 (even), Charlesworlh-st., u.t.

55 yrs., g.r. 38/. los., r. 218/. 1,735
38, Blundell-st., u.t. 55 yrs., g.r. 13L los., r.

32/. 120
Rotherhithe.— i to 13, Nolan-place, u.t. 85 yrs.,

g.

r. 40/. 500
By Chancellor & Sons.

Barnes.-Gipsy-lane, “ Venlaw "and “ Fontenay,”
u.t. lh\ JTS., g.r. 21/. 11s. 4d., r. 195/. 2,400

By Fuller & Fuller.
Sobo.—3. Little Pulteney-st., f., r. 75/. 1,360

Notting Hill.—28, Holland Park-av., u.l. 26 yrs.,

g.r. 9/. los. 6d., e.r. no/. 1,065

By S. Walker & Runtz.
B.irbican. — 35 and 37, Whitecross-st., area

i,77ofc.,f. 5,600

City of London.—Fetter-lane, a building site, area

950 fL, f. 2,800
Whitechapel.—MIddlesex-st., acornerplot of land,

area 580 ft., f. 930
Bishopsgate.—Widegale-sL, a building she, area

595 ft'.fi 3.025
Whitechapel.—Mlddlesex-st., &c., six building

sites, area 7,442 ft., f. 8,100

By Fleuket, Sons, & Adams (at Masons'
Hall Tavern).

Poplar.— Emmett-st., “The Union,” p.h.. a free-

hold rental of 135/-, with reversion m 26 yrs.... 3,700
Bayswater.— Westbourne-grove, “The Redan,” a

profit rental of 100/., for 33J yrs., with rever-

sion 7i5to

By Lou nd & Howitt (at Masons Hall
Tavern).

Kentish Town.—Leighton-rd., “The Torriano,”

P.h., lease for 40 yrs., r. loo/. 26,500

By Orgill, Marks, & Orgill (at Masons'
Hall Tavern).

Blackheath.—Lee-rd., “ Railway Hotel,” lease for

53 yrs.. r. 120/ 21,510

By Boynton & Pegram (at Waltham
Green).

Fulham.—42, 44, 46, and 48, Langfortl-rd., u.t. 87

yrs., g.r. 24/ 59o

14 and 15, South-st., u.t. 47 yrs., g.r. 7/. 415
By G. B. Hilliard & Son (at Rayleigh).

Rayleigh, Essex.—Rochfwd-rd., a freehold house
with range of buildings and 2 a. i r. 7p 650

Rochford-rd., two enclosures, 4 a.or. 3ip.,f. ... 43®
December 16.—By H. J. Bromley.

Norwood.—66, St. Julian's Farm-rd., f. 395
By Wagstafk & Sons.

Highgate.—59 and 61, Highgate Hill, u.t. 48^ yrs.,

g.r. 15/. r. 74/ 70s
By Thurgood & Martin.

Bishopsgate.—21, Camomile-st., and “ The Salis-

bury " Tavern, area 2,200 ft., part f. and part

u.t. 52 and 61 yrs., g.r. 39/., r. 416/. 9>2oo

Islington.—Barnsbury-rd., “ The Union ” Tavern
;

also 129, Cloudesley-rd., f.,r. 85/. ii975

Marylebone.—236, Great Portland-st., r. 80/.

;

also I.g.r. ss., u.t. 17J yrs., g.r. 15/. - 7*o

55, Bolsover-st., u.t. 7^ >ts., g.r. 18/., r. 80/. 370
Islington.—Shepperton-rd., &c., i.g.r. 10/., u.t. 26J,

g.r. nil 145

ByE. W. Richardson & Son.
New Southgate.—5 and 6, Lower Park-ter., f., r.

55/. los 72°
Bethnal Green.—75, Quilter-st., u.t. 28^ >ts., g.r.

5/. 220
Poplar.—2, Oriental-st., u.t. 6oi jts., g.r. 4/. 15s.,

r.36/. 405

By Douglas Young & Co.

Greenwich.—61, Blackheath-rd., u.t. 5 yrs., g.r. "I

$/. 14s., r. 35/. I. j-r
Camberwell.—21, Addington-sq., u.t. 8J yrs., g.r.

|

6/. 145., r. 40/. J
Battersea.—3,Rollo-st., u.t. 66 jts., g.r. i/. 17s. 6d.,

r. 30/. 320

Contractions used in these lists.—Y.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent ;
g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;

f. for freehold ;
c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold ;

e.r. lor

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years

;
st. for street

;
rd. for road ; sq. for

square ;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace ; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.
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IICES CURRENT
TIMBER,

iheart, B.G.
ton 8/0/0 o/o/o

. .load ii/o/o 16/0/0
.ia.U.S.tt.cu. 9/0 9/1

i^^anada load z/io/o 3/13/0

>ada. Pine 1st

do. snd ....

do. 3rd. &c.

0/96 o/<6/6

0(8/0 0/13,0
0/6/0 o/;/6

Brunswicic

,
all kinds

tng boards.
I in. prep.

tnd
.rqualities

—

'iduras, &c.
gao>’. Cuba
” JJomingo,

idcan. c^. do.
lasco, do. do.
idurns. do.
Turkey, ton

Sc. Doming. 0/0/7

TENDERS.
brnmunications for insertion under this heading
;d be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us
i/er i^n 10 on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
sh Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
»s of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender

'en, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under

V unless in some exceptional cases and for special

Ins.]

RKINC (Essex).—For the coostiuction of sewers. &c., Axe-
New-road, and Bridge-Street, for the Urban District Couacil.

.J. Dawson, Surveyor, Council, Oflices, East-street, Barking

New-road. Axe-street. Bridge-street. Tc

227 14 4 69 8 .

b/S/9
'antsic, &c.. 9/10/0 4/10/0

lo b/io/o a/'o/o

ada 4/15/0 S/'5/o

Canada red 0/0/0 o/o/o

Yellow .... t/0/0 4/«/o

.

Dantsic.faCh 4/10/e S/io/o

(Petersburg,. 5/0/0 o/io/o

scot. Riga,
log i/ro/o 4/15/0
i, crown,... i/io/o 4/>S/o

Finland
& ist std 100 S/io/o 9/0/2

4th & 3rd... 8/10/0 0(0/0

Riga 7/0/0 8/0/0

Petersburg.
It yellow... . ro/io/o 13/0/0

and yellow 9/ro/o lo/io/o

white 9/0/0 ir/o/o

(dish e/io/o 16/0/0

jo/o/o 16/10/0

Bi/s/o 23/10/0
15/0/0 17/0/0
7/io/Q :t/o/o

9/0/0 lo/io/o

7/10/0 8/13/0
7/S/o 7/15/0

S/o/o m/0/0

OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER (coHfinutd).

Satin, Potto Rico 0/0/7 o/i/6

Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/g 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron-Pig. in Scot-
land ton 2,8/7 e/0/0

Bar, Welsh, in

London S/iS/o 5/17/6
Do. do. At works

in Wales S/io/o 5/12/6
Do. Staffordshire,

in London S/iS/o 6/10/0
COPPiiR— British
cake and ingot 52/10/0 53 '0/0

Best selected .. 33/10/0 54/0/0
Sheets, strong.. 38/10/0 39/10/0
Chili bars 49;'6/3 0/0/0

Yf.llow MtL Ib. 0/0/5 0/0/si
L 1! A D - Pig.
Spanish ....ton ti/ro/o >1/12,6
English com.
brands M/15'0 M/17/6
Sheet. English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. le/to/o o/e/o

Pipe >3/0/0 0/0/0

ZINC — English
sheet ton., 20/10/e 0/0/0
Vieille Mon-
tagne ii/io/e 0/0/0

Spelter 17/16/3 17/18/9

Tin—

S

traits .... 58/1/3 0/0/0
Australian S9/tS/o 0/0/0
English Ingots. . 62/0/0 63/0/0
Banca 60/10/0 61/0/0

Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/7/6 0/0/0
Cocoanut, Cochin aS/0/0 0/0/0
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0/0/0
Palm

,
Lagos 94/10/0 0/0/0

Rapeseed, English
pale 27/10/0 28/0/0

Do. Brown 27/e/o 27/10/0
Cottonseed ref. .. >5/17/616/10/0
Oleine.. 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6

Tar — Stockholm
barrel 22/0 0/0/0

Archangel. .... e'12/6 0(0/0

Turpentine... .ton 9C/10/0 0/0/0

RWICK-UPON-TWEED,—For paving Featherbed-lane, for

anitary Authority. Mr. Dickinson, Borough Surveyor, Ber-
lUpon-Tweeil :

—

'
1. S. Kearton, Castlegate, Berwick-up«n-Tweed..ts. lod

Per superficial yard. For laying only.

KHILL.—Accepted for the erection of house and shop in

ishire-road. Bexhill, for Mr. F. J. Parsen, Hastings. Mr.
D. Hicks, architect, Sea-road, Bexhill

. H. Cold. Bexhill .£t.S4S

KHILL.—For the erection ot three houses and shops, St.

atd's-road. Bexhill. for Mr, W. Mayner, Stratford Mr.
D. Hicks, architect. Sea-road, Bexhill

ter JC3.797
I

H. E. Cruttenden £3r7'7
PiUing 3.749 Peter Jenkins 3,499

ilee & Cruttenden . . 3,737 A. H. White
'Sc Gamer 3,720 Ic. H. Gold, Bexhill*

Accepted.

<HILL.—For the construction of sewer. &c., and making
>o-road. Bexhill, for Mr. W, Mayner, Stratford. Mr. A. C. D.
surveyor. Bexhill :—
Cruttenden £t,44S o I E. Outsell iJi.307 0

udson 1.438 0 J. W. Webb 1.133 0

1,375 0 I
S. Carey, Bexhill* ..... 1.091 10

Accepted.

kniLL.—For the erection of house and shop, comer ol
** and St. Leonard's-roads, Bexhill, for Mr, W. Mayner, Strat-

Mr. A. C. D. Hicks, architect, Bexhill
im & Hutchln. I A. H. White n

312 10 I Charles Thomas 1.031 0

Cruttenden 1.188 0 |
T. W. Dexter, Bexhill* 967 0

• Accepted.

_DL1NGT0N.—For the construction of sea defences, Sands-
lod Can-lane, for the Urban District Councih Mr. R. Kallston

,
Surveyor to BrldllD«on Urban District Council, Piospect-
Bridlington Quay. Quantities by Mr. J. Watson, 62, Wliite-
te.Hull:-
IsoQ ;£6,>44 0 0

I

A, Brunton & Son..;£3.988 7 7
5.699 0 o J.San^in 3.919 >0 0

ItOS 5,415
' “ l’'''"-''

.BRIDGE (Ireland).—For the erection of two labourer
as, Coldblow, for the Union Guardians. Mr. L. t

nnell, architect:

—

ntrick Moore, Dunboyne 2C290

litb Si Son..

13YD0N.—For the erection of detached house, Park-lane,
loD, for Mr. Bruce Johnstone. Mr. A. Broad, architect, 3,

Istreet, Croydon. Quantities by the architect
numanJ £1,722 1 E. P. Bulled & Co.

.. . 1,688 W. Marriage & Co

... r,68i I E. I. Saunaers

... 1,664 1 J.,Smith & Sons

... 1,63s I A. Bullock*

... i,6p
I

* Accepted.

DE.VBICH.—For additions. &c., at the North Wales Counties
Asylum, Messrs. C. O. F.llison & Son, architects, 22, Sir Thomas,
street. Liverpool. Quantities by the architects :

—
J. Henshaw S: Sons .. £62,3t9 I H. Willcock & Co. ;CS3.43S
S. Webster 57,^ S. Warburton. MUes Plai-

'unes & Sons' 57.000
I

ting, Manchester* .... 50.382
Parnell & Son 56.859 1

'Accepted.
f Exclusive of addenda.

(Architects’ estimate, exclusive of addenda, £49,800.]

Folkestone-toad. the 'fown Council
Harry HUl ..... ....£coo 0 0

1 J. Pickthall & Son,
Smart lit Turner .... 7S8 o o Camberwell* £6031
L. H. Green 730 o 0 1

'Accepted.

s broken granite, A;c., for

Granite Siftings

R. L. & J. Fennings
E. & H. Beevers
W. Griffiths

L. Sommerfeld
John Mowlem li Co
A. & Y. Mannelle, Leadenh^-sCreet*
Paramor & Son

* Accepted.

DRIFFIELD.— For additions to National Schools. Driffield. Mr.

J. Shephetdson, architect. Driffield:—
M. Gage £251 18 I T, Rudd .£246 10

C. W. Dry 249 0 I W. Leason & Son* 242 0
All of Driffield.]
• Accepted.

South, Driffield

Sawden Bros. .

W. Barnes ....

FRIMLEY.—For the erection of six cottages. Mr. A. E. Hal),
architect. Frimley. Surrey;

—

KeitiD £r.87o I Finch* ....£t,8it
Seward t.Saoj 'Accepted.

GOLCAR.—Accepted for the erection of a residence, Scarhouse,
for Mrs. Fielding. Mr. Arthur Shaw, architect, Golcar :

—
Firth, & Co., (golcar £353

yoi>/4ry.—James Garside. Golcar 140
Ptasterins, Dan Shaw, Golcar 63
Slatin^.^X

.

Allison, Milnsbridge 41
Plumbing, lire.—T. Allison 63

GREAT YARMOUTH.—For additions to "The Anchor and
Hope Hotel," Goricston Pier, for Messrs. E. Lacon & Co. Messrs.
Bottle & OUey, architects, Great Yarmouth :

—

R, Eastoe £1,928 o I A, E. Bond ;£i,7S2 0
C. Wiseman 1.860 0 G. W. Beech i,7it to
W.Cork.. 2,840 0 Carter & Wright 1,700 o
C. C.LCaffiey i,8t3 0

|
T. Howes. Great Yar-

A. J. Davy 1.798 o mouth* i,63j o
F. Ctimble 1,770 o

|
* Accepted.

Plumbtrs.

H. J. Harvey £217 o I G. Platt St Son £ts^ >5

J. Atherton i8r o
|
G. W. Gorda 135 0

J. E. Dyson 168 0 H. E. Forder, Great Yar-
G. Read 149 0 mouth* >22 0

J. T. Coffin >45 IS 1
* Accepted.

HASLINGDEN.—For the erection of boiler house, chimney. See.
for the Outfall Sewerage Board. Mr. H. Leonard HliinelJ. C.E.
41. Cotpoiaiion-sCreet, Manchester:—

CoUinge, Kaslingden, as per schedule of prices.

KEIGHLEY.—For the execution of private improvement works,
Dove and Wren streets, for the Corporation. Mr. W. H. Hopkin-
SOD, C.E., Municipal-buildings, Keighley

Derve-street,

W. Baker. Cladstone-strect, Keighley £i%C 8 0

W. Baker, Gladstene-street. Keighley 27 14 6

LEEDS.—Accepted for the erection of two lalwurers' cottages,
Scarcroft, Leeds, for Mr. H. Miers. Mr. W. Carby Hall, archi-
tect, Prudential • buildings, Park • row, Leeds. Quantities by the
architect :—

Bricklaying and Afasonry.~^. Nettleton & Sons,
Roundhay £214 0

yoinery. — X. Se B. ,Harrison,Carfcnl ,
Thomer

Plumbing and Glasing.—Wesley Briggs, Leeds .

Plastering.~-T. Moore. Leeds
Watson & Worsnop, Leeds

LONDON.—For the erection of additional premises at Gla
tone-road, Battersea, for the Globe Foundry Company

W. Harbrow, South Bermondsey Station, S.E £846

LONDON.—For the erection of iron church for the Rev. Percy
M. Bayne, at Manor Park. E. :—

W. Harbrow, South Bermondsey Station. S.E £327 5

LONDON.- ^
washhouses, for the Commissioners of Baths and v
Lambeth. Mr. A. Hessell Tiltman, architect, 6, John-st
ford-row, London, W.C. :—

Central Jzngineering ll'ori.

Suramerscales & Sons.. £ .

Berry & Sons 7,9c

Thru Lancashire Boilers.

J. Fraser & Sons .£1.984 I Anderton & Sons
Yates & Thom 1.950 Taylor & Sons*

Accepted

LONDON.—For engineering work for the new women's swim-
ming-bath. Caledonlan-road baths, and additions to the public
washhouse, for the Vestry of St. Mary, Islington. Mr. A.
Hessell Tiltman. architect,
W.C.
Cudlipp & Co £4.567 ;

New&Mayr.e 4.423 1

Potter & Sons 4.245 1

Summerscales ...... 4.139 •

Russell & Co 3,847 I

Fraser & Fraser.... 3.429 (

May Bros. 3.4CO <

6, John-street, Bedfotd-ro

Hoxton-
street, Hoxton. for Mr. G. Gottwem

W. Scowen £170

LONDON.— For alterations and additions, 29, Gordon-road
Peckham, for Dr. Hague. Mr. J. William Stevens, architect, 21New Bridge-street, City, E C.

•••• £457 olA.J. Browne £3971$
J-Bowyer&Co 437 o W, H. Castle 343 o
A. White & Co. 433 o

|
H. King (accepted) .... 330 o

Por C?z>ens.

Smith & Sons (accepted) £178 10

LONDON. -For alterations and additions to Langwa
Belsire-lane, Hampstead, for Mr. A. R. Bax. Mr. J. W
Stevens, architect, 21, New Bridge-street, City. E.C. •—
c

£1.274 ojA.J.Btown £t,iE. Wheeler,
W. Hudson
W. Pearce

I Pease & Kenfeh
21 10 I

W. Thompson*.
* Accepted.

Chiswick :
—

Morris i Co
Plumridge
Hampton Se Sons .

Thomas

..£1.2761 Nichols £i,a-o
.. 1,270 Hume 575
.. 1,93: Leedet & Co. (accepted) 937

LONDON.—Accepted forthe erection ofa new warehouse at Turn-
ham Green, for the Army and Navy Auxiliary Co-operative Sunply
Limited. Mr. J. Darch, architect. Quantities by Messrs. John'
Leaning i Sons

B. E. Nightingale £8,230

LONDON.—For the execution of sewerage works. Burnt Oak
Orange Hill (I^w I^vel Sewerage, ConUact No.:4) for ,the Urban
District Couned of Hendon. Mr. S. SlaterCrimley. Engineer Public
Offices, the Burroughs, Hendon, N.W.

*

A. fi. C. D.

0 1

III * 5*^

2 -0 oMa -cP-u

London

Pipes

wit

Self-adjus

London

Pipes

wi

Gaskin

Joi

|s!
<_a.9

B. u. 0

Newton, P
Pattlnson. F.

£. s. d
1613 10 2

4519 0 0

£. s. d.
4Iofl 16 5
3995 <9 0

£. s. d.

3903 7 5
3650 0 c

£. s- d.
3617 15 4
3509 0 0

Dickson, J
Hollingsworth, E
Ballard, R. B.
BeU. G
BotterilJ. W. r.. AvI-

Si ;

:

4117 9 9
3924 14 6

3835 7 11

37.9 0 0

3799 19 0
3633 14 5

3774 6 i

3543 0 0
3542 17 9
3340 10 7

3462 10 10

3461 0 0
3386 15 3
3166 9 6

sham. Norfolk 3856 0 c 3489 0 0'3i49* 0 0 9991 0

* Accepted.

E*'
f" the Cambrian Hotel, for

”r. D
• ‘-a“bert & Rees, architects. Metro-politan Bank Chambers, Neath. Quantities by architects

If Forest of
Dean si

D. Evans. Sons. & Co..
W. T. Morgan
David Rees
W. J. Bloxbam
Evan Thomas
W. Lissamann
Walters & Johns
W. Williams
Custavus Bros
Thomas Watkins & Co.
Thomas Walters
Bennett Bros
David Jenkins
Abraham George, Neatl
Thomas Davies

• -£3.253

instead of
Bath. Extra.

£180

PONTYPRIDD.—For the erection of two viUa-residences atCrmgwen for Messrs. W.& D. Thomas. Messrs. Griffiths* Jonesarchitects, Pontypridd * Tonypandy •—
LSneUing.. .... £2.843 I J/ C. Richards, Ponty-
D. <:. Jones * Co 2.684 pridd* /"a i«,W. Lissaman. lun 2.490 A. J. Colbome acS

345 1
^

ided for acceptance.

RISCA (Mon.).—For the erectionjof school buildings. Cross
Keys, for the School Board. Mr. Geo. Rosser, architect Victoria-
chambers. Abercam, Mon. Quantities by Mr. R. L.’ Roberts
Holly House, Newbndge, Mon.

'

Lawson* Co £3.761 o I A. S. Morgan & Co....£a 4« o
C. Loch 3.650 0 I

Davies Bros a iS? 3
3.499 oljno, Pritchard, Ponty

J. Moules & Co 3.485 o mister*. » _

J. Leniiras 3.463 o E. Mainwaring
XT Ti-.j

2.459 olj.Chailes
•Accepted.

C. H.Reed.. 3.995 '

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA.-For alterations to Nos- 24 an1a5
London-road, for Mr. George Meace Smith. Mr. W n-. Coooer
architect, 21, Havelock-road, Hastings :

m|-~;
^

W. Crouch £408 A. H. White £<^3
S. P. Miller & Son 401 Eldridge & Cruttenden, SL^

£ p||
.... 3,,

ST. LEONARD S-ON-SEA. — For alterations and addition; t<
stabling, and cottage at " Tiieworth ’’ Silverhili, St. Leonard’s, ffii
Mr. W. Knighton. i-L.D. Mr. Wm. Cooper, architect, sx, Have
lock-road, Hastings
A. H. White £700 0 I Padgham & Co £40; ,

G. Vigor* Co. 512 0 H. Ashdown, St.
Sims&Olney. 49810] Leonard's 4S9 1

• Amended and accepted at £515

WATFORD.—For the erection of [additional premises for theAcme ToneEngravmg Coinnany :—
W. Harhrovi, South Bermondsey Station, S.E. —£26-* la

WATFORD.—Forerecting
Watford Brewery. Limited

J. Allen * Sons £9.665
General BuQders. Ltd., 9.600
F. Dupont 8.540
W. J. Chinchen. .... ... 7,93a
G. * J. Waterman .... 7.860
George Wiggs
Thomas Turner Ltd..

J. Wilimott * Sons ...
7.79s
7.749

w brewery, for Messrs. Bens'ein'

J. Chessum £7,687 i

S. Grist — .... 7,588
Charles Brightman .... 7,541 ,

Webster & Cannon.... 7,41; ,

Charles Eames 7.341 '

Henry Martin, North-
ampton* 7.159

* Accepted!.

WORSBOROUCH DALE (Yorkshire).—For the construction 0*
sewers and streets, for Mr. Benjamin Turner. Messrs. Wade *
Turner, sorveyors, 10. Pitt-street. Barnsley:—
J. Higham & Sons. .£1,635 o 0 j

Wm. Johnson £1,407 >3 oXT O V. C . __ . 1 T>__, O. ** '
H. Bturows & Sons.
George Mellor
Janies Taylor

j

Geo, Porter & Sons,
Worsbotdale*.... 1,2

I
* Accepted.
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.
COMPETITION; CONTRACTS—Continued.

Nature of Work. By whom AdvertlMd. Fremlumi,
.
Designs

1
tebe

idellrared.

Nature of Work or Hatsriali. By whom Required. Forms of Tender, Ae,
Supplied by

Tenders

dellveiul

Designg for Houses - J. C. Hill, 7. Archway-
rd.UpperUoUoway.N aw.

;
101.

;
and 51 No date

*Maklng-ap and Paving Roads

Banking Premises, Cockermouth ....

Chapel and School, Bradley, near
Keighley

Fi^e Cottages, Hobert-road, Wimble

Fnlham Vestry

Carlisle, Ac. Banking
Co

C. Botterlll, Town Hail,
Walhsiii Green, 8.W

G. D. Oliver, Archt. Car.
lisle

J. Hartley, Archt. Sklpton
W. Cooper, Areht. 21,
Haveiouk-road, Hastings

Boro' Snrv
R. St. 0. Moore, C.E. 17,
Victoria-street S.W...

HInuell A Murphy, C.R,
41, Corporation - street,

Manchester
E, Sedding, Archt. 12,

Athenieum-st. Plymouth
Forster A Paynter, Fenkle-
street, Alnwick

P. Chancellor, Chelmsford
James A Morgan, Archt.
Chsrles-st Chmbri.Cardlff

C. Brownridge, O.E. 'Town
Hall ...

Offices, Blast Hill, Wands-

A. Bamsden. Vestry Hall,
Chiswick
Works Department, 21,
Craven-etreet, W.C. . -.

F. Beesley A Son. Rngr. 11,

Victoria-street. B.W ....

The Surveyor, 117, High-
street ..

The Clerk, Union House,
Winchfieid

Ministry of Public Works,
Cai.o

B. Ince, Council Offices,
Presteigne —

—

do,

do.

do.CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or MatertaU. By whom Required. Forms of Tender, Ac.
Supplied by

Tenders
to be

delivered.

•Cherbourg Granite
Waterworks, Christchurch, Hants ..

' Drainage Works

Gravesend T.C
West HampshireWster
Co

Bolton Corp.

do.

do.

Jan. 1&

do,

Jan. IS

do,

do.

Jan.

Jan. 20-

Jan. T*

Jan. 23-

Jan. 25

Jan. 2G

Feb. 1

do.

Paving Works, Hope-street, Ac.

Making-up Galnsborough-road, Ac. ..

bewage ParlflcatlonWorks, Bwanatoo-

Rams'oottom U.D.C. ..

Felixstowe U.D.C

J. W. Barlow. Clerk, 17,

Market-pl. Ramsbottom
F. B. Jennings, Town Hall
Felixstowe

J. Lindsay, Clty-cbambsrs.

Jan. 5

Jan. 6

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Jan. 8

Jan. S

Jan. 11

do.

Jan. 12

do.

do.

Jan. 13

do.

Bestoratinn of Church, Broadbamp*
ton, Devon .....

Additions to Bt. Panl's Church.
Alnwick -

Twelve Biousee, Pellon Station,

Halibx
* fewer Pipe*
Schools and Honse, Qoldthorpe-lane

Reds, Yorks
*MfLking-up and Paving Roads

*Bu1argliig Urinals and Cooreniences
•Wood Paving
AdnitioDB to School, West-parade,

Belfast Corp
Bolton -on-Deame Bob.

Southend Corp. ......

do.
do.

M. Hall, Archt. 29. North-
gate, Halifax

.1. 0. Bretland. Town Hall
H L. Tacon

, Archt. West-
gate,

H. Harlock. Clartnce-rd.
Southend —

do.
Jackson A Fox, Archt. 22,
George-street. Halifax

8 Fiidga, Archt. Thom-
bury

R. H'KIllop, 12. Tay-st.
Perth

A, H, Bind, Archt. 3,
Orey Friars, Leicester .

.

T. Nuttall, Archt. 20.
Marh»t-4t. Buiy . ..

W.W, Oale. Council Offices
0. 8. Holt, Secy. London-
rd. Btatlou, Uaiicbestvr

L. Angell, Town Hail,
Stratford. 8 E

J, H. Jevooi. Surr. Town

E. Q. Warram Archt Com-
mercial-chambers, Exeter
W. B. Purser, Connty Snrv,
31. Bedford-id. Horsham

F. J, Sturdy, Ouardlsus'
Offices, Leytonstone, E.

School, Bedlinog, 6. Wales .

,

Pavilion at Hospital, Flaybrick Hill.

.

* Works and Material* .

•Works and Stores...

•Officers' House and Outbuildings,

Sch.Bd
Gelligaer Sch. Bd

Birkenhead Corp. —

Wandsworth D. of W.

Chiswick U.D.C.

Chapel

Outfall Sewer, Craigie....... ........

Library, Belgrave-road

Chapel and School, Manebester-road,

•Fencing
Warehouse, Liverpool

•Maklng-up and Paving Roads — —

Pipe Sewers, Queen's-road

NewBoal -

Flint, Road Hetal, Ac. Horsham ....

Thombury (Olos.)

Burial Board
Perth Police Commrs.

Leicester Corp. ——

Carshalton U.D.C.....
M.S.AL. Ry.Co.

West Ham Council ,,

Hertford Corp. — ....

Budleigh Balterton
(Dovou)U.D.C

West Sussex C.C

West Ham Union ...

Sewers, Ac

•Buildings, Sheds, Stores, and Quay
Wall

Additional Vagrant Wards —

•Construction Arabic Museum and
Library, Cairo

Cement Paving, Iron. ABrickCutWng

Porthcawl U.D.C. —

—

Poplar B. nf W
HartleyWintney Uuion

Egyptian Government
Piestelgne U.D.C

PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised.
Applies*
lone to
be In.

•Two Inspectors of Sewage Works . . . . Carshalton U.D.C. ... 21. IDs. per week

Those marked with an asterisk (•) are advertised in this Humber. Competition, p. It. Contracts, pp. It., t1., Till. x. Public Jppomtment, pp. xivil.

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.
The following lists of tenders were submitted by

the Works Committee at a recent meeting of the

London School Board :

—

'ASHBURNHAM.'-HealiD?:—
w. G Cannon & Sons i:437 o olj. Wontner Smith.

r.. Davis 300 0 o Cray i Co £37$ J8

W. Simmons "ag? 15 8 J. C. & J. S. Ellis.

Ltd.' 869 Ji

BALTIC-STREET.-Cteanlng:-
C Chase* Son .CS59 >7 o|W. Honie*t £138 1

W I, win 777 o 0 I
Marchant 5: Hiist. . .. ja8 i

G. S. S. Williams & W. Chappell jaa «;

Son 710 0 0 • Morrison & Goodwin laa <

n*Co 168 o o|J. Kybett' 117 >

A. M. Sparks 154 n

BEETHOVEN-STREET.—Cleaning
G. H. Sealey £710 15 0

|

w. Horoett
S. Callow «97 It 0 E. Flood
F. T. Chinchcn i^ 19 0 I E. T. FoUey* ....

H. C. Clifton 185 o o
I

W. Browr
C. Neal t7B 17 0 1

BERGER-ROAD.—Altering stepped flooring, &e.
W. Silk* Sens £64 0 n I W. Martin* £471
C. Wales S9 7 8|

BOLINCBROKE-ROAD.—Cleaning:—
R. E. Wmiams* Sons.. £755 10 I W. H.ntnmond £i6s
H. Brown t6s 0 E. P. Bulled * Co >49

H. Mallett 164 0 C. Curling* j las

Rice & Son loa o I

“ BRECKNOCK,"—Staircase, An. :—
If '‘Victoria

Stone" be used.

C. Dearing & Son £>37 0 .....

T. Ctuwys 136 IS

Stevens Bros 133 8

T. Grover & Son 13a 0

McCormick * Sons 174 la

G. S. S. Williams & Son.. 115 o
F. Brittant no o

If ' Hobman’s
Stone " be used.

£>34 o

BR1XT0N-HILL.-Heating
B. Harlow & Son £6ao 0

|
!. Fraser & Son £468

Comyn Chlng & Co S79 >8 Duffield & Co 4S6

J. Grundy S'® 0 J. C. Chrlstiet 4>t i

Sv. Richardson & Co. .. 480 o|

BROCKLEY-ROAD.—Heating—
G. Davis £370 olJ.W. Brooke £175 '

Tabor & 9 J. Biggs 164 i

Bates* Pearce 176 0 I J. C. & J. S. Ellis, Liiiut 1471

BUCK'S-ROW.—Repairing stoves ;—
T. Wontner-Smith, Gray I T. Defries & Sons, Ltd.. .£18

5; Co £w 3 E. Cou'es & Son 15

Comyn Chine & Co 19 iB W. G. Cannon & Sons* . . J7

J. F. Clarke * Sons 19 i® I

CAMPBELL-STREET.—Repairing stoves ;
—

J. Wontner-Smith, Gray,
|

I. Defnes * Sons, Ltd...£36
* Co. £S3 S E. Coules * Son 34

r.jmy-n Ching & Co 43 10 W. G. Cannon & Sons* . . 74

J. F. Clarke * Sons 47 el

CHEOUERALLEY (New'Portion).—Cleaning:—
R. E- Clarke £388 I W. Hornett £r7S
W. Irwin 710 o I G. H- Rowe £>73
W.'Lawrence 157 7 W- Martin 1171
Johnson & Co. 137 i® I W. Chappell* 98 1

CONWAY.ROAD.—Heat'ng
G- Davis £689 Q

I
I. & F. May £395

Comyn, Ching. * Co. .. 679 to Vaughan * Brown. Ltd. S93 '

H. C. Price Lea & Co... 679 0 I W. Richardson * Co. .. 57a .

J. C. & J. S. Ellis, Ltd.. 599 olJ.Gruady* S46

1 C. Sewaid * Co.f ...... 308

DULWICH HAMLET -Cleaning :-
W. Smith £,33 0 I H, Mallett £70 r

G, Kemp 90 0 1 Maxwell. Bros.. Ltd 65
HoUidav & Greenwood.

. 79 0 I 1 * C. Bowyer 55Mid Kent Building and I *H, Somerford &Son*.,.. 43
Contracting Works, Ltd 77 0

1

*EAST-LANE —Heating;

—

Wipoe'l Bros. * Row £774 I C. Davis £>35
W. G. Cannon & Sons 148

[ J. Gtundy* ics

EDWARD-STREET (temnorarv'.—Clear i-’g

S. Musgvove £139 18 o
I

W Banks At-S la 6
Jones * Groves jai >4 qIe Proctoi* 90 o 0

ELEANOR-ROAD-
I. C. * f. S. Elii'. Ltd.
Vaughan * Brown. Ltd 538 I J, Defties * Son. Ltd...
J. & F. May JTo |

A Dougill * Co, Ltd. ..

.

E Lawrance * Sons

Holloway Bros...
G. G. Wade
W. Hammond .,

Erecting manual training centre :-

1

I

Lathey Bros £eo’
T. Garrett * Son oS6

ilj. F. Ford ^4
.

I

W. Akers & Co 979 1

E. Triggs* 890 n

FARNCOMBE.STREET.-Cleanlng :-
H I. Williams £7>o 0 I W. Hornett
Marchant & Hirst . ..... 264 n H, Line
Stevens Bros 249 10 I Johnson * Co,*

•• FORSTER."-Cleaning
W. H. Stephens .£797 10

|

McCormick & Sons . .

.

G, S. S. Williams & Son 756 o Stevens Bros.*

J. Grover * Son 257 0 |

GARRATT-LANE.—Heating
J. Fra-ser & Son £96 o

j
Rosser & Russell, Ltd.*

H. C. Price Lea * Co.... 65 o|

CIDEON.ROAD.-
*C. :—
T. Garrett * Son . . .

.

W. Hammond
T. Cruwys
E. Triggs

roviding a new pattern kinde^arten gallery,

..£79 ot^thevBros £S4 10

W. Hornett 176 o I E. 'Flood..

.

Lathey Bros. 173 o|W. Brown*.
T. Cruwys 167 1

HAMnND.S<2UARE.-Clcanlng :-
G. Chase * Son, ...... .£857 to

| J. Kiddle & Son £193W. Shutmur 241 0 W. Silk * Son 190
W. Lawrence 239 4 I Morrison * Goodwin .... 156
W. Martin 210 0 | J. Kybett* J29

HARGRAVE PARK.—Heating ;

—

B Harlow * Son ....£74-1 0 0
[
Fraser & Fraser," G. Cannon & Sons 69818 6 Limited £6<7 1

r- ». f c tr„i. ^
I .. r- t^- t __ t."
I H. C. Price Lea &J. C. * J. S. EUis,

Limited 675 0 0 1 uo 094 1

J. Wrntner.Smith, G. Davis 590 1

Gray. & Co 663 0 0 I J. W Brooke*....,... 474 ,

HARWOOD-ROAD.—Erecting new o'Eces. &c.
G. Neal £1,7171 B. E. Nightingale £>.®2f
W. Hammond t, 775 I E. Triggs 1,58:
Lathey Bros 1,681 1 R. A. Yerbury & Son^ » j,48<

J, Garrett & Son 1,679 |

HASELTINE.ro

A

D (Old and new portions}.—Cleaning
A. Black & Son £41 0 I W. Akers & Co £26E Proctor 30 o H, Lenrv 10
Mid.Kent Building and I J. & C. Bowyer* 19
Contracting Works, 1

Limited 267 0

1

HOLLAND.STREET -Cleaning J

LUlv & Lilly. Limited .£149 o I G. Wales £121 t>

S' *3° o T. Kiddle * Ron 109 a
w Hr""*.

° Stimoson * Co 06 i3W. * H. Castle ........ 136 5 E. Triggs* 83 o>
R.Hardiog&Son 176 0 |

^

HORSEFERRY-ROAD'— Cleaning :— I

F. G. Mmter £189 o I G. Brittam £.48 rr

Rtce&Son 172 0 I
t. F. Ford 13815W, Hnrnett . .... 159 0

1
C. Fovley 133 9

Lilly * Lilly. Limited . . 159 0 C. CuiUng* icc 5
T. Ciuwys >49 0 I

KEETON 'S-RO *D.—Heating
Tabor * Hinrhcliffe. . ..£109 o| Duffin'd *0" £163
C. P- Kinnell * Co 7B5 0 I. G & I. S. Ellis Ltd... 137
Hill * Drummond 179 10 J. Wontner Smith. Gray
J. * F. May 165 a| * Co.t >31

LAXON-STREET.—Hearing :-
I. Grundy £67 o|W. Simmons* £27
Vaughan & Brown, Ltd. 29 7 |

LYHAM.ROAD.-CIeaning;- I

Maxwell Bros., Ltd £175 I E. P. Bulled & Co. £iry
1. Garre't & Son 169 pttar*Son 149-
Rice*Son 160 E, Tiigg« no-
Holloway Bros 158 I

H. Somerford * Son*

M ANCHERTER-STRHET.-Cleaning

T. Nicholson 196 olS H. Corfield .

G. Wales *79 12
|
G. Foxley ....

T. Cruvrys 177 0 I
W. Chappell*

'

TOWER HAMLETS (Millwall),—Heating 1

P. Milan £840 I A. J Kallaway & Co £4®t1
E. Oldroyd & Co . Ltd 675 W Richardson & Co. 4^
W._G. Cameron * Sons ...

. 597 I Wippell Bros. * Row ' S73 '

S=8
j

J. Fraser & Son* 418
Vaughan * Brown sir

MINA-ROAD.-New Lavatories for tea-hers. d
Akers * Co £77*; t W, V. Goad“ -• — '

”._E. Nightingale 213

!rs, &c. J
d, £770^

W. Hammond.
,

I. -Marsland 24s I Rice & Son 189.
G. Parker 949 R. A. Marshall iS6-
Lathey Bros. 1 240

| J. Frampton* 1651

MORDEN-TERRACE—Cleaning :—
W. V. Goad £734 o 0 I

H. Leney
Mid -Kent Building I W. Banks
and Contracting Jones & Grove
Works, Ltd 240 o ol

E. Fox * Co
E. J. WUtes
Lawrence* Airken
The WhitehaU Press. Ltd.
E, Daw & Son..
C. Bell
A. E. Mallandain
\V. Bishop*
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TAR-PAVING ON* A RUNNING CONTRACT.

Repaire^.

-

Rc-arranipni; old surfaces t<

Runninc ..

Topping

IV falls (labour only)

WARPLE-WAV.—Heating
F. Milan ^^850 I G. Davis ••.-£55®
W. G. Cannon i Sons .... 837 A. Y. Dougill S: Co., Ltd... aSi

Turner i Co 675 1 J. W. Btookef 449

J. F. Clarke & Sons 569!

WEBB-STREET,—Re-building offices. &c.
W. Dovms .£1,720

1
I. Marslaud £1.5*

B. E. Nightingale 1,675 I Stimpson &: Co 1,51

Latbey Bros 1.590 J. Garrett lii: Son* 1,5'

J. & C. Bowyer 1.580 1

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
r limit).—}. D. (Amount should have been

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

puMic meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
fVt cannot UHtUrtaJu t» return rejected eommunieeMom,

n duplicated for other Joutnals'are NOT DESIRED.
iVe are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject it if unsatisfactory. The receipt bv the

9 In type do^ not necW^y Imply Itsauthor of a proof of
acceptance.

All communications rwardlng literary and artistic

be addressed to THE EDITOR; those relating to
and other exclusively business matters should be

'*

PUBLISHER, and n»t to the Editor.

should
Ivertisements

• THE

WILLIAM-STREET.-Cleaning;—
G. H. Sealey £540 5 6 I W. R. & A. Hide . £s9S '

J. J. White 34® IS 0 F, G. Minter 287 .

F. T. Chinchen 320 0 o I B. E. Nightingale.. .. 255 1

Marchant & Hirst.... 314 5 0 I W. Brown v 24S '

W. Hammond 311 10 o
| J. Christie* 213 1

WOLVERLEY.STREET.—Refitting and reconstructing offices

and priividing new drainage scheme
W V. Goad £i.*88 I E. Lawrance & Son £i.73S
F- G- Minter 1,878 E, Triggs i.S'S

W. Shurmur 1,870 C. S. S. Williams i Son.. 1.513

J. Grover Sr Son 1.820 W. Akers S: Co.* .. ...... i.5»7

G. Parker 1.760 1

WALNUT TREE-WALK
Maxwell Bros., Ltd. ....£255 0 I J. F. Ford £15
Rice & Son aio 0 H. I. Williams 14'

R. Harding & Son...... 167 o I B. E. Nightingale 14

G. Brittain 166 o
|

J. S: M. Patrick* is

Star S: Son 160 i:

SLEAFORD-STREET
H, Brown
R. E. Williams & Sons . .

.

Holloway Bros
Lnthey Bros
E. P. Bulled & Co.

£225 I
G. Foxley

221 J. & M. Patrii 4
185

I
C. Curling

169
I
E. B. Tucker ..

PUBLISHERS NOTICES.
Registered Telegraphic Address, 'The BuiLDBB,'LoiiDon,

CREEK-ROAD
E. Proctor £130 o 0 I S. Musgrove £it8 5
Jones i Groves 121 3 o HoUidaySrGreenwood* 106 o
W. Holding & Son .. 119 0 0 j

W, Banks 1C4 15
• Accepted.
t Recommended for acceptance.

CHARGES FOB ADVERTISEMENTS.
erruATioNS vacant, pabtnershifs, APPRsimcEaHiPO.

TRADE AND GENERAL ADVEBTIBKMBNT8.
Bix Unea (about fifty words) or Under 4a. Bd.

Each additional line (about tan words) Oa. fid.

Terms (or lerlee of Trade advertisements. aUo (or Special Advei-
Uaementa on front page. Competitiona, Contracts. Salee by Anctlan,

Eo,, Day be obtained on application to the Publisher.

SITUATIONa WANTED.
FOUR lines (about thirty words) or under Ss. fid.

^cb additional line (about ten words) Os. fid.

PEKPAYMENT 18 ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

•f* Btamps must not be sent, hnt all small stuns shonld he remitted
by Oaah In Register^ Letter or by Postal Orders, payable to

DOUGLAS FOUBDBINIEB. and addressed to the PnbUsher ol
•• Th* BoiLnxE," No. 46, Catherlne^itreet, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week's Usne are received np to

THREE o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, but “Classification" Is Im-
possible In tbe case of any which may reach the Office after HALF-
FAST ONE p.m. on that day. Those intended (or the Front Fags
should be in by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY.

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES' CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CpWOTAT ALTERATIONS IN STANDING
ko X aj V../ 1 ±j. advertisements
DIBCONTINUE ; reach the Office before 10 a.m. on
WEDNESDAY HORNING.
The PnbUsher cannot be responsible (or DRAWINGS, TESTI-

MONIALS. Ac. left at the Office In reply to advertisements, and
ftrongly recommends that of the latterCOPIES ONLY ihoaldbeeent.

PERSONS Advertising In “The Bnllder," may have JtspUesoddrened
eo the Qfice, 46, Catherine-street, Covent Garden, W.C./ree of charge.
Letters will be forwarded U addressed envelopes are sent, together
with sufficient itamps to cover the postage.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, (& Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

y Post (carefully packed) Is.
! ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

SCTBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBtJRBS,{by
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s. ptf annum or

4s. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Builder,"

by Friday Mermnffs Pott,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
“THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) is supplied DIRECT from

e Office to residents in any part of the United Kingdom, at tbe

e of 19s. pet annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe. America,

Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIEI^ shouid be
addressed to the publisher of “ THE BUILDER," No. 46, Catherine.

street. W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd,
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,

and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sons,

The Doulting Stone Co.).
'

Chief Office ;—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEARS
has proved that

SZEBELMEY STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Bricks,

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.

SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E.

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,

Poultry, E.C.—Thebest and cheapest materials for

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floors,

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalte

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt.

SFHAGUE & CO.'S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

4 & 5, East Harding-stieet,

Fetter-Lane, E.C. [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20,Parliament-st.S.W.

“QUANTITY SURA'EYORS' TABLES,’

For 1897, price Cd. poat 7d. In leather 1/- Post lA [ADVT

PILKINGTON&CO
(Established 183S),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.C.

BegUtered Trade Hark,

Folonceai Asphalte.

PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT ROOFING.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & CO.
61

,

ST. MARY AXE
LONDON, E.C.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FOR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.

ROOFINC SLATES I SLATE SLABWORK
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, PLAIN AND ENAMELLED.

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES,!
Marble and Enamelled Slate Lavatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals,

Works—Aberllefenny, North Wales. Midland Wharf, Bow. Payne-road Wharf, Bow.

Hea.d OfHce and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE, E.C. Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Bristol. 1

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LLST.

\
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The Burlingioti House and Nc%v Gallery

Exhibitions.

seems both fortu-

nate and appro-

priate that a col-

lective exhibition

of Mr. Watts’s

paintings should

be held ^t the

New Gallery con-

currently with the

exhibition of Lord

Leighton's works at Burlington House. The

two exhibitions afford very interesting

matter for comparison and contrast. Both

artists are, in the majority of their works,

painters of ideal subjects, but the ideal is

,a totally different one. Leighton painted

solely for beauty and decorative effect ;
his

pictures have for the most part no intel-

lectual meaning, and certainly they are

i

-entirely devoid of any moral or didactic

I'element. Mr. Watts, on the other hand, in

I
painting figures and subjects has professedly

:aimedat making them the medium for the

I expression of a moral meaning
;
in his own

]
words, “ the object has been to suggest, in the

I
language of Art, modern thought in things

[ethical and spiritual.” A noble object cer-

jitainly
;
the question is whether in striving to

learry it out he has not been in danger some-

times of outstepping the proper limits and

I eapahilities of the art of painting, of at-

i ftempting what had better have been ex-

I
(pressed in words, and sacrificing artistic

j

beauty to a moral end.

The collection of Leighton's works is on

I
ithe whole a very representative one

;
the

1 -only important one which we hoped to find

I rthere and missed is the grand picture of

I Phryne,” a nude figure almost larger than

I life, at all events of what is called “heroic”

! -size, which some of our readers may re-

I member banging in the large gallery a good

i many years ago, just over where the

“ Daphnephoria” now hangs. This was an

! impressivejwork from its large scale and the

i power of design displayed in it; we should be

I

interested to know what has become of it.

The pictures are all dated, so that we can

I -compare the painter’s style at different

;
periods. Up to about twenty years ago, the

!
period of the “ Daphnephoria,” his art may

(be said to have been steadily progressive
;

1

beyond that date it is fluctuating
;
he never

1
surpassed [the “ Daphnephoria,"' but since

that time we have had pictures equal to it

in essential qualities of style and colour,

mingled with others which were deci-

dedly inferior. The difference between

the earlier nudes and the best style of

the later period is very well illustrated

in the contrast between “ Actma (4.9)

dated 1868. and the “Bath of Psyche” (51),

painted in 1S90. In the former the figure is

cold in colour and hard and sculpturesque

in quality
;
in the latter, though there is still

a certain degree_of hardness and artificiality

which is inseparable from Leighton s style,

there is a delicacy of colour which contrasts

strongly with the cold tone of the older

work. The “Venus Disrobing” (56), painted

ill 1867, is another typical example of the

time when Leighton was a splendid draughts-

man but a poor colourist
;
the pose in this figure

is a very difficult one, and treated with great

mastery of drawing. In some of the latest

works the artist seems to have dropped

again into his earlier style, as in “ Summer

Slumber ” (70), a work hard in texture and

inharmonious in colour, and which displayed

the artist's shortcomings rather than his

powers.

The exhibition of “Cimabues Madonna

(65) which hangs opposite the “ Daphne-

phoria,” and was painted forty-one years ago,

furnishes an indication of the progress wdiich

has been made in the art of painting in this

country since the fifties. Even as the work

of a young painter of the age of five-and-

twenty, it would hardly in the present day

produce a sensation, as probably its author

would have readily admitted. It would

rank as a very good picture for a young

painter who had not yet emerged from

the effects of scholastic training. It is

methodical and mannered, and has no touch

of dramatic reality about it. We have

learned since to think more- of realising a

scene in history, less of merely making a

composition of it; and the “Cimabue” is

mainly a careful composition, rather stiffly

put together in a conventional manner, with

a good deal of attention to costume. As its

author’s first important work it will always

retain its interest, but the point of view has

altered since it was painted. The contrast

between this stiff conventional composition

and the “Daphnephoria” opposite is one of

the most striking points in the exhibition;

the perfectly free and apparently improvised

manner in which the procession in the latter

picture seems to move along, as if we had

just seen it come from round the group of

trees, is a triumph of the ars celare artem.

Among Leighton’s larger works this is un-

questionably the finest and most successful,

both in colour, movement and composition,

and in the beauty of the individual figures.

Whether the conventional and stage charac-

ter of the trees which form the background

is the result of an intention on the part of

the artist to give them a certain decorative

flatness and artificial character, so- as to

prevent their interfering with the effect of

the 'figures, or whether it is only another

instance of his apparent want of power to

paint landscape with freshness and reality,

it may be difficult to decide
;
but even if the

conventionalism were unintentional, it per-

haps hardly detracts from the effect of the

picture
;
the trees form a sombre background

to the glittering procession, and beyond that

office they do not claim much attention. It

is curious, however, that an artist who showed

sucii close and patient realism in his pencil

studies of trees and plants, should never

have succeeded in getting a real-looking

tree into a finished picture; the landscape,

whether as a whole or in detail, is always,

where introduced at all, the weakest part of

his work.

The most complete perfection of Leighton's

work is perhaps to be found in some of the

smaller figure subjects which represent a

single moment of beauty of action, pose, and

colour, treated with absolute unity of aim

and style. Two such works are to be seen

in Gallery I., equally perfect though very

different in style and colour. One of these is

the “Antique Juggling Girl” (15), painted in

1874, an example of decorative design

and colour, the value of which no fashions in

art can change. As some of our readers may
remember, it is a small picture representing

a nude girl, whose figure is perfectly drawn

and painted, in front of a wide vertical strip

of curtain the lines of which are of great

value in the composition, tossing four balls,

two with each hand, her upturned fore-

shortened face so completely drawn and

made out, in this most difficult position,

that the features would be recognisable

if one knew the personage before. The
other work referred to, “Weaving the

Wreath” (6), is even simpler in scheme and

still finer in colour
;
a dark-skinned girl with

black hair seated and almost wholly wrapped

in a dark purple robe, weaving a wreath of

leaves, with a marble basreliei as a back-
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ground. The subject is nothing
;

it is simply

a momentary incident of beauty of colour

and composition perfectly rendered—a fault-

less work of abstract art. The two were

painted within a year of each other
;

and to the same period belongs what
is perhaps a still finer work of the

same class, “ Summer Moon ” (84), now
hanging in, if we remember right, the very

same position in the large room in which it

was first seen just a quarter of a century ago.

This work, popularly known by engravings,

may be called superior to the other two not

in execution but in the fact that to beauty

and unity of composition it adds poetic senti-

ment. The texture and manner of painting

in this picture is very different to Leighton's

usual style of execution—much fuller and

less flat in texture, perhaps with the inten-

tion of conveying better the softened effect

of coloured draperies only half seen in the

moonlight.

Among the well-known works which will

be found here are the “ Cymon and Iphi-

genia ” (20) which is not hung to the best ad-

vantage in Gallery I.—the scale of the picture

demands more space
;
“Perseus and Andro-

meda “ (32) which we hold to be a greater

success in conception and composition than

in colour
;

“ The Music Lesson (47) ;

“ Cap-

tive Andromache ” (57) ;
and “ Flaming

June "(75) which, in spite of the somewhat

contorted attitude of the figure, is one of the

most powerful and successful of the artist’s

single-figure pictures.

The Water-colour Room is occupied by a

number of sketches and studies, which give

remarkable evidence of the care which Lord

Leighton bestowed on the study and pre-

paration of his pictures. Not only are there

numerous small studies in crayon for indivi-

dual figures in various pictures, but bronze

models in the round for various figures and
groups in the “ Daphnephoria,” for the two

figures in “Cymon and Iphigenia,’’ and for

the whole composition of the " Hesperides’’

and the “Perseus and Andromeda." Sketches

in the flat for pictorial compositions and for

separate figures in them are of course made
by all painters who take their work seriously,

but the actual modelling of figures which are

to be painted in the flat points to a thorough-

ness of study which is not common in these

days, though it was largely employed by
Michelangelo. Among the sketches are

two or three of small Italian towns nestled

among hills, probably made with a view to

their use as incidents in the backgrounds of

pictures, and the one bit of original design

of an architectural nature which we noticed

is a sheet of three designs for Mrs. Brown-
ing’s tomb.

The contrast on coming to the New
Gallery and to Mr. Watts's paintings is

striking in many ways. Mr. Watts is a

great colourist, which Leighton was not pre-

eminently, though he produced very fine

colour occasionally. Leighton’s treatment

of the nude figure is generally conven-

tional, in most cases somewhat hard. His

figures do not resemble real life because

they lack the appearance of softness and
warmth

;
Mr. Watts’s aim, on the other

hand, seems to be to spiritualise away the

flesh into a mere visionary semblance of a

figure, with more colour and warmth and
less precision of line and anatomy than the

reality. In his beautiful “Olympus on Ida”

(68), in reality a representation of the Judg-
ment of Paris, we see not so much three

goddesses as three visions of goddesses, in

the golden haze of a dream. So are

“Uldra," the Scandinavian spirit of the

rainbow (27) and “ Psyche ” (88) ;
ghosts

of figures rather than realities
;

though

in these two cases the nature of the

subject affords an excuse or suggestion

for such a treatment. This kind of treatment

belongs more especially to the painter’s later

and more mature period. In the large

picture painted in 1848 under the title of

“ Life’s Illusions ” (64) we could fancy that

the painter had been studj'ing Hilton, so

much is there in the composition and the

design of some of the figures which recalls

some classical composition of Hilton’s such as

" The Abduction of Helen
;

” and even in the

“ Fata Morgana ” (84), seventeen years later,

there is the same kind of classic elegance in

the limbs of the principal figure, though the

subject is a moral allegory. The later “Fata

Morgana" (109), painted in 1889, it is

interesting to compare with the other one
;

it is unquestionably a finer composition and

conception, with less prettiness about it, but

it is not equal to the earlier one in colour.

Among the latest class of allegorical paint-

ings we meet with things which must “give

us pause,’’ paintings in which moral allegory

has quite over-ridden art, and in which the

picture requires the explanatory comment
before we can find any interest in it. Such

are “Faith” (123), “The Dweller in the

Innermost” (131), “The All-pervading"

(129). These are not so much pictures as

puzzles, and we fear it is their fate to be so

regarded. There are certain works in which

the pictorial grandeur is so evenly balanced

with the moral meaning—a moral easy and

obvious to every one—that they may be

regarded as successes from both points ofview.

Such a picture is “ Love and Death," of which

one of the editions, not quite the best, is here ;

“ Love and Life,” which is neither quite so

obvious nor quite so fine, but which justifies

itself; such is “Hope,” a poetic vision

beautiful both in the poetic and pictorial

sense. Such also are “Mammon” and
“The Minotaur,” for the power with which
coarse and evil natures are depicted in

these two works is in itself a fascination.

“Sic Transit’’ is also a truly decorative

allegorical painting which explains itself.

The failure comes where the picture does

not explain itself, and where its pictorial

motive is not in itself striking. The climax

of this mistake is reached in the picture of

“Chaos” (148), an attempt to symbolise

the evolution of social order out of chaos

and confusion
;

a picture which is be-

wildering without the explanatory comment,
and we fear verges on the absurd with it.

The two paintings of Eve—“She shall be

called Woman” and “Eve Repentant”

—

have a noble meaning, which is in-

telligible enough, but unhappily they are

totally devoid of womanly beauty, almost

even of natural verisimilitude, and how can

such an Eve appeal to our sympathies ? On
the other hand, the strong draped figure

with binved head, illustrating the verse, “ He
went away sorrowful, for 'he had great pos-

sessions,” is impressive in itself from its

dramatic force of expression, and gains an

added interest when read with the title,

though it does not require that to impress us

as a powerful work. The conclusion forced

upon one from a comparison of the various

moral works is that there is a line in moral

and allegorical painting which cannot be

safely overpassed- A picture must be a

picture in the first instance, to be admired

for its pictorial quality
;
as soon as we come

to the point where the moral meaning is the

principal point and the pictorial interest

secondary, we have got out of the proper

region of painting, and might as well have a
printed sermon at once.

In one picture in the collection^ and which
was recently seen at the Royal Academy, the

painter has indeed shown us that he carv

still paint for pure beauty. The ‘^Childhoodl

of Jupiter” is a work so remarkable for

beauty of composition and colour, such a

pure pictorial poem, without the shadow of

a moral about it, that when, it was exhibited

at the Academy there was an impression

among many people that it was a work of the

artist’s earlier period, then exhibited for the

first time. It appears, however, from the

Ne%v Gallery catalogue, that it was painted

only last year, and thus gives us assurance

that Mr. Watts can still paint a purel)!-

beautiful picture when he can shake himself

free from his desire to turn pictures into-

sermons. Let us hope that there are more-

such works still to be looked for from his hand..

\ I

COLOMBO.
HE first view of Colombo from the-

deck of a mail steamer coming up-

from the South is pleasing in the-

extreme. A few large and im-

posing buildings, a broad expanse of bright

green turf, boldly grouped masses of foliage,,

and enough palms to show that one is right

in the tropics. When the fine and raassiv**

breakwater of concrete blocks is turned, the

ship swings round into the harbour, and.

another aspect of the town is opened up. A
few large buildings surrounding the Clock

Tower, some spacious, wide-roofed ware-

houses away to the left, and the confused

but by no means prominent mass of the low^

pitched roofs of the native town, make up the

picture.

But no, it is not quite complete
;

for

if the day be fine, there is a background o£

rolling ranges and distant grey-blue peaks,

that adds the final touch, and makes-

Colombo, from the sea, one of those rare

scenes that live in the memory when much
else is forgotten. When one lands, how-
ever, the spell is broken, for the palatial

buildings, so prominent in the view from the

sea, which should at least be of stone, if not

of marble, resolve themselves into stucco-

showing evident signs of decay and dis-

repair.

The general design of the older buildings-

is, however, effective and admirably adapted

to the climate. Mostly of one story, they

are surrounded by a spacious verandah,

with widely-spaced columns of classic detai-1,

carrying a solid-looking roof of reddish-

brown tiles, similar to those in common, use

in Italy. The covering tiles are, however,

doubled, to guard against the sheets of rain

that fall in the wet season penetrating

the laps. Most of the old buildings were
erected during the Dutch occupation of the

island of Ceylon, and though the detail is

poor, the general elfect is satisfactory..

It is a pity that as much cannot be said

of those put up under the English rule.

Buildings of two or even three stories are

common, but the detail is quite as poor, and,

in addition, is hard aaid mechanical. The
extensive barracks facing the sea are a
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;triking instance. The new Post and Tele-

;raph Office, only finished about four years

lince, is, however, somewhat better. It is

. building of three stories, the lower forming

. rusticated basement. There are no veran-

ilahs, but a large open hall, entered from the

:;treet by a wide flight of steps
;
and three

irchways serve as a gathering place where

he public business of the department is

iransacted. The other principal external

.eatures are projecting piers, which in the

•ipper story change into coupled columns,

ifhe attempt is ambitious, but the effect is

lot so impressive as it might be, owing to

he most objectionable salmon-coloured wash
vhich covers the cement. A coat of plain

ime-white would be infinitely preferable.

I
Near the landing-stage some new offices

ire being erected for the Peninsular and
Oriental Steam Navigation Company, and
lere the sloppy character of native bricks

Imd brickwork may be studied, if not with

idvantage, at least as a warning. It is,

lowever, as good as can be obtained, and
^ne wonders whether the natives have lost

the art of doing good work, or have never

attained to it. The former appears to be the

i:ase, if the written descriptions of some of

he old cities and temples of a bygone civilisa-

:ion are to be trusted. Another and larger

Ivork is the rebuilding of a large

tiotel, a favourite resort about a mile away
from the town, enjoying the fresh breezes

hnd facing the rolling surge of the Indian

Ocean. There, if anywhere, one would
expect that the old and satisfactory system
of external verandahs or loggias would be
tetained. But, alas, the huge pile shows no
feign of one at present, and, from the visitor’s

^oint of view, the battered and dirty-looking

relic of the old building is preferable. This
Is to be pulled down, and then surely some
(provision will be made to secure the shade
50 urgently required.

1 Of course, every one goes to see a Budd-
hist temple, of which there are several, but
they scarcely repay a visit. One has a
jdagoba of brick of the type made familiar to

us by Fergusson and other writers. It has
but few decoj ative features, and they are in

cement. That on the road to Mount Lavinia
|is perhaps the most interesting, and possesses
*(or did possess) a few well designed metal
finials. The buildings consist of two or

three groups, and there are several loggias in

Kvhich a few yellow-robed priests are sure to

be seen praying, reciting, or lounging, or

else a class of scholars under instruction

jThe effect is thoroughly Oriental and pic-

'torially satisfactory.

' The great attraction to the visitor is, of

jcourse, the varied teeming life of the markets
land the native quarter, where brilliant colour

(studies and figure subjects meet one at every
iturn. But this is rather the province of the

painter than the architect, and although

'devoted to the latter art, one is seized with
a wild desire to change places for a time
with our brothers of the brush and, inspired

by the wealth of Oriental life all around, to

attempt that which even to the accomplished
(painter would be a difficult task. So it is as

jwell that mail steamers wait for no man, and
lone is compelled perforce to bid this attrac-

tive bit of the glowing East “ au revoir,” if

mot "good-bye.”

NOTES.
The most important feature in

^^ihedral^^
Peterborough correspon-

dence since last week has

been the protest of Mr. T. G. Jackson, who,

in stating his reasons for refusing to sign

what he calls the " irrational petition” which

the opponents of the Dean and Chapter are

sending round, calls attention to what we
have already commented on, that " the

appeal, we are told, is being largely

signed by persons eminent in literature and

various walks in life—persons who have not

examined the building themselves, and who, if

they did examine it, have not the knowledge

of construction and masonry requisite to make

their opinion of the slightest value.” In

reply to a letter by Mr. Micklethwaite in the

Times, who insinuates that Mr. Jackson’s ex-

pressed regret that there should be any

necessity for rebuilding any part of the front

of Peterborough is " conventional," Mr.

Jackson pertinently remarks tliat Mr.

Micklethwaite and his companions "allow

no one to love an old building but them-

selves.” The letter signed "J. K. C.,”

another new importation into the contro-

versy, though well meant, unfortunately

goes too far. He instances the Port-

land Vase, which has not suffered in ap-

pearance from its breakage and putting

together again
;

but a vase is not a

building, and the cases are hardly parallel.

Generally speaking, the effect of this contro-

versy, with all calm-minded people who
know anything of the subject, will pro-

bably be to weaken the influence of

the archaeological party in these ques-

tions
;

they have overdone the matter

even from their own point of view,

and have shown such irrational temper

and such a disregard for accuracy of state-

ment as must diminish their chance of being

listened to on any future occasion. As to

some of the newspapers which have been so

violent on the subject, their object has

palpably been to raise what they thought

would be a popular cry, for journalistic

purposes.

The church of St. Severin,

one of the

finest examples of late Gothic

in Paris, is reported to be in so serious

a state of decay that repairs will be

required on a scale which the parish has not

the means to provide for. It is hoped that

the Municipal Council, which is occupied

with the question, will supply the funds

necessary for its repair, and also for clearing

away some of the mean old buildings which

cling round it. That is the Parisian view;

as to the latter point it may be a question

whether it is well to meddle with tliese

hanging-on buildings, which are in many
cases a highly picturesque adjunct to French

churches and cathedrals, and the removal of

which will furnish only too much temptation

for restoration in the objectionable sense of

the word. In these matters the French are

ill the opposite case from ourselves; public

money can be found for repairs to important

buildings where it would never be forth-

coming in England
;
on the other hand, the

authorities who supply the funds are apt to

want to have too much done for their money.

quakes of August, 1892, and November,

1893.” He showed that during the former

month no fewer than eleven shocks occurred
;

the principal one being the third; in the

latter month there were four undoubted

earthquakes, of which the chief was the

first one. The author sought to show the

connexion between these seismic disturb-

ances and faults or dislocations of the strata

in part of South Wales. For more than fifty

years prior tc the earthquakes of 1892-93

there were no slips of importance along

the fault system in Pembrokeshire. Then the

earlier movements took place along the north

and south faults, and the later along the east

and west. The three faults of the latter

series which the author connects with the

disturbances lie successively one to the north

of the other, and there can be little doubt

that the fault slips of 1892 affected the con-

ditions of stress along the neighbouring

north and south fault. The detailed parti-

culars concerning earthquakes collected by

Dr. Davison cannot fail to be of great

practical use, though their chief inte-

rest, so far as England is concerned,

is of a purely philosophical character.

The evidence he is accumulating here^

however, is in reaiitj' available also for

"earthquake countries,” for should he

ultimately prove that seismic disturb-

ances are always connected with faults,

and tiiat the position of tlie latter, either as

caused in the first place or as a limiting

influence subsequently, determines the dis-

tribution of the chief effects of the distur-

bance, then it will not be difficult to indicate,

with certainty, localities which must' enjoy

comparative immunity from shocks, even in

an " earthquake country.” We thoroughly

agree with Dr. Davison that the study of

such earthquakes as take place in England is'

extremely valuable as supplementing geo-

logical surveys.

Building Trade, Blackpool.—The Building
( Plans Committee, Blackpool, at their monthly meet-
ling on the 29th ult. considered ninety-two plans. Of
I these seventy-two were accepted, and twenty dis-
( approved.

At a meeting of the Geological

E^^hquaitL
Society held on Wednesday
last, a paper by Dr. Charles

Davison was read " On the Pembroke Earth-

The fatal accident at Liverpool

in one of the Variety theatres^

owing to a mishap with the

iron curtain, again calls our attention to the

great negligence in English theatres in

respect to the division of the auditorium

from the stage in the case of fire. In the

first place, we believe there is no power to-

enforce any such division in old buildings^

unless they are undergoing material altera-

tion
;
and in new buildings the actual con-

struction of such curtains is practically alf

the authorities can order. There is ncf

definite p<ilicy, either in London or in the

provinces, as to which form of " fire-

resisting” curtain can be considered

efficient, and which type of screen or

mechanism should be used. When such a

curtain has once been installed, there are

no further regulations to compel its constant

use, either at the end of a performance or

between the acts
;
nor do the authorities

compel the owner or manager to provide a

competent attendant, whose sole duty it

should be to work the proscenium curtain.

The result is that comparatively few old

theatres have the necessary curtains, and

that the types here, as well as in the new

buildings, where they can be enforced, vary

considerably, their efficiency often being

exceedingly doubtful should need ever arise

for their use. We have found, in fact, that

a great many of the curtains will not work at

all, owing to the want of regular use and

attendance. As it is everywhere recognised
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that the divisional curtain is one ofthepnme
factors of protection from fire in places of

public entertainment, we hold that the

subject of their proper regulation calls for

special attention and, if necessary, special

legislation. Such fatalities as the one at

Liverpool should not occur.

Tramway legislation will be

^amw'fys. represented during the

coming Parliamentary Session.

Some twenty or thirty towns are going to

Parliament for authority either to extend
their systems or to work the lines. If many
of these schemes be carried through the

tramway mileage of this country will be
doubled within the next few years. The
important question that has to be considered

at the present time is not so much whether
municipalities or private companies should
own the lines, as what system of traction

is to be adopted. It is generally admitted
that in the future mechanical traction

\eill be used in preference to horse

traction for tramways. Municipalities

would be wise not to adopt any system of

overhead trolly wires hurriedly. There are

a large number of new methods being tried

which av'oid the drawbacks of the overhead
trolly, so that it is probable that those muni-
cipalities who pride*themsclves on being the

pioneers of electric traction in England will,

as in the case of electric lighting, have reason
to regret their haste. It is instructive to

rote that in America, where there are over
twelve thousand miles of road equipped with
overhead wires, the greatest activity is being
manifested by electrical engineers in invent-

irig systems of electric traction which will

obviate the necessity of the dangerous and
disfiguring trolly wire.

The new Opera Comique at

OpJ»''ci!^i”ue. Complete .is far as

the building is coiicerned, and
the sketches and models fim the interior

decoration have been submitted to a special

committee presided over by M. Roujon,
Director of the Fine Arts Department. The
decoration of the cupola of the building is

to be entrusted to M. Benjamin-Constant;
that of the grand staircase to M. Olivier

IMerson and M. Francois Flameng. The
sketches for the work seem to promise an
interesting scheme of decoration per\-aded

by a general unity of style and design. The
foyer, the vestibule, and the two salons

situated at each extremity of the fa9ade, will

be decorated by artists who will be selected
by the committee during the course of the
present month.

IMany persons regret the
Se.-\ford. nccessary extinction of the

small coast village or town on
the south of England, and the growth in

its place of the more fashionable water-
ing-place. Such a change may now be
witnessed in progress at Seaford, a village

near Newhaven, comfortably sheltered by
the sloping downs. But it is to be
regretted that this transformation does
not take place there systematically.

Eastbourne has benefited veiy greatly from
the systematic manner, in which—thanks to

the town having been built \vholly on two
large estates— it has been enlarged. At
Seaford, on the other hand, the primitive

character of the place is already lost, whilst

on the other hand it has none of the

merits of the well-built watering-place. An
unfinished esplanade is ugly and dan-

gerous, picturesque bungalows can only be

approached up a muddy lane, which would,

perhaps, not be out of place in a Midland
hunting shire. A large and capacious pit

marks the site of some future terraces, whilst

an existing block of houses ends in a moat-

like ditch. Towards Newhaven houses
appear to rise up here and there, turning

their faces and their backs to each other, as

the fancy of the owners dictates. As regards

aspect and access to the Downs, Seaford is

superior to Eastbourne, and the Urban Dis-

trict Council should endeavour to guide its

development with taste and knowledge,

otherwise it may be spoilt with growth. For
after all, a good site and an ancient town go
but a little way towards a pleasant, modern
dwelling-place, which may be created on any
bit of coast, if the persons interested in the

locality set to work in a systematic manner,

as, for example, at Bexhill.

St. Mildreds, ^ been deposited by
Bread-.street, the promoters of the City and
Thanet-place, West-eud Railway for an^un-

birand. derground line, 64 miles long,

to be worked by electricity, betw'een Cannon-
street (Budge-row) and Hammersmith. Two
of the scheduled sites include Thanet-place,

Strand, and St. Mildred’s Church, Bread-
street, with some adjacent property. As
regards the latter, we may quote a passage

from Mr. G. H. Birch's work, recently

reviewed in our columns (see the Builder,

June 6 last) :

—

•‘If anyone wishes to see a perfectly untouched
City church just as Wren left it, let him weed bis

way to St. Mildred's, which is innocent alike of

mediwval adornments or nineteenth-centuty arrange-
ments."

The church contains some excellent iron and
brass work, wood-carving, and jdaster work
in flowers and foliage, well worthy’the atten-

tion of lovers of seventeenth-century crafts-

manship. There is a memorial to members
of the Crisp family, parishioners, one of

whom, Sir Nicholas (King Charles I.’s de-

voted friend), is said to have introduced into

England a new method of brick-making.

The register records the marriage, on Decem-
ber 30, i8i6, by licence, of Percy Bysshe
Shelley and Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin;
and on October 3, 1791, by banns, that of
“ Heniy Cecil, of the Parishe of St. Mildred’s,

Bread-street, Batchelor, and Sarah Hoggins,
of the same Parishe, Spinster.” One
does not at first recognise, in this entry’,

the actual substance of a favourite legend.
“ He is but a landscape-painter, and a village

maiden she,'' sang the late Laureate
;
yet

there seems to be no doubt that the entry
relates to the second (but first legal) mar-
riage to his second wife, of the nephew and
heir of the ninth Earl of Exeter, who, on his

first wife's elopement, retired to Bolas, co.

Salop, where, as "John Jones,” he went
through the marriage ceremony, on April 13,

1790, with Sarah Hoggins of that place. In

July, 1791, he obtained an Act dissolving

his marriage with Emma Vernon; and suc-

ceeded his uncle in December, 1793, having
meanwhile returned to Bolas as "John
Jones,” with his wife Sarah. The entry in

St. Mildred's register is witnessed by E.

Foulkes, who was the family solicitor, we
believe. Thanet-place, just without Temple
Bar, is a cul-de-sac of old-fashioned houses,

which is named after the Tuftons, Earls of

Thanet. At tlie entrance stood the “ Rose
”

tavern, at one time famous for its vine and
the painted room mentioned by Walpole, of

which the history has been traced to more
than 200 years ago.

L.rdscap.Ex- Dudley Gallery is the

scene of a very interesting little
u ey a er>.

works of a few

landscape-painters of special style and aims,

including Mr. Hope McLachlan, Mr. R. W.
Allan, Mr. James S. Hill, Mr. Peppercorn,

and Mr. Leslie Thomson; and also Mr.

Waterlow, whom we mention separately

because his is a talcni range, and leans not

to experiments and eccentricities, and if

there is less power in his works than in some
of the others in the room, there is a finish

of execution and balance of style about
them which is not to be found in

other works in the room. Nevertheless,

,

some of Mr. McLachlan’s paintings of

special effects of light and weather
are very fine and effective, as " Night
on the Loch,”' " Moonrise,” (in which

|

there is a real look of moonlight), and "Storm
at Sundown,” a fine effect of a fiery windy
sky. Mr. Allan's "The Golden Hour'' is a

little too obviously inspired by Corot, but

there is much beauty in it, and it is interesting

to see how a painter generally noteworthy for

the keen freshness and light in his open-air
I

subjects can touch a quite different key at

will. Mr. Hill's " Meadows at Sandwich ” is

wliat would be a fine picture spoiled by a

too dirty and material sky; "Across the

Sand Dunes ’’we like better. Mr. Waterlow's
" Golden Autumn ’’ received a gold medal at

Berlin last year; it is a little too delicate and;

demi-tinted, but a beautiful work neverthe-

less, perhaps surpassed in real artistic feel-

ing by one or two of the smaller ones.i*

"A Little Farm, Tintagel,” especially.
;

Mr. Peppercorn splashes too violently in
|

"The Solent” and "The Pool,” but his

"Twilight' with its " sallow-rifted glooms”:
is really fine, as also one or two others of ^

the group. Of Mr. Leslie Thomson's
“Wareham" is the best

;
there is a certain

power in one or two of the others, but
" Sunset, Poole Harbour” will never do—or

rather, it is quite overdone.

We have had a communication
1

on the part of Mr. Emden, to
'

the effect that we have done '

him injustice in the "Note ’’

in our issue of j

December 26, under the heading " Mr.

Emden and the London County Council
Contracts.’’ We are assured that Mr. Emden
did not take the prominent part that is sup-

posed in recommending the artificial stone
made by the company of which he was a

Director
;

that he neither received nor
expected any commission in the matter;
and that his reported observation on

]

resigning his position in the Metallic ,

Stone Company, that he could be ol ;

more use to them when free, was merely a
!

general remark implying nothing more tlian
;

appeared on the face of it. We are glad to

be given to understand that this is so

;

merely observing that Mr. Emden’s own
action in tlie matter was so ill-judged that

he was himself to blame if unfavourable
deductions were drawn from it

;
and this, we

believe, his own friends will admit.

Synagogue, Maida Hill.

—

In reference to this
building, illustrated in our issue of December 26
last year. Messrs. Ewart & Co. ask us to mention
that they performed the work of covering the dome
with sheet copper.
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4 ,— Cement G: + 20 per cetti. Ragstone. Rig'. 5 .—Cement containing Rag, Fig 6.— Cement containing Slag.

THE EFFECT OF ADMIXTURES OF
KENTISH RAGSTONE, &c., UPON
PORTLAND CEMENT.

The following is the paper on this important

practical subject which was read before the

Society of Engineers on November 2 by Mr.

D. B. Butler, the present representative of

Messrs. Henry Faija & Co. The publication of

this valuable paper has been deferred hitherto for

want of space to give it entire :

—

‘ ‘ At the conclusion of a paper which the author

had the honour of reading before the Society last

year, the question of cement admixtures was

briefly touched upon, and the author intimated

that he preferred to reserve his opinion as to the

effect of such admixtures until the completion of

a series of experiments on the subject which he

then had in hand. These experiments now being

completed, he has great pleasure in placing the

results before the Society, together with the con-

clusions he has deduced therefrom.

It will be remembered that during the contro-

versy on this matter that was carried on in the

technical journals some two years ago, one firm

of Portland cement manufacturers in the London
district strenuously upheld the

_

admixture of

Kentish rag with cement, and maintained that a

judicious admixture of that material was not only

not an adulterant, but actually improved the

cement. Kentish rag is the local name for a

sandy limestone of the Lower Greensand forma-

tion, which is extensively quarried near Maidstone

and elsewhere for building and road-making

purposes. It is a more or less impure carbonate

of lime, the impurities consisting of sandy argil-

I laceous matter, which vary according to the strata

in which the stone is found. Ibe particular

ragstone used for these experiments was obtained

from a firm of quarry owners near Maidstone in

the ordinary course of business, and its chemical

I
analysis was found to be as follows :

—

Water ... I'OO

Insoluble Siliceous Matter ... ... 7'28

Soluble Silica 27s
Alumina ••• 370
Oxide of Iron - 3‘34

Carbonate of Lime ... 80-69

,, ,, Magnesia ... -56

For the purposes of these experiments, the

stone was carefully picked to avoid as far as pos-

sible the sandy matter forming its outer surface,

and was ground to the following degree of

fineness :

—

Residue on a 180 sieve ... 3i'o per cent.

,1 ,, 120 ,, ... 25 ’O II

,, ,, 76 ,, ... 9 ‘8 ,,

„ 50 M •• 03

The first series of experiments undertaken was
to add this ground ragstone to an ordinary Port-

land cement in quantities ranging from 2 to 50
per cent., and to ascertain the effect of the ad-

mixture by means of the usual tests for tensile

strength, both neat and with three parts of

standard sand, at dates ranging from seven days

to twelve months. The results of these tests are

given in Table I. To facilitate comparison, a

column is added to each table giving the net gain

or loss per cent, at the completion of each series

of tests. Broadly speaking, the admixture does

not seem to materially affect the strength of the

cement when gauged neat, in some cases showing

a slight gain, especially at the earlier dates, but

when gauged with three parts of standard sand,

the adulterated cement almost invariably gives a

lower result than the pure cement.

A further experiment was tried with the same
cement gauged with fresh M'ater in the ordinary

way and left in air, and also gauged with sea

water and placed in sea water at the expiration of

twenty-four hours. Filteen per cent, of ragstone

was added in each case, and the results are given

in Table II. These results suggest that the

prejudicial effect of the admixture is greatly in-

tensified when the cement is left entirely in air,

and also when exposed to sea water. As 15 per

cent, seemed to be about the quantity of admix-

ture used by the advocates of the ragstone, that

proportion was tried with three other cements

from different London manufacturers ; the tests

of two of them were carried to three months

only, the third being extended to the end of

the twelve months. The results are given in

Table III., and confirm the previous experiments,

viz., that when tested neat the strength is not

materially affected by the admixture ; in fact, in

the case of cement C, it shows a distinct gain
;

but when tested as a mortar with three parts of

standard sand, its strength is in every case

seriously diminished, the diminution ranging

from 6 to 14 per cent.

In the course of the discussion before men-

tioned, one correspondent maintained that the

addition of ragstone was of no more value than

the admixture of so much fine sand, and the

author therefore thought it would be interesting

to ascertain what the exact effect of an admixture
of fine sand would be. For that purpose, there-
fore, some standard Leighton Buzzard sand was-
pulverised to the following degree of fineness ;

—

Residue of a 120 sieve 28 per cent.

.. .. 76 7

Fifteen per cent, of this fine sand was mixed
with cement A and the mixture tested as before,-

the results of which are given at the bottom of

Table I. Taking the neat test first, it will be
seen that the strength of the cement was sensibly

diminished by the admixture at the end ofa week,
while at twenty-eight days, three months, and six-

months, it was equal, and even superior, to the
pure cement

;
but at twelve months it dropped

back to a loss of 87 per cent. The three to one
sand briquettes, on the other hand, show a
marked diminution of strength throughout, espe-

cially at the earlier dates.

The experiments hitherto described,’formed the

first series undertaken by the Author in carrying
out his researches on this subject. The chief

points which seemed to him worthy of further

experiment were the comparative effect of ground
sand and ragstone upon cement, and also the

effect of the ragstone admixture when the cement
,
wasused with seawater and when left entirely in air.

.

The following experiments'were therefore instituted

with the view of corroborating or otherwise the-

results obtained in the primary series.

Referring first to the effect of an admixture of
finely ground sand compared with that of ragstone,
experiments were instituted to ascertain the-

comparative effect of admixtures of 2, 10, 20, and
30 per cent, of each of these materials, and the-

results ate given in Table IV. Based on the neat
tests alone, cement containing as much as thirty

per cent, of fine sand is slightly stronger at the
end of twelve months than the pure cement

; but
taking the three to one sand briquettes as the
basis of quality, the cementing power of the

adulterated material is found to be diminished by
the admixture as much as fifteen per cent. The
results of these experiments tend to the conclusion
that, so far as improvement goes, the admixture of

finely ground sand has practically the same effect

as an admixture of ragstone, viz., it certainly in

some instances increases its strength when gauged
neat, but when used as a mortar, with three to

a
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TABLE I.

THE EFFECT OF THE ADMIXTURE OF VARIOUS I’ERCENTAOES OF KEN'TISH RAGSTONE UPON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF PORTLAND CEMENT.

Cement

No.

iNature and Proportion of
Admixture-

j”
Gauged

will)

[
Placel

in

Tensile Strength in Lb.s. ?er SnUARE Inch.

Neat Cement.
Effect of the

Three parts Sand to on part Cement.
Effect of the

Admixture at end
of 12 months.

7 days. ,S days. 3 mths. 6 mths. .a mths.
of 12 months.

7 days. aS days. 3 mths. 6 mths. 12 mths.

A Pure Cement Freshwater 596 658 Loss % Gain % 160 2S7 283 Los6% Gam%
2 per cent. Kentish Ragstone 402 573 601 707 720 3'35 — 137 2S3 302 350 38s 6 'c9
S 11 11 . * 432 595 570 663 74* 0-42 — 117 252 274 —

A >1 I. It I. 423 522 577 692 700 6 04 — 258 280 357 12 9 —
A ^5 It 11 It 463 497 592 677 75* — 0-94 93 *42 340 393 4'0 —

so ,, ,, ,, 380 S5» 592 65s 742 0 42 95 230 332 357 12-Q —
50 ,t .. .1 190 449 592 ao's 43 iS-S

15 per cent. Fine Sand 366 548 581 723 68o 8-7 bd 197 =33 337 330 i9'5

TABLE II.

THE EFFECT Ol' AN ADMIXTURE OF KENTISH RAGSTONE UPON PORTLAND CEMENT WHEN LEFT IN AIR AND WHEN PLACED IN SEA WATER.

Tensile Strength in Lbs. per Square Inch.

Z
s

Nature .and Proportion
of Admixtuie. T3

_c

•V

N eat Cement. Effect of the
Admi.xture at end

Three parts Sand to One part Cement. Effect of the
Admixture at end

s

u
3 £ 7 days. 3 days 3 mths. 6 mths 12 mths.

of 12 months.

7 days. 28 day? 3 mlhs. 6 mths. 12 mths.

of 12 months.

A Pure Cement ...
Fresh

Air. 410 747 691 827 855 Loss Gain X U5 527 223 300 351 Loss Gain

A 15 p.c. Keniish Ragstone
Sea

Water.

417 7 to 726 672 747 12-6 118 83 212 183 180 487 —
A Pure Cement

Water. 4b8 600 6tt 782 810 — 87 170 242 3'3 330 — —
A 15 p.c. Kentish Ragstone 328 482 621 795 815 — o-6i 28 100 ..5 247 272 17-6 -

TABLE III.

THE EFFECT OF AN ADMIXTURE OF 15 PER CENT. OF KENTISH RAGSTONE UPON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF THREE DIFFERENT PORTLAND
CEMENTS.

Cement

No.

j

Nature and Proportion ol

Admixture.

1

Placed

in
— .[Tensile Strength in Los PER Square Inch.

Neat Cement.
Effect of the

Three parts Sand to one part Cement.
Effect of the

Admi.xture at end
of 12 months.

7 days. 18 days. 3 mths. 6 mths. t2mths.
of 12 nonths.

7 days. 28 days 3 mths. 6 mths. t2 mths.

B Pure Cement Fresh Water. — 822 857 Loss X Gain X 40S
IS p.c. Kentish Ragstone 5«5 640 — 82s 803 — 400

1
c Pure Cement — — 556 — — ths only. 353

IS p.c. Kentibli Ragstone — — 626 — — 12-6 —
D Pure Cement — — — tbs only. —

1$ p.c. Kentish Ragstone
’

632 — >5 — 346 77

one of standard sand, it diminishes its value

according to the amount of diluent used.

Coming next to the effect of admixtures of

Kentish ragstone upon cement that is used with

sea water and upon cement that is left in air,

the author tried the comparative effect of such

admixtures upon two samples, cement F being

manufactured on the Thames near Gravesend and
cement G from the lias formations of Warwick-
shire. Cement F was mixed with 15 per cent, of

ragstone, and cement G MTth 10 and 20 per cent,

respectively, and the effects of these admixtures
are given in Tables V. and VI. It will be seen

that the addition of 15 per cent, of ragstone to

cement F weakens it throughout, both when
tested neat and with three parts of sand, the

weakening effect of the ragstone being specially

marked when the cement is left entirely in air,

and to an even greater degree when gauged with

and placed in sea water.

With cement G (Table VI.) the addition of

10 and 20 per cent, of ragstone does not seem to

materially affect its strength when gauged neat,

but when gauged with three parts of standard

sand, the loss of cementing power is represented

by I ’2 per cent, and 8
'9 per cent, respectively, at

the end of six months. The briquettes left in air

indicate the presence of the ragstone in a very

marked degree, both neat and with three parts of

standard sand, while those gauged and placed in

sea water show a much greater diminution in

strength than the ordinary fresh water briquettes,

though not to such an extent as those left in air.

The author has not thought the effect of the

ragstone admixture upon the minor properties of

the cement, such as colour, time of setting,

specific gravity, S:c., of sufficient importance to

warrant any special experiments. It is very evi-

dent that, as the ground ragstone is much lighter

in colour than Portland cement, its addition would
tend to lighten the colour of the mixed material

according to the proportion used. The same re-

marks apply to its effect upon the setting pro-

perties of the cement, inasmuch as being by itself

an inert material, it merely retards the setting in

the same way that an addition of sand or other
aggregate would do. There is, however, one
peculiarity which is worth noting, and that is,

when gauged for testing purposes in a Faija
mechanical mixer, a cement containing the ad-
mixture has a tendency to ball together, or cohere
in the machine more readily than pure cement,
and this cohesive property may in some degree
account for the improved results obtained in

certain instances.”

For the purposes of reference the chemical com-
position and fineness of the several cements
used in the foreeoing experiments are given in

Tables VIL and VIII. It should be noted, how-
ever, that .Ts the analyses were made some time
after the inception of the experiments, the amount
of carbonic anhydride and water found is largely

due to absorption from the atmosphere.
Taking these experiments as a whole, they

clearly show that, although in some instances a
certain percentage of ragstone may improve the
strength of the cement when gauged neat, it

invariably produces an inferior result when tested

with three parts of standard sand, especially when
left in air or placed in sea water. In other words,
although it sometimes increases the cohesive
strength of the sample, it invariably diminishes
its adhesive power or cementitious value, which
is the most essential property of a cement. It is

probable that if tested with a larger proportion of
sand, say five to one, instead of three to one, the
weakening effect of the ragstone would have been
still more marked, inasmuch as the inert particles

of the admixture would have been spread over a
larger area, and their inertness as a cementing
material brought more into prominence. The
author’s object, however, in these experiments
was to compare the results of the pure and mixed
cements by the standard methods of testing, and
only those methods have been adopted through-
out. As, therefore, in actual work, cement is

never used neat, but always with a certain pro-
portion of aggregate, these experiments show that

an admixture of ragstone is merely a diluent, and,
as has been shown by the experiment given in
Table IV., is practically of the same value as an
admixture of finely-ground sand.
Why the admixture ofa considerable percentage

of inert material, such as Kentish ragstone or
finely-ground sand, should in some instances
improve the strength of a cement when gauged
neat, is a matter which is not altogether easy to
explain. In the course of some recent researches
on the finer grinding of Portland cement, the
author found that by re-grinding a cement having
a residue of about 30 per cent, on a iSo sieve, so
as to all pass through that sieve, its strength
when gauged neat, although slightly higher than
the original cement at the seven days, practically
showed no increase at the twenty-eight days,
three, and six months, while the original cement
gradually increased at each date. On the other
hand, the three to one sand briquettes of the fine
cement showed a great deal higher strain at the
seven days than the sand test of the original
cement, and continued to increase at the longer
dates till, at three and six months, they
were considerably stronger than the neat
briquettes. This suggests that the extremely
fine particles of the cement - by them-
selves, unless they have some considerable body
of hard inert substance to crystallise around, are
not so strong as a cement containing coarser par-
ticles of clinker, which form, so to speak, a per-
fect aggregate and nucleus of crystallisation. It

may be, therefore, that in some instances a certain
percentage of hard inert material gives body or
hardness to the neat briquette, and that the
presence ofsmall particles of inert material afford
more nuclei of crystallisation, and thus enable the
briquette to withstand

,
a higher tensile strain.

That an admixture of ten or twenty per cent, of
inert material should cause the cement to develop
a lower strain when tested with three parts of
standard sand is only what might have been ex-
pected, for it is very evident that if two particles
of sand or aggregate have between them a particle
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TABLE IV.

THE COMPARATIVE EPFECT OF ADMIXTURES OF KENTISH RAC.STONE AND FINE SAND UPON THF. TENSILE STRENGTH OF I’ORTLAND CE.MENT.

Cement

No.

1

Nature and Proportion of Admi.xture. 1

0
1

S

Tensile Strength in l.ES. PER Square Inch.

Neat Cement.
Effect of the

Admi.'ttiire at end
ol J2 inonihs.

Three parts Sand to 1 part Cement.

mths. 12 mths.

Effect of the
Admi-viure at end

of 12 months.
7 days. 28 days 6 m.hs. 32 mths. 7 days. 28 days. 6

E Pure Cement Fresh Water. 498 645 Loss^ Gain ^ 289 I .... •/

2 per cent. Kentish Ragstone ,, 475 498 586 675 —
468

I ’3
2 per cent, fine Sand ,, 47,. 546 648 461 C **7

10 percent. Kentish Ragstone ,, 438 47« 648 68a
10 per cent, fine Sand ,, 483 55* 656 66^ — 287
20 per cent. Kentish Ragstone ,, 4*3 479 672 646 6-76 — 225
20 per cent, fine Sand ,, 405 470 60 260
30 per cent, fine Sand „ 35S 507 687 65s o'6i >43 228 376 >5'7 “

TABLE V.

THE EFFECT OF AN ADMIXTURE OF KENTISH RAGSTONE UPON PORTLAND CEMENT WHEN LEFT IN AIR, AND WHEN PLACED IN SEA WATER.

Cement

No.

I

Natire and Proportion of Admixture.

Gauged

with

jPlaced

in

Tensile Strength in -BS. I'ER Sl.'CARE INCH.

Neat Cement.
Effect of the-

admixture at end
of 6 months.

Three parts Sane to 1 part Cement
Effect of the

admixture at end
of 6 months.

7 days. 28 days 3 mths. 6 mths. 7 days. 28 days 3 mihs. 6 mths.

1 F

1 F
1 F
1 . F

1 F

1 F

Pure Cement

15 p.c. Kentish Ragstone
Pure Cement ...

15 p.c. Kentish Ragstone

Pure Cement

15 p.c. Kentish Ragstone

Fresh
\Vater.

Sea
Water.

Fresh
Water.

Air.

Sea
Water.

3*3

303
422

40s

38*

305

544

457

540

513

628

579

683

682

642

697

676
670
614

802

721

Loss X

3'o

8'3

Gain %
135 218

130 ig8
iy8 217
>67 157

202 163

72 124

318

*97
282

*13

265

226

378

357

258

3‘s

Loss^

5
'5

12-8

19-2

Gain %

1 THE EFFECT OF ADMIXTURES OF KENTISH RAGSTONE

TABLE \T.

UPON PORTLAND CE.MENT WHEN LEFT IN AIR AND WHEN PLACED IN SF-A WATER.

Cement

No.

Nature and Proportion of
Admi.sture.

Gauged

with

Placed

ill

Tensile Strength in LiiS. I'ER Square Inch.

Ne.at Cement.
Effect of the

Admixture at end
of b months.

Three pans Sant to ] pan Cement.
Effect of the

Admixture at end
of 6 months.

7 days. 28 days. 3 mihs. 6 mths. 7 day.s. 28 days. 3 mths. 6 mths.

1
G Pure Cement Fre.sh Water. Fresh Water. 6;2 692 Loss X Gain X 183 248 402 Loss X Gain %

10 p.c. Kentish Raastone .. ,, ,, 683 68t 1.6 — 188 253 355 —
20 p.c. Kentish Raesione ... 1'4 j66 8

'9
1

(j Pure Cement ,, 63o 814 — — 421
10 p.c. Kentish Ragstone ... 22.8 — i6-i

G 20 p.c. Kentish Ragstone ... 663 766 — 30‘8
(

G Pure Cement ... Sea Water. Sea W ater. —
10 p.c. Kentish Ragstone ... „ — 60^ —

*8s 298
20 p.c. Keniish Ragstone ” — 667 7/9 830 .*4 - 276 *73 14-9

of an inert substance, such as Kentish rag, instead

of an active cementitious particle of cement, the

weakening of the mass must result. The author
is, therefore, of opinion that any admixture which
by itself is inert, unless it is readily soluble in water,

or reduced to an absolutely impalpable powder,
so that it can be acted upon by every particle of

the cement, must diminish the cementitious value

of the cement, and therefore prove a source of

[weakness to the structure.

1 Having conclusively demonstrated that, so far

as the cementitious value of the cement is con-
cerned, these admixtures are simply diluents, or

adulterants, the author next proposes to discuss

some of the methods by which their presence
may be most readily determined. The most
certain method of detection is, of course, by
[chemical analysis ; but a chemical examination of

a fairly simple nature will determine the presence
of Kentish rag. As already stated, Kentish rag
lis a more or less impure carbonate of lime, and,
as such, effervesces freely upon the addition of

[hydrochloric acid. If, therefore, a sample effer-

vesces to any considerable extent when treated

Iwith a weak solution of this acid, there is reason
to suspect the presence of ragstone, and a further

lexamination should be made to corroborate, or

[Otherwise, (these indications. In applying this

'test, however, it must not be forgotten that all

'well-matured cements effervesce more or less

when treated with this acid, owing to their

.having absorbed a certain amount of carbonic
lacid from the atmosphere, and care must be take«
that this slight effervescence is not confounded
•with that due to the presence of ragstone. If any
[appreciable quantity of ragstone is present, the
[effervescence is more prolonged, and the larger
[particles of the limestone float about in the liquid
giving off gas. If the dilute acid is placed in a
.glass or other suitable dish and the cement
[dropped into it, a few grains at a time, from the

point of a pocket knife, a very little experience
enables the operator to discriminate between the

effervescence caused by the presence of ragstone
and that which is merely due to a well-matured
cement. Of course, if a complete chemical
analysis is made of the sample, there are other
indications in addition to the evolution of carbonic
acid gas which enable the presence of ragstone

to be finally and conclusively determined upon.
Another admixture which is more particularly

used in the North of England is blast furnace

slag, and, although the author has not experi-

mented specifically with this substance, he is of

opinion that, having of itself no cementitious
value, its effect, when added to cement, is prac-

tically the same as that of ragstone. The presence
of slag is also fairly easy to detect by chemical
means, though to determine it with any certainty

requires practically a complete analysis. A
peculiar characteristic, however, of many cements
containing slag is that, after immersion in water
about a week, a briquette or pat freshly fractured

has a peculiar dark-green appearance, which fades

to the normal grey after exposure to the air for a
few hours.

Taken in conjunction with a chemical and
mechanical examination, the author has found
the microscope an invaluable ally in determining
the presence offoreign added materials in cements.
For the purposes of a microscopic examination, he
has found it most convenient to examine the

coarser particles of the powder, viz., those

particles which pass through a sieve having 76
holes per lineal inch, and are retained on a sieve

having 120 holes. A piece of well-burned cement
clinker, reduced to particles of this size, and
examined under the microscope with a low power
(say a one inch objective), has a dark, almost
black appearance, somewhat resembling coke,

and Is of the well-known porous honeycombed
nature characteristic of cement clinker. Kentish

rag on the other hand, reduced to particles of the
same size, is almost white in appearance, and is

considerably less opaque. Slag, similarly treated,

is also considerably lighter m colour than the
cement clinker, and, moreover, appears to split up
into angular, almost flaky, fragments in grinding.

It will therefore be readily understood that,

with the aid of a microscope, the presence of
Kentish rag, and also of slag, is fairly easily deter-

mined if in any appreciable quantity. To
illustrate the dificrence microscopically between
these substances, the author has prepared a few
micro-photographs of cements with and without
such admixtures, shown in figs, i to 6 (see p. 33).
The powder in each case was prepared as pre-

viously described, viz., by sifting through a 76
and retaining on a 120 sieve. Fig. i is a micro-
photo of the Kentish rag use<l in these experi-

menis, and fig. 2 of a piece of well-burned clinker
from the Rugby district ; the difference between
them is so marked as to need no comment.
Fig. 3 represents cement G (see Table VI.)
as received from the manufacturer, and fig. 4
the same cement after 20 per cent, of rag-
stone had been added ; the difference between
them is very distinct, the particles of rag-

stone being readily recognisable from their

almost white, semi-transparent appearance, in

contra-distinction to the dark-coloured clinker.

Fig. 5 is a micro-photo of a cement as received
from a firm of manufacturers who use Kentish
rag in their ordinary manufacture

;
the rounded,

white, semi-transparent nature of the ragstone
renders it easily distinguishable. Fig. 6 is a
sample of cement received by the author for test-

ing in the ordinary course, which was found to

contain a large admixture of slag. The one
great disadvantage of photography is that it does
not reproduce the colour of the object. In this

particular instance (fig. 6) the substance under
the microscope has very much the appearance o
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xed sweets, to use a somewhat saccharine

mile, which effect is very inadequately repro-

: ced in the photograph. It will be noticed also,

at in addition 10 the difference in colour,

.other peculiarity of this substance is the sharp,

ligular, almost jagged fracture of the fragments

slag, as distinguished from the more rounded

ipearance of the cement clinker.

Fig 2, being a piece of picked clinker, rather

presents the microscopic appearance of an

eal cement than of the usually manufactured

( tide, inasmuch as it consists only of thoroughly

ilcined particles, and contains none of the more

;r less imperfectly burned portions which are

jnerally found in the ordinary cement of com-

hcrce. Fig. 3 conveys a better idea of the

ppearance of an ordinary cement, the particles

t which range from a brownish coloured semi-

ansparent substance, somewhat resembling gum

rabic to the almost black-looking material shown

i Fig. 2. The microscope is of value, there-

i)re, not only in detecting the presence of im-

uritie', but also enables some opinion to be

jrmed of the amount of calcination to which the

ement has been subjected in the process of

'lanufacture.

: In conclusion, the author would add that the

laments used in these experiments were in no

-ay specially selected for that purpose, ^but were

litber purchased from the manufacturers’ wharves

orough a builder, or had been sent to the author

•ir testing in the ordinary course. Altogether

he experiments comprise the results of some two

ihousand briquettes, in addition to analyses and

fiber tests, and the author trusts they are suffi-

dently exhaustive and conclusive to clear up a

fcxed question.”

I SOME EXAMPLES OF ANCIENT
IRON-WORK :

.FROM THE museum] OF SCIENCE AND ART,
I DUBLIN.

The specimens of ancient ornamental iron-

vork exhibited in the above Museum, although

lot numerous, include, however, several works of

ixceptional interest, both from an artistic and

ItchrLological point of view. For instance, there

5 to be seen a compartment of the railing from

ilampton Court Palace, the work of Huntington

dhaw, the blacksmith, of Nottingham, an exceed-

ingly fine work of the seventeenth century, but

Ivhich is probably too well-known to the readers

5I the Builaer to require any description

;

knd amongst other works hitherto unnoticed, but

well displaying Ihe handiwork of the worker in

iron, are the following of which illustrations are

given. No. l is a very elegant example of

artistic iron-work, described as a “ Fanlight Grille

of iron wrought in scrolls and foliage. A mask

in the centre. German sixteenth century. Sent

by the Trustees of the Compton Domville Estate,

per Captain G. Leslie Poe.” This is a very elabo-

rate example consisting of scroll-work springing

from a central stem and extending its convolutions

!to the right and left. The scrolls are moreover

lenriched at every turn by graceful foliage. The
;central stem has a mask at about the

(middle of its height. The iron composing the

'scroll-work is round in section and ^ in. diameter.

The size of this work is considerable, being

7 ft. 6 in in width. Although described as being

of the sixteenth century it is evidently much later,

and is probably of the same date as the next

jexample.

No. 2.—A grave cross, described as being of

I Bavarian work of the seventeenth century. This

(iron cross is of large size for a memorial of this

[description, being 7 ft. 4 in. in height and

4 ft. 7 in. in width. The composition exhibits a

combination of beautiful curves starting from

; either side of the central stem of the cross, and
t twining in varied directions. A small recep-

I tacle of rather rude design is placed in the centre

of the cross, and opens with a small door turning

I upon binges, probably as a place for an inscription,

or repository of some memento of the deceased. A
very appropriate design surmounts the cross,

: being an angel holding a trumpet. This is cut

: from sheet iron. The scroll work is formed of

I round iron through which the various intersecting

1
pieces are inserted.

' The exceeding richness of the whole design is

I very remarkable, combining elegance with

strength and lightness.

No. 3.—Two very curious articles of dome-stic

I use, labelled “ A gridiron and fork of the Ancient

Corporation of the Good Fathers of Alost,

Belgium. Flemish c. 1500. From the Menard
Collection, Ghent.” From the appearance and
state of preservation of the “gridiron,” it

appears somewhat doubtful as to whether
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it could have been used as a gridiron in the

manner in which it is employed at the present

day, but that it was employed for cooking or heat-

ing food over a fire the two claws underneath

evidently denote. As will be seen from the illus-

tration, it is composed entirely of open-work,

octagonal in form, and surrounded by fleurs-de-

lys, which project from its sides. The handle is

also formed of open scroll-work, and terminating

with a fleur-de-lys.

The fork corresponds in design with the grid-

iron. The total length ofthegiidironis 2 ft. loin.,

that of the fork, i it. 6 in.

The whole form a very interesting example of

the domestic work at the commencement of the

sixteenth century.

No. 4.—This large iron candlestick is described

as a “ Candelabrum with revolving pan of brass,

and socket for a large candle. French, fifteenth

century. Portion of the Peyre collection.” As
will be seen from the illustration, it stands upon

three feet, and the stem as high as the cusps sup-

porting the brass pan is of J-square iron;

thence it becomes round and decreases in

diameter. The details accompanying the illus-

I tration will, it is hoped, explain the construction

of the upper portion which revolves round

the central stem. With regard to the use

to which this large candlestick was ap-

plied, it is difficult, in the absence of any

information with regard to its original locale^

whether religious or civil, to form a con-

jecture. Should it have been the former, it

might be suggested that it was for holding the

Paschal candle ; but its unecclesiastical form

seems to militate against the suggestion.

Altogether, it is a very curious and puzzling piece

of work, and of much interest. The height is

5 ft. II in., and the diameter of the lower bowl

or pan is i ft. 4iin. D. A. W.

Building Trade, Leigh, Lancashire.

—

Despite interruptions through bad weather the

building trade in the Leigh district has during the

past half-year been in a flourishing condition. The
Leigh, Atherton, and Tyldesley operative brick-

layers and their labourers have given notice of their

intention to apply for an increase in wages of one

halfpenny per hour. The bricklayers at present

receive ninepence, and their labourers sixpence.

The strike of the moulders at Butt’s foundry still

continues.

G
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Sllustrations.

THE WESTERN CHOIR, BAMBERG
CATHEDRAL.

i^'^iIIE Cathedral of Bamberg, on the Main,
ra is one of the most valuable examples of

twelfth and thirteenth century architec-

ture to be found in Germany. It is finely

situated on the top of a hill, completely over-

looking the town, and, like many early German
churches, it has an apse flanked by lofty

towers at either end. Internally, the church has

choirs at both ends, which are supported upon

large crypts, all above ground. The whole of

the eastern choir and its crypt are fine rich

Romanesque work, and were erected after the

year liio, when the first cathedral was burnt

down. This eastern choir is shown in the

distance in my drawing. The nave of the church

occupies three large quadripartite bays between

the two choirs, and to an Englishman the arrange-

ment of the interior is very puzzling, because not

only is there a stalled choir at either end, but

there are also two high altars and two subsidiary

altars, with flights of stairs on either side leading

to the choirs above. The western choir is the

finest example of pure “first pointed” work I

have met with in Germany. It is bisected by tran-

septs in the same style. Its crypt is a singularly

beautiful work. I am inclined to think that the

western choir and high altar were formerly the

more important of the two, because, in the first

place, the choir itself is deeper than that at the

western end. In the second place, it is bisected

by the transept ; and, in the third place, in the

centre of it is the tomb of Pope Clement II.,

who died in 1048. It is evident that his monu-
ment must have been placed here afcer the

rebuilding of the cathedral, and as he was raised

to the Papacy from the episcopal See of Bam-
berg, it is extremely probable that this western

choir was erected as a kind of memorial to him.

The tomb has been much mutilated, but is still

very curious. It consists of a sarcophagus,

which is undoubtedly a genuine old classical

work, and probably came from Rome ; around if

are the marble bases of eight slender columns,

which probably carried a thirteenth century

canopy, which no longer exists. The ends of

the tomb are adorned with mermaids having

double tails, which would seem to suggest that it

was originally the sarcophagus of some Roman
admiral. This tomb is shown in the immediate

foreground of my drawing.

The stalls are remarkably fine, evidently

dating from the close of the thirteenth century or

the commencement of the fourteenth. Few
examples of early wood carving are so rich and
elegant in detail.

The stalls of the eastern choir are later in date,

and somewhat resemble those of King’s College

Chapel, Aberdeen ; the stone screens at the back
of them are thirteenth centur>’ work, and on their

outer sides are adorned with the noblest thir

teenth century sculpture in Germany. The
whole cathedral, in fact, is remarkable for its

sculpture and carving.

Attached to the pier between the nave and
eastern choir on the north side- is a grand
equestrian statue, nearly life size, forming i

monument of St. Stephen, King of Hungary-

and dating from the thirteenth century. In the

centre of the nave is the beautiful marble monu
ment by Tilman Rhiemenschneider, erected in

the year 1513 to the Emperor St. Henry II. and

his wife St. Cunigunda. The effigies of the

Emperor and Empress are remarkable for their

grace and dignity, and the subjects filling in the

Gothic panels round the tomb are remarkable for

their delicacy. The whole is executed in white

marble. Attached to the walls and piers are

several upright effigies of bishops. Three of these

are said to be the work of Peter Vischer. An
altar in the south transept has over it a twelfth

century crucifix of ivory, a most remarkable
work

;
and opening out from the same transept is

a long building divided into a nave and aisles,

called “ The Chapel of the Holy Nail.”

The walls are completely covered by monu
mental bas-reliefs, cast in bronze, dating from

the fifteenth to the seventeenth century, and the

principal altar has a beautifully carved wooden
teredos enclosing pictures by Wohlgemuth.

It is said that this cathedral contains one

hundred and thirty ancient monuments, ail of

them interesting works of art. During the

restoration of the church some fifty years ago,

all the modern monuments were removed to the

church of St. Michael, where they can still be

seen. None of them, however, are of special

value, and by their removal and that of the

Secivd Floor.

First Floor.

J Aft °
.L 1! J

Ground Floor.

Design for an Institute 0} Architects. Plans.

whitewash, wall paintings of remarkable interest

have been exposed
;
and I think that these were

also monumental, as several of them are full-

length figures of bishops.

The sacristy and treasury of this cathedral are

full of objects of interest, some of the reliquaries

and curiosities having been given to the Church
by the Emperor St. Henry II. and St. Cunigunda

;

those, however, which date from the fifteenth

century are finer as works of art, though not so

curious.

Bamberg is an interesting place full of curious

old churches. The immediate district is one of
the most fertile of all Europe, the scenery charm-
ing and rich in well-preserved old castles, some
of which are still inhabited and contain remark-

j

able examples of ancient furniture, tapestr)',

plate, &c. In fact, few more pleasant localities

are to be found in Europe than this Franconian
Bavaria.

PI. W. Brewer.

DESIGN FOR AN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

This design was prepared in competition for

the Soane Medallion, and was exhibited at the
Royal Academy last year. The exterior was
intended to be of Portland stone, with the excep-
tion of the ground story, which was to be of un-
polished granite. The frieze of sculpture is

illustrative of the arts and crafts allied to archi-

tecture, and the shields under the second-floor

windows have medallions commemorating famous
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irchitects. A dignified effect in the entrance and

:entral hall was aimed at, the latter being lantern-

lit above the level of the first floor, the walls

lined with marble, and the vaults frescoed. The
masking of the main staircase seemed to convey

an air of mystery, and add interest to the interior.

The basement contains storage and strong rooms,

and a porters residence. Bedrooms are contrived

in the roof, over secretary’s leskience, and mezza-

nine floors are arranged over all the smaller

rooms. The accompanying plans show the more
important floors. Percy E. Newton.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL BANK,
ENFIELD.

The design for this building, by Mr. \V. Gilbee

Scott, was selected in a limited competition.

The whole of the ground floor stage of the bank
is in stone, and all cornices, window dressings,

and other architectural features above this would
be in stone also, the remainder being faced with

Ted bricks, and the roofs covered with green

slates.

It is proposed to construct the entrance doors,

the internal lobby, the counter, cashiers’ desks,

the panelled dado, and all other fittings in teak.

The floor is fireproof throughout. The space for

the public would be laid with marble mosaic, and
that in the banking space, and in the waiting-

rToom and manager’s-room, with pitch pine-wood
block flooring. The ceiling of the bank is also

fireproof.

The strong-room has a thick fireproof floor and
ceiling, and is completely isolated from all

external walls.

The manager’s house is arranged so that he will

be able to get to his room in the bank direct from

his house without passing through the bank, by
imeans of a short corridor which is quite shut off

(from the rest of the house.

The bank being 16 ft. high, it was thought
svaste of space and money to give the same
(height to the strong room, lavatories, private

entrance, &c., which are situated behind the

bank. These portions, therefore, are only 9 ft.

high, which gives a floor at a mezzanine level,

which has been utilised for the kitchen and its

offices.

With the view of utilising the remainder of the

'bank site, it was considered that a block of offices

’Would be the best and most remunerative build-

ing to erect. Twenty offices are provided, with
'lavatory and water-closet accommodation on every
tfloor

; and doorways would be formed and then
'bricked up, so that at any time they could be
opened without structural alteration, should any
tenant require two or more rooms communicating.
The external architecture of the offices is of the

:3ame character as that of the bank, but more
simple, that it may not detract/rom the importance
of the principal building.

The drawing was exhibited at the Royal
Academy last year.

THE MARY PEASE ALMSHOUSES,
DARLINGTON.

These almshouses were originally founded by
the benefactress, whose name they bear, in 1S20,
and were situated in the heart of the town. The

present re-erection and enlargement of the esta-

blishment is due to the generosity of Miss Emma
Gurney Pease. Not only is provision made for

six inmates (women), instead of four, but being

removed to a less crowded position near the

outside of the town, the site is more open and
attractive. It will be seen from the plan that

each inmate is provided with a fair-sized sitling-

room, a bedroom, larder, sink, coal-cellar, &c.

Most of the accommodation is on the ground-floor

level, but the bedrooms in the case of the two
central houses are placed upstairs. The building

' is of local brick, the external walls being 14 in.

thick, with a cavity of 4o- in. Commondale
moulded bricks are used for the gable copings and
chimney dressings.

Miss Pease unfortunately died just as the con-

tract was about to be signed (though she had
directed and approved all the arrangements of the

plan), and the task of seeing the undertaking

completed was taken up by her brother, Sir

Joseph Pease.

The late Mr. Robert Kitching, of Darlington,

was the principal contractor, and the architect,

Mr. Paul Waterhouse (of A. W-aterhouse & Son)

was assisted in the superintendence by Mr. J. P.

Pritchett, of Darlington.

The total cost of the work was 1,498/., includ-

ing fencing, turf, and brick paths.

The drawing was exhibited at the Royal
Academy last year.

ADDITIONS TO WYE COLLEGE.
This is a drawing which was exhibited at the

last Royal Academy, by Mr. Paul B. Chambers,
but in regard to which we have no further infor-

mation from the architect. In the absence of a

plan, the building has at least the merit of ex-

pressing pretty well, externally, its general

arrangement.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.*
The Ar( Journal contains an article by Mr.

Cosmo Monkhouse on “ A Northern Home,”
illustrating the interiors in an exceedingly sump-
tuous mansion somewhere in Scotland (we are

not told precisely where), which are very rich and
effective, though perhaps rather too showy and
wanting in repose. Mr. F. Miller contributes an
article on “Bookbinding,” with some illustrations

of admirable work by some contemporar)' book-
binders. We quite concur in the principle that

few tools, and the design a simple development
of the characteristic marking of each tool, is the

right path in designing book-cover decoration.

We are also glad to read of the method employed
by Messrs. Dent for some less expensive bindings,

in which “ the binder who tools them works out
his own ideas in each cover, so that no two are

quite alike ;
” the general design being given we

presume. This seems a most sensible procedure
where entirely original and special work cannot
be afforded. The Rev. J. Cavis-Brown gives a
popular article on “ Chichester,” and one of the

• Tbe object of these notes is to point out anything in
the contents of the current magazines which is of special
interest to our readers, with occasional brief criticisms on
the views expressed in such articles, ^^'hen a magazine
which has been sent to us is not noticed, it is because that
number contains nothing that it is within our province to
comment upon.

illustrations in the number is a reproduction

from a study by M. Dagnan-Bouveret for the

head of the Christ in his “Last Supper.”

We are glad to see the small monthly publica-

tion which used to appear under the title of A. A.
Notes appearing this year in an enlarged form,

and with the title in the more dignified form,

Ai'chitectural Association Notts. Tnere are two
interesting sheets of illustrations from the work of

the Class of Design, “ A Porch ” and “A Conva-
lescent home.” The latter is very suitably treated

in a quiet style, but the members of the Class of

Design should we think, be required in such a

case to add a north point to their plans and to show
that these are laid out with due regard to aspect.

We may also point out that the kitchen fireplace is

badly placed in regard to the window, so that the

cook would be in her own light
;
an oversight

common enough in plans by older architects than

the members of the Class of Design.

The Antiquary has an interesting paper on the

five-storied cliff houses of Pompeii, of which one
does not hear very much, though the street houses

seem as familiar to us as our own. In the course

of the article one is glad .to read of one very

sensible piece of preservation of old ornament on
the part of the Administration of Pompeii. On
the ceiling of an old bath room were patches of

fresco and relieved stucco ornament, which
threatened to fall off. The pieces were carefully

detached, and the whole put together into a

wooden frame, into which they were cemented.

The frame was then raised and placed in the por-

tion in which the fragments were found, and fixed

by iron supports. In referring to the Peterborough
controversy the Antiq2iajyna.tnta.\\y takes the side

of the Society of Antiquaries, but in advocating

that the advice of an engineer should be
called in our contemporary would find that engi-

neering advice, in comparison with that of archi-

tects, would be (from the antiquarian point of

view) out of the frying-pan into tbe fire. People

fancy an engineer would advise how to keep the

structure up without interfering with it ; whereas
the engineer would only say, “it is not worth
while to make the attempt.” We should like to

hear a colloquy between an eminent engineer and
the representatives of the Society of Antiquaries

and the Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings ; it would afford amusement at all

events, if no other result.

In the Contemporary is to be found Mr. Holman
Hunt’s paper on “ Religion and Art,” read at the

last Church Congress, which should be read by
all who are interested in seeing church art raised

to a real art instead of being a medixvalised form
of decoration carried on as a business. “ Through-
out my life,” says Mr. Hunt, ‘‘I have looked
upon the artificiality of religious design with

despair. It was impossible to cure the evil, for

some artists acquiesced in the practice it had
given rise to. What gives new hope for the

generation to come is that ecclesiastics have arisen

with a new sense of the value of living art, and
a small number of young artists have thought it

high time to combine to denounce the prevalent

taste, and to strive to serve religious thought
with designs of original conception.” Professor

Sayce’s article in the same magazine, on
“Recent Discoveries in Babylon” sums up
the results of the latest excavations, unfortunately

not by Englishmen, but by Frenchmen (under M.
de Sarzec) and Americans. The suggestion

made a year or two ago in Mr. Statham’s “ Archi-

tecture for General Readers” (page 21) that tbe

discoveries of M. de Sarzec seemed to leave room
for the question “ whether architectural influence

may not have travelled in the first instance from
Assyria to Egypt instead of the reverse way,”
appears likely to be more than fulfilled, accord-

ing to Professor Sayce’s reading of the results of

these recent discoveries.

Harper gives a summary of the state of
“ Science at the beginning of tbe Century,” with
portraits of Humphry Davy, Lagrange, Herscbell,

and others. An article on “ Literary Landmarks
of Rome ” deals mainly with buildings and monu-
ments connected with literary celebrities, and, in

connexion with the illustrations, will interest those

who wish to make the most of their Rome.

In the Century an article on “ Public Spirit in

Modern Athens ” presents an interest of rather

exceptional kind, as it serves, both in illustrations

and text, to bring tbe ancient and modem
Athens side by side for comparison. One illustra-

tion on the modem side, the head of “A Girl

from Eleusis,” shows at least that the type of

perfect Greek beauty is not extinct in modem
times. Tbe article is followed by a short poem,
by Mr. R. W. Gildery, on “ The Parthenon by
Moonlight,” which however is hardly equal to

the occasion.
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In Scribfur the article on “Thackeray's

Haunts and Homes,” with sketches of various

houses in England and abroad in which he lived

at different times, ought to be of interest to many
English readers. Under the heading “The
Field of Art” are some remarks on the causes

of the inability to appreciate sculpture and

why it is so universal, which will be read with

sympathy by sculptors, though they will hardly

find therein consolation or any hope of better

appreciation. As a frontispiece is a scene

from “David Copperfield,” No. i of a series

of “Scenes from the Great Novels,” by Mr.

L. Ravenhill, which as an example of book
illustration is really masterly ; the characters

are the precise personages of Dickens, without

the element of caricature which has generally

pervaded “ Dickens ” illustrations, and for which

n truth the novelist gave only too much excuse.

We wish Mr. Ravenhill would illustrate Thacke-
ray, who merits illustration more than Dickens,

and has had less of it.

The Revue Gt'iit’rale contains an interesting

critical article on the architecture of Vienna,
“ Une Promenade dans Vienne,” by M. J- G.

Freson, which by the way closes with a compli-

ment, not we think undeserved, to English

architecture. Speaking of the excessive class!*

cality of Vienna, M. Freson observes that not

only is one met by structures unsuited to the

climate and locality of Vienna, but that this

continual imitation of Renaissance details leaves

hardly any distinction between the modern and
the old architecture. “ Toutefois, cette observa-

tion est applicable aux edifices contemporains

en general. L’Angleterre seule a guarde une
certaine originalite, grace au mode d’education

de ses architectes ; heureux eft'et dii a I’absence

d’ecoles d’architecture.”

Kfinvledge commences a series of articles on
“ The Age of Mountains,” by Professor Lobley.

Mr. E. Walter Maunder makes an interesting

suggnsiion under the title, “An Old Record of

the Corona ”—that one of the forms of Assyrian

ornament, “a ring with wings,” is really a con-

ventional adaptation in ornament of the effect of

the corona in solar eclipse.

In the Essex Review (quarterly) Mr. F, Chan-
cellor describes and illustrates St. Mary the

Virgin, Runwell, in his series of “ Essex

Churches.” There is an illustrated article on
some brasses in various Essex churches—Great

Rromley, Cold Norton, Shopland, Stebbing, and
Wenden Lofts.

The Pall Mall Magazine gives an illustrated

account of Warwick Castle.

The Gentleman's Magazine, in an article on
“A Country Town in the Seventeenth Century,”

gives some interesting details as to the official,

social and business life of such a town two
hundred years ago, as gathered from old papers

and mercantile accounts &c. The number also

includes a short article on “ Spectroscopic Double
Stars” by Mr. J. Ellard Gore.

Under the heading “The Most Wonderful
Tunnel in the World ” the English Illustrated

gives some account of the making of the Black-

wall Tunnel, which is illustrated by sections, as

well as views, in a more practical and workman-
like style than is usual in magazines for general

reading—in this country at least.

CYCLING AND THE BUILDING TRADE.
The present enthusiasm for cycling has had a

remarkable effect during the past year on the

building trade in connexion with the central

home of cycle manufactory, Coventry. Nearly all

the hundred or more cycle companies, as a result

of the extraordinary volume of trade, thought it

necessary to increase their factory accommodation.
One important feature of the cycle trade was the

introduction of several new undertakings into the

city, intended to supply certain parts of the

machines hitherto purchased from other towns.

These have all had their effect upon the building

trade. During the year the Cycle Manufacturers
Tube Company erected an entirely new factory

at a cost of 21,000/. ;
a new stamping factory was

opened late in the season by a local firm, and at

the present time large stamping works are being
erected. Altogether, last year about forty new
factories were built, and about sixty plans passed

for additions to others, in the majority of cases

quite as large as the original buildings. In 1895
only ten new factories were erected, and in 1S94,

fifteen : and the buildings erected last year are on
a far more extensive scale than before, and their

total value cannot be much less than 250,000/.

Included among them are the new workshops of

the New Beeston Cycle Company, which cover

eight acres ; the Rover Cycle Company (four

acres) ; the Pneumatic Tyre Company, who have
doubled their fac’.ory accommodation; the

Premier, Singer, Sparkbrook, Coventiy Cross,

Centaur, Roulette, Viking, Conqueror, Coventry
Machinists, and Elk Companies, and many others.

The old Cotton Mill has been converted into a

factory for the accommodation of the Beeston
Tyre Company, and two entirely new firms—the

Daimler Motor Company and the Great Horse-
less Carriage Company. The works of the

Humber Company, which were destroyed by fire

in July last (the damage being estimated at

100,000/.), have been rebuilt and are now in

occupation.

All these circumstances have led to strange

developments. As the city filled up with
mechanics, attracted by the activity in the cycle

trade, builders began to be employed on the new
factories and extensions. For this work more
bricklayers and carpenters were required than

the city could supply, and it was not long

before new arrivals exhausted the existing

house accommodation. The large contracts

given to builders prevented them turning

their attention to the erection of houses. As
early as May there was not an empty house in

the city, and hundreds of men, for whom there

was plenty of employment in the cycle and
building trades, bad to seek work elsewhere. In
the summer months many houseless men took

their rest in the neighbouring fields, and one con-

tractor, Mr. C. Gray Hill, was obliged to so far

recognise the situation as to put up a tent for

many of his workpeople who would otherwise

have been shelterless. For a long time
houses continued to be built very slowly,

considering the exceptional opening for re-

munerative investment. An idea of the demand
for house accommodation may be gathered from
the fact that in many instances rent was paid

for houses long before they were completed, in

order to secure the tenancy. But builders them-
selves had something to say upon the subject of

house building. Many were fully employed on
large contracts, but Ihe speculaiive builder.*, who
confined their a'tenlion to dwellings, complained
that they received little encouragement. Land
bad increased in value to almost prohibitive

prices, materials had risen, wages were higher,

and the building by-laws (according to their view)

far too stringent. The increise in the price of

bricks—about 20 per cent,—was, of course, partly

due to the inadequacy of the local supply. Then,
again, more building meant more building trade

operatives, for whom there was no accommoda-
tion in the city. But with the completion of many
of the large contracts, and the relaxing ia certain

particulars of the building by-laws, more attention

has lately been given to the erection of artisans’

dwellings. Plans were pissed about during the

last few months of 1896 for twenty rew streets

and nearly 600 houses. Apart from these, other

estates are being rapidly developed, and it is not

improbable that during 1S97 the number of new
houses will be at leas’. 2,000.

Amongst municipal projects occasioned by the

prosperity of the industries of Coventry are a new
sewage system at an estimated cost of 156,500/.;

the extension of the fever hospital and the erec-

tion of a smallpox hospital, to cost 6,700/. and

3, too/, respectively
;
the beginning of the scheme

tor new municipal buildings by the passing of

plans for a new police station (14 571/.); the

widening of several central thoroughfares ; and
the re-organisation of the City Surveyor’s depart-

ment by the proposed appoinimsnt of a Borough
Engineer.

While it may be safely said that the building

trade in Coventry will be active in the present

year, it is probable that fewer hands will be

employed. At present quite i,coo bricklayers,

and as many carpenters and joiners are in regular

work. Nearly all the large contracts will be

completed in a few weeks, and a considerable

number of workmen who have temporarily lived

in Coventry will then probably leave. In

ordinary times there are about 600 bricklayers

and carpenters and joiners in Coventry, but there

is no fear of this level being reached during 1S97.

COMPE TITIONS.
Skitton Infectious Hospital. — The

Skipton Joint Hospital Committee, at their last

meeting, had bsfore them the report of Mr.

Thos. Worthington, of Manchester, as to the

best six designs for an inLctious hospital. There

bad been twenty-seven sets sent in for competi-

tion, but Mr. Worthington had brought the

number down to six. He had submitted these

to a further examination, with the follow-

ing result:— 1st piemium, 20/., Mr. G. E.

Bolshaw, architect and surveyor, Southport and

Crewe; 2ncl premium, 10/., Mr. A. Cullen>

architect, Motherwell, Glasgow ;
3rd premium,

5/., Mr. H. W. Pratt, Chancery-lane, I^ondon.

Mr. Bolshaw’s estimate for carrying out his

design amounts to 10,000/.

Coroner’s Court, Poplar.—We under-

stand that the designs of Messrs. Lansdell &
Hanisoo, of Highbury, for the Public Coroner’s

Court and Mortuaries for the Poplar District Board
of Works, have been placed first by the assessor.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Architectural Association of Ire-

land.— At the ordinary meeting of this

Associition on Tuesday evening, Mr. Thomas
Drew, R.H.A., delivered a lecture on “The
Architecture of Dublin.” Mr. R. Caulfield

Orpen presided. Mr. Drew said that in

the study of architecture as a living art in Dublin

they had remarkable advantages in the mere
luxury of living in an old, historic, respectable

city, with many dignified monuments of a past

time, with a picturesqueness of architectural

effect—spontaneous, unstudied ; the growth of

accidental creation, not made, as it was impossible

to make it in a brand new town or city. Let

them think what ihe difference would have
been had their lot been cast as students in such

new towns as Birmingham, Bradford, Leeds,

Wolverhampton, even Manchester. Let them
even take his native city, Belfast. How much
was there in the modern makings of such towns
to inspire the architectural student with one spark

of genuine enthusiasm for his art of architecture

as ne went to his work in the morning and
returned in the sunset effects of the evening ?

London had great wealth of noble and illustra-

tive architecture, if the student could find it out

—from its unmatched Abbey of Westminster,

running through all the gamut of progression of

styles of the Middle Ages, up to the grand chord

of the Renaissance architecture in St. Paul’s-

Cathedral, than which there were few more-

satisfying examples in all the world of classic

Renaissance architecture. In London the archi-

tectural student had the run of all that, if

he were appreciative and discriminating, and

lived on a bicycle ; but he did not run

it as a matter of fact. The interests and objects-

were too widely apart, and overflowed by a teem-

ing modernism and a sordid flood of building of

a greater modern city. Edinburgh had native

charms to inspire the architect artist with a fire

of enthusiasm in his daily life of going to and
fro, such as he knew noihing to approach in all

the lovely cities of these kingdoms. There was
nothing of pictorial, ihealiically-imagined archi--

teclive and aerially enchanted effect to be con-

ceived like the picture of Edinburgh from

the valley below its native Prince’s-street. Dublin
m’ght not afford exhaustive examples of every

age and style, but he maintained that it pre-

sented such examples as were wanted to illustrate-

methods of arcbiieclural study. The lecturer

then spoke of the architects and architecture

of the Custom House, the Bank of Ireland, the-

Four Courts, Trinity College, and of the resi-

dences of the Irish nobility and gentry in Dublin

a century ago, and amid applause lie concluded-

his interesting and instructive lecture.—Mr. A. E.

Murray, R.H.A., in proposing a vote of thanks-

to Mr. Drew, said his lecture was the result of a
genuine study of the history and architecture of

the finest buildings in Dublin, and if Mr. Drew-
enlarged on the subject and published it, it would

be full of interest not only to the citizens of

Dublin, but to strangers who visited the city.

Tbc Chairman announced the next meeting for

the I9‘h inst., when Mr. J. J. O’Callaghan

would lecture cn “ Design.” The library of the-

Association is now open, and the classes on build-

ing construction commence this week, and those

on design next week.

PRIVATE BILLS, SESSION 1897; AND
PROVISIONAL ORDERS (BOARD OF'

TRADE).
The number (293) of private measures prepared for

the comingsession exceeds tbe total(258) of last year.

Tbe increase is mainly in respect of gas, water, and
electricity projects. There are sixty-eight railway

bills as compared with sixty-three, nin;teen tram-

way bills as compared with fifteen, and fifty-five

electricity and electrical lighting orders as com-
p.ired with thirty-seven. 'VVe give an epitonae-,.

abstracted from the official “ Notices," of the more
important enterprises, within our own province, to-

which we have not already adverted.

Municipal, Building, Sanitary, and Other:
Local Improvements.

Bills .—City of London : To dissolve the Com-
missioners of Sewers (1848), and vest their property*
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powers, duties, See ,
in the Corporation, to be

administered by the Common Council. H.AFs.

Commissioners of Works: To acquire the sites of

Nos. 27-8, Southampton-buildings, for an extension

of the Patent Office, westwards of the new block in

Staple Inn (south side). London County Council

^general powers' ; A new street from north side of

St. George’s Church, Borough, through the church-

yard to Long-lane, opposite Tabard-street, giving, in

4ieu of the churchyard, lands on the east side of the

new street, and to lay out the same as a recreation

ground :
widen Long-lane on the south side,

between Great Dover-street and Snuthall-place, and

on the south side for 4 ch. from the church: widen

Battersea Patk-road on hoth sides (in parts), and
reconstruct the West London Extension Railway

bridge, the Battersea Vestry to contribute
;
widen

Holloway-road (in part), St. Mary, Islington, Vestiy

<0 contribute
;

to provide for contributions by the

•respective District Boards or Vestries in respect of

open spaces at Well-street, Sydenham ;
East-street,

Walwoith; Xelson-stieet, Bermondsey: and For-

tune-green, Hampste-id :
and to enable the Council,

or any District Board, or Vestry, with their consent,

to erect and maintain on a disused burial ground,

•such buildings as may be necessary for the efficient

management of such ground as an open space or

recreation ground. To admit the sewage of Acton
and part of East Ham into the Metropolitan

<irainage system, the Acton, and East Ham Urban
District Councils to contribute.

By the following Corperatiens :

—

Birkenhead:
Consolidation of the townships, extension of borough
limits, and regulation of places for public dancing.

Bolton : New streets, a boating-lake, 512 yds. by

80 yds., at Deane and Horton, with diversion of

the Middle brook
;
underground sanitary conveni-

ences, and regulations as to nuisances, libraries,

&c. Bournemouth: To purchase from Mr. J. E.

Cooper Dean the Dean Patk Horse Shce, and
build thereon municipal cffices

;
widen and im-

prove several sTeels
:

acquire lands for public

gardens artd reciealion ground. Bradford: For

street improvements; extension of the borough,

to include Al’erlon, Heaton, Thornbury, and
Tyersal, and improvement of St. James and
Rawson-place markets :

control and licensing of the

4ce-cream and fried fish trades ;
control of places

occupied by or for the Salvation Array
;
regulation

of sky-signs, and to deal with trade sewage and
effluents. Bristol: Extension of boundary to take

c'.n Hoifield, Stapleton, and St. George parishes,

with parts of Westbury, Btislington, Bedminster,

Long Ashton, Portbury, and Portisbead
;
wharfs

I and quays on the Avon and the floating harbour',

I
and an opening bridge across the Avon. Colne

\i^Lancs.): For a new street, to be called North
' Valley-road, the owners, lessees or occupiers of

:
the land to bear the cost ; to take a site in

I
Albert-road for erecting a public library, buildings

! for technical instruction nnd secondary education,

and other purposes
:
to set apart land for games,

with provision of gymnastic and other appliances;

the regulation of sky-signs, advertisement hoard-

•iT>gs, and street advertisements, with various

provisions relating to public health. Glasgow

:

V'arious local measures and improvements. Hud-
dersfield

:

To widen and improve certain thorough-

fares
;

to woik their tramways by other than

animal power
;
to prohibit (except as to such as

may be required for the tramways) the suspension

of electric wires or lines over, across, or along

any street, to compel the same to be placed

underground, with removal of those now existing
;

provision for recreation grounds, including the two

offered by Mr. J. Nield Sykes and G. W. Shaw.

Kingston-on-Hull

:

To extend the borough area,

and erect an opening bridge in Sculcoates
;
provide

a crematorium in the Western cemetery
;
prohibition

of sky-siges and projections of any kind over the

streets, and to regulate all structures or devices

for advertisements, i.eeds

:

Improvement of the

drainage area of the Washburn Valley, taking

88 X of Swinsty Moor and 13^ a. of Hoodstorlh-

lane Common and Thruscross Green
;

to widen
many streets, and take up and re-inter the human
remains in Holy Trinity burial-ground at West End.

Leicester: Extension of gas and water area; to

ivork the tramways by mechanical or electrical

power
:
to build a public hall with an organ, and to

,pay musical bands; to erect a crematorium in

First Horse - close, Gilross
;

regulations as to

caravans, shows, steam and other organs, whistles,

hours for driving cattle, &c,
,
also as to lodging-

houses, the hanging of articles and flags over

the streets, sky - signs, advertisement vehicles,

and hoardings, sanitary matters and the like.

Nottingham : For new streets and the widening of

others
;
to construct a towing-path between Wilt'ord

P.nd Trent Bridges, and embank the river.

Pwllheli: To constitute themselves the Harbour
•Authority

;
to buy the Pwllheli Water Company

and erect new works
;
and to enlarge, improve, and

'fit up the town and market hall. Salford

:

To buy
a site for a warehouse for grain or “grain silo";

lay down tramways {4 ft. 8^ in. gauge) ;
to alter

and amend existing laws and regulations as to

building
;
and to provide for better regulation of

traffic. Great Yarmouth: To lay out as a public

park or recreation ground Southtown Common,
X, in Gorleston

;
regulations for the sea-

shore; to provide swimming baths and recreation

grounds
;
to control and restrict the erection and

placing of booths, exhibitions, &c., on the marine

parade, beach, gardens, sea-shore, and jetty
;

to

provide for the observance of decency and older at

the bathing places
;
to require (with other sanitary

measures) that urinals shall be attached to all kinds

of refreshment bouses and places of public enter-

tainment, and provide public conveniences and
lavatories; to supervise lodging-houses; for the

removal or prevention of cranes, sign-boards, flag-

poles, and other projections into streets, and pieven-

uon of street noises.

For a body of Commissioners in Birmingham to

pull down the churches of St. Peter, St. Mary, and
Christ Church, with schools and vicarage, sell the

materials, graveyards, monuments, vaults, &c.,

church furnituie and plate, to form and endow three

new ecclesiastical districts, and convert the site of

St. Mary’s Church and churchyard into a public

recreaiioD ground. (See the Builder of November
14 last.

By the following Uiban District Councils;

—

Co'.wyn Bay and Colwyn

:

Provisions as to the

promenade, foi e-shore and sands, bathing, and
bathing-machines ;

for new recreation grounds, or

winter gardens; to contribute towards musical

bands, and advertise the local attraclicns. Hoylak.

and West Kirby [Cheshire'): To constiuct two

parades, a marine lake, and carry out the Hoyle
Lake Improvement Scheme by forming an embank-
ment, with gates and sluices, 433 yds. in length.

Llandudno

:

To purchase the undertaking of the

Great Orme’s Head Maiine Drive Company (1873)

;

to conirol street musicians
;

prevent street cries,

and singing
;

to prohibit, regulate, and restrict

the use of sky-signs, vehicles, and hoardings for

advertisements, together with sundry otter local

improvements. The Commissioners of the Burgh
of Borrowstounness, co. Linlithgow, propose to

make a new road from the Church Wynd to Starks

Brae road, and to sell the harbour and docks to the

Caledonian Railway Company. Mr. David Lewes
(or a Company in that behalf) promotes a Bill to

authorise the erection of new markets, fur provisions

and me'chandise, at the Twyn, and elsewhere, in

Caerphilly, for live stock, fodder, &c., in Tonyfelin

Mecidcw, with powers to alter and improve the

existing markets.

NAVIGATIOM, HARBOURS, DOCKS, FERRIES, PIERS,

BRIDGES.

Bills.—

B

y the Corporations ol Birkenhead

:

To
buy the entire undertakings of tbs Rock Ferry and

New Ferry across the Mersey, and construct a pier at

Rock Ferry slip, 261 yards long, east-north-east-

wards, and a floating landing-stage. Caernarvon :

To acquire the ferries to Anglesey, construct a pier,

600 ft., south-eastwards at Barras, and a swing-

bridge across the Seiont at the entrance from the

quay to the Eagle Tower, Caernarvon Castle, to

.-Vbery Ferry House. Co7ves

:

The incorporation of

Commissioners to manage, maintain, and improve

the harbour, sea-roads andanchorage. King sl.ynn

:

To incorporate a Conservancy Board for the port

and harbour, with dissolution of the present Har-

bour Mooring Commissioners ;
to define the limits

of the port as being all the area defined by the

charter of 2 James I
,
and regulate pilots’ charges

and service, and the supply of tug-boats. Plymouth :

To vest in them the Lary Bridge at Catwater Har-

bour, improve and widen approaches of the same
;

to enlarge the borough boundary to include Lary

Bridge and part of Plymstock parish,

North London Railway Company

:

To widen and
otherwise improve the access to Poplar Dock for

vessels of larger burden, widen the east side of the

entrance between Blackwall Basin and Poplar Dock,

and remove the lock gates. North Eastern Rail-

way Company: New dock works at Kingston-on-

Hiill and Middlesbrough
;
a new dock at east of

Victoria pier. Brading Harbour and Railway Com-
pany: To sell all their undertaking to the Isle of

Wight Railway Company. Deal Harbour Company •'

For revival and extension of powers under the Act

of 1893. Hastings Harbour Commissioners

:

For

two sea-walls, 850 ft. and 300 ft., with an opening

of 100 ft., and two sea-walls, 140 ft., in lieu of the

sea-wall and embankment authorised by their Act

of 1890. Mersey Docks and Harbour Board \ To
extend their Wallasey landing-stage from its west

end for 250 ft. northwards, a fixed pier and bridge

to connect the existing river-wall therewith, and for

a pier or jetty from near the Canada basin, 950 ft.

long, north-westwards, parallel to and 270 ft. dis-

tant from the river-wall, with branch piers thereto.

Mumbles Railway and Pier: For extension of the

limits imposed by their Act of 1889. Plymouth and
Dartmoor Railway Company: A pier, 100 yds.

southwards, in Deadraan’s Bay. Ty7ie Improvement
Commissioners : For extension of lime, and various

poweis, including the construction of the new
ferries.

By Various Companies. At Weston-super-Mare—

a

pier, 700 yds. westwards, from the Cat6 de Paris,

with approach roads
;
a lea-wall, 600 yds. on the

west side of the Grand Parade, to take over the

Weston-super-Mare Pier and Grand Pier Com
panics, and to vest these several undertakings of the

new Company in the Urban District Council : by a

separate Bill the Grand Pier Company seek for an

extension of time under their Act of 1893. At

lie. For two piers at Lock Fyne and the Bay of Oban'

with enlargement of the quay and sea-wall, Oban»

The Caledonian Railway Company propose new
dock works at Grangemouth, to construct a dock,

32 a. in area, a sea-wall 900 yds. long, with new
railways in Lanark and Dumfries.

Provisional — Clacton-on-Sea Pier

Company : To widen, improve, and lengthen by 200

yds. the existing pier. Hunstanton Pier Company:
To extend the pier 100 yds. seawards, widen it,

and erect assembly, concert, and refreshment rooms

thereon. Tenby Urban Sariitary Authority : A
pier, I 000 ft. norih-eastwards, from the public steps

at Castle-hill. 1

1

'alton on the-Naze Extension of the

pier by 600 yds. or thereabouts. Whitley: A marine

promenade pier, of iron or stee', with wooden deck,

ipCooft. north-eastwards from the “ Corkscrew and

a pavilion thereon, having a capacity for 1,200 people.

By ceitain “ promoters ”

; A pier or jetty at Clacton-

on-Sea. 27s ft. south-eastwards from Wash Gap sea-

wall
;
a pier, 400 yds. northwards from the Concert

Hall, Llandudno, and with pavilions, shops,

bazaars, baths, aquaria, &c., thereon
;
and by Mr.

Reginald J.
Weld, for a solid pier or breakwater,

about 6iift. eastwards, from the existing pier at

Ilfracombe.
Railways.

Bills— and West End: An underground

electric railway from Cannon-street (Budge-row) to

Broadway, Hammersmith, beneath BlackFriars,

Ludgate-circus, Fleet-street, Strand, King William-

street, Leicester-square, Piccidilly, and so to

Hammersmith, with a generating-power station by

the riverside. Fulham; to be woiked by electricity,

on a 4 ft. si in. gauge. [The proposal is for double

tunnels, n”ft. 6 in. interior diameter, in iron seg-

ments, laid at an average depth of 60 ft. below the

street levels, and having twelve intermediate stations

in the length of six miles
:
the estimate of cost is

from three to three and a half millions]. Metropoli-

tan District: A railway or subway from Earl’s-court

to Mansion House Station, of 4 ft. 8^ in. gauge, to

be worked by e'.ectiicity or cable, or steam-power,

with generaling-power stations at Walham-green,

Parson's-green-lane, and Eel Brook-common. [The

platforms at Charing-cross and the Mansion House

would be 78 ft. and 95 ft. below the street levels,

respectively. Sir Benjamin Baker’s report gives

estimates for the cost, being 1,000,000/. for a

double line fiye miles long, and 453,000/. for

installation, lolling-stock, and incidental charges],

Piccadilly to Brompton : An underground railway

from .Mr-slreet to south end of Exhibition-roid, with

subways under Piccadilly at Air and Dover streets,

to be worked by electric cables or wires, or other

motive power
;
and with a generating-power station

at Swan Wharf, Chelsea Creek. Central London :

To acquire the sites of Nos. 350-2, Oxford-street, at

the south end of Marylebone-lane, for a station in

lieu of that in Davies-street. as authorised by their

Act of iSgt. [The latter site is on the Grosveror

Estate, and we understand that the Company feel

unable to comply w.th certain restrictions demanded

by the Duke of Westminster’s agents.] Whitechapel

to Benu : A line worked by steam or electricity, fiom

the Metropolitan District at ValUnce-road, througli

Bethnal Green, Mile End, Stratford, and Bromley

to the London, Tilbury, and Southend Railway at

Campbell-road, Bow. I Vest Suburban: A line

from Irongate Wharf-road, Praed-street, to the

“ Grand Junction Arms ’’ public-house, by the bridge

over the Grand Junction Canal, in Willesden parish,

woiked by mechanical power, with generating

works at the Willesden terminus. This line

will take 5^ r. of Wormwood Scrubs and Old

Oak Common. Watford, Edgware. and London:

From a junction with the Watford and Rick-

raansworth branch (London and North-Western

Railway), through Bushey, Aldenham, Elstree,

Little btanmore to Edgware, and thence two

lines to Edgware branch of the Great Northern,

and to Mill Hill Station of the Midland. South

Eastern : To widen Cannon-street terminus, their

Charing Cross line in Lambeth and Southwark, and

for three more lines on the north side of the viaduct

between New Cross and London Bridge
;

viaduct

from line at Tanner-street to South Bermondsey ;

station at Corbett’s-lane, with line thence to New
Cross; widen goods lineal Bricklayers' Arras, and

extend the line thence towards New Cross
;
widen

lines (both sides) at Darlford, Ashford, and Has-

tings ;
sell the Pavilion Hotel, Folkestone ;

and for

extension of time limit under their Folkestone Har-

bour Works Act of 1885. Great Eastern : A une

from Woodford, through Buckhurst Hill and Chig-

well to Ilford
;

widenings and improvements at

Broxbourne. Ware, Ilford, and North Walsham ;
to

abandon their authorised line {1890) in Tottenham

parish ;
to purchase the Mellis and Eye, Watton and

Swaffham. Thetford and Watton, and Downham
and Stoke Ferry Railways and undertakings ; lines

from their Southtown station, Gorleston (Yarmouth),

through Gorleston, Hopton, Corton, and Gimton, to

Lowestoft , and from Knapton, on the authorised

Mundesley branch (1888) of the Midland and

Great Northern Companies, through

Edingthorpe, Bacton, Ridlington, and Wal-

cott to Happisburgh {5 m.). Great Western :

A line from Acton to Wycombe, through

Twyford, Perrivale, Greenford, Northolt, Ruis-

Ickenhara, Harefield, Denham, Gerrard s
extension 01 time unoer meir aci 01 1095. 1 lip,

with a
Penarth Flats—for sea-walls, a deck, and railways, Cross, Chalfont St. Peter, and Beaconsfield, with a
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and Carmarthen to Gowerton and Aberdare'
abandonment of their Llandilo Loop line (1895).
B'Ue Docks Company

:

New lines with branches to
or near Pontypridd and Treforest, and at and near
Cardiff

; diversion of the river Taff for about 1,170
yds. from the head of their low water pier to the
entrance channel into the Bute Docks

;
and to take

3 acres of Coed-pen-marn Common at Pontypridd.
/ 'ale ofRheidol

:

for a company to m.ike a light rail-

way, of aft. gauge, from Aberystwyth to the Devil's
Bridge, co. Cardigan. ll'est Highland

:

Various
short lines in Inverness-shire, and near Spean Bridge,
with one from Fort Augustus to Inverness. Cale-
donian : New railways in Lanark and Dumfries.
Callander and Oban : New lines, and to widen their
1 ne at Oban. Dublin, Wicklow, and Wexford: A
line from their New Ross extension at Rosbercon to
Ferrybank, Waterford, oa the Waterford, Limerick,
and Western Railway. Fishguard and Rosslare

:

New line from Rosslare to Waterford. Hastinc;s ;

A company for lines from the old Fish Market to Ore
(S-E. Railway), and from Ore to Silverhill and
district

;
also for a sea-wall and parade from the

harbour works to Ecclesbourne Glen. By another
company, for a line from the harbour to Hollington
(S.-Eastem’ Railway), and thence to Bulverhythe
(L.B. & S.C. Railway),
For e.vtension of lime under authorised Acts :

London,Walthamstow, and Epping Forest {1894-95),
which works, under another Bill, it is sought to
abandon ; Charing Cross, Euston, and Hampstead
(1893) : Ealing and South Harrow : and Birming-
ham, North Warwickshire and Stratford-upon-Avon
(1894). For abandonment of their authorised
undertakings by the Kingstown and Kingsbridge
Junction (1887', and the S, Yorkshire Junction
(1890).

lo the Light Railways Commissioners for an
Order for a light railway irom Cheltenham (Midland
station) to Winchcombe, Glouc.

;
4ft. 8^ in. gauge.

TRAMWAYS.

Bills.—London County Council: To purchase
the undertakings of the North Metropolitan Tram-
way Company (1869) and London Sireet Tramway
Company (1870). Horth Metropolitan : Two Bills
for lines* from Shoreditch to Cambridge-road,
Amhurst Park to Upper Clapton-road, Barking-road
to East Ham, Manor Park to Ilford, HolbornTown
Hall to the “Angel,” Theobalds-road to Bury-
street, Bloomsbury

; Pentonville to High-street,
Islington

;
Islington and Camden Town to Holloway,

andin Hackney. By the Corporations of Swansea,*
Sheffield, and district around,* Southampton, for
additional lines, and purchase of the Southampton
Tramway Company

; Neath, additional lines in the
borough and its vicinity, and to acquire the Neath
and District undertaking (1873). and Halifax.!
Manchester Carriage and Tramivnv Company

:

Lines in and through Eccles, Manchester. Ashton-
under-Lyne, Worsley. Alttincbam, Droylsden,
Withington, &c. Swansea Impnwments and
Tramway Company

:

For use of mechanical power
and eleciric.ll woiks. t'ity of Birmingham Tram-
way Company : Lines! in the City. .-Vston, Yardley,
King's Norton, &c. New General Traction Company
,f London : Tramways! in Norwich and Coventry,
by electricity (overhead or otherwise). Bristol Tram-
way and Ciirriage Company: Several lines* in

Bristol and the suburbs. By certain “ promoters ”

for lines in Hastings and St. Leonards, from the
Albert Memorial along tlie sea front to West St.
Leonards! : in Newport, Mon.

;
for taking over the

South Staffordshire and other local tramw.iy com-
panies. with new lines in Wolverhampton, Wednes-
neld, Handsworth, Bilston, Kingswinfoid, Wednes-
bury, Dudley, Stourbridge, Birmingham, &c. •, and
Dublin United Comtany, new lines.

Provisional Orders.—By the Corporations of
Blackpool and Huddersfield.* Cardiff Tramway
Company

:

Several new lines* within the borough,
by electricity (overhead or otherwise). Great
Grimsby Street Tramway Company

:

New lines.* by
electricity (overhead or otherwise). Imperial Tram-
way Company: In Middlesbrough, Stockton-on-
Tees, and Thomaby. I.iverpool United Tramway
and Omnibus Company. To work all the tramways
in Liverpool, Bootle, and Litherland by electrical

power, and using the overhead, or trolley, or trac-
tion, or other system. Reading Tramway Company ;

For Reading and Caversham.t Worcester Tramway
Company: Several lines (3 ft. gauge) within the
city. By certain “ promoters ’ for lines in Carlisle,!
Manchester,* Moss-Side (Lancs.), Morecambs

;
Yar-

mouth and Caister.t with acquisition of the under-
taking authorised by the Yarmouth and Gorleston
Tramway Order of 1883 ;

Cardiff to Penarth,* and
in Weston-super-Mare.’

In most of the foregoing provision is made for the
adoption, if deemed expedient, of mechanical power.

ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Provisional Orders.—To produce, store, and
supply electricity, electrical energy and power, and deal
in piantand machinery, by the Corporationsof Bangor,
Bnghouse, Darwen, Dudley, Ipswich, Morley,
Southampton (an enlargement of their order of 1895.
so as to include the entire borough), and Wrexham

;

by the Urban District Councils of Barking, Wim-
bledon, Ambleside, Bsxhill, Dorking, Droylsden.

Farnworth (Lancs.). Garston, Kearsley (Lancs.),)
Levenshulme (lighting only), Morecambe, Moss-1
Side (Lancs.), Newmarket, Ramsboitom (Lancs. V '

Redditch, Stretford (Lancs.), Swadlincote (Derby), 1,

Tonbridge, Wallasey, Wilmslow (Cheshire), With-i-
ington (Lancs.), and Ventnor

; and the Vestries ofij:

Fulham and St, Mary, Newington, with acquisitioa i

of so much of the London Electric Supply Corpora.- .•

tion's Order (.^ct, 1889) as applies to the parish, andk 1

to light within two years from the date of the desired !

order, Borough High-street, Newington Causeway,
Great Dover-street, New Kent-road, Newington i

Butts, and Kennington Park, Walworth, and Cam- -

berwell roads. By me following companies

—

London,
Electric Supply Corporation i For such parts of Sl .

Margaret and Si. John, Wtstminster, parishes as lie :

south of the bridge, Bridge-street, Parliament-square,
,

and Victoria-slrett. County ofLondon and Brush Pro- -

In Bermondsey, Rotherhithe, Brixton.Tulse i

Hill, Herne Hill, and St. Mary, Newington •„ •.

Holborn District B.W. district (east of Gray's Inn-
road), the Liberty of the Charterhouse, and parts of i

St. Leonard, Shoreditch, west of the City-road ; .

St. George’s-in-the-East, Bethnal Green, Mile End,
Limehouse, and Poplar

;
and Fulham parish. .

Blackheatk and Greenwich District

:

P'or Greenwich, ,

Charlton, Eltham, Kidbtook, Lee, and Lewisham,
Bournemouth and District

:

Poole and Branksome- .

British Insulated ll'ire Company (of Prescot) :.

Huyton-with-Roby, Whislon, Knowsley, Kainhiil,
,

ana Eccleston. Leatherhead: For the urban dis- •

trict. Llandridnod Wells: For the urban district, .

Rottingdean

:

For Roitiogdean, Ovingdean, anci )

Woodendean. Walton-on-Thames

:

In Walton,
,

Hersham, and Oatlands; and by the l\’eymouth
Consumers' Gas Company, By /. C. Howell, of )

Llanelly, to supply the borough of Tenby, and
Pembroke, and Pembroke Dock

;
and by Lord dc

la Warrand Robert Kersey \.o supply certain parts.

of Bexbill. Also for Bury St. Edmunds, Mount.
Embo and Dornoch, Forsinard, Melorch, and Port

;

Skerrat, Dundalk, Ballymena, Clontarf, and Hilt .

ol Howlh.
•WATER SUPPLY.

Bills.—I^ondon County Council: For acquiring,
by agreement or arbitration, the undertaking of the
East London (1853), and in that event lo proceed
with those ol the Kent (1809), West Middlesex
(1806-10), New River (first Acts, 13 Eliz. c. 18, and
3 and 4 Jas. I., c. 18 and c. 12), Lambeth (1848)1,
Southwark and Vauxhall (1852), Chelsea (1852), and
Grand Junction (51 Geo. III., c. 169), companies;
for raising money therefor by creation of consoli-
dated stocK or annuities, and powers to include jr>

their county rate precepts such sums as may be
requisite for purposes of such purchase.
River: Aqueducts and lines of pipes from their
Staines reservoirs to new reservoirs and filter-beds at
Kerapton Park

;
from their new pumping station

there lo an equalising reservoir and pumping station

at Cricklewood, and thence to a new service-reservoir,

with pumping station, at Fortis Green, with sub-
sidiary lines in Heston, Norwood, Greenford, Wem-
bley, rwyford, Willesden, Hendon, Finchley, and
Hornsey; taking 1^ acres of Hounslow Heath, but
reinstating the ground surface. The aqueduct
from Cricklewood to Fortis Green is to be laid by
Golders Green, the “Spaniards” at Hampstead
Heath, and the Mutton brook. East I.ondon::

Two new storage reservoirs, with aqueducts, &c.,

at Edmonton and Tottenham, taking a total of

100 acres of Cbingford, Wild, and Mitchley Marshes-
in Cbingford andTottenham parishes

;
and to divert

and impound waters from the Lea, Ching Brook,
and Tottenham Mill Stream and Lead. A Water
Board for Beckenham, Bromley, Dartford, Erith,.

Be.xley, Bromley, and Sevenoaks districts, purchase-
of the Kent Waterworks Company, and so much of
the Lambeth Company’s undertaking as relates to
Kent.
For additional works and extended area of supply :

by the following Corporations— Chichester, taking
over the Chichester Water Company; Eastbourne,
taking over the Eastbourne Water Company ;* Har-
rogate, and purchase of the Harrogate Water Com-
pany ;

Loughborough, with a reseivoirat Whitwick ;

Maidstone
;
Manchester, and to buy the Manchester-

Water Company
;
Newark; Newport, Monmouth-

shire, with reservoir at New Church West by an,

embankment across the Castroggy brook, and one in

Llanvaches by embanking the Llanvaches brook
Nottingham

;
Southampton, taking over the South

Hants Water Company
;
and Tynemouth, with ac-

quisition of the North Shields Water Company.
By the Deal and Walmer District Council for a.

]

Joint Water Board, taking over the “Company of
I

Proprietors of Deal Waterworks,” the minor provi-

sions include the registration and control of plum-
bers

;
and a Water ^ard for Gravesend and North-

fleet, with purchase of the Gravesend and Miltoa
Water Company—this same purchase is proposed
by a separate Bill of the Gravesend Corpora-
tion. A joint Water Board of representatives

of Blackpool Town Council and the Urban
District Councils of Fleetwood, Lytbam, Sl Anne's-
by - the - Sea, and Kirkham, with purchase of

the Fylde Water Company. East Warwickshire
Water Company, with reservoir at Astley ; Wey-
mouth Water Company

;
Lowestoft Water, Gas,

and Market Company
;
Harrogate Water Company,

branch to their Uxbridge and Rickmansworth line

(1896), taking 2 a. of Ickenbam Green, i a, of the
Roundabout, Beaconsfield.and la. of Drayton Green.
A separate Company promotes an almost identical
scheme for continuing the Ealing and South Harrow
Railway, 1894 (with branches at Hillingdon to the
Uxbridge and Rickmansworth line, and to Denham),
to Temple Farm, Chepping Wycombe, and, east-
wards, to the Midland and the South-Western at
Willesden. taking 3 r. of Long Bottom at Seer Green,
and 2 r. of the Roundabout. The Great Western
will rebuild and enlarge the bridges at Westbourne
Park and Hammersmith stations. The ‘

‘ Bristol Har-
bour Extension Railways ' (four), and the “Canon's
Marsh Railways " (four), in Clifton, Bedminster, and
North and South Bristol, an opening foot-bridge and
swing-bridge across the Avon ; line from their West
Cornwall Railway at Chacewaterto their East Wheal
Rose branch at Newlyn, threrugh Kenwyn, St.

.'\gnes, Perranzabuloeand St. Allen. Great Northern :

Line from their Bulwell Forest station (Lesn Valley)
at Bestwood Park, to Basford, Notts

;
widen main

line, both sides, from Sandy to Offord (14 m.}, and
from Yaxley to Fietton (4 m.); dissolution of the
Royston and Hitchin Railway Company

; to estab-
lish a savings bank for their officers, workmen,
and apprentices, and their wives and children,
being minors, and to erect dwellings for
the labouring classes on the Company's lands.
Midland: A line from New Mills, Derby:
through Glossop, Newtown Disley, Marple, Brara-
hall, Stockport, and Cheadle to Heaton Mersey,
Lancs : and to take over the Kettering, Thrapston,
and Huntingdon Railway. To fillup and embank
the spaces under the viaduct carrying their goods
and mineral lines over the St. Pancras-gardens
(burial ground), and for sundry minor powers.
.Midland and Great Northern Joint Committee

:

An
“ Austin-street " branch from North Runcton to St.
Margaret, King's Lynn

;
lines from their Union

line at Caister-road to the mackerel and herring
market, Lowestoft (ro m.). through Great Yar-
mouth, Runham, Vau-xhall, Soutbtown, Gorleston,
Hopton and Gunton

;
a dock at Gorleston

;
to take

10 a. of Southtown Common for the new line
and dock

;
widen line at King's Lynn station

:

[vide also ad hoc under “ Great Eas'ern.”)
London and South- Western : For the Meon Valley
line from their Farnham station to Alton (about 25
in. ), on their Farnham and Winchester line
through Titchfield, Wickham, Soberton, West and
East Meon, East Tisted, Newton Valence, Faring-
don, and Cbawton

; to widen their line at .\lton.
Various powers : Widen main and suburban lines at
Clapbam Junction and Wandsworth, main line
between Basing and Woking, and branch between
Fariiham and Alton : to take certain lands, &c., in-
cluding Battersea Grammar School and 2^ r. of
Newnham or Hook Common

;
widen and improve,

jointly with the London. Brighton, and South Coast
Railway, Portsmouth Harbour station. Sheffeldb^
District

:

Aline (with branch to the Midland) from
Midland main line between .Attercliffe and Brigbt-
side stations to their authorised line (1895), which
connects the manufacturing quarters of Sheffield
with the East to West Railway

;
by meins of the

Lancashire and Derbyshire and the Sheffield Dis-
trict lines the Great Eastern obtain access to
Sheffield and the coalfields around, the first-

named line from Beighton and Chesterfield to Lin-
coln. 55 m., being nearly completed, and now
opened for mineral and goods traffic. Hull
and South \orkshire Extension: For incorpora-
tion of a Company lo construct railways from the
H ull and Barnsley Railway at Elmsall to Wath-upon-
Dearne, where a junction will be made with the
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire (S. Yorks t

Railway
: taking nearly 4 a. of Moorhouse and

Hooton Pagnell Commons. Woodhouse and Conis-
borough: From Handsworth through Orgreave and
Rotherham, to Treeton

;
from Treeton through

Rotherham, Thrybergh, Ravenfield, Firsby,
Denaby, and Mexborough to Conisborougb, Dearne
Valley, W. R. Vorks : Lines in connexion with the
Midland, Manchester. Sheffield, and Lincolnshire.
Hull and Barnsley, and Swinton and Knottingsley
Railways

;
a dock at Mexborough, by the confluence

of the Rivers Deame and Dun
; and to lake 5 a. of

Mexborough Low Pastures. Skipton to Linton

:

From the Midland at Embsay, through Siirton,
Gargrave, Burnsall, Flasby, Hetton, Rilstone.
Cracoe, and Threshfield to Linton (14 m.).
Macclesfield to Leek

:

Line from Prestbury (L. &
N. W. Railway), Macclesfield, through Sutton,
Gawsworth, Bosley, Wincle, Heaton, Titles-
worth and Lowe to Leek (15 m.), with a branch
to the North Staffordshire Railway at Sutton.
Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire : From their
line at Eydon, Northants, through Canon’s Ashby,
Moreton Pinkney, Thorpe Mandeville, Cropredy,
Edgeote, Chalcombe, and Banbury, to join the
Great Western Railway at Warkworth (14 m.)

;
to

acquire further lands in Marylebone parish, London;
and to change the Company's name. Chatham
Loop

:

A line from the London, Chatham and Dover
Railway at Chatham, through Rochester, Strood,
Gillingham, Rainbam, Upchurch and Luton to that
Company's line at Newington, near Sittingbourne
(9ml. Crowhurst to Bcxhill: For a line from
the South Eastern at Crowhurst, through Hol-
lington and Ssdley fo Bexhill, taking i a.

of Bexbill Downs. North Pembrokeshire and
Fishguard: Lines from Litterston to Clynderwen,

• 4 ft. 8J i->. gauge.
! 3 ft. 6 in. gauge.

• The Eastbourne Waterworks Company promote a Bill 1

for new works with putuping-stalion ai Kol3well.
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with reservoir by an embankment of Scargill brook
lew Companies for supply of St. Neot’s and
Urowborough (Sussex) and the districts around;

•eincorporation of the Newbaven and Seaford

v^^ater Company, with new works and extension

of area. The Reigate Corporation seek to alter

ind reduce the existing charges of the East Surrey

Water Company, to prescribe a fresh scale of rates

chargeable within the borough, and to require the

Company to supply the Corporation for public pur-

poses, and other persons for trade or business pur-

poses, by meter, at a prescribed charge per i.coo

gallons.

Pkovisioval Orders.—For new works and
extension of area of supply by the Royston, Gos-

port, South Hayling, and Frith Hill, Godaiming,

and Farncombe Water Companies
;
and by certain

"undertakers" for works to supply Steyning,

Gramber, and Upper Beeding. Beofleet. Hadleigh,

and district (Essex), and Dunlocher and Dalrauir.

Gas.

Bills.—By the Urban District Councils of St.

A.nne's-on-the-Sea (Lancs.), with purchase of the

existing Gaslight and Coke Company
;
Swadlincote,

with extension of area and acquisition of the existing

Gas and Coke Company
;
Malvern, with purchase of

the Malvern Link Gas Company, and additional

works
:
Malvern Link, with that same purchase

;

and Cowes, with purchase of the Cowes Gas Com-
pany. and extension of area. A Company to supply
Tuxford and district (Notts); by the Crays Gas
Company, and Weymouth Consumers' Gas Com-
pany, for extension of area : and by the Ashford,
and the Arundel Gas and Coke Companies, for re-

incorporation and extension of area. The South
Metropolitan Gas Company seek for powers to alter

the qualification of a director.

Provisional Orders. — For additional works
and extended areas, by Droitwich Corporation

;
and

the Market Harborougb, Harrogate, and Wimbome
Gas Companies.

Gas and Water.
Bills.

—

By the Corporations of Lowestoft, for

extended area and purchase of the Lowestoft Water,
Gas, and Market Company, and Falmouth for pur-

chase of the Falmouth Gas Company and Falmouth
Water Company. By the Urban District Councils
of New Hunstanton, with acquisition of the Hun-
stanton Gas Company and Hunstanton Water Com-
pany

:
and of Caerphilly, for three new reservoirs at

Eglwysilan and Llanfabon, by damming three

brooks : for dissolution into a new Company of the

Hunstanton Water Company and the Hunstanton
Gas Company, with additional works and area

;
for

a Company to supply Rhymney and the Aber Valley

district, with acquisition of several local gas and
water Companies, and to take 3 a. of Gelligaer

Common.
I
The Tendring Hundreds Water Company and

Clacton-on-Sea Gas and Water Company applv for

h Provisional Order for waterworks at Ardleigb
(Phcenix Mill) and enlargement cf area of supply.

THE SANITARY INSPECTORS’
ASSOCIATION.

I

The first monthly meeting for the year of this

jAssociation was held on the 2nd inst. at Car-
penters’ Hall, London Wall, with Mr. W. W.

^

iWest (Chairman of Council) presiding. After the

election of thirty new members and the adoption

of the terms of a letter of condolence to the widow
of the late President (Sir B. W. Richardson), Dr.
Newsholme (Medical Officer of Health of
Brighton) read a paper on “The Prevention of

Tuberculosis,” A discussion followed the reading

of the paper, on a resolution of tbapks, proposed
by Mr. Dee (Westminster), and seconded by Mr.
Gardiner (Worthing). The motion was supported
by Mr. Billings (Holborn), Mr. Pettitt (Ken-
sington), and several members of the Council.
Mr. Alexander (Shoreditch) concurred in the

statement that the overcrowding, dampness, and
insanitary surroundings of the dwellings of the

poor made consumption the most prevalent
among the poor. Mr. H. Thomas (Bermond-
sey) suggested that the paper should be printed,

and circulated widely, the attention of County,
iDistrict, and Town Councillors, and members
of Vestries and Local Boards, being especially

.called to the paper. Mr. Grigg (Fulham)
|said he could have wished that certain country
members, in districts containing a large number
iof back-to-back houses, who were advocates of

khat class of dwellings, could have heard the
'paper. He inquired whether there was any
imeans of ascertaining if a higher death rate from
icoDsumplion prevailed in districts where back-to-
iback houses abounded than in other districts

[where the houses had through ventilation. Mr,
Lightfoot (Chelsea) adverting to the difficulty,

iimong certain classes of the population, in getting
ijeople to keep their houses clean, referred to the
decision of a London magistrate to dismiss a
jjummons brought against a householder for not
(properly cleans’ng his house. The magistrate

said that if the house was unfit for human habita-

tion he could give a “ closing order,’’ but he had
no power to give a “ cleansing order," The
Chairman, in closing the discussion, said Dr.

Newsholme had told them that the abolition of

private slaughter-houses was one of the means to

be adopted for the prevention of tuberculosis.

He thought that the building of proper houses for

the people to live in was no less important.

Sanitary inspectors should insist upon the houses

of the poor being constructed not simply with

regard to the drains, but with due regard to

through ventilation. The vote of thanks having

been accorded with acclamation, Dr. Newsholme
briefly replied, and the meeting terminated.

Corresponbcnce.

To the Editor ^ The Builder.

COPPER ROOFS.
Sir,—

I

should be glad to know if any modern
copper roof can be referred to which has been

erected within the last three or four years and
which has acquired that green colour we so much
admire In ancient roofs. My experience, as far

as it goes, is that if the green colour does rot

come at once it never comes at all, not even in

the air of the Cumberland Lake district after an
exposure of ten years.

In order to try it on the East coast I have for

two years bad a specimen of sheet copper ex-

posed on the roof of one of the masons’ sheds at

Bamburgh Castle, 150 ft. above the sea level,

with no apparent change in colour. On the other

hand, copper gratings m an unoccupied building

adjacent to these sheds turned a beautiful green

colour in a few days; the cast metal was, of

course, an amalgam. It had been suggested to

me that such an amalgam as Muntz metal, which
is, I believe, i’5oof copper to i of zinc, would
give the desired colour on roofs as it does when
applied as sheeting to ships’ bottoms. I shall be
glad if any of your readers can tell me if it has

ever been so applied, and with what result.

Charles J. Ferguson.

RE RIGHT TO ARCHITECTS’ PLANS.
Sir,—

W

ith reference to your report and observa-

tions in your issue of 26th ultimo, the following is a

case for the consideration of the profession :

—

An architect was employed to design a pair of

villas. The work was carried out, and both the

architect and contractor were paid, and the houses

are occupiett. The client now demands the plans,

specifications, and map of sewers. There was no
stipulation that these should be given, and the

question is, would a court be likely to hold that these

documents, having been all along in the architect’s

possession, should now be given up ? If so, see how
unjustly such obligations might work—that after one
pair of villas are built the client can use them, ad
infinitum, without further charge.

Architect.

HEATING HOUSES FROM KITCHEN
FIRE.

Sir,—

I

have read with interest your comments on
my book, and should like to say a few words. With
reterence to incrustation formed in heating appa-
ratus, my experience has been that in the winter

months, when heating apparatus is in operation, no
incrustation takes place in an apparatus where the

water passes from the boiler at 180 deg. Fah. But
in the summer months, when the heating apparatus
is shut off, incrustation is liable to tJ^e place in

the boiler, tank, and domestic supply pipes unless

care is taken to shut the damper, to prevent the

water being over-heated.

Thomas Potterton.

Good Templar Hall, Perth.—Alterations
and improvements at the Good Templar Hall,
King-street, Perth, have just been completed. On
the first floor is the main entrance of the hall, and a
committee room has also been provided, besides
lavatory accommodation. The south part of the
floor has been fitted up as a shop, with entrances to
both Canal-crescent and King-street. On the upper
floor is the main hall, with waiting and retiring

rooms and lavatories. The hall has been seated for

between 400 and 500 persons. The buildings have
been designed and executed under the personal
supervision of ex-Bailie Smart, architect and sur-

veyor, Perth, and the contractors for the different

works are the following :—Mason, Thomas Dick,
Broughty Ferry

;
carpenter and joiner, David

Morrison, Perth
;
plumber and heating, A. & J.

Davidson, Perth
;
plasterer, Charles Law &: Sons,

Perth ; slater, Alexander Adie, Perth
;

glazier,

Charles Alexander, Perth
;

ironwork, George
Barker, Perth

;
painters and decorators, Hugh

Mackay, Perth.

?rbc Stubent’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—ir.

excavator.

DN dealing with this portion of the work
it is advisable to prepare the site plan
with rather more care than is too often

done. The determination of a datum line and
the careful levelling of the she before any work
is commenced, and, iedeed, before the plans are

finally settled, will materially assist in producing

accuracy in the arrangement of, and contracting

for, the excavator’s work. The architect should

determine what are to be the levels at which the

ground is to be left at the completion of the

works by the contractor. The simplest way is to

prepare a block plan of the site with the levels

marked in different colours, say blue for those

existing before the work is begun, and red for

those to be left at completion. If the site is at

all irregular in its surfacing before the building

operations, or is intended to be .so after them, it

is well to add sections to the site plan. This site

plan will also serve as the plan of drains, the

arrangement and position of which should be
determined, and shown clearly on the drawings,

before the contract is made.
In order to promote even tendering amongst

the competing contractors it is particularly nece.-:-

sary to beclear inthespecificationofthe e.xcavatoi’s

work. More contracts are lost and won, and more
unsuspected profits made on the excavator’s trade
than probably on any other in the bills of quanti-
ties. In the interest of his client ii is the archi-

tect’s duty to give every tenderer an unquestion-
able basis on which to form bis estimate, for it

too often happens that a contractor whose
general pricing is below his competitors is put
out of court by a mistaken reading of some
loosely expressed or improperly defined stipula-

tioninaspecification. Thestudenttherefore should
guard against any temptation to the vagueness and
indecision which are too frequently characteristic

of the part of the specification relating to the
excavator’s work.
The specification should state clearly what is to

be done with the earth from excavations, whetner
it is to be used for filling up depressions or for

forming banks or terraces, or whether it is to be
removed and carted away. Other point.s we shall

notice in detail, as the clauses relating thereto are
given.

Levels.—The datum line shown on the drawings
is 2 ft. above the level ofcurb at north end of site

(or define by reference to an ordnance bench-mark,
or some easily accessible and well-defined point).

The levels shown by the blue figures on site plan

are those existing, and by red figures the finished

levels.

Surface Digging and Filling,—Remove vege-

table soil one spit deep, and wheel and deposit at

spoil where marked on site plan. Remove present

superfluous surface soil, and use earth for filling

where required to make up finished levels, and
cartaway superfluous earth ; made-up soil to be
well rolled with a heavy roller to finished

surface.

Excavate under boarded floors to a depth 0

2 ft. 6 in. below floor level, and below paved
floors to a depth of i ft. 6 in. below floor

level.

Trench Digging.—Excavate for trenches (and
basement, if any) to the depths shown on draw-
ings, and of the following widths : for 9 in. walls,

2 ft. 6 in. wide, for 14 in. walls, 3 ft. 6 in. wide
(or as the architect may desire). Level and con-
solidate earth at bottom.

The depths of foundations shown on the
drawings are believed to be sufficient, but should
a firm bottom be not reached at those depths, the
contractor is to call the attention of the archi-

tect to the fact before putting in the concrete.

(N.B.— Or the specificaiion may state that the
bottoms of foundations are to be approved before
the concrete is laid.)

Filling-in .—All trenches to be filled in as

soon as walls are above ground level. All filling-

in to be well punned in layers, and watered when
so directed.

Pipe J>vnz-/;ej.— Excavate for all water and
drain pipes, and fill in and pun over same as
before directed.

Sioplus Earth ,—All surplus earth from trenches
is to be removed and carted away (or otherwise,
if so desired).

Pumping .—Pump or bale out water from the
trenches, and keep same dry till filled in, and
supply and remove any temporary drainage re-

quisite for this purpose.
Flanking and Strutting.—Execute all plank-

ing, strutting, and shoring which may be
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necessary for maintaiDing sides of excavalions.

The contractor will be required to cut out to a

square section for concrete any trenches that

may be allowed to fall in through insufficient

support, and the concrete will have to be filled in

to the ex'ra width thereby required at the con-

tractor’s expense. (N.B.—Contractors are prone
to neglect adequate support for sides of trenches,

and it is important that trenches should have
vertical sides, and the concrete be Slled in to the

full width of trench.)

Concrete.—The concrete for foundations to be
composed of fresh burnt blue lias lime, and
ballast of clean hard river or pit gravel, broken

to pass a sieve of 2-in. mesh, and clean sharp

sand, and to be mixed on a clean boarded or

stone platform, in the proportion by measure of

one part of lime to five parts of ballast and two
parts of sand, with a sufficient quantity of water ;

and the whole to be thoroughly incorporated and

tipped into trenches. (Or otherwise describe

concrete as desired.) The concrete to be filled

in to the full width of square-cut trenches, and
not between boards.

(Then describe any other varieties of concrete

for pavings or fireproof floors.)

Brick Rubbish.—The concrete under pavings

to be laid on a bed of hard, dry brick rubbish,

in. thick, and well rammed.
/’rtfwVwK.— (Specify any provision desired of

digging or concrete for filling in to cesspools, &c.,

making it clear what description of digging and
of concrete is required.)

Roadways and Gravelling.—(Specify what is

to be done by the contractor, or provide a sum of

money.

)

Grnbbing C^.— (If there are any hedges or

trees to be removed and roots to be grubbed up,

this must be specified.)

. DRAINAGE.

Drains.—The drains to be laid as shown on

plans with Albion Clay Company’s patent Paragon

pipes (or whatever is intended ; but make it quite

clear whether “London-made” or “tested”

pipes are wanted or not. Do not say that the

pipes are to be of “approved” manufacture

without indicating what will be approved, as the

quality varies considerably. If there is to be a

diflerence between the rain-water drains and the

soil-drains describe it thus ;

—

The rain-water drains to be of “A” form and
the soil-drains of “ B ” form, all to be laid truly

with joints formed and filleted with Portland

cement, and the latter to rest on bed of concrete

6 in. thick, the full width of the trench).

Testing.—The contractor will be required to

test the drains in the presence of the architect.

(State what test will be required, whether water

lest, and to what head of water, lamp test,

straightness of line, and gradient, &c. If the

work is within province of Local Authority, add :

The drains are to be laid in such a manner
as to satisfy the requirements of the inspector to

the (Local Authority).

If the drains are not satis'actory in all respects,

the whole shall be taken up and relaid at the

contractor’s expense.

Connexion with Sewer.—Give notice to the

(Local Authority), and pay their fees for making
connexion with sewer. (The Local Authorities

in nearly all cases now require that the connexion

with sewer shall be made by them, and their

charges paid for same).

Cesspools.— (If there is no public sewer, these

may be required. Then speciiy size, depth, and

wliether sleined, dry, or in cement, as the case

may be
;

also, whether cemented and made
water-tight, as required by some Local Authori-

ties. Specify the brick dome and manhole cover,

and ventilation, if any).

Soak-avjay Bits.—(These are allowed in some
districts. Specify size and depth, whether

Sleined, dry, of course, and whether filled with

gravel, or brick, or stone rubbish.)

Lidded Pipes.—All bends and junctions, except

in inspection chambers, to have lidded pipes.

Gulleys.—(Specify as required also the slippers

or open channels for sink and bath wastes. Also

grease traps where wanted.)

Disconnecting Chambers. — Disconnecting

chambers to be built in accordance with detail

drawing by in the clear, and

deep. The sides to be built one brick

thick in white glazed bricks in cement, and to be

corbelled over at top to receive iron covers, 24 in.

by 18 in. The bottoms to be formed of Portland

cement concrete, in. thick, and sloped in cement

to channel. (Specify also the trap, the ventilat-

ing pipe, foot-irons, air-tight manhole cover).

Inspection Chambers.—Inspection chambers to

be by in the clear (if of varied size,

letter on plans and describe them separately) and

without trap and ventilating pipe, but in other
respects similar to disconnecting chambers.
Lamp Holes.—(Specify if any are required).

Flushing Tajik — (Describe if any with Field’s

syphon or other automatic arrangement. State

size and corstruction).

(X.B.—With reference to special items con-
nected with the drainage, it is generally better

for the architect to decide beforehand what be
means to adopt, and specify by a manufacturer’s
name, as So-and-so’s gully trap No.

» p.c.

Care should, however, be taken to find out if

these special articles are kept in stock, and,*if not,

how long before they are wanted the order must
be given, and this should be stated in the specifi-

cation, as builders often do not order special

articles till the day before, or even the day after,

they are wanted on the works).

OBITUARY.
Mr. E. Howard Dawson.—

W

e regret to have

to record the death of Mr. E, Howard Dawson, of

Lancaster, architect, and Associate of the Institute

of Architects, at ihe early age of thirty-three, and
under very sad circumstances. Mr. Dawson had
gone to Manchester on business, and was taken ill

in the train, whence he was carried to a hotel in

Manchester where he died on the night of December
31. He had been married only three years, and
leaves a widow and daughter. Mr. Dawson had
carried out a considerable amount of work, and
during the last seven years had been principally

engaged in extensions and re-ereclions at the County
Asylum, Lancaster. He carried out the County
Police-station at Skerton. and three others in the

district
;
the Pheenix Hall, Lancaster

;
the Congre-

gational churches at Grange and CarnfoTlh
;
and a

good deal of work on building estates.

Herr Ferdinand Schieffer.—We regret to

have to record the death of Baurath Ferdinand
Schieffer, whose name has long been associated with

the great railway works of Geimany.

Herr Julius Hofmann.—

I

n asi>ecial article, the

Deutsche BavzeituTJgct\e.x% to the excellent work done
by Oberbaurath Julius Hofmann, ofMunich, recently

deceased, whose principal work was in connexion with

the numerous castles erected and decorated for Lud-
wig II. of Bavaria, and explains the curious relation-

ship of client and architect, which existed between

the Bavarian King and Oberbaur.alh Hofmann, and
the origin of what have been considered as meaning-
less eccentricities in these particular buildings.

Herr Oberbaurath Hofmann was bom in 1840, and
bis technical education was obtained at Vienna.

He bad the curious fortune of obtaining the post of

Court Architect to Emperor Maximilian of Mexico,

into whose service he entered in 1864, and be was
responsible for two well-known royal residences in

that country. After frequent changes, bolding

important offices. Herr Hofmann became the suc-

cessor in 1884 of Professor Dollmann, as Court Archi-

tect at Munich, and it was from that date that be was
particularly occupied with work on the castles of

Herrenchiemsee, Linderhof and Neuschwanstein, as

well as on the designs for many castles which were

never built. His last work was the design of a
memorial chapel to the deceased King, which will

now be carried out by Prolessor Thiersch.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Premises, Selkirk Co-operative Society.—

New premises for the Selkirk Co-operative Society,

Limited, have been erected as an addition to the

existing buildings. The fiontage is 114 It, long,

with an average depth of 30 tt. The work has

been carried out from plans prepared by Messrs.

J. & J. Hall, Galashiels.

Building Trades, The Potteries.—In the

Potteries, bricklayers, for the time of the year, are

well employed. Joiners and carpenters report trade

exceptionally good for the time of the year, bench
bands being well employed. There are a few
outside carpenters and fixers suspended through the

weather. There are, practically speaking, no joiners

out of work in the district. At Leek in all branches

of the building trade there is great activity for the

time of the year, At Crewe all joiners and brick-

layers are working full time, Stafford trade is

dull, with a few out of work in all branches.

—

Staffordshire Sentinel.

Post-Office, Southend.—A new post-office

has been opened at Soutbend-on-Sea in Weston-
road. The architect was Mr. Henry Tanner, and
the builders were Messrs. Davis & Leaney, the

fittings being supplied by Messrs. Everett & Son, of

Colchester.
Restoration of Morland Church, West-

morland.—The ancient church at Morland was
reopened recently after undergoing restoration at a
cost of about 1,800/. exclusive of the chancel, which

was restored by the Ecclesiastical Cemmissioners.

Among the principal alterations was the north tran-

sept. the end of which was pulled down to the bottom

of the old window and rebuilt with three windows
to agree with those in the south transept. The
vestry had to be pulled down so as to open

out a window which was built up in the chancel
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wall, and that entailed the building of another
vestry. The old ceiled roof has been taken away;

:
wi:h the exception of the principals, and replaced

with a new open one. In the tower three Saxon
windows have been opened out. Inside, the old

.
pews have given way lo new stalls in oak. The old

three-decker pulpit has been removed to the other
: side of the church, and reconstructed on modern

I

lines. The choir has been brought into the chancel,

and the communion rails lowered. A new beating

,

apparatus has been put in. The contractor for the
i work was Mr. Edmondstoiie, Morecambe, and Mr.,

j

C. J. Ferguson was the architect.

Bank, Exmouth —A new building in Rolle-

street, Exmouth, which is to be the new branch of

the Exeter Bank in that town, has just been opened-
The old premises have been altered and extended
in accordance with the plans of Mr. Cbas. Cole,

architect, of Exeter. The building work has beeo
carried out by Mr. A. Hayman, Exmouth.

Working Men's Cl\-r, Neath. — The me-
morial stones in connexion with Ihe Neath Working
Men's Club were laid recently by the mayor (Cout^-

cillcr A R Thomas). The architects are Messrs.

Lambert & Rees, Neaih and Bridgend, and the

contractor Councilloi Abraham George. The nev.i

premises will have a pressed brick front, and wili

contain reading rooms, a library, billiard-room,

skittle-alley (97 ft. long), bar, and committee and
caret iker's roems.
Proposed Kursaal and Municipal Build-

ings FOR Cheltenham. — At a meeting of tb»
Cheltenham Town Council, on the 4th inst., the
Town Improvement Ccmmillee made iis report orj

the proposed spa scheme, &c.
,
for the town. The

Committee bad engaged the services of Mr. E. R,
Robson, architect, Westminster, and he had had
several interviews with the Committee, and had pre-

pared plans for the erection of a kursaal and baths
at the south end of the Winter-garden, and for the

conversion of the existing Winter-garden into muni-
cipal offices and a winter-garden. Mr. Robson
estimates the expenditure to be as follows, viz. ;

—

50,000/. if all the work is done at once, and 53,700/.

if done in sections. The Committee recommend
that tenders for the erection of the buildings be
advertised for in such sections as the Committee
may decide on, and that application be made to the

Lccal Government Board for their sanction to a
loan. After a brief discussion, it was decided to

adjourn the whole matter to a special meeting of the

Council, to be called for the aand inst.

School Near Lowestoft.—A new voluntary

schcoibas just been opened at Carlton Colville by
the Lord Bishop of the Diocese. The architect is

Mr. F. W. Richards, of Lowestoft, under whose
direction the schcol has been built, at a cost oil

I, no/. Mr. W. J. Scaile carried out the brick,

and Mr. A. G. Beckett the wood work. The
interior of the building is 98 ft. by 22 ft., divided

by a sliding partition, both girls and boys being

accemmodated. It is constructed /to hold 20c
children.

Restoration of St. Peter’s Church. Baktun-i
on-Humber. — This church is about to be re-

stored. The work is to be put in band at once,

under the superintendence of Mr. C. Hodgson
Fowler, of Durham. The scheme comprises ibel

building of an organ chamber cn the north side,

a new clergy vestry, restoration of the tower, reno-

vation of the interior walls, and the purchase of a

new organ.

New Accident Hospital, Alloa, N.B.

—

This new building is to be erected on a site

immediately to the west of the e.xistirg Hospital,

from plans prepared by Mr. R. A. Bryden, architect,

Glasgow. There will be two entrance gates on z

new road leading to the hospital buildings. Thd
main building will consist of a central administrative

block, and two wings. Each of the wings will contain

one ward for six beds, one ward for three beds, and
two private wards for one bed each. All these

wards will face the south. The wards will bC

approached from tbe central part of the building b)f

wide corridors. Frcm these corridors tbe latrines

will enter at the back ;
ward sculleries are also

provided enteringoff the corridors. Observation win-

dows are arranged in the wards. The floors of the

wards are of pitch pine, and all corners are rounded.

The lower walls of the corridor are lined with tiles;

and each corridor has an exit porch for convalescent

patients obtaining access to the grounds in rear o:

the buildings. 'The central part of tbe building con-

tains toward the front, the entrance vestibule)

doctor's rcom, and men s and women's day-room,

behind which are placed tbe operating-rocm, doctor’s

store, kitchen and scullery service, pantry, and
matron's storeroom, &c. The central building is two

stories in height, and on the upper floor contains

matron’s rcoros and seven bedrooms. In the rear 0:

tbe main hospital building will be erected the offices

required, comprising washing-house, laundry, boilers

shed, store for patients’ clothing, mortuary, and
post-mortem room.
Building in High-street, Sheffield.—

The progress of Sheffield in the direction of tb(

improvement of the city has been greater and

more marked during 1896 than in any previous

year since the City Council woke up to tbe fad

that so large and important a centre was de-i

plorably behind the times in the character 01

its buildings and main thoroughfares. The
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widening of High-street was in this connexion

the most notable event of the year. A change

which brings the converging thoroughfares of Mar-

gate and Church-stieetand the noble block of Cole's

buildings within the line of vision of the pedestrian

standing at the Post Oftice, and affords a fine,

spacious thoroughfare in the place of one that was

tortuous, narrow, and awkward, is so decided an

improvement in the city’s main artery that the

lethargy of preceding Councils on this subject only

evokes surprise. The buildings in High-street com-

pleted during 1896 include the London and Midland

Bank, at the comer of York-street, the lofty pile

raised by Messrs. Foster & Sons, and the pretty

terra-cotta building of the Grand Clothing Hall.

The Cafti Company’s premises consist of the original

premises set back to the prescribed line. The new
premises of Messrs. F. E. & S. Smith were the first

to appear behind the disappearing bricks and
mortar, and now the Victoria Hotel is practically

completed. As yet the new roadway is only tem-

porarily laid, awaiting the solidifying effect of the

traffic, and the completion of the connecting link of

the new sewer, which extends from the Monolith to

the Church Gates, and from Change-alley to the

top of Commercial-street. This sewer replaces the

rotten and ineffective drain which was in places

simply carved out of the rock in its course.

—

Sheffield Telegi-aph,

Restoration of St. George's Church, Wol-
verhampton.—This church is undergoing restora-

tion at a cost of 2,500/. Among the alterations

being carried out is the entire removal of the

galleries, the re-flooring with wood blocks, a new
organ, modern oak seats in place of the old high

pews
:
a new choir vestry is provided, and the

chancel window is filled with a representation of the

Crucifixion, and a carved oak screen is erected

across the entrance to the chancel. Mr. T. Skett

has the contract, and the architect is Mr. Beck.

Labourers' Dwellings in Milk-.street,
Birmingham. — Tlie Birmingham Improvement
Committee, in their report to the City Council,

recall the proceedings that have been taken in rela-

tion te the improvement scheme for the insanitaiy

area in Milk-street, under which the land was
acquired by the city and cleared of its objectionable

buildings. The Committee now report that tliey

have been unable either to sell or let the land as

subject to the conditions laid down by the Local
Government Board, and have therefore given their

most careful attention to the preparation of plans

for houses suitable for the labouring classes. 103
dwellings suitablefor the artisan class, at rents varying

from 5s. to6s. each, with three bedrooms, have been
erected in the vicinity of Ryder-street, and the com-
mittee, having provided so many houses of this

class, feel they would like to supply a dwelling suit-

able for that portion of the working class who are

earning a labourer's wage. Drawings are sub-

mitted by the Committee showing such suggested
dwellings, from which it will be seen that it is pro-

posed to erect upon the site sixty-four dwellings,

each having a living room 12 ft. 6 in. by ii ft.
;
bed-

room, 12 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft.
;
bedroom, ii ft. 3 in. by

8 ft.
:
water-closet

;
scullery to every two houses,

10 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in. These houses are designed

on the dual-house system—viz., one house built

upon another, access to the upper tier of

houses being obtained by a balcony running the

whole length of the rear of the dwellings, and are

estimated to cost 6,250/. The rent proposed to be
charged is for the lower houses 4s. 3d., and the

upper 3s, 9d. Although, in accordance with the

requirements of the Local Government Board, only

one half of the site has been cleared for building,

<he remaining part is wholly unoccupied, and the

materials in the buildings rapidly disappearing
;

under these circumstances it is suggested that the

scheme be carried through in one contract, and
the committee therefore recommend that the pro-

posed scheme be approved, subject to such modifi-

cations as they may deem advisable, and that the

Finance Committee be authorised to borrow a sum
not exceeding 6,250/. for the purpose of carrying

out such scheme,

—

Birvdiigham Post.

New Hotel near the Central Station,
Manchester.—Before the details of the new hotel

proposed to be erected close to the Central Station

by the Midland Railway Company are finally decided
. upon, Mr. C. Trubshaw, F.R.I.B.A., the Architect

of the Company, and Mr, William Towle, the

manager of the Company's hotels and restaurants,
' are to proceed to America in order to make a tour

I

and inspection of the large hotels in the States.

The new hotel, which it is proposed to make
I one of the largest and finest in the country, will

I occupy the site at present bounded by Lower
I

Mosley-street, Windmill-street, Mount-street, and
!

Peter-street. One of the chief features will be a
,

large courtyard in the style of a winter garden. To
i

take the place of the Gentlemen's Concert Hall,

I
which is one of the buildings to be demolished to

I make way for the new hotel, a large concert room
I will be attached to the hotel, but the entrance will

j

be a separate one.

—

Manchcstc7- City Neivs.

1

The State of Booking Church.—A vestry

j

meeting was held at Bocking recently, Col. Savill

I
presiding; to consider the report of the architect

1 {Mr. F. Chancellor) upon the condition of the church

\

Cabric. The report urged the necessity of a thorough
i
exanainatioD of the whole of the roof of the church.

Mr. Chancellor had examined the chancel arch and

the pillars supporting it, and had come to the con-

clusion they would have to be taken down and
rebuilt. About 500/. or 600/. was required to carry

out this work. The Chairman said this sum would

not put tlie church into a thorough state of repair,

but only the roof and chancel arch. A committee

was formed to collect the money for the carrying out

of the work.
Baptist Chapel, Bexhill.—The new Baptist

place of worship in Clifford-road, Bexhill,^ was

opened recently. The new building is in the Gothic

style. The chapel proper is about 45 ft. by 27 ft.,

and there are two vestries in the rear. The contractor

was Mr. C. Thomas, the architect being Mr. R. W.
Moore, of Brighton,

Building Trade, Stonehaven.— Trade in

Stonehaven during 1896 has been on the whole of a

most satisfactory character. The building trades

have bad a busy year. The large amount of work

carried over from 1895 employed during

the early months ot the year. During summer a

slight lull set in. Towards the end of the year,

however, a number of important contracts were

settled, and from the number of buildings now in

progress or projected the coming spring is certain to

be a busy one.

New Schools, Bei.fast.—A new school has

been erected in Mayo-street, Belfast. Messrs.

Young & Mackenzie, architects, superintended the

work of erection, which was in the hands of Mr.

William Kerr, builder.

Headquarters for Leeds Medical Staff
Corps.—The Leeds Volunteer Medical Staff Corps

have commenced the erection of offices and hall in

St. James's-strect. The drill hall will be 68 ft. in

length, and will have a width of 35 ft. . with a wood
block floor resting on a bed of concrete. The roof

is to be of wrought iron. The other buildings will

comprise quartermaster's office, stores, andresidence

of the Staff-sergeant, while outside the main block a

lavatory will be fixed, and a shed erected for the

service waggon. The whole of the werk is to be

carried out in accordance with plans prepared by
Mr, William Bakewell, of Leeds.

Condition of the Parish Church, Tam-
worth.—Owing to thi.' anxieiy felt as to the safely

of the south-west pinnacle of the tower of the old

church at Tam worth, the vicar and churchwardens
considered it advisalj'.e to take the opinion of Mr.

Basil Champneys, who bus made a careful

survey. In a report, Mr. Champneys stales

that,
’

in regard to the turiel, there is a con-

siderable inclination towards the west. He ad-

vised that the top of the spirelet be at once taken

down to the level of the bed above the second

crotchet from the fop. Steps are being taken to

have the more dangerous portion of the pinnacle at

once removed, and when funds are obtained the

remainder will be taken down, and the whole re-

eiccted in a substantial manner. The three other

pinnacles of the tower have all been rebuilt during

the present century .—Birmingham Post.

The Newcastle Infirmary Site.—In con-

nexion with the proposed erection of a new infirmary

for Newcastle, the question of site lias been advanced
another stage by the receipt of the report of Mr.

Waterhouse, who was called in to advise the

House Committee on this matter. Mr. Water-
house, it is staled, favours the erection of a new hos-

pital on the present site. He considers it will

afford ample space for the erection of a first-class

modern hospital, of 400 beds, with the necessary

administrative buildings, and accommodation for

eighty nurses. Mr. Waterhouse is further of opinion

that the work of constructing the proposed new
hospital may be carried on without in any way inter-

fering with the work of the Infirmary during the

period which will be required for the construction

of the building.

Church for the Wrexham District. — The
plans sent in by Mr. J. H. Swainson, Wrexham, for

the new church, to be called St. Peter’s and to be
erected at Rhosrobin, in the parish of Rhosddu, a

suburb of Wrexham, have been adopted.

Restoration OFTower, HinderclayChurch,
Suffolk.—The tower of Hinderclay Church has for

some time been in a critical condition. Itwas lately

inspected by Mr. W. Fawcett, F.S.A
,
of Cam-

bridge, and by bis advice, the work of restoration

was undertaken.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERINGNEWS.
Light Railways, Aberdeen.—There are two

rival schemes for light railways from the City of

Aberdeen to the Skene and Ecbt districts. 'That

promoted by a private syndicate, which has met
with most favour in the localities to be served, is

estimated to cost 108,571/. The other, promoted
by the Great North of Scotland Railway Company,
is expected to cost 60,000/., and is proposed to be
worked in conjunction with the city tramways and
with a proposed circular railway to be formed by

:

making through the suburbs of Aberdeen a con-

nexion between the Deeside line and Great North
main line, there being already a through connexion
at the existing joint passenger station. The
G.N.S.R. shareholders have approved of the appli-

cation and order. These schemes will be considered

at the first sitting of the Light Railways Commis-
sioners in the North of Scotland.

Bridge, near Durham.—Mr. C. A. Harrison.

Engineer to the North-Eastern Railway Company,

has designed a bridge to cross the Browney stream

at Relly Mill, about a mile south of Durham, The
new bridge will be of red brick, and includes five

arches, each with a span of 60 ft.
;
and when com-

pleted the bridge will measure 300 ft. long, and

70 ft. high at the deepest arch.

Drainage of Ruabon.—

O

n the ist inst., at the

Court-house. Ruabon. Colonel Marsh, R.E., one of

the Inspectors of the Local Government Board, held

an inquiry as to an application by the Wrexham
Rural District Council for a loan for the purpose of

draining the village of Ruabon. The village has an

estimated population of about 1.700. and the older

and lower portion is at present drained by a system

of pipe or brick sewers into the Ruabon Brook.

The new portion at Bryn, which has a population

of nearly 700, is at present drained into cesspools.

Mr. E. B. Martin, of Stourbridge, has prepared a

scheme, which he explained. The total cost of

the works was estimated at 6,830/. There was no

opposition.

Sewage Questions in Southport District.

—The report by Mr. Mansergb on the treatment of

sewage in view of the early silting up, through the

Ribble works, of Crossens Channel, has been

received and referred to a sub-committee of the

Southport Corporation for report. It is understood

that Mr. Mansergh advises an initial expenditure for

pumping and filtration works of some 30.000/., to

be afterwards doubled by carrying out a complete

scheme.
Sewerage, Knottingley, Yorkshire. — An

inquiry on behalf of the Local Government Board was

held recentlyat Knottingley by Colonel Hasted. R.E.,

in regard to an application by the Knottingley Urban

District Council tor powers to borrow 13,000/. for

works of sewerage. Mr. E. D. Atkinson, clerk, ex-

plained the scheme, which has been prepared by
Mr, J. Richardson, engineer, Methley.

The Ullet-koad Sewer Burst, Liverpool.

—The Health Committee of the Liverpool City

Council, at their last meeting, had under considera-

tion a number of letters complaining of the damage
done to properly by the recent bursting of a sewer

in Ullet-road, Sefton Park, and resolved: ‘‘That,

although the committee consider that the accident

to the Ullet-road sewer and the damage done

thereby was caused by the exceptionally heavy

rains which took place on the evenings of

December 24 and 28, they think that, without

admitting any legal liability on the part of the

Corporation, the Corporation should repair the

actual damage to property by the accident, and

that the matter be referred to a sub-committee con-

sisting of the chairman, deputy-chairman, Mr.

Campbell, and Mr. Thomas, to see the parties

affected, and to authorise any works to be carried

out which the sub-committee may think necessary."

It was also decided to instruct the treasurer to pay

all extra wages on the works as certified and
directed by the City Engineer, who was authorised

to obtain such machinery and materials as he might

require for completion of the works.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Bramshott Church, Hampshire.—

A window to the memory of the late Mr. Alexander

Macmillan, the publisher, and to his son, the late

Mr. Malcolm Kingsley Macmillan, has been placed

in the north aisle of Bramshott church, in Hamp-
shire, in which parish Mr. Macmillan had a residence.

The window is the work of Mr, H. Holiday, of

Hampstead.
Memorial Window, Trinity Church, Wind-

sor.—A memorial window has been placed on the

north side of Holy Trinity Church, Windsor, The
window depicts the Annunciation. The woik was

executed by Messrs. Campbell & Smith, of London.

« I

FOREIGN.
France.—M. Gougeon, pupil of M. Lalou, has

won the prize for the competition of American

architects, the subject of which was “ A large

factory in Alaska." M. Scellier de Gisors, archi-

tect to the Luxembourg, has been elected In-

spector-General of “ Batiments Civils etdes Palais

Nationaux," in place of M. Daumet, who has

reached the limit of age. M. Roty has just been

elected President of the Acad6mie des Beaux Arts,

andM. Emil Barrias has been elected Vice-Presi-

dent. There is a talk of uniting the Sceaux line

of railway with the line of the Quest, by means of a

branch line of railway, the cost of which is estirnated

at three million francs. It will leave the Robinson

station and end at Clamant, going by Piessis Piquet,

Bagneux. and Chatillon. There is an exhibition

in the Rue Volney of the new works of the Russian

painter Vereslchagin. The most interesting picture

in the collection is one of the retreat of Napoleon I.

in the Russian Campaign. The thirteenth

exhibition of impressionist and symbolical

painters has just been opened in the Gallery

“Bare de Bouteville," in the Rua Pelletier. A
new bridge is shortly to be built over the Seine

between Gennevilliers and Clichy. The munici-

pality of Eourg has just voted a sum of 320,000 frs.

for the rebuilding of the theatre in the town.

The work of making a line from Cauterets to

Laraillfere, passing through the tunnel of Estaing
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS.

N&tnie of Work.

*Drsl^e (or (Working Clau) Housoa.

.

*SDlargenieDi of Cora Excb&ogo,
Spalding

By whom Ad.ertiaed.
;

dellrereJ.

Folkaatone T.C. ..

Spalding LT D C...

Feb. ]3

No date

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Uateriale.

Pipe Sewers, Queen'e-road

Shop, Rolle-street, Exmontb .

Add Itlona to Albert Uemorial Schools,
Weaton-sooer-Mare

*l!epalrB to Cable Tramway

Factory and Houses. Great Horton,
near Bradford

Chapel and School, Bradley, near
Keighley

House and Shop, Queen-street,
Motley, Yorks

Additions to Bchool.Stokesby,Norfolk

Dairy Factory, New Park.
Ireland

Street 'V

&c. n
Cottage „

Ac. CravenKerblng, Channelling,
Arms, Salop .. ....

Stables and Coachhouae,
street. Bradford, Yorks

House, Canford Cliffs, Boaruemonth

Chapel and School, Boulderolongfa,
Sowerbf, Yorks

Alterations to “QonTena," Wade-
bridge. Cornwall

Additions to Schools ................

Schools, Carbrook-st:

Alterations to Laundry at Work-
house, Stratton-st. Margaret,Wilts

Waterworks, Bathniullan, Ireland

Tenders
to be

delivered.

r, Jevons. Sure. Town

Walsall Corporation..
,
,t. r. Cooper, Town Clerk

B. Marshall
Stokreby - with - Her-
lingby Scb. Bd

Carby Hall, Archt.
Park-row. Leeds ....

W, 3. Morley. Archt. 269.
Swan-arcade, Bradford .

8. J. Wilde, Archt. Boule-
vard-chambers

The Exploiters A Invest rs

Trust, Lini. 54, Old Broad-
street, E.C

3 -la.-ksun & Sons, ArcbL
Tanfleld-cbmbrp.Bradforl

J. Hartley, Archt Ex-
change-bldgs, Sklpton ..

6. B, Clegg. Archt. 2.

Peel-street
A. S. Hewitt, Archt. 10,

Regent-street, Yarmouth
F. Lynch, Charleville,
Cork

Mr. Royle. Surv. Council
Offices, Old Trafford ....

J. Cotter. Board Room,
Workhouse

A. H. Ashdown, Upping-
ton, Wellington, Salop

Empsall A Clarkson. Archt
7. Exchange, Bradford
Finder A Fogerty, Arc!
" Peter's-Urrai

oouth
BntcIllTe A Sutcliffe, Archt.

• Ti'dmoroen
Msjor Becber, •Oonvena,”
Wadebridge

H. J. C, Reed. BIgb-street,
Me.xt

Hinnell A Murphy, C.E.
41, Uorpoiatlcn- street,
Manchester
1. Davidson, Archt. Ter-
tace-buildinss, Paisley ,

.

Lancaster Corp ; Boro' Surv, Market-iq.

Bolton Corporation

Paisley (N.B.) Sch.Bd.

Levenshulme (Yorks.) J. Jepson, Oa, Union-road,
U.DC. - Stockport
Hlghworth A Swindon W. H. Bead, Arcbt. Corn
Union Exchsnge, Swindon ....

Milford Union M'LaugblinAConroyiBDgr.
14, Clooney-terr. London-

C0NTRACTS— Continued.

Nature of Work or Hateriala

Gravel and Shell .......

Maklsgup Roads .................

Broken Granite

Sewer Extension, Blessington-road

•Tar and Granite Paving and Iron

Engine House and Weaving Sbed,
ekelmanthorpe, Yorks

Sewers, Pumping Station, Ac

Flags, Kerbs, and Betts (Haslingden

Making-up, Ac. Rea .s ..........

•Stoneware Pipe Sewer...

Block of Dwellings .............

•Fire Station, N. Woolwich .....

By whom ReqnDed.
Tenders

dellTered.

Guildford T C
Cowes (I.W.) Gas Co.

LondooCountyCouncil

Com. of H.M. Works
Paddington Union. ..

.

Tottenham D.C.

Shoeburyness U.D.C.

Lee (Kent) B. of W. ..

Met. Asylums Board..

Porthc^Vu.D.C

Bury (Lancs.) Corp. .

Hornsey U.D.C

London C.C

Parka Dept. 9, Spill
gardeni, S.W

12, WbitehslI-place. 8.'
" ’ Smith. 17a. (

gs-at. I

do.

Granite and Blag
Enlargement, Sorting Office. Coicbet

ter Post Office ...
Alterations, Runcorn Police Station

Brigs (Lines.) R D.C.

Sewerage Works. Cheadlc Heath Farm

Construction Arabic Museum
Library, Cairo

Additions to Gill Pier, Westray..

Rebuilding No. I, Adam-at. Cardiff ,.

Two Houses, CreSeld-rd. Colchester.

Lightcliffe,Bouse and Stabling,
Halifax

Four Shops, Ac. Fort Talt 1. Wale

to Hockley

.nrpby, Bngr, at
Council Offices -

J. W, Harris, Surv. Shoe-
burynesa

G. Whale, Chief Offices,

Old Charlton,..
Norfolk Honse, Norfolk-
street, W.C.
L Kirk A Sons, Arcbt.
Huddersfield

E. T. David, CouncU
Offices, Bridgend

J. Cartwright, C.S. Boro'

Jan. 20

Jan. 23

K. J. IxjvegroTe, Offices,

Sonthwood-lane.Eighgate
Engineer’s Dept. Bprlng-
gardene, S.W

A’Cbltect's Dept. 17, Pal)
Mall East. S W

Architect's Dept. 21,White-
place, S.W
K C. Uett, Council Offices

TheSecretary, B.M. Office

Stockport Corp. .

W.J. Rogers, Ltd.„..

H. Beawlck, 17, Newgate-
street, Chester

M. A. Fowler. C B. 1, St.

Feter'S'Sq. Manchester ..

Ministry of Public Works,
Cauo ....

Robertson A Sinclair,
,

Kirkwall
i

1

Jones A Co. Arcbt. St.
'

Mary-st. Cardiff .I
Baker A May. Arcbt. I

Head-it. Colchester I

J. P. Walsh, Arcbt. Bank-
jchambers, Halifax , . I

Margrave A Peacock, Arcbt,!
46. WlnO-st, Swanrea '

B. Harper, S.BeasImarket-'
hUl .

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment. By whom Advertised.

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are advertised in this Stimber. CoHipetifio/i*, p. iv. Cojifrocfs, pp. iv. 'vi. it viii. Public Appointments, pp. xiii, it xis.

under Pierrefitle, is being actively carried on.
The municipality of Ch&lons-sur-Marne have just
decided to suppress the Chapel belonging to the
College, which from its size and decoration consti-
tutes one of the finest ornaments of the town. This
chapel dates from the seventeenth century. The
works undertaken by M. Formig(5 for the restoration
of the Thtfatre at Orange have now been nearly
cjmpleted. The vaults supporting the ranges of sea's
to right and left of the scene have been rebuilt.

An interesting exhibition of arcbceological objects
and documents relating to the primitive races of
America, will shortly be held at the Trocad^ro.

There is a question of placing in the Council
Hall of the Tribunal de Commerce the beautiful
marble bas-relief by M. Puech, "La Seine," which
was exhibited a few years ago at the Champs
Elysdes, Some measures are soon to be taken by
the Municipility of Saint Maud^ to put into some sort
of repair an old tower which is situated at the angle of
the Grande Rue de Paris. It is considered one of the
last vestiges of the park of Philippe Auguste.
The death of M. Aumont, architect, in Paris, is

announced. A distinguished architect, M.
Ludovic Douillard, has just died at Nantes, at the
age of seventy-three years. He belonged to the
Soci^t6 Cenlrale since 1873, and had founded an
atelier for young architects. M. Douillard, who was
a Catholic priest, built the church of Paimbueuff,
that of Plandieu, near Vannes, and the Convent of
the Capucins at Nantes. It is a monument of a
pure and harmonious style, remarkable for its

cloisters There is a talk of erecting a statue to
the artist Troyon in one of the public squares of
Sevres.

Germany.—The architectural journals are much
occupied at the present moment with a controversy
as to the fairness of public builijing officials entering
into open competition against architects in private
practice. At present it is permissible, and a common
occurrence, but it appears that the private archi-
tects would prefer to see some limitation. The
" Vereinigung Berliner Architekfen." under the
presidency of Herr von der Hude. has held a special
meeting in honour of the three architects of the
Berlin Industrial Exhibition of last year—Messrs.
Griesebach, Hotfacker, and Schmitz, The subject
of the lecture for the evening was "E.xhibition
Buildings," by Herr Kyllmann, who gave much
valuable information as to former exhibitions. In
connexion with the difficulties in obtaining a suitable
design for a monument to the Ex-Chancellor Bis-
marck, at Berlin, we understand that a limited com-
petition has now been opened for the ten candi-
dates in the open competition of 1895 whose work
was consider^ the best. In the course of the

present year considerable works are to be carried
out in connexion with the new Botanical Gardens at
Leipz'g, bearing the name of the " Palmengarien."
Premiums have been offered in competition for the
necessary designs, and the scheme will be decided
on in the course of a month. The premiums offered
are very large as compared with the amount of work
required from the competitors. The cost of the
work will amount to at least 50,000/. In the
competition which has been held at Leipzig for the
design of a National Monument, as a memorial of
the battle of Leipzig, the premiums have now been
awarded, the first, of the value of 300/. ,

being given
to an architect—Herr Wilhelm Kreis, of Charlotten-
burg; tbe second premium was given to another
architect—Herr Otto Rielh, of Beilin; and of other
premiums the fourth was given to Professor Bruno

,

Schmitz. There were sixty - eight candidates,
and the average merit of the contributions
was exceedingly high. The Dortmund-Ems
canal has made rapid progress during 1896, the ex-
penditure up to this lime being about 2,600,000/.
A great deal of tbe soil has already been moved,
though there are still fully 2,000,000 cubic metres to
be dug. All the brickwork for the twenty locks is

well in hand
;
also ihe embankments for the harbour

at either end, Thirty designs were sent in for
the S.iibbel monument at Dresden, and the first

premium has been given to Messrs. Schilling &
Graebner, architects. In the course of 1897 the
Municipality of Dresden proposes erecting a monu-
ment to the present King—Albert of Saxony—on
the twenty-fifth anniversary of his reign, and a com-
petition has been opened with a view to obtaining a
suitable design, the premiums amounting to 600/.
A very influential committee, including Professor
Wallot, will act as assessors, and the competition
will be decided during May.
Durban,—The Durban Corporation Building

Committee passed forty-two p'ans for the week end-
ing December 7. including new premises for the
South African Mutual Assurance Society, to cost
from twenty-five to thirty thousand pounds. Arab
merchants are also building warehouses. All new
buildings are of a substantial character, wood and
iron being nearly wholly discarded .—Johannesburg
Standard.

MISCELLANEO OS.
Professional .and Business Announce-

ments.—Mr. Charles Barry, architect, is removing
at Lady-dav from his offices at the Westminster
Chambers. Victoria-street, to Parliament Mansions,
Victoria-street. He has taken into partnership bis
eldest son, Mr. Charles Edward Barry, and the new

firm will be " Me.ssrs. Charles Barry & Son."
Messrs. Leopold & Co. have opened Japanese
paperhaoging show-:coms at 24, Cecilcourt, Charing
Cross-road.

Appointment,—Mr. E. B Newton, of the Citw
Surveyor's office, Carlisle, has been selected out of
a large number of candidates for the appointment
of Engineering Assistant to the Bjrougb Engineer
of Rochdale. Mr. Newton served bis articles with
the late Surveyor of Carlisle, Mr. W. Howard-
Smitb.
The Divining Rod at Fault. — A difficulty

having arisen with regard to ihe supply of water
at Grandborough, the Rugby Rural District Council,
at the request of the village authcrities, called in the-

services of a water-finder, who visited the place a
short lime ago, and indica'ed several spots where
water might be found. At tbe meeting of tbe Dis-
trict Council recently, it was stated that a well-
sinker bad sunk a well at one of the spots where
water was said to be obtainable at a depth of 25 ft.,

and although be had bored to a further depth o5
25 ft., making 50 ft. altogether, no water had beei>
found. It was suggested that the diviner should be
asked to return the fees paid to him, but it was-
eventually decided to test another place before doing
so .—Birmingham Gazette.

National Gallery of British Art, — W’
e

are asked to state that the Portland stone used ii>

this building was specially selected from the quarries

of Mr. F. J. Barnes, Isle of Portland
; and that the:

whole of the wrought-iron sashes and steel doors
were made by Mr. Joseph Stone, of St. George’s-
road, Southwark, S. E
The Working Men's College, Great

Ormond-street, London.—An appeal is made
for funds wherewith to erect, at an estimated cost

of 7,000/., new buildings for the Working Men-‘s

College, which was established in 1854 by the exer-
tions of F. D. Maurice, Thomas Hughes, J. M.
Ludlow, and others. The present premises. No. 46,
Great Ormond-street. have proved too small, and a
laboratory and a gymnasium are much desired. It is

calculated that a lurther sura of 8.000/. is needed for
the equipment and maintenance of more efficient

buildings. The house, now numbered '‘46,"'

remarkable for its handsome main staircase, has
been identified with that occupied by Lord Chan-
cellor Tburlow in 1784, when, on the night of

March 24, thieves entered from over tbe garden-wall
and carried off the Great Seal. It is commonly
stated that tbe loss occasioned a long delay in the
issue of documents until a new seal was made

;
but

Thomas Major, engraver to the Court, and Stamp-
Office, thenliving at No. 5, Tavistock-row, Covent
Garden, supplied within twenty hours a perfect
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ubstitute in brass of the Great Seal. Major then

nade one of silver, which continued in use until the

inion with Ireland.

An Old-Established Firm.—To celebrate the

lompletion of the isoth year of the firm’s existence.

^Jessrs. Joseph Chaier & Sons, gl^, lead, oil, and

lolour merchants, of St, Dunstan s Hill, London,

mtertained their staff on the and inst. at the “ City

\rms,"St. Mary-axe, when about fifty sat down to

dinner. During the subsequent proceedings the

loast of “ Prosperity to the Firm ’ was proposed by

Mr. Humphreys, who has been in the firm’s employ-

ment for upwards of forty years, and the partners,

Messrs. Leathley Chater & F. Clive Chater, were

presented with two silver cigar-boxes, subscribed for

by the whole of the staff, the lids being engraved

with the dates 1746-1896, as a memento of the

occasion.

The Preservation of Greenbank, Sefton
Park, Liverpool.—Subject’to approval by the City

Council, the Finance Committee have entered into

an agreement with Mr. Herbert Rathbone with the

object of preserving, for the purposes of public

recreation, an extensive piece of land, containing

about 90.000 square yards, situate between Sifton

Park and Greenbank-road. This estate, which con-

tains a large and picturesque mere of natural forma-

tion, has been purchased for building purposes by
Messrs. David Roberts & Son, but as the erection

upon it of rows of houses of the ordinary type

would not only ruin the beauty of the district, but

seriously depreciate the property of the Corporation

.easeholders who have built villas on that side of

Sefton Park, the Finance Committee have agreed

that if Mr. Rathbone purchases the property from

Messrs. Roberts for 17,000/., the' Corporation will

repurchase it from him for 13,000/. upon the con-

dition that whilst they shall have power to lease the

frontage to Greenbank-road as sites for houses of a

superior class, they shall maintain the lake and
surrounding land for the use of the public, and

make a public access to it from Sefton Park and
Greenbank-road also. At present the estate is

leased to, Mr. John Brancker, who is to remain in

possession during his lifetime.

—

Liverpool Post.

The Plumbers' Company and £x-Bailie
Crawford.—In accordance with a resolution passed

by the Court, the Freedom and Livery of the

Plumbers’ Company were on Tuesday, last week,

conferred at the quarterly Court, held at the Guild-

hall, on ex-Bailie Crawford, late Chairman of the

Health Committee ot Glasgow. The resolution

which was read by the Clerk, set out that the honour
was conferred on Mr. Crawford “in recognition of

his timely aid and eminent encouragement of the

movement for the national registration of plumbers

by personal efforts and official influence, securing the

alliance of the representatives of the health and
educational authorities and plumbers of the locality,

:witb the District Council for Glasgow and the West
of Scotland, and the active co-operation of that

body and others in promoting the higher technical

training of plumbers, and the certification of quali-

Ified men in the interes“s of the public health.'’ Mr.
Philip Wilkinson, Master of the Company, presided,

and spoke of the useful work which Mr. Crawford
had done as Chairman of the Health Committee of

Glasgow. Mr. Charles Hudson, Alderman Sir

Stuart Knill, and Mr. W. H. Bishop, also bore

testimony to Mr. Crawford’s valuable services

to the cause of sanitation. The customary
oath having been administered by the Clerk,

Mr. Crawford was formally admitted by the

Master as a freeman and liveryman of the Plumbers’

Company. In thanking the Court for the honour
conferred upon him, Mr. Crawford referred to the

progress made in sanitary matters during the past

few years as being largely due to the work of the

Plumbers' Company. Their efforts to impart tech-

nical instruction to plumbers had necessarily been

of advantage to the community as a whole. He
believed every householder was now beginning to

realise that it was his business to ascertain that the

f

dumber he employed was a registered man. The
reedom of the Company was afterwards conferred on
Mr. E. R. Collins (Sanitary Inspector to the Camber-
well Vestry) and Mr. W. Moss (of Manchester), they

having become entitled to it through having passed
the examinations in practical workmanship and
knowledge of plumbing prescribed by the Company.
The Court afterwards entertained ex-Bailie Craw-
ford and the other honorary freemen, and the

London Registration Committee to dinner at the

Guildhall

I Electric Light, South Shields.—Major-

1
General Croz’er, R.E., an inspector of the Local

I Government Board, recently held an inquiry in the

t Town Hall, South Shields, into an application of

I the Corporation to borrow the sum of 7,500/. for the

I
purpose of extending the electric-lighting works,

i Amongst those present were the Town Clerk (Mr. J.

: Moore Hayton) and the electrical engineer (Mr. J.

;
A. Jeckell). The Town Clerk stated that the elec-

: tricity works, which were in the hands of the Cor-
1 poration, were opened in September last, and so
: successful had they been, and so well had the light

! teen taken up, that the capacity of the station was
i now taxed to its utmost extent.

1 The New General Hospital, Birmingham.
t —The new General Hospital. Birmingham, is

I expected to be ready for opening in June. Certain
. branches of the work in connexion with the new

building have already teen completed, and as the

number of men employed there will now begin to

diminish from week to week, Mr. J. C. Holder (the

chairman of the New General Hospital Building

Committee) took advantage of Saturday last to give

a dinner to the workmen before any of them were
moved to other jobs. The dinner took place in the

evening at the Masonic Hall, New-street, and as

many as 401 workmen of various grades were

present. Mr. Holder presided. The Chairman
proposed “Success to the New General Hospital

Building,’’ Mr. W. Henman (the architect) and Mr.

T. Barnsley (the builder) responding. Mr. J. B.

Clarke next proposed “The Workmen,” and said

they had engaged on the work 70 carpenters, 40
bricklayers, 20 plumbers and painters, no labourers,

90 plasterers, ii were working in connexion with

the electric-light installation, 3 with the telephone,

10 laying down asphalle, 12 glaziers, 12 masons, 10

tilers, 4 well-sinkers, 6 working in connexion with

the ventilation, and 4 slaters. Mr. Berrill (for the

carpenters). Mr. Randel (for the bricklayers), and
Mr. Roddy (for the plasterers) responded. Other

toasts followed.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Coventry Building Trade ; Demands for

Rise in Wages.— Some months ago, when the

building trade was at its height, a demand was
made by the bricklayers for an increase in wages,

but the request was refused by the employers. The
workmen remained at their posts, but intimated that

at the proper time—December 31—a general applica-

tion would bs made. This has now been done, and
the bricklayers have asked for an advance in wages
from 8d. to pd. an hour, to [come into force on
April I. In addition to this the Operative Brick-

layers' Society have framed a new code ot rules, which
theyask shall be substitutedforthose nowinoperation.

If accepted, they will have the effect of reducing the

hours of labour by two and a half hours a week, the

payment of overtime after 5 3op.m, instead of 8 p.m.

as hitherto, and limiting the number of apprentices

(who shall be bound by the age of 16 for at least

five years) einploved by any firm to two. The
bricklayers are not the only workmen desiring to

profit by the present trade activity—similar applica-
' tions have been received from the different societies

of carpenters and joiners, masons, plasterers,

;

scaffolders, labourers, &c It may be said that,

with the exception of the painters, the demand
.
for increased wages is general among the build-

' ing trade employees throughout the city. The
carpenters and joiners ask for a minimum rate

of wages of 91! an hour and likewise submit a new
code of rules. The masons demand an increase from
8d. to gd., fixers to be paid 8^d. The operative

plasterers ask for an increase from 8i. to pd. ,
brick-

layers’ labourers from 5§d. to 6d.
,
and scaffolders

and plasterers' labourers from s^d. to 6id. The
alterations of rules proposed by the workmen are of

considerable importance on account of the extraor-

dinary state of trade and the number of employees
affected. At the present time there are nearly 5,000

men working in Coventry in different branches, and
the coming year promises little slack time for

builders. A meeting of the Master Builders’ Asso-

ciation is to be held shortly to consider the demands
of the employees.
Swansea Plumbers and their Wages.—

A

meeting of Swansea builders has been held to con-

sider the demands of the plumbers for an increase

of wages. Eventually the meeting decided to agree

to pay the men 8d. per hour all the year round,

instead of 7^. as at present
;
but not to accede to

the request to pay a minimum of 36s. for the 48
hours per week worked in the winter.

MEETINGS.
Sunday, January 10.

Sunday Lecture Society.—Professor Vivian B. Lewes
on “ Artificial Litjht.” 4 p.m.

Monday, January 11.

Royal Institute 0/ British Architects.—Business

meeting and election of new members. 8 i).m.

Survevars Institution.—Mr. Howard Martin on “ The
Future Development of ‘The Sun'eyors' Institution.’"

8 p.m.
Clerks of Works' Association {Carpenters' Hall).

—

Paper by Mr. H. \V. Handcock. 7.30 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.—Mr. C. E. Mumford

on " Belgian Churches," illustrated with limelight.

Tuesday, January is.

Institution 0/ Civil Engineers.— W. Ripper

on “ Superheated-Steam Engine Trials.’* 8 p.m.

Society oj Biblical v4 rcA<r£>/<?^>.—Anniversary Meeting.

8 p.m.
Carlisle Architectural, Engineering, and Surveying

Society.— '^\s. F. J. Nickols on “ Disposal of House
Refuse."

Wednesdav, January 13.

Northern Architectural Association. — Mr. W. H.
Allen on “ Fireclay Manufactures." 7.30 p.m.

Thursday, January 14.

Society ej Antiquaries.—BMot for the election of

Fellows. 8.30 p.m.
Instieutiono/ElectricalEngineers.—Inaugura.] Address

of the President, Sir Henry Mance. 8 p.m.

Friday, January 15.

Architectural Association.— Mr. E. Prioleau 'Warren

on “ Decorative Plaster Work," with models. 7.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. — Students' Meeting

Mr. Walter Beer on “‘Monier’ Girders and Arches.’’

8 p.m.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
timber.

Creecheart, B.G.
ton 8/0/0 0/0/0

Teak, E I. .. .load ii/o/o lS/0/0

Sequoia, U.S.lt.cu. ajo aji

Ash. Canada load s/io/o 3/15/0
Birch, do 3/10/0 s/s/o
Elm, do s/S/o 4/>o/o

Fir, Dantsic, &c.. s/io/o 4/10/0

Uak, do f/so/o a/10/0
Canada 4/»S/o SUS/o

Pine, Canada red 0/0/0 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... s/0/0 4/0/0

Lath. Dantsic,fath 4/10/0 S/to/o

St. Petersburg.
. S/W° 6/10/0

Wainscot, Riga,
&c..lcg i/io/o 4/15/0

Odessa. crown,... 1/10/0 4/1S/0
Deals, Finland
and & 1st

Do. 4th &
Do. Riga
St. Petersburg.
istyellow...

Do. and yellow 9/10/0 lo/to/o

Do. white 9/0/0 ii/o/o

Swedish 8/10/0 16/c/o

White Sea lo/o/e 16/10/0

Canada, Pine 1st ai/o/o 03/10/0
Do. do. and .. .. 15/0/0 17/0/0

Do. do. 3rd, Ac. 7/10/0 11/0/c

Do. Spruce. 1st. 9/0/0 10/10/0

Do. do. 3rd and

I 8/10/0 9/0/e

8/io/e 9/0/0

7/0/0 e/0/0

' lo/io/o 13/0/0

9‘o/o 10/0/0

7/5/0 7/tS/o

5/0/0 eo/0/0
. . Brunswick

Battens, all kinds
Flooring boards,
sq , 1 in. prep.
1st c/9'6 0/16/6

Do. and o(8/o o/i3fO

Other qualities

—

Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, &c.
Mahogany, Cuba

St. Domingo,

Mexican, do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio 7/d/o 16/0/0

Bahia 6/0/0 15/0/0

Satin, St, Doming.

0/6/0 0///6

TIMBER fcontinuedj.
Satin. Porto Rico 0/0/7 o/i/*

Walnut. Italian .. o/o/g c/o/j-

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton 3,8/:tJ e/o/&
Bar. Welsh, in

London S/»5/o 5/17/6'

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o 5/i*/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London 5/iS/e 6/10/0

Cori’ER — British

cake and ingot 53*0/0 53*10/0

Best selected .. 54/0/0 54/10/0.

Sheets, strong.. 63/15/0 63/to/o

Chili bars 49/10/0 0/0/0

Yellow Mtl Ib. o/c/s o/o/st
Lead— Pig,
Spanish .. ..ton H/i:,6 11/13'si

English com.
brands 11/15*6 ii/i?/^

Sheet, English
6 lbs. pet sq. ft.

and upwards . . la/io/o 0/0/0
Pipe 13/c/o 0/0/0

Zinc — English
sheet ton., ao/io/o

Viei' Mor
ti/io/o

18/0/0 :

TIN-Straits .... 58/13/9
Australian 60/7/6

, ,

English Ingots. . 63/15/063/10/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0

BiUiton S9/»5/o 6o/o/c»

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/13.

CocoanuL Coebin aS/o/o

Do. Ceylon a4/o/o

Palm, Lagos 34/so/o

Rapeseed, EngUsh
pale 37/10/0 a8/o/o

Do. Brown 27/0/0 37/10/0
Cottonseed lef. .. 15/17/6 i6/to/o

Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/1

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6

Do. black 0/4/9 9/6/6

Tar — Stockholm
bairel as’o 0/0/0

Archangel o/ia/6 0/0/0

Turpentine. .. .ton ac/ts/o 30/17/*

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us

net later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish ’Tenders unless authenticated by the name and

address of the sender ; and we cannot publish announce-

ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of theTender

is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under

^100, unless in some exceptional cases and for specia?

reasons.]

BURNLEY.—For the constiuction of a subway beneath th«*

Leeds and Liverpool Canal, for

'

J. Simpson .£1,707 18 -

J. Wadge 1,347 >5

J. Sc]. Lee 1,399 S

„e Corporation :

—

I

S. Taylor £t.3>8
Smith Bros. Burn-

I
ley (accepted) .... 1,337

DAVENTRY.-Fot additions. See., to poUce.station,_ for the

Northamptonshire County Council. Mr. E. Law, County Surveyor,.

Northampton. Quantities by architect

J. Neal £397 \J-

FENNY STRATFORD (Bucks).—For the

buildings, for the School Board.

Fenny Stratford. Quantities by I

Manns & Sons £s-7i7 » S
Wm. Wade 3.9f8 0 0

S. Grist, Ltd 3.788 0 0

H. A. Williains .... 3,690 0 0

C. E Fathers 3.63= «9 3
. ,

• Accepted, subject to approval of Eou-j

John Chadwick, archil

e architect
Thos. Yerrell £3,495 '

Thos. Hy. Coleman 3,4»4 '

Slaymaker &|H allow
Northampton*.... 3,6871

n Department.

GALWAY.—For the erection of school buildings m convena

grounds, Taylor's HUl. for the nuns of the Dominican Convent. Mr.

las. Periv. C.E
,
County Suiveyot's Uffice. Galway

Lydon £10.11610 s
I

T. Griffin ....£8520 0 o

Ryan 9,3»4 o 0 J. Costello, Gal.

Emerson
•°a° pt*d*

^

LEAMINCTON.-For the

Corporation.} .Mr, De Nor
Leamington
Jacob biggs £7.972 0

Currall. i-ewis, &
Martin 6,507 0

Geo. BeU 5-429 0

execution of street v

rmanvllle, Engineer,
erks. for the
Town Hall,

0 [
Richard Bowen.

I Tavistock. street.

o| Leamington*.... £5.00615 a
0 I

* Accepteu.

LEIGHTON BUZZARD.-Fof drainage and water soPply woikty

at the "White House." Leighton Buzzard. Mr. T. H. Bishop,

architect. Leighton Buzzard;— _
DraiJiagt. r fCfre

Dawson £215 o
I
Cook & Son .

._
£2061

Tutt
tfal.

Butcher £117 3 3

0
I

C
5 I

Garside & Son*
Supply.

Accepted.
.£75 8 &

LINSLADE (Bucks).—For the erection of

Stoke-road, Linslade, Leighton Buzzard,
architect, Leighton Buzzard:—
CookASon £888 olDawscn*...
YirreU 8» o 1

*

a detached house in,

Mr. T. H. Bishop,.

£797 ‘O

Accepted.

t the "White Hart.
LONDON.-For alterations and fittings a. ....

H^h.street, Whitechapel. Messrs. Boun & Sons, architects,

ZUS
I

W.l,.. Bo™ & Co.- £3oK

C. M. Henry 439 J- Gro

J.
Valantine 3791

Accepted.

LONDON —For building

bum, W. Mr. George Bam
W.C. -

Baptist School. Queen's Park, K^-
,
architect, 5, Clemeat's-inn. Strand.

lings & Pannett 1

,
Thomas D l
hum, I.. & Sons i

:y & Drake >

hen. F. T
on, Thos. • I

lott. J.. A Sons
in, E, j., A Co
:y. Sons, A Holness .

.

ler. W,, A Co.. Ltd.."'

Blackbum-toad, W. S

iipstead (accepted) ..J

Infants’
School.

£ 6.

Offices. Total.

1.32* o
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LONDON.—Accepted for alteratioas and (icting^s at No, 121
SouUiwaik-street, fer Mr. G. H. Richards

John Appleby. Comwall-road, S.H ;£i8s
(No competition.)

LONDON.—Accepted for construcUDK fireproof strorir rooms,
water closets and lavatories, at SurTolk-IaDe, Cannon-street, tor
Messrs. Jas. Truscott & Son. Mr. G. Gordon Stanham, architect,
xooB, Queen Victoria-street

John Appleby, Comwall-road, S.E .£3*0

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) Is supplied direct from

the Office to residents In any part of the United KinE'dom, at the
rate of 19s. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe. America,
Australia, New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon, &c.. 26s. pet annum.
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) should bo
addressed to the publisher of " The BUILDER," No. 46, Catherine-
street, W.C.

LONDON.—For rebuildin>; the Royal Cambridge Music-hall,
Commercial-street, Shoreditch, £., for the Consoliaated Contract
Corporation, Limited. Mr. Harry Percival, architect, aa. Bucking-
liam-street, Adelphl, W.C.
Kirk Sc Randall .£*7.669 1 W. Wallis •••£*0,490
Lascelles *i.97*

t Patman & Fotheringham 20
Jolinson&Co 21,794

j
Killby & Cayford 2:

McCarthy Fltt 21,730
[
Windebank & Co. 2c

M. Patrick 91.650
j
Beer i Gash

Le^e & Co. 21,597 Winipey & Co 19.636
L-aing 21,466 Dearing & Son 19.460
Holloway 20.940 1 S. R. Lamble* 19.239

' rcevtsed and accepted.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICES.
ReffiiUred Teiegraphie Address, ‘The Builder,'London.
THB INDEX and TITLE-PAGE (or VOLUME LXXI. (July to Dee.

1896) are given at a lupplement with the present

CLOTH CASES fur Binding the Numbers are now ready, price
28. fid. each ; also

READINQ CASES (Clotbl. with Strings. prl<» 9d. each, and
THE SEVENTY-FIRST VOLUME of " The Builder" (bonnd). price

I^relve Shillings and Sixpence, will be ready un the
ISth inet.

SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUMES, on being sent to the Office, will be
bound at a coat of 3a. fid. each.

1 LONDON.— For proposed new laund^ and conversion of
premises into sale rooms at the St. Mary's Day Nursery, Piaistow,
E.. for Miss T. Given Wilson. Messrs. Newman & Jacques,
architects, 2, Fen-court, E.C. :—

New
Laundry.

Battley, Sons. & Holness ....£897
Hosking 873
Gregar & Son 850
Heatle & Farrow S34

New
Sale Rooms.

£*85
249
240

LONDON.—For alterations to 89, High-street. WhitechapeL
Mesers. Brown & Son, architects, i6t, Commercial-street, Shore-
ditch, for Mr. Heathman, proprietor :

—

N. Lancaster £445 o I P. Bond & Co £328 10
W, Henry 439 ro J. P. Groome 325 o

MAIDSTONE.—For the execution of road works, &c., Charles.
-Street, for the Urban District Council Mr. T. F. Bunting,
Borough Surveyor, Fair Meadow, Maidstone

W. J. Logan £,57
J. H. Bndge, Maidstone (accepted) 150

MANCHESTER.—For sewering, kerbing, d:c., Lacy-street,
Stretford. Mr. J. Bowden, sur\-eyor. 14. Ridgefield. Manchester ;—
Thos. Cooper £825 13 3 1 R. £. Jones, Patri-
Hlheridge & Clark .. 757 0 o croft* £550 o 0J-.. o- —_ -

.

j
« AccepteiGeo. Boyson ........

NEWPORT (I.W.).—For erecting imbecile and receiving wards
at the Union Workhouse, Parkhurst, for the Isle of Wight Boaid

of Guardians. Mr. John I. Barton, C.E., architect ami surveyor—
'5 0

I

Barton £5.150 0 o
JoUine S.450 o 0 Jenkins 4.959 0 o
Jenkins & Son S'**3 o 0 )

Meader 4.907 0 o
Barton Bros 5.220 2 6 G. Hayles.Shanklin* 4,890 o 0
Day 5,173 0 o| •Accepted.

[Aichitect's estimate, £5.000.]

CHAB.OE3 FOR ADVERTISKifENTS.
aiTUAnONS VACANT. PARTNERSHIPS, APPRENTICB8HIP8,

TRADE AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
Six Unea (about fifty worda) or nnder 4b. fid.

Sacb additional line (about ten worda) Oe. fid.

Terma for aeriea of Trade advertiaementa, also tor Special Advet-
tliemente on front page, CompeCitioni, Contracta. Salee by Anction,
So., may be obtained on application to the PubUaher.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOUR line* (about thirty words) or under la. fid.

Bach additional line (abont ten words) Oa. fid.

PBRPATIIENT Ifl ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
*•* Stampa mutt not be aent, but all amall auma abould be remitted

by Cash in Beglatered Letter or by Foatal Orders, payable to
DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER, and addressed to the Publisher of
“Tbs Buildeb," No. 4fi, Catberlne-atreet, W.C.
Advertiaements lor the enrrent week’s issue are received up to

THREE o’clock p.m. on THURSDAY, but “Clasalficatlon " la Im-
poaalble In the case of any which may reach the Office after HALF-
FAST ONE p.m. on that day. Those Intended (or the Front Page
should be in by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY.

STANDING
OBDBB8 TO

DISCONTINUE same must reach the Office before 10 a.m. on
WBDNE8DAY MOBNINO.
Tbe Publisher cannot be reeponalbte (or DBAWINGB. TBBTI-

MONIALB. Ac. left at the Office in reply to advertleementa, and
strongly recommends that of tbe latter COPIES ONLY ehoold be sent.

PERSONS Advertising In “The Bnllder," may have Koplitiaddreiitd
to tho Qfioe. 46, Catherlne-atreet, Covent Garden, W.O. free of chargo.
Letters will be forwarded if addreeaed envelopes are lent, together
with inffiolent stamps to cover the postage.

AN EDITION Printed on THIN PAPER, for FOBEIGN and
COLONIAL CIRCULATION. U Uaued every week.

READING CASES, / „
i^^pENOT each.

I By Poet (carefully packed) la.

SOUTHAMPTON.—For the erection of store premises. Town
Ouay, for the Harbour Boaid. .Mr. E. Cooper Poole, surveyor, 4,
Portland-screet. Southampton
W. J. Cliincben £3 S5o

I
& Sons £2.638

H. W. Bull 3,325 F. Osman 2.618
T. Rashley 2,985 I Roe & Grace, Southamp-
Jenkins & Sons 2,845 1

—
[Surveyor’s protecting estimate. £2,730. ics ]

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.—For the erection of a pair of villa
residences on the West Cliff Parade, for Mr. J. Kerry. Mr. Frank
E. Smee. architect and surveyor, 12. West Stnithtieid. E.C. :—

F. Dupont, Southend (amended estimate accepteJ).. £1,097

RETFORD.—For the erection of a malting, for Messrs. Walker& Homftay. Ltd. Mr. Richard Hardy, architect, Bentinck
Buildings. Whedergate, Nottingham -

n Wilson £7.060 I

Preston & Hirst 6,991 1

F. Messoro 6,678 I

C. Jones 6,650 '

E. Kigicy 6,630 I:

C. Baines 6,495 '

T, Lowe & Sons.... 6.400 1

H. Vickers 6.350 •

1 Mackenzie St Son ..£6.270 1

W. Smith 6,2^ I

Geo. HUcst 6.235 I

'

I
Brown & Son 6,220 <

I

Geo. Fenton 6,168 <

F. Pattinson 6,154 1:

WHITCHURCH (Tavistock).—Accepted for building four
houses on the .ChoUacott Estate, plumbing, glaz'ing, and paintioe
excepted. Mr. B. Priestley Shires, architect, Central Exchange.
Plymouth :— ®

W. H. Higman, Tavistock £t.4So

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, (by
prepaying at the Pnblishing 0£Ece, 19s. pv anniim or
4S. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Bnildw."
by Friday Mifrmmg't Pott,

J.J.ETRID6E,Jf’
SLATE MERCHANT.

SLATER and TILER.
ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,
To be executed by Contract in any part

of ENGLAND.

Penrhyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portinadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to any Railway Station.

Applications for Prices, &c.. to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
L. & K. (too late, next week).
NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
Wt cannot undertake to return refuted temmunUaHent.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which ban

been duplicated for other Journals are NOT D^IRED.
We ate compelled to decline pointing out books and glvlni

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subjec

to tbe approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, whi
retains the right to reject it if unsatisfactory. The receipt by thi
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Ic
acceptance.
AU communications rwarding literary and artistic matters shouU

be addressed to THE EDITOR; those relating to advertisement
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to TH2
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONB.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STOHE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(incorporating Tbe Ham Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sons
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lavi
Asphalte Company (Mr. 11. Glenn), Office, 42.

Poultry, E.C.—Thebest and cheapest materials foi

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floorS;

fiat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,
granaries, lim-rooms, and terraces. Asphalte

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt,

SFBAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHERS,
4 & 5i East Harding-street,

Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHEC
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliaiiient-st. S.W,
“ QUANTITY SURVEYORS' TABLES, '

ForlSOT, price Ud. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 [ADVI

Freicli Asialle
COMPANY.

Suffolk House, Cannon-street, E.C

SUPPLY THE BEST MATERIAL ANE
WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS,

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOFS,

WASHHOUSE AND DAIRY FLOORS;

&c , &c.

Tliis Asphalte was chosen to h(

laid at Sandriuj^haiii, on the neT>

General Post Office, and other

important huildini^s.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

COPFEEl AND ZINC BOOFINGl.

F. BRABY & CO.
XiOdiTIDOniT. XjZN^EFe/IPOOIj. Ca-XiA-SO-OW.
852 to 364, Euston-road, N.W 6 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St, Enoch-sqnare.

VIEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
KO SOI.DER. NO EXTERNAI. FASTENINGS.

FarticMara on Application. Chief Offices: Fitzroy Works, FVSTON BOAV, LONDON,N.W.
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Peterborough Cathedral.

E latest phase in

the futile agita-

t i o n of the
Society of Anti-

quaries and their

henchmen the

Society for the

Protection of

Ancient Build-

ings against the

-action of the Dean and Chapter in respect

of the west front of Peterborough Cathedral

is really colossal in its impertinence. The

Dean and Chapter have taken the advice of

Mr. Pearson and Sir Arthur Blomfield, who,

at is not too much to say, have had a more

•extensive experience in church building

and restoration than any other architects

now living. Acting on the advice of

these counsellors, thej^ employ Mr.

John Thompson, the builder, who has

“iiad a larger experience in dealing with

-dilapidated cathedrals than any other in

England, to carry out the work the ex-

iperienced architects recommend. Then a

Committee of the S.P.A.B., the Secretary

and four others, produce a so-called “pre-

liminary specification,” and a number of

other architects, who “ have not examined

the west front of Peterborough Cathedral

from the scaffolding,” express their approval

of this specification, which professes to teach

the Dean and Chapter a better way than that

proposed by Mr. Pearson and Sir Arthur

Blomfield.

Part of this specification, with the names

of the architects approving it, will be found

in another column, and a considerable

portion of it has appeared in the Times., and

Ihe British public may be supposed to

imagine that the Dean and Chapter are

doing something very wrong and foolish.

When the practising architects of Great

Britain look through the names of those

•who thus question the judgment of experi-

enced advisers, the great majority will

wonder who some, at least, of these

“architects” are, and what they have

done or learnt, that they should speak so

loudly and confidently. Those who do

recognise the names of these signatories will

know at once that youth and inexperience

-are their best qualifications for dealing with

the west front of Peterborough Cathedral

;

that th-e majority were babes unborn when

Mr. Pearson and Sir Arthur Blomfield were

architects of experience in church building

and restoration
;
that the whole of the nine-

teen signatories between them have not

carried out a tithe of the church work that

either Mr. Pearson or Sir Arthur Blomfield

has done,* and we doubt very much if Mr.

John Thompson, with his experience of the

construction of Peterborough Cathedral,

would care to risk his reputation or the lives

of his workmen in carrying out the scheme

propounded under the official hand and seal

of the Society of Antiquaries.

The fetish of the S.P.A.B. is non-disturb-

ance of the visible work, the panacea of their

committee is underpinning. They would

first underpin the foundations of the piers

and the porch, then work upwards, still

underpinning, although above ground. They

\vould tunnel into the piers from behind,

putting in a new core to the old facing,

underpinning to the defective work above,

gradually reaching the spandrels of the

arches, tunnelling into these also from the

back, working upwards, and underpinning

again the defective work above, and so on to

the top.

This sort of suggestion is good enough for

the Society of Antiquaries and the general

public, but readers of the Builder scarcely

need_telling what these cocksure critics seem

to forget, if they, indeed, have ever learnt,

that you cannot underpin pnless you have

sound work above to pin up to, sufficiently

sound to stand whilst the new work under-

neath is being brought up to support it.

The authors of the specification admit that

the substance of the walling must, “ to a

greater or less extent, be in a state of dis-

integration,” and “ that careful and persistent

watching of the building when applying the

supporting constructions would be very

necessary, so that every sign of possible

weakness might be met from time to time as

the different works were being carried out.’’

These gentlemen also rightly enough insist

as a prime necessity for their method upon

an elaborate and “ effectually contrived
”

system of shoring, strutting, cradling, and

* It may be added that there is an obvious amount of

partisan spirit in the matter which the public, who know

nothing about architectural parties or politics, do not of

course perceive. With the exception of Mr. J. J. Steven-

son, the whole of the architects signing the document

are of the party who refuse to belong to llie Institute of

Architects or to have any dealings with it. That is no

crime ; only the fact shows that this agitation proceeds

.
from a clique.

centering, so that “the narthex would be

securely sustained from the ground upwards,

and in the direction towards the west wall

of the church.” The specification itself,

indeed, contradicts the report of the repre-

sentatives of the S.P.A.B. that it was
“obvious to any practical man that the

Society’s recommendations could be carried

out in their entirety with ease and safety,”

and in fact the description in their specifica-

tion of the proposed methods of burrowing

into disintegrated stone-work and pockets ol

vaulting, with the elaborate provisions which

even they must perceive to be necessary at

every step to prevent the building coming

down on the workmen—all this to prevent

the crime of taking off tlie facing stones and

numbering and replacing them, reads to us,

we must frankly say, like the lucubrations ol

people who are hardly in their right minds
;

unless the truth is that they really never

expected their advice to be taken at all, and

that all this extraordinary description is only

something intended to influence the minds

of the uninstructed public. At all events, it

is probably well for the signatories that they

are not allowed to try the experiment, for

we believe the result would be that either

they or the Dean and Chapter (according

to the view the law took of responsibility in

the matter) would be exceedingly likely to

find themselves placed on their trial for

manslaughter.

The Committee of the S.P.A.B. “were much
interested in the varied curves of the ribs

resulting from the slow strain put upon them

by the settlement of the piers.” They wish,

in short, to retain all the accidental effects of

time, weather, bad construction and failure,

and the President and Secretary of the

Society of Antiquaries affix their signature

to the statement that the method proposed “is

also better for the subscribers to the Restora-

tion Fund as being obviously less costly than

rebuilding.” We appeal to "any practical

man ” amongst our readers as to whether it

is even remotely possible that the elaborately

constructed timber supports and the re-

placing of the defective core of the walling

by small tunnels, each timbered and strutted

in turn, would be “less costly than rebuild-

ing."

The method of working by tunnel might

be possible if the core were in fairly good

condition
;
but in all seriousness we ask who

are the best judges of this ; Mr. Pearson

and Mr. Thompson, who have found out by
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past experience wliat the internal construc-
tion of the walling at Peterborough is like, or
the irresponsible and comparatively inex-

perienced architects who by their own
confession have not been able to make a
sufficiently close inspection of the wall, even
from the outside, to render their specification

complete.

One consideration is very strongly im-
pressed upon one in connexion with the
subject, viz : that the preservation from ruin

of our great mediaeval buildings ouglit to be
regarded as a matter of national concern, on
which public money should be expended.
The custodians of our cathedrals in almost
all cases are without the funds to make even
necessary repairs to the structures for the
safety of which they are responsible. There
is Salisbury spire evidently in considerable
danger

;
there is no question here of taking

down or rebuilding, but only of making it

safe, but evidently it is doubtful
whether or when funds can be col

lected from private sources for such «
purpose

;
and the collapse of Salisbury

spire would be a national loss. The archi-
tects of Leicester, the largest town in the
Peterborough Diocese, have, as mentioned
in another column, subscribed somewhat
over 70/. towards the Peterborough repairing
fund, partly as a practical testimony of their
reliance on Mr. Pearson

;
but how far can

such sums go towards doing the necessary
vvork? It is a matter of national interest,

and should be taken up by the nation at large,

PRIZE DRUVINGS AT THE
INSTITUTE.

|HE always interesting exhibition of
drawings submitted for the various
Institute prizes is this year hung
in rather cramped spaces in the

council chamber and meeting room. The
officials have done ^better than could have
been expected under the circumstances, but
the result is less satisfactory than in the old
days when the large galleries were available.
The designs of the Soane medallion, Tite

prize, and Grissell medal are in the lower
room

;
the first-named, for which thirteen

designs were submitted, occupying by far the
largest part of the room. The subject set
for the Soane competition was “A Provin-
cial Market Hall, ’ and the plans naturally
bear a strong family resemblance to one
another—an open space on the ground level,
generally vaulted, with a large meeting room
above, one or two staircases, and retiring
rooms on both levels appear in all cases,
usually somewhat similarly arranged in the
manner that naturally suggests itself. This
being the case, the interest centres chiefly on
the architectural treatment of the building;
and this varies over a wide field, the most
marked feature of which is the almost entire
absence of the “ very latest, entirely origi-
nal ” manner, which has appeared in several
students’ exhibitions lately.

Mr.
J. A. R. Inglis, who is the successful

competitor, has chosen a “Palladian" style,
skilfully modified, and treated with restraint
and good taste externally; inside he seems,
to have succumbed to the danger, which any
one using the style must run, of being
rather uninteresting and commonplace. His
draughtsmanship is excellent, especially in the
neat and effective perspective, and he has
certainly well earned his success. It is less
easy to understand why any lesser awards
were given. Mr.

J. A. Swan receives a

medal of merit, and Mr. ,C. H. Holden
honourable mention

;
but their designs,

though certainly good, hardly seem to us to

rise so much above the level of some others
as to merit especial distinction. The chief

points in Mr. Swan’s work are excellence of

draughtsmanship in the elevations and details,

a rather weak water-colour perspective, -and
minute attention to heating and ventilation.

Mr. Holden takes a unique view of the re-

quirements, and gives a direct entrance to the

upper hall and no connexion between the
two : his perspective is drawn as if it were
to be cut on wood, but has a certain effective-

ness. Among the other designs the most
striking is one under the device of a scallop

shell. It looks as if imported from the Nether-
lands, and has a great slated or shingled turret

which, however, is very inadequately sup-

,

ported. One other, “ ’Neath Southern Skies,’

deserves notice as an unsuccessful attempt to

imitate the style of a certain prominent archi-

tect : it is a very gorgeous production but
might please some persons’ taste.

The subject for the Tite prize was the
fascinating one of an Italian Villa and Gar-
den, but it has attracted only two competi-
tors, one of whom has designed a large

country house which, moreover, is more
English than Italian. The other competitor
has well grasped the general idea, but failed

to produce a satisfactory design, especially as
regards the garden, to say nothing of the
draughtmanship, which is very pour. The
prize is not awarded.

A bay of a church, vaulted in stone
throughout" has produced what we think is

the best competition design for the Grissell

gold medal since it was first offered.

There is no doubt that Mr. S. K. Green-
slade, the successful candidate, has well
earned the honour by his charming design,

and his neat pencil drawing. There is,

however, one other competitor who has
succeeded in being exceptionally interesting.

He has constructed his arches and vaults on
strictly scientific lines, using catenary curves,
and has produced something which is by no
means very ugly, and seems to us to show
that, in the hands of the right man, such
forms would not be incompatible with very
beautiful results.

The competition for the Pugin studentship
is better than it has been for many years.
It has been awarded to a beautifully
executed set of very thorough and workman-
like pencil studies by Mr. Wm. Haywood,
among which the drawing of the pulpit in

St. Chad’s, Birmingham, is conspicuous for

the effective use of pure outline and for,

patient labour. He has not been afraid to

deal with the richest and most complicated
work, nor has he neglected what is simple

'

and useful. His drawings are all to

measurement, except two illustrative per-
spective sketches and some studies of carv-
ing. Mr. C. De Gruchy receives a medal of
merit for a mixed collection of measured
drawings and sketches, most of them useful
and interesting and all very well drawn :

the pretty pictures got up for show being in

a minority. He has used ink as well as
pencil, and in some works a little wash.
His j)iece dc resistance is the Chantry of
Abbot Ramryge at St. Albans. A medal of
merit is also awarded to Mr,

J. A. Swan,
who has again taken the rather unusual
course of submitting drawings of foreign
work only. We suppose this is admissible,
but it does not seem to be quite what one

would suppose, from its name, to be th<

intention of the prize. The excellence o

some of Mr. Swan's work is, however, un-

questionable. He has added to the drawing
of the '‘Skipper's House,’’ Ghent, which
appeared last year, an equally effective

—

perhaps more effective— one of the Mea
Market, Ypres, in the same style

;
anc

another, which we think is also new, of i

“pew’’ in Notre Dame, Bruges. But he
continues to rely partly on some ratheji

useless large pencil perspectives. To Mrl
W. E. Dobson honourable mention is

accorded lor some careful and fairly skilfuli

studies and sketches which seem to be th«i

promising work of a youngish man.
We do not think that either of the tw«

sets of drawings submitted for the Owem
Jones Studentship are quite equal to the best-

work sent in in former years; but there isi

much that is excellent and interesting im
that of Mr. A. E. Henderson to whom the.

Studentship is given, and Mr. A. T. Griffith^

who is awarded the Aldwinckle Studentship,|

has been very industrious, and has spread
his studies over a very wide field. Mr.i

Henderson has given his chief attention to.

the early Italian and Sicilian, so-called'

Byzantine, churches; St. Mark's, Monreale,:
&c.

;
Roman mosaics, and pre-Raphaelite

frescoes. He would, perhaps, have learnt,

more by making a few more diagrams oi
colour schemes, instead of some of the-i

water-colour sketches. Mr. Griffith’s best
drtiwing is a water-colour sketch of a
church tower and other buildings at ColwalL.
The drawings by Mr. Corlette, last year’s

Ovven-Jones student, are most interesting.:

They consist of fairly complete studies of a,

church— St. Savin—near Poictiers, of late

Romanesque type, with the original barrell

vaults and colour decorations still existing,,

and four carefully finished drawings of the
coloured statues at Albj.

Three candidates have chosen St. Mary-
le-Strand Church as their subject for the 1

silver medal competition, and one, Mr. F.

Wass, Melrose Abbey. We think, on the :

whole, that justice has been done in giving
the medal to Mr. Wass

;
but none of the

sets of drawings are really altogether good,
and in neatness and finish the competitor 1

signing himself “ St. Mary’’ is nearer to the
usual standard than the winner. It would,,

we fancy, have done no great harm to with-
hold this prize.

Some drawings by Mr. Crouch, the Tite
prizeman last year, and several sets of the
“ testimonies of study,” submitted by candi-
dates for examination, are hung with the
competition works.

As a whole, we think the Institute com-
petitions must be considered a distinct
success this year. Those for the Pugin
studentship and Grissell medal are quits-

exceptionally good, and that for the Soane
medallion is above the average. The othez
work submitted is perhaps a little below the
highest standard reached before, but the-

only real failure is in the Tite prize com.-
petition.

THE SEWERAGE OF NEW BUILDING
ESTATES IN RURAL DISTRICTS.

I is a matter of common know-
ledge that building estates are-

being constantly laid out all

round the coast of the United
Kingdom. Places which in one year are
comparatively barren agricultural land are.
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next year seen to have become covered with

houses. It is for this reason that a case

recently decided by the Lord Chief Justice

of England and Mr. Justice Wills deserves

something more than mere cursory notice.

For it appears to lay down a rule of conduct
' both to proprietors of estates who are

developing them and to the Local Authori-

ties within whose jurisdiction they lie. The
decision to which we refer is that of the

i Queen v. The Tynemouth Rural District

Council which will be found reported at

. length in the Law Reports for 1869 (Q.B.

Vol. II. p. 219). Probably the most satis-

factory course for any one interested in the

question would be to read this report in

extcnso, but for the benefit of those who are

not able to do so, we may point out the

salient features of the case.

In 1894 Lord Hastings proposed to lay!

out an estate at Seaton Delaval, in Northum-
berland. He therefore deposited with the

Rural District Council plans which showed
I the new street which he intended to lay

: out, and also other plans which showed
some of the new houses proposed to be

I built in a new street called Avenue-road.

To these latter plans the following note was
appended:— “It is proposed that the street

and outfall sewers should be made by the

Rural District Council and not by the land-

I owner.” The Council approved the street

plans, but refused to approve the house

plans, upon the following grounds, which

were also appended to the plans:—"Dis-

approved of until it is shown into what
sewer or other means of drainage the house

I drains are to communicate and empty, and

for want of a proper and sufficient mode of

I drainage and sewerage. The Council object

to tlie proposal that they should make the

street and outfall sewers e.vcept under

. agreement with, and at the expense of, the

landowner or the depositor of these plans.

Otherwise thaii this, the Council require the

I same to be made by such landowner or

depositor.” There was thus a direct conflict

between the landowner and the Sanitary

Authority, one which, it is obvious, might

occur any day in any part of England where
extensive building work is about to be

I carried on. The question was next brought

, into the law courts on an application by
Lord Hastings for a mandamus to compel

the Council to approve his plans—so that

the Court had to lay down a rule which
would obviously affect, not only this dispute,

but future and similar cases. The practical

question may be stated in the words of the

Lord Chief Justice : "Can a Local Authority,

who have no objection to the plans of the

buildings as such, decline to approve of a

building owner’s mode of laying out his

property unless that building owner under-

takes to have a system of sewage carried

out at his own expense, including an outfall

sewer?” The answer to this question

obviously depends on the authority and
power given to Sanitary Authorities by the

Public Health Act. Under section 277 of

the Public Health Act, 1875, a rH7'al Local

Authority can obtain from the Local Govern-
ment Board an order constituting the area

proposed to be built on, or any proper
modification of it, a special drainage area, in

which case the whole of the cost of the new
drainage will be thrown upon the area. On
the other hand, the new area will then be
exempt from the drainage rates of the dis-

trict generally. But if a rural Sanitary

Authority wishes to keep the building owner
as a contributor in respect of the area in

question, to the rest of the drainage, then

the proper course would be to apply to

the Local Government Board to give them
urban powers in respect of new street and
when the authority was invested with such

power, it would be able to proceed under

Section 150 of the Public Health Act. That
section empowers an Urban Sanitary

Authority to give notice to owner or owners
of a new street to sewer, pave, or metal it at

his or their expense. The street can then

be taken over by the Public Authority. The
action of the Tynemouth Rural District

Council was therefore illegal. They were
disapproving of Lord Hastings plans on un-

tenable grounds. The proper course was to

approve of them and set to work to take the

necessary legal steps to enable the Council

to see that the work consequent upon them,

namely the construction of sewers was under-

taken at the proper time under one of the

two systems which we have mentioned. As
the Lord Chief Justice remarked, if only a

few houses under the building scheme
were erected "it might be perfectly

possible to deal with the sewage of that

limited number of houses by means which
need not necessitate or require any expensive

scheme of sewage.” In other words, the

Local Authority might adopt some temporary

expedient. On the other hand, it is the

postponement of extensive sanitary opera-

tions which has over and over again landed

Sanitary Authorities in difficulties. As soon

as a building scheme is proposed, which,

on paper, at any rate, requires sewers to be
made, it is clearly the right policy to proceed

to get the necessary plans drawn out. If the

building scheme halts in its execution, the

authority may well wait to see that it is

really executed before going to any expense

in the matter. One thing, however, is quite

clear from the decision in this case, that a

Rural Sanitary Authority cannot proceed as

did the Tynemouth Council : they must
approve the land owner's plans for the build-

ings if they are in accordance with the pre-

vailing by-laws, and then make up their minds
which of the two courses open to them they

will follow, and, having taken this decision,

they should inform the building owner of the

work which he will have to do.

On the other hand, the building owner
should be on his part aware of the proper

course of procedure. The somewhat off-

handed note appended in the present in-

stance by him to the plans was provocative

of disapproval of the terms on which the

plans seem to be put forward. In fact, the

present case is illustrative of the way how
this kind of matter should not be managed
for both building owner and Local Authority

appears to have acted in a somewhat heedless

manner, resulting, it is true, in a useful

decision and in some grist for the legal mill.

! » I

NOTES.

^ ,
M. Bourguet, of the French

Accounts at Scliool at Athens, publishes,
Delphi. current number of the

Bidletm (1896 I-X., p. 197), two important

inscriptions from Delphi, dealing with the

accounts of the temple officials for building

and restorations. They are of considerable

interest to all students of ancient architec-

ture, as throwing light on the meaning of

certain technical terms, and giving many inte-

resting details as to price of work and salaries

of officials. Both inscriptions were found to

the north-east of the treasury of the Athenians,

near the Sacred Way; they are engraved on

large slabs of bluish calcareous limestone,

and in all amount to over 200 lines. Their

date is fourth century b.c. They are

evidently meant to be read consecutively,

and are a statement of the sums given by

the Council of Delphi to a commission of

vaoirotoi for payment of expenses incurred

in the sanctuary. For details, which are

given with extreme minuteness, we must

refer our readers to M. Bourguet’s com-

mentary. We may note that an architect,

Xenodoros, gets for six months’ salary 360

drachmas, which cannot be regarded as ex-

cessive. The existence of the vaoiroioi

was, of course, known before
;
but little

had been made out with certainty before

as to either their constitution or functions.

, ,
We have received particulars

International r < t 1 , t- 1 •

Arc Exhibition ol the International Art Lxhibi-
at Dresden. „||, j,e held this

year at Dresden on the occasion of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the reign of King

Albert of Saxony. Perhaps the most note-

worthy feature of this Exhibition will be that

the number of works to be shown will be

limited to one thousand, which is, of course,

a comparatively small number for an Exhibi-

tion of this description. The Dresden

Exhibition buildings will be arranged for the

purposes of the collection under the super-

vision of Baurath Wallot, who has 10,000/.

at his disposal for alterations and decora-

tions. Particular care will be taken in

respect to the hanging of oil-paintings, and
a number of preliminary experiments have

already been made with this view. The
great success of former art exhibitions at

Dresden would seem to promise success for

this one. Full particulars can be obtained

from the offices of the " Internationale Kunst

Austellung,” at Dresden, and it is to be

hoped that English artists, not omitting

arcliitects, will be well represented.

From time to time we have
“"1“'’“''' referred to the progress made

in the restoration of the

Marienbui'g Castle, which was the subject

of a lecture at the Architectural Association

last year. From official reports we under-

stand that no less than 115,000/. are still

necessary to complete the work, and that it

has been decided to raise the funds by a

State Lottery. According to the amount 01

work being done under the present estimates

and contracts, quite 100,000/. is being

expended at present, for whiclTthe necessary

funds are forthcoming, as no less than

50,000/. were in the hands of the Society,

which is undertaking the alterations, and
there was nearly 50,000/. promised. It is

interesting to observe to what an extent

contributions have been raised for the com-

pletion of what may be termed "A National

Restoration” of one of the great landmarks

in the history of Prussia.

We drew attention recently to

the discovery of the ancient

Ac.'iciemy Ro.id road to the Academy at Athens.
at Athena. We are glad to learn that this

has been speedily followed up by the identi-

fication of a precinct of Artemis, which

Pausanias notes on his way to the Academy

a
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(L, 29, 2). All that he says is that there

was an enclosed precinct with

xoana of Ariste and of Kalliste, of the Best

and the most Beautiful
;

these titles, he

adds, are, in his opinion—confirmed by the

poems of Sappho— epithets of Artemis.

Exactly what traces of the 7rfpi/3oXo<: have

come to light is not yet reported, but

inscriptions have been found relating to

the priest of Artemis. Long ago, near to

the Dipylon, was found a small square altar

of Pentelic marble, bearing in letters of

Macedonian date the inscription, “ Mitro-

bates dedicated (it) to Artemis; ’’ also a stele

built into a wall near the Dipylon, bearing a

long inscription {arc. 262 b.c.) dealing with

a thiasos. This stele it was directed should

be set up in the sanctuary of Artemis. Im-
mediately after the peribolos of Artemis,

Pausanias noted “a temple of no great size,

to which the image of Dionysos is conducted

every year on appointed days. ’ This we
hope may be discovered, and who knows but

that the monuments of Solon, of Perikles,

of Thrasybulus, of Phormio may come to

I'glit.

We have received from the

^racUon
British Electric Traction Com-
pany a pamphlet describing, in

a popular manner, various methods of tram-

way working. The overhead trolly system

is treated at greatest length, and quotations

from the reports of deputations appointed

by the Glasgow Corporation and the City

Council of Belfast to inspect the tramways

of the United Kingdom and the Continent

are given to show what an excellent thing

the trolly wire really is. The Glasgow de-

putation, after a further lengthened tour in

the United States, say, “We are perfectly

reconciled to it, and feel that it only wants

to be seen to be appreciated.” It is odd
that so many Corporations send deputations

all over the world instead of having a con-

sulting engineer. There are many excellent

books on electric traction published, and
quotations from these would be far more in-

teresting and instructive than badly-worded

Corporation reports. The British Traction

Company say that they possess the British

patents for the only practicable surface con-

tact system. This is a mysterious statement,

as we know several practicable surface con-

tact systems. There is the Westinghouse

system, which Dr. Hopkinson has recom-

mended for some streets in Leeds, and tliere

is the Claret-Vuilleumier system, adopted in

Paris by the tramway between the Place de

la R6publique and the suburb of Komain-
viile, which was opened last June. Both

these methods are excellent and practicable.

„ .
A DECISION of Mr. justice

Trustees and c-*- i- . 1 • ,

Sanitary Stirling IS reported m the
improvemants. number of the Law

Reports which, though turning on' a strictly

legal point, is one of much practical im-

portance. A Sanitary Authority gave notice

to the occupier of a leasehold house, under

the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, to do

certain sanitary work. He also gave a

similar order to the agent who collected the

rent of the house on behalf of the owners.

These owners were trustees, who, of course,

handed over the net proceeds of the rent to

certain beneficiaries. The work in question

was done, and cost 122/. odd. Then the

question arose whether the sum was to be

paid out of the rent or out of the capital

;

that is to say, was the money to come out of

the pocket of the tenant for life or out of that

of the remainder-man. In the opinion of the

judge these works, drainage repairs and

alterations, disconnecting sinks from drains,

and supplying new traps and pipes in place

of old and defective ones, were not “ ordinary

,

repairs,” and therefore should come out of the

capital or “ corpus.” We have nothing here

to do with what may be called the financial

policy of the management of estates, and as

to whether it is good or bad management to

come upon the capital for such work as here

mentioned. But there can be no doubt that

when such work may be charged by trustees

against capital, there is often a larger fund

available, so that the work maybe done more

efficiently, and thus the sanitary condition of

house property is likely to be better in con-

sequence of this decision. Nor, again, are

we criticising the judge’s definition of

ordinary and extraordinary repairs, though it

must be confessed that, as traps and other

sanitary articles wear out, it is doubtful if

the phrase “ ordinary repairs ” was not

looked at in rather a narrow spirit.

The President of the Society

of Patent Agents recently

suggested the establishing of

a Museum of Patents at the Patent Office.

Bacon said that he took all knowledge

for his province, and patents are con-

nected with every form of mechanism.

It is difficult, therefore, to see how any

Museum of Patents can be really com-

plete. Where is it to begin and end?

How is it to be limited so as to be

brought within reasonable proportions?

W’hat are required appear to be rather

museums of various branches of applied,

mechanism, in which patents applicable to

such mechanisms can be studied, both his-

torically and practically. It is said that

without a Patent Museum ingenious persons

are misled. Sometimes they proceed to take

out patents for what are not new inventions
;

sometimes they fail to take them out under

tlie erroneous impression that they have

already been patented. One can hardly see

how a necessarily limited Patent Museum
can be of real service in many of these

instances, since it is obvious that in it can

onlj' be contained what may be termed car-

dinal or guiding patents, whilst the ingenious

inventor is in doubt over some subsidiary

piece of mechanism which cannot be ex-

hibited except in a museum strictly confined

to one subject.

It is proposed to raise a lund

SkraS. acquiring the mine of the

Priory, at Birkenhead, and con-

veying them to the Corporation in trust for

the burgesses. Hamon de Massey, third

baron of Dunham Massey, founded the

prioiy’, dedicated to SS. Mary and James, for

sixteen Benedictine monks, in the twelfth

century; in 1282 a charter was obtained for

ferry-rights across the Mersey. The rights

of ferry at Birkenhead formed a cause of

litigation that extended over a long period,

beginning with a suit against the prior in

27 Edward III. in respect of the Monks’

Ferry, and the controversy was not deter-

mined until about fifty years ago, when the

Ferry was bought by the Town Commis-

sioners. Leland says the priory was subor-

dinate to St. Werburgh's Abbey, Chester

;

Tanner considers it was independent. The 2

priors sat in the Parliaments of the Earls of 1

Chester, enjoying the rights and dignities ot 1

barons of the County Palatine
;

ttie reve- •

nues were valued at the suppression as worth 1

102/. i6s. lod. yearly, Speed. The
priory, garrisoned by the Royalists, was =

captured in 1644 by the Parliamentarians. .

The ruins comprise a portion of the refectory,
,

whereof the principal entrance has been 1

described by Rickman and other writers for r

the variety and beauty of its mouldings. As ^

at Chester, the church stands south of the ’

quadrangle : there are a plan and two views s

(after G. Pickering) in Ormerod’s " Cheshire.”
'

The loan exhibition of the '

C?ub*"^ of the;

late Mr. Alfred Hunt forms one *

of the most beautiful collections of artistic '

work which has ever been seen in that t

well-known room. Once again we see ;

illustrated the remarkable variety of Mr. .

Hunt’s landscapes, in which there is no >

trace of mannerism or trick of style,
,

but which seem almost as various as •

the varied aspects of nature herself. The .•

two main objects which Mr. Hunt seems 5

to have placed before him were to >

study nature faithfully and unremittingly,
,

and, in reproducing her effects on paper, to )

endeavour to escape as much as possible ;

from the mere materialism ol pigments. .

This latter end he achieved to a wonder- -

ful extent in many of his works, which 1

seem more like small aerial visions of I

landscape than collections ol brush touches >

on paper
;

though he could be vigorous ^

enough in touch, too, when the style of i

subject suited it. Among those which i

convey most completely the feeling of the ;

scene while concealing the mechanism of f

execution is that of the “ Stiff North-Easter
"

(40) in Robin Hood’s Bay; also the “Wind 1

of the Eastern Sea” (68). Compare with 1

these the solidity of “Schloss Elz” (72); :

the exquisite gradation of light and tone in 1

“Climbing Shadows ” (62), the grand con- •

trast of the dark and light hills in “ Ben 1

Sleoch and Craig Roy ” (91) ;
the wonderful I

rainbow light in No, 102 ;
the fine architec- •

tural effect in the drawings of Durham. But .

one might go on to mention every drawing
;

in the room
;
there is not one that has not

its special beauty.

1.. « We understand that there is a
Mr. Pearson

_
.md the Peter- movement on foot on the part

Dorough Dispute, gome of the leading architects

in London and elsewhere to make some kind

of formal testimony of their respect for and
confidence in Mr. Pearson, in view of the fact

that he has been, as they consider, the object

of a most violent and uncalled for attack.

.Architectural Association of Ireland.— •

We have received the printed book of the Constitu-
tion, By-laws, and Syllabus of Meetings of this ;

Association. The following is the lii-t of papers i

already promised: “Hospitals and Hospital Con- •

struction,” by Mr. F. Batchelor; “ Medi-a-val

Embroidery and Ancient Vestments,” by Mr.
M. J. C. Buckley: “Electric Lighting of Build-
ings,” by Mr. J. W. Boucher; "Early Irish Art .

and Contemporary Work on the Continent," by
Mr. W. G. Dooiin : “Some Old Buildings in 1

Antrim and Down,” by Mr. W. J. Fennell
;

“ Method of Shoring Buildings by Iron Frames,”
’

by Mr. C. Geoghegan
;

“ Artificial Heating of i

Buildings," by Mr. W. R. Maguire; “Drainage :

and Sanitary Construction," by Mr. W. Kaye Parry
; ;

“Open Roofs,” by Mr. Pentland Howard. The :

actual dates at which each of these papers will be :

read are apparently not fixed yet. though the dates i

of ordinary meetings (on alternate Tuesdays) are ;

arranged.
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HE USE OF PRACTICAL GEOMETRY
IN DESIGNING BUILDINGS.

By W. R. Corson, Architect.

Ik 1S46 R. D. Chantrell, of Leeds, architect,
:ad a paper to the Royal Institute of Architects
50D proportioning churches by means of a geo*
etric system. This system had been suggested

I him by Ending, on the bed of a stone that had
:en a portion of a medieval building, a diagram
interlaced equilateral triangles. The figure,

hich is called by Freemasons the Royal Arch,
the root of the diagram (fig. i).

About the same time a paper by Professor
ockerell, read before the Arcbceological Insti-

te, was published in their Transactions, 1845.
was upon proportions geometrical, illustrated

r Winchester Cathedral.

Some rime before this Mr. Kerrick, in
Arch^eologia,” vol. 19, 1821, propounded a
eory, based upon the use of the pointed oval,
died vesica piscis (a hallucination).

Mr. Pettitt Griffith, of London, architect,
iblished several thin quarto books, applying
:ometry to Classic and Gothic buildings, but his
ethods were fluctuating and uncertain, and led
nothing.

A book by Matthias Roriczer, i486, was re*

iblished in Germany, and partly reproduced in
Archivologia, ” 1846. It shows the use of inter-
cting squares in designing pinnacles.
Cresar Cresarianus (early sixteenth century)
ves a plan and a section of Milan Cathedral;
e former designed by using squares, and the
Iter by equilateral triangles.

It was in consequence of reading Chantrell’s
iper that I sought out these and other
loks, and that in 1847*8-9 I made a study
diagrams founded on the square and the

iangle equilateral, and the pentagon, with the
suit that I began the use of the hexagram

—

e Royal Arch being the basis—in planning,
id in designing all parts of a ljuilding—eleva-
3ns, sections, and mouldings. In planning,
>wever, I have in later years found the square
id its diagram to have been most certainly used
' Medireval architects, and to be very valuable.
was probably used by Egyptian and Greek

chitects, and surely by the Moors, but I have
)t followed out an investigation in these styles
any extent. The Temple at T^^usalem was

anned on squares, and five cubits was the
mension of the initial square. On linear paper
e entire plan of the buildings, which cover,
eluding courts, about eight acres, may be drawn
ithout using a scale.

When lour intersecting triangles are drawn,

they form a dodecagon in the centre of exactly
one half the diameter of that which may be
inscribed about the four triangles

; within that
space theretore may be drawn again the diagram
of four triangles to half the scale, and outside
may be drawn the diagram to twice the scale,
thereby giving a series

j
of equal divisions, and

making it possible to repeat on a larger or smaller
scale any figure that may be drawn within the
diagram, by using the corresponding lines outside
or inside the original figure.

Intersecting squares repeat in the same manner,
and in the same ratio.

For many years I used only the hexagram in
planning, but latterly I have sometimes used the
tetragram, or, rather, the square (fig. 2). For the
elevations and sections, instead of a network of
triangles, as shown on Milan Cathedral, I used
the hexagram, basing the initial circle on the
floor line. It has advantages over the former,
which gives simply equal divisions, vertical
and lateral. This gives in addition others
not equal, but yet always proportional. It
also gives lines that are full of suggestion :

this, indeed, is a grand feature of the system as
used in elevation, or in section, or in mouldings.
It also, I think, tends to compress dimension, to
avoid bulkiness, and yet to give the effect of
greater dimension than the real. For mouldings
it is invaluable, no matter what the style.
lam satisfied from recent investigations that

the Medieval architects used the diagram in de-
signing sections and elevations, and not the web
of triangles as shown by Csesar Cmsarianus. I had
often tested the latter method on drawings of old
churches, but it was never satisfactory. Viollet
le Due favoured it, but neither was his application
of it satisfactory. Here and there were coin-
cidences of lines, and that was all. I tested also
the “ diagram ” on drawings, but the difficulty I
felt was to find and use the initial dimensions : it

had not occurred to me, I think, to take the
Dimension of one bay, although, strange to say,
after I had begun to use the diagram in my own
work, that was what I myself did in designing
street buildings and churches—any building which
naturally is divided into bays or severies, or, as
the French say, irave'es. Since I began to write
these memoranda, however, I have tested draw-
ings on this basis, and am now satisfied that
it was what the old architects did. Next, it will
be asked, “How did they arrive at the bay ?” It
has been to me a puzzle to determine the initial

work of men long since dead, and whose modes
of thought we are ignorant of, but at present my
idea is that circles were first drawn—two, three,
or four it may be—in a line, each of them divided

into four by the leading lines of the diagram, and
each of these divisions became a bay, which then
became the subject of design by squares, defining
the pillars and their size, the walls and but-
tresses. Beginning at the west end, and marking
off the number of bays according to the intention,
there is generally, in the case of a transept
church, a break, and the dividing of the eastern
portion is sometimes difficult to trace. Very
often the bays are slightly less in width than
those in the nave, but we do not know what was
in the mind of the designer, and cannot follow
his footsteps. In doing these things it was not
necessary or imperative to work to a scale and to
definite dimensions

; the whole plan might be
drawn and the dimensions determined afterwards.
It was usual to begin to build a large church at
the east end, and work towards the west ; but
the plan, when it was being designed was to
my mind—begun at the west end, the entrance.
There is one proportion which in pointed

architecture seems to have been adopted invari-
ably, or almost so, in all churches having aisles.
An equilateral triangle, which has the floor In
cross section for its base, defines by its apex the
height of the nave. It is this rule which gives
the great height to the Cathedrals on the con-
tinent of Europe, that is, of those which have
double aisles, the base of the triangle being
thereby extended nearly a half, and the height
nearly a quarter. Sir C. Wren adopted this pro-
portion in the nave of St. Paul’s. In the case of
churches without aisles, like the Saint Chapelle at
Paris, that at St. Germain, and that at Rheims,
the line of the floor is continued as though there
were aisles, and the proportion of height deter-
mined in the same way. (In the E. P. Church,
Withington, the ceiling of the nave is determined
in height in this manner, and so also that of the
billiard room at Broadoak, Withington.)
When planning a house there is usually, to

begin with, a definite idea of the size of the prin-
cipal rooms

; say that it is 24 ft. by 16 ft., or
27 ft. by 18 ft., I would take 16 ft. or 18 ft. as
my normal dimension, draw the diagram with
that dimension, and extend it for the length.
Sometimes I have taken the length instead of the
width, but whichever it may be, upon a diagram
of that dimension all the drawings are worked

;

plans, sections, elevations, enlarged portions, and
details ; full size these last generally. To do tlSs
with ease it is necessary to choose a series of
scales, such that being multiplied by two con-
tinually will end in full sizes. This led me to
use the series which does so, ^ in., | in., | in.,

in., 3 in., 6 in., and 12 in., or foil size. The
first for sketch designs, the second for working
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drawings, and the third for enlarged portions,

such as doors, windows, &c. It follows that

every detail bears a reference to the normal

dimensions on which the rooms are drawn. In

the rooms planned with either the diagram or

intersecting squares, the position and the size of

every door, window, hreplace, or other feature

may be found geometrically. The relation of the

leading features of a house to one another also

is determined by the diagram, but how to use it

each architect working with it would determine

for himself. It is a tool, not a machine.

Gilbert Scott used, I believe, for gables a

numerical proportion, 7 base to 5 fi- height of

the triangle, or something of that kind. Viollet

le Due, in a similar way, gives a proportion for

a pointed arch, intermediate between a semi-

circular one and an equilateral one, 8 ft. base to

5 ft. high. I do not think the medijcval architects

worked that way.

For the gable take a {fig. 3 )
fbe height ; the

result is the same nearly, but the method much

better. The other way is simply a rule for copy-

For the arch ; ahed (6g. 4) is a square bay of

vaulting ; in plan, dab curve is the semi-circular

diagonal rib ; in profile, with the same radius

describe arches and wall-ribs a b i be, &c. ,
and

you have the proportion which Viollet-le-Duc’s

formula aims at. By this method one template

serves the stone-cutter for ail his ribs. (Herein

lies the root of pointed architecture, i.e., with

groined rib-vaulting came in the pointed arch,

and all else followed). This method is much

more draughtsmanlike work, and easier, too,

than dividing into sevens or any other aiilh-

metical proportion. „ , , .

Viollet-le-Duc calls the arch alluded to

Egyptian. He does not say why, but evidently

because the Great Pyramid and others have the

proportion 8 base to 5 height. My belief is that

the Pyramids were designed geometrically, and

that those which have the proportion 8 to 5 have

the heptagon for their initial, and that the side has

the seventh part of a circle for its slope. Other

pyramids have other angles found geometrically,

one from the square and its diagonal, like the

arch given above ;
another from the dodecagon.

Besides the proportion for an arch given above

there are others found in a similar way by the

use of the ruler and compasses, and it may be

Uken for granted that in this way they were

usually by the mason delineated for construction.

I have tested many arches in Viollet-le-Duc’s

“ Dictionnaire,” and have rarely failed to find

them conform to one or other of these

methods. To transfer a design to full size a

workman needed only the width of the arch—no

figures required to define centres, or to give

radius. The radius, where it is found on the above

diagrams (fig. 5), is marked a, b, in each example.

The choice of which of these to use in each case

tested with the designer, and its fitness depended

on his judgment (except when, in vaulting, it

determined itself). No. 2 is, perhaps, more

frequently found than any other. In No. i the

angle, b, a, c is 30 deg. ; in No. 2 it is 45 deg.

;

in 3 and 4 it is 60 deg.

It is worth noting that the radius of No. 3,

a—b, which is the minor radius of a hexagon,

Fig. 8 .

Fig. 9.
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;gives the length of a side of a heptagon, a fact

which I have not found noticed in any book.
But, farther, on the fully-developed diagram
imay be found lines giving the length of the side

,of polygons up to one of eighteen sides, and
lalso one of twenty-four sides : that is, within a
jcircle of, say, 8 in. diameter, delineate the

(diagram, and within that a second (4 in. dia-

jmeter), and in these may be found the length of
ithe sides of polygons of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, &c., sides

;up to iS.

1 It is worth while for an architect to fix in his

imind, or have a memorandum at hand, of the
inumerical relations of the side of a square to its

Idiagonal, 5 to 7*071 ; and of the side of an
^uilateral triangle to its height, < to 4*33 for 10
!:o I4'i4 ; and 10 to 8*66).

It is important to notice that equally in the
hexagram and tetragram the radius is bisected,
rnd consequently the two diagrams correspond at
;hat line and its repetitions in diminishing (or

ncreasing) ratio. Coincidences therefore will be
bund when the two are used on the same plan.
The proportion of gable shown (in fig. 6) is often

bund in parish churches. In cathedral churches
he equilateral triangle is required because of the
greater height of the building. When the pro-
portion shown is used in domestic work, and there
ire dormer windows, it will be found desirable to
ise the equilateral for the window gable, other-
vise the angle will seem less than that of the
[able, (The angle is 54° 42', the same which
jolarises light.)

I have used the plan of Sweetheart Abbey
fig. 7) church because :

1st. The plan is from my own measurements.
and. It has never been altered or added to.

3rd. Early examples like this are likely to show
i more simple use of the system than those of
,ater date or those which have been partially
•ebuilt. The date is 1275.

It will be noticed that the position of the piers,

ind the position and thickness of the aisle walls
ire determined by either hexagram or squares.

I have found in a number of cases that the
ozenge form which includes i/iree bays seems to
lave an influence on the design, particularly in
determining the length of the chancel and the
iransepts, but it is difficult to say whether this is

i leading feature, or only incidental to the method
idopted—probably the latter.

Errors or adjustments which have been made
py the builders in setting-out their work are, of
lourse, disregarded. For instance, in this church
the respond at the west end being less than half
i pier, the first pier is brought a few inches west-
A'ard to equalise the arches

; also, the piers at the
:rossing being larger than those of the nave, that
jne next to the crossing is also brought some
nches westward with the same view. Again, the
:outh

_

transept is 3 in. longer than the north ;

his difference is accidental, no doubt, while the
brmer are intentional adjustments.
The transept chapels are the only parts of the

:hurch that were vaulted.

The plan of Lincluden College Church
fig.

_

8) is a contrast to that of Sweetheart.
Diiginally founded for a convent of nuns in
:he thirteenth century, it was changed into a
college for men some time previous to 1400 by
\rchibald the Grim, Earl of Douglas, and a
rebuilding was then commenced. When my
drawings of it were made in 1S46, the west wall
ind the north, and the north arcade piers, which
are those of the original church, gave no sign.

Since then their foundations, or such part of them
as remain, have been laid bare, and their position
I have taken from a plan given to me by
Mr. Barbour, the architect who directed the
work. I am not sure, however, that the north
wall is from actual remains or from conjecture
only.

The oldest portion of the rebuilding is the
wall separating the nave from the chancel. The
lower part of the wall has a doorway, and sup-
ports a rood-loft. Its architectural features indi-
cate a different architect from him who carried
out the remainder of the works, and are markedly
inferior to these. The normal dimension of the
nave—13 ft. 8 in.—is that of the original church,
but the plan is rearranged in the position of the
piers and of the south wall. The chancel normal
is one-eighth more— 15 ft. 4 in.—externally, but
internally 14 ft. 8 in., and there is, therefore, a
complication which it was not easy to unravel.
The 14 ft. 8 in. is used for all the features of the
chancel internally, including windows. The
manner in which the diagram is applied to the
different parts shows a man of independent
thought, and ail his work indicates a man of
consummate ability and taste. It must be
noticed that the normal dimension is used

throughout the details— 13 ft. 8 in. in the

nave and 14 ft. 8 in. in the chancel, but here and
there with an accommodation— for instance,

7 ft. 2 in. for 7 ft. 4 in.—in several places. In
the case of the windows it has been apparently

for the purpose of having the glazing dimension
exactly 2 ft.

The chancel was rebuilt, there is no doubt, at

the instance of the Princess Margaret, daughter of

Robert III., and widowed Countess of Douglas,
who made gifts to Lincluden in 1429, and who
was buried in a sepulchre in the north wall of the

chancel. The architect, there is as little doubt,

was John Murdo, who designed the finest parts of

Melrose Abbey about the same time.

The respond and arch mouldings (fig. 9)
given are from the work of John Murdo’s pre-

decessor, and are not, in my opinion, elegant, but
they show the manner of using the diagram.

Since beginning to write these notes I bethought
me of a plan of the Parthenon in my possession

—

a stray print from some French book, well

engraved to a scale of about 185 ft. in an inch.

The scales |iven are in French feet and metres,

and some dimensions are given in English feet.

The plan is probably a copy of that in Stuart and
Revett’s great work.

I rather expected that a diagram of squares

would be found to rule the plan, and was sur-

prised to find that the same mode of setting-out

the leading lines had to be followed in this case

as in Mediaeval woik.
Two circles on the centre line would divide the

fronts into eight bays and the flank into sixteen,

and give the position of all the external pillars,

provided there were no variation in the inter-

columniations ; but those at the angle being

smaller, the operation is not so straightforward.

In each circle inscribing the diagram, the lead-

ing lines give seven centres of intercolumniations,

and consequently the positions of six pillars of

each portico ; lines connecting the outer pillars

define the flank walls outside, and a line of the

diagram defines the same inside, thus fixing the

width of the treasury and atrium (I am not sure

that I use the correct terms). The wall at the

rear of each portico is also defined by lines of the

diagram. Then, falling back on the older

method, the internal space is divided into squares.

For the length of the treasury the space is

divided into ten, and seven parts of the ten are

taken for the width of it
;
the squares formed by

these lines define the position of the six pillars

and their size, and the width of the doorways.

The atrium is five squares in width and eight in

length ; the outer squares define the lines of the

pillars, and the centre pillar on each side ; the

spaces between the corner and central pillars

divided into five give the remaining pillars.

Instead of taking the tangent-line of the circles

for the line of the step along the flank, the

line of the side of a dodecagon is taken.

The line of pillars on the flank is obtained from

the intersecting squares in the manner on the

plan, and the first interval being made equal to

that on front (now defined) the space between
the second pillar and the centre one is divided

arbitrarily into seven, giving spaces about four

inches greater than on the front.

The inner line of portico pillars is midway
between pillars and wall, and the space is divided

arbitrarily.

It is certain that Sir Christopher Wren designed

with the help .of geometry, of which he was a

master, and his pupil Hawksmoor, to judge by
his church of St. Mary Woolnoth, followed his

example. That Sir Charles Barry used some
system of proportion was evident to me long ago,

but I have lately examined a plan (which happens
to be among ray papers) of the Mansion House of

Lord Tankerville at Walton, Surrey, of which
Barry was, I believe, the architect. It seems to

be a new wing to an older house, or perhaps a

rebuilding. There are five principal rooms, all

determined in proportion !>y squares, but not

equal squares in all rooms. They are :

—

a. Dining room 35 by 21 ft. — 5 to 3 by 7
h. Bedroom 28 ,, 21 ,, 4 1. 3 7
c. Breakfast room 28 „ 21^ ,, 4 .. 3 ,, 7
d. Library 39 ,, 2ii ,, 9 n 5 4-3

e. Lord T.'s room 28 ,, 18 ,, 3 ,, 2 „ 9^

or 6 to 4 by 4^.

(the dimensions are from scale, not figures). In

c- and e the position and perhaps the width of

the windows are determined by the squares, but

not in a, b, d, (except, of course, the central), and
the doors are not in any case, so that the propor-

tioning would seem to have been numerical rather

than geometrical. In the approach to the

corridor, however, intersecting squares seem to

rule.

I have referred tP the Teipple at Jerusalem

as having been designed on squares of 5 (!•

The porches or piazzas which form a main
feature of the architecture were 10 cubits wide,

each bay 10 cubits, and the pillars 2 cubits.

The plan which I give of a bay at the angle

of the court shows how probably the size of the

pillar was determined, and also the manner of

turning the angle. This combination of pilaster

and pillar is to be seen in the monument called

Absalom’s 5 in the ruins of the Synagogue at

Capernaum, and elsewhere. I am fanciful to

think that it was used first in Solomon’s Temple,
and perpetuated in the succeeding temples and

in other buildings, just as the semicircular flight

of steps in the Court of the Women has Us suc-

cessors in Jerusalem and elsewhere at the present

day.

The plan of the gateways which gave entrance to

the Outer and Inner Courts, as minutely described

in Ezekiel xlvi., is in its main arrangements pre-

served to us in that gate of the eastern wall of the

Harfim, called the Golden Gate. The geomet-

rical foundation of this plan is well worth study.

The circle is of 20 cubits diameter ; the third

compartment from the circumference gives the

diameter of the pillars (i cubit)
;
then lines being

drawn at 45 deg. from the angles a, the position

of every pillar is obtained, giving bays 6 cubits

square (or 7 taking centre to centre of pillars).

A space 20 by 15, which is in the proportion of

4 to 3, is converted into that of 3 to 2 by placing

the side pillars inside of the fifteen, and the ena
pillars outside of the twenty ;

the centres of the

pillars are then 21 by 14, and the six square com-
partments are defined,

A study of the chevets of French cathedrals is

not only interesting but very useful, in that it is an

example of bow much variety can be evolved in one

feature. No two are alike throughout. The initial

step may be thi same in several, but each one is

worked out in a manner peculiar to the man who
designed it. Notre Dame at Paris (fig. 10) is

further peculiar among all those given by Viollet-

le-Duc in that its root is a polygon of nine

sides, and it alone is so designed that a pillar (of

the second Order) stands on the axis line of

the church. Viollet-le-Duc highly commends the

way in which this chevet is designed having re-

gard to the exigencies of the vaulting and the

distribution of the points of bearing and thrust.

With regard to effects in perspective it is not per-

haps possible to judge from a plan.

An angle of 120 deg. contains three sides of a

nonagon ; that angle can be divided into three

geometrically, and each of these again into three,

so that not only a nonagon but a polygon of

twenty-seven sides can be constructed by rule and
compasses, and it may have been the knowledge
of this property that suggested and prompted the

use of the nonagon instead of the more usual

dekagon (f.<f., five sides of the one or the other.)

The fact that no other chevet shows a pillar on
the axis line has led me to draw the plan called a

“suggestion” (fig. ii)—a plan based on the same
initial lines, but with ten instead of eleven pillars

in the second circle, and consequently a vista on
the axis, and towards north-east and south-east.

I imagine that the perspective views would be

better on this plan.

Another use of the nonagon is in the chapels

of the Cathedral of Reims
;
probably also the

eastern chapels of Sens and Canterbury.

The apse of the south transept of Soissons

Cathedral is a semicircle divided into three, and
each third again into three, with subordination of

pillars. This arrangement also may be set-out

geometrically.

There is one example (in Viollet-le-Duc) of an

apse with the angle of the polygon on the axis line,

namely, the timber-built church of St. Gilles, at

Troyes, a half octagon apse. The arrangement is

not to be commended. Having seen two instances

of it in modern domestic architecture, one four-

sided and one six-sided, I can say that the

external effect is faulty in this respect, that there

are no lines corresponding with the horizontal

lines of the bouse, and the eye is baffled and un-

satisfied. Internally it is always preferable to

have a void rather than a solid on the axis line—

•

especially when the windows are grouped.

In Gwilt’s Cyclopaedia a theory is mentioned
with approval that tlie number of bays in the

apse of a church, and the number of bays in the

nave have a numerical relation to each other. If

there be five bays in the apse, then ten in the nave ;

if seven in one, then seven or fourteen in the

other. Among the plans given by ViolIet-le-Duc

the following do not agree with the supposed rule:

—Soissons, Cologne, Sens, Tours, Mons. If the

tower bays be counted in, then Chartres, Amiens,

Noyons do not agree. If the tower be left out,

then Reims does not agree, There is no logical con-
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nexion between the two constituents. If in any
case one has been made to rule the other, it must
have been simply the fruit of a whim, a caprice, I

on the part of the designer : but is there any ^

foundation whatever for the statement that there
i

was such a rule?

In Vol. IX., p. 212 of Viollet*le*Duc is a skeleton

plan of the apse of the church of Notre Dame de
Vaucelles, taken from the sketch-book of Villats ;

de Honnecourt (church destroyed in 1793). It is

!

half of a polygon of fourteen sides. This is not

often found. The only one I have noted is that

of Mans Cathedral of the eleventh century, re-

placed in the thirteenth century by an apse having

seven sides of a dodecagon ;
this is the usual

mode when the apse has seven bays, the reason

being that a counter thrust to the arch-ribs of the

vault is obtained within the apse itself, instead of

being obtained froin the adjoining bay of the

chancel.

The twelve-sided polygon of which seven sides'

are used in the plans of quite a number of apses

is not a regular one of twelve equal sides (at:

least, not always). They seem to be thus :—Thd
angle which includes two sides of a pentagon

(144 deg.) is divided into five bays; and thd

other two bays are exceptional, and vary in pro*'

portionate width (or seem to do on the plans, but

these being on a small scale, and not intended to

show minute details, the variances may be morei
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in seeming than in reality). Viollet-Ie-Duc gives
Amiens apse to a larger scale, and according to it

the angle contains 142 deg., instead of 144 ; there
may have been a little adjustment, or it may be a
slight error in the plan, It happens that one-
fourth of the radius of a circle in which a penta-
gram is inscribed divides the angle (i44‘o deg.)

into ten, and thus are obtained the centre lines of
each pillar, and each chapel. It is easy to divide

a line into four, but it so happens that the lines

of a pentagram fully drawn divide the radius into

a fourth and a half, and consequently three-

fourths.

In fig. 12 are shown these two methods of plan-
ning an apse of seven bays, and (fig. 13) the
geometrical trisection of an angle. I have not
seen any demonstration of this problem.
To trisect an angle A b c. Bisect in D, and

again in E and F (dividing the angle into four).

From D draw two sides of an equilateral triangle.

With D as centre draw an arc, touching the
radial line e b, and with e as centre draw an arc
touching the line D G :—then a radial line drawn
from the intersection of these two curves gives
one-third of the angle, and the process repeated
with F as centre gives the other third.

Fig. 14 shows the developed diagrams of
the Pentagram and Heptagram. The lesser
radius of the pentagram divides the angle 144 deg.
(which comprises two sides of the pentagon) into
threet as shown. In the heptagram the lines of
the great pyramid at Ghizeh (and of others) are
indicated by thicker lines of the diagram. The
angle is 51° 25' 42".

t The radius being I -oo the chord
of48deg. is ’8134733

And the perpendicular of the
pentagon is *8090170

Showing a difference of

The line a—b, or line h~c on
the pentagram gives the side
of a polygon of eighteen
sides, the latter being (with
radius i)

And the former

•0044562

*3472964

•3454915

Difference *0010849

\\ith centre tf, the radius marks off 21 deg.
on the circle; and with centre /the radius/—^
marks off 24 deg. These being repeated from
the twenty radii, and the arc of 18 deg. being
bisected, the circle will be divided into 120 spaces
of 3 deg. each.

Chord'of 21 deg....

Radius of curve ...

*3644710
•3632712

Difference *0011998

Chord of 24 deg....

Radius of curve ...

•4158224
*4122147

Difference 0036077

Tripod for a Chafing Pan : Sia. Caterina, Siena,

\

TRIPOD FOR A CHAFING PAN : SIENA.
This is an example of the characteristic

mediccval metal-work in which Siena abounds.
The square conventional treatment of the animal
heads, or rather suggestions of heads, which hold
the rings, is a good example of design suited to
the material and situation. The treatment of the
feet is somewhat more naturalistic, though very
free and bold.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS :

PRIZES AND STUDENTSHIPS FOR 1896-97.

The fifth general meeting (business) of this
Institute for the present session was held on
Monday last, the President, Professor G. Aitchison,
A.R.A., occupying the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having
been taken as read, the following gentlemen were
elected, viz. :—As Fellow, Mr. A, B. Pinckney,
M.A. Cantab., Henwick, Worcester; and as
Associates, Messrs. H. J. G. Smith, London;
P. A. Robson, London

;
and PI. W. Walker, '

London.
The Deed of Award of the prizes and student-

ships for 1896-97, made by the Council (in
accordance with the terms of by-law 66) was then
received. The following is the list of successful
candidates and competitors :

—

Institute Silver Medal and Twenty-Jive Guineas
(^jw^;).—Subject : The True V.T.lue of Tra-
dition and Precedent in Architectural Design.

' J do not say that the division is mathematically true,
out It IS <0 nearly true as to be sufficient practically,

The Medal was not awarded, but the sum of

Fifteen Guineas was voted to the author of the

essay under motto “Things New and Old”

—

viz., Mr. John J. Cresswell, A.R.I.B.A., of

,

Grimsby.
Jnsiitule Silver Medal and Ten Guineas

{Drawings).—Awarded for the drawings, under
device of fleur-de-lys within circle, by Mr. Fred.

J. Wass.
The Soane Medallion and 100/. (for Con-

tinental Travel).—Awarded for design for a
Provincial Market Hall, submitted under motto
“ Russet,” by Mr. J. A. R. Inglis, A.R.I.B.A.

;

Medal of Merit to Mr. James A. Swan, “ Labor
ipse Voluptas ” (Birmingham); Ceitificate of
Hod. Mention to Mr. Charles H. Holden,
“Elephant d’Argent” (Bolton).

The Pugin Studentship : Silver Medal and
40/. (for 'Travel in the United Kingdom).

—

Awarded to Mr. William Haywood
; Medal of

Merit to Mr. J. A. Swan ; Certificate of Hon.
Mention to Mr. W. E. Dobson,

The Godwin Bursary : Silver Medal and
40/. (for Travel outside the United Kingdom).
Awarded to Mr. R. Stephen Ayling.

I he Owen Jones Studentship: Certificate and
40/. (for Travel outside the United Kingdom):
Awarded to Mr. A. E. Plenderson,

The Tite Prize : Certificate and 30/. (for Travel

in Italy).—Not awarded.
The Grissell Gold Medal and Ten Guineas (for

Design and Construction).—Subject : Design for

a Bay of a Church. Awarded for design, under
device “ Heart and Shield,” to Mr. Sydney K.
Greenslade.

The Ald'winchle Studentship

:

a Certificate and
50/. (for Travel in Spain).—Awarded to Mr. A. T.

Griffith.

The Ashpilel Prize.—Awarded to Mr. T. D.
Brooks (Doncasler).

The meeting then adjourned.
The next meeting will be held on Monday,

when the President will deliver an address to
students

; and some critical observations on the
students’ work will be made. Subsequently, the
presentation of nrizes will be made by the Presi-
dent. Prior to the distribution of prizes, Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., the new Chairman of
the Board of Examiners, will pre^nt, on behalf
of past and present members of the Board, a
testimonial to Mr. Arthur Cates in recognition
of his long and valued services as Chairman of
the Board.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
Liverpool Engineering Society.—The

fifth ordinary meeting for the present session of

the Liverpool Engineering Society was held on
the 6th inst. in the Royal Institution, Colquilt-

street. Mr. George Farren, J.P., of Carnarvon
(Vice-President), occupied the chair. Mr. James
Glover, jun., M.A., Assoc, M.Inst.C.E., read

a paper entitled “Some Notes on Current
Specifications and Tenders for Public Works.”
The lecturer dealt with a few points in con-
nexion with specifications and quantities which
in many current documents were the reverse

of reasonable, and which led to much friction

and irritation between engineer and contractor,

coupled very often with great financial loss to

the latter. After referring to the classes of

current risks, and to the arbitration clauses in

specifications, and also giving specimens of the

most unreasonable he had met with, he concluded
by suggesting that a well-thought-out scheme
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with variatioES of conditions and quantities
within well-defined percentage limits, and with
well - defined corresponding percentage price
allowances for plus and minus excursions from
the schedule average, together with an arbitration
clause removing the final appeal from the engineer
to a mutually respected and accepted umpire,
must inevitably tend to improve the design,
workmanship, quality, and progress of the con-
tract work by enabling the engineer and the con-
tractor to devote their respective special talents
solely to the accomplishment of the work in hand,
and without the irritating, distracting, and para-
lysing disputes so common when the extrinsic
risks were not fairly provided for or excluded.
A discussion followed .—Liverpool Mercury,

3Uu0tration6.

DESIGN FOR DECORATION OF A
ROOM IN GRAFFITO.

rg^lHE chief object of the artist in the con-

[3H ception of this “ Design for the Decora-
tion in Graffito of a Room,” was the

introduction of the real Italian graffito in

monochrome. The graffito is distributed all

round the walls, the colouring being intro-

duced in the pictures on the ceiling. The
lightest tones of the graffito are cream, and the

shadows sepia. The architectural parts should

be in marble of some warm colour, or in stucco

of the same colour, with some gilding. Theprin-
cip.al subject represents the ancient Grecian game
of ball. The smaller designs represent various

sports, and the subjects on the vaulting are the

Elements. C. F.

INTERIORS, NEW TECHNICAL SCHOOL,
LIVERPOOL.

The two drawings of the Technical Schools

at Liverpool, represent the interior of the

entrance hall and of the students’ lecture hall, as

intended. The former is top-lighted, and has a
cloak room upon either side, while.the entrance to

the lecture hall is seen at the end. The lecture

hall itself is about 70 ft. by 40 ft. and 27 ft. high,

occupying the height of two fioors. It is pro-

posed that it should be vaulted in fibrous plaster

with a panelled dado, and the windows kept
high up each side. It will provide accommo-
dation for 400 students. It should be added
that the drawings were made by the architect for

his own purposes since the competition, and
were not among the drawings submitted in com-
petition.

NEW WING TO BOARDING-HOUSE,
RUGBY.

The house to which this addition was made
in the summer of 1895 is one of the oldest of the

Rugby boarding-houses, and the original building

is a plain square stucco block of no particular

style. Several years back Mr. II. Lee Warner,
who was then its “house-master,” added a small
quad, on the east side of the old house, contain-

ing a hall, studies, and dormitories. These were
built in the then fashionable Queen Anne style,

and more recently a further addition was made
on the south side of the house in a similar style.

The present addition was made for the Rev, W.
H. Payne Smith, and forms the north side of the
quad. The drawing shows the outer front. As
the new wing was to form the front to the boys’

block, it was planned to harmonise with the style

of the quad rather than with that of the resi-

dential portion, though there are many variations
from the details of the rest of the boys’ block in

the new w’ork. The available space was very
much cramped, and a good deal of accommoda-
tion was required. This explains why some
“fancy planning ” had to be contrived (a most
undesirable necessity). The materials were red
sand stock facings with stone dressings and tile

roofs. A good deal of rough-cast is introduced,
and in the centre of the front is a coloured
plaster panel, representing an oak tree—the house
crest. This was made very cleverly by the
builder, Mr. Linnell, of Rugby, who carried out
the work most skilfully and promptly in the short
space of the two months’ summer holidays. The
old buildings were dismantled on the first day of
the holidays, and when the next term commenced
the boys went straight into their new studies.

Mr. Linnell’s foreman was Mr. Barber, and Mr.
J. T. Franklin, the school surveyor, kindly acted
as clerk of works.

Charles A. Nicholson.

NEW BUSINESS PREMISES, ST.

HELENS.
These premises have just been completed for

the St. Helen’s Co-operative Society, at a cost of

upwards of 20,000/. The building is three
stories in height, with cellar under the whole.
The ground floor consists of shops for the various
branches of the trade. On the first floor are show-
rooms, offices, and board-room, and on the top
floor is a large lecture-hall. A feature has been
made of the lighting of the basement by forming
areas in front and carrying the shop windows
down to the bottom. The wing at the back is

devoted to warehouse purposes and bakehouse.
The front is faced with Ruabon red bricks and

York stone dressings. The building is fireproof

throughout, the floors being finished with oak
blocks or mosaic ; the whole is heated throughout
by hot water, low pressure, and lighted by elec-

tricity, the lif s and hoists being worked by the
same power.
The contractors were Messrs. Whittaker &

Woods, of St. Helens; the fireproof floors, wood
blocks, and constructional ironwork are by
Messrs. Homan & Rodgers, of London and
Manchester

; the mosaic was laid by Messrs.
Diespeker & Co., of London; and the architect

was Mr. Frank S. Biran, of St. Helen’s, from
whose designs and under whofc superintendence
the work was carried out.

NATIONAL PRESS AGENCY.
This building, in course of erection on i

Victoria Embankment in Carmelite-street, is c

structed of brickwork in cement, faced with I

bricks, all the dressings being of a warm, gol<

brown tint of terra-cotta (Messrs. Doulton & C
The building is of fire-resisting construen

throughout.

The contractor is Mr. H. J. Williams, of 1

mondsey, and the architect Mr. Edwin T. H
London.

TESTS OF STEEL AND CONCRET.’
FLOORS.

On Monday last we had an opportunity

witnessing the testing of two systems of combi!

concrete and steel flooring, carried out in W
Chester under the direction of Messrs. Maxwe/
Tuke, architects. The first test was that of:

floor patented by the Expanded Metal Compaj

an arched concrete floor, 4 ft. wide and i:

span from centre to centre of the joists forir

the abutments (ii ft. 6 in. clear spin), wit'

rise of 12 in. and a thickness of 3 in. at 1

crown and of 4 in. at the springings, and hav

a layer of expanded metal (weighing about i

per square foot) embedded in the lowest port

of the concrete, was loaded uniformly with p
of lead until it broke suddenly under a weigh’
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29^ tons, or 12*3 cwt. per square foot. The
imount of deflection observed before the collapse

was rather more than li in. The second test

was of the “Golding” floor, a floor which has

been already largely used in America. Mr.
Golding himself was present at the testing

an Monday. The specimen tested had
the same span as the arched floor just

described, but was 2 in. wider. It consisted

of two concrete ribs, spaced 3 ft. 6 in. from
oentre to centre, and each having the intrados

formed with a 6 in. by 2| in. arched steel

channel, weighing 12^ lbs. per foot, and laid

flat side down, the rise being 13 in.
; over the

two rib3,and unitedtothembythe adhesion of the

concrete, the floor ilseif extended, consisting of a

flat concrete slab 3 in. thick, with a layer of ex-

[landed metal (similar to that in the first test) em-
bedded in the lowest portion. With a load of

12 cwts. per square foot {i.e,, equal to that

which broke the other floor), the deflection was

j in. ;
but with increasing loads the deflection

rapidly increased, until it amounted to no less

than 4f in. under a distributed load of 40'6 tons,

or i6'2 cwts. per square foot. Darkness had at

this time rendered further loading somewhat
difficult and dangerous, and the floor was
left unbroken under the load mentioned.
When the load had reached nearly 16 cwts. per

square foot a crack was observed in the

underside of the flat slab, extending across it

about the middle of the span, and under this load

the deflection was about 3-J in. The greatness of

the deflection was undoubtedly due in a large

measure to the yielding of the steel framework
between which the floor had been constructed,

the spreading being no less than i in. when the

maximum load was reached. The concrete in

both cases was composed of i part of Portland

cement and 3 parts of crushed granite passed
through a screen with gin. meshes, and both
floors were constructed thirty-three days before

being tested.

We reserve comment on the tests just recorded,

as we hope in an early issue to give fuller details

of these and other tests, together with explanatory
drawings. It is clear, however, that both floors

attain great strength with a remarkably small
quantity of metal, a further proof—if such were
needed — of the extravagant waste of metal in

most of the systems of fire-resisting floor-construc-

tion now in use in England. The tests made last

year by Mr. Fowler and Sir Benjamin Baker

—

which we hope to record when we comment on
this week’s tests— show beyond question the

enormous accession of strength gained in concrete
slabs by the insertion of expanded metal, and,
indeed, are a far better index of the value of the
addition than are the tests made last Monday.

PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.
The Society of Antiquaries have printed and

circulated their views as to the whole controversy
about the West Front of Peterborough Cathedral,

accompanied by the specification showing how
they would treat it, which is signed by Mr.
Thackeray Turner, Mr. W, R. Lethaby, Mr.
Detmar Blow, Mr. Philip Webb, and Mr.
T. J. T. Micklethwaite, with the rider of a testi-

monial from a member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, Mr. John Carruthers, to the effect that

he is of opinion that the method suggested could

be safely carried out and would be effective in

making the building secure.

The controversial portion we must pass over
;

enough has been said about it. The specification

we have not space to print in full, it can be
obtained from the Society of Antiquaries, but we
give those portions of it which refer to the ques-
tion of the condition of the piers and vaulting,

and the means proposed to repair them. After

describing the work of underpinning the piers the

specification continues :

—

“ The next work would be to look to the condition of
the pier itself, l>etween its foundations and the springing
of the arch and vault ; this would not be the least im-
portant p.nrt, for much would depend on its solidity.

It is possible that disintegr.ntion may not have occurred
in its substance to any serious extent, but this would have
to be ascertained. The signs of its condition, so far as they
can have been observed at present, tend rather to the con-
clusion that the subsidence and pressure outw.^rd from
the vertical have been so slow from the time it was built
that the multitude of its parts have yielded, almost
elastically, to the change in stability, so as not dangerously
to decompose its pans, and the core with its ashlar casing
may still be in a state of cohesion
However this may be, no pains should be spared in find-

ing out what is its condition; and after the plumbing,
girthing, and testing of all its perpendicular lines have
been done, the pier should be gently tapped with a wooden
mallet on its surfaces, and the sounds at different parts
listened to for any indications of hollowness. Should the
sounding not be satisfactory, a stone or stones would have
to be drawn from the flat surfaces of the pier inside, and

the core examined in one place at a time. The triangular

form of the pier in plan, and its being some 15 ft. wide on
its inner side, would allow of the examination being made
without risk, and of the core being consolidated without

serious difficulty, in a similar way to that hereafter de-

scribed in connexion with the spandrels of the great arches.

Any process of penetrating securely into old walls depends
upon the care and ingenuity of the men engaged m the

operations and their director, with an avoidance of heavy
blows, keeping to one hole at a time, and that of the

smallest workable size ; a watchful foreman of the works,

under the direction of the architects, with a few picked men
on whom they could depend, being the most important

consideration in such work.
This pier, on which so much depends, having been

secured in the whole of its height, attention would then

be given to the springing line of the great arch and the

vaulting, for complete consolidation here would be the

basis for securing the great arch itself and the spandrels

right and left of It.

Of necessity, a hole or holes would have to be made just

above the springing line inside, where the metal tie-rods,

which would have to be arranged at this level, would
come. At present we are of opinion ihat two tie-rods

should be used, so as to lay hold of a larger body of

material at both ends than a single rod would allaw.

The particular size and form of the rods would depend
much upon the exact calculation of the holding, both on
the arch mouldings as they set down on the capital of the

pier, and on the least injurious form of anchorage to be

found inside the west wall of the nave. At the present

time we feel inclined to put a connecting metal plate at the

end of the rods a little behind the quintuple attached

shafting, which runs up from the ground to the base of the

pinnacle between the spandrels. The form and exact

position of this connecting-plate would have to be decided

upon as the work proceeds. Two tunnel passages, to be

made in the same way as hereafter described, would be the

safest and soundest way of working here, and it may be

that copper or lough bronze would_ be used for the rods,

&c., or, if not, the most approved kind of iron or steel ; in

either case their strength would have to be tested before

using. The making of one tunnel at a time would allow

of taking greater pains with the new consolidating material

to meet the strain both above the springing line and
below.

The consolidation of the walling here, in connexion with
the tie-rods, having been done and allowed to set, the

tympanum space at the back of the pier, between the

decorative arching and the wall rib of the vaulting at the

base of the great pinnacle, would afford easy and secure

access to the core of the walling in the centre ; and further

penetrations would also be made without difficulty or risk

from the hollow pockets of the vaulting right and left.

We now come to the very important point in connexion
with the present repair of the front, the manner in which
the great arches can be safely and securely strengthened,

vjtikoul having recourse lo rebuilding.

It has already been noted that the internal parts of the

walling of the northernmost arch have expanded from east

to west during the slow settlement of the detached pier

below
;
and in a lesser degree this is probably the case in

the other arches also. The substance of this walling must
therefore, to a greater or less extent, be in a state of

disintegration, and its removal and replacement by sound
masonry are essential to the permanent stability of the

iiarthex. The manner in which this may be done luithout

risk or danger either to the building ilseif or to the men
engaged in the work, is as follows :

—

In the rubble walling, which has no ashlar facing at the

back of the arches, beginning at the lowest point, a hole or

tunnel, iust wide enough for a man to work in, would be
slowly driven by short sections at a time. The sides and
roof of each section would be made absolutely secure by
timber framing before beginning the next one, and the hole

would be gradually carried through the wall to the back of

the facing stones of the wall itself. The hole would in no
case exceed 6 ft. in length. Any possible danger from the

running of disintegrated material would be_ met by the

prompt application of short lengths of 3-in. planking,

thickly coated with wet clay, and held in position by work-
men while props with expanding screws are applied to the

ends, so as to press each plank well home and keep it in

place. Moreover, only one tunnel would be made at a

time, and this would be filled and pinned up (with sound
material, as hereafter is described) before another one is

begun
;

it would therefore bear but a small proportion to

the area of the wall bored into. The new filling would thus

support the work above it until that in its turn was re-

moved.
Clearly, when doing this underbuilding in the spandrels

of the arches, the chief danger in underpinning founda-
tions, namely, the gre.at superincumbent wsight, would
practically be non-existent, owing to the comparatively
slight structure of the gable above. The only danger to

be faced, the possibility of the sides or roof of 'he holes

falling in, would be effectually guarded against by the

precautions already described.

The process of consolidating the walling of the west
front, above the piers and overlying the arches, is simplified

by the great thickness of the walling at this part of the

work under consideration
;
and the foregoing indication of

a very complete system of timber support to all the weight

and thrust of the work above the springing line of the

arches shows that any disturbance caused by the execution

of the work would be met at all pioints by the counter support.

Extra support in detail would have to be supplied from
time to time, so as to make sure that no further dislocation

of material would happen, as the supporting framework
would be brought into action as soon a.s the slightest

movement took place.

The principle underlying this working by tunnel into

the walling from the inside, at the back of the ornamental
ashlar stonework on the outside, is that of applying hori-

zontal bands of very bard material at certain distances

apart vertically, so as to become, as the work proceeds up-

wards from the springing line of the arch, something
analogous to ‘ cantilever ’ construction used in modern iron

bridges : that is, a corbelling out right and left from the

central axis of the piers below till the bands from opposite

sides meet over the centre of the arch between its two
piers. The bands of hard horizontal material thus act as

ribs, and the filling in between them as support to the ribs.

As has been said before, the very thickness of the

walling is of assistance to this kind of work, for these

bands or ribs, having a great horizontal width, have also

considerable power in lateral resistance to bulging.

As this laminated corbelling and its_ interfilling is

passed on to the outer surfaces of the arching, the weight
before carried by the arched rings alone is then shared by
the renewed core of the walling. AUo, while this process

of relief and strengthening is going on, each of the orders

of the arch is caught up and securely connected by natural

adhesive bonding, or, when needful, by dowels of hard

material
;
and at the same time the spaces between the

rings of the arch, which have opened on account of settle-

ment, would be securely filled and incorporated with the

work behind.
The horizontal hands, or ribs, which were constantly

used in the best Roman walling, served more than one
office in construction, as they were, so to speak, built in

compartments, and the rubble or concrete lying on this

laminated bond of two or three joint-broken courses

stopped the running down of the water from the new
rubble above them to the rubble below, that having already

been saturated with grout.
It must also be understood that these laminated bond

courses would he of the whole thickness of the wall from

the back of the facing stones to the inside Jace of the wall

lining, and on these would be built, or put in, the rubble or

concrete filling. While the work in each tunnel was being
done, these horizontal bonding courses would be thrust

into and under the sides of the walling of the h'oles beyond
the genera! width of each tunnel

;
so that after one tunnel

was filled up, and a sufficient time was allowed for setting,

another parallel tunnel would be made, and these outsailing

bond courses would be caught up at the base of the fresh

hole, and a continuous line of them would run as far as

different circumstances would allow. ...
In order to make the horizontal courses, or ribs, as

strong as possible, we should mostly use the hard bkie

Staffordshire paving tiles, in. or z in. thick, of the size

12 in. by 6 in., with smaller sizes of the sanie materia! to

avoid cutting. These semi-vitrified tiles have great aflinily

with Portland cement, and are very holding.

We have specified rubble walling or concrete as the

composition of the filling-in between the tile bands, but

this work would be varied by the differences found to exist

in the work of the core. Any soHd_ parts of the core

which might prove not to have been disintegrated would be

well washed, and then laid hold of with new thin bonding

stones or flat bricks, so as to range horizontally with any
of the work met with on the way, which should not

be disturbed ; but the particular use of rubble concrete is

great, for it can be pressed into the interstices of old

walling, and lays hold of any connecting bonding from

the internal irregular faces of the ashlar or other facing

stonework. At different times, from the end of each

tunnel, parts of the ashlar facing would be exposed to

view, and all the gaps in it could be securely dealt with
;

the renewing of the bedding and pointing of the stones

(an almost impossible work from the outside only) would
be thoroughly secured, and attachments incorporated with

the new backing.
It is highly probable that the quintuple shafting, up

from the springing of the arches to the underside of the

base of the great pinnacle between the roofs, will have

been built b.ick with much cube stone, and if this is found

so, it will not have to be disturbed (unle.ss in any way dis-

located), but carefully embodied in the new filling in and
band work of the spandrels.

So far as can be seen at present, the internal support at

the base of these pinnacles is of solid and unfractured

work, as is also much of the work of the gable proper,

though here fractures or displacement of the stones would
have to be dealt with, especially along the range of alter-

nate window opening and niche work.
The gable proper, that is the triangular part resting on

the continuous dentilled string-course, would present few

difficulties in securing it after the strengthening of the

foundation on which it stands (i.r., the spandrels of the

arch below it) had been consolidated. The alternation of

windows and niches occurring in thinner walling than that

covering the great arch, a far larger part of the work here

is done in squared stone, and this would allow of the

masonry under the base of the wheel window being made
quite sound from the inside, so as to avoid displacing the

weather-fretted stones of the bottom part of its circle ;
the

joints of this stonework at this point could_ be thoroughly

washed out from above, run in with new filling, and incor-

porated with the solidified work below, which would have

been done from the inside. Any disturbance of the orna-

mental stonework on the outside would be most mis-

chievous.
Doubtless, as the work proceeds from time to lime, at

the different parts of the walling, any scheme set down on

paper now would have to be modified to spit the peculiari-

ties of the various works as they become disclosed ; caution

while each part was being dealt with would have >0 he

insisted on, and special contrivances put in practice to suit

all situations. ...
_ .

We need scarcely hce say anything as to the repair and
strengthening of the vaulting in connection with ihe great

arch at this part of the front, save that we were much
intere.sted iii the varied curves of the ribs resulting from

the slow strain put upon them by the settlement of the

piers
;
but they present no serious difficulty in the way of

strengthening them as they now stand, when once the work

on which they rest andabut is made secuie."

The following architects add their signatures as

approving the proposed method of procedure but

admitting that they have not examined the build-

ing : — Robert Weir Schultz, F. W. Troup,

Edward S. Prior, F. Inigo Thomas, Halsey

Ricardo, Mervyn Macartney, P. Morley Horder,

J. A. Cossins (Birmingham), H. Wilson, Ernest

Newton, E. Guy Dawber, C. R. Ashbee, J. J".

Stevenson, F.R.I.B.A., Chas, H. M. Mileham ;

to these Mr. Horsley and Mr. John Richmond
desire to add their names.

COMPETITIONS.
Lunatic Asylum, Belfast.—A new asylum

for 1,000 patients is about to be erected near

Belfast. Competitive designs were invited, and Mr.

Sydney Mitchell, architect— of Messrs. Sydney

Mitchell & Wilson, Edinburgh—was appointed

by the Irish Board of Works assessor to select

the three best plans. He returned from Dublin

on Monday, having given his decision on Satur-

day, though the names of the successful com-

petitors will not be disclosed for some days yet.

Municipal Buildings, Douglas.

—

A special

m^etin^ of the Ppugl^s Town Council was held
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on the 6th inst. for the purpose of selecting plans
of the proposed municipal buddings. Seventeen
plans had been submitted by English and Manx
architects, and the committee appointed to con-
sider them, acting under the advice of Mr.
Woolfall, of the Liverpool Society of Architects,
recommended that the first premium should be
awarded to the plan signed “Mona.” After a
prolonged debate this was agreed to. On the
letter containing the name of the competitor
being opened, the name of the successful archi-
tect was discovered to be Mr. Arthur Ardron,
London. Manx architects take the second and
third premiums.

Workmen's Dwellings, Sunderland.
Some time since the Sunderland Corporation
offered premiums of 50/., 30/., and 20/., to archi-
tects who chose to send in designs for the dwell-
ings the Council propose to erect on the Hat
Case site, which has been cleared of its dilapi-
dated property.

_

Mr. J. Slater, of London, was
appointed to adjudicate upon the plans sent in.
These were fifty-eight in number. The first
award the assessor recommends should be given to“ Pro Artifice,” whose plan shows accommoda-
tion for 468 people in forty-two three-roomed
dwellings and filty-four two-roomed dwellings.
Each tenement is provided with a bath. The
total cost is estimated at ao.ooo/. The second
premium the assessor awarded to “ Homes,”
whose design is estimated to cost 23,351/. in
carrying out. The number of persons provided
for is 448.

_

“ Sails Populi ” takes third premium,
with provision in his plans for 402 persons at an
estimated cost of 20,000/.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

^
.Shekfield Society of Architects and

Surveyors. — The monthly meeting of this
Society was held on Tuesday at the School of
Art. Arundel - street, Mr. C. Hadfield, the
President, m the chair. A lecture was de-
livered by Mr. Beresford Pite, President of the
Architectural Association, on “The Study of
Architectural Design,” illustrated by numerous
^awiDgs, photographs, and blackboard sketches.
He stated that the modern architect suffered from
lack of artistic motive. He sought it in archaeology
and mere picturesque quaintness, there being now
no traditional style or intuitive sense of beauty in
architecture. No doubt this was as characteristic
of our age as if it were quite otherwise, but it
was impossible^ that the architectural student
should be left without direction or serious inten-
tion in bis study of design. Present purposes
could perhaps best be served by seeking to excite
enthusiasm from interest in detail work, and by
understanding and analysing the beautiful quali-
ties in the m^ns employed in plans and working
drawings, which were the instruments by which a
beautiful building was obtained, and thus made
up for the loss of genuine national architectural
style. An architect’s plans had a beauty of
their own, and this was pointed out in some
deta.il from many examples. This beauty was
undiscernible in the building, and belonged
to the embodiment in the drawings of the
building. In the same way the sectional
plans of buildings were examined, and the
means illustrated from them of obtaining dif-
ferent architectural effects by a carefully-studied
interest in the sections. Elevations were
grouped in different classes dominated by
general ideas, such as verticality or horizontality,
concentration or distribution of ornament, a pic-
turesque grouping of sky - line, or dignified
severity. These points were illustrated from
photographs and sketches, as well as grandeur of
iine, simplicity of rhythm, luxuriousness, a simple
line with a rich surface, or a rich line. The
students were exhorted to thoughtfulness in detail
as being pre-eminently the road to good archi-
tecture. In conclusion, architecture was vindi-
cated as a decorative art, and as such was the
foundation of all art other than imitative. A
vote of thanks was unanimously accorded to the
lecturer.

Birmingham Architectural Associa-
tion.—At a meeting of thi-s Association, on
the 8 h inst., Mr. E. Preston Hytch (Secretary
to the School of Arc) gave an address, entitled,
“ The Architect as a Teacher.” It was the duty
of the architect, he said, to stimulate work in the
allied arts. Amdngst the grounds for hope as to
the future of architecture in England, he said,
were the increasing earnestness of architects them-
selves—an earnestness which had induced many
capable architects to sacrifice to teaching in public
classes, often at a pecuniary loss, much time that
would otherwise be devoted to private practice.

Birmingham was especially fortunate in this

respect. The growing interest taken by people
generally in art, the love of home, and even the
possibility of the extended possession of houses
which building societies afforded, the develop-
ment of public spirit—all these were forces
of which the architect should avail himself,
and which he should adapt to the best ends. It

was the duty of the architect to stimulate work in

the allied arts
; he could render to the community

great service by facilitating the employment of

worthy sculptors, mural decorators, wood-carvers,
and others. In this way his influence would also

penetrate beyond those craftsmen working im-
mediately under his supervision. The attendance
of young architects at the various classes of the
Birmingham Municipal School of Art was
fraught with advantage to all concerned. Do-
mestic architecture, whose improvement Mr,
Ruskin and Arthur Helps had enforced as a
moral duty, and which was alike the best and
the readiest starting-point, and national and
municipal architecture, which should exemplify
the highest life of the community, were con-
sidered in some detail. It would be worse
than a paradox if a community which spent large

sums upon art education should itself erect un-
worthy buildings. The possibility was considered
of appointing, in connexion with the First Com-
raissionership of Public Works and Buildings, an
advisory council of leading architects, chosen on
representative lines

;
and attention was called to

the fact that at least since 18S5 no member of the
Birmingham City Council was in the municipal
diary described as an architect. Birmingham
did not stand alone in this matter, which was
noticeable in view of the development of local

duties, and of their interest and importance to

architects. In conclusion the lecturer summarised
the work of the Municipal School of Art. A
hearty vote of thanks was passed to him on the
motion of the President (Mr. William Henman),
seconded by Mr. H. T. Buckland, and supported
by Mr. W. H. Bidlake, M.A.
Liverpool Architectural Society.—The

fourth ordinary meeting of the forty-ninth session

of this Society was held at the Law Library,
Union-court, on the nth inst., when a paper was
read by Mr. C. E. Mumford on “Belgian
Churches.” Mr. George Bradbury, President of
the Society, presided. Mr, Mumford, in his

opening remarks, said Belgium was without doubt
one of the countries of Europe where the fine arts

have flourished and are still flourishing with the
utmost vigour. The long series of great painters

who succeeded each other for more than four cen-
turies had not alone brought her the renown
which she so justly enjoys ; architects and
sculptors had conlributed their part. The devo-
tion and intellectual culture of the Flemings had
been shown in the vast number of churches
of high architectural merit which are to be
found in the country. Few of the older build-

ings now in existence date back beyond the

beginning of the thirteenth century. It was not
until the Gothic style was firmly rooted in the
adjacent countries that it came to be adopted by
the Flemings. All the vast wealth of ornament
accumulated in these churches up to the middle
of the sixteenth century was destroyed by the
Calvinist iconoclasts, and there perished a wealth
of art the loss of which was irreparable. Abcut
the commencement of the seventeenth century, the
country again becoming prosperous, art and archi-

tecture received a new impetus, and many new
churches were erected. The builders of Belgian
churches, whilst striving successfully after the
beautiful, always kept the practical utility of their
work well in view. About 150 lantern slides

were shown on the screen.

Glasgow Architectural Association.

—

A meeting of this Association was held on
the 5th inst., Mr. \Vm. Tait Conner in the
chair, when Mr. W. J. Blaine read a paper
entitled, “Some Scotch Houses,” The lecturer
limited himself to the consideration of four of the
finest and most characteristic examples of .Scottish

castellated architecture—Crathes, Craigievar,

Midmar, and Castle Fraser, all situated within
a short circular tour from Aberdeen. Mr.
Blaine took into consideration only the original

castles or keeps, wiiich in date lap from the
latter half of the sixteenth century into the

first half of the seventeenth century, leaving out
the later wings, and, after describing the natural
surroundings, gave an account of their individual

history ; then entering into a critical analysis ot

the principles of design they illustrate. Com-
paring the one with the other, he pointed out
their strong and weak points, making this clear

by diagram sketches and photos, the former of

which he referred to as also exemplifying a theory
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of his, that the size of a building appears on a

drawing in inverse ratio to its size in reality.

In sum.Tiing up, the lecturer placed these four

buildings and their characteristics in the following
order of merit :—Crathes, dignity with beauty of

detail; Castle Fraser, beauty of detail with
dignity

; Midmar, dignity without beauty of

detail
; Craigievar, beauty of detail without

dignity.

THE SURVEYORS’ INSTITUTION.
Mr. Howard Martin read a paper “ Oa

the Future Development of the Surveyors’ Insti-

tution ” at the temporary premises of the Institu-

tion, Savoy-street, Strand, on Monday. The
chair was taken by the President, Mr. Daniel
Watney. Mr. Martin, after referring to the

history of the Institution since its formation in

1S68, and the progress it had made, said its

members were now spread over the whole
country. With regard to another institution

which he named, he said there was little done for

its country members ; but as to the country

members of the Surveyors’ Institution, they

were charged somewhat lower fees, and had all

the advantages of the Institution in London,
While this was so, however, they laboured under

the disadvantage in re.'’erence to the obtaining of

information, their means being limited to their

own circle of influence. He proposed, first, that

provincial libraries should be established ; and
secondly, that meetings should be held taking

the provincial centres in rotation. By these

means the provincials would bs kept posted up,

and an increased interest in the Institution pro-

moted. A vote of thanks to the lecturer was
proposed and carried, and the discussion was
adjourned.

IBooks.

A Wandering Scholar in the Levant. By
David G. Hogarth. London; John
Murray; 1S96.

HHIS is a very pleasant little book of impres-

sions of travel, partly archreological but

more especially concerned with the re-

cord of the general aspect of a country and of its

inhabitants, and touched with the scholarly tone

and literary style which the wording of the title

seems to promise. There is not much in it

that is of directly archreological interest, and the

book is rather suggestive than didactic. The
reader about to explore for antiquities may indeed

obtain useful hints as well as amusement from

the records of dealings with the native intellect

when in searcli of such things as inscribed stones
;

how slow is the peasant to realise that a stone

which he has been familiar with all his life is the

thing the giour wishes to see, or to convince

himself that it is his interest to show' it ; how the

price of the Bor stone fell, under judicious diplo-

m.acy, from 500 liras to 20 ;
and how a Govern-

ment Secretary promised that if there were any

difficulty about the conveyance of the stone, “he
could arrange that we should be robbed of it

outside the town, and for a slight consideration

recover it at the port.” The following pic-

turesque passage describes the impression pro-

duced when the explorer in Anatolia “ breaks

into some hidden hollow of the hills and sees

grey among the lentisks the stones of a dead

town” ;
—

“Such fairy-cities are the nameless pirate-towns

that were built on the Cilician slopes in the first two
centuries before the Christian era. Water, no
longer guided by man through long ducts, has

failed on the high lands, and the region remains as

it was left two thousand years ago, a vast Pompeii,

where no man has rebuilt or destroyed. In its

capitol, Olba, citadel, walls, streets and roads are

choked with brushwood. A triple arch leads into

the Forum
;
on the left the fa9ade of a Temple of

Fortune stands in the brake, and in front rise the

fluted columns of the Olbian /eus, whose priests

were kings. Passing a ruined portico, the ex-

plorer lights suddenly on a theatre lined with vege-

tation sprouting from every crevice in auditorium

and scene. But nothing in the city is more
wonderful than the road leading from it to the coast.

Mile after mile its(embanked pavement runs over th'-

naked rocks
;
mile after mile stones, fallen or stand-

ing, inscribed with the titles of Roman Emperors,

record your progress
;

here you pass a group of

tombs, there clatter through an ancient village, and
at last wind down sweeping curves to the sea, past

towers and tombs rising white out of the scrub
;
and

nowhcic in the towers or the villages, on the road or

in the city is there a human thing except the

wandering shepherds.”
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Theatre Panics and their Cure. London : B. T.

Batsford. Edinburgh: A. Eliot. 1896.

“Theatre Panics and their Cure” is the title

of a small pamphlet which has been issued

together with some plans claiming to illustrate a

safe theatre. We regret that the efforts, no doubt

well meant, of the authors of the pamphlet and

the drawings are about fifteen years too late in

the date of their publication. Instead of aiming

at clear and straightforward planning with roomy

staircases, which is the essence of safety for an

audience, they try innumerable make-shifts,

among which the most noticeable are the galleries

running round the theatre at each tier. Such
make-shifts remind one of those first proposed

during the period of panic legislation after the

“Ring” Theatre and Nice Opera House calami-

ties, and do not speak well either for the authors’

reading or practical experience. The proposed

galleries and the special emergency staircases

leading from them take up far more space on the

superficial area than well-planned and roomy
staircases and passages would have required. It

is absolutely wrong to lay stress on “emergency”
exits, as it is a well-known fact that an audience

will always make for the exits which served as

entrances when they approached their seats. The
very terms “ emergency ” exit and “ emergency”
staircase should be cancelled from the vocabulary

of theatre architects, as far as the safety of the

public is concerned. It should be their ambition

on the other hand to obtain clear and straightfor-

ward approaches without any complications what-

ever, and the maximum of symmetry in the dis-

position of doors and stairs on either side of the

house. The idea of the emergency galleries, we
should add, has been already carried out in the
“ Flemish ” Theatre at Brussels, erected in the

year 1887. We regret that the labour which has

evidently been employed in preparing the draw-

ings should have been so misapplied.

Gothic Wood-carving : being a Series of Drawhiqs
from the original ivork chiefly ofthe Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Centuries. With explanatory

Notes. By Franklyn A. Crallan. London:
B. T. Batsford. 1S96.

Is there going to be a revival of the Gothic re-

vival ? Mr. Crallan’s book would suggest the idea,

for his large lithographed drawings of Gothic
woodwork finials, bench - ends, &c., well

selected and very w’ell executed, form exactly

the kind of illustrations which used to be
published forty or fifty years ago ; they

remind us of the days of “ Brandon’s Analysis”

and other such standard books. Mr. Crallan,

who has been instructor in wood carving at the

Municipal Technical College at Derby, says that

his intention in the book was to re-awaken an
interest in a branch of art which had languished

for many years. Whether he means Gothic

art in general or Gothic wood-carving in

particular is not very clear ; if the former, he
must have lived rather apart from the

movement of the day to have been taken by
surprise with the discovery that Gothic art had
dropped very much out of practice for a good
while past. For one professed object of the

book, the desire to furnish models or suggestions

for carving classes which could be formed to

beautify their local churches with carving in the

same spirit as Mediajval work, the book is well

adapted, the examples being carefully drawn
to a large size. And although the passion for

Gothic detail which belonged to the revival has
died out, people will still want good drawings of
It, and they will find here one class of work well
illustrated.

Correspondence.

To the Editor The Builder.

COPPER ROOFS.
Sir,—

I

n case you receive no replies more to the
point. I may cite, in response to Mr. C. J. Fergu-
son's letter in the Builder of last week :

—

1. The dome of St. Joseph's, Highgate Hill, the
Church of the Passionists, which, when I saw it last,

in August, was light green in colour. The church,
opened November 22, i88g, is described in the
Builder of November 30, i88g. The architect was
Mr. Albert Vicars, then of Somerset-chambers,
Strand.

2. The spire, covered in 1784, of Hampstead
Parish Church, 1747.

3. Mr. Ewart's lecture on “Roof Coverings,"
read before the Architectural Association on No-
vember 6 last, and reported in the Builder, No-
vember 21 last. Mr. Ewart mentions, for its colour,
Hampstead spire

;
and (in his reply after the discus-

sion on his paper) the roof of York Minster for its

colour.

4. If my memory serves me—the spire of St.

Mary’s Parish Church, Battersea. D.M.

Ube Student’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—HI.
HRICKLAYER.

HIS is one of the easiest trades for which

to write a specification, but, at the same
time care must be taken not to indulge

too much in generalities, to which the work of

this trade particularly lends itself. As before

premised, begin with the materials, and follow up

with the various kinds of work, thus :

—

Bricks .—The bricks for walling to be approved,

sound, hard, well burned, whole stocks and no

bats are to be used except where legitimately

required for bond. The bricks for facing to

external walls to be Fareham first quality red

facing bricks of a tint to be approved by the

architect. (If varieties of bricks are to be used

for various parts of the building, these must, of

course, be here specified.)

Lime ,—The lime to be freshly burnt blue lias

lime of approved quality. (Ifgrey clialk, Dorking,

Merstham, selinitic or other lime is required,

state so.)

The sand to be clean, sharp river sand

from above bridge, of medium coarseness and
approved quality (or pit or sea sand if desired or

allowed).

Cement.—The cement to be Portland cement

of Messrs 1 . C. Johnson &; Co.’s (or other

selected firm) manufacture, to weigh not less than

112 lbs. (or upwards, if a slow-setting, heavy

cement is wanted) per striked bushel, and ground

sufficiently fine to pass go per cent, through a

sieve of 2,500 meshes to the square inch, and to

bear a tensile strain of not less than 300 lbs. (or

up to 450 lbs. if very high quality) on the square

inch of a briquette seven days old kept under

water.

Mortar.—The mortar to be compose of i

part ®f lime to 3 parts of sand, to be mixed

in a pug mill and prepared in quantities sufficient

only for one day’s consumption. Cement mortar

to be prepared as required in small quantities,

and to be mixed in the proportion of i part of

cement to 2 parts of sand.

Brick Walls.—Bmld all walls throughout of

the various heights and thicknesses shown and

figured on the drawings, with all the projections,

recesses, openings, &c., shown, in their proper

positions. The footings of all walls to be of the

number of courses shown (or of the number of

courses required by the London Building Act,

1894, or by the local by-laws), each course pro-

jecting 2^ ins. beyond the face of wall or footing

immediately above same. To be built perfectly

level, not to rake with the ground, but to be

stepped up where the levels vary, as may be

directed by the architect. The drawings show,

and the contract includes, an uniform depth of

brickwork {7 ft.) to bottom of footings from the

ground floor level, but the contractor is to follow

the instructions of the architect as to the precise

level at which the brickwork is to commence
after the foundations have been approved by the

architect.

The brickwork is to be carried up in level

courses in English bond with buttered joints, and
each course well flushed up. (Buttered joints are

better than grouting unless this latter is done in

liquid cement, and even then may be reasonably

preferred.) No portions of walls to exceed 3 ft.

above the adjoining parts whilst being built, and
to be racked back and not toothed up. All bricks

laid in dry weather to be well soaked previous to

being used. No four courses to rise more than

I in. (or i§ in,) in addition to the thickness

of the bricks laid without mortar.

Brickivork in Cement, — All brickwork in

chimney stacks above roof level, all brickwork

erected as piers standing alone, and such parts of

the walls as are shown hatched on plans to be

built in cement mortar. The half-btick wails to

be built wholly in stretchers and in cement
mortar.

Hollow Walls.— {\{ these are intended specify

thus). The hollow walls shown on plans to be
built in two thicknesses, 9 in. internal, and 4.I in.

external, with a 2Vin. cavity, bonded together

with wrought-iron ties, dipped in tar and sanded,

every (18 in. to 3ft.) in height and 2 ft. 3 in.

(iSin. or 3 ft.) apart. The hollow and ties to be

kept free of mortar droppings by haybands to be
lifted as work proceeds. The damp course to

hollow walls to be laid at two levels, that over

inner thickness one course above that over re-

mainder. The perpends of bottom course to be
left open. Build in for ventilation of cavity (if

this is desired and it keeps cavity drier) gin. by

3 in. terra-cotta air bricks, 3 ft. apart at bottom
of cavity, and also immediately under eaves. All

door and window openings in hollow walls to have
immediately over arches an apron of 5 lbs. lead

projecting ^ in. from face of wall extending

through outer thickness, across space, turned

up 2 in. against inner thickness, and extending

pin. each way beyond frame. The perpends of

course immediately over these aprons to be left

open.

Facings and Pointing .—The facings to be
carried out in English bond, the perpends care-

fully kept, and the joints pointed at completion
with a neat struck weather joint in grey tinted

mortar (or as may be desired. If diaper work is

intended or ornamental bonding, describe it thus).

The diaper work shown on south elevation to

be executed in cross bond (or Flemish, &c.) with

the pattern in black header bricks from Sussex.

No staining or colouring is on any account to be
applied to any brickwork, and the brickwork is

not to be rubbed down before pointing, but

washed only with a weak solution of green

copperas. (State if work in cement is to be

p nnted in cement, or if joints are to be raked

out and pointed to match facings.)

The inner faces of walls where plastered to be
left with rough joints, as key for plaster, and in

other cases to be worked fair with flush joints and
twice Hmewhited (or dinged with a wet brush and
distempered to an approved tint).

Gauged work.—(Refer to the parts where this

occurs.) The ... to be executed in gauged
work with Lawrence’s orange-red rubbers (or

Suffolks, &.C,), the moulded work to be carefully

cut and rubbed to the architect’s full size details.

The gauged work to be set in lime putty, with

^ in. joints, and each course of plain wall to

range with a course of the backing. (If there is

carving the rubbers are sometimes set in shellac.

If this is desired say so.)

.Arches .—The external arches on front eleva-

tion to be executed in gauged work ; the re-

mainder to be fair axed arches. The arches to

fireplace openings to have two half-brick rings in

cement, and wrought-iron chimney bars, in.

by § in., each 18 in. longer than openings, split

and turned up and down at ends. The trimmer

arches to be half-brick in cement rampant
.arches, to avoid the use of feather-edged

springers.

Chimneys .—The kitchen flue to be 14 in. by

14 in., the remainder 14 in. by 9 in., all to be

pargeted with cow-dung mortar, properly cored,

and finished with Cooper’s, of Maidenhead, red

terra-cotta chimney pots, No. in list, p.c.

each, to be bedded in brickwork for 9 in., and

flaunched up in cement.

Hoop-iron Bond.—Lay throughout all walls

under sills of first-floor windows a continuous

range of hoop-iron bond. No. 15 gauge, i^in.

wide, tarred and sanded, and laid in cement
three courses in height, and one row to every

half-brick in thickness of wall.

Moulded Strings, J.r.—(Describe these, stating

whether stock patterns are to be used ; if so, refer

to catalogue, and give price, or if to be purpose

made to special full size details).

Plinths.—(Describe if of special brick, as salt-

glazed, what the plinth course is to be, if plinth is

to be battered, or any other special treatment.

)

Damb-proof Course .—A damp-proof course of

Val de Travers asphalte, jin. thick, is to belaid

in all walls, and this work is to be executed by
the company’s workmen.
Air Bricks .—Build in where directed No. 60

red terra-cotta air gratings, 9 in. by 3 in., to venti-

late floors and form proper splayed apertures

for same, and render around in cement.

Copings. — (If brick copings are intended,

describe them.) The coping to back wall of office

building to be of brick on edge and double tile

creasing, all set and pointed in cement.

Window Sills (if brick ).—The window sills on

first floor to be executed in splayed brick on edge,

set and pointed in cement, with tile course under

projecting 'i
in.

Favinss.—V&ve the floor of scullery with 6-in.

red Staffordshire tiles bedded and jointed in

cement on 6-in. bed of Portland cement concrete.

Pave the coal place with hard brick-on-edge

paving set and jointed in mortar on a bed of sand

3 in. thick (or as desired). The kitchen yard to be

laid with Jones’s granolithic paving, in. thick,

on a 4-in. bed of cement concrete, laid to current.

The contractor is to lay the concrete bed after

excavating the surface soil and filling in with
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9-iQ. bed of dry brick rubbish, and the grano-
lithic paving is to be laid by the patentee at the
p.c. sum of los. per yard, which is to be paid to

the patentee by the contractor within fourteen
days after the production of the architect’s certi-

ficate.

(Similarly describe any other pavings, asphalte,
Stafifordshire brick, or other material.)

Brick Steps .—(Describe these, if any.)
Boundary Walls,—Build garden fence walls on

three sides of site, one brick thick, in Flemish
garden wall bjnd fair on both sides, and finish

with half round salt glazed brick coping, set and
pointed in cement, with double tile creasing.
These walls to be 6 ft. high above ground, and
I ft. 6 below, with two courses of footings and
12 in. bed of concrete. Piers 18 in. by rS in. to

be built, every 10 ft. apart. Damp course of two
courses of slate in cement to break joint.

OBITUAR V.

Herr Engelbert PEiKKER.~Of eminent Ger-
man sculptors deceased during the winter, we would
notice the death of Herr Engelbert Peiffer, of Ham-
burg, whose work was well known throughout
Northern Germany. He was the architectural
sculptor who commonly had commissions from the
leading German architects, such as Messrs. Ende
and Boeckmann, of Berlin. He also sometimes
practised as an architect, and in this capacity was
associated with the well-known Hanseatic Building
Company, which nourished between 1870 and 1880.
He was exceedingly popular and much reputed for
his talent in arranging special decorations on festive
occasions—such as the visit of the Emperor to
Hamburg in 1895—when he carried out the decora-
tion of the Alster Lake and the artificial island
which was constructed upon it.

Dr. Albert Ilg,—We regret to record the death
of the well-known arch.xologist and art historian—Dr. Albert Ilg—one of the departmental chiefs
of the Science and Art Museum at Vienna. Herr
Ilg died at the early age of forty-nine, and has held
offices as custodian in several important museums.
He was well-known in arcba-ological circles through-
out the Continent, and was the author of several
important works.
Mr. W. T. Robson.—The death is announced

of Mr. William T. Robson, of Grainger-street and
Crossley-terrace, Newcastle, architect and surveyor,
who died at Newcastle on the iith inst. The
deceased gentleman, who had been in an ailing
stale of health for some lime, whilst walking along
Newgate-street on the 9th inst. was seized with a
fit, and was carried to the Infirmary, where he died
at the age of 32.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Schools, Gateshead.—Two school buildings

are in course of erection in Gateshead. On the
Pligher Grade School site, in Shipcote-lane, near
Prince Consort-road, the new offices of the Gates-
head School Board are being built, by Messrs. T. &
R. Lamb, contractors, Gateshead, according to
plans by Mr. Edwin Bowman, architect, Newcastle,
and under the supervision of Mr. W. Edington,
clerk of the works. The cost is not to exceed 3,500/.
The building will be two stories high, and the
board-room will be on the first floor, and will com-
municate with a members’ room, and have adjacent
a cloakroom and lavatory. The building will
have brick walls with stone dressings and panels
of carved stone. The roofs will be boarded and
slated, and the walls and ceilings plastered. The
other building is situated at Kpll's-lane, Low Fell
There is accommodation for 880 children in the
building. It is of two stories, and is planned on
the central hall system, with class-rooms at the
sides. Two staircase towers give access to the first

floor, where there are sever.al class-rooms. There
is ample lavatory accommodation

;
and a gymnasium—about 87 ft. long—together with a cookery class-

room, scullery, and manual instruction room, have
been formed in the roof. The school is heated
throughout with hot water. The material used in

the building is brick, and the facings are of Foster’s
pressed red brick. Large covered playgrounds are
provided for boys and girls. Mr. Joseph Elliot, of
North Shields, is contractor, and the work has been
planned and supervised by Messrs, Oliver & Leeson,
architects, Newcastle.
Technical School, Dudley.—

O

n the 5th inst,

the new Technical School in Stafford-street, Dudley,
was formally opened. The Town Council having
purchased the Stafford-street school, structural
alterations were carried out by Messrs. Webb &
Round, in order to adapt the premises for technical
school purposes. On the first floor there are a large
lecture theatre (with a graduated raised floor, capable
of accommodating 150 students), demonstrator’s
private room, chemical laboratory, stores, &c.

;
whilst

on the ground-floor there are three class-rooms. The
alterations have been carried out under the direction
of the Borough Surveyor, Mr. J. Gammage.
Board Schools, Morley.—The new schools

erected in Bridge-street, by the Morley School Board,
were opened on the ist inst. The accommodation,
exclusive of central hall and cookery room, is for

boys and girls 688, and infants 350; total, 1,038.
The architect Is Mr. G. A, Fox, of Dewsbury.

School, Thornliebank, N.B.—Thornliebank
Public School Buildings were declared open on the
5th inst. The plan of the reconstructed school is of
the central hall type, with class-rooms grouped
round, and the building being one story in height,
all the rooms and corridors are on the same leveL
The main entrance for boys and girls fronts the
public road

; the infants enter at the west side,

while the boys have also an exit to the east side.

The basement is entirely set apart for boilers, heat-
ing apparatus, &c., while the ventilation is designed
on the plenum system. Artificial light will be sup-
plied by gas pendants fitted with incandescent
lamps. The total cost is estimated at 10,000/. Mr.
W. G, Rowan, Glasgow, is architect, Mr. A. B.

Watson, measurer, and Messrs. Cameron & Dalglish,
Thornliebank, builders.

Post Office, Harrogate.—The new post-office

at Harrogate has just been opened. The architect
is Mr. H. Tanner, of the Office of Works, and the
style of the building is Perpendicular, freely treated.
The post-office has been built of stone, with dressing
of Pateley Bridge stone. The building was com-
menced on October 15, 1894, and has been erected
at a cost of upwards of 9,000/. The new offices

stand on a comer site at the junction of Chapel-street
and Carabridge-road. The contractors were Messrs.
William Ives & Son, of Shipley.

Premises, Scottish Wholesale Co-opera-
tive Society, Glasgow.—The new premises of
the Scottish Co-op>erative Wholesale Society in

Morrison-street, Glasgow, which have been built at
a cost of about 90,000/., were opened recently.
Situated on the south side of the Clyde, overlooking
Kingston Dock, the new buildings are five stories in

height, and cover about an acre of ground. The
principal front to Morrison-street is 215 ft. long.
The main pediment at the base of a tower is filled

with emblematic sculpture. A round towei: at the
back of the pediment, 70ft. high, is divided into
bays by Ionic columns, and surmounted by a figure
representing Light and Liberty, bolding in her ex-
tended arm an electric light. The main entrance
is by an ornamental wrought-iron gate in the centre
division of Morrison-street front, and through a
tower 150 ft. high into a vestibule, laid with mosaic
and lined and panelled with Sicilian marble
and Parian cement, and divided into bays by
quarter pilasters and Ionic columns. Beyond this

is a large entrance hall and staircase, and right and
left from it corridors leading to the various sub-com-
mittee and buyers' rooms, thirty in number. The
board-room is also on the ground floor

;
on the first

floor are the cashiers' and auditors’ departments,
while the rest of the building is designed for ware-
house purposes. The premises are illuminated by
electric light. The work, with the exception of the
sculpture, marble and mosaic, iron and glazing work,
was done by .artisans employed directly by the
Society. The architects were Messrs. Bruce &Hay,
Glasgow.

St. Kessog’s Church, Auchterarder, Perth.
—This church, the memorial stone of which has Just
been laid, is situated in a park of24 acres on the north
side of the High-street of Auchterarder. The church
consists of a nave, 48 ft. by 24 ft., and a chancel,
26 ft. by 24 ft., separated by a stone chancel arch,
with carved capitals. The porch is at the south-
west corner of the nave and in a niche above the
doorway is a statue of St Kessog. Thu vestries and
organ chamber, with heating chamber underneath,
are on the north side of the chancel. The chancel
is the same width as the nave, and the roof is, exter-
nally, the same height in both, the ridging of red
tiles being continuous from one end of the building
to the other, except over the chancel arch, where it

is intersected by tte fieche. The fleche is of wood,
covered, like the rest of the building, with green
slates from Aberfoyle. It rises to a height of 70 ft.

Externally and internally the walls are of warm red
local stone, the dressings being in white stone from
Auchinlea Quarries, near Motherwell. The roofs are
of dressed timber, open to the ridge, 35 It. above the
floor of the nave. The nave is divided into four bays,
and is lighted by groups of double lancets along the
sides, and by triple traceried lancets in the west gable.
The chancel is divided into two bays. The east
window is placed high in the gable so to give space
for a reredos over the altar. The altar and reredos
are to be of stone, with marble columns, and the
panels filled in with sacred subjects in mosaic. The
alt.Tr is raised above the floor level of the nave by
eight steps. On the south side of the sanctuary are
placed the stone sedilia, piscina, and credence. The
navewill accommodate nearly20o persons. The archi-
tects are Messrs. Ross & Macteth, of Inverness.

The contractors are—Mason : Peter Anderson-
Auchterarder

;
carpenter

: James Martin, Auch,
terarder

;
slater : R. Gibson, Auchterarder

;
plum-

ber
: James Macleish, Perth; painter and glazier:

C. Alexander. Perth.

New Church of St. Mary Magdalene,
Alsager, Cheshire.—This church is of the Deco-
rated style and consists of a nave and chancel 26 ft.

wide, north and south aisles opening into nave by
arcades of five bays each, and organ chamber on the
north side of the chancel, with choir and clergy ves-

tries opening out of the same. The church will be
entered at the west end by north and south porches,
both of which open into the tower, which is 16 ft.

square, and forms the baptistry. The tower will be
surmounted by a spire. The total length of the
church is 124 ft., and the width across the nave and
aisles, 56 ft. The portion now carried out consists
of the chancel, organ chamber, and vestries, the
nave, with the south aisle and a portion of the north
aisle, the south porch, and the lower portion of the
tower to the level of the roof of the nave. The church
is seated at present for 450, but will eventually ac-

commodate 700 people. "The cost of the present
portion will exceed 8,000/., an additional sum of

1,500/. being required to complete the tower and
spire. The church is built of Alton stone through-
out, the roofs, seats, and dados being of pitch-pine,

and, the chancel seats, altar rail and altar table of

wainscot oak. The roofs of the nave and chancel
are covered with red Staffordshire tiles, and of the
aisles and porches with lead, the ceilings throughout
being boarded. The heating is effected by hot-water
pipes on the low-pressure system. The present con-
tract has been executed by Mr. John Fielding, of
Alton, and Messrs. Austin & Paley, of Lancaster, are

the architects.

Schools, Doncaster.

—

The new elementary
schools connected with St. James’s Church, at

Doncaster, were opened recently by Mr. Ivatt, Great
Northern Railway Chief Engineer and Locomotive
Superintendent. On the site is a school providing

' accommodation for 310 girls, and at the junction of

Stirling-street and Green Dyke-lane is a school pro-

viding accommodation for 352 boys. The girls'

school has a clock tower and clock. The school

buildings and fittings cost 4,500/. Messrs. Brundell,

Simmons, & Brundell were the architects, and the

builders were Messrs. Arnold & Sons, of Doncaster.

School, Aberlour, N.B.—On the sth inst. the

new public school erected by the School Board of

Aberlour was opened. The new school is situated

opposite the Fleming Hall. Entering by the main
door, which is at the west, the lobby, to the right

and left of which there are teachers' retiring rooms,
is reached, and it leads into the central hall,

measuring 40 ft. by 27 It. by 24 ft. high. From the

hall the various classrooms are entered. Besides

these, there are cloak and retiring rooms. Outside
shelter shades have been provided for boys and girls.

The cost of the buildings is about 3,500/., and they

are built from plans supplied by Mr. Watt,
Aberdeen.
School, Blaisdon, Gloucf.stershire.—A new

National school has been erected at Blaisdon. The
schoolroom is 36 ft. by 18 ft. by 15 ft. high, the

accommodation being for about ninety children.

The work was entrusted to Messrs. King & Son,

Gloucester, from designs of Mr, F. W. Waller.

School Extension, Farndon, Nottingham-
shire.—The foundation-stone of a new infants' class-

room, with cloakroom attached, was laid on the 7th

inst. at Farndon. near Newark. The building contract

, is in the bands of Mr. Fox, of Farndon, and the

architects are Messrs. Sheppard & Harrison, of

Newark.
Theatre, [Leeds.— It is proposed to erect at

Leeds, on the south side of the river, a new theatre,

at the junction of Jack-lane and Meadow-road. The
new theatre, which is to be called the "Victoria,'

has been designed by Mr. William Smelt, architect,

Newcastle, assisted by Mr. F. W. Rhodes, architect.

Upper Wortley. It is proposed that the front of

the building should be of red Ruabon bricks,

relieved by stone and terra cotta dressings. The
front is on a curve, which is broken up into sections

by pilasters with ornamental bases and caps. There

will be four lock-up shops each 14 ft. 6 in. in height.

Seating accommodation will be provided in_ the

theatre for over 3,200 persons. The pit, which will be

60 fL by 76 ft., will seat 1,300, and in the stalls there

will be accommodation for 130. In the circle there

will be seats for 480, and the gallery will seat the

same number of persons as the pit. There will also

be six stage boxes. From the pit three exits will be

constnicted, on a level with and leading directly into

the street. The gallery will have two exits. The
circle will be approached by a marble staircase, at

the top of which there will be a large crush room.

Etehind the circle a refreshment saloon will be placed,

28ft. by 18ft., and isft. in height. Ladies' and

gentlemen's cloak rooms will also be provided. In

connexion with the pit there will be another refresh-

ment saloon, 28 ft. by 19 ft., and 15 ft. in height.

The stage portion of the building will be 62 ft. by

36 ft., and 48 ft. to the grid. The proscenium front

will be 32 ft. wide and 31 ft, high. The stage will be

separated from the auditorium by a fireproof curtain,

and it is inlended that the building should be

fireproof. The estimated cost is about 15.C00/,

Proposed Theatre, Smethwick.— It is pro-

posed to erect a theatre in Rolfe-street, Smethwick,

at a cost of 8,000/. The building will cover a site

of 1,500 square yards, and afford sitting accommo-
dation for 2,300 persons. The principal entrances

will be in Rolfe-street. the galleries being approached

from aside-road. There will be four staircases from

the gallery, including an outside iron escape stair-

case for use in case of panic. The stage will be

63 ft. by 44 ft. The structure is to be made as nearly

fireproof as possible, and will be lighted by elec-

tricity. An ornamental iron verandah will extend

over the footpath the whole length of the building.

Messrs. Owen & Ward, of Birmingham, are the

architects, and Messrs. J. Harley S: Son, of Smeth-
• wick, the contractors.
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New Premises, Lancashire Insurance ComT
PANY, Glasgow.—

O

n the 7th inst., the memorial

stone was laid of the range of buildings erected by
the Lancashire Insurance Company, Glasgow. The
structure has a frontage of 60 ft. 9 in. to West
George-street, and of 108 ft. 9 in. to Renfield-street.

It is five stories in height, with a basement and attic

floor, and on the Renfield-street frontage there is

an entresol. The Company’s offices will occupy the

ground floor in West George-street, with a central

portico for the entrance, surmounted by the arms of

the company. The other portions of the buildings

will be occupied as shops and business chambers,

and will be provided with a passenger hydraulic lift

for the whole of the upper flats, entering from West
George-street. The stone used is red freestone from

Locharbriggs Quarry, near Dumfries. The archi-

tect is Mr. J. Thomson, of Glasgow.

Police-Station, Gardenstown, Banff.—The
new police-station at Gardenstown is now almost

completed. The contractors for the work were ;

—

Mason, Mr. R. Morrison, Macduff
;
carpenter, Mr.

John Gordon, Macduff; plasterer, Mr. Gibson,

Banff; slater, Mr. Liddel, Macduff; plumber, Mr.

A. Stracban, Banff
;
and painter, Mr. Forbes Watt,

Banff. The architect was Mr. M'William, Portsoy.

Technical Schools and Public Library,
Longton.

—

The foundation-stone of these schools

was laid on the 17th inst. “with Masonic honours,”

before a large number of spectators assembled in a

tent specially erected. The Prince of Wales, as

Grand Master, laid the stone with the usual for-

malities, the Borough Surveyor representing the

architect, who is in fact not yet selected, no design

having yet baen selected from the competition

drawings sent in, so that the ceremonial seems to

have been a little premature.

Propo.sed Public Hall, Teignmouth.—

A

meeting was held at Teignmouth on the 9th inst. to

consider the question of the erection of a public

hall. Mr. J. Watson, architect, Torquay, pre-

sented plans, and it was resolved that a site be secured

and a hall erected provided the necessary capital

was forthcoming, and that alternative plans be pro-

duced at the next meeting.

Tower, West Riding County Offices.—
Some months ago Messrs. Gibson & Russell,

London, the architects for the County Council

Offices at Wakefield, suggested that the tower should

be heightened, but the General Purposes Committee
at that time were not satisfied that the heightening

was necessary. The architects, liowever, again
brought forward the subject, and furnished perspec-

tive drawings showing the appearance of the tower

as it will actually present itself from various points

of view. By the instructions of the Chairman of

the County Council and the Chairman of the Com-
mittee, the designs and perspective sketches showing
the tower as originally designed and as proposed to

be heightened were submitted to the Royal Institute

of British Architects with the object of eliciting

their opinion. The Institute expressed the view
that the County Council should take the advice of

their architects in the matter. The Committee, after

very careful consideration, have satisfied themselves

that the appearance of the tower will be very disap-

pointing, owing to the fore-shortening, unless it is

heightened in accordance with the architects' pro-

posal, and they recommend the County Council to

grant 651/. 13s. 4d. for carrying out the work.

—

Leeds Mercury.
EXTF.NS10N OF Eccles Town Hall.—At the

last monthly meeting of the Eccles Town Council,

Councillor Oldfield moved, and Councillor Mort
seconded, the adoption of the minutes of the Town
Hall Committee, which included a resolution

approving of revised plans prepared by Mr. Bagot,

architect, for the proposed extension of the Town
Hall at an estimated cost of 4,500/. The original

estimate, prepared by the Borough Surveyor, was
3,500/., but this amount did not include all the

work contained in the plans of tlie architect.

Councillor F, Smith suggested that other plans

should be obtained before powers to borrow the

money were applied for. Alderman Parr agreed
that it would be well to have competitive plans for

the work of extension. The proceedings of the

Committee were adopted.

SANITAR YAND ENGINEERINGNE WS.

Bideford Old Bridge.— During recent years

Bideford and district have developed rapidly, until

the bridge which has provided passage over the

Torridge for centuries is totally inadequate for

present requirements. For a long time the Bridge
Feoffees have recognised this fact, and at last called

in Mr. C. E. Ware, M.Inst.C.E., of Exeter, to

survey the ancient structure and formulate a scheme,
or schemes, for widening and strengthening it. He
has now sent in plans of four schemes, all of which
provide for a widening of the bridge to 35 ft. (inclu-

sive of pathways). Each scheme provides for the
rounding off of the bridge at the western side—

a

much-needed improvement—and the lowest esti-

mated cost of the alteration is 9,851/., while the
highest is 17,976/. From a sentimental point of
view, it is to be regretted that the “ four and twenty
arches " immortalised by Kingsley are proposed to

be reduced, but doubtless the exigencies of the case
demand it, On one of the plans the number of

arches appears to be eleven, and on another twelve.

— Western Morning News.
Refuse Destruction, Handsworth, Bir-

mingham.—A Local Government Board inquiry

was held at the Council House, Handsworth, on
the 6th inst., concerning the application of the Dis-

trict Council for permission to borrow 8,500/. for

the purpose of erecting a refuse-destructor for the

district, Mr. F, H. Tulloch, M.Inst.C.E., was the

inspector appointed to hold the inquiry. The
Clerk to the Council (Mr. H, Ward) explained that

it was desired to build an eight-cell destructor, with

a chimney-stack 200 ft. high, with boilers and the

necessary buildings, including a couple of cottages

in Queen's Head-lane, Handsworth. Mr, E. Ken-
worthy, Surveyor to the Council, explained the

details of the scheme. He added that an eight-cell

destructor would be sufficient to meet the needs of

the district for the next eight or ten years at least.

Water Supply, Lerwick, Shetland,—At
the monthly meeting of the Burgh Commissioners of

Lerwick recently, plans of a proposed new water

scheme, which has been prepared by Messrs. C. &
A. Leslie & Reid, Edinburgh, were submitted. The
new scheme provides for the erection of three new
filters and two large settling ponds, also the laying

down of an additional six-inch main and other

necessary works. The cost of the whole works was
estimated at nearly 4,000/, It was resolved to

approve of the plans with some modifications.

Proposed Street Improvements, Warring-
ton.—On the 8th inst., at the Town Hall, Warring-
ton, Colonel W. Langton Coke, M.Inst.C.E.,

conducted an inquiry on behalf of the Local
Government Board in connexion with the applica-

tion of the Warrington Corporation to borrow

43,731/. for the purpose of street improvements.
"I'here were present the Mayor (Alderman Fair-

clough), Mr. J. L. Whittle (Town Clerk), Mr,
Longden (Borough Surveyor), and other officials

and members of the Corporation.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NEWS.
Electric Lighting ok Stirling.—The report

of Professor Kennedy, of London, the expert con-

sulted by the Stirling Police Commissioners as to the

introduction of the electric light into the burgh, has
just been received. The report shows generally that

the aggregate cost of lighting the compulsory area

—Port-street, King-street, and Muiray-place—would
be about 15,000/., but Professor Kennedyrecom-
mends that plant should also be put down lor light-

ing the residential part of the town, which would
bring the total cost to from 20,000/. to 22,000/.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Windows, Stony Str.\tford Parish Church.

—A series of six three-light windows has recently been
filled with stained glass in this church, the subjects of

which form a complete scheme. The first and last

were offerings of Mr. E. Swinfen Harris, architect,

in memory of his father and mother, the former one
having three types of “Duty ” :—(i) “ Our Lord and
St. Joseph in the Carpenter’s Shop at Nazareth,” (2)

“Joseph Distributing Corn to his Brethren,” (3) “St.

Joseph of Arimatba^a Begging Our Lord’s Body”;
the latter having :—(t) “ Our Lord and Nathanael,”

(2) “Jacob’s Dream,” (3) “Jacob Blessing the Sons
of Joseph. ' The whole series were designed by Mr.
N. H. J. Westlake, and are the work of Messrs.
Lavers & Westlake. They are a good example of

two essential points needful to the success of painted

glass—all being the work of one hand and one
“colour scheme,” and all following a prearranged
Bible story.

Windows, St. Margaret's Church, Bur-
ton-on-Trent.

—

The clearstory windows of St.

Margaret’s Church have been filled on the south
and west sides with stained glass. The old glass

taken out of the north and south transept windows
of St, Paul's Church has been adapted and im-
proved by new borders and fillings-in by Messrs.
Burlison & Grylls, of London. There are now
fifteen of the windows filled with stained glass.

FOREIGN.
France.—The medal granted annually by the

Soci6t6 Centrale des Architectes to the architectural

pupil who has gained the greatest number of

“recompenses” at the Ecole des Bcaux-Arts, has
been awarded this year to M. Gustave Umbden-
stock and M. John Van Pelt. The election for

the remodelling of the committee of the SocUii des

Artistes Francais ior the years 1897, 1898, 1899,
has just taken place at the Palais de I'Industrie.

The results in the Architectural Department are as

follows :—MM. Loviot, Gamier, Daumet, Laloux,

A. Normand, Pascal, Raulin, Ginain, Coquart.
and Redon. Last week, for one day only,

the pilblic were admitted into the Boussod and
Valladon Gallery (late Maison Goupil) to view

a large water-colour painting by M. Edouard
Detaille, which is to be offered to the Russian Sove-
reigns. It was ordered by the Franco-Russian
Syndicate. The picture represents the Imperial pro-

cession passing the troops which are collected in the

plain of Chilons-sur-Marne. The moment chosen

is when the Tsar is passing the flag of the Cbasseurs-

a-pied. and saluting it, at his right is the carriage

containing the Empress, with M. F6\ix Faure at her

side, at the end of the picture are the African and
Arabian troops. The details are done with the

utmost precision and with an ingenuous fidelity, which

redeems it from the ordinary modern historical

painting, but it is entirely wanting in anything like

poetry or sentiment. The Administration des

Voiries are now preparing a new regulation.

The projections in front of the doors will in

future bo regulated by the width of the road

in which the house is situated. The
Femmes Artistes have just opened their fifth

exhibition in the Georges Petit Gallery, where
several pictures of real merit are drowned in the

mass of mediocre works. We may mention the

landscapes of Mme. Brouardel. the flowers of Mmes.
Muraton, Foyot, and Louise Desbordes, and the

miniatures of Mme. Isbert. In the Durand Ruel

Gallery is an exhibition of Francs-Comptois artists.

The sculptor Injalbert has been commissioned
to execute the monument which is to be erected at

Sceaux in memory of the poet, Paul Arene, wbo has

recently died. The Society of Civil Engineers has

been authorised-by the Government to erect at the

junction of the Boulevard Per^ireand Rue Alphonse
de Neuville and Verniquet, the commemorative
monument to the engineer Eug6rie Flachat, who
made the Ceinture railway. This monument is

composed of a bust of Flachat, the work of Alfred

Boucher, placed on a pedestal by the architect,

Gaston Tielat, and ornamented with basreliefs.

M. Chaplain, Member of the Institute, has

just finished the model of the new gold coins

which are to bs circulated at the end of 1897.

M. Plalel has been elected President of the

new Soci<5t6 des Architects du Hdvre. M. Geay
has been elected Honorary President of the SocitJld

des Architects du Limousin, the acting President of

which is M. Dubet, architect at Perigueux. A
competition has been opened at ChrLlon-sur-Saone

for the making of a public garden in this town.

The prize has been awarded to MM. Latour, archi-

tect at Chdlon-sur-Saone, and Redont, architect at

Reims. The death of M. Eugene Maron is

announced. He left a “ Histoire de I'Art k Travers

les .‘^ges,” at which he had been working twenty
years, and fragments of which were published in the

magazine /.’Hr/. The death is also announced,
in Indo-China, of an architect of talent, M. Autoind
Gamier, inspector of batiments civils at PuOm-Penh
(Cambodia), Born at Lyons in 1859, M. Gamier
studied in the Pascal studio. He went to Indo-

China in 1895, where he shared in the building of

many buildings lately erected in the Protectorate—

•

hospitals, custom houses, and houses for French
residents in the province.

Germany.—We have frequently given some data
as to the enormous change by tenants of their resi-

dences that takes place at Berlin. It is interesting to

observe that at October quarter-day last over 100,000

tenants changed their residences. We under-
stand from the Deutsche Bauzeitung oi December 30,

1896, that there are sixteen candidates for the

annual Schinkel Studentship, which is a larger

number than is usually the case. The idea of
giving Berlin an Artists' Home or Club seems to be
finding considerable favour, and we understand that

a competition was opened some time back for

designs to remodel an old building, which we
believe to have been bought by the Berlin ” Society

of Artists.” The Hamburg municipal authorities

have arranged a course of public lectures for this

winter on subjects relating to building and public

works, more especially in connexion with those of

that city. This is one of the first instances in which
a German municipality has undertaken to arrange
lectures for the public of this kind. Of the many
compietitions which are being held for designs of

bridges, there is one for a bridge over the Elbe at

Harburg, where premiums to the amount of 900/.

have been offered. The comfjetition will be decided
during February, and among the assessors is the

City Architect of Hamburg. We understand that

the Prussian Government has been giving some
attention to the question of scavenging, and has
made a grant of 250/. to one of the societies inte-

rested in this subject, which is to be given as a
premium for the best proposed method of cleansing
a small town. Perhaps one of the most important
private theatrical enterprises which has yet been
carried out in Germany has lately been executed at

Munich, where a new “German” theatre and
casino has just been erected as a speculation. The
theatre contains accommodation for 2,000 persons,

whilst the casino includes a large restaurant, club
rooms, assembly rooms, billiard rooms, &c. Herr
Alexander Bluhm acted both as architect and con-
tractor for the work, but was assisted by a number
of prominent specialists, including Herr I.auten-

schlaeger, of Munich, for the stage fittings, Herr
Wagner and Herr Kramer forthe decorations. There
appears to be the possibility ofcombining the theatre,

the assembly rooms and the club rooms for special

festive occasions, when accommodation could be
found for altogether 6,000 visitors. There are a
number of tenements and shops in connexion with
the block. Of other theatres lately opened in

Germany, Bromberg has been given a municipal
playhouse costing 22,000/., with accommoda-
tion for an audience of 800 persons. Herr
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Heinrich Seeling, of Berlin, was the architect
; he

has practically become the theatre specialist of

Germany, his principal theatres being the Muni-
cipal theatres at Halle, Essen, Rostock, and a

private theatre at Berlin. Besides the Bismarck
monument at Berlin, memorials to Bismarck are to

be erected at Dresden and at Magdebourg. As is

customary in Germany, competitions were opened
for the design in both cases. The present year, it

appears, will again be associated with numerous
industrial exhibitions on the Continent, and of these,

perhaps one of the most important will be the forth-

coming exhibition at Leipzig, which will be opened
early m the summer. The situation of the exhibi-

tion has been well chosen on a wide and undulating
site near the Johanna Park, and the general plan was
the subject of a competition.

Norway and Sweden.—At Stockholm there is

to be an important competition for the design for a
central railway station, at which premiums of ap-
proximately 700/., 450/., and 225/. are offered. The
competition is an international one, and, hence,

architects of all countries are free to enter, but par-

ticulars as to the details have not yet reached us.

We understand that the Government_Office of Works
at Christiania has opened an interijational competi-
tion for the design of a new railway station at Chris-
tiana, and has offered premiums of 10,000, 4,000,

2,000, and 1.000 kroners. Particulars can be ob-

tained by applying to the Ministry, where the neces-
sary site plans are provided on depositing 50 kroners.

The sending in day is March 31, 1897. Tberequire-
ments of the programme are such as to necessitate

combined collaboration of an architect witharailway
engineer, and they ate by no means such as can be
solved by an architect without special knowledge of

railway matters. There will be a jury of assessors,

compri-sing three laymen and four specialists
; among

Ihelatteris Baurath Schwering of Berlin. Wescarcely
consider the Jury sufliciently representative, either as

legard.s the nature of the subject or Us international

importance.

Russia.—A competition has been opened fora'
large hospital at Stawropol, in the Caucasus, for

which the sending-in day is in April next. Of other

competitions, we hear from St. Petersburg that the
.Trotting Association at Moscow has opened an
international competition fora grand stand for three

thousand spectators, which is to be a substantial

structure, and for which the cost is limited to

350.000 roubles—about 55,000/, This Is an inter-

national competition ; the premiums are of consider-

able value, and the designs will be assessed by a
Jury of fifteen, of whom six are laymen and the other

nine architects. Particulars can be obtained from
the Architectural Society at Moscow. We have had
occasion to refer to the Theatre Competition which
is being held at Kieff, and which may be considered
an international one. Seeing the value of the

piemiums offered, we are much surprised to hear
that there are only sixteen designs before the Jury, and
of these we understand that there are seven from St.

Petersburg, and of the nine strangers three are from
Germany, two from France, one troni Sweden, and
one from Italy. We are indebted for this informa-

tion to Professor Schroeter.

MISCELLANEObS.
Professional and Business Announce-

ments.—Mr. H C. Eyres, London Agent of the
Coalbrcokdale Company, Limited, has resigned his

position there and assumed the position of manager
of the Architectural Department in London of the

Falkirk Iron Company, Mr. W. Galt Millar,

architect and surveyor, Reading, has taken into

partnership Mr. W. James Nasmyth, who will

carry on business with him under the style of Millar

and Nasmyth, at Reading and at 43, Cornmarket-
streei, Oxford, Mr. Nasmyth devoting his time
exclusively to the interests of the Oxford branch.

Timrer Trade During the Past Year.

—

According to Messrs. Foy, Morgan, & Co.'s annual
wood report for 1896, the past year has been excep-

tionally favourable for the timber trade, prices in

almost all departments having slowly hardened from
the commencement until the close of the season.

The grounds for the satisfactory nature of last year's

business and the increased cost of next season's

supplies are practically the same, being quite general

and net merely local. Among them, the most pro-

minent have been, firstly, the unusually open weather
last winter and spring, which permitted building

operations to proceed uninterruptedly, stimulating

consumption and leading to a considerable depletion

of customary stocks throughout the country
;

secondly, the unexpectedly cheap freights ruling in

the spring and summer, which allowed the gap in

stocks here to be filled at an almost imperceptible

increase in cost, thereby affording the merchants
the opportunity, while the demand continued un-

abated, of an easy turnover at a profit somewhat
more liberal than usual

;
and, finally, the sharp and

totally unforeseen rise in autumn freights, which
effectually prevented the impulse to import at a
time when such additions to stocks were certain to

become dangerous. As it is, the import during
1896 has expanded to an extent which in ordinary
seasons must have led to a general collapse in

prices, a result which has only been averted

by the favourable conditions, already named-
under which trade has been carried on.
In regard to imports from various countries, the
Board of Trade returns put the increase in the total
import into the United Kingdom of sawn goods
from Russia at 15 per cent, more than in the pre-
ceding year, but the surplus into London has been
proportionately greater than this, being at least an
additional 20 per cent. This surplus, moreover, has
been drawn mainly, if not entirely, from the White
Sea, Petersburg having contributed even less than
usual to the London stocks. From Sweden there
has been a further decline in the import of deals,
and a corresponding increase in battens, accom-
panied also by a remarkable expansion in the floor-
ing business. From Norway the import of planed
goods has been of almost the same proportions as in

the preceding year. Prices have improved con-
tinuously throughout the season, and a good market
awaits those with unsold stock available for shipment
during the winter and early spring. From Finland
the import has not greatly varied' from that in 1895.
The market improvement was the speediest, and
proportionately also the greatest, in the classes of
goods in which this country is chiefly concerned

—

battens, and tosome extent, flooring. From Canada
the import of pine into London has again been con-
siderable, and this, following on the excessive import
in the preceding year, leaves us with a present
stock considerably in excess of the probable require-

ments of the market, although the low standard of
prices prevailing is perhaps the best guarantee for

the continuance of the recent expansion in consump-
tion. In spruce the import has been much larger

than usual, but still not excessive. During the three
previous years the import had fallen on an average
to 7 or 8 per cent, below the annual consumption,
leaving the stock in hand at the commencement of
the present season one of the smallest on record.

Even now, notwithstanding the fact that last year's

import was actually greater than that of 1895 ^7
about 40 per cent., the stock which remains is,

owing to the large quantities which have passed into

consumption, only slightly in excess of the average,

although appearing unfavourably when compared
with the exceptionally small stock of last year. Oak
has been dull of sale all the year. The stock is now
ample, having regard to the fitful nature of the
demand. In elm the stock is not large, but there is

little inquiry, Birch experienced a sudden revival

in consequence of the advance last winter in the
price of mahogany, as a cheap substitute for which
it seemed to be suited. The import of both timber
and deals, &c.

,
has been larger than last year.

The mahogany trade during the year now closing
has been exceedingly satisfactory. During the first

three months of the year prices slowly but surely
advanced, after which they settled to a level which
has been maintained with but slight variation ever
since. In consequence of the somewhat limited
supplies, a quantity of wood of poor quality and
condition was sent in. which has resulted in the
value of minimum wood slightly declining, but such
imports have not been on a very large scale, and the
market has not seriously suffered thereby. There
has again been an increase in the importations of
cedar to Europe, the figures being about 30 per
cent, more than last year, but the character of the
wood imported differs from that of 1895. The
quantity from Cuba has dropped away to almost
trifling proportions, while the shipments from
Mexico and the West Coast of Centra! America
have increased to a very considerable extent. A
very important feature has been the enormous
quantity of Cedar imported from Paraguay. There
has been an excellent demand for greenheart timber
throughout the year, and as supplies have come
forward on a moderate scale prices have improved,
and the market is now very firm. The outlook for

1897 is favourable, as it appears probable that the
demand will quite keep pace with the importations.
Of seijuoia (Californian redwood), there having been
no fresh arrivals for nearly two years, a cargo which
came in during the autumn found the market
almost bare of slock, and is consequently selling at
good prices. The high price of mahogany has also
helped materially to keep up value. In American
black walnut logs of large size and of good quality
and manufacture continue to fetch high prices. In
Araeiican whitewood there is less demand for logs,
and prices are low. Prices for both quartered and
plain-sawn American oak have been fairly well
maintained. In Australasian hardwoods kauri
pine in planks has been in steady request throughout
the year. For hardwoods for paving the demand
in the London district during the year has been
rather disappointing, but the consumption in the
provinces has been more encouraging. For the
first time for several years the supply of Jarrah
has been ample, and the stock is quite large
enough to cover the probable requirements in this
market for several months.

By-laws and Buildings, Blackpool.—At a
meeting of the Blackpool Town Council on the 5th
inst., Mr. Grime proposed that a committee of
inquiry be appointed to take evidence and otherwise
inquire into the administration of the building by-
laws of the borough. Mr. Grime, in supporting his
motion, said it was difficult to imagine that such an
unsatisfactory state of affairs existed in the borough.
Here they had the Medical Officer complaining that

he and his department had no authority to insist

upon the first elements of public health. Dwelling-
houses, it was said, were frequently erected in viola-
tion of the very plans passed by the Corporation,
and inhabited in spite of the protest of the Medical
Officer regarding the insanitary condition of the
building. The regulation that houses should
not be occupied without a certificate was a
delusion. They had the surveyor openly repudiating
his responsibility for the carrying out of the by-law.
and along with the Chairman of the Committee
advocating the creation of a new authority apart
from the Council to carry out the by-laws. Archi-
tects and builders were openly saying that they
could not get equity and justice unless they had
friends at court, whilst other builders openly flouted
the hy-laws when the plans bad not been passed.
He appealed to the Council to endeavour to wipe
out one of the cankers of the public life of the town.
Alderman Buckley seconded the motion. Mr.
Dickenson, who defended the committee, said that
no favour was shown. Mr. Holden mentioned
instances of breaches of the by-laws. Mr. Brodie
laid the blame on the magistrates, who never con-
victed, and said that in many cases magistrates were
brought down specially to dismiss cases. The
motion was carried by ii votes to 3.

Pulpit for St. Mary's, Ashford.—A new
pulpit is to be placed in St. Mary's Church, Ashford.
The design is by Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A.

Building Officials at Berlin.—Amongst
the most important changes contemplated in the
official circles at Berlin, as far as the Commissioner
of Works’ office is concerned, we observe that Herr
Hinckeldyn, who so ably presided at the Berlin
Architectural Congress of 1896, is to fill the office of
Oberbaudirector.” This is one of the highest

appointments which a Prussian building official can
obtain, and relates particularly to the architectural
branch of the Department. Owing to the resigna-
tion of Herr '* Baudirector " Wieber, who was
specially connected with the survey sections of the
Department, Herr Kuramer has been appointed to
this office. Both the new officials are very popular
among Continental architects and engineers, and
theirappointments—which are dated from October i,

1896—have, consequently, been very well received.

Central School of Arts and Crafts,
Regent-street.—This week work has recom-
menced at the new Central School of Arts and
Crafts, which was opened in October last at 316,
Regent - street, opposite the Polytechnic. The
school has been established by the Technical Educa-
tion Board of the London County Council, and is

under the direction of the two art advisers of the
Board, Mr. George Frampton, A.R.A., and Mr.
W. R. Lethaby. The object of the school is to
provide for artisans who are engaged in trades
where artistic handicraft is required, a training both
in the principles of artistic design and in the appli-
cation of design to their specific industries. The
teaching is throughout specially directed to the
requirements of the trades in which the students are
engaged, and the school is only open to those who
are actually working at a trade, .-^t present the
school provides teaching mainly for those who are
engaged in the silver trades, and in those branches
of the building trade where artistic training is

specially needed
;
but steps are being taken to pro-

vide for other trades, such as the gilding and the
bookbinding trades, and it is not impossible that out
of the nucleus which exists at the Regent-street
school there may eventually grow a complete
system of artistic and technical instruction which
will ensure for the artisans of the Metropolis that
sound and practical artistic training which they
require to enable them to hold their own in the
industrial struggle with foreign countries.

Royal Visit to Tile Works. Stokf.-on-
Trent.—During the recent Royal visit to Trentham
Hall, the Princess of Wales visited the works of
Messrs. W. T. Copeland & Sons, manufacturers of
ceramic wares, Stoke-on-Trent. The Princess after-
wards proceeded to the patent tile works of Messrs.
Minton, Hollins, & Co., where they were received
by Mr. J. B. Ashwell (Town Clerk of Stoke-on-
Trent), who is the representative of Col. Hollins,
and by Mr. Darlington, the manager. The Princess
and party were first shown the method of tile-making
by the dry dust process, after which the manufacture
of tiles from plastic clay engaged attention. The
show-room was subsequently inspected. An arrange-
ment of tiles, similar to those supplied to form a
dado at Appleton House for Princess Maud, was
seen.

Artificial Illumination.—Lecturing on this
subject on Sunday afternoon last at St. George's
Hall, Laogham-place, Professor V. B. Lewes showed
that, until the advent of the electric light, flame had
no rival as a source of artificial illumination, and if

we attempted to trace the genesis of our illuminants
we found ourselves taken back to the days of the old
Norsemen who, using branches of pinewood to cook
the spoil of their hunters, noticed that as the fat

melted and dropped upon the burning embers they
blazed anew, and emitted far more tight than when
the wood burned alone

; and the idea naturally arose
of steeping the wood in heated fat before using it

as a torch. They tried dipping thin pine rods into
their fat pots, so building up a rough form of candle.
They soon, however, found that the wood burnt far
too slowly to keep pace with the fat, and at length
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bund that a core of the pith of rushes gave the best

esult, and thus was created the “ rush-light,” which
>layed the part of illuminant and time-keeper to our
Saxon ancestors, and which might even now be met
vith in some of the old-world villages where the in-

'Oads of modern improvements had not as yet

•eacbed. Flame was one of the chief manifestations
if combustion, which was the generation of heat and
ight during intensely active chemical combination,
Asually that of the oxygen of the air with the
rombustilile substance. Flame was burning gas,

ind hence the combustible must be a gas, or be
:apable of vaporisation. The terms “com-
bustible” and “supporter of combustion” were
purely relative, as a jet of air would burn as readily

in an atmosphere of coal gas as a coal-gas jet would
in air. Many theories had been advanced as to the
:ause of luminosity in fiame, but the first and most
etenerally accepted was the one enunciated by Sir

Humphrey Davy, that when a gas containing car-
oonaceous material was burnt, the luminosity was
lue to the separation of minute carbon particles

leated to incandescence by the combustion going on
iround them. A flame was generally considered to

lonsist of three parts, the inner dark zone where the
'ases were subjected to a preliminary baking, the
uminous zone in which the particles, after being
eparated were raised to incandescence and yielded
he light, and a faint non-luminous zone, or mantle,
othe flame where complete combustion was taking
)lace. The luminosity of hydrocarbon flames was
argely due to the gas acetylene, which contained
welve parts by weight of carbon to one of hydrogen,
Vcetylene was first isolated by Edmund Davy in

.836, but it was not till the last few years that a
imple mode of manufacture had brought it within
he range of commercial possibility. A Mr.
r. L. Wilson devised a process for manufacturing
iluminiuin by the electric furnace, and endeavouring
0 obtain the metal calcium in the same way, using
ime in place of alumina, he obtained an extremely
lard semi-crystalline body. Regarding this as
iseless, he threw it into the neighbouring stream,
vhen an instant evolution of large quantities of gas
ittracted attention. The gas proved to be acetylene,

jid the solid obtained carbide of calcium. This
;as, when consumed in burners of the proper kind,
imitted a light fifteen to twenty times greater than
hat of ordinary coal-gas, and the ease of its pro-
luclion and its marvellous luminosity rendered this

liscovery one of the most interesting chapters in the
listory of artificial illumination.

Bkthnal Green Museum.—We have received
1 copy of the catalogue of a collection of Oriental
^orcelain lent to the Bethnal Green Museum by Sir

Wollaston Franks, by whom, as we gather, the
lescriptive catalogue is written. The catalogue,
tudied with the collection, forms a most instructive
.nalysis of the subject. Itincludes a special chapter
in the marks on Continental Porcelain. We have
Iso received the catalogue, by Mr. Hungerford
’ollen, of the loan collection of English Furniture
.nd Figured Silks at the same museum. Both are
(ublished by Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode.

Peterborough Cathedral.— The following
jtter has been addressed by architects in Leicester

0 the Dean and Chapter of Peterborough : “We,
he undersigned, architects and surveyors of Leices-
er (being the largest town in the diocese}, having
ull confidence in the judgment of jour architect, Mr.
. L. Pearson, R.A., and knowing from what he
las done in the past that any work he does to the
Vest Front of Peterborough Cathedral will be of
he most reverent and conservative character, beg to

Drward a subscription of 71/. towards the fund you
re raising for the restoration of this unique portion
fthe Cathedral of our diocese.” The signatures of
hirty-eigbt architects and surveyors of Leicester are
ppended.

Antiquarian Discoveries in Carlisle.—An
iteresting discovery has just been made in the course
f excavating for the foundations of some new build-
3gs at the top of the east side of Botcher gate. The
ind consists of an urn of plain potteiy, nearly 3 in.

a diameter on the base, and swelling out to a maxi-
mum diameter of yin. at a height of 3J in., after
diich it contracts. It now stands about 5 in. in

eight, but the upper portion, with the neck, is

Token off and lost. Inside the urn waa found the
lircular bottom, 3 in. in diameter, of another vessel
f red clay, which had apparently been used
s a lid. The urn was about half full of burnt
nd broken bones, from their size the bones of a
hild from four to six years old. With them was
ound a small grotesque figure, carved' in bone,
bout 2 in. long

;
the figure of a man with

large [Roman] nose, in an extraordinary
leaddress, not unlike that of our present Highland
egiments. The urn was not protected by any stone
ist, or otherwise, and the remains must be those of
he cremated child of poor parents, who have placed
1 the funeral pile one of the child’s juvenile toys,
or the bone figure has also gone through the fire.

The place where the find occurred is within the
imits of the great Roman Cemetery at Carlisle,
vhicb extended, probably sparsley. on either side of
he London road from the Court Houses to Flarraby
dridge. By the kindness of Mr. H, Davidson, the
irn, with its contents, has been handed to Chancellor
I'crguson, and will shortly be on exhibition in Tullie
Honse.~Ca?-lisle Express.

THE BUILDER.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Wages in the Building Trade at Dar-

lington.—On the 9th inst. a meeting of operative

carpenters and joiners was held at the Raby Hotel,
Darlington, to consider the question of wages. A
resolution was passed that, in consequence of the

much better state of trade in the town, and activity

in the building department, the employers be given

notice for an increase of id. per hour from
January ig, such notice to expire on Easter Monday,

Painters’ Wages, Sunderland.—The mem-
bers of the Master Painters' Association in Sunder-
land have received a demand from the men for an
advance of wages. The present rate paid is 8d, per
hour, and the demand is for a penny advance before

March i. Some 400 men will be affected.

LEGAL.
A BUILDER'S CLAIM FOR WORK:
action in the queen's bench division.

The case of Cole v. Boutall came before Mr. Justice

Lawrance, in the Queen's Bench Division, on further

consideration, on the iith inst., the case having
previously been before his Lordship at Winchester
in June last, when it was arranged that the record
should be withdrawn on terms to be agreed on, and
with liberty to apply.

Mr. Giles, who appeared as counsel for the plain-

tiff, stated that as the parties had been unable
to agree on the terms, it was necessary that the case
should be heard by his Lordship. From the state-

ment of the learned counsel, it appeared that the
plaintiff, a builder, claimed from the defendant
181/. I2S., the balance of a sum he alleged
to be due to him under the following circum-
stances :—The defendant had some property in the
neighbourhood of Alton, in Hampshire, and was
interested in some lithographic works there. The
manager of the works, a Mr. Crarapton, required a
house to live in, and the defendant was tempted, by
seeing some houses which were being built in the
neighbourhood, to employ Messrs. Clarke & Shortt,
architects, of Bournemouth, to build the house for

him. The architects seemed to have heard of the
matter from Mr. Crampton. and they made an offer

to build a bungalow-house on the Beach-place
Estate for 445/. That offer was accepted by the
defendant, and the architects proceeded to find a
contractor to carry out the work, and ultimately
employed Cole, the plaintiff, a local builder, who
undertook to build the house for 415/., the difference
being retained by the architects tor their fees, &c.
Tbe question in dispute was whether there was a
binding contract between the plaintiff and the
defendant, Mr. Giles contending that the defendant
having employed the architects to construct the
house, they had authority to employ a contractor to
carry out the work, and therefore authority to bind
the defendant.
At tbe close of the plaintiff’s case, Mr. Bullen

submitted that judgment should be entered for the
defendant, inasmuch as the plaintiff had failed to
make out p.ny case. The learned counsel said that
he was ready to go through the documents in the
case to show what his case was.
His Lordship replied that he had gone through

all the documents that morning, and therefore it

was not necessary to go through them again. He
failed to see any contract between the plaintiff and
fhe defendant. There was no evidence to show
that the plaintiff and the defendant ever got together
in any way, or that the plaintiff wasrecognised by the
defendant in any way. On the contrary, it showed
that if anything went wrong the plaintiff looked to
Messrs. Clarke & Shortt as the only persons respon-
sible to him.

After hearing further arguments, his Lordship
gave judgment for the defendant on the point of
law raised, with costs.

ACTION BETWEEN BANKS WITH
REGARD TO ANCIENT LIGHTS.

The case of the London and Midland Bank v.

the National Provincial Bank came before Mr.
Justice North in the Chancery Division on the nth
inst., on a motion by the plaintiffs for an interim
injunction to restrain the defendants from an alleged
infringement of the plaintiffs’ ancient lights. It was
stated that the defendants were building a new
bank opposite that cf plaintiff's in Park-row, Leeds,
which it was alleged interfered with the plaintiffs'

ancient lights.

Ultimately it was arranged that the motion should
stand over for three weeks, it being stated that
there was a probability of the respective architects
arranging the matter.

A DISTRICT COUNCIL AND BUILDING
PLANS

:

important case in the divisional court.
The case of tbe Wetherby District Council v.

Hewling came before a Divisional Court of Queen’s
Bench, composed of Mr. Justice Wright and Mr.
Justice Bruce, on the 12th inst.

Mr. Scott-Fox appeared as counsel for the
appellants (the local authority), and Mr. Compton
for the respondent.

65

Mr. Scott-Fox explained that this was a case
stated by the Justices of the West Riding of York-
shire, and had relation to the building of some
houses at Boston Spa. The respondent was a
gentleman who had laid out a building estate on tbe
side of a road which undoubtedly was an ancient
highway leading to the River Wharfe. The road
was about 30 ft. wide. The respondent had laid out
about a dozen houses in the corner going down
the road towards tbe bridge. When he originally
submitted his plans the District Council called
his attention to the fact that be was going on
to an ancient highway, and they would disapprove
of his plans unless he agreed that the road should
be 36 ft. wide. The effect of that would be that he
would have to throw 3 ft. into the road opposite his
new houses. The plans were given back to the
respondent for the purpose of making the alteration
which he had consented to carry out. He altered
his plans, which showed on the face of them a
36-ft. road, and in this condition they were sanc-
tioned. After that he had again to make some
alteration in the houses, and he submitted substi-
tuted plans showing a road 36 ft. wide. When he
came to finish the bouses in 1895, the respondent
was advised he was under no obligation to make
the road as required, although he had had his
plans passed on the understanding that he would
do so. He did not take down the wall that
divided his premises from the road, and he was
summoned for not having carried out his plans
and constructing the new street as required by them,
and, although the Bench offered to state a case, he
did not accept it, and paid the fine. The defendant,
however, did not pull down the wall, and another
summons was taken out. On this occasion the
Bench was differently constituted, and the magis-
trates then came to the conclusion that, in spile of
the plans and his undertaking to make the road
36 ft. wide, yet, the road being an old highway, it

was not subject to the by-law. The question for the
Court to decide now was whether or not this was a
new street which came within the by-laws.

Mr. Justice Wright : Is not that a question of fact
alone ?

Mr. Scott-Fox replied that the magistrates did not
seem to have treated it as such. They had expressed
no opinion, but they did not see their way to say
that the respondent should be called upon to take
down a wall which had stood for 100 years.
Mr. Compton said that the magistrates had

expressly found as facts that the respondent did
not by the erection of the houses lay out, or intend
to lay out, a new street, and they also found that
the road was not a new street.

Eventually their Lordships sent the matler back
to the Justices with the three following intimations
from them : (i) That only so much of the informa-
tion should be retained as alleges the laying out of
the new street less than 36 ft. wide

;
the rest should

be struck out. {2) The magistrates are bound by
the former conviction, the parties being the same,
if, after hearing counsel for tbe respondent, they
ihink that the former conviction necessarily or actually
involved a decision that this was the laying-cut of a
new street. If so, they were to convict now. (3) Ifibe
former decision does not bind them, the question
for them is, whether, under all the circumstances of
the case, including all that was done in relation to
the plans, they think, as a matter of fact, that the
respondent, when he began to build, meant to begin
and did begin to execute a building plan which
would, when finished, constitute a road or a street.
There was sufficient evidence to justify a finding
either way on this point. Mr. Justice Wright added
that no fresh evidence was to be called unless the
Justices wished it.

POINT UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT. 1894.

THE case of List v. Sharp came before Lord Jus-
tice Cbitty in the Chancery Division on the 13th inst

,

for judgment on a motion by the plainlifTto continue
an interim injunction until the trial, restraining the
defendant from interfering with a wall. The case was
argued before bis Lordship on December 16 and 17
last. The facts were shortly these ;

—

Ey an agreement dated December 12, 1894, Sir
Chas. Oppenheimer agreed to demise certain pro-
perty in St. James's-place held by him under the
Commisioners ofWoods and Forests, to the plaintiff
for a long term, at a rent of 550/. after Michaelmas.
1895, and the plaintiff agreed within a specified lime
to erect buildings on the land at an expense of not
less than 100,000/. The production of a certificate,
signed by tbe Commissioners' architect and surveyor,
was made a condition precedent to the granting of
the lease. It was further provided by the agreement
that the plaintiff should forthwith, upon tbe
signing of the agreement, be entitled to the posses-
sion of the land, and reserved to the smveyor and
all officers and workmen of the surveyor, and of Sir
C. Oppenheimer, acting on the authority of the
surveyor, a right to enter upon the land at all times
during the erection of the buildings for the purpose
of examining buildings, and otherwise as therein
mentioned. There was also a stipulation that
nothing in the agreement should be construed “into
a demise at law ” of the premises so as to vest any
estate to the plaintiff, but that he should only have
a right to enter upon tbe premises for the purpose
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITION.

Nature of Work.
,
By vkom Advertlied. Premiums. to be

delivered.

' SOL First, 2(g. second, and '

Mar. 20

CONTRACTS.

Xkture of Work or MaterlAls. : Br «hctn Required.

*MekiDg-Tip Roeds

*Broken Graolte..^ ...

SUugbter-houiei Shop, Ac. CleAtor
Moor, Cutnlaerluid.,

Scliool, Cbepel of Qkrloch..

Shop, Stables, Ac, Station-street, Port
Tilbot, Wslea

SixHouiea, TlctorU-rosd, Rubcliffc
Buddenfleld

Road Works. CastleOardens, Alnwick

House, Boothferry-road, Ooole
Bewerase Works, Hotapar-atreet ....
Bewer Extension, Solum.

'Roadmaklng and Favlog ...

School, South CaTe, Yorka .

Tills, Stabling, Lldget Green, Brad-
ford

'Granite Kerb and ntebere ..........
'Ruaamaklng

Cottages. Laltbes, near Penrith _

Schools, George-atreet..,

Mcrley (Yorka) Corp.

Tottenham D.C

Bhoeburynesa D.D.C,

W. T. Luroley
Alnwick U.D.C.
Dundee Harb. Trust

Hamtnertmlth Vestry

Fair Semi-detached Villas, Park-atreetj
Iforley

'Erection cf OfUcer'a House and Ont-
bulldinga

Street Works, Arley-road, Ac

County Property Com-

Oovernors of Faliley
Technical School....

Addltlone to Knowle Green School,
Bibebestar, Lancs

PlpeSewers
Paving, Sewering, Ac.

Drainage Works

'Alterations, Bar PltUngi ....

'Articles and Works, Various

Bacup Corporation .

.

Little Lever (Lancs)
U.D.C

ElUnd D.D.C

Napier Tavern, 26,

Bigh Holbom, W.C.
Chelsea Vestry

' Tenders

\

to be
delivered.

B. Hammond, Engr. Or-
mooda House, Great
Trinity-lane, E.C

P. E, Murphy, Engr. at
Council OtBces ...

S. W. Harris, Surv. Shoe-
buryness

Bee. Co-op. See. Cleator

R, G. wils'on',' Areht, IBu'.
Union-street. Aberdeen .

.

Thomas A Jsmes, Arcbt,
Port Talbot

J. Berry, Archt 9. Queen-
street, Huddersheld ....

Secretary, Dlst. Council
OOcee. OreenBatAinwlek

H. B. Thorp, Archt. Ooc
‘

O. Wilson. Town Surv.
G. C. Bnebauan, Harbour
Offices

H. Malr, 67. FVlhaiu
Palace-road, B.W. ...

Qelder A Kitchen, Archt,
76, Lowgate-hlll

B. Robinson. Arch. Cheap-
side, Bradford ., ......

F. J. C. May. Town Hall .

Humber, Sou, A Flint,
Watford .. ...

G. D. Oliver, Archt. Car-
lisle

T. G. Abercrombie, Archt.
13, GUmour-st. Paisley ,

T. A. Buttery. Archt.
Queen-street, Morley

21, Craven-street, Charing-
Cross, W.C

Borough Engr. Bank-street,
Bury

J. A. Seward, Archt. 119a,
Plshergata, Preston ....

J. WUsOD. C.E Boro' Surv,
W. J. Lomax, Surv. 11,

Fold-street, ^Iton ...

I. PatareoD, C.E. 36,
Manor-rd, Bradford

Jan. 31

do.
Jan. 22

CONTRACTS— Continued, '

Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Required.

Block of Dwellings

Kerblng, Channelling. Ac. Baxter-st.

'Road Making and Repairs, Wylen-st.

Additions to locomotive Works,
Darlington

Gasholder Tank, Long Buckby, near
Rugby

'Alterations. Runeom Police Station

House, Sunnyalde Farm, Drumoak,
Aberdeen

Additions, Ac. to School, Felinfoel ..

*Conctractlon Arabic Museum and
Library. Cairo

Banking Premises, Morley, Yorka
'Tramp Wards, Porter’s Lodge, Ac...

Residence, Isle of Rum, Oban, N.B. .

•Broken Granite

'Isolation Hospital, Carahalton

Sewerage Works...

Be-bulldlng "Dressers’ Arms"
Heywo<^, Lancs

•Operating Theatre at Hospital..

School, Edgmond, nr. Newport, Salop

Additions to Premises. Wilton, Wilts.
Chapel and School, Oegodby, near

Market Rasen
Clnb Premises, Padlham, Lance.......

KldderhilastecT.C. .

Lewisham B. of W. .

Llanelly Bch. Bd. ....

Egyptian Government
L. A Y. Bank
Newhaven Union ....

Norfolk C.C

OioydonB.D.C

Brynmawr (Wales)

Crown Brewery Co. .

.

Swansea Hospital Com-
mittee

Committee

Tlie Secretary, H.M. Office

of Works
Architect’s Dept. 17, Pall
Mall East, S W

A. Comber, Boro’ Surv.
Town Hall

Surv. B, of W. Offices.

Catfoid
do.

W. Bell, Archt. York
W. Robinson, Gas Co.’s

Offices. Long Buckby.. ..

E. Beswlck, Archt. 17,

Newgate-st. Chester ....

S. Btronach. 20, Beliuont-
st Aberdeen

J. B. Morgan, Archt.
Llanelly

MlnUtry of Public Works,
Ca.i<
W, Bakewell, Archt. Leeds
Clayton A Black. 162.

North-st, Brighton .

,

Deeming A Leemlng.Archt.
117,Vlctorin-it. 8.W. ..

S. H. B. Beslop, County
Sorveyor. Norwich

R. M. Chart A Bon. Union
Baiik-cbauibera, Croydon

O. H. Dauiel. Engr.
Ctarence-cbhrs.Fontypool

C. H. Opensbaw, Archt.
Fleet-st. Bury

Wilson A Moxhatn, 16,

Castle-st. Swansea
J. R, Vesll A Son, Archt.
Wolverhampton . , ....

F. Bath. Archt. Salisbury
F.W. Dixon, Archt. Ttevel-
yan-bnlldgs. Manchester

HitebonA Pritchard.Arcbt.
Manebestec-rd. Burnley

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.
\
By whom Advertised.

'Draughtsman and General Asalataut Bt. Pancras Veatry..

•Engineering and Archltecturalj

'Instructors and Assistant Instructors!
I Edmonton U.D.C....

In Woodwork. 27| hours per week' Boh. Bd. for London..

21. IDs. per week..
Instructors IDOI. rising to
1551.: Aeslstants 801.

rising to 1001. per annum

ThoM marked vriih an asUriek {*) are advertised in this Xumber. Co7npetition, p. iv. Contracts, pp. Iv. vi. d: viii. Appointiitents, pp. xvili, <t- xxi.

of performing the agreement. The plaintiff

accordingly entered upon the land, and pursuant to

the agreement proceeded to erect the buildings.

The defendant, who was the adjoining owner,

wishing to execute certain works upon a
wall, about which there was some contro-

versy as to whether it was a party wall or a

party fence wall, gave in f'ebruary, 1896, the neces-

sary notices, under the London Building Act. 1894,

to Sir Charles Oppenheimer, but omitted to give any

to the plaintiff. At the time, the plaintiff had
nearly completed the buildings, but had not

obtained the lease. In August, 1896, the lease was
granted to the plaintiff, and an ex parte interim

injunction had been obtained by the plaintiff,

restraining the defendant, as building owner under
the Act, from interfering with the wall, which in-

junction it was now sought to continue till the

trial.

His Lordship, in the course of an elaborate

judgment, granted an injunction, restraining the

defendant in the terms of the notice of motion, but

without prejudice to the rights, if any, of the

defendant, under the Metropolitan Buildings Acts,

the hearing of the motion to be treated as the trial

if the parties should so agree.

Mr. Byrne, Q.C., and Mr. R. C. Glen appeared
as counsel for the plaintiff; and Mr. Levett, Q.C.,
and Mr. C. Jones for the defendant.

MEETINGS.
Friday, January 15.

ArehiUcltiral AstociatioM. — Mr. E. Prioteau Warren
on “ Decorative Plaster Work," with models. 7.30 p.m.
hutitutiOH of Civil Engineers. — Students' Meeting.

Mr. Walter Beer on “
‘ Monier ' Girders and Arches.’’

6 p.m.
Saturday, January 16.

British Institute of Certified Carpenters.
at Carpenters' Hall. 6 p.m.

Sunday, January 17.

Sunday Lecture Society.—Professor Norman Collie,

F.R.S., on “ The Mountains of Great Britain." .4 p,m.

Monday, January 18.

Royal Institute ej British Architects, — Sixth

Oeneral Meeting (Ordinary). Address to Students by the

President; and some critical observations on the students’

work, after which the presentation of prizes will be made
by the President. Prior to the distribution of prizes. Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., the new Chairman of the Board
of Examiners, will present, on behalf of past and present

members of the Board, a_ testimonial to Mr. Arthur Cates,

in recognition of his services as Chairman of the Board.

8 pm.

Victoria Professor Hull, F.R.S., on " The
Assouan Embankment." 4.30 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society. — Mr.

Max Clarke on “ The Experiments conducted by the
R.I.B. A, as to the Strength of Brickwork." 7.30 p.m.

Tuesday, January 19.

Institution 0/ Civil Engineers.-~{i) Further discussion
on Professor W. Ripper's paper on " .Superhe.ated-Steam
Engine Trials.” (2) Time permitting, the following papers
to be read:—(a) “The Diversion of the Periyar," by
Colonel J. Pcnnycuick

: (6) “'J'he Periyar Tunnel," by
Mr. P. Roscoe Allen. 8 p.m.

Wegnesday, January 20.

Liverpool Engineering Society. — Paper by Mr. T.
Parker. 8 p.m.

Thursday, January 21.

Society oj Antiijuaries.—8.30p.m.
London Institution.—IAr.Yl. J. Powell on “The Art

and Craft of Glass-making," illustrated. 6 p.m.
Royal Institution. — Professor H. A. .Miers, M.A.,

F.R.S., on “ Some Secrets of Crystals," I. 3 p.m.
Institution qf Civil Engineers.—Students' Visit to the

Engine Works of Messrs. James Simpson & Co. 2 p.m.
(.Assemble at the works, Grosvenor-road, Pimlico, S.W.)

Dex'on and E.reter Architectural Society. — Mr.
Edmund Sedding on “ Local Gothic Architecture," at the

School of .A.rt, Princess-square, Plymouth. 7.30 p.m.

Friday, January 22.

Royal Professor Dewar, M.A., F.R.S.

,

on “ Properties of Liquid Oxygen." 9 p.m.
Institution ofJunior Engineers iWestminster Palace

Hotel).— Yxoitisot A. Barr, D.Sc., on *' Comparisons of

Similar Structures, Large and Small." 8 pm.

Saturday, January 23.

Institution of Junior Engineers. — Twelfth Annual
Dinner. Westminster Palace Hotel. The President, Mr.
A. R. Binoie, in the chair. 6.30 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
AISSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

23,360.—Ventilation of Sewer Entrance Covers
AND OTHER DRAINAGE CovEHs I IV. H. Morgan.—With
the object of rendering manhole covers, lamp-hole covers,

side-entrance covers, &c., ventilating or non-venti-

lating at will, the inventor so arranges a dirt-box below

cover that it can be easily raised or lowered by means of

arms, centre plate, bolts and nuts, &c. When ventilation

is desired, the dirt-box is permitted to rest on bracket arms,

leaving a free passage for the accumulated gases to escape.

23,973.—Brick and Tile-Making Machinery : S. S.

Anderson.—In a double-shaped pug-mill, the inventor

fixes twin screws or propellers, to revolve right and left.

These are fixed at the end of each shaft. A box coupling

is also fixed on each shaft, so that one or both shafts can be

taken out if desired.

24,992.

—

Ladders: A, C. Perkins.—The ladder is

formed in two parts, one sliding in grooves or hollows

formed in the other part; a screw bolt passe.s througl
apertures in one of the sliding parts and engages in <

screwed aperture in the other part, thus securing the twe
parts together, so that the length of the combined ladde:
may be regulated as required. It can also be adapted fo)

use as a step.tadder.

19.—Wood Block Flooring : /. IV. Mussellwhite.—
The invention con.sists of wooden blocks, in length thret
times their width, with a tongue worked on one side, and i

groove on remaining three sides. It is claimed that such
blocks can be laid much thinner than any in use.
^1,997.—Centrk-uits and Similar ‘Tools: A. 7 ’ofi

Kun67oski.—In order to provide means for quickly and
easily removing the chips from holes bored (especially long
ones), inventor adopts, in combination with the boring bil

proper, a tube, having the .said boring bit fixed to it, and
adapted to receive the chips produced by the said bit, alsc

a threaded spindle arranged within such tube, a rackel
wheel, and other details.

2,633.—Stone-sawing Machinery ; G. Anderson.-J
The invention relates to stone-sawing machinery of the type
where stone is secured on a bogie while being acted on’by
reciprocating saws, actuated by a steam-engine, &c. The
saw frame is suspended by means of pendulum.^ from slides,

whose position, and, therefore, that of the saw, is deter-
mined by four wire ropes, controlled by a central barreL
The saws are fed down to the work by this barrel and ropes.
Such barrel may be moved slowly by the feed motion, ot

may, by various means, be adjusted to actuate the saw
frame quickly.

2,843.—Kilns for Lime, Ce.ment, &c. : H. Simmonds
and another.— invention relates to improvements in

kilns described in patent 7,435 (1895). Inventors construct
kiln with one or more producers on the outside thereofi
Between delivery passage of producer and inlet pass.xge ol

kiln they place a combustion chamber built of fire-bricli

Complete combustion of the gas takes place therein and
the products, in a highly heated state, are delivered to

interior of kiln. By this construction, inventors claim that

they raise the products lo a greater temperature than when
combustion takes place in the interior of the kilns, and
therebyobtain a greater heat in the interior.

3,416.—Kerds, Edging Blocks, Platform Copings,
&c. : R. P. Tyhurst.—Inventor cuts or moulds an exten-
sion or cap in the inner face of a kerb, &c., with a for-

wardly sunken top surface, into which, or from which,
angle holes, channels, or gutter-like grooves can be formed,
to lead any water percolating through joint seams, from
deflection of the path, flags, or other causes, to the front

or in other direction de.sired.

24,307.—Adjustable Stops for Window Sashes, &c. :

F, J. J. Gibbons .—This invention relates to adjustable

stops for sashes, &c., whereby the amount of opening caa
be regulated. It comprises a cylindrical bolt, provideS
with an interior screw-thread, secured to top sash at about

6 in. from the bottem rail. In bottom sash Ls secured a

plate, furnished with two, three, or more holes, wherein
said boll may enpage. Bolt is unlocked by a key.

2,475.—Chimney C'owi. : J. McLaren.— \n order to

prev--nc down draught, the inventor arranges a number of

round louvres, made of sheet iron, &c., one above the

other, about three inches apart, and set at an angle. This

gives the opening for smoke. Inside top of flue a bafHe

cone is held in position by three guide rods to direct the
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down-blow through the top louvre opening, leaving the

other four openings to give free outlet for the smoke.
2,614.—Artikicial Stone; F. Maxwell and

Another.—The inventors take a quantity of any suitable
stone— other than marble— in the form of chips or powder,
and oxide of macnesium, or its chemical equivalent, and
mix them thoroughly in a dry state and in a dry place, in

the proportion of, say, three parts stone and one part
oxide, With colouring matter if r»quired. Mixed materials

t then moistened with a solution of magnesium chloride,
. its chemical equivalent, beaten up or mixed into a mass,
end moulded as desir'd.

5,404.— Ventilating Chimney Terminals. — J.
IVnlkci .—The inventor places at summit of flue a system
of spiral louvre',

_

or circular vanes. freferaLly, he also
providcN beneath these three downwardly and outwardly
projecting tubes, in order to increase up draught.

17,02a.—Plaster Slabs for Building : Mackand
Another.—The inventors, in order to form their “ Macko-
ih,” lay on the bottom of the mould a board to which are

attached ledges of india-rubber. Into the spaces between
these are laid thin plates of earthenware, &c., for “ facing
plates.” Mould is now filled with liquid mortar, and
wooden laths are pressed into this so that they will be
situated behind the joints of the face plates. .\s soon as
mortar is set plate is t.aken out and dried in the air. These
plaster slabs c.an be made with a facing on both sides.
Process is applicable not only to flat slabs, but also to
:onvex and concave surfaces.
18,238.—Joints FOR Drain-tipes, &c. : T. IV. Yardley.

—The socket portion of pipe is made with a loose piece,
vhich is arranged to be on lop-side when pipes are laid.

This end is so formed that any lengths of piping may be so
aid, one after the other, by lowering them vertically, and
••ilhout moving them endwise into the sockets.
22,862. — Ventilating : H. Shncock.— Inventor em-

>loys a bell or enlarged-lower-end-shaped vertical tube of
uitable size, rising from ceiling and passing through roof,
^ower end of this is provided with a grid. The upper
;nd of thi.s vertical shaft is furnished with four-way
lorizontal cross tubes, arranged at a suitable height anil
losition, their ends being of a shape to afford protection
rom stormy weather. Thus, from whatever quarter the
..._j is blowing, an efficient suction is provided.

_.8 i4 .—SLAUiiiAG Tiles, Mosaics, &c. : IV. H.
rtfd'Wn,— In order to prevent the warping of slabbing
iles, mosaic panels for prates, &c., inventor provides at
he back of the cement, &c.,a series of plates of metal,
ranhenware tiles, slates, &c., preferably of rectangular
hape, which provide a counteracting influence in the pro-
cess of the shrinking of the cement, holding the mosaic
iles, &c.
25,259-—Sawing St.-'ne and Marble-s: G. A. B.

In order to cause the saw-frame to de.scend
iroporiionately to the cut, inventor combines with a sus-
lended saw-fr.-ime for sawing stone, &c., a feed-regulating

:e formed by a hydrostatic balance, ron.sisting of a
ounter-weight immersed in water, suspended by a rope
inding on a drum, from which unwinds the suspension
opes of the saw-frame as the sawing proceeds.

New Applications for Letters Patent.
December 21.—29,235, C. Hartneli-Sindair, Self-acting

xjck-fastener for the Automatic Locking of Windows, &t
-29,264, H. Cross, Link Trap.—29,347, F. Gutteridge
srick-making Machines.
December 22.-29,386, R. Copeland, Ovens for use ii

iring Pottery Wate.—29,406, J. Duckett & Son.
imited, and others. Sink Supports and Fittings.—29,427,
. Willmore, Pavement Lights.— 29,429, B. Mills, Brick
ilns.—29,453, T. Yorke and W. Pare, Flu.shing Appliance
r Urinals, &c.— 29,465, L. Messinesi, Ca'penters anc
liners' Benches.—29,489, W. Durrant, Gully Grease or
te Traps.
December 23.-29,516, J. Mortimer & J. Williams,
astener for Securing Solid Disinfectants or Deodorizers to
rinal Basins, Waterdoset Basins, &c.—29,578, M. Syer
rphons.—29,526, T. Crooke & J. Nicholls, Raising’
jwenng, and Holding Window Sashes.
Decemher 24.-29,630, I. Walts, Ventilator.— 29,637, J
lendenning, Fixing of Door Locks.—29,642, B Diaper
d others. Fireplaces.—20,654, O. Kraner, Proce.ss for th«
•eduction of a Material for Making Floors, Plastered
nlings, &c., without Joints or Chinks. - 29,681, C.
afford-Noble and others. Door Hinges or Pivots.—
,698, F. Hughes, Sashes of Windows, Doors, &c.
December 28.-29,765, D. Cameron and others, Drain
ugs.—29,823, W. Lambert, Fire-grates or Stoves.

—

,864, A. Zboril and A. .Schenk, Plates, Slabs, &c.. for
oors, &c., and Method of Manufacturing same.— 29,865.
Zboril and A. Schenk, Covering for Floors, Walls, &c,
Dbce.mder 29.-29,870, J. Tucker, Electric Lighting
utches.—29,900, J. Stewart, Domestic Grates.— 29,91c
Duckett N Son, Limited, and others. Machinery fo
iking Sanitary Pipes.— 29,916, G. St. John, Firegrates
19,940, W. Gedge, Windows.
Dece.mber 30.—29,994, G. Gregory, Ball Inlet Venli-

Madeley, Syphon Flushing Apparatus.—27,648, A.
Taylor, Artificial Stone for Building, Paving, &c.— 27,819,
F. Smith, Ftutenings for Windows, &c.—28,069, A. Boult,
Stoves or Fireplaces.- 28,3ii,_ C. Shaw, Novel or im-
proved constructions or formations of sheet metal capping
valley piec*s and flashings for use with roofs which are
covered with corrugated sheet metal.—28,429, A. Sabine
& T. Sabine, Earthenware Sinks, &c.

complete specifications accepted.

Ofien to ofipositioji/or two months.

1,389, T. Simmonds, Combined Fastener and Opener
for Skylight. &c.— 1,712, T. Elliott, 'Urinals.— 2,810, S,
Abram, Continuous Down Draught Brick Kiln.— 4,198, W.
Hougham, Cupboard and other Door Fasteners.—4,273.
W. McLaren, Window Blind Apparatus.—163, J. Mearns,
Drain Trap.—383, J. Jones, Preventing Pijies Bursting
through Frost.— 2,223, F. Turner, Cement or Artificial
Stone.—20,665, A. Kungblut & E. Crouch, Window and
Door Fastener.—24,242, A. Clcry, Artificial Stone.— 26, 145.
R. Beil & W. Hall, Water and like Taps.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

Tealc.EI....lc'ad
.

Sequuia U.S It.tu.

Ash, Canada load 3/10/0 3^5/0
Birch, do 3/«o/o

Fir, Dantsic, &c..
Oak, do
Canada ........

Pine, Canada red
Do. Yellow ....

L.aih, Dantsic,fath
St. Petersburg.

.

Wainscot, Kiga,

Odessa, crown...

.

Deals, Finland
and & ist std loo
Do. 4th & 3rd.

,

.

Do. Riga 7/0/Q
St. Petersburg,

1st yellow... . lo/is/o 13/0/0
Do/ and yellow 9/10/0 lo/io/o
Do. white 9/0/0 ii/o/o

'Cdish 8/jo/o 16/0/0
w:.- c—

8/10/0 16/10/0

a/s/o 4/10/0
a/io/o 4/20/0
3/10/0 a/10/0
4/iS/o S/«S/o
o/o/o o/d/o

a/0/0 4/«/o

4/10/0 S/io/o

S/0/0 6/10/0

8/10/0

White Sea.. . .

Canada, Pine 1st
Do. do. and ....

Do. do. 3rd, &c.
Do. Spruce. 1st.

Do. du. 3rd and

New Brunswick
Battens, all kinds
Flooring boards,
sq , I in. prep.

Do. and
Other qualities—

Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, &c.
Mahogany. Cuba
St. Domingo,

Mexican, do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio..

:i/o/o 33/10/0
iS/0/0 *7/0/0

7/10/0 ii/o/o

9/0/0 10/20/e

7/10/0 8'i5/o

7/S/o 7/*S/o

5/0/0 30/0/0

0/9,6 0/16/6
0/8/0 0/13,0
0/6/0 0/1/6M /5
/4 /It

/4* (6

/4i 1/S
4 /S

Is 17

/S /H
4/0/0 ts/0/0

7/0/0 16/0/0

TIMBER (continuedj.
Satin, Porto Rico e/0/7 0/1/6
Walnut, Italian ., 0/0/2 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton 2

Bar, Welsh, in
London S/15/0 S/17/8

Do. do. at woiks
in Wales S/io/o 5/12/6

Do. StafTordsliiie,
in London S/iS/o 6/10/0

Copper — British
cake and ingot S3's/o ss'is/o
Best selected .. 54,5/0 *4/15/0
Sheets, strong.. 59/0/0 60/0/0
Chili bars 49/*7,'6 m/o/o

Yellow M’rL lb. c/o/s o/o/si

DOWNE.—For counter and bar fittings at
Inn.'Downe, Kent, for Naider & Cobyer'i r-—j.
Limited. Mr, Robert M. Chart, architect, Union Bank-chambers,
Croydon
Faimiloe Ar Sons Aoio 10

]
Smith Sc Sons Z137 >

Sanders & Sons 167 10
|

DURHAM.—For additions. See., to workhouse, for the Union
Guardians. Mr. H. T. Gradon, architect. Market-place, Durham

£4.087 r
-G. T. Manners .

Ed. Taylor 3.941 0 0
F. Caicfcleugh 3,915 0 o
J-Kell...... 3,9:8 711

Wm. Walton £3.735 '

Thos. Coates 3.704 '

Wm Wardronper.. 3,500 1

C. Gradon A* Son,
Duiriam* 3,494

• Accepted.

EAST BARNET.—For new roads and sewers at East Barnet,
for the Great Northern I..ondon Cemetery Company. Messrs. E. E.

- iiv^ors, 56. Chancery-lane, W.C.;—
• £5.125 0 o| Geo. Bell £3.667 0 o
.. 4.53214 4 C. W. Killingback
k I & Co 3,797 0 o

James Nash 3760 0 o

Croucher fc Co..

.

Nowell & Robson
William Griffiths..
William Neave
Son

Rowland Bros. 4.196 I o|

*>/»3 '9
i

Lea
S panish
English
brands 11/15/0
Sheet, English
6 lbs, per sq. ft.

and upwards ., i^’o/o
Pipe 13/10/0

Zinc — English

Vieiile Mon-
tagne ii/io/o e/0/0
Spelter i7/i?,'6 17/18/9

^/5/o 6J/10/0

63 'o/o 64/0/0
61/0/0 0/0/0

• S9/«S/o 60/0/0

Tin—.S traits ....

.Australian
English Ingots.

Billiton

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/5/0 16,'0/0
Cocoanut, Cochin 27/15/0 0/0/0
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 o/o/o
Palm, Lagos 24/10/0 0/0/0
Rapeaeed, English
pale 27/10/0 27/15/0

Do, Brown ...... 27/0/027/10/0
Cottonseed lef, ,. 15/17/6 it/io/o
Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/s 0/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel 32,'o
Archangel 0/12/6

Turpentine... .ton a:/i5/o

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this beading

ihouid be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us
not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender

given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
£icx3

, unless in some exceptional cases and for special
reasons.]

BEDFORD.—For sewers and road. making works, St. Cuthbert's
Glebe Building Estate, (or Messrs. Hobson & Martin. Mr. Richaid
Lund, architect, 8, Sl Paul’s-square, Bedford :

G. Harrison £*.570 o
|
G. Fathers £i,43S i

Roolham &c Jeakings.. 1.531 18 H. Williamson* 1,330 10
T, Coleman 1.496 o| •Accepted. -

[AU of Bedford.]

[Surveyor’s estimate, £3,8:16, 5s. 8d.]

GATESHEAD. — For sewering, &c.. Back Weslboun
avenue :

—

W. Gumming £293 5 81 G. E. Simpson, New-
J. W, Robson 263 310 castle (accepted) ..£253 9
G. Maughin 26a 15 5 J. Watdiaw 248 12

J. Robson 361 7 6j

HARROGATE.—.Accepted for levelling, paving, See., streets on
Valley Paik Estate, for the Corporation. Mr. Samuel Stead,
Borough Surveyor, Municipal Offices, Harrogate

William Annakin, 53, Franklin-road, Kaircgate £3,990 6 a

ILKLEY.—For the execution of street works (seven contracts),
for the Ilkley Urban District Council. Mr, W. A Palliser, Surveyor,
District Council offices, Ilkley ;—

J'.tisby Dm-c.

Roadway.
Matthew Hall £353 *7 3W. Batraud. 347 o 6
John Murdock 332 3 6
R- W. Ibbotson, Horsforth. near Leeds* 250 7 2
The Asphaltie Concrete Co., Biiming-

Aspbalting
Footways.
£286 2 o

Rutdiuss-rea.i f.\o. t Pertion).

John Murdock £45 0 9 |
Matthew Hall £6a i

R. W. Ibbotson, Hors.
j
W. Barraud .. 40 r

forth, neat Leeds*.. 37 19 o|

Riddings-road (Fo. 2 FortioH).

Roadway.
£‘6S *3 8
136 9 11

130 16 s

Asphalting
Footways.
£93 J? oMatlliew Hall

W. Banaud
John Murdock
R. W. Ibbotson, Horsforth. near Leeds*
The Asphalie Concrete Co., Birming-
ham*

West-street.

Haiuksworth-strcet.

Matthew Hall.. .... . £60 19 3 I R. W. Ibbotson .. ....£45 8
John Murdock 49 la i

|
W, Barraud,Bradford* 43 11

South Haovkstuorth-street, and a portion 0/ Fortk-street.

Roadway
and Sewerage.

Matthew Hall £396 a 0
John Murdock 3*9 13 ii

R. W. Ibbotson 299 g 4
W. Barraud, Bradford* 297 g 4
The A^phalte Concrete Co,, Biiming-

* Accepted.

Asphalting
Footway.
.459 *7 »•

cliffe, Lavatory or Cabinet Stand Wash

1 Brickwork.

—

30,102, G. Robertson and others, Bricks
30,109, J- Wood, Firegrates.— 30,155

Sinzig, Fastening of lloors and Ceilings in or to I

January t.—15, G. De Tunzelmann, Electric Light
iting.—17, J. Goodwin^ Cowl or Chimney-pot for Pre-
Uing down-draught in, and rain from descending
mney-flues.—22, R. Wood and S. Richards, Draught
i Dust Excluder as applied to doors, windows, door and
idow-frames and casings, &c.—50, D. Buchan, Drain
aps.—52, W. Osment, Block for Spindle Wood-working
‘Chines.— 58, T. Partridge and E. Abbott, Dfevice fo-i

am Wells leading to Sewers, &c., and for disinfecting same.
19 , J. Kirkbride, Device for Preventing Window Sashes
m Rattling.— 60, J. Kirkbride. Sash-fastener.— 61, J
liitehead, Ca.sement Windows, and Hinges for Windows
'i Doors.— 68, B. Gypson, Skylight Frames, &c —75,
: Norris, Chimney-top.s.—83, C. Cockson, Doors, Win-
ws, Sliding Shutters, &c.— 84, .A. Woolley, Fa.*tenings
'( Doors, Hinged Panels, &c.—93, W. Coals, Chimnev-
vls.

January 2.—97, G. Br^q Arrangements for Gas
;hts.— 131, C. Hubbard, Cooking Ranges.—117, V.
,ruti. Device for Preventing the Picking of locks.

, PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

l3 ,94 i> W. Thompson, Imitation Wood Carvings.

i’
74 , W. Borrer, jun., Tool for Wood Working.

-

407, O. Henschel, Coverings for Roof and "VValls.-

j|50, E. Hodgkin'on, Gutter Tiles for Roofing Purpose

•411 Lead Glazing.—27,

architects, 1S6, Great Biuaswick-street, Dublin
R. F. LiawiU £5.475

I

S. Worthington £4.989
I- Lawlor 5.330 E. Ar R. Warren 4.949
M. Meade & Son 5,270 I John Pemberton 4,788
M. Glynn s,t 19

|

W. Connolly 4,750
George Dixon 5,107

|
C. Jolley (accepted) 4,645

BRIDPORT.—Accepted for the restoration of the parish church,
for the Rector and Churchwardens and others. Mr. C. E. Pominv.
F.S.A., architect, Mailborough :

—

F. Merrick & Sen, Glastonbury £745

LEEDS.—For the erection of a tramway depot, &c., for the-
Corpoialion

Builders' Work,
SchoficldA Sons, Leeds £*3.394.

Jroniuork.

Clayton, Sons, & Co,, Ltd., Hunslet 6.692
,

LEYTON,—For private street works, for the Leyton District

Council. Mr. W, Dawson, engineer ai.d sixveyor, Town Hall.

G. Wilson £4.824 4 2
I
W. Griffiths £4.297 9

T. Adams 48:2 7 8 J. Jackson. Grove
G.J. Anderson .... 4,451 19 8| House, L^eyton* . . 4.252

LONDON.— For converting nurses' cubicles into a ward, and for
forming an approach to the new Nurses’ Home, at the Infirmary.
Cale-stieet, Chelsea, for the Chelsea Guardians. Messrs. Lansdell
A Harrison, architects, 12, Compton-terrace, Highbury, N," " '

“ £1,675
I
H. Brown .£*.395.

1,637 The General Builders, Ltd >.3SO'
I.5H R. E. Williams, Batter-

G. Godson & Sons
W. Laurence
F. & H. F. Higgs
W. H. Lotden A Son .

•Accepted.

BURTON-ON-TRENT.—For erecting a Minister’s house. Shot-
‘•street._^Burton.on.TrenL Mr. Chas. F. Underhill, architect,

£996

nall-

Burton-on-Tient
I. AC. Hunter . ..

J. Maddocks
C. Brayford
1. T. Vailow
T. Lowe A Sods .

Chambeilain Bros,
Hy. Edwaids

J. A T. W, S
Kd. Kershaw
J. Hallow....
S, Stephens*

• £^‘27 0
.. 847 0
. . 828 10
.. 825 o

LONDON.—For alteration and addition to the " LadywelT*
Tavern," S.E., for Mr. Hawks. Mr, H. Roberts, architect :

—

Todd £*.163
1

Taylor Bros. £895.
Simpson A Cove i.coo Ciovcr A Co.* 637
Scotland A Ward 995 |

• Accepted.

* Accepted.

CARDIFF.— For making roads and sewers, Barry Island for
the Land Company. Messrs. A, Trevor Kobeits, HUJ. A Co,
estate agents and surveyors
T. Rees £*.368

| J. W. Frocm ....£1.177
Rami-c Chaplin, A Co. .. 1,313 McKay A Davies, Queen-

.. J.300
1

street, Cardiff* 1,030
•Accepted.

W. Davies....

COLCHESTER.—For the erection of shop, Ac., St. Botolph's-
stieet, for Mr. Geo. Mence Smith. Mr. J. W. Start, architects
Cups-chambers. Colchester;—
Saunders A Son £1.580 I F. Dupont £i 27*

I

Allen, Flushing of Drains, Sewers, &e.—27,407'^ I h, ”.^G^r.

DARTFORD.—For the erection of caretaker’s house, mortuary
Ac.. Uvety-strect, for the Urban District Ciuucil. Mr. W. Harston
C.E.. High-street. Dartford:—
T. Knight £2,979 oil. Lonsdale £2.779 0T Maum 2,949 0 Multon A Wallis . ,

" -

LONDON.—For the erection of a convent. 26, Bow-road,
Mr. J. H. Eastwood, architect, 9, Gilston-road, Kensington:-
G. Sharpe £6.77< I

Cregar £6.4
W. Meif 6.546 Jarvis 6,3

6,545
I
w. Watson, Ilford* 6,2

* Accepted.
Munday.

.

LONDON.—For alterations to the Railway Hctel, Shepherds
Bush, W., for Messrs. Holway A Moore. Mr. 1. Hen^ Riebardsov,.
architect, 67, Shepherd's Bush Green, W.. Quantities by Mr, T.
Woodbiidge B'ggs, lo, Clitford's Inn. E.C. :—
E. Lawrance A ions £s 163 I G. Wlmpcy A Co £4.775'

i
Anley 5.134 G. Todd 4.747
eer A Gash 4.973 I T. Bendon 4,729

Killby A Gayford 4.965 Courtney A Fairbairo.. .. 4.569.
Drew A Cadman ........ 4,873 1 R. Eddie 4.457’

LONDON.-
Heory J. Hollingsworth, architect, 20, Old Cavendlsh-stieet, W. •

J. H. Johnson £2 589 I T. Welsh A Son £2.362
A. E. Symes 2,380 |

Edwards A Medway .... 1,999.

LONDON.—For alterations to the "Mermaid" public-house.
364. Mare-street, Hackney, for Mr. James Bond. Mr. Joseph
G. Needham, architect, ti, Powerscroft-ioad, Clapton, N.E. :—
Wm. Crispin £690 I E. Lancaster* ..£284
Sheffield Bios 343 |

Pewteri/ig.

Wm. Paddon.jun.* ••••£45
• Accepted.
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— Halesowen. Hasbury. Hawn. Cradley, Lye. WoUescote.

R. C. Btebner
T Mackay. Herefoid
T. \'ale

H. Holloway
C. Law
Cunall, Lewis, & Martin
Jones & Fitzraaurice
Cniwys Sc Hoborough, Gloucester
Walker* Co
W- Meredith
J. Jackson
Hughes & Son
Cuest * Sons
Matthew HaU
J. Jeavoas —

£ s. d.

3.636 0 0
•2,998 It 0
3.1*3 10 0
3.082 10 0
3.830 0 0
3,8co 7 1

5.*05 9 J

ta.470 9 6

3.5*3 19 0}
4,*» 3 7i
3.>96 0 0

£ s. d.

*.570 8 9
•2,386 I 6
2.515 0 0

3!a4S 0 0
3.*«9 9 I

4.356 >4 6
tt,9*2 6 7
*.983 IS 4i
3.343 >8 4
2,613 7 0

£ s. d.

1.418 16 4
•964 3 3
i.oBa ]2 6
I.I4S 0 0
i.tS9 0 0
I.242 6 a

*.671 9 2

fB*3 t6 I

t,l44 >9 *1
J. 171 * l|

-

£ s. d.

S.399 (0 0

5.0*7 5 0

6.

C69 3 0
6.037 0 0

7.

Ja7 0 0
7.046 13 4
9.833 10 7
•4.379 9 7
6,467 10 si
7.*46 16 3
5.847 0 0

t4.*40 7 7

£ s. d.

3.854 S 7
4.58* IS 0

5!a68 0 0

5.385 ’? 4
7.740 s 8

•3.77s '0 JI

4,832 13 gj
5.449 0 2

4.571 0 0
4.379 a 6

13.256 3 6

£ s. d.
3.c?o 4 3
3.455 (2 (

3.**4 5 0

3.363 0 0

3.73a S 3
5.300 3 9
=.6oS J *

3.470 0 II

3.149 0 0

31*95 8 9
(2,236 7 9

*,883 6 4

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SXTBURBS,(b]|
prepaying at the Pnblbhing Office, 19s. aoniua 01

4s. 9cL per quarter), can ensore receiving "The BaUdw,'i
by Friday McrmMg't Pott.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
"THE BUILDER" (PubUshecI WeeklyHs supplied DIRECT from

the Office to residents ia any part of the United tCioi^om, at the
rate of 19s. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe, America,
Australia. New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon, &C., 96s. per annusu
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) should be
addressed to the publisher of "The Builder," No. 46. Catheriasn
street, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd*
BAT H,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STOXE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

SCARBOROUGH. — Accepted for the erection of a cottage,
Weaponness Estate, Jackson 's-lane, for the Town Council.
Mr. Joseph Fetch, Bomuiih Surveyor. Town Hall, Castle-road.
Scarborough

Br^i and S/i>»e.—\Y. T. Pelch .£'37 0 0
5r<wfrrya«rfC«r/r«/rr>.—C. ^V.Eamshaw .... 6410 o
Blumhlngand Glazing.—G. Cooper 9 lo o
Stati’if.^-C. Pullan 15 t 4 3

Total .

[ All of Scarborough.]
-£«7 * 0

Council, Mr. S. Mather, C.E., Vicioria-road. Surbiton :—
E. lies ,£735 *3 4

I

W. Adamson. King-
Lee Sc Son • 7C9 17 f

'’ *

S. Kavanagh
, 69a 6 i

S. Atldas ............ 637 6 i

Killingbach&Co 653 0 c

*Accepted.
[Engineer's esti

i-Thamea* ..£597 0 c

J.Jacksonf 379*9 1'

Pickthall & Son 479 15 c

J. Porter 476 o '

tWithdrew.
ate, £572 10 II.]

publisher;s notices.
Registered Telegraphic Address, 'The Buili>eb,'Lokdoii.

THB INDEX and TITLE-PACE for VOLUME LXXI. (July to Dec.
18961 was given u a supplement with the number
dated Jan. 9 .

CLOTH CABES for Binding the Numbers are now ready, price
2s. 6d. each ; also

BBADENG CASES (Cloth), with Strings, price 9d. each, and
THE SEVENTV-FIR.ST VOLUME of “ The Builder" (bound), price

‘Twelve Shillings and Sixpence. wUl be ready on the
ISCh idbt.

eUBSCElBERB' VOLUMES, on being sent to the Office, wtU be
bound at a cost of 3s. 6d. each.

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEifENTS.
arrUATIONB vacant, partnerships, APPRENTlORSHIPa,

TRADE AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
Six lines (about fifty words) or under 4s. M.
Each additional line (about ten words) Os. Bd.

Terms for series of Trade advertisements, also tor Special Adver-
filseaents on front page, Competitions, Contracts, Salat by Auotioa,
4ka., may be obtain^ on appUcatlon to the Publisher,

SnUATIONB WANTED.
POUR tlnee (about thirty words) or under Is. Sd,

Biuh additional line (alMnt ten words) Oa 6d,

PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
*•* Stamps mutf not be sent, but all small sums should be remitted

by Cash in Registered Lrtter or by Postal Orders, payable to
DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER, and addreued to the PnbUsher of

'Tss BoiLDSa," No. 46 ,
Catberine-itreet, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week's Issue are received up to

THBBB o'clock p.m. on THURSDAY, but "Classification" U Im-
iposiibls in the case of any which may reach the Office after HALF-
PAST ONE p.m. on that day. Those Intended for the Front Page
ohould be In by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY.

STANDING
ORDERS TO

DISCONTINUE same mutt reach the Office before 10 a.m. on
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
The Publisher cannot be responsible for DRA'WTNGS, TESTI-

MONIAIB, Ac. left at the Office In reply to advertisements, and
strongly recommends that of the Utter COPIES ONLY ihonld besent.

FEB80NB Advertising In "Tbe Builder," may have EspJiet addressed
Co (he <)fica, 46 , Catherine-street.Covent Garden, W.C. /rse itf charge.
Letters will be forwarded 11 addressed anvalopee are sent, together
with snSdant stamps to cover the postage.

AH EDITION Printed on THIN PAPER, for FOREIGN and
COLONIAL CIRCULATION, U Issued every week.

READING CASES,/ „By Post (carefully packed) Is.

LONDON.—For the erection of two shops. Nos. 308 and 310,
Mnre-street, Hackney, E.. for Mr. C. Evans. Mr. Robert M.
Chart, architect. Union Bank-chambers, Croydon
Rice * Sons £*.597

|

D. CUyzer £2.095

WHETSTONE (Lelcs.).—For the construction of sewers. &c.
for the Blaby Rural District CouncU. Mr. W. King, surveyor.
Alliance-chambers. Horsefair-street, Leicester;—
JaiJohnsoQ £*21 16 10 I John Holme £t<9 s
>timson Sc RoUeston 168 3 3 Wm. Lord .

— •

Thos. Philbricic (65
Halford & Sons 157 1

R. Brant 153 1

Baker & Bailey
Haycock & Son, Glen-

. ,
Magna, Leicester*

Accepted,

120 7 6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
G. H, P.. H. W.. A. P. (Below our limit),

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read a
public meetings, rests, of course, with tbe authors.

ff'i cannot nndortaJu to return r^'ected communicationt.
Letters or communicaHous (beyond mere news items) which hare

been duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commlsdon to a contrfbutorto write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, .who
retains the right to reject it If unsatisfactory. 'The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its
acceptance.

All communications rwardlng literary and artistic matters sho—
be addressed to THE EDITOR; those relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor,

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& SonS|i

The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent 1—Mr. E, A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,
^

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEARS
j

has proved that
|

SZEHELMEY STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Bricks,

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E.

'

Asphalts.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,:

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials for

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floors,:

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphaltei

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [ADVT.i

SFHAGUE ft GO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially for.

Bills of Quantities, &c.

4 & S, East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED.
accurately and Nsdth despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliaraent-st.S.W.'

“QUA^’TITY SURVEYORS' TABLES, ’

For 1897, price Gd. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 [ADVT

'

PILKINGTON&CO
(Established 1838),

MONUilENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.C.

Rogldtrtd Trade iforA,

Folonceai Asglalie.

PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT ROOFING.
ACID-RSmSTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVING 1

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & CO.
61 ,

ST. MARY AXE,

LONDON, E.C.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FOR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.

PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

ROOFING SLATES I SLATE SLAOWORK
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, PLAIN AND ENAMELLED

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES,
Marble and Enamelled Slate Layatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals,

Works—Aberllefenny, North Wales. Midland Wharf, Bow.
Head Office and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE. E.C.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LLST.

Payne-road Wharf, Bow.
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Bristol.
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Peterborough Cathedral : Actual State of

the Front.

DETAILED exami-

nation of the west

front of Peter-

borough Cathedral

from the scaffold-

ing, which we liave

had the opportu-

nity of making

since our last

issue, more than

confirms the opinion we had previously

formed as to the impracticable and even

absurd nature of the method of dealing

with it for which the Society of Anti-

quaries have unwisely made themselves

lesponsible. The mere perusal of the

extraordinary document which they have

taken under their protection, coupled

with what may be said to have been

common knowledge as to the state of the

upper portion of the front, must have

induced a feeling of healthy scepticism
;

but in this case seeing is unbelieving.

No one with any knowledge of con-

struction who looked at the upper part

of the front from the top of the

vaulting behind the gables could for a

moment regard the proposals of the “speci-

fication” as anything short of lunacy, unless

we are to conclude that those who drew it

up had themselves never seen the walls

from that point of view, and were specifying

without a knowledge of the task they were

undertaking. We expressed a doubt last

week whether Mr. Thompson, the contractor,

would ever have cared to risk the lives of

his men in carrying out such work in such a

manner. We were more than correct. We
now learn as a fact that Mr. Thompson,

^vho has had quite exceptional experience

in work of this kind, had definitely stated

that, should the Dean and Chapter give way

and allow Mr. Webb and his friends to

try their experiment, he would have thrown

up his contract, as he would not have

felt justified in undertaking such a risk.

That portion of the public which has been

taken in by the clamour raised against the

Dean and Chapter in certain daily journals,

in which they have been accused of wan-

tonly destroying Peterborough Cathedral,

may possibly realise a little better now ^vhat

it is that the cathedral authorities have been

invited to do. They have been invited in

the first place to dismiss their architect, the

man of admittedly the first experience

in England in dealing with large mediaeval^

structures, and to put the work instead

into the hands of those of whose experience

they know nothing, and at the same time to

lose from the work their contractor, who
stands first in experience in such work,

because he regards the proposed method as

one which is unsafe not only to the building

but to the lives of his workmen. And it is

for resisting the demand that they should do

this that they have had wholesale abuse

heaped upon them in public prints. If they

had yielded to the clamour against them

they would have been absolutely false to the

trust reposed in them.

The absurdity of the “ specification ” can

only be fully realised by seeing the actual

section of the walling over the great arches.

For a distance of 4 ft. or 5 ft. above the crown

of the vaulting of the porch the wall is

carried up nearly 7 ft. in thickness, the inner
|

portion of it—that is, all but the actual facing

of the gables—being built ot very small

rubble-stones, the mortar between which is

now reduced to a powder which can be

scraped out in dust with the fingers. Some
parts are more “crumbly” than others, but

all the backing is more or less in this state.

Above this level the upper part of the gables

rises in worked stone, about 2^ ft. thick.

The whole of the weight of this upper portion

of the gables rests upon the three outer rings

of the great arches, and where the ashlar

fronts the rubble backing the stones have

mostly vei-y little tail into the wall; there are

no through stones to tie it in, or anything

of that kind
;
some of the facing stones are

loose, or nearly so, and have only a very

narrow bedding. Standing on the thicker

portion of the wall, behind the upper part of
j

the gables, nearly the whole length of it can
'

be seen taking the form of an outward

curve
;

the gables and piers fall over in

regard to the vertical line, and the whole

structure shows a considerable curve in

regard to the horizontal line, between the

points near the two ends where vertical, or

nearly vertical, cracks on the inner surface

of the wall mark the points at which the

centre part of the structure has dragged

away from the end portions. The mere

appearance of this immense mass of work,

at this height in the air, bulging outwards in

this manner, as seen from the point of view

we have been taking, is alarming enough.

Below this thinner portion of the gables, the

thick rubble wall has broken away from the

vaulting, leaving large furrows between, one

of which has evidently at one time been

actually gaping open, and has been roughly

filled up with rubble masonry’', as if conceal-

ing the gap would do something towards
making people more comfortable in their

minds. The action of the front on the

vaulting has been a double one, it has appa-
rently parted from the vaulting after dragging

the vaulting part way with it
;

for in the

centre portion of the porch there is a con-

siderable separation on the side of the vault

nearest the church, so that the central por-

tion of the vault is structurally broken off

both from the back and front.

To all this we have to add that in the

northern arch, where the work of reparation

is now being done, the arch stones of the

outer orders have themselves dropped in

several places, and the curve of the arch is

broken. And upon this dropped portion of

the arch, and upon it alone, comes the whole
weight of the gable.

What the authors of the “ specification
”

proposed to do was to make a series of tunnels,

I

successively, at different points, through a

;
mass of rubble walling nearly 6 ft. thick

i

(not counting the ashlar facing) in order

to put in solid work piecemeal, and
thus to tie into a wall which is hanging
over, an ashlar facing which is also hang-
ing over, which is in parts very shallow on
the bed, and carries a great weight over

it all ol which rests on the outer edge
of an arch that is leaning outward and
several of the joints of which have dropped,

the arch being in fact crippled just at the

point where the greatest weight of the gable

comes upon it, and partly in consequence of

I the incidence of that tveight, co-operating
'

with the movement of the foundations and
piers. The “specification” is ridiculous

and one has only to look at the building

from this point of view to see that it is so.

The work is risky enough as it is.

We have already observed that the archi-

tectural opposition to Mr. Pearson and the

Dean comes almost entirely from one special

section among architects, including some
very clever men who hold some rather

eccentric views in regard to architecture, and
who are strongly opposed to the Institute of

Architects, of which Mr. Pearson is a member.

We are inclined to think that some of the

extra-professional opposition is the gratifica-

tion of an anti-ecclesiastical feeling. One of

the most active in it has been Mr. Frederic

Harrison, who is the leader of the Comtists

in London, and who has set up the cry that

the cathedrals ought to be in the hands

of a national secular authority, as national
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possessions. It may be observed also

that the two daily papers which

have been most conspicuous in the

opposition— the editor of one of which,

indeed, seems to have entirely lost his head

on the subject—are essentially Radical and

anti-Church papers. This is not a Church

paper but an architectural paper, and we
have nothing to say in regard to this ebulli-

tion of odium anti’theologicum in itself
;
we

merely note the fact that all this clamour

from people who have no particular reason

for caring about architecture is probably not

raised on purely architectural or artistic

grounds, however these may be made the

pretence
;

it has its origin in a desire to get

up a cry against church officials. The ques-

tion whether the cathedrals, as among our most

precious architectural possessions, ought to be

regarded as a national charge, is one quite

open to consideration
;
we have already said

that we think their reparation ought to be a'

charge on public money, or its cost at least be

subsidised from public funds. But it is very

doubtful whether they would receive by any

means as reverentialtreatment from any public

Committee or Trust as they do receive from

their ecclesiastical custodians. The example

of the "Commission des Monuments His-

toriques” in France is not reassuring in this

respect. As a member of the Peterborough

Chapter observed, " Who in all England can

care so much for our cathedral as we do ?

We love every stone of it
;
we would not

willingly displace a single one.’’ And that

we believe is the predominant feeling among

Capitular bodies
;

and in fact it is only

natural that it should be so.

There can be no doubt that the main agent

in bringing about the present insecure state

of the front was the failure of the founda-

tions of the piers. The section of them

suffices to tell the tale. There were three

stages of stepped footings
;
nine courses of

limestone in the first step, four in the second,

seven of rather deeper courses in the third.

Below these came, in the front of the pier, a

pretty thick layer of gravel, on which the

lower footings rested, while the gravel rested

on a thin layer of clay below which was the

rock. The gravel gave way to the pressure

and tended to bring the piers over. But

another influence which no doubt helped in

bringing over the superstructure, and which

has not been quite sufficiently emphasised,

lay in the fact of the weight of the gables

being carried on the outer rings of the arches.

Had the design been arranged so that the

gables should have rested more on the centre

rings of the arches, they would not have as-

sisted the turning over as they evidentlyhave.

The bases of the piers atford a curious

subject for study. A late Gothic base mould,

a long raking set-off with a moulding under,

covers the original Transitional base-course,

and immediately beneath this, no one knows

exactly when, a not very thick template of

hard stone has been inserted, carried a con-

siderable way back under the pier, and

obliterating the moulding of the late Gothic

base-course. This was evidently done with

an idea of strengthening the base and

arresting the overturning action.

There is more to be worked out in regard

to this great front arcade yet, or might be if

the materials for the study were not to some

extent obliterated. There appears to be

some reason to think that the present design

was not the original one except in regard

to the centre arch, which it will be

remembered is narrower than the side

ones. Mr. Irvine, the clerk of works, who

knows nearly every stone of the building,

suggests that originally the front was of three

equal arches, and that the side ones were

rebuilt wider at a rather later date. Of the

reasons for this one is said to be the exist-

ence of a footing-trench at right angles to

the front and further inward than the present

end wall of the porch
;
but the evidence of

this is at all events not at present visible.

What is visible, however, if looked for, is

the fact that down the middle line of the

northern pier, at the back or fiat face, is

a distinct break in the line on plan, the

northernmost half of the back face of the

pier bending slightly inwards towards

the church, making a very obtuse angle

with the southern half. Also, there

are recognisable slight differences in the

workmanship, the "touch,’’ as one may say,

between tlie mouldings and ornaments of the

centre and the side arches, as if those of the

side arches had been consciously imitated

from the centre one but under different

handling. This is most noticeable in the

dog-tooth enrichment, which, when examined

closely, will be seen to be distinctly different

in the two arches; that in the side arches

being rather smaller, or more frequent in

repetition in the same space, and less boldly

executed. The theory has this in its favour

also, that it explains what we have always

thought the curious anomaly of designing the

central arch narrower than the other two.

The idea was that of a colossal porch of

three arches
;
why not make them equal in

span ? The possibility, perhaps we may say

probability, seems to be that they were so

originally, and that the side arches were

rebuilt shortly afterwards in order to extend

the front and give greater breadth and dignity

to it.

There is also some reason to think that

the north gable is not, after all, such un-

touched thirteenth-century work as has been

generally assumed, and that it was probably

more or less repaired in the seventeenth

century. In Gunton’s " History of the

Church of Peterborough” (1686) the follow-

ing passage occurs :
" Benjamin Laney,

bishop, 1660-62. His Presidency was not

long, nor his hand short in expressing its

benevolence towards the repairing of the

Cathedral Church.” In the supplement to

the book by Dean Patrick we read—" Bishop

Laney his benevolence mentioned by Mr. G.

was this
;
he gave an hundred pound towards

the repairing one of the great arches of the

church porch which was fallen down in the

late times.” Some extracts from the Cathe-

dral accounts give a general confirmation of

this, though there is nothing to show exactly

in what the work consisted:—
“ i66r. March 15, P'^ Thos. Mansfield 6 days

mending the roof over the porch which the wind

blew downe, 8/- His son the like, 8/-

1662. March. Old Saunders six days slating roof

over the church porch y' ye great wind blew down
on Feb. 18, 8/-. His son 6 days, 8/- 2 boys 6 days,

6/-

1662. Augt. 15. That John Lovell be agreed

with by the Dean and Receiver at the price of 70/.

to perfect the work of the porch and to sign such

articles and bonds wilh the Dean and Chapter as

the Dean with the Treasurer and some of the Pre-

bends shall think fit.

1663. To John Lovin* for the arch of the porch

80/, ;
carpenter 2x4 4s. 2d.'’

• This s noj doubt Johu Lovell again, only the name

written differently from carelessness.

These last two payments of ^ol. and 80/.

evidently refer to some considerable amount

of work, which appears to be all connected

with the same part of the building.

At the present moment the upper portiorj

of the north gable has been taken down, in-

cluding the rose window, and the stones are

laid out in order on the next floor below off

the scaffolding, where there is a complete

floor the whole width of the porch and pro-

jecting two or three feet out from it, thus

forming a tolerably spacious loft on which

the old work can be laid out in sections as it

is taken down. The following dimensions of

the north arch and gable may be of

interest :

—

From the springing of the north arch to the under-

side of the great string is 23 ft. 6^ in. in centre.

From same line to top surface of socket stone of

cross on gable 52 ft. 10 in.

Clear width of arch at present ... 25 ft. loj in.

Height of clear opening at present 16 ft. in.

The gable seems to be an equilateral triangle, but

is in execution about i ft. 3 in. higher.

The circular window inside its outer order has a

vertical height of 10 ft. 3^ in., but the breadth is

only 10 ft. I in.

It is possible that this latter discrepancy

may be intentional, in order to prevent the

circle looking squat when seen from below

;

it seems too great a discrepancy to be acci-

dental in a single feature in which it would

have been so easy to take the same measure-

ment both ways across. This may do as a

piece of evidence for Professor Goodyear, for

proving the existence of optical corrections

in medieval work.

The work on the gables, when seen at

close quarters on the scaffold, produces the

usual impression which mediaeval work of

this date produces when one can get to look

at it closely, of immense vigour and boldness

of execution and relief, both in the moulded

and decorative portions, the latter more

especially. Of course some portion of this

effect of boldness arises from'the weather-

worn state of the features, which retain their

high relief but have lost whatever finish m
detail they might have had, and present a

rock-like character which no doubt adds to

the effect.

As far as has been ascertained at present

it seems probable that the masonry of the

piers is in fairly good condition and of good

character internally, as it certainly is exter-

nally. Some small trial holes have been cut,

partially banked up with clay at the mouth,

and filled with water to the level of the

clay weir. The water has remained held up

in these verj' satisfactorily, which of course

would not have been the case had the in-

terior been of a rubble character. It is

intended to take iron ties from the piers

through to the main building, drilling the

piers some little way below the springing,

close to the central triple shafts. If the piers

are generally in the sound interior state

which the trial holes already made seem to

promise, there is no doubt that with the

underpinning and the iron ties they will

be quite safe in spite of their being

out of the perpendicular. But the state

of the other two gables, though not

so bad as the north one, is still very pre-

carious in appearance, having regard to the

curve on plan to which they have settled:

outward, and we are inclined to think that

the work now being done on the north gable-

can hardly be the end of the necessary

repairing. There is the curious question
,

too, on which we have not heard anything
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yet—is the north gable to be reset plumb, or

to follow the line which the other gables

have taken ? It is certainly a question to

be asked. Our own opinion still is that if

we could call up the ghosts of the original

builders and show them the front in its

present state, they would say, “ mea culpa,

we have indeed made a bad piece of building

of it
;
will you rebuild it straight and ever-

lasting for us, and for the honour of our

name to posterity?’’ It must not be sup-

posed, however, that there is the slightest

intent of this kind on the part of the Dean

and Chapter, nor indeed would it be easy to

say how the funds could be obtained for

such a work
;
we only mention it as what in

Dur opinion would be a “counsel of per-

fection ” in the case.

Internally the restoration of the crossing

las been an entire success, and we have

he satisfaction of knowing that the rebuilt

.Tossing piers and the tower over them may
)e expected to stand as long as stone will

ast. Nor internally is the effect of renewal

/ery marked or obvious. Externally indeed

he tower does show as an evident restora-

ion, and w’e can understand that some fear

ihould be felt lest the rebuilt gable should

issume as great an appearance of newness

IS the tower does. But we are satisfied that

his is not the intention, and that every

ixterior stone which is not absolutely de-

layed will be replaced. Of course it cannot

ook as if absolutely untouched, but it may
lo with very little renewing.

In the rebuilding of the crossing piers one
jdd little memorandum has been left. At
he springing it was found that the original

'lorman caps to the main shafts had been
urned round into the wall, and a transitional

ap moulding worked on what was before

he back of the stone; a proceeding telling

)f a remarkable desire to economise stone,

n rebuilding the piers the cap on the north-

vest pier has been turned round again, in

)rder to form a record of the use that had
)een made of it. This is interesting, but we
ather doubt whether it was the right thing

o do
;

it is spoiling the unity of design

or the sake of a little historic point,

vhich might after all have been recorded

hherwise
;
and design is really something,

wen in ancient architecture as well as

listory. In the choir the inlaid marble floor

s beautiful in material and workmanship,
)ut the design does not seem in keeping
vith the building

;
it is too Italian in

haracter; nor can we much admire the

>aldachino, also a very rich piece of wOrk,
)ut more noticeable for its richness than for

ts beauty. To an erection of the kind there

ve see no objection whatever
;
b\it we do

lot feel that this particular design is a great

uccess.

NOTES.

Memorial proposal to Complete Truro
to .Archbishop Cathedral as a memorial to the

Benson.
, , ,

, . ,

i

late Archbishop of Canterbury
fias again been brought forward, and, as re-

iiorted in the Western Mercurj', a very
influential Committee has now been formed
b consider how this object can best be
tarried out.* It is proposed -that a monument
* The Committee includes the Duke of Cornwall (the

Prince of Wales), the Dukes of York, Conn.aiight, and
-ambridge, the .Archbishops of Canterbury and York, the
Duke of Westminster, the Bishops of London, Truro,
Durham, besides others. The Hon. Secretaries are
Archdeacon Corn'sh, Canon A. B. Donaldson, and Mr.
E. Carlyon.

to the late Primate in Canterbury Cathedral

should be the first object, and that the efforts

of the Committee should then be directed to

the completion of Truro Cathedral. It is of

course fitting that a special monument should

be erected in Canterbury Cathedral, but it

will be wise to restrict this to a rather simple

and inexpensive one if it is seriously desired

to carry out the Truro Cathedral scheme. It

appears that the present two bays of the nave

can be completed and four bays added for

16,500/. This however will not complete the

nave, which will still require two more bays

and the narthexand at least the lower portion

of the western towers. This will bring up the

sum to about 45,000/. The whole building

can be entirely completed, it is said, for

75,000/.; this appears to be based on an

estimate from the architect, but we cannot

understand how such a sum could suffice

for its adequate completion according to the

original design. However, what we would

urge at present is that the erection of merely

a further portion of the nave, thougli it

would be one step further towards the

completion of the cathedral, would be no

recognisable “memorial.’’ If the nave is

to be the memorial, nothing short of its

entire completion is worth attempting in

that sense. If it appears impossible

at present to raise enough money for

that, it would be better to let the

memorial be the completion of the central

tower. On the other hand, if the funds

needed for the entire completion of the nave

can be raised now, that would no doubt be

the best thing to do, as that would be the

completion of the cathedral as an interior at

all events. But three-quarters of the nave is

neither one thing nor another, and cannot be

regarded as a memorial.

TheCrusode
^HE “Society for Checking

against the Abuscs of Public Adver-
Advmisemenis.

^ meeting of

members and their friends on Thursday last

week in the hall of the Society of Arts
;
a

meeting which was public in so far that

reporters were present. The chair was
taken by Sir Lepel Griffin. The main

objects of the meeting were to come to a

general agreement, in an informal manner,

in regard to the following propositions :

—

" (1) A memorial or deputation to the First Lord
of the Treasury or the Home Secretary to draw
attention to the grave harm done by advertising

disfigurement, and the certainty that the practice

must spread indefinitely unless subjected to reason-

able control : to urge the Government [a) lo grant

facilities for Mr. Boulnois' Bill, or
(
3

)
to introduce a

measure of their own, or (c) lo grant a Parlia-

mentary Committee or a Commission to inquire into

the subject as one of national importance.

(2) A memorial or deputation to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer to ask him to consider the propriety

of imposing a duty on exposed advertisements.

(3) The establishment of some concert between

Members of Parliament who are favourable to our

cause for the purpose of introducing (by way of

amendments or instructions) provisions in restraint

of advertising disfigurement into Railway Bills and
similar measures.”

The proposals were not formally put as

resolutions, but a show of hands was taken

as to the general agreement of the meeting
in regard to the three proposals, resulting in

an affirmative as to the first and last, and a

very doubtful support to the second, which
was practically dropped. In the course

of the discussion, reference being made to

the common criticism that it was hard on the

farmers to attempt to deprive them of the

rent for field advertisements, one speaker

stated from his knowledge that the rent paid

by the owners of these advertising boards

which are displayed along the lines of

railway was really so small that it was
' absurd to reckon it as of any importance in

a farmer’s revenue, or support it on philan-

tiiropic grounds. If so, the only possible

excuse for suffering the continuance of this

disfigurement of whole lines of country’’ is

taken away.

, The case of the Thames Con-
i he Law and .

London w.-iter servancy against the bouth-
Supply. wark and Vauxhall Water

Company, shows the curious state of the

law in regard to the London water supply.

By various agreements with the Thames
Conservancy, this Company is entitled to

take from tlie river in the course • of

any twenty-four hours 24.500,000 gallons

of water, and no more. It appears, how-
ever, that more than this quantity has been
taken, and the question thus arose, Was this

legal? The answer depended on the con-

struction of various statutes and the agree-

ments in question, but the result was that

the judge decided that the Company could

only take tlie specified quantity. In deciding

tlie point, the judge only had to consider the

legal rights of the parties, not the necessity

for taking more water, or the capacity of the

Thames to yield it. But, to the ordinary

mortal, it is curious to note that, apparently,

parts of London might be quite insufficiently

supplied, and yet the Water Company is

powerless at present to increase the supply.

The case appears to illustrate the necessity

for settling the water question on broad and
sensible lines.

r,- •.
French “ Societe des In-

The Civil . . ,

Engineers’Homegenieurs Civiles have just
in Pans. inaugurated their new house,,

at 19, Rue Blanche, Paris. The building was
designed by M. F. Dolmas, engineer and
architect. The floor of the large meeting

room, which will seat 500 persons, is ar-

ranged so that it can either be a sloping

floor with rising ranks of seats for ordinary

meetings, or a flat floor for fetes and recep-

tions.

Though it is satisfactory that

during the recent persistent

wet weather the Thames Con-
servancy have been able, by the proper use

of their weirs, to prevent injury to health and

houses by the overflowing of the Thames,

yet it is wholly discreditable to this body
that they liave not taken proper measures

to safeguard property and persons before this

winter. It is obvious that with moderate

care the floods which have proved so disas-

trous in the Thames Valley, and have so fre-

quently depreciated house property in that

district, might have been prevented. It shows
that the Thames Conservancy is not a suffi-

ciently representative body, since, if they had
been, they would not have waited until the

arrangements of W’indsor Castle were
threatened, and the whole district incon-

venienced, before trj’ing in a systematic

manner to cope with these evils. However,

it is better to take measures later than never,

and we hope that the means employed
during the present winter to prevent floods

will have a permanent effect on the health of

the Thames Valley.

The case of picketing in the

glass trade which came before

Mr. Baron Pollock and a jury

last week, though it finally ended by the

I
i!'
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defendants allowing a verdict to be given

against them, is of importance. Not that it

decides any new legal point, but it empha-
sises the fact that workmen are not to resort

to any violence at the time of a strike, nor is

it legal to endeavour to get workmen to

break their contracts. The case turned

entirely on questions of fact, and from the

beginning it was obvious that the defendants

were in the wrong. It is to the advantage

of the artisans in every trade to have exem-
.plified what they may and what they may
not do during a strike. It is equally neces-

sary that while the law should protect work-
men in peaceful combination, it should

safeguard with care the liberties of workmen
^vho prefer not to be bound by the rules of

trades-unions.

Sir Menry Mange, the new

Telegraphy,
^^resident of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, is the

inventor of the system of sun-signalling by the

heliograph, which has been adopted for army
signalling by many European nations. He
is, however, best known in connexion with

submarine telegraphy, and this he took for

the subject of his presidential address last

^veek. The address was most interesting,

and he kept his audience fascinated to the

end. The length of the submarine cables in

existence is 162,000 nautical mites, and a

fleet of forty-one telegraph ships is necessary’

to keep them in repair. It seems that the

cables, which get incrusted at intervals with

shellfish, arc regarded by many marine

monsters, such as sawfish, as their larder,

and sooner or later their formidable teeth

penetrate the core, and a fault develops.

Whales have been known to get entangled

in a cable, and Sir Henry once saw the dead

b(.'dy of an enormous whale come to the

surface with the fractured cable. His few
practical remarks abf.uit the affairs of the

Institution deserve serious consideration. If

the Society is to prosper, it ought to lay

itself out to attract all who are interested in

the development of electrical science, not

only those interested in a special branch.

After an existence, too, of twenty-five years,

it is time that it had a home of its own.

The Edinburgh Review in-

wiuSm Morris,
duties, ill .T number of unusually

varied interest, an article on
“W’illiam Morris, Poet and Craftsman," a

title wliich very well expresses Morris's

position and genius. The latter portion of

the article deals with Morris as craftsman

and designer, with his influence on house-

hold taste, and his views on archi-

tecture and on painting and the make-up
of books. The review is more decidedly

laudatory in regard to this side of Morris’s

work than in regard to his poetry; holding

that there is room for a good deal of dif-

ference of opinion on the poetry, but for

very little in regard to Morris's influence on
decorative art, except in one or two minor
details. The following quotation will give

an idea of the tone of the article on this

head :

—

“The change which has taken place in the

average public taste in this country in regard to

the design of carpets, furniture, &c., and the general

fitting up and decoration of dwelling-houses, is

something e.xtraordinary, and can only be appre-

ciated by those who can remember the general

appearance of an ordinary ' well-furnished ’ drawing-
room some forty years ago—the staring white marble
chimney-piece with the gilt timepiece of debased
r.ouis Quicze aspect, the sprawling sofa-legs in

double curves, the big knops ot flowers on the

carpet and hearthrug, and the terrible colours

and realistic foliage of the wall-papers. About

the present furnishing taste there is no

doubt often a certain amount of affectation ;

it is adopted as a mere fashion by some persons

who would follow any fashion that was set them :

but the fact remains that whereas some thirty or

forty years ago the general taste in England in such

matters was perhaps worse than that of any other

country, it is now on the whole better than that of

any other country, except the United States: and

even the Americans learned from us lately in the

first instance, though they have perhaps in some

respects improved upon our lessons. Even in the

ordinary work exposed for sale in furniture shops

the effect of the change is manifest
;
tradesmen, it is

true, care nothing about artistic style, but they have

been compelled to do their best to follow the change

in the public demand. And this improvement in

household taste is the direct work of Morris more

than of any one else.
”

The Deutsche Bauzcilnng has

been publishing an article on

tlie advisability of German

architects and tlic German building trade

giving some attention to the development

of the South African Republics, and prac-

tically advising young men to try their

fortunes in these countries. This advice

may jierhaps be equally applicable to

Englishmen, though this will not be the

view of the Deutsche Bauaeituug, and it is

to be regretted that an architectural journal

which has frequently shown a gratifying

,

interest in things English, should allow the

publication in its columns of sentences

written with so much political feeling as is

the case in the article in question (signed

by Mr, O. Kalt-Rculeaux). We should add

that, according to this article, it also appears

that the Transvaal Government and the

Orange Free States require railway engi-

neers, but are making a point of taking only

men who have had a Gorman military train-

ing, and have, preferably, been officers of

the Royal Engineers in Germany. We
believe that what is said about the scope

for German architects and engineers also

holds good for the skilled artisan.

The newbuildings of the Ecole
^e flcolede Droit at Paris are now
Droit, Pans.

entirely completed. They form

an “ island " isolated by the Place du Pan-

theon, Rue Cujas, Rue St. Jacques, and Rue
Soufflet. The furnishing and arrangement of

the lecture theatres is now in progress. With

this building, and certain supplementary

offices, the whole of the establishment of the

Faculte de Droit is now provided for. The
architect is M. Lheureux.

The Quarterly Review contains

Noi°oik^^
an interesting article on that

exceedingly interesting county

Norfolk; an article to a great extent histori-

cal, but not omitting the artistic and archi-

tectural aspect of the county, and
the charm of its scenery, which is some-
times thought little of because the

country is so flat; but “though moun-
tains are wanting, there is hardly any other

phase of English landscape that may not be

found in this land of Crome and Constable.

. . . . Nor must we forget the old-world

aspect of the country towns, such as Lynn,

Yarmouth, and parts of Norwich itself, with

their narrow streets but little changed since

the fifteenth century, with their many gables

and high-pitched red-tiled roofs, and here

and there an old coaching inn with its

sign of wrought - iron work, and its

courtyard and wooden gallery standing

as it stood when seventy coaches a day

passed along the high road.” The writer of

the article is obviously a lover of Norfolk,

otlierwise he would surely not have quitted

the “sweet and civil county" without a

rough word for the wretched way in which

its roads are kept, and their extraordinary

and bewildering divagations from the direct

line of travel from place to place.

Mr
The collection of water-colour

Waiie's drawings by l\Ir. Thorne Waite,
Drawings.

Socicty’S Gal-

lery, presents a certain amount ot artistic

tautology, it one may use the expression
;
the

material is rather limited, and a haystack

and a “ distance " recur rather often as the

elements of the scene. The “Cornfield on

the Brighton Downs " (1 r) is very beautiful

in the aerial treatment of the distance, whicli

is contrasted and kept back by the browD

belt of trees and shadowed land nearthe fore-

ground
;
but in “ Haymaking on the Downs

Findon " (16), a composition of the same

character, and as good, the same brown bell

appears
;

in short, either drawing woulc

impress one more if seen apart from the

other. In “ Shoreham and Brighton " (19) j

larger and somewhat more elaborate compo-

sition, we find the same incident again

though this also is in the main a vei"]

fine landscape. What is perhaps the fines

thing in the room, “Autumn: Stcyiiing’

(53) shows again something of the same

device in composition, though here the darl

band formed by the line of trees is taker

more through the centre of the picture anc

further from the foreground, and the whole

composition of this scene is most effective

as well as the breadth and unity of style

displayed in it, the truth of autumnal effect

and the light aerial manner in which the

rainbow is touched in. Among others whicl

are of special interest is the long lov

sketch under the title, “ Cornfield : Horshan

Valley’' (22), a powerful effect of storm;

sky, treated in a grand manner though O!

a small scale, and giving the idea of a stud;

for a large picture. “ Aldborough "
(43), :

smaller sketch, has the same kind of power
“ Haymaking, Bradgate ” (54) and “ Evening

(58) are two others which have a specia

individuality about them
;
the latter for th'

manner in which the distance seems to fad'

away under the faint evening light. Amon;

the larger drawings two views on the out

skirts of Banff (28 and 38) are speciall;

noticeable for the fresh open-air effect am

the freedom of their execution.

A LADY, who desires to reinaii

^o^Art^Sw'd^nt*-r
^^onymous, has offered to thi

Ecole des Beaux-Arts to plao

a villa belonging to her, at Neuilly, at thi

disposition of any three art students whon

the Ecole may annually select as beinj

at the same time among the most meritoriou

and among these most in need of assistance

The villa is near the Pont du CourbevoU

and is vve believe a former residence of ni

less a person than Pascal. As Thackera;

makes one of his characters say in English

French, “ a good action gains to be repeated,

and the present one might be a hint to sotm

persons in England who have small house;

on their hands which tliey cannot make iisi

of, and who might be able and willing t(

benefit struggling artists in this way.
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THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS

;

I'KEijENTATION TO MR. ARTHUR CATES AND
vresident’s address to students.

The sixth ordinary general meeting of this

Institute took place on Monday at No. 9,
Conduit-street, Professor George Aitchison,
A. R.A.

,
President, presiding.

The Late David Brandon and his Bequest to

the Institute.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
taken as read,

Mr. F. Warren said that, as an old pupil of the
late David Brandon, and one of the executors

;

named in his will, he had much pleasure in

announcing to them that he had left a bequest of
1,000/. to the Institute, in which he took so much
interest in his life, and where he was so highly
esteemed. The bequest, which was free of duty,
was worded as follows ;

—“I give to the Royal
Institute of British Architects 1,000/, to be added
to the funded property of the Institute, and the
income arising therefrom to be applied at the dis-
cretion of the Council for the time being towards
the advancement of architecture.” Mr. Brandon
had already given earnest of the great regard he
had for the Institute by his munificence in the
matter of the Institute Library Catalogue, pre-
sented to members in 1889, the cost of com-
piling. printing, and publishing this work being
entirely decayed by him. The deceased was
elected an Associate in 1839, and a Fellow in

1840, and at the time of his death he was Senior
Fellow.
On the motion of the Chairman a vote of thanks

was tendered to the survivors of Mr. Brandon for
his bequest to the Institute. They almost all

knew Mr. Brandon, said the Chairman, and they
were aware that he was a most amiable and
polite gentleman, one of whose objects was to
further the useful work of the Institute. He (the
President) had known Mr. Brandon for many
years, and amongst the deceased gentleman’s
other good works was his payment for the print-
ing of the whole of the catalogue of the Library.

j

Presentation to Mr. Arthur Cates.

r
Mr. Waterhouse then rose and said that that

I part of the work of the Institute which had to do
! with the examinations was a serious and anxious
I undertaking, and although it was only of late

I years that it had assumed anything like its

I present dimensions, some idea of its importance
1 might be gathered from the fact that 7S0 candi-

\
dates had already passed the examinations, while

I

upwards of 1,000 more were at present engaged
: in preparing for the second or the third of the
! three progressive steps into which the examina-
• tions were divided. Or, to put it in another way,
! comparing the old Voluntary examination with
I what followed, forty-three gentlemen passed the
' Voluntary examination between the years 1S63-81;
' while since 1882, when the examination qualily-

: ing for Associateship became obligatory, 737
I
had passed, which total did not include the

I

1,086 before alluded to, who were now pre-

I paring for the Intermediate or Final examina-
tion. These gentlemen were, of course, not

: exclusively from London : they were from all

I
parts of the country and some from distant

I corners of the Empire. So that this work of the
I Institute, however great an ordeal to those who
I submitted to it, seemed to possess an attraction

i after all, and when it was considered that, inde-

'
pendent of the intrinsic advantages appertaining

;
to theexaminations themselves, it was only through

: these obligatory examinations that membership of

! the Institute could be attained by the youthful
practitioner, they would cease to wonder at the

I enthusiasm with which the initiative of the
: Institute in the matter bad been responded to.

! On whose shoulders did the task fall of initiating

and carrying out this, the greatest work of the
Institute as he did not hesitate to call it ?

! On many shoulders, no doubt ; but on no
[ shoulders did it fall so heavily, and perhaps
I none were so well able to sustain it, as

I those of Mr. Arthur Cates. Mr. Cates had
I shown a great interest in llie subject as early as

1855, and in 1877 he became identified with the
' Examining Board. When the examinations
' became obligatory in 1882, Mr. Cates was
appointed Chairman of the Board, and he elab-
orated the .scheme for the progressive examina-

I tions in 1S89. His position as chairman he
retained until last year, when for prudential

' reasons, his health seemed to demand his retire-
I ment. It was doubtful if, without Mr. Cates’s
1 influence, the work he had referred to could have

been carried on wiih the success which had hi'herto

attended it. Mr. Cates’s tact and courtesy had
always been perfect, and his ready sympathy,
accorded to colleagues and students alike, had

’ been most conspicuous. Unsuccessful candidates
had returned to thank the Chairman of the Board
for relegating them to their studies for a period,

and they were stimulated to greater exer-

tions, and were enabled to pass later examina-
tions with credit to themselves. Mr, Cates
last year had most generously offered a prize

in books to the value of ten guineas, to be
given at each Final examination, now twice in

the year, to the candidate who sent in the best

testimonies of study, himself passing the exami-
nation. He (the speaker) had endeavoured to

show the gratitude the Institute ought to feel,

from the oldest member down to the latest acces-

sion to its ranks by way of the examination-room,
towards Mr. Cates for his services on its behalf.

He was now most happy to be the medium of the
past and present working members of the Board
of handing to him a testimonial, which was in-

tended as a slight but sincere expression of their

personal regard for liim, and of admiration for

the way in whicli he had presided over their

deliberations for the last thirteen years.

Mr. Waterhouse then presented Mr. Cates
witli a large silver bowl, upon which the following
inscription had been engraved :

—

"ToArthur Cates, Esq., for fourteen years chair-
man of the Board of E.vaminers (Architecture) of the
Royal Institute of Briti.sh Architects, from his col-
leagues, as a mark of their esteem in recognition of
bis untiring zeal in organising and successfully
working theexaminations, November, 1896.”

Mr. Waterhouse, continuing, said that his col-

leagues desired him to express their unceasing
regret that they were to see Mr. Cates’ presence
in the chair no longer, though they hoped it

would be long years before he ceased to take
an interest in their proceedings, even to giving
them his varied counsel and advice. The offer-

ing was from past and present working members
of the Board alone, but no doubt many other
members of the Institute would have liked to

have joined in the presentation had they been
invited, for if a great work, well carried out,

deserved recognition for its success, then so did
the work which Mr. Cates had carried out in

establishing the Institute Examinations. The
bowl was just an ebullition from the hearts of
those who had borne with Mr. Cates the burden
and heat of the day, and there never was a testi-

monial so spontaneous and so generous. Mr.
Cates had seen his good ship of Obligatory
Examinations (which he christened himself) built

on lines for which he himself was in large part
responsible, fairly launched and fully equipped.
She had gone forth on many conquests, and had
returned freighted with the quickened intelligence

of their younger brethren. That ship had met
with no misadventure so far. It would be remem-
bered that at first those who disapproved of the
venture were scandalised at the thought of testing

candidates in their powers of design, and had they
(the Institute) done anything to force systema-
tically a particular school of architecture upon the
exclusive attention of the candidates there might
have been some reason for that anxiety

;
but such

was not the case. Their desire was to educate
their candidates into some knowledge of what
made for good design, apart from all questions
of style—some instinct for the architectural

fulfilling of requirements
; for the fitness of

things ; for the adaptability of means to ends, and
an absence of eccentricity and conceit. Their
desire was that candidates should keep in view
the great end of architecture, viz., that of pro-
moting the amenities of human life, and they did
not fear to award a good proportion of marks to

those designs which displayed thought and
judgment and that sense of rhythm and repose
which were acknowledged to be characteristics of
good architecture. In conclusion, he congratu-
lated Mr. Cates most heartily upon the cordial
relations which subsisted between him and the
Board of Examiners, and also upon the success
of his efforts. He trusted that many years would
be given Mr. Cates to watch the growth and
development of his work—a benefit to those who
came under its influence, to the Institute, and to
architecture at large-

Mr. Arthur Cates said that he thanked them all

for the very kind way in which they had received
the remarks made by Mr. Waterhouse, and he
thanked that gentleman and those who had been
with him in the matter, for the testimonial which
had been presented to him. Whatever might
have been his own individual efforts, they would
have been of little account had he not from the
first received the kind and sympathetic aid from

many friends who encouraged him to proceed, and
with whose assistance the (.Obligatory examinations
were established. The support that he received
from the Board was of the most encouraging
character, and year by year that Board adopted
the policy of gradually stiffening the examinations
—gradually raising the standard, until a standard
was obtained which ena]->Ied and justified the

introduction of the Progressive examinations.
He hoped that as time went on that standard
would be not only maintained but increased, so
that the great results which had followed the

establishment of the Obligatory, and had already
followed the introduction of the Progressive, would
be continued. There wereexhibited that evening
some testimonies of study by Mr. Anderson, the
son oftheir recent President (and a worthy son of a

worthy father), in the Intermediate examination,
which ten years ago would have been considered

remarkable, but now, though the drawings were «o
admirable, others followed closely behind. He
did not know if the student, who benefited from
the examinations, quite appreciated the amount of
labour and the amount of pains which the Board
of Examiners had devoted to the matter. He
was surprised at the sacrifice of time which the

members of the Board had given to the conduct
of the examinations, and in the excellent advice
which they had given to the candidates. To them
the success of the examinations was due, and to

them the students and those who had passed were
deeply indebted for the time that they had given
without remuneration. They had had some
reward, though, for they had seen the result of
that sacrifice in the excellent work which the

students had produced, and in the great advance
in knowledge shown by the candidates, and the

general improvement of architectural education.
In addition to the members of the Board who had
rendered such valuable services there was one,

alas ! no longer with them, who had given them
so much valuable aid, viz., their dear friend,

\Y. H. White. To him they were indebted
for work and assistance in regard to the
examinations which could have been given by no
one who, was not thoroughly acquainted with the

details of the examinations. They were also

under great obligation to Mr. H. G. Tayler, who,
by bis care and attention and calm appreciation
of difficulties, had done great service in working
out details in regard to the examinations. More
than fifty years ago he (the speaker) became a
pupil in the office of Sydney Smirke. In those
days the term of pupilage was five years ; it had
been seven. It was reduced to five, and it

was now three. At that time parents paid a
premium of 300 or 500 guineas for “the run of
the office ” for their sons, who, if they chose,

could work, and, if they did, would save their

masters the expense of a paid clerk. They had
no systematic education, and though (here were
lectures at various institutions, there was no
systematic arrangement. In 1S55 the Architec-
tur.^! Association memorialised the Institute on
the subject of architectural education, wliich led

to a great deal of discussion, and the Voluntary
examination was not established until 1861.

Now, however, the words of the memorialists
of 1S55 were realised, and they now gave
students guidance in their studies—on or before

entering an office, during their pupilage, and
during the critical period between the expiry
of their articles and commencing practice—not
before obtainable. Not only in England, but
in other countries, there had been a great
advance made in the education of the archi-

tect, and he would refer to what had been
done in the United States, where Professors

Babcock, Ware, and others had established

systems of education and University courses,

which must produce a very great effect upon the
future of American architecture. In a pamphlet
which he had circulated in 1887 he gave full

particulars of these courses, and in the evidence
which he had given before the Royal Commission
on the Charter of the Gresham University in

1S93, he entered into detail on the subject, as

did Messrs. Slater, Emerson, and McVicar
Anderson, who had endeavoured to get architec-

ture treated as a separate subject in the University
course. The result of that evidence, he was glad
to say, was that the Institute had been recom-
mended, in the report of the Commissioners, for

the privilege of nominating a member of the
Senate of the new University— a very important
concession—and placing architecture for the first

lime in the position which it should occupy in

every University course. The question of design
was a matter of vital importance, which had
been much misunderstood and had led to a
considerable amount of opposition to the

examinations when they were first started.

d

!

I
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There was, indeed, a very great danger in all

educational schemes—a gre it peri! of Academic
nfluence, which had indeed affected some
countries, and which, he hoped, would never
occur in England. England had of late years
attained a position amongst the architectural

societies and bodies of Europe. In all the
communications that he had had with architects
in America or France, Germany or Italy, there
had been one expression of admiration and of
praise for the individuality, the independence,
the originality of English architecture, and those
who studied the architectural journals of other
countries and compared the works illustrated in
them with the work produced in this country,
would fully appreciate how much, how far,

England stood before all other countries in that
frred'im, in that ability of design—not in great
public buildings always — but in the general
domestic w irk of the country. To imperil that
by introducing any academic system would be
mo't unfortunate; and it was that academic
influence—that one s^yle or mannerism—which
must be carefully avoided. Hitherto it had
been : he hoped that it would be—and that
nothing would be done to imperil the indepen-
dence and facility of design of English architects,

but rather that what was now being done would
aid in improving that, and would give to those
who desired it an opportunity of mastering a
knowledge of the grammar and syntax of archi-

tecture before they attempted to compose great
works in it He had never been an advocate
of competitive examinations

;
the examinations

were simply tests of the standard that each can-
didate hid reached ; a standard of merit to be
worked up to, and only to be obtained by close
study ; a guidance for education and a standard
by which the knowledge of the student might be
ascertained. Still further, they made no pre-
tence that the examinations would make an
architect. The examinations provided the
minimum

; they were not conclusive, and there
was no finality in them. The most successful
student, by passing the examinations, still remained
only a student ; he had simply acquired the
power of learning, the power of study, and he
must use that knowledge simply as the basis for

further study in order to place himself in a posi-

tion as a worthy member of the profession and of
the Institute. The great good that the exami-
nations had done was the widespread influence
that they had had in raising the standard of
education throughout the country.

President's Address to Students.

The following address to students was then
read by the President :

—

‘
‘ It has been the custom for the President to say

a few words to the students on these occasions.
You have had from Mr. MaeVicar Anderson,
when he was President, some admirable remarks
on planning, besides those on profession il

brothrrhood, and most excellent advice from my
learned predecessor Mr Penrose, who found out
for us all and the world the opiical refinements of

Greek archi ecture. He was trained in the
reverent study of the antique from 'he actual

remiins of Greek and Roman struc ures, and is

nor less learned in those of the middle Italian

Renaissance, which he ha-i also measured, and we
have heird from him that Palladio alone of the
Renais-^ance architects had learned .the secret of

the grand Roman style.

However much I may be inferior to my prede-
cessors in weight and eloquence, I think I may
say that I cannot yield to them in my ardent
desire for the improvement of our English archi-

tecture, nor for giving all the advice and all the
knowledge that can be imparted in a short
speech to the students, in whom we see ‘he
future architects of our country.

No teaching will give genius or parts to

learners, but I think I may say, without fear of
contradiction, that untiring diligence is an abso-
lutely necessary qualification, and this has been
so evident to those who possess genius, that
BufTon defined it “ as the art of taking trouble,”
which we all know it is not

; but diligence is so
absolutely necessary for the development of
genius, that it is excusable to confuse the neces-
sary servant with the master.

I would call your attention to the works of
Lord Li-ighton now being exhibited at the Royal
Academy, and also to the large collec'im of his

studies at the Gallery of Fine Art in Bond-street.
The s udies there are but a portion of the in-

numerable ones be made, and you will see by
these that the exquisite perfection he attained in

his finished pictures and statuary resulted from
the most careful and accurate study of nature

;

that there is not a form, an extremity, or a piece

of drapery that was not perfectly studied before it

was painted or modelled.

Necessary as indefatigable diligence is, the

longest life is only too short for the attainment

of even a competent knowledge in the master art

we profess, which embraces so many various arts,

and requires a knowledge so wide and so various,

and qualities of mind that are rarely found in

one person. It is a great saving of time to have

a map, a compass, and a knowledge of the streams

and currents, of the reefs and sandbanks, before

we embark ;
not only to prevent shipwreck, but

also to avoid great deviation from out course, so

that there may be no waste of labour, however

s'rong and indefatigable we may be. Some of

the wiseacres of the last century, during a dearth,

empl'iyed labourers to dig holes in the ground

and fill them up again, and although this kept the

labourers’ muscles in training and prevented the

loss of habits of diligence, the crop that should

have resulted and rewarded the labourers for their

exertions was non-existent ;
nothing is more dis-

heartening than useless lab mr. Many of my
own early years were wasted in inking in draw-

ings, and I could not help wishing at the time

that I had been a shoemaker, for stitching shoes

could not be more irksome, and would have pre-

vented some people from getting their feet wet or

worn. The creation of something useful would

have mentally compensated me for the irksome

labour, while no one was benefited by my inking

in drawings.

The wisest saying of the Delphic oracle was,
‘ Know thyself,’ and it can be as usefully

applied to themselves by those who study atchi-

tec'ure as by others in the various exigencies of

human life. It is obvious that if one knows one-

self one can best choose the part of architecture

most fitted to one’s aptitudes, and one can map
out those parts that are esseniial to be learnt ; by

this means not only is much useless labour saved,

but that worst of all shipwrecks is averted, the

having embraced a profcssion that is not con-

genial, and for which one finds one’s capacities

are not fitted, and this, too, when it seems too

late to throw up the profession. I recollect hear-

ing of a pupil of Laing’s—the Laing who built

the Custom House— who found architecture so

uncongenial that he embraced the law, and be-

came a Vice-Chancellor ; as Alfieri the barrister

became a celebrated architect. It is within the

knowledge of most men that many of those who
have become distinguished have changed their

profession ; but these men have mostly had a

natural aptitude for the subject they eventually

embraced and excelled in.

To those unfortunates who have embraced
architecture but have no aptitude for it—nor, as

far as they know, for anything else—I can only

recommend the behaviour of Scotchmen under

the circumstances. I think I may say that

Scotchmen are the only people of the United

Kingdom who have a goud education, and by this

I mean a moral education ; each man who finds

himself in this position says to himself, ‘ This is

my only chance in life ; I have no natural aptitude

for it, but I must try by application and striving

in season and out of season to make up for my
lack of ap'ilude ;

’ and you rarely find tnat they

fail in whatever walk of life they have embraced,
for they mostly gain a good position.

Youth is naturally enthusiastic and ambitious,

and would fain know everything connected with

its occupation. Most students have probably

read Bacon’s programme of mastering all human
knowledge ; but we are not all Bacons, and had
Bacon lived now, when the memory wanted for

one small branch of science is greater than that

given to most men, he would never have set out

on so impossible a quest.

A student, for example, has to see what a

column cr stanchion will safely bear ; and so he
wants to know the laws of flexure, and find him-
self referred to Poisson

;
he gets Poisson’s book,

but finds that to understand it he must master the

differential calculus
;
he gets a treatise on that,

but finds it would take him his whole life, if he
could learn it then : yet as the multiplication

table is to arithmetic, so is the differential calculus

to the higher branches of mathematics
;
he there-

fore comes to the old conclusion ‘ that everybody
cannot do everything.’

It is, perhaps, a laudable ambition to take one
of the great architectural geniuses as a pattern,

but you should have common sense enough to

calmly and di'pa'sionately review your own
powers and capacities before entering on a serious

attempt at imitating his achievements. There is

only one genius in several millions of people who
is blessed with the capacities of the great archi-

tects, who has the making of a Brunellesco, an

Alberti, a Peruzri, a Bramante, a Lionardo,

or a Wren, and I only wish more of those

who find themselves incompetent would
abandon the profession. The average capacity

of mankind is not great, and yet each one wishes

to be the bright particular star of the world.

Each unit of mankind cannot endure the idea

that his capacity is not equal to that of the

greatest genius ; but he will admit that he is defi-

cient in industry, and in that judgment which

guides a man to concentrate himselfon the prin-

cipal aim of his life. This shows us one of the

weaknesses of humanity, to he ashamed of ad-

mitting that which is a pure accident, over which
we have no control ; and to admit, without blush-

ing, our neglect of those things that are in our

power, It is the fashion to encourage the belief

that all men are born with equal capacities, as it

is to suppose that every epoch is equal in mental

and moral power, and that the difference depends

on teaching, as if cutting and polishing a flint

stone would turn it into a diamond. I recollect

Roebuck talking this sort of nonsense at Sheffield,

and after pointing out what John Stuart Mill

could do at thirteen years of age, who had then

mastered Greek, Latin, and mathematics, he

said:— ‘But if John Mill could do what he de-

scribed, why may not John Brown do as much, or

nearly as much ?
’

The subjects that seem to me of the utmost

importance are—firstly, the recognition by
students and their teachers that architecture is a

structural art, and that until this is realised and
acted on no great improvement is likely to take

place. All the materials we use have weight,

and in their ultimate position have size too, and
in the positions they are placed have, as well as

downright pressure, cross and diagonal strains.

All these strains occur in almost every building,

and must balance one another, or else the

building becomes deformed or ruined, or tumbles

down. The theory of the strains that produce

equilibrium is called statics. The architect with

the keenest observation, the strongest memory,
and the greatest experience is a mete child, com-
pared with one who is a master of statics and
the strength of materials ; secondly, we all admit

that without proportion buildings and their parts

are unsightly, and we endeavour to train the eye

to good proportions by studying classical build-

ings ; their proportions, however, mainly give

the statical results gained by experience at the

time the buildings were erected ; if these studies

are pursued too long they are apt to make us

fall in love with a state of knowlege inferior to

that which we now possess.

That friend of our youth, Mr. Ruskin, partially

enlightened us on this subject by pointing out the

infinite variety of proportions in nature, most of

which we find agreeable to the eye, and we now
know that what may be called the fundamental

proportions depend on the weight to be carried,

the strength of the material, and i's height and

size. Statics allow us to go further, for, knowing
the strains to be borne, and where they come,

and the strength and peculiarities of the material,

we may mould it into various forms, either by
cutting away useless parts, or by adding to the

bulk in certain directions. By statics we know
where there is a change of funciion, and where

various strains are concentrated, and these part»|

call for some expression, and the only way of

expressing them architecturally is by moulding.

The proper arrangement of each chamber for

the duties it has to perform, the collocation of the

different chambers, and the access to them by
means of halls or passages without unnecessary

waste of room, is commonly denoted by the

word ‘ planning,’ and in reality it includes

much more, as, for instance, their proper lighting,

aeration, ventilation, and warming : in fact, the

enabling us to make the different portions fulfil

their ends is the foundation of all good architec-

ture. But man wants more than this ; he wants

not only certain parts to be more striking than

others, but to make the whole have such an

external appearance that it tells us the use of the

building and evokes the emotions proper to its

use. All we have to deal with outside are walls

and roofs, but we may want porticoes and porches,

towers, lanterns, spires, and domes for certain

uses and under certain circumstances.

Inside we have much the same elements, but

we have as well, floors, ceilings, and staircases,

and although we always want floors to be flat,

there are circumstances where steps are required

to give elevation and dignity to certain parts, and

there are also certain shapes which add beauty or

dignity to the rooms, and if the ceiling is vaulted

or domed we may want it made striking or

beautiful.

One particular point is usually missed in speak-

ing of architecture—the skill in combining the
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juncticns between forms of diverse or opposed

shapes, and of marking the different changes of

Function where they occur, or of marking the

:oncentration of strains. These, as I mentioned

before, are accomplished by moulding, and these

mouldings are to give us varieties of light and

shade, and to have a sort of logical sequence in

their forms. The Greeks were the first and the

greatest masters of mouldings, which were, of

course, shaped to be played on by brilliant sun-

shine and ill a clear air. The R . man mouldings

were only badly-designed Greek ones with in-

finitely less variation. The second masters of

moulding were the Gothic architects, who de-

signed them for the misty climates and feeble

sunshine of the countries they liyed in. They
were as logical as the Greeks, though destitute of

their refined artistic sensibilities ; and since then

the study of profiling has been abandoned.

I say nothing of sculpture, in which I included

laturalisiic as well as vegetable and animal forms,

or this is another art
;

but it must be exercised

vith due regard to the architecture, and must
leither be incongruous nor destroy the scale of

he part, the chamber, nor the building. You
annot expect sculpture from architects, as it

akes the life study of an artist, and architecture

done may be said to embrace the life studies of

nany men—men of science, men of ingenuity,

.nd men of art. When, however, the architect

s so transcendent a genius that he can master his

iwn art and that of another artist, he excites our

vender and our admiration; but to be a bad
.rchitect and an execrable sculptor too is not a

ombination to be admired, and still less to be
iroud of. It merely entitles the possessor to

dartial’s compliment, who called the amateur
vho did so many things nicely a great meddler.

There are one or two more points thit I must
oention, but perhaps the influence of ihe age is

he most imp'irtant ;
this in one diiection is what

ve call the taste ul .he nation, and it inevitably

ni di ties the indivi 'ual las'e of the arli«t. The
lid provcib says, • Tne mmd of man is g'ei'dy . f

lovclty,’ and nuvelty in its* If has, no douh
, a

ertain charm, but it should only be that differ-

;Dce from what has gone before which must in-

vitably follow from iho'e thousands of things,

ircumstances, and temperamen s that distinguish

ine age from another. It shows us, too, how
idicuious antiquarianism is when it takes the

ilace of architecture. We are not Greeks,

lomans, nor Byzantines ; our age is not Roman-
sque, nor Gothic, nor Renaissance, and if the

rchitecture of the day is to charm the age it

lust discover and embody the desires of the age.

'he paraphrasing of deceased styles only charms

s in -SO far as our civilisation approaches that of

he date of the building paraphrased, and the

'uilding wants novelty too. We naturally do

ot admire Gothic paraphrases, as the desires of

lose times are so far removed from our own
iclinations. The Gothic architect’s passion for

eometry is very far from being ours.

The nation, too, has lost all desire for art which
i the embodiment of ideas, by which alone the

lulk of the people can be taught ; now a little

cientific jargon, embodied in a newspaper para-

raph, or an Act of Parliament, is expected to

ilfil the function of art, but any person of ob-

ervaiion can see it does not. Art, which should

iroclaim to the most uneducated the various

aestimable advantages obtained by being free,

ly having a voice in the election of its repre-

lentatives, by belonging to a great nation with

olonies, by free teaching, by free surgery and
loctoring, by free lunatic asylums, by the free

lousing, clothing, and feeding of aged paupers,

)y free libraries, by public parks, gardens, and
laths, by free museums and free picture galleries,

tnows nothing of it, because it is not brought

0 their eyes by art ; in fact, so far is this from

»eing the case that all these benefits, if not un-

known, are unnoticed, because art is suppressed

n all the buildings which minister to the people’s

wants. Such buildings should be of the most
Itmpressive appearance, and adorned with sculp-

ture, expressive of their use. Splendid tombs
md monuments in public places should perpetuate

1 he memory of the great warriors and statesmen,

I

he great inventors and industrial leaders, the great

^oets, the great writers, musical composers,

• lainters, sculptors, and architects, whose works
vil! make the nation live in the memory of the

Ivorld when its greatness and glory have de-

parted.

V Architects can but slightly modify the desires of

I'.n age, as there are so many thousand things,

londiiions, and influences that combine to mould
li'Ublic taste. All they can do is to have the
[ittainable knowledge and skill required for their

lirt, and if invention in architecture is extinct we

must try to recreate it. I hope it is not extinct,

but if it be we still have the mountains, rocks,

and peaks, the caverns and grottoes, the woods,
the trees, and the plains, the rivers and seas, the

clouds and the heavens, to stimulate us to embody
the lessons we can learn from these natural

effects ; not to speak of the lessons we can learn

from the past architectures of the world. I

cannot help thinking that if the born architect

should arise and be single-eyed in his devotion to

this grand art we might hope to see it again
flourishing, as in the grand epochs of the past.

Antiquarianism is not content with gnawing out

the vitals of architecture, but is destroying our
faith in its being still alive.

Another of the points that wants attending to

is the study of the means employed by the great

architects of the world to evoke the emotions
proper to the use of buildings, and particularly to

those dedicated to the adoration of the Almighty.
Students are naturally apt to seize upon features

that they admire and use them in the most incon-

gruous way, as if the adornment of a temple or a

palace were appropriate to a labourer’s cottage, a

coal store, or to a tailor’s shop, whose owner
makes the human form divine ludicrous and
ignoble. Elegant simplicity of appearance should

be the architect’s aim for most of his buildings, as

his aim should be to produce horror and repulsion

in a prison.

Our great object now is to be sure that we have
done our best to learn all that we ought to learn.

How delightful would it be if we were as sure of

our progress as were the Gothic architects, and
instead of being as careful of every scrap left by
a semi-barbarous age, as if it had come from
Heaven, and were sacred, we could use with a
light heart a good stone, as they did, for our own
work, and build in their worked part which we
have ‘ urpassed. I may say this was not confined to

Go hie day- ; the G eeks used the sculpture tht-y

had suipa. sed for filling in holes a-- d trenches,

and Mr. Purd.in Clarke shoaird me a Saracen
wood tdock ih .t had once formed a door-head in

a destroyed mosque, 'he back of which ha-l been
used for the w >ik of the day, while the carved 1

part, worked in a former age, had been buih in.
|

If the Institute wants to start this w. uk of,

fundamental improvement, it will see that its

examinations are not confined to students alone,

but are to be passed by every one who joins it,

and that everything that is not architectural is

excluded from the examinations, and that those

things alone are included that every architect

ought to know to be worthy of the name. No
one can say that the arts of surgery and medicine
have not enormously advanced since the surgeons
and doctors had to pass a strict examination in

the subjects of these arts. No sane person can
suppose that if architects were required to show
that their knowledge rested on a solid foundation
of science and testhetics that architecture would
not rapidly progress.”

Designs and Drawings Submitted for Prizes
and Studentships, 1897.

Mr. W. M. Fawcett then briefly reviewed the

designs and drawings submitted for prizes and
studentships. The chief prize, he said, for which
competition was asked was undoubtedly the

Soane Medallion, and the 100/. which accom-
panied it. Soane was chiefly interested in

Classic work, and he {the speaker) believed that

the Council had nearly always been particular to

give subjects which could well be worked out on
Classic lines. The “ Market Hall,” given this

time, had met with but little Classic response
;

but as no rule was laid down on the subject, and
students were left to their own feelings, it was
not surprising that the numerous examples of
quaint old Mediaeval and later work had
brought iileas to the mind, and dispelled the
visions of really early Classic work. Mr. Fawcett
then referred in detail to some of the designs
submitted for this and other prizes, in the
course of which he said that though he
had let his criticisms, perhaps, fall a little into

fault finding, he could not pass to other work
without supplementing these detailed remarks
with the more general statement of his pleasure
at seeing such a vast amount of really good work
submitted for the prizes. There was a great deal

of good design, well thought out and well
expressed. Speaking of the measured drawing
competition, he said that the competition had
produced three sets of drawings. Two of these

competitors had taken St. Mary-le-Strand, and
the third Melrose Abbey. The two first had
chosen a subject that appealed to nearly every
one as one of the most beautiful of the churches
in London, and both students would have gained
a good deal by their work, though they bad not
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gained the prize. The Melrose Abbey was a fine

piece of work, and the larger scale drawing of the

south transept was done with a strength of line

and vigour of execution that showed the energy
of the draughtsman. The larger scale foliage

was also given with remarkable vigour. If he
might make a deprecatory remark on such a set

of drawings, it was with regard to a not un-
common tauU in the smaller scale drawings of

young draughtsmen. In setting out tracery, &c.,
the fact had not been calculated that the thick-

ness of the outline counted to the tracery while
all was clear, but it counted to th; shaded part

when the spaces were darkened, so that the

tracery was made to appear thinner and weaker
than it was. This, however, was a minor fault

which did not lead to any great misapprehension,
and he mentioned it as one on which young men
were often tripped up on setting out work of this

kind.

The President then distributed the prizes and
studentships to the successful candidates (for list,

see our last issue, p. 57).
It was also announced that the next meeting

would be held on the ist of February, when a
paper would be read, under the management of

the Art Standing Committee, by Mr. Alfred
Gilbert. R.A.,on “The Sculptor’s Architecture
of tlie Renaissance.”
The meeting then terminated.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION :

DECORATIVE PLASTER WORK.

An ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Asso-
ciation was held on Friday last in the Meeting
Room of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, No. 9, Conduit-street, Mr. Beresford Pite,

the President, < ccupying the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
read ami confirmed, the following gendemen
wtre elccti-d n eml'ers, viz., Mi'-.t . E. F, M.
F- ms, S. H. Evans, W. V. Morgan, and A. W.
Waddington.
Mr B inister F Fle'cher, senior honorary

secretary, announced the pn .s- ni .tion to 'lie

Library, by the proprietors of the Builder, of“The
Builder Album of Royal Academy Architecture

for 1896.” He proposed a hearty vote of thanks
to the proprietors, which was agreed to.

The Chairman said that Mr. Seth Smith, in

furtherance of the suggestion he made in the paper
which he recently read before the Association,

had forwarded to the committee some suggestions

of the conditions for a competition for a prize of
ten guineas which he proposed to offer. The
committee would consider those conditions, and
announce their decision at a subsequent meeting.
He (the Chairman) had also to state that Mr.
Fellowes Prynne, who was one of their vice-

Presidents last session, had been nominated by
the committee to fill the vacancy caused by the

resignation, as vice-President, of Mr. John Begg.
The committee would nominate at the next
meeting, in accordance with by-law 35, a gentle-

man to fill the vacancy on the commiitee caused
by Mr. Prynne’s re-assumption of the duties of
^ice-President, and they proposed to nominate the

gentleman who was next on the election list last

session, but who was not elected.

Mr. E. Prioleau Warren then read the following
paper on “ Decorative Plasterwork ” :

—

Among the subsidiary arts with which the

architect has to deal there are few of more general

application or im xirtance than Aat of the plas-

terer. So much of our construction nowadays is

of necessity concealed, and plaster is so handy a
means of concealment, and indeed, when rightly

used, so excellent a one, that its use in the

interiors of buildings is inevitable.

It is a material so sympathetic and lending

Itself so easily to decorative treatment and the

repetition of ornamental design, that a vast

amount of decorative plaster work—good, bid,

and indifferent, and I fear the last two adjec-

tives are fully entitled to qualify two-thirds of ihe

work—is being daily done. There is none of

us who can well escape its use even if he wishes
to do so. It therefore behoves all of us who
have to do with building and decorating to con-
sider and to learn what can and should, or what
cannot and should not, be done with plaster

work ; and it is much more with a desire to direct

the attention of the younger members of my
audience to some of its uses and abuses, than
with any hope or intention of giving technical

instruction, that I venture to appear before you.

One of the first considerations that borders the

subject of plaster work is^that of its fatal facility

—which constitutes a great decorative danger
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Its comparative cheapness, its possibilities of

rapid workmanship, and the endless and easy
opportunities of reproduction that it affords—in a
word, its immunity from the natural and powerful
restraints that cost and structural necessities

impose in most other building materials—seem to

me in the case of plaster work to render self-

imposed restraint and careful discrimination more
than ever necessary to the designer.

^Ye are all of us, unhappily, familiar with the

incontinent cornices of amazing horticultural sug-

gestion, with their basketwork and lattices, their

vines and passion flowers insecurely supported by
internal wires, which bedecked the chief chambers
of our fathers. We all know, and none of us, I

hope, love, the weirdly confectioned “centre
flower” with dependent “ gasalier ” that

formed the cherished ceiling ornament of the

British householder in the fifties, the sixties,

and even the seventies, and dropped, in in-

termittent fragments, into his tea-cup or his soup
tureen. So fearfully and wonderlully made, so

all-pervading were these adornments, that they
begot a natural nausea in time, a nausea that—as

often happens in such cases—communicated itself

in mental connexion to the innocent material that

they vulgarised, causing sober folk to foreswear

ornament of any kind in plaster work, to find a

safe and wholesome refuge in absolute negation,

absolute plainness. This was, of course, only a

partial revulsion, and was accompanied or followed
by “ revivals,” as they are called, of many types

in plaster work, as in all architectural design.

The beautiful ceilings and friezes of the seventeenth

century, which made our country famous for its

plaster work, were studied to good purpose by
the vei7 few, to evil by the very many, and
“Elizabethan” and “Jacobean” travesties

became nearly as rife and ramoant as the exube-
rances of the centre flower period. “ Revivals ” of

Italian, French, Saracenic, indeed, of all and
every bygone manner, have been practised, and
there are many eminent plaster shops where you
can buy a “ reach-me-down ” design in imitation,

superficially correct, of any style you please, at so
much—the term is apt—“per superficial foot.”

These things have had a great vogue with the unin-

atructecl. They please because they offer a romantic
suggestion of a possibly romantic original, or of
the manorial or seigoeurial appurtenances of
romantic fiction

; a suggestion only, for even as

copies they are poor, wuh their dead, level floated

grounds, their railwa>-line rigidity of “run”
mouldings, their sharp arrises, and mechanical
“repeals.” What a contrast they offer to the
originals they travesty. Any one who examines,

with eyes of discernment, a good seventeenth cen-

tury English ceiling, will see that, beautiful as the

plan of design and forms of ornament may be in

themselves, they only count for a portion of the

total sum of beau'y. The hand of time, and
recurrent coats of whitewash, have often done
much in contribution of effect

;
but the intrinsic,

ineffable, underlying charm of handiwork, of

human pleasure and interest, of “handling” is

there.

The plain surfaces are not hard and level, they
are full of slight undulations, the ribs or “jtrap
work ” have no mechanic.\l rigidity, they are by
no means accurate at their intersections, they arr

softly and pleasantly moulded, and U'Ually undu-
late somewhat with the uneven surface of the

ceiling.

The ornamental foliations—bosses, roses, and
the like—when they rep at, do not do so with

regimental exacti'ude
;
awkward corners caused

by irregular wall lines, chimney breasts, i:c., are

lightly and nonchalantly dealt with
; there is no

strained attempt at fit, begotten of the drawing-
boaid ; the design is curtailed, expanded, chopped
off, or twisted to meet the emergency in a manner
that would look queer on a smart office drawing,
but is delightful m reality.

Experts differ very much as to the methods of
preparing the plaster used for these old ceilings,

and as to the way in which they were put up.

It is, of course, well known that some were
rendered in lathing, some on rough withies, and
some on reeds or rushes. It is obvious that

casting was employed in many instances for the

ornamental foliations and bosses, and it is stated

that a sort of stamp or pressing-mould was
employed for repeating ornaments of small size,

such as the roses in the beautiful ceiling at

Chastleton, one or two of which I was able to

examine closely, as they had fallen down. They
certainly seemed to me to have been squeezed
into a mould. There are many indications that

a good deal of the rib-work was formed by press-

ing into the plaster ceiling, while still damp,
lengths of rib in a similar damp condition. One
finds awkward joins and curious failures to fit to

a centre, in the case of radiating ribs, which
warrant that idea.

If you examine a fallen bit of plaster from one
of these old ceilings you will generally find it very
thick and coarse—often very earthy and some-
times full of little bits of gravel, &c., the kind of
stuff the conscientious architect would have to

condemn. But its very coarseness helped the
effect of the plain surfaces by giving them texture,

a quality we so often miss nowadays. How the
elaborate and complicated ceilings were designed
and set out we do not know with certainty, but
there was probably a rough plan, which was all

that a well skilled workman needed—he had his

tools, his models, and his traditions. That he
had models of ornaments for ceilings and friezes

we know, as we find exact repetition not only in

different rooms of the same house, but in different

houses. And you will often find ornamental
designs, obviously intended for a ceiling, formed
into a frieze or used to decorate the spandrels left

between the horizontal frieze and the end of a
vaulted ceilittg, as in the library at Merton College
O.xford. It is probable, however, that much if

not most of the decorative design was modelled
in situ on the ceiling itself partly with tools,

partly with fingers.

When fingers were used upon the actual plaster
it is obvious, as any plasterer will tell you, that
the lime used cannot have been as sharp as that
we use now—it must have been old or deadened,
or no man’s fingers would have stood it,

There are many lessons to be learned from the
abundant examples, to be found in almost every
county of England, of beautiful old plaster work,
while Scotland, Wales, and Ireland have their

characteristic examples, and one of them is the

extreme importance of plain surfaces of texture.

I am glad to know that within the last few years
that lesson has been taken to heart by one or two
artists who have turned thtir attention to plaster

work. There were some striking instances of

the fact in the work of Mr. Ernest Gimson at the
last Arts and Crafts Exhibition ; work full of
charm and feeling, and quiet originality, and
delightful in uneven surfaces, roughisb texture,
and btoad unlaboured modelling — work as
different in spirit from the average mechanical
plaster work of to-day as was that of the
Elizabethan cr Jacobean plasterer. I believe
tnat the first essential of success in plaster
work of frieze or ceiling is the treatment
of the ground. It will be difficult but necesaary,
if M'e are to succeed, to wrest from the modern
woikman his ideal of perfect even-floated and set

levels, innocent of the faintest undulation as fresh

thin snow over a sheet of ice—and looking just as

cold and hard. It is amazing with what skill a
good and conscientious plasterer, armed wiih his

float and straight-edge, will arrive at that result.

It is neat, it is smart, it is difficult to do, and he
is proud of the achievement, and I don’t blame
him

;
he does well what is expected of him, and

satisfies his conscience, we wilt hope. When his
Ceiling is to be sub-divided by ribs or decorated
with ornament of any kind, he still appears to be
ruled by the instinct for sharpness, hardn-ss and
rigidity. He starts with a billiard table surface, the
ribs are “ run” with a zinc mould in situ, or are
cast in a “ run ” reverse mould and put up subse-
quently, the O’naments are cast from sharp feel-

ingles-' models, and the wo»k reaches a wonderful
perfection of mechanical accuracy which, to the
mind of an artist, is its glaring imperfecti> n. The
arrises are sharp as raz irs, the beads are round
and smooth as glass tubes, a corre pondence re-

ligiously exact is maintained on both sides of a
centreline. The cornices are run as accurately,
as mathematically as the rest, and the drawings
and details are faithfully observed. The result is

naturally as unsympathetic as the method.
I speak of the average. I am well aware that,

fortunately, there are exceptions— I am happy in

believing that they are many, and the number seems
likely to increase rapidly as architects increasingly

devote more time and thought to what is one of
the most interesting and important crafts amongst
the many that they rule. What we need, it seems
to me, to fit us for a more competent control of
plaster work—as of so many crafts, is to draw less

and model more. Fortuna'ely, within the last

few years a good many sculptors of talent have
turned their attention to decurafive plaster work,
and beautiful ceilings, friezes, and panels in low
relief, stand to the credit of several men whose
names are well known to you. There is an
increasing demand for decorative work in plaster.

People, even of moderate means, are no longer
generally content with the blank white lids of the
boxes they live in. This discontent is exemplified
in many ways, one of them is that suburban Joy,
the patterned ceiling paper

; other indications are
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the patent substitutes for modelled ceilings;

whose illustrated catalogues, with their allunn|i

titles, are lavished on the letter box ano

waste-paper basket of every architect. A desirt

for decorative friezes is also prevalent, and il

exemplified by precisely similar instances. 1

this discontent is responsible for many queei

results and unlovely makeshifts, it is not it

itself ignoble. It is our business to divert il inti

wholesome channels. The instinct to enrich iht

ceiling or the roof is, I think, a natural am
an obvious one—the roof is surely as worthy 0

adornment as the walls. In a church or a grea

hall it is, or should be, the crown and glory c

the whole scheme. In domestic work, in thi

home of the average comfortable Briton, tht

cheap substitute for modelled plasterwork obtain

a readier acceptance on account of the fact thal

we dwell— most of us—like hermit crabs, in othel

people’s shells. The leasehold condition of ou:

occupancy has begotten a leasehold type of decoi

ration. The householder wants something thal

will “ last my time, don't you know ”—or, at am
rate, suffice for seven, fourteen, or twenty-oro
years. So he not unnaturally shrinks from per

manency, which implies cost, and he thinks th;

real thing costly ; but, as a matter of fact, it i

by no means necessarily so. With care am
thought, and a little ingenuity, it is possible I

get good decorative results in plaster at smal
cost. There are many ways, for instance, 0

redeeming the absolute bareness of a plaiU

plaster ceiling, without much expenditure
You can have a well moulded cornioi

and divide your ceiling into plain panels b;

means of shallow ribs. At very little extra cost

if your design “repeats,” you can put sorai

simple little ornament into the panels. You cat

dispense with ribs, and have ornamental come:
pieces and a centre

; or you can have the general

field plain, and have an ornamental border next

the cornice, and modelled in low, broad reliefi

Where your conditions make it possible, and, ],

should say, in a longish room or corridor, yor

can drop the cornice a little way down the walk
and form your ceiling to a shallow curve. Thii

may be delightful in itself, even if quite uni

relieved, or can be very effectively decoratec'

with light ribs at intervals and simple flatlisli

ornaments. There is really no end to the simple
and effective possibilities of very slightly deco;

rated ceilings. I have seen an old ceiling in s

low room at Oxford which has four corner ornai

men^s and a centre, very simply modelled in a

highly conventionalised grape vine design—and
it wants nothing more—but the plain surface il

such as would horrify the skilled plasterer 0:

to-day.

The ceiling under an ordinary collar-raftei

roof frequently gives a pleasant opportunity forf

planter decoration. You can accept the splayedi

side between ceiling and cornice, and treat it a*

a sort of sloping frieze, ornamenting the flaH

under the collars more simply and sparsely, or yott

can fix out and form a curved or vaulted ceiling,!

as I have suggested before ;
and a vault is one ol

the most delightful fields for decoration.

When cost is not a closely restrictive considera-'

tion, the range of possibilities is wide for ceilingy

frieze, decorative panels on chimney breajsts, or

such like posi'ions, or for the trea'ment of thel

walls ihemselves. It is someiimes desirable—in
a hall f-r a ball*rnom, for instance—to treat ihel

walls with a permanent architectural decora'icffli

that precludes further ad -mment by means
qj

pictures, wall papers or hangings, and this, 1
|

you use low relief and have a good protective

base or dado, can well be done with piaster

work, by means of pilasters, decorated panelling,

1

reliefs, &c.
If pilasters are used, it is generally advisable to

enclose the plaster relief in a wooden frame, forf

preservation’s sake. Whatever the field of your
decoration, it is necessary, of course, to uso

restraint, to avoid over-crowding and fussiness,?

to aim at a broad decorative result, to remember
that you will cheapen your devices by over-;

repetition, and spoil your ornament by over-;

elaboration. The eye wants some unomai
mented spaces to rest upon It seems to me;

in most cases wise to have rather plainly treatedi

walls and a simple frieze, for instance, where:

your ceiling is elaborate, and a simple ceilingi

where you want an elaborate frieze. It i' h-irdlyl

necessary to say that your plaster work should be

“ plastery ” in effect, round and soft, and:

should not imitate the treatment of any otheri

material.

The celling, frieze, panels, or whatsoever formi

the plaster work may take, should fall into the

architectural scheme of the interior they con-i

tribute to, tht;y must be in coherent relation to
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le rest. The scale must be preserved. And
lere are many considerations to be taken into

xount in de>igning a frieze or ceiling. The
roportion of the room, of course, first. It is

bvious that the same design would be inappro-

riate—in one instance, if applied to two rooms,

ae of which was 10 ft. high and the other 20 ft.,

ad that a long, low room needs different ceiling

eatment to a high square one. Then the light*

ig must be taken into account. Where the tops

f the windows reach nearly to the ceiling, and
;pecially where a longish room has such will-

ows pretty evenly distributed along one side

nly, very delicate relief will tell at a considerable

eight. In the same room if the windows are

tw, or so small as to give inadequate light, the

;lief will require to be bolder in order to tell.

.
room lit from two opposite sides, giving a

rong cross light, is the most difficult to treat

iccessfully. Tlie cross light defeats the shadows
id spoils the effect of relief; in such a room
eater emphasis, greater sharpness of modelling
advisable. All these remarks are intended to

iply to daylight effects, but artificial lighting

ould be considered, too. In great reception

oms, chiefly used at nights, and in all room.s

tended to be brilliantly lit—say, by elec*ric

;ht— it is well to keep the relief rather softer and
ore delicate than in rooms of more ordinary
aracter br illumination.

As a general rule, in an averagely lighted room,
I to 13 ft. or 14 ft. in height, the relief of ceiling-

ouldings or ornaments does not require very

eat projection if the ceiling is left white or

arly white, as relief looks exaggerated. Ribs,

think, are best rather broad and shallow in

•m, and with a tendency to round members
[her than sharp-arrised ones. Their size, of

urse, must depend upon the scale of the

ora, the heights at which they occur, and
B effect aimed at. Constructional beams
i^iding the length of a ceiling frequently

Ip the design greatly, and are capable of

ty effective treatment in themselves. In many
splendid old ceiling the ornament was confined

tirely to the beams and the cornice with which
ey intersected.

When there are no beams, I am personally

dined to prefer detachment between the deco-
tive design of the ceiling and the cornice. I

:e a margin left along the cornice. This
Ips you if you wish to leave the ceiling whitish

d to colour the cornice
; and, generally speak*

g, the cornice must be regarded as the crown
the wall and not as the beginning of the

iling.

However, that is, after all, a matter of design

circumstance
;

it is risky to generalise too
lely. But it is safe to say that too much atten-

in cannot be bestowed, first, on the ground
rface—whether of ceiling, frieze, or panel

—

d, second, on the modelling of any ornament,
aether simple rib or foliated or arabesque
sign. If you cannot be sure of getting good
odelling, have none at all : find safety in plain*

ss. If you wish to avoid sharpness and hard*
ss, have ribs and cornices modelled, not
n. Keep them simple and broad, not
ley and wiry. Generally speaking, I

lieve that for ceilings a more or less

ometric basis for the leading lines gives the
ppiest effect

;
the arrangement should, at any

te, be ordered, if not formal. But whatever
e basis and whatever the treatment, the design
ould essentially be a ceiling design, the orna-
BDtation of a flat surface—to be seen from below
and in a room where it is intended to be seen
)m all points, it should “ read,” as it is called,

all directions equally well, though it may have
main longitudinal or lateral tendency. It is,

rhaps, hardly necessary to counsel the avoid*
ce of any obviously unsuitable type of design

.• a ceiling, such as swags and festoons—
itable, perhaps, on a vertical surface like a
eze, where the sense of vertical dependence is

propriate, but inappropriate and awkward in a
iling. _A frequently effective treatment for a
llish frieze is to have some form of ornament
peated at widish intervals, the interspaces being
.her quite plain or filled with a plain moulded
,nel.

I have so far dealt with the consideration of
aster work for the interiors of private houses,
teat mansions and great civic buildings differ in

gree rather than in kind from these, and, as
gards their internal plaster work, the principles
pUcable to smaller buildings apply to them.
,'here deep-beamed and coffered ceilings are
ed, greater structural support in needed for

,em, and bolder modelling and moulding, of
urse, to preserve their relation in scale to their
•cbitecture. They often, how'ever, present the

decorative problem of the treatment of domes, of

which in a civil building, I have not yet seen a strik-

ingly original treatment in plaster work. I have
seen, you have all doubtless seen, dozens of domes
ir ated with diminishing coffered panels, whose
fr^me-wotk ascends on converging radial lines.

Wren left us many fine instances of these. The
•1' me of St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, is, I think, the

rr ost beautiful instance I know. In this dome
there are four tiers of diminishing coffer panels,

the second above the cornice, and the final one
having panels corresponding in width to two of

the first and third. And, indeed. Wren’s
churches, and those of his pupils and immediate
successors, provide an abundant field for study of a

certain type of design in plaster work, mannered
and formal very often, but full of vigorous

character and excellent workmanship.
A great deal of the plaster work, which is by

no means confined to the ceilings, of our city

churches is, of course, subject to the criticism of

being indirect and purposeful imitation of classi-

cal Italian models in stone or marble. The
coffered soffits of the arches of St. Bride’s,

Fleet-street, of St. Katherine Cree, show this

strongly, and it is observable that in St.

Paul’s Cathedral stone and plaster details

are precisely of the same character. In

St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, there is much fine

plaster work beside the dcraej there are light and
narrowbh arch soffits with running patterns of

roses, &c
,
and the transverse arches of the vaulted

roof mark the plain vaulting bays—unrelieved

except by a’ large centre boss—with a boldly-

modelled band of convoluted foliage ornament.

The churches of St. Mary Aldermary and

St. Katherine Cree both have groined Gothic
ceilings in plaster—very reprehensible theoreti-

cally, but distinctly picturesque. And at St.

Maty’s Aldermary the arph spandrels of the nave

arcade are charmingly filled with coats of arms,

and flowers, and fruit, &c.—a good instance of

the effect of confining ornament, using it to give

special emphasis to particular features of con-

struction—the wall above the arches being

perfectly plain. Christ Church, Newgate, shows a

sparing use of plaster adornment. And the

beautiful little interior of St. Anne and St. Agnes,

Aldersgate, shows in its large decorative panel

borders, its shallow arch coflerings, and the en-

riched soffits of its corner spaces, some graceful

and delightful examples of this Anglo-Italian

Architectonic style of plaster work.

It has been reserved for the last few decades

of this century, and the devotees of the “Gothic
Revival,” to find that plaster woik is inappro- ;

pjiate to the interior of a church. In the seven- ;

teenth and eighteenth centuries, and until near

the end of the first half of the nineteenth, plaster

ceilings were the rule and not the exception in '

churches. '

A great many very charming ones have disap- ;

peared before the hand of the restorer, but

several seventeenth and numberless eighteenth ;

century examples remain. I am glad to see that

plaster work is regaining its place in church ;

interiors ; it provides, at any rate, a pleasing ;

variant to ceilings nl stained or painted deal, or

to open roofs with timbers of small scantling

and wrought “ dte-square.” For the enriched

ceiling of sanctuary chancel or side chapel, I

think it is a most excellent material
;
and the

invention of fibrous plaster makes it possible, with

little difficulty and comparatively small cost, to

use enriched plaster work, not only for ceilings,

but for other decorative purposes in churches.

The slabs of plaster which bear portions

of the design, or completely fill separate

panels, are put up like wood - work, and
screwed to the rafters, or firring pieces, put

to receive them. Each slab should be composed
of thimiish plaster, embedding layers—usually

two in number, I believe, of very wide-meshed
canvas ; the plaster being worked well through
the meshes. They are siifi'ened with laths or

battens, ar.d can be worked to any required angle

or curve. If the relief is not great they are very
light. Where a number of slabs have to be joined

to form a ceiling, without intermediate ribs, it is

customary to pack damp canvas between their

meeting edges, which not only protects them, but
forms a stiff setting when it dries ; the fissures

are subsequently pointed in with plaster. Brass

screws should be used for fixing, and the screw-

holes, of course, must oe stopped in. If steel

screws are used, the heads require to be coited
with japan or paint to prevent the inevitable rust

from staining the plaster.

I put up a panelled ceiling of this kind over
the sanctuary at Groombridge Church some two
years ago. I ^believe that many of you have
visited that building. In that ease the panels

: were each in one slab, and their edges were
clipped by 'he overlapping oak ribs and fillets.

In my Church of St, Clement’s, at Bradford, I

had the good fortune to secure, for ihe decoration
of the chancel roof, the services of Mr. George
Frampton, who modelled the fibrous plaster ceil-

ing, and of Mr. Anning Bell, who coloured it.

In this case Mr. Frampton was first provided
with a model, to a scale, I think, of one quarter
full size, of one side of the covered inner roof.

On this he modelled his first sketch, which with
some other details of the ceiling, he afterwards
exhibited at the Arts and Crafts exhibition two
years ago. He then set to work on a full-sized

model of the eastern bay, and upon the repeating
ornament of shields and rose trees, and the frieze

of cherubs that fill the rest of the ceiling. Casts
were made from his models and were screwed up,
joined, and stopped in the manner I have before

described. The ridge, cornice, and vertical ribs

are of deal, and are painted and gilded with the

rest of the ceiling, which was dry and paintable
within a day or two of fixing.

The use of fibrous plaster enables one to escape
the flatness and rigidity I have spoken of as due
to floating surfaces and running mouldings. The
casts bear the direct impression of the modeller’s
handling. The use of this material is nut without
its artistic dangers, the chief of which is that its

mo-Jelling is not as a rule done upon the actual
ceiling. It is possible, of course, to model in
situ, and then cast from tlie models elsewhere,
and that, I fancy, would be one of the safest ways
in which to prepare the design of a fibrous ceil-

ing ; for nothing can quite come up to the actual
position and the actual lighting of the building for

which the work is destined. The next best
method is to arrange your model in the work-
shop at as nearly as possible the height that the
ultimate casting will occupy, approximating as far

as possible the conditions of light and surround-
ings, and modelling the ceiling from below. If

you cannot manage this, it is wise, at least, to

get your model either conveyed to the site it is to

occupy, or hoisted up in some similar position for

your judgment of effect.

It is essential in case of a ceiling with a cornice,

and divided by plaster ribs, to have cornice and
ribs cast from models also, not run. In the case
of ribs this can be efficiently done by casting a
reverse from the first model and pressing the clay

into it to form ribs for the model section of the
ceiling. The laying of the moist clay ribs into

the ground surface of the model insures the

avoidance of rigidity. I have said that it i

impracticable to mould with the fingers the
actual plaster so as to avoid casting altogether,

unless that plaster differs very much from what
we generally use. But that difference is now
obtained, as I am told, by the use of old or

deadened lime, and some special kind of sand,
and ceilings and other decorative work are

modelled in plaster and in position. That, it

seems to me, must be the best plan possible when
the object is to avoid repetition, and when cost

admits of it ; for where exact repetition can be
avoided the belter will be the result.

The consideration of decorative plaster work
for the exteriors of buildings is almost a subject

by itself. As you know, a great use of it was
made in certain districts, the Eastern counties

especially, in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seven-
teenth centuries. “ Sparrow’s house ” at Ipswich
is a striking instance of rather coarse and crude,
but very picturesque, adornment. A good deal

of external plaster work (using that term to cover
work in cement and selenitic mortar) has been
done in our time, as several of Mr. Norman
Shaw’s buildings testify. L'ntil quite recent

limes the old traditional and delightful “stick-
work’' was done by village plasterers on rendered
cottage fronts, but I fear that tradition has gone
the way of many others.

One suggestion I would make with regard to

external work in low relief, is that the relief

should be stronger on the north side of a building

than on the orhers.

I have now only a few words to say as to the

treatment of finished internal plasterwork. When
the plaster—fibrous or otherwise—is perfectly dry,

it can be treated with a thin coating of wax dis-

solved in turpentine, wiped or rubbed here and
there with a rag

; this gives it a pleasant, soft,

ivory like appearance that is more agreeable than
the even tint of distemper. (At Groombridge I

had the shields and emblems entirely gilded, and
then glazed over partially with thin oil colour,

the whole of the remainder being waxed.) If

heraldry is employed, the coats of arms must, of

I

course, be coloured, or the blazonry is incomplete.

There are some good instances of the effect of

emblazcmed coats occurring in a general field of
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toned white plaster in the cloisters of Corpus
College, Oxford. It is a contrast of which I am
fond, that of richly tinted heraldry and toned
white plaster work. In church work it is likely

that colour over the whole surface of the work
may be needed, and this presents no difficulties

either in the case of oil colour or distemp.-r
; in

the latter case the suction of the plaster will pro-

bably need to be stopped with a coat of priming.
I referred just now to the effects of a cross light.

In my opinion a ceiling lit from both sides re-

quires colour, and, perhaps, gilding, more im-
peratively than one lit from side or end only,

when the relief gets its full value through
shadows.

Plaster reliefs may, of course, be readily used
for decorating wall spaces or arch spandrels in

churches.

There is, in fact, no end to its decorative
applicability.

Time, and your patience, would fail me if I

endeavoured to cover all the ground of my
subject.

You will notice that I have omitted all con-
sideration of Sgraffito work and Scagliola, which
certainly come under the head of decorative
plaster work; I did so advisedly, for the former
subject alone would readily 611 the limits of a
paper like this.

For similar reasons I have not treated of
foreign work—Italian, French, Spanish, or
Mauresque, European or Asiatic—the subject is

really a tremendous one. If I have succeeded
in arousing any interest or enthusiasm for a very
attractive craft, I have realised the full intention
of my paper.

Mr. L. A. Shuffrey, in proposing a vote of
thanks to the lecturer, said that Mr. Warren had
touched upon most points connected with his
subject, provided a line was drawn at the,
type of plaster work which was illustrated by
the specimens exhibited in that room. But
plaster work went a good deal further than
that in England. In the Adam work, for
instance, about which they had heard nothing
that evening, there was a great deal of beauty,
and there were many situations where that
Work seemed to be exceedingly suitable. But
they would have to start upon it with rather
different ideas from those suggested by the
lecturer, otherwise they would find difficul-

ties to contend with, as in the idea that the
ground was to be wavy or uneven. He thought
that a plain ground answered the purpose very
well, especially if it were considered as a contrast
to the modelled work which was put upon it.

He remembered an important piece of advice
which Mr. Stephen Webb gave him some time
ago, and that was, when modelling ornament
upon their ground, either in plaster or clay,
a little bit of clay just rubbed along the
edge where the modelled work intersected the
ground, would do much to check the hardness
which would otherwise result. He would like to
lay stress upon the point that the lecturer had
referred to as to the value of the ground. There
was no doubt that a very little ornament, indeed,
could be made to go a long way, and it was often
found that a great deal of trouble was taken to

model or to construct ornament which it would
be better to remove altogether. In regard to the
model of the frieze which Mr. Warren had
brought there that evening, it would be
much improved, he thought, if a considerable
amount of the ornament were removed. As
ornament largely contributed to cost and
labour, this point should be kept in mind.

Mr. W. Millar said that in regard to the Adam
work, it was not plaster at all, but composition,
and it gave very little exercise for the modeller’s
art. Fibrous plaster had its advantages and
disadvantages. Comparing it with lime plaster,

it did not possess many advantages—for one
thing, it did not afford the resistance to sound
that lime plaster did, owing to its thinness,
and it was not so hreproof, because it was backed
with wood. It was generally believed that
ffbrous plaster was a modern invention, intro-

duced by a French modeller about 6 f(y years
ago. When working in Paris, he had dis-

covered a book on architecture by an architect

who had visited Egypt, in which it was stated
that the method of working 6brous plaster

—

]ilaster and linen—(canvas was apparently not
known) was certainly practised in Egypt in the
fourteenth century just as we did it now. In read-
ing up for his forthcoming book on plain and deco-
rative plaster work, he had discovered that 6ne
linen and plaster were often used formerly in the
decoration on coffins, while mummies were
swathed in 6ne linen and plaster. Fibrous

plaster was very useful for ceiling work and in

renovating old ceilings. At the extension of the

Holborn Restaurant the ffbrous plaster ceilings

were fixed before the roofs were on, each floor

being taken in succession, beginning at the

bottom and working upwards.
Mr. Hampden \V. Pratt seconded the vote of

thanks to the lecturer, and said that with all the

plaster work that was done now it was surprising

that the speculative builder was so conservative

in clinging to that old feature, the centre flower

or ceiling flower. If there was one thing he was
brought up to abominate more than another, it

was that one ornament in the centre of the

ceiling, and he was surprised to hear Mr. Warren
speak of it as a legitimate feature. No d -ubt it

could be done very nicely sometimes, but then

one had to get out of one’s mind the prejudice

for centre flowers which were screwed up to the

ceiling. With regard to modelling plaster so as

to suit the light in the different rooms, that was
an exceedingly difficult thing to do, more espe-

cially when daylight as well as artificial light

had to be considered. It was really time to

seriously reconsider the question of designing
mouldings and ornament for ceilings now that the

electric light was so much used in lighting rooms,
for electric light did light up our ceilings more
than either gas or other lights, and it produced very

strong shadows. He was glad that Mr. Warren
had referred to that illegitimate treatment for

ceiling work, viz., the “ swag.” There was good
authority for doing it in some of the old plaster

work, but it seemed absurd, although an every-

day occurrence, to hang swags on a flit ceiling.

Another mistake which was frequently made was
in treating the cornice as part of the ceiling

instead of as part of the wall. It was better to

start with the idea that a cornice was part of

the wall and not of the ceiling. The frieze was
such an ordinary feature nowadays that if it

were properly treated in connexion with the

corniceitwould naturally form a crown or fini-h to

the wall. Over-ornamentation was, no doubt,
very frequently practised, and, in order to get

good effect, reserve in all these matters must be
very carefully studied. In regard to external

work, he would have liked the lecturer to have
given them a little more information on that

point. No doubt others beside himself had had
the same difficulties in getting external plaster

work that would be weather-proof. Portland

cement had been referred to, and he should like

to know what plaster work could be relied upon
for exposed positions.

The Chairman asked if there was any specifica-

cation of proportions and materials that Mr.
Warren would recommend for ornamental plaster

ceilings. They had heard a very careful and
accurate account of some specimens of old work
which the lecturer had examined, but it would
help them if they could have definitely from him
a specification as to sand, and its proportions, and
the lime that he would recommend, and hints to

workmen as to its proper slaking, and as to the

advantage or disadvantage of using old lime.

Mr. Warren had not mentioned Parian cement :

he (the Chairman) was under the impression that

Parian was comparatively easy to work with the

fingers
;
that there was not the objection to work-

ing it with the bands that there was with ordinary
plaster.

Mr. Millar said that Parian was formed from
gypsum, so that they had plaster in a different

state. Various solutions were applied to gypsum
to give it hardness. Parian was a good material

to model in, for it was pliable and mellow, and
it afforded time to manipulate properly.

The Chairman said that that was an interesting

and important point. In a ceiling recently done
for him, with some amount of decoration about it,

they floated in Portland and then set in Parian,

after which the Parian was cut out back to the

Portland, and the Parian ornaments were run in.

Mr. Warren had wisely confined his attention to

a particular class of work, viz., the domestic
plaster work of England from the Jacobean
period down to the b;ginning of the Adam time.

There was point in what Mr. Shuffrey bad said as to

the eye enjoying freedom in the ground : there were
;ases in which it was just as valuable to have it

as in other cases it was valuable to be without it j

and he (the speaker) thought that in proportion

to the light and height of the room they required

smoothness of ground and sharpness of detail

;

that where the light was moderate and the room
was small in proportion and height, the more
unevenness there was in the ground, the
more delight there would be in the ceiling,

and the freer and softer the mouldings the

pleasanter it would be to the eye. He was very

much averse to leading any one to suppose

that because a thing was uneven and rough
it was beautiful, or, on the contrary, that i

because a thing was smooth and regular i

it was beautiful. They must be careful

:

in avoiding Scylla that they did not fall into

Cbarybdis. During the last excursion of the it

Association they saw a great deal of interesting
(i

plaster work in the heart of Kent. Those who i'

to ik part in that excursion would remember King ;

Charles’s Chapel at Tunbridge Wells, Groom-
bridge, and Holmhurst, where there was an t

interesting ceiling which attracted some atten-

tion because the number of scattered bosses

suggested to some of the members the practice «

of some nineteenth century decadent artists i

of leaving work unfinished for the sake of i'

effect. An inspection of the work showed,
however, that the design for the ceiling

[

existed, but that it had not been completed. ,

The effect was picluresque, but wholly acci-

dental. At the Bank of England there were <

some interesting little domes in the passages and •

corridors, which were of plaster, and which *

would well repay a visit of inspection ; and in t

modern work there was a charming ceiling by Mr.
Macartney in Berkeley-square.

The vole of thanks was then put to the meet-
ing and carried by acclamation.

Mr. Warren, in responding, said that in reply
)

to Mr. Shuffrey as to the omission of historical

.

information, his paper was not intended to be ;

chronological With regard to the Adam work,
he had not omitted to refer to it with any slighting

[

inteniinns, though he might add that he did not

;

find it of the same exciiing interest as the work 1

of previous periods. It was dainty and pleasing,;

but very imitative. It not only repeated itself 1

over and over again— its stock in trade they all I

knew ; but those forms were not original, as an t

inspection of some of the old work at Rome <

would show. There was a traditional style about

it, and the Adam brothers knew what they were ;

about, and produced graceful and refined results. ^

He bad omitted specific mention in his paper of)

a great deal of Queen Anne work. His object;

had been to use past instances to exemplify
]

qualities which he thought of importance. Mr.
,

Shuffrey’s criticism of bis frieze was true, but he «

might point out that he was building up to what

existed, which was a ceiling with very heavy
)

beams. As to the question of the flat ground, he

thought an absolutely flit ground was unpleasant.

Mr. Shuffrey asked how they could avoid it ?

Mr. Warren said they must get the workman to

give up the absolutely level floated ground. In the

use of fibrous plaster there was no difficulty. Mr. i

Pratt seemed to think that he (the speaker) was in :

favour of the centre flower for ceilings. There ;

was all the difference in the world between tlie i

centre flower which was palpably stuck on and r

the centre-piece which was worked into the i

ceiling. As to the influence of the electric light i

upon ceilings, that was an important point. ^

Since the adoption of the electric light objects

,
were made more definite, and he did not think 1

that the ceiling was thereby improved. He V

thought that they would have to pay special i

attention to mouldings, especially ceiling mould -

1

ings, where the electric light was used. As to t

external plaster work, he had not used it very 5

extensively. He had used chiefly Portland i

cement and a silicious wash to give it the colour;

he required. Mr. Millar would no doubt be able -

to give them the information as to the nature of

lime and the proportions which were best to put 1

into the specification. As to the beautiful

ceiling at Groorabriclge, it was very much like 1

the ceiling at Ashburnham House, The treat-;

ment of surfaces could easily be overdone in a

room where the electric light was used, and great i

care was necessary in order to prevent this. It

was extremely important also, where work was ,|

costly, to employ for ceiling or other plaster 1

work a good artist, and leave the design to him. 1

The more that was left to the modeller the better. .

The architect should be responsible for the ^

general lines of a decorative scheme, but the

modeller, w-ho had technical knowledge and <

skill, should be left to supply the details.

The Chairman, in calling upon Mr. Millar to
j

add a few remarks on the question of specifi-

i

cation, said that the ceiling in the passage to the 1

building in which they were assembled was a J

charming example of a plaster moulded ceiling.
;j

The ceiling above them was a mixed blessing. I

Mr. Millar said that, as to the specification >1^

of materials for ordinary plaster ceilings, the i

old Roman laws enforced a peiiod of three ;|

years before lime could be used, and that was a t

law which might be followed with advantage at i

the present time. Aj to Portland cement, he i,

could not see any objection to it, because it was i
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the strongest known cement we have. There was
objection to the colour, but the materia Icould be
coloured to any requisite tint by the use of oxides.

As a substitute for Portland cement, there was
selenitic or any hydraulic lime. Portland cement
could always be modelled in, because it was so

soft and pliable
;
but it must be finished up as the

modeller went along, for it could not be left like

clay or wax. As to the efiecLs of light on ceiling

work, he wished that architects would encourage
hand work rather than cast work, as there was
more opportunity for doing satisfactory work
under such circumstances The effects of light

and shade could be better realised by the worker.

As to cost, it ought to be as cheap as cast work,
which in the first case had to be modelled in

clay, 'then moulded, and then cast and fixed;

whereas hand work could be done in one opera-
tion.

The Chairman announced that the next meet-
ing would be on the 5ih prox., when Mr. A. S.

Flow'er would read a paper on “An Unwritten
Chapter of English Architectural History.”
The meeting then terminated.

1 I

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
INQUIRY.*

The Special Inquiry Committee resumed and
completed the examination of Mr. Blashill, the

Superintending Architect of the London County
Council, on Wednesday, January 13, at Spring

Gardens, Sir Arthur Arnold being again in the

chair.

The Chairman expressed a hope that tbe

examination of witnesses would be concluded
within the month, in order that the report of the

Special Committee might be ready for considera-

tion by the County Council before the end of the

financial year. He also stated that Mr. Hollo-

way, President of the Master Builders’ Associa-

tion, and a gentleman familiar with the conditions

of carrying out engineering works in the Straits

Settlements, had expressed their willingness to

give evidence before the Committee.
Dr. Collins, in continuation of the examination

of Mr. Blashill, asked for further information
with regard to the inferior lime and timber
referred to in previous questions, and with respect

to the defective work discovered in a drain.

With regard to the last point, tbe Architect said

the defects were discovered through the drain

being improperly laid in the first instance. It

had been necessary to take a portion of it up,

and in making the necessary alterations the

defects were discovered. In the cases referred

to, where tbe wages bill had been excessive, the

workmen had put in more work than was neces-

sary. It was not in painting only that this fault

was observed, There was a case of brickwork,
which was grouted where grouting was not

necessary. Since the Architect’s complaints, a

method had been found to prevent disputes, and
the jobbing work was now done to his entire

satisfaction. In reply to further questions, Mr.
Blashill repeated that the later works undertaken
showed better results than the earlier works, that

while work upon foundations always showed a pro-

ifit, work upon superstructures generally showed a

I
loss. He had expressed a hope that eventually

I the Council would succeed in attracting the best

1 workmen, but so far that had not proved to

1 be the case, but it must be admitted that the cir-

cumstances had not been favourable. He thought

: the dual method of letting some jobs to con-

I tractors on tenders, while reserving the right to

i execute others by direct employment, a good one.

I Where the employer had the power to do the

work for himself at will, he had a check upon the

I contractor who might otherwise think he had the

: matter entirely in his own hands.

Mr. Dickinson cited a long list of jobs for

which the total estimates amounted to 157,571/.,
while the tenders accepted amounted to 162 454/.,

I or about 3 per cent, higher. Mr, Blashill said

; he could not charge his memory with details,

I but he had no objection tn the inference sought
I to be drawn. In further rep'y to Mr. Dickinson,

who also referred to the grtater cost of the earlier

I jobs, the architect thought the difficulty neces-
I sarily arose from starling too many jobs at once
with insufficient plant, but the chief cause was
not getting enough work out of the workmen.
There had in the past been great waste of time
on these jobbing works. That arose from the

Council’s workmen, so far as be could gather,
having a somewhat bigoted adherence to what he
might call trade rules. It had been the rule that 1

one workman must take another to a job. lie

* For reports of previous sittings, see OUr issues for
]

I Becember J9 and 26, and January 2.

said nothing against that, but when it came to

the case of the mere tightening of a joint, and
the plumber examined it and then sent for the

fitter to carry out the work, the cost was out ofall

proportion to the work done. A man would not

act in the same way if he were a contiaclor’s

man. Matters were now improved, though there

was something of the old spirit left. The men
who were now doing jobs seemed to have a better

notion of what was wanted, and they were better

looked afier. He would not aoolish the Works
Department, but he feared, with all the calls upon
his time made by his own department, that he
could not find the time for the supervision of that

Department.
In reply to Mr. Gruning (architect) one of the

assessors, Mr. Blashill stated that the quantities

were taken out for his estimates by four quantity

surveyors who were paid by the Council. The cost

of the quantities was not added to the cost of the

works. There had been no material alteration in

the method of getting out the estimates. In giving

out contracts he thought it better to select from a

list of builders, the number in the list being con-

siderable, than to offer work by open advertise-

ment. In answer to other questions by Mr.
Gruning, the witness said that all the jobs which
had been refused by the Works Department had
been afterwards carried out by contractors for

amounts which were within the estimates on the

whole. On one job carried out by the Depart-

ment he found mortar being used of such a nature

as would not only have been condemned had a

private builder used it, but the builder might
have been prosecuted. He could not pass such

material. A sample of the mortar was asked for

and produced. On the question of discounts

allowed to the Works Committee he said they

were of two classes—a cash discount of about

2i per cent, with regard to which there was no
question, and a larger amount allowed as trade

discount for which he had required to see vouchers,

but he had had the greatest difficulty in getting

these from the Department.
Mr. Gruning: Why? They thought if I knew

I should strike off the difference, if any. The
witness added that the names of contractors

were never submitted to him, but he recommended
that the names should be submitted to some
responsible officer of the Council like himself.

In reply to Mr. E. Waterhouse, assessor, the wit-

ness said it was important for the architect to see

the works from time to time in order to be able to

give certificates. He did not inspect for tbe Works
Coramiuee. In preparing his estimates he had to

take care that they should not be higher and
should not be lower than those which a substan-

tial builder would prepare. Questioned with

regard to the addition in the schedule of prices

for jobbing works of 12^ per cent upon the School

Board schedule, Mr. Blashill explained that the

10,000 items in that schedule had been fixed at

the cost of a great deal of trouble. He had
adopted that schedule, but had found it necessary

to add several thousands of items to it. On find-

ing that on these latter there was an increase of

12.', per cent., he had increased the whole by that

amount.
In reply to Sir Godfrey Lushington, the wit-

ness said he had not a list of these jobbing works.

The fact that the actual cost of a certain list was

12,784/. upon a schedule value of 13,678/., proved

that the prices had not been exceeded, but it did

not prove that the works would not have been

done more cheaply by private contractors.

Ml. Jackson, the Assistant Solicitor to the

Council, was next examined by the Chairman,

Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Beachcroft. The
witness put in a statement, showing the changes

made in the conditions of tendering since the

institution of the Works Department. He
stated, in answer to questions, that in the form of

contract there had been no alteration.

Mr. Haward, the Comptroller of the Council,

was next called. He put in a long state-

ment showing the irregularities he had dis-

covered in the accounts, and giving an analysis

of the cases of what he termed fictitious transfers.

The earliest irregular entries appeared in the

books in July, 1895, the total amounts con-

cerned for that and the current year being

7,229/. I IS. lod. ; about one half related to tem-

porary buildings at Colney Hatch. Suspicions

were strongly aroused on items being charged to

the account of “ Bexley Asylum Foundaiions,”

of materials such as yellow deal and flooring,

hard core cement and lead pipe, which could not

have been required in such foundations ; and
again in the same month (March, 1896) a

charge to the account of “ Lewisham Sewer ”

of yellow deal valued at 920/., and bricks

and cement amounting to 77/. i8s., the

total sum represented by these fictitious transfers

being neatly 1,900/. On examination, it was
found that the Bexley job was not commenced
until the April following, and that the delivery ef

materials did not commence until April 16. An
examination of the Colney Hatch materials sheets,

moreover, showed no record of the dispatch of

the materials on the dates given in March. The
Comptroller caused an abstract to be made of all

the timber which had been sent to Colney Hatch,
and compared it with what was credited to

Colney Hatch as having been sent away to other

jobs or returned to stock. He found that the

total debits to Colney Hatch were insufficient to

cover the surplus material purporting to have

been sent away from Colney Hatch to other jobs.

Both in value and quantity there appeared in

many instances to have been more materials sent

away after a job was finished than were ever

charged to the job in the first instance. It

was only after a prolonged investigation that tbe

manager admitted that "An error had been made.”
In concluding, his statement the Comptroller

observed that he had no authority to go behind

the manager’s certificate, and that it was only

the peculiarity of the circumstances that induced

him to do so, The documents were in some
cases tampered with, and there appeared to have
been collusion between various officials of the

Works Department. The whole subject was full

of difficulty. Builders’ cost accounts necessarily

involved questions of a highly technical and
intricate character. The difficulties inherent in

such accounts were much increased during the

first two years of the existence of the Works
Department, owing to inadequate staff, want of

organisation, and the condition of the premises

at Belvedere-road. The regulations framed in

1894 were now being revised by order of the

Works Committee.
In the course of his examination the Comp-

troller stated that the malpractices had not

involved any pecuniary loss to the Council. If it

had been so it would have been a case of fraud,

and it would have been more easy to discover the

irregularities.

The inquiry was then adjourned to Friday,

January 15, when the examination of the Comp-
troller w'as resumed by Sir Arthur Arnold, who
asked for further explanations with regard loan
allowance of 963/. los. claimed by the Works
Depailment in respect of extra cost to which they

were put as compared with a contractor. The
witness’s opinion was that the claim should not

be allowed, but it was a point to be considered.

In reply to Mr. Gruning, Mr. Haward said he

had no special acquaintance with builders’

accounts. Tbe accounts of the Department
migh' be more numerous than those of a builder

doing the same amount of work, because the

accounts of a public body must be more complete.

He would tot express an opinion as to whether a

capital of 175,000/. for a turnover of 240,000/. a

year was inordinate.

In reply to Mr. Dickinson, the witness stated

that certain irregularities would, he thought, not

have been found out if the late manager had not

admitted them. He thought it would be ad-

visable to appoint a works accountant, who should

possess a knowledge of builders’ accounts.

Dr. Collins, asking whether the witness could

state the motives for malpractices which did not

amount to pecuniary fraud, tbe Comptroller said

he thought the motives had been stated in the

course of the inquiry. The transfers made it

appear that all the jobs were being carried out at

a profit, instead of some at a profit and some at a

loss.

Replying to Mr. Fletcher, the witness said

that since 1894 he was able to check every item,

but he could not check jobbing works except

according to the time books.

Mr. Fletcher : Would jobbing works be better

done by a contractor than by the Department ? I

should not like to answer that.

Don’t you think it would be more economical

if the manager was responsible only to a spending

committee wi'.h your audit?—You must always

have some central committee, but whether of a

works or of a stores department is a matter for

consideration. With regard to the question of

abolishing the Works Committee, that was a

matter that would require to be very carefully

considered. A suggestion had been made by Mr.

Blashill, but he only threw it out as a etude

suggestion.

In reply to a question from Mr. Terrance,

whether any system of check could be devised to

prevent irregulaiit'es, tbe Cr mptroller expressed

the opinion that where they had collusion between
half-a-dozen persons and fictitious signatures it

would be very difficult to devise a perfect system
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of check. Certainly he thought the accounts
had been better kept during the last two or three

years. In reply to further questions from Mr.
Beachcroft, Dr. Longstaff, and Sir Godfrey
Lushington, the Comptroller gave explanations in

detail of various paragraphs of his statement and
of the appendices. He could not state that the

cost of the works in progress and completed, but

not yet reported, would reach ^^5 19,000, but he
thought they would show some loss. With
regard to malpractices, he thought they had got

to the bottom of the discoveries.

The further examination of the witness was
adjourned to Wednesday, the 20th inst.

SHustrations.

DESIGN FOR TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
AND PUBLIC LIBRARY.

HHIS design, of which we publish a view
and plan, was submitted in competition

for the West Ham Technical Institute

and Public Library, and was intended to be
constructed with red brick facings and stone

dressings, with a roof of green slates and domes
of copper or lead.

Wi'h the exception of the main front of the

Techi icil School the structure was to be of one

story on a high basement. Iv may be noted that

the author has given a symmetrical treatment to

the plan to suit the irregular site, and that the

four angles are accentuated by towers. On the

side of the view which is in shade the central

feature is a bay of about 80 ft. in length.

The main scheme of the plan of the library was
to get cross light and ventilation, and to make
every external wall readily accessible in the event

of fire.

The large hall was intended to be available for

purposes of the Institute and also for separate

letting to outsiders. Special attention was paid

to exits in the event of fire.

In the Technical School the art class rooms
face north.

Tile small lecture theatres are placed on the

quietest part of the site.

The aim of the author was to give a dignified

“solid” appearance to the buildings, as being

consonant with their purpose.

The estimated cost was under 40,000/. The
design is by Mr. Edwin T. Hall.

The drawing was exhibited at the Royal
Academy last year.

MAR LODGE, DEE SIDE, ABERDEEN-
SHIRE.

This is the new Highland residence recently

built for the Duke of Fife, whose last house in

Mar Forest wa.s destroyed by fire in 1895. In
October of the same year the foundation-stone of

the present house was laid by the Queen.
We give the general view and the plan of one

floor ; the shape of the plan is adopted to secure

shelter from the prevailing winds up and down
the valley.

The walls of the house are built of a light-coral

coloured granite found on the estate. The
timber is also native, being of Scotch fir from the
forest of Mar. The upper parts of the gables are

of half-timber construction, the spaces between
the limbers being plastered, and harled with an
outer coating of crushed quartz from the Cairn-
gorm Mountains. The roofs of the building are

covered with English made red tiles. Electricity

is to be used for lighting as well as warming the
interior.

In the centre of the building is a hall and
grand staircase. By these access is obtained to

the public rooms, including a large dining-room
and a smaller dining-room. Then there is a
spacious drawing-room, a large billiard-room, and
twenty-six bedrooms, and also bedroom accom-
modation for twenty-five men-servants and forty
maid-servants.

The stabling accommodation consists of thirty-

six stalls, with two harness-rooms attached,
two carriage houses, and mess-room and scullery.

The contractors are :—Mason, Mr. Edgar
Gauld, Aberdeen ; carpenter, Messrs. M'Robbie
& Milne, Aberdeen; ironwork, Mr. George
Bisset, Aberdeen

;
plumbers, Messrs J. Blaikie £c

Son, Aberdeen
; painters, Messrs. George

Donald &: Sons, Aberdeen
;

plaster and fire-

proof flooring, Messrs. P. Stuart & Co., London
;

slater, Mr. James Grant, BaUaier
; electric

light, Messrs. P. C. Middleton & Co,, Aberdeen.
At the stables the contractors are :—Mason,

Mr. George Hall, Aberdeen ; carpenter, Mr. D.
Macdonald, Braemar

;
plumbers, Messrs. J. I

Blaikie & Sod, Aberdeen; plasterers, Messrs. P.
Stuart & Co., London; slater, Mr. James
Grant, Ballaier ; and -painters, Messrs. George
Donald & Sons, Aberdeen.
The architect is Mr. A. Marshall Mackenzie,

of Aberdeen.

CHURCH ROOM, ST. MARY’S, EWELL.
The church room of the parish church of St.

.Mary, Ewell, was erected by the vicar during the
iutumn of 1894, and was opened by the late

Bishop of Winchester in the early part of 1S95.
The intention was to provide a small hall for

gymnastic classes among the boys of the neigh-
bourhood, besides its use as a common centre for

parochial work. It is not primarily a mission
nail, and the character of the neighbourhood and
some of the purposes which the room was likely

to serve suggested its architectural treatment.
It is fitted and furnished in a rather more

finished manner than is usual in such halls
;
the

walls are plastered over a green stained and
panelled dado, while the rafters are boarded in

narrow widths of pitch pine, with mouldings
forming panels capable of decoration hereafter.
There are also double doors in the ample porch,

which is in two storeys, the upper part open to

the room, with a projecting gallery, the front of

which is hung as doors so that the apparatus and
chairs can be stored when the whole area of the
hall is required. This loft is also intended for a
music gallery, on occasion, being approached by
a stairway in the depth of the porch. The room
will seal 115 very comfortably, and will hold up
to 150 when necessary. The recessed fireplace

helps in the arrangement of the chairs.

The use of the room as a gymnasium affected

the construction also, to provide against the
swing of the trapeze acting on an open roof. The
room is divided into three bays by two strong
arched trusses, to which the fireplace and porch
provide three points of support, the fourth being
a strong external buttress.

The trapeze and other apparatus hang or rest

on two lattice-girder purlins of wood i ft. 9 in.

deep resting upon the trusses and continuous
from gable to gable. The turret, which will

carry a large bell, also stands upon these framed
purlins.

The end wall of the room is arranged for

diagram and lantern exhibitions, and the gas-

lighting is studied for that purpose and to avoid
interference from the gymastic apparatus.

There are four red Mansfield stone corbels to

the trusses, excepting which the building is all

bfickwoik and wood framing. It has been very
well built, under the supervision of the architect,

by Messrs. Cornish & Giymer, of North
Walaham, except the fencing in oak by Messrs.
Agate, of Horsham. The contract price was
600/., excluding fittings. Messrs. Spencer & Co.
supplied the gymnastic apparatus, Messrs. Turpin
the wood block flooring, Mr. Jackson the lead
glazing, Messrs. Bailey & Co. the gas fittings,

Messrs. Mears A: Co. the bell. The architect is

Mr. Arthur T. Bolton, of Westminster. The
drawings illustrated are by Mr. C. E. Mathews,
sketched from the building after completion.

THE CONVENT, 26, BOW-ROAD, E.

This building, now being erected, is for the

Sisters Marie Auxiliatrice, whose principal con-
vent is at Paris.

These Sisters have been established for several

years at 24, Bow-road, adjoining, their special
work being amongst factory and working girls at

the East End ; this building, however, being
inadequate for the community and the particular

work they had undertaken, the adjoining site of

No. 26 was purchased, on which to erect the
building illustrated.

The materials of construction are walls of stock
bricks in cement, with Gentry’s red brick quoins,
mouldings, and facings ; Bath stonework in

entiance doorway, niche, pinnacles, &c. ; Stuart’s

granolithic copings and staircases; slate roofs,

walls inside finished with trowelled stucco

;

Terazzo floors in corridors and entrance ball,

The building throughout will be heated with
hot water, and the total cost is 6,280/.

The builder is Mr. W. Watson, of Ilford,

and the architect Mr. J. H. Eastwood, of
Kensington.

NEW BOARD SCHOOL, MERTON
ABBEY, SURREY.

This is a new school for 4S0 boys, now being
built for the Mitcham School Board upon a site

containing an apre of ground, with a frontage of
100 ft. to Church-joad, and 435 ft. to a proposed

road on the north side. The buildings consist of
a central portion, containing a large hall 50 ft.

gin. by 28ft., around which are grouped four

class-rooms for sixty boys each, and two wings on
the east and west sides respectively, each accom-
modating 120 pupils. The class-rooms in each
wing are for seventy and fifty boys respectively,

divided the one from the other by a sliding glass

partition, the withdrawal of which enables the

two rooms to be thrown into one lecture-room

59 ft. by 22 ft. Cloakrooms, lavatory, and heat-

ing chamber are provided as shown on the plan,

the whole being upon the ground-floor level, with
the exception 01 the heating chamber, which is in

the basement, and a committee and master’s room
(having a window overlooking the corridor, hall,

&c.), which is situated over the north cloak
room.
The walls externally are for the most part of

hand-made and pressed red facing bricks, with
dressings, &c., of Portland and Monk’s Park
stone. The half timber work is of English oak,

and the roofs are covered with dark brindled-

Broseley tiles from Madeley Wood.
Although 480 pupils have been provided for, it

is not intended to carry out the whole of the

work at once. The first portion of the building,

with slight modifications of detail in the eleva-

tions, now in course of erection, includes the

central hall and class rooms for 240 scholars,

with the necessary accessories for their accommo-
dation, and the boundary walls and gates.

The contract has been placed in the hands of

Mr. John B. Potter, of Sutton and Epsom, whose
tender was 4,763/. Mr. Rees Roberts is acting

as clerk of works. The architect is Mr. H. P.

Burke Downing, of London and Merton.

COMPETITIONS.
New Government School Buildinos,

Durban.—The Education Department recently

offered two premiums, a first of 50/. and a second
of 25/., for the best designs and plans for a pro-

posed new girls’ Model school at Durban, to be
built on a rectangular piece of ground situated

between Gale-street and Smith-street, at the foot

of the Berea. Nine sets of plans were sent in to

the Department. The first premium has been
awarded to Messrs. Frank M. Kent and Matthew
B. Price, two Home architects now employed in

the draughtsmen’s office of the Public Works
Department. Messrs. Street-VVilson & Fyfe,

architects, of Durban, have secured the second
premium, and an alternative plan submitted by
them has been highly commended. The plans

of Messrs. Methven & Ritchie, of Durban,
and Mr. Rowland Ridgway, of the E- gineer’s

Department, Durban, were also highly com-
mended. The adjudicators were the Engineer
of the Public Works Department (Mr. J, F. E.
Barnes), the Mayor of Durban (^Ir. G. Payne),

and the Superintendent Inspector of Schools
(Mr. R, Russell). The new building is estimated

to cost from 9,000/. to 10,000/., and will accom-
modate about 600 pupils. According to the

plans placed first, it is to be a double-story struc-

ture. There is to be a central hall 66 ft. by 35 ft.,

with a large class-room on each side, which may
be thrown into the hall by means of sliding-

doors, and will thus enlarge the hall to 120 ft. by
66 ft. The hall will have a gallery. The build-

ing is to contain two other class-rooms, and
adequate accommodation for the staff, such as

teachers’ rooms, &c. On the front floor the

plans show four other class-rooms, and verandahs
extend nearly all around the building.— of
Natal.

1 t

Edinburgh Architectural Association.

—

The Council of this Association have arranged
with Mr. Ale.xander Drew, Consulting Engineer
(Constructural and Electrical), for a course

of six lectures on the practical designing of

iron and steel roofing. The lectures will deal

with matters specially interesting to prac-

tising architects, civil and mechanical engineers,

their assistants and ariizans, and will be delivered in

the Edinburgh Architectural Association's Rooms,
Royal Institution, Princes-street. The first lecture

was announced for Wednesday, this week ;
the

remaining five will be given on January 27, Feb-
ruary 3, 10, and 24, and March 3; at 8 p.ra.

New Baths for Loughborough. — At a
meeting of the Loughborough Town Council, held

on the 4th inst., a letter was read from Mr. Joseph
Griggs, J.P., offering to erect and present to the

town public baths at a cost of 3 oco/. to com-
memorate the completion of the sixtieth year of the

Queen’s reign, upon a site to be provided by the

Corporation. Mr. George H. Barroweliff, archilect,

of Loughborough, has been entrusted with the

work.
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^JEW DECORATIONS AT THE MANSION
HOUSE.

The cbief point which strikes one on visiting

;he Mansion House is its complete change of

ispect. Remarkable before for its grimy and

venerable aspect, it now presents an appearance

af lightness and cleanliness which to many doubt-

less would be less in harmony with the associa-

tions and glamour of City pomp and splendour.

As far as the public- are concerned, the chief

alterations would be noted in the Saloon and
Egyptian Hall—-the former forming an ante-

chamber to the latter—and the State Drawing
Rooms.
In the Saloon, which is interesting architec-

tumllyon account of the free columns and central

lantern, the ceiling and upper part of the walls

are schemed in ivory-cream and gold, stencilling

being sparingly introduced, the dado being of a

dark red. The tapestry panels from the

Windsor works have been replaced in more
prominent positions and are decoratively well

worthy of the change. The vista from the vest-

blue, through the saloon into the Egyptian Hall,

has also been improved by the removal of the

gasalier which formerly bung from the lantern.

The Egyptian Hall has been renovated almost

beyond compare. The upper part of the walls

are treated in shiimp pink, the dado below being

dark crimson, as are the niches which serve to

throw forward the statuary which they contain.

This treatment of wall surface also servos to out-

line the Corinthian columns which flank the hall,

and which are painted in cream and gold ; the

barrel vaulted coflered ceiling also now shows
to advantage, the carving to the coffers

having a blue background. The State Draw-
ing Rooms have been taken in hand, the

chimney - piece of correct Georgian type have
been relieved of successive applications of stucco,

gilt and paint, and show their original marble
treatment. The wall panels are treated in

yellow damask silk from Spitalfields looms, and
these give brightness to apartments which are

much in need of it. The decorations throughout
are in quiet submission to Dance’s architectural

features, and we can congratulate the city that in

this work of renovation, the character and re-

quirements of the Chief Magistrate’s residence

have been maintained. Messrs. Gillow have
executed the works under the superintendence
of Mr. Andrew Murray, the City Surveyor.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Edinburgh Architectural Society.

—

The opening meeting of the present session of
this Society was held in the Rooms, on the I3tli

inst, Mr. J. A. Williamson, A.R.I.B.A., Piesi-

dent, in the chair. The minutes of the previous

meeting having been read, the Hon. President,

Mr. R. M. Cameron, delivered an opening address
on “ The Dean of Guild Court,” and “ Ilints on
Valuation.” He pointed out the necessity of
attending minutely to the requirements of the

Court in the preparation of plans, so as to avoid
any unnecessary delay in passing such plans

;

lie also indicated the limit of the powers of the

Court, besides giving some very interesting in-

stances where the Court had used its utmost
powers to the advantage of the amenity of
the city. He afterwards gave some hints on
valuation of property, pointing out that valuation
may not be learnt from books, but roust be
gained Ijy study of sales of property, land, &c.,
combined with forethought and common sense.

Leeds Architectural Society. — “ Sir

Christopher Wren and his Work ’’ was the
title of a paper read on the iSch inst. by Mr.
Arthur Stratton, of the Univer.dty College,
Liverpool, to the members of the Leeds and
Yorkshire Architectural Society, at the Me-
chanics’ Institute. Born in 1630, Christopher
Wren lived during the turbulent period of Ihe

Commonwealib. After taking full University
degrees, he was induced, as the result chiefly of
the great London fire of 1666, to turn his atten-
tion to architecture, though his studies had been
arranged to fit him as an astronomer. How
this diversion of his talents into the channel
of architecture resulted is recorded in the annals
of fame. The task that was early placed in his
hands was a giganiic one; it was to rebuild
St. Paul’s Cathedral and about fifty London
churches. For the performance of his huge work
he received the stipend—a mere pittance— of

2Q0/. per annum. The rebuilding of St. Paul’s
occupied nearly fifty years, the foundation-stone
being laid in 1675, and the structure completed
in 1723- Though his work was largely modelled

on the Italian masters, yet, strange to say, Sir

Christopher Wren never visited Italy. He worked
with the highest motives with which an architect

can be imbued—the ennoblement of the art to

which he contributed so much was the object of

his aspirations and the aim of h*s labours. His
career closed in 1723, when he died at the age of

ninety-five years. The lecture was illustrated by
a number of slides. Mr. W. Watson, President

of the Society, occupied the chair.

York Architeciural Society.—Members
of the York Architectural Society and invited

guests dined at the White Swan Hotel recently.

After dinner a brief toast list was gone through,

the remainder of the night being devoted to social

intercourse and music. Mr. Henry Perkin,

F.R I.B A.
,
the President of the Society, occu-

pied the chair, and there were present :—Mr. W.
Watson, of Wakefield, President of the Leeds
Architectural Society ; Mr. A. W. Turner, York,
one of the vice-Presidents

; Mr. Wm. Ilepper,

past-President ; Mr. Geo. Benson, Mr. J. W.
Knowles, Mr. Norman R. Yeomans, hon.

treasurer; Mr. A. B. Burleigh, hon. secretary;

Mr. E. A. Pollard, hon. assistant secretary, &c.
The first toast was “The Queen,” proposed from
the chair. Mr. A. W. 'I'urner then submitted
“ The Royal Institute of British Architects and
Kindred Institutions.” We lived in an age of

progress and invention, he said, and the Institute

and kindred institutions were taking active parts

in the onward march. He advised youthful

aspirants in the profession to pull with the times

in educational matters, and to cultivate the think-

ing and reasoning faculties. Mr. W. Watson, in

responding, remarked that lately the Royal
Institute had done better work for the profession

generally than was the case ten or fifteen years

ago. Formerly it was sadly too exclusive. He
thought the time had come when architects should
be registered as one of the learned professions,

and if such a result could be achieved during the
present memorable year it would be a matter for

great satisfaction. Mr. J. W. Knowles proposed
“ Success to the York Architectural Society,”

which, he said, was progressing, ami had been in

existence about fifteen years. The President
made response. He called attention to the

Syllabus and Papers for the fifteenth session, and
stated that in March there will be an exhibition

of the prize competition drawings of the Royal
Institute of British Architects. He remarked
that the Society fairly held its own in an increased
membership, but there were several leading
archi'ect« in York wh'^^m he would like to see
amongst them. He spike of the advan'age o
being allied with the Royal Institute and olf

benefits which members of the profession hoped
to reap. He thought the Institute had shown a
disposition to tieat them fairly.—On Thursday
evening last week, the first meeting of the winter
session was held in the Church Institute, Mr. 11.

Perkin in the chair. Mr. Godfrey Bingley gave
an address upon “A Study of English Archi-
tecture,” and illustrated his subject with a series

of lime-light views, including examples of
domestic and ecclesiastical architecture. A vote
of thanks was passed to Mr. Bingley,

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
Institution of Civil Engineers.—

A

t a

Students’ Meeting of this Institution, on the 15th
inst., a paper on “The Monicr System of
Construction ” was read by Mr. Walter
Beer, Stud Inst.C.E., Mr. Ewing Matheson,
M.Inst.C.E., occupying the chair. In the brief

historical account of the Monier system, with
which the paper opened, the author showed how
it originated in the attempts of a Parisian florist

of that name to obtain large vessels of a material

more durable than wood and lighter than con-
crete. The principle of the system was stated to

be the combination of Portland-cement concrete
with iron or steel in such a manner as to develop
in the same material the high resistance, to com-
pression and binding of the former, and the great

tensile strength of the latter. It had been found
that in such a combination the good qualities of

both materials were retained, and no chemical
action was found to occur between the iron

and the moisture in the concrete. The latter

adhered firmly to the smooth surface of the metal

;

and the co-efficients of expansion of the two con-
stituents were for all practical purposes identical.

The economy of the system in the construction of
girders and arches was considerable, owing to its

great strength and compactness, and further it

was absolutely fire proof. Large spans might be
used for floors, and the small amount of head-
room required was a factor often of great value.

Arches of 150 ft. or even greater span might be

constructed, and the rise need not exceed one-

tenth of the span, so that the system could be
used in situations where brick and stone would
be impossible. The author dealt with the practi-

cal details and cost of the method, stating the par-

ticular qualities of materials most advantageously

used ; and he also entered into a mathematical

consideration of the relations existing between the

dimensions and quality of the different portions of

the structures and the stresses in them under

known loads. The paper concluded with an

account of tests to destruction of three Monier
arches with a span of 12 ft. and a width of 4 ft.

They were composed of three to one concrete, for

which crushed granite, coke breeze, and crushed

brick were respectively used, with a simple

netting of 4-in. mesh, formed of i]-in. longitudinal

rods and -j-in. transverse rods, embedded i in.

above the undersides of the arches. The first

arch was loaded uniformly, and after a central

deflection of 2 in., failed when the load reached

1 1 '7 cwt. per square foot. The second was
loaded at one side of the centre only, and failed

'under a load of 4'S cwt. per square foot, when
the deflections at the unloaded and loaded sides

and cen're were respectively in., -iVin-i and

4 in. The third arch was also broken by a load

on one side only, but withstood a pressure of

7‘0 cwt. per square foot. The paper was accom-

panied by drawings illustrating several examples

of the system, including the arches upon which

the author’s tests were performed.

Correspondence.

Jo ihe Editor of The Builder.

TESTS OF STEEL AND CONCRETE
FLOORS.

Sir,—

I

have read with groat interest your admir-
able article in this week's issue of the Builder upon
“ Tests of S:eei and Goncrete Floors.” To avoid,

however, any misapprehension, may I venture to

explain that the " Golding ” floor, which stood such
a severe test, is. as a matter of fact, the Expanded
Metal Company's Patent Fireproof Flooring, Mr.
Golding being the inventor of expanded metal, as

well as of this floor. H. B. Tarry,
General Manager Expanded Metal Company.

A WARNING TO QUANTITY
SURVEYORS.

Sir,—

I

n the interest of fellow quantity surveyors

we think it right to inform you that a man called on
us on Wednesday last, prolessing to be an architect,

and proposing to place a job in our hands for

quantities. He promised to bring the drawings to-

day (Tuesday).

He said he had been sent to us by an architect

who is known to us—one well known in the pro-

fession.

Before he went he borrowed money with the

plausible excuse that he had left bis overcoat, which
contained his money, at the dentist's.

On Monday one of us happened to be at another
survej’or's oflice, when this same man turned up
with the same tale of the job be proposed to bring,

and with an introduction from another well-known
architect.

It appears that neither of these architects knew
the man perjonally, though he called on them both
and asked them to recommend him a surveyor.

It is needless to add he failed to keep his appoint-

ment with us. Surveyors.
January 19, 1897.

Slate Trade in 1896.—The year opened with
a general stiffening of tetms

;
the quarry proprietors,

however, fearing a repetition of the “slump’' of

1879, wisely kept prices at a level which they be-

lieved would not allow foreign slates to be imported
at a profit, and the year would have been one of

great prosperity for all in the trade but for the un-
fortunate strike at the Penrbyn Quarries, which, by
reducing supplies, has given an impetus to the use of

competing materials forroof covering, and has caused
a heavy loss in wages. The make will show an
increase, as present prices cause rock to be worked
which would not pay at lower prices, and some
small quarries have been reopened which were
closed in bad times

; but, owing to the limited area

of workable rock, no great further increase is to be
anticipated. Wages were advanced proportionately

with prices, and many quarrymen who had left the

district in less prosperous times have returned. In

the way of legislation, open quarries have been
placed under Government Inspectors, and an addi-

tional Truck Act has been passed, which will affect

ome quarries.
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SPECIFICATIONS.—IV.

MASOX.

n T is well to begin this trade with the

stipulation'^ as to quality of material

and methods of workmanship which
apply to all the varieties of stone, and then to

indicate what parts of the works are to be of

each particular kind, giving sizes of those items

which are not hgured or shown on the drawings.

As there should be^in. or larger-sized details of

all the special features, the sizes of beds and
heights of stones are belter and more clearly

denoted on these drawings than in the speci-

fication.

materials.—All stone to be or the best quality

of its respective kind, free from vents, sandholes,

flaws, and other delects, thoroughly seasjned,
and free from quarry sap (except in the case of

those stones where the quarry sap in drying forms
a protective film, in which case omit the require-

ment here and insert it under heading of those
stones to which it applies), set on its natural bed,
except where otherwise directed by this specifica-

tion or the drawirigs, cleaned down at comple-
tion, and left perfect, all stone injured during the
progress of the building by frost or other causes

being taken out and replaced. All stones to

hold their full scantlings, die-square at back,
and no shellac is to be used on any account.

Workmanship .—All sizes of stones shown on
the detail drawings, to be followed exactly, and
the stonework to be put together with slate

dowels I in. by i in. and 3 in. long, fitted to

square cut mortises. Cramps, where necessary, to

be of bronze, and run with Spence’s metal. All

beds to be truly level, and no stones to be hollow
bedded. All joggle joints to be V jiggles.

(N.B.—If quarry-worked stone is allowed, say
so, but stipulate that any damaged in transit is to

be replaced by sound stone.)

Ruhble-vjalling .—The w'alls of to be
built of local limestone, from quarry,
squared and brought up to level courses, not
more than 2 ft. apart, and with not less than one
through stone to each superficial yard. (If these
walls, as usually done, are to have brick lining,

specify thus;) These walls to have half-brick

lining (better in cement), bonded to stonework,
with headers in each course, one to every four

stretchers. No bond stone to be built through
brick lining. The face of stones to be scabbled
and joints pointed wi’h V joint in mortar.

Ashlar-pacing.—The walls of to have
ashlar-facing of stone, the stretcher

stones to be 4^ in. thick, the headers 9 in. thick,

with bonders in. long (4^ in. less than thick-

ness of wall) in the proportion of of wall

surface. The joints to have dovetailed mortises
run with lead as sketch. (Sketch the shape of

lead plug or dowel preferred, or specify cramps
of bronze or gunraetal.)

Rusticated Work ,—The quoins to be 16 in.

by 24 in. on bed, set to project 2 in. from ashlar

facing with chamfer 2 in. wide around each face,

and worked with snail-creep rusticated face (or

other variety if desired) as directed by the archi-

tect. One specimen stone to be worked and
approved before the others are commenced.
(Describe also rusticated work to plinths or else-

where.)

Arches .—(With rubble walling, arches are
often used over lintols of dressed stone, if so,

describe.) Turn relieving arches over lintols, the
voussoirs 12 in. deep by average width of 6 in.

with scabbled face and pointing to match facing.

(Arches of dressed stone will, of course, come
under heading of the particular kind of stone of
which they are formed.)

Bath Stone —The external stone work of . . . .

to be of Box Ground stone, to be supplied by the
Bath Stone Firms, Limited, hard and well
seasoned

;
picked from stock by the architect or

clerk of works (if so desired). (Or it may be
specified that certain parts are to be Corsham
Down or Monk’s Park, or other variety.)

The external Bath stone work after being
cleaned down is to be treated with “ Fluate,”
applied in accordance with the instructions of the
manu'acturers.

(Then describe the internal work, if any, to be
executed in Combe Down, Farleigh Down, or
whatever is selected.)

Kentish Ragstone.—This, of course, is usually
employed only for rubble walling. In specifying
it is important to mention that the stone is to be
free from “hassock,” where used externally.
“ Hassock ” is useful internally occasionally.

Chalk.—For internal work only. Specify that
it is to be from the “ bull-bead,” free from veins,

shells, and flints, o even texture, and not to be
in less size blocks than shown on the detail

drawings.

J-ortland Stone,— Specify the bed, generally

the “whit bed,” though others may be used if

desired. Say that overhanging cornices are to

be joint bedded. This applies also to Bath
stone.

(N.B.—In specifying Portland, Bath, and
similar stones be particular to say how the face of

stone is to be finished, whether tooled, dragged,
or rubbed.)

For steps and landings, Sic., old Portland stone,

if obtainable, should be specified. Usually they
are described as “hard Portland.” Age adds
hardness, a qualiiy in which the beds vary.

With all limestones it is well to specify that

they are not to be set in Portland cement.
Yorkshire Stone.—By this term is usually

understood the more or less laminated or flag-

stones, but there are a large number of free-stones

in Yorkshire, as the various quarries in Hudders-
field, Halifax, and elsewhere, which are useful

for dressings.

Corbels and Cover Stones.—State size, whether
“ self faced ” or “ tooled,” with “ coped edges ”

where wanted.
Templates.—Give full list with size, whether

“ tooled ” or how otherwise finished.

Steps and Thresholds. — Specify widths and
depths, how much longer than openings, how
finished, and if “ back-jointed.” Particularly

n te whether they are to be in one stone, or if

not, how jointed and joggled. Say whether they
are to be built in, or cut and pinned, and made
good to.

Sills.—Give size and finish, whether sunk,
weathered, throated, &c.

Copings.—Give size and form, whether parallel,

saddle backed, weathered or throated, and method
of setting and jointing. If cramps are desired say
so, quoting length and weight, and whether run
with lead, Spence’s metal, sulphur, or cement.

Hearths and Slabs.—Specify thickness, projec-

tion beyond opening, and description of surface,
“ tooled,” or “ rubbed.”

Pavings.—State thickness, widths of courses,

or average sizes of stones, surface finish, method
of setting.

Stairs.—Give sizes, amount pinned into walls,

describe whether solid, spandril, or built up
treads and risers, if rebated, moulded nosings,

and whether returned. Also finish of surfaces

and faces.

Chimney • pieces, — If plain, they can be
sufficiently described verbally, widths and thick-

nesses of jambs, lintols, and shelves, whether
chamfered or moulded, finish of surface, how set,

if cramps are of iron or other metal, whether
solid or boxed. Or a provi?ional sum can be
allowed, or derail drawings be given.

Granite.—Usually the best way is to obtain

separate estimate from merchants, and include as
provisional sum, stating if it includes carriage

;
if

not, where it comes from. If specified in detail,

give quarry, and, of course, all sizes, whether
polished, or machine worked. Stipulate that it is

to be free from slippers, iron stains, and metallic
veins.

Marble,—Here, again, a separate estimate and
provision is best. If this is not done, give sizes,

description of kind, whether polished, and stipu-

late that stopping is not to be allowed. In some
marbles this, however, is almost impossible.

Veining and colour to be approved. Specify
method of fixing. In marble paving, as in black
and white squares, give the sizes of these, with
the thickness, and especially stipulate for evenness
of colour and close joints.

Tile Paving.—Usually specify a certain make
or get separate estimate and include provision.

Specify who is to lay, and if contractor say how
it is to be done, if jointed and laid in cement,
also that surface is to be perfectly true and level.

If manufacturer lays it provide for attendance and
water.

Mosaic Paving.—Usually best done by separate
contractor at stipulated amount or p.c. sum per
yard. Attendance as for tile fixer.

Wall Tiling and Mosaic.—These follow same
principles as described for paving.

Carving.—Allow provisional sum. State if

contractor is to do boasting and specify sizes

stones are to be left for carver. Provide for

scaffolding and attendance and, if external y, for

shelter and screens. Sometimes provision may*
be only for models and contractor does carving.

In all provisional sums for such work as described
under this trade, and indeed for all provisional
sums it is as well to state when the contractor is

to pay, say within fourteen days after the archi-

tect has certified for payment and reserving power

[Jan. 23, 1897.

to the employer to pay direct if contractor omits
to pay within .etipula'ed time and that in this

event the contractor shall not be entitled to any
profit on the provisional sum or sums.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Church Restoration, Liskeard. — In his

report to the vicar and churchwardens, Mr. G. H.
F. Prynne (architect) mentions that the tower of
Liskeard Church is Norman in design and detail,

although various conspicuous additions have been,

made at later periods. The tower arch is a curious,

example of Transitional work, and blending of the

Norman and Early Pointed work. It seemed prob^
able that defects in the tower showed themselves at

an early date, possibly when the old Norman church
was removed and the present late fifteenth centuryi

church was built, and subsequently a very consider-
able portion of the exterior was faced with granite.

The western doorway, a late Perpendicular work, I

was probably inserted early in the seventeenth cen-i

tury. Walls were generally massive in bulk, andi
built of rough rubble work. The cornice under the
battlement was very rich in early carving, and the
thirty-four grotesque heads, &c., were of interest..

The battlement itself, which was built in a solidi

manner in granite, was of later date. It was per-
fectly possible to repair and restore the tower in a
satisfactory manner, but if undertaken thoroughly'
he roughly estimated the cost at 700/. to 800/., in-'

eluding the entire rehanging of bells upon a new
frame. The one thing to be most careful about was
that the architectural and archmological interestsi

were in no way injured. The rep.iirs could well be
done without any such injury, and one of the most,
interesting old towers in Cornwall preserved.—
Western Morning Neves.

Board Schools, Halifax.—The new Infants’

Board School at Caddy Field, Halifax, was opened:
on the nth insl. The total cost of the building and
site was 3 200/. The plans adopted were selected-

in competition, the original scheme providing for

315 infants. At present only a portion of the scheraei

has been carried out to accommodate 165 children.

-

The premises include a central hall, or assembly:
room 41 ft. by 22 ft. 6 in., three class-rooms 18 ft.

by 16 ft., and a teachers' room. Each class-rootii!

has a separate cloak-room, and a lavatory provided.'

The building is arranged to allow of the addition of
four class-rooms on the easterly side and on a
higher level than the present structure. The con-i

tractors were—Mr. I. Firth, mason
;

Messrs. F.

Greenwood & Son. (Jueensbury, joiners
;
Messrs..

John Naylor & Son. plumbers ; Messrs. Rushworth &
Firth, slaters and plasterers

:
Messrs. George Green-i

wood & Son, concreting
;
Mr. John Berry, iron andi

steel work
;
Mr. T. Kushton, painting

;
Messrs.

P. M. Walker & Co., ventilating; the Westminster'
Flooring Company, London, wood-block flooring;;

and Messrs. William Ttusswell & Son, Sheffield. heat-,

ing apparatus. The archil ct was Mr. J. F. Walsh,l
—The buildings to be known as the Warley-roadi
Board Schools were opened on the nth inst. The:

architects were Messrs. Horsfall & Williams. The'
site of the building has cost neaily 1,200/., and the

building and site together 13,200/. The entire cost

was 16,000/. In addition to the ordinary accoinmo-'

dation, there are slipper and swimming baths, a
workshop, a c«x>king kitchen, &c. Provision is

made for the three departments—boys, girls, and'

infants — furnishing accommodation for 1,132

scholars.

Liberal Club, Coalville, Leicester —

A

new Liberal Club has just been opened at Coalville

by Lord Crewe. The club has a frontage of 60 ft.!

to Marlborough-square. Messrs. Keites & Fos->

brooke, of Leicester, were the architects, andi

Messrs. Griffin Bros, the builders. The materials

used are Ellistown pressed bricks with Derbyshire,

stone facings. Downstairs there is a vestibule andi

entrance-hall, leading to a smoke room, reading:

room, and temperance room. The remainder of the

ground floor is taken up with lavatories, kitchen, and
other offices. Upstairs there are billiard and card
rooms, so constructed as to be formed into one
apartment when required.

Llanelly Church Restoration, Brecon-:
SHIRE.—The first portion of the work of restoration

of this building has been completed, viz,, the re-

moval of the old spire, the repair of the external

masonry of the tower, and the erection of the new
spire. The architect was Mr. Baldwin, of Brecon,:

and the builder, Mr. Foster, of Abergavenny.
Board Schools, Paignton.—The new Board:

Schools at Paignton were opened on the iith insL

'The schools being exclusively for girls, a kilchen is

provided, with range, scullery, &c., for continuation

classes. Teachers have their sfp u ate ro' ms. Mr/
Rabbich, of Paignton, built the schools from plans

by Messrs. Bridgman & Sons. The contract price

was 4.250/, but this has been exceeded by about

1. 000/. Recently Mr. J. W. Rowell, of Newtoo.

Abbot, sat as arbitrator concerning the extras, but
t he has not yet given his award. Accommodation ii

I provided ior 384 children.

Bank. Lincoln —A new bank is in course ol

construction for Messrs. Peacock, Willson & Co./

at Lincoln. The architects are Messrs. W, Watkins
& Son, of Lincoln. The building has a frontage tc

I

High-street of 42 ft., and an area of 1,680 square ft
' In the front elevation all the enrichments are ir
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DouUon’s brown-buff terra-cotta, the plain walling

jeing in ordinary red brick work. The building

lonsists of a basement, three stories, and attics, and
;bere are two entrances, one giving admission to

.he banking office
;
the other to the manager's house

ind a pa"'Sage common to some adjoining properties

The last-named entrance is closed by a Bjstwick
;ate. In the basement, which is lined throughout
A'ith white glazed bricks—as also is the passage, and
i large portion of the back yard -are the heating

apparatus, the clerks' cloak-room, and other neces-

sary requirements of a bank. On the ground floor is

;he banking office, the manager's room, and a wa t-

ng-room. The woodwork of the interior of the bank-

ng office is e.'cecuted in oak with the exception of

the counters and the desks, which are of mahogany.
The e will be an enriched plaster ceiling and a model
plaster fritz? 3ft. deep round the room, these deco-
rations being earned out by Mr. W. H. Horne, of

[die, near Bradford. On the first floor are drawing
dining, and sitting rooms, and all requisite conve-

niences
:
the second floor is given up to bedreoms,

ibove which are the attics. The building has been
vired throughout for the electric light, a mode of

Uumination which will be adopted so soon as the

Corporation are in a position to supply it. The con-

julting engineer in this department is Mr. J. H. Cole,

of Sleaford. In the meantime gas has been laid on.

The building is heated by the high-pressure hot-

water system, worked from a boiler in the basement.

A. lift communicates with the banking office and the

oasement, and there is also a lift at the back for

the elevation of tradesmen’s goods. &c , to the

manager's house. The contract for the buildings is

in the hands of Messrs. Wadsley & Co., of

Horbling.

Proposed Enlargeme.nt of Church, Castle
Church, Stafford.— Ii is proposed to enlarge this

church as a memorial to the laie Vicars of Castle

Church Plans for the enlargement were made by the

architect, the late Sir Gilbert G Scott, R.A., who
carried out the work, and these are in the hands of

the committee. It was the intention of the late Vicar,

as soon as the addition to the churchyard and
enlargement of the schools had been carried out, to

proceed with the enlargement of the church as a
memorial to his father, and, as the plans were
approved by both of them, the committee think that

no more fitting memorial could be desired. The
plans consist of a new north aisle, organ chamber,
and vestry. The additional accommodation will

provide about seventy-five seats. Mr. J. O. Scott

has been consulted and estimates the total cost at,

say, 1,500/.— Tamworth Mercury.

Extension of the British Schools,
Chester,—Three new class-rooms have been added
to the British Schools in Victoria-road, Chester.

The work has been executed by the contractor, Mr.
T'hos. Mayers, of Rowlon, from the designs of

Messrs. T. M. Lockwood & Sons.

Offices for the Newcastle Water Com-
pany. — The Newcastle Water Company's new
offices are situated in Pilgrim-street. The main
portion of the structure is of Kenton stone, and the

design is Italian Renaissance. The architects are

Messrs. Freeman S: Robins, of Newcastle. The
[main business part of the premises — the general

Irate office—runs away from the main building to the

irear, and is only one story high. This office

jmeasures 70 ft. by 30 ft. Tlie walls of this room,
as well as those of the neighbouring corridors and
igrand staircase leading to the various official apart-

iinents, are all lined with Burmantofts glazed tiling.

iThe front offices on the ground floor of the new
building are for the use of the secretary. On the

'first floor there is another suite of apartments,

[devoted to the engineer and his staff; and on the

second floor there is a board-room. Above is a set of

apartments for the use of the caretakers. In the

rate offices the fittings are in Spanish mahogany,
the moulded ceiling is by the Veronese Company,
and the mosaic flooring by Messrs. Emley & Sons.

The main light into this room comes through the

roof, but there are a number of side windows which
are filled with stained glass, from the works of

Messrs. Atkinson Brothers, of Newcastle. The
roof light extends nearly the whole length of the

room, and is supported by ironwork, by Messrs.

Somerset & Co., Newcastle, who have supplied the

bulk of the heavy iron work used in the general

construction of the building. The grand staircase

consists of five flights of steps, all of Sicilian marble.

The lower portion is divided from the main hall

by a pillared and arched casement, the open spaces
in which are filled with a light iron railing. The
whole of the balustrades in the remaining portions

of the staircase are in similar ironwork, wrought
from the design of the architects. The secretary's

room on the ground fljor has the Acme patent

flooring, The whole of the building has an inde-

pendent telephonic installation whereby every room
may be switched on to any other, or to the secre-

tary's room. There is a lift going from the base-

ment of the building to the top. The directors’

room on the second floor front is an apartment
measuring 40 ft. by 20 ft.

;
and the ceiling is 20 ft.

high. Round the room is a panelled mahogany
dado with enriched carving. The carving was
designed by Mr. Ralph Hedley, of Newcastle.
The doorway is encased in an archway, with two
pilasters on either side. The whole of the plumbing
iu the building has been carried out by Bland

Bros., Barras Bridge. The basement of the

building contains, amongst other departments,

looms and stores for the company's inspectors and
fitters. It also contains the lavatories for the

general staff. Here also is the heating apparatus

for the whole of the building. The system is

that of Messrs. Asbwell & Nesbit. Messrs. W. B.

Wilkinson have supplied the fiieproof plastering,

Messrs. Emley & Co. the marble, mosaic, and other

;

work
;

Messrs. Robertson & Sons have done the

outside painting
;
Messrs. T. B;ck & Co. and Mr.

W. Ferguson the plastering work
;

Mr. John
Fc-rguson has been responsible for the general

building—stone work, brickwork, and Joinery work.

The electric light installation is by Messrs Ernest

Scott & Mountain, Limited
;
and the interior paint-

ing and decoration have been executed by Messrs.

Sykes. Mr. j. Towers has acted as clerk of the

works.
Memorial Hall, Cranford, Northampton.

—A new reading-room has just been opened at

Cranford in memory of the late Rev. Sir F. L.

Robinson, Bart. Messrs. Blackwell & Thomson,
architects, Kettering, prepared the plans

;
Mr. John

Ball, of Burton Latimer, was selected to do the

work. The building consists ol a reading-rcom,

30 ft. by 20 ft., with porch entrance and offices.

Church, Skipness, Argyllshire.—

T

he new
Established Church at Skipness was opened on the

13th inst. The church is from the designs of Mr.

B. V. Johnson, of London. A feature of the

building is the large stained-glass window presented

bv Mr. Graham, of Skipness. This window was
executed by Messrs. J. Powell & Sons. Mr. Graham
designed the window.

St. Peter’s Church, Hornsey. — Plans were

recently passed by the Hornsey District Council for

St Peter's Church, which is to be erected at the

corner of Wightman-road and Lausanne-road, and
which is to replace the present iron building. The
plans have been p-epared by Messrs. James Brooks

& Son, who were the architects for the new church

of St. Mary. The building is to be of stone and
brick, with slated roof. Provision has been made
for a side chapel at the north-eastern corner, while

on the south side of the choir is the organ chamber,
with a large vestry beyond, divided by a movable
partition. It is now only intended to erect the nave

and aisles, which will accommodate 500 people, the

estimated cost being 6.275/.

Liberal Club, Clevedon, Somersetshire.—

A

new Liberal club has just been opened at Clevedon.

The internal accommodation consists of entrance

hall, refreshment bar, amusement room, and skittle

alley, all on the ground floor. Several of these

apartments can be thrown together to give accom-
modation for 300 or 3^0 persons attending political

gatherings, concerts, &c. Above is a billiard room.

The plans for the new club were prepared by
Mr. H. G. Hewlett, of Clevedon, and Mr. 'W. A.

Green carried out the contract.

Public Buildings, Blyth.—The new Council

chamber and offices which have been erected in Sea-

forth-slreet, Blyth, were informally opened a few

days ago. The building, which has been erected by
Mr. J. N. Heatley, in accordance with plans by tlie

Surveyor to the township, Mr. R. Grieves, is of

pressed bricks, with stone dressings, a conspicuous

feature in the structure being the centre gable and
ornamental roof turret. The entrance hall is paved
with ornamental tiles, and on either side of the entry

are the various offices allotted to the officials of the

. Authority. On the first floor is the Council chamber,

34 ft, by 22 ft. Adjoining the Council chamber is

an ante-room, which will be used as a committee

room. Contiguous to the main building are the

stables, hayloft, and outbuildings, which have been

fitted out by Messrs. Dinning & Cooke, of New-
castle.

Rebuilding the Cambridge Music Hall,
London.— It is slated that the tender of Mr. R S.

Lambe, of 19,460/., for the rebuilding of the Royal
Cambridge Music Hall, for tbe Consolidated Con-
tract Corporation, Limited, from plans which have

been prepared by Mr. D. H. Percival, architect, of

Adelphi, has been accepted, and the work will be

immediately proceeded with.

Village Room, Blackhf.ath.—A new village

room has been built at Blackheath which has

recently been opened. The work has been carried

out by Messrs. Brown Bros., of Bramley. The
architect is Mr. Townsend. There is accommoda-
tion for about 250 people.

County School, Merthyr.—The formal open-

ing of the Merthyr County School took place

recently. The school occupies a site on the Clock

Field at Penydarren. It provides accommodation
for 100 boys and 80 girls. The Building Committee
offered a premium of 25/ for tbe best plan submitted

for the erection of the school, but the one chosen

was found to be far too expensive, exceeding con-

siderably the stipulated cost of 15/. per head, and
further designs were afterwardb solicited, the basis

of cost being raised to 25/. per head, and that of

Mr. E, Lingen Barker, of Hereford, was selected

and carried out, the builder being Mr.
J.

Williams,

of Swansea. Before the building had been com-
pleted and opened for the reception of scholars, the

cost had run up to 6,918/. 3s. 2d.— Western Mail.

Welsh Congregational Chapel. Swansea.
—The foundation stones were laid recently of the

new Welsh Congregational Chapel now being
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erected in Henrietta-street. Swansea. The new

building is expected to be opened towards the end

of February. Its style is Romanesque. It is built

of native stone. There will be lobbies and inner

lobbies, with a staircase leading to a circular gallery.

An organ chamber will be constructed, and a

pastor’s vestry, a cloakroom, a heating chambe^

and a room for the combination of hydraulic and

electric engine for the purpose of organ

The builder is Mr. Billings, and Mr. W. W.
Williams is the architect.

Dispen.sary, Bedminster. Bristol.—a new

branch of the Bristol Dispensary is being erected at

Malago-road, in tbe centre of Bedminster. It was

designed by Mr. W. V. Gough, and the contractor

for Its erection is Mr. George Humphreys. Ihe

building is of ted brick, with Broseley tiles. The

panel beating the name, Bristol Dispensary, is of

freestone. The building stands back from the road,

and is approached within its own ground by an

incline which rises to tbe central doorway.

opens into a hall 7 ft. in width, and on tbe one side

of it is a large general waiting-room, to which the

dispensary is attached
;
while on the other there is a

second waiting-room connected with the doctors

consulting rooms. The first floor is arranged as a

residence for the dispenser, and the basement is

used as a store and also for the heating apparatus.

Schools, Swansea.—The foundation stones of St.

Thomas School, Swansea, were laid recently. The

building will consist of three departments—infants

on the ground floor, girls on the next floor, and the

boys on the top, the three departments being made

to accommodate 1,200 children. Each department

is planned with a large central ball, with class-

rooms leading into it. The cloakrooms and the

lavatories for the boys are arranged on the level of

their playground, with a terrace above for access

for the girls and infants to their own playgrounds.

The building will be in brick, with fire-proof and

wood-block floors throughout. It is estimated to

cost 10.500/. Mr. G. E. T. Lawrence, London, is

tbe architect, and the builders are Messrs. J. & F.

Weaver, Manselton.

SANITAR YAND ENGINEERING NE WS.

Engineering Trades.—

I

n Messrs. Mathesori

& Grant’s half-yearly
‘

' Engineering Trades'

it is stated that the improvement in trade, which

had fully set in at the time of their July report, has

continued and increased. In regard to iron and

steel, pig iron has, with occasional fluctuations, been

rising in value since 1893. Hematite pig iron, the

material for steel-making, did not till recently

share the same tendency ;
but now the diminished

supply of Spanish ore, and the activity of the steel

trade, have raised its price also. ! inished iron arid

steel, as used by engineers, do not differ much m
price. Every year the respective advantages of the

two materials are becoming more clearly defined.

Where smithing and welding are required, fibrous

iron made from puddled blooms is likely to maintain

its place as more suitable and trustworthy than

steel. For light structural work, such as roofing,

iron is still much used ;
but for larger structures

steel is everywhere gaining Nominally iron is

cheaper than steel, but the facilities for manufac-

turing large plates and heavy sections of steel have

been so improved, that the steel can be supplied at

normal prices where, in the case of iron, consider-

ably extra rates would be demanded. Mechanical

engineers and ironfounders share in the general acti-

vity, and overtime is the rule in most of tbe factories.

A considerable proportion of the home demand is

due to the requirements of the steamship builders and

for electrical plant of various kinds. Railway exten-

sions abroad, under British management, involve

corresponding additions to plant in the local repairing

shops, most of which are supplied from this country.

The expectations of an extensive introduction of

motor carriages have proved premature, for although

legislative restrictions to their use on town and

country roads have been removed, none of tbe

I

carriages yet exhibited are sufficiently successful to

lead to general adoption. Machine-tool makers are

well employed and are likely to continue so for the

whole of the year. But besides satisfying tbe

demands from the new or enlarged factories at home

and abroad, the leading firms have of late been

paying special attention to the improvement ot old

types of machineSj by so balancing and speed-

ing them as to increase greatly their output and

economy. When once such improved tools are

available, manufacturers are compelled by compe-

tition to use them, and old machines are brought

down to a *' scrap " value, though not worn out. In

steel constructional work all the leading firms are

well employed, though still to a considerable extent

at tbe low prices that till recently prevailed. As.

however, the aggregate tonnage under contract will

occupy many of the factories till the summer, prices

are likely to rise for those who are still able to offer

delivery in reasonable time. On the railways there

have been very large orders given out
;
the struc-

tural work of goods stations and sidings, as well as

tbe strengthening, widening, and reconstruction of

bridges on the main lines are still going on; and

much \vork is in view for new railways already

authorised. The shipments of bridgework to India

still continue, and are likely to increase rather than

diminish. As the continental factories are also well
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engaged and the Uniled States have not yet com-
menced to seriously compete with great Britain in
foreign markets, the prospects for the year are
favourable. Portland cement forms at present an
exception to the general improvement, for although
in the summer there was a slight recovery from the
very low prices that had prevailed for some lime, it

has not continued, and prices are at a low level.

The selling rates are ruled by the demand for export,
which is almost entirely from the works on the
Thames and Medway form'ng the London district,

and is at present slack, the shipments to the United
States especially having greatly fallen off during the
last year.

Insanitary Areas, Leeds —A meeting of the
Leeds Insanitary Areas Committee was held on the
nth inst., Aid. F. M, Lupton presiding. Having
now obtained the permission of the Local Govern-
ment Board to deal with the insanitary property in
the neighbourhood of Vork-street, and 'also that at
Camp Field, the Committee resolved to recommend
the Council to proceed with schemes for dealing
with the whole of the two areas. The greater area
covers about sixteen acres, and it is bounded on the
north by Dyer-street and High-street, and on the
south by Marsh-lane. It is the Committee's inten-
tion to demolish much of the crowded and unhealthy
property at present existing in the locality

; to cut
two or three broad streets tbrnugh the property, and
eventually, possibly, to make Yurk-street and Marsh-
lane each 60 ft. wide. The latter idea has not yet,
however, taken the form of a written recommenda-
ticn. As to the smaller area in Camp Field, the
Corporation appear only within the last few weeks
to have obtained the necessary sanction of the Local
Government Board to proceed with the work, and
this permission is granted conditionally, the Local
Government Board stipulating that the Corporation
shall provide the artisans’ dwellings in the neigh-
bourbcod of the property demolished. — Leeds
Mercury.

Proposed New Storage Reservoirs, East
London Water Stpply.—The Bill which has
been deposited for next session by the East London
Water Company sets out in the preamble that in
order to enable the Company to supply the water
required by the inc.-easing population in their district,

and to comply with their statutory obligations, it is

necessary that they should be empowered to con-
struct additio.nal waterworks, and make agreements
with other companies for the supply of water. In
accordance with this preamble power is sought by
I he Company to construct two storage reservoirs.
The larger of these two will be situated on Wild
Marsh and Mitcbley Marsh, Tottenham, and will
occupy an area of fifty-eight acres. The smaller
reservoir w ill cover an area of about thirty-four acres
on Chingford Marsh and Wi’d Marsh. In con-
nexion with these works power is sought to divert
and impound waters from the river Lea, Tnitenham
Mill Lead, Cbirg Brook, and Chingford Mill stream,
and to construct aqueducts from these sources into
the new storage reservoirs. The time sought for the
construction of these works is seven years.

Refuse Destructors, Leeds.—As the refuse
destructor at Backett-street, Leeds, is now somewhat
out of date, it has been decided to have it re-
modelled, and plans for this purpose are being
prepared by the Leeds City Engineer (Mr. T.
I lewscn).

A Bridge Removing Feat. — The Great
]-:astern Railway Company, who have lately been
replacing in a single niglit several of their bridges
which span rivers, beat its own record on Satur-
day night, when, in spite of a snowstorm, the
bridge over the river Lea to the south of Tottenham
Station, on the main line, was replaced by a new’
bridge, the old one being removed and the new one
placed in situ in nine hours. The old bridge was
removed and the new one put in ils place by the
same process and at the same time. Mr. Wilson,
the Chief Enginter, with a large body of officials,

and gangs of men to the number of seventy, were
on the bridge soon after 12 o'clock with a huge
crane, several land crabs, a couple of loo-ton Jacks,
and several 50-ton jacks in reserve. At 12.35 a.m.
operations were commenced. The fir^t thing to do
was to strip (he rails from the old bridge, taking up
the planking as well as the permanent way in order
that the lifting apparatus could be attached to ihe
girders to raise the whole bridge bodily to the extent
of 18 in. This was to allow of movable trolleys cr
caniagesto be placed undcrneathreslingontransverse
girders, whicli had been erected so that the bridge,
being elevated on wheels, could be drawn away.
The old bridge was 77 ft. in length. The new
bridge, S4 ft. 9 in. in length, had been erected beside
the old one. complete even to the rails and its final
coat of paint. This had already been provided with
temporary wheels in the same way. The preliminary
part of the woik—the raising of'the old bridge and
placing it on wheels—was the most arduous part of
the task, and occupied the men incessantly until a
quarter to seven. Then, by means of powerful
crabs and winches attached to the new bridge, this
was slowly pulled into the place of the old, the
latter be ing at the same time pushed out of the way.
It was a dead weight to move of 250 tons, but it was
accompl'shed in an hour, At a quarter to eight the
new bridge was in its place, and the old bridge was
by its side. The ne.xt thing to be done was to
remove the tholleys or wheeled carriages from under

the new bridge, and lower it into its final position
flush with the permanent way. The comple.ing of
this occupied the remainder of the morning, and
then the levelling up and adjuslieg was gone on
with; but at 2,20 the engineer's train was able to
cross the new bridge, and the work was practically
completed — The Times.
Pembroke Dock Water and Drainage.

—

At the last monthly meeting of the Pembri ke Town
Council Mr. Beesley. C.E., attended, and submitted
plans and estimates both for the sewerage and for

supplying Pembroke Dock with water. The Council
ultimately passed a resolution to apply to the Lccal
Government Board for sanction to borrow 27 000/.
for water purjjoses and a sum of 15.000/. for sewerage,
being the engineer's estimates, Mr. Beesley was
further instructed by the Council to prepare a scheme
for the sewerage of the Pembroke Ward, and this

he promised to do within a month, and the Town
Clerk was instructed to inform the Local Govern-
ment Beard of this, and send the plans, &c., imme-
diately.

Glasgow: District Subway. — The Kelvin
Bridge Station of the new District Subway is to be
equipped with an electric lift, to carry fifteen

passengers. It will be fitted with safety gear, auto-
matic stops, and other accessories, and is now in

course of erection by the makers, Messrs. Easton,
Anderson, irGoolden, Limited, of Erith.

Brighton Sea Defences.—Important proposals
on the subject of Madeira-mad defences were, ac-
cording to the Daily Chronicle, to be laid before
the Brighton Town Council on Thursday. Follow-
ing the gale of December 4, which swept away the
Old Cham Pier, Mr. May, the Borough Surveyor,
called attention to the urgent necessity of building
permanent defence works in view of the rapid
encroachment of the sea between the Albion groyne
and Royal Crescent groyne. He now points out
that in fourteen years the high-water mark has
advanced from 50 ft. to 70 ft, and that the denuda-
tion of the teach is steadily proceeding. He
emphasises the need of a wall in addition to the
present groynes, and dwells on the importance, for
the prosperity of Brighton, of the Madeira-road
being made attractive for all classes, and as safe as
possible for the use of residents and visitors. He
recommends the construction of a low concrete wall
similar to lliat te;ng erected between the West Pier
and the western boundary, and the opening up of a
good view cf ihe eastern foreshore, right through
from Junction-road to Black Rock. The line ne
suggests is 2,160 ft. in length, giving a roadway
85 ft. in width at the foot of Rock-place steps. The
wall, moreover, would reclaim and permanently
preserve an additional area of two acres of foreshore’,

which might be laid out as Uwns or otherwise, as
might be deemed desirable. The cost of the scheme
is approximately 36000/ The Committee recom-
mend the ad ption of Mr. May's report, and that
application be made to the Local Government Board
to borrow 10,000/. for a period of thirty years, to

defiay the cost of the groynes, and that 26 000/.

—

the estimated cost of the wall—be borrowed under
the powers of the Brighton Corporation Act, 1896.

FOREIGN,
FrA.vce.—M. Ernest Banias, sculptor, has just

resigned his post of Vice-President of the Academic
des Beaux-Arts on account of his health. His suc-
cessor will be chosen next week M. Edouard
Detaille has been unanimously re-elected President

of the Socidid des Artistes Frar9ais. A recent
circular by M. Derville. Director cf the arrange-
ment of the 1900 exhibition, predicts a triple exhi-

bition of fine arts, in which decorative and industrial

arts will take their place M. Puvis de Chavanm-s
has now on view, in the Durand Ruel Gallery,
small but very faithful copies of bis three
large panels executed for the Beston Library

—

La Philosopliie, La Cbimie, and L’Electrici'd

—The Municipal Council will be occupied this

session in transferring the Gare d'Odeans to

the site of the Coiirs des Comples. This operation,
which is very much interesting the inhabitants of the
centre of Paris, will most likely necessitate the re-

building of the Pont Solferino and the clearing

away of several roads on the two banks of the
Seine. A new road will be carried through the
Tuileries Garden, a prolongation of the Rue de la

Paix and the Rue Castiglicne. M. Dubois, archi-
tect, of Angers, has just been elected President of

the Society of Architects at Anjou. The Interna-
tional Exhibition at Nice will be inaugurated on
February 17 The Municipality of Rourg is

building a theatre in the town, which is to cost
about 320 coo frs, At the Muse? Feltre, at

Nantes, a monument has been erected to (he
memory of the artist Elie Delaunay. This monu-
ment, which has been executed by M Mont-
lort, architect, is ornamented with a marble
medallion of the late artist, by M. Chaplain.
The new French hospital at Constantinople, which
has just been solemnly inaugurated, has been built

under the direction of the French architect, M.
Carrt^ from the plans of the late Ju^te Bcurmance.

The death of M. Edmund Petit of Villeneuve,
architect, at the age of 57, is announced.
The death is also announced of M. Charles le

Liepvre at the age of 49. He was a well-known
landscape painter, .pupil of ^IM. Jean Paul Laurens

and Harpignies. He received medals at the Salons
of 1886, 1889. and 1890. He painted nature with
great charm and truth, and his panel of the “Jar-
din du Luxembourg ' is one of the finest composU
tiors that the Hoielde Ville possesses.

Germany.—The Emperor has bestowed the title

of “ Gcheime Hofbauralh " on Mr. Ihne, of Heidel-
berg, who is his Court Architect, and is also

responsible for the mansion of Empress Friedrich at

Crenberg, which was illustrated in the Builder
some time back At the same time, Mr. Geyer has
been made “ Hofbaurath.” One of the first

reports by the new Architect Attachd at the German
Embassy in London has been on the Arts and
Crafts Exhibition, which he describes and illustrates

at considerable length in the Centralblatt der
Bauverwaliitug. Among the interesting series of
lectures which is to beheld this year at the “ Arts
and Crafts Museum " at Berlin, we notice that Mr.
Richard Botmann will discourse on the history

of German houses. The Centralblatt der
UauvcriL-altung reports that no less than six-

teen competitors entered Ibis year for the
annual Schinkel studentship. The Municipal
Gas Works at Berlin have now been in existence for

over fifty years, the first works dating from January i,

1847. Tee fact is of some interest in this country as
the first gas-works in Berlin originated through
English enterprise in 1825 when “The Imperial
Continental Gas Association " obtained the contract,

the whole of which it held until 1846. The munici-
pality has sunk a capital of nearly three and a-balf
millions sterling in its gas-works, which are managed
by a special committee of the municipality. A pub-
lication has just been issued describing the working
of this municipal institution.

Austria.—We have on a former occasion referred

to the competition for the design of a Bihemian
Museum at Reichenberg, in which Professor Ohmann,
of Prague, obtained the first premium. It now
appears, however, that the commission has not,

after all, been given to this architect, and Herr
Griescbacb, of Berlin, has been called in by the
Town Council. The design for the new Govern-
ment hospital at Arastelten was the subject of an
important competition, but owing to the elaborate
character of the work required only three candidates
submitted schemes. The first premium was awarded
to Messrs. Froehlich and Scheirniger, of Vienna. It

bad generally been expected that more candidates
would have entered, but the requirements were such
that a limited competition with a fixed honorarium
for each candidate would have been more suitable.

Of architects recently deceased at Vienna, we
regret to record, during the winter, the death of

Professor Hanser, at the early age of fifty-five. Herr
Hanstr was well kn')wn in archre .logical circles, and
tor some time held important curatorships. Of work
carried out under his directions, perhaps the most
important was the rest ration of the Cathedral at

Spalatro, The question of finding sui'able habi-
tations for the middle and lower classes appears to be
causing considerable attention at Vienna at present,

and interesting lectures on the subject have been
given. From various statistics presented, it appears
that 28,500 rooms are filled by 76,000 tenants, and
not having a kitchen

; not very satisfactory for a city

that prides itself on its modern improvements.

MlSCELLANEObS.
Professional and Business Announce

MENTS —Mr. Henry A. Jones, Surveyor and Sani-
tary Specialist, has removed his oflice.s from ii,

Wellington-street, to 49, Bedford-slreet, Strand.

Messrs. Einest Mathews & Co. .slate merchants,
request us to mention that all orders should be
addressed to their City office, 61, St. Mary Axe,
E.C.
Appointments of Architects. — A special

meeting of the Barry School Board was held on the

nth inst. to appoint an architect for the new schools
to be erected on Barry Island. The applicants were
Messrs. Getbin & Wallis. Cardiff

;
Mr. J. A. Owen,

Cadoxton ; Mr. W. E. Knapman, Barry Docks

;

Mr. George Thomas, Cardiff
;
Mr. G. A Birken-

head, Penarth
;

Messrs. J. P. Jones, Richards, &.

Budgen. Cardiff; and Mr. W. H. Dashwood Caple,
Cardiff. On division, Mr. Birkenhead was elected

by five voles, Mr. Owen and Mr. Thomas receiving

one vote each. The same gentlemen were candi-
dates for the same appointment with reference to

Cadoxton Moors School, the voting resulting in four

in favour of Mr. Caple and three for Mr. George
Thomas, the former being appointed.— il'esleim

Mail.
The Five .Arches, Tenby,—Mr. Preece James,

the Borough Surveyor of Tenby, having advised the

Town Council that this hhtcrical gateway required
immediate attention, the Board have accepted his

suggestion for putting it in repair, and have decided
to carry out his plan at once.

Building Trades Federation, Dundee.—

A

tneeling of the Dundee Trades Council was held on
the 13th inst., when a circular was read from the
Glasgow and Suburbs Building Trades inviting the
Dundee Trades Council to send a delegate to a
conference to be held in Glasgow on February 13 for

the purpose of considering a proposal to form a
federation of the building trades of Scotland,—Mr.
Joseph Carr slated that last year there was an effort

: made to federate the Scottish trades, but while the
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proposal was being considered a committee was
endeavouring to get a federation of the building

1^
trades in Dundee. The trades in Dundee were

i| generally in favour of the local federation,

[but when the scheme was put before them it

1 was found that a number of the trades could
not federate without the permission of the societies

throughout the whole of Scotland. The masons
in Dundee, for instance, could not enter into any
scheme of that nature without the consent of the

whole of the members of the trade in Scotland, and
the joiners were in the same position. If the
national scheme were gone into, he believed a great

many of the obstacles in the way of a local federation
would be removed. He thought they ought to give
the scheme the heartiest support, for there was no
city in the country that required fed- ration more
than Dundee.—Mr. T. Scott said he did not see

bow they as a Council could take up this matter by
sending delegates to a conference of the building
trades. The Council, ho<vever, could do their very
best to get a conference of the building trades in

Dundee to break down the little barriers that

existed. But the trades should themselves send dele-

gates to the conference. He moved that the Council
take up the matter as he suggested. Mr. George
Kiikaldy said he believed the joiners would do their
very best to help forward the federation movement,
Mr. John Thomson seconded Mr. Scott’s motion,
which was unanimously agreed to.

Building Trades’ Exchange for Edinburgh
AND District.—A meeting, attended by close upon
200 of those interested in the formation of the pro-
posed Building Trades’ Exchange for Edinbmgh
and district, on somewhat similar lines to the Glasgow
one, was held on the 13th inst. in DoA-ell's Rooms,
Edinburgh, when a lecture was delivered by Colonel
Bennett, of Glasgow, Colonel Bennett gave a short
sketch of the building exchanges he had visited in

America. These, he thought, might be advan-
tageously introduced into this country. They bad
in Glasgow, to a certain extent, proved the possibility
of the existence of these exchanges in this country.
The general principle on which they had been
founded was that the builders in the United States,
believing that more intimate social relation and ac-
quaintance with each other would tend to check bitter-

ness and rivalry, and keep the eagerness of compe-
tition within limits, and believing that the skill and
knowledge of each member would in great measure
be acquired by all. and their usefulness to the com-
munity in which they lived increased, formed them-
selves into associations which bad gradually grown
into what were now known as Building Exchanges.
These institutions v/ere found to exist in every large

, city. After referring specially to the Philadelphia
,
Builders' Exchange, which he took as a model, the
lecturer remarked th.at theweak part cf ihearcbitect's
office in this country was the want of professional
journeymen to carry on their labour. Too much
was attempted to be done by the young gentleman

' assistant, who failed to realise the real nature of the
business till he started as a full-fledged architect for

himself. Speaking of the value of ihe Exchange to
trade, Colonel Bennett said the institution would bs
worth at least 50/. a year to every one of them, and
would soon put an end to shoddy work and shoddy
work prices. The public would have more confidence
in the tradesmen they employed, and a better feeling

would be established between architects, surveyors,
and tradesmen all round —Mr Cook, of the Glasgow
Building Trades] Exchange, and Mr. John Laird,
valuator, Glasgow, also spoke. The Chairman
having called for an expression of opinion whether
the proposed Building Trades' Exchange in the city
and district should be gone on with. Councillor
Grab.im ’^ooll, Leith, formally moved that such an
association should be estab’ished for the encrurage-
ment and protection of the building trades and rela-

tive interests within the c- untv o( the city of Edin-
burgh or elsewhere within Scotland. Such an
institution, be said, was most desirable, because at

present there were no means by which merchants and
builders could meet and transact business, except by
their being called on by the merchants and travellers.

Mr. Peter White seconded, and the motion was
unanimously agreed to. The Chairman intimated
that the number of shares applied for was between
700 and 800, wlich augured pretty well for a begin-
ning. Colonel Bennett was thanked for his lecture,

and a committee of twenty-five was appointed to

forward the formation of the Exchange. Mr. John
Nicol, solicitor, was appointed interim secretary.

Embanking the Waters of the Nile at
Assouan in Upper Egypt.—At a meeting of
the Victoria Institute, held at Adelphi-ferrace
on Monday, Professor E. Hull, LL D., F.R.S

,

described the last proposed scheme for embark-
ing the waters of ihe Nile at Assouan in

Upper Egypt. After referring to the Icng lapse of
time during which the cultivation of the ground
in Egjpt had been carried on by irrigation,

and having described the origin of the rise and
fall of the Nile and the source of the fertilising

sediment, the author proceeded to deal with the
question of the proposed embankment of the Nile
waters at the First Cataract, by which during the
period of Low Nile the waters would accumulate to
the extent of allowing a second flood by means of
distributing canals carried down the valley on each
side of the river. He also gave an historical
sketch of the various projects proposed by Linant
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cle Dellefonds, Count de la Motte, and Mr. Prompt,
and the final adoption of the Assouan site on the

report of Mr. W. Willcocks, Director-General of

Reservoirs, together with the arrangement by which
the Island of Philm with its monuments would be
preserved from injury. -\s regards the advantages
of the scheme in increasing the productions of

Egypt, it bad been estimated by Mr. Garstin that

the gain to the Stale would amount to 850,000/. per

annum, and the increased value of the crops from
Upper, Middle and Lower Egypt to 16000,000/
per annum. Many present took part in the discus-

sion which ensued, in which the importance of a
well-considered plan was urged in a land in which
the ground teemed with hidden and other records

of antiquity.

The Auctioneers' Institute. — The third

meeting of the session of this Institute will be held

in the lecture hall of the Institute, 57 and 58,

Chancery-lane, on Tuesday next, the afi'h inst.,

at 8 p.m , when a paper will be read by Professor

Banister Fletcher upon "The Practice of Com-
pensations.”

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Wages in the Wolverhampton Building

Trades.—The Wolverhampton Master Builders,
Association have conceded a demand for an ad-
vance in wages from 8^d. an hour, made on behalf
of the operative carpenters aud joiners, to take
effect in April. Concessions were also made with
regard to special rules. The bricklayers have
handed in a notice for an advance of id. per hour,
and an alteration of some of the working rules, and
this demand is also likely to be granted. An
advance will probably be received likewise later on
by the labourers.

Wages in the North Staffordshire Build-
ing Trade. — The North Staffordshire Master
Builders' Association have given notice to the joiners,

bricklayers, and masons of a reduction of wages of

id. per hour, and to the labourers of a re-
duction of id. per hour, such alterations to

come into force on May i next. The joiners, on the
other hand, have given notice for id. per hour
increase. The latter have also given notice for a
new rule limiting the number of apprentices, a new
rule revising the walking-to-work time in the morn-
ing, and a new rule for a representative of the men
to be allowed to visit all shops and jobs. The
Operative Bricklayers’ Society have given notice of
alteration in the rule as to two hours' notice, which
was recently before the Potteries Stipendiary, in a
case at Hanley. The present wages are :—Brick-
layers, 8.Jd. :

joiners, 8d.
;
masons, 8d. ; and brick-

layers’ labourers, 5id.

'Bricklayers’ S’trike at Rlyth.—The brick-
layers connected wiih the building trade at Blyth
came out on strike on the rath inst. It was inti-

mated by the Master Builders' Association that it

was intended to reduce the wages of bricklayers by
W. per hour at the beginning of the present month.
The men object to the proposed reduction, and as
the masters remain firm in their demand, work has
been suspended. The current rate is 9^. per hour.

1 —» I

LEGAL.
THE CLAIM AGAINST THE ST. PANCRAS

GUARDIANS.
The further hearing of this claim, which arises

out of the contract for erecting the workhouse build-
ings in King’s-road, was resumed at the Referee’s
Court, in Portugal-street, before Mr Ridley, Q.C.,
on the i8th inst., a report of the former pnceedings
having appe-ired in ilie issues of the Builder for
November 21 ai.d 28 and December 5 last

It will be remembered that the plaintiffs, Messrs,
Tom Drew-Bear. James Brown Henry Tolpiitt, and
the contractor, hir. Wm, Brocks, of Folkestone,
seek to recover a sum cf about 24,000/., which they
allege is due under a contract, for the erection of
the workhouse buildings, the defendants being the
St. Pancras Guardians and Messrs Arthur and
Christopher Harston, the architects. In November,
1894, the contract between Mr. Brooks and the
Guardians was determined, owing to disputes
between the contractor and Mr. Poole, the clerk of
the works appointed by the Guardians Board, the
plaintiff's case being that the contractor. Brooks,
was prevented from continuing the work bv the
action of Poole, who condemned the materials
without sufficient cause. The defendants, while
generally denying liability, relied on the Public
Authorities Protection Act of 1893, which provides
that they are not responsible for damages after the
expiration of six months from the date of the occur-
rences alleged by the plaintiff?.

Mr. Reginald Bray and Mr. Alfred Hudson
appeared as counsel for the plaintiffs and the con-
tractor

;
Mr. English Harrison and Mr. W. Movses

for the defendants, the St. Pancras Guardians
; and

Mr. MacIntyre and Mr. R. \V. Turner for the
architects, Messrs. Arthur and Christopher Harston.
When the hearing was resumed, Mr. Jas, Brown

re-entered the witness-box, and, further cross-
examined by Mr. Moyses, said that he personally
made no complaint to the Guardians in the Ampthill
trap matter, although it might have been mentioned
in an interview. At a meeting of the Guardians the
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matter of the plaster arch was specially referred

to
: a difficulty about the gas meter was also

referred to. There was a meeting at a very early

stage on the question of finance. The Guardians

had assisted them. He first knew of the question of

the hand-rail when it had been worked for about a

fortnight or three weeks. He was afraid that his

experience of building was that when special sub-

contractors came upon works which were being

executed, it always caused a certain amount of in-

convenience. In the present case the special sub-

contractor’s work was of a very extensive kind. The
special sub-contractors caused enormous delay.

On April 21, 1893, there was held, at the Work-
house, a meeting of the creditors, Mr. Boden being

present. That meeting was just about the time

when they were debating amongst themselves

whether or not they would continue the contract, or

let the thing take its natural course. It was about
four days after that meeting when they decided to

continue the contract. At that meeting Mr. Brocks
gave a full account of his liabilities. Brooks made
a complete and clean sheet as to how he stood. The
Guardians then undertook, as far as they could, to

support the contractors. Witness told the Guardians
that they thought they could make a margin of

profit. At the meeting of the Building Committee on
May 4th at which he was present he stated that he
and bis fellow-inspectors were satisfied as to the

manner in which Brooks was executing, and com-
plied with, his contract. He (witness) asked the

Guardians to strain a point to help the builders

financially, and said that he and his fellow-

inspectors would supply the materials on credit.

The Guardians consented, and gave general instruc-

tions to Messrs. Harston to make their certificates

as close to the margin as they could. Witness had
not investigated the history of the contract up to

that date, he was sorry to say. He personally
looked at the amount of work done, and the prices

in the bills of quantities, and the possibility of carry-
ing the job through with profit to the creditors, He
had never heard of the harassing by the architects

and the clerk of the works at that time. He had
no idea of the ironwork being condemned as it

was. If he had heard of that he should have
hesitated before advising them to go on with the
contract. They had bad Brooks there, and Fearon,
but they relied on the su'veyor, who was faking
quantities of the work. Mr. Drew-Bear had sup-
plied a good deal of the ironwork, and some of it

had been returned, and made pood at that time.

Cross-examired by Mr. MacIntyre :

Until the creditors took over the contract he was
only once at the works, and that was the occasion
when he went about the red facing bricks. He only
saw Mr. Harston once about them. Mr. Harston's
complaint was that the bricks were knocked about.
Witness saw that they were knocked about, but be
pretested that it was not their fault, but the fault of
the railway cartage to the works. The bricks at the
railway station he found in good condition, but
those on the works had been somewhat damaged.
That was the only complaint that Mr. Harston made
about his bricks. The stock facing bricks could
have been got for 35s. in 1893, but he could not say
from memory about 1892. 1892 was not a par-
ticularly bad year for brick making. It was a wet
soring, and that interfered with brick making.
The architect, in his opinion, according to the speci-
fication would not be within the contract if he
required bricks up to 703.

Mr. MacIntyre : Do you suggest that whether the
bricks were good or bad Mr. Harston ought to have
pissed them?—No, I do not suggest that.

Is it or is it not in the discretion of the architect
to say whether a particular brick is sufficient for the
purpose or not ?—I do not think an architect should
read the specification unfairly. I think the builder
is enlilled to bring upon the work bricks sufficiently
good for the type of work he is doing. I think I can
siy that he could have got proper bricks for that
purpose for 35s. in 1893.

How many times did you go to examine the works
after the creditors took the matter over ?—I should
think twenty or thirty times. That was from
April, 1893, till the end of the job. He never
particularly examined the timber. The only
thing he said about it was as to the two pieces
produced. The specification said that it should be
free from sap. but he suggested that that was
almost an impossibility. He complained of
two instances of stoppage of work through
drainage. One of ilie cases was where the
drains were left open at the back of block H.
That arose through a leakage from some old
cesspool or drain which could not be discovered.
The duty of the clerk of the works then was to have
immediately seen to it and to have got instructions
what to do. Instead of that the thing was left open
for weeks—a most dangerous thing to do. When
Mr Harston was instructed on the matter sometime
after, he gave orders what to do in a few minutes.
The clerk of the works ought to have seen to it. It

was what he was there for. Fearon was not waiting
for pipes to lay in the drainage at the time he spoke
of. When be saw the plaster arch it was not good
enongh to be left. Mr. Harston was quite right to
have it altered.

The learned Referee : I think it objectionable that
there should be double cross-examination on every
point. It is not fair to the witness.
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Mr. MacIntyre a^n’ced to adopt this suggestion.

Cross-eximination continued.

By the end of 1893 the great bulk of the work had
been finished, and early in 1894 he instructed an
accountant to go down to Folkestone to go through

Brooks’s books. The accountant had the assistance

he ought to have had both from Brooks and Fearon.

No complaints were made to him as to any inter-

ference, nor was bis attention brought to any com-
plaint. He remembered Mr. Drew-Bear writing a

letter to him in February, 1894, in which he said

that he was not at all satisfied with the account-

ant's work at Folkestone, nor as to Fearon’s

pulling him np when the work was half done.

Witness was of opinion that the contract piice

was a sufficient one. Mr. Tolputt had written

to him to say that Brooks ought to have bad another

25 per cent, on his contract price. Tolputt, how-
ever. said that twelve months after the contract— in

April, 1893. The labour bills consumed all their

money, and that was the thing which troubled them.

He had several interviews with Mr. Harston. and he

should have been very much astonished if he only

saw him three times at his office. Whenever he
went to Mr. Harston personally he did not have any
difficulty with him, except that he found that he was
very stiff to compel Brooks to do things which he
(witness) thought he ought not to compel him to do.

Probably Mr. Harston thought it was his duty to do
so under the contract. He now wished that he had
gone to Mr. Harston more often. He had said a
good many things to Mr. Harston which he did not

want to repeat there. When Mr. Harston came
upon the works he always settled things one way or

the other. Brooks left the job about the end of

1894.
Re-examined by Mr. Bray :

During the execution of the contract great incon-

venience, delay, and cost were occasioned by the

slow progress of special sub-contracts covered by
provisional items. Generally these provisional items

were ordered by the contractor, who was then the

master of the situation, but in the present case

Messrs. Harston retained the sub-contracts in their

own hands, thus petmitting of delay. Witness
found that bricks, which he regarded as sound, were

condi-mned by the clerk of the works after they had

been built in the walls. They showed no chipping

on the face.

Mr. Bray proposed to ask the witness what was
the general nature of the reputation of Messrs.

Harstons with regard to their dealings with

builders ?

Mr. MacIntyre objected to the question being put.

Mr. Bray submitted that the question was admis-
sible, inasmuch as it arose out of the cross-

examination of the witness.

The learned Referee called for the shorthand notes

of the last hearing.

These were read, from which it appeared that

the witness stated in cross - examination that

Messrs. Harstons bore a very high reputation as

architects, and had been employed in that capacity

for similar buildings to the St. Pancras Workhouse
by the Metropolitan Asylums Board.
The learned Referee said that that being so, the

question proposed to be put to the witness was
admissible.

Re-examination continued : The witness said that

Messrs Harston’s general reputation with referencr?

to their dealings with builders was that they were

bard, severe, and, he thought he might use the

word, exacting. 'TTiey would always do their duty

to their cliet.ts When be was discussing the con-

tract with Mr, Harston one day in 1894, in his office

he recollected Mr. Arthur Harston coming in and
saying to his brother:— “Here is another builder

failed who worked for us. That makes three at the

present lime
’

Mr. MacIntyre asked leave to further cross-

examine the witness as to this conversation, and
obtained permission to do so.

Further cross-examined by the learned counsel,

the witness stated that that happened sometime in

1894^ He knew two out of the three builders men-
tion^ One was Mr. Brooks

;
the second was Mr.

HoITSnd, of Poplar
;
but the third he would rather

not mention, as he might be doing the man an
injury.

Mr. MacIntyre ; Will you give us the name on
paper? (The witness did so.)

Cross-examination continued : He knew that

Messrs, Harston's had been in practice for many
years, and be knew that all their work was adver-

tised :

—“ Thelowest tender always accepted."

Mr. A, E. Brown, B.A. and B.Sc (London), and
son of the last witness examined, said that he

managed the brick manufacturing department of the

business. They commenced to supply red bricks

for the St. Pancras Workhouse the latter part of

August. They had supplied them before to Kirk &
Randall. In consequence of complaints they had
from the builder he went and visited the works.

That was on August 25. He saw Mr. Fearon
and Mr. Poole. He inspected a stack of bricks,

and also woik which had been built adjoining

the stack. The bricks had been damaged slightly

in transit. Looking at the bricks as a whole, he
considered that there was cause for complaint,

but not for refusing their use. He saw some blue

pencil marks on the brickwork. Mr. Poole took

him out and showed them to him, Poole told him

that he had instructed Fearon to cut those bricks

out, as they were not fit to be in the work. He did

not say why they were not fit to be in the work, and
witness could not see any reason why they should
not be there. He told Poole that he did not

consider that be was justified in marking them.
Poole immediately took out his pencil, lost his

temper badly, and marked a great many more
wholesale in the same way. That was on August 25,

1893.

Cross-examined by Mr. MacIntyre : Some of the

bricks he saw stacked were chipped and very much
wrung He had been told that the bricks that Poole
had marked were still in the building, and that

Poole's condemnation was overruled by Mr. Harston
and the bricks passed.

Mr. George Andrews, a director of Smead, Dean,
& Co., examined, said that on .September 20, 1892,
Fearon came to him with reference to his supplying
picked stock facing bricks, and, after examining
their bricks, arranged to have some. Fearon
selected the best kind of facing bricks, and ordered
some ordinary stock. He ordered 10,coo facing

bricks, and 24,coo ordinary .stock. He afterwards
heard that they were condemned. He charged 45s.

for the 10 000. and 32s, for the others. Malms
were not quite the same sort of bricks as facing

bricks. In malms the earth was specially pre-

pared. and they were a more expensive brick. They
cost about 10s. per thousand more. A shipper was
a harder brick than a picked stock facing, but not so

uniform in colour. They were usually the same
price as picked stock facings, but not always

;
in the

present instance they were 3s. cheaper. They had
supplied bricks to the Workhouse Authcrities since

Brooks left. They were not as good as the facing

bricks, nor so good as the shippers. The price was
33s. a thousand. No complaint was made of them.
Stock bricks were slightly more in 1892 than in

1893, about IS. a thousand.
Cross-examined by Mr. MacIntyre: In the picked

stock facings they had to get an uniformity of

colour as well as they could, and as free from chips

as possible. They never had bricks sent back to

them. He did not know wh-ther Poole was cluk
o' the works when the bricks were sent afier

Brocks bad left.

\^m. Franks, a foreman bricklayer of eighteen

years' experience, e.xamined by Mr, Hudson said

that he erte»ed into the employ of Bro< ks in

February, 1893 when he was pul on the St.

Pancras Workhouse as leading foreman. He was
told by Poole that be must pick over the old bricks

purchased by the Guardians. Poole continually

complained of their use. A certain number of bats

were used necessarily in breaking bond. Witness
kept on picking the old bricks. The new work was
in red rusticated corners and stock panels, and
these were objected to by Poole. The colour was
not right, they were loo rough, and some were
chipped—the latter complaint was well founded,
Poole marked the bricks objected to with a piece of
black carbon, which left a wide mark that penetrated
the material. Poole said that stocks were specified

and he would have them. All the bricks used for

facings were picked stocks excepting one lot of

golden malms. Poole objected to the softness of

these, and they had to be used for bull-noses in

inside work. Of the bricks marked some were good
and some had faults. Witness had four bricklayers

on the ground for six weeks picking bricks, and
others cutting out bricks, and thus delaying the
removal of the scaffolding Poole marked the whole
of a pier on the front of C block, but witness did not

pull it down, and it stood there now. It was such a
common practice for Poole to condemn work that at

last witness took no notice of it. The brickwork
was generally well done. The condemnation of the
girders also delayed witness. Poole would not
allow old bats to be used for inside walls, for break-

ing bond, but new ones had to he snapped for the

purpose.
Cross-examined by Mr. Harrison ; Witness did

not cut out all the bricks condemned by Poole, as

there was no real ground of complaint.

George Edw. Wragg, secretary of Messrs. East-

wood & Co., with twenty-four years' experience,

said that his firm manufactured between ninety and
a hundred million bricks made by hand at Shoebury-
ness. They would vary in quality, first malms to

cutters, mean seconds, paviers, shippers, malm
stocks and common stocks, rough grizzles, and
placers, The price of malm stocks varied from
los. to 125 . above stocks. Brooks applied to

witness for quotations, but witness declined to

supply him.
In answer to the learned Referee, the witness said

the best coloured and most expensive brick was the

softest, because to get a hard, well-baked brick the

colour had to be sacrificed.

Witness thought that some bricks marked and
rejected, according to the specification, ought to

have been passed, and that others were passed
which ought to have been condemned.

Mr. George Armitage, of the firm ofArmitage &
Sons, stone merchants, the Robin Hood Quarries,

Wakefield, examined, said that he supplied the

landings and steps for the staircase work generally.

Some landing work stone was rejected as being
laminated. Witness examined it, and as he could

not find any defect in it, went to the architect’s office

with Poole. Mr. Harston hammered the stone in
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order to split through the laminations, but it brokel
across. All landing stone was laminated. Mr.>

Harston then told Poole that if the landings were
equal to the sample they ought to be used. The land-'

ings were, however, condemned by Poole, and were
carted away from the works, and could now be seen
at another builder's yard in Lambeth. The pieces!

produced by Fearon. and spoken to by the witness^;

were a fair sample.
Cross-examined by Mr. MacIntyre :

The stone for the steps and that for the landings
were of two different classes, the latter beingK
laminated. He received a complaint calling atten-"

lion to this fact. He replied . that the landingsl
would wear as long as the steps, and that owing to)

the size required they could not be cut out of theC

same beds as that for the steps. The landings cameij

from Scotgate Ash, near Pateley Bridge, the steps!

came from Bradrord,

Mr. Frank Trickett, of the firm of SamueU
Trickett & Sous, Great Northern Railway. King’d
Cross, stone merchants, with over twenty-live years'ij

experience, examined, said that he had examined-j

the samples of York landing referred to by tliei!

witness Armitage as having been rejected by PooleJI
It was excellent hard laminated material. It was:'

practically impossible to get pieces of the size re-

,

quired in unlaminated stone, but the laminated
stone was nearly twice as strong and durable as the!

unlaminated.
Cross-examined by Mr. Turner:
There was great difficulty in getting large pieces

in unlarainated stone, and when obtained it would
not wear so well.

In answer to the learned Referee, the witness said
that the best and the highest-priced Yorkshire stone
was the laminated. The expression, "free from
laminations or olher blemish," which occurred in thel

specification, was a very common one.

Charles Edward Newman, of Ironmonger-lane,
E.C., secretary of the Thames Sand Company, ex-

amined, said that he supplied seven barge loads ofi

Thames and pit sand to Brooks for the workhouse.
The river sand came from near Gravesend and was.

universally used in the trade. In a commercial
serse there was no ‘ above bridge river sand'*

(
uch as was specified) on sale. Very small q'ian-i

titles were obtained lor tteir own use by local

builders. The Thames and p't sand supplied by.

witness was washed and screened by machinery,;
and was furnished to some of the largest builders.

Cross-examined by Mr, Turner ; When witness:

had an order for pit sand he often delivered beloW'
bridge river sand. No salt remained in it.

In reply to the learned Referee, Mr. Turner stated'f

that Poole rejected the sand as not being sufficiently!

coarse.
|

The learned Referee : We have had a very slrongii

body of evidence that for seme reason the clerk of(|

works in this contract rejected every successivetj

material brought on to the works as not goodir

enough, The result seemed to have been delay, ;(•

ruin to the contractor, and gross injustice.
(

Mr. Turner replied that the materials were notd

according to the specification of Mr. Harston, wboi)
surely had a right to demand from the contractors
that which he specified.

The learned Referee remarked that he should be;

glad to hear Mr. Harston in the box.

Mr. Henry Tolputt, timber merchant, of Fol-’l

kestone, one of the plaintiffs in the action, as a ;

member of the Committee of Inspection, examined, 'i

said that he supplied timber for the works frora:j

1892 till the end. Of the 280 loads of small timber, a

nine were removed, having been staled by Mr. a

Fearon to have been condemned by Poole, and ofd

the 45 loads of large scantlings 17 loads were
i

sent back, some not being even unloaded. Hei
(witness) could find no reason for the rejection, asJ
be was supplying Government contracts and others
large undertakings with the same.

Cross-examined by Mr. Turner: The scantlings

7

were supplied according to specification, and tbose-i

accepted were identical with the ones sent back andit

from the same parcel as imported. Memel timbers
lying about in the open would be affected if freshly!!

sawn.
Cross-examined by Mr. English Harrison : Thef

tie-beams were unusually long, and it was difficuUit

to gel them absolutely free from sap. It was quite i'

unusual to have so large a proportion rejected.

Mr. Daniel Tbes. Heaven, timber merchant,.'
Gracechurch-street, E.C., and late traveller for:

Messrs. Baines & Beard, of Reading, examined,
c|

said that between 1892 and 1894 that firm was'

suppijing through witness flooring under this con i:

tract. Fearon was particular as to the qualities to be
supplied. In April, 1893. in consequence of a lettecf

from Fearon he (witness) saw Poole and Fearon and;

heard the complaints of the former. He (witness).

afterwards supplied another brand, described in the'

price lists as equal in quality, and this flooring was.

also rejected as not being dry by Poole, with whomf!
witness had another interview, They were, how- !

ever, eventually passed.

Alfred Mier, of Meir & Son. limber merchants, ’

King's-cross, also gave evidence of a similar cha-

racter as to the flooring timber he supplied. He
said that it was being constantly condemned, until':

he grew tired of supplying and replacing it.

Cross examined by Mr. Turner :

The rejections were so numerous that after a time:
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ey never credited the timber in their books till the

;xt load was signed for. The total amount sup-
lied was from 400/. to 500/. worth, and the firm uere
editors for the last 20/. or so.

George Smith, examined, said that in April, 1894,
e was foreman to Holland, who was then carrying
jt a contract at the Bromley and Stepney Sick
sylum, Messrs. Harstons being the architects.

Witness and young Mr. Holland went over to see
le brickwork at the St. Pancras workhouse. He
jnsidered the work was done fairly well
Cross-examined by Mr, Turner :

The work was done well, including some which
ad been marked with blue marks.
George Smith, a foreman bricklayer, examined,

t lave evidence as to being engaged on the K or
,undry block, and as to the delays caused by
oolc’s complaints as to the brickwork, the levels,-

id by the engineers who fixed machinery.
George AUehurst and William John Taylor, fore-

len bricklayers, gave evidence corroborating the
•st witness, and spoke as to Poole's rejection of
dumns and girders.

John Walker, a general contractor, examined,
lid that he had a contract with Brooks for making
le roads to workhouse. Poole complained about
le flints although they were similar to those sup-
lied at the same date to Islington Vestry. He
iked leave to withdraw from the contract but was
ersuadcd to go on.

Wm. Brown, general foreman to Brooks from the
)mmenceraent ot the contract, was examined in

reat detail as to the rejection by -Poole of bricks,
mber, and other materials which the witness said
B considered satisfactory, and that bricks and other
ork were allowed by Mr. Harston to remain, and
>uld still be seen.

After hearing further evidence, the learned Refe-
:e, addressing counsel, said : 1 should just like to

ly that while there has been nothing brought before
le tending to charge the architects with fraud or
illusion, yet there has been a mass of evidence
Iduced, all going to show that they have not
icercised their discretion fairly. It is for you to
onsider your future conduct of the case.

Mr. Hudson replied that the plaindfl's case would
e shortly brought to a close.

The witness was then cross-examined by Mr.
lac Inly re as to the materials rejected, with a view
) show that they were imperfect, and not according
) specification. The witness admitted that some of
le bricks were much chipped, and that timber was
little sappy on the edge.
Mr. MacIntyre called the witness's attention to

is boarding, cut on the previous day from the roof
f Block C of the workhouse. One sample was, he
aid, sappy, another was all right, and was only from
young tree. He thought that both specimens

ught to have been passed, The boards rejected
rere not worse than lliese.

Mr. MacIntyre then called attention to a section
f 9-in. wall, five courses high, and 4 ft. 6 in. long,
n which the face of the bricks were certainly
hipped. Witness replied that this was a very good
ample of brickwork for a 9-in. wall, and that

he back of the wall was being shown. The speci-

len was then turned round, when this proved to be
he case, the other face being in gocd condition.

Joseph Holland, contractor, examined, said that
le had carried out works at Stepney, in 1892-4,
inder Messrs. Harstons, when questions arose
letween the architects and himself as to the brick-

work. Mr. Harston referred him to the St. Pancras
Vorkhousc to see the work there as being what he
wanted, and witness and his son and the witness
leorge Smith went over and inspected the brickwork
here.

Mr. Edward Massey, of the firm of Goddard,
dassey, & Warner, ot Nottingham, iionfounders,
xamined, said that they cast sixty-four columns for

he workhouse to the order of Drew-Bear, Perks, &
-o On receiving a complaint as to eight of the
astings, witness examined them with Mr, Drew-
iear at the workhouse, and as he could find no
ault in them, he (witness) refused to replace them
without fresh payment, and this was agreed to by
Messrs. Drew-Bear, Perks, & Co. Witness wrote
rery strongly as he felt unjustly treated, and the
astings were kept on exhibition at his works,
Wm. Jas. Bradshaw, manager for Messrs. Kirk &

iRandall, examined, said that he had been with that
jfirm for just twenty-seven years, and one of the
selected candidates for the post of manager to the
£iOndon County Council. He was frequently on the
^vorks at St. Pancras when his employers held the
contract for the first portion of the workhouse.
The witness was proceeding to state that these

were diffi.ulties with the architects when Mr.
English Harrison objected that this would not be
evidence against the Guardians, as any dispute then
arising was settled by reference.

Mr. MacIntyre on the same side submitted that
evidence as to previous disputes was irrelevant,
is tending to introduce fresh issues.

The learned Referee said that he should not allow
evidence as to the arbitration

; but he must hear the
evidence in question as it affected the conduct of the
architects.

Examination continued :

When Kirk & Randall had the contract Messrs.
Harstons were the architects and Poole was the
clerk of works. There were objections raised to
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nearly all the materials — bricks, ballast, sand,
timber, flooring—and the contract was abandoned
by consent, and the surplus materials were taken
over by Brooks. There were also disputes as to

other contractors employed by the architects delay-

ing the work.
Cross-examined by Mr. English Harrison :

In the subsequent arbitration Kirk & Randall
claimed about 4,300/., and were awarded 1.500/.

John Gosby, clerk of works under the Folkestone
School Board, and general foreman under Brooks
at the workhouse from May, 1892, till December,
1894, examined, spoke as to the delay experienced
in getting possession of the site owing to the fact

that parts of the buildings to be reconstructed were
occupied. He also described in detail the mode in

ayhich Poole complained of materials after they were
built in. Witness was present when Brooks spoke
to Poole about the treatment of his manager, fore-

man, and men, and of the wholesale rejections, and
inquiring if Poole wished to ruin him. Poole went
into his room and shut the door in their faces. The
witness then corroborated the evidence given by the
witness Fearon previously reported.
Cross-examined :

When he left the workhouse job he asked Mr.
Harston to give him a testimonial, but that gentle-
man refused to give him one. He also asked
Mr. Poole for a testimonial, but that gentleman
also declined to give him one. He had worked for

Fearon for twelve years. Witness was general fore-

man, and Fearon was manager. When Mr. Harston
refused to give him a testimonial he said that he
did not know enough of his qualifications to give
him one.

Mr. MacIntyre: Is that all? His reply was by
letter, was it not ? Have you got the letter ?

The witness replied that he had the letter, but not
in court.

Mr. MacIntyre then read a copy of Mr. Harston's
letter to the witness, in which it was stated that as
he knew so little of the witness's qualifications, and
the St. Pancras job was so unsatisfactory, he did not
feel justified in giving the testimonial asked for.

The learned Referee said that there was no
evidence that the contract was unsatisfactory.

Mr. MacIntyre dissented, and pointed to the
materials supplied.

The learned Referee remarked that there was no
definite evidence on which he could rely that any of
the materials supplied were unsatisfactory.
Mr. MacIntyre replied that the learned Referee

had not heard the defendants' evidence on that part
of the case yet.

The learned Referee said that it had turned out,
so far as he had been able to judge, that the objec-
tions were ill-founded. He would not say that the
things were right to the utmost farthing, but it could
not be said that the job in question was an unsatis-
factory one.

Mr. MacIntyre : Let us take Brown's evidence,
for instance. He admitted that the red bricks he
saw were chipped and rubbed.
The learnea Referee : Do you know of any job in

London where bricks are not chipped or rubbed?
Mr. MacIntyTe : Nor do I know of any job in

London where some of the materials were not
objected to by the architects.

Mr. Wm. Brooks, examined by Mr. Bray, said
that he had been in the building trade ever since a
child, and in business since 1870. Mr. Fearon was
the practical manager of the job in question. His
(witness's) overdraft was 2 700/ when be undertoi k
the contract, and he had book debts of about 200/.
available, and the whole of his stock and plant, and,
independent of what the bank held, fifteen houses
in Folkestone. He had made out a statement of
what his position was when the contract was entered
into.

Cross-examined by Mr. Moyses ;—He had to
make an arrangement for an overdraft when he
undertook the contract, but they always had to do
that. The largest contract be had had be ore this
was the building of the Victoria Hospital at
Folkestone. The contract price of that contract
was 9,000/., but it cost 10,000/. Ho had never had
a contract in London before this, but be had worked
under London architects. He could not recollect
having a conversation with Mr. Milward on April 16,

1894, with regard to his financial position, but if

that gentleman said that he had a conversation with
him he could not contradict him.
Did you tell him that you had no complaint what-

ever to make against the Guardians, and that your
misfortunes were due to a series of unfortunate
circumstances, and having to pay trade union rate
of wages?— I do not recollect the conversation, but,
so far as I can recollect, that is what I should say on
such an occasion.

Cross-examination continued He did not wish
to make it an element that he had had to pay trade
union wages. As gentlemen, the Guardians had
treated him with great kindness.

Cross-examined Mr. Harston, independently of
Poole, had treated him properly.

This evidence closing the plaintiff’s case. Mr.
English Harrison then proceeded to address the
Court on behalf of the Guardians.

The learned counsel said that be did not propose
to deal with the case so far as it concerned Messrs.
Harstons, the architects, but only on behalf of the
Guardians, The learned Referee would recollect

that the contract was a contract by which the builders
underlook to do the work to the entire .satisfaction of

Messrs. Harstons. Thearchitectsweredescribedtobe
the solejudges of, andwereto determine, alldiffeiences

arising between the parties, and therefore
they were described there as being judges,
and there could be no doubt that they were
persons acting as arbitrators or (/;rirj/-arbitrators.

There was also a clause (on page 13) which dealt

with the position Poole was to occupy, and there-

fore it was a contract by the builders that Poole
was to act in the particular way set forth in this

clause. The learned counsel read the clause,

which ran as follows:—“The clerk of the ^'orks

for the time being shall be considered to act solely

as the inspector and assistant of the architects, and
the contractor shall afford to him every facility on
the work." Therefore, said Mr. Harrison, Poole
was to be the assistant and inspector of the archi-

tects—that was to say, when materials were coming
on the job be was to inspect them in the first

instance. The learned Referee would notice how
carefully the provisions were framed. As being the
inspector and assistant of the architects, it might be
said that be had toexercisethe functionsof the archi-

tect in ordering the execution of extra work. His
power, however, was limited by a particular part of
the clause. In order to avoid any ambiguity as to
the power of Poole, it provided that he should have
authority to do particular things. That part of the
clause, he submitted, was most important, because
it showed what sort of functions the clerk of the
works was, under that clause, to perform. The
learned counsel then cited several cases with a view
to showing that within the decisions of the courts
the architects were arbitrators or quasi arbitrators.

It was suggested at onetime, continued Mr. Harrison,
that the Guardians or the architects had been guilty
of fraud

;
but it might now be stated, however, that

the allegations with regard to that, which decorated
the statement of claim, bad been withdrawn. He
therefore submitted that as the case now stood, it

was quite clear that neither party to the litigation,

neither the«Guatdians nor the plaintiffs, could bring
an action against the architects for negligence in
arriving at their conclusion. There was no warranty
that they would bring any skill or careen the case at
all. (The learned counsel cited casts in support of this
contention.

)

The learned Referee : I doubt very much whether
an architect is not bound to bring to bear reason-
able skill and care. I think there is that duty upon
him.
Mr. MacIntyre ; There is a duty upon him to act

honestly.

The learned Referee : I think he is like other
people. He is like other skilled people. You say
the architect is protected because the clause makes
him an arbitrator. But I cannot help thinking that
the arbitrator must bring reasonable skill and care
upon it, and if he does not it is no decision at all.

I have decided that before, more than once here,
against the architect, because he had not brought
his mind to bear upon it. I am quite sure of that.
You say that be can do whatever he likes.

Mr. Harrison: No. I say that he must be honest,
and not guilty of any fraud.

The learned Referee : Suppose he said, “ I know
I am arbitrator, and nobody can question my deci-
sion, and I will let the builder understand 1 am
master of this situation .and that he is not." Suppose
he said that ?

Mr, Harrison : Then I should say be is not acting
bonesily. In that case the builder ought to go to

the employer and say that he was not being treated
fairly by the architect, and that he would not have
it, and that the employer must employ another.

The learned Referee : The builder is put under
the supervision of the architect under a contract.
If he found fault with the architect, what do you
think the employer would say? He would say the
architect was the arbitrator, and that he could not
go into it.

Mr. Harrison : I say that the law answers that in
this way : If the employer chose to say that, he is

then colluding with the architect to defeat the
builder, and the law affords him the proper remedy
at once.
The learned Referee : If an employer wrote to

the architect, “I hope you will decide this in my
favour,” and the reply was, “Oh, yes," that would
be collusion; but tbisis avery different thing. The
collusion comes in because he asked the architect to
do that thing. That is a different thing to what has
arisen here.

Mr. Harrison : I dare say it is. I dare say Mr.
MacIntyre will go into all that. But I have no
doubt the substance of my friend's argument will be
that when Mr. Harston was appealed to he went
and looked at the thing and overruled Poole in
many cases, and did not do so in other cases. In
fact, that in some cases he affirmed Poole, and in
others disaffirmed him, would be strong evidence
that Mr. Harston was exercising his functions
properly. Those, however, are all matters of fact I

do not propose to enter into.

The learned Referee : He rejected, in point of
fact, materials which ought to have been accepted,
and so delayed the contract for a material time, and
made it impossible for the builder to perform it in
the way it was drawn. Does not that put an end to
the contract?
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.
COMPETITION.

Nature of Work. By whom Adrertised, Premium*. to be
delivered.

_ __ ___
'

IW. Third Mar. 20

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Materioia, By whem Required. Forms of Tender, Ac.
Buppiled by

Tenders
to be

delivered.

Boundary Wall. Smlther’* Moor-lane
RecODitructlog Footbridge, Mosecy

Batley Corporation .. Boro' Bnrv. Town Hall .

.

Jan. 26

itreet
Houee and Shop, Chatblll. Ncrthnm

Burnley Corporation Boro' Bnrv. Town Hall do.

0 . Dawson do.
Moktns-un Amer«ham-road (mdothenti Harrow U.D.C
•Boad Making and Bepalra, Wylen-it Lewisham B, of W, .. Bnrv B. of W. Offices.

do.
•EoadMaklngand Repairs.Brorkley-rd
Additions to Locomotive Works

do. do. do.

N.R.Ry.Co W. Bell.Archt. York
Wall, Uudlenflell-road -

Weslevan Chapel. Ueamoor, near

Halifax Corporation.. E. R. 8. Eecott. C.E.Town
Hall, Halifax

R, H. Uren, Bee. Tree-
do.

Penzance
Eleven Houeee. Boee-terrace, Bore-

Building Committee.. ernwau. Heamoor, R 8,0.
J. P. Kay, Archt 3-1. Pm-
dentlal-bldgf. Park -row,

do.

Bunge. Sunnyeide. Drumock. Aber
do,

Two Hotnee. Victoria-rood. Lackwood,
mont-street, Aberdeen .. Jan. 2;)

Hud<ler>lielcl

2,200 yards New Hoads, Sewers, Ac. *c. Rt. Hou. Bari of Eesex
street, Huddersfield

Residence, Recreation Grounds,
Brewery, Ltd Wall -rcl do.

Bacup Corporation .

.

Banin
Kerblng, Flogging, Ac. Rose.-terraoe Korsforth U.D.C W. Walker, Snrv. Council'f

•Iron Fencing and Gatee.. Edmonton U.D.C O Eedes Eachu«, Town

•Tramp Words, Porter's Lodge, ±c.. .,

Additions to Hospital, Horsley's

Newhaven Union Olayten A Black, 162,
North-at. Brighton ..

E. J. Sllcock, C.E. Boro'
do.

King a Lynn Corp. .. Bnrv
Kerblng, Flsgging, ke. Hall-gate .... Mexhnrough U.D.C. .. G F. Carter. Burr.
Two Stands, Race Common

House. Walls, &c. at Sewage Pumping

Doncaster Corp Boro' Steward, Mansion
House, Doncaster ....

T. T. Wood, C.K. 3, Cook-
do.

Cambridge Corp . ....... it. Liverpool .. ...
•Concrete Wall and Fencing Middlesex O.C T. H. Pownalt, Guildhall,

Westminster. 8.W do.

CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Nature of Work or Material*. By whom Hrqulred.

Eogiue aud Boiler House. Water-!

Bewerlng. LevelUnir. Ac. Neptune-!
street. Ac

•Broken Granite

Clnb, Lee Mount, Halifax

•Addltloni to Sclioola

•Lamp Columns and Lanterns ......

•Art and Technif^ Schools.

•Isolation Hospital..,

•Additions to Schools

Enlargement of Congregational Chapel
Aberayron, Walts

•Granite Slag and Limestone

•Isolation Hospital-

Two Blocks Cottages. Ac. Hartwood
Asylum, Lanark

Hotel, Glyn Celrlog, N, Wales

Hotel. Market-place. Ashton-under*

•Flttmg-up Baths, Laundry, ic. ......

Bromley Sch. Bd. ...

Wandsworth Bd. of W.

Kingston • on • Thames
Coro

Hertford and Ware Jt.
Hospital Board . .

.

Orpington Bch. Bd.

Bpilsby II.D.C. ..

Jtichmond Corp.
Heston and Ideworth
tr.D.C. Joint Hosp.
Committee

Church Greslcy Sch.
Board

Folkestone Corp,

Forms of Tender, 4c.
Supplied by

Tendt

d

141, Greenwich-road. 8.B. Feb. 1

H, Mair, Burr, at Vestry

P. IT. Palmer, C.E. Town

E Rushton, C.E. Poplar-
rd. Cleethorpes

B, H. B. Beslcp, County
Feb.

J. F.Walsh. Archt. L. ft Y.

Q. Wall, Offices, Hoxteod-
rd, Bromlev. Kent

.

Offices, East Hill, Wands-

I
A. B xall, 6. John-ftreet,
Adelphl, W C. Feb. i

. Drake, Driver, ft Ijeaver,

' O. Wall, Offices, Haztead-

1 Rev. T, Q. Evaus, at the

j
Chanel

’ F.J.DIxon.CouncilOffices,
Spilsby. . Feb.

Feb. '

R. C. Clarke. Pridentlal
Buildings Queen-street,

Nods
W. A. Dykes. Clerk,

E B. Smith. Archt.
Oswestry .. ..

Eaton ft Co. Archt. Ashton-
und»r-Lyna .

.

, * .

!’. ginald Pop*. Radnor-
chambers, Fulkeatone .. do. <

PUBLIC APPOINTMENT,

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised. Salary.
Applic
tlons
be U

•Inspector to Superintend Laying of

21 , 2a. per wc-ek . . , , ^ Jan. ,

ThoM. marked icith an asterisk (*) are advertised in this yumber. Conipefif/on, p. iv. Confrncfg, pp. iv. vi. <t viii. Public Appointment, pp. xri. <£• xviii.

Mr. Harrison replied in the negative.

The learned Referee ; I cannot understand why
not, any more than giving up possession. If the

architect has rejected material—good material—time

after time, why should not that come into considera-

tion on the contractor giving up the contract ?

Mr. Harrison : He has absolutely contracted with

us to abide by the decision of the architect.

The learned Referee : That is, as a reasonable

man would arrive at—using the reason that God
has given him,

Mr. Harrison : He has contracted to abide by
the decision of Mr Harston.

The learned Referee: Not however wrong he

might be. I think that the things were good on the

present evidence.

Mr. Harrison, continuing bis address, said that,

Mr. Harston having acted in the position of arbi-

trator, or yK(7J*-arbilrator, they (the Guardians) could

not in law be held responsible for those things. His
contention was that, however negligent or wrong Mr.
HaJSton might be found to have been, the Guardians
could not be made responsible for that. If the

learned Referee came to the conclusion even that the

architect had been guilty of fraud his submission was
that it would be impossible to hit the employers for

that fraud. The learned counsel read a passage from
Mr. Hudson's book to the effect that a contract of

agency conveyed no authority to commit fraud, and
the liability of the architect who committed fraud

was personal to himself, and did not affect the

employer unless collusion w.as proved, in which case

the employer would be jointly liable with the archi-

tect. He (Mr. Harrison) wished to point out that

the builders had acquiesced in the decisions of Mr.
Harston and Poole according to the evidence as it

now stood. When from time to time Poole said

particular work ought not to go in. instead of taking

the case before Mr. Harston, or where Mr, Harston
had decided against them, instead of writing a letter

to the Guardians, the builders preferred to say

nothing at all about it. On the contrary, by the

tone of Fearon's letters it appeared that he had been
treated with great kindness by Mr. Harston. Now
that Fearon had to gel out of those letters he
wished the learned Referee to believe they were
written with a purpose. It was perfectly monstrous
if the Guardians were to have the contract swept
entirely away and left with the most frightful liti-

gation and all sorts of demands on them, simply
because Fearon did not wish to complain at the right

moment. The learned counsel pointed out that one of
ihedifficulliesof the position was that the present board
of guardians, being like the ratepayers who elected

them, a more or less fluctuating body, was not the

one which employed the architects or entered into

the agreements with the builders
: and, therefore,

the plaintiffs sought to hit a body of gentlemen
who were not responsible for the difficulties, and he
(the learned counsel) represented a board who were
not really responsible for the undertaking.

Mr. Harrison argued at great length that the

case for the plaintiffs as to the alleged delay in

getting possession of site, and the interference of
sub-contractors by the clerk of the works, had been
grossly exaggerated by certain witnesses, and espe-
cially by Fearon.
(The case was proceeding when we went to press.)

ALLEGED INTERFERENCE WITH A
PARTY WALL.

The case of Thornton v. Hunter came before Mr.
Justice Romer, in the Chancery Division, on the
15th inst. on a motion by the plaintiff to restrain the
defendant from the alleged interference with a parly

' wall.

Mr. Farwell, Q.C., on behalf of the plaintiff, said
that as the wall had now been pulled down, and the
footings had been removed, there was no question
left on the motion now before the Court. He under-
stood, however, that there was a dispute as to
whether the wall in question was a party wall or not,
and there were other questions at issue which would
have to be decided at the trial.

Mr. Alexander, Q C., on behalf of the defendant
agreed with his learned friend's statement, and his
lordship allowed the motion to stand till the trial,

no order being made except that the costs be
reserved.

ALLEGED OBSTRUCTION OF ANCIENT
LIGHTS.

The case of Neave S.'i.<by was mentioned on
motion to Mr. Justice Romer in the Chancery Divi-
sion on the 15th inst.

Mr, Neville, Q.C., on behalf of the plaintiffs, said
that this was an action for the obstruction of his
client’s ancient lights. As the matter stood at
present the building owners had given an under-
taking to pull down if ordered to do so subsequently.
That, of course, was only a temporary undertaking,
but he (the learned counsel) had spoken to his learned
friend(Mr. Leveit.Q C., representing the defendant),
and he was prepared to contimne that undertaking

;

till the trial, and if his lordship would allow them to .

dispense with pleadings, and to .have the action set

'

down at once without pleadings, he (Mr. Neville)
would be willing to take that course, and to accept
his friend's undertaking.
Mr. Levetl said that he w«FuId admit the ancient

lights, and he would put the iss ae solely upon “ in-
terference " or " no interference."

His Lordship : Very welk

IMPORTANT POINT LTNDER THE LONDON
BUILDING ACT. 1894.

The case of Venner v. M'Donell came before
Mr. Justice Wills and Mr. Justice "W^right sitting as
a Divisional Court of Queen's Dejich on the isth
inst., it being a case ia which the information

charged that the appellant (Venner), the secrete
of the Royal Agricultural Hall, did at the Hr
without notice to the District Surveyor, begin r

execute a work in respect of which the appella;

ought to have served a building notice before co:

raencing, as provided by the London Building Ai
1894.

It appeared that some of the seals in the Hf
which had been removed for the purpose of i

exhibition were re-erected without notice to t

District Surveyor, and it was in respect of t

replacing of those seats that the information
laid. Tlie iron columns which permanently suppij

the roof and galleries of the Hall have .sockcl

attached to them, and the temporary and movah
timbers, to which the seats are for the lime beii|

screwed or bolted on, are dropped or let in to theaj

The magistrate convicted the appellant.
At the conclusion of the arguments of counsd

Mr. Justice Wills, in giving judgment, said tbata
was obvious that some limitation must be put upJ
the natural meaning of the words “structure 3l

work," otherwise no person could repair his roof
windows, or put up a fixed cupboard in his bedroo^l

or a new kitchen range, without giving notice to tii

District Surveyor, and without being subject to b

supervision, nor without, even in the case of 1i

most trivial matters, paying him halfthe fee to whH
he would have been entitled on the original constm!

tion of the house or building. It was impossible!
suppose that that was intended. The Act of i£j

was not retrospective, and the work in question v;

not “work " done to or on the building. T
operation in question was not “the beginning ol<

structure " within Section 145 of the Act, and in b
opinion the appeal must be allowed.

Mr. Justice Wright concurred, and the appi)

was accordingly allowed.

Mr. Maemorren, Q.C., and Mr. R. C. GK
appeared as counsel for the appellant, and N
Horace Avory for the respondent.

^--4

MEETINGS.

Friday, January as.

Royal Professor Dewar, M.A., F.RjI
on “ Properties of Liquid Oxygen.” 9 p.m.

Institutton ofjunior Engineers {}Vesintinster Pat.
Professor A. Barr, D.Sc., on “ ComparisonB-i

Similar Stniclurcs, Large and Small.” 6 pm,

Saturday, Janu,\ry 03 .

liistituiion of Junior Engineers. — Twelfth Anm
Dinner. Westminster Palace Hotel. The President, J,

A. R. Dinnie, in the chair. 6.30 p.m,

Monday, January 25.

Sumevors' Institution.—Adjourned discussion OH i

Howard Martin's paper entitled “The Future Devek
ment of the Surveyors' Institution.” 8 p.m.

Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures).—Mr. Willu
Burton on “ Material and Design in Pottery,” II, 8 p,
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Tuesday, January 26.

i
Sooiety oj Arts {.Applied Art Section).—Mr. W. H.

'.t. John Hope, M.A., on “Tbe Artistic Treatment of
Heraldry.” 8 p.m.
l Institution 0/ Civil Engineers .—Colonel J. Pennycuick
n “ The Diversion of the Periyar." 8 p.m.

I

Auctioneers' Institute .—Professor Banister Fletcher on
'The Practice of Compensations.” 8 p.m.
Heivcastle Architectural Association {Students'

'•ketching Club).—Seventh Annual Social Gathering and
Exhibition of Sketches, to be opened by the President of
lie Association, Mr. A. M. Dnnn. 8 p m.
Carlisle Architectural, Engineering, and Surveying

'eeiety.—Mr. Drinkwater Butt on “ Cumbrian Antiquities,
rith special reference to Carlisle Cathedra] and Castle.”

Wednesday, January 27.

Society of Arts .—8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Mr. .Alexander

!>rew. C.E., on ‘‘The,Practical Designing of Iron and Steel

loofing.” II. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Society. — Mr. Ramsay

fraquair oti ' Heraldry.” 8 p.ni.

Thursday, January 28.

Society oJ Antiquaries.—8.30 p.m.
Society for the Encouragement of the Pine A ris.

—

;
p.m.
London Institution.—Mr. Joseph Pennell on “The

joldeii Age of English Illustration,” illustrated. 6 p.m
Royal Institution. — Professor H. A. Miens, M.A.,

F.R.S., on “ Some Secrets of Crystals,” II. 3 p.m.
Institution oJ Electrical Engineers.—Mr. F. T. Hollins

in "Electrical Interlocking the Blockand Mechanical
Signals on Railways.” 3 p.m.

Friday, January 29.

Institution of Civil Engineers. — Students' Meeting.
—Mr. S. Henry Barraclough on “ An Experimental
lnve~tigation of the Efficiency of a Pelton Waterwheel.”
i p.m.

Saturday, January 30.

London and ProvincialBuilders Foreinetis Association.
[Men.'orial Hall, Farringdon-road, E.C.). — Janu.ary
Juarierly Meeting. 7.30 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS;
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

4,043.—Sliding Window Sashe.s : ir. B. Bird and
Others .—The object of this invention is to construct

iashe.-. and frames with hinges and fittings
;
the sashes

may be opened inwards. This the inventor etfects by a com-
bination of hooks, slotted plates, clutch bolts, and clutch
plates, &c., securing therewith the supporting of top sash

|

when lower one is opened inwards, and automatic deiach-
nient of the line and balance weight and its retention in

position ready for re-attachment as required.
2,015.—Water-closet Stop Sinn, &c. : S. S. Hellyer.

—The ba.sin is provided round its upper end with a hollow
Hushing rim of special foim, into which the flushing water
enters prior to passing into the basin, by which an efficient

action of the flushing water is secured, so as to clear out
the pan or basin very effectually' with a minimum amount
df water.

2,155.—Lavatories : /. Shanks . — In one form of

Javatory shown there is, when in use, a continual flow of

Water across the basins from the front to the back, where a

waste gutter or other outlet is formed. A water-supply
valve is arranged in connexion with the lavatory or in con*
•aexion with each basin of a series, each valve being con-
itrolled by a hinged footboard, on which the user stands.

Other arrangements are noted in the .specification.

,
3,45t.—

M

itre Cramp i /F. Ludlnv .—The inventor

forms a mitre cramp for picture framing, &c., by provid-

ing four metal corner plates, provided with two lug.-, and a
corner piece forming a right angle with each other. Three of

these platesareprovided withagrooved pulley at outer angle,
and the fourth^ which is larger, bears a drum, with a plain

flange on one side, and a ratchet wheel on the other. A
handle is also provided to ratchet wheel, and a pawl to

engage with its teeth. A cord passes around the pulleys,

and connects them with the drum, which, when the latter

is rotated by its handle, draws the corner plates firmly

against the comers of the frame under operation.

3,691.—Mortise Fastenings: ,9. Hill and Another.
—In a mortise fastening for a showcase, a pedestal, or

other receptacle, the inventors fix a mortise fastening,

comprising an independent catch lever, with or without
an enclosing metallic case, which is inserted with tbe.

mortice through an opening on front edge of door stile.

This is actuated by’ a handle having a stem, which is

passed through a small hole formed in the face of the stile,

and thence into the edge of the catch lever of tbe mortise
fastening.

18,743.—Socket for Securing Nail.s, &c. : G.
Fuhrer .—This patent relates to fixing curtain nails

hooks, &c. , to wils. For this purpose inventor applies to

walls hollow wall bolts or sockets, with which the curtain
nails, &c., can be secured. Such hollow wall bolts are
cast in one piece, with a shoulder and a boss, and the
exterior surface is preferably notched, corrugated, or
Otherwise roughened. The wall bolt is also provided with
.T pinching screw to secure shank of curtain nails, &c.

24,902.—Building, &c., Slabs: A. Gries .—The in-

«ntion consists in the use of templates having peculiar
sections on their inner edges, whereby slabs, plates, bricks,

&c., of cement, gypsum, artificial stone, &c., may he pro-
duced, with edges of such a kind that the slabs, when
placed together, can receive between them another
material to form joint, such middle space, when filled up,
securing efficient bond. These slab.s are well suited for

waterproof floorings, 8:c.

NEW Al’I'LlCATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

January 4.—162, T. & J. Jones, Sa.sh Window
Fastener.—180, H. Norris, Decoration of Plate or Sheet
Glass for use in General House Decoration, Furniture
Panels, &c.
January 5.—222, W. Starley, Nails.—224, J. Brindley,

Machine;^' Used in the Manufacture of Ceramic Tiles.

—

229, T. Kemp, Inspection and Sweeping Inlets to Drain-
pipes, Bends, and Junctions.—258, H. Hawgood, Sash
Fasteners.—302, A. Hayward, Window-Shutter Fasteners.
—3x2, R. Ewing, Jointing Iron and other Metal Pipes.
January 6.—361, T. Dickinson, Tube Dovetail or Wood

Joint.—377, S. Shall, Kitchen Range.—389, J. Pawseyand
G. Glasscock, Water Waste Preventing or Flushing Appa-

ratus.—410, G. Wineqz and H. Machepy, Machinery for

Sawing Stone.—411, G. Wineqz and H. Slachepy, Sawing
of Stone.

January 7.— 503, A. I.enten, Handles for Bits.

Jani'akv 8.—528, J. Shanks, Water-closets.—S4Sj E.
and L. Rich.ards, Flushing Cistern Apparatus and Fittings.

—563, G. Candle, Open Stoves and Flues therewith.
January 9.—595, R. Gregory, Road Scarifying Machine

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

24,981, L. Robertson, Application of the Double Water
Valve Principle to Starting of Syphonic Action in Sanitary
and other Fittings.— 26,847, J- Moffat, Fireproof Floors,
Ceilings, &c.— 27,038, J. & C. Bedford, Varnish.—27,392,
W. Beynon, Raisers for Door and other Latches.—28,165,
H. Powell, Window Sash Fastener.—28,213, E. Vaughan,
Latch Mechanism of Front Door Locks.—28,227, R- Craig,
Lavatory Basins.—28,332, E. Collier, Door and other
Knobs and Terminal Ornaments.—28,430, H. and T.
Sabine, .Sanitary Pipes, &c.— 28,495, Cooke, Flushing
Rim for Water-closets, &c.— 28.496, B. C.ars, Gas Brackets.
—28,582, G. Duffield, Water-cloaots.—28,615, H. Schtoer,
Tiles Suitable for Roofing.—28,824, T. Martlew, Chimney'
Ventilating and like Cowls.—28,879, Muiready, Fire
Giates.—29,212, Petrifite, Ltd., Cement.

COMPLETE SPECtFlCATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to opposition for tvo months.

470, J. Hannah, Fire Grates.— 2,744, If. Lazenby’*
Locks of Window-sashes.—2,872, L. Seager, Ladders,
Step Ladders, <t'c.—2,979, • Reading, Grating for

Intercepting Traps.—3,745, F. Phelps and P. Daw,
Plumb Rules, Levels, &c.—5,110, S. Baster, Cones for
Water-closets, &c., commonly called Closet Cones.—5,161,
T. Smith, Chimney-pots, as a means of ventilation for the
prevention of down draughts.—24,929, O. La Rue, Traps
for Sinks, See.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

,
December 16.—By Douglas Young & Co.

Clapham.—18 and 20, Ferndale-rd., u.t. 73J yrs.,

g.r. 17^.. r. 82/. /65<
By Alfred Richards {at Tottenham).

Tottenham.—52, 54, and 56, Willow-walk, f., r.

6s ._. 40c
Edmonton.— 2, Eastern-villas, f. 4gc

By Hki'PER& Sons (at Leeds).
Leeds.—37 to 45 fodd), and 373, Wheeler-st.

; i to

3, Wrigglesworth-row ; and ir, 12, and 13,
Wellhouses, and cottage adjoining, f. 65c

90 92, and 94, Caledonian-rd.
; 93, 95, and 97,

Tonbrtdge-st., f., r. 112/. los i,8Sc
BySANDKRS & Son (at Barnstaple).

Pihon, Devon.—Two enclosures of land, 22 a. 3 r.

23 P- f-—; a,x5c

I to 7, Bradiford, f., r. 51/. 57c
By Messrs. Saul (at Boston).

Frampton, Lincolnshire.—A freehold farmhouse

_

and 47 a. o r. _i3 p 1,95c
Wildmore Fen, Lincolnshire.—Three freehold en-

closuresj 16 a. 3 r. 33 p 42«
Westville, Lincolnshire.—A freehold farmhouse and

183 a. 3 r. 10 p 5,60c
December 17.—By H. J. Bli»;s & Sons.

Bethnal Green.—259 and 261, Cambridge-rd., f..

Walthamstow.— 15 and 17, St. Stephen's-rd., f.,

r, 32/. 10s 28s
By E. H. Henry.

Clapham.—3, Forthbridge-rd., u.t. gzjyrs., g.r.

7/.,r. 35/. 340
13, Lvnette-av.. u.t. 88 yrs. g.r. yl. ys., r. 45/,... 430

By Mark Liell & Son.
Poplar.— 4, Woolmore-st., f., r. 19/. los 200
Bromley-by-Bow.—42 and 43, Tidey-st., f., r.

48^-25 530
113, Bruuswick-rd., u.t. 42iyrs., g.r. 3/. los. ... 215
By Okcill, Marks, & Orcill (at Derby).

Alfreton, Derbyshire.—(jreenhill-lane, “The Red
Lion ” Inn, f., r. 6ol Si70Q

Sleetmoor-rd., “The Labumam ” b.h., f., r. 19/. 1,500
Derby-rd., “The Cross Keys ” Inn, f., r. 26/. ... 3,100
King-st., “The Railway” Inn, f., r. 19/. 15s. ... 2,775
King-st., “ Nag's Head ” b.h., f., r. 18/. x,6oo
King-st., “The Four Horse Shoes” Inn, with

farrier's shop and smithy adjoining, f., r. 32/. 4,100
King-st., “The Waggon and Horses” Inn, f.,

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER,

oreenlieart, B.G.
ton 6/0/0 o/e/o

Teak, E.I... .load li/o/o 16/0/0

Soquoia.U.S.It.cu. a/o a/i

Ash. Canada load s/io/o 3/15/0
Birch, do s/io/o s/s/o
Elm. do.... s/s/o 4/10/0
Fir, Dantsic, &c. . 2,uo/o 4/io/Q

Oak, do 9/10/0 a/io/o

Canada 4/iS/o s/15/0
Pine, Canada ted 0/0/0 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... 9/0/0 aIb/o

L.ath, Dantsic.fath 4/10/0 s/io/o
St. Petersburg,

. s/o/o 6/10/0
Wainscot, Riga,

d:c.,log t/io/o 4/iS/o

Finland
i/io/o 4/iS/oOdessa,

Deals,
and &
Do. 4th A: 3rd.. . 8/to/o „ .

Do. Riga 7/0/0 8/0/0

St. Petersburg.
ist yellow... . lo/ro/o 1^0/0

Do, and yellow 9/10/0 lo/ro/o

Do. white 9/0/0 ii/o/o

Swedish 6/10/0 16/c/o

White Sea 8/10/016/10/0
Canada, Pine 1st n/o/o 23/to/o

Do. do. 2nd .... 15/0/0 17/0/0
Do. do. 3rd, Ate. 7/to/o ii/o/o

Do. Spruce, ist. 9/0/0 lo/io/o

Do. do. 3rd and
2nd 7/10/0 8/15/0

New Brunswick 7/5/0 7/15/0
Battens, all kinds s/0/0 10/0/0
Flooring boards,
sq . I in. prep.
tst o/9'6 0/16/6
Do. 2nd Q;a'Q olti.o

Other qualities—
Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, &c.
Mahogany, Cuba

St, Domingo,
cargo av.

Mexican, do. do.
Tobasco, do, do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton „ , „ ,

Rose, Rio 7/0/0 16/0/0

Bahia 6/0/0 15/0/0
Satin, Sl Doming.

0/6/0

il
4/0/0 15/0/0
7/0/0

6/0/0

0/0/7

TIMBER (eontinutd).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 0/1/6

Walnut, Italian .. o/o/s 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton 2/8/6I 0/0/0

Bar. WeUh, in

London ..... S/15/0 5/17/®
Do. do. at works

in Wales 5/10/0 5/12/6
Do. Staffordshire,
in London 5/>5/o 6/10/0

Copper — British
cake and ingot 53/10/0 54/0/0
Best selected .. 54/10/0 55/0/0
Sheets, strong.. 59/10/0 60/10/0
Chili bars S0I11/3 0/0/0

Yellow Mtl lb. 0/0/5 o/o/sl

n n/17/6 o/e/o

L R A
Spanish .

English
brands ri/16/3 11/1S/9
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. 13/2/6
Pipe 13/12/6

Zinc — English
sheet..... .ton.. 20/10/0
Vieille Mon-
tagne 91/to/o

,

Spelter 17/13/9 17/16/3
Tin—

S

traits .... 60/10/0 0/0/0
•Australian 62/0/0 0/0/0
English Ingots.. 64/10/065/10/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0
Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/12/6

Cocoanut, Cochin 27/15/0
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0
Palm, Lagos 24/io/a
KapeHeed, English
pale 27/to/o 27/15/0

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/10/0
Cottonseed ref. .. *5/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel 22/0 0/0/0

Archangel o/ia/6 0/0/0

Turpentine. .. .ton 2:/i7/6 0/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communicattons for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us

not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unle.ss authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of 'Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which tbe lowest Tender is under
;£ioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BEDFORD.—For erecting the new Bedford County Hospital.

Messrs. Salter A; Adams, architects, 28, Wobum-place, Russetl-
square. W.C. ijuantities by Messrs. Thacker A: Son

Extra if entire
Red brick and buildings are

terra-cotta faced with
dressings.

Shillitoe A: Son ,£41,924
Everett A' Sons 46-094 c

Higgs A Hill 37,53* c

Prestige & Co 37,447 c

Grimwood Af Sons 31-554 ‘

Gougli A' Co 33i»3‘ ‘

lCa.aritlera Jt, 0,9U/

..£2,130
.. 2 356

1,213

CHELMSFORD.— Accepted for the erection of a house at
Wiittle, near Chelmsford, for Mr. F, Parlett. Mr. R. Mawhood,
architect. Chelmsford:—

J, Gowers - £866
[No competition.]

EXETER.—For the demolition of St. David's Churrh, Exeter
Bloxhani £500 o

|

Dart A: Pollard £380 t

Will. Dan 494 o W. B. Berry • 28* it

Luscombe 425 o Richards & Co 230 t

Wm. Gibson 400 o
[

• Accepted,

For the erection of new church. Mr. W. D. Caroc, architect, 8a,

Whitchall-place. S.W.
Whole
Works. Drainage.

Lapthorne A: Co. £r5,8^ £6t 7
Luscombe A: Sons 19,000 69 o

... 14.200

Temporary
Roof.

£57

r. 60/...

December 18.—By Stimson & Sons (on the
premises).

Camberwell.— 121, Grosvenor-pk., u.t. 23 yrs., g.r.

5^* 15s 300
By Sanders & Son (at Barnstaple).

Loxhore, Devon.—“Goombe Farm," 122 a. ; also
a house and grist mill at Loxhore Mills, f. 3iOoo

December 22.—By H. Hendriks (at

Birmingham).
Birmingham, Warwick.—85 and 87, Rann-st.,

r. 40^- ; .£710
Eyre-st., f.g.r. 32/., reversion in 92 yrs 875

December 23.—By Vidler, Son, &
Clements (at Rye).

Camber-on-Sea, Sussex.—“Camber Farm,” X33a.
2 r. 38 p., f. 2,000

By Dowell (at Edinburgh).
Str.Acathro, &c., Forfarshire. — The Estate of

Lundie, 1,153 a 13,000
Morebattle, Roxburghshire.—Tbe Estate ofMore-

battle, Tofts & Grubbit, 1,275 a 17,400
January 7.—By J. W. Neighbour.

Hoxton.— 54, Linton-st., u.t. 30J yrs., g.r. 5/. 5s.,

r.35^- 270
January 12.—By Hards & Bradley.

Dulwich.—231 to 245 (odd). Lordship-lane, u.t. 83
yrs., g.r. 63/. 1,045

By Robins. Snell, & Gore.
Hammersmith.—Brook Green, “Queen's Man-

sions,” u.t. 98} yrs., g.r. 200I., e.r. 1,275/. 5i7So

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent

;
l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
;
g.r. for ground-rent

; r. for rent

;

f. for freehold
;
c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold; e.r. for

estimated rental : u.t. for unexpired term
; p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years

;
st. for street ; rd. for road

; sq. for
square

; pi. for place
;
ter. for terrace ; cres, for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

W. B. Berry
J. Norris A: Sons
Dart & I’oUard
Wm. Gibson 14.5:0
Jenkins A Sons i5i43o

W. Dart, Crediion (accepted) 11,870

J. Shiltitoe At Son 12,210

H. WUlccck & Co 13.751
Stephens, Bastow, A Co 15.498
Stephens A Sons >3,400
W. I-. Bloxhain >5.945

52

LEEDS.—Accepted for erecting eighteen small terrace houses,

for Sir John Barran, Bart., at Cnapel Allerton, Leeds. Mr. W.
Carby Hall, architect. Quantities by the architect

Bricklaying and Jl/asonry. — Josoph Richardson,
Chapel Allerton £2,000

Carftntry and yointry.—J. Wilson, Leeds i.350

Plumi>ing.—'No%\oy Briggs. Leeds .342

Thomas Moore, Leeds 493
ri/iVif.— vVatson A Worsnop, Leeds 315
Painting.—William Taylor. Chapel Allerton 100

Total £4.600

LONDON.—For alterations and additions at 78. West End-lane,

for Mr. E. Cocquerel
W. Sumner A Co.. Limited £575

LONDON.—For alterations and additions, including fireproot

floors. Ac., at 241, 243, 245, 247, Flnchley-road. for Messrs. Green A
Edwards. Mr. K. Griggs, architect, ii. Gray's Inn-square, W.C.
Wm. MeSwiney £>1257 |

W. Sumner A Co., Gtd. ..£1,150

LONDON.—For alterations, including shop-front fittings, al

Regent-street, for Messrs- Avrer A Co.
W. Sumner A Co.. Limited -£5*'

LONDON —For extension of show-room and addition to Nos.

201, 202. Upper-street, Islington, N., for Mr. J. W. Lewis. Mr.
Edmund J. Hartistn, architect, 12. Compton -terrace, High-

bury, N.:— .

Extra in Cement.
Dixon £*.558 o £2 5 pet rod.

e
rvis A Son J.548 0 18 o

cCormick j.437 0 40 o

WaUACo i.4t6 0 50 o

Mattock Bros 1.39* o 50 o
Patman A Fotheringham.. .. 1,397 o 23 o

R. Eddie, Tyndale-placc,
Islington* 1.366 0 20 o

• Accepted in cement.
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LONDON.—For making’ up and paving Clonmel-road, and
flaggi^ part of New Kit^'s-road, Fulham, lor the Fulham Vesliy.
Mr. Charles Botierill. Suiveyor, Town Hall, Walham Green,
S.W.

LONDON.—For paving Mansion Hruse-square, Cambem
S.E., for the Camberwell Vestry. Mr. O. S. Brown, S
Vestry Hall, Camberwell, S.E.

T. Adams £3^3
The Asphaltic Limestone Co rfij 1

Brunswick Rock Asphalte Co >63 1

A. C. W. Hobman & Co.. Bermondsey* .... 161
• Accepted.

LONDON.— For buildirg a factory, '"ornwood-streef, N.. for
The Towyn Companj’. Limited. Mr. R. Medworth, architect,
Bank<hamberS| Station-road, Finsbury Park, N. ;

—
Lown & Sons .£1.148 0 I Rowe & Sons £048 17
Wilkinson Bros. ggS o

1
N. Lidstone f74 0

SOVTHSEA.—For alterations and additions, includingnew shop-
front, &C.. at 3S, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 41, King.road, Souths^ for Mr.
J. Bulpitt. Messrs. Rake & Ccgswell. architects, Prudential-
buildings, Landport;—

W. Suniner& Co.. Limited — £S3o 10

TONBRIDGE.—For pulling down and rebuilding shop and
premises. No. 47, High-sueeL Mr. H. Elwig, jun., aichilect, Tun-
bridge Wells;—

C. Elkington £sS8 I Goodwin Bros, Tun. Wells*£4S?
• Smith 496

I
R. Langrldge (not intime).. 454

• Accepted.

WOKING.— For complete grocery fittings at 34, Chert5iey-road.
Wokirg, for Messrs. J. BouiUn St Son. Mr. J. H. Waddell, archi-
tect. 3c, High Holbom

W. Sumner & Co,, Limited £^45

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
T. N. (Amount shou’dhave heen staled )—“ Novice " (We cannot

answer the question. Consult the building by-laws in force in your
I own district.)

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

If'e cannot undtrtaJu to return routed communteatioHf.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which have

been duplicated for other journals are NOT D^IRED.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor. ,who
retains the right to reject It If unsatisfactory. The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Impuy Its

acceptance.
All communications r^ardlng literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR ; those relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

OXTED (Surrey).— For tbe erection of iwo villa residences, for
Mr. Percy Ravenscroft, on the Titsey Estate. Mr. H. Elwig. jun .

architect, Tunbridge Wells
J. Jarvis £*.5fi>l J- Smith £t.9t6
R. Langridge 3.349 1

Loveland, Limpsfield
FunneU Bros >.1731 (accepted)...,... >.875

RAMSBOTTOM (Lancs.)—For paving. Arc., Hope-street, and
four other streets, for the Urban District Council Mr james
Halliwell. surveyor. District Council Offices, Rainsbottom. Quanti-
ties by surveyor:—

T. Rowland £i 5:9 6 i including materials.
Platt & Castle 506 17 0 Labour, Ac.
T.AJ. Foster 38411 7 ,.

J.Bumbam, Manchestei* . 3:9 04,, „
• Accep'ted.

RYDE (I.w.
No. 3.383. Mr,
Ryde
Whltewood —

.

lenkins

Barton, Ryde*

•cr new Forester's Hall, for Court Astirea
I. Barton, architect, 1, St. Thomas's-sircer,

.£3,300 o 0
[
Holland £1,635 ^

. 1.843 to 0
I

Hayden 1,549 6 s
1.805 o 0 E. A W. Wheeler .. i 534 0 0
1.749 o 0 1

* Accepted,

RYDE—Accepted for alterations, and fitting up saloon bars at the
•‘Crown Hotel." Ryde. Mr. John 1. Hatton, architect, j, St.
Thotnas’s-street, Ryde:—

Barton, Ryde £200

SHOOTERS HILL.—Accepted for alterations and additions to
tbe Crole-Wyndham Convalescent Home, Shrewsbury-lane.
Messrs. B. Scott and Seton-Moriis, architects, 30, St. James's-
SBeet. W.C.

H. J. Stephens £550

J.J.ETRIDGE,J>’
SLATE MERCHANT,

SLATER and TILER.
ESTIM.ATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,
To be executed by Contract in any part

of ENGLAND.

Penrhyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portmadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to any Railway Station.

••Applications for Prices, &c., to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

WITHINGTON (Lancs.).— For the execution of street works in Chorlton-cum-Hardy. Mr. A. H. Mountain, C.E., Town Hall

- Warwick- HolUcd. Cavendish- Stockton-
road.

Beechwood-

A. KcUelt
M. Naylor & Sons
Worthington & Pawnall
G. Claike & Sons. Biistol-stieet, Hulme*

£. s. d.

1.481 8 7
1.4:5 J8 2

>*33 9 7

^ s. tl

343 to 6

»34 13 4
505 19 4

£ s. d.

1.379 1 6
1,350 ]8 8

'.=57 7 9

£. s. d.

967 5 6

855 16 10

^ it to

1^98 1

^ 6

£ s- d.

550 18 0
483 >5 3
506 to 3
471 6 6

£• s. d.

469 s 7
453 to 0
434 t3 8

394 to I

• Accepted.

- No. II, Pass., Acres-road,
Choi Iten-cum-Hardy.

Cuibing and Channelling,
Barlow Moot-ruad, Dickbuiy.

Cuibing and Chaimelllrg.
Fog-lane, Dickbury.

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

G. Clarke >5: Sons, Brtstol-stieet, Hulme 10 t t* 380 0 0 959 It 0

M. Nayljr St Sons, Mytton-street, Hulme >9 7 3 38a 13 0*
291 0

957 9 4*
9 4 9

• Accepted.

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS,(S
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 193. ^ annum t;j

4s. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The T
by Jfrielay Mcrn^t^t Post,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

IR^^oi
e publisher of " THE BU1U3ER,'‘ No. 46, Catbeite

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltc
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONB.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,

and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(incorporating The Ham Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sont
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham»
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E, A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lav
Asphalte Company (Mr. II. Glenn), Office, 42
Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials fa

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floorf

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-roomi

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalt

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advj,

SPHAGUE ft GO.
LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS.

Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale prompt!
executed.

4& 5, East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E.C. [AdvI

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHEl
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st. S.W
“ QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES, ’

Eor 1897, price Od. post 7d. lo leather 1/- Post 1/1 [AdV^

THE

Freicl Asplalti
COMPANY,

Suffolk House^ Cannon-street, E.C

SUPPLY THE BEST MATERIAL ANl

WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS,
,

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOFS,

WASHHOUSE AND DAIRY FLOORS

&c., &c.

rhis Asphalte was chosen to b

aid at Sandringham, on the net

General Post Office, and other

ininort.ant buildings.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS.
F. BRABY & CO.

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE STOCK READY.

Particulars on application. CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATION/
LONDON: LIVERPOOL:

362 to 364, ETJSTON-KOAD N.W., and 6 and 8, HATTON GAKDEN.
218 and 220, EIGH-STEEET, BOEOHOE, S.S

GLASGOW:
47 and 49, ST. EEOCE-SaUABB
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. IV.—Bristol 9r

IV.—BRISTOL.

EGARDED as a modern

city, Bristol is defi-

cient in having no

great central or pre-

dominant building,

like St. George’s Hall

at Liverpool and the

Town Halls at Man-

chester and " Leeds.

or is there any special or marked impres-

ceness in any of its lesser buildings of the

odern period, though there are some very

lod ones among them—and yet, taken as a

hole, there are few cities in the kingdom

ore interesting and picturesque thauBristol,

5 central portion at all events. The

iriety and irregularity of the ground, the

inding network of mostly rather narrow

reets, the manner in which modern and

icient buildings are jumbled together, and

e presence of the long river-like harbour

id shipping almost in the heart of the city,

1 combine to give Bristol a marked char-

ter of its own, which no one who has seen

can readily forget

Bristol is of course much more of an

icient city than those on which we have

eviously commented ; and though we are

:aling in these articles mainly with cities

they are at the present time, one cannot

rite of this one without remembering that

has a greater and more remarkable past

story, and has retained more of the impress

the past in its streets, than any other large

’ovincial town in England. It was for cen-

I

ries the greatest English shipping port next

London. As late as 1735 Pope recorded

s astonishment at the sight of “ the quay

ong the old wall with houses on both sides,

hd in the middle of the street, as far as you

!m see, hundreds of ships, their masts as

|Uck as they can stand by one another.”

‘he mixture of shipping and houses is not

striking now as in Pope’s time, for the

^eat days of Bristol as a seaport are

lelatbiely at least) passed away
;
but this

leinent of the picturesque still remains to

|)me extent. The impression which it pro-

iuced in those days of being a dirty city un-

iirtunately is still produced, though in this

use also we may say relatively only.

As in most cities which date from Mediaeval

,mes, the main lines of the Mediaeval city

CONTENTS.
Illustrations of Bristol Architecture

Applications under the 1S94 London Building Act

Peterborough Cathedral 103

j?rSL David's Church. Exeter, Competition - 103

The Student's Column : Specifications.—V 103

General Building News t°4

Sanitary and Engineering News its

Stained Glass and Decoration ><>3

are still traceable in the lines of the modern

streets. Bristol in the thirteenth century

was what would now be called a small

walled town in a rather long narrow irre-

gular shape, on a small inland peninsula

between a bend of the Avon and a loop of

the Avon’s small tributary the Erome, which

encircled the city westward. The west end

expanded rather and ended in an approxi-

mate half circle, the line of which is followed

by St. Stephen's-street and part of Baldwin-

street. At the east end, where the space

between the Avon and Frome narrowed,

;

stood the castle, the position of which is now
only recorded by the names of Castle-green

and Castle-street. As the castle must have

fully commanded the narrow neck of land

between the two rivers, and they formed a

natural moat around all the rest of the

Mediaeval town, its natural position was a

very strong one, and no wonder that it was

the scene of frequent fights and sieges.

This ground on which the Mediasval town

stood is still one of the two specially in-

teresting portions of Bristol, and still readily

traceable. The preparation for what we may
call the other interesting section of the city

was made when, in the middle of the

thirteenth century, the bend of the Frome at

the north-west of the city wall was joined

with the Avon by a wide straight canal

running southwards from the city parallel

with a reach of the Avon eastward of it,

enclosing between them a parallelogram of

low flat land rather longer than its width,

extending southwards from the city wall, and

surrounded on three sides by water, on the

east and south by the Avon (which here

turns almost at a right angle)* and on the

west by the new channel. This land, bought

from the Abbey of St. Augustine in order

to make the new channel, was marsh land at

the time, and appears as “ The Marsh ” in old

maps. At the beginning of the eighteenth

century, however, this flat peninsula was to

enter on a new stage of e.xistence, and, with

Queen-square as its centre, to become the

fashionable residential quarter for the time
;

again in due time to fall from that position

into its present curious medley of new ware-

houses and old residences.

' The centre of ancient Bristol was at the

• This, which was originally a reach of ihe Avon, is now
all part of a floating dock following the old course of the

river, the actual river Avon having been taken across

south of it by a new cut made at the beginning of the

present century.

Foreign

Capital and Labour .

Legal

Competition, Contracts, and Public Appointments

Tenders

“ Cross ” now represented by the junction

of High, Broad, Corn and Wine streets.

The cross itself, of late fourteenth century

date, now in the grounds at Stourhead, was
removed in 1733, and stood on the site of an
earlier cross, and a very curious drawing
“by Robert Ricart, a lay brother of the

Fraternity of Calenders” is preserved

amongst the archives of the City.”* An
illustration of the cross at Stourhead was
given in the Builder. Apart from the

removal of the cross and the three churches,

the centre of the city may be said to exist

much in its old state. Many individual

buildings have indeed been destroyed, and
replaced by others more in keeping with the

requirements of the time, but the thorough-

fares in this part of the city retain to a large

extent their somewhat tortuous character,

and much of interest is still to be found in

and behind them. The great Norman castle

that stood east of the city, between the

Avon and Frome, hardly exists in anything

but name. One or two vaulted rooms
remain, ho%vever, incorporated with modern
buildings, and by street names it is possible

to identify sites. The walls, too, that for-

merly surrounded the city have, with the

exception of one or two fragments, entirely

disappeared
;
and of the city gates only one,

St. John's Gate, exists. Of the three old

streets south of the Avon and Bristol

Bridge, two, Redcliffe-street and Temple-
street, had gates at their southern end, and
another, St. Leonard’s Gate, stood on the

site of Clare-street, not far from St. Stephen’s

Church. Bristol was rich, and is still, in

churches. We have already dealt at length

with the cathedral, formerly the church of

the monastery of Saint Augustine, and
detailed reference is, therefore, unnecessar3\

It stood west of the city proper, outside the

wall, and formed one of a series of religious

foundations which surrounded the city on

all sides. St. Mark’s Church, known as the

Mayor’s Chapel, and formerly attached to

the hospital founded by the Gaunts, is rich

in glass, armorial tiles, and monuments; and
a window of Decorated period, with a pro-

fusion of ball flower ornament, will recall

the work in the south aisle of Gloucester

Cathedral. It has lately been restored,

and a shallow north transept has been

added. The site of the hospital itself is now
occupied by the Merchant Venturers’ School,

in Union-street. St. Stephen’s is remark-

* Pooley's Crosses of Gloucestershire.
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able for its fine western tower, crowned with

an elaborate parapet and pinnacles
;

the

interior is noticeable for the figures of angels

which take the place of caps in the piers,

and for a good light modern wrought-iron

chancel screen. St. John’s, with its compara-

tively low tower and spire, forms a pictur-

esque feature in Broad-street, built with the

church on the City wall, and the City gate.

Christ Church, at the corner of Broad-street

and Wine-street, is a classic church witli a

tower and spire, rather reminding one of a

Wren City church
;
the lower story of the

tower has been enriched in recent times,

with carved ornament rather too florid and

out of keeping with its general style; the

interior is divided into three aisles by an

odd-looking colonnade of columns with

classic capitals but of Gothic tenuity of

proportion. All Saints, near the opposite

corner, has a picturesque octagonal lantern

on a plain ugly tower, and surprises one

internally by two western bays with Norman

piers, above which, where the arches should

be, the space is filled up by secular struc-

tures which encroach on the church, leaving

a flat ceiling over the aisles, on a level with

the Norman capitals. St. Nicholas, near

the quay, has a lofty spire and interesting

crypt, and this church also extended over

the gate that spanned the City approach to

old Bristol Bridge. Externally the church

is a large square-lined very late Gothic

structure
;
internally we find a flat Renais-

sance plaster ceiling painted in gaudy

colouring. In the western porch is a very

rich late Gothic canopied tomb with a re-

cumbent figure
;
a work dated, as far as can

be read, “162— for so late a date it is

remarkably pure Gothic of its kind. East-

ward, without the walls, are the interest-

ing churches of St. James and St. Phillip,

the former showing a fine and well-

preserved Norman nave, while within the

walls, near St. Nicholas, are the churches of

St. Peter and St. Maiy’-le-Port. Southward

are three churches, St. Mary Redcliffe (out-'

side the walls), and St. Thomas and the

Temple churches, both standing in streets of

the same name. St. Mary Redcliffe is perhaps

one of the best known, as it is undoubtedly

one of the finest parochial churches in the

kingdom
;

it will only be necessary here to
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speak of the beauty of its Decorated tower

and north porcli, and the grand scale on

which the church was rebuilt in early fifteenth

century times. Some interesting glass

fills the lower windows of the tower; a

curious whale rib, popularly known as a rib

of the dun cow that is said to have supplied

Bristol with milk, is a relic of the days of

Cabot
;
and the room over the north porch

is memorable for its connexion witli the boy
Chatterton, whose monument stands at the

angle of the churchyard. St. Mary Redcliffe

is in fact the architectural jewel of Bristol,

but it is too well known to need a passing

illustration, and should rather be the subject

of a special illustration and plan, as a pen-

dant to the cathedral, to which it is in fact in

some respects superior
;

on some future

occasion ’we may endeavour to give it tlie

separate attention which it merits.

St. Thomas’s Church is of no great inter-

est, but its weather-beaten tower is a good
example of simple Perpendicular work, shorn

of its parapet and pinnacles like its neigh-

bour the Temple Church. The tower of this

latter leans away from the church consider-

ably towards the west, and the somewhat
curious design of its belfry stage is accounted

for by the present belfry being a later edition

to the tower. Originally it was finished with

the trefoil parapet, now forming a broad
band below the belfry windows (see sketch).

There are many remains of domestic

work in and about the city. In St. Mary-

le-Port-street and Peter-street, in Broad-

street, and, until lately, in the Pithay were
many of the old timbered houses. The house
now known as St. Peter’s Hospital, formerly

the house of the Nortons, merchants of Bristol,

is a very elaborate building with projecting

windows, and good fireplaces, and at the

angle of High and Wine streets still stands a

curious timbered house, the material for

which is said to have been brought from

Holland. Of earlier date is the beautiful

doorway in the Welsh Back, near St-

Nicholas Cliurch
;

the hall of Canynge's

liouse in Redcliffe-street, with a fine roof

;

a house formerly the offices of the Times

and Mirror \ and some fragments of the

Dinninican Priory. The Red Lodge, on

St. Michaels Hill, is a later building, with

fine fireplaces and ceilings. Other old

houses are still to be seen in Temple, St.

Nicholas, and Redcliffe streets, south of the

bridge, but this approach to Bristol has been

much altered of late years by the making of

the new street. Victoria-street, from the

joint station to the bridge
;
and large ware-

houses now occupy the sites of old buildings.

But, in spite of much recent alteration, the

city retains a remarkable number of in-

teresting ancient buildings, both ecclesias-

tical and domestic.

Turning to what is our more special object

on this occasion, the modern element in the

city, we naturally look first at the latest

completed “ public improvement,’’ which has

consisted in filling up the end portion of the

dock on the old line of the Frome, north-

west of the old " city," and forming a central

place here. There was once talk of building

on this filled-up ground a new Bristol Town
Hall or Municipal Buildings, and it is a great

pity this was not done, as Bristol wants a

central building, and this would have been
an ideal site for one. The still greater pity

is that the opportunity even of making a fine

place has been utterly thrown away, and the

whole thing completely bungled. A long-

irregular enclosure has been formed with

railings, the entrance at each end flanked by
large but commonplace stone pedestals each

supporting a thin lamp-post for which the pede-
stals are absurdly too large. The sides of this

enclosure have been formed into flower-

beds confined with irregular wiggle-waggle

lilacs of fencing, and the centre of the space

is marked by a tall thin iron lamp-post.

There is not the slightest dignity of design

in the whole thing. Near the upper (west)

end of the enclosure is a poor statue of

Burke on a still poorer pedestal, bearing the

fine sentence (we know not when uttered),

"I wish to be a Member of Parliament, to

have my share of doing good and resisting

evil.’’ The cynic who is acquainted with

the political history of the city may be dis-

posed to remind the Bristol people of the

fact, which they evidently wish tg forget,

that Bristol rejected its brilliant representa-

tive, after tlu'ec years’ service, exactly because

he was too forward in “doing good and resist-

ing evil,’’ and preferred abstract right and

justice before the immediate commercial inte-

rests of his constituents. At the other end is

a better statue of Edward Colston, on a

better pedestal than the other, with some
decorative historical bronze reliefs attached
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to the four faces
;
the bronze dolphins at the

angles, however, do not combine with the

stone-work, and look like rather unmeaning
excrescences. Altogether, the place is a

rather sad spectacle of wasted opportunities.

The buildings surrounding it form an
irregular mass of commonplace structures,

which unfortunately seem in too good repair

to present much chance of rebuilding and
improvement. Near the dock, facing the

west end of the place, the owners of a long
block of warehouses have made a spirited

attempt to embellish the end of their line of

buildings with a pediment decorated with
symbolical figures and ornament in terra-

cotta, and an octagonal angle turret, and
deserve credit for the attempt. At tlie north
side of \\\^ place the Roman Catholic church
of St. Mary, a severe Grecian structure,

shows up well by contrast with the motley
crowd of buildings round it, and gives in

fact the only touch of architectural dignity

to the scene, though in an old-fashioned

manner.*

Colston Hall, designed by Mr. Foster
and which, as almost every one knows, is

the main public lial! of Bristol, suffers from
being in a back position and having a very
inadequate fafade, which by no means
architecturally suggests the importance of
the building in its rear, though it is meri-
torious in itself for simplicity of design and
some good detail, especially in the treatment
of the upper story with its coupled colon-

nettes connected by a square-section lintel

decorated with carv’ed ornament. The top

finishes level, with a sufficiently well-marked
cornice. The interior is rather coarse and
incongruous in detail

;
side-aisles are formed

by circular columns which do not diminish,

which spring from gigantic splayed bases of

Gothic character, and end in classical

capitals carrying the ends of highly-decorated

entablatures which run back to the walls, over
the galleries. Ihe whole of this upper part
seems too heavy for the columns, as well as
out of keeping with them. The plain

])anelled barrel vault of the ceiling has a

good effect, and the entrance staircase is

spacious and shows a well designed balus-
trade of transitional Norman character. The
whole building is rather a mixture of styles;

Classic, Norman, and touches of Byzantine
;

a sort of mixture to which there seems to be
rather a tendency in modern Bristol archi-

tecture. However, there are many worse
public rooms than Colston Hall, though it is

unfortunate that its exterior architectural

effect is rather fnanqiie.

Clare-street, Corn-street, and Wine-street,
which, running in a continuous line, form the
}>ackbone from west to east of the old city,

contain a good many of the best commercial
buildings

;
and though Bristol can show no

one street comparable in interest and im-
portance with Park-row at Leeds, there are
a sufficient number of interesting and more
than creditable buildings to be found. One
of the most recent buildings in this neigh-
bourhood, the new Capital and Counties
Bank (illustrated in one of our lithographs),

* The plact hAS however been put to a good practical
purpose in forming a “ tramway centre," where all the
principal lines of tramway meet or cross, so as to facilitate
iiUercommunication. The tramway service in Bristol is
very well worked, at very low fares. The elecUic tram-
way to Kingswood, worked by overhead wires (before
mentioned in these columns), and which starts from a
point further east, in Old Market-street, seems to answer
verj- well, and is run through the streets at a speed whi ch
suggests the idea that they will kill somebody some day, if
they have not done so already.

The Royal Exchange.

New Offices, Baldwin-street {Hfr. E, Gabtiel).

by Mr. Milverton Drake, has secured two
frontages, one in Clare-street (at the bottom
of Corn-street), and one in Baldwin-street,

the building running through from one to

another
;
the upper portion, as will be seen,

is treated identically in both fronts; in the

lower portion the principal entrance in

Clare-street is distinguished by a deco-
rative entrance door with some well-

executed carving, though the bracketted-

out piece, carrying a second pediment below
the larger one, seems rather an excrescence.

The best portion of the design is the treat-

ment of the first and second floor windows
between the columns. On the left hand
going up Clare-street the new Provident Life

Office, an angle building, is a very good
design with a great deal of character

;
the

ground floor lighted by large circular-headed

windows on short baluster-like pilasters:

two stories of oriel windows above with a

carv’ed frieze between them, and an open
arched loggia at the top, ranging vertically

with the ground floor arches. There is

good detail in this building, which is

picturesque and satisfactory also as a
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ole. The architect is Mr. H. Edwards,
little further up on the same side

General Assurance Company show a

.ssic front (not recent) of some originality,

ecially in the treatment of the first-floor

idows and their surroundings; and at the

ner of Corn-street and St. Stephen's-

ret is the very dignified Classic building of

Royal Insurance Company. This Com-
ly has always endeavoured to secure good
hitecture in its offices (as we have seen

ily in the Liverpool competition), and the

stol building is no exception. It is a

•ely Classic structure, the ground-floor

atedwith coupled pilasters with rusticated

irses running through from one to another

;

jve is an on order of fluted pilasters at

: sides, the front to Corn-street being

icially treated with columns and heavy
iticated angle piers. The carved details

the doorways are rich and refined. Above
s the National Provincial Bank is rather a

xture of styles
;
pointed rusticated arches

the ground story with polished granite

onnettes in the jambs; there is a richly

ated Corinthian order above, the whole

effective, but the upper and lower por-

ns do not harmonise. The little facade

the "Old Bank," two doors above it, is a

:asing specimen of old-fashioned Classic

sign. The Wells and Dorset Bank, with

usticated arched ground story and an order

polished granite Corinthian columns above

is rather showy than really artistic
;
and

posite to this the Liverpool London and
obe Insurance Company shows a front

lich is still more open to the same objec-

n
;

it is altogether overdone, and yet

motonous in design, with coupled Roman
rinthiau columns in two stories, finishing

Dve in coupled statues—everything in

irs
;

it would have been twice as effective

had the lower portion been more simply and
boldly treated.

Lloyd’s Bank, liigher up on the north side

of the street, though a little overdone with

sculpture, is a really fine and effective

Classic front, all the more so for the great

depth of projection and reveal which it

shows, with a noble contempt for economy
of stone-work. This front would make its

effect anywhere. Opposite to it the more
simple and conventional front of the Royal

Exchange carries on the face of it " Wood of

Bath—his mark.” It is dignified, but bears a

very remarkable similarity to other works by
the same architect, who seems to have
mastered one effect of Classic architecture,

the plain rusticated ground story with a

plain order above, and stuck to it. But
this, like all his buildings, has the

charm of carefully considered proportion.

The County Hall, at the angle of Corn-street

with Broad-street, is an example of pure

Greek architecture, by some one with the

Erechtheion strongly pervading his mind
;

its

only ornaments are two great Ionic columns
flanking the slightly-recessed centre and
entrance, with answering pilasters on the

remainder of the front, and a band of carved
ornament, also from the Erechtheion, dividing

the height of the front; it is perfectly cold

and expressionless, but not without a certain

dignity and importance, and carried out by
an architect who at all events understood the

particular aim which he had taken in hand.

At the commencement of Wine-street
stands the well-known old half-timbered

house already referred to, and said to have
been brought from Holland. There are no
modern buildings along Wine-street of any
importance. The general aspect of this

street, as well as of others in the centre of

Bristol, is very much affected by the practice

which prevails of placing shop signs and
names on large lettered boards fixed at right

angles to the houses and projecting out over

the pavement. This is convenient for the

shopkeepers and perhaps to some extent for

the public who wish to find a particular class

of shop, and it gives a certain picturesque

effect to the view along a street, but it is

very injurious to the architectural effect

where there are any buildings worth atten-

tion. While on this class of subject

we may mention also that at Bristol, as at

Leeds, we find the naming tif streets carried

out in a very partial and inefficient manner
;

many corners even of important streets pre-

senting no name to the visitor, who has to

get to the other end before he finds out what
street he is in, and perhaps does not dis-

cover it even then. This is a matter which
the city authorities should take in hand.

On the west side of Broad-street, the prin-

cipal street crossing at right angles to the

central line of Corn and Wine streets, is the

Guildhall, by Mr. Pope, a respectable build-

ing in Late Gothic style and showing a very

good knowledge of that phase of Gothic; it

is decorated with statues in legal costume in

niches between the windows. The building

is expressive of its purpose, in so far as it

may be said to be in what is a kind of con-
ventionally accepted *' Guildhall style.” It

is oddly contrasted with the Bank of

England next door to it, evidently one
of Cockerell’s designs, a severe facade
with a Doric order running through
the ground story and a mezzanine, with
circular - headed windows and a pediment
above. In its way it is a dignified work,
with "Bank of England” written (architec-

turally) on its face. On the opposite side of

the same street is the large mass of the

Grand Hotel, a building in Italian style

d
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which deserves credit as being of a far

better and more refined type of architecture

than we^usually find in large modern hotels
;

the open loggia with colonettes, at the top,

is a pretty feature in itself, but it looks a

decidedly weak support for the large and
boldly projecting cornice immediately over
it. Unfortunately whatever architectural

effect the building might have had is nearly

ruined by the projection of the ground floor

shops at the base, a commercial advantage
possibly, but a great injury to the building
in every other sense. In Small-street,

another of the cross streets, tlie Post
Office on one side and the Assize Courts
opposite furnisli the same kind of marked
contrast of style as the Guildhall and the

Bank of England in Broad-street. The Assize

Courts, by Mr. Pope, is one of the best modern
buildings in Bristol; a small illustration of
it, from an old drawing lent by the archi-

tects, is given on one of our lithograph

plates. The left hand portion is the Assize
Courts front, the part on the other side of

the tower being occupied by the Law
Libraiy’, and it will be seen how well and
characteristically this portion of the front is

treated. The courts are good-looking and
spacious Gothic interiors

;
no attempt

has been made to differentiate the

architectural treatment of the Crown and
Civil Courts

;
it would have been better to

have endeavoured to express architecturally

their difference of character and purpose.

The Post Office, a blank piece of regulation

Classic architecture, has nevertheless the

same kind of merit as the Bank of England—
it expresses its purpose

;
it can hardly

be taken for anything but the Post

Office. This expression is chiefly the

result of the treatment of the two recessed

openings or porticoes breaking the flat line

of the front, and screened each by two
columns; one marking the entrance to the

offices, the other the recess for access to the

letter-boxes. In spite of its very cold and
formal architecture, the Bristol I^ost Office

is much less objectionable in point of archi-

tectural taste than the more florid and
pretentious buildings which have recently

been erected as Post Offices in some of our
large towns.

The eastern portion of the city centre, as

well as some of the narrow streets in other

portions, contain a good many bits of

picturesque old houses and shops, all

looking however, very grimy and dirty, and
leading to a question whether their room
would not be better than their company, on
sanitaiy’ grounds at all events. There
appears to be very little new building going
on; besides the one or two quite recent

buildings whicli we have mentioned, there

is a new block of offices in course of

erection in Baldwin-street by a London
architect, Mr. Gabriel, of which we
give an illustration. Among other build-

ings in the city quarter which may be
noticed in passing are the Bristol Municipal
Charities, a good brick free Classic front in

St. Stephen-street, nearly facing the place

;

the Bristol Property Companies Offices a fe\v

doors further on, a building in rather florid

Classic, costly, but with somewhat coarse

details. At the south end of St. Stephen-
street the JVcslcrii Daily Press offices shows
a large mass [of plain and solid brickwork-

satisfactory in itself
;

it would have been
better without the corbels under the first

floor string course, which carry nothing and

are only unnecessary ornament, the string

course being broken round them to give

them a finish. A building which is to impress

chiefly by its plainness and solidity is best

left as plain as possible. The blocks of

offices about Baldwin-street, mostly brick

more or less ornamentally treated, are

commonplace enough. At the rounded

corner leading off into Charlotte-street some-

thing bold has been attempted in the way of

a Gothic offices front, with large pointed-

arched compartments nearly the whole

height of the building, the piers between

them balanced on bracketted columns on the

ground story in a not very satisfactory

manner.

Among buildings of the warehouse cli

there are some well-meant and credita'

attempts. At tiie corner of Broad Mead a

Union-street Messrs. Fry's great warehoii

shows a rather powerful and effective tro

ment of the two lower stories in grey gran

with very deep reveals to the windows :

is unfortunate that the rest of the build

is in the disagreeable yellow brick rat:

too largely employed in modern Brisi

We may observe that the sense of

powerful effect of deep reveals to openfE

has been a good deal recognised in Brisi

We see it again in the very credita;

block of Gothic warehouses on the sov

side of Broad Mead (Hall's oil wa
houses), with large pointed arches on I

ground floor and a series of lofty coup,

and trefoiled windows above
;

evidently '

effort of the Gothic revival, and a buildi

of more than average merit fim a wa
house. Messrs. Worth & Co. make a inih

attempt at a Gothic warehouse in OiD

street, not remarkable, but deserving ere

for the intention of treating a warehot

architecturally. Messrs. Robinson's s

tionery warehouse, close to Bristol Brid

in a plainer and more warehouse style,

a good purpose-like building, diversified

a touch of art in the small sculptured frit

,
round the angle tower.

In the north cpiarter of the city portion/

the neighbourhood of Bridewell-street, so-

staring brick buildings of the modern s

; are pleasantly contrasied by the quiet n

brick front of the All Saints’ AlmshoUi
' adjoining them. In this (juartcr the cent

Police Station and Police Courts show

ver>' suitable architectural treatment, a

the iron gateway to the Police Courts

well designed. This is however a very 1

sightly quarter of the city, full of In
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smantled corners and rubbisli-covered

ots for which there seems to be no
e found

;
we presume that from various

uses there is little building enterprise,

capital to lay out on building, at present

;

it the state of things resulting gives a
solate and neglected aspect to this and
me other portions of the city. The large

angular piece of broken-up ground south
St. James’s Churchyard is we presume
ended to be treated in some scheme of
blic improvement

;
it is to be hoped it

11 be better carried out than the new
atral place.

The flat peninsula before referred to, south
the city proper, is the most curious and
iracteristic part of Bristol. Surrounding,
on three sides are quays and shipping,
1 warehouses, including the one really

e and powerfully designed warehouse in

stol, the well-known one on Welsh Back,
: east side of the peninsula, by Messrs,
nton & Gough, of which we give a small
istration as a reminder; it was illustrated

an engraving in our pages many years
). In the centre is the once fashionable
;een-square, a very fine large square sur-

inded by what passed for very handsome
jses ill the reign of good Queen Anne,
.V nearly all lapsed into offices. On one
e is the new building for the Bristol

cks Offices, by Mr. Milverton Drake, of

ich we give an illustration
;

a good
tiding, but not harmonising with its sur-

indings. King-street, crossing from east

west, is full of picturesque curiosities;

half timber houses
; the faded Classic

ue front of what was once the
oper s Hall, now a warehouse •

t old quadrangle of almshouses with
ir red-tiled roofs

; the stone front of
; old Bristol library, with its columned I

•ch, standing back from the street
;
at the

[

li the small but dignified Classic stone
aiding of the Merchant Venturers’ Hall,
ffi its handsome iron gates gilt and
iblazoned with the Venturers’ arms and
ur sturdy motto, “ Indocilis pauperiem
ti.’’ Down the west side runs the wide
mue of Prince's-street, with warehouses
one side and on the other side various

[:e handsome buildings now fallen from
::ir high estate

;
the largest being the fine

|nt of what is now the offices of the Great
ijstern Railway Company, still bearing
oveon its walls the apparently incongruous
tto, “Curas cithara tollit ” “The lyre
ves away our cares ”

;
for this was once

I Assembly Rooms of the Bristol aristocracy

who abode in Queen-square. At the end of
the vista one may probably see the masts of
a large ship. A more picturesque corner
than this, one more full of curious associa-
tions and suggestions of past times and
social, commercial, and architectural changes,
is perhaps not to be found in any city in

England
;
to see it is alone worth a visit to

Bristol.

On the road up to the higher ground
where Clifton commences there are various
buildings of more or less architectural in-

terest
;
the Almshouses in Colston-street, by

Messrs. Foster & Wood, a pleasant bit of
domestic Gothic with its quadrangle and
timber-gallery; the Technical Schools by
Mr. Robins, just off the bottom of Park-
street, of which we give two illustrations

;
in

Park-street the pleasant bit of old Classic
taste shown in the circular colonnaded
portico of what was originally the Bristol

Institution, (a relic of Cockerell’s refined
taste)

;
and at the top of Park-street

the Museum, an important building in a
rather nondescript but picturesque Gothic
style, apparently partly suggested by the
Ducal Palace at Venice, though with a
difference. Behind this is the Medical
School, a building, like a church and one or
two others near it, in rather a tame Gothic
style

;
and in fact, with the exception of

Street’s well-known church at Clifton, one
cannot say much of Bristol modern Gothic
churches as a rule

;
at the best they do not

generally merit a higher title than pretty.

Higher up there is a group of buildings,
including the Italian front of the School
of Science and Art (it is a “front’’
only, science and art not having appa-
rently been able to turn the corner),
the front of the Victoria Rooms with its

colonnaded portico, and one or two others,
which, though no single building is of
much architectural worth itself, combine to
make a somewhat effective group in con-
nexion with the open space which they
adjoin.

Among miscellaneous paints to be noted
in and about Bristol is the frequent occur-
rence of old Classic buildings, fronts to the
street mostly, of more or less merit, and
which speak of some former dignity of the

;

site or the building which has now passed
away. Thus in Broad Mead there is the
elegant Ionic fagade to a covered gallery, a
kind of deserted “Burlington Arcade" (but
of much better architecture)

;
the Classic

house with an order, facing the open space
of St. James’s Barton

;
the old Classic

building with a columned portico in Bath-
street, now occupied as a warehouse, but

which suggests the idea of having once
been a district Town Hall or assembly
room. In most towns one finds these

remnants of the Renaissance or of the

Classic revival, but they seem more frequent

than usual in Bristol, and crop up in most
unexpected places, telling of social or other

changes in their neighbourhood. Near
St. James's Barton the small old St. James’s
Square is a curious nook of jjast respect-

ability, with its projecting shell hoods
over the front doors. Among the fountains

that at the end of St. Nicholas Church,
erected by Bristol iron merchants some
half a century ago, with a bronze angel
holding up an appropriate text over it, is

well intended
;
had it been carried out Jiow

the sculpture and general design would prob-
ably have been better. The old fountain

close to the wall of St. John’s Church, in a

recess in the wall, with a much faded
Renaissance frieze of griffins &c. over it, is

interesting in another sense. Also one may note
the picturesque view to be found on turning
down to the dock wall at the opening near
the end of Peter-street

;
the mass of irregular

buildings grouped about the water are all

ugly enough taken separately, but the whole
picture is a remarkable one.

The interest of Bristol mostly ceases with
the central part of the city. One may take
tram journeys of exploration this way and
that, but from Dan to Beersheba is mostly
barren of all interest. On Kingswood road
are the St. George's Technical Schools by
Mr. Bligh Bond

;
on the road to Bisliopston

the Colston Girls' School
;
of both of which

we give illustrations. But the one suburb of

Bristol, to speak of, is Clifton
;
and what a

suburb! Even Edinburgh can hardly match
the effect of Clifton Down for beauty and
picturesqueness

;
whether from above,

looking down on the Avon and the

smoky town, or from below, where we
see the ends of the terraces rising

on the top of the precipitous rock, and
the wooded banks of the Avon, and the

Suspension Bridge crossing the view. Archi-
tecturally indeed there is little to say about
Clifton (which is perhaps hardly within the

scope of this article)
;
the style of the houses

is for the most part simply the “respectable

residence ’’

style
;

the buildings of Clifton

College are fairly good arcliitecturally, and
there has evidently been an intention to

make them so
;
but they cannot be said to

be of any great architectural interest
;
they

again, like the churches, are “ pretty
”
rather

than anything else. But everything in Clifton

seems spacious and well kept
;
the roads

wide and clean, the liouses mostly pretty well

spaced
;
and the splendour of its position,

with the wide open downs contiguous to it,

makes one regard the architecture as rather

a secondary matter. It may be partly the

striking contrast between this lofty and pic-

turesque suburb and the smokey town imme-
diately below it that gives to Clifton its special

effect
;
certain it is that there is no spot in

England, forming almost a portion of a great

city, to equal it in beauty and in that impres-

sion of romantic charm which no familiarity

seems able to weaken or destroy.*

Congregational Church, Perth.—

M

essrs*
H. B. W. Steel & Balfour have been appointed
architects for the new Congregational church to be
erected in Kinnoull-street, Perth.

• The next of this series of articles, on the architecture
of Cardiff, will appear in our issue of March 13.
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NOTES.

A QUESTION was asked on this

The Unification subject in the House of Com-

mons last week, and though

the reply of Mr. Macartney amounted to an

admission that the question must be shelved

for the present, still it is encouraging to find

that it has by no means been lost sight of,

and that Foreign Powers have been con-

sulted in regard to a common agreement on

the subject; but they are not unanimous, and

it appears to be considered that no definite

step can be taken until unanimity has been

obtained. The “Nautical Almanac' for

igoi has therefore been calculated on the

existing system. It is something to find that

there has been a distinct move made

towards obtaining a general consensus of

governments in the adoption of a “world-

time.” But is unanimity among the leading

governments an absolute necessity in the

case ? Surely a reasonable majority might

agree on the adoption of the new system,

and the conservative objectors would then

have to adopt it whether they would or not.

The convenience of a “ world-time ” would

be so great that a minority of objectors

among civilised nations ought not to be

allowed to delay its adoption, which is a

matter of course sooner or later.

We lately had occasion to refer

Pubhc Works in jQ ^^e considerable expendi-

ture on public works for the

coming year on the part of the Imperial

Parliament of Germany. The various budgets

of the separate German States are now being

published, and it appears that Prussia pro-

poses spending no less than seventy-four

million marks—or 3,700,000/.—on building

operations. The Prussian railways absorb

2,200,000/. of this sum, whilst the Commis-

sioner of Works will expend 650,000/. for

the purposes of his department only. The

Educational Department proposes spending

250,000/., and the Ministry of Justice over

200,000/. As in the case of the Imperial

budget, much of the money will only be

voted “on account” to large works spread

over a number of years, and this particularly

refers to the railway administration. The

extension of the Wiesbaden Station, for

instance, this year only requires 50,000/. out

of a total proposed expenditure of 500,000/.

In a similar way, there are many votes “ on

account ” for Prussian canals, harbours, or

inland waterways
;

the Ministry of Justice

will be spending 50,000/. on a prison, the

total cost of which will be 150,000/. There

appears, however, to be a distinct decrease

in the number of large architectural works

in hand for the present year. The Cathedral

at Berlin, which is estimated at 500,000/,,

appears to be the only important archi-

tectural monument to be paid for by the

Prussian Diet. The sixth vote on account

for this building for 1897 will be 80,000/.

We presume that the question

The Repair of asked by Mr. CaiT'ell Williams
Cathedrals. •'

• tt c
a week ago m the House ot

Commons, whether the Government would

consider the expediency of transferring the

maintenance and repair of the fabrics of our

cathedrals from Deans and Chapters to Her

Majesty's Board of Works, “ as in Scotland,”

was part of the echo of the Peterborough

controversy. Mr. Balfour, we are glad to

record, had the good sense to give a curt and

direct negative to the question. One is not

always satisfied with what Deans and Chap-

ters do to the cathedrals, but we may cer-

tainly expect more reverence for the buildings

at their hands than at those of the Office of

Works, considering what sort of persons

may from time to time have sway there.

Imagine the cathedrals of England under

the temporary charge of Mr. Shaw Lefevre

or the late Mr. Ayrton !

From a communication to the

St. Cross, I'imes it appears that the

Trustees of St. Cross have

taken t!ie right course in regard to their

proposed new buildings. They will enlarge

the hospital, but for this purpose they will

take the old master's house, and build a

new master's house outside the precinct, so

that there will no intrusion of modern build-

ing to destroy the unique effect of this relic

of ancient life. In some cases we might

think that this tenderness about intruding a

modern building which was practically

wanted was carrying reverence for the past

;

too far
;
but St. Cross is unique

;
the nation

cannot afford that it should be spoiled.

A meeting of persons chiefly

concerned in sailing and boat-

Puiney.
qjj tjje Thames was held

on Friday last at Kew Bridge in furtherance

of the proposal to make a new lock on the

Thames at or just below Putney. The

advantages to the sailing clubs, members of

two of which, the “ Thames ” and “ London ”

sailing clubs, moved and seconded the reso-

lution in favour of the new lock, are obvious
;

and the rowing clubs would seem to be as

much concerned in the improvement
;

it is

surprising that none of them appear to have

been represented on the occasion. The

advantage to the general public also, in so

far as the appearance of the river at that

part and the sanitary condition of the banks

are concerned, is indubitable. On the

other hand it must not be forgotten that

there are interests on the other side. One

minor one was mentioned at the meeting

—

the barge-repairing industry at Brentford,

which would of course be practically ruined

by the interposition of a lock which would

prevent barges coming up with the tide.

But the serious question for the general

public is the effect on the lower tidal reach

of the Thames of any alteration which

shortens the tidal flow, and this point seems

to be hitherto entirely lost sight of by those

who hold meetings and pass resolutions in

favour of the new lock—or rather it is a

point they know nothing about. For many

reasons we should like to see the scheme

carried out, but it ought not to be done until

the opinion of one or two of the first river

and harbour engineers of the day has been

taken in regard to the probable effect of the

scheme on the lower Thames.

railway system should be unable to compeli^

railway company who ought, but will mj

make such necessary improvements, to (:

so. It is the more absurd because, when ji

new line has to be made, it is possible j;

prevent dangerous level crossings from beii

made. Localities change their charactC'

and a crossing which may not be dangcro'|

at one time, may, a few years hence, beconi

distinctly perilous to the public safety.

The expected development t

Motor Cars as motor cars as private carriage
Dust-carts.

. ,
.

has not yet given much sigii

and it seems likely that the first uses of t't

newly legalised method of locomotion \vt

be for humbler and more practical neeccj

It was stated some weeks ago that one ^

two large shops had given orders for mot

cars to take their goods round
;
and we no

see that the District Council of Chiswi

has ordered two for use as dust-car

Economy is the main object in the ordf

the Council expecting to be able by tl

means to carry out the dust-collecting thei

selves instead of by contract. If the t

periment is successful in an economk

sense, it will be an advantage to the pub

not only in saving rates, but in all probabili

in the greater efficiency with which the wc

will be carried out.

The St. Pancras Vestry, c(

Accumulator sidering the probable gr^

demand there will be soon

charging accumulators for motor cars, hd

fixed the price for charging them at 2d.
1

unit, subject to certain regulations as to t

times at which their central stations will

prepared to do this. Of course, they i

only able to do it at this low figure becai

the most of their machinery is lying idle t

the greater part of the day and it pays lb

to run it, and sell electricity at a trifle mr

than the bare cost of production. ^

expect that very few companies will be a

to underbid them. At this price it woi

pay a good many people, who are lai

consumers, to have a waggon load I

accumulators, which they could send c

,

morning a week to get charged, and tl

use the electricity for ordinary lighting p

poses. It would certainly pay a good ma

small manufacturers to buy a motor a

a barrow load of accumulators, especial

where the power is only wanted intj

mittently. The action of the Electricl

Committee is to be warmly commendil

and we hope that it will bring down ij

price of charging accumulators for electi

launches, bicycle lamps, &c., which has bd

hitherto almost prohibitive. On the Thant

they used to charge is. 6d. a unit ij

charging electric launches, until last
y|

the Kingston Corporation came in £

brought down the price to is. 3d., be-,

content with a modest 3®® cent. cL

"We regret to find that the
Level efforts of the Acton District

Crossings.

Council to have the fatal level

crossing in their district closed, and a bridge

placed in its stead, have not proved success-

ful. It is obviously necessary that the Board

of Trade should be empowered by statute to

oblige railway companies to place bridges

over their lines^ in such places, as level

crossings are dangerous to the public safety.

It is preposterous that where the public

safety is imperilled, the Government depart-

ment which has the superintendence of the

profit.
j

The parish church which,
\

Bolsover ceotine the Cavendish Chat.!
Cburcb. ^

, , , r- , 1;

was destroyed by fire early b

Sunday morning, consisted of nave, t|

aisles, chancel, and western tower capp

with a low spire of the kind not unusuan

the locality. It was erected, for the mi

part, circa 1200, instead of one built in l(.

on the site of a Christian church built, so:l

say, nearly four hundred years before.
.|

Norman work remained a semi-circular a

above the chancel doorway, with a carv
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|f the Crucifixion in the tympanum, and a

mt with late fifteenth-century tracery on it.

IfTransitional Norman were the chancel arch

iers, and many of the arch stones embedded

1 the later walls. The tower and spire were

iarly English
;

the south aisle and east

'indow, Decorated
;
the west window, Per-

endicular. In 1878, Messrs. Shillitoe &
lorgan, of Campsall, restored the fabric

nder the superintendence of Mr. J. D.

litchell-Withers, of Sheffield. Therestora-

on comprised a new north aisle and arcade,

new roof replacing the low fifteenth-

jntury roof over the nave, rebuilding of

le chancel arch, an organ-chamber, com-

lete renovation of the chancel, a Bath

:one reredos, and roof of red Stafford-

lire tiling. In the course of the work
jme Transitional capitals were recovered

ad walled in as corbels in the south

isle. In that aisle was recessed a stone

nuch injured by the fire) found in 1704

iitside the north door, where it had served,

iverted, as a step. The stone bears a rude

irving, in high relief, of the Adoration, once
chly coloured, of supposed fourteenth-

;ntury workmanship. The organ was en-

irged by Messrs. Foster & Andrews, of

lull. Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough,
icast the bells, and Mr. Smith, of

'erby, made the clock. In the chancel

as the tomb of Huntingdon Smythson
tb. 1648), reputed architect of the first

ortion of Welbeck Abbey, for Sir Charles
iavendisii, and of the riding-house and
tables. William (Cavendish) first Duke of

fewcastle is said to have sent Smythson to

taly to collect the best designs for his addi-

ons to Bolsover Castle, being the unfinished

inge of buildings on the terrace, including

gallery 220 ft. by 28 ft.* In the Cavendish
bapel, built 1618, were buried several of

lat house. Sir Charles’s monument has his

ffigy, armour-clad, under an enriched arch

n Corinthian columns
;
below is a figure of

is second wife, co-heir of Cuthbert, Lord
>gle, the epitaph by Ben Jonson. The
re is supposed to have originated in the

estiy, which stands over the warming-
Ipparatus. We read that the church was
hsured for 3,150/., and that the Duke of

Portland has decided to open a restoration

hnd with a donation of 1,000/.

AppU. ^ P^P“' Society of

I

cation of Arts, Oil Tuesday evening, Mr.
Heraldry. Hope dealt

vilh this interesting subject in a very concise

.nd suggestive way. He, moreover, illus-

rated his lecture by a very fine series of

antern slides and a number of photographs

)f the stall plates of the Knights of the

3arter, coloured by hand, from St. George’s

Chapel, Windsor. Being the only set of

facsimiles, they are extremely interesting and
valuable. Mr. Hope assumed that his audi-

ence were to some extent conversant with

the rudiments of the science and terms of

heraldry, and drew attention to the varying

forms of shields, from the early ‘'heater”

shield to the elaborate forms of the Renais-

sance period, when the ancient form of shield

in many cases is hardly observable in the

design. Seals form a very fruitful field for

the study of heraldic devices and badges,

and the fertility of design in these was well

• See the views by H. Kooke, In Pegge's account of
Bolsover and Peak Castles, 1785 : Bibliotheca Topogr.
Brit. ; also in the Buildtr September 2s, November 17,
and (fire-places) December 15, 1888 ; and Deependeck's
\iew, 1652.

shown by the lantern slides, a sad contrast

to these being the design for the half-crown

now in circulation. We might add a still

worse example in the four-shilling piece, in

which one of the chief causes of the

success of ancient designs— the proper

filling of the “field” by the “charge”

—

seems to have been wholly ignored.

“Supporters’’ again in the old designs

did support either the shield or the

helmet. Attention was drawn in this con-

nexion to tlie poor design of the Royal Arms

over the entrance to the New Portrait Gallery.

How largely heraldry entered into mediaeval

life was instanced by extracts of bequests of

personal apparel, furniture hangings, and

plate, all of which were richly decorated in

gold and colour. The application of

heraldry to architecture was illustrated by

the well-known gateway to the Monastery of

Kirkham, in Yorkshire, and the sumptuous

shrine of the Percys at Beverley; but the

number of ancient examples is legion, and

almost every mediaeval church and manor
house in the kingdom bears evidence of the

value of heraldry as a decorative addition to

the building. Its application to wood and

metal were also illustrated by screens, and

the fine gates and tomb of Henry VII.

at Westminster Abbey. Although heraldry

may be a “ lost art,” and the necessity for it

in these days may not be apparent, yet Mr.

Hope’s plea for its proper and careful

designing and also for freedom, as opposed

to mechanical treatment, is one that all

interested in the decorative arts must

welcome and support.

We read that the parish church,

C?Z”y”Hu°n”u.
dedicated to All Saints, of

Connington, near Stilton, in

Huntingdonshire, is in a dangerous condi-

tion, and that Mr. Thompson, of Peter-

borough, having examined the fabric, reports

that a serious settlement has taken place. The
church, with its fine tower, with battlements

and pinnacles, was erected temp. Henry VII.

It contains monuments to the Cottons, and
Heathcotes, and memorials to Robert Bruce,

King of Scotland, and Prince Henr)', who, in

1152, predeceased lus father, David I. Prince

Henry's third son was David, Earl of Hunt-

ingdon.

.X-, ,
This exhibition has just opened

The“Cercle . . , \ ^
Ani'tique m its usual quarters m the Rue

et Litt^raire. Volney, to closc on February 1 9.

The most important work there is a portrait

of Dr. Peyrot by M. Bonnat. M. Benjamin-

Constant has sent a fine study for the

portrait of Lord Dufferin, and M. Carolus

Duran a figure of an Armenian in many-

coloured vestments. M. Jules Lefevre

exhibits the portrait of his wife, and M.

Weerts a portrait of M. Henri Brissun,

painted with the minute precision of a

Flemish painter of the seventeenth centurj'.

We may mention also a curious and mystical

composition by M. Desvallieres entitled

“The Annunciation,” and which recalls the

early Florentine school
;
a fine autumn land-

scape by M. Frank Lamy, a twilight effect

by M. Gosselin, two small humorous pic-

tures by M. jean Weber, a bust of a woman
by M. Puech, and a powerfully modelled

bust of a man by M. Alfred Boucher.

g .
^

The Society of Painters in

of Painters in Water-Colours has opened an
Water-Colours, exhibition of works of some of

its lately deceased members—Mr. Alfred

Hunt, Lord Leighton, Mr. G. Fripp, Mr.

Alfred D. Fripp, Mr. Beavis, Mr. E. K.

Johnson, and Mr. du Maurier. Of the works

of the three last not much need be said
;

Ml-, du Maurier was certainly not at his best

in colour
;
Mr. Beavis’s are good cattle paint-

ings uninformed by the higher spirit of art

;

Mr. Johnson's figures are such as are popular

in illustrated periodicals for general readers.

The works of Lord Leighton which are

exhibited only consist of two or three unim-

portant studies
;
the bulk of his work of this

class is in other exhibitions. The strength

of the exhibition lies in the works of Hunt

and the two Fripps, the former standing

however quite apart as something on a

higher level. One could in fact hardly have

a more remarkable proof of the varied

nature of Hunt's powers than is shown in

the twenty-seven works by his hand which

are grouped at the commencement ot the

catalogue. Compare the wonderfully solid

drawing, “ Cumberland Fells’’ (2) with such

an atmospheric vision as “ Sunlit Rain, Wark-

werth,” (22) and “ Robin Hood's Bay, Grey

Morning ” (15), and reflect that these are by

the same hand, and we realise a variety of

power such as no landscape painter since

Turner has attained. In such a drawing as

No. 22 we lose the impression of brush

work and pigments altogether
;

it is as if

rain and misty light had been caught on

the paper. There are other very fine works

by Hunt scattered about in the collec-

tion, every one of which makes its mark
;

“ Carnedd Llewellyn—heavy shower passing

along ” (78) is one of the finest. The con-

trast between these and such excellent works

of their kind as those of Geo. Fripp exem-

plifies strongly the difference between genius

and talent. On the other hand some of

Alfred PYipp's works appear to greater ad-

vantage than his brother's; his style is, at

its best, the quintessence of pure delicate

water-colour painting, and his large drawing

“Durdle Door” (162), with its aerial dis-

tance and the bright effect of sunlight on the

sea-water through the natural aisle formed

by the rock near the foreground, strikes us

even more than it did when first exhibited

here some years ago. Another noteworthy

work, exhibited long before that, and excep-

tional among Alfred Fripp’s productions, is the

figure group of an old man, a child, and dog,

“The Coming Storm” (212). The colour is

rather conventional, but there is a unity of

expression and thought and composition

about it which stamps it as a remarkable

work of art in its way.

THE BAZIN ROLLER BOAT.

A PAi’ER was read before the Society of

Arts, last week, by the French journalist, M.
Emile Gaulier, descriptive of the long talked of

“ roller boat.”

Sir Frederick Bramwell, an ideal chairman of

the old school, presided. As might be expected,

the novelty and unusual interest of the subject

brought together many well-known experts in

marine architecture, who were, doubtless, some-

what disappointed at the absence of scientific

details notable in the paper. It is certainly

worthy of comment that a journalist, neither

conversant with our language, nor pretending to

scientific knowledge, should have been deputed

by M. Bazin to read a paper on his invention

before a scientific society, and it is not to be

wondered at that, during the discussion, several

of the speakers should have complained of the

absence of details, and the impossibility of

obtaining them from the author.

As a literary production, we think the trans-

lator of the paper has every reason to be proud

of the result of his by no means easy task, but as

an addition to what has already been published
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in this country, we find little, if anything, fresh to
notice.

Many of our readers are doubtless already
familiar with the general design of the roller

boat as now being constructed, and at the
moment nearing completion, at Rouen. Speaking
generally, the vessel consists of a deck or plat-

form, 131 fc. 3in. by 38ft.9in., carried by means
of beanngs on six hollow disc wheels 32 ft. loin.
diameter, and something like a cigar in section,
being 1 1 ft. 9 in. thick at the centre between the
skins. Each pair of wheels is mounted 2n an
axle (after the fashion of paddle-wheels), and is

driven by independent engines. The main pro-
pelling power is developed by an ordinary screw
propeller mounted at the end of a central in-

clined shaft driven by engines of 550-horse power,
while those for the rollers develop 66'6-horse
power each, making a total of 750.horse power
available for propelling the vessel. The deck is

fitted with cabins, deck-houses, boats, engine-
rooms, &c., much on the same lines as any
ordinary passenger steamer. When the vessel is

in motion the rollers are caused to revolve at

such a speed that the forward motion of the boat
is about 60 per cent, of the velocity at the
circumference of the rollers.

So much for a brief description of M. Bazin’s
invention as embodied in his experimental craft.

Now let us turn to the principles involved which
have led the inventor to this novel departure from
all our preconceived ideas of an ideal high speed
vessel, for it is mainly on the score of speed that
claims are made for the roller boat. We may best
do this by following M. Bazin in the history of
his invention. Having set himself the task of
reducing the skin friction of vessels so as to
increase their speed, his first thought turned,
somewhat naturally, to a similar solution on terra
firma, viz., wheels, and he, therefore, experi-
mented with revolving hollow discs, but with no
success. Taking a single disc, however, he found
that -when caused to rotate (the axis being hori-
zontal) it travelled much further through the
water, with a definite impulse, than with the
same effort applied to the disc when not revolving,
and therefore naturally, he drew the deduction
that the revolutions of (he wheel have a beneficial
effect in aiding its forward motion. Oddly
enough, however, he noticed that the revolving
disc had no forward motion unless pushed.
Conclusive as this simple experiment may at

first sight appear, we are tempted to think that

it contains a fallacy, which is this : does the dis-

tance travelled by the revolving disc exceed the
distance which the same disc would travel under
the influence of the same push and plus the energy
stored in its revolving mass ?

So far as we are aware, no definite information
has ever been put forward on this point, and
when we come to examine the results of trials

with the model which was made before the
present boat, with a platform 16 ft. 5 in. long,
we find a similar vagueness, under the cloak of
apparent simplicity. In the case of the model,
which the author of the present paper, however,
passes over as not worthy of much attention (not-
withstanding the fact that it was upon the results

obtained with it that money was forthcoming to

build the present boat), the propeller and rollers

were driven by electricity, which lends itself to a
simple measurement of the power used. When
the rollers were at rest a considerable excess of
force was required to drive the model at a given
speed as compared with when the rollers were
also driven, but no idea is given as to the relative

powers employed. As far as we are aware, the
only quantitative experiment before the public is

that of the model pulled by a known force, both
with the rollers revolving and at rest. When the
rollers revolved at their most efficient speed the
time occupied in crossing the tank was rather
less than half that when the rollers were at rest.

So far, so good ; but what was the power absorbed
by the rollers during the operation? We are
told nothing beyond the fact that they were
driven by docku'ork

;

thus the power required
may have been comparatively small or compara-
tively great—we fear the latter.

Judging from the relative powers 'of the pro-
pelling and roller engines of the present boat,
the anticipated relation seems to be as 5^ to 2,

but we are strongly tempted to doubt whether
full allowance has been made for the water, which,
at the speed proposed, will be carried a certain
distance up the surfaces of the rollers, acting as a
continual retarding weight. Also, as the rollers

are immersed to one-third their diameter, there
can only be a very small part of their surface
which can be said to roll through the water ; all

the other parts will be passing through the water
at a greater or less speed in an inclined direction,

causing very considerable skin friction to be over-

come. Added to all this it is very apparent that

for a given carrying capacity the dead weight of a
roller boat must be fully double, if not treble,

that of an ordinary boat. Further, six small
boats, which the rollers virtually are, must have a
far greater welted skin, and therefore skin friction,

than a single boat of the same tonnage.
Again, the author, and also M. Bazin, seem

quite to ignore the inertia of the water. In an
ordinary vessel the water has to be displaced
only once, while in the roller boat it will be
displaced six times. Looked at from every stand-

point, there appear to bs causes at work tending
to show that M. Bazin and his backers are
destined to disappointment. The immense
strength required for the platform construction,

the gyroscopic action of the rollers, and conse-
quent great stresses in a rough sea, the friction of

the roller bearings carrying the platform, the

problem of keeping the direct acting roller

engines dry, the comparatively deep draught of

the rollers, and numerous other problems to be
solved, are enough to show that if success is

achieved it will be to the lasting honour and
renown of M. Bazin, which we should much have
liked to be able to look forward to with a greater

hope of fulfilment.

The roller boat will, it is proposed, shortly

cross the Channel, and anchor just below London
Bridge

; so that our London readers will have,
doubtless, an opportunity of judging for themselves
before very long.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Edinburgh Architectural Society.—

A

meeting of the Edinburgh Architectural Society
was held on the 20th inst.—Mr. G, S. Aitken in

the chair—when Mr. Alexander Drew, C.E.,
delivered the first of a series of lectures on “ The
Practical Designing of Iron and Steel Roofing.”
At the outset the lecturer pointed out the
difference in treatment which was necessary in

substituting iron or steel for timber in roof frame-
work, and noted generally the lines on which this

treatment should proceed. The necessity of con-
siderable practical training and experience was
emphasised, and it was claimed that only those
possessing such special training were competent
to design thoroughly practical and economical
structures. It was admitted, however, that in

the case of the smaller and more ordinary types of

framework frequently met with in everyday prac-
tice, sufficient knowledge might be acquired by
study to prevent the architect from falling into
serious error, and ensure the result being at least

practical and safe, if not the best and most
economical. A vote of thanks was accorded the
lecturer, on the motion of Mr. D. Hunter
Crawford.
Devon and Exeter Architectural

Society.—Mr. Edmund Sedding read a paper
on the 2ist inst. at the Plymouth School of Art
before the Devon and Exeter Architectural
Society, the subject being “ Local Gothic Archi-
tecture.” He said that, situated as Plymouth
was, amid scenery of considerable beauty, it was
incumbent on those who designed in that town
that they should design well. The architectural
status of a town or city depended on the
character of its domestic buildings

; if they
were mean and of a second-rate order the
architectural character of that town would be
in comparison. Referring to the two great
divisions of architecture, Classic and Gothic,
and after giving reasons for the adoption of the
latter, which be described as the national archi-

tecture, Mr. Sedding said the inhabitants of
Plymouth had acted wisely in erecting their

principal public buildings in the Gothic style,

which was so adaptable to the climate and so
much more suitable for constructional methods.
With regard to the decoration of architecture,

which he described as the most important part of
this fine art, he remarked that it should be of
Gothic character, in proper proportion to the
distance at which it was placed from the eye—not
as the Greeks placed it, on the top of their build-

ings, but as the Goths placed it, at the entrances
to their buildings. There was very little in the
way of stimulant in Plymouth for the architec-

tural student like museums or old buildings.

It was necessary to be in touch with old work
in order to design well, and that could be
done if only the trouble were taken. Pie
advised that the Society should spend their after-

noons in visiting old buildings when the weather
permitted, A vote of thanks terminated the pro-

ceedings.— Western Mercury.
Carlisle Architectural, Engineering,

AND Surveying Society.—An ordinary meet-

ing of this Society was held at the Town Hall 01

Tuesday last, Mr. A. W. Johnston in the chairs

Minutes of the last meeting having been reac

and confirmed, the Chairman presented to thd

late Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. B. B. Newton, whi
has recently obtained an appointment under thd

Borough Engineer of Rochdale, four standarcf,

works on professional subjects, a testimonial 01

,

behalf of the members of the Society, and acknowi!:

ledging his abilities and energy as Hon. Secretarii

and Treasurer. Mr. Newton returned thanks tl‘

the members in suitable terms. Mr. Drinkwatei
Butt then read a paper on some Cumbrian antii

quilies, illustrated by limelight, and gave ai:.

interesting account of the various old parish

churches in Cumberland, and also a few of th^

remaining buildings of antiquity in Carlisle. Thi,.

lecturer concluded by describing the cathedraji

and castle, and the ancient relics therein. L

vote of thanks terminated the proceedings.
I

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
,

Society of Antiquaries.—January 14, SI*!

A. W. Franks, President, in the chair. Thif'

being an evening appointed for the election o|

Fellows, no papers were read. Mr. C. H. Read
exhibited a silver dish of north Indian workt)

Mr. Henry Willett, through the President, exhil

bited a curious painting by Cranach, representing

apparently Mary, the daughter of John Constant
and her brother, John Ernest, ftir. J. O. Scot
exhibited a full-sized drawing of part of the West
minster frontal. The President referred to thi

statement concerning Peterborough Cathedra
which had been circulated among the Fellow
and others, accompanied by the specificatioi

which had been kindly prepared for the Societj

by the Society for the Protection of Ancien;

Buildings. The Council, unfortunately, had no'

been able to submit the specification to an engi}

neer as they had proposed, owing to the blank
refusal of the Dean and Chapter to allow am
one to examine the front on behalf of tht

Society. The following resolution was proposec

by Mr. Norman, seconded by Rev. R. B. Gardii

ner, and carried with only one dissentient :— j

"That the Society thanks the President anci

Council for the admirable way in which they hav»i

taken action about the west front of Peterborougljj

Cathedral."
|

The following gentlemen were elected Fellows^
Sir S. Montagu, Bart., M.P. ; Rev. F. C. Hipil

kins; Messrs. W. A. Littledale, W. W. Watts!

J. M. Mackinlay, D'Arcy Power, and G. L. Beei
forth.—^January 21, Sir John Evans in the chaird

Major Braithwaite Wilson exhibited a complete^

set of twelve painted wooden trenchers or toundelii

of the sixteenth century in their original box. MrJ
Percy Stone exhibited and described a silver gilB

case of mathematical instruments, .several 0

1

unique character, made by Bartholomew Newsome^j
clock-maker to Queen Elizabeth, who died in 15934
Mr. Arthur Evans read a paper on a remarkabla
hoard of gold votive objects from Ireland recentlyi

acquired by Mr. Robert Day, F.S.A., of Cork,!

and which were exhibited to the Society. The^.

objects were found by a ploughman in subsoilingi

near the sea on the north-west coast of Ireland.!

The relics, which were all of gold, consisted of af|

small votive boat, with yards and spars, the places

for the mast, benches for eighteen rowers andi

miniature oars, grappling-iron, and forked punt-i

ing poles ; a bowl intended for suspension fromi

four rings ; two chains of exquisitely fine /abric,i|

with remarkable fastenings ; two twisted neckJ

rings, or torques, and a large hollow gold coUait

with bold repousse work designs of Celtici

character—beyond question the most magnificentj

object of the kind ever discovered. Examining^
the objects in detail, Mr. Evans maintained that,i

not to speak of the very satisfactory nature ol

the evidence as to the actual finding, t

there was no sufficient reason for doubt-x

ing that the relics were deposited at thd
same place and time. There were, it was.

true, three classes of objects. The fine chains,

1

perhaps imported
;
the gold collar and torques,;

made probably by an indigenous Irish goldsmitht

for actual wear
; and the bowl and boat of thinner

and paler gold, designed for a purely votive pur-i|

pose. The curious mechanism of the fastening ol

the collar was compared of that of some gold

;

torques found near Carcassonne, dating from ihet

end of the second century B.c., and perhaps patjti

of the celebrated aurum lolosanuni carried off:!

by the Romans from the Temple treasure, Thel

balance of evidence, however, inclined to thel

view that the Irish torque belonged to the firstt

century of our era. The fastening of the chains)^

closely resembled very late Ptolemaic or early
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ypto-Ronian examples from Ale.xandria. Mr.
ans scouted the idea that the boat necessarily

rplied a “ Viking ” origin. In form and details

vas purely Celtic, and it seemed to be a rough
• del—of the votive kind—of a ship with a

iber keel and ribs, but with hide-covered sides,

; fabric of which had been borrowed by Ccesar

aself from the ancient British ship-builders,

e vessel before them, with its yards and sails,

Is essentially an ocean-going type, such as bad
ily developed itself on the Atlantic shores. In

characteristic Scandinavian craft adapted for

(Is and an inland sea, oars were the important

ture. The deposit of such a hoard, containing

niniature ship, in the neighbourhood of the

,
and on a rocky part of the coast, pointed to

conclusion that it was a thank-offering vowed
5ome marine divinity by an ancient Irish sea

g who had escaped from the perils of the

ves. It might well have been dedicated to the

Jic Neptune, Nuada Necht, the British

dens, whose temple, with illustrations of his

rine attributes, had been discovered at

Iney, and whose name— in its Welsh form
1—still survived, as associated with the port

London, in Ludgate-hill,

TIMBER TRADES’ BENEVOLENT
SOCIETY,

i MEETI.NG of the Timber Trade of the United
igdom was held at Carpenters’ Hall, London
II, on Monday afcernoon, for the purpose of
riding a Benevolent Society for the Timber
,de in celebration of the Queen’s long reign,

?he object of the Institution, as set forth in the

posed scheme, is to grant pensions and also

iporary relief to deserving and necessitous

mbers of the limber trade, and to widows
1 children of the same. The qualifications

pensions were stated to be as follows :

—

{a)

ididates must have been in the timber trade

at least ten years, and must be British subjects,

must have been engaged in business either as

kers, agents, merchants (foreign or English),

Tellers, managers, clerks, or foremen; they
St not be less than fifiy years of age, unless it

proved to the satisfaction of the Committee or

ir nominee, that at an earlier age they are in-

lacitated from earning a livelihood. (/<)

dows of the same, during widowhood, and
ject to like conditions as regards age and in-

lacity. («) Children. The Society will use
best endeavours to secure the election of

Idren of all mentioned in paragraph (a) to the

lefits of recognised orphan asylums. In re-

d to temporary help, rule 4 provides
t an immediate grant of money up to 20/.

y be made in cases of temporary and urgent
ressity, at the discretion o( the Committee,
is proposed that the amount of annuity granted
ill not be less than 25/. or more than 50/.,

liable quarterly in advance, and become due on
bruary i, May I, August i, and November I

each year. Rule 7 provides that a single pay-

;nt of five guineas entitles the donor to one
le for life, of ten guineas to two votes, and so

in proportion. That an annual subscription

half-a-guinea entitles the subscriber to one
te, one guinea to two votes, and so on in pro-

rtion. Such subscriptions shall be payable in

vance, and will fall due on January 1 in each
ar. That executors paying to the funds cf the

ciety a sum of twenty guineas shall be entitled

one life vote each, and to a further life vote for

ery additional twenty guineas so paid,

Mr. E, J. Morgan, having been elected
airman,

Mr. C. Bird moved the following resolution :

—

" That a Society, to be called the Timber Trades’
nevolent Society, be formed to provide annuities,

temporary relief for necessitous and deserving
lokets, agents, travellers, merchants, managers,
^rks, and foremen engaged in the timber trade (being
litish subjects), and their widows and children, and
lat this meeting pledges itself to do everything in

l>

power to promote the speedy formation and esta-
jshment of the Society.”

In doing so he said that there was no organi-
tion or federation in the timber trade whereby
lembers of the trade could be calljd together to

;scuss matters of Importance, and he thought
lat theirs was one of the very few trades in

ngland, if not the only one, which had no
mevolent or philanthropic society to help their
Ilow brethren in time of need. He had been
^ecially struck with the great amount of good
hich the Builders’ Benevolent Institution had
one, and it was his hope to raise a similar
jciety in the limber trade. The scope of the
iciety was not to be limited to London, but they
oped to extend it all over the country. He was

glad to state that over 3,000/. had already been
subscribed.

Mr. C. J. Wade seconded the motion.
Mr. Neame said that many foreigners were em-

ployed in the timber trades in this country, and
he desired to know if they would be excluded
from the benefits of the scheme. In his opinion,

if they had been a certain number of years in the

trade they ought to receive the same advantages

as British subjects.

After some discussion on this point, the motion
was agreed to unanimously after amendment, the

words “in the United Kingdom for not less than
ten consecutive years ” being substituted for

“being British subjects.”

On the motion of Mr. C. Churchill, it was
agreed that Mr. W, L. T. Foy be elected first

President of the Society.

The following officers were also elected :—as

Treasurer, Mr. E. J. Morgan; as Trustees,

Messrs. Beeton, Bolton, and Price ; and the fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected to form the Com-
mittee :—Messrs. C. Churchill, R. Brandt, J. E.
Cobbett, B. G. Elliott, R. Foster, T. Gabriel,

P. Hoar, L. Neame, F. Nicholson, G. H. Renton,
A. RafFety, T. Stevenson, J. A. Wilson, T. Booth,
W. H. Rider, C. Leary, Gellatly, Mulford,
R. J. Kidman.
The Bank of England having been appointed

Bankers of the Society, a vote of thanks was
accorded to the Master and Court of the Car-

penters’ Company for the use of their hall for the

meeting. A vote of thanks was also passed to the

Chairman, and to Messrs. Bird and Wade,
Honorary Secretaries /ro /m., for their efforts in

founding the Society.

The donations to the fund so far amount to

3,617/., and the subscriptions to 396/.

The meeting then terminated.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council, the first after the Christmas
recess, was held on Tuesday, in the County
Hall, Spring-gardens, Sir Arthur Arnold, Chair-

man, presiding.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the Finance
Committee it was agreed to lend the St. James’s
\'estry 3,850/. for electric lighting purposes ; the

Fulham Vestry 4,150/. for street improvements;
the Wandsworth and Clapham Guardians 10,000/.

for alterations to Tooling College ; and the

Asylums Board 100,000/. towards the cost of

erecting the ( irove Hospital.

The Cost of Paving Streets.—The adjourned
report of the Parliamentary Committee stated that

a letter had been received from the Vestry of

Hammersmith, forwarding suggested clauses to

empower Vestries to borrow and the Council to

lend .-noney for the execution of paving works in

new streets, so as to enable Vestries to extend
payments by owners over a period not exceeding

twenty years, and asking the Council to insert the

clauses in one of their Bills in the next session.

Section 77 of the Metropolis Management Act,

1862, gives the Vestries a discretionary power to

accept the payment of apportioned expenses in

new streets by instalments spread over a period

of not exceeding twenty years, but it does not
give the Vestries power to borrow the money for

the execution of paving works in new streets,

and thus enable them to give the owners
of premises, who have to pay, the benefit of the

Act. On receipt of the letter, the Vestry were
asked what steps had been taken by them lo

ascertain the views of the Local Authorities, and
they subsequently forwarded a statement showing
the nature of the replies received to a letter

addressed by them to all the Vestries and District

Boards. The replies were twenty - three in

number—six being in favour, seven against, and
ten in favour of no action or simply acknow-
ledging the letter from the Vestry of Hammer-
smith. On the whole, a consideration of the

circumstances inclined the Committee to the

opinion that the proposal was a reasonable one,
and they recommended that the request of the
N'estry of Hammersmith be complied with.

On the motion of Mr. T. W. Williams, the

recommendation was referred back.

Mr. N. W. Hubbard then proposed, and it

was agreed, that the Committee should consider

“whether powers should not be obtained pro-

viding for the cost of paving works in new streets

being in all cases borne by the freeholders.”

Combined Drainage.—The following adjourned
report of the Main Drainage Committee was then
considered :

—

“The Council on February 12, 1895, decided to

apply to Parliament for an amendment of the
definition of the words sewer and drain in the

Metropolis Local Management Act, so that the mean-

ing of the word drain should be made to include
any drain the plan of which has not been approved
as a sewer umier Section 69 of the Act of 1855, and
Sections 45 and 48 of the Act of 1862. A Bill was
subsequently prepared and circulated among the

Local Authorities, who arranged for a conference
to be held to which representatives of the Council
were nominated. After several meetings of the con-
ference had taken place, the terms of the Bill were
generally agreed upon. Such Bill was approved by
the Council on January 28, 1896, and in due course
introduced into Parliament as a public Bill. In
view, however, of the opposition offered to the Bill it

was withdrawn before the second reading on July 20,

and the Parliamentary Committee have now asked
us to report to the Council what further steps
should be taken with respect to it. Having regard
to the representations made on the subject by a
large majority of the Local Authorities, we are of

opinion that the Council should again, as the

Central Authority, endeavour to give effect to the

desire of the Local Authorities by promoting, as far

as possible, the Bill in question ; and we accordingly
recommend—“ Tliat the Metropolitan Sewers and
Drains Bill be re-introduced in the next session of
Parliament, and that the Parliamentary Committee
be instructed to take the necessary steps for that

purpose.'
”

Mr. Boulnois, M.P., said he hoped the Council
would not go forward with the Bill, as it was an
unjust Bill and would inflict great hardships upon
many householders.

Mr. Cornwall said that the Local Authorities

were anxious to get a correct definition of the
word “sewer.”
The recommendation was subsequently agreed

to. •

Protection of the British Museum and the

Natural History Museum from Fire,—The
Trustees of the British Museum having expressed
the hope that the Council would allow the new
chief officer of the fire brigade to render the same
services in connexion with the protection from
fire of the British Museum and the Natural
History Museum as were undertaken by his

predecessors in office, the Fire Brigade Com-
mittee recommended, and it was agreed, that

Commander Wells be allowed, during the

pleasure of the Council, to undertake the periodic

inspection of the fire appliances in the British

Museum and the Natural History Museum, and
the instruction in the use of such appliances of the

museum employees ; it being understood that

neither he nor the Council accepts any responsi-

bility in the matter, and that no payment is to be
made to him by the Trustees for his services.

Technical Education. —• Mr. Sidney Webb
brought up a report of the Technical Education
Board, which stated that the most important new
feature of the Board’s work during the past quar-

ter had been the very successful start made at the

Central School of Arts and Crafts, but every
other branch had increased in extent and variety.

Mr. H. Clarke expressed his satisfaction at

the excellent work which had been done by the

Board since its inception. It had been the means
of rescuing London from a discreditable position

in regard to technical education.

Mr. Roberts thought the funds of the Board
should be devoted more to the improvement of

practical handicrafts and less to the purposes of

scientific study. He suggested that more en-

couragement should be given to the training of
workmen, and he specially referred to brick-

laying and plastering work. Could not the Board
give a higher standard to brickwork, so that in-

telligent lads might be induced to take up that

work ?

Mr. Sidney Webb said they were pressing

forward technical classes for mechanics as fast as

they could, but the difficulty was in regard to the

attendance in consequence of the late hours

to which some trades worked. He desired to

appeal to employers to make some reduction in

their hours, and was pleased to be able to state

that the leading printing firms had consented to

allow their apprentices to leave at half-past five

in the evening.

Theatre., Deptford.—The report of the Theatres
and Music Halls Committee contained the

following paragraph, the recommendation being
agreed to :

—

“ We have considered nine drawings, dated 15th

and one dated January 19, 1897, which have
been submitted on behalf of Messrs. D. Allen

& Sons for a new theatre which it is proposed
to erect at Deptford on a site directly facing the

Broadway, and having frontages to the New Cross-

road and Tanner's Hill, and which will have seating

accommodation for 1,500 persons. The site has a
total boundary of 417 ft. ; of this 98 ft. 6 in. abut on
New Cross-road, and 96 ft. on Tanner's Hill, which
it is proposed to widen to 35 ft. at the narrowest
point. It will be seen, therefore, that 194 ft. 6 in.

abut on public thoroughfares of the required width
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iostead of 208 ft. 6 in. as required by the Council's
regulations. This small difference is, in our opinion,
amply compensated for by the formation of a pri-

vate way 10 ft. wide on the south side leading
into Pearson's-avenue, and we therefore think the
site a satisfactory one. The construction and
arrangement of the theatre as shown on the
drawings submitted is satisfactory, and we
recommend

—

‘ That the nine drawings, dated 15th as amended by the
one dated January 19, 1897, be approved, on condition that
the works be commenced within six months, and be carried
out in all respects in accordance with the Council's regula-
tions and (he provisions of the London Building Act, 1894,
and that upon our reporting the completion of the building
in accordance with the approved drawings and the above
conditions a certificate under the Metropolis Management
and Building Acts Amendment Act. 1878, be sealed and
issued to the owners of the premises.’

"

Alarylebone-road Widening. — The Building
Act Committee reported that they had again con-
sidered an application for consent, subject to

specified conditions, to the erection of buildings

upon the site of Nos. 250 to 268, Marylebone-
road. The proposal was to extend the frontage

of the new buildings 7 fr. at the western end and
15 ft. at the eastern end beyond the line of the

old buildings which they were to replace, and in

consideration of this advanced line sufficient land
in front would be given up to widen the road
between Stafford • street and Lisson-grove to

70 ft., the area of the land to be surrendered
being about 3,350 ft. If the application be
granted, an improvement would be effected

;
but,

in view of the disinclination which the Council
had repeatedly evinced to permit any advance-
ment of the building line in Marylebone-toad,
they bad decided to recommend the Council not
to give its consent to the application.

Mr. Reed moved an amendment to refer the

report back, with instructions to the Committee
to consider and report whether some recommen-
dation could not be submitted to the Council to
secure the widening of the Marylebone-road.

Mr. Roberts hoped the amendment would not
be adopted. The proposed encroachment would
spoil this splendid boulevard.

Dr. Longstaff said if the application were
granted he did not see how they could refuse
consent to a similar encroachment along the
whole line of the forecourts in the Marylebone-
road.

On a division the amendment was rejected by
fifty-two to twenty-nine, and the recommenda-
tion was then agreed to.

The Council having transacted other business,
adjourned soon after 7 o’clock.

COMPETITIONS.
Laying - out Land, Wellington.— The

following is the result of the competition for

laying-out for building purposes lands near
Wellington, Salop, the property of Lord
Forester ist. Messrs. Mawson & Gibson,
Wenderholme, Windermere. 2nd. Messrs. Reece
& Griffiths, 32, Hamilton-street, Birkenhead.
3rd. Mr. Thomas Reid, C.E., Wellington, Salop.
4th. Mr. J. H. Holland, 237, Abbey Dale-road,
Sheffield.

Infirmary, Newport.—The directors of the
Newport and Monmouthshire Infirmary have
just received the award of Mr. N. G. Pen-
nington, architect, of London, upon the designs
for the new infirmary buildings which it is

proposed to erect at Newport. There were
thirty-four plans sent in, and it is found
that the winner of the first premium—viz., of
100/.— is Mr. Richard T. Lovell, of 46, Queen
Victoria-street, London*; and the second pre-
mium—viz., 50/.— Mr. J. T. Harnett Harrison,
of Central-buildings, North John-street, Liver-
pool.

Workmen’s Dwellinc.s, Sunderland.

—

The competition for workmen’s dwellings, Silver-
.street, Sunderland, has been decided as lodows :

—

First premiafed design, Messrs, Martin B. Perry
& R. Angell, Garrick House, Vork-buildings,
Adelphi, London, W.C. ; second, Messrs. Jacob
& Brand, 34 and 36, Gresham-street, London,
E.C. ; third, Messr.*. Houston & Houston, 13,
Furoival’s Inn, London, E.C.
Cemetery Buildings, Douglas, Isle of

Man,—In an open competition instituted by the
Town Council for their new cemetery buildings,
&c., the design? sent in by Messrs. Huon A.
Matear, F.R.I.B.A., and C. Sydney Ingham, of
Liverpool, Manchester, and Southport, have been
awarded the first premium, while the second
has gone to Messrs. Kay & Clucas, of Eastfield.

School, Montrosf,.—A new school is in course
of erection at North Links, Montrose. The plans
are by Mr. M'Kenzie, architect, Aberdeen.

3lIustrattons.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRISTOL
ARCHITECTURE.

HE illustrations in the plates are of various

buildings in Bristol, most of which are

mentioned in the leading article in this

issue ;
but we may here summarise the buildings

and the names of the architects, which are as

follows :

—

The Capital and Counties’ Bank {Mr. Milverton

Drake) ;
the Granary on Welsh Back, the Colston

Girls’ School, and the Free Library in Trinity-

road, all by Mr. Gough (if we remember right

the granary, built a good many years ago, should

be credited to the then firm of Messrs. Ponton &
Gough) ; the Assize Cour»s (Mr. Pope) ; the

Clifton College Buildings (Mr. C. F. Hansom);
the completed portion of the Roman Catholic

Pro-Cathedral, by the same architect ; the Green-

bank Board Schools, by Mr. Bligh Bond ;
Lloyd’s

Bank Buildings, by Mr. Bruce Gingell ;
the

Bristol Technical Schools, exterior and interior,

by Mr. E. C. Robins ; the St. George’s Technical

Schools, by Mr. Bligh Bond ; the Medical
Schools, by the same architect

; the exterior and
entrance lobby of the offices of Messrs. Lysaght

& Co., by Mr. Milverton Drake ; and the new
Bristol Docks Office, by Mr. Gough.

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1S94

LONDON BUILDING ACT.
The under-mentioned applications under the

London Building Act, 1894, have been con-

sidered by the Building Act Committee of the

London County Council, and the following de-

cisions have been arrived at. Those applications

which have been agreed to are granted on certain

conditions

Lints of Frontage.

Chelsea.—That consent be given to the erection of

an iron and glass shelter in front of Hans-place
Hotel, Hans-crescent, on the further application of

Messrs. Read and Macdonald, on behalf of the

Hans-place Hotel Company.
Strand.—That consent be given to the erection of

an iron and glass covered way at the new entrance
to the Alhambra, No, 23, Charing Cross-road, on
the application of Mr. W. M. Brutton on behalf of

the Alhambra Company.
Alarylebone, East.—That consent be given to the

erection of a porch in front cf No. 19, Langham-
street. Portland-place, on the application of Mr. C.

H. Worley on behalf of Mr. W. R. Stevens.

St. George, Hanover-square.—That consent be
given to the erection of a portico and balcony in front

of No. 2, Great Stanhope-street, on the application
of Messrs. Matthews, Rogers, & Co.

Bri.xton.—That consent be given to the erection

of an iron and glass shelter in front of Avondale
Hall, Landor-road, Stockwell, on the application
of Mr. W. G. R. Sprague on behalf of Mr. Sims.
Dulwich,—That consent be given to the erection

of projecting shop-fronts upon part of the fore-

courts of Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5. Derwent-terrace,
Grove-vale, East Dulwich, on the application of
Messrs. T. & C. Bowyer on behalf of Mr, G. H.
Judd and M. J. G. Evans.

Greenwich.—That consent be given to the erection
of two houses with shops on the north side of
Woolwich-road, between Denford-street and Glen-
forlh-street, on the application of Mr. D. G.
Horlock.

Greenwich.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of an overhanging lamp in front of the “jBugle
Horn" public-house, Charlton-road, Charlton, on the
application of Mr. R. McPherson.
Hammersmith.,—That consent be gpven to the

erection of a temporary wood and iron office on part
of the forecourt of No. 57, Fulham Palace-road, on
the application of the Vestry of Hammersmith.
Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion ot a porch in front of Wychcombe, No. 99,
Haverslock Hill, on the application of Mr. R. Groom
on behalf of Mr. R. Bellamy.
Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of seven bouses with shops on the east side of
Edgware-road, with the flank of the westernmost
house to abut upon Skardu-road, on the applica-
tion of Mr. J. Pheenix on behalf of Messrs. Bridge
& Neal.
Kensington, South.—That consent be given to the

erection of an iron and glass covered way upon part
of the forecourt of No. 62, Bedford-gardens, on the
application of Messrs. J. Barker & Co., Limited, on
behalf of Miss Williams.
Lewisham.—That consent be given to the erection

of a one-story shop in front ot No. 122. Rushey-
green, Catford on the application of Mr. H. Hopton
on behalf of Mr. Watts.

Limehouse.—That consent of the Council be given
to the erection fof an open iron footbridge across
High-street, Wapping, to connect Sharp’s-wharf
with Messrs. Eeresford & Co, '? warehouses opposite,
on their application.
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Marylebone, East.—That the application of ^
T. Murgatroyd for an extension of the peri
within which the erection of a two-story additionii

No. 47, York-terrace, Regent's Park, was requis;

to be commenced, be granted.
St. George, Hanover square.—That consent 1)

given to the erection of an oriel window at No. /
Park-street, to abut upon Reeve’s-raews, on ti

application of Mr. M. E. Collins.

Strand.—That consent be given to the erectii

of an iron and glass covered way in front of ti;

Prince's Restaurant, Piccadilly, on the applicatrl

of Messrs. J. T. Wimperis & Arber, on behalf of *'

Prince's Restaurant, Limited.
Westminster {Detached).—That consent be giv!

to the erection of three projecting oriel windoi
with columns and pediments to a new buildingil

the south side of Knightsbridge, between Willial'

street and Seville-street, on the application of li

H. L. Florence, on behalf of Messrs. Woollsl;
Bros.

Strand.—That consent be given to the erectlonj

a shelter in front of the Vaudeville Theatre, No. 4'

,

Strand, St. Martin-in-the-Fields, on the furL(

application of Messrs. Hampton & Sons on bek;
of Messrs. A. & S. Gatti.

Clapham —That consent be not given to the eri

tion of a house with shop on the east side of Webll
road, with the flank of such building abutting uf^
Mallinson-road, and to the erection of a house,
shop, in the latter road, on the further application
Mr. H. Branch on behalf of Messrs. J. Nicks &
Kensington, South.—That consent be not gi^

to the erection and construction of an open iron slj

for storing timber in a yard on the south side]

Pembroke-yard, Earl's Court, adjoining the K!j

sington Vestry wharf, on tlie application of Mesrj

J. Barker & Co., Limited.
Marylebone. West.—That consent be not givet'l

the erection of a block of residential flats on the i

of No. 47, Abbey-road, St. John's Wood, on ;]

application of Messrs. Metcalf & Greig.
Wandsworth,—That consent be not gpven to t

erection of one-story shops in front of Nos. 208 ri

210, Merton-road, on the application of Mr. J. 1

Howard on behalf of Mr. C. Hover and Mr. j

Foden.
,

Westminster.—That consent be not given to <1

erection of one-story shops on the forecourts of N

I

96. 96A, 96B, g8, 100. 102, 104, and 106, Victoij

street, on the further application of Mr. F.
'

Powell on behalf of Mr. C. Fruen.

Width of Way.
Kennington.—That consent be given to the eil

tion of additions at the rear of the “ WheatshenI
public-house, No. 126, South Lambeth-roacl, atii

than the prescribed distance from the centred
Wheatsheaf-lane, on the application of Mr. W.

'

Brutton on behalf of Mr. G. R. Sheath. !

Stepney.—That consent be given to the erect!

of a church training college on the north side:]

Steel's-lane on a portion of the site of Nos.
2|

386, 388, 390, and 392, Commercial-road, at *l

than the prescribed distance from the centres
Steel's-lane, on the application of Messrs. Younji
Hall on behalf of the Society for Promoting Chrisli

Knowledge.
Westminster.—That consent be given to i

erection of a block of buildings on the north-c
side of Douglas-streel, between Hide-place 1

Chapter-street, on the site of Nos. 26, 28, and <

Douglas-street, and No. 46, Chapter-street, on ti

application of Messrs. Boehmer & Gibbs on beb
of Mr. F. Colwill.

Hackney, North,—That consent be given to'i

retention of a building erected by Mr. S. Smithti
the rear of No. 66, High-street, Kingsland, atlj

than the prescribed distance from the centre 0
road or way leading out of Ridley-road.

Greenwich.—That consent be not given to ;

construction and erection of iron sheds at Durhi
coal wharf, River-bank, New Charlton, near And'
and-Hope-lane, on the application of Mr. J. Rl
land on behalf of Messrs. Wood Brothers.

Southwark, West.—That consent be not givet'i

the erection of an addition to the Evelina Hospi'
Lombard-street, Southwark Bridge-road, Si. Geor(
the-Martyr, on the application of Mr. T. Harrisi
behalf of Baron Ferciinand de Rothschild

;
as

.

4i-inch projection beyond the line of the adjoinl
buildings shown upon the plan is considered ob:!

tionable, and having regard to the extreme narr<r

ness of Lombard-street, and the intended height
the new building (which, it appears, would grea

exceed that of the building formerly upon the si

it is deemed inexpedient to permit the ereclioU':

the addition as proposed.

Open Space About Buildings.

Hammersmith.—That the Council do, in 1

exercise of its powers under Section 41 (i) (vl^i

the London Building Act, 1894, allow a modiiicat

of the provisions of (bat section with regard to O]

spaces about buildings, so far as relates to the p
posed erection of No. 50, Bolingbroke-road, andi

Richmond Villa and Bolingbroke Villa on the vc

side of Richmond-road, at the corner of Bolingbre:

road, with an irregular space at the rear of each

the three bouses, on the application of Mr. H
Strevens, on behalf of Mr. G. Ellyatt.

Clapham.—‘That, the Council, in the exercise'

Us powers under Section 41 of the London Buildi!
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Act, 1849, do not permit the erection of a two-story

dwelling-house upon a portion of the garden at the

rear of No. 70, Temperley-road, to abut upon the

west side of BeJlaray-road, without a space at the

rear, on the application of Mr. A. E. Willbourn, on
behalf of Mr. G. Collins.

Si, George, Hanover-square.—That sanction be
i not given to such deviations from the plans, certified

by the District Surveyor under Sections 13 and 43 of

.
the London Building Act, 1894. of the space pre-

i viously occupied by buildings at Nos. 141 and 142,

New Bond-street, and premises at the rear fronting

upon Bloomfield-place, as would permit of the erec-

I
tion of new buildings upon that site, on the further

;

application of Mr. F. W. Foster on behalf of Mr.

i
A. Coombs.

Whitechapel.—ThaX consent be not given to the

:
erection of two additional stories to the one-story

I

offices at the rear of No. 279, Whitechapel-road, on
I the applica'ion of Mr. M. J. Kind on behalf of

I Messrs. C. Webster, Limited.

Lint of Fronts and Width of Way.

Newington, West.—That consent be given to the

: erection of twelve houses on the north side of South-
place, and of two houses on the east sideof Dodding-
ton-grove, Kennington-park, on the application of

Messrs. Briant & Son on behalf of Mr. A. F. De
Laune.
Southwark, West.—That consent be given to the

erection of a coal-shed in the playground of Pocock-
street schools, to abut upon Friar-street, on the

application of Mr. T. J. Bliley on behalf of the

School Board for London.
St. Pancras North.—That consent be not given to

the erection of three blocks of residential flats on the

west side of Highgate-road, between Greenwood-
place and Carker's-lane, on the further application
of Mr. W. T. Read.

Formation of Streets.

Dulwich.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. E. J. Strevens sanctioning the formation or
laying out for carriage traffic of a street 40 ft. wide,
to lead out of the north-west side of Lordship-lane
into Blackwater-street, on his further application to
the Council, on behalf of the Right Rev. Lord
Abbott Snow. That the name Bassano-s'.reet be
approved for the new street.

Woolwich.—That an order be sealed and issued
to Mr. A. B. Bryceson. sanctioning the formation or
laying out of a street for carriage traffic, to lead out
of Riverdale-road, Plumstead Common, on bis
application to the Council on behalf of Mr. H. F.
Driver and Mr. T. Driver. That the name View-
land-street be approved for the new street.

Clapham.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. C. J. Bentley, sanctioning the formation or lay-
ing out of a street 40 ft. wide, for carriage traffic, to
lead out of the south side of Nightingale-lane into
Temperley-road, Wandsworth, on his application to
the Council. That the name Blandfields-street be
approved for the new street.

Lewisham.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Messrs. Eastman Brothers, sanctioning the forma-
tion or laying out of a street 40 ft. wide, for carriage-
traffic, to lead out of Mayow-road into Perry-rise,
Sydenham, on their application to the Council. That
the name Queenswood-road be approved for the new
street.

U’andsworth.—Thu an order be sealed and
issued to Mr. J. R. Sadlier, sanctioning the forma-
tion or laying out of a street, 40 ft. wide, for carriage
traffic, to lead out of Pathfield-road into Grevhound-
Une, Streatham, on his application to the Council,
That the name Pathfield-road (in continuation) be
approved for the new street.

Clapham.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. W. N. Dunn, refusing to sanction the forma-
tion or laying out for carriage traffic of new streets,

40 ft. wide, to lead out of the south side of Broom-
wood-road, Clapham Common, West Side, on bis
application to the Council on behalf of Mr, T,
Ingram.
Hampstead.—That an order be sealed and issued

to Mr, W. Sanders, refusing to sanction the forma-
tion or laying out of a street, 42 ft. wide, for
carriage traffic, to lead out of Haverstock-hill into
Lawn-road, on his further application to the Council
on behalf of Mr. J. Sanders.

Artisans' Dwellings.

Hammtrsmitk.—That the Council do, in the
exercise of its powers under Section 42 of the
London Building Act, 1894, disapprove and refuse
to sanction the plans delivered by Mr. E. Sage on
behalf of Mr. W. Moss, for the construction of
three blocks of buildings upon the west side of
Queen-street, one similar block at the rear to abut
upon Church-lane, otherwise Sussex-place, and two
other blocks adjoining the latter block, but not to
abut upon a street, such buildings to be inhabited by
persons of the working class

;
and, further, that the

consent of the Council be not given to the erection
of the four first-mentioned blocks of buildings to
the line and in the position shown on the said plans.

Deviationfrom Certified Plans.

St. George, Hanover-square.—That sanction be
given to certain deviations from the plans certified
by the District Surveyor, under Section 43 of the
London Building Act, 1894, so far as relates to the
proposedrebuilding of the “ Blue Posts" public-house.

No. 6, Bennett-street, at the comer of Arlington-

streel, Piccadilly, on the application of Messrs.

Eedle & Meyers, on behalf of Messrs. W. H.
Chapman.

Means of Escape at Top ofHigh Buildings.

St. George, Hanover-square.—That the Council, in

the exercise of its powers under Section 63 of the

London Building Act, 1894, do grant a certificate

in respect of the means of escape, in case of fire,

proposed to be provided for the persons dwelling or

employed in the fourth, fifth, and sixth floors ol the

new Claridge's Hotel, Brook-street, on the applica-

tion of Mr. C. W. Stephens, on behalf of the Hotel
Company.

Construction and Conversion of Buildings

Space at Rear, Qfc.

Westminster,—That the Council, in the exercise

of its powers under the London Building Act, 1894,

do not approve of, permit, or allow the construction

of a riding-shed in the yard at the rear of No. 81,

Page-street, the erection of two blocks of loose-

boxes, the adaptation as loose-boxes of two old

buildings without open spaces at the rear, and the

conversion into a dwelling-house without an open
space at the rear of a joortion of a workshop in the

said yard, on the application of Mr. W. Brass, on
behalf of Mr. J . S. Brown.

Cubical Extent.

Bermondsey.—That subject to the provisions of

Section 76 of the London Building Act, 1894, con-
sent be given to the erection of two additional

stories to a drying shed at ‘‘The Grange " tannery,

Spa-road, together exceeding in extent 250.000 but not

450,000 cubic feet, and to be used only for the

purpose of the trade of a tanner, on the further

application of Messrs. G. Elkinglon & Son, on
behalf of Mr. W. Whitmore.

(Torresponhencc.

lo the Editor u/The Builder.

PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—

A

s, in your searching criticisms of “the
.
preliminary specification " for repairing Peter-

borough in the last two numbers of the
Builder, you question the value of some of the
signatories' names, on a charge both of youth and
inexperience, and also cliquism, will you allow me
to correct my position in respect of the latter charge,

and to state briefly what 1 think you will admit
justifies my name appearing on the list of those who
‘

' have not examined the west front of Peterborough
Cathedral from the scaff'olding.

’'

I have not the honour to belong to either of the

societies by whom “the specification" is issued,

and had it occurred to me that you would make
division of the list of names into sheep and goats, as
represented by “ memorialists' and Institute men,
I should have hastened to sign my name with the
distinguishing brand of “ A.R.I.B.A."

In respect to the former charge, it is now ten years
ago since I had an experience in restoration which
it is not the fortune of many architects to enjoy,

namely, to act as resident clerk of works during tbe
twelve months occupied in extensive repairs to an
Oxford college. This work, which was at St. John’s
College, was done under the able direction of Mr.

J. J, Stevenson, whose name you single out as

representing the Institute among the signatories to

“the specification." The condition of affairs in this

college, although in a much smaller scale, resembled
in many particulars those at Peterborough, hut in an
aggravated form resulting from the use of that

picturesque but deplorably bad Headington stone,

so universally adopted in Oxford for building during
the seventeenth century. Almost exactly the same
means that are recommended in “ the specification

”

for Peterborough were adopted wherever it was
possible and advisable in order to save the facing
stones at St. John's. And, notwithstanding the
precarious state of these stones, it was found pos-

sible to burrow out the rotten wall core from behind
and replace with sound bricks in cement, sometimes
for 30 It. to 40 ft. at a stretch, where the facing
stones were only from 2^ in. to 3 in. thick.

The eight or nine years' lapse of time since the
work at St. John’s was finished has so far justified

the methods adopted for this particular building,

and, with an extension of the same principles and
means and precautions proportioned to the greater
weights and size of the building, such as “the
specification" suggests for Peterborough, I am
convinced the same results could be obtained. No
stone can possibly be worse for structural purposes
than the charming, though treacherous, Headington
stone, yet if these things can be done in Oxford,
why not also in Peterborough ? F. W. Troup.

We have already fully given the reasons
“why not," for which we refer Mr. Troup to the
two last numbers of the Builder. That such a
method could be employed under some circum-
stances we never questioned. Mr. Troup seems to

think that, without having examined the .state of
Peterborough, he is a better judge than Mr. Pearson
and Mr, Thompson, who have examined it, and

who have ten times his experience. That attitude is

characteristic of the whole movement.—

E

d.

RE ST. DAVID’S CHURCH, EXETER,
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

A

s there has been so much misrepresenta-

tion upon this matter, I think it may be interesting

to know that the Building Committee have adhered
to the award of the assessor, Mr. James Brooks,

de.pite the strong attempt made by others to over-

ride it. He placed Mr. W. D. Garde's design first,

and a tender having been accepted for it last week,

the objectors on the score of cost were silenced. Mr.

Brooks having awarded the second place to my
design, Di, it was on Friday last decided that the

second premium of 50/. should be paid accordingly,

Harbottle Reed.
13 , Castle-street, Exeter.
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tibe Student's Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—V.
Slater.

nriE chief points in which specifications of

this trade vary, and as to which the

student should be careful, are the dif-

ference of custom in Welsh and Westmoreland
slate supply and the selection of ridges. The
production of Welsh slates being far greater than

that of Westmoreland, it is customary to sell

Welsh slates sorted to sizes, countess, duchess,

&c., but Westmoreland slates are more usually

supplied in mixed sizes. If the architect, there-

fore, wishes the slating laid in diminishing

courses from eaves to ridge, it must be specially

mentioned in respect of Welsh slates, and, under

ordinary circumstances, adds to the price, whereas

the converse is the case with Westmoreland

slates, with which diminishing courses may be

taken as the normal method of supplying and

laying.

Slate is a material which does not lend itself

kindly to the formation of ridges and hips, still

less of valleys, and although we shall give an

example of specifying such, it is more general

nowadays to use tile or lead for these parts of

the construction. With this explanation we may
proceed.

Roofs.—Cover the roofs with best Bangor blue

slates, “countess” size of approved colour and

quality laid to 3 in. lap on ij in. by i in. sawn bat-

tens and nailed with two sixpenny copper nails to

each slate.

(If Westmoreland slates are to be u.sed, say).

Cover the roofs with Tilberthwaite (or other

quarry) green slates, of approved colour and

quality, laid in diminishing courses from eaves to

lidge with 3 in. lap on in. rough boarding (or

battens) and McNeil & Co.’s (or other maker)

patent bituminous inodorous felt (or Willesden

paper, 2-ply). The slating to be nailed with

two i:J in. compo. nails to each slate.

(Whichever slate is used, add also). All eaves

and verges to have double course, hips and ridges

to be cut close.

Ridges.—Cover the ridges with 2Vin. rubbed

slate bird's-mouthed roll and 6-in. by Ain. sawn

slate wings, all bedded and jointed in oil cement,

and secured with brass screws.

(Or, in the alternative) Cover the ridges with

red tile ridges, No. in list, p.c.

per foot, set and pointed in cement.

(If green ridges—glazed or unglazed—are desired,

it is well to say that they are to be purposely

made by Carter & Co., of Poole, Dorset, or

other maker at p.c. price of per foot, free

on rail.)

Hips (These may be covered with slate roll

and wings, in similar manner to that described

for ridges, or with ridge tiles, but are more gene-

rally at the present time finished with close-cut

slating and secret gutter, which may be thus

described).—The hips to have the slating cut

close to mitre line, with 5-lb. lead secret gutter

1 8 in. wide under same (or with 5'lb- lead soakers,

loin. by 18 in., laid to bond in with courses of

slating. Or a lead roll and wings may be used,

but whatever is adopted should certainly be

described under the heading of slater, even

though it may be plumbers’ work).

Hip Finials—Provide and fix at apex of hips,

bedded and jointed in cement, red terra-cotta hip

finials, as No. in the list of the Rowland’s

Castle Brick and Tile Company, p.c. each.

(If the hip finials are to be in lead, mention it

here.)

Valleys (Say whether the valleys are to be

formed with soakers or with lead valley gutter,

and describe).—The slating to be cut in true line

to valleys with in. between edges of slating.
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Vdrges.—Tht verges to be pointed (or set) in

cement.
Sione Slates .—Cover the roofs with Horsham

Collyweston, Stonesfield, or Forest of Dean stone

slates in, thick of approved quality, laid in

diminishing courses from eaves to ridge, bedded
in mortar and torched on the underside, each
slate to have two oak pins hung over 2k in. by
li in. battens (sometimes nailing is employed and
sometimes the slates are simply bedded) to 3-in.

lap. The ridges to be bird’s-mouthed plain

ridges of stone (a freestone of durable

character, sometimes Box ground or Doulting),

6 in. by 6 in. set, and jointed in blue lias lime

mortar (not cement).

Slate Mason.
Cisterns.—(The use of slate cisterns is almost

obsolete, but we give an example). The slate

cistern in roof of scullery to be 6 ft. by 4 ft. and

3 ft. deep internal dimensions, with sides i in.

thick and bottom in. thick, all in sawn
Valentia slate slabs, put together with rebated

and grooved joints in red lead and oil cement, the

grooved slabs pointed externally with weathered
cement filleting. Put around same two sets of

wrought-iron straps, in. by in., forged and
screwed at ends with nuts and washers.

Sinks ,—(These would be similarly described,

but, of course, with smaller dimensions and thick-

nesses).

Shelves.—Fit up in larder two tiers of shelving,

9 in. wide at sides and 12 in. wide at end. The
shelves to be inch rubbed Valentia slate slabs,

with rubbed and rounded edges, and rounded
corners to 4 in. radius, and to be in one length

each (or two, &c.
,

if allowed), cut and pinned
into walls 2 in. deep in cement. The shelves to

be supported on wrought-iron brackets p.c.

each plugged and screwed to walls, and secured

to shelves with brass screws let in and bedded
with oil cement (or mastic). (Or slate cantilevers

can be used, which specif^y thus). The shelves to be
supported on ijin. rubbed (or sawn) diminished
cantilevers, rounded on edge and at end, and to be
the full width of shelving, 3 in. deep, and cut and
primed 4^ in. into wall in cement.

Urinals.—Form the urinals shown on plan with
backs of 5 in. sawn \'alentia slate slabs, bedded
in mastic cement (or Portland), and secured with
bronze cramps, cut and pinned into brickwork.

The divisions to be of | in. slabs grooved to

backs, and secured with bronze (or brass) tuning-

fork cramps 10 in. long, cut and pinned into wall,

and screwed to slate with brass screws, nuts, and
washers. Channel to be of 6 in. by 3 in. sawn
slate dished to current, and set in cement flush

with asphalte paving.
(The above are sufficient examples of the

method of specifying for slate mason’s work, any
other special items being treated in a similar

way.)
If enamelled slate is to be used, it is advisable

to select a manufacturer in whom the architect

can place confidence, and specify that make of

goods at a p.c. price, inasmuch as the durabilily

of the enamel depends entirely on the cate taken
in the manufacture and the quality of the work-
manship is very difficult to determine in the

completed article without damaging it.

TILER.

Roofs .—Cover the roofs with hard, well-burnt,

approved red tiles of local manufacture (or

Broseley, Bridgwater, or other desired kind),

entirely free from fire cracks and all other defects,

laid to a 3.J in. gauge, with two short cast-iron

tile pins to each, and bedded in hay on li in. by
I in. deal battens, with proper tile and a half

where required at edges to prevent the use of

closers. (This is the old-fashioned tiler’s way of

laying tiles, and has the approval of experience

and of many good judges ; but tiling is now often

laid by biicklayers, and these craftsmen cannot
get on without mortar, so, as an alternative, one
may specify instead : The tiles to have their lower
edges bedded in a small quantity of lime and hair

and to be torched on the underside. (Some archi-

tects bed their tiles wholly in mortar, but this

method is more likely to hold the wet and keep
the roof damp. Again, tiles are sometimes
nailed, sometimes hung over the battens with

nibs formed on the tiles, and even, though rarely

at the present day, hung with wood pegs. This
is a matter for the discretion or fancy of the

architect. The specilication should state which
method is to be followed). All eaves and verges

to have double courses, and to be pointed in

cement. (This last stipulation is open to

question.)

Ri-.iges .—Cover all ridges with half-round
ridge tiles set and pointed in cement (or specify a

special make and pattern if desired).

Hips and i'alleys ,—Lay all valleys and cover

all hips w’ith special valley and hip tiles to course

and bond with roof tiling. (These are only kept

in stock for mitres of roofs of the same pitch. If

roofs of different pitch intersect at valleys or hips,

the tiles would have to be purpose made. These
tiles cannot, of course, be properly used where
there is any curve in the slope of roof tiling even
if it be only the tilting of lower courses.)

Hip Finials,—(Specify as indicated under the

heading of slater.

)

Filleting.— (If this is to be used instead of

flashings specii^y). At junction of tile roofs with

vertical face of brickwork pul stout cement fillet-

ing with nails and twine to hold same.
Vertical Tiling.—Cover the cheeks of dormers

with vertical tiling of similar description to that

used on roofs, nailed to i| in. rough boarding
with two compo nails to each tile, the courses to

range with the courses of roof-tiling. (Describe

whether the junction of vertical and roof-tiling is

to have secret gutter or soakers). The tiles to

be cut close at junction of vertical and sloping

faces. (If the whole of the upper story is tile

hung describe the way in which it is to be done,
whether nailed to battens, plugged to wall, nailed

to joints of brickwork, usually on edge, or bedded
in lime and hair mortar).

With both slate and tile-roofing the final clause

should be

—

Completion .—Clean out gutters, replace any
cracked or broken tiles (or slates), make good
any defective pointing or filleting, and leave the

roofs clean, perfect, and weather-tight at com-
pletion.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Board School, Bootle.—

A

special meeting
of the Bootle School Board w.is he'd on the 20th

lost., at the Public Offices, Balliol-road, for the

purpose of selecting a plan for the new Grey-
street school. Mr. Smith proposed for adoption
the following recommendation of the Building and
Finance Committee :

—“That, subject to the con-
sent of the Education Department and to a contract

being entered into by the architect for the carrying

out of the scheme in accordance with the conditions

enumerated in the memorandum issued to competi-
tive architects, the plan for the Grey-street school
sent in under the 7iotn de plutne of ‘ Left-hand
Light ’ be adopted, and that the architect whose the

nom de plume is, be, and he is hereby, appointed
architect of the school upon the usual conditions."

Mr. Francis seconded the adoption of the recom-
mendation, which was carried unanimously. The
cost of the new school, which will accommodate
about 1,100 children, is estimated to be 7,297/. The
architect called in iby the board to advise upon the

plans was Mr. Paul Ogden, of Manchester. Fifteen

sets of plans were sent in, and the successful archi-

tect was Mr. Cox (Cox & Marraon), Liverpool.

Clonfert Cathedral.

—

During the last twelve

months a considerable amount of work in con-

nexion with the restoration of Clonfert Cathedral

has been carried out by Mr. A. P. Sharp,
builder, Dublin, in accordance with the plans

prepared by Mr. J. F. Fuller. The chancel has

been thoroughly repaired, as well as the belfry-

tower, the buttresses, and the roof. The sacrisly

has be?n successfully preserved without altering the

ancient character of the structure. Other necessary

work has been accomplished. A thorough system
of drainage has been carried out around the entire

building. Messrs. Craven, Dunnill, & Co., of

Shropshire, have laid down tiles in the chancel,

specially made for the situation. A new heating

apparatus, supplied by Messrs. W. K. Fayle & Co.,

of Parsonslown, has been placed in the chancel,

and a carved oak communion table, specially

designed by Mr. Fuller, is being made for presenta-

tion to the cathedral. Clonfert Cathedral was
originally founded by St. Brendan, in the year 558,
thirty-nine years before St. Augustine landed in

England. The present doorway, of Hiberno-
Romanesque architecture, dates from the year 1166.

The east window is nearly a thousand years old.

The cathedral is small, but very beautiful in many
respects. It is now used as the parish church. The
south transept is in ruins and roofless. The north

transept is completely gone. About 1,000/. is

necessary to complete the work of repair. Canon
McLarney, Rector of Clonfert, Banagher, King’s

Co
,
will be glad to receive help in this undertaking.

Free Library, Cardiff.—An inquiry has been
held at the Town Hall, Cardiff, by Mr. E. H.
Bicknell, on behalf of the Local Government Board,

with reference to an application made by the Cardiff

County Council for power to borrow 2.000/. for the

erection of a branch Free Library in the Docks
district. The proposed building is to be erected

from plans prepared by Mr. W. H. Dashwood
Caple, architect, of Cardiff, on the site of two
cottages in George-streel and near the centre of the

shipping community.
Renovation of Hamilton Parish Church,

Lanarkshire.—The Parish Church of Hamilton,
which has been closed since the beginning of October
for renovation and the introduction of an organ, was

reopened on the 17th inst. The work of renovating

and redecorating has been carried out under the :

direction of Mr. A. Cullen, architect. The organ, i

which has been placed in the Duke's Aisle, has been S

erected by Messrs. Ingram & Co., Edinbuigh and j

Hereford.
School of art Buildings, Glasgow,—

Messrs. Honeyraan & Keppie, Glasgow, are the
^

successful architects for the new school of art Q

buildings in Renfrew-street, immediately behind the i

Skating Palace.

Free Methodist Chapel, PuDsEV.—Contracts a

amounting to between 6,000/. and 7,000/. for the -1

erection of a new Free Methodist Chapel, in Low-
-j

town, Pudsey, have now been signed. The following g
are the contractors, viz. Mr. William Hutton,

Fulneck, mason
;
Messrs. Appleyard Bros., Bramley, j

joiners: Mr. F. Thompson, Parsley, slater; Messrs, .t

J. Laycock & Son, Stanningley, plasterers
;
and Mr. ,1

A. Higginbotham. Idle, plumber and painter. The
chapel will be erected from the designs of Mr. W. H. .|

Dinsley, of Chorley, accepted in competition.

Wesleyan School. Pudsey.—Miss Nora J. .;

Mason recently opened a new school which has just t)

been erected by the Wesleyans at Valley-road,
,|

Pudsey. The school contains a tea-room in the y

basement, a schoolroom on the first floor capable of 1)

seating 450 persons, and six large and two small Ij

class-rooms, the architects being Messrs. Hodgson
& Farrar, Pudsey. The cost is 1,200/.

;

Baptist School, Bramley.—Thenew Sunday- -j

school just erected by the congregation of Zion ij

Baptist Chapel, Bramley, was opened recently. The ;;

building, which has been desired by Mr. W. A. .

Hobson, architect, of Leeds, is a two-storied build-

ing, faced with stone. On the ground’ floor is a ;

meeting-room, with acconrmodalion for 300 people,
,

with eight class-rooms communicating. Staircases -

,

give access to the upper floor, which contains an 1

assembly hall, with seating accommodation for 500 :

people, two class-rooms and retiring-rooms, and i

over these again there are two more class-rooms. .

The principal contractors were Mr. W. W. Haley ,

and Messrs. J. Trickett & Sons, and the clerk of 1

works was Mr. E. Webster Tate. The building has ;

cost about 2,500/.

Church ok St. Patrick, Trim, Co. Meath. .

—The main building of the new church of St. .

Patrick, Trim, is now nearly completed and the •

tower is far advanced. Mr. Hague is the architect i

of the new church, and Mr. Nolan the contractor.

Hospital, Bedford.—

A

t a special meeting of i]

the Governors of the Bedford County Hospital 1(

recently, it was decided to accept the estimate of
;i

Messrs. Kerridge & Shaw, of Cambridge, for the ij

building of the new County Hospital, the cost of \

which will be about 33 000/. Mr. H. Percy Adams n

is the architect for the new buildings. i

Restoratio.n of Parish Church, Irthing-
|

TON.

—

The parish church at Irthington, which has 9

been closed for some time for alterations and i

repairs, has been reopened. The alterations and j

additions have been designed so as to harmonise f|

in style with the existing structure. The chief addi- t

tion externally is the new vestry on the south side of i|

the chancel, and below it is the beating chamber, j

The vestry has been placed so as not to interfere e|

with the low side window of the cbancel or with li

the old Norman doorway, and care has also been d

taken not to damage the old Roman walling of the i

chancel, whilst the windows have been made to (

match those of the chancel. Inside, the walls have i

been cleaned and distempered where stuccoed, and ci

the exposed stonewoik has been left in its natural 11

colour. The whole of the old-fashioned seats and 0

square pews have been replaced by new seats of >.

modern design, made of Dantzic oak, and an i

oak dado bas been fixed all round the church, r

New pitch - pine flooring has been provided ci

throughout, and a system of drainage introduced. !j

The mason work has been done by Mr. Robert
1

Mark
;
the Joiner work and carpentering by Mr. (

William Edgar, Brampton
;
the oak work by Mr, J. ii

Heywood, Manchester; painting, Messrs. Atkin- il

son Sc Elliott, Brampton
;
plumbers’ work, Mr. W.

Anderson, Carlisle
;
and the heating apparatus has

j

been fixed by Mr. Corbett, Carlisle. Mr. J. F. H. ii

Harrison had charge of the wotks. The architect :l

engaged for the woik was Mr. T. Taylor Scott, of;

Carlisle. '

Turkish Baths, Doncaster.—Turkish baths :i

have been erected at Doncaster, situate on tbei

Station road. The architect was Mr. T. G. i

Edwards, of Sheffield
;

the contractor, Mr. W. 'i

Anelay, of Doncaster. The heating and ventilation 1:

works have been carried out by Messrs. Bradford li

Co., of London and Manchester. The floors are of

marble mosaic
;
ihe walls and ceilings are faced with '

white-glazed bricks.

Technical Institute, Bradford-on-Avon.— -

A building for the purposes of a technical institute •'

for Bradford-on-Avon has just been completed in:i

Junction-road. The total cost is about 3 900/. The-'

irontage is 75 ft. to Junction-road, with a depth of<

45 ft. From the centre of the hall a wide staircase ex- •

tends to the first floor, stairs beneath communicating

with the heating chamber and store rooms. On thel

left of the hall is the women’s department, fittedt

with a suitable range for cooking, with a scullery ,

and store room adjoining. On the first floor is a

chemical laboratory 30 ft. by 20 ft. ,
and the lecturei

1
theatre, 30 ft. by 15 ft., is also on the first floor, in
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the centre of the building and adjoining the chemical
laboratory, provision being made by specially venti-

lated fume closets for carrying off the gases emitted
from chemical experiments. There is also on the
first floor a large room, 40 ft. by 20 ft., to be used
for the teaching of drawing, ])uilding construction,
and other technical subjects. The cooking rooju
and lecture theatre are to be fitted with raised
galleries for the convenience of the students, and
special arrangements are made for efficient ventila-
tion and heating. The architect was Mr. T. B.
Silcock, of Bath.
Church Extension, Leicester.—The founda-

tion stones of the churches of St. Stephen, North
Evington, and St. Michael and All Angels', Knigh-
ton Fields, were laid at Leicester recently. The new
shurch of St. Stephen will be situated at the corner
of East Park-road and St. Saviour’s-road. Accord-
ng to the original scheme it was proposed to pro-
k^ide the following accommodation :—Nave 640,
jhancel 40, parish room 300 ; but this was abandoned,
ind the present scheme, which will cost a little over
2,000/., was resolved upon. This will comprise a
:hurch affording accommodation to about 390
persons, and this is the portion of the scheme which
s now in course of erection. Eventually the build-
,ng will be doubled in size, the added portion
comprising chancel, parish room, vestry, &c. At
present only the body of the church is to be built,

ind this will have no naves or transepts, but will be
t plain red brick Gothic building, with one wide
ipan. The architect is Mr. Stockdale Harrison,
while Mr. T. R. Tebbatt is the builder, and Mr.
iVilliam Mathers clerk of the works. The church
)f St. Michael and All Angels at Knighton Fields
vill be built of brick, will accommodate about 560
jeople, and will cost about 4,500/. The architects
ire Messrs. Everard & Pick.

Schools, Holloway.—The opening of the
iVoodstock-road Schools, Holloway, took place
ecently. The architects were Messrs. Mitchell &
3utler, whose design was selected by the Board after

i limited competition amongst twelve architects.
Itfessrs. Kirk & Randall were the builders, and the
:ontract sum was 24,218/. The school is built in three
.eparate and distinct departments. 515 infants are
iccommodated on the ground floor, 418 girls on the
irst floor, and 416 boys on the second or top floor,

)eing a total accommodation of 1,351 children. The
lentral hall system has been adopted, each depart-
nent having a large hall, with short corridors at each
:nd connecting the various class-rooms with the
lall. Each department has two entrances direct
rom its own playground, and each of the upper
loots has two stone staircases, so that half the
lumber of children enter on each side of the hall,

iach department has lavatories and cloakrooms,
ind the teachers are provided with rooms for their
)wn use. In addition to the ordinary school and
ilass rooms there is a manual instruction room and
lookery schoolroom provided in a separate block of
luildings, to which latter is also attached the care-
aker’s house. Each playground has a covered
ilayshed. The school is built of picked stock
iricks with red brick facings. A great deal of
white glazed brickwork has been employed inter-
lally, the whole of the corridors, cloakrooms,
avatories, and staircases being lined with the same.
Ul the school and class rooms have open fireplaces,
.n addition there is a complete system of hot-water
leating by Messrs. Wontner Smith, Gray, & Co.,
or corridors, cloakrooms, and halls, with venti-
ating radiators at the most suitable positions.

New Police-court, Sheffield.—At a cost of
jetween 17,000/. and 18,000/., Sheffield has been
JTOvided with additional police-court accommoda-
ion. The preparation of the plans for the new
lourt, which was opened on the 13th inst., was
intrusted to Messrs. Flockton, (iibbs, & Flockton,
irchitects, of Sheffield. In size the new court is

iboutthe same as that in which the Stipendiary sits.

Fhere is a large corridor for witnesses-in-waiting, a
'oom for the use of solicitors, and another where
hey can consult their clients. All these rooms are
in the ground floor, and are approached from the
ar end of the hall of the old building. Additional
jffices have been provided for the Stipendiary and
he Magistrate's Clerk, and a room of about the
same proportions as the grand jury room has been
placed at the disposal of the justices. The magis-
trates' entrance from Waingate has also been
mlarged, and there is now an entrance hall and
mproved staircase. Under the court there are t

•wenty lock-up cells, and a couple of large cells for
srisoners awaiting trial. A covered van-way passing
tnder the court from Waingate to Castle-green,
idmits of prisoners being removed from cell to
irison-van in privacy. The caretaker's bouse is in
Waingate. The building is to be heated by hot-
vater pipes fixed in the basement, the hot air to be
nixed with cold air to the required temperature,
ind driven by a fan into the court and other rooms,
rhe foul air will be drawn out by another fan. The
contracts were let to Messrs. James Fidler. of
Ackington, mason and bricklayer

; J. H. Lillaker,
oiner

;
Corrie & Sons, plumbers

; Chadwick & Sons,
laters and plasterers

;
Renton & Co., who supplied

he heating apparatus
; Longden & Co., who pro-

dded the wrought-iron gates and grills.

Building in Manche.ster.—The extraordinary
ictmty of all branches of the building trade in Man-
ihester during the past year cannot be paralleled by

any more recent reference than one to the years
1876 and 1877, when many of the suburbs round the
city may be said to have had their birth. In the
city several very large structures have been com-
pleted and others begun, while a considerable
quantity of rebuilding of warehouses, offices, and
shops has been in progress. In offices of all descrip-

tions, the hydraulic lift, now readily worked by the
public high-pre.ssure supply, bids fair to become
universal, and an immense amount of alteration to

make room for it has been carried on. Iron and
glass continue to supplant heavier materials,

especially in the building of shops. The attempts
to give elegance as well as individuality to the
designs of shop fronts have become very numerous,
but it may be noted that local contractors have
lagged behind the times in this special department,
Birraiogham and London firms being generally
employed to do work of this kind of the best class.

In the suburbs, the designs even of the cheapest
classes of cottage property show in many cases con-
siderable improvement upon the styles that have
been too long in vogue. Thousands of new houses
have sprung up, built to let at rents usually ranging
from 5s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. per week, and the rule has
been for them to be taken considerably before com-
pletion by bodies of tenants newly immigrated to

the town, There has been practically no desertion

of older property of this class, which remains fully

tenanted. As may be imagined, labour has been
abundant all the year, at hardening rates. Brick-
layers have been better paid, and plasterers, whose
numbers are, by the rules of their Society, strictly

limited, have often been in urgent request. The
demand for such favourite materials as Ruabon
bricks has not slackened, in spite of the production

.

of large quantities of imitations by makers of various

shale bricks in Accrington and Burnley. There is

every appearance of continued prosperity through-
out the building industries in Manchester, The
demand for house accommodation shows no sign of

abatement, and in the city some enormous contracts

are about to be given out.—Manchester Guardian.

Schools, Chadwell.—Thenew school buildings

erected by the Ilford School Board at Chadwell were
opened recently. Mr. C. J. Dawson, the architect,

stated that the site of the buildings contained a little

more than half an acre. The building was designed
as a mi.xed school for girls and boys, on the class-

room and central hall principle. There were four

classrooms for sixty children each, two for fifty

each, and the central hall would accommodate
forty children, or 380 children in alL The total cost

of the buildings was 2,764/.

Proposed New Liberal Club, Parsley.— It

is proposed to erect at Parsley new premises for the

Liberal Club. Mr. W. O. Gill, architect, has pre-

pared plans.

Fever Hospital, Kilwinning, Ayrshire.—
The new District Fever Hospital at Kilwinning has
now been opened. It is situated a little to the east

of the town, opposite the cemetery, and was erected

from plans by Mr. John Armour, jun., of Irvine.

There are two principal blocks, the hospital proper
and the administrative building, also a mortuary,
laundry, &c. The hospital is divided into five

wards, with accommodation for thirty beds. The
administrative block contains five bedrooms, also a
matron’s and doctor's room, and a kitchen.

School, Penarth. — The new County Inter-

mediate Schools at Penarth, which have been
erected at a cost of about 8,000/., were opened on
the 20th inst. The schools have been built to the
plans of Mr. H. Snell, architect. They accommo-
date 120 boys and 80 girls, and include a lecture

theatre, provision for the teaching of music,
specially-designed rooms for drawing, painting, and
architectural studies, and a series of class-rooms, in

the one wing for girls, and on the other side for

boys.

Premises, Perth.

—

Anew block of buildings is

in course of erection at the corner ofNew Scott-street
and South-street, Perth, for B.ailie Wright, proprietor
of the Perthshire Courier. The buildings, which
are to be of three stories and attics, will have the
ground area occupied by shops, with extensive
cellarage in basement. The upper floors are to be
occupied by offices, printing works, and dwelling-
houses, with stores, &c. The buildings are to be
built of stone, with polished face and dressing,
from Polmaise Quanies, Bannockburn, and will

have two facades of 60 ft. and 54 ft. respectively to

New Scott-street and South-street. The roofs will

be covered with slates from Port-Dinorwic Quarries.
The contractors for the whole works are :—Mason
and brick work, Alexander Beveridge, Perth

; car-
penter and joiner, Thomas D. Falconer. Perth

;

plaster and cement work, Daniel Campbell,
Bridgend

;
slater, James Buchan, Perth

;
glazing,

Edward M'Conocher, Perth
;
iron and steel con-

tract, George Bailie, Perth. The plans, &c., have
been executed by ex-Bailie Smart, architect, Perth.

Enlargement of Stanningley Liberal
Club.—The work of enlarging Stanningley Liberal
Club has now been practically completed. By the
enlargement a new lecture hall, capable of accom-
modating about 400 persons, with the usual lavatory
arrangements, has been added to the club on a level

with the ground floor, the entrance to the hall being
in a direct line with the front or main street entrance
to the club. Under the hall provision has been
made for three slipper baths, a committee-room, I
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and store-room. The old lecture hall has been con-
verted into premises for the caretaker, and the rooms
in the basement formerly occupied by the care-

taker will in future be utilised for heating purposes,

&c. A new stone staircase has been erected from
the ground floor of the club to the billiard-room,

and other improvements have been effected. The
enlargement, &c., has been carried out from designs

prepared by Messrs. Hodgson & Farrar, architects,

Pudsey and Bradford.
British School, Chipping Norton. — New

British Schools were opened recently at Chipping
Norton. The plans were prepared by Mr. J. H.
Gibbons, of Birmingham, the contractor being Mr.
S. Lewis, of Chipping Norton.

Renovation of Knox Free Church, Perth.
—For some time improvements and alterations have
been in progress in connexion with the Knox Free
Church, South-street. The work of renovation has
now been completed. A new church hall and
offices have been erected at the back of the church,

and the old hall razed to the ground. The hall is

28 ft. square. The cost of the improvements will be
about 1,200/. Mr. Alexander Beveridge was builder,

and the architect was Mr. A. G. Chalmers.

Co-operative Store, Rowhedge, Essex.

—

The Colchester and East Essex Co-operative
Society have just opened a new store at Rowhedge.
The new store is situate in Regent-street, opposite

the New Hall, and consists ot a provision shop,

with butcher's shop at the side, storage accommo-
dation at the rear, and on the upper story an
assembly-room and a reading-room approached by
a separate staircase at the side of the building. The
architect was Mr. C. E. Butcher, of Colchester, and
the builder Mr. R. Beaumont, of Lexden.

Alterations at Stoke Gifford Church,
NEAR Bristol.—On the 23rd inst. the ancient

church of Stoke Gifford was reopened. The church
has undergone various alterations, carried out after

the designs of the architect, Mr. Lingen Barker, of

London.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERINGNE fVS.

Sewerage and Sewage Disposal, Stam-
FORDHAM. — The Castle Ward Rural District

Council have adopted the scheme of main sewerage
and sewage disposal for Stamfordham and Hawk-
well prepared by Mr. D. Balfour, M.Inst C.E.,

of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and which will prevent the

pollution of the river Pont, complained of by the

County Council

The Blackwall Tunnel.—At the meeting of

the London County Council on Tuesday it was
stated that the Blackwall Tunnel would be opened
by the Prince of Wales in May next. The sewer
works on both sides of the river, the fireproof fence

at and approach road to Ordnance-wharf, East
Greenwich, the river -wall at Northumberland-
wharf, the “cut and cover" operations on the

south side of the Thames, and the cast-iron lining

of the tunnel are completed. The glazed brick

lining of No. 4 shaft is finished, and about one-

half of that of No. I shaft is executed. From
the “cut and cover" on the north shore

to No. I shaft, the concrete lining to the cast-

iron skin of the tunnel is formed nearly up to

the road level ; and from No. i to No. 2

shaft the lining is built up two feet above the road
level

:
from No. 2 to No. 3 shaft it is completed, and

from the last-named point to No. 4 shaft about two-

thirds of it are executed. A length of about 200 ft.

of the tile facing in the tunnel, between shafts No. 2
and 3, is done. At the Poplar end of the tunnel,

outofatotal distance of 436 ft. of “ cut and cover,"

a length of 427 ft. is completed. All the concrete

foundations for the open approach roads on both
sides of the river are finished. On the north side of

the river the granite pitched carriageway, granite

kerb and channel and York paved footpaths, are

laid for a length of 1,100 ft.
;

while on the

south shore the granite pitching, the York flag-

ging. and the granite kerb and channel, are

put down“for lengths of 230 ft.
,
600 ft., and 1,200 ft.

respectively. The progress made with the entrance-

houses to the tunnel Das been very slow on both

sides of the river, owing to the non-delivery of stone

from the quarries, but the material is now coming in

more rapidly. The house on the north side is built

to an average height of 24 ft., and that on the south
shore to an altitude of about 17 ft. The concrete

foundations for the boiler-house and for the chimney
shaft connected wilh the electric light station are

finished, and the well from which it is proposed to

obtain water for condensing purposes is sunk to its full

depth. Out of the total contract sum of 879 947/.,

including Messrs. Pearson's contract for works to

the approach roads, it is estimated that the opera-

tions up to date have cost 748,437/., which is an
increase of 12,385/. for the raunth.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Wrentham Church, Suffolk.

—

The dedication of a stained glass window took place

recently at the Parish Church, Wrentham. The
window has been inserted on the north side of the

church, in memory of the late Mrs. Waterworth,
and the work was carried out by Mr. L. J. Watts,
of Colchester.
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FOREIGN. extinction of the term “jerry-builder," which was a & Marten, Stratford, Mr. Biaby, m replying,
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France,—M. Loviot bas just been elected Pre-

sident of the Soci^i^ des Architectes Dipl6tn6s du
Gouvernement, in place of M. A. Chancel. The
new pavilion of the Luxembourg Museum, built on
the site of the old terrace, is now quite finished. It

consists of a gallery reserved for drawings and
engravings, and two balls, one containing the

Caillebolte collection, and the other paintings of

foreign schools. The Academic des Beaux-Arts

has elected as their Vice-President for the coming
year M. Fr^miet, the sculptor, in place of M. E.

Barrias, who has resigned. The Municipal
Council has just voted a sum of money for the

restoration of the celebrated carillon of the church

of Saint Germain I'Auxerrois
;

it is in the tower
close by the church. There is a question of com-
missioning, the sculptor. M. Paul Dubois, Director

of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, to make the

statue of Pasteur, which is to be erected in Paris

in the environs of the Luxembourg gardens.

The Decoration Committee of the Hotel de Ville

have just chosen the following artists, who will com-
pete for the decoration of the ceiling of the Municipal
Council's Library in the Hotel de Ville ; MM.
Baschet, Carri^re, Raphael Collin, Elliot, Lerolle,

and Prouv6. Two new bridges are to be built at

Saint Did, one over the Meuse, and one over the

Canal des Grands Moulins. The Socidid des
Architectes de la Seine Infdrieure have elected M.
Barthdlemy, who is a Rouen architect, as their Hon.
President, and M. Gonault, also a Rouen architect,

as President. M. Bernard de Compiegne has been
elected President of the Socidtd des Architects de
I'Oise, and M. Regnault has been elected President
of the Socidtd des Architects de Rennes. The
jury on the open competition for the building of the

Hotel de la Caisse d'Epargne at Pont i Mousson,
have awarded the first prize to M. Toussaint Emile,
of Nancy, the second to M.Callay.of Pont i Mousson,
and the third prize to M. Lauternier, of Nancy,
and the fourth prize to M. Humbert, of Nancy. It

is announced that M. Chartran is painting the
portrait of Mr. McKinley, the President of the
United States, for the Carnegie Gallery at Pitts-

burg. Part of the old CbAteau of Portzic, near
Brest, dating from the sixteenth century, has been
destroyed by fire

;
it is a favourite haunt of tourists.

The Superior of the Benedictine Convent of

Chanlelle has just sold to the Louvre Museum three

beautiful statues in stone, dating from the fifteenth

century, and which were discovered in the ex-

cavations. These statues appear to have be-
longed to the chapel of the old Chateau of
Chantelle. The International Exhibition of Fine
Arls has just been inaugurated at Monte Carlo, it

bas been well arranged by Georges de Dramard,
the artist, and contains paintings by MM. Gerome
Detaille, Ziem Roybet, Henner, J. Lefebvre, Sisley,

Thaulow, and Fran9ois Flameng. The death is

announced, at the age of sixty-eight, of M. Etienne
Journoud, architect, at Lyons. He was a pupil of

Dupasquier and Bresson. He began by being archi-

tect at Belley, and for nearly forty years he superin-
tended the erection of numbers of civil and religious

buildings.

fross libel on the average builder.—Mr. Smetburst,

President of the Oldham Association, in responding,

said that during the past year, in respect to its mag-
nitude, the building trade had been fairly good, but,

he was afraid, not very profitable, an* inconsistent

state of things which he might explain by saying

that whilst prices had remained somewhat sta-

tionary, the cost of labour especially bad been

increasing by slow stages, giving in the total an

enhanced cost of production, whichJwould have to

be met by an increase of prices before the trade

could be called profitable. The relations between

the masters and men during the year had been

fairly amicable, and with the exception of one

matter the year had passed without any serious

trouble. He had always been of the opinion that

to proceed to an industrial war was a mistake, if not

merely a crime, and he also believed that the coni-

binaiion of the men was a good thing for all if

rightly used, and that their claim for fair working

conditions was just, and would be to the injury of

nobody. But he believed that the bricklayers,

though they secured their point for the moment, took

up a false position in claiming foremen in charge of

jobs—who really represented the masters on the

work—should be members of their Association.

There had been a very complete organisation of the
‘ the various branches going on recently, and

MISCELLANEO US.

Professional and Business Announce-
ments.—The Val de Travers Asphalte Paving
Company have removed from their former address
in Palmerston - buildings, Bishopsgate - street, to

Hamilton House, Bishopsgate-street Without, E C.

Owing to arrangements entered into with the

executors of the late Mr. Robson, the firm hitherto

known as "Nowell & Robson." stone merchants,
Waiwick-road, Kensington, will henceforth carry on
its business at the same address, under the style of

"B. Newell & Co."
Oldham Builders' Association.—The eighth

annual dinner of the members of the Oldham and
District Builders' Association was held recently at

the King's Arms Hotel, Yorkshire-street, Oldham.
Mr. W. Cunliffe, the President of the Lancashire
Builders' Federation, proposed the toast of the
" Oldham and Master Builders' Association and the

Master Builders' Federation of Lancashire," and
said that he hoped the coming year would be a
flourishing one for the Oldham builders. With
reference to the Lancashire Builders' Federation, it

was, he might say, as yet in its infancy. They as

masters had to meet organised forces, and singly they

had no chance of winning in the long run, but

standing shoulder to shoulder they could meet them
properly, and state their case effectively when tyranny

was attempted. There were one or two things

which the men would put forward if the masters

were weak, but he maintained, for instance,

that masters had a right to obtain their

materials wherever they liked, and at what
rate they liked. There was the question of limi-

tation of the number of apprentices, as to which
he maintained that reliable men were even now
not too plentiful, and that by the limitation of

apprentices they would gradually have fewer men to

meet an increased demand. It would then become
a matter of dictating such terms that they would not

be able to aftbrd. There was a great scope for the

Federation in questions which could not be dealt

with locally, and which were for the general good
of the trade of building, questions direpied at the

he did not complain of that, but he wanted to point

out that unlessthemasterswere ecjually well organised

they would have unfair conditions and proposals

foisted upon them. The secretary (Mr. E. Stephen-

son), read his eighth annual report, after which Mr.

J. C. Varley submitted the toast of " The Guests."

The toast was duly acknowledged.

Sale of Historic Buildings at Coventry.
—That well-known property in Earl-street. Coventry,

the Palace-yard, has been purchased by Alderman
Singer and other gentlemen, and is believed to be

destined ultimately to be converted to some public

object. The site, which is partially covered by

quaint old timbered buildings, comprises about 2, 800

square yards. It bas been the hostelry of several

Royal visitors, particularly in the seventeenth

century. In September, 1687. James II. was enter-

tained there bv Richard Hopkins, a citizen. In

December, 1688, Princess Ann of Denmark lodged

there. In 1689 Mr. Hopkins was elected a member
for the city, and in the following year Prince George

of Denmaik was his guest. Tne buildings have of

recent vears been used as builder's premises, and as

offices and warehouses. They adjoin the Technical

Institute, and front the site of the proposed new
municipal buildings. —Leicester Post.

Engineering Appointment.—The compromise

scheme brought forward by the Water Committee

on the subject of the engineering in connexion with

the Little Don Valley Water Works stipulated for

the appointment of an experienced civil engineer to

reside in the Little Don Valley, or at Sheffield, and

devote the whole of his time to the work, and to be

responsible for the designiitg and construction of

the Langsett Reservoir, at a salary of 1,200/. to

i_50o/. per annum, Mr. E. M. Eaton to be consult-

ing engineer at 500/. per annum, with 250/. addi-

tional as consulting engineer for the existing works

and for distribution. This scheme having been

accepted by the Council the resident appointment

was in due course advertised in the terms of the

resolution. A large number ot applications were

considered at the meeting of the Water Committee

on the 20th inst. The number was reduced to six,

whose claims will be further investigated at a future

meeting.— Telegraph.

Font, St. Francis’ Church, Cardiff.—

A

service to consecrate a new font was held at St.

Francis' Church, East Moors, Cardiff, recently.

The bowl of the font is of Portland stone, in one

piece, with carved lip and scrolls, and rests upon

green Irish marble columns, having moulded Port-

land stone capitals and bases, the whole stariding

upon two massive stone steps. The cover is of

polished oak. The bowl is lined with lead and

furnished with a drain. The font has been erected

by Messrs. A. J. Howell & Co., from the designs of

Mr. H. H. Turner (of Messrs. Habershon &
Fawckner, architects).

An Ancient Church Burnt.—The church of

SS. Mary and Lawrence, at Bolsover, Derbyshire,

was destroyed by fire on the 24th inst. Within the

chapel—and this is the only portion of the building

saved, it is stated—are two costly monuments, one

to Sir Charles Cavendish, who died in 1617, and to

his lady, and another to the memory of Henry

Cavendish. Duke of Newcastle. Every single

particle of the church, with the exception of the

skeleton walls, which are almost entirely burnt

beyond repair, has been destroyed.

The Builders' Merchants’ Association of

London.—The third annual dinner of this Associa-

tion, preceded by the annual general meeting, over

which the President for 1896 (Mr. W. Sankey) pre-

sided, was held at the Midland Grand Hotel,

St. Pancras. on the 21st inst. At the dinner there

were forlymembersandguestspresenl. Mr. Clement

Braby, President for 1897 (who presided), having

proposed the health of the Queen and the Royal

Family, the toast of the late President, Mr. W.
Sankey, of Hammersmith, was given by Mr. Eritb,

and that of " The President for 1897," was proposed

by Mr. E. Montague Edwards, of Messrs. Young

said the very fact nf the Association existingi u

and of these annual dinners being held, givingnj

the merchants an opportunity of nreeting^ in;j

good fellowship, had done, and was still doing, ii

a great deal to further the interests of the tradeil

generally. The next toast was that of 'The]'(

Builders' Merchants’ Association and kindreds:

Associations," coupled with the names of MessTs.t!i

Hughes & Wragge, which was proposed by Mr.Ii

Dobson (of Messrs. Godson & Dobson). Mr.L

Wragge (of Messrs. Eastwood & Co.) replied on:|

behalf of himself and the kindred associations.i|(

Having referred to the Brickmasters' Associationqi

and the newly-formed Lime Merchants’ Association,
'j;

he said that he was entirely in sympathy with thel;;

Builders’ Merchants' Association, because it had;,

been the means of his becoming acquainted withi!

many merchants whom he only knew before bj^

reputation. Mr. Hughes responded for the Builders’a

Merchants' Association. Following this toast was;!

that of " The Visitors,” proposed by ColonelJ

Sankey. who said that he was certain the Buildersa

Merchants' Association would succeed if only therw

existed combination and honesty of purpose amoDgsq
the members. Mr. Joseph Cook(ot Messrs, treundi

& Co.) responded for the visitors.

Diary, &c., for 1897.—Messrs. B. Finch & Co. j
Limited, sanitary engineers, of Lambeth, have sent usij

a copy of their " Architects and Surveyors' Diary fort

i897,"which is a useful and well-arranged work con-j

taining information likely to be of use to the pro-'j

fession.—The Patent Victoria Stone CompanyvH
Limited, Kingsland-road, have issued a folding)

blotting-pad, which will be found useful. It isl

issued in commemoration of the sixtieth year of thel.

Queen’s reign.—Messrs. P. S. Brownlie & Co., 04
the Crown Fireclay Works, Glasgow, have issued s)

date-indicating card which shows illustrations of then!

enamelled goods.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.

Plumbers' Strike, Leigh.—

T

he members 0 )

the Leigh branch of the United Association o)

Operative Plumbers held a meeting recently ai^

decided that as no reply had been received froiq

some of the employers to the men’s request for ai4

advance in wages from 8d. to gd. per hour, to comrj;

out on strike. Accordingly a number of the met.

have come out, but one or two leading firmscuncededt

the advance. I

LEGAL.

THE CLAIM AGAINST THE ST. PANCRAS.

GUARDIANS. '

Mr Edward Ridley, Q.C., tbeOfficial Refereeti.... r

on the 22nd inst. resumed the hearing of this clairoi

brought by the trustees of the creditors of Mr. Wmi|

Brooks against the Guardians of St. Pancras, ano

which was continued de die in diem. It will bit

remembered that the plaintiffs, who are builderst

merchants, sue as trustees of creditors of Mr. WmiJ

Brooks, of Folkestone, builder, against the Guardiamt

of the Poor of St. Pancras and their architecte:i

Messrs. A. & C. Harston, for a balance of 24,226/.^

or alternatively 24,262/. alleged to be due on a conx

tract for the completion of the St. Pancras Workn

house. The plaintiffs' case was that some years agdj

the Guardians resolved to reconstruct the workhousu)

in King's-road, and appointed Messrs. Harston ai

Ibeir architects. The contract for the work was first

taken by Messrs. Kirk & Randall, of Woolwich, bm)

disputes arose, and, in 1892, that firm requested t<j

be relieved of further work under the contract, t rest)

tenders were invited for the unfinished work, ant;

that ofMr. Wm. Brooks was accepted for 50,861/1

The work was to occupy fifteen months from Maya

1892, but delays arose, and in November, 1894, thq

work was stopped. Messrs. Drew-Bear, Perks, c,l

Co of Queen Victoria-street, who supplied tlwl

ironwork: Mr. H. Tolputt of Folk^tonei

who supplied the timber ;
and Mr. J.

BrowW

of Cannon -street, who supplied bricks sueu

on behalf of creditors for the balance alleged

to be due to Mr. Brooks. The net cos

of the work executed was stated to be on the nra:

claim 65,479/.. Pl'is ten per cent, profit, 6,547/.;;

making 72.026/., of which 47,800/. had bee^

received under the architects’ certificates, leaving

balance of 24.226/. In the alternative claim the mj

cost of the work executed was estimated at 65,479^

as before, but the 10 per cent, profit was reckoneij

on the contract price of 50,861/., which, with otbel

amounts claimed, brought the alternative c atm tsi

54,262/. The plaintiSs alleged that Brooks WH
hindered from continuing and completing the cor:

tract by the action of Mr. George Poole, the cler.

of the works, who interfered without sumcieu

cau'e and condemned materials supplied wholesal‘1

It was also further alleged that the architects wev

seldom on the works, and that the interference of

clerk of the works caused needlessly a net loss t

Mr. Brooks of 2,526/.. in addition to 193/.. the vali.

of the materials left by Messrs. Kirk & Randall, ar

not permitted to be used. The defendants generalii

denied the charges against the clerk of the worto

and alleged that Brooks had not earned out h

undertaking to complete the work left unfimshed k

Kirk Sc Randall. The Guardians further relied cl
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the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893, as being

a defence, inasmuch as the matters referred to in the

I
action occurred more than six months before the

!
action was brought. The defendants, Messrs.
Harston, pleaded that they were not liable, and

; said tliat tliey had received no complaints from

I

Poole with respect to the manner in which the works
I were being carried out by Mr. Brooks. Reports of

, the former proceedings have appeared in’ the issues

of the Builder for November 21 and 28, Decem-
ber 5, and the 23rd inst.

: Mr. Reginald Bray and Mr. A. A. Hudson

\

appeared as counsel for the plaintiffs ; Mr. English
I
Harrison and Mr. W. Moyses for the Guardians

:

t and Mr. MacIntyre and Mr, R. W. Turner for

! Messrs. Harston.

t Mr. Harrison, in resuming his speech on behalf of

: the defendants, the St. Pancras Guardian.s, said that

I if the learned Referee came to the conclusion that

I the old contract had gone, then he would have
to ascertain upon what terms the Trustees continued

;

to carry on the work. It was most material to

f

determine that. He thought, however, when the

\ learned Referee came to look at the facts and con-
I
duct of the parties, that all through, from beginning
to end, he would come to the conclusion that they

i had acted on the supposition that the old contract

I

was binding upon them. From first to last they had
I always asked for certificates. When the Trustees
i took over the contract they did not suggest for a

j

moment that the contract was at an end. On the
I contrary, the whole contract went on on the basis

j

that the Trustees should carry out and complete the

!

work on the terms of the contract. The learned

i
counsel referred to a letter written by Mr. Brown

j

and addressed to Mr. Harston on April 26, 1893, in

I which he said, "The creditors are desirous of com-
I pleting the contract if they can see their way to

I do so," as evidence of what was in the minds of the
* Trustees at that time. Mr. Brown, in bis evidence,

I
said that they had studied the bills of quantities,

I
and went through the whole matter with a view of
considering whether or not they should go on and
complete the contract. The matter, however, did
not rest there. It was provided in the old contract
that 20 per cent, retention money should be kept
back, and the Trustees approached the Guardians
and suggested that they should vary that particular

term of the contract so that they should be enabled
to draw within a smaller margin, and the Guardians
met that suggestion made on behalf of the creditors,

and did make a concession to them, and to which
they (the creditors) had alluded in grateful terms.
That showed that all parties were acting on the
terms contained in the contract, otherwise there
would have been no object in their going to ask the
Guardians to allow them to draw within the 20 per
cent, margin. They therefore profe'sed to be doing
work on the terms contained in the contract. It did
not, however, rest even there. Mr. Brown had in

his evidence said that he regretted not having
appealed to Mr. Harston more often, as he might
have got the work done quicker. What was the
meaning of that? The contract provided for an
appeal to Mr. Harston, and Mr. Brown was
actually saying now that he was extremely sorry
that he did not act on the powers of the contract.

The whole basis of the arrangement and transac-
tions between the parties was on the footing of
the contract. Mr. Brown had affirmed in the
strongest possible way that the work was done
under the terms of that written document. He had
examined the quantities, and had wanted to see

what monies were becoming due, and what the
position was. There was a question as to what the
value of the work to be executed was, and to see
bow much money was in the bands of the Guardians,
and what was outstanding, and what would go to

the creditors out of the retention money. Take, for

instance, Mr. Drew-Bear’s evidence. The columns
were rejected under and pursuant to the terms and
powers of the contract. Then, as late as 1894,
when the question of the handrail arose, it was the
strongest proof that all parties at that date were
acting on the terms contained in the contract.

What was done in 1894 about the handrail ? That
was work which was supposed to be condemned
under the powers in the contract. Mr. Poole was
said to have behaved very unreasonably and
improperly in condemning that, and Mr.
Harston was called on the scene, and
afterwards the Guardians. Did anybody suggest
that that meeting was beside the mark and that
Harston and Poole had no power to reject ? On the
contrary, the Guardians went out of their way and
refused to back up Mr. Harston, and said that they
would not insist on the full terras of the contract
being enforced. The learned counsel submitted that
that again showed that the contract was binding
upon the plaintiffs. The whole struggle between
the parties had been in enforcing the provisions of
the contract. The whole of the work, he submitted,
had been done under the terms of the contract, and
on those terms alone. If the learned Referee came
to the crnclusion that the terras on which the work
was to be executed were to be found in the contract
they therefore arrived at the same result as if the
contract had not, in fact, been set aside. For those
reasons it was quite clear that the plaintiffs could
not sue on quantum meruit at all. Of course, if

there was any damage caused owing to the delay in
giving possession of the site that would have to be
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made good to the contractor. It was, however, a

monstrous thing to attempt to make the ratepayers

in 1896 pay for the default of the ratepayers in 1892.

He only mentioned that for the purpose of showing

how important it was that a contractor should not

acquiesce in decisions, and say nothing about them

at the time to the persons who were responsible—if

there was any responsibility—and then come down
upon somebody who was a totally different person.

At the close of Mr. Harrison's speech, the learned

Referee said that he should object to hear Mr.

MacIntyre until he had heard the evidence for the

Guardians.
Mr. MacIntyre protested against this course, and

said that the most convenient course would be for

him to put forward what his case was on behalf of

the architects.

Mr. Harrison remarked that he was placed in a

somewhat difficult position by that arrangement.

He did not know what evidence to call for the

Guardians. Mr. Harston was the man whom
the learned Referee bad been asking for over

and over again, and both his learned friend

(Mr. MacIntyre) and himself both wished to put him
in the box at the earliest possible opportunity. Mr.

Harston was himself desirous of going into the box

to give an explanation on all the various matters

which bad arisen. He (the learned counsel) was not

going to discuss whether he was his witness or his

learned friend's.

Mr. MacIntyre; You will hear me on the point

whether there is any case for me to answer.

The learned Referee ; No, I think not
;
you must

deal with this case in a reasonable manner. Your
first point, Mr. Harrison, was that Mr. Harston was
arbitrator—and I think you dealt with that up to a

certain point in a proper manner—and as arbitrator

no action could be brought against him. I cannot

accept any other speech before the evidence is called

for the Guardians.
Mr. MacIntyre : I desire to say that the plaintiffs

have made out no case against Messrs. Harston.

The learned Referee ; I must hear Mr. Harston
before I decide that.

Mr. MacIntyre : But will not you hear me on that

point? I submit that there is no case against

Mr. Harston, and I ask for your ruling on that.

The learned Referee : I must hear the evidence

first. I am not going to hear two speeches now, and
I will not do it.

Mr. Harrison : I have not got possession of Mr.
Harston's proof.

The learned Referee : Well, you have taken up
the cudgels for Mr. Harston, and which you were
obliged to do in order to protect the Guardians.

Mr. Harrison replied that he had submitted that

the Guardians were not responsible for the acts of

Mr. Harston.
Mr. MacIntyre remarked that the course proposed

by the learned Referee was very inconvenient, as

Mr. Harston would have to be called twice. He
did not intend to call his evidence before addressing

the learned Referee, and therefore Mr. Harston
would have to be called again.

The learned Referee said that he should take the

course he had suggested. He was perfectly regular

in doing so. an’d that was what he was going to do.

If no evidence was called for the Guardians he
should know what to do.

After some further discussion, it was arranged
between Mr. Harrison and Mr. MacIntyre to call

Mr. Poole first.

George Poole, clerk of the works, was the first

witness called for the Board of Guardians. He said

that he had been fifty years engaged in the building

trade, the last twenty of which he had acted as clerk

of works under Messrs. Harston. He was now in

the service of the St. Pancras Guardians. He bad
heard the evidence given by the witness Fearon in

the case. He had not spoken disrespectfully of

Messrs. Drew-Bear & Co., when he beard that

they were going to take the ironwork. Drew-Bear.
(i Co. knew what was required, and they could do
good work if tiiey liked. They had done a large

job for Messrs. Harston before, and knew their

style of work. It was not true that witness had said

to Fearon that be always made a practice of con-

demning the first parcel of goods received, for by
that plan he got people to send better. Witness
was clerk of works during the whole time that Kirk
& Randall held the contract. He believed that two
of the men afterwards employed by Brooks were
there then — Gosby and Robinson. On June
I or 2, 1892, Mr. Millward, the clerk to the

Guardians, sent for witness to his office,

respecting the erection of temporary buildings.

Witness was directed to show Brooks and Fearon
the ground plan, and to explain the way to conduct
the job. At that time Brooks’s tender had not been
accepted. This was done in a friendly way at the

office of Messrs. Harston. There were always
from the beginning more men put on the job than
were required. The job was flooded with men

—

country workmen. There was much waste in wages.
He never saw such a rough and ragged lot. Wit-
ness tried in every way to assist the contractors to

get possession of parts of the building to be pulled

down. He in no way interfered with the clearing of

the site, but they could not get at the particular

point they wanted to work at. It was absolutely

false that he told Fearon not to get on the hoarding.

It was a huge job, five acres of ground being en

closed, and they did not want all the hoarding at

that time. It was totally untrue that the first

lot of Thames ballast was condemned on July 14,

1892. His diary for that date said, "a quantity

of satisfactory Thames sand came this day." On
February 14, 1893, Brooks certainly came up about

a complaint witness made, and it was untrue to say

that these complaints began in July, 1S92. There

was not a new brick put into the toundalions any-

where. Witness never objected to old bricks being

put into the foundations, but he did complain of too

many bats. The diary produced showed that. He
did not say the bricks were too soft, and not cleaned

sufficiently. He merely cautioned the contractor, as

his diary, produced, showed. The diary showed
that he did say that the bricks used in the founda-

tions were not cleaned sufficiently
;
they had left the

old mortar on them. He said to Fearon, ‘‘ w-h-o-I-e

bricks have to be used," but he did not mean to

enforce it.

The learned Referee : What did you mean ?—

I

mean, whole bricks, and not bats.

Mr. Moyses : And the cont'-act says whole
bricks.

The learned Referee said the clerk of the works
had no business to say such a thing and not enforce

if.

Mr. Moyses read the clause of the specification

relating to the use of whole bricks under the heading
of old material: "Such of the old bricks as are

sound, whole, and approved by the architects may be
cleaned, stacked, and re-used."

The Witness : As long as it was anything in fair-

ness I was pleased to lei it go. But I did it by way
of caution.

Examination continued ; It was not true that in

a i4-in. Flemish bond wall witness insisted on every

bat being cut out of a whole new brick. He had
heard Franks's evidence, and it was decidedly
untrue. A man of witness’s experience would not
do such a thing. It would be the trick of a dunce
and a donkey, too.

The learned Referee ; Franks was a very good
witness.

Examination continued ; He insisted on having a
man put into the trench whilst the foundations were
being laid to level up each barrow load of concrete
when it came in. He had it rammed, but not packed
back—a different thing altogether. As to Fearon's
complaint that he could not get the specification

until August I, 1892, he could only say that there

was the specification in witness's office for them to

see. They did not want the specification at all then.

Witness was doing all the work for them at that
time with regard to taking out quantities, and assisting

them in every way and shape. He was doing that

out of kindness. Witness was answerable for the
specification, and they did not want it at the time.

Fearon did say before August i that he had not
then got the specification. Witness procured
it, and deposited it at Brooks’s office soon after-

wards. He (witness) had to vary the depth of the
foundations in C Block, but no one could give the
levels until they had excavated the old work. At
that time they were on friendly terms, and
witness helped them all he could. They got
possession of part of the old block on August 22,

but although the middle part of it was kept up
B.ooks could have begun on the ends if he had
liked. There was nothing to prevent Brooks getting

on in his work. Until he heard Fearon giving
evidence in court, he never heard of the delay. The
contractor kept part of the block left up in use for

his own ftores, and so saved money. When the

blue Staffordshire bricks came on the job witness did
complain that they were too sandy and atked for

them to be removed. He never condemned
;

he had no power of condemnation. The two
blue bricks produced were not fit for facings.

Witness also complained that the copings were
sent in before the bricks that bad to go under-
neath. He remembered sending away red
facing bricks on August 30 as "very unsatisfactory."

His aiary would show this. He called the general
foreman’s attention to this. Witness went, at his

own expense, and in his own time, down to Slough
to get a look at the bricks in Nash's fields, but he
never spoke to a soul there. He afterwards wrote
to Mr. Harston telling him of those bricks, and
when Fearon came on the ground he said, " I think
you will find some bricks on the ground down there
that will about do." This report to Mr. Har-
ston was openly set down in his diary. Wit-
ness had to cross off a good many facing
bricks, but it was untrue that he crossed and slashed
them off in a temper. He did not think he lost his

temper once in the whole affair. He had a great
deal to contend with. With regard to the ironwork,
Mr. Harston passed a girder that witness objected
to, and it was probable that witness might have
said that would have to come out, because
the thing was being done in defiance. Fearon
told him that the girders were sent back, and
witness remarked that such action was premature.
The girders were brought back a day or two
afterwards. They were badly made things. Mr.
Harston considered them of inferior make but did not
consider the quality of the iron objectionable. He
did not see Mr. Drew-Bear.

Mr. Moyses said that no prudent man would
I allow himself to be seeing the manufacturers who
* continually came to justify their own goods. The
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clerk of the works had only to deal with the con-

tractors and the contractors' men.

Examination continued : Fearon told witness that

Drew-Bsar had said that one girder should not have
been sent. The joist which was objected to as not of

fair weight was very light—something like 15 percent,

—and witness asked that they should not be built in

until he had heard from Mr. Harston. (Letter pro-

duced from Mr. Harston to Brooks.) " Those (girders)

which you have delivered have joists of different

sections, mostly light, and the weight is made up by
a heavier top plate." Fearon promised a proper

weighted joist, and saw Drew-Bear. They put up
the light girder after all in defiance. Witness was
in a responsible position, and when people defied

him it made him speak out a little bit strongly.

Witness was sixty-six years of age. Amongst a
few of the large contracts be had acted as clerk of

the works for were the ISatural History Museum and
the Imbecile School at Darenth. That was a
loo.coof. job. He had also been engaged at the

Limehouse Town Hall (a 10,000/. job), the Chelsea
Workhouse (16,000/. job), at Kensington on a

15,000/. job, the Bethnal Green school (45.000/.

job). He had also for some time been in the service

of the Great Northern Railway Company. With
reference to the ordering of bricks at Slough, the

witness said that he did not see Mr. Nash nor any-

body belonging to him. Witness did not, as Fearon

said, select a malm pavior in there. He never saw
such a thing. It was not true that the foreman

Brown was made ill by his treatment of him. He
considered Brown a good foreman, and had he been

allowed to do it as he should have been, he would
have done capital work, but he was not allowed to

do so. He remembered Mr. A. E. Brown coming

to see him. It was his suggestion that Mr. Brown
should be called to see the bricks that he objected

to. Mr. Brown came and Mr. Fearon. .Ml he

could say was that the bricks were not up to what
they should have been. It was really kindness to

Mr. Brooks in this way, that he explained to Mr.

Fearon that he thought it better to see Mr. Brown
upon the matter, and get him, if possible, to send a

better class of bricks, so as to save any further

friction. It was not true to say that he flew into a

towering rage and refused to listen to any explana-

tion. He did not fly into a temper and go and cross

off all the brickwork. It was impossible; he could

not do it. He allowed the contractor every latitude,

and gave him every assistance so that he should get

new bricks. He had never rejected any bricks as

good as the sample produced by Smeed, Dean, & Co.

Fearon had caried from time to time bricks off the

ground which the witness would have allowed to

be used. Large quantities of these old bricks were

carted away, and witness drew Mr. Harston’s atten-

tion to it. The bricks that were being carted away
bad never been rejected or ever complained about ;

'

they were too goed. He made this complaint to

'

Mr. Harston in the presence of Fearon. \\'itness's

diary showed that he complained of the unsatisfac-

tory way the concrete was being mixed with too

much broken bricks and too little sandy ballast and

not being half turned over or rammed. Witness

could not condemn any material.

In reply to the learned Referee he said that he

had not the slightest doubt that be did say to Mr.

Brown, junior, in reference to the red brick work,

that he would take good care that the bricks were

cut out and a good many more besides.

The learned Referee : What do you mean by

saying such a thing and then telling us that it means
nothing? That is what troubles me in this case.

He goes about making those random statements,

and then he says, " I will have some of those bricks

cut out."

Mr. Moyses : Those that he had marked.

The Witness : Those I had marked.

The learned Referee : Then you say that is not

condemnation ?

Mr. Moyses : No.
The learned Referee ; You tell the builder so. Is

he to suppose that the clerk of the works does not

mean what he says when he makes these random
statements ? He had to act upon them.

Examination continued ; He considered that

the bricks he had marked were not good enough.

He marked the bricks because he objected to

them. If Fearon had said that he should leave

them in until Mr. Harston came, there was nothing

to prevent him doing so. To have marked the bricks

in the way the plaintiffs’ witnesses bad suggested be

would have wanted about half a dezen people walk-

ing after him with pencils. With teference to the

Thames sand the witness never heard where it came
from. He never rejected any. He could not help

what other people did. As 10 the seven barges of

sand rejected there was not a barrow load to bis

knowledge sent back. Thames sand now was pretty

well all coal rubbish.

The learned Refe.-ee : There was not any coal in

the samples produced, nor have I heard it suggested.

Examination continued : His diary showed that on

October 12, 1892, be complained to the general

foreman as to the sand being very sally, and
showed him by test that it was so.

The learned Referee : I thought you said that you

never rejected any sand at all al»ut five minutes ago.

Mr. Moyses : That is not rejecting it. The clerk

of the works has no power to reject. His power is

to condemn.

The learned Referee : It is a pity he did not do
that at the time.

Mr. Moyses : Surely he has a right to tell them
not to use it.

The learned Referee ; I do not know.
Mr. Moyses : That is clearly so. It is in the

contract.

Examination continued : The entry in bis diary for
the next day showed that in consequence of the
using of the salty sand being continued be was com-
pelled to give the foreman a written notice to stop
the further use until Mr. Harston ’s judgment could
be taken on the matter. Fearon promised to order
sand from a firm at Ware. Witness did tell them
that they might use Mossop sand left on the job by
Kirk & Randall. With reference to the columns,
the witness said that he had never told Fearon that

he wanted an engine-fitted joint. He wanted a fair

honest bit of work done, which he expected to be
done, and which he should expect to be done now.
He did not alter his position at all. Witness
believed he bad told Gosby at the end of 1892 that,

though the architects had passed those girders, he
never would. He should stick by that now. It was
not true that certain coke breeze lintels condemned
in June, 1893, had been put to the wrong height by
drawings given either by him or Mr. Harston.
There were no drawings, but there were general
instructions. Fearon appealed to Mr. Harston, who
supported witness. The lintels had been up some
months. Any ordinary person would have measured
the doorways before putting up the brickwork.
Witness rejected six columns on the ground that the
brackets were out of plumb. As his diary would
show, the foreman was impertinent about it. The
witness was taken in great detail through his diary
as to the rejection of the columns and girders, and
as to the interviews Mr. Drew-Bear and Fearon had
with Mr. Harston on the point,

Examined as to the question which arose over the
rods, the witness stated that he had had a lot to do
with Messrs. Drew-Bear <!v: Co., and that be did not
put himself to the trouble he should otherwise have
done, knowing they were honourable people, as he
thought now. The last time he was in a law court
was for Mr. Drew-Bear as his witness. He (witness)
admitted that he objected to the holes in certain bars,
to receive the rods in plaster-work, being too large,
and Messrs. Drew-Bear had to have a special punch
made to meet his re()uirements.

The learned Referefe ; Mr. Drew-Bear says the
same thing.

Examination continued : Witness never insisted
on the boles being so small that the bars which had
to go through the holes had to be hammered in.

The proper difference between the diameter of the
rod and of the hole was one-sixteenth of an inch in

his opinion. He insisted on the rods being in one
length. There was no difficulty about that. Kirk
& Randall got the same thing, and they put them
up all right. He had never approved of any plans
submitted to him by the ironfounders. As to the
iron handrail in Block A, witness denied that he
ever saw it before it was put up. Had he done so,
he would have objected to it at once. ' When he saw
it he pointed out that the section was all wrong. It

was not an oval section. It was untrue to say that
they had been six weeks at work upon it before he
examined it. It was an absolute falsehood alto-

gether. As to the drain traps, the witness stated
that he did insist on Ampthill's, or similar, being
used, as the specification demanded. He could not
alter the specification. As to the landing stone
supplied by the witness Armitage, the witness said
that he objected to laminated stone on the ground
that all laminated stone would flake. All except
one piece of the laminated stone was taken
away, and that was a very good example of
how laminated stone would we-ir. That piece
was the top step of the hall of the B Block.
They deceived witness in putting in this piece.
He never said anything to anybody about having
the slates drilled. He had only condemned four
chimney-pots. When he saw them they were on the
ground, with the exception of one. That one was
on A block, and the reason he objected to it was
because it was faulty, and it was taken down. He
had only objected to oae chimney-pot after it was
fixed. He did not remember a sample of glazed
bricks being sent from Cliffs. He had never told
Fearon that he must go to Ruabon, although he had
told him before that they bad bad bricks from
Ruabon. It was not true that the glazed bricks
were constantly being rejected on account of colour.
The galvanised tanks which had been spoken of
came on the job pretty nearly all together. It was
during a dense fog, on January 4, 1893 He saw
them on the works before they were hoisted into
positioi^. The tanks were so badly unloaded and
clambered with sand and other materials that he could
not inspect them. He meant that he could not get
at them to see them at all. He could see the out-
side but net the inside. He made objection to one
which was being hoisted at the time. The first

chance he had had of examining it was when they
were hoisting it-

The learned Referee said that the point made was
that these tanks were there for months.

Mr. Moyses said that before the tank in question
was being hoisted Poole had had no chance of
looking inside it.

The learned Referee : There is no dispute abou

:

this. They had been there for months.
Mr. Moyses : Yes, that may be so, but we had nc

opportunity of inspecting them.
The learned Referee: What does it matten

whether the clerk of the works had had an oppor-'

tunity to inspect them or not. There they had been
for months. I suppose they had got rusty in the-

open air, had they not ?

Mr, Moyses: Yes, but the specification providesri

for the protection of all materials by temporarji)

sheds.

Examination continued : If the tanks had been
properly galvanised in the first instance and properljij

taken care of the rust would not have occurred.
The learned Referee (to the witness) : Do you say:

they came from the work rusty?—No, I did not seel

them then.

Mr. Moyses : We never have said that.

Examination continued : It was not true that heh
caused one of the tanks to be filled with water, and'
then turned over and emptied, and that then hell

condemned it on the ground of its being strainedfi

by its being emptied, He had advised its beingn
filled as it was the best way to test it.

He remembered the boarding to the roof of thel'

coach-house under the slates. Some boards werei
put up which had to come down again. They had=,

used some boards which had been used before ford
hoarding. The boards were at a place where tbeyj
were exposed to view. They put up some which;
were all right, and then they added some which:
were objected to. It was not right to say that:

everything had to come down. Only that used fori

hoarding was objected to. There might have been’
three or four squares. In November, 1892, he
remembered a lot of sashes and frames coming !

which had been unloaded. 1

Mr. Moyses : Is it true that when those sashes;
and frames were unloaded you immediately got out^
a blue pencil and began slashing at them, and saidi
that you would not have those things used?
—No.

Did you ever make use of any expression of that J

sort ?— I did not use that word.
Examination continued : Gosby was rather insult- ;i

ing, and he ordered his men to put the things in the 1'

stores without giving witness any opportunity of;
properly seeing them. He marked eleven, so far as his ii

memory went. He could not mark any more as 1

Gosby ordered the men to take them in. There was i

necessarily delay and interference to the contractor)
by the sub-contractors, but he did not think there-
was any undue delay. There was a little hindrance 1

with the machinery for the laundry. It was not ;l

true that there was no provision for the heating j.

stoves going through the roof.

Is it true that you were all through the work of ;i

this contract constantly interfering with the work- ;t

men?—No; I was always very friendly with the >1

workmen.
Is it true that instead of going to the foreman or • i

manager you went to the workmen themselves and tl

interfered with them ?—No. ^

Examination continued ; He had never pushed a ft

piece of brickwork down—at least, to his know- S

ledge.

It is said that you pulled the bricks up, and threw ,i

them down. Is that true?—No.
Did a bricklayer, when you were doing that, say r

to you, “ Leave it alone, Mr. Poole. I am paid for >

putting it up, and if you want it altered I will speak !i

to the foreman ? "—No ; I know nothing about it. :

Examination continued : He had never shifted a i
man from point to point on the different buildings, r;

It is said that you bunted a man down for three i
days, and that his position on the works was so .

intolerable that he went for his money and left ?— I I-

am not aware of it.

Mr. Bray said that he did not suggest that Mr. .«

Poole was very fleet of foot.

The learned Referee said that one had a difficulty .1

in keeping the ludicrous side of the case out of hi's ^

mind. He himself felt that the case was exceedingly
ludicrous. When they found a man saying first one
thing and then another, one did not know whether ri

to believe him or not. It was very difficult to say ,'f

what weight should be given to a man who gave •!

evidence like the witness.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bray ; Do I understand !

you that you cannot trust your memory much ;;

except where you have got the entries in your diary? /;

—I prefer having the diary before me. My memory f

is not so good as it used to be. I consider this [the :

diaryl is my evidence.

As I understand you, your diary was made up day ;

by day?—Yes; I cannot say every day. I kept "

notes and then made these entries.

You kept notes from day to day and then wrote ;

it (the diary) up at the end of the weei:?—No;
;

everything was written up every two days.

1 find this entry in the diary: "Came to this ;

office about ii a.m. on Saturday last. I had then :

finished writing ray last week's report." The wit- '

ness was understood to say that that was correct.

The learned Referee pointed out to the witness 5

that he was contradicting himself.—The witness :

remarked that everything was faithfully written.

Cross-examination continued ; It was part of Mr. ,

Harston's system that he (witness) should keep a 1

diary. He sent his diary to Mr. Harston every c

week. The object was to show exactly what took <
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1;
place. He kept very few copies of letters he wrote,

|,' with the exception of those be sent to Mr. Brooks.
1 He did not keep copies of bis letters to Mr.
a Harston. So far from obstructing Mr. Brooks and
I. Mr. Fearon in the work, he did all he could to

^ assist them.

I’
Now as regards the materials. Did you do all

if you could to pass all materials reasonably good ?

—

t I did conscientiously.

!
Can you tell us how It was that Mr. Brooks made

it that accusation against you in February which you
i record in your diary?—I cannot account for it at alL

You cannot account for Brown telling us that his

life was a misery?—No, I cannot.

That you were a very nice gentleman outside the
work; but inside bis life was a misery?—No, I

cannot.

Cross-examination continued : There was a good
deal of good material which was not looked after

properly—knocked about and chipped. The ma-
terials, on the whole, were about the average of what
contractors supplied. There was always some diffi-

culty with materials—always sure to be. The number
of complaints as to the materials was nothing unusual
to him—they were about the fair average,

I think you will admit that your diary is full of
complaints?—Well, no, it is not full of complaints—
only the ordinary complaints.

The learned Referee : There are not many days
without them. Scarcely an entry has been read
without complaints.

Mr. Bray ; Now, you have told us that Messrs.
Drew-Bear & Co. are most respectable people and a
well-known firm?—Yes.

What sort of material did they supply?— They
supplied about the average of materials

;
some good

and some not so good.
About the same as merchants usually do?—Well,

it would be an awkward job to say (hat. I cannot
say that exactly.

Cross-examination continued : The timber mer-
chants supplying the timber were all good people,
but the timber was not good. He suppased that
the reason the people sent such a lot of bad material
on the Job was that they were bought for cheap-
ness.

Mr. Bray : Give us an instance. Where have
they bought too cheap ?—What was the price ?

You say that you know they were bought too
cheap ?— I said probably.
Then you do not know anything about it?—Yes,

that is the best way.
The learned Referee: Just explain what you

mean. You do not seem to know anything about
the prices. What do you mean ?— I said probably.
I do not know what he gave for them. I know
what I should give.

The learned Referee ; Of course, if it were true
they scamped the job in that way, you would make
out a good case against them?—I do not know what
prices they gave for the materials.

Cross-examination continued : He should say
that Fearon wished or was party to scamping the
work.

Mr. Bray ; Now you say that he had (00 many
men on the job. That does not look like scamping,
does it?—No.

i You and the Guardians were continuallv com-
I plaining of the slow progress, were you not ?—Not
I continually.

Very often ?—From time to time. I cannot say
the number of times.

Was not that a reason why Fearon should put as
many men on as possible?—The men wanted more
looking after.

Have you anything to say against the foremen ?—
No, not particularly.

You have said that they were a rough lot of men?
i —I only meant the pullers down—the ones that

j

came on first.

:

Cross-examined astothe girders supplied by Messrs.
!

Drew-Bear & Co., one of which was objected to by
i

witness as being 2 lbs. per foot too light and the
I other as too heavy, the witness said that he did

j

not know that any margin was allowed as to weight
I in girders. Of the two girders weighed, each
i 17 ft. 2 in. long, one was 19 lbs. under, and the other

29 lbs. over weight in the aggregate. Mr, Harston

j

did write saying that the deficiency in that one
i girder was trifling and not worth notice. Five days
1 afterwards Mr. Harston rejected the girders. He
!

rejected six of the cast iron columns because the

j

brackets were wrong. There were two defects; the
I

first being that the bracket was out of the upright,
I and secondly, that the bracket was not at right

j

angles to the cap. Some of them were as much as
' an inch out of the upright. He did not say that

their being out of the upright diminished the
strength. It would affect the look of them, how-
ever. At first Fearon had no one on the works who
could take the levels, and on bis recommendation

I
Fearon employed from July, 1892, witness's son
Alfred, a surveyor, who took the levels for five or six
weeks. Then Mr. Harston wanted Alfred Poole
for other work, and Fearon engaged another of
witness's sons for the work. Allred Poole was not
more competent than witness was to take levels. He
had never intended to say that they had never had a
competent person to take the levels. He would not
swear that he never marked more than one brick at
a time. It was absolutely untrue, as George Brown
had sworn, that he (witness) got into a temper and

marked the bricks without noticing whether they were
good or not. He only once marked the bricks with
a carbon

;
most of them were done with a pencil,

and the scratch would remain even though Mr.
Harston overruled witness. He had no power of
condemnation.

Mr. Bray referred the witness to an entry in his

diary in which he recorded that he had told Gosby
that all the brick he had marked must be cut out.

The witness replied that Mr. Harston had just been
on the works and inspected the bricks which bad
been marked nine months before.

Cross-examination continued : He marked eleven
of the sashes and frames with lead pencil, and the
men planed the marks out so that witness could
not trace them

;
that was a little bit of deception

that he was subject to all along. There had been
no material friction with Kirk & Randall—perhaps a
little more than usual. Witness could not get on with
their foreman. The sample of picked stock brick
produced in court and referred to previously was cut
out of the workhouse in witness's presence as a speci-
men of very common work, very poor facings, some
being of very poor colour, and not equal to the needs
of modern workhouses. The specimen was made
from bricks from Nash's, of Slough. A great part
of the work done by Fearon was very much better
than that. He and Mr. Harston were present when
this was selected one day last week, and they also
selected the defective pieces oftimber also produced,
after examining all the roofs. As a whole the brick-

work at St. Pancras was a very fair job. There was
no difference between Brooks' and Kirk & Randall’s
work.
The witness was next cross-examined as to the

difficulty in the supply of bricks, and was confronted
with an entry in his diary of October 15, 1892.
“The difficulty in getting a satisfactory facing brick
may partly arise from Fearon omitting to send a
competent person to explain the quality of brick
required," and was asked to explain it having regard
to the fact that be knew that Fearon had been down
to Eastwood's himself. The witness said that he
did not consider Fearon to be a competent judge at

that time. He (Fearonl bad learnt a great deal
,

since then. He agreed with the witness called for
,

the plaintiffs that if a hard stock brick was wanted,
it could not possess a good colour; the softer brick
was the most expensive. This only referred to the
Essex bricks.

The witness was cross-examined as to the com-
plaints concerning the sand and the rods through
the floors. He said that the latter were specified to
be either in one length, or, if in two lengths, to lap
in the middle, with an extra hole. He would not
admit that when Brooks had purchased a stock of
short rods and proposed to lap them, he compelled
him to use long rods—he advised him to use long
ones for the contractors' own benefit. Fearon did
take out the short lapped ones and put in long lengths
instead in “C" block, at witness’s request, as a
letter (produced) from witness to Fearon in Novem-
ber, 1892, showed.

In answer to the learned Referee, the witness said
that he asked Fearon to do this, but he expected it

to be complied with.

Cross-examination continued : At that time the
walls were up to 5 ft. above the second floor level,

and those rods were in the first floor, and certainly
there was great difficulty in getting the long rods in.

The coke breeze lintels were put in according to his

directions, and some months afterwards he insisted
on lowering them 8 in. He did not know that two
were not lowered, and were still to be seen.
Cross-examined as to the flooring, the witness said

that Mr. Young and Mr. Corderoy, the surveyors,
inspected the materials left on the ground by Kirk
& Randall, and decided what were to be taken over
by the Guardians, and those materials were after-

wards purchased by Mr. Brooks. Among those
materials was flooring, which was stacked. When
Fearon tried to lay it, however, he (witness) objected
to it. It was a pure invention to say that he (wit-
ness) declared he condemned the stuff when Kirk &
Randall brought it on the ground, and he should
condemn it again. He had certainly said that the
flooring was bought too cheaply. He objected to
the old hoarding being planed and used for the
coach-house roof, although this was specified to be
rough boarded and lime-washed. He did not con-
sider that hoarding was suitable or clean enough.

Cross-examined as to the York steps, the witness
said that be was greatly deceived. One piece of stone
was rejected by Mr. Harston, but it was afterwards
brought back, faked up by the co.itractor, and used
in the building.
The wiiness pressed, could not point to any

entry in his diary as to the matter, but he remem-
bered calling Mr. Hurston’s attent'on to it.

He went with Mr. Armitage (0 Messrs. Harston's
office when the stone was tested by hammering it,

but he could not recollect tlie details, nor was it

entered in his diary. He had had great e.xperience
in York stone, and knew iliat plenty of block and
unlaminated stone was to be gut.

Cross-examination continued
; In September,

1892, hetoldMr. Thornby.one of the Guardians, that
iho works were going on fairly well, but that there
was some difficulty in getting satisfactory facing
bricks owing to the spring of the year being un-
favourable to the making and stacking. If it

appeared in his diary that on October, 1892, the

contractors were getting on fairly well, it was
correct. At that time he had every reason to believe
that the contractors were anxious to push on
with the work. He could not point to any other
entry in his diary excepting "tliat in February,
1893, stating that there were too many men on the
works. Witness considered it would assist the con-
tractor if he could get possession of the old A
block. He was not aware that on April 20, 1893,
complaints were made against him that lie had
condemned work which had been passed by the
architects. Witness was referred to his diary when
he stated that he had made a mistake, and did
know of it. On January 23, 1894, he was aware
that lie was accused of obstructing Mr. Fearon in
getting on with the work—at least a Mr. Channel!
told him so.

Re-examined by Mr. English Harrison ; It was
not a fact that he had obstructed Mr. Fearon. He
had simply done liis duty in cautioning Brooks from
time to lime, and he did that when he thought it

was necessary. Certain of the Guardians were on
the works the days Mr. Bray had put to him in
cross-examination. It was his duty to observe the
materials supplied. Fie would not have accepted a
suggestion of any particular Guardian as to the way
he was to perform his duty. If a Guardian had
mentioned it, he (witness) should have wanted to
know the reason why. He was on good terms with
Mr. Fearon at the beginning of the work. Brooks
had asked him to go and pay liim a visit at Christ-
mas, 1892. Fearon had visited at his house once,
and once only. He thought that Benham (who
supplied the laundry fittings) had delayed the con-
tractors a little. With regard to the stone, the
witness explained that he had said that if all the
stone was as good as that he bad hammered he
would not object. He was clear that he had not
condemned the flooring while it was stored there by
Kirk & Randall. The lintels were made according
to his drawing, and he wished them altered because
be wanted them lower—they were too high, as there
was a space betwesn the door frame and the lintel.
The whole thing did not fit, a.nd he wanted it lower.’
Mr. Shalto, recalled, said that eight columns were

rejected because the brackets were a little askew
and were recast. (The invoice was produced.

)

*

Mr. Christopher Harston (e.xamined by Mr.
English Harrison) said that he was one of the de-
fendants, and an architect and surveyor carrying
on business at 15, Leadenhalstreet, in partner-
ship with Mr. Arthur Harston, his brother. He had
been in practice about thirty years. The witness
mentioned several works upon wliich he and his
brother had been engaged as architects. Amongst
them being the Poplar and Stepney Sick Asjlura
(50,000/.). Darenth Pauper Imbecile School and
Asylum (150.000/.), Kensington Union Casual
Wards Workhouse additions ^35.000/.), Western
Fever Hospital, Fulham (150. coo/.), Paddington
Union Infirmary (50.000/.), Cnelsea Workhouse and
Infirmary (70,000/.), Gore Farm Convalescent
Hospital (22,000/.), St. Pancras Casual Wards
(ii.coo/

), Kensington Casual Wards (5,000/.), East
Tottenham Fever Hospital (54,000/ ),' Lewisham
Workhouse (56 000/.), and several other camp and
other temporary hospitals. His firm had in hand at
the present time buildings for the Metropolitan
Asylums Board the contracts of which would amount
in the aggregate to about 500,000/.
Examined as to the roadway, (he witness said

that there was no tmth in the statement of Mr.
Fearon that he (Fearon) had complained to him
about the entrance at the north end of the works.
Fearon had neither consulted him on the matter or
complained to him about it.

Fearon made no complaint as to the hoarding,
nor did witness hear of any difficulty in the matter!
except that Brooks left a wall up (in lieu of erecting
hoarding on its site) which he (witness) considered
dangerous, and wrote to him accordingly. He
offered no obstacle to the contractor getting posses-
sion of portions of the site, and when appeal to
on the subject, dealt with the matter immediately.
He considered that Fearon could have got on with
the work in the laundry block earlier, but he was
somewhat impeded.

In answer to the learned Referee, the witness said
that he did not point out to Fearon how he could
have expedited this section, as Fearon never took
any notice of his orders.

Mr. English Harrison said that he supposed
Poole would have made any such suggestions.

The learned Referee : But you, on behalf of the
Guardians, have repudiated Poole, and have said
that the Board looked to the architect to settle dis-
putes with the builder.

Examination continued : He (witness) always made
a point, in coming on the work, to look at the sand,
as it was an important item. He had found the
sand salty on one or two occasions, and, on another,
that sand of loo fine a quality was being used. He
objected to the salty sand, but did cct order it to
be removed from the site

;
be allowed it to be used

between the damp course levels. As to the fine
sand, he peimitled it to be used with coarser stuff,
as it could do no harm if used slowly with better
sand. At a later date witness observed old mate-
rial-brick rubbish and old lime—concealed under
the sand, and spoke to the foreman about it

who declared that he knew nothing about it. He
^witness) wrote a letter (which was produced), say-.
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS,

COMPETITION.

AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

—
1 Desirns

1
By whom Advertised,

j

Prsmiutns. 1 to be

1

delivered.

•New Town Hall. !

' EnuUklllen Corn. .. — 60t. First. 2«. second, and

j

lot. Third 1 Mar. 20

CONTRACTS.

Nature of VTurk or Materiole. By wbom Required.
' Teudere

to be
delivered.

Kerlilug, Flogging, Se. Hall Gate ..

Retort House ............

.' Mexboroligh (Yorks)
U.D.C

, Lloodudso U.D.C

Sewerage Works, Mount Pleaiant.

Mertliyr Vale
Sewer, Bast-lane, Wbeatliampstesd

Sewering, I.evellliig, ic. East-street

Sewering, Excavating, *c. Sopgitt’l

House, Walls, Offices, &c. at Sewiige

Pumping Statlnn ....

Three Houses, South-street, Carlisle,

Alterallons, Main-street. Cocker-

mouth
School Buildings, Gendros, Swansea..

Rugby U.D.C.

Cleethorpes U.D.C. .

School, Bt. Martin’s

Footpaths, 4c. Moor-row ..

,
Colchester School Bd.

, Bcreniont (Cumber-
land) U.D.C

, Bythe Town Council

Boro' Snrv. Town Hall . .

.

Hr. Wiseman, Snrv. Conn
cll Office

O. F. Carter, Burv, Coun
cll Offices

E. P. Stephenson. Engr
Llandudno ...

T. F. Harvey. Engr. Oouu
cll Offices

T. F, Woodman, Snrv. St
Albans

D. O. Macdonald. C.F
Rugby

B. Rusbton, C.E, Poplar
rd. Cleethorpes

J. T. Wood, C.B. S. Cook
it. Liverpool

O. Armstrong. Archt. 45
Lowther-street, CarlisI

W. G. 6lcott Co. Victoria
buildings, Workington .

Offices, 7, Ruttand-street
Swansea

C. E. Butcher, Archt.
Queen-street.

(>. Boyd. C.E. 33. Queen
street, Whitehaven .....

O. Wllk. Town Clrrk ...

T. H. B. Heslop. C E. Nor

Road Works, Cliviger.. -...

Engineering Work

•Underground Convenience .

,
Sawrey Cc-op. Soc

,
'
Lancashire C.C.

Salterton

Church, Carnetown, Abercynon, near.

Pontypridd
Hide. io. Market

,
Budleigb

, U.D.C
.

,

St. Giles (Holboro) Bd.

of Works

Mr. Leake, Sawrey, Win
detmere
W. b. Bryning, County
Offices, Preston

T. Parker, Burv. High

Additions, 4c. Clattem House -

Service Reservoirs, Cast-Iron pipes, 4c, Mountain Ash (Olain)

U.D.C
Leigh (Lancs) U.D.C.
County Borough of

West Ham

H. C. Jones. Offices, IS*

High Holbom, W.O. .

G. E. Halllday, Archt. 14
High-street, Cardiff .

.

R. J. UaTTison. Boro’ Engr
^bington-lane

Boro’ Burv. Clattem

J, Mansergh, Engr. 5,

Vlctorla-it. 8.W
Banks 4 Co. C.E. Leigh ..

Lawli Angell. Town Hall.
Stratford. E

CONTRACTS—

Nature of Work or Materials.

'Drainage Works

'Works and Materials ..

•Alterations Post Office, Ely
•Articles, Services, and Materials.

Granite Setts, Sc ^

.

•Isolation Hospital

•Two Houses, Oorleston

Police Station, Barrowford,
Nelson, Lancs

Workhouse Extension,

Water Supply Works, Klngiteignton
Sewage Settling Tanks, Knostrop

•Various Services and Supplies.

•Y'orkshire Stone
•Underground Conveniences
Rawtenstall Kerbs, 4c.

•Turret Clock, also 5 Belle for samt

Road Materials »
•Foundations oi Lunatic .Asylum..

•Isolation Hospital. .

•Sewerage

Enlargement of Schools. Wblngate-
road, Annley ...

Schools. Brudenell. Norwood-grore.
Headingley

Schools, nr. Burton-on-Trent

Three Eouies, Boston. Lines
House, Bromyard

Glebe House, Balllnosloe, Ireland ....

Tavern and Warehouse, Botchergate,
Carlisle

By whom Required.

Wllleeden D.O

do.

Com. of H. M. Works
Battersea Vestry

Stockport Corp. ......

Hertford and Ware Jt.
Hospital Board

A.O. Jupp

Standing Joint Com-

Ashton - under - Lyne

Newton Abbot R. D.O.
Leeds Corp. .........

Westminster Vestry-

Greenwich Bd. o( W.
do.

Birkenhead Corp. —

Ratbmlnei and Rath-

S^by (Lines) 'H.b.C.
Lon lonCountyCoiincll
Asyliilii Committee
Bk'bmond Corp. and
Heston and Isleworth
U.D.C. Joint Hosp.
Committee

Mldsomer Norton
U.D.C

Leeds Sch. Bd....

do.

Church Greeley Sch.
Board

C. 4C. WKght -
Governors of G ram mar
School ....

Tenden
to 1>6 .

delivenj^ •

do.
Postmaster
J. T. PUdltch. Municipal-
bldge. Lavender HIU.S.W.

J. Atkinson, C.E. Central-
buildings, Stockport ...

Drake. Driver, 4 Leaver,
Roiebery-avenue, E.C. ..

W. B. Oockrill, Oorleston,

Ot. Yarmouth
H. Littler. Archt. 21, Pltt-

street, Preeton
B. Seymour. Stamford-st.
Ashton

8. Segar, Surv. Untsn-it.
T. Hewsou, C.E.Munlcipal-
buUdings

G. R. W. Wheeler, Town
Hall, Caxton-street.S.W.

141, Oreenwich-road, 6.E.

C. Brownrldge, C.E. Town
Hall

T. Drew. 22. Clare-atreet,
Dublin

F. J, Dixon, Surv. Splleby
The Clerk, 21. Whitehall-
placc, B.W

W. J. Ancell. 3. Staple Inn
W. F. Bird. Market Hall,
Mldeomer Norton
W. S. Bralthwalte, Archt.

do.
R. C. Clarke, Archt.Queen-
street, Nottingham

J, Rowell, Archt. Boston
F, R. Kempaon, Archt. 138,

WIdemarsb-st. Hereford
J. P. Fuller. Archt. Bruns-
wick-ebambers, Dublin.

.

H. Higglnion, Archt. 3,

Lonsdale-st. Carlisle ....

Feb. 26 :

Feb. 27

No date j

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.
I

By whom Advertised.

. Accrington Corp. ,

,
New Windsor Tc

Council -

Applica-
tions t(

be In.

1201. per anuuiD
3001. rising to 3SDL per
annum — ....

Feb. 4

do.

Fob. n I

TAofie marked with anasteriek (*) are adcerlUed in this Number. Competition, p. Iv. Contract, pp.U^ vl. vltl. A xix. Public Appointmente, p. xvi.

in? that he regarded it as a species of fraud, and,

if It occurred again, he should take strong measures.

Witness did not know the foreman’s name.

Mr. Hudson objected to this evidence as being

unexpected.

The learned Referee said that he saw no impor-

tance in the evidence if it represented an isolated

instance ; if it were an habitual practice it was proof

that the work was scamped,

Examination continued: Sand might look all

right, but still might be impregnated with salt, a fact

wnich must be tried by tasting. Below-bridge sand

varied much from mud to gravel in which bits of

coal had fallen, and therefore be (witness) specified

above-bridge or pit sand. The process of washing

below-bridge sand had improved lately, but witness

did not think it removed all the salt. He rejected

two out of eight basement columns on September 8,

1892. All were rough and poor castings, and two

exceptionally bad. In October a foreman said that

the contractor bad himself sent back the columns.

The witness said that he looked at the columns said

to have been rejected by the contractor, and found that

the capitals of the brackets were askew and the

columns were rough. On October 2X he (witness)

rejected other columns for similar defects. Drew-

Bear saw witness about the columns, but witness

would not recognise him, as he was only a sub-con-

tractor
:
but be added that if the contractor wished

for his decision he would give it. He (witness)

ridiculed the suggestion that the brackets should be

screwed on, for they were needed to add strength,

and they might as well be glued on as merely

screwed. It was material that the brackets should

be cast with the capital. He (witness) would have

been only too delighted if he could have passed the

columns on the site, and he decided the matter to

the best of his Judgment and in the discharge of his

duty. On November 24 he inspected two “B2 "

girders and found them with unequal joists. Witness

received a communication from Poole as to the weight

of the girders and finding them short weigh. The top

plates aid not increase the strength so much as if the

weight had been at the bottom. The girders in

question had to support three stories and the

weight of the roof. One of the girders was 3 per

cent, short, but the margin the witness allowed was

about 2 per cent, everywhere. Witness wrote to

Poole that the deficiency was trifling, and did not

matter. Witness endeavoured, therefore, to exer-

cise bis authority in a conscientious manner. He
bad never told Fearon, as that witness had said,

that he should always uphold the clerk of the works.

He never had any complaints or appeals from the

contractor as to the extra work alleged to have been
done to the rods. With leference to the York
landings, witness said that he objected to one piece

as beddy, or laminated, and said that some other

position must be found for it. Afterwards he

rejected three more, and also one, a long step—the

top step in the ball, the principal place in the

whole building. Afterwards Poole objected to a
York landing, but upon examining a sample with

Arraitage and Poole he (witness) passed it, York
stone could be got free from lamination.

In answer to the learned Referee, the witness

slated he found that laminated stone decayed when
used inside a building. He objected to all lami-

nated stone, and in the present case had specified

that it should not be introduced. Armitage bad
already supplied other landings with slight lamina-

tions.

The learned Referee reminded the witness that he

had specified distinctly there were to be no lamina-

tions, and yet he now discriminated.

The witness was then examined as to the bricks,

and said that he had had no communication with

Nash, of Slough, about the job in question, but he

had not used his bricks for twenty years. Fearon
told him that he could only get, with difficulty, satis-

factory bricks, and witness replied bygiving the names
of Nash, Wright, and Ogle as makers of bricks of

the sort he wanted. Nash sent some bricks which
were not good enough. Witness always described

(he brick he required in writing a specification,

because the names of bricks differed in various yards.

It was not impossible to comply with bis specifica-

tion. The red bricks were more chipped than those

of Brown's usually were, but otherwise they were of

good quality.

Examined as to the timber, the witness said that

it was generally inferior in character. He had
always endeavoured to exercise his authority in a
conscientious manner.

The hearing of the ca-se was then further adjourned
till March i.

MEETINGS.
Friday, January 29.

Institution of Civil Engimers. — Students' Meeting.
—Mr. S. Henry Barraclough on “ An Expertmenlal
Investigation of the Efficiency of a Pelton Waittwhael,’
3 p.m.

Saturday, January 30.

Londonand Provincial BuileUrs'Foretnttis AssociatioHt 1

{Memorial Hall, Farringdon-road, E.C.). — J.nnuary
Quarterly Meeting. 7.30 p.m.

j'r. Pauls Ecclesiological Society.—Annual Meeting,)
to be held at the Chapter House. 2.30 p.m.

Sunday, January 31.

Sunday Lecture Society.—Mr. C. W. Kimmins, M.A.,
D.Sc., on “.Ancient and Modern Views of Fire,” with
experiments and illustrations. 4 p.m.

Monday, February i.

Royal Institute of British Architects.~'X\\e seventh
General Meeting (Ordinary), (t) To announce the name:
of the person the Council propose to submit to her Majesty
the Queen as a fit recipient of the Royal Gold Medal,.

1897 ; (2) To read (under the management of the Art 1

Standing Committee) a paper on “The Sculptor's Archi*c

lecture of the Renaissance, ’’ by Mr. Alfred Gilbert, R.A. ’

8 p.m.
Royal Academy 0/ .rfr/r.—Third

_
Lecture on

“
'Die

Advancement of Architecture, Chiefly in Rel.ntion to Gothic
Architecture,” by Professor Aitchison. 8 p.m.

Society of arts {Cantor t^ectures).—MT. William 1

Burton, F.C.S., on “Material and Design in Pottery,”,
III. 8p.m.
Society of Engineers.—{i) The President for the past

year, Mr. Samuel Herbert Cox, will present the Premiumsr
awarded for Papers read during the year ; (2) The Presi--

dent for the year 1897, Mr. George Maxwell Lawford, will]

deliver his “ Inaugural Address.'' 7.30 p.m.
Liverpool Arcktieciural Society.—Mr. F. I. Thomas;

on “Art Out of Doors.’’ Illustrated by si.xty limelighti

views. 6 p.m.

Tuesday, February 2.

Institution of Ciz'il Engineers.—{\) Paper to be further

discussed :
" The Diversion of the Periyar,” by Coloneli

J. Pennycuick, C.S.I., R.E. (2, time permitiing) Mr..'

H. F. Donaldson on “Cold Storage at the London and
India Docks.” 8 p.m.

Institution 0/ Junior Eneineers {IVestminster Palace
Hotel).—First Lecture of Course of Six on '' Dynamoi
Design, Construction, and Working," by Mr. F. A. Nixon.

'

8 pm.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society. — Mr.

I

W. H. Bidlake, M.A., on “ Two Methods of Architectural-

Practice and Design.” 7. 30 p.m.

Wednesday, February 3.

Royal Archaological Institute.—Mr. George E. Fox,:

Hon. M.A. Oxon, F.S.A., on “ Uriconium.” Part JI.I

4 p-m-
St. Pauls Ecclesiological Society.—Mr. J. T. Micklc-

thwaite, F.S.A., on " The Plans of English Churches from,

the Sixth Century to the middle of the Eleventh.” 7.30

p.m.
Society of Arts.—

8

p.m.
Northern Architectural Association. — Mr. H.

Barnes on " Architectural Epidemics.” 7.30 p.m.
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nbnrgk Architectural Association .—Mr. Alexander
C. E., on “ The Practical Designing of Iron and Steel

ig," III. 8 p.m.
nburgh Architectural Society. — Mr. D. J.
ice on “Preconquest Stone Carving in Northum-
-with Limelight Views. 8 p.m.
trfaol Engineering Society. — Mr. T. M. Bigley
Electric Tramways to Connect Towns wiin Neigh-
ig Districts. ' 8 p.m.

Thursday, February 4.

•al -Academy of Arts.—Fourth lecture on “The
(Cement of Architecture, Chiefly in Relation to Gothic
lecture,” by Professor Aitchison. 8 p.m.
al Imtitution. — Professor H. A. Miers, M.A.,
1

., on “ Some Secrets of Crystals.” 111 . 3 p.m.
don Institution.—Professor G. Vivian Poore on
Dwelling House "—illustrated. 6 p.m.
ety of Antiquaries.—(f) Mr. C. Lynam, F.S.'\.,on
Norman Stone found at Leek, Staffs. (2) the Rev.
i Church, F.S.A., on “ Wooden Lantern (?) of the
*nih Century at Wells Cathedral ”

; (3) Professor
nny Hughes, F.R.S., F.S.A., on “the Derivation of
attle-axe, the Throwing-stick, and the Boomerang
he ribs of ‘ Cetacea.’ " 8.30 p.m.
'itutwn of Civil Engineers (Students' Visit).—To
aentific Instrument Manufactory of Messrs. Elliott
srs. (Assemble at the Factory, loi, St. Martin’s-
tV.C. 2 p.m.
'.itution ofMechanical Engineers.—KemysvX General
n§:. Three papers to be read. 7.30 p.m.
viee Institute of A^hiteceure, Science^ and Art—
lition of drawings in local competitions

;
and short

ises by members.

Friday, February 5.

hiteetural Association. — Mr. A. S. Flower on
Jnwritten Chapter of English Architectural History.”
.in.

•al Institution .—Professor Jagadis Chunder Bose,
D. Sc., on “ The Polarisation of the Electric Ray.”

'itution 0/ Mechanical Engineers .—Annual General
ng (concluded). 7,30 p.m.
Iders' Foremen and Clerks of IVorks' Imtitution .

—

ary meeting of the members. 8 p.m.

Saturday, February 6.

\iiary Inspectors' Association.—Annual Dinner.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

02.—Drauchtand Dust Excluders t IV. T. Hall
Another.—The inventors employ a strip of linoleum,
me, &c., which they cover with soft felt, baize, or
The^e strips can be of any desired breadth, and

\ secured in place desired by tacks.

’9.— Combined Fastener and Opener for Sky-
's, &c. : T, E. Simmonds.—This invention consists
ong ratchet lever pivotted at top and to skylight.
5 lower end ofthis ratchet lever a cord is attached,
passes over a pulley fixed in frame, and by this

ht is elevated. A loose catch connected with this
es with notches in lever, and retains it in any posi-
esired.

2.—Urinals : T. Elliott.—The inventor proposes to
clay mouldings, with one, two, or more spaces or
es, by preference in one continuous curve, each
ing forming the whole, or one half, third, or lesser
il section of the urinal. To the curved side of these
ings, curved plates of glass would be closely
ted. such plates having preferably roughened backs.
0.—Down-draught Brick Kiln : .S’. Abram.—
rontinuous down-draught kiln for bricks and other
rticles, is built in a series of chambers, connected
.er by hot-air flues, fitted with dampers so arranged
he hot air may be directed from any chamber or
lers into any other chamber or chambers, or to the
ey. The heat is produced by the consumption of
;oal fed into each chamber from above. The hot air
he finished chambers is utilised in drying the green
from the machine previous to burning.
fcr“Cui’BOARD_ and Other Door Fasteners :

Tos^ham.—TWis invention consists of a brass lever
or latch, one end shaped for operation by the fingers,
le other formed with a triangular extremity adapted
age with a recess in one of the shelves, or a catch,
the door is shut, the edge of the shelf, coming into

It with the oblique end of the catch, pushes it up.
IS it reaches the recess, it automatically drops therein
lius secures the door. Finger pressure on the
uty outside the door raises the catch and releases the

3.—Window Blind Apparatus: W. McLaren.—
patent rejates^ to_ modification of window blind
ittis described in inventor’s specification No. 18,318
• By present invention, instead of employing a cog
;het wheel upon the end of the loose spindle, and a
ingaging therewith as described in former specifica-
inventor arranges a worm wheel upon said spindle,
lounts a worm in bracket of blind, the spindle of
IS at right angles with the blind rollers and projects
•d so that it can be engaged by a key to permit of
ig tbe worm and loose spindle.
06.—ScRF.WDRivEK I H. J. Lav.' and Another.—In
to form small screwdriver for cyclists, &c., inventois
uct the blade and handle of one piece of metal

®r sheet metal) the handle
>g a T-head to the ijlade.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
VARY II.—719, G. Mann, Sanitary Covers forWater-

Crapper and R. Wharam. Automatic
n flushing Tanks.—729, H. Phillips and S.Wickens,

(iast Metal as Door Furniture.
G. Chisholm, jun., Lavatorj’ Basins.—750, W. Wood-

Supply Cistern.—757. W. Hewitt, Manu-
: of Tiles and Apparatus Therefor.
uary 12.—8o2, j. Verdin, Door Handles.—8og, E.
t, Roofing Felt.—873, E Hackney, Rabbit and

UARv 13.—940, D. Taylor, Door Hanks, &c.—947,
rawley, Production of Slated Surfaces.—980, E.
ds, Surface of Walls and Ceilings to Receive Plaster
ut Laths, &c.—983, N. Lynn, Heads or Cowls for

UARY X4.—1,030. A. Squire, Screws.— 1,071, S.
I
Apparatus for Washing Sand and Gravel.

January 15.—1,135, G. Palmer, Securing Doors.

—

1,152, F. Gibbons, Attaching Knobs of Latch and Lock
Furniture to Spindles.
January 16.—1,171, J. Moore, Regulation and Fa.sten-

ing of Window-sashes and Frames.— 1,174, J. Merrill,

Basins for Water-closets.—1,185, J- Phillips, Construction
and Shape of Chimney and Ventilating Cowls, and Venti-
lators for Preventing Down Draughts and Accelerating Up
Currents.— 1,187,

.J-
Ferguson, Fireproof Buildings.—

1,220, W. Peel, Chimney Cowls or Pots.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

16,236 & 16,237, J- Sanders and W. Nott, Door Locks.

—

16,238, J. Sanders and W. Nott, Window Sash Fastener.
— 16,862, W. Kalthoner, Roofing Tiles.—25,629, A. Mosley,
Jointing (stoneware, &C.) Drainpipes, &c.—26,205,
White & H. Allen, Window S.ash Fastenings and Fittings.
—28,089, O- Elpfaick, Water Waste Preventers.—28,216,

Fans for Ventilating Collieries, Mines, &c.—28,224, H.
Metcalfe, Rain, Dust, and Draught Excluder.—28,888, E.
Homan, Walls or Partitions,—29,386, R. Copeland, Ovens
for use in Firing Pottery Ware.—29,4S3, T. Yorke & W.
Pare, Flushing Appliances for Urinals, &c.—29,518, M.
Syer, Syphons for Water Waste Preventers.—29,765.—D.
Cameron & others, Drain Plugs.—29,823, W. Lambert, Fire

Grates or Stoves.—29,870, J. Tucker, Electric Lighting
Switches.— 29,900, J. Stewart, Dome.stic Grates.—13, G. de
Tunzelmaiin, Electric Light Fitting.

CO.MPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

open to oppositionfor tivo months.

1,471, C. Batcock and J. Kenyon, Opening and Closing
Windows, &c.—3,831, J. Willoughby. Street and Yard
Gulleys.—3,980, W. Voulten, Sliding Windows.—4,575, F.

Sharp and J. Leigh, Seats for Water-closets.- 5.877, A.
Bourne, Sash Pocket Chisel.—9,585, W. and G. Harrison,
Tool for Setting-out Work, such as Handrail Wreaths,
Roofing, &c.— 15,565, W. Penny, Window Sashes and
Frames.—28,283, W. Hall, Distempers or Colour Washes.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenheart, B.C.
ton B/0/0

Teak, E.I. . ..load ii/o/o

Sequoia. U.S tc.cu 9/0

Ash, Canada load 9/10/0
Birch, do 3/10/0
Elm. do s/s/o
Eir. Dantsic, 4:c.. 9,uo/o

Oak. do 9/10/0

Canada 4/15/0
Pine, Canada red 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... 9/0/0
Lath, Dantsic.fath 4/10/0

St. Petersburg.. 5/0/0
tVainscot. Riga,
i:c.,lcg i/ro/o

Odessa, crown... . t/io/o

Deals. Finland
znd d: iststd loo
Do. 4lh & 3rd..

.

Do. Riga
St. Petersburg,

ist yellow.

S/io/o
e/io/o

8/te/e

8/10/0

7/0/0

lo/io/o
Do. and yellow 9/to/o

Do. white ...... 9/0/0
Swedish 8/10/0
tVhitoSea 8/10/0

Canada, Pine ist
Do. do. 2od ....

Do, do. 3rd, &c.
Do. Spruce, 1st.

Do. do. 3rd and

9/0/0

9/0/0

8/0/0

ir/o/o

16/e/o
16/ie/o

23/10/0

,

ry/o/o

-/o/o
iVt
7/«,-
9/0/0 lo/io/o

New Brunswick
Battens, all binds
Flooring boards,
sq , I in. prep.

7/10/0

7/5/0

S/0/0

e/6/0

Do. and
Other qualities-

Cedar. Cuba, ft.

Honduras, Sec.

Mahogany. Cuba
Sc. Domingo,

Mexican, <^. do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Bor. Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio 7/0/0
Bahia 6/0/e

Satin, SL Doming. 0/0/7

/4t

fA

TIMBER feontinned).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 0/1/6
Walnut, Italian .. o/o/g 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land too 9,1

Bar. Welsh, in
London S/«S/o S/17/6

Do. do. at woiks
In Wales S/to/o 5/19/6

Do. Sta/fordsKire,
in London S/iS/o 6/ia/a

Copper— British
cake and ingot 54'5/e 5415/0
Best selected .. 55/5/0 55/15/0
Sheets, stroeg. , 6 /o/o di/u/o
Chili bats 51/12/6 0/0/0

Yellow mtl Ib. 0/0/5 0/0/5)Lea - Pig.
11/17/6 0/0/eSoanish

English
brands 11/18.9 10/3/9
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq, ft.

and upwards .. 13/2/6 0/0/0
Pipe 13/12,6 0/0/0

Zinc — English
sheet ton.. 20/10/0 0/0/0
Vieille Mon-
tague ii/io/o 0/0/0
Spelter t7/«9/6 17/15/0

Tin—

S

traits .... 6i/i8,'’9 0/0/0
Australian 63/t5/o 0/0/0
English Ingots. . 66/10/0 67/5/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0
Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/5/0

i
0/0/0

Cocoanut. Cochin 97/15/0 0/0/0
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0/0/0
Palm. Lagos 94/10/0 0/0/0
Rapeseea, English
pale 27/10/0 97/15/0

Do. Brown 97/0/0 97/10/0
Cottonseed ref. .. 15/17/6 16/10/0
Oleine tS/io/o 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel 0/0/0
Archangel 0/19/6 0/0/0

Turpentine... .ton 2;/io/o 23/12,'6

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this Deeding

should be addressed to “ Tbe Editor,” and must reach us
not later than so a.ni. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list m which tbe lowest Tender is under
£,sco, unless in some exceptional cases and for special
reasons.]

ABERDEEN (N.B.).—For the erection of school buildings at
Chapel of Cacloch. Mr. R. G. Wilson, architect, i3ia. Union-street,
Aberdeen :

—

Masonry.—John Smith, Kintore
Carfientry.—!ohn Watt, Inverurie
Slating.—A. Rhind, Inverurie
Plastering.—^ab^n Moir, Inveiurie
Plumbing,—]as. Laing & Sons. Inverurie.
Painli/ig.—Tt^et, Hutton, & Co., Insch .

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE.—For paving, sewering. Sec., Chapel
street, and two other streets, for the Corporation. Mr. J. T.
Eamshaw, C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Ashton-under-
Lyne

Wm. Neal, Ashton.under-Lyne.. ..Accepted on a schedule
of prices.

BAILDON f^'orks)—For the erection of two semi-detached
houses, Trench Wood. Mr. C. E. Marsdeo. architect, 3, John-
street, Bradford;—

.Masonry and James Deacon, Shipley ..;C46o lo
A/Kwr^ix-r.—K. D. Taylor, Shipley 10 0
Plastering—J. WUks iS: Son. Baildon 26 o
5/ari>(,p.—Jas. Smithies, Great Horton 46 13
Painting.—H. Haley, Manningham.... 8 lo

BRISTOL.—For additions, /kc-.to business premises, for Messrs.
Jenner&Co. Mr. E. Henry Edwards, architect. 4. Unity-street.
College Green, Bristol. Quantities by Mr. Wm. Ve^, Bristol;—
M. Dumford •••jCSSo o I A. R. Coivett .£579 9
J. Perkins 610 o A. TambUng , 574 o
E, Walters 595 ol T. Hatheiley 565 0
Geo. Humplireys 590 o 1 T, Lovell & Sons, Park-
K. A. Forse 59a o| road (accepted) 52310

(All of Bristol.

BOOTLE (Lancs).—For the execution of street improvement
works, for the Corporation
W. F. Chadwick £^138 13 0 I P. Balmer, Aintree*. .£130 tt 6
S, Hurley 137 n 2] • AccepteoT

BROADHAMPSTON (Devon).—For the restoration. &c. of the
parish churtb—first section of work. Mr. E, Sedding, architect.

12. Athen;Kum-street, Plymouth
Partridge j£993 I Yeo. Torquay* £s99
Blowey 720 I-an 585
Atwill 597 I

•Accepted.

BUCKNALL (Staffordshire). — Accepted for two Cornish
boilers, &c., for Bucknall sewerage scheme, for the Stoke Rural
District Council. Mr. Lamer Sugden. surveyor, Leek :

—

Renshaw 3e Co., Pha-nix Works. Stoke-on-Trent. . .. ..jQejg.
Bartlem (Bucknall), carting sewage main pipes, is.6d. per ton.

COLCHESTER.-For the erection of two houses, for Mr. J. B.
Winter. Messrs. Baker & May, Ptchiicccs, Head-street, Colchester.
Quantities by the architects ; .

.

G. Bowles. Colchester, -£1.489

DARWEN (Lancs.).—For the erection of a villa residence,
Whitehall, for Mr. H. C. Jepson. Messrs. Stones & Gradwell,
architects. Darwen ;—

Bricklaying, yoinery, and Slating.—V.dbt. Shorrock.
Union-street Saw-mills, Darwen

Plastering and Painting.— V.i. Battersby, Sunny-
bank-street. Darwen

EDMONTON.—For erecting public library. I.xiwer Edmonton,
N. Mr. Maurice B. Adams, architect. Chiswick, W.
C. Gray Hill ;£4.259 I

H, Knight & Son ,£3.678
C. H. Hunt 3,88- * *' ' '

J. Jarvis & Sons 3.73
Staines & Son 3,71

GUILDFORD.—For drainage works, Dapdune-lane, for the Town
CounclL Mr. C. G. Mason, Borough Suiveyor, Guildford
W. Waller ,£424 5 9

I

Stieeter Bros., Godal-
T. Freed: Sons 410 0 o tnlng* .£296 to o
G. A. Franks 358 5 o| •Accepted,

HOVE (Sussex),—Accepted for road-makiog and other works,
Rochester-gatdens, for Mr. H. H. Scott, Town Surveyor ;—

Parsons Se Sons, Church-toad, Hove .£148

KEIGHLEY,—For the erection of a Primitive Methodist Chapel
and School. Bradley. Mr. Jas. Hartley, architect, Exchange-buiUl-
ings. Skipton

Masonry .—Thomas Atkinson, Eastbourne ......;£6g5 o 0
yoinery.—Thomis Green, FamhUl 34B o o
Ptiiinfiing.—Isaac Wilson, Crosshills 71 10 o

Robert Petty, Sutton 17 :$ 0
/>/ar/4ri/(g.—John Greenwood. Crosshilis 5® J9 6
5/a/r>»4'.—Thomas Throup, Bradley 75 4 0

KEIGHLEY.—For the erection of Congregational school-chapel,
Oakworth-road and Fell-lane. Mr. J, haggas, architect, North-
street, Keighley

Smith Sharp, Oakworth, near Keighley..
yoinery.—\aason Taylor, Lees, neat Keighley ....
S/uring-.—Hill & Nelson, Bradford
Plastering.—Forrest & Antrum. Parkwood-street, /-jCt.oSO
Keighley

/V«w»oj>ig...W. & J. Hanison. South-street, Keighley
/mn/iVrg—Harrison Se Jowett, Keighley

LANGLEY.—For alterations, repairs, &c., at “The Harrow
Inn. Langley. Bucks, for Messrs. C. Ashby & Co. Mr. John A
Baker, surveyor ;

—

W. Beauchamp ,£397 I J- Deverill* .£350"
'I ‘Accepted.H, D. Bowyer 362 |

'

LANGLEY.—For alterations. Sec., at "The Crown,” Langley,
Bucks, lor Messrs. C. Ashby Se Co. Mr. John A. Baker, sur-
veyor
W. Beauchamp ilaie I H. D. Bowyer £226
J. Deverill* 230

|
* Accepted.

LEE (Kent).—Accepted for tbe extensionof a sewer, Blesslngton-
road. for the Lee Board of Works ;—

KUlingoack.A: Co., Camden Town. N.W jCiS9

LEYTON (Essex). — For making-up, kerbing. paving, S-c.,

private streets within the borough, for (he Urban District council.
Mr. Wm. Dawson, Engineer, lown Hall, Leyton. Quantities Dy

G. sVilsoQ ,£4.824
I

W, Gritllths ;£4.297
T. Adams 4.8:2 J. Jackson, Grove House,
G. J. Anderson 4.451 I

near Levton (accepteo).. 4,252
[Surveyors estimate. ,£4,680.]

LONDON.—For erecting two shops. Thoraas-street, Woolwich,
for Mr. Lloyd, Mr. H. H. Church, architect :

—

Foreman ;£i,532 I Thomas & Edge ,£1.297
Kitley,. 1,516 Chapman 1,287
Proctor 1,445 I

Sanford 1,237

LONDON.—For altering and reconstructing the padded room,
and forming new covered way. Sec., for the betimal Green Board
of Guardians. Mr, G. E, Holman, architect, IC9. Bow-road, E.
Forest & Co £315 0 1

Keep ^7284 0
Thompson 314 le I General Builders.' Ltd.* 26910
Hayden 299 o

|
* Accepted.

LONDON.—For making up roads, exclusive of paving, for the
Vestry of Stoke Newington. Mr. S. E. Burgess, Sutveyorl:—

Prince George- Wiesbaden-
toad. road.

A. F. Catley
W. Wadey .. ..

C. J. Anderson
W. Griffith

W. F. Williamson & Sons
T, Adams, Green Lanes, Wood

Surveyor's estimates 1-36

‘Accepted.

.253

£: S. d.
I,9g 14 2

1,175 14 13

1,167 7 o
i,C99 o 0

1.019 13 o
1,272 6 9

LONDON.—Accepted for alteratior-s, new drainage, and decora-
tions at 86, Portland-place, W. Messrs. Baker Se Turrill, architects,

Effingham House, Arundel-street. Strand, W.C. ;
—

F. Holdstock - .£Ii9«o

LONDON. — For repairs generally and new drainage. 8a

Giosvenor-toad, Canonbury. Messrs. Bradbear, surveyors, Canon,
bury
Deacon £141 0 0 I Geo. Barker £192 0 0

Cuthbert 124 S 6
1
Steel (accepted) 11615 o

LONDON.—For the construction of a sewer, and works in con
nexion therewith, at Muswell Hill, for the London County Council:—

J. H. Neave — £3.07910 o I C. Bell 1,716 ra 9

S. Kavanagh 2,340 18 6 1 J. Dickson 1.509 5 0

J. Mowleni & Co. .. 2.108 0 o I F. A. Jackson & Son.
T. Adams 1.949 2 6 I-'d 0 “

E. lies 1.904 o 0 J. Jackson 1,040 o o

E. J. Ashwell 1,792 1 9 I

LONDON.—For Ithe election of Iffiey-buildings, Boundary-
street Improvement Scheme, for the London County Council :

—

H. Faulkner fk Co. £4.563 I T. L. Green £4.479

J. ShiJlitoe & Son 4-71S R- A. Yerbury & Sons .. 4,109

G. E. Todd 4,647 I
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LONDON".—For the erec'Jon of a fire-brigfade station at Ncrth
Woolwich, for the London County Council

G. Munday & Sods .£31838

LONDON.—For the erection of school bulldirgs. Whalebcne-
lane. Stratford. E., for the West Ham School Board. Mr. Wm.
lacques. architect, 2, Fen-cturt, E.C. Quantities by Messrs. P. L.
Curtis Sc Sons
Chessum & Son ^31.033 I Geo. Sharpe A2r.39t>

Gregai & Son 24,6^ I Stjnpson & Co 27,684

Maddlson 23.830
|

LONDON. — For erection of new mineral water factory, for

Messrv Hill & Chapman, Vestry-road, Camberwell. Mr. F. A.
Powell, architect :

—

Peacock Bros .£6.497 I
Holliday & Greenwood ..^73.858

T- Parsons 6,350 I W. Vogel Goad 5,837
W, Smith 5,982

[

W. Downes 5.67,3

H, Berman & Sons 3.893 |
W, Hammond (accepted).. 5.536

LONDON.—For alterations to the “Napier Tavern, ' Hclborn,

for Mr. Oickery. proprietor. Mr. .C. Reeves, architect, 3, South-
Gray’s Inn ;—

T‘. Cooper T £^77
Curriogton & Co 275
Telk & Co 247
Powdis 230
Valantine 229

J, P. Groome 215

1
1
Elkington & Co £175

) I
Holmes 170

3 Phillips 135
> 1

Cridland & Co 118

3

1

DobeU & Co ic6

LONDONDEKR'y.—Accepted for the erection of a dwelling-

house. Argvle-street. Mr. Wm. Barker, architect, 25, Otchard-
streer, Londonderry
John Gallagher & Co.. Chamberlain-street, Londonderry. .,£230

MANCHESTER.—For the rebuilding of the Tivoli Theatre of
Varieties (late Fnlly), Peter-street. Manchester, for the Tivoli.

Manchester. Limited. Mr. Harry Petcival. architect. 22. Burking-
hain-street. Adelphi, l.on'lon, w.C Qu»nlities by Mr. 'IV. M.
Braysbaw, Rugby-chambeis, Bedford-tow, W.C.

Riddock. Bootlt*

..£15,000 .

., I4.7«!
... i4.scc< .

... i3.«SO

... t3.uco
2 127

* Revised estimate accepteil.

PERTH —For the construction of an outfall sewor. Ciaigie, for

ihePolice Commissioners. Mr. Robert McKillop, tiu i,'i Surveyor,
tjuaniities by Surveyor ;—
Pedro Irvine £2.529 >3 6 I D. & R. Naylor., .£2.015 >S 0

John Ker Paton . .. . 2,408 5 to I L. & W. McDonald 1,985 6 6
Michael Kerrigan .. 2.398 17 7 I Fraserdr Morton .. 1,899 15 7
Melloy 2,23s »3 4 1

Peter Giriity, Dun-
‘^ugh R. Blackburn 2,032 it 9! dee*.

.

1,87618 7" - --3 9 7 1C. Mackay & Son .. •Accepted.

PETERBOROUGH.-For the ereeti

Mr. Wm. Boyer, architect. nA, Cowgs
Collins & Barber £^-tSo I I. W .

I. Wenlock 1.084
|
G. Clare 995

b. Gray 1.039 i J. Cracknell. Peterborough* 9»2
• Accepted.

SLOUGH.—Accepted for painting, decorating. &c., at "The
Dolphin, " Slough, for Messrs. C. Ashby St Co. Mr. John A. Baker,

surveyor:

—

J, Devetill £«70

STOCKPORT.—For the execution of private street works, for the

Corporation. Mr. J. Atkinson, C.E
,
Borough Surveyor, St. Peters-

gate, Stockport:—
Worthington & Pow-

|
Wm.Brtscoe& Sons,

nail £s 087 ro 5 Stockport* £4,688 17 o
P. D. T. D, Hayes . 4,690 o 1 |

* Accepted.

SUTTON (Surrey).—For sewering, &c.. Weston-road, for the

Urban District Council. Mr. C. Chambers Smith, Surveyor, Public

Hall. Sutton. Quantities by Surveyor :

—

H. Chatfield £374 7 4 I W. H. Wheeler
W. Jennet 3S6 5 3

1

SWINTON (L-ancs).—For paving, flagging, &c ,
Market-street.

Pendlebury, for the U.D. Urban District (.ouncUs

/Vit mg-.lfirrFr/ OroiiiKi, S-tr.

Robert E. Jones. 140, Liverpool-toad, Patricroft £308 12 13

Enetien ofClostts and Urina/ on .Market Oronnd.

James Boardman, 399, Boltcn-road, Pendlebury .
.
£28 15 10

W.ANSTEAD (Essex).—For the erection of detached villa resi-

dence, for Mr. D. R- Percy Allan. Messrs. Baker & TurrlU,

architects, Elhngham House. Arundel-street. Strand, W.C, :—
T. Osborn St Sons .£7.445 I J, S. Hammond & Son ...£1,965

... 2,029!W. Mtindy .

combe Park-road, for the I'rban district Council. Mr. Hugh
Nettleton, Surveyor, Town Hall, Westcn-super-Mare
G. W. Dyer £693 o

|
J. Hando. Weslon-supet-

J. Solway '
*' ’ "Mare (accepted) £S9S i

WIMBLEDON.— Fnr additions and alterations to mortuary at

cemetery, for the 1‘iban District Council. Mr. C. H. Cooper,

Milledge StSons 253
|

Wimbledon (accepted).... £210

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J, B. W, (Below out limii).—W, H. R. (Amount should have been

stated).

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

IVe cannot undertake to return r^ected communicaUone.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news items) irhicb hart

been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED,
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject it if unsatisfactory. The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In typie does not necessarily Imply Its

acceptance.
• . .--.J

artistic matters should

PONTYPOOL.—For new shops and ofFIce-S for the Pontypool
Urban District Council. Pontypool. Mon. Mr. R. Williams, architect.

Pontypool and London :

—

C. H. Hambledon £1.624] John Morgan £'.3i9
John Linton 1.450 J. Monks & Co 1,282

Wm. Bowers 1,395 I Moigan & Evans* ..... 1,177

G. H. Bailey dc ^ns 1,320! •Accepted.

PORTSMOUTH.—For electric lightbg and engineering work
at Infirmary buildings, Milford, for the Portsea Island Union
Guardians. Mr. C. W. Bevls, architect. Elm Crove-chambers,
Soutbsea

Electric Lighting,

Mallett St Co £621
T. Scott Anderson .

. 530
H. F. Joel & Co 514
Smeeton & Page .... 453
Wenhara & Waters .. 402 1

Walker & Son 397
Pearson & Co 389 >

Hot tea.

Forbes & Co 319 i

New & Mayne, West-
minstei* 248 I

* Accepted.

Benham & Sons £895
Mallett & Co 846
Potter & Sons 810
Wenham & Waters .. 8c8

ring H'ark.

J 0
]

Portsmouth Water Fit-

3 ol tings Company .... 7<8
} 0 I

Davis & Sons 747
) 0

I J. Sheivell 714
r 6 I

Williams ,.V Sons .... 637
I 0 W. Beuccell. Lake-
; oj road, Landpoil* .. 549
Accepted.

PORT TALBOT (Wales).— For the erection of two shops, dwel-
ling-houses, stables, &c.. Station-street, tor Mr. Thos. Nicholas.

Messrs. Thomas & James, architects, Port Talbot ;—
T. Jenkins £2,891 1 J. & S. Rees £a 3«7
John Davies 2.383 Morgan Cox, Port Talbof
C. & F. Caen 2.375!

* * *• Accepted.

be addressed to THE ^D1T?R ; thoM relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and net to the Editor.

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS lOINERY,

LASCELLES' CONCRETE

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s. pu annus

, ensopo receiving “The BlQ4s. gd. per quarter), c

by Friday Pott,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Oftlce, & Shop Fittings,

Coi
SALTCOATS (N.B.).—For recausewaylrg Quay-street,

lissioners of Police. Mr. Jas. Miller, bii-veyor, Bur-
- •

• by Mr.
'

ings Saltcoats. Quantities by

^’&'j~Fam £;
Wm. Wilson 209 13
C. MAndiew aSS >4

James Miller, jun.. Burgh|'£ CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.
6 S T. Black & Co.. St

James's-place. Pais-
ley (accepted) £251

“THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) Is supplied DIRECT
the Office to residents in any part of the United Kingdom, *

rate of 19s. per annum PREPAID- To all parts of Europe. A
Australia, New Zealand, India. China. Ceylon. &c., a6s. peei_
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) sboi

addressed to the publisher of "THE Builder." No. 46, Catb,

street, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, It!

BATH,
FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF

BATH STONE.
FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofitf

and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Ca

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask&
The Doulting Stone Co.). ,

Chief Office Norton, Stoke-under-Hai
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEAB
has proved that

SZERELMEY STONE LIQUIB!
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Br

Slone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.

SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, I

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic 3

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office,

Poultry, E.C.—Tbebest and cheapest material

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse fit

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rot

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Aspl

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co, [Ai

SPRAOUX: & CO.,

Sole Agents for

THE “E.P^.A.” PHOTO. BLOCK CC

4 (i i;. East Harcling-street, Fetter-lane.

[Adv

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

QUANTITIES, Sic., LITHOGRAPI
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st.

“QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,’

Forl8i)7, price Cd. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 h

PILKINGTON&C
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBBRS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.C

Regittered Trado Hark,

Folonceaii Asjial

PATENT ASPHALTS and FELT BOOFII

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & CO
61

,

ST. MARY Ail

LONDON, EJ

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FOR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.

PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINI

II00FIN6 SLATES
|

SLATE SIABWORA
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. ' OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, PLAIN AND ENAMELL

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECE!

Head

Marble and Enamelled Slate Lavatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals.

Works—Aberllefenny, North Wales. Midland Wharf, Bow. Payne-road Wharf, Bow.
Office and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE. E.C. Branch House, 37 ,

Victoria-street,

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

Bri
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Design fora Market Hall : Soane Medallion, 1897. By Mr. J. A. R. Inglis, A.R.I.B.A

^
Eyam Hall, Derbyshire. From a Drawing by Mr. F. H. Cheetham

i;

Selected Design in Competition fora Fountain. By Mr. Hugh Macintosh
>

" “ The Heights,” Hindhead. Mr. W. A. Pite, F.R.I.B.A., Architect

:
Presbyterian Church, Court-road, West Norwood. Messrs. Treadwell S: Martin, Architects

? Interior, Gray’s Inn Chapel : as Restored. Mr, C. J. Shoppee, F.R.I.B.A., Architect

' Blocks in Text.

Design for a Provincial Market Hall : Detail Elevation. By Mr. J. A. R. Inglis

Design for Fountain : Plan
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[«Ign for a Market Hall

'.utobiograpliy and Memoirs of ati Art

Critic.

HE various works of

Philip Gilbert
Hamerton cover so

much ground in re-

gard to tlie criti-

cism of Art and

Life, and combine

so many fine quali-

I
ties both of literary

'

genius and of ar-

tistic insight and

inowledge, that one would be prepared to

.nd the man himself as interesting a study

|s books. Indeed, the volume* which is

cccupied half with his autobiography,

I

rought down to the time of his marriage,

nd half with the biography of the subse-

liuent period of his life supplied by his

tvidow, is fully as interesting as any book he

K-er wrote, and the effect of it is to give us

me impression of a character more individual

l.nd remarkable than one had fully realised

’.rom his writings.

i
A good deal of the autobiography is

occupied with subjects of social and per-

sonal interest, which it does not come
[vitliin our province to enlarge upon

;
it

heed only be observed here that the

•larrative of the circumstances of his child-

nood includes a great deal which is both

nteresting and pathetic, not least so the

portrait of his proud, stern 'and almost -cruel

•a-ther, whose principal or only virtue seems
m have been his uncompromising honesty

md love of truth, and who, with splendid!

ind exceptional physical advantages of

|ippearance and health, brought himself to

III! early grave by reckless convivial indul-

:?ence. Hamerton’s mother died a few days

after he was born ;• had she IK'ed possibly a

jiifferent impress would have been given

10 his rather wayward though loveable

iharacter. Another thing which must strike

ivery reader of the autobiography, which
vas intended to be published only after his

ieath, is the calm serenity with which he

i^eeps that fact before him. Speaking of his

lather’s funeral, he writes

—

I
“ I am the only survivor of that day's ceremony*

The little procession has all followed my father into

the darkness, descending one by one into graves

,
* Philip Gilbert Hamerton, an autobiograph)’, 1834:

1858; and a memoir by his wife, 1858-1894. London!
jSeeley & Co.

; 1897.

Eyam Hall, Derbyshire

Design for Fountain

House on Hindhead
Presb)rteiian Church, West Norwood
Gray's Inn Chapel

London County Council Inquiry

Architectural Societies

Engineering Societies

Applications under the 1&94 London Building Act
"E-tpert” Evidence

The Capital and Counties Bank (Bristol Branch}

separated by great spaces of land and sea, .And

when this is printed I too shall be asleep in mine."

Similar reflections, always in the spirit of

one quite calmly contemplating his own
death, recur more than once. An interest-

ing and picturesque element in the book,

too, is the account of his marriage with the

young French lady who became his wife, and

who, an inhabitant of Paris, French in all

her social and domestic habits and sympa-

thies, and unable at that time to speak a

word of English, was taken straight away to

her husband's painting-lodge, as it might be

called, on the desolate shore of Loch Awe.

That their married life was in the main one

of happiness and mutual trust and affection

is obvious enough from the biography, but

we fancy the young Parisian wife must have

had some rather trying days in the early

period of her transplantation.

In the autobiography Hamerton observes,
‘‘ I have been sometimes represented as an

unsuccessful painter who took to writing

because he had failed as artist. It is, of

course, easy to state the matter so, but the

exact truth is that a very moderate success

in either literature or art would have been

equally acceptable to me, so that there has

been no other failure in my life than the

usual one of not being able to catch two

hares at one time." Hamerton’s life was not

a failure, but it seems' nevertheless that the

criticism he objected to was really not far

from the truth. He was left well off when
he came of age, and wished to pursue either

literature or painting, because he thought

(and wisely) that “ a very moderate success

in either of these pursuits would be more
conducive to happiness than a greater

success in some less congenial occupation.

But he decided on painting, and went into

the study of landscape-painting from nature

with an earnestness and determination ver)-

unusual, making an encampment in a hut

on a Yorkshire moor in order to study

foreground and changes of effect with the

scene cbnstantly before him
;
and subse-

quently settled on the shores of Loch Awe
with the same object, of living amid the

scetiery and studying it continuously. Yet-

the interesting and characteristic books in

which he described his life and experiences

in both these quarters formed apparently the

only real success which he obtained from the

experiment. We never happen to have seen

any of his paintings
;
some few we believe

j

have been exhibited but . he' at all events

The Student’s Column : Specifications,—Vt
General Building News
Sanitary and Engineering News
Foreign

Miscellaneous

Capital and Labour
Legal

Meetings

Recent Patents

Some Recent Sales of Property

Tenders

never obtained a reputation through them,

as a painter. In the course of two very

interesting letters which he received later in

life from iNIr. Peter Graham, extracts from
which are given in the biography, his corre-

spondent pointed out what he believed to

have been Hamerton’s real stumbling block,

viz. : that he had attempted a special branch
of art without having had the requisite broad
training in painting generally. In the second
letter Mr. Graham wrote :

—

“ I think it unfortunate that you ‘ learned painting

with a clever landscape-p.ainter.' You probably far

excelled him in sympathy with nature, power of

observation, and all the gifts especially required for

a landscape-painter. What you really needed, study

under a figure-painter, or better still at an academy,
would have given you. Landscape nature is too

complicated to be a good school to acquire the

mastery over the mechanical difficulties in art."

This is an admirable piece of advice

which we quote the rather as it is worth the

attention cl all art students. Again, Hamer-
ton acquired a thorough and even excep-

tional knowledge of the technical processes

of etching, and produced what is far away
the best and most instructive book on etch'

ing in the English language— it is in fact the

book par excellence on the subject
;
and yet

the only weak points in the book are the

one or two etchings of Iiis own introduced

among the illustrations. And we get some
insight into the reason of this from a passage

in the memoir ;

—

“ His main fault, as I- thought, was attempting

too much finish and effect, and I used to tell him so.

He acknowledged that I was right, and when taking

up a new plate he used to say playfully— ‘ Now this

is going to be a good etching
;
you don’t believe it

because you are a little sceptic, but you'll see—

I

mean not to carry it far.’ Then before biting he

showed it me with ‘ Look at it before it is spoilt.'

It was rarely spoilt in the biting, but by subsequent

work. Many charming proofs I greatly admired.
‘ Oh ! this is only a sketch, you will see the im-

provement when I have darkened this mass.’ Then
I begged hard that it should be left as it was, and I

was met by arguments that I could not discuss

—

'the effect was not true so,’ ‘the lights were too

strong,' or ‘the darks too heavy,' ‘but very little

re-touching was necessary,' and it ended in the

pretty sketch being destroyed after having been.,

re-varnished and re-bitten two or three times.

When it was no longer shown to me, I was aware

of its fate.”

Hamerton was in fact a kind of victim to

a foible which is peculiar to a certain sane

clas5 of clever and ardent men, of being taken

up with perfecting' the' means rather than
,

jookin'g to tlie end to be attained. This
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peculiarity seems to have run through every-

thing he did, except literature, and perhaps

he was only saved from it in literature by
the absolute necessity that came upon him
later in life of producing books that would
find a market, and finishing them in time for

the publisher’s demands
;
for unfortunately in

later life his circumstances were much
straitened (partly from causes over which
he had no control), and he had to write for a

living. Whenever a new picture was pro-

jected, there must be a new purchase of

painting materials, always far more than

were required for the work, to provide

against accidents. A special cart or gig was
designed and built for taking his painting

materials about the country in the most
complete assortment. He had a passion for

boats and boat building, either with his own
hands or under his own direction, but was never

satisfied with the last boat, and had hardly

finished before an improvement occurred to

him to be put in practice in a new one. During

the Loch Awe days two workmen were got

over to build a larger boat than any before,

at a time when the expense could ill be

afforded, and when he was in fact very

anxious about future means of livelihood, on
the plea that it would be an economy in the

long run, as the boat would take them and
their things about much more conveniently,

and save the occasional hire ot conveyances
or boats for special expeditions. All these

things ran away with money without pro-

ducing any compensating result; and his

wife, whose memoir shows a touching com-
bination of unvarying affection for her

husband with a clear perception of his little

weaknesses and peculiarities, obviously was
made very anxious and uneasy by this im-

practical side of his character. As is some-
times the case, he combined with this

continued expenditure on materiel which at

the moment was not really necessary, an
exaggerated passion for perfect order and
system in his life. There were prescribed

hours for doing this and that, there was a

place and a pigeon-hole for everything. An
amusing instance of this is given in the

anecdote of a friend at the house who asked
for a bit of string, and was directed to the

pigeon-holes. He easily found the one
labelled “ String,”but the stringwas too coarse

for his purpose. “ Look above,” said his

host. He did, and there saw another pigeon-
hole with the label—“String (thin).”

It is curious that the first book which
made a real success and got Hamerton’s
name widely known was one which had little

to do with art, the one entitled “The Intel-

lectual Life,” and which appears to us to be
his weakest book, though there was rather a
new idea in it, and it appealed to a larger

circle of readers than some of the others.

But his really valuable work consists in

his art criticism, using the word in its widest
sense. His own practice in painting and
etching, if it did not make him an artist

himself, gave him an acquaintance with the
processes and the difficulties of those arts

which was most valuable to him as an art-

critic. But the most valuable quality of all

in his criticism was its entire independence
of thought and taste. He was entirely aloof
from, or above, any of the current fashions in

art-criticism
;
he took his own view of things,

and in several instances may be said to have
almost alone spoken the real and sober truth
on subjects on which there was a great
deal of popular exaggeration on one side

or the other. His '“Life of Turner,”

first issued in the Portfolio, was remarkable

for its calm and thoughtful judgment of

Turner as man and artist
;

not without

enthusiasm, but entirely free from extrava-

gant adulation. He was for some years art

critic to the Saturday Review, in the days

when that publication was something of a

power; and the value attached by thoughtful

writers and artists to these criticisms is

exemplified by a letter written to him by

M. Veron, on the appearance of a review of

his book “ Esth6tique,” which he evidently

immediately supposed could be by no other

than Hamerton ;

—

'' On me communique une revue tres remarquable

de la Saturday Reviciu sur mon Esiht'tique. Ce
qui distingue cet article e’est une sCrieuse connais-

sance du sujet et une puissance d’analyse des plus

rares. Cela ne ressemble en rien k ces gdneralites

vagues et flottantes dont se contentent la pluparl

des ^crivains que fait la critique dans la revue des

journaux. .... Cet bomme, je suppose que e'est

vous.

"

The Portfolio, which was his own special

foundation, set up a higher standard of Art-

periodical than had before been seen in

England
;

it is to be regretted that it seems
rather to have languished since his death.

Though Hamerton had never attempted

the practice of architecture as he did that of

painting and etching (we feel quite sure he
would have done so had he found time and
opportunity), the practical turn of his mind,

as evinced in his boat-building work, pro-

bably gave him a better insight into the prac-

tical side of architecture than is possessed

by most non-professional men
;

and at

all events the architectural criticisms and
articles which he produced are as remark-

able for insight into and sound judgment
on the aesthetics of the art as his criti-

cisms on painting. From one passage in

the autobiography it appears that he had at

an early age a great love for architecture,

and that he also experienced that curious

feeling as to the unity of the architecture

and the music during a church service which
affected Viollet-le-Duc at a still earlier age.

The passage in which he refers to this is

sufficiently noteworthy to quote :

—

'

' We were taken to the services in Doncaster old

church, which was destroyed by fire many years
afterwards. Though not yet in ray teens, 1 had an
intense delight in architecture, and deeply enjoyed
the noble old building, one of the finest of its class

in England. Our pew was in the west gallery, not
far from the organ, and from it we had a good view
of the interior. The effect of the music was very
strong upon me, as the instrument was a fine one,
and I was fully alive to the influence of music and
architecture in combination. The two arts go
together far better than architecture and painting.*

for music seems to make architecture aJive, as it

rolls along the aisles and under the lofty vaults.

I well remember feeling, when some noble anthem
was being performed, as if the sculptured heads
between the arches added a noble animation to their

serenity. Even now, the impression received in

those early days still remains in my memory with
considerable clearness and fidelity, and I believe

that the habit of attending service in such a beau-
tiful church was a powerful stimulus to my inborn
passion for architecture.”

We are glad to see it stated in the memoir
that “ it was a pleasure ^to my husband to

see that his articles on the architecture of

Paris had been so favourably noticed as to

bring requests for contributions from the

• There Is a reason for this which Hamerton omits to

notice. Music and architecture are both abstract arcs,

which do not imitate anything
;
painting is an imitative

art, in its basis at least.

Builder and IdArchitecture.” We remembe:
making the request, and Hamerton’s modesi

reply, doubting whether he could’have“anyii

thing [to say that could be[[of value to th \

readers of a professional architectural journa ;

though he was willing to comply when h -

had more time at his disposal—a perioii

which did not unfortunately arrive.

Only Haraerton's intimate friends, pro

bably, were aware of the great difficultie •

under which in the latter part of his life h‘

carried on his multifarious work. Naturalhi

of a very sensitive and nervous temperameni

(at an early period of his life he found ,1

impossible to live in cities, on account of thu

want of quiet), he had become in his latej

years painfully affected by noise and rapiji

movement, a misfortune which came to j.

climax during a journey from Dover t

London, when his cerebral irritation becamj
so painful that he had to leave the train ati

roadside station, and remain in the countrj

for some time. For long after this railwa,!

travelling was impossible for him, though tht)

endurance of it was gradually attained agaiii

by trying short journeys in slow trains iintl

he had a little recovered his balance. Bu
his health in latter years was a constan

subject of anxiety, partly no doubt fror

want of sufficient mental rest among thl

numerous avocations which he continue)

to pursue so eagerly. He died at lengt;

suddenly and unexpectedly of heart disease-

The autobiography, and still more thl

memoir, leave one with the feeling thai

with all the interest of Hamerton’s varioii

uTitings, the most interesting fact of all wa
Hamerton himself. He was a man eminentl.

the reverse of commonplace
;
of the highest

honour, of the most versatile perceptions anc

interests, full of the keenest love for and en-

joyment of all that was beautiful in naturs

and art. If he did not accomplish tlid

artistic aspirations with which he set oui!

in life, he at least lived a life full of warir

emotions and intellectual enjoyment, hd

;

came to be loved and appreciated by th<l 1

best minds of his country in art and litera- l

ture, both for his writings and his persona)

)

character; and, in spite of troubles from il 1

health and other causes, such a life cannot'

:

be called either an unhappy or an unsuccess*)
i

ful one.

MANCHESTER MAIN DRAINAGE.
RULY the problem of the hour fo»

municipal engineers and author

rities is that of sewerage and)

sewage-disposal, and in no part

of the country is a solution of the problem)

more necessary than in South-east Lanca-il

shire. The rivers and brooks of Manchester
are literally sewers, while the Ship Canakl
has been forcibly, but accurately,, described;!

as a ditch. The labours of the Mersey andii

Irwell Joint Committee are,, indeed, as)

arduous and appalling as those of Hercules^

in the Augean Stables. The sewage fromr:

innumerable towns and villages, and thei

refuse from all manner of manufactories,!

have been allowed to foul the streams so;

long, that the offenders had begun to think

they had a right to go on fouling them for

ever, and now consider themselves hardly

used because a vigilant and impartial autho-

rity bids them cleanse themselves from the

error of their ways. Even great Manchester

bows before this authority, and attempts to

set its house in order.

A long report on the Manchester Maia.
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Brainage Scheme and Works was recently

[[epared by Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, the

|ile “ City Surveyor,” and presented to the

jjouncil. It is largely historical, and shows

Ijto one reading between the lines—how
fficult it has always been to extort money
r sewerage works. Undoubtedly the

ibian method of delay has its advantages;

any rate, the dilatory authority saves

terest on the deferred expenditure, and
iofits by the failures of those authorities

hich are Quixotic enough to make haste to

ep tlieir streams pure and their people

altliy.

Thirty years ago the prevention of floods

Manchester seems to have been a more
essing problem than the purification of the

I

'ers, and somewhat curious powers were
tained by the Council in 1865 in order to

:rease the flow of water in the River Med-
:k. It appears that the riparian owners
d very seriously reduced and obstructed

i bed of the river, and the Corporation was
ipowcred to execute various works for the

provement of the river, and to recover

, -m the riparian owners two-thirds of the

Jt. The actual cost of the River Medlock
provements was 30,000/., and of this sum
little more than 18,000/. was recovered

1

' the Corporation—a salutary lesson to

jarian owners in Manchester and else-

:iere. Tlie improvements, however, were
Hit sufficient to prevent the recurrence

floods, and in 1874 Mr. J. G. Lynde, the

ty Surveyor at that time, recommended
e construction of a tunnel 20 ft. in diameter
r the conveyance of sewage and storm-

ater
;
a larger size—namely, 34 ft. wide

r 21 ft. high—was subsequently suggested

f Mr. Lynde, and adopted by the com-
ittee, but on reference to the Council, in

ecember, 1S74, the scheme was referred

ick to the committee “with a view to their

’porting a matured scheme, providing not

ply for the safe passage of the storm-water of

ae valley of the River Medlock, but also for

le complete interception of the drainage

f the city.” This was the commencement of

le Manchester Main Drainage Scheme, or

utlier schemes. Two years later a report

jy Mr. Lynde and Mr. Bateman (who had
[een associated with Mr. Lynde in the work)
/as presented, but the Council was not by
ny means eager to act upon the report

!/hen it had been presented. Two years,

t any rate, had been satisfactorily passed
irithout any expenditure except for surveys
nd plans. Three more years were spent

n fruitless negotiations with neighbouring
[..ocal Authorities for the purpose of agreeing
upon a combined scheme. Meanwhile, Mr.

vynde had resigned, and Mr. John Allison

lad been appointed in his stead. In 1880
\Ir. Allison thought it advisable that the

sewerage works of various important towns
should be visited, and that year and the

•hextwere agreeably spent in visiting Brad-
ford, Leeds, Darlington, Carlisle, and Not-
tingham. The year 1884 was occupied by
a sub-committee in the same manner.

^

Ten years had thus elapsed since the

|Council, with such a show of sanitary enthu-
isiasm, had snubbed the Committee, and
linstructed it to prepare a “matured scheme.”
iNeither the Council nor the committee was
,in any hurry. Sewage schemes take a long
time to mature. In 1S85 the committee
[reported the results of the visits to various
towns, and received authority “ to make
further inquiries,” and in the following year

Mr. Allison presented a report on the pro-

posed main drainage scheme, together with

plans showing some alterations from the

original scheme, partly necessitated by a

considerable increase in the area of the city.

Mr. Bailey-Denton was consulted, and advised

some further modifications to be made, and
in April, 1887, thirteen years after the

Council's memorable resolution, the commit-

tee recommended that the modified scheme
be carried out at an estimated cost of half a

million
;
and the Council adopted the report.

But not until 1889 was the approval of the

Local Government Board given to the scheme^

or the Rivers Committee instructed to com-
mence the work.

Fifteen years had passed, the rivers

becoming filthier every year, and not a yard

of main sewer had been laid. The com-
mittee had not been unduly or officiously

hasty in maturing the scheme. Then the

Ship Canal complicated matters, and delays

were caused in 1890-93 by the inclusion

within the city boundary of numerous out-

townships, and more money had to be

borrowed in 1894 for the additional sewers.

In February, 1894, Mr. Allison died, and a

few months later was succeeded by Mr.

Meade.

Then came more alterations, and (in 1895)

an overhauling of the sewers which were
then in course of construction. This,

perhaps, is one of the most interesting and
instructive portions of Mr. Meade's report.

Sewers were found to have been built of

4/r inch brickwork instead of 9 inch.

Bricks had been laid without mortar.

Ordinary bricks had been used instead

of Staffordshire blue bricks. Bricks had
been used instead of stoneware invert-

blocks. Thousands of pounds’ worth of

work had been scamped, and had to be re-

executed by the various contractors at their

own cost. In one contract for over 2,418

yds. of sewer, no less than 1413 yds. had
to be taken out and reconstructed by the

contractor. The underdrains of the filter-

beds were found to have been “ most
improperly constructed, no attention having

been paid to either the lines, levels, or speci-

fied method of laying,’’ while the concrete

effluent carrier had been made with “much
less than the specified quantity of cement.”

The contractor was compelled to re-execute

the work, and at length, after " considerable

trouble, inconvenience, and seventeen
months’ delay,” the committee obtained just

value for its money. It is such disclosures

as these which lead men to say hard things

of the contract system, and to advocate the

execution of work by municipal authorities

themselves, without the intervention of a

contractor.

The sewage (about 15,000,000 gallons

daily) is conveyed to Davyhulme, and there

treated with milk of lime and green copperas,

from 5 to 10 grains of each per gallon of

sewage. Precipitation takes place in eleven

tanks, each 300 ft. by roo ft. by 6 ft., and
a small portion of the effluent is passed
through land which has been drained and
laid out for filtration purposes. Clearly the

area of land is utterly inadequate for the

quantity of sewage treated. Recently Mr.

Meade recommended the construction of an
effluent sewer sixteen miles long (to a point

in the Mersey Estuary about three miles on
the Manchester side of Runcorn), in lieu of

attempting to filter the effluent. This pro-

posal was adopted by the Council, but at a

recent meeting an amendment was carried

to the effect that the Council is of opinion

that the obligations of the Rivers Committee
will be fully met, and no public injury will

accrue, by the proposed effluent conduit

terminating in the river Mersey in or near

the township of Thelwall, below Woollaston

Weir. This weir is about three miles

above Warrington, and is the highest

tidal point of the river. Two reasons have

weighed with the Council in making this

change, the first being the usual economical

one, and the second tiie fear that Warrington

would object to the reduction of water in the

river which would be occasioned by dis-

charging the important volume of sewage
effluent below that town instead of abo%'e it,

as at present. But has it not occurred to the

Council that Warrington may object to an

avowedly impure, unfiltered tank -effluent

being discharged into the river close to its

gates ? And will not the Mersey and Irwell

Joint Committee have something to say

about the matter? In the matter of sludge-

disposal, Manchester is about to imitate

London and Salford by carrying it out to sea

in barges.

It must be gratifying to the inhabitants of

Manchester to know that the long-delayed

systejn of sewers is approaching completion,

but it must also be disappointing to be com-

pelled to admit that, notvvitiistanding the

advice of expert engineers and chemists, the

problem of sewage-disposal is practically as

far from satisfactory solution as ever.

\ t

NOTES.
The debate last week in the

Penrhyn House of Commons upon the
Qiiarnes. subject of the dispute between

Lord Penrhyn and his men was practically

useless. It did nothing whatever towards

ending the struggle. It was, perhaps, how-
ever, not altogether valueless in throwing

some light on the working of the Conciliation

Act of last Session. It is obvious from the

tone of some of the speakers that Govern-

ment interference will be resented, and it is

clear that the Board of Trade will have to be

prepared for a good deal of ill-natured criti-

cism when they endeavour to mediate between
parties who are not reasonably minded. In

the case of the London and North Western
Railway, each side in reality welcomed the

intervention of the Board; it enabled each

party to give up a position which it should

not have taken up. But Lord Penrhyn equally

clearly resented the Board of Trade taking

action
;
and we are inclined to think that the

Department, when they saw how opposed
Lord Penrhyn was to their attempts, would
have done well not to have pressed the matter

further. It is doubtful, also, whether their

sensible proposal that a representative of the

Board should be present at a meeting be-

tween the opposing parties was within the

terms of the Conciliation Act. But it was a

reasonable and well-meant offer, and should

not have been rejected by Lord Penrhyn in

the very bad tone in which it was.

The first Order under the

LfghlSSwayU'e''' Railways Act has been
secured by a Railway Com-

pany, thus realising the anticipation that the

existing lines would be among the first to

benefit by the new legislation. The Order
Is for a single line to connect Basingstoke

with Chawton—a village situated about two

d
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miles from Alton
;
and as it will pass through

districts at present five or six miles from any

railway station, it should prove of consider-

able service to the inhabitants. Further

southward there are villages in Hamoshire

—

such as Warnford and West Meon. places of

importance in Saxon times, but sparsely

populated now—which are still eight or nine

miles from a station. At the statutory in-

quiry, held last week at Basingstoke by

Lord Jersey's Commission, it was stated

that the estimated cost of the proposed line

was 66,700/.—which works out at about

5,500/. a mile. This is a sufficiently heavy

figure to cause local bodies to consider well

before embarking in similar enterprises, but

no higher than was estimated by competent

authorities during the debates which pre-

ceded the passing of the Act. After all, the

working of these lines is, perhaps, likely to

prove more successful under the direction of

a railway company than if controlled by a

body having no previous experience in this

direction, and with fewer opportunities for

economy in the matter of ecpiipment after

the railway has been constructed.

In the last issue of the Kphe-

fromivfsOTa.
Archaiologikc (1S96, 1

and 2), M. Tsountas publishes

a monument which, as regards the history

of art, is only second in importance to the

famous Vaphio cups. The monument in

question is a painted stele discovered in one

of the tombs recently opened in the lower

city of Mycena'. The stele is covered witli

a coating of white stucco, on which the

paintings are executed in colours, still vivid

—yellow, blue, red. The design is in three

tiers, of which the topmost one has

unfortunately almost disappeared
;

but

enough remains to sliow that three figures

were represented seated on sort of thrones.

In the middle tier are five warriors marching.

They brandish lances in their right hands,

and their bodies are completely protected

from neck to knee by huge shields of the

pattern seen on the Myceme vases published

by Furtwangler and Ldschke (plate 43). In

fact, in pose, dress, and accoutrements the

figures of these two designs are closely

analogous. On the third are figures of deer.

The difference of the shape of shields

between those described by Homer and

those found on Mycenrean objects is, it will

be remembered, one of the chief arguments

on which Professor Ridgeway relics in his

paper recently published in the Hellenic

Journal (xvi. i.l under the title “Which Peo-

ple Produced the Objects called Mycenrean ?
"

The Societe Arclieologique of

Montmartre. Montmartre is organising what

will prove an interesting

museum, containing whatever can be col-

lected in relation to Montmartre, its history

and its monuments. It is being installed in

the new Mairie of the XVIII. Arrondisse-

ment, and includes a number of water-

colours, engravings, and photographs of

picturesque corners of the hill, as well

as remains of sculpture and architectural

detail, dating even from as far back as

the Merovingian epoch
;
old pottery, jewels

and insignia, and a collection of por-

traits of all illustrious “ Montmartroises.”

This will not only be a collection of great

interest in itself, but it is hoped that it may
.al^o suggest the formation of similar collec-

tions illustrating the history of other ancient

quarters of Paris.

„ .
The club called the “ Union

The “ Union ... ... . , .

Artistique," Artistique has just opened its

Paris. annual exhibition, which con-

tains some very interesting works. The
majority are portraits; among these maybe
mentioned particularly a head of a young

girl by M. Cormon, a portrait ot an old man
by M. Aime Morot, a portrait of a cuirassier

by M. Carolus Duran, and one ol his best

works, and a portrait of the Due de Doudeau-

ville by M. Bonnat, painted with a breadth

and vigour of style which is almost overdone.

A figure of an artisan, by M. Roll, and a

rather mediocre “Nativity” by M. Gervex,

are among other works exhibited. In sculp-

ture, two sketches of heads by M. Puech, a

pretty statuette by M. R. Verlet, and a

Sphynx by M. Hugues, are the only

exliibits of special merit.

Fire Risks
MUNICIPALITIES whlch have

at El»ctriciiy taken up electric lighting are

at present suffering from what

they consider a very real grievance, namely,

an increase in the fire insurance rates with

respect to central station risks. To such an

extent have they excited themselves that a

special meeting of the Municipal Electrical

Association was convened at the West-

minster Palace Hotel on Thursday of last

week. Councillor Pearson, of Bristol, read

a paper in which he advocated that munici-

palities should become their own insurers
;

at first in part until a sufficient sum had

been laid by, and then they could take the

whole risk. This view was pretty generally

endorsed by many aldermen present, and

the Borough electrical engineers spoke

vigorously against the insurance companies.

To listen to them, one would think that the

companies had made immense profits out of

this kind of risk in the past, instead of having

been heavy losers. Instead of abusing the

insurance companies, would it not have been

far better to have invited some representative

of the companies, Mr. Heaphy, for example,

and consulted with him in a rational manner

as to the best ways of reducing fire risks ?

If the insurance companies will not insure

central station risks at 9s. per cent., it is not

because of their ignorance of electricity, but

because it does not pay them to do so.

The French School of Archfeo-

logy at Athens is to celebrate

its twentieth birtiiday this

spring. The occasion is to be marked by an

international gathering of classical archaeo-

logists. This is to take place from the 25th-

2Sth of April. M. Homolle, the Director of

the School, intends at the same time to

celebrate ' the conclusion of the Delphi

excavations, which will then be practically

complete. It is to be hoped that he will

further mark the occasion by publishing at

least some of the results of the excavations.

Important inscriptions are given to the

public with commendable promptness, but

two years have now elapsed, and the interest-

ing sculptures of the various “treasuries”

are still inaccessible. The German Institute,

to facilitate attendance at this French jubilee,

has altered the dates of the Pcloponnesos

and island tours. The Peloponnesus tour is

now to be from April S-23
;
the island tour

from May 5-13.

“Art in our City” is the

title of an excellent address,

both in a literary and artistic

sense, delivered to the Architectural Section

Glasgow.

of the Glasgow Philosophical Society b
their President, iNIr. P. Maegregor Chalmeii

and which now reaches us in a pamphk
form. It contains suggestions for the iil

provement of the city and for the promoti®;

of the effectual study of art in Glasgoi

which are well worth the attention of In

citizens.

At the instance of Mr. E. '.\

^*Han?pstead'^^’
^’cwtoii, a member of the Hami
steadVestry, the Society ofAi^

agreed a few weeks ago, with the uccupiei

and owner's consent, to affix a memor.

tablet upon Belmont House, Rosslyn Hi

formerly inhabited and, it is said, built 1

Sir Harry Vane, who was taken thence'

prisoner to the Tower, as Ludlow relates :

his “ Memoirs.” In Vane House, as it w
then named, afterwards lived for many ye&

Dr. Butler, Dean of St. Paul's, and autlior •

“The Analogy of Religion,” who two yea

before his death in 1752 was appointed

Durham. By his will of that year he direeft

tliat the house should be sold. T'

next tenant, a Mr. Regnier, divided t

house into two
;
a later tenant, a Mr. Pilgrii

gave name to the adjacent Pilgrim’s-lar.

The premises have since undergone cd

siderable alteration by way of adapting thd

for purposes of the Soldiers' Dauglitei

Home, removed thither about i860. Bish'

Butler fixed in the windows several picc

of old coloured glass, many of them beari-

date 1571, and given to him, it is loca':

reported, by the Pope. Some of the gla:

which is Flemish work, has remained to c

own day. It mainly illustrated Scriptui

subjects. It has been surmised that tj

similar glass at Oriel College, Oxford,
,

from the same source, or may have be*

taken thither from Hampstead after Butle!

death. A view of the house in its forini

condition will be found in the Gcntlcmah

Magazine, May, 1828.

The exhibition of Madi

Brown’s works, at the Grafto

Galleries, taken in connexiti

with the lengthy descriptive comments givi

in the catalogue, mostly written by tl

artist himself, forms a rather curious medli:

of literary and artistic impressions. Mad('

Brown’s remarks on the scene between Le.

and Cordelia (20) are admirable, but thd

are a good deal more interesting than tl|

picture. And this is the kind of dii|

crepancy we seem to find in many oth.l

instances. Madox Brown regarded paintiCi

from an intellectual and moral point of vieu

as the illustration or explanation of a histonj

scene
;
he took great pains to understaci

aqd to express the facts of the scene, but hi

too often failed to give natural life aff

action to it in tlie picture
;

the fac\

are all there, in a way, but they ci

not coalesce into a pictorial whole. In ‘tSJ
Expulsion of the Danes from Manchesterii

for instance, the Dane turning and sliakin

his sword at the inhabitants is a mei.

stage figure, carefully arranged in a suitabl

attitude
;
there is no life or reality in hin

The elaborate painting called “Work” i

a sermon rather than a picture
;
pages ar.

written about its intention, but it is a

absolute failure in a pictorial sense. Made:

Brown’s real successes, among the work;

exhibited here, may be said to be th:

“ Christ and Peter ” (43), “Cromwell at hi

Farm” (62),
“ Wickliffe on his Trial ” (31), ;}

picture much better in colour than man:
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tilers; “Juan and Ilaidee ” (48), “The last

r England" (64), a truly pathetic though

ery ugly ^\'orlc
;
and the “Romeo and

ulict" (60), one of the most passionate

Dve-pictures ever painted, and effective in

ropnrtion. If lladox Brown could have
ecn content to “let himself go" in that

'ay a little more often, instead of labour-

ig to tell a story and point a moral in every

ne of ins pictures, it would have been
etter for him and for art. Among the small

orks in the collection the little landscape

ititlcd “Carrying Corn" (26) should not

2 passed over
; it shows a wonderfully true

id powerful effect of light.

It is satisfactory to find that

Me^tropoiitan the Board of the Metropolitan

Railway Company are appa-

ntly about to undertake in a systematic

aimer tlie general rebuilding of their

ations. They state that the work which

is been done at Moorgate-street will be
ntinued at Bishopsgate-street. We hope

at they will make haste to take in hand
me of the more westerly stations. Gower-
eet and Baker-street stations are wholly

adequate for the traffic, and the badness
the station is made worse by the

ilifferent lighting. The Directors also

mtion that they are in communication with

e Board of Trade in regard to the ventila-

in of the line, and will co-operate with the

-•partmental Committee which is about to

appointed. We have no objection to the

mpany making a virtue of a necessity.

It there can be no doubt at all that if the

avernment had not put pressure in the

inner they have done on the company, all

at would have been done by the latter

nild have been the making of one or two
)re vent-holes in the public streets. Con-
leriug that the Metropolitan Railway is

w in a better financial position, it would
wise and prudent to take some decisive

tasures towards the bettor ventilation and
2 better lighting of the stations, and for the
provement of their rolling stock.

It can liardly be said that Mr.

tr'eSteaure!^
Gilbert's paper, or rather short

address, at the Institute of
clutects on Monday, was equal to the
casion or the subject. Mr. Gilbert seemed
think that a promise to deliver a paper to
e Institute was sufficiently met by a short
mbling address, not well prepared, exceed-
gly vague in substance and expression,
ci of which the chief recognisable point
emed to be that the best architecture had
en produced by sculptors who had under-
I'On to act as architects, while, conversely,
cliitects who tried to be sculptors had
en notable failures. We have heard this
im sculptors before

; whether it be true or
't, it may be a question whether it comes
ry gracefully from the mouth of a sculptor

;

d Mr. Gilbert s replies to the speakers in
e discussion, though very amusing, were
mewhat too much flavoured by an
sumption of intellectual superiority which
casionally bordered rather closely on
'pertinence.

4rts and Crafts Exhibition atCh
1 mea9th ult. an exhibition, under the a
- Chester Guild of Arts and Crafts, was

Chester, by the
estmmster. The exhibition comprises;
painting wood - carving, leather ei

i*”d crafts™

THE ADVANCEMENT OF
ARCHITECTURE* ;

WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF
GOTHIC.

It is now one hundred and twenty-nine years
ago since the Royal Academy of Arts was founded
by his Majesty George III. It was founded at

the request of Sir Chambers, his architect,

and in the charter granted by his Majesty, and
dated December 10, 176S, it was provided that

there shall be “ a Professor of Architecture who
shall read annually six public lectures, calculated
to form the taste of the students, to instruct

them in the laws and principles of composition,
to point out to them the beauties or faults of
celebrated productions, to fit them for an unpre-
judiced study of books, and for a critical

examination of structures.”

At that time, the tide of the Italian Renais-
sance was still flowing, although there w'ere slight

signs of reflux in the growing admiration for

Gothic. Horace Walpole altered Strawberry
Hill in the Gothic taste in 175c, while, in the
very year of the Royal Academy’s foundation,
Miiiria published his lives of the architects, in

which the works of Palladio were held up as the
standard of taste. The Dilettanti Society, in

1762, published the first volume of Stewart’s
“Antiquities of Athens,” and subsequently the
“Antiquities of Attica and Ionia,” and is, I

believe, still publishing works on Greek archi-
tecture. At any rate, the researches of Pullan on
the Temples of Apollo Smintheus, of Bacchus at

Teos, and Minerva Polias at Priene, or one at
least, was published in the year 1881.

Wilkins published his “Antiquities of Magna
Grrecia” in 1807, Inwood the “ Ereebtheum at
Athens” in 1827, Penrose the “ Parthenon ” in

1847, 1851, 1S8S. Sir C. Fellows published his

works on Lycia, Caria, and Lydia, in 1839-1847 ;

J. Pennetborne “The Geometry and Optics of
Ancient Architecture” in 1878, Sir C. Newton
and Pullan on the “Discoveries at Halicarnassus,
Cnidus, and Branchidre” in 1863-3; Cockerell
and Donaldson their supplements to Stewart’s
“Athens ” in 1830, and Cockerell his “ Temple of
Jupiter Paubelienius and Apollo Epicurus” in

1S60 ; and in the same year Falkener published
his “ Classical Museum,” not to speak of foreign
publications. I need hardly speak of Hittorff’s

Restoration of the Temple of Empedocles at

Selinus, 1851, nor of Abel Blouet’s scientific

expedition to the Morea and to Macedonia,
1831-1838.

There is no task more difficult than that of
unravelling the causes of certain movements
among mankind. And this is even more difficult

when it is a purely intellectual movement. We
speak of the Renaissance as if it were a change of

taste that could be as precisely dated as a revolu-
tion or a battle, while it had been led up to for

centuries, and we can only be certain of its

existence and preponderance long after it had
begun. In this case of the Greek movement, one
prime factor in it was the enthusiasm of Winckel-
mann, who began to write on Greek sculpture
when he was at Dresden, and afterwards
published his history of ancient art about the
middle of the last century, and he found sym-
pathisers who bad come to much the same con-
clusions before he wrote. From attention being
called to the perfection of Greek architecture in

1762 and subsequently, a wave of Greek taste

swept over most of the countries of Europe.
The Elgin marbles were purchased by the British

Government, and placed in the British Museum
in 1816

;
even children who saw them were struck

by the beauty of the Panathenaic frieze, and
doubtless this revelation of beauty to the public
prolonged the call for imitation Greek architec-

ture.

The admiration, however, of Gothic increased
in England partly owing to .Sir Walter Scott’s
novels, and partly to the efforts of such men as

John Britton, Rickman, the second Pugin
;
and

to the enthusiasm of the Ecclesiological and
other societies. This admiration became
so prevalent as to strongly influence public
opinion, so that in 1840 it was determined
that the Gothic style should be adopted in the
new Houses of Parliament. Even before this,

the very champions of Classic architecture were
so affected by the increasing admiration for Gothic
that the great Wilkins himself dabbled in it,

and Sir James Pennetborne and Professor Donald-
son tried their hands at it. Decimus Burton,
once a well-known Classic architect, who per-

sisted in his creed was so far forgotten that, when

* Being the first Royal Academy Lecture on Archi-
tecture this session. Delivered on the asth ult, by
Professor Aitchison, A.R.A.

he died a few years ago, his name and woiks
were almost unknown.
A passion for the study of Gothic spread largely

in society.; antiquaries, clergymen, undergra-
duates, heads of houses, and other amateurs ;

architects, as well, employed their spare time and
holidays in making notes on Gothic buildings in

England and abroad, measured and drew out the
mouldings of different dates, and a few of the
more learned endeavoured to solve the mysteries
of Gothic construction. In 1S41 Professor
Willis read an admirable paper at the Royal
Institute of British Architects, called “The
Construction of the Vaults of the Middle
Ages,’ really a treatise on Gothic stone-
cutting, greatly admired abroad, and still

studied by architects in this country
;
while the

Gothic flame was still burning, fanned by Mr.
Ruskin. In 1854-68 was published by that
Cuvier of Gothic architecture, Viollet-le-Duc, his
“ Dictionary of Architecture,” now of world-wide
celebrity, which may be said to have completed
the Gothic conquest. Casts of figures and
foliage from the Gothic cathedrals and churches
were collected at the Architectural Museum, and
masons were encouraged to copy them

; while
during the professorships of Scott and Street at

the Royal Academy Gothic was pronounced to be
the only true architecture in the world ; and that
eccentric genius, W. Burges, was never tired of
advocating its universal adoption. Casts of Gothic
figures andfoliage were collected at theSouth Ken-
sington Museum and even at the Royal Academy.
There was a long struggle between those who were
getting their living by paraphrasing Classic and
Renaissance buildings and by those paraphrasing
Gothic buildings

; hard words were bandied
about, and “Pagan” and “Papist” were
affixed by their opponents to the rival prac-
titioners. A truce was at length concluded, and
a practitioner was allowed to paraphrase Classic,
or Gothic, or both, without having an offensive
epithet bestowed on him. Students were allowed
to compete for prizes at the Royal Academy, and
at the Royal Institute of British Architects, in
either style, much to the disgust of those brought
up in the belief that Renaissance was the only
admissible style.

Owing to the large increase of travelling, the
publication of architectural works, and the
multiplication of photographs, the desire for
novelty, and the absence of any proper teaching,
all phases of architecture from Greek days
downwards, if we except the Egyptian Hall
and Angelo’s School of Arms, were in turn
adopted. This produced two results. The
first was this : that the public looked on architects
as persons keeping an architectural costumier’s
shop, at which colourable imitations of every
past style could be procured. The public still

believes that Gothic has a stronger ecclesiastical

flavour than any other style, and that Renais-
sance is more adapted for municipal buildings; so
it has a Gothic architect for its churches, and a
Renaissance one for its other buildings. Some
of the wealthy and some of the eaiing-house
keepers occasionally desire their rooms to
form an architectural pattern book, each
room being of a different style or phase of
a style, a Gothic ch.apel, a Graico-Roman hall, an
Elizabethan dining-room, a Louis XIV. drawing-
room, a Louis XV. boudoir, an Early French
Renaissance morning-room, a Roman library,

and a Moorish smoking-room, with perhaps a
Chinese, Indian, and Japanese room thrown in.

The other result was that thinking men interested
in architecture began to ask themselves what
architecture was, beyond designing habitations or
shelters for men and animals, factories for making
goods, warehouses for storing them, and shops for

selling them ; why the buildings of certain
countries, and at certain epochs, had always been
admired ; why the shapes and details of buildings
at successive epochs were so different from one
another ; and why at so brilliant a period as this

of the nineteenth century, when men’s minds are
so active and so restless, nothing but paraphrases
of bygone styles were to be met with, even in
important buildings. They soon saw that some
of the difterences in past styles were brought
about by the greater number of men’s wants, and
by the greater complexity of society ; that some
were owing to an increased knowledge of
materials and of their powers, and to advance-
ment in the art of building. A good many
thought that when every part of a building
exactly answered its purpose, and when every
redundance had been pared away, and each part
took its shape according to the work it had to do,
an architecture would arise of itself without
further trouble, more wonderful, more perfect,

and one that caused more exalted emotions than
any that the world had seen ; but it became
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apparent that this was a wrong hypothesis. The
wonderful iron structures of our engineers have

surpassed all that was done before in the world in

a scientihc direction, without regard to anything

but cheapness and utility ;
but nearly all their

works are unsightly, and many of them are

hideous.

It is just possible that if this hypothesis could

have been perfectly carried out, it might have

given the true solution ;
for we believe Nature

makes her organisms in the best way and with the

least possible material, while most of her works

are beautiful. But we have not got her materials,

her knowledge, nor her skill, and we are not

sure, either, that she does not aim at beauty.

Still, I think that most of our minor problems

point to a solution in this direction
;

but the

major problem seems to me to wholly depend on

man, for it is not the purely necessary problems that

are alone to be solved, but the proper emotions

that should be excited, by the sight of the building.

Solemnity, adoration, and thankfulness should be

evoked by a temple ;
majesty by a building for

legislation
;
awe and apprehension by law courts ;

dignity by buildings for public offices, great

officers of State, and magistrates ;
magnificence

in the mansions of merchant princes and great

manufacturers ;
grace and delightfulness in

theatres, concert, and fine-art exhibition rooms

;

comfort and comeliness in the houses for ordi-

nary citizens ;
while the grimness of a prison

should excite repulsion and terror ; but beyond

these master emotions, we want each part to

exhibit the resthetic cultivation of the day, and

show not only the mastery of the architect, but

the knowledge, the care, and the skill of the

workmen.
The lessons of how these various emotions are

to be raised must be learnt from those buildings

of former times which show how cognate emo-

tions were excited. The rest depends on the

genius of the architect and the cultivation and

aspirations of the best of the public.

A perfect architectural monument has much
more human interest given it by sculpture and by

figure painting than by pure architecture, while

fine monumental colouring is another source of

delight. Sculpture and figure-painting have for

their highest models the most physically perfect

human beings. If the figures created by these

artists will not harmonise with the architecture,

the architect must look to it
;
for his art is then

below that of his brother artists, and the com-

pleted monument is patchwork. The serenity of

high ideal sculpture or painting will not har-

monise with coarse Romanesque nor with tor-

mented Gothic
;
so you see that it does not depend

on the will of the architect to adopt any past

style he chooses, but the style is evolved from the

necessities of the case. The rude figures of the

Solomon Islanders would be as much out of

place in the pediment of the Parthenon, as the

Panathenaic frieze would be in a Norman
cathedral.

I do not address you as persons anxious to get

your living, and naturally the best one possible,

by the exercise of a respectable calling, but as

poets in structure, who not only hope, but desire,

that the monuments you erect will call forth

admiration and delight in the cultivated, hundreds

or thousands of years hence, and who spare no

study and no pains to ensure this result. What
Milton says of fame is true; it is “ That last

infirmity of noble mind.” If you feel the divine

power within you, that will enable you to delight

millions yet unborn, you feel that fame is but

an unimportant accident. You must, however,

not only “ scorn delights, and live laborious days,”

but you must study as the poets have studied,

and see how your predecessors learned to evoke

the emotions that now delight you.

As I have addressed you as poets in structure,

it will not be amiss to see how the poets in words

inspired with the divine afflatus, have learned the

elements of their art. Take Dante, or Milton, or

Tennyson, and see how they studied all the best

poetry of the past and of the present, how they

mixed among mankind and studied the emoticns

of those Ground them, how they translated or

paraphrased the poems of other times and of other

longues, to get their hand in and to learn their

art. Some of you may object that 5uch trans-

cendent poets as Shakespeare and Burns had

but li tie learning. You may be sure that both of

them deplored it, and endeavoured to make up

for their deficiencies by learning all they could

from ancient story, from ancient poetry, and from

contemporary work, and by the constant and pierc-

ing observation of the persons and things around

them and by repealed efforts, make their works

immortal. In our own art we see Brunelleschi,

who was to become the great architect of his day,

working as a journeyman goldsmith at Rome, so

that he might measure and study the Roman
ruins, and obtain from them constructive and

resthelic knowledge. In our own day we
have seen Alfred Stevens getting his living by

designing grates, tiles, and fire-irons, while

he was learning to be a great sculptor,

a painter, and something of an architect.

Remember that above ail things architecture is a

structural art, and that all that you can do is

to build ; by that you must show your knowledge,

your skill, and your aspirations, your manners

and your morals, and as an architect, by that

alone. You can, of course, avoid the study

of tatics by getting examples of what has been

done before, and keeping well within the old

lines, but this is not what the Roman, the Byzan-

tine, or the Gothic architects did ; their aim was

to outstrip their predecessors. It is not the

method our engineers have adopted whose works

are the wonder of the world ; they learnt as

much as was necessary of that part of science

that underlies their practical work, and taking

iron as their material, have immeasurably sur-

passed all that was done before them it

construction. They never would have done this

if they had merely feebly copied the engineering

works of the Romans. All the sciences have so

far progressed that the knowledge of them

amongst the ancients is only mentioned in

archeological treatises. The mechanicians who
have perfected the steam engine, invented the

locomotive, the spinning jenny, the power loom,

and the lace weaver, laugh to scorn the childish

machines of the ancients ;
the artillerists are not

contented with balistie and catapults ;
the

astronomers are not humble students of the

Almagest of Ptolemy, but have discovered that

the earth is a small planet revolving round the

sun, that the laws of gravity control all the

celestial bodies in the visible universe ;
and have

learnt that most of the substances found on earth

exist in the sun. Nor do geographers speak

much of the knowledge of the earth to be found

in Homer and the Penlateuch, or in the works of

Strabo, and Pomponius Mela.

In art, however, there is a very different story

to tell. The arts may be said to appeal to the

emotions through the eye and the ear, and the

accumulated knowledge of them does not help us

beyond a very limited distance. When accurate

modelling has been attained, there is little more

to be learnt except how to create ideals that are,

in cerlain respects, more perfect than the average

human being. In drawing, when form can be

exactly copied, and when that knowledge of per-

spective, called fore-shortening, is attained, there

is but the composition of line and grouping

to be added
;

the rest depends on the

imagination of the artist, whether it be to

create allegorical figures, or scenes from the past.

In colour there is tue harmonising and contrasting

of the different tints and tones to t3e attained, and

the choice of those most appropriate to the sub-

ject of the picture, and the imitation of such

subtlety of mixed colouring as is found in the

nude human form.

We have no reason to believe that after the

Greeks had cultivated gymnastics the human form

has improved. Landscape painting may have

improved, as the forms and laws of inanimate

nature are better known and observed, but we
have no reason to believe that the beauty of inani-

mate nature has increased. Ordinary emotions

have become more complex, but this esn hardly

be the case with the grand ones, such as ecstatic

joy, heartrending grief, terror, and despair. Is

eloquence, wit, humour, or pathos, more common
or more forcible than in the best ages of Greece ?

I think almost the emotions, being now more

complex than of yore, have become more difficult

to portray, so that if the modern artists portray

them with an effect equal to that attained by the

great Classic artists, they must be greater men.

Music is said to have progressed, and if so, it

has a merit beyond the other fine arts ; but, not

being musical, I cannot judge. Some of the

musical critics still hold that for evoking religious

emotions the Gregorian chants are as yet unsur-

passed ;
so it may be that Aristexenos is as

superior to the modern composers as the Classic

artists are to these of modern times ; supposing

that he was a composer as well as a writer on

music.* Browning, Tennyson, and Mr. Swin-

burne, though they studied the Greek and Latin

poets, are not mere humble imitators, but have

tried to embody the vicissitudes and emotions

of the present day in their verse, in the hopi;|

that their poems may hold their own in cocp

parison with the masterpieces of the past, if n I

surpass them. We hope the assertion is no locg

;

true that

‘ Old poets outiing and outlove us,

And Catullus makes mouths at our speech."

A poet only can give us a chance of testing Ijl]

truth of this saying ;
he alone has that accura^

knowledge cf the value of his own tongue whiili

we all try to attain, and the gift of harmony a)}!

rhythm. P'ew have that intimate knowledge

Greek and Latin that would enable them to jud..

of the relative excellence cf classic poetry. ^
Swinburne would confer on us an ineslimat^

boon if he would give us in his verse a fq

translations of the most beautiful passages of III

Greek and Latin poets.

It would be amusing, if it were not so mel^

choly, to see with what a light heart the arc'd

tectural students treat the master art they follofl

eveiy one of whose three or four branchesj

transcendental, /e., each one may take t|,

whole life of a man to master, and requiit

genius as well, to enable any one to surptj

the ancient masterpieces— 1 mean planning, cci

struction, proper emotional excellence, a[

heallhfulness ;
yet after three years passed in i

architect’s office each student feels himself co:|

petent to practise if his friends can get bj

work. Sir John Soane’s retort to a young aren

tect is apposite. The young architect said, M
ought to understand architecture, for I wl

articled to it for seven years.” “The timei

takes to make a cheesemonger,” was the reply.)

When I see the long hours and the long _yev

devoted by artists to drawing or modelling

human figure and to the study of anatomy, a

know that even then he has but the elements

his art, and may want the divine gifts that i

required to make an artist, I am almost

despair at the prospects of architecture; st

the:e is hope for the future in the fact of arci!

tectural students having their eyes opened;

their own ignorance, which, through the teach:

at the Architectural Association, they are tryi

to dispel. I was pleased to see a young arc

tect working out models of masonry at^

'

schools of the Associated Guilds in Titchfld

stree^ I am doing my best to dispel from i

students’ minds the notion that the paraphtas.

of dead styles, is architecture, that it is mi

than the means of learning how to expi;

themselves architecturally.

Sketching in perspective is no doubt a chai

ing accomplishment, and the young men of

present day have progressed wonderfully in I

art, and, though it is not without its value a

means of cultivation, still it can never teach thi

architecture. When I look at the sketch-book

Willarsde Honecourt, the French architect of.

thirteenth century, I see that be was a man w

could sketch but poorly ;
at whose efforts

accomplished draughtsman cf the present <

would laugh : but Willars could design a calhed.

and see it properly carried out, and he could dot

so well that be was sent for to Hungary to bi

one theie. The art of sketching is like mak'

a coloured sketch of the painted dccorat

on the soffit of a vault, useful enough a|

memorandum of the excellent effect produC-|

but affording no information as to how the efkj

is obtained
;
to get that information, the studij

wants a scaffold to see the actual colours u;

and the methods of using them, to produce a

desired effect one or two hundred feet from i]

eye.

Although Greek architecture is the most peife

the world has yet seen, in which everylhingi

studied with endless labour, and treated w

supreme ability, so that a whole building,

each part, answers as perfectly to the intentr

of the architect as the strings of a fiddle respcf

to the hand of the musician, it is absolut

without effect in this dull and misty climate,ti

least for the greater part of the year, and i

brightest sunshine never produces the resu

obtained in its native country. In Greece 5

sunshine plays endless symphonies on it fr

daylight to dark.

It is doubtful if we can ever again have si

• The modern art of music can hm-dly be sdd to have

begun till the fifteenth century. Since then it has pro-

gressed and developed, and come to its decadence, very

much in the same kind of sequence followed by the art of

painting two or three centuries earlier. There is nothing

exceptional about its posi'ion. What was c.alled " music
"

by the Greeks was a totally distinct thing from the modern
art cf music as we know it.—

E

d.

complete simplicity, owing to the number c

modern wants, and the complexity of mctlr

society; still, let us study it deeply, and take

heart the lessons it so strongly enforces, of aim;

at simplicity if we hope to attain the sublinl

Every architect feels that he could design h

Parthenon, if it had not been done befoi

though in this respect he is absolutely mistakt

for to attain elegant simplicity is the m
difficult as well as the highest achievement-

art. To make architecture simple and express:^
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nd lovely when loveliness is wanted, is the aim
:i. most architects, and should be the aim of all

;

. ut for the architect to find out how to attain

^tiis in his particular work is the greatest difficulty,

.'ivolving as it does the greatest efforts, as well as

apteme genius. In comparing Greek with

nodern architecture it may be said :—
“ We shift and bedeck and bedrape us,

Thou art noble, and nude, and antique."

Some pessimists say we can do nothing but para-

hrase until the present civilisation of the world
1; submerged by a flaod of savages; yet surely

: his is not a necessary consequence. We see that

be Romans, when almost effete, when cruelty

nd corruption seemed hardly able to go
Mrther, managed to develop a style

lat equalled, if it did rot surpass, the

est w’otk done in the Gold and Silver Ages
if the Empire. This fact alone ought to banish

nespair. Let us all combine our efforts to set

irchiteclure on its feet again, and if we can do
lis, I think we may be sure that the new phase
•f architecture that results will be a credit to our
.ge and to our country. We should recollect

hat we are still, in the main, a courageous,
ionest, industrious, and enterprising people, and
I hope we are also beginning to be a tasteful

teople, and may hereafter make the boast of

ij'erikles that “ we love the beautiful.” Wealth
j; the result of the virtues I have enumerated, and
ve should neither decry nor abuse this wealth,
t'ut learn how to use it properly for the instruc-

:!on and delight of the world and for the honour
f our country.

I have touched, in former lectures, on the

nerits and peculiarities of Greek, Roman, By-
iantine, Saracenic, and Romanesque architecture,

nd I now propose to give you some remarks on
Jiothic, not as Mr. Kuskin once said, “ to put
oto a storehouse for use, but into a gallery for

;ludy.” I think it will not be amiss now to show
ou some masterpieces of Romanesque and
‘jothic after the Parthenon, for all subsequent
Irchiteclure is a lineal descendant from the

iiireek.

1 I think, nowadays, few will deny that, though
Dothic is very far from having attained the ptr-

lection of Greek architecture, even if it attained

to the dignity of Roman, it has b;en able to raise

i:motions of, perhaps, a loftier sort than those
taised by any other monuments

;
it has given us

lessons in composition that, at least, are different

irom those to be leaint from any other archi-

’ecture, and has shown to what perfection con-
:;truction in stone may be carried. One of the

reslhelic triumphs of late Gothic is the effect

broduced by pierced work in stone, which is cer-

lainly different from anything west of India, and
t made another stride in ihe logic uf building.

The ( i reeks, and the Greeks alone, studied how
to gain the utmost effect in Iheir buildings from
brilliant sunshine in a clear air

; every moulding
was adapled to that end with a perfection that

indicates the most profound study corrected by
.experience and failure. The Goihic architects

had neither the clear air nor the brilliant sun-
shine

; as a rule, the atmosphere in which they
built was always more or less misty, and their

sunshine, where they had any, was feeble; so
.they set themselves to work in the most logical
way to see how effects might be obtained in the
.mist by deepening shade, by strongly accentuating
the parts that took the Hfiht, and by perfecting
outlines to be seen against the sky.

That severe restraint that the Greeks imposed
:upon themselves the Goihic architects were not
cultivated enough to practise, even supposiiig
that they were sensible of the matchless beauty
of Greek architecture, which is most improbable;
for, apart from their professional knowledge and
'skill, the bulk of them were probably ignorant
and uncultivated men. As late as the four-
'teenlh century, the French architects, the
;Bons, the designers of the Porta della
I Carta and the Ca d’Oro at Venice, were
merely designated as stone cutters [taglia de

\
-tiietra). It is scarcely likely that these Gothic
architects, who had at their fingers’ ends a new
development of architecture, who had surpassed
'he Romans in the height of Iheir buildings, and
had nearly equalled them in the spans of their

! vaults, and were revelling in intricate geometrical
forms, should have been captivated by the mas-
siveness and simplicity of Greek architeclure.
They probably despised the constructive igno-
rance of the Greeks and their lack of ornamental
geometry, and what they looked on as the absence
of interesting detail. The Gothic mouldings
were, in all probability, the result of the
architects’ efforts to gain the effects they
wanted in their own climate. If you exclude
square mouldings, such as the fillet and lascia,

the Greek mouldings were the bead and torus,

the quarter round, the ogee, and the h'jllow, and,

in late work, the Cyma recta
;
each one infinitely

varied, as the case required, but rarely departing

from the genetic form; and in their best Doric
work a very few even of this restricted number
of mouldings were used : while in Gothic there

were hundreds, if not thousands, of mouldings
used in a great abbey church or in a cathedral.

It was, there ore, impossible to bestow much time

on their elaboration.

I may here say that I use the word Gothic in

its common signification, as the laymen’s art that

sprang up at the end of the Romanesque period

of clerical art, about the middle of the twelfth

century, which, for easier recollection, we call

the art of the thirteenth century, to its extinction

in the early part of the seventeenth century.

I may also say that I do not propose to investi-

gate Gothic archreologically or philosophically,

though both sorts of investigations are profoundly

interesting. I am going to treat it practically

;

that is, to see what lessons we may learn from it

for present use. Many get their living by being

able to copy or paraphrase Gothic, and though
the desire of getting one’s living is very praise-

worthy, it will scarcely help us directly in

advancing the art of architecture, which is the

one thing to be most earnestly desired and sought

after. I hope I may enlist you in this quest, for

surely nothing should be more desired by
architects than to see architecture again a flourish-

ing and progressive art, expressing all the main
characteristics of the wonderful epoch in which
we live, and meeting the desires and raising the

admiration of the most cultivated people of this

epoch.

When the public realises what architecture

does for a nation, even for a town, it will be

treated with greater respect, and the architects

will be more cherished, admired, ar.d honoured,

and will thus be stimulated to make greater exer-

tions. It must be borne in mind that it is an

obtrusive art. In a town it meets you at every

step, and cannot be hid away like a book, a

picture, a statue, or a musical instrument. If it be

real architecture, and produces the right emotions

that the building should excite, it makes that

building at once deeply interesting. It proclaims

even in an ordinary street the relative dignity and
taste, the occupation, or the liking of the owner

—

that is, supposing he has had it built for himself

;

while if it be a public building it bespeaks a

higher or more important office, and in both cases

causes admiration for the care, thought, and in-

vention bestowed upon it. At ihe same time it

shows the character and condition of the ration

at the lime it was erected, and is a permanent
memorial of the cultivation of the people. No
reffective person can see any kind of architectural

monument without il giving him a notion of the

people at the time it was built
;

its gables, pedi-

ments, domes, spires, towers, lanteins, and
pinnacles diversify the sky-line and give inte-

rest to it ; it tells of an expenditure of wealth

and labour, of skill and invention, and gives us

a sort of epitome of what the people once

admired. It is full of lessons of the most
important sort that we can hardly miss, while

many buildings fill us with delight from their

beauty. We know li.tle of medieval times,

and we should ktow much less, were it not

that medieval buildings are dotted all over the

country. Architectural monuments may be

ruined cr pulled down, but except in the case of

the very small ones they cannot be moved, and if

they are beautiful, lovely, sublime or frowning,they

attract persons from all parts of the world to see

them, or as students to study them, and when at

last, in the vicissitude of ages, the nation that built

them becomes insignificant, or is swept away,

they still remain as landmarks to show how
rich, powerful, scientific, and tasteful it once was.

How little should we know of Egypt, of Babylon,

or Nineveh, of Mexico and Peru, and how much
less should w’e think of their former power and
greatness, if all their colossal buildings had been
destroyed. Should not this reflection appeal to

the patriotism of nations, and induce them to

fester architecture and to honcur the architects?

and should not the same reflection stimulate the

architects to hand down to remote posteriiy

in enduring monuments the greatness and culti-

vation of their lime ?

Village Hall, St. Nicholas, Cardiff.—

A

village ball has been erected, at a cost of 1,200/., at

St. Nicholas, on the main road to Cowbridge.
Built of Duffryn stone, and covered with red

liroseley tiles, the building consists of a ball capable

of accommodating 250 pprsons. The architects aie

Messrs. Lansdowne Griggs, Newport, and the

builders, Messrs. Horton & Co., Chepstow.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS :

THE sculptor’s ARCHITECTURE OF THE
RENAISSANCE.

An ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Insti-

tute was held on Monday last at No. 9, Conduit*

street, Regent-street, Mr. Alexander Graham >

F.S.A., Vice-President, in the chair.

The Royal Gold Medallist.

The Chairman announced that the Council

proposed to recommend that, subject to the

sanction of her Majesty the Queen, the Royal Gold
Medal be presented to Mynheer P. J. H. Cuypers,

of Amsterdam, for bis executed works as an archi-

tect, It was the opinion of the Council that this

year the medal might be awarded to a foreign

practising architect. Mynheer P. J. H. Cuypers

was the leader amongst architects in Holland,

and, as would be seen from a little catalogue of

his works, he had been practising for nearly fifty

years, his labours having extended to nearly all

kinds of architectural woik.

The Chairman also announced that a visit

would be made on Saturday, the 6th inst. (to-day),

to Peterborough Cathedral. The number of the

party was limited to thirty, and twenty-one

members of the Council and others bad already

announced their intention of going. In conjunc-

tion with this matter, the Council at a recent

meeting passed the following resolution :
—“That

the Council, having fully considered the matter of

the restoration of the west front of Peterborough

Cathedral, are of opinion that it would be inex-

pedient for the Institute to take any public action

therein.”

Mr. Alfred Gilbert, R. A., then read a paper

on “The Sculptor’s Architecture of the Renais-

sance.”

Mr. Gilbert said that the subject of his address

suggested very much, but his remarks were in-

tended as suggestions for inquiry by his hearers.

In the days of the great artists of the Renais-

sance, art was in her re-birth ; it was no age

of assertion, but of endeavour ;
it interested,

enchanted, and lured them, therefore, to in-

quiiy. Why were they present that evening to

discuss the architecture ol sculptors of a past age ?

Surely it was because they recognised in certain

works which held them, which puzzled them,

the handiwerk of a class of individuals who,
though cunning with their tools, were yet

children in the use of the T square and the

set square of modern time?. A study of

the metheds of those men was refreshing, not to

say restful, in these days ofhurry and materialism.

The very title of his address would be a wonder
to most, an astonishment to many, and to not a

few an anxiety. Sculptor-architect ! Architect-

sculptor ! Where was the difference?— and yet,

what a difference existed ! Add the magic woid
“ Renaissance,” and the query was almcst imme-
diately answered. The sculptor-architect at that

period was still alive, but the architect-sculptor

—his existence was leally not a matter for their

inquiry. He probably existed despite the fact

that bis efforts formed less of a phenomenon than

thoie of his brother craftsman. How came this

so-called sculptor-architect into existence? At
the memorable period which they were con-

sidering, despite the desire to create a national

aicbiteciure, there seemed to have been little

attempt on the part of the architect of the

period to realise anything beyond a more or less

free revival ;
of imitation or adaptation of classic

models examples were not wanting. The sculptors,

though imbued with the same spirit, had fewer

examples of the finest in their art. The
glories of Phidias were unknown to them,

but the source from which be drew his inspira-

tion was open to them daily in their studies

from nature in all her suggestiveness. The
architects were hard at work as students of

antiquity, striving to lesuscitate and imitate,

while the sculptors were yearning to create

—

indeed, to give to future generations the true im-

press of their own lives and time, and not that of a

remote age, with which their admiration and not

their actual sympathies were in accord. Was it

to be wondered at that, under such conditions,

the sculptors of the period should long for licence

and liberty, and a larger field for their invention,

and that they should venture to essay the pro-

vision of accompaniments to their own work, and

then, greatly fascinated by the vision of possi-

bilities which had been revealed to them in

their endeavours in structural art, should

carry their ambition still further to attempt

the cieation of the very forms they had

been called upon to decorate? In shoit,

to govern, instead of being governed? This, to

h*5 mind, though be put it forward tentatively
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and as a suggestion, supplied the origin of the
most remarkable phase in the history of the
Renaissance. And since the influence of it,

spreading as it did through Europe and inspiring

such works as were to be found in all the great
centres of art, was manifestly so great, he thought
that if more attention were given to the study of
those productions much good would result, and
there would be some hope of the next genera-
tion placing themselves, through their works, in

the independent position of those artists of the
Renaissance whom they admired, and whom
they had every inclination merely to imitate. But
Art was not imitation, but creation

;
and, above

all, it recognised no specialities. Those were
the wares of the pedlars of Art—the purveyors
of trifles. That was evidently recognised by
the men of the Renaissance, and it was
not to be wondered at that in an age of
sumptuousness and magnificence, such as was
that of the Renaissance, when employment
was

_

not lacking and encouragement was
intoxicating, that the striving to excel should
have become a passion—that the ambition to
build palaces should have taken the place of the
former tendency to ornament palaces already
built ? In fact, that the sculptor should have
aspired to bind his own art with that of the archi-
tect, and place himself above the position of
journeyman decorator to a master adapter ;

and, furthermore, to work on lines founded
upon his own conception of the spirit and
traditions of the art of his predecessors,
strengthened by that intense craving to create
for himself. So far, he (the speaker) had
endeavoured to trace the possible origin of the
existence of the sculptor- architect, and he
would now refer to his^^work. lie was not pre-
pared to claim for it a striking pre-eminence when
directed simply to the erection of edifices. In
examples which they all knew as the productions
of sculptors there was undoubted evidence of the
hand and mind which bad been 'trained for the
practice of the plastic art. It was rather in the
treatment of ornament, when combined with
purely architectural forms, that he felt inclined
10 favour the sculptor in his dual capacity.
The sculptor had been used, before his
usurpation of freeilom, to design and execute
ornament for building in which he had had no
hand, and to his employer his ornament meant
so much decoration, while to him it was the
expression of an idea. A knowledge of this

peculiarity fitted the sculptor for the task he
was about to undertake. Another qualification
which was his, and which we must not
overlook, for the outcome of it was so
marked a feature in all the productions of
the sculptor - architect of the Rennaisance
and the period immediately following, was the
training he usually received in the art of the gold-
smith. To that must, no doubt, be attributed
that extraordinary freedom of treatment, that
abundance of invention, and that accuracy and
delicacy of execution—to say nothing of the sense
of colour and light and shade and due apprecia-
tion of proportion which characterised Iheit work.
\\ilh the freedom thus obtained, the knowledge
of iheir particular tasks, and with the fire oi

their new ambition, no wonder their productions
were what they were. In regard to the
desirability of young architects and sculptors
studying the art of the Renaissance, such a study
could not fail to impress upon them the grandest
lesson that could be learnt, viz., that it was a duty
that every artist owed to himself, his art, and his
generation, to endeavour to place himself beyond
the reproach of being a mere imitator of masters
and styles of a past age. It was the spirit of the
age and not the letter which he should accept,
and he should worship it and bind himself to
the obligations which its mere influence should
place upon him to endeavour to pass on to pos-
terity the rich legacy, further enriched by the
impiint of his own time and his individual judg-
ment. Art was a very old republic, and to it

had been given the grand secret, the elixir of
life—that secret which for ever had been denied
to man. Art was as young to-day as it was centuries
ago. Its existence was a curious mystic one—at
once retrospective and progressive. Its every
movement forward was a reflection from the
rnirror of the past. Its life was a constant reflec-
tion backwards and forwards in the mirror of
ages. Its future was written in the magic word
‘tradition,’' and this word, with its mighty
significance, would ever remain the “Sesame ” c*f

Art’s eve^ onward movement. It was the spirit
and traditions of Art’s great principles which
must govern them, that they might grasp the
inspiration in their time, and through their
own individuality, before they could hope to hand

on, much less to realise, the important legacy
that they had from those who sought to be more
than mere specialists, journeymen-decorators or

master-adaptors. In conclusion Mr. Gilbert said

that he had miscalculated his time and had mis-
calculated his would-be effort. He had counted
only upon the hope that what he thought was
more than it appeared to be, would inspire them
to a discussion, which, as he had already said,

would be more faithful than any words of his.

He begged the pardon of his bearers for letting

them off so easily, and he prayed them to co-

operate with him in helping him to make what he
thought would have lasted much longer, last long
to their profit.

Mr. Alma Tadema, R. A., in proposing a vote of

thanks, said that the paper was full of theories

of the highest aim, which made him dream of all

the beauties of the Renaissance, and all that time
of the revival of the antique, without giving him
anything positive to say beyond admiration for

those beautiful things, in the light of which we
were daily feasting, and from which we daily

profited in our life. That time that was so fruit-

ful for mankind in every direction, was for Art, of

course, an everlasting source of study, and to be
brought to admire that which was worth admiring
was always a reason for feeling full of gratitude.

What the influence of the sculptor-architects and
architect-sculptors had been was a thing which he
should like to see more developed in the modern
practice of building. He should like to see the

Arts more clasping hands together, the architect

being a little more of a painter and a sculptor, and
the painter and the sculptor being a little more of

the architect ; then they would be more complete;
and any effort that was made to direct them in

that way they accepted gratefully.

Mr. J. M. Brydon, in seconding the vote of

thanks, said that it must be apparent that we had
arrived at some progre.ss when it was possible that

a discussion of that kind should have been .in-

augurated in that room, when they remembered
that not many years ago the architecture of the

Renaissance was treated as something to be
scouted, and that anything approaching such a
matter as was done in St. Paul’s was considered
far beneath anything done, say, in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. It was not so long since

that room re-echoed to the cheers that greeted
papers on Golliic architecture, and it indicated

progress that they had got to look with a lenient

eve on the work that came after it in England.
Mr. Gilbert’s paper had been very suggestive in

many ways ; he bad told them what a meaning
there was if they liked to look under the surface

in the workings of that great artistic phase in the

period of men's minds that passed over Italy in

the days of the Renaissance, and produced works
that we all admired. His immediate purpose
was to talk of the architect-sculptor

; but
it was very difficult to draw the line ; it

was a question whether they were not archi-

tect-painters, because more or less they were
painters as well as sculptors, and sculptors
as well as architects. But there were one or two
names that did stand out as sculptor-architects,

and one of them was Michelangelo. He was
a great painter and a great sculptor, and he was
a great architect, although he (the speaker) did
not say he was the greatest architect of the
Renaissance, and they would find this character-
istic in his work, that he looked upon architecture
from the sculptor’s point of view—naturally the

decorative side of it obtained over the construc-
tive side. If they looked to bis early work,

the San Lorenzo Library, Florence, or the
Chapel of the Medici, they would find that (he
was not saying anything derogatory to the sculptor-
architect in this) it arose, probably, as Mr.
Gilbert had said, from the sculptor having an
ambition to create the work he was to decorate.
They saw the genesis. of that in the staircase of
the San Lorenzo Library ; if they looked round
the walls of the room, the columns that decorated
it merely decorated it ; they were not constructive
in any sense of the word

;
they were set in

recesses in the wall and merely formed objects of
decoration ; they did not even supply the place
of ihe decorated pilasters so dearly loved by
Palladio and some of the later architects, the
object of which was to support the entablature.
But apart from all that, Michelangelo was a
great architect, and one of the things that he did,

which redounded to his everlasting credit, was the
saving ofthe facade oftheFarnese Palace which he
completed at Rome. So far as they could gather
from San (jallo’s original design, the top was to
be completed by a series of pilasters, but he
died before the building was finished, and
Michelangelo was called in to complete one of
the greatest monuments of the very best period of

the Renaissance of the sixteenth century. He d'

signed the magnificent cornice which pulU
the building together. If he had never done am
thing else than that, he thoroughly grasped whi
was required of him as an architect. Puttio

that enormous cornice on that building save

it from being a repetition of one story upc
another, and from being commonplace. Th;
was the work of the sculptor. They might ss

it was decorative work, but it was also construi

live work, because it was the finish of the whoh
and the support of the roof to some extent ; ar;

therefore Michelangelo there showed himsa
to be endowed with the attributes of t

architect in being able to clothe with beauty,

feature that was absolutely utilitarian. Sansovin:

again, was an architect who was also

sculptor. He designed the Library of San Marc
at Venice, which was a sculptor’s facade,

against the architect’s fa^'ade on the olht

side of the Piazza, which was purely constiuctiv

The Sansovino Library was distinguished abo'

all things by its sculpture, which was, he wou;

not say obtruded, but brought into decorati'

prominence, which perhaps only a sculptor wou
have made of such importance. When he had
add a small story over the main building of tl

Library, he did it by enlarging the frieze, at

putting very small windows into the friez

united to each other by a band of sculptun

ornament, as had been done to a certain extent i

the Carlton Club in Pall Mall. This again w
the characteristic of the sculptor, and Sansovi»

was a sculptor of considerable eminence, thouj

not such a giant as Michelangelo. He (tH

speaker) hoped we were getting back to the tin

when sculptors and architects would feel that

building was not complete unless they worki
together. It seemed to him that the greate

future of our English sculpture, and, he though
of our English architecture, would be found 1

the decoration of our great public buildings I

the sculptor and architect in harmony with eat

other. He did not agree with Mr. Gilbert thl

the architects in the age of the Renaissance we.

all adapters. They were not there to discu

the relative merits of the different architects wb
contributed to that vast movement, which e

tended not only to sculpture and painting, but v

everything else. There were some greater arch

lects than .sculptors ; be merely mentioned tW'

Bramante and Peruzzi, who were peculiarly arch

tects without being sculptors, and carried out tl

idea of architecture, in the sense of a constructin

art, as it ought in the first instance to be, moi
completely than sculpture.

Mr. Beresford Pite, in supporting the vote •

thanks, said that some of them regarded Mf
Gilbert as being in many ways a typical exampi
of the combination of architectural art with tl

art ot the sculptor, and they therefore welcomed h
|

presence and assistance in a very special manne:
He (the speaker) suggested that architecture an
sculpture were in a particular sense in these daj

in need of each other’s ideas. He was afrat

that any usefulness in this exchange would not t

arrived at by the architect trying to combine th

sculptor with his work, any more than it woul
have been if Michelangelo had called in a

architect to assist him in the design of St. Peter’s

An architect suffered from a complaint that th

sculptor did not, and the sculptor suffered fror'

another complaint (he was going to say homec
pathically) from which the architect did not suffer

and the conjunction of these two complaint

might produce a very healthy state of desigtt

An architect was fettered by a large number c

ficts, by the lines he draws, by tradition from hi

fathers, by bis Orders, by his plan, by a numbeii,

of constructive circumstances, problems, am
difficulties, with which he was bred ano

which practically became part of tht

bone of his artistic soul. lie could not ga:

free of his traditions, he would have to unleai^

everything and start again if he was to think Q 1

his problems from the point of view of thrt

sculptor; and in the same way the sculptoi

suffered from the loss of these restrictions. ThC
sculptor’s art was loo often merely an effort t( 1

create an idea out of nothing : a statue whicU

suggested that a boy had just tnrown a stone, 0 '

a maiden was listening to a bird, or that Ix3vc

was standing in the moonlight. Such ideas wen-

played cut; they had had their day, and ibi

public had enjoyed them and the sculptor—bt

hoped profited by them ; but he thought tb<i

time had arrived when the introduction of a littifl

architectural vaccination into the arms of the:

sculptor and the infusion of a little sculptor’q

blood into the veins of the architect inigh

produce a mongrel sculptor-architcct or architect-,

sculptor of a distinctly strong breed. Mr. Brydoc
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l id introduced Michelangelo to them as a great
•chitect, though not, perhaps the greatest archi-

I ct of the Renaissance. He should like very
j uch to ask who was the greatest architect of the
renaissance?

.Mr. Statham : Brunelleschi.

Mr. Pile: Could they separate Btunelleschi
Mogether from the sculp’ or’s surroundings and
liining? Could they compare Brunelleschi with
|:ichelangelo ? Michelangelo found a singular
j.easure in taking an architect’s facts and features

t d treating them as if he were treating the facts

t:d features of the human figure
; he took masses

; rich he found provided for him by the architect

lid threw them together, not with reference to
Imstruclion or decoration, but with reference to

ij: sculptor’s idea of strength, of vigour of line,

li delicacy, and of contrast of light and shade,
'-they would see if they looked at that staircase
; the Library of San Lorenzo. He did not
s»ieve that i’: proceeded from the hands of
Ichelangelo

;
he believed the man who de-

;oed it was Vasari, who put the curved lines

I the steps because he fancied, like Hogarth,
pit there was an esoteric beanly resident in
|i; ogee curved line. There was nothing of that
rtt in Michelangelo

; he scorned it in his
•are work os in his architecture. Could not
i'Y, as architects, take up with some amount
.zeal the sculptor’s materials and tools and work
l.h them, and could not they find the same
asure in sheer massing of light and shade, in

ler contrasting of strength and delicacy, and in

|f_
sheer treatment of the features for their

dstic elements rather than their constructive
cments ? It might sound heretical, but he
tcied that Wren had a great idea that all he
toted was massive force when he piled up the
(I’hty wall around that great dome, and when
i' formed that delightful colonnade round the
9ne externally which bore no architectural con-
jdon to the Cathedral at all, and when he put
ill divided into roassts its recesses, for the
tlptor’s reason simply because he liked the
utrast, the play of light and shade. Coming
.vn to our own time, we found in the work of
fred Stevens a wonderful illustration of the
:y that another genius took up architectural forms
>J, he was going to say, threw them about. His
ellington Monument was enough to make the
r stand on end when they looked at that
lieeping curved pediment springing off the very
xer of the cornice. It was unconstructural. It

traditional, he admitted, and the beautiful

y he had maintained the tradilion, with the
'ict of giving spring, strength, and virility to
design, was marvellous

; but he had achieved
oy a sculptor’s process of thought, and not by
t: constructor’s process of thought. But there
s even a step further that he (the speaker)
*ught we could go. Some of the most success-
: architectural buildirjgs in I,ondon had not
.;n erected by architects—he wished we could
/ they had been erected by rculptor?. He
Bught it^ would be generally admitted that the
jCDce School at Kensington was one of the
«t successful buildings of cur period ; there
is great constructive power in it, great breadth
design, great originality, anu very great beauty
idetail. Now none of them could say out of
(at office that design came, or tack it on to

f particular school of English tradition,
iwas evolved quite apart from the Gothic
ival and quite apart from the traditional
assic school of the lime

;
it came out of the

mace of Stevens’s studio, and it stood as a
nderful record of a beautiful building in the
ddle of a number of very architectural and very
architectural buildings. In these days, when

' have searched antiquity and have worn it out,
’.en we have tried to attain to the secrets of Greek
even by the mysterious road of mathematics,

d when we have exhausted all that archaeology
d ecclesiology have provided for us out of ttie
ddle Ages, and have come down to those almost
cursed impostures which strip us of ideal archi-
lure and leave on'y .bare ,brickwork and
iple construction, and letting architecture con-
e itself to the door-knockers, he thought when a
or was opened to us so suggestively as Mr.
Ibeil had done that night to the consideration of
b higher aims that actuated the great sculptors of
• ^snaissance we had some little hope left to

if architects could rise to the occasion and
nd their studies to the real beauties achieved

;
li^se sculptor-aichiiects, we should have a

In before us rhat we should do well to walk in.
Mr. Statham said he wished to explain why he
cntioned Brunelleschi when Mr. Fite appealed
them to name any architect of the period as a

;'al to Michelangelo. He did so because he

being an architect was that a man should know
how to build. Now Michelangelo failed in the
construction of the dome of St. Peter’s, which
cracked at the haunches and had to have a chain
put round it subsequently to keep it from falling

altogether
; whereas Brunelleschi knew where

such a tie would be necessary in the section of his

dome, and put it in from the first
;
he was there-

forea betterarchitect. Itbadbeensaid that Michel-
angelo would have gained nothing by having an
architect associated with him. He (the speaker)
did not agree with that in the least. An architect

who knew his business could have taught Michel-
angelo that there was such a thing as scale in

architecture, and that to make a building look
colossal it was not the right way to make the
details colossal ; and secondly, an architect could
have taught him how to build a dome so that it

would not crack. That, he submitted, counted
two points to the architect.

Colonel Prendergast said he was in hopes that be
would have been told to what period of the Renais-
sance Mr. Gilbert’s remarks were directed, and he
bad had an idea that he would have heard explained
a matter of great interest, viz., the sculpture-

architecture of the Quattrocento period. No one
who travelled in Italy and who saw those magni-
ficent and perfectly gem-like works could do
otherwise than feel that there was a refinement
and knowledge about those men, and there was a
culture about them to which at present we had
not the key.

Mr. H. L, Florence said that what passed
through his mind during Mr. Gilbert’s very
suggestive address was that there was a certain
analogy between architecture and sculpture and
poetry and prose in the formation of language

—

that the one was the other gained from the associa-
tion of ideas ; that as prose was ennobled by
the words and frequently the rhythm of
poetry, so architecture in the periods to which
Mr. Gilbert referred gained certainly by the
refining and elevating influence of the sculpture.

But one of the two must always be the leader
; if

it was to be poetry, the poetry must be left to

itself, and if it was prose it must be free from the
too great licence of poetry. He thought that the
same had happened in the history of architecture
and sculpture. In the early days the lines of the
sculpture and its general ideas and disposition were
purely architectural, but in later limes the influ-

ence of the sculptor upon architecture was more
prominent, and, to a great extent, it was a de-
terioration. lie would take Bernini as an example.
Bernini was a great artist both in his architecture
and in his sculpture, and he was successful in

combining them and in imparting new ideas
and heretical ideas into both, but he was
the commencement of a period that led to

great degeneration. His almost immediate
successor, Borromini, carried all these to loo great
an extent ; he was not content with the simple
lines of leading architecture, but imported into
them sculptural and fantastic types, which led to

combinations, pediments, curves, and twisting
of curves, which had cast a n flection upon that
period of architecture ever since. To show
ihe influence of the painter’s a»t upon the archi-
tect, they might refer to Sir John Vanburgh. lie
was an architect of very great merit, but he pro-
ceeded upon lines of design more in the way of a
painter’s combination ot masses of light and
shade. Blenheim, both in ils plan and its com-
bination, showed that very plainly, although it

might be taken as lumpy and heavy as an edifice.

When it came to be studied there was a great
deal of thought both in the plan and the
groupings of the various blocks of build-

ings. At the present day we did not
often have such opportunities of bringing
into contrast the light and shade ; our buildings
in modern cities were more frequently in regular
masses—we had not the opportunity of projecting
vast recesses and carved figures, except in those
unhappy corners of streets which occurred so
frequently, and a return to a simpler style of
architecture, such as was practised by the great
architects who had been referred to of the more
early period of the Renaissance, would show them
all by the study of their works that they had
much yet to learn from the architects and
sculptors of those days.

Mr. Owen Fleming asked if Mr. Gilbert would
look upon the spite of Bow Church as a fine

piece of sculpture architecture? It was a beauli-
fully modelled spire, but it had no figures and
nothing that one ordinarily associated wilh
sculpture. If that was his view, then Mr. Fite’s

remarks would almost mark an epoch in the
development of the way we looked at buildings
from what one might almost call the plastic

inciflft 1 tU iT
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lusiaerea mat the very beginning and basis of. point of view, Another reflection was whether

we were training the younger members quite in

the right direction to look at their buildings from
this point of view.

Mr. G. A. T. Middleton said that all the great
architectural periods seemed to have been periods
when architecture and sculpture had been veiy
closely allied—the great Grecian period, the
great Early Gothic period, and the great Italian

and Renaissance period. But while in the Italian

Renaissance period the sculptors were to a great
extent architects, that did not seem to have been
the case in the other two great periods. The
Parthenon was the work of one architect, em-
bellished b^ another sculptor—there were two
men employed, two minds at work. Was it

necessary, therefore, that the building should be
designed and embellished by the same hand ? So,
too, in the Gothic day.'?, were the same men the

architects and the sculptors ? We did not really

know, but it hardly seemed so. In the Re-
naissance period the sculptors in many in-

stances were architects, but there were also

architects who were nothing but architects

;

others were painters and architects, but not
sculptors. Others, like San Gallo, were architects

only. Great buildings could be produced by
architects only; greater buildings perhaps by
architects who worked in combination with
sculptors

;
great buildings also by sculptors who

work as architects ; but they, asarchitects, would
submit that at least architects were capable of
producing the greatest work. One of the greatest
modern works in London, the Accountants’
Institute, was the werk of an architect in combi-
nation wilh a sculptor— two minds at work
again.

The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks
to the meeting, said that Mr, Gilbtrt had opened
up what one might call the higher ranges of
thought in this matter, and it was for us to apply
them in our practice. It was difficult, perhaps, to

define what a sculptor-architect was any more than
what an architect-sculptor was. In mediaeval
times one could not say where the architect

left off and where the sculptor came in. That
perhaps was a matter of regret

; it would
be better if architect and sculptor combined in

all cases where their joint artistic efforts could be
brought to bear upon any monumental work. It

was very seldom indeed that we found a com-
pleteness in the work of the architect and
sculptor in any budding—-perhaps not half-

a-dozen model buildings in the whole of
London were to be found. He might mention
the London University, in Burlington-gardens,
which, he believed, was erected from beginning
to end exactly as it was intended to be, but
that was owing to the pertinacity of Sir James
Pennethoine, who insisted that the building should
be complete. Mr. Brydon made some very inte-

resting remarks with regard to the great men to

whom he alluded. Such names as Michel-
angelo, Sansovino, and others come up tJ one
almost “like recollected music ”—they were the

standposts to which we cling, and to which all

who come after us would cling as their guides in

artistic life. What Mr. Brydon said about Sanso-
vino most of them would concur in : that any
expert in architecture could tell which was the
sculptor’s work apart from that of the architect’s.

Architecture was necessarily a constructive art,

and in examining a building we always looked for

the constructive art, and he thought that was a
matter that siulpUrs did not always bea rin mind

—

they did not see, Uotn their art point of view, that

architecture was essentially an art ofconstruction.
The vote of thanks was then put and carried

unanimously.
Mr. Gilbert in reply said, in regard to the

Chairman’s remarks about the London University,

would it not have been better if a second thought
had been entertained before those—he was going
to call them fioials, he would call them statues,

(because they were intended for statues), were
allowed to stand as continuing columns and do
nothing except look ugly ? The essence of the
training of the sculptor was really more with a
view to imbuinfi him with a sense and a real

appicciation of the necessity of the knowledge of
stiucture, but it was in a different form from that of
the architect. The construction, the structure of
a building, after all was contained in very little,

but the structure of the human figure was a
complex ih’ng. He should like to contrast the
tructure of the human figure with that part of the
structure in architecture which was known as

thrust ” and ‘'compensation of balance”; it

really was that. Therefore the sculptor's task
was to master structure and construction in that

which he was supposed to confine himself
to. The making merely of the human figure was
no slight task, it was much more crimplicated in
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the methods by which he arrived at his training

than were those methods which an architect had
to go through to learn his construction. He had,

so to speak, a log book, but the sculptor had no
good log book ; he had nothing set down for him,
and he took it that with the painter it was the

same. If they built a wall of a certain thickness

and a certain height, which had to carry a certain

weight, they could work it out, or rather they
could have a book in which it v as worked out for

them. Sculptors could not do that. If they
wanted to make a figure stand on its legs they
had one principle—plumb. They could make
any amount of undulating lines they liked, where
the architect had to depend upon his plan for his

undulating lines. Sculptors could change their

lines : they could begin at the head and go down;
the architect must begin below and go up. That
was the difference of construction. As to Mr.
Pile’s remark that the modem aim of sculptors

was to represent the old-fashioned form, that

was not so, and the very object of the words
he used in his lecture was to advocate the
breaking loose from that idea — that the

sculptor should not be considered by the archi-

tects or by anybody as merely a maker
of what the Italians of whom they had
heard that night would have called “ pu»
pazzi.” As for Michelangelo, he (the speaker)
purposely left aside the mention of any name.
Michelangelo might have made faults, but his great

so-called imitator also made them. They were
both sculptors — for he claimed for Wren the
distinction (he called it a distinction) of being
one of the very greatest English prototypes
of what he would like to call the sculptor-

architect. lie was a modeller of things, and
he could not say that Wren was second to

the great god he had been taught to wor-
ship. The matter of scale was better understood
by Wren than it was by Michelangelo. Michel-
angelo in his belfry windows made apertures that

St. Paul’s might have been expected to be put
through. Let them go to St. Paul’s and look at

that non-constructive, if they liked to call it so,

that do-nothing colonnade—but it is beautiful.

It might be carrying nothing—Bow Church had
things that carried nothing—but it was plastic.

There were lots of examples, but there was not a

single example he knew of of Wren’s that was
not a pure and simple specimen of what he called

the sculptor-architect’s work. He was a modeller
of things, not a builder of things, not a biick-

layer, not a masser, but a great moulder, a great

plastic artist, an enormous giant that he had not
seen the like of since in England. Here came in

the plea that he ventured to set forth—that archi-

tects should study sculpture and sculptors should
study architecture ; then they might get that

appreciation of that force which that great

roan had given us. Stevens’s Wellington monu-
ment bad been alluded to. No one admired him
more than he (the speaker) did—not only because
he was a contemporary, or because he was a
singlehearted worshipper at the shrine of all that
was beautiful, but because he was a man who
tried to emulate everything that was fine, a man
who came at a bad time (like another great man
who was lost just before him, and like many men
who began their life at that time) on the top of a
rotten-crested wave. But they did not see Stevens
at his best in the Wellington monument. His
greatest effort was in those works which distin-

guished the sculptor-architects
; it was that

power of design, of realising an idea in the
design—not merely a mass of tracery, “This is

an ornament " written underneath, but every line

meaning something. He was like the great
Bernini, whom they had heard so much
abused, who built and made that mag-
nificent baldachino in S’. Peter’s. Stevens
look from Bernini traditions, but he did
not copy Bernini because he was essentially

Stevens. He had not the slightest intention to

convey that building and sculpture should be
necessarily the work of one hand—that we knew
was an impossibility

;
but what he wanted to

impress was that it would not be at all a bad or
an unbeneficial thing for those who wereleaiaing
to walk in their respective Arts, whether they be
builders or whether they be architects, if they
would each study the art of the other, that they
might know, when they had to build a building,
that it was far better to employ a man who was
trained as an artist to help the architect to carry
out his work than to call in, forsooth, the pur-
veyor who would supply at so much a foot, and
through the hands of imported labour that
which he could get cheaper, but the interests

of the maker of which he could not enlist
further than the Saturday night’s consideration.
Would it not be better that the a'cbitect should

learn that it was possible to get the sympathy of

his brother artist and treat him as such, and
let the sculptor treat the architect as a brother

artist and give encouragement to the would-
be sculptor-architect to make beautiful things?

There were men who might be young in their Art

but who were quite as capable as the hired

labourer of the purveyor and pedlar of trifles.

There were hundreds of youths who could make
Gothic statues if they wanted Gothic statues, and
could make recumbent bishops if they wanted re-

cumbent bishops, and what he had in his mind
was that the architect of to-day did not seek to

work with the sculptor, and consequently the

sculptor said “ Bitona noHe ”—as be (the speaker)

did then to his hearers.

The Chairman announced that the next meet-

ing would be held on the 15th inst., when Mr.
H. E. Milner would read a paper on “The
Garden in Relation to the House.”
The meeting then teiminated.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MASTER
BUILDERS OF GREAT BRIT-VIN.

The National Association of Master Builders

of Great Britain held its thirty-eighth half-yearly

meeiing at the Old Bull Hotel, Blackburn, on
the 26th ult., when representatives were present

from London, Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol,

Manchester, Hull, Blackburn, Bolton, Brad-

ford, Huddersfield, Plymouth, Wolverhampton,
Southport, Scarborough, Burslem, Leicester,

Wigan, &c. Mr. Thos. F. Rider, London,
President, was in the chair.

The report for the past half-year was approved
and adopted. Mr. C. W. Green, of Liverpool,

the Hon. Treasurer, submitted his audited

accounts for the half-year, showing the financial

position of the Association to be most satis-

factory.

The President, in his opening speech, said that

though the state of trade generally was good, they

had to deplore lhe ruinous competition which
seemed to prevail in all trades throughout the

country. It seemed to him that competition up
to a point was a very valuable thing, but he
objected to “cutting each others’ throats.” This
competition seemed to increase as years went on.

He supposed it was one of those matters which
would go on, but it was rather a pity that

men should follow out a practice which was
inimical to them in so many ways. Another
thing that they had to consider was the old

complaint of the British workman, whose
desire seemed to be to give the smallest possible

amount of work for the largest amount of wage.
The only remedy seemed to be a revival of the

old system of payment for piecework. As re-

garded the question of the Employers’ Liability

Bill, no doubt this would be of a considerably

more stringent character than ever. It seemed
probable they would be held liable for accidents

of every description, whether caused by negli-

gence or otherwise, and he thought that this

liability might be met by joint insurance. If

some means could be devised to make a fund to

be subscribed to by master and workman, it

might solve the problem of Employers’ Lia-

bility. No further steps had been taken respect-

ing the Plumbers’ Registration Bill. The ques-

tion of arbitration had taken up a great deal of

lime with many of the Associations. In London
they had a clause that in the event of any man
being obnoxious, and the employer refusing

to discharge him at the wish of the workmen,
the raatteT should be referred to arbitration,

and if the masters and workmen could not agree

in the choice of an arbitrator the Board of Trade
should appoint one. If this way became universal

there was no doubt that it would lead to a much
more happy state of things, as there must neces-

sarily be more satisfaction in arbitration than in

fighting a matter out. The President then spoke
at length as to the best form of contract, and
stated that the old form, agreed upon more than
twenty-five years ago, still continued in use, in

fice of a new and more elaborate one prepared

by the architects, and this principally because, he
said, of the unfairness of the Arbitration Clause.

Finally, he wished to increase the number of the

National Association of Master Builders, and to

make it in every sense a
‘

' National ” Association.

Mr. Bowdei (Burslem) and several other

members supported the President’s remarks with
regard to increasing the scope of the Association.

The question of the form of apprenticeship in-

dentures was discussed, and it was decided to

leave the matter over until the next meeiing, so

that members should have an opportunity cf
further considering the proposed form.

The Secretary read a resolution of the Londi!'

Central Association as to the scarcity of plastere

t

The President said they had had considerab

trouble in London, and one thing had bet.

proved to them, viz., that the supply of plastere:

was insufficient. Various ways had been sit

gested of increasing their numbers. Among thefi

were :—l. To increase the number of apprentiojl

2. To find a substitute for plastering. 3.
'

maintain schools of plastering. Several of t'

members expressed their opinion on the subjer

and it was decided to refer the matter to t

Council.

Mr. T. F. Rider (London), Mr. J. Stevensi^

Jones (Liverpool), and Mr. Aid. \V. Iloldswofl

(Bradford) were re-elected to the positions %

President, Senior Vice- and Junior Vice-Presidii

respectively for the ensuing year. Mr. A. Krar{

(Bristol) was elected Hon. Auditor for the en:-

ing year. Mr. G. Hardington (Leicester) at

Mr. R. G. Jenkin (Plymouth) were elected it

members of the Council for their respective tow;t

Mr. C. A. Hayes (Bristol) invited the membergl
the Association to hold their next half-yeat?

meeiing in hU city, which it was unanimooj
resolved upon to do.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded ti

President for bis services in the chair.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCILJ

The usual weekly meeting of the Lona
County Council was held on Tuesday in 1

County Hall, Spring - gardens, Sir Artk

Ari5old, Chairman, presiding.

New Enirance to Richmond Park. — J

Boulnois, M.P., submitted a petition, which,l

said, was numerously signed by the Metropolii

ratepayers generally, urging the Council to c
sider the advantages that would arise from opo

ing up some of the streets leading to Roehan
ton-gate, Richmond Park, by way of forminj

new entrance to the park,

The petition was referred to the Improv2me:j

Committee. 1

Loam .—On the recommendation of the Finaj|

Committee it was agreed to lend the ChelJ

Vestry 7,900/. for laying asphalte in King’s-rort

the Battersea Vestry 2,940/. for electric light pj

poses at the vestry offices and town halls ; and (j

Ilolborn District Board 3,000/. towards defei

ing the cost of their contribution towards 3

Brooke’s Market improvement scheme. )

Manager of JP'orks.—The General PurpeJ

Committee reported as follows :

—

“The Council on December i last resolved t|

an advertisement should be issued inviting appl|

lions for the position of manager of the WcV
Department, with the understanding that the appw
ment is not necessarily a permanent one, and li|

the salary would be subject to revision in the evt

of the Council deciding that a limit should be plai

on the extent and character of the works tot

executed by the Works Department. We have 14

to report that, in accordance with the above rese;

tion, an advertisement was issued, and that i(

response thereto 237 applications were receivi

The applications were in the first place considea

by a sub-committee, who, after seeing twenty-two'

the candidates, submitted to us the names of fivtil

the candidates. We have ourselves seen these q
candidates, and. having weighed their respect:

merits and qualifications, we now, in accor^l
with the standing order, submit to the Council q

names of the following three, viz. i, Mr. '.!

Adams; 2, Mr. H. H. Holt; 3, Mr. J. J. W.
brick. The standing order also authorises the Cat

mittee to indicate, it it should think fit, the caii'

date whom it recommends the Council to appoi;[

We recommend

—

‘ That, subject to his passing satisfactorily a medrj

examination, Mr. William Adams be appointed Manau
of the Works Department at a salary of 1,500/. a year, uji

the understanding that the appointment is rot necessto)

a permanent one, and that the salary is subject to revis'

in the event of the Council deciding that a limit should^

placed on the extent and character of the works to

executed by the Works Department ; and that the appon

ment be made upon the following conditions :—That ;l

appointment be terminable by three months' notice

either side; that the manager be required to give 1

whole time to the duties of his office, and be not allowed,

take any pri\.'ile business; that any fees received by hi

either as a witness or in any other capacity, and any c

count or al owance on materials purchased, be paid to li

Council ;
and, further, that on retirement he shall not 1

entitled and shall not make any claim to any tetiri

allowance under the Superannuations Act, 1866, and tb

he shall be subject to the Council's regulations in respti

of a superannuation and provident fund.

Colonel Ford moved, and Mr. A. Smi

seconded, to refer the matter back for furth

consideration, but after some discussion the recoh

meodation was agreed to.
_ ,

Mr. Adams thanked the Council for appointu.

him to the post, and said that be would spare r

effort to make the Works Department a succes
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From his experience he had no doubt whatever
that a great deal of the Council’s work could be
done cheaper without a contractor.

Boadicea Statue.—The same committee brought
up the following report, the recommendation

,
being agreed to :

—

‘‘ On December 22 last we brought up a report to

the Council on the subject of an offer made by Mr.
W. J. Bull, L.C.C., with reference to the Boadicea
statue, and the Council adopting our recommenda-
tion passed the following resolution—‘That the
' Parliamentary Committee be instructed to take the
I necessary steps for a clause to be inserted in one of

the Council's Bills, empowering the Council to pur-

I

chase, or contribute towards the cost of purchasing,
: or otherwise incur expenditure in connexion with the
provision and erection of, works of art in London.’

i
We have now to report that a further letter has been

i received from Mr. Bull to the effect that the Boadicea

I

Fund Committee are anxious to have the statute

1 erected this year, and that Mr. J. I. Thornycroft,
the son of the sculptor, who has offered to present

.
the group to the Council, will give the order at once

' for tne casting of the model, and pay the money as
and when required, he relying upon the Council to

' repay him if and when it obtains Parliamentary
I powers, or upon further subscriptions being secured,
I or finally standing to any eventual loss if the Council
' does not contribute. Tnis is a generous offer on the
part of Mr. Thornycroft, but, as in the ordinary
course, the necessary power for the Council to con-
tribute cannot be obtained for eighteen months, we
think it would be inexpedient for the Council to

accept at the present time any liability whatever in

the matter. We accordingly recommend

—

‘That Mr. Bull be asked to convey to Mr. Tliornycroft
I the thanks of the Council for his liberal offer in connexion
witli the Boadicea statuary group, but at the .same time to
inform him that the Council is not in a position to con-
tribute towards the cost of casting the model of the group,
m to bind it.self to do so hereafter even should Par-
D^entnr)' power be given for the purpose

;
and that while

“e Council will proceed to promote the Bill, it must be

I

understood that any steps which Mr. Thornycroft may
take in the matter are taken entirely on his own

I responsibility.'
”

Boundary-street Improvement Scheme -Paving-
work.—The Housing of the Working Classes
Committee recommended, and it was agreed, that

the work of constructing the temporary roadways
referred to in the report in connexion with the
Boundary-street scheme be executed by the
Council without the intervention of a contractor,

and that the plan, specification, and estimate be
referred to the Works Committee for that pur-

pose ; but that in the event of that Committee
not being satisfied of the sufficiency of the esti-

mate, the Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee be authorised to invite tenders for the
work.

Landat the Cattle Market^Islington.—The Parks
and Open Spaces Committee recommended that

the Council do approve the estimate to be sub-
mitted by the Finance Committee, and do con-
tribute one-half of the cost of the acquisition by
the Vestry of Islington of two pieces of land,

having a total area of about 5;j acres, lying to the

south of the Cattle-market, Islington, such con-
tribution not to exceed S,ooo/., on condition that

the Vestry do acquire the land under the powers
of the Metropolitan Market Act, 1896, and do
undertake to pay all the costs of the acquisition

and to lay out and maintain the land as a place
of public recreation

; and that it be referred to

the solicitor to prepare the necessary undertaking.
Dr. White moved as an amendment to insert

the words “ as an open space” after “ maintain.”
The amendment was defeated and the Com-

mittee’s recommendation agreed to.

The Water Question.—The Parliamentary Com-
mittee in reference to the Water (Purchase)
Bills now before Parliament, reported that they
had been engaged in discussing terms of agree-
ment with the authorities outside the Obunty of

London, but within the area of the water com-
panies, and had made very considerable progress.
The questions remaining to be settled were (with
one exception) rather questions of detail than of
principle. They now presented two agreements
to the Council for acceptance. Both of these
had been very thoroughly considered. They were
advised, and were of opinion, that these agree-
ments afforded a fair settlement as between the
interests of the respective authorities, and were
advantageous to the County of London, They
therefore recommended :

—“ That the agreement
with ihe County Council ofSurrey be approved and
sealed, and that, subject to the approval of Par-
liament, such clauses as may be necessary to give
effect thereto be inserted in the Bills relating to
the Lambeth and Southwark and Vauxhall Water
Companies, and that the clause arranged with
the Corporation of Croydon be approved, and,
pbject to the approval of Parliament, be inserted
la the Bill relating to the Lambeth Company.”

Dr. White moved to refer the matter back until

the Committee could bring forward agreements

with all the outside authorities.

Mr. H. P. Harrk seconded the amendment.
The Earl of Onslow believed that the effect of

the agreements was not fully understood, and
doubted if it were desirable to saddle the pur-

chase of the water undertakings with agreements

to sell off a very large portion of the rights

acquired. How could they decide how much
water Surrey should take from the Thames before

they knew how much Hertfordshire would require

from the Lea ? They were dealing with powers
they did not possess, which was premature.

Mr. M'lvinnon Wood, Chairman of the Com-
mittee, pointed out that the Council’s scheme was
to give to the outside authorities rights similar to

those claimed for the County of London.
Sir John Lubbock, M.P., said the matter re-

quired further consideration, as there were great

difficulties in drawing the lines between the

various districts.

After some further discussion the amendment
was defeated on a show of hands by 36 votes to

35, but on a division it was carried by 53 votes

to 51.

Millbank Prison Site.—The Housing of the

Working Classes Committee brought up the

following report, the recommendations being
agreed to :

—

“The Council, on December 22 lust, approved
the plan for the laying out of the roads on the Mill-

bank prison site, and instructed us to take the

necessary steps for the execution of the work in

accordance with the plan. It now becomes neces-

sary for the Council to decide as to the preparations
of the plans of the dwellings to be erected on the site.

We estimate that the portion of the site acquired by
the Council will accommodate about 4,500 persons.
It will be remembered that 1.500 of the persons dis-

placed under the Glare-market scheme have to be
accommodated on theMilbank site, and as the scheme
will no doubt be confirmed during the present session
of Parliament, we are very desirous of being able to

offer dwellings to these persons before they are com-
pelled to leave their homes ; moreover, the \Var Office

authorities are preparing plans for the buildings they
propose to erect on the portion ofthe site retained by
tha Government, and are pressing us for the levels of
the centre roadway on the site. \Ve have given the
matter our careful consideration, and we are of
opinion that the most expeditious method of pro-
cedure will be for the Council's architect to prepare
plans for the erection of blocks to accommodate
about 1,200 persons. With regard to the remaining
blocks, we think that in view of the important posi-

tion of the site, the Council would do well to invite

designs from outside architects. By adopting this

course the Council will obtain the benefit of the

experience of architects who have given special

attention to this class of building, and will, more-
over, have the advantage of the criticisms of its own
architect upon such plans. Under the proposed
arrangements the Council's architect will at once
proceed with the preparation of plans of the dwel-
lings to accommodate a portion of the persons on
the site, and we expect that these dwellings will be
in course of erection by the time that the competi-
tive designs have been considered. We propose
that an advertisement should be issued inviting

architects to submit their names as being willing to

compete, and that a limited number of those reply-

ing to the advertisement should be selected to send
in designs. We recommend

—

‘(a) That the Committee be authorised to instruct the
architect to prepare plans of dwellings for the accommoda-
tion of about 1,200 persons on the portion of the Millbank
prison site acquired by the Council.

(^) That the Committee be authorised to issue an
advertisement inviting architects to send in their names as
being willing to submit designs for the erection of build-

ings on the remaining portion of the area; to select a
limited number from among such architects, and to invite

competitive designs from those so selected.'
”

Churc/nvay, Euston-Road.—The proposal of

the Improvements Committee to contribute

3,Soo/. for the improvement of Churchway,
Euston - road, was objected to by Mr.
McDougall, who moved its rejection. After a

discussion there voted, for tne rejection 35,
against 40. The reeommendation was then
agreed to.

The Council having transacted other business,

adjourned soon after seven o’clock.

COMPETITIONS.
Church Tower, Liskeard,—The Liskeard

Church Tower Committee have received a report

from Mr. E. Sedding, of Plymouth, as to the two
best designs for the proposed new tower of the

parish church. Twenty - five designs were
examined by him, and the plans of Mr. J.
Sansom, of Liskeard, and Mr. H. P. Burke
Downing, Great College - street, Westminster,
S.W., have been respectively awarded the first

and second premiums of fifty guineas and twenty-
five guineas.

SURVEYORS’ INSTITUTION:

students' preliminary examination.

Ok the candidates who presented themselves

at the preliminary examination of this Institution,

held concurrently in London, Manchester, and
Dublin, on the 20th and 21st ult., the following

satisfied the examiners :—C. II. Alderson,

Ealing
; T. W. Armstrong, Blacon, Stratford-on-

Avon ; W. B. Aubrey, Chelmsford ; R. Bartram,
Highbury ; F. Bate, South Hackney ; PI. A.
Bettger, Kilburn; W. R. Bingham, Ilatcham

;

A. G. Bradshaw, Lancaster ; C. J. B. Bridge-

water, London; H. C. Brierley, Sledmere ;

II. 'W, Brindley, Eelgbaston; S. L. Broad,

Bournemouth ; T. E. Butcher, Chesham ; B. C
H. Cannell, Norwich ; A. P. Chattell, Chisle-

hurst ; G. R. Church, South Hampstead
; N.

Clark, jun., Pitt Hill, Co. Durham
; G. II.

Cole, Tonbridge ; F. N. Cooke, Lei-

cester ; G. H. Cope, Broxton, Chester
;

C. H. Cramphorn, Chatham
;
G. H. Croft,

Brighton
;
E. H. Crump, Cheltenham ; II. W.

Currey, London; 11. Dann, jun., Dartford ;

J. W. S. H. Davies, London ; P. F. Dyer,
Lewes; If. E. Edwards, Chelsea ; R. L, Ellis,

Lewisham
;
H. Evered, Ilorley

; J. L. II. Flew,
Manningham, Bradford

; A. C. P'rost, Morden ;

H. A. A. Gate, London ; S. S. Gettings,

Erdinglon, near Birmingham ; PI. Gould,

Forest Plill ; G. I'. C. Plamilton, Dunboyne,
Co. Meath

;
W. W. R. Harlow, Hanley ;

H. K. II. Plenderson, Worcester; PI. A. S. N.
Hoare, Bayswater ; A. E. Hooper, Andover;
W. C. Houghton, Walthamstow

; C. F. Hutchin-

son, Preston near Hull ; E. J. S. Jenner, Henley-

on-Thames
;
H. D. Jonas, London ; A. V. Kis-

lingbury, P'inchley ; W. I'. Langridge, Tunbridge
Wells

; L. Linham, Basingstoke
;

F. A, Lees,

Bedford ; II. Lemmoin-Cannon, London ;

J. Lewis, St. Albans ; F. R. Lumley,
Downton ;

W. S. Mackintosh, Studley ; S.

Mager, Tufnell Park ; F. R. Mark, Stepney ;

C. V. W. Martin, Wakefield ; T. J. Meaby,*
Wimborne

; S. G. Meacher, Malvern Link

;

H. L. Michell, London
; D. A. Morle, Lon-

don ; S. H. Newsome, Alvechurch ; S. .S,

Orchard, Exeter
; A. B. Paget, London ; G. K.

Pierson. Altrincham
; G. Pinson, Solihull ; F. P.

Pratt, Ongar : H. R. Quarterly, Maidstone ;

PI. S. Rendell, Newton Abbot ; W. F. Robbins,
Wingham ; A. D. Rutley, Caterham Valley ; P.

Scho^ld, Atherton ; E. Sharpe, Leicester
;
G. S.

Simpson, Lancaster ; E. J. Stead, Moss Side,

near Manchester ; C. P’. Stedman, Cranleigh ;

A. W. A. C. Tannahill, North Finchley; R.
Tanner, London ; W. W. Tremlett, Downton ;

V. Turner, Wolverhampton; T. B. Wacher,Canter-
bury ; P. Watson, Petworth; E. M.Webb, Norwich:
C. S. Weekes, Tunbridge Wells; II. Welsh,
Cockermoulh ; F. C. Wheeler, Cobham

; C. C. O.
Whiteley. Streatham ; C. Pk Widdicombe, Cam-
bridge

; S. P. Wigley, Winslow ; II. Williams,

Norwich
; J. Winship, Cambridge

; J. G. Withy-
combe, St. Albans; T. H. Wright, Streatham
Park.

ARCH.EOLOGICAI SOCIETIES.

Society of Antiquaries,—A meeting of

this Society was held on the 28th ult., Viscount

Dillon, V.P., in the chair. The Rev. W. C.

Stratfeild exhibited and presented a number of

illuminated pedigrees and other documents. Mr.
Rome exhibited a small white marble bust of

Jupiter Serapis, found in Egypt. Mr. Haverfield

communicated a note on a Roman lamp of terra-

cotta found at Bradfield, Berks, which was also

exhibited. Mr. Hilton Price exhibited some
beautifully-worked flints, with crescent-shaped

heads, from Luxor ; also a remarkable terra-cotta

object containing an Archimedean screw—per-

haps a model of similar contrivances used for

irrigation purposes. Mr. J. R. Mortimer com-
municated a papfr on a number of cruciform

embankments in East Yorkshire, which he sup-

posed to be the Christian successors of the

circular mounds used for the assembly of the

folk-moot. It was, however, suggested in the

discussion that followed that such embankments
were more probably thrown up as shelters for

sheep and cattle, the summits being planted with

bushes or small trees to keep off the wind.

Professional and Business Announce-
ments.—Mr. Thomas Elsley, ironmonger, informs

us that his business has been convened into a
Limited Company. The name of the firm will be
Thomas Elsley, Limited, and the office address, 28,

Great Tilchfield-street.

• Passed at head of List,
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Jllustrattons,

< DESIGN FOR A MARKET HALL.
HIS is the design, by Mr. J. A. R. Inglis.

to which the Soane Medallion has been
awarded this year ; an award in which

he entirely concur.

£ The building takes the old form, familiar to

18 in so many country towns of England, of an
pen vaulted ground story supporting a more
)fty roofed hall above. The details of columns,
edimented windows, and rusticated voussoirs,

re such as present no novelty in themselves,

ut the author has treated them with a rather

nusual and sculpturesque boldness of relief

'hich is very effective, and is well brought out

1 the perspective sketch. The weak point of

le design lies in the projecting additions at each
nd, which do not seem quite sufficiently incor-

orated with the main design. But as a whole
lis is a very agreeable design which shows a

ood deal of promise for the future of its

esigner. The following is the author’s descrip-

on of the design :

—

“ The conditions drawn up by the Council of
le Royal Institute of British Architects for this

‘ravelling Studentship required a design for a

rovincial market-hall covering an area not
weeding 4,000 superficial feet, detached on all

des, and forming the centre of a market-place.
The subject does not seem to allow of much
cence in the planning, and in this scheme the
eneral features of our old examples have been
ihered to, with some necessary modem addi-

ons in the accommodation of the adjuncts to the

ill, private stairs to the retiring-rooms, &c.
The endeavour in the architectural treatment

fis been to follow in the lines of some of the

5st-known examples of market-halls, at the same
me not rigidly keeping to tradition.”

EYAM HALL, DERBYSHIRE.
The village of Eyam, in the North of Derby-
ire, has obtained historic renown through the
iroic conduct of its inhabitants during the
irrible year of 1666, when the plague devastated
|ie little community. Eyam Hall, however,
tt:cording to Wood, the historian of his village,

fas built after the plague year, some time near
Ijie close of the seventeenth century, and is des-
iHbed by him as a “ large, handsome, and rather
Ijotique looking building.” This description was
itritten in 1842, when, apparently, the apprecia-
)on of what we now call

‘
‘ the picturesque ” was

iloknown to our historian. In other parts of his

,3ok, indeed, he evinces a decided partiality to
Ite “elegant and respectable,” but he evidently

: oes not wish to disparage this building as he has
heard that it has been commended by “one
a<illed in architecture.”

i The Hall has been long the residence of the
|Vrights, an ancient Derbyshire family. It is

Ituated in the heart of the vill ;ge, facing the
Aain street, but partly hidden by a high wall.

I ’he stone has weathered a beautiful colour, and
ith its well kept lawns, the building forms not

l|ie least picturesque bit in an exceedingly
literesting village. F. H. Cheetham.

DESIGN FOR FOUNTAIN,
i The conditions of the competition stated
lat the fountain was to occupy a triangular
pen space and was to serve people, cattle, and
.og_s. These particulars very naturally suggested
I triangular plan.

1 The materials proposed to be used in its con-
truction were : Doulton’s Carrara ware for the
,iers, pedestals, shafts, entablatures, roof, <S:c.,

ill in fawn colour, except the shafts of the
Imall columns, which were in blue

; the filling of
he lower part was to be in best selected dark-
llue Staffordshire bricks. Owing to the curved
ibape of the trough it was thought advisable to
se Victoria stone for this purpose. The steps
nd posts were to be in grey granite.
A small cistern regulates the supply to the

;;rinking basins; this is placed in the centre of
he brickwork, and is accessible from a small
ron door fixed over one of the basins. The
vastes from the drinking basins supplies the dog
rough, which is placed underneath the cattle
Irough. Another small ball-valve is suggested
t the side of trough to regulate this supply. The
•mount estimated for the erection of the fountain

^20/. Hugh Macintosh.

* This is the premiated design in the com-

Design for Fountain. Plan.

petition for a fountain which was advertised in
our columns some little time since, and as to the
result of which we received several inquiries
from competitors.—

E

d.

HOUSE ON HINDHEAD.
This house is being built for Mr, Rayner Storr,

on Highcombe Edge, Hindhead, adjoining the
Devil’s Punch Bowl ; and commands on three
sides some of the most magnificent vistas in
Surrey.

The materials are Pelersfield brindled bricks,
with red brick dressing, Headley stone piers, and
keys, rough cast plaster. The roofs are covered
with Elterwater slates in diminishing courses, and
the dormer cheeks are tile hung ; one of the bays
being hung with oak shingles.
The contractor is Mr. Ernest Chapman, of

Grayshott
; the slating by Messrs, Thos. & J. H.

Stirling
; the sanitary work by Mr. George Chap-

pelow
; the architect being Mr. 'WiUiam A.

Pile, of London.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, WEST
NORWOOD.

This building, which is shortly to be erected,
will stand on an elevated and prominent site at
the corner of Thurlow Park-road and Court-road,
West Norwood.
The building comprises a church with minis-

ter’s, elders’, and choir vestries, and a large hall
and class-rooms. In the church itself the
ordinary aisle arcading is done away with~the
roof being constructed on a modified hammer-
beam method—in order that every seat may have
an uninterrupted view of the pulpit. The materials
to be employed are red brick facings externally
and internally, with Portland stone dressings.
The roof will be of pitch pine, as will also be the
seating.

Messrs. Treadwell & Marlin, of London, are
the architects.

GRAY’S INN CHAPEL.
The accompanying drawing represents the

interior of the chapel belonging to the Honour-
able Society of Gray’s Inn. The old flat plas-
tered ceiling has been replaced by a panelled
ceiling in Sequoia wood supported on four-
centred principals, four in number, and with
intermediate ribs, and a stone cornice with carved
bosses beneath the wall plates, and carved stone
corbels under the principals. The old east
window, which had been partly bricked up, has
been restored as far as practicable to its original
size, the remains of the old sill having been
found in cutting down the wall. Two three-
light windows were also discovered in repairing
the walls, the brickwork of which bad crumbled

away, and liad to be cased with new brickwork
in Portland cement. The three windows on the
north side have also been restored and glazed
wilh plain cathedral glazing.

The old shields of arms which were formerly
in the east window have been incorporated
with the glazing of the windows on the north
side. Three of the openings of the five-light

east window are glazed with stained glass (from
one of the north windows) representing the
Ascension, and the remainder with painted
Grisaille glass, the work of Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, & Bayne.
The screens to the entrance lobliy, and

beneath the gallery to the vestry, also the front
to the gallery, are of oak, partly with linen-fold
panels and enriched with suitable carving. The
seats are also of oak. A moulded stone string
course has been carried round beneath the sills

of the windows, and the plastering of the walls
is finished in Keen's cement. The altar space
and the aisles are paved with black and white
marble mosaic.

The site of the former vestry has been added to
the chapel, so as to afford space for an organ
chamber, and two four-centred arches accordingly
have been reinserted in the south wall. The
organ is by Messrs. Henry Jones & Sons, and is

a much more powerful instrument than the organ
formerly existing. The chapel is warmed by hot-
watcr pipes, on the high-pressure system.
A stone tablet in three panels has been inserted

in the south wall to commemorate the names of
the preachers of the Inn from 1574 down to the
present time. These names have been engraved
on brass plates, which are inserted in the panels
of the tablet.

During the progress of the works the remain.s
of the old holy water stoup were discovered

;

these have been carefully rebuilt into the north
wall near the entrance. The old Jacobean pulpit,

which was covered with many thicknesses of
paint, has b^’en carefully cleaned, prepared, and
refixed with an appropriate newel staircase
thereto. The paint which had been placed on
the ashlar facing of the porch, has been carefully
scraped off, and the stonework restored to its

original condition, and a new panelled ceiling of
oak formed in lieu of the incongruous plaster
ceiling and cornice then existing.

No discovery of any importance was made in

the excavations beneath the old floor, although it

was at first thought that some objects of arcbceo-
logical interest might be found hidden therein.

A brass plate has also been inserted to commemo-
rate the restoration.

The design and supervision of the works were
entrusted to Mr. Charles Herbert Shoppee, of
London. The contractor for the general works
was Mr. S. F. Halliday, of Stamford, Lincoln-
shire ; the paving was carried out by Mr. J. F.
Ebner ; the heating by Messrs. J. L. Bacon
& Co.
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LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL INQUIRY.

The special inquiry into the organisation of

the Works Department of the London County
Council was continued on Wednesday and Friday,

January 20 and 22, Sir A. Arnold presiding.

The Comptroller, Mr. Haward, was examined
at great length on the resumption on Wednesday,
but no new point of importance was elicited.

The next witness called was Mr, Jacobs, one

of the foremen in the employ of the Works
Committee, who in reply to questions put by the

Chairman with regard to the method of engaging

workmen, said he took them on when they were

wanted without making any distinction between
trade unionists and non-unionists. There had
never been on his works any interference by
members of the Council, and he wa.s not aware

that any relatives of members of the Committee
were employed.

In reply to Dr. Longstaft' he said he was not

now, but he had been formerly, a member of a

trades union, that he had been twenty-five years

a foreman, and since 1S93 in the employ of the

County Council. He had been employed princi-

pally under the Architect on many different jobs,

some large and some small. He had never

known any serious delay to take place in the

supply of materials. He had usually found the

workmen under him industrious, and he had not

had more trouble with skilled workmen than

unskilled men. He had had more difficulty

with labourers than with skilled men. He
could not say that the men he had under

him in the employ of the County Council

were better than those he had under him when

in the employ of contractors, but they were

quite as good. He thought the quality of the

work was better. He had complete control of

his men, was not unduly severe, and he thought

that his works had been fairly profitable. He
had never been told that the work was costing

too much. His job was visited occasionally by

the Chairman of the Works Committee, but

seldom by individual members, and the witness

repeated that on this account be bad never had

any serious difficulties. He had always been on

good terms with the late manager, of whom he

had no complaint to make, but he thought he

might have been a little more experienced in

building matters.

In reply to Mr. Alderman Beachcroft, he said

he had been engaged as foreman by the late

manager. It was part of his duty to engage

workmen, and he had full power to d smiss them.

There was no particular rule of selection. They
were engaged by him solely on his own judgment

and knowledge of the men, his acquaintance

with workmen being very extensive, and it was

not true to say that workmen were engaged on

the recommendation of others. He kept a list

of the names of workmen, but not of their

addresses. Asked with regard to the popularity

of the late manager and as to the existence of

malpractices, the witness said that the late

manager was not generally liked ; he no doubt

wanted to make the Department as successful as

possible, but he (the witness) had not heard of

any malpractices.

In reply to Mr. Davies, the witness said he

had been employed in a similar capacity under

various contractors, and he had no more difficulty

now than under his former employers. He had

no special instructions from the manager as to

the quality of the work ; both under the Depart-

ment and under contractors his instructions were

to get his jobs done as speedily as possible. He
had never had special instructions from the

manager as to the ordering of materials, and it

bad never occurred to him to order more than

was wanted, though he might have been required

at times to send to another job a few materials

such as header bricks if he had any spare ones.

He had no knowledge of any inferior mortar

being used on his jobs. His work was per-

formed under the direction of Mr. BlashiU’s

assistants, but not under the Architect direct.

He believed his work was considered satisfactory.

With regard to the quality of the work done by

the Department as compared with that done by

contractors, he thought the work done by the

Department was of higher quality for many
reasons. He thought the workmen had a spirit

to do the work better than contractors’ men.

Questioned by Mr. Dickinson with regard to

the code of regulations governing his work, the

witness said he selected his men from a know-

ledge of their ability, without giving preference

to local labour. It was subsequently explained

by the next witness, Mr. Ward, the Chairman of

the Works Committee, that a clause with regard

to giving preference to local labour had been

omitted from the revised code of regulations*

which were those governing the duties of the

foreman at the present time. On the question of

strikes in the building trade it was elicited from
the witness that the only workmen in the employ
of the Department who went out during the late

strike in the building trade were the plasterers.

In reply to Mr. Gruning, the architectural

assessor, the witness said he generally selected

his men from workmen he had known for years.

He could almost always tell men that were suit-

able from their appearance. There was no diffi-

culty in getting men when they wanted them,
because it soon got known when men were wanted
on any job.

Mr. Gruning: Do you know contractors who
employ gangs of men on special terms ?—Yes ; to

do special work. So do we for certain work,
such as scaffolding.

Mr. Henry Ward, M.Inst.C.E. (Chairman of

Ihe Works Committee), the next witness called, in

reply to Sir Arthur Arnold, said that the last

witness had correctly described his functions, and
that notices were posted on all the works, instruct-

ing foremen to make no difference between union

and non-union men. Questioned with regard to

the purchase of timber, Mr. Ward said the whole

of their timber was bought by public auction

(except a little hardwood), by an agent, on a

commission of I per cent. The qualities varied

as well as the prices, some being of best

quality and some much cheaper. The Works
Committee had to pay a much larger sum
than any contractor doing the same amount of

work in audit charges, and it was at a disad-

vantage in other respects. The tendency wa-,

perhaps, for their workmen to do rather less work
than for a contractor, whose sole idea was profit-

making, and the more favourable conditions of the

specifications issued to contractors would often

enable them tomake a saving where the Department
could not make any saving. There was not the

slightest doubt that the Council had suffered dis-

advantage from the friction that existed between
the Committee and the Architect, This had arisen

almost at the first, through the first job, the Fire

Station at New Cross, having a specification very

full of special items requiring the Committee to

obtain certain materials from certain specified

firms. Without these items the Committee could

have carried out the work at 5 per cent, less

cost, lie denied that the iron-work was of an

inferior character, and he also denied the allega-

tions which had been made with regard to the use

of lath and plaster instead of sand for mixing with

mortar at Hughes Fields. The witness said a

sample was taken at half-past seven at night, at a

time when no one was at the job except the

watchman, and the sample was probably taken

from a heap of rubbish that had been rejected as

unfit for use. Members of the Committee had

tried the mortar with their knives and found it

very good. He hoped the assesiors would also

try it. With regard to the alleged inferior brick-

work at Mount-street, which the foreman had
refused to rebuild, he said it had been examined

since and had been pronounced one of the best

bits of brickwork in London.
Asked to give his opinion with regard to the

constilution of the Works Committee, the wit-

ness said he thought it" was too large, and that

the method of electing the Committee was a bad

one. It had given them ten members in

sympathy with the Works Department, and ten

who were not altogether sympathetic. The
result was that they pulled in opposite direc-

tions, and were like partners in a business who
did not agree. If the Committee consisted of

only five members selected from the Chairmen

and Vice-Chairmen of the Spending Committees,

or if they were men who really desired to get

the work done instead of making party capital

out of the Department, it would be a great

improvement.
With regard to the question of tendering by

the Committee, Mr. Ward said he doubted

whether contractors would agree to tender under

such conditions. A still more serious objection

was ihat the Committee, which could only obtain

its work from the Council, could not compete in

open contract with a certain class of contractors,

who, as stated in evidence by previous wit-

nesses, did not know how to tender. He thought

the work of the Department exceedingly good,

and most experts would give 10 per cent more
for it than for work done by a contractor.

Replying to the allegation that the visits of

members of the Committee had been disadvan-

tageous, the witness said that in his opinion

such visits, on the contrary, had proved a great

advantage to the Council, and had helped for-

ward the Council’s interest.

The sitting was at this point adjourned t

Friday, the 22nd inst.

The examination of the Comptroller ws

resumed on Friday by Mr. Gruning, wh
elicited the further statement with regard to aud

charges that 850/. was paid last year simply i

order to satisly the curiosity— the legitimal

curiosity—of the Council as to the cost of tli

works completed or in progress. The diflicull

of getting contractors to tender for work after tt

introduction of the new labour clauses led to tf

formation of the Works Department, the tendenr

in which was to do less work than contractors bi

to do it better. It had been stated by Messr;

Cubitt, Trollope, Holland and Ilannen, See

that they could not compete with the Departmei

at competition prices and put in the quality 1

work required. The Department, therefore, di

work equal to the best firms and at competir

prices. Notwithstanding the disadvantages I

bad mentioned, the Department was able to sho

a profit of S or 9 per cent. The jobs which tl

Department bad refused were refused on tl

advice of the late manager, when he was m
satisfied with the estimates. The witness was

;

favour of giving out some of the jobs to coi

tractors in the same way as the Admiralty. li

agreed that it was highly desirable that the:

should be a closer connexion between tl

Architect’s, the Engineer’s, and the Worl

Departments, but added that the prii

cipal difficulties had arisen from the fa

that in order to satisfy those who thought tl

Department would fail, it had been decided

treat the Department exactly as a contractor, ani

although at a double cost, the Departments we
organised to check one another. That cout.

was, perhaps, justified on account of the gre

suspicion with which the Department was r

garded. The time might arrive when a bett

understanding would prevail, and when it wou
not be thought necessary for one Department

supervise another. Being asked to account f

be fictitious transfers, Mr. Ward said the Depai

ment was criticised very severely if it was n

making a profit on particular jobs, while n
getting credit in cases where a profit was beii

made
;
and it gave way to the temptation to hu

or diminish the loss.

Mr. Griming; To save its credit, in fact?-

Yts.

In reply to Mr. Wateihouse, assessor, M
Ward said he did not think there would be ai

advantage in a separate staff for the book-keepii

department ;
and with regard to the Architeci

and Engineer’s estimates, he said the Works Cot

mittcewere not informed of the details. Thi

only required to know the lump sum, which w
staled in open Council. This was submitted

the manager, who reported whether he was sati

fied with the sum. When any job was unde

taken the manager took out his own bills

quantities. With respect to the early difllculti

met with, Mr. Ward said one of their chief dif

culties was to get good foremen. Coed foremi

and a good staff could only be got by a process

natural selection. He agreed with Mr. Blash

that at first they had not proper control over tl

werks. In reply to further questions with rega

to strikes, the witness said they had not been

source of difficulty for the Department, except

one case. The men knew that they would g

paid the new rates of wages that a strike mig

es*ab’.ish without going out themselves, and t

Tcsult was that the Department’s woiks had go

on when others were suspended on account

strikes.

In reply to a question from Dr. Collins wi

regard to the malpractices, the witness denii

that any instigation had been offered by any offic

of the Department. The Comptroller had r

ported the matter to him during the recess, and

was upon his information that he had brought tl

matter before the Council.

Mr. Fletcher next examined the witness at co

siderable length, eliciting the admission that

would not advocate an unlimited extension of t

principle of direct employment. The object t

Department had in view was to get the work do

as cheaply as possible, consistently with a gO'

quality of woik, and he thought that policy w

in harmony with the general trend of pub

opinion. He could account for a certain amou

of unpopularity by the fact that thousands of m
had put down their names in the books, and ma

of them had failed to get employment, and we

therefore disappointed. He did not know wh)

policy should be unpopular, of which the ms

object was to save, for the ratepayers, the midd.

man’s profit. He did not know it was any ps

of their duty to protect contractors. He admitt

that the County Council would hold a more 11
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Jparlial position as arbitrator in labour disputes if

at confined itself to administrative work.

]

In reply to Mr. Torrance, Mr. Davies, and Mr.

jBeachcroft, the Chairman of the Works Committee
Centered into long explanations with regard to the

jcomplaints of the Architect of inferior ironwork,

lovercha’ges on repairs to a directing lamp at a

•fire-station, and of bad work on a 6-in. drain.

fWilh regard to the latter he said the Architect

.had been entirely misinformed. The drain

:iTeferred to in Scotland Yard was not 160 ft., but

(only 14 ft. long, and was not a 6-in. but a 4-in.

idrain. The joints were left unfinished because

the workman refused to continue the job. He
kdmitted that the affairs of the Department might

mave been better managed if it had not been for

the misunderstanding about the Fire Brigade

IstatioD, that Mr. Blashill did his duty nobly to

the Council, and that the Architect had had to

(struggle with great difficulties, through having too

>much work put upon him. The witness admitted

fithat it had been an advantage to the Department

to have its work subjected to criticism. He
Jwould put no limit on the work to be undertaken

by the Department, provided it was done well

and fairly cheaply. The examination of Mr.

iWard was not concluded when the Committee
'iadjourned to Wednesday, January 27.*

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

3 Northern Architectural Association.

—

iThe Students’ Sketching Club of this Associa-

ition held their seventh annual smoking concert

J

and exhibition of drawings and sketches in the

Grand Assembly Rooms, Newcastle, on the 26lh

,'ult., when about 100 members and friends were

(

present. The Vice - President, Mr. Joseph
Oswald, occupied the chair, and opened the

I

concert. Those present included the hon. sec-

retary, Mr. A. B. Plummer, and Messrs. J. T.

Caskett, W. S. Hicks, H. C. Charlewood, W. L.

{Newcombe, W. Glover, T. H. Morton, C. S.

fErrington, S. Piper, &c. The musical arrange-

iments included the provision of an orchestra of

t nearly twenty performers, and the evening was

i considered to be very successful. The whole
jarrai^gements were made by Mr. W. E. Fenwick
land Mr. Harold Oswald.

t Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
jSociETY.—“Two Methods of Architectural

t Practice and Design ” was the title of a lecture

1

delivered on the 2nd inst. to the members of the

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society by
iMr. W. H. Bidlake, of Birmingham. At the

I outset the lecturer explained that a variety of new

j
forces, such as the introduction of machinery and

I the commercial spirit had destroyed the tradi-

.,
tional method of building, and at the present time

i we were, he said, in a state of flux. In all pro-

t
bability a considerable period of time would

I elapse before anything like a single or definite

i aim again actuated architects to endeavour to

j

bring about a more satisfactory state of affairs by
^ elimioatiog thoughtless architecture, which was
i simply swayed by passing fashion, and, by being

I
true to first piinciples, assist the development of

1 some general evolution towards a new style. Mr.
J Bidlake took as typical examples the roan who
j simply satisfied the present thoughtless demand,
although ne might be perfectly conscious that the

\ public demand was not the right one ; and, again,

l the man who had convictions and principles, and
I instead of being ready to sacrifice these for his

i commission, endeavoured to modify public opinion,
I and so brought about a period of better taste.

I The lecturer was at the close accorded a hearty
' vote of thanks. Mr. W. Watson, the President
of the Society, occupied the chair,

t Glashow Architectural Association.
' —On ihe 26th uU., the President, Mr.
William Tait Conner, in the chair, Professor
K. J. Mills, D.Sc., F.R.S., of the Glasgow and

• West of Scotland Technical College, delivered a
: lecture on “ The Application of Photography to

Archi;eclural Measurement.” He stated at the
I outset that the architectural capabilities of an
ordinary camera, and consequently of an ordinary

I photographic print, were much greater than
usually supposed. It was, however, necessary

I that the camera should be used with reasonable
care, and especially that it should be (i)

rigorously upright
; and (2) parallel to the plane

of building whose reproduction was desired. A
• single measurement on the plane itself would
: then give a scale for any part of the resulting
. negative or print. But operations were greatly

facilitated by the simple graduation of the ground

* repoit of subsequent sittings of the Special Couj.
mitlee is held over until next week for want of space.

glass into squares and their sub-divisions ; thus

enabling the observer to obtain true parallelism

at once, as well as verticality, and to measure

also the height of an object’s image. Professor

Mills went on to explain how, by the aid of very

simple mathematical formulre, the height of a

distant object, accessible or not, could be easily

ascertained with a camera so provided. Among
adjuncts to a measuring camera, a ball and socket

support was shown for a half-plate camera. Pro-

fessor Mills supports his lenses in rising and cross

fronts, each provided with scales and verniers,

.and screw motion, which he uses for

obtaining very delicate measurements of the

dimensions of images in the ground glass.

The lenses he prefers ate ordinary Goe:z and wide

angle zeiss rectilinears. It was shown that by

following very easy rules, the plan of a photo-

graph could be readily drawn ;
an illustration of

this was exhibited. The lecturer concluded with

the exhibition of a number of architectural lantern

slides, illustrating a variety of points referred to

in the lecture. On the motion of Mr. Wm. Jas.

Anderson, seconded by Mr. Alex. McGibbon,

a vote of thanks was accorded to the Professor for

his lecture.

The Architectural Association of Ire-

land.—A meeting of this Association was held

on Tuesday evening, at the Grosvenor Hotel,

Dublin. Mr. R. Caulfeild Orpen occupied the

chair, and an interesting lecture was given by

Mr. W. J, Fennell, of Belfast, on “Some Old

Buildings in Antrim and Down,” v.’hich was

illustrated by lantern. The lecturer gave some

accounts of the ruins at Holywood, co. Down,
the old churches at Newtownards and Movilla,

and the very interesting ruins of the old Cister-

cian Abbey known as Grey Abbey, the Castle at

Dundrum, the Cistercian Abbey known as Inch

Abbey, and thence on to the historic town of

Carrickfergus, with its fine old Church of St.

Nicholas, and Antrim, with one of the best pre-

served round towers in Ireland, 92 ft. high, and

50 ft. circumference at base, Ballycastle, with its

old Abbey and Gate House, and ihe extremely

interesting stronghold of the McDonnell’s Dun-

luce Castle. Mr. T. Drew having proposed,

and Mr. McGloughlin seconded, the vote of

thanks, the Chairman announced the next meet-

ing for the i6th inst., when Mr. F. Batchelor

will lecture on “ Hospitals and Hospital Con-

struction.” The drawings done by members of

the Advanced Class of Design (the subject being

“A Yillage Public-house”) were hung in the

room, and attracted much attention.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—At
the ordinary meeting of this Institution, on the

2Dd inst., Mr. J. Wolfe Barry, C.B., F.R.S.,

President, in the chair, it was announced that

seven associate members had been transferred to

the class of members, and that seventeen candi-

dates had been admitted as students. The
monthly ballot resulted in the election of five

members, of thirty-six associate members, and one

associate.

Society of Engineers.—The first ordinary

meeting of this Society for the present year was

held on the ist inst., at the Royal United Service

Institution, Whitehall. Mr. Samuel Herbert

Cox, the President for 1896, occupied Ihe chair,

and presented the premiums awarded for papers

read during that year, viz. :—The President’s

Gold Medal to Mr. George Thudichum for his

paper on “ The Ultimate Purification of Sewage.”

The “Bersemer Premium” to Rfr. D. B. Butler

for his paper on “The Effect of Admixtures of

Kentish Ragstone, &c., upon Portland Cement.”

The “Rawlinson Premium” to Mr. W. G. Wales

for bis paper on “Discharging and Storing

Grain,” and a “Society’s Premium” to Mr.

M. A. Pollard - Urquhart for his paper on
“ Examples of Railway Bridges for Branch Lines.”

Mr. Cox introduced the President for the present

year, Mr. George Maxwell Lawford, to the

meeting, and retired from the chair, receiving a

hearty vote of thanks for his services during the

past year. After briefly reviewing the work of

the Society during the past year, the President

drew attention to the steady reduction in the

general death rate of this country during the last

fifty years, and the comparative freedom from

zymotic diseases, both of which were aUributed to

the progress of sanitary science and the impetus

given to the practice and study of hygiene

by the Public Health and River Pollution Pre-

vention Acts. The provision of pure water and

efficient drainage was the duly of the engineer,

and on these tvyo subjects, which are of such vital

importance to all communities,
_

the President

based his address. After alluding to the dis-

coveries of Pasteur and the influence of biology

in its relation to the purification of water he con-

trasted the sj stem of lake supplies, as instanced

by the water undertakings of Glasgow, Manches-

ter, Liverpool, and Birmingham, with the

Metropolitan supply, which, coming from such

polluted sources as the Thames and Lea, was

entirely dependent for its bacterial purification on

sand filtration. He further contrasted the suc-

cessful municipal enterprise of the four cities

mentioned with the working of the London Com-
panies, which were managed solely in the

interests of the shareholders, finally expressing

the opinion that the London supply should be

managed in the consumers’ interests by a body

frem which party and political feeling should be

entirely excluded,

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1S94

LONDON BUILDING ACT.

At the meeting of the London County Council

on the 28th ult., the following recommendations

of the Building Act Committee, in regard to

applications under the 1S94 London Bui'ding Act,

were agreed to :

—

Hues of Frontages.

Woolwich.— {a) That consent be given to the

erection of one-story shops upon part of the fore-

courts of Nos. 13, 15, 17, 19, and 21, Lakedale-

road, High-street, Plumstead, on the application of

Mr. J. O. Cook on behalf of Mr. A. Hilder. (^)

That so much of the application as relates to the

proposed erection of a one-story shop in front of

No. 23, Lakedale-road, be not acceded to ;
as the

Council is not prepared to permit the erection of the

shop, having regard to the objection of the owner of

the property adjoining southward.

Greemuick .—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a one-story addition in front of the “British

Queen" public-house, Trafalgar-road, on the further

application of Mr. H. Robertson behalf of Mr. G.

Burney.
That consent be given to the erec-

tion oi an open footbridge and gallery across Tooley-

street, St. Olave's, Southwark, to connect Nos. 10

and 12 with Sun Wharf opposite, on the further

application of Mr. S. Puplett, on behalf of Messrs.

Culverwell, Brooks, & Co.
Westminster.—Th2.\. consent be given to the erec-

tion of a block of residential flats on the south side

of Birdcage-walk, on the site of Nos. 6 and 7 and

a portion of the site of No. 5. Storey's-gate, and
premises at the rear, on the further application of

Mr. B. Slade.

Westminster.— consent be given to the erec-

tion of a building with an open portico on the south

side cf Birdcage-walk, on the site of Nos. 2, 3,

; 4 and part of No. 5, Storey’s-gate, Great George-

: street, on the further application of Mr. B. Slade,

on behalf cf the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.

Wfslminster.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of buildings with projecting plinth, pilasters,

bay window, balcony, and porch, at No. 12. Great

George-street, at the corner of Little George-street,

on the application of Messrs. A. Waterhouse & Son,

on behalf of the Surveyors’ Institution,

NorwoodA — consent be given to the erec-

tion of No. 58, High-street, West Norwood, with a

one-story projecting shop front, upon the flank next

Ernest-street, on the application of Mr, J, W.
Brooker, on behalf of Mr. C. B. Southby.

Clerkenwell.—That consent be given to the con-

struction and erection of a porch to a detached

house on the north side of Alexandra Park-road, at

the corner of Muswell-avenue, on the application of

Mr. H. D. Evans, on behalf of Mr, T. H. Evans.

Fulham .—That the application of Mr. W. Hall

for an extension of the period within which the erec-

tion of four houses with shops on the south side of

Fulham-road, at the corner of Burlington-road, was

required to be completed be granted.

Hackney, Central.—Wh&i consent be given to the

erection of five houses, with projecting bay windows,

on the site of Nos. 133. i 3S. I37 . I39 .
and 141.

Haggerston-road. Dalston, on the further application

of Mr. A. Woodward, on behalf of Mr. F.

Bowcher.
That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a balcony to overhang the public way in

front of new bank buildings on the east side of

Roslyn-hill, at the corner of Pilgrim’s-lane, on the

application of Mr. H. Field, on behalf of the

Directors of Lloyd’s Bank. Limited.

Holhorn.—'l\\^i consent be given to the erection

of an iron footbridge across Lloyd's-court, Charing

Cross-road, St, Giles-in-the-Fields, on the application

of Messrs. Roumieu & Aitchisqn, on behalf of

Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell, Limited.

Kensington, AWA.—That consent be given to the

erection of an iron and glass covered way in front of

No 17, Dawson-place, Bayswater, on the applica-

tion of Messrs. H. Corry & Son, on behalf of Mr.

G. Pitts.

Marylcbone, IkV.r/.—That consent be given to the

erection of an ovirfil window at the second and third
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floor levels in front of Nos. i and 2, Duke-street,
Lisson-grove, on the application of Messrs. Wylson
& Long, on behalf of Messrs. Spencer, Turner, &
Boldero.

Paddington, North.—That consent be given to
the erection of an external iron staircase in front of
No. 6, Blomfielcl-mews, Harrow-road, on the appli-
cation of Messrs. New & Son, on behalf of Mr. W.
Walker.
Rotherhithe.—That consent, granted December i,

1896, to the erection of a one-story bay window in
front, and of a two-story bay at the rear, of Pickle
Herring Wharf offices, Pickle Herring-street, Toolay-
street, on the application of Messrs. Mountford &
Thompson, on behalf of Messrs. Hicks, Nash. &
Co., as amended by the drawing, dated Novembery,
1896, bp modified by the omission of the words
'

' and at the rear " immediately preceding the words
” of the building be dedicated to and left open for
the use of the public."

That consent be given to the erection of
two oriel windows in front of nroposed new buildings
on the site of Nos. 384. 386, 3S8. 390, and 392
Commercial-road, on the application of Mr. Keith
D. Young on behalf of the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge.
Hackney, Central .—That consent be not given to

the erection of a house on the north side of lilack-
stone-road, London Fields, (0 flank upon Lans-
downe-road, on the application of Mr. W. H.
Adams.

Wandsworth.^—That consent be not given to the
erection of a covered way on the west side of
" Angleholme, ’ Last Hill, to abut upon Acris-.street,
on the application of Mr. W. H. George on behalf
of Dr. P. H. Davis.

Battersea .—That consent be not given to the
retention of a timber store erected on the forecourt
of No. 92, St. John’s Hill, on the apolication of Mr.
R. p. Hansom on behalf of Mr. T. Mills.

.

Bulham.\~'X\\.9.\. consent be not given to the erec-
tion of a harness-room at the rear of No. 746,
Fulham-road, to abut upon Dorncliffe-road, on the
aoplication of Mr. S. E. Storr, on behalf of Dr.
Eland Srewart.
Hackney, South .—That consent be not given to

the erection of one-story shops upon the forecourts
of Nos. 206, 2o3, 210, 212, 2r4, 216, 218, 220, 222,
224, and 226, Morning-lane, on the apnlication of
Mr. W. Hall, on behalf of Mr. T. W. Webber.

Hampstead,—That consent be not given to the
erection of an addition on a portion of the forecourt
of a house known as “Daydawn," No. 7, Netber-
hall-gardens, South Hampstead, on the application
of Mr. D. Brown on behalf of Mr. L. Sinclair.
Kensington, South \—That consent be not given

to the erection of an iron and glass covered way over
part of the footpath in front of the Maisonettes
Hotel, Nos. 28 and 30, De Vere Gardens, on the
application of Mr. C. A. Daw.
Lewisham.—That consent be not given to the

erection of a one-story wash-house on a site between
Nos. 68 and 70 Honor Oak-road, Forest-hill, on
the application of Mr. S E. Musgrove.
Marylehone, East.—That consent be not given to

the erection of an open iron bridge across Bemer’s-
mews, to connect Nos. i and 3. Morlimer-street with
Nos. 51 and 52, Newman-sireet, on the further
application of Mr. J. Slater on behalf of Mr. E.
Penton.
Strand.—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of a sheet-iron sign, to overhang the public way,
in front of Faraday House, Charing Cross-road, St,
Martin-in-the-Fields. on the application of Mr. H.
Fould, on behalf of the Electrical Standardising,
Testing, and Training Institution.

^

— ....y..,...,, . , v-wiiaciiv uc ijui given
the erection of an iron and glass covered way at t

Fraiicis-street entrance to the Army and Na
Mansions, Nos. 109. in, 113, and Victor]
street, on the aoplication of Mr. C. J. C. Pawley, 1

behalf of Mr. W. Goodwin.
Westminster.—That consent be not given to t

erection of projecting porches, a bav window, and 1

angle oriel and turret at No. 54, Parliamenl-strei
at the corner of a footway leading to Cannon-ro
on the application of Mr. A. Williams, on behalf
Messrs. Grindlay & Co.

Width of Way.

Soutkjvark. Hest.—That consent be given to the
erection of a gymnasium on the north side of Eail-
street, at the corner of Kell-strcet, St. George-lhe-
Martyr, with the forecouit fence at less than tlie

prescribed distance from the centre of Earl-streef,
on the application of Mr. Rowland Piumbe on
behalf of the Borough-road Polytechnic,

Woohoich —That consent granted on Oeiober 27,
1896, to the erection of a temporary wood and iron
entrance and cloak-rooms to the s.’hool building on
the west side of Knee-hill, Plumslead. to abut upor,
and with the boundary-fence or wall in front of such
entrance and cloak-rooms at less than the pre-
scribed distance from the centre of a footpath
leading from Knee-hill, on the application of Mr.
T. J. Bailey, on behalf of the School Boaid for
London, bs modified by the omission of the condi-
tion as to the setting back, without compensation,
the portion of the boundary-fence or wall next the
said footpath the prescribed distance from the centre
of that footpath, when required by the Council so
to do.

Greenwich t—That consent be not given to the
rebuilding of No. 17, Woolwich-road, with the new
portion of the flank of the building to abut upon
Hatcliffe-street, on the application of Mr. W. A.
Finch, on behalf of Mr. W. A. J. Hensler.
Greenwich .^—That consent Oe not given to the

extension of a portion of No. 45, Woolwich-road, at

less than the prescribed distance from the cenire of

Commerell-street, on the application of Mr. W. A.
Finch, on behalf of Mr. W. A. J. Hensler.
Hackney, South .—That consent be not given to

the erection of two additional stories upon the exist-

ing one^story shops at Nos. 120 and 122, Morning-
lane. at the corner of Bick-Iane, on the application'
of Mr. J. Hamilton, on behalf of Mr. E. Stevens.
Poplar.)—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of two houses o.n (he north side of Manilla-
sireet, Millwall, at the corner of Alpha-road, in the
position and with a portion of the forecourt boundary
of the house nex: the latter road as shown upon the
plan submitted with the application of Messrs. J.
and S. F. Clarkson, on behalf of Mr. W. Legg.

St. George-in-the-F.ast.\—That consent be not
given to the retention of a temporary wood and iron
shop and store erected on the north side of Watney-
passage, at the corner of Winterton-street, on the
aoplication of Mr. F. Parker, on behalf of Mr.
Craze.

Wi.Uh of Way and Space at Rear,

Paddington, North .—That the Council in the
exercise ot its powers, under Sections 13 and 41 of
the London Building Act, 1894, do not consent to

nor permit the erection of an addition, not to exceed
30 ft. in height at the rear of " Carlton-vale
Tavern, " No. 33. Carlton-road, Maida-vale, at less

than the prescrilisd distance from the centre of a
road leading to Paddington recreation ground, on
the application of W. J. Ancell, on behalf of Mr.
G. C. Butcher.
Southwark, U’est .—That Messrs. F. S. Brcrelon

& Son be informed that their application on behalf
of the trustees of Marshall's Charity for the
Council's consent to and allo'#ance of the erection
of twenty-three houses on the west side of Webber-
row, St. Ge'srge-tbe-Martyr, on the site of Nos. 7
to 31, Webber-row and 72, Webber-street, with the
flank of the northernmost building and the fence or
boundary in front of such houses at less than the
prescr.bid distance from the centre of Webber-row
and Webbsr-slreet respectively, and with an open
space not in accordance with the rules of the Act at
the rear of the eight southernmost houses in the row
as shown upon the plans submitted with the appli-
cation, having Ijcen further considered, the Council
sees no reason to depirt from its decision of De-
cember I, i8g6, not to grant the application.

Open Space about Buildings.

Hackney, South .—That the Council do, in the
exercise of its powers under Part V. of the London
Building Act, 1894, permit liie erection of one-
story stabling and of a two-story engine-house and
offices in a yard leading out of "Chelmsr-road,
Homerton, with open spaces about such buildings,
on the application of Mr. R, Peters, on behalf of
Mr. F. Adams.
Kensingfn, South .—That the Council, in the

exercise of its powers under Section 41 (i), iii. 1//1,

of the London Building Act, 1894, do allow the
erection of a five-story addition at the rear of
No. 10, Brompton square, to abut upon an open
space as shown upon ihe plan submitted with the
application by Mr. E. W, Parker, on behalf of Mr.
J. Davies.

St. George. Hanover-s^uare.— That sanction be
given to such deviations (rom the plan certified by
the District Surveyor, under Sections 13 and 43 of
the London Building Act, 1894, of the space pre-
viously occupied by buildings at Nos. 141 and 142,
New Bond-street, and premises at the rear fronting
upon Bloomfield-place, as would permit of the erec-
tion upon that site of a building, on the further
application of Mr. F. W. Fosler on behalf of Mr. A.
Coombs.
Brivlon .—That the Council in the exercise of its

po'.vers under Section 41 of the London Building
Act, 1894, do not allow a modiScition of the pro-
visions of that section with regard to open spaces
about buildings, so far as relates to the proposed
erection of three blocks of residential flits, with
shops on the ground floor, on the west side of Cold-
harbour-lane, next No, 18, with irregular spaces at
the rear of such fiats, on the application of Mr. J. T.
Holmes, on behalf of Mr. H. Wood
Paddington, That the Council, in the

exercise of its powers under Section 41 of the London
Building Act, 1894, do not permit the erection of an
addition upon a portion of the open soace at the
rear of No. 9, Gloucester-square, Hyde Park, at the
corner of Devonport-sireet, on the application of
Messrs. Muliett, Booker, & Co., on behalf of Mr.
W. P. W. Norsworthy.

of Fronts and Width of IVoy.

Wandsivorth .—That consent be given to the erec-
tion_ of a one-story addition to the Holy Trinity
National School for Boys, Trinity-road, Upper
Tooting, to the line, and with the forecourt boundary
at less than the prescribed distance from the centre
of the road, on the application of Mr. C- E- loayer
on behalf of the Rev. J. H. Potte'.
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Bri.vton .—That consent bs not given to the erec-

tion of buildings on the site of Nos, 6a, 6, 8, 10. la

14, 16, &c., Coldha:b3ur-lane, on the application of
Mr. J. T. Holmes, on behalf of Mr. H. Wood.
Kensington, South .—That consent be not given

to the erection of an enclosed covered way, con-
structed of glazsd wood sashes and brickwork, upon
part of the forecourt o'” No. 2, Victoria-road, on the
farther application of Mr. H. G. Ibberson, on
behalf of Mr. H. Hampton.

Forniation of Streets.

Woohviih.—That an oidsr bs sealed and issued
. to Mr. T. J. Young, sanctioning the formation or
hying out of an extension 40 ft. wide, for carriage
traffic, of Abbey -grove, Plumstead. and the widen^
ing of portions of Bpstal-lane and Bostal-manorway,
on his application (o the Council, on behalf of
Messrs. J. & C. E. Pearson. That ihs name Abbey-
grove (in continuation) bj approved for the new
street. That as the land upcii v/hich the ex'ension
of Abbey-grove is proposed to be formed appears to

be bslow Trinity liigh-water mark, the attention of

the Locil Authority and o'" the applicant bs called to

the regulations made by the Co'jncil under the pro-

visions of Part XI. of the London Building Act,

1894. with regard to the erection of dwelling-houses
upon low-lying land.

Lewisham .—That an order bs sealed and issued
to Mr.

J. Norton, refusing to sanction a deviation
from the plan approved on December 19, 1893, for

the formation or laying out for carriage tratlic of

Rhyme-road, Moleswortb-street, by partially widen-
ing and diverting the course of that road a.s shown
by the amended plan ard particulars dated Decem-
ber 7. 1896, on his furtlier application to the
Council.

Cubical Extent.

Finsbury, East .—That consent be not given to the

erection on a site between Old-street and Banner-
street, at the corner of Bunhill-row, bt. Luke, Old-
street, Sii., of three blocks of buildings each to

exceed in extent 250.000 cubic feet, and to be used,
only for the purposes of the manufacture of Bovril,

and that the Council do not allow a modification of

the provisions of Section 54 {a
)
of the London Build-

ing Act, 1894, with regaid 10 the thickness of the

recesses under the windows on the third floor of the

block of buildings next Old-street, on the application
of Mr. H. V. Lanchester, on behalf of the Bovril

Company, Limited.

Recommendations marked t are contrary to the

views of the Local Authorities,

Corresponbence.

Jo the Editor o/The Builder.

“EXPERT^’ EVIDENCE.
SfR,—The other day I was wai'ing to give evidence

in one of the (Queen's Bench Courts, and listened

to the trial of an action for obstruction of light.

The defendant relied on the evidence 01 a man
who in the box desciibed himself as a “builder,
sanitary engineer, member of the Society of Arts,
and ligbt and air expert." This fellow—who bad
not an ' h " to his vocabulary—endeavoured to teach
the judge that the defendant bad rather improved
the light of the plaintiff's house by the substitution of
a stock brick wall 20 ft. high, and 7 ft. distant from
the windows, for a formerly existing low fence
backed by a row of trees, which it was admitted by
the defendant's own witne.s weie spaced some 10 or

12 ft. apart.

or course, the plaintiff won and got damages.
That, however, is by the way. What impressed me
was the fict that it should be possible for evidence
from such a witness to be tendered at all on an
expert point. I wonder what would happen if a
jud.ge were asked to leteive testimony upon questions

of law and medicine from a Ijirrister's wig maker
and a manufacturer of surgical instruments?

Harvey Dyball,
London, January 29, 1897.

THE CAPITAL AND COUNTIES BANK
(BRISTi^L BRANCH).

Sir,—Referring to the article on Bristol archi-

tecture in your last number, the Capital and
Counties Bank in that city is the extension of a
building which was erected from my designs, and
illustrated in the Builder of December 12, 1885

Fred. Mkw.
9, Cordon street, Gordon-Si/uare, Ih'.C.

King's College School.— It is stated that the

Council of King's College, London, have acquired

South Hayes, with about 6 acres of ground, at Wim-
bledon Common, whither the schorl will migrate after

the current term. Until recently nearly all the

school class-rooms were in the basement floor—on a

level, though, with the small playground at the

back, bounded by Strand-lane—of the buildings

erected, after Sir Robert Smirke's designs, upon tfie

establishment of the College in 1828 ;
for the

Hospital, founded in 1839, the present building was
begun in 1852. Several eminent men have had

their education here.
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;i ITbe Student’s Colutiin.

SPECIFICATIONS.—VI.
CARPENTER.

.iSp^iN specifying the materials for this trade,

'jSK the architect should make up his mind
cleSnitely as to the precise grade of

iiility which he desires and then define that

.rade clearly and insist upon its being supplied.

1)0 do this requires a good knowledge of the

: mbsr market, and of the current prices and
Iipply. The marks on timber are constantly

jaanging, and the quality of the various classifica-

ons of different shippers is widely divergent,

ence the knowledge required to accurately specify

I

le quality of timber needs constantly to be re-

Lsed and brought up to date. We give examples
Ilf various methods of specifying timber.

i Materials.—The whole of the fir timber is to

lie of the best Memel, Dantzic, or Riga. The
jeals to be the best quality seasoned Christiania,

t-'he timbers and deals are to be cut die square,

atirely free from sapwood, shakes, large, loose,

rdeid knots, and all other defects.

(This is the oldest fashioned form now in use,

nd, in spite of its apparent stringency, is in reality

elightfully vague. The term “best” has no
tjal significance. The quality of Memel, Dantzic,

[nd Riga timber is not equal, nor are these the

nly ports from which high-class limber can be
btained ; whilst Christiania may almost be said

) be the one port from which the deals for any
articular work will most likely not come). As
nolher example of a clause not intended to be
nduly strict, but meant to imply average quality,

e have the following :

—

Materials.—The timber for carpenter’s work to

e good quality yellow fir timber from Baltic

orts, cut out of baulk where necessary, but in

Ither cases converted from boards, free from sap,

irge or loose knots, shakes and other defects, all

) be well seasoned and sawn die scjuare, and to

old the specified scantlings when finished. No
atside slabs or sapwood to be used, and no pitch

ine or other American timber to be used for

arpentry without special permission from the
rchitect. (If the architect wishes the scantlings,

gured or specified, of bis woodwork to hold full

'hen finished it is necessary to state it, as the

Suslom of the trade, both of carjienter and joiner,

t

to allow for waste in working. There are many
vantages in using converted limber rather than
tting from baulk, chief amongst which are

setter seasoning, and as a general rule better

iualily. In spite of the increased labour of work-
ig, pitch pine is, for reasons sufficiently obvious,

» really in favour with present day builders in pre-

l^rence to Baltic fir, and its use should therefore be
ruarded, as discretion is required.) Again as a

larther example we may specify thus, beating in

bind that practically there are four qualities of

ilr timber, viz, “Crown,” “best middling,”
)i‘ good middling,” and “common middling,” and
hat boards have “ Crown” and “ Crown brack ”

r.s superior ibough little used qualities to ist,

,Qd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th quality.

} Materials.—The timber for carpenter’s work
90 be Crown Memel or other approved fir of equal
iuality where cut from baulk and of a quality
liqual to Petersburgb ist where cut from deals.

{The architect will, of course, use his own discre-
ion as to the selection of tlie quality or brand
hat is to form the criterion of excellence. Crown
demel, for example, is far superior to the timber

I enerally employed in building.) Having settled
he question of quality, the specification will

ll'roceed as follows :

—

1 Disiauces Apart.—No joists, rafters, or quar-
:ers to be fixed more than 12 in. apart in the
(dear, and all to be properly trimmed for fire-

t'laces, chimneys, &c. The trimmers and trim-
jning ratters and joists to be in all cases A in.

thicker than the ordinaiy timbers. (In some
lases it may be desirable to still further increase
he thickness of trimmers. Where this is so, the
'articular instances should be mentioned, as the
lause given will apply generally.)

. Linlols.—Put liatols where required to internal
I'penings of all pUstered rooms i in. in depth for
'very foot of span, the full width of reveals and
[2. in. longer than the respective openings, but in
Jio rase less than 3 in. deep.

j

Centres, Cr’c.—Supply all requisite centring for
lurches, turning pieces, springers, templates, ^c.,

\

ihe trimmer arches to be lifted down and filleted
1

1 in. thick, 4^- in. wide, and in length the full

width of opening, built into and securely fixed in

the joints of brickwork. (If wood bricks or breeze
concrete fixing blocks are preferred, specify accord-
ingly).

Brtssummets and Binders.—The bressummers
over. ... to be formed of No. 4 9 in. by 3 in.

deals bolted together with J in. wrought-iron
bolts with heads, nuts, and washers, No. 6 to

each bressummer. The bressummers to be 18 in.

longer than opening, and to have 3-in. tooled
Yorkshire stone templates, 14 in. by 14 in. under
ends. The binders. . . . to be 6 in. by 4 in. and
12 in. longer than span, and to rest on 3-in.

tooled Yorkshire stone templites, 9 in. by 9 in.

Floor Joists.—The limber floors to be formed
with joists of the following scantlings, all to be
properly notched and spiked to 4J in. by 3 in.

p’ates, which are not to be built into walls, but
carried on corbelling of two oversailing biick

courses where plaster cornices allow, and else-

where on wrought iron corbels, weight 7 lbs.

each, built into walls every 3 ft. apart. Joists to

ground floor rooms, 5^ in. by 3 in.

Joists to first floor rooms over scullery, larder,

pantry, and servants corridor to be 7 in. by
2.} in., over remainder of ground floor 9 in. by

3 in.

Herringbone Strutting.—All floors of first floor

to have herringbone strutting 2^- in. by i^in,,

not more than 6 ft. apart.

Sound Boarding.—Put between joists of floors

over reception-rooms, iin, sound boarding on
iMn. by i in. fillets, and lay pugging, 2 in. thick,

of chopped hay and lime, in proportion of 4 to i,

laid dry.

Roofs.— (If the roofs are fully and clearly shown
on the drawings, it may b; sufficient to say :) The
roofs of buildings and the trusses to same to be
framed up, as shown upon drawings with limbers
of the sizes figured thereon. The rafters to be
notched down upon purlins and plates, cut true

at the ridges, and securely spiked thereto. (Or
the particulars may be given thus :) The roof over
offices to be framed with three king post trusses,

the beams gin. by 4in,
;
principal rafteis, 6 in.

by 4 in. ;
struts, 4 in. by 4in., and l inch

circular wrought-iron king-rod, with wrought-iron
plate at head, 18 in. long by 4in. wide, and h in.

thick, forgsd to shape and bolted with No. 2 ^in.

bolts to principals. Put inch wrought-iron
baits, 18 in. long, fixed solid through
tie beams and feet of principal rafters.

Purlins to be 6 in. by 410. ; ridges, gin. by
2 in.

;
common rafters, 4^ in. by 2^ in.

;
hips and

vallies, 7 in. by 3 in.
;
plates, 4^ in. by 3 in. The

main roof to have four king-post trusses, tie-beam;,

10 in. by 45 in.
;
principal rafters, 7 in. by in.

;

struts, 4^- in. by 4i in. ; and i.[ in. circular

wrought-iron king-rod with wrought-iron plate

at head, 20 in. long by 4 in. wide and g in. thick,

forged to shape and bolted with No. 2 g in. bolts

to principals. Put i \- in. wrought-iron bolts 20 in.

long fixed solid through tie beams and feet of
principal rafters. Purlins to be 7 in, by 4^ in. ;

ridges, 9 in. by 2 in. ; common rafters, 5 in. by

3 in. ; hips and vallies, 7 in. by 3 in.
;

plates,

4.> in. by 3 in.

Boarding an I Battening.—Cover main roof

with inch rough boarding and McNeill & Co.’s

bituminous, inodorous felt, lapped i\ in. at edges,

and nailed to boarding with zinc or compo clout

nails. Lay over the roof to offices i|-in. by i-in.

battening, set out to 3J in. gauge for tiling (or to

the proper gauge for slating).

Flat.—The flat over porch to have S^-in. by
2Yin. joists, 4 in. by 3-in. plates, and to be laid

with i j-in. deal traversed boarding edges shot

for lead, laid to fall with the necessary firrings.

Put 2-in. rounded deal rolls for lead, 3 ft. centre

to centre.

Gutters.—Lay the gutteis with ij-io. gutter

boards and framed bearers to a fall of U- in. in

10 ft., with 2i-in. cross rebated drips 9 ft. apart.

The gutters to be 9 in. wide at the narrowest
pail. Form deal dovetailed cesspools, 8 in. by
8 in., and 6 in. deep, for outlet of gutters, with
proper dished and rebated perforation for 4-in.

pipe.

Snow Gratings.—Lay over all gutters deal

wrought snow gratings of 2-in. by i i-in. battens,

about I in. apart, on 4-in, by 2-in. cut and
shaped bearers, about 3 ft. apart. These gratings

to be made in 6-ft, lengths for easy removal, and
to be put together in white lead and pinned with
oak pins and creosoted.

;or centres lelt in) to receive lathing, and no centre
|

Lier Beards and Tilting Fillets,—Pat in. by
jo be stuick until sanctioned by the architect. 7 in. Her boards at sides of gutters and vallies
^upply and fix all necessary bracketing and and along slopes of roofs adjoining vertical
: ladliug.

, faces and deal tilting fillets H in. by 1 in. To
1 ^-ixiug for Joinery.—Insert in jambs of all eaves put tilting fillets 3^- in. by in.

I'penirgs to be fitted with joinery wood slips' Eaves.—Put f-in. by 7-in. wrought and beaded

fascia to eaves (or instead the treatment of eaves
may be specified thus) : The feet of rafters to

project 12 in. from face of wall, and to be
wrought and the ends shaped to detail with
wrought sprocket pieces iS in. long by 3.J in.

wide and the full thickness of rafters. (If the

under side of eaves is boarded specify it
;

if to be
plastered, say.) Put under eaves on feet of
rafters and also plugged to wall, i^-in. by i.\-in.

fillet to receive lathing.

Half-timbering.—The half-t.mbering to be of

well-seasoned fir, with 7-in. by 4i-in. posts and
beams out of 1 1 in. by 6 in., and heads 4^ in. by
4.^ in., left as from the saw, put together in white
lead and pinned with iM-n. oak trenails left pro-

jecting^ in. from face of limbering. This half-

limber work is to be cut out immediately after

signing of the contract, and to be properly creo-

soled to abs'^rb 10 lb. weight of creosote per

cubic foot. The contractor is to arrange for the

weighing of the worked timber in the presence of

the architect, before it is despatched to the creo-

soting works, and also on it.s return before fixing.

Barge-boards. — The barge-beards to be 2-in.

wrought and cross-tongued yellow deal 15 in.

wide on main roof, and 12 in. wide on roof of
offices, all to be moulded on lower edge, and to

have 4.}-in. by 2-in. moulding planted on to the

other. (If moulding is returned at foot, say so.

Also specify apex finials if desired.) The barge-

boards to be mitred and cross-tongued at apex.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Proposed Additio.v, Church of St. Luke,

Deeplish, Rochdale.—An effort is now being
made, it is staled, to complete the Church of St.

Luke, Deeplish, Rochdale, by the building of the

nave. The present nave is entirely of a temporary
character, and the chancel, designed by Mr. R.
Knill Freeman, cost 2,700/. Further plans have
been prepared by the same architect, which wili

require about 3 300/. to carry out.

Business Premises. Duhlin.—New premises
in Henry-street, Dublin, are being erected for

Messis. Arnolt & Co. The architect for the entire

works is Mr. George P. Beater. The contractors

are Messrs. H. & J. Martin for the general building

work
;
Messrs. Homan & Rodgers for the fire-preof

construction: Messrs. Cummins Brothers for the

electric installation
;

Messrs, Waygood for the
electric lifts

:
and Messrs. Haywood & Co. for the

patent glazing of roofs.

Hospital, Inverurie, Aberdeen.—The fever

hospital which has been erected at Inverurie has
been built by the Garloch District Committee and
Inverurie Town Council. The hospital, of which
Messrs. Jenkins tk Marr, Aberdeen, were architects,

consists of a ground floor and attics. The cost of
the hospital has been about 2,000/. The contractors

were:—Mason—Mr. William Lauder, Inverurie;

carpenter—Mr. James Milne, Inverurie
;
plasterer

—

Mr. Robert Moir, Inverurie
;
slater— Mr.|S. Christie,

jun., Dyce
;
and plumber—Messrs. Laing iS: Sons,

Inverurie.

Proposed New Theatre at Holbeck, Leeds.
—At a meeting of the Leeds Building Clauses Com-
mittee recently, it was reported that Mr. Hainswo.lh
(the Building Inspector), together with two or three

members of the committee, had had an interview

with Mr. Rhodes, the architect who has prepared

plans for the erection of a new theatre at llolbeck,

and that the latter had agreed to make additional

entrances and to improve the access to the gallery.

The cemmittee being now satisfied with the

amended plans passed them.

Church Extension, Sefton Park, Liver-
POOL.—The Mission Church of St. Pancras, Sefton

Park, was recently opened. The church is subse-

quently to be used as a parish room and Sunday
school, &c. Adjoining this is the choir vestry, and
between the latter and Lidderdale-road will ulti-

mately be built a permanent church capable of

accommodating 800 people. Pending the ereclion

of the church the services will be conducted in the

mission church, which is 60ft. by 30ft. The ceiling

has a height of 29 ft. The building is of grey brick,

with red brick quoins, and Rainhill sandstone

dressings to the doors and windows. The choir

vestry is 23 ft. by 16 ft
,
and the roof is panelled in

pilch pine. The lead glazing has been executed from
the architect's designs by Messrs. Williams &
Watson, and the zinc roofing by Braby & Co.

The architects are Messrs. H. &. A. P. Fry, Liver-

pool. and Messrs. Morrison & Sons, Wavertree,

have been the general contractors. The heating

work has been carried out by Messrs. Killick &
Cochrane.

St. Margaret's Church, Juxmper Green,
Edinbukuu.—A dedicalion service took place

recently in Si. Margaret's Church, Juniper Green,

which has just been completed from plans by Coun-
cillor R. M. Cameron, architect, Edinburgh. The
church, which has cost 5,000/., is sealed for six

hundred people. At present the only part of the

church unfinished is the tower. The fabric is a

Gothic structure, crucifi.x in form, with side aisles, a

centre nave, north and south transepts, chancel, and
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apse. The nave is separated from the side aisles by
five pointed arches, while the transrpts and chancel
are spanned in single arches from the large piers of
the central square tower w hich rises above the build-
ing. A barrel-shaped timber roof extends along the
whole length of the building, and is divided into
bays by moulded ribs. A stone-arched organ cham-
ber is placed near the chancel and south transept.

Restoration of East Tuddenham Church,
Norfolk.—The parish church of All Saints, East
Tuddenham, has been undergoing interior restora-
tion, Mr. G. H. Green, being the architect, and Mr.
C. S. Smith, of Norwich, carrying out the work
under his directions. A new floor (with the excep-
tion of the centre passage in the nave) has been put
down throughout, on a bed of concrete, wocd blocks
being placed by the London Wood Floor Company
under all the sittings. The chancel and nave have
been reseated, the pulpit and prayer-desk altered
and moved, and the reredos enlarged.

School. Gr.\ntham.—

B

y the completion of the
new school for infants, on Launder-terrace, Spittle-

gate, Grantham, additional accommodation for 348
children is provided. Messrs. Green & Wright are
architects, and the contract was entrusted to Messrs.
Walker Brothers & Parks. The new school—which
is intended for infants only—is constiucted of red
btick, with Ancaster stone dressings. The large
room facing Launder-terrace is c.apable of accom-
modating 216 children. It can be divided, if occa-
sion requires, by two sliding screens. This room is

heated by three open fireplaces. Two large class-
rooms, each with a gallery, open from this apart-
ment. A small room is set apart for the use of the
teachers.

Salvation Army Barracks. Harrogate.—
Memorial stones were laid rectnt’y in connexion
with the erection of the new Salvation Army
Barracks in Beulah-street. Harrogate. The site

costs, 000/,, but the lower portion of the Army saloon
will be utilised for shops. The architects for the
building are Messrs. H. E. & A. Bown, of Hario-
gate

;
and the contractors, Mtssrs. Rhodes Bros.,

of Shipley.

Alterations, Free St. George's Church,
Montrose.—Free Sr. George's Church, Montrose,
has been re-optned after being altered and improved.
Messrs, Matthew & M'Kenzie, Aberdeen, were the
architects, while the contractors were :—Masons,
Messrs. Reid & Burnett; joiners, Messrs. J. & W.
Craigie

:
glazier, Mr. Douglas; healing. Mr.

Alexander Moug
;

plumbers, Messrs. Christie &
Smith; and painter, Bailie -^damsen.

Casual Wards, St. Pancras.—New casual
wards have been erected in Holmes-rcad, Kentish
Town, at a cost of nearly ii,ooc/. The new wards
will accomraedate forty - eight males, eighteen
females, and six children. The site has a frontage
of 125 ft. to Holmes-road, and an average depth of
250(1. The front or official block is a ted brick
structure occupying the centre of the frontage, and
standing back in a wide forecourt with a cartway
entrance on either side. To the rear of this block is

the main building, stretching away for a length of
nearly 200 ft. to the rear, and terminating in a railed

yard communicating with the oakum store, sanitary
offices, and the mill room. The accommodation
for males is on the ground floor, and each inmate
is provided with a separate cell or sleeping apart-
ment, which will be fitted with a hammock. The
women have similar acccxnmodation upon the upper
floor, the apartments to be used by women with
children being of larger area, and the whole fitted

with beds in lieu of hammocks. The whole of the
sleeping apartments are warmed by hot-water pipes,
and in each is a push connected with an electric bell

and indicator in the superintendent's office. Sepa-
rate entrances are provided for each sex, with
covered shelters for those who arrive before the
regulation time. These give access to the en-
trance lobbies. The bathrooms are fitted with
porcelain baths, supplied with hot and cold
water. From the bathrooms run long cor-
ridors. giving access (0 the sleeping apartments.
In the basement of the frent block is a small
laundry, fitted by Me-srs. Bradford & Co. Heie
also is a Lyons steam disinfecter, with boiler and
other necessary appliances, and the hot-water boilers
for warming the building and for supplying the bath
water. Tiie ordinary labour lest at casual wards is

stone-breaking and oakum-picking, and woiking
cells have been provided for this purpose in con-
nexion with some of the men’s doimilcrie.''. Seeing,
however, that these tasks are easy for the habitual
tramp and hard for the occasional wayfai er, it is pio-
posed to adopt a corn-grinding test, wh'ch gives no
advantage to the expeit. The grinding shed cen-
tains a central mill room, with accoromcdaticn for
twenty-two hand-mills and a flour-dresser. Each
mill handle is in a separate bunk for the use of one
man, and a crank, for the use of twelve men. works
the dresser. The building is so arranged that the
men on mills or diesser have no access to the mill
room, but small glszed openings in the division
walls enable tte cfficial in charge of the mill room
to see each man at wo:k, and the men ikemselves to
ncte the progress they are making with their tasks,
small strips of glass being let into the hoppers of
the mills for this purpose. Above the mill room is

a corn and flour store. The buildings generally are
of plain stock brickwoik, but the block next Holmes-
road is faced with red bricks with moulded brick and

stone dressings. The floors throughout are of con-
crete. The surface finish of the greater portion is

limestone and cement, but the day rooms and
entrance lobbies are finished with ttrrazzo and the
officers’ looms with wood flooring. The buildings
have been erected by Messrs. T. Gregory & Co., of
Clapliam Junction, from the plans and under the
superintendence of Messrs. A, & C. Harston, arebi-

teots, Mr. G. Poole acting as cleik of the works.
The contract sum was 10.697/.

—

Sf. Pancras
Guardian.
Wesleyan Church, Crowborough, Kent,

—

The foundation-stone of the new Wesleyan Church,
at Crowborough, was laid recently. When completed,
it will accommodate over three nundied people, the
inside measurements being 56 ft. 6 in. by 34 ft. 6 in.

,

and there will be a schoolroom providing (or a
hundred children. The building is faced externally

with local stone, Bath stone being used for the chief

features. Mr. F. Bcreham is the architect, and Mr.
G. Beard, of Crowborough, the builder. The scheme
involves an expenditure of 1,450/.

Recreation-room, Girls' High School,
Loughborough,—A new recreation-room has been
erected at the Loughborough Girls’ High School.
Plans were prepared by Mr. G. H. Barroweliff, and
the contract was placed in the hands of Mr. A.
Faulks.
Restoration of Ravenfield Church, York-

shire.—On the 28th ult., the new pulpit and font

of St. James’s Church, Ravenfield, near Rotherham,
were dedicated. In addition to necessary repairs,

&c., the church has been reseated with pitch pine
benches, a carved oak reredos has been erected, and
the walls of the sacrarium bung with curtains, the
semi-dome above having a colouring of blue, studded
with gold stars. The pulpit is of oak, with
open panels of traceiy. The font is also of oak.
It is octagonal in shape, and has carved panels.
The restoration has been carried out from the
designs and under the superintendence of Mr. E.
Isle Hubbard, of Rotherham, by Mr. J. Worlley,
of Rotberbam. Nearly the whole cf the carved
work has been done by Mr. Glenn.
Asylum Buildings, Bodmin, Cornwall. —

Mr. Silvanus Trevail, of Truto, has, we hear, been
appointed architect ol tte new county asylum build-
ings at Bodmin, which are to be erected at a cost of
about 40,000/.

Public Hall, Teignmouth. — A site for a
public hall has been secured in Station-road, Teign-
mouth, running back to Lower Brook-street, and the
building is to be so constructed as to be capable of
use for theatricals, bazaars, &c., with lobbies and
clcakrooms, and separate exits into each street.

The length of the hall will be 92ft., and the width

43 ft., with height to the roof of 36ft., and seating
accemmodation for 500 to 600 persons. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Watson & Watson, of Torquay.

School, Leytonstone, Essex —The memo-
rial stone of the new boys' school at Newport-road,
Leytonstone, was laid recently. The works of
enlargement comprise:— i. A separate and distinct

school building for 600 boys. 2. The addition to

girls' department of the rooms now occupied by
boys. 3. The addition of a class-room to the
inlants’ department. 4. The erection of a house
distinct from the school buildings for the
caretaker. Boys' schcol : The new school build-
ing is designed to accommodate 600 boys on two
floors, five class-rooms on each floor, the school
places per room varying from fifty to seventy, lo
allow of the varying numbers in the classes. Cn
the ground floor is a hall. 60 ft. long by 35 ft. wide,
for assembly diill and other physical exercises. All
the class-rooms are entered from this hall, those on
the upper floor by means of a gallery extending the
whole length of one side of the hall. Staircases are
provided to the upper floor at both ends of tbe
building, and cloakrooms and lavatories on each
floor. Rooms for the master and assistant teachers
are provided on the upper floor. The floors
throughout will be constructed with steel joists and
concrete, on which will be laid solidwcod block floor-

ing. The caretaker's cottage is being erected at the
junction of tbe two roads, and will command the
entire length of the two frontages. The contract
for tbe entire work amounts to 8,772/., and is being
carried out by Mr. F. J. Coxhead, of Leytonstone.
under the supervision of Mr. William Jacques, of
London, the Board's architect.

Reopening of Great Baddow Church.
Essex.—On the 24fh ult., after having been closed
.six months for repairs, the parish church of Great
Biddow, near Chelmsford, was reopened. The
woik has been canied out by Messrs. Cheat & Sons,
of Chelmsford, under the superintendence of Mr.
Charles Perlwee, architect.

Proposed New Town Hall for Colchester.
—The Municipal Offices Special Committee of the
Colchester Corporation have been deliberating as to
whether a new town hall should be built or whether
the existing erection should be modified and added to.

They have had leports from Mr. E. W. Mountford,
and from Mr. Binyon, Ipswich. Mr. Mountford's
report is to the effect that the present town hall
hardly contains a sound plank, and that it is danger-
ous. To pull it about would be dangerous and ccsily.

He estimates that if it were retained, tbe cost of
tbe necessary additiorul work would not be less

than 14,000/. or 15,000/., while the result would
be unsatisfactory. In a new town ball, a hall

to seal 500 persons, a Council chamber, mayor';

parlour, coromittee-roems, and sets of rooms for al

ihe borough officials, together with tMic

Petty Sessions courts, cloakrooms, and retiring

roems for persons engaged in tbe business of tht

courts would be absolutely necessary, .and this wouk
make a grand total of 24, 192 square feel of requirec

floor. To meet this there was at disposal the sih

of the existing ball, Joslin's premises, a store build

ing, engine-house, yard, and police offices, whicl

left little to spate. As regards the style of building

be favours the free classical treatment, red bricks lo:

the fronts, the principal fronts being treated in i

simple and broadly dignified manner, such monej

as could be spared being spent in employing a gcxx

sculptor to illustrate the town’s history, an ides

earned out with good effect at Sheffield, North

ampton, and elsewhere. A perfectly new building

exclusive of fittings, would cost between 18,000/. ant

20 000/. Mr. Binyon reports that, notwitbstandinj

defects, be is of opinion that the existing buildioj

could be made thoroughly sound for from 700/. ti

r.cco/. He has, however, no doubt that the bes

results would be obtained by pulling down th.

present building. He considers that a town hal

might be provided for 30,000/., or with cost of fur

nisbing. architect's commission, &c., a total 0

35,000/. The cost of altering tbe existing structure

and adding municipal offices, he estimates a

15,000/. As to the style of architecture, he favotir:

a Jacobean or a later form of English Renaissanw

The site, he adds, lends itself to the most effectiw

introduction of a fine tower. Tbe committee havi

decided on the recommendation they will make, am
it is said they do not favour the patchwork scheme

—Essex County Chronicle.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWSi
Drainage of 'West Hartlepool. — Tl

Borcugb Engineer of West Hartlepool. Mr. 'W

Browri, has just issued his report to the Towi

Councillors ot the Borough on the existing sewer

of West Hartlepool, with suggested lemedis

measures and extensions. In regard to the temedis

measures Mr. Brown says "to lully provide for al

trade and domestic sewage forty gallons per head c

population per twenty-four hours is regarded b

many experts as a proper provision, but, after full

considering tbe requirements of West Hartlepool,

have come to the conclusion that thirty-five gallon

oer head is a reasonable amount." Continuing

Mr. Brownsays " I. The Burn Sewer is much lo

small, being httle more than sufficient for the uplan

waters west of Vork-road alone, during heavy rair

fall, and since Baltic-street, Whitley-street, an

Yotk-road sewers are intended to discharge into ii

an additional capacity of 6,000 cubic feet :

necessary. 2. A new sewer should be constiucU

in Whitley-street, frem Chuicb-street to Burn-ioac

3. New sewers of much imcieased capacity shoul

De constructed in Baltic-street, Oxford-street, an

Cleveland-street. 4. A new and much enlarge

sewer should be constructed in York-road, P_arl

load, Waldon-street, and Hart-read. 5. Tb
Bridge-street and Mainsfcrth-terrace sewers shoul

be constiucted to new levels. 6, The exislin

sewers in Front-street, Seaton Carew, should be n

laid to new levels. 7. Tbe existing secondary sewei

constructed prior to 1884 being found in such a

unsatisfactory conditicn in every way, they sbcul

be wholly reconstructed on medern lines." Th
approximate estimate of the cost of the scheme

70,922/. lOS.

New Dock at Burntisland.—The Burn

island Harbour Board met on tbe iglh ult., wbe

the business of receiving offers for the construclio

of a new deep-water dock was before the meetini

The committee's report on the tenders received froi

the selected contractors recommended that tbe effr

of Sir John Jackson, Westminster, be accepted, an

the meeting unanimously adopted the committee

recommendations. The estimate of Messrs. Meik

R. Henderson, engineers, as to tbe probable cost (

the new works was 300,000/., and the lendr

accepted, it is understood, is between 250,000/. an

260.000/. The new dock is to have a water area 1

fully ten acres, and a depth al spring tides of 29 f

— Scotsman.
Sf.werage Scheme, Crabh's Cross. — Tl

Feckenham Rural District Council have insducte

Mr. J. E. Willcox, C.E,, of Biimingham, to ptepai

a scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal for it

districts of Crabbs Cross, Hunt End, and portico <

Tbe Ridgway within their district.

Bridge, Bolton Abbey, Yorks.—The contra'

for the making of tbe Bardenbeck Bridge and roac

has been let to Messrs. Morrison & Mason, cci

tractors, Glasgow, who are executirg the woiks 1

the Bradford Ccrporalion Waterwoiks, the condu

of which passes close by. The engineers are Messr

John 'Varley, C. E Son, Skipten. Being cn il

route of tourists to Bolton Abbey, it is intended '

open the woiks in time for the Diamond Jubilee.

The Claim Against the St. Pancr^
Guardians.— In our report of this case in c

issue for the 23rd ult., page 87, the narre of Messr

Kirk be Racdall's manager should have teen given

Wm. Jas. Renshaw, instead of " Bradshaw."
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FOREIGN,

I

France.—

A

Committee has been formed for the

frection of a monument to Sainte-Beuve in the

l.uxembourg garden. M. Frfemiet is to execute

be statue ot Jules Simon to be erected on a site to

le hearafter selected in Paris. M. ScelUer de Gisors

i'ill design the pedestal. The fourth exhibition of

ne works of french painters in the Hast will be
[piined at the Durand Ruel Gallery on the 15th, to

kmain open till March 13. The exhibition will

nclude this year, besides modern sculpture and

lainting, a section for Oriental Art, consisting

jxclusively of Persian miniature paintings, and a

letrospeciive exhibition dedicated to the works of the

!ite Theodore Cbastif'riau. which deal with Oriental

lubjects, M. Huet, Inspector-General in the

Department of '
‘ Fonts el Chauss^es, " has reached the

ige of official superannuation, but the difficultyof find-

bg at present any one adequate to take his place has

nduced the Prefect of the Seine to continue M. Huet

b cffice until the exhibition of 1900. The jury in

;he competition opened by the town of Dunkerque
Dr a Prd'fecture Hotel have awarded the first pre-

loium to M. L. Fortier, architect, of Valenciennes,

',nd the second to M. Mollet, of Lille. The death

> announced of M. Blaquifere, architect, of Bordeaux,

le was born in that town in 1829, and after having

tudied architecture under his father, came to Paris

3 the atelier of Uchard. Subsequently he erected

iti his native town a number of noteworthy build-

bgs, marked by a special style and refinement of

lesign. Among them may be mentioned the Hotels

or mansions) Maletta, Calv^, and Lafourcade

;

he Villa Faust, at Arcachon
;
and the chateau of

liversac, in the department of Dordogne. He was

, member since 1877 of the Soci^;6 Centrale, and
rom 1882 to r883 was president of the Socid;<J des

\rcbitectes of Bordeaux, of which he was the

ounder. The death is also announced, at the

ige of eighty, of M. Collin, former manager-in-

;hief of the Gobelins ateliers, and who sat for

wenty years in the Municipal Council of Paris,

vhere he gave most valuable assistance in all ques-

ions of artistic improvement, especially in regard

0 the teaching of drawing. It was owing to his

uggestion and his experience that the Fine Arts

lepartment of the Paris Municipality was able to

reserve and restore its ancient tapestries, a selection

rom which is now to be seen in the Galliera

Museum.

j

GiCRM.ANY.—Particular attention appears to be

paid at present to the development of riding

[schools, which have become a necessity at Berlin,

owing to the frost preventing outdoor tiding,

which sport is growing more popular from year to

[year in that city. New riding-schools have lately

^een built near the Brandenburg Gate and near

the Bendlerstrasse, and we now hear of another

at Charlottenburg. As is generally the case with

.[he modern German riding-school, stabling is pro-

Ivided on the ground-floor level, whilst the riding-

school is some 15 ft. above the pavement, the approach
generally being by an easy gradient. In this instance

there are two riding-schools, the larger of which

measures 150 ft. by about 75 ft., while under it room
has been found forninety-lhreestalls and eight boxes.

The architects are Messrs. Ende & Boeckmann, and

the total cost is 35,000/. We regret to record the

Idealh of Herr Arnhold Bergstrae'ser, of Darmstadt—
la well-known German architectural publisher—who
lhas been responsible for such large publications as

the “Handbook for Architecture," “TheHeidel-
'bei-g Castle," and other important technical works.

1

The twenty-fifth anniversary of office of Mr.

iZimmermann, City Architect, of Hamburg, has tieen

[celebrated with considerable ceremony. Mr. Zim-

Imermann has been responsible for an expenditure of

lover three millions sterling, more particularly on the

numerous school buildings erected at Harabuig,

land on the large and many impoitant buildings in

Iconnexion with the new free harbour in that city.

Mr. Zimmermann is also well known as a frequent

Ivisitor to this country, the occasion of his last visit

tbeing, we believe, to inspect the new fire stations

'built in London and the provinces. From Ham-
I burg we hear of a competition for the best method
I of heating conservatories, with particular reference

Ito the requirements of the Horticultural Exhibition

[Committee of that town. A very influential jury

[will award the premium, the selection of the

I assessors being from master gardeners and engineers.

[April I is the sending-in day for the designs, the
I first premium being 50/.

I Austria.— -At a season when many visitors

to the Mediterranean make some sojourn at

Abazzia, it is of considerable interest to note
I that new waterworks will be constructed for

this resort, according to the design and under
the supervision of Herr Anton Hcefer, whese

I

experience in waterworks for minor townships

has been considerable. The promenades at Abazzia

are to be lighted hv electricity The work for

the Metropolitan Railway at Vienna has been
carried out very energetically during 1896. The
official report shows that about equal progress

has been made on all sections of the line, both in

the levelling of the track and in the new buildings.

I

Vienna is to have its first electrical tramway in

the course of a few days, according to the system of

;

Engineer Bannak, the principle of which is the

installation of contact studs between the rails at a
distance of some four or five metres from one

another. This prevents either the necessity of a

third rail being laid in between the two principal

rails or wires being carried overhead. The archi-

tects of Vienna propose giving a large ball under
the patronage of Prince Otto. Herr Oberbaurath
Wagner has taken the matter in hand. Professor

Neumann and the Cathedral architect, Herr Julius

Hermann, have been appointed members of the

special Government Commission on the Historical

Monuments of Austria.

Mr. Rhodes’.s South African Residence.—
One of the last acts of Mr. Rhodes before leaving

Cape Town for England was to instruct Mr. Flerbert

Baker, architect, to rebuild his house which was
lately destroyed by fire. The original design will be
closely followed, except that Dutch tiles will be used
for the roofing in place of the thatch in which, in the

former building, the fire is supposed to have
originated. The bronze bas relief of “ The Landing
of Van Riebeck," placed over the entrance to the

house, was fortunately preserved unharmed, together

with many of the most important woiks of art

within.

M/SCELLANE0 US.
The Incorporation of Westminster and

OF Kensington.— Local committees have beea
formed to present petitions to her Majesty in

Council in respect of the proposed incorporation of

Westminster and of Kensington, under the Muni-
cipal Corporations Act, 1882. The united parishes

of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, with

the hamlet of Knighlsbridge—population 55,500,
ra'eable value 870,000/.— are at present governed by
a Vestry which was reconstituted in 1888, upon the

dissolution of the Local Board of Works appointed

in 1855. The Vestry, as such, claim to be ilie most
ancient of their kind in London, carrying back their

record for the civil parish to more than 350 years.
_

Westminster, as another name for Thorney, is cited

in Offa's (reputed) charter of A.D. 785: the bound-
aries of the manor which King Edgar gave the

Abbey by a generally accepted charter included

parishes of which Langton deprived it in 1222.

namely, St. Giles-in-the-Fields, St. Andrew, Hol-
born (in part). St. Bride, St. Clement Danes, St.

Mary-le-Strand (Holy Innocents), and St. Ducstan-
in-the West. In 1535 it was further reduced
for Henry VIII. 's new parish of St. Marlin-in-the*

Fields
:
out of the latter were subsequently taken St.

Paul, Covent Garden, St. John the Evangelist, St.

Anne, Soho, St. James, Piccadilly, and Sr. George,
Hanover-square parishes. The detached portion

of St. Margaret’s contains nearly all Kensington
Gardens, with the Palace and grounds {olim Neate
Manor-house), Kensington Gore, and a slip of Hyde
Park—these belonging to Eia, the three manors of

Hyde, Neate, and Ebury, which Geoffrey de
Magnavilla bestowed upon the Abbey tejnp.

William I, In Elizabeth's reign the civil govern-

ment of Westminster was settled in lay bands, yet

a survival of earlier times is found in the appoint-

ments of High Bailiff and High Steward—the latter

by the Dean. The first High Steward was William
Cecil, Lord Burleigh, nominated by Dean Good-
man. In the muniment-room at the town-hall are

records of parochial matteis beginning with the year

1464. In 1893 St. Mary Abbot’s, Kensington, parish

contained 24,139 rated householders, the rateable

annual value being 1,164,941/. In Domesday
Survey the manor of Chenesitun appears as being
held by Aubrey de Vere of the Bishoo of Coutances,
Aubrey, ancestor of the de Veres, Earls of Oxford,
gave a large part of his holding, including (he

church, to the abbots of Abingdon
;
tbe remainder

continued in the de Veres until 1526, and then
passed through female descendants of the last male
of that house to the families of Neville, Cornwallis,

and Wingfield. In Edward lll.'s reign it was
valued at 20/. 5s. 6d., arising out of a messuage
with dove-house, one windmill, 360 acres of arable

land, 24 acres of pasture, and 140 acres of wood,
rents of tenants, and is now represented, it

seems, by Holland House, built, 1607 (and reputedly

by Thorpe) for Sir Walter Cope, whose daughter
Isabel married Henry Rich, advanced Earl of

Holland in 1624. Tbe wings are later. Thorpe’s
drawing, at tbe Soane Museum, is inscribed, “Sir
Walter Coap pfected p me.—J. T.’’

A Ship Lift on the Dortmund Canal.

—

We have fiequently le'ericd to the extensive canal

works be’ng carried out in Prussia in connexion with
a syslemaiic programme of water-way inter-ccni-

niunication brought iorward by the Government.
The canals, as such, cannot be classed among werks
of considerable (ecbnical interest, but a number of

the docks, locks, <S.'C.
,
call for comment. We would

particularly call attention to a new ship-lift on the

new canal between Dortmund and tbe Ems Har-
bours, which practically cemprises an cnonnou.s tank
into which the ships are first floated, tbe tank being
then raised by a system of diving bells. The length

of tbe tank is 70 mities, and its width 8'6 metres
;

it allows for a water-level of 2'5 metres. The tank
is supported by five wrought-iron columns, andthe'e
in turn rest on five diving bells or buoys, which float

in large reservoirs, and can be raised or lowered
according to the amount of water let into the reser-

voir. The diameter of each reservoir is about
8 metres, or 25 ft.

;
boats of 600 tons capacity can

be raised in the tank. The ship-lift is certainly one
of the most interesting pieces of modern construct’oii

on the Continent. The patentees and constructors

are Messrs. Haniel & Lueg, of Dusscldorff.

City Commission of Sewers.—On tjie 26th ult.

a meeting of the City Commission of Sewers was
held at Guildhall. On the motion of Mr. Alderman
Treloar a cordial vote of thanks was accorded to

Mr. Benjamin Turner, tbe chairman, for his services

in that capacity during the year. Mr. Turner, in

reply, referred to the improvements canied out or
projected during theyearby the Commission, among
these the most important w.as the intended widening
of the western end of Cheapside, which would cost

160,000/. Other improvements at that part of the

City would be the rounding off of tbe Post Office

end of Newgate-street, and a corresponding advan-
tage on the other side. The widening of Fleet-

street between Salisbury-court and Ludgate-circus
would be of vast public benefit, as would be the

improvements in Thames-street. The Finance and
Improvement Committee reported that the London
County Council refused to contribute to tbe proposed
widening of the eastern end of Widegate-street. It

was resolved to ask them to reconsider the decision.

It w'as stated that the vacant land in Widegate-
street had been sold for nearly 30.0C0/.

Medj.t.vai, Architecture.—On the 25th ult.,

in the principal hall of the Nottingham Mechanics’
Institution, Mr. Arnold Mitchell delivered a lecture

on “ English Architecture of the Middle Ages." In
the course of his remarks, Mr. Mitchell, referring to

Durham Cathedral, said that the edifice was the
most beautifully situated of all English cathedrals,

only rivalled, pot equalled, by Lincoln. Its main
feature was what was seen in all the great cathe-
drals—three large toweis. Mr. Mitchell then pro-
ceeded to show how these towers gave external
expression to the structural arrangement of the plan.

In refen ing to the great space which is devoted to

tbe clergy, he said that few of the cathedral churches
weie built originally as cathedrals (Lincoln was an
exception). They were only lesser portions ct a
great ecclesiastical foundation. They were monastic
chuiches, and this was the reason why they bad
the extraordinary elongation of the eastern limb
of the building. Reluming to tbe subject cf
the towers, the lecturer explained that they
also gave the required stability and strength to
the long line of arches inside. Thetoweis, hesaid,
further, were intended to support spires, but Lich-
field was the only instance in which this idea bad
been carried out, and in which the spires were still

standing. The lecturer devoted some remaiks to
the lighting of the buildings from the top, which
was the secret of obtaining entirely tatisfactoiy
light. In all periods of architecture this fact

had been recognised. The Pantheon at Rome
was the oldest building, he supposed, still

standing, and in ordinary daily use. This
building was without a single window, being
lighted by a great hole, 30 it. in diameter, in

tbe centre of the dome. How barbarous and how
primitive, they might say. Notwithstanding, there
was not a single building in existence more beau-
tifully lighted than was tbe Pantheon at Rome. Mr.
Mitchell found much to relate in reference to the
architectural beauties of Lincoln Cathedral, saying
that Lincoln could teach them all they could desire
to know of its beautiful period of architecture. It

was divided into three groups, and extended over
about one hundred years. He traced the history of
the beautifying of the stonework by the early
builders, and explained the manner in which they
first began to enrich their ornamentation, exhibiting
on the screen an example from Chichester to show
the very early methods, and subsequently intro-
ducing photographs from Rochester, Peterborough,
Lincoln, &c. Mr. Mitchell concluded with details
of the west front of Peterborough Cathedral, strenu-
ously advocating the restoration by the Dean and
Chapter

;
he carried the large audience entirely with

him in support of their scheme. The lecture was
illustrated by lantern views.

The Patent Office.—After a service extending
over forty-seven years, Sir Henry Reader Lack retires

this month as Comptroller-General of the Patent
Office. When chief of the Statistical Department,
Board of Trade, he was placed in charge of the
Trade Marks hRegistry, opened on January i, 1876.
In March of that year he succeeded the late Becnel
Woodcroft, F.R.S.,* as Clerk to the Commissioners
of Patents for Inventions. Upon the abolition of
the Commissioners, under Mr. Chamberlain’s Act
of 1883. tbe Patent Office, with tbe Registry of
Trade Maiks and Designs, was reccnstituled as a
department of the Beard of Trade, a large staff of
expert examiners of specifications was appointed,
and Sir Henry Reader Lack was made Comptroller-
General. We understand that the Comptioller
(knighted in June, 1891) will be presented by the
members of his staff with what should prove a highly
gratifying token of their regard and appreciation of
his public services, and that to tbe appointment
is attached a maximum salary of 1,500/.
Barry Master Builders' Association.—

A

meeting of the master builders of the Barry district

was held at Barry Docks recently. Mr. Geo. Rutter,
Barry, occupying the chair, when it was unanimously
resolved to form a Master Builders’ Association,
with tlie following cfficers:— President, Mr. G.

February, 1879. Founder of the Patent Office
Museum and Free Library

;
formerly a consulting engi-

neer, and Professor of Machinery, University College.
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Rutter; vice-President, Mr. C. H. Hirst; secretary.
Mr. E. E. Bryant, 11, Glamorgan-street, Barry;
treasurer, Mr. E. Jones ; committee, Messrs. S.
Hopkins, H. Lloyd, W. Britton, N. Thomas, E
Phillips, J. A. Manaton, Jonathan Lewis, J. I’rout,
and E. J. Ince. The Chairman reported that a
draft code of working rules had been received from
the local Carpenters' Association, and it was decided
to consider the same at the next meeting.

Bristol Master Builders' Association.

—

The annual meeting of this Association was held on
the 28th ult., at the Guildhall. Small-street, under
the presidency of Mr. C. A. Hayes. The Secretary
(Mr. Henry J. Spear) presented the annual report,
which stated that the past year had been a fairly

active one. business being active in most of the
branches of the building trade, and the work of the
Association had probably been of a more attractive
character than in the preceding year. Several dis-

cussions had taken place during the year with
reference to priced bills of quantities, and the
following resolution was adopted by a large
majority:—“That, in the opinion of the members
of this Association, the practice of depositing priced
bills of quantities with architects at the delivery of
the tender is both unfair and inconvenient to the
contractor, and should be discontinued by the
members from November 5 last." This resolution
was duly brought under the notice of each member
of the Association, with an intimation that should
they be invited to tender for a job where it was
stipulated for the quantities to be sent in. ihey were
to inform the Secretary, and the Committee would
at once take up the matter, and thus avoid any
friction arising between the member and the
architect, and should the contract be accepted, of
course the member could then let the architect
have a copy of the priced quantities if required.
Reasons having been assigned by some of the mem-
bers that the resolutions passed upon May 27, 1891,
were not considered Siill in force, the Secretary
was thereupon instructed to call the attention

of the whole of the members to the same, and to
enclose a copy of the form of tender, togeiher with
the resolutions referred to, as follow;—"That, on
and after the 1st of July ne.xt, the enclosed form of
tender will be adopted by this Association, and that
the members of this Association con'’orm to such
form for all work in this city and district." “ That,
from this date, the members of this Association
pledge themselves not to sign any contract in which
any professional man employed by the principal is

the sole arbitrator." During the year there had been
two plasterers', one bricklayers', and one painters'

disputes, but it was satisfactory to state that all had
been of a very trivial nature, and that though in

most instances boards of conciliation had met and
discussed the points at variance between the
employers and employed, yet they all bad been
settled in a most amicable manner, and with great
despatch. Mr. C. A. Hayes moved, and Mr. A.
Krauss seconded, the adoption of the report, which
was carried nevt. con. The treasurer (Mr. George
Humphreys) presented the audited accounts of the
Association, which showed a credit balance of over

50/. The President moved and Mr. George
Humphreys seconded, and it was resolved by
acclamation, that Mr. August Krauss be elected

President of the Association for the current year.

I'pon the motion of Mr. E. Walters, seconded by
Mr. Geo. Wilkins, it was resolved unanimously that

Mr. William Church be elected Vice-President for

theensuing twelve months. The re-election of Mr.
George Humphreys as treasurer to the Association
was unanimously adopted upon the motion of Mr.
Frank Cowlin, seconded by Mr. A. S. Scull. The
election of Ihe committee was then proceeded with,

and at the close of the proceedings Mr. A. Krauss,
Mr. C. A. Hayes, and Mr. William Church gave a
report of the proceedings in conne-ition with the
National .Association at Blackburn recently. A vote
of thanks was accorded to the retiring President
(Mr. C. A. Hayes) for his valuable services during
the past year.

Industrial and Trades Exhibition,
Leamington.—An eleven days' Industrial and
Trades Exhibition was opened at the Winter Hall,

Leamington, on the 2nd inst., by the Mayor.

Leeds Builders’ Exchange Club. — The
annual dinner of the Leeds Builders' Exchange Club
was held in Fairburn’s City Restaurant on the 29th
ult. Mr. G. Burnell presided over the gathering of

about 80 members and friends. "The Mayor and
City Council, and the Chairman of the Highways
Committee," was proposed by Mr. J, Speight. Mr.
W. H. Cliff proposed "The Chairman and Deputy-
Chairman of the Building Clauses Committee and
Officials." Mr. Batley, Chairman of the Committee,
responded. Mr. Carter, Mr. D. Hainsworth, and
Mr. W. Towers also responded. Mr. Hainsworth
said that anyone who had seen the slums of Leeds
would agree that it would have been a blessing if

the Building By-laws, much as thev were criticised,

had been in force 100 years ago. He referred with
pleasure to the settlement of the strike in the
building trade, adding that, in spite of it, more
plans bad been passed last year than in any previous

one. Never at any time had the work of the
builders in the city been done better than it was at

the present time.
‘

‘ The Visitors " was proposed by
Mr. E. Stead, and responded to by Mr. Freeman
and Mr. Swal'ow. " The Leeds Builders’ Exchange

Club" was given by Mr. Dews, and Mr. Puffitt re-

sponded. After dinner, a smoking concert was held
in the club's rooms.
Builders' Association Dinner at Hanley.

—The annual dinner of the Potteries, Newcastle,
and Leek branch of the National Builders' .Associa-

tion took place at the " Saracen’s Head” Hotel,
Hanley, recently, Mr. J. Gallimore (Newcastle)
presided, and the vice-chairs were occupied by Mr.
W. Grant (Burslem) and Mr. L. Price (Stoke) After
dinner the loyal toasts were proposed. Mr. W.
Carllidge (Burslem), in submitting the toast of "Suc-
cess to the Building Trade and the Builders' Asso-
ciation," said, from the present outlook success
seemed a long way off. Success in the building
trade depended upon the treatment which they ex-
perienced, and they were told by their secretary that
according to a notice received from the operatives
they were to be hampered by delegates from the
trades union going to a job, and even to a builder’s

yard, to make inquiries at various stages. This
would sure to entail a loss upon the builder, because
the moment a delegate appeared, men put down
their tools and wanted to know what he was after.

If the delegates were going about in that way to

e.xamine men's tickets, Ibe employers would suffer,

by reason of work being hindered. Then again, if a
builder was to be successful he must have control over
his own business, and regulate the number of
apprentices according to his requirements. The
next thing which he wished to mention was the new
Truck Act, which he recemmended every builder to
carefully examine and consider : it should be
brought before the National Federation of Great
Britain. Mr. J. Bowden (Burslem), the secre-
tary, in responding, said it was their duty to
be united and to meet the requirements of the
workpeople in a fair and reasonable manner.
Trades unions were an institution, and they had to
be dealt with, and (he only way to deal with them
was for employers to meet workmen in harmony and
strength. It would be better for the masters if every
workman belonged to a trades union. One source
of weakness was that many workmen did not belong
to trades unions. If every man was in a union the
instructions to delega'es would be final. With two or
three exceplions all the builders of the district were
in the Association.—Mr. Cocke, one of the auditors,
having presented a financial statement, the President
said Mr. George Ellis, Mr. Bowden, and himself
were the only three present who were members of
the old Builders’ Association. During the seven
years of the present organisation Mr. Ellis had been
their bon. secretary. How well he had done the
work they all knew. The members of the Associa-
tion wished to mark their sense of Mr. Ellis’s good
qualities by presenting him with a testimonial on his

retirement. He (the President) then presented to
Mr. Ellis, on behalf of the subscribers, an illu-

minated address, bound, and containing ninety
signatures ; also a purse of money. Mr. Ellis

briefly replied. Mr. J. Bagnall (Tunstall) proposed
the toast of "The President and Officers." Mr.
Gallimore, in reply, strongly urged them to band
themselves together for their own well-being as
tradesmen. Mr. L. Price and Mr. Chas. Smith
(Tunstall) also responded. The toasts of "The
Visitors," for whom Mr. E. J. Hamraersley re-

sponded. "The Press," and "The President"
followed.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Coventry Workmen's Demands: In-

crease Granted. — As was reported in these
columns recently, at the end of last year appli-
cations were received by the Coventry Master
Builders' Association from every branch of the
building trade, except the painters, for an increase
of wages

:
and in several cases also the employers

were asked to assent to important alterations to the
trade rules. Carpenters, who were receiving 8d.
per hour, asked for a "minimum wage" of pd.—
the masters could give more if they liked

;
brick-

layers, plasterers, and masons applied for an increase
from 8d. to gd.

,
and mason fixers from 8Jd. to g^d.

Bricklayers' labourers, who were getting s^d.,
requested an advance of ^d., and plasterers’

labourers and scafiolders desired id. increase, from
5id. to 6jd. The Masters' Association have now
considered the applications, which affect 5,000 men,
and have decided to grant the carpenters, brick-
layers, plasterers, and masons a fixed increase of
id., and the various labourers Jd. per hour, and to
meet them part of the way in reference to the pro-
posal to introduce new rules. The replies of the
trade societies have yet to be received. It is possible
they may not be satisfied with the concessions

;
if

not, ihe matters will be settled by arbitration. With
regard to the alteration of rules, the carpenters and
joiners, bricklayers, and masons each asked for a
reduciion of working hours, viz., carpenters 2 hours,
bricklayers 3^ hours, and masons z\ hours. To this

the masters reply that they will consent to any
reasonable alteration, provided that there shall be
uniformity in the working hours in all branches of
the trade. With regard to the bricklayers alone,
the masters agree to the omission of the following
rule, [which has hitherto prevailed: — "Neither
masters nor men shall interfere with any man on
account of his being a society or non-society man.
The society men pledge themselves not to annoy

non-society men, and the masters pledge themselve:
not to annoy or allow any annoyatce (0 socieh
men." As to the question of apprenticeship, thl

masters assent to the indentures being extendec
from three to at least five years. They also agret
that overtime shill count from 530 p.m. insieac
of 8 p.m.
Wages in the Oldham Building Trade,—

The Builders' Association of Oldham and distric
has received notices for advances in wages, &c., ai
follows: (i) The operative bricklayers have giver
three months' notice for an advance in wages fron:

gd. to lod. per hour, such notice to expire on April
30, 1897. (2) The operative plasterers have givec
six months’ notice for an advance in wages from 8i(d.

to gd. per hour, and an alteration of existing rules
as to overtime, i!v:c., such notice to expire on July if,

1897 .—Manchester Courier,

LEGAL.
AN ARCHITECT AND HIS ARTICLED

PUPIL :

action for damages.
The case of Sadgrove v. Coad came before Mr.

Justice Charles, sitting without a jury, in the Queen's
Bench Division on the 14th ult., it being an'action
brought by Mr. Edwin James Sadgrove, an architect
and surveyor, of Surrey-street, Strand, to recover
from the defendant, Mr. John Coad, of Tunbridge
Wells, damages for the alleged breach of certain
covenants contained in an apprenticeship indenture
dated October 23, 1894, entered into by Mr. Richaid
Henry Coad, deceased, the defendant being sued as
the executor of Mr. R. H. Coad.
The statement of claim alleged that the indenture

m question contained a covenant that Mr. Percy
Arthur Coad. the son of Mr. R. H. Coad, should
faithfully and diligently serve the plaintiff as clerk
and articled pupil during the term of three years,
and that Percy Arthur Coad would not absent bim-
selt from such service without the plaintiff's consent

5
that on September 15. 1896, Percy Arthur Coad
had unlawfully absented himself without the plain-
tiff’s consent, and had ever since continued to absent
himself, and refused to serve the plaintiff. The
plaintiff alleged that inasmuch as his pupil had
become of value to him on September 15. 1896, he
had been injured by his continued absence, for
which he claimed damages.
The defence pleaded was that it was a term of Ihe

indenture that the plaintiff should to the utmost
of his skill and knowledge teach and instruct, or
cause to be taught and instructed. P. A. Coad in the
profession of an architect and surveyor in considera-
tion of a premium of 50/. ,

and that the plaintiff had
neglected and refused to do so, and had prevented
him from learning his profession by employing him
on other work than that agreed upon, and whereby
he had failed to obtain the benefit of the agreeraenL
The defendant counter-claimed for the return of
the premium and for damages.
Mr. Kemp, Q. C. , and Mr. J. C. Earle appeared

as counsel for the plaintiff: and Mr. McCall, Q.C.,
and Mr. G. M. Cohen for the defendant.
The plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief stated that

Mr. P. A. Coad had become useful to him in his
business, and thit to fill his place would cost him
250/ per annum for a qualified man.

Mr. McCall cross-examined with a view to show-
ing that the witness had constantly sent Coad on
errands of a personal character which had nothing
to do with his profession. The witness further stated
that Coad did plenty of work as an architect, and
that he was to be secretary and clerk of works to a
company he had promoted at Dulwich, where he
would have had a splendid opportunity of gaining
experience in his profession. Coad was to receive a
salary of 100/. a year from the company, but out of
that he was to pay an assistant 1/. a week.
Re-examined

:

Coad had never made any objection to going for
little errands for him.

Mr. Thompson, an architect and surveyor, and
an Associate of the Surveyor’s Institution, gave
evidence as to freouently assisting Mr. Sadgrove in
his business. So far as he saw Coad was instructed
in the work of the office, and he himself had
instructed Coad. He did not remember Coad
making any complaint about not being instructed.

Cross-examined :

He had his own practice to attend to. Mr.
Sadgrove assisted him sometimes and sometimes he
assisted Mr. Sadgrove. He would not be the
person to receive complaints from Coad.

Mr. Harry Watkins, examined, said that he
entered the plaintiff's employment in 1893, and
became articled to him in July, 1894, and was in the
office the whole time Coad was there. Coad per-
formed the same duties as himself. Quantity sur-
veying was witness's forte, and be went into that
more than architecture. Coad was instructed from
time to time by the plaintiff. When the plaintiff
was away qualified assistants were left in charge.
Coad had complained to him about being sent on
errands by the plaintiff, but that occurred very
seldom. At the time Coad left he was able to assist

in the work of the office. Coad had made progress.
Cross-examined : Coad was of use to the plaintiff

at quantity surveying. He got on better at quantity
surveying than Coad, as he kept almost exclusively
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j:
quantity surveying. Coad did complain to him

nat be was put to do work that an office boy should
)ive done. Coad had complained to him of dusting

lie plaintiffs office.

• Re-examined : The housekeeper employed there

I

jmetimes did not dust properly, and he and the

iher gentlemen used to dust sometimes to save the

ouble of sending fcr the housekeeper. Coad

1

';ry seldom complained to him about going errands

ir Mr. Sadgrove.
: Mr. King gave evidence as to entering the service

|f the plaintiff in February, 1896. Dating the time
le was there Coad was treated as an articled pupil

f

i the same way as Mr. Watkins. Witness entered
Ir. Sadgrove’s service as an improver, to gain

i

perience. He had previously served his articles,

r. Sadgrove had more work than could be done
iring office hours, and he (witness) did many
lurs' overtime work for him. Coad had made
awings as an architect, and had also been set on
lantities. Coad most certainly had an opportunity
learning his business if be had liked to do so.

Cross-examined; He went to the plaintiff as an
iprover at a salary of 2I. 2s. a month, with extra

muneration for overtime work.
For the defence Mr. P. A. Coad, called and

;<amined, said that when he first went to the
laintiff’s office no boy was kept to do the ordinary
ork, From time to time he used 10 dust the
laintiffs cffice in conjunction with Watkins, the

her articled pupil. He did that on many
;casions.

His Lordship remarked that the witness had kept
very minute diary, and it was curious to find that

z did not say much in it about the dusting.

The Witness : Because I did not pul it down.
His Lordship : It does not matter a twopenny
iece whether the witness did or did not dust the

aintiff’s papers.

Examination continued

;

As far as quantity surveying was concerned Mr.
idgrove had instructed him in the way to take
jstracts and to square dimensions, but any cne
mid learn how to do that in about five minutes,
he plaintiff also taught him how to keep the
ipers in order and to keep the cash accounts of
le office. He had been on several personal
rands for the plaintiff from time to time. He had
;en sent by the plaintiff to the tobacconist, and also

ith trousers and coats to the tailor, and boots to

le cobbler to be mended. The sum of 540/. bad
:en put in the Dulwich Company by his brother
id 10/. by himself. The plaintiff had never ex-

essed satisfaction at any work witness had ever
)ne, and he had received no encouragement. He

,

as absolutely of no use in taking out quantilies.

Cross-examined ;
—

He had never written to the plaintiff making
je complaint he bad made then. The plantiff had
umplained to him of the way he had done his work
fcmetimes. The reason he had remained with the
jaintiff for two years was because he did not
rish to create any unpleasantness between the plain-

IT and his father. Since his father’s death be had
jen studying architecture privately. He came into

|i annuity a few days before he threw up his articles,

le had not earned any money since be threw up his

llicles.

'Mr. John Coad, the defendant and the uncle of
Ir. P. A. Coad, gave evidence as to a conversation

p alleged he bad had with the plaintiff, who then
•.Id him that he (the plaintiff) had advised young
oadto get out of it, as he was of no use in the work

[

adapted for the profession.

Cross-examined : His nephew was a moderately
itellectual young man, but not at bis profession,

ie did not think that his nephew was capable of

[king out quantities.

At the conclusion of the defendant’s case, Mr.
IcCall addressed bis Lordship in mitigation of
images, stating that he could not now deny, having
hard the evidence, that there had been a breach of

le agreement with the plaintiff.

.Mr. Kemp having replied,

I His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that having
."lard the evidence he had no doubt whatever that
je plaintiff had done his duty by the young man in

Jteslion. The plaintiff did a large business and
[ive young Coad ample opportunity of seeing that
[isiness. Further, the plaintiff had instructed him,
far as he could, himself, and when not able to

istruct himself there were able assistants in the
.fice who could give instruction to him. His
oinion was that at the close of the second year
his articles young Coad was a great deal of

le to the plaintiff, although he (Coad) liad invited
TO to believe be was next door to a blockhead and
no use at all. He felt that the young man had
iven an unreliable account of his own capacities, as
!• had no doubt that he bad learned a great deal in
fose two years. There was proof of that, because
|i could not believe that a man like the plaintiff,
'10 was working up a company to develop the
[ulwich Estate, would propose to put the youth in
e responsible position of .secretary and clerk of
nrks at a salary of 100/. a year if be was the in-
'mpetent person he (Coad) said he was. On the
her hand, he was of opinion that the plaintiff had
eatly exaggerated the damage he had suffered,
cere was no evidence to warrant the assertion that
jad’s services were worth asof. a year to him. He
;OUght that the proper thing to do would be to give

|

judgment for the plaintiff for 55/. on the claim and
also judgment for the plaintiff on the counter-claim,
with costs.

Judgment accordingly.

THE COUNTY COUNCIL AND THE
BUILDING ACTS,

At the North London Police-court on the 29th

ult., Mr. William Hickling, of Stoke Newington,
and Mr. A. T. Frampton, of Bournemouth, were
summoned before Mr. d'Eyncourt for paving rates

in respect to a series of buildings in Prince George-
road, StokeNewington. The sum claimed amounted
to 136/.

,
and Mr. Webb, who appeared for the Vestry,

asked that orders should be made for the payment of
the amount forthwith.

The rate had been made in respect to the buildings
on a piece of land 120 ft. wide by only 20 ft. deep.
The buildings have been the subject of much litiga-

tion, the County Council alleging that the buildings,

which had been erected at great expense, stood out

7 ft. beyond the building line. Nearly two years ago
the High Court decided in favour of the County
Council, and the case being remitted to this court,
the magistrate (Mr. Lane) made an order for 7 ft. of
the whole length (120 ft. of the building) to be
demolished. On the 29th ult., as the owner had
not complied with the order, the Council proceeded
to erect a hoarding round the buildings preparatory
to the 7 ft. of the whole length being demolished.
Mr. Hickling said that this action on the part of

the Council altered bis position with regard to the
paving rates. His frontage was being altered into a
flankage, and he objected to pay frontage rates for

a flankage such as the land would be when the
Council had demolished his building—a receptacle
for all the dead cats and rubbish of the neighbour-
hood.

Mr. d'Eyncourt said that the position was clearly
altered. He would adjourn the case for twelve
weeks to see whether the Council did pull the build-
ing down.—Morning Advertiser.

THE LONDON BUILDING ACT.
Before the Lord Mayor, at the Mansion House,

on the 12th ult., C. F. Kealey, a builder in High-
street, Kensington, was summoned under the
London Building Act, 1894, for failing to comply
with a notice of irregularity requiring certain omis-
sions to be remedied in the building of premises at
60, Cheapside.

Mr. Hugh McLachlan, the District Surveyor, who
appeared in support of the complaint, said the
builder was wilting to do the work required, but the
architect and owner declined. The question was
whether certain dormer windows on the roof of the
premises which were constructed of wood covered
with lead were combustible within the meaning of
the Act, because, if so, the party walls must be
made 12 in. higher and wider on each side 01 them
to comply with the Act, and that was what the notice
served on the defendant required to be done.

Mr. Daldy, solicitor, who appeared for the owner
'

of the premises, contended that the dormers being
covered with lead were not combustible, although
the lead might be melted by fire. There was only a
small proportion of wood, and his view was that lead
and glass were not combustible.
The Chief Clerk (Mr. Douglas) said the list of fire-

resisting materials enumerated in the Act did not
include lead.

The Lord Mayor, observing that it was a pity the
Act was not more explicit, directed the notice to be
complied with within a month, and granted 13s,
costs .—Morning Advertiser.

MEETINGS.
Friday, Feuruary 5.

Architechtral Association. — Mr. A. S. Flower on
“ An Unwritten Chapter of English Architectural History.
7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.—Professor Jagndis Chuiidra Bose,

M.A., D.Sc., on “ The Polarisation of the Electric Ray.”
9p.m.

Institution o/ Mechanical Engineers.—Annual General
Meeting (concluded). 7.30 p.m.
Builders' foremen and Clerks 0/ IVorkf Institution .

—

Ordinary meeting of the members. 8 p.m.

Saturday, February 6.

Sanitayy Inspectors' dissociation {Carpenters' Hall).

—

6 p.m
Monday, February 8.

Royal Academy of Arts.—Fifth Lecture on “ The
Advancement of Architecture, Chiefly in Relation to Gothic
Architecture,” by Professor Aitchison, A.R.A. 8 p.m.
London Insijtntion.—Mr. Cyril J. Davenport, F.S.A.,

on " Decorative Bookbinding from Mediaeval Times,”
illustrated, 5 p.m.

Rut-t’evors' /nsiiiution.~'i>U. J. W. Willis Bund on
“ Allotments .and Small Hohiing.s.” 8 p.m.
Society 0/ Arts (Cantor Leciures).~Mr. William

Burton, F.C.S., on “Material and Design in Pottery,”
IV. 8 p.m.
Clerks of Works' Association. — Fourteenth Annual

Dinner, Holborn Restaurant (The King’s Hall). The
chairto be taken by Mr. Beresford Pile. 6-30 p.m.

Tuesday, February g.

Society of Arts (Applied Art Seetioit).—Mr GeorgeM Culloch on “ Lithography as a Mode of Artistic
Expression.” 8 p.m.

institution c

Carlisle Arehitectitral, Engineering., and Surveying
Society.—Mr. G. Slack on “ Warming of Buildings.

’

WEnNESDAY, February 10.

Sanitary Institute.— He. F. J. Waldo on “Sanitary
Supervision of Shelters for the Homeless.” 8 p.m.

.society of Arte.—Z p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Mr. .Alexander

Drew, C.E., on “ The Practical Designing of Iron and Sieel
Roofing,” IV. 8 p.m.

Thursday, February ir.

Royal Academy of Sl.xth Lecture on “The
Adv.ancement of Architecture, Chiefly in Relation to Gothic
Architecture,” by Professor Aitchison, A.R.A. 8 p.m.

Society rf Afili/uaries.—3.30 p.m.
Royal instiiuinm.—Mr. J. W. Gregory, on “ The

Problem.s of Arctic Geology.” I. 3 p.nif
Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts

Mr. James Orrock, R.I., on “ William Miilier.” 8 p.m
Institution of Electrical Continuation of

discussion on Mr. I-. T. Hollins’ paper on “ Electric
Interlocking the Block and Mechanical Signals on Kail-
way.s. 8 p.m.
Society ofArts (Indian Section, Imperial Institute ).

—

Professor Jagadis Chundra Bose (of Calcutta), D.Sc., on
'The Progress of Science Teaching in India." 4.30 p.m.

Friday, February 12.

^ Engineers (Westminster Palace
Paper on “The Construction of High-class

Bridge and Girder Work," by Mr. J. A. Maepherson.
0 p m.
Royal InsiiiulioH.—'PTohssoT John Milne, F.R.S., on
Recent Advances in Seismology. ' 9 p.m.

oyCjw/ Engineers (Students' Meeting).—
Mr. H. W. Barker on “ Cooling Reservoirs for Condeii.sing
Engines. 8 p.rn.

Saturday, Feuruary 13.

London and Provincial Builders'Foremen’s Association.
-Annual Dinner, Holborn Restaurant. 7 p.m.
Edinburgh Archiiceturai Association. — Visit to

Broughton School.

RECENT PATENTS

:

abstracts of SPECtKICATlONS.

163. Drain Trap: /. W. Mcams.—Tht: invention
con.sists in .a trap formed of one piece of stonew.are which
inventor claims is self cleansing. It is not so deep as
other traps, though providing sufficient water-seal

: flow of
matter .and water through trap is unbroken, and it can
be fixed to existing drains without reducing the gradient
,35 '?-—Preventing Frost from Bursting Pipes: /.

ri. Jonts. In order to efficiently empty pipes from cisterns
when -stop-cock is turned off and draw-cock is turned on,
inventor forms an air channel in the outer suface of, and
between the two openings in the plug ofthe stop-cock, and
extending from the top of the plug (and consequently
open mg into the air) towards, but not reaching, the bottom
of the plug. A similar air channel may be u.sed in the
spindle of screw-down tap.

2,223.—Cement or Artificial Stone : F. Turner—Invention
_

relates to a novel compound, composed of
powdered limestone and powdered waste slate and
powdered stone or stone chippings, in suitable proportions,
intimately mixed with fresh or salt water. The slip or
slurry, if for cement, is spread upon layers of coke in a
kiln to the desired height for the water or moisture to be
absorbed by the coke, and be rapidly dried thereby. The
coke becomes slightly impregnated with limestone and the
result is a better cement.

20,665.

—

Window and Door Fastener: A. R
Eungblut and Another.—Inv&nUon consists in a modifica-
tion of the brass pivoted arm-catch at present in ordinary
use for sash windows, &c. Inventors form a projection
inside the brass plate which holds the catch (that on lower
sash), and a corresponding recess in plate which bears arm
(that on upper sash), with the result that any interstice
between the meeting bars of sashes is bridged over by this
projtttion, and the blade of a knife, &c., inserted between
could not force back the arm which fastens the window
24,242.—Artificai- Stone: A. — Invention

consists in the preparation of a more or less plastic,
strong mass, suitable for various purposes. The formulae
are .-Solid Mixtures— (i) Zinc oxide, 33 per cent.

; pul-
verised sandstone or free.stone, 67 per cent. This is used
for restoring weathered or decayed stone and for
moulding.s, vases, statues, &c. (2) Zinc oxide, 20 per
cent.; pulverised Portland stone, 35 per cent.; sa'nd 35
per cent. For lining basements, v.aults, cisterns, &c. *(3)
Pulverised marble, 50 per cent.

; silver sand, 20 per cent!
;

zinc oxide, 30 per cent. For interior walls, cornices, I'tc

’

(4) Crushed granite, 70 per cent. ; zinc oxide, 30 per cent
1 or pavements, steps, landing.s, &c. Liquid Mixtures-
Muriatic acid, 65 per cent.

; zinc, 35 per cent, (or there-
abouts). For forming solids into paste.
26,145.—Water and like Taps: R. Bell ana

Inventors form an .annular groove around n
conical plug or tap, which, when in proper position relative
to neck and nozzle of tap, permits water to flow around it
and out. When screwed down, however, this groove
descends below the p.assage of tap, and only the upper solid
part of plug comes there, closing up the channel. Various
modifications are specified, and the invention is applicable

i all draw-off taps, whether for water or other liquids.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

January 18.-1,289, J- Coulthurst, Joining Sanitarv-
Pipes.— 1,299, C. Erhngbagen. Sheet Iron Corrugated
Roofings.—i,322,Tonks, Limited, and I. Whiting, Spring
Hinges and Door Springs.—1,345, J. Thomason and others

les for Brick-making Machines.
January 19.-1,384, W. Goodman & Co., Soar Sockets

of pipes for Sewerage, &c.—1,414, J. Richardson, Moulds
for Bnck-making Machinery. —1,432, A. Boult, Decoration
of Glass Tiles, Bricks, &c.— 1,453, P. Tommarchi, Setting
the leeth of Saws.—1,454, F. Dossogne, Closing Doors
Opening Both Ways— 1,507, L. Schlentheim, Hearth
Stones and Curbs.
jANUAhY2o.— 1,514, G. Fuhrer, Wall Staples.— i 525, A.

Blacker, Heating and Ventilating Rooms, &c.— 1,530 W.
Allen, Flushing Drains, Sewers, Water-closets, ^c.
,544, J. Drummond, Securing Plate and Sheet Glass' to
/alls. Ceilings, Bricks, &c.—1,578, E. Kirchnei, Hori-

rental Band-sawing Machines.
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITIONS. CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Nature of Work. By whom Advertised. Premiums.
Designs
to be

delivered.

•New Town Uoll...^

•Nrw States Asierably Hall. Ac

Enniskillen Corp. ! 50f. First, 201. second, and
1

1(H. Third Mar. 20

April 17

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Material*. By whom Rrqulred. Forms ot Tender, 4c.
SuppUedby

delivered.

C. B. Oliver, Alfred-itreet,

Bath
L*wia Angell, Town Ball,
Stratford. E

0. C. Roh*on, Office. Dyne-

Feb S

do.
•Various Materials

•Drainage Works -

C-'iinty Borough of

West Ham
Wlllesden D.O

Nature i>< Work oi Materioli.

Workhouse Exteiuion.

.

B? Required.

shtoa • under • Lyue ; B. Seymour. Fulon Office..

Exh’Lltion Works, Uoilut Plenaant.i E.«ter HorM Show
Eteter... .. ' Society

‘VarloUB Service, and SUppliea
,
Westnilnster Veatry _

*Work« and Matec.'als Tottenham U.D.C,....
•Making-ap Road. .

j

do.

•Roadmakipg and Paving Work.
,

Greenwich Bd. of W.

Stamford-street. A.hton-
under-Lyne
W, S. Croote, Archt. 93,

Pa-ls-Bt. Fxeter . .

.

0. R. W. Wiiofler, Town
Hall, Oxtoo-street.S.W

712, Hlgh-rd. Tottsuhajii

•Works and Materiale
•Alteration* Post Office. Ely
Hotel and eUbllog. Felixatowe .

•Articles, Service., and UaUrlals......

Rond Worki, Park-avenue, Ac

} Chapel, Patrlck-street,

Cork.. ..

Eerbing and Cbannelling, Romilly-
rcatl, Ac.

Schools (Art and Technical)....

Thirty-two Houaea, Leeds-road, Otley.

York*
School Extejulon, Aberaman

•Iren Roofing and Paving to Extenalon
of Harket . .

Laundry at Asylum, Morpeth...

Pipe Sewer .....................

Bchoole, Llandyssll, Wales

Three Houses. Cesarea, Wales.......

Additions to Schools, Springfield ....

Hospital, Pinley

Battersea Vestry

Barnsley T.C

Cardiff Corporation ..

Kingston - on- Thames
Corporation

Aherdare School Bd.

Durham B.D.C. .

Sheffield School Board

Coventry Corporetlon

Poatmastec
J. 8, Corder, Wluiborne
Houie. Ipswich ..

J. T. Pildltcb. Municipal-
bldgs. Lavender Hill, 8.W.

J. H. Taylor, C.E Boro'
Surv

E. Walker. Archt. 17.

South Mall. Cork
W. Harpur, C.R. Boro'
Eogr. Town Hall

A. Boxall. Surv. 9, John-
stroet, W.C

Faitbank A Wal', Archt. 3.

Manor-square, Otley
T. Roderick, Archt. CTlf-

ton-street. Aherdare -
H. Jarvia A Son. 29, Trinity,
square, S.E

J, Cresswell, C,E, Town
Ha'l -

G. Oregaou. Surv. 43,

W'Stern-hil), Durham ..

J. H. Phillips. Archt. St.

John'i-climbra, Cardiff ..

B. L. Jones, Archt. 14,

Market -street, Caniarvon
C. J- Innocent. Archt. 17.

Ueorge-street, Sheffield

G. A J. Steane, Archt.
Little Park-st. Coventry

School. Wellington-tercace ......

School, Abertillery, Uon. ..

T.jvelliup end Paving Playground and

Newstead EstateStreet Worki
Halifax

Additions to Asylum. RalnhlU

•ReconatrucUng Pier, Brighton .

Street Works. Trlnity-st. Ac. ,

Sewerege Works

Oat" Lodge and Muaeum, Fitx Park.
Cookermonth .

•Alterations and Additions

Falmouth Sch. Bd.

West Ham Union . .

.

Lance. Asylums Bd. ..

Brighton West Pier

BetleyT.C. !!!!

Kettering 'U.D.C

•New Root and Altenticns to Church

‘External Painting of County Asylum

•Foundations of Lunatic Asylum.

•School Bulldlugs

The Albert Institute.

Wlod«or
Bnntwopd Congrega-
tional Thurrh Ora,

Psufa County Asylum

Board Office*. 111. Green-
wich-mad, 8.E.. . .. ..

Mr. Swift, Archt. Lemon-
street, Truro

Swaah A Bain, Archt. S.

Frtar's-chinhr*. Newport
Clerk's Office, Union-road,
Leytonstonc, E

R. Horsfall, Archt. IB,

Oeorge-st
Clerk. Asylum Offices,

Raiublll

Peb. 18

Feb. 19

.=!8cretary -

H. Dearden. Surv. Market

T. B. Smith, Engr. Mai
hill. Kettering.. ..

T. Hodgson. Station-rood,
Coikennouth

Tlie ludtltuto

C. Pertwee. Bsiik-chrii

Cbelinsfotd ........

Lon •nnCrmntyCoiincll
Asv'nm Committee

Walthamstow Sch Bd

Dispensiry and Residence, Costle-;

derniot, Ireland
\

•Boiler House, Floors, and Hacblceryi

•Church. Brynmawr ....

Atby Union ..

C'erk to the Visitor*

The Clerk, 21. Whitehail-
placc, S-W
W. A. L-irgmore. 7. Ot.
A'le st, Whitechapel. E,

T. P. Orford, Workhcnae,
Athy

•Retort House, Coal Stores, Ac.

•Sewerage .......................

Ifstorstion of Church Tower,
mlpgtoii. Salop

lewer Pipes, Ac. ...............

Two Hou*eB, The CTlffs. Gorlestop.l
Norfolk — A

•rai Paving P

Additions to Asylum, Aberdeen.....
|

Asylum Corporation-

Guernsey Oraoito, Ac,

School, Cwrotlllery, Mon

Ovenden Ward,

Dover Town Connell..

Alierystwltb Sch. Bd.

Club Boildlngs,
Halifax ;

Schools. Beiside, near Kendal
Uiainage Works, Scalebor Pork.

Barley, Yorks ..................

P. Ttevail. Archt. Tturo..
W. B. Cockrill. Archt.
Gorleaton

C. Matthew, Council Offices,

Woodford
G. Taylor, Clerk of Works, '

Asylum, Alierdeen . ..

Biiupson A Dnekworth.
RIchmond-chmbrs, Black-
bum - - •

.

E. W. Knocker. Town
Clerk ..

G, Roaser, Archt. Vlctoria-
Ituilding". Abercam ....

Meller Hall, Aroh». 29,

Northgate, Halifax
J. Hutton, Archt. Kendal
J, V. Edwards. County
Burv. Wakeffeld

Additions to Post Office Build
Harrogate

.Additions to Offices, To'
Ipswlcb

. . Walfhstnitaw U.D.C. O- W. Holme*, Town Hrll

. . The Committee
j

Nlchulson A Hartree,
Archt. Hereford

Sheffield United Gas Fletcher W, Stevenson,

Light Co. — Offices. Commerclal-st.
8heffl“ld

Mid*omer Norton W F. Bird. Market Hall,

UDC ' Mld«otner Norton
;ul. Rev. I>. B. Holland. Cul-

mtngfoD, Brorutield ..

1 Bath U.'i'i,* I C. R. Fortune. Guildhall,
Bath

T. E. Marshall, Archt.

Yorks Banking Co. .. .
Prinees-ii^t. Harrogate.

Feb. 23

Feb. 24

Feb. 29

Feb. 27

do.

, W. E. Kersey

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Natnra of Appointment.
j

By whom Advertised.

•Architectural Assistant I Accrington Corp
•A»slst»iit Superintendent of Works ..IB. Met. School District

•Building Inspector - I
Tottenhsm IT-I) C

•Rond Foreman
|
Twickenham U.D.C..

.

•Bulldlug Inspector I
Middlesbrough Streets
Committee..

120’. per annum
U. per week .......

l:0f. per annum
21. 2s, per week ......

Appllcwi

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are advertised in this Xumher. Competitions, p. iv. Contracts, pp. iv. vi. <t viii. Public Appointments, pp. xviii. ie xxi.

Iancary 21.-1,617. G. Buckley, Kitchen Kanges.—
r,6so, R. Pritchett, Stoves or Fireplaces.—1,684,

Binkerd, Saw Clamp.— t. 70-;, T. Smart, Wire-Cutting

Apparatus Tor cutting bricks, &c.

fANUARV 22.-1,712, M. Yarrow and T. Rowbolham,
Chimney Pot.— 1.725, J. Watson, Sash Fastener.-1,728.

G. Greenwood, Flooring Cramp.—1.745, R- Gibson and

others. Connexions for sanitary fittings.

January 23.-1,815, E. Highton, Water Waste Pre-

venters for Hushing purposes — 1.839, J- Smith, Chimney
Pots.—1,883, A. Churley and Greenway Clive, Vale &
Co., Ltd., Lock Furniture.

January 14.—By Fareurother, Ellis,
Clark, & Co.

Walworth.—25 to 49, and 53 to 67 (odd), East-si

By Rogers, Ciiavman, & Thomas.
Pimlico.—Cambridge-st ,

i g.r. 8/., u.t. 30 yrs.,

I to 15,

Lestock-pl.
;
also 22 houses_ in King's Arch-

pi. : and 17 houses in North -row, area

71,000 ft., f., r. 1,755/. i8s. 6d .£13,3

East-st., “The Royal Albert," p.-h., f., r. 120/. 5,1

By Newdon, Edwards, Shephard.
Ckapham.—48, High-st., f., r. 240/. 4,6

Holloway.— 64 and 66, Evershott-rd., u.t. 73? yrs.,

12/., r. 60/.

provisional specifications accepted.

and Closing24,337, E. Holding and others. Opci.._„ ..

Windows or Moving Shutters of any description.—28,788,

J. Haynes, S.osh Line Fasteners.—28,829, Fraser, Roof
Supporting Frames, said improvement being also applic-

able to other purposes.— 28,832, G. Brown, junior. Brake for

Sash Weights, &c.—29,429, B. Mills, Brick Kilns.—29.864,
A.Zboriland.A. Schenfc. Plates, Slabs, &c., for Floors, Pave-

ments, Fire-places, and similar purposes, and methods of

manufacturing -same.—29,865, A. Zboril and A. Schenk.
.... - . G--. \,T ,r. _ n__ T -r 1 T.

T. Fenney, Artificial Tiles or SlateSj Tor roofing &C.,

and in l.aihs to be used in connexion with same.

—

60, J. Kirkbridge, Sash Fastener.— 180, _H. Norris, Deco-

ration of Plate or Sheet Gla-ss for use in General House
Decoration, and for Furniture Panels, Overmantels, Fii

Screens, &c.—59s. R. Gregory. Road Scarifying Machines.

757, W. Hewitt, Tiles and Apparatus therefor.

CO.MPLETE specifications ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

1. 680, W. Johnson, Fire Grates.—2,852, E. Thomas,

Brick-divine Chambers.—3,004, \y. Le Ray, Preventing
VI. .r DlnAtf I... fPrAA^iniT ...n Q

Hornsey Rise.—58, Corbyn-st., u.t. 73^ yrs., g.r.

bl

,

r. 28/.

Highgate.—5 and 7, St. Alban’s-rd., u.t. 54^ yr.s.,

g.r. t6/ ,
e.r. 130/.

Caledonian-rd.-43, Stanmore-st., u.t. 44 yrs., g.r.

6/., e.r. 40/.

By A. Booth.
Holloway.—12, Anson-rd., u.t. 71 J yrs., g.r. 5/. 5s.,

e.r. 60/.

76, Brecknock-rd., u.t. 52iyrs., g.r. 7/., r. 55/...

By J. A. & W. Tharp.
Bethnal Green.-Green-st., i.g.r. 15/., u.t. 29 yrs.,

g.r. 5/.

Green-st., &c., i.g.r. 14/. 6s., u.t. 21 yrs., g.r.

4/.

Walworth.—270, East st., f., r. 38/

January 15.—By. J. Hibbard & Son.s.

Stepney.— 2 and 13, Antcliff-st., u.t. 31^ yrs., g.r.

yZ-.r. 52/.

10, Newbold-st., u.t. 31 J yrs., g.r. 3/. 10s., r. 26/.

16, Newbold-st., u.t. 34 yrs., g.r. 4/., t. 26/._

January i8,—By J. Walker (at Hickling).

Hickling, Notts.
—“ Sissons Close," 5 a. ir. i3p.,

Bursting” of Water Pipes bv Freezing.—3.972, S. Neffgcn,

Artificial Stone.—4,597, S. Hellyer, Waler-waste_ Pre-

venting Flushing Apoaratus.— 5,034, F. Rogers, Chimney
and other Cowls.—6,683, L P.arkmson, Domestic Fire

Grates. — i 8.74S, W. Egginton, Portable .Sewer -gas

Extractor and Destroyer, in conjunction with Sewer Dis-

infcctor.— 21,836, A. and L. Bolles, Window-sash Attach-

ments.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

January 12.—By S. Walker & Son (at

Liverpoo0._

Liverpool.—54 and 56, Devonshire-rd., f., r, 89/. ... .£1,200

Bevan's-lane, “The Old Brewery,” together with

9 cottages and a plot of building land, are.a

5.333 yds., f., e.r. 121/.

January i3.-By T. Evans (at Pwllheli).

Pwllheli, Carnarvon.—“Hafod" and “Caegarw’'

660

A freehold farmhouse,
By Folf.v, .Son, ft Mundv (at Westbury).

Westbury, Wilts. — “ Frogmore Farm," 45 a.

7P:. f- •

Two enclosures, 20a. 2r. 38 p., f.

By J. Butcher (at Blackpool).

Blackpool, Lancashire.—A freehold building estate

at Revoe, containing 54 a. o r. 37 p e

January 19.—By Dedenham, Tewson, & Co.
City of London.— Falcon-sq., f.g.r. 240/., rever-

sion in 49 yrs

33. Noble-st., Corporation lease, g.r. 8/. 14s. gd.,

fine 61/. 31. 3d., r. 231/.

Bournemouth.—Surreyrd., “ Penheale," f.

Peasmarsh, Sussex.—A moiety of tithe rent charge,

commuted at 330/.

Hampstead.— South-hill-pk., f.g.r. 19/. tgs., rever-

sion in Sgiyrs
Kentish Town.—Willingham-ter., i.g.r. 24/. u.t ,

^^^y Furber, Price, & Furuer (at Rcigate).

Reigate, Surrey.— 1 and 2, Wistaria-villas, f.

,
8 /.,Hugh-st., i „ , . ...

Contractions -used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freeho)

ground-rent I
I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. ft

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground- rent ; r. for rent

f. for freehold ;
c. for copyhold : 1. for leasehold

;
e.r. ft

estimated rental : u.t. for unexpired term
;
p.a. for pi

annum ;
yrs. for years

;
st. for street

;
rd. for road ; sq. ft

square
;

pi. for place ;
ter. for terrace ; ores, for crescent

yd. for yard &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

3.C7S

TIMBER,
rcenheart, B.G.

ton B/0/0 o/o/q

Teak, E.I... .load ii/o/o 16/0/0

Sequoia, U.S. It.cu. s/o a/r

Ash, Canada load t/ro/a 3/15/0

Birch, do 8/»o/o s/s/o

Elm, do a/5/0 4/10/0

Fir, Daatsic, &c.. a,'io/o 4/ie/o

Oak, do a/io/o 3/10/0

Canada 4/i5/o 5/15/0

Pine, Canada red 0/0/0 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... */0/a 4/c/o

Lath, Dantsie.fath 4/10/a 5/10/0

St. Petersbuig.
. 5/0/0 6/10/0

Wainscot, Riga.
&c.. leg t/10/0 4/15/0

Odessa, crown.... */io/o 4/15/e

Deals, Finland
and Atiststd 100 B/io/o

Do. 4th & 3rd... 8/10/0

Do. Riga 7/0/0

St. Petersburg,
ist yellow.. . . to/io/o

Do. and yellow 9/10/0

Do. white 9/0/0

Swedish 8/10/0

White Sea 8/10/016/10/0
Canada, Pine iSt ai/e/o 23/10/0

Do. do. 2nd .... 15/0/0 17/0/0

Do. do. 3rd, &c. 7/10/0 ti/0/0

Do- Spruce. 1st. 9/0/0 lo/ro/o

Do. do. 3rd nod
2nd 7/10/0 8/is/o

New Brunswick 7/5/0 7/15/0

Battens, ail kinds 5/0/0 to/0/0

Klooiing boards,
sq . 1 in. prep.

9/0/0

9/0/0

6/0/0

TIMBER (eonlliiiieii). .

Satin. Potto Rico 0/0/7 o/t

Walnut, Italian .. o/o/g 0/0

F.TALS,
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton ahIs o,W»
Bar, Welsh, In

London 5/>5/o 5/17
Do. do. at works

in Wales 5/10/0 5/H
Do. Staffordsliire,- * ------

5/,j/o e’lt

CoPl'ER — Bril ,

cake and ingot 54 n/o 54 ic

Best selected .. <5/0/0 <5/i(

Sheets, stiong.. 6 /lo/o 6i/i(

Chili bars St/ia/6 oA
- MTLlb. c/o/s o/o/Yf.lli

- 1 -; A
11/17/6 ii/il

II/O/O

Do. and
Other qualities—

Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, &C.
Mahogany, Cuba

St. Domingo.
cargo av.

Mexican, ddk do.
Tobasco. do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton

Rose. Rio
Bahia

Satin, St. Doming.

e/9/6 0/16/6

0,8/0 0/130
o/e/o 0/7/6

4/o7o is/0/0

7/0/0 16/0/0

6/0/0 is/0/0

0/0/7

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. J3'3'9 efi

Pipe iai3'9 ft!

INC — English
sheet. ton.. 20/tc/o oft

Vieille Mon-
tague tt/io/e o/i

Spelter >8/r/3 tSu

Tin—

S

traits .... 6t/a,6 0/1

Australian 62/12,6 oh
English logotS.. 6s'5/o 66;

Banca ei/o/o 0/1

Billiton 59/15/0 60/1

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/7,6 loi

CocoasuC, Cochin 27/15/0 e/i

Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0/1

Palm. Lagos 24/10/0 0/

Rapeaeed, English
pale 27/10/0 27/1

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/1

Cottonseed tef. .. 15/17/6 16/1

Oleine 16/10/0 19/r

Lubricating U S. 0/6/3 0/

Do. black 0/4/9 b/

Tar— Stockholm
barrel 22,'o 0/

Archangel 0/12/6 e/

Turpentine. ...ton 2-/7/6 23/1
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TENDERS.
rommunications for insertion under this Heading
uid be addressed to " The Editor," and must reach us
later than \o a.iH. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
>Hsh Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
Iress of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
Its of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
iven, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
>0, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

Town House, Aberdeen

'ayinz Rosemmini Viadud.
P. Tawse, Birchfield. Kemnay i

Macadamising Hoscjitld-road.

Leith, jun., 17, EImfield-avenue J3<

Cansdraying Vnion-terrace.
P. Tawse. Birchfield, Kemnay i,ca6

Rlacadaniising Bahncral-place (extension J.

Fyfe, Westbum. Union-grove 205 1

[All of Aberdeen.]

LNWICK.—For the execution of sewerage works. Rameysicle.
Abwick Castle, for the Urban District Council. Mr. GeolTrey
}n, C.E,, Town Surveyor. District Council Offices, Green Bat.
iHties by Town Surveyor (in Specification)
Thompson, jun £37$ \R. Hudson, Alnwick and

afio
I

Sunderland* £261
•Accepted.

LTON.—Accepted for extensions to the iron buildings,
ey, Alton, for the Rev. Father C. P. Hopkins:—
W. Harbrow £^04 i

kCUP (Lancs.)—For the execution of sewerage works. Brand-
J-road, &c., for the Corporation, Mr. John Wilson, C.E.
lugh Surveyor, Bacup
^och Tempest £3.673
Sharpies & Co., Accrington (accepted) 2.028

LONDON.—For alterations at "The Cooper's Arms” public-
house. St. Luke's, E.C. Mr. Herbert Riches, architect, 3, Crooked-
lane, King William-street, London, E.C.
W. HawtreyA: Son £763 10 |

G. Veale £699 0
J. H. Pugh 7<a o

I
J. J. Thompson t 685 o

A. Porter 704 0
|
T. Osborn A: Sons* 655 0

• Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for repairs and decorations at "The
King's Head," Bow-toad. I-ondon, E. Mr. Herbert Riches,
architect, 3, Crooked-lane, King WiDiam-street. London, E.C,

Geo Lusk £3z6

LONDON.—For cleaning, painting, and decorating at the Royal
Institute of Water Colours. Piccadilly, under the direction of
Messrs. J. T. Wimperis & Arber, architects, as, SackvUle-street,
PiccadiUy, W.
Waiing & Co £861 0

|
Maple & Co., Ltd £639 e

Debenham & Freebody 706 13 j Johnson & Co 624 e

LONDON.—For the erection of new dairy stables and offices in
Queen’s-road, Peckham, for Mr. T. Crutcher. Mr. W. G. bhoe-
biidge, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F. J. W. Miller
c: ... c._ ^ rj Q Richardson £6,7-8

Smith 6 —
SimmondsA: Son
Simpson & Cove..

.

Turtle & Appleton
Balaam Bros. ,

Lascelles

£7.935
7.t7S
7,070

6.999

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding Swan House,
Moorgate-street, E.C., for Mr. Robert Whitehead. Messrs.
Edmeston Ac Gabriel, architects. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
G. R. 'Tasker & Sons;—
Cowley Ac Drake £3,948 1 Wm. Shepherd £3.575
Skinner 3,886 Young 3,485
Porter 3.843 Carmichael 3,400
Roberts 3 724 | J, O. Richardson* 3,237

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations to No. 45. Kirbystteet, Hatton-
garden, E.C.. for Mr. S. R. Boutle and Mrs. Jones, trustees of the
•rroperty. Mr. Jas. Hardman, architect. No quantities supplied
<ing & Son £560 J J. O. Richardson (acceptcd)£473

ugh Offices, Boston:—
.Lucas £572 o I w, Greenfield .£542
Ijads 570 o I H. W. Parker 499 :

K Son and Finder Sc I S. Sherwin* 495
5SS 0 I

• Accepted.
[All of Boston.]

lOUCHTON ASTLEY.—For the erection of hosiery factory,
't.bouse. cooling-tank, at Broughton Astley. Leicestershire.
T. S. Cordon, architect, Welford-place, Leicester:—

ht £3 774
I

Hardington Ac Elliott . . . .£3,331cEafdson&Son.... 3,444 I. O. Jewsbury 3.M9
3.34a

1
Haycock Ac Son 3.166

lOLDERTON.—For two entrance lodges and two cottages,
Farm, for Mr. H. C. Stephens, M.P. Messrs. Cuckmay
S, architects :

—
L A. Annett A: Son £1.700

(No competition.]

'NWAY.—For water main extension (Sam Mynach to Llys-
for the Conway and Colwyn Bay Joint Water Supply Board.
B Municipal Offices, Conway {-

I lacob Biggs 87s . _

John Towett.. ...... 8,807 >5 3T.K_T.-v-— ''.59114

T. B. Farrington, Enginee
^ Jones. Ac Co.£ii.750

-

Morris 9,66?

Roberts
ird A: Western
Ac Farquhar-

9.537 :

9.132 *5

9.074 0
J

ohn Roberts .

ones At Sons

I

Hvan Evans A: Co..
Jones Ac Sons

I Geo. Law
I

Altd. Sheffield.

I
Rbyt (accepted) ..

8,479 11

8-375
8.367 I

8.t77

IPAR (Fife, N.B.).—For the execution of drainage works,
Brand Lower La^o. for the St. Andrew's District Committee.
Henry Bruce, C.EI, County Buildings, Cupar, Fife. Quantities

Kirk _
McAndrew .. 2,673 10

IWhite ...... 2,63816
Stnehan & Son 2 599 4
Morris Ac [Sons 2,582 8
d Gilmotir 2.528

(John Martin £*.473 6
Robt. Gilmour .... 2,407 10
Geo.

,
Mackay Ac

Sons. Bfoughty
Ferry* 2.303 9

8 John Stevens 2,241 <
Wilkie Ac GUI 9,070 >5 1

•Accepted.

•ST MOLESEY.—For constructing and laying main
sey Park-road, for the Urban iJistrict CouncU .... ..

boson, Surveyor, District CouneU Offices, Walton-road. East

DTNGTON.— For kerbing, channelling, and making portion
tafcigar-road, Erdington, and providing storm-water drain,
- Erdington Urban District CouncU. Mr. J. Edward Willcox,

£513
I

John White, jun £495
i Ac Fltzmaurice 500 Jacob Biggs 485
•nthim 493 I

G. Law, Xiddetnilnstet* .. 461
[Engineer's estimate, £478.]

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and repairs at No. 36, Trebovir-
road, EarTs-court, S.W., for Mr. J. Arnold. Mr. Geo. Waymouth
architect :—
Richardson Bros £387
Rugg A: Son 321

mouth, architect
Richardson Bros £465 I Barlow Ac Roberts £373
Lown Ac Son 397

|

LONDON.—For alterations and repairs at Percy House, Notting
HiU, W., for the Victoria Wine Company. Mr. Geo. Waymouth,
architect :—
Lown Ac Son
Richardson Bros.

.

254
I
Briston Ac Sons 204

NEWCASTLE.—For Primitive Methodist New Church, Kings-
ley.terrace. Newcastle, for the trustees. Messrs. Marshall &
Dick, architects, Newcastle

Main Spire and
building. Tower. Total.

W.Baston £4.790 0 o £630 0 0 £5.420 o 0
J. Ferguson.... 4.671 o o 715 " » -a-c -

J. Jackson 4.558 e 6 817
jMex. Pringle*.. 4.536 0 0 754
Middlemiss Bros. 4.430 0 o 600
T. Weatheritt.. 4.494 o o 700
Alex. Bruce.... 4.39618 6 669:
S. Easten 4.297 o o 767
G. H. Mauchlen 4,ic6 6 0 613 :

T. Hutchinson,
Elswick-lanet 4.119 6 6 561
•Gateshead. Rest of Newcastle.

LONDON.—For superstructure to warehouses at Ratcliff Cross
Wharf, for Messrs. Pinchin, Johnson, & Co. Messrs. Bradshaw
Brown Ac Co., architects, BilUter-square-buiidlngs, E.C.:—

No. of weeks in which
10 complete. Amount.

Scrivener Ac Co — £10,450
Porter 34 10,269

Kirk Ac Randall 28 lo.c&o
Peacock Bros — 9.66-'
H. L. Holloway 22 9,ico
W. Gladding 42 8.953
Munday A; bon 40 8,831
Cbafen & Newman... 23 8.724-

NEW BROMPTON (Kent).—For the erection of a villa resi-
dence, Balmoral-road. for Mr. S. Pierson. Mr. E. J. Hammond,
architect, iii. High-stieet, New Brompton:—
J. H. Park £507 I F. A. Hamond £375
J.L.Tiueman 460 I C. E. Skinner, Chatham*.. 335
H. Harris 395 |

* AcceptecL

ties bv the Borough Engineer (Mr. R. H. HaynesI :•

The Thames Ironworks
[
Joseph b. Ellis Ac Co.,

Ac Shipbuilding Co. £683 13 6j Chepstow* £562161
Isca Foundry Co 626 2 6) * Accepted.

.£570.)(Borough Engineer's estimate, 4

NORDEN (Lancs.i.—For the erection of workshop and show-
room, Water-street, for Messrs. Meyrick Ac Holt, Limited. Mr-
J. W. Sunderland, architect. Church View, Norden. Quantities by-
architect
ThomasBeiryAtSon£i,r58 0 0 I Cropper A: HowoTth£i.o53 o o
Ashworth Ac Woolfen-

|
Endetsby Sc Mutch 1,033 ss 3

T. Ashwotth A: Sons 1,070

NORWICH.—For alterations of buildings to convert same to the
'urposes of public baths. Norwich. Mr. Arthur E. Collins, City
engineer, architect, Norwich:—
New A: Mayne .£1.230

|
H. C. Creengrass, 58. Pitt-

Downing & Son 988 street, Norwich* £770
Chapman iSc Son.... 946]

Supplying andfixing boiler, catorfiers and other engineering

C. H. Rosher
Potter Ac Son .......

. ew & Mayne .......
Williams Bros. Ac Co. . .

.

Moorwood, Sons. Ac Co..

•£'.95*
I
Harper Twelvetrees £i.ics'

1,528 I C. P. Kinnell Ac Co i.ioo
1,450 I Fraser & Fraser 1,043

, 1.43* T. Bradford Ac Co., Hob
il bom* 849

* Recommended for acceptance.

Norwich :—
S. Chapman A: Son £899

1
G. W. Beech £824-

’ Downing & Sons 898 W. Cork, Northgate-street,
irter At "Wiight 840

|
Great Yarmouth* ...... .. 7^

• Accepted.

PORT TALBOT (Wales).—For the erection of four shops. A
for Mr B. Evans,, J.P., of Swansea. Messrs. Margrave and I

cock, architects, 46. Wind-street, Swansea, and 3, High-streei, P
Talbot. Quantities by the architects :—

5.375 I

5,290 I

5.230 .

5,>94 I

S. Rees £4.51

.

Davies 4.460 I

John Davies 4.256 k
Thomas, Watkins,

Ac Co 4.135 I

Thomas Davies .... 4.090 ,

W. Williams 4 000 ,

C. Si F, Gaen 3,945

I

Henry Billings £3.855 '

Morgan Cox 3.824 ,

I Thomas Waters ...
. 3,649 1

I
Gustavus Bros. .... 3,648

(Walters Ac Johns,
MorristoQ* 3.562 I

J. Ac D. Jones 3.469 i!

* Accepted.

RIBCHESTER (Lancs.)—For the erection of cloakroom. Acc..
Knowle Green Schools, for the Managers. Mr. J. A. Seward,
architect, 119s, Fisbergate, Preston :—
John Sandeson £198 0 o[ John Parker £166 o o
Wm. Almond 18310 0 John Counsel 16510 t
John Cartmell Ac Son 183 9 o Thomas Croft A: Sons 165 0 o
Richard Rebinson.... 17611 9 [ James Barton 155 o 0-

LONDON.—For paving. Acc , for the Vestry of Paddington. Mr. C. Weston. Surveyor:-

: At Fltzmaurice £145
|
G. Trentham, Handsworth*£iis

Law 143 I
* Accepted.

[Engineer's estimate, £136.]

^LIFAX.—Accepted for additions. Acc., to Holy Trinity
lab, West Parade. Messrs. Jackson Ac Fox. architects,
iwige-stiect. Halifax. Quantities by the architects :—
yasonry.—]. Whatmough, King Cross, Halifax . . . .£578 le
iarpentry and Joinery.—F. Greenwood St Son,
I GIbralter, Halifax 270 0
Uutniing, (Slaving, and Heating Apparatus.

—

John Naylor Ac Son, Halifax 158 0
|£i»«nga»a' Arthur Firth. Halifax.... 108 0
rainri'iig.—Murgairo>d Brothers, Halifax 13 o

,'RSHAM (Sussex).—For the supply of granite to Shoreham
lour, for the West Sussex County CouncU. Mr. W. B. Purser,
py Surveyor, 31, Bedford-road, Horsham :—

Iranite, Quenash.—C. M. Manuelle, 12. Lime-street,
E.C. (accepted) it o

I

„ Penlee.—J. KennaUs 10 3
I

,. Guernsey.—A. Ac F. Manuelle n 2
„ Guernsey.—J. Moulew A: Co la 6
.. Guernsey W. Griffiths 11 4

luartzite.-Kent-road Maintenance and Supply, Ltd. 11 6
ranite. Guernsey —W. Hudson la o

I

,1 Cherbourg.-W. Hudson i’ n 6
I

.. Buifhes.—Kaltenbach Ac Schmitz ii i

I

... Welsh.— Brundit AcCo ii o
lasalb-Lyon Ac Co „ 6

^ONSTONE.—Accepted for the erection of ir
|nL«sUe-road

FOOTWAY KERB.

YORKSHIRE
PAVING.tain, by 8 in. 6 in. by tain.

Aberdeen. Norway. Aberdeen. No.way.

Straight. Circular. Straight. Circular, Straight. Circular. Straight. Circular. Squared. (Jnsquared.

W. Griffiths

A. At F. Manuelle
J.Mowtem & Co
Nowell Ac Rob.son*
E Rogers AC Co
Tlldesley, Shepherd, At \

G. Wirapey Ac Co

Per foot Per foot Per Fool Per Foot Per Foot Per Foot Per Foo Per Foot
ajin.
Per
Foot
sup.

tin.

Fer
Foot

2( in.

Per
Foot

3 in.

Per
Foot
sup.

s. d.

2 3

s. d.

* 5

a 6

s. d.

\ loi
1 8

s. d.

a oi

2 3

s. d. s. d. s. d.
1 8
I 8
t 8i
1 6

1 9

1 9

s. d.

I 9

d.

i<i
ic}
ici

9i

Kj

tij

d.

lOj

d.

ii
ii

8)

9i

9

d.

lOi

.3
Ki

* Accepted.

CONTRACT PRICES. 1896-97.

Nowell Ac Robson
|

s. d s. d.

2 3

S- d. s. d.

I 8
s. d. s. d. s. d.

1

1 4

s. d. d.
!

d. d.
1

d.

8i 9l

NEW GRANITE PAVING BLOCKS OR CUBES.

Endctby. Narborough. Mountsotrel. Aberdeen.

—
5 by 6in,

Per ‘fe'° 3!^ 6m 4l^4in.

ton.

3by6in
Per

5 by 6in
Per

4 by 4iii

Pet
ton.

3by6in.
Per
ton.

5by6in
Pet

4by4in
Per

3 by 6ln.

foi.'

W. Griffiths

A, Ac F. Manuelle
J. Mowlem Ac Co
Nowell & Robson*
E. Rogers Ac Co
Ti Idesley, Shepherd A: Mabson ....

G. Wimpey Ac Co

s, d.

S7 6
a? 6

27 0
27 0

a? 6

& d.

29 0
29 0

29 0
28 6

29 0

39 0
29 6

31 0

31 0
31 0

32 0
31 0

32 0

27 6
27 6

27 0
27 0

27 6

29 0
27 6

29 0
29 9

29 0
28 6

29 0
30 0

29 6

31 0
3t 0
31 0

39 0

33 0
32 0

28 6

29 0

28 e

30 0
28 6

30 0

39 0

29 0

29 6

29 0
30 0

30 6

39 0
32 0

31 0
30 0

31 0

32 0

30 0
30 0

^ 6

30 1

32
30 0

ooooooop.

36 0
36 0
35 0
36 0
37 0
36 0

• Accepted.

CONTRACT PRICES. 1896-97.

Newell Ac Robson
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
=* " 27 6 29 0 26 0 27 « 99 0 27 0 30 0 3S 9 34 0
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I SCARBOROUGH.—For the erection of shops, stables. See , St.
Thomas-street, for Mr. W. Vasey. Mr. Charles Edeson, architect.
35, Huntriss-row. Scarboroujjh ;

—
SrieilayiHPy Grc.—]. \V, Bland. 33.Nelson-street;5790 o 0
joinery.—G. Scales. Melrose-street 5*3 o 0
S/nilfi's anef Fovttdery.—Appleby & Brodgen,

Sussex-street 4^ S 9
Plumbing and CiirciVr^.^hatwin & Parkinson.

North-street irp8 10 10
Pai’itiii)^, Src.—T. Fidler. Victoria-road ap 6 0
Stating.—J. Hardgrave, Bellevue-parade 43 s ’>

SKEGNESS (Lincolnshire) —For the erection of a buogalow on
Victoria Promenade, for Mr. A. Reynolds, of Boston. Mr. James
Rowell, architect. Borough OfBces, Boston :—
• r- ,

.-

I

Dunkley £,*,7^ to
C, Jessop ^5 0

J. Comer *37 0

I
H. W. Parker. Boston* 430 10

J.
Crawshaw £SS3 '

Hill & Son, and Pinder &
S. Sherwin aSt

TYNEMOUTH.—For alterations and new shops with rooms over
in 'Percy Park-road, Tynemouth, for Mr. T. Moore. Messrs.
T^IarshaU & Dick, architects, Newcastle and North Shields:—
Henry Bower ^1,042 3 g j

Thos. Coulson £909 7 0
J. L, Miller ...... .. 99474 3|janies Douglass, Cul-
T. Hutchinson 985 7 6 lercoats* 867 3 4
Thos. Robson 942 17 0 I

• Accepted.

WATFORD.—For making fivi

Ford 4^4,655 o e
Wheeler 4.342 o c

Hebbum 3895 o c

Hall & Son 3.785 3 c

Tree& Son 3,479 0 e

Brunton 3 433 0 c

Martin 3.39^ o c

Lee 3.366 o c

Maim 3,267 o 0
KilUngback 3.254 0 0
Winipey & Co 3.235 o o
Coulson & Lofts 3.194 o o

J. Hare 3.144 o 0

roads, Harwoods Farm Estate

I

8eU JC3.M1 0

I
W, Jenner

I

F. Dupont
Ballard
W. Judge
Thos. Adams

I
J. Jackson
W. HoUingsworth..

I

Parsooa i Taylor.

.

I Siddons Se Freeman

pdblisher;s notices.
RegiaUred Telegraphic Address, ‘The Buili>eb,'LOIIDOE,

THE ]2fDEX and TITLE-PAGE for VOLUME LXSI. (July to Dec.
18961 was giTen as a supplement with the number
dated Jan. d.

CLOTH CASES for Binding the Numbers are now ready, price
28. 6d. each ; also

READING CASES (Clotbl, with Strings, price 9d. each, and
THE SEVENTY-FIRST VOLUME of •' The Builder " (bound), price

Twelve Shillliw and Sixpence, is now ready.
SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUMES, on being sent to the Office, will be

bound at a cost of 3a. 6d. each.

TYNEMOUTH.—For new schools, North Shields, for the Tyne-
mouth Board School. Messrs. Marshall & Dick, architects, New-
castle and North Shields:—

J. Elliot, North Shields .£7.881
[Accepted subject to the approval of tho Educational

Department.)

WALSALL,—For providing and laying sewer. Little Newport-
-street, for the Corporation :

—

J. Atkins, Ryocroft-hill, Walsall £108 16

WALTH ,\MSTOW.—Accepted for the erection of iron mission
church in Oliver-road, Walthamstow. Mr. F. Borehaiii, architect :—

W. Harbrsw £810

WATER ORTON.—Accepted for completing outfall sewer and
steel pipes over river, and schedule of prices for house drainage
-works. Mr. J. Edward Willcox, C.E.. BirmLigham, engineer :—

Mr. H. Holloway. Wolverhampton £652
(Also Mr. Holloway's schedule for house drainage works.)

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEifENTa.
BITUATIONa VACANT. PARTNERSHIPS. APPRKNTI0E8H1P8.

TRADE AND GENERAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
Blx lines (about dfty words) or under 48. 6d,

Each additional line (about ten words) Oa. 8d.

Terms for serlea of Trade advertUementa, aUo for Special Advei*
Uaamenta on front page, Oompetitiona, Contracts, Sales by Auction,
Ao,, may be obtained ou application to the Publisher.

BirUAnONS WANTED.
TOUR Unee (about thirty words) or nnder — .... Is, 6d.

Baoh additional line (about ten words) Os. Bd.

PREPAYMENT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
*•* Stamps mint not be sent, but all small sums should be remitted

by Cash In Registered Letto or by Postal Orders, payable to
DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER, and addressed to the Publisher of
" The BntU)BE." No. 46. Catherine-street, W.O.
Advertisements for the current week’s Issue are received np to

TEREBo’clock p.m. on THURSDAY, but “ ClasalScation " la Im-
poaiible in tbs case of any which may reach the Office after HALF-
PAST ONE p.m . on that day. Those intended for the Front Page
ibould be in by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY,

WEDNESBURV. — For the execution of sewerage works,
Holden-road and Oxford-street, for the Corporation. Mr. E.
’Martin Scott. Borough Engineer. Town Hall. Wednesbury ;—
Oeorge Law £38018 6 I John W. Feteday .. ..£294 14 2
Currall. Lewis. & F. J, Smith . ... ^8 0 0
Martin 375 o o JohnJevons, Dudley* 264 8 9

H. Hughes* Son ... 300 0 9I Accepted.

WINCHESTER.—For alterations and reparartons at No. 4. The
•Close, Winchester. Converting the same into Judges' lodgings,
for the Dean and Chapter of Winchester. Mr. J. B. Colson,
architect. Winchester :—
V Thompson £2.987

|

C. Hooker £2.620
T. Grace 2.930 1 F. Ba«:onib 2.440
<j. H. Tucker 2,929 I C. A. Hutchings. Win-
E, Carter & Son 2.8e»3 1 Chester* 2,4:0

Accepted.

WINCHFIELD (Hants),—For the erection of additional vagrant
wards at the Union House, for the Hartley Wintney.Union Guard-
nans. Mr. H. T. Sugden. architect. Eversley, Quantities bv the
= rrhl,8r,. " *

J.J.B. Cooper £2,799 I Liming Bros £
w. J. Bloxhani 2,787

j
Wm. Hawkins..

-G. Hooker 9.766 MeWUliam & Son
McC. E, Fitt 2.645 I

Fool * Son. Hartley-tow*
* Accepted conditionally.

YORK —For additions to the Wenlock Laundry. Ambrose,
street. Mr. C. H. F, Tones, architect, B, Lendal, York:-
J. Keswick d: Son ..£1,856 0 0 1 J. & T. Biscomb.. .£1,447 o c

G. Underwood 1,669 ti 8 w, Bellerby 1.24010
R, Martin 1,525 t6 s I

W. Bitch 1,275 8 t
L Simpson 1.521 o 0 I Homer & Sons,
T. P. Barry 1,448 17 0 |

Bishopthorpe.York* 1,198 0 c
• Accepted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A. C. (Below our limit.,

NOTH.—Tho responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

ff'i cannot undertake to rtium r^tcUd communieatione.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which have

been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses. ^

Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject
to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor who
retains the right to reject it If unsatisfactory. The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article in type does not necessarily imply lu
cceptance
All comn

STANDING
ORDERS TO

I most reaeffi the Office before 10 a.m.

The PnbUsher cannot be responsible for DRAWINGS, TBBTI-
MONTALS. Ac. left at the Office In reply to advertisements, and
•trongly recommends that of the latter COPIES ONLY should be sent.

PERSONS AdvartJslng In "The Bnllder," may have Replleroddreirsd
to the Office, 46, Oatherlne-atreet, Covent Garden. W.O. free of charge.
Letters will be forwarded U addressed envalopea are sent, together
with sufficient stamps to cover the postage.

AN EDITION Printed on THIN PAPER, for FOREIGN and
COLONIAL CIRCULATION, le issned every week.

READING CASES, !
NINEPBNOE EACH.

By Post (carefully packed) Is

J.J.ETRIDGE,Jf-
SLATE MERCHANT,

SLATER and TILER.
ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,
To be executed by Contract in any part

of ENGLAND.

Penrhyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portmadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to any Railway Station.

Applications for Prices, &c., to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

SQBSCRIBERS in LONDON aad the SUBURBS,!'
prepaying at the Pablistiing Office, 195 . ^r annum i

4S. gd. per quarter), can ensure receiving "^0 Bnildelj
by Friday Memsttf^s Post,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) Is supplied DIRECT fif I

the Office to residents In any part of the United Kingdom, at 11

rate of 19$, per annum PREPAID. To all parts of ^rope. Ameii
Australia, New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon, &c.. 26s. per annui
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) shouldii
addressed to the publisher of "THE BUILDER,’’ No. 46. Catheil;;
street, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Lt
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,

|

and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOXTLTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co. .

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sof
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office:—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,:
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lav
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, A
Poultry,E.C.—The best and cheapest materials ft

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floor

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-room
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphal
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advi

SFHAGUE A CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

4 & 5, East Harding-street,

Fetter-Lane, E.C. [Ad^

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHE
accurately and -with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20,Parliament-st.S.y.
“ QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,”

For 1897, price 6d. post 7il. In leather !/• Post 1/1 [AD\

THE

Fmicl AsBlialtl
COMPANY,

Suffolk House., Cannon-street, E.C

SUPPLY THE BEST MATERIAL AN
WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS,

,

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOFS
WASHHOUSE AND DAIRY FLOORi

&c., &c.

This Aspliiilte w.is choseu to li

laid at Saiidriugliam, on the ue’

General Post Office, and other 1

important buildings.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

COFFER ARE ZINC ROOFINCl

F. BRABY & CO.
LOIiTIDOnsr. O-L-ASO-OW
852 to 364, Euflton-road, N.W 6 and 8, Hatton Garden. 47 and 49, St. Enoch-square.

VIEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
KO SOLDER. NO EETERNAI. FASTENINOSc
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Stained Glass as a Afodern Art.

ODERN works on

the art of stained

glass have hitherto

almost invariably,

in this country,

been mainly occu-

pied with the art

in its archaeologi-

cal or historical

aspect. Just as

painting is pre-

minently the art of the Renaissance, so
tained glass is pre-eminently the art ol

he Medieval period; it arose, developed,
nd declined as a decorative adjunct of
nedieeval buildings

;
it was finally lost

ntirely as an art of modern practice, and
ittention was only seriously turned to it

igain with the mediaeval revival; and until

[uite lately it was followed, both in theory
nd practice, almost entirely on mediaeval
ines. It is only within the last few years
jhat we have awakened to the perception that

Ivitli this art, as with architecture, the mere
Imitation of mediaeval precedent can produce
lut a dead and not a living form of art. And
ven with this perception, the emancipation
if this decorative art from the bonds of pre-
edent has come about much more slowly
han is the case with the mother art of
rchitecture

;
if indeed it can be said to have

een fairly achieved as yet. The bulk of the
tained glass produced in this country is still

)r the most part designed on mediaeval
lodels

;
the designs in which there is an

ttempt at infusing a modern spirit into the
^ork are comparatively few and exceptional

;

nd the illustrative books on the subject,

3me of them voluminous and valuable in
leir way, are still mainly occupied with
ledimva! history and mediaeval examples

;

nd thus, as far as their influence goes, tend
> keep up this mediaeval view of the
nbject

The practice, however, of a few able artists

eems at last to promise a breaking up of
le old revival school, and the great agent in

lis emancipation is the study of the figure
> the leading element in stained glass
esign. It was the neglect of figure-study
connexion with this form of art which,

ore than any other cause, operated in
;eping us bound to an archaeological man-
;r. It was assumed that the stiff, timidly
awn, and apparently conventional figures

of the mediaeval artists represented somehow
a style which was peculiarly suited to stained

glass; whereas in fact the artists who
designed the mediaeval windows were not

essentially figure draughtsmen, and merely
drew the figure as well as they were
able, and in the same way as they would
have drawn it in a painting, making a little

allowance for the more rigid and limited

possibilities of representation in glass. This
has indeed been said over and over again,

but it has been hitherto but little acted on.

Recently, however, artists like Mr. Richmond,
Mr. Holiday, and Mr. Whall have shown
practically that the free study of the figure

from nature is as applicable to stained glass

as to the almost equally conventional arts

fresco and bas-relief; and with that practical

demonstration the mediaevalising theory
goes overboard at once. The predomi
nance of figure-study for modern glass

promises us a double emancipation,
It overthrows the mediaeval precedent,

and at the same time it overthrows
the system of the production of stained glass
as a mere trade. The imitative production
of windows in the style of the fourteenth or
fifteenth centuries can be carried out, as it

usually is, by a firm with a body of nameless
trained artisans in its employ. For the
design of glass in which the figure, as
studied and employed in modern art, forms
the principal element, the individual artist

must be reckoned with. The actual putting
together of the materials, as in mosaic, may
be the work of subordinate hands

;
the

design must be as much the work of an
original artist as any other form of pictorial

design.

The appearance of an important work on
stained glass in which almost the whole of
the illustrations are those of modern and not
of ancient glass* is, at this juncture, both
appropriate and significant. Mr. Holiday’s
illustrations in the body of the work are, in
fact, taken entirely from his own designs,
for which he makes a partial and intelligible

apology, to the effect that it was more easy
thus to illustrate his own remarks, as he
could lay hand at once on whatever
design would specially illustrate any one
point

;
that they naturally illustrate his

own views besf; and that in taking
the works of other artists he might

“Stained Glass as an Art." By Henry Holiday.
London; Macmillan & Co.: New York; the Macmillan
Company : i8g6.

unintentionally read into them something
which the authors had not intended. He
gives, however, as additional illustrations,

several designs by Sir E. Burne-Jones and
Mr. Richmond. The book is divided iiitc

three main sections : I. “ Material and
Technique;” II. “Artistic possibilities

inherent in stained glass from the point of

view of technique;’’ III. “Artistic possi-
bilities of stained glass, considered in

relation to the situation and purpose ol

the work.” In regard to the first sec
tion we need only remark here that the
materials and processes are very clearly
though briefly described

;
that the author

disapproves of thick or wide leading, which
he considers an error in modern glass
—a matter which however (as he partially
admits) depends to some extent on situation
and distance from the eye

;
and that he gives

some special and detailed reasons against a
realistic style in stained glass, which may be
recommended to the attention of those who
require any reasons on such a point. But
our interest here is more with the second
and third sections of the work, and
with some of the critical points discussed in
them.

In speaking of the “artistic possibilities”
of design in stained glass, Mr. Holiday sets
out with the perfectly sound position that
the design lias to be subordinate to the
architectural forms which it should adorn,
and therefore condemns all designs for
windows of more than one light which
ignore the dividing mullions or other stone-
work between the lights, making the stone-
work appear an interruption to the design
instead of one of its governing conditions.
Of the truth of this principle we are so con-
vinced that we are not disposed to allow Mr.
Holiday the exceptions which he makes in his
own favour, in the case for instance of the
window in the Church of the Incarnation at
New \ork (fig. 17 in the book)where the couch
on wliich Jacob blessing his children is

seated runs through two lights, and that of
the boat in “Christ stilling the tempest”
(fig. iS), which runs through three ligiits.

Mr. Holiday argues that the contuiuity of
the background in these designs “has no
more tendency to make the mullion appear
to be an interruption than does the con-
tinuity of the panels of ornament and arclii-

tectural features in fig. 15.’' We turn to
and find that this is a five-light

,'indow in which the portions above and
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below the figures are occupied by orna-

mental designs, all on the same line

and of the same character, no doubt,

but each of which is a separate design

in itself. The author has thrown over his

own principle here, and given a very illogical

excuse for doing so. Wlien he says that a

subject containing many figures may be

extended over a mulHoned window, provided

that the groups of figures in each light,

though with a general relation to the whole

composition, have a more close and special

relation to each other, so that they form a

sub-composition within their own compart-

ment, we quite agree with Itim
;
and some of

the examples which he gives of this method

of treatment are admirable and convincing as

far as the figures are concerned. But as soon

as you attempt to introduce a common back-

ground, extending behind the groups of

figures and ignoring the mullions, however

subordinate this background may be, you

have given up the principle and introduced

an anomaly in design
;
and we prefer Mr.

Holiday’s decisive words on one page to his

ingenious exceptions on other pages.

And the fact is that this restriction, rigidly

adhered to, is a most wholesome one, for it

tends to keep the designer from straying

beyond the proper limits of stained glass

art. Above all other forms of decorative

art, perhaps, in which figures are introduced,

stained glass is essentially the art for sym-

bolism rather than for representation. If it

is urged that, under these restrictions, it

becomes impossible to put a background at

all into a figure composition extending

through several lights of a window, we
should reply—“ So much the better." Back-

grounds are a snare, as soon as they begin

to represent anything real. You cannot

indicate a landscape, in however conven-

tional a manner, without dropping nearer to

realism than stained glass will bear, if you

are to make the landscape recognisable at

all. And then there is the question of plane,

too. i\Ir. hloliday says, “A distant moun-
tain often looks blue. Why should I

not represent it by a piece of blue

glass?” To which we reply—What have

you to do with representing a distant

mountain at all in a stained-glass window ?

It is a thing that has no business there.

Your blue glass mountain implies a distance

plane behind the plane of the figures
;

it

implies the representation both of aerial and
linear perspective. We have nothing to do
\vith either in stained glass : we are treating

the transparent plane of the window-surface

in a decorative manner by means of line and
colour

;
what have we to do with suggesting

another plane far beyond it ? That is all

right in a picture, because it is intended

that a picture should produce a perspective

illusion
;
we look into it ; but we look on to

a window-glass. Mr. Holiday on the same
page makes what seems to us the equally

curious suggestion that “a distant figure

looks smaller than a real one. If the sug-

gestion of distance is in some degree
essential in a subject, by all means make
the remote figures small. There is no fear

of their looking on a different plane, the

quality of the colour and the lead lines round
each will preclude this. The spectator will

infer difference from the difference of scale :

there will be no illusion to the eye.” No,

there certainly will not
;
but will there not

be a somewhat ludicrous contradiction to the

eye, and to the mind also? And what a

very curious mode to take to lead the

spectator to “ infer " something w’hich, after

all, he ought not to infer. We press this

point strongly because we feel that there

can be no true school of stained glass design,

no right aesthetic of stained glass, without

the full recognition of the fact that stained

glass is the medium for symbolic design, in

figure and ornament, in one and that

a stained glass artist hasnobusinesstobe co-

quetting with distances and landscapes and

"blue mountains” and little bits of perspec-

tive merely because they fill up conveniently

some spaces in his design. That is why we
approve very much ol Mr. Whall’s stainedglass

designs, as far as we have seen them
;
he is

purely symbolic
;
that is why we think Mr.

Richmond's clearstory windows for St. Paul’s

Cathedral, two or three of which are illus-

trated, among the most real stained glass art

exemplified in the book
;
that is why we far

prefer the style of Mr. Holiday’s own west

window in St. Saviour's, Southwark, or his

Quillinan memorial window, both of which

are pure symbolism, to such a design as

"Joseph leaving Pharaoh’s Court,” where

we see a gallery in the rear and steps coming

forward to the foreground, down which

Joseph is advancing, and the two ladies (with

a curiously modern air, by the way) walking

away from us into the background. That

would make a very good mural decoration in

fresco painting; we do not call it a good stained

glass design. In the author’s window in

Salisbury Cathedral (fig 10), which is

almost entirely a pure glass design, the

testhetic completeness is just spoiled by the

little bits of perspective seen through one or

two of the arches in the lower compartments.

As Mr. Holiday himself says—" If the mind

of the spectator is once entrapped into a

false position by attempts at pictorial realism

in the glass, he will misread the whole work.

If he gets realism in one form he will expect

it in another.’’ Nothing could be more true
;

then why not act up to it always and con-

sistently ?

The question of the supporting ironwork

in wide windows without architectural divi-

sions is rather a difficult one. Mr. Holiday

recommends that the design should be made
with some regard to them, at all events to

the extent of getting the bars to fall, as far

as possible, where they will either coincide

with some prominent line in the design, or

avoid crossing any important feature, espe-

cially a head. The point seems to be

whether the iron supports should be recog-

nised as a part of the design or not. Mr.

Holiday has shown one design (fig. ii) for a

window in the Brick Church at New York,

where the metal framework is treated almost

as a simple form of tracery, and marks with

arched heads the main divisions of the

design. We should not go so far. The iron

supports are not a portion of the architectural

design, they are a practical necessity which

we would do without if possible. They
ought not therefore to be recognised as part

of the design
;

only the design should be

studied so as to escape being .prominently

interfered with by them.

The author’s circular window in the

Theological College, New Jersey, is a good

example. The metal bars, though care-

fully avoiding the heads, make horizontal

cuts through the space betw’een the inner

and outer circles, in a manner quite at

variance with the main lines of the work
;

but just because \ve feel this, and that they

are not intended as part of the design, we
are able to ignore them. If they had been

arranged as equidistant bars radiating from

the centre of the window, they would have

forced themselves on the eye as claiming to

be an element in the design, and would have

caused much more annoyance.

What does the author mean by saying, in

reference to the Chartres and Florence win-

dows illustrated in figs. 2 and 7, that "such

shading as there is in these windows serves

to suggest natural forms, but is treated solely

as a means of heightening the beauty of the

glass”? The words imply that the shading

was introduced only to add to the decorativs

effect of the glass
;
which surely cannot bs

the right w'ay to put it. That it w'as (anc

rightly) carried out in such a manner as noi

to interfere with the decorative effect wouk
surely be the more correct expression.

In the chapter on "Style” Mr. Holida]

puts more effectively than we have seen i

put before the absurdity of the modern manu
facture of mediaeval windows, with man]

trenchant comparisons which hit hard
;
wha

he says is what all artists are agreed upon

but a large proportion of the public are stil

in the dark on the subject, and may lean

something from this chapter, if they wil

read it. Mr. Holiday particularly instances

as a concomitant evil of the trade manu
facturing system, the deadening " division 0

labour" among the artisans, so that one mai

has only learned to do one thing, and "th<

one who painted draperies could not paint ;

head." It was mainly on account of this, ant

the consequent difficulty of getting his worl

carried out in the spirit which he wanted

that the author established his own glass

making works, where he abolished the divi

sion of labour and had the whole making o

a window under his sole control from first t<

last.

In considering the question of Style it

relation to architecture and ornament, th(

author, while repudiating the idea that anj

concession can be made to architectura

style in the matter of the figure, touches 01

the interesting question how far ornament

in a window inserted in an ancient church

or in a building in any special architectura

style, should conform to the recognised typet

of ornament of that style. While admitting

that the point is quite open to argument, h(

leans towards the conclusion that well

designed ornament—that which is really

ornament and not "ornamental painting’

(like Raphael’s arabesques), will harmonist

with any good style of architecture. This

position must not be pushed too far
;
Arabic

ornament, for instance, has a very marked

character of its own, and would look much

out of place in a building of Renaissance

stamp
;

but in the main we think it is

correct. The grisaille ornament shown in

fig. 41, from the author’s window in Salis-

bury Cathedral, would do equally well eithei

in a Classic or a Gothic building
;
and the

fact is that one of the effects of conventional

treatment of foliage is to tone down special

characteristics in natural leafage, and to lead

to the evolution of an idealised foliage

which cannot be claimed as belonging to

any particular group, either botanical or

architectural.

There are other interesting points raised

in regard to the treatment of figures and

drapery in windows, as to which we are

mainly in agreement with the author, but fos

which we must refer the reader to the book.
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Ve could have wished that the digression

Bor such it certainly is) on pages 71-74 had
een omitted

;
it is out of place in a ^voI•k on

rt-processes, and because an author is an

uthority about stained glass it does not

>llo\v that liis readers attach any special

due to his opinions on religion and on

iternational morality. But on the subject
' which it mainly treats the book is one
Inch is calculated to clear the air a good
jai.

NOTES.
O.v Saturday a small party ot

fe'c'togh. '"embers of tile Institute of

Architects visited Peterborough,
' the invitation of tiie Dean to have the

jportunity of inspecting the west front of

e Cathedral. The party was limited to

irty, and the visit was considered as a

ivate one, as it had been already announced
at the Institute would take no public

:tion in the matter. We hear, however,

Dtn a member of the party, that the

silors in general thought the state of

e front even worse and more alarming

an they had realised from description

;

id this we fancy will be the remark
most architects who have any opportunity

seeing it for themselves. Among other

ings a careful e.xamination was made of

e bonding of the piers, which was pro-

:

mnced to be exceedingly faulty in method
;

fact, says our correspondent, ‘‘ such as

Duld not be tolerated by any reputable

chitect" in the present day. The Dean
id Chapter, it is interesting to learn, have
irchased an old farm-house built of Bar-

ick stone, in order to use the material for

ecing the front wliere new stones are

isolutely necessary.

The London
altogether satisfactoiy

Water that apparently the intentions
{.juebiion. Government in regard to

e water Supply of London, should have

•en made public in a hole-and-corner

anner. It is understood that when the

•esident of the Local Government Board
et the London Unionist members this

eek he informed them that the Government
oposed to support the second reading of

e London County Council’s Bills. By
ipporting the second reading, the Govern-

ent agrees to the principle of the Bill,

Inch is that the County Council should be
.e public body in whom the management of

le water supply is vested. This of course

a policy quite opposed to that of last

^ssiou, when, as will be remembered, the

overnment proposed to establish a “Water
rust,” or separate body, to look after the

ater supply of London and the adjacent

stricts. We liavc always been of opinion

jiat it would be best to place the manage-
|ient of the water supply in a separate body,

I’eated for the purpose only. If, however,
iie Government have come to the conclusion
iiat it is impracticable to establish such a
pdy, then the only course open to them is

j) make the County Council the water
pthority. But this sudden change of policy

the part of the Government says little

T their capacity as vigorous politicians.

To the last number of the

icS°Bro°n“.s. Arckiologiquc M. Heiiri

I Lechat contributes an interest-

jigpaper on the nature of the patina on Greek
I'onzes. It has usually been supposed that

this patina, often beautiful in effect, was pro-

duced by a natural process of oxydisation,

due to exposure to the air and to chemical

action of the soil. The question of natural

artirtcial patina was raised, it will be
remembered, long ago (Idutarch, “ De Pyth.

Orac,” IL), by visitors inspecting the bronzes

at Delphi, some of which were covered
with a beautiful deep blue patina. M.
Lechat holds it certain tliat in many cases

the patina was produced artificially by
the artist himself, and was an effect lie

deliberately aimed at; in fact, patina in

bronzes played the part of polychromy in

marble statues. In such cases a kind of

coloured varnish was applied to the bronze,

which materially affected and aided the

natural oxydisation. The precise effect, he
believes, was known and carefully allowed
for. The exact chemical process M. Lechat
does not discuss, nor does he seem hopeful
that it will ever be formulated. The paper
should be of interest both to artists and
arciucolngists.

The Mansion Mouse Associa-

tion, who have had the subject

of railway rates legislation

under discussion this week, and who have
for years been very persistent in pressing it

upon the attention of Parliament, are far

from satisfied with what has been achieved.

The interpretation of the Acts has proved
rather uncertain, and the railway companies
manifest a great disinclination to regard the

decisions in the test cases promoted by the

Association as final. It has always been a

matter of complaint that the procedure before

the Railway Commission is too expensive.

Tlie inquiries are certainly almost invari-

ably very protracted—as in the apparently

interminable coal case of Messrs. Rickett,

Smith, & Co., Avhicli has just been to

the fore again — and also that heard
last week, in which the Manchester Ship
Canal Company have sought the inter-

vention of tlie Commissioners. They are

asking for compulsory through rates for

timber and other imports from the Canal
Station to distant towns on the hlidland

Company's system. Although suing as a

railway company, and with a view to better-

ing the position of the Canal in competing
with Liverpool, the arguments, as usual, have
turned very much upon “the public interest,”

—a phrase occurring in the Act which
appears of considerable service to others

besides the public. Highly desirable as a

cheapened form of procedure may be, how-
ever, it must be conceded that the questions
involved are frequently of considerable mag-
nitude, and the issues too far-reaching and
complex to be decided by any but compe-
tent specialists.

Railway and
""

Cnnai Traffic addrcss by Mr. J. H. Balfour

Browne, Q.C., on Wednesday
at a special meeting of the London Chamber
of Commerce. The lecturer referred to the

well-known Southampton case, in which the

question was raised whether the South-
W'^estern Railway Company were entitled to

charge English traders for the conveyance of

goods from Southampton and intermediate

stations to London a higher rate than was
charged for similar goods coming from
abroad. As the lecturer said, this involves

a large issue which must be settled before

long if the English trader is to successfully

compete with the foreigner. In fact, the ques-

tion is of national importance, and its solu-

tion must give to the English manufacturer

means of transport which arc at least equal to

tliose of his competitors
;

not only is the

foreign producer favoured in the introduction

of liis goods into this country, but the home
producer, when he desires to compete with

a foreign rival in a continental or colonial

market, finds the home railway rates against

him and foreign railway rates in favour of his

competitors. The lecturer suggested various

alterations in the present railway law, and
urged that some further control of the

railway companies was needed. W^hether

any expedient similar to that which now
existed in the case of gas companies, by
which the company was allowed to divide a

dividend larger than the standard dividend

only when they reduced the price of gas below
the standard price—and by which the profits

were in effect divided between the share-

holders and the customers—could be devised
for railways itwas difficult to say. But short of

the acquisition of all the railways by the State,

might not an experiment be made in that

regard ? There were in this country a con-

siderable number of railway companies which
did not pay, and had not paid, any dividend

upon their Ordinary stock for some years.

Itj would therefore be easy for the State to

purchase these derelict lines at a price which
would put no great burden upon the tax-

payer— and if they purchased these lines

the public \vould insist upon their being

worked at rates which were reasonable in

the interests of the community. In that

event State competition, by means of these

at present derelict lines, would introduce a

wholesome element into the railway world,

and would, he thought, make the other rail-

ways of this country so conduct their busi-

ness towards trade as to make the purchase
of the whole of the railways in the country a

matter which might be indefinitely post-

poned.

The Flushing ^ SERIES of tcsts for the pur-
oi Closets and pose of ascertaining tile volume

of water required to flush

water-closets and to keep the drains from
tliem clean was carried out last year at

Newcastle by the Newcastle and Gateshead
Water Company and the Northern Archi-

tectural Association, and formed the sub-

ject of a paper read by Mr. Arthur B.

Plummer at the Sanitary Congress held at

Newcastle in September last. The tests

are far from exhaustive, and some of the

conclusions wliich Mr. Plummer draws from
them do not appear to us to be reasonably
deduciblc. His opinion that “all syphon
cisterns are a mistake, so far as water com-
panies arc concerned, and .... not neces-
sary from other points of view," will

not be generally accepted by sanitarians.

Briefly, the tests afforded further proof

that drains are now usually too large

and that iron drains are kept clear more
easily than stoneware drains of the same
gradient. They also showed that drains

were soon choked by artificial faeces carried

into them by a two-gallon flush from a water-

closet, while a two-and-a-half-gallon flush

sufficed to keep them clean. It may be
pointed out that the drains in these experi-

ments were laid with less inclination than is

customary for branch drains. A fall of 1 in

40 may be sufficient for a 4-in. drain running
constantly about half full, but it is not
sufficient for a branch drain having an
ntermittent flow. The well-known rule that
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a 4-in. drain may have an inclination of only

I in 40, and a 6-in. drain i in 60, has pro-

bably been as much misapplied as any other

rule; it is intended for drains running half

full, and is not applicable to drains running

only one-fourth full or having a very variable

flow.

In connection with the same

^'"cUterns^*”^
attention

to the letter printed in another

column, signed by the managers of several

firms or companies dealing in sanitary appli-

ances, and complaining of the new and

baneful activity now shown by some of the

Water Companies in endeavouring to require

the removal of 3-gallon flushing cisterns and

the replacing of them by 2-gallon ones, in

defiance of sanitary science and common
sense. The Companies are unfortunately

within their legal right, and are flow

stimulated to fresh activity by the recent

illjudged and mischievous action of

the Local Government Board (who were

evidently misled by some persons acting in

the interest of the Water Companies) in

formally confirming the 2-gallon cistern. We
heard only a few days ago of the case of a

house on one of the London ducal estates,

where the tenants under a new lease, doing

up a house in a manner regardless of cost,

had at the demand of the Duke's agent

inserted 3-galIon cisterns, and were forthwith

served by the Water Company with a notice

to remove them ! It is impossible that this

kind of thing can go on much longer
;
public

opinion will not stand it; and the Water

Companies are acting very unwisely in thus

putting themselves forward as the opponents

of sanitary progress at a timewhen theirvery

existence is threatened.

Broaddyst
informed that a scheme

Church, is on foot for the "complete

external restoration " of the

tower of this church, and that the Vicar is

anxious to receive subscriptions for that

purpose. Is anything so sweeping as is

implied in the term " complete external

restoration ” really reejuired ? If not, it ought

not to be done. It is stated that the pin-

nacles are in a dangerous condition, partly

from injuries received in the recent gales,

and that their total collapse is inevitable

unless measures are soon taken to make

them secure ;
and also that it is desired to

add two additional bells to the existing six,

to complete the octave. These are perfectly

rational objects, in aid of which subscriptions

may reasonably be asked from those likely

to be interested in the church. But when

we are asked to draw the attention of " those

interested in old English church architec-

ture” to the fact that the complete external

restoration of the tower is contemplated, we
may as well point out to the Vicar that,

unless the external masonry is in such a

condition of decay that refacing is practically

necessary, those " interested in old English

architecture” are exactly those who will

demur to subscribing towards its restoration.

From a circular letter dated

Commissions
February 5 we are glad to learn

that the Council of the Cham-

ber of Commerce has appointed a Special

Committee to inquire into and report upon

the subject of "the pernicious practice of

giving and receiving secret trade commis-

sions.’^ One of the obstacles towards

effectually contending with this evil has

always been the difficulty of obtaining evi-

dence of a practice which is essentially an

underhand one
;
and it is no doubt in recog-

nition of this difficulty that the following

sentences have been incorporated in the

letter which the Secretary of the Chamber

of Commerce has been instructed to write :

“In order that the Committee may have the

fullest information before it I am desired to make

it known through the medium of your valuable

columns that the Committee are willing to receive

and consider confidentially any evidence or informa-

tion on the subject which any one may be disposed

to bring before it.

I am further desired to invite confidential com-

munications to be addressed to me by letter, or to

be made to me verbally to be laid before the Com-
mittee, and to say that no communication or infor-

mation will be given to the Committee without the

previous consent of the party fonvarding the same.

I have also to add that any communications or

information which may be given to me will be

treated in the strictest confidence, and no names or

particulars will, unless authorised, bs allowed to

transpire even in Committee.'

Communications of the kind mentioned can

be addressed to the .Secretary, Mr. Kenric B.

Murray, at Botolph House, Ifastcheap. The

mere publication of such a request for infor-

mation will be enough to put a considerable

check on the practice referred to, as any one

making such offers may be denounced to the

Chamber of Commerce, under circumstances

which will prevent the denouncer being in

any danger of an action for libel. We have

done what we could, on various occasions, to

expose the practice as far as it concerns

the architectural profession and the building

trades, and we are glad to lind that the sub-

ject has been taken up in a formal manner

by so important a body as the Chamber of

Commerce.

THiiRt: is no doubt that Dr.
The London j^oorc, in liis lecture 011 "The

Dwelling House briefly

ported in another column, is perfectly right

in his strictures as to the increasing evil of

overcrowding, and the inconvenience and

labour entailed by the increasing develop-

ment in London of the tall and narrow type

of house, in which, as he observes, all

changes from room to room have to be made

vertically instead of horizontally, with great

increase of fatigue both for owners and ser-

vants. The most serious evil of the modern

tall house, however, is the manner in which

it promotes overcrowding, by jjroviding lodg-

ment for a much larger number of persons

over the same square area of ground. With

all this we are quite in agreement
;

but

what is the remedy'.-' Dr. Poore does not

seem to suggest any; he confines himself to

pointing out the evils. In doing so he is

perhaps preparing the way for a gradual

improvement, by promoting the growth of

a public opinion adverse to this vertical

piling up of dwellings, which may in time

have its effect in lessening the supply of

them. But such an influence must be very

slow in producing any sensible improve-

ment. Do we not require some legislation

limiting the number of persons who can be

housed per square rood of surface, so as to

put a compulsory check on this vertical

overcrowding ?

The Congested Districts Board
The Kerry

f jj-eland are considering the

advisability ot carrying out

several works in the district recently de-

vastated by the bog slide in Kerry. Amongst
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other things, it is proposed to reopen i

quarry by clearing it of the mud; also ti

erect a bridge, re-make roads, to dear tlu

lands at present covered with peaty matter

and to restore the area as far as possible t(

its former condition, so that the ground ma'

be useil for agricultural purposes. So far'

so good. But we cannot find that anythin}

is going to be done to the remains of the bof

to prevent further slides, or to prevent th-

peat from accumulating again at the sami

spot. No scheme which does not include ai

elaborate sj’stem of drainage will be of an;

use in remedj'ing matters, and we doubt r

the results obtained in any case will be wortl

the expenditure.

, The comparatively recent figh
Ventilauon of

.

Underground over the “ blowlioles on th;

Railwiys. District Railway is, no dotib

within the recollection of most of our Londol

readers, although the efforts of the Metre

politan Railway to secure ventilation are nc

so well known. It is interesting to note ^

this connexion that it is now definitely pre

posed to work the District Railwayby electri

haulage, under powers to be obtained thi

Session, together \vith the deep level expres

extensions. We are inclined to doubt, how
over, whether it would not be a muc
sounder policy, considering the large amour,

of extra capital involved, to make a furthe

attempt to obtain a thorough system of vent

lation under the present n'gimc, worked b
the induced currents caused by the train

themselves. Such a system can be employe

without unsightly blowholes, and with

grt-at improvement on the present outlets fc

the vitiated air.

The rural districts ha\-e latel

Resend?'* passed through one of their nc

uncommon periods of flood;

Water is too abundant, and has become
nuisance, doing liarm to property an

health. In about six months’ time it is quit

probable that many ol those localities whic

arc no\v complaining of floods will be cryin

out about a drought. The fact is tin

as regards the storage of raiu-water n

proper progress has been made. In tlie rurj

districts, and in small semi-urbaii localities

far too much dependence is placed on th

springs. The health, comfort, and wel

being of many districts would be greatl

improved were some of the great quantity c

rain-water, which is now allowed to run t

waste, preserved in reservoirs. The latte

are very easy to construct. Some labour fo

excavation, a good bed of concrete, a souni

cover, and a large pump, pretty well com

plete the talc. There is hardly a village f

the South of England which would not b

the better for such a reservoir, and Paris'

Councils should take up the matter. Agaii

landlords are very short-sighted, in place

where the soil is dry, not to construct tank-

on their farms. There is often in dr

summers a large sum spent on extra labou

in conveying water to dry places, and a seriou

pecuniary loss to farmers b}"- the want of it

Yet this could be almost entirely preventei

by the storage of rain-water in tanks wliei

it is abundant.

, Dr. Bruce Low's Report t(

ture of Kntcric the Local Government Boari

on the cause of the recen'

outbreaks of enteric fever at Kessingland

in the Rural District of Mutford anc
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r^othingland, Suflblk, states that tliere is no

(iroper system of sewerage
;
excrement and

lefuse disposal is chiefly by means of pit

i-rivies
;
these are situated generally close to

jhe dwellings, and are excavated below the

hvel of the ground
;
some of them have no

Irickwork lining to their sides or bottoms,

nd consequently readily permit the soakage

If fluid filth into the porous soil. The
i;ater supply is from surface wells, also

jituated ‘‘generally near the houses,” and

lerely dry steined. The manufacture of

nteric fever is thus carefully and scien-

lically provided for.

The “ Union des Femmes

LLy^Anisls. ^^eintres et Sculpteurs ” have

opened their sixteenth annual

xhibitioii at the Palais de I'lnduslrie, which

lis year includes some remarkable works,

alf lost among a preponderance of inferior

reductions. The exhibition includes over

ine hundred works. Among the good ones

•e various contributions by Mdme. Demont-
reton

;
Iddine. Flodie La \’illctte exhibits a

imarkable sea-piece, and INIdlle. I^eck a

ainting of calm water which is also worth
Mention. Miniatures by Mdlle. dc Chausse,

awer-paintings by Mdlle. Voruz, some land-

lapes by Mdme. Seaiiles, are among other

lings that are a credit to the exhibition
;

id in sculpture, a statue by I\Idme. Coutan,

bust by the Duchesse d'Uzes, and some
?ry pretty polychromatic wax figures by
[tdlle. de Fresnaye.

The people at Oxford who

^Tower[^^ hostile to Mr. Mare's ])ro-

posals for the treatment of

iarfax Tower seem to have succeeded in

2tting Mr. Bodley called in to advise, no
oubt in the hope that he would demolish

[r. Hare
;
but his report, which was printed

i full in the (.)xford Weekly Naos of last

eek, practically only repeats Mr. Hare’s

icommendations, except that Mr. Bodley

links that to reface the lower portion with

rpugiit ashlar work would make it look too

luch like a new work. As Mr. Bodley

dmits that the lower or ancient portion of

he tower must be refaced for practical

easons—on which point he is as strong as

rlr. Hare— it might seem that as the

Xterior facing will actually be modern
^'ork it is not of much consequence how
|iodern it looks. Mr. Bodley entirely con-

lurs in thinking that the upper stage of

|ie tower is of no value whatever, and
[liould be rebuilt in a better style. Alto-

ether the opponents of Mr. Hare have

lertainly not made much by calling in Mr.

Ilodley.

;

THE ADN'ANCEMENT OF ARCHI-
TECTURE *

:

WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE STUDY OK
GOTHIC.

;

Architecture, properly so-called, does not
xist without an ideal or emotional side, and it is

dways hemmed in by the practical difficulties ot

Fonstruction, so that when the art of construction
las greatly advanced, recondite emotions can be
nore readily expressed : take, for example, tlie

’ropylKum of the Acropolis. The central
opening had to be made large enough for the
lerds of sacrificial cattle to pass through, but this

pan of some. king like 17 ft. 10 in. could only, in
nonuinenlal buildings, be spanned by a stone
intel_^ before ihe arch was in use. At the central
•pening at the Temple of Diana at Ephesus a
imilar difficulty occurred. Although in both

* Bsing the second Royal Academy Lecture on Arcbi-
Jcture this session. Delivered on the 28th ult. by
rofessor Auchison, A..R.A.

cases the marble quarries were near at hand, this

large marble lintel had to be brought by oxen to

the site, and in the case of the Propykvum it had
to be dragged up a steep incline, and then rolled

up a slope of earth to its place. In Pliny you
read of the difficulties of the fixing this vast piece

of marble at the Temple of Diana, the despair of

the architect, and the assistance of the titular

goddess. At Lincoln Cathedral you have the

flat arch of 2Sft. span, each stone of which could

probably be carried up on a man’s back, so you
see iiow more complex emotions could be ex-

pressed constructively in the thirteenth century

than in 450 R.C., though in the thirteenth

century there were vaults of much larger span;

I mention the flat arch on account of its flatness,

its rise being only about one-twenty-tbird of its

span. You see in the latter part of the nineteenth

century Sir Benjamin Baker building the Forth
Bridge, one of whose spans is 1,700 ft., so that

the constructive difficulties, as far as architects

are concerned, have disappeared.

A vast change in tlie sentiments of mankind
has, however, occurred since the sixteenth or

seventeenth century ; up to that time, or even
later, mankind desired to embody every atslract

idea by a building, a statue, a group of figures, or

by symbols ; but that desire has ceased, at least

among the most advanced of mankind, and a
little semi-scientific jargon is supposed to supply
its place ; leaving the mind of the masse.s com-
pletely vacant of instruction. The principal

embodiment of law and order in their minds is

tlie policeman, by no means a high ideal figure;

while punishment and penal death is embodied
by a man in a big chaii with a gown and a wig,

not so very unlike a Japanese Venus. The
glimpses the scientific men have got of cur
visible universe and of its laws, and the rough
results which are spread abroad, so far from
diminishing our wonder and our awe, should
increase them ; but nothing is done to embody
these wonders, so that they may be under-

stood by the multitude. The pangs of

grief, of guilt, and of remorse are not extinct

in the human breast, the cries of misery,

agony and despair resound from the whole
earth, and yet we are told that there is

no occa«ion for religion
; and we are even

without the consolation of the Stoic philosophtr,

Epictetus, who tells us that Jupi’eriaid lohim,
“ I would have made you always cr mforlable and
h’ppyif such a state were compa ible wi'h the

condi'ions of the universe, but it is not ; conse-

quently I have given you a particle of the divine

spirit by which you will be enabled to bear with-

out complaint the necessary evils that will occur,

and when these become intolerable you can go
out.”

I have adverted to these matters, which may
appear irrelevant, to point out that to learn to

evoke emotions from architecture we must study

their embodiments in the structures dedicated to

extinct faiths and worn-out creeds, to show us

how to evoke the emotions proper only to our own
time. We cannot afford to neglect the study of

the embodiment of the emotions by any past race,

nor can we afford to lose the reslhetic or practical

lessons that they teach, and least of all can we
atford to do without a study of Gothic, for it is

certainly one of the most wonderful phases of

architecture that the world has seen.

My Romanesque lectures brought us down to

the lime at which the groin points of vaults had
just begun to be superseded by ribs, the rudi-

ments of which are found at the front half of

Vezelay, the choir having ribs, and exterior flying

buttresses.

We might have supposed that the Romanesque
architects would have been satisfied with the know-
ledge theyhad then got of the strength of materials,

the solution of the apparently insoluble problem
of vaulting in thin stone securely, and with tlie

sort of buildings they had already erected (we
must not, however, forget that in the thirteenth

century, architecture from being a clerical art

became a lay one) ; but so far was this from being
the case, that new features were at once intro-

duced, and the style progressed for 300 years and
continued for at least 450 years, for the piece of

fan-vaulting over the staircase to the liall at

Christchurch, Oxford, was built in 1640. We
must remember, however, that the Renaissance

in Italy began early in the fifteenth century.

Peggio discovered the MSS. of Vitruvius in 1414,

and Brunelleschi bad measured some of the

Roman ruins and began to build in the new way
about 1419. Leon Battista Alberti built at

Rimini the Temple to Isotta for Pandolfo Mala-
testa in 1447-50, and the Rucellai Palare at

Florence in 1460. The visits of Charles VIIT.

and Francis I. to Italy, where the revived Classic
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taste permeated society, were probably the cause
of that grafting of Classic detail on Gothic that lO
charms us in Blois, Chambord, and the other
early Renaissance buildings of I'rance. About
1506 Torrigiano paid a visit to England, and a
little later executed the tombs of the Countess of
Richmond and Henry VH., and probably en-

couraged a taste for the Classic revival. At
Hampton Court Palace there are Renaissance
terra-cotta medalliotis of the Roman Emperors.
Holbein came over in 1526, and John of Padua
in 1544, if not earlier, and is supposed by seme
to have furtished designs for V’ollaton Hall,
while Daniel Barbaro, one of the editors of
Vitruvius, and one of the patrons of Palladio, was
ambassador here about 1550.

It seems curious enough to us that a highly
organised phase of architecture, like Gothic, that

seemed to meet every want of its time, eccle-
siastical, lay, and military, and that by the know-
ledge, skill, and genius of its architects had
rivalled the Imildings of the Romans in size and
height, and nearly equalled the spans of their

vaults, should have been supplanted by a futile

attempt to revive Roman work. We must, how-
ever, remember that when society has been per-

meated with new beliefs, new hopes, and new
aspirations, it wants a new phase of architecture
to express these changes. This was the case at

the Renaissance, and from the absence of archi-
tectural schools and trained architects, there was
nothing to be done but to fall back on the less

developed phase of Roman, which would at least

express some of the most prominent of the new
ideas, such as the appearance of solidity, sim-
plicity, and grace. The sciences fortunately are
not carried on in this way, the new advances are
built on those that have last been made and
tested. If this method could be adopted in the
fine arts, our painting, sculpture, architecture,

music, poetry, and eloquence would be as much
in advance of the best of bygone times as our
arithmetic is beyond that of the Romans, or our
astronomy is beyond that of Job.’*

I think, however, that in architecture we are
wrong to abandon any advances that have been
made in the knowledge of materials, construction,
or arrangement, if it can be helped

; for instance,
I doubt it we should revert to the massive pier of
the Romans, which is expensive, and reject the
flying but.ress, whi>.h is a cheap substitute,

merely because u e do not like the luc k of a 1 uild-

ing permarendy shored up with slight stone-
shores. We might make ihe flying buttresses
stronger, so that they were not aconsiani menace
to the building through their decay by weather
wear. And we might try and make them beau-
tiful, according to our own taste, and not by geo-
metrical piercing that is not. Their main use to
us now is to see how they managed in Gothic days
to give them an architectural appearance

; they
were originally plain arches, but were eventually
made into pierced work or open arcades. The
flying buttress was an entirely new feature, and
one purely structural, and was brought into
harmony with the rest of the work. Now, if we
wanted to roof a building with an incombustible
ceiling, we should use ironwork, concrete, and
plaster, or coloured and enamelled terra-cotta.

The using of bygone forms of construction is

archeological pedantry or incompetence
; and

we should throw off the pedantry, and try to
make ourselves competent. Architecture is

essentially a constructive art ; the first and more
important part is to make the general forms, both
inside and out, of such a character as not only to
perfectly meet the wants, but also to proclaim the
use of the building ; and the higher its use, the
more important is it that the shapes employed
should suggest that higher use.

Those important structural parts that arrest the
attention have all to be made conducive to that
end ; the Greeks used round piers to look like
columns, and the parts of the column, when it

was originally of wood, f.e-., the capital and base
were necessary, and eventually those necessities
W'cre made as beautiful as possible. Tlie Romans
used monoliths when the weight to be carried
was considerable, and beautified their capitals
more or less after Greek models, modified to suit

their coarser taste. The Byzantines kept close to
the Roman examples, only modifying the abacus
to take laiger piers and heavier weights, and
greatly varied the shape and the carving of the
capitals. Many of their capitals are cubical and
their carving superficial, so that the mass of the
capital was preserved to bring down the weight
securely to the shaft. The early Mohammedan
columns were mostly Classic or Byzantine taken
from old buildings, but their later capitals were

' Tli.-u is to say— if Art were Scieuce
; whioh it is not.—
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of the Stalactite form, or with their own poor floral

ornament, either keeping the concave outline of
the Corinthian or the solid cubic or ogee form of
the Byzantines. The early Romanesque architects

sometimes used enormous piers, column-shaped,
as at Durham, Peterborough, Southwell, Glou-
cester, &c. ,

with shallow caps, and even when thin

shafts were used, the cap was often cora})aratively

shallow.

As the Romanesque architects progressed in

knowledge and skill they got their sculptors to

carve their capitals mainly with figures.

The Gothic architects threw aside all thought
of Classic proportions—at any rate above the
bases of their columns or piers, and ran up their

piers to a great height, and let their sculptors use
floral ornament almost exclusively for the capitals

;

the foliage was altered from nature to produce
a more broken surface, with brighter lights and
sharper shadows, but the foliage of their capitals

was almost destitute of interest or grace.

As the Gothic architects became abler construc-

tors, they more and more lost all sense of artistic

beauty, and trusted to their utilitarian success, by
this I mean the better lighting of the nave by
enormous windows, and to the astonishment of
the beholders at their apparently insufficient and
acrobatic construction : a paltry ambition. The
great feature of the latest cornices was a large,

flat hollow, filled in with stone imitations of the

articles in gingerbread from a country fair. The
structural perfection attained in late Gothic
culminated in the single open work spire of
Strasburg, supremely wonderful, and supremely
ugly.

We saw in Romanesque architecture the logical

tendency of the times. The architects found
that the Romans had always used a column to

support something definite, so they did the same,
and carried up the wall pillars to support the roof
tru-s ; the stepped arches, a purely economical
arrangement 10 save centring, were each sup-

ported by a separate column. The piers were
sometimes made cruciform, with a half column on
each face to resist the thrust of separate arches,

and sometimes they clustered the columns. The
Gothic architects carried this out more com-
pletely, and carried down every rib by
means of columns surrounding the main
one, and afterwards made them attached

;

and eventually they superseded the columns
by a pier down which the ribs of the vaulting

descended, though this is describing how they

were designed ; looking at them we should say

that the channelling of the piers ran up and
formed the mouldings of the arches of the aisles,

and the ribs of the vaulting of the nave and aisles,

or else a cylinder was supposed to have fallen

from heaven on to the channelled pier leaving the

projecting bits of the original one slicking out.

The rib and panel vaults are a useful and most
interesting study, showing the gradual multiplica-

tion of the ribs, eventually forming patterns

known in English Gothic as stellar vaulting, such
as those in the cloister at Westminster, at Oxford
Cathedral, and elsewhere. Some of these ribs

abroad were made into curious and pretty patterns,

as at the Cathedral ofLas Palmas, Grand Canary;
in England, however, the stellar vaults gave rise

to the fan vault, in which real ribs ceased to be
used, the very numerous thin and small ribs were
worked ouf of the solid voussoirs, and in some
places in England and abroad flat stones were
carried by open work on the curved rib',

an instance of this may bs seen under the

rood screen at Southwell. Most of the pro-

gressive steps are shown and explained in

Professor Willis’s interesting paper read before

the Royal Institute of British Architects in the

year 1S42. However much the Gothic architects

may have lost their early artistic sense, some
qualities remained with them to the last. They
never lost their logic, their daring, or their

excellence in mechanical contrivance. They
made their windows where they were
wanted, and kept them of the requisite

size for the lighting they had to do, and when
stained glass came into vogue, a church was all

window, except where the buttresses occurred,

and this is only one instance, for if they found the

slopes of their buttress tables did not take off the

rain fast enough, or that the splashing of the rain

damaged the stonework above, they made them
steeper and steeper, until they perfectly answered
their purpose. The height and slightness of

Strasburg spire is certdiniy an instance of their

daring, and there are innumerable instances of
their ingenuity in mechanical contrivance in

windows. For example: When the stone was
hard they used pierced slabs

; when it was soft

tracery ; and some of their late tracery is as

mys‘erious as the eddies of a stream, and, as

compared with the size of the building, as slight

as a spider’s web. With an elastic style like this,

neither the architects nor the sculptors were ever
at a loss for invention, and they trusted to a
general picturesque effect however incongruous
the parts might be, e.g.,, if a pointed arch were
wanted with a rose-window beneath it, they put
the circle in and left the point to take its chance.
I by no means wish to depreciate the invention

either of the architects or the sculptors, !>ut, as

compared with a Greek or a fine Early Renais-
sance building, the task was slight when anything
crammed in would answer the purpose. In such
vast buildings with such infinity of detail, forgotten

pieces Jiad sometimes to be tilled in impromptu.
At Ely Cathedral there are two buttress tops

which had been apparently left for appropriate

buttress caps to be designed for them. I suppose
these had to be finished in a hurry. I presume
some plants had grown up in the accumulated
dust on the unfinished square tops, and the archi-

tect had these wind-sown plants cut in .stone to

make a finish.

Architecture would not be one of the master
arts of the world if it did not require the posses-

sion of so many varied capacities, some of which,

if cot antagonistic to one another, are rarely

found in the same person. Great architects can,

therefore, be only looked for occasionally, when
men of exceptional genius, industry, and ambition
embrace it. Architecture rarely arrives at any
great pitch of excellence all at once, even if it

ever does ; there is mostly a school with an aim,
in which the knowledge that is acquired in one
generation maybe handed down to the next as

the foundation on which a new edifice can be
raised. Unhappily, the method of teaching in

the different schools from which the brilliant

epochs of successive architectures have sprung
has been entirely lost, and we can only very

imperfectly judge of what it was, by an exhaustive

study of the buildings that have come down to

us We must recollect that before the last

century much of the knowledge that can now be
got from books was personal or traditional,

or was worked out by some rule of thumb.
Until Wilkins, in 1812, found out what Vitruvius

meant by his “unequal steps” — “ Scamilli

impares,”—no one had suspected the optical re-

finements of the Greeks, and it was not until

Mr. Penrose verified their existence at the Par-

thenon that we could appreciate the geometrical

knowledge of the Greek architects. We see by
the plan of the Temple at Bassce that there was
some thrust against the columns, and a consider-

able number of pieces of the stone ceiling have
been found. Professor Cockerell showed in his

restoration a segmental arch, but, as far as I know,
no one has calculated the thrust of such a ceiling,

and the resistance that was offered by the wall

and the attached columns, so we are in complete
ignorance as to the truth of his hypothesis. We
know a little of the early Roman knowledge of

construction from Vitruvius, supposing he lived

into the reign of Augustus, for a learned Dane, a
Mr. Ussing, has just published a treatise to prove
that Vitruvius was a liierary man who lived in

the third or fourth century A. D. We know that

the Emperor Constantine started schools of archi-

tecture in certain parts of the Roman dominion, :

but we know not what was taught. Still, we
know Sta. Sophia, and since the publication of
M. Choisy’s “ Art of Building among the Romans,
and the Bjzantines,” we know more about the

methods of both people than was ever known
before, since the irruption of the barbarians. Mr.
Tam, too, has given those who will take the

trouble of learning it, the methods of calcula-

ting the thrusts of vaults and domes. We know
that a profound knowledge of stereotomy was
possessed by the Gothic architects from the re-

searches of Professor Willis, Viollet-Ie-Duc, and
others.

Let me, however, enumerate the requisite

equipments of an architect. He wants first

to know the strength of materials and their resis-

tance to the ravages of the weather. He wants
to know by experience, or still better, by calcu-

lation, statics, or the equilibrium of opposing
forces. He wants not only to be able to plan
conveniently, but so that the shapes both of his

whole building and nf its internal parts have the

proper character. He wants the whole and every
part to evoke the emotions proper to the struc-

ture, and these emotions vary at different epochs.

The masterpieces of Greek, Roman, Byzantine,

Romanesque, Saracenic, Gothic, and Renaissance
architecture aroused enthusiasm and admiration
when they were built. Some continue to do so
still, some are only viewed with indifference,

while others excite contempt or disgust. The
question for us now is, how cognate emotions can

be raised by us in the present, or by some of 01

successors in the immediate future. That we d

not raise the enthusiasm and admiration we hop
for and expect, is, I fear, only too obvious, fc

who ever hears of an architect or his building cal

ing forth anything but condemnation or censuR
and when the building does not, it is supposed t

have built itself. This must, I think, be due t

one of two causes'—either that the public are it

capable of enthusiasm for ,
architecture, c

that at present the architects are unable I

apply the proper stimulus. During the Goihi

period, we read of the building of a catht

dral in a town evoking an enthusiasm akin t

madness ; the townspeople not only contributir

to it in money and kind, but men and wome
too, dragging in the materials, and working at it

building, assisted by the monks, and even 0

some occasions by the aged bishop himself,

am far from supposing that this eothusiasi

was wholly due to expectant artistic delight, (

even to a better chance of getting to heavei

These cathedrals were a mark of earthly benefi

that had accrued to the people by the exertiot

of their bishops, and were built with a prospei

of obtaining still further benefits. Many doub
less looked forward to seeing new beauties an

new structural achievements, that were beyon
their fondest expectations ;

while all weic read

to admire in anticipation the size and splendot

of the proposed edifice. The people looked f<

more well-paid work being wanted, to tl

immense advantages of a new centre of attraction

opportunities, too, for their own intellectual t

artistic e.xercise, that did not bring with it paii

and penalties. Dull and unimaginative as pcop
now are, I think if a man discovered a gold re

in which all might share, and from which thoi

harpies who get all the benefit of new discoverw

and inventions were driven off, were to sugge:

the building of something grand and novel as

thanks offering, and promised that, when th

building was done, he could lead them to sti

greater advantages, lliere would be no want (

subscriptions or enthusiasm now.

There must be a certain amount of liking fc

every creation of beauty and perfection, as w
saw by the Greek revival in the last century. W
look on the last century and the beginning of ihi

as peculiarly tasteless and inartistic periods : yr

this Greek revival gaveus some admirable works
of a beauty of proportion, of a delicacy and re

finement that we now look for in vain, thoug
the style is not fitted for our climate, and is i

some respects even absurd,—still, it touche

chords in us that are not touched now. I ma
mention such buildings as the National Gsller

and University College by Wilkins, the Bank t

England and Bank buildings by Soane, the Su
Fire Office, the London and Westminster Ban!
and Hanover Ciiapel in London (now, alas

destroyed), and the Insurance offices, at Livei

pool, by C. R. Cockerell, as well as St. George'

Hall, by Elmes, in the same town. We, ther<

fore, need not be surprised at the passion for th

cathedrals of the thirteenth century while th

Gothic style was being elaborated, when, too, th

buildings were not only erected to the highes

end, and showed the greatest constructive ski!

the world bad seen, but met every taste an

passion of the day. We have an intellectus

admiration and a pride in the Forth Bridge

which only carries a railway conveniently an

cheaply ; what should we feel if it were also ou

ideal of perfect loveliness ? But even then it woul

not excite the admiration caused by the Gothi

cathedrals, embodying, as they did, the ver

highest aspirations, and offering the highest plea

sures then known. There was the colossal strut

ture, the very acme of skill of those dajs, wit

its lanterns, towers, and spires bathing in th

sunshine, or peering through the mist, turned int

mother-o’-pearl by the moonlight, or cut ot

of ebony against the moonless .sky. In its da

the cathedral was the very ideal of beauty, full c

illustrations of natural and scripture history, <

ethics, of the sciences, of fables, and of ever

traveller’s tale, and like nothing ever seen befort

Inside it was refulgent with stained glass, wif

a gorgeous ceremonial, where plate, jewellery

and enamels, gorgeous robes and hangings wer

exhibited, and where imposing, brilliant, aU'

solemn processions were seen, while the curlin

clouds of incense ravished the senses, and cap

tivated the imagination. In it the ear wa

pierced with the sweet sounds of singing ani

music, and the highest eloquence of the da

roused the passions or pictured the way t

heaven, and where the contagious adoration c

crowds carried the soul upwards as on wings

On nocturnal festivals, where all these delight

were heightened by a brilliant illumination, ib
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‘hurch must have suggested heaven, and the
tilack shadows the abysses beyond.
Matchless as was Greek civilisation, dignified

,s was Roman, gorgeous as was the Saracen, we
!aa hardly picture to ourselves any ceremonial of
iheirs so congruous and so striking as high mass
]n a newly-built cathedral of ihe thirteenih cen-
;u»y. Ttte earth was then held to be (he cenlre of
ihe universe, as man was the highest creature in
i;, with Heaven for his goal. When the rude
nd poverty-stricken worshippers were gathered
la multitudes to offer their adorations in a build-

ing that was awe inspiring by its size and propor-
lions and to them of superhuman skill, witnessing
ritual as splendid as it was solemn, performed

y holy men for their salvation, they must, when
ley flung themselves on the marble pavement
t the elevation of the host, have felt them-
ilves ascending to heaven to enjoy all this

orgeous pageantry and delight, without salieh-

nri for ever,

ilE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION:
N UNWRITTEN CHAPTER OE ENGLISH ARCHE

TECTURAI. HISTORY.

A MEETING of this Association was held on
le 5’h inst, in the Meeting-room of the Royal
istitule of Briti^h Architects, No. 9, Conduit-
reet, Mr. Beresford Bite, President, in the
lair.

The minutes of the previous meeting liaving
*en read and confirmed, the following gentle-
en were elected memlDers:—Messrs. P, T.
hew, F. J. Corfield, O. S. Doll, S. A. Heaps,
. H. Withall, J. A. R. Inglis, G. L, O’Connor,
Ormrod, and W. N. F. Woodland.
The Chairman said that, in accordance with
y-Iaw 35, he desired to formally nominate Mr.
H. Fellowes Prynne as Vice-President, to

1 the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr.
thn Begg. As no other nomination was made,
e Chairman then declared that Mr. Prynne had
Sen elected as Vice-President for the remainder
the session. He also announced that in order
fill the vacancy on the Committee caused by
e previous appointment, he proposed to nomi-
ite the gentleman whose name was next on the
eclion list last session, but who was not elected,

2., Mr, C. C. Brewer. As there was no other
imination, Mr. Brewer was then declared to be
ected.

Mr, Banister F. Fletcher, Hon. Sec., pro-
>sed a vote of thanks to Mr. John Begg for a
se of guide books which he had presented to

e Library.

The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks,
hich was agreed to, said that no doubt they
ould desire to add their hearty good wishes to
T. Begg for a safe and prosperous journey to
)uth Africa, and lor his speedy return.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. Arthur S.
lower, M.A., to read the following paper,
ititled “An Unwritten Chapter of English
rchitectural History ” :

—

As the history of English architecture has not
:t been written, no apology is due to any par-
uilar author for venturing to suggest a few un-
nsidered trifles, for which room might perhaps
i found in such a work. But to an audience of
chitects, an apology for introducing a subject of
iis kind at the present day, seems very much
ceded. One is confronted at the outset with the
[uestion : Are not all such studies wholly useless
nd pernicious? Leaders of opinion confidently
|3sure us that they are ; and, knowing quite well
be disesteem into which historical studies are at
[resent fallen, I hardly dare to occupy your time
ilh matters which so many architects desire to
26 not merely “relegated,'’ but eternally con-
Ined, to limbo. It is simply in obedience to
he request of the honorary secretaries, binding
is a command on every loyal member of
ne Architectural Association, to provide a
raper, which they specified to be “on a
listorical or scientific subject,” that these notes
re offered. I could think of no other subject
jjut my own out-of-date and very unfashionable
lobby of English Gothic architecture ; but, as
I'hirking the duty, or, as I think I ought to say,
[lecliring the honour, seemed out of the question,
t took encouragement from a passage in the
President s opening address, where he bade us,
‘study the mind in the building, through pains-
aking measurement and logical reasoning. Find
>ut how and why every joint and form was made,
fhe answer lies hidden m the building.” This is
'ust what for a longtime I have been trying to
m

;
and I am therefore at least acting on our

’resident 3 advice, in bringing before you the
esulls of some independent research into the
nstory and characteristics of the Mediaeval archi

Urr infiW luS. .
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lecture of England. Waiving then, for the

present, the great question as to whether any
such studies are to be recommended at all, and
assuming, merely as a premise, that a young
architect wishes, for some reason or other, to

learn something of the old architecture of his

country, how can we best assist him ? I

should like first to quote some old advice

given on this subject, which no one here can
ever have seen in print. The extracts are lengthy
but have a bearing on whati follows. “If
you ask how you are to study architecture, you
will probably be told to read up the whole history

of the art in all countries, with formidable lists

of names, dates, and dimensions. You will have
recommended to you treatises on the orders, and
styles, on rules of proportion and other arithmeti-

cal niceties ; and will be further advised to read

books on the principles of beauty and taste, and
probably much poetical extravagance in addition.

. . , , However we may define architecture,

we must agree that it is a practical art, con-

fined by the requirements of utility, the pro-

perties of materials, and the laws of mechanics.
Therefore in studying it, be practical

;
put aside

all considerations derived from arcbmology, senti-

ment, or association, and simply use your own eyes

and your own common-sense ; learn by observa-

tion and by reasoning. Ask the buildings them-
selves why they are as they are, and what is their

meaning. Imagine yourself with the builders,

asking what they are going to do, and wherefore.

.... So, when you criticise, you will neither

praise a building because it is correct or classical

or reminds you of something which you have
admired elsewhere

; nor will you condemn it

because it appears new and strange, or, on the

other hand, familiar and unoriginal
; you will

simply consider, is it good in itself, that is, is it

well fitted for its purpose and well adapted to its

position, are its materials well chosen and well

put together, is it expressive of its object and its

construction, dees its design show eveiywhere a
striving after beauty. If all this is the case, it is

good architecture
;
but if one of these qualities be

lacking, though the building may display the

most costly and splendid materials, the highest

mechanical skill, the most careful workmanship,
the most accurate copying of some acknowledged
masterpiece, the result, as architecture, is bad.

.... To criticise building.', you must try to

gra.'p the circumstances of their erection,

and look at them from the point of view of

a constructor. The disposition must be en-

couraged of thinking of a building as a thing

composed of stone, brick, timber, and iron,

erected for a definite purpose, and under parti-

cular conditions, and not, with the architectural

wrTers of the last three centuries, as merely an
affair of lines and conventional proportions and
ornaments, quite independent of materials, use,

or position, just as if it existed only on paper ;

nor, with some of our own day, as a thing who'e
essence is accidental picturesqueness, historic or

romant.c associations, or the superficial decora-

tion ol sculpture, painting, or heraldry. “ . . . .

This almost anticipates the new pliilosophy of

architectural materialism, and as we hear so much
nowadays against even the use, and not only the

abuse, of books in connexion with architecture, I

quote these passages from an unpublished paper
which I read to an amateur society many years ago.

The present subject obliges me to make many refer-

ences to books, so I wish just to clear the ground,
and put myself in order, so to speak, by explain-

ing that, having gone through the phase myself,

I quite appreciate the standpoint, and can
thorouglily enter into the feelings of certain

good friends of mine, fellow members of the

Architectural Association, who not only object to

any form of book-learning, but even declare, as

one quite lately did, that all architectural books
ought to be burnt. There is truth, of course, in

the idea underlying this—-all the books in the

world will not make one architect
; but the easy

proof of this proposition does not negative nor
even weaken another one—namely, that books
may be useful to architects.

Returning to our imaginary student, we tell

him, of course, to go out sketching and measur-
ing, and not to neglect to take notes of construc-

tion and materials ; every one will agree in this

advice. He then surmounts, let us suppose,
every technical difficulty, until we find him
able to draw with the utmost accuracy and most
thoroughly artistic touch any subject he may
meet with

; he has seen and sketched hundreds
of buildings, and acquired quite a respectable

acreage of details ; he can freely reproduce from
memory any portion of bis sketch-book ; he is, in

short, a consummate draughtsman
;

but there is

still something wanting. I am not speaking now
of the faculty for design, but simply of that know-
ledge of the architecture of the past which we are

presuming that he desires. Does be really under-
stand these buildings ? For all that he has done
so far, he may be no more capable of seeing into

the ideas and motives of the men who built them
than the mest prosaic and mercenary photo-
grapher. The difference between the two is not

necessarily more than one of manual process ; the

mental attitude of each maybe substantially the

same. Unaided observation, accompanied by how-
ever great technical skill in recording, will not
enable a man to read the riddles of ancient build-

ings. VTienever curiosity begins to be aroused as

to how, or when, or why, some particular work
was built

;
whenever, in short, the student wishes

to go a stage further, and to know all about what
he is sketching, he comes to feel the need of
definite guidance

; in fact, he has recourse to

books. He requires them for several reasons : to

learn methods of arranging, connecting, and
utilising his own disjointed memoranda ; to obtain

many indispensable facts, which be could not
possibly discover for himself ; to bridge over gaps

in his own experience ; to become acquainted

wi’h principles and theories which may throw
light on what he has observed, or direct him into

fresh fields of inquiry. Books on the history of

architecture are not, as is frequently asserted,

fetters forged by malign opponents for the
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enthralment of art : nor are they simply labour-

saving tools to assist lazy men in the mechanical
business which they call their art. Rightly used,

they are the means by which an architect may
learn the true nature of his art, its difficulties, its

qualities and powers, its grand possibilities. But
architectural books lead us at once to the thorny
question of styles. “Read a little history,” the

student is sometimes told, “but steer clear of any-
thing to do with divisions of* styles. All art is

one
;

therefore all Gothic architecture is one,

and it is criminal wickedness to attempt
to divide it.” Advice of this sort in many cases

cannot possibly be attributed to any dislike or

contempt for the kind of architecture in question.

It is principally based, I believe, on a miscon-
ception, which it seems worth while trying to

explain. In most branches of knowledge, if not
in all others, it is generally agreed that sub-
division and definition are requisite in order to

render learning and teaching possible. “The
orderly arrangement,” I have seen it expressed,

“and classification of its material is necessary to

the true advance of knowledge.” Of course if it

has to be conceded that Gothic architecture is a
thing by itself, not subject to the common rules

of human experience, the argument that methods
like those found necessary in other arts and
sciences can be successfully applied to it, falls to

the ground at once. But this those who talk

about a one and indivisible style have still to

prove. In the meantime I prefer to believe in

the sound old Roman maxim, Divide et hiipera,

which may be freely rendered, “ By division you
will become master.” If we suggest, then, that

for the sake of a more intimate acquaintance
with the character of Gothic building, the learner

should analyse it, should consider its component
parts separately and in their relations to one
another, instead of only gazing on it as a whole,
beautiful but incomprehensible, we must consider
the means at his disposal to enable him to grasp
his subject. Directions, guide-posts, and land-
marks innumerable await him

; but unfortu-
nately the greater number of them, and of these
the most conspicuous and most generally fol-

lowed, have been set up on the wrong roads.
This is, I believe, the real cause of the distrust

now so strongly manifested in all definite study
of Gothic. Many men have a vague sense that

there is something inadequate, something unsatis-

factory, in the orthodox teaching on the subject,

and jump to the conclusion that therefore all

teaching of it must be wrong and misleading. The
idea of improving our present methods does not
seem to any one worth a thought. As it is of no
material disadvantage nowadays to an architect
to know nothing about Gothic, the elder men
either leave it alone, or go on, content with
the notions about it remembered from their boy-
hood, thinking the whole subject so simple, so
easily mastered, that everything which could
possibly be known about it was long ago finally

settled and laid out, cut-and-ilried, leaving no
room for further research or progress. But this

attitude has bad results for the younger genera-
tion. There are still men, even amongst the
youngest of us, who take an interest in our
inheritance from the middle ages, and there is

besides a much larger, and rapidly growing body
outside, who do the same, and who look to us

for instruction and guidance. To these archi-

tectural students, craftsmen, and amateurs, we
have nothing to offer but a confused, incomplete,
and largely untrue account of our ancient archi-

tecture. Shoals of books, indeed, there are, but
all of them, down to the very latest, are but
echoes of the imperfect description of Gothic
architecture composed, and to a great extent
invented, by the antiquarian dilettanti of a
hundred years ago. Perfectly true and correct

echoes of the old voices they may be, as to that

there need be no dispute ; but the very important
consideration, that in so many ways we have now
the means of knowing more than even the
cleverest of our great-grandfathers could possibly

attain to, has, in the general treatment of this

subject, been most strangely and sadly over-

looked. No wonder is it, then, that an intelli-

gent student, turning to the recognised authori-

ties, and, finding himself in a maze of unreal

and contradictory statements, often quite at

variance with the evident testimony of the build-

ings as well as with the authentic records of

history, becomes utterly disgusted, and is tempted
to say, “These things have nothing to do with
architecture.’’ Illustrations, of course, have been
immensely improved, many new facts and de-

scriptions have been added ; but as to all matters
of generalisation of principles and of application

to practice, we are using a system which is

demonstrably absurd, and which deserves to

to be obsolete. I speak from a considerable

expeiience of the actual difficulties found in pur-

suing this subject, which evidently oppress even
zealous and hard-working students, and these

remarks are entirely prompted by the desire to do
something, if possible, towards smoothing the

path to a reasonable understanding of it. We
have stayed marking time, while in every other

branch ol knowledge a great advance has taken

place, and it is quite lime that wc should bring

ourselves up into line. But the remedy is not to

be found in general abuse 01 antiquaries. Their
pioneer work has been of indispensable import-

ance. The fault lies in our having yielded up to

them the duty of commanding and directing, which
we ought to have exercised ourselves. Hence so

many of the generally received ideas about Gothic

architecture come from laymen, not from architects,

with the natural result that they are thoroughly
amateurish, and completely ignore the one thing

which we care most about— design. We have
forgotten that the proper function of our anti-

quarian comrades is merely to heave the lead and
accurately report the soundings for our informa-

tion and guidance ; and not, in any circum-

stances, to set the course or steer the ship. To
descend from metaphor to details the lay mind

—

even in the case of the best educated and the

cleverest men—seems incapable of thinking of
architecture except only as a species cf superficial

adornment, applied in an ascending scale of

ostentation. Every imaginable question in archi-

tectural design is reduced by the average English-

man to the single, and to him all-sufficient, one
of comparative richness or plainness. Thus we
hear Members of Parliament and other typical

exponents of public opinion treating all buildings

as necessarily falling under one or other of three

heads ; they must belong, that is to say, to what
they term the “ plain ” or “ cheap ” slyle, to the

“ornamental” or “expensive ” style, or else to

the intermediate one generally known as the

“handsome” style. Imbued with such ideas

our lay antiquaries when, unfortunately not con-

tent with collecting and verifying facts, they took
to formulating systems, naturally classified and
described all our ancient architecture according

to the increasing quantity of ornament, which
they supposed they could recognise in successive

periods.

They were practically unanimous in their

division of all Gothic work into early or plain,

intermediate or more ornamented, and late or

profusely ornamented. There was a vast amount
of discussion as to the precise terms to be used to

express these distinctions, and as to the particular

dates at which one should be held to have merged
into another, and almost by accident the designa-

tion of the latest style, which very nearly settled

down into “ Florid,” has come down to us as the

much more architectural “ Perpendicular ”
; but

the method all round was the same; not to study
the differences of design in the buildings, and
trace thence the divers principles which had
governed their builders, not to study the social

history of the nation and learn thence the various

events which had influenced its modes of building,

but to start with a hard and fast, ready-made
schedule of three beads, and cut, cram, maim, and
squeeze so as somehow to get it filled. It was
reserved, however, fora later generation, almost
our own contemporaries, to carry this tripartite

system to absolutely symmetrical perfection, by
overriding clear historical facts, and declaring

the existence of three separate styles, each exactly

contemporaneous with one century of the Gothic
age. Complaints of this kind may perhaps be
called unreasonable or hypercritical. The books
in common use, one may be told, give us quite as

near an approximation to truth as we need either

expect or desire. To try, therefore, how far this

easy confidence is really justified, I must ask you
to consider, as briefly as possible, just one
instance of irreconcilable difference between
views generally accepted and plain facts of

history. To quote from a very well-known
manual ; “The change from one style to another

was not immediate ; it generally took nearly half

a century to effect the transition, and the last half

of each of the five centuries was such a period of

change or transition. Buildings of the last ten

years of a century generally belong in style

rather to that which follows.” Passing on to

particulars our authority further tells us :
—“ In

the fourteenth century the general character is of

' the slyle called Decorated ; the last half of it is

the period of transition from the Decorated to the

Perpendicular.” Nothing could be more beauti-

fully simple and regular ; but nevertheless it used

to be a great puzzle to me how, if all this were
true, one never met with a “Decorated” building

after the middle of the century, while, without

any premonitory signs of change, everythir

?fter that time was to be found designed c

entirely different, indeed almost opposite, prii

ciples, No reaction in taste could by itself accoui

for such a startling change, and from no architei

tural writer nor any general historian could a

explanation of the mystery be obtained ; indeci

none of them seemed to recognise the fact. On
after a good deal of search in the by-paths

'

history did I come across the clue, namely th;

the “Decorated” style, after an existence

only some five and thirty years, was sudden

cut short and literally killed by 71

Black Death, that awful pestilence which wei

near to depopulating England in the years 1348-'

Epidemics are disagreeable and unpicturesqi

subjects, apt to be avoided or lightly passed ovi

by even the best historians, as this particular 01

has been until quite within the last few year

The Black Death, though it ravaged every corn

of Britain, carrying off in a few months more th?

half the population—destruction compared wl

which even the “Great Plague” of 1665 sinl

into insignificance, did not strikingly affect tl

general course of politics ; on the surface, tl

current of affairs appears to flow on unchangec

but in the arlistic, just as much as in the socia

history of England it forms a turning-point of ii

mense importance. All the conditions und
which building was carried on were sudden!

violently, and permanemly altered, Time w!

not allow, nor, perhaps, would you care to hea

even a brief description of the effects of this vi;

tation ; but I believe that any one who will tal

the trouble to study the inner history of these fe

years will have no difficulty in learning both ho

it came about that the “ Decorated” style nev

ran its natural course of logical development, ai

alsowhalwere the causes of the special character]

tics of its successor.

The chapter of the history of English Goth
architecture which has never yet been written

the one which shall treat of the whole matter <

the sole basis of design. No one, except i

architect, can write this chapter, but only one, 1

far as I can discover, has ever fairly essayed it—

refer, of course, to the late Edmund Sharpe, H
description of Gothic building is the most arch

tectura! one which we possess, and is full of val

able suggestions ; but hardly anyone regards it

more than a partial success, and it has certain

not succeeded in supplanting, as its author hope'

the popular amateur version. Sharpe made
bold and original endeavour to place the study

Gothic on better foundations, but his ov

work was doomed to failure, because it resit

only on one particular section of desig

and that not in reality the most importar

In seeking a key to the understanding

Gothic architecture in window-tracery alone, ai

grouping all buildings in accordance with ih

one slandard, Sharpe showed that, after all, ]

was, however unconsciously, still under tl

influence of the amateur school, who saw
tracery, as they do to this day, the princip

evidence of that comparative amount of decor

tion which they denominate “style.” But if

rush in where .Sharpe failed, if he feared not,

tread, I shall be in danger of the apt quotation

an ancient proverb. If any one is expecting me
say that I have got the missing chapter in n

pocket, I fear he must be disappointed. But ov

there, in the lantern which our kind friend M
Wonnacott will shortly bring into action, I ha'

collected some material which may suggest

some one how it might be written, and will,

any rate, lighten the dulness of my sermon. . .

This first slide is one which I have just had mai

from an MS. in the British Museum, and I <

not know that the .subject has ever been exhibiti

before. It is taken from Matthew Paris’s “ Li

of King Offa ” (Cottonian MS. Nero D.i.). Tl

author and illustrator of this work was, I mi

perhaps remind you, a Benedictine monk of £

Albans Abbey, who died a few years befo:

King Henry III,, and is said to have been e<]ual

distinguished as theologian, historian, artist, poe

and mathematician. The origin.il is an outlii

drawing in brown ink, measuring about 9 in. I

5 in., so that the large figures ate about 4 i:

high. The subject is Olla, King of Merci

directing the building of St. Albans Abbey, ar

it is baldly necessary to say, the drawing illu

trates a building-scene of the days of its autbo

and not of the remote period which he

describing. Its main interest lies in the fa

that we have here an unquestionable contec

porary representation of a mediseval arch

tect, together with some important evideiw

as to his position and methods of work. It

worth while taking note of even the details 1

this drawing, because some of the most fasbiw
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able modern theories about Gothic architecture

I depend entirely upon the supposed non-existence

of architects in the Middle Ages. It has quite
jrecently been confidently staled, though ap-
^parentiy upon no better grounds ttan an a priori
lassumption, that “ there never was no such
{person,” or that, if there was, he was quite undis-

Tinguishable in any way from an ordinary mason.
:We have been told that he could never, like a

j
degenerate modern architect, have been seen upon
rthe works with his coat on—because he could not
.have possessed one, nor even in bis shirt-sleeves,

for a similar reason ! Now the man before us, to

{consider his outward aspect first, is not of this

sort. In all particulars of dress and general
ifashion, he bears a close resemblance to the king
:and his attendant. So far, too, from looking just

ithe same as any one of the crowd of workmen
iwhom we see engaged in their various handicrafts,

ihe is unmistakably a man of learning and culture,

I
whose work lies in designing and directing,

[rather than in simple manual labour. lie

I
is discussing, on very friendly terms, some point
tconcerning the building with the king

; the
! latter apparently has made some suggestion,

I but the architect is giving bis opinion with no im-
jdue show of deference, while the courtier keeps
jin the background till the question is settled.

Even were there no other signs to guide us,

this drawing is enough by itself to suggest that a
great Gothic building was not, as is so often

pretended, a mere concretion of material, piled

up by the unorganised and undirected labour of

I

many similar units—exactly in the manner of a
coral reef—but was, on the contrary, the actual

creation of a single intellect, as truly and abso*
ilutely so as a play of Shakespeare or an oratorio

of Mendelssohn. There is not in reality the
slightest disparagement of the other workers
who took part in raising such a building in saying
that their work could not have come into being
without an original mind to give the necessary
impulse and control ; it is no more than sayieg
that the cleverest actors and the most skilful

musicians depend after all for the opportunity
of exercising their powers on the previous
labour of the individual dramatist and composer.
When we know that Matthew Paris not only
witnessed important building operations in his

own abbey, but was in great favour with
Henry III., and present at his court duiing the

erection of the Abbey Church of Westminster, we
may readily imagine that in representing the

legendary scene of Offa’s foundation of St.

Albans, Paris drew upon his recollections of the'

frecjuent interviews he must have v/itnessed
;

between Henry and the architect of the great

church, in the building of which the king took
isuch dee[) and constant interest. But notice

lalso this architect’s compasses and square

—

llhey denote more than that he is merely
an expert in building—they mark the geome-
jtrician. This is a point we must return to, after

looking at the other slides, views and details

lof buildings, selected for special reasons, which,
for convenience’ sake, must be shown now. . . .

To come back now to Matthew Paris’s drawing.

I Here we may find the clue, without which we
lean never learn to see the mind of the inedireval

[architect in his work. He was essentially a
geometrician. In the great intellectual movement

I of the thirteenth century, no branch of learning,

1 except theology, was more widely cultivated than

1 geometry; and this science, both then, and for

ilong afterwards, occupied an altogether higher
I position relatively to other intellectual pursuits

I than it does at the present time. Among the
many side-lights which the recognition of this fact

; seems to throw upon the development of English
: architecture is one with regard to the vexed
1 question of influence from the East. Most
:
people have at some time felt, if they have not,
through lack of tangible proofs, actually allowed,

. that Oriental suggestions must have played some
' part in the formation of English Gothic architec-
' ture. As an explanation of this, it has generally
: been loosely asserted that the English crusaders
: tried to reproduce at home the Saracenic archi-

I tecture which they had seen and admired in the
I course of their campaigns ; a supposit'on which,
besides being unsupported by a shred of evidence,
must seem to any one acquainted with the average
military mind, absolutely incredible. But when
we thii k of the highly -prized Arabic geometrical
treatises then finding their way into every monas-

I

tcry Pnd university (the latter being at the time
' thronged by lay scholars, in numbers almost im-
I possible to realise), there is little difficulty in
I imagining how the -subtle influence of books,
: written by men whom the most learned of
I Europeans reverenced as their intellectual masters,
: became the means by which Oriental inspira-

tions were grafted upon the rising tree of

English architecture. Until we can form some
idea of the influence of geometry during the

middle ages, nowhere stronger, I believe, than in

our own country ;
until we can partly realise the

fascination in the study and exercise of it which
then possessed every educated mind, lay and
clerical alike, we shall never be - able to

understand the conditions under which our Gothic
structures were designed. Geometry is the indis-

pensable key to the thoughts of the men who
built them

;
indeed, I will go so far as to say

that, were I asked to define English Gothic
architecture in the fewest possible words, my
definition would be :

— “ A species of building

wherein every part, from the greatest to the least,

is dominated by the same geometrical motive ?
”

I beg you to notice, however, that I do not say,

simply, “dominated by geometrical motives,”
nor “by a motive,” but “by the same motive.”

A great deal turns upon this. It will not be at all

surprising to hear this definition objected to as

being neither new nor true. It may be contended,

on the one band, that everything possible to be
said about the connection of geometry with
Gothic architecture has been already said

;
and,

on the other, that true art soars far above the

trammels of such a cold, hard, prosaic science.

Both objections cannot be dealt with together.

The former, of course the less important, may
perhaps be sufficiently answered in a few words;
ljut, to establish a case to meet the latter, which
I expect would be fervently urged, would require

the production of a large body of pictorial and
other similar evidence, such as, unfortunately, I

am unable to bring before you in the limits of

the present paper.

But there may still be time to say a little about
previous references to the relation of geometry to

Gothic design. The mention of it at once calls

up visions of plans and sections of churches,
crossed over like maps by squares and triangles,

with arguments on the supposed rules of their

setting out, which have rarely succeeded in

carrying conviction, chiefly on account of the

apparently arbitrary and usually contradictory sys-

tems of measurement adopted by rival theorists.

It suggests also that much ingenuity has been
devoted to one particular class of geometric
design by the illustration of the infinite variety

of patterns producible from contained and inter-

secting circles. Nor will it be forgotten that

some authorities have gone so far as to speak of
a “geometrical period,” though only as a short-

lived minor division of English Gothic. We may
be grateful for hints from all these sources, but they

neither exhaust the subject nor give us the informa-

tion for which we seek. It should be remembered
that, owing to the general destruction of out

ancient libraries, and the consequent dearth of

direct home evidence, people have been implicitly

relying upon certain works on proportion, which
happen to have come down to us from German
and Italian architects of the latter part of the

fifteenth and of the sixteenth centuries, to explain

the principles of English architecture in the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries ! To arrive at an
understanding of the actual manner in which Old
English architecture was influenced by geometry,

not for a limited time only, but from its birth to

its decline
;
not through any one form or figure

only, but through many ; rot vaguely and at

random, but with a single order of forms dominat-
ing, as a key-note, each particular era in succes-

sion, and quickening inert matter by the inspira-

tion of an intellectual force, we must discard

many old methods, old prejudices, old associations.

We must look for new facts in our own buildings,

and for new light upon them from our increasing

knowledge of own social history. We must
establish our principles solely upon the firm base of

careful observation, instead of stubbornly dog-
matising in the old, vicious manner, and mangling
facts to make them square with unwarrantable
theories. In doing this we may gain even more
than truer and fuller knowledge of the past

; we
may find sure helps and great encouragement for

the future.

The Chairman said that when he observed the

title of Mr. Flower's paper some time ago he
regretted that it did not define its subject more
clearly, but now he was quite convinced that

Mr. Flower had done the right thing. The paper
was very suggestive, though at the same time he
was afraid it would be difficult to discuss it. Mr.
Flower’s line was new, but there was something
about it to his mind which carried a conviction of

its truthfulness. He could not explain why he
thought that, but it seemed to him that the theory

was extremely probable. It seemed that a link

was missing, as Mr. Flower had so characteristi-

cally described, in history books of architecture,

and this link he hoped Mr. Flower had found.

They had for some time been accustomed to talk

about Medireval architecture as a sort of sanctified

engineering, and some of them did not consider

that any reflection was cast upon Medioival art

in that definition. Mr. Flower had certainly

carried that belief to a very practical point, as

his studies bad convinced him that the whole
progress of that art, their national art, up to the

time of the Renaissance, proceeded on geometrical

lines, or a system of geometry applied to a par-

ticular building and existing for the furtherance

of that building. He expected that an engineer

would give them practically the same defi-

nition of the motive underlying any modern
work of engineering. He proceeded upon a
geometrical method, and certain scientific

factors which were found mainly in his materials ;

and it seemed to him (the speaker) that his

method was exactly the same. A more interesting

prospect certainly was thus opened to them than

the prospect of a barren geometrical investiga-

tion of works that were to them works of senti-

ment and romance, in the singularly beautiful

way in which the esthetic sense was combined
with the geometrical engineering, as the essence

of the evolution of their architecture. Oh, that

they might learn the lesson, and be more geo-

metric ! and that engineers might learn the

lesson, and be more cesthetic ! He (the speaker)

listened carefully to the opening of Mr. Flower’s
paper, and noted how carefully he dealt with
the architectural history books, and also with
their critics ; and it seemed to him that Mr.
Flower would undoubtedly have to write the

new history of English architecture
;
and no doubt,

in arriving at the conclusions which he bad given
them that night, he had collected the material

necessary, at all events, for an eft'icient handbook
to the proper and elTectual study of a develop-

ing architecture. The portrait of the Mediaeval
architect that he had discovered and shown upon
the screen would no doubt mark that meeting as

historic. They might think he was unduly
exaggerating the impcrtance of this discovery,

but he believed that the point would receive,

through the publicity it would gain in the press,

the attention it deserved. To have unearthed
from the British Museum a thirteenth-centur)’

architect addressing his client, and having in his

hand, not a two-foot rule or a five-fcot rod, or a
bill of quantities, but simply a revolving calliper,

was a discovery of no little importance. Similar

testimony to that afforded by the illustration

which hir. Flower had exhibited was borne in

the celebrated album of Wilars d’Honecourt,
in the Library of Notre Dame, Paris, which was
produced in facsimile by a French architect, and
of which Professor ^YiUis issued a translation.

That book prove<l that architects existed as

architects and as draughtsmen—there was no
evidence of a draughtsman in the illustration

shown that evening. The draughtsmanship
in the album he referred to was interesting

because it was geometrical, and because

the geometry was carried to the extent of

drawing the human form, and showed how
to design the figure in triangles. The designer

also sketched in a wiser way than we did. We
sketched things as we saw them, while this

travelling architect of the thirteenth century
(about the same date as the architect exhibited

that night) sketched as he thouglit things ought
to be. That was vastly interesting

;
for instance,

he sketched the west window of Laon Cathe-

dral, not as it was, but as he thought it should

be. In conclusion, he (the Chairman) would like

to refer to a matter of some interest, and that

was the way in which the Black Death removed
the tenderness of our national architecture. After

that the Deluge, the Perpendicular, and tlien no
life, no feeling, “no nothing,” until the Renais-

sance.

Mr. Paul Waterhouse, in proposing a vote of
thanks to Mr. Flower, said he congratulated the

Association upon the excellence of the paper they
had heard that evening. It was very difficult to

open the discussion, upon it, however, since it

was a paper by a specialist, Mr. Flower having
devoted so much careful study to G *tliic archi-

tecture. He felt that in suggesting more system

in the study of Gothic architecture, Mr. Flower
was doing them, as students, great service. They
had lorg been accustomed to complain that the
recognised divisions, chronological and formal, of

Gothic architecture were misleading—in fact, that

they hindered as much as they helped
;
and he

supposed that the great difficulty in the study of

the subject arose from the fact that Gothic archi-

tecture, when they were first led up to it, was
chaos, and a young student could not make much
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out of it ; the only way was to divide it up, as

Mr. Flower had said. It unfortunately happened
that the first divisions were done by persons who
had only a very partial view of the subject, and
those divisions were taken up and elaborated
by various antiquarians. Moreover, these divi-

sions, even if they were of the best description,

had in each student’s education only a tem-
porary purpose. Granted, for the moment,
that the anatomy, the ara ysis of Gothic archi-

tecture, had been as good as it could be. Gothic
architecture was so complex that these divisions

must, after having first served to illustrate the
subject, have tended to obscure it. It would be
impossible to so divide the subject of Gothic
architecture so that the divisions would not
become, after increased study, a kind of obscura-

tion. He thought that must be granted as

inevitable. They knew to their cost how very
much those conditions hindured. People imagined
that the periods of Gothic architecture existed as

clearly in actual fact as they did in text-books,
and no one could do a greater service to students
of Gothic architecture than to point out to them a
higher consideration of the subject. The divisions

should enable the student to approach the matter
with a clearer set of ideas. It had often been
a matter of astonishment to him that they
were so unable to criticise a Gothic building.

He knew hardly any one who had such
courage in his convictions as to adversely criticise

a building of earlier date than the fourteenth
century ; but it was inevitable that some buildings
of that date which had survived could be criticised.

In regard to the way in which first principles

were laid before young architects, he believed

that in the true evolution of an architect (by

which he meant a designer), first principles should
not come first. He believed that the first process

of growth in an architect began by the study of

everything that came within his province as an
architect. Secondly, the canons of taste were
not rules of proportions, or rules laid down
by a Ruskin, but something in themselves
which, the more powerful it was, the

more difficult it was to define. That
must be cultivated in every individual archi-

tect after the study. They would find springing

up in themselves laws which were principles, by
which they obtained the power of criticism

—

criticism of other buildings, and criticism of their

own designs. As to the ancient architect, an
illustration of whom had appeared on the screen,

he did not appear to have any india-rubber, and
he (the speaker) was inclined to think that india-

rubber was one of the chief factors in design.

Perhaps it would not be altogether incorrect to

say that in many men design consisted in the
power of mercilessly criticising their own pro-

ductions, and there were many excellent designs

which, instead of taking form at once, were
rubbed into shape by india-rubber. He was not
prepared to diacuss at that time the question of

whether the geometric principle was the great

secret of Gothic design.

Mr. W. H. Seth Smith seconded the vote of
thanks to Mr. Flower for a paper which, he said,

represented a vast amount of work. Mr. Flower’s
paper might be described briefly as a scientific

paper— that was to say, it was scientific in its his-

toric method. The illustration which Mr.
Flower had obtained from the British Museum
was of quite exceptional value and, as the Presi-

dent had said, it would mark an epoch in the
information which they had on the subject and
would rather shrtter the idea they heard so fre-

quently expressed that in the Middle Ages
there were no architects—an idea which was
very popular just now, and which threatened
great harm to young architects in their train-

ing, He thought the paper, and Mr, Flower's
statement of the geometiical origin of Gothic
architecture, brought into prominence the idea,

which was now very often discussed and which
appeared to the speaker to have very great weight,
viz., that they as architects required much
more scientific training—much more training in the

direction of engineering science—and that they
needed to have not only the artistic power, but
also a thorough training in those principles upon
which such a constructive art as theirs was based
The paper, which he imagined would be opposed
very energetically by men like Mr. Ruskin, was,
he hoped, only an instalment of a larger work by
Mr. Flower on the same subject, and that they
would have from him further papers which would
lead them to s’udy mote scientifically the styles of
English architecture.

Mr. A. H. Hart, in supporting the vote of
thanks, said that he was a 1 ttle unable to grasp
the full meaning of Mr. Flower’s theor es. He
had told them that geometry entered very largely

into the designing of mediaeval buildings, but he
(the speaker) would like to see that theory

carried a little further. Did he under-

stand the lecturer to think that geometry was
responsible for the many beauties of mediicval

architecture? If that were so, a great deal

was being attributed to geometry. In re-

gard to' the draughtsmanship of the Middle
Ages, he had the opportunity recently of inspect-

ing the original design for the west front of

Orvieto Cathedra), and an interesting drawing it

was. Not more was shown than was absolutely

necessary to direct the workmen, and that only

in a very sketchy way. Some parts of the

front of the cathedral were entirely omitted :

the metal work for instance—the lions and so

forth—which added very greatly to the beauty,

was not shown upon the drawing.

Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, in supporting the

vote of thanks to Mr. Flower, said that the

lecture concluded with the geometric idea,

which had surely been well threshed out before

in connexion with Gothic architecture. Any
one who desired to know what had been
written on the subject had only to refer to

Billing's “ Infinity of Geometric Design ” and he
would see how much geometry must have entered

into the design of Gothic structures. It was a
fact which he supposed every one would admit,

but could it be stated on every page of an archi-

tectural history book ? Mr. Flower had also

taken exception to the formidable list of dates

which were contained in some history books, but

could a history of architecture be very well

written without them ? The Board of Exami-
ners of the Institute asked for the dates,

but if Mr. Flower, as one of the examiners,

would get those gentlemen to eliminate dates

from the examinations he would have a large

following of students. As to the important
point of the laws of mechanics in relation to

Gothic architecture of the Middle Ages, it

seemed to him that they must follow the history

of architecture in the Gothic ages as a history of
construction, the different forms which were
evolved being nearly all traceable to constructive

principles. Mr. Flower had done well to enforce

that. It was not so much a question of design as

of construction which architectural students

ought to consider. As to the public understand-

ing design, he thought they did a little until last

year, when he heard the west front of Canterbury
likened to St. Paul’s. As to the divisions of

Gothic architecture, he agreed that it was ridicu-

lous to refer to “ Early English ” and “ Perpen-
dicular,” but what were they to do ? A line

must be drawn somewhere, for they could not

talk abaut Gothic architecture as .n whole—at least

the student could not. They were told that the

sub-divisions were absurd, but they must be men-
tioned in books. Sharpe, however, took one
feature, the window, and he made the whole
of his system depend upon that : whereas,

as a matter of fact, the system of window
tracery was almost entirely brought about
by the system of vaulting. If Sharpe had
taken the buttress and the vaulting, and made
his system depend on that, he would have
given a more satisfactory definition of Gothic
architecture. Ele thought that Mr. Flower had
overlooked the fact that the crusaders were the

most intellectual men who went abroad, and that

the engineers of the army were quite likely to

adopt any Oriental features. For the intellectual

study of English architecture, a good history of

England should be read at the same time, and he
would suggest a careful perusal of Green’s “ Short
History of the English People.” The speaker’s

pet idea was that engineering was a part of archi-

tecture, and that the more they got away from the

true practical building ihe less likely were they to

get a style which was essentially characteristic ol

heir period. During the whole Gothic period,

as far as could be understood, the men who built

were practical men—they were not paper draughts-

men—and that was the true secret of all architec-

ture. The true modern architect he regarded as

an engineer. Mr. Flower had spoken against

the triangulation of the English cathedral, but he
had not ventured to put anything in its place. There
was one matter which ought to enable Mr.
Flower to get over his objection to text-books,

and that was the article written by Violet-le-

Due on “ Construction,” That was a most valu-

able discourse—a scientific, a builder’s discourse

—on the development of Gothic architecture.

There were no divisions, and that would enable

Mr. Flower to get over his objection to divisions

into periods. The English translation lately pub-
lished could be obtained from the Library. He
could not help tbiokieg that Gothic architecture

wa^ really the best architecture for any student
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to study ; whether he was gc.irg to design ir;

Gothic or not, it was a study in constructions

Any one who measured up a cathedral edificti

from top to bottom, and reasoned the buildinji

out on paper, would find the work an arebi'j

tectural education in itself, even if he did nor|

agree with the ideas or the principles of the stylet

The vote of thanks havingbeen put and cariieol

unanimously,

Mr. Flower, in reply, said that, in regard to th(|

suggestion that he should give a fuithet inslalmen.|

on the subject of his paper, he had no idea o:

doirg so—at least, at present. In regard to Mr.;

Hart’s remarks about geom.'*try, of course a veiji

hard view of geometry indeed could be taken..

He (the speaker) would not say that geometr^

was a royal road to good architectural design.!

and he did not suppose that any Mediivval archi

tect rigidly insisted upon it. lie did not assen

that those architects were fully conscious o

definite motive in what they were doing—thi

English, at any rate, for the French architects

were mote logical. But certain leading ideal

were perceptible not only in tracery and ii

mouldings, but even in carved and painted work I

no division that only regarded tracery woulc

enable them to understand the preferences fol

particular classes of forms which seemed to have

influenced those architects. But it was a subtli

influence much more easy to feel and recognise

than to rigidly define. Mr. Fletcher hac

criticised bis remarks recommending student:

not to trouble themselves with historical

data, but those remarks were contained in i

paper written years ago, from which he hac

quoted : his views had been modified since:

As to the text-books, why was it that thii

public took their views of English architectun

so implicitly from Parker? Chiefly, he believed:

from his prominent position as tin bookseller anci

publisher at Oxford ; he had done much excellen;

work as an antiquary, but were it not for these

other causes his theories would never have at;

tained to such prominence. He did not desire t(

say anything against Mr, Parker — in fact, hi

admired him very much as a man who knew 1

great deal, but he was not an architect'

Another similar book was that by Mr. Bloxam
a country solicitor. He, too, was a most esti;

mable man, and though there was no objectiot

to such men writing on the subject, it becamd

a serious matter when, upon the imperfect system^

constructed by them, architectural students were

instructed and even examined. He (the speakerd

was well acquainted with Mr. Billing’d

books, but could not discover in them an}

principles except those relating to the use

of circles. As to the architecture of th<

Middle Ages his view was that during a certain

number ot years nun preferred to work mainly ot'

circles ; at another time on triangles, and ai

others cn more complicated ^systems ; but nc

one system could be got to include the whole

of the Middle Ages. He was quite in agrees

ment with what Mr. Fletcher bad said in regard

to the laws of mechanics, as well as with whafi

he had said about the necessity of divisions. Ii

was only a question of why and where they

should draw their lines. One text book, foi

instance, said that the flowing line began to be

used after the middle of the fourteenth century/

which was directly contrary to the facts. As tc

the crusaders, he did not agree with Mr. Fletcher/

for many of those men could not even read 01

write, and a man who could not read or writei

had seldom much idea of form
;
he would be

just the kind of man who, as Mr. Fletcher had

told them, could see no difference between Can-i

terbury and St. Paul’s. As to Green, they must

remember that his history was written more than

twenty years ago, and they must seek newer

authorities to get at ihe real facts of the great

^ocial changes which happened at the period they

were discussing. The Black Death having

carried away half the population, the only im-i

portant works carried on for some years after were

the royal buildings at "Windsor, and for these

William ofWykehamhadtoimpressworkmen from

all over the country. The necessity of employing

quarrymen and hedge - carpenters to take the

place of trained craftsmen, in consequence'

of the enormous mortality in the crowded

cities and monasteries, was an architectural

factor of considerable importance. It took

England centuries to recover from the shock'

of this plague. He admired Pullan’s work

to some extent, but bis principles of propor-

tioning did not lell them all they wanted to

know. He did not think that the sculptors and

masons ofthe Middle Ages understood thoroughly

the principles which it was interesting to try to

trace in their work
;

but they had some sort
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iimotive, or there would not have been so much
inilarity in their work all over England at the
rae time. He agreed with Mr. Fletcher that
ollet-le-Duc’s article on Construction should
isst certainly be read by the student ; he would
»,o include his Lectures on Architecture.
The Chairman annnounced that the next meet-

:r would be held on the 19th inst., when a
Der would be read by Mr. W. H. Bidlake on
fhe Architect and the Public.
The meeting then terminated

C MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.*
urnE ArtJournal is almost entirely devoted to
inters and their works. The principal illus-

ion is an etching, by Mr. David Law, of
irot’s “ Souvenir d’ltalie,” accompanying a
':m on the artist by Mr. Arthur L. Salmon,
h. Cosmo Monkhouse continues his description
Igun in the January number) of Mr. Arthur
jiderson’s artistic treasures, the present paper
jing an account of “The British Portraits”
onging to this notable collection. “A New
lour Printing,” by Mr. Gleeson White, de-
bes a lately developed invention, employed in
factory at Deptford, for producing colour
jated fabrics on a very large scale and with
Qderful mechanical exactness

; the specimens
strated are hardly satisfactory as examples of
ign, but there is no opportunity of judging
n them of the actual colour effects produced
tthe new process. Mr. Lewis F. Day contri-
jes a somewhat pessimistic article on “Art in
vertising,” with some characteristic illustra-
IS. He offers some practical advice on design-
advertisements, but seems to be of opinion
t the conditions of advertising are necessarily
agonistic to Art. “The better the picture,”
concludes, “ the less it is suitable to advertise-
Qt. Good pictures do not shout ; and adver-
ment, when all is said, means shouting. It
)lves itself very much into a question as to
3 shall shout loudest, and so drown the
ce of his competitors.” “Holbein’s Porch,”
tten and illustrated by Mr. G. Fidler, de-
bes a pretty little fragment of architecture,
IT standing by itself in the gardens of Wilton
use, but formerly at the entrance to the man-
I. Mr. Fidler gives, at some length, the
unds for its attribution to the great painter,
e drawings are rather weak, and somehow
vey an impression of the whole thing being
cuted in white plaster. An article, signed
J. B. B.,” on the work of Tito Lessi, is illus-

led by some excellent photographs of some of
best pictures, which go far to substantiate the
im made for him of being “An Italian
kissonier.” Mrs. H. M. Stanley gives some
(sonal reminiscences of Bastien Lepage and his
[its to London, of which some of the most inte-
Iting are the painter’s observations on the par-
ular “ notes of colour” respectively characteri-

|g
Paris and London, and on the difierence in

one” of the English atmosphere. The new Cen-
1 School of Arts and Crafts is criticised by
|j. F. D.,” some of wliose remarks are worth
jsideration. “ It is surely the greatest possible
stake,” he says, “to shut out from them all

p
those actually engaged in the particular

.nch of the industry taught.” Distribution of
'our “has, in great part, to account for the
Esent unsatisfactory condition of things

; and if,

I example, trades like silversmithing are to be
)ught into line with the artistic movement of
; day, the first thing to be done is to break
wn the trade barriers dividing them into half a
ien sections, each of whom knows nothing of
at the other is about. The real need amoeg
rkmen (though they may not know it) is that
:y should understand something more about
iir handicraft than pertains to the small section
It to which they are confined in the factory.

;e London County Council seems to stand too
mfiilly in awe of the trades unions to do the

I

might do with the funds at its dis-
sal. The exhibitions of pictures by Lord
:’ghton and by Mr. Watts receive short notices,
in illustrations of the “Procession of Cimabue’s
adonna ” of the one, and the “ Chaos ” of the
aer.

To the Nineteenth Century Prince Krapotkin
ntnbutp a comprehensive survey of “ Recent
lence, which includes a summary of our
gsent knowledge of the “ North Polar Basin,”

‘o point out anythin
the current magazines which is of spt

erest to our readers, with occasional brief criticism

irl,W "Hoh articles. When a maga
mber ^ noticed, it is becaus\

nment Spon"'

as modified by the results of the Nansen expedi-
tion.

In the Contemporary Mr. W. H. Dickinson,
under the head of “The Water Supply of
London,” makes a vigorous attack upon the
present water companies, which he contends
ought to be abolished. He would not be corftent
with any middle course of exercising fuller con-
trol over their administration, or of establishing
a Water Trust ;

“ the only logical solution of the
question,” he sums up, “is to place the water
supply entirely in the hands of the proper repre-
sentative bodies.” Mr. Edmund Gosse, by his
“ Coventry Patmore, a Portrait,” reminds us of
an author, who, although he seldom touched on
architectural matters, did so at times, in his prose
essays, with a rare union of enthusiasm wilh dis-

crimination. The poet’s “ceaseless pre-occupation
and daily delight ” for several years in watching the
growth of the church built for him by Mr. Basil
Champneys at Hastings is graphically described ;

it is interesting also to notice the efforts which he
made to get really first-rate statues into the
churches of his communion, to supersede “ the
wretched Munich things Catholics now have to
put up wilh.”
“ Vanishing Paris,” in Macmillan's Magazine,

is a doleful lament over the continuing process of
“ Hausmannization,” which is reducing all Paris,
says the anonymous author, “ to a criss-cross of
straight lines.” It describes the havoc among
the old associations of the Faubourg Saint
Germain now taking place, owing to the con-
struction of the new Boulevard Raspail, and gives
some graphic descriptions of the fallen greatness
of the once splendid mansions of the Rue
Galande.
The Gentlemans' Magazine contains an account

by Mr. E. PI. Parker of “ The Emperor ofAnnam
and his Capital,” from which some idea may be
formed of the general aspect of Plue, the capital,
and other Annamese cities. There is also a full

review of Miss Phipson’s new work on “ Choir
Stalls and their Carvings.”

In Temple Bar we find “ The Dome and its

Wanderings,” by Mr. J. C. Paget, a popularly-
written account of the geographical distribution
and general history of domical building. Several
of the most famous domed structures at Con-
stantinople, Venice, and Agra, are described
from personal recollection.

The Fortnightly Revieiu contains a short
article by Mr. _H. PI. Statham on “ Leighton and
Watts: two ideals in Art,” comparing Lord
Leighton’s and Mr. Watts’s use of the figure as a
medium of expression in Art, and condemning
Mr. Watts’s tendency towards mere moral
symbolism in some of his later pictures.

The Cornhill contains an article by Mr. E. T.
Murray Smith on “ Two Centuries of National
Monuments”—to wit, those in Westminster
Abbey

; rather, historical than artistic, but
summing up with the opinion (in which we quite
concur) that however some of these monuments
may offend against art and good taste, we have to
accept them as they stand ;

“ One generation
cannot lightly undo the knots tied by those before
it.” The Cornhill, under its new management, has
not dealt much with subjects which come properly
under our criticism, but we are glad to take this
opportunity of expressing our sense of the varied
interest of its articles since its new start, and we
would particularly mention the series called
“ Pages from a Private Diary ” as includbg much
admirable and witty criticism on contemporary
events, by an fvidently shrewd and original
mind.
“ Chatsworih,” in the Pall Mall Magazine, by

Mr. A. H. Malan, with illustrations from photo-
graphs by the author, is evidently written for the
sake of the photographs, and does not aspire to
be more than a pleasant and appreciative chat
about the principal “lions” of the place; the
prints are mostly clear and good. “ The Cathe-
dral,” written and drawn by Mr. G. M. Henton,
is a little descriptive poem, in obvious imitation
of Longfellow. The verses arc interspersed with
sketches from various places.

In Knowledge, Miss A. M. Gierke’s “Sixty
Years of Astronomical Research)” is accom-
panied by a sketch-elevation of Vienna Observa-
tory, described beneath as “ An Ideal Establish-
ment, such as we might have, but have not in
England.’’^ The building, with three bold domes,
and conspicuous telescope-apertures, looks both
sensibly and gracefully designed and thoroughly
appropriate to its object. Mr. W. H. S.
Monck’s letter on “ Underground Cavities and
Streams in Ireland ” is of some geological
interest.

The Quarry has several useful articles and
notes in particular on “Variability of Building

H7

Stones;” “ TKe Bolsover Fire,” and the effects

of high temperatures on stone; “Slates and
Slating,” a fresh and sensible treatment of an old
subject; and “Tests of Sands for Making
Mortars,” translated from a paper by M. R.
Feret.

The Antiquary devotes a good deal of its

space to making common cause with certain

Radical journals in their desire to “rescue”
English cathedrals from their clerical guardians

—

a strange combination ! In language by no
means of the sober and temperate sort to be
expected from such a quarter, for the sake of the
possible preservation in situ of a certain quantiiy
of old masonry, the entire destruction of a far

older institution is demanded, and with a childish

display of ill-feeling, a photograph (a very poor
one, by the way) of the west front of Peter-

borough is reproduced, for the small satisfaction

of printing below it: “Now in course of
Demolition”!—a statement which can only be
characterised either as foolish ignorance or direct

untruth. Miss Sophia Beale begins a series of
gossipy, popular articles, entitled “ Gleanings
from French Churches.”

Harper includes several interestieg articles.

Under the fanciful heading of “ Hygeia in Man-
hattan,” Mr. R. Wheatley gives a scientific and
statistical account of the character, functions,

and methods of the New York Board of Health.
Mr. T. Hastings’ “Architecture and Modern
Life ” is a thoughtfully written essay on some
aspects of contemporary American architecture,

dealing chiefly with the influence of French
Renaissance models, which the author would
like to see generally followed, but with freedom
and discretion. “Poor Sir John Vanbrugh, one
of England’s greatest architects, whose charming
floor-plan of Blenheim Palace will be admired
for all time to come,” comes in for some unusual
and unexpected praise. “The Awakening of a
Nation,” by Mr. C. F. Lummis, has some capital

views of Mexican cities.

In the Century, Mrs. Van Rensselaer’s illus-

trated article on “Places in New York” is

chiefly of social and ethnological rather than of

topographical interest.

The same may be said or “London,” in

Scribner, by Mr. C. D. Gibson, the illustrations

being devoted entirely to types of character from
the streets. The works of Guiseppe Segantini,
the Italian landscape painter, are descrioed by
Sig. Alfredo Melani

; and in “ The Field of Art ”

a description, wilh a sketch, is given ofTilgner’s
newly erected monument to Mezart at Vienna.

The Atlantic Monthly contains Miss Robbin’s
account of the excellent woik done by the
“ Village Improvement Societies,” founded to

plant trees, lay out parks, &c., in many villages
and towns in New England. The decorative
paintings just completed by M. Puvis de
Chavannes in the Boston Public Library are
described by Miss Waern. Under the title of
“Two Interpreters of National Architecture,”
Mr. H. Van Brunt gives a careful and interesting
review of the lately published biographies of

J. W. Root and Charles Bulfinch.
The special issue of the Engineering Maga-

zine, entitled the “Prosperity Number,” is a
well got-up number, devoted chiefly to topics of
mechanical engineering. Mr. Dankmar Adler
treats of “The Stimulus of Competition in
Architectural Construction,” regarding all

advancement in architecture as the result of com-
petition, first among individuals, and afterwards
between communities, and calling on architects
“ not to fail to bear their part in the progress
and work of the day, and in the competition and
emulation to surpass one another, which lies at
the foundation of human progress.”
Le Monde Modetne contains prettily illustrated

general descriptions of Bucharest and Nice, and
some good specimens cf “picture-making” by
photography from the exhibition of the Paris
Photo Club.

La Ktviie GtinJiule contains M. Arthur
Verhaegen's concluding article on Trades Unions
in Belgium, strongly advocating their legal recog-
nition. A new illustrated work, “ Les Grandes
Cathedrals du Monde Catholique,” by M. L,
Clctjuet, Professor of Architecture in the Uni-
versity of Ghent, receives very favourable noticf

.

In the Architectural Record the princifal
article is a somewhat profusely laudatory account
of the works of Mr. II. J. Ilardenbergb, a d(-
signer of “ mammoth ” hotels and “ sky-scraping”
blocks of offices. Mr. Goodyear ccnlinues his
ingenious, if unconvincing, researches into ihe
“ constructive asymmetry ’ of medimval Italian
churches. Some cathedrals of Proverge are
described in a well illustrated article hy Mr. Barr
Ferree, and other articles deal wilh “ Corner

e
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Houses in Paris,” “The Villas of Rome,”
“Sicily,” and “ Modern Decoration.”

The Engineering Magr.z 'ne has a suggestive

criticism of the architecture of American Govern-
ment buildings by Mr. \V. M. Aiken, the variety

of types illustrated being specially interesting.

Mr. G. E. Waring, Jun., discusses the “ Relations

of Street-cleaning to Good Paving,”

ARCH.EOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Society of Antiquaries.—A meeting of this

Society was held on the 4th inst., Sir H. H.
Howorth, M.P., V.P., in the Chair. Mr. James
Harrison exhibited and presented a photograph

of a stone shaft, surmounted by a small bowl,

evidently a holy water stock, lately rescued by

him from the churchyard, and now in the vestry

of, St. Andrew’s Church, Charmoutb. Rev. Canon
Church exhibited a remarkable thirteenth century

wooden pix canopy, from Wells Cathedral, upon

which Mr. W. H. St. John Hope read some
descriptive remarks. The canopy is in the form

of a cylindrical lantern of open tracery work, and

is about 4 ft. in height. Though much “ re-

stored ” it bears traces of having originally been

richly painted and gilded. The top is surmounted

by a bold cresting of leafwork, and retains the

curiously arranged ironwork by which the whole

was suspended with a swivel hook from which

the pix depended. Mr. C. Lynam exhibited a

cast of, and communicated a note on, a fragment

of a pre-Norman cross-shaft lately discovered at

Leek, Staffordshire. Professor T. McK. Hughes
read a paper on “ The Derivation of the Four

Characteristic Implements of the South Pacific,”

namely, the battle-axe, the throwing-stick, the

Ixjomerang, and the patoo-patoo, and he showed,

from actual comparison, there were strong

grounds for believing that they had directly

derived their present forms from the bones of

cetacea.

British Arch.'eoi.ogical Association.

—

The foulh meeting of the session of '.his Association

was held on the 20th ult., at the rooms in Sick-

ville-streel, Piccadilly, Mr. C. H. Complon,

V.P., in the chair, when a paper by Dr. Fairbank,

F.S.A., on “ Portable Altars ” was read, in the

author’s absence, by Mr. Patrick, lion. Sec.,

illustrated by sketches made by the author. A
lengthy discussion on this very interesting subject

followed, in which Mr. Dobson, the Rev. Cave-

Browne, and otheis took part. On Wednesday,

the 3'd inst., the fifth meeting of the session was

held in the rooms in Sackville-street, Mr. Thos.

Blashill, Hon. Treasurer, in the chair. A mosi

interesting exhibition of prehistoric implemenis

was made by Mr. G. F. Lawrence of Wandsworth,

including a unique specimen of a weapon of stag’s

horn still retaining its wooden handle, thought to

be of blackthorn, which was recently found

in the Thames at Hammersmith. This must

have been a very effective weapon, from the

toughness of the horn and the pliancy of

the handle, in a fierce hand-to-hand combat. In

the course of his observations Mr. Lawrence re-

marked that in the Yorkshire pile dwellings, and

in a few instances in the Thames, the leg bones

of oxen and other large animals had been found

which had been used in a similar manner, but the

greater difficulty of fixing the bone in order to

secure it to the handle must have made the use

of the stag’s horn more general. This example is

supposed to be about 3000 years old. Mr. Earle

W’ay exhibited two specimens of Cyprian pottery

and a whistle, together with a pretty little

model of a quern in soapstone, and a bronze

bracelet from Egypt. Mr. Hoyle exhibited a

translucent jade earring from New Zealand,

about ten miles from Christ Church, the hole in

which had been made by a stone instrument close

to the edge, but yet without in any way injuring

the jade. Mr. Patrick, Hon. Sec., read a

short paper descriptive of the discovery of

a Roman house at Burham, in Kept, upon

the property of the Burham Brick, Lime, and

Cement Company, which, by the Company’s invi-

tation and generous assistance, Mr. George

Payne, F.S.A., of Rochester, and himself had

recently had the opportunity of disinterring.

The house is a small one, measuring about 60 ft.

by 34 ft., but possesses a very perfect and un-

usual form of hypocaust. This consists of a

system of horizontal flues cut in the chalk sub-

soil, and running round all four sides of an apart-

ment measuring about 18 ft. by 16 ft. These

flues connect with a central and two radiating

flues from the mouth of the furnace, the centra!

flue being large enough for a boy to crawl

through ;
the others varying in diameter from

about 13 in. to 8 in. or g in., where they joined

the wall flue. At intervals round the walls M’era

eight or nine recesses, In which vertical wall flues,

ranged in pairs, carried the hot air and smoke
to the roof. Some of these were found in situ,

the remains of others lying in the bottom of the

shaft. Remains of pottery, tiles, bones of

animals, and portions of coloured plaster decora-

tion, and one small bronze fibula, were found.

Tlie house appears to have been one of the smaller

and less pretentious kind frequently met with

along the line or in the immediaie neighbourhood

of the principal Roman roads in the south of

Britain. The paper was illustrated by plans and

dtawings from sketches made and measured on

the spot by the author, and by numerous photo-

graphs taken by Mr. Payne of the various

features and phases of the excavations. The
next meeting will be on February 17, when a

paper will be read by Miss Edith Bradley on
“ London under the Monastic Orders.”

Engineering Appointment, Little Don
Water Scheme, Sheppield.—On the 3rd inst.

the Sheffield Water Committee met at the Town
Hall to finally select a Resident Engineer to take

charge of the work of the Langsett reservoir, in con-

nection with the Little Don Water Scheme. There

were originally thirty-two applicants for the post,

and out of this number six attended before the com-

mittee recently, when the list was further reduced to

two. The committee resolved to recommend the

City Council to appoint Mr. Wm. Watts, o.' Oldham,
I at a salary of 1,200/. per annum.

SUustrattons.

GATES, SHEFFIELD MUNICIPAL .

BUILDINGS.
HIS drawing represents the gates of tl

main entrance to the new Municip

Buildings. The work was carried 01

to Mr. E. W. Mountford’s design by Messrs.

W. Singer & Sons, of Frome. I he upper poi

tion is a fixed grille with the city arms painte

in heraldic colours, and the gates slide into '

groove in the wall. They were made in forge

iron throughout. The gates, which will I

opened by her Majesty the Queen in May nex.

have cost 300/.

NEW PREMISES, DUKE-STREET,
GROSVENOR-SQUARE.

The drawing of this was made from tl

buildings by Mr. Richards.

The whole of the southern portion of the bloc

was erected for Mrs. Kerr, and contains in tl

basement, kitchens and assistants’ dining-room:

&c. ;
on the ground floor, shop and office ;

an

on the upper floors sitting-rooms and workroom:

with dormitories and sitting-rooms for tl

assistants and seiwants.

The remainder of the block consists of shof

on the ground floor and basement, with residentu

flats above,
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I With the exception of a low plinth in Portland
one, the whole of the building is erected in

] in. red bricks, with Sreproof flooring.

The builders were Messrs. George Trollope &
ons, and the architect Mr. W. D. Caroe.
The drawing was exhibited at the Royal
.cademy of last year.

•ESIGN FOR CHAPEL, BERKHAMSTED
SCHOOL, HERTS.

This design was prepared for the Rev. T. C.
‘ry, D.D., the head master of Berkhamsted
chool, by Messrs. Batterbury & Huxley, archi-

In order that the chapel might' accord
ath the existing ancient school buildings, erected

y Dean lucent, and opened in 1544, late Per-
endicular was chosen.
The raising of the sacrarium and the choir was
ggested by Dr. Fry, who wished to follow, to
ome extent, Pietro Lombardo’s Santa Maria del
liracoli, Venice.

WORDSWORTH BUILDINGS, LADY
MARGARET HALL, OXFORD.

This building is the south wing of a range of
;ew buildings, of which the centre block and
Orth wing are not yet built. The north and
BBth wings are intended for students

j and the
eotre block will contain main entrance hall and
Inrcase, dining hall with kitchen and offices

Oder and library over, and will be carried higher
bn the wings.
The site is beyond Norham Gardens to the

iorth-eas‘ comer of the Parks, and extends from
he road down to the Cberwell. Owing to the
hape of the site, the buildings have had to be
lesigned on an irregular plan

; and as the site
ies below the roadway level, a causeway with a
itOEe balustrade has bad to be formed on the
Iroith side in order to get the drains into the town
xwer.

; The materials used are red brick, gauged brick,
find Clipsham stone, tile roofs, and lead flats. A
large skylight, inside the balustrade above the
•central part, lights the principal staircase. The
liouth wing contains twenty-eight students’ rooms,
common room, lavatory, and bath rooms. An
extension has been built on the north side, inclu-
lirg temporary kitchen and offices and dining
lali. This will ultimately form part of the central
ijlock.

I The building has been erected from the designs
!»nd under the superintendence of Mr. Reginald
iBlomfield, architect, of London, at a total
^st of 6,783/., inclusive of electric lighting,
rha contractor for the works was Mr. J. A.

^^‘^^ssdon
; electric lighting by Messrs.

Hill & Co., of Oxford ; carving by Mr. W.
fAumonier.

Nos. 2 & 3, SHIREOAK-ROAD, HEAD-
INGLEY, LEEDS.

These houses were built in 1893 for Mr
James Bedford, The main idea in planning them
was to have two good rooms and a decent hall.

All houses, of this size and rental, built in this

district during the last eighty years, have aimed
at three rooms, with the result that the rooms
have been small, and the entrance reduced to the
narrow passage with crowded stair so commonly
seen. The halls in both cases have fireplaces,

and are panelled up to the height of the doors.

In No. 2 the panelling encloses the staircase,

which has a door at the foot, so that one may
smoke in the hall w'ithout fumigating the bed-
rooms. The houses are built of bricks, which
were specially made thinner than usual in the
locality, where they commonly measure 3^ in. to

in. in depth. The roofs are covered with
thick green slates.

The architect was Mr. Francis \V. Bedford, of
Leeds, Messrs. Wm. Thompson & Sons did the
brickwork, and Mr. Banks Mawson the joiner’s

work.
> \

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
SPRING VISITS:

NATIONAL GALLERY OF BRITISH ART.

On the 30^^ ult. the first spring visit of the
Architectural Association was paid to the National
Gallery of British Art, and a party of more than
fifty members inspected the building now nearing
completion, under the guidance of Mr. Sidney
R. J. Smith, the architect.

A full description of the building appeared in
the Builder for January 2, Some items of
considerable interest were the large blocks of
stone, weighing several tons, used in the archi-
trave of the main pediment, and entirely supported
by being joggled without any use of iron or
girders, and the figure of Britannia on the apex of
the pediment weighing some ten tons.
The chief feature ot the building is the central

octagonal sculpture-hall, covered with a glass
dome with iron ribs, each rib being bolted down
with anchor plates to the stone piers. The
picture-galleries are all top lighted, with only one
thickness of glass, and the effect appears to be
admirable.

The drawings showing the various suggestions
for the external treatment were an interesting
study of the various methods of treating the same
subject.

Additions to Hydro, Clifton.—Additions are
to be made to the Clifton hydro, from the designs of
Messrs. Harper, of Birmingham. The floors will be
fireproof, on the Fawcett system.

COMPETITIONS.
Board Schools, Sutton St. Edmunds.

—

'Phe following is the result of the competition for

the new Board schools, for the Sutton St.

Edmunds’ School Board ;—Accepted design,
Mr. R. H. Holmes Hand, architect, Spalding

;

second, Mr. Gilbert S. Doughty, C.E., Pelham-
street, Nottingham

;
third, Mr. Gerald McMichael,

21, Pershore-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Moseley Presbyterian Church. — At a

meeting of the committee, the designs for a new
church, lecture hall, &c., to cost 6,000/., at the
corner of Chantry-road, Moseley, were con-
sidered, and out of seven sets of designs sub-
mitted, those of Messrs, de lAcy Aherne and
Arthur E. McKewan were placed first.

—

Bir-
mingham Post.

Artisans’ Dwellings, Sunderland.— It is

stated that Mr. Marten B. Perry, architect, of 17,
St. Mary’s-road, Walthamstow, in conjunction
with Mr. Robert Angell, has been successful in

obtaining the first premium in a competition for
artisans’ dwellings proposed to be erected by the
Corporation of the Borough of Sunderland. The
plans provide accommodation for 468 persons, at

an estimated cost of 20,000/. There were in all

fifty-eight sets of designs submitted.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Tech-

nical College Architectural Craftsman’s
Society.—At a recent meeting of this Society,
a discussion took place on the paper on ventila-

tion, read to the .Society in December by Mr.
Isaac Low. The meeting was presided over by
Mr. J. Lockhead. The various systems in vogue
were illustrated by means of a small model air-

tight chamber, on which were fitted cowls of all

descriptions for the demonstration of the natural

systems, and by the use of a small fan the
mechanical action of the system of extraction and
propulsion was also very cleverly shown. Mr-
Low, in referring to a recent letter by Mr. Keys,
still adhered to his opinion that it is of great

advantage to have school windows so constructed
that they may be opened while the building is

unoccupied, whatever system of ventilation is

resorted to while the building is occupied. He
held that there could be no gain in having a room
shut up, almost air-tight, for say eighteen hours out
of every twenty-four, and for over sixty hours at the

end of every week, not to speak of holidays, and
no one would think of keeping a fan tunning dur-
ing these times, unless the power was running
to waste otherwise. Mr. Keys’ system, properly
applied, provides an excellent means of keep-
ing the rooms fresh during the short time
they are occupied, but why allow them to stag-
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nate during the longer time that they are unoccu'

pied ?

Glasgow Institute of Architects.—

T

he
usual quarterly general meeting of this Institute

was held in the rooms, 187, Pitt-street, on the

28th ult., Mr. John James Burnet, A.R.S.A.,
President, in the chair. The President referred

to the fact that two of the members, Messrs.

Iloneyman and Leiper, fonnerly Associates of the

Royal Scottish Academy, had now been elevated

to full membership, and it was unanimously
agreed that the hearty congratulations of the

Institute should be sent to them. The Secretary

reported that the prize drawings of the Royal
Institute of British Architects would be on exhibi-

tion in the rooms of this Institute during the two
weeks commencing I2lh April next. It was
agreed to hold an informal dinner in the rooms on
March 3.

• Architectural Association Discussion
Section.—

T

he sixth meeting of this Society was
held on the 13th ult. at 56, Great Marlborough-
street, Mr. W. Pywell in the chair. A paper was
read by Mr. B. N. Southall on “Sham Con-
struction and the ‘Fixing of Facings,” in which he
traversed the most prevalent forms of false con-
struction, and made many suggestions for im-
provements in the direction of truthful detail. In
the discussion which foil jwed, Mr. Brodie
doubled whether exposed construction would be
acceptable to the public

; and Mr. Strange
thought that the example of Nature, who never
hides her construction, might safely be followed.
Mr. Lander pointed out that although Nature
may hide her construction, she does not deny it,

as many buildings do theirs, and he thought a dis-

tinction should be made between concealment
and a deliberate intention to deceive. Mr.
Garbutt called attention to the dangers arising
from the rust caused by condensation inside cased
stanchions, and also to the inadvisability of
casing steel joists solidly in concrete, as the ex-
pansion is liable to crack it. Mr. Herbert
thought it difficult to know where to stop in
one's criticism, as one might even abuse a plaster
ceiling because it did not show the joists. He
said he would like to see fireproof floors carried
through to the outside face of the wall. He
objected to cast iron which imitated wrought iron.
Mr. \V. C. Marshall, the Special Visitor, said he
believed in all Mr. Buskin said in his “Lamp of
Truth,” and could not understand why a lie

represented in art did not bear the same moral
culpability as a spoken lie. Some forms of
deception, however, were generally accepted by
a;l, such as gilding. He looked forward to the
day when there should be a greater appreciation
of iron forms, so that they need not always be con-
cealed. He advised everyone to cultivate truth in
everything, however small. It came like writing
fair—by practice. If every one would rise above
the little falsities now so common, we might
some day really “ build in truth.”
Glasgow School ok Art.—

T

he first of
series of special lectures on “ Hellenic Archi-
tecture ” was delivered recently to the students of
this school by Mr. Villiam J. Anderson. Mr.
Malcolm Staik occupied the chair, and intro-
duced ihe lecturer, who had taken as his subject,
“TheMycenian Age in Greece.” After a review
of the formative influences of circumstances on the
Greek character and genius, the lecturer said that
to the book of the history of this race, which for
our fathers opened with the Homeric Epics,
there had been written a long preface and intro-
duction. Researches in the Isle of Santorin, and
Schliemann’s work at Mycence and Tiryns, had
recovered in broken outline the story of a bygone
phase of human life, which had some affinity with
early Celtic civilisation of Europe, and which
was, in greater measure than had been formerly
believed, the direct precursor ofllellenic culture in
its greatest period. Viewed as architecture as a
whole, two different forms of practice would be
observed : one, a timber style, employing stone
for foundations, combining wood with stone in
walls, and sheathing it with metal

; the other, a
stone style, in which w-ood forms were directly
imitated, and which still made use of metal plates
in its decoration, both being closely related, and
probably coterminous. Conjectural restorations
of the palace of Tiryns, the domed tombs of
MycenA, with Chipiez and Clarke’s restorations
of the portal and the cupola, were shown by
lantern, with details of ornament, including the
frieze of Tiryns, of alabaster, inlaid with glass
paste, which is so valuable for the light it sheds
on the origin of the Doric entablature. To these
structures it did not appear possible to assign a
later date than about 1200 B.c. Perrot, indeed

and on the way to new inventions—was cut

short and scattered by the Dorian migration,

begin its life over again, and in a fuller and larger

way to work out its destiny. But the lecturer

believed that the more this earliest period of

Greek art was studied and explored the more we
should discover what the arts of a later day owed
to it, and how many of its principles and motives

had survived. The dome construction, its decora-

tion by metal plates, the use of the applied

column and entablature, appeared again at Etruria

and Rome, while the retreating faces of the archi-

trave and inclined sides of the doorway, the

fluted column, the triglyph frieze, the patera,

rosette, palmette, and spiral—all were forms on
which the later Hellene would exercise his genius

So that it was not too much to say that in Myce-
nwn art we see the shoot appear above the ground,

and that Hellenic architecture of the age of

Pericles was essentially of the same root, the

same plant in the same soil.

Liverpool Architectural Society.—

T

he
fifth ordinary meeting of this Society for the pre-

sent session was held on the ist inst., in the Law
Library, Union-court, under the chairmanship
of Mr. Bradbury, the President. The paper read
was by Mr. F. I. Thomas, and was entitled “Art
Out of Doors,” in illustration of which some
sixty photographic views were shown by lime
light. These had been selected so as to indicate

the multiplicity of country seats throughout Great
Britain in which architectural and horticultural

art derive great attraction from their natural sur-

roundings.

Bradford Society of Architects and
Surveyors.—

T

he annual meeting of this Society
was held recently at the Great Northern Victoria
Hotel, Mr. James Ledingham, President, in the
chair. Mr. W. B. Woodhead was elected Presi-
dent for the year, and Mr. P'airbank was re-

elected Secretary and Treasurer. After the elec-

tion of the Council the annual dinner was held.
Northern Architectural Association.

—

A meeting of the members of the Northern Arcbi
tectural Association was held on the 3rd inst., at
the Art Gallery, Newcastle, Mr. F. \V. Rich in
the chair. The Chairman proposed the following
resolution :

—“ The Northern Architectural As-
sociation, looking to the amount of public interest
and criticism that has arisen respecting the pro-
posed restoration of the western /rent of -the
Cathedral, Peterborough, desire to convey to the
Dean and Chapter their appreciation of the course
pursued by them in upholding and carrying out
the advice of their architects, Mr. J. L. Pearson
and Sir Arthur Blomfield, and however much the
Northern Architectural Association may regret
the circumstances that necessitate the pulling down
part of the work, yet feel sure that in the hands
of such an experienced and able man as Mr.
Pearson there will be nothing done without
cause.” He said there had been a great deal of
amateur criticism on this matter, and the more
architects stood up against these innovations
on the part of amateurs the better it would be
for themselves. Mr. Reay seconded the motion,
which was cordially agreed to. Mr. Frank Caws,
of Sunderland, then read a paper on “The
Probable Influence of the Technical Education
Movement upon the Architect and his Work,”
in the course of which he said that archi-
tects should take deep interest in the tech-
nical education movement, because of the
splendid opportunities it afforded for developing
the talents of the young

; and not from the merely
selfish motive that it helped us to remain masters
of the markets of the world

; but because it tended
to increase the happiness of men and women by
increasing their knowledge and usefulness, and
particularly by giving them a deeper insight and
interest in their work, and so minimising the
monotonous drudgery of their lives. Technical
education could not long continue without thus
raising the status and character of the worker
thereby inducing a general gain of intelligence!
skill, and respectability in all trades and handi-
crafts. If the architectural profession would not
remain hopelessly behind other crafts and pro-
fessions

; if architects would retain the proud
position of masters of the technical arts—which
the very name of architect implied—then they
must bestir themselves and take advantage of the
ijreat opportunities the present moment afforded.
Tow to do this Mr. Caws explained by showinehow nrchitprtc’ nnnJlchow architects’ pupils and students should devote
the years of their apprenticeship so as to'atlain to
the higher standard of qualification now called
for. A nearly vote of thanks was accorded to
Mr. Caws, after which the meeting terminated

Architects and
rivifL,*™ '“ly|sVRvUoRs:-TLeTon‘thl7mMi''^^^^
avihsation so advanced m many respects,

j

bers of this Society was held at the School of Art,

Arundel-street, Sheffield, on the 9th inst., when
Mr. John Slater, B.A., gave a lecture on “The
Buildings of the Ancients.” Mr. C. Hadfield
(President) occupied the chair. Mr. Slater, at

the outset, quoted the late Mr. Fergusson’s remark
that beauty in architecture consisted not so much
in particular features as in appropriateness of
design and elegance of detail. In the present
century there had been many changes of style.

Each successive period had found ugly and un-
suitable what had been praised as fit and beautiful
by its predecessor, thus showing the narrow-
mindedness of those who posed as the directors
of the public in matters of taste. It might not
be uninteresting to go back to a time anterior
to all the recognised styles, and see what kind of
buildings were erected by the ancients, when the
sole object was to meet the requirements of the
people for whom the building was intended, and
who obtained architectural effect by ornamenting
their construction, and not by constructing their
ornament. The first builders who attained to any
great architectural skill were the Egyptians, in
whose history four periods stood out as those of
great architectural activity. These periods were
the fourth dynasty, when the great Pyramids
were erected

; the twelfth dynasty, to which be-
longed the tombs at Beni Ilassan

; the period
when Thebes was at the zenith of her power ; and
the period of the Ptolemies. Details were given
of the construction of the Pyramids, showing that
the most scientific precautions were taken to
prevent the heavy superincumbent mass from
crushing in the sepulchral chambers. In the
tombs of Beni Hassan, it was noticeable how
often wooden forms were reproduced in stone.
In these tombs were to be found the prototype
of the Doric column, as well as of the plan of
the perfected Greek temple. The enormous
temple of Karnak, with its hypostyle hall, was
described, and so were the different forms of
capitals found there. The great feature of the
Egyptian temples was their solidity and massive-
ness, but relieved by the most elaborate and
varied system of colouring, the granite columns
having been coated with stucco before the appli-
cation of the colour decoration. Crossing from
Africa to Asia, different materials and methods
of building were found, sundried and burnt
bricks forming, in the absence of stone, the
staple building materials. In consequence of the
friable nature of these materials there existed for
many centuries nothing but heaps of rubbish to
mark the sites of some of the most notable build-
ings of antiquity. Quite recently, the most
valuable and interesting discoveries had rewarded
the exertions of explorers. No less than seven
lalaces of the Ninivite kings, whose dynasty
asted from B.c. 1250 to B c. 625, had been
exhumed, the most complete and interesting
being that of King Sargon at Khorsabad, which
was thoroughly explored by Messrs. Botta and
Place. Here were discovered the most magnificent
arched gateways of brick, arched covers to sewers
and conduits, and enamelled encaustic tiles of
different colours and patterns, which were as fresh
and vivid as if they had only recently been taken
from the kilns. The exact manner in which
these large buildings were lighted was largely a
matter of conjecture. The third great building
people of antiquity were the Persians, whose
supremacy in Central Asia dated from about the
sixth century B.c. The rocky plateau of Perse-
polis was the site of the most magnificent palaces
of the kings, and the ruins still existed to testify
to their grandeur. In the recently-explored Hall
of the Hundred Columns, the columns were ot
marble, the capitals being the well-known double
bull’s head, between which rested the beams sup-
porting the roof. The height of the columns,
67 ft. 4 in., was more than double the height of
the columns of the Parthenon. The bases of the
Persepolitan columns were particularly graceful,
and it was rather curious that this form had never
been adopted by the Greeks. The curious
and interesting domed building at Feruz-abud
and Sarvistan, the dates of which it was
difficult to determine, were almost certainly
the precursors of the Mohammedan mosques.
From the wall decorations discovered by
M. Dieulafoy, it was certain that the Persians,
like the Assyrians, had arrived at a high pitch of
excellence in the manufacture of glazed enamelled
tijes. After alluding to recent discoveries in the
district anciently called Phrygia, and to some
curious examples of the exact imitation of wooden
forms in stone, the lecturer concluded by saying :

As the byways of the world become opened up
to us, we are continually finding unexpected
remains of building nations, and it is not too much
to say that wherever over the whole face of the
earth explorers have come upon the relics in stone
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or brick of a remote civilisation, their wonder has

been excited at the solidity, and in many cases the

high artistic quality of the work. It appears to me
that, despite all our modern resources and all the

discoveries of science in these latter days, no one

can study such buildings as I have brought to your

notice this evening without having a little of his

nineteenth-century conceit taken out of him
;

for

truly all the remains testify that in energy and in

intelligence, and in skill, there must have been

[giants in those days. The paper was illustrated

iby a number of large diagrams prepared by Mr.

(

Slater. A vote of thanks was accorded to the

lecturer, on the motion of Mr. E. Winder,
seconded by Mr. Joseph Smith, and supported

I by Messrs. J. B. Mitchell-Withers, F. Fowler, T.

Winder, E. M. Gibb*, C. Hadfield, and C. J.
Innocent, and Mr, Slater briefly replied.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

iNSTITfTION OF Clt'IL ENGINEERS.—At the

ordinary meeting of this Institution on the 9th

inst., Mr. John Wolfe Barry, C.B., F.R.S., the

President, in the chair, the paper read was on
“ Cold Storage at the London and India Docks,”
by Mr. H. F. Donaldson, M.Inst.C.E. The
author traced, from the commencement of the

experimental stage in 1S81, the progress in

the accommodation of the frozen-meat trade

in the Port of London.' The work had
been carried on—first by the London and
St. Katharine and the East and West India

Docks Companies, and subsequently by the

London and India Docks Joint Committee,
which came into existence in 1889—in the con-

struction of receiving-chamlDers at the Royal
\’ictoria Deck, and, later, at the South West-
India Dock. The first experimenfal chambers
at the Royal Victoria Dock had been constructed

in 1S81, but they were discarded, and improved
buildings, insulation and machinery had been
adopted in 1S87. These buildings consisted of

two floors, each about 10 ft. high, arranged with

chambers on each side of the engine-room, which
was placed in the middle. One end of the build-

ings abutted on the quay on which the meat was
discharged from vessels. They were further

supplied on each side with platforms generally

used for receiving meat from the quay, and for

the discharge into railway wagons of meat for

despatch to the various cen'res of consumption.

The end remote from the water-side was pro-

vided with a platform lor the delivery of meat into

carls for transport itilo the meat market, or for

delivery by road. The side platforms were
also supplied wilh smill lifts by which the upper
chambers were charged, curved rails being fitted

at the top to automatically discharge the load

when the ram of the lift arrived at the end of its

stroke. Thefljoring of the ground fljor was a
few inches only above the normal level of tlie

ground or rail-level. Entrance to the chambers
was obtained through small doors opening into

lobbies at the level of the ground floor, from
winch ordinary insulated doors opened into the

ciiambers, and by tliese means the rise of tem-

perature through the opening of the doors to the

outer air was reduced to a minimum
;

the coldest

air remaining in the trough or tray, between the

i
sill-level of the entrance door and the ground-

1
level. The lobbies were so arranged that two
chambers could be entered from one outer

I

door. The meat was received and delivered

I through portholes, about 4 ft. 6 in. above
I the ground-level and i ft. Gin. above platform-
' level, made of two sizes, one inside the other, the

larger orifices being used for quarters of beef, and
the smaller for frozen sheep. An account was
also given of the construction of stores at the

North Quay, West India Dock, and at the cold

store, which had been built and equipped at

West Smithfield. The total storage capacity now
in use by the London and India Docks Joint
Committee was, at the Royal Victoria Dock,
926,604 cubic feet ; at the South West-India
Dock, 5O1OOO cubic feet ; at the North Quay,
West India Dock, 378613 cubic feet; and at

West Smithfield, 365,717 cubic feet.

Thf: Institution of Junior Engineers.

—

At the last meeting of this Institution, held at the

Westminster Palace Plotel, the Chairman, Mr.
II. Bloomfield Vorley, presiding, an interesting

lecture on “Comparisons of Similar Struc'ures,
Large and Small,” was given by Professor Archi-
bald Barr. D. Sc, of Glasgow. The lecturer first

enunciated the general principles regarding the
loads which similar structures can bear with like

severity of stress, and showed their application to
'

pistons, cylinders, boilers, beams, biidges, roofs, I

columns, shafts, &:'c. Pie then dealt with c'bm- ^
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parisons of similar structures with respect to

rigidity, illustrating them by reference to shafts,

beams, bridges, test-specimens, &c. Similar

structures with regard to suitability for bearing

their own weights, were then treated, and applica-

tions to tanks, ships, See., shown. The influence

of size upon the design and proportions of struc-

tures was considered, and illustrations given

taken from nature. Comparisons of similar

objects wi h re-'pect to their suspendon in water
and in air, formed the next section of the lecture,

and in this connexion the flying-machine problem
was investigated. Similar machines, with reference

to inertia stresses, were then compared. At the

conclusion of the lecture, on the proposal of Mr.
S. Boulding, seconded by Mr. E. King, a cordial

vole of thanks was passed to Professor Barr.

THE DWELLING HOUSE.
On Thursday evening last week, at the London

Institution, Dr. G. Vivian Poore delivered a
lecture on “ The Dwelling Plouse,” illustrated by
lantern slides.

The lecturer stated at the outset that he
intended to deal wiili his subject from the

physician's point of view, and not from the archi-

tect’s. The first plans exhibited showed a five-

storied London house, before and after it had
been altered in accordance with modern notions

of plumbing. Generally speaking, there were
necessary or unavoidable defects about most
London houses, owing to the limited area of the

land upon which they were built, but in the

country those defects could be generally avoided.
In the London house the cubic contents of the

house bore an undue proportion to the land upon
which it stood. Speaking of the staircase of the

London house, the lecturer said that one of its

def.-cts was that unless the staircase was effiflently

ventilated it served as a channel for the
conveyance of the air from one part to

another, which sometimes was not at

all desirable. There was nothing more im-
portant in a dwelling house than the perfect

ventilation of the channels of internal comniuni-
cation. If those channels were properly venti-

lated fresh air could be got for the rooms in the

house ; but if they were not they then served for

the drifting of foul air from one room to another.

Another difficulty in regard to the London house
was as to the supply of light and air laterally.

The lecturer also referred to other defects in the

London house, such as dark underground bise-
ments absence of back doors for delivery vt g lods
or removal of refu-e. ill-ventilated .vtaircases and
close “areas” shutting in ihe gullies leading to

the sewer, inshtir g that, although such defects
might he inevitable in London, they should never
be imitated in the country. Great height not only
increased the risk from fire but increased
the labour of service, because moving vertically

involved twenty times the labour of moving
horizontally. The risks from infectious diseases
were greatly increased by these high houses which
were getting daily more common. Modern
methods of sanitation gave a fatal facility for

over-crowding, which, was certain eventually, if

not checked, to do more harm than the sanitation
had done good. In country places where it was
possible to give adequate area to a house, it was
most important to ensure the thorough ventila-

tion of tne staircase and passages. In dwelling-
houses, as in hospitals, all sanitary oftices should
be shut off by a ventilated lobby from the main
structure, and the lecturer showed plans by which
the staircase might be made to fulfil this

purpose. The question of aspect, the advan-
tages and disadvantages of a cellar beneath
a house and the great importance of a wholesome
larder were points which received attention. The
lecturer next considered plans by which the
sanitation of an isolated house might be made
independent of the Local Authorities, and he
showed plans of “filtration gutters” by which
domestic slop-water might be easily purified.

Overcrowding was the greatest of all sanitary ills,

and was often fostered by sewage schemes. A
plan was shown of an estate of nine acres lying

between two newly sewered suburban roads,

which bad, as was usual in such cases, been
bought by a so-called building society—and in

which 177 houses, with a population of over
1,200 was contemplated ! These societies were
a cause of sanitary luin, sesthetic ruin and
financial ruin ; they encouraged artisans

to begin life with a mortgage round
their necks, and occasionally landed them in

the clutches of a professional usurer. Some of

j

the model by-laws of the Local Government
I Board were not suited for country places, and
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regulations as to air space round dwellings, which
might be beneficial in towns, became mischievous

suggestions when printed and circulated in the

country. Again, the London Building Act
placed no adequate check upon enormous struc-

tures, and “open spaces” {bought at great cost)

were definitely made an excuse for the abolition

of private curtil.igc to houses. These large

buildings were common in the centre of London,
and it was curious to note that the “ Strand
Registrati m District,” which was the pulpit

from which we had preached sanitation to

the whole world, and which was exceptionally

well provided with open spaces was, next

to the City of Liverpool, the mest unhealthy
registration district in the country. So-called

“lungs,” in which the blood only circulated

occasionally on a Sunday, were no compen-
sation for a lack of space and light and air in

the dwelling. The cost of the dwelling-house was
steadily increasing. Taking a concrete example
in Marylebone— it was shown how the rates had
risen 87 per cent, in twenty-three years, and how
the whole of the obligatory charges—rent, rates,

taxes, and water—amounted to over 2/. per

annum per square yard of occupied land. Would
this upward tendency of the rates ever cease?

Increase of cost of the dwelling inevitably led to

over-crowding, and every addition to the rates

increased the cost of the dwelling. Looking at

the physical and moral harm which resulted from

over-crowding, every increased tax on the house

ought to be very seriously considered. Schemes of

ostentation and so-called philanthropy which fell

heavily on the householder in the form of rates,

did harm rather than good. Some outlet ought

to be left for jjrivate generosity. Very little was
done to check overcrowding. On the contrary,

the jerry-builder was fostered at the expense of

the ratepayers. Modern sanitation was laigely

based on a mischiev-ius, lop-sided sociahim,

which was doing incredible harm. No improve-

ment could take place unless it were found

possible to encourage the sanitary well-doer. If

the man who built a wholcaome isolated house

and completed his sanitation on his own premises

was merely ‘
‘ rated up ” and practically fined for

doing so, no improvement was possible. The
lecture concluded with sundry suggestions for the

equitable adjustment of sanitary rales.

THE CLERKS OF WORKS’ ASSOCIATION

:

ANNUAL DINNER.

The fourteen. h annual dinner of this Associa-

ti.in was held on M nday in he King’s Hall,

Holborn Restaurant, Mr. Beresford Pile, Presi-

dent of the Architectural Association, occupjirg

the chair, supported by Professor Roger Smith

and Messrs. W. Pice, H. B. Cresswell, H. D,
Searles-Wood, W. H. Seth-Smilh, J. E. Drower,

T. B, Wbinney, Stanton W. Preston, J. Shepherd,

Stanley Clarke, Bousfield, and others.

The usual loyal and patriotic toasts were pro-

posed from the chair, the “Army, Navy, and

Reserve Forces” being responded to by Col.-Sergt.

J. AUchison. The Chairman, in speaking of ihe

Navy, said that whatever other nations might

think of our domestic, ecclesiastic, or monumental
architecture, they had a profound admiration for

our beautiiul naval architecture.

Mr. J. Brady, editor of the Clerks of Workl
Journal, in proposing the toast of “ The Archi-

tects and Surveyors,” said that architects of late

years had been doing a great deal for their

Association by coming to them when in need of

clerks of works, and to both architects and sur-

veyors that Association felt mucli indebted. The
trast was coupled with the names of Professor T.

Rogei Smith and Mr. J. E. Drower.

Professor Roger Smith, in replying for the

architects, said he had often thought of the large

amount of thought and labour which was repre-

sented in connexion with every building. They
had granite from one quarter of the world, stone

from another, and iron from another ; but

beyond that each building represented a large

amount of thought, and he sometimes wondered,

after the building was completed, where all the

thought and labour had gone. In the carrjing

out of their work architects were helped to a

large extent by clerks of works. The question of

the cost of a building having been thought out

before the clerk of works came upon the ground,

those gentlemen should do all they could to

help keep reasonably within the limits which the

employers set as to cost. Clerks of works might
also render great service to architects and the

undertaking in looking ahead. The clerk of

works should keep h'g architect well po'sted up,
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not merely in the work of the moment, but in

prospective work,
Mr. Drower, in a humorous speech, responded

/or the surveyors, and in doing so referred to the

Architectural Association— a body in many
respects one of the most extraordinary in the

kingdom, and which was doing a vast educational

work for architects, which in nearly every other

country would be carried on by the State. In his

opinion the Clerks of Works’ Association could to

some extent be compared with that Association,

since it was a self-htlping body, and self-

relying, and their main principle was education
and the laudable desire of keeping up the status

of their vocation.

Mr. F. Dashwood, secretary, then proposed the

toast of “The Worshipful Company of Car-
penters.” To the Carpenters’ Company a debt of
gratitude was owing by the trade for its important
nelp in matters of education. At one lime he
thought that nothing could compensate for the old-

time system of apprenticeship, but having for some
time seen the character of the work c.irried out by
the young men who attended the schools of the
Company, he had no hesitation in saying that in

some cases the character of their work was even
better.

Mr. Stanton W. Preston, Clerk to the Com-
pany, in response, said that there were twelve so-

called great Companies, the rest being minor
Companies, and the Carpenters’ Company was
one of the latter. He thought that he had some
reason to be proud of the work which his Com-
pany was doing, and he believed that this work
took the place, as far as anything could, of
apprenticeship. Besides their workshops at

Great Titchfield-street, there was the Institute at

Stratford. In reply to the last speaker, he
would say that the Company had no intention of
admitting amateurs into their classes—for one
reason, because they had no room.

The toast of the evening, “The Clerks of
Works’ Association,” was then ]>roposed by the
Chairman, who referred to his early acquaintance
with clerks of works, and with their Association.
He had watched with considerable interest the
growth of their Association. The sentiment
which drew men of the same avocation together
was a very worthy one, which nearly always
resulted in good to the community. No one that
evening had any doubt that the idea of clerks of
works associating in a body, in which they could
combine for their own mutual benefit and for the
cultivation of a higher standard of efficiency, was
one which had been justified by the results. He
therefore desired to cordially invite any clerks
of works who had not yet united themselves
to that Association to consider the very grea*^

advantage that would accrue to them by joining
men who had set before them a high standard,
lie was very much struck by one note in the con-
stitution of their Association, viz,, to “ neutralise
as far as possible the disadvantage of enforced
isolation under which many clerks of works
labour.” lie had never before realised the truth
of those words. A clerk of the works occupied
an exceedingly isolated position. This fact was
a complete justification for the existence of that
Association. A clerk.of works had to think and
decide for himself, and had to be a man of rapid
thought, but at the same lime his position was an
enjoyable one, since he was not troubled by the
responsibilities either of the architect or of the
contractor. Pie believed that the Association
consisted of men strong in mind and strong in
hand, and men who were trustworthy, and who
were not only self-relia.it, but upon whom others
could rely—they were men of experience and
common-sense which could not be achieved by
university training, and could scarcely be tested
by examination. That common-sense was of
great value to architects as well as to the com-
munity. Clerks of works were an ideal embodi-
ment of the handy practical man.
Mr. W. S. Woolacott, President of the Asso-

ciation, in reply, referred to the comparatively
small membership of the Association, which was
a subject of regret. If a clerk of works pos-
sessed anything like the qualities which the
Chairman had bestowed upon him, he should
most certainly be better paid. The London
County Council had recently raised the wages of
their clerks of works by half a guinea per week,
and he thought that a further increase might very
well be made.
Mr. E. W. Nightingale proposed the toast of

the visitors. They had twenty architects as guests
that evening, besides others.' He was glad that
the architects were taking more interest in their
Association than they ever did before.
The toast was responded to by - Mr. T. B.

Whinney.

Other toasts were “ The Press,” proposed by

Mr. T. E. Peacock, and coupled with the name

of cur representative, who responded ;
c

Hon. Treasurer” (Mr. T- Oldrid Scott), pro-

posed by Mr. r. J. King (Vice-President), and re-

sponded to by Mr. J.
Spooner; and ine

Chairman,” proposed by Mr. J.
Plowman.

The proceedings then terminated.

SANITARY INSPECTORS’ ASSOCIA-
TION.

A .Mr.E'i'iN'G of this Association was held at

Carpenters’ Hall, on Saturday last, when the

newly-elected President, Sir John Hutton, tilled

the vacant chair of the late Sir B. W. Richardson,

and a paper was read by Mr. Billing, on the

subject of “ Meat Inspection.” In the discussion

which followed on the usual resolution of thanks,

Messrs. West, Young, Alexander, Thomas,

Montem (Portsmouth), Grigg, Tidman, Ray-

mond, Munro, and Sir John Hutton took part.

A suggestion was made that the Technical

Board of the London County Council should

help Sanitary Inspectors, whose duty it had

now become to inspect meat offered for sale

to the public, to educate themselves in this

difficult branch of their duty, The President

agreed with one of the speakers who pointed

out that a Sanitary Inspector should scarcely be

expected to have the experience necessary for

the new duty put upon him, or to be able to spare

the time from his multifarious duties to acquire

that experience.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was agreed to,

and Mr. Billing briefly replied.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The usual weekly meeting of the London
County Council was held on Tuesday in the

County Hall, Spring - gardens, Sir Arthur

Arnold, Chairman, presiding.

7'ower Bridge Southern Approach. — On the

recommendation of the Improvements Committee,
it was agreed that, in connexion with the forma-

tion of the new southern approach to the Tower
Bridge, the Council do take such steps as may be

necessary to acquire from Mr. Lafone, at the sum
of 14,500/., the vacant land (having an area,

including the approach road, of about 48,170
square feet) situated near the line of the proposed
street, and at present having approaches from
Tannsr-street and Newham’s-row.
Housing of Lunatics—The Asylums Com-

mittee stated that iheir Sub-Committee, ap-

pointed to report as 10 the expediency of adopt-

ing a belter and less expensive method of housing
and treating pauper lunatics, and to consider the

systems adopted in the principal European and
American cities, had come to the conclusion that

it was impossible to proceed further in forming
any definite or practical opinion as to the merits
of the modern continental system of the housing
and treatment of lunatics without personal inspec-

tion of some of the asylums where special

methods other than those obtaining in this

country were in vogue, and that for this purpose
it would be desirable for three members of the
Sub-Committee, with two e.xpert medical officers,

to visit the various asylums at Paris, Berlin,
Leipsic, and other continental cities. The
Council were asked to authorise the expenditure
of 150/. for travelling and out-of-pocket expenses.
After some discussion, an amendment 10 refer the
whole matter to the General Purposes Committee
for consideration and report was agreed to.

Proceedings with Regard to Dangerous Struc-
tures.—The Building Act Committee reported as
follows, the recommendation being agreed to :

—

“We reported on January 26 last that the High
Court had on December 10 reversed a decision of
the magistrate at the Thames Police-court dismiss-
ing a summons for recovery of expenses incurred in
respect of a dangerous structure, as he held the
opinion that it was necessary, under Section 103 (i)
of the L-ondon Building Act, for the Council itself
to consider each intimation that a structure
was dangerous, and to authorise service of
notice upon the owner and other proceedings if
necessary, and that the case had been referred
back to the magistrate to be heard on the
facts. The case was again before the magistrate on
January 13 and 27, when he raised another point,
namely, that by reason of Section loq the Council
could not recover any expenses unless it had
obtained an order under Section 107 (i). The point
was argued at some length, but the magistrate
eventually dismissed the summons on (he ground
that the Council could not recover expenses when,
as in this case, the owner did the work upon receipt
of a notice, and consequently no order was obtain-
able. This point was not included in the special

1
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case stated by the magistrate for the decision of t l

High Court, as it was understood that, although ti

question was raised, the magistrate took 1

1

Council's view upon it. This not being so, as sho\^
by his recent decision, we think it essential that t.i

matter, which affects a very large number of cases-
the course of each year, should be submitted to t

High Court. We have accordingly directed t

Solicitor to get a case stated, and we recomraendi
‘ That the Solicitor be instructed to take the necei

sary measures for obtaining a decision of the Hi^
Court upon the point above referred to.’

”

Highgate Archway.—Major Probyn, Chairma
of the Improvements Committee, stated,

answer to a question by Mr. Westacott, that tl

Council would shortly be in a position to prf

ceed with the reconstruction of Highgate Arcr
wav.

Water {Purchase) Bills.—The Parliamentat
Committee submitted for approval the agreemen
on the Water (Question with Surrey, Croydoi'

Kent, Essex, and West Ilam.
Mr. M‘Kinnon Wood first moved :

—
“ {«) Th'

the agreement with the County Council of Surre
be approved and sealed, and that, subject t-i tl

approval of Parliament, such clauses as may V

necessary to give effect thereto be inserted in tli

Bills relating to the Lambeth and Southwark an
Vauxhall Water Companies, and that the clauii

arranged with the Corporation of Croydon 1

approved, and, subject to the approval of Patliil

ment, be inserted in the Bill relating to tli

Lambeth Company.” He pointed out the seriou

consequences to tlie whole question of the pu)

chase of the Water Companies if the just claim

of the outside authorities were not fairly deal

with. He did not see how the Council’s Bib
could be expected to pass the House of Common
if opposed by the Companies and the Homi
Countif»s.

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., moved, as an amend
ment, “That it is undesirable to break up tb.

water area until after the fullest inquiry ; ana
further, that in the opinion of the Council it :

not just to the ratepayers of London that the out

side authorities should have the option of detei

mining whether they will join in the purchase c

the undertakings of the Water Companies, after thi

price has been fixed
;
and that it would be equit

able that they should be bound by the results c

the arbitration, in the same manner as the Count)

of London.”
The Earl of Onslow, in seconding the amend

ment, said the agreements grossly neglected ih:

interests of London. Parliament would now se-

in all its nakedness the Progressive scheme c

spoliation, as by it London was to bear the coy

of purchase, and then hand over the most remu
nerative parts of the area to other bodies.

Mr. M'Kinnon Wood, in reply, said that th

agreements simply provided that the outsidi

authorities should go on as customers of th,

Council, or buy out at a fair price the right t-

supply their own areas.

On a division the amendment was rejected b;

57 votes to 47, and the recommendation of thi

Committee was agreed to.

The next proposal, to arrange an agreemen;

with the Kent authorities, was taken back.

The Council then, on a division, agreed by 51

votes to 44 ;
—

“ (r) That the Council accept thi

memorandum set out in Appendix B, subsli-

tuling for the 6th clause a provision to the effec,

that the necessary clauses be adjusted betweer
the Councils of the Counties of Essex and Londoi
and the County Borough of West Ilam.” Bj
this vote the London County Council agree tt

purchase the East London Water Company
;

ai

Essex authority to have the option of taking ove:

an apportioned part of the East London under;

taking ; and the County Borough of West Han
to elect whether it will join London or Essex 01

liave an independent portion of the undertaking

transferred to it.

It was further resolved that petitions be prei

sented against the East London Water Bill, tht

Kent Water Board Bill, and the New Rivei

Company’s Bill.

Proposea Incorporation of iVesiminster.—Mr.
Costelloe brought forward a report of the Loca!

Government and Taxation Committee dealing

wi'h a petition which has been presented to hei

Majesty in Council, praying for a charter of incor-

poration of the City of Westminster. The com-
mittee recommended the Council to pass lh«

following resolutions :

—

" (a) That while the Council does not object to a

charter being granted for the incorporation of an)

suitable area in London, for the purposes merely ol

the change of the corporate name and the substitu-

tion of the name of the mayor and council for the

existing name of a vestry or district board, provided

that this can legally be done in the manner proposed.
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the Council will strenuously oppose any transfer of

.powers by any such machinery, or any such transfer

by any other machinery to a particular area, without

the simultaneous consideration of the whole subject

of powers and areas in London.

(^) That a communication in accordance with the

above resolution be sent to the Privy Council.”

There being a prospect of a long debate on the

report, Mr. Costelloe consented to postpone its

further consideration for a week. There was,

however, much opposition to any adjournment,

and a considerable body of Progressives demanded

a division, with the result that the adjournment

was carried by 44 to 43.

Tlie Council then adjourned.

« «

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
INQUIRY.

Tint special inquiry into the organisation of the

Works Department of the London County

Council was continued at Spring-gardens on the

27th ult. Sir Arthur Arnold presided.

The examination of Mr. Ward, the Chairman

of the Works Committee, was continued by Sir

Godfrey Lushington and completed. The witness

said with regard to work executed before the

institution ot the Works Department that the

work done under the direction of the Engineer,

Mr. Binnie, was of the highest character ; but he

could not say the same of the architectural work.

He instanced Bishopsgale-street Fire Station as

a case in which a gieat deal of money hrid had to

be spent on sanitary work within a few years of

its erection. One of the advantages of the Works

Department was that it secured low tenders from

contractors, because contractors knew if they sent

in excessive tenders they would not be accepted,

but the work would be done by the Depaitment.

Pressed to mention other Corporations which

executed building work by direct employment,

Mr. Ward slated that the Great Eastern Railway

Company were building many stations, and that

the London and North-Western Railway were

following in the same direction. Liverpool,

Birmingham, and Glasgow had all executed or

were carrying on large operations in the con-

struction of waterworks. He did not admit that

the Works Committee had been instituted for

the protection of workmen.
In reply to Sir G. Lushington, Mr. Ward said

the Committee might be regarded as a builder. It

"was true that it did less work than a contractor,

and that its manager did rather less than a

contractor’s manager would do. The Committee

did not claim to have any authority over the

Architect or the Engineer, and it had no right to

call upon either to attend the Committee.

The examination of the Cliairman of the Com-
mittee was completed by Dr. Longstaff, who
elicited the opinion that certain great evils in the

system were largely due to open tendering, and

that tendering from a selected list of builders

would be very much better. He did not think

that such a method of tendering would do away

with the necessity of the Department, because the

tenders of contractors would, in that case, at once

jump up. The witness reiterated his opinion that

the work of the Engineer had alw-iys had a high

reputation, and bis complaintsagainsl the building

and sanitary work at the Bishopsgate-street Fire

Station, which although only erected in 1SS4,

had already cost from 500/. to 1,000/. to remedy
the defects. There had no doubt been a great

advance in sanitary matters in the meantime, but

no one could justify such work as had been done

there. The joints had not been properly made
and the result was a constant escape of sewer gas.

Matters had now been improved, but bad work
was still done, although he admitted that the

inferior work was usually done by jobbing con-

tractors and not by the original builders.

At the close of the examination, Dr. Longstaff

asked ; Are you not helping the strikers and

taking a side against the employers when you

agree to await the result of a strike and to pay

the new rate of wages?—I don’t think so.

Is it not substantially an agreement in favour

of the workmen ? Don’t you think this will have

a tendency to make the nif-n, while continuing in

the emplojment of the Department, ready to

support a strike going on in another place ?—It

may have that elT- ct.

Mr. Edward White, the next witness, said, in

reply to Sir Arthur Arnold, that he had been
Vice-Chairman of the Works Committee for a

year, and had had considerable experience as a
builder. In answer to the question whether there

was any difference in the work of the Department
and that of contractors, the witness said a fair

com,parison might be instituted between Banstead

Asylum, executed by an outside contractor, and

the temporary buildings at Colney Hatch, exe-

cuted by the Department, which were similar in

design and c jnstiuction. The work carried out

by the contractor was very satisfactory, that of

the Department was of a very inferior character.

The cost, too, of Colney Hatch he set down at

23,482/., or about 6,000/. above the estimate,

(^luestioned with regard to the refusal ol con-

tractors to tender, Mr. White said he did not

think there existed any ring in the ordinary sense

cf the word, but he thought there was an agree-

ment amongst the best firms not to submit to

certain vexatious conditions, such as the examina-

tion of their books, which was among the con-

ditions exacted. lie thought no contractor

would object to the examination of his time-

sheets, which must be the very best_ evidence

they could have, and that the examination of

books was not necessary. Money was not saved

by the Depirlnient through these conditions, but

the effect was all the other way. With regard to

the cost of management (20,coo/, for the past

year), be thought it very excessive, and that the

capital employed was out of all proportion to the

work done. I le thought it would be an improve-

ment to reduce the number of the members of the

Works Committee, but in his opinion it would be

better to abolish it. He would give a competent

manager full power over the work*, subject only

to a financial committee. lie should have a

proper buyer, but should not be controlled by

the Council. A competent manager might with

advantage tender with contractors, because, like

the builder, he would consider values only, and

not be guided by tenders, however low. He
knew of no other public body that undertook build-

ing works, though there were many that under-

took engineering, or what he would call municipal

works. By municipal works Mr. Y hite afterwards

explained he meant the construction of streets,

rcails, sewers, main drains, and other works of

the same character, which would be designed by

tne engineer. Such works could be better or as

well done by the Department as by a contractor,

but jobbing works should be done by contractors.

The system of the School Board was very satis-

factory, the metropolis being divided into twenty

districts, and clerks of works being appointed for

each. He considered a monthly return of the

cost of works in progress an absolute necessity.

If they had had such a return in an undertaking

where they had dropped 2,000/., they must

have found it out. No monthly return was ever

presented to the Committee when he became vice-

chairman. He had brought the question forward

on more than one occasion, but was always “ pooh-

poohed,” the projiosal being described as worse

than useless—misleading. At the last meeting

such a return was presented, and he (the witness)

asked certain questions upon it, the answers

showing that, until completion, the Committee

had no idea whether jobs were costing too much
or too little. From a builder’s point of view-

such returns were extremely important. Asked

with regard to the stock of timber, the witness

thought the slock was not too large ; but many
of the purchases had been badly made, and

there had been a good deal of waste in conse-

quence. In regard to the question of interference

by members ot the Committee, he said he him-

self had never interfered, but there had been

an advantageous intervention in the case of

works at Shoreditch, on account of a threatened

strike of unionist workmen against the employ-

ment of non-union men. lleadviaed thatanotice

that no difference would be made between the

two classes of men should be put up, and since

then there had never been any difficulty.

In reply to Sir G. Lushington, Mr. White

drew a strong contrast between the methods of the

Committee and the methods that would be adopted

by the ordinary builder. A builder would never

listen to a complaint from a discharged workman.

He would insist upon periodical returns. If a

builder found out that a job was going wrong and

he could not find any special cause for it, he

would think the foreman was not doing his duty

and would demand an explanation at once, but

this could not be done without regular periodical

returns. He had found, eventually, that the rules

did contain a clause requiring such returns, but a

copy was never sent to him or other members of

the Committ< e, and the rule was never acted upon.

They had been carrying on important works for

two and a h.ilf years without these necessary

reports being demanded during the progress of

any works. This seemed to him like the work of

amateurs. He was afraid that when workmen
were employed by a public body they did not see

the importance of doing as much work as when
employed by contractors. He had read the very

flourishing report given in evidence by Mr. Jacobs,

and he compared the cost of the works, of which

that witness had been foreman, with the esti-

mates, finding in each case a loss where the

works were completed, and what must necessarily

prove to be a loss in works not yet completed.

If he had found such a state of things on a job in

which he, as a builder, was interested, he should

have tried another foreman.

The farther examination of the witness was

adjourned until Friday, January 29, when,

before the examination of Mr. White was

resumed, a document was put in by the

Clerk to the Council, giving the replies of

the Corporations of Manchester, Liverpool,

Birmingham, and Glasgow to questions which the

Cleik had been instructed to make as to the

systems adopted by them in carrying out works.

Similar questions were also anwered by the

engineers of the Great Eastern, London and

North-Western, and seven other leading English

railways. In the case ol both classes ot corpora-

tions structural works appear, as a rule, to be

given out to contract, the principle of direct

employment being applied, generally speaking,

only to the work of maintenance. The main

drainage works of Manchester are executed by

contractors ; while in Liverpool all work of an

extensive character i.s done by contract under the

supervision of the Surveyor, and in Glasgow a

similar practice i.s in force. Birmiirgbam carries

furthest the principle of direct employment. The
following reply from the London and South-

Western Railway Company may be taken as the

type of the answers from all the railway com-

panies : “The general practice of the company

is to execute all works by contracts, taking care

to employ only firms of experience and ability.”

The examination of Mr. E. White was resumed

by Dr. Longstaff, who elicited details with regard

to the opposition of the witness and some other

members of the Committee to certain jobs being

undertaken. He advised that the Committee

having lost its manager and being in a dis-

organised state, a proposed orphan asylum should

not be undertaken, because, under the circum-

stances, it was sure to result in a loss. Attention

had been frequently called to defective woodwork

at Westview cottages. On examination he found

the doors coming away from their hinges through

the absence of the blockings which were necessary

to enable the 2 in. screws used in the jamb lin-

ings (rebated i^- in.) to bite efi'ectively. Only the

plain part of the screws was in the wood. When
asked why he had neglected to put in proper

blockings, the manager answered that no block-

ings were shown in the drawings. The witness

said he had never seen such work. Blockings

were never show-n in drawings. It was the

business of all artisans to know when they were

required to be used. With regard to defective

plumbers’ work, the witness said he had seen

“the museum.” He called attention to the

D-traps which, though now disused, were con-

sidered proper ten years ago. They were very-

good, but they had, of course, not the nice finish

of new work. With regard to soil-pipes, it

would have been considered sufficient a few years

ago to put the end of one pipe into the head of

another and finish olT the joints with red lead.

It was not bad work for the time, though it

might seem so now when there had been a great

advance in sanitary work. He was much opposed

to open tendering. Some firms w-ould not tender

for jobs in competitions thrown open to all,

because it encouraged a kind of dishonesty in

the less scrupulous contractor. It had been

stated by Mr. Burns that a ring had been formed

to prevent contractors from tendering, but he had

no knowledge of such a ring. Builders of the

better class refused to tender under the conditions

imposed, and the Committee was compelled

either to go to builders of a lower type or to do

the work themselves.

In reply to Mr. Beachcroft the witness justified

the use of the phrase “ boss of the Committee ”

he had applied to Mr. Burns. He had refused tu

take the position of chairman of the Comrnittee

when it was offered, because he was dissatisfied

with the way in which they were carrying out the

works. He felt that great disasters were ahead,

and be considered it better to be in opposition.

As vice-cbaiiman he was never consulted by the

chairman, and had no more share in the bu.siness

of the Committee than an ordinary member.

There was a general antagonism between the two

parlies on the Committee, the circumstances of

one of the numerous disagreements being detailed

by the witness. He had repeatedly, he added,

asked the Council not to undertake more work

because it bad its hands already full. In another

dispute which led to -the decision to make no
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difference between union and non-union labour
his opponents had predicted a revolution — a
general turn out of the workmen—but the only
revolution had been a peaceful one, for they had
never had any trouble since.

lu reply to further questions, Mr. White gave
explanations in great detail regarding his investi-

gations of monstrous overcharges in the cases of
Manchester square and Westminster Fire Brigade
stations. He had made a calculation which
showed that on jobs c im^jleted last year, but not
yet repirted, there would be a loss of 20,000/.
Exact figures were given with regard to each work
in order of date, and the grounds of the assump-
tion as to the amount of the loss were fully stated.
Mr. Beachcroft : Are you satisfied that nothing
further will be discovered in the nature of “bogus
entries?”—Well, I have received a letter from a
former employee of the Department who holds a
different opinion, and who offers to give evidence—The letter, signed W. B Fullwood, now Engi-
neer to the City of London Lunatic Asylum, was
read. The writer offered to point out where the
first false entries were to be found and indicated
the existence of a duplicate set of books. Only
one set had been seen by the Comptroller.

In reply to Dr. Collins, the witness described
the Works Committee as “the most imperfect
piece of machinery that could be devised for
carrying on a large business.” The examination
of Mr. White was not concluded when the Com
miltee adjourned to Wednesday, February 3.*

Mr. Harvey Dyball, in this week’s issue of your
ournal ?

Being the “fellow” alluded to, I beg leave to
inform Mr. Dyball that I can prove my evidence to
be correct from scientific data.

If he would take the trouble to test my statement,
he may be wiser after his experiment than he is at
present.

His whole letter is a garbled statement of my
evidence, and does not contain one single fact.

Februaiy 5, 1397. T. L. Feakon.

Ube Stuhent’s Column.

CorresponOence.

7o the Editor ij/

T

he Builder,

LONDON WATER SUPPLY.
Sir,—

A

s a matter of public interest we have
thought it our duty to call attention to the present
action of some of the London Water Companies
in serving notices on owners of houses to take out
their three gallons flushing cisterns, and to substi-
tute two gallons cisterns.

Although the Water Companies’ Regulations
only permit a two gallons flush, the Regulation
has not been hitherto strictly enforced, at any
rate, not in the better class of houses.
As experienced sanitarians, we have been in the

habit of recommending three gallons flushing
cisterns, being satisfied that a two gallons flush is
not sufficient to clear the closet trap and drain
however perfect their construction, and it is also
well known to us that most of the so-called two
gallons flushing cisterns do not discharge more
than a gallon and a half.

We consider that such a retrograde movement
should not be allowed to pass unchallenged, as it
is a serious menace to the health of the metropo-
lis, and we, therefore, take this means of making
known our views on this important point.

There are other matters in which sanitary
engineers are at variance with the Water Com-
panies, especially in the district served by the
New River Company, such as the provision of
automatic flushers for urinals and drains in clubs,
banks, &c., where their use is, from a sanitary
point of view, of paramount importance.

It is, therefore, qui'e time that the public
should be impressed with the absolute necessity
of placing the water supply of the metropolis in
the hands ofa body of men who will foimulate
regulations more in consonance with the advance
of sanitary science rather than perpetuate the
antiquafed powers at present vested in the Water
Companies.

‘S hardly necessary to say that, in mailing
this public statement, n-e ate exclusively actuated
by a desire to see the health of London
advanced.

IlE.VRv Carter, C.E.,

. ...
The Sanitary Engineering Co.,

05, f ictorza-sireety U'eslmitister.

Edward Tidman, C,E
, F.S.I.

The London and Suburban Sanitary
Survey Association.

34, I'lctorra-streef, Jlcstminster.

G. Ma.xwell Lawford,
... .

Assoc.M.Inst-C.E,
I 3 > I ictona-street, S. IV.

Ban.ner Sanitation Co.,
Manager, A. E. Hubert, M. S E

24, Craven-street, Strand, W.C,
February 6, 1897.

SPECIFICATIONS.—VII.
carpenter.—{continued.)

Quarter Partitions,—Frame the quarter par-
titions on first floor with head sills and braces,

4i- in. by 3 in.
; posts, 4^ in. by 4 in.

; quarters
and puncheons, 4*- in. by 2] in.

nie trussed partition over drawing-room to be
framed with queen post truss as sketch (give
sketch in margin showing in single line the
timbers forming the truss), with lie beam 7 in.
by 4 ,Vin.,and the remaining timbers shown in
sketch, 4^ in. by 4 in. Put in. by i in.
wrought iron straps 30 in. long to'feet and 24 in.
long to heads of queen posts, with gibs and
collars, and 2 in. bolts 14 in. long, with head, nut
and washer to feet of principals, fixed solid
through tie beam.

Celling Joists.—Put 40- in. by 2 in. ceiline
joists over bedrooms on first floor.

Trap Doors.~Tx\m for trap doors wliere indi-
cated on plans

; one over bedroom corridor
2 It. 6 in. by 2 ft., and one on roof 2 ft. o in.
by 2 ft. 3 m ^

dowels of inch wrought-iron barrel, 4 in. lorn
mortised into posts and stone bases. The rot
over verandah to be constructed with 4?.- in. I

2 in. rafters, in. pitching piece, 5A in. by 3 i:

hips, and to be covered with in. by i in. ba
lening, set out to 31^ in. gauge for tiling. TH
eaves to have sprocket pieces out of 18 in. 1:

3 in,, and feet of rafttrs to be cut to shape, t,

shown in detail.

fencing and Gates.—Put at back of site ope
pale fencing, 4 ft. 6 in. high from ground, wit
oak posts 9 ft. apart, one pair of fir arris rails ou
of 3i-in. by 3i-in. and 3-in. by i-in. sawn det
pales, 2^ in. apart, with pointed ends, and f

stand 2 in. clear of ground at bottom. The oaj
posts to be cut out of trees not less than 9 in. dia
meter, the parts below ground to be left full siz
and charred, and every third post to be set ii

concrete block at least 6 in. wider each side thai
heel of post. The remaining posts to be wel
rammed. The fencing and posts to be twice
tarred with Stockholm tar at completion.

_

I’ut at sides of site oak pale fencing 5 ft. 6 ini

high, with C-in. by 4-in. posts, two arris rails oui
of 4^-in. by 4i-in. and gravel board 9 in, bj
i^ in., filled in with cleft oak pales lapped ano
nailed to rails. The feet of posts to be weh
tarred in gas tar before fixing.

(N.B.—Alternative treatment of feet of posts
is specified in this and preceding clause for thd
sake of example. With oak posts the first

method is generally preferable.)
Put to openings in . . . 2iin. framed, ledged

and braced oak dwarf open gates with cut and
moulded horns to stiles put together with white
lead, and pinned with oak trenails. The gates
to be hung with a pair of j^urpose made wrought!
iron strap hinges 24 in. long, with ornamenta’
heads to detail to 5 by 5 in. wroughi anCupola roof.—Construct the octagonal roof of “caus 10 aeiaii to 5 in. by 5 in. wroughi an

cupula over vestibule as shown in detail drawing, .

I'ubated posts with turned and moulded finials ou
wi.h pnneipa^ ribs at angles 7 in. by 2^- in.

,
iu- ^ ’R- by 6 in. and 15 in. long dowelled to posts

by 2^ in. These ribs to Each gale to have strong wrought iron purpos
lermtdiate ribs, 5A in. by 2i in. These ribs ‘to
be hrred up to curve with stuff of 2.', in. thick-
ness, spiked on.

_

The principal ribs to be bolted to
curb 6 in. by 4I m., with in. wrought-iron Ijolts.
Posts of lantern to be 6 in. by 4^ in. wrought and
worked to sunk faces. Head and braces4.V in. bv4i
in. Rafters 4^ in. by 2 in. Finial out ot 4 V in. by

in. turned and moulded, and with turned ring
out of 2 in., cross-tongueci, and fitted to finial.

^
• u o ? scarfed at angles, and bolted to posts

with 8_in. ccach screws. Balusters to be out of

“EXPERT EVIDENCE.”
Sir,—

W

ill you please allow me to correct the^ inaccurate statement of your correspondent.

• We are acaia compelled to hold ove
''ir report of this Inquiry-

' the remainder of

•' lucuiucu, ana span-
d.ils out ol 2-j in. wrought, cross-tongued shaptd,
and mouloeo un lower edge and framed to posts
and heads with oak dowels to balusters. Sas-hes
to_ lantern lobe i-J in. ovolo moulded fixed sashes,
wiih shaped heads. Ceiling joists under cupola
to be 43 in. by 2 »n.

; plates, 4^- in. ly 3 in. I’ut
I:, ID. wrought and cross-tongued apron lining
with moulded condensation gutter out of 4^ in
by 2 in. The moulded cornice above sashes of
lantern to be out of 7 in. by i.y in., bracketted
and screwed to framing.
£>ormers.~The dormers on main roof to be

formed with front of 4^ in. by 4^ in. wrought,
rebated, and twice moulded posts, 4I in by 4 in
wrought, rebated, and moulded bead, 6 in by
4 m. oak sunk, weathered, rebated, and throated
sill. I hese dorrners to have rafters 3A in. by 3 in.
plates 3 in. by 3 in., ceiling joists 3-^- in. by 2 in!’
ridges Sjin, by 2 in., hips and vallies 7 in. bv

in., clieeks to be framed with .studs 3 in by
2 in. The roof and cheeks of dormers to be
covered with inch rough boarding and felt, as
desenbed to mam roof. The eaves to be
(describe according to the plan adopted for main
roof, seep, 129 a«/tf) and to have deal moulded
cornice out of 4i in. by 2 in. mitred at ancles
and screwed to iraming. The casements to be
2 m. ovolo moulded with sash-bars i-‘- in. wide
hung with 3 in. wrought-iron butts, to open out-
wards, and to have 12 in. japanned iron casement
stay-bar wUh stub-plates and japanned iron cock-
-spur fastening. Edges of casement and sides offrame to be throated to form wafer-stop. Bottom
rail of casement to be splayed, rebated, and
throated. Finish inside with in. by 3 in
moulded architrave, and in. rounded window
board 6 in. wide, tongued to oak sill. Window

plSeHvg”“=‘’
‘y = -Waring

Construct the verandah as shown
ondetail drawing, with all visible and exposedwoodwork of carelully-selected Riga fir of “best
middling quality, wrought with a clean finished
surface. Posts to be 5 in. by 5 in., with 4 in. bv
I5 in. moulding planted on, and -2- in. by 7 inchamfered pimth. Heads to be 5 in. by 4 in

'

and the curved filling pieces to be 2 in. thick’
cross-tongued, cut to shape, and moulded on
edge. The post? to have 5 lbs. lead sealings and

Uich gate to have strong
made gate latch to detail.

Summer House,—Construct the rustic summei
house as shown on drawings with oak sill, 6 in,

by 4 in. laid on 6 in. bed of cement conciete, siclei

constructed of larch saplings, average 3 in. dia-
meter, halved where shown on drawings to cross
each other, put together in white lead, and pinned
with oak trenails. The roof to have 4^10. by
2 in. rafters, 4^ in. by 2 in. collars dovetailed anc
spiked to rafters, 9 in. by 2 in. ridge and hips, ancK 1- miusiers to be out of spiked to ratters, 9 in. by 2 in. ridge and hips, an

1. y 2.J in., turned and moulded, and span- 4 in- by 3 in. plate. Under side of rafters an
out of 2:f in. WrnilCTVlf ..l. J r'/xllo.-e V.j» IIvxaJ 1 J 1

-t **'• u'Jiucj Muc oi liilicrs aiH
collars to be lined with inch matched and V
jointed boarding in half batten widths. The roo
to be covered with thatching of oaten straw
18 in. thick, properly tied and secured. Pu
around sides of summer-house, internally, i|in
elm seat with 2 in. shaped elm brackets and incl

elm skirting board around. Provide for flooring

lattice grating of lUin. by i-in. teak battens,
halved and pinned with il-in. meshes, anc
formed in sections about 6 ft. lupeificial each, a<

shown on plan, and to have framed and curvec
teak bearers in. thick under edges of eaci
section.

There are, of course, many other structure:
which come within the carpenter’s province it

special cases which must be dealt with separately,

but the specimens already given should serve as i

sufficient guide to the siudtnt.

OBITUAR y.

Mr. S. D. Button.—

S

tephen Decatur Button
perhaps the oldest practising architect in the Unitei
States, has just passed away in his eighty-fourth ye.ac

Born in Preston, CcnnecUcut, during theexciting time
of a war with England, and at a incment when th
naval exploits of Commander Stephen Decalu
proved victorious over the English, the infant son o
Roswell Button (then serving with his regiment c
Militia as one of the defenders of the Port, of Ne\
London) was named after the hero of the hour
Passing his early boyhood on bis father's farm, h'

was apprenticed at sixteen to learn carpentry will
his uncle, a prominent builder in those days

;
her

he thoroughly acquainted himself with practica
building construction, learned geometry, and in
dustrlously studied the “ five orders.” At the ag'
of twenty-one he went to New York, and becami
assistant to George Purvis, a Scotchman frrm Edin
burgh, who had been a pupil with Cubilt Bros,

,
0

London, and one of the four or five qualified archi
ifcts at that time settled in the United States
The style of design most in vogue with then
was that which was being mainly upheld ii

England by Sir William Chambers and bis pupils
In America at this period it was quite customary fo
the architect to design and to undertake the contrac
for building his woik, there'ore upon leaving Mr
Purvis, Mr. Button in this way planned anderectet
many private bouses, cburcbes, and other publii
buildings in the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey
Flopda, and Georgia. When about the age of thirty
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one he won in competition the State House at Mont-
gomery, Alabama, and spent two years in su^^enn-

,
tending its erection, returning north in 1848 to

;
Philadelphia, to settle there and practise bis profes-

• sion for nearly half a century. In that city he

[

designed many of its most important business build*

ngs. Railroad offices, ferry-houses, markets, banks,

f
insurance buildings, theatres, museums, churches,
oftice buildings, and many fine residences, also large

hotels at several fashionable seaside resorts, besides

county asylums, city halls, churches, schools, and
[lesidenoss in various towns and cities of the

adj tining tScates, Pennsylvania, and New Jf-rsey.

During all this busy life, and notwithstanding the

lack—natural in a comparatively young, unsettled

country—of public appreciation for the art of archi-

tecture, Mr. Button laboured continuously, with a

I

genuine enthusiastic love for his profession, above
all sordid considerations, and though his design was
more influenced by the Italian Renaissance than
by the Gothic styles, still his church buildings dis-

played good, simple effects gained by fine proportion,

without over-elaboration of detail. Enthusiastic

himself, he was the source of enthusiasm in others
;

his numerous pupils and assistants, who in the

course of fifty years have done service with him, are

now widely spread through the prominent cities of

the States, all spontaneously testify to the kindly,

helpful spirit invariably manifested towards them as

students, and bear witness to a character in their

master singularly generous, cheerful, and inspiring.

Not a few mechanics and craftsmen owe their suc-

cessful, advanced positions to liis guidance,

encouragement, and even substantial assistance,

freely bestowed to influence their efforts in their

younger days. Mr. Button, on entering •upon his

eightieth year, with his courteous manner, his genial

sympathies, and bis youtbfulness of spirit preserved
up to date, elicited from bis professional brethren in

Philadelphia, and old-time pupils in other cities, a
mark of honour and esteem in the form of an
elegantly illuminated address on vellum, as follows :

“ Presented to Stephen Decatur Button, June 8,

1892, by brother architects, desiring to congratulate

him on entering the eightieth year of his age, as an
expression of their respect for an honourable career

extending over half a century, and remarkable for

many important public works, executed with integrity

before clients and fellow-citizens, joined with an
unassuming, courteous bearing, a self-abnegation

combined with generous helpfulness, and an ever

ready counsel for his younger associates, to whom
he has endeared himself as a model of right-minded
and faithful dealing.” Mr, Button was an industrious

student of geology, and his large collection contained

many valuable specimens. He possessed a library

of fine architectural works, which he some lime ago
presented to the Philadelphia Chapter of Architects,

of which society he was the oldest member. He
leaves a son, William G. Button, a civil engineer,

and a daughter, Maria Button, an artist of con-

siderable ability.

Mr John Faulkner.—

M

r. John Faulkner died

in his seventy-fourth year on the ylh inst. at his

residence in Strangeways. Manchester. He had
been connected with electric science for upwards of

sixty years. He was one of the first to introduce a

perfect system of conductors for the protection of

buildings from lightning. His “electric kite” was
applied in eaily days to high steeples and tall

chimneys. One of bis earliest applications of elec-

tricity was made in connexion with signals and bells

for coal mines. In 1875 invented improved
electric magnetic telegraph sounders and bells. One
of these sounders was adopted by Protessor Bell in

his earliest telephonic experiments, and was first

' exhibited at the Centennial Exhibition at Phila-

delphia in 1876 .—Manchester Guardimi,

\

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
i, Methodist Chapel and School, Armley,

\
Yorkshire.—Memorial stones were laid recently cf

. a new Methodist chapel and school at Armley. The

[
cost of the projected buildings, including land, is

estimated at 3,577/. Mr. W. S, Braithwaite is the
*

architect, and Mr. Waller Lolley is carrying out the

brick and stoneroasonry woi k. The chapel will have
a tower at the north-west corner, and is intended to

accommodate 410 persons. A school 52 ft. by 28 ft.

,

with four class-rooms, preaching-room, minister’s

vestry, and caretaker’s bouse, is to be added. The
buildings will be of brick with stone dressings.

Infectious Hospital, Keighley.—The infec-

tious diseases hospital at Morton Banks, built by
the Keighley and Bingley Joint Hospital Board,
was formally declared open on the and inst. The
buildings comprise an administrative block, in

which accommodation is furnished for the matron
and staff

;
an isolation blo^k, with accommodation

for six adult and two child patients
;

the scarlet

fever block, large enough for twelve adults and
twelve children; a block containing the laundry
machinery and disinfecting apparatus, a mortuary,
and a porter’s lodge. The work of laying out the

grounds is in progress, and there jet remains the

building of the typhoid fever blcck. The buildings

have been erected from the plans of Messrs. J.

Judson & Moore, architects, of Keighley, and Mr.
R. Armistead, of Bingley, has acted as the surveyor
to the Hospital Board.

Mount Florida School, Glasgow.—This
school is being erected for the Cathcart School
Board, and it will accommodate 1,200 scholars

when finished. There are cookery and piano rooms
in addition to all the others, with a janitor’s bouse
in the basement. The school is Classic in design,

and is two to three stories in height. The architect

is Mr. Barclay.

Church Schools, Eewes, Sussex. — New
Church schools at the Pells, Lewes, were opened
recently. There are two blocks of buildings, one
block being the boys’ and girls’ schools, which arc

under one roof, while the other is for the infants.

The entrance to both schools is by stone porches,

and immediately inside of the porches are provided
cloakrooms. The accommodation for the girls

comprises a room about 43 ft. long by 20 ft. wide,

and also a class-room. The boys’ school is divided

from the girls’ school by a glass-panel door, and is

of tlie same dimensions as the girls' school. It has
also a class-room. There is accommodation for

about too boys and 100 girls. The infants' school

is on the south-west side of the main entrance, and
is about 63 ft. by 22 ft., with accommodation for 210
children. There are two class-rooms leading from
the main room. The architect was Mr. R. Creed,
of London ;

Messrs. Stewart & Sons, of Wallington,
were the builders.

Primitive Methodist Chapel, New Bromp-
TON.—The trustees of the P. M. Chapel, New
Bromplon, Kent, have approved of sketch plans for

a new chapel and Sunday schools to be built

upon a site where the existing iron church stands
(Gillingham-road), and have instructed their architect

(Mr. E. J. Hammond, New Brompton) to proceed
with .plans and specification forthwith.

Additions to Assay Office, Birmingham.—
;

Additions are being made to the Birmingham Assay
Office. Messrs. Fivven and J.

Alfred Harper are the

architects. Mr. Briley is the builder, and the floors

are fireproofed on the Fawcett system.
Building in Aberdeen.—Plans of new buildings

representing a total value of about 9,000/. were sub-
mitted to the Plans Committee of the Aberdeen Town
Council at its raeeiing on the Qgth ult. One of the
plans was that of a school to be erected in St.

bA’ilhin-street, in connexion with the Convent of the

Sacred Heart. The cost of the school will be about
1,000/.

Church Institute, OtterySt. Mary, Devon-
shire.—The opening of the new ball of the Otlery
St Mary Chutch Institute took place recently. The
ball is 60 ft. by 30 ft.

,
rising to a height of about 26 ft.

The contract was entrusted to Mr. F. Williams, and
the architect was Mr. E. G. Warren, of Exeter.

Building in Blackpool.—

A

t the meeting of

the Blackpool Building Plans Committee, on the

29th ult., 78 plans were gone through, 43 being
approved and 35 disapproved.
Constitutional Club, Ovendon, Yorkshire.

—The Halifax Corporation have passed plans pre-

pared by Mr. J. F. Walsh, architect, Halifax, for a
new Constitutional Club, which it is proposed to

erect on a plot of land on Park Lodge Estate,

Ovendon. Advantage is taken of the natural fall of

the ground to form a lower floor level to Campbell-
street. This space will be occupied by a caretaker’s

house, a public entrance to the club rooms, supper
room, cooking kitchen, servery, ladies’ and gentle-

men’s cloak rooms and retiring rooms, heating
apparatus, and bath room for the use of the
members. The assembly hall is approached by a
flight of steps from the lower level, with an extra

entrance on the north side of the room, and also

from the club premises. The assembly ball is 36 ft.

by 68 ft., and will provide sitting accommodation
for over 500 people. It will be fitted wiih a spring
dancing floor, a platform, and the usual retiring

rooms. The supper room is 25ft. by 36ft., and
will provide accommodation for upwaids of 100
people. The club entrance is in the centre of the

site in Wheadey-lare The club premises proper
consist of a reading room, 3011. by 20 ft., a com-
mittee room, and n bar 12ft. square, on the ground
floor. On the first floor there will be a billiard

room, a games room, with lavatories and con-
veniences. There will be a hall and vestibule at the

members' entrance.

Drill Hall, Glasgow.—The new drill hall

and headquarters of the ist 'V.B Highland Light
Infantry were opened on the 22nd ulr. by General
Chapman, commanding the Scottish District. The
halls are situated at the corner of Hill-street and
Rose-street. They have been built from designs

prepared by Mr. Horatio K, Bromhead. The most
prominent feature of the structure is the corner
tower, in which is provided a house for the caretaker.

The main entrance to the halls, which is from Hill-

street, leads by an inclined plane of easy gradient to

the drill hall situated on the upper floor. The hall

measures 100 ft. by 120 ft. long. The walls are

pierced with loopholes, and light is supplied from
the roof. The roof is constructed of steel. On the

ground floor there is a concert ball measuring 68 ft.

by 40 ft., with retiring rooms adjoining. In the

western section of the building, entered from Rose-
street, are club-rooms, gymnasium, and reading-

room. The east front is devoted to the officers’

quarters, which have a separate entrance' lOm Hill-

street. Accommodation is also provided on this

floor for the sergeants' mess, staff-sergeants’ room,
armoury, and quartermaster’s office, and in the

basement are the quartermaster’s store. &c. , as well

as a range for Morris tube practice.—Glasgow
Herald.
Repair of Methodist Church, Belfast.—

Falls road Methodist Church, Belfast, has just

been reopened after undergoing repair. The
builders are Messrs J. Lowry & Sons, and the

work has been carried out under the superintendence
and from the plans of Messrs. J. J. Phillips & Son.
Bank, Cockermouth, Cumberland.—The

directors of the Carlisle and Cumberland Bank,
Limited, propose erecting a new bank in Main-
street, Cockermouth, opposite the Globe Hotel,
and have accepted tenders for the erection of the
new premises. Mr. George Dale Oliver, Carlisle, is

the architect.

Vestry, Tylorstown.—The memorial-stones of
a new vestry at Tjlorstown, in connexion with
Hermon Baptist Church, Pontygwaith. weie laid

recently. The vestry, which cost 1,100/., has been
erected by Messrs. E. Davis & Sons, Treherbert.
The architects were Messrs. Griffiths & Jones,
Tonypandy.

SANITAR YAND ENGINEERINGNE WS.
Sewerage Scheme, Newport Pagnell.—

The Newport Pagnell Rural District Council have
instructed Mr. D. Balfour, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, to
prepare a scheme of main sewer.age and sewage
disposal for the town of Newport Pagnell, Bucking-
hara.shire, to obviate the pollution of the rivers
Ouzel and Ouse.
"Water Supply, Douglas.—A few months ago

Mr. Hill, water engineer, was instructed to report
on the water supply of Douglas, with a view to pro-
vide means for an extended supply, if, in his opinion,
it should be found necessary. Mr. Hill's report has
been received. Pie lays it down that, in view of the
increasing population of the town, an increased
water supply is absolutely necessary. He suggests
two alternate schemes for the purpose of extending
the supply. One is the construction of a reservoir
at the lower end of Ballacotlier stream, Onchan. He
estimates that the reservoir could be constructed at
this place to hold 105,000.000 gallons for 47,000/. to
48 000/. The other scheme is to construct a reser-
voir in West Baldwin valley. That site is admirably
adapted for a reservoir, with a broad base, and he
estimaies that one could be constructed here to hold
300,000 000 gallons ata cost cf about 49,500/. ,

or only
1,500/, more than the cost of the suggested reservoir
at Ballacotlier, while its capacity would be nearly
three limes greater, The engineering difficulties in
connexion with West Baldwin scheme are much
less than those of the Ballacotlier scheme, inasmuch
as the retaining embankment at West Baldwin would
not be more than quarter the length of that which
would be required at Ballacotlier. The great diffi-

culiy with regard to the West Baldwin scheme
arises from the enormous pressure which would
result from the height of the reservoir above the
town, and the engineer suggests, as a means for
gelling over this difficulty, that a main should be
laid over West Baldwin, and join the existing main
at Parkfield, the residence of Mr. Heron, the height
of which above the town is only 200 to 300 ft.

Liverpool Mercury.
Wyles's Pipe-Joint.—This is a patented method

of jointing iron, earthenware, and other pipes, but
as the only novelty consists in tapering the spigots
of the pipes, and in making the sockets slightly
conical, we fail to see that it will prove of much ser-
vice. In the case of pipes with thin walls, the taper
could only be of the slightest, and, in any case, the
advantage gained by tapering the spigot is not
manifest.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NEWS.
Electric Lighting at Wallasey. — The

supply of electric light for the district of Wallasey
was inaugurated on the 29th ult., when the electrical
station in Seaview-road, Lisenrd, was formally
opened. The new electric light works adjoin the
water pumping station, and the District Council
have economised the mechanical power in their pos-
session, so ihat the existing machinery can be utilised
for providing the supply of electricity to the district.

The scheme was suggested by Mr. J. H. Crowther,
the engineer and manager of the council's gasworks.
The contractors for the work at the new station were
—for engines, alternators, and switchboard, Messrs,
S, de Ferranti, Limited, Hollinwood and
London

;
for cables, Messrs, the British Insu-

lated Wire Company, Limited, Prescot
; and for

buildings, Mr. John Gourley, Liscard and Liver-
pool.

Proposed ]£lectric Lighting of Public
Streets in Leeds.—The Lamp Committee of
the Leeds Corporation are contemplating lighting
the principal thoroughfares in the central parts of
the city by electricity. They propose to place arc
lamps on the poles that are to be used to support
the overhead wires for the electric system of tram-
ways. It has also been suggested that the requisite
electrical current for lighting should be obtained
from the central generating station at Crown Point.
Electricity at Somerset House.—Somerset

House, it is stated, is to be lighted throughout by
electricity. A scheme of installation, involving a
total expenditure of 8,coo/

,
has been sanctioned by
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the Treasury
; and the Estimates of 1897-8 will pro-

vide for a payment on account of 2,500/. for that

portion of the work scheduled for completion by the
end of the next financial year.

FOREIGN,
•The President foinially opened lastFrance.

Sunday the new Rue Reaumur, which was decreed

as of “ pulilic utility ” as long ago as 1864, but the

completion of which was not decided on till 1892.

The work has been carried out by M. Henri
Mar^chal, an engineer of the “ Fonts et Chaus£(5es,'’

who is specially attached to the municipal service of

Paris. The jury in the Ecole des Beaux Arts
competition of the First Class, for which the subject

was " a sitite of reception-rooms,” has aw.arded First

Medals to M. Wolff, pupil of M. Redon
;
M. Semis,

pupil of M. Raulin. and to M. Paul Guadet. pupil of

MM. Guadet and Paulin. Among 700 projects in

connexion with the 1900 Exhibition, brought forward
by private speculators, the Committee has licensed

eighty-four, most of which are panoramas of one
kind or another

:
one is for a sliding railway (iron),

and one for a moveable platform or sidewalk.

The Louvre has just acquired a Christ, carved in

wood, by Alonzo Cano, and one of his finest pro-
ductions. A committee has been formed to erect a
monument at Paris to the poet Alfred de Vigny.
The crematorium at Pure Lachaise is at last to be
completed, as well as a columbarium or repository
for urns, in conne.xion with it. M. Formig^ is the
architect. A competition has been opened
by the municipality of Brunoy (Seine-et-Oise) for

a new Hotel-de-Ville. Sixty-one designs have been
sent in, and will be on view till the 20th. M.
Riondel, architect, of Grenoble, bas been elected
president of the *' Sociil’^ RegionaledesArchitectes ”

of Dauphin^. The National Fine Arts Exhibition
at Bourges is to open on May 75, to remain open for

one month. The thirteenth exhibition of the
“ Union Artistique " of Toulouse will be open from
February 25 to March 5 ;

and the tenth annual
exhibition of the Fine-Art Society of Lyons will be
open from March 4 to May 2 The “ Union
Artistique du Nord” will open, at Lille, from
April I to July i, an exhibition of industries and
arts applied to the habitation.

Germany.—Messrs. Kayser & von Grossheim
have received the first premium in the competition
which has been held at Berlin for a new Royal
-Academy of Arts and an Academy of Music. 'I'he

value of this premium is 400/. premium of equal
value, and bracketted with the first, has been given to
Herr Adolf Hartung, of B-rlin. The next two pre-
miums were given to Baurath Eggart and Schweehten
respectively, and there were also a number of minor
premiums. There were thirty-two candidates.

MISCELLANEO US.

Leeds Slums.—The sub-committee of the Leeds
Corporation, which was specially appointed a short
time ago for the purpose of making recommenda-
tions as to the best manner in which to deal with
the property in the “ insanitary areas ” of the city,

met at the Leeds Town Hall on the ist inst., and
discussed details connected with the scheme for
dealing with the property situated in what is known
as the York-street area. According to the Blousing
of the Working Classes Act, the Corporation are
bound to provide dwellings for the inhabitants—or,

at any rate, a ceitain proportion—whom they dis-

place by the demolition of the insanitary dwellings.
In the present case the Corporation are compelled
to provide housing accommodation for 2,000 persons.
The Act does not stipulate that this provision shall
be necessarily made within the area that is being
dealt with, but it must be within a reasonable and
convenient distance. Many members of the com-
mittee favoured the idea of having a number of
the tenement houses that will be required erected on
the Ivy House Estate, a site belonging to the Cor-
poration, adjoining the East End Park, and a
distance of about tbree-tjuarters of a mile from the
present terminus of the York-road tramway. It was
pointed out that the Highways Committee had
already decided to extend the tramways in the direc-
tion of the park, and with such tramway facilities, it

was thought the Local Government Beard would not
raise any objection to the proposal. Whether that
be so or not, the sub-committee have resolved to
obtain the opinion of the Local Government Board
on the subject. As to dealing with the properly in
the condemned area, the committee appointed ‘two
sectional committees for negotiating with “the
properly owners affected by the scheme, together
with valuers, A third sectional committee was
formed to consider how best to deal with the
licensed property in the area. The Engineer to the
Committee (Mr. Carter) was instructed to visit
Barrow and Manchester, to inspect the tenement
dwellings that have been erected by those Corpora-
tions, and to report thereon to the next meeting of
the sub-committee .—Leeds Mercury.
Cassels' Wash-basin Range. — This is a

water-saving lavatory range for schools, reforma-
tories, &c. It consists of a trough, in the bottom of
which are formed a number of small basins just large
enough to admit of emersing the hands freely. A
copper pipe, passing below, is connected to the

bottom of each basin by a brass inlet. When, at

washing time, the attendant turns on the water
supply, it fills each basin and overflows all round the

rim into the trough, whence it is discharged by a

grated outlet to the drain. The bu-ins being so
small, the water in them is quickly changed by the

supply from the bottom, while the constant over-

flow at the top of the basin carries off at once all the

soapy and dirty water. One basin in a range can
be fitted with a separ.'ite supply valve for occasional

use by individuals. As long as the general use of

the lavatory is confined to stated periods, under the

management of an attendant, this seems to be a
good system for such places as reformatories and
lower-class schools and factories

;
but it presupposes

attendant having control of the water-supply.

Master Builders' Association Dinner,
Shrew.sbury.—The fifth annual dinner in con-
nexion with the Shrewsbury and District Master
Builders' Association was held at the Lion Hotel
recently. Mr. H. Farmer presided, in the absence
of the President, Mr. R. Price, and Messrs. Gethin
and T. Morris occupied the vice-chairs. After the
usual toasts had been honoured. Mr. T. S. Harris
proposed the toast of the town and trade of Shrews-
bury. Mr. J. A. Lea responded. Mr. Morris pio-
posed the health of the President and Vice-Presi-
dents, and said that there wa.s no dearth of trade in

the building trade, which brought more business
into the town than anything else. Mr. Farmer
replied. Other toasts followed.

SURVEYORSHIP APPOINTMENT.—A meeting of
the Batley Corporation was held at the Town Flail

on the 4th inst,, the Mayor (Aid. Nettleton) presid-
ing, when a resolution of the General Works Com-
mittee, to appoint Mr. Oscar J. Kirby as Borough
Surveyor, at a salary of 250/. per annum, subject to
his resigning the office of 'Waterworks Manager, was
confirmed after a long discussion.

Master Builders' As.sociation, Tunbridge
Wells.—A meeting of the builders of Tunbridge
Wells, Soulhborough, and district, convened by
circular, was recently held in the Committee Rcom
of the Town Hall, Tunbridge Wells, when there
was a large attendance, presided over by Mr. C. M.
Strange. It is stated that it was unanimously
decided to form a Master Builders' Associaticn, and
some twenty-eight firms were enrolled. Mr. Mans-
field (Messrs. G. Mansfield k Son) was elected
Piesident

;
Mr. C. J. Gallard, Vice-F'resident

;

Mr. J. Jones (Messrs. Soper & Jones), Hon.
Treasurer

;
and Mr. E. J. Strange (Messrs. Strange

& Sons), Hon. Secretary. The committee was con-

that was going on between master builders, and t

cut-throat efforts for the job they would get.
they could only come to some understand!
between themselves to prevent that ruinc
competition which was going on their meetin
would be of great advantage to them all,—

^

E. G. Clarke proposed ''The Bristol Masi
Builders' Association." The President (Mr. Hayt
returned thanks, and he said their Association w
to assist as far as possible in settling disputes in tl

best manner with the workmen. In the past je
there had been three disputes in various trades, at
they were settled amicably, which prevented mo
trouble. Mr. W. H. Brown proposed “The Kindn
Associations." Mr. E. W. 'Wooster (President
the Bath Master Builders' -Xssociation) in acknoi
ledging the toast, said the building trade had bee
more flciuishing of late years, and a goed deal w;
accomplished by their Associations. Mr. E. J. 1

Mercer (Secretary to the Bath Master Builder
Association) responded, and adverted to the advai
tage of being federated with the National Assoch
tion. The High Sheriff proposed the health of tl;

President, and Mr. W. Church, the new Vici
President, was subsequently inducted to the via
chair, and he acknowledged the houour done hin
Mr. F. Cowlin then proposed “ The Builders' Mei
chants," and Mr. Arthur Lee responded.
Plymouth, &c., Master Builders’ Associa

TION Dinner.—The President (Mr. R. G. lenkir
presided at the annual banquet cf the Plymouth
Slonehcuse, Devonport, and Neighbourhood Maste
Builders’ Association, held at the Royal Hotel
Devonport, on the 3rd inst. The loyal and patrioti
toasts having been honoured, '

' Our Municipalities
was given by the Chairman, who observed that the-
took a very keen interest in their municipalities
their movements, and their working, for they fount
what went on within the inner chambers affected then
very much. He associated with the toast the name 0
Mr. A. B, Pilling, the newTown Clerk of Devonport
Mr. Sowerby gave the toast of “Success to th(
Master Builders’ Association and the Building
Trade.” Mr. E. Pile replied on behalf of L'levoo
port. Mr. H. Kerswilland Mr. Turpin also acknow-
ledged the toast, and pointed out that it was only bj
combination and standing shoulder to shoulder, as
the men did, that they would secure success. Mr,
W. G. Wakeham, C.C., submitted “Trade anc
Commerce," and Mr. J. Cole and Mr. T. Dennis
responded.^ Mr. N. Coles gave the health of “ The
President.” The Association had been formed
fifteen years, and this was the first occasion on which«.* ovjua), xiuii. oti.icttiij'. 1 uc Liuimimiee was con- d -j u j U —

,
— V

— w.
stituted as follows Messrs. J. Crates T Jarvis I

V®s‘aent had been elected outside Plymouth.
W. E. Judd, W. B. Jury. T. Hudson, aid C. M.' t- .

•*"= labour difficulty looming in the

Strange, and they were deputed to frame a code of I

said they did not want anj
rules for the Association. v

place m the Three Towns. If the

Bristol Master Builders’ Association 1

almost every business

Dinner.—On the 2nd irst. the annual dinner of the 1

regard to the erection of working
Bristol Master Builders' Association was held at the
Royal Hotel. College-green, under the presidency of
Mr. C. A. Hayes. The loyal toast having been
proposed by the President, Mr. G. Humphreys
proposed “The Mayor. High Sheriff, and Corpora-
tion of Bristol." He regretted the loss which the
local i^sociation had sustained in the last year by
the death of Mr. W. H. Cowlin, one of their mem-
bers who was in the Municipal Council. They had
now the Sanitary Committee doing much of the
work which used to be done by the builders

; but he
telieved it would be for the benefit of the ratepayers
if the work were done by contract. In putting the
Sinitary Committee in cc mpetition with the builders,
there should be no extraneous picssure put upori
contractors that would not be put upon the Sanitary
Committee itself, and all fair charges should be put
down against the Sanitary Committee.—The High
Sheriff (Mr. J. C. Godwin) responded. Mr. !

Bastow also spoke to the toast. He said that he
believed there was much of the work done by the
Sanitary Committee which cught to be done by the
master builcers

;
but he did not sympathise with the

demand that everything should be done by the
builders. The Ccmmitiee must make roads and
drains and other matters in the interest of the public
—Mr. E. Walters gave “The Architects, Engineers'
and Surveyors." Mr. Frank Wills responded Mr’
J. Holman (Vice-President of the Chamber of Coml
merce) proposed “The National -Association of
Master Builders.” He saw that among the matters
they discussed was uniformity of contracts, and
that was most essential. Arbitration was another
question which came before them, and he was glad
they attempted to bring it into their business. He
had found arbitration very much quicker and far
less costly than an appeal to the law courts. Mr
A. Krauss. in responding to the toast, said that
during the last twelve months they had had few
strikes m the building trade, and in Bristol none
The few differences' that did arise there were speedily
settled by their Conciliation Board. They all
looked forward each year for less strikes and lock-
outs. It gave him much pleasure to tell them that
the next half-yearly meeting of the National Asso-
ciation of Master Builders of Great Britain would be
held in Bristol. His Worship the Mayor had
already placed at the disposal of the Association the
Civil Courts for the business proceedings, and he
trusted they would have a very successful meeting—Mr. W. Church also acknowledged the toastHe said that the President of the National Asso^
cation had spoken about the ruinous competition

men's dwellings, he maintained that that matter
should not be undertaken by public bodies. As
builders, they had their living to get, and if public
bodies took up building it was taking away the living
of the builders. The houses built at Prince Rock
would net pay 2 per cent, on the outlay. No one
could turn out work so cheap as a contractor, and.
as an illustration of this, he said that two jobs cost
the Plymouth (.Corporation 250/. above the contract
price he (Mr. Coles) sent in. He strongly advocated
an arbitration clause in their future contracts. The
President acknowledged the toast, and, referring to
the labour dispute, said that in the negotiations that
had so far proceeded, the men bad behaved them-
selves in a very decorous and proper manner. They
showed every sign of being wishful to compromise
and meet the matter in such a way as to avoid a
strike. But there were principles upon which they
(the master builders) did not intend to deviate or
give way. The toasts of “The Visitors ” and “The
Press ” concluded the list.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Peterborough Carpenters and Joiners.—

There is an agitation among the carpenters and
joiners of Peterborough for an advance in wages.
The members of the trade consider they are entitled
to an advance on the same grounds as those on
\yhich the bricklayers of the city obtained conces-
sions last year. No strike is intended at present,
but a petition will be made for an increase, which
in a few instances, it is stated, has already been
granted by employers.

Labourer.s' Wages, Wolverhampton.—At a
meeting cn Monday last week the members of the
Wolverhampton Master Builders’ Association agreed
to concede an advance of per hour to labourers,
to take effect cn April i next.

LEGAL,
CONTRACTORS IN THE DIVISIONAL

COURT.
The case of Murdoch and Cameron v. the Mayor

and Corporation of Bournemouth, came before Mr
Baron Pollock and Mr. Justice Bruce, sitting as a
Divisional Court of Queen's Bench cn the27ih ult.,
for judgment, it being an appeal from the decision
of the Official Receiver, sitting at Bournemouth, in
an action arising out of the alterations and enlarge-
ment of the old pier at Bournemouth. The facts of
the case sufficiently appear from the judgment.
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Mr. Baron Pollock said that the learned Referee

decided principally in favour of the defendants in

the action which was brought by the plaintiffs, who
are a firm of contractors carrying on business at

Glasgow, to recover a considerable sum of money,
being the price of work and labour done under a

contract to enlarge the old pier at Bournemouth.
The contract contained certain clauses which were
not unusually found in contracts of such a nature.

It was provided that the materials should be of the

best quality, and if they became, during the term of

maintenance defective, or damaged, so as to be
imperfect in the terms of the contract, such
portion should be forthwith remedied, and the

work re-executed in an approved manner. The
contract therefore provided for what was to

happen during the term of maintenance. The con-

tractors were also to guarantee the stability of the

work and to maintain the works for twelve calendar

months. The contractors had pleaded that damage
had been done to the works by what was known as

an “Act of God,” but, said his lordship, although

j

the winds and waves were unusually severe, these

i were neverthelessmatlerswithin the contract, and the

J learned Referee was right in negativing this defence.

The defendants denied that the work was properly

done and that the materials were insufficient, and
the learned Referee found that there was due to

the pl.aintiffs from the defendants in respect of the

'{work 1,606/. i8s., but that there was due to the

'l| defandanfs from the plaintiffs upon the counter-

claim 1.800/, leaving a balance due to thedefendants

I

of 173/. los. His lordship came to the conclusion

that the learned Referee's decision was right, and
; that his judgment ought to be affirmed.

,
Mr. Justice Bruce concurred.

Their Lordships slightly varied the learned

Referee's order as to costs. The plaintiffs, under

the order, were given the costs of the claim, and the

I
defendants the costs of the counter-claim

;
but their

lordships now decided that as regarded paragraph
IT of the counterclaim there should bo no ccsts on
either side.

A stay of execution was granted for fourteen days,

pending an appeal
;

but Mr. Baron Pollock

remarked that he did not encourage the appeal, as

be considered the case a very clear one. His lord-

ship further said that the storm of wind had been, no
doubt, responsible for a good deal of money, but

the storm of law would probably be responsible for

more.

PARTY WAI.L DISPUTE AT HOUNDS-
DITCH.

The case of Crux v. Bel! came before Mr. Justice

Romer in the Chancery Division on the 22nd ult.,

it being a motion by the plaintiff to continue an
inicrim injunction to restrain the defendant from

pulling down or interfering with the parly wall

between Nos. 143 and 142. Houndsditch, until an

award bad been made under the London Building

Act, and otherwise than in accordance with that

award.
The defendant, who appeared in person, asked

for an adjournment so as to enable him to instruct

Counsel and his solicitor. He said that he had
taken up the award and paid all the fees. The
plaintiff had filed two affidavits—which had been
totally denied—stating that the wail bad been inter-

fered with. The building had never been touched,

and as a fact the plaintiff was really not entitled to

an injunction.

His Lordship : ^'ou only intend, I gather, now to

proceed in accordance with the award.
The defendant replied that that was so, but the

plaintiff had delayed him four months. The award
was only made at three o'clock the previous after-

noon, and at half-past three o’clock he took it up
and paid the fees.

His Lordship ; 1 will give you further time, but

you must undertake not to deal with the wall,

except in accordance with the award. Will you
undertake until the trial of the action, or until judg-

ment or further order, not to deal with the wall,

except in accordance with the award?
The Defendant : Yes, my lord.

His Lordship : Well then, I will make the costs

of this application costs in the action,

The Defendant : Then we can simply proceed
with the building in accordance with the award ?

His Lordship ; Yes.

Mr. Terrell represented the plaintiff.

A MOOT POINT UNDER A LOCAL
IMPROVEMENT ACT.

The case of the Mayor, &c., of West Hartlepool
V. Robinson came before Mr. Justice Stirling in the

Chancery Division, on the 30th ult,, for reserved

judgment, it being an applicauon by the plaintiffs,

who sought to establish and enforce against certain

lands belonging to the defendant and abutting on
two streets known as Murray-streef and Sandring-
ham-road, two charges for suras of 27/. 16s. 6d. and
328/. 3s. 4d. in respect of paving and sewering the
two streets. The charges were claimed under the
provisions of the West Hartlepool Extension Act,

1870, the questions at issue turning upon the con-
struction of that Act, which, however, is substan-
tially in the same terms as the Public Health Act,

1875. The defendant, in the year 1878, was the

owner of the land in (Question, which formed part

of the Lynfield Estate, which was, down to quite

recently, occupied by him for residential purposes.

The owners of the immediately adjoining land on
the south were, in 1878, desirous of developing their

property for building purposes, and applied to the

plaintiffs' predecessors in title (the West Hartlepool

Improvement Coramissioners)tosanction asebemefor
that purpose. They submitted a plan showing a pro-

posed road 36 ft. wide, half on the land of the appli-

cants and halfon that of the defendant. The proposed
scheme was sanctioned, and a road was made called

the Sandringham-road, but in the first instance only
18 ft. wide, there being an agreement between the

defendant and the Commissioners that he would
thereafter contribute a sufficient quantity of land on
the north to give a street 36 ft. wide. In January,

1892, the Corporation made an order for the paving
and sewering of the roads in question being 18 ft.

wide, notice of which was served on the delendant
and the other owners

;
but none of the owners

executed any part of the works, and the Corporation
proceeded to do them themselves. The Borough
Surveyor apportioned the cost of the works, the

above-mentioned amounts being charged against the

defendant
;
and on his refusing to pay, the present

summons was taken out. It appeared that the

delendant had afterwards thrown the agreed portion
of his land into the road, making it 36 ft. wide, and
that he had done the necessary work of paving, &c.,

of that portion of the road
;
the claim in dispute

being for the apportioned cost of making the 18 ft.

of road which was not upon his land at all. The
most material defence raised was that the order of

the Corporation was inoperative, inasmuch as the

defendant had no means of obeying it without com-
mitting a trespass by going upon land which did not
belong to him.
His Lordship, in giving judgment for the plain-

tiffs, said that the statute had imposed on persons
whose lands abutted on a street certain duties, for

the discharge of which it was necessary that they
should enter on the street, and those duties were
imposed irrespective of the circumstance whether
those persons were or were not the owners of the

soil of the street. .Yets done in discharge of those
duties could not, in his Lordship’s opinion, consti-

tute a trespass.

Mr. Buckley, Q.C., and Mr. Druce appeared as
counsel for the plaintiffs

;
and Mr. Graham

Hastings, Q.C., and Mr. Strachan, Q.C., for the
defendant.

LEEDS LIGHT AND AIR CASE:
ACTIO.N BETWEEN HANKS.

The C3.se of the London and Midland Bank v, the

National Provincial Bank of England, Limited, was
mentioned to Mr. Justice North in the Chancery
Division on the 5th inst.

,
it being a motion by the

plaintiffs to restrain the defendants from building a
new bank in Park-row, Leeds, opposite the plaintiffs'

premises, so as to interfere with the plaintiff's light

and air.

Mr. Bryce, Q.C., for the defendants, said that his

clients were anxious to complete their building by
putting the roof on it. This would only necessitate
going 4 ft. higher which could hardly injure the
plaintiffs, and they (the defendants) would undertake
to pull down whatever was ordered by his Lordship
at the trial, if any pulling down were ordered.

Mr. Clode, for the plaintiffs, said that the
defendants had given an undertaking over that

day not to build any higher, and he should ask that

that undertaking be continued until the motion was
effective or until further order.

After some argument his lordship ordered the case
to stand over till the 12th inst.

. the defendants in the
meantime to continue the undertaking not to build
any higher, the plaintiffs also giving an undertaking
in damages in case the defendants should be proved
to have suffered any.

Order accordingly.

MEETINGS.
Friday, Fkiiruary 12.

Institutwn ofJunior Engineers (IVestminsier Palace
Hotel).—Paper on “ The Construction of High-ciass
Bridge and Girder Work," by Mr. J. A. Maepherson.
8 p m.
Royal Institution.—Professor John Milne, F.R.S., on

“ Recent Advances in Seismology.” 9 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers (Students' Meeting).

—

Mr. H. W. Barker on “Cooling Reservoirs for Condensing
Engines.” 3 p.in.

Saturday, Fisdruaky 13.

London and Provincial Builders'Foremen's Association.
—Annual Dinner, Holborn Restaurant. 7 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association. — Visit to

Broughton School.

Monday, Frbruary 15.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Mr. H. E.
Milner on “The Garden in Relation to the House.”
8 p.m,
Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures).—Mr. C. F. Cross,

F.C.S., on “The Industrial Uses of Cellulose." I.

8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—

Introductory lecture, on “Factory Legislation, ” by Dr.
A. Wyncer Blyth. 8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Socieiv. — “An

Architectural Student’s Rambles between Wakeheld,
Doncaster, and Selby,” liyMr. R. .Y.Easdale. Illustrated.

7-30 P-"»<

Northern Architectural Association.—Mr. D. H. S.

Cranage, M.A., F.S.A., on “A Mediasval Abbey."

7.30 p.m.
Tuesday, rEtiRUARYjo.

Paviors' Coiitjaity. —h.mua\ Dinner, Carpenters’ Hall

6.30 p.m.
Royal Victoria Hall, Waterloo - road. — Mr. P.

Gaskell on “ Some Old Pictures in the National Gallery.”

8.30 p.m.
InstitutionofJunior F.nghieerr(tke Westminster Palace

//ufe/).—Lecture II. of Sped •! Course of Six on “ Dynamo
Design, Construction and Working,” by Mr. F. A. Nixon.

8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineert.—Paper to be further

discussed:—“Cold Storage at the London and India
Docks,” by Mr. H. F. Doualdson. 8 p.m.

Wednesday, Feiiruary 17.

Society Of Arts.—Mr. Everard R. Calthrop on “Light
Railways.” 8 p.m.
British A rcn/xological Association.—Miss Edith I’radly

on *' London Under the Monastic Order.” 8 p.m,
Si. Pam's Ecclesiological Society.—Mr. W. H. St. John

Hope, M.A., on “ The Plan and Arrangement of a
Cisterci.an Abbey.” 7.30 p.ni.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Mr. E, W. Pierce on
“ Principle.s of the Law of Rating as affect ing Engineering
Works.” 8 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.—Mr. H. Barnes

on “ Architectural Epidemics.” 7.30 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Mr. H. P\ Kerr

on “ Elgin Cathedral.” Illustrated. 8 pm.
Edinburgh Architectural Society.—Paper by Mr. A.

Muirhead. 8 p.m.

Thursday, t'EnRUARY 18.

Society of Antiquaries.— (r) Rev. G. B. .Savage on
‘Ancient Burial Customs.'’ (2* Mr. Gra/ebrook on
“Medi.-uval Surnames and Their Various Spellings.”

8.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.—Mr. J. W. tTi-egory, D.Sc., F.G.S.,

on “ The Problems of Arctic Geology.'’ II. 3 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lecture.^ for Sanitary officers).

—

Dr. H. Manlev, M.A., on “ Sanitsry Law : English,
Scotch, and Irish ; General Lnactinents Public Health
Act, 1875 : Model By-laws, &c." 8 p ni.

Institution of Civil Engineers.— St»dcnts' visit to the
Locomotive Works of the ( Ireat Eastern Railway Comiiany,
Stratford. (Train leaves Liverpool-strcet at ;:.8. p.m.).
Devon and E.veter Architectural Society (I'lymouih,

^rc.. Branch).— Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne on “Screens,
their Treatment and Symbolism." \\'ith lantern illustra-

tions. 7.30 p.m.

Friday, Feuruary 19.

Architectural Association. — Mr. W. H. Bidlake on
“ The Architect and the Public.” 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, February 20.

ImtitulioH of Junior Engineers.—Visit to the Metro-
politan Fire Brigade Headquarters, Southwark Bridge-
road, S.E. 3 p.m.

RECENT PATENTS:
abstracts of specifications.

470.—Fire Grates : /. D. Hannah and Another.— In
order more effectually to warm rooms by fire grates,
inventor provides the back, and preferably also the sides,

of grate with an air-chamber, of such shape that the fire

in the grate rests against it so as to heat the contained
air. At suitable position in such air-chamber one or
more radiating pipes are fixed, to allow heated air to
escape into room. The supply of air to chamber is mean-
while replenished through opening in lower part of
chamber.

2,744.—Lucks uf Window Sashes : H. G. Lasenby .

—

Invention relates to improvements in the locks of sliding
window sashes, more particularly to the kind adapted to
be mortised into the pully-styles of window frames, and to
engage with the sashes by means of bolts which enter
recesses in the style of the sashes. Instead of making the
bolt of the lock to operate by means of a motion or pro-
trusion from and reaction into the lock case, and accom-
plishes the locking of the sashes by means of a rotary
motion in aplane p.arallel 10 the face of the pulley-style.
2,872.— I.adders, Steps, Tresskls, &c. : L . Seager.—

In order to render ladders, &c., more convenient, rigid,
and safe, inventor connects two or more lengths of steps
near the ends by suitable hinges or bolts. Ou one length
of these steps he provides two semicircular metal rings,
with indents at convenient angles to admit a bolt or spring
catch, &c., and on the other length suitable staples or caps

,
for these rings to_ pass through, h.aving bolts or spring
catches to engage in the indents of the rings.

2.979.—Grating for Intercepi'ing Traps: IV. l-I

Invention consists in the adaptation of a spring
impelled bolt placed in the recess in the frame part of trap,
.so as to automatically lock cover when drain is closed.
Bolt is unlocked for opening cover by a key.

3i745-—ri.UMij-RuLKs, Levels and Ci.isometkrs :

F. R. M. Phelps and Another. — In order to obtain a
means of determining the perpendiculars of a building or
structural work, inventors construct an instrument formed
of a parallel strip of wood, &c., and cut a plummet line
perpendicularly across its centre. At a point on such line
they attach a metallic plate having two projecting ends

;

to the centre of plate is pivotted a metallic pendulum,
consisting of a long pointer extending upwards, and a .short
pendulum rod extending downwards, which is weighted so
as to cause the centre^ of oscillation with the pointer, the
ends preventing it oscillating too far cither way.

5,110.—Cones for Water-Closets: .S’. T. Faster .

—

Heretofore water-closet “ cones ” have been m.ade of sheet-
rubber and canvas. In place of this inventor employs a
mould of internal shape of the “closet cone,” and dips it

in a bath of rubber solution till sufficient substance is

obtained, strips of canvas are then cemented around this
and it is dipped again. Inventor thus obtains a similar
article with the canvas embedded in its substance, and,
therefore, not liable to split.

5,161 —Chim.nev-pots: T. Smith.—In order to secure
ventilation and obviate down draught, inventor forms in
ppt (preferably a squ.nre one) at two opposite sides and
different heiglits, openings, consisting of a series of vertical
slots, this being done in the manufacture. Pivotted buflle-
plates are hinged immediately below these openings, such
plates being so bent and disposed that the inrush of down
currents of air are turned outside by one or other of the
plates. From the manner in which plates are hinged they
offer no impediment to the brush in sweeping chimney.
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THE BUILDER. [Feb. 13, 1897.

COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS. CONTRACTS

—

Condmted.

Natiu« of Work. B7 whom Aavorliftwl.

delivered.

Nature o( Work or Dlnterlsls. By whom Required.

•Deaigoa for Portions of HofpiUl Met. Asylums Bo&rd ' 150f. lOOf. and EOf. prenis. I Feb 22
•New states Assembly Uall, Ao

|
''

;

The States oHSueriisoyi lOOf. nnd COf
! April 17

' Nuneaton Coueerv

CONTRACTS.

Swimmieg Bath Kotherham Cotp. ..

•Works and Matexkls
.
Wood Green L'.D.C.

Additions, Ac. to Asylum, Mickleovei Derby Visiting Com.

•Boiler House, Floors, and Machinerjl
Foniidstloos. Ac '

•Retort House, Coal Stores, 4c

I

H. H. Hlckmott, Council
! HaJI
I
C. 3. OunyoD, Town Hall,

I

Wood Green, N,
I J. 8 . Story, County Suev.

Derby

Nature of Work or Materials. By wbent Required.
Tenders
to be

delivered.

Tar Paving ' Woodford U.DiC. - . C. Matthew, Co'.incilOfflees,'

_ Woodf-rd
;
Feb. 15

Tottenham U.D.C
: 712, Blgh-rd. Tottenhiiu I Feb. 16

•Works and Materials
•Makina-up Roads
•Drain Pipes, also DlslofectanW ...

j
Camberwell Vestry I 0. Brown ' Vestry Hall

Additions to Castle Inn, Pontypridd; Rhondda J'alley Brew-
1 F. Gibson, .Arclit Fouty-

erlesCo. Mm I prldd ..
.’ ^

•Works and Materials ...... llampetead Vestry.. „ I The Surveyor,
'

Vestry

Fifty Cottages. Misklo, .Mountain, T. Eleharf’s,' iV prundry-
Ash. Olam Mlskln Building Club ' terrace Moimtaiu AshRoad Metal. Glaegow Renfrew C.C. ....

•Stone Paving

•Constructing Stone Culvert, 4c.. . ..

Albert Royds-street.'
Rochdale

Additions to Court House, London-

•Setvices and Materials

•Public l.ibrary and Institute ...

'Works and Materials

Pavilion, CaUlo Market, Newport,

Waltharastnw tr.D.C. O W. Holmes. Town Hall
Sheffield United Gas Fletcher W. Stevenson
Bight Co OiHoes, Comiiiercial-»t

„
' Sheffield

Borough of Stamford J. Richardson. Boro' Surv
••••

i

SUmford
Bldeford Corp

,
B*ldwin Latham. l.^,

Victoria-street, S.W.
: Bamford 4 Rrocklebank.

........
j

Surv. 58.C, Yorkshire-st.
' A. C. Adair, Archt.
' Londonderry
a. 8 . Grimloy. Public
Offices, The Burroughs,
Heudon, N.W,

A. H Campbell, 28. St,
Margaret's-st.Caiiterbury

Tendi
to b

dellvei

Hendon U.D.C.
.

Tw» Pair*. Seuii-detached Cottages,
Stratton. Dorset A, Pope .

Two Hundred Houses, Shlrebrook,'

'wo H.'.uses, Warwich-road, CarlliUi ....

fabling (in timber), Swansea
1 M, U. Co. .

neck, rilasguu-

A. L. T. Tilley. Archt. Ill,

I

Cornhill, Dorchester ...

,

Sec. Shirebrook Collierv,
' Lira. Mansfield ....

,

V^Bafey. Crescent Joinery

Mon.
. .-B and Materials

•Foundations, County Lunatic Asylum,

•.Inlibitig Works, 4c
•Works, jMateriali, and Services ......

forks, I'arlUle
- 0,'a Archt. Cavendish
House, Derby

1.79, Wal-
,

•Ten Cottages at Mill Hill and Elstreei do. u,
KelmildlngClul), Bdle,stone-road .. Crewe Liberal Union- J F Marsl.

, , .1 1st Club .. ..
I

thall-atreet
Strawberry-place, New- Household FurnUliing 1 Sec. Sttawberry-clace

' Co. Lira
I

Xewcastle-on-TvnH..
‘

Paisley Commrs
|

T. Walker, Municipal-
buildings. Paisley

Celbndge (Ireland) 8 . Alanning, Guardians
Union

; Offices

H. O. Bishop. Aeclit. Mar-
• •••••••

I
ket-nlace, Stowniarket

Sec. The luatltule. Wmd-

Warehm
csstle-on-Tyne

Fire Engine Station.

taboorers' Cottages,

Six Cottages, Needhsm-road, Combs.
Sumik

Additions, 4o. Albert Institute,Wind-

Cottages, North Petherwin. Devon .

•Road Materials and Articles.........

•lah Church, Fab

Duke of Bedford,. . ...

Newington Vestry,. ..

Restoration of
mouth .

•K.'rteriial Painting of County Asylum Hants County Asyli

•School Buildings ......

I

Steward, Bedford Office,

I
Tavistock

1
L J. Dunham, 'N’estry
Hall. Wshvorth. 8 E.

T, Henry, Siiry. Belftrd
C 8 . Beeatoii. Engr. Albany

•Sewage Dlspoial Works

•Makiugup Road

•Conafruolion of Winter Garden

Carting
.

building". <

E. Selding, Archt, Ply-
;

Clerk t(

Sewerage Works

». part of Ston-'

•Laying, 4c. Iron Maiha
•Maaliig-up. 1

den Park
Making-up, Paving, 4c. part of

HonorOak Park . ,

•Sanitary Work

— the Visitors do
Walthamstow Sch. Bd. W. A. Lni gmore, T, Qt.

j
AHe-st. Whitechapel, E, Feb.

X-..- Mills (Derby) Spink" 4 Beever, Piigr. 9 ,
I

Altiert-si|, Manchester
! do

W.W. Matthews.TuwnHsIll do
,
Snrv Bd. of Wks, Offices, 1

Catford. 8 E ^ dsLewisham Bd, of Wks.
'

do.

•Works, EepRira, and Materials, Liyer-
pool

Additions to etoiva, Wincobank.
Sheffield

Seven Houses. Whttchoiiee - road
,

Sheffield
|

Retitlencp and Stables. Fairwater
Cardiir

Villas. Crelllold-rcad, Colchester ... ,

Canterbury Corp.

Hornsoy U.D.C. ..

A.Augell, Council Offices
‘

do.

E, J. Loregrove, Offii -

B„.. 1 V- .. ,
Boutbwood-lane.Highgate

Royal National Eis-
,
B Lawrence Archt New.

teddfod
-few

feckcuham U.D.C.
|
.I.A.Augei.,uouncinj

LompnCiranfyConneil
1 o. T.Hine, Archt. a.I,

AsylumComraittee..
j

Ibiment-atreet, S.W
1 addingtOD Vestry

| The Surv. Vestry Hall .

.

,1. J’. Norrlngton, Vestry
I Hall. Kenniiigton Green
!
City Surv. Guildhall

Charity
\
3. E. Knight, Moorgate-
street, Rotherham .

.

l._ Maxwell Lawford, 13,

Lambeth Vestry,

Uckficid U.D.C.. ..

Kingston - on - Than Boro'Snrv- Clatteru House,!
Kingston.. .,

|

a _
I

Th'-mnson A Greenhalgh, '

Pouthend-on-SeaCorp.
I

Bauk-chinbra, Southend '

MiddJe.sex L.C. County Surv. (luildball.
I

Westminster.... ....... ,

do.
Wnnstead U.D.C.

do.
Snrveycr's Dept. Connell
Offices

1

The Clerk. Vestry Hall
H. A. F. Smith. Archt.

/

«r .1 IDgh-itreet. Gosport
|^.W. Die-

I
R.E. Office. Rupert-lane.

|

SO.

Cottages, Bagshot I.sa, Farnham .

•Reiwirs and Materials [trienninl o<

W. .1. Taykr, Archt.
Bauk-stieet, Sheffield

i

' E. T, Jones, Archt.
I CnrdlfT . ,

.1. W. Start. Archt. Col-

,

cheater I

.Nwh 4 Son, Archt.
!

Mar. 10

Mar. li->

No date

Farnl

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
•Alterations Boiler House. Retnova! of

boiler, and Supplying Two Steam
Cornish Bollsre

Welsh Macadam, 4c.

Sewerage Works

Sanatorium Works

J. 0. Cook, 3, Eleanor-
. Woolwich Union ..

; road. Woolwich . 1 Feb 24
- 1

(Unci)iW, B Garten, Surv. 25,
I

Lr . y-ir 'L'-.It, „ ‘ Bcfton-road. Litherlaud ' do.
.

(

Clayton (YorkBlU.D.C, J. Wniigh, C.E. Sunbrldge-

'

chambers, Bradforii
St. Helens (I.aDC8)Corp. G. J. C.’ Brocn

. C E.
I

do.

Those marked with an asterisk {•) are advertised in this Number. Competitions, p. iv. Cojitracts, pp. iv. vl. v

Nature of Appointmest. By whom Advertlseil. Salary.

•BiiIliiiniE Inspector
•' :lerk of Works
•r'lerk to the Council

' •Sialtary inspector

Tottenham U.D.O
'

Newliavsn Union ...
Llane'lyU.DC
Bampstesd Yeatry ..

leot. per anniiin

500;. per annum
IIOI. rising to 1401

Applica-
tiona U
be In.

ix. ct X. Public Appointments, pp. xviii. xxl.

NSW APPLICATIONS NON L.ITENS PATENT.
|

StApl.y, Noib.-.P,, J. Brindley, .^^,,d.i„„y f„r M.ki„B
JANI ARY 25.—1,9:5, H. ^Waddington, Water-closet

j

Lcrnmic ^les,—2^9, f. Kemp, Inspection and Sweeping;* ^ -V- '• .-L*L....A,l.\All, »T atCi-LlOiCl
J I I

'

“LL"— ;
"“7» *' p, .>oiAV\-LIL/IJ aiiu orvccuiuu

beats. — 1,926. H. limer, Door Hinges. — x.o^r, H. i, Pipes, Fends, and Junctions.—258 H
Hastings Gas Fittings. — 1,971, E. Uulllford, Shop I

Fasteners. — 538. J. Shanks, Water
Window Fittings.

|
Closets.- 743, G. Chisholm, junior. Lavatory Fasins

—

26.—2,021 A. Farker, Locks for Sliding Doors I
??*• ,J- Door Handles. -983. X. Lynn. Heads or

and Windows. —2,047, Beielstein, Flashing Apparatus ® Chimney.s, Ventilating Shafts, &c.— 1,220 W
with Alovable^Siphon for Water-closets—2,052, A Thonip-

I

CowJ.s^or Pots.— 1,299, C. Erlinghagen,
.son, Window Sash Fast»n<

ci-cioscts.—2,052, A jiQonip- AT .'-'••“'‘'-y '-wvri.s or rois.— 1,299, V-. c-riingtiageii,

- , , tC -2,057, J. Buzzard. Repair- 2
,

L®'''‘'°’’9°‘’’'“2ated Roofings —1,345, J. Thomason andmg Asphalt Pavements.—2,064, W. Smith and J. Isgrig, Dlhers, Dies Brick-making Machines.—1,414, T.
Sash Locks.-—2,092, A. Adams, Locks and Bolts for Doors, 1^‘chardson, Moulds for Brick-making Machinery.&C —2,118, J. Hannah and W. Peele, Fire Grates Stoves
•&C. ’ COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Janimry 27.-2,164, W. Drummond, Chimney Pot.— Open to oppositionjor trvo months.

VaW« — , 3364. W. McCormick, Syphons,—4,894 I. lobbins

Pipes &7
’ ’ Earthenware Sanitary Starting of Syphons of ALhing Ta®nks.-5,i9 e!

jANUARg 28 -2 -44 Sir Tohn SmI.L V .

I
Lodling, I ntcrccpting Traps for Drains and Sewers.—

•"2C7 W Rrnv T •’ V firegrates.— 18,7 14, H. Bou!t, Arulicial .Stoiie.W. “^>1 Chimney lops. Ventilating Cowls, &c — ^

e,302, W H^nt. .Vpparatus for tlie Manufacture of Tiles. I I » |

2,304, J. McDoug.ali, W indow Sash F.astener. !

Hinges.- some RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY'2.4*5, J. D'jeiis and G. Elsenbug.ch, Chimney Tops.— '

=,4*5. W, Vickery-, Mitre Cramp.—2,426, R. Grimmer

,

By AbERCROMDiE & Edmunds.
VV illesden.— I to 6, Cooper-rd,, f., r. 132/. 12s

,, J. John S.MtTH (at Whiteh7-enj.'
J-nncrdale, &c., Cumberland. — " Baiikhou.se ”

farm and 46 a., f.

January 20.—By P. W. TAUiOT& '1:0!"
Maryjeboiie.—20, Carburton-st., u.t. 33 yrs., g.r.

16/.,' . 60/...

Kentish Town.—SI, Haw!ey-rd., u.t. 34 yVs.lmri
6/. 6s.

, r. 40/

.T
Messrs. SPELMAN'(at Norwich).’

Catton, Norfolk.— I to 6. Grove-tcr., f,, r. 50/ 14s
By WvAi T & Son (at Chichester).

’’ ’

freehold house

.. .. J, ..... 4 Cramp.

-

Fastenings for Doors, Windows, &c.
January 30.-2 510, E. Lightowler. Ventilators.—

2,5*7. r. Bool, Facilitating the Correct Laying of Sewer

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

19,838, \V Hearn, Discharging Water from a Cistcin.—
5-1,390. L FUggimson and J. Walker, Floor Cramps.—
^,203. R, Ovens and Other.s. Automatically Flushing
W.-iter C osets.-24,3|4, L. Ormond, Ventilating Green
Houses, Iron and Wood Chapels. Store Rooms, &c.—
25,521, R. Lirtley^ Detach.-ibie Cover Joint for Sanitary

Bitted, Secur-
Mitred Angles in Woodwork.—28,445. W Dewar

Doors -,8,9„, E. Roys,on. Til.,, Slob.7;4--4o,o.rH'
Sutclific, Lavatory or Cabinet Stand Wish Basins.-iy,
J. Goodwin, Cowl or Chimney-pot for Preventing DownDraughi in, and Ram from, descending Chimney Flues.—
-2. R. Wood and S. Richards, Draught and Dust Ex-cluder.—50, D. Buchan, Drain Craps —58, T Partiidae

oewera, &.C.. and Disinfecting san e.—xq. I. KirkhriHp
''^•‘^dow-Sashes from Rattling —68. B Gvn^on’

ESTATE EXCHANGE RETORT.
W-—By Driver & Co. (at Wellinc).

Welling, Kent.—A Freehold Building Estate, con-
taining 4a 3r. 25p

January 20.—By Foster &CRANFiELu.'
'

Stratford.—Abbey-lane, a profit rental of 55/. for

vir L
OSBOKH & MER^CR’CarBraintreeV.’’

Wethersfield, Esse.v.— “ Rossells Farm, jis a
(including timber)

“School Green” Farm, 36 u., f. (incliidi’ng

Skylight Frames, &c.—75, W. No'^lsfchfmney Tops°"’
O 2 . L-. C..nck^ot> . Tirt .ttc \D .n.4A..>T 2 n,*83, 0. Cockson, Doors, Windows. &C.-93, VV. Coats,Chimney Cowls.—97, G. Bray, Gas Lighis.-

limber) .

By W’arner,
(at.Sheppard, & W',

Leicester).
Leicester.— Humberston Gate, “The Bell Hotel

"

1,359 yd.s.. f.

By Bailey & Son (at Newark).
Newark, Notts.—23, Castlegate, f.

North Collingham, Notts.—Enclosures of”iand'
22 a. or. 37 p., f.

Suttoa-oa-Trent, Notts.—Enclosures of land, 65 a
3r-33p-,f. ’

cu u
By Duncan- & Kimpton’.’’

Shepherds Bush.—26, 28, and 29, Providence-pl.,

Chichester, Siissrx.—Clay-lane,
and I a. o r. 5

By G. J. RoniNSON (at Barnard Castie)
Bowes, Vorks. — “.8)eightholme and Rargap

Farms, 323 a. 3 r. 34 ]>., f.
;

also moiety of
130a 2 r. lop

g
Janu-iry 23 —By Sexton & GRiMiVAnE (at’CoichesteV)^

Fordham, Essex.—" Fletcher's and Idles Farms ”

L and c
Three enclosures of land, t8a. o r. 5 p., c ,Ro
Five enclosures of land, 31 a. i r. 18 p. f.

January 26.—By W. W. Read & Co.”'
Old Kent-rd.—91 and 93, Trafnlgar-rd

, u t

ij:( yrs., g.r. 7/. 14s.

*2, 14, t6 and 18, Jardin-st., u.t. 24 yrs g r

„ ;

Barnes.—71, White Hart-lane, u.t. 84? vrs 't r
7/., r. 45/,

„ ,

By Rutley, Son, & Vi’is'E.

Hackney.—Glapton-sq., f.g.r. 65/., reversion in
99 yrs

Holloway.—75, Sussex-rd., u.t. 54j yrs
, g.r.

6/. 6.S., r. 347.

_ By C. W. Davies.
Canonbury,—4, Alwyne-sq., u.t. 39J yrs., g.r. 14/.

e.r. 65/.
Hoxton.—28, 29 and 30, Murray-st, u.t. 45^ yrs.,

g.r. 16/.

:- 44 yrs..
840

2i yrs., g.r.

..
,

By M. Long (at Norwood).'
^ 3°' “‘*34. Hill, r.,

Caledonian-rd.—47, Bingfield-si., u.t
i84, r. 38/,

Contractions used in these F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; igr for
improved ground-rent

; g.r. for ground-rent
; r. for rent

;

t. for freehold
; c. for copyhold

; 1. for leasehold
; e.r. for

estimated rental
: u.t. for unexpired term

; p.a for per
annum

; yrs. for years
;

st. for street
;
rd. for road

; sq. for
square

; pi. for place
;
ter. for terrace ; cres, for crescent

yd. for yard &c.



PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Citenheart, B.G.
ton 8/0/0 o/s/o

Teak, E.I. ...load ii/o/o 16/0/0

Sequoia, U.S.It.cu. 1
'9 2/0

Ash, Canada load a/15/0 4/0/0

Birch, do S/'S/o Slto/o

Elm, do S/Jo/o 4/»S'o

Fir, Dantsic, &c.. a/is'o 4'is'o

Oak, do b/io/o s/'S/o
Canada S/0/0 6/0/0

Pine, Canada red 0/0/0 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... B/5'0 4/5/0

Lath, Dantsic.fath 4/10/0 5/10/0

Sf. Peterabui^.. 5/0/0 6/10/0

Wainscot, Riga,
&c., log f/io/o 4/*S/o

Odessa. crown..,. 1/10/0 ^15/0
Deals, Finland
and & iststd 100 9/0/0 9/ro/o

. Do. 4th & 3rd... 9/0/0 0/10/0

Do. Riga 7/10/0 8/10/0

St. Petersburg,
istyellow... . 11/0/013/10/0

Do. 2nd yellow 10/0/0 ii/o/o

Do. white 9/10/0 ii/io/o

BwedUh 9/0/0 i6/ic/o

. White Sea lo/io/o 17/0/0

Canada, Pine 1st so/o/e 23/0/0

. Do. do. 2nd .. .. 14/10/0 16/0/0
' Do. do. 3rd, &c. 7/0/a lo/ro/o

Do. Spruce, i«. 9/10/0 11/1
'

Do. do. 3rd and
and 7/1S/0 9/0/e

New Brunswick 7/0/0 lo/ro/o

Battens, all kinds
i)hooring boards,

in. prep.
D/9'0 o/i6/o

0/7/6

e/£ 9

TIMBER ((ontinued).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 0/1/4

Walnut, Italian .. o/o/g 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton a/7/s

Bar, Welsh, in

London 5/tS/o 5/»7/6
Do. do. at works

Wales 5/10/0 S/ia/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London S/tS/o 6/10/0

Copper — British

cake and ingot 54^10/0 S£ °/o

Best selected .. 55/5/0 55/15^0
Sheets, strong.. 6./10/0 6«/io/o

Chili bars 51/7/6 0/0/0

Yellow Mtl lb. 0/0/5 0/0/5J
Lead — Pig,
Spanish ....ton :

English com.
brands
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards ..

Pipe 13/10,'o

Zinc — English
sheet ton.. 20/10/0
Vieilie Mon-
tagne 11/10/0

Spelter t7/»7/6

Tin—

S

traits ....6t/io/o
Australian 63/0/0

English Ingots.. 65/0/0 66/10/0

Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0

Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/10/0 0/0/0

Cocoanut, Cochin 27/15/0 0/0/0

Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0/0/0

Palm, Lagos 24/10/0 o/o/o

Kapeaeed, English
pale 27/xo/o 27/is/o

Do. Brown 27/0/a 27/10/0

Cottonseed ref. . . 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. e/6/3 0/7/6

... I Do. black 0/4/9

1^0/0 Tar — Stockholm

i'i6/3 ir/18/9

Do. 2nd
Other qualities—

Cedar. Cuba, ft.

^ Honduras, he.
Wahogai^, Cuba

St. Domingo,

Mexican, d—
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box. Turkey, ton ^/w.w

Rose. Rio 7/0/0 16/0/0 barrel 22/0

Bahia 6/o/Q 15/0/0
|

Archangel o/ia/6

Sadn, SL Doming, o/o/j o'l/o I Turpentine.. . .ton 25/12/6

Fennings
W, Griffiths

Croft Granite Co
Van Praagh Si Co
Yarborough Granite Co
Clee Hill Granite Co., Ludlow
Somerfield. Butnshire
Midland OuarryCo., Nuneaton*
H. N. Foy. ,,

Forest Rock Co., Leicester
Fergusson & Co., Enderby
Ellis & Everard. Bardon Hill

Swift Granite Co ,
Nuneaton

Gownley & Son, Cliffe Hill

,
Enderby

Enderby St Stoney Stanton
Mount Sorrell Co.,* Stoney Stanton Granite :

• Accepted for such quantity as may be ordered.

LEEDS.—Accepted for the construction of a covered reservoir,

Arc., for the CotporaUon. Mr. Thomas Hewson. City Engineer.

Le^s :— .
Harold Arnold & Son, Doncaster jb»3'9-o

LANGHOLME.—Accepted for the supply and er^tion of

laundry machinery, drying closets, life. &c., at the new Hospital.

Langholme, Dumfries, lor the Managers. MesSR. Amsiey &
Wood, architects. London. Mr. J. Kirkland. C.E.. Engineer,

Westminster ;— , .

Harper Twelvetrees, Ltd., Scu'hwark-street, London ;t3°=

LI.ANDILO.—For building a residence for Mr. R. Shipley

,ewis. Mr. David Jenkins, architect ;—
^wis Davies ;£i.s8o I Thomas Bros., Llandilo*. .^1,200

G. Mainwaring 1 250 Henry Price

David Evans 1.200
1

* '• Accepted.

I

TENDERS.
iCommunications for insertion under this HeadinS

ishould be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us

Mci later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

[publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
(address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-

ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender

is given, not any list in which the lowest Tender is under

^roo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

LLANDILO.—For buildisg
architect ;—
G. Mainwaring .. . .,.,,£i,cx 3 10

1
Thomas Bros .£825

o Henry Price 781

0
I
David Evans, Llandilo* 779

Accepted.

G. Flett ^to,
'Shanks A* McEwau
A. WaddeU & Son
Workman A' Co. -

.

LAW. McDonald
Craik & Hendiy...
John Paterson A

8,341

7.517 8

5-555 3
5-539 19

,
Town Chambers,

Brannigan A Scott. ..£5.238 4

James Osborne .... 5.200 16

Robt. Stevenson.... 5.14418 ^

Wm. Simpson .. .... .

Thos. Crawford A

. H. Blackburn ..

f 3 I
Chas. McAndrew -.

1 6 I
Hugh Hastie.Crielf*

Accepted.

4,832 1

4,701 1

4.541 ii

LLANDILO.—Accepted for building

villa residences, for Mr. WlBlara Jon
Jenkins, architect:— „

Thomas Bros., Llandilo

LLANCONEN (Cardiganshire).- Accepted for building a fa

stead for Mr. Ycters Evans. Mr. David Jenkms, t-land

architect:—
DavidEvans, Llwynleedes, I.iaryleythi

LOSTWITHIEL (CorawaU).-Accepted for the erection of (cut

dwelling houses, for Messrs. Liddicoat. Mr. Wm. J. Jenkins,

architect. Bodmin :— _ ,

Bassett Bros., Lostwlthiel £*.o97

W. Langridgc* ..

G. W. Kiiey
Potter A Co. . .

..

H. W. Budd
E. Pitches

J. Smith A Sons ..

Purliaiutnt Hill.

BATLEY-—For the erection of boundary walls. Smithies Mot

LONDON.-For fur

Willesden School Board. Mr,
Queen Victoria-street. E.C. 1—

. _ _ ^ - v
lUirgworth, Ingram, I

The Bennett Furnish-
- :o ..£84916 si ing Co., Glasgow*.. £804 5

• Accepted.

BELFAST.—For the execution of road and se

Hampton Park Estate, for Mr. Isaac Hampton. .Messrs. Forman
A Aston, C.E., isA, Donegatl-place, Belfast ;—
David Ireland £i.oco 0 o I Jas. Ross A Son
Workman A Co 820 13 6 William McLarnon .

J. A R. Thompson Sot i 3 ]
Michael Green, 135,

.John Graham, Jun. 773 j8 7 Donegall - street.

IWm. Geddis 752 jo o Belfast*

'Thes, McMurray .. 708 0 0 1
•Accepted.

LONDON.-For furniture at the Leopold-road School, (or the

Willesden School Board. Mr, G. E. T. Laurence, architect. iBi,

Queen Vlctoria-street. E.C. „ ....
llUngworth, Ingram,

|

The Bennejt Furnah-

Co £988 ti 5 I
ing Co ,

Glasgc
* AccepteU.

BRADFORD.—Accepted for the erection of stables and coacb-

; house, Morley-street, lor Messrs. Empsall A Clarkson, aichitects, 7,

I
Exchange, Bradfoiil:—

,
a«<f yui'(/er:y.—John Moulson A Son I

1 .P/uj«6t«e.—Robt. Townend I

Plasttrine.—T. Cordingley A Son f £75°
Slatinc.—l^ Smithies - I

John Looms .J
[All of Bradford.]

LONDON,—For erecting the Kensal Green School for r,270

children, laundry and cookery centre, and caretaker s house, for the

Willesden School Board. Mr. C. E. T. Laurence, architect. j8i,

Oueen Victoiia-street, E.C. Quantities by Mr. Alan Pauli, 6,

yu.ai.,-co.n, Ch™.o.-l.»a, v,.c.

Extra glazed
Bricks.

£25.790 £950

R. Ballard, Limited* 7 o

1-. A. Jackson A Son. Limited 7 b-

H. 1 °

ll'aterlmv Park.

R. Ballard, Limited* 6

P. A. Jackson A Son. Limited 7

ri. ^ °

ClissoU Piirk.

Cockle shell, Hoggin
per cubic per cubi

yard. yard,

s. d. s. d-

F. A. J.ickson A Son, Limited 9 6’ 6 ^
K. Ballard, Limited — o °

Fry Btulheis *3 0

Piiistiiry Park.

Cockleshell. Hoggin, Gravel.,

per per pet

cubic yd. cubic yd. cubic yd.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

F. Jackson A Son. Limited 96 511* 7

K. Ballard, Limited — 6 6 7 9

W. J.Lewcock — 6 6 7 ^

L. bommcrfeld la 0 —
Fry Brothers >3 0 —

• AccepteU

LONDON.-For iterations t

BURSLEM (Staffs).—For laying pipe sewer, Ac., Mootlaml-

toad. for the Corporation. Mr. F. Bcttany, Borough .Surveyor, St.

John's Chambers. Queen-street. Burslem

J. Hotobin ; £355 1 J- Buck '

F. Barke 347 I
Smith A Taylor 208

J. Embury 346
|
W. A R. Mellor, Burslem*.. 285

WUtoa 320 1
•Accepted.

Hcllciway Bros
H, Wall A Co
G. Godson A Sons .

Cowley A Drake ...

W. Scrivener A Co...

J, Chessum A S
Smith A Suns
E. L.awtance A Sons .

R. A. Yetbury A Sons*
•Accepted sunjeci to

V. w circle, stage, Ac., and furnishing,

at lUB London Pavilion, tor the London Pavilion, Limited, from

plans and specification piepated by Mr. Hairy Percival, architect,

22. Buckinaham-street. Adeiplii, W.C. :—
Atkinson A Co. .£324 16 I Bishop A Co.. •....£3'3 *-

Campbell Smith A Co.* 314 ol Accepted.

19.618
18,250
18,236

LONDON.—Accepted for road-making and paving-work

Hyihe-road (Secrion i), for the Hammeisinith Vestry. Mr. 1

Mail. C.E., Vestry Hall, Hammersmith. W. :—
Wimpey A Co., Hammersmith £159°

CHRISTCHURCH (Hants).—For alterations. Ac., at workhoi

Falrraile, Mr. Edgar H. Burton, architect, Branksom Park,

Beumemouth ;— _
W. H. Wilson ..£t,oio 4 1 Tom Tiller, Bargates,

Jenkins A Sons 609 0 |
Christchurch* £582

• Accepted.

MANCHESTER.-Accepted at a schedule of prices Ibr the.

execution of street works. IsotlhumbeilanU-road, and Daiwen-

screct, for the Stretford District Council. Mr. Royle, Suiveyor,

District Council Offices, Old Traffoid :—
Horthumbcrland-rMid. I

Darueitstrttl

M. Naylor A Sons, Hulme. I
Wm. Clarke, Hulme.

LONDON —For building a villa residence in Balrooral-foad, New
Bcompton. for Mr. F.

* ’ '''

New Broropton ;—
H. Park ....

L. Tiuman .

k. Harris

J. Hammond, architect,

£375
I
F. A. Hammond
C. E. Skinner. Chatham'

I
• Accepted.

MORTLAKE.—For making up road, draining, and new

for Sir Frederick Wynn, at Worple-road, Muttlake.

Innes, architect, 27, Queen-street. City;—
-

P DALHOUSIE (N.B.).—Accepted for extending Newton-Loan
Hospital. Mr. Jas. Jerdan, architect, 12. Castle-street, Edm-

Thomas Cumpslie. Dalkeith £239 10 6
" Carfioilry and TVifMcrv.—Thomas Macfatlane,

J Govebridge :•••• 2 S
S/ariVif-.—John Clapperton A Sons, Govebndge 38 8 6

William Stewart, Edinburgh 47 o

Plumbi>i^.~A\ex. Hart, Dalkeith 53 8 6

IPindmu William Bryden A Son, Edin-

burgh .. 9 *2 0

DEVONPORT.—For new shop fronts and structural alteration

at No. 19, Mailborough-street. for Messrs. Pole A Son. Mr. H. G.

Luff, architect, Devonport:—
Turpin £348 t

T. Jenkin A Son, Devonport (accented) 338

LONDON.—For alterations to shop and premises, for Messrs.

Beckett A T.ivener. 169, King-street, Hammersmith. Mr. J.

Hume, architect:—
CUfton £322 Pope A Co.

Bendon I 278 1 J. ueeder <5

* Accepted.
i Co., Chiswick*

- .£265

LONDON.-For the ereetbn of a new Police Station at Camber-

well for the Receiver for the Metropolitan Police District.

Mr.' J.
Dixon Butler. Architect. Quantities by Mr w H.

Thurgood
Yerbuiy

DEVONPORT.—Accepted for new shop fronts. Marlborough-

street, for Mr. C. E. Waycott. Mr. H, G. J_uff, architect ;
—

W. J. Oliver £>3* >5

DOVER.—For a pair of semi-detached villa residences, Barton-

road, Dover. Messrs. Worsfold A Hayward, architects, Dover

;

Hayward A Paiamor . . ..£1,377 I
Austin A Lewis £i

Wm. Dixon 1,363 I J. Parsons (accepted) .... :

Hart
Chessum ..

Lawrance .

Scrivener....

Holloway. . ,

,

Higgs A Hill.

Lascelles.....

LONDON.—For the erection of new show-room, for Messrs. Peter

A Evans. 464, Brixton-road. Mr. W. M. Brutton. architect :—

W. Rowe £1,498
I

Tyermar. £i.4t6

Haydon 1,481 Godson A Sons 1.420

Triggs r.450
j

Peacock Bi

Courtney A Faitburn .

.

OUNDLE.—For the erection of a house, out-offiew.

sdcet. lorMrs. Hames. Mr. J. G. StaUebrass, architect. North-

streeti Petetborougn ;—
. v, , /(too.

Siddons A Freeman £870 Nichols £^
Peiiitt, Thrapston (accepted) 824

|
Roberts /

Jduiiibini', <Src,

Coaten,

PAISLEY (N.B )—Accepted for the erection of public schoo

hmldincrs Carbtook-street, for the School Boa^ of raldey. .M'-

Charles^Davidson. archlMcr. Terrace-buildings. Paisley. Quantitic—

by Mr. James Lamb, measurer. Paisley:—
„

.l/aJo/io-.-William Taylor. Paisley £2.73° 0 o

‘yor^irrv.—Allan A Baxter, Glasgow 2.204 5 o

Slatinn.-A. H. KilpatiicK, Pmsley >7 *

/’/(Krtiinf.—WUliara Glover. Paisley. 291 ib r

UoJ/flri'fP.-'Wallace. Connell, A Co., Paisley iS7 6 o

/r/arArtKjr.—WffliamSpeirf. Paisley 459 3

Steel and Iron Work.—2 . A W. MacLellan,

Glasgow ”7 «
'*

Kean A vi'aidtop, Glasgow 46 *6 o.

[Thelowl cost of the school to be £7.5». the accommodatiMf

: ! i



lOO THE BUILDER. [Eeb. 13 , 1897
erecting the StaKon Hotel, Pelaw-o

’ "
I'lf'fi'

* Slipper.. ;£3.,98 .4 s I T. B. -Stott £,,s,9 ,8R.S. Harbotde.... a.633 17 6 V H. Brown 2.479.8* Mender-
J. C. Hope 2.^7! 0

S *0 I T. iS: R. Lamb ....W^efield i Hen. IG.T. Manners ....
derson.. 3.5,3 0 0 I. Henri

“-S’* a o G. H, Hodgson,
J. White 3,5,6 o ol Sunderland^.... 2,30s

• Accepted.

2459

PETERBOROUGH.—For the erection of a steam laundrv ex
Sanitary Steam Laundry Com-

Soroiiph^'
architect. North-street, Peter-

R.J..NichoU jC,,7oo o o|J. Wealock /Ti.jso 0 0P“r2‘«Bros ,,68o o 0 D. Gray *143° I °W Bndgefooti Son 1,600 0 olw.Jeufngs 1,399 >91?Watson A: Lucas .. 1,540 o 0
[
Hicks Bros.* i,|7o I n

[All Of Peterborough.}

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
M.P. (amounts should have been stated).NOTE.—The responsibility ol signed articles, and papers road

pubUc meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.mannet undtrta^ to return rejected eommunUalient.
iiDi» v.i.umiuunicanons loeyond mere news Items) which have
duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED,

address^
compelled to decline pointing out books and glrtng

Any commission to a contributor to write anarticle is given subject
to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, whoret^ the right to reject It If unsatisfactory. The receipt by the

of a pcooiof an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its
author of a proof of I

acceptance. ' rtr

AlJ communlcadons r^rdlng literary and artistic matters should
be addressed toTHE EDITOR; those relattag to advertisements

exclusively business matters should be addressed to THEPUBLISHER, and net to the Editor.

SQBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBprepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s.
9d- per quarter), can ensure receiving "The BnUoy /^nda)> Af»rmt^t Poti.

»ou

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
thn

(Published Weekly) Is supplied direct
Umted‘^Kingdom. a

Australia. l?ew Ze"^S,rindta,‘chtoa. C^e^to?Australia, ifew Zealand. Tndra ChlAa. Ce^ton &cRemittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOLiRbRINIER^Thf^;

Aiaeteri„r.-]. Jenneson....:: ;
3^

Gibbons ”
/’ainti>i£-.~W. Vickers ,?

[AU of Rotherham.]
”

construction of streets, sewers. &c.. Lawford
Rugby. 0tan!ities°b/?he5u?;eyar’-

PUBLISHEJ^ NOTICES.
Rtgiitered TeUgraphie Address, ‘THB Bi7ILDKb,’L0HI>0H,

John Machay
R. Loch
j. S. Trueniai
W. Hitchman
F. Bentham ..

J. Porter ....

'J. Ford £
W. T Hall

J, Young
A. Jewell. Market

Surrey Estate, Sutton

jj;- Gibbs jrs,343 ,5 .

W. Langndge 3.499
-

G. Alkins 3.»6 ,
S. Kavanac'h 3^

I A. Bullock £3.132
W. H. Wheeler .... a 743
W.Jenner. Sutton* 2,^73 1

I
• Accepted.

TAVISTOCK.—For the erection ofa pair of semi-detarh^rl villa

I A: rx^T^Hovib^
Revised and accepted.

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.
tenders were submitted bythe Works Committee of the London School Boardat the meeting of the Board on Thursday

¥.
mes Mitson „...

1 . Cruwys
Humphreys, Ltd. .

1
1

W. Harbrow £867
I Croggon & Co., Ltd.* 779

• Accepted.

FLEET.ROAD—Erecting manual training centre. &c.
Extra amount

F. G. Minter
D. Chartcris
Perkins i Co
E ^wrance &: Sons
McCormickiV Sons.,
Lathey Bros

tequirea for
building brickwork

, in cement.
£«.34o 0 0 £3s o 0

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISE^^ENT8.
SITUATIONS VACANT, PAETNBRSHIP8. APPRBNTIOB8H2P8.TRADE AND QBNBRAL ADVBBT1BBMBNT8Wx lines (about fifty words) or under 4b 8d.

Bach additional line (about ten words) Os! fid.

Terms for series of Trade advertisements, also for Ppeclal Adver-tUemente on front ^ge. Competitions. Contracts, Sales by Auction.
•0., may be obtained on appUcatton to the PubUaher.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
™ ^ thirty words) or under .. „ .. »a. fid.Bach additional line (about ten words) Oa fid.

PBBPAYILENT 18 ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

h« »il small sums should be remitted
Registered Letter or by Postal Orders navahle fcn
FOUEDRINIER. and addressed to the PnWfrher ofTh* BoiLDiR, No. 46. Catherine-street W O

^ p.m. on THURSDAY, but "Ciaseifleation ’’ Is Im-

?AaT ONK Office after HALF-rA8i OWE p.m , on that day. Those Intended for the Front PassShould be In by TWELVE noon on WEDNESDAY. ^

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, LBATH,
FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OFBATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing
and Preserving Building Materials.

SPECIAL.—ALTERATIONS IN STANDING
UlaCONTINlTR “ -^I^XBKTISEIIENTS or ORDERS TOmscOhTJhUB name must reach the Office before 10 ~ —WEDNESDAY MORNING.

MONIAl^^e®'‘l
responatble for DRAWINGS, TE8TI

S^;.‘nSnrdett&S^^
^ B'^der," may have JeepHej addressedt^AeQ^e, Catherine-street. Covent Garden. W.O./ree ofeharae.“ addressed envelopi. a« eent. twtherwith sufficient stampa to cover the poatage.

wgesner

HAM HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham HiU and Doulting Stone Co.
(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& S

/-u- r
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office Norton, Stoke-under-Ham
Somerset.

London Agent Mr. E. A. Williams.
16, Craven-street, Strand,

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEAR!
has proved that

SZEREIMET STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Brie

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.

READING CASES./ ninepenos each.
By Post (carefullypacked) Is.

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,
121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic L
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office,
Poultry,E.C.—Thebest and cheapest materials
damp courses, railway arches, warehouse flo<
fiat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-roo
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces, Asphi
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Ad

SPHAGUE & GO.,

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHERS,
4 & S> East Harding-street,

Fetter-lane, E.C. [Ad

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPH
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st.S.
“QUAIs’lTTY SURVEYORS' TABLES,”

For 1897, price Cd. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post lA [Al

w’dI.™” I
rt Co C, ,,,

T. Cruwys ....
LlUy* Lilly. Ltd.': i l.Sp
forkteiCo....

:: ,:1es’

I

Co.fcy'l'tekJ
Recommended for acceptance.

‘Accepted.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.'

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

PILKINGTON&C
(Established 1838),

MONUilENT CEAMBERS,
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Itegleterei Trade Jfark,

PolonceaD Aspbali
PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT BOOFINI

ACID-EP.3ISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PATI

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & GO.
CONTRACTOR.S To H M firrrror..,...,..,.

61
,

ST. MARY A
LONDON, E,

nnnrikin «i i “theb public builoib

PliJUTES I SUTE SLABWOM
lIAEIDlr - “ASCRIPTION, plain and ENAMFi I

lihscRIPTION. i ^ W V V I KI

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATETHiMVF^DiceE
-..UlUtWlJ n

Head Office and iJ,ty^c'fty'”’AdUrSs76rr ST.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICe’S'sT.

Payne-road Wharf, Bow.
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street,
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The htsnlation Resistance of an EJccinc

histallation.

HEN the wiring of

a building is com-

pleted, it has to

pass certain tests

before the public

supply company

will switch on the

current. What
these tests are

can only be

-A'aguely guessed at, as the supply companies

•talk learnedly in their rules about insulation

resistance, and yet when the consumer tries

To find out what electricians mean by the

insulation resistance of the wiring of a build-

ing, he will find out that it is a vague expres-

sion used in different senses by different

people. He will probably be told by the

•consulting electrician that it is a measure ol

the resistance to leakage flow between the

house mains ; this is the favourite definition,

and, being the simplest, is strongly adhered to

b'r outhful electricians, who think they

unde, stand it. How this is measured is

clearly described in a well-known work on

uslectrical engineering, published recently,

•and which has been most favourably re-

viewed by the electrical Press :

—

“All that is necessary in testing the insulation

resistance of any circuit, is to connect the + and —

.mains (the insulation resistance between which is to

be measured) to the terminals, turn the handle, and

the needle at onoe points to the number of ohms

representing the insulation resistance."

Is it to be wondered at that most youthful

electricians, whether they be wiremen or

apprentices of a consulting engineer,

imagine that they know all about insulation

resistance ?

Again, if the consumer watch the inspector

of the supply company (direct current,

suppose) he will notice how careful he is to

measure the resistance between each house

main and the eartli, and if this is below a

certain value he will refuse to switch on the

current. Insulation resistance to the supply

company thus seems to mean the resistance

to leakage current flowing from either main

to the earth, and so back to the central

station. Insurance company’s inspectors, if

they turn up at all (which is a very rare

event), seem to follow on the lines adopted

by the supply company.

The consumer is thus led to think that

what supply companies mean when they say,

for example, that the insulation resistance

should average seventy-five megohms ])er

lamp, is that the resistance to leakage flow

from both the house mains together should

be greater than megohms, where x is the

number of lamps. He also learns that the

test is done with a Goolden testing set, con-

sisting of a small hand dynamo, which gene-

rates a pressure of 200 volts in order to

satisfy the regulations of the Board of Trade,

and an Evershed ohm-meter.]

It is to be remembered that all this time

the intelligent consumer is only guessing, as

he is unable to get any definite information

from the secretary of the supply company,

and electricians and electrical books are

hopelessly contradictory. He may think

he has found it at last in a new copy of fire

office rules, but on turning up this he finds

that the insulation resistance has to be

measured when all current-consuming and

current-producing devices are turned off

;

and so he gives up the hunt for a definition,

and regards electricians as a slippery and

unsatisfactory kind of people.

Yet the theory of insulation testing is very

simple, it is only the interpretation of what

is meant by it in specifications that offers

any real difficulties. To illustrate the theory

we will consider a simple case. Consider

a building wired to receive current from a

direct current supply company. Let A and

B fig. I (see next page) be the terminals of

the two house mains, and let X, Y, and Z be

the resistance between the main A and earth,

the two mains A and B, and the main B and

earth respectively. It will be noticed that

current can flow from A to B in two ways,

either directly through the resistance Y or

through X to earth, and then from the earth

through Z to B. Hence, if we measure the

resistance between A and B by the ohm-

meter we do not measure Y, but the joint

resistance ol Y and K + Z in parallel, i.e.,

This will be seen by the inspec-
X-|- Y + Z
tion of fig. 2, which is a diagrammatic repre-

sentation of fig. I.

It is customary to measure the resistances

to leakage by an ohm-meter
;
and as these

resistances are very high, they are expressed

in megohms (a megohm=a million ohms).

To do this one terminal of the ohm-meter

is connected to A (say), and the other to E,

a convenient water-pipe or gas-pipe being,

for all practical purposes, in good electrical

connexion with the earth
;
and the handle

of the machine being turned, the needle then

points to the resistance between the points

A and E. This is usually assumed to be the

leakage resistance of the main A to E, i.c.,

X
;
but from our diagram we see that it

really reads if Y’ -f- Z is

small, it may be something very different

from X.

Ill order, therefore, to determine X, Y and

Z, we should need to measure the resistances

between A and E, A and B, and B and E
respectively. We should then have three

very difficult algebraical simultaneous equa-

tions to give us X, Y, and Z. We -need

hardly say that a foreman wireman does not

puzzle his head trying to solve them, but

assumes that his three measurements give

him X, Y, and Z directly. For many practi-

cal purposes this is sufficient, but to the con-

tractor and the consumer a knowledge of tlie

values of X, Y, and Z is important. To find

these values we can get over the mathema-

tical difficulties by taking the following

measurements :

—

I. Measure the resistance a between A
and E, when B is connected directly to earth

by a wire. We have,

= X + Y (0

II. Measure the resistance b between A
and E, when A and B are joined by a piece

of wire. We get

1 - + ~ •• U'O
b ~ Z ^ X

III. Measure the resistance c between B
and E, when A is put directly to earth.

Then

_L_.l ,-i. .. .. (in)
c - Y ^ Z

From the equations (i) (ii) and (iii) we

easily deduce that ——
X a b c

bc-i-ca-ab

Similarly Y=

And Z=

bc-ca-fab

2 ab c

-b c+ca-k ab

{iv)

For example, suppose we find that the read-

ings for the three operations, I., II., and III.

are 3,, -}4, and megohms respectively,

then by formulae (iv.), the insulation resist-

ance of the main A to earth is 10 megohms.
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the insulation resistance of the main B to

earth is 1 megohm, and the insulation resist-

ance between the two mains is 5 megohms.
The ordinary test would have given the in-

sulation resistance of A as 3^ megohms, of

B as 41 megohms, and between A and B as

3x0 megohms.
It may be objected that the finding of the

accurate values of the insulation resistance is

a matter of very little importance, and is

hardly worth the slight extra calculation in-

volved. But this is a quite erroneous view
to take of the matter, although it is

the usual one. The numerical example
worked out above shows that the num-
bers ordinarily given may be 200 or

300 per cent, out, and this is a matter of

great importance when the current is taken
from a company supplying on the three-
wire system. Most electricians think that

the pressure between the middle wire of

this system and earth is very small, and
would be surprised to hear that it is often
eighty or ninety volts. We have had no
practical experience with a five-wire system,
but should not be much surprised to hear that
the pressure between the middle wire and
earth often approached 2co volts, and in this

case the pressure between one of the outer
mains and earth would be getting on for

400 volts. Surely it is important that the
house main, which is connected on to the
high-pressure supply main, should have a
high insulation resistance. It is unnecessary
to urge the necessity of good insulation
when there is a 200 volt system of supply,
as the company’s officials are painfully
nervous about the possible effects of a 400
volt pressure to earth.

When superintending recently some mea-
surements on the insulation resistance of an
electric installation, the electric current for
which was supplied by a London 'company,
we found that the pressure between one of
the company’s mains and earth was + 192
volts, and between the other and the earth
+ 88 volts. Of course, this may have been
due to abnormally good insulation of the
positive outside main and the middle one,
but whether the company are to blame or
not. It was evident that one house main had
to withstand a pressure to earth of 192 volts.
Having found out by the method given in
this article which of the mains had the best
insulation resistance, all lamps being in
their sockets, and all the switches turned
off, we naturally connected this main to
the high pressure supply main. As the
company always put their meter on the
high-pressure house main, it is obvious that
any accidental leakage from the other house
main to earth must be a dead loss to the
company, besides being a source of danger

to the consumer. Leakage currents are

nearly always microscopic, and have no

effect on the meter, except in special cases

where the wiring has been damaged through

gross carelessness or tampered with by
mischievous clerks. Although the insulation

resistance of any particular building supplied

by the company may be, comparatively

speaking, high, yet the insulation resistance

of the whole network of wires joined to the

station is often painfully low. Leakage cur-

rent is not only an expensive item in the

working, but as it varies from day to day, it

makes accidental leaks, provided they are

not dead short circuits, hard to locate, and a

serious leak may go on for days without

being discovered.

When the tests show that the insulation

resistance of a building is unsatisfactory,

expert advice is usually necessary to find out

where the fault is. We have found switches
with an insulation resistance of less than
10,000 ohms each offered for sale. It would
not need many of these switches in an
installation to produce perpetual motion in

the meter. It is a very false economy to

use inferior material for large installations.

That dishonest workmen aided and abetted
by eager consumers manage to cheat the
company’s inspector by disconnecting the
faulty floor whilst the tests are being
made, shows how exceedingly careless
some people are of their own interests.
It is customary for contractors to run down
insulation tests, and to point out that they
are no guarantee for certain dangerous
defects in the wiring. Good work and good
material is held up as the best guarantee of
everything being all right. It is no doubt a
good guarantee, but no electrician would
like to switch on current to an installation
without having first tested the insulation
resistance of the good work and the good
material. We came across electricians a few
years ago who relied on fuses saving the
building if there was a fault anywhere, but
this class of persons got one or two nasty
frights on 200-volt installations, and they
are now convinced of the importance of
insulation tests.

In conclusion, we would point out that to
test the insulation resistance of the wiring in
a building can easily be done and requires
no special knowledge. In making the tests
it is most important that all the lamps should
be in their sockets and all the switches
turned off, and, of course, the house mains
disconnected from the supply mains. A
testing set can be hired from several testing
institutions in London for a few shillings, and
with the help of the foreman wireman three
readings can easily be taken with it

by the architect or the consumer in the

way we have described, and a very fair ide

can be obtained of the electrical quality of tl:

contractor's work. It has to be remembere
that the insulation resistance is a variabl

quantity, and often improves greatly whe
the building gets drier, so no great impor
ance is to be attached to the absolute value

of X, Y, and Z, so long as they are sufficient!

high to prevent the total leakage currer

being greater than the hundred thousandt

part ot the total working current.

For alternating current supply the insi

lation resistance has to be tested in a some
what similar way, care being taken to dij

connect the wiring from the secondar
terminals of the transformer, and good ir

sulation from earth is just as important a

with direct currents.

MORTAR FROM PETERBOROUGH
CATHEDRAL.

ITH a view of extending his re

searches into the composition o

the mortar used in the construe

tion of our old castles and abbeys
also with a view of obtaining reliable infer

mation upon a subject having an importan'

bearing upon the proposed restoration of j

building which has lately attracted mud
public interest, the writer was desirous o:

obtaining specimens of mortar from the wesi
front of Peterborough Cathedral.

By the courtesy and with the assistance

of the contractor, Mr. John Thompson, twe
samples were obtained.

The first, marked A, was taken out from the

bed of the ashlar of the gable now being
taken down

;
it was very soft, easily broken,

and evidently of poor quality.

The second, marked B, was taken out of the

rubble walling about seven to nine inches
from the face of the spandrel, and apparently

consisted of loose concrete of inferior make.
Average samples of each were prepared

for analysis and the results were as follows

:

A B
Water (lost at 212 deg. Fah, ) i'56 -64*

Loss on ignition 3 33 2'2o
Oxide of iron 8-34 ii'S<;

Alumina 1-21 i-ot

Lime 28 25 25 '14

Magnesia -32 *23

Potash -23 -08.

Soda ‘23 ‘29

Sulphuric acid -20 *10

Carbonic acid and loss 20'88 19'57
Silica soluble in alkali 3-53 3*^3
Insoluble silicates 3i'90 35 75

lOOOO lOOOO

On comparing the above results with those
in previous articles, published respectively

in the Buildo-, June 18, 1892, and Fel>
ruary ii, 1893, it will be noticed how very
inferior the general character of the mortar
must be.

The actual percentage of lime is certainly

very high, but this is largely due to the
calcareous nature of the small stones and
gravel, consisting largely of cretaceous chalky

associated with the original mortar.

This is essentially an instance in which
the high proportion of lime is no indication

of the quality of the mortar, and, as such, is

an interesting and useful illustration.

The next important feature to notice is

the unusually large amount of oxide of iron,

indicative of the soft and ferruginous nature
of the sand and gravel.

But perhaps the most important point to
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observe is the deficiency of soluble silica, or

silica in the form of silicate soluble in a 10

per cent, solution of caustic soda.

It is silica in this condition that forms the

important element in cement, and according

to tlie writer’s investigations, it is the respec-

tive richness in such soluble silica that con-

stitutes the chief difference in the quality of

certain kinds of lime for building purposes,

Thus chalk lime contains only i or 2 per

cent, of soluble silica, greystone 9 to 10,

Aberthaw 15, while the best Portland cement

contains as much as 20 to 22 per cent.

On applying this test to the mortar found

in certain old castles and abbeys, already

reported in the Builder, the following results

were obtained :

—

Caerphilly Castle

Corfe Castle

Whitby Abbey
Tinlern Abbey
Glastonbury Abbey
Fountains Abbey
Bolton Abbey
Crowland Abbey
Carisbrooke Castle

Raglan Castle

Tattershall Castle

Rochester Castle

contained 9 '85 per cent.

7 '50

8 '20

6'20

6 10

5’75

565
501
4'35

410
305
I 60

The mortar from the west front of Peter-

borough Cathedral, therefore, according to

chemical analysis, although rich in lime, is

essentially of inferior quality, and being very

brittle would not be capable of standing

much lateral pressure.

In many respects it closely resembles the

quality of Gundulfs mortar in Rochester

Castle, which, though containing 28-67 per

cent, of lime, is admittedly of very inferior

quality. John Hl’GHES, F.I.C.

NOTES.

We have given so much infor-

St. Saviours, and illustration on
iooutnwarK.

^ ^

different occasions m regard

to the new nave of St. Saviour's, Southwark,

that it is hardly necessary here to do more

than refer to the fact of its formal opening

on Tuesday last by a special short service,

a*"'’ to congratulate Sir A. Blomfield 011 the

•acucal completion of one of the most

nportant pieces of modern church building.

Now that the whole length of the church

can be seen the interior has an exceedingly

fine effect, and the new work in the

nave combines well with the noble archi-

tecture of the choir
;
as well, at all events, as

modern work can be expected to combine

with old. Although we are not much in

favour of reproductions of Gothic, this seems

to be one of the cases in which design has

to be considered
;
for it seems certain that

only a continuation of the building in the

same style of architecture could have suc-

ceeded in making it as much a harmonious

whole as it now is. We confess however

that, in spite of what may be said

in favour of the continuous vista, we
should have preferred, both for architec-

tural and musical reasons, to have seen (and

heard) the organ in the old cathedral position

under the tower arch
;
no position has ever

been so good for architectural and musical

effect combined. The organ, a very good one

(by Mr. Lewis) as far as it goes, would then

perhaps have sounded sufficient for the

building; as placed, it is lamentably in-

sufficient for a great nave service. The
church was crowded to excess, it is to be

feared not merely for either religious or

architectural interest, but because it

was announced that Royalty would

take part in the service. That the

Prince of Wales should attend a

formal service to open what is practically a

new Metropolitan cathedral was fitting

enough
;
but that a number of the congre-

gation should stand on the seats during the

singing of the grand final hymn, “Now
thank we all our God,” to look at the Royal

procession passing down the nave, was a

proceeding which struck us as unseemly and

disgraceful in the highest degree, the more

so as those who acted in this way were per-

sons admitted by privileged ticlcets, and

therefore presumably belonging to a class

who might have been expected to have more

sense of reverence and propriety of demean-

our at what was professedly at least a religious

service.

Ths City of
Attention \v.is properly crdled

London last Week in the House of
Sewers Bill.

Ĉommons to the City ol

London Sewers Bill, which was read a

second time, and by which it is proposed to

transfer to the Corporation of the City ol

London certain powers now vested in the

Commissioners of Sewers, such as those

under the Local Loans Act and the Valua-

tion of the Metropolis Act, 1869. We think

that those members who urged that this

matter should be dealt with by a public, and

not by a private. Bill were right. It is

essentially a public matter, and, further, it is

most inconvenient that legislation of this

kind should be contained in private Acts of

Parliament. That it is desirable to concen-

trate the authority over the area of the City

in one body we can hardly doubt, and,

therefore, there can be no objection to the

details of the Bill. But some definite Parlia-

mentary rule should be laid down, and

adhered to, in regard to the inclusion of such

legislation as this in private Bills.

tions have come to light which prove that

the cave usually pointed out as the Grotto

of Pan was in reality sacred to Apollo

Hypakraios
;

so that, in fact, both the

apertures, long visible from below, belong

to Apollo’s sanctuary. In front of one of

{]iem—the most easterly—has been found a

quadrangular space, hollowed in the rock,

and this, probably, once held the altar of

which Euripides speaks in the “Ion.” In

the larger of the two caves are traces of

niches where votive offerings were placed.

The e.xcavations of the Archeological

Society have brought to light two other

larger and deeper caves close at hand, and

these it is supposed are the real Grotto of

Pan. Euripides speaks of the sanctuary in

the plural, the “Seats of Pan,” “The Shepherd

Caves,” and these caves were “neighbour”

to the Hollow Rocks, where Apollo dwelt.

In fact, the case seems to stand thus: The

whole region of the IMnkrai (Long Rocks)

was from early days the primitive seat of

Apollo Pythios. It was from this sanctuary,

nut from the Pythian near the Ilissus, that

as Dr. Dorpfeld long ago pointed out—the

Pylhiastai took their observation of the

lighttiing from Harma. Then when, on the

niroduction or revival of the worship of Pan

after the battle of Marathon, a sanctuary was

needed for the shepherd god, a part of the

precinct of Apollo was made over to him. To
the north-east of Pan's real cave a portion of

a flight of steps has been dug out. It con-

tinues the staircase made out by M. Kabba-

dias in 1886. The next discovery we may
look for is of the Anakeion, the precinct of

Castor and Pollux, which must be close by.

M. Dutert’s new building for

History the “Museum d’histoire natu-
Museum, Pans.

relle ” in the Rue Buffon, Paris,

is now complete in portions, and some part

of the palreontological collection has already

been installed in it. The entire block, when
complete, will be 92 metres long and

27 metres wide. Externally the appearance

of the new buildings is simple but dignified.

A few pieces of sculpture decoration relieve

it here and there. Above the entrance door

of the principal pavillion M. Gardethas can-ed,

on the keystone, an eagle with outspread

wings. M. Allar has executed some sculp-

ture in the pediment, symbolising the three

kingdoms of Nature. At the first floor level

are a series of basreliefs in marble and

bronze. Those in marble are the work of

M. Tony - Noel, M. Lanson, and MM
Maniglier, Fagel, Lemaire, Carlier, Gauquie,

and Bayard de la Vingtrie. Those in bronze

are by MM. Barrias, Fremiet, Marqueste,

and Couton. Among the latter, the “ Horse

Tamed by Man,” by M. Marqueste, and the

“ Nubian Killing a Crocodile,” by M. Barrias,

are particularly successful. On the consoles

dividing the bays are sculptured figures of

animals and busts of celebrated naturalists,

arranged so as to produce a kind of deco-

rative grouping.

Exavutions
*81 in tllC

at the Acropolis, course of excavations carried
Athens.

Kabbadias on the

north-west slope of the Acropolis, inscrip-

Last Monday, at the second
Th|Hener>ic general meeting of the Hellenic

Society, Prolessor Percy Gard-

ner read two short papers, one of which, on

A Stone Tripod at Oxford ” was of some

architectural interest. The tripod was a gift

to All Souls by Mr. Lefroy, and, thouglr it

had been noted and described by Professor

Michaelis in his “Ancient Marbles of Great

Britain,’’ it had not received the attention it

deserved. The design consisted of a pedestal

with three women figures of archaic type,

each standing on a lion, the tail of which

each woman held in her hand. The monu-

ment belonged to a class, of which other speci-

mens are now known, e.g., one at Olympia,

others at Delphi and in the Central Museum

at Athens. Professor Gardner suggested

that the idea of a tripod support may have

led to the triform figures of divinities, e.g., ot

Hecate. He further stated his belief that

the type of w’oman standing on a lion had

become purely architectonic, and cited tlie

analogy of the lion-supported column.

In his second paper Professor Gardner

discussed the now famous sculptured

basis of Mantinea, the design of which

is attributed to Praxiteles. He controverted

Dr. Waldstein’s theory that a slab had been

lost and that there were nine figures of

Muses. Dr. 'W'aldstein, in the discussion

that followed, maintained his original view.

Both these interesting papers will shortly

appear in the journal of the Society.

On Wednesday evening Mr.

thecSmian W. H. St. John Hope g.-ive an
Abbey. exceptionally excellent and

interesting lecture to the St. Paul’s Ecclesio-

logical Society on “ The Plan and Arrange-

ment of a Cistercian Abbey.” The
' lecture was illustrated by a large plan
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of Fountains Abbey, and smaller ones of

Kirkstalland Buildwas. Basing his rerraarks

on documentary evidence, Mr. Hope traced

the uses and purposes of tlie various

portions of a Cistercian plan from the

east end of the church, following the

series of buildings round to the west end.
Among special points elucidated were the
use of the recess in the east wall of the

cloister near the church (often broken
through at a later date) as a book store for

books of recreation or “edification,” a use
not unnaturally connected with the use of
the adjoining north walk of the cloister as a
day-room; the calefactory or “warming-
room ” (sometimes mistaken for the kitchen)

;

the use of the jTiiscj-icordc as in fact a room
for indulgence in better fare than the strict

rule allowed in the refectory proper
; the

probable position ol tlie infirmary for the
convcrsi\ the gradual (and unlawful) exten-
sion of the abbot's residence into a luxurious
house; the extra-mural chapel for women to

hear mass, &c. Xo positive opinion, how-
e\er, was offered as to the vexed question of
the special use ol the usual long room south
of die chapter house (parallel with the east
cloister walk), but it was suggested that it

was appropriated to novices
;
a suggestion,

however, which seemed to be based only on
the fact that no other place could be found
for them. Mr. Hope lectured for nearly
an hour and a half without any one finding
it a minute too long—a rare thing to say of a
lecture.

grumbling by those thrifty consumers who
yet like a little mild ostentation occasionally,

and so have many lamps connected. They
must suffer considerably when such an

accident as turning on all the dining-room

lamps before the drawing-room ones have

been turned off happens, since their quarter’s

bill is charged on the maximum demand
basis. Still, from the point of view of the

general prosperity, they are hardly worth
considering. If the electric-lighting supply
at Brighton was in the hands of a private

company, its shares would be at a con-

siderable premium. The ratepayers are to

be congratulated on having a man of the

scientific eminence and business capacity of

Mr. Wright as their electrical engineer.

, ,.
I'ead that the Marquis of

Piccadilly. l..ranby has lately purchased
the house, No. 16, tvhich Lord

North acquired upon the death of his father,
tile late Colonel John Sidney Nortli, who
lived there during many years. The house,
on the street's west side, was formerly Lord
Gage's, and then the Duke of Rutland's,
being that wherein the Duke ol York died on
January 5, 1S27

;
it was aftertvards occupied

by Lord Dudley. In the Park^then known
as Upper St. James's Park— behind the
house was fought the duel between Mr.
Pulteney, since Earl of Bath, and John, Lord
Hervey, son of the Earl of Bristol, at an
early hour in the morning of January 25,
1731, is recounted by Thomas Pelham in
a letter to Lord Waldegrave. Some say
that the encounter (with swords) took place
in the garden of the house we mention.

Electricity
report of the Borough

sSton Engineer to theEngineer to the
Brighton Corporation, which

has just been adopted, is a very satisfactory
“electric lighting business,” as

Mr. W right calls if. is in a very flourishing
condition, and justifies his policy of giving
to those consumers who produce the profits
rebates proportional to them. The success
of the electricity supply also benefits the
general body of the ratepayers, since they
get the electricity consumed by the street
lamps at a much cheaper rate For the
coming year the Brighton Corporation are
going to charge yd. per unit for the first hour
and lid. per unit for all electricity consumed
afterwards^ At this rate it will pay any manu-
factory m Brighton which generates its own
motive power,whether bygas or steamengines
0 get Its supply from the Corporation. Mr
Wright also anticipates a profitable demand
lor charging motor-car batteries and for
e ectnc traction in connexion with the sea-
shore tramways. It is true there is a little

The lengthy report of a com-

IrractTon'.
tti’ttee of the Sheffield Corpora-

tion on tramway traction which
has just been issued, is very similar to the
reports recently made by other municipal
committees. They sum up strongly in favour
ol electric traction on the overhead system,
and they see great advantages in having,

span wires suspended from house to house
across the streets to support the trolley wire.
Fire-escapes, they say, can be made to run
horizontally, and the firemen, as at Ham-
burg, can be provided with indiarubber
gloves and shears to liandle and cut the
trolley wire if necessary. The loud-sounding
bells and brilliant head-lights of the cars
impressed the deputation, and on some
of the suburban routes they travelled
at a speed of twenty- five miles an
hour

; a rather dangerous speed, which is

said to have caused some accidents. We
are informed that the surface contact system
ill Paris is in quite an experimental stage,
but that it is being considered by the
Birmingham Corporation. This was the
only surface contact system whicli tlie

deputation saw; a visit to America doubtless,
as with the Glasgow Committee, will be ne-
cessary before they can give a final opinion
They were told in Brussels that great im
provements were being made in the manu-
facture of motors, that by the substitution of
a new kind of armature, the efficiency of
rg-liorse-power motor is increased to
horse-power, leaving it to be inferred that
still greater horse-power would be obtained
in the early future. What nonsense this is
will be seen by remembering that a good
traction motor converts 85 per cent, of the
electric energy it receives into mechanical
energy.

Dudley Gnilery p"! Water COlourS

An Soeieiy. oy the members of the Dudley
Gallery Art Society, at the

Egyptian Hall, contains a rather consider-
able proportion of architectural subjects of
very unequal merit. St. Paul’s, against
winch artists seem to have a kind of spite
IS illustrated in two drawings, by Mr. Burgess
(13) and Miss Nesbitt (278), in both of which
the dome, and in the latter of which the
western towers, are very badly drawn and
misrepresented in effect. Mr. Medlycott's
“ Santa Maria della Salute” (49) is also very
bad in drawing and perspective; domical
architecture being a constant source of
failure with painters. The latter artist succeeds
better with Gothic work, as is apparent in his
Rouen (85) and the sketcli of “ Cologne ”

(145). Miss Margaret Bernard exhibds a
broad freely executed view of “ St.-Pol-de-
Leon, Brittany” (132; and the “Market-

place, St. Lo” (121), the latter a little to.

obviously under the inspiration of Mi
R. W. Allan. Mr. Finn's “Christ Churcl
Gateway, Canterbury” (6), thougli rathe
woolly in texture, is good in drawing am
original in colour, and Mr. Newton Benett’
“ Crown Inn, Dorchester ”

(3) is in ever
way admirable. Among landscapes may b<

noticed Mr. David Green’s “Breakers” (53)
fine broadly executed study of sea, and hi:

Cloud land" (74); Miss Rose Douglas’:
The Ferry, Walbersvvick "

(79), a beautifii
little work

;
Mr. George Marks's small anc

delicate works, especially “ A Berkshire
Village Street” (266): Mr. Sidney Evans’s
“Bolton Abbey ” (253), effective in an old-

fashioned style
:
and Mr. Claud Hayes’s

“ Road to Portsmouth ” (225), a fine study ol

moorland and sky. There is rather a pre-
ponderance of works, including some of the
larger and what are meant as the more imn
porlant ones, whicli are sensational and
violent in effect rather than truly artistic.

Mr. Aumonier seems to hav(

ExbiSns. induced to get up a col-

lection of no less than fifty-

eight sketches of the old Chain Pier
Brigliton, which certainly did not merit sc

much illustration, but which we presume
are expected to have a market value since
the demolition of the pier. They are exhi-
bited at Messrs. Dowdeswell’s. The best
'as might not unnaturally be expected) are
those general views in wliich the element ol

landscape effect comes in, such as Nos. 29,

34 i 35 i
and 38. “The Last of the Old

Pier" (36), showing the last portion ol

the staging and beams left standing in

the sea, is effective, and the artist has
also found some picturesque effects in
the view of the structure from below (25 and
44). but on the whole more attention has
been given to the pier than it was at all

worth, except, as observ'ed, from a com-
mercial point of view. Mr. Wallace Riming-
ton s collection entitled “Wanderings in
Italy” (Fine Art Society’s Gallery) deals a
good deal with architectural subjects which
however, though well drawn, are rather
weakly treated for the most part

;
but the

landscape subjects exhibit a good deal ot

originality in style and colour, as for
instance “Torcello” (2), “A Town of
the Lagoons’’ (i 1 1),

“ Orvieto ” (132), and
“ Siena (6). Mr. C. E. Holloway’s col-
lection of water-colours (chiefly) at the
Goupil Gallery are the work of an artist of
some originality and power in broad and
rough sketches, with an almost scandalous
contempt for detail

;
“Waterloo Bridge ” (5)

is admirable in general effect, but does not
gain from the slovenly way in which the
architecture of the bridge is indicated

;

Clacton Sands ’’

(20) and one or two others
are happy effects of light and colour

; but in
many of the supposed sea sketches the sea
is more like mud than water, and “The
Lido ’ (6) and " Chioggia ”

(9), with the bits
of white building dotted on in body-colour,
are rapid tricks of effect rather than genuine
sketching. The collection as a whole im-
presses one as of a pretentious and super-
ficial cleverness.

The Si-sley

Exliibition, ing
Paris.

M. Alfred Sisley is exhibii

tlie Georges Pet
Gallery 150 pastels and paint

mgs which form a very good summary c

his work, and which have excited grea
enthusiasm in the art world of Paris
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M. Sisley's effects of colour are start-

ling at times, but he has an excep-

tional power in giving the effect of bright

sunlight in scenes of full summer, especially

in his later works
;

his earlier productions,

before 1876, are in amorc subdued style, and
belong rather to the school of Corot. These

earlier works ai'e however really the finest,

thougir not the most astonishing
;

flierc is a

truth of atmospheric effect and colour in

,

them which we hardlyftnd in the artist's later

works.

Architects should pay their

o'^p'^^Boyce
^^ibutc of rcspect over the

grave of G. P. Boyce, one of

the most beautiful and accomplished of

Water-colour artists in dealing with subjects

in which old buildings form an important

element. Unlike some other recently de-

ceased members of the “ Society of Painters

in Water Colours," Boyce had not been able

to keep up painting almost to the time of

his decease
;

failing health had incapaci-

tated him from exhibiting for some years

past, and his work liad perhaps dropped out

of the memory of the younger genera-

tion. But those who can recall a long

series of exhibitions in the Water-colour

Society’s rooms will retain a vivid recol-

lection of Boyce’s beautiful and perfect

little drawings of quiet English landscape in

combination with building, in which such an

object as an old barn, or even an old wall,

was painted in such a way as to make one

love it, and certainly as if the artist loved it.

In treating such subjects he showed the

highest finish, the most perfect verisimilitude,

the most delicate perception of local colour,

without ever becoming hard or mannered.

His forte was buildings, but his foregrounds

and skies were also well worth study, and he

succeeded in preserving aerial effect along

with the most painstaking minuteness of

detail. He was an artist of exceptional style

and talents, and no one can be said to have

exactly filled his place.

THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARCHI-
TECTURE *

:

WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF
GOTirrc.

The west fronts of the Gothic cathedrals are

the best instances to be found of the tiothic

architects’ skill in composition, for they presented

the largest surface to be dealt with unhampered
by the necessity of resistieg the thrust of the

internal vaulting, the west towers acting as huge
buttresses ; and even when there are no walls

of the lowers inside but only piers, as in

Notre Dame at Paris, the weight of the towers

stiffened the piers that bore the thrust of the nave
arches, and the vaults of the nave, aisle?, and tri-

forium. The position, too, of the west fronts

from there being a large open space in front of

them, encouraged the architects to concentrate on
them their greatest efforts and to dbplay the

greatest richness ; and as they contained the prin-

cipal entrances, in which grand processions

entered or from which they emerged on solemn or

festal days, they may be looked upon as combining
all the reasons for care and for display.

I begin with the three cathedrals of the Isle

of France, of Picardy and of Champagne, Notre
Dame of Pari.s, Notre Dame of Amiens, and the

Cathedral of Reims, because the main motive of
each is an arcade of kings, and, in my opinion,
that of Paris very far exceeds the others in per-

fection of design. It is plainer, simpler, and
more vigorous than the other two. The two
others have more the air of beautiful women
decked for a ball, while that of Paris looks like a
warrior caparisoned for war.

Being the third Royal Academy Lecture on Archi-
tecture this session. Delivered on the ist insc. by
Professor Aitchison, A.R.A.
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In most cathedrals there is Ihe Gothic device

of horizontal connexion, by rtmning up a door

head or a canopy into the next story, as Wren
got his horizontal tie to the bell lowers of St.

Paul’s by running his lower portico into (hem ;

but the genius of the architect of Notre Dame
made him keep his three stories separate. If

you will take the trouble of laying a piece of

paper above the balustrade of the ground story,

you will find it makes in itself a most admirable

design, not for a cathedral, but for some vast hall.

Push the paper up to the top of string of the first

floor, you have still a tolerable composition ;
push

it up again to the balustrade of the second floor

and you have a better design. Remove the

paper and the cathedral is complete; the huge
doublet windows of the towers .';eem to bring the

whole into scale, and you have no doubt as to the

destination of the building.

The architect knew the value of plainness to

set off decoration and repetition. The flat splays

of the doorways with their seven lines of ornament
to each, would have hardly borne the carving of

the tympanums, lintels, and central supports, had
it not been for the mass of plain stonework in the

buttresses and spandrels; by the canopied niche.s

in each buttress he introduced an ornamental
note, to prevent the ground story being divided

into three separate slices
;

in the same way, in the

gallery of kings, he brings forward each niche on
the buttress, and these, too, look a trifle wider
than the others, thus preventing the repetition

from being monotonous
; and by (he flat arches

of the lower trefoiled arcade he keeps a pretty

equal amount of shade round each figure, while

the smooth perpendicular shafts contrast well

w'ith the arms and sceptres of the kings and the
pleats of their drapery ; and this arcade makes a
noble crown to the story, being about a quarter

of the space below it, and binds the whole front

together, above the solid part, in a way that is

not only unique, but a master siroke.

The whole front, as you see, is divided into

three unequal bays by buttresses, and what we
may call the first floor has each of its three spaces

nearly square. A very plain rose window beneath
a circular arch fills the centre compartment and
two blank trefoils adorn the spandrels above the
semicircular arch ; a pointed arch spans the

two side spaces, each filled below with doublet
windows with a blank rose in the solid head
above them, and in the middle of each spandrel

above the arches are blank trefoils ; this story

is rather heavy, and contrasts well with the

light balustrade and the gallery of kings below
and with the open arcade above, which again
ties the whole front together at the springing

of the towers. Above rise the towers with
their grand doublet windows with deeply-splayed

jambs, while floral cornices crown ihe towers
and have slight pierced parapets above them.
At the outer corner of the back of each tower
the roofs of the circular staircases just peep
over the balustrade, and between the two towers
the top of the thin central spire looks like a

standard from which the banner has been torn.

The whole front to the springing of the towers is

but a trille higher than its width. You may
remark that the height of each main arch of the

top arcade is about twice the height of lliat of

the arcade of kings, which is also about a quarter

of the height of the windows of the tower. These
towers are 204 ft. high, 2 ft. higher than the

Monument of London. The composition of this

west front of Notre Dame is, in my opinion, the

masterpiece of the west fronts of French cathe-

drals

—

“ Simple, erect, severe, austere, sublime."

Amiens is also divided vertically into three

divisions, only the centre .space is much larger

than the side ones ; measured by the .statues in

the gallery of kings, there are eight in the middle
bay and five in each of the sides.

The bottom stage of each buttress that goes up
to form the side of the towers projects so as to

form deep porches, and the buttresses widen out
so much in the lower story that the whole of the

archivolts of the porches are on them, and the

tops are turreted, and have spires, the finials of

which run up into the gallery of kings. There
are gables over the pointed aiches of the porches,
while behind the gables of the side porches are

windows that light the aisles. The ground story

is much higher in proportion than that of Notre
Dame, and instead of the great rose-window
being in the first floor, it is above the second
floor, and I must remark that the top of the
gallery of kings, most unfortunately, cuts off the

bottom of the 102c, even when you stand
with your back at the extremity of the

Parvis. The first floor consists of an arcade

of four arches over the middle doorway, and

of two under each tower ; and each arch is

subdivided by a shaft in the middle with trefoiled

arches, and in each head there is a circle with
a quatrefoil in it : above this is the gallery

of kings. Standing between tlie shafts, which
support high trefoiled arclies, are the kings

—

eight in the middle bay and five in the side bays,

as well as one in a niche on the face of eacli

buttress. These niches arc canopied, the canopies
running up nn the buttresses of the towers to

just above the middle of the lower windows. In
the centre bay of the third story is the rose-

window filled with late tracery ot kaleidoscope
pattern, and on either side there are stepped
doublet windows in the bottom of the tower :

the opening of each window is about four times its

width. Above is another story of tower with
doublet windows, but of different dates, with
the north tower higher than the other ; and
between the towers, and running up to about
half the height of the north tower, is an open
arcade. The north-west tower is 223 ft. high.

When the whole of these porches are in shade,
they form, as at Soissons, the great and striking

feature of the west front, although marred at

Amiens by the stone fringe round the arches.

The masons deserve as much praise for doing
them so nicely, as the architect deserves blame
for spoiling, by ibis trivial device, what would
otherwise have been an impressive and dignified

effect. All the architectural features up to the
springing of the towers are blurred by being over-

laid with floral ornament, which, like that inside,

errs on the side of over luxuriance
;
while the

gallery of kings is spoiled as a feature, by the
architect not keeping enough shade round the

figures, and by the head of the arcade having too

much luxuriant foliage ; to put sculpture higher
than need be is a colossal blunder. The two
adjacent stories, viz., the arcade and the gallery

of kings, are too nearly equal in height to look
well, while the two stories of windows in the
towers, of almost the same height, diminish their

effect and the junction of the rose window, and
the open gallery above it with the towers, almost
destroys the idea of their being towers, for there

is no striking contrast between the horizontal

lines of the front and the vertical lines of the

towers. The photograph, unfortunately, does
not show the masses of shadow in the porches
which produce the best effect.

The vigour of Notre Dame contrasts favour-

ably with the fronts of Amiens and Reims, in

both of which the gallery of kings maker, no
striking feature, and at Reims the canopied tops
of the king’s gallery is even more vague than a
Saracen parapet. The facade lacks the strong
horizontal lines of the cornice which make the

composition of Notre Dame so vigorous.

Reims is generally held to be the finest of ail

the French cathedrals, and its west front is one of
the richesf, without having altogether lost all its

vigour. For, W’ith the exception of the vague line

at its top, the strongly marked side windows
of the first floor, and the long slits in the

towers, form a useful corrective to its over
softness, but the vigorous note of the first floor is

echoed in the towers. Like Notre Dame and
Amiers, it is divided by buttresses inlo three
compartments that run up to the base of the
towers, and the relative space between these may
be measured by the gallery of the Kiogs, the

centre division containing seven arches and the
sides four each, exclusive of the statues on the
buttresses. Tliefront is divided into three stories

in height, frocn the ground to the springing of the
towers. On theground are tliree deeply recessed
portals with tall gables

; the two end buttresses

beyond have arches on their face, willi gables
over, making the tops of them simulate doorways ;

the gable of the raitUlle portal runs up to the centre

of the rose window; the gables of the two side ones
just run into the windows above, and the last

gables end at the string of the groun.i story. On
the first floor (he buttresses have little columned
xdiculcc, with statues in them surmounted with
spire?, whose finials run up to the feet of the
Kings in the gallery above. In the middle space
is a pointed arch, wiih a rose window beneath
it, some 41 ft. in diameter, looking like a
huge plate in a tray of the 7jesica piscis form

;

under the lowers on the same story are two
gabled windows on each side, each window having
a centre mulUon and a traceried head ; this story

is crowned by a well marked string, carrying an
open balustrade in the centre parr. The story

above is the gallery of Kings. This consists of

an arcade, in each arch of which there is a statue.

There are four side arches and seven in the middle.
As these arches have traceried heads, the upper
part looks, at a distance, like machicolations,
for, as at Amiens, there i.s not enough shadow
roucil the figures to detach them properlv, and

il
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the Kings and columns make a wide blurred

band ; the buttresses io this gallery have similar

arcades on the face and sides of the buttresses, and
the whole arcade is canopied, and over the three

centre ones there is a sharp gable, but the tops

of the canopies make a hazy line instead of a

firm one. Each face of the tower consists of a

long window with a centre mullion and a traceried

head, and there ate projecting polygonal turrets

at the angles pierced with long narrow windows
on each face, and the spires and pinnacles have
perished. It is a pity that Mr. Gossec has not

given in his monograph the original spires, of

which I am told a drawing remains.

I must revert to a few of the peculiarities that

mark the porches. The gables are very steep so

that between the apex of the archivolt and the

raking cornices of the gables there is room for

sculpture ; the north pediment has the Crucifixion,

the south the Last Judgment, and the middle one
has the Coronation of the Virgin. On the cornices
of the central gable canopies run up in steps to

the top, looking like the stalactite work of the

Saracens, or at a distance like a flock of doves
that have settled there.

The portals are so high that windows are

inserted above the lintels of the doorways, the
window in the centre is a rose. Inside towards
sunset the effulgence of the stained glass in this

rose window is very striking. I may mention
that the clear opening of the central portal is 52 ft.

high and 20 ft. wide, divided by a central pier on
which is a Virgin and child, and the doorways
themselves are 20 ft. high. At the level of the
door-heads there is a continuous string of
canopies that runs right across all the buttresses,

which is reasonable enough in two of them as
they have figures beneath, but on the two end
buttresses that have no statues beneath them,
though there the canopies are of slight projection.

As a monument of barbaric grandeur it sur-
passes everything I have seen in Europe, for I

have never been in India, but as a purely archi-

tectural composition it falls far short of Notre
Dame. In the case of each of these three
cathedrals I have merely given you my own
impression on the merits of the composition, but
in the actual edifice we are as much affected by
the size as by other qualities. As architects we
are still more affected by them as wondrous
masterpieces of construction, and that, too,
effected by architects straitened for means and
surrounded by every difficulty.

It may be as well to speak of some of the late
Gothic work before I leave France ; and, as I
have told you on former occasions, in criticising

buildings I always endeavour to speak only of
what I have seen—second-hand admiration or
blame is, I think, of very little use. You can, as
the astronomers say, allow for the personal ec[ua-
tion of the observer

; but you cannot do this if

you do not know who the critic is.

The Church of St. Wulffand, at Abbeville, is

said to be due to Cardinal Amboise, by whom it

was founded, and it is said to have been begun in
14S8, but not carried up far till early in 1500. It
consists of two stories, with twin towers above
the second story. The ground story consists of
three portals, only divided from one another by
canopied buttresses. The portals are not very
deeply recessed, but of the utmost elaboration

;

and the central portal is .co lofty that it has a rose
window over the lintel. The tracery of this rose is,

however, ugly. From the archivolts of the
portals spring gables full of tracery, the two side
ones_ stopping at the string, and the middle one
running up to more than balf the height of the
window above, the whole of the space between
the buttresses and the gables being arcaded so as
to form minute panels in two stages.
Above the ground-floor string is a pierced

parapet to protect those in the wide gallery
aliove, so that the liuttresses at the end of the
towers are of great projection. In the middle
compartment of the first floor is a large point'*d
west window nearly filling the whole space
between the buttress, and with the top of the
window treated as a rose

; and the label above
the archivolt is carried up and finishes against a
single pinnacle above the parapet attached to the
gable behind. The front consists of a cano-
pied niche containing the Virgin and Child.
All the space between the first-floor window-
head and the string is arcaded in narrow
panels. Under the towers are twin doublet
windows filled with louvres. Above the windows
the ground is panelled, but the plain masonrv' is
left below the sills, with a little window below
the sill, and a doorway below in the north one
These doublet tower windows have no archi-
tectural relation in height with the centre
Window. Above the string is a pierced parapet
to a narrow gallerj’. Above the parapet are

two towers, having twin doublet windows filled

with louvres. These windows are rather taller

than the lower ones, with canopies and panelling

between the heads and the cornice. Each tower
has a floral cornice, which is capped with a
pierced parapet with standards at the angles and
in the middle. Both towers have octagonal out

side staircases, whose tops are steeply roofed, and
form twin angles to the towers.

It is a striking monument of exceeding rich

ness and elaboration, and if it were not tor the

curious position of the lower tower windows it

would be an effecli%-e composition,
The centre portal of the west front of Rouen

Cathedral and the part above, as well as the

upper part over the side portals, is said to have
been l)uilt in the days of Cardinal Amboise,
between 1509 and 1530, the side doorways being
of the latter part of the twelfth century

;
and I

may say, by the way, that the north doorway is,

perhaps, with the exception of the south porch of
Chartres, which also shows Romanescjue influence,

one of the finest pieces of Gothic composition
in France.
The whole of this facade is flanked by two

towers, the north one called the Tower of
St. Romain, of the thirteenth century, and the
south one the “Butter Tower,” of the fifteenth

and sixteeenth centuries. Just short of these two
towers the composition of ttie centre is flanked by
two small square towers crowned with spires. The
centre part between them is also flanked by two
small, square towers, which probably had spires

whose cornices range with those of the former
towers. It is not easy to give a clear verbal
description of the design, but, after hearing it,

the lantern will show its appearance. Beginning
at the ground, projecting buttresses flank the
doorways. These buttresses are elaborately
enriched with canopied niches and run up to the
level of the centre of the rose window : between
the buttresses of the centre bay springs the
stepped arch of the central portal surmounted by
an open gable. The cornices of the gable run up,
when seen in perspective, to the top of the rose
window. Just over the point of the outer archi-
volt of the door is a string with an open balustrade
above it, and at the back of this is an openwork
arcade, the arches of which form an A, probably
for Amboise. At the back are the deep jambs and
arch of the central window, beneath the latter is the
central rose window filled with thin and elaborate
tracery. From the top of the archivolt of the
great window tun up ten small buttress-shaped
mullions cut ofTbya string level with the top of
the arch through which they run, forming a
pierced and canopied parapet with an arcade
over it, each arch of which is alternately canopied
and gabled, and at the back is an arcaded parapet.
From the tops of the three centre ones runs a
sharp curved gable with a finial behind it, flanked
by two pinnacles with open flying buttresses.
The spaces to the north and south of the great
west window are formed into an arcade of three
arches on each side mullioned with two mullions
and divided into three heights with two heights of
canopied transoms, and with the head of each
main arch filled with tracery

; those against the
towers are blank and the one between has its
traceried head open to the sky ; standing on the
canopied transoms are three rows of statues
one between each pair of mullions. A <^reat
part of this tabernacle work had perished, burwas
being restored some ten or a dozen years ago
when I was last there. Between the last small
northern tower of the front another arch exists
going right up to the tower of St. Romain.
_

Rouen Cathedral cannot be said to be wanting
in effect, the grand recessed central portal gives a
sufficienlly deep shadow—as does the deeply-
recessed rose window with the barbed point in
deep shadow above it, which almost looks as if
the lofty gable of the door were its handle.
Above, the open gallery has little more than

'

.f.. ?_ i*-i . . . _quarter of its length in light against the deep
shade hehinH ?

^
the whole gallery holding the twh

narrow towers together. Attention is arrested bv
the slight cornices of the open gable to the central
portal, which stand out light against the great
dusky west window, which it cuts in two. Still
with all this, and with all the wonder experienced
by the mysterious shapes and by the knowledge
shown and the skill exhibited, it cannot be cot
sidered a satisfactory composition, nor in the true
sense an architectural one. The central feature
that is, the middle portal—with its buttresses, isnot ill proportioned, but the blank windows inthe towers give a look of weakness to them, andan amateur could scarcely admire the pro-
portions of the whole front between the tower of
ijt. Romain and the Butter Tower, while to the
architect it neither suggests permanence nor
durability, but an ivory casket to be put under a

glass case
; nor do the arcades suggest any com

prehensible interior. The traceried heads of tht

second arcades, through which the sky is seen
suggest folly, as the blind arches against tb:

towers suggest weakness, while the open gabll

over the central portal suggest two scaffolc

poles or the gigantic wooden compasses see;

in the monuments to Gothic architects. With a.

its elaboration, originality of design, and super
human skill in workmanship, it is much less satis

factory than the front of Soissons
; which is plain

simple, effective, and eminently suggests pen
manence and durability : as well as that ma-sten
stroke of the architect, the production of th;

proper effect with the slightest amount of worki
The cathedral up to the first floor consists, exclul
sive of the buttresses, of plain flat masonry wilK
three deeply-recessed portals, there is a narrov
recessed archivolt to each of the portals
corbelled over, the edge of which is orna:
mented with strung beads at considerable dis
tances apart, a small cornice or string ornamentec
with leaves and a pierced parapet above, finishej

this projecting story ; the design of which i.

almost perfect, the sizes of the openings being o
most exquisite proportions, jand the ratio o
shade to light is equally agreeable. Above Ihi:

the front is divided into three portions by pro’
jecting buttresses, whose three upper sets off ara
nearly equal, and this is capped by a comice witt
some effective ornament on it and a deep splay
at the top. Two deeply-recessed windows, now
blank, fill up the outer divisions, and in the middid
space there is a fringed pointed arch, beneatt
which is a circular rose window. This feature is

not to my taste. This story is capped with an open
arcade binding the whole front together. When
I was there one tower alone remained and two
bays of the arcade. The one tower that still

remained had a buttress on each angle with pin-i

nacled tops, the finial of each just peeping over
the cornice. The whole space between the but-i

tresses is filled with two long windows, which arei

louvred. The tower is capped with a strong
cornice, and with an open balustrade above it.

I must just say a word or two about our own
cathedrals, though I doubt if any one can in all

respects hold it own against the great cathedrals
of France, still I think that the west front oi'

York is a vigorous composition and the treatment!
of the west front of Peterborough is unique,i

called by Fergusson, if I recollect rightly, the:

only instance of a Christian portico. Though;
barbarous enough, it would be striking if it werei
not for that ugly little abortion, the library, stuck:
in the centre arch. One can hardly believe it

was put there of malice prepense : I have always;
supposed that the piers there showed signs of
bulging before the library was built. Durham;
owes much of its fame to its situation, and from-
the river banks the Galilee perched on the crags:
is one of the most picturesque things I have ever-

seen, though it is externally without any other;
merit.

As far as composition on a grand scale is con-i
cerned, at least as far as I have seen, Lincoln
surpasses everything.

In the Parthenon we admire the exquisite con-

1

trast of line ; the tapering columns springing

;

from a flight of steps with architrave frieze and

'

cornices repeating the horizontal motive of the-
steps

;
bit at Lincoln, in the view I give, there 1

is a horizontal line of 160 ft. to set off the vertical

.

masses of towers more than 30 ft. square and :

100 ft. high, while the centre lantern tow'er is

more than 50 ft. square and nearly 120 ft. above 1

the ridge, with windows in it more than 40 ft.

liigh. When you get composition on this scale 1

you cease to care about detail.

I just give you a view of Milan Cathedral and ^

the west front of Siena Cathedral, not to leave ;

out Italy.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH I

ARCHITECTS :

THE GARDEN IN RELATION TO THE HOUSE.

A MEETING of this Institute was held on
Monday, at No. 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street,

,

Professor Aitchison, A.R.A., President, in the
chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been 1

taken as read, Mr. W. Emerson, Hon. Secretary,
,

announced the death of Mr. W. Tippings, Hon.
Associate. Mr. H. E. Milner, Hon. Associate,

,

then read a paper entitled “The Garden in 1

Relation to the House,” the following being an 1

abstract of the paper.

Mr. Milner said that he proposed to speak of

the treatment to be adopted in laying out grounds,
particularly in their more immediate relation to

the house, and to indicate generally a practical
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application of the theories advanced. The formal
treatment of gardens reached a high state of
perfection under Elizabeth, when the architect

who designed the house also laid out the garden
with its lorecourt and broad terrace, its straight

walks leading from it encompassing the flower-

beds, and all harmonising with the building.

Little thought, however, was devoted to the treat-

ment of the country outside beyond the planting of

avenues. Towards the end of the eighteenth
century fashion ruled the destruction of most of

I the old formal gardens, to be replaced in very

^

many instances by a no less artificial and formal

I

imitation of nature. The designers were not
’ content with amalgamating with whatever was

[

good of the old work a natural treatment of the
, outlying ground, or of giving greater breadth to

^

the existing formal work, but swept away all

this and replaced it by meaningless walks, by
clumps of trees and shrubs dotted irregularly on
the lawn and park, by a boundary of planting,
by imitation of bits of natural scenery, by the

introduction of artificial ruins and such-like

objects, with the desire of making a picturesque
landscape. The author then went on to speak of the

happymean between the formal and the picturesque
treatment. He differentiated greatly between the

treatment of terraces, walls, steps, balustrades, &c.

,

in stone and verdure. Architects should extend
their work in the garden in connexion with the
building ; but this work should go hand-in-hand
with the composition of the greater picture, which
the art of landscape-gardening should produce.
The increased resources of modern horticulture

should be taken into account : not merely the
eye but the mind should be appealed to by the

beauty of composition of line, colour, perspective,

and grandeur : a liberal art should not degenerate
into a mechanical one. Places differed in Uie

conformation of ihe ground, in climate, in soil,

in the requirements ot the owner, in the amount
to be expended, and in the possibility of an
extension beyond the immediate precincts. It

was, therefore, futile to lay down any hard-
and-fast rules for design. The author then
proceeded to treat in detail of the site, the

approach, the terrace, and the garden forma-
tion and planting. The approach to a house
should always appear to be direct, and any
deviation from such directness should not only
arise fro.!!, but should also be made to arise

from, some decided obstacle. By direct was not
meant straight. A straight approach required
careful treatment. It was artificial in character,

it could appropriately be used when an imposing
or somewhat pretentious building was at the end
of it, or when the distance was short, and when
the country was flat. In sloping ground it

should, if possible, be made against the slope of

a hill. The gradient should be even and flat, or

very slightly and continuously curved, otherwise

it would appear not straight. If the ground be
very undulating, a straight road is out of character

with its surroundings. A curved line of road
was generally to be preferred, as being more easy
of construction, more varied views could be
obtained, its gradient could be varied, lollowing
within limitations the natural undulation of the

ground, and the side slopes could be more easily

and freely dealt with than the sides of a straight

drive. Gradients, width of walks and drives,

entrances, were here discussed in considerable

detail by the author. The lodge and entrance

gates belong to the drive, and should be
parallel with, and at right angles to it, as dis-

tinguished from the highway. The face line of

lodge should be at least 10 ft. from the edge
of the drive, and its windows should be able

to command the entrance and a certain length
of drive. On entering by the drive it was
advisable to create a good impression, and, there-

fore, to mark distinctly the difference between
the dusty highway and the shaded, well- trimmed
drive within the gates. Planting might be intro-

duced on either side of the entrance, but once
well inside a view should be given of the outlying
grounds, or stretch of park, or distant wood. A
curved drive should not be planted continuously,

but broad masses of planting introduced, at first

to shut off the highway, at turns in the drive, and
on the top or slopes of knolls round which the

drive may wind. The direction and level of the

approach, and the character of the architectural

features, ruled greatly the plan to be adopted for

the treatment next the house. The treatment of
the terrace also depended very much on the archi-

tectural character of the building. By “terrace

”

was meant not only the narrow strip of level

ground placed parallel with the house, or the
more stately portion—often with architectural

adornments—laid out along the face of the
structure, but the whole of the ground that
formed the base or setting of the building.

Having next discussed the various forms of
terraces, the author passed on to the treatment of
the garden proper, quoting partly from his book
on the subject, which defined the system he
advocated. So many considerations press in to

vary design in the general plan of a garden, that

arbitrary dealing by imposition of what may be
termed paper design^i, however ingenious, was ill

advised. The detailed plan should spring from
the site as an adaptation of its natural, or created
natural, features, and should not be forced upon
ihe position, crushing it to an artificial scheme.
To copy simply the design of another place is

inadmissible. Considerations that rule in tliis

connexion were almost infinite-—extent, geological
formation, soil, existing natural formation or

features, climate and aspect, the display of distant

beauty, conformity to outside influences, particu-
larly to the requirements of the possessor and the
expenditure of money that may be made. There
were points of similitude between the painter’s
art and landscape-gardening

;
but the landscape-

gardener must consider that his colours change
and grow ; he must realise as he creates his

picture that in a few years what now seems
like a light green stroke of pigment to the
painter may have become a tall tree, beautiful
in itself, but of altered beauty, either helping or
marring the landscape. He must follow nature
by adapting or garnering her beauties, and tutor-

ing her, so to speak, to a display of them. But
by following nature was not meant a slavish
imitation or reproduction of any of her particular

scenes. Some were unattractive, some very in-

appropriate—all were subject to dissimilar con-
ditions, and imitation in nature as well as in art

produced pettiness. But the spirit of the beauty
of nature, embodied as it were in those of her
works or features that express her majesty, sim-
plicity, peacefulness, .sweetness, repose, refine-

ment, strength, and variety in form, colour,
abundance, or any of her modifications as parts of
loveliness, should be included and brought into
juxtaposition in an ideal scene so far as it was
possible to promote its natural development. The
terrace, the region immediately next the house,
and the general arrangement of the walks and
gardens, Paving been discussed, the author next
dealt with the most suitable positions for planting
trees and shrubs, principles of grouping, the effect

of colour cn distance, character of foliage,

&c. He maintained that they should carry
out in the parts surrounding the house
the architectural feeling of the design in terraces,

walls, steps, basins, beds, and so form a base

;

that they could still have the dignified and quiet

delight of formal work—not a narrow curtailment
of the whole design. But there was in addition a
broader treatment beyond—a work difficult to

proportion in relation to foreground, to broad
lawn-spaces, to grouping, and choosing trees and
shrubs for effect in size and colour, to directing
the eye to desired points, to taking advantage of
climate and character of the place either natural
or acquired, to provision of light and shade in the
undulation of the ground, and to a knowledge of

horticulture. This art-gardening was far beyond
the limitations of formal work only, for it could
apply the balance and proportion of the latter,

and, in addition, present a noble conception of
art-work, in its execution of outline, surface-for-

mation, and grouping, and draw into the picture
the greater, broader, varied landscape.

The lion. Alicia Amherst said that she cer-

tainly thought that the garden should be laid out
as much as possible to coincide with the architec-

ture of the house, and that that was being more
seen to every day by the designer. She was glad
to hear the allusion to Parkinson and his old-

fashioned flowers
;

certainly there never was a
time when there were so many old-fashioned
flowers as there were to-day, and they ought to

be taken very much into consideration when
designs for new gardens were being made, just as

in designing an old Elizabethan house we had to

adapt it to modern requirements. And the kind
of plants should be thought of. In some parts of
England, a sheltered garden, or a garden with
sheltering trees, would grow anything

;
and in

the southern or western parts of England, many
trees which were sub-tropical in appearance could
be easily naturalised

; and it would not be at all

in the interest of horticulture to contract or limit

the design.

Mr. Aston Webb, in proposing a vote of
thanks to Mr. Milner for his paper, said that the
architect and the landscape gardener were most
closely and properly associated. The nearest
approach to a paradise was a beautiful garden on
a beautiful summer’s day, and anything that
would help us to realise that paradise was very

much to our advantage
;
but the most beautiful

garden was incomplete without a house, just as

the most beautiful house was incomplete without

a garden surrounding it, and it was essential that

the two producers of the house and the garden

should work hand in hand from the very com-
mencement. When we were building a house we
should call in the landscape gardener as our friend

and discuss with him the way in which we pro-

posed to enter the house and lay out the general

building before we laid a stick or even drew a

line on paper. The question whether the garden
should be formal or otherwise had interested

architects not only, as some people seemed to

think, now, but from the time of Elizabeth.

The term “ formal garden ” was rather overdone,

and often very much misunderstood, not so much
by architects, but amongst their clients and the

public generally. The formal garden that we
were striving for was not the formal garden of

Holland or of Italy, but the formal garden of

England, such as that at Hampton Court or as

left at Hatfield and in hundreds of thousands of

our old English homes, with high hedges and
long walls, with wide sloping lawns to look at

and to walk on. How far the garden should be
cut off from the general grounds must naturally

have aflected all that we did. Mr. Sedding
thought gardening disappeared when the ha-ha
fence was discovered. That was true, and one
could recognise the disastrous effect that it had
had upon our gardens ; but, on the other hand,
Mr. Austin, the poet laureate, who had written

so delightfully on gardens, quoted from a book
lately published, in which it was advocated that

there must be a boundary line between the

garden and the house, for choice a good high

wall, and said that this was an idea that could
only have emanated from an architect who
naturally went for bricks and mortar. He had
not been able to discover that passage. He had
also seen a notice in The Garden that an archi-

tect’s idea of a garden was a small square plot of

land surrounded by a high brick wall. There
must have been some mistake there. Architects

did not wish to surround the house with a brick

wall and put a garden in the middle of it, but
they certainly were not afraid of hedges or walls.

Mr. Milner spoke of the courtyard of houses
having a wall 3 ft. high. He was sure he must
have meant 9 ft. or 10 ft. ; a courtyard with walls

3 ft. high would not have been a courtyard at all

to bis thinking. Mr. Austin, in “The Garden
that I Love,” had exactly described the ideal sort

of garden, and in a little poem called “Had I a

Garden ” he described his ideal garden as not a
strictly formal one, but a combination. It should
“ lie in the sun

;

” it should have “ Alleys green
that lead where none should trace;” it should
have a certain mystery about it ; it should pro-

vide “ shelter for feeble feet ” under its tall trees

and in shady walks, and it should have “ design.”

In a garden which was man’s work man’s hand
should be visible—not too apparent, but showing
some object in view.

Mr. Statham seconded the vote of thanks to

Mr. Milner, although he could not say that he
altogether agreed with him. We were in a sort

of reaction in regard to the question of the

formal and informal garden. For a long time
the formal garden was discarded as an old-

fashioned thing in favour of the natural garden ;

now there was a movement in favour of it by
some clever enthusiasts wlio were disposed to go
to the other extreme. Like Mr. Milner, he had
no sympathy for that movement. He did not
think that hedges and trees clipped into artificial

shapes necessarily belonged to the formal garden.
Hampton Court as it now stood was almost an
ideal formal garden in connexion with a house,
but the old engravings of Hampton Court, as

originally laid out, showed a totally different

thing—a formal garden of little box hedges laid

out in intricate and elaborate patterns. That had
all been done away with, and to the great
improvement of the garden. He agreed with
Mr. Milner in advocating the formal treatment of
the garden in immediate connexion with the
house. Till recent years that was not realised, but
now both the formal and informal people were
inclined to it ; but he disagreed with Mr. Milner
where his walks began to wriggle. The walks
and clumps of bushes in one of the plans re-

minded him of the great problem in creation

—

which came first, the bird or the egg : were the
walks curved in order to get round the bushes,

or were the bushes planted for the walks to curve
round? His opinion was that the whole process
of what was called landscape gardening—the
carving out of a sort of picturesqueness out of

the ground, and planting trees to make what might
be called an artificial accident—was all a delusion,
and did not give pleasure, because it was always
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found that it was a contrived thing. Turn again

to Hampton Court ;
nothing could be better ;

the garden formal in detail ;
the park, beyond

the garden fence, not formal in detail, but formal

in its general lines, keeping up the appearance of

design over the whole ground. As to light and

dark coloured trees being used to give the effect

of nearness or distance, he did not quarrel

with Mr. Milner on that point, but it reminded

him of the case of the poet Shenstone, who had

a fancy for artificial effect, and in a small garden

arranged an avenue with converging sides to

make an artificial perspective ; he made bays in

it half-way down, ending witli large dark trees

on the nearer side and beginning wiih small light

tinted trees on the further side, to give a false

extent to the opening, and the vista ended with

a miniature summer-house too small for any one

to get inside, and painted in delicate tones to

give the effect of distance. The Nemesis that

overtook Shenstone was that his neighbours the

Lytteltons, on the next estate, used to bring

their friends to the boundary to look at Sheu-

stone's perspective from the wrong end.

Colonel Prendergast said he thought that Mr.
Milner’s paper would be found to contain a great

deal of most valuable information on a subject

that touched the Institute more nearly than people

were inclined to believe, for each generation had
to deal with the difficult task ot making our

English homes more charming than they were
before. Fifty years ago the great houses of

England were laid out so as to have a great field

right up to them. At that time the Duchess of

Sutherland, who had been brought up at Castle

Howard, which was Italian in all its surroundings,

set to work at Trenlham to create an Italian

garden, but splendid as it had been and was, one
knew that the bedding out business was now
utterly worn out and done for. In England in all

matters we were divided into two parties,

and in the matter of gardening we had
the formalist and those who went in for a free

hand. He agreed with Mr. Milner that the

garden could only be treated properly in these

days by a comlnnalion of the two methods. The
Institute was chiefly concerned, no doubt, with
new buildings. Unlike the buildings of a former
day, which were always built in hollows or on the

flat, thejhouses were now almost always placed on
high ground, which at once altered the whole
method of treating the grounds round them

; it wa.s

therefore the more essential that the architect and
landscape gardener should be in consultation, and
in complete accord from the very commencement,
and ihat no cut-and-dried plan should be laid out
for the grounds until you knew how the house
was going to look, and how the superfluous
material was going to be disposed of.

The President, in putting the vote of thanks to

Mr. Milner, remarked that everyone who was
born in England was sure to have more or less of
a taste for a garden, whether it was a formal one
or a natural one. He admired Mr. Milner for

his modesty, for be had always understood that
the landscape-gardener looked upon himself as

entirely master of the situation
; that the only

important thing was to lay out the grounds, and
having done that, he could always recommend
an architect to build the house to accord with
them. There was a certain charm about what it

was the fashion to call the formal garden, with its

cut yews and cypresses, especially in a cottage
grrden in wildish places in the c lun'ry, where
they fumed buch a contrast to the natural wildness
and introduced a touch of humanily into nature.
This trimmed garilen wasderived, like most things
in our civilisation, from ihe Romans, by whom it

was cirried, perhaps, to an excessive degree
when the trees were cut into the shape of animals.
Marliil told us of a little boy who put his hand
into a bear’s mouth cut in the foliage of a tree, but
a serpent had got in there and bit him, so the
bear was the end of the boy. The best thanks of
the Institute were due to Mr. Milner, for there
was hardly one present who had not had a house
or even a cottage to build inhabited by people
who had not always been accustomed to cottages
where a garden fumed its principal delight,
The vote of thanks was then put, and carried

unanimously.
Mr. Milner, in reply, said : It was difficult to

say where in the discussion lay the happy mean,
when on the one hand one of the greatest authori-
ties on art (the President) stated that it was
pleasant and delightful to see a cut bird next a
little cottage, and another gnuleman (Mr.
Statham), who certainly had studied gardening,
insisted that the formality should extend not only
close to the house, but should form the whole of
the garden. Then, again, Mr. Aston Webb,
whom he had always considered most moderate,
advocated »he ertension of the formal garden in a
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greater direction than he should do. He had
tried to explain that the formal garden (which he
agreed was a misnomer) should extend to and
form the platform of the house, but that once
passed you must at some time get into the natural
treatment of the ground. He thought Colonel
Prendergast had made a most important point
which he admitted in his paper that houses were now
placed on the hills or hill-sides, whereas formerly
they were on the flat ground. The only ra'ional
way of treating the ground was to adapt your plan
to the natural site. It was unwise, if not impos- '

sible, in an undulating district or on the hill-side
!

or at the top of a hill to form a regular formal
|

garden, such as Hampton Court. He agreed
I

with Mr. Statham as to the alterations and ^

improvements at Hampton Court, but at the time
'

when the avenues there were laid out there was
not that fringe of houses that there was now, and
many of the avenues led from nowhere to
nowhere, and if that Hampton Court plan
had been made on the hill-side, he thought
the result would have been ridiculous. You
must adapt yourself to the place in all your
work. He felt with Mr. Aston Webb that
the architect and the landscape-gardener .should
work hand in hand. The work of the
landscape-gardener he took to be to form in his

;

mind a picture of how the ground would look
I

when he and the architect had finished with it
;

I

and so they ought to work in harmony. He

!

always in his own practice tried to induce the archi -

1

tect to carry out into the gardens more of his

!

architectural work, and he felt strongly that this
‘

subject had been very much neglected. Itwasi
all very well to talk of the formal garden, but the 1

hedges would grow and shut off views. There '

was no formal garden over eighty years old thatt
' retained anything of its former and ideal i

character. The really old gardens had a pic-:

turesqueness in the growth of the trees them-

1

\

selves, but that was not owing to their design
;

it i

,

was owing to the beauty of the trees themselves. -

Mr. Aston Webb spoke of the courtyard. He t

should be very sorry to see a cnuriyard with walls ..

nine or ten feet high all round the north side of:

the house. The walls must necessarily be high 1

if they were to enclose the offices, &c., or to pro-

vide shelter, but surely one would like to have a ;

peep into the park on the north and north-west r

sides through the courtyard.

The Chairman announced that a Special .1

:

General meeting would be held on the ist prox- .

I

to elect the Royal Gold Medallist for the current 1

i

year.

The meeting then terminated.

Professional and Business Announce-
ments.—We are informed that the partnership 3

which has for many years existed between Mrs. .

Mary Woodward and Mr. Samuel Hunt Rowley,
,

who traded as James Woodward & Rowley,
,

sanitary earthenware manufacturers, at Swadlincote,
,

Burton-f rt-Trent, has been dissolved by mutual con- •

sent. Mrs. Mary Woodward will henceforth carry ^

on the business of James Woodward on her own 1

account at the works and premises where the i

partnership business has been carried on.
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ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Arciiitijcturai. Association : Discussion

Section.—The seventh meeting of the Discus-

sion Section of the Architectural Association for

this session was held, on the 27ih ult.
,

at 56.

Great Marlborough-strect. Mr. W. Tywell in

ihe chair. Mr. F, C. Eden read a paper on

“ Mystery as an Architectural Quality.” Mystery,

the author said, was that which is obscure until

explained. It might be either absolute or rela-

tive to man’s knowledge at the time at which it

was expressed. Its value in the arts was its

truth to Nature, and its function its power to

rouse the interest of the spectator. Mystery had

a well-recognised place in poetry and the drama,

and it was especially appropriate in music and

architecture, and, though it was perhaps not

essential to beauty, yet in the greatest works it

was ever present. In architecture its sources

were found in various qualities, such as reserve

in the mind of the designer,, which became sug-

gestion in that of the beholder. Such reserve

was seen in complication and inexplicability of

parts, as in Gothic tabernacle work, interpenetra-

tion of mouldings, and intricate vaulting; in

subdivision of plan, as where the altar screens at

Winchester, thwarting the view, suggested further

glories beyond; in incompleteness or unsymmetry,

as in the differing twin towers of many foreign

churches. Other sources of mystery were found

in surprise ; in gloom, which, however, was only

telling when relative to surrounding brilliance

either in other parts of the same building or in

the open air, as in sunny lands ; in inspiration of

design, occasionally so marked as to be myste-

rious ; in size ; in suroptuousness ; in situation

and environment ; and in remote age, which was

always mysterious, and which gave to buildings,

though they might have been commonplace to

contemporary men, a mysterious interest to suc-

ceeding generations.—-In the discussion which

followed, it was brought out that mystery as

seen in architecture was probably more a result

of fortuitous circumstances than a quality de-

liberately sought for by the designers of buildings
;

and that a quality in the mind of the beholder

was perhaps as essential to its existence equally

with the qualities in the object beheld. The
next meeting will be held on the 24lhinst.,at

7 p.m., when 'Mr. Henry Rose will read a paper

on “Dodges.”
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

—This Association, by permission of the Edin-
burgh School Board, visited on Saturday last the

new school at Broughton, under the leadership

of Mr. Robert Wilson, architect. The school is

built upon the site of Bl.ickfield House, and

3-

consists of a central block with a wing at each

side. The central block contains the principal

class-rooms, enleiing from a combined boys’ and

girls’ staircase, and in the wings are the teachers’

private rooms and cookery and laundry class-

rooms. There is a total accommodation for 1,358

children, provided at a cost of about 24,000/.,

exclusive of the site. In the basement are situated

the gymnasium, swimming bath, boiler bouse, and

engine rcom. The visit was brought to a close

by a vote of thanks to Mr. Wilson for his ex-

planation.

Dundee Institute of Architecture,
Science, and Art.—A meeting of this body

was held in the Victoria Art Galleries, Dundee,

on the lotb inst., Mr. Leslie Ower presiding.

Mr. T. J- Henderson, the Secretary, read the

announcement of awards in connexion with tiie

local competitions of the Institute. The referees

in connexion with the competition were Messrs.

T. S. Robertson, James Langlands, J. G. H.
Spindler, Robert Hunter, and John Maclauchlan.

There were eight competitors for the first com-

petition (sketch-book), and the awards were as

follows: — r, Miss Ada Hill Walker, St.

Andrews ; 2, Robert Annal, Dundee, and

A. G. R. Mackenzie, Aberdeen, equal; 4,

Thomas Ross, Dundee. The other competitions

resulted as follows: — Measured Drawing— i,

Andrew' Haxton, St. Andrews; 2, R. D. Baillie,

Cupar Fife. Design for Pediment—A. Hilton.

Outline Drawing from Museum Cast— i, Miss

Catherine Fidler, Dundee; 2, W. H. Grant,

Dundee. Interior Glass Doer—J. Wyse, Mary-

held. Mr. Walter M'Gregor, Superintendent of

the Public Baths, Dundee, then gave an address

on “Water Heating by Steam.” He explained

the working of the various kinds of apparatus in

use in the Dundee and Lochee Baths.

Carlisle Architectural, Engineering,
and SuRViiYiNG Society.—A meeting of this

Society was held in the Town Hall on the

qihinst.jMr. C. Lonsdale occupying the chair.

A paper was read by Mr, J. Slack on “The
Warming of Buildings.” The lecturer described

the methods of warming buildings by means of

one-pipe apparatus, and described their advantage

over the old two-pipe system. The lecture was

illustrated by diagrams and photographs' of the

most improved fire-grates now in use. A vote of

thanks to Mr. Slack for his paper terminated the

proceedings.

The Architectural Association of
Ireland.—The first of a series of visits to

buildings was held on Saturday last, when, by the

kind permission of the architects (Sir T. N.

Deanp ^ Son), the party were condg^lc'-^ over the

new lecture theatre of the Royal Dublin Society

by Sir T. N. Deane. On Monday evening at the

Advanced Class of Design Mr. J. J. O'Callaghan

criticised the designs submitted for “A Village

Public-house.” The next subject to be criticised,

ly I^Ir. T. Drew', is “ A Small Country Church.’'

On Tuesday evening the ordinary mee'Ing was

held at the Grosvenor Hotel, Mr. R. Caulfeild

Orpen in the chair, and among the visitors were

a number of the medical profession, who took

part in the discussion, the subject of the lecture

being “Hospitals and Hospital Construction,” by
Mr. F. Batchelor. The lecturer drew attention

to the fact that Dublin stands second in the

United Kingdom in the proportion of hospital

beds to tbe population, I.ondun stands first, and

Edinburgh third. Of the Continental cities Rome
occupies the first place, with about three times the

number in proportion to the population that

Dublin provides. The lecturer then described

ihe various types of hospitals in the United

Kirgdom and the Continent, and, after describing

them, he went fully into the construction, accom-

modation, arrangements, methods of healing and

ventilation, and various other points of interests.

A discussion ensued, in which Mr. Jameson

[ohnslon (City of Dublin Hospital), Mr. Rawson

Carroll, and Mr. F. Hicks, took part, The
Chairman having announced the next subject for

the Advanced Class of Design, “A Cottage

Hospital,” to be criticised by Mr. Batchelor, the

meeting terminated.

COMPETITIONS.
Poster for the Building Trades' Exiii-

IIITION.—The premium of 10/., offered for the

best design for a poster to advertise the Building

Trades’ Exhibition in March next, brought forth

some thirty competitors, the winner being Mr.^ J.

Iluury, 9, Atherley-road, Bristol. The following

competitors were highly commended:—“The
Master Builder” (Mutrhead Bone, Glasgow);

“Sphinx” (.Mfred Morgan, London); “Bis”
(Rooert F. Sherar, Edinburgh); “ L’Elephant

Blanc” (David I'eare, Glasgow).

SKETCHES OF WROUGHT IRON-WORK:
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

These examples, mostly of the seventeenth

century, serve to illustrate some of tbe decorative

effect which may be obtained from the simple

treatment of wrought iron in lines which express

more or less the ductility of the materia], without

any of the more elaborate effects of smith’s work

in conventional foliage and other such details.

Of the Italian examples, the gates shown in

fig. I present an admirable example of the form

of ornamental design in perfectly symmetrical

panels which is characteristic of the taste of the

Italian Renaissance, reminding us oflheellect often

found in carved pilaster panels, but treated in

a manner entirely suited to the material. The whole

design is formed by tbe twisting of the bars and

the manner of pulling them together ;
and though

the whole is completely symmetrical whether we
regard it as divided vertically cr horizontally, yet

there is complete freedom and play of line in the

detail, which is bent and played with in its

various curves in a very expressive manner.

If we compare this with the two German designs

shown in figs. 2 and 3, of about the same period,

we may recognise that neither of these makes_ so

characteristic a use of the ductility of the material,

fig. 2 is designed in curves, but in a more rigid

and less playful manner. In fig. 3 there is more

freedom in the treatment round the edges of the

panel, but the central portion shows a stiff cross-

barred pattern which is quite out of keeping with

the character of wrought iron, and, as far as

decorative purpose is concerned, is both common-

place in effect, and a throwing away of the real

capabilities of the material.
_

Fig. 4 (p. 170) is elegant in design, but derives

a little stiffness of effect from the straight lines

running through it, which makes it inferior in point

of style to fig I. The grille shown in fig- 5

a good example of Italian taste in the produciion

of a geometrical diaper pattern in a thoroughly

wrought iron manner, and in this respect may be

instructively compared with the hard mechanical

effect of the centre portion of fig. 3.

Fig- 6 is an example of German freakishnep in

the design of the vane, which is rather original,

and the decoration at the top and bottom is in

harmony with the material. Figs. 7 ^

fair examples of bracket designs, a little wanting

in decision of form.

Fig. 9 is exceedingly English in character, one

of those examples of the way in which Englisb

tmllhs would ornament an instrument for
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practical use in a manner which rather interferes
with Its appearance of efficiency for its purpose,and perhaps with its actual efficiency, but never-
theless converts it into an object of artistic
interest, though in a rather eccentric and semi-
grolesque inanner as is often the case with
fanghsh work of this class, where we are struck
not so much by any beauty of line in the imple-
ment as by the curiously pertinacious endeavour
of the workman to twist his work into shapes
which were imended to conceal its merely practical
character. This class of English work is not ofhe hnest type in an artistic sense, but it is in-
teresting from a certain original humour whichseems to pervade it.

The SANiT.asy Institote.—The council haveaccepted an invitation from the City Council TfLerfs to hold a Sanitary Congress and Health Ex-hibition in that city in the month of September next.

fV- 8 .

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL

CoTS^V SerS h"rd“of ^LsJa^'art
Sno°X cS;Ln®T=fidrg'.''“’

Loans. ~ Op the recommendation of the
' It was agreed to lend the St

;

^^r>'Jebone Baths Commissioners 10,500/. for rebuilding the public baths, and the School Board

'SLr p°u”rp°o”ses.^°’“°'-
and

mend ? ™ *= following recent

Committee :i
' Government and Taxation

enl'
foo Council does not obiect a

sui^hf
for the incorporation of anysuitable area in London, for the purposes merely ofthe change of the corporate name and the substitu-^

lion of the name of mayor and council for the exisl
ing name of a vestry or district board, provided tha
this can legally be done in the manner proposed, th
Council will strenuously oppose any transfer c
powers by any such machinery, or any such transfe
by any other machinery to a particular area, withou
the simultaneous consideration of the whole subjec
of powers and areas in London.

(b) That a communication in accordance will
the above resolution be sent to the Privy Council.”

After two amendments had been defeated thi
recommendations were agreed to, the phrase
“ the Council will strenuously oppose any transfe:
of powers,” being altered to read, “the Counci
will oppose any transfer of central powers.”

iVtfTC/ Theatre^ Norris-slreet, Hayniarket.—Th<
Theatres and Music Halls Committee brought
up the following report :

—

The Council, on June 3O1 1896, approved of
two drawings, submitted on behalf of Mr. Henry
Dana, showing a site for a proposed theatre
situated at the junction of Norris-street and St.
Alban's-place, Haymarket. Norris-street, it was
pinted out, is only 28 ft. 6 in. in width at one end,
but is shown on the drawings to be increased in
width to 30 ft. in front of the theatre. St
Alban’s-place is at present 41 ft. 2 in. in width in
front of the proposed building. On November 24
1896, we reported to the Council that we
had received seven drawings, dated November 10
1896, submitted on behalf of Sir Henry Brown-
rigg, for the erection of a theatre upon
this site, that seating accommodation would be pro-
vided for 800 people, and that all the regulations of
the Council would be complied with. These draw-
ings we asked the Council to approve upon the
usual conditions, but the matter was withdrawn
when our report was laid before the Council in
order that we might further consider the question of
the site of the proposed premises. We therefore
gave the whole question further consideration, with
the result that our previous report was again
submitted to the Council on December 15 last, and
again withdrawn. We have to repoit that we
have again carefully gone into the whole matter,
and, having regard to all the circumstances of the
case, we recommend— ‘That the seven drawings,
dated November 10, 1896, be approved, on condi-
tion that the works be c mmenced within six months,
and be carried out in all respects in accordance with
the Council's regulations and the provisions of the
London Building Act, 1894, and that upon our
reporting the completion of the building in accord-
ance wtb the approved drawings and the above
conditions, a certificate under the Metropolis
Management and Building Acts Amendment Act,
1878, be sealed and issued to the owner of the
premises.’ ”

Mr. Roberts moved as an amendment “That
the recommendation be referred back to the
Committee with an instruction to consult the
solicitor as to the legal position of the Council in
the inatter, and to report to the Council thereon.’



He especially called attention to the narrowness

of the thoroughfares leading to the site.

Mr. John Burns, M.P., strongly supported the

amendment, contending that the site was alto-

gether unsuitable, and that the approaches were

of less width than the regulations required.

Lord Monkswell said whether the plans com-

plied with the regulations or not did not much
matter, because it must be apparent to any one

wlio had seen the locality that a theatre on this

site would be nothing more nor less than a death

trap. Therefore they ought not to hesitate in

rejecting the application.

The amendment was carried by a large

majority.

Drainage of Clerkemvell Detached'. Con-

,

stnuiion of a Sewer.—On the recommendation of

the Main Drainage Committee it was agreed that

the tender of Mr. John Jackson, as amended, and
amounting to 1,075/. 6d., for the construction

of a sewer and other incidental works for the

drainage of Clerkenwell detached, be accepted ;

and that the Solicitor be instructed to prepare the

contract.^

City of London {Sewers) Bill.—The report of

the Parliamentary Committee contained the fol-

i lowing paragraph, the recommendation being
' agreed to, 54 voting for and 51 against :

—

" The object of this Bill is to dissolve the Commis-
sioners of Sewers of the City of London, and to

provide for the vesting of the property of the com-
missioners in the mayor and commonalty and
citizens of the Cily of London, and for the execu-

tion of the powers and duties of the commissioners

through the Common Council of the City. We
need not remind the Council that the City of London
stands in an exceptional position, never having

been subjected to the legislation under which the

other municipal corporations of the country have

been reformed. The general powers of local

‘
government which have been granted to the re-

i formed municipal corporations have not been
1 granted to the Corporation of the City of London,
•; which at the same time is not placed under the same
i financial restrictions as those corporations. The
'1 City Corporation possesses uncontrolled powers of

,
borrowing and of alienating its properly, and is not

; under the usual obligations as to the redemption of

;
Us debts ; it does not submit its accounts to indepen-

dent audit, or publish an account of the value of its

!
corporate property. All the general powers as to

j
management, sewerage, street lighting, watching,

: and rating within the City have been placed under
1' the Commissioners of Sewers. Under the

I

present scheme of metropolitan management,

[

therefore, the area of the City under the Com-

;

niissioners of Sewers stands on much the same
i footing as the areas of the other parishes and

I

districts under the local government of vestries and
1 district boards. The effect 0£ the present proposal

1 is to invest the City Corporation with all the general

t powers of local government, including new powers
r' of rating, without at the same time subjecting it to

1 the general law applicable to municipal corpora-

tions, and tlie bill, if passed into an Act, would

I

certainly place a considerable impediment in the way
of future reform of local government upon all the

' principles which have been hitherto suggested. We
t recommend:—'That a petition be sealed and pre-

i
tented against the City of London Sewers Bill.'

”

•, The Council adjourned after having transacted

j

other business.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
S

INQUIRY.
1 The special inquiry into the organisation of

I

the Works Department of the London County
• Council was resumed on the 3rd inst., when
j the examination of Mr. Edward White was
! concluded.

1 In reply to Mr. Dickinson, the witness

1 said that, in putting the loss on the Colney
1 Hatch works at from 5,000/. to 6,000/., he

I

had purposely understated the amount. He
I now showed that 7,000/. would more nearly
*. represent the total loss. The real cost was

1

)

found by adding the 3,253/., which the

I Comptroller estimated as the amount of the
' transfers when adjusted, to Mr. Dy.son’s

figures, 20,229/., making the real total 23,482/.,

and not 22,891/., as had been stated. The
sum of 2.900/. was still in dispute, that

amount being claimed by the Works Com-
mittee for extra work done. The Engineer was
of opinion that only 300/. should be allowed.

This dispute would have to be settled by arbitra-

tion. In the case of Banstead Asylum, a pre-

cisely similar work, but done by a contractor, the

claim for extras was only 230/., which, as after-

wards explained by Mr. White, was reduced by
the Engineer to 70/. The witness denied that

the work at Banstead was inferior ; it was, on
the contrary, very good, while worse work than
some of that at Colney Hatch, especially the

matchboarding, he had never seen. The wood
was full of knots, was sappy, and very badly

prepared. He had never seen such stuff used for

varnished work. Work had been passed there,

because it had been done by the Works Com-
mittee, which never would have been passed if

done by an outside contractor. In the case of both

Colney Hatch and Banstead the buildings were

of a temporary character, and of such a special

nature that they should never have been under-

taken by the Committee. The witness invited

the Inquiry Committee to go down to Colney

Hatch and see the work for themselves. In the

case of the Bexley Asylum foundations, where

the prices obtained by the manager were good,

there should have been a large profit, instead of

which, when the establishment charges of 6 per

cent, were added, there would be a loss

of 7,700/., instead of a profit of about

that amount. The brickwork in the foun-

dation requiring no scaffolding was charged

at 15/. a yard, and 20,000 yards of sand

at IS. a yard. On both these items there should

have been a very good profit. Then, during the

construction, the Committee were fortunate in

having four or five months of extremely fine

weather, and the manager naturally thought that

this would be a good job. The loss was simply

due to mismanagement and to the waste of

labour. The works executed by the Committee at

the Asylum were only the foundations and not the

superstructure, the whole cost of which the Com-
mittee knew would be 350,000/. In answer to

further questions, the witness said the real

amount of the contract for these foundations was

105,000/., but it had been stated by Mr. Ward
at94.oooA, and nothing had ever been said to

the Moderate members on the Committee about

this higher sum. He did not know who had

prepared the estimates, but he had been told

that they were made up by Mr. Burns. It

was true that out of a selected list of twenty-

two builders only eight had sent in tenders, but

several others had written to say that they would

have been glad to tender but for the onerous

conditions imposed. Seven out of eight of the

jobs let to contractors were being carried out by

country firms because the London builder would

not compete so long as such conditions existed.

They were thus driving the work into the country,

and the London ratepayers were the sufferers.

Not only was the contractor required to show
his books, but he had to make a statutory decla-

ration that the books were kept correctly, and

this condition was regarded as an insult. The
only alternative was to obtain tenders from a

selected list of contractors.

Mr. Dickinson : Mr. Alderman Taylor has

told us that the Government have given up the

system of selected tenders.—The School Board

do it, and their jobs are much more comparable

to ours than Government jobs. The examination

was continued at great length by Mr. Dickinson

upon the witness’s previous statement that the

knowledge nf the regulation for the production

of periodical returns had been withheld from the

Committee, which Mr. Dickinson regarded as a

very serious charge. Mr. Dickinson endeavoured

to make the witness admit that these penodical

returns were only ordered for the information of

the Comptroller, but the witness stated that the

rule in question (Rule 62) had been passed in

November, 1894, three months before he, as a

member of the new Council, was elected, and

when the complexion of the Committee was of a

less party character. Mr. White adhered to his

opinion that the first return should have been

presented in November, and not left until

March 25. A return brought down to the

beginning of March should undoubtedly have

been produced at the first meeting of the new
Council. Instead of that it was withheld, and

the witness did not think it was withheld acci-

dentally.

In reply to Mr. Gtuning, the architectural

assessor, Mr. White made a further statement

with regard to the losses on Vauxhall Temporary
Bridge, Shelton-street, Bexley, and other jobs.

He had estimated the loss on Vauxhall Bridge at

2,000/., but when the establishment charges were

added he believed it would amount to more than

3,000/. On November 20 last 11,484/. had been

expended on the work, which was 44/. over the

original estimate, but according to the new
manager there was still, at that time, three

months’ work to be done, and that, by adverse

conditions of weather and tide, might be further

extended. When the losses on the other works

mentioned were added the total loss would not

be less than 29,750/., and he still thought that

this estimate was very much under the mark.

There were some other large jobs which were

not yet sufficiently advanced fora similar estimate

to be formed. With regard to the question of

friction between the Works Committee and the

Architect’s and Engineer’s Departments, Mr.

White expressed the opinion that the friction

must continue so long as those officers did their

duty, unless the Committee could show a profit

on their jobs, and then, of course, there could be

no dispute.

Mr. Gruning ; What is the cause of the

excessive cost ?—It may be attributed chiefly to

two causes—the cost of management and super-

vision, and the cost of labour. The supervision

should be strengthened, and the tendency of the

men not to do the same amount of work for the

Council as for a contractor should be overcome

if possible. No contractor would think of in-

vesting 125,000/. in a business of the extent of

that of the Department, and of this sum he

would never lay out y^,ooo/. for stores. The
contractor’s chief source of expense would be the

wages, which he would have to provide for two

months, at from 3,000/. to 4,000/. a week,

amounting to about 25.000/.

Mr. Gruning : Would the builder turnover his

money more often ?—A builder would not require

more than 50,000/. for a turnover of 240,000/.

The witness expressed an opinion that the more
work was undertaken by the Department the

more money would be lost. The tendency in the

Department was to take on loo much work.

They had fifty jobs running at one time, and as

many as 4,000 jobbing works, which would, in

the ordinary way of business, be distributed

amongst thirty or forty jobbing builders. He
found it difficult to say whether the Committee
would be belter employed in doing large works

than in jobbing works because all their jobs

showed a loss. He did not know of any Cor-

poration which took on so many jobbing works

as they did.

In reply to Mr. Waterhouse the witness

reilerated his opinion that the Architect’s estimates

would have to be increased if these excessive

costs were to continue. This agreed with the

statement in evidence of Mr. Blasbill himself, and

also that of the Engineer, Mr. Binnie.

The next witness examined, Mr. Alderman
Taylor, a member of the Works Committee,

said in reply to questions from the Chair-

man, that before becoming a member of the

County Council he was secretary of the Brick-

layers Union, and he was still the bricklayers’

representative on the Arbitration and Conciliaticn

Board of the London Chamber of Commerce.
IILs visits to the Central Works as well as to

the other jobs had been very frequent, but they

were merely to see how the works were progress-

ing, and he had never spoken to a single

individual upon any of the jobs except the

manager or clerks of works. He did not know
whether less work was done by the men in

the earlier jobs, but at present they did a very

fair day’s work. After further questions with

regard to the employment, as a bricklayer, of one

of the witness’s brothers the examination was

adjourned.

The examination of Mr. Taylor was resumed

on Friday, the 5th inst., by the assessors, Mr.

Waterhouse and Mr. Gruning. In the witness’s

opinion, though less work was done by workmen
under the Council, it was of a better quality than

they would do for contractors, and he considered

that good results had followed the institution of the

Department. As instances of good work, he gave

the jobs at the New Cross Fire Station, Claybury

farm buildings, and one or two others. The
whole finish in these jobs was of a superior cha-

racter, and more especially the brick and stone

work. He would object to the removal of the

wages clauses, because that would enable con-

tractors to employ inferior labour at inferior

prices. There was now no need for strikes or

disputes with regard to wages.

Mr, Gruning : They can afford to wait until a

dispute is settled. But does not this facilitate

strikes of contractors’ men by reducing the num-
ber of idle men to be sustained?—That is so,

from one point of view. The witness agreed that

unless something very unusual occurred on a job,

the actual conduct of the work should be left to

the foremen, without interference.

In reply to Mr. Dickinson, the witness ex-

plained the loss on the foundations of the Bexley

Asylum by the low prices of some portions of

the work. There was a bad price for digging

and also for grubbing.

In reply to Mr. Fletcher, who desired to know
whether the system of the School Board, in

employing local labour, was not more economical,

more popular, and more fair to the 118,000

builders’ workmen not in the Council’s employ

than the centralisation policy of the Council,

Mr. Taylor said he had doubts as to economy,
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if they were to be guided by the experience of

the London School Board. The cost of its

repairs, which in 1892 was ;i^50,ooo, was ;iC94,ooo

last year.

In reply to Mr. Beacbcroft, the witness said he
was still a member of the Union but not an
official.

Mr. Beachcroft : Do you draw a salary ?

—

I do.

The witness was now closely pressed to say

what he knew of the working of the ticket system
by certain officials of the Union called ticket

stewards. The custom, he said, had formerly
been to appoint somebody to collect tickets, but
no examination of tickets now took place on the

works.
Mr. Beachcroft : Is there anybody at the gate

to do it?—^'es, occasionally.

Does a man stand at the gate ?—Sometimes.
Mr. Henry Holloway, President of the Master

Builders’ Association, was now called. In reply
to Sir Arthur Arnold, he disputed the allegation

which had been made by Mr. Ward as to the
existence of a ring amongst builders against the
wages clauses in the Council’s contracts. There
was not, and never had been any such ring. The
objections of builders were not to the Council’s
wages list; but emphatically against the last few
words in the form of contract, “in practice
obtained in the London district.”

Sir Arthur Arnold : Would that prevent you
from tendering?—Yes. That in connexion with
other things. Builders did not object to their
wages books and time sheets being open to the
Council’s officers, but an inspection of a builder’s
private books they felt to be both unnecessary
and offensive. Another clause to which the
strongest objection was felt was that which re-
quired a statutoi-y declaration to be made that the
books were correctly kept. This was not merely
an absurdity but an insult. They had an objec-
tion to furnish to the Council their priced bills of
quantities, becausetbese documents, which were the
builder's trade secrets were never returned to
them whether their tenders were accepted or not.
That gave the Committee an undue advantage in
tendeiing, and the witness endorsed Mr. Blashill’s
opinion that it must stop tendering. The Archi-
tect’s invitation 1u tender, when there was a
selected list, was regarded as a mark of confi-
dence, but the better contractors would not be
likely to respond to the invitation under present
conditions. One of the main objections was the
arbitration clause. In the case of dispute the
Architect gave his award in the first instance, but
the builder who did not accept it must go on with
the job and await the final settlement before his
side of the dispute could be listened to. A
builder should have the power to appeal at once
to arbitration. Then, power was given to the
Council to determine a contract if it became
known that the contractor had sublet any
portion of the work. This was a dangerous
condition. If the Council had a desire
to gtt tenders from responsible firms it
should adopt the contract clause agreed upon
between the Institute of British Architects and
the Institute of Builders. Builders had no
objection to pay a properly-recognised rate of
wages, but certain exceptions should be made in
favour of old or infirm employes whom a con-
tractor might wish to continue in his employment.
Most contractors had also improvers, to whom of
course, they did not pay the full rate of wages.
Mr. Holloway, in response to an invitation, gave
valuable advice upon various points of a builder’s
practice, adding that he should like to say that he
could see no advantage whatever obtained by the
Department which could not be obtained from a
contractor In reply to Dr. Longstaffi. the
witness said it was always to the builder’s interest
to get his work rapidly done, that the conditions
of contracting seemed to have been deliberately
drawn up to prevent builders from tendering and
that trade union rules were often oppressive to
workmen, and to old men positively cruel
On the resumption of the inquiry on the lo‘h

mst., Mr. Mowlem Butt was the first witness
examined Sir Arthur Arnold put a number
of questions as to the objections entertained
by builders to tender under the Council’s
form of contract. The witness said coutraclors^de no objection to the wages schedule
of the London County Council, but thev
strongly objected to the wages clause in the form
of contract, becausi it recognised trades-unions
only, and the masters thought they were worthy
ol being recognised as well as the men The
masters had met the men and agreed with them

.L.?i.
'' agreement was as

hard thing, as the result of the trades-union

clause, that thousands of workmen were pre-

vented from getting employment. The witness

further objected to the form of contract on the

same grounds previously urged by Mr. Holloway.
The examination of a contractor’s private books
and the arbitration clause were two points

most strongly objected to. These conditions

were altogether arbitrary. Contractors would
far rather be in the hands of a professional arbi-

trator, the Engineer, or Architect, than in the

hands of the Council. Ilis firm had no complaint
against the Council, but they had never made a
tender since the new rules came into operation.

He should not object to enter into competition
with the M'orks Department at first, and his firm

would be willing to tender against them so long
as they found themselves fairly treated.

In reply to Mr. Waterhouse, one of the
assessors, the witness said the books of his firm

had not been examined, and he could not, of his

own knowledge, say whether the private books of
other firms had been examined or not.

In reply to Mr. Griming, the architectural

assessor, Mr. Burt said he preferred the form of

contract agreed upon between the Institute of
British Architects and the Master Builders’

Association, and he accepted the alteration sug-
gested by the Institute.

In reply to Mr. Dickinson, the witness said
they were willing to tender for the Holloway
storm sewer with altered conditions, but without
such alteration they would not have tendered at

all. It was true that their tender was consider-
ably higher than the stated actual cost when
done by the Department, but he had heard, and
had good reason to believe that materials had
been used, he alluded particularly to bricks, such
as they (the contractors) would never have been
allowed to use. In the cases in which they had
undertaken work they had struck out certain
paragraphs to which they took exception, and
had suggested alterations in others. The penalty
clauses they had struck out altogether. He would
prefer the terms of the old form of contract,
which made the termination of the contract the
penalty for infractions, rather than be exposed to
vexatious and arbitrary fines for infractions which
were usually of an insignificant nature and often
accidental. The Council w’ould never dream of
terminating a contract because a man had been
paid ^d. or id. less per hour. Most firms had
men working for them who might no longer
be worth the full rate of 6d. an hour, but were
very well worth i/. a week. They had also
young men, just out of their apprenticeship, to
whom they could not entrust the finer work,
and to whom they could not, of course, pay the
full rate of wages. The tendency of trades-unions
was to limit the number of young men—improvers—and also the number of apprentices, which was
bad for all concerned.

In reply to Dr. Collins, Mr. Burt admitted
that the arbitration clause was not so objection-
able in the case of his own firm as to builders
because they had not so many different items in
iheir contracts out of which disputes might arise.
The opportunities of dispute were so numerous in
architectural contracts that an architect might
render a good job a bad one. An architect had
to look at so many little matters that he was apt,
perhaps, to become a little captious. In his
opinion, engineers who dealt with much larger
Items were generally larger minded men. His
firm had never had any reason to object to an
engineer’s decision, but if he had made un-
reasonable demands they would have objected.
There should be provision for an outside arbitra-
tion. It was very hard on a builder who believed
he was entitled to draw perhaps 5,000/. to be
told by the architect, “No, I shan’t give it you
until the job is measured up.”

lu reply to Mr. Fletcher, the witness thought
the conditions exacted by the Council seemed
intended to discourage contractors, as if it wished
to stop contracting altogether. It would be a
very difficult thing for the Department to find a
manager equally well versed in all departments
of the building trade, but the contractor had able
foremen on his different jobs, some being best at
one thing, some at another.

In reply to the invitation to suggest improve-
ments in the Department, Mr. Burt said he feareJ
he had not sufficient confidence that any sugges-
tions he might make would be properly carried
mit by the Department as at present constituted.He thought 11 was a very costly way of doing
jobbing work to send men to all the various dis-
mets from the central works at Belvedere-road.

worlhy of being \iiVn;ianid'aU.UT;.des.raio,:
agreemenl. Tney did not want to alter
general rate of wages, bpl *eyILnghtT'a^«; I ‘‘It'

p/as preferable.

;ply to queslior,.
vies, and Beacherp/t, tha Witness gave pary

ticulars as to the terms of apprenticeship, thei.

diminishing number of apprentices, the necessityt.
of a contractor frequently visiting his works, con-:
tractors’ methods of purchasing materials, and lhei|

execution of works by direct employment by cor-i:
porate bodies. Contractors, in his opinion, couldii
do engineering work at least as cheaply and asi
well as any corporate body provided they weren
treated in the same way, but, as in the case of the{
York-road sewer, such bodies could doworkmoreti
cheaply at lower cost by making for themselvesi
favourable conditions. His firm In tendering hadij
to provide for the cost of keeping the traffic open.l
which would entail considerable expense, but theJ
Council, having undertaken to do the work, closedil

the road and so saved that expense ; then they;
found gravel where his firm had been led to:

expect running sand. The Council would pro-;
bably find out what that meant in the Fulham;
sewer. Questioned as to the existence of a strike;i

against the Council among contractors, the witness^
most emphatically denied the charge ; so far as hisi,

firm was concerned there was not the slightest;
reason for it, and he believed that there was not;
the slightest reason for the allegation against anyj
other firm.

Mr. Beachcroft : Your interpretation was that
it was rather in the nature of a lock-out, the
Council saying in effect you shall do no work for
us unless on these terms.—Yes, and they still

keep us out.

In reply to questions from Sir Godfrey Lushing-
ton bearing upon the favouritism practically
shown to trades-unionism by the policy of the
Council, the witness admitted that the extension
of the radius covered by the Department to

twenty miles from Cliaring-cross and the agree-
ment to pay any new rate of wages that might
be est.ab]ished by a strike might work that way,
but whether it was intended to do so was another
matter. With regard to periodical returns of
prime cost, Mr. Burt said the practice of bis firm
was to insist upon such returns every month
wherever a job cost over i,ooo/. i

Mr. Rowland B. Plucnbe, architect, the next ij

witness, in replytoSir Arthur Arnold, explained
1|

in detail the causes of the loss of 2,600/. (or t|

3,600/. as estimated by Dr. Longstaff and other rl

members of the Committee) on the Shelton-street U

job, and the loss which a previous witness had l!

alleged would be incurred on the Boundary-street
;i

job. Speaking generally, he said the work done :)

by the Department was as good as that done by '1

the ordinary contractor. He was unable to see :i

any difference, and he had taken care to compare. 1

The supervision was as strict as in the case of 1

contract work so far as he could judge.
In reply to Mr. Fletcher the witness said he :i

thought, on the whole, that it was undesirable for

any such body as the Council to do the whole of
its work itself. It was desirable to employ out-
side contractors for work it could not do so well
as they, '[’here were certain works the Council
might do with advantage to the public and in a
fairer way, if not in a better manner, than the

contractors. In the case of the Blackwall Tunnel
there was special risk, and it would have been
better not to undertake it.

In reply to Mr. Alderman Beacbcroft, Mr.
Plumbe said that, since May, 1S94, he had been in

the employ of the Department and hid had no
special difficulty to contend with. He denied
that, when completed, there was bound to be a
loss at Boundary-street. A return made a few
days ago showed that when all charges were
included, with a charge for extra work of 1,070/.

which would about balance that for deductions,
there would be a balance of about 600/. to com-
plete the job, and he was under the impression
that there would be no loss. The Sbelton-
street job was one of the most unfortunate
that a builder could possibly have under-
taken. They had hardly started when the new act

cime into force and many alterations were made
in accordance with its provisions, which need not
necessarily have been made. There was delay
from the ruinous condition of the neighbouring
properties, which had to be shored up, and from
strikes among the builders, carpenters, and
plasterers, but he confessed he was somewhat
surprised at the amount of the loss, and he thought
more inquiry was required, and he had asked for

it because he did not think so much could have
been lost.

In reply to Dr. Collins, the witness explained
what he meant by “loss,” and “estimate of the
Works Department.” It did not necessarily

follow that where a loss was shown, the Council
had not received good value for money. As far

as he had observed the quality of timber used was
equal to that used by contractors, though from
one job at Clapbam i small lot had been sen
away. He had found no fault with the ironwork
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except on account of delay, the mortar was very
good, and be had good foremen, especially at

Boundary-street (Mr. Jacobs). Mr. Plumbe
would strongly advise the Council not to give
work out to open competition. They should
invite only men they knew to be capable of
doing the work properly.

In reply to Mr. Gruning, the witness said he
was aware of the new contract between the

;
Institute of British Architects and the Builders’

,
Association, He had used it ever since it came
out. and had had no difficulty.

Mr. Gruning : Have you had more or less

,
difficulty with the Department than with con-
tractors in settling accounts.—I have had no
trouble with the Department. Where you have
had to condemn materials does the loss fall upon
the public?—Yes; on the Department. Mr.
Gruning : But in the case of a contractor it

would fall on the contractor personally ?—It
would.

If contingencies occurred in a job undertaken
by the Works Committee, there might be a loss
to the Department ?—That is so. A contract

[might be done cheaper by a contractor.

,
The inquiry was adjourned, after one or two

J

further questions from Mr. Waterhouse and Dr.
) Longstaff.

! The examination of one of the Labour repre-
' sentatives on the Council, Mr. Alderman Taylor,
interrupted to admit the evidence of Mr. Hollo-
way and Mr. Burt, was resumed on the 12th inst.

,

by Dr. Longstaff, whose questions with regard
to “the man at the gate” (the ticket steward)
and the method adopted when men became mem-
bers of the union, only elicited the reply, “ I
would rather not answer.”
The witness was invited to make any further

statement he wished, when he adduced a number
of statistics with a view of showing that in a
lai^e number of cases the amounts of contractors’
tenders, which commenced by being below the
Architect’s tenders, had Jumped up in the course

.

of a few months to 8, 12^, 15^, and even as
much as 18 per cent, above his estimates. These
figures showed, the witness contended, that
either the Architect’s estimates were being cut
down, or that builders were increasing their
tenders.

Asked by Sir Godfrey Lushington with regard
to the made claim that men worked better for
the Department than for a contractor, the witness
admitted that the better the quality of work,
the longer the time occupied was, and that the
true explanation might be that the workman in
spending an inordinate time over it merely
desired to make more work for himself.

Sir Godfrey Lushington ; Would it not be your
duty, as a salaried officer of the union, to see
that the practices of the trade unions were
observed ?—Yes ; to advance its interests.

Then you serve two masters ?—I don’t think
I do. •

Are the trades unions your masters?— I am not
bound to them body and soul.

After your visits to works did you report to
your union?—Yes ; frequently.

Finally the witness was asked. Do you think
it right for the London County Council to engage
in work at a loss in order to help woikmen? I

have not considered the question.
Mr. John Burns, M.P., was then called and

examined by Sir A. Arnold as to the visits of
Labour members of the Works Committee, as to
the advantage to workmen of having a scheduled
list of wages, what security the labourer would
lose by the abolition of the wages clause, and as
to the quality of the work done by workmen in
the employ of the Department. To all these
questions Mr. Burns gave answers in harmony
with those of the previous witnesses with whom
he works. He could see no reason why the
Works Committee should be reduced below
twelve members, and adhered to his opinion that
that number was necessary.

In reply to Alderman Beachcroft, the witness
still maintained that the withdrawal of tenders
justified him in making the statement that the
contractors had formed a ring against the
Council. The witness gave a number of reasons
why he was pledged to the principle of the direct
employment of labour,

Mr. Beachcroft : \ ou have omitted one object
—to obtain control of the labour market. Oh !

I don’t claim that. In reply to Mr. Gruning,
the witness said he believed, in case of a general
Strike, the men in the employ of the Department
would do precisely as they would if working for
contractors, and in the case of a lock-out in the
building trade he did not see why the County
Council should sympathise with the builders, or
close their works. Some builders did not sympa-
thise in lock-outs.

Mr. Gruning: Had there been any difficulty

in obtaining tenders before 1892?—I would not
like to answer that question off-hand.

In reply to other questions, Mr, Burns said he
believed public bodies ought to do engineering
work successfully, and he did not see why they
should not build a town hall. It was only the
“cussedness ” of partisanship in the Council that
prevented them from doing all work cheaper and
better than contractors. The inquiry was further
adjourned to Wednesday, the 17th inst.

ARCHyEOL0GICAL SOCIETIES.
London and Middlesex Archaeological

Society.—An afternoon meeting of the mem-
bers of this Society was held on the 8th inst.,

at St, Michael’s Church, Wood-street, Cheap-
side, preparatory to its demolition. Mr.
Philip Norman, F.S.A., met the visitors and
described the church. It was destroyed in the
Great Fire of 1666, and afterwards rebuilt by
Sir Christopher Wren. An evening meeting
of this Society was also held the next day,
at the London Institution, Finsbury-circus, when
Canon Benham presided. Mr. Charles Welch,
F.S.A., pointed out and described some Roman
pottery, &c., which had been recently dis-

covered in the heart of the City during the exca-
vations of the new London Central (Electric)
Railway in Threadneedle-street. There were
some large fragments of a broken amphora, with
some vessels that had been found inside, and which
were exhibited to the members. There was also
a cinerary urn, which was found a few feet
east of Princes-street. The Rev. James Christie
next read a paper on “The Parishes of
St. Michael, Wood-street, and St. John
Zachary, and their Records.” He exhibited
several ancient minute books, and described
the various changes through which these
churches had passed from 1625 ^nd onwards.
Stow, the historian, asserted that there was
interred in the Church of St. Michael the head
of King James IV. of Scotland, but without any
outward monument. Mr. Welch also produced
and described a manuscript book containing a
plan of the churchyard of St. Mary Abchurch,
with particulars of burials prepared by order of
the churchwardens in 1732. In the cases of some
of the coffins only six inches of earth sufficed to
cover them, and several of the graves contained
three or four bodies.

Society OF Antiquaries. — February ii.
The Right Rev. the Bishop of Stepney, Vice-
President, in the chair.—The following resolution
was proposed by the Rev. G. W. Minns,
seconded by Sir Samuel Montagu, Bart., M.P.,
and carried unanimously :

—

‘
‘ The Society of Antiquaries of London having

heard that the sanitary welfare of the Borough of
Southampton demands the removal of some ancient
and dilapidated dwellings, respectfully urges upon
the Mayor and Corporation the importance of pre-
serving ancient landmarks of historic interest. It
hopes that an ancient vault of the fourteenth cen-
tury in Simnel-street may be carefully preserved,
connected as it is with the commercial history of
the town and the privileges it enjoyed in olden
time.”

Mr. A. Wyon exhibited and presented casts of a
fifth great Seal of Charles II., and impressions and
casts of some modern episcopal seals. Sir J. C.
Robinson exhibited a double mazer, mounted
in silver-gilt, probably German work of the end
of the fifteenth century. Chancellor Ferguson,
as Local Secretary for Cumberland, reported the
discovery, (i) at Cosford, of a coped tombstone
of the “hog-back” type, decorated on one side
with knot-work and interlacing oi-nament, on the
other with two groups of warriors

; (2) of a
cinerary urn at Carlisle; and (3) a mutilated and
defaced Roman altar at Baldwinholme, near Car-
lisle. The Chancellor further reported briefly on
the excavations made on the line of the Roman
Wall during the past summer. Professor John
Ferguson read the first section of a paper on
“The Secrets of Alexis,” a sixteenth century
collection of medical and technical receipts.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
The Institution of Junior Engineers.

—At the meeting of this Institution, held at the
Westminster Palace Hotel on the 12th inst., the
Chairman, Mr. H. Bloomfield Vorley, presiding,
a paper on the “Manufacture of High-class
Bridge Work ” was read by Mr. J. A. Maepher-
son, of London. He said there were two systems
of setting-out practised at the present time :—(i)
by wood template

; (2) by using the actual plates

and bars as templates from which to mark every
corresponding piece. The author showed how
the employment of the wood template method
might be accepted as producing the best results.

Tue direct system, however, being more expe-
ditious (if the material were to hand) was
very beneficial applied in ironwork for the
building trades where high finish was not
required. Great responsibility rested upon
the leading template maker. It was necessary
that he should cultivate a system by which
hitches might be most effectually avoided during
the progress of the work. P'ixed trammel
gauges were far superior to the common rules for

measuring corresponding parts, absolute exactness
being highly essential for all intermediate por-
tions. Owing to the variable nature of the metal
due to change of temperature, reliable check was
required to be taken of all the important measure-
ments by noting the temperature at the time of
measuring. I was shown how the necessary
camber in a bridge complicated the process of
manufacture, and an example was given of
a convenient and economical method of pro-
ducing the correct camber in a web girder.

In considering the question of the bearing sur-

faces the unsatisfactory bearing due to the
deflection was partially remedied (apart from
introducing expensive knuckle bearers) by making
the plane of the bearing surface a mean
between the horizontal and the continuation of
the camber line. In illustration of the methods
of setting out the rivet holes, &c., a 50-ft. single

web girder was taken, and all the operations de-
scribed. The desirability of no two holes coming
opposite in small angles, so as not to weaken the
section and avoid difficulty of riveting, was
pointed out. In referring to lattice constructions,
the author showed that theoretically a lattice

girder formed a segment of a very large circle,

and the true lengths of every member could be
readily obtained by mathematical calculation.

This method gave far more satisfactory results than
the old-fashioned rule of thumb and laborious
process of drawing down the girder full size on
a floor, and fitting the templates to the lines.

Difference of opinion existed as regards the size

of rivets and rivet holes, some preferring the rivets

to be the size figured on the drawing, and the
holes in. larger

; others that the holes should
be the size figured, and the rivets -3*5 in. smaller.

In the designing of iron and steel work the ulti-

mate erection of the structure should always be
borne in mind, the parts being made as far as

possible universal and interchangeable to facili-

tate putting together. Individual knowledge
and skill were more essential in the economical
production of first-class work than extensive and
elaborate plant.

THE PAVIORS’ COMPANY.
At the invitation of the Master, Wardens, and

Court of Assistants of the Worshipful Company of
Paviors, a large company assembled at the
Carpenters’ Hall on Tuesday to meet the Lord
Mayor and Sheriff's at dinner. Mr. F. Bennett,
the Master of the Company, presided, and there
were also present the Bishop of Stepney, Loid
Rodney, Sir F. Dixon-Hartland, Mr. A. Cock,
Q.C., the Dean of St. Paul’s, Sir Hugh Owen,
Professor Aitchison, A.R.A., Mr. Alexander
Graham, F.S.A., Professor Banister Fletcher,
and others.

The loyal and patriotic toasts having been
honoured,

Sir Hugh Owen proposed, and Mr. Cock, Q.C.,
responded, to the toast of “ Bench and Bar.”’’
The Chairman then proposed “ The Lord

Mayor and Corporation,” the Lord Mayor
responding.

The toast of “The Carpenters’ Company” was
given by Major L. H. Isaacs, who referred to the
excellent work which the Company is carrying
on in its technical education classes and instruc-
tion, and the good uses to which they put their
fine hall.

The Master of the Carpenters’ Company briefly
replied, remarking that the Company spent
nearly 5,oco/. a year in educational work alone.

Mr. D, Burnett, the chief Commoner, pro-
posed the ‘‘Paviors’ Company,” and the Master,
in reply, said that the Company was one of con-
siderable antiquity, and according to Stow it dated
back to the filteenth century. After a period of
extinction, the Company was resuscitated fifteen
or twenty years ago.

_

They were doing all they
could to justify their existence, and they had
offered prizes recently, and had received some
very good essays which had been put to practical
results.

Other toasts followed,

e
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Jllustrations.

MONUMENT, BRADING CHURCH.
HE Alton tomb lately erected in the

Oglander Chapel of Brading Church
to the memory of Sir Henry and

Lady Oglander was designed by Mr. James
C. Powell of the Whitefriars Glass Works, and
carried out under his supervision. The tomb
is of white alabaster, the slab and base being of

slightly coloured alabaster, and stands on a step

of black marble. The panels are of Rosso-

antico with gilt lettering, and a slab of the same
maierial has been inserted as a background to the

mantling of the central panel. The border round

the tomb is composed of glass enamel work in blue

and gold. The top slab is incised with inscription

and arabesque, and inlaid with small pieces of

blue and red glass enamel.

The two figures at either end were modelled
and carved by Mr. H. A. Pegram

;
the remainder

of the carved work was carried out by Messrs.

Earp & Hobbs.
The heraldry and ornament is further enriched

by painting and gilding.

There are in the same chapel four old altar

tombs to ancestors of the same family.

COMPETITION DESIGN FOR
LIVERPOOL MUSEUM EXTENSION.
This design, submitted in the recent competi-

tion, was understood to have been disqualified on
account of overstepping the limits of the site on
the Byrom-street frontage. The instructions

stated that competitors were at liberty to exercise

their discretion as to the building-line towards
this and the back street, and this was interpreted

in a literal sense, and a “give and take” line

adopted ; which was, however, still well within
the general line of the street. Considerable
advantage was thus gained both in internal

accommodation and in exteirnal treatment, and it

is difficult to see what objection can be urged
against it.

The existing museum building, being a com-
plete composition, it was felt that the correct

treatment was to design a building which should
harmonise and group with it, rather than extend
it.

The accommodation generally was slightly in

excess of the requirements, and every room and
corridor was well and efficiently lighted and
ventilated. The lecture-hall was so arranged as

to be used either independently or in conjunction
with the technical school. H. T. H.

HOUSE, SUNDRIDGE PARK, KENT.
The site of this house is an old orchard, now

converted into a picturesque garden, which lies

on the outskirts of Bromley, in a position com-
manding extensive views over wooded country.
The materials employed for the exterior are red
bricks, with tile-hanging and stone dressings.
The roofs are covered with Reading tiles. In
addition to the accommodation shown there are
six bedrooms, dressing-room, bathroom, &c., on
the upper floors, with cellerage in the basement.
The builder was Mr. R. S. Robertson, of
Edgware-road, N.W., and the architects Messrs.
Gibson & Russell.

THE KYRLE HALL, BIRMINGHAM.
The Kyrle Hall, in Sheep-street, Birmingham,

is the centre of the local Kyrle Society’s work.
Here, facing the street, are club-rooms for girls,

men, and boys, together with committee room,
'

library, and caretaker’s dwelling. The centre of
the site is occupied by a large hall, capable of
sealing 600. It has a stage, with adjoining
dressing rooms for the free dramatic performances
given on Saturday evenings throughout the
winter months. In the rear are the workshops
of the Birmingham Guild of Handicraft, where
printing, bookbinding, and metal work are carried
on, specimens of which were to be found in the
last Arts and Crafts Exhibition. The build-
ings were erected in 1893 from the designs of
Mr. W. H. Bidiake, at the cost of about 4,000/.
The builder was Mr. John Bowen.

Masonic Temple, Greenock.—The founda-
tion-stone of the new Masonic Temple at Greenock
was laid recently. The building is being erected at
the comer of Argyle and West Stewart streets, and.
It IS estimated, will cost 4.000/. Messrs. Boston
Mensies & Morton are the architects, and Mr.
William Steel is the builder.

SHEEP STREET

The Kyrle Hall, Birmingham. Plan.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL BUILDERS’
FOREMEN’S ASSOCIATION:

ANNUAL DINNER.
The Annual Dinner of this Association was

held on Saturday last at the Holborn Restaurant,
Mr. B. G. Thompson occupying the chair.
The toast of “ The Queen and Royal Family”

having been honoured.
The Chairman briefly proposed the toast of the

evening, “ Success to the London and Provincial
Builders’ Foremen’s Association.” He had, he
said, carefully studied all the rules and objects of
the Association, and he considered that they were
worthy of encouragement and support, both from
builders’ foremen and master builders. A builders’
foreman’s duties were of an arduous and respon-
sible character, for he had many different interests
to consider, and much tact and management were
necessary in carrying out his duties.

_

Mr. G. Barclay, the President of the Associa-
tion, in reply, said that the success of that gather-
ing augured well for the future. The Association
was founded in 1894, when the London County
Council took the important step of inaugu-
rating its Works Department. It was
thought that foremen ought to have a
society, especially of a social character, and
as^ soon as the Association was founded,
thirty - three foremen joined, while now their

membership was about seventy. Of the thirty

three original members, the names of thirty wen
still on the books. He had been asked wh'
the Association was started, seeing that anothe
similar society was in existence. It was out ofm
antagonism to that society—and he might add tha
some of its members belonged to their Associa
tion—but was the result of a desire partly t<

admit to membership foremen who were beyom
forty years of age. There were many capabll
foremen beyond the age limit set by the Builders
Foremen and Clerks of Works Institution and thi

Association had decided to considerably extern
that age limitation. Another reason for establish
ing the Association was that since many of thei
members already belonged to some providen
society, and it would tax them too severely to asl

them to belong to another, it was thought bette
to encourage foremen to join an association ii

which the work of a provident society was no
attempted. In his opinion there was scope fo:

both associations. His Association made 1

special appeal to master builders to mak<
use of their employment bureau, and tc

write to their secretary if in need of a com
petent foreman. The membership subscriptioi
was i/. per annum, and out of that they gave ?i

out-of-work foreman 105. for the purpose 0
advertising for a situation. They had monthh
meetings, at which papers were read and discussed*
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ind the Association was, in short, an excellent

neans of intercourse between foremen. In con-

tusion, he said he hoped that they would receive

;upport from master builders who could help them
oy becoming honorary members.
The Chairman then proposed “ The Building

and Kindred Trades.” The building trade, he
said, and no doubt the kindred trades, bad for

some years past suffered from a time of depression,

but there were signs of improvement everywhere,

he was glad to say.

Mr. J. M. Wales, Clerk of Works to the

London School Board, in reply, referred to

the great indebtedness of builders to foremen.

Both should work together, he said, for the good
of each other. He quite agreed that it was
absurd to limit to forty years the age of a candi-

date for admission to an association like theirs.

Other toasts were “The Chairman,” proposed
by Mr. Chinery, Vice-President; “The Visitors,”

proposed by Mr. A. Warren, Secretary, and re-

sponded to by Mr. Pullman, of the firm of

Messrs. Hobbs, Hart, & Co., and “The Press,”

proposed by Mr. Young.

CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF MASTER
BUILDERS OF LONDON.

The twenty-fifth annual general meeting of

this Association was held at the offices, 31 and 32,

Bedford-street, Strand, London, W.C., on Wed-
nesday, the loth inst., the President, Mr. Plenry
Holloway, being in the chair.

The notice convening the meeting and the

following annual report were taken as read,

the report being unanimously received and
adopted :

—

" I. In presenting the twenty-fifth annual report

the Council are pleased to be able to state that

trade continues to be in a satisfactory condition,

and, but for the unceasing friction with the work-
men, there is every indication of a period of

prosperity,

2. The past year has been a time of exceptional
disturbance with the workmen. Early in the year
notices were received from the various trades de-

I manding an increase in the rates of wages and a
. code of working rules. A special meeting of the

members of the Association, together with other
builders, was called to consider these demands, and
it was agreed to concede the advance in wages to

the principal trades, provided they assented to a
satisfactory code of rules. In pursuance of this

decision, arrangements were made for meeting each
trade separately in conference. The main varia-

tions to the 1892 rules insisted upon by the Council
were the following :

—

(a) The working hours in winter to be
altered—the breakfast time being abolished, the
hour for commencing work being 8 a.m.

;

(^) A rule to put an end to the practice of the

trade unions striking against non-union work-
men ;

(c) Tlie omission of the date (May i) for the

termination of rules.

3. All the trades have practically accepted the

foregoing. In dealing with the second item, the
Council were successful in establishing the principle

of a Conciliation Board, consisting of an equal
number of employers and workmen, with power to

call in an umpire, for settling disputes arising out of

the rules. All the trades have agreed to this with
the exception of the Painters’ and Labourers’. The
Plasterers' Association, after being on strike for over
two months, agreed to a modified form of the rule,

which, however, has proved to be unsatisfactory.

4. The dispute with the bricklayers on Messrs. J.

Mowlera & Co.’s works, at the beginning of last

year, terminated at the end of February. The offer

of arbitration made by the Council was declined by
the Operative Bricklayers’ Society, but the strike

was afterwards formally withdrawn.
5. The scarcity of skilled workmen throughout

the country is a serious difficulty, and largely
accounts for the independent and aggressive atti-

tude of the trade unions towards employers. The
Council strongly urge special attention to this

matter, and hope that every employer will take
immediate action to deal with the difficulty by in-

creasing the number of apprentices and improvers
in all trades, but especially those of plasterers and
bricklayers.

6. The case of Trollope v. The London Building
Trades' Federation has, the Council are pleased to
record, been carried to a successful issue, the
plaintiffs succeeding in getting the injunction
obtained last year made perpetual.

7. The Council have under consideration a pro-
posal for putting the Association in a more satis-

factory position financially by creating a reserve or
contingency fund. The numerous disputes and
litigation with the trade unions have caused a con-
siderable increase in the expenditure during the
past year, which the Council hope will be readily
met by the members of the Association, especially
as the Council consider that the result of the pro-
ceedings in the case of Trollope’s Black List, before

referred to, will be beneficial and of vast importance

to the trade.

8. The Council take this opportunity of expressing

their obligations to the members of the various

committees.

9. The Council would again urge upon the mem-
bers the importance of inducing those employers,

who are not at present members, the desirability of

joining this Association.

10. In accordance with the rules, the audited

accounts will be presented to the meeting, and it

will be necessary to elect two auditors and three

members of the Council The elected members of

the Council who retire are Messrs. Joseph Hill,

William F. King, an^d G. J. Lyall, all of whom are

eligible for re-election.”

The Secretary, Mr. R. S. Henshaw, having

read the accounts for the year 1S96, they were
adopted. Mr. Geo. Williams and Mr. Horace S.

Foster were reappointed auditors, a cordial vote

of thanks being accorded to them. Mr. Wm. F.

King was re-elected and Mr. W. J. Adamson and
Mr. Howell J. Williams were elected members
of the Council.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman for presiding

terminated the proceedings.

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1894

LONDON BUILDING ACT.

At the meeting of the London County Council
on the 9th inst., the Building Act Committee
reported that they had considered the under-
mentioned applications under the London Build-

ing Act, 1S94, and had arrived at the following

decisions. Those applications which have been
agreed to are granted on certain conditions :

—

Lines of Frontages.

Islington, NortkA—That consent be given to the
erection of the flank wall only of an addition to a
house on the north side of Dresden-road, Hornsey-
lane, to abut upon Ashmount-road, on the further
application of Mr. W. E. Sanders, on behalf of Mr.

J. Sanders.
Lcioisham.—That consent be given to the erection

of a house on the south side of Brookdale-road,
Catford, to flank upon Schuckburgb-road, on the
application of Mr. H. Hopton, on behalf of Mr. J.
Laird.

Battersea.—That consent be given to the erection
of bay windows to four Mocks of residential flats on
the south side of Prince of Wales-road, between
Rosenau-crescent and Bridge-road, on the applica-
tion of Mr. J. Halley, on behalf of Mr. J. R. Ward.
Hackney Soulk,—That consent be given to the

erection of ajeovered play-shed at Millfield-road

schools, Clapton, to abut upon Hilsea-road, en
the application of Mr. T. J. Bailey, nn behalf of the
School Board for London.
Hammersmith,—That the application of Messrs.

Fuller & Co., for an extension of the period within
which the rebuilding of the “Red Cow” public-
house, No. 157, Hammersmith-road, at the corner
of Colet-gardens, was required to be commenced,
be granted.
Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a porch in front of “ Wychcorabe,” No. 99,
Haverstock-hill, on the application of Mr. R.
Groom on behalf of Mr. R. Bellamy.
Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of enclosures and an iron and glass addition to
the porch in front of No. ii. Arkwright-road, on
the further application of Messrs. F. W. Porter &
Son on behalf of Mr. E. H. Mannering.
Holborn.—That consent be given to the erection

of a balcony at the first floor level, in front of the
Royal Music Hall, Nos. 242 and 243, High Holborn,
St. Giles-in-the-Fields, on the application of Mr. E.
Runtz on behalf of Mr. John Brill.

Kensington, South.—That consent be given to the
erection of an oriel window in front of No. 61, Ken-
sington-court, on the applicatien of Mr. W. W.
Gwyther, on behalf of Mr. J. Joshua.

St. George, Hanover-square.—That consent be
given to the erection of an iron and glass hood in

front of No. 179, New Bond-street, on the applica-
tion of Mr. E. W. Wimperis, on behalf of Messrs.
Lafayette.

St. George-in-the-East.—That consent be given
to the erection of a wood and iron lookum in front

of the Eagle Brewery, Wellclose-square, on the
application of Messrs. A. Kinder & Son, on behalf
of Messrs. H. Greenfield & Co.
Wa 7idsworth.—That consent be given to the

erection of an iron and glass covered way in front of
Wandsworth Town Hall, High-street, on the further
application of Mr. G, Patrick, on behalf of the
Wandsworth Vestry.

Dulwich.-^—That consent be not given to the
erection of three houses with one-story shops and an
arched entrance, on the north side of Park-road
between No. 77, and Gorleston Villas, on the appli-

cation of Mr. J. Bartlett.

Dulwich.—That consent be not given to the
erection of a building on the west side of Peckham
Rye. on the north side of No. 138, at the comer of
East Dulwich-road, and the erection of a house in

that road adjacent to and eastward of No. 3, on the
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application of Mr, A. Keen on behalf of Miss E.

Chamberlin.
Hampstead.—That consent be not given to the

erection of six one-story shops on the north-west

side of Belsize-road, upon part of the grounds of

Nos. 2 and 4, St. George’s-road, on the application

of Mr. J. Mackland on behalf of Captain Bagot,

M. P.

Lewisham.—That consent be not given to the

erection of a building with one-story shop next No.

304, Brockley-road, at the corner of Coraerford-

road, on the application of Mr. J. Webster on
behalf of Mr. J. Chappell.

Paddington, Soicth.—That consent be not given

to the erection of an iron and glass covered way in

front of No. i, Southwick-street, Hyde Park-square,

on the application of Messrs. R. Hogg & Son.

Width of Way.
Hammersmith,—That consent be given to the

erection of three houses with bay windows, on the

west side of Ceylon-road, Blytbe-road, with the fore-

court boundary of such houses at less than the

prescribed distance from the centre of the road, on
the application of Mr. W. J. Burns.

Holborn.—That consent be not given to the con-

struction and erection of a wood and iron room, for

cleaning carpets, adjoining a warehouse on the west

side of Newton-street, High Holborn, St. Giles-in-

the-Fields, on the application of Messrs. Simraonds
Bros., Limited,

Width of Way and Space at Rear,

Finsbury, Central.—That the Council, in the

exercise cf its powers under Sections 13 and 41 of

the London Building Act, 1894, do not consent to

nor permit the erection of four blocks of dwellings

adapted to be inhabited by persons of the working
class, with shops on the ground floor, on plots A,
B, C, and D of the Council’s land in Rosebery-

avenue, Clerkenwell, with portions of the buildings

at less than the prescribed distance from the centre

of Jelley’s-yard and Garnault-mews, and exceeding

in height the width of those streets respectively,

and also with irregular open spaces at the rear of

the new buildings, on the application of Messrs.

Goren & Tapp, on behalf of Mr. H. Rofley.

Open Space at Rear and Projections from
Buildings.

Hampstead.—That the Council, in the exercise of
its powers under Section 73 of the London Building

Act, 1894, do not consent to the erection of a block
of residential flats on the west side of Langland-
gardens, at the corner of Finchley-road, with an
enclosed porch, projecting balconies, turret and
four-story bay windows

;
and that the Council,

acting under Section 41 of the Act, do not allow a
modification of the provisions of that section with
regard to open spaces about buildings, so far as

relates to the proposed erection of the said block of

flats with an open space at the rear, on the applica-

tion of Messrs. Boehmer & Gibbs on behalf of Mr.
E. A. Cave.

Open Spaces about Buildings.

Norwood.—That the Council do, in the exercise of

its powers under Section 41 (1) (vi.) of the London
Building Act, 1894. allow a modification of the pro-

visions of that section with regard to open spaces
about buildings, so far as relates to the proposed
erection of a dwelling bouse on the north side of
Harpenden-street, Norwood-road, at the corner of a
passage leading to a timber yard, with an irregular

space at the rear of the new house, on the applica-

tion of Mr. H. Bignold on behalf of Mr. T. Crabb.
Southwark, West. — That the Council do not

permit the erection of a stable, with loft and two
living rooms over, and of a harness room and one-
story stable at the rear of Nos. 15, 17, and 19, Gray-
street, Blackfriars, without an open space at the rear

of each of the new buildings, on the application of

Mr. H. Smith on behalf of Mr. C. King.

Line of Fronts and Width of Way,

Strand.—That consent be given to the erection of

buildings on the site of Nos. 13, 14, and 15, Broad-
court, and Nos. 19 and 20, Bow-street, St. Martin-
in-tbe-Fields, on the application of Mr. R. S.

Wornum, on behalf of the Duke of Bedford.

Sti-a 7id.—That consent be given to the erection of

an enclosed iron footbridge across Nortbumberland-
streel, Strand, to connect the Grand Hotel with
No. I, Northumberland-street, St. Martin-in-the-

Fields, on the application of Mr. W. Woodward,
on behalf of the Gordon Hotels, Limited.
Lewisha 7n.~~T\:aX consent be not given to the

erection of one-stoiy shops upon part of the fore-

courts of No. 29, 31, 33, 3S, 37, and 39, Ladywell-
road, on the application of Rlr. G. Kimble, on
behalf of Mrs. F. Kimble.
Peckham.—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of nine houses with projecting bay windows on
the west side of Lower-park-road, and also of eight

bouses with similar bays on the south side of Com-
mercial-road, on the site of Nos. 72, 74, 76, 78, 80,

82, 84, 86, 88, and 90, Lower-park-road, on the
application of Messrs. Benison and Bargman, on
behalf of Mr. Pennack.

Width of Way and Cubical Extent.

Alarylebone, East.—That consent be not given to

the erection of an iron and glass roof over a por-
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tion of Duke's-mews, Lisson-grove, on the further

application of Messrs. Wylson & Long on behalf of

Messrs. Spencer, Turner, Sc Boldero.

Formation of Streets,

Lewisham.\—That an order be sealed and issued

to Mr. H. H. Fuller, sanctioning the formation or

laying out for carriage traffic of a street, 50 ft. wide,

to lead from Honor Oak-road to Devonshire-road,
on the Oakfield estate, Forest Hill, on his further

application to the Council.
Strand.—That an order be sealed and issued to

Mr. C. Stanley Peach, sanctioning the formation or
laying-out of a passage-way 10 ft. wide, for foot

traffic, to lead from Carnaby-street into Marlborough-
row, St. James’s, and the erection of an addition to

the central electric lighting station on the north side
of such passage-way, to abut also upon Carnaby-
street and Marlborough-row, on his application to
the Council on behalf of the St. James's and Pall-

mall Electric Light Company, Limited.
Hampstead.—That an order be sealed and issued
Mr. W. E.

"
. Sanders, sanctioning the formation or

laying out of a street, 42 ft. wide, for carriage traffic,

to lead out of Haverstock-hill into Lawn-road, on
his further application to the Council on behalf of
Mr. J. Sanders. That the name Downside-crescent
be approved for the new street.

Dulwich.\—Thz.\. an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. W. Hancock, refu.‘ing to sanction the formation
or laying out of a street 40 ft. wide, for carriage
traffic, to lead from the east side of Denmark-hill
into Daneville-road, Camberwell, and also the for-
mation or laying out of a spur street, 90 ft. long and
30 ft. wide, to lead out of such new street, on his
application to the Council on behalf of the Oriental
Palace of Varieties Company, Limited.

Height of Buildings.

City of London. —That consent be given to the
erection of a building on the south side of Tallis-
street. at the corner of Carmelite-street, to exceed in
height the width of each of those streets, on the
further application of Messrs. Robertson & Ellis, on
behalf of Messrs. Harmsworth Brothers, Limited.

Cubical Extent.
Battersea.—'Yh'a.i consent be not given to the

erection at the London Road Car Company's
premises, Wellington-street, to abut upon the river
Thames, of a forage-preparing granary, with open-
ings in the party walls to connect it with a hay store
on the west side, and a covered yard on the east and
south sides, communicating with other premises in
the same occupation, together exceeding in extent
450,000 cubic feet, on the application of Mr. P
Dollar, on behalf of the said company.

Buildings for the Supply of Electricity.

Strand.—That the Council do approve of the
plans, dated January 28, 1897, submitted with the
application of Mr. C. Stanley Peach, on behalf of
the St. James and Pall Mall Electric Light Company
(Limited), for the construction of an addition on the
south side of their central generating station and
works in Carnaby-street, Regent-street, St. James's.

Recommendations marked t
views of the Local Authorities.

are contrary to the

Correspondence.

T7 the Editor of The Builder.

LONDON WATER .SUPPLY AND THE
REMOVAL OF THREE-GALLON

FLUSHING TANKS.
SiR,~I am m perfect sympathy with the

^torts of your correspondents, Messrs. Carter,
Tidman, Lawford, and Hubert, whose letter
upon this matter appears in your issue of last
week. It would be bad enough if the Companies
were insisting that in future the maximum shall
be a two-gallon flush, but to put persons to the
expense and inconvenience of removing all three-
pllon flushing cisterns is grotesquely ridiculous,
to say nothing of the unfairness of the proceed-
ing ; and, as your correspondents point out, it is
h,gh time that this and other sueh arbitrary
powers of the W ater Companies should not be
tolerated longer than is absolutely necessary

This extraordinary arbitrariness on the part of
the London Companies is certainly another nailm heir coffin, and I trust it will awaken so much
distrust m sanitarians as will lead to such dis-
content on the part of the general body of con-
sumers as will bring about the change so much

uL'2' *•>» W the

been made, and I have heard them described, to
prove that a two-gallon flush is sufficient ;

but
these experiments have been, in fact, only theo-

retical in nature, and although they may be
interesting, particularly to the experimenters, in

practice they are valueless. What we have to

contend with is a set of conditions as they exist in

practice, and there are a number of observant
men who are daily in contact with conditions as

they are usually met with, and they are practi-

cally unanimous in advocating a three-gallon
flush, and such testimony as theirs should be
accepted as it is given, solely in the interest of
the community at large, and without fee or award
of any kind.

My own impression is that the companies will

gain little, if anything, by their uncalled for

action, as oftentimes the water closets will be
flushed two or three times in order to effectually

remove all the soil from the trap. The advice to

all users of water closets until the companies give
way should be “ Flush before and after using,”
and these directions should be printed on a card
and hung up in every water closet.

It is surely high time that the public, not only
of the Metropolis, but of other towns and dis-

tricts supplied by private companies, should arise
to the necessity of getting the water works in
their own hands, and thus prevent undue mono-
poly of nature’s gift to man.

I have known water companies’ inspectors
carefully measure flushing tanks after they have
been fixed, with standard measures, and condemn
the tanks on account of their holding a little

more than two gallons. Such behaviour as this
is extraordinary, and I am sure it cannot be
suffered much longer. I would suggest memori-
alising the Local Government Board, or even
Parliament, upon this important matter, and I
should he pleased to undertake to get the signa-
tures of practical men in this district.

T. J. Moss Flower,
Assoc. Mem. Inst.C. E.

Bristol^ February 16.

THE A. A. “DISCOVERY” OF A
THIRTEENTH CENTURY ARCHITECT.

Sir, — In your last issue you reproduced a
-ling Offa and his

^ - . — yc
thirteenth century drawing of K„.j,
Architect, exhibited by Mr. A S, Flower in reading
his interesting paper at the A.A. on the 5th inst.
According to your report of the discussion which
followed, the President said, “The portrait of the
mediaeval architect that he (Mr. Flower) had dis-
covered .... would no doubt mark that meeting
as historic. They might think that he was unduly
exaggerating the importance of this discovery, but
he believed that the point would receive, through the
publicity it would gain in the press, the attention it
dperved," And Mr. W. H. Seth-Smith said, “The
illustration .... would mark an epoch in the
information which they had on the subject.”
But they had forgotten their Viollet-le-Duc. The

first volume of the Dictionnaire, published in 1858
contains (p. 115) a reproduction of the figures of
King and Architect from the same drawing.

John Bjlson.
Two other correspondents write that the

illustration is given in Green’s “History of the
English People,” and in Gardiner’s “Students’
History of England.”—

E

d.

find much favour with many members of the i

council, one in particular. Will this be found to be (

by a local man ?

This my plain unvarnished tale, which will doubt- 1

less serve to arouse to some course of action the f

authors of the three designs selected by Mr. Graham.
Personally I am absolutely ignorant of the identity

]

of any of these gentlemen, and only write in the t

interest of fair-play and justice. Unless this farce t

of competition is not to become more corrupt than it

already is, something must be done. Who is to :

lead us? the profession certainly expects the Insti-
tute, which, whatever its faults, is the recognised ;

mouthpiece of the majority of the profession.
“ Non Sibi.”

RISKS OF ADVERTISERS.
Sir,—

I

n the Builder of January 9 appeared the ;

following advertisement :
— “Architect’s junior i

assistant required in City office. Only those with
some artistic taste need apply, stating terms and
previous experience, to P. H., 16, Royal Exchange,
E.C.”

I applied by letter, also sending several drawings
upon which I had expended much time. I asked for
the return of the drawings, and enclosed stamps for
the purpose. A month has now elapsed, and my
drawings have not yet been returned, nor any reply
received, although I have again written.

Inquiries have been made at the address given,
which we found to be the City Advertising Company,
and the clerk there said he did not know the address
of the advertiser.

Although I fear my drawings are lost to me, still
the warning may put other assistants on their guard,
and induce them not to reply, or at least not to send
drawings of any value, or stamps, to the unknown.

“Sold.”

BRISTOL ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

I

notice in your article on Bristol Archi-
tecture that the design of the Dock offices, Queen-
square. is attributed to Mr. Drake. The building
was designed by me. W. V. Gough,

Bristol, February 13.
*** We much regret the mistake,—

E

d.

^Tbe Student’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—Vlll.j
JOINER.

N this case, as with the carpenter, the
precise determination of the quality of
wood required is the first consideration.

heallh and welfare of the people at heart, vie.,inp nlsjnnrr r.t t- •the placing of the water supply in the hands ofthe consumers themselves.
I believe there are very few persons who have

experimented with the two-gallon flush under
conditions as commonly existing—and which

Xf' physically impossible to

suffi^ r"™
^ ‘"°-g>llon flush is

sufficient. 1 am aware that experiments have

PAVILION COMPETITION,
SUPER-MARE.

WESTON.

Sir,—

D

oubtless many of the competitors in the
above competition—the drawings for which were
sent in on December ii of last year—are anxiously
awaiting some information, and. although nothine
has appeared in the professional papers nor hasany intimation been sent to any of the competitors
I am in a position to state what has transpired uo
to the present. ^ ^

Under the terms of the competition, a professional
assessor would be appointed to select three schemes
to the authors of which would be awarded the
respective premiums of 50/., 20/.. and 10/., and
the Council absolutely reserve to themselves (1 amquoting from their advertisement) the right to carrv
out such one of the three preniiated designs as theymay consider best adapted to the requirements of thetown, and the architect thereof will be appointed
architect of the works if carried out at an inclusive
remuneration of 5 per cent, to cover all charges andexpenses. ® ^

Mr. Alexander Graham, of London, wasappointed assessor, and he has placed the desi<TnsPromenade,’ “Stability.” and “Straight andDue, first, second, and third respectively, and
these_ designs ^e now being publicly exhibited inpremises aojoiniiig the market

any of the three premiated designs, and it is com-monly reported that some of the rejected designs

and the student will, of course, bear in mind that
it does not necessarily follow that the deals and
fir timber from the same port are of equal quality
or equally suitable for the different work of the
carpenter and thejoiner. Thus, whilst crownMemel
may be taken as representing the highest quality
of fir timber for carpentry work, Onega and
Archangel deals are about the best suited for
joinery.

Materials.—T\\t deals to be of (approved)
quality yellow or red deals, from (Russian)
ports, but for panels only of internal doors and
framing, American red or yellow pine of approved
quality may be used. (This is, of course, a
matter for the architect’s discretion. If there is

no objection to American wood, it should be
thus stated in the specification.) All deal and
pine to be perfectly sound and well seasoned, cut
out perfectly free from sapwood, large, loose, or
decayed knots and other defects.

The fir for casement and door frames and other
joiner’s work to be cutout of (approved) quality
red or yellow fir of bright colour and straight
grain, and free from knots.

(If the work is practically entirely in deal, the
oak for sills and the small amount of other hard
wood required, as mahogany for water-closet
seats, can have their quality stipulated under this
section, but if there is a considerable amount and
variety of, say, wainscot or other special wood, it

is as well to make a separate heading, and write
the description of all work in that wood together.)
The oak for sills and thresholds to be sound,

well grown, and properly seasoned oak of
English growth.

Workmanship.— work to be wrought
and finished according to the detail drawings,
with a clean, even, and smooth surface from the
plane, and no sand paper is to be used.
The dimensions and thicknesses of joiners’

work, figured on the drawings or described in
this specification, are the original ones out of
which the joinery is prepared, and not the finished
thicknesses after planing and cleaning down.
(This being the usual practice of joiners, it is as
well to adhere to it and save confusion. It is
often specified that the sizes are to be finished
sizes when fixed

; but bearing in mind the way in
which joinery is prepared, legitimately, from
deals, it is really irrational to expect that finished
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sizes I36 exQCt lo inches* 'X'hc finished

thicknesses should be stated in sixteenths of an
inch, as a “ I

' J inch door,” and so on.)

All glued joints to be feather-tongued, and the

glue to be a mixture of equal parts Scotch and
French glue, used fresh. External work to be

put together in white lead.

The joiners’ work is to be put together without

wedging, and placed in a hot-stove room for at

least one month before finishing, and any which
may split, shrink, part in the joints, or show
flaws or otlier defects, is to be removed a.id

replaced with new material.

The floors, after being laid, are to be protected

with a thick covering of dry sawdust until com-
pletion, and treads of stairs to be protected with
rough cover boards.

Floors.—The floors of to be laid

with i|in. yellow deal flooring in half batten

widths, grooved and tongutd with rebated

heading joints, and mitred borders to hearths.

These floors to be secret nailed.

The floors of to be laid with inch

yellow batten flooring, ploughed and tongued
with hoop iron, with splayed heading joints, and
mitred borders to slabs.

The floors of to be laid with inch

yellow deal straight joint flooring, with splayed
heading joints, and to be covered with inch

parquet flooring, to be supplied and laid by
Messrs. , at p. c. price of per

yard super (or quote the amount in lump sum),

to be paid to Messrs. by the contractor

within one month after presentation of the archi-

tect’s certificate.

The floor of to be laid with mill-

traversed yellow deal boarding, inch thick, laid

straight joint, with butted beading joints.

Skirtings .—All skirtings to be tongued to floors,

and to have tongued and mitred angles.

Put to in. double faced and
fully moulded skirtings, 15 in. high, on splayed

grounds and backings.

The skirtings in to be ij in.

moulded skirling, g in. high.

The skirtings in to be i in. by

7 in, square skirling.

I’ut 2 in. by 2 in. rounded fillet as skirling to

floor of kitchen.

Windows .—The windows numbered on
plans to have deal cased frames, oak sunk,
weathered, and check-throated sills, and 2 in.

double hung ovolo moulded sashes with sash bars

in. wide. Deal cased frames to have in.

pulley stiles, and i in. inside and outside linings,

and in. back linings, all tongued together, and
the parting beads tongued to frame. All oak sills

to be grooved on underside, and to have li in.

by in. galvanised iron water bar bedded in

whitelead, and let into groove in stone sill (or

brick). Sashes to be double hung with brass

bushed axle pulleys, braided cotton lines, and
iron weights. All double hung sashes to have
strong knife-proof brass sash - fasteners, each
Ijwer sash to have a pair of brass sash-lifis, i>.c.

each, and each upper sash to have a pair of
brass sash-pulls, p.c. each. All double hung
sashes to have moulded horns, and in place of
usual bottom bead a beaded sill piece 4^- in. by
1 in.

The windows numbered on plans to have
double hung sashes as above described, but with
6 in. by 3 in. rebated, weathered, and throated

transome, and 2 in. fanlight above same to

match sashes in detail, and to be hung at bottom
with a pair of 3 in. brass butts. These fanlights

to be rebated on bottom rail, and to have exter-

nally a moulded and throated weather fillet out of

2h in. by 2h in. tongued on to rail. Fit the fan-

lights with wrought-iroa quadrant stay-bar, with
lines and pulleys to open and close fanlight from
floor. (In every case the student may be ad-
vised to fix a p.c. price for each item of iron-

mongery, and to select his ironmongery. at that

price. But let it be quite clear, as enforced in an
earlier chapter, what p.c. means, as ironmongery
is pre-eminently a discount trade).

The windows numbered on plans to have
4 \ in. by 4 in. rebated and twice moulded case-
ment frames, with 6 in. by 3^ in. oak, rebated,
suok weathered and throated sills, and to have
2 in. ovolo moulded sashes with sash-bars in.

wide. These casements to be hung with a pair
of 4 in. brass butts to open outwards, and to have
12 in. brass casement stay-bars with stout plates
and strong brass cockspur fastening (p.c. ).

The windows numbered on plans to have
similai frames and casements, but thei,e arc to be
fixed.

The windows numbered on plans to have
4V in. by 4 in. fir rebated, chamfered, and
moulded frames, with 6 in. by 3iV in. oak, rebated, I

sunk, weathered and throated .nils, and to be fitted

with 2 jn. ovolo moulded sashes, the lower part
fixed and the upper hung on butts as fanlight, in

a similar manner to those windows numbered
The bull’s-eye windows numbered on

plans to have 4^ in. by 4 in. fir rebated, chamfered
and moulded frame, put together in two thick-

nesses and keyed with oak hammer-headed keys,

and to be hung with 2 in. ovolo moulded case-

ments on brass sash centres and fitted with white
cotton cords in one length and brass screw-eyes in

^

sash to open and close same, and brass cleat to

fix same (quote p. c.).

Limugs to Windows—All linings to be tongued
to frames, and with tongued and mitred angles.

The windows numbered on plans to have
ijin. framed, moulded, and panelled linings and
soffits, on deal dovetailed backings. Ths architrave
moulding around to be out of 42- in. by i^-in.

with wrought, moulded, and splayed grounds yin.

wide. The window board to these windows to be
in. rounded with moulding out of 3^ in. by
in. below same. These windows to have

ij in. moulded, panelled window backs and
elbows.

The windows numbered on plans to

have iHrt- plain jamb linings and soffits, ovolo
moulded on edge, 5Hn. by i^-in. moulded archi-

traves on I in. splayed grounds, and 1} in. rounded
window boards. No window backs to these
windows.
The windows numbered on plans to

have no window linings or architraves, the plaster

being continued over jambs, but they are to have
I in. rounded windows with returned nosings.
(N.B,—If the linings correspond exactly with

the classes of windows, it is well to let the
description of linings follow immediately ttiat of

the windows to which they apply, but if as would
usually happen where there is a considerable variety

of windows as indicated in the descriptions given
above, it would probably happen that one class of

linings would apply to more than one kind of
window. In this case it is better to specify ail

the window-linings together after the model given
above.

)

Doors ,—All door frames on stone thresholds
to be dowelled with i in. wrought iron dowels,

3 in. long.

The doors numbered on plans to be
2.j in. folding doors, each leaf four panelled, the

top and bottom panels to have raised panels,

and all to be moulded both sides. The frame
to be 44 in. by 4 in., rebated, chamfered, and
moulded, and the doors to be hung thereto with
one and a half pairs of 4 in. wrought iron butts to

each leaf. Put a pair of 9 in. wrought-iron
barrel-bolts and street-door latch, p.c. 255. to

these doors, and a pair of bronzed iron door-
knobs. p.c. 103 . each. These doors to have 6 in.

by 2.J; in. architrave moulding, splayed at

back for plaster. The pedimented over-door to

be out of 2 in. stuff with moulded scrolls as

shewn on detailed drawing.
The doors numbered on plans to be

similar, but the frame to have twice rebated and
twice moulded transome 4^- in. by 4 in. and 2 in.

ovolo moulded fixed fanlight over. Put to these
doors 8-in. rebated mortice-locks with brass
furniture both sides and two keys. These doors
to have 44 in. by 2 in. splayed architrave mould-
ing both sides.

The dorrs numbered on plans to be
framed, ledged, and braced with 14 in. framing
covered with 1 in. V-jointed boarding in half
batten widths, and hung with a pair of 4 in.

wrought-iron butts to 44 in. by 4 in. reba'ed and
chamf^ered frames, and to be fitted with 7 in.

rounded lim dead lock and a pair of 9 in.

wrought-iron barrel bolts.

The doors numbered on plans to be 2 in.

five-panel doors, moulded both sides, hung with
a pair of 4 in. wrought iron butts to i in rebated
and beaded jamb linings with aichitiave mould-
ings out of 44 in- by 2 in. These doors to be
fitted with 6 in. 2-boit lever moitice locks, with
brass furniture both sides.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
South Hackney Synagogue and Class-

rooms.—The foundation stone of the South
Hackney Synagogue and class-rooms was laid by
the Hon. Walter Rothschild, Chairman of the
Building Committee, on Sunday, the 14th inst.

The new buildings will comprise a lower ground
floor, containing nine class-rooms and an assembly
hall, with lavatory and cloak-room accommodation
for boys and girls, This floor will be fitted with
sliding partitions, which, when put aside, will con-
vert the entire floor into a great hall for prize distri-

butions and overflow services. The upper ground
floor will be the main floor of the Synagogue, and
will contain accommodation for 340 men. The
whole of the seats will bs placed crossways, and

'

the aik, pulpit, and reading platform will be
grouped together at the eastern end of the building.
There will also be on this level lavatory accommo-
dation for gentlemen and a robing-room for the
ministers. Two self-enclosed staircases will lead
direct from the street to the gallery, which will

contain sittings for 210 women, and two sets of
cloak-rooms. The total cost, including the freehold
site, will be 7,350/. The contractors for the whole
of the work ate Messrs Brown, Son, Blorofield,

and the architect is Mr. Delissa Joseph.
New Buildings in Birmingham,

—

The follow-
ing is the Building Surveyor’s return of new build-
ings erected in Diiniingham, for which plans were
approved by the City Surveyor, during 1896 :

—

Houses and shops, 1,852; business premises, 35;
warehouses and shopping, 247 ;

miscellaneous, 314 ;

alterations and additions. 324 ;
churches, 2 ;

chapels, 2 ;
schools, 2 The plans submitted for

approval numbered 1,017, as compared with 797 in

1S95, an increase of 220. The churches are both
temporary iron structures, one being situate in City-
road and the other in Cherrywood-road. The
chapels, two in number, are a Baptist chapel, in

Crabtree-road, and a temporary chapel, in E'kington-
street. The schools are St. Martin's (Church of
England), Dean-street, and Wesleyan Schools, in
Benacre- street. The principal items among the
miscellaneous are the rebuilding of the Gaiety
Palace, Coleshill-street

;
a new police s'ation, at

Harborne
: branch district post office. Five Ways

;

extension of Central Fire Station, Upper Priory;
water-gas works, at Sallley and Windsor-street

;

extension of the Deaf and Dumb Institute.

Edgbaston
;

reconstruction of the old Inland
Revenue Offices, Waterloo-street

;
mission-room

and institute, Freeth-slreet
;

mission-room,
(larrison-lane

;
mission-room and Sunday School,

Belinont-row. The alterations and additions
include: — Alteration and extension of Uni-
tarian Chapel, Newhall-hill; extension of
schools, All Saints' Church, Hoxley : enlargement
of Free Library, Aston-road

;
additions to Board

Schools in Highfield-road, Saltley, Huttoc-street,
Goodrick-street, and Icknield-street

;
also to St.

Matthias's Church School, Wheeler- street, and to

schools in South-street, Harborne, and Tennant-
slreet. Amongst the business premises are New
premises for the National Telephone Company,
Newhall-street and Edmund-street

;
Messrs. New-

bury's, Oicl-square
;

A. R. Dean, Corporation-
street

;
rebuilding “ Hen and Chickens," New-

street
: residential premises, Cornwall-street and

Newhall-street. During the year 773 notices have
been served on property-owners and others as to

dangerous buildings, projecting signs, icc. Six-

hundred and forty-nine square yards of land have
been given up to the Corporation by owners of
property setting back shop-fronts, bay windows, and
other projections. Under the Factory and Work-
shops Acts 142 factories have been inspected, seven-
teen of which have been altered, and twenty-three
others are now being altered in accordance with the
requirements. The year generally has been a very
busy one with the building and kindred trades in the
city, and has been chiefly notable for the number of
new warehouses and factories that have been erected,

and for the many large alterations and e.xtensions of
existing factories that have been made. This has
been especially marked in the cycle trades.

Board Schools, Bilton, Harrog.\te.—These
schools have been erected at New Park on a site

containing 4,840 sq. yds.', with a frontage to Skipton-
road of 188 ft. The buildings give accommodation
for 510 mixed children, and consist of central hall,

with classrooms, infants' room, and cookeiy room
grouped around

;
cloak rooms, teachers' rooms,

heating apparatus chamber, and spare cellar in the

basement. In the play-yards are play-sheds and the

necessary latrines. The central hall will seat (after

allowing space for platform, &c.
)
300 adults on the

occasion of a concert, public meeting, &c. The
stone used in the buildings has been obtained from
the local quarries. Welsh slates and Staffordshire

ridge tiling is used on the roof. The floor of

central ball is of pitch pine, laid solid on a concrete
bed. An ornamental glazed brick dado surrounds
the whole of the rooms on ground floor, with the

exception of teachers' rooms. The contracts for the

whole of the works (including master’s house)
amounted to about 6,100/., and have been carried

out by the following contractors Mr H. Abbott,
mason, Harrogate

;
Mr. G. H. Garrick, carpenter

and joiner, Harrogate: Mr. J. Shepherd, slater,

Harrogate; Messrs. Laycock Bros., plasterers,

Harrogate
;
R. S; C. Barran, plumbers, Leeds

;
Mr.

S M. Farlane. cementer, Leeds
;

and Messrs.

Homan & Rodgers, concreters, Manchester
; Mr.

Hutton, painter, Shipley; Messrs. J. King, Ltd.,

healing engineers, Liverpool. Messrs. Illingworth,

Ingham, & Co., of Leeds, have supplied the school

furniture. Mr. George Fletcher is clerk of works
;

and Mr. George Bland, of Harrogate, is the architect.

Board School, Low Fell, Durham.—A new
school, erected by the Gateshe.id School Board, at

Kell's-lane, Low Felt, was opened on the 2Sth ult.

I'he new school has been built from the designs of

Messrs. Oliver & Leeson. of Newcastle, and pro-

vides accommodation for 880 children. It is designed

on the class-room and central hall principle. Each
of the two floors has six class-rooms, in addition to

the usual teachers’ rooms, cloakrooms, S:c. The
school is so pl.tnned that it may be worked either a
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a separate boys’ school and separate girls’ school, or

on the “mixed" principle. Each room is lighted

from the two sides. Warmth is provided by means
of hot-water pipes, and, in addition, there is a fire-

place in each class-room. The school is built of

Pelaw bricks, with stone dressings. The whole of

the work has been carried out by Mr. Joseph Elliott,

of North Shields, Mr. W. Edington having been
the clerk of the works. The central hall of the

school is 86 ft. by soft. On the second door are a
gymnasium 86ft. by soft., a cookery class-room

38 ft. by 25 ft., a large scullery, pantry, and larder,

and cloakroom. A room, 25ft. 6 in. by 64 ft., is pro-

vided for ihe purpose of manual instruction, together

with two store-rooms. Two fireproof staircases are

carried up as ventilating towers with ventilating

turrets over them, to whicli e.xtract flues are led from
the various rooms. There are covered playsheds for

the children. The slating was done by Mr. Wylie,
of South Shields, Messrs. Dinning & Cooke supplied
th? heating apparatus, and the lavatories and
sanitary fittings generally were supplied by Messrs.
Twyford & Co.

New Buildings, Queen's College. Belfast.
—The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, Lord Cadogan,
lias just opened the Students' Union and the Patho-
logical and Physiological Laboratories at Queen’s
College, Belfast. The principal elevations of the
Union Buildings face University-square. A broad
flight of stone steps leads to the principal entrance
on the ground floor. Advantage is taken of the
sloping nature of the ground to obtain a basement
floor, which contains apartments for caretaker,
kitchen, offices, and iieating chamber. These are
separated from the students' quarters, which con-
tain a two-table billiard-room, 40 ft. by 30 ft. .with
bay-window recesses and wall seats. Adjoining are
the apartments containing the lavatories, baths, and
students' lockers. These rooms are separated from
the kitchen and offices by a vestibule or under hall,

40 ft. by 10 ft., which gives accommodation for the
storage of bicycles. The principal apartment is

called the “M'Mordie Hall," and will be used for
public meetings for the various societies in con-
nexion with the college. Itwillalsobe available as
a reading-room. The hall measures 40 ft. by 30 ft.,

and contains accommodation for about 400 people
on the floor and gallery. The gallery runs round
three sides of the hall on the upper floor, and is

reached by the grand staircase. The hall is lighted
at each end by large five-light traceried windows,
and at the side by the large recessed bay window.
The grand staircase is approached by the porch and
vestibule. It is of polished oak, on a foundation of
granolithic concrete. The dining-room is 30 ft. by
24 ft., is reached from the hall, and is over the
kitchen, from which it is served by lifts. There
are pantries and stores adjoining this depart-
ment, also served by lifts from below. The
upper floor contains smoking-room, 30 ft. by
24 ft., approached from the grand staircase. A
class-room leads off the vestibule of the grand
stairs. The committee-room is approached from the
grand stairs. The building is of brickwork, picked
Annadale bricks being used for facing, and Giffnock
sandstone for all quoins, window and door jambs,
<S:c. The large windows of the M'Mordie Hall and
the lower staircase are filled with ornamental quarry
glazing in lead, of colours to harmonise with the
internal decorations, and are heraldically embla-
zoned, showing the arms of the college, of Belfast,
m Ulster, of Ireland, and the United Kingdom.
The contract for the Union Buildings was entrusted
to Messrs. R. & J. Thompson, of Belfast. The
work, including fittings, cost 8,000/. The architect
IS Mr. Robert Cochrane, of Dublin. Thegas-filtings
have been done by Messrs. Richard Patterson &
Co., and the heating by Messrs. Boyd, Paisley. The
pathologi cal and physiological laboratories were also
opened by the Lord-Lieutenant. The external
brickwork of the building is the manufacture of the
Annadale Brick and Tile Company, Belfast. The
contractors for the buildings were Messrs Fitz-
patrick Brothers, Limited, of Belfast

; and the heat-
ing was done by Messrs. Musgrave. The whole was
designed and carried out under the supervision of
the architect, Mr. Robert Cochrane. Dublin.
Theatre, Hebburn, Durham. — The new

theatre which has been erected by Messrs. John
Rowell Co. at Hebburn Quay was opened on
the ist inst. Mr. Simpson was the architect, and
Mr. Pringle the contractor. The theatre seals about
1.500,

DUII-UINO /XLIIVITV, SHEFFIELD.—The Shefti
City Surveyor, in a report on the work of the Bu
ing Department during 1896, makes the follow
statements This has been without exception
busiest year since the Building By-Laws were f
adopted by the Corporation in 1864 The num
of plans submitted has risen from 333 in 1888
1,230 during the past year, or almost four times
many as those submitted in the former year, anc
also an increase of 238 upon the high figures
1895. The number of houses certified during
year was 1,059, as compared with 523 in 1895 1
number of houses erect.'i, but not certified
account of the absence of metal gullies, specified
the approved plan, is now reduced from 476
1895 to 124 in 1896; the total number of hou
erected 1,183. being an increase of 184
1895, and the largest number of houses erected
any one year since 1880, and only exceeded on th
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occasions since 1864, viz. :—1869, when 1,187 houses

were erected; 1876, 1,448; and 1880, 1,220. The
numbers of other buildings of every description

erected during the vear is 305, as compared with 253
in 1895. These figures have only been exceeded

once since 1888, viz., in 1892, when 340 buildings

were erected. The number of houses completed,
but not certified, has increased from 146, at the end
of 1893, to 1.052, and these figures will be increased

but slightly since the non-enforcement of cast-irnn

gullies. Since building by-laws were first adopted
by the Corporation in 1864, there have been 27,280
houses certified as fit for human habitation, and, in

addition, during the last four years, 1.052 houses
have been erected and not certified, making a total

of 28, 332. Although, generally, the class of build-

ings has much improved during the past year, it has
been found necessary in four cases to take proceed-

ings, all of which were successful, the penalties

imposed by the magistrates amounting to 20/. 153. 6d.

,

and in addition costs in two of the cases.

Public Conveniences, Hyde Park Corner.
—These conveniences have been erected by the

Vestry of the Parish of St. George, Hanover-square,
in Hyde I’ark at Hyde Park Corner, opposite St.

George's Hospital. Provision is made for separate

conveniences for men and women. The men’s
department is underground, and is built of brick-

work faced inside with white glazed bricks. It

is surrounded above the ground level by a
parapet wall faced with Bath stone in coursed
ashlar, finished with a moulded cornice of brown
Portland stone. It has two entrances, one
from Knightsbridge and one from the park

;
each

staircase is 5 ft. in width and provided with brass
hand-rails, and fitted with Bostwick's patent col-

lapsible iron trellis gates. The entrance from the
park is lined with “ ceralite ’' or glass-faced bricks.

The following accommodation is provided, viz. :

—

Twelve water-closets, thirty-two urinals, one large
lavatory with six wash-basins, and an attendant's
room situated in the centre of the building. The
water-closets are of the pedestal pattern, fitted with
mahogany seats and three-gallon waste-preventing
cisterns. The urinals are semi-circular fire-clay

backs in enamel, witli polished St. Anne's marble
divisions. The lavatory is lined inside with “ceralite,"
and is provided with six tip-up basins and receivers.

The women’s department is built entirely above
ground. It is a structure of Grecian design, and is

built of brickwork, faced on the outside with Bath
stone in coursed ashlar

;
the columns, pilasters,

cornices, and other dressings being of brown Port-
land stone. The roof is covered with lead, and has
a central coppsr-covered dome forming an octagonal
lantern inside, having sashes glazed with ornamental
lead lights. The whole of the woodwork (with the
exception of that in the entrance hall and waiting-
room, which is polished American walnut) is selected
pitch pine, stained and varnished. The building
consists of a central hall, or waiting-room, with
projecting wings, and contains the following accom-
modation, viz. :—twelve water-closets, a lavatory
with four wash-basins, and an attendant's room

;

the fittings in this department are similar in all

respects to those in the men’s department. The
water-closets and lavatory are arranged in corridors
on the north, south, and east sides of the waiting-
room from which each corridor has a separate
entrance. The corridors are warmed by hot water
radiators supplied from the boiler in the basement,
which also supplies hot water to the lavatoiy basins.
The entrance, which has a covered portico with
fluted Grecian columns, is in the park, but
has an approach from Knightsbridge. A private
entrance and lobby is also provided in the park at
the north-east angle of the building, to obviate the
necessity of the officer entering the main building to
collect the money. The floors in each department
are laid with “terrazza,” and with borders, &c., in
Roman mosaic. Both departments are fitted
throughout with the electric light. The doors of all
the water-closets are fitted with Maskelyne's patent
automatic ‘

‘ penny in the slot ’’
locks. The sanitary

work has been carried out by Messrs. Doulton &
Co. ; the electrical installation by Messrs. Ridout &
Co., the current being supplied by the Westminster
Electric Supply Corporation. The whole of the
works have been constructed by Messrs. Patman &
Fotheringham, at a contract price of 6.473/., from
plans and specifications prepared by and under the
supervision of Mr. George Livingstone, C.E., Sur-
veyor to the Vestry, and his chief assistant, Mr.
C. S. Milner.

Hospital, Monklands, Glasgow.—On the
nth inst. the trustees of the late Provost Alexander
Coatbridge, applied at the Dean of Guild Court for
lining for the erection of an hospital to be called
the Ale.xander Hospital, in Blair-street, for which
the deceased left 30 000/. The plans, which were
passed, have been prepared by Mr. A M 'Gregor
Mitchell, architect and Burgh Engineer, Coatbridge,
and show a set of buildings in the Old Scotch
Baronial style. The cost will be about 8,500/

.
and

there will be thirteen beds for patients meeting with
accidents in the districts of Old and New Monkland
and Shotts. The buildings will cover lA acres of
ground near Ciartsherrie and Drumpellier Station,
N. B.R., and will include nurses', doctor’s, con-
valescent, &c., roams.—G/asgow Herald,
Recreation Hall, School for the Blind

Newcastle.—On the 12th inst. the new recreation
hall was opened at the Royal Victoria Schoo} for the

Blind, Benwell Dene, Newcastle. The architect for:

the erection was Mr. W. L, Newcombe, and the:

contractor was Mr. Pringle, of Gateshead.
The Palace at Darmstadt.

—

The Grandi
Duke of Hesse has appointed Messrs. Biillie Scott
& Seton Morris, of London and Douglas (Isle of:

Man), as his architects for the decoration and
remodelling of certain rooms in the Palace at’

Darmstadt.
Alterations, &c. .Wesleyan Church. Spring-

bourne, Hants.—This church, which has been
enlarged and renovated, was recently reopened. Tbei
alterations carried out comprise the erection of a
porch and lobbies in the front of the building, the i

placing of agalleryto accommodate some eighty od
ninety persons in the western end of the church, t

re-seating the whole of the ground floor with pitch- ;

pine seats, improving the choir accommodation, 1

decorating the walls, rearranging the lighting, and (

other minor details. The contract was entrusted to (

Messrs. J. McWilliam & Son, of Bournemouth, and c

Mr. W. .\. Hillier has been in charge of the work ;

the architect being Mr. G. J. Lawson, of the firm of

:

Messrs. Lawson & Donkin.
School, Fife.—The new school erected by the i

Wemyss School Board at Coaltown of Wemyss was
opened on the 8th inst. The school is built to :

accommodate over 400 children. Mr. Alex. Toddij ,

the architect, Mr. Tlioraas Brown builder, Mr. Robert
Suttie joiner, Mr. D. Johnston slater and plasterer,

Mr. William Nicol plumber, Mr. R. B. Forrester ;

painter, Mr. M'Culloch railings and other iron :

work, sanitary futings, Messrs. Adams & Co.,

Glasgow,
Repair of Church Spire, Swaffham.—The ;

spire of this parish church was last year examined :

by Messrs. Milne & Hall, architects, London, and :

found by them to be unsafe. Plans for the repair of :

the spire have been prepared by the same architects '

and approved by the necessary parties, and the work ;

has been intrusted to Mr. George Jeffries, builder,

of Swaffham.
Building Trades, Staffordshire. — The ;

building trade for the season of the year is good. ,

This is principally on account of the large number t

of artisans' houses which are being erected all over r

the district. Through the severe weather of the ;

past week all outdoor operations have been stopped,
,

consequently there have been large numbers ot all

classes of operatives temporarily thrown out of

work, and now that the severe weather has gone t

there are less than 3 per cent, of bricklayers out of

work, and joiners are practically all employed. The ;

plumbers and painters are slack, and there are a 1

large number of labourers unemployed.—
s/iire Sentinel.

New Union Offices, Darlington. — The ’

Darlington Guardians held their first Board meeting
;

in their new quarters on the ist inst. The building
;

is situated in Mill-street, and measures about 83 ft.
.j

by soft, north-east of the Edward Pease Public ;

Library. The building was designed by Mr. G. G. .|

Hoskins. The materials employed are grey bricks i

and buff terra cotta. A feature in the design is a i!

turret occupying the south-west angle, the lower rj

portion of which forms a bay window in the Board i:

room, while the upper part serves the special purpose
of a veniilating chamber. The principal facade !

faces the south, and placed centrally here is the ;i

main entrance. On the west fapade is the ;!

entrance for the relieving officers, while that for •

applicants for relief is from the back load on the r

north, and opens upon a waiting-room. From the ;

main entrance the vestibule leads into the hall, both ii

of which are floored with marble mosaic pavement.
To the left is the Board-room, which, by means of a ;

partition, can be converted into two committee :

rooms. To the rear of this is the wailing- •

room, and on the west of the latter are :

the separate offices of the two relieving officers.

On the right of the entrance ball is tlie assis- •

tant’s clerk’s office, and adjoining this is the private ;

office of the Clerk to the Guardians. North ,

of these are a committee-room, strong-room,
and lavatory accommodation. The several con- -

tractors for the various works have been :—For •

excavators’, bricklayers', masons’, terra-cotta, and
,

plasterers' work, Messrs. Geo. Marshall & Son;
carpenters' and joiners’ work, Messrs. Thos.
Stairmand S: Son

;
slaters' work, Mr. J. Wandless

; ;

plumbers', glaziers', and gasfitters' work. Mr. E.

Smith; painters' work, Messrs. W. H. & W.
Hoskins

;
and heating arrangements, Mr. G,

Denham, all of Darlington.

Savings Bank, Gateshead.—The branch esta-

blishment which has been erected by the Committee •

of Management of the Newcastle Savings Bank, at

Gateshead, was opened recently by the Mayor of I

Gateshead. The new premises are situated at the :

corner of West-street and Bensham-road. Thestyle :

adopted is English Renaissance. The building has 1

a massive Peterhead granite plinth and doorway.
Above the plinth and up to the first floor level the i

facing is of Kenton stone, varied with red stone :

from Dumfries. Above the first floor level, the ;

facing is of Normandy red brick, relieved with stone :

bands and dressings. The roof is covered with :

green slates, and the dome at the angle is of copper.
The banking-room, lighted on three sides, measures i

37 ft. 6 in. by 26 ft. 6 in., and is entered at the angle 1

through an inner porch of oak, with lead glazing :

introduced. The walls and ceiling are finished in :

' adamant, the ceiling being divided into panels with
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moulded cornice. There is a panelled oak dado
about 5 ft. high, and the flooring in front of tlie

counter is of mosaic. The Board-room is on the first

floor, and above are rooms for the caretaker.

There are cellars in the basement. The
floors of the private entrance and lavatories are of

coloured tiles, and the walls of the latter are lined

with glazed brick. Messrs. Haswell & Waugh, of

Gateshead, were the contractors, and Mr. G. B.

Burnett has acted as clerk of works. The slating

has been executed by Mr. J. Hewitson, Newcastle
;

the plumbing by Mr. Corking, Gateshead
;

the

plastering by Mr. Rule, Gateshead; and the paint-

ing and glazing by Mr. Moreton, Gateshead. The
granite, marble work, tiles, stoves, and gasfittings

have been supplied by Messrs. Emley & Sons, the

counter and other furnishings by Messrs. Sopwith
& Co., and the leadglazing by the Gateshead Stained

Glass Co. The contract for the whole of the work
was 3 615/., and it has been carried out under the

supervision of the architect, Mr. Stephen Piper,

Newcastle.
Technical School, Paisley.—This school is

expected to cost about 20,000/. The main fronts

are to be built of stone from Cullalo (>uarry, Fife-

shire, and the corridors, cloak-rooms, lavatories,

vestibules, &c., laid with terrazzo. The architect is

Mr. T. Graham Abercrombie, Paisley
;

the mea-
surer, Mr. James B. Lamb, Paisley; and the clerk

of works. Mr. James Murray, Paisley. The follow-

ing are the contractors;—Messrs. John Bryce &
Co,, Paisley, mason work; Messrs. J. & W.
Mclnnes, Paisley, joiner work

;
Messrs. Hunter &

Goudie, Paisley, plumber woik; Messrs. Jas.

Jeffrey & Co., Paisley, slater work; Mr. D. T.
Hutchison, Paisley, plaster work

;
Messrs. Galbraith

£L- Winton, Glasgow, tiler work
;
Messrs. P. & W.

MacLellan, Limited, Glasgow, iron work
;

Mr.
John McKenz'e, Glasgow, cement paving work

;

Mr Wm. Key, Glasgow, heating and ventilating.

Town Hall, East Cowes.—This building,

which is situated in York-avenue, was opened as the

Town Hall of East Cowes recently. The front of

the building outside is 42 ft., the length being 102 ft.

6 in., and it is constructed of white brick with

cement facings and mouldings. The entrance is

paved with mosaic work, and on each side of the

vestibule are cloak rooms. Above is a room in-

tended for the use of the District Council, adjoining

being a smaller apartment for the accommodation
of the Clerk. The hall itself contains a gallery over

the entrance door, and at the opposite end a roomy
stage, and the ceiling is panelled. With a length of

70 ft. and a breadth of 35 ft., there is room for an
audience numbering about 500, exclusive of the

platform. Behind the stage are dressing-room.s and
' a green-room, below being a kitchen. The hall

' was designed by Mr. James Newman, of Sandown,
' and the building work has been carried out by
Messrs. W. H. Brading & Son, of East Cowes.

Technical Schools, Swindon. — Lord
Herschell recently opened the new technical schools

at Swindon. The building, which is built of

local bricks, is 174 ft. in length and three

floors in height, and consists of a centre

block, one room deep, with a wide corridor

along the back leading to the projecting wings
at each end. Accommodation has been provided

for 600 students, and the structure is designed in

such a way as to admit of enlargement by the exten-

sion of the isvo end wings
;
these can be carried

back to form the two sides of a square with another

connecting building at the back, the whole enclosing

an inner quadrangle. The whole of the upper floor

is devoted to art, and on the basement floor the

various science rooms and laboratories are placed,

while the women's department is located at the south

end of the ground floor and the large lecture theatre

at the north end. The building is heated through-

out by hot-water pipes from a boiler in the

sub - basement. Large extraction trunks are

carried from each room to two large ventilat-

ing shafts, each 72 ft. in height, fixed one at

the north end and one at the south end.

Separate staircases are provided for the two sexes,

with cloak-room accommodation on each floor.

The whole of the work has been carried out by the
' contractors, Messrs. J, Long & Sons, of Bath, under
the supervision of Mr. J. Elsden as clerk of the

works. The architect was Mr. Silcock.

Public Hall, Newport, Isle of Wight,

—

The new public hall in the Fligb-street. Newport,
the Medina Hall, has just been opened. The facade
of the building is executed throughout in red brick.

The front entrance, which is paved wiib tiles, leads
to the main hall, which has a floor space of 60 ft. by
30 ft., the height to the ceiling being 22 ft., ard the

floor being specially constructed for dancing. At
the north end of the hall is a gallery, 30 ft. by 12 ft,

this, as well as the staircase leading thereto, being
of fireproof construction. At the south end is a
raised sloping stage, 30 ft. by 20 ft. The hall will

seat about 600 people, and it can be quickly cleared.

At the back of llie stage are ladies’ and gentlemen's
retiring rooms, with lavatory accommodation to each,
and there is also a kitchen. The heating chamber
is in the basement, together with a second kitchen.
On either side of the main entrance is office and
cloak-room accommodation. The building has been
carried out by Messrs. Barton Bros., the heating
arrangements by Messrs. Wood & Tame, whilst the
ventilators were supplied by the Grahtryx Company.

The whole of the building was executed from the
designs and nnder the supervision of Mr, E. A.
SA'ane, C.E.

,
of Messrs. Swane & Clark, architects.

Workmen’s Dwellings Scheme,Aberdeen.

—

The AberdeenTown Council has resolved to purchase,

at the price of 2,700/., a triangular piece of ground 2^
acres in extent, with frontages to three streets, near
the City Hospital, and to erect eight tenement houses
fronting Urquharl-road, at a cost of 750/. each.

Each tenement will be three floors in height, with
accommodation for six tenants. The plans are by
Mr. John Rust, junior, City Architect.

New Offices for Parish Council, Aber-
deen.—The Aberdeen Parish Council has purchased
a site in Union-terrace, and will erect thereon new
offices according to plans by Messrs. Matthews &
Mackenzie, architects, Aberdeen.
Empire Palace Theatre, Aberdeen.—To

replace the “People's Palace,” destroyed by fire,

tenders, amounting in all to rather over 10,000/.,

have been accepted. Mr. John Rust, junior, Aber-
deen, isthearcbifect.

A Model Lodging-house, Manchestf.r.

—

The Manchester City Surveyor (Mr. T. de Courcy
Meade) has reported to the Sanitary Committee that

in accordance with instructions be bad prepared
alternative sketch plans showing howthe building sites

now in the possession of the Committee can be used
for tenement dwellings and for cottages for working
people. The total number of persons to be housed
is 2,584. With regard to the Oldbam-road area,

under the scheme recommended for adoption by
the Committee, the buildings would be four stories

in height, and consist of thirteen shops and dwel-
ling-houses. The first, second, and third stories

would consist of five-roomed dwellings connected
with the shops. The buildings on the remaining
portion of the site would consist of two rows of two-
story tenement buildings, fronting to a new twelve
yards street, and one row of five-roomed cottage
dwellings fronting to George Leigh-street, which is

eighteen yards wide. The clear space between the
buildings at the rear would vary from 58 ft.

and 55 ft. in width. The four rows of dwel-
lings would afford accommodation for 377
persons. The estimated cost of erecting the
four rows of buildings is 17,901/., equal to

36/. 15s. 3d. per person, The estimated cost

of sewering and paving the new streets, exclusive of

the cost ol widening the existing streets, is 900/.
,
to

which must be added the estimated value of the site,

7,981/., or a total of 26,782/. In Chester-street,

Hulnie, it is proposed to erect four blocks of build-

ings on the site, with frontages to Chester-street,

Marsland-street, and Hulme-slreet. The buildings
would be two stories high, and each dwelling
consist of two two-roomed and two three-roomed
tenements. They would accommodate 300
persons. The estimated cost of the buildings is

11,873/., equal to 38/. i6s. per person, and the
estimated cost of new streets, exclusive of street

improvements, is 350/. The estimated value of the
site, which lias an area of 4,554 yards, is 2,277/., or
a total of 14,500/. It was proposed to erect on the
Pott-street area, Ancoats, two blocks of three-story
tenements similar to those in Chester-street at a total

estimated cost of 17,478/. Accommodation will be
provided for 400 persons. The City Surveyor says
tliat if Harrison-street, Oldham-slreet, site were
utilised for a model lodging-house instead of for

cottages and tenement dwellings, the site would
then accommodate 363 persons. The Committee
recommend these schemes for adoption, and ask the
Council to authorise them to carry out the plans,

subject to the sanction of the Local Government
Board, The number of persons to be accom-
modated is estimated as follows :—01dham-road
area, 377 ;

Chester-street area, 306 ; Pott-street

area, 300; Harrison-street model lodging-house,

363 :
total, 1,346.

New Premises, Whitefriars.—A large exten-
sion has just been made to the premises in White-
friars, London, of the Argus Printing Company,
from the drawings of Mr. Chas. Val. Hunter, C.C.
The foundations were put in by Messrs. Greenwood,
and the superstructure has been erected by Messrs.
Patman & Fotheringham. The lower part of the
building is in massive blocks of Portland stone, and
the upper part in Ruaboii terra cotta. The floors

are all fireproofed on the Fawcett system.
Church, Herne Bay,—A new church, to ac-

commodate I,coo persons, is about to be built at
Herne Bay. Mr. R. Philip Day, of London, is the
axhitect.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERINGNE PYS.

Public Works. Manchester —In accordance
with the standing orders of Parliament, Mr. George
Hill. C.E

,
has deposited in the Private Bill Office

an estimate of 40 000/. as the cost of the new water-
works proposed to be authorised under the powers
contained in the Manchester Corporation Bill of the
present session. This estimate includes the pur-
chase of the necessary lands and provides for contin-
gencies, The City Surveyor has also deposited an
estimate of 550,000/. as the cost of constructing the
effluent conduit and the street improvement as pro-
posed by the same Bill. Of this sum 200.000/. will

be expended upon the effluent conduit, and 350,000/.
upon the proposed street improverpent .—Manchester
Guardian.

Local Sewers in London.—The Main Drain-
age Committee of the London County Council have,
subject to a condition recommended by the Engineer,
sanctioned the construction of local sewers, as
follows:— I>ee: 950ft. of 9-in. pipe and concrete
sewer in Church-lane, Charlton. Shoreditch : 220
ft. of 3-ft. 9-in. by 2-ft. 6-in. brick sewer in Clifton-
street, 260 ft. of j2-in. pipe and concrete sewer in

Dysart-slreet. and 920 ft. of 3-ft. 9-in. by 2-ft. 6-in.

brick sewer in Curtain-road.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Holy Tri.nity Church, Sydenham.
—The very large west window of Holy Trinity
Church, Sydenham, has recently been filled with
painted glass at a cost of nearly 1,000/. It com-
memorates a deceased parishioner. In the six long
lights are two rows of pictures which illustrate, each
in two panels in the upper tier, three incidents in
the life of Job, and, in the lower tier, “Noah's
Sacrifice," "The Sacrifice of Isaac,” and “Jacob’s
Dream.” In the tracery openings, at the apex, is

the Holy Lamb
;
in the other pieces figures of St.

Michael and St. Gabriel, and of the other four
Evangelists. The surroundings are of canopy work
of the style which prevailed with fourteenth
century Gothic architecture, in which style (he
church was built some years ago. The work is from
the atelier of Messrs, Lavers & Westlake, of Endell-
strect, and was designed by Mr. N. H. J. Westlake,
Proposed Memorial Window, Hawarden

Parish Church,—The members of the Gladstone
family, as a thanksgiving for the extended years of
life granted to their parents, intend, it is stated,
erecting a memorial stained-glass window in
Hawarden parish church. A design, by Sir E.
Burne-Jones, representing “The Naliviiy,” with
“The Visit of the Shepherds,” and “The Adoration
of the Magi,” has been accepted by Mr. Glad-
stone's sons and daughters.
The Restoration of St. Peter's Church,

Thanet.—On the ylh inst, the chancel of this
church was reopened, after the completion of the
decoration and restoration that has been carried out
in commemoration of the sixty years' reign of

(Jueen
Victoria. The coved ceiling of the chancel is divided
into five main bays by ribs, which retain their
original colouring of alternate gold and chocolate
bandings, and while and black fillets

;
a similar rib

at the ridge, with rich pendant bosses at the inter-

sections
;
the cornices at the top of the walls are

also ancient, and have furnished the key-note of the
decoration. The ceiling between has been covered
with pitch-pine boarding, which has been slightly
darkened and allowed to form the ground-work
for the painted figures and the other ornamenta-
tion. The three central bays have on each side
a large figure of an angel, holding a shield
bearing the monogram of our Lord or St.
Peter, These angels are the work of Miss Maud
Seddon (the daughter of the architect), and are
surmounted by labels inscribed “Hosannah." The
easternmost bay, that over the sacrarium, bas on
each side three smaller angels with outstretched
arms, with labels over, inscribed. “ Hallelujah

;

and the westernmost bay, that next the nave, bas on
each side six half-length figures of the Apostles,
seated on thrones, with gilded and diapered back-
grounds. All these, together with the full-sized
cartoons for the mosaic work, are the work of Mr.
Henry G. Murray. The rest of the ornamentation
consists of stencilled borders on either side of the
vertical ribs, with a triangle of floriated panels on
either side of the ridge rib, and on one side above
the cornice, the work of Mr. C. Stolid. The eastern
wall of the chancel has been covered with mosaic
(Rusts' glass mosaic), and has a large figure of St.
Peter on one side of the east window, and on the
other of St. Andrew, both under canopies

; angels
bearing scrolls with inscriptions fill up the spandrils
above the window, and there is a similar treatment
in the same material of the east wall of the nave on
either side of and above the chancel arch. The
whole of the work is from the designs of Mr. John
P. Seddon, and has been executed by Messrs.
Belham & Co , with the assistance of the several
artists above named.

FOREIGN.
France.—There is some talk of having a com-

petition for a new Salle des Si'anccsiox the Chamber
of Deputies in the Cour d'honneur of the Palais
Bourbon. The expense is estimated at about four
million francs. A limited competition between the
following artists will shortly pe opened by the
Ville de Paris— M'VI. Carriere, Lerolle, Prouvd,
Elliot, Raphael Collin, and Raschet—for the
decoration of the ceiling of the library of the
Municipal Council at the Hotel de Ville. The
Luxembourg Museum, which has been much
enlarged and rearranged, has now been thrown
open to the public. The two new halls on the
terrace have been filled, one with the works of
foreigners, and the other with the collection left by
the late M. Caillebotte, and a few other impressionist
pictures. One of the halls at the end has been given
up to engravings, and engravers are to be represented
in succession, beginning by M. Bracquemond, whose
works are already there. The “Soci^t^ des
Artistes Graveurs au Burin” have just opened theic
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third annual exhibition in the rooms of the “ Cercle

de la Librarie," 117, Boulevard Saint-Germain. It

will close on March 3 The new silver coins

designed by the engraver Roty, bear on the face

the figure of a woman in profile, with a Phrygian

cap on her bead her right band is scattering

grain, which she takes from a bag held in her left.

The reverse shows a lighted torch, round whmh
is an olive branch, and the motto

•

' Libert^, Egalil^,

Fraternity." M. Alfred Boucher, the sculpior,

has just finished the bust of the engineer, Flachat,

which is to be placed in the Boulevard Pereire, on a

pedestal ornamented with industrial symbols from the

designs of M. Gaston Trdlat, architect. M. Osiris

has justfoundeda prize bearing his name, of the value

of 100,000 fr., tobe given to the person who makes the

most remarkable work for the 1900 exhibition. M.
Jacques Lequeux, architect, is now superintending the

building of a large hospital for old people, which the

CoDseil General are erecting on the heights of Bry-

sur-Marne, in a fine park that has been generously

given to the Deparlment of the Seine by a private

individual. Madame Elisa Bloch is making a
bust of Daguerre, the inventor of the Daguerreotype,

for the town of Bry-sur-Marne ; it is to be paid for by
subscription. M. Rouyon, Director of Fine Arts,

is at last roused by the destruction of the ramparts

of Antibes, and he has confided to M. Revoil, the

architect, the task of trying to save such portions of

the dybrifi as may contain anything of value, during

the process of taking down. M. F. Genay,
architect, of Nancy, has been elected President of

the " Society des Architectes de I'Est de la France."

There is talk of transforming completely
the Babazoun quarter at Algiers, which forms one
of the most important suburbs of this town.
M. Haro/<?rc, the well-known art connoisseur, has
just died. From a child be was familiar with the

great painters of this century, particularly with

Jaques and Eugene Delacroix. He bad great

experience in ancient and modern paintings, and
his advice was always taken in the large artistic

sales which have taken place in Paris during the

last thirty-five years. He had made a fine collection

of paintings, the sale of which, in 1892, was watched
with intense interest amongst amateurs, and which
realised the sum of upwards of 700,000 francs.

The death of M. Victor Guillemin, architect, of

Paris, is also announced.

Gp:rmany.

—

it has long been intended to publish a
monumental work on the new Houses of Parliament
at Berlin

; and we are now informed that the art

publishers, "Cosmos," of Berlin, have taken the
matter in hand. The monograph on this building is

to be a large folio, profusely illustrated with photo-
graphs and etchings, and will appear in ten parts, at

intervals during the course of the next three years. At
the same time there will be a publication on crafts-

men s work in the building. This publication will

be in three parts, representing masonry, woodwork,
and metal work. The P'ljssic/ie Zeitun^i^, in its

New Year's number, has a special supplement in

connexion with a new building it has lately

erected as printing house and editorial offices.

The publication contains a large number of
interesting historical views of Berlin, and calls

for some attention from those interested in the de-
velopment of this city. It is only to be regretted
that the illustrations, interesting in themselves,
should not have been more carefully prepared, as
far as the draftsmanship is concerned. The
post of City Engineer at Berlin has become
vacant, and we understand that there are seven-
teen candidates for the new office, all of whom
are from BTlin. The popularity of the Royal
Technical College at Munich seems to be on the
increase, as no less than 1,750 students have availed
themselves of the classes. Amiml)er of foreigners
are also attending this college, but there are no
Englishmen among them. At Berlin the increase
of the students at the Technical College promises to
cause inconvenience, as the building is already over-
filled, and there are now nearly 3 noo students
attending the classes, as compared with about 2,000
five years back. In this case we find that there are
three Englishmen on the lists. The largest number
of foreigners is from Russia, which nationality sends
1 19 students.

Austria.—

P

rofessor A. Hauszmann, of Buda
Pesth, has been decorated with the order " Literis
at Artibus ” in recognition of his services in the
development of the architecture of Buda Pesih.
It will be remembered that Professor Hauszmann
was entrusted with the extension of the Royal
Castle of Ofen on the death of Von Ybl. Accord-
ing to the Deutsche Bauzeitung, there appears
to be a rapid increase in the price of ground at
Vienna, the data given by our contemporary
being highly interesting. A most influential com-
mittee ot the members of the Municipality and some
experts are considering extensive plans for the im-
provement of No. I District at Vienna, which is

practically the principal business quarter inside the
boulevards. Much of the central portion of the oty
requires rebuilding, and the opportunity will be
taken of widening some of the leading thorough-
fares. The Municipality cf ^'lenna has now
finally decided to erect its own gasworks and lay
down its own gas-mains tliroughout the city

;
and

we understand that the present contractors, who
hold the monopoly of supplying Vienna with gas,
W'ill have to retire in the course of a few years.

THE BUILDER.

There has been an acrimonious discussion as to the

renewal of the present contracts, which has resulted

in these extreme measures. Practically, the whole

of the Vienna roads will have to be opened up for

the new mains, and a commencement has been made
for the first, second, and third sections in the city

Incaiidescsnt gas-liglit will be introduced extensively

for all the main thoroughfares

Switzerland — In the preliminary competition

for the proposed Jungfrau Bahn- the first premium
of 5,000 francs has been awarded to Mr. Strube, an

engineer practising at Interldken, whilst the second

premium was also given to a Swiss engineer, Sixteen

premiums were given in all, but, though the competi-

tion was an international one, only one award falls

to England, i.e., the fourteenth, to Mr. J. Bernays,

of London. A number of Getinaii engineers par-

ticipated in the competition and were successful in

clitaining various premiums. Forty-eight designs in

all were sent in, and besides those that received

premiums the promoters also bought three of the

designs, paying a nominal price ot 400 francs for

each. An important competition tor a church at

Zurich is now being arranged. The cost of the

church is not to exceed 350,000 francs
;

the pre-

miums amount to a total of only 5.000 francs. There
will be a national committee of assessors, among
whom is Mr, Bluntschli.

SCANDlNAVi.\.

—

Rapid progfress is being made
on the Exhibition Buildings at Stockholm, which
will be situated on a most picturesque site on the

Oestermalmsviken and Djurgardsbrunnsviken. The
whole of the buildings are well designed, particularly

the Industrial Hall, which is entirely of wood, and
the large gallery for machinery. The particular

feature of the exhibition will be the Fisheries Collec-

tion, and there will be the usual representation of an
old town—this lime, naturally, "Old Stockholm."
The last exhibition at Stockholm, we believe, was
held in 1866, the other more important exhibitions

of the Northern Countries taking place at Copen-
hagen, in 1872 and 1888.

Lahore City Sanitation. — The city of

Lahore is as ancient as 300 years can make the

more modern parts, while the "old" Lahore is

supposed to have been devised somewhere in the

times of the Vedas, by Lobr, one of the great ancient

dignitaries of the Asoka family. Let this be as it

may, wbat we are concerned with i.s the Lahore of

to-day, and verily it is a dreadful incongruity of dirt

and distress, coupled up to evidently abortive efforts

at sanitation and drainage. The open bullock cart

conveys away the town sweepings as it did in the

days of Akbar, while close by may be seen the new-
fashioned water-pipe stand, with its tiny streamlet of

water issuing out to supply slowly but surely the
patient crowd who surround it, and await their turn

to approach the driblet. The gutters are open as
they were 300 years ago, and the smell from them is

killing in its strength and power. The city lends
itself to very much better sanitary arrangements than
those which exist, since it is a series ot undulations
which might easily be utilised for flushing purposes.
—hidian Engineering.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bust of Dk. Arnold, Ruciiy.—The bust of

Dr. .Arnold, by Mr. .Alfred Gilbert, R.A., which has
been presented to Rugby School by the past and
present niempers of the school and otherfriends, was
unveiled recently by the Arclrbishop of Canterbury.
The bust, which is of marble, is of heroic size, and
is placed at the end of the new big school, at the
head of the gallery of painted portraits 01 former
head masters and distinguished Rugbeians. It now
stands on a temporary pedestal, but this will shortly
be replaced by a permanent one, made from the last

of the three elm trees which stood in the school close
at the time of Dr. Arnold's head mastership, alter
designs executed by Mr. T. M. Lindsay, art master
to the school, and approved by the sculptor.
Practical Testing Course at the Sheffield

Technical School.—Considerable use is being
made of the appliances at the Technical School, ana
a course is now commencing with the testing
machines, the subject being "The Strength of
Materials," A number of important points of
interest and value to practical men will be dealt
with by the demonstrator. Professor W. Ripper,
M.InsbC.E. The next ten demonstrations include
tests of the strength of wrought iron, cast iron, the
various types of steel, brass, copper, &c.

; also the
strength of pulley ropes, chains, and pipes. These
must be of considerable interest to engineers and
others engaged in constructive trades. A further
series of tests to be carried out will be of value to
arcbilecfs, these including the strength of timber,
stone, bricks, cement, &c. Instruction will also be
given in the various types of measuring instruments
and appliances now used in mechanical laboratories.
A few years ago only a few of the largest works
possessed laboratories for the testing of materials,
but now such laboratories are becoming much more
common, not only with the in.inufacturcrs of metals,
but with the engineers by whom the material is
used. Scientific methods are finding their way into
all departments of manufacture, particularly in the
special departments p=culiar to Sheffield. That the
young men of Sheffield are aware of this, and
appreciate the value of the instruction given at the
Technical School, is shown by the excellent

[Feb. 20, 1897.

attendance at the various classes.

—

Sheffield Tclt

graph.
Cloister Arches, Greyfriars Church, Abek

DEEN.—In the course of the demolition of the build)

ings at Marischal College to make way for thl

extension of the south wing, there has been revealed

interesting ecclesiological remains in the shape 0

the arches of the cloister of the Greyfriars Convent
The arches are contained in the wall which rum
eastward from Greyfriars Church, separating lh<

Longacre houses from the quadrangle of Marischa:

College. At some lime or other the arches hat;

been filled up with masonry, so as to form a solid

wall. Rev. Dr. Cooper lias long noticed the exist:

ence of the old arches in the comparatively modert
masonry, and he pointed them out to Mr. Marshal;

Mackenzie, the architect of the buildings, who gav«

instructions that the wall should be taken dowt.'

carefully, so that the arches should bs left standing

for a short time in their original form before they

are finally demolished. The Greyfriars convent wa;

founded in the middle of the fifteenth century by Ibi!

Observaniisl Order of Greyfriars. A church wa;

built at the same time, but was replaced about 151^

by a new church, which is the building now existing)

The arches are believed to be part of the cloister o
the convent, and are thus avery inleresling historica:

relic.

—

Aberdeen Free Press.

The Late.st "Revolution in Cycles."—
Mr. Thomas Bennett, of '

' the Bennett Scorcher Stee:

Cycle Company, " has been good enough to forward
to us a circular of wbat he is pleased to term thd
'

' Eureka driving wheel for cycles, motor cars, and
railway locomotives,” which we find very difficult tc

take seriously. Mr. Bennett seems to have been
learning roller skating, and to have been struck:

amongst other things, with the speed with which
his feet shot out in front when he lost his equilibriunu

coming, as he naively remarks, " on to the back o
his head with great force (the heavier the man tbt!

heavier he falls)." What more simple, therefore!

thinks Mr. Bennett, than to fit the back wheel of i

cycle with a series of skate wheels, and use thir
'

‘ tremendous velocily ( theheavier the rider the greatet

the velocity) ' to propel the cycle? A greater fallacy

we cannot conceive. The inventor of the " Eurelca’s

proposes sixteen small wheels grouped round the!

main driving wheel, which cause the rider to rise a;

each small wheel comes directly under him, and t(

sink as it passes that point. In other words, tht

driving wheel is practically a sixteen-sided polygon:
which on a flat surface would cause the rider to risii

and fall sixteen times per revolution—not a very

pleasant sensation, we should think, at the best:

The theory seems to be that having passed the poini

where the apex is directly under the rider, a forwaro
motion would be imparted to the machine. Ever
were this so, it would only be in proportion to thi

energy the rider had just stored up when raisinp

himself on to the apex. Where, then, is the gain ii

speed? If we have correctly understood the wood:
cut and description, we should think the principle

involved is about as sound as that of making a cranl

rain, long, and curving the end back again so as to fi

the pedal only 6 in. from the centre, and then con
sidering the power as applied at a i2-in. average;

which idea was actually patented not so very lonj

ago. If Mr. Bennett is serious in what he prints

we hope, for his own sake, he may have a frien*

with an elementary knowledge of mechanics wh'
can spare ten minutes for his instruction.

TheOld Grammar School, Dudley.—

M

ondai

in this week was the last day for the sending in c

competitive plans for a new grammar school am
master's house on a site in St. James's-road. Ii

connexion with this we may mention that tbl

original free grammar school was founded in 156;

bv Thomas Wattewoode, of Stafford, clothier, am
MaikBysmore, of London, silk-throwster. Upoi
the decay of the old school house, the school, afte

;i temporary sojourn in Wolvcrhampton-street, wai

removed to new premises built in King-street in 184c
Proi'Osed Scottish Building Trades' Fede-

ration.—A meeting was held in the Trades' Hall
Glasgow, on the 13(11 inst.. to consider the queslioi

of a Scottish Building Trades' Federation. Th
chair was occupied by Mr. John Hardie, Presideo

of the Glasgow and Suburbs Building Trades. Mr
"T. Anderson, secretary of the Glasgow Trades, exi

plained the purpose of the meeting. The question 0

a Scottish Building Trades' Federation had beei

under the consideration of the various trades, am
one and all were agreed that such a Federatioi

would be a benefit to the building trade of Scotland
The Glasgow and Suburbs Building Trades' Federa
tion, with the approval of the Aberdeen Buildinj

Trades' Federation, the Associated Carpenters am
Joiners, and other affiliated trades in the loca

federations, were of opinion that the time had no\

arrived when it was their du»y to take the initiatir

in bringing about a closer bond between tbe worker
in the building trade. No working member of th

building industry cauld fail to have been impressec

with the strides federation hatl made of late year

among the employing class. The eouiposition 0

the conference was as follows : — Painters, 7
slaters, i :

labourers, 2 ;
masons. 2 ;

sawmillers, i

bricklayers, 4 ;
glaziers, 2 ;

lilelayers, r
;

car

penters and joiners, 16
;

plumbers, 2—total

38. After some preliminaiy business, Mr
Munro, Amalgamated Joiners, Edinburgh, moved-
"Tbat we establish a Scottish Building Trade:
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Federation for the purpose of forming a closer bond
of union between the workers of the building

trades.” Mr. P. Keenan seconded. Mr. Steven

moved, as an amendment, ” That wc approve of the

principle of a national federation.” Mr. Henderson
moved, “ That we approve of the establishment of

a Scottish National Building Trades’ Federation,”

which was accepted by Mr. Steven. Mr. Riley,

labourers, Glasgow, seconded the amendment. On
a vote being taken, Mr. Henderson's amendment
was adopted by twenty-one votes to sixteen. Mr.

M’Lean, bricklayers, Glasgow, moved, •' The object

of this Federation shall be to maintain the right of

combination of labour by trade unionism, by

mutually supporting any of the societies within the

Federation if individually attacked by employer or

body of employers ;
to promote conciliation in trade

disputes, and to advance and elevate the cause of

labour generally." Mr. John Ure, tileraakers,

seconded. Mr. Riley moved, in addition to the

objects of the Federation, the. words “organise the

workers in connexion with the building trade.” He
was very sorry the word skilled labour had been
introduced into the meeting. By twenty-six votes

to thirteen, Mr. Riley’s addition was adopted. The
remainder of the business was taken up in discussing

the constitution of the Federation.

The “Klf.ine” System of Fireproof
Flooring.—This is a patent invented and owned
by a German Government architect, Herr J.

F, Kleine, of Erbach on the Rhine. The
essential point in the system is that the lower
portion of the floor is formed of roughly-squared

stones carried by the joint aid ot a metal band on
edge between them, and of cement

;
the top being

finished with concrete. The metal bands [havd-

eisen) assist in carrying the courses of stone

between the main iron beams on which the

ends of the bands rest. A plan of the

floor is shewn in fig. i, and three forms of

section in figs, 2, 3, 4, It will at once be
seen that this is a far inferior fireproof

floor to some with which we are familiar in

England
;
but the author claims for it that

as any stone can be used for it, with only

rough squaring, it is far more economical
than floors in which “expensive forms of

terra-cotta are used.” That may te
;
but

the question is whether it would not be still

more economical and even more efficacious

(in a fireproof sense) without the stone,

and with merely a thickness of con-

crete with the iron bands enclosed in

the concrete. Certainly in England we

sitting later on was occupied in an unfinished dis

cussion as to whether the Comraissioo should oppose

the Bills of the East London Water and New River

Companies in Parliament.

Medi.lval and Modern Sculpture.-—Pro-
fessor Baldwin Brown recently lectured in Moftat on

medimval and modern sculpture. Medimval sculp-

ture was partly Christian and partly antique, and
about the thirteenth century they found it was largely

u'cd in connexion with architecture. In the French

Gothic school it was found to be employed in the

portico of churches, where, although it had not the

technical correctness of the Greek and Italian

sculptors, it was carried out in a manner truthful,

simple, and fresh, and always in connexion with

the decoration of the building. The Early English

work of the same period had similar attributes. The
Italian workers in sculpture had benefited by their

training in beauty and effect. Their reliefs in bronze

of religious subjects were of a strongly pictorial

character, showing a very special turn in the direc-

tion of painting. They crowded in many figures,

and the result was florid and theatrical, without con-

centration. During the last century there had been a

revival of the Classic style. Now, however, the

feeling was becoming more Italian, and Greek was

less looked upon. The influence of painting was

now strong on sculpture, just as it was in the old

days in Italy. Modern sculpture lacked the beauty

and grandeur of Greek sculpture. The sculptor of

to-day did not work so much for the type, and that

was the reason that modern sculptors were less suc-

cessful in the monumental style than in works of

the domestic style .—Glasgow Herald.

Nottingham Master Builders’ Association
Dinner.—Under the presidency of Mr. Enoch

3 -

F/g. 4.

should not consider the section fig. 2. with the
1

naked stone soffit, as deserving the name of a fire-
’

proof floor at all. We give the illustrations and
description of it, however, for those whom it may
interest

;
and we have ascertained that one of the

Kleine floors obtained high results at a fire-testing

competition in Germany, wbicli may very well have

been the case with some forms of this floor, though

not, wc think, the section fig 2.

City Commission of Sewers.—On Tuesday a

meeting of the City Commission of Sewers was
held at Guildhall, Mr. H. G. Smallman, the Chair-

man, presiding. At the instance of the J’inance and
Improvement Committee it was resolved to serve

notices to acquire ground in Fetter-lane for the

widening of the public way. An arrangement was
adopted to settle a claim for the freehold interest in

the ground required to widen the thoroughfare in

front of No. 100, Fleet-street, for 8,800/. It was
also decided to give 8,055/. for the freehold and
leasehold interests in loi. Fleet-street, for the same
purpose. The Committee were given power to

confer with the Improvement Committee of the

London County Council in regard to applications

for contributions towards City improvements. The

Hind, the members of the Nottingham Master
Builders’ Association, together with a number of

guests, held their annual dinner at the Albert Hotel,

Derby-road, on the nth inst. The loyal toast

having been honoured, Mr. H. Vickers submitted

the “Mayor and Corporation of Nottingham,”
Aid, Bennett and Mr. J. Wright, whose names were
coupled with the toast, responding. The Vice-

President (Mr. Wright) next proposed “Success to

the Master Builders' Association.” They might
congratulate themselves, he said, that up to then the

Association, which had only been started about five

years, had been a success. The past year had been
one in which they had several little and some rather

serious troubles. There were at first three or four

little difficulties with the labourers, and while trade

was good they were sure to have some little annoy-
ance, but they had a right to claim that the Associa-

tion had smoothed over the difficulties without any
very serious trouble. The masons’ strike was a
somewhat serious matter, and to those who took an
interest in it it must be a matter of most sincere

regret that a slrikeshould have occurred, which lasted

four or five weeks, over so small a difficulty—simply
a question of apprenticeship. Then they had

a demand for an advance of wages, and alteration

of rules from the bricklayers. By negotations, and
after they bad had many meetings, that advance of

wages was conceded, and certain alterations were

made in the rules. The bricklayers conceded the

menrbersof the Association some small points, and
the matter was amicably arranged. In connexion

with this they had done something on which several

of their prominent members had set their minds

very strongly for a long time, namely, in the direc-

tion of securing a uniformity in working hours

throughout the trade. The plumbers' strike assumed
a vei'y serious aspect indeed, and although the Asso-

ciation was not directly connected with it, the other

branches of tlie workers decided to combine with

the plumbers, and he was sorry to say that they

combined with them outside their working rules with

the builders. This was rather a new feature, and
one which might crop up again in the future, and
the members of the Association would be well

advised to remember that, and be prepared for it.

As they perhaps all knew, they had had a notice

from the joiners for an advance of wages and certain

alterations in the working hours. He considered

that the joiners bad made a very serious mistake.

They had been offered the money that they

asked for, if they would give a little con-

cession on the winter working hours, and
they had absolutely refused to accept it. He
was afraid that the difficulties they had had were

but an indication of what was to follow, for there

was no doubt that while trade was good they would
have plenty of opportunity for exercising unity, and
in order to cope more effectually with the difficulties

which might probably arise they had reconstructed

the Association. They had now a committee
appointed to deal with each branch of the trade,

and every member of the Association was on one or

more of the committees.—Mr. Woodsend, in reply-

ing, said when they became a strong Association

and were thoroughly combined, they might, he
trusted

,
be able to see their way to start a benevolent

fund, as had been done by the National Association

and other similar organisations. Mr. Hodson also

responded. Other toasts followed.

Temperance Permanent Building Society.
—The report for the year ended December 31, 1896,
states that the advances during the year amounted
to 240349/., an increase of 59,134/. over the pre-

vious year. Of 3,328 properties mortgaged to the

society, no fewer than 3,065 are for sums not exceed-
ing 500/., or upwards of twelve hundred more small
properties than are held by any other building
society in the United Kingdom. It is therefore

claimed that the society is carrying out, to a greater

extent than any similar institution, the object for

which building societies were established, namely,
to assist the industrious and provident classes to

become owners of house properly.

The East End Dwellings Company.—The
report of this Company, to be submitted to the four-

teenth ordinary general meeting on the 22nd, states

that no building operations were carried on by the
Company during the year, but an important lease-

hold site, with frontages to Columbia-road, Has-
sard-street, and Ravenscroft-street, in the parish of
Bethnal Green, was acquired. Plans have been
approved for building on this site, which show
4X2 lettable rooms, divided into tenements of one,
two, three, and four rooms each, besides two shops
and twenty-two workshops, some with living rooms
attached. The work of excavating for the foundations
has already been commenced, and it is hoped that
the new buildings will be ready for occupation
before the close of the present year. As was anti-

cipated in the last report, the remaining tenements
at Winton Houses were quickly taken up. and at the
close of the year, with the exception of one tene-
mental Gordon Dwellings and another at Meadows
Dwellings, the whole of the Company's properties
were fully let.

Gray's-Inn Chapel.—Mr. C, Herbert Shoppee
writes :

—“ I regret to have to call your attention to
an error in tlie lettering of the plate in which you
put my father’s name, Mr. C. J. Shoppee, instead
of my own name, although the latter appears
correctly in the letterpress." The copy for the
letterpress was not received when the plate was
printed.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Labour in the Building Trades,—At the

end of January the building trades were scarcely so
busy as in the previous month, owing to the
weather. Employment, however, was considerably
better than a year ago. The percentage of unem-
ployed in unions making returns for January was
2‘4, compared with 37 in January, 1896. Six

disputes took place, involving 309 workpeople.—
Labour Gazette.

labourers' Wages, York.—A meeting of the

York Master Builders’ Association was held recently

to consider the applications from the Operative
Bricklayers’ Society and the Amalgamated Builder.s’

Labourers’ Union for an advance of one penny and
one halfpenny per hour respectively, from May 1,

1897. The secretary reported that the Bricklayers’

Society had withdrawn their notice, and it was
unanimously decided that an intimation be sent to

the Labourers’ Society that their application could

not be granted, as the state of the building trade in

the city does not warrant any advance.
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AN
LEGAL.

ARCHITECT’S CLAIM-:

BEESLEY V. DANCERFIEI,D.

This case was before Mr. Ridley, C., the
Official Referee, on Monday and Tuesday last week.
The plaintiff is an architect and surveyor of Westmin-
ster, and the defendants are printers, lithographers,
&c., of St. Albans. The plaintiff was employed to
prepare drawings and quantities for the erection at

St. Albans of premises for the defendants. This
work was carried out and tenders were received, the
lowest being over 5,000/., afterwards reduced to

nearly 4,000/. The defendants dismissed the plain-

tiff, alleging that they had always stated that they
could not spend more than 3,000/. This the plaintiff

denied, and no mention of such a sum appeared in

the correspondence. The defendants proceeded to
erect a building themselves, and on plaintiff finding
this out and being unable to obtain any payment at
all for his services the action was commenced.

Mr. C. H. Brodie. architect, was called to show
the resemblance of the building erected to the plain-
tiffs design, and Mr. Gilbee Scott, architect, for
rebuttal. There was a counterclaim by the defend-
ants for loss of time, &c., caused by the alleged
neglect of instructions by the plaintiff.

The Official Referee decided that the defendants
were wrong in dismissing the architect and not
allowing him to cut down the building and erect it

as they themselves, in fact, had done. He must be
paid for his service?, and he, therefore, gave judg-
ment for the plaintiff with costs, on the claim and
counterclaim, which, he held, could not be sustained.
He fixed the remuneration to which the plaintiff was
entitled at 100/., to include a small sum paid into
court.

It transpired that the plaintiff, who said he was a
member of the Society of Architects, had undertaken
to erect the building lor a commission of 3 per cent,
on the cost, exclusive of the quantities, which were
agreed at 2 per cent.

Mr, Saunt appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr.
Harrison for the defendants.

contract was quite another matter. He would
grant the injunction as to that extending over that

day week, the plaintiff to serve notice of motion on
the defendants for that day.

THE LIGHT AND .MR DISPUTE
BETWEEN BANKS.

The case of the London & Midland Bank v. the
National Provincial Bank, Limited, was mentioned
to Mr. Justice North in the Chancery Division on
the 13th inst.

,
it being an action brought by the

plaintiffs to restrain the defendants by injunction
from continuing the building of their bank in Park-
row, Leeds, so as to cause an alleged interference
with the light and air of the plaintiffs' bank which is

opposite that of the defendants.
Mr. Seward Bryce, g C., for the defendants, said

that he wished to have the trial expediied, and to
have the case tried at the next Leeds Assizes. Hc-
also asked for permission to complete the building
by putting on the roof, the defendants undertaking
to pull down so much as was found by the Judge to
interfere with the plaintiffs' light and air.

Mr._ Swinfen Eady, Q.C., on behalf cf the
plaintiffs opposed this course, and submitted that he
was entitled to an injunction restraining the
defendants from increasing the height of their
building.

In the result the defendants undertook till the trial
not to build any higher, except for the purpose of
putting on a temporary roof, the action to be set
down at once.

ALLEGED INTERFERENCE WITH AN
ARCHITECT BY BUILDERS.

Mr. R. G. Parker applied ex parte to Mr.
Justice Kekewich, in the Chancery Division, on the
I2th inst., for an injunction to restrain J. Allen &
Sons, who are building a large building fer Messrs.
Maple & Co. in Fiizroy-square, from interfering
with Mr. William Woodward, an architect, in the
discharge of his duties under the contract and
specification of works, The learned counsel stated
that in the building certain concrete made in a
particular way had to be used for fire-proof floors.
When the architect went to the building a day or so
before he found that improper materials were being
used for the making of this concrete, and, in pur-
suance of his powers under the contract, he required
it to be removed. At the same time he said that if
the good part were taken out and the rubbish were
rejected he would pass it. The foreman undertook
that that should be done. On the 10th inst. the
architect received notice that it was not being pro-
perly sifted, and he then told Allen & Sons that if it
was not properly sifted he should remove it. The
architect went up on the iiili inst. and met with
forcible opposition, ladders being removed and a'
gang of men being brought up to oppose any pro-
ceedings be might take under the contract The
architect, therefore, had to capitulate and came to
his lordship and asked him to restrain the defend-
ants from interfering with him in the discharge of
his duties, and also from using improper materials
in the making ofthe concrete floors,
His Lordship said that he did not see his way to

grant the application as to compelling specific per-
formance of the agreement. An injunction to
restrain the defendants from interfering with the
architect m the discharge of his duties under the

PIRACY OF AN ARCHITECT’S DRAWINGS
IN’ THE CHANCERY DIVISION.

The case of Neale v. Harraer and others came
before Mr. Justice Kekewich in the Chancery Divi-
sion on the i2th inst., on a motion by the plaintiff,

Mr. James Neale, F.R.I.B.A., and a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries, for an interim injunction to
restrain the defendants, Messrs. Hai nier & Harley,

Architecture, Limited, the publishers and pro-
prietors of a paper entitled Architecture, from
printing, publishing, selling, delivering, cr other-
wise disposing of any copies of that magazine con-
taining any drawings or plans copied from “The
Abbey Church of .St. Alban," a work published by
the plaintiff, and duly registered as copyright.
Mr. Warrington, QC., and Mr. Pattisson ap-

peared as counsel for the plaintiff, and Mr. W. 11 .

Upjohn for the defendants.
It appeared from the statement of Mr. Warrington

that the plaintiff was the author of a very elaborate
work on the history and architecture of St. Alban's
Abbey, containing about 200 measured drawings
and plans of the details of the Abbey in its original
state before the restoration, together with descriptive
letterpic-s. The defendants had published an
article on the Abbey, and copied the ground plan of
the Abbey, and also reproduced, by some photo-
graphic process, three of the drawings taken from
the plaintiff’s book. The plaintiff did not com-
plain about the insertion of the ground plan, because
he had given the defendants leave to reproduce it.

The defendants did not dispute that they had taken
the drawings in question from the plaintiff's book,
but they contended that they were entitled to do so.
The defendants had prepared blocks of five or six
more drawings from the plaintiff’s work, intending to
insert them in another number of the magazine.
The learned counsel read an affidavit by the

plaintiff and correspondence which had passed
between him and the editcr of Architecture, from
which it appeared that the plaintiff had declined to
allow any of the drawings (with the exception of the
ground plan) to be used.

Mr. L pjobn contended that it was impossible to
decide on affidavit evidence what the agreement
between the parties vas. But apart from that, and
even assuming that there was no agreement permit-
tnig the defendants to reproduce the plates, he
should contend that there had hern no piracy. The
law laid down that a man was entitled to make a
fair and reasonable use of the work of those who had
gone before him.

His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that the
editor of Architecture, being anxious to obtain draw-
ings of the old as well as the new part of St. Albans
Abbey, wished to do so cheaply, and applied to the
plaintiff, the author of what was stated to be a
standard work. He would assume for the moment
that there was no licence given to the defendants to
use the drawings. It was admitted that the three
drawings in question were taken directly from the
plairitiff’s book, and these were the only three .strictly
architectural examples of the old abbey given by the
defendants. The defendants had simply cribbed the
plaintiff’s industry and knowledge, and had not
exercised any ingenuity of their own. except such as
was displayed in the copying. That seemed to him
entirely wrong. With reference to the question of
licence, it was said that there was a conflict of
evidence, and that he (his Lordship) ought not to
try the case then. He considered that there was nocon-
fiict at all— at least, worth speaking about. The affi-
davits and correspondence read together seemed
perfectly plain. The plaintiff was applied to to
allow these drawings of his to be used, and he «aid“You may use the ground plan, but nothing more.”
Ibe defendants applied to him again, and he
objected to his drawings being used unless he
wrote the article himself. He offered, for a certain
price, to write the article, and to illustrate it. The
defendants said that be offered to allow them to
take the illustrations at a certain price, but that
be did not offer to write the article

; but it was
impossible to put that construction upon the corres-
pondence. He thought, taking the whole of the
circumstances info consideration, that the plaintiffwas entitled to an injunction as asked, until trial or
further order

: but the injunction would not e.xtend
to the ground plan.
Order accordingly.

Aylesbury
;
Mr. George Darlington, builder, Am

sham
; H. T. Grimsdale, builder, Aylesbury.

The motion was for an order that Mr. Slad
should pay the sum of 117/. 18s.

;
alleged to be d

from him to the estate of W. H. Siaroy, being t

balance for the erection cf a villa at Amershg
Common,
Mr. Sladen’s case was that, under the agreeme

entered into between himself and Siarey, Mr. Gui
Luckett, architect, of Aylesbury, and who was t

architect employed, was to value and price a:

extras that might have been ordered over and abo
the original contract, which had been done, ai
after paying Mr. Darlington, who had been calli

in to finish the work, the accounts showed th
Siarey had been overpaid. The agreement staff
that Mr. Luckett's decision should be binding at
final on all parties in case of any dispute.

Mr. Arthur Powell applied to stay the proceei
ings on the ground that the parties themselves hs
made Mr. Luckett sole arbitrator. He the
objected to this Court assuming jurisdiction c
legal grounds, quoting authorities in suppor
After long legal arguments, the Judge overruled tt
preliminary objections, and decided to hear th
motion.
Mr. Carrington then opened the case for th

Official Receiver, reading an affidavit of Mr. Georg
Mallam and the shorthand notes taken on th
private examination of Mr. Sladen and Mr. Luckef
Mr. Herbert Quinton, architect, Oxford, was th

first witness called for the Official Receiver. H
stated that he had seen and examined the contracl
specification, and plans for Mr. Sladen’s villa. Hi
(witness’s) instructions were to price the quantitie
according to the schedule in the Architect's Com
pendium for 1895. He was to price the extras am
omissions. He did so, and now produced hi
valuation. It amounted to 133/. 5s. gd., in additioi
to which there was 28/. 14s. lor extras not allowei
for by Mr. Luckett. In cross-examination by Mr
A. Powell, witness admitted that he had departet
in his valuation from the prices mentioned in thi
compendium, varying it in accordance with loca
prices. It was perfectly reasonable for Mr. Lucket
to do the same. The witness admitted that he hac
not priced the additional extras claimed for by thi
Official Receiver in accordance with the com
pendium, neither had he measured them up, bu'
bad simply taken the items from the bankrupt''
account bock.
Mr. Carrington here intimated that in the face o;

the admissions on cross-examination he mus
abandon his claim for the increase over Mr. Luckett'i
valuation.

Mr. William Siarey, the bankrupt, was then called,
and stated that the whole of the additional extras
claimed for by the Official Receiver, had l)een carried
out by him, and that he had not been either paid 01
allowed for the same by Mr. Luckett in his valua-
tion. He, however, admitted that the amount'
charged were not in accordance with the Architect's
Compendium; that some had been allowed for iiy
Mr. Luckett, others were specified for and formed
part of the original contract, either being included
in the specification or hill of quantities.

Mr. Carrington here intimated that in the face of
these admissions he could not continue the case, and
acting under the instructions of the Official Receiver
who only desired to do what was right in the matter
in his official capacity, he would withdraw from the
case.

His Honour then gave his judgment for Mr.
Sladen, refusing the motion with costs.—
Exafmner.

AYI.ESBURY BANKRUPTCY COURT.
RE SIAREY—EX PARTE THE OFFICIAL RECEIVER

of thisCourt—before his Honour, Sir A. G. Marten O C-a motion was made by the Official Receiver’
acting as trustee of the estate of William Howard

of Araer°sha^
^S^inst John Sladen,

The Official Receiver- - . ,
was represented by Mr. ACarrington, barrister, and Mr. Sladen ^by Mr.

Ali- (instructed by MessrsAlbin Hunt & Fourmy, solicitors, Chesham),
Several witnesses were in attendance to give

amongst whom were; Mr.H. Bushell.h.S. 1 .; Mr. Guest Luckett. architect.

ACTION BY A BUILDING MANAGER:
SOLICITORS AND THEIR SPECULATIVE BUILDING

TRANSACTIONS.
Mr. Ridley, Q.C.. one of the Official Referees

of the Chancery Division of the High Court of
.
ustice, has had before him recently the case of
Wesser v. Saunders and others, in which the plaintiff,
Mr. J. J. Messer, of Fernlea-road, Balham. seeks to
recover from the defendants (Messrs. Saunders.
Hawksford, & Bennett, of Coleman-street E C
and Mr. J. Grayhurst Hewat, formerly carrying on
business as solicitors under the style of Saunders,
Hawksford. Bennett. & Co, ), a sum of 3,320/! 13s. jd.,
alleged to be due to him, and including advances
made by him to enable defendants to finance certain
builders. Mr. Hewat pleaded non-liability under
partnership deed, and the other defendants set up
an open counter-claim to ascertain which they asked
for an investigation of accounts. It was stated that
in 1874 plaintiff was a bill clerk in the employment
of a firm of City solicitors, whose business was then
acquired by Messrs. Saunders, Hawksford. & Bennett,
and they took over plainlifTsservices with the business
Subsequently, Mr. Hewat, who had been articled to
(hem, was admitted a member of the firm, which en-
gaged largely in speculation in land and buildings.
They either purchased freeholds or got long leases of
land suitable for building, and entered intoagreements
with various builders to erect houses on the land,
using their own money, or that of clients, or money
advanced by their clerks to finance the builders.
I laintiff’s first advance was in 1879. In 1885, the
then surveyor for the firm’s estate work having been
dismissed, plaintiff was asked to undertake the
management and superintendence of the various
building estates, and in addition to the continuation
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of his salary of 200/. a year, he was given a free

residence and survey fees
;
he was to have the letting

j

of the finished houses, the collection of the vents, and
the execution of repairing jobs required from time

to time, doing the latter as cheaply as possible, and
charging such sums as would leave him a slight

margin of profit. In 1890 a builder who had con-

tracted with defendants for the erection of some
houses in Pathfield-road, Streatham, failed to com-
plete bis work, and it was agreed that plaintiff should

undertake the finishing of the houses as cheaply as

he could
:
but this necessitated the purchase of a

bor.^e and cart, the hiring of stables, and a consider-

able increase of his ordinary plant and materials for

repairing work on the firm’s building estates. This
went on until 1894, when the defendants found they

were losing money, and plaintiff, becoming worried

about the large balance due to him, was seized with

a severe attack of brain fever, and incapacitated from
business. After his recovery he failed to obtain a
settlement of his account, and hence the action.

General account, according to the particulars of

claim, showed a balance of 658/. 6s. 9d. ; and
repairs account, 1,746/. 35. (inclusive of 1.556/. los.,

the cost of finishing the houses in Pathfield-road)

;

the other items comprising loans to builders and
interest on the total debt sued for from June 24, 1894,
to the date of the action.

Mr. Houghton, on behalf of Messrs. Saunders,
Hawksford, & Bennett, said their case was that

plaintiff was a trusted and confident servant of the

firm, and on bis representations as to the manner in

which they had been dealt with, the previous sur-

veyor was discharged, an alteration of plaintiff's

duties was arranged
;
be was to do no legal work in

the office but, lor the protection of the firm, to

superintend and manage their estate building work.
Plaintiff suggested that if money were found him he
would buy materials and engage labour so as to

avoid contractors’ profits, and, practically, finish the

bouse building at cost price, which was agreed to,

and he was also entrusted with the duty of certifying

the builders' accounts. But when the latter “broke
down, "it was found that he had already certified for

nearly the scheduled estimates of cost while the new
buildings were nothing like completed. On com-
plaint being made about this, plaintiff told the firm

that everything would come out all right, that the

houses were well worth all the advances, and that

he would himself finish them, looking to the property
for repayment. Plaintiff always encouraged the

firm to go on, until Mr. Bennett took matters into

his own hands, and after plaintiff became ill, investi-

gations were made which revealed the state of things

on which the counter-claim was based, viz. ;—That
plaintiff bad received secret commissions for supplies

of materials, used defendants' material for the pur-

poses of bis own business, and had been in partner-

ship with certain builders. Altogether, counsel said,

upwards of 30,000/. of the defendants’ money had
been handled by plaintiff, and the bulk of it had
been lost.

Plaintiff was examined at considerable length as to

his transactions with the defendant firm, and in cross-

examination he denied any knowledge until March,

1894, that Mr. Hewat was not jointly interested with
the other partners in the building undertakings, and
when Mr. Hewat told him so he was startled and
surprised. It was not a fact that the sums set out in

his claim were substantially profit he had made on
the moneys of the firm winch had passed through
his hands. He denied having received secret com-
missions.

Several witnesses on both sides were examined,
A settlement was arrived at subsequently, and Mr.
Ridley accordingly gave judgment against the

defendant Hewat for 2,000/. and for 200/. as against

the defendant firm, with costs.

A CLARE MARKET LIGHT AND
AIR CASE.

The case of Dye v. Patman and others came
before Mr. Justice North, in the Chancery Division,

on the 5th inst,, on the application of the defendants
for an adjournment of the case under the following

circumstances. Mr. Dodd, who appeared as

Counsel for the defendants, said that the plaintiff

owned a public-house situated at the corner of

Hollies-slreet, Clare Market, the action being one
for alleged interference with his light and air. His
house, however, together with a number of other

bouses, had been scheduled as being in an insani-

tary area, under the Housing of the Working Classes

Act, 1890. After representation bad been made to

the Medical Officer of Health, the London County
Council complied with that Act, and gave the

plaintiff notice of this representation, and eventually,

under instructions from the Local Government
Board, a person was authorised to make a report, to

be laid before Parliament. If the plaintiff's house
was in such an unsanitary condition that it was not

fit for habitation, and could not reasonably be made
so, then the London County Council purchase it

compulsorily, and they pay to the owner of the land
compensation for the value of the land and the
materials thereon. That report was expected to be
made to Parliament shortly. Under those circum-
stances, if the case was set down and heard, it would
be an injustice for the plaintift to obtain a manda-
tory injunction to compel the defendants to pull
down their building, which was a new building, andi
which had been erected with the approval of the
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London County Council. He (the learned Counsel)
therefore wanted an adjournment of the trial,

because the owner of the premises was not in

England but in South Africa, and he was an im-
portant witness connected with the case.

His Lordship ; How is that?
Mr. Dodd replied that he ought not to have

suggested that he was a material witness, but he was
greatly interested in the proceedings. His (the

learned counsel’s) substantial ground for asking for

the adjournment was that if the plaintiff were to

succeed in his action as it now stood he would have
a mandatory injunction compelling the defendant
to pull down a building which had already cost a
large sum of money, and which had been built with
the approval of the London County Council.

Mr. MeSwinney, for the plaintiff, submitted that

the application was merely an attempt to postpone
the evil day when the mandatory injunction would
be granted. J f the area in question was condemned,
the plaintiff would be purchased out, and the light

would be a valuable easement which would have to

be taken into consideration when the purchase took
place.

His Lordship ; Yes, and purchased out by the
people who sanctioned the defendant’s structure.

After some further discussion, his lordship said
that he thought that the case ought to be post-
poned, not because of the owner of the defendant's
premises being away—because he could have had a
shorthand note taken of the proceedings, and read
it over afterwards—but it was quite possible that
there might be a report which would prevent him
(his lordship) ordering the building to be pulled
down. If that report had not been made at the
time of the trial, and if he went on to hear the case,

and decided it in the plaintiff’s favour, be certainly

should suspend any proceedings under the order to

pull down until he knew what the result of that
report was, and it might turn out that the whole
trial had been useless. The plaintiff could not,

therefore, get any benefit from a decision, even in

Ills favour. "What then was the reason for wasting
the time on a trial in the meantime? It was not
unreasonable on public grounds to postpone the
trial, and he should, therefore, adjourn the case.

He thought that the best order would be that the
case should stand over until further order, with
liberty to either side to apply to restore. The costs
of the motion to be costs in the action.

Order accordingly.

A BUILDER AND HIS PLANS.
The case of Smith v, the Chorley District Council

came before Mr. Justice Kennedy, in the Queen’s
Bench Division, on the 8lh inst., for judgment. The
action was brought by the plaintiff, a builder at

Chorley, for a mandamus to compel the Council to
pass the plans of a house in Back-lane, Chorley,
which, however, it declined to do, on the ground that
if the house was built it would make the street 24 ft.

wide instead of 36 ft. 6 in., which was the minimum
width allowed by the by-laws. Tlie plaintiff's con-
tention was that Back-lane was not a new street.

The case was tried before his Lordship and a special
jury at the Manchester Autumn Assizes, when the
jury found that Back-lane was not a new street.

The short point which his lordship had to decide
was whether a writ of mandamus was the proper
remedy.
His Lordship said that after having carefully con-

sidered the arguments of counsel, and the numerous
authojities on the point, he came to the conclusion
that the defendants’ contention was well founded,
and that the action for a mandamus could not be
maintained.

Judgment accordingly for the defendants with
costs.

A FEARDON BUILDING DISPUTE.
The case of Harrison zf, the Feardon Urban

District Council came before the Court of Appeal,
composed of the Master of the Rolls and Lords
Justices Lopes and Chitty, on the loth inst., it

being the appeal of the defendants from the judg-
ment of Mr. Justice Kennedy in an action tried
by his lordship at the Leeds Assizes.
The plaintiff in the action, Mr. William Harrison,

claimed an injunction to restrain the District Council
from pulling down or otherwise interfering by them-
selves, their servants, or workmen, with a coach-
house and stable which he was causing to be erected
on a plot of land on the western side of Cemetery-
road, Feardon, close to a number of cottages owned
by him. The District Council in February or March,
1896, proceeded to pull down the buildings, contend-
ing that they were an infringement of their by-laws
in so far as by their erection plaintiff was making a
new street on the space in question, that the passage
was not of sufficient width, and that if this building
was suffered to stand the new street would only be
13 ft. 3 in. wide instead of 26 ft. 6 in. as required
by one of their by-laws. There was no aperture or
means of exit of any kind from the building, as
erected, into the space or passage

;
the only access

to the building, as constructed, was at its north end,
and furthest away from the space or passage. The
question was whether the plaintiff had by this erec-
tion been beginning to lay out a new street. Mr.
Justice Kennedydecided the case against the Council,
granting Mr. Harrison an injunction, with the nominal

damages of 40s. for the trespass. The defendants
now appealed.

Mr. Lawson 'Walton, Q.C., and Mr. Scott-Fox
appeared as counsel for the appellants, and Mr.
Robert Wallace, Q.C., and Mr. W. R. Watson for

the respondent.
Mr. Scott-Fox said that the question before the

Court was one of construction of the by-laws, and
although the issues were very complicated the

question to be decided had narrowed itself to small
limits. The plaintiff had built in Feardon certain

property which for the sake of argument, though it

was not named yet, might be called Carlton-terrace.

It consisted of a row of nine houses, the fronts of

which opened on to a narrow pathway, but the backs
oi which opened on to a road\\hich gave the only

access to carts. It was at the back of one of these

houses on which the stable and coach house were
built. He contended that the roadway was a new
street and thereby came under the by-laws.

The court without calling upon counsel for the

respondent dismissed the appeal with costs.

MEETINGS.
Friday, February 19.

Architectural Association. — "iAr. W. H. Bidlake on
“ The Architect and the Public." 7.30 p.m.
Incorporated Association 0/ Municipal and County

Engineers {Meltopoliian District Meeti7ig).—{\) Mr. N\'.

Weaver on “ London House Drainage." (2) Mr. R. W.
Richards on “ Hard Wood Pavements.” 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, February 20.

Architectural Association.—Visit to the L.C.C,Working
Class Dwellings, Boundary-street, Bethnal Green. 2.30
p.m.
Institution of Junior Engineers.— \t%\X. to the Metro-

politan Fire Brigade Headquarters, Southwark Bridge-
road, S.E. 3 p.m.

Monday, Februart 22.

Surveyors' /nstitution.~{i) Adjourned discu.ssion on
Mr.

J.
Willis Bund’s paper on “Allotments and Small

Holdings.” (2, time permitting) Mr. C. H. Hooper 0
“ Fruit Growing as an Auxiliary to Agriculture." 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {.Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

—

Lecture by Dr. A. Wynter Blyth. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures .—Mr. C. F. Cross,

F'.C.S., on “The Industrial Uses of Cellulose." II.

8 p.m.
Tuesday, February 23.

Institution of Civil Ettgineers.—’^zt^exs to be read :

(i)“The Main Drainage of London,” by Messrs. J. E.
Worth and W. Santo Crimp ; (2) “ The Puritication of the
Thames,” by Mr. W. J. Dihdin. 8 p.m.
Royal I'icforia Hall, Waicrloo-road, S.E. — Ws. J.

W. Waghorn, D.Sc
,
on “ X and other Rays of Light ’’

(with e.xperiments). 8.30 p.m.
ucticneei s' Institute.— J. Hepper on '‘The I.aw

of Fixtures in Practice.” 8 p.m.
Carlisle .Irchtteclural, Engineering', and Surveying

Society.—Mr. A. W. Johnston on “Architectural Propor-
tions."

Wednesday, February 24.

Sutveyors’ Institution.—Annual Dinner, Victoria Hall,
Hotel Cecil : Strand entr.mcc. East Block.

Society of Arts.—Sir Henry Trueman Wood, M.A., on
“Reproduction of Colour by Photographic Methods.”
8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures fat Sanitary Officers).

—

Inspection and demonstration in the Parish of St. George’s,
Hanover-square. 2 p.m.
York Architectural Society.— Canon Argles on

“ The History and Development of York Min.ster." Illus-

trated.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Mr. Alexander
Drew, C.E., on “The Practical Designing of lion and
Steel Roofing."—V. 8 p.m.
Architectural Association (Discussion Section).—Mr.

H. Rose on “Dodges." 7 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall, London Wall.—Professor T, Reger

Smith on “ Our Ancient Cathedrals." 8 p.m.

Thursday, February 25.

Society ofAntiquaries.—(t) Mr. C. H. Read on "An
Inscribed Roman Prov Found in London." (2) Mr. F.
Gann on "Antiquities Found in British Honduras.” (3)
Mr. C. E. Keyser on "The Figures of Saints Found on
Devonshire Screens.” 8.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.— "Yir. J. W. Gregory on "The

Problems of Arctic Geology." III. 3 p.m.
Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts .

—

Mr. G. C. Haitu on " Design and Designers during Her
Majesty's Reign." Illustrated. 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

—

Dr. A. Wynter Blyth on “Sanitary Laws and Regula-
tions Governing the Metropolis.” 8 p.m.

Friday, February 26.
Institution of Ciz'il Engineers (Siudeuts' Meeting).

—

Paper to be read :
—“ Rockers and Flxpansion-Bearings as

applied to Girders of Short Span," by Messrs. A. F'.

Baynham and F. P.. H. Dobree. S p.m.
Royal Institution, — Lieut. -Col. C. R. Conder on

" Palestine Exploration.” 9 p.m.

Saturday, February 27.
Fuilders' Foremen and Clerks of U'orks' Institution .

—

Annual Dinner, King's Hall, Holborn Restaurant. 6.30
p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association. — Visit to

North British Distillery.

RECENT PATENTS:
abstracts of specifications.

1471.—Means for OrENiNG .and Closing Windows,
&c._ : C. E. Batcock andAnother.—Tht inventors employ a
main pivotted lever, cither in one or more pans, one end
being connected to a sliding rod by means of a pivotted
rod ; the other end being connected to the window, &c.,
through the medium of a rod, a pulley being carried at the
end of the main lever, and running upon .laid rod

; and a
guard rod being provided to -prevent the window, &c.,
having independent movement from the lever. Any con-
venient arrangement, such as a rack and lever, may be
employed to operate sliding rod.
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITIONS. CONTRACTS

—

ConlinueJ.

N»ture ol Work.

•AltcratioDB to Schaol

'• of Work or Materials.

>B PreiiiiBef, BobcoidI’S. Bout

Sebulldlog part of .old
Kendal

VIIU, Umagh, Ireland.......

den Park
*MakiDg-up, Paving.

Honor Oak Park....
•Guernsey (iramte ......

AdditionB,*'-.'
SonierBet

Cadr* 1. UlaiD
Road Works, Liverpool-road

Sewer over Boath Brook

Pipe Sewers, Wltton Pork ........

Bchoolt, Glandore-avenue, Belfast..

Additions, Marble Works, OUoy-road.
Bradford

House, Oxenhope, Yorka

Water Supply Works, Keanet, Alloa.

Pour Houses, East-tbe-Wuter. Bide-

Mortuary at Cemetery ...

•Granite. Bag Btime, Tat
Lime, Ceoient,

•Erertlng Hall Keeper’s
tiy Ball .

Station Building, Clontarf, ct

•Underground Conveniences .

Road Works. Back Burteee-sl

By whom AdTsrtlsedi Premiums.

!

' Nuneaton Conaerra-
' tiv* Club . ..

. , Llauljerla Soil, Bd. .

1
.’to guineas

|

101
!

CONTRACTS.

By whem Required. Forms of Tender, 4c.
Bupplted by

^

•• Rainbow Dyeworka Jennings A Ooater, Archt.
G.F D.-ehnnibers, Bourne

1

luouth
1

l-

Lewiaham Bd, of Wka,

J. aUlkor, Archt. Kendal '

K. J, Toye, Archt. Strand,
Derry

Surr. Bd. of Wks. Offices.
Catford, 8, E.

do.
; _ _

do.

W. Scott

1

Great Oco»by (Lancs)

1

U.D.O
. Cardiff Corporation ..

j

Brook-st. Kennlngtou '

j

B. ,T. -Wilde, Archt. Coule- 1

vard-chnibrs, We»ton-sq.
1

Oethlu 4 Wallis, Archt. 1

, Weatgate-street, Cardiff
’

W. Hall. C.E. College-road,'
. Great CrosbyW

, Harpur. C.B. Boro’
Enirr, Town Hall

J. Waugh, C B. Snnbridge-
1

chambers, Bradford ....

;
C- Johnston, Burr. ], Cra- ,

,

dock-at Bishop Auckland 1

N, Fltzslmmors, Archt.
|

82, Royal-avenue ..
'

Bmpsall 4 Clarkson, Archt.
T, Exchange

Judson 4 Moore. Archt.
Y'ork-chmbr*. Keighley :

Buchsnan 4 Bennett. C E
^24._^0_eQrge-tt_ Edinburgh

i

Clayton (Yorks) U.D.C.

Biehop Auckland
U.D.C

Commlttoe
;

Beds. County Connell
'

, Dnnmouth Harbonr '

Folkestone Burial Bd.

,
Lunacy Commissioners
(IreiaDd)

terrace, Annan .... 1

R. T. Hookway, Archt.
Brldgeland-st. Rldeford 1

'

County Uurv. Bedford
E. e. Back, C.K. Dart-
mouth

Boro’ Ergr. Dover-etreet.
Folkestone..,.

A. T, Jackson, Arcbt. 5,
Corn-market, Belf.tst

U-P.A
J

Camberwell Vestry ..
‘

Stamford '

....
"

0. a. Brown, Vestry Hall,
Camberwell, BE j

do, do. '

do.
G. N. R, Co. (Ireland)

do.
Secretai-y. Amlens-streel
Terminus, Dublin ....

H. Harlock, C!arence-rd.
Southend

SouthenJ-on-Sea Corp.

Bishop Auckland

Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Required.

April 30

No date

Institute Buildings ' Canterbury Corp.

Sbons and Houses.
uatesiiead

•Jlervlces and Materials .

LejtcnU.D.C.-...

A. H, Campiiell, Sorv. 28,
'

Bt. Margaret ’••street .. I

1 J. O. Crone. Arclit. tO. 1

Or.iluger-st. Neweastls .. .

S. S. Ilrlmley, Public .

OEBroe. The Burroughs,
i Hendon, N’.W '

Sec. i’addlngtou Stii. W. ..

.1. H. Norman, Council
Offices, Bromley

W. Dawson. Town Hall,
Leyton -

•Asplialte, Portland Cement,
'J lianips Ballast, Ac

•Road Making and Lighting .. ..

•Sewage Disposal Works

•Construction of Winter Garden 01

Pier
Hospital Pavilion. Morton Banks .

•Laundry Drying Arrangements .....

•.tlteratlouB, Municipal Offices. ......

Dispensary and Retidence...

Extenslnna to City Hospital, 3tnne]
Stanton-road

Wideoiog Stone Bridge, Nunniogton.
YorksA Bnllditig at Colchester

•Laboratory ......................

•Painting and Repairs

Residence, Buxton, Derbyshire -

Boarding House, West Park. Harro-
gate

Additions to Cliapel, Danby End,
Uanby. Y'orks

Schools, Fr.Mice-strect. Blackburn ...

do.

St. Saviour’s BJ. of W.
(Southwark) ..

Kingston - on -ThameB
Corp
HoveU.D.C

Ucklield U.D.C

ipu.'ii

I

Islington Ouardiaua .

.

Rolherliam Corp. ...

Essex C.C.~..

L C.C

F. Stnallmau

Houses, Wooil Royd Estit
Bowling, Bradford

•Infirmary, Nurse*’ House,
' Kingston Colon .

P. E, Murphy, 712. High-
road, Tottenham

(L R. Norrlsh, Offices, Bin-
ersnn-st. Blackfriars.R.a,

Boro’ Surv.ClBttera House,
Kingston

The Surveyor. Town Hall
Nicholson & Hartree,
Archt. Hereford ....

G. Maxw-ell Lawford. 13,
Victoria-street. S.w.

Thompson 4 GreenhaJgh,
Bauk-chmbrs, Southend

Judson & Moore. Archt.
Yolk Chmhrs. Kolghley

Mr. Musto.St. Johu’s-rcad
Workhouse

P.. J. Lovell, -18, Queen
Vlctorio-street. E.C

J Keuny.The LIspeiiBAry,
Loughnavalley, MiiUlngac
O- 4 I Steaue, Areht.
Litt'e Park-st Covent'y'
W. Stead, U.E. North-
allerton .

. I

W. C. Street, 7, VictorU-
I

street. 8.W I

Town Hall
C. E. Vaughan, 23, Low- '

thor-arcade, W.O
County Offices 78, Duke-
street, Chelmsford

Architect’s Dept, Spring-
gardens, 8.W

W. Sugden & Son, Archt.
1

Hanley, Staffs .. '

A. A. Glhaon, Archt,Yorks,'
Bank Cbnibrs. Harrueata

'

J. W. Taylor. Archt. New-
eastia-on-Tyue .... .

0. Hill, Archt. Albert-st).
Mancliester

8. Robinson. Archt. Cheap-
side, Bradford
W. H. Hope. Union Offices,

Portsm.mth-road. Kings- 1

ton-on-Thames .... !

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Thcie marked with an atterisk (•) are adeertieed in tH, Xumber. Competitims,

Nature of Appointment. I By whom Advertised.

1

! Salary,

1

•Sanltarv Inspector
‘GlerK of Works
•Secretary

—
1

Hampstead Vestry ..
,

.

. 1

Coventry Corp
1

not. rising to 1401
1 41. per week
4001. per nunum

I

Applica

I be In.

CiMitracfs, pp. iv. vi. & viii. Public Appointments, pp. xvi. A xix.

3,485.—Carrying Away Water of CondensatiOjN
KROM Corrugated Iron Ro'ofs, Stc. : /. Cnrter.
Inventor arranges the condensation gutter, constructed of
?inc, galvanised iron, &c., around the sides of the building
or shed, in such manner that a portion of the gutter pro-
jects inwardly, so as to catch any drips or moisture, the
condensation gutter being merely fixed upon the fascia or
plate, and turned down into the ordinary gutter outside
after passing under the corrugated sheets.

’

3.831.—Street and Yard Gulleys : /. IVilloughby,
/««.— Inventor constructs gutley of usual pattern and
shape, and in conne.xion with the discharge opening to the
sewer from the sealing-chamber lie attaches a valve made
of any approved material, this being so arranged that,
while providing for the free passage of any discharge from
the gulley to the sewer, it prevents the return of sewage
from the sewer through the gulley to the street, yard, &c.
3,980.—Sliding Windows: IV. i'oulton. — Jnvemor

us« a form of readily accessible, though concealed. Dullev’s
which can be easily removed for the purpose of facilitating
the remo\-al of the chains or cords affording the connexion
between the sashes. The position given lo this pulley i-

‘

a direct vertical line with the chain attachment to
sashes, and enables the concealment of the chains or cords
to be readily effected. Subsidiary advantages are the pre-
vention of the sashes sliding beyond a given point and the
prevention of any stretching of the chains or cords

4.575-—Water-closet Seats: /•'. ijharpnnd'AnBthcr.— In constructing a simple form of hinged seat, which will
rot_ allow the cover to fall back against wall, or seat to fall
entirely against cover, when pan without .seat is in use in-
ventors provide a back rail with thicker end pieces clamped
on, and projecting beyond rail, Between these projections
cover lyeceived. A roll-rwiih metal ferules is attached to
back of seat. Indiaruhber buffers between cover and seat
are adopted.
5,877--Sash Pocket Chi.sel: A. Relates

to chisels formed of thin parallel blades of varying width
in connexion with the same handle, by means of a holder
provided with an adjustable plate.
9.585--SETTING - OUT TooL I W.J. Harrisott and

vI/wfArr.—Relates to an instrument for mechanically
obtaining the lengths, angles of twist, and shape of face
mould for handrailing, stair-rails, ramped stone copings,
-smith work, &c. Instrument consists of plates of metal or
wood, •'kc., their edges making .an angle of go deg., havin'^
loi.g.tudinal slots in each piece, and so graduated to scales
.and pivotted together that the person operating them may
read off the sizes, .shape, and angles required for the con-
struction of handrailing, stairs, roofing, or the like

»5.s6s.—Window-Sashes AND Frames: IF./ Penny—In place of the ordinary way of hanging window-sashes
nventor makes them narrower and hangs them on a wood
iraveller running between the beads on eiiher side of sash
irame to which sash lines are attached. Sashes are
arranged to slide up and down, and both portions of sash
re constructed to fold inwards for

'

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
Ferruarv I.

—

2,594, H. Jenkins and W. Addis, Chim-
C<^vls, \cntilators, Air Extractors. &c.—2,634, W.

Dunn, Gate.—2,667, A. Boult, Preservative Paints. Pie-
ments, &c.

f BBRUARv 2.—2,689, G. Ward, Chimney and Venti-
lating Shaft Top Down Draught Preventor and Wind
Guard.— 2,698, E. Bauer, Parquetry or Inlaid Flooring.

—

®i7C’3i P. Drummond, Chimney Cowls and Ventilators.

—

-.733) W- William, Flushing Water-closets, Urinals, &c.
2.737, 4. Morgan, Electric Alarm Sash Fastener.—2,762

n Checks.—2,767, W. Thompson, Hollow
Building Blocks and Apparatus for making same.
February 3.—2,808, W. Dawson and A. Rum, Rule

2,834, J. Shanks, Lavatories, baths, sinks, Sic
2,3-10, D. Keith, Windows and Doors.—2,860, W. Holt,
Screens for builders, contractors, &c.—2,878, A. Hall,
Construction and Arrangement of Hospitals, applic.able
also to other buildings.
February 4.-2.‘942, M. Maylard, Water Closets.-

2,959, M. Holt, Weightle.ss Window Sash and Frame.

—

^986, J Major, Fire Grates.—3,034, W. Jackson and R.Buck, hcrew-presses for pressing bricks, roofing tiles,
floor tiles, &c. ’

I'EBRUARV s--3,054. J. Berry, Brick Die or Box.—
3,102, C. Kunkel, Automatic Door-opening Devices.
3,yt, A. Boult, Ropes for cranes, hoists, &c.

NT u
6.-3,155, A Hill and A. Barrett, Combined

Nail and Screw.—3,157, W. Hanlon. .Automatic supply of
d.sinfectants to water closets, Sc.-q.ig,, J. Lea and J.Perrins, Pulley Frames for chandeliers, S:c.—3 210 HWebb, Window.sand their sashes and casements.—3,22/
G. F;reeman and W. Shoesmith, Intercepting or Discon-
necting Iraps.—3,236. A. Leroy, Stone-Sawing Machines.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
29,698, F. Hughe.s, Sashes of Windows, &c.—ao.oeg, 1

Eckersley, Coping for Walls, ;tc.-4io G. Wincqz an^ H.Macheov, Machinery for Sawing Stone —4-1, G. Wineqzand H. Machepv, Sawing Stone.—873, E. HncknevRabbet and Slot Saw - 988. C. Conderf Fixing of DoorHandles.—1,135, _G. Falmer, Securing Doors.--i,a8g, J.Couhhurst. Joining Sanitary Pipes.—1,507, L. Schlen-
iheim, Flearth Stones and Curbs.—1,550, W. Al en Flush.

I^^cWey, 'Kitchen Ranges,-
t.68^. a. B1nkerd Saw_Clamp.-1.839.

J. Sn-ith, Chimney
1 ots.—1,913. H. Wadd.ngton, W.-iter-closet Seats.-i.giq,

Wind"w‘Fi^tU'."

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to opposition/or two months.

^2,726. A. Ransom, Chimneys and Ventilating Shafts

—

3960, J. Lumsden, Fastening Cords. &c., to WindowSashes. &c.—4,802, J Mam, Built Columns, Beams, andC’tders.-6,oi5,
f. Crem and W. Gates. Waste Water

closets.-6,861, C. Wall, Building Blocks.— 7,227
Wall, Building Blocks.—27,583, F. Clere. Constructior
Window Sashes and Frames to facilitate Cleaning r

other operations.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROrERTY
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
January 26.—By C. W. Davies.

Bariisbui^.—70, Muriel-st., 61 yrs., g.r. 5/. ^,6
Pentonville.—8, Claremont-sq., u.t. ol- vrs

"""
r

8/. 8s., r. 52/. los 221

By T. B. Wesi'acott.
Camden Town.— Great College-st., ^c., i.g.r.

38/. u.t. 44J- trs., g.r. 20/. ,,
Netting Hill.—All Saints’-rd., a profit rental of

20/. for 35i yrs
By WvER, Adams K Glover (at M.vson's Hall Tavern)
Kennington-rd.— “The Ship" p.-h., lease for 50

yrs., r. 150/., with goodwill 20 151
Brompton. — Hollywood-rd., “ The Hollywood

'

Arms ” p.-h., lease for 57J yrs., r. looA, with
goodwill g Q2J

By Slek, Son, & Carden (at Ma.son’s'i-iaVl Tavern)
Merton, Surrey.— Kingston-rd., “ The Ok! Leather

Bottle’’ p.-h., c. ; also four freehold building
plots adjoining _

Egham, Surrey.—High-st.. ‘’The Catherine
Wheel" Hotel, a freehold rental of 176/. 10s.,
with reversion

, g^j,

By W. J. Barnicoat (at Falmoiith).'”'
’

Budock, Cornwall.— “ Belmont House” and i a.
1 r. 5 p.. u.t. 742 yrs., g.r. 6d jA plot of garden land, 20 p., u.t. 742 yrs., g.r.

’

nil 2j(
By H. Spencer & Sons (at Gainsborough).’

Upton, Lincolnshire.—“ Upton Lodge Farm,”
105 a. 3 r. 27 p., f. , -g,

J.anuary 27.—By C. Canev.
Hounslow, Midcllese.x.— 1 and 2, Kent Villas f.

e.r. 6of. ’.,’1 3o(
By .M, Liell& .Son.

Bow.~ii6 lo 126 (even), Devon's-rd., u.t.dsl yrs.,
g-t. 27/.

Bromley-by-Bow.— r to 7 (odd), Norris-rd., u.t.

65t yr-s., g.r. T4/.

Clapton.—243, Glyn-rd., u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. 7/. los.

Victoria pic.—49, Cawley -r’d., u.t. sSyrs., g.r. 6/i’

41C
By Douglas Young & Co.

Dulwich.—314, F'ricrn-rd., f., e.r. 50/. 691
Ilford.— 2, Belmont-rd.; u.t. 999 yrs., g r. 7/. jos.,

e.r. 43^. 24c
Sutton, Surrey.—Collingwood-rd., 2 plots of build-

ing land, f. age
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By H. N. Newton & Co.
Strand.—35, Stanhope-st., f., r. 90/. £5So

By C. Rawley Cross (at Shepherd's Bush).
Hammersmitli.— 17 and 19, Wendell-rd., u.t. 80

yrs., g.r. 12/., e.r. 60/. 465
By A. Dowell (at Edinburgh)

.

Broughton, &c., Peebleshire. — The estate of
“ Rachan and (Quarter," 1,651 a. 1 r. 28 p., e.r.

1,738/. los 45.300
By J . Lees & Burchell (at Redbill).

Horley, Surrey.—“ Inholmes " and 3 a. i r. 36 p ,
f. 320

An enclosure of land, 3 a. 3 r. 33 p., u.t. 923 yrs.,

g.r. nil 150
By W. Dew & Son (at Pwllheli).

Llanarmon, &c., Carnarvon. — “ Penarth Bach
Farm," s6a. o r. 39p., f 2,320

“ Loo Las Farm,” 15 a. 3 r. 31 p.. f. 620
January 28.—By C. C. & T. Moore.

Victoria Dock.—Victoria Dock-rd., “ The Ship”
Tavern, f., r. 100/. 2i55o

St.George'sEast.—i, Bowyer's-bldgs., f., r. 32/. los. 200

Contmctiont used in these lists.— F.g.r. for freehold
pound-rent

;
l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
imijroved ground-rent

;
g.r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

;

f. for freehold
;
c. for copyhold ; 1. for lea.sehoId

;
e.r. for

estimated rental: u.t. for unexpired term; p.a. for per
annum ; yrs. for years

;
st. for street ; rd. for road

; sq. for
square

;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace ; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

"3
«/S(0

reale, E.I load
Sequoia.U.S.K.cu.
tub, C.inaila load
Birch, do
Elm, do
Fir, Dantsic, &c..
3ak, do

Pine, Canada red
• Do. Yellow
Lath, Dantsic,fath 4/10/0
St Pcteraburg.. 5/0/a

tVainscot, Riga,
lire., log e/io/o

Odessa, crown,,., t/io/o
Deals, Finland
2nd & iststd loo 9/0/0
Do. 4th Sc 3rd. . . 9I0/0
Do. Riga 7/10/0
St. Petersburg,

ist yellow... . fi/0/0
Do. and yellow lo/o/o
Do. white 9/10/0
Swedish 9/0/0
White Sea lo/io/o
Canada, Pine 1st eo/0/0
Do. do. and .... 14/10/0
Do. do. 3rd, See. 7/0/0
Do. Spruce, ist. 9/to/o
Do. do. 3rd and

9/to/o
9/Jo/a

8/19/0

13/10/0
ii/o/o

ri/io/o

16/10/0

«7/o/0

23/0/0
16/0/0

New Brunswick
Battens, all kinds
Plooring boards,
sq., I in. prep.

Do. and
Other qualities—

3edar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras. See.
ICahogany, Cuba
^t. Domingo,

cargo av.
Mexican, do. do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
ttose, Rio

7/1S/0
7/q/o II

S/0/0 1

ohIo I

0/7/6 I

o/5'9

/4*

m

in. St. Doming.

I TIMBER fco . .

Satin, I’orto Rico 0/0/7 oNt
Walnut. Italian .. o/o/g 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot.
land ton a/6/9 0/0/0
Bar, Welsh, in
London 5/x5/o 5/17/6

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o S/ia/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London S/iS/e 6/10/0

Copper — British
cake and ingot 54/5/0 54/15/0
Best selected .. 55/0/0 55/10/0
Sheets, strong, . 6j/o/o 61/10/0
Chili bats 51/1/3 o/o/o

Yellow Mtl lb. 0/0/s 0/0/5!LEAD — Pig,
Spanish .....ton ii/i2'6 11/13/9
English com.
brands 11/15/0 11/17/6
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. 12 18 g 0/0/0
Pipe 13189 0/0/0Zinc — English
sheet ton., ao/to/o 0/0/0
Vieille Mon-
tagne at/jo/o 0/0/0
Spelter 17/12/6 17/13/9

Tin—

S

traits ....63/15/0 0/0/0
Australian 62/5/0 61/15/0
English Ingots.. 65/0/0 66/0/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0
Billiton 59/>5/o 60/0/0

OILS,
Linseed ton 15/26
Cocoanut, Cochin 27/15/0
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0
Palm, Lagos 24/10/0
Rapeaeed, English
pale 27/10/0 27/15/0

Do. Brown 37/0/0 27/xo/o
Cottonseed ref. . , 15/17/6 16/10/0
Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel aa/o e/o/e
Archangel...... e/ia/6 o/o/o

Turpentine... .ton 21/0/0 21/2/6

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

ihould be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us
wt later than 10 a.tn. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
jublish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
iddress of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
neats of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
s given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
Cioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special
reasons.}

ALDERSHOT,—Forithe construction of 'ewerage works. Lower
Famhatn-road and Church-road, for the Urban District Council.
Mr, Banks Rusbford, surveyor, ia6. Victoria-road. Aldershot :—
Lee & Sons .£299 o

|
T. Turner, Blackwater* 19

• Accepted.

BIRMINGHAM.—For the execution of sewerage works,
Jhxdley, for the Rural District Council. Mr. A. E. Currall, Sur-
veyor. Solihull, and 460. Stratford-road, Sparkhill, near Birmlng-
bam. Qu.incittes by Surveyor :—
H. Weldon ;£Si299 18 i

[
J. Mackav .C3.713 18

S. Turner 4.482 13 0 Jones & Fitz.
C. Law 4,313 17 o I

raautice 3,664 J6 :

White, I.,jun 4,140 o 5 I Currall & Lewis.
Biggs. J 3.904 5 >1 Birmingham'.... 3,55012 ;

• Accepted.
[Surveyors' estimate. ,£4,000. iis. 2d ]

BLITH (Northumberland).—For making a macadamised road
X mile I fur. a chs. in length) between Blytii and Newsham. for the
foint Committee of the B)yth and Cowpen Urban District Councils.
Mr. Robert Grieves, surveyor. Waterloo, Blytli ;

W.T.Wier £3.500
- - - •

R. Hudson 2,845
1- Adams 2,457
G. "T. Manner
G. Bailey 2.333 0

liliStfa

T. Callighan 1.868
;

J. Robson 1,789 II

G. E. Simpsen, New-
castle-on-Tyne • 1,766

;

• Accepted.

BROMLEY (Middlesex).—For the erection of refuse destructor
juHdings, &c., Glaucus-street, for the Poplar Board of Works. Mr.
Wta. Oxtobv, Chief Surveyor :

—

Beaman & Deas £10,044 0
[

Goddard. Massey. &
Manlovc, AJhott, & I Warner, Notlingham*£7,998 14
Co 8,734 il •Accepted.
J.TI11S includes £73 per year for five years for maintenance.]

|
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BROMLEY (Kent).—For new
Common, for the School Board.
Salter's Hall-court, Cannon-street, E.C. Quantities ^ Messrs. (

Starger & Son. surveyors. 2r, Finsbury-paveroent, E.C.
’. Holt A: Sons £8,r83 1

General Builders' Asso-
ciation, Limited 8,171 z

Thos. Crossley 7.798
T. D. Grate 7.789

J. C, Aroaud, Bromley,
Kent* .... ..£7.78>

Chessum Be Sons ...... 7.769
M. Duthoil

' 7.526
•Accepted.

BROMYARD,—For the erection of liouse, for the Governors of
Bromyard Grammar School. Mr. F. B. Kempson, architect, 138,
Widemarsh-street. Hereford ;

—

J. Davies £1,899
|

Herbert & Son £1.400
G. Lewis i.Sto A. Newbold, Bromyard*. . 1.345
W. James 1,549 j

• Accepted.

BUCKINGHAM.—For erecting Christ's Almshouses. Bucking-
ham. Mr, Charles Bell, architect, 3, Salter's Hall-court, Cannon-
s'reet, E.C. :-
Tibbetts £1.069

[

Tombs & Sons* £705
Grist & Co. 988

I
Tompkins 649

• Accepted.

BURTON-ON-TRENT.—For the erection of school buildings.
Church Gresley, for the School Board. Mr. R. C. Clarke, aichitect,
Prudential-buifdings, Queen-street, Nottingham ;

—

Bromhead Bros. ......£9.974
• .

H. Smith R i:67

J. Oscroft.
Enoch Hind 7.997 '

J. Gorvett 7.979
T. Barlow 7.849
Wm. Smith 7.840

J. Hutebiason 7.630

Slater A: Harrison ....
Edwin Clarke
R. Kershaw
Wm. Moss
C. Venning, Swadlin-
cote (accepted)..—..

£7.596
7.460
7.408 I

7.225

7.»6s
. 6,980

6.965 I

CROYDON.—For the erection of an isolation hospital. Bedding-
ton Comer, Carshalton, for the Rural District Council. Messrs,
U. M, Chart & Son, architects. Union Bank-chambers. Croydon.
Quantities by Messrs. Franklin & Andrews, 25. Ludgate Hill,

W. Wallis
Rice Ac Son
Peters Ac Son. ,

.

• •£•8.995 I
Lorden At Sons..

.. 18,690 D. Waller
8.600 J. Burgf

CouHer 17.^34
1

Burnand
J. Smith & Sons 17,777 1

Fage
Potter 17.750

1
D. Stewart Ac Sons, WeU-

Longley Ac Co. 17.449 ’ lington'
•Accepted subject to approval of Local Government Bot

JS.970
15.965

15.934

EGREMONT (Cumberland).—Accepted for paving. Ate., Moor-
tow, for the Urban District Council of Egremont, Cumberiancl.
Mr. G. Boyd, C.E., 33, Queen-street, Whitehaven ;

—
W. B. Wilkinson Se Co., Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 3s- 4d. per

super yard.

GOLSPIE (Sutherland).—Accepted for the construction of water
supply works, t-aiw. for the Sutherland County Council. Mr.
John Baxter. C.E.. Clynemilton, Brora. Quantities by Engineer

T. Muaro, Wick £961 18 i

HADDINGTON (N.B.).—For the construction of two miles
sewers. Sec., CuUane, for the County Council. Messrs. Thoiubon Ac
Wright. C. E . 22, Ruthind-square, F.dinbuigh
Andrew Waddell Ac I John Martin £847 19 2
Son £1,687 4 It Richard Wallace .... 828 10 7

Archibald Fraser .. 1.01417 a LawrenceKelly.Edin-
John Morris Ac Son. . 876 3 7 I

burgh (accepted) .. 784 10 7

CARLISLE.—For the erection of the "Railway Tavern" and
warehouse, Botchergate (2 contracts), for Mr. Rickerby. Mr, H.
Higginson. architect, 3, Lonsdale-street, Caillsle. Quantities by
the architect :—

W. F. Picicering. Wreay, Carlisle* £3.603
* Accepted for bot)i contracts, subject to certain schedule

deductions.

Offices, Old Chariton, Kent.
Thos. Adams £4.257
Fry Bros 4.218
W. H. Wheeler .... 4,256

Quantities by surveyor:-
t 6 I W. Griffiths 3.965
1 10 Messrs. Mowlem At

2 10
I

Co., Westminster* 3,917 \

I

• Accepted.Universal Works Con-
struction Company,
Ltd 3,883 8 7 I

[Surveyor's estimate, £4,056. 7s. td.]

LONDON.—For new shop-front and interior trade fittings, from
plans prepared by Mr. D. H. Waddell, architect, 30, High
Hrlbom :

—

Sags A: Co £867 10 f Drew AtCadman* £634 10
Spieckley 712 10 |

*Accepted as amended.

LONDON.—Accepted for erecting two cottages in Winchelsea-
toad, Tottenham, for Mr. T. E. Baker:—

U. Knight Se Son, Tottenham £500
[No competition,]

Harris A: Wardrop . . . .£5.559 I

1
H. L. Holloway £2.043 '

W. Harbrow, South
Bermondsey* 2,035 !

* Accepted.

HOVE (Sussex).-For the supply cf o.sco yds. hand-picked Hints, for the Corporation. Mr. H. H. Scott, Town Surveyor

Yards wUling Delivered at
Farm-toad depot.

Delivered at

Chuich-road depot.

Delivered at
Sackvllle-road

Remain at tlie contractors' depot
and carted thence by the

County's own carts as required.

yds. yds. yds
s. d. •I'"!;

W. Stanbury 7 9

W. Hillman i.eoo 6 6 6 6
Station.r(»d, Portside.

T. Dudney* 570 6 3 —
6 n

Knolle Depot.
R. Brown
A. E. Hardwick 250

Dean Corner, opposite
Aldrington Pumping Works.

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For the supply of broken granite and granite spalls for the Vestry of Paddington. Mr. G. Weston, Surveyor.

Brokf.n Granite.

Price
Per Cubic

Yard.

PRfCE
per Ton.

s. d.

Queen’s Park, or Kilbum Railway Depots
J.! lichinbee

.

Le Maitre, G., delivered ai

Sommerfeld, L.,*
Do. delivered a

Wilson, W., delivered at side of Parish Wharvest
Bierghes.

Kaltenbach A: Schmitz, delivered at side of Parish Wharves
Blue Basalt.

Lyon, J. L. & Co., delivered at side of Parish Wharves
Blue Elvan.

Runnalls, J. delivered at side of Parish Wharves

The Ceiriog Granite Co., Ltd-, delivered at Paddington Railway Depot
cue Hill.

Clee Hill Granite Co., delivered at Paddington, or KUbutn Railway Depots
Croft Hitt.

The Croft Granite, Brick, and Concrete Co,, delivered at Paddington Railway Depot .

h nderby.
Nowell Se Robson, delivered at KUbum or Queen's Park Railway Depots
Tildesley, Shepherd, A: Mabson, do.

Enderby, Stouey Stanton, and Narborou^k.
Van Praagb Se Co., delivered at KUbum or Queen’s Park Railway Depots

Griffiths. Wm..
Manuelle, A. A: F.,* do.
Mowlem, J., & Co.. do.

Naiborough and Enderby Granite Quart
do. do.

Nowell At Robson, delivered at Kllburn <

Tildesley, Shepherd. Ac Mabson.’
Penlee.

side of Parish Wharves
C>uenast.

side of Palish Wharves •

Rebb.
Sommerfeld, L., delivered at side of Parish Wharves .

do. delivered at Railway Depot, name noi

s Co., delivered at Kilbum RaUway Depot..
Paddington do.

Queen's Park Railway Depots

Runnalls. J., delivered ai

Manuelle. C. M.. delivered al

f PRICE.S, 1896—97.

Manuelle, A. Ac F., delivered at side of Parish Wharves
Narborough.

Tildesley, Shepherd. Ac Mabson. delivered at Kilbum Railway Depot

Broken Granite.

Price
Per Cubic
Yard.

s. d.

t Not a proper form of tender.
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LONDON.—For the erection of new factory at Bromley-by-Bow,
E., for Messrs. Keniball, Bishop, & Co. Messrs. Wigg. Oliver,
iSc Hudson, architects, 7. Bedford-row. W.C., and 80, Leman-street,
E. Quantities by Messrs. Goodman & Simpson
H- A. Bishop jC^-97S I

W. Shurmut
'V. Grecar & Son ........ s.fei I Atherton & Dolman*
M. Patnck & Son *,630 I

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to shop and premises.
Nos, 116 and iiS, TheGrove, Stratford, E., for Messrs. Howes Bros.
Messrs. Wigg, Oliver, & Hudson, architects, 7, Bedford-row, W.C.,
and 80, Leman-street, E.
J. Jarvis & Sons .£879 I Battley, Son, & HolnessJ —
Atherton & Dolman* 815

|

•Accepted. t Withdrawn.

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of fireproof staircase. &c..
to factory. Durwarci-street, Whitechapel. E.. for Messrs. S. Schnei-
dets dt Sons. Messrs. Wl^, Oliver, Sc Hudson, architects, 7,
Bedford-row, W.C., and So. liman-street, £.

Brown, Son, & Blomfield .,£490

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to the "General
Havelock" public-house, Peckham, S.E. .Mr. W. M. Brutton,
architect. No <]uantities supplied
Bryan ^^1,969 I

Barton £1,441
H. Wail & Co t,684 Tyerman 1,404

J. O. Ricbatdscn >.4^7
I

LONDON.— For the construction of an underground convenience.
High Holbom, for the St. Giles District Board of Works. Mr. Geo.
Wallace. Surveyor, 197. High Holbom, W.C.:—
Thomas & Edge £4,202

|
C. W. KUllngback & Co.,

NeavedcSon 3.9S7 Camden Town* £3,697
W. Thompson 3 9t9

1
* Accepted.

MELMEK8Y (Penrith) —For the execution of watei
works, for the Rural District Council

J. d; W. Scott, Penriih £440 i

MEXBOROUCH (Yorks.),- For the execution of road works.
Hall-gate and Cress-gate, for the Urban District Council. Mr.G.F.
Carter, Surveyor. Council Offices, Mexborough

Hall-gate. Cross-gate.
Wm. JJ^obson £4<7 13 6 ••-•£3r6
C. A. Walker .

G. Eyre
F. Eyre, Sheffield (ac

383 c

301

MOVILLE (Ireland).—For the erection of two dwelling-houses,
or Mr Jas. M'Laughlin, Londonderry, and Mr. P. Glackin,
MovilJe. Mr. Foster Nolan, architect, Greencastle, co. Donegal

Per house.
| Perheuse.

paniel Gillespie £407 10 I Charles Doherty ;£363 0
D. McDermott. MoviUe,

I

CO. Donegal (accepted) 350 0

NEWPORT (Salop). — For the erection of schooI-buPdirgs
Edgmond, for the Committee of Managers, Messrs. J. R. Veall &
Son. architects, Wolverhampton, Quantities by the architects
Willcock d: Co. _ ..£1,169 8 3 I Bradrey & i-loyd . . ..£o<i 4 0

I’?®.*:® 4 II J. G. Muirhead 883 10 i
G. Bullock 1,076 8 6

I
E. Whittingham, New.

A. Roper 1,079 a 6
1

p:rt. Salop* 86315 6
H. Gough 1,023 16 9 Tommy Bros 855 ii 11
G. K. Downing 975 0 6] ’Accepted,

OLNEY (Bucks).—For additions, drc.
School Board. Mr. C. Dorman, arc
Northampton -—

I I

* "3!

? 1.389 C.F.Sharman
W. Whitbread 1 . - —W^^Whitbiead 1,150

|
I. C. Sharman SH

J-T. Wingrove I.I29
I

G. E. Fathers, Bedford*.
. 924Roolham d; Jeakmgs .... 1.137

|
’Actepted.

REDBOURN (He:
bourn, Herts, for ?

architect
Thompson S: Beveridge . .£2,035

[
Marriage Sc Co.. The Oval.

W 6"
1

‘'SSO Croydon* £1.510
C. Miskin • o— I c r-

F. HaU •Accepted.

SOLIHULL.—For the erection of ambulance depot at the
Uifectious Diseases Hospital. Lyndon End, SolihuU. Mr. A. E.
Currall, Surveyor, Solihull :

£1.13=
I

H. W. Thompson ^800
J Freeman, 820

|
H. Gregory 760

[Surveyors' estimate. £750.]

SOUTHEND (Essexl.-For works at the London Hotel. South-
end-on-Sea, for Mr. A. Willson. Messrs. Burles& Harris, architects.
Clarence-street, Southend. Quantities by Mr. Henry Busheli,F S.I.. 33, New Bridge-street, <_ity ;

—
-act^—Structural Alterations and Deceratize Uoris.

S' £785
I
F. Woodharas £603

F. Dupont 735 I
T. Whur, Southend* 580

Contract B.~Bar Fittings and Hard IVood Finishings, 6-f.‘
Bro^ Kieuse. & Co £c6o

[
Lascelles 5: Co. .

'. ,£,«A. E.Symes 887 I F. Dupont. Colchester* .... ill
•Accepted.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.—For wood pavmg, Clarence-road, for

the Corporation, Mr, Harold Hailock, Borough Surveyor,
Clarence-toad, Southend :—

SOBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 195. pv annum
4S. gd. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Build.'
by Friday Morning't Pott,

Wm. Griffiths ..

.

SOUTHEND—For the erection of small iron church, Scuth.
church. Scuthend-on-Sea, for the Rev. Phillpots :—

T. J, Hawkins. Ashfoid, Middlesex -.....£144

STANMORE-—For the erection of a house on the Stanmore
Park Estate, Stanmore, Middlesex, for Mr. W. S. Prichard.
Messrs. Boehmer & Gibbs, architects, ii, Spilng-gardens, S.W,
McCoimick £5,050

I

L. Whitehead & Co.* ..
. £4.800

Bailey 4,950 |

• Accepted.

ST. ANNE’S-ON-SEA. — Accented for providing and laying

pipes, &c., for the Urban District Council. Mr. H- bancroft, C.E.
88. Mosley-street, Manchester :

—
Josiah Dule, Notthwich £698 i 2

WARRINGTON.—For the construction of four streets and
thirteen passages, for the Corporation. Mr. Thomas Loogdin,
Borough Suiveyor, Town HaU, Warrington ;

—

William Heaton* ... .£337 13 o I F. T. BennieJ ...... ..£24 ta 9
ThomasStrirgetf.... 32413 aj

* Nine streets and passages, f Seven streets and passages.

1 One street.

WEMBLEY.—Accepted by the Wembley Park Company for the
constiuction of exhibition buUdings at Wembley Park, London

T. J. Hawkins. Ashford, Middlesex £5.ceo

WIMBLEDON.—For the erection of five cottages. Hubett-roxd,
for Mr. W. M. Gilbert, 12. Havelock-coad, Hastings. -Mr. Wm.
Cooper, architect, 21, Havelock-toad, Hastings:
General Builders, Ltd. £a,5'’'

- '

H. Ray 3,5

T. L. Fearon'
Lorden & Son . ..

Dockeiill & Son .

C. Fryer
C. Burrage

Barges” £1.850
[.Julian* Co 1,793
w. Greenfield 1.76a i'

S. Boothman 1,760
F. Doubell & Co 1.630 <

H. Brown 1.590 '

YARDLEY.—Accepted for fire stations, for the Yardley Distiict
Council

T, J. Hawldns, Ashford, Middlesex •••.£134

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
B. F, & S. (amounts shculd have been stated).—). S., J. ).,

W. L. E., W. C. G. (below our limit).—R K. (too late: next week).

NOTE.—The responsIbUlty of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
Wt cannot undertaJu to return refected cammunicaiioHr,
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which have

been duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED,
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, whn
retains the right to reject It if unsatisfactory. 'The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its

AlTcommiuilcatlons r^ardlng literary and artistic n
>0 addressed to THE EDITOR

; those relating to a
matters should

- „ advertisemeots
iluslvely business matters should be addressed to THE

PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

J.J.ETRID6E,Jr-
SLATE MERCHANT,

SLATER ind TILER.
ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,
ui x:,!'. 12.

Penrliyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portmadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to .my Railway Station.

Applications for Prices, &c., to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
filed DIRECTI

.. ... — .. — Kingdom, at
rate of 19s. per annum PREPAID. To all parts of Europe, Ameo
Australia, New Zealand. India, China, Ceylon, &c.. 26s. pet aniu
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) shoult:
addressed to the publisher of "The Buix-DER," No. 46, Catheci
street. W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Lt
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STOXB.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,)
and Preserving Building Materials,

HAU HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co. .

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& So:
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office ;—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,:
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic La.
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 4'

Poultry,E.C.—Thebest ana cheapest materials is

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse flooji

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-room:
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphai
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Ad'V)

SPRAGUE & CO.2

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially fc

Bills of Quantities, &c.

4 & 5, East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advi

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGEAPHE
accurately and -witli despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20,Parliament-st.S.^.
“QUANTITY SUR'VEYORS’ TABLES,"

For 1897, price 6d. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 [AD'.

THE

Fmicli Asplaltl
COMPANY.

Suffolk House,, Cannon-sireet, E.i

SUPPLY THE BEST M.ATERIAL AN
WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS,

,

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOFS'

WASHHOUSE AND DAIRY FLOOR]

&c., &c.

This Asifiialte was chosen to I

laid at Sandringham, on the ne

General Post Office, and other:

important buildings.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTBENS.
F. BRABY & CO.

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE STOCK REAOY.
Particulars on application. CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRGULATIC

LONDON; LIVERPOOL-
962 to 364, ETJSTON-EOID N.W., and 6 and GJJR]3em
218 and 220, HrOH-STEEBT, BOBOTTOH, S.E

GLASGOW;
47 and 49, SI. BNOCH-SOUA]
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The Question of the London County Council

Offices.

debate on the

London County

Buildings Bill

last week, in

regard both to

its tenour and to

the vote which

followed it,

strikes one as a

somewhat extra-

ordinary precedent in Parliamentary proce-

dure. Questions in regard to the propriety

of the site, and the amount which that and

the building cost, might very well have been

matters for consideration before a Select

Committee. But the House of Commons in

this case constituted itself a court to decide

on the question whether or no the London

County Council required more room for its

staff, a matter on which the Council itself

-certainly was entitled to know best, and acted

as the champion of the London ratepayers

in a spirit in which, as Sir William Har-

court truly observed, it would not have

-acted in respect of any other municipality in

England. The idea prevailing in the minds

of a majority of the speakers seems to have

been that because the London County

•Council’s Bill dealt with a metropolitan site,

therefore it was to be treated as a State and

aiot a municipal question. But this is a mere

geographical illusion. In relation to the

House of Commons, the London County

Council is exactly in the same position as

any other municipality in England. The

County Council have established a primd-

Jacie case of want of further accommodation,

and it seems extraordinary that, under

such circumstances, the second reading of

the Bill should have been rejected. More-

over, for the House of Commons to reject a

purely Municipal Bill of this kind, not after

investigation by a Select Committee, but

before such proceeding, introduces a

•dangerous precedent. It may be that the

result of the decision is the same as

would have occurred after the Bill had been

before a Committee
;

but practically the

House of Commons, by rejecting this Bill

•when they did, constitute themselves the

managers of the Metropolis. There is no

difference in principle between rejecting a

Bill for a town hall and a Bill for a system

of drainage.

Considering the importance and indeed

urgency of the question—considering that,

as Mr. Whitmore pointed out in moving the

second reading, two-fifths of the County

Council’s staff of 500 ’persons are housed

away from the central offices, at a cost of

6,000/. a year as well as of much delay and

inconvenience in the transaction ofbusiness,

that there are often as many as fifty Com-

mittee-meetings in a week, with only five

rooms available for their use
;
with all these

practical arguments it can hardly be sup-

posed that the question of new offices will be

allowed to be indefinitely shelved. In spite

of the negative vote of Parliament, therefore,

we may consider the question as one that

we are likely to hear more of before long.

Various objections have been raised against

the proposed site in Trafalgar-square, of

which the two really valid ones are that

the site is of a rather awkward shape to deal

with, and that the property upon it is

expensive to acquire. The former objection

however is rather apparent than real, when

we consider what successful plans have been

carried out on sites presenting quite as

awkward lines : the Manchester Town Hall

for example. Beyond these, there appear to

be two quite opposite objections urged

against it
;
the one that it is unnecessarily

large, the other that it is too small. The

former is the special cry of the daily papers,

most of which know nothing about the

requirements of such a building or the space

necessary to provide for them, and merely

court popularityby adopting what is supposed

to be the ratepayer’s view. The latter was the

view urged on the County Council by the Art-

Committee of the Institute of Architects,

which has given a great deal of attention to

the subject in a very public spirit, and from

an architectural point of view. In the Report

of the Establishment Committee of the

County Council (June 9 i
189^) stated

that the present offices have an area of

37,400 square feet, and the proposed new

site has an area of 84,000 square feet. At

first sight this no doubt seems a very large

increase in area
;
but when we consider that

the present offices give accommodation for

only three-fifths of the staff, that the supply

of committee rooms is most inadequate, that

the stairs and corridors are far too cramped,

and that a large margin must be left for

future increase of the business and of

the staff (and experience shows that such

institutions always are increasing), it will

not appear that this is too large a margin.

The Establishment Committee, who must

have had more information as to their own

probable requirements in regard to accom-

modation than any outsiders could have,

seem in fact [to have been so satisfied as to

the sufficiency of the space that they pro-

posed to devote the ground floor of the new

building to shops and business premises, an

arrangement which they estimated would

still leave double the present floor space

available. This proposal, which we

suspect was thrown out as a sop to

the cliampions of the ratepayers, as

promising a considerable recoupment of

the cost of the site, strikes us as a double

mistake. In the first place, a larger margin

is needed than would be afforded by twice

the present floor space, and this proposed

employment of part of the ground floor

would just throw away space which is likely

to be ultimately required. But an almost

more serious objection is that such a treat-

ment would be most prejudicial to the archi-

tectural dignity and fitness of a building for

so important a body and on so important a

site. This is so obvious, in fact, that we

doubt whether this part of the scheme was

ever meant to be seriously adhered to.

Wherever and whenever the new offices for

the London County Council are built, we

have a right to expect that every effort

should be made to render them a building

worthy of the great metropolitan district the

business of which will be carried on there.

Cutting and cheeseparing ought to be con-

sidered quite out of place on such an

occasion.

The Art Committee of the Institute, who

have kindly placed before us the information

which they have been collecting and on

which their views of the insufficiency of the

Trafalgar-square site are based, compare

this site unfavourably as to extent with that

of several Continental Town Halls of which

they have procured the block plans, and

even, relatively, with the size of some

English provincial Town Halls. They take

the Paris Hotel de Ville, which has an area

of 14,566 square metres, and compare it

with the 9,333 square yards of the Trafalgar-

square site,* and ask how London is to be

satisfied with so much smaller a site than

Paris for its municipal buildings, which are

stated to be already proving too small for

•A metre, we may remind the roader, is a little more

than 3 ft. 3 in. linear measure.
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the requirements of the Paris municipal
service. But surely they have overlooked

the fact that the Paris Hotel de Ville is a
building for municipal hospitality and fetes

as well as for municipal business. It per-

forms, in fact, the functions of the Mansion
House and the County Council offices

united. The County Council offices is pro-

posed as a business building only
;
a council

chamber and offices. They cite the Man-
chester Town Hall, of about 7,740 square
yards in area

;
with the natural inference

that a metropolitan building for the same
purpose ought to be at least twice as large.

But they appear to forget, again, that a con-
siderable portion of the Manchester Town
Hall is occupied by a great public hall for

entertainments, and that no such feature is

in question for the London County Council
offices. It certainly seems rather unfortunate
that a committee representing the Institute
of Architects should, with the best architec-
tural intentions, have been advising the
London County Council as to the insuffi-

ciency of their proposed site, while over-
looking what we should have thought such a
very obvious difference between the cha-
racter and objects of the proposed building
and of those with which a comparison w'as
made.

Tlie site favoured by the Institute, as sug-
gested in the. Journal of May 21, 1896, seems
at present to be the only one which can be
put in competition with the Trafalgar-square
site. It consists of a large triangular plot of
land proposed to be left at the south end of
the new street from Holborn to the Strand,
aetween the spur streets east and west, con-
taining roughly about 17,000 square yards;
situated centrally behind St. Mary-le-Strand.
There is room enough for anything here, and
of course the property taken would be
much less valuable. Against this are to
be set the three considerations that, for
the County Council business, it is not so
central as Trafalgar-square

;
that, as we

understand, in the event of the Trafalgar-
square site being adopted the present
Council Room would be retained and in-
corporated in the new buildings: it is cer-
tainly quite possible to do this and the
Council Room itself is a good room and quite
as large as such a room can conveniently
be for purposes of debate

; and that the
County Council wish to retain what may
be regarded as their historic position in
London. This latter predilection in itself
may not be worth paying very much for, but
It has its weight in connexion with other
recommendations.

At all events, with the absolute and proved
need, urgent need, of increased accommoda-
tion for the London County Council, we
cannot possibly regard the Parliamentary
vote of the iSth inst. as disposing of the
question for an indefinite period; and though
there are objections to the site the Council
are seeking for we are inclined to think that
on the whole the points in its favour pre-
dominate, and that most of the objections
raised against it have been somewhat un-
reasonable.

GLAZED BRICKS.
HE use of glazed bricks is now
rapidly extending, not only for
internal walls but also for ex-
ternal. They possess several ad-

vantages over ordinary bricks and stone, and
also over plaster and other wall-surfaces’ but

they have also some disadvantages. They
are practically impervious to moisture, easily

cleaned, and proof against the acids present

in the air and rain. On the other hand,

some glazed bricks are easily chipped or

cracked, and the glaze may soon be stripped

by frost. We do not propose to enter into the

question of fa'ience, but to discuss briefly the

two kinds of glazed brick in most common
use, namely, salt-glazed and enamelled. The
best bricks of both kinds are produced in the

neighbourhood of Leeds and Halifax.

Salt - glazed bricks vary very much
in quality, from the ordinary brick fused

on the surface by common salt being
thrown into the kiln, to the specially-prepared

pressed brick, the face of which is dipped
into a " slip " of fine clay before being fired

and salted. Biicks of the former kind are

known as "ordinary’’ or "common” salt-

glazed bricks, and are chiefly used for

spwers, manholes, and otlier places where a

clean, impervious surface is required at com-
paratively little cost. They are not, as a

rule, suitable for external or internal face-

work in buildings. The dipped bricks,

which are generally known as " best ” salt-

glazed, are also used in manholes, but more
largely in urinals, and for dadoes and other
internal work, and also for external work,
chiefly in plinths, as in the Clerkenwell Town
hlall

;
but occasionally for the whole front of

a building, of which there is a good example
in Great George-street, Westminster. These
bricks are first pressed, and, while still

green, their faces are dipped into a
" slip ’ of fine clay carefully w'eathered and
ground, and sifted through fine silk sieves.

It is absolutely necessary that the slip should
be of the same clay as the body of the brick,

otherwise unequal contraction will occur
during firing, and a " crazed ” surface may
result, or even the thin film may " shell off.’’

"Best” salt-glazed bricks are hard, free from
surface -cracks, clean, impervious, proof
against rain, air, and frost, and almost as
smooth as an enamelled brick. Their dura-
bility is now beyond question, as they have
for many years withstood the atmosphere of
London, and numerous smoky provincial
towns. From an artistic point of view they
are greatly to be preferred to hard-glaze
enamelled bricks. The colour of the latter

is too uniform, and the effect of a wall built
of them is hard, cold, and monotonous

; salt-
glazed bricks, on the contrary, are full of
variety in colour, toning from orange or
light red to a deep red-brown, and this
variety adds a great charm to the
finished work. A further advantage of good
salt-glazed bricks over enamelled is that the
glazed surface is actually an integral portion
of the brick itself, the face of the brick being
entirely fluxed or fused by the action of salt

;

while in enamelled bricks, the glaze is
really a thin plate of porcelain or earthen-
ware fused to the face of the brick by heat,
and never becomes actually part and parcel
of the substance of the brick.

The best enamelled bricks are prepared
from a special kind of clay which burns to a
buff or " biscuit ” colour. The clay is care-
fully weathered and ground, and then made
into brick-shaped blocks, each of which is
brought to the proper weight by having some
portion removed from the side where a
"frog” will be formed. After being
weighed the blocks are passed through
one or two presses, by which the frogs
are formed and the name or initials

of the maker impressed upon the bricks'.

Tvvo methods of adding the glaze are

adopted, known as the " wet-dip ” process
and the "dry-dip.” In the former, the bricks,,

while still green, are dipped in the glaze,,

while in the latter, the bricks are first dried
in a heated shed, and then "biscuited,” that
is to say, burnt in a kiln to a biscuit colour.
Each method has its advocates, but as a.

general rule, it may be said that the question,

is determined by the nature of the clay and
" slip ” used in the manufacture of the bricks..

Tile dry-dip process has one advantage,,

namely, that all bricks which develop cracks
or twists or any other defects in the pre-
liminary burning will not be dipped, and
consequently the average quality of the
final product is often higher than that
attained by the wet-dip process.

When the bricks are sufficiently dry to be
dipped, or (in the dry-dip process) when
they have cooled sufficiently after the pre-
liminary firing, they are dipped three or four

times (with intervals between for drying)
into a thin " slip ” which will burn to the
desired colour, and also into a transparent
glaze. Sometimes, however, the colour is-

added in the latter instead of in the slip..

The portion of slip and glaze overflowing
down the sides of the brick is scraped ofi'„

and, when the face is sufficiently bard, the
bricks are placed in the kiln (care being,

taken to keep the faces from contact) and
burnt till the desired colour is attained..

Small bricks are placed in the kiln with the
others and drawn out at intervals in order tO'

ascertain how the firing is proceeding.

Sometimes on account of the unequal
contraction of brick and sFip during firing,,

or from some other cause, the enamel "shells,

off” the brick, and may be gathered in.

shovelfuls from the bottom of the kiln. This,
is a bitter experience for the brickmaker, an(i
the cause and remedy are often difficult to*

find. Shelling may be the result of using'
inferior or unsuitable clay for the body of
the brick, or of using a slip which does not
contain the exact proportion of materials-

necessary for insuring its adhesion to the
clay under all conditions. Frequently all

will go well lor a time, and then a change
occurs in the bed of clay which is being
worked, and the bricks will shell until the
slip is changed to suit the clay. With some
clays it is impossible to use a slip of the
finest quality. Yorkshire enamelled bricks-

have a good reputation in this respect, the
enamel literally differing from that on bricks,

from some other counties as china differs-

from common pottery
;
common potter’s clay,,

or ball-clay, is used in considerable quantity
in the slip for inferior bricks, instead of the-

finest kaolin, or china-clay.

Even when the enamel does not shell off,,

its adhesion may be so slight as to be over-
come by a blow or by the natural agency of
wind and rain and frost. The nature of the-

adhesion may be easily tested by means- of
a hammer and chisel, or, better, by lightly-

striking the beds of two bricks together in

such a way that the edge of the enamel in

one brick is brought into contact with the-

other brick. If the enamel flies off, ex-
posing a smooth surface beneath, the brick
must be condemned. If, however, the-

enamel carries away with it a portion (how-
ever small) of the body of the brick, the-

bricks may usually be accepted as sound.
In the product of each kiln there is always

a considerable number of more or less--
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damaged bricks—bricks with cracked or dis-

coloured faces or with chipped edges. These

are carefully sorted, and sold at reduced

prices as "seconds” and "thirds.” Only

perfect bricks are sold as " best,” so that an

architect need have no hesitation in con-

demning defective glazed bricks, however

slight the defects may be, provided that

"best” bricks have been specified. Strict

supervision in this respect is greatly to be

desired, as otherwise the quality of "best’’

bricks is sure to deteriorate, as has been the

•case with timber and other materials.

Enamelled bricks of several colours can

now be obtained—chalk-white, ivory-white,

cream, buff, salmon, pink, and various shades

of red, brown, blue, and green. Black bricks

are also made. White bricks are the

cheapest, some of the coloured bricks being

nearly 50 per cent, dearer, Moulded bricks

for plinths, string-courses, reveals, and

other purposes, can also be obtained, and

also embossed bricks, and bricks with

patterns printed in one or more colours.

Most of the patterns on enamelled bricks

are, it must be confessed, almost as ugly or

ineffective as they can be made.

Soft-glaze bricks of the nature of majolica

are often made, but, while possessing a

richer body of colour (somewhat like salt-

glazed bricks in effect, but softer), they are

frequently crazed on the surface. They are

not considered as durable as the " hard-

glaze” bricks, of which we have hitherto

been speaking, and should not be used for

external work, especially in towns, as the

sulphuric and sulphurous acids in the air act

injuriously on the lead which forms part of

the glaze.

Of the sanitary advantages of glazed

bricks there can be no question. In water-

closets, urinals, lavatories, bath - rooms,

sculleries, corridors, basements, areas, and
other places where dirt and darkness are

wont to abide, they may be used with

vast improvement of " sweetness and light.’’

They may also be adopted with advantage

in larders, pantries, and kitchens, and even

in dustbins and the inspection-chambers of

drains. The "best’’ bricks of the best

makers are now of such excellent quality

that little fear of shelling or decay need be

entertained
;

at the same time it must be

acknowledged that the makers of some of

the best of these bricks do not advocate the

use of ena?nclled bricks in the open air in

towns—at any rate, in exposed situations.

NOTES.

, It is to be hoped that, in spite
Completion of . , , r •

South Kensing- of the non possumiis ot the
ton Museum. Treasury, the suggestion that

tlie completion of South Kensington Museum
should be taken in hand this year, as one

method of commemorating the longest reign,

will not be lost sight of by the Government.

We have not heard hitherto of any proposal

to celebrate the occasion by a work of art

;

this would be both a work of art and a work

of utility. It is impossible to mention the

subject without referring to the absurd

attempt made by Sir Charles Robinson, in a

letter in the Times, to urge that no archi-

tectural art should be represented on the

exterior of the building
;
that all we want for

an art-collection is a shelter. That is in the

true English spirit
;
other objects of art are

of interest, but when it comes to the ques-

tion of a great building, anything that is

cheap will do. It is true that the competi-

tion designs for the completion of South

Kensington showed an unnecessary emphasis

in towers
;
that is an English weakness also

;

but in other respects an Art Museum is one

of the most fitting occasions for architectural

richness and beauty of treatment. In this

case, besides, the keynote has already been

struck by the rich and effective elevation of

the Science Schools towards Exhibition-road,

with which the new building must be in

.

immediate contact.

^
The promoters of a society

Institute of which Calls itself the " Institute
Architects. Architects and Surveyors’’

are again sending round printed circulars to

those who they presume to suppose will be

attracted by their prospectus. The "Council”

is composed of persons whom no one has

ever heard of, and we observe that the

President, one Mr. J. H. Wilkinson, places

after his name the letters “ F.S.A.,” which

are universally taken to stand for "Fellow

of the Society of Antiquaries,’’ but we
find (as we expected) that no such

person is known to the Secretary of the

Society of Antiquaries. It appears to us that

the Institute of Architects ought to take legal

steps to prevent the use of a title of which

the first and principal portion is identical

with their own. Knowing as one does how
ill-informed the daily press are, and what

blunders they make, in regard to everything

connected with architects and architecture,

there will certainly be mistakes made in

regard to this title—mistakes which may be

prejudicial to the real Institute of Architects.

Our own readers will not need to be put

on their guard.

We have recently had an oppor-

ArlifiSsiom. “f examining the process

by which “Petrifite’’ artificial

stone is made, as well as many samples. In

the manufacture of the material, sand, slate,

dust, common earth or mould, sawdust, and

waste products of various kinds may be used

as a base, the loose particles being com-

pacted by “ Petrifite,” which, therefore, acts

as a cement. It is obvious that the value of

the material depends almost entirely on tiie

properties of the cement. Beyond well in-

corporating the latter in the wet state with

sand, or whatever base may be employed,

and allowing the whole to set, nothing

else is done, the process being exceedingly

simple. The nature of the cement was
not stated by the makers, but there is no

difficulty in seeing that it is of an entirely

different character to Portland or cements of

that kind, Unless we are mistaken, " Petrifite
”

is composed essentially of magnesian lime:

i.e., lime prepared from the carbonate of

magnesia—the magnesite of mineralogists.

The cement certainly possesses many re-

markable properties. In the samples sub-

mitted for our inspection many peculiar

substances were used as bases. Amongst
others were a piece of moulding consisting of

" Petrifite ” and slate dust
;
a corrugated roofing

tile the base of which was slate dust and sand
;

iron oxide and slate dust cast
;
and billiard

table slabs of slate dust and sand. " Petrifite
”

binds common earth quite readily. In making

a path it is only necessary to dig up the

surface mould, and mix it with the cement on

the spot, then, smoothing it over, the whole

sets in a few hours, producing a hard paving

material. Tiles, stone blocks, slabs of marble.

paving bricks, and slabs made of “Petrifite,’'

mixed with refuse of various kinds, were

on view, and there are many additional

applications of the cement for building and

other purposes. Being a fireproof material

it has its advantages in that respect
;

it may
be used as a " fireproof paint,” pieces of wood
painted with it burning with difficulty. It

may be used as wall plaster
;

for making

sewer and other pipes, &c. It is almost

non-porous, and in the shape of stone blocks

bears a great crushing strain, quite as high

as many good, natural stones. From the

general chemical composition of "Petrifite,”

and from its structure, as seen under the

microscope in thin sections, which latter

show it to be of a semi-crystalHne nature,

we imagine it would stand well in the atmo-

sphere. The material undoubtedly has a

future
;
something like it has been in use in

Germany for a few years, and has given satis-

faction.

Some discussion has been tak-

:Sent Cases
place recently among those

interested in the settlement of

legal points which arise in regard to patents,

on the desirability of having all patent cases

assigned to one judge for trial. During the

last sittings of the Courts Mr. justice Romer
was almost entirely engaged on the trial of

patent cases. It is argued that if shipowners

and merchants have, in the .Admiralty Court

and the Commercial Court, a special tribunal,

why also should not those who are concerned

in litigation as to patents. The reasoning

is sound. There can be no doubt that it

would conduce to the satisfactory and to the

prompt disposal of patent trials if they came
before the same judge. No new procedure

is necessary, all that is required is an order

by the Lord Chancellor assigning all the

patent cases which are set down for trial to

one judge. They should be placed on a

separate list to be dealt with at the judge’s

discretion. Whether the patent cases should

have priority, or the judge only take cases

other than patent cases if none of the latter

are ready for trial, is perhaps a matter open

for discussion. We are inclined to think

that if the lists of the other Chancery judges

were freed from patent cases, the judge to

whom this class of litigation is assigned

might well give it priority over other

business, and merely deal with the latter

as a kind of extra work on such days as

patent cases were not ready for trial. Such

a change would be entirely in accordance

with the tendency of modern business.

Continantr.!
^5 we have observed, there

Exhibition were last year a large number
Finance.

national exhibitions on the

Contijient
;
we have at times specially re-

ferred to those at Berlin, Buda-Pesth, Nich-

ninovogorod, and Geneva. The various re-

ports of the financial results of these exhibi-

tions are now accessible, and are practically

all unsatisfactory. Commencing with the

Geneva Exhibition, which we considered

badly managed, the deficit is 20,000/., whilst

for the Indu^^trial Exhibition at Berlin, if we
are rightly informed, the guarantors will

have to pay at least 75,000/. The exhibitions

at Nichninovogorod and at Buda Pesth were

not intended to be commercially successful,

as they were primarily of historical impor-

tance. The extra expenditure above the

estimates is, however, in both instances

enormous. Of the smaller exhibitions at
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Dresden and Malmoe (in Sweden) we at

least do not hear of a deficit
;
but nowhere,

even in connexion with the smallest exhibi-

tion, do we hear of good financial results.

This, we think, should be a lesson to those

who promote so-called “National” exhibi-

tions, and who, during the early stages, are

generally so optimistic as to the financial

results.

^ It appears that the Department
The Future of ^ L. . . , t-, ,

the Paris ot I me Arts in the French
Salons. Ministry has appointed

special Committee to consider the question

of making provision for the exhibitions of

both the Paris Salons during the years

189S and 1899, when the buildings in which
they have hitherto exhibited will not be
available owing to the preparations for tlie

exhibition of 1900. What the result will be
is very doubtful at present. It is much to

be wished that this difficulty could be made
an opportunity for amalgamating the twO
Salons, which would be a great deal better

for the artistic standard of both exhibitions.

The remarkable tribute of

admiration which
has been offered to Mr. G. F.

Watts on the occasion of his eightieth birth-

day is a gratifying proof that, in spite of the

prevalence of a taste in the present day for

what is superficial and sensational in art and
literature, there is at least among us a con
siderable leavening of persons who can
appreciate and honour an artist of high
and serious aims, and a personal character

so noble and sincere as that of our
greatest living painter. Probably one
may assume that the tribute was paid
as much to the man as to the artist. If,

however, the remarks which we have read
to the effect that it was felt that “ Mr. Watts
was something more than a painter,” &c.
are taken to mean that part of his claim to

this honour arose from liis attempts,
recent years, to render painting subservient
to the reading of moral, philosophical, and
historic lessons, we must so far dissent. It

is rather, we think, Mr. Watts's one weakness
—a noble one no doubt—that lie has
attempted of late to make painting do what
cannot be done with it, without interfering
with its purely artistic ends.

The announcement that the

important portion of the
great art-collection of the late

Sir Richard Wallace is to be given to the
nation is one over which all lovers of art

may well rejoice. The collection included
in it of the works of Meissonier and
Decamps, to which we devoted a long article
a good many years ago, would alone render
it a national art-treasure of a most precious
kind. It is to be hoped that the condition
that a special gallery should be erected for
the collection will be carried out in a liberal
spirit, and that the architectural framework
will be worthy of the treasures it is to
contain.

Is the north-west pier, 4 ft.

CaihedraK^ of the front
adjacent to the passage, an

owl s nest has been found, about 9 in.

diameter of entrance; in it were the usual
twigs, bones, &c. This is a demonstration
by nature of the character of the material of
the filling. The birds and bats take the view

of the Society of Antiquaries and the

S.P.A.B., and resent the interference of the

Dean and Chapter.

A RUMOUR of a rather alarm-

ing nature w'as recently circu-

lated in the Isle of Wight to

the effect that Carisbrooke Castle was to be

“ put into a state of thorough repair.” The
statement w'as made, in addition, tliat plans

for this alleged future repair w'ere to be laid

before her Majesty in the early spring, for

her sanction. Probably this apparently

authentic report arose from the erection of

the scaff'olding at the gateway for the

museum works inside it. However, no such

“thorough repair” appears to be contem-

plated, and official information from the

Secretary of the First Commissioner of

Works and Public Buildings has been forth-

coming, to the eft'ect that not only is the

museum being built under the control of the

Board's officers, but that permission to con-

struct it was granted under the express

condition that the exterior should not be
interfered w'ith.

There are several new precau-

tions recommended to be taken

for protection against fires in

the latest edition of the Liverpool, London,
and Globe Company’s Installation Rules.

Contractors would do well to read the rules

for “conductors,” which have been largely

rewritten
;
they will find several useful hints

as to the methods of protecting casings

under floors, passing vertically through
floors, &c. Several additions have been
made to the rules for electromotors

;
for

example, that every motor should be legibly

marked with the speed at which it may be
run, and the volts and amperes it is designed
to use at full load. The necessity for this rule

shows that there must be a large number of
inferior motors in use. Another rule, suggested
by the recent fire at St. George’s, Hanover-
square, is that every motor should be en-
closed in a fire-proof case which should form
part of the motor itself, and not be an added
removable covering. The company recog-
nise that the switchboard forms the point of
an installation at which fires most frequently
start, and they should therefore be made as
incombustible as possible. They point out
that special precautions should be taken
against earth faults arising from resistance
and choking coils in the circuit, a point upon
which we have always laid great stress,

Electricians will be interested in the warning
to central stations to run the conductors from
the accumulators in such a way that if on
fire they could not form short circuits

destructive to the accumulators.

Dr. R. Bruce Low’s report to

Local Government Board
on the water supply of Long

Buckby in the Rural District of Daventry,
Northants, gives one of the worst accounts
we have seen of the pollutioh of water
supply by a bad drainage system. The
village is not sewered. Larger houses have
cesspools, some of which are so constructed
as to allow fluid sewage to soak away, and'
therefore they require little trouble in
emptying. Excrement is disposed of mainly
by vault or cesspit privies situated in back-
yards, and emptied, usually at long intervals,
by the occupiers on fields, allotments, or
gardens. Some cesspits have recently been

cemented, but the majority have not, and a);

therefore not watertight. The ashpits an
middens are emptied sometimes once some
times twice a year by the occupiers. Larg
accumulations of house refuse that had Ion
ago overflowed from the midden or ashpit o
to the adjacent ground were frequently seen
the occupier's usual excuse being that somi
farmer had failed to fetch the manure whei
requested to do so. “ In such instances till

filth lies for some hours or days exposed t

rain and sun, creating nuisance, sometime
by soaking into the ground and polluting i

at others by being blown about in the villag

as excrement-laden dust. In several ir

stances excrement from the privy had bee
spread on the garden close to the house;
When after this we read that “ Long Buckb-
derives its water supply from about 116 locf

wells,” we are not surprised to find thd

there are serious complaints as to th

character of the water.

Some interior alterations, tc

gather with the erection of a

additional gallery, or sale-roorc

are being carried out by Mr. H. Rofifej

of Putney, builder, under Mr. Emden'
superintendence, at the premises of a weli
known firm of auctioneers in this stree;

The firm of Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Hodge
was originally founded by Samuel Baker, i

I 744 i
St a house in York-street, Coven

Garden. In 1804 the business was re

moved to No. 141, Strand (opposit
Catherine - street), and in 1818 to No.

^

since renumbered 13, in Wellington-stree;
Mr. John Wilkinson, late senior partnei
died three years ago, aged ninety-one

Jacob Tonson’s house, the “
* Shakespeare’

Head,’ over against Catherine - street

in the Strand,” was afterwards numbere<
“141 as rebuilt, it was occupied b'

Andrew Millar, publisher, by the sign c

“Buchanan’s Head,” and next by hil

quondam apprentice, Thomas Cadel.
alderman, the friend and publisher of Git
bon. Messrs. Foster & Dicksee, of Rugb^
and Manresa-road, S.W., are contractor
for the new buildings at the corner of We)
lington-street and the Strand, the architec

being, we are informed, Mr. A. N. Bromley
of Nottingham. For those premises, whicl
stand back 1 1 ft. from the former alignment
have been pulled down the houses numberet
134*13^^1 Strand, and Nos. 2-8 (even
Wellington-street, as far as the front (west
of Somerset House. Thus has disappeare*
Duchy-place, or court, a descent betwee)
Nos. 136 and 137, Strand, on the Duchy o
Lancaster estate. It formed the boundary
on that side, of the precincts of the Savoy
and, moreover, marked the position of th<

Strand Bridge, as laid down on the Ordnanc{
Survey. Vertue’s survey and view of th(

Savoy was done in 1736 for the Vetustt
Monumenta

;
an earlier plan, by Wren, is ir

the Soane Museum.

Exhibliion or
The society of French artists

Or'iemrfctes'"
''h® has just opened

its fourth exhibition in the

Durand-Ruel Gallery in Paris. The exhibi-

tion, which is an interesting one generalljg

includes a fine collection of the works oi

Theodore Chasseriau. Among other works
of special interest maybe noticed the studies

of^Algerian life by M. Gabriel Rigolot, the
' Ecole Arabe " of M. Taupin, and the

paintings by M. Dinet, whose “ Courtisane
’’
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in particular has a force and power of

colour which recalls the oriental subjects

of Delacroix. Among others of the most
prominent works are the “Fete des Morts
chez les Juifs” by M. Girardot, the “Vues
d’Egypte ” in which M. Morand has conveyed
such a strange sensation of j>athos

;
tlie

“Cimeticre de Tunis” by M. NSzi^re, and

the “Etudes d’Orient ” by M. Charles

Landette. It may be observed that this

exhibition is entirely free from the artistic

commonplaces which are so abundant in

many of the minor exhibitions in Paris.

SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.—X.

No. 163, Sloan E - Street.
This is not a new house, but a conversion of

an old one. The aim was to get away from the

red brick mania ; so the old stock brick walls

remain, and Monk’s Park stone is used for the

window dressings, bay window, &c., and the

stone is massed at the entrance and in the top

story. Mr. Fairfax B. Wade is the architect.

THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARCHI-
TECTURE *

:

WITH REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF GOTHIC.

Plans.

Plans are not only necessary, but are interest-

ing in many particulars. They are necessary to

show the sizes and arrangement of buildings, as

well as the thickness of the walls, the sizes of the

piers, and other independent supports. They
are interesting to architects, at least, from show-

ing certain peculiarities or excellencies of disposi-

tion, and of suggesting difficulties in construction,

and the most important, perhaps, is that of sug-

gesting how large spaces are to be roofed. In

Greek limes several temples remained hypxtbral

from the difficulty of roofing wide spans with the

timber they had, and their knowledge of truss-

ing. In Roman days, when almost all large and

important buildings were vaulted, though their

method was to abut the concentrated thrust of

groined vaults by dead weight, yet we can see

the care they took, and the ingenuity they dis-

played in utilising the walls of adjacent chambers

for this purpose. And it must be borne in mind

that as their vaults when once set had no thrust,

being constructed of horizontal courses of rubble

or concrete, yet this thrust was very serious while

the work was green, and we see that what were

practically flying buttresses were used to abut the

vast vaults of the Basilica of Maxentius, those of

Caracalla’s Baths, and elsewhere. Gothic vaults

were elastic, and depended for their stability

on counter-thrusts, and where the dead weight

was carried by slight columns, large build-

ings, such as abbey churches and cathedrals,

were designed downwards from the vaults, the

plan showing the directrix of every vault, thus

giving the plan a great additional interest. Plans

also suggest effects, such as that of extreme length

or width, and the combination of agreeable forms,

the size and situation of the windows, and the

thickness of the walls ;
they give some notion, too,

of the climate in which the buildings were

erected. A rough idea of the purposes for which

a building was to be used is also to be gained

from the plans, but from its very vagueness it

gives great scope to the imagination, as well as a

stimulus to deduction, I may say that no detec-

tive story of Gaboriau’s or Poe’s can require

more patient investigations or more logical de-

ductions than the plan formed by the walls of a

destroyed building when we are not intimately

acquainted with the particular occupations of the

people who inhabited or used the building ;
and in

this respect the uses of buildings and of particular

parts of them are much more complex than the

motives of crime, or supposed crime: plunder

being the usual motive, occasionally jealousy,

hatred, revenge, or madness, and sometimes the

supposed crime was caused by accident. Take
the Roman baths for example, nearly the whole

of Latin literature teems with allusions

to the bath and to bathing, and yet the

uses of many of the chambers cannot even

he guessed. To speak of Constantine’s Baths

alone, there were two galleries some 20 ft.

wide, and lOO ft. long, shown by Palladio

* Being the fourth Royal Academy Lecture on Archi-
tecture inis session. Delivered on the 4th inst. by
Professor Ailchison, A.R.A.
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to have been vaulted, whose use we cannot even

guess. We are perhaps not quite so badly oft in

respect to the cathedrals and great abbey

churches, as there must be traditions, one would
think, and we know some of the reasons for

some of the shapes. Constantine gave some of

the ancient basilicas to the clergy which were in

the old Taw foim ;
and I believe it is stated that

he dreamt that some church he was having

built should be of cruciform shape. We know,
too, that some time between the sixth and ninth

century each aisle of a church was dedicated

to a separate saint, and apses were put at the

east ends of the aisles. Sta. Prassede, at Rome,
built in 817, has not got these apses to the

aisles, and yet Sta. Matia, ’n Cosmedin, said

to be built in 772, has them ; though I cannot

affirm that these aisle apses are not of later date.

I merely mention these matters to point out that

if the reasons of some peculiarities are unknown
to us, the reasons might be found out by a closer

attention to changes in ecclesiastical ritual, to

favourite methods of decoration such as stained

glass, to structural reasons, and to what I may
perhaps be allowed to call taste, that is, the

esthetic effect' certain proportions had on the

people who paid for the structure.

I begin by giving you the plan of the great

Renaissance Cathedral of St. Peter, about whose
area there seems to be the greatest divergence of

calculation, as the area given varies from 227,069

to 150,000 superficial feet, and though one may
have taken it at the line of the main wall, and the

other at its extreme projection on the ground, one

can hardly suppose this immense difference could

be due to such a cause, but must suppose that it

was due to one or both of the plans from which it

was measured being inaccurate. I think, how-

ever, that it is agreed that its area of supports

are more than one-fourth, or *26 of its whole

area, the total area of Notre Dame at Paris varies

in different authorities from 67,343 to 54,050
superficial feet, while its area of supports are

little more than one half that of St. Peter’s at

Rome, or one-seventh *14, and I believe that this

is a considerably larger percentage than other

large vaulted French churches and cathedrals

have ;
I think St. Ouen is said to be but one-

ninth.

Some of the Roman baths have large halls,

d
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Laon : iath-i3th Centuries. Notre Dame, Paris ; I3ih Century.

ntu^traiiom to Professor AUchM.fourth Royal Acadomy Ucture. Comparuti-oo Plant „/ Calhedralt. IM seal,.

)

ignore .sralV'irtlS“n\rncVS‘«duce“ the“omuS‘
be have thought it best to

proportion of piers to spaces.
oojeci is not the comparison of size but the comparison of plan and of the

something under 200 ft. long, 80 ft. span, and
too fc. high, and these are mostly the warm
rooms or Tepidaria, but these are not to be com-
pared to the great cathedrals in length, which are
often nearly 500 ft

, nor in height can they
compare with Amiens or Beauvais, which are
respectively 140 and 153 ft. high; and though
the

^

cathedrals with the widest spans such as
Seville, Milan, Florence, and Bologna, do not
exceed about 56 ft. span, yet most of them are
supported on comparatively small isolated piers.
As far as towers are concerned, the Romans
we believe, never reached half the height of the
Medueval spires. Those of Antwerp and Chartres
are said to be 403 ft., Salisbury 404, that of the
Cathedral of Vienna 441, Strasbourg 46Shigh, and
these are by no means plain, sloping, corbelled
out spires

; for the spire at Strasbourg, at least
was of lace work. To revert to certain pecu-
liarities, I may point to the five Absidioles in the
apse of Vezelay, which is so characteristic a
feature in most of the French cathedrals • those
at Vezelay were probably put in when the choir
was rebuilt after the fire, 1167, and maybe found

at ^Uslminster Abbey; the fifih one, probably 1

the Lady Chapel, having been removed to make
Ian entrance to Henry XLI.'s Chapel, but in most

of the crmcipal English cathedrals they do not
fbough there arc the early adopted

Absidioles in the east transept of Lincoln, Canter-
bury, and Gloucester, and in the latter church
there are two Absidioles in the retro-choir. At
Notre Dame, Paris there weie ihree, before it
was enlarged by taking in the space between the
buttresses. There are five in the followinc
calhedr.al.s and churches : Chartres, Soissons, Cler
mont, Alby, St. Ouen, Narbonne, Limoges, and
rours. There are six besides ihe Lady Chapel
at Amiens, at Contances and at Troyes, and ten
at Le Mans.
As regards the ea.st ends of cathedrals in

iHance, they were mostly semi-circular or poly-
gonal, except at Laon, which was possibly built
under English influence, and has a square east
end, while m England they are mostly square,
The Saxons are said to have mostly had square
ends to their churches; besides, square ended
churches give less trouble in vaulting. When

churches became a mere framework for stained
glass, a large extra surface for glass was got by
keeping the east end square, tboug at the
expense of artistic effect. Probably two things
then desired were gained, the certainty of the
east window being looked at, and the avoidance of
the worshippers turning their backs to the altar ;

but by doing so, the proper effect of the altar and
its ministrants is spoiled, it ought to be well lit by
screened side-lights, and stand out light against
a mass of shadow, as may be seen at Strasbourg.
When Justinian dreamt that the apse of Sta.
Sophia ought to have windows, to say ihe least he
had an unfortunate dream, for nothing destroys the
effect so much as having the light right in front of
you as you enter. Nothing, in my opinion, has a
worse effect than boxing in the choir, it looks
like a small building that has fallen into the
large one, and merits Charles V.'s disgust at the
clergy, for putting a new church into the middle of
the mosque at Cordova. At St. Mary-of-the-
Blossom at Florence you see the altar as the main
feature on entering at the west, with the vast
dome as its canopy. The greatest mistake in
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St. Peter’si Rome.

cathedrals and large churches is the uniform
lighting, which destroys all effect. Certain parts
want the most brilliant lighting attainable, but
these light spots should be set off by a proper
background of gloom. In those buildings
especially that are dedicated to emotional use,

and where mystery and awe should be awakened,
no artistic blunder is so colossal as to sacrifice a
gran<l emotional effect to uniform lighting. As a
rule the cathedrals at home and abroad miss the
emotional effect of lighting altogether, except at
dusk or when there is evening service in the
winter, when there are violent transitions from
brilliant illumination to the deepest gloom. The
finest daylight effect is to be seen at the Pantheon
at Rome lit by that single eye, which is quite
worth a journey to Rome and back to experience
the emotion it causes. Admirable effects are to
be seen in cathedrals and churches when it is

dark or even dusky, and there are artificial lights.

At the Basilica of St. Mary the Greater at Rome
one chapel is occasionally illuminated of a night,
and you have to pick your way to it through the
gloom, lit perhaps here and there by a small dim
lamp. The effect of one illuminated chapel
amidst “ this mighty contiguity of shade ” is not
only picturesque but wondrous.
The only time that Milan Cathedral is impres-

sive is at early service in the winter. The vaults

and even the capitals of the vast piers, hidden by
rolling wreaths of mist, while dim figures, but
partially outlined, are seen hurrying to the chapel,
lit, perhaps, but by one lamp, whose light pierces
through the darkness. In the old days, the two
bronze pulpits stood out blacker than the gloom,
and marked out the extent of the enclosed choir,

now they are bedizened like a French plum-box,
and utterly cease to be efiective in daylight or at

dark.

One aim of the late Gothic architects was to

make a whole church nothing but a picture-gallery

of stained-glass, wonderful as a constructive archi-

tectural efloit, but mostly destitute of effect, for

when the glass painters began to pride themselves
on their drawing, you have large Scripture subjects
with the principal figures transparent, and gene-
rally of poor colour. In the old glass the painter’s
aim was to get colour and to be careless of form,
so he made most of his Scripture subjects to a
small scale, but he got glorious and divine
colours from the sunshine streaming through the
windows.
At Chartres you get a heavenly effulgence of

resplendent and harmonious colours through the
windows, throwing beams of loveliness around,
which “ dissolve me into ecstasies and bring all

heaven before mine eyes.” We can now admir-
ably imitate the bad drawing and miss the divine

harmonies of colour !

The early Saracen conquerors believed that

the Almighty had given David that power over
iron that it could be woven like thread in his

hands. Stone was like this in the Gothic archi-

tects’ hands, they knew its powers thoroughly,
and could do what was possible with it. I

do not think its tensile strength was ever
turned to architectural account in Europe until

Late Gothic times, when you see vaults springing
from pendants, as at Henry VII. ’s Chapel, and
at St. Ouen, and it was then that the men of
genius did those feats with stone which astonish

and almost awe us
;
just as a great composer,

who is a great performer as well, throws his rules

and canons to the wind, and lets his emotions
carry him where they will, so that he may capti-

vate and enchant his audience and carry them
to the summit of ecstacy or to the depths of

despair. If we want to attain this power we
must submit ourselves to the training that the
Romanesque and Early Gothic architects went
through.

There is every reason to believe that all the

great building races, Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
and Mediceval, had some set proportions for their

mm
If

|1
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buildings arranged by some method of triangula-

tion. Ccsare Civsariano tells iis in his edition of
“ Vitruvius ” of 1521, that the Cathedral of Milan
was set out by the Gemian architects on a figure

of two equal equilateral triangles put base to

base, the apexes of both triangles being on the

vertical centre line of the building, and that the

east face of the polygonal apse was drawn at right

angles to the centre line from this apex, the other

apex gives a point a little inside the west wall,

the base of the.two triangles giving the east walls

of the western staircase towers of the transept,

and although the plan does not exactly

agree with this statement, it may be from
bad drawing, bad engraving, or the unequal
shrinking of the paper. Ccesare also speaks of

many more systems of triangulation inside than
those I have just spoken of, but it seems to me
that the German architects gave him very vague
or imperfect information, for he gives the main
dimensions of the building in Braccia. There is,

though, one triangle in one of the sections

that gives us something definite ; an equilateral

triangle, whose base is the distance between the

internal faces of the walls on the pavement line,

settles the central vault of the nave, as these

lines are tangential to the sides of the pointed
arch. Viollet-Ie-Duc believes that there were
some general proportions adopted in cathedrals
and other Gothic buildings, but he is not much
clearer than Cresariano himself; so I think we
may say that, though it is most probable that the

Gothic architects had some rule, it has not yet
been discovered. We know, however, as regards
the insides that one great aim was to strike awe
by disproportion, i.e.y by making the naves and
choirs enormously high in proportion to their

widths.

It is most extraordinary what strange views are
taken of the importance of certain measurements
as compared with others

;
for instance, as regards

width, the span of the widest vault is the roost

important
; and next to that the height of the

nave looked at from a constructive and from a
certain aesthetic point of view. Even in so
common a thing as a handbook, one might
expect that the width of the nave could
be taken by a local antiquary, with the
help of the verger and a tape, and now,
with one of those gas inflated india-rubber balls
and some string it is not difficult to get the height
of the nave. Even architects mostly decline
putting on the general lengths and widths in
figures, leave out the scale, and put on the ratio

in writing, which is aggravating enough when the
scale is in English feet, but when it is in metres
it renders the task impossible for the time, r.«.,

until you get a metre scale. We have to thank
M. Gosset fiir putting a scale to the plates in his
monograph on Reims Cathedral.

I append a list of some French cathedrals, with
the length, span, height of nave, height of towers,
with a note of their transepts and their aisles.

Also a list of some of the English cathedrals,
with their areas and the other particulars, as in
the Jrench cathedrals. The dimensions are
taken partly from Fergusson, and partly from
Lord Grimlhorpe’s book,
[The lists referred to will be given as an appendix

at the end of the lectures.]

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION :

THE ARCHITECT AND THE PUBLIC.

An ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Asso-
ciation was held on Friday last week, in the
Meeting Room of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, No. 9, Conduit-street, Mr. Beresford
Rite, President, occupying the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting having

been read and confirmed, the following gentlemen
were elected members of the Association :

Messrs. S, E. Barrow, C. B. Chesshire, and
T. M. Wilson.
On the motion of Mr. E. Howley Sim, Junior

Flon, Sec., a vote of thanks was passed to Mr,
Sidney R. J. Smith for recently conducting the
members over the National Gallery of British
Art, Millbank, and for providing refreshments on
the occasion,

Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, Senior Hon. Sec.,
said that Mr. Wallace Rimington had kindly
made arrangements by which members of the
Association might be admitted to the exhibition
of his drawings at the Fine Art Society’s Gallery.
Members would be admitted by presentation of
their tickets of membership.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. W. H,

Bidlake to read the following paper, entitled
The Architect and the‘ The Architect and the Public
The public is not inherently or intuitively an-

tagonistic to the architect, nor the architect to the

public. Some assume that this state of hostility

does exist. On the contrary, each stands for

a mutual help to the other. I must live and be
sheltered. This want you will satisfy, and you
will make my shelter beautiful for me. For all

this I will assist you in turn towards living and
being sheltered. What arrangement could be
more just? Quite true, but yet the working of

the arrangement might undoubtedly be more
harmonious. Then comes the question. How ?

That is the subject for to-night’s discussion.

The world is divided by the English schoolboy

broadly into two classes : What is good to eat,

and what is not.

To the architect society appears in similar

fashion divided into two groups—clients and
non-clients. The architect has the advan-
tage of the schoolboy ; he can regard any
member of the public as a potential client

—

perhaps would be wise to do so—but the small

boy cannot regard, in the same way, his rod of

chastisement as a potential plum-cake. Literally,

too, every taxpayer and ratepayer is a client

where state or municipal buildings are concerned.
Of course, he will take an interest in the matter,

will see, as far as he can, not only that money is

wisely expended in a well-constructed and con-
venient building, but that its architectural beauty
shall gratify his citizen pride. In securing

economy he will undoubtedly take an interest,

beyond that, not the slightest.

The unwelcome fact may be faced at the outset.

The British public is profoundly indifferent to

architectural matters. Some one perhaps says no.

I reply, “ Brompton boilers.” From this lethargy
one will occasionally awake, and, with a volume
of Ruskin in his hand, vehemently denounce the
modern architect and all his works. To me it

seems immensely to the credit of architects that
in the teeth of this public indifference so much
good work is done.
No wonder Seti or Rameses could count upon

the production of a hypostyle hall at Thebes,
superbly grand. The services of the architect
were then regarded as amongst the highest in the
State.

Under Pericles every Athenian gloried in each
fair jewel of that architectural diadem that
crowned the Acropolis.

At Florence, in the days of the Renaissance, the
same keen interest in architecture invigorated the
air her great builders breathed. It braced them
to surpass each other, to surpass themselves, to
rear works that should be the subject of public
praise, even of public gratitude. And of the
many great men of that period who practised
Architecture some have achieved immortal fame.
When a people is deeply touched in its heart and

emotions, especially when it has been emancipated
from some yoke and is intoxicated by the spirit of
freedom and hope, then is there an outburst of
music and song, and exquisite and grand creations
of Art.

Such was the case amongst the Athenians aft...

the ovenhrow of the Persians at Marathon and
Salamis, and such, when at the Renaissance, men
threv/ off the superstition and tyranny of the
Church which had held them in moral and intel-
lectual slavery.

A certain degree of wealth ungrudgingly spent
is necessary before the enthusiasm of a people
can express itself in grand architecture. But
easy commercial prosperity makes men content
with the uneventful commonplace present

; it does
not set them longing or idealising. Physical
luxury and social position is what they ask, and
that they may be left alone to make money. Life
runs smoothly, and surface currents do not disturb
deeper emotions. The arts, however, minister to
the pleasures of life amongst those who are culti-
vated to feel their influence, and so, even in easy
commercial days like these, they may not only
flourish, but progress in a steady, quiet fashion,
provided that public apathy be replaced by a keen
appreciation. For no lovely flower blooms in the
garden of neglect.

_Ad architecturally appreciative public would
stimulate the architect to produce his best. He
would produce better work then than he could dom an indifferent world. All his faculties would
be awakened. The prospect of public commen-
dation would stimulate him to create somelhinp
worthy of public praise. But. gently ! He will
need more than that. Public praise is very well
but what if it be the applause of ignorance.’
Public appreciation, to have any worth and to be
capable of influencing the best men, must be
critical, and founded on knowledge and good
taste. Else will it only be despised,

f
consider a second unwelcome

tact. I he British public is profoundly ignorant
in architectural matters. How could it be other-

wise?^ Indifference breeds ignorance, and igi

ranee indifference.

People for the most part do not even knoww
architecture consists in. Some seem to regard
as

^

the application of archreology to modj
building, a view which has been fostered :

architects them.selves. There are some clen
men, for instance, who have studied Park'
“A.B.C. of Gothic Architecture,” or h
mastered the terms in a glossary, whose lect

ing on correctness of style the architect fi-

much more trying than modest ignorance. /
we may, no doubt, recall one or more amat;
architects whom a little knowledge has mi
extremely dogmatic.
The popular idea of architecture is thati

ornamenting buildings. Here is a barn :

factory. Only cover it with sufficient orname
and it will become architectural. The ornami
may be inappropriate and misplaced, it math
not. Before it was a plain, ugly building, now
is a beautiful one ; it is a work of architects
Such a view might be pardoned in an uneduca:
man, but it is the view of many an otherw
well-educated man. It is notorious that ma
people of taste who can appreciate good mus
and painting, and literature, fail in understand;
the excellences of good architecture.

If a building is treated in simple broad mass
it is called plain and ugly—that is, unornamenff
The grandeur of breadth and mass is the 1

thing that the public will admire, unless it

that equally fine quality of reticence. No dov
there is a winning grace in modesty, theoretical;

but the Englishman likes to see a man push hil

self to the front, and he likes to see a se

assertive building, too. He calls it a “hat;
some structure.”

This popular architectural taste is especially!

be deplored, because it is answerable for the pi

duction of an ostentatious class of building whi
is vulgarising whole districts. And we mi
suppose that there are architects as insensible!

their clients to modesty and refinement in desi

or else that they are content to sacrifice whatev
principles they may have to captivate the popul
taste.

Another popular fallacy is that the planning
buildings and the designing of them are t\

separate processes, and, further, that a buildii

may be designed on paper. So it may be by t'.

experienced man who is reading the per.specti'

value into every part of his drawing. But tl

paper and T-square designing is, I fancy, one
the chief causes of architectural failure. TI
right treatment of building material is a matt,

about which the public has no ideas at all

—

fact, does not even know that there may be;

right and a wrong way of using material, st:

less that this is an important factor in judging tl

excellence of a building.

The effect of this widespread ignorance is ei

only that architects are deprived of the stimuli

of cultivated public opinion and approbation, tl

public itself is a loser. For not being able :

criticise its architects intelligently, and beini

perhaps, conscious of the fact, it is at their mere
—and the tender mercies of an architect may 1

very cruel. Having revived Greek, Mediceva
Gothic, or some other more or less unsuitabi

style, the architect will tell his client what is j

present the fashion, and what is the proper thin

to have, and the client, with British long sufferinj

will pay heavily for being made miserable an
uncomfortable until his lease or his life runs out.

But why should this public ignorance of arch
lecture surprise us ? From our youth up we hav
been taught music, and have studied English literi

lure. We have also been taught English history-i

as being for the most part a series of sanguinar
conflicts between England and France, with occs

sional civil wars at home
;
but no one has ir

structed us how to read for ourselves the history c

our forefathers written in the stones of our villag

church. Is it not astonishing that the study c

English architecture is not part of a school, or a

least college curriculum ? What better methot
could there be of teaching a boy to observe accu
rately, and reason from his facts. Even in th

schools of art throughout the kingdom, we ma
find, perhaps, building construction taught, bu
the study of architectural history and design
conspicuous by its absence.

A man ought to be considered as lacking inthi

cultivation of an English gentleman if he did no
possess more or less knowledge of Englisl

architecture at least.

Can this be remedied? If architects whe
have presumably studied the subject exertec

themselves to further its claims by bringing i'

before public notice, by assisting in the appoint'

ment of architectural professorships and lecture'
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ships, and the foundation of architectural

scholarships, and by exciting an interest in their

own neighbourhood in architecture, much might
be done towards securing public recognition of
ihe claims of architectural study. This, of
:ourse, would not necessarily mean a purification

of architectural taste, but it would assuredly tend
in that direction. It is vastly more important
;hat our streets, wherein we walk every day,
should be adorned with beautiful buildings, than
hat we should be able to listen to grand music
or a few hours in the winter season. Yet we
.hink much more of our concerts than of our
itreet fronts.

One of the most important departments of

nunicipal government nowadays is that which
leals with the erection of new buildings, Never
)y any chance is an architect, whose experience
night be invaluable to his town, found to offer

lis services on its Council. No ; architects

leglect their opportunities of advancing their art,

.nd instructing public taste, and stand by and
rhimper.

Indifferent as the average Englishman may
eem towards architecture, be is not so any longer
vhen his interest has been excited. He really

rishes to know what is good and what to admire,
nd if he is authoritatively told to do so he will

dmire it. But be roust be taken in hand first

;

le will not take the initiative, and it is the
rchitect from whom he has a right to expect this

jading.

He is for the most part unimaginative and
ommercial. He worships a fact, especially if

bat fact is a bargain sealed to his own advantage,
lo when be builds he likes to see his money’s
rarth. Refinement of proportion is a quality
rhich eludes him. Ornament is tangible. Let
im have plenty of it, and full flavoured, and he
dll be content : be will even praise his architect.

)Ut if beauty of proportion and grouping,
'readth of mass, and contrast of light and shade,
eticence, and all those other evidences of

efined thought were pointed out to him, he is

ot so insensible but that he would learn to

dmire them. But who will point them out to

im ? Not architects ; they are too busy with
beir private practice.

If this be the attitude of the public towards
rchitecture, how does it regard the individual

rchitect? Frankly, it cannot see the reason for

is existence. It does not regard him as the
radical man—that term refers to the builder,

le is a luxury, and an expensive one, and his

ervices may be dispensed with, especially in

besc days of municipal and rural inspection, w’hen
ou can rely on the “authority” for seeing that

our drains are right and walls dry.

People are quite ignorant of the modus oferandi
1 designing and erecting a building. They
hink that when an architect has made a plan and
esigned an elevation, and obtained a builder’s

stimate, he has practically finished his work,
'hey have no idea of the immense amount of
.etail work necessary, of the varied knowledge
equired, of the responsibility, anxiety, and labour
ntailed.

It comes as a surprise to most clients who have
lad no previous experience of building to see the
lumber of drawings reciuired, and to find the
.rchitect actually giving his attention to the most
ninute details.

If this knowledge were generally diffused it

vould save much misunderstanding. “ Well,”
ays a client, “ I really had no idea you architects

lad to do so much work for your money. Why,
[ should not think the 5 per cent, pays, does it ?”

\nd you answer, “Well, perhaps not.”
As it is, however, 5 per cent, commission Is

isually considered a high rate, and architects are
'requently asked to take less. Not a few do so
rather than lose work, even though they are men
of established practice, and it becomes a difficult

matter to obtain more than 5 per cent., even for
:he most elaborate church fittings or church
iecoration.

If a building is to be erected for a religious or
oharitable purpose, the architect is often asked to
forego part of his commission on those grounds,
and if he demurs he is reminded that a subscrip-
tion towards the organ would be very acceptable.
Perhaps it is desirable to have an imposing cere-
mony of foundation-stone laying because that
stimulates the subscriptions, and the architect is

asked to present a silver trowel. Later on, he
may have to present a silver key for the opening
cerernony. As a result, the architect whose
practice lies not amongst the commercial, but
amongst religious and charitable bodies, is sub-
jected to a perpetual fine, while at the same time
the work probably requires a larger amount qf
attention.

Not infrequently a committee will act with con-
temptible shabbiness towards its architect. In
fact, a committee may sometimes prove a very
good instance of individual morality and collective

immorality. Happily, I have not suffered from
these experiences myself, but I know I am fully

justified in these remarks from the experiences of

others.

On a committee there is usu.ally at least one
member who has already had some experience of

building, and he assists in formulating the require-

ments of his colleagues, but the private client is

often incapable of forming an idea of his own
wants, and the architect has to find them out
for him. This sometimes entails a number of
alternative sketches, and then, perhaps, the client

will decide not to build. Pie is astonished if his

architect then sends in his bill. “Why,” says he,

“I did not approve ol any of the sketches you
made me.” But he knows at the same time that

sometimes his doctor’s prescription has done him
no good, but he has still payed for it, even if it

has done him harm.
Many a patient architect will continue to lay

one after another of his most exquisite ideas before

unrefined and uneducated wealth to find them
brusquely set aside, and will meekly endure with
only a sigh for the ill association of beauty and
the beast.

Another method by which a client realises his

own wants at the expense of the architect is the

private competition. This method is becoming
alarmingly prevalent owing to the folly of archi-

tects in ministering to it. It appears to me a very

mean way of getting jjfico’s worth of brains and
paying ;^io for it. For undoubtedly the client,

if he saw good points in the unsuccessful drawings,

would not hesitate to incorporate them in his

building. I wonder if painters will in time be
asked to compete for painting portraits.

Public competitions, on the other hand, pro-

vided that a professional assessor is appointed,

seem right and desirable. But the offer of a first

premium is a delusion and a snare. Why, it

always merges in the commission. The architect

competes under the tacit understanding that if

placed first by the assessor he will be employed
to erect the building. It would not pay him to

do the immense amount of work necessary in a
competition for the paltry and wholly inadequate

amount of the first premium. The compe-
tition drawings will not serve as the working
drawings. All the work must be done over again

and it is right that the architect should receive

some compensation for his preliminary labours.

There are others, however, to whom these labours

have been just as great and who have not the con-

solation of carrying out the work. Should not

these, too, receive compensation for their work in

all cases wherein they have been personally in-

vited to compete, and would it not be far more
satisfactory to divide the amount offered in pre-

miums, including, of course, the first premium
in equal honorariums to all those who had been
invited to compete, than the present system of

prizes ?

Further, would it not be to the interest of all,

to limit the number of competitors in any compe-
tition and so avoid the enormous expenditure of

labour and bad language which the Exeter Church
Competition must have entailed. It is practically

impossible for an assessor to select the best out

of four hundred drawings unless one chances to

be of conspicuous merit. No competition should
have more than twenty competitors, and these

should be taken in the order of their application

or by some system of ballot. Those of them,

however, who had been invited would, of course,

receive precedence.

In the case of one of the competitors submitting

a design of great excellence, but at the same time

omitting to fulfil one or other of the conditions,

it seems wrong towards the public and posterity

that they should be deprived of a great or beauti-

ful building on trivial or ephemeral grounds. The
right course seems to be undoubtedly to erect such

a building, but part of the commission payable to

its architect might be deducted and paid over as

compensation to the first of those competitors

who had observed the conditions. In any case

the latter should receive a substantial compensa-
tion, and any course of procedure which might be
adopted by the committee in such a contingency

should be clearly made known to the competitors

from the first.

Now, while the public generally knows little

of the extent and character of the architect’s work,
the attitude of the public towards the architect

himself is, I believe, one of distrust. This is the

underlying sentiment, the fundamental note,

engendered both by prejudice, hearsay, and ex-

perience. We may be inclined to deny this, ^’e

certainly should wish to be able to do so. But is

it not true ? If it is true, what are the causes?

There may be many, but I believe there are two
chief ones, the distrust of the architect as in-

cluded in the general distrust of the term

“artistic,” and the particular distrust of him on
financial grounds. As a red rag to the Bri-

tisher is the very word “ artistic,” except as

restricted to washed out colours and painted

drain umbrella stands, to which his wife and
daughters, instigated by the various ladies’ jour-

nals, have accustomed him. To him it means
facldism, want of common sense, the sacrifice of

comfort to architecture, an unnecessary outlay of

money without any compensating gain. It means
a complex system of gables and gutters which are

always needing repair. Sham half-timber work
which warps off in the sun, small windows with

a transorae at the eye line, leaded glass so ar-

ranged that it distorts the outlook, ingle nooks
with very uncomfortable straight backed scats.

Ask the Britisher himself, and he will say that if

he has to go to an architect at all he will go to a

practical one, and not one of those “artistic

chaps.”

Now, architects have to blame themselves for

this conception of the artistic. The Britisher

has shrewd common sense, and his idea of a

home is comfort ; further, he has an idea that

every building should be made as serviceable as

possible for its purpose. He does not think it

proper to make a building dark in order that its

exterior should be in the style of Medieval
Gothic.

I am aware of the extreme excellence of much
modern donoestic work, and how possible these

examples prove it to be to combine the greatest

comfort with the artistic in its best and highest

sense, but we must remember that the public

judges from the rank and file of buildings and the

rank and file of architects.

Undoubtedly most architects set themselves

sincerely to interpret their client’s wishes, but

there are others—a minority—who seek their

own reputation at their client’s expense, prac-

tically compelling him against his will to accept a

certain design or certain features of that design.

Now, if a private client consults an architect,

and has definite wishes, it is the duty of Ibe

architect to respect those wishes if he feels they

are wise and reasonable. If not, it is equally

his duty to persuade his client against them, to,

so to speak, save him from himself. This is

especially the case in an uneducated man, or one

who is possessed of some fad of which he will

probably tire. If the architect acquiesces with-

out protest, his client will turn upon him after-

wards, and say: “It is true I wanted such

and such, but I did not know much about the

business, and I certainly did not foresee the effect

of it. I came to consult you as a specialist, and
I expected you to advise me. I was quite open

to argument.”
If he cannot persuade his client, then he must

carry out his wishes, and make the best of the

circumstances, for it seems only reasonable that if

a man is going to pay for the work he should

have it to suit him.

With public work the case is different. The
committee stands for the public, and the individual

opinion of any member ought not to override

that of the architect, who, presumably, better

understands the subject. The architect, it

appears, convinced of the rightness of his view,

should then maintain his position, not dog-

matically defending it so much as winning his

opponents to bis own side by persuasion. The
fact is, both a client and a committee will allow

themselves to be persuaded by their architect if

they put confidence in him.

A further question remains to be considered,

one of fhe greatest importance—the public dis-

trust of the architect on financial grounds.

It is often said that if you go to an architect

to build you a house you never know when the

expense will end.

The client lays his wants before his architect,

and tells him how much he is prepared to

spend. Usually the sum is quite inadequate.

Of course the architect tells him so? Not
at all. He tells him that it will need

economy, and implies that the design which

he submits, and which meets his client’s

approval, can be carried out for the sum named.

All goes well until the builders’ tenders are

opened, and then comes the disillusionment of

the client. The lowest tender is half as much
again as the sum to be spent. The architect

anticipated as much, but he trusted to his power

to surmount the difficulty when the time came.

This misleading of a client as to the cost is of

most frequent occurrence. How much more
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confidence a client would have in bis architect
one would think if the latter told him at once
that it would be impossible to erect the build-
ing for the sum named. Not at all ; he
would doubt the architect’s judgment, and
say that Mr. So-and-So had built a house
of similar size for less money, and eventually
he would consult another architect, who was
willing to mislead him. Every architect knows
that if he is thus frank and straightforward with
his client he runs the risk of losing him. Not-
withstanding this, it is better, even as a matter of
policy, and certainly as a matter of professional
morality, to let the client know the worst. For
you will in time obtain the rare distinction of
being regarded as an architect whose estimate
can be trusted, and that means in time a practice
based on the most solid foundation.
A similar difficulty occurs in competitions. A

fixed sum is stated, and competitors must design
a building which can be carried out for that sum.
Each competitor must give an estimate of cost.
Some of them conscientiously endeavour to carry
out the instructions in the spirit as well as in
the letter. They have to somewhat cripple their
design in consequence. Others make elaborate
drawings of an equally elaborate building, and
give every accommodation that could be desired.
They arrive at the probable cost by dividing the
sum allowed by the cubical contents of their
building, and then, having found a constant

—

4^d. a foot, perhaps—they multiply this by the
cubical contents and find to their satisfaction that
it works out at exactly the sum they have to spend.
This operation, if judiciously described in the
report, is sufficient to throw the committee off its

guard, and has even misled the professional
assessor. In due time the builders’ tenders are
opened, and then comes this disillusionment of
the committee, and the suppressed growls of the
fellow competitors.

But if the public distrust the architect on
account of the unreliability of his first estimate,
how much is that distrust deepened when the bill
of extras is presented.

Here, again, the architect has himself to blame.
He cannot, perhaps, prevent extras altogether,
but he can do much to spare his client from the
extreme annoyance of an unexpectedly heavy
bill.

The two most fertile sources of extras are the
absence of a thorough thinking and working out
of the scheme before the quantities are taken out,
and the subsequent alterations made by the client
himself. Every building ought to be worked out in
half-inch detail, and an exact specification written
by the architect himself, and not by the quantity
surveyor, and then, and not before, the quantities
should be taken out. And if a client is inclined
to order extras he should be kept informed by
the architect of how the bill is mounting up, and
he will not then be taken by surprise at the
total.

All this takes much trouble, and a client in his
hurry to commence work grudges the time spent
in making details. Besides, the work may fall
through, and then a large proportion of the work
will have been done in vain, although the archi-
tect will certainly be entitled to claim payment
for it.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the reputa-
tion of being able to build without extras is so
unique and so priceless to the architect that it is
worth some trouble to win. It will increase his
practice more than any misleading shifts, or
engaging to do work for less than 5 per cent.
There remains but one more subject for con-

sideration. The public has heard from time to
time some talk of illicit commissions associated
with the practice of architecture. There have
even lately been discussions on the subject in the
Press. There may, of course, be no truth in it
but the public is naturally suspicious.
Now, while it cannot be doubted that the

majority of architects, as upright and honourable
men, would not stoop to receive indirect com-
missions, yet it is an equally undoubted fact that
there are some who do. It is useless to disguise
the fact, as it is too well known. The oppor-
tunity of increasing his income by the acceptance
of those commissions is no temptation to the
well-established architect. But all architects are
not well-established

; some have a struggle to
make a living, and others are just starting in
practice and have not thoroughly grasped the
moral question involved. Very severe blame
therefore, rests with those manufacturers and
others who offer these temptations, and it is the
duty of every honourable architect to endeavour
to attach a public stigma to the name of any such
firm. In fact, a black list ought to be kept by
each local association, and the members of that

association should undertake to boycott all manu'
facturers and tradesmen whose names appear on
such a list.

But it is not from tradesmen only that archi-

tects sometimes receive indirect payments. It is

a practice far too prevalent for architects to

share in the quantity surveyor’s fees. It is not,

indeed, to the credit of either architects or sur-

veyors that the practice should exist at all. The
architect employs a surveyor to take out
quantities, and for this the surveyor charges
certain fees, of which he pays the archi-

tect a certain proportion. What for? I:

the architect has properly worked out his

plans and written his specification, both of
which are supposed to be included in his

own fees, it gives him no extra trouble to

employ a quantity surveyor. The payment is as
much an illicit commission as if it were paid by
a tradesman, although a specious defence is some-
times advanced by those who receive it on the
score of custom. It is not that the surveyor is

paid less for his work
;
the extra charge comes

indirectly out of the client's pocket.
It is the architect, as the client's agent, and

not the client liimself, who employs the surveyor,
and the latter is, therefore, largely dependent on
the architect for his work. The same may be
said of the builder, as it is usually the architect
who invites him to tender. The client meantime,
who is entirely ignorant of the preliminary
methods of procedure in building a house, is

often left in the dark by the architect even of the
very existence of the quantity surveyor, and as
the latter is paid, not by the client, but by the
builder, there is no very evident way by which
a client should get to know of his existence, or
that he had been indirectly paying him through
the builder. Still less that he had even been
paying the architect in turn through the quantity
surveyor. The relationship of architect, quantity
surveyor, and builder is a closed ring, and the
client remains outside.

Now, while I would most carefully guard
myself from implying the slightest motive of dis-
honourable practice in thus keeping the client
ignorant, I do say that the present system of an
architect, practically on his own initiative, employ-
ing a surveyor, and the latter receiving payment
directly from the builder, so that the amount of
that payment is bidden in the builder's charges,
is one which might readily lend itself to ‘the
practice of dishonesty and )r.aud. I do not say
that the fraud exists, but that when the means
for it exist without the likelihood of discovery,
there is a probabiliiy amounting to certainty
that some one will sooner or later be found to
avail himself of them.
The wise architect will explain everything to

his client in the fullest detail at the very first. He
will explain the functions ofthe surveyor, and men-
tion the name of the one whom he proposes to ask.
He will state bis charges. He will also explain
that if the building is not proceeded with the sur-
veyor will none the less be entitled to bis charges
in full. And he will also consult his client as to
the builders who should be asked to tender. And
I think it would be wise if he arranged that the
surveyor should be paid by his client direct. It
may come to the same thing in the end, but in an
evil world one must consider appearances.

It is only by the utmost frankness on the part
of the architect, combined with loyalty ’and
justice towards client and builder alike, and asso-
ciated with the most assiduous care in sparing his
client unexpected or excessive expense, that that
distrust to which I have referred, and which un-
doubtedly does exist, can be removed. That is a
consummation devoutly to be wished. It devolves
upon each architect individually to assist in its
realisation.

Mr. Osborne Smith, in proposing a vote of
thanks, said he had a recollection of a previous
paper which Mr. Bidlake had read to rnembers
of the Association, and the pleasure which he
derived from listening to his previous address was
equalled on this occasion. Mr. Bidlake had re
ferred to certain defects, which he, the speaker
had been conscious ofm the course of his practice
and which he thought ought to be called atten-
tion to. He had been extremely interested in all
that Mr. Bidlake had said, and he was prepared
to endorse most of it. As to the difficulty that
the average client had in realising the vast
amount of thought that was required in the pre-
paration of drawings, he took every opportunity
to show clients how much work was required in
the erection of a building. In his opinion every
architect ought to do the same, so that clients
might see the diffeience between the erection of
a dwelling house, for instance, under the super-

vision of an architect, and in its erection byi
speculative builder. He was very much si:

prised to hear Mr. Bidlake’s remarks as
irregular financial relations between some arch
tects and quantity surveyors. He did not thin
the remarks applied to first-rate or even seconi
rate surveyors in London, and it certainly was n
the custom for quantity surveyors to pay arch
tects any portion of what they received for takic
out quantities

;
and as to the trouble an archite

was put to in giving the surveyor the necessa:
information, if he prepared the drawings ai

specifications properly the necessity did not aris'

but if he prepared the drawings with great hast
as many architects did, and to a small scale ai;

with no specifications whatever, except a fe

notes, it was obviously necessary that the quantii
surveyor would require information on innume
able points ; and this would take up the architect
time, which ought to be spent in the client

interest in preparing the specifications and tl

details. He had heard some of the best builde
complain a good deal about that

;
they also sa;

that the sections were too frequently taken throug
the worst place—through the lice of least resis

ance. He believed that in too many instanc
architects did not take the trouble to proper
prepare working drawings for the use of the wor:
men. Many draughtsmen were now in the hal
of making details without a plan, relying only c

an elevation and section, which was an uninte
ligible method. A remedy for all that w:
entirely in the hands of architects, who mu
develop their ideas before the work was pr
ceeded with, and they must not neglect tl

drawings in the hope that the work would con
right in the end ; no work ever did en
satisfactorily unless proper control and attei

tion was given to it. He particularly agret
with the lecturer that it was very necessary t

be candid with the client and to make ever'
thing clear to him—to tell him, for instanc
that the quantities were beieg taken out by
surveyor who would have to be paid. Mat
difficulties, and a lot of distrust, would di
appear if the client were taken into the architect

confidence. It was quite evident that the distru:

did exist, and candour would not only remoi
this, but it would have the effect of getting tl

client to think and act with his architect.

Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, in seconding tl

vote of thanks, said that he did not agree wii

the lecturer on many points. One of tl

lecturer’s theories was that of the indifference <

the British public to architecture—a theory whic
was very well worn—and in this connexion 1

had quoted the “ Brompton Boilers.” But whi
else could be expected from the public in regai

to architecture? Architecture was one of tl

most difficult, and should be one of the most pn
gressive arts, or sciences, or professions

; it wasi
subject that required the lifetime of any man f

learn the elements of, and yet there were peopi
always crying out about the ignorance of tl

public in regard to it ! Let them think of tfc

ignorance of architects as to architecture, to sfi

how much room there was for improvement there

In his opinion, the public were just as ignorant (

medicine, law, or military tactics, or an
specialised subject, as they were about arch:

lecture, and not much else could be expected
It was probably because the public did knot
a little about architecture, and because of th

connexion of antiquaries with architecture, tha

there had been brought about so many revivals

If there had been no Parker and no parsons to reai

him, some progress might have been made b
architects in evolving new forms and new ideas

As it was, such progress had been prevented b
those who had merely a smattering of architec

tural knowledge. The same might almost b
said of proportion

; architects knew very littli

about it, and really they could not teach it. The;
could not tell people the right proportion of any
thing ; the knowledge ot it was innate, am
the capability of producing proportion in an]

building was not to be taught by rule of thumb
it was simply found by experience and by th<

natural artistic qualifications which a man
assisted by long study, possessed. So that if the]

had to wait until the public valued buildings foi

the sake of their proportions, they would have tc

wait a very long time. Then, again, as to tht

right use of material, it seemed to him that that

was the very last thing the public would learc

about. A knowledge of construction, on which
material was most firmly based, was a very diffi-

cult and laborious study, and architects could not

expect the public who had had no training in a

knowledge of building materials, to estimate the

value of a building by the knowledge of whether the

materials composing it were used in the right way
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or not. It was an instance of a little knowledge
being a dangerous thing with the public in regard

to architecture. It was bis firm conviction that

the more the public knew up to a certain point

about architecture, the worse it was for architec-

ture, because the public only looked at the form
produced, and they often unconsciously admired
very bad forms. The five per cent, system seemed
to have taken a firm hold of the public because

they liked to understand what they were going to

pay, and they would never care to be told that the

sum depended upon the amount of work the archi-

tect did. Then as to extras, it was almost im-
possible to build without them, unless they had
no end of provisions. As to the question of com-
mission, that hardly came within the scope of the

paper. The latter part of Mr. Bidlake’s paper

should have been entitled, “Architects and them-
selves,” He agreed with the previous speaker,

in thinking that what Mr. Bidlake had referred

to in this connexion did not exist in London to

anything like the extent that it appeared to do in

the provinces.

Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, in supporting the vote

of thanks, said he was not aware before that the

practice of sharing commissions with surveyors

was so general on the part of architects as Mr.
Bidlake seemed to make out. In fact, he took
leave to doubt whether i‘ war. so at all, at any
rate, in London. It might exist to a very slight

extent, and, in any case, he was opposed to it in

every shape and form, and he did wish that archi-

tects would look at the matter conscientiously and
honestly. Architects should not mix themselves
up in this way with surveyors or builders, and if

five per cent, was not a sufficiently large com-
mission, the client was the man to go to. lie,

ihe speaker, had a little quarrel with architects

for taking commission in another way, viz., in

kind : and that was in compelling the surveyor to

prepare the specification. Surely that was sharing

the commission ! It was putting work on the

surveyor which the architect ought to do, and by
thus getting some one else to perform it, the

architect was getting work done without paying
for it. In bis opinion the architect should write

the specification himself, and it was a very pre-

valent thing, he believed, for the quantity surveyor
I0 write the specification. He was sorry that Mr.
Bidlake bad raised the question of commissions
because, owing to the publicity which it would
receive, it would be quite a revelation to the

public of what was supposed to go on between
architects, surveyors, and builders, and it would
thus receive an importance which it did not

deserve. The question might have been more
appropriately discussed among architects them-
selves, but not in public, although generally he
was not disposed to hush up matters of this kind.

He was ghd that Mr. Bidlake had pointed out

some of the work which architects had to do, and
of which clients had no idea, for he quite agreed

that the client had no idea, as a rule, of the

amount of work which the architect had to per-

form. Then another point was as lo the question

of competitions. Clients bad an idea that when
an architect had sent in his competition drawings

he bad prepared drawings which would be useful

at subsequent stages of the work, and that those

competition drawings could be used as working
drawings. That was entirely incorrect, of course,

but it was believed in. Then, as to private

competition among architects. He believed that

it was a fact that in the provinces more than

in London, the practice was for clients to call on
leading architects to send in designs, and, gene-

rally, he could see no objection to the practice.

Mr. Bidlake had referred to the defects of archi-

tects in their practice, and it was to be hoped
some of his remarks would be taken to heart.

No doubt if architects put a little more business

capacity into their professional work and ways
it would be of considerable advantage to them
and to the client. Unfortunately the public had
some ground to mistrust architects in regard to

estimates, and architects had themselves to blame
for the trouble they got into sometimes for

extras. He did not agree with Mr. Fletcher that

extras were a necessity. He did not think that

there were unavoidable extras, and if an architect

carefully worked out his drawings, and thought

out his specification, in nineteen cases out of

twenty there would be no bill of extras. As to

the commission questioi], he hoped that Mr.
Bidlake would be able to modify his remarks as

to “closed tings.” lie never heard of such a

thing before, and he really could not believe

that such a ring existed, and he was afraid that

the idea would give a false impression generally

as to the relations of architect, surveyor, and
builder. He could not believe that such a

thing existed either in London or the provinces.

and at all events he hoped that Mr. Bidlake

would believe that it did not exist in London.
Mr. E. \V. Mountford, in supporting the vote

of thanks to Mr. Bidlake for his interesting

paper, said he also regretted that prominence had
been given to matters which would have been

better discussed in private. At the same time, he
was sure that there existed nothing like a

“ring” with which architects, surveyors, and
builders had anything to do. Of course it was
possible for both architects and builders to make
arrangements, and for the builder by that means
to make more than a legitimate profit ; but it was
the object of every honest architect to see that

the builder did not make any undue profit. Of
course the builder was entitled to a fair profit, and
the ideas of builders differed as to what that

profit should be. Some were content with ten

per cent., while others thought it should be fifteen

per cent ; in his opinion anything from ten to

fifteen per cent, was a fair profit for a builder.

Anything above that the architect ought to

be able to prevent : and if he did so, as all

good architects would, there was an end to the

“ring” at once. As to commissions he agreed

with Mr. Pratt that no respectable architects

did accept them. That commissions were
ofiered by tradesmen and accepted by architects

he was afraid was true to some extent—he said

“afraid” because in his younger days he had
commissions offered him. He was glad to say

that they had not been offered to him in recent

years, because he made it a rule wherever a

commission was offered to terminate his relations

with the firms who offered it. He did not think

that the practice existed to anything like the

extent that Mr. Bidlake imagined, though he
believed that clients generally credited architects

with accepting commissions. Either in the pro-

vinces or London he did not think that it was
a matter of any custom now, whatever it had
been formerly ;

and if any one would provide

him with particulars he would undertake to

bring the case before the Institute. They had
heard a good deal that evening about the

number of drawings architects had to make
in designing a building. It was absolutely true

that if the quantity surveyor was to do his work
properly, architects must provide him with full

details before tbe work commenced. Personally

be did not attach the same importance to

specifications as some people did. If they

made full details of every part of the build-

ing, with plenty of notes upon drawings,

any other specification would be unnecessary.

He could not agree with Mr. Pratt that Ihe

architect was dividing the commission with the

surveyor, by allowing the surveyor lo prepare the

speciticalion. In actual work they would find

that the specification was thought very little of as

a rule, because the builder invariably took the

quantities as the standard of what he was to

supply. It was the quantities which would bind

him and not the specification. It was true

that the public were quite ignorant of archi-

tecture, but what else could be expected ? It was
also a fact that clients had very little idea of the

large number of drawings that architects had to

prepare in designing a building, and as to the

general public regarding the architect as an artist,

they never regarded him in that light at all.

Mr. H. B. Creswell said that Mr. Bidlake’s

remarks seemed lo suggest that his bitter expe-

rience of the public arose from expecting too

much from them. If he had taken a less exact-

ing and a wider view of the public, he would
have seen that the public was deserving of some-
thing besides condemnation.

The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks to

the meeting, said they would have to recognise

the fact which would clear the ground of a large

amount of difficulty—a fact which architects were
very loth to recognise—viz., that they were never

paid for design. The client never contemplated

for a single moment that they would put sufficient

time into their work to evolve a thoroughly satis-

factory artistic design. The client did not under-

stand that such a practice was implied, and he
certainly would be very much surprised if they

asked him to pay them for the time they spent on
the design ;

and they had really to regard them-
selves as men of business—surveyors pure and
simple—to prepare the necessary plans for the

execution of the building. Under these cir-

cumstances the temptation to a young architect

lo fling artistic impulse and sincerity to the winds,

and to merely prepare his plans, was very great

indeed, and only those men who understood tbe

unlortunate fact that an architect was a self-deny-

ing artistic philanthropist were able to do good
work at all. Did the client care how many times

the architect rubbed out bis detail? What did he

care for their particular intention of satisfying

some definite ideal that they had been cultivating

with care, and study, and practice ? It did not

matter to the client, though it mattered to them a

very great deal ; for they would sacrifice anything

and everything—they would make the whole set

of drawings over again if need be, in order

to get one pet idea of their own (an idea that

they had developed and cultivated and were
enthusiastic about) embodied in stone and mortar ;

at tbe expense of some one else. A client did

not know anything about that desire, and under

those circumstances he did not think that they

ought to ask him to pay for the exercise of their

ideas. Had it ever occurred to them that they
ought to pay a client for the opportunity he gave
them of erecting in a public position their dreams
of Gothic architecture, for instance ? Recently

he, the speaker, had overheard in a train a con-

sation upon architects and architecture between
two electrical engineers. One of them summed
up the whole question in this way, viz.,“ Theworst
of architects is that they will expect other people

to carry out their own ideas !
” Clients paid archi-

tects to carry out their ideas, and architects took

the opportunity of carrying out their own. This
was a fact that architects were conscious of and
would have to plead guilty to. There was no
doubt that the amount of work demanded of the

architect had increased very largely, and that the

amount of work for the ordinary 5 per cent,

remuneration was of a very onerous character,

and in his opinion the architect has just cause for

complaint. Since the practice of architects

refraining from taking out the quantities, which
had been established in London principally at the

instigation of the Institute of Architects, and
which could not be called an unreasonable prac-

tice in view of the relationship existing between
the architect and the builder, the architect bad
been deprived of a very definite source of profit

—

a source of profit which, added to whatever
profit there might be on the usual 5 per cent.,

made his practice a little more remunera-
tive than it was at present. He could
not help thinking that many of the difficulties

under which architects laboured would disappear

if the architect was able to take out the quantities

as of yore, and as he still did in the provinces.

He did not think that the client would run more
risk of suffering injustice than he didat present, and
the work would not be more expensive to the

client, and would be mote expeditiously carried

out. He advised his hearers to take to heart all

that had been said that evening as to slovenliness

and uncertainty in drawings. Unless they culti-

vated the habit of thoroughness in preparing their

working drawings, they would never do much
good as architec’s or surveyors, or as artists. They
must get to the bottom of their work and
thoroughly understand it before they embarked
upon an estimate. In preparing the quantities the

surveyor was apt to measure very heavily in order

to magnify his office—he expanded the bill of

quantities into a large number of folios, to do which
he measured labours up and he measured labours

down, while the architect used to be able to get all

that was necessary into a small number of folios.

This was an absurd state of things which must
sooner or later come to an end, and it seemed to

him that the London architect ought to take out

his own quantities again. In regard to architects

taking commissions from quantity surveyors, he
did not know any case that bad ever come before

him in London, though he had heard of cases in

which this was done. The state of things which
Mr. Bidlake had described could very well be
discussed at a meeting of that kind, so that young
architects could understand the view of the prac-

tice taken by honourable men. But one fact

ought to be remembered in order that tbe

ethics of the matter might be understood.

When an architect took a commission from a
tradesman when placing an order with him,

that architect was prevented from exercising

a [>ond-Jide on behalf of the client, but
when the architect took from the quantity sur-

veyor ^ per cent, or something of that sort, he
did not see in what way the client suffered. He
did not desire to defend the practice, but he
wanted to know where the mischief existed. As
to architects taking commissions from trades-

men, a large number of clients—commercial
men principally— in London and elsewhere,

did not regard it as a moral obliquity, or

as in any sense improper ; hut, whatever they
thought, it was wrong, and ought to be dis-

couraged in every way. As to competitions, he
thought that the adjudication of competitions as

conducted at the present day was mischievous

and very unsatisfactory, and that the payment of

large fees to the assessors could be avoided. He
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did not see why, in a large competition, the

decision should not be left to the competitors
themselves, who were the best qualified, by their

study of the conditions and in preparing their

designs, to be adjudicators
;
but failing that, he

suggested that the Institute of Architects should
offer, on behalf of the profession, to adjudicate in

all competitions without charge, and solely in the
interest of the profession. The honour which
would fall to the Institute in so acting would soon
make itself felt. Mr. Bidhike had given them
good advice as to how they could succeed with
their clients, viz., to be perfectly reliable in

matters of estimate, and that meant that they were
to be perfectly frank with themselves. He {the
speaker) believed that an architect must succeed
who made it his business to please his client and
to satisfy him in his reasonable wishes. On the
other hand, they must never do anything against
their better judgment without protest, and remem-
ber not to apply that principle merely to ideal
matters. A client was generally able, in the long
run, to appreciate the architect’s artistic work,
and it must not be forgotten that the artistic ques-
tion was less important to the man who had to
live in a house than bis own common-sense re-

quirements.

The vote of thanks was then put to the meeting
and carried unanimously.

Mr. Bidlake, in reply, said he had no wish to
speak disrespectfully of the British public, for he
was part of it himself. lie rather pitied the
public, because they had no architectural leaders.
If the public was ignorant it was ils misfortune,
and not its fault. Mr. Fletcher had said that it

was impossible to get the public to appreciate all

those subtle questions of proportion, cS:c., which
architects themselves found very difficult to
understand. That he allowed, but the question
was : Is the present state of knowledge of the
British public a fixed quantity? If it were not
then there was a possibility ofthat ignorance being
lessened. That M’as the whole question. Why
should not architects set about trying to lessen
that ignorance by taking the public more into
confidence, and pointing out what buildings
^yere beautiful, and wherein they were beau-
tiful ? If the public generally had no power
of appreciating or finding out for them-
selves beautiful proportion, still, if they were
taught to^ believe that a certain building
was beautiful and of fine proportions, and they
became acquainted with its details, then a standard
of taste was set for them ; but at present there
were many who had no standard of taste, and he
thought that architects might do more to help in
establishing such. W’ith regard to the question
of extras, he still maintained that an architect
ought to be able, if he thoroughly worked out
his drawings and studied the building in detail
before the quantities were taken out, to avoid
extras to a very large extent, although perhaps not
altogether._ He thought that the endeavour to see
how a building was working out was to some
extent a function of the architect's imagination.
An architect ought to be able to picture his building
and every part of it while he made the drawings.
If he was incapable of doing this until the build-
ing was half finished, no doubt he would soon
incur extras. As to the relations of quantity
surveyor and architect, he adhered to his state-
rnent that the sharing of fees was practised pos-
sibly to a larger extent than was supposed. He
did not mean by the expression “closed ring ” to
accuse either architects or surveyors of fraud, but
he repeated that all the machinery for fraud was
there, and it was that which he denounced.
The Chairman announced lhat the next meeting

would be held on March 5, when a paper would be
read by Dr. F. S. Granger on “Greek Sculpture
aiKl Greek Legend ” with lantern illustrations.
The meeting then terminated.

THE COX THERMO-ELECTRIC
GENERATOR.

An account of this generator appeared in the
Electrical Engineer of New York about two
years ago, and although it attracted a good deal
of attention at the time, yet very little further
information regarding it has been given to the pub-
he. On Friday last week, on the invitation of l\Ir
Co.K, we went clown and inspected his laboratory
and workshops at St. Albans, and saw his
thermopile in all stages of its construction, and a
large number of them in operation. Our expe-
rience with the Clamond and Noe thermopiles
had made us sceptical as to the practical use of
this class of apparatus, but what we saw con-
vinced us that this generator is a very ereat
improvement on the older types.

^

At present the Company confine themselves to

the manufacture of a small generator suitable for

a large variety of domestic purposes, and we shall

confine ourselves to describing and discussing this

apparatus, without following Mr. Cox into his

interesting but sanguine speculations as to the

future rivalry between his method of generating

electricity and the ordinary dynamo and steam-

engine method.
The great defect ot the ordinary types of

thermopiles met with in physical laboratories, is

that the junctions oxidise and the cells soon

deteriorate. In this thermopile the couples are

made by casting, no soldering or brazing being

used, and as copper and a graded alloy of anti-

mony and zinc are the two metals, it is claimed

that oxidation is completely prevented. The cell

is formed by successive tings of these castings

completely enclosed in a vitrified cement, which,

after baking, is turned into a hard stone cylinder.

A metallic annular chamber is cemented to the

exterior, and water is kept trickling through this

while the cell is in action. A plastic cement is

applied to the interior and vitrified, and this is

heated by means of a small gas jet, which plays

on a series of deflectors, heating them uniformly.

The reflected heat keeps the inner side of the
cell, and, therefore, one set of junctions hot, the

other set is kept cool by the water jacket.

These cells are made with voltages varying
from two to ten, and the maximum power given
out is about ten watts. They consume from two
to four cubic feet of ordinary illuminating gas per
hour. They are well -finished, being, in appear-
ance, small cylinders with old bronze sides and
polished nickel rims. This is a simple and strong

piece of mechanism, even a fortnight’s immersion
in a bucket of water doing it no barm. To
start it all that it is necessary to do is to light

the gas and to turn on the tap to let the water
flow slowly through the jacket; in about ten
minutes it attains its maximum activity, and can
be left in continuous action for :.ionths, as it

requires no attention. Short circuiting does
it no harm, and in this respect it compares
favourably with small accumulators. It is, of
course, expensive, as compared with a primary
liattery, but there can be no question as to its

convenience in many cases, provided that its

average life is found to be several years.

The New ^'ork office of the Commercial Cable
Company has operated its entire lines successfully
with these generators, and for cable and telephone
work it will prove a formidable rival to the motor
generator.

The following are the cases where, in our
opinion, it can be usefully applied, and for which
it is worth considering as an alternative to the
ordinary methods ; for charging small accumu-
lators, for working fan motors, electric bells in
hotels and flats, and for X ray apparatus. The
small accumulators, for instance, used for lighting
bicycle and carriage lamps are ordinarily charged
by primary batteries, which require continual
attention, and any one who has kept his bicycle
accumulator in good order for two or three years
by this method will not grudge the expense of one
of these generators.

Since writing the above we regret to learn that
the laboratory and workshops of this company,
containing many hundreds of these generators,
were totally destroyed by fire last Tuesday morn-
ing. The cause of the fire is unknown. The
general contents of the building were insured, but
the destruction of all his valuable testing
apparatus, and the records of the experiments he
has made during the last ten years, must be a
heavy blow to Mr. Cox, who has our sincerest
sympathy.

BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The thirtieth annual genera meeting of this
Institution was held on the 23rd inst. at the
offices, 21, New Bridge-street, E.C., the Presi-
dent-elect, Mr. Thomas Hall, occupying ihe
chair, supported by the retiring President (Mr
B. E. Nightingale), the Treasurer (Mr. E. Brooks),
and others.

The annual report stated that the income for
the past year consisted of 213/. 3s. in subscrip-
tions, 300/. 17s. in donations, 140/. 5s in
dividends, and il 3;. interest on deposit,
making a total of 655/. 8s. The aiuount
expended was 483/. 103. ^d., which included
390/. paid in pensions, and 10/. in tempo-
rary reUef._ One of the widows had re-married
thus resigning her pension. An election was heldm December, at which James T. Gough, being
the only candidate, was elected. The number of
pensioners on the books is twenty. The total
number who have been elected is forty-three.
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There are three children in the Orphan Working;
School, per presentation of the Builders’ Clerks’

;

Benevolent Institution. The eighteenth annual 1

dinner was held on March 24, 1896, in the-
King’s Hall, Holborn Restaurant, Mr. B. E.

;

Nightingale in the [chair. The Committee, in

;

thanking the Chairman for his services, wished i

to express their great appreciation of his kindness:
in serving the Institution as President, and for hisi

efforts in promoting its welfare. Mr. Thomas 1

Hall (Messrs. Hall, Beddall, & Co.) had kindly’
consented to act as Mr. Nightingale’s successor)
in the Presidential chair.

The President-elect (Mr. Ilall) moved the 1

adoption of the report, which was seconded by ’

Mr. Nightingale and agreed to.

Mr. E. C. Roe, in proposing a vote of thanks
to the outgoing President and other retiring i

officers, said that all present knew of the great i

advantage Mr. Nightingale’s services had beeni
to them. He had taken much interest in the 1

Institution, and the result was known to all.

Mr. Newling seconded, and the resolution was :

carried unanimously.
Mr. Nightingale, in acknowledging the vote ot >

thanks, said lhat the Institution would always
;

have his good wishes.

On the motion of Mr. Oldham, seconded by
)

Mr. Gammon, the officers for the present year 1

were elected.

A vote of thanks, on the motion of Mr. Turpin, .

seconded by Mr. Brooks, was then passed to the :

Chairman, who replied, and the proceedings i

closed.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION )

SPRING VISITS :

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL WORKING-CLASS
DWELLINGS, liOUNDARY-STREET.

On Saturday, the 20th inst., the second Spring
Visit of the Architectural Association was paid to

the L.C.C. Dwellings, Boundary-street, Bethnal
Green.

This being the most extensive scheme for )

housing the working classes yet carried out, the :

visit was of considerable interest. The area i

included is about fifteen acres, and it has been •

entirely cleared wilh the exception of a Board ;

seb ml and a church. The leading feature of the :

plan is a circular garden, 270 ft. in diameter,
,

radiating from which are seven streets, 50 ft. wide. ,

In order to save the expense of carting, all the ;

earth removed from foundations has been placed ;

in the garden, forming a mound some 20 ft. high,
,

and crowned with a band-stand.

The blocks of dwellings have been planned so
that the front and back face respectively east and
west as far as possible, to ensure the largest I

amount of sunshine ; this produces a curious :

effect, as the buildings in consequence are not at t

right-angles to the streets, and the method on 1

plan appears to waste a considerable amount of I

space.

About half the total number of blocks have now •

been erected, and it is possible to judge of the ;

general effect, which is decidedly spacious, and a 1

considerable amount of money has been spent in 1

ornamentation, bay windows, turrets, gables, and 1

chimneys. The total number of persons displaced 1

by the clearing of the site is 5,719, and the total 1

number provided for is 4,700. The accommoda- •

tion for these is divided into one, two, three, or '

four room tenements, chiefly either two or three :

rooms, in which families of four or six persons ;

can be accommodated. Each tenement is a self- •

contained dwelling, approached from a wide :

passage or staircase, at least 3ft. 6 in.inwidth. The :

living rooms have a floor measurement of 144 ft.

super, clear of all obstructions
; the bedrooms 1

about 96 ft. super. The floors have a height of :

8 ft. 6 in. in the clear ; a small scullery is entered .

from the living room, and the larger tenements ;

have a water-closet provided, with a lobby : the ;

smaller ones are approached from the staircase.

No provision is made for dust, which is to be :

carried away in iron pails by the parochial autho-

rities. The blocks have been planned to ensure ’

in every case through ventilation, that is, every

tenement has either two outer walls or one outer :

wall and one wall on passage opening directly to

the outer air. The blocks are five stories in

height, and are separated from the next block
by a distance equal to the height. The con-

struction is as far as possible of fire-resisting
;

materials, the floors being composed of breeze

concrete and iron joists, and the partitions of

breeze concrete, and all stairs and landings

are of concrete. It is proposed to construct

the roofs of future blocks also with breeze con-

crete, on which will be nailed the battens and
slates—an interesting experiment. The whole of
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the walls to ground floors are faced with salt-

glazed bricks, the greater original expense being
compensated by the durability, and the upper
parts chiefly in red bricks with stone dressings.

Workshops for cabinetmakers and other trades
have been erected at the back of the main blocks,
and a public laundry has been provided, this

having been found more economical than supply-
ing a separate copper to each tenement.
The total estimated cost of the scheme is

300,000/., and it is calculated that this will be
extinguished by means of a sinking fund at the
end of fifty-four years. The average rent per
room per week is 2s. 6d.

The patty was conducted over the building by
Mr. Owen Fleming and other members of the
Architect’s Department of the L.C.C., who
kindly gave many interesting particulars as to

the various details of the scheme.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society.—“ An Architectural Student’s Rambles
between Wakefield, Doncaster, and Selby,” was
the subject of a paper read by Mr. R. A. Easdale,
at a meeting of the Leeds Architectural Society,

held on the 15th inst. at the Institute of Science,
Art, and Literature. Mr. Easdale said he thought
that architectural students did not sufficiently study
the places they visited ; they preferred rather to

obtain a hurried view of many places. Yorkshire
was second 10 no county in England in its wealth
of ancient buildings. Its village churches were
full of interest. Students, he believed, would find

it more profitable to study the designs of parish
churches, pulpits, and small villa-residences, than
to devote their time sketching cathedrals and
town halls, which were structures rarely required.

Proceeding to the subject of his paper, Mr.
Easdale touched on various specimens of
bygone architecture to be found in the neighbour-
hood of Wakefield, Pontefract, Methley, Kirk-
thorpe, Oulton, Kippax, and Selby. The lecture

was illustrated by a collection of sketches and
photograph®.
Devon and Exeter Architectural

Society. — ‘‘Screens: their Symbolism and
Treatment,” was the subject of a lecture by Mr.
G. H. Fellowes Prynne to the members of the
local branch of the Devon ami Exeter Architec-

tural Society, at the Plymouth School of Art,
Princess-square, on the 18th inst. After giving
a historical sketch of the origin and develop-
ment of screens, the lecturer explained their

symbolical meaning, and commented upon the
fact that in English churches the screens were
found in nine divisions, each symbolical

; while
on the Continent they were usually in three
divisions. In no country in the world were there

so many churches with rood screens as in

England, and for beauty of detail and workman-
ship the English screens were hardly to be sur-

passed. lie dealt at some length with the
different methods of treatment adopted in the con-
struction and decoration of screens, and remarked
that while in many English churches were found
beautiful examples in both wood and stone, the
modern metal screens were for the most part a
lamentable failure. The lecture was profusely
illustrated by views of English and Con-
tinental church screens, shown by means of the
oxy-hydrogen light. At the close a cordial vote
of thanks was, on the invitation of Mr. Shires,

seconded by Mr. Bazeley, passed to Mr. Prynne
for his address.

Glasgow School of Art.—A lecture on
“ The Architecture of Asiatic Hellas,” one of a
series on Greek architecture, was delivered last

week by Mr. W. J. Anderson, director of the
Architectural Department, to a large audience
of students of the Glasgow School of Art. After
a brief survey of the geography of the coasts

peopled by the expatriated lonians and .Eolians,
and the histoty of Asia Minor in its relation to

the arts, the lecturer proceeded to trace the
growth of the “Archaic” Greek style in that
region, by whose traditions the settlers and their
artistic expression were largely moulded. The
influence of Phrygia, e.s.y in its cult of a great
Mother, Cybele, through whom all descent was
traced, appeared to have determined that most of
the great Ionian temples were dedicated to
goddesses, and the Ionic style as a whole repre-
sents what may he called the feminine side of
Greek art. In the severe Doric and the lighter
Ionic styles, they had the happiest symbol
of the two great elements of the Greek race,
whose rivalry made the history of Greece,
and who seemed to have been comple-
mentary one to the other. The plan of the
ttmplum in antis was foreshadowed in the

me^aron of the palaces, of Troy and Tiryns, and
before 550 B.C. its peripteral form was settled
and its structural evolution complete, the talents
of succeeding architecls being directed only to

its modification by refinements in detail and
sculpture. Examples of the Archaic style were
supplied in early votive columns, and among
others by the earlier temple of Diana at Ephesus,
of which there are fragments in the British
Museum; while the great temple of Paul’s time,
built in the fourth century r c., was shown as
now restored by Dr. A. S. Murray, and the
famous sculptured columns and pedestals as they
have been arranged under his directions. In
conclusion, a series of restorations of another
wonder of the ancient world, the Mausoleum
of Halicarnassus, was shown by lantern, including
that of Professor Cockerell (published in the
Builder of August 29, 1S96), and the more
recent one of Mr. J. J. Stevenson, as set forth
in our issues for September, 1896, which
appeared better to satisfy the requirements of
Pliny’s description with the actual remains now
arranged in the Mausoleum room of the British
Museum.

ARCHAEOLOG/CAA SOC/ETIES.
The National Trust for Places of

Historic Interest or Natural Beauty.—
A meeting of the executive Committee of the
National Trust was held at No. i, Great College-
street, Westminster, on the 17th inst.. Sir
Robert Hunter in the chair. It was determined
to take steps to initiate a regional survey
of the country, and, by means of local corre-
spondents, initiate the compilation of a catalogue
of buildings, objects, and places of historic

and archceological interest, with a view to their
proper protection and preservation. A report by
the Treasurer showed that the work of repairing
and making sound the old clergy-house at Alfris-

ton (which has recently been acquired by the
Trust) had had to be suspended on account of
lack of funds; a sum of 200/. is still needed to
put this interesting edifice into a proper state of
repair. It was announced that the purchase of
Barras Head, situated opposite Tintagel Castle in
Cornwall (which has been recently acquired by the
Trust), ^as now complete. This fine headland,
comprising four acres of down, is cow, therefore, in

the bands of tlie Trust, the property of the nation
for ever. The Secretary was able to report that
the circular issued by the Trust, in conjunction
with three other societies, suggesting the acquisi-
tion by Local Authorities throughout the country
of a piece of land or place of historic interest

or nitural beauty as a “Victoria open space,” in

commemoration of Ihe Queen’s long re'gn, had
aroused wide-spread and sympathetic interest.
Finally, the Committee were unanimous in agree-
ing to resist as strongly as possible the Hastings
Harbour District Railway Bill, on the giound of
the serious interference, to which it will give rise,

with the most charming features of natural beauty
in the district.

Society OF Antiquaries.—At the ordinary
meeting of this Society on the iSth inst., Sir
Henry Howoith, M.P., V.R, in the chair.
Sir A. Wollaston Franks, President, exhibited
a beautifully wrought silver-gilt nef of Swiss
workmanship, of a date circa 1520. Sir H.
Howorth exhibited a curious contemporary por-
trait on vellum of George Clifford, Earl of
Cumberland, in his capacity as Champion to

Queen Elizabeth, an office conferred upon him
in 159°- Rev, E. B. Savage communicated
a note on some ancient burial customs, in

which he suggested an explanation of the exist-

ence side by side in barrows of cremated and
inhumed remains. The former, he thought,
might represent those who had died in troublous
times, and whose bodies had been burnt to preserve
them from mutilation or indignity. The latter

were probably the remains of those who had
died in more settled 01 peaceful times. Mr. G.
Grazebrook read a paper on “ Mediajval Surnames
and their Various Spellings.”
British Arch.-eological Association.—

The sixth meeting of the session was held at the
rooms in Sackville-street, Piccadilly, on Wednes-
day, February 17th, Mr. C. H. Compton, Vice-
President, in the chair. A paper, entitled
“ London under the Monastic Orders,” was read
by Miss Edith Bradley, illustrated by maps of
the City, indicating in different colours the sites

of the many religious houses which existed, both
within and without the walls, between the
thirteenth and sixteenth centuries. Miss Bradley
noticed in detail many of the houses, arranging
them in groups under the orders to which they
belonged, thus, the Benedictines, the Cistercians,

the Carthusians, the Augustine Canons ; and the
orders of friars were each in turn described, and
the circumstances of the foundations of the several

houses were related. The Cistercians apparently
possessed but one abbey in London, that of St.

Niary Grace’s on Tower - hill, founded by
Edward III. in 1339. He called it “East-
minster,” in contradistinction to Westminster.
It was surrendered in 1539, and was valued at

602/. iis. 6d., according to Speed. The site it

occupied is now covered with victualling and
biscuit bakeries for the Royal Navy. Not a trace

or fragment of its walls remains. The paper con-
veyed a good impression of the power and
influence wielded by the religious orders in

London, and showed what a large share
they must have had in the making of the

history of the City in the medireval centuries.

In the discussion which ensued, Mr. Blashill,.

hon. treasurer, spoke of the value of the ordnance
maps iu identifying the sites of religious bouses
and in other ways enabling us to illustra'e the
life of the old city. Mr. Patrick, hon. secretary,

pointed out that, although the great fire destroyed
the majority of the churches of old London, yet

much of the walls must have remained standing,

and their foundations, of course, were untouched,
and in that connexion it is interesting to know, on
the authority of Mr. Geo. H. Birch, that the

present church of Christ Church, Newgate-street,
is built upon the actual foundation-walls of the
eastern portion of the Old Church of the Grey
Friars Monastery, the nave of which extended
considerably further to the west, covering the site

of the present burial-ground.

COMPETITIONS.
Borough of Sunderland Workmen’s

Dwellings.—We are asked to mention that

the designs under mottoes “Esperanza” and
“ Invicta ” have not been returned for want
of addresses. Will the authors kindly communi-
cate with the Borough Engineer, Town Hall,
Sunderland.

Sutherland Institute, Longto.x. —

A

public competition of de'-igns for ibis Institute has
just been decided by Mr. W. Gilbee Scott, as

assessor, in favour of Messrs. Wood & Hutchings,
of Tunstall andBurslem, whose design, “ Know-
ledge,” was placed first, and their design, “ Com-
pact,” was placed second, thus carrying off the
two premiums of 75/. and 25/. The building will

provide a public library, and technical schools of
science and art, manual training and cookery.
On the 7th of last month, the foundation stone
was laid by the Prince of Wales, although the
plans at that time had not been adopted. The
estimated cost is 8,000/.

North Bridge- street I-mpro^'ement,
Edinuurgh.—At a meeting on the 17th inst. of
the Lord Provost’s Committee of Edinburgh
Town Council, the report of a sub-committee on
the North Bridge-street reconstruction was con-
sidered. The sub-committee recommended that
the plans for the reconstruction of the build-
ings on both sides of the street, submitted by
Messrs. Scott & Williamson, architects, whose
designs were adjudged first in the competition,
should be adopted with such modifications as the
Council might think necessary. Failing satisfac-

tory offers from outside parties to undertake the
work in whole or in part at their own risk, the
sub-committee were of opinion that the recon-
struction should be executed by the Corporation
itself. The Lord Provost’s committee approved
of this report, and agreed to ask a remit to in-

struct the preparation of working plans for the
corner blocks meantime, and to obtain estimates.
—Edinburgh Evening Dispatch.
Technical College, Sunderland.—At a

recent meeting of the Sunderland Town Council,
the Technical Education Committee reported
that as to the competitive designs for the Tech-
nical College, the President of the Royal Institute
of British Architects had nominated Mr. J. McLean
Brydon, of London, as assessor, and the com-
mittee recommended his appointment accordingly.
On the motion of Mr. W. M. Roche the report
was adopted.

Police Station, Halifax.—On the loth
inst. the Watch Committee of the Halifax Cor-
poration held a special meeting with regard to
plans for the new police station, court-house, &c.
After a long discussion it was decided that com-
petitive plans for a new building should be invited,
that two premiums of 50/. and 25/, respectively
should be offered, and that the successful plans
should be compared as to cost, &c., with the
adaptation plans submitted by the Borough
Engineer (Mr. E. R. S. Escott), and if favourable
that the premiated competitive plans should be

e
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adopted. There was a divergence of opinion on
the C ommittee as to whether the competition

should be limited to the Borough architects, but

ultimately it was resolved, by S votes to 4, that

the competition should be an open one.

Enlargement of Corn Exchange, Spal-
ding.—The Spalding Urban District Council, at

a recent special meeting, accepted plans for the

enlargement of the Spalding Corn Exchange and
Poultry Market, at an estimated cost of ^^2,000.

Eight architects sent in competitive plans, and
those of Mr. Corby, architect, of Stamford, were
accepted.

THE AUCTIONEERS’ INSTITUTE.

A PAPER, affecting the interests of mortgagors
and mortgagees of real property, buildings, and
the appurtenances technically known as “fix-

tures,” was read on Tuesday last at a meeting of

the Auctioneers’ Institute, 57. Chancery-lane, over
which Mr. J. F. Field, President of the Institute,

presided. The lecturer, Mr. J. Hepper (Leeds),

dealt mainly with claims arising out of mortgages,

and the illustrations given chiefly related to

woollen and worsted mills, iron and engineering
works, warehouses, public-houses, and dwelling-

houses in cases in which the lecturer had been
engaged as arbitrator or umpire in the North
Midlands. The disputes with regard to “fix-

tures ” were few between landlord and tenant or

vendor and vendee, but numerous between mort-
gagee and mortgagor, or the trade trustee of the

latter, and as the simplest forms of convey-
ancing gave rise to the widest claims, the

lecturer mainly confined his remarks and
illustrations to mortgages of that kind. In
laying down certain preliminary definitions the

term “land” was extended to mean buildings
attached thereto, and “fixture” as something
which, when unattached, might be a mere
“chattel,” but when either actually attached by
bolt, screw, nail, or other visible method of
annexation, or only attached to the realty by a
construction of law, must pass “ with the land.”
Of the latter class were locks and keys, windows
and doors serving to a house, as well as engines
and boilers, shafting and transmitting machinery,
and steam, gas, and water pipes, for workshop or

factory. Even belting must pass with the free-

hold, as well as, under most circumstances, the
machine to which it was attached, unless the
belt was cut, which the mortgagor had not always
the right to do. Some interesting illustrations

were given of looms of a light description, such
as run in worsted mills, having to be given up to

the mortgagee, while heavier looms, such as run
in woollen mills, which could be worked without
being permanently fixed to the walls or floor, could
be removed by the mortgagor or his trustee. One
of the most interesting illustrations given was of
a travelling overhead railway, such as are common
in engineering works, timber and stone yards, and
known as a “Goliath.” The lecturer was of
opinion that all “travellers” driven frorn
pulleys, or revolving square iron rods connected
with the motive power, should pass with the free-
hold, and his practice was to claim them for the
mortgagee, but in several cases which he had
carried before a legal umpire, the decisions were
adverse. Although the beams were fixed to piers
ofbxick, forming part of the walls of the building,
or upon massive wood uprights let firmly into the
ground and stayed by props, the “traveller” was
held to be a chattel standing in the same relation
to the fixed frame, works, and rails, that a railway
engine does to the railway. Disputes with regard
to fixtures in dwelling houses had been less
numerous than in factories, but the practice of an
important firm of solicitors was referred to,
which claimed for the mortgagee chimney glasses
screwed to walls, window cornices of every kind,
sideboards screwed to walls, brackets, valances—
eveiything, in fact (except carpets) that was in
any way attached to the freehold. The sounder
principle appeared to him to be to regard as
belonging to the fee whatever was measured or
fitted to the walls or made so as to fit into one
harmonious design, but to regard as chattels,
glasses, girandoles, or other furnishings, put up
to harmonise with the furniture of a room, but
forming no part of the original structure or
decorative design of a house. In hotels and also
in shops and warehouses fixed articles might lose
their chattel character more readily than in
private houses, because there was a closer relation
between certain classes of fixed articles and the
freehold in the former than in the latter, the use
of the article in relation to the purpose to which
the owner was applying the premises being the
leading principle in deciding whether in one case
a fixture was “ part of the land,” and in another
a chattel. In the valuation of fixtures the lecturer

found too much laxity. Valuers should become
more accurately acquainted with the law than

they often were, in order to guard their clients

from the serious difficulties in which he had some-

times known them placed.

A discussion followed the reading of the paper,

Dr. Hart proposing a vote of thanks, which was
supported by Mr. W. R. Peck (Messrs. Hampton
& Sons), Mr. Johnson, Mr. Harper, and the

President. All the speakers concurred in setting

the highest value on the paper, but Dr. Hart
questioned the invariable application of a principle

laid down in the paper, that a fixture under a

mortgage was constituted by the qualifications,

limitations, or definitions in the mortgage deed.

He cited a case in which a gas-engine hired from
the engineers was adjudged to pass with the free-

hold in spite of these limitations, because it was
held to be sufficiently fixed “to pass with the

land.” Mr. Peck said the practice in the north

was not the practice in London, so far as regarded

cornices, gasaliers, and fixtures of that kind. Mr.
Hepper replied to the criticisms offered. The
vote of thanks was cordially given, and a vote of

thanks was accorded, in conclusion, to the

President,

3Ilustratton0.

DRAWINGS OF ROUEN AND
COUTANCES CATHEDRAL.
HESE two views, which formed a

portion of the illustrations to Professor

Aitchison’s Royal Academy Lectures on
Architecture, are from drawings by the late

W. W. Deane.
That of Rouen shows the south porch with its

sculptured arch springing between two buttresses,

of late thirteenth century date, with a clumsy
looking doorway of comparatively modern date

inserted beneath the mediaeval arch.

The other drawing illustrates a portion of the

nave and the central tower of Coutances, an
earlier building than Rouen, and belonging
entirely to the first half of the thirteenth century.

The octagon lantern in the centre of the com-
position was doubtless intended to have a spire,

though it may be questioned whether __the tower
itself would have been improved by that addition,

for which it seems too tall and slight in design ;

though the general effect of the whole cathedral,

with its two western spires, might have been
better balanced thereby.

CHURCH AT PALLERA, ITALY.
We give this elevation of a recently- erected

Italian church as an example of the style of
modern Gothic which obtains in Italy at the
present time.

Pallera is a small country village two hours’
walk from Turin, near Moncalieri. The church,
of recent construction, is built in the Piedmontese
Gothic style, with red bricks and artificial stone,
and ornamented with coloured pottery. The
interior is decorated in polychromy, and on its

walls Professor Gaidano is painting illustrations

of the Stations of the Cross. The altar is made
of marble, and the tabernacle will be enriched
with precious stones.

Signor G. Gallo is the architect
; the illustra-

tion is from an elevation specially prepared for
us by Signor Frizzoni.

THE ALMSHOUSE CHAPEL AT HAD-
LEIGH, SUFFOLK.

Dr. William Pykenham, Archdeacon of
Suffolk and Rector of Hadleigh, made his will on
the 6th day of April, 1497, and after enumerating
certain charges for life, &c., made on his property,
he proceeds to enumerate more particularly the
items of which it consists and where the lands and
tenements were situated, and then names who
shall be “seized & possessed in the same Lands
and Tenements,” amongst whom, “ the Parson
& Wardens of the Parish of Hadleg (Hadleigh)
yearly for evermore, shall be ex-officio members,
and shall well and completely repair, sustain*
and maintain, as well all the said Land & Tene-
menls, as also the xii. Tenements and the
Appurtenances lately by me the aforesaid William
Pykenham of new edifyed and builded for xii.
Alms Houses, sit and being in the Town of
Hadleg abovesaid, and lay out the re-
mainder yearly for ever to and among
the xxiv. poor persons Almsmen and Women
now being & which for the time shall in the
xii. Tenements or Alrahouses abovesaid towards
the Exhibition. Finding and Sustentation of the
same xxiv. poor persons, Men & Women, that is
to wit to every of the same poor persons men and '

women like much in eschewing of warrants ani
stryffes.”

These almhouses were taken down and rebuil
some few years ago, as they had fallen into a ba.'

state of repair. The chapel was, however, lei

standing, although it was in a very dilapidatei
condition, and in 1S91 it was repaired as showit
in the illustration. A date (1498) was found cit
upon one of the roof timbers. It appears alsil

that there was a screen, for there are groove;
and mortices in the eastern tie-beam, anil
the remains of the sill were found undel
the paving. A brick wall had been bull;
at the west end to support the chapel, the timbe)
framing shows that this was necessary. This wai
left standing. The roof had to be stripped ana
the brickwork taken out from between thi
timbers. Decayed portions were cut away ana
pieced with new wood, a new oak cill was
inserted on the north side, the whole framing
strengthened with iron ties, bolts, straps, &c;
Some new rafters were inserted to replace decayed
old ones, the roof boarded and felted, and thd
old tiles replaced. The old bricks were carefulljl

replaced and the plaster repaired. The windows
frames were quite rotten, so it was necessary tc
put new ones, and these have been put in regards
less of the slope of the old timbers, quite uprightj
Such new work as was necessary was of the]

simplest description, and no attempt was made tot

copy the old work. The pulpit and two old
benches, it is believed by the people of Hadleigh,!
were brought from the church, and it is said that:

the pulpit is the one used by Dr. Rowland Taylor,
1

the martyr for conscience’ sake in the reign ofi

Queen Mary.
Dr. Pykenham also willed that the alms men:

and women said certain offices every day in thei
chapel, and that the bell be tolled every “ fore-c

noon at eight of the clock and in the afternoon at'

four of the clock by one of the said poor men ” to.

call them to the chapel.

Dr. Pykenham also built the Rectory towersi
and gate, and probably the Archdeacon’s house-
and the Pykenham Gateway in Northgate-streetjt
Ipswich, where he resided for some years. He
was appointed in 1472 to the Rectory of PIad-1

leigh and he died in 1497. C. Spooner.

DRAWINGS FOR THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As before, we shall be glad to take charge of

;

and deliver at the Royal Academy any drawings;
sent to us in time to be photographed before the t

day of delivery, with a view to subsequent publi- i

cation in this journal and in the “ Builder Album 1

of Royal Academy architecture.”

^Ve cannot accept any drawings sent to this :

office later than Saturday morning March 27,
before 12 noon.

Architects sending drawings are ashed to give i

special attention to the following requirements of ;

the Royal Academy :

—

1. All frames must he gilt.

2. Every drawing must have a label on the :

back, giving legibly the title and the artist’s i

name and address.

3. Every drawing must have a similar label I

attached to the frame by a card so as to bang
;

over in front.

4. Every drawing must be accompanied by a i

letter addressed to the Secretary of the Royal II

Academy, and signed by the artist, containing
the artist’s name and address, and the title or •

titles of the drawings sent. If more than one :

drawing is sent they must be distinguished by •

numbers, and the corresponding number must be •

repeated in the labels fixed to each drawing.
N.B.—We cannot undertake to supply or affix

labels when omitted by the carelessness of the
sender.

Artisans’, Labourers', and General Dwel-
lings Company.—According to the thirtieth annual
report, the work of the year has been the pressing
forward of operations at Leigham Court Estate.
At Shaftesbury Park, Battersea, two bouses have
been repurchased during the year. The estate at
Noel-park, Wood Green, is now fully let. At
Leigham-court, Streatham, 157 houses and 152
maisonnettes ate let and occupied

;
besides these

fifty bouses and 154 maisonnettes are structurally
complete, and will be ready for occupation during
the year. It is intended during 1897 to build
additional houses and maisonnettes, so as to finish
Amesbury-avenue and the roads on the right of it

from Streatham Hill to Mount Nod-road. Nineteen
shops are structurally complete, five of which are
let and occupied. The Local Authorities have
arranged with the railway company for the widening
of the bridge over the railway at the southern end
of the shops. When this improvement of the road
and footway is carried out it is expected that
additional shop tenancies will be arranged.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL
AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

A Metropolitan District Meeting of the
Members of the Association of Municipal and
County Engineers was held at the Institution of
Civil Engineers, Westminster, on Friday evening,
the 19th inst. Mr. F. J. C. May, C.E., Brighton,
President, occupied the chair, and there were
present, Messrs. W. Weaver, Kensington

; J. P.
Barber, Islington

; W. N. Blair, St. Pancras

;

P. Dodd, Wandsworth
; G. Livingstone, St.

George’s, Ilanover-square
; W. Low, Hampstead

;

C. Mason, .St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields
; J. P.

Norrington, Lambeth
; N. Scorgie, Rotherhithe

;

J. A. P. Waddington, Whitechapel
; G. R. W.

Wheeler, Westminster ; T. Cole, Westminster,
Secretary, and others.

Mr. G. R. W. Wheeler, of Westminster, was
unanimously re-elected honorary Secretary for the
Metropolitan District.

Mr. W. Weaver, C.E., Surveyor to the
Kensington Vestry, presented a paper on London
House Drainage as affected by the draft by-laws
framed by the London County Council, December,
1896. Mr. Weaver said that in June, 1S93,
certain by-laws regulating the construction of
water-closets, soil-pipes, &c., were framed by the
London County Council under the Public Health
fLondon) Act, iS9i,and the Council had recently
formulated draft by-laws under Section 202 of the
iSth and 19th Vic., cap. 120, dealing with other
portions of the dram and adjuncts not dealt with
by the by-laws, and partially repealing them.
From 1855, for a period of thirty-eight years, the
central authority, although possessing the power
—which they were repeatedly urged to exercise

—

neglected to formulate any by-laws for regu-
lating the construction of house-drains, &c.,
and it was left with the various Local Sanitary
Authorities to frame their own regulations
under similar powers conferred upon them
by Sections 75 and 76 of the Act of 1855. The
regulations made by the forty different Local
Sanitary Authorities of the metropolis varied
more or less in different districts and it had
long been felt that comprehensive by-laws should
be framed for adjusting the work throughout the
metropolis on lines ot uniformity. Whether he
was correct or not in his interpretation of the law
there could be nb doubt that the tenor of the statutes
indicated the wish of the Legislature that the
Local Authority should have full voice in formu-
lating the rules governing the work which it

(and not the Central Authority) had to supervise
in execution ; and in adopting the imperious
course which they had followed, virtually ignoring
the Local Authorities, the London County
Council had treated with contempt the evident
intention of the statutes and the feelings of the
Local Authorities, the majority of whom he be-
lieved were desirous that the by-laws should
not be approved until the Local Sanitary Authori-
ties throughout London had had full opportunity
of considering the same and formulating amend-
ments thereon. It was essential that the drains
and sanitary fittings of a house should be exe-
cuted in a sound and substantial manner, but
in striving for that end the question of cost
should be borne in mind. To some persons
expense was no object, but to many others in-

creased rent arising out of increased cost of
building was a matter of moment, and nothing,
therefore, should be made compulsory but what
was necessary. Unless the by-laws were made
somewhat elastic and a certain amount of lati-

tude as to their enforcement was left to the
Local Authority cases of hardship would arise.

In dealing with different classes of buildings and
with different soils, variation in the work was
desirable and should be permissible

; it was not
necessary to enforce the same standard of work in a
20/. a year house as in a 1,000/. a year mansion

;

huge blocks of flats and business premises could
hardly be dealt with on the same sanitary lines as
small detached or semi-detached cottages. Varia-
tion in soil also varied the requirements of the
work. Mr. Weaver then proceeded to deal with
the various by-laws as drafted by the London
County Council. With reference to By-law 2
as to rain-water pipes, he expressed the opinion
that it should be amended so as to allow at the
discretion of the Local Authority the connexion
with rain-water pipes of wastes from baths,
lavatories, and sinks other than slop-sinks.
Dealing with By-law 3, Mr. Weaver said that if

the drain was constructed for the purpose of con-
veying sewage, it must not be less than 4 in.

internal diameter. Four-inch drains might in
many cases be laid with advantage, but in every
instance the size of the drain should be governed
by the area of the building to be drained, and

the quantity of drainage which would have to be
conveyed.

^

As regarded fall, the present rules
varied considerably in different districts, but he
was of opinion that in all new buildings the level
of the basement-floor should be such as to permit
of a minimum fall of i in 48. By-law 4 did not
describe what was a suitable trap ; must an
interceptor be fixed, or would a flap-trap meet
the by-law? These points required caTcful con-
sideration and settlement, especially as By-law 7
insisted on “efficient siphon traps in other
positions.” Intercepting traps were a modern
introduction, and had many drawbacks; they
hindered the flow, were a frequent cause of
stoppage, and in many cases gave off from them-
selves more offensive smell than they intercept
from the sewer. The complaints as to smells
from sewer ventilators in road surfaces increased
year by year in proportion to the number of
intercepting traps fixed on house drains. He
was of opinion that the question of inter-
cepted or non-intercepted drains was the
most important point requiring settlement, and
the London County Council should face the diffi-

culty, and determine, with the assent of the
Local Government Board, whether or not every
new or reconstructed drain was to be intercepted
in its way to the sewer. If the determination was
in the affirmative, then a very large outlay in the
future would have to be incurred by the rate-
payers for exceptional methods of dealing with
the confined sewer air, unless ventilating pipes on
the sewer sides of interceptors or other effective
methods were adopted. The whole of By-law 6,
referring to the ventilation of drains, appeared to
be confused and unsatisfactory, and he was of
opinion that it should be made clear on the
following points :—(a) Size and material for
ventilating pipes

; (/») whether mica flap inlets
may be used

;
[c) distance from windows and

position of ventilating pipe so as to make same
‘‘a safe outlet for foul air;” {d) position of air
inlet where there is no forecourt or open area,
By-law 7, which provided for “no inlets to drains
within buildings,” could not be observed in many
cases, more especially in existing building-.
There were houses without open areas either
central or at the rear, and in new buildings used
for trade purposes gulleys were frequently required
in the basement for washing-down purposes. The
Local Authority must be allowed to exercise
discretion in enforcing this by-law. In the
present By-laws of the London County Council it

was imperative as regards new buildings to place
the soil-pipe outside such building. The new
i)y-law proposed that a soil-pipe fixed in con-
nexion with a new building or an existing building
should, wherever practicable, be placed outside
such building. This was an important alteration
as regarded new buildings. As to By-law 9,
which deals with the ventilation of trap of water-
closet, he was of opinion that the require-
ments^ as to anti - siphonage pipes were
excessive and beyond what was necessary.
By-law 13 was very important, as it made the
by-laws applicable, so far as practicable, to exist-
ing buildings. It might in many cases be prac-
ticable to apply the by-laws to existing buildings,
but only at considerable extra expense, owing to
the construction of the existing premises. A
person reconstructing a drain would be forced,
irrespective of cost, to carry the drain, if prac-
ticable, outside the building, and other instances
would occur where this by-law, if rigidly enforced,
would press with great severity on property-
owners. He pointed out that the following sub-
jects were not dealt with by the draft by-laws,
viz. (a) diminishing or taper pipes

; (5)
drainage from urinals ; (c) removal of old drains,
or the filling in of same, and the removal of con-
taminated adjacent earth ; (d) drainage plan to
accompany notice of commencement of work. In
conclusion, he desired to accentuate the opinion
previously expressed that, subject to a general
code of by-laws on the subject of drain construc-
tion, the matter should be left with the Local
Sanitary Authority, who must be allowed discre-
tion m enforcing and interpreting the by-laws.
It was a scandal and reproach to local self-
government that at the present time any person
carrying out drainage work in any part of the
metropolis could appeal to the London County
Council as to the method of making a joint
between pipes, or as to the form of a closet pan ;

and he had been occasionally amused whilst
attending on business at the County Hall, Spring-
gardens, by observing persons with closet-pans,
patiently waiting their turn to explain the merits
of the same to a committee of the Council, who,
it must not be forgotten, were not vested with
any; power of supervising the construction of
drains, but had themselves, when executing drain

work in any district of London, to carry out such
work under the direction and to the satisfaction of
the Local Sanitaiy Authority ofsuch district.

Mr. W. Nisbet Blair (St. Pancras) said these
by-laws were eminently needed in London, and
he thought they were all in agreement that there
should be a complete code for the whole of
London. In addition to the by-laws which they
had before them, there were statutory regulations
which he had suggested to, and which had been
adopted by, his Vestry, to be placed as prefatory
clauses to the by-laws. The first addition would
be to give the notice required under Section 76
of the Metropolis Management Act. Every builder
should be compelled to give seven days’ notice,
and such notice should be accompanied by a plan
of the alterations proposed.

Mr. Low (Hampstead) agreed with Mr. Blair
as to the necessity for plans, but he said there
was a Bill before the House now—the Sewers and
Drainage Bill—by which powers were sought to
obtain the deposit of plans with the Sanitary
Authority. They ought to avoid the suggestion
in the letter of the County Council, that any sug-
gested alterations will be further considered on
the occasion of a future revision of the by-laws.
That was what they wanted to avoid. They did
not want any future revision ; otherwise they
would never get any finality. They wanted to
urge upon the County Council to get the by-laws
complete.

Mr. Mason (St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields) thought
there ought to be some provision made for
revising these by-laws every four years.

Mr. T. W. E. Higgins (Chelsea) agreed with
Mr. Mason that by-laws required revision every
few years. Fie was of opinion that nothing
should be made compulsory unless necessary.
The proposal for a 4 in. pipe was with the idea
of killing the 6 in. They tried to do it by speci-
fying for the shaft to be the same as the drain,
because no man would think of putting a 6 in or
9 in. pipe up the side of his house.

Mr._ J. P. Norrington, Lambeth, said he did
not think the letter from the County Council was
such as should be sent to the vestries of London.
As to the by-laws themselves, notwithstanding the“ careful consideration,” he was not very much im-
pressed with them. Theyseemed to be based on the
model by-laws of the Local Government Board,
and whoever drafted them did not seem to have
the practical experience of the construction of
drainage which many gentlemen in that room
possessed. Fie thought the result would have
been more happy if the County Council had
given longer notice of their intention to make the
by-laws, and had consulted surveyors of experience
on the subject. The regulations of the Fulham
Vestry provided for notice being given and plans
deposited of drainage work . Reference had been
made to clause twelve of the London County
Council’s Sewerage and Drainage Bill. He had
considered that clause, and was advising his
vestiy that it did not go quite far enough. The
clause was intended to provide for the deposit of
plans, but he did not know whether it would
cover the deposit of plans for the reconstruction
of drains. He had always been pressing his
vestry for that power, and he was advising his
vestry to ask the County Council for it.

On the proposition of Mr. Cooper, Wimbledon,
a Committee, consisting of Messrs. W. Weaver,
Kensington, J. P. Barber, Islington, C. Mason,’
St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, G. R. Norrish, St.
Saviour’s, Southwark, and G. R, W. Wheeler,
Westminster, was appointed to consider the by-
laws, together with the paper of Mr. Weaver, and
reports from olher metropolitan surveyors, with
power to act for the Association.

Mr. Weaver, in replying to the discussion,
expressed the opinion that the surveyors who had
to supervise the work, ought to draw up the
rules for supervising that work.
On the proposition of Mr. Norrington, seconded

by Mr. Low, a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Weaver for his paper.

Hard Wood Pavements.

Mr. R. W. Richards, C.E., City Surveyor of
Sydney, New South Wales, then read a paper on
hard wood pavement in Sydney. Fie said that
as the result of seventeen years’ experience, he
bad come to the conclusion that a carriage-way
pavement laid upon a good foundation of con-
crete with New South Wales’ hard woods, with
slape or butt joints, with convexity of i in
60 or So, properly cleansed and maintained,
was the best and most suitable form of pavement
for heavy and continuous traffic ; and that the
best timbers for such work were tallow wood,
black butt, blue gum, red gum, and mahogany.
These timbers, after having been laid in Sydney
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streets, had, upon examination, shown wear at

the rate of from to -jV in. per annum, and
had not required repairs of any kind whatever.

The cost of the first wide-jointed pavement, in-

cluding all labour, materials, licc., was about

27s. per yard super, while recently pavements
with the close joints in Sydney cost 15s. 6d. per

yard.

The President, in inviting discussion upon the

paper, remarked that it was of very great

importance, particularly to metropolitan authori-

ties.

Mr. McBriar, Lincoln, said he would like to

have some information as to the comparative

slipperiness and noiselessness of these New South

Wales hard woods, and also some explanation as

to why they bad not taken in the English market
like karri and jarrah. The convexity of the roads

in Sydney was less than the London practice.

Mr. C. Mason, St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields,

said that the greatest difficulty he and other

metropolitan surveyors had with Australian hard

woods was that their expansion and contraction

was an unknown quantity. He had found one
sample would expand enormously, another would
contract. He could not get from the importers

information as to whether the wood was seasoned,

in the same way as Norwegian and other tim-

bers, and whether it was cut in any particular

season of the year. He was very favourable to

hard wood, more so than he was twelve months
ago.

Mr. Norrington, Lambeth, asked as to the

comparative methods of tallow wood, black butt,

and ironbar, and said he wished to know whether,
if large orders were given for these woods, they
were in such abundance that the orders could be
satisfied with reasonable rapidly.

Mr. Stainton, New South Wales, expressed
the opinion that of all the woods which come
from Australia, those of New South Wales were
infinitely preferable. Given close-jointed pave-
ments with the woods he had seen they bad the
most economical and satisfactory wood pavement.
Mr. W. Weaver, Kensington, said his expe-

rience of hard wood pavement was not of suffi-

cient duration to lay down any firm conviction
upon the matter. He should like to get hold of
a good hard wood pavement which would not

'

present the objectionable features apparent in the
hard wood pavements in London, and if all Mr.
Richards had said as to black butt could be borne
out in London, the sooner they laid down trial

lengths the better it would be for the metropolis.
Mr. Nisbet Blair, St. Pancras, said he believed

that black butt and tallow wood would give them
as good a pavement as karri and jarrah. Of
course, a comparison of the results in Sydney and
in London depended entirely upon the traffic

standard in the streets. He doubted very much
that the streets in Sydney, where these blocks
were laid, had to sustain such a traffic as they
had in some of their streets. In Euston-road,
for instance, which received the traffic of three
London termini—the London and North-Western,
the Midland, and the Great Northern—a very
large number of omnibuses, approximately 300
^buses an hour, brought very severe wearing,
effect upon these woods. Blocks laid under
traffic lor three years showed an average annual
wear of about of an inch.

Mr. Waddington, Whitechapel, said he visited
Sydney nine years ago, and he was very much
impressed with the paving of the roads.
The President, in submitting the vote of thanks

to the meeting, expressed his personal thanks to
Mr. Richards for the paper.

Mr. Richards, in reply, satisfactorily answered
the questions put by the members. lie remarked
that the pavement was as noiseless as asphalte,
and that slipperiness was dealt with by free
sanding. The traffic in some of the streets of
Sydney was very heavy. The woods named had
not been pushed on the English market, but
could be obtained in large quantities. He affirmed
that the hard woods of New South Wales would
be found the most economical and satisfactory
that could be used for pavements.
The meeting then terminated.

Proposed Circular Railway, Aherdeen.
The Great Isorth of Scotland Railway Company
have given statutory notice to include in their
Running Powers to Inverness Bill tbe proposed
circular railway through the suburbs of Aberdeen.
The branch—3 miles i furlong 156 yards in length
will exiend from near Kittybrewster Station on the
main line to Oldmill Reformatory, where it will
joint tbe proposed railway to Skene and EchL The
steepest gradienl is i in 15. There will be a tunnd
at Clifton-road, where the excavation will be ca ft
deep. ^

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

The usual weekly meeting of the London
County Council was held on Tuesday in the

County Hall, Spring - gardens. Sir Arthur

Arnold, Chairman, presiding.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the

Battersea Vestry 2,745/. for carrying out im-

provement works at Vicarage-road and York-

road, and for making a footpath at Clapham
Common

; the Shoreditch Vestry 24,800/. and
17,000/. for electric lighting works; and 18,830/.

for paving and sewer works
;
the St. George’s

(Southwark) Vestry 550/. for paving works ; and
the St. Marylebone Guardians 40,440/. for the

erection of a new administrative block at the

workhouse.
The Works Departvient Inquiry.—Mr. T. W.

Williams asked whether it was true, as reported

in the Press, that Mr. PIoHoway, the late mana-
ger of the Works Department, had written

offering to give evidence before the Committee of

Inquiry on the conditions that his solicitor should

be allowed to be present, and that an indemnity
was given him against any further proceedings.

Tbe public, he thought, would not be satisfied if

Mr. Plolloway were not called, and he should
like to know whether it was possible for the

Committee to reconsider their decision not to

call him, if it was true they had arrived at such
,

a decision.

The Chairman replied that Mr. Williams had
been misinformed as to the reasons why Mr.
Holloway had not been called. There bad been
a good deal of correspondence, from which it

would be seen that the terms upon which Mr.
Holloway was willing to give evidence were that

he should be. allowed through counsel to cross-

examine witnesses on his behalf. The Com-
mittee were unable to accede to that request,

but they had never objected to Mr. Holloway’s
solicitor appearing. The Chairman added that

the report of the Special Committee would be
out within a month.

Buildings of Historic and Architectural
Interest.— The General Purposes Committee
brought up the following report :

—

"The Council on January 21, 1896, passed the
following resolution :

—
' That the following addition

be made to the order of reference of the General
Purposes Committee :

—"To consider and report in
the case of the contemplated destruction of any
building of historic or architectural interest what
course of action the Council should adopt." ’ We
now report for the information of the Council the
steps we have taken with a view to giving effect to
the above-mentioned resolution. In the first place
it seemed to us essential that a list, as complete as
possible, should be obtained of all buildings of his-
toric or architectural interest in London, and we
appointed a Sub-Committee to deal with the matter.
With a view to obtaining the necessary particulars
for such a list, a communication was addressed to
certain institutes and societies, several of which
expressed their willingness to assist the Council
Subsequently it was decided that the best means of
arriving at a satisfactory and expeditious mode of
procedure would be to hold a conference with the
various institutes and societies who bad been asked
to kindly assist the Council in the matter, and, with
our concurrence, the Sub-Committee convened acon-
ference, which took place at the County Hall on
December 4 last. Representatives from the fol-
lowing societies attended, viz., Architectural Asso-
ciation

;
British Arcbmological Association

; City
Church Preservation Society

; Committee for the
Survey and Registration of the Old Memorials
of Greater London

;
Kent Archceological Society

Kyrie Society
;
London and Middlesex Archeo-

logical Society
;

London Typographical Society
;

National Trust for Places of Historic or Natural
Beauty

;
Royal Archceological Institute

;
Royal

Institute of British Architects
; Society of Anti-

quaries
: Society of Arts

; Society for the Pro-
tection of Ancient Buildings

;
and Surveyors’ Insti-

tution. After an interesting discussion, in the
course of which the representatives of the various
sccieties e.xpressed their gratification at the Council
taking action in the matter, and the hope that the
interest shown by the Council would stimulate
greater public interest in ancient buildings, Sir
Robert Hunter, representing the National Trust for
Places of Historic or Natural Beauty, stated that
the members of different societies had had a pre-
liminary conference, and were all of opinion that
some register or list of buildings, interesting by
virtue of their antiquity or architectural beauty and
associations, should be compiled. In support of
this it was contended that at the present time there
was considerable ignorance as to what London
possessed in the way of buildings of interest, and
that frequently it was only realised that a building
was of historic interest when that building was
in danger of being removed. The Trinity
almshp'jses were cited as an instance. A list
or register would, it was thought, remove in a great
measure the risk of losing such buildings. The

Committee for the Survey and Registration of tbi

Old and Interesting Memorials of Greater Londoi
having already commenced to prepare such
register, it was thought that good purpose wouli
be served if that Committee were to continue it'i

work in connection with the preparation of thtjl

register. The resolutions passed at the conferenca
were as follows:— (i) That it is desirable that^
register or list be made of buildings of historic ol'

architectural interest in London
; and that thlj

register be in such a form as to admit of amplificaq
tion, both as to buildings and detail of buildinga
according as future inlormation comes to hanm
{2) That it is desirable to form a general commitleeJ
to include representatives of the diflerent societiej
interested in the matter, and that the Council bli
requested to appoint representatives on such comi
rnittee. (3) That the existing Committee for th<||

Survey and Registration of the Old Memorials o[:

Greater London, having already made a registeti
of buildings in the east end of London, b"
requested to continue its work; and that it is:

desirable that similar registers be compiled foi
the rest of London, it being understood thai
such registers are formed for the use of the
London County Council. {4) That the Genera':
Purposes Committee be requested to consider the
desirableness of the register being printed from time
to time by the Council with suitable drawings and
illustrations. We have since the conference con-
sidered the resolutions, and are of opinion that they
should be adopted. The preparation and printing
from time to time of the register will necessarily
involve some expenditure, and when we have further
considered tbe matter in this respect we propose tc
bring up definite recommendations based on tbd
resolutions above quoted. It has been suggested
that members of tbe Council generally might bd
willing and desirous to assist in the collection oli

particulars for a register of the nature suggested,

(

and we have accordingly given directions for a
circular letter to be addressed to members asking!
them, if they have information or suggestions tot

offer with regard to any buildings of historic or
architectural interest in the districts they respectively!
represent, to be good enough to forward such in-t

formation or suggestions to the Clerk of the:
Council"

Workmen s Trains.—On the recommendation:
of the Housing of the Working Classes Com-

1

mittee, the Council resolved

—

That tbe special maintenance es,timate of 60/.

submitted by the Finance Committee for the cost of

:

making inquiries as to the adequacy of tbe facilities;

provided by the railway companies for werking men-
residing in South London be approved, and that the;
statistical officer be authorised to engage for the.
period till March 31, the services of four temporary-
assistants, at 2/. 2S. a week each, for that purpose.

Highgate Archway.—The Bridges Committee;
reported that they had had before them several,
designs for the reconstruction of Highgate Arch-i
way and had selected one (design “ D ”) for a

:

single arch bridge, 120 ft. span, with steel ribs. ?

The work was estimated to cost 28,100/. Tenders :

for the work are to be invited from contractors.
Technical Education.—The Technical Educa-i

tion Board recommended the Council to vote the i

sum of 150,000/. from the beer and spirit dues
for the purposes of technical education lor the t

ensuing year. This is 30,000/. more than was
voted last year.

Dr. Cooper moved an amendment to reduce !

the grant by 29,175/., being the amount to be <

expended on the county scholarships. He com-
plained that the polytechnics were kept idle c

during the day, and were crammed with artisans \

in the evening who were too tired to receive the t

education provided. If the scholarships were to :

be of benefit they should be given for study
j

during the whole day.

The amendment was seconded by Alderman 1

N. W. Hubbard, but was rejected, and the re-

commendation of the Board was subsequently
\

agreed to.

Contractors Work in Rosebery-avenue.—The :

Improvements Committee reported that they had i

received a letter from the Clerkenwell Vestry in i

regard to the repairing of the carriageway of i

Rosebery-avenue between St. John-streel-road :

and Farringdon-road. Twice last year tbe e

Council informed the Vestry that They bad no :

power either to call upon the contractor to repair i

the roadway or to reimburse the Vestry the cost !

of this work, which is nearly 3,000/. The Com-
mittee therefore recommenr^ed that they should 1

inform the Vestry that the Council, having taken 1

counsel's opinion on the matter, is advised that it I

has no power to assist the Vestry in connexion :

with tbe repairing of the carriageway.
Mr. Burns said that he had never seen such bad I;

work as had been put into the road. The road-
I

way ought to have lasted four years longer. The
contractor who had done the work had become e

bankrupt because he had underbid everybody
5

else.
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Mr. Spokes moved that the recommendation
should be referred back to Committee.

Mr. Banning seconded the amendment.
On a show of hands the voting was equal and a

division was taken, with the result that 51 votes

were given for the amendment and 55 against.

The recommendation of the Committee was sub-

sequently agreed to.

Construction of New Fire Brigade Appliances.
—The report of the Fire Brigade Committee
contained the following paragraph, the recom-
mendation being agreed to :

—

“ The Chief Officer has suggested that the form of
some of the appliances used by the brigade can be
considerably improved, and he has submitted to us
designs of the kind of apparatus which he proposes
should be adopted. The Chief Officer wishes the
Council to have the benefit of the improvements,
and, in order that the Council may not be prejudiced
by the Chief Officer's ideas becoming known, we have
instructed him to obtain provisional protection for
the apparatus, which for obvious reasons we do not
describe, judging from the designs, it appears to us
that the suggested machines possess several advan-
tages over those now in use, but it will, of course,
not be practicable to come to a definite conclusion
until the apparatus has actually been constructed
and tested. With that view we suggest that the
Chief Officer should be authorised to expend a sum
not exceeding 200/. in making specimens of the
appliances, and that he should be authorised to
select the persons to be employed to do parts of the
work. We think it desirable that some of the
apparatus should be made in the brigade workshops,
and that tradesmen should be employed to do what
cannot be executed there. Such of the expenditure
as will be incurred before March 31 next is covered
by this year's estimate, and the balance will be
provided for in next year's estimate. We accord-
ingly recommend—That the Council do authorise
an expenditure not exceeding 200/. in respect of the
construction under the Chief Officer’s direction of fire

appliances of new design, and that it be referred to
the General Purposes Committee to consider and
report as to the course to be followed in this and
similar cases."

Proposed Widening^ Wailing-street. — The
Improvements Committee recommended that the
City Commissioners of Sewers be informed that
the Council does not feel justified in contributing
any part of the cost of the suggested widening of
the road at Nos. 16, 17, and 17^-, Watling-street.

After some discussion this was agreed to.

The Works Department.—The Parks Com-
mittee recommended the erection of sanitary con-
veniences at Hilly Fields, at an estimated cost of
650/., by the Works Department.

Mr. Corbett moved an amendment that the
work should be done by a contractor.
Upon a division the amendment was defeated

by fifty-two to thirty-eight votes, and the Com-
mittee’s recommendation was then agreed to.

After transacting other buaness, the Council
adjourned soon after seven o’clock.

THE COUNTY COUNCIL INQUIRY.
The inquiry into the organisation of the Works

Department of the London County Council was
resumed on the 17th inst. at Spring Gardens,
Sir Arthur Arnold again presiding.
The first witness examined was Mr. W, B.

Fulwood, formerly an employe of the Works
Department, who had written a letter to Mr. E.
White containing allegations with regard to irregu-
larities in the accounts, and with regard to the
borrowing of money from an employe by a County
Councillor. All endeavours to make the witness
divulge the names of either of the parties to the
latter transaction failed, but it was elicited that
both the lender and the borrower w’ere still con-
nected with the County Council, and that the
amount borrowed was 200/. With regard to the
irregularities in the books, some of which were
handed up for inspection, the witness indicated
entries where amounts had been charged as fore-
men’s wages where no foreman was employed,
and where the witness himself had charge of the
job. He did not suggest that anybody had put
money into his pocket, but such items as one of
i/. 4s. 5d., charged as wages of a foreman who
was not employed on the job, ought not to have
been

^

entered. Because he had insisted upon
drawing attention to these irregularities, he had
been compelled to relinquish his post.
The next witness called, Mr. Steadman,

Secretary of the Bargebuilders’ Union, said, in
reply to Sir Arthur Arnold, that, in his judgment,
no honest employer of labour had any reason to
fear the wages clause. He was in favour of a
selected list for tenders, because it was less likely
to lead to jobbery than open tendering. He waa
opposed to either reducing or abolishing the
Works Committee.

In reply to Sir Godfrey Lushington, the witness

said be did not claim to have more knowledge
than other people, but he flattered himself that,

as a mechanic, he knew a good piece of work
when he saw it. He was satisfied generally with

the character of the work done by the Council,

and some of it, he thought, was a credit both to

the manager and the workmen. Questioned with

regard to the shop-stewards, he said there were

none in his trade. He was not a builder, and he

could not say what were the customs of the build-

ing trade.

In reply to Dr. Longstaff, Mr, Beachcroft, and
Mr. Fletcher, the witness said that he had been

Vice-Chairman of the Works Committee since

March, but, except during a temporary absence of

the Chairman, Mr. Ward, his duties had been

only the same as those of any other member of

the Committee
;
he had accepted the office of

Vice-Chairman when there was a difficulty in

getting any other member of the Committee to

accept it. He thought the position was some-

thing of a figure-head ; he had practically

nothing to do, and he should not again take the

office. He was not in favour of the Department
tendering with contractors, but he would like to

see it one of the largest employers of labour in

London. With regard to possible improvements
in the system of the Department, he said he
thought the Committee should be composed only

of men who wished to make it a success, that the

manager should stay more in his office, and should

have three or four responsible men under him to

superintend the work done outside. The late

manager had tried to do too much. lie thought

no manager should be entrusted with the purchase

of materials.

In reply to Mr. Gruning, the witness said

he did not think i'L would be a good thing

for men on the promise of constant employment
to accept less than the regulation wages.

Mr. Gruning : You would rather be out of

work ?—A good mechanic can always get em-
ployment.

Mr. Binnie, the Engineer lO the Council, was
recalled for the purpose of giving information with

regard to the Hackney and Holloway storm-

sewer, and other jobs as to which allegations

had been made. Speaking generally, the witness

said the work done by the Department had
been of high quality, and it had been very success-

ful. To build up a large contracting business

was not usually a matter of a few years. Great
firms, likq several he named, had required three

generations to mature. He considered that the

Council had done wonders during its compara-
tively short existence. The witness subsequently

added, in replying to Sir Godfrey Lushington,

that he referred to the work of the Department
as a whole, but that the success had been gieater

in engineering than in architectural work.
The inquiry was then adjourned till Friday, the

19th inst., when the first witness called was Mr.

W. J. Livingstone, who, as it now appeared, was
the official referred to by a previous witness (Mr,
Fulwood) as the lender of fzoo to a Councillor

(Mr. J. W. Benn), The witness having replied

to a number of questions, Sir Arthur Arnold
declared that the explanation given by the witness

was clear and satisfactory, that the transaction

was a legitimate one, and one that the witness was
entitled to make, and that no discredit attached

either to the witness, Mr. Benn, or the Council.

The Architect of the County Council, Mr.
Blashill, was now recalled to be examined upon
a supplementary statement which he had obtained
permission to put in, in contradiction of state-

ments made by Mr. Alderman Taylor and Mr.
Ward.
Among the leading points referred to in the

supplementary statement was the allegation that

at least 5 per cent, might have been saved upon
the actual cost of work done by the Department
but for the existence of friction between the

Works Committee and the Architect’s depart-

ment. There was no foundation for that sugges-

tion. The best feeling bad always existed

between the executive officers of the departments,
and disagreement about items made no important
difference. When at one time the late manager sus-

pected some little friction, witness had sent amemo-
randum to his staff laying down the principles

on which, as brother officers, they should conduct
business with the officers of other departments.
As regards the settlement of accounts, added the

supplementary statement, the four independent
quantity surveyors employed by the Council have
all complained that they could not satisfy the
demands of the Works Department.

In every case where the manager bad appealed,
he had been allowed for anything that had been
overlooked by inadyertencp, anfl quantity

surveyors had demanded and received extra pay-

ment for trouble given by the Department in

settling up the accounts. Nothing of this kind

bad happened with any contractor. In the supple-

mentary statement Mr. Blashill repudiates

entirely the explanation given by Mr. Ward of

the drainage work done at Scotland Yard, and

gives a flat contradiction to the numerous state-

ments of Mr. Ward and Alderman Taylor that

no allowances were made at the end of a job

for work said to be done under additional orders.

“These gentlemen,” says Mr. Blashill, “have
been misled, and there is no foundation for such

statements. In every case the work actually done

is ascertained, and everything that is in excess of

the original order is allowed for. I have even

reviewed my original estimate and raised it

where I thought it was insufficient. The result

of these processes was the corrected estimate.”

Mr. Blashill reiterates the assertion that

inspection of the prime cost invoices was per-

sistently refused for weeks, and adds that

although on many of the accounts the Depart-

ment had received allowances of 10 or 15 per

cent, from the manufacturer, yet the full price of

the invoice was charged as prime cost, while an

additional claim of I2i per cent, was made, and

therefore the department intended to make a

profit of 25 or 30 per cent, upon those items.

That was not what the Council intended. The
statement dealt with the “exposure” of bad plumb-

ing and drainage, and referred to the “ exhibition
”

of defective appliances. “ Most of these defects,”

says Mr. Blashill, “ were actually discovered and

exposed by my officers. Nearly all the speci-

mens were taken out of old buildings before any

of my clerks of works came to Spring Gardens ;

some are dated twenty-five years back, and some

were taken out of old buildings bought by the

Metropolitan Board of Works.”
Examined by Mr. Beachcroft upon this supple-

mentary statement, the witness said that he had

no means of knowing whether there would be a

loss or not upon works not yet completed, but he

believed they were now going on better. With

regard to the purchase of materials, he had formed

an opinion, gathered from the testimony of others,

that the Council’s system of purchase of timber by

auction was not a success. If he (the witness)

were asked to make the purchases he should

require some supervision, so that his transactions

should be examined so as to prevent their being

questioned. He had always understood that there

was the greatest possible danger of commissions

being given in respect of the purchase of mate-

rials, and there was more than a possibility of

heavy commissions getting into the hands of the

buyers. The Royal Institute of British Architects

bad long been considering the means of checking

the practice.

Mr. Beachcrofr ; How long will it be necessary

to wait to ascertain the success of the Depart-

ment?—When the present buidings are com-

pleted a good means will be afforded of judging.,

—We shall not have to wait a generation?—

No. Do you think it would be safe for the

Council to leave the Works Department to make

its own estimates?—It would be safe, but not

satisfactory from a financial point of view.

In subsequent examination by Mr. Divies, Mr.

Fletcher, and other members of the Committee,

the witness emphatically contradicted the evi-

dence of Mr. Taylor with regard to several

jobs. His evidence, with regard to work done

at the Embankment -gardens, Chelsea, and Pim-

lico shrubberies, appeared to the witness inex-

plicable. Mr. Taylor said thirty-five new kerb-

stones that were specified had not been put

in, that not a single ounce of sulphur had been

used where sulphur had been prescribed, that

the ornamental fence was not taken up, and

that the painting was badly done. But the kerb-

stones had not been specified, and everything

required to be done had been done, and very well

done. The jobs had been carried out under Mr.

Sexby, the Superintendent of the Parks Depart-

ment, and he (Mr. Blashill) had seen them all for

himself.

In reply to Mr. Gruning, the witness rebutted

a charge made by Mr. Burns as to the use of

soft Worlaby stone, instead of hard Mansfield,

atBrompton; Mr, Burns’s informants were simply

mistaken. The soft stone was for another job

altogether, and none of it was used at all on the

job indicated. He endorsed the statement of

Alderman Taylor as to the good quality qf the

work at the New Cross Fire Station, but it was

rubbed work, which was not necessary, and it

was more costly.

Mr. Sexby, the superintendent of the Parks

Department, who was next called, gave^ Dr.

Collins a list of jobs done under his superinten-
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dence, amounting in the aggregate to 168,305/. as

estimated, and 161,402/. in actual cost. The
quality of the Council’s work was better than con-
tractors’ work. The estimates were ail prepared
in his department. Ilis work differed entirely

from building work, which involved a much
greater amount of detail. In his department the
principle of the direct emidoyment of labour had
given rise to no dissatislaclion and no labour
dispute?. He had 700 men employed, of whom
300 were labourers.

It was expected that this would be the last

evidence taken, but at tlie last momeat Mr. Ward,
Chairman of the Works Committee, asked per-

mission to put in a statement replying to the
charge of withholding all knowledge of the regu-
lation mentioned by Mr. E. White from the
members of his Committee. The statement was
allowed to be put in, but as it will involve cross-

examination, the inquiry was again adjourned,
Wednesday, the 24ih inst., being fixed for the
purpose.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
The Institution of Civil Engineers.—

At the ordinary meeting of this Institution, on
the 23rd inst., Mr. John Wolfe Barry, C.B

,

F.R.S., the President, in the chair, two com-
munications on ‘

‘ The Main Drainage of London,”
by Messrs. W. Santo Crimp and J. E. Worth,
MM. Inst. C.E., and on “ The Purification of the
Thames,” by Mr. W. J. Dibdin, were read. In
the first paper w'ere described in detail the works
carried out In London for the purpose of inter-
cepting the sewage, which formerly passe<l
directly into the river, and conveying it to outfall
works at Barking and Crossness, about fourteen
miles below London Bridge. The works, designed
by the late Sir J. W. Bazalgette, and carried out
by him for the late Metropolitan Board of Works,
comprised the construction of about no miles
of intercepting and storm-relief sewers, the
former having a final discharging capacity of
about 540>ooo,ooo gallons per day, about 2'7
times thepresent dry weather flow. There were two
main pumping-stations on each side of the river,
with machineiy of an aggrega'e of 3,000 horse-
power, capable of pumping 500,000,000 gallons
per day, and a like number of storm-water pump-
ing-stations, capable of pumping directly into the
river 150,000,000 gallons per day. The latter
were used for preventing flooding in the lower
parts of the Metropolis, when a heavy fall of rain
occurred at or about the time of high water, when
the storm outlets were closed by the tidal water.
The works undertaken by the London County
Council to improve the pumping machinery by
compounding the steam engines at the principal
pumping stations were also described. The
outfall works for the purification of the
sewage, the dry weather How of which
now exceeded 200,000,000 gallons per clay,
were next dealt with, They consisted of settling
tanks and their accessories for the chemical treat-
ment of the sewage, and the means for removing
the sludge procluced to the German Ocean. The
tanks at Barking contained 20,000,000 gallons,
whilst those at Crossness contained 31,000,000.
The sludge, amounting to 2,169,0001005 in 1895,
was discharged into the open sea at a distance of
about fifty miles from the works by a fleet of six
steamers, each having a carrying capacity of
i.oco tons. The experimental filters for dealing
with the effluent, and capable of effecting a puri-
fication of 78 per cent., were mentioned. The
question of flood discharges from an area fully
built over was referred to, and the details relating
to an area of 160 acres were given

; it appeared
that the flow had reached a rale equal to two-fifths
of an inch per hour. The bearing of this ques-
tion upon the “Separate” system was next
referred to, and it was stated that, so far as
Lonclon was concerned, the system was imprac-
ticable. Nine hundred and twenty men Wre
employed in the continuous disposal of the
sewage, which amounted to 75,000,000 000
gallons per annum, the working expensesm 1S95 being 104,000/. or about 54d. per
head per annum. The works no'w dis-
posed of the sewage from a population of
44 millions. The results had been the intercep-
tion faom the Thames of vast quantities of filth,
which formerly rendered it oflensive, and the con-
version of the river into a relatively pure estuary
In the second paper the author described first the
steps that had been taken in accordance with
ihe scheme adopted by the late Metropolitan
Board of Works for the treatment of the London
^wage at the outfalls at Barking Creek and
Crossness ; secondly, the effect of that work in
freeing the river from the raw sewage • and

thirdly, the best method of effectinc still further

improvement. On arrival at the Northern Out-
fall W^orks the sewage was screened to remove
all large jiarticles, such as rags, &c. After

receiving the proper quantity of lime the

sewage passed the iron - water station,

where the solution of iron sulphate was
added. The iron salt was dissolved in a tank of

water heated by a steam coil, and the concen
tratecl solution was sufficiently diluted and passed
into the already limed sewage. The precipita

lion was completed in the channels, thirteen in

number, about 30 ft. wide, 15 ft. in height, and
having an average length of 1,000 ft. The sludge
was discharged from these to the sludge settling

channels by sweeping the deposit through culverts

to the receiving chamber at the engine-house,
whence it was pumped into the settling channels.

On its way to these the sludge was again passed

through gratings to collect rags, &c., which
might have escaped the first filth-gratings. The
((uantity of solid matter extracted by the com-
bined action of these double sets of gratings

was between 80 tons and 100 tons per week. A
destructor-furnace was built close to the filth hoist

for calcination of the refuse. After the sludge
had settled and the top-water had been drawn oft'

by means of lowering syphons, the sludge was let

into the storage-tanks under the settling channels,

whence it was pumped to the ships. The water
drawn from the settled sludge was separately
treated with lime and iron, and after such treat-

ment it was allowed to settle in the sewage-
precipitation channels. At the Southern Outfall

Work?, Crossness, the precipitation works were
more compact. Practically the whole of the lime
was in solution. The iron water was made at

Crossness by the simple agitation of the crystals

of iron salt with water in an ordinary mixing-mill
from which the rollers were removed, stirring-

arms being substituted in their place, the effect

being etjually efficacious wiih that of the steam-
coil at the Northern Outfall works. The
The methods of collecting the sludge, settling

it, and loading the ships were practically iden-
tical with those at the Northern Outfall. The
discharge of the sludge took place in the
Barrow Deep, commencing at a point ten
miles east of the Note, about half-way between
the Swin Channel and the Princes Channel.
As the sludge was discharged 10 ft. under
water, and was thus agitated with the sea-
water by the action of the twin - screws,
the diffusion of the sludge in the water is

very complete, so much so that ils visible
effect was soon lost. The heavy matters soon
separated by subsidence, and the animal and
vegetable debris was rapidly consumed. Although
some io,coo,ooo of tons of sludge had now been
deposited, the most careful examination failed to
detect more than the merest trace, either in
dredgings or on the sandbanks, which were now
as clean as in 1S88. The cost amounted to about
4|d. per ton of sludge. The average character
of the sewage before and after treatment was
set out in tables of monthly averages of
daily analyses of samples taken every two
hours, day and night, at each outfall during
the year 1S94. At Crossness, in consequence
of the better solution of the lime-water, there
was a reduction of the matters held in solution
of 17 per cent, a result which agreed closely
with the experiments by the author in 1S87. At
the Northern Outfall the results were not yet so
good, but this would doubtless be remedied as
soon as the new liming station was erected.
Tables showing the averages of daily analyses of
the river-water since 1S85 were given, and
showed that the degree of aeration at liigh-water
had increased from 17-4 per cent, in 18S7 to
55'5 percent, in 1894; and this improvement
has been accompanied by a large reduction in the
quantity of free ammonia.

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1894
LONDON BUILDING ACT.

At the meeting of the London County Council
on the 23rd inst., the Building Act Committee
reported that they bad considered the under-
mentioned applications under the London Build-
ing Act, 1S94, and had arrived at the following
decisions. Those applications which have been
agreed to are granted on certain conditions

Narwood.—That consent be given to the erectioi
j

of buildings on the west side of Heme Hill and thti

east side of Milkwood-road, Lambeth, adjoinini
the postal-sorting-ofiice, on the application c
Messrs. Douglas Young & Co., on behalf of MrJ!
G. Ballard.

Bdhnal Green, North-East.—That consent bdl
given to the erection of a stable and coachhouse;
with loft over, on the south side of Sewardstone-i
road, next No. 63, on tlie application of Messrs^
Holman & Goodrham on behalf of Mr. W. T.i
Payne.
Dulwich.—That consent be given to the erection

of a one-story shop on a portion of the forecourt ofc

No. 8, Forest Hill-road, Honor Oak, on the appli -1

cation of Mr. G. F. Grover on behalf of Mr. G.
Ferris,

Fulham.—That the application of Dr. Ivor Davis
for an extension of the period within which the;
erection of a porch and two two-story additions tol

No. 4, Filmer-road, were required to be completed.

-

be granted, upon condition that the porch and
additions referred to be completed within two years
from October 15. 1895.
Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a block of residential flats on the east side of
Fairhazel-gardens, to flank upon Goldhurst-terrace,
on Ihe application of Mr. T. S, Stephens on behalf
of Mr. W. H. Pearce.

Holborn.—That consent be given to the erection
of an oriel window, at the first floor level, in front
of the "Hand-in-Hand ” public-house. No. 57, High
Holborn, on the application of Mr. C. H. Flack, on
behalf of Mr. B. P. Lucas.
Kensington, Norik.—That consent be given to the

erection of a covered way upon part of the forecourt
of No. 30, Lansdowne-road. Notting Hill, on the
application of Mr. L. Karslake, on behalf of Mr,
J. A. Shirreff.

Kensington, South.—That consent be given to the t|

erection of an iron and glass covered way upon part
of the forecourt of No. 12, Upper Phillimore
Gardens, on the application of Messrs. Shuffrey & Co.
on behalf of Mrs. H. Langwortby.
Marykbone, East.—That consent be given to the

erection of a balcony at the first floor level in front
of No. 96, Wimpole-slreet, Cavendish-square, on
the application of Mr. F. M. Elgood on behalf of
Mr. G. J. Elgood.
Marylebone, East.—That consent be given to the

erection of a balcony at the first floor level in front
of No. 47, (Jueen Anne-street, Cavendish-square,
on the application of Mr. E. Carritt on behalf of
Mr. J. Irwin Palmer.

Rolherhithe. — That consent be given to the
erection of a one-story addition to the flank of the
“Red Lion” public-house, Deptford Lower - road,
also to the erection of two houses with shops
adjoining in Rotherhithe New-road, at the corner
of Bush-road, on the application of Messrs. Watney
& Co., Limited.
Hoxton.—That consent be given to the construc-

tion and erection of two enclosed gangways across
Jane yhore-court, Shoreditch, to afford communica-
tion between the London Music Hall and the new
building on the opposite side of the court, on the
application of Mr, F. Matcham on behalf of the pro-
prietor of the hall.

Kensington, South.—That consent be not given to
the erection of buildings on the east side of Addison-
road, on the site of No. i, on ihe application of Mr.
E. Bath on behalf of Mr. hi, Collins.

CUipham.—That consent be not given to the erec-
tion of houses on the south side of Poynder's-road,
Clapham Park, between Chios I louse and Cavendish-
road, on Ihe application of Messrs. Lee and Pain on
behalf of Sir J. Dickson Poynder, Bart.

Dulwich t—That consent be not given to the erec-
tion of stables and a one-story van-shed at the rear
of No. I, Croxted-road, West Dulwich, to abut upon
Park-road, on the application of Mr. W. H. Duffield
on behalf of Mr. G. Dyer.
Hampstead.\—That consent be not given to the

erection of houses with shops on the north-east side
of Edgware-road, between Manstone-road and the
site of seven houses with shops northward belonging
to Messrs. Bridge & Neal, on the application of
Messrs, Tuckett Son, on behalf of the Trustees of
the Cotton Estate.

Islington, North.—That consent be not given to

the erection of an addition to a one-story building on
part of the forec-^urt of No. 465, Holloway-road, at

the corner of Mercer’s-road. on the application of
Mr. C. Meaby, on behalf of Mr. G. Lamer.

Islingioti, IVesi.—That consent be not given to
the erection of a twe-storv addition in front of No. 2,

Jackson-road, Holloway-road, on the application of
Messrs. New & Son, on behalf of Mr. F. J.
Mudford.

Lines of Frontages.

Kensington, South.—That consent be given to
the erection of a onc-slory lodge upon part of the
open space in front of the Oratory, Brompton-road
on the application of Mr. P. Shaw on behalf of the
Very Rev. F. Antrobus and the Fathers of the
Oratory.

Lewisham.^—That consent be not given to the
erection of one-story shops on a portion of the fore-

courts of Nos, 55, 57, 57A, 59, 61, and 61A, Dart-
mouth-road, Forest Hill, on the further application
of Mr. G. Tolley, on bahalfofMr. E. C. Christmas.

Lewisham.—That consent be not given to the
erection of five bouses on the north side of Catford
Hill, and eight bouses with projecting bay windows
on the west side of Beechfield-road, on the applica-
tion of Messrs. Philipps & Norfolk.

Lewisha>n.-\—That consent be not given to the
erection of a pent-roof, with wooden facia and balus-

I
trading, in front of No. 15, Rushey Green, Catford,
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on the application of Mr, A, L. Guy, on behalf of
Mr. W. Taylor.

Si. George, Hanover-^quare,—That consent be not
given to the erection of an iron and glass shelter
over part of thepiiblic way in front of No. 39, Dover-
street, Piccadilly, on the application of Messrs. J.
Barker & Co., Limited, on behalf of Paquin,
Limited.

St. Paveras, A^orz'A—That consent be not given
to the erection of fourteen bouses on the north-west
side of Gordon House-road, with the flank of the
easternmost house to abut upon Higbgate-road, on
the application of Messrs. R. H. and H. Kerr, on
behalf of Mr. C. W. Matthews.

Width of Way.

Battersea—That consent be given to the erec-
tion of a two-story addition at the jear of the
“Surrey Hounds" public-house, No. 90, St. John's
Hill, to abut upon Plough-terrace, on the further
application of Mr. J. D’Oyley on behalf of Mr.
S. H. 'Warne.

Deviation from Certified Plans.

Southwark, West.—That sanction be given to
certain deviations from the plans certified by the
District Surveyor, under Section 43 of the London
Building Act, 1894, so far as relates to the proposed
erection of the “ Eight Bells " public-house, on the
site of Nos. 31 and 33. Collingwood-street, and
No. 19, Meymott-street, Blackfriars, on the appli-
cation of Messrs. Perry & Reed, on behalf of
Messrs. Hoare & Co.

Line of Fronts and Width of Way.
Chelsea.—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of a one-story class-room at the Servite Catholic
School, Winterton-place, Park-walk, on the applica-
tion of Mr, J. H. Eastwood on behalf of the Rev,
Father Brugnoh.
Southwark, West.—That consent be not given to

the erection of one-story shops on the forecourts of
Nos. 48 and 50, Lambeth-road, St. George-the-
Martyr, on the application of Mr. Jesse Pbcenix on
behalf of Mr. J. Moore.

Walworth.~'lh^\. consent be not given to the
erection of one-story shops on the forecourts of Nos.
282, 284, 286, and 288, East-street, on the applica-
tion of Messrs, Percy W. Slark & Co.

Width of Way—Space at 7-ear, &^c.

t Fhisbury, Central.—ThaX the Council in the
exercise of its powers under the London Building
Act, 1894, do not consent to, or allow of, the erec-
tion of a dwelling-house, to be inhabited by persons
of the working class, on the site of No. 3, Great
Bath-street, Farringdon-road, Clerkenwell, with a
shop on the ground floor and a three-story oriel
window at the first floor level, such building to be
at less than the prescribed distance from the centre,
and to exceed in height the width, of the street, also
to have an insufficient open space to the basement
and to extend above the diagonal line directed to be
drawn by the Act, on the application of Mr, T. W.
Donovan on behalf of Mr. A. W. C. Shean.

Width of Way and Height of Buildings.
Deptford.— consent be not given to the erec-

tion of buildings on the east side of Hosier-street and
the north side of Creek-street, Greenwich, on the
application of Mr. L. Jacob on behalf of Messrs, f.& A. Dandridge.

Width op Way and Construction of Buildings.

i Bow and Bromley.—That consent be not given
to the construction and erection of a large temporary
iron store on the east side of Fawe-street, with the
boundary fence at less than the prescribed distance
from the centre of that street, and the construction
of a temporary iron mess-room on the east side of
Morris-road, Poplar, on the application of Messrs.
Thompson & Hodge on behalf of Spratt's Patent,
Limited.

Conversion of Building, Space at Rear, St^c^

Westminster.—That the Council, in the exercise
of its powers under the London Building Act, 1894,
do not allow the conversion into a dwelling-house,
with an irregular open space at the rear, of a portion
of a workshop in the yard of No, 81, Page-street, on
the application of Mr. W. Brass, on behalf of Mr,
J. S, Brown.

Formation of Sh-eets.

Woolwich.—That an order be sealed and issued
to the Vestry of Piurastead sanctioning a deviation
from the plan approved on June 30, 1896, for the
formation or laying out of Waterdale-road, Bostall
Wood, Plumstead, by an alteration in the course of
a portion of that road.
Fulham.—That the Council do approve of a

further variation from the plan sanctioned by it on
May 28, 1895, for the formation of certain streets
upon Morrison’s Farm Estate, Wandsworth Bridge-
road, by the abandonment of the formation of
Erivane-street and the portion of bettrington-road,
north of Woolneigh-street, and the widening of
Woolneigh-street to 45 ft., on the application of Mr.
W. C. Poole, on behalf of Messrs. Allen & Norris.

Artisans' Dwellings.

Whitechapel.—That the Council do, in the exer-
cise of its powers under Sections 41 and 42 of the

London Building Act, 1894, sanction the amended
plans and drawings, dated February 8, 1897, sub-

mitted by Mr. J. R. Smith on behalf of Mr. F.

Moss, for the construction on the site of Nos. 123 to

147 (odd numbers only), Back Church-lane, and also

partly on the site of the houses and footways in

Providence-place, Williams-rents, and Brunswick-
place, of two blocks of five-story dwelling-houses,

such new buildings to be inhabited by persons of the

working class
;
and further, that the Council, acting

under the powers conferred by Section 41 of that

Act, do permit the erection of the said new buildings

with the proposed open spaces about the same.

Height of buildings, cubical extent and means of
escape in case offire.

Limehousc.—That the Council in the exercise of

its powers under sections 49 and 76 of the London
Building Act, 1894, do not consent to the erection on
the norlli side of Dod-street of two blocks of cabinet

makers' shops of a greater height than the width of

that street, to exceed in extent 250,000 cubic feet,

and to be used only for the purposes of the trade of

a cabinet maker; and that the Council, as em-
powered by section 63 of that Act, do decline to

issue a certificate in respect of the means of escape in

case of fire proposed to be provided for the persons

dwelling or employed in the top floors of the said

buildings, on the application of Mr. J, M. Knight,

on behalf of H. Herrmann, Limited.

Means of Escape at Top of High Buildings.

Si. George, Hanover-squarc .—That the Council in

the exercise of its powets under section 63 of the

London Building Act, 1894, do decline to grant a

certificate in respect of the means of escape, in case

of fire, proposed to be provided for the persons

dwelling or employed in the fifth floor of an addition

on the east side of the Berkeley Hotel, No. 77,

Piccadilly, at the corner of Berkeley-street, on the

application of Mr. R. Griggs on behalf of the

Berkeley Hotel Company,

Recommendations marked t are contrary to the

views of the Local Authorities.

Correspondence.

To the Editor The Builder.

THE DRAWING OF “A THIRTEENTH
CENTURY ARCHITECT.”

Sir,—

I

am obliged to Mr. Bilson for bis informa-

tion, and must plead guilty to having “ forgotten ray

Viollet-le-Duc." It is not surprising to find that the

drawing has been noticed before, and I confined

myself to saying that I thought it had not been
“ exhibited," as it was at the meeting by a
slide exactly reproducing the original. But on com-
paring this with the illustrations mentioned in your
last issue, it would appear that no accurate copy of

it has been hitherto available. Viollet-le-Duc gives

a sketch of two of the figures, drawn as if they had
been sculptured, incoirect in several points, “fren-

chified " almost out of resemblance, and about as

like the original as the drawings professing to repre-

sent events abroad '' from a telegraphic description."

Green’s illustration is also a free sketch
;

it gives the

whole scene, but the force and character of the

original are lost. Gardiner has a more correct but

less complete representation
;
and in not one of

these can the real expression and action of the per-

sonages be seen.

The medicKval architect is receiving such unkind
treatment just now that it is only fair to put him
forward exactly as his contemporaries knew him,
and not only in “ reproductions," which are, unin-

tentionally, rather caricatures than true portraits.

Arthur S. Flower.

RE PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—

I

t is, I fear, rash for one of the signatories,

on whom you have poured so much fine scoin, and
by representing them as ignorant, incompetent, and
careless (at heart)of the teal welfare of the cathedral,

have emphasised the better fate of the building in

its present hands—to ask whether the facts that you
have recently been giving us really bear out this

view.

The work of demolition was begun in mid-winter,

although there was no urgency in the matter, and it

might well have taken place during a more genial

season.

Whilst the frost and snow was on the ground, and
in face of predictions warning us of a winter of

unusual severity, we learn that the clerk of the works
is pouring water into the piers, in order to make ex-

periments which should have been postponed till all

danger from frost was past.

In your issue of the 13th inst. I gather that the

Dean and Chapter—by the purchase of “an old

farm house, in order to use the material for piecing

the front where new stones are absolutely neces-

sary," are now acting independently and in defiance

of their architect.

Seeing how much stress has been laid on their

acting in conformity with, and under the direction of,

their architect, this is a disconcerting piece of reve-

lation. Mr, Pearson knows, and Mr. Thomson

knows, that old stones should not be taken out of

one old building to be used in another. It is im-
possible to set them without reworking their faces,

and the weathered face of an old stone, once re-

moved, can never be reformed. These stones, if

by miscliance they should be used as proposed,

will perish rapidly,

The grounds given for taking down the masonry
and rebuilding were to make a permanent restora-

tion
;

but instead of accepting the inevitable

necessities of so doing, the Dean and Chapter hope
(it appears) to evade the outcome of their action by
putting up a short-lived blind to parry the natural

and disappointed comments that will be made on
their work, Halsev Ricardo.

MODELS OF DESIGNS AND BUILDINGS.

Sir,—

S

ome time ago yousjught and published

the views of some members of the architectural

profession on the desirability of obtaining a belter

exhibition of current architecture, <iv;c., than is

afforded by the space in the architectural room at

the Royal Academy. Amongst the opinions

given were some in support of exhibiting models

of architects’ designs and buildings— a featuie

which has never received consideration at the

Royal Academy comparable, for instance, with

that given to it in the Salon exhibitions.

It occurs to me that a good opportunity for

bringing models of internal and external architec-

tural design and decoration before the profession

and the public arises in connexion with the forth-

coming International Building Trades’ Exhibition

at the Agricultural Hall, Islington. If the pro-

moters of that movement made a special effort to

collect the models of buildings of interest or im-

portance which British architects could lend them,

the rather neglected art of architectural modelling

might be somewhat advanced, especially if some
of the beautiful and well-finished models of Pari-

sian and other Continental buildings, which have

been shown abroad during recent years, could

also be obtained. Edwin Seward,

BEKKIIAMSTED SCHOOLS CHAPEL.
Sir,—

I

observe in your issue of the 13th inst. a

design for our chapel. As the chapel is very widely

known and is very beautiful, I think it right to say

that the design which I finally accepted, and by
which the chapel was built, is not the one that has

been forwarded to you for publication. The accepted

design was by Mr. Charles Rewof Berkhamsted.
Berkhamsted School, Herts, T. C. Fry.
*** It will be seen that in the short description

(furnished to us by the authors of the design) it was
not stated that the chapel had been built, only that

the design had been made for it by them
;
but we

think that the authors ought to have made it more
clear that the design was a competition one only,

and not the selected one. We regret to say that

architects are occasionally not so explicit on this

point, in such cases, as they should be. On the

other band we maysuggest to our correspondent that

Ihe selection of a local architect, m what was
apparently an open competition, looks rather as if

the selection had been influenced by other than

merely architectural reasons.— I'^D.

IChe Stubent’s (Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—IX.

joiner

—

{continued.)

HE doors numbered on plans to be
in. folding-doors, each leaf in three

panels, ovolo moulded both sides with

slamming stiles rebated and beaded.

The upper panel in each leaf to be open and pre-

pared for plate glass with m'tred shifting beads

secured with brass cups and screws. These doors

to have fik in. by 4 in. chamfered and rebated

frame, chamfered and twice rebated transome,

and 2 in. ovolo moulded fixed fanlight. The
doors to be hung with a pair of 4 in. wrought

iron butts to each leaf. Put brass handles,

lettered “ Pull,” p.c. los. each, and short helical

door-springs on one side, and brass finger plates,

p.c. 7s. 6d. each, on the other. No lock to these

doors.

The doors numbered on plans to be

2i in. swing doors, each leaf in five panels,

moulded both sides, with properly rounded heels

to stiles. The middle panel in each leaf to be

open and prepared for plate glass, with mitred

shifting beads secured with brass cups and screws.

These doors to have 6 in. by 4 in. moulded

frame, hollow groved for heel ot door. The
doors to be hung with spring hinges, p.c. 30s.

each, let into boxing framed to floor joists. Put

bronzed pull handles, p.c. 15s- each, one pair on

each side of doors.

The doors numbered on plans to be
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2 ft. 8 in. by 6 ft. 9 in., 2-in. five-panel doors,

moulded both sides, hung with a pair of 4-in.

wrought-iron butts, and to have 6-in. two-bolt
mortice locks and brass furniture, p.c. 7s. 6d.

each. The linings to be i^in. double rebated
linings on wrought, splayed, and beaded grounds,
and architrave mouldings out of 4^ in. by 2 in.,

with blocks the full height of skirting out of

5 in. by 2} in., shaped to suit architraves.

Siairs.—The stairs to have in. treads, with
rounded nosings and inch risers glued, blocked,
and bracketed on 3I- in. by 2 in. fir carriages,

in. moulded outer string, in. moulded wall
string, inch beaded apron linings, curtail step
and veneered riser, newels turned and moulded
out of 3^ in. by 3310. selected Riga wainscot,
moulded handrail out of 3 in. by 4 in. selected Riga
wainscot, ig-in. deal turned balusters housed to
string and handrail. The newels to be brought
below landings, and turned as pendants 6 in.

long. The wainscot to be twice oiled with olive
oil at completion.

Fireproof Stair.—The stair to be constructed
as shown on detail drawing, with rolled steel

joists, which will be supplied by Messrs,
at the p.c. sum of £ ,

cut to sizes and
delivered on the works. The contractor to put
work together, and form stair in concrete of
Portland cement and coke breeze in proportion of
1 to 6. This stair to have inch teak treads, with
2 in. teak rounded nosings tongued to same, and
secured with stout brass screws to plugs let into
concrete, glazed brown tile risers, soffits and ends
of steps rendered and set in Keene's cement.
The^ newels to be turned and moulded out of

43 in. by 4^- in. teak, balusters turned and
moulded 2 in. deal, handrail moulded out of
3i in. by 23 in. leak. The teak to be left clean
from the plane, and not oiled or varnished.

Skylights .—The skylights over to be
2 in. chamfered bar skylights, weathered and
throated for condensation, 4 It. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in.,
fixed to l-l in. wrought, rebated, and staff beaded
curbs. Put lead gutter behind skylight, with
I in. gutter boards and framed bearers.

Trap Doors.—The trap doors over to
be 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. in clear with traps of 3 in.,
matclied and V-Jointed boarding, with two 3.^ in.
by li- in. ledges fitted and hung with a pair
of 3 in. wrought-iron butts to inch rebated and
staff beaded curb linings tongued at angles.

Step-ladders .—The step-ladder shown on plan
of to be formed of 4I in. by 2 in. treads,
with rounded nosings, housed and tenoned to a
pair of 9 in. by 3 in. sides. Under top, middle
and bottom treads put i in. wrought-iron tension
bolt with head, nut, and washer. Put 2J in.
deal mop-stick hamlrail, with 3 in. by 3 in. posts
at each end halved and bolted to sides.

Casings.—The steel girders over to be
cased with in. cross-tongued casing, grooved
and tongued and staffbeaded at angles, and
fixed to girders with 3 in. by 2 in. blockings,
18 in. apart, bolted through webs of girders with

ID. bolts. The cornice moulding to be out
of 7 in. by 3 in., screwed up to casing and joists.

Put inch beaded pipe casings on rebated and
beaded grounds to all exposed pipes, and fix
sarne with brass cups and screws to remove
easily.

Shelving.—VxMt, to be fixed where directed,
100 ft. super, of inch wrought cross-tongued
shelving with in. by i in. bearers, and wrought-
sleel brackets. ^

Fix where directed in store - room 100 ft
super of open lattice shelving, 2 ft. 6 in. wide of
1-2- m. by li m. battens, 3 in. apart, halved and
pinned, and m. by 2\ in. bearers 2 ft. apart,
earned by 2^ m. by 2^ in. framed posts.

Dresser.— and fix, where shown on
plan, IQ kitchen a deal dresser, 6 ft. wide by
7 ft. 6 m. high, with li in. sides and centre
division, J m. top on 3^ in. by i in. rails framed
to sides and centre, with moulded cornice out of
3,; in. by 2 in., three tiers of inch shelves, si in
wide, grooved for plates, and with three dozen
brass cup books, slab of 2 in. white deal cross-
tongued, and in two thicknesses, pegged together
three drawers 7 in. deep inside with in. fronts’
i in. sides, lap dovetailed to front and dove-
tailed to

i'
ID. backs, and grooved and tongued to

i in. bottoms, bearers for drawers 3i in by i in
turned oak drawer handles out of 3 in. by 3 in

’

It in. cuoboarrf frnnt hnlm.. • .
^ ’’

on first-floor in Honduras mahogany, stained and
French polished, with i in. cross-tongued seat and
riser, i in mitre clamped and cross-tongued flap,

with rounded nosing and thumb moulding tongued
on, hung with 3 in. brass butts to frame, and with
fin. by 5 in. beaded skirting around. The whole
to be put together with brass cups and screws to
remove easily and fixed on strong deal bracketing.
Seat hole to be cut and dished. Handle hole to
be cut and beaded. Supply and fix quadrant
shaped Honduras mahogany paper box, 9 in.

radius of f in. stuff, with door hung on in.

brass butts and fitted with solid brass turn buckle
fastening. (N.B.—Pedestal closets are often sup-
plied with seats. If these are adopted it should
be mentioned in Joiner. If something different
from the usual type is desired specify it). The
servants’ water-closet to have similar fittings but
in yellow deal picked for staining, except the
seat, which is to be in clean willow.
Bath-Doom Fittings.—Fit up bath with stained

and French polished if in. Honduras mahogany
top, cross-tongued, and with dished perforation
and rounded nosing. The enclosure to be if in.

deal, panelled and moulded framing, made to
remove easily in sections, and fixed with brass
cups and screws. Supply and fix cradling for
bath of 3jin. by 2 in. stuff, and assist plumber in
fixing.

Fit up towel-rack on wall with cut and shaped
ends out of 4f in. by i Jin. stained and French
polished Honduras mahogany, and two teak rods,
ij in. diametir, 3 ft. long.
Lavatory .—Fit up the enclosure of lavatory

basin with if in. panelled and moulded front,
with door hung on a pair of 3 in. brass butts, and
fitted with brass turnbuckle fastening. Provide
and fix bearers for lavatory basin, and assist
plumber in fixing. The top and skirting of lava-
tory will be in one piece with basin.

Cupboards.—The cupboard in to
have if in. framed fronts with a pair of if in.
doors hung folding with rebated and beaded stiles,
each leaf in three moulded and square panels, and
hung with a pair of 4 in. wrought-iron butts. Fit
with 4 in. cut cupboard lock, a pair of brass knobs,
and a pair of 4 in. neckbolts. Top of cupboard
to be f in. and cross-tongued, with rounded
nosing and moulding under out of 2i in. by
ijin. This cupboard to have one cross-tongued
inch shelf, beaded hat-rail 4J in. by i in., with
No. 6 wrought-iron hat and doak-hooks.

Picture Moulding .—Put round walls of

3 Jt. below bottom of plaster cornice picture-
moulding out of 3f in. by 2 in. plugged and screwed
to wall every 18 in. apart.

Wall Pa 7zeliing.—Tht panelling in dining-
room to be if in. framed and panelled, as shown
on detail drawing

; the panels in yellow pine in
one width, backed with canvas put on with
marine glue, the back of panelling to be served
over with the glue, the canvas tacked on and
stretched tightly, and a hot iron passed over to
nielt the glue._ The cornice to be framed up out
of 7 m. by 3 in. with dentil course and carved
egg and tongue moulding planted on, the chair
rail moulded out of 4f in. by 2J in. tongued on,
the skirting moulded out of 9 in. by 2 in., and
tongued to floor. The carved frieze to be of
sycamore, supplied and carved by Mr. and
to be framed in and fitted to panelling by the con-
tractor. Provide the p.c. sum of for this
carved frieze, to be paid to Mr. by the
contractor within one month after presentation of
the architect’s certificate. This panelled work

wan^
plugged to

Completion .—The contractor is to leave all
woodwork clean and perfect, and any work which
may show a shrinkage of -jg- in. between any two
pieces of wood, or which may crack in the sub-
stance of any panel or framing, shall be taken out
and reinstated, at the contractor’s expense, with
sound well-seasoned material. (Clauses of this
or similar drastic nature are becoming general
in specifications. The use of unseasoned wood is

now so common, and the difficulty of detecting it

till shrinkage occurs is so difficult, that it is no
unusual thing for such defects to make their
appearance even before the painting is finished.)

boards each with a pair of doors hung folding
with rebated and beaded stiles, li in. pot boardon ,n by 2 in. bearers, shelf in cupboards
16 m. wide, of inch deal cross-tongued. The
cupboard doors to be hung on 3 in. wrought-iron
butts, and to be fitted with 4 in. cut cipboard
locks, and 4 in. neck bolts.

Water-closet Fittings.-Y\^ up the water-closet

Church Seats.— seats to be executed in
Mcordance with detail drawing of selected
Sequoia of quality equal to that of sample in
architect s office. One seat to be worked and
approved by the architect before the remainder
are commenced. The seats to be fixed to floor
(describe method, whether tenoned and screwed,
or by means of iron brackets or otherwise).
Hard Woods.—Ytvi architects have the very

highly specialised knowledge to be able to dis-
tinguish Ijitween varieties of the same hard wood
from dilTerent countries, and although the
student might specify a certain wood as, say,Riga waistcoat, he can hardly be expected to beable to deterinine by inspection alone whetherwhat he specifies is being supplied. There are
therefore two courses open to him, either topecify that the wood is to be of a quality equal
to lha.t of a sample in architect’s office, asexample given m last clause, or to quote a reli-able tiinber merchant’s name and price—thusthe mahogany IS to be from Tobasco, of qualityequal to sample approved by the architect, and

It
'*l'bse price

at inch thick is yd* per foot super.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Alfred Williams.—Information has been

received from Johannesburg of the death of Mr.
Alfred Williams, brother of Mr. W. Clement
Williams, architect and surveyor, Halifax. Deceased,
who was 33 years of age, was apprenticed to
Messrs. Horsfall & Williams, of Halifax, and was at
the time of his death, it is stated, a partner in a
leading firm of architects in South Africa.

Mr. William Dawes. — The death of Mr.
William Dawes, architect, of Manchester, took
place on the i6th inst. The deceased was better
known to the general public by the nom de plume
“ Eiijer Goff," under which he wrote and published
various humorous works some years ago. Mr. Dawes
was born in Gloucester, in 1840. He was articled
in the architectural profession in London in 1858,
and subsequently practised in London, Denbigh,
Birmingham, and Manchester offices until he became
partner witli Mr. W. H. Hayley, architect, of Man-
chester, in 1863, only five years from the commence-
ment of his professional career. His first building,
won in competition, was a small church school in
Oldham. He distinguished himself in the competition
for the Manchester Town Halt. The following list
will show that in many minor competitions he added
considerably to his laurels first in cottages for
Durham County Parmanent Building Society

;
first in

schools, Every-street, Manchester
;

first in Primitive
Methodist chapel and schools and house, in Ard-
wick

: second in schools, Vine-street, Manchester
;

fourth in schools, Cbester-street, Manchester
;

first
in schools, at Beccles. Suffolk

;
first in Board schools,

Abbott-street, Manchester; first in Conservative
club buildings, Prestwich

;
second in church, &c.,

Collyhurst
;
and fourth in Gloucester Asylum. Mr.

Dawes greatest work, undoubtedly, was the design
for the Victoria Buildings in this city. His first

book, “Elijer Goff's Trubbles, Travels, and Other
Araoozements," appeared in the spring of 1872. and
ran through three editions. His second book,
•'Elijer Goff's Kristmus Book," followed in the
winter of that year. His third book, •' Elijer Goff's
Kronikle of a King, " which ran through two editions
of 5,000 each, was not published until 1878.

—

Man-
chester Courier.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
New Theatre, Gloucester.—At a recent

meeting of the Improvement Committee of the
Gloucester City Council plans of a new theatre and
opera house, which a London syndicate are about to
erect on the site opposite the Municipal Schools in
Brunswick-road, were submitted and passed. The
plans have been prepared by Mr. John P. Briggs, of
London. The exterior materials will be brick and
terra cotta. Seating accommodation will be pro-
vided for 1,500. and from each seat there will be a
clear and uninterrupted view of the stage. The
latest lines have been followed in regard to comfort,
exits, electric lighting, and ventilation.

S. Mark's Church, Swindon.—This church,
which was built about fifty years ago, from
designs by the late Sir Gilbert Scott, has recently
been enlarged by an extra bay to the chancel,
a south chapel and a vestry on the north side,
with additional space for the organ over. An
arcade of three bays divides the chancel from
the chapel, and the ceilings cf both are painted

;

the former is of a pointed barrel type, and the latter
fiat, divided into panels by ribs, having gilt bosses at
their intersections. The east window of the chapel
is about to be filled with painted glass, and the altar
is to be enclosed with riddels, carried by decorated
posts. The floor of the chancel is of a temporary
character

;
it is intended that marble should be laid

eventually. The contractor for the work was the
late Mr. Wiltshire, of Swindon, and the architect,
Mr. Temple Moore (of Hampstead), who also
designed the screen, stalls, and organ case, which
were placed in the church some years ago.

New Theatre for Worthing.—A company
has been formed in Worthing for the conversion of
the existing assembly rooms into a theatre more in
keeping with the requirements of the town. A
new front will be erected to Bath-place. The
alterations, which will be of an extensive character,
will include the building of a new stage, proscenium,
and dress circle, and it is proposed to erect a large
hall in connexion with the theatre available for
dances, banquets, &c. The work will be carried out
from plans prepared by Mr. Alfred T. Cooke, archi-
tect, of Worthing.
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Vicarage House, St. Thomas-by-Launces-
TON.—The site has just been purchased for the pro-

posed vicarage house for St. Thomas-by-Launceston,
and the plans and specifications of the architect,

Mr. Otho Peter, of Launceston, have been accepted.

Co-OPKRATivE Premises, Scotswood, North-
umberland.

—

The Blaydon Co-operative Society

has secured.'on what is to be known as Station-road,

Scotswood, a site for a branch store, having a
frontage of no ft,, and a depth, the stables being

included, of 93 ft. Residences for managers are to

be attached, and the second story of the main block

is to be devoted to the purposes of education and
recreation under the auspices of the society. There
is to be a lecture hall measuring 40 ft. by 29 ft.,

while a space of like dimensions is to De partitioned

off to serve as a library and reading and smoke-
rooms. The architect for the new undertaking is

Mr. William Glover, Newcastle.
Proposed New Church, Ashby, Near Brigg.

—A movement is on foot for the erection of a new
church for Ashby, in the parish of Bottesford, near

Brigg, Lincolnshire. A site has been secured, and
plans for the church have been prepared by Mr. C.

Hodgson Fowler, of Durham. The estimated cost

is 4,000/. .
the church to seat 600.

Brampton Institute, Huntingdonshire.

—

The formal opening of the institute and reading-

room at Brampton took place recently. The archi-

tect of the building was Mr. John Bird, and Mr.
Allen was the builder.

Theatre, Stoke, Staffordshire.

—

A new
theatre, situated in Wolfe-street, Stoke, has just

been opened. It consists of a stage with ground
and first floor dressing-rooms, orchestra, auditorium,

(comprising stalls, pit on the ground floor ;
on the

first floor, four boxes, circle, back circle, and gallery).

Between the ground floor and the floor of the back
circle are a refreshment bar and office. The sealing

accommodation on the ground floor will be for 700,

and on the first floor 400 : altogether i,ico. The
building is from the designs of Messrs. Lynam &
Beckett.

Infirmary, Prescot.—On the i8ih inst. Mr.
William Middlehurst, as Chairman of the Building

Committee, laid the foundation stone of the new
Prescot infirmary which the Guardians are erecting

at a cost of 25,000/., including a new laundry build-

ing. There will be four blocks of buildings, all of

local brick, with stone dressingsand quoins. Two of

the blocks will be three stories high, one two stories,

and one special block will be built as a maternity

ward. The whole will afford accommodation for

300 beds. The architects are Messrs. J. & W.
Gandy. St. Helen’s ;

Mr. Fred Brown, St. Helen's, is

ihe builder; while Mr. W. Molyneux, St. Helen's,

is erecting the laundry.

Church, Buxton, Derbyshire.

—

A newmission
church, to accommodate 400 persons, and dedi-

cated to St. Mary the Virgin, was recently opened
in Higher Buxton. The building has been erected

from designs by Mr. C. Healhcoie, architect, Man-
chester and Buxton, and contains a chancel and
two vestries, a porch entrance at the west end, and
the seating is by chairs. A panelled altar in oak

has been provided, designed by the architect, and
made by Mr. F. W. Booth, of Oakdene. The
building has been erected by the Patent Wire Wove
Roofing Company.
Infirmary Nurses’ Home, Worcester.—On

the i5lh inst. the Countess of Coventry laid the

foundation-stone of the new Nurses' Home at the

Worcester infirmary. The works are being executed

by Messrs. Wood & Sons, Worcester, from the

designs of Messrs. Lewis Sheppard & Son. The
building, which will cost about 4000/., is being
erected in Wheeley's Gardens, adjacent to the infir-

mary. It will be in three stories, and thirty-two

bedrooms will be provided for sisters and proba-
tioners. A covered way will afford direct commu-
nication between the home and the infirmary.

New Wards, Monkwearmouth Hospital,
Durham.—The new wards of the Monkwearmouth
and Soiitbwick Hospital were opened by Lady
Elizabeth Williamson on the i6th inst. The exten-

sion comprises four wards, viz., the Williamson
Ward and the Addison Ward on the ground floor,

and the Thompson Ward and the Branfoot Ward
on the first floor. The first two are to be reserved

for female patients. Altogether twenty-six new beds
are to be provided, making a total in the institution

of forty-two. The contractor for the work was Mr.

J. B. Stott, of Monkwearmouth, and the architects

were Messrs. W. & T. R. Milburn, Sunderland.

Pupii, Teachers’ School, Cardiff.

—

The new
pupil teachers’ school at Howard Gardens, Cardiff,

was opened recently by Mr. T. E. Ellis. M. P. The
school is erected at the rear of the Cardiff School

Board offices, Howard Gardens, contiguous to the

lecture theatre of the higher grade school, and is

a block of buildings 117 ft. long by 42 ft. in width,

and two stories in height. The ground floor com-
prises two class-rooms, each accommodating fifty

scholars, with cloak-room and lavatory accommoda-
tion. Upon the same floor is situated the gym-
nasium, and also a student’s workshop

;
these

rooms also have lavatory accommodation. The first

floor affords accommodation for two class-rooms,

each accommodating fifty scholars, the rooms being
divided by revolving wood shutters. The art class-

room is also situated upon this floor, as well as the
teachers' private rooms, store-rooms, cloak-rooms

and lavatories. The buildings are constructed of

white pressed brick, relieved with red brick bands
and arches. The roofs are covered with green slates

and red terra-cotta cresting. The floors throughout
are constructed of concrete, with iron joists, and
covered with wood blocks. The lavatories through-
out have been fitted with Adams’s patent lavatories.

The buildings have been erected by Messrs. William
Thomas & Co., Cardiff, and under the superintend-

ence of the architects, Messrs. J. P. Jones, Richards,

& Budgen, Cardiff.

Cottage Hospital, Gorleston, Suffolk.

—

On the 2nd inst. the two new wings which have been
added to the Cottage Hospital at Gorleston were
opened by the Mayor of Yarmouth (Mr. H, E.

Buxton). The architect of the additions is Mr. H.
Dudley Arnott, of Gorleston. They consist of two
wards for male and female patients respectively, in

each of which five beds will be placed. Bath and
operating rooms arc attached, and improved systems

of heating and ventilation have been introduced.

The new wings are built of red brick. The builders

are Messrs. Read & Curtis, of Yarmouth and
Gorleston.

Board Schools, Weston-super-Mare.—The
new Board Schools in the Walliscole-road, Weston-
super-Mare, are being built by Mr. Chas. Addicott,

according to plans prepared by Messrs. Price &
Wooler, architects. That portion of the building

allotted to the infants basjust been completed. The
hall is 40 ft. by 30 ft. and 23 ft. in height. The floor

is laid with wood blocks. The ball is also heated by
hot-water radiators. Surrounding the central hall

are four class-rooms, 25 ft. by 22 ft., each providing

accommodalibn for sixty-eight scholars. A babies'

room has been provided. There are also rooms set

apart for the teachers. A gymnasium has been
erected. The heating system has been carried out

by Messrs. Bryant & Sons. The whole of the struc-

tural work has been superintended by Mr. W. A.
Hayward, clerk of the works.

Additions to Hospital, Johnstone, N.B.

—

The new part of the Combination Hospital, situated

onlheLinwood-road, Johnstone, was recently opened.
The extensions have been executed to the plans

of Mr. J. L. Cowan, of Glasgow, and have cost

over 4,000/. The contractors were :—For building,

Keanie, Lochwinnoch
;

joiners. Pardon & Cuth-
bertson, Kilbarchan

;
plastering, M'Queeny, Glas-

gow
;
heating, M'Cormack & Son, Glasgow

;
paint-

ing, J. M'Connell, Johnstone; engineering and
laundry work, Tullis & Co., Clydebank; slating,

Marshall, Kilbarchan,

Isolation Hospital, Aughton, Lancashire.
—On the 9th inst. the Countess of Lathom opened
Holly House, Aughton, which has been acquired by
the Ormskirk Rural District Council as an Isolation

Hospital. The house is situated in four acres of

land, and has been laid out for typhoid and scarlet

fever cases. Mr. C. S. Beeston has been the archi-

tect of the work, and Mr. James Pilkington (Orms-
kirk and Rainford) the contractor.

New Infectious Diseases Hospital for
Kirkcaldy.—At a meeting of the Kirkcaldy Town
Council recently the minute of Committee of the

6th inst. was read, recommending the Authority to

adopt the pi ins for the proposed infectious disease.?

hospital prepared by Messrs. Campbell, Douglas, &
Morrison, Glasgow, which were approved by the

Local Government Board, with the exception that

the new hospital should accommodate ten more
beds—namely, thirty-three, the total cost to be
9,200/., or 277/. 4s. id. per bed, the architects

coming under an obligation to forego one'half of
their commission if the sum estimated is exceeded,

excluding, of course, any extras or other work
recommended by the Authority during the erection

of the hospital. Provost Hutchison moved the

approval of the minutes, the motion being seconded
by Councillor Orr, and unanimously agreed to.

Church School, Ewood, Blackburn. — St.

Barlholomew’s new school at Ewood was opened
recently by Mr. W. H. Hornby, M.P. The build-

ing has been erected from plans prepared by Messrs.

Cheers & Smith, architects, Blackburn. The school

is built of brick. The present building is only a third

part of the entire school as it will appear when com-
pleted. When the school is completed this part of

the building will be the girls' department, the boys'

department will be the other wing, and the infants'

school will be in the centre. The present accommo-
dation is for 250 scholars, the large room, which has
a floor area ot 60 ft. by 22 ft., holding 130 ; and the

two class-rooms, each 24 ft. 8 in. square, 60 children

each. There are also two cloak-rooms and care-

taker’s closet, and two entrances to the school.

New Baptist Church, Lancaster. — A
Baptist church has just been opened in Nelson-
street and Victoria-avenue, Lancaster. The building
has been built from the plans of Mr. N-. G. Lewis, of

l>ancasfer. The church and schools together have
cost 5,000/. The structure is in the Gothic style.

At the rear of the chancel is an open baptistry. The
contractors have been; masonry, Mr. W. Warbrick;
joiners’ work, Mr.J. Thompson; slating and plaster-

ing, Messrs. Hall & Son
;
plumbing and glazing.

Mr. Abbott
;

painting, Messrs. Meadoweroft &
Sons.
Hospital, Blawarthill, N.B.—The Renfrew

and Clydebank Joint Hospital at Blawarthill was
recently opened. The building has cost about
10,000/, to erect. To the north there is the ad-

ministrative block, which contains the matron's
and nurses’ rooms, the kitchen, and other necessary

offices. To the east and west of this block there

are three pavilions. The one for the scarlet fever

patients contains sixteen beds, as well as an ante-room
with six beds ;

while the enteric fever pavilion has
eight beds, and the isolation pavilion six beds.

The heating of the various buildings is on the hot

water pressure system. The architect was Mr.
Bryden, of Messrs. Clark iS: Bell, Glasgow

;
while

Mr. Henderson, of Messrs. Duff & Henderson, was
the measurer

;
and Mr. Lees the clerk of works.

Restoration of Tower. St. John's Church,
Cardiff. — The restoration of the tower of the

Church of St. John, Cardiff, has just been com-
menced. Mr. C. B. Fowler is the architect engaged
in the work, the contract being in the hands of Mr.
G. Shepton. The foundation of the tower of St.

John’s was laid in 1473, and the architect was one
Hart, who designed the towers of Wrexham and St.

Stephen’s, Bristol. The style is Perpendicular.

The tower is 130 ft. high.

Buard-room, Broughty.—On the i8ih inst.

the new Board-room in connexion with the additions
to the Municipal buildings of Broughty Ferry,

Forfar, was formally opened. Mr. A. Johnstone
was architect, and the contractors were Messrs.

James Scott, mason; J. C, Ellis, joiner
;
William

Webster, painter
;

William Murray, plumber
; A.

M'kitcbie, plasterer.

Operating Theatre, Swansea Hospital.

—

The building operations in connexion with the new
operating theatre at the Swansea Hospital have now
been commenced, The new structure will be con-
nected with the hospital from the west corridor, and
will overlook Phillips’-parade. The theatre itself

will be elliptical in shape, its length will be 26 ft. 6in.,
breadth 22 ft., and height 16 ft. The contract is in

the bands of Mr. Henry Billings. The architects
for the work are Messrs. Wilson & Moxham,
Swansea.
Additions to School, Wellington.—A new

schoolroom, to accommodate fifty-four infants, has
been added to the existing school premises at Welling-
ton, for the School Board, and was opened recently.

The new room adjoins the existing class-room, and
is divided by folding glass doors

;
in addition

new cloak-room, lavatory, and office accommodation
has been added. The new wing is of red brick,

with Bath and local stone dressing with string
courses. The work has been carried out by Mr.
Wm. James, builder, of Biomyard, from the plans
and under the superintendence of Mr. Ernest G.
Davies, architect, of Hereford.
Stockport Infirmary, — At a committee

meeting held on the 22nd inst.
,
the subscribers to the

Stockport Infirmary decided to suitably comme-
morate the Queen's record reign by enlarging and
improving the present building. Messrs. Woodhouse
& Willoughby, of Manchester, were selected as the
architects to carry out the work.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NEWS,
Bridge, near Hedgeley, Northumberland.

—The new bridge erected over the Dubbs Burn,
near Hedgeley, has now been taken over by the
County Council. Mr. George Reavell, Jun., archi-
tect, Alnwick, prepared the plans for the structure
and its necessary approaches, the waterway being
22 ft, clear, and the roadway 18 ft. between the
parapet walls. The contract for the work was let

to Messrs. J. & G. Green, of Warkworlh. Mr. R.
Adamson was clerk of the works. The stone is

from the Shepherds Law Quarry.

Drainage Scheme, Salisbury.—The Salisbury
Rural District Council have adopted a scheme, pre-
pared by Messrs. Fairbank & Son, for the drainage
of the parish of Milford-Witbout-tbe-Borough, at a
cost of 3,200/. Theseptic tank system is to be used.
The details have been referred to the Parish Council
and County Council for consideration.

The Trent Valley Sewerage Scheme,
Lichfield.—A communication has been received
from the Local Government Board, sanctioning the
loan of 3 000/. for sewerage works on the Trent
Valley-road, Lichfield. The plans were prepared by
the City Surveyor, Mr. C. J. Corrie.
Graa'ing Dock Accommodation, Greenock.—Mr. Robert Crawford, Engineer to the Greenock

Harbour Trust, who was asked to report on the
proposed extension of graving dock accommoda-
tion, estimates that it will take about 35,000/. to
widen, alter, and lower the bottom of the dock, and
that it will take at least fifteen raenths to carry
out the alterations. He further reports that even
with this expenditure the requirements of all

classes of vessels would not be met. On the
question of constructing an entirely new graving
dock at an estimated cost of 90,000/., the Harbour
Trust is not satisfied that there is any possible
traffic sufficient to warrant such a large expenditure.—Scotsman.
Aberdeen Graving Dock.—The Works Com-

mittee recommend the Aberdeen Haibour Commis-
sioners to lengthen the dock to 600 ft., and to
increase the width to 57 ft,, and the depth at
spring tides to 23 ft., at a cost of 118,000/,. accord-
ing to plans by Mr. R. G. Nicol, Harbour Engineer.
The dock at present is 500 ft. long. 48 ft. wide, and
20 ft. deep.
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Local Sewers in London.—TheMain Drainage
Committee of the London County Council have
sanctioned the construction of local sewers as fol-

lows :—Hackney: 285 ft.. 200 ft., and 845 ft. of

12 in. pipe and concrete sewers in Chevet-street,

Mabley-slreel, and proposed new road respectively

on the Sidney-road estate, Homerton. Lambeth ;

810 ft. of 15 in. pipe and concrete sewer in Aubin-

street, Launcelot-street, and Lower-tnarsh, Waterloo-

road. I.,ee ; 815 ft. of 15 in. and 815 ft. ft. of 12 in.

pipe and concrete sewers in Green-lane, Eltham.

FOREIGN,
France,—Last week the famous collection of

water-colours and pastels of the eighteenth-century

the work of the brothers Edmond and Jules

de Goncourt, was sold at the Hotel Drouot.

The pictures realised the sum of 695.729 francs.

In one of its recent sittings the Chamber
of Deputies, in spite of the opposition of tlie

Commission du Budget," voted by an enor-

mous majority for the freeing of the national

museums. The jury on the Committee of Lady
Artists and Sculptors has awarded to Mme.
Debillemont'Cbardon the first prize of the 1897

Salon. The "Association Co-opdrative d’Ali-

mentation " has just organised a competition for

an artistic ticket. The president of the jury is M.
Puvis de Cbavannes. M. Charles Gamier, mem-
ber of the Institute, has been elected president of

the jury for French architecture at the International

Exhibition at Brussels. Vice-President, M. Vau-
dremer. On Friday last, in presence of the
" Commissaiie General " of the 1900 Exhibition, the

taking down of the first truss of the Palais de
r Industrie was effected. The work of demolition is

being superintended by M. Daval. Great haste will

have to be made if the building is to be entirely

demolished between the closing of the Salon and
the month ol September. The annual exhi-

bition of young country architects, who call

themselves "Amants de la Nature," will open
on Sunday (to-morrow) in the Rue de Furstemberg,

and will remain open till March 14, The jury on
the open competition for the erection ofaMairie in

the town of Brunoy have awarded the first prize to

aniunknown person, whose motto is " Kif-Kif"
; the

second to MM. Charpentier, Bosio, and Ruet
;
and

the third to M. Charles Letrosne. The munici-

pality of Versailles has just opened a competition

for the rebnilding and enlarging of the Hotel de
Ville. The limit of expense is fi.xed at 1,200.000 fr.

The competition closes on June 12 The jury on
the competition opened by the municipality of

Argenteuilfor the building ofa " Salle des Ft-tes" has

awarded the first prize to MM. Dufresne, architect, of

Argenteuil, and M. Cav6, architect, of Cambrai.

A monument has just been inaugurated at Hy^res
(Var) to the memory of the celebrated preacher

Massillon, and presented to the town by M. Alexis

Mignon. The monument consists of a bronze

statue of Massillon, the work of M. William Pecou,

placed on a high pedestal designed by M. Emile
Eude, architect. The pedestal is decorated with

the arms of the town of Clermont where Massillon

died, and of Hytres where he was born. The
municipality of Amiens has decided to build a
municipal theatre. In a hall in the Mus6e de
Feltre at Nantes a monument has just been
inaugurated to the memory of the painter Elie

Delaunay. The architectural part of this monu-
ment has been executed under the direction of M.
Montford, architect, of Nantes. The sculpture is

by Chaplain.

Germany.—The official reports on the telephone
system in Germany show a continual and rapid

increase of subscribers and connexions through-
out the empire, and though the connexions between
the towns are not yet as common as in Sweden,
a number of new and important lines have
been opened. Berlin has lately been connected
by telephone with Copenhagen, a distance of about
500 miles, and with Vienna, a distance of nearly

450 miles. We understand that lines between
Berlin and St. Petersburg are contemplated, or

already actually in course of construction, also lines

between Berlin and Buda Pesth, Brussels. Prague,
and Amsterdam respectively. 'I he success of the
telephone system in Geimany is primarily due to

the low rates charged to subscribers. We believe

the annual subscription at Berlin is 5/., and the
most expensive ctmmunication with anotiier town.
500 miles distant, does not exceed a thaler, or
about 35. for a conversation of three minutes.

Austria.—The Austrian Government has de-
cided to purchase a building which has been
used for some ten years by its Embassy at St.

Petersburg. The Austiian Government, we believe,

has its own buildings at Rome, Constanti-
nople, Paris, Berlin, London, and Washington;
and an Embassy is being built at the present
moment at Pekin. The property at St. Petersburg
jormerly belonged to Mr. Polovzow. An electric

railway is to be built from Vienna to Baden, which
is an inland watering-place, about an hour's rail from
Vienna. Messrs. Schuckert, of Nuremburg, will be
the contractors. The works will be partly on the
track of a steam tramway, which runs in the direc-

tion of Baden, Another electric railway in Austria
will be constructed in the Ruschka district.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements.

—Mr. Philip E. Pilditch (Messrs. Pilditch, Chadwick,
& Co.), architect, surveyor, and valuer, has removed
from Parliament-street to No. 2 Pall Mall East.
Messrs. Fred Braby & Co., makers of construc-
tional ironwork, of Fitzroy Works, London, will, on
March i, open a branch office at Ashton Gate
Works, Coronation-road, Bristol. The partner-
ship between Mr. Edwin O. Sachs and Mi,
Woodrow, architects, is terminated, Mr. Woodrow
being about to practice separately, and Mr. Sachs
continuing his practice at the former address of the
firm, II, Waterloo-place, Pall Mall. A company
has been formed to acquire, and has acquired and
taken over as from July i, 1896, the business lately
carried on by Messrs. 'VV. Gradwell & Co. as timber
merchants, builders, and contractors, at the Hind-
pool Saw Mills and the Devonshire Dock Saw Mills
and Creosoting Works, both in Barrow-in-Furness,
together with the goodwill and buildings, machinery
plant, I'cc., and the benefit of all trade contracts
entered into by Messrs. W. Gradwell & Co. The
business is now carried on as that of " W. Gradwell
&Co., Limited." A few particulars as to the con-
cern may be of interest. The Hindpool Saw Mills
consist of about 18,400 square yards of land, with
the permanent buildings thereon. These premises
have been specially erected and fitted up with all the
necessary machinery and plant for carrying on the
business of timber merchants and contractors on a
large scale. The creosoting business was purchased
by Mr. Gradwell in 1892 from the e.xecutors of the
late Alderman Gradwell, who had carried it on for a
great number of years. The Devonshire Dock Saw
Mills and Creosote Works consist of about four
acres of land. These works are also fitted up with
sheds, machinery and plant as saw mills and for
creosoting sleepers, telegraph poles, and all descrip-
tions of timber. Adjoining these works there are about
four acres of land, with wharf accommodation

; this
land is used for storing timber. Both the Hindpool
Works and the Devonshire Dock Saw Mills and
Creosoting Works and adjoiningyard are connected
with the Furness Railway by sidings, and the latter
have ample wharf accommodation on the Devon-
shire Dock.
Carpenters' Hall Lectures.—The first of a

series of lectures at Carpenters' Hall took place on
Wednesday night. The lecturer, Professor Roger
Smith, took for his subject "Our Ancient Cathe-
drals." The lecturer began by inviting his audience
to make a hasty tour with him among our ancient
cathedrals. That we might enjoy the full benefit of
the journey be proposed to make a few introductory
remarks upon cathedrals in general. The cathedral
building period began after the year 1000

;
in that

year the world was expected to come to an end, all
building and trading was therefore at a standstill.
The fateful year over, a fresh stimulus was given to
every direction of life and movement. Cathedral
churches sprang up on all sides. This move-
ment was at its height in the thirteenth century,
and it is this period that is characterised
by more originality of design and poetry of
feeling tlian any other before or since

; it had
neither the rude strength of the Norman nor
tbe_ mechanical formality of the Perpendicular
period. Nowadays it is impossible to understand
the value our forefathers set upon the possession of
these cathedral churches. The cathedral was then
the poor man's school, picture gallery, museum—in
fact, the centre of his artistic and intellectual, as
well as his physical, life. The bishop's power was
that of the greatest of the princes

; the life and well-
being of the district depended upon the magnifi-
cence of the monastic centre. In our time board
schools, town halls, gigantic engineering feats,
occupied tlie attention of the European people.
Cathedrals are of interest to the enlightened
only, and have ceased to be the home and centre
of the political and social life of the nation.
After examining a typical plan, and comparing
individual features in each style with their successive
developments, the lecturer concluded his interesting
remarks with some beautiful slides showing the
interior and exterior of our principal cathedral
churches, starting in the northern counties with
Durham and finishing with the Norman staircase at
Canterbury. Many of the pictures were received
with applause, especially that of Peterburougb, tlie
lecturer lemaildng that the only reasonable course
of procedure in restoring the front being that decided
upon. The lecture next Wednesday was announced
to be upon " The Woik of the Electric Current. " bv
Prof. Fleming. ^

Richmond Hii.L, — The dispute between the
Thames Conservancy and the Dysart Tiustees as to
the ownership of the riverside lands between Rich-
mond and Teddington, which form so conspicuous
a feature in the beautiful view from Richmond Hill
has now practically been settled by a compromise to
which the Thames Conservancy has just given its
assent. If accepted by the Dysart Trustees these
conditions will preserve the neighbourhood for all
time. The lands in dispute embrace an area of
17 a. I r. 34 p. The conservators propose that they
shall retain a strip 32 ft, wide next the river for tow-
path purposes, which will absorb 7 a. 2 r. 21 p. . and
that the remainder, consisting of 9 a. 3 r. 13 p

'

'shall
be conveyed to the Dysart Trustees. This proposal
has, after negotiation with the Dysart Trustees, been

embodied in p agreement, in which conditions
have also been inserted reserving to the public rights
of way over the lands, stipulating that no buildings

;

shall ever be erected thereon, and that they shall
always be left open and unenclosed. The trustees '

have also been in negotiation with the Richmond
Town Council as to the selling or leasing to the Cor-
poration of Petersham Meadows, another prominent

1

feature in the view from Richmond Hill, and have
intimated to the Corporation that whilst under their 1

powers as trustees they could not sell, they were 1

willing to give a lease of the large meadow of twenty-
two acres for twenty-one years .—Morning Post.
Earthquakes.—On the 12th inst., at the Royal I

Institution. Professor John Milne, F.R.S., delivered
a lecture on " Recent Advances in Seismology,” He
pointed out that this science had so developed that
we were now not only able to study the earthquakes
which no one felt, but we had commenced toinves-
tigate their relations, of which there were many
with most promising results so far as geology was
concerned. Of the earthquakes we got—and we
had a thousand of them a year—half of them came
from deep water. The ocean was really the home
of our earthquakes. Twenty years ago their study

commenced in Japan, with the result that the
seismology of that country had revolutionised the
seismology of the whole world. As a consequence,
too, methods of building in Japan bad been entirely
altered, so that houses erected on new principles
stood, while their neighbours were shattered. The
lecturer exhibited a seismic map of Japan, pointing
out that it enabled the Japanese to analyse earth-
quakes, and to give them their proper value. Next
he threw on the screen photographs of damage donem the Severn Valley by the recent shock. Chimneys
of ordinary construction were, he pointed out, the
first things to go. If any one had been on an ele-
vation and could have looked down on the city of
Hereford, he would have seen the chimneys going
through kaleidoscopic movements—a wild dance, in
fact—before they came down or became twisted. If
they put a chimney up by itself it would stand, but
if they put it in contact with something which did
not vibrate in the same degree it was bound to go.
To put a tie-rod to a cliimney was as good as taking
a pair of scissors and cutting off the chimney at the
place where the tie-rod met it.

Lyte's Metallic Stair-tread.—A sample of
this stair-tread has been forwarded to us. It is
formed of steel-cored lead wires about i in. diameter,
laid parallel to each other, and laced together by
plain steel cross-wires, after which it is passed
through rolls for the purpose of obtaining a smooth
surface, while the cross wires prevent the lead being
broken away. It seems calculated to give a good
foothold (though, of course, this cannot be tested by
a small sample), and to be durable, and it is of very
neat appearance. Messrs. Easton, Anderson, &'

Goolden are the agents for it.

Formation of a Master Builders' Associa-
tion, Longridge, Lancashire.—An organisa-
tion entitled "The Longridge District Master
Builders' Association,” has been formed, and
become affiliated with the Lancashire Federation of
Building Trade Employers. Some twenty-four
firms have joined the Association, the objects of
which are to promote a good feeling in the trade

; to
disseminate information regarding trade matters

;

to obtain more equitable terms in certain cases
between architects and builders in reference to con-
tracts, and to enable the employers to deal with
trade questions, and generally to safeguard their
interests. Mr. J. T. 'Barker is the President; Mr.
W. Almond, the Vice-President

;
Mr. T. Kay,

treasurer
;
Mr, J. T. Sanderson, secretary. The

trade generally is disturbed in consequence of
various local rules, and one of these prevents the
Longridge masters taking workedstone into Preston,
a restriction which, however, does not apply to
Preston builders taking stone to Longridge. Other
districts have the same grievance, and the matter has
been brought before the Lancashire Federation.—
Preston Herald.

Manchester Shii> Canal.—The report for the
half-year ending December 31, 1896, states that
there has been on the average a steady and con-
tinuous increase in the volume of sea-going traffic,

although the monthly returns naturally vary con-
siderably as ships make long or quick voyages and
the seasons of the various trades are late or early.
The greater portion of the increatted traffic has
consisted of imports. The export trade is from
special causes much more difficult to obtain in
quantity. The Engineer's report as to works states
that the dredging plant has been continuously
engaged in tlie removal of silt and sewage sludge
from the different reaches of the Ship Canal, and
the depth of water has been maintained, although
(partly as a result of the abnormally wet season)
exceptional quantities of material have been de-
posited in the waterway. The works for the
closing of the tidal openings have been proceeded
with in accordance with the powers of the Act of
Parliament obtained last Session

; these works are
now so far complete that tidal water will no longer
flow into the Canal through the openings. The
works required for the construction of the pontoon
dock at Ellesmere Port, and for the removal of the
dam outside the dock, have been completed. The
pontoon was successfully moored in the new position
in November last. A great improvement in the
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waterway has been effected by the removal of the

pontoon. At the Latchforcl Locks the steel gates,

which were constructed to enable the upper gates of

the 65-ft. lock to be removed and repairecl, have
been fixed in position, and the original greenheart

gates are now being reconstructed on the slipway at

Thelwall. Considerable additions have been made
to the railway lines and sidings and to the paved
roadways at the docks. Other works of a similar

character, including new sidings at Mode Wheel,
are in hand. The slopes of the Canal generally are

in good condition.

Royal Academy.—The days for receiving works
for this year’s Royal Academy Exhibition are—for

paintings and drawings, Friday, Saturday, and
Monday, March 26, 27, and 29 ;

and for sculpture,

Tuesday, March 30.

Appointments ok Sanitary Inspectors.—The
Local Government Board have sanctioned the ap-

pointments of the following sanitary inspectors :
—

Mr, E. T, D, Jordan in Shoreditch, Mr. E. Anthony
in Paddington, and Mr. W. G. Auger in St.

Pancras,

Surveyors and Auctioneer’s Clerks’ Pro-
vident Association. — We have received the

annual report of this Association up to December 31,

1896. Sixteen proposals were received during last

year, of which thirteen were accepted. The whole
of the funds show an increase, while the sick allow-

ance payments have been less. The Committee
have recently voted a . subscription to All Saints

Convalescent Home, Eastbourne, where a member
recovering from illness (if not of an infectious

character) may stay for three weeks free of charge.

The Timber Trades’ Benevolent Society.

—

The first meeting of the committee appointed to deal

with the affairs of the Timber Trades’ Benevolent
Society, which was recently founded to commemo-
rate the Diamond Jubilee of the Queen, was held on
the loth inst., at the Cannon-street Hotel, under the

presidency of Mr. W. L. T. Foy, J.P. A special

sub-committee was appointed to deal with the rules

and regulations. Mr. Atlee. of Mes.srs. Druce &
Atlee, was appointed hon. solicitor

;
and Mr. W. A.

Hill, of 6, Moorgate-street, the secretary.

Electrical Exhibition in Newcastle.—The
Electrical and Engineering and General Trades and
Art Exhibition, held in buildings which have been
erected in Northumberland-road, Newcastle, was
opened on the 15th inst. by the Mayor.
The Frontage Dispute at Stoke New-

ington.—On the 22ud inst. the work undertaken
by the London County Council in carrying out the

order of Mr. Lane, police magistrate, for the demo-
lition of 7 ft. of a new building at the opening of

Prince George-road from Stoke Newington-road,
was practically completed. The building was
erected 7 ft. beyond the building line as defined by
the Superintending Architect of the London County
Council, and after the foundations had been put in

the Council summoned the builder to the North
London Police-court, but the magistrate upheld the

builder's case. Notice of appeal was given, and
the case was ultimately decided in favour of

the Council. In the meantime, however, the build-

ing had been completed, and fitted up in a
most costly style. The case was remitted from

the High Court, and Mr. Lane ordered the demoli-

tion of so much of the building as stood out beyond
the building line—roughly speaking, 150 ft. by 7 ft.

The order was served on the builder, but, though

the Council flowed the matter to rest for twelve

months, he made no move in the matter, and the

Council undertook to do the work themselves. As
the structure now stands, the 7 ft. appear to have

been cleanly cut off from end to end. Rafters and
iron girders have been cut exactly to the build-

ing line. The depth of the structure is now only

13 ft., and it is said to be entirely useless for any
purpose. U has been shored up, but as one side of

the whole length is open, persons experienced in

these matters have expressed the opinion that a gale

of wind would complete the work of demolition. It

is anticipated that the rest of the building will be

removed under the Dangerous Structures Act.

—

Alorning Advertiser.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Wages in the Local Building Trade,

Manchester.—On the isth inst. the master brick-

setters in the Swinton, Pendlebury, Moorside, and

Clifton districts conceded an advance of a halfpenny

per hour to their bricksetters, making ibe present

rate of wage lod. per hour. The labourers have

also sought an advance from 6id. to yd. per hour.

From inquiries, however, the employers have

ascertained that no such rate obtains anywhere

round Manchester, and the notices have been

withdrawn.

LEGAL.
LITIGATION OVER ANCIENT LIGHTS IN

LINCOLN’S INN.

The case of Uebenham v. Forster, Frere, & Co ,

which occupied the attention of Mr. Justice Stirling

in the Chancery Division for several days, concluded

on the 18th inst. The facts sufficiently appear from

the judgment.
His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that the

action was brought to obtain an injunction to restrain

an alleged injury to the plaintiffs’ ancient lights, the 1

plaintiffs being the owners and lessees of No. 27,

Whetstone Park, Lincoln's Inn Fields, and also the

lessees of the next house, No, 26, the defendants

being owners and occupiers of a house on the oppo-
site side of Whetstone Park, and known as No. 28,

Lincoln’s Inn Fields. In the autumn of 1895 the

defendants proposed to pull down the rear part of

their building and to rebuild it, no objection being
taken on the part of the plaintiffs down to Novem-
ber 5, 1895, although a hoarding had been erected on
the work, and scaffolding had been put up when the

rebuilding began some time in the month of Septem-
ber. On November 5, however, complaints were
made by the plaintiffs which led to an interview

which took place on that day between Mr. Herbert
Dyball, the architect for the plaintiffs, and Mr.
Eustace Frere, the architect for the defendants. In
the course of that interview the height at which
the building was then raised was ascertained,

and the future height to which it was to ex-

tend was agreed on. But, unfortunately, the two
gentlemen did not agree ,in their account of

the facts as they then stood. According to the

evidence of Mr. Dyball—which was borne out by
the memorandum which he made at the time—the

then height of the defendants’ building was 26 ft.

6 in.
: but according to the evidence of Mr. Frere it

had reached 6 in. higher. Both parties had agreed
that it was intended that the height of the building

should not go beyond 37 ft. 2 in., and that that

height was not ultimately attained. All that had to

be done was to complete the building by putting a
roof on the flat which stood immediately behind ihe

rear wall, and which, as the evidence stood, would
have meant an addition of 4 in. to the height.

Speaking roughly, the breadth of Wlietstone Park
was about 16 ft., the roadway getting a little

narrower as it went westward. The plaintiffs com-
plained that six windows had been interfered with

—

viz
, two on the ground Hoor, and two in the

basement of No. 27, and two on the ground
floor of No. 26. He considered that the evidence

showed undoubtedly that there was, mathematically

a certain loss of light to the two windows on the

ground floor of No. 27 ;
but the question was. Had

the plaintiffs made out an actionable wrong ? On
that point the evidence of the experts did not help

him at all. Not one of the experts, with the excep-

tion of Mr. Dyball, senior—who had admitted that

he had not been on the locus in quo for many years

—was able to give any comparison as to the state

of the light as it was enjoyed before, and as it was
enjoyed after the alterations complained of. At the

present time both Nos. 26 and 27 were occupied by
a firm of printers. Messrs. Ford, Chapman, & Co.

The only direct evidence as to the diminution of

light as to those two windows was given by a workman
named Elliott, who was employed in sampling,
matching, and sorting the paper received. Th^e

sorting took place principally in the basement of

No. 27, the matching and sampling taking place in

the ground floor. Elliott’s evidence was to the

effect that since the alterations of the defendants
he liad noticed a difference in the light coming
to the ground floor of No. 27. That witness

had said that the diminution in light as to

those two windows was considerable, and that

be had now to go to the door to match his light

tints, instead of being able to do that at the cup-
board, as he had done before the alterations. The
question was, was that a serious diminution in the

light? The conclusion he (his Lordship) came to

with regard to those windows was that there had
been an actionable injury. The evidence given with

regard to the windows in the basement of No. 27,

and the ground floor of No. 26, seemed to be much
weaker. In his opinion it was not a case for a

mandatory injunction, and the only rcmedy.to which
the plaintiffs were entitled was that of damages. He
was asked to assess the damages on the estimate of

expert witnesses called by the plaintiffs, who assessed

the damages suffered by the plaintiffs at from 200/,

to 250/. His Lordship’s view was that those

witnesses took an exaggerated view of the injury to

the plaintiffs. He did not agree with those wit-

nesses that there was any substantial injury

done to the basement windows, and he thought that

the injury done to the ground floor of No. 27 was
very much less than what they considered it to be.

The question was what course ought to be taken.

It seemed to him that really he bad no materials

before him on which he could assess the damage to

the ground-floor windows of No. 27, and that the

proper course was to direct an inquiry as to the

damages as to that, the costs of the inquiry to be
reserved. He thought that the right order would be,

in (he circumstances, to give the plaintiffs the costs

of the action, except so far as tlieyhad been in-

creased by the claim in respect of the windows in

the basement of No. 27, and the windows on the

ground floor of No. 26.

Order accordingly.

LITIG.'^TION THROUGH A LANDSLIP.
The case of Sharpe v. Harman came before

the Court of Appeal, composed of the Masier of

the Rolls and Lords Justices Lopes and Chitty

on the 19th inst., on the appeal of the defendant
from the judgment of Mr. Justice Mathew

in the Queen’s Bench Division. The action was
brought by the plaintiff, a landowner at Hastings,
to recover from the defendant, an adjoining land-
owner, damages for injury to his property, which
was caused by a landslip. It appeared that the

plaintiff owned some land on a sloping cliff, the
defendant being the owner of the land on the cliff

just above. In 1859 the plaintiffs predecessor in

title built two houses on his land, called Nos. 18 and
19, St. Mary's Terrace, and excavated the soil at the
back so as to provide courts for the houses, and built

a high wall against the cliff, to prevent the cliff' from
falling. In 1872, the defendant's predecessor in title

built houses on his land above, and for that purpose
excavated the soil at the back of his land and built

the houses on the land so excavated. The soil ex-
cavated amounted to about 70 tons, which he put
upon the land in front of his houses, and built a re-

taining wall, to prevent the earth from slipping
down. The base of the wall was made of concrete,
and the foundations were built 3 ft. into the natural
ground, being sunk about a foot below the top of
the plaintiff’s wall, but at one side of it. On Dec.
ist, 1895, a landslip occurred at night, the
defendant's wall coming down, and carrying with it

part of the cliff, and nearly all the plaintiffs wall
being destroyed. Mr. Justice Mathew held, upon
the evidence given, that the defendant's wall ought
to have been built into the solid rock, and that the
defendant was therefore liable, and he gave judg-
ment for the plaintiff' for 150/. damages. The
defendant now appealed.
At the conclusion of the arguments of counsel the

Master of the Rolls in giving judgment said that in
his opinion the act of the defendant, without any
default on the part of the plaintiff, had caused part
of the land of the defendant to fall on the plaintiffs
land. In his opinion, therefore, the appeal must be
dismissed.

The other Lords Justices concurred, and the
appeal was accordingly dismissed with costs.

Mr. 'Witt, Q.C., Mr. R. M. Bray, and Mr. C. F.
Lloyd appeared for the appellant

;
and Mr. Crump,

Q.C., and Mr. Clavell Salter for the respondent.

MEETINGS.
Friday, February 26.

Institution 0/ Civil Engineers (Students' Meeihig).~-
Paper to be read “ Rockers and Expansion-Bearings as
applied to Girders of .Short Span,” by Messrs. A. F.
Baynham and F. B. H. Dobree. 8 p.m.
Royal Institution. — Lieut. -Col. C. R. Conder on

“ Palestine Exploration.” 9 p.m.

Saturday, February 27.

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of ll'orks' Institution.—
Annua! Dinner, King's Hall, Holborn Restaurant. 6.30
p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association. — Visit to

North British Distillery.

Monday, M.\kcii i.

Royal Institute 0/ British Architects.— (i) Special
General Meeiing lo elect the Royal Gold Medallist for the
current year

; (2) the Ninih General Meeting (business)
for the election of candidates for membership. 8 p.m.
London Institution.—Dr. H. Lewis Jones on “ The

History of R.'.ntgen's X Rays and their Practical
Applications,” illustrated by experiments. 5 p.m.
Society 0/Engineers.—A. \)ssY>ex entitled ‘‘Notes on the

Proposed By-laws of the London County Council with
respect lo House Drainage,'" to be read by Mr. J. P.
Barber. 7.30 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—

Dr. Arthur Newsholme on “ Nature of Nuisances, includ-
ing Nuisances the Abatement of which isDilTicuU.” 8
p.m.

Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures' .—yir. C. F. Cross,
F.C.S., on “The Industrial Uses of Cellulose.” III.
8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire ArchitecturalSociety.—]. 30 p.m.
Lh'trpool Architectural Society.—Paper by Mr, \V. E.

Willink, entitled “ Medieval Trade Guilds.” 6 p.m.

Tuesday, March 2.

Society oj Arts (Apflied Art Section).— ^s\x. Matthew
Webb on “ Gesso.” 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Papers to be further
discussed:—

(

t) “The Main Drainage of London," by
Me.ssrs. J. E. Worth and W. Santo Crimp

; (a) “ The Puri-
fication of the Thames," by Mr. W. J. Dibdin. 8 p.ni.

Wednesday, March 3.

Royal Archceologicnl Institute.— "Fix. H. P, Fitz-
Gerald Marriott on “ The Portraits of Pompeii." 4 p.m,
Carfientod Nall. London Wall.— Professor J. A.

Fleming on “The Work of the Electric Current," with
laiitein illustrations and e.xperimcnts. 8 p m.

British Archceological dissociation.— "^Ix. Thos. Blashill
on “ Some Seventeenth Century Records of Absentees fiom
Church." 8 p.m.
Scriety 0/ Arts.— S p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Demoustraliom foi Sanitary

tFTiVerj).— Inspection at the L.C.C. Common Lodging
House, Parker-street, Drury-lane. 3 p.m.
Liverpool Engineering Society. VI

.

Brodie on
“ Dock Gates." 8 p m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.— ^Ix. Alexander

Drew, C.E., on "The Practical Designing of lion and
Steel Roofing." VI. 8 p,ni.

Edinburgh^ Architectural Society.— tAr. R. S. Lorimer
on " The Artistic Work and Influence of William .Morris.”
8 pm.

Thursday, March 4.

Society ofAntiquaries.—^\ez\\ox\ of Fellows. 8.30 p.m.
Society of . i rts.—8 p.m.
Royal /nWH'wZron.—Professor Percy Gardner, F.S.A.,

on “ Greek History and Extant Monuments.” I. 3 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—

Dr. J. F. J. Sykes on “Objects and Methods of Inspec-
tion." 8 p.m.



Cottage and Retort Hoase at Qae-
works, Orange-over-SandB

Factor; and Laundr;, Great James-
street, Londonderry

'Broken Guernsey Granite, Jic..

'Works and Materiali

Sarreyrr's Materials ..

Additions to ChilstChurcb,Waterloo,
Lieerpool

E. J. Clegg, 160, Hudders-
fleld-r'od, Newbey...

F. Wbltiuore, Archt. 17,
Duke street
W, C, Street, Arclit 7,
Victoria-st. Westiiiioster

Hllibert, Broughton-
'ove. Grange-over-Kandi

W. Barker. Archt. ‘2S, Or-
chard-st. Londonderry .

.

J. J. Stokes. Vestry Hall,
Lower-road, Rotherhithe

0. B. Tomes, Council
OlBces

Boro' Scry. Town Hall .

.

Austin <S Paley. Archt.
Lancaster

Badecoch & Bruce, Archt.
53, Pilgrim-street, New-
castle-on-Tyne

F. W. Dixon, Archt. Tre-
velyan Bldgs. Manchester
H. Burton, Sury. 2.

Guide-lane, Hooley Hill

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature ot Appointoieot, By whom Advertised. Salary,
Applies-

be In.

*OIerk, also Draughtsman for Surv.
Poplar Bd. of TYorko..

Slchtnohd Onion ....

Clerk. 120f, rising 160f.
;

Draiiglitem&n 1502. rielDg
to 2002. per antmro . . _ .

,

1S02. per annum .........
•Val-jer to Assesameut Committee ....

Mar. 1

do.

Those marked with an asterith («) gre advertited in this Number. Competitions, pAv. Contracts, pp. iv. vf. & vlH, Public Appointments,pp. xvi.di -Ax.

Institution of Ch'il .fn.fi'ru'erT.— Students' Visit to the
Works of the Incandescent Electric Lamp Company,
Brook Green, Hammersmith. 2.30 p.ni.

Socitty for the Encouragement 0/ the Pint Arts.—
Mr. F. H. Evans on " Canterbury and Ely Cathedrals,”
with limelight illustrations. 8 p.m.
London Institution.—The Rev. Canon Benham on

" Cheapside," illustrated. 6 p.m.

Friday, March 5.

The Architectural Association—Dr. F. S. Granger on
“ Greek Sculpture and Greek Legend," w ith lantern illus-

trations. 7.30 p.m.

Saturday. March 6.

The Architectural Association .—Spring Visit to Her
Majesty's Theatre, Hayinarkct. 2.30 p.m.

.'ianitary Institute {Demonslr,i/ions /or Sanitary
Officers ').—Inspection at the Marylebone Stoneyard, Rich-
mond-slreet, Edgware-road, W. 3 p.m.
Sanitary Inspectors' Association. — Annual Dinner,

Holbom Restaurant. 6 p.m,
Institution of Junior hn^neers. — Conversazione at

th“ Westminster Palace Hotel. Reception at 7.30 p.m.
by the President, Mr. A. R. Binnie, M.Inst.C.E., and
Mrs. Binnie.

4 .S97-—Water Waste-Preventing Flushing Appa-
ratus: S. S. //i/Zyer.—The inventor provides a duplex
syphon arrangement, the shorter legs being situated
the flushing cisterns. The other legs descend and ji„ - legs descend and join
each other, and both merge into the descending-pipe by
which the flushing water passes from the cistern and
syphons to the closet p.an, &c. One of the inlet legs of
the syphons in the cistern is provided with a valve, which
can be raised in the leg and operated by hand, foot, &c.,
with the result that both syphons act simultaneously to
discharge the water from the cistern to the place to be
flushed.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

1,680.—Fire-gratbs : IV. Johnson.—•'The inventor pro-
poses to construct cottage and bedroom fire-grates so that
they can be either used as open grates or converted ini

cooking ones. For this purpose he provides grates with
movable “cooking plate " at a suitable height over fire,

and also a hinged plate to top front bar of grate, provided
with a draught-plate or door. The flue isso formed
utilise all the heat of the fire.

2,852.

—

Brick-drying Chambers : E. Thomas .—This
invention has for object the means ,,of beating brick
kilns by steam or hot water. Wa *s of kiln are con-
structed either holiow cr traversed by charnels, so that
the pipes for heating can pass around interior. These arc
in connexion with a steam boiler or the exhaust pipe of a
steam-engine. Floor (composed of a porous conipositbn)
is laid on brickwork, so as to leave hollow spaces to admit
steam.

3,004.— Prevention of Pipes Bursting nv Freezing

:

W'. H. Le Rcy.—T\\e inventor empties pipe from main to
house by a bib-cock inserted at the outlet end of the
valve controlling the service from the main. Freezing and
bursting of pipes is thus prevented by drawing off all
water contained in pipes beyond the valve controlling the
supply from the mam.

3,972.~ARTiFiciAL Stone: .S'. The inventor
takes slaked lime containing as little water as possible, and
mixfs it with quartz sand, and, if necessary, with argil-
laceous colouring matter in suitable proportions. The
mixture is moulded and the blocks placed in a heating
chamber, heated by steam or hotair. Temperature is then
raised to about 50 df g. C in first five or six hours. Heat is

slowly raised to about 80 deg. C, reaching ihi.s point after
twelve hours, and maintained for two or three hours.
Temperature is then rapidiy raised to go deg. C, and the
heat maintained for four or six days, according to size of
blocks. This process causes the formation of a smooth
and solid layer of calcium silicate.

5i034-”“CiiiMNEy
_
Cowls : F. Rogers.—The inventor

contract.s top of chimney or sh.aft, and supports a hood
thereon by suitable arms, the top of this hood being also
contracted. In turn this hood supports a helmet by means
of arms. Lower portion of helmet is made taper, and
joins a cylindrical portion of approximately the same
diameter as the upper part of hood. Upper portion of
helmet also contracted, and furnished with a perforated
ring at its orifice. Cowl may consist of any material.

6,683.— pii.MBSTic Fire-grates:/. Parkinson.—T'tic
inventor hinges the front bars of the grate to one or both
sides, so that they can be swung out on their pivots for
the purposeof cleaning, moving live coals or cinders from
grate, &c,

18,745.—Sewer Gas Destroyer :
Ui. Eeginton.—Tho

inventor’s apparatus comprises (i) a portable engine for
driving the fan, (2) a sewerage gas extractor and destructor,
(3) a disinfector, (4) air-proof mats, and (5) air-proof drop-
plates. The gas extractor and destructor is a metal
cylinder, which is placed directly over the manhole. In
the extractor are placed a fan, and fire-bars for a fire near
the top of same. Di.sinfector is also a metal cylinder, with
a bottom of fire-bars, and a perforated shelf for disin-
fectants, and is thoroughly air-tight. When apparatus is
in use in road where defective drainage has been found,
the extractor is placed over first manhole, the drop-plates
are fixed at all points in the section of sewer being treated,
so as to isolate It ; the mats are placed over the covers of
all the manholes between first and last

;
and the disinfector

is then placed over shaft of last manhole, with the result
that the whole of the sewer gas is under control and can be
thoroughly dealt with.
21,886.—WiNonw-SASH Attachment.— .,4 . /. Bolles

and Another.—The inventors claim in connexion with
ordinary sash windows, the combination of vertically
movable stiles, mounted in the spaces formed by the
usual beads, and provided with counter-balanced weights
which are secured by plates, which plates are provided
with recesses in their upper sides and inwardly directed
shoulders, behind which are placed blocks, with which are
connected cords or chains, which are also connected

tudinal grooves, in which cords are placed. Various
modifications of the invention are described.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.
February 8.—3,266, R. Leftwich, Closet-seats. 3 272

G. Knowles. Valve Ventilating Manhole-cover for HouseDrams and Sewers.—3,3to, S. Maffey, Flushing Cisterns
P*'®®ses for Forming Artificial Stones.

Slabs, Tiles, &c. ’

FEnRUARY_9'--3.436, W. Smith, Chimnej'-pots.—3,463,
T. Kiiner, Soil, Ram, and otner like Pipes.

-5 ^ .3>

February lo.—? 531, J. Wright, Waste or Slop-water

Closets.—3,571, A. Van der Vijgh and Others, Fireproofs
3,579, B. Russell, Class Lens for Pavements or'

Stall-board Lights.—3,385, J. Whittaker, Builders' ScaLi
folding.

Feuruarv 11.-3,650, A. Fry, Watertight Metal Bar for'
Class Roofing.—3,652, H. Darrah, Ceiling Roses, &c.

—

3,084, M. Spear, Supporting and Guiding Sliding Doors.

—

3i094,J- Hamblet and J. Stanford, Construction of Walls
to enable ferns and other plants to be grown thereon, and)
in bricks for building the walls.
Fedrrarv 12.-—J. Farley, Joints of Earthenware Pipes,

«‘=-~3
i 767. .D. Pont, Mortising Machines.—3,784, W.'

Turner, Graining Tool.

T,
—3,8511 M. Hall, Floors of Rooms and)

Bujldings.-3^8o, H. Gibbon and W. Tyrer, Windows'
and Window Frames^.—3,883, J. Shanks, Cisterns, Sinks,
Baths, &c.—3,889, h. Saniter, Imitation Tiles on Metal. 1

•-3.9>7. R- Silverwood, Sliding Window Sashes andi
trames.—3,952, C. Archer, Fastening Joists, Girders, &c..:
to each other.— ^ lt vTo...-— d.
or Fans.-3,977,

'
3,960, H. Hauser, Rotating Ventilators
W. Biyson, Sash Fastener.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
26,570, M. Adams, Channel Bends.—312 R. Ewii

Jointing of Iron and other Metai Pipes.—545, E. and
Richards, Flushing Cistern .\pp.aratus and Fittings.—

7

H. Phillips and b. Wickens, Vitreous Enamelled C
Metal as Door Furniture.—1,171, J. Moore, Regulat
and F^temng of Window_ Sashes and Frames.-i,3
Tonks (Limited) and J. Whiting, Spring Hinges and Di
Springs.—2,047, W. Be'ielstein, Flushing Apparatus w
Movable Syphon for Water-closets.—2,164, W. Drummoi
Chimney-pot.—2,220, G. Jennings and Others, Lavato
Bath, and other Valves.-2,244, Sir J. Smith, Fire Grat
-2,237, W. Bray, Chimney Tops. &c.—2.302, W. Hew
liles. 2,594^ H. Jenkins and W. Addis, Chimney Cov
Ventilators, Dunn, Gate.—2,689, G. V^,u<4 >y. L-unn, oate.—2,ot
Chimney and Ventilating Shaft Top Down-c.»uKUi a
venterand Wind Guard.-2, 703. T. Drummond, Chim
Cowls and ventilators.

COMPLETE SPECtFiCATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to opposition for two months.

5,079, _F. Newman, Chisels.—5,257, F. O'Donnelt,
Syphon Flushing Cisterns.-6,46o.

J.’ Me’arnsi Taper Bend
Pipe for House Drains.— 27,954, J. Pennycuick, Ventilated
Window Lights.— 27,955, J. Pennycuick, Vault LighLs.

—

29.489, W. Durrant, Gully, Grease or Like Traps.— 302, A.
Hayward, Window Shutter Fasteners.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPLRIY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT,

January 28.—By Mullett, Booker, & Co.
Hyde I’k.—Marlborough Gate, f.g.r. 105/., rewr-

sion in 77^ yrs A3,550
Marlborough Gate, f.g.r. 30/., reversion in 77^

yrs goo
By Newbon, Edwards. & Shephard.

Marylebone.—39, 40, and 41, Stafford-st., u.t. 23
vrs.. g.r. 54/ 63s

Highbury.—122, Highbury New Pk., u.t. 52^
yrs., g.r. 12/. 12s., e.r. looZ. j 2jo
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Barnsbury.— IS, Pultejiey-st., u.t. asi yrs., g.r. 4/.,

r. yil. X30

Bow.—Merchant-st., f.g.r. 12/., reversion in 62 yrs. 350
Stratford.—19, 21, 23, and 25, Arundel-rd., u.t.

82i yrs., g.r. 2of 730
By WiLLATS & Co.

Kentish Town.—85 and 87, Islip-st., u.t. 33! yrs.,

g.r. 16/. 16s., r. 76/ 680
By S. B. Clark & Son.

Marylebone.— II, Duke-st., u.t. loj yrs., g.r. 20/.,

r. 90/ 45°

20 and 21, Union-st., u.t. s^yrs., g.r. 24/., r. 126/. 230
Kentish Town.—89, Bartholomew-rd., with work-

shop, u.t. 64J yrs., g.r. 7/., r. 66/. 480
Hammersmith.—Andover-rd., York Cottage, u.t.

yrs., g.r. 6/., r. 34/. 235
By Stimson & Sons.

Southwark.—142 and 144, Borough Higb-st., f.,

e.r. 160/. 2,245

1 to 17, 17a, and 18, Eve's-pl., f., r. 526/. los.... 3,450
Bermondsey.—Black Swan-yd., freehold factory

premises, r. 125/. 2,000

Black Swan-yd., freehold warehouse and
stabling, r. 105/. iiSio

Walworth.—324, Walworth-rd., f., r. 100/. 2,160

Stockwell.—Hubert-grove, f.g.r. 24/., reversion in

Sji yrs 690
Stepney.—47, Rectory-sq,, U.t. 67! yrs., g.r. 5/.,

e.r. 36/.

Lambeth.—16 and 18, Westminster Bndge-rd.,
u.t. 22 yrs., g.r. is., e.r. 95/.

Streatham.—Lanercost-rd., “Tamar," u.t. 92^
yrs., g.r, 8/., e.r. 50/.

By BoYTON & Peckam (at Walhani Green).
Fulham.— i to 7, St. Peter's-ter., f., r. 256/. 2,320

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
;
g.r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

;

f. ror freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold
;

e.r. for

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term ;
p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years

;
st. for street ; rd. for road ; sq. for

square
;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace ; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard &c.

BRIGHTON (Sussex).—For the supply of granite kerb and
,jo tons granite pitchers, for the Corooration. ftir. F. J.C. May.
Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Brighton :

—

Edge Curb. Flat Curb, Pitchers,

loin, by 6 in. tain. by 6 in. 6m. by 4 in.

per foot, per foot. per ton.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Blichfeldt & Co i ai ...... z a 24 6

Coopers, Limited 1 2} 1 rj 25 °

Goodchild & Co.» i 3J i 3! {“I 5
A. iS: F. Manuelle* t i 5J 33 3t

3\ I
:

‘

Croft Granite Co i 7 i 4} 27 6
• Accepted.

A. & F. Manuelle, 101, Leadenhall-streel, E.C. :
—

3.000 ft. of 13 in. by 6 in. flat Guernsey curb, at is. 7jd.

4.000 ft. of 10 in. by 6 in. edge Guernsey curb, at zs. sld.
150 tons 6 in. by 4 in, Guernsey pitchers, at 33s, 3d,

E, J. Van Praagh & Co., 6. East India-avenue, E.C.

5.000 ft. of 12 in. by 6 in. flat Norway curb, at is. 3|d.

10,500 ft. of 10 in. by 6 m. edge Norway curb, at is. sid.

Coodchild & Co.. iiS, Fenchurch-street, E.C.

350 tons of 6 In. by 4 in. Norway pitchers, at 26s. 6d.

t Guernsey. 1 Norway.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER (centinued).

t/ts/o

5/0/0 6/0/0

o/o/o 0/0/0

4/s/o

B/0/0 o/o/o

Teak, E.I.. ..load o/o/a 16/0/0
Sequoia, U.S. ft.cu. 1/9 a/o

Ash, Canada load a/is/o 4/0/0

Birch, do S/zS/o 5/to/o

Elm, do .... s/io/o 4/15/0
Fir. Dantsic, &c.. s/15/o 4/15/a

Oak. do...
-I--.-

Canada
Cine, Canada red
Do. YeUow .... ....

Cath, Dantsic,fath 4/10/0 5/10/0
SL Petersburg.. 5/0/0 6/10/0

Wainscot, Riga.
<cc.. log l/to/o 4/15/0

Odessa,crown.,,. i/zo/o 4/15/0
Deals. Finland
2nd & iststd 100 9/a/o 9/10/0
Do. 4th & 3rd. . . 9/0/0 9/ie/e

Do. Riga 7/zo/a B/zo/o

St. Petersburg.
ist yellow.., . 12/0/0x3/10/0

Do. and yellow lo/o/o xi/0/0

Do. white 9/zo/e rt/io/o

Ewedlsh 9/0/0 16/10/0
White Sea lo/io/o 17/0/0

Canada, Pine zst ao/o/o 23/0/0
Do. do. 2nd . . .. 14/10/0 16/0/0

Do. do. 3rd, Sic. 7/0/0 lo/io/o

Do. Spruce, ist.
' '

Do. do. 3rd and
9/10/0 ii/io/o

7/X5/9 9/0/0

7/0/0 zo/io/o

5/0/0

New Brunswick
Battens, all kinds
Flooring boards,

sq., I in. prep.
ist 0/9/0 0/16/0
Do. and e/7/6 0/12,6
Other qualities—

Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, Sic.

Mahogany, Cuba
Su Domingo,

Mexican, <&. do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio

Bahia
Sadn, St. Doming.

e/5/9 0/7/0

/4» is
4 SM 16

lAi 1/8

4/0/0 is/o/o

7/0/0 14/0/0

6/0/0 15/0/0
D/0/7

Sadn. Porto Rico 0/0/7
Walnut, Italian .. o/o/g 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ........ton 2/6/04 0/0/0
Bar. WeUh, in

London S/tS/o 5/*7/6
Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o 5/i3/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London 5/15/0 6/10/0

Copper— British

cake and ingot S4/ro/o SS/0/0
Best selected .. 55/5/a 55/15/0
Sheets, strong.. 6.1/10/0 61/10/0
Chili bars 51/7/6 0/0/0

Yellow Mtl lb. 0/0/5 0/0/siLead — Pig.
Spanish ....ton fi/13'9 ir/15/0

English com.
brands 21/16/3 tt/18/9

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq, ft.

and upwards .. 13/0/0 0/0/0

Pipe 13/10/0 0/0/0

Zinc — English
sheet ton.. 20/10/0
Vieille Mon.
tagne li/zo/o
Spelter 17/12/6

Tin—

S

traits .... 61/7/6

English Ingots. . 65/16/0 65/5/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0

Billiton 59/25/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 15/0/0

Cocoanut, Cochin 27/15/0
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0
Palm, Lagos 4/10/a
Rapeaeed, English
pale 27/10/0 27/is/o

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/10/0
Cottonseed ref. .. 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6

Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6

Tar — Stockholm
barrel 23/0 o/o/o

Archangel 0/13/6 o/o/o

Turpentine... .ton 20/15/0 20/17/6

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

chould be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us

not later than ro a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
ts given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
;(iioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

ABERDEEN (N.B.).—Accepted for the execution of road works,
-for the Town Council. Mr. Wm. Dyack. Burgh Surveyor, Town
ilouse, Aberdeen :

—

Menzies-road—Macadamising, &-c.

Alex. Leith. 50, Holbura-street, Aberdeen £9^0 3

It'alktr.flace—Macadamisiji^, &•(.

Alex. Leith, 50. Holburn-stiect, Aberdeen .1^174 16

i^ S 4 I Charles Haines*

.

[All of Bath ]

• Accepted.

BEDFORD.—Accepted for additions to premises. Messrs. Usher
61 Anthony, architects, Bedford

Geo. E. Fathers, Bedford £969 15

3i 33

BRITON FERRY (Glam.).—For the construction of a reservoir,

fllter-bed. A'C.. for the Urban District Council. Mr. Togarmah
Rees, C.E., Com Exchange<Uambers, Newport, Mon,

James Allan, Cardiff .£16,437 6

BRIXHAM.—For the erection of a caretaker's cottage, for the
Brixham School Board. Messrs. Norman G. Bridgman and Walter
H. Bridgman, architects, Torquay, Paignton, and Teignmouth.
Quantities by Mr. Vincent Catterraole Brown, of Paigntr- •

Webber & Maunder
E. P. Dovey , ^” 374 [W, Wyatt 356

[Architects’ estimate, ;£30o.l

DURHAM. — For the erection of twelve workmen’s hbuses,

Mitchell-street. Mr. G«o. Ord, architect, i6, The Avenue, Dur
ham :

—

Masonry and Bricklaying.—}. C. Brad- ,

ley .

Joinery.—T. W. Mowbray
Heron & Brown

Plastering.—T. Nesbitt
Slating.—T. W. Blakey
Painting.—T. K. Dodd

[All of Durham.]

Wra. Foster, Bingiey, Yorkshire . £^3.470 13 4

GLYNCORRWC (Wales).,-Accepted for alterations, to

school buildings, for the School Boaid. Messrs. Lambert Si Rees,
architects, Bridgend

D. Lloyd, Cymmet. nr. Port Talbot £,395 »5 0.

GOOD EASTER (Essex).—Accepted for a pair of cottages and
repairs to "Fouchers." Mr. R, Mawftood, architect:—

Holland 5: Unwin, Great Leighs j£6os

HELSTON (Cornwall).—For the execution of drainage works,
Porthleven, for the Rural District Council of Helston, Mr. W. K.
Jenkins, C.E., Torleven House, Porthleven

Thomas & Son, Crowan

KINCSWEAR.-For additions to “Bryndart," Kingswear. for

Major C. P. Dean. Messrs. Norman G- Bridgman & Walter H.
Bridgman, architects, of Torquay. Paignton, .and Teignmouth.
Quantities by Mr. Vincent Catterrooie Brown, of Paignton :

—

M. Webber* Sorj ..£;2 i3 o o I R. C. PiUar ..

James Short 310 0 0 E. P. Bovey*
E. Pike — .... 200 0 o| • Accepted.

[Arcliitects' estimate, £Jaoo.]

..£198

BROMHAM (Bedfordshire).—For the erection of a country
house for Mr. W. H. Allen. Mr. George P. Allen, architect, 26,

Great Ormonde-street, Russell-sijuare, w.C.
S. Foster, Kempscon £^6,128

CARISBROOKE.—For making a new road at Carisbrooke
for the Isle of Wight Rural District Council. Mr. J. E. Haynes.
Surveyor
M. Drake £175 o e 1 James Lowe* £Jio9 7 ^

C. H. Coker 139 0 0 |
•Accepted.

CATERHAM.—For erecting a house on Caterhara Manor
Estate, for Mr. Paul. Messrs. Bemey * Son, architects

S. Page £j3,9.3o

Winbui
Debenham 2,878
Thompson 2,869
D. W. Barker 2.814

J. Smith & Sons 3,810

Kanscomb & Smith 2,804

Saunders. .^3,669
hitehead * Co. 2,644

Marriage & Co 2,619
W, Smith * Son 2.569
Cheeseman 2,419

Sidney Hart 3,336
Camick (accepted) 2,199

CHALE.—For widening a road at Chale. I. W.. for the Isle of
Wight Rural District Council. Mr. ]. E. Haynes.Surveyor;—
J. Linnington & Son ....£ji67 olJamesLowe* j£io5 10

C. H. Coker 120 o| 'Accepted.

No. I

Moss & Co. -£1560 I
H. Potter, Chelmsford* ....£JS30

No. i.

Smith * Son £^480 I W. Samms, Chelmsford*. . . .£^397
E. Saltmarsb 440 H. Potter 430
W. Fincham 43« I

No, J.—Pair 0/ Cottages, Primrose Hilt,

W. Fincham £495 olH. Potter £^480 0

W. Samms 490 0 I J. Gowers, Chelmsford*.
. 420 0

E. Salunarsh.. 480 10
|

* Accepted.

COCKETT (near Swansea).—For erecting tlio Cendros School,

for 350 children, for the Cockett School Board (near Swansea). Mr.
G. H. T. Laurence, architect. i8i. Queen Victoria-street. E.C.
Quantities by Messrs. W, K. Barber & Son, 22, Buckingham-street,
Adelphi, W.C.

Wood block
Floors.

364 14 6

Buildings.
Battray & Jenkins £r3.300

' ’

Thomas Watkins & Co. 3.179 :

Thomas Waters 2.810 1:

H. Billing 2,B8o i:

David Rees 3,987 ,

Davidjenklns 2,899 1

Lloyd Bros. 2,750 1

Gustavus Bros 2,565 ,

Thomas Davis 2.599

J. & F. Weaver 2.530 '

Klias Morgan 2,604
* Accepted subject to Education Department's approval.

3,075
S-tSS
3,017 '

COVE (Hants.).—For the erection of an additional class-room for

sixty children, with lavatory, &c., to the Board Schools. Mr. A. E.
Hall, architect, FruiUey, Surrey:—
G. Finch £575 0 1 Learning. Crookham,
W. Smith 571 10

1
Hants (accepted) £s49 o

CROSSHAVEN (Co. Cork).—Accepted for the erection of a resi-

dence. Mr- C. F. O'Sullivan, C.E., architect, Queen-street, Cork:—
J. Kelleher, 14. Sundays Well-road £395 -

[Lowest cf four tenders received.]

CROYDON.—For alterations and additions at the Board Schools,
Mitcham-road, Croydon, including new class-room and cloak-room-
infants’ department, new water-closets, offices, and playsheds, and
bath-room to master's house, for the Croydon School Board. Mr.
Robert Ridge, architect, 12, Katharine-street, Croydon
E. J. Saunders .£1.250

I
D- W. Barker £',175

Umlandt * Nichol 1,215 A. BuUock ••6a
W, Smith & Son 1.191 1

H. Bacon 1.120

E. Goulder 1,188 I D. Waller i,too

S. Hart i,ij6
I
E. _P. Bulled * Co.* 1,067

BEDFORD.—Accepted by the Corporation of Bedford for

underground convenience
Geo. R Fathers, Bedford £^346

BRECHIN (N.B.).—For paving carriage way, Witchden-road.
for the Commissioners. Mr. Wni. Eggie, Burgh Surveyor.
Brechin
P. Tawse £J«.034 6 0 I A. Lei'h £^789 8 0
.1. McAdam & Sons i,oc3 3 6 J. Leith, Jun., Aber-
F. Bain 972 3 o deen* 879 1 0
Martiu A Macfatkme] 930 29] * Accepted.

i,i76|E. P. Bi

[All o(Croydon.]
• Recommended for acceptance.

CULLEN (N.B.)—Fortheeiecution of water-supply works, fir the
Cullen Police Commissioners and the Countess ofSeafield, Mr. Geo.
Ross, Burgh Surveyor, Cullen. N.B. Quantities by Messrs. Alex.
Smith and G. Ross;—

—John Barclay £413 9 8

Masonry— 239 4 3
Smiths' Hark — 98 ^7 9

Total

PinmHng.—'Wm. Beveiidge, Cullen*.

Total

For Il'ho/e H'ork.—J. Grsxit

,, .. Campbell Brothers ..

.Wasonry O/i/y.—George Mair

Accepted.

•£7St

KINGSWEAR —For erecting a villa residence, for Mrs. Walker,
Messrs. Norman G. Bridgman * Walter H. Bridgman, architects,

of Torquay, Paignton, and Teignmouth. Quantities by Mr. Vincent
Cattermole Brown, of Paignton :—
R. T. PiUar £793 I E. Pike £.706

G. Webber & Maunder ...
.

760 Smaridge * Curtis 685

S. Blachfotd 750 R,P. Bovey* 685
H. Webber & Sons 7«6 |

•Accepted.
[Architects' estimate, £700.]

LONDON.—For the erection of additions and alterations to

the Mineral Water Factory, Munster-road. Fulham, S.W., for

Messrs. Batey & Co., Limited. Mr. A. E. Howse, architect. 79,

Broorawood-road, Wandsworth Common. S.W.

J. Ivory £849 10
I
StimpsoB * Co A714 0

W. R. Williams 790 o Turtle & Appleton* .... 670 0

George Parker 725 o
|

• Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for structural works, and general repairs to

sixteen houses in Hunt-street, Latiraer-road, W. Mr. Arthur W.
Tribe, architect, 91, Clapham-toad

Hoare * Son, Blackfriais — £j98o

LONDON,—For additions and improvements at Nos. lao and
133, Clapham-road, S.W., for Dr. W. P. Fox. Mr, Arthur W. Tribe,

architect, 91. Clapham-toad

LONDON.—For the erection of four houses in Dorset-road,

Clapham-road. for Dt. W. P. Fox. Mr. Arthur W. Tribe, acchi-

tect. 91. Clapham-road i—
Hoare & Son £11,596 I Hibberd Bros., South
Peacock Bros i.Sto L-ambeth* £Ii.tM
Edwards & Medway ... 1,475! •Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection ’of a bakery at Charlton-place,

IsKngton. for Messrs. Brett & Beney. Mr. Geo. Waymouth, archi-

tect, 33, Moorgate-street, E.C. Quantities by Mr. A. Pauli, 6,

Qu^ity-court, W.C.
F. & H. F. Higgs JC5.900

I

Patman * Fothenngham£,s,49i
Colls & Sons 5.795 lohnson & Co 5-489

R. D. Lown * Son 5.690 Dove Bros S.37S

Sabey & Son s.597 I

LONDON.—For alterations to No. ii. Church-street, and No. 7,

Horse and Croom-yard, Westminster, for Mr. J. L. Moone.
Messrs. Waring & Nicholson, architects, 55, Parliament-street,

Westminster, S.W. :—
F. C. Hoskings £j4ao

[

Lapihome * Co £,384

T. Hooper 397 H. HaU* 356

Peacock Bros 394 I
* Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to Argyle Lodge.
Tulse Hill, for Mr. J. C. Lovell, Messrs. Yetts. Sturdy. & Usher,

architects. 144. Finsbury-pavement:—
Candler * Son £t,3oi

]

Woodward * Co At.170
Faulkner * Sons 1,187 1

John Ham * Son* i,i47

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection of Ilfley-buildings on the Boundary

street area, for the London County CouncU. Mr. Thomas BlashiU,

Arcbitect|:—
H. Faulkner & Co £4.763

j
T. L. Green £4.479

J. ShiUetoe & Son 4 715 R, A. Yerbury & Sons*.. 4.109

G. E. Todd 4.647 I
• Accepted.

[The amount of the Architect's originalestimate was £3.930, but

this figure was, owing to the lise in the price of materials, subse-

quently altered to £4,180.]

MERTHYR TYDFIL.—For the execution of sewerage works.

Mount Pleasant, Merthyr Vale, lor the Urban District Council

Mr F. T. Harvey, Engineer, District CouncU Ulfices, Merthyr
Tydfil:—
GaU & Farquliarson ,.£s7S
Amos & Harries .... 546 lu lu 1 >.-• *. /

G. Hancock 527 4 9 I
Gage 389 17 3

I. WUliamS 447 19 ii
|
Pairy 384 6 5

J Preece. Maiden • Accepted. CouncU to supply

Hereford* 440 14 n I
ironwork.

I
W. Lewis.. -••£409 17

2.357 '

Surveyor, Union-street. New
Wm. Shaddock ....£2.940
W. H. Berrv 2,<!30

E. Jenkins * Son ..

Gabriel Bennett ....

S. Mason. Limited..
R. R. tacey
Fisher
Veale * Son

n Abbot. Quantities by Surveyor:
Rafarel & Co £2,

— -

Parker Bros 2,

A. Thomas 2,

M. Bridgman 1.

Dart & Pollard .... i,

Hawking & Best.
Teignmouth* .... i.

• Accepted.

NOTTINGHAM.—For the enlargement of Quaro'-toad Board

School. Nottinghau

(Unsigned)

J. H. Vickers

J. Shaw
C. A. Pillatt

J. Oscroft
Appleby & Lambert .

(Unsigned)
j. Musson

A. H. Goodall, architect, Nottingham
•£3.625
• 3.58s
• 3,378

Dennett & logic £2.967 0
T. Barlow 2,936 0

F. H. Wilkinson 2,901 16

W. Pinkett 2,895 0

T. Cuthbert 2,830 15

J. Hutchinson, Notting-
ham* 2.800 0

(Unsigned) 2,734 0
• Accepted.
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PAIGNTON.— For works at Primley House, for Mr. H. C.
BeUield. Messrs. Norman G. Bridgman and Walter H. Bridgman,
architects, Torquay. Paignton, anrt Teignmouth. Quantities by
Mr. Vincent Caltermole brown, of Paignton:—

Drainage and Sanitary It'vri.

R. Harris £^6$ I G. Webber & Maunder ....£390
r. & R. E. Drew 307 H. Webber & Sons* ago
E. Pike 300 I

[Architects’ estimate. ,£300.]

For Fixing Grater.

H. Webber & Sens* £37 is

For Painting and Papering.

S. Tucker £’33 0 I H. Webber & Sons* £gi
Mitchell&Son ri4 0 | J. Thomas & Son 93

• Accepted.

—Erecting Upper Standard r

PAIGNTON.—For erecting a villa residence, for Mr. William
Tozer. Messrs. Norman G. Bridgman, and Walter H. Bridgman,
architects, Torquay, Paignton, and Teignmouth. Quantities by
Mr. Vincent Cattermole Brown, of Paignton
G. Webber & Maunder. ..£sc8 to I H. Webber & Sons ,£485
Smaridge & Curtis 498 0 R. Harris* 460
E, Westlake 490 0 I

• Accepted.
[Architects' estimate, £s».]

PAIGNTON,—For erecting Constitutional Club rooms and busi-
ness premises, for Mr. Thomas Adams. Mr. Walter G. Couldiey,
architect, of Paignton. Quantities by Mr. Vincent Cattermole
Brown, of Paignton:—
E. Westlake £*.798 0 o I G. Webber & Maun-
E. P. Bovey 1,695 0 0 I

der £’.479 1

R- Yeo 1,560 0 oIT. Bf;wn 1,450
H. P. Rabbich .... 1,574 0 o M. Bridgman, Paign-
H. Webber & Sons t.537 o ol ton* 1.434 17 6

* Accepted with modilications.

SLAPTON (S. Devonl. — For additions and alteratinns
'Higher Surt.” for Mr. H. G. Morgan. Mr. H. Vickery, archite:
Tnreross, Kingsbridge

House. Stables.
W.^dgeombe ^Sts 15 ^78 10

Toi

t. Brooking (accepted) 735 0

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.—For sewering and road-making on the
Avenue Estate, Southend-on-Sea. Mr. Arthur T. A. Bowyer,
surveyor. 90, Leadenhall-streei, E.C :

—
W. Buxton £533 0 I

W. lies, Southend* £3*5 *5

STONDON MASSEY [Essex). — Accepted for additions to
’Chivers." Mr. R. Mawhood, architect :—

H. Barlow, Ongar £617 15

TRURO.—Accepted for the execution of work at St. John'!
Schools. Mr. Wm. Swift, architect, 23, Lemon-street Truro'—

H. Tippett, Lemon-street. Truro £3 9

TYNEMOUTH.—For paving, ic.. George-street East, andB^or-stieet. CuUercoats. for the Urban District CouncU. Mr.
'. F. Smillle, Borough Surx'eyor, Tynemouth :—
G E. Simpson ^178 a 10

1 Jos. Wardlaw. New.
Thornton & Co 172 13 _,t

|
__gate.st., Morpeth* ^£144 9 9• Accepted.

Chafel-street.

James Atkins, Ryecroft, Walsall ^£98 !•

Prcnjidence-lane.

James Atkins, Ryecroft, Walsah £485

WELLINGBOI^UCH.—For the erection of a technical Insti-
tute. Council chamber, &c., for the Urban District Council. Mess^sSh^an iS: Archer, architects. Wellingbotoueh :—

Messrs.

m' £4.391
I

W. Benill £3.090
4.16.; W. Stevens*W. GoodmM 4,148 W.

J. Harrisonf f'ISHacksley Bros. 4^3! Accented.'
\ Withdraw.

[All of WdliDgborough.J

WIDNES.—For the erection 'of cemetery chanels &e Mnc*

few?! C-E., To^ h3!

wm. winnkrd;:::::;::::;^?iy
I * co“^

f^cabbutt 6.3l|pate"on'&son.. 11”

•r wn^l°o 6-1^ G.Rathbone’;;:::::::"'
C. Woods* Son 5.995 I Thomas Sadler, Widnesi

* Accepted. ^

Holloway Bros
G. S. S. Williams & Son..
W. Shurmur
R. A. ^'eibury & Sons .

J. Sbillitoe* Son
Treasure* Son
Perkins * Co
D. Charteiis
Lathey Bros
W. Downs
Stimpson * Co.
C. Cox
T. & M. Patrick
li. Lawraace* bons*

Extra ameunt

building brickwork

'M

SDBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS,ft]
prepaying at the Pablishing Office, 19s. per nrinniw o
4s. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "ne Beildar^
by Friday Homing't Pott,

125
130 TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

5 816 I

9.3C8 c

3.'»44 I

S.»34
S.C9S '

S.C93 <

S.cc6 (

99

PENROSE-STREET
J. Grover * Son
C. Cox
I. Garrett & Son ... .

E, Lawrance & Sons
W. Downs
Stimpson & Co.
Dove Bros

—Rebuilding offices. A:c. :
—

£2,500
I

J. Marsland
2.474

I

G. Munday * Sons ...

2.380 I E. Triggs
2.368 1

W. Akers & Co
2,352: Lathey Bros
2 346 Holliday & Greenwood'
= 345!

SHERBROOKE-ROAD. — Erecting Higher Standard rooms.

Extra amount
Amount of required for

Tender. building brickwork
'n cement.

.,£4.64418 .W. Downs
W. Shutmur . ,
T. Boyce 4.5:8 0 o
Perkins * Co 4.548 0 o
Treasure* Son 4,511 0 o
Lathey Bros 4 ^7 0 o
Dove Bros 4.338 o 0
C. Cox 4,553 o 0
R. A. Yerbuiy & Sons .... 4.277 0 o
E Lawrance & Sons 4.215 o 0
Stimpson & Co.* 4,124 0 0

* Recommended far acceptance.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
G. H. D. [Ameunt should have been stated).

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
n't cannot undertake to return rgeeted communUaUant.
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compelled to decline pointing out books and giving
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Proposed New Drainage By-laws for

London.

the Public Health

fLi.mdon) Act
1891, Section 39

(i), the London

County Council

was instructed to

“make by-laws

with respect to

water - closets,

earth - closets,

privies, ashpits,

cesspools, and

receptacles for dung, and the proper acces-

sories thereof in connexion with buildings,

whether constructed before or after the

jjjassing of this Act.” In 1893 these by-laws

-came into operation, and no sooner have

.architects and builders become familiar with

rthera than a new set of by-laws relating to

water-closets and other matters is proposed.

'This time, however, power is sought under

"the far-away Metropolis Management Act

1855, as Section 39 of the more recent Act is

-not sufficiently comprehensive to include

•such matters as subsoil drainage, rain-water

pipes, and the waste-pipes from baths,

•sinks, &c.

Certainly the sanitary regulations of

London are in an almost hopeless

muddle. What with the London County

•Council, the Commissioners of Sewers,

and the forty Vestries—each with its

own regulations—matters have come to a

pretty pass. The proposed by-laws of the

County Council are apparently intended to

supersede the regulations of the Vestries and

to impose a uniform system of sanitation

•throughout the whole of the Metropolis with

the exception of the City. Perhaps it has

been discovered that the regulations of the

Vestries were not legal. Be this as it may,

the adoption of one set of by-laws applicable

to nearly the whole of London is undoubtedly

a step ill the right direction, and one for

•which London architects and builders may

•well be grateful.

The proposed by-laws have been framed

ifor the purpose of regulating the dimensions,

form, and mode of construction of the pipes,

drains, and other means of communicating

with sewers, and the traps and apparatus

•connected therewith, and also for the pur-

ipose of providing for their proper cleansing

.and repair.

Many of the proposed by-laws are almost

identical with existing regulations, either of

the Council or of one or other of the

Vestries. The first by-law is quite non-con-

tentious, merely slating that subsoil drains

must be disconnected from sewers by means

of a suitable trap and ventilating opening.

The second requires all rain-water pipes to

discharge over or into properly-trapped

gullies, and prohibits the connexion of

water-closets, urinals, slop or other sinks,

baths or lavatories, with rain-water pipes
;

the only objection that can be reasonably

made to this is that the waste-pipes from

baths and lavatories might be excepted from

the prohibition, and a proviso inserted

similar to that in thfe Clerkenwell Vestry’s

Regulations, namely, “waste-water pipes in

the upper floors of premises. ... if con-

nected with rain-water pipes, shall only be

with such pipes as are outside the building,

and the junctions shall be made at

such points outside the building as shall

be easily accessible at all times,” By-law 3

deals with drains, and comprises ten clauses.

Drains may be of stoneware, cast-iron, or

“ other equally suitable material. " Clause 2

gives the thickness of metal for cast-iron

pipes, namely, tV 3'^^* pip^s, and % in.

for 4, 5, and 6-iii. pipes. Although 3-in.

pipes are mentioned, in this clause they can

only be used for the branch drains from rain-

water pipes, as the following clause provides

that all drains used for conveying “ sewage
"

must be not less than 4 in. in diameter. The

latter part of the third clause is the one to

which the greatest objection will be raised,

as it insists upon all sewage-drains being

laid on a bed of concrete not less than 6 in.

thick, and being “so constructed as to be

watertight and to be capable of resisting a

pressure of at least 2 ft. head of water.” but

the existing -requirements of some of the

Vestries are quite as stringent. The remain-

ing clauses of By-law 3 do not call for

comment
;
they are less exacting than several

of the regulations now in force. By-law 4

provides for the usual disconnecting trap and

inspection chamber, and By-law 5 prohibits

right-angled junctions in drains. The sixth

by-law deals with the ventilation of drains,

and is an almost verbatim copy of the regu-

lations in force in Islington
;
in one or two

places the new by-law is less stringent than

that on which it is based, but the size of the

ventilation shaft is increased from “ three

inches” to “that of the drain with which

,

such pipe or shaft may communicate,” unless

a soil-pipe, or slop-sink waste, be used as a

ventilation shaft, in which case a diameter of

3i- in. will suffice, provided the drain from it

be not larger than 4 in. By-law 7 relates

to waste - pipes from baths, lavatories,

and sinks, and overflows from cisterns,

&c., and is unobjectionable. Soil-pipes

and their connexions with closets and drains

are dealt with in the nine clauses of By-

law 8. These follow in tlie main the existing

,
by-laws of the Council

;
they are, however,

more exacting in respect of the weights of

soil-pipes (3i, 4, 5, and 6-in., lead pipes being

increased from 65,74, 92, and no lbs. per

10 ft. length to 73, 83, 104, and 125 lbs.
;
and

3^, 4, 5, and 6-in. iron pipes being increased

from 48, 54, 69, and 84 lbs. per 6 ft. length

to 65, 73, 121, and 142 lbs. respectively), and

cast - iron soil - pipes are forbidden inside

buildings; on the other hand, the require-

ments respecting the position of the open

tops of soil-pipes in relation to windows and

roofs are simplified to one word, safe—the

open end shall afford “ a safe outlet for

foul air”—the wire guard at the top is

no longer compulsory, and the usual

method of jointing pipes, &c., may be

superseded by any other “equally suitable

and efficient” method. By-law 9 requires

the ventilation • of the traps of water-

closets where more than one are connected

with the same soil-pipe
;
this by-law would

be improved by the addition of the words,

or “ slop-sink ” after the word “water-closet,”

wherever this occurs
;

it would then be

made clear that water-closets and slop-sinks

may be connected with the same soil-pipe,

provided their traps are properly ventilated.

The tenth by-law relates to slop-sinks, and

is not immoderate in its requirements.

By-law 1 1 throws on the owner of property

the onus of repairing and maintaining “all

pipes, drains, and other means of communi-

cating with sewers, and the traps and

apparatus connected therewith.” This is a

regulation which may induce carelessness in

tenants and consequently inflict considerable

hardship on owners, and we certainly

think that reasonable objection may be

taken to it. It is merely an application

to “pipes, drains .... traps, and appa-

ratus,” of the principle already applied

by the Council to “ water-closets, earth-

closets, privies, ashpits, cesspools, and re-

ceptacles for dung,” but it is undoubtedly a

principle which can be carried too far. The
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carelessness of tenants and servants is

usually responsible for the choking of traps

and frequently for the stoppage of pipes, and
we think that justice would be met by mak-
ing both owner and occupier responsible, so
that the owner need not be mulcted where
the damage is due to the carelessness of
tenants or their servants. The twelftl: is

the usual “penalty” by-law, and the thir-

teenth declares that the by-laws shall apply
to all new sanitary work executed in existing

buildings. The by-laws, therefore, are not
retrospective; existing arrangements may
remain so long, of course, as they are not

rruisances.

Doubtless there are some persons who
will condemn the proposed by-laws in ioto

;

to these, sanitary regulations mean reduced
profits and harassing supervision. With this

class of men we have no sympathy. Others
there are who fear that the stringency of the
by-laws will unduly and unnecessarily en
hance the cost of building in the Metropolis,
and add to the already heavy burdens of
householders. Indeed, we have received
letters to this effect from several architects,
who seem to regard the new regula-
tions as a new tyranny. With the views
of these we sympathise to some extent,
but at the same time we must point
out that sickness is far more expensive
than sanitation, and if the regulations are
the means of saving 07ie person in every
house from one illness of even moderate
severity, the expense entailed by them will
have been well spent. The proposed by-
laws, moreover, are less exacting in several
respects than many now in force, and, as
they have the merit of unifying the regula-
tions throughout the whole of London (with
the exception of the comparatively small
area of the City), we welcome them as a
boon to architects and householders. They
are not, perhaps, perfect—what is ?—but, on
the other hand, they are not unduly exacting.
Indeed, they do not impose a cast-iron law in
everything, but allow room for variation with
varying circumstances and for the adoption
of new and improved methods.

ON SOME AMERICAN THEATRE
DESIGNS.

|S to the true architectural treat-
ment of the theatre we are still,

m England, in an uncertain or
what, let us hope, is a transition---^'-1 *«' « iiouauion

stage. As far as concerns the construction of
the house, the necessity of fire-proofmaterials
of a fire-resisting curtain, of the structural
barrier to be maintained between tlie audi-
torium and the stage portion, and of ample
exit staircases, we liave arrived for the pre
sent at such a degree of general agreement
that the description of one new theatre in
regard to these practical points, reads much
like that of any other. But the architectural
meatrnent mostly takes care of itself; there
is no theory in regard to it, and no fi.xed
aim. Nor is this likely to be otherwise as
long as theatre-building is merely a com-
mercial problem in the hands of professional
experts, whose only aim seems to be to get
the house into a paying condition as fast as
possible. When public opinion shall be
brought to perceive that a theatre offers
one of the finest opportunities possible for
architectural effect and expression, and thatm this respect it is worth while to put sucha building into the hands of one of the best

architects of the day, and to allow a suffi-

1

ciency of time for the maturijig of a really 1

fine design, then we may hope to have
theatres which will be great architectural

works in the highest sense. But evidently
the time is not yet.

In this respect the Americans appear to

be ahead of us in good intentions at all

events. Several of tlie most important
theatres in New York and elsewhere in the
States are connected with the names of
some of the first American architects. But
when we look to them for some examples of

characteristic architectural treatment of a
theatre, we are obliged to confess to a

disappointment.

Mr. Birkmire’s small book on the planning
and construction of theatres in America,*
though it includes plans and also some con-
structional details which are of interest to

architects, is in the main what is generally
called a popular work, written in a light and
easy style, with the evident aim of rendering
the book agreeable and now and then a
little sensational to the general reader.
Still, it forms an interesting synopsis of the
tendency of recent efforts in American
theatre architecture, being illustrated with a
number of views of the exteriors and interiors

of theatres, reproduced from photographs,
and therefore so far trustworthy in regard to

the architectural treatment and effect of the
buildings. And we cannot say that these
designs afford us much help towards the
development of theatre architecture. The
discrepancy between the architectural cloth-
ing and the internal purpose and arrange-
ment of the building seems even greater
than with us, though in some cases the
architecture per se is better than we usually
see in English theatres.

The Metropolitan Opera House (New
York), by Messrs. Cady, Berg, & See, pre-
sents the appearance of two great blocks of
warehouses or offices, at the two corners of
the front, connected by a rather lower central
portion. Except that the buildings are not
so high in proportion to their width, there is
nothing to distinguish it from the common
American type of lofty office buildings
which we know so well. As the plan
of this particular house is not given, it

is impossible to say what relation this
exterior design may bear to it, but certainly
there is nothing whatever in the exterior
aspect which in the least suggests a
theatre. The conclusion from the appearance
in the illustration is that it is really a group
of blocks of offices with a theatre hidden
somewhere between and behind them. This
building, however, is fourteen years old.
Abbey’s Theatre, at the corner of Broad-
way and Thirty-Eight-Street, is only about
three years old, and was the first to

'

be completed since the enactment of the
new law relating to the building of theatres,
and the law in the case of this theatre, we are
told, has been strictly enforced. The exterior
presents a square block of building of six
stories, with ranges of small windows, sug-
gesting nothing so much as a hotel with an un-
usually large entrance flanked by columns
which, running through ground and mezzanine
stones, leaves a great hole in the centre of
the front with by no means good effect. The
name “Abbey's Theatre” appears in large
letters on the balustrade above the cornice

;

TV
Construction of American

Theatres. By William H. Birkmire. New York - John
Wiley & Sons. London : Chapman & Hall.

’ ^

certainly the only announcement, to the*

English eye, that this is a theatre. It is an-
ugly building, with not even a festive-

character about it. In this case also the;
plan IS not given

;
perhaps it was thought

that it would show too much. Turning to
the new Act, printed at the end of the book,
we seem to find some explanation of the
design in the provision that under certain-

circumstances a portion of a theatre building
may be used for business purposes. The
wording of this paragraph is as follows :

—

“When located on a corner lot, that portion cf
the premises bordering on the side street, and not
required for the uses of the theatre, may, if sucb
portion be not more than twenty-five feet in width,
be used for offices, stores, or apartments, provided
the walls separating this portion from the theatre
proper are carried up solidly to and through the roofi
and that a fireproof exit is provided for the theatre
on each tier, equal to the combined width of exits
opening on opposite sides in each tier, communical;.
ing with balconies and staircases leading to the
street, in manner provided elsewhere in this section
said exit passages shall be entirely cut off by brick
walls from said offices, stores, or apartments, and
the floors or ceilings in each tier shall bs fireproof.’”

The words “ that portion of the premises'
bordering on the side street” would seem
to imply that only one face of the theatre-
can be thus masked with offices, but the-

two faces of the building in this case
are treated identically, and the whole-
becomes a warehouse. In fact it is^

actually described so in the book ::

the exterior of the theatre presents^
six-story office-building of light stone.”

That may be good for business, but it is ai

wretched way of treating a theatre archi-
tectually; and the enactment which afRards
opportunity for it is in itself a very
unadvisable one, on practical as well as
architectural grounds.

The Fifth Avenue Theatre, ofwhich Mr_
Kimball is the architect, is an exception.
Here the main facade is, unfortunately, on
the flank and not on the front of the house,,
which was unavoidable, as what should hi
the front is built up with houses, and the-
main entrance is at the side of the building;
But the auditorium portion and the stage
portion are here well and characteristically-
treated. The entrance fapade is a rich an^
refined piece of decorative architecture ib
French Renaissance taste, rather spoiled by
the poor columned portico belonging to the
former house, which the architect has re*
tained, with more consideration for his pre-
decessor than for himself. The flank of the
stage portion adjoining is treated very
plainly in strong rusticated work, only
connected with the other portion by carrying
the cornice and string-courses through^
and relieved by a lighter columned attic
above. As an example of characteristic-

I

treatment of the two portions of the house
this is an unusual and excellent piece of
architecture. Possibly if this architect had
had the advantage of a free site he ^voulcf
have seen the propriety of making some
attempt to indicate the theatre form exter^-
nally in his building. As the site is circum-
stanced he had not the chance of doing so.
But the American theatre architects who,
deal with free sites do not appear to make'
any effort in this direction, so far at least as
Mr. Birkmire gives us the opportunity of
judging.

The huge establishment called Madison-
square Garden, by Messrs. McKim, Mead, &
White, with its tower modelled on the- lines-

of the Giralda, is a really fijie building, pretty
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.veil known in this country tlirough illustra-

;ions
:
though it certainly suggests a Hotel

3e Ville rather than a theatre. We observe

t stated in regard to the interior that

' no attempt has been made at decora-

:ion, other than to leave all the con-

struction open to view, and to paint the

columns, roof-girders, &c., a light buff tint,

ind the beauty of the interior resides in the

simplicity and in the light and graceful

ippearance of the construction.” It is to be

visited that there were more endeavour after

his simplicity in the interior treatment of

heatres, instead of the over-decoration,

[enerally of a more or less tawdry kind,

vhich meets us everywhere. There is the

ante want of reticence in most of the

ntcriors figured in this book, though

ve admit that on the whole the taste

11 the decorative treatment seems superior

0 that of the majority of English

heatres; only there is too much of it:

10 repose. It is rather amusing to notice

he enthusiasm of the author over the effect

f the endless repetitions of the domes in the

'astle-square Theatre by means of huge
airrors set over the doors ; a source of effect

I'orthy of a restaurant, and rather a nuisance

iven tliere.

The constructional arrangements forcarry-

ng the galleries without front supports are

ucli as we are familiar with here, and have

.0 special interest for architects. We gather

hat a great deal more attention is paid to tlie

omfort of the audience in the cheaper por-

ions of the house than is usual in England,

ipholstercd chairs being j)rovided, in some
if the theatres at least, even in the upper
;allery. The favoured method of ventilation

s by a plcaum actuated • by mechanical

aeans, and propelling fresh air into the

•OUse under the seats, in one instance

' through the liollow legs of the chairs.”

)ne very peculiar arrangement is mentioned
n the Madison-square Theatre—the orchestra

s placed on a platform above the stage and
in the stage side of tlie curtain; an arrange-

iient the supposed advantage of which, from

my point of view, it is impossible to under-

itand. The new enactment, howevci', has

aken note of it by a clause to the effect that

n future any arrangement for the orchestra

iloft in this manner shall be on the audi-

orium side of the proscenium
;
a provision

vhich, as the author observes, will probably

)revent the system ever being employed
igain.

In the case of the Empire Theatre, in

vhich the entrance to the “open court’

•e(juired at the side of the building by the

egal enactment is reached by a fireproof

5rick passage or tunnel, the author draws
itteiition to one danger in connexion with

5uch a mode of exit, besides tlie obvious one
if allowing the chance of a crush, vix. : that

f the main building liad got fairly well on
ire any falling beams or girders would crush

n the roof of such a passage. However, we
ire not likely to have any such mode of exit

illowcd in any theatre in England in the

present day.

Plans of most of the theatres mentioned
are given, as far as the house itself is con-

cerned, but in general these plans do not
include the approaches and exits to and from
die street, an omission which destroys a

good deal of their value.

The book will be interesting, however, for

architects to look at, though it is not specially

an architect’s book
;
and Mr. Kimball’s treat-

THE BUILDER.
merit of the exterior of the Fifth Avenue

Theatre, before referred to, is certainly worth

attention.

\ >

NOTES.
The constant recurrence of

LondS'Fires.
serious fires during the present

winter calls for comment. Ever

since the notorious petroleum fire at Purfleet

of some six weeks back we have had in

rapid succession important conflagrations at

Maple’s Repositories, in the Borough, in the

City, and elsewhere. Except for the sensa-

tional and often incorrect reports given in

the daily Press, we hear little of these fires

and the great risks involved. Little or no

interest is taken in the subject by the

public in this country, and we are under the

impression that little interest is shown by

the authorities directly concerned. But such

a constant recurrence of fires of a similar

nature, their rapid spread, and the usual

result of a general “gutting’’ of the pre-

mises concerned, cannot be attributed to

mere accident, and it is high time that

London, like other cities of importance,

should consider the best means of protection

against fire in a more serious spirit. Fire

protection comprises “fire prevention” as

well as "fire extinction," and both these

sections should receive careful attention. At

present the Building Act alone assists “fire

prevention," and the Fire Brigade is entrusted

with the fire extinction. We are afraid that the

subject of “fire prevention’’ has as yet only

been treated in a most amateur manner,

whilst there is ample room for the improve-

ment and development of our Fire Brigade.

The St. Mary Axe fire was in itself sufficient

cause to institute an inquiry into tlie pro-

tection of the metropolis, for we have had

nothing of this kind since Parliament re-

ported on the Metropolitan Fire Brigade in

1877.

With reference to Mr. Ricardo’s

^Cathedr^^^ letter in our last, we are

authoritatively informed that

Mr. Ricardo’s remark that the Dean and
Chapter were “ acting independently of their

architect” in regard to one point is an

assumption on his part entirely without

foundation
;
as indeed we supposed at the

time. Three or four years ago an old farm-

house and farm buildings belonging to the

Chapterwere taken down. As they were partly

built of Barnack rag, it was arranged that

all pieces of Barnack rag found in them of

sufficient size to be of any future use should

pass into the hands of Mr. Thompson,
to be used where tliey would be avail-

able in the repair of the cathedral. The
matter is long antecedent to the present

controversy. We attached no importance to

the fact, and merely mentioned it as reported

to us by a member of the Institute party

who visited Peterborough the other day, but

who apparently did not get the story quite

correctly. Any pieces used would reiiuire

careful selection, no doubt; but why should

they, with the weathered face outward,

decay any more than the probably much
older original stones of the front which
are to be re-set ? As to the rest of Mr.
Ricardo’s accusations, the portion taken
down has suffered nothing from the weather,

a temporary roof has been placed where
the gable is removed, and all the stone

taken down is under cover. Some people,

however, are determined that the Dean and
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Chapter shall be in the wrong, whatever
they do.

TvK'e. Atlicnaum of February

Athenr ^ reported the discovery at

Athens of an ostrakon, or

potsherd, bearing the name of Themistokles.

Of this curious find we are able— thanks to

the Bcrlmer Pliilologische Woche7ischiff,

February 27—to give our readers some
further particulars. The ostrakon in ques-

tion is a Iragment of the brim of a large

vessel, of black terra-cotta ware. On its

surface has been scratched with a sharp

tool the words “Themistokles Phrearrios”

in archaic letters. There can be no question

that Themistokles is the famous statesman,

and that one of the actual ostraka that

condemned him to banishment in B.C. 470

has come to light, Up to the present time

only three similar .voting ostraka had been

discovered, one on the Acropolis, with the

name of Megakles, son of Hippokrates, the

uncle of Perikles, another, also on the

Acropolis, with the name of Xanthippos the

father of Perikles, and a third, bearing the

same name but found in the Kerameikos.

All three are published, and we hope the

Themistokles ostrakon will shortly appear.

It was found in the excavations being

carried on by the German Institute near the

Areopagos.

Cremation
SMALL publication which

was issued by the German
“Cremation Society” on the

occasion of the National Exhibition at

Berlin, has reached us, and from it we
see what rapid strides are being made
in the cremation movement throughout

Germany, or we may even say throughout

the whole of Northern Europe. The Society

—which, by the bye, had its own building

at the Exhibition—works most energetically

for its cause, and appears to be actively

engaged in furthering the erection of furnaces

and mausolea in the different provincial

cities of Germany. At Berlin there is a com-

plete equipment at the Central Cemetery,

which cost about 1,000/. The number of

members in the Berlin branch of the Society

is 1,600, and there is room for 500 urns in

their present mausoleum. The publication

includes numerous illustrations of buildings

erected in different parts of the country for

the Society, more particularly among others

that of the crematorium at Hamburg. There

are also illustrations of the crematoria at

Ziirich, at Stockholm, &c., some of which

prove that it is quite possible to obtain an

agreeable architectural treatment of a

crematorium.

The North
Strike of North Eastern

Eastern Railway Railway employes, although
Strike.

lasting but a few days, has

resulted in unnecessaiy loss to the extent of

some thousands of pounds to the Company,
their customers, and to the men themselves.

It has demonstrated clearly the futility of

such rash and ill-advised proceedings, and
forcibly illustrated the great power for good
or evil exercised by the leaders of trades

unionists. Had Mr. Harford’s influence

been directed to keeping up hostilities, or

had he even adopted a neutral attitude in

submitting the terms of armistice to the men,

they would undoubtedly be out now, and the

trade of Newcastle and other north-eastern

ports seriously jeopardised. The North-

Eastern officials have also acted very com-

a
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mendably, and have proved that compromise

is not necessarily incompatible witli the

preservation of dignity. Of course, much
still remains to be settled, but it is a relief

to find the parties to the dispute refraining

from the unyielding attitude which has pro'

longed and embittered so many strikes. We
are glad to note that Mr. Ritchie stated in

the House of Commons on Monday that

there are hopeful signs of a settlement with

out the mediation of the Board of Trade.

p ^
The Committee appointed by

Sites for the the Government to consider
Pans SaloDs. question of arranging for

places of exhibition for the two Salons until

after the close of the Exhibition of 1900 has

been holding sittings under the Presidency

of M. Poincare, a former Minister of Fine

Arts. The following are the different locali-

ties already suggested: i. a portion of the

Tuileries buildings
; 2. part of the garden of

the Tuileries adjoining tiie Rue de Rivoli

3. the Palais Royal
;

4. the Place Vauban,

behind the Ecole Militaire
;

5. tlie alleys of

the Observatoire
;

6. the space along the

fortifications between the Porte Dauphin and

the Porte d’Auteuil
;

7. the Ranelagh
;

the Pelouse de la Muette. Almost all these

sites are inadmissible for one reason

another. The neighbourhoods of tlie Ecole

Militaire and the Observatoire are not

sufficiently central, and the same objection

applies to the fortification line between
Auteuil and Passy

;
and if temporary

buildings were established either at the

Ranelagh or on the Pelouse de la Muette,

there would be a general grumbling from the

Paris population. The only two possible

sites seem to be at the Tuileries and the

Palais Royal
;
and even in regard to the

latter the temporary giving up of the gardens
can only be on condition of the consent of

the inhabitants of all the houses which
surround them

;
so that the question seems

a difficult one.

Th= Building
exhibition will be opened

Trades on the 20th inst. by the Lord
Exhibition. Mayor and Sheriffs of London,

in its usual quarters at the Agricultural Hall.

The formal opening will take place at noon,
and at 3 p.m. on the same day the Archi-
tectural Association will make a visit to the
exhibition. On Monday the 22nd the Asso-
ciation of Municipal and County Engineers
are to make a special visit

; on the 23rd the
annual meeting of the Institution of Clay-
workers will be held there

; on the 24th there
is to be a visit of the Builders’ Merchants’
Association, and on the 25th a Conference
of House Painters and Decorators. There
will thus be a good many interests of
different kinds centred round the exhibition
during its first week of existence. It is an-
nounced that the exhibition will contain,

besides the usual trade exhibits, objects on
loan from South Kensington Museum,
the Corporation of London, and the City
Companies; and also architects’ drawings.
The latter element in the last exhi-
bition did not amount to very much

;

perhaps the management may have been
fortunate enough to have obtained more
support in that kind from architects for the
present e.xhibition.

ings of the Institution, of which that by Mr.

Alfred Price on "The Location, Con-

struction, and Equipment of Light or

Secondary Railways in Ireland," is perhaps

at the moment of the greatest interest. He
proves once more that a light railway is not

necessarily a narrow gauge one, nor is a

normal gauge line of necessity a heavy,

costly line
;
though, of course, the local cir-

cumstances of each case must decide the

best policy to adopt. Mr. A. Gore Ryder

contributes a paper on " Rough Testing of

Portland Cement for Practical Men,” which

is well \vorth reading by those who have

to deal with small quantities of Portland

cement, and who therefore cannot incur the

expense of the usual laboratory tests.

"Recent Advances in Bacterio - Chemical

Study of Sewage and other Polluted

Waters,” by the Curator in the Royal

University, Dublin—Mr. W. E. Adeney— is

the longest, and to some, no doubt, the most
instructive paper. Results of elaborate

experiments are given, showing the two
successive stages which micro-organisms

bring about in the sewage, and also the

extent to which atmospheric oxygen is neces-

sary for the natural process of sewage purifi-

cation. A series of notes by Mr. John
Purser Griffith on " Manganese Steel and
some of its Uses” details some of the

situations in which Mr. Hadfield’s most
valuable material may be used with great

advantage. Were it not for the drawback
that it is next to impossible to do anything
in the nature of machining on it, manganese
steel would, doubtless, come into more
general use. The remaining paper by Mr.
Karge Parry, on "The Administration of

the Irish Sanitary Acts by Local Autho-
rities," points out several weak spots in the

Act of 1878, and is of interest to those con-

nected with such work.

Birmingham ^HE Annual Report of the
Architectural twenty-second session of the

ssociation.
gji-jningham Architectural Asso-

Instttulion of
Civil Engineers

of Ireland.

The twenty-fifth volume of the

‘Transactions of the Insti-

ciation records an increase in the number
of members, and makes special mention of

the work that is being done for architecture

by the Birmingham School of Art. Attend-
ance at the classes there is strongly urged
on the student members of the Association.

In the sketching class, which isjreported to

have been well maintained this year, the

practice of time sketching from photographs
has been encouraged as a means of promot-
ing the faculty of rapid sketching out of

doors. The Report admits that this method
is not all that could be wished

;
it may be

useful to a certain extent, but we should
suggest that time sketching from anyobjects
in the round which present a perspective
problem—such as a chair, a table, ike., would
afford better practice in this sense than
sketching from photographs where the per-

spective is already made to hand. We
notice that of the prizes offered by the Presi-

dent for the best set of sketches and
measured drawings only the second prize
was awarded, as the condition was not
fulfilled of accompanying the drawings by a
short account of the buildings sketched, a
decision which we quite approve of. The
requirement that an account should be given
of the building sketched is a very useful one.
The Report is embellished by several pleasing

A GREAT deal has been hear

Gatf*
during the last few years of th

necessity for widening narro'

parts of the Strand, though little has yet bee
done to effect this. It may seem therefore

useless task to point out another plac

where the congested state of the traffic n
quires that some measures should be take

to widen the thoroughfare. This is on th

Knightsbridge-road, immediately to the ea:

of Albert Gate. The traffic in this plac

becomes daily in a more congested stab

Nor is this surprising, as practically thre

streams of traffic going west, namely, th

main Piccadilly stream, that from Grosveno:

place, and that from Park-lane and Hyd
Park, all converge at this gully. In tli

opposite direction come three opposini

streams—from Kensington, from South Ker
sington, and from Sloane-street. The resu

is that extreme delays and inconvcnienc

arise. This state of things admits of a

easy remedy by the widening of this piec

of roadway. It is a question of pounds-

shillings, and pence. But the gfowth c

London requires that this kind of wor.

should be done if the traffic of the Metro
polis is to be properly conducted.

The Hall,
Gray's Inn.

Ireland’

t^’ough slight sketches by members—memo-
tution of Civil Engineers of rials of the visit of tlie Association to

contains five papers read at meet- Oxford.

Under the superintendence o

Mr. Isaacs, Architect and Sun
veyor to the Society, tin

cement coating is being picked off the soutl

side of Gray’s Inn Hall, so as to expose the

red Dutch brick work of the wall and the

quoins of the buttresses. The north side

was similarly treated five or six years ago 1

our passing comment upon the work occa-

sioned some correspondence in our columns

for October, 1891. The hall was rebuilt in

1556-9, at a cost of 863/. loj. 8^., as is stated

in the " Origines Juridiciales ” of DugdaleJ

who cites an account (no longer extant)

rendered by Sir Gilbert Gerard, Treasurer,

in 1559. Until the alterations—we believe

by William Wigg—begun in 1826, it formed
an almost perfect example of its kind and
period. The gables were marked by ascending

battlements, in step form, of brick
;
the lateral

walls were finished with plain parapets. Oa
the tiled roof stood a wooden lantern in

three stages capped by a boldly projecting

cornice and a leaden cupola, with ball and
vane—a characteristic composition in striking

contrast with its sorry successor. The re-

pairs comprised a substitution of slate for

tile on the roof, the placing of angle-ledges

on tlie crow’s-rests, the covering of these, to-

gether with the walls, with compo or plaster,

and the alteration of the arches over the.

roadway at the west end. On the hall’s south

side a lavatory has been built between the two

buttresses of the eastern bay. The hall win-,

dows are unusually rich in armorial bearings d
the bay window in the north wall contains'

some coat-arms set up therein temp. Eliza-^.

beth, with many others that were engraved’

for Dugdale's " Origines.” These suft'ered

much damage from a subsequent storm ;<

they were reinstated as completely as was.

then possible, and in 1871 were rc-arranged,

,

and protected with antique glass. There is

a tradition that the oaken screen, of rich

design—the open gallery-front, above, is of

later date—and some of the dinner-tables •

were given to the Inn by Elizabeth. The '

Society possess a coloured drawing, ascribed .

to Wigg, showing the hall and chapel from

the north, as they appeared before the changes

were made to which we refer.
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The lease of “Queen’s House"
C>’eyne-walk,

jg offered for sale. It is No. l6,

Cheyne-vvalk, and is believed

to have been occupied by Katharine of

Braganza—her initials are on the wrought-

iron gates—who returned to Portugal circa

1692. The handsome, albeit simple, eleva-

tion, quite after the style of Wren, has been

impaired by the addition of an oriel on the

first and second floors beneath the central

pediment. In October, 1862, the house

was taken by the two Rossettis, Mr. George

Meredith and Mr. Algernon Swinburne. The
joint occupancy did not endure for long,

,

but Dante Gabriel Rossetti continued to live

there until his death in 1882. In the garden;

be kept his menagerie, and there is the

sycamore tree he painted in some of his

pictiu-cs. In July, 1887, Mr. Holman Hunt

jnveiled a memorial which Rossetti’s inti-

Tiate friends had set up in the public garden

opposite “ Queen's House." It consists of

\ grey granite drinking-fountain, designed

oy Mr. John P. Seddon, with a quarter-length

5gure of the poet, an alto-relievo in bronze,

nodelled by Ford Madox Brown, and is

llustrated in the Builder oi April 17, 1886.

\ view in Mr. Beaver’s “Memorials of Old

Chelsea ’’ shows the house with a figure of

Mercury rising from the roof.

“The Suburban Theatre " was

fheaireT subject of an interesting

paper read this week before the

Playgoers’ Club by Mr. Mulholland. The
movement in connexion with the suburban

theatres is ol recent date, and Mr. Mulhol-

land was practically the pioneer with the

Camberwell Theatre, opened in 1894. Apart

from the greater convenience of the suburban

theatres to the inhabitants of the outlying

districts, it sliould be remembered that the

modern playhouse, erected on cheaper

ground, is more spacious, more comfortable,

better ventilated, and better lighted than

many of the older central theatres of the

Strand district. There is not tlie slightest

doubt that the greater comfort enjoyed in a

suburban theatre has much to do with the

popularity of these institutions in their re-

spective localities, for it is anything but a

pleasure for people travelling from Hammer-
smith, Camberwell, or other suburbs, who
are already tired by their long journey, to be
penned up in some of the structures in which
drama is presented to Central London.

Results of
Report of the Medical

Sanitary Officer for the Leyton Urban
Insptt-uon.

Council gives a proof

of the salutary results of house-to-

house inspection in such a district. A
number of cases arc given in a tabulated

form in double column, the one column

stating the discoveries made as to the insani-

tary state of property, the other column the

remedies applied as a consequence of the

action of the authorities. The statement

gives a very satisfactory proof of the good

effects of careful inspection and official

action.

Among the various schemes of

RxhiUUon Private projectors submitted to

the Managing Committee for

the Baris Exhibition of 1900, the following

are those relating to architecture and con-

struction which have received the sanction

of the Committee : the “Palais de la Presse

et de la Publicite
;

’’ an iron turning pavilion
;

a theatrical museum, of which M. Nenot will

be the architect
;
moving platforms for

the transportation of visitors (the pro-

jectors are MM. Blot, Eugene Henard,

and Thevenet - Le-Boul
;

restorations of

ancient Frencli monuments
;

a modern

liouse
;

the “Palais des Femmes"; the

“Palais des Joujoux
;

the “Rue des

Siecles,” a street of buildings of various

ages
;

the palace for glass and ceramic

work
;

and lastly the “ Encyclopedic

Artisti([ue et Geographique,” in which each

country will be represented by a ^street or

an architectural monument, a proposal of

MM. Uezermeaux and Leblanc. Altogether

the Exhibition of 1900 promises to be a

rather curious collection.

THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARCHITEC-
TURE*:

WITH SOME REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF
GOTHIC.

There must be an interest in all past architec-

ture, partly on account of its obtrusiveness, and
partly because it embalms the knowledge, skill,

and taste of a bygone age ; but we take a still

deeper interest in those particular examples of

it, that have excited in us strong emotions we
often hardly know why. Some call forth our

admiration by their perfection, some by their

size, and some by their skill, and when the

skill shown is almost superhuman, we are

naturally curious to know how it came about.

History, however, mostly seizes on those military

achievements of nations which give them supre-

macy and permanence, for, as some learned man
very truly said, history is only the history of

successful military people, as the unsuccessful are

destroyed or absorbed. History, as a rule, takes

little or no account of those advances in the arts

which add comfort, ease, and elegance to society,

and does, too, its main business, the fighting of

great battles, very badly indeed. We, however,

occasionally catch glimpses of other matters

;

historians occasionally quote laws which throw a

little light on the improvements in husbandry, in

food and its cooking, on the clothing and housing

of the people, on their furniture, weapons, im-

plements, ornaments, games, and amusements,
as well as on those fine arts they cultivate.

Our main knowledge of these subjects is, however,

owing to occasional notices in works on other

subjects, such as Plutarch’s Lives, Plato’s

Dialogues, Aristotle’s Ethics, and Politics, &c.,

and to stray treatises that have come down to

us, such as Vitruvius’ work on Architecture, the

Elder Pliny’s Natural History, Pausanias, &c.
Analytical as this age is, you cannot analyse

any subject completely until you have the whole
of it before you, and though what is known and
analysed has thrown more light on deceased

architecture than was ever known before, the

necessary information to write complete histories

of any architecture from Greek downwards is

still wanting. Gothic, since its abandonment in

Renaissance days, was generally overlooked until

the last century. I say generally, for Wren
certainly studied its construction. It has, how-
ever, points of attraction that are not found

in any other phase of architecture, for though
lineally descending from Greek architecture

through Roman, Byzantine, Romanesque, and
Saracenic, it varies so much in form and
principle from them that it may be looked

on as a new art. It should be attractive as a

study, as it went through so many phases during

its short existence of little more than 400 years.

It is in some respects the most interesting of all

architectures, for it made giant strides in con-

struction, and was quite original in its jesthetic

presentations and in its emotional effects. In

spite of the researches of Professor Willis and
ViolIet-le-Duc, to speak only of its typical eluci-

dators, there is still a huge body of information

wanted to give us due information on the subject.

We not only want a vast amount of knowledge
of Medimval times in the country or countries

that gave Gothic architecture birth, but we also

want a much greater knowledge of Saracen
records than we have hitherto got. Every
schoolboy is unfortunately not like Dr.

Thomas Young, who, after correcting his

* Being the fifth Royal Academy Lecture on Archi-
tecture QiU session. Delivered on the 8th ulc. by
Professor Aitchison, A,R.A.

master’s Greek, taught himself Arabic, French,
and Hebrew in his spare time. I am loth

to make any remark on so great a man as Viollet-

le-Duc, but I cannot help thinking that his

patriotism ran away with him, for though he admits
that the Crusaders, during their stay in Palestine,

got advanced geometry from the Saracens, he
says that though he has heard much of Saracen
influences, he has never found any signs of it in

Gothic, but believes thst all its peculiarities were
due to French invention. I confess that I think
he was wrong there, for surely the cusp was got
from the Saracens. Some think the Saracens took
the idea from the upright tombs excavated in the

rocks of Persia, where the sinkings for the head
and shoulders made the complete cusp and two
half-ones on either side, while others believe

it was got from Northern India, where cuspida-

tion was employed at an early dale, though what
that date was nobody knows. Cusped arches

were certainly used by Abd-el-Rahman in his

mosque at Cordova, built in the latter part of the
eighth century

;
and the earliest Gothic was with-

out cusps. It never appeared to me that there

was much direct adaptation of Saracenic architec-

ture, but a great deal of indirect influence, for we
must recollect that the Saracens were probably
the most civilised people in the world at the time

of the Crusades. The gorgeousness of the Court
of Muctadir, the magnificence of his palace and
its fittings, astonished the ambassadors of

Constantine Porphyrogenitus, accustomed as they

were to all the splendour of the Byzantine
Court

; this was early in the tenth century.

In the second quarter of the twelfth century,

Averrhoes was born, and died towards the end
of it. He made the great commentary on
Aristotle, spoken of by Dante, a translation

of which is said to have been used in the

Italian universities until the last century. The
late Dr. Middleton heard Aristotle commented
on, probably according to Averrhoes, in Arabic
at the University of Karouan.

Although Averrhoes was the greatest of the

Arab philosophers, he was only the head of many,
and the Arabs alone at that time were the great

translators of Greek works, which were mostly

re-translated into Latin by the Jews, and thus

only were Greek works known to Europe, until

the revival of Greek in Italy at the end of

the fourteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth

century. Cemistos Plethon, who was one of the

great teachers of Greek in Italy, only died in 1450,
and his body now rests in one of the niches in the

temple to Isotta at Rimini. It was brought from
the Morea by Pandolfo Malatesta.

To surpass the ephemeral architecture of the

Saracens was, in ray opinion, the aim of the

Gothic architects, and I think the lessons the

Saracens gave them of producing magical effects

by the endless combination and repetition of a

few simple forms was not lost on them.
In my third lecture I told you how much the

stepped canopies on the centre gable of the portal

at Reims were like Saracen stalactite work. Some
of the late vaulting at Oxford Cathedral strikes

any one familar with Saracen work as being very
Saracenic in appearance, and quite Saracenic in

principle ; while many lattices and similar pat-

terns might be taken for either Gothic or Sara-

cenic. The Christians, we are thankful to say,

were not debarred from the representation of man
or beast, and therefore, were not driven, like the

Saracens, to wholly devote themselves to forming
ornament out of geometrical patterns and a few
flowers.

It is most agreeable to find a shoemaker, a
baker, or a sword cutler that you go to, conversant
with toe history and archujology of his trade,

and you think him a praiseworthy person if

he knows these things, and is a good tradesman
as well, but if he gives you shoes that wring your
feet, heavy or gritty bread, or an untempered
sword, you wish he had spent the time he de-

voted to archzeology in learning his trade.

Architecture makes so many and such varied
demands on a man’s time that if he be an archi-

tectural archaeologist as well he is a phenix.

It must, therefore, strike every one that what
an architect first wants to learn are those things

that form the very foundation of structural know-
ledge. That an acquaintance with the forms that

were agreeable to nations hundreds or thousandsof
years ago, can at the best be but agreeable infor-

mation ; unless, indeed, architects are so
enamoured of the present taste, as to desire to

keep a shop for fancy dress architecture. The so-

called Renaissance architects were, as a rule,

wholly ignorant of the very foundation and aims
of architecture, that of meeting wants in the best

and most economic way, of adorning such parts as

require adornment with elegantly designed mould*
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ngs, that tell the tale proper to the building in the

climate it is built in. How could men who were

goldsmiths, sculptors, painters, or literary men,

who knew absolutely nothing of the art of construct-

ing, or of the strength and qualities of mate-

rials, and whose aim was solely to make a building

look something like what they knew of a Roman
building, be real architects. A few of the great

geniuses picked up a little superficial knowledge

of construction. The Renaissance architects

ought to have been at their very best in the great

cathedral of the world, St. Peter’s. What did

they do? I think they made the biggest one,

but it was a badly-constructed artistic failure,

with about ten times the material a Gothic archi-

tect would have required.

Greek architecture, Roman architecture, and
Gothic architecture are dead

;
but, like the dis-

creet statesman, they do not wish it to be known.
What is not dead but only sleeping is the method
that the barbarians began and continued until at

last they became the most skilful builders in stone

the world has yet seen. They keenly observed,

they accurately deduced, they dared and strove ;

if a wall tumbled down, they set themselves

to find out why. Was it a bad foundation, bad
stone, bad mortar, or bad workmanship ? Or was
it insufficient to resist the pressure of the wind ?

And they did the work over and over again,

correcting one or more of the faults they had
discovered until it stood

;
they mostly had near

them Roman or Byzantine buildings that had
groined vaults, or learnt the art of vaulting from
Byzantine builders, and they used these vaults in

the narrow aisles of their churches, and roofed

the wide naves with wood. These roofs were
burnt over and over again by lightning or

otherwise, so they tried to vault them in stone.

These vaults fell down and partly or wholly
destroyed the building. They then tried coun-
terforts and ties without avail, and then they
tried binding the whole together with timbers

built in the walls ; but these rotted and the
vault fell again. They noticed that the flat part

at the top of the vault was the first to go, so
they gradually made them pointed, and eventually

found that groined vaults over clearstories could
be safely abutted by flying buttresses which carried

the thrust into the ground. I should say that they
were always short of money, and so had to study
the greatest economy. While they were making
these experiments the Abbey schools were teach-

ing their scholars some of the necessary elements
—geometry and drawing, the use of the tools for

their respective crafts and giving them probably
the best information about building that could be
got in the civilised world. Towards the end
of the twelfth century the architects formed them-
selves into a trade guild. We must believe that

they were then pretty sure of having solved all

the main difficulties, but they did not rest and be
thankful, but strove to their utmost to improve
what had gone before, not always, perhaps, to our
satisfaction, but, structurally speaking, they became
more and more skilful, and artistically, more and
more elaborate and wonderful.

If any one will take the trouble of following the
style out from the first ignorance and blundering
of the uncivilised barbarians, he will be kept, like

they were, in breathless expectancy as to the
result of the experiment, although from our
greater knowledge we feel sure that the experi-
ment must fail, and when they had mastered
the great problems, or as I might say made their
wonderful discoveries, we can see the great care
that was taken to think cut every problem, and
to solve it properly, for each step was new. We
are struck with their readiness of resource, and
wiih the justness of their previsions.

The difficulties involved in counteractiog
opposing thrusts of various intensities were very
great ; and to get all these thrusts to neutralise
one another, and to become vertical, was won-
derful, but it had to be attained when all these
counteracting thrusts were to meet on the top ofa
slender shaft. There is a central shaft in one of
the chapels at Lincoln, I should guess the height
of the pidar at 24 ft., and it is iS in. each way on
plan, and hollowed out like a Maltese Cross, and
this pier bears the transverse and diagonal ribs
of the chapel which is about 40 ft. by 30 ft., the
shaft biing of polished Purbeck, and it seemed
to be upright. We all know how much out of
the perpendicular the shafts in the Temple Church
of London are. It is in cathedrals or large
churches with high naves and clearstories, where
forethought and care is most apparent

; e.g-., where
there are attached columns or piers in small stones
that are opposite to monolithic columns which
bear the transverse ribs of the vault, so that it

was necessary to provide for the squeezing of the
numerous joints on one side, wb.le the monoliths
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on the other side would not squeeze. Similar

lessons may be learnt by observing the flying

buttresses of small stones corbelled out, and the

false bearings to get the sum of the thrusts vertical.

You must, I think, allow that these architects

were most skilful.

What would we not give to know the archi-

tectural education they received ?

I am by no means sure that if by the wave of a

magician’s wand, thorough knowledge of con-

struction could be given to every student, that the

succeeding generation of architects would be able

to make buildings that would outrival the Gothic

achievements
; but architects must have this

knowledge to do so, and besides this, if is attain-

able. The present generation would not learn it

in the same slow and extravagant way that the

Romanesque and Gothic architects did, they

would learn it by mastering statics and the

strength of materials in the first place, and by
observation and experience they would perfect

their theoretical knowledge, and this being done,

no one can reasonably doubt that the architects of

that generation could exceed in their buildings

the height and slenderness of the spire of Stras-

bourg, or the lantern of St. Ouen; but beside

that, it is a scandal that architects should not

learn the very foundation of their art, and we
must, too, recollect that we have materials in the

shape of iron and steel, that are ten times as

strong as any material known to the Gothic

architects. The hardest granite will crush with

5 tons on the square inch, while cast iron will

bear 44 tons. We cannot for a moment believe

that if the Gothic architects had possessed such
materials they would not have used them. We
know that they sought out and found, wherever
they worked, the stone most adapted (o their

purpose ; they used soft, fine-grained stone for

internal carved work, hard stone for corbels,

lintels, &c., and for all places where stiffness

was necessary, for instance when they wanted
small isolated shafts, they cut them out of
hard strata against the bed, and, in England, for

the larger but relatively slender shafts they got the

material from Purbeck or from the Derbyshire
beds of black encrinital marble ; for one of their

objects was to make the piers as small as possible

so as not to interfere with the circulation.

The great problems the Gothic architects

had to solve were to ceil their buildings with
stone, to remove all the solid parts of the walls

so as to have the building all window, except
at the buttresses, and in solving this problem
they wanted a stone framework to their enormous
windows to prevent the lead lights being
blown in. They wanted to make the naves
of their churches as high as possible, and
to build towers of the greatest altitude

; and
in solving all these constructive problems they
also wanted their buildings to be as beautiful as

possible, according to tne taste of the time.
These problems are the same that we have to
solve, and we can solve most of them structurally
in a different way ; for example, we can get a
span by means of iron girders or trusses, so
enormously greater than any span we are likely

to want, that that difficulty may be said
to have been removed. We can use iron
columns of a height and slenderness that
would dwarf tlie choir of Beauvais to a cell

;

but, at present, we have no idea of how
to make anything we do beautiful according
to the taste of the day, for this excellent
reason, that there is no taste and no desire for
beauty in any form. It is a utilitarian age, eager
for wealth ; but when it has got wealth, having
no idea of using it in any noble way, but
simply in sensual enjoyments. I noticed in
some of the addresses of new M.P.s, that they
aimed at destroying the last popular surviving
visual fine art, painting, as many of them before
have tried to destroy architecture. Who will
collect pictures if they are to be heavily taxed on
going to their owner’s successors ? Who will
build magnificent mansions if they are to be
taxed on their cost? The poor, ignorant
creatures have not discernment enough to see that
the mere building of a magnificent mansion em-
ploys thousands of people of every condition,
many hundreds of whom are engaged in trades
that give scope for their Intelligence, invention,
and skill, from the meanest bricklayer to the
cabinet-maker, the carver, the modeller, and the
architect

; and leave a work to delight posterity,
and to be a perpetual record of the intelligence,
skill, and glory of the country. I presume that
those who would tax painting would also tax
sculpture, so that no visual fine art should exist
to charm posterity, and to convey to the distant
future a picture of the highest qualities of the
day. Do they want to leave no memorials of

England behind them but broken beer-bottles, an»

the lobster-tins whose contents have been eatel

to provoke thirst ?

“Invention,” says Sir Joshua Reynolds, “i
one of the great marks of genius ;

but if we com
suit experience, we shall find that it is by beinf

conversant with the inventions of others, that v/\

learn to invent ; as, by reading the thoughts 0

others we learn to think
;
” and where wil

architects find more invention than in Gothil

architecture ?

There is constructive invention and lesthetic ini

vention, and we urgently want both ; and in tb
labours of the Gotnic architects these are botl

combined. You see, not only how they though;
and reasoned, and strove to meet the structural

difficulties that beset them, but how at the samr
time they brought their new constructive inven:

tions into the pale of art. The flying buttress:

perhaps the greatest, but certainly one of theii

greatest inventions, was purely structural, ano
was at first solved in a purely structural way. I

was at first a mere plain arch or part of an arch
and it was not put exactly in the right place fof

nearly a century. Many of the cathedrals were
obliged to have their early flying buttresses

shifted at a later period. The architects of those

days were not satisfied with a mere piece 0

building, put side by side with the elaborate deco;

ration of the rest of their buildings, but lurnei

their flying buttresses into decorative features!

and made them, too, only strong enough to d((

their work when they were new. The effects o
the weather have in many cases so weakeneC'

them that they have now to be replaced, as tbi^

thrusts of the vaults they abutted were threaten-:

ing ruin to the structure. I strongly recommeoc
you to study the flying buttresses of St. Urbair,;

at Troyes. The Gothic vault was anothe:
purely structural invention, but the architeclr

gradually inserted more ribs to make these vaults

more conducive to effect. You may see how
effective they are in Westminster Abbey. At
last the ribs made stars and other patterns. Thd
stone framework, or stone sashes of windows,
was another purely structural invention, to prer

vent the lead lights being blown in, and these

went through immense changes, from the eatlj

geometrical patterns to the last flamboyant!
You all know what is sometimes called

the leaf window, a rose window, in the soutl

transept of Lincoln. Flamboyant is mostly
seen in France, and the patterns are always
ingenious, and sometimes beautiful; but lhe)i

mostly have one, if not two, grand faults

when looked at as part of the decoration

of the front or sides ; the tracery is too thin

and the patterns are too small, so that, at thd

distance, they are seen to take in the whole fronli

or bay. They do not compose with the rests

Their other fault is that they look as if they
moved—a distressing fault at all times and in ali

ornament. Still, in spite of these drawbacks,
they are most wonderful instances of humani
ingenuity in the pattern, and of skill in the
execution.

To know the strivings and inventions of tho.

Gothic architects, I cannot recommend a bettenl

nor more fascinating back than ViolIet-le-Duc’s;i
“ Dict'onnaire Raisonne,” for it is more interest-.!!

ing than half the novels, and is, too, most:]

charmingly illustrated. I must warn you, how-\|

ever, not to believe in every word of it, as if it:!

were Gospel truth, for some of the statements aietl

absolutely incorrect. He was, too, so brilliant a

!

theorist that he was inclined to found theories oni:

very slight and insufficient grounds
;

but, above.’i

all, I must warn you against this error ;
heil

was so interested and absorbed in the eiforlsil

of the Romanesque and Gothic architects to get;'

all their rules by observation and experience lhati

he always depreciated the science of building.’!

As the science of building is founded onexperi-n
ments, and the fundamental laws that have been'

tested, it puts into the hand of youth a weapon of.

incomparable temper :

—

“ .A.S Balen’s spear through Launcelot's shield
Clove as a ploughshare cleaves the field.

"

So does the spear of science pierce the armour i

of ignorance. Experience consists of but a few 1

vague inferences, founded on a few doubtful facts, •

while the other is founded on numerous exact

periments, from which the law is deduced. I by no
means want to decry experience, as it gives us in-

1

formation of the working of causes, inseparable 1

from actual work, that do not exist in scientific ex- <

periments. At Amiens we see that the piers that 1

support the triumphal arches have been pushed
outwards by the thrust of these arches and the 1

vaults above, and inwards by the thrust of those ;

of the aisles, &c., so you see that experience is i
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sometimes at fault ! Every architect, before be

is fit to practise, ought to know what weight the

ground he builds on will bear on the square

foot, what his walls and their loads weigh, and

what force of wind will overturn them, the sizes

wanted to resist the pressure of earth and water
;

the proper thickness of arches of different heights

and spans, and what their thrusts will be when
weighted, and the same of various vaults including

domes. He wants to know what square and

round pillars will bear, according to their height

and diameter, and the various sorts of wood,

brick, stone, iron, and steel, of which they are

composed
;
what beams of various materials will

bear in cross strain, the strains on trusses, See. ;

^et, until the classes of the Architectural Associa-

tion were started, all this knowledge was supposed

to come by nature, if a man could draw the

human figure or sketch in perspective.

To become a beautiful architectural draughts-

man is a difficult art, but it does not make a man
a designer, and to be an excellent designer and a

beautiful draughtsman as well, does not make a

man an architect. Yet, to make a man a good
draughtsman, and to try and make him a designer,

is all that has hitherto been taught since Renais-

sance days.

My most ardent desire is to see architecture

brought to life again, and become a progressive

art, as it was in Gothic times, and, being an

Englishman, with English weaknesses, I should

like English architecture to take the lead ; but it

never can be brought to life unless we go the

right way about it. Plato tells us that Perikles

wanted his son to be a statesman, and gave

I
him the best education he could, and he so far

[succeeded that his son could ride on two horses,

but he never became a statesman
;
that seems to

be the modern method of teaching architecture.

The architect is to know everything but his

business.

The Gothic architects used every power "'of

mind they had, and persevered till the thing they
aimed at was done. Men are made valuable to

themselves and others by determination, per-

severance, and assiduity, and by using their

brains, and striving, and whatever may be your
difficulties—and I know they are so numerous as

to be appalling—don’t be cowed by them. If you
will consider the difficulties that the Romanesque
and early Gothic architects were surrounded with,

you will not despair. If there is no one to teach

you, teach yourselves; “self-taught is well

taught.” I feel confident that if each of you will

do Ills best, we shall get out of the wood at last ;

and, mind you, it is a noble task—the noblest

task an architect can set himself. Never copy.

Be sure that he who stole his brooms ready-made
never becomes a good broom-maker; and, once
having determined to undertake the task, be not

deterred by poverty, neglect, insult, or contempt.
The task, once fairly started on, will attract

others, and in the long run it will prevail. Let
me give you my good wishes, that God may speed
you in your task.

[The sixth and concluding lecture of this

series will be given, not in our next issue, but
in that of March 20, as we shall not have space
for it in that of March 13.]

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS

:

THE EDUCATIONAL TRAINING OR ARCHITECTS.

A SPECIAL general meeting of this Institute
was held at No. 9, Conduit-street, W., on
Monday -(Professor Aitchison, A.R.A., Presi-

dent, in the chair), for the purpose of electing
the Royal Gold Medallist for the current year.
The Chairman moved, and it was unanimously

agreed, “ That, subject to her Majesty’s gracious
sanction, the Royal Gold Medal for the promo-
tion of architecture be presented this year to

Mynheer P. J. PI. Cuypers (hon. corr. member)
for bis executed works as an architect.”

The ninth general meeting (business) was then
held, when the following candidates for member-
ship were elected :

—

As Fellows

:

II. C. Charlewood, Newcastle-on-
Tync

; J. G. Sankey, M.A. Cantab, Blackley,
Manchester; andj. D, Mould, Manchester.
As Associates

:

H. W. Bird, Hong Kong,
China : C. F. Innocent, Sheffield

; A. E. Cor-
bett, London ; S, P. Rees, London ; C. PI.

Dorman, Northampton
; A. G. Bond, B.A.

Oxon., London ; G. W. Fraser, Bootle, Liver-
pool

; Delme G. Moolham, I/ondon ; C. 0 .

• Nelson, London
; R. C. Austin, Harrow-on-

the-Hill ; H. G. Fisher, London and Northamp-
ton ; and C. S. F. Palmer, Sittingbourne.

Mr. Owen P'leming then moved :
“ That it be

referred to the Science Standing Committee to

consider the desirability of formulating a definite

standard size for bricks.” Such a recommenda-
tion, if carried, might be found to obviate many
difficulties met with in practice in building.

The Honorary Secretary, Mr. W, Emerson,

formally moved that the proposal be referred to

the Science Committee.
Mr. Cooper seconded, and the motion was

agreed to.

Mr. William Woodward referred to the subject

of the new conditions of contract, and quoted

letters from the Master Builders’ Association and

others to prove that builders would not sign them,

and therefore the old conditions should be

reverted to.

The Honorary Secretary replied that, at all

events, 3,000 copies of the new conditions had
been sold by the Institute.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. John
Slater to read a paper by Mr. Leopold Eidlilz

entitlpd “The Educational Training of Archi-

tects.”

Mr. Slater, before reading the paper, said that

a few days ago he had received a communication

from the Vice-President, Mr. Graham, saying he

would be much obliged if be, Mr. Slater, woubl

read the paper by Mr. Eidlitz. The paper was
characteristic and essentially American. The
Americans were strictly utilitarian people. They
bad rather a contempt for tradition and tradi-

tional usage and they had adopted methods of

their own with regard to building, and he was
bound to say that with a great deal of what was
in the paper he could not personally agree.

Mr. Eidlitz was an architect, he believed,

practising in New York, and be was the author

of a book which was published some years

ago, and which was in the Institute Library,

on the “Nature and Functions of Art.” He
(the speaker) had only been able just to glance

at this book ;
it was rather a large one and con-

tained a great deal, no doubt, which was very sug-

gestive, and there were points in this paper which

themseiveswereverysuggestive;biit when an archi-

tect asked people to throw over tradition altogether,

and believed that the study of old work was of very

little use to the architectural student, and to be

put off till after his student days, he was afraid a

great many people in England would hardly agree

with him. The main point that Mr. Eidlitz

seemed to makewas that form in arcbiteclureshould

always be connected with a proper relation of

points of support to the strain of weights that

they had to carry. No doubt there was a great

truth in this statement, and he remembered very

well that some years ago his friend Mr. Statham

read a paper before the Royal Institution in whicli

he very happily commented upon the lack of this

elementin construction with reference to one of our

bridges, where there was a huge projecting pier,

of which he (the [speaker) thought Mr. Statham

gave a diagram, supporting a young lady with a

parasol.* No doubt there was a great truth

in the fact that their points of support ought to

be correlated to the weights they had to bear,

and his own opinion was that the disappointing

feature of American architecture was very largely

due to the fact that these huge, lofty buildings

which were erected in the States were constructed

solely of iron, the iron supports were cased with

stone to look like stone piers, and they had a

building of thirteen or fourteen stories high which

apparently rested upon a stone pier, which it was
perfectly evident was not sufficient 10 cany it.

Now, he did hold most strongly that the supports

of a building ought not only to be actually but

apparently proportional to the weights they had
to carry, or we should not get any pleasure from

the aspect of the building which we looked at
;
but

he was afraid if we were to adopt, as the text-book

of our architectural studies, or our architectural

education, the mere mechanical formulm of pro-

portion of weight to strains we should not clothe

the dead bones of buildings with any archi-

tectural life at all.

Mr. Slater then read the paper by Mr.
Eidlitz, in which, af.er a few preparatory

remarks, it was observed that up to the

thirteenth century architects were builders who
arrived at progressive methods of construction

mainly by practical experiment, the results of

which were stored up as rules-of-thumb by guilds

and individuals, and modelling and decoration

were mainly matters of feeling. During the last

century the science of mechanics had been

developed, which enabled us to compute with

precision the strains caused in all combinations of

matter which had served or might serve to form

* There was “ no lady in the case,” the column was
shown as supporting only a small balcony. It wa.s the

granite colurnn on a nier of Biackfriars Bridge.—

E

d.

constructional elements. A certain distribution

of weights being given to be sustained between

two points of support, we knew what was the

line of pressure caused by those weights, hence

what was the form of arch to sustain them
with the least amount of material. We
could compute the transverse strength of a beam
or a lintel, the bending moment of a pillar, or

the deflection of either, under loads so small that

it could not be measured. We were all ready to

admit that this knowledge was useful, but many
of us doubted that it had anything to do with

architecture as a fine art. But in architecture,

harmony of form could be attained only by a

strict observance of the mathematical relation of

strains. Harmony of strain meant that stress

should be always resisted by a proportionate

amount of material, no more, 110 less. This

did not mean that there sb-'uld be no more
material used than was absolutely necessary

tn perform a given amount of mechanical work,

such, for instance, as we considered proper in

economic structures, factories, warehouses, tene-

ments, See. ; but whatever the amount of material

to be used in a given architectural monument,
which, in the opinion of the architect, was com-

mensurate to its character of stability, dignity,

and elegance, should be proportionate to actual

strains throughout the whole design. To be ex-

plicit, each building material sustained a certain

amount of strain at the breaking point. The
actual strain permitted in any structure in practice

was but a fraction of the ultimate strain of the

material at the brealcing point. This fraction

was known as the factor of safety, and should, for

the same material, vary in different buildings in

accordance with their dignity. The architect

might use one factor of safely for a school-house,

another fora library, and yet another fora church.

The factor of safety so chosen became the key-

note of his design, and a constant reference

to it insured harmony. Factors of safety varied

with the different materials, and more or less

depended on limits of elasticity, methods of con-

struction, probable effects of the weather, corro-

sion, &c. Strain was the sum of weight, its

direction, and resulting bending moments. The
greater the ultimate resistance of the material the

greater the admissible maximum strain, hence the

mote elegant the structural forms. In the use of

modern rolled iron, form became attenuated far

beyond the limits of the forms the architect was

familiar with. Mr. Ruskin raid, “There is no

law, no principle based upon past practice, which

may not be overthrown in a moment by the

arising of a new condition or the invention of a

new material." But there was still the law of

mechanics, which could not be overthrown

by new conditions or new materials. An
example of gross discord was in an existing

building (diagram shown) where there were

granite columns of the same apparent size, five of

them supporting a portico 35 ft. high, and

two carrying a wall 300 ft. high. The shafts of

the two latter, moreover, consisted of two pieces

vertically joined. These two columns carried a

load of 480,000 lbs. each, the five similar

columns only 40,ooolbs. each. But the two

columns with the heavier load concealed iron

posts, which the architect had enclosed in pieces

of granite to convert them into a form of support

known to him in Greek and Renaissance archi-

tecture. II the architect did not like the appear-

ance of the iron, a granite column proportioned

to the load was perfectly practicable. No new
style of architecture could be expected when new
conditions and a new material, such as steel, were

referred to the Greek portico, instead of to the

law of gravitation. The constant study of archi-

tectural history was a great stumbling-block to

the student of architecture in this respect.

The system of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, which

was imitated in many schools outside of France,

was utterly subversive of possible logical archi-

tecture. Students were required to prepare

sketches, often of important architeclural monu-
ments, in from six to sixteen hours. Criticism of

these designs by teachers admitted transgression

against good construction as comparatively

pardonable, but insisted on observance of tradi-

tional treatment of form as imperative. The
study of architectural history should be po-st-

poned for a post graduate course, or should bs

left for private reading after the academic course

was completed. A future text-book of architec-

ture for universities, polytechnic schools, and

academies of the art of architecture would
doubtless bear the title “ The Theory, Practice,

and Art of Building.” This text-book would

assume the student to have attained a mathe-

matical training sufficient to read with comfort

and refer tq with ease, say Rankine’s
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“Applied Mechanics,” or any other work
equivalent to it, at least, as far as statics were con-
cerned. It would contain essays on the subject
of modelling (moulding) structural parts, with
reference to mechanical work done and the
strength and elegance with which it was to be
done, when considered in connexion with the
dignity of various buildings, and how modelling
was affected by the nature of the material used.
Also an essay on carved ornament and colour-
decoration, and their relation to mechanical
function, the character of the structure, and the
nature of the material used. All this would be
illustrated with diagrams and decorative designs,
selected from existing sources, composed anew
from natural objects, conventionalised in accord-
ance with the nature of the material. Then
there would follow the architectural scales, which,
like the scales in music, would serve to train
the student preparatory to the work of actual
composition, \Vfrat was meant by architectural
scales might be best illustrated by one or more
examples, for instance :—Given a pillar of a
certain length, and the load it supported in
pounds, what would be its sectional area, and
what its form, modelling, carved ornament, and
colour decoration (if any) in a warehouse, a
public school, a library, a court-house, and a
parish church, when the pillar was made of
wood, cast-iron, wrought -iron, bronze, brick,
sandstone, marble, or granite? The text-book
would answer these questions, and illustrate the
answers by drawings and diagrams. Assuming
the architectural scales to comprise the first
part of the text-book, the second part would
treat of the construction of single cells, and
the combination of these into piles. Monu-
ments thus conceived and designed would
be expressive of their meaning and the indivi-
duality of their author, they would be harmonious
in themselves, and would vary from the forms of
the past in the degree as new wants, new
material, new methods of construction varied
from those handed down to us in history At
present architecture alone, of all human pursuits
retained obsolete forms and neglected under’
lying principles and organic laws. It must be
remembered, however, that this was not the case
prior to_ the fourteenth century. A period of one
generation was quite sufficient to initiate renewed
rapid progress m architectural art, provided that
we were willing to refer it to its true and funda-

P"nciples, and to teach it rationally.
Mr. H. H. Statham said be should be happy

to propose a vote of thanks to Mr, Eidlitz for his
paper. He had listened to this short paper with
a mingled feeling of interest and something of
melancholy, as to the latest attempt to found anew and perfect theory for evolving a new style
of architecture. There were some valuable sug-
gestions in It, but he feared they would not come
to any practical result. What was of some value
was the suggestion for an "architectural scale”
for giving pupils a problem of this kind: Given
a pier, of a certain length, and given the weight
It ™PPOrts, what should be its sectional area and
Its wid h ? They could go as far as that. Then
the author went on to say : “What should be itsmoulding and its carved ornament ? ” And that.
It appeared to him, had nothing to do with its
practical power of strain at all. The paper re-peated the old fallacy, that we should endeavour

people carried it out. C4J ucGijJic earn
cemury, without any re-r wuiiuuc anv re-
He wished people could

that that was abso-

'Y
ttot ip the position

of people before the ages of printing. The*^peoDlewho built the fourteenth century fathedrafs, the
people who evolved Gothic out of round-arch
Gothic, worked \-

without reference
a spontaneous way and

to other styles, simply

dfd“nS tS:^l ^^ch
1 "“V-’ unacquainted

with other places I^ow we had before us inbooks, photographs and by travel, a knowledge
of everything m other countries, and of everything
that went before ns. Even the Romans had nlreal knowledge of Greek architecture. Vitruviuswrote about Greek architecture, but it was im
probable that he had ever visited Athens. That

PtPPdsP architecture as itwas practised before the era of printing was an
illusion, and the sooner it was dropped the
better. .Some hard things had .been said in this
paper about the system of the Ecole des Beaua-
Arts which was said to be subversive of true
architectural training. He thought the system
rather conventional; but, nevertheless, the late

of ous ablest and most
thoughtful modern art cntics, who spent a goodmany years m France, left it on reLrd as his

decided conviction that there was more living

architecture in France at this moment than in any

other country in the world ; and Hamerton, it

must be remembered, was not an architect, and
as a critic he was singularly independent and
original in his views, and therefore his opinion

was of some value. For some years back he (the

speaker) had looked annually through the architec-

tural designs at the Salon, and from the original

character of some of the designs, as well as of

some of the new buildings in and around Paris,

he was convinced that the teaching given in the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts bad not produced such ill

results as was supposed. The Gold Medal for

Architecture of the Salon last year was awarded
to M. Scellier de Gisors for a set of drawings for

the new central depot of the Post and Telegraph
Office—an eminently practical treatment of a

purely technical building, with nothing academical
about it. Therefore he did not share the mis-

givings of Mr. Eidlitz, as to the unhappy results

of the teaching of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. He
agreed with him that it was a great advantage to

students to direct their minds to the considera-

tion of the stresses in the buildings they designed,
and to design in relation to that ; but he did not
think that it was of any use to try to shut them
out from any architectural precedents, because if

they were kept from all books and knowledge of
architectural history they will have nothing to

go upon as a basis for designing at all ; and no one
generation of men can absolutely originate a style.

Mr. Emerson said he had much pleasure in

seconding the vote of thanks. He thought the
teaching of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, which was
essentially that of classical architecture, was
really subversive of the architectural problem
that Mr. Eidlitz wished to work out, which was a
problem of constructing an architectural building
of, say, from fifteen to twenty-two stories high.
Such a building in America naturally meant a
Construction of steel or iron, which was an archi-
tecture that we ought to study at the present
time. In Mr. Cates’s absence be would read
some remarks written out by him :

—

Mr. Cates, in his communication, said that the
educational training of architects, with which the
Institute was concerned, aimed at fitting the
student for the acquisition of the knowledge
necessary for the satisfactory practice of his pro-
fession in developing bis natural artistic and
scientific ability, so that he might apply both to
the expression of his ideas in design and in the
realisation of his conceptions. In the complex
conditions of the practice of the day the architect
must aim at acquiring the power to attain success
in designing buildings which should be conve-
nient and appropriate in arrangement

; of stable
construction, and of suitable and beautiful design.
The first studies of the aspirant should be
devoted to a mastery of Classic and Medieval
work—intelligently studied, with a thorough
acquaintance with form and detail—leaving the
Renaissance and later developments to a sub-
sequent period, when he could bring to bear on
their consideration the knowledge acquired in the
first years of his studies. In both periods the
sedulous cultivation of the art of accurate and
effective delineation, and of sketching detail and
ornament, from buildings and from memory, thus
bringing eye and hand and brain into harmonious
and mutual action, was of the highest importance.
Concurrently with this, the study of the history
of the several periods of architectural art was of
the greatest value, not as a mere matter of dates
and names, but as giving life and interest to the
subjects_ studied, connecting them with the actual
social life of the people by whom they were
evolved, and with the political, social, and
religious influences which controlled their design.
It had been well said by Professor Ware:—
“ If ever you have a new idea, however slight
and unimportant it may seem to be, cling^to
it, cherish it, develop it, and some day you
may awaken and find yourself immortal.” This
immortality was not likely to be attained by
the study of the suggested “future text book
of the theory, practice, and art of building.”
The “factor of safety,” which it appeared
might vary in different buildings, in accordance
with their dignity, was apparently the key to tins
“text book;” but surely the first elements of
design dictated that the considerations of form,
outline, masses, and stability, in both appearance
and fact, must be the essentials to be primarily
dealt with, and these, as well as the character of
the detail and of the ornament, must be governed
by the nature of the material to be employed.
The skill and talent of the architect was displayed
in his artistic and scientific use of such materials,
in accordance with their qualities, and in their
application to the best advantage for convenience,

strength, and beauty. No “ text book,” n!
“ architectural scales,” no “ combination of singl;

cells into piles” would enable the architect t

effect this. His success would depend on hi

application of the capabilities of the materials h
used, and would be the greater as be might havi

been blessed with the divine inspiration c

artistic genius, and have cultivated and developcf

it by earnest study, of which mechanical an^

constructive details would not have occupied tht

most important part.

Mr. William Woodward said he wished t(

confine himself to one practical point in thir

subject. Mr. Slater said that not only shoula

the column or pier carry the superstructure, biu

it should appear to carry it. In other word:
that, supposing with a cast-iron stanchion encasec

in stone they can carry the superstructure with i

diameter of 2 ft. 6 in., Mr. Slater’s theorj

carried into practice would mean, speaking

roughly, a pier or column 5 ft. in diameter
That, in the case ofa commercial building, wouldl
of course, be a pier which would not be tolerateo

by the person who had to pay for the building,

To bis mind it was a perfectly defensible proposi

tion that an architect should take advantage o
a cast-iron stanchion, and enclose it with terra’

cotta or stone, and thereby reduce the diametei

of that column. So long as that column was it

proportion, to bis mind it was quite a defensible

design.

Tlie Chairman said that some seven or eight

years ago he happened to pick up Mr. Eidliiz’s

book on “The Nature and Function of Art, more
especially of Architecture,” at an old bookshop,]
and was struck by its title. He read it through
(no small task, he might say, for it was rather a

large book), and found the author was the only

person he had ever come across who had a due
belief in the importance of art to mankind. Hel
had spoken to a great many artists at various

times, but they almost all agreed in the moderm
maxim that art was solely for delight. Now,;

Mr. Eidlitz was certainly of opinion that it is

one of the great means of education of the masses,:

that the sort of vague ideas that they got from it

were the only ones that they could possibly get ;t

and, as he said, at present it was thought that we.

could do without art. But it was just as necessaryr

now if they wanted to teach the people as it was;

two thousand years ago. Well, that alone was a

great charm in the book. He could not say that;

he wholly and entirely agreed with all his re-:

marks about architecture, and, amongst others

things, he did not agree with his idea that theJ

whole scheme of architecture can be changed in a

)

generation, or anything like it; but he considered li

that the paper they had heard was one of the (

most important papers ever read in that Institute

since he had been a member. They knew that

one of the great difficulties of architecture was
proportion. Now, the proportions of parts

originally laid down by the early builders were t

based on the strength of materials as their i

experience taught them to use them. He had :

not the least doubt of that, although he t

could not prove it. Well, these proportions .•

had now come from study and from their being n

constantly before us to take a form that was 5

agreeable to our eyes—custom would do that. ,

Mr. Eidlitz had, in bis opinion, made archi- -

tecture take one step forward. He said that t

you would find that if you took a constant,
,

according to the desired appearance of a build- •

ing, and multiplied by that constant every por- -

tion, first calculated for its absolute stability,
,

you would get a proper proportion without any •

more trouble; and that, in his opinion, was a true :

as well as a most valuable remark. Mr. Statham’s •

remarks about the effect of things past on the :

minds of the present generation were certainly per- •

fectly true. He did not think there was anything
;

in Mr. Eidlitz’s paper that at all went to show •

that he was of a different opinion. He agreed
,

with Mr. Eidlitz’s remarks about the usual study

in own country of what was called historic archi-

tecture. As applied now it was perfectly useless,

and not only useless but very destructive of any •

kind of progress, for, as Mr. Ruskin said, studies ;

of old buildings are not to be put into a store-

house for use, but into a gallery for study. The
thing that we wanted to do, in bis opinion, was
to express in the taste of the day the things that

were wanted. We wanted to arrange a building

as exactly as was possible for its purpose ; we
wanted to make it bear what it should bear

in each portion of it, and to give it the orna-

ment which was necessary to convey to persons

of our own day an idea of the use to which

that building was put, and to evoke the proper

emotions, and all these things were more or less

embodied in Mr. Eidlitz’s paper. But there was
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one point with which he could not agree, viz.,

that not only the rough form, but the absolutely

finished form, could be got at by the considera-

tion of strains. That he did not think was the

case. Architecture appealed to emotions which
no mechanical methods could produce. Tf e

only thing he would say about Mr. Statham’s
remarks was that the Roman architects, and even

the earlier Romanesques, were not so absolutely

without anything to give them an idea. There
then were in most places the Roman ruins. There
were the works of the Byzantines

;
and the

Romans themselves, they must recollect, when
they became great builders, had conquered all the

civilised world—all the whole of the countries

round the Mediterranean were portions of the

Roman Empire—and therefore they had had a
great opportunity of seeing the native architecture

of those places. And so the Romanesque archi-

tects learnt the little they could from the Roman
and Byzantine buildings around them, and what
they did then was nothing to what they
afterwards accomplished when they had made
a tour through Europe, Asia Minor, and Syria

;

and they must recollect that it was not till

1291 that the Crusaders were eventually driven

out of Acre. These people had not only a

fine opportunity of seeing a great many things

that had been done, but they were also in

contact, as well as in conllict, with those

people who were then the most civilised in

the world—the Saracens. They must have seen
an immense quantity of their rather ephemeral
works, and he believed it was the endeavour to

rival, rather than to imitate them, which gave the

peculiar character which Gothic, and especially

late Gothic, took.

The Chairman announced that the next meet-
ing would be held on the 15th inst., when Mr.
\V. H. St. John Hope, M.A., F.S.A., would
read a paper on “ Heraldry in English Mediceval
Architecture.”

The meeting then terminated.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday, Sir Arthur Arnold, Chair-
man, presiding.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the Finance
Committee it was agreed to lend the Battersea
Vestry 13,900/. for the purchase of the freehold

of premises for an electric lighting station ; the

Hampstead Vestry 8,380/. towards the cost of

the High-street improvement
; the Westminster

Vestry 12,400/. for local street improvements;
the St. George’s, Southwark, Vestry 1,650/. for

the erection of a shelter for persons whose houses
are being disinfected; and the Hackney Guardians
I9>550^* for the erection of casual wards, infirm-

ary, &c.

North Woolwich Drainage.—The Works Com-
mittee reported as follows :

—

“ We have considered the estimate, amounting to

48,000/., and specification submitted for the drainage
works at North Woolwich. It has been reported to

us that since the estimate was prepared by the Main
Drainage Committee on October i, 1896, the cost of
bricks, ironwork, and other materials has consider-
ably increased. We have therefore to report that
we are satisfied with the amount of the estimate of
48,000/., subject to an allowance of 1,000/., due to

the increased value of materials since the estimate
was prepared.”

Charges for Water Supply.—The same Com-
mittee also reported as follows :

—

“We have to report that the following charges
have been made for the supply of water at the
Lewisham Sewer Works in the districts served by
the undermentioned companies :—Kent Waterworks
Company, rod. per thousand gallons, after 84,000
gallons have been supplied

;
4/. for the use of each

meter, which includes the supply of 84,000 gallons

of water. Lambeth Waterworks Company, is. per

thousand gallons, and los. 6d. per quarter for the

use of each meter. We have endeavoured to obtain

a reduction of the charges of the Lambeth Water-
works Company, but without success. We have
been informed that an estimate, amounting to 6d.

per thousand gallons, has been obtained from the

same company for the supply of water for the

Lambeth Baths which are situated in a district also

served by the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Com-
pany. We report these facts for the information of

the Council.”

Fleet-street Widening. — The report of the

Improvements Committee contained the following

paragraph, the consideration of which was ad-

journed for a week :

—

*
‘We have had before us a letter from the City

Commissioners of Sewers stating that they propose,
with a view to continuing the widening of Fleet-

street, to acquire the freeholds of the properties

between Bride-lane and Salisbury-court (Nos. 82 to

97, Fleet-street, but excluding No. 89, in respect of

which the Council has already agreed to contribute),

and asking the Council to contribute half the cost

of the proposed improvement. The present width

of the road is about 45 ft., and it is proposed

to increase this to 60 it., the cost of so doing

being estimated at 170,780/., but it is probable

that that amount will be reduced, as the Com-
missioners propose, by acquiring the freeholds,

to allow some of the short leases to run out.

We may point out that the Council has already

agreed to contribute half the cost of widening Fleet-

street between Ludgate-circus and Bride-lane, and

at No. 89, and that the Council, when so agreeing,

had regard to the fact that the widening of Fleet-

street is necessitated not by local but by general

through traffic to and from all parts of the county,

the street being one of the main thoroughfares of

London. The present application is in respect

of a proposed widening of the road for a length of

about 216 ft. In March, 1896, when the Council

agreed to contribute half the cost of widening

the portion of Fleet-street between Ludgate-circus

and Bride-lane, we made reference to the present

proposal, and stated in our report that ‘ there

would still remain two other portions of the street,

between Salisbury-court and Temple Bar, having

together a length of about 1,100 ft., which at

some future time would require to be widened. It

is, therefore, evident that the present improvement

is only the commencement of a much larger

scheme which, in its entirety, will doubtless cost

something approaching a million pounds sterling.

We must point out, however, that if the

Council agree to contribute part of the cost of

the improvement at present proposed, it will not

necessarily be absolutely committed to contribute

towards the cost of the larger scheme.’ We may
here mention that Ludgate Hill, which is a continua-

tion of Fleet-street, has been widened to 60 ft., and
that the late Metropolitan Board and the Council

contributed to the cost of the work. We are strongly

of opinion that to continue the widening of Fleet-

street is a desirable work, and the Council having

already admitted the necessity of the improvement,

we have decided to recommend the Council to

accede to the request of the Commissioners. We
may state that the Commissioners have complied

with the rules of the Council governing applications

for contributions towards the cost of improvements,

and we are advised that the estimated 0051(170,780/.)

is fair and reasonable We have sent to the

Finance Committee an estimate of the amount
required, and we recommend

—

‘ That the estimate of 85,390/. submitted by the Finance

Committee he approved, and that the Council do contribute

on the usual conditions one half of the net cost of widening
Fleet-street betwe-n Bride-lane and Salisburj;-court (Nos.

82 to 97, Fleet-street, but excluding No. F9, in respect of

which the Council has already agreed to contribute), as

shown by a black line upon the plan submitted by the City

Commissioners of Sewers, such contribution not to exceed

the sum of 85,390/

Hackney Wick and Isle of Dogs Relief Sewer.

—The Main Drainage Committee reported

as follows, the recommendation being agreed

to :

—

“ On March i, 1892, the Council accepted the

tender of Messrs. E. & W. lies, amounting to

36,600/., for the construction of the Hackney Wick
and Isle of Dogs relief sewer. The work was com-
menced in May, 1892, and completed in May, 1895.

During the execution of the work great difficulties

were met within crossing the river Lee at Bromley,

inasmuch as the trial borings on which the engi-

neer’s estimate and the contractors' tender were
based proved to be unreliable when the ground was
fully opened, and it was found necessary to deviate

the line of sewer from that laid down in the contract.

An entirely different method of constructing the

sewer had to be adopted in place of that contem-

plated when the contract was let, and the navigation

of the river Lee had to be interfered with,

considerable additional expense being incurred

thereby. Certain additions were also made to

the work specified in connecting the sewer with

the low - level sewer. The Engineer now informs

us that the account rendered by Messrs, lies

amounts to 52,338/. 19s. 4d., and that the

several claims made by them have been thoroughly

inquired into by him, with the result that his award,

subject to arithmetical checking by the Comptroller,

amounts to 44,059. los. sd., of which a sum of

33,700/. has already been paid, leaving a balance of

10,359/. los. 5d. To meet this expenditure there is

a sum of 1,964/. 8s. available from the estimate

adopted by the Council in respect of this work, and
it becomes necessary for us therefore to ask the

Council to pass an excess vote for the remainder,

viz., 8,395/. 2S. 5d. We recommend—That the

Council do sanction an additional expenditure of

8,395/. 2S. sd. in respect of the construction of the

Hackney Wick and Isle of Dogs relief sewer, and
that, subject to its being checked by the Comptroller,

Messrs. lies’ account be settled in accordance with

the Engineer's award.”

The Works Departvienc.—The Works Depart-

ment submitted a list of nine jobs, the estimate

for which was 23,218/. 2S. 8d. and the actual cost

25,696/. os. 4d. Six other works, for which cer-

tificates had not been obtained, were reported to

have cost 33,971/. 13s. id., as against the

Managers’ revised estimate of 32,030/. 5s. 6d.

The consideration of the report was postponed for

a week.

Re claming of Streets, &^c.—On the motion of

Mr. Fox it was agreed (i) “That, in view of the

congested slate of the loot traffic in many parts

of London, it be referred to the General Pur-

poses Committee to consider whether a suggestion

should not be made to the Commissioner of Police

that notices be placed in the piiccipal thorough-

fares requesting pedestrians ‘ to keep to the

right.’ (2) That it be referred to the Building

Act Committee to consider whether it should not

be proposed to the Local Authorities in London
that, in cases where streets are re-named, the

original name be allowed to remain for at least

twelve months after the date at which the new
name shall have been affixed in the thoroughfare.”

The Council adjourned, after an unusually

short sitting, at 5,40 p.m.

THE PROVIDENT INSTITUTION OF
BUILDERS’ FOREMEN AND CLERKS

OF WORKS.
The Annual Dinner of this Institution took

place in the King’s Hall, Holborn Restaurant, on

the 27th ult., Mr. Benjamin J. Greenwood
(Messrs. Holliday & Greenwood) occupying the

chair. The company numbered 420.

The loyal toast having been honoured,

The Chairman proposed the toast of “The
Architects and Surveyors,” coupled with the name
of Mr, G. D. Stevenson. The modern archi-

tect, he said, was a man of considerable ingenuity

and talent, and in London, what with the law

of ancient lights on the one hand and the regula-

tions of the County Council on the other, much
skill was requisite in surmounting the difficulties

which occurred in the architect’s professional life.

For both architects and surveyors, builders’

foremen and clerks of works felt much esteem.

Mr. Stevenson having briefly replied,

Mr. W. H. Sharpinglon proposed the toast of

“Builders and Contractors” or “Builders and
Contractors Proper,” as he phrased it ; and in

the course of bis remarks he spoke of the

difficulties which builders, as well as architects,

had to contend with in dealing with ancient

lights, &c.

The Chairman, in response, said that those who
were not builders and contractors proper were

willing and anxious to secure contracts for build-

ings, but whenever they had occasion to erect a

building for themselves they called in an outside

contractor to do the work. The difficulties of

architects in regard to ancient lights were shared

to a large extent by builders, who had many
troubles of a similar character to contend with.

Mr. John Beer, Hon. Sec., proposed “The
Governors, Trustees, Donors, Honorary Sub-

scribers, and Visitors,” coupled with the name of

Mr. R. Adams, who, in responding, urged all

builders’ foremen and clerks of works who were

not already members of the Institution to join at

once.

The toast of the evening, “ The Provident In-

stitution of Builders’ ForemenandClerksofWorks”
was then proposed by the Chairman. The Insti-

tution, he said, existed for the purpose of enabling

builders’ foremen and clerks of works to make
provision for the future, and all men of common-
sense made such provision ; those who did not

while they could were a nuisance. The Institution

had, during the last fifty-six years, carefully dis-

bursed no less a sum than 10,032/. to afflicted

members, their widows, and orphans. He hoped
that builders’ foremen and clerks of works who
were not already members of the Institution would
join at once— to support it in the day of their

prosperity and receive aid from it, if need be, in

the day of adversity.

Mr. J. W. H. Bedford, in response, said that

during the past year 306/. had been distributed to

twenty pensioners.

Other toasts were “ The Chairman,” proposed
by Mr. J. Stapleton

;
and “ The Press,” proposed

by the Chairman and responded to by our repre-

sentative.

During the evening a list of subscriptions for

the coming year was read, the total exceeding

120/., including 15 guineas from the Chairman.

Home Arts and Industries.

—

The third annual
exhibition of this Association will be held at the
Albert Hall, from May 20 to 24. The exhibits will

include the work of the Princess of Wales's classes

at Sandringham.
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DRAWINGS FOR THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As before, we shall be glad to take charge of
and deliver at the Royal Academy any drawings
sent to us in time to be photographed before the
day of delivery, with a view to subsequent publi-
cation in this journal and in the “ Builder Album
of Royal Academy architecture.”
We cannot accept any drawings sent to this

office later than Saturday morning March 27,
before 12 noon.

Architects sending drawings are asked to give
special attention to the following requirements of
the Royal Academy :

—

1. All frames must be gilt.

*

2. Every drawing must have a label bn the
back, giving legibly the title and the artist’s
name and address.

3. Every drawing roust have a s^ilar label
attached to the frame by a card so as to harg
over in front.

4. Every drawing must be accompanied by a

letter addressed to the Secretary of the Royal
Academy, and signed by the artist, containing
the artist’s name and address, and the title or
titles of the drawings sent. If more than one
drawing is sent they must be distinguished by
numbers, and the corresponding number must be
repeated in the labels fixed to each drawing.

N.B.—We cannot undertake to supply or affix

labels when omitted by the oversight of the
sender.

Royal Society of Painters in Water-
colours.—This Society has received the Royal
consent to the President, and all future Presidems
of the Society, wearing a collar and badge, when
attending her Majesty’s levees and on such other
occasions as may appear fitting. The badge, which
has been designed and executed by Professor
Herkomer, is of solid gold oval in shape, and
supports a female figuie carved in ivory. Above
this, and attached to the chain, is a gold wreath
encircling the Royal Crown, to which the badge is

linked.
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Ironwork. Part II. By J. Starkie Gardner..^
London : Chapman & Hall. 1896.

DHIS small work, published for the Com-n
mittee of Council on Education, is a

:

continuation of Mr, Gardner’s first i

handbook, and comprises ihe time from the-i

close of the Mediceval period to Ihe end of the i

eighteenth century, excluding English work. The-(
Ijook is divided into chapters treating each I

country separately, which is the best arrange--:
ment, as the ironwork of each country has a :

separate character.

Mr. Gardner has the advantage of being fully
j

acquainted with his subject practically as well as-!

historically, and the number of illustrations ;

given render the book an exceedingly intelligible s

and useful outline of the subject in a small !

compass.
It is curious to notice how restricted a part I

Italian Renaissance art plays in ironwork, except I

in a few special localities such as Siena
; iron i

having been regarded apparently as a material'!
more fitted for practical than for decorative work. .

A fine specimen of a torch-holder, worked with 1

exceedingly free though simple foliage, is given ; ;

one of four examples in the South Kensington i

Museum. Mr. Gardner says—“ As these, and. I

the banner-holders, were only allowed as a mark :

of great distinction to the few, they are generally )

richly worked.” A candlestick from Pistoja,
,

now in the South Kensington Museum, also- 1

illustrated, is remarkable both for its grace ;

of line and also because it presents a kind i

of union of Renaissance gracefulness and refine- •

ment with Mediaeval freedom in detail, the form. :

of leafage being a suggestion from nature treated 1

in a form suitable to ironwork.
The finest achievements of Renaissance Italy

in metal work were in chased and Damascened
suits of armour

;
but we presume it Is con-

sidered that Damascening, being the introduction
of other metals upon iron, hardly comes into the
subject of pure ironwork; at all events no illus-

trations of it are given.

The object of the book is obviously historical

and illustrative rather than didactic
; but some

brief guiding criticism as to what is really good
or bad in the examples given might well
have been added

;
there is occasionally a remark

of the kind, but not often. For instance, the
seventeenth century screen, fig. 22, with the
vase and naturalistic foliage in the centre ot

it, is given apparently as an example of a
fine piece of work, and without further com-
ment

;
but it surely should have been pointed

out that while the border is good design the
central panel is bad in design, and moreover is

entirely out of character with the border. This is

the more important as one of the frequent mistakes
in wrought iron design of to-day is the mingling,
in one piece of work, of conventional and realistic

foliage. This is even worse, perhaps, than
entirely realistic foliage, as the two elements will

not blend. Again, the German example, fig. 34 in

the book, called “ amagnificent window grating,”
is no doubt splendid workmanship, but it is exceed-
ingly bad design, and though it was right to give it

as an example of a type of work, ihe student
should certainly have been warned against it as

an artistic model. The answer may be, of course,,

that there was not space to go into the question
of design, and that the book was not intended to-

teach design
;
but in that case it would have been

well to insert a prefatory note to that effect, and
that the reader must not necessarily regard the
examples illustrated as models of art, but only as

historic illustrations of different types of work.
This point is really of importance, for while there

is a great deal of revived interest in ironwork, it

seems to be exceedingly difficult to get some of
our clever ironworkers to appreciate the necessity

of unity of style in such work, and especially of
avoiding realism in metal frliage.

Little of the German Renaissance ironwork
illustrated in the book is good ; the best

examples are the stirrup and horse - muzzle.
A seventeenth century door-knocker (fig. 3) a.

good piece of free design, is (like so many other
designs for this purpose, old and new) bad as a
door-knocker, because there is no suggestion of
hammer-like power in the knocking portion.

The knocker from Jacques Cceur’s house (fig. 4y
is instructive in comparison, as it really looks-

like a thing designed to knock with, though it

would have been still better if the lower knob,
which does the knocking, had been larger and
heavier than the upper one, which is only th&
hinge.

The chanters and illustrations on Spanish and
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F/i;. I.—Bad IVrought-lroii Design.

trench ironwork are iar more attractive, and
Mr, Gardner points out how much there is yet

unknown in this country in regard to the glories

of Spanish ironwork. Speaking of some of the

great balustered screens {rejas)roxinA the choirs of
the Spanish cathedrals, he observes that, as in an
example from Avila Cathedral, only the spindle-

shaped balusters are forged in solid metal, the

pilasters and some of the cornice work being
merely of wood cased with thin repouss<! iron.

Many of the objects illustrated in the chapter on
France are in every way admirable, until we come
to the late Renaissance period, when taste and
style became far more questionable. One of

these {fig. i) may serve as a typical example of
bad ironwork design, in contrast with the fender
and light-holders shown in fig. 2. The examples
are all from blocks lent us by the publishers.

The book is generally very well written as well
as full of information, but the author has made an
sbsurd mistake in his idea that Othello’s sword of
“the ice-brook’s temper” was a reference by

Shakespeare to the celebrity of the “ Innsbruck ”

weapons. It has nothing to do with Innsbruck ;

Othello specially says it was “ a sword 0/ Spain,”
and the expression “the ice-brock’s temper”
refers to the practice of plunging the best sword-
blades, red-hot, into ice-cold water, to temper
them.

The Illustration of Books : a Manual for the

Use of Students. By Joseph Pennell.
London : T. Fisher Unwin ; 1896.

Mr. Pennell has done such a great amount of

book illustration that it may naturally be sup-

posed that he has had experience of most way.s of

reproducing work, and of making drawings for

reproduction ; and his book, which deals w'ith

line drawing and washed drawings for mechanical
reproduction, wood engraving, lithography,
etching, and photogravure, contains a great deal

of information as to the best materials, the best

way of drawing for various methods of repjo-

duction &c,, which may be taken to be the result

of experience, and which is for the most part
entirely in accordance w’ith our own experience as
to method and material. We do not quite under-
stand why the author, in the chapter on etching,
should give the first place to the method of draw-
ing the whole subject, partly biting it, and then
stopping out the portions which are not to be
bitten any more, and only describe as an alterna-
tive the method of beginning on the darker
portions, and drawing the lighter ones only for
the final biting. The latter system saves the
trouble of stopping out, and certainly seems the
most direct and logical one in a general way. In
referring to the difficulty of getting used to see
your drawing in light lines on a dark ground (the
exposed copper being lighter than the smoked
varnish), and to estimate its ultimate effect, which'
is always a stumbling-block to beginners in-

etching {and sometimes to these who are not
beginners), Mr. Pennell seems to have over-
looked the fact that Plamerton concocted air

etching varnish which leaves a white surface and
against which the copper shows dark, enabling
the artist to .see approximately the balance of his

darks and lights before biting
; it is described,

and the method of making it given, in “ Etchers
and Etching.”.

We entirely agree with Mr. Pennell in his
remark, in the chapter on “ Wood-ergravirg,”
that the art of engraving round lines made with
pen, brush, or pencil, is an easy one compared
with that of inventing touch and texture in trans-
lating a work in colour into black and white ;

but while on the subject we should like to have
seen a word said in favour of the old system, now
nearly superseded from considerations of time and
economy, in which the original artist drew the
actual lines on the block and the engraver merely
cut away between them, a process which, as the
author says, “only requires much training and a
steady band,” but which makes the engrav-
ing the real expression of the artist’s line.

Now there is little more real “drawing on
wood ;

” the subject is photographed on to the
wood and the engraver proceeds practically to
draw it, or cut it out ; he may be an accomplished
artist, but he has not the freedom of line which a
man really drawing on wood can have, where the
original line can really be as free as in etching.
Commercial conditions have altered all this.

Seeing that Mr. Penoell has really a great deal
of information and advice to give which is exceed-
ingly useful to beginners in any of the illustrative

methods described, it is a pity that he could not
be content to convey it in simple and unaffected
English, instead of in the kind of off-hand “ slap-
dash ” style, freely sprinkled with colloquialisms^
which among a certain class of artists seems to be
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thought a fine way of writing, but which in fact is

Only a form of literary vulgarity.

Metallic Structures. By JoiiN Newman,
A.M.Inst.C.E. London: E, & F. N. Spon.
1896.

At the present time there should be few more
important subjects for the consideration of the
designer of almost every class of structure than
the action which the surrounding atmosphere will
ultimately have upon it.

We fear it is too often the case, not only with
architects, but also with engineers, that the
question of the protective coating, on hidden
metal work especially, is either left to chance or
to the supplier of the material, who, having pro-
bably taken his contract at a cutting price, does
not spend more than he can help, either on the
paint used or its application. If the work is of
such an important nature as to require inspection
at the maker’s works, the inspector generally
requires to see it bejore it is painted, and after

'

inspection it is, more often than not, hurriedly
printed in the open, “rain or shine,” by the
cheapest of unskilled piece-work labour.
So little is known by the average engineer and

architect about paint and other protective coat-
ings that, beyond specifying that the work is to
receive a certain number of coats of “best ap-
proved oil paints,” very little further notice is

taken of what is actually done in what, after all,

is of the greatest importance in securing the ex-
tended life of the work. A considerable amount
of ignorance still unhappily exists as to the
galvanic action which certain metals exert upon
each other. Not long ago a case came under
our notice in which a copper gutter of con-
siderable importance was specified to be put
together with bolts, and certain
fittings were similarly to be galvanised ! It is,

therefore, an excellent thing when authors con-
versant with those subjects direct- their energies
to works on corrosion and its prevention, which
has not as yet, we fear, received that consideration
which it deserve.s.

Mr. Newman’s book is intended to be
practical aid book to the safety of works in iron
and steel,” and contains much useful information.
It is, however, somewhat heavy reading, being a
volume of 36S pages, closely written, and con-
taining paragraphs extending in some instances
over three pages. It seems a pity that authors
fail to realise that, although there may be some
who can spare the time to read their books from
coyer to cover, yet. in the majority of cases, the
principal use of such works, as we have at present
under consideration, is that of reference in parti-
cular cases which come under the consideration
of the individual reader. It is thus of the
greatest importance that the matter dealt with
should be cla-sified under head-lines easily recog-
nisable and quickly found. We regret to say that
in this respect Mr. Newman fails signally, and a‘
^_is somewhat verbose, this fault is accentuated'.
His somewhat frequent lapses into poetry are
also a httle irritating, and at first sight it is diffi-

ttie connexion between Milton’s
Paradise Lost” and the prevention of fouling

and corrosion in submerged structures.
There is, however, a great deal of very useful

matter m ihe book, which is compiled from many
reliable sources of information, as well as from
evident personal knowledge, and we therefore
recommend it to the notice of those of our readers
who wish to be informed on matters in con-
nexion with protective coalings for metal struc-
tures, as well as on the important point of know-
ing good paint from bad.

TumeUing. By the late D. Kinkear
Clark. Founh Edition. London ; Crosby
Lockwood & Son. 1896.

’

In the broad sense of the word there is very littlenew matter that can be written about the making
of tunnels, and yet, in detail, the advancement inmodem hi^h explosives, in drilling and excavating
plant, and m compressed air machinery, has made
practically possible works in tunnelling hitherto
almost unattainable. At tlie same time the ever-growing demands for cheap transport for man and
his handiworks have created fresh fields for the
art of tunnel making.

Tunnelling is not by any means as simple as itmay at first sight appear from an inspection ofthe finished work
; nor is it reducible to a hardand fast science to anything like Ihe same extent

“‘’’"I
feats. And thus it

IS tha the records of what has already been found
feasible and satisfactory are of the greatest service
to those embarking on fresh enterprises. The

number of engineers in this country is not great
who have a practical knowledge of the ins and
outs of tunnelling through difiicult ground, and
the expedients which must be resorted to in order
to meet difficulties likely to arise ; difficulties

which in many cases have to be combatted by the
contractors’ agents or foremen whose efforts are
seldom if ever recognised by the public.

A most useful record of the greatest works in
tunnelling may be found in the late Mr. D.
Kinnear Clark's book, which, in its fourth
edition, was greatly extended and nearly brought
up to date, by its gifted author, just before his
death. The difficulties incidental to tunnelling
are not familiar. Technical journals from time to
time instance some new success, some fre*h
achievements of the engineers’ skill in tunnel
making, but notwithstanding this, the number of
people is small who have a clear grasp of the
actual methods employed in overcoming the
many difficulties which present themselves from
the very outset of such works ; and it is

thus with the greater regret that we note in pass-
ing the recent death of Mr. Greathead, who has
done so much in connection with cast-iron tube
tunnels. To those resident in London, the works
now in progress in connection with the Blackwall
Tunnel, the Waterloo and City Railway, and the
Central London Railway, are perhaps of greatest
interest

; the first-mentioned work being, of
course, the most difficult to carry out, owing to
its great size, and the nearness of the crown of
the tunnel to the river bed, which in places
threatened to be an almost unsurmountable diffi-

culty. Had it not been for the form of shield
used in driving this tunnel, no doubt the work
could never have been carried out.

In Mr. Clark’s book we find records of all the
important tunnels of recent years, both in England
and on the Continent, whether for railway, water
supply, or subway purposes. The description of
the fourth piercing of the Alps by means of the
Simplon Tunnel, now in course of construction,
which is of more than usual length (twelve and a
quarter miles), and the consequent difficulty of ven-
tilation, the possibility of working only from two
f^aces, and the end sections being curved, render
it a more than usually interesting case. Reference
is alsT made to the successful invention of Messrs.
Fennings&Stannard, which was employed in the
construction of the new King’s Cross tunnel, re-
sulting in much saving in labour and material.
Under this system a short metal lining is formed
of needles about 2 in. thick, which, after the work
is started, rest upon the outside of the brick
lining, provision being made for pushing the
needles forward as the excavation proceeds and
the lining is inserted. Their front ends are sup-
ported op timbering, and the space round the
brick lining left by the progressive movement of
the needles is filled up by cement grout, introduced
through holes in them.

_

Many other interesting descriptions are also
given of tunnelling under various conditions, as
well as the methods employing in setting out and
levelling, and general rules for construction.

largely increased since the last issue. In the
alphabetical list of Torkshiie stone quarries,
Ringby has been for the first time included, but,
unfortunately, it is printed “ Kingby,” and is,

therefore, not in its proper place in the list.

The book is undoubtedly most useful, but in
everything human there is room for improvement,
even in “Laxion’s.” Let us hope that the
eighty-first edition will bear fewer marks of
antiquity than the eightieth, and will be brought
more up to date by the- inclusion of a section on
Constructional Steel-work. Additional informa-
tion on terra cotta would nlso be useful, and
on p. 151 the different qualities of oak might be
specified and priced.

Kirkpatrick's New System of Carpentry

:

being
an absolutely new departure in this important
branch of the mechanic arts. By C. A.
Kirkpatrick, Practical Mechanic. Boston.
1S96. London: Sampson Low & Co. 1896.

Such is the somewhat startling heading of the
title-page, which is further graced by assertions of
a similar character, printed in every conceivable
variety of type. The introductory chapter deals
with this “new system of carpentry,” in which
the author seems to think highly of being able to
obtain the lengths of roof timbers, including
valley and hip rafters, from one and the same
line. The line mentioned is the level distance
from the outer face of the plate to a point plumb
beneath the nearest side of the ridge. Our author
then goes on to explain this new system, which he
seems to imagine a great advantage

; but we do
not see the improvement on the systems ordinarily
in vogue among carpenters.
Yet the author says that he approached them in

the “utter dark
;
” that “the obtaining of many

of them was a matter of no small mental strain
and “in truth, simple as they appear now they are
got, the finding of some of them consumed two full
days.” Little regard to the strict requirements
of etymology has been paid in the new names
that appear in this “ new system.” We are afraid
that these alone would baffle the comprehension
of the intelligent British carpenter.

Laxton's Builders' Price Book for iSgj. Con-
taining above 72,000 prices. Eightieth edition.
London : Kelly & Co., Limited. Pp. evii
750 and in.

’’

Books, like men, grow old, and while, un-
doubtedly, “ Laxton’s ” is still wonderfully
young in many respects, traces of hoary age
do as undoubtedly grow manifest to the close
observer. Perhaps this is especially the case in
the section entitled “ Smith and Founder ”

where a description of cast-iron girders appears
and a quite unintelligible table of the loads which
cast-iron girders of unknown size and weight will
safely bear. Steel riveted girders and stancheons,
and steel angles and tees, are conspicuous by their
absence. The first three paragraphs of the
chapter on “Fireproof Construction” also bear
traces of age, and a sentence on page 214
respecting the services to water-closets app^rs to
have been written before the days of separate
closet - cisterns. Indeed, to several of the
memoranda” introducing the different branches

ol builders work exception might be taken-
under “Ventilation” we read that “the

admission of fresh air should undoubtedly
be through an external wall, as near the floor and
as far from the fireplace as possible. For this
purpose air-bricks should be placed in tlie wall
behind the skirting, with a hit-and-miss ventilator
let into the skirting to regulate the inlet.” Most
of these ‘memoranda” might be omitted withadvantap, and with them would vanish nearly allthe marks of age to which we have alluded We
notice that the prices for Welsh slating have been

Architects' Joinery and its Ornamentation. By
F. A. Fawkes. Revised edition. London:
B. T. Bitsford. 1896,

This is a revised edition of what may be
described as a very superior trade catalogue. It
consists of sections of mouldings to door panels,
architrave mouldings, dado and picture rails,
cornices and ceiling mouldings, skirtings, and the
like. These are shown in full size, and also in
photographs from the finished work, so that one
can see the effect of sectional forms when in
position, which is just what is wanted.

Various types of doors are shown, and friezes
and pediments, the design of some of which
might be improved. Dado panelling is not
forgotten, and there are some really very satis-
factory designs for wooden chimneypieccs of a
small and unpretending type.
There is one thing in the preface to which we

could take exception. It is stated that “the
enrichments, which are securely fixed to the
wood mouldings, are made of a specially tough
composition, which is not liable to crumble,
chip, or crack.” Is it desirable or necessary,
except on the ground of expense, to stick
^‘enrichments” on to wood mouldings made of
“composition,” whether “specially tough” or
not?

Familiar Wild Flcrwers. By F. E. Hulme.
Cassell & Company, London, Paris, and
Melbourne. 1897.

This k a re-issue, as a popular edition, of Mr.
Hulme s well-known work, to be complete in
twenty-one monthly parts, at fid. each. The
carefully executed coloured illustrations of flowers
are thus brought within the means of a very large
circle of purchasers.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
We have received the new catalogue of Messrs.

Easton, Anderson, & Goolden, London and
Enth. The work executed by this Company is
most comprehensive, including as it does “ every
class of machinery—steam, hydraulic, and
electric,” many examples of which are set forth in
their catalogue. The Company is an amalgama-

U?” Jfessrs. Easton & Anderson and Messrs.
W. T. Goolden & Co., the former having an
experience of over seventy years in the manufac-
ture of hydraulic and general machinery, and the
latter having devoted their attention to electric
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plant. The combination of these two firms

should therefore be a strong one, notwithstanding
the withdrawal from the business of Dr. William
Anderson, C.B., F.R.S., who, in 1864, laid out

the Erith works, and who is now Director-

General of Ordnance Factories. The Company’s
works cover an area of some seventeen acres, having
both railway connexion and a considerable water
frontage on the Thames, and they carry on a

considerable home trade in all kinds of hydraulic
and waterworks plant, engines, lifcs, cordite
machinery, electric mining machinery, electric

lighting and haulage, cranes, crushing mills, &c.
The catalogue comprises some 116 pages, with a
large number of illustrations of work actually
carried out. Only the smaller class of manu-
factures are priced, which we consider a wise
course, as those given for large machines in a

general business catalogue, must as a rule be very
misleading. In the matter of lifts, both the
hydraulic direct-acting and the hydraulic sus-

pended systems are described and illustrated. A
very simple and compact design of electric lift

motor and gear is also shown, the advantages of
this system of working being pointed out, where
the current from an Electric Supply Company is

available. The Company also make a good type
of hydraulic ram suitable for domestic purposes
in several sizes. The catalogue is neatly got
Up, the various machines being grouped
into sections for easy reference. The
new catalogue of the Edison and Swan
Electric Light Company is a very carefully com-
piled production and contains many novelties.

It shows clearly that the higher voltages adopted
by so many supply stations have brought a
demand for high insulation fittings. The great
improvement shown in the electrical design of

these fittings will go far to remove one of the
greatest objections to a 200-volt supply from the
consumer’s point of view. The high insulation

lampholders and cut-outs are excellently designed
and are a great advance on the older types. The
interior of the lampholder consists of one piece
of porcelain, into which two metal blocks, fitted

with contact plungers, are sunk, thus completely
separating the poles and at the same time making
contact with the outer metal case impossible. The
“ anti-shock tumbler switch” is also well adapted
for high voltage supply, and as its price is very
little over that of the ordinary switch it ought to

be widely used. The section on ship fittings

shows the high stand.ard attained by this Company
in the manufacture of substantial accessories. On
the other hand, the “ Ediswan ” watch lighting set

containing battery, lamp, flexible cord, &c.,
is cheap and ought to become popular.
We have received from “The Lighting Cor-
poration,” which is now the holder of the Wen-
ham patents for gas lamps, their illustrated

catalogue, in which special attention is given
to methods of combining efficient gas-lighting
with ventilaticm. The merits of the Wenham
system of gaslight we testified to when the patent
was first started

; and amid the artificial lights

which are endeavouring to contest the palm with
electricity it seems likely to keep a prominent
place. The catalogue includes also a section
illustration of the Company’s automatic gas
governor, the object of which is to regulate to a
uniform volume the consumption of gas in a
burner under any variations of pressure. The
“ Lucil ” lamp for contractors appears to be a
powerful and economical one for its purpose. The
ornamental designs for ven'ilating globe and half-

globe lights are not better than usual, but in

every other respect we recommend this catalogue
to the attention of those concerned in lighting
either public or domestic buildings.——Messrs.
Z. D. Berry & Sons send us the illustrated

catalogue of their improved radiator for hot
water or steam, by which they claim to give
greater heating surface per space occupied than
is given by any other radiator. The amount of
superficial feet of heating surface for each size

of radiator is included in the price list.

Messrs. Line & Son, of London and Reading,
send us a pamphlet on the advantages of
theii washable distemper, called “ Duresco,”
which Is described as “a full-bodied zinc white,
which is ground in a liquid silicate and soecial
virnish of great crus'-forming properties.” If

Messrs. Line & Son will send us a small sample
we shall be better able to form an opinion on
its value than from a description. If it does all

they claim for it it is no doubt well worth atten-
tion. We receive also from Messrs. Line & Son
their catalogue of wall-papers and decorations in
relief. Some of the wall-papers founded on
foliage are very good in general design and style,
though the firm do not seem to employ any artist
of known standing to design them ; at all events

they give no designer’s name. The catalogue

also gives specimens of reliefdesigns in Lincrusta-

Walton and “Lignomur,” of which a large

number of patterns are kept in stock ;
also of

their asbestos “Salamander” decorations for

ceilings in relief, and which are recommended as

forming a ceiling decoration which is absolutely

fireproof. Messrs. Hamilton & Co. send us

their illustrated catalogue of painting brushes,

graining tools, and painters’ and plumbers’

sundries, including paper-hanging tools, brazing

and soldering lamps, &c. Messrs. G. B. Kent
& Sons send us their catalogue of painting brushe J,

both for house-painters’ and artists’ work.

Mr, Robert D. Stewart (London) sends us his

catalogue and price list of paints, colours, oils,

varnishes, also of various special implements for

builders, painters, &c. Messrs. Pierson & Co.

(London)i send] us their catalogue ol cast and
wrought steel and ironwork, chiefly of construc-

tional character—rolled steel girders, steel plate

tanks and doors, fireproof floors, steel columns,

iron and steel roofs, &c. They offer also a

novelty in the shape of rolled iron mouldings.

Messrs. D. & J, Tullis (Kilbowie, Glasgow), send

us a catalogue of laundry machinery manufac-

tured by them, including various types of rotary

washing machines. Among the objects described

and illustrated is the new patent brass inside

shell for rotary washers, which can be fitted to

any of their machines. The object is to lessen

wear, the rivetting being done from outside only,

and all sharp edges are removed from the inside.

The catalogue includes also roller ironers, boilers

and engines, everything required to complete
laundry plant. Messrs. John Dickinson & Co.

(London) send us a set of specimens of papers for

wrapping purposes, from thick browns to light

papers; a class of article which is of importance

to many of our readers in regard to the putting

up of drawings, &c.

Correspondence.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE ARCHITECT’S MODEL.
Sir,—Mr. Edwin Seward’s suggestions, that the

art of architecture is placed before the general
public under somewhat unsatisfactory conditions, is

one that will evoke a sympathetic chord in most
architect's souls. His practical suggestion for the

remedy is one that does not go far enough perhaps.
The people who visit building trades' exhibitions are
not altogether those whom we would wish to

influence.

It seems to me that to fellow-architects, builders,

and workmen, we rightly convey our artistic (if any)
meaning by means of drawings to scale or per-

spectives on the flat. We can all imagine the rest

for ourselves. The general public, however, do
require some further translation : and it does seem
probable that a sufficiently adequate translation

might be furnished by means of models, certainly

made to scale, but not necessarily very elaborate,

now constructed at great expense. It is quite true

that the criterion of an architect’s work must be
centred in the buildings be erects, and that there

must necessarily be some deception about a mere
model. It is, moreover, impossible to give the

texture of each material imitated without a large
expenditure of both time and money. I believe that

the public would forego these disadvantages while
thanking us for other advantages furnished them
over and above those which are now provided solely

by drawings on the fiat.

I have lately taken some pains to make for my
clients simple models of proposed work, and have
found from actual experience that greater interest is

aroused and their sympathy augmented thereby. I

am confident that both young and old prefer to look
at an architectural model in place of a drawing
wherever practicable.

Architects labour under great disadvantages

;

their finished works are not transferable by train,

neither can they inscribe their names legibly or

illegibly in the corner of their works. Art, as under-
stood by the general public, must come forth from a
studio, and be contained within the limits of a gilt

frame.

If, therefore, architects do nothing to assert them-
selves or their art in the same practical manner as

do the painter-artists, they have only themselves to

blame for the natural consequences.
I would therefore suggest that discussions on this

matter of models be raised in all architectural

societies, but on the idea that any exhibition should
stand entirely on its own basis, and not form a mere
side-show in an exhibition of a sister art. Heaven
helps those who help themselves. I am willing to

assist any “ trial trip " in the direction of an exhibi-

tion, purely architectural, of models (or combination
of models and drawings) to the extent of fifty pounds,
I cannot say more or do more to any purpose, not
being a member of any learned Architectural Insti-

tute or Society, and only personally known to a few

fellow architects by the abbreviated name of
“ PlLK,"

THE DRAWING OF “A THIRTEENTH
CENTURY ARCHITECT.”

Sir,—

A

very good reproduction of the drawing
will be found on p. 50 of the Masonic Magazine,
November, 1881. D. M.

“SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.”

Sir,—

I

n your notice of No. 63, Sloane-sireet (of

which a sketch appears in your last issue) the archi-

tect’s name is given as Mr. Fairfax B. Wade. This
is not correct, as I was the architect.

T. Leonard Williams.

We do not understand the meaning of the

above letter, as we received the description of the

house from Mr. Wade, in what we believe was his

own writing.—

E

d,

Zbc Stubent’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—X.
lOiNER

—

{continued.)

DE have in the two previous chapters given

examples of the mode of specifying the

most general items of joiner’s work, but

theie are others less genera), but occasionally

required, of which it may be useful to the student

to have instances, and some of these we now
give.

Window Shutters.—The windows numbered
on plans to have in. boxing shutters in

leaves three panels high, moulded both sides ;

the back flaps to be also in. in leaves three

panels high, but moulded and square. The
shutters to be full height of windows, and hung
with a pair of 3;^ in. wrought-iron butts or back

flaps, as necessary to each leaf, in i^ in, cross-

tODgued and beaded boxings, with architrave

moulding out of 3^ in. by 2 in. Each set of

shutters to have if in. by f in. steel shutter bar,

3 ft. long, with spring catch fastener and 14 ozs.

bell, with spring and clip. All stiles to have

rebated and beaded joints.

The windows numbered on plans to have

ij in. boxing shutters, 5 ft. 6 in. high, in two

panels, moulded and square each leaf, the back

flaps to be i in. thick in two panels, square both

sides. The shutters to be hung in i in. cress-

tongued and beaded splayed boxings, with a pair

of 3 in. wrought iron butts or back flaps as

necessary to each leaf. Each set of shutters to

have li in. by -jV steel shutter bar, 18 in,

long, with spring catch fastener. All stiles to

have rebated joints.

The windows numbered on plans to have

i.|in. moulded and square shutters in two panels

each leaf, double hung with best flax lines, and

brass bushed axle pullies in deal-cased frames to

match those of sashes. Each pair of shutters to

have a 4 in. brass shutter screw and socket, and a

pair of brass drop shutter rings, and a pair of 3 in.

brass flush shutter lifts to each leaf. The boxing

to these shutters to have ij in. moulded and

square front in two panels tongued to floor, in.

ploughed and tongued back, and if in. hinged

cover with rounded nosing, _hung with a pair of

2h\n. brass butts.

The windows numbered on plans to

have a pair of if-in. framed shutters, with solid

panels tongued and V-jointed, hung folding with a

pair of 4|-in. wrought-iron parliament hinges to

casement frames, and fitted with oak blocks

plugged to wall, and strong wrought iron cockspur

shutter fastenings, also a pair of 6-in. wrought-

iron barrel bolts. Each leaf to have heart-shaped

perforation 6 in, by 6 in.

Trench Casements.—The windows numbered
on plans to have 2 in. ovolo moulded

French casements, hung folding with hook rebate

(or rounded and grooved heels) and moulded

weather fillet out of 24 in. by if in. on meeting

stiles, and rounded tongue, if in. thick, on

hanging stiles. The bottom rail and sill to

have Elliott’s weather-bar, p.c. (or

specify any other method preferred for keeping

out rain between bottom rail and sill). The
casements to be hung with a pair of 4 in. wrought

iron butts to each leaf to 4^ in. by 4 in. rebated

and beaded frame, with hollow groove as water

stop I'i in. wide. Sill to be 6 in. by 4 in. oak,

sunk weathered and throated, and fitted with

Elliott’s weather bar as
_
above mentioned (or

otherwise, as the case may be). Put to these

casements f in. brass espagnoletie bolts p.c.

Coach-House Doors,—The doors of coach-
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house to be 2| in., Aamed, ledged, and braced,

the ledges and braces ifc in. thick, the hlling-in

ofinch matched and V-jointed boarding in half

batten widths, stiles, top rail, and braces 5^ in.

wide, ledges and bottom rail 9 in. wide. The
doors to be hung with a pair of Collinge’s gate

hinges 3 ft. 6 in. long, to each leaf, to 6 in. by

4^ in. rebated and chamfered frame, and to be
fitted with a 12 in. wrought-iron barrel bolt, and
30 in. wrought-iron rod bolt, and 9 in. oakbound
stock lock.

Stable Doors.—The doors numbered on
plans to be 2^ in., framed ledged and braced,
the ledges and braces in. thick, the filling-in

of [j'-in. matched and v-jointed boarding in half

batten widths, to be hung in two heights with
rebated joint to meeting rails, with a pair of 4 in.

wrought iron butts to each leaf to 4^ in. by 4 in.

rebated and chamfered frame. The doors to be
fitted with brass flush-handled stable latch, 6-in.

wrought-iron barrel bolt, and 8-in. oak-bound
stock-lock.

Construct cistern to be placed in roof
over with in. cross-tongued and dove-
tailed sides and 1^ in. cross-tongued and dove-
tailed bottom. The size of cistern to be 4 ft. by
6 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. internal dimensions. To each
internal angle put splayed angle fillet out of

3 in. by 3 in., and leave all internal surfaces
fair and clean for plumber. Around outside of
cistern, nail tightly-stretched hoop iron 18 gauge
inch wide, bestquality, three rowsfiln.fromtopand
three rows around middle *of height. The cover to
this cistern to be ^ in. matched boarding, made
in three divisions each with two ledges ij in. by
4^ in. Fix cistern in roof on strong fir bearers,
and cut necessary holes and dishings for plumber’s
work.
D'varf Cupboards .—The method of specifying

these would be similar to that already given for
ordinary cupboards, except that the top might be
of some hard wood and would be described thus :

The top to be of i;j-in. selected ' Riga wainscot,
cross-tongued, and with i^-in. by 4^-in. ledges on
the underside, secured with slotted cups and
screws, and buttoned down to framing. The
nosing of top to be rounded.

Sliding Partitions .—The sliding partitions in
to be lo- in. framed partitions in (two?)

divisions, each division in six panels square, the
middle panels open and prepared for 26 oz. sheet
glass, the others ^ in. thick. The partitions to
be hung from wrought steel rail on bressummers,
with two wheels to each division, and oak
threshold 4 in. by 3 in., with small tram rail let

in, and steel stubs and plates on lower edge of
framing. For the wheels, rails, and stubs pro-
vide the p.c. sum of

, including carriage and
delivery on the works. The contractor is to fix

these special items of ironmongery as directed.
Each division to have also a pair of brass pull
handles, p.c.

, and mortice locking-latch,
p.c.

^
(N.B.—There are various patented forms of

sliding and folding partitions now on the market
which require, usually, some amount of special
preparation. The nature of this should be ascer-
tained from the patentee, and specified, and a
lump sum provision included for the patentee’s
work, making it quite clear whether the provision
does or does not include for carriage, delivery,
fi.xing, priming, painting or ironmongery.)

Lattndry Fittings (domestic).— Fit up laundry
with three washing tubs of in. clean deal
wrought bo'h sides, splayed, and put together
with dovetailed angles in white lead. The size
of tubs to be 2 ft. 6 in. by i ft. 9 in., and 13 in.

deep internally, and to have 2 in. brass plug,
washer and waste, and li. in light lead pipe as
waste to empty into channel in floor.

Fit up li in. clean deal ironing board, wheie
shown on plan, hung with Ur pair of 4 in. wrought-
iron butts and hanging stile out of 4^ in. by in.

,

plugged to wall. Put underneath board two
folding trussed brackets out of 2^10. by i^in.
with heel blocks and pins. Provide two clothes
racks, each 5 ft. long by 3 ft. high, with 2 in. by
7.\ in. ends, and three rails in. by i-J- in.

morticed and tenoned, and pinned to ends.
These racks to have pulleys, lines, and belaying
cleats for hoisting to ceiling.

Ironmongery.—In specifying ironmongery it is

unwise to follow the example of a bill of quan-
tities and dissociate the items from the parts of
the building to which they refer. There are,
however, general clauses relating to ironmongery
which may be given under the one collective
heading. For example, if in the case of locks it

is necessary that a master-key shall command the
whole, it should be specified that the whole of
•the locks are to be under one mastership, with
wo (ormojre, as thecase maybe) keys to pass.

If sub-master-keys are required for various parts,

or if there are several masterships, this should be
clearly defined.

As regards quality, it is of little use to specify

the best quality or to attempt to define the

quality, as this varies, by almost imperceptible

gradations, from a very high standard to a very

low one. The only really satisfactory method for

a young architect to adopt is to put himself into

the hands of a trustworthy ironmonger, and in-

clude in his specification a fixed price for a fixed

quality and article which he has already arranged

with the ironmonger. There is, of course, a

tariff price for ironmongery, and it would be pos-

sible to specify the ironmongery by a p.c. price,

leaving the ultimate selection till later ;
but in

this case there is the difficulty that different

tradesmen treat the tariff differently, and unless

the builder knows, before tendering, through

whom the ironmongery is to be bought, bis esti-

mate must be speculative unless the architect

allows the builder to select the ironmonger—

a

course which is open to some objections.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Additions to S. Gabriel's Church, Pimlico.

-^The Bishop of London consecrated, on the ist

inst., the additions wbicii have been made to S.

Gabriel’s Church, Pimlico. The church is a well-

proportioned Gothic building with three aisles,

chancel and western tower and spire, but the

beauty of the building was not a little disfigured

by the unsightly side galleries which have just

been removed. The additions, which consist of

north and south aisles, a new south chapel in

memory of the late Rev. Brymer Belcher, the

first vicar, a west gallery and a west porch, the gift

of Lord Edward Pelham Clinton, have been carried

out by Mr. John Thompson, of Peterborough, at

a cost of some 6,000/, from the designs of Mr.
Arthur Baker, of the firm of Messrs. Baker & Tur-
rill, in harmony with the original design. The extra

width given by the additional aisles and the double
arcade on each side of the nave have increased the

picturesqueness of the interior, which has also been
enriched by the groining of the aisle roofs, and by
the richly-carved oak front cf the west gallery carried

on a stone arcade. The chancel has received a new
east window, designed by Mr. Kemp.
Enlargement of Premises, Golden-lane,

London.—Messrs. Buttons, the well known carriers,

are considerably enlarging their premises in Golden-
lane, London. The plans have been prepared by
Mr. Hamilton, and the contract has been secured
by Mr. B. E. Nightingale. The floors of the
building are to be fireproof on the Fawcett system,
and the constructional iron and steel work is being
supplied and erected by Messrs. Mark Fawcett
& Co.
Cafe, Liverpool.—A cafe in connexion with

the Cotton Exchange has just been erected at the
corner of the Exchange at Liverpool. The cafe has
three entrances, one in Brown’s-buildings, one in

Rumford-slreet, and one in W'ater-street. All the
work has been carried out by Messrs. Warings,
Limited. Mr. J. F. Doyle, 01 Liverpool, was the
architect.

Restoration of Church, Duffield, Derby-
shire.—The contract for this work has been let to

Messrs. Bridgeman. The addition of a South
Chapel to the existing edifice will be first com-
menced. The principal alterations to be undertaken
are of an internal nature, and comprise a new floor,

new oak pews, remodelled healing apparatus, the
addition of a chancel screen and organ screen, and
paving the chancel with black and white marble,
togetner with extensive decorations. The work will

be carried out under the superintendance of Mr. J
Oldrid Scott, F.S A.
Workmen's Dwellings. Hornsey.—On the

23rd ult., at the Hornsey Urban District Council
Offices, Colonel A. G. Dunford, R.E., held a Local
Government Board inquiry into the application for
sanction to borrow 27,500 for the ereclion of work-
men's dwellings, 2,790/. for purposes of street
improvement, 2,779/. for works of sewerage and
surface water drainage, and 2,184/. for other works.
Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, Surveyor, was in attendance.
Restoration of Llanbedr Church, Brecon-

shire

—

This church has just been reopened after
restoration. The actual work of restoration was
commenced in April last, the architect being Mr.
J. L. Pearson, R.A. The work has been carried
out by Messrs. Luscombe & Son, of Exeter. The
whole of the church, with the exception of the tower,
has been renovated.
Church, Lundy Island.—The new church of

St. Helena. I^undy Island, is approaching com-
pletion. The building is of thirteenth-century style,
and it consists of nave, chancel, with north transept,
intended as an organ chamber, and vestry. The
lower part of the tower (which is 70 ft. high) will
serve as an entrance porch, and there is a square
turret at the south-east angle of the tower, which
gives approach to the belfry, in which is to be a
peal of bells. The roofs are of sleep pitch, and
formed of split stone slabs of Tetbury stone. The
building is built of grey granite, with dressings of

Doulting stone. In a niche in the tower is a large (

statue of St. Helena. It is the handiwork of Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter The interior walls are :

lined with red brick throughout, relieved by bands :

and diaper of blue Staffordshire and cream-coloured 1

Marland bricks. There is a chancel arch, carried i

by polished Parbeck marble columns. Two granite :

steps bring the worshippers to the floor of the :

chancel, and two more to the altar rails. A dwarfed ]

screen of carved stone divides nave and chancel.
,

The altar rails are of oak, upon brass standards. .

The foot pace, upon which the oak altar stands, is ;

of polished Devon marble. There is a sedilia upon 1

the south side of the sanctuary, and opposite thereto >

a carved piscina. The east window is a three-light !

one, filled with stained glass by Messrs. Clayton &
Bell, of London. Immediately beneath the window
is a carved and sculptured reredos. The super-altar •

is of polished veined alabaster, and the main portion i

of the reredos proper consists cf three distinct .

divisions, gabled and crocketted. and divided from
each other and flanked by clustered columns of
polished Purbeck marble. The sculpture is in

exceptionably high relief, the central panel repre-
senting the Last Supper, whilst that on the dexter
side shows the Institution of the Passover, and on
the sinister of the Scape Goat. The pulpit is of
carved stone, and on the north side, and the font is

of the same material, upon a grey granite step.
There are encaustic tiles from Lugwardine, Here-
fordshire, in the chancel and sanctuary floors, and
under the seating, which, like the stalls, are of oak,
the floors are of wocd blocks. The eagle lectern is

of oak. The floor of the organ chamber is some-
what lower than is the nave, and is laid with wood
blocks. The contractors for the genera! work are
Messrs. Britton & Pickett, builders, of Ilfracombe.
The pulpit, altar, screen, font, &c., as well as the
sculptured reredos, and other sculpture, are by
Messrs. Harry Hems & Sons. The architect is Mr.
John Norton, of London.

Catholic Church, Frizington, Cumber-
land.—The new church of St. Joseph, Frizington,
was opened recently. The new building, which
is in Gothic style, stands on the same site as
the old one, and is built of brick. The length
of the building is 75 ft,, the breadth 34 ft.

across the body of the church, and 45 ft. across
the altar part

;
the height to the eaves, 14 ft. 6 in,,

and from eaves to ridge, 17 ft. 6 in. It is lighted
by six windows on each side, and three lancet
windows in the north end. Over the vestry
on the west of the building is the belfry, 35 ft. high.
The cliurch is entered by a porch, with side doors.
Over the entrance is an organ gallery. There are
two passages leading up the church to the sanctuary,
which is entered by three arches—a large one in the

centre, 25 ft. 6 in. high and 18 ft, wide; and a
smaller one on each side of it. There is seat-

ing accommodalion for 400 people, the seat
ing being of pitch pine. The lady altar

and baptistry are on the left of the high
altar; and the vestry is on the right, having an
entrance from the adjoining presbytery. Mr. Robert
Pearson, of CleatorMoor. prepared the plans, &c.,

for the erection of the building, and the work was
carried out under his supervision. The woodwork
was sub-let to Mr. Martindale, and the plumbing
work to Mr. Jackson Sumpton. Mr. Millican had
the painting; Mr. John Hazzard, Frizington, had
charge of the hauling

;
and Mr. Reuben Pearson had

charge of the mason work. The high altar has been
executed by Messrs. Boulton & Sons, Cheltenham.

New Baths for Morley.—

T

he Morley Cor-
poration have decided to erect a set of public baths

in the borough. The site selected for the purpose
is a sloping piece of ground fronting on to Fountain-

street, Out of the fifteen plans submitted in the

recent competition, those sent in by Messrs. Holtom
& Fox, of Dewsbury, have been awarded the first

premium, subject to a tender for the execution of the

work at 6,000/. (the amount of their estimate) being

submitted and approved. In the centre of the front

elevation, where the bath superintendent will have his

home, the building is to be two stories high
;
the rest

of the structure will be a singlestory. There will be
two entrances to the baths. On the left will be the

men's slipper baths—two first-class and four second

—two shower baths, a needle bath, and a vapour
bath. A visitor to the first-class swimming bath

will also enter by this door, and, passing the pay
office, beneath the superintendent's house, will turn

along a short corridor to the left, where he will find

the direct entrance to the bath-room. The length

of the first-class bath will be 65 ft., the breadth

24 ft.
,
and the depth will vary from 3 ft. to 6 ft. The

entrance on the right-hand side of the building will

lead to the ladies' slipper baths, of which there are

to be a similar number to those provided for men.
Behind these baths will be the second-class swim- I

ming bath of the regulation dimensions (water I

measure)—viz., 75 ft. by 30 ft. As this bath will
[

often be used for entertainments, a gallery has been i

provided, running the greater part of the way round 1

the room. Dressing boxes of wood, with slate par- I

titions, are to be arranged on two sides of the room.
j

Both of the swimming baths are to be lined with t

glazed bricks, and adjoining each will be a small 1

soap bath.

School OF Art Building, Glasgow.—Twelve !

architects were invited to compete in the competi- I

tion for a School of Art at Glasgow, and the I
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I

result was that the design of Messrs. John Honey-

I
man & Keppie was chosen. The site purchased by

I

the Bellahouston Trustees is that piece of land lying

I
immediately to the north of the Panorama buildings

' in Sauchiehall-street, between Dalhousie-street on
the east and Scott-street on the west, and having a

frontage to Renfrew-street. The building itself

will face due north, with a length of 250 ft. and a
depth of 77 ft. Owing to the conformation of the

ground, the building at its south-west angle will have

to be carried by a retaining wall. The plans

selected show a tliree-storied building—a basement
and two floors—the ground to the north being exca-

vated to form an area for lighting the lowest floor.

The entrance is in Renfrew-street, the main door
being situated in the centre of the fafade. A service

door has also been made in Dalhousie-street for

access to a janitor’s house and for the reception

I

of material. The staircase of the building

is situated in the rear centre, and access to

I all floors is gained from and by it. The

I

upper floor contains the life rooms (male and
' female), antique rooms (elementary and ad-

vanced), a school museum, and a board room. The
middle floor is occupied by ornament, still life, and
design rooms, and the school library and lecture

theatre. The basement bolds the accommodation
for modelling (large antique and ornament), archi-

tectural rooms, and the technical rooms. In these

will be placed a forge, a kiln, and a muffle. The
basement also contains a house for a resident janitor,

the heating apparatus, and various store-rooms.

The administration is situated in the centre of the
building and on the first floor. All rooms in which
instruction is to be given are lighted from the north,

tlie only light taken from the south being that avail-

able for the corridors, which on each floor run from
one end of the building to the other, at the southern
side of the edifice. The light from the south is

obtained by the use of wells, there being no reserva-

tion in favour of windows in the southern wall. The
governors are at present contemplating building
such portion of the plans as can be erected at a
cost of 14,000/.

New Masonic Halls, Selkirk, —The new
Masonic Halls at Selkirk were consecrated on the
19th inst. The halls are situated in the Back Row,
adjoining the Volunteer Hall. The principal hall is

situated on the second flat, and measures 35 It. by
20 ft. The under hall is smaller, measuring 25 ft. by
20 ft. M. Hippolyte J. Blanc, Edinburgh, is the
architect.

Village H.\ll, Knowsley, Lancashire.

—

Lord Derby recently opened a village hall at

Knowsley village. The building was designed by
Mr. Leslie, architect on the Derby estate. It con-
tains a hall 60 ft. long (or 75 ft. including the
platform) 30 ft. broad, and 37 ft. high to the roof
ridge. The roof is of open pitch pine. A gallery
occupies one end of the hall, wliich is seated for

440 persons. There are several cloakrooms, and at

one end of the building is a room 30 ft. by 20 ft.,

with separate entrance door, for the use of the parish
council and for small gatherings.

New Poor-Law Buildings, Whitby.—Some
time since the Guardians of the Whitby Poor-Law
Union purchased the riverside property in Church-
street, Whitby, formerly known as the Phccnix
Rooms, for use as a board-room, offices, &c. For
nearly a year internal alterations have been in pro-
gress, and the interior now contains accommodation
for the Guardians and their clerk, also for the
Overseers and their assistant, the Rate Collector,

Relieving Officer, applicants for relief, &c. The
architect for the works of renovation and improve-
ment was Mr. E. H. Smailes, of Whitby, and the
contractor Mr. J. Braim.

The New Church at Bolsover, Derby-
shire.—A public meeting was held at Bolsover
recently to consider and decide what steps should be
taken towards the restoration of the church, wliich

was destroyed by fire a few weeks ago. Mr. Louis
Ambler, of London, who is the architect engaged,
submitted plans which he had prepared. There
were two schemes suggested :—No. i, to erect a
building on the same lines as the old one, the esti-

mated cost of which was 6,500/., including seating,

gasfitting, organ, bells, and other requisites. No. 2

scheme provides for some enlargement and extra
seating accommodation for 220 persons. The esti-

mated cost in this case w.as 9,000/., inclusive. Both
estimates included the cost of restoring the chancel.
It was resolved that No. 2 scheme be adopted.

Free Public Library, Leyton. — The old
public offices of the Leyton Local Board have
been renovated and altered so as to render
them suitable for the purposes of a free library.

The alterations on the ground floor provide a
lending library, reference library, librarian's office,

and store-room. There is a new public entrance.
On the first floor the old Board-room has been con-
verted into a reading-room, with a lift connecting the
lending library. The second floor, with two rooms
on the first floor, comprise the librarian's apartments,
with bath-room, &c. The work has been done by
Mr. Coxhead, of Leytonstone, from plans by Mr.
Dawson, the Surveyor to the Council. The electric

lighting has been carried out by Messrs. Spagnoletti
& Crooks, The newsroom of the library, which is

the old council chamber transformed, is a hall, soft,
by 31 ft.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERINGNEWS.
Refuse Destructor for Yarmouth —An

inquiry was held at Yarmouth recently by Colonel

A. G. Durnford, R.E., with reference to the pro-

posed expenditure by tbe Town Council of 10,500/.,

on the erection of a refuse destructor on the

Corporation marshes, between Caister-road and the

River Bure. The Borough Surveyor, in the course

of his evidence, explained that the estimate was as

follows :—Building 3,156/. ;
chimney, 1,913/. :

fencing, 204/. ;
ten furnaces, two boilers, and other

appliances, 3,368/. 15s.
;

charging apparatus,

1,000/.; clinker furnaces, 100/. The steam generated

would be used for the production of electric light.

The quantity of refuse guaranteed, to be destroyed

without forced draught was 75 tons per day, and the

quantity collected in the district which the destructor

was to serve averaged 65 tons daily. The maximum
in the summer time was 85 tons in a day, and he

expected the destructor would work up to 85 tons.

The building would afford room for extension, as it

was intended for fourteen cells.

Drainage of Sidmouth.—Mr. 'W. A, Ducat, of

the Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

Sidmouth on the 24th ult,, into the Urban District

Council's application to borrow 5,000/. for works of

sewerage. The Clerk having detailed the facts

leading up to the application, stated that tbe town

was now unanimously in favour of Mr. Mansergh's

scheme. The Local Government Board had sanc-

tioned a loan of 3,824/. for the town sewers, the

present application being in regard to the outfall

works. Mr. G. R. Strachan (Messrs. Mansergh &
Strachan) explained tbe plans.

Proposed Dock 'Works, the Hartlepools,
—At a recent meeting ot the representatives of the

Hartlepool and West Hartlepool Corporations, the

Shipowners' Society, and the Chamber of Com-
merce, held at West Hartlepool, to consider certain

proposals for improving the dock and trading

facilities of the port, the Mayor of Hartlepool

(Councillor Mudd, C.E.)laid a scheme before the

meeting, which it is proposed to urge upon the

North-Eastern Railway Company to carry out.

The project includes a proposal for straightening

tbe deep-water entrance to the harbour
; a new fish

harbour
;

a new entrance to the 'Victoria Dock,

65 ft. wide and 26 ft. deep, to accommodate ships

up to 6,000 tons
:
to heighten and improve the coal

spouts
:
to construct a new dock in the Stake

;
to

enlarge the Central Dock, so as to enable vessels of

6co ft. to be built and launched; to widen No. 4
Graving Dock, so as to accommodate an ironclad,

if required
;
to lay tbe Jackson Dock to the coal

dock, and to construct a new through railway

station at West Hartlepool, with main entrance

opposite the Municipal Buildings, and make Hartle-

pool the terminus for south \x21xri%.—North-Eastern

Gazette.

Water Supply Works, Witney, Oxford.—
Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King, M.lnst.C.E., an in-

spector from tbe Local Government Board, held an

inquiry at the Witney Corn Exchange with reference

to the application of the Urban District Council

to borrow 5,000/. for water supply works. Mr.

Lailey, the Engineer, attended, and explained tbe

proposed scheme.
Sewage Disposal Works, Knaresborough,

Yorkshire.—An inquiry was held recently at

the Urban Council offices at Knaresborough by

Colonel Luard, R.E., one of tbe Local Government
Board engineer inspectors, as to the application of

the Knaresborough Urban District Council to

borrow a further sum of 1,800/. for the completion 1

of the main outfall sewerage and sewage disposal

works, the total cost of which amounts to lo.oco/.

The Engineer, Mr. D. Balfour, of Newcastle-on-

Tyne, explained the scheme, which consists in the

laying of two main outfall sewers, both 18 in. in

diameter, with atotallenglh of four miles, crossing

under tbe River Nidd by a cast-iron inverted syphon.

The disposal works consist of ten acres of land,

properly underdnained, and laid out on the in-

termittent filtration principle. The sewage, on
reaching the site, is treated in a chamber with

alumino ferric, and, after being thoroughly self-

admixed, passes into large precipitation tanks in

duplicate, the clarified sewage afterwards passing on
to the land. There was no opposition to the

scheme.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Doncaster Parish Church.—The

great north transept window in the Doncaster Parish

Church, which was destroyed by a gas explosion

some time ago, has been filled with new stained

glass illustrative of the “Te Deum." The six

main lights are filled with three tiers of figures re-

presenting Cherubim and Seraphim, apostles,

prophets, and martyrs, as well as Saints Ambrose
and Augustine, tbe joint authors of tbe *' Te Deum."
The figures are surmounted by canopie.s of broad
and simple design, and along the base of tbe

lights is written in bold black letters, “ Te Deum
laudamus, te dominum confitemur." The Mowbray
window on the south side has been replaced by

three lights, containing figures of holy matrons.

The whole of tbe work has been designed and carried

out under the direction of the architects (Messrs.

Demaine & Brierley, York), by Messrs. Shrigley &
Hunt, of l.ancaster and London,— Yorkshire Post,

Memorial Window, Allesley Church,
Coventry.—A new stained glass window has been

placed in the north wall of Allesley Church, in

memory of the late Mrs. James Maycock, of

Coventry. Tbe subject is one suggested by the last

chapter of Proverbs, describing the virtues of " The
Good Woman." The window has two lights. It

was designed by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, London.

FOREIGN,
France.—

T

lie Paris Municipal Council is study-

ing the possibility of establishing an evening museum
for workmen who are working in industrial^ arts.

This museum will for the present be installed in the

Salle Saint Jean, at the Hbtel de Ville, and the

present Director of Fine Arts, has promised to

give a set of models of ancient and modern works,

drawings, and other works of art, to fill tbe museum.
If this scheme succeeds, other evening museums,
accompanied by lectures on industrial art, will be

organised in the principal mairies of Paris, particu-

larly in the most crowded neighbourhoods. The
Acad^mie des Beaux-Arls has just elected, as foreign

corresponding member in the painting section,

M. Maccari, of Rome, in place of the late M. de

Fonseca, of Lisbon. The sale of sculptures.

furniture, and work5 of art of tbe thirteenth century,

belonging to the heirs of the brothers Goncourt, has

now realised the sum of 182 000 fr. Tbe Chinese

and Japanese collection will be sold from March
8 to 13. The work of suppressing tbe last

of the waterways to be found in Paris is being

carried on. These are in the XIV. and XV. arron-

dissements, on the line of the Corapagniede I'Ouest.

The expense is estimated at 5,000,000 francs.

The Poissy Municipal Council has decided to pull

down the old mill, close to the Poissy bridge. It

was built in 1230 by Queen Blanche of Castille,

mother of Saint Louis. This ancient building is

now in ruins. A competition has just been opened

for the building of a Palais de Justice at Tizi-Ouzon,

in Algeria. The Municipal Council in Algeria

have accepted the scheme for the building of a new

Hotel de Pr.?fecture. Some important alterations

in the town of Marseilles ate shortly to be begun.

The expense is estimated at 8.000.000 francs. The

work IS to include the draining and rebuilding the

quarters behind the Bourse, between the Rue de la

Canebiire, Rue de la R6publique, Rue Colbert, and

the Cours Belzunce. Madame VioUet-le-Duc,

widow of the great architect, has just been^ buried

in the cemetery at Passy ;
she died at Saint Germain

at the age of 84. The death is announced, at the

age of 57. of M. Albert Lecoy de la Marche, sous chef

de la section historiciues des Archives^ Nalionales.

Several works on French art are due to him; amongst

them " Etudes sur I'acadgmie de France Rome,"

studies on miniatures in France in thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries, on tbe art of illuminating and

on religious painting. Tbe painter Freddric Lix

hasjust died at the age of 67, after a long illness.

He was born at Strasbourg, and came to Paris in

ordertoworkinthe studios ofDrollingandBiennoury.

This artist gave himself up at the same time to

painting ana iilustralion. As a painter^ he left

pictures depicting Alsacian life, " La Marseillaise en

Alsace," “ Les Adieux a laPatrie," and historical

subjects, such as “Camille Desmoulins au Palais

Royal ” and “Un drame au Moyen Age," which

was exhibited last year at tbe Champs Elys^es saloii.

His illustrations are innumerable. The death is

announced of M. Jules Louis Bertrand, architect,

of Valenciennes, at the age of 60.

Germany.—Tbe Deutsche Bsuzeitung report

that the large national monument which is to

be erected at Leipsic will be designed by Bruno

Schmitz, and that there will be no further com-

petition for this work. Seventy-four designs

have been sent in for the new palm-houses

and gardens for Leipsic, and the first pre-

mium of 150/. has been awarded to Mr. Edward

May, of B rankfort. A publication has been

issued of illustrations of buildings carried out

from the designs and under the supervision

of Professor Messel, of whose work we have

frequently given illustrations. A memorial tower

is to be erected in honour of the ex-Chancellor

Bismarck. A competition has been opened for tbe

design, and Professors Ende, Schweehten, and

Otzen are the assessors. The locality for tbe tower

is Apenrade in Schleswig. An interesting series of

competitions has been opened by the East Pripsian

Architectural Society, with a view of obtaining a

.series of model designs of villa-residences. There

are five competitions, each for a different class of

building. Competitions of this description should

do much to encourage better planning in the smaller

German towns. The “ Kreuz Kirche,"at Dresden,

was destroyed by fire recently
;

it has only been

lately renovated in tbe interior at an expenditure of

15,000/. The building dates back to 1764, It is

understood that the church was insured for 75,000/.

We regret to record the death of Herr Bauratb

Krankce. at the age of seventy-seven
;
he was long

associated with the railway works of the Prussian

Government, and his life is the subject of a long

obituary notice in our contemporary, the Central

Blati der Bauverwaltung. We regret to record

the death also of the well-known cathedral archi-

tect. Max Salzmann, who has long been associated
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with the Dome at Bremen, the restoration of which
was placed in his hands after an important competi-
tion held in 1888. Herr Salzmann had only at-
tained his forty-seventh year, and was considered to
be one of the most prominent church architects in
Germany. The Association of Brickmakers and
Limekiln Owners held its annual meeting at
Berlin last month, and at the same time the meet-
ings of the cement manufacturers also took place.
As usual at these gatherings, a number of highly
interesting lectures were given, and there was much
discussion on technical questions of the day.
Austria.—The Architects' Ball which took

place at Vienna last month is considered to have
been a great success. Among the visitors was the
Archduke Otto of Austria. Professor Otto Wagner
was the President of the ball. The Prime Minister
was present among other political personages.
According to our cfticial contemporaries at Vienna it
appears necessary to extend the premises of the
Great General Hospital by using the site of some
historical barracks. The matter will come before
the Austrian Parliament during the present year.
A small section of the Vienna horse tramways has
been transformed into electrical tramways with a
view of giving this system a trial. The Con-
tinental Gas Company at Vienna has just entered
into a contract for 15.000 incandescent gas lights for
street lighting.

A Fire in the Cathedral at Verona.—The
ancient cathedral of Verona has had a narrow
escape from being destroyed. As it is, damage to
the amount of 4,000/. has been done, which is
covered by insurance

;
but the old registers in the

vestry, some of which dated back to 1503, the altar
furniture of gill wood used on ceremonial occasions,
the wax candle offerings at shrines of the past
month, objects in silver of the Santa Anna Com-
pany, and other furniture were burnt. Fortunately
all the most precious objects escaped destruc-
tion. The flames were first seen to issue from a
window of a room in the building called "Dela
Cioccolhta," because of its serving as a refreshment
room for the neophytes.

MISCELLANEO US.
Professional and Business Announce

MENTS.—Messrs. Lumleys, of 22, Si. James’s-street
have instituted monthly sales by auction of shares ii

trading, manufacturing, gas, water, insurance, ant
other companies, which do not usuallyfind a marke
on the Slock Exchange. Messrs. W. & T R
freeman, stone and granite merchants, have openec
a new depot in the Great Northern Railway Good'
Yard, King’s Cross.
Greenwood’s Timber Calculator.—This is i

card to_ enable the prices of small-sized timber to bi
determined at a glance, by showing what a certaii
price per foot cubs amounts to per linear foot ii
various scantlings of timber. The widths anc
thicknesses are given in cross columns, and the prici
par linear foot is found at the intersection of tb«
width and thickness columns. The card is arrargec
so as to apply to twelve different prices per standarc
and per foot cube. It is likely to save a great dea
ot labour in computing prices of small timber ii
estimating, taking out quantities. &c. There shoulc
have been some indication on the face of the tables
however, to show that the central columns represen
pence and fractions of pence, which is not imrae
diately apparent, though it is sufficiently to bi
gathered from the explanatory note on the back 0me card. It is sold by the inventor, Mr. Harr
Greenwood, Mansfield.

_

An Improveme.nt in Metal Casements —Aiimprovement in the method of manufacture of meta
casernents, with special regard to the new featun
by which the metal casement can be made to oper
either mwards or outwards, is worth the attentiot
of architects. Formerly there were, as is welknown, two kinds of ordinary casements, the om
opening outwards and the other inwards The
former is the more usually adopted by architects
but it has the disadvantage of being difficult tcclep from within, and when it is adopted in esenes of raullions it is necessary that many more are
upplied wuh fittings to open than are actually
required. The casement opening inwards, on the
offier hand while being easy to clean from the
roorn, has the disadvantage of only being weather
right at an extra cost, especially in exposed situa
tions. and also interferes with blinds, window
arapery, Arc., whenever opened for ventilation Theimprovement noted above consists in a patent
which has been taken out by the N.A P WindowCompany, of Victoria-street, S.W., by which eactcasement opens both inwards and outwards. This i-
effected by various methods, one of which is illus’
trated m order to explain the system. This i-known as the -'slip" patent. The border showi
the interior elevation, and the plans and sections othe casernent when closed and open are showt
resfMctively m the upper half and lower half of thewindow

;
the slip or tongue (ii). is projected by thf

casement is

Snt f
^ perfectly weather-tighi

referring to the olhei
parts of the window in the illustration, it will txnoticed they are rendered water-tight in the follow-
ing manner The corrugated rod (10), which is
pivoted top and bottom, revolves as the casemeni

Details of Metal Casement made by the “ N, A. P." IVindoxo Co.

Rkferbnces
1. Drip to prevent rain-water passing behind head water-

bar.

2. Head water-bar (throated) for automatically rising into
posiiion when casement is opened outwards.

3. Condensation groove extending whole length of head.
4. Water-bar whicli remains in this position forventilation,

but is pushed down by thumb-piece (s, 5a) when it is
desired to revolve the casement mwards for cleaning.

4a. Elevation of w.iter-bar.

5. 5a. End and front elevations of thumb-piece.
6. Outlet holes for any water which may get into the sill.

7. Pivots of casement.
8. Turn-table, enabling casement to revolve freely.

g. Corrugations, or teeth, extending from top to bottom of
glass stile, one of which always engages a corre-
sponding tooth in the revolving corrugated rod (10)
when the casement is closed, and thus secures a water-
tight joint.

JO. Revolving corrugated rod extending from top to
bottom of hanging stile.

ioa._Pivots of revolving corrugated rod.
II. Slip extending from top to bottom of closing stile, and

automatically projected and withdrawn by the closing
or opening of the casement handle.

TO Diaora.m.

iia. Position (automatic) of slip when casement is

closed.

iib. Position (automatic) of slip when released from
handle, enabling casement to be moved inwards and
outwards.

t2. Guides for pins of slip.

12a. Pins of slip— the top and bottom ones being flush
with, or slightly below, surface of closing stile, and the
centre one projecting and being engaged by notch in
latch of handle.

13. Casement handle, the latch of which net onlysccures
the casement in the ordinary way, but also as
described in connexion with it and T2a.

14. Catch for preventing the latch of casement handle
hein^ borne down by the weight of the slip.

15. Position (automatic)^ of head water bar when case-
ment is open for ventilation.

16. Top line of casement when open for veni iLation.

17. Casement opening outwards for ventilation.
18. Casement fully open.
ig. Water-bar down to enable casement to pass inside for

cleaning.
20. Casement opening inside for cleaning,
21. Cement line.

is moved either inwards or outwards, the teeth
being in juxtaposition form a close joint. The
joint between the head of casement and frame is
effectively covered by the automatic bar (2), the
action of which is shown in the upper and lower
illustrations. The arrangement of the wa‘er bar (4)
appears simple and effective. The casement is in
use at the new Cripplegate Institute, and is about
to be used in several buildings in London. The
cost appears to be slightly in excess of the ordinary
type, but, on the other hand, as fewer casements are
required to be opened for cleansing, a saving is
effected by this means. The invention, like the
other patents taken out by the same firm, deserves
our commendation, and we shall be mistaken if it
is not largely used by architects in the future
Appointment.—

I

t is stated that Mr. W. Wallace
Gandy, architect and surveyor, of St. Helens, has
just been appointed, out of about 140 applicants, to
ffie position of chief architectural assistant to the
Borough Engineer of Accrington.
^o^^^RSEt House.—

A

Portland store wall at the
Embankment side of Somerset House, near Waterloo
Bridge, has been erected, the work having ^een

carried out in unison with the prevailing style of
arcbitectuie of the building. 'The part thus re-

claimed was formerly known as the Dock House,
and was in use many years ago as a waterway for
the entrance of barges from the river into Somerset
House. In addition to the erection of the wall, a
large room has been constructed, which will be used
as a repository for papers, &c. The work has been
carried out under the direction of Mr. Williams,
clerk of the works, Royal Courts of Justice.

The Survevor.s' Institution.—The annual
dinner of the members of the Surveyors' Institution
was held at the Hotel Cecil, Strand, on the 24tb
ult. Mr. Daniel Walney, the President, occupied
the chair, and the company, numbfring about 200,
included Professor G. Aitchison (President of the
Royal Institute of British Architeds), Mr. C.
Oakley. Mr. R. Vigers. Mr. T, M. Rickman. Mr.
A. Garrard. Mr. J. F. L. Rolleston, Mr. A, Buck,
Mr. C. J. Shoppee, Mr. A. Vernon, Mr. C. Bidwell,
Mr. A. Waterhouse, R.A., Mr. E. Windsor
Richards (President of the Institute of Mechanical
Engineers), Dr. J. H. T. Tudsbery (secretary of the
Institute of Civil Engineers), Mr. A. R. Binnie, and

I

t

1

I
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I
Mr. J. W. Penfold, hon. secretary. After the loyal

I toasts the President proposed "The Houses of Lords

I and Commons.” Mr. Jesse Collings, M.P., replied.

1 The toast of '
‘ The Bench and the Bar, ” proposed by

I Mr. C. Oakley, was acknowledged by Mr. Justice

I Grantham and Mr. E. J. Castle, (j.C. Mr. G. de L.

1 Willis proposed the toast of the evening— "The
I Surveyors' Institution.” He said the Institution was
established in the year 1869, and incorporated by royal

charter in i88r. The Institution, which was a public

authority under the London Building Act, 1894, and
other statutes, .was now erecting, at a cost of

30,000/., a building in Great George-street for a
permanent home. Their membership bad risen from
200 in 1869 to nearly 2.800. This year 400 candi-

dates were examined for the Institution certificate.

He stated, in conclusion, that the President had pro-

vided an endowment of 10/. per annum for the best

work in the science and practice of forestry. The
President responded. The President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects and the vice-president

of the Royal College of Surgeons responded for the

toast of " The Kindred Societies,” proposed by Mr.

C. J. Shoppee. Other toasts followed.

The Cost of London Board Schools.—On
February 17 last, the Works Committee of the

London School Board appointed a Special Sub-
Committee to inquire into the cost of the schools

now being erected by the Board. The Committee
have now received the general report of this Sub-
committee, and have approved the recommenda-
tions contained therein, and at the meeting of the

Board on the 25th ult. they submitted the report of

the Sub-Committee to the Board for their informa-

tion, together with the recommendations set out

below, which, in the opinion of the Committee, are

calculated to effect a reduction in the cost of the

schools to be erected in future :
—" That the Board

revert to the old specification in force in 1885-6 for

all future schools and enlargements (as suggested by
the Architect of the Board), subject to such modifi-

cations as the Architect may think it necessary to

make, in order to bring the specification up to the

present requirements of the Board and the Educa-
tion Department

;
and also subject to the further

recommendations which are made by the Sub-
committee (see pages ii to 15 inclusive of the

report). That, in future, the brickwork of all piers

carrying heavy loads, and also the whole of the

external walls, be built in cement, and that internal

walls generally be built in mortar. That, in future,

the amount which is included in the builder's tender

for the supply of glazed brick internal facings be

shown on the form of tender as a separate item.

That in all building contracts entered into by the

Board in future, the quantities shall not form part

of the contract. That, in the case of the next six

schools erected by the Board upon which the Board's

Measuring Surveyor has not commenced any

measuring work in connection with the founda-

tions, drainage, &c., the experiment be
tried of having the variations on the contract

measured up on completion, and the accounts ad-

justed. by the Quantity Surveyor who took out the

original quantities, such adjustment to be completed

within a period of six weeks after the completion of

the school. That the terms upon which this additional

work shall be executed, be the subject of a special

arrangement between the Board and the Quantity

Surveyors :
and that a report be subsequently sul>

mitted to the Works Committee showing the com-
parative cost of the measuring up by the outside

Quantity Surveyors, and also by the Board's Measur-

ing Surveyor. That the Quantity Surveyors be

required to furnish the Board with all the details and
abstracts of their measurements, and also the detailed

accounts showing the actual cost of the additions

and omissions, for reference if necessary, together

with a Summary and Balance Sheet. That, in the

above six selected cases, the Architect of the Board

be instructed to make the necessary arrangements

for measuring the foundations, drainage, &c,, during

(he progress of the work (as has hitherlo been done

by the Board’s Measuring Surveyor), but that the

monthly valuations of the work done (upon which

certificates for payment are given to Contractors

during the progress of the work) be made by the

Board's Measuring Surveyor as at present.” A long

discussion took place on ihe subject, and Mr. Diggle

reviewed the building policy of the Board at length,

and moved that the report go back ‘for further con-

sideration. Tnis was lost by 19 to 18, and a motion

(the "previous question ”) by Mr. Riley, was also

negatived
;

but subsequently a motion to adjourn

the debate was adopted.

Berkhamsted School Chapel. — In refer-

ence to our comment on Dr. Fry's letter in our last

issue, we have been since informed that the

executed design was not chosen as the result of a
competition, as the phrase "finally accepted design

”

led us to suppose. Of course in that case our com-
ment on that pha'^e of the matter was not applic-

able, and we withdraw it.

Gesso.—

O

n Tuesday evening Mr. Matthew Webb
gave an excellent practical and critical lecture on
"Gesso” at the rooms of the Society of Arts, in

connexion with the Applied Art .Section. Admitting
that it was sometimes not easy to draw the line

between stucco and gesso, he thought it was roughly

true that gesso was for the brush and stucco for the

modelling tool
;
though the laying on of gesso was_

as he showed experimentally, not so m'lch brush.

work as allowing a material to drip from the brush

in the line it followed. In the substances usually
|

employed by the gesso worker, all the bind-

ing, hardening, and cohesion was given by the

hardening of glue and oil ; in stucco those

ingredients might be injurious. It was the difference

between carbonate and sulphate of lime, calcium

being the metallic basis of both. In gesso proper,

whitening or chalk was used, the carbonate, which
might be washed away by water

;
in stucco the

sulphate was used, such as plaster of Paris, which
would set under water. The various technical

difliculties of gesso work were minutely described,

and a good many examples exhibited illustrating

various points in regard to both the practical nature

and artistic use of the material.

The History of the Arch.—The ninth of the

series of fortnightly lectures at the Glasgow Corpora-
tion Galleries on art subjects was delivered recently

by Professor F. M. Simpson, of University College,

Liverpool, whose subject was, " The History of the

Arch.” The lecturer began by saying that although

the lintel form of construction was older than the arch

form, the latter was more ancient than was generally

supposed. 1 1 was known to and used by the Egyptians

3,000 years before the birth of Christ. The most inter-

esting discovery had been that of the gates of Kbor-
sabad, in Assyria, which dated from 721 B c. Both
the pointed and semicircular-headed forms were used
by the ancients, although the former shape was
generally not constructed with radiating voussoirs,

but with stones projecting one in front ot

the other, the joints being horizontal. The god-
fathers of the arch were really the Etruscans.

From them the Romans learned it, and used it

universally in their buildings. All the Roman
arches were semicircular, and were constructed on
true arch principles. So were the arches used by
the Byzantine and Romanesque builders. The
pointed form reappeared in the .Saracenic work of

the ninth and tenth century, and was adopted by
the medimval architects to solve certain difficulties

in construction— principally those of vaulting over

oblong spaces. It was constructed properly with

radiating voussoirs, but the old idea that the

Gothic men invented the pointed arch was a mistake.

At the end of the fourteenth century the arch

became again semicircular, and this continued

until the Gothic revival at the end of the last

century once more brought the pointed form into

fashion. The lecture was illustrated wiih a fine

series oflantern slides .—North British Mail.

Presentations at an Annual Tradf.
Dinner.—The third annual dinner of the heads
of departments and representatives of the firm of

Messrs. Young & Marten, which took place

at the Holborn Restaurant, on the 20th ult.

coincided with the 25th anniversary of the firm,

and was made the occasion for presentations to

Mr. H. H. Marten, the head of the firm, and to

Mr. E. M. Edwards, the manager, who each
received a testimonial in the form of a piece of silver

plate with an appropriate inscription. Mr. B. Carter,

in making the presentation to Mr. Marten, con-
gratulated him upon the attainment of the 25th

anniversary of the business. Those present were
glad of the opportunity of thanking Mr. Marten
sincerely for the great kindness and considera-

tion which he had extended to them continually.

Mr. E. Montague Edwards, who occupied the vice

chair, next proposed the toast of " The Firm,” and
coupled with it the name of Mr. H. H. Marten, the

proprietor. Mr. T. B. Lupton (manager of the

Leytonstone Branch) subsequently made the presen-

tation to Mr. Edwards, congratulating him on the

position he bad gained, and the share he had had in

the practical management and development of the

firm for twenty-three years.

Designs for Invitation Cards, Opening of
Blackwall Tunnel.—The Bridges Committee
of the London County Council are prepared to offer

prizes : one of five guineas, one of two guineas, one
of one guinea, and seven of ten shillings, for designs

in black and white, or in any one colour, for a card
of invitation to the ceremony. The designs must
be upon thick card, not larger than 12 in. by 8 in.,

and may. if the competitor please, embody a section

of the tunnel, illustrations of which will be sent to

intending competitors on application to the Secretary

of the Technical Education Board. The prizes will

be adjudicated by the art advisers of the Board, and
all designs must be received by the Board’s Secretary

not later than Thursday, March 25. Students in

any of the London Schools of Art. or in any of the

classes conducted or aided by the Technical Educa-
tion Board, will be eligible to compete.

Carpenters' Hall Lectures.—A very in-

teresting lecture on the Work of the Electric

Current was given by Dr. Fleming on Wednesday
evening. Numerous lantern illustrations were
shown, and his method of projecting experiments
on a screen is a great improvement on the older

method of showing them on the lecture table. For
example, be projected the mechanism of an electric

bell on the screen, and then very clearly explained

its action. To illustrate electro-plating, a lead fork

was shown on the screen being rapidly coated with

lead
;
as the current was too strong he compared it

to a labourer bringing bricks too quickly, so that

heaps of loose bricks were soon piled up round
the bricklayer. He pointed out that the electrolytic

production of aluminium was now a great industry.

A few years ago it cost several shillings an ounce,
now it could be bought for is. 9d. a pound. He
prophesied that it would soon be as cheap as copper,

and that then aluminium ships and girders would
be made. 'The great progress of electric lighting

was proved by the fact that the number of lamps
connected in London bad doubled within the last

three years. In the United States, he said that there

were 10 000 miles of electric tramroads working,

and that the capital expenditure on electric traction

was now over fifty million pounds. He mentioned

that all the great practical applications of electricity

bad sprung out of pure scientific research, and made
an eloquent appeal on behalf of pure scientific work
as the basis of ^1 advance in the arts. Lord Reay,
who took the chair, expressed a hope that the

Government would accept the proposal for a
National Physical Laboratory, and endorsed Dr.
Fleming’s remarks on the importance of the search

for the truth concerning the forces and mysteries of

the world in which we live.

Proi-osed Portrait of the Ex-President
OF the Institute of Architects,—The Council
of the Royal Institute of British Architects, in

furtherance of what they believe to be a very widely-

spread wish, have appointed a Committee to take

such steps as may be deemed advisable to obtain a
portrait of Mr. Francis C. Penrose, F.R,S., to be
hung on the walls of the Institute, in recognition of

his distinguished services in the cause of architec-

ture, and the admirable manner in which be filled

the office of President during the years 1894-96.
Subscriptions are invited from members of the
Institute. The names of the Committee are Messrs.
L. Alma Tadema, Ernest George, Alex. Graham,
Ed. 'W. Mountford, and A. S. Murray.

\ » \

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Wages in the Coventry Building Trade.
—At the end of last year the various branches of the
building trade in Coventry, except the painters,
applied for an increase of wages, and in some cases
for alterations, some of an important character, to
the working rules. The bricklayers, masons,
plasterers, plasterers’ labourers, scaffolders, and
carpenters and joiners, asked for an increase of id.,

and bricklayers’ labourers Jd. per hour. The
Master Builders’ Association, in reply, offered the
men half the advance they asked, and in regard to
the rules made several concessions, refused demands
which they considered ought not to be made, and
suggested a few alterations, merely with a view to
bringing about uniformity on certain points. The
workmen, however, have indicated an unwillingness
to accept the financial proposals of the Association,
and the replies of some of the societies ignore the
attitude of the masters upon the question of sug-
gested alterations to rules. The workmen have
agreed to appoint delegates to meet the masters to
discuss points upon which there is disagreement,
and questions that remain unsettled will go to arbi-
tration. The masters are anxious to meet the men
as far as possible, believing, under the circum-
stances, that they are entitled to some improve-
ment in their position. But they are of opinion
that a id. increase is excessive, and that some of the
proposed alterations to the rules would have a con-
sequence disagreeable to both employers and
employed. While desiring to act justly to the men,
they think it only right to consider the conditions of
employment prevailing in the district. In some
Warwickshire towns the workmen engaged in the
building trade get considerably less than is being
received in Coventry, and the concession of such a
large advance to workmen, in comparison already
most favourably circumstanced, the masters believe
might work unfortunately for both parties. In view
of the activity in the building trade everything will

be done to facilitate a speedy settlement of the dis-

pute, and it is thought unlikely that anything will

arise likely to prevent a mutually satisfactory con-
clusion.— Coventry Herald.
The Bricklayers’ and Plasterers’ Dis-

pute, Newcastle. — The dispute which has
existed for moie than twelve months between the
bricklayers and plasterers, as to which set of trades-
men should do certain cement work, has at last

been brought to a termination. Several attempts
have from time to time been made to effect a settle-

ment. Recently, at the invitation of Mr. J. W.
Dyson, architect, representatives of all the parties
to the dispute, together with some of theleading archi-
tects, met at the County Hotel for the purpose of
discussing the matter in a friendly spirit. At this

meeting a suggestion was made by Mr. R. J.
Leeson that two architects, two master builders,

two plasterers, and two bricklayers should meet
in a round - table conference for the purpose
of discussing seriatim the items in dispute.
This was unanimously adopted, and the follow-

ing gentlemen were selected as representatives,
viz. : — Messrs. J. W, Dyson and R. J.
Leeson, architects

;
Messrs. Walter Lowry and S. B.

Burton, master builders
;
Messrs. Hope and Drum-

mond, bricklayers
;
and Messrs. Young and Carron,

plasterers. The result has been that a detailed
schedule has been agreed upon, defining the par-
ticular class of woik to be done by each trade. The
representatives of the trades and also the master
builders have submitted the schedule to their
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different societies, and in each case it has been
adopted and approved. A further outcome of the

conference has been that the gentlemen forming it

have been asked by the societies and master builders

to act for one year as a Conciliation Board ; this they
have consented to do and it has been agreed that all

questions in dispute as to cement work should be
referred to them for final decision .—Newcastle
Chronicle.

The Building Trade in Glasgow.—For
some time past the building trade in Glasgow and
district has been on the boom, but the zenith seems
now to have been reached and a tendency towards
decline is beginning to be observed. There is as
yet nothing like slackness, but the future prospect is

not so brilliant as it was a twelvemonth ago. Wages
at present are pretty good. Masons, bricklayers,
and joiners are being paid at the rate of pd. an hour,
with -id. an hour extra for travelling, &c., expenses,
when engaged in outlying districts. The joiners are
not satisfied with this, and have just sent in an appli-
cation for ^d. an hour advance, which the masters
will have to take into consideration. Plumbers have
been in receipt of 8|d. an hour, and they are pressing
for an increase of id. Their demand will be dis-

cussed shortly at a joint conference.— Glasgow
Evening Citizen.

LEGAL.
THE CLAIM AGAINST THE ST. PANCRAS

GUARDIANS.
Mr. Edward Ridley, Q C., the Official

Referee, on the ist inst. resumed the hearing of
this claim. The plaintiffs, who are builders'
merchants, sue {as trustees of creditors of Mr. Wm.
Brooks, builder, of Folkestone), the Guardians of
the Poor of St. Pancras and their architects, Messrs.
A. & C. Harston, for a balance of 24,226/., or,
alternatively, 24,262/., alleged to be due on a contract
for the completion of the St. Pancras workhouse.
The plaintiffs’ case is that some years ago the
Guardians resolved to reconstruct the workhouse in
King's-road, and appointed Messrs. Ilarston as
their architects. The contract for the work was first

taken by Messrs. Kirk & Randall, of Woolwich,
but disputes arose, and, in 1892, that firm requested
to be relieved of further work under the contract.
Fresh tenders were invited for the unfinished work,
and that of Mr. Wm. Brooks was accepted for
50,861/. The work was to occupy fifteen months
from May, 1892, but delays arose, and in November,
1894, the work was stopped. Messrs. Drew-Bear,
Perks, & Co., of Queen Victoria-street, who supplied
the ironwork

;
Mr. H. Tolputt, of Folkestone,

who supplied the timber
;

and Mr. J. Brown,
of Cannon-street, who supplied bricks, sued on
behalf of creditors for the balance alleged
to be due to Mr, Brooks. The net cost of the work
executed was staled to be on the first claim 65 479/.

,

plus 10 per cent, profit, 6,547/., making 72.026/., of
which 47,800/. had been received under the archi-
tects' certificates, leaving a balance of 24,226/. In
the alternative claim the net cost of the work
executed was estimated at 65,479/, ^ before, but
the 10 per cent, profit was reckoned on the contract
price of 50,861/, . which, with other amounts
claimed, brought the alternative claim to 24,262/,
The plaintiffs alleged that Brooks was hindered
from continuing and completing the contract by the
action of Mr. George Poole, the clerk of the works,
who interfered without sufficient cause, and con-
demned materials supplied wholesale. It was also
further alleged that the architects were seldom on
the works, and that the interference of the clerk of
the works caused needlessly a net loss to Breoks of
2,526/.. in addition to 193/., the value of the
materials left by Messrs. Kirk & Randall, and not
permitted to be used. The defendants generally
denied the charges against the clerk of the works,
and alleged that Brooks had not carried out his
undertaking to complete the work left unfinished by
Kirk & Randall. The Guardians further relied on
the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893, as
being a defence, inasmuch as the matters referred to
in the action occurred more than six months before
the action was brought. Messrs. Harston, the other
defendants, pleaded that they were not liable, and
said that they had received no complaints from
Poole with respect to the manner in which the
works were being carried out by Mr. Brooks.
Reports of the former proceedings have appeared
in the issues of the Builder for November 21 and
28, and December 5, 1896, and January 23 and
January 30 last.

Mr. Reginald Bray and Mr. A. A. Hudson
appeared as counsel for the plaintiffs

;
Mr. English

Harrisen and Mr. \V. Moyses for the Guardians

;

and Mr. MacIntyre and Mr. R. W. Turner for the
architects.

Mr. Christopher Harston. recalled, and further
examined by Mr. English Harrison, said that the
flooring for a workhouse required to be of the very
best and hardest to stand the wear. It was not like
a private house, where the floors were covered with
carpets. The floors in a workhouse required to be
constantly scrubbed, which was very trying to the
floor. Witness stipulated that no sappy boards
were to be used for the floors. They wanted about
cOo squares for the whole job. Kirk & Randall left

about 280. They had seen the flooring left by Kirk &

Randall in the stack before making the contract with

Brooks. They bad, however, neither passed it or

rejected it. Witness knew it was sappy, hence his

caution in putting the provision relating to sappy
boards in the bills of quantities. He had no know-
ledge of the condemnation by Poole during the time

it was in Kirk & Randall's possession. It was part

of Brooks' contract to take out the sappy boards

which Kirk & Randal! had laid. On June 15, 1893,

he examined some flooring. Prior to that, he had
discovered from Mr. Poole's reports that some
objection was being made to the flooring. He
examined the flooring on the top floor of " C " Block,

when he found a number of boards marked by Poole

as being sappy, and they were sappy. He found
that the floor was not properly laid or cleaned off

properly. He told Fearon that he must take up some
of the flooring marked, .and that it must be cleaned off

and laid properly. Some of the boards were taken
up. He had seen the flooring since two or three

times. It was in very fair condition now
;
but still

there were a few sappy boards in it, some with as

much as an inch of sap in them. That was Kirk &
Randall’s boarding. It was not true, as Fearon
suggested, that be (witness) said that all the boards
that Poole had marked should be taken up. He
told Fearon that some of them must be. He never
told Fearon that he would have to submit to Poole
in every detail, and that he would support Poole in

everything be did. The objection to sappy timber
was that it would not wear, and soon got rotten.

Further, it was prohibited in the specification. The
witness was next examined as to the old cast iron

tank in " K ’’ Block, which had to be taken down
and made smaller by removing a tier of plates and
putting it up again. The witness said that be
examined the plates to see if they were sound,
because the specification stipulated that any
defective plates had to be replaced by new. He
had one of the plates broken to see how far the
metal was sound. He came to the conclusion that
they were fairly sound, so that he did not ask
them to provide any new plates for the tank, and
the old plates were used. He did not know that
Poole had objected to the plates or tank. Fearon
never made any complaint to him about the
chipped tank or the way in which the tank had
been treated. With reference to the question of the
plaster arches in the committee room and the
steward's clerk's office, the witness stated that the
brickwork was satisfactory, the only complaint
being as to a defect in the plastering. That was in

October, 1893. P'earon admitted they were defec-
tive, and said be would put them right. Fearon
made no complaint whatever about the drawing.
The defect was that on one side of each arch the
curve was broken

;
there was not a true curve.

After the arches were executed by the trammel they
were not again condemned. So far as he could he
assisted Fearon to get the things right. It was a
very simple matter, and Fearon ought not to have
required any assistance at all. He had never in
thirty years’ experience given assistance in such a
matter. Examined as to the concrete foundations
the witness said that his attention was called to some
brick rubbish being used in the trenches. This he
considered a very serious thing, as the concrete
foundation had to carry the weight of the building.
The foundation ought to become a hard, solid mass',
but if brick rubbish w.as put in they were not getting
what they paid for. He had known of architects
discovering such things many years after a building
had been completed, and spending as much as 1,000/
out of their own pockets to remedy the defect, for
the sake of their own reputations. Witness, examined
as to the slates, said that those which came up to
the job were of very fair quality. It was not true
that he made objection to them, but he did com-
plain about some of them being damaged by care-
less holing. The ridge rolls he found to be verv
inferior and bad; in fact, they were not “ rolls "a't
all. That was in March, 1893. The rolls should
be rounded, but the ones he objected to were more
hexagonal in shape. The screw rolls were wrong,
there not being sufficient of them. When he
objected to those rolls he did so in the exercise
of his skill and judgment as an architect. In
May, 1893, he saw another lot of rolls on the job
but they were the same as the last. It was not
true that he required a better class of goods than
was specified. His attention was first called to the
galvanised tanks in March, 1893. In April 1803
be wrote saying that they had better see that
the tanks were water-tight before they were
hoisted. The tanks were taken backwards and
forwards, and then ultimately regalvanised, passed
and used. The tanks were only galvanised
once. Four tanks out of seven were objected
to. It was perfectly obvious that if the tanks
were oxidised or rusty they ought not to go
up. In that class of goods rust would extend
He objected to the contractor who ran short of
boarding using some of the hoarding stuff on the
coach-house roof. As the boards had been in use
for bearding for three years they were in a very dirty
condition. In January, 1893. Poole made a com-
munication to him about twenty-seven sashes and
frames. He went and saw them in the stores. They
were not, in his opinion, in accordance with the
specification, but he passed them, and told Poole to
say nothing more about them. At the time he saw
them in the stores there were some men there, and

he was told they were pulling right some of the
defects. He did make objection to bats being used
improperly. He remembered one instance on “ H "

Block : he found bats, and bats only, being carried
up on the scaffold, heaps being on the scaffold, and
a number being in the work where they ought not
to have been. Very few bats were required in an
i8-in. wall. He never made any objection to old
bricks being used if they were sound old bricks.

'The witness produced specimens of old bricks
which he had condemned, and specimens of those
which he would have passed, arid which were
taken from a cart as they were being carted away
from the works.
As to the lintels, the witness said that some were

fixed too high, and he told Fearon that they must
be lowered at once. In such a building he never
allowed lath and plaster work, nothing but solid
walls, and he, therefore, insisted on solid brickwork
all through.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bray : He did not admit
that he had erred in this case

; if he had done so
it was not from want of experience or rare. He
generally got Poole's reports at the end of each
week, and carefully perused them, and went on the
works himself about once a fortnight. Witness
knew from Poole's reports that a large quantity of
materials was objected to. Some of the materials
objected to were afterwards used, but witness had a
right to allow inferior material to be used after he
had expressed his objections, in the hope that next
time the contractors would do better. Witness
never told Poole not to make so many objections

;

they were, indeed, proper so far as he (witness)
could see. It was quite probable that exactly the
same objections were made to the same materials
in Kirk & Randall’s time as in Brooks's, and very
naturally so. There were a great many disputes in
every job where Kirk & Randall were employed,
but witness only remembered coming in contact
with them on one previous occasion. In this case
Kirk & Randall asked to be released from the con-
tract, and witness advised the Guardians to do so.
Pie did not know why they objected to goon, but he
did know that at the time prices both of material
and labour had gone up.
The witness, further cross-examined by Mr. Bray,

said he thought it very unlikely that the reasons put
forward by Kirk & Randall for claiming recision of
their contract was the conduct of himself and Poole.
It was a common thing to complain about the clerk
of the works. Poole was clerk of the works in Kirk &
Randall's time. He nominated Poole, but he did not
press for his appointment. He bad no recollection
that the Guardians wished to get some outside
person and advertise for him. He might have
probably told the Guardians that he knew Poole,
and that he (Poole) had been with them for some
time. As witness was arbitrator under the contract,
the contractors were, no doubt, to some extent in
his hands. Poole would see that the builder did not
use materials not up to specification, and the work
would be stopped until he (witness) adjudicated
upon it. If the contractor had required his attend-
ance at any time, witness would have come at once.
Mr. Bray : Fearon states that on several occasions

you told him that he must obey Mr. Poole or you
would have the work taken down ?—That I deny : I
never told him anything of the kind.
Cross-examination continued 1 If there were salt in

the sand it would show itself on the brickwork as a
white fur for some months, but witness could not
point to any place in the building where the brick-
work showed such marks, nor had he seen any. If
the sand were salty the walls would be damp in
certain conditions of tlie weather. 'Witness could
not refer to any place where too fine a quality of
sand was used

;
the fact was the fine sand was

mixed with coarser stuff and so did not do much
harm.
Mr. Bray asked the witness whether he knew that

the Guardians were to give possession of the whole
of the site at once.

Mr. English Harrison said that that was a question
of construction of the contract.
Mr. Bray : No. it is something to do with the fair-

ness of Mr. Harston.
Mr. Harrison : My contention is that the archU

tect is not responsible for an error of judgment,
however grievoUB the mistakes might be resulting
therefrom.

Mr. Bray said that be did not contend that he
would be. He wished to show that the contractor
could not gain possession of a sufficient portion of
the site.

Mr. Harrison said that the aichitect's conduct
could only be impugned on an allegation of fraud.
Mr. Bray said that fraud was not alleged in the

case.

The learned Referee said that doubtless the archi-
tect, as arbitrator, had to exercise his discretion to
the best of his judgment, but if his conduct had been
such as to render it impossible for the work under
the contract to be continued—he did not say it was
so in this case— it would support the plaintiff’s con-
tention that the contract had been set aside and a
readjustment must be made on quantuin meruit.

Cross-examination continued : Witness did not
consider that any unnecessary delay, so far as he
was concerned, took place in giving possession to
the contractor. He urged the Guardians from time
to time to clear the buildings as speedily as possible,

i

1
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to allow Brooks to get on. Asked as to the iron

work, the witness stated that all the iron merchants

when asked to supply a girder of an exact weight

according to the printed lists, replied asking fo

time, as they had not that particular make in stock ;

witness therelore specified for certain sizes and
weights “ net”“that was actual, not reputed weights.

Witness's objections to the rejected columns and
" Ba" girders were, he maintained, reasonable. He
objected to screwing the lugs on the columns instead

of them being cast in one piece, because they were

not so strong, nor did they look as well. Passing

on to the question of brickwork, the witness said he

considered the bricks as a whole fair, but he could

point out some bad specimens. He did not think

the sample of brickwork produced in Court as

quite up to the average
;

it was from the wall

of the yard of “H" Block. The stock facing

brickwork was as a whole good, although it con-

tained work rejected by Poole. Brickwork might,

as a whole, be very good, and yet contain some poor

work. Witness heard what Holland and his fore-

man, George Smith, had said about coming from the

Stepney Asylum job in 1893 to St. Pancras to see

the brickwork. He would not have sent them over

if the brickwork was bad, and, as a matter of fact,

witness did not believe he did send them to look at

the St. Pancras job. Holland failed soon after-

wards, but witness could not say that Holland

attributed that to witness. It was very likely that

there were similar complaints about bricks, timber,

flooring, &c., against Holland as occurred with

Brooks. Witness always refused to pass bricks by

inspecting them in the barges, as he had often been

imposed upon, the bricks under the hatches being ofa

different quality from those that were visible on deck.

As to the plastering, the witness said that he claimed

the right to have it done in the order and in the

particular way he required. Coming to the floor-

ing, the witness said that he knew that many of the

boards were sappy, but be allowed the Guardians

to take them over and pay for them, for they could

be utilised for some other purposes. The flooring

bad to be stacked before being used, but that did

not prevent Brooks from bringing on to the job

other boards that had been stacked elsewhere. He
did not know that they were to be stacked for two

years
;
if Poole had said so, it was not in the specifi-

cation. Brooks gave credit for about 2,500/. for old

bricks, but witness would not allow them to be used

except in foundations ;
he did allow batsto be used

for certain purposes, although it was prohibited in

the specifications. The nine lintels objected to were

4^ in. to 5 in. too high ;
this would be hidden by the

lining, but when the plaster was set it would crack

at that point. Witness had heard in Court that two

of the lintels were left at the high level, but he had
not seen them. Witness was pressed as to his

objection to the gutters when Poole did not allow

them to be used, because Messrs. Macfarlane had

by mistake made the sockets inside instead of out-

side. Witness was asked what difference this would

make? He replied that it was not according to the

drawings, and the makers admitted it was wrong

;

after this he should be inclined to think that nothing

did matter at all in building matters. The only

difference would have been in appearance. Witness

didwrite to the Guardians that the delayiii the laundry

and other buildings was due to the delay of Messrs.

Benham. There were many complaints in Poole's

diary as to delay bv Messrs. Benham, and Fearon

also complained. There was a penalty clause, but

witness did not know that any penalty had been

claimed. The salt glazed bricks were generally

poor, and many were too dark. The ironwork was

generally bad, and the timber was one of the weak
points.

Re-examined by Mr. English Harrison

So far as witness was concerned he bad nothing

to do with the failure of Holland. He failed in the

middle of a contract. The Guardians purchased

everything left by Kirk & Randall, except a few

broken drain-pipes, and witness put the cautionary

clause, as to sappy timbers and facing bricks, to

warn any future contractor, knowing, as he did, of

the condition of these materials.

Mr. Alfred Arthur Millward examined, said that

he was Clerk to the St. Pancras Guardians. He
remembered Fearon calling upon him on May 31,

1892, just as the contract was signed. It was not

true that he told h'earon that he could not begin the

work as nothing was ready, and that nothing had
been arranged as to shifting the inmates. As a

matter of fact, the Guardians had made arrangements

for boarding out the inmates, and arrangements had
been made by which the Master of the Workhouse
could make vacant the main block in front, or the

main portion of it, within twelve hours' notice, so as

to allow the builders to proceed. That was now the

“B” Block. Witness told Fearon to see the

Master of the Workhouse (Captain Miller), and
Messrs. Harstons who would make the necessary

arrangements. He frequently saw Mr. Fearon on

the works and was always accessible if required.

Until the case was launched, and during the whole

of the operations, he never heard a suggestion,

either from Brooks or Fearon, that the architects or

clerk of the works were acting unfairly or

dishonestly.

Mr. Bray ; Unfairly. I never used the word dis-

honestly.
Mr. Moyses remarked that the whole of his

learned friend's cross-examination was directed with

a view to show that Mr. Harston had been unfair to

such an extent as to amount to dishonesty.

The learned Referee : 1 think we had better not

discuss this subject now. I say there has been no
charge against Mr. Harston of dishonesty in this

case from beginning to end.

Mr. MacIntyre : It is made in the statement of

claim.

The learned Referee ; If it is used there it is cer-

tainly not used in the sense of fraud or collusion.

Mr. Moyses remarked that in the statement of

claim fraud was mentioned no less than seventeen

times.

Cross-examined by Mr. Bray.

It was not bis business to interfere with the

builders. Brooks was not delayed on “K" Block

owing to the engineers' work in the laundry—at
least the Guardians were assured that they were not.

Captain Thomas Miller, the Master of St. Pancras
Workhouse, examined by Mr. Moyses, said that he

recollected seeing Fearon on the day 'the contract

was signed. Fearon said that he wished to com-
mence operations as soon as possible, and witness

told him that he should be ready in two days, and
that he would clear the part of the building Fearon
wanted to go on with within that time. Arrange-

ments had been made to put the inmates out to

other unions. Witness did not say that nothing

was ready or arranged. Nor did he hear Mr.

Millward say so. It was not true that Fearon was
constantly asking him for possession of the old

Insane Block. He did not recollect referring Fearon

to the architects on any of those matters.

Cross-examined; He had had very few conversa-

tions with Fearon, as be had nothing whatever to do
with the builders or the building operations,

Mr. Frederick Purchase, a member of the Board
of Guardians, and a member of the Building Com-
mittee gave evidence as to never hearing any com-
plaints either at the Board or Committee Meetings
that Mr. Harston was acting either unfairly or

dishonestly. The witness said that there was no
suggestion, to his knowledge, that the contract was
being departed from. The Guardians always

adhered strictly to the contract.

Cross-examined : It was the duty of the architects

representing the Board to watch over the interests of

the ratepayers, and to see that the work was carried

out according to specification.

Mr. Charles Challen, a member of the Board of

Guardians and of the Building Committee, corro-

borated the evidence of the last witness.

Cross-examined : He may have heard Fearon say
that the clerk of the works was obstructing him, but
he knew that it was untrue. He left everything to

the architects, who were the arbitrators under the

contract,

Mr, Boden, a retired builder, the Chairman of

the Building Committee, gave evidence as to

speaking to Fearon on several occasions. Fearon
made the usual contractor's complaints as to the

architects and clerk of the works. Witness's reply

would be that if a complaint in writing were sent to

the Clerk of the Board the matter would be inquired
into by the Committee. He did not remember any
official complaint being brought before the Board.
There was never any complaint which imputed
unjust or dishonest dealing on the part of the archi-

tects or Poole.

Cross-examined; He knew that Poole was a
difficult man to get on with. He believed that

Poole thoroughly understood his business and would
take a specification and have it carried out to the

letter. He might have told Fearon that Mr.
Harston would have every line of the specification

carried out as it ought to be. Mr. Tilley (Thomas
Tilley & Sons, well engineers), who did some work
at the workhouse in 1893, denied that his men in-

terfered with or prevented Brooks’s men going on
with their work.
Mr. Thos. Wm. Youan, foreman to Messrs.

Benham, who did the engineering work to the

laundry, was called, and said that he had no com-
plaint to find with Poole or Mr. Harston.
Mr. Harston required the specification carried

out, but if work was properly executed there was
never any trouble.

Mr. A. H. Woolley, secretary to Nash & Co.,

brickmakers, of Slough, gave evidence as to malm
paviors being in October, 1892, 5s, dearer than pick

stock facings on the field.

Joseph Livock, who superintended the fixing of
lifts at the workhouse, said that whenever his men
interfered with any joinery work at the building his

firm's carpenters made it good.

Mr. Stephen Dobson, a works manager of the

St. Pancras Ironwork Company, who did some
ironwork at the workhouse, denied that there was
any delay on his company’s part in fitting-up, nor
was there any interference with any part of the work
carried on by Mr. Brooks.

Mr. G. R. Crickmay, architect, of 'Victoria-street,

Westminster, tiie arbitrator to the Local Govern-
ment Board, gave evidence as to accompanying Mr.
Harston to the workhouse on January 13th last, to

examine the work which had been done by Brooks,
having with him extracts from the specifications and
some of the drawings. The witness said that the

bright picked stock bricks were irregular in

shape and chipped very much. The labour was
fairly good, but the material unsatisfactory. The

red brick facings in C Block were very much knocked

about, and the bricks in A Block were knocked

about, and had fire cracks in a number of them.

The blue bricks were very sandy on the side, and
the salt-glazed bricks varied very much in colour.

The York stone step in the entrance-hall was very

much laminated, and should not have been put

there. The flooring-boards he found to be of a

very inferior quality, and the sash-frames were not

sunk in accordance with the drawings. The joinery

work had shrunk very much, which showed that the

wood was unseasoned. From what he saw of the

work and material there, he thought the architects

had been fairly lenient with the builder.

Cross-examined: He considered the specification

an ordinary one. Witness was very careful in

drawing out a specification. All brickmakers made
bad bricks as well as good.

The learned Referee, during the course of Mr.

Crickmay’s evidence, asked the learned counsel

engaged whether the case could be finished by
Saturday, and remarked that if it could not it

would have to stand over till May.
Mr. English Harrison and Mr. MacIntyre inti-

mated that in all probability the case could be

finished by Saturday. Mr. MacIntyre remarked that

in certain circumstances he should have to call, on
behalf of the architects, three witnesses—Mr.
Currey, Mr. Davis, and a Mr. McCormick.
The learned Referee said that, subject to what

might be said to the contrary by Mr. Bray, he did

not see how the architects could be made defendants

to the action.

It was arranged that the learned Referee should
visit the workhouse before the case terminated to

view the work which had been done, he being accom-
panied by two persons to be nominated by each
side to point out what had been done.

Mr. Crickmay, cross-examined by Mr. Hudson,
said that although he could not point to any work-
house which was better built than the one in question,

he had seen buildings of a similar character which
were better built.

At the conclusion of the evidence called on behalf

of the Guardians, the learned Referee, on the sub-
mission of Mr. MacIntyre, decided that the plaintiffs

had made out no case against Messrs, Harston, the

architects, there being no evidence that they had
been guilty of fraud, dishonesty, or collusion. The
learned Referee accordingly entered judgment for

Messrs. Harston, but reserved the question of costs.

The case against the Guardians was proceeding

when we went to press.

MEETINGS.
Friday, March 5.

The Architectural Association.—Dr. F. S. Granger on
" Greek Sculpture and Greek Legend,” with lantern illus-

trations. 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, March 6.

The Architectural Association.—Spring Visit to Her
Majesty's Theatre, Hayinarket. 2.30 p.m.
Sanitary Inspectors' Association. — Annua! Dinner,

Holbom Restaurant. 6p.in,
Sanitary Institute (DemonstratioJis for Sanitary

Officers'). — Inspection at the Mar>’lebone Stoncyard,
Riclimond-street, Kdgware-road, W. 3 p.m.

Institution of Junior En^neers. — Conversazione at
the Westminster I'al.ace Hotel. Reception at 7.30 p.m.
by the President, Mr. A. R. Binnie, M.lnsi.C.E., and
Mrs. Binnie.

Monday, March 8.

Suiveyors' Instiiuiion.~Th^ Right Hon. Horace C
Plunkett, M.P., on “Agricultural Co-operation.” 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—

Professor A. Bostock Hill on “ Factories, Workshops, and
Offensive Trades.” 8 p.m.

Tuesday, March 9.

Institution ff Civil Engineers.—Y'o.trlaex Discussion on
(i) “The Main Drainage of London,” by Me.ssrs. J. E.
Worth and W. Santo Crimp

; (2)
“ The Purification of the

Thames,”
J>y_

Mr. W. J. Dibdin ; and (3) paper to be read,
time permitting, “ The Mond Gas-Producer Plant and its

Application,” by Mr. H. A. Humphrey. 8 p.m.
Carlisle Architectural, Engineering, and Surveying^

Society.—Mr. W. Pogson on “ Stresses in Ironwork.”

Wednesday, March 10.

Carpenters' Hall, London Wall.—Paper by Professor

,

Banister Fletcher, entitled “ Is a National Twentieth
Century Style of Architecture Probable?” Illustrated.

8 p.m.
Society of Arts.—Mr. Frederick Bathurst on “ The

Prevention of Fires Due to the Leakage of Electricity.”

8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute,—Mr. Baldwin Latham on “ Indian

Sanitation." 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary

Officers).— Inspection of Disinfecting Apparatus and
Model Steam Laundry at St. Johns Wharf, Fulham.
3.30 p.m.
Architects Benevolent Society. — Annual General

Meeting of Donors and Subscribers, s p.m.
St. Pam’s Ecclesiological Society.— \A. t. J. N. Comper,

on “The Reasonableness of the Oriiam-nts Rubrick,
illustrated by a comparison of the German and English
Altars.” 7.30 p.m,

Thursday, March ii.

Royal /«sri'rirri'£»«.—Professor Percy Gardner, F.S.A.,
on “Greek History and Extant Monuments.’ II. 3
p.m.

Society of Antiquaiies. — (1) Professor Windie on
“ Neolithic Implements found in Worcestershire ;

” {2) Mr.
A. Bullerd on “ Discoveries at the Glastonbury Lake
Village." 8.30 p.m,
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
CONTRACTS.

Nktore of Work or Haterikls

Bridfre Work snd Approaehos, Nev
Bridg«-atre«t—

•Construction of SeweragetVorks

Three Cottages. Longtoim, near
Carl'ele

Walling and Repairs at Cemetery,
near Guildford

Rebnllding East Side of Arcade,
Ilfracombe..

Additions, 4c. Church. Kirtle,
Klrtlebrldee, N.B

Two Houses, 8vra1iaw-Iaiie. Oolcar .

Shop, Boothferry-rend, Goele
1

Council Clfflcea, Cymmer, R.SO.I
Wales

I

•Boring and Sinking Well
|

By whom Required.
Tenders
to be

delivered

I J. 8. Pickering, O.E. Conn-j
Mar,

Shalford Parlsli Couo.

Webster 4 Blckerton

Pair Semi-detached Cottages.
pect-hill, Wliltby

Workhouse BulIJinge..... .....

. Capt. T. Forth..

cl! Offices, Nuneaton
: L. Sugden, Surv. Miles '

j

Bank ebrahrs. Bonley .. do.
J. WIlBoo, 17, Esk-street,
Longtown do.

Peak 4 Lunn. Arclit. 3ii.

High-street. Guildford do.
L. C. Bridgman. 3, Oxford-
gri ve. Ilfraccmbo do.
Hardy 4 Wight, Archt, 74,
George-street. Bdlnburch do.

A. Shaw, Archt. Golcar lu

H. B. Thorp. Archt Goole M.\r. 10
Lambert 4 Rees, Archt.
Brirgond do.

J. B. Everard. 6, Millstone-
'

lane. Leicester do.
E. H Smalee. Archt. f>,

Fluwergate. Whitby Mai-. 11

CONTRACTS

—

Contimied,

Nature of Work or Materials. By whom Required. I

Tenders
to be

delivered.

Limeelone and Granite (3,000 tons) . Burnley R.D.C

•Sewage Farm Works ' Burton-on-Trent Corp.

Cottages. Carriglea and Whiteebureb,

7
' Potter-

Street Works Cromer U.b.C. ......

Kinea1e(lreULd)Unl«u! R. Evans, C.E. 63. South
I

Mail, Cork
id. R. Dower, Poor Law
I Office, Dungarven
|J. Kelly. Archt. Imperial-

Duiigarven Union .,

buildings, Leeds
i. F. Scott, Surv. Church-

Timber Groyne. 4c. Esplanade
|
Crfccieth

( Wales ) ^Roberu' &’aonV Archt.
U.DC. — Portmedoc

Harwich Corp.
,

H. Dltcham. Boro’ Surv.
; Town Hull

Sewage Pipe*
Drain Tiles. Btwail
Main Conduit (fonr miles) .. „

8. Edmondson, Surv.
>'ichoIa8-st. Burnley .

J. E, Swindlehurat, Boro’
Engineer

Stone (5,000 tons) ..

Belfast W’ater Com,

Abingdon R.D.C. .

.

•Mak ing-up Carriageway, Footp-aths,

labourers’ Cottages

Church, Cashilard, Ireland Rev, B. Kelly ...

' Mr. Macasaey, C.E. Water-
werke Office

: T. B. Warren, Surv.
I Stert-street

:

8. Mather, Victoria-road,
I Surbiton
W. Cathcart, Workhouse

I

Omagh
E. J. Toye, Archt. Strand,

• L

School, Qeorge-etreet, Bucklaud
.

Reservoir, 4c..

.

Seven Houses, aastleld, Tirfleld,
New Tredegar. Mon .......

Villa, Vlctorla-road, Elland

Two Houses, Siddat, Torke

Hotel, Dor-

ind Twel

New

Additions, Ac. Junctloi
Chester

•Two Entrance Lodges
Cottage*

Club Premises, Fleet-street.
Swindon

Pair VUlas, Down Dinner-hill.
Whitby

Police Station, Galgate, near Lan-
caster ...........

Removal of House Refnse
Auditions. 4e. Pen-y-lan Inn, Abera-

man, Aberdare..
Schools

Surveyor's Materials ...

•Aephalte Paving .......

Lanra Asylums Board
North Wllfa Conserva-
tive, 40. Club ....

Capt. Nicholson and
Capt. Raiiiidale .. .

.

. . Kenibole, Archt. 20,
Duffryn-terr.NewTredegsr
E. C. Brooke. Archt. The
Cross, Blland ...

.Tackson 4 Fox, Archt. 22,
Qeorge-etreet, Halifax

A. L. T. THlty, Archt. 16,
Cornhill, D rchester“ “

~iilton, County
Offices. Pi _

^V^ Drew, Archt. 2-2. Vic-
toria-street. Swindon ..

.T. 3. MilllBan, An-bt. 77,
Bsxtergate, Whitby ....

H. Llttler, Archt. 21, Pitt-
, street. Preston ..

Twickenham U.D.C...
I
W, Ruston.Town Hall ..

_ , IT. Roderick, Archt. Abar-
T. Jones I dare
Carnarvon Sch, Bd. .. 'R, L. Jones, Archt. ’ij’,

Market-place, Carnirvoa
’ ^geon . C,E. Council

Standing Joint Com

•Fire Engine House, Cottage, Stable
Wall. 4c

Police Station and Library, L^ppei
Wortley

•Sewerage Works
Sewer, Cross-street

•Hot Water Supply .......

•Drapery Establlahinent .

,

( L&nca )

•Work.H and
Road Works

•Coal and Cleansing, 4u, Roadways, 4c.

•Cast-Iron Ventilating Shaft ........

Schools. C'-itsyke, Yorks

Schools. Offices, Fcx-liUl

Twelve House*. Clay-street, Beech,
Sowerby Bridge. Yorks

•Wood Block Flovvlng
' bw Vale, MonSchool, Kb

Repivirg. Kerbtng. and ChannelilDg
• rtn.irh'. W...1,

*
•dnilth’
•Rood Materi.vls
Club, Fouutaiu-

. Morley, ’York*

•Nurses Home. Caterhani ........

•Isolation Pavilion, Winchmore Hi

Steel (Hrder Bridge, Content Horn

Padiliam
u.n.c.

8f.Gile8(Holborn)Bd. G. Wallace. ..d,. m
of Works

I Holborn. W.C

Offices

do.

High '

G. Short. Surv. Alnwick .

Glass Houghton Sih.

Alnwick R.D.C
Bridgn'House Estates
Committee : romptroller, Qiiildlull

Hornsey U.D.C E, J. Lovegrove. 99. South.
wood-lane. Highgate, N.

?. F. Penniogton. Archt
„ Bridge-street. Castleford
Qiiwneberry (Yorks) J. Drake 4 Soo, Archt.
School Board

,
Wlntcrhauk, Qiieenshury

S Wilkinson, Archt,
Sowerby Bridge

Vestry Hail
G. Rosser. Archt. Victoria
Buildings, Aliercoin

City Surveyor
Guildhall, B.C. 7.7
Council Offices '

1

8. B. Birds, .Archt. •17, I

High-street, Morley
’’’ Halt. 67, Moorgate-

Cbichester Corp
Commrs. of Sewers .

,

Bromley U D,C
Working Men’s Club

Met. Asylums Board

do.

Ayr Commissioners
Norfolk-street. 1

J. Eaglesbaui. C.E, Town-

1

ihambers, Ayr ..........

Pipe Sewers, Barnwood. 4c..

•County School

•Railway, Reservoir, Filter Beds. 4c...

Heme, Slanground, Peterboro'

Brewery, atonrbridge

Hospital, Slckllnghall, nr. Wetherby

Excavating, Underpinning, Ac. Leeds

House, Shaw-street, Rochdale

Oak Screen, 4c. Parish Church,

'Isham B. of Works

I’ottemouth Sch. Bd. I Q,

Lewisham Bd. of Wkj

8.E. .

C. V.

J. Walsh

lukpen, Surv.
5, King's-road, Southsea

,

Board of Works Office,
Catford. S.E

;

The Surveyor, 4(1, High-
street. Barnet

.
City Eogiueer, Municipal-
buildings

A. R. Bowles, Saudgate ..

J. Bosson. Municipal-

I

buildings™
I
W, Watkins, St. Edmonds

I

Chambers, Silver-street.

Mar. IS

!Mar. 59

Mar. 20

Farmhouse, Coltcloee. near Ivi
Penrith

Residence,. Nab-lane. Shipley. Yorks

Schools, Hope Congregational Church,
Wigan ™

Ch^el, School, and Hall, Ecclea,

Gloucester R.D.C

Newton Sch, Govemorel

Birmingham Corp.

T. Freeor

Lincoln
Flockton, Gibbs, 4 Flock-
ton. 15. St. James 's-row.
Sheffield

F. Trew, C.E. County-

North Worcestershire
Breweries, Ltd,

Wetherby R.D.C. ....

London and Midland
Bank

T. Firth

chambers
I. Teather. Andrews-hldgs
Queen-street, CardifT ...
Mansergh, 6. Victoria-

street, S.W. .

J._G, Stattebrnss, Archt.
North-street, Peterboro'

C. Johnson & Sons,
Archt. Worcester ....

T. E. Marshall, Archt.
PrlnoBsa-st. Harrogate .

.

Wra. Bakewell. Archt. 38,
Park-square, Leeds ....

N. Mlll.H. Archt. 07. Lord-
street. Rochdale

J. E. Knight, Archt. 20,
Moorgata-st. Rotherham

Butterworth 4 Duncan,
Archt. 4, South-parade,

' Rochdale
!

G. Watsou A Sons, Archt.

I

S.St.Audrew's-pl. Penrith
Arch. Neil. Archt. Hi,

I

Cookrldge-street. Leeds
W. B.V, Crompton, Archt.
Moot Hall Chmbs. Wigan

T. D. Lindley. Archt. ]30.»,
Stamford-street, Ashton-
undor-hyne

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment, By whom AdTertUed.
.

•Surveyor and Inspector of Nuisances
•Temporary Assistant
•Secretary

St. Helen's Corp
North Wales County
Lunatic Asylum .... ,

Ftti-nboro’ U.D.O
I

Spenuymooi U.D.C. .. I

R.I.B.A

2f. 10s. per week .

.

j

Applica-
tions to

Mar. 13

Mar. ID

Those marked with an asterisk (») are advertised in this Number. Contracts, pp. Iv. vi. & vlii. Public Appointments, pp. xviii, <fc xji.

liutitvtion 0/ Electrical Engineers.—Ux. H. Bene.st
*0 South American Company’s

Cable off Cape Verde 1893 and 1895. ’ 8 pm.
Sanitary !nsti/!//e (.Lectures jor Sanitary Officers).—

Mr. J. Osborne Smith on "Construction and Arrange-
ments of school Buildings. 8 p.m.

Friday, March i

“TheRoyal Institution.— K. Smithell
source of Light in Flames.” 9p,m.
/nsiiluiton ofJunior Enffinetrs (IVestminster Palace

Paper to be read and discussed :
" The Protec-

UonofBuiIdings, S:c., from Fire." by Mr. W. R, Beckton.
8p.m.
insMuiion 0/ Civil Enginsers (Students' Meeting).—

Mr. H. I-. Brand on "The Inverness Section of the
Inverness and Aviemore Railway.’ 8 p.m.

Saturday, March .j.

^iUry Institute (Demonstrations for Sanitary
Officers). Inspection at Aylesbury Dairy Company^
Premises, liayswater. 3p,m. ’

Edmh,^h ArchiUctnral - Vi.ii toHatton House, Weit Calder.

RECENT PATENTS

;

ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFICATIONS.

2,724.-;-Circulak Saws : /. Benton.—T'ne invention
consists in the application, in a circular .saw bench, of two
small horizontal saws to operate upon and take the wood,
in whatever breadth may be required, by means of amechanical attachment to small discs with collars, which
slide up and dowm, as required, on spindles

: and also the
application of a feed roller, by means of which the wood is
fed continuously, and held tight to fence in combination
with endless chains and mitre cogs to drive the soindlesand automatic feed.

SjM9;-'Frap for Drains and Sewers: E. Codling-fhis invention consists in an intercepting or disconnecting
trap for drams, &c., provided with an access arm on the
outlet side of the trap, and an adjustable piece for altering
the direction on the inlet side of trap.

®

18.714—Artificial Stone: H./. ^uw/f.-This inven-tion has for us object the manufacture of artificial stone forpaving purposes, &c. To effect this, very intense pressure
ise.\erteq on materials, which are m the main f^und by the

top layer, binding medium, and ground mass. Top layer
consists of asplialte powder, brought to a glowing tem-

oejore being introduced into the stone mould.
Binding medium consists of Portland cement, pulverised
iinslaked lime, and ground strass. Ground material con-
sists ol a stone of rocky hardness of porous nature, .as
porous b:isa t lava, found in ihe neighbourhood of the
Laucher Lake and elsewhere, which is used in three
degrees of size of particles. These materials, slighllv
welted being introduced into the mould and while the top
materiai is put m very hot, all are subjected to a pressure
ot about 300 atmospheres.

24,081. r LUSHING AI’PARATOS FOR TROUGH ClOSETS
Latrines, &c. : H. Clay.-To flush basins and troughs
ana mirine pipe.s, inventor employs a tank provided with a
stand-pipe and beil--forming the main syphon—and anauxdiary syphon to give an after flow, which tank contains
flushing water. Above the tank is a smaller one fed with
water in usual manner. This discharges periodically into
the large tank by means of a syphon, whereby when the
larger tank is full the next discharge from the smaller tank

,

sets up the mam syphonic action of the larger one The
-said stand-pipe dips into a well below the larger tank and
into this are led the flush-pipes. This form of tank is
p-Trticularly applicable where a periodical flushing is
required.

3.3«4 - CISTHRN Syphos,,; ir. A. ilcCarmict. -
Invention consists m a chamber connected with the dis-
charge pipes, having a plunger, bellows, &c. adjustable so
that by a movement a vacuum is caused, into which the
air from the discharge pipe is drawn, the liquid in the
cistern following it, thus causing the discharge. A flan

drawn in through outletand the gurgling is prevented by a trumpet mouth to end
of syphon.
4.894-—Apparatus for Starting Flushing Tank

SV i'HONS Jo6bins.— ln this invention as aopHed to water-
closets, the syphon in the flushing tank is put into action
through the medium of a piston which fits a cylindrical
chamber provided in the flushing pipe and conveniently
ituaied m the wall of the closet. From the piston apiston-rod earned through a stnffing-bo.Y is e«endedthrough the wall into the closet. Other arrangements are

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
FEitiiOARV i5.-4,eo3, A. Doman, Brackets for mp-'"a'": A- Lioman, Brackets for sun-porung Rain-water Gutters and Spouting.— 4,036, \v

Griffiths, Automatically Fixing Windows at any desired
height.— 4,042, t. Dittmar, Draught-Indicator for Ch'-

neys and Flues.—4,048, W, Robinson and S. Brookfield

irefo’rlS;--'^’
FEMuaRY .6.-4, ,4, T. Horn, Window Glnss.-4,,.6H. hitzpamck. bash Locks or Fasteners —z ren p

Brown, Automat.oally-Locking Sash Holdeni,-[',,ra o'McKenae, Floors.-,, .99, H. Barnett, Casemrat Wim
KrSSesric”’”"^' Appata.t,r;„",.

Febroarv- i7--4,a64, T. Rohb, M.achinery for Sawingor Cutting Wood, Slc -a.apo, J. Jeffreys, Ventilating Fans?
4.295, A. Muirhead, firegrates.

*

FaimoaiiV ,8 -4,378, W. Cockburn, Securing DoorKnobs to their Spmdles.-4,383, A. Bucknall, Consfruaing
applicable^®

X:-47i9 R.'’51?lon’
f EBRUARV 19.-4,571, L. Wells, Ladders.
I'EBBUARV 00.-4,5B9.-E. Settle, Draught and Dost15.Yduder for Doors.-4,6o6, S. Adams, Flushing Chanf

Sdn'dHs®'^''i^®V°'p'’'"l'‘’
Door K®nobs tobpind!es.-4,647, W. Brothers, Firegrates.—4,65a, J CovLaying ofDra.npipes.-4,658.J. Hussey, PlumLis' Pom,’

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

14,401, E- Cnpps, Lever-bolting Lock.—940, D Tavlor

Vn)°^
and Greenway. cfive,’

^'Ock Furniture.—2,052, A. Tlionin-
W. Vickery, MiTeCramp.— 2,426, R- Grimmer, Fastening for Doors Win-dows, Sc.-2.517 F. Bool, Facilitating the Correct L.ayingof Sewer and Dram Pipes.—2,8do. H D Kf-ht, wt7,i7 .

and Doors.—2,869, W. Holt, Screens for the Use ofBuilders, Contractors, and others.— 2,878. A Hall rnn.
strucuon of Hospitals

: also applicable to other buildings
f/«g'-ates.-3,2io, H. Webb, Windows,and their Sa.shes and Casements.

’

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to opposition for two months.

Bricks, Tiles, S.C.—5,310, J. Hulse, Lavatory and Wate'closet Apparatus.-8 531. H. Swain. Chimney.pot or Ver
tila_tor.-io,o37.

.J- Richards. Gull^ Traps.-26 \VNeighbour, Dram Plug and Hopper for Testing Drains iSections.— 29,916, G. St. John, Firegrates.
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)ME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

January 28.—By Boyton & Peoram
(at Walham Green).

ilham.— 1 to 4, Aintree-ter., u.i. 97^ yrs., g.r.

8i., r. 126/. i8s £9*5
Hartismere-rd., u.t. 88i yis., g.r. 5/. 5s.,

.30!. 310
By Dodson & Son (at Bradford).

•adforcl, Yorks.—Little Horton-lane, ' Arm-
strong's Hotel,” with house and shop ad-

joining, f. 9,500
By CALTitROi’ & Brigi^s (at Brigg).

lotter, Lincolnshire.—“ Scoltcr Wood farm,”
387 a. 2r.,f. 8,100

January 29.—By Cra.ske & Sons.
a-mondsey.—3 to 15 (odd), Alscot-rd., u.t. 24

10/. .yrs., g.r

2, Alfrcd-st., r. 31/. 4s.
;
also l.g.r. 10/., u t.

26 yrs., g.r. 10/. 10s

70, The Grange, u.t. igt yrs., g.r. 5/.

“r, 89, and 91, Stanworth-st., u.t. 19} yrs.,

g.r. 5^-

74 and 80, Stanworth-st., u.t. 17 and 18 yrs.,

5^- IS

By Har.man Bros.
lington.—43, Linton-st., u.t. 3oJyrs.,g.r. 4/. 4s.,

35^
apton.—57, 59, and 61, Nightingale-rd., f., r.

108/.

February 1.—By Nokfs & Nokes.
ford.—Granville-road, “Elm Villa,” f., r. 36/. ...

By Thomas & Bettridge (at Birmingham),
irmingham, Warwick.'—Green-lane, a freehold

building estate, containing 38 a. t r. 20 p
Hobmoor-lane, “ Brook Meadow,” 5a. 3r

,
f. ...

February 2.—By Driver & Co.
egent-st.—The Site of Hanover Chapel, .area

6,666 ft. ; the letting on building lease for 80
yrs., at per annum

By Dhdenham, Tewson, & Co.
psom, Surrey.—Ashley-rd., “ The Retreat ; "also

“ Inglewood House ’’ and “ Rutland House,”
in South-sL, area i a. 1 r. 24 p., f.

The Parade, Chandler’s Cottages, f., r. 414 8s.

By E. H. Henry.
lapbam.—6, 10, 12, and 14, North-rd., u t. 43^

yrs., g.r. 32/., r. 205/.

37, Park-hill, f., e.r. 65?.

ammersraith.—50, Hammersmith-rd., f., r. 90/....

lapham.—59, Fentiman-rd., u.t. 3ii yrs., g r.

7/. los., r. 42/.

By Matthew Miles (at Mason's Hall
Tavern).

rrbiton, Surrey.—Victoria-rd., “The Victoria”
tavern, f., r. 140/.

By Brady & Son (at Manchester).
eakDale, Derbyshire.—“The Midland” Hotel, f.

February 3.—By Donaldson & Son.
'alston.—116, 118, and 120, Brougbam-rd., u.t. 48

yrs., g.r. 30/., r. 99/.

By Secrave, Bruwett, & Co.
eckcnham.—47, Cedars-rd., u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. 7/.,

M'- 45 ^

By E. P. Newman (at SouthallX
reenford, Middlese.\.—Two enclosures of land,

15 a. I r. 24 p., with building thereon, f., r. 45/.

By F. W. Kidd (at Newark).
'ty Doddington, Lines.—A freehold farm, com-

prising 89 a

ByJ. B. Jones & Sons (at Preston),

oosnargh. Lancashire.—“ White Gate House
Farm,” 6 .a. o r. 36 p., f

adley, Lancashire.—“Ivy Cottage" and farm,
3 r,i 5 p.,f.

By King & Chasemore (at Horsham),
[orsham, Sussex.

—“’The Horsham Ironworks,”
area half an acre, f., with goodwill, plant, and
machinery

February 4.—By S. Walker & Son.
anibeth.—32 to 42 (even), Lambeth-rd., f., r.

266i
Holloway.—Tufnell Pk-rd., i.g.r. joZ. 10s., u,t. 72

’. tl...

Foxham-rd. i.g.r. 34Z., u.t. 77^ yrs., g.r. it., ...

By Ea.stman Bros.
'rixtOQ.—33, Lambert-rd., u.t. 77 yrs., g.r.

61. 12S

By Reynolds & Eason.
_

trand.—Portugal-st., freehold building site, area
j,6oo ft.

,
with the “ George the Fourth ” p.h.

thereon
ling’s Cross.— II, Argyle-st., u.t. 43! yrs., g.r.

lit. 15s,, r, 45^
By Rogers, Chatman, & Thomas.

imiico.—68, 70, and 72, Winchester-st., u.t. 31
yrs

,
g.r. 28/.

29 and 31, Lupus-st., u.t. 36^ yrs., g.r. 22/., r.

141/. lOS

90 and 92, St. George's-rd., u.t. 36Jyrs.,g.r.

24/., r. 200/.

81, Denbigh-st., u.t. 36^ yrs., g.r. 10/., r. 55/. ...

85 and 87, Charhvood-sl., u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 17/., r.

JOS^-

By H. Duke & Son (at Wareham).
last Stoke, Dorset.—“The East Stoke Manorial

I Estate,” comprising 1,500 a., f. (including
timber)

!

February 5.—By Robert Reid.
Ihelsea.—King’s-rd., “The Globe” p.h., f.g.r.

20/., reversion in 15 yrs
By Briant & Son.

Doling.—s and 6, Aldis-ter., u.t. 71I yr.s., g.r.

20/., r. 64/.

ouihwark.—40 and 42, Swan-st., u.t. 20 yrs.
,
g.r.

‘ 7/. los., r. 57/.

By M.artin, Clarke, & Co.
ifolloway.— 81 and 83, Tollington-pk., u.t. 68i yrs.,

;
g.r. 20/., r. ioo4

j_
u M Febuarj’ 8.— By J. H. Bethell.

(.imehouse.—102, Salmon's-lane, f., r. 35/.

ig, 21, and 23, Endive-st., u.t. layrs., g.r. 94, r.

75L 12s
loplar.—Duff-st., &c., f.g.r. io4

,
reversion in Sgi

yrs

February 9.—By C. H. Brown.
/andsworth.—58, Honeywell-rd., u.t. 90J yrs.,

g.r. 6/. 6s.,e.r. 35/.

By Weston & Sons.
Bhnfngton.— 1, 2, 4 to 18 (even), Warham-st., f.,

r. 236/. I2S

6,450

685

3=5

to 96 (even), St. Mark's-rd., f., r. 156/. 2,020

y, 11, and 13, Stannary-st., f., r. 78! 1,210

South Lambeth.—2, Devonshtre-rd., f., r. 45/. 690
Brixton.— 71, Angell-rd., u.t. 65! yrs., g.r. 7/. 10s.,

r. 484 435

27, Barrington-rd., u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 74, r. 50/. ... 390
Stockwell.— to, Bellefields-rd., u.t. 67^ yrs., g.r.

19s., r. 384 480

5, Dalyell-rd., u.t. 74^ yrs., g.r. 64, r. 304 335
Brixton.—34 and 35, Grovc-rd., u.t. 26 yrs., g.r.

124, r. ioo4 73°

9, 19, 21, and 23, Stockwell-pk.-cres.,g.r. a84i2S.,

r. i684 1)045

Stockwell. — 10, 12, and 14, Burgoyne-rd., u.t.

S8| yrs., g.r. 144 15s 755
Clapham.—40 to 58 (even), Winemberg-st., u.t.

56iyrs., g.r. 454 2,070

III i3i i.5i iio'i i7> Trigon-rd., u.t. 27^ yrs., g.r.

i84,r.‘i224 1.155

Walworth.—30, Carter-st., u.t. 84J yrs., g.r.

64 tos., r. 3o4 35°
124. 128, and 130, Lorrimore-rd.,u.t. 53 yrs., g.r.

134 10s., r. 964 1,065

Contractiofu used in these lists.— for ^freehold

ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
;
g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;

f. tor freehold
; c. for copyhold ;

1. for leasehold
;

e.r. for

estimated rental : u.t. for unexpired term ;
p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years ; st. for street ; rd. for road ; sq. for

square
;

pi. for place ; ter. for terrace ; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenbeart, B.C.
ton B/o)e e/0/0

Teak, load 11/0/0 16/0/0

Sequoia, U.S it.cu. 1/9 s/o

Ash. Canada load 1/15/0 «/o/o

Birch, do 8/>S/° S/10/0
Elm. do Jio/o 4/iS/o
Fir, Dantslc, &c.. a.'15/o

Oak, do. e/is/o s/'S/o
Canada 5/0/0 6/0/0

Pine, Canada red o/e/o 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... e/s/o 4/5/0
Lath, Danttic,(ath 4/10/0 5/10/0

St. Petersburg.
. 5/0/0 6/10/0

Wainscot, Riga,
See., log t/io/o 4/15/0

Odessa, crown.... i/io/o i/tslo
Deals. Finland
and 8c 1st std ISO 9'0/e 9/10/0
Do. 4lh & jrd. . . 9/e/o 9/>o/o

Do. Riga 7/so/e 8/10/0
Sl Petersburg,

1st yellow... . 11/0/013/13/0
Do. end yellow so/o/o 11/0/0

Do. white 9/10/0 ti/so/o

Swedish ........ 9/0/0 16/ic/o
White Sea 10/10/0 17/0/0
Canada, Pine sst *0/0/0 93/0/e
Do. do. and .... 14/10/0 16,13/0
Do. do. 3rd, dec. 7/0/0 so/io/o

Do, Spruce, ist. 9/20/e il/o/o

Do. do, 3rd and
end 7/15/6 9/0/0

New Brunswick 7/0/e lo/io/e

Battens, all kinds S/o/e eo/e/e
Flooiing boards,
sq

,
I In. prep.

1st 0/9/0 o/t6/o

Do. end 0/7/6 0/13.6
Other qualities—

Cedar, Cuba. ft.

Honduras, Sec.

Mahogaiw, Cuba
St. Domingo,

Mexican, <^, do,
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio
Babia

Satin, St. Doming.

Satin, Porto
Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/1 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton a/5/7 0/0/0

Bar. Welsh, in

London S/15/0 S/i?/^
Do. do. at works
in Wales S/>o/o S/19/6

Do. StalTordshiie,
in London S/>S/o 6/10/0

Copper— British
cake and ingot 54.'5/o 54/15/0
Best selected 55/0/055/10/0
Sheets, strong., 6./0/0 6i/e/o

Chili bars 5o/>6/3 0/0/0

YELLOW Mtl lb. 0/0/5 o/o/si
- Pig.

1 11/12,6 ll/i 3’9Spanish ..

English corn.

brands ii'is'p 11/16 3
Sheet, English
6 lbs. pet sq. ft.

and upward! .. 12,189 o/e/e

Pipe <3/89 0/0/e

Zinc — English
sheet ton., ao/io/o 0/0/0
Vleille Mon-
tague ti/to/o 0/0/e

Spelter «7/7/6 17/15/0
Tin—

S

traits .... 63/16/3 0/0/0

Australian 62/5/0 62/15/0

English Ingots. . 65/0/0 65/15/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0

Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 14/15/0 o/olo

Cocoanut, Cochin 17/15/0 0/0/0

Do. Ceylon *4/e/o 0/0/e

Palm. Lagos 14/10/0 o/o/o

Rapeseed, English
pale *7/10/0 37/iS/o

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/10/0
Cottonseed teC . . 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine >8/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 e/7/6

Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6

Tar— Stockholm
barrel *2/0 0/0/0

Archangel D/ts/6 0/0/e

Turpentine... .ton at/c/o o/o/O

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us
not later thanro a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
£100, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BARNET.—For the erection of detached residence at New
Barnet, for Mr. A. Tillman. Mr. F. Child, architect, 65, Chancery-
lane, and New Barnet :—
A. Porter .....£2.130 I Wells Se Son ..;£1,770

). Ellwood 3,115 I Eddie 8: Son >.057

G. Daniels 2,C90
|

BEDFORD—For the construction of an undergreund conve-
nience, Tavistock-street, for the Urban Sanitary Authority
" l.iichlield & Son .£393 I E- Paccy £366

BRADFORD.—For the erection of a weaving-shed and ware-
house. Bowling. Mr. Fred. Holland, engineer, 11, Parkinson-
chambeis, Hustiergate. Bradford. Quantities by the engineer :—

Afasoitry,—Thomas Shacklelon, Statt Kail, Clayton
He’ghti, near Bradford £656 17

yeinerj/.—]. Patchett, Queensbury, near Bradford 199 0
Jroiiu'pri.—J. Cliff & Co., Old Foundry. Bradford
. . _ Slinget Se Son, Wakefield-road,
Bradford

Staling.— Hill Se Nelson, Bradford
Painlin:^.—A. Davey, Wakefield-road, Bradford ..

(Amended tenders,]

BRIGHTON,—For the erection of the Roedean School (exclusive
of engineering works). Mr. John W. Simpson, architect, 10, New
Inn. Strand, W.C. Quantities by Messrs. Pinks Se Watson,
45, Parliament-street. S.W. :—
f. Se H. F. Higgs. .£6o,8<,

H.' Lovatt S7.3CO I

W. Johnson & Co. 56,755 1

John Shillitoe &
Son... 56,000 I

Peerless, Dennis Se

Co..
W. Sotting & Son 53,750 o
G. R. Lockyer .. .. 53.560 0

John Parnell Se Son 53,406 12

Holloway Bros. . . . .£53.400 <

Stimpson & Co.... 53.900 1

Barber & Ulllvei .. 50.419 1

Lorgley Se Co 49 969
Foster & Dicksee 49 794
W. Wallis 49,623
W, Brown & Son.. 49,553 1

Sattin & Evershed 46,107
P. Peiers & Son,
Horsham* 44,937 '

BRIGHTON —For reconstruction of portion of pier, for the
Brighton West Pier Ccropany. M r. W. H, Bailes, engineer
Ailsup & Co £5.457 > 8 I Shaw & Co., and
W. O. Brettell 4794 17 7! Longley & Co. ..£4.458 3 o

I
A. Thome 3,733 13 9

BRISTOL.—For making Fitzroy-street. and four other i

Toiteidowp, for the Long Ashton Kiiral District Councu. M
Fround, Surveyor, 1, St. Stephen's-chambers, Bristol:—

J. Perkins £'.939 >6 I
W. Hurfbrd £i 1

Lloyd & Son >,*79 o M. Dumford i.i

H. Weeks ' ‘ ‘ “

W. Galbraith
Hnghes 8: Wee^..

0 c
I

Thomas Se Webb
1 0 I

W. Hickery, Knowle*
Accepted.

CARDIFF.—For paving, sewering. 8ic.. Romilly. Radnor, and
Llanfair-roads, for the Corporation. Mr. W. Harfur. C.E..

Borcugh Engineer, Town Hall, Cardiff. Quantities by BortugH
Engineer

RoinUly.road.

J. Rich. Cardiff,* far sewer £2*5 ® °

,, ,, for road, 8tc i,i<S » 10

Rad^ioy-rpad.

,, ,,* for toad. &c 193 9 0

I.lan/air-rcad.

„ ,, for road, &;c 569 9 9-

For server only in Romilty-road.

F. Ashley
* Accepted.

334 4 0

DEVONPORT.—Accepted for the erection of branch baakiog'
premises, for the Union Savings B ank. at Keyham-toad. Mr. H. G.
Luff, architect, 64. Chapel-street, Devonpoit ;—

Wm. Littleton, Devonport £>.5<8

FOLKESTONE.— For the erection of public baths, for t

Corporation, Mr, Reginald Pop, architect, Radoor-chamberSr
FoUcestone. Quantities by architect

Builder’s IVork.

Tunbridge ..

Petts
Newman .. ..

Franklin £3.755 0 o
Webster 2.641 0 o
Grayling 2.624 >9 T
Fearon (accepted) . . 3.504 o »

r'f Work.

J.&F. May £6=5 0 o
Bradford (accepted) .. (c8 10 o

GRIMSBY.—Accepted for Ihe erection of business premises.
Cleethorpe-ioad. Grimsby. Mr. Geo. W. Frost, architect, 174',

Heneare-street. Grimsby
Wilkinson 8: Hougbloa, New Cleethorpe, Grimsby. ...£8co

GRIMSBY.—For the erection of a pair of cottages, SheepfoH-
street, Grimsby, for Mr. W. Blanchard. Mr. Geo. W. Frost, archi-

tect. 174. Heneage-sueet. Grimsby
Ion 8c Lewis, Lun £355 o

[
H. Ecnerson £396 o

J. Pearson 346 16 [
A. Atkinsuo (accepted). . 987 14

HARTWOOD (Lanark).—For the erection of two blocks o(

cottages at the Asylum, for the Lanatk District Lunacy Board. Mr.

J.
Lamb Murray, aichltect, Heavyslde, Uiggar. Quantities by

Messrs. M. Heibertson 8c Co., >67, St. Vincent-street. Glasgow :—

Masonry.

John Purdie & Co. .£1,953 2 4 I McLehose 8t Son ..£1.575 4 $
Wilson St Wallace.. 1,732 16 11 I Robert Riddagh 1,5.6 5 2
Dunlop 8! Co 1.646 7 siwilliam Allan,
William Pur<)ie .... 1,621 o 51 Strathaven* 1,461 6 3
J. Turner & Co. .... r,6ia 7 3I

Joinery.

Robert Stnellie £997 o 0 I George Ferguson ....£931 i» a
James Steele 961 20 0 John Baxter. Strath-
William Adam 944 11 5 aven* 83} 10 9
Muirdc.Davidson.... 94312 7^ 1

Slating.

R. 8: W. Anderson ..£331 14 o| James Brown,
Hamilton & Co 22128 7 Shotts* £<8419 sb
James Currie 197 18 i

Flu> bing.

J
ohn McEwan £3:9 1:

oho Spence Se Sons aoo !
Brown 8c Young .. .. 196 41:11

Plastering.

i
ohn Foibes £*77 8 4] James Brown £»c6
iamilton&Co 338 13 to

j

K. Sc W. Anderson,
lesCrant ........ 324 4 7]

Beilshili* 3:3 \

les Curtie 316 0 2I
* Accepted.

HOUNSLOW.—Accepted for the erection of a detached house.
Whiiton Park Estate. Hcunslow. Mr. T. Mertison Gairood, archi-

tect and jutveyor, 172, Penchurch-stteet, City :

—

Lucas St Son £>.96>

IPSWICH—For additions. 81c.. to offices, Tower-lane, for Mr.
W. E. Kersey. Mr. J. S. Corder, architect. Wimboume Heuse,
Ipswich. Qaantlties by Mr. J. S. Paememer, Ipswich :—
Avis £1.421 0 0 I Death £1,02817 2

Crisp & Smith 1,350 o 0 Marriott 1,02617 o
Hipweil 1,371 e e

|
PoUard i,o>S la 8

T. Kenny 1.194 ° 0 1 Catchpool 934 o o
G. Kenny 1.143 o 0 Farkington 981 o o
F. Bennett 1.C43 o 0 Sadlei* 979 o o
Girling 1.C37 o olCoe 953 *6 ^

[All of Ipswich]
* Accepted on an amended estimate.

KEIGHLEY.-Accepted for the erection of six houses and stores.

Fell-lane, tor the Industiiai Co-eperative Society, Limited. Mi:

John Haggas. architect. North-street, Keighley : —
Afasonry.—Si'S’Oen, Mitchell. Se Suoderland. Oak-T

worth, near Keighley I

S/aling.—V/. Thornton, Birgley I

Plastering. — Wilson Bros., Oakworth - road, !-£i,830
Keighley

Plumbing. — Jas. Jackson, Lawkhoime - lane,
|

Keighley j

LEYTON.—For sheds for "water vans and steam road rollert

and for sewer works. Mr. W. Dawson. Engineer and Surveyor :—

For Sheds.

W. Lawrenc
J. Haydon
H. R. Rous

T. Adams .

J. BuneU..

.

..£553 o oil-'. J. Coxhead, I-ey-

... 544 0 0 toostone* £485 e a

... 527 17 9I • Accepted.
[Surveyor's estimate, £430.]

Sewer in Boundary-road.

......£456 o I G. Wilson ..

.

, . . . ; 448 to
I J. Jackson, Li

• Accepted.
[Suiveyor’s estimate, £314

1

.£300 ic-

• 597 V-

LONDON.— For rebuQdiog front, 24, Pyriand-road, Canonbury
Messrs. Bradbear, surveyors, Canonbury btaCion. n, :—
Steel £139 10 1 George Barker £”7 «

Timson 136 0

1

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of shop and flats at No. 55,

Frith-street, Soho, for Mr. M. O'Leary. Messrs. Brunsden d:

Hendetson, architects. 47, Pall Mall, S.W. Quantities by Mr. J.

Peebles, 88. Chancery-lanc, W.C. :—
W. S. Beaton - £»i6S4

LONDON.—For building seven sh;ps, Leytonstone-road. Mr.
William Stone, architect, 3, Great Winchester-street, E.C.

F. 8: F. J. Wood £6.239 I Roome £4.980
Jennings 5.393 Sherwood 4.600

Jarvis & Son 5273 Steed 3,9.0
Higgs S.>6o|
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LONDON.—For erectin? a wheelwrieht's shop and smithy.
Times Whatr, Hoxton. for Messrs. Rickett Smith & Co.. Limited.
Messrs. Potts, Son. & Hennings, architects. 9, Ely-ptace, Hol-
bom
W. Gladding .£364 I E. Green* .£330
Mattock Bros 3151 ‘Accepted.

Jarvis & Sons .£2.940 I Higgs
fieale 2,560 ElKiugton .

,

Wire & Forrest 2,480 |

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of additional bedrooms ;

St. Peter's Home, Moriiiiier.crescent, Kilbum :

—

R. A. Yerbury & Sons .»...£t,o82

LONDON.—For alterations and additions!
lane, Limebouse, E. Mr. Herbert Riches,
lane, King William-street, E.C. :

—
Hearle & Farrow -.£*1570 I

Calnan d: Co .£t,446
S. J. bcolt 1,516

I
A. Webb (accepted)

LONDON.— Accepted for the erection of a warelicuse. Stoke
Newington. Mr. A. H. Attwater, architect, of Loodon and
Brighton :

—

David G. Laiog & Son, 2, Duke-street, Adelphi .£a,ioc

MIDLETON (Ireland).—For the erection of dispensary and
caretaker's residence. Castlemartyr, for the b'nbn Guardians. Mr.
Richard Evans, C.E.. 53, South Mall, Cork-—
Coffey ^^383

I

Hegarty £300
OBnen... jiolScuUey, Midleton* 285

• Accepted.

MIDDLESBROUGH.— For the construction of roads, Src.,
Asylum. Marton-toad. for the Visiting Committee, yuintlties
Mr. A. }. Wood. 3, Lancaster.place, W.C."— Middlesbrough -£3,122

RETFORD.—For converting buildings into ttvo houses, for
Mr. F. Bannister. Messts. Eyre & Southall, architects. Retford
.and Gainsborough ;

—

RETFORD —For building house, Victoria.road, for Mr. G. Skip-
worth. Messrs. Eyre & Southall, architects, Retford and Gains,
borough
C. Fenton .£480

j

T. Hopkinson jCtas

455 I
• Accepted.

RIPON.—For the construction of sewers. S:c. (contract No. 7),
for the City Council. Mr. H. A. Johnson, engineer. 14, The
Exchange, Bradford
F. .N. Simpson ......;£i.776 12 7 I Chas. Walker d: Co.jCt.sea 6 3A. Braithwaite iS: Co., 1 •Accepted.

- squa
1.567

ROWLEY REGIS.—Accepted, at a schedule of prices, for the
execution of drainage works, for the Urban Dist.ict Council. Mr.
it. B. Marten, C.h . Church-street-chambers. Stoutbridgo :

—
John Mackay. Heieford.

SELSIDE—For the erection of new schools at Selside, nearKendal. Mr. John Hutton, architect, Kendal Quantities by
architect:

John Thompson, Selside
—Anthony Nelson' OHHutton, Kend^n , — Lawrence

Airey, Kendal
I-
-660®

/’(ar/rrj'n*- -Steele i- Co.. Kendal I

Sliding- /’arti'fwnj.—John Stones, Ulverston I

SOUTH^IPTON—For rebuUding factory premises at Shirley,
fer Messrs. George Ings A: Co.. Limited. Mr. William Burroueh
Hill, architect, Southampton •— *

£' £'.697
I

Playfair & Toole £t.sn«-Cawte t,s87 H. Stevens & Co-
Jenkins & Son ,

[All of Southampton.)
' Accepted.

STOCKPOR-r.-For the erection of a boundary waU. Castle-yard

ttg^KX"ort“i- St.

£'45
I
W. C. Broadhurst & Co.,O.Mmlaney

| Stockport (accepted) .. .[.fitas

C.B.KSNEWIN
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
h IvVv r ;II.ATTOa G.AKUEN, and 29, EAY .STREET

FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
’

rery thickness, dry, and
Tlie Largest Stock iif all kinds of W.

fit fur iiiiinediate
1

Celephone, 65,274 Holburu. 'ie.’e. Add, ** SNEWIN, London."

STOCKPORT.—For additions to Turkish baths, St. Petersgate,
for the Corporation. Mr. J. Atkinson, C.E., Borough Surveyor. St.

Petersgate, Stockport :—
W. C. Broadhurst & Co. £140 0 I T. Hoe, Hooper-street.

1
Stockport (accepted) . .£109 t

STOCKWITH (East).—For building Board schools for 156
children, for the School Board. Messrs. Eyre St Southall, archi-

tects. Retford and Gainsborough, Quantities by the architects ;

—

J. R. Herratt £',243 3 9 I F. Beastall £'.'» 0 c

W. CoUey 1,23310 0 J. Woods* 1,076 0 i

T. Hopkinson 1,178 0 0

1

• Accepted subject to DeparOnent's approval

STANLEY (Durham).—For the execution of road works, Mary-
street, &C., for the Urban District Coun'^il. Mr. J. Routledge,
surveyor. Council Offices, Stanley. Quantities by the Sur-

veyor
Geo. T. Manners ..£1,576 2 10 I J- Wardlow £1.19* ' '

Wm. Johnson r.432 7 o Jos. Goldsbotough,
A. Goldsborough .. 1,22812 i| Chester-ie-Street* 1,18318 0

•Accepted.
[Surveyor's estimate. £^1,432 55. 3d.]

TADCASTER —For the supply of broken granite road metal
iSrc,. for the Rural District Council Mr. Thomas Scott, surveyor,
Aberford, near Leeds

s. d. Tons.
Ord & MaddisoQ it i per ton for i.eoo

Bradley Bios it i ,, ,,

Geo. Hodsiiian it i

Jno. Delaney 10 6 ,,

Shap Granite Company. Ltd to 8 ,, „ ,.

Summerfeld & Mead 96 „ 500

It'kin.

Chas. Hornsey 10 3 „ „ 507
G. F. J. Bolglise 10 It ,, ,. 1,500

Slag.

Geo. Hodsman..... 73 „ ,.1,000
Leeds Steel Company. Lti 5 9
John Green Sc Co 7 5

Limestone.

John Green & Co 71 ,, ,.3,000
Skiptoa Rock Company, Ltd 6 8 i.oco

Total i4,5Co

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. A, W.. C. C. H. (Amounts should have been stated).—C. C.

(Below our limit).

NOTE,—The responsibility of signed tutlcles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
IVt cannot undertaJu to return rejected cotnmunieationt.
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been duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED,
compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contrfbutortowrite an article U given snbject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject it If unsatisfactory, 'the receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its

xeptance.
All communications rwarding literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR ; those relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be address^ to THE
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.
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SLATE MERCHANT,
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The Architecture of Our Large Provincial

Towns.

V.—CARDIFF.

MEBODY who
was not very well

posted in his sub-

iect once termed

Cardiff “ a Welsh
Chicago,” mean-

ing thereby that

within a very few

yearsit had sprung

from nothingness,

and was, in fact,

SI great town without a past. This certainly

is not the case, for there can be no doubt

that tile gravelly plain lying between the

o-ivers Taff and Rhymncy has been occupied

by man for at least eighteen centuries, pro-

ttably much longer.

The Romans had a castrum, or permanent

•camp, on .this plateau (in which a hypocaust,

with coins of Trajan, was found). The

fortress was quadrangular, defended on three

sides by a foss and vallum, and covered on

the fourth by the river Taff. The bank or

•vallum was cased in stone on the outside

much in the same fashion as the city wall at

Silcbester. Such was the beginning of

Cardiff Castle, an edihee whose existence

ihas been interwoven with the history of

England. The Marquis of Bute excavated

•a portion of the Roman work on the Eastern

side of the castrum, and there may be seen

a rubble wall of from 12 to 15 ft. in height,

cased at the bottom with squared stone,

which looks as fresh as though it had been

touilt the other day.

When the Romans quitted this fortress

the Britons, who took their place, must have

lead a stormy life in their bootless endeavour

to repel predatory hordes of Irish Gaels,

Scandinavians, and Saxons. Some one, we

‘know not whom, seems to have broken down

the Roman wall during this period, and so

let the soil of the bank slip down and cover

the base of the wall, which remained hidden

until it was revealed by the recent excava-

tions. During their tenure of Cardiff the

Welsh chieftains, as was their wont, carried

on an internecine war. We hear that Cardiff

was restored by Morgan, Prince of Glamor-

gan, some time in the tenth century, but

destroyed again. Then a strong fortification

was erected by jestyn, the last native ruler

of Glamorgan. Robert Fitz Hamon, Jestyn's

conqueror (1090) made this place the caput

of his barony.

We may feel pretty certain that from the

outgoing of the Roman to the incoming of the

Norman no building operations ot importance

were undertaken
;
the Welshman was not a

mason.

Robert Consul, the bastard of King Henry

I., married Mabel, daughter and heiress to

FitzHamon. The Norman portions of Cardiff

Castle have always been ascribed to him. We
may pretty safely look on the White Tower

as his creation.

Nearly ten acres are enclosed by the old

Roman bank. In the north-west corner is a

mound more than 30 ft. high, with a diameter

of 60 yards. On the summit Robert Consul

erected his donjon, a polygon of twelve

equal sides, 80 ft. in diameter, with pebble

walls. In a building attached to this keep,

but long since destroyed, Robert Curthose,

eldest son of the Conqueror, is said to

have been blinded and imprisoned for

twenty-eight years. Robert Consul is also

believed to have built the mediaeval cur-

tain on the summit of the* Roman bank,

unaware that the original wall still

remained buried in the soil. Lord Bute has

built upon the Roman wall, leaving open

recesses at intervals to show the rubble

backing (where the facing is gone), until he

reached the level of the foundation of the

medieeval curtain on the summit of the

bank; as the Norman work is some 10 ft.

behind the Roman work, Lord Bute is

making a covered way to connect them, and

underpinning the Norman wall, so that when

the work is finished a visitor can inspect the

Roman work from the bottom, or walking on

the top of the covered way examine the

Norman wall.

Robert Consul's building propensities were

no doubt stimulated by the capture of his

wife, his son, and himself by Ivor ab

Cadivor, who unexpectedly raided Cardiff',

stormed the castle, carrying off the Earl and

his family prisoners, only releasing them on

condition that the Glamorganshire Welsh

were allowed unmolested enjoyment of their

ancient privileges. This occurred in 1158.

After Consul’s time the De Clares became

seized of Cardiff Castle, and during their

ownership the Black Tower was erected.

As it has been excessively restored, it is rather

difficult to say whether the architecture is

Early English or Decorated.

When Gilbert de Clare fell at Bannock-

burn, 1314, King Edward II. bestowed the

Castle on his favourite, Despenser. After

his death it fell to the Beauchamp family, and

Richard, Earl of Warwick, is said to have

built the tower on the south-western side of

“'The Lodgings,” or habitable portion of the

Castle, 1425. There is no doubt it

resembles (though on a smaller scale) Guy's

Tower at Warwick. To the Beauchamps

succeeded the Herberts, Earls of Pembroke,

who o\vned the Castle for many generations.

They demolished a great deal of their prede-

cessor’s work, and substituted late Perpen-

dicular and Elizabethan for the earlier forms,

but the ancients were fully avenged, for the

Stuart family have pulled down every stone

of the Herbert buildings and erected a

modern mansion in place of the mediaeval

“Lodgings.’’ Within the grounds of Cardiff

Castle stood a convent of Grey Friars,

founded by Gilbert de Clare, 1280, whicii

was a ceil to Bristol, and a convent of Black

Friars, founded by Richard de Clare in 1250.

The Marquis of Bute has carefully traced

out the foundations of these religious houses.

The modem portion of the castle, which

constitutes by far the greater part of it, is

really the most important architectural work

in Cardiff, and is too well known to need

any special description here, but a word as

to the impression it produces from the

present day point of view may not be amiss.

It was Burges’s pet work
;
no more con-
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genial task could have been set him than
that of erecting a mediteval castle which
should be as mediaeval as it was possible to
make it, and he and most other people who
were interested in architecture believed that
he was doing a splendid thing. The
mediatval revival has gone the way of all
revivals

; and how does the work look now ?
"ell, if Lord Bute does not regret the
money sunk in a dwelling which is only a
curiosity, we do not see that any one else
need regret it. It is a very interesting
and picturesque curiosity. The long lofty
blank rampart facing the high road, with
only a row of hanging doors in it for
reconnoitring foes from, and with nothing
behind it but a covered gallery, is an
absurdity from a practical point of view, but
Jl is at all events something out of the

common
;
on the west face, towards the gar-

dens, the square low-roofed towers, looking
as if they came out of Viollet-le-Duc, and the
bold lead fleche in the centre, make a charm-
ing group to see from your hotel window in
the morning

;
it is a sham, in a sense, no

doubt, but after all it is a more interesting
object, architecturally, than half the large
mansions in the country, and certainly its
absence would make a great difference in
ones impression of Cardiff; standing close
on the town, and only a few yards from one
of the main roads, it gives a touch of archi-
tectural poetry which the neighbourhood
does not otherwise supply. Internally it
must be confessed, the castle is ^asse alto-
gether

;
with its narrow corridors and stairs

Its doors scarcely more than two feet wide’
and Its small rooms, it seems a place that no

I

man of wealth would live in except for a joke..
The details of workmanship, however, in.
doors, windows, &c., are admirable, and are
still worthy of study; and it is odd that am
architect who could be so practical in small
things should have been so unpractical in
the design of the principal staircase from the
entrance door, where the stairs, very wide
from side to side and much too steep in
rake, are formed of polished granite steps
with very narrow treads and sharp angles,,
and are positively dangerous, and on this
account remain to this day unfinished, the
client having recognised that his architect
had made a serious mistake in this point at
all events. In an artistic sense perhaps the
very best things in connexion with the
building are the figures of animals on the
exterior boundary wall, modelled by Mr..
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County of Gloucester Banky St. Mary-street. {Mr. Picku'eU.) County of Gloucester Banky Mount Siuart-square. (Mr. Pick-aell.)

icholls, and whicli are remarkable lor truth-

Iness and vigour of execution.

CardifI’ itself is a town of very straggling

id irregular plan, on a very Hat site, and
ay be said to consist of two portions, Car-

ff proper and the Bute Docks. Of the

nrry Dorks, which, though commercially an

Tslioot of Cardiff, are quite away frfim the

iwn, we have given a special account

jine time since.* The principal buildings

•e concentrated about High-street and St.

iary-street, which are in a line running

sarly north and south, and Westgate-street,

liich runs north-west at an acute angle with

lem. St. Mary-street is a fine wide street,

id the vista up this and High-street, with

le trees and turrets of the castle seen at the

ip, is a good piece of city scenery. South

f the town are the Bute Docks
:
ivestward

r this the wide and rapid stream of the Taff

ins into the harbour, and westward of this

gain is the modern artisan suburb of Grangc-

iwn, reached by crossing the Clarence

iridge, a line iron bridge on massive* stone

iers, the centre portion a swing bridge, the

A'O end portions fixed girders
;

the design

f Mr. Harpur, the Borough Engineer,

irangetown, to which we need not return,

is built on land which has almost t!ie

ppcarance of being reclaimed marsh land,

good deal of which is still unbuilt on, the

loads being raised on it in the form ol

lykes. The develojunent of the best rcsi-

ilentia! portion of Cardiff lias been on the

fast side, contrary to the almost invariable

rule by which towns develop their best

jieighbourhoods westward
;

and Newport-

I'oad, running out eastwards, with the squares

,md streets abutting on it, is the upper class

neighbourhood, though it has lately been

superseded to some extent by the more
recently formed suburb of Penarth, a good

way soutli of the town and on high land

overlooking llie Bristol Channel and the

entrance to the harbour, and connected

with the town by a good railway service.

Between Penarth and the town is a good
deal of open and very low land, in part of

which there is some talk of forming a bcw
dock, for which the site is perhaps better

suited than for any other purpose.

As CardilT is a town distinctly in a state of

progression, it is not surprising to find in it

a good many waste, unfinished, or dilapi-

dated quarters, though these latter are but

in a small proportion to the whole area.

Generally speaking, it is a clean-looking

town, and the fact that stone is cheap and
plentiful leads to the extensive employment
of this material even in the long streets of

.small houses in various quarters, so that

tlie.se houses, monotonous in their long rows
of bow-windows, have not the mean appear-

ance that we find in places where brick or

cement is mainly used for the humbler class

of dwellings. One of the saddest-looking

quarters of the town is in the series of small

streets abutting on Wood-street, near the

Great Western Railway Station, dingy
dilapidated cemented houses on either side

of dirt}' streets where tiie scavenger seems
to be unknown; a quarter of the town
wliich urgently calls for rebuilding. One
unusual feature is found in the narrow
canal which traverses the Castle Gardens
and rc-appears here and there at the

side of a street, running in front of the

small houses in Pembroke-tcrrace, with

a grass bank and a row of small trees

parallel with it
;

it is a pleasant surprise to

find that this straight artificial water is no
stagnant canal, but a swiftly running stream,*

* This canal is fed from the TalT, and m.'vkes in fact an
artificially-formed branch of it. It is said to follow the

line of part of the ancient town moat.

a delightful incident in the middle of a town.

In any future improvements or laying out of

new streets in tliis portion of the town,

something more ought to be made of this

canal, in a more prominent manner
;

it is not

every town that has the good fortune to have
such a source of effect at its disposal in the

very centre of the houses.

Turning to separate buildings the most
important is the Free Library and Museum
by Mr. Edwin Seward, whicli unfortunately

stands in rather a back situation near St.

Mary-street, flanked only by narrow streets

on each side, though the south end fronts on
an open space, The Hayes, a kind of minor
open-air market with some very dilapidated

property on each side of it, where it is to be
hoped some new buildings worthy of the

situation will be put up presently. Tiie

building itself we illustrated at the time of its

opening last year,* and therefore do not

repeat any illustration of it Iiere
;

but we
may say that it looks much better than the

photographs sent to us gave any idea of.

The first portion was built some little time

since
;

in adding the more recent portion

the whole scheme was aggrandised, and the

problem was to give it a rather more stately

appearance while conforming the new portion

to the design of t!ie other. This has been very
successfully done by concentrating tlie new
treatment on the south front facing the open
space

;
at this point alone a columnar order

on a large scale has been introduced, giving

dignity to this front, but we wish that the

window plane on the lower story liad been
kept back that of the upper story, giving

more depth to the pilasters
;
the wliole would

have gained considerably in power of effect.

There is some pretty sculpture and carved
ornament on the building, and the whole
architectural treatment is moreover decidedly

* See Builder 0^ June 27, 1896.
Builder^ December a, 1893.

a
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Cardiff County Club. {Mr. E. JV. M. Corbett.') “ Western Mail” Offices, St. Ma>y-strcct, Cardff.

(Messrs. Jones, Rickards, Bud^en
)

origin.il and unusual. Tlicrc is one pccu-
1
deal from weather, but we are assured that

liarity in it which we meet witli so often
[

it was his design. As will be seen, it is a
that it seems almost a characteristic of

|

front not without character in an academical
modern Cardiff architeclurc, viz. ; the em-
ployment of massive stone transoms binding
the two sides of the windows together.

It is characteristic generally of Mr.
Seward’s buildings, whicli arc numerous;
and he seems to have impressed liis style

on the town somewliat as Mr. Waterhouse
impressed his on Manchester a good many
years ago. It is carried a little too far in

way, and it boasts internally of a well-

treated staircase. The entrance to the more
recent Municipal Buildings, by Messrs.

Seward & Thomas, is in a courtyard
between the old Town Hall and the Post-

office: the main portion of the Municipal
Buildings, as shown in our lithograph, is only
seen from Westgate-street, and, as will be
gathered, they are so inadequate in every

some portions of the building, giving the sense (were so from the first, indeed) that
idea ot cabinet work on large scale rather dhe erection of new Municipal Buildings at
than masonry design, but in otlier cases it

;

an early dale is inevitable.
ser\-es to give a very solid appearance and I The London and Provincial Bank, by Mr.
expression, though perhaps at the cost oflBlcssley, is a building of Classic type with
some little interference with light. This: some interesting detail, the flank elevation
cannot be said of the library and reading- '

being the best; it shows very strongly i

rooms, however, which are admirably ' marked that Cardiffian tendency to run
lighted, fitted, and arranged in every respect,

j

massive transoms across the windows, to
j

In Migh-street and St. Mary-street, which ' which we have already referred. Mr. Water-
j

are practically one street, the majority of the I house's Prudential Assurance next door is'
noticeable buildings are on the' west side. ' one of the smaller offices of the company, a
1 he first to notice in descending the street

1
narrow slip of red terra-cotta building with a

is Lloyds Bank by Mr. Chatwin (of Birming-

1

polished granite basement up to the spring-
ham), of which a sketch is given (p. 241), i ing of the ground floor arches, where the
a Classic front in good taste, though with terra-cotta is simply set on the granite with
no very marked character about it; as wc

j

no division but the joint,
may also say of the National Provincial Bank ' Lower down the street the small front of
lower down, an Italian front of very agree'

able proportions but deficient in originality.

1 he present Post Office building next to it

(and grouping rather well with it) is a

building in the severe Classic manner, with
large rusticated pilasters running through two
stories, and rusticated angle columns to the

ground-floor windows
;
simple as it is, this is a

more effective kind of building for its purpose
than the florid but weak and showy struc

tures which the Post Office is now erecting

in so many provincial towns, including Cardiff

itself. The Town Hall, of which we give a

the Gloucester Banking Company, by Mr.
Pickwell, is one of the best things in the
town

;
there is a good deal of picturesque

originality in its treatment of Classic details
with Gothic feeling, and the decorative \vork'

is good and refined. The "Royal Hotel,”
by Messrs. Jones, Richards, & Budgen, is in

what may be called the usual hotel style,

though it is much better than the " Queen's”
(the other large hotel in the street), and the
south front, with its ground floor arcaded
entrance and the semicircular oriel rising
above, is not ineffective; moreover there is

lithograph, is an old-fashioned piece of loss of mere florid show about the building
Classic architecture designed by Sir Horace

,
than is usual in hotel architecture. The

Jones; it looks a great deal older than the
j

same architects designed, lower down the
days of the late respected London City [Street, the offices of .the. Jl'esfem Mail, of
Architect, having apparently suffered a good

I
which we give a small sketch; there is a

certain boldness about the effect of the loftj

and massive piers going up to a grea
height on each side, jjolished granite ii

the basement and hammer-dressed above
and there is some good metal worl

:
in the name-plates. Unfortunately it i

a good deal spoiled by the obtrusion 0

buff brick in the top story; a material whicl

in other instances has been rather an encmi
:
to Cardiff architecture. The large block

!
called the Imperial Offices, partly occupied

by the Royal Insurance Company, is a rathei

i
imposing piece of “ business architecture ;

'

the two end cupolas, with the pho;nixeji

with outstretched wings on the parapet, art

, effective
;
the elevation is of course spoiled

I

to some extent b}- the shop-windows on thrf

I

ground story, and the coupled granite

i columns between them do not seem quite

to belong to the rest of the design. Mrl

Seward is the architect. At the lower angl<

jof the street the Great Western Hotel offers,

a touching reminiscence of the early days
of the Gothic revival.

On the east side of St. Mary-street the;

buildings are mostly of a more ordinaryi

type. Mr. Seward has a pretty little front of

a small hotel, with half-timber work above
and white glazed brick below, and higher upi

the new front of the Central Arcade, by the:

same architect, is in progress (see lithograpli

illustration). This is a more important pointi

in the local architecture than might be sup-|

posed, as one of the peculiarities of Cardiff

is the number of its covered shop arcades,'

many of them of great length, and the frontsi

to these are among the architectural fealuresc

of the streets. In Working-street, a smalh
street not far oft', is another arcade front by
Mr. Seward, in which half-timber work is

employed in bringing a little picturesque;

effect into a secondary street.

The Bute Docks are reached by the long,

;

dreary, and mean street called Bute-street,;

in the course of which a dip in the road is

made to get under the railway-bridge. Thisi

diving of the road under the various branches <

of railway is one of the incidents of tram-i
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ir travelling in Cardiff, where the railway

Jems to have fixed its levels and the streets

ave had to make a dip under the bridges,

.itting the headway so close that every-

’here on the seats of the tram-cars, on the

onts of the bridges, on the wall at each

ide of each bridge, one reads in large

itters the order “Keep your seats while

assing under the railway-bridge;’’ and in

act the limit of head-room is so small that

tall man with a tall hat would have little

liance of passing under them with his head-

ear at all events uninjured; but tall hats

re not apparently much worn in Cardiff,

.nd at all events the inhabitants seem
ised to the diversion. In connexion with

he Bute Docks arc to be found two or three

)f the most important modern buildings in

Cardiff. A little before reaching the docks we
)ass the large block of Messrs. Cory's offices,

)f which we give a lithograph illustra-

ion. The building, designed by Mr. Bruton,

shows a large Classic front in stone, of veiy

ree treatment, with an order of columns on

jach side of the centre, with lofty carved

Dases of Vtmetian type. There is a certain

picturesque character in this front, which has
however the defect which we notice in

sundry others of the more important build-

ings in Cardiff, of a want of homogeneous
character, of a leading idea in the design

;
in

particular the bay windows on the first

floor, between the columns, have little rela-

tion in style to the rest of the front,

and have besides the defect of looking too

much like wooden construction petrified.

Facing the harbour—a very good though

not very large natural harbour formed by an

inlet from the Bristol Channel, are the new
pier-head offices, a large block of brick

and terra-cotta buildings designed by Mr.

Corbett, and let out in offices to various

companies or firms. In the front towards Bute-

street the ground story is built of stone in a

series of elliptical arches forming large office

or shop windows. The opposite side faces

towards the large “ basin ” which forms one

portion of the Bute Docks system. Towards
the harbour and towards the basin the

offices are diversified in outline by three

large gables with picturesque curved

and stepped outlines in a rather Dutch
manner; and as the basin is ordinarily kept

with the water only a foot or two below the

quay level, the’ appearance of this building

as seen across the expanse of water, looking

from the east side of the basin, reminds one

still more of a bit of some Dutch town, and
has a very picturesque effect

;
if the detail

were better it would be a very satisfactory

grotjp for its position
;
unfortunately in that

respect it is somewhat commonplace, and it

is injured especially by the number of very

large and prominent base terminals on the

parapet and at the bases of the gables,

which are too large for the situation and
injure the scale of the building. Above this

some ordinary office buildings of no

special architectural type are reflected in the

waters of the basin, beyond them is seen a

rather characteristic building in brick and
random stone facing, with buttresses at the

sides, which has all the appearance of a

chapel, but turns out to be the Seamen’s

Mission, the principal part of the height of

which is occupied by a large hall used as a

news-room and smoking-room by the sea-;

faring population of the place. The
ecclesiastical aspect of the structure how-

ever is justified by the fact that the upper

storey is actually a small church, divided

into three aisles by wooden story posts

rising to the slope of the roof. The building

is of an exceedingly simple Gothic design,

the main portion being brick, but it is

unpretending and suitable to its purpose.

Unfortunately the attempts at stained glass

in the church portion are very bad.

On the east side of the “ basin ” entry is

one of the most important new buildings in

CardilT, the new Bute Docks Offices by Mr.

W. Frame, the harbour front of which is

still nearly hidden in scaffolding. This is

a red brick and terra-cotta building with a

good deal of individuality of style; the

harbour front has an important looking

entrance doorway with a tower rising above

it finisihed with battlements and a short

timber spire or conical roof; at the sides

the building has a semi-ecclesiastical appear-

ance, showing a series of buttresses semi-

octagon on plan, with ogee finials at the top and

large mullioned windows between them
;
above

this the ecclesiastical appearance is confirmed

by the addition of an apparent clearstory

(really no doubt lights to upper rooms) of

coupled lancet windows grouped under seg-

mental arches. On the west side a small

subordinate tower, oblong on plan, forms an

effective feature
;
the building as a whole is

picturesque, refined and original, and will
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Board Schools, Severn road, (Messrs, Jams, Richards, Bndgen.)

form an important addition to the liarbour
architecture.

The general effect of the docks and ship-
ping is striking and picturesque owing to the
system which seems to prevail here of keep-
ing the water level of the docks very high,
the water being for the most part only about
eighteen inches below ^the quay level, so ^

that the whole liull of the ship towers above
the spectator on shore, with a rather impos-
ing effect. Generally speaking, ships in dock
have the appearance of being in a hole. The
real object of this Iiigh water-level has no
doubt been that of economy in construction
—saving a certain amount of excavating and
lining in making the docks; we should

doubt if it was so convenient for general „

working: but it certainly has the advantage 2

in picturesque effect, both in regard to the r

water and shipping.

The Exchange is in the Docks region, in i

Mount Stuart-square, west of Bute-street,
,

and forms on one side a front with return 1

wings partly enclosing the square. Mr.

Board Schfols, Grange Toivn. (Mr. Bruce Vaughan )
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iSewHFcl is the architect, and the building, of

bart of which we give a lithograph, is in

[somewhat similar style to the Library and

what itiMuseum, tliough not equal to it

wants is a more decisive grouping in subor-

[iinatiun to a leading motif

;

the design is

Ijomewhat scattered and broken. The side

Df the stjiiare facing the Exchange is very

ncan, and it is to be hoped will be rebuilt

oefore long. At one angle, however, is the

3ther County of Gloucester Bank, not so

jood as the one in St. Mary-street by the

same architect, but a pleasing building, also

lowcvcr wanting in cohesion of style
;
the

ipper story (of buff brick again) does not

seem to belong to the lower, the three

Classic-looking windows on the flank have

10 relation to the rest of the design.

Returni ng to the centre of the town, we go up

The Infirmary : End View. {Mr, Edwin Seivard.)

Wesleyan Chapel^ Charles-street. {Messrs. Jones, Rickards, <Se Budgen.)

by an official architect on one model, but is now built, but which when com-

vary very much in style and appearance
;
we

I
pleted will be, as the illustration shows,

give views of two of them, from drawings
j

a very pleasing and picturesque build-

lent by the respective architects. The Car- 1
ing, sufficiently combining the domestic

diff cemetery is out in the Cathay direction, and the college character. It is built of red

where the best thing one notices is neither Bracknell brick with Ruabon terra-cotta

the citapel nor the monuments, but the large dressings. The principal street eastward

sections of drain pipe set on end with a from High-street, Queen-street, brings us to

notice that they are receptacles for paper. Park-place, skirting Cathay's Park on one

waste flowers, &c. The North Road side, and containing on the other side some

properly so called, running past the east good houses of a superior class
;
in this road

boundary of the Castle grounds, brings us at also the South Wales Institute of Engineers

a corner to Aberdare Hall (sec lithograph),
|

have built unto themselves a satisfactory-look-

by Mr. Wills, of Swansea, an educational ing home in somewhat the same kind of red-

establishment of i which only one half brick architecture as Aberdare Hall. Newport-
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road, wJiich runs approximately in a line

eastward from Queen's-rond, and constitutes

the principal suburban road, brings us to what
is perhaps the best of Mr. Seward's build-
ings, the Infirmary, a building in a domestic
Gothic style which has a character of
its own

; the small central tower is very
graceful in design, and the treatment of tlie

projecting wings, each w'nh a semi-octagon
bay at each side, forms a very pretty and
unusual piece of architectural grouping. VVe
regret that we have only a photograph of the
end view available, which hardly does justice
to the building. Nearly opposite is the
best modern church in Cardiff, Mr. Bruce
Vaughan’s St. James the Great, of which
an illustration will be found on one of the
lithograph plates. This is a fine solid
church with little ornament, the tower and
spire forming a fine pyramidal composition,
the side of the church shows a clearstory
with a single lancet window in each bay,
under a wall arch abutting against the
buttresses, the aisle windows have geo-
metrical tracery, the north-west porch is

effectively treated with a half-timber
gable and sculptured angels in the
spandrels of the arch. The only point
lor question is that the wide buttresses of
the aisles show the only wide surfaces of
ashlar masonry in the design, and hardly
appear to belong to the rest

;
but in the

main this is a fine and satisfactory church.
In Howard-gardens, not far off, we have the
Higher Grade Schools, a rather dull-looking
building in buff brick with stone dressings
and decorative features, and the School
Board Offices, which are not equal to the
occasion, and produce the effect (whether
correctly or not) of having been two ordinary
semi-detached houses with some new
windows and other features added to the
centre portion.

The parish clnirch of St. John's, near
High-street, is a late church with a tower
strongly resembling that of St. Stephen’s,
Bristol, with the same over-sailing angle
buttress ornaments projected from the
pinnacles

;
it looks as if it were the work of

the same hand. There is not much of
interest in the church internally; the Bute
Chapel includes a good piece of Renais-
sance carving, and the modern reredos
shows some good sculpture rather too mucli
overshadowed by the arcade overhanging
it. The ciiiircli is undergoing repair and
a large new south aisle has been added, Mr
Fowler, we believe, being tlie architect. Tile
Unitarian church by Mr. Bruton has some
originality of character. We give a small
illustration of this, as well as of the Wesleyan
chapel in Charles-street, by Messrs. Jones
Richards, & Budgen. In the same street is a
rather grim-looking Gothic R.C. church by .Air.

Pugin, built in a very dark-tinted stone with
red terra-cotta dressings, a combination
which has a very heavy appearance, and the
tracery on the other hand is rather too thin
and light for the character of the rest of tlie
building, which however is not one to be
passed by without attention. With the
exception of St. James the Great, however
church architecture is not so far very well
represented in Cardiff,

We look, however, to see a great deal more
done before long in the architectural develop-
ment and advancement of Cardiff. It is
obviously a town which is in a state of
movement, and there is every probability
that a large piece of ground on the west

'

side of Park-place, part of Castle Gardens,
and at present partially occupied by the

buildings for last year’s exhibition, will

before long be available for some important
new public buildings, and that we shall see
there a Town Hall and Municipal Buildings
erected worthy of the gro\ving scale and
enterprise of the town, which is now prac'

tically the capital of Wales, though not yet
we believe, formally promoted to that position.

In an architectural sense the site, which lias

already been much discussed, is a splendid
one for a large group of public buildings, the

only defect is that it is not quite near enough
to the business centre of the town to seem
quite appropriate for the Municipal head
quarters. On this point we [might offer a

suggestion. The old post-office, which will

soon be no longer wanted, tlie old Town
Hall, tlie court between these two buildings,
and the space occupied by the present Muni-
cipal buildings and the court-yard abutting
on Westgate-street, form altogetlier a pretty
large area, and might, if the municipal
business could be temporarily accommo-
dated elsewhere, be a sufficient site for a
Town Hall which |Would then occupy the
rightful place of a Town Hall, in the main
street. The site might perhaps not be
thought quite large enougli—we have no
plan of it to scale, but the idea may be
worth considering. On whicliever site tlie

new Town Hall is ultimately built, we have
little doubt that an effort will be made to
render it a really worthy addition to Cardiff
architecture.

The suburb of Penarth, to which allusion
has been made, contains some good dwelling
houses, a church by Messrs. Seddon &
Carter, and an interesting little institution
known as the Turner Gallery, a private
gallery built by a wealthy resident (the late
Mr. J-’yke Thompson, who died only a few
days ago) at the entrance of his grounds,
mainly with the object of providing a small
Art iMuseum for the public on Sundays and
holidays, the Cardiff Corporation having
refused to open the town Museum on Sun-
day. The small building, designed by Mr.
Seward, is decorated externally with some
sgraffito figures, and internally contains a
most interesting collection of water-colours,
etchings, &.C., all by good names, and well
worth a visit.

One little compliment we may pay to the
Municipal authorities in conclusion. We
have complained in more than one town of
the bad and inefficient naming of the streets.
In Cardiff there is no such complaint to be
made

;
the names of streets are systemati-

cally and legibly posted up everywhere.
This is a small detail in itself, but it is
significant. Where one finds obvious small
duties of that kind properly attended to by
local authorities, one is led to credit them
with paying the same attention to the more
important matters of municipal regulation.*

NOTES.

Exeter
^ Society for the Protection

Cathedral. Ancient Buildings has now
been endeavouring to interfere

with the Dean and Chapter of Exeter
Cathedral in regard to some repairs that
are being carried out on the west front
and has been told that the cathedra] autho-
rities “ do not wish

Ti?fies, according to the practice which tht

Society has of always giving publicity •

every rebuff it receives. We presume tl

theory of this is that the S.P.A.B. is j

sacred a body that any affront offered to 1

must necessarily redound to the discredit 1

the affronters. The case of Exeter is quit
different from that of Peterborough, as it

not a case of structural failure but only t

superficial decay; and if the Society ha
not made itself so obnoxious and absur
in regard to tlie necessary proccedini
at Peterborough, it might have got
standpoint for giving some useful advice t

Exeter. It is tlie totally unreasoning att
tudeof the S.P.A.B. that stands in its ow
way, and prevents it being listened to o
occasions when it might do some gooo
What is really being done at Exeter is this

the west front is, at its core, the old Normal
wall, and the fourteenth century facing c

Beer stone is in some places only 3 in. thick
and is in such a state that in many places i

goes to powder between the fingers. Thui
the tracery of some of the windows, am
minor details of the arcading, are shreddin,
away

;
and as far as tlie tracery is concernei

repair is absolutely necessary, unless th'

windows are to be allowed to fall to pieces
The decayed portions are being renewei
externally in Doulting stone, dowelled into

the interior face. It is also proposed ti

renew the work in the arcade on the north
side of the front, and the embattled cornici

of the screen. Whether it is necessary o
desirable to renew decayed portions wliicl
are on a solid wall is a very doubtful
matter, on which however we should noi

like to express a decided opinion withou’
a detailed inspection of the work. This is i

point on which the S.P.A.B. might have
given useful advice and might have been
listened to, but for their unreasonable
conduct in other cases. They have made
themselves impossible, in fact, and it is

entirely their own fault.

M„>rs. Harsion
Congratulate Messri

and the St. Harstou, the architects cor
PancrasCase. kerned for the St. Pancra

Guardians, in being exonerated froi

blame in regard to their treatment of th

contractors, a result which was only wha
we expected. Messrs. Harston are archi

tects possessed of rather exceptional prac
tical knowledge and ability, coupled witi

a determination to have their work proper!'

carried out in every detail; and architect

of tliat stamp are frequently unpopula
with contractors. That their clerk of worki

very exasperating kind of man tc

work under appears pretty evident, bu
it docs not appear that the archf

tects supported him in an unreasoning

or unreasonable manner. At the same
time it seems possible that Messrs. Harston,

in their aspirations after perfection ol

materials and workmansiiip, have occasion-

ally, no doubt with the best intentions,

demanded more than, in this imperfect

world, they were likely to obtain. The letter

from the head of a large brickmaking firm,

which we print in another column, seems to

point to this conclusion. Our correspondent

speaks with the highest respect of Messrs.

Harston, but says that his firm have refused
I

brought into > - ...w uw...
relation with them”; a, snub which the some time back to supply any brie
Secretary immediately communicates to the

I

*beir buildings, and he gives the reaso
The next of this serie» ofarticles on the architecture

'^bere must evidently be a prel
North?mpton will appear in our issue of April 24.

,

Strong feeling as to the difficulty of satisfyil
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Messrs. Harston,

enterprising firm

them.

to induce a large and

to refuse business with

After long delay, owing to the

I

Excavations
dif-ficultv of buying land in this

thiclcly-populated part of the

;city, Dr. Dorpfcld has resumed his excava-

tions near the “Theseion." Another house

jin the Poseidon-street has been bought and

1
pulled down, and beneath it the south wall

1 of the building he conjectures to be the Stoa

Basileioshas been laid bare. Tliis building is

!
now seen to consist of a hall nearly square in

j

shape, nine metres in breadth. Its east side

I

has a portico, and from the dowel marks in

t the stylobate of this portico it is clear that it

I

had six columns. The plan is obviously such

I

as we are accustomed to associate with a

I

small temple, but against this view and in

,
favour of the Stoa Basilcios identification

;
are two main arguments. First, the sc[uare-

shaped hall has in its north wall a small

I

door, a thing unprecedented so far in a

I Greek temple, and secondly, though this argu-

I

ment is, of course, less strong, topographical

[

considerations are against it. Dr. Ddrp-

I

feld himself still clings to the view that the

, building is the Stoa. The inasonry points to

the end of the sixth or beginning of the fifth

I

century, and for this date the size of the

I

building is adequate for the official seat of

,
the Archon Basileus. Further there is a

basis set against the back wall that would

serve well as the foundation of the altar,

which must have stood in the Stoa. South

of the building a broad stairway leads up to

the “Theseion." We hope some more

decisive evidence may come* to light,

the identification is of great topographical

importance.

At St. Petersburg an inter-
A Russian . , ... • l •

Cathedral national competition is being
Competition. j-qj. ^ design of a new

cathedral at Kronstadt. On the Board of

Assessors the Royal Academy, the Official

Technical Commission, and the leadin:

architectural and engineering societies are

represented, as also the clergy. The com-

petition is instituted by the Government.

The cost of the proposed building is limited

to 700,000 roubles, and the premiums are

5,000, 2,500, 1,500, and 1,000 roubles

respectively. The conditions are very fully

drawn up, and specify the materials to

’be used, the space to be allotted to each

pew, the method of lieating and ventilating,

the difficulties to be contended with in

the foundations, &c. There is also a

general instruction as to the grouping of

the building, the number of bells that are

to be placed in the tower, &c. We, however,

fail to understand, if the competitien is

to partake of an international character and

the Board of Assessors is so carefully chosen,

why there should be no representative from

other countries on this body. It is the

common mistake in international competi-

tions arranged abroad, and tends to make

architects doubtful as to the sincerity of the

promoters and their intention to do im-

partial justice to all competitors. Considering

that the competition is an international one,

it might be expected that the jury of assessors

should also have included at least one or

two foreign representatives. This is a fre-

quent weakness in regard to “ international
”

competitions abroad — the jury are all

“ national ”
;

The subjects proposed for the

next Soane medallion and the

Subjects. Essay prize are such as

ought to attract a great many competitors

from their unusual suggestiveness and

interest. The Soane medallion is to be given

for the best design for a concert-hall to seat

3,000 persons, with a small chamber concert

hall for 300. The Essay is to be a “ Review

of English Architecture of the Nineteenth

Century.” Both subjects are of unusual

interest
;

it may be added, perhaps, of

unusual difficulty.

The Deutsche Dau-zeiiung calls

FS?nT“ch- attention to the great increase

nical Colleges, number of students

visiting the Technical Colleges throughout

Germany. There are at present no less

than 10,128 students attending classes, of

whom 7,727 are fully matriculated. Ten

years ago there was not a third of this

number, and five years ago the total was

4,900. The number of visitors from other

countries working at German institutions

has also been on the increase, particularly

the number of Russian students. We find,

too, that Russia is following the example set

by the German Government in affording

liberal and high-class technical education

at a small outlay, the training here referred

to being distinct from what is known as

technical education” in this country, for

the latter is not given at the Royal Technical

Colleges, but in the “ Gewcrbe-Schulen
”

and minor “ Bau-Schulen. At Kieff the

Russian Governor-General has started a

movement for erecting a college on the

German system, and subscriptions are in-

vited to the extent of a million roubles, more

than half of which was at once subscribed

by the Municipality, the Exchange, and the

neighbouring landowners.

the lender, and did not—as the phrase is

—

run with the land so as to bind a purchaser

or mortgagee. This decision, it is obvious,

has important consequences for those who

hire out machinery, since in many instances

heavy machinery must be firmly affixed to

the ground in order to work it, while at the

same time if it is so fixed the security of the

lender or hirer out has gone in case of a

mortgage of the freehold, if the freeholder

gets into difficulties so as to cause the mort-

gagee to foreclose and realise his security.

Workmen’s
Dwellings.

The Marquis of Londonderry

has again introduced into the

House of Lords a Bill to enable

Local Authorities to advance money to

working men to enable them to buy the free-

hold or leasehold of their dwellings. The

Bill was read a second time on Tuesday last.

It will doubtless pass through the Lords, but

unless it is made a Government measure in

the Commons it is not likely to become law

during the present session. We have often

expressed our opinion in regard to similar

measures. It is impossible to see why the

artisan more than the clerk should receive

assistance from public funds, and it has been

over and over again pointed out that innu-

merable building societies are doing the

work which under this Bill would be done

by Local Authorities. If the advance of

public funds is properly safeguarded there

can be little harm in the proposed legisla-

tion, which is, however, very experimental,

and very doubtful in principle.

Machinery on A CASE of much practical in-

the Hire and terest. though involving some-
Purchase ' r , , , j . •

System. what technical legal doctrines,

will be found in the decision of the

Court of Appeal in Hobson v. Gorringe,

which was recently reported in the official

Law Reports. It has been settled by a long

series of judicial decisions that, if machinery

is affixed by bolts and nuts to the ground or

to brickwork, it becomes part of the freehold,

and so if the land is mortgaged it passes

with it to the mortgagee. In the present

instance a gas-engine to work a sawmill was

affixed by bolts and screws to the ground so

as to prevent it from rocking. Here, of

course, was an instance of machinery, which,

being fastened to the freehold, passed with

it under a mortgage. But it was contended

that there were special circumstances in this

case which made it an exception to the

general principle. These were that this

machine was let out on the hire and pur-

chase system and under one of the usual

agreements by which, if the hirer failed to

pay the instalments, the lender was en-

Some years have elapsed since

wc referred to the installation

at Drury Lane. improved appliances for the

working of our larger stages. Our last re-

marks were in connection with the Vienna

Theatrical Exhibition of 1893. Drury Lane

Theatre has now led the way with an instal-

lation worked by hydraulic power, and used

nightly for transformation purposes in the

Aladdin.” There have been

titled to retake possession of the engine.

Therefore, it was argued, this machine was

excluded from the security which passed

to the mortgagee. The Court of Appeal,

however, decided that though, as between

the lender and the hirer, the former could

take back the engine, yet he could not do so

as against a mortgagee. In law the engine

j

became a fixture subject to a right in the

hence foreign competitors are lender to retake it, but this right was only a

pantomime

varied minor attempts on earlier occasions

by Messrs. Brown, of Edinburgh, and again

by Messrs. Clark, Bunnet, & Co., of

London, in the Lyric Theatre. In the first

instance the theatre in which the appliances

were installed unfortunately came to grief,

whilst in the Lyric Theatre but little use

seems to be made of them. If we are rightly

informed, it had frequently been the inten-

tion of the late Sir Augustus Harris to im-

prove the appliances of Drury Lane, but

their actual installation was postponed owing

to the great outlay and the time required for

so considerable a change. The appliances

which are now in use can only be considered

part of the extensive system he finally de-

cided upon installing in sections, but though

there is much that requires modification in

these new appliances, they should be wel-

comed as marking material progress in the

arrangements of our stage. The installa-

tion in this instance comprises two large

“bridges” worked by hydraulic rams, and

allowing for a see-saw movement. With

their assistance it is possible to raise very

large weights and to change scenery rapidly.

They are at present used for raising a bevy

of. stage angels in the final scene.

put at a great disadvantage.
1
personal one acting between the hirer and

The Society has perhaps had

better exhibitions than the one

of this season, though there

are a good many things well worth attention.

Society of
Painter
Etchers.
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The proportion of works wliich are not true
line etchings seems to be decreasing. On
the other hand there is a kind of defiant
roughness and coarseness of line in some of
the works, as in those of Jlr. Legros and in
Mr. Holroyd's “Storm Cloud” (84), which
we do not regard as in tile best artistic spirit
of etching. Over-refinement in etching is a
fault, as losing freedom and character and
making it like engraving; gratuitous coarse-
ness of execution is no less a fault of the
opposite kind. Other artists exaggerate
the contrasts of light and dark, and
scrawl over the plate the most portentous
skies, as in Mr. Goffs “Destruction of the
Old Cham Pier, Brighton ”

(4), which sug-
gests rather the Destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah, or some equally tremendous in-
cident. Among the best works are M
Helleu’s beautiful dry-point portraits and
figure-studies; Mr. Goffs etchings (except
the one mentioned); Mr. Robertson's “At
the Foot of the Cliffs” (33); Mr. Haig's.
CathearalofPalencia”(as an architectural

drawing—It IS not in the true style of etch-
mg)

, Mr. Nicholas “Looking West" (200)-
some of Mr. Slocombe's dry-point figure-
studies; Mr. R. Bryden's sketches in Spain •

and some (but not all) of Mr. Strang's power-
lul but rather grotesque illustrations to the
"Ancient I\Iariner.”

[March 13, 1897.

'•

Athme Group from Hu Perpamon Frieze.

nrsignsfor
“ Competition

i’osters. instituted by tlie Magazine of

for II,e n lacing a poster
< r the Quiver ilaga~i,ic-\s an exhibition
o picture posters now being held at the hall

he Stationers Company at Stationers'
Hall-court, Ludgate-hill. Upwards of 200
deaignpvere sent in, and are mostly, if not
all of them, hung round the walls of the halland on screens. Among a great man[
designs that are obviously unsuitable, both
in colour and in want of decorative treat-ment there are many excellent examples ofan art that has advanced much ivithin the
•ast leu years. Three prizes were awarded,
he first being to a design signed “ Sagit-

tarius, a large quiver of arrows, supportedon either side by a female figure The

tfZo tr" ="“"8’='"'^"'. bnt seems tolack breadth as seen from a distance, and ifplaced at any height above the eye theettermg ivould hardly tell sufficiently Inthis respect the design submitted byTh.de is, we think, preferable, and

assTgned’J T' P'“e than thatass gned to it ... a somewhat dark corner.O he,,„,„, h noting are signed “ Pandora,”
Chancery - with some well designed

“Daffodil,” “Kipperand Mars. M e suppose that the dcSio’n
to exhibit everything sent in accounts formany being included that are obviously notserious attempts to deal with the subiect-

but if such ail exhibition is really a good
one, we sliould Jiave said that a wecic ivas
too short a jieriod. However, the result may
show that the management ivere in the
right. We may add that on .Saturday, the
27th, Sir Arthur Arnold will distribute the
prizes to craftsmen.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION:
(IREEK SCULITURE AND GREEK LEGEND.

A.N ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Asso-
ciation was held in the Meeting-room of the
Royal Institute of British Architects on the ttth
instant, Mr. W. il. Seth-Smith, Vice-l-'resident
in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
read and confirmed, the following gentlemen were
elected members of the Association, viz., Messrs.

I

and A. William-
son. Mr. J. G. Sankey, it was also announced,
hid been reinstated a member.

Mr. H. How- ley Sim, junior hon sec., proposed
a vote of thanks to Mr. Owen Klemiog for con-
ducting members over the London County Council
\\orkiDg Class Dwellings, Bnimdary-sireet, on
the occasion of the Spring Visit on the 20th
ultimo.

®'D”’'Sci'ltcn read liie following papsr
Seulplure and I Iroek Legend ” —

Whpn T nioce ...-I 3 i_ .5
° '

The Blinding rire asked to make it clear

Uhibiibn. '“decs that tl.is exliibi-
t.on IS only to be open for one

rveek, ffom the 20th to the 27th Inst, inclu-
sive. In our Note last week we referred to
Its hrstweek of existence" under the im-
pression that, as before, it would be open
or a fortnight at least, but it appears this is
not to be the case this year. It is, we pre-
sume, supposed that more interest will beshown in visiting it if the time is shortened

vurL T
— auu wiccK ivtgena

:
—

When I was asked to read a paper before this
Association I purposely chose a title of some
vagueness m order that freedom of sdeclion
might he left me. Let me begin, then, by mark-
ing off beforehand the precise subject of the
remarks which, with your indulgence, I am about
to offer. The sculpture is that of the Acropolis
of Athens

; the legend is that of Athena,* the
divine protector of the Athenians; and both
legend and sculpture are so intimately connected
with the architcclure of the Acropolis that I
trust you, as architects, will not regard the lime
wasted which we shall devote to thim.
The Greek temple as a whole—taking the

building along wnh its ornaments -has never
been surp-assed for excellence of design, perhaps
has never been equalled. This does not prevent
us Itom agreeing that, as architecture only-bmldmg apart from sculpture— some of the
cathedrals and abbeys of the thirteenth centuiy
are nobler works than even the Parthenon. But
if you take the two together—architecture and
sculplure-you must assign the palm to Greece.
Interesting and beautiful as medieval sculpture
often IS It falls short of the knowledge and tech-
nical skill of Greek sculpture. No one can
seriously maintain that medieval sculpture, atany rate on this side of the Alps, is colnpa[L[e

ord« ^nd'^im '*2 ‘•'"second
order. And this consideration will affect oar

of I'h!. P
“ ''•'bib- The excellenceof the Parthenon, for instance, rests upon a cer-tain balance of subordinate excellences. It isa perfection depending upon harmony. I shalltry to show how various the elements were thatentered into this harmony; how architecture

in[ f ‘’d
^ ?•’ *'! and stand-ing fee, aid colour decoration, united together

to e.xpress ce.laln religious beliefs, and to answer
certain religious ends.
We need not be surprised, therefore, that the

work of Stuart and Revelt should have led, at
.the end of last century, to a revival of Greek
architecture, and that Vitruvius and Palladio had
to yield to the architects of the temples upon the
Acropolis. This revival, however, suffered from
the defects of most revivals. The architecture of
Greek temples was applied to purpose.s for which
It was unfitted. Moreover, the spirit of ihe
style was misunderslood in a most important
particular. Colour decoration was left almost
out of account. Greek buildings, on the other
hand, showed a brilliant scheme of colour in
which the white marble surfaces contrasted with
the gold, and blue, and vermilion of the sculpture
and the mouldings. Hanover Chapel, therefore,
of which Mr. Paul Waterhouse has given an
interesting account in the “Journal" of the Insti-
tute was not a building in a truly Greek style.
Architects have tried to convince themselves that
certain rules of proportion are enough to ensure
impressiveness of design. But the public lakes

^

little interest m (he geometrical recipes of which
we have heard so much, and here for once the
public instinct is correct.
Greek architecture in England has suffered

still more seriously from being used without the
sculpiure, for which the pediments and friezes
offer the frame. Reference is sometimes made to
the fact that the entrance to the Athenian Aero-
polls, the Propylrea, had no sculpture in its
pediments. There is reason to believe, however
that the original iilan included this sculpture’
Greek architecture stands, then, in the most inti-
mate relation with the allied arts, and some of
its apparent defects arise from the necessities
imposed upon it by this relation. A building

,10 the Greek manner, without plastic ornament
j

and without colour, falls as far short of the true
!

spirit of the style as the pile shadows of the
Greek after-woild over against breathing men

,

and women.
The very fitness of Greek architecture, there-

fore, for Its special purposes, led to its being
found unsuitable, under the changed conditions of
English life. It furnished very obvious handles

j

for attack to those who admired the mediseval
,

styles, and much was said about its imperfections.
After these two stages, first of indiscriminate
imitation, and then of equally indiscriminate
rejection, there is come the third stage, that of the
temper that judges, the critical stage. We are
ceasing now to take sides, and are trying to

,

understand. There is a very large public—

I

I

speak comparatively—which is interested in the

I

development of ancient Greek art, and the
! studies of several generations of archaeologists ate
converging upon fairly certain results. I am
attempting this evening to focus some of these
results upon a familiar field of architectural study,m order that it may appear in its true light. f
should be glad to think that we carried away a

I somewhat clearer idea of the actual achieve-
ment of Ictinus and his fellow architects. We
owe to Mr. Tenrose a more correct idea of the
exact structure of the Parthenon. There remain
the further and secondary considerations on
which I have touched.
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Tht Mouining Athene
'

' Athens ^luseuni,

{Fi’cm Caniuct s " Haitdbo'k oj Greek Sciilpture.")

Roman copy oj the Athene Statue by Pheidias, in the Athens Museum.

{From GnrJner's " N.f: of Greek Sciilphirc.")

It has sometimes seenaeil to me that when we

,go back to antiquity, whether of the Greek world

or of the Middle Ages, we ought also to carry

with us the method and temper of the ancient

crhics. Matthew Arnold, in his essay upon the

“ Study of Poetry,” has formulated a method

which is strikingly in accordance with their

precepts. He suggests that the student of poetry

•should carry in his memory a few fine lines of

poetry and apply them as touchstones ; not,

indeed, because all fine poetry is alike, but

because our judgment becomes mere acute when
it has before it the materials for a comparison.

i,et us apply this to the' criticism of architecture.

5 f we become thoroughly familiar with the design

and detail of one or two tine examples in each

‘kind we shall have with us a standard by which

we can measure the quality of any work that may
be set before us. We shall not, indeed, ask that

the details of the building that we are judging

•Shall be like those of the test example. We shall

find, however, that the faults of a building of

•second or third-rate design will be more apparent

in the presence of really good work. Such a

method, it seems to me, is also the right one for

those who are themselves engaged upon design.

'If the mind is continually refreshed by the study

•of fine examples, it will become better able to

criticise its own work. This is the ancient

method of imitation as opposed to the modern.

Let us turn back for a moment to Hanover Chapel.

We are referred to the temple of Athena at Priene

for the details of the external order, and to

the Erechtheum for the general proportions of

the front. St. Pancras Church goes much further

•even than this. The building Is like a compo-

•site photograph in which half the buildings

of Athens are struggling for the first place. “ It is

a poor temper,” says an ancient critic, “that is

content to follow closely that which is being

imitated.” Hence it may be said of most of the

buildincs of our Greek revival that they are not

in the Greek manner. It may seem a somewhat
barren conclusion to this part of my paper, but I

do not know how to express it better than by
saying that the distinguishing feature of Greek
art is a disinterested love of beauty. In contrast

with our modem effort to be striking, or to be

edifying, the Greek was content to be confined

within the limits of his own art and to seek the

beautiful. The pursuit of tnith for its own sake,

and apart from technical purposes, finds little

encouragement in the present; the pursuit of the

beautiful finds even less. It is the imperishable

glory of the Greek mind that it devoted itself

with an enthusiasm that has never been sur-

passed to these two great ends.

Let us now see how the Greek love of the

beautiful found expression in the works of art

upon the Athenian Acropolis. This oblong emi-

nence was the centre from which the city spread

and contained the sites of the greatest sanctity.

It was the Mount Zion of Attica. Long before

the Persian invasions, long before the building of

the Parthenon and the Erechtheum in the shapes

in which we know them, Athena was worshipped
upon the sacred spot to the north of the Parthe

non. Several legends grew up round the place'

According to the belief of the Athenians, Athena
had originally to contend with Poseidon, the god
of the sea, for the worship of the Athenian state,

and the visitors to the Acropolis could see the

olive tree which Athene made to spring up as a

proof of Ijer power. Her rival Poseidon, to show
his power, deft the rock with his trident and a

spring of salt water gushed forth from the place.

The King of Athens, who acted as arbitrator,

awarded the palm to Athene. The contest was
represented in the sculptures of the western pedi-

ment of the Parthenon.

Tile eastern pediment of the same building

portrayed the birth of the goddess. According to

a quaint old legend, she was born from the head
of Zeus. A black figured vase shows us how the

event was imagined by the Athenians of the sixth

century. Zeus is sitting upon a throne with a

lion’s head at the back, and a winged sphinx

underneath as a support. He is robed in a tight-

fitting tunic, and a mantle is thrown round his

shoulders. lie holds the lightning in his tight

hand, and gesticulates with the left, while from

his head Athene springs up equipped with shield

and spear. Ilitfiyia, the goddess of childbirth,

'tands before Zeus, and moves her hand in a

characteristic manner. Still further to the right

IS Ares, the war-god, armed with lance and
helmet and with the Medusa shield. Behind the

throne Apollo celebrates the joyful event by music

on his lyre, and Hermes, the messenger of heaven,

with his winged shoes, traveller’s cloak, and
broad-brimmed hat, is ready to carry the news to

Athens.

There is no reason to doubt that the ordinary

Athenian believed sincerely in these legends. So
strong was their belief that the tyrant Pisistratus

took advantage of it, and by a curious device

secured his return from exile. He dressed up a

tall woman in the attire so familiar to the city,

and the people seem to have been deceived into

thinking that their divine patroness was recom-

mending them to receive back Pisistratus when he

rode to Athens with the pretended Athena by his

side. In the height of the glory' of the city

the same siocere simplicity of belief was still

shown. During the building of the Parthenon a

wonderful piece of fortune befel, which, says

Plutarch, showed that Athene did not hold aloof,

but was helping to accomplish the work. A very

active and zealous workman slipped and fell from

the scaffolding, and was in a condition so danger-

ous that he was despaired of by the phy-

sicians. Pericles was affected painfully by the

accident, but was visited by Athene in a dream,

and was informed of the remedy. Of this he
made use, and the man was healed. In order to

record the event, the great statesman erected a

statue to the goddess as the giver of health,

Athene Hygieia, and the pedestal ol this statue,

with the inscription, is still to be seen at the

entrance to the Acropolis. I do not know why
we should accuse Pericles of hypocrisy here ;

other Athenians of the most brilliant intellectual

endowments were characterised by the same
devout temper as that which in their descendants

struck the Apostle Paul 500 years later. Athens
was not only the centre of the profoundest

culture ;
it was also one of the most religious

cities in Greece. The conclusion to be drawn is

a very important one. It was first and foremost

through the religious emotion that the master-

pieces of Phidias and his contemporaries affected

the average Athenian. Only in the second place

was note taken of their perfect workmanship.
The rude wooden image in the Erechtheion that

fell from Heaven, before which the famous lamp
of Callimachus forever burned, was doubtless

more revered than the great statue of the neigh-

bouring Parthenon. The arti-t was not the

e
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master, but the minister of the religious feeling,

and ran great risks if he turned aside from his

appointed task. Phidias was imprisoned upon a

charge of impiety because he had portrayed him-
self and Pericles upon the reliefs of the great
shield of Athene.
As the character of the Athenian State changed,

so also did the character of their goddess. When
the Athenians were a people of larmers, she was
thought to give rains and abundant crops.
Hence, in the eastern pediment of the Parthenon
she is accompanied by the Hours who bring the
harvest season, and by the Sisters of the Dew.
As the goddess of the sailor, she contrived the
magical vessel in which the Argonauts sailed to

6nd the golden fleece, and her temple on the
promontory of Sunium brought comfort to the
ships that beat round that dangerous coast. As
the patroness of victory she was called Athena
Nice, and in order that she might never desert
her people she was represented without
wings. But the goddess was more than the
patroness of the farmer, the merchant,
and the soldier ; she was the embodiment
of wisdom. It was her inspiration that guided
Odysseus on his wanderings, and Heracles
throughout his labours, This ideal figure which
reflected so closely the interests and aspirations
of the Athenian state was boldly identified with
the democracy, and worship was paid to her as
Athene Democratia, the personification of the
people. There is a beautiful little relief in the
Acropolis Museum : it represents the goddess
leaning pensively upon her spear, her eyes fixed
upon the memorial stele before her, which may
be supposed to contain the names of deceased
warriors. This charming design shows that she
could sympathise as well as inspire.

_We may enter now, perhaps, into the spirit
with which the Athenians celebrated every year
the birthday of the goddess at the great festival
of the Panathencea, July sS. This began in the
early morning with a procession to the Acropolis,
in order to offer a new robe, or feplas, to the
goddess—a piece of saffron cloth embroidered
elaborately with the conflict between the gods
and the giants. This robe was conveyed in state
along the streets to the Acropolis, and there was
hung round the great statue, or perhaps before it,

as a curtain. Let us take the ideal figure of
Athene as a clue, and let us join, so to speak, in
the procession of the citizens of Athens. \Ve
shall find that the great masterpieces of plastic
art are all, as it were, set to the key of this
religious ceremony; the main idea of it—the
birth, the power, and the honour of Athena
being like a pervading diapason. The sculptures
of the Parthenon are not exercises in which
merely the skill of the artist is displayed : they
are the vehicles of living religious ideas.
As we approach the Acropolis, let us suppose

that the magic of fancy has restored to their
former splendour the ruins of the entrance and of
the temples which lie beyond. By the careful
comparison of the actual remains and of the
literary evidence, the archa.ologists of this cen-
tury have gradually restored the arrangement of
the works of art upon the Acropolis, and we are
enabled by their aid to substitute for the existing
ruins a picture in which the buildings and the
sculpture are united into an harmonious whole.
The view is taken from the restoration of
Thiersch. One of the most prominent objects
was the colossal bronze statue of Athene the
Defender, which rose to a height of 25 ft. The
point of the spear was visible from a great dis-
tance, and the sailors, as they were tacking up the
Saronic Gulf from Sunium, kept a look out for
the moment at which the familiar landmark
should appear across the low hills of the coast.
This woik has perished, without leaving any
visible trace, except a rough representation upon
certain coins.

As you pass between the columns of the
Propylrua on to the rocky plateau, the eye is
caught by the rich colour of the crystalline lime-
stone rock. It is of a heavy red or maroon
passing into dark purple or indigo. But in
some lights the effect is changed. My first view
was gained one evening as tne sun was nearing
the horizon, and the rays of light, which were
almost level, so struck the surface of the
limestone that it seemed of a light rose
colour. Against this the white columns of the
Parthenon stood out with great streaks of dull
gold where they were stained by the weather,
while, behind the rock and the white marble and
the weather stains, the clear evening sky formed
a background. In a well-known passage of the
Seven Lamps, Mr. Ruskin compares to their dis-
advantage the Greek temples with the coloured
architecture of Venice. But nothing can be more

wonderful than the strange flickering of the white
marble columns as they seem to flame out against
the blue. Over this brilliant foundation, coloured
ornament was applied, like a delicate embroidery,
to the chief architectural features. As you pace
the summit of the Acropolis you can see many
a marble moulding still carrying the traces of this.

Colour was applied to sculpture by the Greeks
not less systemaiically than to their buildings. It

is curious that the notion of coloured statuary
should be so repugnant to the prevailing taste,
and yet there is scarcely a museum of classical
antiquities in which traces of colour are not to be
found. We saw that, for want of colour, Mr.
Cockerell's Hanover Chapel, with all its elegance,
was not in sympathy with the true spirit of
Greek architecture. Let us proceed to note
that the modern schools of sculpture, which pro-
fessedly derive fiom the antique, are separated
from their originals by a -similar interval.
I do not mean to assert, of course, that
such buildings and such sculpture cannot be of
the first order without the use of colour, but I
venture to maintain that they are parodies rather
than imitations, if we view them with respect to
their originals. We have no less an authority than
that of Praxiteles, the sculptor of the Hermes of
Olympia, for saying that sculpture is benefited by
the application of colour. The recent discovery of
the beautiful sarcophagi at Sidon, with their
beautiful colouring, has furnished us with a
standard by which we may appreciate other
works of art that have been less fortunate. “ The
colour thus applied,” says Professor Gardner,
“ does not obscure the texture of the marble nor
the delicacy of the moulding; on the contrary,
it makes both more visible by giving a variety to
the monotonous whiteness of the surface

; it

relieves the fatigue otherwise caused by the
study of colourless form, and assists the eye
to observe many subtleties of modelling which it

might otherwise be unable to appreciate.” I am
quoting from the excellent handbook of Greek
sculpture recently published by ilacmillan. The
author was, until recently, the director of the
British School of Archa;ology at Athens, and in
that capacity has laid many English travellers to
Athens under very deep obligations. I had the
advantage of Mr. Gardner’s company during one
or two visits to the Acropolis, and I gladly avail
myself of this opportunity of acknowledging my
indebtedness. Rlr. Gardner has succeeded to
the Chair of Archaeology in University College,
London. I hope my paper this evening may
Uad some of the members of the Architectural
Association to follow the subject further, and to
take advantage of Professor Gardner’s courses.

I am supposing that we have now passed by
the great bronze statue of Athene, and that we
have the Erechtheum on our left. While the
modern architect is struck by the irregular dispo-
sition of the building, and the refined delicacy of
its detail, the Athenian would think of the vener-
able image of the goddess, of her sacred olive
tree, and of the salt water spring of the sea god.
The beautiful figures of the southern porch have
also a sacred office ; they are really representative
of the young girls who carried certain sacred
baskets in the triumphal procession. Does it
not seem as if they, too, were about to fall in with
the company, as they stand there with one foot
moving forward? If the maidens of the Erech-
theum seem to be moving towards us, the
figures on the frieze of the Parthenon are
keeping pace with us. For between the
columns of the Parthenon we catch conti-
nually fresh glimpses of a band of sculpture,
the marble counterpart of the j.rocession
of the Athenian people for ever travelling
towards the eastern door. The example is taken
from the western frieze, and represents some of
the Athenian cavalry. It is specially interesting
for the beauty of ope_ of the heads. This type
seems to have been imitated widely upon contem-
porary coinage. But we must not stray very far
into the bypaths that open on either side : the
procession is still moving on towards the eastern
entrance. In the centre of the eastern frieze the
chief person in the Athenian hierarchy, the
Archon Basileus, receives from a boy the new
robe that has just been brought for the divine
guardian of the city. When the spectator
reached the eastern end of the temple he
found overhanging him the great cavernous
pediment m which the more than life-size
sculpture stood out from the background with
almost oppressive reality. Surely there, on the
annual festival, as the horizontal rays lit up the
sculpture in the early morning, it would seem as
if the mysterious birth of Athene were happening
The erode realism of the vase painting which we
studied a short time since could not satisfy the

great artists who worked upon the Parthenon,
fortunately there is a relief, now in Madrid,,
which enables us to imagine with some likelihood
what the central portion of the group must have
been. We may suppose the sculptor to have
dwelt rather upon the mystical signification
of the old legend

;
the coming forth of a

spirit of wisdom from the mind of the supreme
god, wisdom strong in the possession of spear
and helmet and buckler—with the spirit of victory
reaching forth the olive crown in the sure con-
fidence that it would be earned. It would be
difficult to exaggerate the influence which this
vivid presentation of their patroness exercised
upon the Athenian mind

; even the most foolish
ot the Athenian orators must have been sobered,
and^ the most stupid have had some glimmering,
of intellect, when from the assemblies of the
citizens in the plain below they looked up to the
Acropolis and thought of all that it meant.
\\hen Constantine in his new capital dedicated
hts great church to the Holy Wisdom—Santa
Sophia—the dedication was in striking har-
mony with the ideal embodied in Athene. If
the influence of the goddess floated down from
the Acropolis upon the city below, it found its
concratrated expression in the great statue of
Phidias. Of the statue itself every trace has
perishvd, and we must seek a substitute in the
copies that have survived the wreck of the
classical civilisation. Of these the most useful
IS the little statuette found near the Varvakeion
Gymnasium in Athens, and named from the place
of its discovery. “The statue,” says Pausanias,

saw it in the second century of the
Christian era, “is made of ivory and gold. In
the middle of the helmet is a sphinx and on
either side there are griffins. The goddess stands
erect, clad in a robe which reaches to her feet.
On her breast is the head of Medusa wrought in
ivory. With one hand she supports a victory of
about four cubits in height, and in the other
she holds a spear. A shield is placed against
her feet, and near the spear is a dragon. On
the pedestal the birth of Pandora is repre-
sented. The little statuette is concordant
enough with^ the

_

description of Pausanias to
make us think it to be a fairly accurate
representation of the general composition of
Phidias’ great work. There are still remain-
ing traces of colour, of red and blue upon the
sphinx, and of red upon the cegis. But the
statuette falls far short of the style of theoriginal.
Let us correct it by reference to a head found
near the Acropolis. It is supposed to be copied
from the work of Phidias. The eyes have been
represented by a bony material inserted in the
sockets, and the hollows of the pupils were once
filled in with some gem or enamel, The hair
was gilt as we may see from some traces, and the
head was covered with a helmet. I know
scarcely any other object which enables the
modern better to realise the vivid effect of Clreek
sculpture

; its power “ to bring the living features
out of marble,” a power so poetically figured in
the legend of Pygmalion.
With these introductions, let us enter the

presence of the great statue as Fergusson, I
think, has restored it. The details of the
restoration are more or less open to question, and
although I trust the drawing fails to do justice to
our conception of the goddess, it may serve to
concentrate the ideas with which we have been
occupied.

Let us sum up our coiiclusion.s. We began by
observing that the architectural surroundings of
Greek sculpture were rendered much more vivid
by the help of colour than modern architecture
designed in Greek styles would lead us to expect.
We noticed, further, that the use of colour in
sculpture must have produced an effect
somewhat unfamiliar to our modern taste.
These two considerations warned us against sup-
posing that we have really fathomed all the
meaning of Greek art. We noticed, also, that
the real source of the artistic unity of the works
of art upon the Acropolis was to be found in
certain beliefs of a religious character

; beliefs-
which offer some striking points of resemblance
to the medifeval beliefs which in their turn found
a similar expression in sculpture.

_

Let us contrast these conditions with the con-
ditions of the present. Tnere now in England
is no general and vivid imagination of sacred
personages and events to which the artist can
appeal, or to which he can minister. I am not
concerned to discuss whether such an imagina-
tion does or does not deserve cultivation. I
am merely stating a fact which is of trans-
cendent importance for the public interest
in sculpture. Secondly and lastly, by fore-
going the use of colour, the architect and
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the sculptor resign the most powerful charm

at their disposal. I will ask you to think of the

drab stonework, and the dull sculpture of the

British Museum fa9ade, and when you have done

so, to agree with me that Greek architecture and

Greek sculpture have never been really revived in

England.

Professor Gardner, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the lecturer, said that he was expres-

sing the opinion of the meeting, he was quite sure,

in saying that the paper had proved of \ery great

interest indeed. In a paper so full of interest it

was difficult to select any one subject to speak

about, but perhaps he might devote some remarks

to a matter of extreme interest to all of them, and

in regard to which Dr, Granger had quoted a

few words from his (the speaker’s) recent book

—

viz., as to the application of colour to sculpture

and to architecture. Dr. Granger had dealt

with this more than once arid he agreed with every

word that that gentleman had said, though he

wished to emphasize more than the lecturer did

the loss which bad been suffered in sculpture and

architecture in England from the absence of

colour. Of course, they must remember that con-

ditions in England were very different from those

of Greece, and if a Parthenon were to be built in

he middle of London exactly like that in Athens

it would look very different from that building at

the end of ten years, to say nothing of ten

centuries, for the soot and dirt of London would

soon obscure it. At the same time it must be re-

membered that the very brilliant light, the dazzling

sunlight, of Athens, which many people could

not face in summer, necessitated some treatment

of the marble. That made a difference between the

conditions in London and in Athens. But in a par-

tially white building like those which had recently

been built in Athens, if they stood in front of

them on a bright, sunny day, nothing could be

seen of their form : they saw a dazzling mass of

white, from which they were compelled to turn

away, and that suggested one of the advantages

of colour. When all the details were picked out

in colour, then it was possible to look at the

Athenian buildings, and appreciate the exquisite

surface of the pentelic marble from the contrast

with the coloured surfaces around. There was

-one thing in common between both sculpture and

architecture in the application of colour, and he

thought that this would explain to some extent

the prejudice which some people had against the

' application of colour. He believed that they were

of the opinion that when a material was coloured

the colour was applied to obscure an inferior

•substance—one was inclined, in fact, to call such

work “ gingerbread,” or something of the sort.

If an opaque colour was laid over the building,

that, of course, was the case. In the case of

Greek temples, colour was applied in the utmost

moderation, and never to a broad surface to any

great extent. It was applied to smaller surfaces,

and a great surface, such as an architrave, was

never covered with colour. In the same way he be-

lieved, although the point was disputed, the main

surface of a statue was never covered with pig-

ment
;
only the details were picked out. For

instance, the eyes and hair were picked out with

colour, and thus enabled one to see the texture

between. They were able to speak w'ith confi-

dence as to this, because on the Acropolis a large

^lumber of surfaces were found, and in some cases

the colour was almost as fresh, apparently, as on

the day when it was applied. In the case of a

statue it was never the case that the whole of the

garment would be painted. Colour was distinctly

used simply to throw up by contrast the beauty

of the lint. Any one looking at this would not

feel the prejudice he had before, because he would

see that the colour helped one to appreciate the

texture of the marble, and by having small

portions of the coloured surface to contrast it

with. As to the wonderful sarcophagi at Sidon,

at Constantinople, one felt the same about them,

and in regard to them it could be seen what an

immense amount of expression in the sculpture

was owing to the colour. We had a prejudice

-against painting on .sculpture, and we did not

like to see the eye painted, but any one who had

seen at Sidon these sarcophagi, and the condition

of the painting, would have his prejudice to a

.great extent removed. The texture of the marble

was not at all obscured ; one felt that the figures

were living in a way in which no white marble

could be said to be living. They could say in the

words of . I'.schylus :
“ In the blankness of the eye all

thecharm is lost.” He, the speaker, feltthatveiy

strongly, and he thought it was one of the

reasons why sculpture did not appeal to them, for

a judicious application of colour was not applied

to it. The same remarks applied to Classical

architecture. To erect a Classical building, and
to make it purely white, without the addition of

colour, was to do a thing which no Greek would
have dreamt of doing. They were parodying the
Greeks when they leit out the colour, which was
used in order to make comprehensible the form
they gave to their architecture as well as to their

sculpture, and a great deal, in short, was lost by
the absence of colour. The Greeks also were
not averse to using colour on inferior materials

as well. They built temples of marble, but also

of coarse stone, covered with stucco, coloured
freely. The effect w’as not exactly the same ;

the colour was not used to throw up by contrast the

exquisite effect of the material, but rather to

cover it up. He could not help thinking that

stucco, used as it was in many of the Greek
temples, not left in a dead white, but painted

judiciously, and the details picked out in bright

brilliant colours (for the Greeks did not use half-

tints, but principally red and blue), seemed to be
more living, just as the same Classical forms
would be more living if we could use the colour

decoration which was given by the artist. In
conclusion, he desired to say that if any of his

hearers who had not time to come to a regular

course of lectures at University College would
care to call and see his library and apparatus, or

to speak about any matter in connexion with
Greek art, he would be very glad to see him.
The Chairman asked Professor Gardner why

the Greeks used pure colour, rather than secon-
dary colour ?

Professor Gardner replied that the question was
a very difficult one. He thought himself that it

was probably due to the extremely brilliant light-

ing in Greece. He did not think that any half-

tint would gain its effect in the extraordinary
brilliantly lighted atmosphere of Greece. It

seemed to him that to contrast the white marble
and the brilliant blue sky, nothing but the brilliant

blue and red seemed to be satisfactory. He was
not sure whether the same theory would apply in

a Classical building in England. He had seen
similar attempts in colour in Athens, where there

had been imitations of ancient work carried out

by Munich architects, where more half-tints had
been used, a duller red and blue, for instance,

and he had felt that the duller colours were very
unsalisfactory in that brilliant light. Another
reason was, perhaps, that the simplicity of the

forms required more simple colours
; at any rate,

the brilliant colours were far more satisfactory.

Mr. Grey Skipwith said that granting that

colour was to be used in architecture, and con-
sidering the difference between the climates of
Athens and London, he should like to hear some
expression of opinion from architects as to what
modification in colour should be made in London
architecture. Coming to London after a long
absence, he was very much struck with the gloom
and fog and dirt of London. What could
architects do under the circumstances ? Could
they not use some material like glazed tiles or

bricks? Or, taking the facade of the British

Museum, which really showed under varying
lights most wonderful effects, what could archi-

tects do with that building by applying colour ?

Might not the facade be improved by gilding

the sculpture and colouring the field of the

pediment, by inlaying the frieze of the order with
mosaic, or veneering it with polished granite ?

He did think that the problem had not been
properly faced. Even ordinary brick buildings

in' London might be made to present a warmer
surface if the material available were more suit-

ably used. He thought that the Germans as well

as ourselves were somewhat deficient in the sense

of colour as well as in the knowledge of how tc

use it. He supposed that no more difficult pro-
blem could be found, with the exception perhaps
of Sheffield, than how to apply colour to architec-

ture in London.
Mr. G. H. Feilowes-Prynne, in seconding the

vote of thanks, said the paper brought before them
a new line of thought as regards one of the details

of beautiful Grecian art. One of the remarks
which appealed to him very strongly was that the

sculptures of the Parthenon were not exercises in

which merely the skill of the artist was displayed

;

they were the vehicles of living religious ideals,

and that was the kernel, he thought, of the

fineness and beauty of Grecian art. It was the

religious feeling which they threw into their work ;

and in Mediceval work, although the sculpture work
was inferior, yet the same feeling was to be found,

for there it existed in a way it had not yet been
brought back amongst us. In our sculpture we
had been deplorably deficient. Fle th jughttbe
whole motive power of the Greeks consisted in

the great religious feeling which they threw
into everything they did. ^M’herever that

feeling was, there was the motive power,
which made the artist work for the great end he
had in view. As to Phidias, the praise bestowed
on the beauty of his work was quite a secondary

consideration ; it was something higher than that

—viz., the high purpose for which the work was
intended. Another thing we might learn was
that the artificer and the architect must be more
in touch with the work—that the craftsman

and architect must feel that the work was not
merely carried out for the sake of money and self-

glorification. A nobler spirit was at the bottom
of the success of the ancient workers. Then as

to colour, one of the greatest difficulties in treat-

ing sculpture in the present day was to know
how far to apply colour. Professor Gardner said

that it was never applied to flesh, but to the
drapery, the eyes, and the hair. And perhaps
that was the best way to treat it, though he
thought we had a right sometimes to carry colour

a little further. But the difficulty was to know
where to stop, though in London we did not go
far enough. As regards materials for use in

London, that was a great difficulty. The right

material was mosaic, but its use was prohibited

by its cost. Most of the glazed brickwork in the

market was veiy unsatisfactory. If a suitable

material could be invented, architects would not

be slow to avail themselves of it.

Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, in supporting the

vote of thanks, said that Dr. Granger had put

i

before them in a few words the whole system

which governed the Greeks in the production of

some of their finest monuments. The appear-

ance of the Parthenon had most impressed

him by moonlight, when the building looked
most effective. In regard to Dr. Granger’s
remarks on architectual criticism, the lecturer

had struck out a very proper line, which must
appeal to every architect who studied the history

of his art, or the notions which evidently guided
its production

;
and he emphasised the impor-

tance of studying one building properly and
thoroughly from beginning to end rather than
gaming a smattering of the styles f-om several

building;. There was no doubt that any one
who had measured up a building from beginning

to end would find that the most satisfactory way
of working. In regard to the question of study-

ing historical architecture for our own informa-

tion in regard to modern design, it seemed to

him that the study of ancient architecture was
really worse than useless, unless they studied it,

not as a matter of forms, but as a matter of
principles. If they did that, they would not
have revivals at all. It was because archajolo-

gists bad studied the forms which ]>ast civilisation

had produced, and had thought they were
very beautiful without thinking whether they

were bound up with the social conditions of
the people who produced them, that revivals

had taken place. The question of applying
colour to sculpture was not likely to call for much
consideration in England, and he did not think
that there was much necessity for its application.

As Professor Gardner observed, colour on a

Greek building was almost necessary if blindness

was to be prevented. The Academy at Athens,
a modern building, built by a German architect,

was of the same marble as the Parthenon, and on
a bright day, even in January, the building ccuid
scarcely be looked at ; and if it were not coloured

it would be impossible to do so. But in that

respect there was no doubt that the restorations

of the Parthenon by the students of the Ecole des
Beaux Arts, who went to Rome, were much too
laboured ; they did not merely colour the
metopes, but everything else, and there was no
marble left to be seen ; whereas the principles

which Mr. Penrose had enunciated, of colouring

some decorated parts of the building, seemed to

be more appropriate. As to the colouring of

sculpture in England, one could not help thinking
that in the majority of cases it had been a
drawback. If they took the coloured architec-

ture of the Gothic period, it never seemed to go
well with the sculpture, one reason for which was
that with the coarse stone that was used the

colour was not effectual, and in internal work
it should not be used. But as to external

work there was no doubt that with suit-

able material colour might be employed.
But, so far, no one had produced a material
which in London could withstand the atmo-
sphere, and the only way to keep a colour was
to paint it every year, and that was expensive.
There was one material, however, which was
used a little, viz., glazed faience, but architects

did not seem to care much about it. As to the
sarcophagi from Sidon—in the Constantinople
Museum, he believed—they were the most won-
derful examples of Grecian carving that it was
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possible to imagine. Dr. Granger’s remarks as
to the religion of the Greeks were extremely
valuable, and should help them to look at Grecian
sculpture from the rational point of view. In
regard to the Greek temple, its raison d'ilre
seemed to be that it was not only a building for
worship, but the museum, the library, &c., and
that people went to it, not only for purposes
01 religion, but in order to enjoy and make use
of the museum, &c. In reference to Mr. Prynne’s
remarks in reference to architects and craftsmen,
he did not agree with him. The building of the
Parthenon was largely effected by the employ-
ment of slaves, and they could not, he thought,
have taken much interest in the architecture. As
to the question of religion, and the ideal that
Dr. Granger touched upon, he remembered
reading a book by the late J. A. Symonds on the
Italian Renaissance, in which there was a re-
markable passage referring to the fact that
sculpture and painting, as they were used in the
best^ periods, weie practically dead, and that
music, the art which the people understood some-
thing about, was the art which was going to
govern the modern world. There was a great
deal in that, especially when one considered that
the public generally, while they did not care very
much for art, were very sensibly affected by
music.

The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks,
said the references to colour were particularly
interesting and valuable, and Professor Gardner’s
remarks on that head would be appreciated by
all, The general drift of the paper was not to
encourage them to imitate Greek architecture
again in England, but to work on much broader
principles, and it pointed out that to attempt
to irnport into such a climate as ours a style of
architecture indigenous to a sunny country like
Greece, was a total mistake. Viewed in that
light they would all heartily sympathise with Dr.
Granger’s remarks. They felt that it was perfectly
impossible for them to conform to the condition
which the lecturer had laid down, viz

,
that if

Greek architecture was to be imported, it must be
imported with its sculpture and its colour. It was
clear that it was impossible to do that. First of
all there was the difficulty that the sun, the creator
of colour, was practically absent from us, and
much of that beauty of colour which was seen
in the East was the result not only of local colour
but of reflected colours, which in such intense
sunlight must be seen in the shadow. All that
made it quite impossible to produce the same
effect in London, even if they put the colour on ;

and they bad better abandon the hope of
doing so. The question then arose, if they
were to abandon Greek art, which they all
admitted was the ideal of refinement, what were
they then to do? He thought the only common
sense view was to work out cur own indigenous
stj’les, and to trust to form rather than colour.
Inigo Jones did not realise this at ail ; he was
a classical architect, entirely carried away by his
studies in Rome, whereas Wren, who had true
genius, seized the idea that variety of outline was
all-important, and, although he was actuated by
the architectural feelings of his time, he produced
ciost satisfactory results entirely suited to our
climate and conditions. He was glad that was
the direction in which the architects of the present
day were trending, and in this connexion he might
mention the New Scotland Yard, which he
thought was one of the most perfect examples of
what an English public building should be of that
type. In that building was to be found the most
'beautiful sky line, with true classical reserve, and
the mam lines of the structure appealing to us
from whatever point of view we looked at it
Other examples were to be found in the Birming-
ham Law Courts, and Sheffield Municipal Build-
ings. The religious inspiration of the Greek work
was an extremely interesting question. We had
no religious inspiration which could lead us
to do work of that kind nor to concen-
trate our National efforts upon great monu-
ments. As far as our ecclesiastical archi-
tecture went we bad to recognise that we had
to look to variety instead of unity, and we must
hope, in seeking to carry out the same principles
on which the Greeks worked, the love of beauty
and of truth, to try in our individual efforts to
produce a large variety of good work where we
as a people, could not get a grand result. As to
architectural sculpture, the only really good work
which seemed to be done now was carried out in
our town halls and public buildings, in regard to
which we had municipal inspiration. We had
great faith in our municipal institutions, and he
looked forward to the time when in every town
of England there would be a public building in
which the history of the town would be illustrated

'

New Synagos:iic, Cardiff. Plan.

m sailpture. That was one end to which legend
could inspire them in sculpture, and, as archi-
tects, they would rejoice in designing the setting
for that sculpture. Of course, there were great
ideas which ought to sway us as well as did
religious ideas : the gigantic progress of science
and the almost miraculous development of
scientific research, and that of our national
institutions, such as our Navy.
The vote of thanks was then put and carried

unanimously.
Dr. Granger, in the course of a brief reply

expressed his thanks to the gentleman who had
worked the lantern on that occasion. He no
longer spoke as a practising architect, and he,
therefore, could not satisfy the desire for more
colour in London

; we had made our atmosphere
and we must sleep under it.

The Chairman announced that the next meeting
would be held on the 19th inst., when Mr T A
Gotch would read a paper entitled "Eighteenth
Century Architecture.”
The meeting then terminated.

Renovation of St. Mark’s Church, SouthShields.—.Mter undergoing repairs and renovation.
Shields, was reopened

recently, alterations and improvements have
under the superintendence of Mr.H. Morion, architect.

Sllustrations.

ARCHITECTURE OF CARDIFF.

n llE
_

illustrations in the lithograph plates-
this week all represent examples of
modern architecture in Cardiff, and are

referred to in the leading article in the present
issue. Two of these, however, being entirely
new buildings just in course of erection, viz., the
Central Arcade and the new Synagogue, we append
the usual more detailed deicriplion which we
generally give to an illustration of a new building.

CENTRAL ARCADE, CARDIFF : ST. MARY-
STREET ENTRANCE.

These buildings, now approaching comple-
tion, will form another connexion between St.
Mary-street and the Hayes, and are all arranged'
for shops of two stories and basement, with the
exception of the entrance block shown, which is
to be utilised as offices. The St. Mary-street
front illustrated is principally in blue and red
Forest of Dean stone, the blue being used for
pilasters, cornice?, strings, copings, *&c., the red
alternating with the blue in the arches, circular
column, and the frieze of main comice. The
central gable and spandrels over arches are in
Guiting stone of an orange tint, the banded work
to upper story being in Blue Forest and Guiting
stone alternately. The strapwork panels are of
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POLICE COURT.—Messrs. Seward & Thomas, Architects.
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Catlybrook terra-cotta of awaim buff tint, whilst
led Aberdeen granite is used for the pilasters
flanking the shop fronts. The roof is covered
with Belgian green slates.

The buildings are being erected for Mr. David
Morgan, who has large business interests in the
immediate locality, from the designs of Mr.
Edwin Seward, architect ; the general con-
tractors being Messrs. E. Turner & Sons.

THE CARDIFF NEW SYNAGOGUE.
The new Synagogue at Cardiff now approach-

ing completion is in Calhedral-road, and takes
the place of the old building in East-terrace,
erected in 185S, and enlarged in 1S74, and which
the Jewish community in Cardiff has now out-
grown.
The present structure accommodates 241 men

on the ground floor and 158 women in the
gallery

;
but provision has been made for extend-

ing the building when required at the western
end so that it may accommodate a further 191
men on the ground floor and a further 166
woin;?n in the gallery, and space has also been
reserved at the rear of the site for erecting in the
future class-rooms and residences for the minis-
ter, reader, and beadle. A novel feature of the
plan is the arrangement whereby the apse con-
taining the ark is placed at the same end of the
building as the main street entrance, this being
the only method of securing the necessary east-

ward aspect for the ark. Another detail of some
novehy is the grouping of reading desk and
u'pit at the same end of the building as the aik.
Behind the ark, and enclosed by brass grilles, is

the choir
; and behind the choir is the main vesti-

bule leading to the ground-floor lobbies and to
the two octagonal buildings containing the stair-

cases. Both at ground-floor and at gallery levels

accommodation is provided for ladies' and gentle-
men’s cloak-rooms. The staircases are of stone ;

the side galleries are carried by steel girders rest-

ing upon iron columns, which columns continue up
to the level of and carry the clearstories.

The apse is covered by a panelled half-dome.
The ark is semi-circular on plan, and is super-
imposed by a half-domical roof, with a low-level
clearstory over. The reading platform is ap-
proached by two flights of stairs.

The whole of the exterior has been carried out
in blue pennant stone with Bath stone dressings.
The building is heated by Grundy’s hot air

system, and is lighted by electricity. The archi-

tect is Mr. Deli'sa Joseph, of London, and the
contract has been carried out by Mr. William
Lissaman, jun., of Cardiff, at 5,164/., Mr. S.
Owens being clerk of works.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
SPRING VISITS :

VISIT TO HER majesty’s THEATRE,
HAYMARKET.

The Third Spring Visit of the session was held
at Pier Majesty’s Theatre, Haymarket, on Satur-
day, March 6

,
by the kind permission of Mr.

C. J. Phipps, F.S.A,, the architect of the
building, who received the parly numbering over
a hundred members, and explained the construc-
tion of the building, besides giving much other
interesting information. The site is a favourable
one for a theatre, being placed at the angle of the

Haymarket and Charles-street, and having the
Arcade at the rear, the main front being towards
the Haymarket where the entrance is situated.

The entrance hall gives direct access to the

stalls, which are only slightly below the street

level, and from the hall are wide staircases leading

to the dress-circle and the large balcony above,
the entrance to the pit being in Charles-street.

The main points in the planning of the access

to the building are the two separate staircases

and exits to each part of the house, and the

arrangement of the box-office, which is so placed
that it serves the whole of the entrances to the
house, and so simplifies and economises the work
of the staff.

The auditorium is remarkable for width in pro-
portion to depth, the curve of the galleries on
plan being designed as flit as possible ; this pro-
mises good results, as the distance from the stage
to the audience is appreciably diminished. The
upper part of the auditorium is divided into dress-

circle and balcony, the gallery being situated at

the back of the latter, an arrangement which
gives an open and spacious appearance as seen
from below, owing to the considerable height
between the balcony and the ceiling.

The balconies are constructed on the cantilever
system, with iron cantilevers and joists, and filled

in with concrete
; on this are built brick risers and

the tiers formed of concrete. The roof over audi-

torium is of wood, with large queen-post trusses
to the under side of which is secured the ceiling
of fibrous plaster.

The proscenium opening has a width of 35 ft,,

which is large in proportion to the size of the
theatre, being equal to that at Drury Lane. As a
precaution against fire spreading through the roof,

from the stage to the auditorium, rr vue vena^
a clear space has been arranged between Ihe
proscenium wall and the wall carrying the roof
of auditorium, this ,has been contrived over
the arched portion of ceiling, the roof over this

being flit.

The proscenium opening is fitted with a fire-

proof curtain constructed of light iron framing
and covered boih sides with asbestos and the
.'pace between filled with slag wool, the height is

sufficient to allow this to rise clear above the
opening, and it will be raised and lowered by
hydraulic power, worked with a lever from the
prompter’s box, the whole weight of the curtain
being under five tons.

The lintel over the opening is a solid baulk of fir

with brick relievingarch turned over, it having been
found by experience that this will stand a greater
heat than iron girders in a similar position. The
stage has a depth of 60 ft., and is a variation from
the usual English method in that the rake has
been omitted, the stage being absolutely level

;

this is the custom on the Continent, also in

America. The original reason for the slope
appears to have been the height ofthe “ float ” of
the footlights, which was liable to bide the feel of
the performers, but wlih the present system of
electric lighting, when the lights are only some
two or three inches above the level of stage, the
rake seems to be unnecessary, and the omission
of it will be a distinct advantage to the scenic
effect, as the perspective effect of a rising stage
is always unfortunate.

The floor of the stage is arranged to slide

away in sections and to admit of the raising and
lowering of scenes unrolled, platforms, &c., and
the inspection of the construction enabling this

to be accomplished was of considerable interest,
the mass of beams, posts, struts, and framing
under the stage being at first sight exceedingly
complicated. Each so-called “cut” or section
of the floor, ranging from 6 in. to 3 ft. wide, is

formed of narrow widths of boarding resting in
rebate on joist

;
on a wedge being removed, the

end of the section drops down into a groove
below, and it is drawn off by cords underneath
the side of stage, the scenes or platforms then
being hoisted through the space thus left by
means of ropes wound on large drums. These
“ cu's ” are known by various names, such as the
“ Carpet ” cut, which is the one next to the foot-
lights, and is used, as the name implies, for

drawing the carpet through, thus avoiding the
appearance of the old-fashioned red-coated atten-
dants before the curtain. There is also the
“Corsican Brothers” cut for the production of
the ghost, besides numerous others.
The dressing-rooms are situated on the Chat les-

street front, and are numerous and well lighted.
The fitting and decorating of the theatre had
scarcely been commenced at the time of the visit,

the only portion completed being the ceiling.
The lighting throughout will be by electric

light, the supply being from three separate com-
panies, to avoid any chance of failure, and the
ventilation will be provided for by mechanical
means, fresh air being drawn in by fans worked
from the engines in the basement, and filtered
before entering the house, and foul air drawn out
by similar fans through the cupola on roof.
The outside of the building is in the style of the
French Renaissance, with a large pavilion at the
angle, but the scaffolding has not yet been re-
moved : it is built in Portland stone. The build-
ing will seat about 1,500 persons, every one of
whom will have a good view of the stage, and
the total cost is estimated at between 50,000/.
and 60,000/.

A vole of thanks to Mr. Phipps brought the
proceedings of a most interesting visit to a close.

The Cost op London Board .Schools. —
The Works Committee of the School Board for
London, at the meeting on Thursday last week,
reported that in February they appointed a special
Sub-Committee to inquire into the cost of the schools
now being erected by the Board (see our last issue,
page 231). General Moberly (the Chairman of the
Works Committee) proposed that the Board should
revert to the old specification in force in 1885-6 for
the next six schools and enlargements, subject to
such modifications as the architect might think it

necessary to make, in order to bring the specification
up to the present requirements of the Board and
Education Department

;
and also subject to the

further recommendations which were made by the
Sub-Committee, The proposal was carried.

drawings for THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As before, we shall be glad to take charge of
and deliver at the Royal Academy any drawings
sent to us in time to be photographetl before the
day of delivery, with a view to subsequent publi-
cation in this journal and in the "Builder All iitn

of Royal Academy architecture.”
We cannot accept any drawings sent to this

office later than Saturday morning March 27,
before 12 noon.

Architects sending drawings are asked to give
special attention to the Jollowing reijuireincnts of
the Royal Academy :

—

1. All frames must be gilt.

2. Every drawing must have a label on the
back, giving legibJy the title and the arllsi’s
name and address.

3. Every drawing must have a similar label
attached to the frame by a caid so as to hang
over in front.

4. Every drawing must be accompanied by a
letter addressed to the Secretary of the Royal
Academy, and signed by the artist, containing
the artist’s name and address, and the title or
titles of the drawings sent. If more than one
drawing is sent they must be distinguished by
numbers, and the corresponding number must be
repeated in the labels fixed to each drawing.
N.B.—We cannot undertake to supply or affix

labels when omitted by the oversight of the
sender.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.*
The yi?Kr«a/ commences a series of illus-

trated articles on “ Art in the Home ” by Mr. W.
Scott Morton, a subject which is getting a little

worked out, or at least all such articles seem now
to run in one line and present the same tj pe
of illustrations. A short article on ‘“L’Art
Nouveau * at Paris ” gives two or three ilhi.stra-

tions of recent work in inteiior decoration in
Paris, from which u appears that there is some-
thing of a new and a superior feeling springing
up in this class of French work, often bad enough.
One could have welcomed a fuller illustraticn of
this subject. The frontispiece is an engraving ot
Miss Dicksee’s very charming picture ol Angelica
Kauffmann in Reynolds’s studio.

The Artist contains a great variety of inte-
resting illustrations of decorative work, and'
includes a useful technical article on “The evo-
lution of half-tone engraving.”

The House, a new monthly issued from the
office of the Queen, deals with various forms of
home art work, und has many illustrations of
furniture, textiles, and various home objects
treated in a decorative manner, but it does not
rise beyond what may be called a popular view of
the subjects treated of.

In the Nineteenth Century a very short article
by Mr. G. A. T. Mid<lleton, “ On Deliberate-
Deception in Ancient Buildings,” refers especially
to Professor Goodyear’s attempts to show a
frequent effort at deception in Italian buildings,
and recommends a study of French and English
buildings in order to investigate the same ques-
tion in regard to them. Mr. Middleton does not
press the matter too hard, and seems to admit
that Professor Goodyear has claimed too much Jn
some of his Italian stmlies. It is interesting to
ascertain the truth in such a matter, but where
the employment of the deception is proved it is

no credit to the architects who employed it. We
do not see in what sense the vertical curves of
the Parthenon could be regarded as giving an
impression of greater length, nor do we Joe a
moment believe that they were employed with
that object.

Scribner includes an article by Mrs. Pennell,
one of the worshippers of Whistler, on the
“Master of the Lithograph,” with the usual
foolish adulation which is really becoming too
absurd. “London as seen by C. D. Gibson”
contains among its illustrations some very good
studies of typical heads in London society of
various grades. Under the heading “The Field
of Art ” are^ a few thoughts on the subject oL
“Size in Painting” which are worth attention,
and contain we think some truth.
The Century contains an article on the new

National or Congress Library at Washington,
followed by one on the decorative paintings in
the same building. Some of these, as illustrated,
are very fine and interesting, both in idea and

* The obj'ect of these notes is to point out anything in.
the contents of the current magazines which is of special
interest to our readers, w ith occasional brief criticisms on
the views expressed in .such articles. When a magazine
which has been sent to us is not noticed, it is because that
number contains nothing that it is within our province to
comment upon.
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design, though we cannot help regretting that Mr.

Dodge, in nis ceiling painting of “Ambition,

should have followed the revived style of ceilings

with flying figures painted as if seen from under-

neath, in realistic upward perspective—a vicious

style of decorative painting. Mr. Maynard s

ceiling, with its four figures painted flat amid a

field of conventional decoration, is a much more

truly artistic manner of treating a circular domical

ceiling,

The Monde Moderne contains an article on the

Palace of the Topes at Avignon, and one on the

“ Femmes-Artistes " of France, some of the

illustrations to which make us acquainted with

lady artists of considerable gifts whose names art

not known in England.

'J'he Quarry, besides its usual amount of

practical information, includes an article on

“ /Eslhelicism and Building Stone,” in which

there is some good criticism as to the relation

between the quality of the stone and the character

of the work done in it.

In the Contemporary Review is an important

;

paper by Mr. T. Ferguson Walker on the subject

of“An Irish Channel Tunnel,” a scheme often

talked of though not heard much about lately.

The proposed routes, of which a map is given, are

of course between the north-east of Ireland and

south-west of Scotland, where the sea distance is

less than is perhaps generally realised ;
the

difllculty consists in the existence of a deep

depression in the middle, called Beaufort’s Dyke,

which would have either to be got under or

bridged across under water. The existence of

such a tunnel would shorten the time occupied in

the getting to New York by allowing travellers to

train (though by a rather circular route) from

England to the West of Ireland, but we should

doubt if it would be very much used by pas-

sengers. For cattle traffic, however, it would

be invaluable ; and it was worth while at all

events to bring the subject forward again.

Longman's Magazine gives a curious account of

the history and present customs of the I’urbeck

(Quarries and their working, under the title “ A
Nineteenth-century Craft Guild.”

In the Pall Mall Magazine is an article on
“ Old London Biidge ;

” to say that it is written

and illustrated by Mr. Brewer is to say that it is

interesting both in an arcbccological and artistic

sense. There is also an interesting article on

“Modern Express Passenger Engines” by Mr.

Henry Russell.

The Cornhill publishes some “ Notes on Lord

Leighton” by Mr. Giovanni Costa, the painter,

who seems to have known Leighton well, and

gives some interesting and very pleasing stories

in illustration of his character, and also (which

will interest artists still more) some information as

to his manner of working.

In the Gentleman's MagazUie Dr. N. E. Vorke-

Davies, under cover of an article on “ Bexhill,”

gives a good deal of sanitary advice in regard to

seaside places and their laying-out, of which how-
ever we observe that the most practically valuable

portion is a long quotation from another wiiter,

whose name is not given.

The H'hidsor Magazine includes an illustrated

article on “Making and Laying an Atlantic

Cable.”

ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
The Annual General Meeting of this Society

was held on Wednesday afternoon, in the Council-

room of the Royal Institute of.Britisb Architects,

the President, Professor Aitchison, A.R.A.,
occupying the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read
and confirmed, the following report of the Coun-
cil was read and adopted :

—

“The Council of the Architects' Benevolent
Society in the Reports which they have submitted to

the Annual General Meetings during the last few
years have been able to comment favourably upon
the growing appreciation amongst architects gene-
rally of the good work accomplished by its efforts,

and of the larger measure of support which it has
received. Last year they had to lament the death
of some of its oldest and most liberal contributors,

and it was to be feared that the income of the
Society would suffer a serious diminution in conse-
quence. It is, therefore, with considerable satisfac-

tion that they are able to announce that the progress

recently made by the Society has, during the past

year, been maintained.

This is to be largely attributed to the appeal
issued by Mr. Penrose, the late President, in the
early part ot last year, to every architect in practice

in the United Kingdom. Besides many handsome
donations, the appeal was successful in adding some
forty new names to the list of annual .subscribers,

and in obtaining increased subscriptions from some
who were already liberal contributors. The Council
wish to record their great indebtedness to Mr.

Penrose for the trouble which he took in connexion
' with the issue of this appeal, penned as it was on

the verv evening of his departure for Athens.

Stili,' although the Council have considerable

satisfaction in noting the increase of annual sub-

scriptions in recent years. they_ feel that the sum
received is yet inadequate, in view of the fact that

applications for assistance are made from all parts

of the country
;
and they would point out that

against the sum received last year in annual sub-

scriptions, 460/. 15s., no less than 569/. los. was

expended in grants, and to this sum should be added

35/. advanced by the Honorary Treasurer towards

ihe close of the year, when it was impracticable to

convene a Council meeting to relieve the urgent

needs of worthy applicants
;
so that the actual sum

expended in relief during the year was 604/. 15s.

This sum. however, does not include the 70/.

dispensed in pensions, which are paid out of the

income derived from investments.

With regard to the capital account, there was a

balance at the beginning of the year to its credit of

1 17/, 155. 8d.. and during the year the sum of

333/. i2s. was received in donations. Ic was, there-

lore, thought well to increase the investments of the

Society by the purchase of 250/. Caledonian Rail-

way Four per Cent. Debenture stock, at a cost of

386/. 173. 6d., thus leaving a balance in the hands

of the bankers on December 31 of 64/. los. 2d.

This purchase increases the value of the Society's

.holdings of stock to (at cost) 9,893/. os. 4d., which,

with the balance at the bankers, leaves the total

capital at 9,957/. los. 6d. Successive Councils who
have administered the aftairs of the Society have for

many years made efforts to increase the capital of

the Society to 10,000/., and it is a matter of satis-

faction that the investments have now practically

attained this point of stability, their value, indeed,

at market quotations being in excess of this sum.

The Council have to announce, with great regret,

that they have received an inlimation from Mr.

Arthur Cates of bis intention of resigning the

honorary treasurersbip, a position which he has held

for seven years, and which has enabled him to render

invaluable services to the Society. Mr. Cates has

not only been a liberal donor and subscriber to the

funds of the Society, he has aUo promoted its use-

fulness by the exercise of his influence in its behalf,

by the time and labour which he has always been
willing to expend on its affairs, by the interest which
he has taken in cases that have come before the

Society for assistance, and by a just appreciation

of the most advisable way of helping neces-

sitous applicants. During Mr. Cates's term of

office the affairs of the Society have year by year

steadily progressed, and it will be no doubt a matter

of satisfaction to him to know that he leaves it

in a more prosperous condition than when he under-

took office. The Council duly recognise that the

present favourable position of the Society's affairs is

largely due to his administrative qualities. At the

same time, while this has been effected, it has not

been attained by parsimony in affording relief to

applicants, or by want of the proper exercise of

beneficent usefulness for which the Society was
inaugurated and for which it exists. When Mr.
Cates undertook the treasurersbip the number of

subscribers was 208
;

it is now 309. The amount
received in annual subscriptions was 308/.

;
it is

now 453/. The amount of invested capital was
7,426/. 23. 4d. ; it is now 9.893/. os. 4d. It remains
to be added that in 1893 Mr. Cates issued a personal :

appeal to the architectural profession for donations
and subscriptions, with a gratifying result.

The Council have learned during the year, with
deep regret, of the death of Mr. E. H. Dawson, Mr.
F. J. Francis, Mr. Horton (of Messrs. Horton
Bridgford), and Mr. G. P. Raggett. They have
also to record, with sincere regret, the death of

an always helpful friend, and for thirteen years
Honorary Secretary of the Society, Mr. William H.
White, the late Secretary of the Royal Institute of
British Architec's. , . .

The following gentlemen, being the five senior

members, retire by rotation from the Council,
namely : Mr. T. M. Rickman, Mr. R. St. Aubyn
Roumieu, Mr. J. T. Wimperis, Mr. Thomas
Harris, and Mr. H. C. Boyes. To fillthe vacancies
caused by these retirements and b}' the retirement
of Mr. W. Hilton Nash, the Council have the
pleasure to nominate Mr. Arthur Cates, Mr. Aston
Webb, Mr. H. L. Florence, Mr. J. T. Christopher,
Mr. Sydney Smirke, and Mr. William Grellier,

To fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of
Mr. Arthur Cates, the Council beg to nominate
Mr, W. Hilton Nash for the post of Honorary
Treasurer
The Council, in closing this report, desire to

express the indebtedness of the Society to the Royal
Institute of British Architects for the use of rooms
in which to hold their meetings, to the acting secre-
tary (Mr. Herbert G. Tayler), and to the officers for
their always attentive courtesy."

Mr. Arthur Cates then read the statement of
accounts and balance-sheet, the adoption of
which was agreed to.

On the motion of Mr. W. Woodward, seconded
by Mr. Collins, it was agreed that a vote of
thanks be passed to the out-going members of
the Council.

It was also agreed that the Ccuncil for th

year of office iSgfi-’qy be elected as follows:

—

The President, for the time being, of the
R.I.B.A. ; Messrs. Kidoer, Scamell, King,
Inskipp. Col. R. W. Edis, Crow, Gruning,
Hine, Cates, Aston Webb, Florence, Christo,

pher, Smirke, and Grellier.

Mr. Collins, in seconding the motion, referred

to the retirement of Mr. Cates from the ofiice of

Hon. Treasurer of the Society, which he regretted

very much. It was a great misfortune that more
members of the profession did not belong to the

Society. Mr. Cates bad done a great deal to

convince architects of that. In regard to the

capital of ihe Society, he hoped that an effort

would be made to increase it by another ;!i'5,ooo,

so as to put the Society in a sound position.

The Chairman then proposed that a cordial

vote of thanks be passed to Mr. Arthur Cates for

the services which he has rendered to the Society

as Hon. Treasurer during the past year, and
during thf* seven years that he has held office.

The services of Mr. Cates had been of very great

value to the Society.

Mr. King seconded the motion, which was
unanimously agreed to, and Mr. Cates briefly

replied.

Mr. Hilton Nash was then elected Hon.
Treasurer. In thanking the meeting for electing

him, he remarked that the profession ought to

support the Society more than it did. It was
suggested some years ago that a dinner should be
held for the purpose ol assisting the Society, but

he was more in favour of a dramatic entertain-

ment. As the Society was affiliated more or less

to the Royal Institute of British Architects, was
it not entitled to be called Royal also ?

Mr. Woodward suggested that it should be
made known that small subscriptions would be
welcome. There were, no dou'bt, many young
architects who would be willing and able to

subscribe small sums.

It was then agreed, that a vote of thanks be
passed to Mr. Percivall Currey for his services as

lion, secretary during the past year, and that he

be re-elected to that office ; that a vote of thanks

be passed to Mr. Henry Hall and Mr. William

Woodward for iheir services as auditors during

the past year : and that Messrs. Rickman &
Roumieu be elected auditors for the ensuing

year. A vote of thanks was also passed to the

Royal Institute of British Architects for the use

of office accommodation.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman terminated

the proceedings.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The annual statutory meeting of the London

County Council was held at the Countv Hall,

Spring Gardens, on Tuesday, Mr. Beachcroft,

Deputy-Chairman, presiding.

The Election oj Chairman —The first busi-

ness was the election of a Chaiiman, and after

a long discussion Dr. Collins was elected by a

majority of two over Sir Arthur Arnold, the late

Chairman. Mr. Beachcroft was then elected

Vice-Chairman, and Mr. Torrance Deputy-
Chairman.

Loans. — On the recommendation of the

Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the

Bethnal Green Vestry 10,200/. for paving works,

Ikz.
;
the Islington Vestry 8,000/. towards the

purchase of the Cattle Market open space; the

Deplford Baths Commissioners 10,000/. for the

erection of baths and washhouses
;
and the Shore-

ditch Vestry 10.000/. for a similar purpose.

Fleet-street Improvement.—On the adjourned

Report of the Improvements Committee,* which

recommended that the estimate of 85,390/. sub-

mitted by the Finance Committee for the widen-

ing of Fleet -street between Bride -lane and
Salisbury-court be approved, and that the

Council should contribute on the usual conditions

one-half of the net cosi of widening,

Mr. Charles Harrison, M.P., objected to the

recommendation, on the ground that the City

was a separate authority, and not a Local Autho-

rity as understood in the sense of the Local

Authorities who required contributions from the

Council towards improvements.

Mr. Westacott pointed out that if Fleet-street

had been in any other part of London the

Council would have paid the whole of the cost

;

but the City not only paid half the whole of the

cost, but actually paid one-eighth of the whole

ol the rates of London.
The recommendation was adopted, with only

three or four dissentients.

Vaiixkall Bridge.—The Bridges Committee
recommended that the estimate of i2,Soo/., sub-

mitted by the Finance Committee, of the cost of

* See our last issue, p. 221.
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widening the central opening of the Vauxhall
emporary bridge, and erecting staging and
ixing floating booms be approved ; that the work
le carried out at an estimated cost of 12,800/.
ly the Council without the intervention of a con-
ractor, and that the drawings, specification, and
>ill of quantities wlien completed be referred to

he Works Committee for that purpose.
Mr. Boulnois, M.P., moved “that the matter

>e referred back to the Committee, with instruc-
ions to consult an eminent engineer of river-

iridge building experience.”
Mr. Thornton seconded, but the motion was

ost, and the recommendation of the Committee
I'as agreed to.

Additions to Cane Hill Asylum .—On the recom-
mendation of the Asylums Committee, it was
greed that the estimate submitted by the Finance
'ommittee for a stokers’ mess-room, four coal
)unkers, an additional floor and lavatory to the
nspectors’ and head attendants’ quarters, and the
ompletion of the decoration of the wards, iSic.

,

.t Cane Hill Asylum, at a cost of 1,460/., be
-pproved.

The Council adjourned soon after seven
•’clock.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Livkrpool Architectural Society.—

O

r

he 1st inst., a paper was read before this Societ}
)y Mr. W. E. WilHnk, M.A., on the subject o
viediceval Craft Guilds. The paper dealt histori
:ally with the subject in discussing the origin anc
^arly history of guilds in general, and their sub
livision in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuriei
nto Guilds, Merchant and Craft Guilds. Thi
)aper then described the regulations and aims 0!

he Craft Guilds at the time of their highes
levelopment, and extracts from old records wen
ead showing how they not only encouragec
jrotherly feeling between man and man, but
ibove all, served to protect the community b)
'cquiring a high standard of excellence in work
ind a moderate remuneration. The paper pro
:eeded, by a number of lime-light illustrationi
•eproduced from the sketch-book of a thirteenll
:entury architect, Villard de Ilounecourt, to show
low, in the early middle ages, the Master of th(
Work took the whole of the branches of con
druction and design as his sphere of operations
ind was able to give his instruction to all the
grafts, and went on to relate how the degcnera
;ion of the earlier Guilds resulted from the widi
introduction of capital, tending more and more tc

the creation of monopolies, and how the soda
ind political power, which they attained, wa:
iccompanied in the building trades by a contro
of the whole of the processes of design and con
struction which finally left the architect nc
opportunity for unifying and harmonising th(
whole composition. With the introduction at th<
Renaissance ofa new style, for which instruction
as apart from traditional knowledge, was essen
tial, the architect regained his control on th(
designing of buildings. The paper pointed out.
in conclusion, that architects are, at the preseni
day, menaced with the same danger as thai
which wrecked the profession in the later middle
ages. Craftsmen of all kinds were willing tc

undertake various branches of work from tb«
design to the fixing. It behoved every architeci
to jealously protect his control over the wort
entrusted to him by an ability and a willingnesi
to design every part himself.

Sheffield Society of Architects anj;
Surveyors. — The monthly meeting of thi<
Society was held, on Tuesday, at the School o
Art, Arundel - street, the President, Mr. C,
Hadfield, in the chair. A paper was read b^
iMr. J. B. Mitcbell-Withers on “A Tour ir
Holland.” He gave a general description of the
main features which occur in the towns, espe-
cially in reference to the domestic architecture,
which IS the principal feature of the country, with
a few historical notes, and notes on public build-
ings, and special objects in the different towns,
The principal towns referred to were Rotterdam,
Delft, The Hague, Scheveningen,Amsterdam, Dor-
drecht, Leyden, Haarlem, Hoorn, Alkmaar, and
Arnhem. The lecturer pointed out the advantage'
of Holland for a short trip, owing to the east
with which one can get there and the facilitie'
for getting from one place to another. With
reference to the domestic architecture, he drew
special attention to the gables, with their pictur-
esque outlines and graceful ornament, mentioning
incidentally the old-fa.shioned beams and pulleys
With their quaint roofs projecting from the steep!
old-fashioned gables. He gave a short historic^
account of Holland, showing at what period'
activity m architectural ^design had existed, and

completed bis lecture by showing a number of
slides illustrating various scenes in the country.
Two auditors were appoined—Mr. Edmund
Winder, jun., and Mr. J. B. Mitcbell-Withers.

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society.—In conne.xion with this Society a
lecture was given at the Leeds Institute, Cook-
ridge-street, on the 1st inst,, by Mr. T. Butler
Wilson, of Leeds, on “ Modern House Interiors.”
The lecturer spoke of the awakening interest on
the part of the public in the decoration and
furnishing of their houses, and deplored the fact

that architects had allowed the direction of these
matters to pass out of their hands. He suggested
that the reason lay in the apathy of the profession
with regard to decorative art, and that their in-

terest had b:en absorbed almost wholly by
structural design. He appealed to his co-workers
to conquer this apathy, and recommended a closer
study of colour and form, ard pointed out that
architects in days gone by had not only the con-
trol of the design and construction of the house,
but aUo the sole direction of the decoration and
furniture. The lecturer further maintained that
the architect who made decoration bis special
study was the best authority to consult on deco-
ration and furnishing, both with regard to their
most artistic application and their economic
execution, by reason of his power to specify and
so obtain competitive tenders as he now did in
the construction of the building. The lecturer
then proceeded to the consideration of style,

colour, and form, and offered some interesting
suggestions as to the treatment of wall surfaces,
floors, ceilings, and the general disposal of
furniture.

Glasgow Architectural Association.

—

On the 2nd inst. a meeting of this Association
was held, Mr. George S. Hill in the chair, when
Mr. D. Theodore Fyfe read a paper on “ French
Medireval Fortifications.” In introducing his
subject, the essayist pointed out that past work
must be studied with respect to the conditions
under which it was created. He proceeded to
enlarge on the different types of the domain, a
chief’s dwelling, showing how this building
developed into the chateau of later times. The
essayist gave a description of a number of the
best examples, diagrams of which were ranged
round the walls, and showed that every part
of these fortifications had its origin in the
laws of defence. We had the bartizan,
which was primarily erected to strengthen
the angles of the tower. Then there was the
system of wooden hoardings, built out from the
walls. The besieged by this means had an over-
hanging walk to enable them to defend every inch
of their walls. To the development of these
hoardings we owe the corbelled parapets which
afterwards became so common. The essayist
concluded by a reference to present-day archi-
tecture. If it is to be real, he said, it must be
the outcome of an intelligent understanding of the
wants of the age.—On the motion of Mr. Alex.
M Gibbon, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded
to the essayist. Subsequently, the Chairman
brought under the notice of members a question
of public architectural interest. This was with
regard to the proposal by the Lord Provost
to commemorate the attainment of the six-
tieth year of her Majesty’s reign by altering
the present front of the Royal Infirmary, and
building a new modern fagade, which would
possibly

_

project farther into the Square.—Mr.
Hill intimated that the committee had already
discussed this question, and were strongly of
opinion that no such proposed defacement should
be allowed to take place, unless the alteration
was to be of real lasting benefit to the patients

;

then no reasonable objection could be urged.
The infirmary was a notable piece of architecture,
and as it stood was in perfect harmony with its
surroundings. Were this proposed alteration to
be carried through that would ,^be the case no
longer.

Edinbur(;h Architectural Society.—At
a meeting of this society on the 3rd inst., Mr. J.A. Williamson in the chair, Mr. R. S. Lorimer
delivered a lecture entitled, “Some Notes on the
Artistic Work and Influence of William Morris.”
Mr. I-orimer traced the history of the firm of
Wm. Morris & Co. from its foundation, dealt
with Mr. Morris as a craftsman, as a teacher and
lecturer, as a founder of the Society for the Pro-
tection of Ancient Buildings, and as a publisher
and printer, and showed some of the books pro-
duced at his Kelmscott Printing Press.

Glasgow Phii.osoi'hical Society: Archi-
tectural Section.—A meeting of the Archi-
tectural Section of the Glasgow Philosophical
Society was held on the ist inst., Mr. Wil.
ham M Bean, vice-president, in the chair, whe^

Dr. Neil Carmichael read a paper on “ House
Sanitation.” He began by re/erring to the soil
on which houses were built, and said that that
under most city houses was invariably charged
more or less wUh coal gas. To prevent the
entrance of ground air the whole basement should
be laid with concrete or other comparatively im-
pervious material. This should be done in all
cases. As to drainage, he said that all appliances
for the removal of waste should be placed in shafts
or towers shut oft' by doors from the house proper.
This might not be imperatively called for if the
pipes and joints were quite sound, but it was so
difficult to obtain these conditions that it was
advisable the house should be saved from the
risk of such defects. In addition to the ad-
vantage which there would be from a health
point of view, the arrangement would be a good
one, because the houses would be easily
heated and pipes thus prevented from freezing.
Earthenware and clay were porous materials,
notwithstanding the surface enamel which there
was upon them. What was required in this con-
nexion, however, was a material non-porous in
its substance and smooth on its surface. Such a
material was glass. In localities and in place*
where special trades were carried on in
impure air consumption was found to
prevail.

^

In Glasgow the prevalence of
consumption was inversely as me cubic space
occupied in the house per head. Cholera
had proved one of the greatest blessings of the
century, inasmuch as it had enforced the
necessity for a pure water supply. It had
saved by the general improvement of health
vastly more lives than it had destroyed.
Consumption should now teach the need
for pure air, and so it might ultimately
produce an improvement in health as a
counterpart to its present ravages. Much, must
be done by medical men spreading know-
ledge, and much by sanitary departments insist-
ing on proper ventilation, but most could be done
by architects, who to a very large extent had the
solution of the question in their own hands-
People talked about draughts, but this was
because they were not sufficiently familiar with
the presence of pure air. The fact was foul air
was infinitely more injurious than the draught.
No church, hall, school, or theatre should be
allowed to be built unless it had some means of
mechanical ventilation. More sunlight was
required in cities, with more open spaces, wider
streets, and houses so situated and constructed as
to admit of a large amount of sunlighted air. In
other words, what was wanted was more of the
conditions of life and fewer of those which tended
to death .—Glasgow Herald.

Devon and Exeter Architectural
Society. On Tuesday last week a lecture was
givp by Mr. C. J. Tail to the members ..f this
society on “The Parthenon.’’ Some very fine
lantern slides of the building, as well as of the
sculpture now in the British Museum, were
shown.

Gla.S(;o\v Technical College Architec-
tural Craftsmen’.s Society.—On Friday last
week the usual monthly meeting of this Society
was held in the College, Geerge-street. Pro-
fessor Gourlay presided. Mr. A. Lindsay Miller
read a paper on the benefits 0/ photography as an
aid to the study of architecture, and gave hij
personal experience of many holidays usefully
spent m studying old examples of good work
with the aid of the camera. He by no means
wished It to lake the place of sketchi.ng, but
where bnif! was limited a combination of the
sketch-book with the camera and measuring
would give immensely superior results and enable
one to cover six times as much ground. lie
explained the mode of using the camera and
went mto the merits of the different lenses, iic.,
also the processes for finishing the prints, and
more especially the rnaking of lantern slides. A
number of slides showing examples of the various
class ofwork done by himself, principally relating
to architecture, were thrown on the screen.

ARCHHLOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
Bkitlsh Arch.-kological A.ssociatio\

—

The seventh meeting of the session of
giis Association was held at the rooms in
Sackville - street, Piccadilly, on the 3rd inst
Mr. Compton, V.P., in the chair. A paper
was read by Mr. Thomas Blashill emitled
Some Certificates as to Recusants in Holder-

ness, which was full of most interesting
information upon a comparatively little known
subject. The inconvenience and discomfort
our forefathers in the early years of the
seventeenth century were subjected to when
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they refused to attend religious worship in the

churches was curiously exemplified in the many
original documents exhibited in illustration of the

paper, all oi which were about the same date,

A. I'. 1616. These certificates shed considerable

light upon the operation of the law in the centre

of llolderness, which at that time, as the author

remarked, “was by its remoteness and by the

absence of good roads more than usually secluded

from the outside world.” The church stivices

were held twice a day on the Sabbath, morning

and afternoon usually, but sometimes in the

evening, and all persons were expected to attend

or to produce a valid excuse. Good excuses

were recognised in old age, sickness, or the care

of sick persons or young cdildren. Absence from

home also was admitted to be a good excuse.

I'diling such accepted excuses persons absent

from church were certified by the churchwardens

to the Justices of the Peace and were fined

accordingly. Some of the certificates stated how
the fines were disposed of.

THE SANITARY INSPECTORS’
ASSOCIATION.

The Sanitary Inspectors’ Association held its

fourteenth annual dinner on Saturday last at the

Holborn Restaurant, when Sir John Hutton,

i.,,C.C,, the new President, occupied the chair.

The company, which numbered about two hun-

dred, included the Venerable Archdeacon Sinclair,

Sir Arthur Arnold, Mr. J. Jacob (Master of the

Carpenters’ Company), Major-General Moberley,
‘I'rofessor Crookshank, Professor Attfield, Dr.

Shirley Murphy, and others. The Paris Society

of Hygiene had sent as delegates Dr. Bremond
and Mr. C. Nicholson.

After the loyal and national toasts, the Presi-

dent gave the toast of the evening :
“ Success to

the Sanitary Inspectors’ Association.” He said he
regretted that during last year death had removed
that distinguished man, Sir Benjamin Ward
Richardson, their late President. The Associa-

tion had much more than justified its existence.

Incorporated in 1S91, it numbered, in 1895,

349 members, and at the present date it

stO'i'd at a figure within a very few of 700,

and the last year bad been a record
• one in the number of provincial branches

Ihithad joined the Association. The President

referred to some of the most important objects

they had in view. The first was “ The Superan-
nuation Bill,” which the Association had joined

other municipal officers in promoting in Parlia-

ment. Another object of pressing importance
was to obtain for sanitary inspectors the privilege

which had been granted to medical officers of

health, of more fixity in the tenure of their

offices. Sanitary inspectors ought not to be sub-

ject to the caprices of members of Boards who
were not always the best qualified men to sit

upon those Boards. It would be infinitely better

for the general public if these useful servants and
those dependent upon them were protected from
some of the many risks of Iheir dangerous calling,

and a generous consideration sliould be given to

their claims. A satisfactory feature of their work
was that the Association desired to effect a refor-

'mation from within. They sought to increase

their knowledge and to make their mental equip-
snent equal to the various calls the future would
make upon them. The authorities should give
them a voice in the examinations prescribed for

members of their own body. The time would
come when the State would be willing to accede
to the claims of the members of an association

which was of so much national importance.
Dr. Milson Rhodes proposed the toast of “ Local

Government,’’ to which Sir Arthur Arnold
re.sponded. He contrasted the sanitary work
performed in London at the present time by
mote than 3,000 members of vestries, who all

4;ive their services, with the state of things
found at the time when no sanitary inspectors

existed, or they had not a proper knowledge
-of their duty. It was not uncommon forty years
ago to find houses of the value of 60/. or So/, per
iinnum built over open cesspools, and.Jfrom a sani-

tary point of view, the situation of (he middle
classes was worse than that of some of the races
of Africa. But then, as now, men lived some-
how, which seemed to prove that bad smells did
not kill people. He thought that what people
ate and drank rather than what they breathed was
often the cause of the mischief. He hoped that
sanitary inspectors would get all their just require-
ments, and that their humanitarian work of pre-
serving the health of the community would
flourish and prosper to the great benefit of the
people of this country,

Archdeacon Sinclair proposed the toast of

“Education.” He thought that in this great

citadel of education containing 4,000,000 souls

more might be done- with regard to sanitary

science, and that it ought to be taken up as a

special subject throughout the whole country.

The Sanitary Inspectors’ Association had a great

opportunity amongst the classes in whose midst

their work lay, to whom they could impart a good

deal of useful knowledge. The toast was coupled

with the name of the Master of the Carpenters’

Company, Mr. J. Jacob, who, having biiefly

replied, Mr. Alderman Dyson, of Windsor, pro-

posed llie toast .“Science and Art,” to which

Professor Attfield and Pro'^essor Crookshank
severally responded. Professor Crookshank said

we had reason to be proud of the work of the

sanitary inspectors of this country. Their work
was of a solid character, and might be regarded

as one of the causes of the leading position which

this country had taken in sanitary matters among
the nations of Europe.

The health of the President was proposed by
Mr. I'. O. Crump, Q.C., and, at the close of a

brief reply made by the Chairman, Mr. H.
Thomas (Chief Inspector, Bermondsey) was
called up to receive a timepiece and an illumi-

nated address subscribed for by the members, in

recognition of his services to the Association as

Chainnan of the Council during the last three

years. Mr. Thomas suitably acknowledged the

gift-

To the toast of “The Visitors and Guests

which was the next proposed, Mr. Nichol.-:on, of

Paris, responded for the Vice-President and him-

self, and read the friendly greeting of Dr.

de Pi^tra Santa, the venerable President.

The toast of “The Executive,” proposed by
Dr. Shirley Murphy, was replied to by Mr.
W. W. West, the Chairman of the Council, Mr.

Raymond, the Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. Tidman,
the Hon. Secretary. The Chairman of the

Council said that twelve or fourteen years ago the

Association had been formed because it was felt

that improvements in the status of sanitary

inspectors were necessary in the public inte-

rest. Thanks greatly to the powerful support

of their past Presidents, Sir Edwin Chadwick and
Sir B. W. Richardson, they had succeeded to a

very considerable extent in gaining their objects,

though they had not 3'et entirely succeeded.

Mr. Raymond and Mr. Tidman, editor of The
Journal, also replied.

The toast of “The Press” (proposed by Mr.
Pridgin Teale, of Leeds) having been responded
j^o liy our representative, the proceedings closed.

Glasgow School of Art.—

T

he third lecture

of the course on '‘Hellenic Architecture." by Mr.
W, J. Anderson, A.R.I.B.A., was delivered on the
3rd inst., and aimed at presenting a view of the
structural development of the archaic Doric style in

Sicily and Magna Grcecia. After a survey of the
historical displacements which resulted on the settle-

ment of the coasts of Southern Greece and Italy,

Crete, and Sicily, by Greek tribes, under the
influence of Dorian manners and religion, the
growth of the Greek city was sketched from its

citadel acropolis to the temple-crowned hill of the
succeeding period, surrounded by its agora, stoa,

theatre, gymnasium, &c. Attention w’as drawn to
the evidences of enlightened design in the setting
out of the buildings and the skilfully prepared
transition from the natural surroundings to the
building itself, and the point was illustrated by
views ofGlrgenti, and its range of great temples.
The Doric order was traced in its progress from the
archaic reliefs of Selinus to the period following the
Persian and Carthaginian wars, and photographs,
details, and restorations supplied of the temples of
Prestura, Segesta, and the Hermon, at Olympia.
Summing up. the lecturer concluded that although
grandly proportioned and profoundly impressive,
the Doric Temple model was a work of architecture
only of the second rank, and that in these buildings
there was nothing quite comparable to the refine-
ment, and freedom, and certainty of drawing which
characterised the corresponding phase of Ionian
architecture. In place of this the Dorians supplied
a ponderous and logical stone construction, naively
expressive of its wooden origin, and forming a noble
frame for figure sculpture, wanting which it was
incomplete. The perfection of the following period
as attained in the Parthenon and Propylseawas due
partly to the fact that the model was adopted by the
Athenian lonians, who, apart from sculpture, com-
bined with it Ionic features, and conferred upon it

all the graces of drawing and refinement of tone and
proportion which were the soul of Ionian art.

Priced Quantities.—

A

t a special meeting of
the Liverpool Master Builders’ Association, held at
6, Lord-street, Liverpool, on the 4th inst.

,
the ques-

tion of sending in priced quantities with estimates
was under consideration, and after a general dis-
cussion it was unanimously resolved that the
members of this Association should not send priced
quantities in with their estimates.

COMPETITIONS.
Dudley Grammar School.—The following

is the award of Mr. Arnold Mitchell, of London,
1

the professional adviser appointed by the Governors

of the Dudley Grammar School :— First premium
of 50.''. to Messrs. Woodhouse ’Willoughby, of

j

King-street, Manchester, the authors of the J
design numbered 41. The second premium of

J
20/. to Messrs. Forsyth & Maule, of 16, Great >j

Mirlborough-street, W., the authors of the design J
numbered 19. There were fifty-four designs ^
submitted.

]
Morley Public Baths.—A meeting of the t

Morley Town Council was held on the ist inst., ,1

the Mayor (Alderman W. Middlebtook) occupy-
j

ing the chair. At a special meeting of the A
Council a few weeks ago it was decided to 1

award the first premium for designs for the pro- J

posed new public baths to Messrs. Holtom & Fox, I

of Dewsbujy (No. 10), and that they be cairled
y

out, on condition that a tender was submitted s

from a contractor to the effect that the baths
j

could be erected for the sum estimated. The
^

Baths Committee now recommended that the •

design No. 5, selected for the second premium,
,;

was best adapted for the requirements of the

borough, and that, subject to the author of it pro-
;

ducing an approved tender for the amount of his
,

estimate, the baths be erected according to this

design. A lengthy and heated discussion took
'

place, and an amendment was proposed and
seconded that the recommendation be not

accepted. The voting resulted in a tie, thirteen

voting for the amendment and thirteen against.

The Mayor declined to give his casting vote, and, •

after further discussion, it was agreed that the

Mayor submit the designs Nos. 10 and 5 to a

competent arbitrator for his opinion and report.

—

Bradford Observer.

Proposed Wesleyan College, Scar-
borough.—Five sets of plans were sent in by
local architects for the premiums offered (viz,,

50/. and 25/.), in connexion with the pro-

posed Wesleyan College, Scarborough, on the

Weaponess Estate, South Cliff. The award has

been made, the first premium being awarded to

Messrs. Hall, Cooper, & Davis, Westborough,
Scarborough ; and the second premium to Messrs.

Tugwell & Barry, Westborough, Scarborough.

Isolation HospitalT, the (jILroes, Leices-
ter.—The Leicester Sanitary Committee had
before them on the 5th inst. the report of the

assessor, Mr. T. M. Aldwinckle, on the com-
petitive designs for the new isolation hospital to

be erected at the Gilroes. The design of Messrs.

Blackwell & Thomson has been awarded the

first place, that of Mr. Charles Keropson the

second place, and that of Messrs. Everard & Pick

the third place.

The New Higher Grade School, Scar-
borough.—We are informed that Mr, Robson,
F.S. A., architect to the Education Department,
who was asked to judge the plans sent in for the

erection of a new Higher Grade School, Scar-

borough, has made bis award. The first place is

taken by Messrs. Hall, Cooper, & Davis, West-
borough, Scarborough ; the second place by
Messrs. Demaine & Brierley, York; and the

third by Messrs. Marshall & Dick, of Newcastle-

on-Tyne.

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1894

LONDON BUILDING ACT.
At the meeting of the London County Council

on the 9th inst., the Building Act Committee
reported that they had considered the under-

mentioned applications under the London Build-

ing Act, 1S94, and had arrived at the following

decisions. Those applications which have been

agreed to are granted on certain conditions :

—

Lints of Frontages.

Bermondsey.—That consent be given to the erec

tion of an addition in front of the Chaucer Board
School, Westcott-street, St, G«orge-the-Martyr,
Southwark, on the application of Mr. T. J. Bailey

on behalf of the School Board for London.
Greenwich\.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a coach-house and stable at Fairhaven,

Mycence-road, Blackheath. on the application of Mr.
W. T. Walker on behalf of Mr. R. Young.
Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of an addition on a portion of the forecourt of a

house known as Daydawn, No. 7, Netherball-gar-

dens, South Hampstead, on the further application of

Mr. D. Brown on behalf of Mr. L. Sinclair.

Strand.—That consent be given to the erection of

an iron and glass shelter in front of the Duke of

York’s Theatre, St. Martin's-lane, St. Martin-in-the-

Fields, on the application of Messrs. Wilkinson,

Hewlett, & Wilkinson on behalf of the York
Dramatic Syndicate, Limited.

Greenwich.—That consent be given to the erec-
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tion of one-slory shops upon the forecourts of Nos.
44, 46. and 48, Blackwall-lane, on the application of
Mr. W, Busbridge.
Norwood.—That the application of Mr. E. R.

Barrow for an extension of the periods within which
the erection of the houses with shops on a portion of
the grounds of The Abbey, No. 70, Herne Hill,
were required to be commenced ana completed, be
granted.

Paddington.\ consent be given to the erec-
of a one-storv workshop on the north side of Hor-
mead-road. JIarrow-road. on the application of Mr.
E, A. VSgers on behalf of Mr. W. Riley.
Peckkam —That consent be given to the erection

of a building with one story addition in front thereof,
at No. 8 a, Queen’s-road, on the application of
Messrs. Ramsey & Co, on behalf of Mrs. S.
Bonsai).

Hackney, Ccjtlral —That consent be not given to
the erection of a house with shop on the north side
of Blackstone-road, London-fields, to Hank upon
Lansdowne-road, on the further application of Mr.
W. H, Adams.

Paddbiglo?!
, North,—That consent be not given

to the erection of a church, with projecting chancel
and porches, on the west side of Saltram-crescent,
St. Peter s Paik, at the corner of Croxley-road, on
the application of Mr. A. W. Pite on behalf of the
Rev. W. P. Legg, M.A.

Width of Way.
Bethnal Green, South-west. — That consent b

given to the erection of an enclosed iron foot-bridg
across Thomas-passage, to connect Nos. 316 am
318, Bethnal Green-road with No, 45, Derbyshire
street, on the application of Mr. W. Stone o:
behalf of Mr. H. Borton.

Rotherhithe.—That consent bo given to the rre:
•ion of two open iron foot-bridges across Pickl
Herring-street, on the furtherapolication of Messr'
Barnes-William^, Ford, & Griffin, on behalf c
Mersrs. France & Co., Limited.

Rotherhithe.—That consent be given to the erec
tton of an addition to the Hank of the King's Arm'
public-house, No. 251. Tooley-street, to abut upo:
Three Oak-lane, St. Olive, Southwark, on the appli
cation of Messrs. F. J. Eedle & Meyers on behalt c
Mr.

J. T. Holt.
Deptford.—That consent be not given to the erec

tion of buildings OT the east side of Hosier-street am
the north side of Creek-street, Greenwich, on ib
farther application of Mr. L. Jacob on behalf 0
Messrs. J. & A. Dandridge.

Space at Rear.
l.imeko/ise —That the Council do, in the e.v“rci'i

ofits powers under Section 41 of the London Build
trig Act, 1894, allow a moditicalion of the provision'
of that seciion with regard to open spaces abou
building!, so fir as relates to the proposed erectiot

0‘'^:‘5 ‘ory addiuon to a stable at Ratcliff Cros;
Wharf, Broad-sireet, Ratcliff, wiih an irregula:

application of Messrs
Bradshaw, B-own, & Cc., on behalf of Messrs
P.nchin, Johnson, & Co.

Line of Fronts and Width of Way.
Fulham.—That consent be given to the erectic

of one-siory shops upon part of the forecourts

w lu
^9 - 2L 22, 23, 24 25, and 26, Kffie-roa.

Walham Grern. on llie application of Mr. E S'30
on behalf of Mr. T. Dav es.

Hampstead — YhsiX content be given to the r
building of No. i, College-road, Haverstock Hill,;

r
relies to the (ronuige only, on the applicant

of Mr. C. C. Bradley on behalf of Mr. f-

oenjamm.
St. George, Hanover S'/uare.—That consent I

given to the election of an inclosed porch on tl
east side of No. 74, Eiton-terrace. Eaton-square, 1

abut upon Graham-street, on the application i

Mis5 L. J. J. Allen.

Westminster.—That con.sent be rot given to tl
erection of buijdirgs with projecting plitnl
pilasters, buy window, balcony, and porch, i

^0. 12. Great George-sireet, at the corner of Litt
George-street. on the application of Messrs,
Waterhouse & Son on behalf of the Surveyor
Institution. ^

Width of Way and Construction of Buildings.
Greenwich.— consent be given to the con-

struction and erection of open sheds at Durham
coal-whaif, River-bank, New Charlton, neir Anchor-
and-Hope-lane, with the boundary wall in front of
the sheds at less than the prescribed distance from
the centre cf the road, on the further application of
Mr. J. Rowland on behalf of Messrs. Wood
Brothers.

Chdsea —That consent be not given to the
erection cf a temporary wood and glass show-case
on the eastern side of No. 125, King’s-road, to
abut upon Shawfield-street, on the application of
Messrs. Plumsted Brothers.

Formation of Streets.

Clapham.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. W. N. Dunn sanctioning the formation or
laying out for carriage traffic of new streets, 40 ft,
wide, to iead out of the south side of Broomwood-
road, Clapham Common (west side), Battersea, on
his further application to the Council on behalf of
Mr. T. Ingram. That the names Kyrie-road in

continuation), Broxash-road, and Amner-road be
approved for the new streets.

Hampstead.—That an order be sealed and issued
to Messrs. Tuckett & Son, sanctioning the formation
or laying out for carriage traffic of an extension,
50 ft. wide, of Westbere-road, Hampstead, and the
widening to 50 ft. of the existing portion of that

road, on the application to the Council on behalf of
Mr. P. H. G. Powell- Cotton,

Wandsavorth —That an order be ^^ed and
issued to Mr. W. Rivett-Carnac, refusin^^o sanc-
tion the formation or laying out for carnage traffic

of new streets, each 40 n. wide, to lead out of
Hotbam Villas-road and Worple-road, Putney, the
widening and adaptation for carriage traffic of a
portion of Hotham Villas-road, and the widening of
portions of Worple-road, on his application to the
Council on behalf of Mr. J. T. Leader.

Cubical Extent.

Finsbury, Central.—That, subject to the provi-
sions of Section 76 of the London Building Act, 1894,
the consent of the Council be given to the erection on
the west side of Berrj-Ureet, at the corner of Little

Sutlon-street, Clerkenwel), of an addition to a
fermenling-house, such addition to exceed in extent
250,000 but not 450,0:0 cubic feet, and to be used
only for the purposes of the trade of a brewer, on
the application of Mr. W. Bradford, on behalf of
the Cannon Brewery Company, Limited.

Recommendations marked -f are contrary to the
views of the Local Authorities.

Corrcsponhcnce.

To the Editor o/Thb Builder.

DISCOVERY OF ROMAN REMAINS.
Slit,— I learn by a letter from .Mr, George

Allis, of Lincoln, tu whose care and archaiological
enthusiasm arc due the preservation of the
columns of an important Roman Stoa near the
famous Newport Archway, that one of the two
bases which were wanting to complete the north
and south line of the colonnade was excavated,
through the liberality of a lady (whose name,
however, he does not mention), on March 9 ;

and
he was ia hopes that the other would not fail to

be discovered before the end of this week.
F. C. Penrose.

6S, St. Putil’s Churchyard.

CLAIM AGAINST THE ST. I'ANCRAS
GUARDIANS.

Sir,—

M

y attention has been called to Mr-
Harston's evidence in this case on the question of
briiki. 1 liave had an opoortunity of leading the
shonhand-wriler’s notes. In his cross-examination
Mr. Harston stated that my firm, Messrs. Eastwood &
Co .

Limited, were not makers, but simply bought
their biicks from a lot of little brickmakers. As
this was slated publicly in open Court, and reported
in your columns, \ should be grateful if you would
allow me to inform Mr. Harston, and others who
may have the same opinion, that we are brick-
makers, manufaciuiing bricks in our fields at the
following places ;—Shoeburyness, F.ssex; Olterham,
Kainhara, Kent

;
Halstow, Newington, Kent

;

Sittingbourne, Kent
:
Faversbam, Kent

; Teynbam,'
Kent

;
West Drayton. Middlesex; Arlesey, Bed-

fordshire. Our make last year was 83 millions.
I feel sure that Mr. Harston, whose character for

integrity, justice, and fairness is so well known,
must have made this statement not knowing the
above facts. His ignorance may, perhaps, have
arisen from our invariably declining to supply bricks
to any builder for work under Mr. Harston. He
specifies stock facings to be: “The best gold-
burned. hard, square-facing bricks, uniform in
colour, specially picked in the brickyard, be they
known locally as picked stocks, bright stocks,
paviors, malms, or by any other designation.” It is

impossible for any brickmaker to supply such a brick,

George E. Wragge.

MODEL COTTAGES.
Sir,—

C

an you or any of your numerous readers
tell me of a block of, say, six artistic model cottages,
near London, if possible, with three bedrooms, that
have been put up for something under 1,000/. ? If

you can, you will greatly oblige me as 1 am
interested in a scheme for building some in this
district. Horace Barky.

Limpsfuld, Surrey, March 7, 1897.

“SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.”

Sir,—My attention has been called to a letter of
Mr. J. L. Williams in the Builder of March 6, in
which he claims that he was the architect of 63,
Sloane-slreet.

It is true that Mr. Williams was a paid assistant
in my office at the time the work was done. He
came tome as a boy some fifteen years ago and has

been in no other office, but a few months ago I

found it necessary to dismiss him.
He has no more right to call himself the architect

of this work than any man's assistant or clerk has to
claim the credit of the work of his principal.

F. B. Wade.

Ibc Stubent’s Colmnn.

SPECIFICATIONS.—xr.
fou.nder and smith.

ATERIALS.—The cast iron to be of

clean, sound castings, sharp and sound,
per.'eclly fair, and out of winding, free

from cinder, honey-comb, blow-holes, and other

defects. No stopping up or plugging can on any
account be permitted. None ot the constructive

cast-iron work is to be painted until, after delivery

on the site. All columns are to be cast vertically

and in dry sand and of even thickness : and to be
subjected to such tests as the architect shall

direct at the expense of the contractor. All

castings to be rejected if found to be in any place

as much as 10 per cent, thinner than they should

be, as required by the drawings or specification.

The castings to be of soft grey pig-iron of the

second melting. All bearings are to be planed
smooth.

The constructive wrought iron to be equal in

quality to Staffordshire iron of “best” quality,

and capable of bearing a tensile strain of 25 tons

per square inch of sectional area before fracture,

and a strain of lO tons without permanent set,

and to be tested if required by the architect at

the expense of the contractor. All bolt and
rivet holes to be carefully drilled (if punched holes

are to be allowed it should be stated), and all

bolls to be of wrought-iron with strong, clean

Whitworth threads of uniform pitch, and all

exposed heads to be hexagonal. All screwed
work to have proper internal as well as external

threads.

All rivals to be capable of being bent double

either hot or cold without cracking.

The steel to be of the best mild steel capxble

of beating a tensile strain of not less than 30 10ns

to the square inch, nor more than 35 tons. The
contraction of area at point of frac.ure shall be at

least 40 per cent.

All steel work rcrjuiied to he bent must be bent
cold where practicable. Steel is not to be
hammered cold, but all bendings required are to

be done by pressure.

Work m Other Trades.—Supply and assist to

fix ail baits, tie-rod.', and ulher iion-work
required in o'her trades.

Eaves-Gutters.—The eaves-gutlers and other

rain-water goods to be of Macfarlant’s

manufarture, medium weight (“heavy” or

“light” if desired). Put to all eaves where
shown cast-iron moulded eaves-gutters to the

following sections, as numbered in Macfarlane's

list (give full list of the different sections for

different situations). The eaves-gutters to be
properly bolted together in red lead ce 1 ent, and
fixed with strong, large-headed screws to the

woodwork. All eaves-gutters to have outlets

cast on, and such stopped ends mitres returned

ends, &c., as may be required. All outlets in

eaves-gutters to have strong galvanised wire
gratings.

Rain-water Pipes.—The rain-water pipes to

l)e placed wheie shown on the drawings, and to

be 3^ in. internal diameter, fixed to stand 2 in.

clear of walls with Macfarlane's special clips and
bats. The heads of rain-water pipes to bo of
selected patterns, for which provide the p.c. sum
of los. each. Each rain-water pipe to have the

necessary swan neck and plinth bends, and a cast-

iron shoe at foot discharging over a gully.

Columns.—The iron columns on ground floor

to be hollow, 6 in. diameter, of J in. metal, with
plain caps and bases. The face of caps and bases

to be planed true. (Specify the bolls or coach
screws, which would be necessary for fixing the

base and cap.)

Rolled Iron Joists.—Supply and fix in position

lire following rolled iron joists of the size and
weights described

; the whole to be of English
manufacture, and no Belgian joists to be used.

(Give a tabular list of the joists, their Icng-h, size,

position, and weight, thus). No. 3 roiled iron

joists, 15 in. by 5 in., weight 51 lb. per foot

run over ground floor of school room at first-floor

level. Similarly describe the steel girders and
stauncheons.

Iron Railitigs.—Put over area to basement
wrought-iron framed horizontal railicg, with

in. by A in. frame, in. by ^ in. bars, 6 in.

apart, fixed to a stone curb with lugs let in and
run with lead.
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Put at the side of basement steps wrought-iron

framed railing, with lA in. by
[

in. rounded rail

with scroll end, and .V in. by } in. bars 6 in.

apart, let into morlice.s in stone curb, and run

with Spence’s metal. The guard bais to kitchen

windows to be framed, and the whole height of

window, with f in. by f in. square bars, placed

angleways 6 in. from centre to centre. Two
horizontal rails, 2^ in. by ^ in.

;
the bottom end

of bars to be framed to bottom of rail, the

upper end to pass through rail and finish with

pointed ends. The ends of rails to be 18 in.

longer than opening, built into wall, split and
turned up and down at ends.

Provide the p.c. sum of 200/. (two hundred
pounds) for front railing, which is to be made
and fixed by a smith to be appointed by the

architect. The contractor is to prepare stone

coping for fixing by cutting number 64 mortices

for inch bars 3 in. deep.

Iron Staircase.—Provide the p.c. sum of 15^.

(fifteen pounds) for circular iron staircase 4 ft. 6 in.

diameter and fix same in position, shown on
drawing. The staircase to besupplied by Messrs.

, to whom the contractor is to

pay the p.c. sum of allowed within

one month after the production of the architect’s

cer'ificate.

Iron Casemenis .—Provide the p.c. sum of

for iron casements to windows
numbered on plans. These casements are

to be properly and truly fixed by the contractor,

but will be supplied by Messrs,

to whom the contractor is to pay the provisional

sum within fourteen days after production of the

architect’s certificate.

Stoves and Ranges .—Provide the p.c. sum
of 25/. (twenty-five pounds) for kitchener and
the p.c. sum of 50/. (fifty pounds) for No 10
stoves, all of which are to be supplied by the firm

to be selected by the architect, and to be fixed by
the contractor.

Copper.—Provide and set in brickwork as

shown on plan, in scullery a 24 in. copper copper
weighing not less than 22 lb., with the necessary

furnace work and flues with soot doors to chimney
stack. The brickwork of coppers to be built in

blue lias lime mortar, and rendered round the

outside in Portland cement. Provide deal
pegged copper lid 2 in. thick in two thicknesses,

with cut handle out of i.',' in. deal.

Chimney Bars. — Provide the wrought-iron
chimney bars for fireplace openings as specified

in the Bricklayer.

Coal Plate. — Provide Hayward’s improved
safety coal plate, No. i D, 14 in. outside diameter,
with circular protecting ring for rebated perfora-

tion in York stone cover over coalshed.
Strong-room Door.—Provide p.c. sum of

1. for strong-room door and frame, size of door
opening 2 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., and build in

same to brickwork and stone threshold.

Ornamental Balusters to Staircase .—The
principal staircase to have ornamental cast-iron
balusters, as shown on detail drawings. Short
balusters to weigh 14 lbs. each, long ones iS lbs.

All to be finely cast with lugs let into mortices in
stone steps, and run with Spence’s metal. The
tops fitted to top rail of wrought iron, in. by
A in., and screwed through sameto oak hand-rail.
The newel to be malleable iron cast from turned
wood pattern one-tenth larger than size of
finished newel as shown on detailed drawing.

Lightning Conductor .—Provide and fix along
ridge to

^

ft. run of copper tape lightning
conductor in. by | in. with four lightning rod
points of thick copper tube with platinum points

p c. 1. each. The copper tape to be secured
to ridge with strong copper holdfasts, and to be
carried down to ground with tape of the
same scantling, securely attached to the building
by strong copper holdfasts, and the lower end to

be taken 6 ft. below the surface of ground and
attached to copper plate \ in. thick and 2 ft. by
2 ft.

;
the hole 3 ft. square to be filled in to the

height of 2 ft. with gas coke, and the remainder
to surface of ground with large s'ze gravel or
ballast. Provide the sum of two guineas p.c. for

testing this lightning conductor when completed
to the sati.sfaction of the expert, to be appointed
by the architect.

Lift .—Provide the sum of 1. p.c. to be
paid to Messrs. for hand-power
passenger lift, this sum (o include delivery and
fixing by Messrs. . But the con-
tractor is to allow for attendance upon Messrs.

workmen, and for any
scaffolding, ladders, or staging that may be
required.

Corrugated Iron Roofing.—'Kmi over covered
playground to be carried out as shown on detail
drawing, in No. 18 gauge galvanised tinned

corrugated iron sheets; bent to curve, 'and put

together with galvanised wrought-iron :}• in. by

^ in. bolts and nuts, edges and ends of sheets

being properly punched for tame. The roof

trusses tc be executed as shown on drawings with

35 in. by 3i in. by ^ in. steel rib’, and I in.

circular tie rods (if eaves, gutters, and iron water-

pipes are required, specify them as desired).

Stable Fittings .—Provide the p.c. sum of 1.

for No. enamelled iron mangers, 6 ft. long,

No. 3 ft. angular enamelled iron mangers,

No. galvanised iron hay-racks, No. sets

of steel divisions, with heel pillars, moulded
ramped top rail, bottom sill, and matched board-

ing. Fix all these ficiings in the position shown
on drawings.

Provide the p.c. sum of /. for enclosures, and
doors to loose boxes, and fix same. Provide

the p.c. sum of /. for No. enamelled iron

lettered name-plates, to be fixed to wall with

plugs and screws.

Ventilation to Stable .—Provide the p.c. sum
of /. for self-acting exhaust vaitilator, to be:

supplied by Messrs. ,
and fixed by

the contractor in turret shown over roof of stable,

and connect same to zinc-lined air shaft 18 in. by
18 in. internal dimen-ions, formed with ijin.

deal casing dovetailed at angles, and connected

to hollow beam fixed on stable ceiling. This

hollow beam to be rain, by 6 in. internal

dimensions, formed with inch wrought deal bot-

toms and tops, sides to have 3A in. by i in. wrought
deal styles l8 in. apart, dovetailed to top and
bottom, and filled in with perforated sheet zinc

No. 2,542 in Messrs. Farmiloe’s catalogue.

Wrought-iron Scrapers .—The doors num-
bered on plans to have ornamental

wrought-iron scrapers, as shown on detail draw-

ing. with steel plates riveted to uprights which
are to be let into mortises in York-stone base

and run with lead.

OBITUAR K
Mr. a. Rf.id.—

M

r. Alexander Reid, architect,

of Messrs. Reid & Wittet, Elgin, died on the 4th

inst. Deceased was over eighty years of ape, and
for the last half-century was one of the best known
architects in the North. At the opening of his

career in Elgin he was the only architect between
Aberdeen and Inverness. Along with his late

brother, William, he designed a large number of

leading houses and mansions in Elgin and all over
the North .—Edinburgh Evening News.

M. Henri Pille. —

T

his able painter has just

died in Paris, at the age of fifty-three, by a sudden
illness and in full possession of bis powers. He was
a pupil of Felix Barrias, and made his first appear-
ance in the Salon in 1864 with a pen-drawing,
“Edmond Winston.” He continued to exhibit

annually after this. Among his most original works
were “Marie Stuart at Lochleven,” “Sybille of

Cleves,” “ Flemish Inferior of the Seventeenth Cen-
tury,” “Sancho Panza Recounting his Exploits,”

the portrait of Coquelin cadet, and many others,

including a remarkable illustration of a scene from
“ Quentin Durward.” He was most widely known
to the general public by his pen-drawings and book
illustrations. He had a great deal of archajological

knowledge, and excelled in tlie reproduction of

costume, architectural detail and ornament of the
Middle Ages.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
New Front, Alhambra.—

O

n Tuesday, the
entrance to the new fremt of the Alhambra, in

Charing Cross-road, was opened by a special
matinee. Although the interior decoration is not
yet quite completed, a good idea of the building
can now be obtained. The whole front is built

of stone from the Bath stone quarries, the lower
fapide, about 42 ft. in width, consists of three
entrance dcors, the whole framed by a heavy mould-
ing in red Aberdeen-granite. The style of the build-
ing is Moorish, and it looks rather like a renovated
fragment of Seville transported to the middle of
London. The interior decoration is very ornate

;

the ceiling decoration of the vestibule is similar to
that of the Viceroy's Palace at Cairo

;
on all sides

are columns of Sicilian marbles, and elaborate
panelling in Pavonazza and Devonshire niaiblcs.
Mr. W. M. Brutton was the architect, and Mr.
H. L. Holloway the contractor.

Baths, Marylebone.—

O

n Saturday last the
new public baths and washhouses at Marylebone,
were opened by the Duke and Duchess of York.
The building has been erected on the site of the old
structure. The front of the building is faced with
Portland stone up to the first floor level, and above
that with red bricks relieved with Portland stone
dressings. There are four swimming baths, loi
warm baths, a public washhouse and laundry to
accommodate seventy-four women, establishment
laundry, boiler house, engine room, administrative
offices, waiting-rooms, and superintendent's apart-
ments. The Pompeiian bath is so constructed
hat in winter it can be boarded over and

converted into a gymnasium. The screen and
central pay office in the entrance hall are of polished

mahogany. The mosaic floor was laid by Messrs.

Minton & Co., of Conduit-street, W., who also

executed the tile pavings and wail linings, including

the swimming baths and the hand-painted panels,

and of the first-class (Pompeiian) bath. The more
ornamental of the wrought-iron gates, railings, &c.,

were supplied by Thos. Brawn & Co., of Birming-

ham. The contractor for the erection of the building

was Mr. Charles Wall, of Chelsea. The engineering

work has been executed by Messrs. J. & F. May,
and the electrical works by Mr. L. .\lwyn. Mr.

F. W. Lee was the clerk of works. The architect

was Mr. A. Saxon Snell.

New Fire Station, Edinburgh.—

A

t a ineet-

iog of the Plans and Works Committee of Edin-

burgh Town Council, on tbe4ih inst., Mr. Morham,
the City Architect, submitted plans for the new
central fire station at the south-west corner of the

Cattle Market. These show buildings three stories

in height in the Renaissance style, with a high tower

in the rear. The design comprises an engine-house

for four fire-engines, stabling for six horses, duty-

room, private and clerks’ offices for the firemaster,

gymnasium, recreation room, and baths for the

firemen, workshops for the engineers, joiners, and
painters, quarters lor nine single men and dwelling-

houses for twenty-one married men, residence ior

the firemaster, a hose-tower, and stores and boiler-

houses. Mr. Morham also submitted plans showing

the suggested rearrangement of the Cattle Maikei

in consequence of the erection of the new fire station.

A plan has likewise been prepared showing how, in

the event of the Cattle Market being removed
altogether from its present site, the ground might

be made available for feuing, with an access from

Lauriston. It is suggested that tenements of houses

might be erected on the north and east sides,

leaving the remainder of the space for recreation

and drill purposes. The estimated cost of the

buildings, exclusive of the site, is 23,500/.

New Marina Theatre, Lowestoi't.—The old

Rink at Lowestoft has been entirely converted into a

play-house. The walls constitute nearly the whole

of the old building that has b?en utilised for the new.

The plans for the alterations were prepared by

Messrs. R. F. Brett &Son, Lowestoft.

Hospital, Chickenley Wood, Yorkshire —
At a meeting of the Dewsbury and District Joint

Infectious Hospital Board, on the 4th inst, Mr.

G. A. Fox, of the firm of Messrs. Holtom & Fox,

was appointed the architect of the infectious hospital

which it is proposed to erect at Chickenley Wood.
Mr. S. Wood (the chairman) explained that it was

only proposed to erect buildings to meet present

requirements at a cost of about 15,000/. The total

estimate for the work, as shown by the plans, is over

30,000/.
Proposed Public Buildings, Worksop.-y-The

plans of the new Free Library and Municipal

Buildings, presented at a recent meeting of the

Urban Council and approved, were designed and

prepared by Mr. T. Kidd, the Engineer and

Surveyor to the Council. The buildings will be

irregularly rectangular in plan, with frontages to

Watson-road and Newcasile-street, the latter con-

taining the principal entrance—to the public offices

—and the former the entrance to the Free Library.

Both entrances will, however, be in direct communi-

cation. and serve also as exits in case of such an

emergency as fire. In the basement will be the

muniment and strong - room, and the heating

chambers and coal and general storage rooms. On
the ground floor will be a news and general reading

room overlooking Watson-road, and abutting thereon

will be the librarian’s room, lending library,

borrowers’ lobby, reference library, ladies’ room,

and proper conveniences. On the Newcastle-streel

side will be the Clerk's and Burial Board offices.

Orer the news room, on the first floor will be a

council chamber, a councillors' retiring and deputa-

tion room, a large committee room, a book store

and committee room, the rate collector’s room,

lavatories, &c., and fronting Newcastle-sireet, the

Surveyor's offices, with storage above.

Tower of St. Oswald's Church, Flam-

borough.—The Bishop of Hull laid the foundation

stone of a new tower to St. Oswald's Church,
_

Flam-

borough, recently. The work is being carried out

by Messrs. Bowman & Sons, of Stamford, according

to the designs of Mr. Hodgscii Fowler, of Durham.

A clock and bells are in contemplation, and if these

are placed in the tower the total cost will be between

1,400/. and 1,600/.

Fever Hospital, Edinburgh.—The Public

Health Committee of Edinburgh Town Council

have instructed Mr. Morham, City Superintendent

of Works, to complete the plans and specifications

of the new City Hospital, and to obtain estimates

for the work. A Sub-Committee was also appointed

to consult with Mr. Morham, with powers to obtain

such special advice as they might require in regard

to healing, electric lighting, and such matters.

Premises, Pinstone-street, Sheffield.—

The building development of Pinstone-street wfil

soon be completed, as the last plot of vacant land,

at the corner of Charles-street—opposite the Empire

Palace—has been purchased by a company frotn the

Corporation, and a block of shops and

houses are in course of erection thereon. The block

will consist of seven shops and a restaurant five
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shops will be in Pinstone-street, one at the corner of

Pinstone-street and Charles-street, and one shop
and a restaurant in Charles-street. The buildings
will be of brick, with stone dressings. The contract

is for ^10,000 without the land. Messrs. Holmes ic

Watson are the architects, and Messrs. G. Longden
the contractors.

Pearl Assurance Offices, Dundee.—The
contract for the mason and iron work of the new
Pearl Assurance Offices in Dundee has been placed
with Messrs. D, & A. Powrie, builders, Dundee.
The contract price of the new structure is between
3,000/. and 4,000/. Building operations have
already been begun. The architects are Messrs.
C. & L. Ower.
Police Station, Paignton. — The Devon

Standing Joint Committee have accepted the tender
of Messrs. Dart & Pollard, contractors, for the
erection of a new police station and sessions hall in

Palace-avenue, Paignton. The building will com-
prise a three-cell station, with married and single

men's quarters, and a large sessions room. It will

be built of red brick» with Bath stone dressings, and
red tiled roof. The cost will be 3,600/. The plans
are by Mr. E. H. Harbottle, architect, of Exeter.
Y.W.CA. Buildings, Lowestoft. — The

memorial stones were laid recently of the new home
of the Lowestoft Young Women’s Christian Associa-
tion, on Regent-road. The architect is Mr. Alfred
Clarke, C.E,
Congregational Church, Prestatyn,

Flintshire.—The newly-erected Welsh Congre-
gational church at Prestatyn has been opened for

public worship. The building has been erected on
a site in Victoria-avenue, from plans prepared by
Mr. Richard Owen, of Liverpool. The contractor
was Mr, E D Jones.
Board Schools, Carnarvon.—The Education

Department have approved of the plans prepared
by Mr. R. L. Jones, of the new Board School pro-
posed to be erected on the Pavilion field.

The County School, Carnarvon. — The
County Governing Body have approved of the plans
of the new county school ho ldings for Carnarvon.
Mr. R. Lloyd Jones is the architect.

Alterations to Trinity Congregational
Church, Dewsbury.—Alterations and additions
are to be made in connexion with this church. It

is proposed to erect a wing on the east side of the
church, which will allow ofan enlarged infants' class-

room in the basement and provide a new open
staircase from the school to the church. The whole
of the gallery at the north end of the sacred edifice,

and where the organ is now located, will be taken
out, and a recess formed for the instrument, which
will be 5 ft. 3 in. above the ground floor level of the
church. A new minister's ves'ry, as well as a new
deacons’ vestry, will be added, with entrance hall,

&c. A new mahogany pulpit is to be constructed,
and the members of the choir will be on the ground
floor to the right and left of the minister. On the
gallery floor there will be a new class room and a
church parlour, with ladies’ lavatory, &c. The new
partition at the north end of the church will have
Corinthian pilasters, and theie will be a moulded
arch over the organ. The ceilings of the various
rooms will be divided into panels by moulded
plaster ribs. Messrs. Kirk & Sons, Dewsbury and
Huddersfield, who are the architects, will superin-
tend the works. The successful contractors are as
follows ;—Mason’s work, Messrs. C. Whitehead &
Sons, Ravensthorpe

;
joiners, Messrs. Fothergill &

Schofield, Bailey Carr
;

plasterer, Mr. Samuel
Crawshaw, Batley

;
plumber. Mr. F. Newsome,

Dewsbuiy; and painter, Mr. Ned Ramsden, Batley
Carr. The total cost of the works will entail an
expenditure of about 2,500/.

Catholic Church, Derby.—On the 25111 ult.

St. Joseph's new church, Mill Hill, Derby, was
opened. The new church is of brick and stone,

being faced outside with pressed bricks, with Bath
stone dressings. The building consists of nave,
north and south transepts, sanctuary, lady chapel,
and baptistry, with north porch, vestry, and octagon
belfry. The main entrance is at the west front in

Gordon-road. The octagon belfry rises to a height
of 56 ft., and it comprises a spiral staircase leading
to the choir gallery. A bell is fixed at the top.
The east or sanctuary end in Moore-street contains
a circular tracery window

;
the other windows in the

church are double lancet, and are all glazed
with tinted cathedral glass. A covered gangway
leads from the presbytery tothenorth porch. Inside,
the church is 92 ft. long, the sanctuary being 18 ft,

long and 23 ft. wide, The width of the nave is 30 ft.

,

and, including transepts, 49 ft. The choir gallery
is at the west end. The benches are of pitch pine,

and the church will hold about 450 people. The
floors are covered with wood blocks on cement,
excepting the sanctuary, which is covered with
Goodwin's sanctuary liles, with blue York stone
steps leading from the nave. Tiie roof has pitch
pine principals, with double collar beams and arched
ribs. The rafters are deal boarded on the top, and
covered outside with Broseley tiles. The inside
Slone arches, &c.. are of Bath stone, and the walls
are floated in Parian cement. The building is

healed by hot-water pipes under gratings, and also
by radiators, the heating chamber being under the
baptistry. Mr. J. Hart, of Corby, Grantham, was
the architect, and Mr. J. Clarke, of Nottingham,
was the builder.

Accident Ward, Merthyr Hosfital.—The
Merthyr General Hospital has been extended by the

recently-completed provision of an accident ward on
the western side of the building. The designs of the

late Mr. T. C. Wakeling were accepted fer its con-
struction. and in May, 1894, the contract was given

to Mr. Richard Lloyd, of Cefn. The architect died

before the work had far advanced, and after his

death its supervision was undertaken by Messrs.

James iS: Morgan, of Merthyr. Externally the

ward is built of red and buff Ebbw Vale bricks, with
Loughborough stone dressings. The entrance is

flora tiwaelodygarth-lane. The door opens into a

vestibule, floored with encaustic tiles, and fitted

with hot and cold baths, the windows by which it is

lighted being of stained glass. The vestibule con-
tains a padded receiving-table, upon which patients

are placed immediately upon their admission. The
walls are the same as in the ward, which is entered

by means of folding doors. In the ward itself

accommodation is provided for five beds. It is

heated by Musgrave's patent stove, fitted with elec-

tric bells, and ventilated by Boyle's patent auto-

matic induced current extractor, with fresh air inlet

wall brackets. Folding dcors separate it from the

operating chamber, and there is direct communica-
tion with the night nurses’ room.

Restaurant, Exeter.—The ground-floor of

Gifford’s Hotel, High-street, Exeter, has just been
converted into a restaurant. The work has been
carried out by Exeter tradesmen, from the designs

and under the superintendence of Mr. J. Archibald
Lucas, architect, of Exeter. The general contractors

were Messrs. Tree & Bjlley, the decorator Mr. R. J.

Mills, the plumbers and gasfitters Messrs. Rubber
& Son, and the carvers Messrs. Hems & Sons.

Municipal Buildings, Conway. — At the

Conway Council meeting on the 3rd inst., Dr.

Prichard (Mayor) in the chair, the Surveyor (Mr.
Farrington) submitted plans for converting the old

Market-halljnto new municipal buildings, with a
market hall and public ball, and armoury for the

volunteers. He explained that the Council had had
a loan of 2,500/. sanctioned for the work. Dr.

Morgan moved that tenders be obtained at once.

Alderman H. Hughes seconded the resolution,

which was carried
;
and it was agreed to try and

obtain the adjoining property to carry out the

scheme.
Church. Castlebar, Ireland.—On the 2nd

inst. the Rev. Father Lyons turned the first

sod of Castlebar nev church. The new church will

be erected in close oroximity to the old one. Mr.
Walter Doolin, C.E,, Dublin, is the architect.

Business Premises, Dublin,—The premises at

46. Mary-street, at the corner of Jervis-street,

Dublin, have been entirely reconstructed. The
building covers an area of nearly 4.000 ft., and has
been erected from plans prepared by Mr. W. Kaye
Parry, of Dublin. The contractors were Messrs.

Joseph Pemberton and Son, and all the plumbing
w'Oik has been executed by Mr. T. W. Little.

Louise Margaret Hospital, Aldershot.

—

The memorial stone of a new hospital for the wives
and children of soldiers in the district was laid at

Aldershot recently by the Duchess of Connaught.
The hospital is to be built on the south-east sid eof
Thorn Hill, on a prolongation of a frontage line of

the Cambridge Hospital, but inclining slightly to the
north, owing to the configuration of the ground,
and at a height of 360 It. above the sea level. The
building will provide accommodation for fifty-three

beds. There will be two two-story blocks containing
six wards, and two one-story blocks containing five

small wards and an isolation ward. An administra-
tive block will contain the matron's and nurses’

quarters, surgery, and all necessary offices. The
joinery and fittings are to be of pitch pine, including
the floors, with the exception of those of the
corridors, which are to be of wood blocks laid upon
concrete. The work is being carried out by Messrs.

G. G- Wallis & Sons, of Maidstone, under the
superintendence of Mr. C. J. Slade.

St. George’s Church, Stockport. —The Bishop
of Chester recently consecrated St. George's Church,
Heaviley, Stockport. The church is of Runcorn
stone. It has a central tower and spire of the height
of 230 ft. The nave is 29 ft. wide and 112 ft. long
inside, with north and south aisles each 19 ft. 310.
in width. The chancel is 28 ft. 6 in. wide and 68 ft.

long, the westernmost portion being under the central

lower, with a morning chapel on the north side, and
on the south the organ chamber opening into the
lower, with the vestries (choir and clergy) farther

east of the organ chamber. The total length of the
church is 180 ft , and the total width across the
aisles 75 ft. The nave, which has a clearstory of

twelve windows on each side and a triforium, is 51 ft.

high to the wall plate, the aisles being 31 ft.

Tue architects were Messrs. Austin & Paley, of

Lancaster. Messrs. Thornton & Sons, of Liverpool,
carried out the masonry, and Mr. Hindmarsh was
clerk of the works.

Industrial Insurance. — The report of the
Prudential Assurance Company states that in the
'* Industrial Branch " the premiums received during
the past year have amounted to 4,578,793/., an
increase of 226.168/. over the previous year. This
looks as if insurance among the industrial section of

the population was steadily on the increase.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERINGNE ^VS.

Sewerage Scheme, Lytham, Lancashire.

—

The Lytham Council, on the 4th inst., amended its

application for sanction to borrow 5,500/. on account
of sewage disposal works, and m^de it 6 500/., the

former amount being insufficient to meet toe latest

estimate. This includes the putting down of a
destructor. It was also resolved to enter upon an
expenditure of 2.829/. on the drainage of the west
end of the town, and Mr. Henry Baccrofi was
appointed engineer for this scheme.

Piers, Mokecambe.—Messrs. Magnnll & Little-

wood, architects, are now engaged on two piers and
thrFC pavilions for Morecambe.
Public Improvements, Scariorough.

—

Colonel Hasted, R.E. (Engineering Inspector), and
Mr. E. P. Burd (Inspector of Local Loans, Acts,

and By-laws), held an inquiry at the Scarborough
Town Hall, on the 3rd inst., with reference to the

application of the Corporation for a provisional

order. The Corporation seeks powers, among other
things, to borrow moneys for the construction of the

Marine Drive and sea-wall authorised by the .-\ct of

1889, and for other purposes connected therewith.

The Town Clerk explained that under the Act of

1889 the Corporation obtained powers to lurrow
70,000/. for the construciion of the drive and wall,

but when they received the tenders they found that

this sum would be exceeded, as there were several

additional works to be done at the instance of the

Board of Trade and the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests in order to meet the Scarborough Har-
bour Commissioners and the local fithermen. The
borrowing of the additional 10.000/. had been sanc-

tioned by a poll of ratepayers in October last. Mr.

J. E, Everett (the engineer for the construction of

the drive and wall), in explaining the works to the

Inspectors), said that the esiimated cost of the

whole scheme was now 73 463/. Colonel Hasted ;

Is there any chance of you getting the work com-
pleted in two years ?—Mr. Everett : Yes

; we shall

have three summers. Colonel Hasted : You cannot
do much before June this year ?—Mr. Everett : No ;

but we shall go on preparing concrete blocks and so

on. The next question was as to enabling the Cor-
poration in the case of new buildings or buildings

without proper closet accommodation, if in either

case a sufficient tewer and water supply are reason-

ably availab'e, to require that such buildings shall be
provided wiih water-closets.

FOREIGN.
France.—M. Chancel, head architect at the

Elys6e, has been ordered to make designs for the

enlarging of the Presidential Palace in preparation

for the fetes that the President will give at ihe lime

of the igoo Exhibition. The principal feature

will be a large reception hall by the side of

the Avenue Marigny. An exhibition of china
will be held at tne Palais des Bsaux-.-Arts from
May 15 to July 31. It will be under the Presi-

dency of M. Georges Berger, President of the
“ Union Centrale des Aris Decoratifs.’’ Some
new negotiations have been entered into between
the State and the Department of the Seine

on the subject of the wall round Paris and the

military zone. In consequence of this the barracks
of the Ecole Militaire, and the Uupleix and
Quai d'Orsay quarters, will all be demolished, and
will be replaced by buildings bordering the road
between the Porte de la Plaine and the Porte de
Versailles. This will assist towards the total desiruc-

tion of the Paris fortifications. There is an exhi-

bition of painting and sculpture by Russian ai lists

at 97, Rue de Rome, and another exhibition of the

works ofJean Veber at the Georges Petit gallery.

M. Breasson has gained the first premium at the open
competition for the Hotel de Ville at Rrunoy, The
artist M. Bonnat has justreceivedagold medal from
CheAoad6mie des Beaux-Artsat Florence. A com-
mittee has just been formed with a view of raising

subscriptions for tbe election of a monument in

honour of Petrarch, to be placed near the fountain

of Vaucluse, where there is a bust of the celebrated

•' Laure de Noves " by M. Clovis Hugues, The
Municipal Council of Lyons have decided to make
several roads and squares in place of the old

fortifications on the lelt bank of tbe Rbbne.
A statue of P^ronnet, the engineer who built the

bridge at Neuilly, is to be erected at Neullly at the

expense of the town and State. M. Eugene
Leseur, architect, of Sens, has Just died. Fie was a
member of the "SociCitddes Architects de I'Vonne.

'

The death is announced of Marius Dieudonne,
(sculptor), Keeper of the Museum at Arles.

Amongst his works may be mentioned, " Le
Serpent d'Airain,” bought by the State at the Salon

of 1890, a colossal statue on tbe clock tower at

Trinque'.ailles, and a marble bust of Bossuet, in

the couit of the school at Arles.

Germany. — The Amalgamated Societies of

German Architects and Civil Engineers will

hold their annual business meeting of delegates at

Rothenburg on August 27 and 28. Herr Siiibben

is President for the year 1897 ;
the secretary is

Herr Pinkenburg, A foundling hospital and
school is to be erected at Berlin in accord-

ance with a bequest of approximately 40,000/.,

and the Municipality will lake over tbe manage-
ment of this new institution. The bequest has been
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the subject of much litigation since 1892. Rapid
progress is being made with the erection of the

national monument to William I. opposite the

*' Scbloss at Berlin. Every effort is being made
in order to unveil the monument on March 22. in

honour of the hundredth anniversary of the birthday

of the deceased. The Arts and Crafts Associa-

tion at Berlin has opened the exhibition of modem
glass windows, which, according to the German
Press, is considered to be very successful. Some
memorial tablets are being prepared as a record of

the foundering of the German gunboat litis, which
happened last year on the China Station. It has

now been definitely decided to erect a memorial to

the Emperor Frederic at the “Museum Island" at

Berlin. The bridge to the island will be rebuilt to

accord with the arrangements for the monument,
and the Municipality has voted 10,000/. for this

purpose. Considerable attention is being given
at Berlin to a scheme for connecting the whole of the

suburbs by an electric district railway. The
“ Potsdamer Piatz” at Berlin is to be modified, the

heavy traffic at this point making it impossible to

keep to the old plan of the square. The exact

rearrangement of the square is the subject of much
discussion in the local press. The city of Lubeck
has framed a series of regulations for the better

protection of historical monuments in that city.

The code is so framed as to give the authorities very

e.xtensive powers. A curator has bsen appointed to

make an inventory of everything of historical interest

at Lubeck. An important Roman graveyard has
been discovered off the old Roman road on the
left bank of the River Eisbacb

; 295 graves
have already been uncovered, acd a large number of
coins, seals, and household utensils have been
found. The Avenue of Victory, for which the
Emperor has ordered a number of statues which he
will give as a present to the Municipality of Berlin,

is to be rearranged with a view of affording good
positions for the sculpture. The suburb at

Grunewald, near Berlin, is to have its own Bismarck
monument, owing to the old forest having been a
favourite resort with the ex-Chancellor. We
understand that further exten.sions of the important
observatory placed at Potsdam are to be taken in

hand immediately, and that the foundations for

another large telescope will be laid next month.
Austria.—Some new people's baths are to

be erected at a cost of 5.000/. for the Municipality
of V'ienna

; the system adopted is that of providing
a large number of shower baths, and 100
will be installed to begin with. The Emperor
of Austria has accorded a number of distinctions in

connexion with the completion of the new buildings
of the Gratz University, and neither architect,

nor the contractors, nor sculptors have been for-

gotten. Baurath Rezoni was in charge of the work.
-A kind of “ people's palace " is to be erected in

a suburb of Vienna, with assembly rooms, concert
rooms, restaurants, &.c. Mr. Roth will be the
architect. There will also probably be a new
suburban theatre at Vienna

;
the building itself will

cost about 650.000 florins
;
the site is to be pro-

vided by the Municipality. Vienna will ne.xt year
have a so-called "Common-Welfare’’ Exhibition,
and preparations are being energetically made.
There will be a model theatre for an audience of
about 1,800, in which plays relating to social

problems will be given. The Barons Albert and
Nathaniel Rothschild have given a Urge sum of
money for the erection of a new Synagogue at
Vienna. A large number of historical buildings
in the town will be demolished directly after Easter
in connexion with the extensive city improvements
which are to be carried cut at Vienna. The
well-known suburb Frar.zensb.ad is to have new
waterworks, new sewage, and electric light.

MISCELLANE0 US.
PrOI'E.csJONAI. and BusinessAnnouncements.

—Mr. Arthur E. Street is muving, on Lady Day,
from 14a, Cavendish-place, to 24a, Brvanston-
square, W.
Greek History and Monu.ments.—The open-

ing lecture of a course treating of "Greek History
and Extant Monuments “ was given on the 4th inst.

at the Royal Institution, by Professor Percy
Gardner, Lilt.D., F.S.A. He commenced by
remarking that archmology served as a handmaid to
history, and that by its means the general knowledge
and appreciation of past days was made more easy
and distinct. Modern arcbmology was nothing if

not scientific. The force which had changed the
older antiquarianism into the newer evolution was
that of evolution, which had ranged in an ordered
whole the monuments preserved in the museums of
different countries. The critical tendency had
dealt hardly with the ancient writers, and their
value as authorities was much diminished. A check
on modern scepticism was furnished by the re-
searches of arcbcuology, which dealt with things that
could be seen and felt. Arcbreological data not only
assisted in the sifting of historical narrative, but also
supplied a background to the theatre on which the
historical drama was played, and as such was a
great help to the imagination. Professor Gardner
then went on to refer to the result of museum work
in the field of numismatics and of painting, and to
(Jesciibe with the help of lantern slides the recent
excavations of the French at Delphi, pointing o

the gain that had thence resulted to the student of

Greek history.

Dublin Builder.s’ Association Annual Din-
ner.

—

The annual dinner of the Dublin Master

Builders’ Association took place recently at Jurys
Hotel. A company numbering about ninety

assembled. The Right Hon. Alderman Meade,
LL.D., presided. The Chairman first gave the

toast of "The Queen.’’ Sir Charles Cameron, in

proposing the toast of " The Master Builders’ Asso-

ciation,’’ said from what he knew of the Association

of Master Builders he could say it was composed of

craftsmen of the highest order. Alderman Meade,
President, responded. He said that as an Associa-

tion they were face to face with a very serious con-

dition of affairs in the spring of last year when they

had to deal with a disagreement with their wotkmen.
and during that time the work of the Association bad
been well and satisfactorily done. He was happy to

say that they bad drawn up a satisfactory system of

working, and the men were now working with a
better heart than hsfore the strike, and under such

rules as would, in his opinion, make it unlikely

that they would hear of a strike again for many a
long year. They also hoped to have rules adopted
between the builders and architects, which would
prob.ably put an end lo those little differences which
sometimes culminated in the law courts

;
and he was

sure when that was done there would be a court of

appeal between the builders and the architects that

would be able to settle all differences. The lion.

Secretary of the Association (Mr. Good) also

responded. The Chairman gave the toast of "The
Guests,’’ and called upon Mr. T. Drew, President

of the Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland
;
Mr.

Orpen, President of the Architectural Association;

Mr. Spencer Harty, City Engineer
;

Mr. "W. A.
Craig, j. P. ;

and Mr. Maurice Brooks. Mr. Drew,
in the course of bis reply, said that architects and
builders bad worked cordially together. The builders

had now become organised, and the architects had a
body with whom they could deal. That showed one
good that had arisen from the great strike of last

year, which was probably one of the best things that

had taken place in Dublin for a long time. Other
toasts followed.

Statue at the 'Welsh Church. C.vrdiff.

—

A new statue has just been unveiled at Eglwys Dewi
Sant, Cardiff, by Lord Tredegar. The figure is

carved in Portland stone, and represents Dewi Sant
in the full vestments of a Celtic bishcp of early
times, with a crown instead of a mitre. The archi-

tect is Mr. E. M. Bruce \'aughan,

Decoration ok St. Paul's Church, Hud-
DEKSFIEI.D.—This building, after being closed for

several weeks for renovation, was reopened recently.

The scheme of decoration, which is chiefly in warm
terra-cotta hues, was prepared by Mr. Isaac
Hordern, of Edgerton, who also has designed and
given a reredos. The paintings on the reredos are
the work of Mr. A. O. Hemming, of London.
Electric light, with 205 lamps, has been installed in

the church.

Reredos. St. Michap:l's Church, Heading-
ley, Leeds,

—

A reredcs has just been placed in

the side chapel of St. Michael's Church, Heading-
ley. The reredos has been designed by Mr. .1 . L.
Pearson, R,A., the architect of the church, and
executed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, London.
Birmingham Master Plumbers’ Association.

—The members of the Birmingham and District
Master Plumbers’ Association held their first annual
dinner at the Colonnade Hotel, on the 3rd inst.

The Association, which is a branch of the National
Association, was formed in 1895 to advance the
interests of the trade. Mr. J. Osborn, President of
the branch, occupied the chair. The toast of the
National Association was submitted bythe President,
who said that the Association had not existed very
long, hut it could boast of a raemheiship of about
800. Its object was to place the plumbing trade on
a higher fooling than it had hitherto occupied, and
to bring about a higher class of work. Mr. J.
Peattie responded. The society had now forty-five
branches, with a membership of between 700 and
800. There were over 2,270 registered master
plumbers in Great Britain and Ireland. That
number did not represent more than one-tenth of
the number of master plumbers practising. They
ought, therefore, not to be satisfied until they had at
least 2.000 members of their Association. Inci-
dentally, he remarked that they must strive to show
architects the necessity of receiving separate tenders
for plumbing work. If this were done the work
would come into the proper quarter. Mr. Peattie
also proposed the toast of the Birmingham and
District Branch. Mr. Hill, in acknowledging the
toast, said they were negotiating willi the Birming-
ham Corporation and trying to devise some method
of authorising plumbers. They did not want people
in the trade who had no knowledge of it. Other
toasts were honoured.

Annual Report of the Peabody Fund.—
In this, the thirty-second annual Report, it is
stated that the net gain of the year, from
rents and interest, has been 28.787/. 4s. id.
The sum given by Mr. Peabody was, in 1862,
150,000/. ; in 1866, loo.oco

; in 1868, 100,000/.
;

and received by bequest from him in 1873. 150,000/.;
making a total of 500.000/.

; to which has been
added money received for lent and interest,
698.126/. os. 9d., making the total fund on

December 31 last 1,198,126/. os, 9d. Of the 85,000/.
advanced by the Bank of England, as stated in the
last report, the trustees have repaid 31,000/., leaving
a balance of 54,000/. still due. The capital expen-
diture on land and buildings to the end of the year

was 1,250,390/. los. 8d. 'The whole of the repairs

for the year, amounting to 14,054/. 5s. iid., which
include extensive structural and drainage alterations

at Islington, Old Pye-street, and Stamford-street,
have been charged to income as formerly. At the

end of the year the trustees had provided for the
artizan and labouring poor of London 11,367 rooms,
besides bath-rooms, laundries, and lavatories. These
rooms comprised 5.121 separate dwellings, viz.

83 of four rooms, 1,784 of three rooms 2.429 of two
rooms, and 825 of one room. The average weekly
earnings of the bead of each family in residence at

the close of the year was i/. 3s. cjd. The average
rent of each dwelling was 4s. 9^6. a week, and of

each room as. 2d. Tberent in all cases includes the

free use of water, laundries, sculleries, and bath-

rooms.
Building in Uganda.—According to a recent

report on the Trade and Industry of Uganda, by
Mr. E. J. L. Berkele, issued as a Parliamentary
paper, the proceedings of the Administration in

regard to building in burnt bricks and roofing with
tiles are being followed with keen interest, and a
number of Waganda are permitted to join the work-
yard for the purpose of learning. Several chiefs

have already built for themselves very creditable

houses with sun-dried bricks and thatched roofs, and
preparations are being made for at least a score of

new buildings on more skilled principles, amongst
them a large central office and court house for the

native administration. The natives show a great

aptitude in carpentery, and with the introduction

of better tools and particularly, in time, of saw mills,

the industry will make great progress. They are

also experts in iron-working, and though the industry

was more flourishing before the wars that in recent

years have ravaged the country, it is now rapidly

recovering its activity, and will greatly improve
under the example of the skilled workmen recently

brought by the Administration from India. They
also make a very good class of pottery, and show
evidence of marked and continuous improvement in

the art.

Dundee Master Builders’ Association :

Dinner.

—

The annual dinner of the Dundee Master
Builders' Association was held in the Queen’s Hotel
on the 4th inst. There were about seventy gentlemen
present, and Mr. John F. Shaw, the President,

occupied the chair. The Chairman proposed the

usual loyal and patriotic toasts. Mr. W. Low pro-

posed " The Lord Provost, Magistrates, and City

Council,’’ and Bailie Robertson replied. Lord Dean
of Guild Paul, in proposing " The Building Trade,”
said the building trades of the city had for some
time been very prosperous, and it was a pleasure to

think that, for a considerable time to come, there

was likely to be as prosperous times for these trades.

Within the past fortnight applications had been
made to the Town Council for the opening up of

four or five new streets in Dundee, which showed
there was to be a considerable boom in the building

trade for a 3 ear or two. The Chairman, in

responding, acknowledged that the building trade

had been very prosperous during the past year.

When he came to Dundee about forty years

ago he worked sixty hours per week for i6s., and
he was now paying men i/. i6s. for fifty-one hours.

Provisions were as cheap now as they were then, but
house rents were dearer. About forty years ago
they would have got two rooms in Dundee for 5/. or

5/. los., but they would now have to pay 8/. or 9/.

tor that accommodation. There was no doubt that

the high wages paid to the men in the building

trade raised the prices of property, but there were
many trades in the city in which the wages had not

risen in the same proportion. However, he hoped
that good trade would continue, for there was nothing
more satisfactory to masters and men than that

there should be plenty of work. Mr. W. Alexander
proposed " The Trade and Commerce of Dundee,"
and Convener Bell replied. The other toasts

included—“ Representatives from other Cities,"

"The TimberTrade,” "The Quarrymasters," "The
Legal Profession," &c.

The Ship Lift, Dortmund.—The ship lift,

which is an important feature of the new canal

between Dortmund and Ems Harbours, is fully

described in a publication issued by Messrs. Ernst &
Sohn, of Berlin.* It is written by Mr. B. Gerdau,
and illustrated by diagrams taken from the work-
ing plans. We have already had occasion to refer to

this ingenious piece of mechanism for overcoming
what would otherwise have been the necessity for

constructing a series of locks.

The Dock Gates of Liverpool.

—

At a meet-
ing of the Liverpool Engineering Society, held on
the 3rd inst. at the Royal Institution, Mr. S. B.

Cottrell, President, in the chair, a paper was read

by Mr. William Brodie on "Dock Gates,” The
lecturer mentioned that the old Liverpool dock was
constructed in 1709, but that dock gates might have
been constructed much earlier if required, as gates

were used for canal locks in Europe as early as the

fourteenth century. A novel and very special form

• “ Das SchifTshebewerk bei Henrichenburg am Can.al

von Dortmund nach den Emshafen. ” By B. Gerdiu.
Berlin : Ernst & Sohn.
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of gate was that in use at Messrs. Clover, Clayton,

& Co. 's yard, Jiirkenhead, consisting of an iron frame

approximately rectangular, covered with sheet iron,

and turning on a horizontal hinge in the bottom of

the entrance. The clapping faces of the gates

were formed of pitch-pine baulks, with india-

rubber sheeting to ensure water - tightness, and
the gates were opened by being lowered by wire

ropes into a horizontal position outside the sill,

and below its level. The lecturer considered this a
new, interesting, and bold departure from the pre-

cedent of the ordinary two-leaved wooden gates

seen in the Liverpool docks, and which he proceeded

to describe. The matetials used for gates have

been timber, timber and wrought iron combined,
wrought iron alone, and steel. Timber lias been

exclusively used for the Liverpool gates. Oak was
long the favourite maleiial, and most of the dock
gates of the port hive been c'nstiucted of that

wood. A former engineer to the Liverpool docks,

Mr. Jesse Hartley, during the dock extensions,

spent a good deal of lime periodically travelling

about England looking for suitable wood. Oak
has now teen supplanted by greenheart, which is to

be obtained in better lengths, and which resists the

attacks of sea worms. Alter the reading of the

paper a discussion ensued, which was adjourned
until the 17th inst., on the motion of Dr. Hele-

Sbaw.

Monument to the Late Mr. Hamilton
Macallum —A memorial of the late Mr. Hamiltcn
Macallum, in the form of a monument of Portland

stone and a bust by Mr. Onslow Ford, R A., was
unveiled at Beer, South Devon, on Saturday list.

The memorial was unveiled by Professor Heikomer,
R.A., in the presence of Mr. Macwbirler. R.A.,

Mr. Onslow Ford, R.A., and Mr. Colin Hunter,

A.R.A.
Lecture.? at Carpenters’ Hall.—The third

of these lectures, entitled, " Is a Naticnd Twentieth
Century Style of Archilectu-e Probable ? " was
delivered on Wednesdiy. by Professor Binisier

Fletcher, and did not prove so interesting as

the subject had led us to expect. The lecturer

speke of the various fantastic eccentricities of

recent times, which the originators had boldly

proclaimed to be the style of the future
;
these futile

attempts had died a natural death, and the Professor

pointed out that any attempts to produce a style in

any other way than by the development of the archi-

tecture of the past would result in a similar failure.

He then proceeded to trace the development of the

successive styles from the Parthenon to Westminster
Abbey, in each instance pointing out the motives

that had prompted the workmen to stray from the

models before him. But if the lecturer disappointed

his audience at all, it was by maintaining a severe

silence upon the architecture of to-day •. no light

was thrown upon the vexed question of a modern
style of architecture, the Professor contenting him-
self by expressing the popular sentiments of the

profession, and remarking that until the public took

some interest in the building of their towns and
private houses the pi ogress in architecture would
be a slow one. Much thought and attention was
given to science at the present time—probably no
branch of learning had made such rapid advances

—

but in a reign remarkable for the encouragement of

art and science, architecture was comparatively

neglected and ignored. Next Wednesday the

lecture will be upon “The Chemistry of Certain

Metals Used in Building Construction," by Pro-

fessor J. M. Thomson.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Dispute in the Building Trade at Llan-

dudno.—The stonemasons of Llandudno have
struck woik in conse(|uence of their demand for an
advance of 45. 6d. a week being re used. The
plasterers have also come out on sirike for a similar

reason.

LEGAL.
THE CLAIM AGAINST THE ST, PANCR.AS

GUARDIANS,
Mr. Ridley, Q C., the Official Referee, resumed

the hearing of this claim last week. It will be
remembered that the plantiffs, the trustees of

creditors of Mr. Wm. Brooks, builder, of Folkstone.

sued the Guardians of the Poor of St. Pancras and
their architects, Messrs. A. & C. Harston, for a

balance of 24,226/,, or, alterralivelv, 24,262/.,

alleged to be due on a contract for the comoletion

of the St. Pancras workhouse. The plaintiff's case

was that some years ago the Guardians resolved to

reconstruct the workhouse in King's-road, and
appointed Messrs. Harston as their architects. The
contract for the work was at first taken by
Messrs. Kirk & Randall, of Woolwich, but dis-

putes arose, and in 1892 that firm requested to

Oe relieved of further work under the contract.

Fresh tenders were invited for the unfinished

work, and that of Brooks was accepted for

50,861/ The work was to occupy fi'teen

months from May, 1892, but delays arose, and in

Nov. 1894, the woik was stopped. Messrs. Drew-
Bear, Perks & Co., of Queen Victoria-street, who

supplied the ironwork
;
Mr. H. Tolputt, of Folke-

stone, who supplied the timber
;
and Mr. J. Brown,

of Cannon-street, who supplied bricks, sued on
behalf of creditors for the balance alleged to be due
to Mr. Brooks. The net cost of the work executed

was stated to be on the first claim 65,479/, plus 10

per cent, profit, 6,547/., making 72.026/., ol which

47,8co/. had been received under the architects’ cer-

tificates, leaving a balance of 24,226/. In the alterna-

tive claim the net cost of the work executed was
estimated at 65,479/., as before

;
but the 10 percent,

profit was reckoned on the contract price of 50,861/

,

which, with other amounts claimed, brought the

alternative claim to 24,262/. The plaintiff's alleged

that Brooks was hindered from continuing and com-
pleting the contract by the action of Mr. George
f'oole, the clerk of the works, who interfered without

sufficient cause, and condemned materials supplied

wholesale. It was also further alleged that the archi-

tects were seldom on the works, and that the inter-

ference of the chrk of the works caused needlessly a
net loss to Brooks of 2.526/. in addition to 193/., the

value of the materials left by Kirk & Randall and
not permitted to be used. The defendants generally

denied the charges against the tleik of the works,
and alleged that Brooks had not carried out his

undertaking to complete the woik left unfinished by
Kirk & Randall. The Guardians further relied on
the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893, as

being a defence, inasmuch as the mitters releiicd to

in the action occurred more than SIX months befoie

the action was brought. Messrs. Harston, the

otherdefendants, pleaded that they were not liable,

and said that they had received no complaints Irom
Poole with respect to the manner in which the
works were being carried out by Mr. Brooks. Upon
the conclusion of the evidence called on behalf of

the Guardians, however, the learned Referee decided
that, as the plaintiff's had failed to make out that

Messrs. Harston bad been guilty of fraud, dis-

honesty, or collusion, those gentlem’n were entitled

by law to judgment, but he reserved the question of

costs. Reports of the case have appeared in the
Builder 0^ November 21 and 28, and December 5,

1896, and January 23 and 30, and March 6 last.

Mr. Reginald Bray and VI . A A. Hudson
appeared as counsel lor the plaintiffs

;
Mr. English

Ilarrtfon and Mr. W. Moysei (or the Guardians;
and Mr. MacIntyre and Mr. R. W. Turntr lor the
architects.

Mr. English Harrison, in addressing the learned
Referee on behalf of the Guardians, submitted that
the builders had made out no case as against his

clients of anything done by Messrs. Harston with
regard to the condemnation of materials, as not
being in accordance with the specifications. He
(Mr. Harrison) also wished to point out that the
action of Mr. Poole, who was, under the terms of
the contract, solely the inspector and assistant of the
architects, could give the plaintiffs no cause of action
against the Guardians. The evidence of the
Guardians proved that they did not interfere in any
way whatever. The evidence also made it perfectly

clear that the decisions of Mr. Ha-ston had always
from first to last been acquiesced in by the builder.

Mr. Boden (the Chairman of the Building Com-
.

railtee), had said that when a complaint was made to
him on the matter, he told Fearon that if be wanted
to make any complaint he was to write a letter to

the Clerk to the Board, and then it would be dealt with.

Fearon had never taken that course at all, and from
first to last brought no complaint—excluding the
hand-rail matter— before the Board or the Building
Committee, and therefore had always acquiesced in

the decisions of Mr. Harston. From time to time
when Poole had expressed his non-approval of the
work, one of two things had happened

; in some
cases Fearon had gone on using the materia], or left

the work in without taking any further trouble at

all. On the other hand, there were instances where
Poole served a written notice on the builder in the
terms of the provisions of the contract that he
would not allow certain materials to be used. In

some cases Mr. Harston did not agree with
Pcole, and over-ruled him, and in other cases agreed
with the views of Poole, and decided against
Fearon. He (Mr. Harrison) therefore submitted
that as all those matters bad been dealt with and
settled under the contract, the learned Referee
could not enter into them. It must, he said, also
be recollected that there was no guarantee in the
contract anywhere on behalf of the employers that
Messrs. Harsten would properly superintend the
work, although the work was to be done to

their satisfaction. The plaintiffs asked that the
contract should be set aside altogether, and that a
totally different set of obligations should be sub-
stituted in the place of those obligations which
had been signed, sealed, and delivered by them
in their contract. That course would lead to

considerable danger unless it weie done under the
most exceptional and extraordinary circumstances.
There could be no doubt that all the parties had
acted upon the supposition that the contract was
absolutely binding upon them and that the terms
were to be fulfilled by all of them. At the time that
there were disputes and friction about columns, sand,
bricks, and so on, and Mr. Harston was enforcing
certain rights under the contract, Fearon never went
to the Guardians and suggested that he was not
being properly treated, and therefore the Guardians
bad not the slightest idea that anything improper

was going on. It was not lair to the Guardians to

keep them in the dark and try to make them liable

afterwards. It seemed to the learned Counsel a
most monstrous thing for ihe plaintiffs to assert that

they were not bound by the terms of the contract,

having regard to the fact that they persuaded the

Guardians to go on with it, and got the Guardians
to advance them more money under the contract

than thry were entitled to obtain. It was said that the

conduct of Poole and the conduct of Mr. Harston
was the cause of the contract being set aside, and
a reason why the Guardians should have obligations

put upon them which they n^ver understood. If ihe

builder acquiesced in what Poole said, he could not
afterwards turn round on thee mployer and compUin
that Poole told him to do a thing which he had no
right to do. and that he (the builder) went and did

it. It seemed a stariling proposition to say that a
document which was under seal could be got rid of

in that way.
The learned Referee ; If the contract is mads im-

possible of performance there is an end of it. If

you make a contract with me, and then put it out
of my power to perform it, that is an end of the

contract. You cannot complain of my not perform-
ing the contract if you pu: it out 01 my power to

do so.

Mr, English Hirrison, continuing, ronlendcd
that inasmuch as the paities had acriuifsced in and
acted on the contract from first to hist, they were
bound by the terms of it, and that the proper course
for the leained Referee to tak; would be to ascertain
what damages (if an}) the plaintiffs would be
entitled to for breaches of the contract, and what
those breaches (if anj

)
were.

Mr. Bray, in ibe course of his reply, said that the
question of acipiiescenci did not enter iniolhecise
at all, and that in the special circumstances the
contract had ceased to ex's:. The learnei counsel
having dealt in detail with the figures in the claim,
said that it was suggested the plaintiff's hid em-
ployed an incompeient foreman, but he cuniendctl
that if ever there was a competent man for the woik,
that man was Mr. Fearon. He impressed upon the
learned Referee the fact that the work in question
cost over 20,000/ more than was anticipaud, and,
therefore, the assumption wai, he s^id, that the
circumstances were altered. lie H;kcd the learned
Refeiee to find on the evidence that the contractor
was prevented Irom taking possession of the site,

and that it was not the contractor win neglecled
to do so. Dealing with the conduct of Poole,
the clerk of the woiks, the learned counsel asked
the learned Referee to find that that gentleman had
condemned materials which he knew perfectly well
were sufficient. This he probably did in seme cases
to get better materials than he was entitled to, and
in others might be attributed purely to temper.
The learned Referee ; Ithinkhedid. Idonollhink

that anybody who recollected him in the witness-
box could deny what they say on Ihe other side,

viz ,
that they ought to have treated this man,

who lost his temper, with contempt, or gone to the
architects. I should like to know how you deal
with that point. Although f'ciron sa}s that Mr.
Harston informed him that he should aUayssuppoi t

the clerk of the works, that was not until June,
1893. Why did not Fearon goto Mr. Harston?
Mr. Bray replied (hat hi.s answer to that was that

it was not a practical remedy, inasmuch as it would
take three or four days to get the attendance of the
architect, the work being suspended i.a tbc mean-
time, and therefore it was better and saved expense
for the contractor to give way to Poole than to go to
the architect. It did not rest there, however, as
Poole, like all other clerks of the works, had the ear of
the architect, and it was therefoie no use for the
contractor to struggle against it. Although the
charge of fraud or dishonesty of the architects bad
gone, he did not abate one atom from the suggestion
that he bad made throughout, that the architects
had been unreasonable and grossly unreasonable.
The architects in delegating their functions in the
main to Poole, had not exercised their discretion in
the matters in question, but had left them to be
entirely governed by Poole. Mr. Br.ay concluded
his address by asking the learned Referee to find
that the plaintiffs had proved their case up to the
hilt, and were entitled to a quanlum lueruit.
Ibe learned Referee intimated ibal he should

take a few dajs to consider his judgment.
Judgment reserved accordingly.
In our report of the case last week, we should

have stated that Mr. Henry Currey, F.R.I.B.A.,
architect of St. Thomas’s Hospital, was present iti

court to give evidence for the defendants, but that
he was not called,

ALLEGED OBSTRUCTION OF ANCIENT
LIGHTS IN WALES.

The case of Jones v. Jones came before Mr.
Justice North in the Chancery Division on the
5th inst., it being a motion by Mis. Elizibe'h W.
Jones to le-lrain the defendant. Mr. Harry Jones*
until the trial of the action, cr luriher order, from
erecting a building in High-street, Aberavon, in the
county of Glamorgan, in such a way as to darken or
obstruct the plaintiffs ancient lights.

Mr. Swinfen Eady, Q C., in opening the motion,
stated that the plaintiff's house was No. 10, High-
street, Aberavon. ®

Mr. Ingle Joyce, who appeared for the defendant,
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nterposed and suggested that the matter should be
sent for trial at the Glamorganshire Assizes, which
would come on next June, if the other side did not
consent to that course being adopted he should ask
bis Lordship to make an order to that effect, which
he had power to do under the rules.

Mr. Eady said that as to the obstruction there
could be no question. The dt fendant’s old building,
which was immediately opposite the plaintiffs, was
only 22 It. high and that had been pulled down, and
the defendant was proposing to erect a building
43 ft. high up to the coping, with an additional
6 ft. 9 in. to the top of the roof. The defendant
said that the plaintiff's lights were not ancient.
‘The plainlift-s house had been rebuilt, but at the
time it was taken down the contractor who did the
wcrk took the exact bearings of the windows and
doors, and he had made an affidavit to the effect that
tie lights of the new building corresponded with the
lights of the old. That was met by a mere denial
on the part of the defendant that the plaintiffs
lights were ar.c'er.t lights.

Vfr. Justice North asked whether many witnesses
would b3 called at the trial.

Mr. Inrle Joyce replied in (be affirmatwe.
Mr. Eady lemarkrd that the issue would be avery

simple one. The plaintiffs house was rebuilt in
1892, and there would be no difficulty in proving the

1

position of the lights of the old building. He would I

prefer the cise being tried in London.
jMr. Ingle J jyce said that if his clients were

to be prevented >rcm going on with their building

“The

MEETINGS.
Friday, March 12.

Royal Institution .—Piofessor A. Smithelli
Source of Light in Flames." 9 p.m.
InstiiuUon ofJunior EtK^ineers (JVestminster Pal/t-.

Paper to be read and discussed :
“ The Protec-

tion of Bui'dings, &c., from Fire,” by Mr. W. R. Beckton.
8 p.m.

_

Institution 0/ Civil Ensnneers (Slutients' Mcctinf).

—

Mr. H. F. Brand on “ The Inverness Section of the
Inverness and Aviemore Railway

'

Saturday, March 13,

Sanitary Iiistitrite {Dononsiratiom for Sanitary
Officer,). — Inspection at Aylesbury Dairy Company s. . Inspection at Aylesbury Dairy Company'
Premi'es, Bay.swater. 3 p.m.
Edinburgh Arck.’iectural Association .—Visit to Hatton

House, West Calder.

Monday, March 15.

Royal Institute 0/ British Architects.—IliT. W. H.
St ,Tohn Hope, M.A

,
F.S.A., on “ Heraldry in English

Mediaval Architecture.’’ 8 p in.

Sani.ary Institute {Lectures fjr Sanitary Officers).

until tfe tri.il ihiy wculd l.ks the trial as so.n as H. A. Humphrey. _8p

Soc’tfy 0/ Arts (Cantor Lrrfure>\—Vroies%or W. C.
Robtrts-Austen, F.R.S., on “Alloys " I. 4.3oo.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Anhiteccural Soriety.- Exhibitii

of Institute Drawings, and nomination ot oflicei

7 30 P m.
Tuesday, March 16.

Instiiufon ofCivil F.nffinteys.—T\\'ic\\‘^^\nn upon”TheMam D'nmaee of London " and “ The Puriticnion of the
ames, to he continued and concluded. .-Vlso I'aper

and its Application,’’ by'file Mnnd Gas-Producer Plai

pr s-ihle.

Mr. Justice North said there was every prohnbili'y
of the case beirg reached before June.

Mr. Eadv then produced a plan of the windows cf
the plaintiff's old building and contended that there
could be no question that the plaintiff’s ancient lights
would bp interfered with, and that he was entitled to
an inteiim injunction.

After ‘cme further discussicn, it was arranged that
the action ihould be ret down at cnce for trial, the
niotion to s'and over till the first motion day in
June. It was also arranged that the defendant
should not go on with his building, tlie plaintiff
giving an undertaking in damages.

.y. ciety ofArr^ {Eore'gnand Colonial Section).

-

Dei-on nnd E.veter Architectural Society.—

k

on “.Architectural Photography" will be given
Athenreum, Exeter, by Mr. Charles Cole.

-8 r.r

the

ALLEGED INTERFERENCE WITH
ANCIENT LIGHTS AT LEEDS.

Thf, rase cf Taylor f’. the New Bripgate Arcade
Company rame before Mr. Justice North in the
Chancery Division on ihe 5th irst

,
it beirg amotion

on b“balf of the plaintiff for an injunction to restrain
the defendant company from building so as to inter-
fere with the plaintiff’s ancient lights at Leeds. The
defendants, whilst denying that the plaintiff’s lights
were ancient, or that his building had been blocked,
undertook not to build any higher pending the trial
of the action, which was ordered to be set down at
once at the forthcoming Lseds Assiz'-s. It was
pointed out that Leed.s was the last town in the
circuit, whereupon his I.ordsbio suggested (hat the
niolion should stand till the first motion day next
sittings, when the parties would be ab'e to ascertain
where they would be likely lo obiam the speediest
hearing.

O.der accordingly.

WEnNESDAV, March 17.

British AichtFolofical Ass'ciat7on.— l^\)'S\x'i. Coll
on ' The old Church and Gla<s at Mead, Windermere
(2) Mr. H. Sycr Cuming "On Mead and .Mead
VesseN. 8 pm.
Socely 0/ Arts.—S p m.
Car/>enters‘ Hall. London WaV. — Profes-^or J. 1

Thomson on “ The Cheniislry of Certain Metals u*
in Building CoDstruction." 8 p.m.
Builders' Eoremen and Cle>ks of Works' Institution

Ordinary meeiing of the members. 8 p.m.
^r.iiary Jns.itute {Otmonstrations for .^unitary

Jn.speciion at ihe L C.C. Common Lodning-
House, Parker-street. Drury lane. 3 p.m,
Lwerpiol Engineering Society. Mr. M. C. Bannister

on ConHiuctinn of Cold Stores for Pre.servaiion o;
Perishable brod. 8 pm.
Edinburgh Architectural A ssociation.~l,\r

.

David Jl-.S.A. (Scot.), on "DecoraTve Woodwork."Vail

Edmh.rgh Arthnectwal Soe'eiv. -
Cumming on “liiieiior Perspective." 8 p.n

Mr. \V. N.

Thursday, March j8.

'^»f’9»aries. — (i) Mr. F. M. Nichols on

THE LIVERPOOL CORPOR.ATION AND
ARTIFICIAL STONE MANUFACTURE

CASE IN THE COURT OK APPEAL.
The ca-e of the Adamant Slone and Paving

Company. Limited, v. The Liverpool Corporation
name before the Court of Appeal composed of Lords
Justices Lindley. A. L. Smith, & Rigby, on (he
appeal of the defendants from an order of Mr.
Justice Romer in the Chancery Division dated
November 30 last. The action was brought bv the
Company lo restrain the Corporation from infringing
two patents, No. 8.7^7 of 1S84, and another patent
of 1893 giantfd tij Alexanctr Maclean for the
making of artificial store frem cement and other
substances. According to the earlier patent, porous
mctilds were used, ana the water was squeezed from
the enclosed ma'etial by the application of very
heavy pressure, and the plaintiff Company contended
'bat the nrxture of dust-dfstructor clinker with
Portland cemtnt and subjecting it to pressure in a
filter press by the defendants was an infringement of
their patent. Mr. Jos ire Romer held that the
patent of 1884 was valid on the ground that it was
novel, good subject matter, had not been anlici-
pued, and that it had been infringed. The learned
Judge, however, held that the patent of 1803 was
invalid for want of proper subject matter, and no
question was raised as to that on the appeal. The
ca'e was reported in tte Builder of December 5 last

T he arguments cn the appeil occupied the atten-
tion of their lordship-, for sems days, and on ihe
pih inst. it was r rdered to stand over until after the
adjournment with a view to a settlement, and the
appeal was tten withdrawn in accordance with an
arrangement between the patties the terms of which
did not transpire.

Mr. Fletcher Mnultcn, Q.C., Mr. Bousfield. Q C,
and Mr. C. E E. Jenkin.s were crunsel for the
appelUn's, and Mr. Roger Wallace. Q C Mr A I
Walter, and Mr. H. Spensley for the responden's

during Ms first visit to England ?’72)'M''r. C. HJ keacl c

Ess«°’’ B*--
" Impiemenis from Middlesex an

J for Sanitary Officers ).

—

Sanitary Institute {Lech
8 p.m.
Royal Professor Percy Gardner, F.S.A.,on Greek History and Extant Monuments." HI.

Dundee Institute of Architecture, Science and ArtMr. J. A. Williamson on “Architecture in the Reiirn'
Duecn \ ictoria. ’

8 p.m.
Devon and E.ccter Architectural Society.—'hlc. E. M.Leeston Rochester, us Architecture and Relation '

'

Dickens. 7.30 p.m.
Institution, of CltdI Engineers.— Fifth "JamesForrest Leciute

; Dr. G. Sims Woodhead on " Bacteri-
ology. 8 p.m.

Friday, March 19.

Hrc/i/rcf/jinz/ Association.— l.\x. J. A. GotchEighteenth Century Wcrk." 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, March 5

T,
^rff<-i(tctural Association.- Visit to iheBuilding Trades Exhibition, Agricultural hPnll > n mJanuary Instilu e (.Demonstrations for Slnitar)'

Cfficers). Inspection at Fiiern Barnet Sewage Works.

f ,Ca,^,uUy.— V ISlC to the Buildmir TvnHee TTvKH.I.D-.
6p,

RECENT PATENTS;
ABSTRACTS OR SPECtFICATIONS.

2,726. — ChI.MNEV AM) VliNTIt..
Ransent .—Thi

N'i Shaft: A.
u i, t .

concerns the application of air
suitable material) to any chimney,

air fine, &c„ to counteract tendency to down draught
J he air shaft would be earned from any convenient pface
(if possible, from an air-propelling fan, or froni anvexposed position where it might catch the full force of the

2,960.-

id) to ihe top
ruse an upward current inside the same

Sc-. T.. Window
. 1 I

-Ij Eiiinsi/en.^ Ihe invention consists in a

Utwlc^which
to satifa.&c., having two raised sidesUetween which the cord or chain, &c., is placed In ear-lJof these sides ,s a lapejed groove, into which is put a metal

eth, which press the cord,
square slot in the metal

wedge, provided with two
ch.,n, Sc., inio a y-sh.ipri ,
plate, thereby holding them firmly there
pressure is used.
4,892.— Built Colomn.s, Beams

h/atn.—The inventor replace.^ the 'i
bars used ii

D Girder.s
: /. A .

(he construction of built columns. &clattice or similar type, by bars curved - “ • -
’

section in order to .stiffen ihet
dished in cross

s to bind themzigzag, or sinuous strips rivetted to them si

together.

6,015.—Waste Water Closets: /. /. Green and
Another.—This invention concerns water-closets where
tippers” are employed and emptied intermittently by

waste water or otherwise. When these tippers have been
upset by the weight of water, they oscillate back to their
normal position against a buffer. This buffer inventors
propose to m.ake cf a combination of layers of wood and
indianibber, to prevent breakages and lessen wear and
tear. They also propose to make the part of the top edge
of tipper, which comes into contact with the buffer, wider
or thicker. They also propose to make the mouth of the
pipe,connectedwith the bottom of the tipper box, crescent-
shaped, or somewhat of D form.
6,891.— Building Blocks: C. Wall.—Ahoxor mould

IS made of the shape and lize desired for blocks. Suflicient
of ‘fvemors “facing fraciions ” are laid face downwards in
mis. On these are placed stock bricks or other suitable
backing materia! ; cement and sand mixed with water to aweak consistency is then poured in, and the mould
immersed in water and block allowed to set. The facing
fractions, with grooves on the top and bottom, are of
different thicknesses in alternate courses, and may be of
ly material or size.

7,227.—Building Blocks : C. ;Ua//.-ArrouId is made
suitable to thickness of wall and special lequirenients. At
boi'oni of mould is put a layer of cement, coarse stuff

; on
top of this is put a backing of stock brick or oilier suitable
material, and cement and sand mixed with waterto a weak
consistency is then poured in, filling interstices and cover-
ing back-ng materi.al. Whole is then immersed in water
and allow'fid 10 .set. Surface may be finished off smooth,

left rough for a setting coat.
27,583-— ^''hvdow Sashes and Frames :—Relates to sashes that slide i

•otted to revolvt

deJ. Clere.
iheir frames, and are

Inventor retain.s pivots at or near
centre of sash, but fi.ve.s parting and st.aff beads perma-
nently to frame after sash has been put in position. The
pivots work in sliding blocks, which correspond in
tergih of the height of the sash, and are made with
V shaped faces, and pressed by springs into a corre-
sponding groove in the sash. When the lop or bottom of
the sash is pushed, the V-shaped face- will force back the
liding blocks mlo their grooves, and leave the sash free

When returned to its normal position, the
grooves in the sash will again receive ihe sliding blocks,

joint tj exclude wind, rain, and dust..and i<

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.
Fsn.TJAHy 2..-4,68,, W. Pratwich, Door Spnne.-

,6j 3, N. Simmons, Sanitary System.—4,732, W. Howse
j^ocket Pipes. 4,738, R. Ames, Manhole Frames and

.-J- ^'lushing Apparatus for Waste
• Slop Water-closets.-4,745, J. Fcare, Ventilators.
PEiiKUARY 23.-4.784, A. Parnacolt, Pneumatic Water

..as^e-preventmg Flushing Cistern,- 4,797, D. Annan,W indows and iheir I rames —4,806, W. Kennie, MachiiierY
for Making PlumberV Traps of Lead —4,817, E. Prince,
Window hastener, 6:0.-4,838, G. Vogel, .‘'butter Fasteners.
-4,840, L. Moses, 'lestingPlumbing.-4, 854, F. Eiseiibeis,
\ entiLators.—4,885 T. D6ial-Thiraii, M.'.-aic Tiles —4 012

(V f^utting and Planing Mitres and .similar joints of
Picture I;.ames.--4,9t,, T. Sullivan, Ladders. -4.920, B.
Bally, Tiles for Kiln Floors.
February 24 —4960, E. Codling, .Sewer and Drain

Pipes.-s.ooi, W. bugg, \enti!ators.-5oi9, M. Eckley,
h.astenings or Catches for Gates, Doors &c
Feiiruaky 25.-5,042, E. Minquet, Tubular Heating

Apparatus for Hot-house.s, Dwelling-rr oms, Baths &c

—

Burrurirr. Erecting Scaffolds. — 5,069, H.
Colii-nn,_ D^ble E.xpanding Stretcher for Inserting
-.’”^4®'’ Trenches Excavated in Earth. — s,g8o, I
McCrindle and W. Wilson, Windows

^

February 26—5,245, W. Pretty, Sash Fastener.-
Si247i J. Co.x. Locks for Doors, &c,
February 27.-5,292, W. Greenwood, Sliding Bolt

Fastening for Doors, Windows, &c—5,314, A. Boult
Construction of Greenhouses, Hot-houses, «c.

'

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
24,49=1 J'' Water Closets or Waste Water Sinks.—

1,525, A. Blacker, Heating and Ventilating Rooms and
other apartments.— 1,544, J. Drummond, Securing Plate
and Sheet Glass to_ Walls, &c.-i,74s, R. Gibson and
others Sanitary Fittings.—2,118, J. Hannah & W, Pcele,
Fire Grates, Stoves, 8:0.-2,733, W. Wiiham, Flushing
water-cRsets Urinals. &c.-2,737. J. Morgan, [Electric
Alarm Sash Fastener.—2,834, J- Shanks, Lavatories, &C.—
3,141, A, Boult, Ropes especially applicable to Cranes, &c.—3,«S5, Hill & A. Barratt, Combined Nail and Screw.— 3.236, A. Leroy, Stone Sawing Machines.—3,652, H
Darrah, Ceiling Roses. &c.—3,767, D. Pont, Morticing
Machines.—4,205, W. Bailey, \Vater Healing Apparatus
for Ruchen Grates, &c.

6,871

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

W. Thompion, Water Closets.—6,949, J. Shaw,ni"’ / ’ V 7 •'•aicr «-ioseis.—0,949, J. s,ha’
\\iiidow Sashes.- 7,083, J. Mellowes, Roof Glazing.
.8,400, J. Cuggia, Automatic Door-closing Devices —
19,372, H. Mestern and J. Mayer, Ventilator.—22,037, A
‘•oult. Floor Construction.— 28,664, D. Fletcher, Lifting
Lowering, .and Locking Window Sashes, &c.—30,100
J. Wood, Fire Grates.

*
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SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

February 9.—By Weston & Sons.
ton.-48 and 49, Kenningion Oval, with
ling, u.t, 5 yrs., g.r. 29/., e.r. 153/. zs. ...

c , ,
(at Ipswich),

btowupland, Suffolk.—" Poole's P'arm,” 41 a. i r
25 p., f. and c ’

Stonh.am, A.spal.—“ Bush Farm," 26 a. 2 r , f
By Amos Dueruen (at Ctiiheroej.

Slaidburn, Yorks.—“The Newton Hall Estate,”
containing 500a., f.

T, .
K- Waterman & Sons (at Ashford).""

Kye (near), Sussex.— Udimore Le\el, two enclo-
sures of marsh land, 22 a. 3 r 5 p f

Tenterden, Kent.—High-st., “ The Pebbies'’'’"and
J4P-. f-

tebruaryio.-ByJ. C. Platt.
Bromley, Kent.—London-rd., “ Holmby House ”

,f.,r. 150/.
Chiswick.—£, Steam Packet-ter., u.t. S’j yrs.,’g!r’

19,500

19s.
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By Douglas Young & Co.
Long Acre.—No. 89, u.t. 21 yrs., g.r. 15/. r. 150/.

Ilford.—Balfour-rd., “ Merton Villa," f., r. 42^. 55:

Balfour-rd., ‘‘ Mortimer House ” and “ Shirley,”

f., r. 84/ i.io

By Humuekt, Son, & Flint (at Harrow).

Harrow, Middlesex. — Sudbury Hill, a freehold

residence, r. 130/. ri9.S

February ii.—By C. C. & T. Muork.
Upton Park,—65 to 75 (odd), Moncga-rd., f., r.

140/. 8s J>34

JIackney.— 25, Spurstow-ter., u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 6/. 25

Stoke Newington.—40, Alten-rd., u.t. 58^ yrs., g.r.

5^. los., r. 24/. r®

Forest Gate.—47, Hampton-rd., u,t. ypiyrs., g.r.

8/. 8s., r. 35/. 30

Spitalfields.— 8, Wilkes-st., f., r. 83/. 4s i.ta

Claphani.—42 and 44, High-st., f., r. 316/. 6,56

By Newron, Edwards, & Shephard.
Stoke Newington.— 13, Brownswood Pk., u.t. 62J

yrs., g.r. 11/., r. 56/ 6c

Canonbury.— 42, Compton-rd,, u.t. 48^ yrs., g.r.

nil, e.r. 48/. 6’

44, Compton-rd., u.t. 48^ yrs., g.r. 7-s., e.r.

48/ SC

Clapton.— I and 3, Redwald-rd., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r.

10/., r. 52/. 27

By Stimson & Sons.
City of London.— 9, Union-court and 7, Pea Hen-

court, u.t. 5ti yrs., g.r. 150/., e.r. 332/. IS. ... 8;

Battersea.—25 and 27, Henley-st., u.t. 64 yr.s.,

g.r. Si?., r. 52/. 3‘

Wandsworth.—25, Toiisley-rd., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r.

3/. 2'

Old ’Kent-rd.—152 and 154, Glengall-rd., u.t. 62

yrs., g.r. lot'. los., r. 65/. 4;

Peckham.—79 and 81, Peckliam-rd., f., r. 85/....... 1,2;

Surbiton.—Draycot-grove, eight plots of building

land, f.

By German, Son. & Beven.
Hyde Pk.—18, Oxford-ter., u.t. 26J yrs., g.r.

9/. 5'

By Matthews & Matthews.
St. Luke's.—4 to 18 (even), Hatfield-st., u.t. 50J

yrs., g.r. 42/. i>4

I to 19 (odd), Hatfield-st., u.t. 5a yrs., g.r. 60/.... 1,9

166 to 176 (even), Central-st., u.t. 644 yrs., g.r.

icxj/., r. 2482 7

By Rider & Sons.

Notting Hill.—301 to 311 (odd), Ladbroke-grove,

u.t. 7o 4 yrs., g.r. 65/., r. 245^ 1,6

118, St. Clement's-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. los., r.

35/. i6> 3

By Fuller, Moon, & Fuller (at Croydon).

Selhurst.— 17, Princess-rd., f. 6

By Peter Free.man (at Ormskirk).

Aughton, Lancs.— Brookfield-lane, a f. farmhouse

and 20a. 3 r. 32 p 2,0

By Knight, Frank, & Rutley (on the premise.s).

Willesdeii Cireen.—Dean-rd., •' St. Pictre,” u.t. 83

yrs., g.r. 12/., e.r. 75/ 6

February 12.— By JoNE.s, Lang, & Co
Crouch Hill.—63, Mount View-rd., u.t. 84J yrs,.

Hass.'ird-rd., f.g.r. 24/., reversion in 34 yrs. ..

Hackney-rd., “ The Nag’s Head " p.-h., &c., a

freehold rental of 262/. 12s. 7d. for yrs-

,

with reversion
;

i3i5oo

Newington.—Newington Butts, ‘‘The George”
p.-h., a copyhold income of 240/. for sij yrs.,

with reversion 7'700

By Inman, Sharr, Harrington, & Co.

Sidcup, Kent.—Hatherley-rd., " Notthorpe,'' f.... 800

By V. Leigh & Co.
Hackney.— 119, King EcKvard-rd., u.t. 45 yrs., g.r.

7/. 10s., e.r. ^ot 28s

By Thomas Evans (at Pwllheli).

Llannor, Carnarvon.—“ Pontygribin F.orm,” 33a.
^

February 18.—By Green & Son (of Hammersmith).
Brompton.—117, Brompton-rd., a leasehold im-

proved rental of 8of. for six yrs 3°°

:q, Brompton-rd., u.t. 6 yrs. g.r. 22/., r. 330/.. 1,500

Pimlico.—5, Worcester-sc., u.t. 364 yrs., g.r. 9/.,

r. 60/. Sio

Battersea.—5, 7, and 9, Stanmer-st., u.t. 8o4 yrs.,

g.T. is/. 15s
V

1:0, 112, 173, 175, 177, and 179, Ingrave-st., u.t.

60 yrs., g.T. 30/. 1,165

I to 25, B.irmore-st., u.t. 6oi yrs., g.r. 65/. i,97S

I to 3S, Benfield-st.,_u.t. 604 yrs., g.r. 90/. 2,610

26 to 34 (even), Benlield-st., u t. 6o4 J’rs., g.r. 25/. 717

36, 38, and 42, Benfield-st
,
u.t. 55 yrs., g.r. 18/., 415

By Newron, Edwards, R Shefhapd.
Islington.—46, South-street, u.t. iijyrs.,g.r. nil,

r. 45/ ; ;
*40

32, Canonbury-rd., with stable, I'cc., u.t. 214 yis.,

g.r. 6/. 10s., r. 32/
Norih-ampion-sl., a workshop and ground adjoin-

ing, u.t. 2 i 4 yrs._, g.r. 4/. 6s., r. 30/ - 205

Northampton-.st., i.g.r. 40/. 4s. and u.t. 214 yrs.,

By A. j. Shetfield.
St. George's, East.— ii, 13, 23, and 23, Anlhony-

st., u.t. 13 yrs., g.r. 8/. gs. 2d., r. 179/. 8s

90 to 98 (even), Lucas-st., u.t. 35 yrs., g.r.

60/.

100 to 122 (even), Lucas-st., u.t. 25 yrs., g.r.

145^
Stepney.—2, 3, lo, ii, 12, and 13, Taylor’s-pl., u.t.

4 yrs 12/.

Manor Park. White Post-lane,” &c., f.g.r. 20I.,

reversion in 6rJ yrs
Febiuary 13.—By Thompson & Co.

Kentisbeare, Devon.—“ Pirzwell Farm ” and
" Pirzwell Dairy.” 78 a., f. 2.1c

By R. & A. G. Thorowgood (at Hertford).

Hertford.—Priory-rd., a plot of building land. f. 2!

Railway-st.. a yard with buildings and stabling

thereon, f. 4-

February 13.—By Harman Bros.
Streatham.- 77 and 79, Wellfield-rd., u.t. 64^ yrs.,

g.r. 5/. 4!

Old Ken't-rd.— 13 and 14, Whittington-rd., u.t. 47

yrs., g.r. 8/. 16s 3:

By Taylor, Lovegrove, & Co.

Belgravia.—Chapel-st., an improved profit rental

of i2o/. for 7 yrs 6;

By J. Pritchard (at Colwyn Bay).

Llandrillo-yn-Rhos, Denbigh.—‘‘Hafotty” Farm,

37 a. 3 r. 27 p., f. 81

By Rebbeck Bros, (at Bournemouth).
Bournemouth, Hants.—Wimborne-rd., ‘‘Studley"

and 2 a., u.t. 854 yrs.. g.r. i8f. 2,7:

By Bourne & Son (at Torquay).

Torquay, Devon. — Cary-parade, ‘‘The Cary
Flotel.” ‘‘The Lodge,' and house and shop

adjoining, f., subject to a rent charge of 27/.... 3,11

^February 16.—By Chinnock, Galsworthy,
& Co.

Bayswater.—33 to 43, Moscow-rd. ; also “ Palace

Court Villa," and “ York Villa,” area 38,339 ft.,

f. ,e.r. 587/ 19.0

48, 49, and 50, Moscow-rd., and lA, Princess-

terr., e.r. 280/. ; also a building site adjoining,

area 17,773 L . f. 9.“

By Debenham, Tewson. ec Co.

Rotheihithe.—8 and 13 to 21, Oldfield-rd., u.t. 86

yrs., g.r. 48/., r. 330/. 4s 2,0

ByW. Pledge.
Regent’s Pk.—65, Princess-rd., u.t. 35i yrs-.

io/.,r. 36/. 2

67, 69, and 71. Gloucester-rd., u.t. 554 yrs., g.r.

3o7., r. 137/. *>;

Camberwell.— 31, 33. 35. and 37, Harvey-rd., f., r.

ii4f. 8s - i..'=

Newington.—127 and 129, Union-rd., u.t. io4 yrs.,

g.

r. 8/. 8s., r. 47/. s

Brockley.-36, Manor-id., u.t. 634 yrs., g.r.

6/. 10s., r. 38/, -I

By Rood & Martin.
Pimlico.—13 to 18 and 20 to 25, Bloomfield-ter.,

u.t. 21 yrs., g.r. 36/. los., r. 590/. is 4 .-(

February 17.—By A. & H. Potter.
Brixton.—25, Treut-rd., u.t. 85 yrs., g.r. 9/., r.

45/ ^

ByORGiLL, Marks, & Orgill.
Hackney.—Hassard-rd, f.g.r. 20/., reversion in 34

Canonbury.—5,Canon'bury-pk. South, u.t. 39lyrs.,

g.r. 9.'. los., e.r. 70/.

By H. J. Bliss & Sons.
Leyton.— 7 and 8, Kenilworth-villas, u t. 84 yrs

,

g.r. 10/. los., r. 51/

Forest Gate.—37, Khedive-rd., f., r. 32/.

2, Elmhurst-rd., f., r. 32/.

09 to 107 (odd), Studley-rd., f. 1

Whitechapel.— 27A, Commercial-rd., f., r. 200/. ... ;

Kilburn.— 63, Messina-av., f., r. 40/

8 and 10, Percy-rd., u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 30/.

95 and 97, Carlton Vale, u.t. 84 yrs. g r. 30/. ...

Hornsey.--79, Cecile Pk., u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. 9/. 9s.

43 and 45, Ridge-rd., u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. i8f. ,e.r.

Kin^land.—20, 22, and 24, Hows-st. ; 63 and 65,

Ormsby-st., u.t. g4 yrs., g.r. 10/

By Hards & Bradley (at Kidderminster).

Kidderminster, Worcester.— 55 to 60, Wood-st., f.,

r. 38/.

63 to 67, Wood-st., f.,_r. 39/. i2S

Wood-st., &c., ten building plots, f.

61 and 62, Wood-st., f., r. 15/. 18s

By Richardson & Pearce-Brown (at Selby).

Riccal’l, Yorks.—A freehold farm, 40a. ir. op
Enclosures of bnd and cottage. 4a. or. 7p., f. ...

Common allotments, 63a. or. sSp., f

By Salter, Simpson, & Son (at Stowmarket).

Gislingham, Suffolk.— ‘‘ The Mill Farm,” 71a. 2r.

I4p., f.

Two enclosures of land, 13a. or. 3tp., f.

Rkkinghall, Suffolk.— ‘‘Allwood Green Farm,”

72 a. or. 34 p. I
f

February 19.—By W. Holcombe & Betts.
Camden Town.—259, High-st., u.t. 16 yrs., g.r.

5/. 5s., r. 75<
By PiivsicK & Lowe.

Brondesbury.— 2, Winchester-av., u.t. 90 yrs., g.r.

12/...

ByE. & S. Smith.
Clerkenwell.— 3, 4, and 5, Coldbaili-sq., f., r. 150/.

Kenniiigcon. —15 and 16, Ward-st. ; also I.g.r.

32/. 4s., u.t. 1 14 yrs., g.r. 18/. 4s

Stockweli.— 55 1059, Stockwell-green, u.t. 76 yrs.,

g.r. 40/., r. 157/.

Clapham.— I to 7. Triangle-p!., u.t. S4J yrs., g.r.

35/
Sydenham.—9 and ii, Elderton-rd., u.t. 70 yrs.,

g.r. 12/

February 22.— By S. H. Davids & Co.

Regent-St.—35, George-st., Corpoiation leasehold,

g.r. 7/. 9s. 8d., e r. 170/. 3,030

Covent Garden.—5, New-st., f., r. 80/. 1,800

Kingsland.— 288, Kingsland-rd., 11. t. 11 yrs., g.r.

12/., r. 48/. 155
IJy Hall, Norris, & Hadley.

Islington.— 12 and 14, Rocliffc-st., u.t. 42 yrs., g.r.

6/., r. 76/.

Kilburn.—176, Ktlburn-pk.-rd., u.t.81 yrs.,g.r. 8/.

Francis & Co.

Peckham.— 10 to 17, Park-st., u.t. 33 yrs, g.r.

30/
By Roland Haddock.

Mitcham, Surrey.—Cricket green, two houses, two
cottages, and range of stabling, area 10,000 ft.,

f., e.r. 97/.

Clapham.—10 and 12, Old Town
;
also stabling and

four rooms, f
,
r. 175/. i6s

129 and 131- Clapham-pk.-rd., u.t. 65 yrs., g.r.

12/.

3 and 4, Albert-cottages, u.t. 14! yrs., g.r. nil....

Park-pl., I.g.r., 19/. i8s.. u.t. 14^ yrs

By Eli-iott, Son & Bovton.
Marylebone.— 57, Wlmpole-.st

,
lease for 4 yrs.,

r. 170/., with reversionary lease for 30 yrs.,

g.r. 50/ -

February 23.—By H. Bond & SoN.

Limehouse.— 19, Salmon-lane, u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 4/.

Finsbury-pk.—51, Lothair-rd., u.t. 8o4 yrs., g.r.

6 /.

By W. B. Hallett.
Holloway.—24, Wellington-rd., u.t. 45I yrs., g.r.

6 /.

and 12, Charles-st., u.t. 37 yrs,, g.r.

Austr.alian-av.—F.g.r. 200, reversion in 8oyrs. ...£ 5,800

Highbury.—St. Paul’s-rd., f.g.r. 26/., reversion in

88iyrs 73°
Corstca-st., f.g.r. 18/., reversion in 6gi yrs 4S0

Holloway.—Langdon-rd., &c., f.g.r. 12/. 10s.,

reversion in 8a yrs 335

Sydenham.—32, Silverdale, u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 32/.,

e.T. 100/. ^9°

By Matthew Miles (at Mason's Hall Tavern).

Caleilonian-rd.—Nonh-rd.j *' The Lion" p.h., f.,

r. 450/., with reversion in 14 yrs

Norlh-rd., “The Lamb” p.h., f., r. 300/., with

. reversion in 14 yrs

South-rd., “The White Horse” p.h., f., r.

345/., with reversion in 14 vrs

South-rd.. “The_ Black Bull ” p.h., f., r. 292/.,

with reversion in 14 yrs

York-rd., “The Butcher's Arms" p.h., f, r.

272/. los. 6d., reversion in 14 yrs

Bv Fleuret, Son.s, & Adams (at Mason’s Hall
Tavern).

Strand.—Nos. 329 and 230 : also 5, 6, and 7, New
Church-ct. (Loveri'dge’s Restaurant), leases

74 and 26 yrs., r. 250/. and 72c/ 7iO'o

Bethnal Grfeii. — Bethnal Green-rd., The
Gibralter” p.h.. lease for 38 yrs.. r. 80/. 5,100

Dalston.—Stonebridee Common, “The Duke of

Wellington ” public-house, profit rental cf 50/.

for 395 vrs 90®

Bv H. H. Blf.tsoe (at Thranston).

Thrapston. Northants.— Market-sq., "The White
Hart ” hotel, f. 3i^«»

Brigstock, Northants.—“ The Old Three Cocks”
hotel, f. ii700

Thrapston, Northants.-Bridge-st., &c., three en-

closures of land and .a garden, 15a. ar. aip., f, i,c8o

Bridge-st., three residences and plot of land, f... 1,25° '

Ou:idle-rd., “The Allotments,” iia. sr. 2ip., f... 500

Huntingdon-rd., “ The High Farm, ' 81a. ir.

2ip,, f. 1.800

Huntingdon-rd., a freehold farm, 38a. 3r. 3sp.... 540

Titcbmaish-lane, seven freehold cottages 150

By R. Earl (at Anwick).

Anwick, Lines.—A farm, comprising 76 a. o r. a p.,

lease for 82 yrs 805

February 24.— By Barton, Smith ifc Co.

Brixton.-44, 46, 48, and 50, Stralhleven-rd., u.t.

94 yrs., g r. 20/ i,3^
By Harp.s & Bradly.

Rotherhithe.—Rotherhilhe-st., “ Yardley's Wharf
and Gr.maries,’' f., r. 4S0/, subject to rent

charge of 100/. 41503
Bv Willis S: Crouch.

West Smithfield.—No. 23, f., r. 80/. *,3®o

Hornsey.—21, St. Joseph's-rd.,ii.t. 77I yrs., g.r. 4/. 150

By Tiuev & Son.
Islington.—133 and 135, Church-rd., u.t. 43 yrs.,

g.r. 10/ ,
r. 82/. 865

De Beauvoir Town.— 3, Benyon-rd., u.t. 24 yrs.,

g.r. 9/-. r- .34^ 33s

55, Benyon-rd., u t. 35 yrs., g.r. 5/. .325

By Sedgwick, Son, & Weall (at Rickmansworth).
Rickman.sworth, Herts.-Wharl-lane, enclosure of

land, f. 2*5

Red Pa1es-rd., two freehold cottages 485
By J. Lees & Burchell (at Redhill).

Redhill, Surrey.—Station-rd., “ Checkley,” u.t.

65yrs., g.r., ii/. 15s., e.r. 140/. 1,570

By Dickinson & Riggall (at Louth)
North Somercoates, Lines.—Freehold farmhouse

and 7 a 300
Four enclosures of land, 25a. ir. 36p., f. 586

Bv T.aNCASTPR & Sons (At Barnsley).

Barnsley, Yorks.—Oak Mills Linen Manufactory
with Machinery and Plant ; also Three Houses
and land, area 9.284 yds., f. 6,500

February 25.—Bv Merrett & Mould.
Putney.—Putney l)ridge-rd., “ The Castle” p.-h.

;

also 2 and 4, Brewhousc Lane, f.. r. 120/ 6,600

Mortlake.—Upper Richmond-rd., ‘' The Hare and
Hounds" p.-h., and ija., f., r. 130/ 8,000

High-st., “The Old George” p.h., f.,r. 85/.... 3,700
By nEL’'ON & Sons.

Kensington. — Church-st., “The Old George’*
p.h., c.. u.t. 30 yrs., r. 90/., with reversion ... 4,5co

63 and 65, Church-st., c.. r. i2of. 2,600
175 By Cooper & Goulding.

Hyde-pk.—Great Cumberland-pl., i.g.r. 105/., u.t.

7 yrs., g.r. nil S*o
Gloucester-pl., i.g.r. no/. 5s., u.t. 7 yrs., g.r.

nil ; soo
Bloomsbury. — Russell-sq., i.g.r. 56/. 14s., u.t.

2 yrs., g.r. 27/. 6s. 30
Tavistock-pl., &c., i.g.r. 196/., u.t. 3 yrs., g.r.

32/. s8s
Tavistock-pl., i.g.r. 98/. 145., U.t. 3 yrs., g.r.

30/- 2*0

Bv G. Heriiert Burns.
Bloomsbury.—15, Heathcotc-st., u.t. 23} yrs., g.r.

nil, r. 65/. 500

By A. Phillips.
Stroud Green.—95, Ferme Pnrk-rd., u.t. 82 yr.s.,

g.'. 7/. 7S., r. 38/. 345
Willesden. — i to ti, Brunswick-ter., u.t. g8 yrs.,

g r. 55/., r. 371/. 16s 2,750

By W. SlMMOND.S.
Camberwell.—27 and 29, Avenue-rd., u.t. 64 yrs.,

190 g-r- 7/- 275
Peckh.am.—2 and 4, Grenard-rd., u.t. 68 yrs., g.r.

565

18/.

.

,, and I to 6, O.sna-

Slaney

34, 36, 38-, and 40, Brand-st

burgh Cottages, f.
,

r. 130/.

2, 4, 6, and 8, Brand-st,

Place, f., r. 89/. 14s

By Bean, Burnett, & Eldridge.
Belgravia.—40, Lowndes-st., u.t. 32 yrs., g.r. 35/.

City of London.—Australian-av., f.g.r. i5o/.,rever-

in 80 yrs 4.35o

3.S00

10/...

By J. A. & W. Tharp.
Shoreditch.— i, High-st., and 15, Blossom-st., u.t.

49? yP'., g.r. 220/., e.r. 782/. 16s. 4d
Leyionscone.— Malvern-rd., Stc., f.g.r. 9/. i6s. od.,

reversion in 96 yrs

Wood Green.—84, Truro-rd., f., r. 45/.

By Ernest Owers.
Willesden Green.—Norfolk-ter., f.g.r. 20/., rever«

95 yrs..., . , .... 60s
High-rd., f.g.r. 108/., reversion in g6 yrs 3,4’®
High-rd., f.g.r. 15/. reversion in 08 yrs 465
High-rd., f.g.r. 9/., reversion in 87 yrs 275

Hampstead.—Reddington-rd., f.g.r. 50/., reversion
in 97J vrs 1,660

T.ithos-rd.. f.g.r. 35/., reversion in 06 yrs i,tio
Willesden Green.— 10, Huddleston-rd., u.t. 85 yrs.,

g.r. 6/. los., r. 32/. 240
30, 32, 34, and 36, Lechmere-rd., u.t. 86 yrs., g.r.

26/., r. 128/. 975
Marylebone.—102, North-st., u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 10/. 190
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

CONTRACTS. CONTRACTS

—

Continued,

N&tnre of Work or H&tcriAli

House. Cuiisett, DurbRm

•Works and Materials

•Coal and Cleanslug. Roadiraya, Ac

•Iload Materials
FarrDli<'Use, Huby, nei

Y<rk8
Quay, Olengariirs, Cork,..

Stablep, WIntehouar

Weefcon,

‘tdern .

. aialT,

Four
L'cbfleb

•Rfpair* to apwers
•UuUerpimiinB and R»mir8. al

rtriietion of New Sewers..
Addllluns to Scboole, OleaalU

10 Con-

i5-ron<]

Hone Qiiee '.street, Blackhill,

By wbom Eeqnlred,

Altnord, 14, Constance-
treet Conaett .. ..

Wallace. 19T. High

•Sew^ige Farm Works

•Making-up Boada, Ac

•Street Wsfejing
•Betnoval of Slop
lu&rmary, Ford. Deronport

Ailditionr. Town Ilsll

Snei), Ar.hi1l and Ciull c-ir

Hillnoui-e-riiad. Hudderrfie
Hnspilal, AbgjiiB. Aliercieeii

Farm Bulldinga. AIqwIiJc
N-'t»hiUDber'8iid

•Fainting

St. Ollea(HoIborh) Bd.
of Works

J
Holboi'D, W.C.

Bridge House Estates '

Commif.tee
: Comptroller. Guildhall ..

Bromley U.D.C. Cmincll Offices

j

W. H. Beeverr. Archt. 25.

j

Bonrl-strcet. Leeds . ..

I Sec. Grand Jury's Office.
' Court House, Cork
Jenkins A .Marr, C E HI,

I
Bridge-street, Aberdeen

.
W. H. Clieiuile, .Archt.

. StafTord

1

Office, GnlWhall, E.C. ,.

I

G, Wallers. 197, High Hoi-
I lion). W,C

Sheffield School Board
|

C. J. Innocent. Archt. 17,
Oeorge-strcet, Sheffield..'
i. T. Wilson. Archt. 121,

”- Diirham-road Blackbui
Burtou-on-Trent Corp. J._E, Swlndlehurat, Boro'

Tenders
to be

delivered.

Mar. 15

Mar. 1.5

Natnre of Work or Materials.

Cominri. of Sewi
Giles (Ho

Wurk<

i Kiiig»tuU-on-Thflin
C'Op. .

Engl'

Boro'Surv.Clatteru Hoiisr
Klngsioii

Court House
The Surv. Vestry Hall ..

Gaud, 111. 8t. Aubyn-

PreRliylprlau Church, Strrbane,

•Stores (Various) ........ .v ... .,

Granite (10,0011 tons), Aylesbury .. .

,

Kerbs, CliauDcls. 4c

Pipe Sewere, ic, Wutton

Chnreli Beatoration, Fleet, L'ncs ....

•Drapery Establlshnient

•Cast-iron Pipt.s and Castings

•Gipmsey Granite and Cheibonrg
t^uanaite

•ct-putwMie Sewers, Formallon
R’lada, *c

Public Baths. Butberhaud-road ..
•County fichoul

By whom Required.

n"
I
J Kirk 4 Sou

Twn rik

Masonic B

i'orks, Jlnrket-street. 4

orkbouse, Anlaby-roa

.,St G'orgH-iu-llie-Ei-

'fatry
Detiioii (Lano) IT

Hull Union

.C.
I
O

Kyle, Estate Office,
nairkCsBlle
'a Ari'ht. Cayendish

Newtou. Sm

Main Dralu.age Woikj

•Main Drafnaga

•P. 0, West Hartlepool
Engine and B'llor-Hi.use aud Eleclr

I.'ghtlng Buildings
•2J-|i.|>, Bleiui Eu^liif. Bel lug Pjmi

•Prison sud Police Barracks, Ciilro .

[Ik<8t:n

Hoi

•7 and Wareh
»jr. L-eds
. Shaw-ftreet. Buchdale .

n-roa<.’. BelfasI Building Committee

Street Works, Haraera.'
Warehouse. Umou-al

Halifax
•Cemetery f edge

'Annua! Contracts

House, Cottage. Stable.•Fire Eogii
Wall, Al

Additiniis <

Halifax
•Making-up and I’avliig Road

ork«, Washer-lane.

•Three 8hi
aadirg

I. Walls. Iron Pall-

Rooms, Featberstone,

Schools. Swansea-road ...

•Sewerage Works

Council Offi.

Ffreman, Sin
Archt. 11, r,

R. B. Anilrewe, )0i. Clif-
ton Park-avenue, llelf,

•y (Lancs) Corp. .. Town Clerk, Town Hal!
A. G. Dalsell, Archt. 15.
Cooiinercial-st. Halifjx

F, Baker, Boro' Engr.
F. Sumner. Vestry Hall ,

J. Csrtwright. Boro' Eng:
Board of Works Offl»
Catford,

“ "

Middlesbrough Corp.
Bermondsey Vestry
Bury (Laucs) Corp...
Lewisham B. of Works

do.

Gloucester Corp.

iThe Higb-

gate D.D.C,

do,

street, Barnet
R. 4 K. E. Horsfall. Archt.
13, Oeorge-street. llalifs.x

C. Botterill, Surv. Town
Ball, Walhani Green.,
R Read. Guildball, Glou-
cester

Garside & Keyworth,
Archt. Pontefract

G. W. Webb, Archt, Mar-
ket-place-chmbs. fading

A, R. Bowles, Sandgate .

.

•-AlGrtlom suil Additions, Board

Tbrio Unapida near’WaUail

Holel. Blyth, NorthuiiiherlaDd ..

Additiens to Technic. 1 Peboo', Bi

VHIh, Deijhton-lane. Ileiley, Ua
Yii ks ...

Warehii'se. Hnnslet-roai, Lje’a

Bucks C.C

Colne (L.anc.s) Carp. .

Gloucester R D.C. ..

.

J. WaUh ............

Cork Corporation ....

Beckenham 0.D.C. .

.

High Brooms B.kk
nod Tile Co

Sheffield Corp
Newtown Sch. Gormra

Siinlinry - on - Th imes

W, Barker. Archt. 23,
Orchard-at. Londonderry

Q. W, Hoimee, Town Hall,
Walthaiuetow

R. .1. Tliornaa. Oonnty
Surv. County Hall

T. H. Hartley, Boro. Snrv.
Town Hall

J. F. Trew, r.K. County
Chambers, Glouce-ter
W. M. Fawcett. Archt.
SiUer-atreet, Cainhrid..

Flockton. Gilihi, 4 Flock-
ton, 1.5, 8t. Jaines's-row.
Sheffield ..

I. A. Cutler. Municipal
Bnildings, Cork

. ,.
J. A. Angill, Council
Offices

W. Harmer. 137. London-
road. Souibhiuo’ ....

C.K.Wlke, C.E. Town Hall
H. Teather, Andrews-bldgs.
Queen-street. Gardiff ...

J. Anstie, 17, Victoria-at.

n'
•>- B. Everard,' R, Mlilrtone-

! lane. Lelcesier
Comiurs H. M Works

; 12, Whltehall-place. B.W.
l o'inty JJormgh West Lewis Angell. Town Hall,
B-'nu

I
Stra'fora, E

D.,„f J I, T-. /-•
;

K.Wiunetr, Brittons Farm,
Romford D.D.C Hoiuchurch. E«ex.
tgypliau Government Service Admini.tratif

I

Office*, Cairo

nkealon Co-op. 8oc,_ * Pecreliry, 12, Bou'li-st^ ’•
' N. Mills, Archt. 67. Lord-

Bt. Rochdale
E.Bonroinin 4 Soi .Qu'en-

Tendera
to he

delivered

BrauJon School Boird

lock of Houses, Springfleld Hou>e|
Fktafs UruiIfAV-l

^
I

bin Hood" Inn,

I

Eatati

.

Adiitlons

t. Norwich
Uiiiktm 4 Fauiiur, Aicnt

I Wahall
I

Mr. Savave. 32, Qraj.».'.
Newcaaile-on-Tyne

.
0. B. Buckley. Archt. 8,
East Parade, l^ei'a

H. H. Buckley. Archt. 8.
East Parade. Leeds ..

J. E. Li ak, Archt. Hnuslet
W. M, Coeglli. Archt.

I Beecli Grove, Sfourtan
Mawaon 4 Hudson, Archt.

I

Exchange, Brad'ord ...

I

J. Jackson, Archt. Barry-
I street, Bralford

April 1

April 2

April 13

AprU 17

May 3

No date

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment,
;

By whom Advertised.

•Clerk of Works
•Clerk of Works

,

Kugiueerlng AssUtnnt (Temporary) „

Bromley (Kent) Hcb.B.
Mld»omerNi>rtonU.D.C
Mlrfleld H.D.C. ...

81. 8i. per week .

21. 10s. per week .

22. 2). per week .

Thcemarkdmithan rtm.t (•) «r« Number. Contract,, pp. ly. ,i. vill. * Ik. Public Appointmente. pp. iviil. i ol.

.
15y Stimson & Sons.

Bri.vton.—i to 15, Clarewood-mews, u.t. 6y vrs
g.-r 2oi.

Kentisli Town.—31, Potsliall-rd., u.t. 64 yrs gr
6/., e.f. 50/

Brixton.—21, 23, 25, and 27, Strathleven-rd., u.t.
86 yrs., g.r. 28/., r. 124/.

Tulse Hill.—3h. 32, and 34, Romola-rd., u.t, 61 (
yi'S-ig-f 27/. 6s., r. 136/.

Brixton.—3 and 5, Sussex-rd., u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 4/’

135, Acre-lane, u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 11/. 55., r. 6;/. ,

By P. Houson.
Holloway.—4, 8. 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 Mayton-

rd., u.t. 63 yrs., g.r. 36/. 155
28, Mayton-st., u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. 6/. 6s., r. 32/, ...

55. Scholelield-rd., f., r. 26/.
Hornsey.—116, F.airfa.x-rd., u.t. 92 yrs., g.r, <1,
Islington.— 13, Islington-green, c

8, P.iradise-court, c

,
... By Newbon & O).

Hackney-rd.-kay-st., i.g.r. of 55/,, u 1 20 vrs
g r. 15/

Stepney.—Skidmore-st., i.g.r. 's of 8s., u.t. ao
>;rs., g.r. 40/.

Kentish Town —Castle-rd., i.g.r. s of 74/., u.tr38

IlartholQiiiew-rd., i.y.r.’s of 20)., u.t. 6 i'yr's.', K'r.

Lawford-rd., i.g.r. of 54^, u.t. "(SV yrs' g'r "iiii

"

He'slet-rd., i.g.r. of 261'., u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 2/.

"

Holloway.— Isledon-rd,, i.g.r. 's of 52/., u.t.a6 vrs
g-r. 20/. ^ ’

Stock Orchard Cres., i.g.r. *.s of 18/., u.t. 45 yr^’

King's Cross.-AH Saint’s-street, i.

u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 60/.

Soiithampton-st., i.g.r.’s of 35/.
g-r. i/.

Charlotte-st., i g.r. of 48/., u.t. 44 yt-s-, g.r.'e^’
^Hryan-se., i.g.r. of 6/. lo.s., u.t. 45 yrs., g.r. los.

Islington.— Hardinge-st., i.g.r.'s of 72/.. u t ts
yrs., g.r. 12/.

Chelsea.—Wellington-sq., i.g.r. of 20/., u.t. -jq vre"

,
g-r. 4/. ..

^ ’

Marylebone,
u.t. 25 yr>. g r. MU. .

Canonburv.-Halton-rd.,

.
ys-. g-r. 4''- i8s

Islington.—Park-st,, i.g.r. of 10/., u.t. 2ovrs er r
7/- 155

®'

X- a.
Rv H. Hendriks (at Birmingham).

"

lardley, Worcester. — Stewart-lane, "
'The

Birches," and 2 r. 16 p., f.

— By Maple & Co. (at Eastbourne).
Eastbourne, Sussex,-—26, Beltring-rd., f., r. 31/. 4$.

131, Seaside-rd., with workshop, cottage &c" f'
r. io87. i6s.

’

127 and 129, Seaside-rd., f., r!’644'i49."[”![[i”"[

of 138/.,

27 yrs..

Nightingale-street, i.g.r.’s ’of’e'is/',

of 45/., u.t. 21

1 to 6, Rurfield-rd., f,, r. 95/. ns £550
E^sidean, six copyhold cottages, r. 42/. 300

Be.xhill, Sussex.—Station-rd., a freehold house and
shop, r. 451'.

Contraction used in these /w/j.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i g.r for
improved ground-rent

;
g.r. for ground-rent

; r. for rent

:

I, for freehold
;
c. for copyhold

;
1. for leasehold

; e.r. for
estimated rental : u.t. for unexpired term

; p.a. for per
annum; yrs. for years

; st. for street
; rd. for road; so. for

square; pi. for place; ter. for terrace
; cres. for crescent:

yd. for yard &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Creenheart. B.G.
ton B

Teak, E.l load ti
Sequoia.U.S It.cu.

AkIi, Canada load
Birch, do.
Elm, do
Fir, Dantsic, Arc..
Oak. do
Canada

'ine, Canada red
Do. Yellow

«.9 2/0

3/0/Q 4/5/0
a/«o/o 5/S'o

a/'s/o s/0/0
»,i5'o 4/rS/o
«/»o/o s/to/o
S/c/o 6/0/a
o/o/o o/oA)

4/0/0uo. leiiow .... 9/0/0 4/0/0
Lath, Dantsic, fath 4/10/0 s/io/o

St. Petersburg.. 5/0/0 6/10/0W amscot. Rig.-i,

log »/s-'o 4/«o/o
Odessa, crown.... -|-

Deals, Finland
and Ac tst std r

Do. 4th Ac 3rd
Do. Riga
Sc Petersburg,

9/0/0 9/to/o

9/0/0 9/to/fl

7/10/0 8/iB/o

TIMBER (centinueci).
j

Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 o/i/e
1

walnut. Italian . 0/0/3 0/0/7
i

METALS, I

Iron—Pig. in Scot-
land ton
Bar, Welsh, In

D"salf/,d.hV,;;

cake and ingot 5410/0 54/70/0Bwt selected .. 54/15/0 55/5/0
Stiong.. 60/0/0 6;/ig/o

Chill bars 5o/i5'o 0/0/0
YH!-LOW^lTLlb.=’ 0/0/5 0/0/5J

ii/o/o 13/10/0
lo/o/o n/o/0
9/10/0 Il/io/o

9/0/0 I6/IO/0

Do. and ycUotv
Do, white
Swedish 9/0/0
White Sea xo/to/o 17/0/0
Canada, Pine ist bo/o/o as/om
Do. do. and 14/10/0 i6/to/o
Do. do. 3rd. Arc. 7/0/a lo/to/o
Do. Spruce. 1st. 9/10/0 ii/o/o
Do. do. 3rd and

7/>S/o 9/0/0
New Brunswick 7/10/0 8/0/0

Battens, all kinds 5/0/0 to/0/0
Flooring boards,

sq.. I in. prep.
6/9/0 o/iS/o

Do. and. 0/7/6 o/ta,6
Other qualities— o/s'9 0/7/0

Cedar. Cuba, ft. /44 L

TENDERS.
(Communi^tions for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us
not taler than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish lenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender; and we cannot publish announce-
ments of lenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
IS given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
A too, unless in some exceptional cases and for special
reasons.]

ARKLEV.-For new chance). St. Peter's Church, Arkiev. near

icwfotd-— architect. 16, Broad-street,

Bath Stone. Stamford Stone.N. Saunders Ar Son.

.

C. Miskin
M. WillcDck
S. F. Halliday
Dove BrOa.
W. Wade. St. Neots * ,.,523

‘ Accepted In Stamford Stone.

ijt.675

7-653

1.585

£'.7^5

Hondu:
Mahogany,

St. Diiomingo,

Mexican, tS. do.
Tobasco. do. do.
Honduras, do,

I*

.lUJIUUI<i^. UO, /5 /51
Box, Turkey, ton 4/0/0 15/0/0

7/0/0 14/0/0

*S/o/o
Satin, St. Doming. 0/0/7 0 't/o

Soanish
English uuiu.
brands ii/13'o
Sheet. English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. 12/176
.Pipe..... .13/7,6INC — English
sheet ton.. 90/10/0
Vieiile Mon-

tt/ro/o

i/i6'3

M?4^-lJ^*R,<Surrey).-Fot a new farm-house In Park-road,

V r
® architect and surveyor. 8, Ironmonger-lane,

h.C. nu-mtilies by Messrs. Stanger.'l: Son
Hiomas Knight - ,^1.670

|

vv. Holt A: Sons ...
a: Sons . , , . i,6.n I Sometford A: Son .

i.6ja Davis A Ldaney , . . , . i^ii^
t«594

I
T - D. Craty (accepted) .. 1,379

W. G. L.-ir

R. A. Lowe

.

J. B. Petcer .

.-X;»-S7S

6/0/0

tt/ro/o e/o/o '

*7/7/617/10/01
•••• 0/0/0

Australian 61/15/0 6j/s/o I

English Ingots.. 6,/o/o 65/0/0 I

61/0/0 0/0/0
S9/IS/0 60/0/0

r ,
OILS. '

Linseed .... .ton 15/0/0 0/0/0 '

Coconut, Cochin *7/15/0 0/0/0Do. Ceylon ^4/0/0 0/0/0
|Palm, Lagos 94/10/0 0/0/0Rapeseed. English ' ^

Do^Brown ’^/'S/o

Cottonseed reL'!; Vs/TJ^a

^f"ritaH;g-u:s: "%'!6

TAR-sUihita """ 'W
barrel 99/0 o/o/o

(Yorks.).--Fot paving and sewering Trinity-street, A:c.,
tor the Town Council. Mr. H. Dearden, Borough Surveyor
Market-place, Batlcyi— ’

Eastwood Bros... ..£1.507 ig cj I H. &. W. Barra-
-hai Waterhouse . 1.463 8 8 I clough £1,344 0 5I
Jos.^ Speight 1.461 6 9

I

Rhodes Bros-. Ship.
^

2 ley, nr. Bradford* 1.248 13 7
8 I

• Accepted.

BE\fcRLE\.—For the erection of a Catholic church at Beverlev’Last Yofks. Messrs. Smith, Brodrick, A; Lowiher architects'Cogan Chambers, HuU
1-584 S

I
O. Pape. Beverley* ....£1.453 o[.'R foley 1.S65 o J.Constablet.,.^., ^ilfa

“

K. Potts 1,560 o
I

• Accepted, t Withdravni.

BOLTON.—Accepted for the erection of sch-vtl buildings.
Belmom, forthe School Board. Messrs. Bradshaw & Gass, archi-
tects, SilverweU-strcet, Bnllon. Quantities by architects —

John West, Darwen, Lancashire £j 170

parrel 99/0 0/0/0Archangel 0/19/6 0,0/0
Turpentme... .ton 20/17/6 0/0/0

BOLTON.—Accepted (as per schedule of prices) for draining aniprramg Rhodes Farm. Outwood (Contract No. 2). for the Coroori
Messrs. Hinnell & Murphy, C.E., 15, Mawdsley-stree

Enock Tempest, Marple.
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RAMSCATE.-Accepfed for (he execution cf sewer and stree'

works. Peicy-road. for the Town Council ;

—

C. Home, contractor, Denmark-road, Ramsgate 19 0

RUSHDEN iNorthants ). — For the erection of two houses.

Oakley-foad, for Mrs. Scutham. Mr. H. H. Packer, architect,

Silver-streel, WelUogboiough;—
AV’hittington & Tomlin. .;£639 o

[
T. Willmott .....,£617 t

H. Sparrow 635 0 Dickens Bros 610

Coates* Son &9 0 1
F. Henson. Finedon*.. s^S

• Accepted.

ST. ALBANS—For new p>inting works at St. Albans, for

Messrs Smith & Co., of Hutron-Street. London. E.C
Smith * Son .£9.Sao I

Snarrow* £7 ’9^9

E. Dunham 8.404 J- & Savage 7,^
J.T.Bushell 8 350 I C. Miikio 7,130

• Too late.

SOUTHAMPTON.—Accepted for laving, &c., 4} miles C. i.

water mains, for the Cnrporatton. Mr. ^Vm. Matthews, wateiwoiks
engineer. Municipal Offices, Southampton:—

F. Osmao, Southampton ,£4,44f

SOUTHAMPTON.—For laying a main sewer. Derby-road, for

the Corpoiation. Mr. W. B. G. Bennett. Borough Engineer,
Southampton
H Stevens* Co .£3.791 0

[

W. W. Batt»n ^^3.087 17

Dyer & Son 3.400 0
[

F. Osraan. Soulhamp-
Saunders & Co 3.a-o 0 ton* 0,997 0

Roe & Grace 3.156 0 1
* Accepted.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.—For the erection nfthe superstructure
of the “Hotel Victoria." for Mr. J. P- Burdeir. Messrs. James
Thompson & Greenhaigh, architects. Southend-on-Sea
Sheibourne&Co... .£18.750 o 0

|

A. F.. Symes iri7.9«> 13 i

Thompson & Beve- I
E. West 17.343 0 0

ridge 18.350 0 0 1
Pattinson & Sons,

T, Mitchell iB.i'-s o o 5, Whitehall* 17,307 0 0
Dupont* Co 18,070 o o| ‘Accepted.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA—For the construction of underground
conveniences. High-street, for the Corporation. Mr. Harold
Harlock. Borough Surveyor:—
Thomas * Edge £3.ro7 o o I A. E. Symes £=.795 1'

Dupont a,36o 15 z
|

STOWMARKET.—For the erection of ten cottages in Crown-
street, Stowmarket. for Mr. Charles M.arriott. Mr. Henry Geo.
Bishno. architect. Market place, Stowmarket
W. Murray £2.400 I H. Plummer £2,255
A. Taylor 2,315

|
Chenery *Gillson 1,800

SWANSEA.—For the erection of school buildings, Cendros, for

the Cocket School Board. Mr. G. E. T. Lawrence. Bridge House,
i3i. Queen Victoria street, London, EC. Quantities by Messrs,
W.H. Barber* Son, surveyors, as. Buckingbam-street, Adelphi,
London. W.C. ;—
Thos. Watkins *Co.£3,S4t ti 9 I Gustavus Bros £=.647 4 o
H. Billings ........ 3,16813 7 Thomas Davies .. .. 2.62312 8
Thomas Waters .... 3-C73 7 a I I. * F. Weaver . .. . 2,605 o 0
David Rees 3.017 o 0 I Elias Morgan, Lan-
D Jenkins 2,943 g 0 dare, Swansea *. . 2,604 o o
Lloyd Bros a. 770 10 o| * Accepted.

WIMBLEDON.—For additions. &c.. to parochial school build-

ings. Haydon's-road, for the Wimbledon Parochial School Committee.
Mr. H. G. fluartermain. architect. Kingston-read, Merton, Surrey :

—

Williams £1.730 I
Burges. South Wimbledon*£t,205

Bulled 1.349 BoocRman i.=6s

Brou n 1.310 I
Davey Bros 1.240

• Accepted.

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.
At the meeting of the London School Board on

Thursday the Works Committee submitted the

following lists of tenders ;

—

AMBLER.ROAD.—New school :—
Extra ameunt
required for

building biickworl

Perkins * Co £19 3'i
T. L. Green j8 341
R. A, Yerbury & Son .. 17,927
W. Downs 17.862
W. Shuimut 17 .7'3
W. M. Dabbs.... 17,260

I. * M. Patrick 17.259
W. Gregar & Son 17.197
T. Boyce 17. 'S®
Lathey Brothers 17,14=
Stiropsop & Co 17.113
Kiilby * Gayford 17.C07
Treasure* Son 16,992
E. Lawtance* Sons .. .. 16543
C. Cox* 16.447

* Recommended for acceptance.

GIPSY-ROAD.—Heating
H. C. Price Lea & Co. . .£92 0

[
Strode & Co £ss 0

I. Defries & Sons, Ltd. .. 75 10 Vaughan * Brown, Ltd..
. 53 o

Rosser & Russell 63 to W, -rinimons 43 i4

J. Fraser* Sun 63 0 |
Dufiield * Co.* 40 o

* Recommended for acceptance.

HAMOND-SQUARE.- Repairing stoves
G. Miller £i8

|
Hendry & Pattissoa* £8

• Accepted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. H. B. (Below our limit).—S. S. (Amounts should have been

statedl.—S. S. (Below our limit).

NOTE.—The responslDUlcy oi signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
n't cannot utuUriakt to return rejected tommunicaHons,
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which have

been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contrfbutortowrlte an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject it If unsatisfactory. The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its
acceptance.

All communlcatlensrMardiDg literary and artlsHc matters should
be addressed to THE EDITOR ; those relating to advertisements
nd other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THS
UBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

TRIMLEY (Suffolk).— For the buildirg and drainage of
‘

laundry, for Mr. Sydney L. Harlock. Mr. Matt. Garbutt. architect

40, Great James-street, Bedford-row, W.C. ;

—

Building. Drains. The whole.
Fred. Bennett £i.r20 0 £03 £1,1

1. Wat 897
709 n

057 0
881 9

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

WALTHAMSTOW.—Accepted for machinery foundations, at
and for 'xiension of the Low Hall Sewage Works, Walthamstow,
<or the Urban District Council. Mr G. W. Holmes, Engineer :

—

Walter Lawrence. Waltham Abbey, N .£639

G. Bell £713 (

Wm. Gibbs * Co 572 .

C. Wilson 549
Joseph jackson 5t5 1

W. * C. French 496 1

[ohn Jackson £490 '

Jesse Jackson 444
W. Griffiths 418
John Reeves, Wal-
thamstow(accepted) 428

WEYMOUTH.—Accented for the erection ol a villa residence
foe Mr. 1-. A- Risley. Rodwell-aveniie, Messrs. Jennings * Goater,
architects. Bournemouth. Quantities by the architects :—

Stevens £359

C.B.lSr.SNEWIN
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
No3 . 7 , 8, 9

,
10

,
11

,
12

,
13 . 14

,
15

,
IR, A 17 . RACE HILL,

H.ATTO.\ GARDEN-, and 20
,
EAY STREET,

FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.

The Largest Stock u( all kinds of Wiuuls in every fliiekness, dry. and
lit fui' iinmediatu u-e,

Telephone. 65,274 llolboru. Tele, AdJre^ ;
“ S.VEWIN, Londou,

'

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

SI BSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS,
(1

prepaying at the Pabltshing Office, 19s. Mr annum
4s. pd. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Balldtt
by Friaaj! Momiitg't Pott,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
“ THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) Is supplied DIRECT fti

the Office to residents in any part of the United Kingdom, at t

rate of 19s. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe. Arnerit
Australia. New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon. &c., 26s. per annui
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) should
addressed to the publisher of “THE BUILDER," No. 46, Cathetli
street. W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Lt(
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
SATH STOXE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Soe
The Doulting Stone Co.}.

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent ;—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEARS
has proved that

SZERELMET STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Brick

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.I

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lat

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 4:

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials f<

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floor

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-room
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphal
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Adv'

SPRAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITPIOGRAPHERS,
4 & 5, East Harding-street,

Fetter-lane, E.C. [Adv’

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHE
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st.S.V
“QUANTITY SURYCEYOES’ TABLES,”

For 1397, price 6d. post 7ii. lu leather !/• Post 1/1 [Adi

PILKINGTON&C(
(Established 1838),

MONLTMZNT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM SlPEET, LONDON, B.C.

Sigiftered Triile Mark,

FolODceai Asphalte

PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT HOOFING.
ACID-RFSISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAYIN
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & GO.
61

,

ST. MARY AXI

LONDON, E.C.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FOR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.

PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS

R00FIN6 SUTE$
I SLATE SLABWORX

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. OF EVERY description, PLAIN AND ENAMELLEI

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES
Marble and Enamelled Slate Lavatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals,

Works—Aberllefenny, North Wales. Midland Wharf, BowHead Office and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE. E.C.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LLST

Payne-road Wharf, Bow.
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Brist
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iliiistratlons accompanying Professor Aitchisoii's Royal Academy Lectures

St. Wulfraa, Abbeville

St. Riquier, Soratne

'Palazzo Communale, Piacenza.—

]

Sketch at Burgos.—By Mr. M. Si

Ko. 1, Conduit-street, W.—Mr. H
Bush Lane House, Cannon-street.

Sketch for New Room at “The V

•! Twa Single-Page

/ Ink-Photos.

.Single-Page Pkoto-Litho.

..Single-Page Photo-Liiho.

.Single-Page Ink-Photo.

.Single-Page Ink-Photo.

.Double-Page Ink-Photo.
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lUusttakions of Ecclesiastical Zoology.Sketches of London Street Architecture. Xt.—House in Hans-place.

Messrs. Read & Macdonald, Architects

/House of Jacques Ocut, Bourges.—The Entrance. Fromla Sketch by

Boutges.—An Angle of the Courtyard. From:Hjuse of Jacques Cn
Sketch by Mr. M. Starmer Hack

Bush-lane House. Cannon-

•Ecclesiastical Zoology.. —
(Expert Evidence

Holes —
The Advancement of Architecture

The Royal Institute of British Architects

Competitions

Architectural Societies

Sketches of London Street Archltecture.-

Tlie Camera Club

•Chemistry of Metals used in I

House of Jacques Cteut, Bout

The London County Council

St. Wuifran, Abbeville

mentioned. On Roman cinerary urns, with

peculiar appropriateness when the body had

been cremated, she is often sculptured with

the inscription “Dis Manibus.” Thence

the bird passes to the sarcophagi, and the

mosaics both of Rome and Byzantium
;

for,

as Lactantius writes, " she has gained

eternal life by the boon and blessing of

death.” Finally, as Pheenix is Greek both

for the bird and for the date-palm, the latter

becomes, by a diseased etymology, a sacred

tree. St. Jerome and Jhe Septuagint

translate a passage from Job, “ 1 shall die

in my nest, and shall multiply my days like

a date-palm.” Hence the palm-trees on the

sarcophagus of St. Apolliriare in Classe,

Ravenna.

A far more important source of Christian

symbolism is to be found, as was to be

expected, in classical mythology. In the

early days of Christianity there was naturally

much “accommodation.” Deities and rites

which could not be expelled forthwith were

Christianised—coated over with an alle-

gorical import. An especial favourite was

Orpheus, from his descent into Hell to rescue

Even Bacchus and all

the scale, while one ol his imps is pulling

it from below. In Egypt again was cele-

ated on the 23rd of April the slaying of

Ecclesiastical Zoology.

gSfBggggBBiN the

fierce lions, those

•monstrous centaurs, those half- men, those

spotted tigers, those fighting soldiers and

ihorn-blowing hunters; many bodies under one

head, or many heads on one body
;
here a

serpent’s tail attached to a quadruped, there

a quadruped’s head on a fish
;
here a beast

(presenting the fore-parts of a horse, and

•dragging after it the rear of a goat
;
there a

(liorned animal with the hind parts of a

horse?” It is a question which must have

suggested itself to many, when surveying the

wealth of imagery 011 a Norman doorway or

the misereres of Beverley, Boston, or Bristol.

What does it all mean ? How did it get

onto churches of all places? Where did it

come from? To the last question a full

•answer cannot yet be given
;
much more

investigation and many comparisons must

first be made. The second question is

answered to a considerable extent, and the

first question at length, in Professor Evans’s

interesting and erudite volume on “Animal

^symbolism in Ecclesiastical Architecture.” *

This zoological imagery unquestionably

mounts back to an immense antiquity.

Some of it has been imported, almost un-

-altered, direct from the primitive myths of

the Egyptians, on whose sepulchral monu-

ments the Supreme Judge is seen determin-

ing the worth of souls by weight, and

condemning each, in accordance with the

theory of metempsychosis, to be re-em-

bodied in the animal form for which it has

fitted itself by its manner of life in its

existence. In Christian art the

Fig. I. Weighing Souls {Bourges Cathedral).

Seth-Typhon, a personification of the desert-

demon, drought, sterility, famine and death,

by Horus, the vivifying and fertilising prin-

ciple. Bas-reliefs in the Louvre and the

British Museum depict the god as a mounted

warrior thrusting his spear into the neck of

a crocodile. The myth spread to Syria and

Asia Minor, whence the Crusaders obtained

it, and adopted St. George as their patron

against the Mussulman’s dragon. The

crocodile has become a dragon
;
but on one

of the two famous columns in the Piazetta

of St. Mark's, Venice, may be seen St.

Theodore and a crocodile.

Nor are there wanting survivals of a form

of religion of an antiquity perhaps equally

remote, that of sun-worship. Christmas,

Epiphany, Easter, Whitsuntide, the Mid-

summer Feast of St. John, are all survivals

of a solar or stellar cult. Most of all does

this come out in the legend of the Phoenix.

She lives in a far-away .Arcadia in the East

till five hundred years are overpast, when

she flies to Heliopolis in Egypt, and burns

herself upon the high altar in the Temple

of the Sun. When the priest comes on the

next day to offer sacri-

M
fice, he removes the

ashes from the altar,

and finds therein a

small worm of ex-

ceedingly sweet odour,

which in three daj's

develops into a young

bird
;
on the fourth, in

rj-u
~ full size and plumage,

Fig. 2. The Phasmx.
, . , • .
she greets the priest

with reverence, and returns to her home.

In lewish writings the Pheenix is often

imprisoned Eurydice.

his train are pressed into Christian service
;

for Christ was the vine, and the Church a

vineyard. In the mosaics of the tomb of

Constantine’s daughter at Rome is a charm-

ing representation of the vintage, with little

Pagan genii treading the grapes. Amor and

Psyche are taken as emblems of the love of

God and the human soul
;
the golden apples

guarded by a dragon in the garden of the

Hesperides typify the tree of knowledge in

the Garden of Eden
;
Mercury, or Hermes,

is not only the conductor of souls, but,

with a ram on his shoulder, represents the

Good Shepherd. The Sibyls become Chris-

tian prophetesses on Giotto's tower, and the

bronze gates of Ghiberti in Florence, and on

the pavement of Siena Cathedral
;
Virgil’s

Fourth Eclogue takes its place in Christian

sculptures. Theseus and the Minotaur

typify David and Goliath; Pyramus and

Thisbe find their way into Bale Cathedral,

j

one does not quite see how’. The peacock

I of Juno, and of the Roman empresses, be-

comes the favourite Byzantine symbol of

immortality; for, says St. Augustine; " Quis

nisi Deus dedit carni pavonis mortui ne

putresceret ? ” Ulysses sailing past the Isle

of the Sirens becomes the ship of the

Church, with the ears of its crew stopped to

previous

Archangel Michael and Satan are usually the

but at Autun andprotagonists in the scene

Saint Lo Rie scales are held by the band of

God reaching out of the clouds. At Bourges

Satan is trying to cheat
;
he has put his foot

• “ Animdl Symbolism in Ecclesiastical Architecture.

By E. S’. Evans. (Heinemann. 1896.)
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Drawings for the Royal Academy ®7®
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:
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Legal —
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the temptations of the flesh. The centaurs,

like most of the ecclesiastical monsters,

enter into heraldry also. They are usually

armed with bow and arrow,

and are annoying the be-

liever with “ the fiery

darts of the wicked." This

sagittary appears in the

arms of King Stephen, and
may serve to date the font

of West Rounton and the

chancel-arch of the little

church of Adel. In all cases the centaur is

a personification of unbridled animal impulses

and passions.

More ancient, however, than classical

mythology, even than sun worship and
Egyptian eschatology, is the piteous depre-

catory beast worship, a survival of that hard
time when prehistoric man, equipped not

yet with axe of iron or bronze, perhaps
unprovided yet with weapon of rude or

polished stone, cowered before the beasts of

the forest, terrified at the monstrous dimen-
sions of the elephant and the mammoth,
shuddering at the appalling night howls of

the hyena, the lion's tremendous roar, the

ravening fang of the boar, the gleaming eye
of the bear, filled with an uncanny awe and
a superstitious dread of provoking the

enmity even of the ape, the hare and the
fox. The woods were full of horrors to

him, mysterious and malignant creatures

capable of inflicting injury by occult and
magical influences, and therefore not to

be irritated or enraged in any way; not
to be named, but addressed as broad-
brow, flash-eye, forest-brother. Wild stories

were invented, circulated, perpetuated. This
went on frr ages. Aristotle stands out
alone, a scientific naturalist

true of genuine, was true of imaginary

creatures also
;
else the believer must have

rejected the apocalyptic monsters of St. John

The Sirens {Psallcr of Isabella of France).

2,000 years
ahead of his times. What the medifeval
mind thought of Aristotle may be gathered
from the veracious “ Lay of Aristotle ’’ repre-
sented in many a cloister, where the grave
philosopher is perambulating the lawn on
all fours, with a lady mounted on his back.

the Divine. All this was justified by such

sayings as that of Job ; ‘‘Ask the beast and
it shall teach thee

;
and the birds of heaven,

and they will tell thee." Gradually all this

crystallised into a collection of some fifty

moral beasts, called The Physiologus
;

i.c.,

The Naturalist
;
or sometimes the Book of

Beasts, or the Bestiary. The Physiologus

is at least as early as the fifth century, and
was translated into Latin, Ethiopic, Arabic,

Armenian, Syriac, Anglo-Saxon, and all

the principal Germanic and Romance lan-

guages. Probably no book was so popular
in the Middle Ages. And, unlike most
literature, it was translated into dialect, and
thus became everywhere the possession of

the common people. Everybody knew the
moral beasts

;
and a representation of one of

them on a capital or a bench end
;
a reference

to another, in a sermon or a song, was
caught up at once, and relished by man,
woman, and child. That is why medijevai may seem which invented or believed such.

The existence of the animal was authenti-

cated by numerous horns, fabricated from
the tusks of the narwhal, just as the griffin’s

claws shown in the churches of Hildesheira,

Cologne, and Gran are nothing but horns ot

the Caffrarian buffalo. The elephant cannot
bend its knees. Hunters saw the tree' almost
asunder against which the beast leans at night

;

the elephant falls and cannot rise. So Adam^
“ fell through a tree.’’ This peculiarity of the-

elephant finds a parallel in Julius Caesar's
description of the Gallic elk. Elephant and
howdah are seen in a Beverley miserere.
The eagle can gaze at the bright sun without
blinking, and carries the eaglets on its wings
upwards and compels them to look on the
shining orb

;
those who can do so with stead-

fast eyes it rears; but lets the others fall to-

the ground. So none can behold the face oi

God but Christ and his elect. This scene is

portrayed at Alne, in Forfarshire and
Worcestershire, Capua and Lyons. The
whale remains stationary on the surface ot

the water till his back is covered with
mould, in which large forests grow. Mari-
ners land, cook their dinner as on an isle,

and in a moment are engulfed. The whale
is the devil. For the moral stories of the
remora, the pelican, the panther, the otter, the
beaver, the partridge, the charadrius, and the
rest of this strange menagerie, the reader musli
refer to Professor Evans’s entertaining pages.
Incredible, now-a-days, the state of minds

architecture, especially in the eleventh and a farrago of nonsense
;
but it had the support

twelfth centuries, teems with zoological of Clement of Alexandria, Augustine, Origen,
sculpture, to us a mystery and often an Chrysostom, Jerome, Isidoriis

;
whose 'test

offence, but once a lesson understood and of evidence can have been none but that og
appreciated of all the common people.

|

Tertullian, “ Credo quia absurdum.”
Here are a few specimens of the Phy- As we have seen, the Physiologus was the

Fig. 4 . The “ Lay of Aristotle ” {St. Jea
Lyons).

The Greek writers, Ctesias and Megasthenes,
on the other hand, and the Roman Pliny
recorded every zoological marvel they could
hear of. From one source or other the
early Christian zoologist had a plentiful
stock of material. The Talmud had declared
that " he who interprets the sculpture
literally is a liar and a blasphemer.” Philo
of Alexandria, half Jew, half Hellenist had
given an esoteric treatment to the Mosaic
records. Origen recognised in the Scriptures
a threefold sense, literal, moral, and spiri-
tual. What was true of the Bible narrative
generally was true of the Bible animals-
they were moral beasts; and what was
true of them was true of animals in
general, and of plants, too. When
Solomon spake of all trees, and of beasts

siologus. It is the nature of the lion to howl
over the newborn cubs for three days till

the tremendous roar awakes them to life.

“So Christ on the third day was raised from
the dead.” It is also the nature of the lion,

though it is not generally known, to sleep
with his eyes open. “ So our Lord slept
with his body on the Cross, but awoke at

the right hand of the Father. ’ Pleiice a brace
of lions is often seen in front of Italian or
German churches, or mounted on pedestals,
as wakeful guardians of the sanctuary. A
sur\-ival of this idea is found by some in the
Landseer lions of Trafalgar-square. But as
the devil walketh about as a roaring lion,

seeking whom he may devour, the lion is

also a symbol of evil
;
and n-hen the whole

weight of a porch or a
pulpit is placed on his

back,[as at Pisa and Siena,

it is plain that he typifies

Satan not merely subdued,
but pressed into the service

of Christianity. The uni-
corn can be captured by
one method only, which
may be seen in Boston
church, viz., by decking a
virgin with beautiful orna-
ments and seating her in

a solitary part of the forest

;

when the unicorn runs up,

lays his head on her lap

and falls asleep
;
then the

hunters come up and
catch him. So Christ “has
raised up a horn of

great source of eleventh and twelfth century
imagery. Later on another monstrous pack
of animals, apes, pigs, asses, goats, rushed
into the sacred building. The Physiologus-
was not the only source of zoological instruc-
tion. In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
the same treatment was applied to the im-
mensely popular romance of Reynard the
Fox, and other beast ethics. But the objech
of the artist was different. Hitherto it had
been to instruct, to preach, to edify, to pre-
sent scriptural truth in concrete form, intel-
ligible to those who could not rea-d. Nbw^
the object was not so much to- edify, as to-

satirise and ridicule. Carving and sculpture-
became weapons of offence, wielded ]:jy-

Christian against Christian. Monks hated'i

Fig 5 - Hunting the Unicorn {Old Cerntan Engraving),

and fowl and fishes, he did not write bota- world

salvation for us the mighty ones of the

Bica. treatises, bn. moralities. And w,;f-

1

friars, and despised the secular clergy, our
parish priests

;
the parish priests owed the

loss of thegreat tithes ofmanyoftheirchurches
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the monks, and of marriage and confcs-

onal fees to the friars, who undersold

lem ; the parish priest hated monk and

iar alike. So in the misereres of Beverley

[inster, the clergy, who there were secular

inons, depicted the Black Friars and Grey

riars, who were very active in the town

bout 1520, and were about as popular

'ith the clergy as the Salvation Army is

ow, as foxes with friars’ habits. The autho-

ties of St. Mary’s Church, in the same town,

eserve their satire for the Cistercian Monks,

aving probably suffered from the near

eighbourhood of the Abbey of Meaux.

iere there are foxes at a lectern reading

he lessons; foxes with crosiers, each with

-
goose in his hood; and a. man riding a

;oat with a rabbit under his arm, a sug-

gestive reference to monastic immorality,

'lor was the new weapon confined to the

>road field of ecclesiastical humbug in

ts very numerous varieties. That huge

lumbug, the medifeval doctor, finds his

•ight place in the carvings. The pro-

ession of minstrel also, once so honourable,

seems to liave sunk into the deepest dis-

•epute
:
pigs and dogs and cats and asses

play fiddles, harps, lutes, and organs. The

coarseness and obscenity of many of these

later representations, even in the misereres

or cloisters of a nunnery, is indescribable.

But perhaps the harm of it has been over-

stated. It is quite a modern fashion to call

a spade some other name.

Another source of animal symbolism in

later times is to be found in travellers’ tales,

especially of monstrous births. Hence the

legend of that extraordinary freak of nature,

the Papal ass
;
hence also the sea-bishop

caught in the Baltic, a.d. 1453, and the

monk-calf, born a.d. 1522. Another source

is to be found in fables and popular pro-

verbs—the fox and the crane, the cat waiting

for the mice to put a bell on it, a man
shearing swine, and the like.

From one source or other, every bird and

beast that did exist and did not exist found

its way into the church. “ First they took

possession of the chancel, the chapels, and

the pulpit, and finally overran the whole

building, nestling in capitals, creeping along

cornices, squatting on balustrades, peeping

out of illuminated windows, peering over

portals, grimacing as gargoyles from the

roof.” Every reader, layman or cleric, archi-

tect or archaeologist, will find instruction and

entertainment in the glimpse which Professor

Evans has given us of that strange, far-off,

mediaeval world.

EXPERT EVIDENCE

llN a recent number of the Buildc7
'

a letter of n correspondent was

published which criticised ad-

versely some evidence which was

given by an expert in a law suit, of which

our correspondent was a spectator. There

is, no doubt, a popular dislike of what is

called expert evidence. This arises very

largely from the wide difference between

expert opinion in the valuation of properties

for the purpose of compensation, or in

regard to the assessment of damages. To

a large extent experts have only themselves

to thank for this state of the public mind.

It may, perhaps, therefore be desirable to

consider what should be the frame of mind

which an expert, whether architect or

surveyor, should take up when he is called

on by a person who is at variance with

another. In one word, he should look at

the matter judicially. He is called in as a

person having a special knowledge of a

subject, with the object of giving as nearly

as he can a true opinion.

Now, we make no doubt that among high-

class practitioners this is the frame of

mind in which the question is approached

in the first instance. But in most cases

also it is equally certain that when the

matter gets into the Law Courts this frame

of mind is changed. It is a well-known

practice among bankers to keep new coin

for those who have to pay legacy duty at

Somerset House; and, in like manner, sur-

veyors, when they put on the character of

witnesses, take up the opinions of partisans.

This is altogether wrong, and it largely

tends to deprive expert evidence of its

value and to make it much more expen-

sive and, consequently, adds to the cost of

litigation. For it is clear that if one expert

differs widely from another he must be sup-

ported by further evidence if his testimony

is to carry weight. The result is that when

lands and houses have to be valued by a

jury or an arbitrator it is constantly the

practice to call three or four experts on

each side, each of whom supports the

contention of the side to which he is

attached. A house cannot be truly worth

both 5,000/. and 10,000/., and this is the

kind of radical difference which is constantly

witnessed. It is obvious that if six men

assert their opinion that a property is worth

the former sum, and six others assert that

it is worth the latter, the frame ot mind

which permits of this difference is not

judicial. The result, of course, is that

persons whose duty it is to decide what is

the true sum, in nine cases out of ten regard

each opinion not as a true one, but as in-

dicative of a figure either greater or less than

the person who states it expects the pro-

perty to fetch. This has become a system,

with the result that the public have fallen

into a frame ot mind which regards the

assertions of experts as wholly untrue,

and that judges and arbitrators are led to

regard the evidence of experts with great

suspicion.

This is not a satisfactory thing for pro-

fessional men, who, when they give evidence

in a court of law or in the room of an

arbitrator, should be regarded as persons

who come to give testimony which may be

thoroughly relied upon. We fear that, so far as

the valuation of buildings and property goes,

the present practice of giving what may be

termed partisan valuations . has become so

fixed that it can hardly be given up without

danger to the interests of land and house

owners. Because, if a surveyor were now

to come and state a figure something near

the true one, the jury or body who have to

give a final verdict would not regard it from

the right point of view, but would proceed to

discount it in the usual manner. But in

other matters experts may very well adopt

throughout a dispute a more judicial

attitude. Thus in questions which relate

to the interference with light, it has not

been unusual to see dismal pictures of the

results of a new building on the light

of an old one put forward by those who are

acting on behalf of the dominant owner. On

the other hand, the way in which the height

of buildings is minimised is also equally mis-

those who are called on in this class of dis-

putes can, and should, endeavour to prevent

themselves from becoming partisans. It is

not an unusual thing for us to receive reports

of light and air cases in which it is stated

that Mr. A. B., architect, appeared for one

side, and Mr. C. D. for the other, as if they

were counsel or solicitor. This shows the

kind of non-judicial frame of mind in which

these disputes are too often approached, and

which too often also results in costly litiga-

tion instead of in a reasonable and business-

like compromise.

There is also some misapprehension in

light and air cases in regard to the value of

expert evidence. A surveyor is not a better

judge of a pure matter of fact than is any

other intelligent person. But it is to be

noticed that in this class of law suit, archi-

tects and surveyors are often asked to

testify to matters of fact with a view to the

judge regarding their evidence as that of

experts, when in truth they do no more than

state actual facts. If, for example, the light

to a jeweller’s shop window be interfered with,

the jeweller or persons in this kind of busi-

ness are experts in regard to the effect of the

alleged diminution of light. But an archi-

tect or surveyor is only in the same position

as any other intelligent man, and it is very

undesirable for an architect or surveyor

under such circumstances to allow himself

to be called as a witness as an expert. In

truth, the more careful experts are in allow-

ing themselves to become witnesses, and

the more judicial a franie of mind they take

up, the better it will be in the long run for

all parties.

The above remarks on the subject of

expert evidence have been confined as far

as possible to its relation to litigation which

more immediately interests our readers.

But in every profession in which experts are

to be found the same faults are observable.

In Admiralty litigation, surveyors and ship-

brokers are, we believe, found to differ

widely and absurdly in regard to the value

of ships, and any official connected with the

legal department of the large railway com-

panies can give any amount of instances of

extraordinary differences of opinion among

medical men as to the possibility of the

ultimate recovery of persons injured in rail-

way accidents. It must not, therefore, be

supposed that architects and surveyors are

in this respect different from experts of

other professions.

oi buddings is mimmisea is aiso equaiiy nus-

leading. This is not as it should be, and Royal Commission

NOTES.
The manner in which the

'^**\Vater°" Government deal with the
Question. water question is deplorable.

It has been announced in the House of

Commons that the Government are about to

appoint a Royal Commission to investigate

more especially areas and terms of purchase.

If there was to be a Royal Commission, why

was it not appointed at the beginning of last

session, when it might long ago have been

at work ? But we cannot see that a Royal

Commission is required. What is needed is

adhesion by the Government to one of two

lines of policy, either to create a special

body to manage the water-supply of London,

or to hand it over to the County Council. If

there is difficulty about the extent of the

central area, that is a matter to be settled by

the Cabinet. It is not a question for a

which is needed to

a
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collect facts. The actual state of matters in

regard to the water question is thoroughly

known, and we can only regard the appoint-

ment of a Royal Commission as a weak and
useless device to postpone the taking in hand
of a troublesome question.

fy ,
. , It is as well that our Govern-

Completion of
South Kensington meiit, who are for letting the

Museum.
Soutli Kensington Museum

buildings remain in their present]discredi table

condition, apparently,' tor an indefinite period,

should be aware that they are making them-
selves an object of derision in other countries

where national buildings are considered a

matter of some importance. The Ccvtral
Blatl der Bau-vefwahioig, in a recent issue,

speaks contemptuously of the manner in

which the completion of our Museum build-

ings has been put on one side time after

time, without even the slightest promise of

attention to it, and expresses the opinion
(probably quite correctly) that such a proce-
dure would be impossible in any Continental

capital.

One of the principal events

Connexion with the cere-

monies being held at Berlin

this week will be the unveiling of the eques-
trian statue to the Emperor William I. which
forms the central feature of the “ National
Monument ” erected opposite the Royal
Castle, and to which we have frequently
referred. The monument is now nearly
completed, the equestrian statue, the

principal side figures, and the colonnade
being in position, and there is only tlie bas-
reliefs in connexion with this colonnade
wanting. The monument figures as a
national memorial, and yet it is difficult to

imagine a more unpopular piece of work,
quite independent of its merits as a work of
art. The public did not wish for a small
equestrian statue opposite the Castle, by
which it is dwarfed, and where it was backed
by the river Spree with its unsightly barge
traffic. What they wanted was a pantheon
in the “ Thiergarten,” and both the general
public and artists would have welcomed even
a modification of that scheme. The memorial
embodies only the wishes of the present
Emperor, and no doubt affords a better out-
look from his Castle than the old buildings
which have been destroyed to make room
for it.

fifty churches built under the provisions of

tlie special Act passed in Queen Anne's

reign. Most persons outside the architec-

tural profession are not aware that the

peculiar design of the tower was an attempt,

though an erroneous one, to realise the design

of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus. The bad
condition of the stonework has in fact been

painfully apparent for some time, and we
may well ask how it came to be so long

neglected by the parish authorities. We may
add that those in charge of tlie fabric should

be careful what kind of decorator they

admit into it. A work of tliis kind should

not be undertaken but with the advice of

some eminent architect well skilled in classic

architecture. The church will clearly lend

itself to a decorative scheme of the highest

order.

The Medical Officer and Sur-

veyor of the St. James’s
Proposed Draii
age By-law

.

London. (Westminster) Vestry have

jointly reported on the proposed new by-

laws in regard to drainage proposed by the

London County Council, aixi make some
good suggestions, especially in regard to the

simplification of clauses, as may be seen
by the following examples ;

—

open spaces in connexion with provincial i

towns, as a commemoration of the Queen's '

reign.

CLAUSES AS DRAFTED.
2.—Every person who

shall erect a new building,
and shall provide, in con-
nexion with such building, a
pipe or channel foi the pur-
pose of conveying to any
sewer any water that may
fall on the roof, shall cause
such pipe or channel to
di-scharge over a properly-
trapped gully or into such
gully above the level of the
•ater in the trap thereof.

PROI’OSED SUBSTITUTION.
2.—Rain water shall be

discharged over or into a
properly trapped gully so
that sewer air shall

ascend into .-my rain w:
pipe.

No rain water pipe shall

.

The managing body of the

Exhibidon. ^ans Exhibition for igoo is

about to open a competition
for the best form and construction for the
circular railway which is to connect the
various portions of the Exhibition. In addi-
tion to this general line of railway commu-
nication, there is to be a special railway
track laid down for experiments in various
methods of traction. These may prove of
considerable interest.

He shall not cause :

such pipe or channel to be receive any urinary
-so constructed as to receive freculent matter,
into such pipe or channel
any solid or liquid matter
from any water - closet,

urinal, slop or other sink,
bath, or lavatory.

The fact, recorded in our
“ General Building News ’

column, that it has been found
necessary to call a meeting, and consider
the means of acquiring funds lor the repair
of the stonework and the roof, and also
that it is proposed at the same time to
decorate the interior of this church, may
well be considered a matter of interest
beyond the limits of the parish. The
church is one of the three that we have by
Wren’s pupil Hawksmoor, and one of the

The tendency to voluminous wording in

documents of this kind is increasing, and in-

creases the difficulty on the part of the

average householder in finding out what he
is really required to do. As to the second
quotation the St. James’s Vestry Report
objects, as we did, that to prohibit waste-
water from baths, lavatories, and sinks dis-

charging into rain water heads would be
“ oppressive and unnecessary.” There are
some other conditions also, as we have
already pointed out, which are somewhat
excessive. But the objections raised to the
proposed By-laws in general seem to take
•ather too much the form of a complaint
against the extra trouble and expense they
will involve, an argument which we do not
think is much to -the purpose where the pro-
visions are salutary in tliemselves.

Risks Run by
mysterious accident by;

Electrical wliicli a labourer employed by ’

Workmen, Hampstead Vestry lost his

life when cleaning out a transformer sub- >

station, shows that it is impossible to take 1

too great precautions when dealing with I

high electrical pressures. It was only re-

cently that the Board of Trade insisted that

the cases of the transformers should be put '

in direct connexion with the earth. When
this was done, one would have thought that I

it would be perfectly safe to step on the ;

case. What tlie accident proves, however,
,

is that the resistance of the man’s body, for i

some reason or other, was comparable to the :

resistance of the wire j)ath to earth. As he ;

was holding the ladder with damp hands,
,

and making good contact with the trans- -

former case with a damp boot, no very •

high difference of potential would have •

been required to give a fatal shock. The
case having come into connexion with the

high potential main, a considerable current

must have been flowing along the earth wire,

lieating it and drying the soil round it, hence
this path might well offer a, comparatively

speaking, large resistance to the electric cur-

rent. We shall be interested to know what
plan the Board of Trade will adopt to make
the recurrence of such an accident impossible.

Mr. S. Z. de Ferranti, whose experience with

high pressures is second to none, has advo-

cated fur some time the necessity of having

a cover to the transformer substation which,

when lifted, automatically cuts off the high

tension. As in Hampstead alone there are

twenty-four of these substations, and water
lias often to be syphoned out of them, we
think tliat the Board of Trade ought to insist

on these covers being adopted.

The Public
^^•LReportof tliis Association

Gardens for the year 1896 gives, as
Association,

^ record of their suc-
cessful work in the way of securing open
spaces for the public, or laying out and
improving them after they have been ac-
quired. The Association, among other good
works, contributed 1,000/. towards the forma-
tion of the recreation ground on Battersea)
Wharf, and have laid out, or contributed
largely towards ^the laying out, of several
other places of public recreation, chiefly
formed out of disused burial grounds. This
year the Association accompany their Report
with an extra circular announcing the
appointment of a Committee to provide for
the formation or securing of public parks and

-ru D • u
It is announced that Sir Arthur

Church, Blomheld has prepared the
Chatham, pia^s for a massive tower to

be built at the south-west end of St. Mary's,

Chatham, as part of a scheme of complete
restoration, at an estimated cost of 8,000/

With the exception of the chancel and side

chapel, which were rebuilt eight years ago
in the Early English style, after the same
architect’s designs, the present structure

consists for the most part of the rebuilding

in 1788, but it still retains some features of

the original church. St. Mary’s, standing on
the chalk cliff, above the Ordnance Wharf
and Old Duck, formerly appertained to, and
was served by, the Black Canons of SS.
Mary and Nicholas Priory at Leeds, near
Maidstone, upon whom it had been bestowed
by their founder, Robert de Crevecamr, or

Crouchheart, temp. Henry I.* At the

Suppression the King gave it to the Dean
and Chapter of Rochester. The first church
was destroyed by fire and rebuilt 1316-20;

in 163s the Navy Commissioners repaired

the fabric, reconstructed and enlarged the

west end, and erected a small western
tower. In 1689 Benjamin Ruffhead, anchor-

smith, gave some branch and other ironwork.

In pulling clown tlie old chancel there were
found, amongst materials that had been used
for filling the east window, some finely-

sculptured fragments, one of them being a

mutilated figure of the Virgin and Child,

* For Leeds, and the Crevecceurs, e

Visits," Builder, August j, i88g.

' A.A. Vacation
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supposed to be that of Our Lady of Chat-

ham, of which Lambard gives a curious

account in his “ Perambulation of Kent.”

In St. Mary’s was set up an inscription in

memory of Steven Borough, ohiit 15S4, the

Arctic explorer, to whom is credited the

discovery of the passage to Archangel.

The Rochester Town Council

“grecd to acquire, fur

the purposes of a museum and
public library as a memorial of the Queen’s

reign, this highly interesting relic of the old

city. Eastgate House—the “Nun’s House’’

of Dickens’s unlinished “ Mystery of Edwin
Drood '—stands in the Higli-strcet, near the

site of the East Gate of the wall, and
Williamson’s school erected on the filling-up

of the ditch. Constructed of timber and
stucco, it is remarkable for the irregularity

of its outline and plan, and for the fine

Wooden chimney-pieces, carved woodwork,
and enriched ceilings within. On a beam in

one of the principal rooms is cut " 1691 ;

”

the house, though, is believed to be of an

earlier date. The six-sided turret staircase

has a projecting saddle-back roof, in strange

contrast with the roof of the adjacent hexa-

gonal bay which almost conceals the gable

behind it.

It appears that M. Bartholdi’

M. Bartholdi the sculptor (if one can use the
as Architect.

, ^ r tword in this case) of the

colossal “ Liberty ’’ at the entrance of New
York Harbour, and also of the rather me-
diocre monument to Gambetta at Ville

d’Avray, claims also to be the real author of

the design of the Palais de Longchamp at

Marseilles, of which M. Esperandicu is the

reputed architect, and has incited the

Socicte des Artistes Franfais to address

a remonstrance to the authorities at Mar-
seilles in regard to the omission of any
mention of M. Bartholdi’s share in tlie work.

M. Allar, the Mayor of Marseilles, repu-

diates the claim energetically, declaring that

he is in possession of documents which

constitute a full answer to M. Bartholdi’s

unfounded pretensions, in which for our

own part we certainly have very little faith.

M. Bartholdi is an artist who has always

shown a great anxiety to keep himself in

evidence.

The eightieth exhibition of this

TvTISL',? Gallery in

Piccadilly, contains some very

charming works, which however must be

looked for mostly among the smaller and

less conspicuous drawings. The President,

however, has made a real success with his

“ Jessica'' (165), not only a most beautiful

lace but one which really looks the cha-

acter, though his Shylock is a respectable old

nonentity. His larger figure, “Rosalind”

(345) is a beautiful piece of colour and
costume, arranged on a figure which is

certainly not Shakespeare's heroine. A new
architectural artist of high talent appears in

the Honorary member. Count Seckendorff,

whose drawings of Roman remains, the

“Forum” (44) especially, arc admirable.

Mr. Fulleylove is hardly at his best

in his large view of Athens (365), which

is interesting rather in a topographical

tlian artistic sense. There is much
humour in Mr. Dollman’s “Dogma” (175),

spoiled by the disagreeable woolly texture of

some of the faces. After these, the main
interest of the exhibition lies in the land-

scapes. Mr. Joseph Knight sends a Jarge

work, “ O’er Moor and Fell ’’

(257), one of the

finest specimens of a manner from which he

never departs, but in which, within its limits,

he is always successful. Among smaller

works which must be looked for, but which

are worth looking for, are Mr. John White's

“Village Street, Branscombe ’’ (157), Mr.

Max Ludby’s “ Close of Day” (154), with a

grand warm-coloured cloud resting on the

horizon
;

Mr. C. E. Johnson’s “ Break of

Day ” (140), Mr. Colman’s “ Tender Light of

Afternoon ’’ (96) and two beautifully refined

little landscapes by Miss Squire (91 and 97).

Mr. y\lfred Parsons’ briglit and brilliant view

of old “ Warley Place ’’ in the midst of its

garden (67) is among the more promi-

nent works, as also Mr. Wimperis’s “High
Down, Dartmoor" (16

1 ),
also Mr. Austen

Brown’s “Ste. Genevieve” (234) a picture

evidently painted under French inspiration

and training
;

Mr. W. Rainey’s children

dancing in a field, under the title “A Ring oi

Roses ’’ (292) ;
Mr. Bernard Evans’s “Foun-

tains Abbey’’ (327), a large and rather too

solid drawing, but with a certain power; and
Mr. Weedon’s “ Hayfield, Pulborough ’’(373),

a work in a broad style and with a very fine

sky. The West Gallery is occupied with

older works, “Royal Institute Art Union
Prizes,” including some good examples of

Prout, and some not very remarkable ones of

Varley, Holland, and some other old names.
The two best things in this part of the collec-

tion are Mr.^Vi]nl)cris’s “Arundel Castle ”(78)

and Mr. Harrison’s exceedingly beautiful and
real coast scene under the title “The Rising

Moon” (103), which could hardly be sur-

passed in its wa)'.

At the Goupil Gallery is a

collection of landscapes by

James Maris, one of those

modern Dutch painters with whom landscape

painting is not so much a representation of

nature as a representation of one special

type of effect wliich they read into nature,

and to which they always adhere. The
deadness and coldness of colour in the land

portion of his works is almost depressing
;

on the other hand his skies are often very

line, and rendered in a manner entirely

his own. The large painting entitled “Sea-
weed Harvest," a narrow strip of beach

with a great mass of clouds above it, is

splendid
;
and some of the smaller works

arc very interesting, though the impression

of the whole collection is rather monotonous.

THE ADVANCEMENT OF ARCHI-
TECTURE :*

In' my last lecture I pointed out how the
Gothic architects dealt with one new feature,

viz., the flying buttress, how it was at first a
plain piece of structural work, and how it was
gradually brought into an ornamental feature.

This was more or less the case with every new
feature. The Early Gothic window was a
plain lancet. Sometimes three were grouped
together—uf course, for light, the two side ones
being lower

;
wlien there were two together

they were both embraced by one arch, doubt-
less for good structural reasons, and, as light

was the object, a circular opening was made
in the spandrel over the central shaft, which
practically became a mullion, and this circular

opening was mostly adorned with a trefoil or a
quatrefoil. The columns were gradually
diminished as much as possible, and the
heads were eventually filled with geometric
traecry. We know in our own English

• Being the sixth and concluding Royal Academy
Lecture on Architecture this session. Delivered on the
nth ult. by Professor Aitchison, A.R.A.

Gothic that this was called the Geometrical
period.

It is curious, with all the desire for

novelty tliat characterised the whole Gothic
periixl, how conservative the architects were;
they never substituted a new form for

an old one until the old one interfered

with the proper development of their new
aim. The original divisions of the windows
were shafts, made slenderer and slenderer,

until at length they were superseded by tlie

plain moulded bars we call mullions, which
were continued and bent into tracery. It was
by development rather than by anything abso-
lutely new that the astonishing results of the
latest phase were obtained

;
for instance, the

gables of porches or doorways were made
higiier and higher, until they ran above the
central rose window of the west end, and were
pierced to admit light. At Amiens the ftnial of

the flat gable of the central porch only runs up a
little above the string of the ground story, tiiough

it is raised by the figure of an angel blowing a
trumpet. At Reims, tlie high-pointed gable is

surmounted by a finial with a cross on the top,

just level with the centre circle of tlie great
west rose window. At St. Wulfrand the thin

point and finial run high up into the west
window. At the Cathedral of Rouen the gable,

as seen in perspective, cuts the great rose window
in two, and its finial readies on to the upper
archivolt above tlic circular rose. At Notre
Dame de I’Epine, as seen in perspective, the
tops of the two finials of the gables run above
the crowning string on to the battlements.

Tlie buttresses were originally merely struc-

tural, to resist thrusts or to stiffen walls, with
plain sets off and water tables. As the archi-

tects gut more and more skilled in construc-
tion, they seemed to have developed a stronger
taste for ornate structures

;
you may be sure

that this was appreciated, and was more and
more wanted. You must remember that

though architecture had passed from the

hands of the clergy into the hands of the

laity, the clergy had not Inst their taste for

it, hut had only seen themselves surpassed by
superior talent and skill, and besides as the

people were getting richer and more fastidi-

ous as soon as they were organised into trade

guilds, the clergy must have heard of their

appreciation of more ornate buildings. At the
Cathedral of Notre Dame at Paris, the buttresses

were still plain, but in the west front the archi-

tect had put an ornamental note in eacli, by
means of a niche with a statue, the niche being
made by two projecting columns covered by a
roof. The architect, too, had carried tlie arcade
of Kings across each buttress and done tlie same
in the upper arcade At Amiens, owing to the

projection of the porches, the lower stories of

the buttresses were brought forward too, they
were arcaded on the face and at the level of

the string of the ground floor octagonal

spires were put on them and angle pinnacles.

At Reims the portals came in front of tlie but-

tresses, and the face of the buttress above the

portal was arcaded with a triple arcade to the

level of the first floor string
;
above that an oedi-

cule for a statue was formed by an arch on two
columns and was capped with a spire and
pinnacles as at Amiens, and like them the

spires ran up into the gallery of Kings, the

finials reaching to the top of the pedestals on
which the kings stand. At St. Wulfrand the

buttresses project considerably before the jambs
of the portals and are square for a certain

height, and then are set anglewise and arc
hollowed into niches on both the diagonal faces,

and have statues with canopies over them,
whose spires are tufted with crockets ; above
the canopy is a gable with a tufted finial hear-

ing on its top tlie stand for another statue with
a canopy over it, the finial of which runs up and
divides the angle buttress which is gabled, and
the spire over this dies against the square face

of the buttress above, about the level of the
middle of the rose tracery of the west window.
The same sort of buttresses, but even more
elaborate, projects in front of tlie portals at

Rouen. In late French Gothic the canopies
form an important ornamental feature.

The only other things I know that, make up
the sum total of the external architectural

ornamentation are the pierced balustrades. I

may here point out a motive at Rouen Calliedral

I never noticed elsewhere, that the balustrade

to the highest open gallery has its top line

diversified by each alternate space of the arcade
being formed into a canopy, this is very like

the semi-octagon projection in the window
lattices at Cairo, used for keeping the water
bottle cool. I never was in the gallery a^
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Knucn, and so can only spcalc of its appearance

from below, but all these new methods of

ornamenting^ show the tendency of first turn-

ing necessities into ornament, and then

developing and multiplying the ornamental

features.

The arcading or I panelling of the plain sur-

faces of stonework, the filling in of gables

with tracerv, sometimes blind and sometimes
pierced, the new nnjuldmgs, tiie modellinj^

of piers and jambs, and the sculpture, and
I may add the development of the fringes,

like those round the porches at Amiens, end
the list. I may say, however, that by mak-
ing the sides of the arches of the fringes

vertical, as is done in late work, gives them a

Saracenic look, like the stalactites to the arches
of the Alhambra. I have so often adverted to

the Gothic mouldings that it is needless to

repeat mv remarks that they were studied to

tell in a mistv climate, as the Greek ones were
to be effective in a sunny climate. The model-
ling of piers is the result of the stepped arches

and the logical desire of the Romanesque archi-

tects to have a separate column to support
every separate rib. Not being a sculptin' I say

nothing of the carved work.
Before the end of the twelfth century the

Romanesque sculptors had taken their Horal

ornament from the leaves, plants, and flowers

that were native to the parts where tliey were
building, and evidently copied their figures

from the natives, too
;
but that particular floral

ornament we call a crocket became a dis-

tinguishing feature of Gothic. You may notice

that the old spire at Chartres has no crockets,

but in the new one not only the spire, but

every pinnacle, is crocketed.

As a rule, the outsides of buildings tell

nothing of their internal structure, and I do
not mean by that their shapes, for the apses and
chevets are striking enough. St. Bacchus at

Constantinople, often called the little Sta.

Sophia, might, fis far as its outside is con-

cerned, be a printing-office or a Dissenting
chapel, in spite of its domed inside.

It was the Byzantine custom to utilise the

space between the buttresses, as was ultimately

done at Notre Dame ; but this is not the case

in vaulted Gothic structures, as a new prin-

ciple had been introduced of counteracting
thrusts from the inside by the external thrusts

of the flying buttress, as, with the exception of

the west front and the north and south ends of

the transept, every bay of vaulting is shored up
outside by flying buttresses. It will, therefore,

be best to say something of the vaulting before
making the final remarks.

I mentioned the vaults in my last lecture, but
it may not be amiss to repeat my remarks.
The vault was confined in the first instance to

transverse, diagonal, and wall ribs, each pair

forming an arch, The ribs at first being
merely beaded at the edges, but these were
gradually turned into mouldings, and in Eng-
land smaller ribs, under the name liernes were
multiplied, and a ridge rib introduced, possibly

to make the filling in easier, and eventually the
spaces were so small as to be filled with thin

stones, scribed and fitted in. Short ribs, tier-

cerons, were also inserted, set at an angle to

the liernes, forming stars in the middle, the
horizontal section of the solid part of the vault

being polygonal, with curved faces. Gradually
the horizontal section became circular, and
the ribs got so small and numerous that it

was easier to make the horizontal section of

the solid round, and to work the ribs out
of the voussoirs, than to use ribs and panels.
These were called fan vaults, and are still con-
structively valuable in brickwork, as they save
the waste of time and expense in cutting the
groin points, as well as the weakening of the
vault. I have used them for basement vaults.

These fan vaults were often used with pen-
dants, as at Henry VII.’s Chapel and else-

where. As construction and as mason's work
these fan vaults were most wonderful, but,

lesthetically, the monotony of the repetition of

arches and cusps is sickening. I have often
wondered why this f(^rm of vault was not used
now, only carved with something interesting,

instead of being covered with the everlasting
cusps. Of course, at first sight, the stellar vault
is striking, and so is the fan vault, and those
with pendants are more astonishing still. In
fact, to those unacquainted with the method of
support, they are marvellous. But intermin-
able repetition is beyond human endurance.
Though all the leaves of a tree are, roughly
speaking, alike, no two are exactly the same,
nor in the same position. The Greeks realised

acted on the lesson
;
so that we never tire of

looking at the Parthenon.
Now, as before, all the external features of a

building are the walls and roof, and the walls

are only necessarily pierced by do<3rs and wiii-

dows. The Greek temples, if Dr. D'")rpfeld is

right, were alone without windows, and every

habitation must at least have (^ne chimney for

the cooking-fire, or a hole in the roof for the

escape of the smoke. It is a matter of genius

as to how these walls and roofs, these windows
and doors are to be treated to make the whole
building interesting or beautiful. ^Ve should

be grateful to the Saracens and to the Mediai-

vals for showing us the possibility of making
them striking, effective, and beautiful, in a new
wav, and showing us that every fnrm of beauty

was not exhausted by the eiforts of their prede-

cessors. Architecture is really the creation of

religion. It is much more for pleasing hi'

deity than himself, that man has built all

the must famous buildings in the world,

.\s soon as the savages that over-ran th

Roman Empire were nominally converted to

Christianity, their main object was to have
temples built as large, grand, and stable

as their wealth and the skill at their command
would permit, and when the architects were
skilful enough to enable them to show their

enthusiasm, lanterns, towers, and spires were
added to every abbey, church, or cathedral,

and the whole was covered with every form
of ornament that they admired.
The Greeks did not, so far as I know,

make any improvements in structural art.

Their temples, as far as their construction went,

were no advance on Stonehenge ;
but they

were a tasteful people, who loved the beautiful,

and they made the most perfect temples the

world has yet seen, where every artistic touch

still tells its tale as well as it did when it was
new. The Romans were greater than the

Greeks in everything that we call practical.

Thev saw the advantage of the arch, and used
it as it never had been used before

;
they saw

the advantages of architecture, and there was
no cf)untry they conquered and kept that is not

enriched with it. They learnt the art of build-

ing in rubble—or, if you prefer it, in concrete

—

faced with stone or burnt brick, so that there

was no place they stayed in where the main
material was not to their hands. There is in

Tunisia an aqueduct, some 70 ft. high in parts,

that is built of the soil of the country mixed with
lime, and cast into huge blocks

;
but then they

iiad the taxes of the then civilised world for

their revenue, armies of slaves, excellent roads,

and the power of requisitioning the population
wherever they stayed. They were admir-
able planners and most excellent builders,

and, of course, could choose their archi-

tects from the cleverest of all the tributary

nations, and they always succeeded in getting
dignity and magnificence in their buildings.
The Byzantines were Rcanans, with a larger
admixture of Greeks and Orientals, and theyper-
fected the dome on pendentives and invented
domes on drums. The Saracens were savages
when they emerged from Arabia, hut with a
passion for literature and some skill in it, thev
deeply studied Greek philosophy, and Greek
and Hindoo, arithmetic and geometry, mathe-
matics, and eventually developed a new stvle
that has captivated mankind by its gorgeous and
magical effects. The various savages who over-
ran the Western part of the Roman empire, as
soon as they settled down began to practise
building and showed an energy, perseverance,
a power of observation and logical deduction
that has never been surpassed, if it has ever
been equalled. In less than a century after the
taking of Jerusalem, in loqy .a.d,, they became
original and daring architects, and eventually
the most skilful the world has vet seen, but
how any one can suppose that they were
n(it indebted to the Saracens for their
methods is beyond my comprehension. The
magnificent Norseman showed a passion for
the massive and the grand. If you will go
from the nave of Southwell or Gloucester into
the choir, you go from the grand and gloomy
work of giants to the exquisite skill of pigmies.
Where did the ideal of all this mysterious
elaboration and slightness come from but from
the admiration of Saracen work ?

I daresay most excellent reasons could be
given why the great epochs of architectural art
cannot occur again, and particularlv in the
immediate future

;
for there is always some

good reason to be given for any bad prac-
tice

;
men can say that “ so-and-so, with no

more knowledge than I, made a comfortable
the advantage of this device of nature and

I
income by keeping an architectural fancy

dress shop, and that a few have made their

fortunes at it
;

’’ but as 1 addressed you as poets

in structure, so 1 continue.
If we want to imitate the Gothic architects in

creating a new style, we must at least learn

all that can be learnt, and strive all we can,

before we are in a position to say that a new
style is impossible.
No one can say that there is no poetry left

in this age. I believe no age is absolutely

wanting in the elements of poetry, but it may
want the man gifted with perfect utterance to

make it known and acknowledged.
\^’'hen I was a student I took in Viollet le Due’s

“ Dictionary,” There is one short remark in it

that it will not be amiss to quote :
—

“ The con-
structors of those day.s sought without ceasing,

and routine had noliold on them
;

in searching
they found, they advanced, and never said ‘ We
have arrived, let us stop here.’ ” This seems
to me to be good teaching to follow. W’eat
present want an architecture of our own time,

a new architecture
;

this is a good wish. But
we must know how a new architecture is

found. Let us see how it was found in the

Middle Ages, and to do this we must begin at

the beginning with the Romanesque architects.

I did more or less describe their efforts until

they found out the pointed arch, the vaulting

ribs, and the flying buttresses. They had
learnt all they could, they had observed the

various strengths and qualities of stone, they
had reasoned on every step they took, they had
dared and striven, and they had become more
or less masters of descriptive geometry, which
in itself is a great training to the mind.
They had to set out full-sized diagrams
on the floor prepared for tliem, of every piece of

work that required accuracy, and to draw
out every moulding full size in section

;
but

besides this, they had to get out the forms the
mouldings took when the joint came on to a hori-

zontal line, for the masons to cut their tem-
plates from. Every piece of stone was
'ompletely worked before it was carried

up to its place, and the architect had to see
that the work was properly executed and
bonded, and that the rubble filling was pro-

perly put in, or else, especially in high walls,

there would sure to be settlements, but this was
not all, for until the schools had turned out
efficient workmen and foremen in each trade,

the architect had to arrange the necessary
scaffolding, and draw out all the centring for

the arches and ribs, besides having to look
after the quarrying of the stone, and its convey-
ance to the work, and the proper economy in

cutting it, and this did not apply to the stone
alone, but to every material used, so that the
architect was very properly called, “ The
Master of the Work

;

” but probably when the
communes were constituted and made up of

trade guilds in the latter part of the twelfth

century, the different trades were well versed
in the knowledge of their arts. The bottom half

of the circle of the west rose window at Reims,
which is 41 ft. in diameter with open spandrels,

was no easy task to joint, when there was only
one light circle in each corner to support it, and
besides its own weight, it had at least half the
tracery to carrj'. The cause of invention or the
capacity for the production of jesthetic effect by
individuals is impossible to discover, and if it

should happen that a new style should come
about, we cannot foresee what form it will take,

but I think we can say that it will not take
the form of Gothic, for ornamental geometry is

not the passion of the present day. I think
the cultivated would now prefer the Palace at

Brescia to anything Gothic. It is doubtful if

any new grand style is likely to be developed
in the immediate future

;
for the embodying of

any great idea in building is very remote from
the thoughts of the present day. The embodi-
ment of every great idea came as Jiaturally

to the people of the Middle Ages as sending
a letter to the papers comes now, and the Church
schools of those days represented all the educa-
tion that was to be had. technical and other.

The clergy were a protection from the arbitrary

power of feudal lords, and pointed out the way
to Heaven, while the Church offered all the in-

nocent delights that were then known. The
exercise of architecture and all the sister arts,

as well as the sumptuary ones, offered the

most perfect intellectual exercise without fear

of the dungeon or the stake
;
consequently to

endow the church with excellence and beauty
offered not only the highest but the most cogent
motives. All I can now say is this, that before
we can hope for a new style, we must acquire
the knowledge of construction possessed by the

engineers, skill in planning, and the proper dis-
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positioii of light and shade. Witli this as a

foundation we can only hope the poetic inspira-

tion may come to enable us to clothe the neces-

sary forms with an elegance more perfect than
the world has yet seen.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS

:

HERALDRY IN ENGLISH MEDI;EVAL ARCHI-
TECTURE.

A MEETING of this Institute was held on
Monday, at No. 9, Conduit-street, Mr. Aston
Webb, Vice-President, in the chair.

The minutes having been taken as read, Mr.
W. H. St, John Hope read a paper entitled

“Heraldry in English Medieeval Architecture,”

of which the following is an abstract :

—

Mr. St. John Hope said he should confine

himself to the historical period beginning with

the accession of Henry III., in 1216, and ending
with the death of Henry VIII., in 1547. The
applications of heraldry to architecture in this

period were so numerous that it was not easy to

deal with them in any degree of connexion.

Arms, badges, crests, and supporters were freely

used in every conceivable way, and on every

reasonable place. Whether the building were
ecclesiastical, domestic, or secular was imma-
terial : there was no difference in the treatment

of the heraldry nor limitation of its use. The
earliest applications of armorial insignia were
purely of a personal character, to distinguish a

man from his fellows when all were alike dis-

guised in their war harness. These insignia

;

usually took the form of a device painted upon
the wearer’s shield or attached to his headpiece.

Heraldry, consequently, is met with first in build-

ings, in the form of painted or sculptured shields

on the monumental effigies of departed war-

riors. The value of armorial shields as a

mode of picture - writing soon suggested

itself when heraldry became a science, and the

association of them with architecture formed
at once a beautiful form of decoration and a
speaking historical record. The wall arcades of

the nave aisles, and the tombs of Queen Eleanor

and William de Valence, in the abbey church of

Westminster, furnish the earliest and most charm-
ing examples of this combination. Another
admirable thirteenth-century example is the gate-

house of Kirkham Priory, Yorkshire. In the

new nave of York Minster, of about the same
period, various benefactors to the church are

commemorated, after the Westminster fashion, by
their shields of arms, thirty-two in all, sculptured,

two to a bay, in the spandrels of the pier arches.

A somewhat similar arrangement occurs at St.

Albans in the beautiful decorated bays of the

nave, built after the partial fall of the south side

in 1323. In the north of England there were
numerous fourteenth-century buildings showing
heraldic decoration with the archicecture—for

instance, Bothal Castle, Alnwick Castle, Hilton
Castle, co. Durham, Lumley Castle, the Lion
Tower at Warkworth, and Micklegate Bar, York.
The presbytery and choir of York Minster con-

tain in the spandrels of the pier arches a series of

sculptured shields similar to those in the nave,

and the great arches of the central lantern tower
are also adorned with large and fine examples
of the sculptured shields of arms of the builders

and others. Taken as a whole, the fourteenth

century, except perhaps in Yorkshire, was not

very prolific in buildings decorated with heraldry ;

but it produced a magnificent series of monu-
ments, many of so elaborate a character as to

form distinct features of the churches wherein
they stand. The more notable examples were
enumerated and illustrated by the author of the

paper. The so-called Perpendicular style was
very prolific in heraldic ornament and decoration,

which was especially seen in East Anglia, where
almost every large church of the period is lavishly

decorated with heraldry. Several examples v/ere

described. Fine displays of heraldry existed in

many of the ornate fireplaces of the fifteenth

century, notably at Tattershall, in Lincolnshire,

and the Bishop’s palace at Exeter. The fifteenth

century, like the fourteenth, was rich in heraldic

monuments, and brought into fasb'on those
beautiful stone structures that combine the monu-
ment with the chantry chapel, of which examples
exist at Tewkesbury, St. Albans, Salisbury, Win-
chester, and elsewhere, one ol the finest in design,

as it is most remarkable in construction, being
the bridge-like structure in Westminster Abbey
church, in memory of Henry V., whose tomb
stands beneath it. Much of the architec'ural

of the first pxft of *hc sixf^enth century
is simply a continuation of that which preceded

it. In large and costly buildings, however, the

increased richness of the architecture was accom-
panied by a corresponding outburst of heraldic

display, as in Henry VII. ’s Chapel at Westminster
(in particular the bronze doors). King’s College

Chapel, Cambridge ; St. George’s Chapel,

Windsor ; and Hampton Court. Selecting a few

typical architectural features, such as spandrels,

bosses of vaults, &c., Mr. Hope proceeded to

show the influence the introduction of heraldry

had had upon their ultimate development, citing

numerous existing examples. In conclusion, the

author discussed, by the light of mediceval

examples, the artistic treatment of heraldry in

its application to architecture, shields, crests,

supporters, and various other features being dealt

with in detail. The lecture was illustrated by a

large number of lantern slides and coloured

photographs of stall-plates of Knights of the

Order of the Garter in St. George’s Chapel at

Windsor.

Mr. J. A. Gotch, in proposing a vote of thanks

to the lecturer, said that he had been much struck

with the very interesting series of views which

had been thrown upon the screen by Mr. Hope.
The later examples exhibited bad pleased him,

on the whole, more than the earlier ones. That

was largely due to looking at the subject from the

decorative point of view. Ot course, the earlier

heraldry, the more heraldic it was, in a certain

sense— that was to say, the nearer the stream was
to its fount the purer it was. The older the

shields and devices were the simpler they were,

but for pure interest of design, as apart from

merely staling the fact, it seemed to him that

some of the shields of a later period struck him
as being most beautiful and most ingenious.

There were not only the heraldic facts portrayed,

but it was done in such a very charming

way, and they had not only the alliances

and interesting history given, but the actual

skill and ingenuity of the designer, and the

evident love with which he did his work,

displayed before them. So with that tomb in

Henry VII. ’s chapel. He did not think that of

all the illustrations thrown upon the screen there

was any more charming example than that of the

arms of England in bronze work. A more
elegant supporter than that greyhound he did not

think one could ever see, and the elegant way in

which the arms were displayed, with the whole of

the field voided, was most ingenious, because of

course, as a rule in drawing heraldry, the various

badges were drawn entirely separate; but in

order to have them supported when in the

shield ; all these things had to be shown, and

the ingenious way in whichthat was done without

confusing the charges was certainly most interest-

ing. Then, if one might be allowed a bit of

criticism on the designs of men who used to

design far better than we could at the present

day, one would perhaps venture to say that in

some of the Tudor work at King’s College Chapel,

for instance, the badges seemed to a certain extent

a littlebit coarse and out of scale with the charges

on the shield, because the badge itself was perhaps

as large in area as the shield. Then there was

one tffing which he thought one could gather from

the series of views thrown on the screen, and that

was as to the great advantage there was in study-

ing heraldry, not only in the flat but in ihe round.

He thought they could learn something with

respect to the charges and so on in heraldry

perhaps better by having to model the shield

than simply drawing it, because then one got to

know, in a measure, how the shield must have

been constructed, and therefore how the charge
which a shield bears were logically placed one in

relatior\ to the other. Mr. Hope said a good

deal all Jut the freedom there was in heraldry, and

that certainly appeared to him to be one ol the

great things at which modern designers ought to

aim. Certainly great freedom was taken by the

old designers, but that freedom was entirely lost in

the last century and the century before that. Mr.

Hope said that the only shape of a shield devoted to

one purpose was the lozenge which was devoted

to ladies. It was a curious thing, in considering

the origin of heraldry, viz , that these were

badges or insignia which were worn by the

knights enveloped in cumbersome armour, that

ladies should ever have thought of indulging in

heraldic badges. He supposed for some lime

after its inception heraldry took a little departure

from the strict course which it ought to have

followed in its pure developments, and became

not only useful but also decorative, and the ladies

seized every opportunity that was presented to

them of applying such decoration to their already

decorated persons. Oce very curious instance of

he use which ladies made of heraldic devices

was in Spain, in which ladies who were un-

married displayed a shield in whioh one half was
devoted to their paternal coat, and the other half

was left blank on which to put the arms of their

husbands. Those, we were told, were called

the arms of expectancy. Apart altogether

from the decorative point of heraldry, architects

especially should find it exceedingly useful from

the amount of light it threw upon history. Very
often the only clue one had to the date of the

building lay in the shields with which it was
adorned, and so, altogether apart from the

pleasure one had in fine drawing, its historical

use was a great point. On one of the slides some
shields were charged, not with arms at all, but

with letters and figures, and that was an interest-

ing thing to notice. Even in medixval times

the shield was of a shape which would be

devoted entirely to heraldic bearings, one would

think, but it was used in that instance to carry

letters and initials.

Mr. J. T. Stevenson seconded the vote of

thanks. C3n one point in Mr. Hope’s lecture he

was in doubt, viz., in regard to that gentle-

man’s remark that heraldry began in the thirteenth

century. He (the speaker) thought it was as old

as the human race. Heraldry must have begun

long before letters. It was simply a picturesque

manner of writing one’s name, and belonged to

the same class of things as signs of public-houses

and so on, invented for the sake of people who
could not read. We had a modern example of

old heraldic things in the case of modern mer-

ebandisssigns. Then another thing might be looked

at in that light. He could never understand why
it should be called bumptious and upsetting and

presumingto put up one’sfamily sign, but we must

take care that what we did put up we had a

right to put up. But in reference to that, and

the modern coat of arras, there was the difficulty

of the helmet. We did not wear helmets nowa-

days, or we might put a crest on a top hat. But

how could people’s names be represented on a

plate, or a shield, or anything else, without

putting up a helmet? He desired to make
heraldry a practically modern thing. It certainly

ought to be a modern thing. He did not in the

least see that we should not keep up that beautiful

old picturesque way of writing our names in that

way. As to the origin of crests that was rather

an archeological question, but when one looked

at crests one saw they were of enormous size.

The crest of the Black Prince in Canterbury

Cathedral was a real leopard. lie thought

every architect ought to know that the mere form

of the shield was no matter of importance what-

ever— it was a matter of mere fashion. In fact,

those marks were often put on a coat—at least, we
often heard of coats of arms, and in coats of aims

they would not take the form of a shield but be

simply dispersed over it. Mr. St. John Hope had

referred to St. John’s College, Cambridge. He
(Che speaker) was fortunate enough to be the dis-

closer of the chimney in the other college, which

Lady Margaret built, viz., Christ’s College. On
it there were marguerites for Margaret, and the

name and title, and a lot of little things about a

couple of inches square, all over the chimney

piece. There was one remark he would make on

the whole, viz , that he thought if heraldry was

merely a way of writing one’s name he did not see

why people should be taxed for doing that.

Mr. Hugh Stannus said that Mr. Stevenson

bad mentioned the shrinking from using coats-

of-arms on the part of clients as being an assump-

tion of too much ;
and he had found the same

feeling ;
but when a man was of ancient blood

or good family, then it was a pity he did not

allow it to be stated. And when a man was
“ a new man,” even then he might have a coat-

of-arms, on proper application to the Heralds’

College. With regard to the helmet, he was

always in favour of using it over the shield, with

the wreath and mantling falling from it. The
whole, when complete, was much more beautiful

for decorative treatment. AH heraldry was

a conventional method of stating a certain

fact, and if the conventional method of putting

the arms on a shield were adopted he saw no

reason why the helmet and its accessnrie.s shnnlr)

not be sliown. The lise of the helmet further

gave an opportunity for having a boss or lump
coming over the flat shield

;
and this bossing was

the very essence and life of relief-work. With
regard to the main question, bethought architects

might look upon the subject from two points of

view. First of all, Heraldry was introduced to

give information, to tell a story as to who were

the personages who lived there, who erected the

building, who was buried there, or who had

been the benefactor geneiaily. That, of

course, was the Storiation side of Heraldry.
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It was useful to give some statement or

story, and to us now it was often the
only means of learning dates and names.
From the second point of view—that of decora-
tion (and architects had to look at it decoratively
more than as matter of Storiation)—there were
certain definite principles which governed its intro-

duction. We wish to tell the story; but also to

tell it in an artistic manner. He thought that
when heraldry was introduced in architecture,

then of course it must be subordinate to the prin-
ciples that govern architecture ; and those would
be such principles as would require that the
shield and all its accessories should show a
sense of the shape in which they were enclosed,
whether a frieze or spandrel or any other panel

;

and that, further, they should have some sense of
the surface on which they are applied. In the
ordinary case of work in relief, Diapering made
the surface a tone lower, by reason o( the shadow
cast upon the ground from the projecting parts.

Therefore it was necessary, when a man desired
to emphasise the changes, that he should diaper
the ground. The folds of the mantling also
“force-up” the flat shield, by contrast. That
was entirely independent of the question of colour,
because probably architeclural or external
heraldry would be considered as a matter of
relief rather than of colour. He lelt a
little sorry that Mr. St. John Hope had some-
what decried modern heraldry, as he had seen
some in Mr. John Clayton’s studio, and also by
Mr. T. R. Spence, and there was some good
work by Pugin, which, in his judgment, was quite
as fine as any heraldry that ever was done in the
old times. Of course they had not done it “ off
their own bat,” so to say, but by study of the old
work

; and he ventured to think that by the
careful study of the examples of the old work,
modern architects, as a body, might hope to
emulate, and perhaps to equal it. This, how-
ever, could only be done by earnest and loving
study.

Mr. J. D. Grace said that in reference to the
question of the abuse of the crest independent of
its surroundings, it was interesting for a moment
to consider what relation the crest and mantling
and the helmet had to each other. The crest was
probably stitched or fastened to that which
became the mantling. All that was bound to
the helmet

; the cloth was bound to it by the
wreath or chaplet or coronet, as the case might
be, and the_ helmet was the solid body on which
the cloth with the crest attached was bound by
the wreath. That was why it was seen in the
sea.ls exhibited on the screen, flying behind as the
knight rode rapidly forward. A great deal of the
freedom which Mr. Hope had fortunately brought
before the architects was due probably to a very
thorough knowledge of the general principles of
heraldry, and of the meaning of the insignia
of heraldry. Freedom was a dangerous
thing to adopt by those who had not
gone through the mill of real education,

e saw that in art every day, and it was
displayed more completely than one cared
to think. Those magnificent examples of
the gateways of King’s and St. John’s Colleges
at Cambridge, and the still finer examples of those
magnificent blazons or heraldry devised outside
some of the great gales in Spain, where heraldry
was carried to a wonderfully rich perfection, and
where they formed the decorations of such
noble spaces as the great spaces between two
round towers of the gateway, where there
were areas of 15 or 20 ft. square, covered with the
shields and supporters of the sovereign who v«is
represented—bethought those great spaces covered
with ornamentation with a meaning were worthy
of attention. It was well to bear in mind, where
a man was anxious to infuse a meaning of
some kind into the ornamentation of his build-
ing, that it could be done by heraldic devices in
such cases as municipal buildings or state build-
ings, or buildings for public purposes, or even in
some cases buildings for private purposes. They
were each interesting in their own way. He had
rmticed that Mr. Hope said, in showing them
the bronze gates of Henry VII.s tomb, that
It was to be wished that such work
could be done nowadays. The speaker did not
know whether I^fr. Hope had ever seen the
beautiful brass gates which formed the entrance
between the House of Lords Lobby and the
House of Lords, but he thought upon the
whole they bore a very wonderfully good
comparison even with Henry VH. gates, and
they were done forty years ago by Hardman
Jrom Eugm s drawings, and were well worthy
of admiration in themselves as showing that
there was the practical ability to produce
such things if there was only the knowledge to

plan them and the demand for them. It was
interesting with reference to the tester for the
tomb of Henry IV. at Canterbury Cathedral,
which was decorated in colour with heraldic
devices and mottoes, to find that that was
decorated on three separate occasions, and they
could follow very distinctly the three periods at

which it was redecorated, and certainly none of
them could be later than the time of Henry VIII.
That showed that much care had been taken to

keep up the character and appearance of that
monument.
The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks,

said that architects must look to experts in

heraldry if any improvement in modern heraldry
were to take place. But architects were fully

alive to the importance of this matter in con-
junction with their own art. They realised very
fully that the poetry and the history of their
buildings must always, in point of detail at any
rate, largely depend upon the introduction of
heraldic devices. One recognised very well in
the little almshouses outside the town the value
of the small heraldic panel over the gateway, just as
much as one recognised the magnificent result in
the great castle or the stately church. With
regard to modern architecture, they had an
excellent example of general heraldic treatment
in the Houses of Parliament. The way heraldry
bad been there introduced, principally by Pugin,
over the whole of the building, not only into the
architecture, but also the way in which the
charges were placed in the shields and the general
execution of the detail, was a wonderfully
good example of modem heraldry, of which
architects might well be proud.
The vote of thanks was then put and carried

unanimously.
Mr. St. John Hope, in reply, said he began his

paper with the understanding that most of his
hearers understood all of what he might call the
elements of heraldry, and, as the title of the
paper said, he had simply proposed to deal with
the associations of it in connexion with architec-
ture. So it did not matter to him whether
heraldry began in the twelfth century or whether
It originated at a very much earlier period, or
whether the heraldry seen on Greek vases was
worth while bringing into notice. The question of
the use of heraldry by ladies was, of course, a
purely archreological one and not architectural.
It no doubt originated when heraldry became
hereditary. At first arms were not hereditary
and crests were not for a long time, and mottoes
were not hereditary even now ; but when heraldry
became hereditary and every house had its own
arms, it was used in slightly different ways by the
different male merabers'of the family, because they
might be the founders of branches of the house.
Then ladies used it, but as they did not found
branches of a bouse but a lady sometimes assisted
to found a branch of another house, they did
not make any difference in the paternal arms, as
did the sons. Lven the use of the lozenge was
not restricted to the ladies. He had mentioned
the case of the monument of William de Valence,
where the remaining portion of the bedplate of
the effigy was adorned with beautiful enamelled
lozenges with the arms of England and De Valence
on them. Mr. Stevenson objected very much to
the use of a helmet, on the principle that we did
not wear helmets nowadays, and Mr. Stannus bad
reminded him that we did not bear shields, but he
would like to remind Mr. Stevenson (what he had
already tried to make quite clear) that if they
once took the crest off a helmet it ceased to be a
crest, because the very word crest means a plume
or something erect on the head of a bird or beast
and so the first crests were such things as plumes
and the heads of birds. With regard to the
size of crests, of course it sounded absurd to talk
of a man having a lion for his crest, but a man
did not have a full-sized lion, he had only a model
of one. That poor dilapidated leopard which sur-
mounts the Black Prince’s helmet at Canterbury
was made after his death, and was part of the
paraphernalia that was borne at his funeral It
was nevertheless a real crest, made of leather, and
covered with gesso work. With regard to the fixine
of crests, on such of the few old helmets as we
had we found that, in addition to the holes that
were made to fix the lining inside the helmet
and the cushion that carried the weight on theman s head, there were certain extra holes that
had nothing to do with the lining and paddinn
and were obviously made for fixing on the
crest.

^

The other holes were generally arranged
^ lace came through them

which was tied with a little bow outside!
but these other holes were distributed regularly
round the top, andjwere no doubt used for fixin"
the torse and the crest that rose from within it^

Mr. Hope did not consider it came within the
scope of his paper to talk of that magnificent
modern heraldry in the Houses of Parliament

;

and, of course, it was obvious to any one
how very beautiful the heraldry was. But then,
Pugin, who was entirely responsible for it,

was a man who was simply soaked with
mediix'valism of every kind, and to draw those
beasts and shields and those beautiful badges
and so on was as much a second nature to him as
it was to the man who carved those beautiful
shields in the spandrels of the arcades in the
Abbey. Foreign heraldry he had not time to
go into, otherwise it was possible to say just
as much about the heraldry of Spain or
France or Germany as could be said about the
heraldry of England

; but in discussing the
heraldry of one country they were practically
describing that of other countries as well be-
cause just as there was one prevailing kind of
architecture which went through Europe at any
particular lime, so there was one particular
kind of heraldry. The rich heraldry of Spain
could, of course, be paralleled in a less splendid
degree by examples in our own country

; but
there was this difference in the heraldry of England
and that of Germany or Spain, it did not run
riot to quite the extent that foreign heraldry
did. The German heraldry was magnificent in

itself, and beautifully picturesque, but it seemed
to run into extravagances that the English heralds
and heraldic artists altogether kept free from. In
Spain this was, perhaps, less so than in Germany,
and he very much wished that somebody who has
been in Spain and knows its buildings would
write a paper upon Spanish architectural heraldry,
and illustrate it by a series of lantern slides.

The Chairman announced that the next meet-
ing would be held on the agih inst., when Mr.
J. A. Gotch would read a paper on “Heraldry
of the Renaissance in England.”
The meeting then terminated.

COMPETITIONS.
Asylum at Purdysiiurn,—We are informed

on reliable authority that the author of the suc-
cessful plan for this asylum is Mr. Anthony T
Jackson, of Corn Market. Some eight or nine
plans were submitted, all by local architects, as
stipulated in the conditions of the competition.
That by Mr. Jackson, which bore the motto
“Alpha,” was placed first by the assessor, Mr.
Sidney Mitchell, architect, of Edinburgh, and
the governors selected this plan. We under-
stand that the design bearing the motto “Effi-
ciency and Economy,” and submitted by Messrs.

J. J. Phillips & Son, of 61, Royal-avenue, was
placed second by the assessor

; and the plan
marked “150,” by Mr. John Lanyon, M.Inst.
C.E., of III, Royal-avenue, third. Mr. Jack-
son may practically be regarded as the architect
to the Asylum Board, as he has done a great deal
of work for them, and is well know to the
members .—Belfast Ne-us-Leiter.

Consolidated Investment Company’s
Buildings, Johannesisurg.—The plans for the
Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Com-
pany’s new buildings in Johannesburg were sub-
mitted to public competition some time ago. The
result has now been declared. Mr. G. W. Nicolay
is the successful architect. The new buildings to

be erected on Commissioner, Eloff, Market, and
Joubert-streets will consist of a theatre, hotel,

Turkish baths, and a large number of shops with
frontages to the streets named and to the two
arcades which run through the block from
Market-street to Commissioner-street, and from
Eloff-street to Joubert-street respectively.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Northern Architectural As.sociation.

—

On the lothinst.
,
at theMeeting-room, Art Gallery,

Newcastle, the annual meeting of the Northern
Architectural Association was held, under the
presidency of Mr. Archibald Dunn. The Secre-
tary (Mr. A. B. Plummer) read the report of the
thirty-eighth session, which stated that since last

year seven members, nine associates, and six

students had been elected, and the roll now
stood :—Members, 51 ; Associates, 61 ; Students,

39: Total, 151. The report also dealt at con-
siderable length with the meetings held during
the year. The Treasurer’s report showed a
balance in hand of 7/. ros. 7d. The reports
were adopted, and on the motion of Mr. J. W.
Taylor, a vote of thanks was accorded to the re-

tiring President (Mr. A. Dunn) for his services

during the year. Mr. F. W. Rich was elected

President for the ensuing year, and the other
officers were appointed.
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SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.—XL :

HOUSE IN HANS-CRESCENT.

This is the corner house of a row of eight

louses, all different, which have been erected in

ians-crescent from the designs of Messrs. Read
c Macdonald, for theBelgtavian Land Company,
rho have lately made great alterations in the

mmediate neighbourhood in pulling down slums,

widening streets, and rebuilding with houses of

;ood design.

THE CAMERA CLUB.

The practical applications of photography in

he arts are now so important that new methods
.nd apparatus deserve careful attention by our

eaders. The Camera Club has always been

mong the first to take up any new invention, and
s always ready to give help and advice to enable

he inventor to perfect it.

On the loth inst., a complimentary dinner

I'as given to Mr. R. W. Cox on his retirement

rom the post of honorary secretary of the Club.

At. Machell Smith, the Chairman, after regretting

he absence of Captain Abney, their President,

lointed out that the Camera Club was not an
xclusive body of photographers who demanded a

liploma photograph from all candidates, but that

t welcomed every one interested, however
emotely, in photography, who was duly pro-

losed. Professor Armstrong referred to the

:ducational advantages of the Club, and said that

ectures and exhibitions were held, on an average,

wice a week throughout the session, and that

iny one, by looking at their programmes for the

ast five years, would see how fortunate they weie
Q securing distinguished men to give them
lapers.

After the dinner the guests inspected the rooms
)f the Club, and Mr. Ives exhibited by means of

lis “ Kromscope ” some exceedingly clever

;tereoscopic photographs in colours. Downstairs
here are a large number of dark rooms, and we
loticed an ingenious arrangement for printing

ihotographs which we believe is novel.

jowerful arc lamp is hung eccentrically above a

able on which the printing frames are resting by
neans of an ordinary bottle-jack, and thus the

amp is kept rotating all the time the photographs

ire being printed. This secures a uniform distri-

ration ol light over the print, and enables a large

lumber of photographs to be printed in a very

ihort time, quite irrespective of the weather.

A most interesting demonstration of X ray

work was given by Mr. H. II. P. Powles, who
was one of the earliest workers on the jiraclical

applications of these rays. He has been experi-

menting for a long time to see if they can he
jmployed for detecting differences and imperfec-
tions in various kinds of woods. His results, si

Far, are chiefly negative, but he says that there is

a large field for research still unexplored. He
showed how specimens of bad jointing in electric

wiring could be at once detected by means of a
fluorescent screen, and how the same method
could be applied for finding defects in cabinet

work, such as hidden nails and screws where
there ought to be none.

CHEMISTRY OF METALS USED IN
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

The fourth lecture on matters connected with
building given at Carpenters’ Hall was delivered
on Wednesday evening last by Professor J. M.
Thomson (King’s College), the chair being taken
by Sir F. Abel. By a series of simple experi-

ments. and by means of the lantern and screen,

the differences between metallic and non-metallic
bodies were illustrated, and the chief properties

of certain metals, particularly iron, lead, zinc, and
copper, were elucidated. In one experiment a
bar composed of two metals, on being exposed
to flame for a few minutes was seen to bend and
curl up in a remarkable manner. This effect was
due, it was explained, to the fact that certain
metals expanded a great deal more than others,
and if two metals, with different expanuve
powers, were compounded, they got, by the appli-

cation of heat, the curve seen in the experiment.
It was necessary to know the differing physical
properties of metals in order to apply each to

its most appropriate use in structural operations.
Among the most important of these properties
was tenacity, which copper possessed in a high
degree, and in a still greater degree, silver and
gold. The softness and want of tenacity were, on
the other hand, the properties that made lead
valuable. Being soft it could be easily bent into
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any required form, and lead was also of the

higliest value because it was less readily affected

by acids than most other metals. To illustrate

the properly of fusibility, a metal was shown
which quickly softened and became fused in water

heated to the boiling point. An alloy might be

made of two metals m such a way as to fuse more
easily lhan either metal would iuse separately, a

property of which the greatest use was made in

type metal. The methods of deriving various

metals from their ores were illustrated by pictures

thrown upon the screen of furnaces of various

kinds, from the simple fusion processes of the

bismuth liquation furnace and the lead

ore furnace to the improved forms of the

modern blast furnace and furnaces for re-

ducing metals by various gases, or by com-
pounding them wilh other metals and by electro-

lysis. In one interesting experiment the use of lead

in the form of an oxide, in cheapening the process

of reduction, was shown in operation before the

audience. A quantity of Condy’s Fluid, which

has the property of being very highly oxygenated,

was placed in connexion with a retort containing

a small quantity of the ore to be reduced and

under the influence of the flame. It was seen to

become gradually more and more colourless as it

parted with the permanganate and the oxygen to

the fusing metal. The effect of electrolysis was
shown in another interesting experiment, in which

a bar of iron was made to take up a covering of

yellow metal (copper) and awhite metal (mercury).

The causes of the readiness of iron to oxidise or

rust, and the unreadiness of some other metals to

oxidise were shown by other experiments, Iron

in its most elementary or lowest state was quite

colourless and difficult to oxidise. The fact that

some sandstones, at first white, would, after

the lapse of years, turn brown in blotches,

was due to the iron in an elementary form

contained in them. The more rapid action

of pure water on lead than ordinary tap water

was shown in another experiment, the slower

action of tap water being attributed to the fact

that the lead obtained a covering from water

which was not absolutely pure that protected it

from further oxidation, while the oxidation was
more continuous in the purest water because the

metal could get no such covering to protect it.

I

This difference was much less observable with

Sketdiei of LonJin Street Archi'eclure.—XL House in Ham crescent, Messrs, Read ^
Macdonaldi A rchitects.

\
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Hottse of facques Caur, Bourses.— The Entrance. From a Sketch by Mr. M. Starmer Hack.

copper and iron than with lead. One of the last
experiments showed the advantage of giving to
iron or other metal a coating of zinc or tin, and
the cases were pointed out in which tinned metal
was superior to metal covered with zinc.' The
difference in the action of chlorine and noxious
vapours such as sulphuric acid was illustrated and
explained by the Professor in concluding his
lecture.

HOUSE OF JACQUES CtEUR,
BOURGES.

This celebrated house, built in the second
half of the fifteenth century, adjoins the Roman
ramparts of the town, three of whose towers have
been incorporated in the building.

In the niche over the principal entrance there
was formerly a statue of Charles VII., and look-
ing out of the sham windows on either side
there still remain the sculptured beads of two
servant®. - - ^

The octagonal tower in the courtyard contains,
as do two others on the same side, a spiral stair-
case. The hearts and scallop shells which
appear so frequently in the ornament come from
the coat of arms of Jacques Ca'ur.

M. Starmer Hack.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday, in the Countv Hall, Spring
Gardens, Dr. Collins, Chairman, presiding.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the Finance
Committee it was agreed to lend the Stoke
Newington Vestry 6.ooo4 for paving works

; the
Greenwich District Board 1,900/. for the construe-
tion of an underground convenience

: the New-
ington Baths Commissioners 7,000/. for the
rrec'ion f baths and wash-houses

;
and the St.

Pancras Vestiy 90,460/. to enable them to pay off
existing bond debts on special paving tunt-s.

The Chemist to the Council.—The General
Purposes Committee brought up the following
report, the recommendation being agreed to after

some discussion :

—

*' We have to report that Mr. W. J. Dibdin has,
in a letter dated March 2, 1897, expressed a wish to
resign his position as chemist to the Council. Mr.
Dibdin states that he has for some time past been
desirous of engaging in private practice, and as the

resolutions passed by the Council from time to time
deny him that privilege, he has therefore been com-
pelled to consider his position, and finds that he is

well advised in tendering his resignation. We feel

sure that it will be with considerable regret that the
Council will lose the services of so valuable and able
an official. We understand that Mr. Dibdin does
not desire that bis resignation should take effect

until about three months’ time. We recommend

—

' That the Council do accept with regret the resigna-

tion of Mr. Dibdin of his appointment of chemist to

fhe Council, and that the resignation do take effect

as from June 30, 1897.’"

I The Works Cornmiitee.—The consideration of
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said one [of the complaints made against the

Committee was that they had not reported on
works completed up till the end of November.

That was what the Committee wanted to do, but

the Council refused to allow them to carry the

report up to that date. Mr. Boulnois complained

of the meagreness of the report^ but it seemed to

him that it was too full for many members to-

read, judging from the nature of their criticisms.

They were constantly being told that they had

made a loss on certain jobs, but when they made
a profit nothing was heard of it. On the last two

workmen’s dwellings they made a profit of 1,500/.,

but none of their opponents wanted to refer to

that when they could point to a job on which
there had been a loss. This sort of treatment

seemed to him to be very unfair.

The amendment was carried on a show of

hands, and on a division it was also carried by

55 votes to 54.

Combined Drains.—The following adjourned

report of the Main Drainage Committee was
brought up, and the recommendation was agreed

to ;
—
' In connexion with the question of the liability

of Local .\uthorities to repair combined drains, re-

ference has frequently to be made to the records in

the custody of the Council of the proceedings of the

vadous Commissioners of Sewers which existed

between December, 1847, and December, 18C5, prior

to the constitution of the Metropolitan Board of

Works. In contested cases between Local Authorities

and owners of bouses having combined drains,

it is necessary to ascertain whether any ap-

plications were received for permission to lay-

down such drains, and whether such applications,

were sanctioned and confirmed by the Commis-
sioners. We are informed, however, that the

applications are very imperfectly indexed, and
that to find one that may be required often entails a
great deal of labour and inconvience. In view

of the difficulty thus experienced several of

the Local Authorities have urged upon us

the desirability of having a proper index pre-

pared. After carefully considering the matter we
are of opinion that the request should be acceded

to so that the applications may be readily referred

to. It is estimated that the cost of the work will

not exceed 150/-. for which expenditure provision is

made in the estimates for the ensuing financial year,

We recommend :—That the Council do sanction the

expcr-diture of a sum not exceeding 150/., in

connexion with the preparation of an index of the

applications referred to."

Improvements, — The Improvements Com-
mittee recommended, and it was agreed :

—

“That the estimate of 2 550/. submitted by the

Finance Committee be approved and that the

Council do give its consent to and do contribute on
the usual conditions one-half of the net cost of the

widening of Upper Ricbmond-road, near Union
Church, proposed to be undertaken by the Wands-
worth District Board, and shown upon the plan

stiproved by the Improvements Committee on
Dicember 15, 1896, such contribution not to exceed

the sum of 2,550/.’’ And
“That the estimate of 1,213/. submitted by the

Finance Committee be approved, and that the

Council do contribute on the usual conditions one-

balf of the net cost of the proposed widening of

High-street, Plumsiead, between Nos. i to 34, as

shown upon the plan forwarded by the Ves.ry of

Plumstead on January 22. 1897, such contribution

not to e.xceed the sum of 1,213/.’’

The Water Supply Question.—On the recom-

mendation of the Water Committee that the

engineer be instructed to proceed with the plans

and sections of the Wye portion of the Welsh
scheme of water supply, and that they be

authorised to incur an expenditure of 1,500/. for

this purpose during the financial Ka',
Mr. R. A. Robertson moved that it be referrtd

back. He said in view of the recent action of

the Government and the House of Commons they

were not within measurable distance of going to

Wales for an additional supply, and, therefore,

he did not think it advisable to spend any large

sum in surveys. If many years hence they had to

go to Wales, the reports now obtained would be

obsolete. The Welsh water was very soft and'

was impregnated with lead, and he believed the

people of London had come to the conclusion-

that there was no need for going such a long

distance to find a supply. If the water of London
was properly treated, there would be no better

supply of water for the Metropolis, especially if it

were softened and purified by the lime process.

Dr. Longstaff seconded the amendment.
Mr. Idris said there was urgent need of going

on with the surveys, for other towns were asking;

for power to obtain water from Wales, and were
spoiling the area suggested for London. It was
because London was always so behind other

towns that the ratepayers had to pay so much.
Sir John Lubbock, M.P., supported the pro-

e

the adjourned report of the Works Committee,
of the half-yearly return of completed works,

was then resumed. The Committee sub-

mitted a list of nine jobs, the estimate for

which was 23,218/. 2s. 8d. and the actual cost

25,696/. os. 4d. Six other works, for which cer-

tificates had not been obtained, were reported to

have cost 33,971/. 13s. id., as against the Mana-
gers’ revised estimate of 32,030/. 5s. fid. The
total value of work executed in the six months
was 149,000/. Taking the whole of the works
carried out by the Committee since its formation,

there was a profit to the Council of 6,566/. 5s. Sd.

Last week Mr. Porter moved, and Mr. Cohen
seconded, to refer the report back with instruc-

tions to the Committee to prepare a fuller and
better report.

Mr, Boulnois, M.P., said the whole report was
meagre and unsatisfactory. An analysis of the

work of the Committee showed that the experi-

ment had been a failure. He should like to see

the department abolished, but he was afraid from
the tone of the many Councillors that his desire

was not likely to be realised within a reasonable

time. If the department was not to be abolished

then he hoped the Committee would confine their

care to such work as might be profitable.

Mr. J. Burns, M.P.
,
pointed to the big profits

made in the jobbing works as counterbalancing
the loss on other jobs, and complained of the un-

fairness of some of Mr. Boulnois’s criticisms.

Mr. E. White said the report was inaccurate

and misleading. The ratepayers had to pay
5,000/. more for inferior work than they would
have had to pay for good work if contractors had
been employed. As to the jobbing work, if an
account were rendered for labour only a loss

would invariably be shown. The profit was on
material supplied by the department to the dif-

ferent Committees. As to the loss on the Shelton-

street dwellings of 2,751/., a further sum of 144/.

would have to be addedTor pavement works.
Sir J. B. Maple, M.P., said the Committee

ought to submit a balance-sheet on the capital

account of the department.
Mr, Ward, late Chairman of the Committee,

House ofJacques Ca'ur, Bourges.—An Angle of the Courtyard.

From a Sketch by Mr, M. Starnu r Hack.
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posals of the Committee. The amount was
small, and it was important that they should
learn all they could about these areas. He
thought, however, that the Committee were
somewhat inconsistent in their action.

The amendment having been negatived, the

recommendation was adopted by a large

majority.

Horton Asylttm Foundations.—The Asylums
Committee reported as follows :

—

‘

' We have to report for

Council that in response
tenders for the above based
we received the following ;

—

Leslie & Co. ...

W. Cunliffe ...

C. Wall
H. Wilcock & Co.

J. Shillit e & Son
S. Kavanaeh ...

Lawrence & Sons

J. Jackson
H. L ivatt

Pcdrette & Co.
B. Cooke & Co.
Kiik. Kn'ghI, & Cc.
Martin Wells & Co.

the information of the

to our invitation for

on a schedule of prices,

s. d.

5..:,059 6 7
52.699 10 5

53 761 17 o
54.190 It 8

57.215 5 5
57,339 12 o
57.658 6 6

58,663 13 4
59.480 9 o
63,622 14 2

65.350 I 8

65,371 o o
67,200 o o

UPPER CROUnP FLOOR PLAPi

Bush-lane House, Cannon-street. Plan.

and that Messrs Leslie’s tender being the lowest,
we ^ve accepted the same, and instructed the
solicitor to complete the contract. It may be within
the Council's recollection that the plans of this
asylum are a duplication of the Heath .Asylum,
Be.xley, the foundations of which were estimated to
amount to 32 732/. It may, therefore, be stated in
explanation of the difference in amount that the site
at Bsxley has a subsoil of gravel .and sand, while the
character of the Horton site is such that the archi-
tect considered it necessary to give instructions for
the quantities to be increased by 40 per cent., repre-
sentirig a sum of 13,022/, A further explanation of
the difference in the estimated cost of the two works
is the increased cost of bricks, estimated at 4,890/."

The Council, having transacted other business,
adjourned at 7 o’clock.

Jllustrations.

ST. WULFRAN, ABBEVILLE.
Ills church, like Beauvais Cathedral,

is but a torso
; if completed, it

would have been a cathedral of the
first rank, and one of the most beautiful.
It was commenced in 148S, but the work
was interrupted in 1539. A choir was
added in the seventeenth century. The earlier
work includes the fafade and a nave 31 metres
long, and the same in height. The central
door is covered with sculptured scenes from the
life ot the Virgin, presented by a rich shop-
keeper of Abbeville in 1550. The three western
portals, once populous with statuary, are crowned
by lofty, pierced gables, above which is an
open parapet. The great western window is not
a simple rose, but a rose resting on a group of
lower lights. Higher up is another open parapet,
and then the gable of the nave, with three
colossal statues of the Virgin, St. Wulfran, and
St. Nicholas. Higher still rise the upper stages
of the towers, pierced with long double windows,
and terminating in an open parapet 53 metres
from the ground. The inner western angles of
the towers are fianked by turrets. A staircase
turret runs up the southern tower, and is the
only weak point in one of the finest fagades in
France. A drawing of the south doorway, by
Mr, II. Wilson, appeared in the Builder of
September 19, 1891.

ST. RIQUIER, SOMME.
This church, now parochial, was once attached

to the famous abbey of St. Riquier, which gave
the Church twenty-seven Topes, 200 Cardinals,
and more than 500 Bishops. It is a work of the
latter part of the fifteenth and of the sixteenth cen-
tury. Its west portal is a veritable reredos. In the
tympanuum is a jesse-tree; above, the Holy
Trinity, represented as at St. Wulfran, Abbeville
and surrounded by colossal figures of the
.Apostles. Above are three statues representing
the crowning of the Virgin. Between the tower-
windows IS a statue ot St. Michael, with Adam
and Eve on one side, Moses and David on the
other. The tower is flanked by charming
octagonal turre's for staircases. The side portals
are covered with Renaissance arabesques. The
church is in the shape of a Latin cross, with apse,
ambulatory, and a chevet of eleven chapels. The
church contains much fine woodwork, and Byzan-
Mne reliquaries. St. Riquier lived late in the

fourth century ; in later times the ofTerings at his

shrine amounted to more than So,000/. per
annum

; hence the richness and the profusion of
the sculptured ornament.

PALAZZO COMMUNALE, PIACENZA.
The Palazzo forms one side of the Piazza dei

Cavalli at Piacenza, and its end elevations look
upon streets leading into the corners of the piazza.
At the rear is a court, two sides of which have
windows similar in detail to those of the front.

The building was begun abjut 1280. The
lower portion is in red and white limestone

; the
remainder is in brick and terra cotla.

It will be noticed that the windows all vary in
detail, and the two ends of the building also
differ.

The illustration is from a drawing by Mr. M.
Starmer Hack.

SKETCH AT BURGOS.
We devoted an article and some photographic

illustrations to Burgos Cathedral in the Builder
of January 25 of last year. We are glad to
supplement this by Mr. Hack’s t xcellent sketch
of the two towers rising above the houses, which
shows them from a different point of view from
our former illustrations.

The west front was begun about 1220. The
open spires were added, it is said, by John of
Cologne in the fifteenth century

; they are 300 ft.

high. The central lantern, an octagon on plan
and 180 ft. high, is carried on four circular piers.
It was finished about 1567, the archi ect being
Juan de Vallejo.

No. I, CONDUIT-STREET.
This is the front elevation of the proposed new

shop building at No. i. Conduit-street, W. The
ground floor will be used as two shops, whilst
the first and second floors are planned for a series
of trying-on rooms {the shop being a tailor’s), and
the upper part of the building as workshops.
The materials to be used in the front are

Fateham red sandfaced bricks with Ancaster
stone dressings, and the roof will be covered with
Westmoreland green sUtes. Mr. H. Fluntly-
Gordon is the architect.

BUSH-LANE HOUSE, CANNON-
STREET, E.C.

This is a block of professional and commercial
offices, situated one door from Cannon-street, and
occupying a ground area of about 6,000 ft.

The building has a frontage to Bujh-lane of
about 1 15 ft., and the elevation has been carried
out in red bricks, with Portland stone cornices
caps, bases, and sills.

’

The entrance feature, however, which forms
the subject of the illustration, and which is con-
spicuous from Cannon-street, has been carried
out entirely in Portland stone.
The building comprises lower ground and

upper ground floors, first, second, third, and
fourth floors, and contains ninety-six rooms on

the various floors, which are served by a stone
staircase and by a Waygood passenger lift.

On each half-landing there are extensive ranges
of water-closets and lavatory basins.

The whole of the floors are fireproof, and each
room, with one exception, on each floor, has
separate access to the corridor, as illustrated by
the plan published.

The entire building is lighted by electricity.

The amount of the contract was iS,ooo/. The
contractor was Mr. H. Lovatt, of Wolver-
hampton

; and the architect, Mr. Delissa Joseph,
of London.

NEW ROOM AT “THE WOOD.”
This is a sketch of the interior of a new room

forming part of some additions to an old house
on Sydenham Hill known as “ The Wood,” now
the residence of Mr. Alderman Newton. This
room is 30 ft. square and about 18 ft. high, and
is intended to be used as a billiard-room and also
for music. It is lighted by two large windows on
the east and west sides. Opposite the fireplace
is a gallery approached on either side by stairs,

the gallery communicating also with a group of
rooms on the first floor.

The libs of the ceiling, the cornice, wall-
linings, stairs, gallery, and overmantel are of
dark oak, executed by Messrs. Waller & Co. ;

the stone and marble fireplace was carried out by
Messrs. Farmer & Brindley

; the general building
work was done by Messrs. John Allen & Sons.
Mr, C. H. M. Mileham is the architect.

DRAWINGS FOR THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As before, we shall be glad to take charge of
and deliver at the Royal Academy any drawings
sent to us in time to be photographed before the
day of delivery, with a view to subsequent publi-
cation in this journal and in the Builder
of Royal Academy architecture.”

We cannot accept any drawings sent to this

office later than Saturday morning March 27,
before 12 noon.

Architects sending drawings are asked to give
special attention to the Jollowing requirements oj

the Royal Academy ;

—

1. All frames must be gilt.

2. Every drawing must have a label on the
back, giving legibly the title and the artist’s

name and address.

3. Every drawing must have a similar label
attached to the frame by a card so as to hang
over in front.

4. Every drawing must be accompanied by a
letter addressed to the Secretary of the Royal
Academy, and signed by the artist, containing
the artist’s name and address, and the title or
titles of the drawings sent. If more than one
drawing is sent they must be distinguished by
numbers, and the corresponding number must be
repeated in the labels fixed to each drawing.
N.B.—We cannot undertake to supply or affix

labels when omitted by the oversight of the
sender.



















>ENHAM.—Mk C H, M, Miueham, Architect.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
London and Middlesex Arch.eological
OCIETY.—The second winter meeting of this
ociety was held on the 9th inst. at the London
nstitution, Finsbury-circus, when Dr. Freshfield
ccupied the chair. There was an exhibition
f Roman and other pottery, &c., discovered
uring the past month in excavating the new
Central London Electric Railway. Among
ther objects exhibited was a very beautiful and
elicate goblet of Venetian glass, which is

elieved to be the most perfect specimen yet
iscovered in the City ; it has a richly-moulded
;em, and is probably sixteenth century work, and
?as discovered in an old well about 16 ft. below
le surface. There were also two money-boxes
f glazed buff ware, and a Delft plaque beautifully
ainted in colours of blue, green, orange, and
ellow ; likewise a Bellarmine jug in glazed
toneware, minus the neck, but the body
ad an armorial medallion and shield and
ther devices. A three-legged pipkin, a two-
.andled tyg or loving-cup, and an engraved
irass spur were also shown. All these relics are
nw located in the Guildhall Museum. Mr.

H. Preshfield, hon. sec., also exhibited an
Id beadle’s staff-head in silver, which had been
ent to him from the Birmingham Assay Office,
ie said it was supposed to belong to the parish
if St. Magdalene, Bermondsey, and would be
elurned to its proper owners. He read the
!.,atin inscription on it. Mr. Deputy White pro-
josed a vote of thanks to Mr. H. C. Richards,
vl.P., for his exertions and success in preventing
he demolition of St. Mildred’s Church, Bread-
treet, for the purposes of the City and West-End
<^ailway. This was carried unanimously. The
lev. J. D. Mullins then read a paper on “The
’arish of St. Stephen, Coleman-street

; its

Dhurch and Records.” The church ofSt. Stephen
was first heard of in 1180, and was no doubt for
iome years a chapel-of-ease to St. Olave’s, Jewry.
In 1456 it became an independent parish, and the
dear was paid ii/. per annum. Mr. Mullins
oroduced several interesting church registers con-
:aioing references to the devastations of the
Plague in this parish, and drew attention to Dr.
Freshfield’s book containing exhaustive refer-
ences to the history of the church since the
Plague. This church was destroyed in the
Great Fire, 1666, and rebuilt by Wren, as we
low see it, in 1676.

Society of Antiquaries.—At the ordinary
meeting on March ii, Dr. Edwin Freshfield,
Preasurer, in the chair, Dr. Windle exhibited a
[collection of Neolithic flint implements found in
!lhe parish of Tardebigge, Worcestershire. Mr.
A. Bulleid read an account, illustrated by lantern
slides, of the discoveries made during the past
season in the late-Celtic lake village at Glaston-
bury.

IBooks.

Handbook of Greek Sculpture. By E. II.
Gardner. Parts I. and II. Macmillan.
1S97.

E specially recommend this handbook
of Professor Ernest Gardner to our
readers because of one distinctive

feature which marks it out from the rest of
the numerous handbooks and histories of
Grtek art constantly appearing. In his intro-
duction—by far the most valuable part of the
whole work—the author devotes a section to the
materials and processes of Greek sculpture. These
are matters too often neglected by the student,
matters also in which the material for study is not
very easily accessible. It is no uncommon case to
find a student well posted up in the literary facts of
his subject, in the statements of Pausanias, the art
criticisms of Lucian, and yet ignorant or careless
of, e.g.y such matters as the distinction between
the coarse-grained “island” marble and that
which comes from Pentelicus, or again the bluish
marble of Ilymettus and the local Peirieus stone.
Such distinctions as these, easy enough of detec-
tion once fairly and squarely pointed out, are the
actualities on which the dating and classifying of
ancient sculpture must rest, and yet for the simple
reason that archeology has so far been treated as
the “handmaid cf literary scholarship,” they have
found no place hitherto in student’s manuals. In
the course of this introduction, Professor Gardner
deals further in detail with such questions as the
casting of a bronze statue, and the use of pointing
from a finished model—questions usually relegated
to the professional sculptor. How needful this
sort of knowledge is is shown by the simple
fact that an important fragment ol the west pedi-
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raent of the Parthenon lay for three-quarters of a
century in the British Museum, undetected by
generations of archaeologists, till a sculptor’s eye
restored it to its right position. Archieologists
need not and cannot become practical sculptors
and architects, but, until they take the trouble to
acquire some knowledge of the technical proceed-
ings ofboth, they not only ignore valuablee vidence
but run the risk of writing nonsense intolerable
to the expert.

We wish that we could say the remainder of
Professor Gardner’s book was half as interesting
or as original in method as his Introduction, but,
once the History fairly begun, it becomes heavy
reading. It is, however, best to recognise at

once that all the various faculties needed to make
up the ideal author on a subject so composite
as Greek sculpture cannot be found in one
man. The author who delights in the details

of technical procedure is pretty sure to Hag
in interest when he comes to the interpre-
tation of monuments. The Introduction is so
valuable that no student can afford to leave
himself without the book, but in the “History”
proper he will not find much that is new, and
still less that in point of treatment is fresh or
stimulating. We regret that Part II. was not
delayed another year, which would have allowed
the author to include, as he had originally in-

tended, the sculptures from Delphi. The reliefs

from the Treasury of the Siphnians and from the
Bceotians, not to mention the bronze statue of
“ Hlero,” are so remarkable, in some respects so
novel, that, once published, all books in which
they are wanting must fall out of date.
Professor Gardner thinks that psnding their
full publication by the French authorities
it would be “ rash to include them ina Handbook
like this.” In this be is true to his general
principle; he has “attempted to confine himself
to such facts or theories as have already met with
general acceptance among archie ologists, or such
as seem to rest upon evidence that cannot easily
be shaken by new discoveries or future contio-
versies.” This confines the book within very
narrow, if perhaps pruden*, limits, and It

certainly does “provide the student with a
framework into which he can easily fit all the
knowledge that he may acquire from subsequent
reading and observation.”

Beauty and A)i. By Aldam Heaton. London:
W. Heinemann. 1897.

Tjie book published under this attractive but
rather high sounding title is not an essay on the
higher resthetics, but merely a small collection of
essays or lectures on some points in connexion
with decorative art :

“ Taste,” “ Beauty in Form
and Colour,” “ Decoration of the House,”
“Fabrics,"’ and “Furniture and decoration of
the eighteenth century,” being the subjects of the
several chapters. The title of the book is there-
fore rather misleading

; it suggests a treatise of
a much more serious and philosophical kind.
There are many things in it that one quite agrees
with, but they are not new for the most part.
The most original point in the book is that

which Mr. Heatun makes in regard to the con-
trast between a surface of a certain general colour
m nature, and the same colour (so-called) as it is
generally seen in manufactured materials

; or
rather, he is original in his method of illustrating
the subject.

_

He takes as an example from nature
the bell-gentian as “ about as crude a piece of
violent colour ” as one can find in nature. He
examines this flower by small squares at a
time, by means of a card pierced with the slits
for the purpose, and shows that “ in this
startlingly blue flower not one half is coloured
as a careless observer would suppose the
whole to be The exceedieg blueness
of a gentian arises from the fact that all these
greyish and partially blue and green tints had up
to the fierce blue of the lip

; it is a splendid
instance of the force of gradation, the blueness of
the blue being all the bluer to our eyes because of
the dulness of the other tints.” Then he points
out that a lady who has made up her mind to a
bright blue dress buys the whole quantity of one
tint.

The same examination is made of some other
natural colours, with the view of showing prac-
tically that in nature colours are always gradated
the lesson being to avoid raw and crude expanses
of colour. We may observe however, that some
textile materials, though their actual colour when
extended may be all the same, have the quality of
making gradated tones when used in folds. One
has only to recall Gainsborough’s “Blue Boy,”
and how little blue pigment there actually ism it.

’
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In the chapter on “Taste ” we quite agree with
the author in his view of the bad quality of French
taste generally, and there is probably a good deal
of truth in his conclusion that the low level of
taste in France is largely due to the influence of
mere fashion in women’s dress, which extends its

baneful influence to other things, and leads people
to consider taste in design only as a matter of
novelty in fashion. The contrast between the
English country house, “inartistic for the most
part, but unpretentious ” (not always), and the
modern French house, is not a bit too strong.
The modern French “maison de campagne ” is

one of the most detestable kinds of erection to be
met with in the whole history of architecture (if

it can be called by that name).
In the chapter on “Eighteenth Century and

Furniture and Decoration” the general reader
may find some useful truths in regard to the
much overrated name and productions of Chippen-
dale, who has become latterly a fashion with
people who have nothing to guide them but
fashion.

Spans Architects and Builders' Price Book,
with Useful Memoranda and Tables. By
W. Young, Architect. Twenty-fourth Edition.
London : E. & F. N. Spon, Limited. 1897,
Pp. Ixxi., and 416.

This is a rival of “ Laxton’s Price Book;”
younger, indeed, but still old enough to have lost
some of its prisiine freshness. The “useful
memoranda” on “Drains and Sewers” are a
generation old, and permit rain-water pipes to be
used for drain-ventilation, while they make no
mention of iron drains, disconnecting traps, and
inspection chambers, flushing tanks, and other
details now considered “ useful ” by sanitarians.
The memoranda on “ Girders” also reveal their
anticiuity, larger sections of joists being now
rolled than are given in the tables, and
more economical forms of girders being
used than that shown in fig. 28. Under
“Columns,” some useful information on cast-
iron columns and stancheons is given, but steel
stancheons are not mentioned. May we ask what
“useful ’ purpose is served by the inclusion in a
“ price-book ” of the dimensions of cathedrals,
illustrations of Gothic mouldings and the Five
Orders, and the symbols of saints ? Would it not
be as well if the space given to these and other
extraneous matters were occupied by the prices of
bath-boilers, copper cylinders, wet gas-meters,
iron drain - pipes and soil - pipes of various
weights (glass-lined and otherwise) with bends,
junctions, traps, &c

,
gas-fittings (incandescent,

regenerative, ordinary, &c.), blocks of artificial
stone other than paving,* salt-glazed bricks
and sinks, special fire - resisting floors and
partitions, and other details of building
construction, for which architects and builders
may now search the price-book in vain ? Surely
the quotations for D-traps and small brick drains
might now be spared. In the next edition we
hope that the disorder which has gradually
developed throughout the book will be greatly
reduced, if not entirely removed

; e.g., prices of
enamelled biicks appear in four different places,
173 (not 174, as_ stated in the index), 1S3, 184,

393 ; W estmoreland slates at pages 265
and 393' Many of the prices in the book are
very high. The “prime cost” of Portland
cenaent “at works” is certainly not 36s. 6d. ;
this price includes for 10 or 1 1 bags, for each of
which an allowance of one shilling will be made
on its return, and even after allowing this, the
price is too high.

Our intention is not to condemn the book but
to improve it. It possesses several excellent
features and contains much useful information,
but more care in revision must be exercised and
greater assiduity displayed in trying to keep the
book up-to-date, if it is to be of much use to those
persons for whom it is intended.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Messrs. Longden & Co. (Sheffield and

London) send us their illustrated supplementary
catalogue of grates, fenders, &c. Most of these
are of an ornamental character, and we have
pleasure in recommending them for the general
good taste shown in the designs, and the percep-
tion which they show as to what can and cannot
be done in cast iron work ; a praise which un-
happily one can very rarely give to catalogue
illustrations of this kind. With the cast work
there is combined a good deal of hammered work

* On page we are told that "a reli.able price cannot

revision
sentences that need
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in brass and copper, and there is nothing florid

or over-done in any of the designs. Architects

who wish to select grates in stock may be

recommended to this catalogue. It includes

also an illustration of a ventilating radiator

with air tubes for heating by convection.

Messrs. Messenger & Co. (Loughborough

and London), send us their catalogue of

conservatories and glass houses generally, with

illustrations of a number of houses built by them.

The book is, however, more than a mere cata-

logue, as it contains a good deal of practical

information in regard to the construction of con-

servatories, the points to be specially attended to,

&c. Messrs. Messenger appear to abide by the

,

old system of puttied glass, and give their reasons,

which are worth consideration, though they may
not be entirely convincing.

Corrcsponttence.

To the Editor o/

T

he Builder.

CARDIFF ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

I

notice in the Builder 13th inst., illus-

trating Cardiff, that the two banks for the County of

Gloucester Banking Company are described as being
the work of Mr. Pickwell. I beg to inform you that
these buildings were carried out by the firm of Jacobs
& Pickwell, architects and engineers, and that the
designs and the whole of the drawings, specifications,

and quantities were done by me. This applies also
to all other architectural work done in Cardiff,

Penarth, and neighbourhood by the firm of Jacobs
& Pickwell. I may add that Mr. Pickwell is a
civil engineer. I shall feel obliged by your referring

to this in vour next issue. B. S. JACOBS.
Hull, March 16, 1897.

The mistake, if it be one, is not our fault.

Our representative saw Mr. Pickwell, who did not
give any other name than his own in connexion with
the buildings.—

E

d.

COLLECTING AREA FOR A RAINWATER
TANK.

Sir,—

I

wish to know what is the best and
cheapest covering for a large area—say 1,000 square
yards—with the idea of catching the rainfall on its

surface and storing the water for use. In this

instance it is intended to assist the supply of water
for stock on a farm where water is otherwise only
obtainable from a well 250 ft. deep. The labour of
raising sufficient water from this well for a large
number of cattle is consequently enormous. It is

usual in such cases to cover a considerable area of
the side of a hill or slope with some kind of pave-
ment, and to collect the rain falling on this in a large

'

tank. The ‘
‘ catch " or area covered in this instance

is on the side of a chalk hill. The chalk is on the
surface. The best covering I ran think of is a layer
of tar pavement or asphalte in. thick

; but I am
afraid this pavement would destroy itself by its

e.xpansion and contraclion. The only check to this
would be by inserting J in. wood slips at intervals
of 6 ft. to take the expansion and then this would
necessitate making the site of comparativelv even
gradient. I should be glad to hear the exo'erience
or views of any of your readers. I should also be
glad to know what would be the best composition of
a tar or asphalte pavement such as I propose.

Homo.

“ SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.”

Sir,—

I

have no wish to encroach on your space,
as Mr. Wade has done, with matters of purely
personal interest, but it is obvious that I cannot let

the matter rest as it is. Tt is quite true I was a
“paid assistant " in his office at the time, but he has
omitted to state that I was carrying on a private
practice with bis consent.

Mr. Wade's statement, “a few months ago I
found it necessary to dismiss him,” is contrary to
the facts, which are as follows On October 27 of
last year, while T was away from town on Mr.
Wade’s business, a private letter of mine from a
client was opened and answered by my principals,
to the effect that the said letter had been addressed
in error to their chief draughfsman. and that they
would undertake the work. Naturallv, I at once
gave Mr. Wade notice, on receipt of which he sent
me a letter of dismissal.

That I was architect of the house in question is

proved by the following facts i. I designed and
detailed the house entirely in my spare time. As
compensation for time spent in necessary super-
vision during office hours, I obtained 40/. for
Mr. Wade from my client. 2. Accounts and certi-
ficates for this work were signed by me. 3. In the
documents prepared for the purposes of a law suit,
which was pending between my client and the
builder, I am referred to as architect.

J. Leonard Williams.

She Student's (Doluinn.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XII.
HOT WATER FITTER.

HERE are two distinct branches of work
which come under this heading. First,

the supply of hot water to be laid on for

use ;
and second, the! provision of beating appa-

ratus, in which the hot water is used simply as a

means of transmitting heat. Attempts have

sometimes been made to combine these two
functions in one apparatus, but the result has

never been entirely satisfactory ; and it is far

better to keep the two distinct, each with its

separate arrangement of pipes, &c.

We will therefore give examples of methods
of specifying the works for the two different

purposes.

In the supply of hot water for domestic pur-

poses there are two opposing systems, under one
or other of which various installations are gener-

ally classed. First, the cylinder system, which
is certainly the safer and most generally adopted

;

and second, the older tank system. We will

commence with the specification of the work
required for domestic purposes with the former

system.

Hot Water Supply,—The hot water supply to

is to be fitted up on the cylinder system
in accordance with the following details, and is

to be tested to the satisfaction of the architect

before being approved :

—

Boiler.

—
"The boiler is to be a welded wrought-

iron boot boiler, y in. metal, to hold gallons,

properly set on fire-bricks to form flue under
and at back of same end is to be provided with
two manholes, with cast-iron plates and screws.

Particular care is to be taken that the manhole
covers are absolutely watertight.

Cylinder ,—The cylinder is to be a galvanised

wrougbt-iron hot-water cylinder to hold
gallons, of -g in. plate, with wrought-iron man-
hole plate bolted over the manhole with gun-
metal bolts, tapped and screwed with inside

strengthening plate (or if preferred an elliptical

plate with external iron bridge piece may be
specified). The cylinder to be fixed in kitchen

in position where directed on strong X iron

brackets built into the wall. The cylinder is to

be enclosed with f in. polished mahogany lagging
leaving a space of 2 in. clear between the cylinder

and lagging, which is to be filled with slag wool.

The lagging to be secured with brass bands I5 in.

wide tightened up with screws. Top and bottom
of cylinder enclosures to be f in. polished
mahogany with rounded nosing.

Pipes.—All the pipes for hot-water work to be
wrought welded steam-pipes, each to be fixed to

stand I in. free from wall and supported on neat
brackets of wrought-iron, screwed to blocks
plugged to the wall, provision being made for

expansion and contraction. No elbows are to be
used, but bends on an easy sweep. Branch
pipes in all cases to have a bend next to X union.
The circulating pipes between boiler and cylinder

to be i^ in. pipes, the main circulating pipes
in., the supply to bath to be I in,, and to the

lavatory basin.s and sinks f in.

In fitting pipes to boiler and cylinder special

care is to be taken that the boiler is fixed level,

and that no pipes project into the interior of
either the bciler or cylinder. The boiler is to be
tapped and screwed for pipes which are to have
back nut screwed on outside. The connections
of pipes to cylinder are to have bosses riveted on
for screwing to pipe. The arrangement of pipes
where connected to cylinder to be carried out as
sketched in margin.

Safety Valves.—The boiler is to be fitted with a
dead weight safety valve of approved pattern,
arranged to open under pressure of lbs. to
the inch. (The pressure will be, of course,
arranged to suit the head of water in each case).
We now proceed with the specification of work

for hot-water supply on the tank system.

Hot-vjater Supply .—The hot-water supply to
is to be fitted up on the tank

system in accordance with the following details,

and is to be tested to the satisfaction of the archi-
tect before being approved.

Boiler .—The boiler is to be a welded wrought-
iron saddle boiler ^ in. metal to hold
gallons

;
properly set on solid base of firebricks

with flue carried up to back of same, and is to be
provided with manhole on top with cast-iron
plates and screws. Particular care is to be taken
that the manhole cover is absolutely watertight.

Tank .—The hot-water tank is to be a galvanised
wrought-iron tank, to hold fifty gallons, of 14
B.W.G. thickness, with wrought-iron manhole

and plate bolted over the manhole. The tank to-
be placed in where directed on strong

X iron brackets built into the wall. Fit up the
supply to same with cast-iron cistern and cover,
size 15 in. by yi in. by io| in.

Pipes.—All the pipes for hot-water work to be
welded steam-pipes, each to be fixed to stand
I in. free from wall, and supported on neat
wrought-iron brackets, screwed and plugged to-
the wall, provision being made for expansion and
contraction. No elbows are to be used, but bends
of an easy sweep. Branch pipes in all cases to
have a bend next to X union. The circulating
pipes between boiler and tank to be r^in. pipes,
the supply to both to be i in., and to lavatory
basins and sink J in. The supply pipe from
cold-water cistern to feed cistern to be liin.,
with full way brass ball valves with copper ball.

The pipe between the cistern and hot-water tank
to be also ijin., and to have the necessary
dip below hot-water tank. The overflow from
cistern to be i^- in. with full way brass screw
union. In fitting pipes to boiler especial care is

to be taken that the boiler is fixed level, and that
no pipes project into the interior. The boiler is

to be properly tapped and screwed for pipes
which are to have back nut screwed on outside.

Safety Valve.—The boiler is to be fitted with
dead-weight safety-valve, of approved pattern,
arranged to open under a pressure of lbs. to
the square inch.

We can now take some examples of the method
of specifying work for hot-water heating. These
may be carried out on either the low-pressure
system or high-pressure system.

Heating Apparatus.—The heating apparatus
to is to be fitted up on the low-pressure
system in accordance with the following details,

and is to be tested to the satisfaction of the archi-
tect before being approved.

Boiler.—The character of the boiler will depend
upon the amount of work which it is required to
do, and may vary from a small wrought plain
welded saddle boiler to a large Lancashire or
Cornish tubular boiler.

Pipes .—The pipes generally used are either

4 in. cast iron or 3 in. wrought iron. The speci-
fications should stipulate which is to be used, and-
should specially provide that the size of pipe
mentioned, whether 4 in. or 3 in., is to be
internal diameter, and that pipes are not to be
less than specified diameter. Aso the weight per
yard run should be given, which may be, say,

30 lbs. per yard for 4 in. cast iron pipes. Cast
iron pipes would generally be used only where
the pressure is moderate, say, up to 25 ft. head
of water, for the sake of the joints.

Joints .—Specifications should state what kind’
is to be used, whether socket joints or flange-

joints, such as Jones’s improved flanged pipe
joints, or Jones’s improved expansion joints^

which are some of the best up to a head of about

25 ft. of water.

Valves.—Enumerate the valves required
; state-

their position, and describe whether throttle

valves, screw-down valves, screw slide valves-

or (if wrought-iron pipes) gun-metal valves.

Feed Cistern .—Feed cistern to be a cast-iron

cistern (state size, which would vary with the-

amount of pipe, as it will serve for expansion
cistern. Of course, the 'greater the length of
pipe the more expansion must be provided).

Feed cistern should have i in. supply from cold'

water cistern with full way gun-metal ball valve
and copper ball, and 2 in. overflow with full way
gun-metal screw union.

In specifying work for the high-pressure system
of heating, the architect must determine whether
expansion tube is to be used, which is the better

where a very high temperature is required in the

pipes, or whether a relief valve is to be employed
instead, which admits of the apparatus being]

worked at a lower pressure, and consequently a
lower temperature, and under these circum-
stances has many advantages. The specification

might run thus :

—

Heating Apparatus.—The heating apparatus
of to be fitted up on the high-pressure-

system according to the following details, and is

to be tested to a pressure of lbs. to the

square inch, to the satisfaction of the architect

before being approved. The pipes are to be ^-in.

bore welded steam barrel, ft. of which is to

be coiled round furnace for beating. The furnace
to be built in fire bricks, one and a half bricks
thick, domed over at top with ft. super of
fire-bars, and the necessary furnace-doors,

dampers, flue and soot doors. Specify the s'ze

of expansion tube, which will depend upon the

amount of pipe. The expansion for a tempera-
ture of 300 deg. is -jtjth quantity of water- in the
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c whole apparatus. This amount, of course, must

i be increased for a higher temperature or decreased

for lower. Specify the position of filling tube

L’with its cap, and any stop-cocks required.

;

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
E St. George’s Church, Bloomsbury. —On

Ethe 12th inst., a meeting of the parishioners of this

B church and others was held in the Vestry-hall of

btbe parish, the rector, the Rev. A. B. Boyd Car-

penter, presiding. From a statement made by him,

and endorsed by Mr. C. Fitzroy Doll, the architect

i who has been consulted, and who has made a

p thorough examination of the fabric, it appears that

I the necessity for considerable repair is urgent. The
stonework is decayed and dangerous, and the lead

i roof is faulty and admits water—as may be seen

from the inside—in many places. The inside is

:
exceedingly dirty, and whilst repainting it is pro-

I posed to add little or much {as funds allow) of what
i
may be called decoration. The cost of repairs and
some decoration is estimated at at least 5.000/.

I This sum the meeting pledged itself to endeavour to

' secure. Subscriptions may be sent to the London
I
and Westminster Bank, 214. Holborn, or the senior

I
churchwarden, Mr, T. H, D, Berridge, 49, Rutland-

\
gate, S.W.
Parish Church Renovations, Kingswood,

! Bristol. — At a public meeting held on the

I 8th inst. it was decided to carry out the plans

I for the full scheme of the Parish Church reno-

I vation prepared by Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, of

I London and Hereford. The scheme embraces
practically new nave, aisles, chancel, organ chamber,

I and two porches, and new [floors and fittings. The
floor of the western tower will be utilised as a choir

vestry. The accommodation is for 675 worshippers.

Extension of Corporation Baths, Aher-
UEEN.—On Monday last the Aberdeen Town Council

resolved to extend the bathing-station at the sea

' be.ich at a cost of about 6,000/., according to plans

by Mr. John Rust, jun., City Architect. The additions

include a swimming-pond, 100 ft. long and 40 ft.

wide. The pond is to be placed under the present

ground level to the south of the existing pavilion,

and will be constructed at such a level as to fill by
gravitation at high-water and discharge at low-water.

The roof will be formed on steel girders and concrete

arches, with cupola lights on the top above the level

of the ground, and seats round the cupolas to pro-

tect them. There will also be twelve additional

plunge baths, making twenty-eight in all. A pro-

posal to add a suite of four rooms for Turkish baths

was dropped.
Broad Sanctuary Chambers. Westminster,

—This block of offices, now approaching comple-

tion, is being executed for the directors of the West-
minster Palace Hotel Company, at a cost of 10,000/.

Messrs. L. Whitehead & Co. are the contractors.

The fireproof floors have been supplied by Messrs.

Homan & Rodgers
;
the heating and plumbing is

carried out by Mr. William Dodds
;
the electric

lighting by Messrs. Edmundson ;
the lifts by Messrs.

Easton. Anderson, & Goolden, and the iron-work by
Messrs. Starkie, Gardener, & Co.
Mission Hall, Aberdeen.—Plans have been

lodged with the Burgh Surveyor for mission pre-

mises proposed to be built in West North-street for

the Belmonl-street Congregational Church. Messrs.

Brown & Watt are the architects.

Conservative Club, Heaton Park, near
Manchester,—On the nth inst, the first sod was
cut cn the site of a new club-house which is to be
erected in the Heaton Park district of Prestwich.

The building, which is from tlie plans of Mr.
Lodge, architect, will cost about 1,000/.

Mission Church, Vron, Denbigh.—A new
mission church was recently dedicated by the Bishop
of St. Asaph at Vron. The church, which is dedi-

cated to St. Alban, has been built of red brick. It

is in the Romanesque style. The east end has a
semi-circular apse. The roofs are covered with blue

slate, capped by red ridges. Internally the church
consists of nave 50 ft. by 26 ft. 6 in.

,
chancel 16 ft. by

26 ft. 6 in. The porch is on the south side, and a
vestry 12 ft. by 10 ft., with heating chamber under,

on the north. A rood screen and rood of pitch pine

extends the entire width of the west end of the

chancel, and screens of similar design are placed to

the north and south side of same, over the latter of

which it is proposed to ultimately construct a small
organ loft. The chancel stalls are also of pitch-pine,

whilst inside the rail the altar is of panelled English

oak, covered with a stone slab, and a small credence

table and re-table of grey stone are fi-xed. The
curved roof of the apse is plain, plastered with a
view to future decoration. The church has been
designed by Mr. Howel Davies, architect, Wrexham,
and carried out by Messrs, Thomas Rogers Son.
builders, Brymbo.
New Offices for Aberdeen Parish Council.

—The Aberdeen Parish Council have adopted the

report of the Works Committee recommending the

erection of new offices for the Council in Union-
terrace. Flans have been prepared by Mr. A.
Marshall Mackenzie. A.R.S.A. The structure will

have a frontage to Union-terrace of 68 ft., and the
front elevation will be 55 ft. from the street level. In

the basement floor charter-room accommodation
will be provided, and provision made for cellarage

and heating apparatus. The ground floor is entered

from Union-terrace by a flight of four steps. To
the right is the chief inspector’s room, orphan

inspector's office, and clerl^' room
;
while to the

left are situated the office of the first assistant

inspector, tlie strong-room accommodation and
rooms for the outdoor inspectors, medical officers,

&c. On the first floor is a collectors’ office, a room
for the Sheriff-officer, cloak-rooms, and a store for

the clothing required for the outdoor poor, and a

small committee room. The Council chamber,

which measures 48 ft. by 36, is on the second floor.

There are a chairman’s room, cloak-rooms for ladies

and gentlemen, and a committee room immediately

adjoining the Council Chamber. The elevation to

Union-terrace will be of grey granite. Exclusive of

furnishings the offices are estimated to cost 6,000/.

Baptist Church, Chiswick.—A new Baptist

church in Annandale-road, Chiswick, has just been

opened. Accommodation is provided in the church

for 493 adults, or for a mixed congregation of 625

persons, and in the schools and classrooms for 300

children. The buildings consist of church, assembly

room, two vestries, and five classrooms, with lava-

tories, &c. The building is of brick, with stone

dressings, and the internal fittings are of pitch pine.

The architect was Mr. John Wills, of Derby, and
the builders Messrs. Steward &Son, of Wallington.

Church Extension, Nempnett, near
Bristol.—On the loth inst.

,
the parish church at

Nempnett was reopened after alteration, &c. The
church as it existed before the recent alterations had

a chancel communicating with the nave by a pointed

arch, and having in its east wall a single coloured

window with “The Resurrection” as its subject.

The scheme just completed has involved the removal

of the chancel with the arch, and has resulted in the

erection of a larger chancel, carried up to the height

of the nave, but separated from it by a carved rood-

screen. Besides this, on the north of the new
chancel, has been built a side cliapel, or vestry. In

the erection of this vestry a large part of the stone

of the old chancel has been used
;

the archway
which joins it to the chancel is the old chancel arch

again set up. The new chancel is built of local

stone. Dundry stone has been used as dressings.

Two side lights have been added to the east window,
the subject of one being Moses upHfiing the serpent,

and that of the other Abraham about to offer up his

son Isaac as a sacrifice. The alterations have been

carried out from the designs of Mr. Buckle, by Mr.

John Flower, Diocesan Architect.

Officf.s, Lancashire Insurance Co., Birming-
ham.—New offices for the Lancashire Insurance

Company have just been erected at the corner of

Bennett’s Hill and Waterloo-street. The architect

is Mr. J, A. Chatwin. The site is that formerly

occupied by the Inland Revenue Office.

Lyceum Theatre, Sheffield.—Plans for the

alteration of City Theatre, Tudor-street, Sheffield,

have been prepared by Mr. W. G. R. Sprague, of

London. One of the chief external alterations of the

theatre {which is to be called the Lyceum) will be
at the corner of Arundel-street, where a tower will be
erected. The main entrance will be at this point,

and near will be a crush-room. The frontages

abutting on Tudor-street and Arundel-street will be
treated with Portland cement. The present exits

will be retained, and in addition several others con-

structed. The construction of the auditorium will

be of steel or iron, encased in concrete. The main
roof over the auditorium will also be of steel or

iron and concrete, overlaid with aspbalte, and the

new floors will be of similar construction. In the new
entrances, exits, and corridors, granite-cement will

be used, and the staircases will be of ample width,

and arranged so that there will be no necessity for

winders. The building is to be fitted throughout
with electric light, in addition to gas. Retiring-

rooms for ladies and gentlemen, as well as lounges,

will be provided on each floor. The pit lounge will

be in the 'oaseraent. The ground-floor will be laid

out for the pit proper and pit-stalls, the stalls being

approached from the dress-circle entrance. The
pit will have separate entrances and exits. The
stalls are to accommodate 112 persons, and the pit

550. The circle is to be divided, the front portion

being the dress-circle proper, and containing 142
seats. The back part, which will have a separate

entrance, will be known as the balcony, and will

seat about 160 people. The gallery will be entirely

re-arranged. It will be capable of accommodating
650 persons. The private boxes will be made to seat

32 persons. The crush-room and principal ves-

tibules will be at the Arundel-street corner of the

building. Outside the theatre a covered glass

awning is to be erected at the central entrance, and
also at the side entrance in Arundel-street. The
cost of the alterations will be about 15,000/.

Chapel, Hazel Grove, Cheshire.-On the

3th inst. the new Primitive Methodist Chapel,
London-road, Hazel Grove, was opened, "rhe

building is of brick, with stone facings. The
interior of the chapel is 60 ft. long and 30 ft.

wide. A portion has been partitioned off for use as

a Sunday school or for meetings. The executors of

the late Mr. Wild were employed to carry out the

building work, and Messrs. Pierce, of Stockport,

were the architects.

Inkpen Church. Hungerford, Berks.—The
ancient church of St. Michael and All Angels at

Inkpen, which ha§ been in the hands of the

restorers for over twelve months, was recently re-

opened. The works have been carried out by

Messrs. George Elms & Son, contractors, of Ben-

ham, Newbury, under the direction of Mr. Clapton

Crabbe Rolfe, architect, of Oxford, and formerly of

Reading. The new carved oak rood screen has been

constructed almost entirely of oak grown upon the

estate at Inkpen. This work is by Messrs. Harry

Hems & Sons, of Exeter.

Wesleyan Chapel, Mountsorrel. — The
memorial stones of the New Wesleyan Chapel at

Mountsorrel were laid recently. The church is

placed 30 ft. back from the road, and is 52 ft. by

31 ft. 4 in. inside and 38 ft. 7 in. across the transepts.

It will seat 263 adults, or a mixed congregation of

350 persons. In front there is an outside porch. At

the rear there is a chancel and an organ chamber.

There are also porches connecting the church with

two vestries. The church is built of brick, and the

front is faced with granite. The schoolroom is at

the rear of the church, 40 ft. by 26 ft.
,
and will seat

200 children. There is also a class-room and itifants'

room, and provision for extension by the addition of

nine rooms. The architect is Mr. John Wills, of

Derby, and the builders are Messrs. Scurr, Jowett, &
Co., of Barrow-on-Soar.
New Schools, Birkenhead.—At the last

meeting of the Birkenhead School Board Mr. T. W.
Cubbon, of Birkenhead, was appointed architect for

new school buildings to be erected in Well-lane, at

the south of the borough.
Hospital, Armagh Lunatic Asylum, Ire-

land.—The new detached hospital at Armagh
Lunatic Asylum is planned to accommodate one

hundred and fifty patients under special treatment,

together with the necessary attendants and staff.

The general arrangements of the buildings ^e, viz. :

—A central block, arranged for administration, with

apartments for officer in charge
;

visitors’ rooms
(male and female), a dining-room in the centre, with

kitchen, servery, scullery, stores, &c., &c. From
this central block there are corridors, 17 ft. wide,

extending right and left to the wing buildings, which

are at the east and west extremities. From the north

walls of these corridors are communications with the

bathrooms, lavatories, linen closets, storerooms,

shoerooms, and sanitary conveniences ;
also a stair

to each wing, leading to the dormitories and rooms
on the first floor. The wing buildings aie situated

at the extremities of these corridors and day-rooms.

Extending towards the south are infirmary day-rooms

and dormitory combined, for the reception of

patients who are too weak to move from their beds.

Extending towards the north of the wing buildings

are a number of single rooms, a padded-room for

each wing, and an associated dormitory on the ground

floor for epileptics. At the extremities ofeach of these

male and female wing buildings there is a small

separation hospital ward, with nurses’ quarters,

&c., all isolated from the rest of the buildings.

Armagh limestone has been used for external walls

and ashlar works. All the outside walls have

brick lining, and a hollow space between the main

wall and the brick lining. The staircases are all

fireproof and with concrete steps, fitted with

Mason’s treads. The ventilation and heating is

arranged by Musgrave & Co. on the plenum system.

The buildings have been carried out by Messrs.

M’Laugblin & Harvey, of Belfast—from the plans

and under the supervision of Messrs, J. J. Phillips

& Son, Belfast.

New Church, Darnconnar, Ayrshire.—
The new church at Darnconnar, in Auchinleck

Parish, has just been opened. The church has been

built from designs by Mr. R. S. Ingram, Kilmar-

nock, and is in the Gothic style. The outside walls

are of Ballochmyle red sandstone, while inside

white Kilwinning stone has been used. The interior

has an open timber roof, and is heated by means of

hot-water pipes. There is accommodation for about

300 worshippers. A manse adjoins the church.

The whole building cost about 3,000/.

SANITARYAND ENGINEERING NE WS.

Water Supply, Milverton.—These works

were opened on the ist inst. They were designed

by Messrs. Taylor & Crimp, of Westmins'er,

the contractors being Messrs. Tabor & Hinchcliffe,

of Cambridge.
Skelton and Brotton Sewerage. —At a

recent meeting of the Skelton and Brotton Urban
District Council it was reported by the engineer that

the scheme of main sewerage and sewage disposal

had been completed by the contractor, Mr. J.

Carrick. of Durham, within the time allowed by the

County Court order. About twelve months ago an

injunction was obtained from the Court by the

Saltburn Urban District Council to prevent the

pollution of the Skelton Beck, which flows through

the pleasure gardens at Saltburn. After an inquiry

of the Local Government Board by the late Mr.

W. J. B. Clerke, M.Inst.C.E., whose sanction to a

loan of 15.000/. was obtained, a start was made with

the work which is now completed. The scheme is

from the design of Mr. D. Balfour, M. Inst.C. E. . of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and comprises about ten miles,

of 21, 18, 15, 12, and 9-in. fireclay and cast iron

pipe sewers, with manhole and lampbole shafts,

automatic flushing chambers, cast-iron valley cross-

ings, &c. The fireclay pips joints are made partly

with Ha,ss^lV§ patent wat^r-tighi JoiDf. and partly
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with gaskin and cement. The work consists of a
combined intercepting scheme for carrying the
whole of the sewage from the ten villages in the
district, which have a population of 10,000, to a

point at the top of the cliffs on the coast at Crane-
dale Spout, where the cliffs, 200 ft. in lieight, have
had a tunnel driven, with a gradient of one in
two from the beach to the top ot the same, and lined
with bricks, in which are laid cast-iron pipes, con-
nected byeasy bends to the outfall sewer on the beach,
which is carried 700 yds. out to sea. This sewer is

of cast-iron, laid in a trench in the rock on the beach
and embedded in concrete, cast-iron inspection
chambers being placed on the outfall, and indicated
by means of cast-iron posts. A large number of
float experiments were made to ascertain the proper
point of discharge, so that there could be no
nuisance from reflux sludge, and ultimately a point
to the north-west of Huntctiffe promontory, 700 yds.
from the cliff, was decided on, being at extreme low
water, and where it is found the sewage at all states
of the tide is carried out to sea. The work has been
completed for less than the engineer's original
estimate.

Pail v. Water Carriage System, Chorley,
—On the 9th inst. Mr. E. P. Burd, inspector of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry in the
Chorley Council Chamber with regard to an appli-
cation of the Council for a provisional order for
sanction to borrow 10,000/. for purposes of con-
verting the present pail system of closet accommo-
dation to that of the water carriage system, and to so
alter or amend the Chorley Improvement Act of
1871 as to enable them to do so. The Town Clerk
(Mr. Wills) stated that the total indebtedness of
the borough was 116,650/., and the population was
estimated at 25,000. He pointed out what had been
done by the late Board of Commissioners, who
adopted the pail system, and stated that application
was made in 1890 to form a control depot for excreta
in water, to obviate the vans going through the
town, but it was refused by the Local Government
Board, who recommended the adoption of the water
carriage system. The Corporation,’aclingupon that
recommendation, and under pressure from the
County Council, spent 16 000/, in sewage precipita-
tion works. The removal of the pails weekly cost
1,300/. a year, and the same amount to carry on the
sewage works, and it was with the object of saving
half that and for improving the sanitary condition
of the borough that the Council decided upon the con-
version. They offered to do the work of connexion
with the sewers if the owiiers of property found
the material. Councillor J. W. Stone spf>ke of the
advantage that would accrue to the town. The
Borough Surveyor and Medical Cfficer also gave
evidence. Mr. Kelville, solicitor, appealed for a
number of property owners, and called evidence in
opposition to the scheme, as being one of a most
expensive character, and likely to prove ruinous
to many owners of old cottages.
Sewage Disposal, Worcester.— For the pre-

miums offered by the Worcester City Council for
the best scheme of sewage disposal for the city
there are twenty-two competitors who have sent in
designs and plans, and these are now under examina-
tion by Mr. Chalterton, the assessor appointed by
the Council.
Local Sewers, London.—The Main Drainage

Committee of the London County Council have
sancUoned, subject to a condition recommended by
the Engineer, the construction of local sewers as
follows Hampstead

; 750 ft. of 12-in. pipe sewer
in proposed new road, between Haverstock Hill and
Lawn-road. Fulham

: 950 ft. of 12-in. pipe and
concrete sewer in proposed new road, to be called
ritz George-avenue, between Auriol-road and Norlh-
end-road. Plumstead : 80 ft. of 9-in. pipe sewer in
Kirk-lane, 230 ft. of i2.in. ditto m Palmerslon-
road, and

^

aoo ft. of 12-in. ditto in Plum-lane.
St. Saviours: 420 ft. of 12-in. pipe and concrete
sewer m Park-street.

FOREIGN.
France.—

T

he ancient church of St. Pierre on
Montmartre is to be demolished in a few week'' on
account of the dangerous condition of the building.
It is to be replaced by a new church, of which M.
Baudot will probably be the architect. The New
Salon will open this year, at the Champ de Mars
ori April 23, and close on June 30. The old Salon
will open on April 25, at the Palais de I'lndustrie.A certain number of the painters who call them-
selves “Symbolistes,” most of whom have already
taken part in the “Rose Croix" e.xhibitions. have
organised, at the Georges Petit Gallery, a special
exhibition under the tille “ L'Eclectique " Among
the members are MM. Asj6zat de Bouteyre
Maurice Chabas, and Darras. The sale of Chiriese
and Japanese objets d'art from the Goncourt col-
lection has realised 236,676 francs. The total amount
realised from all the departments of the sale was
1.162,952 francs. At Versailles the Salle des Etats
Gendrau.x. which has been closed for many years
has just been reopened to the public. There have
been placed there, among other works the '

' Combat
de la platrirre " by De Neuville, and the “ Charge
de Reischoften ' byM. Aimd Morot. There isalso to
be seen there a picture hitherto unknown to the
public, representing the interview between Napoleon
and the Emperor Alexander on the Niemen.

The exhibition of models for the monument to
Pasteur which is to be erected at Dole is now open
in the foyer of the theatre there. Fifteen designs
have been sent in. The bell-tower of the church
at Monprimblanc, near Bordeaux, has been blown
down in one of the recent gales. The Depart-
ment of Fine Arts has addressed a circular letter to
all the Prefects of Departments in reference to
the repair of works of art which have been
placed by the State in the various provincial
museums. As a good deal of mischief has been
done by incompetent repairs or restorations, the De-
partment from this time will take all such work
under its own direction

;
the municipal authorities

and curators of museums are to confine themselves
to notifying to the Government what repairs are
wanting to any works in their charge. The
French Government is about to establish a railway
in Madagascar. It has bzen decided that the
statue of Beaumarchais, the work of M. Ciausade, is

to bei naugurated on April 27, the anniversary ofthe
first representation of “ Mariage de Figaro."
The monument erected at St. Maurice to the
memory of Delacroix is to be inaugurated in May
next.

Germany,—According to the report of the Asso-
ciation of Ground Landlords at Berlin there has
now been a considerable increase in the building
activity throughout the capital, whilst the number of
houses and tenements standing eraptv has decreased.
There has been too large a supply in comparison
with the demand for tenements during the last few
years, but this has now been remedied. The
national memorial to Emperor William will be prac-
tically ready for the celebration at the end of the
month. The new General Post Gffice at Berlin is

now almost complete, for the galleries to be devoted
to the Post Gffice museum are also out of the hands
of the builders. The collections will be housed in a
large central hall surrounded by galleries. Plans
and elevations of the leading post-offices throughout
Germany will be exhibited. The new “ Pots-
damer" bridge at Berlin is to be taken in hand at
once, and the plans have been laid before the
Emperor. The new models for the Helmhollz
monument are now exhibited at Berlin. The selec-
tion for the commission rests between the sculptors
Herter, Gtto Lessing, and Janensch. Further
important improvements are to be made on the
west fa9ade of the Royal castle at Berlin, and
Professor Gtto Lessing has been commissioned
to execute a number of historical semi-reliefs
for panels which are empty at present.
The memorial church to Emperor William, which
was inaugurated in Berlin with considerable cere-
mony, was not complete on that occasion. Various
pieces of sculpture are now being prepared, and
these will be put in position shortly. Among the
more important works will be statues of Luther and
Melanchton. by Professor Gtto Lessing. The
National Zeibnng of Berlin has published an
important article on competitions for sculpture, as
the many competitions for memorials and monu-
ments are giving rise to serious complaints among
artists generally. Sculptors in Germany consider
that ihe expense connected with the preparations of
large-sized models is quite out of proportion to the
oremiums generally offered, and it is proposed to
ncrease the number of premiums considerably above
the three or four now generally given. Elaborate
street decorations are to be made in connexion with
the festivities which will take place at Berlin on the
anniversary of the Emperor William's birthday
and the City Architect. Herr Ludwig Hoffmann, has
been entrusted with the supervision of this work.
A number of improvements are to be made on the
leading high roads running out of Berlin. The first
thoroughfare to be taken in hand is from Schoene-
berg to .Steglitz. A broad avenue is to be formed
witharoadway 65 ft. wide. The cost of the improve-
ment is 20,000/. The Arts and Crafts Museum at
Berlin is repeating its very practical arrangement of
organising a special exhibition of objects obtained
during the last six months. A number of minor
competitions have been opened in connexion with
the Horticultural Exhibition at Hamburg, which
will be held this year. Premiums will be offered for
the best designs for garden furniture, verandah
fittings, flower-boxes, &c., with the view of
encouraging better taste in connexion with garden-
ing. .Mtona, near Hamburg, is to have a new
museum, and a number of premiums have been
offered in connexion with the competition to be held
for the design. There will be four premiums of i co/
four of roo/., and two of 50/. We understand
there will be a machinery exhibition at Munich
during 1898, and a competition has been held with

lew of obtaining suitable designs for laying
out the grounds and erecting the necessary
buildings on the banks of the River Isar -
Preparations are already being made by the German
Government for_ a thoroughly representative collec-
Uon at the Paris International Exhibition of 1900.Cne of the first committees formed is that of the
Arts and Crafts section, and all the leading men
connected with the Arts and Crafts movement have
been elected to serve, including Baurath Ihne
Bauralh Heydn, Baurath Kyllmann, and Herr
Hoffacker, among Berlin architects. The premium
known as the Schinkel Studentship has been awarded

H^>^smann. There were sixteen candidates,

subject of the Engineers’ Competition arranged under
similar auspices by the “ Arkitekten Verein''was
“A Local Railway,” and the premium has been
awarded to Mr. Schimpff. Active preparations
are being made in Berlin for the ceremonies which
will be held during the next few days, and particu-
larly for the celebration on the 22ad. Nearly all

the public bodies are commemorating the event in
some particular form, and the Academy of Arts will
hold a special public meeting on the 20th, on which
day the Art Exhibition, representing the work of the
last hundred years, will be opened. Gn the aand
inst. there will be a great popular procession, for
which the central feature will be a iriumphal car
representing “Germania." Gn the 23rd inst., we
understand, there will be a further small historical
procession, arranged by the artists of Berlin. The
decorations throughout the streets are progressing
rapidly under the supervision of the City Architect.
Austria and Hungary.—A lecture on the new

street improvemenls at Vienna was recently given at
the Architects and Engineers’ Society of the capital
by engineer Riehl, in which the programme of the
Improvement Committee was explained. The old
exhibition grounds at Vienna are not considered to
be sufficiently extensive for the large number of
exhibits which are to be sent in for the exhibition of
1898, and it is hence probable that they will have to
be extended, and part of the public grounds of the
Prater park used. The municipality of Vienna
will be building a chapel of considerable dimensions
at the central cemetery of the town. Gwing to
the closing of the ‘

‘ Hofburg " theatre for alterations,
the idea of having a new Court Theatre, devoted
entirely to chamber plays, is again the subject of dis-

cussion, and it is not unlikely that the Emperor will

encourage the scheme. A number of temporary
bridges are being constructed at Vienna in connexion
with the laying of the new Metropolitan railway.
It is not unlikely that the Municipality of Vienna will

found a new municipal bank for which the necessary
buildings may have to be taken in band shortly.
The buildings of the Alland Sanitorium are pro-
gressing rapidly, and it is probable that they will be
ready by the end of the year. The Municipality
of Vienna has decided not to encourage private
enterprise in respect to laying new tramways, as
they propose taking all this class of work in hand
themselves. It is for this reason that several schemes
put before the authorities by private companies have
not found favour. A new suburban theatre is to
be erected at Vienna with a view of furthering the
party interests of certain municipal politicians, and
considerable subscriptions have been raised for this

purpose. Gne ot the large labourers' accident
insurance companies is having some artisans’ dwel-
lings erected at Trieste and has voted 100,000
florins towards this purpose. It is the intention of
the company to see if artisans' dwellings can be
made a comparatively profitable investment in that
town. The well-known Hungarian summer
resort Pislyan is to have some extensive baths,
which are being erected for the coming season.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Lych G.vte, Penwortham Church, Lanca-

shire.—A lych gate has recentlybeen erected at Pen-
wortham Church to the memory of the late 'Wm.
Adam Hulton and his wife Dorothy Ann. The struc-

ture is from designs by Mr. A. 'T. Nutt, architect,

Windsor, and has been carried out under the super-
vision of Mr. W. Morley. It is of Gothic design ,

The carved work has been [executed by Messrs. H.
Miles Ik Son, Lancaster.
The Institute of Sanitary Engineers.—

Mr. William Spinks, Assoc.M.InsbC.E., Lecturer
on Sanitary Engineering, Yorkshire College (Victoria

University), has been elected President of the
Institute of Sanitary Engineers for the ensuing year.
The membership of the Institute now numbers over
460.
Proposed Federation of Master Builders’

Associations.—A meeting was held at the offices

of the Bristol Master Builders' Association, Guild-
hall, Bristol, on the loth inst., for the purpose of
considering the question of the formation of a
federation of the master buildars’ associations in the
West of England and South Wales. Mr. A. Krauss,
President of the Bristol Association, who was elected
to the chair, said the subject of a federation for the
district was first broached to him by Mr. Rider, of
London, the Chairman of the National’Association
of Master Builders of Great Britain, at the last

half-yearly meeting of that Association, held a short
time ago at Blackburn, and acting upon that sug-
gestion. he had taken the liberty of calling them
together that day to consider the matter, and he
trusted that something practical would be the out-
come of the meeting. After the rules governing a
similar federation now existing in Lancashire had
been read, a long discussion ensued, in which all

present took part, and eventually Mr. James E.
Turner (Cardiff) moved, and Mr. E. J. B. Mercer
(Bath) seconded, and it was resolved unanimously.
That it is desirable to establish a master builders’

federation of the associations in the various towns
and localities in the West of England and
South Wales." The next resolution put forward

J . ,, I
was, “ That such federation be organised upon the

L*. Hpcion
^ County Hall." Three of lines of the Lancashire Federation.’’ This was^be designs were also honourably mentioned. Tiie I moved by Mr. W. M. Blackburn l(Newport). se
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•nded by Mr. H. J. Spiller (Taunton), and carried
wz. con. Mr. James 1£. Turner (Cardiff) then pro-
)sed, and Mr. George Humphreys (Bristol)
Iconded, “ That the delegates meeting here to-day
'port to their associations the principles adopted at
lis meeting, and that the rules of the Lancashire
^deration be forwarded to the secretaries oi the
jirtous associations invited here for their guidance
) the matter, with a request to report the views of
leir associations thereon to the convener of this
.leeting at an early date, with the view of
!iother meeting being called as soon as possible.”
his resolution, on being put to the meeting, was
irried unanimously. The meeting closed with a
3te of thanks to Mr. Krauss.

: Court OK Common Council.—On the nth inst.

meeting of the Court of Common Council was held
t Guildhall, the Lord Mayor presiding. Replying to
question, Mr. Deputy Sayer, Chairman of the

Gresham Committee, said that the ambulatory of
le Royal Exchange would shortly be decorated by
fresco by Mr. Seymour Lucas, A.R.A.. depicting
William tbe Conqueror giving the Charter to
le Citizens,'' which the Corporation had coramis-
ioned. The Mercers’ Company had commissioned
1r. E. Crofts, A.R.A., to paint a panel of “The
tpening of the First Royal Exchange by Queen
ihzabeth.” Sir Samuel Montagu, M.P., had com-
lissioned Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, A.R.A., to
aint a panel of “ Charles I. Demanding the Sur-
ender of tbe Five Members at the Guildhall,” and
Ir. Carl Meyer had ordered Mr. Sigismund Goetz
0 paint “ 'The Offer of the Crown to King Richard
t Baynard's Castle. " After a long discussion it was
esolved, at the instance of Mr. Alderman Treloar,
oopen the forthcoming loan exhibition of pictures
.t the Art Gallery at Guildhall on Sunday
fternoons.

Font for the Old Church, Arbroath.— It
5 slated that a presentation is to be made to the
)ld Church in the form of a baptismal font of
Jabaster, which will be placed in position at an
tarly date. The font is from a design by Mr.
3urnett, A.R.S.A,, architect of the Old Church.
Central Association of Master Builders

)F London.—Mr. William Shepherd has been
dected President of this Association for tbe ensuing
rear. Mr. J. B. Greenwood and Mr. Thomas
•Jregory are elected the Vice-Presidents, and Mr.
-buries Wall, Treasurer.

Greek History and Monuments.— Professor
?ercy Gardner delivered the second of his course
)f lectures on “Greek History and Extant
Vionuments’’ at the Royal Institution last week,
rie dealt mainly with the Athenian Acropolis
IS a background of history, starting from the
levastation of tbe Acropolis by the Persians in
l8o B.C., and working backwards. The lecturer
dwelt on the account given by Herodotus of the
Ptrsian occupation, which resulted in tbe Athenians
ibandoning their city to the ruthless vengeance of
the invaders, to whom nothing was sacred. The
evidence of the historians could now be supple-
mented by the yet more truthful records on rock,
marble, and bronze, for recent excavations brought
the monuments of old to light and completed the
ale of the wreck of all works of interest and
•eauty by the Persians and tbe consequent restora-
lon of Athens. When the Athenians returned they
lad lofty ideas and plans, and intended to replace
;he old buildings with grander ones of marble,
dodern excavations enabled us to recompose
temples, to set up votive images, sometimes even
on their own pedestals, and to trace the develop-
ment of Athens from century to century. When
Ihe Persians razed the Acropolis they were probably
imaware of the existence of any earlier monuments
than those which they were destroying. We now
know that the history of Athens began at a period
that was as remole to Herodotus as his time was
to ours. Recent excavations revealed to us
successive phases of the history of the capital
of Greece. The earliest stratum showed house
walls, graves, and terra-cottas

; the second. Myceuren
pottery and palace walls, and the house of Erechtheus
known to Homer

; the third took us to the period
when the Kings gave way to Athena and the Acropolis
was made sacred to the gods. The Greeks gave the
imme of liie Pelasgic age to all the early monuments
mat they could not assign to any definite period.
Professor Gardner then attempted to reconstruct
ancient Athens at different periods. The first fixed
historical landmark was the age of Pisistratus.
Before his time tbe Acropolis was still a fortress,
Pisistratus erected a temple, or the Acropolis, in
honour of Athena, and some walling built by
him on the road up to the temple still remained.
1 he ground plan and style of the Peisistradid Temple
were now quite apparent. In the Age of the Tyrants
the early temples were of limestone, and it was not
till about 600 B.c. that the age of stone gave way
to the age of marble. Pictures of various pedi-
ments, the low gables which crowned the fronts of
the buildings, were thrown on the screen, and the
Kstorations suggested by archieologists shown.
These showed the fondness of the sculptors for
monstrous forms, to which they were more inclined
owing to the form of the pediment, which suggested
to the artist the displayal of serpents and monsters.
The lecturer then went on to speak of the discovery
by Studniezka of the design and part of the sub-
stance of the pedimental group erected by Pisistratus \
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over the doors of the Temple of Athena. Professor
Gardner said that within the last few days a young
German student had followed up these discoveries,
and had reproduced the design of the whole of the
figures in the pediment .—Daily Newi.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Building Trade Dispute at Blyth,

—

The dispute bitween the Blyth bricklayers and the
master builders, which commenced on January 12,

has been terminated. Mr. John Hood, the secre-
tary of the Blyth Branch of the Operative Brick-
layers’ Society, received a communication from
the Blyth Master Builders' Association stating
that the demand for a reduction from
to qd. per hour would be withdrawn. It was
in consequence of this demand and a notice of
certain alterations in the working rules that the
bricklayers came out. The code of woiking rules
remains the same with this exception, that instead
of an unrestricted number of apprentices, as hereto-
fore, no more than one apprentice to every four
bricklayers will be allowed, the number of appren-
tices engaged by any one firm not to exceed four.

Labour in the Building Trade during
February.-According to the Labour Gazette,
employment in the building trades has improved.
The percentage of unemployed in unions making
returns for February was 2'o, compared with 2

'4 in
January, and 2-5 per cent, in February, 1896. Six
disputes occurred during the month, involving 334
workpeople. Most ot the disputes have been
settled.

LEGAL.
THE CLAIM AGAINST THE ST.

PANCRAS GUARDIANS.
judgment.

Mr. Ridley, Q.C., the Official Referee, delivered
a considered Judgment in this claim on the 17th inst.

It will be remembered that the plaintiffs, the trustees
of creditors of Mr. William Brooks, a builder and
contractor of Folkestone, sued the Guardians of the
Poor of St. Pancras, and their architects, Messrs.
A. &. C. Harston, for a balance of 24,226/., or,

alternatively, 24,262/., alleged to be due on a con-
tract for tbe completion of the St. Pancras work-
house. Tbe plaintiff's case was that some years ago
the Guardians resolved to reconstruct the work-
house in King's -road, and appointed Messrs.
Harston as their architects. The contract for the
work was at first taken by Messrs. Kirk & Randall,
of Woolwich, but disputes arose, and in 1892 that
firm requested to be relieved of further work under
the contract. Fresh tenders were then invited for
the unfinished work, and that of Brooks was
accepted for 50,861/. The work was to occupy,
fifteen months from May, 1892, but delays
arose, and in November, 1894.' the work was
stopped. Messrs. Drew Bear, Perks & Co., of
Queen Victoria-street, who supplied the ironwork

;

Mr. H. Tolputt, of Folkestone, who supplied
the timber

;
and Mr. J. Brown of Cannon-street,

who supplied bricks, sued on behalf of creditors for
the balance alleged to be due to Mr. Brooks. The
net cost of the work executed was stated to be on
the first claim 65,479/. plus 10 per cent, profit,

6,547/., making 72,026/., of which 47,800/. had
been received under the architects' certificates,

leaving a balance of 24,226/. In the alternative
claim the net cost of the work executed was esti-
mated at 65,479/. as before, but the 10 per cent, profit
was reckoned on the contract price of 50,861/.,
which with other amounts claimed brought the
alternative claim to 24,262/. Tbe plainiiffs alleged
that Brooks was hindered from continuing and com-
pleting tbe contract by the action of Mr. George
Poole, tbe cleik of the works, who interfered without
sufficient cause and condemned materials supplied
wholesale. It was also further alleged that the
architects were seldom on the works, and that the
interference of the clerk of the works caused need-
lessly a net loss to Brocks of 2.526/., in addition to
193/., the value of the materials left by Messrs.
Kirk & Randall, and not permitted to be used.
The defendants generally denied the charges
against the clerk of the works, and alleged that
Brooks had not carried out his undertaking to
complete the work left unfinished by Kirk & Ran-
dall. The Guardians further relied on the Public
Authorities Protection Act, 1893, as being a defence,
inasmuch as the matters referred to in the action
occurred more than six months before the action
was brought. Messrs. Harston, the other defen-
dants, pleaded that they were not liable, and said
that they had received no complaints from Poole
with respect to the manner in which the works were
being carried out by Mr. Brooks. Upon the con-
clusion of the evidence called on behalf of the
Guardians, however, the learned Referee decided
that, as the plaintiffs had failed to make out that
Messrs. Harston had been guilty of fraud, dis-
honesty, or collusion, those gentlemen were
entitled by law to judgment

;
but he reserved the

question of costs. Reports of the case have ap-
peared in the Builder of November 21 and 28 and
December 5, 1896, and January 23 and 30 and
March 6 and 13 last.

Mr. Reginald Bray and Mr. A, A. Hudson ap-
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peared as counsel for the plaintiffs
;
Mr. English

Harrison and Mr. W. Moyses for tbe Guardians
;

and Mr. McIntyre and Mr. R, W. Turner for the
architects.

The learned Referee, in giving Judgment, said that

the case was a remarkable one in some respects,

first of all in the details which had to be considered,
and secondly in regard to the circumstances of the
contract itself and all the incidents which arose
during the performance of the Job in question. In
the course of the case the question arose as to what
was the position of the architect, and he (the learned
Referee) gave his opinion that he could not do other-

wise than absolve him from the consequences of the

action on the ground that there was no evidence that

he had been guilty of fraud, dishonesty, or collusion,

and therefore that the action was not maintainable
against him. That was still his opinion, and Mr.
Harston was entitled to tbe full benefit of it, but he
was bound to say that he felt most strongly that the
decisions given by Mr. Harston as arbitrator under
the contract were not capable of Justification. He
accepted, however, Mr. Harston’s word on oath that
in doing what he did, he acted to the best of his

ability as arbitrator under the contract. Mr. Harston
had stated that in bis opinion it would not have been
fair if any other arbitrator had been appointed under
the clause contained in the contract. He (the

learned Referee) did not understand that. Unfair
to whom ? Certainly not to the builder. Then
was it unfair to the Guardians? Not at all, unless
they had a right to expect from Mr. Harston a more
favourable decision than they would expect from
somebody else who was in an independent position.

Then was it unfair to Mr. Harston? Certainly not,

unless he was afraid of the Judgment of an indepen-
dent arbitrator on his specification. He left the

question of Mr. Harston there and would pro-
ceed to direct himself to answer the questions

suggested by Mr. Bray, on behalf of the builder and
his trustees, and wlietber or no they were entitled to

recover from tbe Guardians anything beyond the

contract price which was stated in the contracts,

adding, of course, tbe payments which might be
allowed for extras on the orders given by the archi-

tect. It was clear, he thought, that the Guardians
were not liable to pay the plaintiffs in respect of

damages due to anv acts of the arbitrator, unless

they interfered in the matter and induced him to

give decisions in their favour. If they did that,

that would be in a way collusion between the

Guardians and tbe architect, of which, as he had
said, there was not any evidence in that case. It

was perfectly clear to his mind that the Guardians,
through their Building Committee, acted properly
in the matter

;
abstained from interfering with the

architect, accepted his decisions, and relied on him.
He did not think it was true that Brooks or Fearon
never complained to them. That they did not
recollect it, be would accept, but he thought on the

balance of evidence tbe fact was that they did com-
plain on certain occasions.

The learned Referee referred to the decision of the

late Mr. Justice Mellor in the case of Roberts z*.

Bury Improvement Commissioners, given in 1870,

and upheld by the Court of Appeal, reported in

Hudson's Law of Building Contracts, in which it

was held that, where undue interference by the

architect in his capacity of arbitrator delayed the

performance of the contract by the builder, the

builder had no remedy against the employer or the

architect except in the case of collusion between
them (which was not shown in the present case),

but where the duties of tbe architect were those of

agent, his defaults were those of his employer.

The learned Referee said that he fell bound
by that decision on that part of the case.

But Mr. Bray, however, had said that, apart from
the conduct of tbe architect, apart from tbe fact

that the Guardians never interfered, there still might
be a liability on the Guardians, if independent of

that, either by their default the contractor was not

put in a position to perform, or was prevented from
performing, the contract, or without that default cir-

cumstances had arisen which made it impossible for

him to carry out the contract. It might be that

things might happen which in the result would
occasion a totally different state of things than those

intended. Was that so in the present case, and if

so was it caused by the default of the Guardians?
He bad to be a little careful about that because Mr.
Harrison had very strenuously contended throughout

tbe case that his clients were without any blame in

the matter. It was, therefore, his duty to go very care-

fully into the matter before arriving at a decision.

Having done so, he had come to the conclusion that

the most imporlant thing to be noticed was the

delay in giving the contractor possession of tbe site.

After carefully considering all tbe conditions of the

contract together, be was of opinion that the con-

tractor had a right to immediate possession of the

site. He would not say that the contractor would
have had a right to complain to tbe Guardians in

respect of trifling matters as if some of the inmates
of the workhouse had still remained, but he
thought it was the duty of the Guardians to

give immediate possession under the contract.

The contractor, liowever, got possession of the site

piecemeal. He got possession of C block at the

beginning of July, of B block on two different

occasions early and late in August, of H block in

August and September, of K Block on February
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21, 1893, and of A Block either in March of

that year or in June—in March according to the

defendants' case : in June according to the builder’s

case. Was it the builder's fault that he did not get

possession ? On the defendants' behalf it was
argued that it was his fault, and that he had nothing
to do but to say he would have it, and he would
have had it. After referring to the evidence of Mr.
Millward and Captain Miller on this part of the

case, the learned Referee said that he did not think

there was any cause of complaint as to Fearon not

commencing the work. Poole's diary said nothing

about the default of the contractor in taking posses-

sion. Then came the period when the builder was
broken and the creditors took up the job. That was on
April 19. At that time one would expect the subject

to be discussed, as the fifteen months, within which
time the work was to have been completed, was far

advanced. If, for instance, Mr. Harston really

thought that it was the fault of the builder in not
taking possession, it was easy for him to say so to

the Guardians or the trustees, but he did not do any-
thing of the kind, but wrote a letter to the trustees

in which he said, “ I am very pleased to hear you
have tided over the difficulty.” In the present case

he (the learned Referee) could not understand how it

could be for the benefit of Brooks, Fearon, or the

trustees to make delays. If anyone found a man
scamping the work and putting in bad stuff, they
would think naturally that a man who did one
thing badly would do another thing badly, and
that they had got a man who did not know
his trade. It was therefore important to see
what really had taken place. He (the learned
Referee) was aware that there were two or three

bad bits of wood in the roof of the workhouse,
because he had seen them He was aware that

some of the flooring boards downstairs had warped,
and would not fit. He thought he saw about six.

He also might mention the fact that one piece of

brickwork in the wall at the back of Block H—the
last bit finished—was somewhat inferior work. He
remembered also that in one of the dwelling-rooms
there was a sappy board or two, but otherwise the
job was a very good job, even that in the rejected

columns, of which they had heard so much. He
could not help thinking it was a good building for

the purpose, and he hoped it would be found so.

The learned Referee said that Poole did not fail

in taking objections to materials, but when all was
said and done he did not believe he got belter bricks
on the job by so doing. thought that where so
many objections were taken, and so much material
was rejected, that an architect ran the risk that the
builder would somehow or other escape observation,
and put in some work which would not pass, in order
to make himself right in the contract. He, how-
ever, did not find that in the present case, although
he should have expected that with a too strict archi-
tect the work somewhere would become scamped.
Was it not a fair deduction to make upon the evi-

dence on that part of the case that it was not Fearon
or Brooks who was in default for not commencing
the work at the proper time, but the fault of the
Guardians, or of those who represented them ? The
other breaches of contract alleged had all some
existence in fact, but none of them appeared to
him to be of the same importance as the breach of
the condition giving the contractor the possession
of the site. The matter of the temporary entrance,
the interference by workmen under other contractors
made it difficult to complete the job. Again, the alle-

gations as to Poole constantly making objections to
the work, and constantly and arbitrarily interfering,
made it almost impossible for the contractor to carry
out the job. He would not go through the whole
history of Poole. He had no doubt that Poole
condemned the first consignment of goods which
came on the works in order to gel a better article by
so doing. As to the facing bricks be believed that
Poole objected to every brick which came on the job
in order to get a better one out of Fearon. and Hiat
was his guiding principle throughout. The learned
Referee, in passing on to the alleged wholesale
marking of bricks by Poole on C block said, that
nobody could believe that Poole did not lose his
temper on that occasion. Poole, he considered, was
one of the very worst witnesses he had ever come
across. He was not, however, prepared to hold
that for everything Poole did the Guardians were
responsible. He did not base the opinion be had
formed on the case upon what Poole did,
but he based it on the fact that by the
deliberate failure to give possession of the site the
Guardians had rendered it impossible for the con-
tractor to perform the contract. On a large job like
the present, where there were several buildings of
magnitude to be erected, it was of the greatest
consequence to the contractor that he should carry
them on all together and do the work in a particular
order, and when he lost that advantage during the
first two or three months of the contract he could
never regain it. The contractor could not utilise
his labour or men by going from one place to
another as he should have been able to do, the result
being that his labour bill was increased. In those
circumstances the materials were ordered before
they could be used and had to be stored, and by the
storage were damaged and rendered subject to
rejection. In fact, the work which could have been
done cheaply, if done at the right (ime, would
necessarily cost more if done at the wrong time. He I

thought in the present case that the breach of

duty on the part of the Guardians did absolve

the contractor to a certain extent from the

provisions of the contract, and in any case

be was entitled to say that he would claim damages
in respect of that breach of contract. If that state

of things was right, the contractor would be entitled,

it seemed to him (the learned Referee) to almost the

same measure of damages he would get if he said

that the contract was at an end, and he would sue

for the value of the work done. He did not say it

was precisely the same, but he could not make out

what the difference was. In the present case there

was no evidence on which he could rely to show
what the work actually cost. He thought, however,

that be might take it that it was very much in excess

of the contract price. He did not think that it was
less than 45 per cent, above the money expected to

be spent on the contract. That was an enormous
sum on such a job. He thought that Mr. Brooks,

Mr. Fearon, and the trustees bad done their

best to get right materials. Some of the

materials rejected ought not to have been
rejected, and the contractor ought not, therefore,

to be visited with any blame on that score. That
being so. he thought the decision in the case ought

to be in favour of the plaintiffs. But there was one
further point to be considered. Mr. Harrison took

the point that the plaintiffs acquiesced in the exist-

ence of the contract long after the breaches had
arisen, submitted to be paid by the certificates

•of the architects, and as the contractor and the

trustees had so elected to be bound by the con-

tract, they could not then come and say that they

were not so bound. He did not think that that

argument applied. He did not see in what respect

the Guardians had altered their position under the

contract in consequence of the contractor having

gone on. What would they have done if the con-

tractor had acted otherwise? He did not know,
and it was not necessary for him to determine tliat,

because it appeared in the report of the cas2 of

Bush V. the Trustees of the Port and Town of White-
haven, decided in 1888, and upheld on appeal, that

the contractor in that case did ihe same thing, viz.,

he accepted the decision of the architect or engi-

neer, and got the money under the contract,

and the court held he was entitled to say

"I have got all the contract gives me, but I am
entitled to something more." He (the learned

Referee) thought, therefore, he ought to follow the

ruling of Mr. Justice Cave in that case, and for those

reasons he was of opinion that there ought to be a
judgment for the plaintiffs against the Guardians,
and that there ought to be a judgment for the archi-

tects with costs. He had thought at one time that

although Messrs. Harston had got judgment they

ought not to have their costs, but he now thought
that would be taking a stronger step than he had a
right to take. He had expressly stated what he
thought of what Mr. Harston had done

;

but he thought be should net be right in

using the discretion which he had in saying
they ought to pay the costs of having been
brought there. He thought they must have judg-
ment with costs, but that the Guardians must pay
the costs of Mr. Brooks and the trustees. The
amount as to which judgment against the Guardians
should be entered must remain undecided, because
he had not had the opportunity, and of course he
had not endeavoured, to arrive at the precise sum.
He 'thought it might require a rather exhaustive
inquiry to find out what the damages were, and he
hoped that whatever course the parlies might take
in arriving at a decision on this point, they would
not find it necessary to go into another iirquiry, but
would be able to adopt a course which would not
involve the necessity of more money being spent in
costs. He decided that the contractor must recover
something, and he hoped it would not be necessary
to have an inquiry into that matter. If there were
an appeal in the matter, the question would not arise
unless his decision stood, and in that case he trusted
it would not be necessary to have a further inquiry
and a further expenditure of money. The learned
Referee concluded his remarks by thanking counsel
for the great assistance they had given him
throughout the case.

Mr. Harrison said that be did not know whether
the learned Referee had set aside the contract, or
whether he was going to issue an inquiry as to the
breaches. If the contract were to be set aside, of
course his clients would like a little time to consider
what they would do. It could not be a sort of
double-edged inquiry where the question ofdamages
was concerned. If the contract were to be set aside,
the plaintiffs would be entitled to their quantmn
meruit.
The learned Referee said he thought the contract

had been set aside
;
but if not, he could not make

out what the difference in the damages was.

Mr. Harrison said that if that was so, and the
learned Referee’s decision was that the contract was
set aside, he should ask him to formulate his judg-
ment, and give his clients a few days to consider it,

because, with regaid to the quantum meruit, be
thought the Guardians would like to take that
further.

The learned Referee : By all means. I will give
you a stay of execution.

I

Mr. Hanison asked (he learned Referee to give
I his client? his decision in a formal shape.

The learned Referee ; I will sign it and send it to

the office. Of course I will do that. The shorthand

writer will have taken down what I said.

Mr. Harrison: I am not going to ask you to

write it out. I want something which I can appeal

from at once. We can get the decision very soon.

Continuing, Mr. Harrison said that the contract

being set aside was a very serious thing for the

Guardians.
Mr. Bray ; What I understand your judgment

to be is that the contract is set aside, and we are

entitled to quantum meruit, and if we are not

entitled to that we are entitled to damages which

have to be determined at a future time.

The learned Referee slid that he should put in

the formal judgment that he thought that the

plaintiffs were entitled to substantial damages.
After seme further discussion the learned Referee

directed that judgment should be entered for the

plaintiffs as against the Guardians with costs, the

damages to be ascertained hereafter, and that

judgment should be entered for Messrs. Harstons,

the architects, as against the plaintiffs with costs.

A stay of execution was granted for fourteen days

to enable the Guardians to consider whether they

would appeal from the decision.

POINT UNDER THE METROPOLIS
MANAGEMENT ACTS:

CASE IN THE COURT OF APPEAL.

The case of Appleyard v. the Lambeth Vestry

came before the Court of Appeal, composed of the

Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Lopes and
Chitty, on the 15th inst., it being an appeal by the

defendants from the judgment of Mr. Justice Haw-
kins, in the Queen's Bench Division, in an action

brought for a mandamus calling upon the defendants

to repair and cleanse certain sewage or drainage
pipes, which conveyed the drainage of four houses,

the question for determination being whether the

pipes in question were sewers, in whicli case the

defendants would be bound to repair and cleanse

them, or whether they were drains, in which case the

owners of the houses would be bound to keep them

in repair, By Section 250 of the Metropolis Manage-
ment Act, 1855, the word “sewer” means and
includes sewers and drains of every description

except drains to which the word “ drain ” interpreted

as it is in the section applies. The word ‘

' drain "

means and includes any drain of and used for the

drainage of one building only, or premi'^es within the

said curtilage, and made merely for the purpose of

communicating with a cesspool or other like recep-

tacle for drainage, or wilh a sewer into which the

drainage of two or more buildings or premises occu-

pied by different persons is conveyed
;
and shall

also include any drain for draining any group or

block of houses by a combined operation under the

order of any vestry or district board.” Section 112

of the Metropolis Management Act, 1862, extends

the definition of “drain,” so as to include “any
drain for draining a group or block of houses by a

combined operation laid or constructed before

January i, 1856. pursuant to the order or direction

or with the sanction or approval of the Metropolitan

Commissioners of Sewers." In the present case

the houses were built in the year 1838, and the pipes

were laid at the same time, and the drainage as then

constructed remained till the present time. The
drainage authorities at that date were the Com-
missioners of Sewers of Surrey and Kent. The
Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers were created

in 1848 by the Statute 11 and 12 Vic., cap. 112.

Mr. Justice Hawkins held that the pipes were not

drains within section 112 of the Act of 1862,

and were therefore sewers, and he decided that

the plaintiff was entitled to the mandamus he asked

for.

The Court, after hearing arguments by Counsel

for the appellants, and without calling upon counsel

for the responeJent, upheld the judgment of Mr.

Justice Hawkins and dismissed the appeal wilh

costs.

Mr. Maemorran, Q.C
,
and Mr. Muir Mackenzie

appeared for theappellants
;
and Mr. McCall, Q.C.,

and Mr. Morton Smith for the respondent.

MEETINGS.
Friday. March 19.

The Architectural Association.—Wr. J. A. Gotch or

“Eighteenth Century Work." 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, March 20.

The Architectural Association.— Spring Visit lo the

Building Trades E.vhibition, Agricultural Hail. 3 p-_m.

SanitaTy Institute (^Demonstrations for Sanitary

Officers').—Inspection at Friern Barnet Sewage Works.

3 p.m.
British Institute of Certified Carpenters (Carpenters

Visit to the Building Trades Exhibition, Agricul

lural Hall. 6 p.m.

Monday, March 22.

Sociity of Arts (Cantor Professor W
Chandler Roberts-Austen, on “Alloys." II. 4.30 p.m.

_

Surveyors' Institution.—Mr. C. H. Hooper on “ Fruii

Growing as an Au.xiliary lo Agriculture.” 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (^Lectures for Sanitary Officers).—

Professor W. H. Corfield on “ Water-supply, Drinkioj

Water, Pollution of Waler.” 8 p.m.



March 20, 1897.]

Tuesday, March 23.

Institution ofCivil Engineers.—Paper to be discussed,

TheMond Gas-Producer Plant and us Application,” by
r. H. A. Humphrey. 8 p.m.
^Carlisle Archtleclvral, Engineering, and Surveying

-Kitty.—Mr. F. H. Newman on “Ihe Development

i the Modern Gas Engine.'

Wednesday, March 24.

Society 0/ Arts.—Mr. W. B. Esson on " The Trans-

Ission cf Power by Alternating Electric Currents.” 8

iCar/enters' Hall. London Wall. — Mr. J. Wright-

larke on “ Practical Plumbers' Work.” 8 p.m.

Institution 0/ Civil Enscineers {Special Meeting ).

—

r. G. Sims Woodhead will repeat the Fifth ‘‘James

orrest" Lecture on “ Bacteriology.” 4 p.m.

Sanitary Institute (Demonstrations *or Sanitary

ffieers). — Inspection of Disinfecting and Filtering

ppli.ances at J. Defrics & Sons, Limited, Houndsditch.

p.m.
TttuRSDAY, March 5.

Society of Antiquaries.—Mr. C. E. Keyser, M.A.,
.S.A., on ‘‘ The Figures of Saints found on Devonshire

rreens." 8.30 p.m.
Society far the Encouragement of the Fine Arts .

—

irst Conversazione, at the Galleries of the Royal Insti-

ite of Painters in Water Colours, Piccadilly. 8.30 p.m.

Institution of Electrical Continuation of

iscussion on Mr. H. Benest’s paper on "Some Repairs

> the South American Company's Cable off Cape
eide, 1893 and 1895." 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute (Lectures and Demonstrations for
anitary Officers).— (\) Inspection at the Metropolitan

attle Market, York-ro^d, N. 3 p.m. (2) Demonstra-
on of Diseased Meat, at the Parkes’ Mu»eum, by Dr.
/. A. Bond. 8 p.m.

Friday, March 26

THE BUILDER.
Pipes.—5,658, J. Owen, Appliances for House Painters'

use.—5,692, A. Wakefield, Sanitary and other Pipes.

March 4.-5,714. H. Johnston, Fitiing-up Electric

Bells.—5,738, A. Clifford, Flushing Tank or Wa‘te Water
Preventer.—5,804, W. Boatwright, Chimney Cowl.—5»8t6i

T. Lillcy, Fire Hearths.
March 5.-5,839, T. Kemp, Drain Pipe Inspection

Cover and Frame.—5,858, C. Miiller, Combined Door
Lifter and Holder.— 5, 881, W. Osment, Sliding Window
Sashes.—5,922, T. Moody, Saws.
March 6.—5,947, E. Evans, Additions to Sink and

Kindred Sanitary Pipes.—5,977, A. Gibbings, Dr.or Lock
and Indicator.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

389, J. Pawsey and G. Glasscock, Water Waste-pre-

venting or Flushing Apparatus.—3,372, G_ Knowles, Valve
Ventilating Manhole Cover for House Drains and Sewers.

—

3,310, S. Maffey, Flushing Cisterns.—3,461, T. Kilner,

Soil, Rain, and other like Pipes.—3,531, Waste or Slop

Water-closets, J. Wright, London.—3,684, M. Spear,

Supporting .and Guiding Sliding Doors,—3,889, F.Saniter,

Imitation Tiles on Metal.—3,977, W. Bryson, Sash-fas-

tener.—4,264, T. Robb, Machinery for Sawing or Cutting

Wood and other Material.—4,290, J. Jeffreys, Ventilating

Fans.
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to opposition for t-ivo months.

4,606, P. Funck and L. Schmidt, Preventing Damage
Through the Bursting of Water Pioes.—5,270, W. Wilson,

Glue Pots and analogous vessels.—9,419, F. Zregner,

Grindstones.-23,465, W. Eckstein and J. Willmore, Cellar

Flaps.—724, G. Crapper and M. Wharam, Automatic

Syphon Flushing Tanks.—2,304, W. McDougall, Window
Sash Fastener.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
Institution of Civil Engineers (Students' Meeting).

—

Ir. W. J. Griffiths on " The Re-Signalling of the Liver-

ool-sireet Terminus of the Gre.at Eastern Railway.” 8

Saturday, March 27.

Sani.ary Institute (Demonstrations for Sanitary
Inspection at Harrison & Barber’s Knacker

i'ard, Whitechapel. 3 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Visit to Mid-
laldcr Parish Church, to East Calder Church, and to

lalder House.

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

—Chisels : F. W. Hevjman.—This invention

ilates to chisels for cutting the “pockets” in window
ish frames, and is intended to prevent the chisel from
irring and bending. Inventor makes an iron holder of

mvenient size (usually about 2 in. X i in.), with a tang at

ne end to receive handle, and at the other a slot of con-

cnient depth through entire width of holder. Into this

ot a thin cutting blade is fitted, which may be further

icured by screws, bolts, or rivets.

5^257.—Svphon I'lushing Cisterns: J.P. O'Donnell.
-Inventor claims, in a syphon flushing cistern, the

lunding the dome, cylinder, or bell surrounding the

and-pipe and a syphon leg or pipe in one casting, the

lamber being approximately half the height of the

stern. The two suction legs or pipes, one on either

de, joining at the top of the cylinder, project downwards
> that they are on the outside of the chamber surrounding

le standpipe. Pins projecting from the cylinder and a

ilcrum pin, also projecting from the handle casting,

>rm the means, by the usual handle or lever, of raising

le cylinder. The two suction pipes give a double means
f discharge, which is thereby accelerated, while the

ction is much more silent, and a more certain symphonic
ction is secured.

27i934-—Ventilated Window Lights : /. G. I'enny-

uick.—In window glass for upper sashes inventor forms

ows of perforations between the rows of internal projecting

irisms and external projecting bosses. From the natural

endencyof the air to follow the walls of the glass sur-

ounding the inner mouth of the apertures, the oblique

urfaces of the prism above the perforations will deflect the

Rcoming air in an upward direction.

27,955 —Vault Lights : /. G Pennycuick.— lM^nlot
laims the combination of a vault light having jeflecling

urfaces calculated to reflect the light and direct it against

he front of the basement beneath, with a refracting light

)r window in the front of the basement to take the light

ind refract it in a line somewhere parallel with the length

of the basement.

29,489. — Gulley, Grease, and like Trats: W.
Durrant.—The shell of the trap is constructed as usual

with a lip and a strainer. Above the strainer is placed a

jrid. which is carried by a dished annulus provided with

»n inlet for the channel pipe. The annulus may be moved
around so as to allow drainage to enter from any side. An
inspection door is provided. This trap may be employed
in any situation, the annulus, or adjustable top, obviating

the necessity of having an inlet for the channel pipe speci-

ally constructed for the position in which ihi trap is set,

while the inspection door permits ready access to the

interior.

302.

—

Window Shutter Fastener.s : A. F. Haywood.
—Inventor claims the combination of a back plate, turned

rod, slot, loose tongue, .and rivetied pin, so arranged and
combined that the window shutter shuts over the turned
rod and the tongue drops down in such wise that the

shutter can only be opened again from the inside.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.

March 1.-5,380. H. Jardine, Stone Cutting Tools.

—

5,387; Sir John Smith, Fire Grates.—5,411, W. Mejoy,
Ventilation.— 5,431, G. Bevan, Founcl.ations for the Hearths
of Domestic Fireplaces, &c.—5,439. W. Wilkinson, Paving
Blocks, Tiles, &c.
March 2.-5,472, W. Webb, Window Sash Cord Clip.

—

5,482, E. Collier, Securing Door Knobs on their Spindles.

”Si49S) C. Jones, Glazing Roofs, Skylights, &c.—5,518,
F. Ryan and others. Apparatus for Tieing and Building
Scaffolding.—5,532, D. Wallace, Water-closets Flushing
Tanks.—5,543, J. Williamson, Sash Fastener,— 5,547,
M. Abbott, Fastener for Windows.— 5,575, R. Balaam,
Bricks.

March 3.—5,598, A. Buckton. Tilette (substitute for

earthenware Cites).—s,6ii, J. Hutchison, Earthenw.ire

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

February 26.—By Baker & Sons.
Hampstead.—21, Priory-rd., u.t. 52J yrs, g.r.

III. IS., r. 70/,
;

Harrow, Middlesex.—College-rd., ‘‘Oak Lodge,”
f.

,
r. 70/. 155

College-rd., ‘‘ Lyndhursl,” f., r. 30/.

Station-rd., a freehold house and shop, r. 20/. ...

Hove, Sussex.— 1 to 5, Walsingham-ter., f., e.r.

550/.

Bv Beard & Son.
Paddington.—43, Raiielagh-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r.

6/. IS. 6d., r. 42^.

Bayswater.—123 and 125, Ledbury-rd., u.t. 49I
yrs., g.r. 18/. i8s., r. 100/.

By J. Hibbard & Sons.
Stoke Newington.—7, Lordship-pk., 0,1.65 yrs..

g.

r. 12/., r. 56/.

Stepney.—II, .\ntcliff-st., u.t. 3iiys-i g-r- 3^- «os.,

r. z6/.

i3, Newboid-st., u.t. 34 yrs., g.r. 4/., r. 26/

6, Bromehead-st., u.t. 31J yrs., g.r. 4/., r. 26/. ...

By Segrave, Browett, & Taylor.
Penge.—St. John's-rd., “ St. Helen's,” u.t. 41 yrs.,

g.r. loZ, e.r. 65/.

February 27.—By Messrs. Saul (at Skegness).

Skegness. Lines.—" Hildred’s Hotel,” and i r. zSp.,

f. ; Rurgh'-!e-Marsh, Lines. :
‘‘ The White

Hart ” and ‘‘ The White Swan ” Hotels, with

brewery and malt kiln, area i a. z r. 16 p., f....

By E. Bailey & Son (at Retford).

Askbam, Notts.—Gamstan Wood Farm, 116 a. 3 r.

2 p., f. and
A messuage, with carpenter's shop and 2 r.

^ March 1.—ByH. V. Chew.
Leytonstone —Walwood-rd., " Ballinard,' e.r.

so/.

By E. Varley.
Finchley.—31, Station-rd., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 6/. 6s.,

r, 35/.

Ilford.—llford-rd., two freehold building plots

Finsbury Park.—36, Perth-rd., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r.

6/. los., r. 34/. ;

Stoke Newington.—51, Springdale-rd., u.t. 74J
yrs., g.r. 5/. 5s.. r. 36/. ^

By Messrs. Cronk.
Erith, Kent.—19 to 27, Cross-st., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r.

ql. 163
By J. Marsden (at Blackpool).

Blackpool, Lancs.—Hoo Hill, a freehold building

estate, comprising i6a. i r. 30 p
March 2.—By Duncan & Ki.mtton.

Victoria Pk,—Chapman-rd., f.g.r. 10/., reversion in

80 yrs
By T. B. Westacott.

Poplar.— 10 to 14, Gray-st., and i83, Grundy-st.,

u.t. 43 yrs., g.r. 12/., r. 162/. i6s

By Woods & Snellinc.
Bow.—37, Antill-rd., u.t. 71^ yrs., g.r. 4/. 12s. 6d.,

r. aS/....

By C. W. Davies.
Islington.—42, Gibson-sq., u.t. 30J yrs., g.r. 2/.,

r. 46/.

Barnsbury. — 90 and 92. Copenhagen-st, u.t.

47 yrs., gr. 24/., r. 80/.

Worthing, Sussex.—Winchester-rd., "Culbins," f.,

r. 42/-

Stoke Newington.—65, Cowper-rd., f., r. 34/.

Wordsworth-rd., ‘‘Palatine Works,” f., r. 28/....

45> 47, <9, aRil 51, Shikespeare-rd., u.t. 62^ yrs.,

g.

r. 18/., r. 141/. 2S

28, 30, and 32, Spencer-rd.,u.t.S7i yrs., g.r. la/.,

r. soil. 14s

49, Spsncer-rd., u.t. 50^ yrs., g.r. 9/., r. 46/. 16s.

March 3.—By Battam & Co.
Hackney.— 509 to 517 (odd), Cambridge-rd., f.,

r. 210/.

By Chesterton & Sons.
Tottenham.—20, Belmont-rd., u.t. 8oi yrs., g.r.

ii/.

27, Langham-rd., u t. 80J yrs., g.r. 6/. los., r.

32/.

By F. Jolly & Co.
Bethnal Green.—239 and 241, Cambridge-rd., .,

r. 65/.

Mile End.—44, Clinton-rd., f., r. 31/. 4s

By JoNFS, Son, & Day.
Old Ford.—14 and 16, Medway-rd., u.t. 52J yrs.,

R.r.8/.

900

S,7«»

430

490

450

1,926

»5«

6S5

35U
310

285

350

960

8,219

1,18s

345

425

520

700
515

965

640

2,890

553

1,15s
290

500

283

Whitechapel.—41 and 43, Plummer's-row, f., r.

95/- 16s

By Alfred Richard.s (at Tottenham).
Tottenham.—169 and 171, Northumberland-Pfc., f.

420, High-rd. c., r. 30/.
1

By A. Roiiertson (at Camberwell).
Dulwich.—318, Crystal Palace-rd., u.t. 70 yrs.,

g.r. 7/., e.r. 28/.

March 4.— By BrodiEjTimbs, & Co.
City of London—18, Hamsell-st., and 22, Well-st.,

u.t. 33 yr.s., g.r. 115/., r. 420/. j,
By Green & Son (of Hammersmith).

Barnes.—69 to 74, Railway-side, r. 93/. 12s
1

By Norton, Trist, & Giliiert.
Fulham.—300, Fulham-rd., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 15/., r.

• t. 8 yrs..

65

izo/...

Marylebone.—130, Great Portland-st.,
g.r. 24/., r. 130/.

By Stimson & Sons.
Blackfriars.—4, Charlotte-st., f., r. 50/.
I.ambetb.— 109, OaUIey-sc., f., e.r. 40/.
Walworth.—11, Boysoti-rd., u.t. 53 yrs.,

61. 6s

Peckbam.—75, 77, 79, and 8r, Sumner-rd., u.t
yrs., g.r. 12/.

I'orest Hill.—32 and 34, Beadnel!-rd., f., r. 49/. 8s.
Stockwell.—20, Andalus-rd-, u.t. 78 vrs. e r

61. 6s., r.30/.

Poplar.— 148, High-st., f,, r. 26/.

By Nkwron, Edward.^, & Co.
City-rd.—IS, 17, 19, and zt, Graham-st.. f r

180/. 18.S

35, 45, 4?, 49, -ind 51, Graham-st., f., r. 175/. los.
22, 32, 34, 36, iHitl 38, City Garden-row, f., r'

93''- i*s

Stratford.-53, 55, and 57, Wingfield-rd.. u.t. 87^
yrs., g.r. 15/.

Euston-rd.—Crescent-mews South, i. g.r. 24/., u.t.

9i ys.. g.r. 5/.

Holloway.—520, Caledonian-rd., u.

lol. los., r. 63/.

101, Tufncll Park-rd., u.t. 67 yrs., g.r 9/., ,

21,23,27, and 29, Hargrave-rd., u.t. 66j’y

• 45 yrs., g.r.

Islington.—233, Essex-rd., u.t. 49 yrs., g.r. 61.
13s. 9d., e.r. 48/.

Canonbury.— 23, Compton-rd.,u.t. 48 yrs., g.r.'nii,

"

r. 60/.,.
' ' ’’

3,784

By J. H. Bkthell (at East Hain^
Manor Park.—Komford-rd., forty-one building

plots, f.

Colchcster-rd., sixty-eight building plots, f.

By Tooteli. & .SoN.s (at Maidstone).
Maidstone, Kent.—ga, 148, and 150, Union-st f

r. 36/. 8s
;;

’

By W. Norton (at Ludlow).
Ashford Carbonell, Salop. — " The Plowstcr's

Farm,” 33 a. o r. 33 p.,f.
;

By WoRSFOLD & Hayward (at Dover).
Dover, Kent.—no, Snargate-st., f.

6, Beach-st., f.

26, St. Radigand’s-rd., f., r. 35/.
22 and 23, Clarendon-rd., f., r. 38/.

March 5.—By A. Aldridge & Co.’
Bow.— 128, Grove-rd., u.t. 47 yrs., g.r. 4/., e.r. 34/,

By Messrs. Aldridge.
Catford.—76 .md 78, Brownhill-rd.,u.t. 81 yrs., g.r.

12I., r. 40/.

Beckenham.—Coper’s Cope-rd., ‘‘ Upton Lodee "

u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 15/.

By E. Hill Clarke.
Streatham.—31, Lewin-rd., f.

12, Telford-av., u.t. Ssiyrs,. g.r. 17/.
March 6.—BySTEi'HENSON & Alexander (at Cardiffi.
Saint Mellons, Glamorgan.— " Vaindre Hall," and

8 a. I r. 29 p., f. , ,,

Three enclosures of land, 9 a. 3 r. 1 p., f.

ByCttASKE & SoNS(at Colchester)!
”

Colchester, Essex.—Old Heath, an enclo.sure of
buildiog land, 2 a. 2 r.j p., f.

March 8.—By f astman Bros.
Sydenham.—52, West Hill, u.t. S4iyrs.,g.r. 15/.,

r. 70/.

Anerley.—19, Genoa-rd., f., e.r. 35^
By Nightingale, Phillips, & Page.

East MoJesey. — Brldge-rd., "The Carnarvon
Castle” p.-h., f., r. 75/.

Pimlico.—50, Alderney-st., u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 8/. 8s.,
r. 60/.

By Mullett, Booker, & Co.
City of London.—21, St. Mary-axe, u.t. 76 vrs..

g.r. 82/. 8s., r. 402/. 8s..

Bloomsbury.—38, Tavistock-sq., u.t. 26 yrs., g.r.

38/.

Netting Hill.— 2, 4, and 6, Basing-rd., and 19A,
Lancaster-mewS; u.t. 67^ yrs., g.r. 24/,, r. 114/.

3, 5, 7, and 9. Basing-rd., u.t. 67^ yrs
,
g.r. 32/.

S, 6, and 7, Clarendon-pl
, u.t. 55 yrs., g.r. 30/.,

r. 120/.

102, Portland-rd., u.t. ssyrs., g.r. iil., r. 55/!
By Frank Llov,', Nuttali., & Co.

(at Crewe).
B.-irthomley, Cheshire.—“ Oakhanger Hal! Farm, -

190a. or. 25 p., f. '

Sandbach, Cheshire,—“ Finger Post Farm,” 20 a.
ir. 8p.,f.

M.irch 9.—By E. Simpson.
Hackney.— 21, 23, 25, 27,41, and 43, Chalgrove-

rd., u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. 21/.

New Cross.—i4and28, Barlhoro’-st., u.t. 76jyrs.,
g.r. 9^- los

By Towers, Ellis, & Co.
Bayswater.—28, Westbourne Park-villas, u.t. 446i

yrs., g.r. 7/. 13s., r. 70/.

By Chancellor & Sons.
Twickenham.—Whitton-rd., an enclosure of land,

London-rd., an enclosure of land, i a. 1 r.

i3P..f-

By Salter, Rex, & Co.
Wandsworth.—171, 173, 175, and 177, Earlsfield-

rd., u t. 90 yrs., g.r. 281., r. 145/. 6s

4 and 6, Bassinghani-rd., u.t. 90 yrs., g.r. 12/.,

r. 72/.

25 and 27, Inman-rd., u.t. 90 yrs., g.r. 12/. 55., r,

63/. 19s

Kentish Town.—37, 38, 40, and 41, Inkerman-rd.,
u.t. 24 >TS., g.r. 20/., r. 162/.

Highgate.— 14, West View-villas, u.t. 89 yrs., g.r.

8/. 8s., e.r. 60/.

805

40

355

S3

855

3>65o

47.5
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.
CONTRACTS.

Neitare of Work or Hatrri&ls

•Annual Contracts..,

.

•Dwelling House..

•Science School ..

AOditlons to Dyeworks, Wasber-lane,
Halifax

Schools. Blame?, Ireland
Additions, ikc. to National Schools,

Marsden-street, BudderaSeld
Assembly Rooms

Flint Road Metal ...

•Ornnite Setts .......

lonae. Stable, Ac. Maude-street,
Kendal

'olice Station, Cnugellachie

Oranite Rond Metal (15,000 tons) ....

Flags, Cliaunels, Ac.

Scbool. Cockdeld,Additir’

Dtirh
Additions to Church, Cleisb, near

Edinburgh
Gate Lodge, Dullerton,

•Stoneware Pipe Sewers, Fire Hydrants

By whom ReinJred.

I,ewlahain B. of Works

Fentherstone (Yorks)
Institute To

Deal Corporation ....

Grays Tliutrock U.D.C.

Walthamstow U.D.C.

Bucks County Council

Olayton-le-MoorsU.D.O

Hornsey U.D.C. ...

[

Tenders

I

to be
Idellcered,

The Surveyor. 40, High-
street. Barnet -

R. Read, Guildhall, OIou-

H. H. Church, William-
street, Woolwich

R. A R, E. Horsfall. Archt.
IS. George-street. Halifax
Rev D. Lynch, Blarney .

.

J. Kirk A Bone, Archt,
Huddersfield

Garside A Keyworth, Archt,
Pont-fract —

T. C. Gfdder, Siitv. High-

Mar. 23

Mar. 24

street. Deal .

C. .Tames. High stree
Grays

.T, Stalker, Archt. Kendal ! Mar. 28
F. D. Robinson. Ar<lif. 92, 1

Mid-street. Keith, N.R. do.
G. W. Holiuff, Town Hall.
Walthamstow do.

District Surveyor I Mar. 27
J. Donran A Bone, Archt. I

Turriff I do.
t. J. Thomas. Count y

|

Sorv. Aylesbury ..
.

;
do.

t. Dodgeon, fiiirv. Council .

Offices ... do.
W. Llvesey, Archt. Faby,
Btaludrnp, Durham ..

Hardy A Wight. Arilit ..

George-street. Ediuturgo
Pinkerton, Archt.

8, Dismond, Derry
5- .T. Lovegrovc. South-
wood. lane, Hlghgate, N,

Cast-iron Pipe Bewer, Waterloo-read,
Ac

•Cast-iron Pipes and Castings ....

do.

In^rnsty Granite and Cheibourg
Quartzite

torewsre Bewers, Formalion of

•HartshlU Granite
in-strset, Coueelt,

Beckenham U.D.C. ..

High Brnoiiia Bilik
and Tile Co
Thame R D.C
Consett Indus. A Piov.
Boc. Liru

G. H. Pickles, C.E. Biim-
'ay I

I. A. Cutler. Municipal
Buildings, Cork

Angtll, Council ,

I H.

Office

Ac.
Bhtd, Maxton

•Road and Path Materiala ^

•Underpinning Isolation Ward.. .......

Bchools. Drighllogton, near Bradford

., Dover Town Council..

LondonCountyConncil

Met. Asylum B Board ..

I

Bethnal Green Vestry

W. Harmer. 137. London-
tn»d, Souihhnio’

.T. Goodenousli, Thame .

Secretary, Gibsou-streel.

E. W. Knockor.
H. E. StilgOP, A
Hall

Parks Dept.
dens. B.W, ..

Norfolk House
street. W.C. .

Hanst
Branch-road, Batley ...

F. W. Bsiralt, Vestry Hall April I

CONTRACTS— Continued.

Nature of Work or Materials.

Sewering, Metalling, Ac. Victoria
Park

•Main Drainage Works .........

•Main Drainage ....

Additions to Church, Duuluce, Co,
Antrim

Additions, Ac. Tower House

•Ereine and Boiler-House aud Eleclrlo
Lighting Buildings

•Main Drainsge

•Town Hill and Municipal Offices .

.

•Prison and Police Barracks, Cairo ..

•Roads and Sewers. East Sheen

Sewer, Hinds

Ten Houses, Pynate-road

AddltloDB, Ac. to Schools, High-street

School, Ac. Cargo, nearAdditions
Carlisle

Offices. Ac. Aberheg, Mon. ........

By whom Required.

A»hby - do - La - Zoucb
R.D.C

Cominrs H M. Works
WansteadU.D.C

Cimiity Borough Wes
Ham

Woking U.D.C

J. H. Bradford, Surv. 2,
Eickford's-hlll, Aylesbury

J. Anstle, 17, Victoria-at.
8 W

J. B. Everard, 6, MUlstone-
iBDp. Leices'er

12, WhltehaTI-place, S.W.
Surveyor's. Dept. Council
Offices

12, Whiteball-glace. 8.W.
County Surv. Guildhall,
Westminster, S.W.

Teuders
to he

delivered

Chatham Corporation

Egyptian Government

8. Cross, M.P.

Bury (Lancs.) Corp .

Batley (Yorks.) Co-op.

Store Buildings, Ashton-uoder-Lyne

Church, Parkhllls, ne«r Bury, Lancs

Three Houses,Carnarvon-road,Clacton

•Timber-framed Bungalow..., ...,

•Two Blocks, Stabling, and Yard..

Higher Hurst Co-op.

Lewis Arg»I1. Town Hall,
Stratford. E. . ..

Tsylor, Pons. A Santo
Crimp, 2-_ George-
street. S.W

F.. Bond, High-street.
Rochester

Sen-ice Admini'tratif
Office", Cairo

P. H. Harvev, 183, Liven-
der-hili,

do.
J. C. Adnitt, Archt. High
street, Rir«hden . . ,

.

J. Cartwright, Engr.Biim-

J, H Buckley, Archt. Bat
ley,.

Boardinan A Son. Archts.
Queen-street. Norwich .

J. Graham, Archt. Bank-
street, Carlisle

Swash A Bain, Archts. 3.
Frisx’s - chambers, New-
port, Mnu

T. D. Lindley. Archt
Stawford-under-Lyne ..

W. Batt, Archt. Garfleld-
chambers, Rcyal-avenue,
Belfast

J. D. Mould, Archt. Silver-
street, Bury

T. H. Baker, Archt.
Clacton-ou-Sea

F. Bath. Crown-chambers,
Salisbury

King. ID. Agar - street.
Charing Cross, W.C

April 10

A prll 1

3

do.

April 22

April 28

May 3

No date
do.

do.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENT.

Naturo of Appointment. By whom Advertised.
Applica-
tions ,to

•General Aaristant ......I Salford Corp i 1201. per annum

Thote marlced with an asterisk (•) are advertised in this Number. Contracts, pp. iv. vl. vlil. & ix. Public Appointments, pp. xviil, Jc xxi.

9, Retcar-st., u.t. 83 yrs., g.r, 6^., r. 42/.
March 10.—By Salter, Rex, & Co.

Camden Town.—15, Siratford-pl., u.t. 47 yrs.,
g.r. 10/., r. 44/.

Harlesden.—43, Connaught-rd., u.t. 82 vrs., e.r.
8f.,r. 55^ ....... ....

Holloway.—13, St. John's Pk., u.t. 54 yrs., g.r.
7l-, r. 43/.

By Herring, Son. & Daw.
Brixton.—Tulse Hill, “Tulse Hill Lodge," u.t.

27 yrs., g.r. 25/.

By O. Potter.
Finsbury Pk.—13, Eade-rd., u.t. 88 yrs., g.r. 5/.,

e-r- 35''-

By Philip Stock.
Brixtoti.—10, 12, 14, and 16, Jelf-rd., 75J yrs., g.r.

24^-

25 and 27, Kellett-rd., u t. 76 yrs., g.r. 14Z. 14s.,

^375

80/...

By Harold Griffis.
Battersea.—2, Bolingbroke-rd., u.t. 27 yrs.,

J7S...

, o 43, Palmerston-st., u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 5Z

9, Russell-et., u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 4/.
3 Freeland-st., u.t. 6g yrs., g.r. 4/
46, Bridge-rd., f., r. 45^

Southwark.—77, 79, and 81, Union-rd!,’ u.t! "46

yrs., g.r. 17/. 155., r. 120/
By Douglas Young & Co.

Bayswater.—Westboume-grove, f.g.r. 100/., rever-
sion in 93 yrs

Acton.—Avenue-rd., 17 plots of building land, f.!!!
lierrymead-gardens, 3 plots of building land, f...

Ilford.— I, Tyne-vilias, f., r. 23/. 8s

By John Bott.
Tulse Hill.—II, 13, IS, and iq. Romala-rd., u,t.

61J yr.=.,g.r. 37/. 16s.. r. 162/
21, Deronda-rd., u t. 61J yrs., g.r. lol. los. r.

4of.

Herne Hill.— 287 and 201, Norwood-rd., u.t. 'Sii
yr.s., g.r. 25/.. r. 8oA'

24, Norwood-rd., u.t. 61} vrs., g r. 16/. i6s r
55^-

125, Norwood-rd., u.t. 74 yrs., g.r. 6/., r. 36/. ...

7, 9, and II, Dulwich-rd., u.t. 71 yis., g.r. 16/.

3.^25
Soo

183

- 106/.

Shepherds Bush.—29, Oaklands-grove, u.t!''66i
yrs., g.r. 6/., r. 26/.

By A. Dowell (af Edinburgh).
Dnimmelzier, Peeblesshire. — “The Estate of

Kingledores,"

iich II.—By C. C. & T. Moore.
Clapton.—6, Lower Clapton-rd., f., r. 53/.
Mile End.—$6, Mile End-rd., u.t. 32^ yrs., g.r.

6/. los., r. 5o/..._.

Old Ford.—31, Kenilworth-rd., f., r. 49/. 8s
Hackney.—99, Lauriston-rd., u.t. 54J yrs., g r 7/

r- 4°^-

By Newhon, Edwards, & Shephard.
Maida v’aie.— 3, Clifton*road, u.t. 82J yrs., g.r.

27/. i2s., r. 135/. ;^l,000
cermondsey.—103, 105, and 107, Bermondsey New*

rd,. f., r. 215/. . Tje

43, Tufnell Pk-rd,, and 4, Tufnell Pk.-mews,
“^5* yrs.. g.r. 5/. 5s., r. 72/. los 655

45, Tufne’l Pk.-rd., and 3, Tufnell Pk.-mew.s,
u.t. Si yrs,, g.r. <;/. 5s.. r. 71/. 5s 655

Canonbury.—6, Qliadrant-rd., u.t. 48J yrs., g.r.

Holloway.— 147 and 149, Junction-rd., f, r. loiA!.. i
Camden Town.—21 and 25, Brecknock-rd., u.t. so

yrs., g.r. 28/., r. 140/. f.. ^

By H. W. Smith.
Camden Town.—28, Wellington-st., u.t. 14 yr«-

g-r. 5^- 5S V.!
Barnes.—Thorn-ter., f.g.r. 6/. 6s., reversion in

78 yrs
Ilford.— Ley-st., f.g.r. 40/., reversion in 79 yrs 1,040

By Stimson & Sons.
Hlghgate.—Claremont-rd., f.g.r. 12/., reversion in

88 yrs
Canning Town.—Burnbam-st.’,' &c.’,"f.'g.’r.'’2r4"re!

versions in 64 and 6si yrs. -00
^oodstock-st., f.gr. 5/., reversion in 60 yrs iqc

Peckham.—Nunliead-green, &c., f.g.r. 14/., rever-
sion in 58 yr.s

Banstead-st., f.g.r. io4, reversion in 81 yrs 225
Old Kent-rd.— Haymerle-rd., f.g.r. 25/. 4s., rever-

sion in 70 yrs
Dulwich.—High View, f.g.r. 16/., reversion hi

81 yrs
g

Fernleigh Villas, f.g.r. 12/., reversion in 91 yrs.’ <10
Wandsworth.- Earlsfleld-rd., f.g.r. 24/., reversion

in 88 yrs
Chadweh Heath, Essex.—Freehold rentchargel

Chigwell Row, Esse.x.—Freehold rent charge of 1' *55

4^' tos
J

Dulwich.—Overhill-rd., “ Mount Wise,’’ f. e.r.
60/. ’

’

*

g
Poplar —18, 20, and 22, East India-rd., f., r. 117/ v 6fWi

34. PiRott-st., f., r. 26/. :

'
‘JZ

Chadwell_ Heath, Essex.—Mill-lane, a block of
_

building land, i a. or. 6p-, f.

Chigwell Row, Essex.— Romford-rd., enclosure'of
land, I a. 3 r. 14 p., f.

Coinmercial-rd. East.—Nos. 222, 234, and 236i'u't'
ig yrs., g.r. 10/., r. 107/.

Lambeth.— New-cut, i.g.r. 564, u.t. lojyrs., g.r.
ml

Southall.— St. John'.s-parade, f.g.r. 201., reversion
^ '

91 yrs
58^

March 12.—By T. B. Westacott.
Holloway.—25 and 33, Drayton Pk., u.t. 66i yrs.

g.r. 144, r. 1094' '
, Q

23, Benwell-rd., u.t. 65i yrs., g.r. 84, r. 404..,.!! '380

I, II, 13, and 25, Fairmead-rd., u.t. 6oJyrs.,g.r.
34/.. r. 1634 ^1,493

33> 35. 37. 39. a'ni 41. Fairmead-rd., u.t. 7oiyrs.,
g.r. 384, r. 2144..

Contractions used in these //xfr.— F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

;
g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold
; 1. for leasehold

;
e.r. for

estimated rental : u.t. for unexpired term
; p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years

; st. for street ; rd. for road
; sq. for

square ; pi. for place
; ter. for terrace ; cres, for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenheart, B.G.
Con 8/0/0 o/o/o

Teak, E.I.. ..load tt/0/0 x6/o/o
Sequoia.U.S tt.cu. 1/9 o/o
Ash. Canada load 3/0/0 4/5/0
Birch, do s/io/o 5/5/0
Elm, do a/'S/o S/0/0
Hr, Dantsic, &c.. B/15/0 4/15/0
O.-ik. do o/io/o 3/10/0
Canada s/c/o 6/d/o

Pine, Canada red 0/0/0 0/0/0
Do. Yellow .... a/o/o 4/0/0

Lath, Dantsic.fath 4/10/0 S/zo/o
St. Petersburg., j/o/o 6/10/0

Wainscot, Riga,
&c., leg 1/5/0 4/>o/o

Odessa, cfojvn.. .. t/^lo 4/ij/o
Deals, Finland
and A: 1st std too 9/0/0 9/10/0
Do. 4th & 3rd..

. 9/0/0 9/10/0
Do. Riga 7/10/0 8/10/0
SL Petersburg,

ist yellow... . ii/o/o 13/10/0
Do. and yellow lo/o/o ii/o/o
Do, white 9/10/0 ti/iD/o
Swedish 9/0/0 16/ic/o
White Se.a...... 10/10/0 17/0/0
Canada, Pine 1st ao/o/o 33/0/0
Do. do. and .. .. 14/10/016/10/0
Do. do. 3rd, &c. 7/0/0 lo/io/o
Do. Spruce, ist. 9/10/0 ii/o/o
Do. do. 3rd and
and 7/15/0 0/0/0

New Bninsnnck 7/10/0 8'o/o
Battens, all kinds S/o/o lo/o/o
Flooring boards,

sq., 1 in. prep.
ist 0/9/0 D/16/0
Do. and 0/7/6 o/ia,6
Other qualities— D/5/9 0/7/0

Cedar. Cuba, ft. /at /s
Honduras, &c.

Mahogaiu’, Cuba
Sc. Domingo,

Mexican, 1^, do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton -j,-,-
Rose, Rio 7/0/0 14/0/0
Bahia 6/o/b 15/0/0

Satin, St Doming, a/0/7 o‘i/o

I*

15/0/0

TIMBER (conliituedJ.
Satin, I’orto Rico D/0/7 o/z/6
Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/8 o/o/?

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton a/4/tii 0/0/0
Bar, Welsh, in
London 5/15/0 5/17/6

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o S/ia/6

Do. StaJTordshire,
in London S/15/0 6/10/0

Copper — British
cake and ingot 53/15/0 54/5/0
Best selected .. 54/10/055/15/0
Sheets, strong,. 59/10/0 60/10/0
Chili bars So/a/6 0/0/0

0/0/s o/o/5j

.1/11/3
'

Yellow mtl
L F. A D — P i „

,

Spanish ^..ton ix/io/o
English com.
brands ii/ia/6 11/15/0
Sheet English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. ia/16/3 0/0/0
T’ip®' .3/5/3 0/0/eZINC- English

“ ao/jo/osheet.
Vieille
tagne ai/10/0
Spelter 17/2/6

Tin—

S

traits

English Ingots. . 63/to/o 64/io/e
,

Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0
Billiton S9/.5/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed .... .ton .4/15/0 0/0/0
Cocoanut Cochin 27/15/0 o/o/o
Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0/0/0
Palm, Lagos 24/10/0 e/0/0
Rapeseed, English
pale 27/.0/0 27/15/0

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/.0/0
Cottonseed ref. .. 15/17/6 .6/10/0
Oleine i8/to/o .;/io/o
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6
TAR -Stockholm

barrel 22/0 o/o/o
Archangel 0/12/6 0/0/0

Turpentine... .ton 20/15/0 20/17/6
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NUNNINGTON (Yorks).-For Ihe widening,_&c,, of a stom

biidee. Mr. W. Stead, C.E
,
County Surveyor, Nonhalletton

V. Blackburn. Brougloit, Mallon* £lZ° 5 3

• Kecommended foi acceptance.

PARKSTONE (Dorsetl.-For alterations to premises, Sfation-

laad. Parkstone. for Mr. J. A. Haynes. Mr. Walter Andrew,

architect. Parkstone;— . - _

Jenkins & Sons ;£443 I J- ”• Wilson* ilaSo

Burt & Vick 3‘sl ‘Accepted.

PENRYN (Cotnwalll.-Accepted for the supply of l.ooo tons

stone, for the East Kerrier Rural District Council. Mr. J. H,

Chubb, District Surveyor, Peoryn;

Captain J, Trebilcock, Devorai

PETERBOROUGH,—l-or the construction of a new slreet, for

Messrs. Keeble Hroj. Mr. F. H. Cooke, surveyor, Pneslgate.

Peterborough. Quantities by surveyor .—
]. Guttri'tgo £685 0

I

Hockley Sc Son. Grant-

L W. Rowe 460 la ham (accepted) A400 0

D. Gray 447 0 I

RUSHDEN (SOTlhnmptonshlre)—For alterations and additions

10 "The Rertory," Kushden, for Mr. Fri-d. Knight. Mr. Anhut
Camar, architect, 66, Oakhurst-grove, East Dulwich, I-ondon,

UCKFIELD (Sussexl.-For the construction

works, for the Urban District Council.
,

Mr, G. Maxwell L**'*”"'

engineer. 13, Victoria-street, Westminster. Quantities by Mr

Blco^e^it’Co £691 o 0
I

JosephJackscn. Forest

T. Piper 610 o o Gate ......tS4« *5

C. Pelham... 57917 7 W. H. Holman & Co. 3

F. Brunton 55° ° o
I

WALSALT,.—Accepted for the execution of sewerage works,

MelHsh-ioad, for the Corporation :—

H. Holloway. Wolverhampton ..;£3»8

WALTHAM CROSS.—For the erection “f

"Black Prince." Waltham Cross, for Messrs. Christie & Co., The
Brewery. Hoddesdon. Mr. Thos. Merchant, suiveyor, Hoddes-

J. A. Hunt .;C4<7 I
T- PoUit

J Bunce ... 355 W. Lawrence, Waltham

J. Bentley 346 I
Abbey (accepted) 3'9

WESTARDSLEY (Yorks).- For ihe erection off^ buildings,

Black Gates Farm, for Messrs. Holliday A'Sons. Mr, T. A. Buttery,

architect. Oueen-streot, Morley:

—

A. Furness lUst Ardsley (all trades except joinery) ;t;i4« 7

JoAifry.—Executed by Proprietors.

SHILLINOFORD HILL.—Accepted for erecting a house at

ShllJirgfofrt Hill. Berkshire. Mr, George Hoinblower, architect,

London, W, :

—

Brasher & Sons. Wallingford
[First contract.)

SLEAFOKD.— For the supply of i.oco ton

the Urban District Council;—
Pattinson & Co., Sleafoad

,
broken granite, for

SOUTHAMPTON.— For taking down and rebuilding Nos. 137

and 138. St. Maiy-sireet, Southampton. Mr. Walter Andrew, archi-
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The “ UgUfication " of London.

HE author of “ Alice

in Wonderland”
makes one of his

characters point

out that, if to

make anything

more beautiful is

to “beautify it,’’

why should not

making it more

gly be szid io " uglify Ml” And certainly

D word could describe various works which

ave been carried out in London and its

iburbs, of late years, so appropriately as

le word “uglification”—uglification by the

idition of hideous objects, and also by the

estruction of those which were beautiful,

labile we wait from month to month and

om year to year in the vain expectation of

eholding the beautification of London
rought about by the realisation of almost

mumerable promised “improvements,” it is

ad to contemplate the painful fact that the

uglification ” of our capital progresses by
;aps and bounds.

We do not deny that improvements have

een carried out, and when fine buildings

ave been erected no one has been more

eady than we have been to draw attention

0 the fact. But what we wish to point out

s the unfortunate circumstance that while

ve build up with the right hand we pull

[own with the left.

The uglification of London is so patent a

act that we can scarcely conceive any one

lenying it. If so, let such a one go and

itand upon London Bridge, and look towards

5t. Paul's, what will he see ? A most interest-

ng and striking view disfigured and half

ibliterated by a hideous railway terminus.

Dr let him look towards Westminster from

Waterloo Bridge, where another ugly

station blocks out the view, and where vast

Hotels rise up to a preposterous height which

imparts no dignity to their design and does

not even impress one, except as a dimen-

sion, and simply serves to dwarf and diminish

the size of everything within sight. Let our

spectator then look at the bridges which the

past quarter of a century has added, and
compare them with London Bridge or Water-

iloo Bridge, and he will see how in our grand-

fathers’ days they possessed the art of

jbuilding fine bridges, and how we seem
almost to have lost it. What a noble feature

such a bridge as Waterloo or London is when

built across a mighty river, but how con-

temptible, from an art point of view, such a

structure may be when riddled about with

Brummagem-Gothic tracery executed in cast

iron, or adorned with huge granite columns

supporting nothing or propped Mp upon

vast 'gas-pipes stuck on end. -Samples of

each kind “uglify” our river and spoil the

effect of beautiful bridges left to us by

previous generations.

Walk through the City, “ Tell the towers

thereof.’’ Alas
!
you will find them sadly

diminished—twenty-five have disappeared,

most of them fine works by Wren. Has not

this been a master stroke of uglification ?

But let us proceed eastward. We shall find

the one interesting object in the interminable

row of dull streets is threatened with de-

struction. Bow Church is certainly not a

noble example of medieeval architecture, or

a specially brilliant piece of design, but its

grey, weather-beaten tower comes upon us

like the face of an old friend, and it reminds

us that not so many years back here was a

pleasant London suburb, with fine sub-

stantial houses, dignified dwellings of retired

city merchants, surrounded by large walled

gardens
;

all are now gone, and the old

church is it appears also to become a thing

of the past. The tower, at least, ought to

be spared.

And now to proceed to the “ West End ”

of London. Let us just walk through that

handsome line of thoroughfare with which

London was adorned in our grandfathers’

days, connecting the beautiful park at the

north of the town with that of the south

—

Regent’s Park with St. James’s Park. Now
we say advisedly that no greater improve-

ment was ever effected in this city than the

construction of that line of street, consisting

of Gloucester-crescent, Portland-place, Lang-

ham-place, Regent-street, the Quadrant, and
Waterloo-place. The Regent -street and

Waterloo-place sections were carried out

from Nash’s designs, and the general idea

was excellent
;

unfortunately it was the

fashion of that day to do everything in plaster

which ought to have been in stone, but the

total effect was very striking, the strongly-

marked horizontal sky-lines causing these

streets to form a very appreciable contrast

with Oxford-street, which always was, and

will be, an irregular street. But only con-

sider the various “ uglilications ” which have

impaired this, one of the greatest London

improvements carried out in former days, and

for which our day is responsible. To begin

with, when Langham-place was built it was

not possible to carry it in one straight line with

Portland-place, but to prevent the idea of the

thoroughfares coming to an end at this spot,

Nash placed his church, All Souls, obliquely,

and furnished it with a circular portico so as

to round off the corner and give the idea of

the continuation of the thoroughfare south.

Now, what has been done here of late years?

A vast hotel has been erected right at the

end of Portland-place, just doing the very

thing that Nash had so carefully avoided.

What is the consequence? Portland-place

looks like a “ cul-de-sac,” and the whole

continuity of the great scheme of our grand-

fathers’ days is ruined. We are not now in

any way referring to the design of the hotel

in question, but simply to its position,

Langham-place is not much altered, but

when we come to the Circus (Oxford-street),

we notice that all kinds of additions have

been made to the houses
;
here a Mansard

roof has been stuck on one house, next door

a row of dormers, over the way a wretched

iron-cresting, further on a whole new story

has been added on to two houses, whereas the

one between them is left in its original con-

dition, suggesting a pleasant comparison to

a mouth with a tooth knocked out. Where
are poor Nash’s Classical outlines? But

this is as nothing compared to the next item,

the greatest crime against London architec-

ture perpetrated in our day, the destruction

of Hanover Chapel. How this can have

been allowed is unintelligible
;

tliat this

building, the work of the greatest

Classical architect of the century, a

most striking design, so happily located,

that when we now look at that part of

Regent-street we are astonislied to find that

it was, apart from Cockerell’s building, the

poorest portion of the whole thoroughfare.

It is no new idea that tlie best things do not

receive their full appreciation until they

have passed away. Now, when too late, we
see how much was owing to Cockerell’s fine

church. Much is now talked about " origi-

nality in architecture,” but it is a strange

thing that two of the most “ original ” works

of the century should be Cockerell's Hanover

Chapel and Augustus Pugin’s Ramsgate

Church. Neither of the men knew tliat

they were original
;
both thought they were

working according to strict rules of prece-

dent, yet in spite of the severe laws with

' • ' '.2
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Old Bow Church Tower {threatened). Hanover Chapel^ Regent- street {no~w destroyed).

UgUfication ” Rampant : a new Suburban street. U^lljication in P/o§ress Woodhouse Park being destroyed.

a number of buildings had been placed in a

bagand then thrown out “higgledy-piggledy,”

each inscribed with the words “ no connexion
with next door yet this was supposed to be
“ an improvement !

”

Another matter which is very disfiguring

to the whole neighbourhood must be touched
upon, and that is the absurd practice of

painting houses in the same group different

colours. It is not uncommon to find two
houses which have a pediment in common,
the one painted white and the other damson
jam colour

;
and as the junction takes place

in the middle of the pediment the effect is

remarkable for its independence of treat-

ment, but is certainly far from pleasing.

We would just ask the question, also, why
so many fairly good buildings are pulled down
years before their site is required— Carring-
ton House, for instance—leaving great shabby
hoarded-up spaces. There is one such in

Victoria-street, which has been so long
abandoned that quite a luxurious growth of
blackberry’ bushes and brambles covers it.

If “ uglification ” is seen in the City and the
West End, this is as nothing to its gambols
in the suburbs. In these unfortunate regions,
the local builder may, indeed, sing, “I am
monarch of all I sie/~vcy/" Down go beauti-

ful groups of trees, well-built old-fashioned
houses, and pleasant groves, to give way to*

“genteel residences,” “depots,” “establish-
ments,’’ gin-palaces, &c. The jerry builder
has absolutely invented a new language to^

describe his operations in these parts, and
we fear our dictionaries will have to he
corrected for his convenience, because
directly these places are built over, the trees
cut down and destroyed, and their places
occupied by pavements and planted with
lamp-posts, they are nominated “ Parks,’''

“Groves,” "Avenues,” "Gardens,” &c. It.

is quite evident that we must reform our
language, and we suggest the following,

corrections to our future dictionary com-
pilers :

—

“Park.”—.A district covered closely with bouses,
but without either grass or trees.

" Grove.”—A street of shops with plenty of flaring

gaslights.

“Garden.”—A collection of houses without a scrap
of ground attached to them.

“Avenue.”—Two rows of houses opposite each
other with lamp-posts planted at intervals.

In these desirable regions we find uglifi-

cation in its most advanced stage—firstly

destructive, and afterwards creative. Look
at Woodhouse Park, Shepherd's Bush, and

> li ^1
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iie beautiful groups of trees falling beneath

lie axe, the pleasant, old-fashioned houses

lulled down, and the pretty gardens rooted

jp ;
then look round the neighbourhood, or

prolong your stroll towards Willesden or

^ulham, and contemplate the new streets,

douses turned out by the thousand—the
lame design repeated over and over again

;

he same dreadful porch, with its arch fi rmed
if thin slabs of stone

;
the same wretchedly

rarved caps, with ‘‘stiff leaved” foliage; the

iame bow window, which no one can sit in
;

he same water-closet turret
;

the same
irchitrave, cornice, ridge tile, finial, &c.

;
and

ast, but not least, the same hateful, would-

be “picturesque irregularity,” repeated over

ind over again. Now the constant repeti-

ion of 7'egHlar architectural forms may
Decome monotonous, though it does not

always do so
;

a colonnade of classical

:olumns may be of any length without

ivearying the eye, and their constant repeti-

tion often gives an impression of grandeur;

but the constant reproduction ofany ii regular

design—such, for instance, as a turret at

one corner, or of a gable, or porch out of the

:entre—is simply maddening.

It might have been thought that “ stucco
”

Bayswatcr had reached the architectural

bathos. Netting Hill, however, revealed a

lower stratum
;

for now, alas, the jerry-

builder has discovered the “ lucturesque
”

and the “original” in architecture. The
old-fashioned builder built up his“compo
fronts” and porticos after having studied his

‘ boulc of classical patterns ” and looked
through his collection of “moulds,” and then

he turned out his “neat shop-front” or

“desirable villa residence,” ornamented with

“cornice No. i,” “window architrave No.
5,” “Doric portico and caps No. 3,” and so

on. Now, as these things were generally

copied from fairly decent classical examples,

although of course the effect was dull, yet it

was not repulsive. One knew ^vhat to

expect, and did not take the trouble to look

at it; but the ridiculous pretentiousness of

the latest kind of small suburban residences

must attract your attention, and when the

thing is repeated a hundred times over it

makes one detest it.

Cannot the modern builder be got to

return to his “Classical pattern books,” or,

if not, will not our architects bring out some
"sheets of samples” which will bear con-

stant repetition, and not be either “pictu-

resque or “ original ” ?

Mr. T. G. Jackson tells us that the jerry-

builder is a necessity of the age, and that we
cannot do without him even if we would;
but surely some means might be found of

restraining his “ picturesqueness,” and con-,

lining his “originality’’ within decent bounds;
or is his “ freely treated Gothic” and “ modi-
fied Queen Anne ” to pursue its maddening
course unchecked? Unfortunately, not only'

arc these structures so ridiculous in them-
selves, but they utterly ruin the efl'ect of

everything else in their neighbourhood. "We
know a well-designed, quiet Gothic church,

which was built a few years back, when it

was surrounded by old-fashioned villas, and
the general efl'ect was pleasing. But during
the last year or so these villas have given
way to houses of the "picturesque-original”

jei-ry type, and the poor church is like a

good man fallen into bad company.
We may be told—“ if youwant really to see

the beautifications of London, wait until you
see the Strand widened; the new public

THE BUILDER.
offices built in Whitehall; tlie ugly block

removed between King-street and Whitehall

;

the grand new street to Holborn
;
the new

bridge over the Thames; the approaches

made to the Tower Bridge
;
the new front to

South Kensington Museum erected, etc., etc.’’

Alas,we reply, weare not immortal ! Rome, we
know, was not built in a day, and probably

if the Romans had spent all their time in

([uarreling about “ Betterment,” Rome might

never have been begun. It is really a very

humiliating fact that the past quarter of a

century has effected less in Metropolitan im-

provements than any of the three previous

quarters, and there seems little reason to

hope that the next twenty-five years will

effect more than the past has done. The
same evils are still at work

;
the same absurd

introduction of political combinations into

questions of art and construction
;
the same

local jealousies and corporation squabbles,

the same system of delaying all action by
unreasonable opposition continue, and are

likely to be fruitful of as much harm in the

future as they have been in the past. If

something is not done, and that quickly, in

the way of, at least, commencing the

numerous promised improvements of London,
the present time may leave behind it as a

record and memorial that it was

—

A PERIOD

WHICH
DISFIGURED THE FINEST THOROUGHHFARE IN

LONDON
:

RUINED ITS SUBURBS,

MADE A MESS IN ST, JOHN'S WOOD.
CREATED CONFUSION AT ONE END OF PICCADILLY,

AND A DE.SEkT AT THF. OTHER
;

ERECTED A HUGE BRIDGE WITHOUT APPROACHES !

AND
PRESERVED HOLYWELL-STREET

FOR

THE ADMIRATION
OF

SUCCEEDING AGES !
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The principal projects included within the

proposed measure have already been de-

scribed from time to time in our columns, so

it will be unnecessary to say more than that

they comprise the following objects:—The
provision of sites for a Council chamber and

offices, for lunatic asylums, for workshops
and a central store, for technical schools, and
for stations for gas meter testing-houses and
the verification and stamping of weights and

measures
;
the acquisition of the freehold 01

Fairseat House, Waterlow Park (Highgate),

and of White House, Hackney Marsh; the

rebuilding of Highgate Archway, and Vaux-
hall, Isle of Dogs, and Lea bridges; electric

lighting on Victoria Embankment, Embank-
ment Gardens, and Waterloo and West-
minster Bridges

;
purchase of tramways

;

new main and relief sewers, with precipita-

tion works
;
improvements at Wood-lane,

Hammersmith, and Ben Jonson and Black-

stock roads, Islington; open spaces; and
various schemes under the Housing of the

Working Classes Act, 1890.

NOTES.

Vienna Vienna considerable altera-

Housesof tions are being made in the
Parliament. r t, ,• ...Houses 01 Parliament, which

were erected from the design of Hansen, as

it is necessary to find accommodation lor no
less than seventy-two new members above
the number of 356 originally provided for.

According to the new elections this extra

number of seats will have to be provided for

almost immediately, and, according to an old

statute, it is necessary to find sitting accom-
modation for all members. Of course the

hall is not to be altered architecturally, and
the modifications will only be in the seats

and in the gangways, but it is curious to

observe that whilst in this country it was
considered an advantage to provide a smaller

Council chamber, with a view of not un-
necessarily straining the voices of speakers,

nearly all Continental countries have elected

to have large semicircular halls with a

rostrum in the centre for the orator. It

appears curious, from our point of view, to

increase the sitting accommodation at

Vienna, for it is unlikely, excepting on
special occasions, that anything like the

whole number of members are ever present

at a debate.

Street
niost noticeable

Decoration at features of the festivities at

Berlin was the excellence of

the general street decorations and particu-

larly of the “Via Triumphalis.” It would

have been well if some of those entrusted

with the arrangement of the Jubilee festivi-

ties could have seen what has been done in

this respect, thanks to efficient organisation

and much voluntary assistance on the part of

German architects and artists, who are always

ready to help on such occasions. Ever since

the sombre decorations lor the funeral

cortege of the late Emperor William I. in

1887 particular attention has been given to

street decorations throughout Germany,

and we have seen much that was
excellent on the occasion of the opening

of the North Sea Baltic Canal, the

visit of the Russian Emperor to Breslau, and

elsewhere. The “Via Triumphalis,” in this

case, was from the designs of the City Archi-

tect, Herr Ludwig Hoffman, and extended

along the thoroughfare “ Unter den Linden ”

and to the castle. The central scheme was a

stretch of 400 yards in the vicinity of the

late Emperor’s palace, opposite the monu-

ment to Frederick the Great. The scheme

included a number of well-proportioned

obelisks, and tlie framing of the more im-

portant monuments of this thoroughfare

by large painted canopies
;
on either side

of the Guard’s house, close to the Palace,

there were pillars with many symbols of

German military power, whilst nearer the

castle there were similar pillars representing

Germany's maritime interests. The prin-

cipal feature opposite the castle was an

obelisk 120 ft. high, vvith’decorations sym-

bolical of the German Empire and its various

minor States. Throughout the thoroughfare

the decoration"'of lamp-posts and flagstaff's

was exceedingly carefully managed, and a

very stately effect obtained.

London County ^HE Council will apply to Par-
Council liament in the current session
bchemes. - ^ .

tor a lurther Bill relating to

iluililn-' ’I

INI. I ,
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application for an American patent will be

fatal to the latter. Again, the application on

an invention patented abroad must be filed

within seven months of the earliest foreign

application. The time also for appealing

against an order of an Examiner who refuses

an application for a patent has been shortened

from two years to one year. The Act should

be studied by all those interested in patents,

and persons who cannot get it readily may
obtain a short resmne of its provisions in a

single sheet issued by Messrs. Thompson &
Co., patent agents, of London, Liverpool, and
other towns.

Lord Penrhyn
and bis

Workmen.

It is to be regretted, though it

is not surprising, that the inter-

view last week between Lord
Penrhyn and some representatives of his

workmen has had no result. The actual

point of disagreement appears to be the

refusal of Lord Penrhyn to recognise a com-

mittee as a body representing the workmen
in his quarries. This committee, the work-

men contend, as we understand, is to be a

permanent body, acting as a representative,

and in some sense, governing body. That is

to say, all complaints from the workmen to

the employer are to be approved and to be
put forward by it. We are unable to see

\vhy Lord Penrhyn objects to this body. If

it has not the confidence of the men its com-

position \vill be changed, and its existence

cannot prevent a workman who may be dis-

satisfied with it from putting forward his

complaints individually. It is clear again

that a workman who may have a genuine
cause of complaint is much more likely to

have his grievance redressed if it is put
forward by a committee representing the

great body of workmen than if he acts by
himself. It is impossible to form an accurate

opinion of the merits of the controversy

without a close study of the notes of the

interview. But from the report of the Twies
correspondent, who appears to have made
himself acquainted with all that took place,

it seems clear that each side is fighting for a

principle, and that no compromise is likely

to take place without the intervention of a
disinterested party.

Muiiicip.il

Theatre Compe
tition, Kiew.

A FEW weeks back we had
occasion to remark on an
international competition for

the design of a cathedral at Cronstadt, and
to call attention to the advisability of having
foreign representatives where there is a

committee of assessors. We are glad to

see, however, that there appears to have
been a very fair distribution of premiums by
an essentially Russian jury on the occasion

of an international competition for the

design of a new municipal theatre at Kiew.
The first premium has been given to

Professor Schroeter, of St. Petersburg, the

second to a well-known German theatre

specialist, Mr. H. Seeling. Mr. C. Sada, of

Milan, has received the third premium,
whilst the architect of the new Stockholm
Opera House, Mr. Anderberg, has received

tlie fourth. An extra premium was given to

Mr. Weber, of Moscow. It almost seems,
in fact, as if there were a kind of conscious
intention to divide the premiums impartially

among different nationalities. This is at all

events better than the usual result of “ in-

ternational ” competitions, in which the
premiums are generally all given to archi-

tects belonging to the nation promoting the

competition. The competition in question

was for a theatre of 1,500 scats, costing

450,000 roubles. The iury comprised four

Russian architects, two civil engineers, and

three laymen of the Corporation.

. . ,
In excavating for the founda-

An Arcn.T:o-
,

logical Discovery tions of a cliurcli at izeuse
m France. (Department of Allier), France,

some blocks of stone have been discovered

carved with bas-reliefs which are said to

represent a “ gigantomachia,” and which are

judged, from fragments of inscriptions on

them, to have belonged to a Temple of

Minerva. The stones have been “classed"

by the “Commission des. Monuments His-

toriques,” and the excavations have been

placed in charge of Pere Lacroix, the well-

known archaeologist, in the hope of finding

further remains.

,
This was the title of a lecture

The Timber
,

Supply of the delivered at the Imperial Insti-
British Empire. Monday, by Dr. W.
Schlich, C.I.E. Professor of Forestry at the

Royal Indian Engineering College, Coopers
Hill, in which a mass of interesting and
suggestive statistics was given relating to

the imports and exports of timber into and
from the several parts of the British Empire,

&c. The lecture was evidently the result of

much inquiry on the subject, and as the task

of collecting reliable information is no light

one, owing to the extent of the British

Empire and for other reasons, Dr. Schlich is

be congratulated upon the complete
ness of his inquiry. From some tables

prepared by the lecturer it appears that

the net imports into the Empire for the

period 1890-94 were of the value of

14,021,000/., this being an increase in the
six years of 2,293,000/. The United King-
dom took, of course, the bulk, and the
timber imported into Great Britain and
Ireland from all sources for the year 1894
was of the total value of 18,423,539/. The
most interesting feature of the lecture was
Dr. Schlich's opinion that at no distant date
all the countries that now export timber in
large quantities were likely, for several
reasons, to require all the timber they can
produce for their own requirements, while
in some cases they would need to import it,

as in some instances they do now, from any
country that might be willing to supply.
That being so, what will then be
the position of the United Kingdom ?

And what steps can be taken for

supplying the home market in view of
this probable falling off in the foreign or
colonial supply ? The lecturer suggested

On the occasion of the celebra-

tion of the looth anniversary

of the birthday of the Emperor

William I. a motion has been put in the

Imperial House of Parliament to erect

Pantheon as a memorial to the many soldiers

who fell in theFranco-Prussian war. Though
this motion found favour in the Upper
House, it was considered advisable to post-

pone its discussion in the Lower Plouse,

owing to a strong opposition against the

scheme. As we recorded last week, a Pan-

theon has long been considered a fitting

national memorial to the late Emperor, but

it is doubtful if the nation as a whole desires

a monument in this form especially dedicated

to the memory of the Franco-Prussian war.

that the State might do much good by
affording assistance for the equipment of a

proper forestry school, where scientific

forestry could be taught. The Crown forests

should also be managed on economical

principles, so as to serve as models topri\’ate

growers, while monetary advances, at low

rates of interest, might be given for the

purpose of planting surplus lands, and on

certain conditions the Government might

buy land and plant themselves. In the

lecturer's opinion these and other steps

might result in the production of a permanent

supply of timber for these islands, as well as

in giving work to a larger population, and

also keeping in the country large sums of

money which now go abroad. With some of

the lecturer’s conclusions we are inclined to

disagree, but most of his statements appear

to be well founded.

Surrey Com-
understand that the new

mercial Docks, works are being carried out by
Roiherhithe.

|^,jgg5j.g_ g_ pgai-gon & Son, Under

Mr. J. Wolfe Barry’s directions, Mr. W.
Bennett being the resident engineer. The

operations include an enlargement (845 ft.

by 450 ft.) of the old Greenland Dock, and

new locks for that dock and the Surrey

Canal. The Commercial Docks have their

origin in the “ Howland Great Wet Dock,’’

built circa 1660, covering about 10 acres, and

named after the Howlands of Streatham.

Elizabeth, daughter and co-heir of John

Howland, brought the properly in marriage

to the second Duke of Bedford (1695), in

whose house it continued until 1763, when it

was purchased by John and William Wells.

Being at that time the only wet dock on the

river, it had long served for the Greenland

whale vessels
;
enlarged in 1807, it was used

for the Baltic trade. Two or three years

later the old Commercial Docks Company
was established by tlie Act 50 Geo. III.,

c. 207. The present company’s premises

consist, we learn, of nine docks, with

timber ponds, having a water area of

187 acres, and 260 acres of wharfage. It

seems that the first dock was made at the

spot (close by Cuckold’s Point) where it is

supposed had been the entrance into the

canal or trench cut by Canute to Lambeth,

as a passage-way for his galleys when he

besieged London, The canal’s actual course

has been investigated by various authori-

ties, who are not quite in agreement. Mait-

land mentions the discovery, by the river,

on excavating for the dock, of bundles of

willow, hazel and other rods, laid endwise

and fastened down with stakes.

Artistic Studies
Every year, for five years back.

the annual horse show at the

Palais de I’Industrie, Paris, has

been made the occasion of a contemporaneous

exhibition, in the same building, of a series

of pictures and drawings in which the horse

is the principal subject. The exhibition

this year is much better than its

predecessors
;

amateur work has been

kept out and the standard considerably

raised, and there are some fine works

among the collection. Among those that are

worth special mention are a sketch by M.

Checa
;
a large water colour by M. Georges

Busson, representing the harnessing of a

team
;
some studies by M. Gerome, &c.

There are also some good studies in equine

sculpture.
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A VERY interesting exhibition

EAibUioS.’
studies by Mr. John

M. Swan is on view at the

;Fine Art Society's Gallery. The collection

consists mainly of slight sketches and

studies made from animals, as a pre-

jparation for linished pictures, but on that

^account they have a special interest, as being

'the immediate memorandum of the animal's

attitude or movement made on the spot.

Two in particular may be named as espe-

cially fine, the "Tigress Walking” (i), in

which the idea of movement is admirably

conveyed—one can almost sec the undula-

tion of body as the animal walks
;
and the

" Study of a Lioness ” (48) lying down, which

is remarkable for the monumental grandeur

of its lines.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION:
EIGilTEENTlI CENTURY WORK.

The ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Asso-
ciation was held on the 19th inst., in the Meeting
room of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, No. 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street, Mr.W.
H. Seth-Smith, Vice-President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
read and confirmed, Mr. F. Bowles was elected a

member.
Mr. Howley Sim, Junior Hon. Secretary, then

proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. C. J. Phipps for

conducting members of the Association over lier

Majesty’s Theatre, Haymarket, on the 6th inst.

The vote of thanks was cordially agreed to.

The Chairman said he wished to express his

;
regret at the absence of their President, who was
still in the East. He also announced the receipt of

a letter from Mr. John Belcher in reference to

the meeting that night.

In the course of his letter Mr, Belcher said that

the subject for discussion that evening was one in

which be was very much interested, and with his

friend, Mr. Macartney, he was preparing for pub-
lication some typical examples of what they had
termed “ Later Renaissance Architecture in Eng-
land.” In fact, they had endeavoured to follow

up the work so well done by Mr. Gotch with the

early Renaissance, which he bad made his special

study. No doubt the study of good examples of

each period of architecture was beneficial and
helpful, as something could be learned from them
of the principles which governed true design

—

seeking out the good and rejecting the bad, for

abuses would be found in every period. The later

Renaissance was as open to these as the pic-

turesque efforts of the early Renaissance, With-
out particularising either, he (Mr, Belcher) was not
without hope that by directing some attention to

the works of the later Renaissance we might cor-

rect the extravagant and excessive use of orna-

ment which had vitiated the public taste of late

years, and so promote an increased regard for

proportion and a greater simplicity and refinement

of style.

Mr. Gotch then read the following paper on
“ Eighteenth Century Work ” :

—

The eighteenth century saw the final develop-

ment of that great movement in art which began
in the early years of the sixteenth. When man-
kind had once made up its mind that the master-

pieces of Italy were the only examples to be
followed, nothing but time and determination
were wanted to produce in all the lands of Europe
a general sameness of appearance and treatment

in every branch of art. In no art was copyism so

contagious as in architecture, and in no art was it

so injurious. For architecture is essentially a

constructional art, a fact which the eighteenth did

not realise, and a fact which wants no little

reiteration at the present time when there seems
to be a tendency to neglect construction for the

more attractive accessory arts, and to desert the

stately queen for her more lively handmaids. A
constructional art, to be healthy and natural, must
develop from within, and not from without.

Architecture in the eighteenth century was the

Five Orders and nothing more. An old Roman,
called Vitruvius, who had been dead seventeen
hundred years, was Dictator, and those of his

followers who differed from his precepts, although
sometimes excused on account of their success,

were admonished to be careful how they risked

any deviation from the paths of perfection pointed
out by him. Gothic architecture was despised
and regarded as barbarous. It was not that the
votaries of the art preferred a Classic dress to a
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Gothic : for them the buildings erected in the

Middle Ages were not architecture at all. The
“ Gothlck Order,” as they called it, is described

by one of them as “the I'olly and very Ape of
Architecture.” Such an altitude of mind is

hardly intelligible to us who recognise Gothic
architecture as at once the most logical and daring

form of construction that man has yet employed.
It is hardly less difficult to understand how they

can have failed to be impressed with the majestic

solemnity ’of a great Gothic Cathedral; and yet

they did fail—even such cultivated men as Evelyn
and .\ddison. The phrase about the “very Ape
of Architecture” occurs in a treatise by a lively

Frenchman, M. Freart ; and, considering the

subject, a very entertaining treatise it is. But
Evelyn’s views were those of a sagacious, unim-
passioned Englishman, and are worth quoting at

some length as illustrating the standpoint from
which the early eighteenth century looked at the

subject. In treating of architecture, he says :

—

" It is the Antient Greek and Roman Architecture
only which is here Intended, as most entirely

answering all those Perfections requir’d in a Faultless

and Accomplish'd Building
;
such as for so many

Ages were so Renowned and Reputed, by the
Universal Suffrages of the Civiliz’d World, and
would doubtless have still subsisted . . . had not ibe
Goths, Vandals, and other Barbarous Nations Sub-
verted and Demolish’d them . . . Introducing intheir

stead, a certain Fantastical and Licentious manner
of Building, which we have since call’d Modern (or

Gothic rather) Congestions'of Heavy, Dark, Melan-
choly and Monkish Piles, without any just Propor-
tion, Use or Beauty, compar'd with the truly Antient :

So as when we meet witff the greatest Industry, and
expensive Carving, full of Fret and lamentable
Imagery

;
sparing neither of Pains nor Cost ; a

Judicious Spectator is rather Distracted and quite
Confounded, than touch'd with that Admiration,
which results from the true and just Symmetric,
regular Proportion, Union and Disposition

;
Great

and Noble manner, which those August and Glorious
Fabrics of the Antients still Produce.

It was after the Irruption, and Swarms of those
Truculent People from the North .... when
instead of those Beautiful Orders .... they set up
those Slender and Misquine Pillars, or rather
bundles of Staves, and other incongruous Props, to

support incumbent weights, and pondrous Arched
Roofs, without Entablature

;
and tbo’ not without

great Industry .... nor altogether Naked of
Gaudy Sculpture, trite and busy Carvings

;
'tis such

as rather Gluts the Eye, than Gratifies and Pleases
it with any reasonable Satisfaction : For Proof of
this (without Travelling far abroad) I dare report
my self to any Man of Judgment, and that has the
least Taste of Order and Magnificence

;
If after he

has look’d a while upon King Henry the Vllth’s
Chappel at Westminster

;
Gaz’d on its Sharp

Angles, Jetties, Narrow Lights, lame Statues, Lace
and other Cut-work and Crinkle Crankle ; and shall

then turn his Eyeson the Banqueting-House built at

White-Hall by Inegojones after theAntient manner;
or on what his Majesties present Surveyor Sir
Christopher Wien has lately advanc’d at St. Paul's

.... and compare them judiciously without Par-
tiality and Prejudice

; and then Pronounce, which of
the two Manners strikes the Understanding as well
as the Eye with the more Majesty, and Solemn
Greatness In this sort have they, and their

Followers ever since fill’d, not all Europe alone, but
Asia and Africa besides, with Mountains of Stone,
vast and Gygantick Buildings indeed

;
but not

Worthy the name of Architecture: Witness ....
what are yet standing at Westminster, Canterbury,
Salisbury, Peterborow. Ely, Wells, Beverley,
Lincoln, Gloucester, York, Durham, and most
Cathedrals and Minsters."

Thus far Evelyn. That Addison had no clearer

insight into the nature of architecture will be
seen from the 4i5lh Spectator, where he says :

—

‘‘Let any one reflect on the disposition of mind
he finds in himself at his first entrance into the
Pantheon at Rome, and how the imagination is

filled with something great and amazing
;
and, at

the same time, consider how little, in proportion, he
is affected with the inside of a Gothic cathedral,

though it be five times larger than the other
;
which

can arise from nothing else but the greatness of the
manner in the one and the meanness in the other."

The fact is that architecture to them was, as

already said, the Five Orders and nothing more

—

to some of them less indeed, since they only
admitted the claims of two out of the five

grudgingly and of necessity. Architecture, in

their opinion, dealt almost exclusively with the

external appearance, and they dismiss in few
sentences such considerations as the disposition

of rooms. Planning to them meant first and
foremost the arrangement of their building in

regard to its appearance, not in regard to the

functions it had to fulfil. Broadly speaking, a
well-designed building is as much a product of
evolution as natural scenery or the forms of

plants and animals. Natural scenery is almost
entirely governed by the geological formation of
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the district. Plants and animals have assumed
their various forms chiefly as the result of the

necessities of their growth, which, again, 'are

dictated by the functions they have to fulfil.

And so it is—or ought to be—with a building.

Architecture is not only the art of building finely,

it is the art of building finely in order to comply
with certain specific conditions.

This notion of architecture was unthought of
by the eighteenth century, brilliant though it was ;

and so the chief aim of its architects was to

dazzle and impress the spectator, not to please
and satisfy the indweller. Lord Chesterfield told

General Wade, for whom the Earl of Burlington
had designed an inconvenient though handsome
house in Builington-street, “if be could not live

in it to his ease, he had better take a house over
against it and look at it;” a piece of advice by
which many a nobleman might have profited.

It has been observed that when people take to

writing about art they have ceased to practise it

to perfection. So long as it is, so to speak,
spontaneous, its followers need no directions

;
it

carries the7n along, they do not force it. But
when its natural vitality is spent, and its followers
are no longer borne unwittingly onwards, then
spring up more or less gifted observers, who
point out the ancient tracks and show how they
may be continued ; but unless among them be
some who know what kind of force went to the
making of the tracks, and can kindle the fire to

produce the force, all the most accurate and
beautiful drawings of those splendid vesligia will
not enable one single one to be repeated.

Ever since the beginning of the sixteenth
century—that is, for two hundred years before
our period—Europe had been studying the foot-

steps of the Romans. For more than half that
time England had thrown herself into the pur-
suit, and now the patient efforts of many writers
were to be rewarded, and it was to be the aim of

every generous patron and every architect of
ability to make our English buildings as much
like those of Italy as they could. Architectural
design was to be a matter of rule and compass.
What could be easier ? The text-books pave the
proportions, not only of the modern buildings of
Italy—or rather the proportions of the Orders
which adorned them—but also of some ancient
ones upon which the sacred eye of Vitruvius
himself must have rested.

Macaulay has observed that during the latter

part of the seventeenth century, and the early
part of the eighteenth the heroic couplet was so
much in vogue, and was brought to such perfec-
tion by constant use that every poetaster could
employ it with as much facility as Pope himself.

So it was in architectural design. The rule^w’ere

so well known that it required no genius to use
them—nobody expected any skill in planning

—

and so the same dull propriety characterised every
building that was put up. Just as in poetry it is

not the polished form of the verses that marks the
true poet, but the ideas contained in them

; so in

architecture it is not the correct marshalling of
columns, and the “ nice conduct ” of entablatures
that must be our criterion, but the manner in

which the whole building satisfies and expresses
the wants which it is supposed to supply. Judged
by this standard, how many of the designs in
Campbell’s “ Vitruvius Britannicus” would come
within the category of true architecture ? And
yet those volumes contain nearly all the larger
houses built in the first half of the eighteenth
century. One of his designs Campbell introduces
thus: “This design of my invention in the
Theatrical stile i? most humbly dedicated to
Tobiah Jenkyn, Esq.” The Theatrical style, he
tells us “admits of more gaiety than is proper
either for the Temple or Palatial style,” and in
that word theatrical lies the key to much ot the
designing of the period. It is all more or less

theatrical, done to impress the beholder
;
just as

in the second half of the century, the laying out
of gardens and grounds was contrived with the
aim of producing the effects found in the pictures
of Claude Lorraine and other landscape painters,
down even to the introduction of artificial ruins.

In describing the plan of his house in the
theatrical style dedicated to Tobiah Jenkyn,
Esq., Campbell dwells not on the convenience of
arrangement, not on the cheerful aspect of the
rooms or any special contrivance for the comfort
of the inhabitants, or whatever goes to make a
house a home, but on the proportions of his prin-
cipal apartments. “Here,” says he, “is the
double and single cube, the hall being 27 ft. by
54 ft. Here is iS ft. by 27 ft., which is the
sesqui altera, and 21 ft. by 27 ft., the sequi tertia,

and you pass gradually from the larger to the
lesser ;

” all of which may have satisfied the wants
and aspirations of Tobiah Jenkyn, Esq., but do
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not compensate his descendants for the absence of

those arrangements which make daily life toler-

able.

The needs of daily life went but a little way to

model the great houses of that time. Architec-

tural grouping, in order to impress the beholder,

often led to dividing the mansion into separate

blocks, one for the family rooms and State apart-

ments, one for the kitchens and servants, and one

for the stables. The kitchen, therefore, would

be hundreds of feet off the dining-room, a draw-

back against which Evelyn warned his readers,

“or else,” says he, “besides other incon-

veniences, perhaps some of the Dishes may
straggle, by the way.” Sometimes the ser-

vants’ quarters were located in two detached

blocks hundreds of feet apart, balancing the com-
position, of which the family rooms formed the

centre, and joined to the latter by open colo-

nades. How the service of the house could be
carried on with the two halves of the staff sepa-

rated from each other by a five or ten minutes’

walk is not very clear ; but of course the man-
sions were not built for the servants, but a little

for the family itself, more for its grand guests,

and most for the casual spectator who was to

admire the lordly pile as he passed by.

The servants had to put up with what accom-
modation they could get. Their hall might be a
vaulted underground room lighted only by areas,

as at Bucklancl in Berkshire, and their bedroom
windows might look out on to the back of the

parapet. The butler might have to sleep in a
room without any outside wall and no direct

light and air. But in those days servants were
merely servants, and could hardly expect to be
exempt from suffering for architectural effect

when their employers were content to suffer as

well, though in less degree. And they must have
suffered

;
for, wholly apart from considerations of

bad service, the family were often located in a

low basement with all the weight of the State
apartments over their heads. Their rooms were
not contrived to catch the morning sun, or to get

a splendid view, or, indeed, for any particular

purpose relating especially to them
; but they

were arranged to fill up the space beneath the
great rooms of State, and if they were com-
fortable, it was more by good luck than good
management.
The architects of those days were, in fact, more

or less of amateurs, and the kind of architecture
in demand was such as amateurs could supply.
Pre-eminent among them—at any rate in social

position—was the Karl of Burlington
;
and when

we consider this fact for a moment, can we be
surprised at the amount of unreal and theatrical

design that was produced ? Who could expect an
Earl to concern himself with the niceties of house-
hold planning? No wonder that General Wade
received that advice from Lord Chesterfield to

take a house over against his new mansion and
look at it. Vet all through the century Lord
Burlington was looked up to as the greatest
patron of art that England had ever produced,
and especially of architecture. Horace Walpole
extols his taste and his ability, he “ had every
quality of a genius and artist, except envy yet,
withal, he cannot disguise from himself that Ripley,
who was an architect by occupation {or, as they
were still called in those days, a surveyor) “ in the
mechanic part, and in the disposition of apart-
ments and conveniences, was superior to the
Earl himself.”

Pope, of whom Lord Burlington was a patron,
satirizes Ripley more than once, but then Ripley
did not belong to Pope’s faction. Pope himself,
in one of his epistles, points out a way in archi-
tecture which no one seems to have followed, not
even the nobleman to whom the epistle was
addressed. Writing to Lord Burlington, he
says

—

You show us Rome was glorious, not profuse,
And pompous buildings once were things of use.

And again :

—

Something there is more needful than Expense,
And something previous ev'n to taste— 'tis Sense :

Good sense, which only is the gift of Heav'n,
And tho' no science, fairly worth the seven.

Towards the end of the epistle he reverts to the
same text :

—

' ris use alone that sanctifies Expense
;

And splendour borrows all her days from Sense.

It is rather amusing that a sermon founded on
such an excellent text should contain so much
that is at variance with it. Nor can we help
smiling that the Earl’s work should be supposed
to embody the principles here laid down, when
we remember poor General Wade’s house, or the
villa at Chiswick, beautiful no doubt in grouping
and proportion, but of which Lord Hervey sa'd,

“ The house was too small to inhabit, and too
large to hang to one’s watch.” Walpole, who
records this witticism, has some remarks on the

house which are worth repeating. It is “a
model of taste,” he says, “though not without
faults, some of which are occasioned by too strict

adherence to rules and symmetry. Such are too
many correspondent doors in spaces so contracted;

chimnies between windows, and, which is worse,
windows between chimnies

; and vestibules,

however beautiful, yet too little secured from the
damps of this climate. . . . The ground apart-

ment is rather a diminutive catacomb, than a
library in a northern latitude.” Then he adds a

few sentences which throw some light on one of

the motives that actuated the eighteenth century,

“The larger court, dignified by picturesque
cedars, and the classic scenery of the small
court that unites the old and the new house, are

more worth seeing than many fragments of
ancient grandeur, which our travellers visit under
all the dangers attendant on long voyages.”
There you have it

—“the classic scenery,” and
the “fragments of ancient grandeur,” which
were to be rivalled by English villas.

It is from the opinions of men who lived in the
eighteenth century that we can best gather the
motives that underlay their actions, and, therefore,
a further quotation from Walpole may be ex-
cused :

—“ It was in this reign” (of George 11.)

he says, “that architecture resumed all her
rights. Noble publications of Palladio, Jones,
and the antique, recalled her to true principles
and correct taste ; she found men of genius to
execute her rules, and patrons to countenance
their labours. She found more, and what Rome
could not boast, men of the first rank who con-
tributed to embellish their country by buildings
of their own design in the purest style of antique
composition.” We have seen one of these men
of the first rank, Lord Burlington, and what
he did. Another was Lord Pembroke, and he
is worth singling out because, according to
Walpole, “no man had a purer taste in building
than Earl Henry, of which he gave a few speci-
mens, besides his work at Wilton.” Now bis
work at the house at Wilton is about as dull as
anything can be, and far behind the “theatric
bridge ” as Walpole calls it, which he threw
over his river. This bridge is less objectionable
than the other “ theatric ” work of the time inas-
much as it imposes no special inconvenience on
any one, but whether a bridge of this kind is in
harmony with English scenery is a debatable
question,

Taste, of course, was the great requisite in that
age. Lady Teazle endeavoured to acquire it

along with other fashionable accomplishments,
to her husband’s great scorn—what had she, a
country-bred girl, to do with elegant expenses and
fashion before she married him? “For my
part,” replies the lady, “I should think you
would like to have your wife thought a woman of
taste.” “ Taste !

” cries her husband. “ Zound.s,
madam, you had no taste when you married
me.”
The extravagancies of the second quarter of

the eighteenth century sprang from an indulgence
in taste apart from considerations of propriety,
and it was the often-mentioned Lord Burlington
who led to them, partly by his own work and
partly by his publication of the designs of Inigo
Jones and Palladio’s antiquities of Rome. But
it only wants a comparison of Inigo Jones’s work
with that of Burlington and his successors, or a
comparison of Wren’s with theirs, to see how
those two men were really architects, while the
others were but amateurs dabbling in what they
did not thoroughly understand, and in’o the
details of which they scorned to enter.

But while we cannot but feel that in the true
essentials of architecture they were sadly lacking,
yet we must concede that they produced striking
results. One of these fine palaces, when it was
surrounded by its original gardens, must have
been remarkably imposing. Take Blenheim, for
instance. If we regard it as a home, we must be
disappointed

; but as the dwelling of a great
noble, living in state and surrounded with all its
attendant ceremony, receiving other great nobles
with their retinues, and housing them in more
magnificence than comfort, in these respects it has
much to claim our commendation. There is
much excuse for it in the fact that it was a gift
from the nation to its greatest son

;
it had to be

splendid at all costs—yet it did not meet universal
appreciation even in those days, as witness the
lines of Swift :

—

“
‘Tis very fine

;

But where d'ye sleep, or where d'ye dine ?
1

I find, by all you have been telling,
I

It is a house, but not a dwelling. ”
I

Great as the progress in architecture has been
within the last forty years, it has either been
imitative or eclectic. We want it to be neither,

for imitation architecture proclaims that we admit
the superiority of our predecessors and eclecticism
is but the pillaging of former architectures and
rearranging the pieces ; while what is wanted is

either a new creation or a new and superior
development, just as man is a superior develop-
ment of the monkey, or even as the Apollo
Belvedere or the Venus of Milo are superior
developments of the average man and woman. I

have insisted in these lectures on a much more
complete and thorough knowledge of the art of

construction than at present exists among us
;

because this is the foundation of our constructive
art, and without a solid foundation no permanent
monument will stand, but besides this an accurate
knowledge of the strains on certain features gives
the rough form they, or parts of them, must take ;

we saw in Byzantine that the abacus of columns
had to be deeper and wider to support larger
piers and greater weight ; that the cap had some-
times to be cubic and only superficially carved to
convey the weight to the shaft. The stone rings
to connect the lengths of thin shafts together, in
Gothic have been turned into ornamental features.
Structural knowledge, however, is far from being
all that we want. We know we want this know-
ledge, and we also know that it may be acquired,
but we at least equally want, if we do not
more greatly want, creative genius, either to
create something new and original or to develop
that which has gone before, as Nature does,
or has done, in all her works. This power
however, on the resthetic side we know not how
to attain ; all we know is that it is the oftspring
of deep emotions, high aspirations, and intrepid
resolves in the nation, acting on a certain love
and skill in the artists. The successful resist-
ance to the Persian invasion caused all the fine
arts in Athens to blossom

; and if you will con-
sider the circumstances of the Saracen, Gothic,
and Renaissance epochs, you will see that the
arts were forced into blossom by important
national achievements ; and that the artists of
the period only wanted this stimulus to make
them achieve their brilliant successes. As indi-
viduals, artists can only contribute in a small
degree to such intellectual upheavals. Their
business, however, is to be ready for them. We
may hope that in a short time every student will
have a thorough acquaintance with construction
and materials, and will have learned the art of
moulding to suit the climate. We also hope that
each student will strive to develop the shaping
of forms so as to captivate the most refined taste

;

so that when the flood comes that will again float
the bark of architecture, so long stranded, they
may be ready to man her and steer lier to new
discoveries and new conquests

; so that the
twentieth century may be one of the most flourish-
ing architectural epochs the world has yet seen.
In that epoch I feel sure that those who were
Royal Academy students will not be the least
conspicuous.

But when these grandiose ideas were applied to
the houses of ordinary noblemen, much as they
may have been cherished at the time, those noble-
men’s descendants find it hard to live in their
palaces, and hard to maintain them.
There is not time enough on the present oc-

casion to dwell much on the gardens that sur-
rounded these great houses, but they were an
acknowledged part of the general design, and
now that they have in most cases disappeared,
the vast houses lacking their support seem more
wanting in common sense than they otherwise
would. Among the illustrations in Campbell’s
“Vitruvius Britannicus,” which maybe con-
sidered as the epitome of the period under dis-
cussion, there are not a few showing the lay-outs
round the great houses, which were founded partly
on Dutch and partly on French examples. It
was, however, probably Versailles that set the
example to our English nobility, though nothing
was done here on so vast a scale. The Duke of
Montagu, who was Ambassador at the French
Court for a number of years at the end of the
seventeenth century, occupied the first few years
of the eighteenth, after his return, in “erecting
his seat at Boughton, in Northamptonshire, after
the pattern, and as his dimensions would allow,
after the very model of Versailles.” It must be
admitted that Boughton House is a very plain
copy or rather reminiscence of Versailles

; at the
same time, its garden and wildernesses were
of unusual magnificence and size, and adorned
with numerous statues and a considerable extent
of canals and ornamental water, enlivened by
jets d'eau quite in the manner of Versailles as
recorded in prints.
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B The house itself, although of a rather plain and
;ombre cast, is interesting as an almost unaltered
ixample of an eighteenth century mansion,
iimply though richly furnished. Its floors are
Dolished, its walls panelled in large panels sur-
fOUDiJed by a bold bolection moulding, the doors
ire lofty and set in thick walls, the chimney-
sieces are simple and massive, and surround wide
ind deeply recessed open fireplaces. The ceilings

ire (many of them) by that rather dull painter,
/errio ; still, they impart a large amount of

:haracler to the place. Here and there is a
janelled room, or a fine chimney-piece of a
lundred years before, showing that the house was
lot erected entirely new by the ducal ambassador.
The walls are hung with ancient portraits and
lictures, and the floors are full of ancient
urniture. Through the heavy .sashes one looks
)ut on to the undulating park, and the long and
ofty rows of trees which form part of the cele-

irated avenues. There are attics innumerable
catlered in every direction, and approached by
taircases where the handrail is mitred round the
)lain square newels, and twisted balusters join it

0 the swelling string. Through these attics yoi
go, and down a different staircase, to find

ourself in a room that you thought was a furlong
'ff on the other side of the house. Altogether an
ateresting place, and one that gives a good idea
if the haphazard arrangement of a large
ighteenlh century house.

At any rate Boughton House was a home which
ould be inhabitated all the year round—even the
late rooms ; which is more than can be said of

lany of its contemporaries. Nevertheless, with
.11 the’r drawbacks these palaces were stately,

"he plans look gorgeous on paper, and so do the
ections showing the internal decoration. The
fleet of the places themselves is, perhaps, rather
lepressing on the ordinary person, the grandeur
> a little too obvious—there is no such feeling of
lomeliness as in the many-panelled rooms of the
arly seventeenth century

; but when all is said,

be fact remains that the architects of the later
ime had a very definite aim in what they did, and
hey achieved it.

When we leave the mansions of the nobility,
ind come down to the houses of the squire or the
vell-to-do merchant, we find ourselves in a much
ileasanter atmosphere. They have a quiet
iignity about them which is decidedly restful and
•ttractive, especially those of the first quarter of
he century. In later times the portico idea
lecame too prevalent, which consisted in affixing
0 the front of an otherwise plain house some
'ariation of the columned front of an ancient
emple. But the earlier houses, with wide
rorniced eaves, simple horizontal strings dividing
he rows of sash windows, and combining with
he quoins that emphasise the angles

;
these will

10 doubt long continue to form the model for

louses of similar use and capacity. It is just a
jueslion whether this is quite the type that suits

he present age
; for our wants seem to grow

ilways more complex, and to require a more
slaslic style than one depending for its effect on
;trict symmetry and unbroken horizontal lines.

If we cannot take a wholly sympathetic view of
he purely architectural work of the eighteenth
century—at any rate, in its more notable
ixamples—neither can we forget that we are
ndebted to it for much that is suggestive in the
vork that embellished the architecture, especially
n wood and iron. The ironwork of that period
las never been equalled in England, and it lends
in air of distinction not only to great houses like
Drayton, in Northamptonshire, but to little

iuburbaii villas at H.-impstead. The joiner’s
vork of the lime is full of suggestions. The sash-
ivindovv alone was enough to revolutionise archi-
eciural treatment, and the far-reaching effects of
1 mitred moulding are impossible to follow,
rhrough all the changes of two centuries these
:wo facts have remained with us—sash windows
md mitred mouldings— and there seems no
immediate prospect of their being superseded.
The work of the plasterer was not so admirable as
lhat of the joiner. He bad become too expert,
and was able to perform prodigies of modelling
and high relief, which finally undid him, and he
and his art perished together.

If we are to seek inspiration from the work of
Ihe eighteenth century, we shall find it in two
directions. First, in the grand schemes of house
and garden combined, and in the general grandeur
of treatment bestowed upon the great bouses of
Ihe time. Not that we are to copy either blindly

;

but it is very desirable to realise bow much the
house and its surroundings depend upon each
other

; and equally desirable to learn how a
grandeur of manner may be acquired. Secondly,
in the sober and simple houses, where the plain-
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ness of the general appearance is sometimes un-
expectedly broken by the quaint treatment of a
door or a chimney, and where the joiner’s work
is full of homely lessons.

It is often from the vernacular architecture of
the country that we can get the most useful hints :

whereas it is the palatial architecture that gives
its stamp to the period, and goes to furnish

the text-books. The one is for show first, and
use second ; the other is for use first, and show
second. The palatial architecture of the
eighteenth century was surely given to us more as

a warning than as an example ; but it is worthy
of attention, just as all phases of architecture
are which have acquired any hold on public
affection, and we are not likely, in view of our
present methods of study, to fall into that attitude
of mind towards any style which Evelyn exhi-
bited towards Gothic. If we bear in mind that
architecture must develoe from within, and not
from without, we shall never again become the
slaves of a foreign and a dead hand as our fore-

fathers were in the eighteenth century, but we
shall go forward, as we are indeed at the present
time going forward, on different paths perhaps,
and at different rates of speed—sometimes not
without sharp divergence of opinion as to the
propriety of particular steps—but always towards
the same goal—the ennobling of our Aitna Afa/er,
the Mother-Art of the world.

Mr. J. M. Brydon, in proposing a vote of
thanks to Mr. Gotch, said that the eighteenth
century, in much of its literature, was a
centuiy of satire, and Mr. Gotch ’s paper
had been a genial satire of the architects
of that century. It was a question whether a
satirist really appreciated what be was talking
about, or whether he skimmed over tlie surface
for the sake of turning an epigram or making a
neat remark. Some of Mr. Gotch ’s remarks were
excellent, but, if he might say so without offence,

the lecturer had skimmed over the surface a little

too much. To understand the meaning of what
they had heard that evening—of the grandeur of
the palaces and the homeliness of some middle-
class houses—they must project themselves back
into the society and life of the eighteenth century.

It had been called the Augustan age in England, .

and in literature and art, and in arms to some
extent, that was perfectly true

; and the result of
that was the seeking after magnificence which had
to be expressed in the houses of the great, who
lived in a state which our nobles would find very
uncomfortable. The first thing that the nobles
and princes of the land demanded was not a
home but a palace. It was very difficult to

make a palace homely in all iis parts,

though all their dwelling rooms were not on the
basement, as might be inferred from Mr. Gotch’s
remarks ; but still the main parts of the house,
as at Blenheim and at Castle Iloward and one or
two others, were built for display and magnifi-
cence, for the maintenance of a great army of
servants of all kinds, and all the paraphernalia
that went to make up the nitse en seine. Out of
that grew the disposition of their plan, which was
also the result of a desire for display and magni-
ficence. Beside that characteristic of the
eighteenth century, there was another, viz., the
extraordinary commercial revival which took
place, one of the results of which was the South
Sea Bubble, and various other speculations by
which people lost money

; but people also made
money, and there was created in the eighteenth
century what we called the middle class. One of

the first things desired by the successful mer-
chant was a suitable house to live in, and conse-
quently some of the smaller and more homely
houses, some of which had been illustrated that
evening, were built for the accommodation of
successful commercial men. If there was one
thing more than another lhat was characteristic of
these middle-class houses, it was their homeliness
and their comfort; they were eminently “liv-
able ” houses. When one found oneself inside
such a house, the feeling was produced of a
homely country gentleman’s house, and
that impression was stamped on the build-

ing inside and out. In the eighteenth
century the buildings produced were often
very beautiful compositions. In fact, they were
models of proportion, both external and internal.

The architects were not, in his opinion, lied to

the five Orders—in point of fact, if the Orders
were studied, it would be found that they were
used in a very loose manner, without the least

regard to the proportions of the ancients, except
in the stately colonnade or portico of church or
palace. In the exterior, particularly, of those
houses, the rooms were models of proportion

—

their length and breadth and height satisfied the

cultivated tastes of the people who lived in them.
' He thought that proportion was one of the first

elements of architecture, and without it architec-

lurd would be of a very poor description. The
same ideas of proportion were noticeable in

exteriors. Even the palaces, illustrations of
which had been exhibited that evening, pos-

sessed proportion and well-balanced parts. Sir

Joshua Reynolds, no mean critic, had referred to

Sir John Vanbrugh as a master of proportion.
He knew exactly the necessary size and shapes 01

the different parts of the house in order to fit

his dwellings to the site which was at his

disposal. The laying out of the site was of

very considerable importance, and, as they had
seen that evening, the houses of the period were
admirably adapted to their surroundings. He
thoughtjthat might fairly be claimed to be the out-
come of a long-continued effort to make the
house in hannony with its site, and that that

effort culminated, to a certain extent, in the
elaborate gardens which were attached to the
houses. Of course, to keep up one of these
establishments and its surroundings a great deal
of money was required, and he was afraid, with-
out being disrespectful to any of the nobility, that

some of these stately mansions were in the hands
of people who were not rich enough to properly
maintain them, though if the buildings suffered

in consequence, that was no fault of their archi-

tects. The admirable woodwork, ironwork and
plasterwork of the period were excellent studies

in design, and also in manipulation—in workman-
ship. They had all the feeling of the artist

workman. In his opinion this work bad created

a great English school, and to call such work
Italian—work that had been the national style for

200 years—was straining the point a good deal.

It was just as truly English as the Gothic archi-

tecture of the fourteenth century, which pre-

vailed here, in contradistinction to the foreign

Gothic of the same period. He somewhat
objected to Mr. Gotch’s use of the word
“ theatrical,” especially in regard to the bridge
at Wilton. If any one saw that bridge with the

foliage, <S:c.
,
about it on a summer day, he would

feel that such a term was misapplied. The bridge

had been copied by Wood, of Bath, but even the
copy of the bridge had something of the English
feeling and an absence of “theatrical” style.

As to Lord Burlington, the age was one of letters,

and no gentleman of culture was considered to

have his education complete unless he knew
something of art and, most of all, of architecture.

He wished that modern education embraced the

same subjects, for he felt that if it did the archi-

tecture ot the country would be improved, because
a demand would arise on the part of cultured

clients for a higher order of art. The learned
patron of architecture did not exist to-day, and
the consequence was that there, was no one to

fashion and correct the public taste. In regard

to the Villa at Chiswick, it was not a house to

live in continually, but a place where its owner
could spend a few days of quiet. It faced the

river, and exactly expressed its purpose of a
riverside house.

Mr. E. W. Mountford, in seconding the vote
of thanks, said that Mr. Gotch’s paper was one of

the most interesting he had ever heard, and it

showed that Mr. Gotch had read a great deal on
the subject. He felt that they would all agree
with Mr. Gotch rather than with Mr, Brydon in
regard to eighteenth century houses. He did not
profess to have such a knowledge of the period as

Mr. Brydon possessed, but he might say that the

houses of the period did not appeal to him, except
from the outside. The palatial rooms were very
grand to look at, but they must have been very
uncomfortable to live in, and in some of the
examples the extraordinary height of the rooms,
even where there was no particular gran-

deur of architecture, must have made them very
uncomfortable residences. He was thinking of
a house at Easton-Neston, in Northamptonshire,
which was attributed to Wren, like a good many
houses he never saw. The family rooms were on
the ground floor, but the smaller rooms, where
the occupants generally lived, were made the same
height as the others, the average height being
about 18 ft. A room of that height did not
suggest comfort. As to Blenheim, architects

were told they ought to admire it, but he was
bound to say that he did not admire it altogether.

The whole atmosphere of the place was exces-

sively aristocratic. He quite agreed with Mr.
Brydon that the smaller houses of the period
were very comfortable. It was his lot to spend
his younger days in a house built in the early

part of the eighteenth century, and a most
comfortable bouse it was. The rooms were
all panelled, and the doors bad cnly two panels.
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An air of quiet simplicity was a characteristic of

most of the smaller houses of that period. They
had one or two failings, one being the occasional

mistake of the architects in keeping the roofs

below the parapets. That was an architectural

mistake which often occasioned much trouble in

snowy and bad weather. They were very well

planned, as a rule, and frequently were exceed-

ingly beautiful, though towards the end of the

century the deterioration began which culmin-

ated in this century.

Mr. H. Lovegrove said that the illustrations

which accompanied Mr. Gotch’s paper were ad-

mirable, but Mr. Gotch had not referred to small

houses in streets at the end of the eighteenth

century. One thing about them was the panelled

walls, the joinery of which was of excellent de-

scription. What usually struck him was the

smallness of the rooms of the houses. The front

room on the ground floor, which was used as a

dining or a drawing-room, usually had one por-

tion of it taken up by a great chimney breast,

and in the bick-room a large portion was occu-

pied by an angle fireplace, and the rooms were

very lofty as well as very small. The execution

of the plasterwork was very good. He was
interested very much in thinking of their meeting

that night to discuss such a subject, for some
thirty years ago, in the days of the pupilage of

some of them, the study of such a subject was
altogether discouraged. They were told (0 read

Parker and Rickman rather than to give atten-

tion to the subject. But one could not help

thinking now that the interiors of the houses of

the period suited the vernacular joinery and furni-

ture better than modern Gothic.

Mr. II. W. Pratt said that they were indebted

to Mr. Gotch for pointing out the advantages and
disadvantages of the palatial and the more
homely styles of the eighteenth century. One
thing had struck him, and that was that the

middle-class people did not attempt to ape the

nobles in a palatial style in their residences, and
that was a tendency which we did not follow, for

nowadays there was an inclination to imitate the

palatial style of building in our smaller resi-

dences. He thought we might take a lesson

from the eighteenth century, and maintain

that characteristic homeliness of treatment

which, combined with taste and simplicity,

was really very charming. In looking at

the excellent illustrations which Mr. Gotch
had brought before them that night he could

not help thinking that some of the rather grand
buildings which they bad seen, however much
they might be called “ theatrical ” in style, and,
however much they might fail in the matter of

convenience, really represented a wonderful
mastery of plan and grouping, apart alt6gether

from convenience. Some lessons might be
learned from such examples in that respect, how-
ever much we might condemn them in others.

The architects of the period combined something
which should make us call them certainly more
than amateur designers or architects. As Mr.
Gotch had said, no one could imagine the effect

which some of these enormous buildings and
their lay outs would present, unless we used a

balloon for the purpose of inspection
;

for the

immense space occupied by the buildings made it

impossible to realise the whole idea of the plan.

It was external architecture really, and in study-

ing the disposition of these buildings the modern
architect must learn carefully what lo follow and
what to avoid.

Mr. Howley Sim, in supporting the vole of

thanks, asked Mr. Gotch if, in the course of

bis researches, he had discovered the date of the
first sash window. It seemed to him (the speaker)
to mark a very important epoch in the history of
architecture, for the whole of the style seems to have
depended upon it. He thought that the character
of the people of the time had been overlooked in

previous studies of the eighteenth century architec-

ture. They were not a people in a hurry, like our-
selves, and they had plenty of lime to think
about and carry on their avocations. Absolute
convenience in the matter of quick service, and
in the disposition of their service rooms, was not
considered of the same importance as it is no w.

The modern idea was convenience in the house
first of all ; in the eighteenth century it was only the
second object sought after. Then, pleasure was
gained by a house of tolerable convenience
which called forth admiration. With regard to

the '•tudy of the style, he did not think that it

should be reproduced to any extent now, for it

did not express our wants. As had been said, a
great deal of beauty was to be found in the iron-

work, plaster work, and joinery. As regards the
joinery, half the charm of joinery disappeared
when it was turned out by machine, instead of

by hand, as it was to-day. But, of course, we
could not give up machine-made joinery, as it

would be absurd to go back to hand-worked

mouldings, for instance, Had the eighteenth century

had the opportunity, no doubt they would have

used the machinery for the purpose. He would

like to ask Mr. Gotch another question : What
was the earliest example of mitred mouldings ?

The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks to

the meeting, said that it was a curious enquiry as

to the great difference of opinion in regard to the

Gothic and Classic styles. The revolution of feeling

in regard to the two styles in the two periods repre-

sented by Evelyn and Pugin respectively was extra-

ordinary. He could account for it in no other

way than Mr. Gotch had, viz., that both parties,

but especially the eighteenth century parly, had
lost sight of the fact that architecture was a con-

structional art. The great fact for the architect

of to-day to remember was that he was living in

an age when common sense was required above all

things. He did not know that anything bad struck

him more when at Vicenza than the steady deterio-

ration noticeable in Palladio's work. It seemed
to him, the speaker, that when an architect

adopted a style such as the Roman, considered

that to be perfection, and went on copying in that

style, he deteriorated very rapidly. If Palladio’s

architecture had been founded on common sense

principles, and such principles as guided the great

quattro cento architects of Italy, a very different

result would have been seen, for the man had
great judgment and a great sense of proportion.

He, the speaker, had been dealing with a very good
example of an eighteen'h century house, Hare
Hall, near Romford, The house was not palatial,

but was planned on the usual palatial style. The
whole of the ground floor rooms were less than 8 ft.

6 in. high, and the first floor was devoted to the

state apartments. The attics were the only lied-

rooms, and the windows in them were placed so

high that one could only just look out. The house,

which was built about 1763, was faced with Portland

Slone. On the other side of the road, in grounds

of about the same size, was Gidea Hall, which
was a perfect type of the early eighteenth-century

house, built of a kind of brindle brick and dress-

ings of a brighter red brick, with carved stone

cornice. One defect it possessed was a flat roof. He
had been lecentlyspeaking to a successful business

man who had employed the same architect on
several occasions, and for which architect he had
a very high opinion. In the opinion of his busi-

ness friend, that architect always succeeded in

making the sides of a house as beautiful as the

front. Ilis buildings were excellently planned,
and his houses were always comfortable. It

struck him, the speaker, that common-sense
results of that kind were what appealed to the

public, and would do more to popularise archi-

tecture than anything else. Machinery, he
thought,^was likely to be of use in regard to the

production of circular work, at almost the same
price as straight work, and this was an important
consideration. In some of the old houses of

Lincoln’s Inn-fields, and elsewhere in London,
the staircases, plaster-work, ironwork, and
chimney-pieces, were of very beautiful workman-
ship indeed.

The vote of thanks was then put to the meet-
ing and carried unanimously.

.Mr. Gotch, in reply, said that he feared he
had not done justice to the eighteenth-century
work as a whole, but he had been dealing
with the text-book architecture of that
period. When we came to examine the work
of the eighteenth century, and especially
the big work, defects and shortcomings were
revealed, and, whatever might be said in favour
of the grand treatment of architecture, he should
still maintain that the groundwork, the bedrock
on which architecture rested, was utility. It was
no good to say ‘

‘ here is a beautiful house ” which,
no matter what the proportion or the design,
when examined as a house, was a complete
failure. In so far as it did not satisfy the pur-
pose for which it was built, lo that extent it was
a failure. A thing to be a work of art must ful-

fil the purpose for which it was designed and for

which it was wanted. If it were calmed that
these large palaces were merely for show he
would agree, but as dwellings they were failures,

and as lailures they were considered by many
people who lived at the time of their erection.
He could sit down and write another paper on
eighteenth • century work which would contain
very little but praise, and hs would take as his
theme the smaller houses of the time, where
there was no great effort made, where people
did not want state and grandeur, but where
they wanted homely comfort. As a rule that
was achieved, but a curious fact was that

the names of the architects of these houses

had vanished. In regard to Mr. Brydon’s

exception to the use of the word “theatrical,”

the word was Walpole’s, who was a contem-

porary. He was afraid he could not give the

date of the first sash window, or of the first mitred

mouldings, but he thought the sash window made
its appearance somewhere about Charles II. ’s

time (about 1675), and the mitred moulding pre-

ceded that by about fifiy years. Mr. Gotch
then drew attention to the various drawings which

were exhibited, which included the collection of

drawings made by I.ord Burlington, from the

Devonshire-Burlington collection in the Institute

Library—a collection very little known. From
some of these drawings it was perfectly evident

that the convenience of disposition of the house
was not considered at all. A collection of rooms,

none of which were named, were grouped to look

well on paper, and with the object of their

making an harmonious exterior. As far as he

could discover, that was as far as Burlington and
his school devoted themselves to “scientific”

planning.

The Chairman announced that the next meeting

would be held on April 2, when Mr. T. G.

Jackson, R A., would read a paper on “ Archi-

tecture in Relation to the Crafts.”

The meeting then terminated.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
SPRING VISITS :

mJILDING TRADES E.XHIBITION.

Tile fourth visit of the current session was paid

to the Building Trades Exhibition at the Agri-

cultural Hall, by the kind permission of Mr. H.
Greville Montgomery, and a large number ol

members availed themselves of the opportunity ol

inspecting it.

The occasion was much appreciated by the

members attending, as being a distinctly valuable

opportunity for comparing the specialities of the

various firms, which is practically only possible

on some such occasion when they are collected

together under one roof, and a vast amount ol

information could be obtained in a short time by

a little careful study.

To students this applies with particular force,

as it was possible to see models of a whole

system of drainage, together with all the actual

parts, and then compare it both as regards general

principles and details with an adjacent arrange-

ment
;
a form of study which may have been

new to students even when the exhibits

themselves were not novel. In the same way
various patents and methods of fire-resisting con-

struction of floors and partitions could be com-

pared and the drawbacks and advantages duly

noted ;
whilst any information as to sizes,

strength, and cost could be easily obtained.

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Greville Mont-

gomery terminated the Visit, which, though

slightly differing from the usual proceeding of in-

specting a building in progress, was amply

justified by the exceedingly valuable and in-

teresting information which was placed at the

disposal of the members.

THE BUILDING TRADES EXHIBITION.

The Lord Mayor, accompanied by the Lady
Mayoress and the Sheriffs, opened the Building

Trades Exhibition on Saturday last week, at the

Agricultural Hall, Islington. The ceremony

took place in the eastern gallery, and amongst

those present were Sir Arthur Blomfield,

A.R.A., Mr. George Frampton, A.R.A., The
Technical Attache to the German Embassy,

Mr. Charles Barry, Mr. H. H. Collins, Major

Leslie, Major Isaacs, Mr. Douglas Matthews,

Mr. Lewis Angel, Mr. T. M. Rickman, Mr. E.

Benedict, Mr, Thomas Blashill, Mr. J. Belcher,

Mr. Shadbolt (Master of the Masons’ Company),

Professor Banister Fietc'aer and Mr. H. Greville

Montgomery, the manager.

rrofesmr Banister Fletcher, Chairman of the

Consultative Council, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the Lord Mayor for attending that day

and opening the exhibition, said that the interest

the Lord Mavor took in technical and handicraft

education was not a recent growth. In expjain-

ing the origin of the handicraft competition

which would commence at the exhibition that

day, he slid that such competitions were

started five years ago experimentally. It was

thought that open competition free to all

would stimulate men to better work, that

it would be of advantage that those not so

advanced in practical knowledge should thus have
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)', an opportunity of watching day by day the work
01 done, and that both would be advantaged by
i» seeing during their resting time the best mate-
ill rial.s, appliances, and inventions connected with
8 the trades, and also the works of art lent for

iL exhibit by the Science and Art Department, by

8
the Corporation of London, by City Companies,

'

and others. The medals and prizes included those
given by the Worshipful Company of Carpenters
and also that of the Joiners. The number of

'

i
competitors was more than double that in the last

competition, which itself had more than double
that of its predecessor. As there was every
prospect of the number continuing to increase
now that the competitions were well established
and bad proved a success, and were appreciated
by the men, monetary help would be needed to
enable them to continue this valuable and grow-
ing work.

Sir A. Blomiield seconded the vote of thanks,
and said that as an architect he was greatly
interested in every matter connected with the

fi advancement of technical education of the trades
S and crafts associated with the building trade.

I
The vote of thanks having been unanimously

I agreed to,

I The Lord Mayor, in reply, said it was most

I

desirable that people should have fit, proper, and
commodious houses to live in, and above all that
the sanitary arrangements therein should be com-
plete. He thought there was little doubt that the
decrease in the mortality of the human race was
nearly as much attributable to the advances
made in sanitation, and to the manner in

which the regulations were carried out, as
to the enormous strides of science, not only
in therapeutics but in surgery and the
whole art of healing. It was curious that,

whereas nearly everything was but a mere repro-
duction of the inventions of the Egyptians,
Greeks, and Romans, there had been designed in
England a structure more remarkable than any
known in ancient history. This was the Crystal
Palace. When it was determined to hold the
Great Exhibition a discussion arose as to how it

should be housed. Joseph Paxton submitted a
design of glass and iron, which was not only
thoroughly original in idea, but, having been
successful!) carried out, was a monument to the
imaginative genius of the building trade in Great
Britain. The more such an exhibition as that at

; the Agricultural Hall could be fostered the more
I would people help to beautify the city of which
3 they were so proud, and the more would they
make their homes sanitary and comfortable.

I

Mr. Thomas Blashill proposed, and Mr. E.

I

Benedict seconded, a vote of thanks to the

I
Sheriffs, and, this being agreed to, Alderman

I Sheriff Ritchie replied.

I

The company then proceeded round the
I

building, and inspected some of the exhibits.

I

A luncheon was given subsequently, Mr. H.

j

Greville Montgomery presiding.

,
Professor Banister Fletcher, in proposing the

toast of “The Chairman,” said that Mr.
Montpmery had very wisely rejected extraneous
exhibits, and, in his opinion, the present exhibi-
tion was the best of the kind that had been held
at the Agricultural Hall.
The Chairman, in response, said that they did

not intend to hold a Building Trades Exhibition
next year, but they hoped two years^ hence to
hold another.
Mr. Arnold Statham then proposed “The

Consultative Committee,” coupled with the
names of Mr. Charles Barry, and Mr. H. Phillips
Fletcher, one of the hon. secretaries, both of
whom replied.

Other toasts were “The ’Press,” proposed by
Mr. Hennikcr Heaton, M.P., and “ The Chair-
man of the Executive Committee,” proposed by
Mr. H. H. Collins, and responded to by Professor
B. Fletcher.

The Exhibition.

The exhibition is undoubtedly a belter one than
most of its predecessors, but it slill has the defect
of being rat_her_ a shop for the display of wares
than an exhibition for illustrating progress and
new ideas in building work and inventions, which
is what it ought to be. We still find in various
quarters the stands of the same firms in the same
place as at last exhibition, and with little differ-
ence in their contents from what we saw two
years ago. The interval is not long enough. If
ihe exhibition is to be really what it ought to be,
an illustration of progress and of new ideas, once
in five years is quite as often as it is any rise to
hold it. There would then be some chance that
each exhibition would be of real value. Added
to that there ought to be a complete stoppage
put on the touting and buttonholing nuisance,
which is more prevalent than ever. It is

impossible to look with attention at any exhibit

without having a man pushing circulars into your
hand and wanting to retail to you all the merits

of his exhibit and what eminent architects have
said about it, &c., &c. Just imagine such pro-

ceedings at, for instance, the Arts and Crafts

Exhibition. If the Building Trades Exhibition
is ever to take the place which it undoubtedly
might take, this kind of procedure ought to be
sternly stopped, as the management could cer-

tainly stop it if they tried. We may observe
also that there is no improvement in regard to

the system, or want of system, of arrangement and
cataloguing. The catalogue defines exhibits as

being in “Row A,” “Row B,” &c., but these
“ rows” are not lettered up anywhere in the build-

ing, nor is there any key plan attached to the

catalogue. It is impossible to know where to

find anything that one may see mentioned in the

catalogue, or where to find the catalogue descrip-

tion ot anything one sees, except by the tedious

process of finding the exhibitor's name in the

alphabetical index and then turning to the page.

It would be perfectly possible to classify the
exhibits and arrange the catalogue so that every-

thing could be easily found ; it is only a want of
system that stands in the way.

In remarking on special exhibits, we may most
suitably commence with the class of materials for

building comprised under the head of

Stone, Brick, and Terra-cotta.

The exhibits of quarry productions are, for the
most part, confined to surveyors’ materials, and
some well-known firms send small samples of
road-metal, kerbs, chips, and the like. The
exhibition is decidedly weak in stands of build-

ing stone, though stone as a whole is rather
better represented than on the last occasion.

In regard to road-metal the Mountsorrel
Granite Company and the Enderby and Stoney
Stanton Granite Company represented the

macadam of Leicestershire, there being several

samples also of line chippings and sand—the
finer screenings from the “jaw-breakers” in the

conversion of the stone by machinery
; the same

firms have a few specimens of granite kerbs, setts,

and dressed granite. The Glyn Granite Co.-n-

pany. Limited, of Glyn, Ruabon, have a small
stand on which is shewn the peculiar road
macadam from that part of North Wales. The
material is remarkable as being employed instead
of brass for machinery bearings. That particular

class of stone is very rare in this country ; it may
be described as an amygdaloidal trachyte, and
occurs as a broad dyke or vein running through
Lower Palaeozoic rocks. Darbishires, Limited,
have a small exhibit of the celebrated Penmaen-
raawr stone consisting of setts, channels, macadam
chippings, sand for concrete, flags, &c. It will

be remembered that this material is not a granite,

but an enstatite diorite, and occurs as an
intrusive mass, near Conway ; from its general
appearance it might readily be mistaken for

basalt. The old Radnor Company, Limited, of
Kington, Herefordshire, has a stand displaying
some small samples of channel stone, &c., whilst

the Westbury Iron Company, Limited, of Cole-
ford, near Bath, showed the capabilities of

Carboniferous Limestone for road-metalling and
asphalting purposes. Tough blue whinstone from
Whitehead, near Belfast, broken for macadam,
and chips is shown by Mr. C. W. Cooper. Mr.
C. Sowton exhibits Cherbourg quartzite from the
Montmartre and Le Motterie quarries ; that from
the former has a crushing strength of 2’9o8 kilogr.

per square centimeter. The stone appeared to

break clean, and may be compared with the

Harlshill quarizite from the neighbourhood of

Nuneaton.
In regard to building stones and marbles, the

exhibit of the Barton Limestone Company, of

Melsonby, via Darlington, was interesting as in-

troducing a stone that has hitherto only been used
chiefly for metallurgical purposes and macadam.
Now it is polished as marble and is employed also

as a general building and engineering stone. It ,

reminds us somewhat of the well-known Hopton
|

Wood stone, bat can be readily distinguished by
its different tints. It is a Carboniferous lime-

stone composed almost entirely of the stems of
ctinoids, and the divers positions in which these

lay give a characteristic pattern to the material.

There are two principal kinds of the stone. One
is very light in tint (a greyish yellow) and there is

barely enough colour to throw the fossils in relief

;

the other is light grey also, but the crinoid stems,
[

&c., are outlined in light blue. We much prefer
;

the latter to the former for ornamental purposes.

The use of the stone for rockeries and the like is
,

well shown in this neat exhibit. The beautiful'

marbles of Derbyshire were represented by the 1

effective display of Messrs. Twigg & Company, of
'

Ashford. The dark-tinted crinoid comes out well
in the chimney-pieces and balusters shown •

whilst the black marble, so different to tbr

majority of stones that are called by that name*
are in reality black, jet black, and is one of
the most remarkable stones in England. Thin
sections of that also show that it is made up of
small crinoid remains. The marbles from this

locality are noted as not being highly coloured ;

the prevailing tints are grey, ranging from very
light yellowish grey up to the black alluded to,

though a little red staining may occasionally be
seen. The different sized crinoids found in each
variety of marble are characteristic, and give the

local names to the materials. Messrs. David &
Sant, limited, of Coleford, Glos., have a
good exhibit of Forest of Dean stone

;
the

samples are uniform in tint and take a fine arris.

The stone supplied is in three tints, viz., blue,

grey, and red, and the firm has over fifty quarries.

Ketton oolite is represented from the quarries of
Messrs. T. C. Molesworth & Co., who state that

its absorbing power is about 14 per cent., whilst
the crushing weight is i

[
tons per square inch.

Mr. J. Rooke, of Weldon Grange, near Ketter-

ing, exhibited .samples of Weldon stone, which
is also an excellent material. Amongst other
building stone exhibits were :

— Messrs. B.
Graham & Sons, of Huddersfield, moulded
yellow sandstone from Crosland Moor quarries

;

Messrs. J. Riddiough & Son, of Bradford,
samples from Bolton Wood quarries, Frizinghall ;

Messrs. Thos. Obank and Sons, Idle, near Brad-
ford, York stone, ashlar and delphstone sawn and
worked ; Messrs. J. Farrar & Sons, Southowram,
Halifax, hard blue stone from Bell Dean quarries,

Thornton, &c.
;
Mr. Wm. Wilson, samples of

paving materials from quarries in the neighbour-
hood of Kilsyth, Stirling. Messrs. Baird &
Stevenson, of Carlton-place, Glasgow, show six

8-in. cubes of freestone from different parts of

Scotland.

Slates are fairly well represented, but they are

mostly of foreign origin. Those from America
are exhibited by Messrs. lies & Co., of Beckham,
and Mr. C. H. Broodbank, of Martin’s-lane,

Cannon-street
;
the last-mentioned has also many

samples of slate from Angers, France, as well as

Irish paving and building stone. The house
erected by the former firm, lined and roofed with
American slate, was very effective, but we cannot
say that any of the American material shown
takes such fine, straight cleavage as do our best

Welsh slates. In regard to tint, what are on
view appear uniform and leave nothing to be
desired in that respect, and we were particularly

struck by the tea-green samples shown by Mr.
Broodbank. The Aberewraeiddaw Slate Quarry
Company, Limited, of Machynlleth, has a good
exhibit of both slates and slabs. The “ silver-

grey ” slates especially appear to be very sound,
and to be practically free from pyrites.

Of artificial stones there are plenty. The
Victoria Stone Company once more show the

kind of work they are turning out, and enable us

to compare their artificial ashlar and mouldings
with those made of Portland and red and yellow
Mansfield stones, as well as (heir application in-

various kinds of architectural work. The Sand-
stone Syndicate, of London, has erected a door,

way and balustrade in white artificial sandstonet

which do credit to the material. The Paten,
Indurated Stone Company, Limited, of Millwall.

has various samples of silicated concrete work
The Imperial Stone Company, Limited, o:

Greenwich, make a goodly display of their

various artificial productions, including a large

stone arch, vases, slabs, drain-pipes, &c. The
Marble (Moreau-Rae) Syndicate, Limited, of

Locs-road, Chelsea, exhibit the capabilities of

artificial marble for the purposes of decoration.

E.xamples are shown of its application to stair-

cases, dados, mantelpieces, table-tops, balustrad-

ing, columns, &c. The “ marble ” is white
limestone, absorbent enough in the first place to

take on varnish streaks and colours produced
chemically, the whole being subsequently indu-

rated. Although almost any desired tints may
be induced to form, and the result is not bad, no
one could mistake the material for true marble.
“ Petrifite,” described in our columns a short

time since, is one of the novelties of the exhi-

bition. The Val de Travers Aspballe Paving
Company, Limited, show several forms of paving

blocks ; and the applications of Callender’s

bitumen damp course were illustrated by models.

The brick and terra-cotta exhibits were not

particularly novel, and there is very little to say

about them, though many leading firms are ex-

bibiting. Messrs. Candy, of Newton Abbot,
have a large stand of stoneware, glazed and fire-

bricks; Messrs. T- Grayson, Lowood, & Cc.,
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JJmited, of Sheffield, have silica and ganister

bricks ; and a good show is made by the Wor-
cester Fire Clay and Blue Brick Company.
Limited, who have also sanitary clay goods of

every description ; the National Opalite Glazed

Brick and Tile Syndicate, Limited, show the

application of an artificial opal for veneering

bricks, tiles, &c. Watson’s patent Improved

Roofing Tiles are on view, and show the effect

on roofs produced by longitudinal grooves in

tiles, the idea being to prevent rain-water from

splashing up underneath or between the tiles

when the latter are firmly secured. These tiles,

we understand, are made from Broseley and
Staffordshire clays. Amongst several other firms

exhibiting bricks and terra-cotta are Mr. F.

Jewson, of Earith, near St. Ives, Hunts, whose
yellow bricks, wire cut, indicate a mean strength

of I78'8 tons per square foot; Messrs. S. &; E.

Collier, of Grovelands Potteries, Reading, flower

vases, seed pans, brackets, &c. ;
Messrs. Wood

& Ivery, blue Staffordshire bricks ; Mr. E.

Ilolwill, Temple-chambers, glazed bricks and
tiles ; Mr. Mark Gentry, Hedingbam, Essex,

red hand-pressed and hand-made facings, rubbers,

and moulded bricks ; the Castle Fire-brick Com-
pany, Limited, of Northop, Flintshire : the

United Kingdom Terra-cotta Fire and Sound
Proof Brick Company, Limited

;
Mr. W. T.

Chapman, terra-cotta works, Cleethorpes, Lines
;

and Messrs. Joseph Cliff & Sons, of Wortley,

Leeds, who have a fine display of glazed bricks,

sinks, dove-tailed bricks, lavatory basins, &c.

Drainage and Sanitation.

In this section several important improvements
are shown, and we are inclined to think that this

department is one of the strongest in the exhibi-

tion.

The Albion Clay Company, Limited, have gone
to considerable trouble and expense over their

exhibit, uffiich will, however, we think, amply
repay them, in that visitors may see some of their

important improvements at a glance. Fiom an
educational standpoint also, the complete system
of drainage which the Albion Company have laid

out IS also to be commended. This system
contains all the latest inventions of the company,
and one can see how each is suited to its position

and purpose. We may briefly enumerate some of
them : The drain-pipes are those known as Sykes’
patent joint pipes, made of granite stoneware.
The joint is formed of a thick plastic composition,
wbicn sets in water, and it set between the socket
end of one pipe and the spigot end of the
adjoining one. The material is formed so as to

screw one into the other, which gives the necessary
play should any settlement take place. They are
undoubtedly an improvement on an ordinary
cement joint.

Sykes’ patent sewer-gas interceptor consists of
an intercepting trap placed in a chamber and her-
metically sealed. Channel pipes are entirely
avoided by the use of patent screw stoppers fitted
to the pipes in such a way that they can be got at
w’ith ease by means of rods. By this system it is

impossible for the chamber to fill with sewage and
become a foul cesspool, the splashing of sewage
and the insanitary conditions of an ordinary man-
hole which relies on an “ air-tight ” cover is thus
avoided. The one weak point in an ordinary
system of drainage is the manhole, and Sykes’
patent interceptor seems to have rendered this
state of things unnecessary. It Is especially suit-
able for vaults or basements which are used in
towns as offices.

Sykes’ patent yard gulley is of good form and
possesses important qualities of large grate area
to take away storm water, small surface of water
exposed, and cleansing arm fitted with a screw
stopper of the same character as the pipes already
described. They are also supplied with back and
side inlets to receive rain water pipes.

_

A very complete exhibit i.s also made of inspec-
tion pipes and blocks. The inspection shoes for
rain-water and soil pipes are excellent, and supply
a much-needed want. The foot of the soil-pipe
at its junction with the earthenware is a place
which is liable to get clogged, and to remedy this
and enable it to be easily accessible, a block is
formed with fiat bottom to rest on concrete, the
upper part being fitted with removable screw
stopper rendered air-tight by having a good fillet
of Russian tallow in the socket before screwing up.
An ordinary screw stopper inspection for inser-
lion'in the drain at different points is also shown.
“Sykes’s Improved Disconnecting Slipper ” has
been designed to meet the requirements of the
Local Government Board to discharge sink and
bath wastes and rain-water pipes i ft. 6 in. from
the gulley in order to prevent noxious gases
escaping through the pipes into the dwelling. It
is an improvement on the ordinary gullev. We

have no space to speak more fully of the exhibits

of the Albion Fireclay Company except to remark

generally of the care with which the exhibit is

planned.

Messrs. George Jennings & Co. exhibit drain-

pipes and also the well-known Stanford patent

joints.

Mr. George Freeman exhibits a working model
of Freeman & Shoesmith’s system of close-sealed

house-draioage, which, we are informed, has

been adopted by the Brighton Corporation. It

is an attempt to render manholes less offensive

and dangerous by having no channel pipes in

them. The pipes are whole bore, covered with

cement, and, where necessary, an inspection eye

formed by inserting a piece of glass in the pipe,

covered with a cement joint. It does not appear

so good a method as the screw-stopped mentioned
above.

Messrs. Charles W. Oiitram & Co. exhibit a

patent coupling for water-closet flush and soil-

pipes, consisting of a split brass collar and the

“Aquarius” wash-down closet, the chief feature

of which is that the joint between the soil-pipe

and closet is made on the drain side of the trap,

and, being well below the trap level, this insures

.that it is left sound. The outlet of the earthen-

ware trap is surrounded with an annular groove,

or recess, into which the spigot of bend or

junction is inserted. The joint itself is made by
simply pouring in liquid cement until the groove
is full. This form ol closet adapts itself to any
form of outlet, as 8 lb. lead bends with brass

collars wiped on are supplied. It seems that the

joint would be sound, but there is always an
objection, in our opinion, to having a lead pipe

within the bouse, as a nail hole or other abrasion

readily admits sewer-gas.

Messrs. Dent & Hellyer have only one exhibit,

the “ Bi-syphon ” four-gallon flush hospital pan
and slop sink, which seems to effectively answer
its purpose.

Messrs. Joseph Clift' & Sons exhibit some of

their well-known porcelain baths and sinks, also

white glazed channels and socket-jointed pipes.

Messrs. Broad & Co. show, amongst other
things, a sink with tinned copper strainer of a
somewhat novel form; a patent locking stopper

for intercepting trap ; and their impermeable
Bristol ware pipes, which, it is maintained, are

sui>erior to tested stoneware pipes, being made of

a closer description of clay.

Haywood & Co., Limited, show various

sanitary pipes and connexions, especially their

patent lock-joint formed by means of a rebate.

John Knowles & Co. have an important exhibit,

and a rather important test of the “Vitrifine”
stoneware pipes is published by them. It was
made by \V. H. Stanger, M.Inst.C.E., on
three 6-in. pipes. Two 01 these burst at an
internal hydraulic pressure of 250 lbs, per square
inch, while the third stood the abnormally high
pressure of 625 lbs. per square inch before it

burst.

The “ Loco ” Drainage Apparatus Company,
Limited, have some very useful sanitary fittings,

such as baths, lavatories, &c. Of these the self-

cleansing overflow pipes seem worthy ofnote. The
system consists of a syphonic arrangement which is

attached to the waste-pipe in such a way that
when the water in a basin has reached a certain
height it automatically empties itself by means of
the waste-pipe. The foul accumulation of soapy
matter within overflow-pipes is thus avoided, and
the apparatus seems sufficiently simple to render
it unlikely to get out of order. Other manu-
factures of the same company we have previously
spoken of, especially the “Deflector” bends for
the junction at the soil pipes, which seems well
adapted to lead the sewage well into the hori-
zontal drain.

The “Loco Cement Badger,” for drawing
through each drain pipe as laid, in order to
ensure the removal of cement “crumbs” from
the interior of newly laid drains, is useful. It is

provided with a flexible shaft in order to enable
it to be pulled round curves.

Messrs. Yates, Haywood & Co., show some of
their well-known baths and fittings of excellent
manufacture.

Messrs. G. & T. Haigh also exhibit some
excellently finished glazed sink^.

The Sanitary Bath Co., Limited, have on view
their patent .steel clad copper baths, of the same
price as ordinary galvanised iron. They have
the advantage of requiring neither painting nor
enamelling, no wood casings are used for the
accumulation of dirt, and it is said—though we
do not see that we can endorse the opinion—that
it does not cool the water as iron or porcelain
does. Surely earthenware is one of the best '

non-conducting materials for baths.
I

The baths are certainly preferable in every

way to enamelled iron, and the combined bath
and lavatory basin should be of use in small

houses.

Messrs. Candy S: Co. have an important stall

of improvements in drain pipes for surface drain-

age, and we noticed especially their buff vitrified

Olympia stable bricks for surface drainage,

similar to the buff vitreous stable bricks used by

the War Department for cavalry stables.

Messrs. T. Mitchell Co. have an interesting

collection of sanitary improvements. We note

especially Cassel’s patent wash-basin range for

schools, reformatories, factories, public works,

&c., where large numbers of people have to wash
in a short space of time. The invention consists

of a trough in the bottom of which are formed a

number of small basins just large enough to admit
of immersing the hands freely

;
a copper pipe

passing below is connected to the bottom of each

basin by a brass inlet. When, at washing time,

the attendant turns on the water supply, it fills

each basin and overflows all round the rim into

the trough, whence it is discharged by a grated

outlet to the drain.

Messrs. Mitchell’s drain testing and cleaning

appliances are worthy of inspection, as also

Ctiisholm’s patent pneumatic system as applied to

lavatory basins. In these the water is sustained

in the basin by an air-lock formed between two
traps. If the water teaches a level within \ in.

of the basin top, it overcomes the air-lock and is

mmediately emptied, the discharge bring syphonic

in action ; the trap and waste pipe are, therefore,

well cleaned out every time the basin is used.

Moule's Patent Earth Closet Company,
Limited, have an exhibit of their well-known
dry-earth closet?. No new improvements are to

be noted, but the working models are excellent as

a means of explaining the system which is shown
as applied to the military depots, schools, light-

houses, and coastguard stations ; a large number
are also fitted to torpedo-boats, as it is found the

most sanitary way of dealing with excreta on
board ship.

Roberts’ vertical rain-water separator, which is

exhibited, has often been mentioned in our

columns ; it still seems to be less known than it

should, as it is a most useful contrivance for

eusuring a fairly clean rain water supply.

Messrs. Su'ton& Company exhibit their patent

stoneware channel blocks, which differ from
channel pipes in being of thicker section and
bedded solid on concrete. The blocks are inter-

changeable, and the rebated joints enable a solid

construction to be effected. They are made in

silicated stoneware, and are highly glazed with
special salt-glazed enamel. The same firm also

snow Rayner’s key joint and double socket pipe,

of which there are two types, one with an inner

composition and the other without. The pipes

are self-centring, and the cement is inserted by
means of “pour holes” on the upper side.

Mr. J. Kemp exhibits a working model of

what he cabs “ an improved system of house
drainage,” in which the object seems to be to do
without manholes, their place bsing supplied by
means of pipes being brought to the surface, so

that, in the words of the inventor, “the whole of

drain can be rodded from water-closet pans, sink

gullies, and to and through intercepting trap to

main sewer in road from ground surface.” We
confess we see rather a retrogression than

not in this “new and improved system.” The
long pipes cropping up at intervals along the

drain to the aground surface cannot be properly

ventilated, ancl although they are covered by an
inspection eye which may or may not be air-

tight, the principle is not one which recommends
itself to us, and is not an advance in sanitary

science. We doubt if any Sanitary Authority

would pass it.

Messrs. Geo. Skey & Co. have a good exhibit

of salt glazed drain pipes, traps, and interceptors.

Among gulley traps of a different type are

those shown by Messrs. G. & F. Couzens. They
are specially constructed to prevent the back flow

of tidal or storm water by means of a movable

floating copper ball which seals the pipe if a back

flow of sewage occurs. In cases of dry weather

where the water in ihe trap is liable to evaporate,

the ball lowers itself to the bottom of the trap

^ and is said to form a seal in this position, thougb

we doubt whether sewer gas would be stopped in

such a case. We think that the inventors have

perhaps claimed too much in this particular, but

it is a useful invention as regards the back flow of

sewage.
Durran’s “kallio” cistern is an improvement

in household cisterns used for drinking water,

possessed of an air-tight cover and arranged so

that the water is discharged into it by sprinklers,
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I thus thoroughly covering the sides of the cistern
> each time. It is certainly an improvement on
: the ordinary cistern, to which dirt and dust have
; free access, and in cases where a constant supply
1

is not to be obtained is almost necessary. With
a constant supply, however, it is always best to
take drinking water direct Irom the main.

^

Mr. A. T. Cooper exhibits a simple and effec-
tive vacuum pump for use in unstopping drains.

Will-lows.

Turning to improvements in windows, we
think that the days of the ordinary double-hung
sash should be numbered. Up to within five
years ago it has withstood all effurts at reform,
when the N. A. P. Window Company introduced
their system for enabling the outside of the win-
dow to be cleaned without risking the life of the
cleaner. The N.A.P. are represented at the
Exhibition, and we have so lately described their
system with illustrations,* that we need not refer
to it again. The other systems are many of them
founded on the N.A.P. principles, but vary in
details.

Mason’s reversible window consists of top and
bottom sash, which do not slide up and down, but
incline inwards for ventilation. Each sash is

hung on patent centres, and it can be opened and
fixed at any angle by means of a patent sash-
fastening with long bar. It might be described
as really a casement, with the advantage which a
sash possesses for ventilation.

Mr. Laurance Seager shows his system for re-
versible windows, but he has an improvement by
means of which the sashes are locked when closed
or in any position, so that they may be left partly
open for ventilation with safety, which is an im-
provement. This is effected by means of levers,
placed at the sides of the windows, no sash-
fastener being used.

Another good invention of the same character,
but different in detail, is that known as “Jones’s
Fittings.” These are easily fitted to ordinary
sashes already erected. Part of one inside bead
is hinged to allow the bottom sash to be taken
out of frame, part of one parting bead is of brass
or iron, attached to the pulley stile with pins; the
cords are attached to the lower part of sash stiles,
and act as centres to reverse the sashes. King
Edward’s Grammar School at Birmingham and
other places have been recently fitted up with
these, which appear simple and effective.
An ingenious invention for doing away with

weights in sash windows is shown by Mr. W.
Foster. In this a spring is attached to the sash,
which works up and down on a rack, against
which it presses sufficiently hard to hold it in any
position.

Wippling’s patent is another which we need
not further describe.

Among metal casements, the exhibit of George
vVragge contains some excellent workmanship in
•steel, iron, and bronze casements. The designs
for fittings—such as handles, &c., are above the
average.

Jiliscellaneotis.

There is not very much exhibited in the way of
fireproof floors

; Picking’s interlocking twin-arch
floor we believe we noticed in the last exhi-
bition. Potter’s fireproof floor, of which we
give a small section, has a fireclay tubular

Potter's Firetroof Floor.

covering to the lower flange of the iron joist, the
concrete is carried on corrugated iron bent to an’
^ch form. This is a simple and light floor. We
do not remember to have seen before the floor
exhibited by the Pease’s Tubular Construction
Syndicate, of which we give a section as used for
concrete and for boarded floors

; the bearers con-

Pease's Tubular Floor, with concrete filling.

sist of galvanised troughs of nearly circular
section. The same firm exhibit also a very
workmanlike portable house, constructed in long
panels with a slightly curved section (the convex
outward), the panels are of wood-pulp board with

See Builder for March 6, 1897, p. 230.

a waterproof covering, clipped into an open-joint
tube at the meeting edges

;
this is worth atten-

tion. In this connexion, or because it is close
by, we may mention the exhibit of the Granite

Pease's Tubular Floor, carrying wooden floor,

Silicon Plaster Co., who show a remarkable hard
and quick setting plaster carried on wire mesh.

In regard to damp-courses, one of the most
interesting is that known as “Callender’s Pure
Bitumen Damp Course.” It is a composition of
Trinidad asphalte on a framework of jute. It is

very pliable, and of course absolutely waterproof.
It has been used extensively on the District Rail-
way extension from the Mansion House to

Aldgate, the new Waterloo and City Railway, the
Tower Bridge, and is also being used as a lining
to water reservoirs. It is practically jointless,

and is used as an ordinary damp-course in build-
ings, and also as a covering to existing damp
walls. A model of a brick wall standing in water
is shown, and is a good illustration of the way in

which the water soaked up by bricks is stopped
by the damp-course. The material is also used
as a covering for flat roofs. Messrs. Anderson S:

Son, Limited, exhibit some samples of a founda-
tion felt or damp-course, which is made in slabs
2 ft. S in. long and of various thicknesses to suit

the wall. Its price, i^d. per square foot, should
make it as cheap as any damp-course.

In regard to floor coverings, the Exhibition is

comparatively weak, but a very good exhibit is

the “Perfected ” system of wood block flooring
{Charteris & Longley Patents) by which each
block is held to its neighbour by dovetail rebates
and tongues formed all round the lower edges. It

is simple, and therefore superior to the systems
which depend on dowels, which may be left out
by workmen. Some good combinations of different
woods are shown in various patterns. Many of
the New Zealand examples should come into
use. The Cork Pavement Company show some
examples of their pavement. It is made of cork
and bitumen

;
its qualities are stated to be non-

absorbent, noiseless, warm, and elastic. It has
been used for drill halls and churches, and also
for roadways, as at Liverpool-street Station.
Lyte’s Metallic Woven Tread Company show
their patent, which we have before described,
and which consists of lead run in between
iron weaving, and fixed in squares of about i J in.

in a metallic backing for stair treads. If has
been used at Sloane-square Station, among other
places.

Wilson & Co.’s patent “safety ” pavement lights
are an improvement on the ordinary pavement
lights, which are objectionable because of the pro-
jecting ironwork. In this case the iron divisions are
filled in with lead, which is flush with the surface
of the glass. Some roof-lights are also shown.
In these the condensation water is led off by
small gutters formed in the ironwork supporting
the glass, and the glass being of arched form,
this enables it to be accomplished easily.

There is a small collection only of locks, and
the stand of Messrs. Joseph Kaye & Sons is, as
usual, interesting in new inventions and adapta-
tions. Some of the locks and fastenings for exit
doors in theatres and the like show improve-
ments, especially in meeting the requirements of
the London County Council and other bodies for
automatic opening, and the exhibit is worth
inspection.

Machinery.

The machinery at this exhibition does not, as
such, possess much interest. It consists mainly of
brickmaking apparatus, two sets of exhibits of
wood-working machinery, a few gas engines, and
a portable steam-engine. Oil engines are con-
spicuous by their absence, which is to be regretted,
as, for outlying jobs, we should have thought they
would be found very useful in building operations.
Of the gas engines, that shown by A. Dougill

& Co., Limited, of Leeds, struck us as worthy of
notice. It is a 15 nominal h.p. “ Otto ” engine,
giving 36 brake h.D., and is fitted with Green's
self-starter, which appeared to work remaikably
well. It is claimed that the governor is very

sensitive, and suitable for electric light service.
The absence of the peculiar noise made by the
Crossley engines on the ignition stroke is very
marked. The “Smithfield” gas engine, made
by Thos. Green & Son, Limited, of Leeds and
London, drives a small electric light installation

with good results, and seems suitable for this
purpose. The “Stockport” engine driving the
exhibits of Mr. Sidney Butler does not call for

any comment.
The one and only steam engine is sent by the

well-known firm of Messrs. Ransorae, Sims, &
Jefferies, Limited, of Ipswich. It is a 20-h.p.
portable, and is of the usual pattern supplied by
these high-class makers.

There are two exhibits of electric fans, viz., the
Blackman Ventilating Company, London

; and
Messrs. Matthews & Yates, Limited, London.
The motor of the Blackman fan seems very
cumbersome, and, being placed round the axis of
the fan, of necessity considerably impairs the
efficiency of the machine. In the Cyclone fan by
Matthews & Yates, Limited, the motor is much
smaller and less open to objection

; but in each
case there is room for improvement in detail both
as regards appearance and design.

The brick-making plant shown by Mr. William
Johnson and others is not of very general interest,
and comprises wire-cutting machines, presses

—

both hand and driven—and also crushers. At Mr.
Sidney Butler’s stand may be seen wood-working
machinery for planing, squaring up, chamfering,
thicknessing, straight and circular moulding,
sawing and morticing

; a very handy little tool
being shown for trying-up and planing.

Messrs. J. Sagar & Co., of Halifax, have
machines on exhibit for similar purposes, together
with an automatic plane-iron grinder, suitable for
knives up to 26 in. long, which should be found a
very useful adjunct to planing machines,

Electrical Work,
It is surprising that electrical firms have not

taken more advantage of this exhibition, as the
few firms who do exhibit have been well patro-
nised. The two rival firms of Messrs. Matthews
& Yates, and the Blackman Ventilating Company
have attractive exhibits. The Blackman Com-
pany exhibit various new types of motors and
fans. In their old type the armature spun on the
circumference of the fan, and this type is still

retained when a small slow speed fan is desired.
The objection to this type according to their
rivals, and it seems a real theoretical objection,
is that the armature obstructs a larger volume of
air than if it revolved nearer the axis of rotation.
This objection, however, does not apply to their
new type which is a thoroughly satisfactory motor
and fan.

Messrs. Matthews & Yates have an instructive
exhibit of cyclone “ air propellers ” and
“blowers,” actuated by electric motors. They
are very efficient and economical, and are now
getting well-known. Both firms are prepared to
fix fans with alternate current motors in buildings
connected with a supply of alternating current,
and to guarantee their efficient action. They also
exhibit alternating current motors. This is very
satisfactory, as efficient single phase alternating
current motors are thought by many electrical
engirieers to exist only in theory. We were dis-
appointed not to see any of the ceiling fans so
common in America, as we believe there is an
opening for them in this country.

Messrs. Callender & Company’s electrical
exhibit will well repay study. The Callender-
Webber conduit system was one of the earliest as
it is one of the best methods used for laying down
electric cables. The Chelsea Company used
these conduits as early as October, 188S, and
although many improvements in detail have been
made since, yet the main principle remains the
same. Models are also shown illustrating the
Callender solid bitumen system, used amongst
others by the Charing Cross Company. The
methods of making connexion with a concentric
main are well illustrated.

The samples of cable exhibited show what
great advances have recently been made in their
manufacture. Samples are shown of the three
conductors

_

of a three-wire supply station
contained in one cable, and yet insulated from
one another, and of triple concentric cables. We
were particularly struck with a sample of “ locked
coil ’ armoured cable which is used by the
Guildford Electric Light Company. It con-
sisted of a concentric cable insulated with bitu-
minous fibre, then sheathed with lead, and on
this there is a solid bed of compounded yarn on
which two wide ribbons of mild steel are wound
spirally, and it is finally protected by jute yarn
well impregnated with a preservative compound.
A cable like this could be placed directly in the

e
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ground, as wc understand has been done at

Guildford, no skilled labour being necessary

except for jointing, and hence there need be very
little interruption of traffic, and it is at the same
time more economical than the ordinary methods.
It would be well if the company published details

of the specific insulation of the vulcanised bitu-

men, To say that it is less than india-rubber

conveys very little information, as, according to

Mr. Preece, nearly every insulating material has
a less specific insulation than india-rubber.

Heating and Ventilation.

In connexion with ventilation and heating

there is very little to be seen in the exhibition,

and less still that is new.
Messrs. Ewart & Sons have some new forms of

ventilators, embracing, however, old principles,

but showing good workmanship. The “ Crown ”

ventilator is a very simple arrangement of
louvres, and the “ Victoria ” ventilator is a
revolving cowl in which the current is produced
by the revolving blades, but abandoning the

older form of Archimedean screw,

Mr. Thomas Potterton exhibits his arrangement
of boilers for supplying hot water and also warm-
ing the house from the kitchen fire, but that, of
course, is not new. He also shows some good
safety valves for domestic boilers—the special

value of which is the opportunity they offer of

examining and testing the action of the valve by
means of hollow spindle and cock.

Messrs. Matthews & Yates, Limited, show
some fans, both of radial and centrifugal type,

with electric motors combined. There is, of
course, nothing particularly new in this, but the

arrangement and work are fairly satisfactory.

The same may also be said of the well-known
Blackman Fans.

In stoves there is very little that is new.
Messrs. Yates, Haywood, & Co. have an improve-
ment on the now usually adopted type of

kitchener with lifting fire, in which the lifting

arrangement is independent of a rack, and works
by a weighted quadrant.

A simple, cheap, and at the same time good,
form of safety valve for kitchen boilers is exhi-

bited by Messrs. Docking & Co., under the name
of the “Croydon” safety valve, the essential

feature of which is that a metal cone is so

arranged as to burst at a desired pressure of from
50 to 65 lbs., and so relieve the tension on the

boiler.

Artistic and Decorative.

Among the objects which are of artistic interest

there is in the gallery a very interesting series of

exhibits. The loan exhibition of architectural

drawings is not very large, nor does it include

many eminent names ; but Mr. J. P. Seddon has
a remarkable exhibit, including a number of

exceedingly fine drawings and designs, some of

which are well known to architects, also a large

number of slij’ht but free and clever water-colour
sketches, a large fireplace and over-mantel in

walnut wood with mosaic panels, &c., of original

and effective design in an architectural sense ; we
do not think the walnut wood goes quite well
with the mosaic. He shows also designs for

stained glass and some bits of e.xecuted glass in

Rust's material, which has the merit of presenting
rich and varied tints of each colour, instead of a

merely flat tint and monotonous colour. The
advantage of treating glass in this way is

that so much may be done with it without
interfering with the surface by any laid-on
pigment. There is also exhibited a remarkable
cabinet carried out a good many years ago from
Mr. Seddon’s design, with figure subjects in the
panelspaintedby Madox Brown, Rossetti, and other
eminent painters. Mr. Seddon’s exhibit also in-

cludes some of the decorative details for St. Peter’s,

Thanet, which was re-opened the other day after

decoration from his designs and under his superin-
tendence. Further down, the Carpenter’s Com-
pany have lent a collection of the models and
practical work done by their students. Then we
find more architectural drawings (miscellaneous)
and a collection of designs and models of the
Tower Bridge and of buildings carried out for the

Corporation of London—the Council Chamber of
the Guildhall, the Guildhall School of Music, &c.
South Kensington has lent a small but interesting

selection of old work, including a remarkably fine

carved wooden frieze and comice from an
eighteenth - century house

; a fine lead cistern

with raised floral ornament; and downstairs there

is also, lent by the Museum, a very fine Classic

doorway from a house in Great Ormond-street.
On the other side of the gallery is the most

interesting artistic exhibit of all, that of the pro-
ductions of the Della Robbia Y’are Company, of
Birkenhead, of which Mr. Harold Rathbone is

the manager and was to a great extent the

initiator. This is a most successful revival of an
old artistic process, shown in a great many very

good designs, and we would draw the attention

of architects to the opportunities afforded them
here for indestructible and washable sculpture

and modelled decoration, with or without colour.

Among the trade exhibits there is naturally not

much that comes under the head of artistic

interest. The best exhibit in this sense is that of

Mr. John White, whose grates and wooden
mantels, designed by Mr. Lethaby and Mr.
Quennell, have character and originality. Some
of the mantels in the collection of Messrs. Bratt,

Colbran & Co., who have a very large show at

the top of the hall, are good in design and in the

colour effect of the tiles combined with them.
Among decorative tile work Messrs. Mensaque
Co. exhibit reproductions of Saracenic detail in

wall tiles which are made at Granada of materials

found in that neighbourhood, and they have
succeeded in giving these a remarkably fine

colour and subdued lustre, while we are assured

that the colour is so far incorporated in the

tiles that it is practically indestructible. Messrs.

Pilkington have some one in jheir firm who has

a feeling for delicacy of line and colour in tile

design, or they have known where to go for

designs ; some of their exhibits are exceedingly

good in this sense. The Anaglypta Company and
Messrs. John Line & Sons exhibit a good class

of wall decorations.

Among materials or processes which lend

themselves to decorative work is that of the

Mural Decorative Company, who exhibit decora-

tion in what appears to be plaster, but which is

a material lighter than plaster and apparently
harder and less brittle. The United Asbestos
Patent Company show specimens of incom-
bustible material moulded into decorative panels
and ceilings with the effect of rather coarse

plaster work, as the material does not apparently
allow of sharp definition ; but for large spaces
and for decorations on a large scale this would be
no drawback—it might even be an advantage.
The Opalite Company and the Opal Tile and
Decorations Company are two different firms

which exhibit what seems to be practically the
same thing, viz. : thin glazed tile surfaces for

affixing to walls, giving them the appearance of
glazed brick. We should be rather afraid of
these thin slabs coming off; it is true that in that
case they can be replaced much more easily than
a glazed brick. “Emdeca” appears to be an
employment of zinc plaques for ceilings and walls
in imitation of tiles ; the method may be useful in

getting a decorative surface, but why imitate
tiles? The “ Cameo Wood Working Company”
treats wood under pressure with steel dies so as to

produce the effect of a light-coloured carved
wood in low relief inlaid into a darker ground

;

and though we fear we cannot agree that it pro-
duces an effect “ quite equal to superior wood-
carving,” it has its merits. A good deal is done
with it for decorativ'e wooden covers for electric

wires.

There is little wrought iron work ; the general
character of that exhibited by Mr. Geo. Wragge
is good, and has the merit of being comparatively
broad and simple in style. The exhibit by the
Expanded Metal Company serves to show that
this material combines light appearance with
strength, for metal fencing, &c., in an unusual
degree.

ffllustrations.

ALBI CATHEDRAL.

nHE foundations of the present cathedral
of Albi, which is dedicated to St. Cecilia,
were laid in 12S2 ; and the main building

was completed late in the fourteenth century.
The whole, as it now stands, was finished in the
last years of the fifteenth and the early part ofthe
sixteenth century, when the rich and picturesque
south porch, or baldachino, was erected, together
with the stone rood-loft and choir screen, the
stalls, and the frescoes. This varied workman-
ship renders Albi particularly interesting

; in the
porch, screens, and rood-loft the influence of the
Gothic of Northern France makes itself felt ; the
statuary and carving in wood and stone are
Flemish

;
the frescoes are Italian. Moreover,

the cathedral is not only a church, but a fortress.

The great west tower is nothing but a donjon
keep. The exterior buttresses rise from a
glacis, vertically, in the shape of semicircular
flanking towers ; these towers are connected by
an embattled machiolated parapet. The whole
aspect of the cathedral, externally, is castellated

;

military, not ecclesiastical. In fact, the cathe-
dral is only one member of a chain of military-
works which, including also the fortified palace
of the Archbishop, extend to the ramparts which'
crown the escarpments that rise to the north from
the Tarn. The fierce religious struggles which
ended in the extermination of the Albigenses
give the key to this striking exterior as well as to
those of such churches as Les Sles. Maries and
Esnandes. Internally, the cathedral is Gothic, but
it is not the Gothic ofEngland and Northern France.
To begin with, the whole church is brick, except
the window tracery. Then there are no aisles

;

simply one vast nave 60 ft. wide. Moreover, the
buttresses are almost entirely internal

; but inside

the church, and it is no small merit of this system of
construction, that the principal members on which
the stability of the intersecting vaults depends are
shielded from the weather. It is Gothic indeed ;

but it is no derivative of the basilicas of the early
Christians of Rome, or of the Romanesque mon-
sters of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. It is

simply the basilica of Macentius or the Hermae
of Caracalla translated into thirteenth century
Gothic. These Roman-Gothic buildings of the
South of France deserve much more attention

than they have received
;
and it may well be that

from study of these, rather than of the trite types
of Northern Gothic, our modern churches might
gain greatly in freshness and power. At any rate,

they are far more suitable for congregational wor-
ship than the well-worn basilican plan. Great
aisleless churches of this character may be seen
also at Comminges, Lodive, Perpignan, Condom,
Carcasonne, Gaillac, Montpezat, and Moissac.
The view given in this illustration is of a por-

tion of the interior arcaded treatment between the
buttresses, and close to the end of the choir screen,

and is reproduced, with the permission of author

and publisher, from a portfolio of large illustra-

tions of French architecture issued by Herr Cor-
nelius Gurlitt, under the title “Die Baukunst
Frankreichs,” and noticed in another column of
this issue. The view shows what an amount of
rich and delicate detail is combined with the solid

and massive construction of Albi Cathedral.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY •WORK.

The illustrations on this plate are published in

connexion with Mr, Gotch’s paper read at the

Architectural Association, and printed on another
page, on Eighteenth Century work.
The view of Versailles is reduced from an old

French print, and is of some interest in showing,
though in a somewhat crude manner, the com-
plete laying out of the grounds and buildings at

the time they were constructed.

The photographs from Drayton show the pic-

turesque entrance gates, with the very finely

treated eagles on the piers, and the elegant en-

trance doorway from the inner court.

CHURCH OF ST. OSWALD.
INTERNAL EASTWARD VIEW.

This was a competitive design for a church on
a flat and open site, to be built in brick with
Monk’s Park stone piers, mullions, and tracery,

&c., and to .seat, with supplementary chairs (not

shown on plan), 790 people. The organ gallery

to be placed over the morning chapel, and
approached by a stair-turret at south-east angle.

The internal roof was to be a boarded and
ribbed waggon vault. Sedan or other grey-gi'een

slates were to be used for external covering. The
walls to be faced externally with red stock bricks.

The plan was arranged to make the most of the

congregational area. The cost is estimated at

about 8,000/. E. P. Warren.

THE CROFT, IIIND HEAD :

This house was built a few years ago near the

highest part of the Hind Head. The bricks and
tiles were of the district, the former being the

many-coloured clamp-burnt ones from the fields

of Messrs. Gammon, of Petersfield, who built

the house, and who also made the tiles, which
are of a soft, rich colour. Drinking water has to

be obtained from a deep well, the general supply

for bath, kitchen boiler, &c., being rain water,

pumped up. The architect was Mr. E. J. May,
of London.

RESIDENTIAL FLATS, GREEN-
STREET, W.

This building has been erected from the designs

of Messrs. Henry S. Legg & Son, architects, of

London, and consists of business premises on the

ground floor and basement, entered from North
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Audley street, and residential flats over,

approached from Green-street. Each suite has
its servants’ rooms on the top floor, with separate
staircase. The building is faced with brown
Portland stone and red bricks, and the roof

I

covered with green Westmoreland slates. Messrs.
' Bywaters are the contractors.

DRAWINGS FOR THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As before, we shall be glad to take charge of

and deliver at the Royal Academy any drawings
sent to us in time to be photographed before the
day of delivery, with a view to subsequent publi-

cation in this journal and in the Builder AVonva
of Royal Academy architecture.”

We cannot accept any drawings sent to this

office later than Saturday morning March 27,
before 12 noon.

Architects sending drawings are asked to give
special attention to the poliowing requirements op

the Royal Academy ;

—

1. All frames must be gilt.

2. Every drawing must have a label on the
back, giving legibly the title and the artist’s

name and address.

3. Every drawing must have a similar label

attached to the frame by a card so as to hang
over in front.

4. Every drawing must be accompanied by a
letter addressed to the Secretary of the Royal
Academy, and signed by the artist, containing
the artist’s name and address, and the title or
titles of the drawings sent. If more than one
drawing is sent they must be distinguished by
numbers, and the corresponding number must be
repeated in the labels fixed to each drawing.
N.B.—We cannot undertake to supply or affix

labels when omitted by the oversight of the
sender.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Architectural Association Discussion
Section.—The eighth meeting for this session
of the Discussion Section of the Architectural
Association, took place at 56, Great Marlborough-
street, W., on the 24th ult., when Mr. Henry
Rose read a paper on “ Dodges.” Mr. Rose ex-
plained thatheintendedtodraw attention to clever
expedients in building, not to nefarious practices.

The perfection of a “ dodge ” was its simplicity ; a
simple “ dodge ” was often far more effective tb.Tn

a “ patent,” the real utility of the latter being
often very doubtful. Mr. Rose referred to

“dodges” of nature and of primitive man, and
also described many simple but highly useful ones
in connection with building. In the discussion
which followed many descriptions were given of
“dodges” useful and “dodges” of doubtful
utility. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to
Mr. Rose for his paper.—On the loth inst. Mr.
C. V. Johnson read a paper on “ The Canons of
Architectural Criticism,” in which he drew atten-
tion to the necessity for criticism, and of rules by
which criticism should be guided. Buildings
were not to be judged by empirical rules of pro-
portion nor on arcba!ological grounds. Design
should be based upon study of historical principles,
not of historical form, and upon the requirements
and ideals of the present time. The questions
the critic had to ask were whether the plan was
in perfect conformity with the requirements of the
building ; whether the parts were so disposed as
to make the most of their artistic possibilities in
the way of contrast of masses, of lines, of voids
and solids, and of light and shade ; whether the
construction was truthfully expressed or whether
features designed for other circumstances were
imported and used in positions for which they
were totally unfit, and in which they were un-
meaning ; whether the design was in keeping
with the importance of the building

; and finally,

whether it was, as a whole, harmonious and in
unison, The importance of proportion and of
scale were touched upon, and a warning given
against criticising details apart from, and forgetful
of, the whole composition. Sublimity and dignity
were praised and preferred to picturesqueness and
grace. Finally, various constructive forms were
discussed as to their artistic capabilities, and the
author gave it as his opinion that no materials
could be said to be inartistic, but that what was
at fault was the lack of capacity of using the
materials in an artistic manner by the artist him-—The next and last meeting of the session
will take place on April 28, at 7 p.m., at the
same place, when Mr. Edward Thornton will
read a paper on “Elementary School Archi-
tecture.”

Edinburgh Architectural Association.— The Edinburgh Architectural Association
visited on the 13th inst. the Parish Church and
Calder House, Mid-Calder, by permission of the
Rev. J. D. Moir Porleous and Lord Torphichen,
under the leadership of Mr. A. Hunter Crawford.
The church at Mid-Calder is of early foundation,

probably twelfth century, and the present build-
ing IS of the sixteenth century, with modern
additions. Attention having been drawn to the
architectural features and the armorial devices,

the party, after a thorough examination of the
building, proceeded to Calder House. After Mr.
Crawford had given an historical description of

the house, which partly dates from the thirteenth
century, and contains many very valuable paint-

ings, the party was shown through the house by
Lord Torphichen, who drew attention to various
features of interest, and especially to the paintings
in the drawing-room, formerly the large hall.

The visit was brought to a close by a vote of
thanks, proposed by Dr. Rowand Anderson, to

Lord Torphichen and the Rev. J. D. Moir
Porteous. St. Cuthbert’s, East Calder, was also
visited. This ruin is of twelfth century date, and
the south wall and two gables are still partly
standing.

Architectural Section, Glasgow Phi-
losophical Society.—Under the auspices of
the Architectural Section of this Society, Mr.
David Barclay, architect, delivered a lecture re-

cently on “The Architectural Outlook.” The
lecturer said that former ages had left a legacy
of great works in architecture which were pos-
sible under the conditions of civilisation then
existing. But present conditions of civilisation,

while spreading culture and comfort and art sur-

roundings amongst the people, were not likely to

demand, and, therefore, would not give oppor-
tunities for creating buildings which would rival

those of the past. Facilities for studying the
past and for art and science education were greater
at the present than at any former period, and a
high level of artistic ability was very general,
and must tend to a higher average of good work.
The highest level, however, would depend on
genius—to which education alone did not prove
an open Sesame. The conditions of the abused
system of architectural competition had reached
as low a level as possible, and showed some chance
of mending, and in the meantime, and immediate
future, there was an abundance of work in which
he hoped all might have some share and do
something for art that would leave a good im-
pression of the times of the good Queen
Victoria. At the close Mr. Barclay received a
cordial vote of thanks. At the annual business
meeting of the branch Mr. M'Gregor Chalmers
was re-elected President ; Messrs. M‘Bean and
Carlton, vice-presidents

; Mr. William Howitl,
treasurer ; and Mr. Lindsay Miller, secretary.

Glasgow School of Art.—The fourth lec-
ture of the course on “Hellenic Architecture”
was delivered last week by Mr. W. J. Anderson,
the sul>ject being “The Culmination in Attica,”
with special reference to two temples of Athene.
The situation of Athens in the bi-polar system of
Dorian and Ionian life led to a coalescence of the
elements of each, a fact to be read not only in the
adoption of each order, but in the details of
almost any one example in Athens. In the first

place two types were selected for analysis and
contrast, the temple of Athene Polias, or the
Parthenon, and the shrine of Athene Nika,
better known as the temple of Wingless Victory.
Of the former, its relation to the older temples,
its plan, purpose, lighting, decoration, &c., ac-
cording to recent investigations of Dr. Dorpfield,
were explained, and Pausanias’ description sup-
plemented by various restorations of the interior,
with its great image of gold and ivory. The
architectural design evinced in the arrangement
of the Panathenaic procession was noted, the
subjects of the pediment sculptures studied with
the aid of photographs and restorating, and the
researches of Mr. Penrose into its details, optical
refinements, and proportions were summarised.
Devon and E.neter Architectural

Society.—In connexion with the Exeter Branch
of the Devon and Exeter Architectural Society, a
lecture was recently given at the Athenaeum,
Exeter, by Mr. Charles Cole, President of the
Exeter Camera Club, on “Architectural Photo-
graphy.” There was a preliminary description
of the camera, with hints upon its manipulation,
especially with regard to the lines and planes of
buildings. The lecturer advocated making photo-
graphy at once a handmaid of architecture, as
well as a companion, for it gave the architect
immense facilities for studying the buildings of
other countries, and delineated faithfully examples
of both ancient and modern work. The old

buildings should be kept in mind for those who
followed, and surely this was legitimate work for
the architect

; but they should hand down pictures
of how they lived, and what their streets looked
like now, together with the dress of the people
and street trades and sights. The use of the
camera in cases of easement was shown. In
regard to sketching and kindred matters, Mr.
Cole did not think the camera should take the
place of sketch books and pencil, but they might
be used in conjunction. To sketch well was for
architects a necessity. There was no doubt that
some possessed the faculty more than others, and
every architect amongst his other acquirements
should have an intuitive love for, and a knowledge
of, where to look lor the beautiful. He claimed
for photography, if used aright, and with an
earnest desire to turn out good work, that the
operator would naturally turn to picture-making,
and therein was a great field of learning. The
architect must possess and train the faculty of
artistic sight.

_

Pictures were to be found in every-
thing, and amidst most unpromising surroundings.
A large number of lantern slides were shown on
the screen. A vote of thanks was proposed by
the Vice-President (Mr. James Crocker) and
seconded by Mr. C. J. Tait.

COMPETITIONS.
Central Fire-Engine Station, Aber-

deen.—On the recommendation of the Referee,
Mr. Munce, Belfast, the first premium (50/.) in
this local competition has been awarded to Mr.
A. 11 . L. Mackinnon, architect, Union-street,
and the second {25/.) to Mr. J. A. Ogg Allan,
architect, View-terrace. The buildings in the
design placed first will be of granite. The total
cost, including accommodation for lighting and
weights and measures departments, is estimated
at 10,400/.

^

The first premium merges in ordi-
nary commission if Mr. Mackinnon is selected as
architect of the station.

Workhouse, Shoreham. — At a recent
meeting of the Stewing Board of Guardians the
question of employing an architect in respect of
the proposed new workhouse at Kingston-by-Sea
was discussed. A report of the committee was
received in which nothing was recommended as to
the appointment of an architect.-Mr. Woodman
moved that architects in practice in the towns of
Brighton or Hove be publicly invited to send
competitive plans for the proposed new work-
house. Mr. Bates seconded. As an amendment
Mr. Washington proposed that Messrs. Clayton
& Black, of Brighton, be nominated for engage-
ment. Mr. Grundy seconded. In the discussion
which ensued Mr. Woodman withdrew his
resolution, and Mr. Washington’s proposition
became the motion before the Board. As an
amendnaent to this, Mr. Woodman proposed that
the services of an expert be sought. On being
put five ' only voted for the amendment, Mr.
Washington’s proposition being carried.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
The Institution of Junior Engineers.

—At the meeting of this Institulion on the 12th
inst., a paper on “The Protection of Buildings
from Fire” was read by Mr. W. Rushworth
Beckton, Chief Engineer of the Hotel Cecil. The
author said that the all-important question of
protection from fire, though essentially engineers'
work, was too often left in the hands of less ex-
perienced persons without due regard to the
peculiar circumstances of the case. On the other
hand, when this experience was available, it was
sometimes overruled by the architect or some
higher authority who would not allow the decora-
tions to be interfered with, the result being that
the apparatus (if provided at all) was placed in
some obscure position, at once losing its necessary
characteristic of accessibility. Notice was given
in the paper of first-aid appliances, of which the
primary object was the confinement of a confla-
gration to the seat of outbreak, or extinguishing
it in its first stages. In selecting the system to
be employed, consideration should be given to
the form and description of building—its con-
tent, the assistance available upon emergencies,
and occasionally the nature and contents of sur-
rounding properties. Irrespective of the circum-
stances attending the building, or the apparatus
to be employed, water was generally accepted as
the most useful agent for the extinction of fire.

Its source .and extent of supply were, therefore
questions of the highest importance. In all cases
the supply should be duplicated by an ample
storage, sufficiently elevated to give the required
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head. In illustration of this method a diagram

was exhibited, in which the fire main was shown
connected to an elevated tank by a valve equal in

area to the main, automatically closing by a float

rising with the water level in the tank, and in

like manner opening upon the pressure in the

main being released by the opening of a

hydrant (or sprinkler) at a time when the

primary source of supply failed. In referring to

the insufficient pressure obtainable upon upper
floors, tbe author showed how this could be
augmented by various apparatus. In buildings

where hydraulic power was used, and the ordi-

nary supply was at too low a pressure for fire

purposes, the principle of the injector could be
employed to increase it. In selecting positions

for hydrants, &c., due regard should be paid to

the escape of the operator in the event of his

efforts being of no avail. As many buildings of

most approved fireproof construction had been
utterly demolished by the ravages of fire, it might
be averred that no edifice was really fireproof,

though the endeavours to achieve this ideal con-

struction had resulted in increasing to a very

great extent the facility of confining a conflagra-

tion to where it bad broken out. Fireproof

doors were usually made of iron, but these were
found to buckle under severe heat, causing open-
ings through which flame and sparks could pass.

An improvement was found in building the doors
in layers of wood battens firmly braced together

at cross grains, and sheathed with thin tinned
steel plates so interlocked as to allow for expan-
sion—yet excluding the air from the wood. Doors
of this description had stood very severe tests,

showing only a very shallow charring of the

timber.

ARCH.-EOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

British Arch/EOlogical Association.

—

The eighth meeting of the session of this Associa-

tion was held on the 17th inst., Mr. C. H.
Compton, V.P., in the chair. The hon. secre-

tary announced that it had been decided to hold
the Congress this year at Conway, upon the invi-

tation of the Mayor and Corporation. Mrs.
Collier read a paper on the church and painted
glass at Bowness-oii-Windermere, which edifice,

she said, appeared not to have received as much
notice from antiquaries as it deserved. The church
is dedicated to St. Martin, but the actual date of

its erection is not recorded. It is a very ancient
structure, and some of the materials employed in

its construction have been traced to Roman
origin, and were probably brought from a Roman
station which is known to have been established

in the neighbourhood. Like most of the churches
in the Lake district it is simple and rudimentary in

construction, consisting (until the recent additions)

of a nave and aisles, chancel, and a low,
square, embattled tower at the west end.
The east window is of late Perpendicular
work without tracery or other enrichment, and
the arches, capital and base of the columns, are
equally devoid of all ornamentation, and until

recently were covered with successive coats of
whitewash. In the year 1864 some curious in-

scriptions and texts were accidentally discovered
painted on the v-'alls beneath the coats of white-
wash. They consist of quotations from Robert
Openshaw’s catechism, and relate to the Sacra-
ments of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, and
belong to the time of James I. The chief feature
of interest in the church is tbe painted glass in

the east window, which was brought into promi-
nent notice during the process of restoration in

1873. This glass is considered by competent
authorities to date from about the year 1480,
and to have been originally in the Priory
of Cartmel. near Grange, whence it was re-

moved to Bowness about 152S. A second paper
was read by Mr, Patrick, hon. sec., in the absence
of the author, Mr. H. Syer Cuming, upon “Mead
and Mead Vessels.” The author traced the
origin of the beverage known as mead or metheg-
lin, so much appreciated by the Britannic tribes
and the Teutonic nations, from the hydromel of
the Classic age. The vessels in which the
metheglin was stored, and in which it was brought
to table, were particularly described, and drawings
illustrative of examples of mead cups and pots,
several of which are in the author’s collection,
were exhibited. These vessels are reported to
have been in early ages amongst the Celtic
chieftains of gold and silver, and jewelled, as
well as of glass, but those which have come down
to our days are made of various woods wrought
out of single blocks of beech, oak, elm, pine,
walnut, willow, sycamore, and yew, sometimes
ornamented with incised lines, and some bearing
dates and initials*

THE BUILDER.
SOME DIRECTORIES FOR 1897.

We have received from Messrs. Knight &
Co. (Fleet-street), a copy of the “ Local Govern-
ment Directory, Almanac and Guide for 1897,”
which is a neat, compact, and well-arranged
edition of a very useful work. The volume in-

cludes the following lists:—Unions formed by
the Poor Law Commissioners and the Poor Law
Board, and Places under Local Acts ; Town and
Urban District Councils (including County
Borough Councils) ; Rural District Councils,
Parish Councils, Metropolitan Sanitary Authori-
ties

; School Boards, Burial Boards, &c. The
information contained in this form, as to officers,

populations, &c. , appears to be very complete, and
for purposes of reference by those concerned in

local government matters the work is specially

useful.

Sell’s “Directory of Registered Telegraphic
Addresses [for 1897 ” (Henry Sell, Fleet-street),

is the twelfth annual issue of a work which is

compiled fromofficial lists supplied by the authority

of the Postmaster-General. More than 40,000
new registrations, alterations, &c., have been
made since the last issue was printed, and in

order to maintain the usefulness of the work the
publisher issues supplements from time to time
during the year. In addition to the various

articles on British trade and foreign competition,
there are included articles and figures for 1895
and 1S96 relating to the following industries ;

—

Iron and Steel, Coal, Petroleum, Textiles,

Chemicals, &c. The directory contains other
information of general interest.

“The Electrical Trades Directory and Hand-
book for 1897” {The Electrician Printing and
Publishing Co., Limited, Salisbury-court, Fleet-

street) is the fifteenth annual issue of a useful

book of reference. The issue contains, for the

first time, a large sheet table, giving technical

particulars of the electric railways and tramways
of the United Kingdom; regulations regarding
the free supply of incandescent electric lamps ;

the new regulations of the London County
Council for electric meter testing

; tables relating

to water power, British coal, dry saturated steam,
hydraulic heads, feed water heating, rope gearing,
See.

; the Buda-Pesth (1S96) revision of the
International Telegraph Tariffs, which come into
effect on July 1 next; a sheet table, giving par-
ticulars of the electricity supply stations of the
United Kingdom

; a revised digest of the law of
electric lighting ; a digest of the law of electric

power (for traction purposes), &c. The book
contains other information of interest to the
electrical industries. The directorial division

consists of over 700 pages, containing a list of
individuals and firms engaged in electrical science,
engineering, and industry throughout the world.

Whitaker’s “Titled Persons” for 1897 is a
new work, designed as a companion to Whitaker’s
Almanac, and its get up is similar to that of the
well-known almanac. The ordinary contents
of a peerage, baronetage and knightage, includ-
ing Dowager Ladies and Titled Issue, are given
under a single alphabet

; and to this is prefixed
an extended list of the Royal Family, together
with descriptive and explanatory information.
An alphabetical list of country seats is a notice-
able feature. Tbe price of the work is half-a-
crown.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL,
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday, in the County Hall, Spring
Gardens, Dr. Collins, Chairman, presiding.

Loan.—On the recommendation of the Finance
Committee it was agreed to lend the Clerkenwell
Vestry 2,900/. for wood-paving works.

Battersea Park-road.—On the recommendation
of the Improvements Committee it was agreed
that the estimate of 6,241/. los., submitted by the
Finance Committee, be approved, and that the
Council do contribute on the usual conditions
three-fourths of the net cost of the widening of
Battersea Park-road, between Bridge-road and
Carlton-grove, as shown upon the plan forwarded
by the Vestry of Battersea, such contribution not
to exceed the sum of 6,:^i/. los.

Lincolns Inn Fields Railings.—The Parks and
Open Spaces Committee brought up a report
containing the following paragraph, the recom-
mendation, after some discussion, being agreed
to :

—

"The boundary railing of Lincoln’s Inn Fields
garden is in urgent need of repair and painting, and
the dwarf wall on which it is mounted is also much
out of repair. In carrying out these works it is our
intention that the present characteristics of tbe railing
and wall shall be preserved as far as possible. We
propose, however, for the convenience of the public,
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to widen to 7 ft. the existing gateways, which are
only 3 ft. 6 in. in width. The length of the railing
is about 2,100 ft., and the money necessary to cover
tbe cost of its repair is provided in the estimates for
the year. We recommend— ' That the Council do
approve the estimate submitted by the Finance
Committee, and do authorise an expenditure of 600/,
for the repair and painting of the boundary railing
and repairing the kerb of the same at Lincoln’s Inn
Fields

;
that the work be executed without the

intervention of a contractor, and that the estimate,
plan, specification, &c., be referred to the Works
Committee accordingly

;
but that in the event of that

Committee not being satisfied as to the sufficiency
of the estimate, the Parks Committee be authorised
to invite tenders for the work.'

’’

Street Improvement {London) Bill. — The
report of the Parliamentary Committee con-
tained the following paragraph, the recommenda-
tion being agreed to :

—

'* On June 9, 1896, the Council, on the recommen-
dation of the Improvements Committee, referred it

to us to consider and report as to the desirability of
embodying in a Bill in the next session of Parlia-
ment a clause to the effect that the Council should
have henceforth the same compulsory powers of
acquiring land for the purpose of improving streets

in the County ot London as the City Commissioners
of Sewers and the district boards and vestries of
London now have under the Act 57 Geo. in.,
cap. 29, We reported on the reference on
January 26 last, and were instructed by the Council
to prepare a Bill. We have accordingly had a Bill

prepared which in our opinion meets the case, and
we have ordered a copy to be sent to each member
of the Council. We recommend that the Streets
Improvements (London) Bill, as circulated, be
approved, and that we be authorised to take the
necessary steps for its introduction as a public
Bill."

Common Shelters.—The Public Health Com-
mittee brought up the following report :

—

“ We have from time to time had under con-
sideration the question whether common shelters
which are not subject to the Common Lodging
Houses Acts should be brought within the provisions
of these Acts, and with a view to obtaining some
information concerning the several shelters in
London, Dr. Young was instructed to inspect
premises in which poor people are temporarily pro-
vided with night accommodation in rooms which
they occupy in common. In submitting Dr. Young’s
report, the medical officer points out that the
premises inspected comprise numerous institutions

which differ in their primary object as well as in
the character of the accommodation they provide,
borne aim especially at the reformation of the
character of the inmates, providing them with a
temporary home with a view to bringing them
under wholesome influences

;
others have as their

principal object the provision of a shelter for

necessitous persons, although the raoralimprovement
of the inmates is not lost sight of. In the former
especially, efforts are made to assist the inmates in

finding work, and in some work is provided for them
on the premises. After stating the result of Dr.
Young’s inspection as regards cleanliness, air space
and water-closet accommodation, the Medical Officer
gives his conclusions as follows :

—
‘ While fully

recognising, therefore, the value of the work which
is done in connexion with these shelters, I think Dr.
Young's report shows the necessity for subjecting
those which are found to be inadequate to regula-
tions which shall prevent the accommodation they
provide falling below a certain minimum. The fact

that they are not carried on for profit does not
appear to me to be sufficient reason for e.xempting
them from the requirement that their dormitories
shall not be overcrowded, that the opportunities for

cleanliness shall be adequate, and the water-closet
accommodation of a proper kind. There would,
however, be further advantage in the exercise of
control over these places such as would ensure that
they were fit for the purposes of a shelter before
they are actually occupied. Premises are some-
times taken for this purpose which have been erected
for an entirely different object, and knowledge is

required to determine whether they can be properly
adapted for use as shelters. This knowledge has
sometimes been wanting, and hence unsatisfactory
conditions are found to exist which might have been
prevented. Probably the best course to adopt is an
application to Parliament for tbe amendment of the
definition of a common lodging-house, so as to bring
common shelters within the provisions of the Common
Lodging Houses Acts, notwithstanding that the
houses are not used for the purposes of profit. An
alternative method would be to empower sanitary
authorities to regulate shelters much in the same
manner as they can houses let in lodgings.’ The
Council on the 9th inst. authorised us to communicate
with the Horae Secretary with regard to the amend-
ment of the lawrelating to common lodging-houses
in London, and we are considering the question of

shelters in this connexion. As the medical officer’s

report contains valuable information on this impor-
tant question, we think it should be placed before the

Council and the public, and we have therefore given
instructions for copies to be sent to each member of

the Council and placed on sale. We recommend
that the course taken be approved.”
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. The teport was referred back, in order that a

Her report might be prepared.

^ Ntw Theatre ( Norris-street).—The Theatres

id Music-halls Committee reported as follows,

le recommendations being agreed to ;

—

“On June 30 last the Council approved of two
ifawings, dated May 14 and June 16, 1896, sub-

•litted by Mr. W. I'^mden, on behalf of Mr. Henry
Jana, showing a site upon which it was proposed

0 erect a building to be known as the Regent

j'lieatre. In our report on the subject we pointed

ut that the site of the theatre had a frontage of

bout 96 ft. 9 in. to Norris-street and of 98 ft. 6 in.

D St. Alban’s-place, Haymarket ;
that Norris-street

Ws 28 ft. 6 in. in widtli, but would be increased to

o It. in front of the thea’re
;
and. further, that St.

Uban's-piace was 41 ft. 2 in. in width. Mr. Phipps
tibsequently submitted drawings on behalf of Sir

lenry Brownrigg, and our report thereon recom-

mending their approval was referred back to us, in

Drder that we might consult the solicitor as to the

^gil position of the Council in the matter. We
lave found it necessary, therefore, to reconsider the

vbole question of the site, and as instructed we
lave obtained the opinion of the solicitor as to

whether it does or does not comply willi the

jCouncil's regulations. He advises us that in his

lopinion the site tloes not comply with the regula-

tions as the thoroughfares on which its boundaries

jabut are not thoroughfares 40 ft. and 30 ft. wide as

required by such regulations. Having regard to the

lopinion of the solicitor we now recommend :

—

1 ‘(a) That the resolution of the Council of June 30,

1896, approving the two drawings, dated May 14 and
June 16, 1896,1)6 rescinded.

O’) That the Clerk be instructed to forward to Mr.
Phipps a copy of the resolution rescinding the approval of

llie drawings, and to intimate that the Council will be

unable to grant a certificate under the Metropolis Manage-
ment and Building Acts

_
Amendment Act, 1S78, for a

the.aire on tlie site tn question.’

The Works Comvdltee.—Id answer to a ques-

tion by Mr. Coheo, Mr. Iloare, Chairman of the

Works Committee, said that the Works Depart-

ment had refused sixty-one works, the total

estimate for which was 142,000/. Mr. Cohen
subsequently asked for details, and the Chairman
of the Committee promised to give the matter bis

attention.

The Council, having transacted other business,

adjourned at twenty minutes to eight o’clock.

THE IN.STtTUTE OF BUILDERS.
Ti[E thirteenth annual general meeting of the

Institute of Builders (Incorporated) was held at

the oflices, 31, Bedford-slreet, Strand, W.C.,
on the 23fd inU., Mr. Geo. Haward Trollope,

the President, in the chair.

The following report, on the motion of^'the

Chairman, was received and adopted :

—

“In presenting their thirteenth annual report

the Council have to record, with great regret, the

death of Mr. W. H. Cowlin, of Bristol.

In view of tlie course taken by the Royal Institute

of British Architects in issuing, on their own
account, an agreement and conditions for building

contracts in a form which the Council of this Insti-

tute were unable to approve, the Council have
thought it desirable, in the interests of the members
of this Institute and the trade generally, to print a
form of agreement to be used with the conditions of

contract agreed between the Royal Institute of

British Architects and the Builders' Society in 1870,
which, as the membeis are aware, have been in

constant use ever since. Tlie fresh prints of these

conditions have, however, been corrected as was
necessary to bring them up to date in the references

to Acts of Parliament and authorities passed or

constituted since they were first agreed.

The Council have during the past year been in

correspondencejwith the Surveyors’ Institution, with
reference to the growing practice among quantity

surveyors not to take out in their quantities the

labour upon stone-work
;
but they regret to say that

the Council of the Institution do not see their way
to taking any action in the matter. They, however,
consider it a practice to be deprecated, and state

that their examinations include the preparation of
quantities in which the whole of the labour in stone-

work has to be given in detail, and they think this

to be a sufficient indication of tlieir views on the
subject.

Tbs Council during tlis past year were called
upon by her Majesty’s Office of Works to nominate
a quantity surveyor, to act with the surveyor ap-
pointed by that Department in preparing the billsof
quantities for a new post-office for the Western
Central District of London.
Tlie Council desire to express their obligations to

the various committees.
The audited accounts of the Institute and the

Benevolent Fund will, as usual, be submitted to the
meeting.

In accordance with the Articles of Association the
President. Mr. Gao. Haward Trollope; one of the
Vice-Presidents, Mr. Joseph Randall

;
the treasurer,

Mr. George Plucknett
; the auditors, Mr. Ernest S.

Rider and Mr. J. W. Duffield
;
and four members of

the Council, Messrs. George Burt, G. N. Watts,

S. Wheeler, and Geo. Williams retire, but are

eligible for re-election
;
and one other vacancy on

the Council remains to be filled by the election of

some member at the general meeting. It will also

be necessary to elect two auditors, as Mr. Duffield

docs not seek re-election.”

The Secretary (Mr. R. S. llenshaw) then read

the audited accounts for the past year, which

were adopted. A vote of thanks was tendered

to Mr. Trollope for his services as Ptesidenl, and

Mr. William Shepherd was elected President for

the year 1897-8. Mr. Joseph Randall was

re-elected a Vice-President and Mr. George

Plucknett treasurer, the following members

being elected on the Council, Messrs. George

Rurt, Thomas Hall, George Kett, Geo. Nelson

Walts, Samuel Wheeler and George Williams.

Mr. Ernest S. Rider and Mr. Fred Dove, jun.,

were elected auditors for the ensuing year.

PRACTICAL PLUMBERS’ WORK.
The last of the present course of lectures on

matters connected with building at Carpenters’

Hall, was delivered on Wednesday by Mr. J.

Wright Clarke, whose subject was “Practical

Plumbers’ Work.” The chair was occupied by

Alderman Sir Stuart Knill.

The lecturer said that the plumber of

to-day was not called upon to do artistic

leadwork, though, if architects would design

such work, there would be found plumbers

capable of executing it. Some excellent lead-

work was occasionally carried out at the

present lime, but, unfortunately, there was

very little call for artistic work. His lecture

would be confined to practical plumbing as

applied to buildings, and sanitary plumbing

would not bs dealt with. With the aid of a

large number of diagrams, of models, and speci-

mens of lead pipes, the lecturer then referred in

detail to the proper and improper methods of

dealing with roofs, soil pipes, joints, sinks,

closets, &c., his remarks applying to such matters

as covering the ridge roll of roofs, flashings,

drips (which should never be less than 2 in. deep,

2i in. being better), lead flats, secret gutters,

soakers, hips to roofs, covering roofs, gutters,

dormers, trap doors, and skylights, &c. In

referring to square soil pipes, he remarked that

they were sometimes preferred for the sake of

appearances, but round pipes were better, since

they kept cleaner than square pipes.

The Chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks

to the lecturer, said that it was quite evident that

some of the past work was of a most artistic

character. The remains of the Romans showed
that there were some beautiful bits of plumbing

to be found underground. Plumbers' work of the

time of the Middle Ages showed beautiful orna-

mentation. As the lecturer had remarked,

plumbers depended now upon the architects for

their designs, but in olden times that was not the

case. The plumber then, like all other work-

men, was an artist, and undertook his own work,

and aimed at carrying out his work in the most

beautiful manner he could. Whatever a man’s

work might be, he ought to strive to become an

artist in doing that work. If that spirit animated

plumbers and others to-day, lead work would be

executed as it was in the times he had referred

to. In conclusion, he mentioned a course of

lectures arranged by the Carpenters’ Company on
Carpentry and Joinery, to be delivered on the

Wednesdays from April 28 to May 26.

Books.

Die Baukunst Frankreicks. By CORNELIUS
Gurlitt. Dresden

: J. Bleyl. London :

B. T. JBatsford.

nlllS is so far simply a portfolio of illus-

trations by the Llchtdrtick process,

issued under the editorship of Herr
Gurlitt; whether any letterpress is to follow at a

later date does not appear. It contains however

very finely executed illustrations of ancient build-

ings some of which have not yet been rendered

commonplace by frequent illustration. Among
them are the Porte Noire at Besan^on, among
Renaissance remains, and the remarkable gate of

the Capitole at Toulouse, with its curious and
characteristic sculpture : a fine house in the Rue
des P'orges at Dijon, enriched with sculptured

wreaths and swags remarkable for their boldness

and high relief; and the Hotel de Monnaies at

Avignon, now the Conservatoire of Music.

Among the illustrations of Gothic work there

is a fine and very clear photograph of the interior

of Angouleme Cathedral, and another of part of

the interior of Albi, a reproduction of which

appears among our plates this week.
^

Mr.

Batsford is the agent for the publication in

England.

Sanitaiy House Drainage : its Principles and
Practice. By T, E. CoLEMAN, Surveyor

Royal Engineer Civil Staff, M.San.I. London :

E. & F. N. Spon. 1896. Pp. XX. and 1S6,

and 97 illustrations.

This little book can be recommended for its

lucidi'y, terseness, and general correctness. It

covers practically the whole field of ordinary

house-drainage and what are generally termed

“sanitary fittings,” but the information on some

points is somewhat meagre ; for example, the only

washing-up sinks which are mentioned are of

stoneware. Here and there we notice the tendency,

not uncommon in books on sanitation, to lay

down rules which cannot possibly be universally

applied and which are more exacting than need

be ; if every drain-ventilating shaftmust be at “a
minimum horizontal distance of 18 ft. from any

chimney,” then farewell shafts or chimneys, and

farewell Mr. Coleman’s frontispiece. Among the

“general principles” of drainage, it would be

well to include another to the effect that the

drains must have a sufficient inclination in the

right direction, otherwise “ the degree of perfec-

tion in which these general principles are carried

out will [not'] be the measure of the sanitary

efficacy of the whole.” Soil-pipes less than 4 in.

in diameter are now often used. These, how-

ever, are details. The book is well illustrated,

well printed, and contains a complete index, and

is worth buying and studying.

Lockwoods Builders', Architects'
,

Contractors^

and Engineers' Price-Book for 1897.” Edited

by Francis T. W. Miller, A.R.I.B.A.

London : Crosby, Lockwood, & Son. Pp.

516, 200, and clvii.

This is undoubtedly the most ably and carefully

edited of the three price-books for 1897. In

almost every respect the book is up-to-date ; it

is not without its shortcomings [e.g., no prices

are given of copper boilers, copper cylinders,

concealed roof-ventilators), but the shortcomings

are certainly few in number—unless we take the

editor and publisher seriously when they term it

an “engineers’” price-book; then, indeed, we
should have to draw up a most formidable list of

omissions. The “ Legal Notes and Memoranda”
are clear, concise, and useful, and the supple-

ment of 200 pages on the London Building Act

(1S94), and other enactments and by-laws in force

in London, with “an Introduction, Notes, Cases,

and Index,” by Alexander J. David, B.A.,

Barrister-at-Law, will be of service to Metro-

politan architects and builders. We can recom-

mend the book, but it would be all the more
trustworthy if many of the prices were reduced

considerably
;
many of them are 50 per cent,

higher than the ordinary prices which builders

accept for good work. This fault, however, is

common to all the price books.

A Practical Manual of Buildhig Societies, with

Tables. By Arthur Fawcett, Accountant.

London: W. B. Whittingham, Ltd. 1896.

This work is one which will be useful to officers

ol building societies. It deals with these bodies,

to quote Jrom the preface, “ from an arithmetical

and statistical point of view.” It is concerned

not with law but with figures. Thus, pages

62-67 are filled with a repayment table
;
pages

68-99 are occupied with a revenue account table.

The ordinary subscriber to a building society

cannot be expected to trouble himself with such

details as these, but those who are responsible for

the conduct of these societies are bound to under-

stand all the details necessary for efficient manage-

ment, and it is to this class that this work pro-

perly appeals.

Rating : Principles, Practice, Procedure, By P.

Michael Faraday, Rating Surveyor. The
Legal Matter Revised by Stanley A.

Latham, LL.B., Barrister. London: Estates

Gazette Office. 1896.

It may be doubted whether there is any need for

a new book on the subject of rating. If there is,

it arises chiefly from tne size to which standard

works on this subject have grown, and from the

want of material which is noticeable in mere

handbooks. The work before us has distinctly a

merit in this respect ;
it is fairly full, it states

principles, and gives legal references ; but it is

eminently a book which can well be used by a

person who is not a lawyer. There is nothing
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more noticeable in regard to this branch of law
than the way in which judges have had to
decide economic and social questions which are,

in truth, fully as capable of being decided by a
layman as by a lawyer. Thus, by 6 & 7 Viet.,

c. 36, literary societies are exempt from being
rated. The question then arises, What is a
literary society? A judge is no better able to

decide this than any other well-educated man.
Mr. Faraday treats of this point in his chapter on
“ Exemptions," and any one who reads it can in a
short time obtain a clear idea of the general
scheme of exemptions from local taxation. The
work is sensible and readable, and its material
is comprised in a moderate space,

Corresponbcncc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

HERALDRY IN ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—

A

s a student of heraldry from my boyhood,
t was a real trouble to me to be unable to hear Mr.
St John Hope's paper, but, thanks to your i-epoit
of it, I am able to realise the treat that I missed,
and the excellent discussion provoked by it is a most
healthy sign.

In my thirty years' practice it has always been my
aim to introduce heraldry wherever I can do so
suitably and worthily, but the dislike shown by
many well-bred Englishmen to its introduction is
both amazing and inexplicable. So different,
indeed, to our German cousins, who use it so freely.
In UJm Cathedral, for instance, the shields, helms,
and tilting spears of the Ritters appear, as also on
tha pews of the tradesfolk, I would like to mention
other foreign examples : to wit, the tombs of the
prince-bishops at Mayence, full of fine composition
and beautiful modelling

;
the churches and house-

fronts m Rothenburg, on the Tauber
; the shields in

the vaulting of Bayonne Cathedral
;
in the house of

Jacques CcEur, at Bourges
;

in the Chateau of
Meillant

; in the restored Chateau of Pierrefonds.
Nor are we without gcod modem examples at Cardiff
Castle, Eatington Park, Combe Abbey, &c.
With regard to the origin of the Iczenge used by

ladies, surely the reason is that the term ‘•spinster,”
denoting tbe^ old occupation of the fair sex, is set
forth by its similitude to the dista^ when wound up,
a manor in France being described as “ en
quenouille ” when owned by a lady. But perhaps a
better account may be forthcoming.

I venture to think that no detail in buildings can
be made more interesting, telling, and beautiful (in
competent hands full of the science of heraldry) than
nat which is founded on heraldic lines, it being
necessarily full of meaning, which much modern
ornament is not.

Pugin, Burges, and Nesfield are names connected
with heraldry, of whose works we may be iustlv
proud. ' ’ •'

As a rule (of course there are exceptions to it) one
may say that the arches of the 13th. 14th, and 13 h
centuries, when inverted, represent very fairly the
shields of those periods : as a factor in ' Tart dc
veriher les dates,’ this is worth remembering.

It IS good to know that Mr. St. John Hope’s
by one on the same subject

by Mr. Gotch
;
the period he has selected is of great

’“f
^ His own county

of Northampton (mine also in the past) is well to the
lore m noble examples in churches, houses, tembs,and buildings, and. being nearest to our own daymay do much to influence it for good.

^

E. SwiNFEN Harris.

Cbc Student’s (tolumn.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XIII.
GAS FITTER.

COLLECTING AREA FOR A RAIN-
WATER TANK.

surface is (he chalk

be
^ “ vegetable soil, and bea(en by

^
ibio consistency

in the same way as are the bottoms of the smallponds common on the South Downs. It would ofcoume, requne to be kept clean, and reUwed
occasiomilly but would be infinitely cheaper thanany artificial covering.—Your obedient seivant,

'

Frank Silby.

“SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.'

S
sorry to read the letters rom Mr. 1.b. Williams, m which he asserts himself as tnparchitect of 63, Sloane-street. I was called in as anexpert m a recent dispute between tlie builder aSthe owner of 63, Sloane-street, and on no occasion

^ referred to in the builder'saffidavits as the architect and Mr. J. E. Williams a«sassistant. Applications for payments and Suetions were made to Mr. F B. Wade anH r
drawings with notes m Mr. Wade'^hfudwrUing.

Mansion House Farm^ Crqwhurst,

SHE usual way of specifying gas fitters

work is as follows :—The gas to be laid

on from the Company’s mains to the

meter in with J-in. patent strong gal-

vanised wrought-iron welded tube, jointed in red
lead cement with all the necessary bends,
elbows, T’s, crosses, junctions, stopped ends,
diminishing sockets, nipples, and other necessary
fittings. 'The gas tubing to be stout composition
pipes soldered at joints, and the gas is to be laid

on to the following points. The situation of the
various lights are then enumerated and the gas
fitter is left to use his own discretion as to the
size of pipes and method of running. This can
hardly be considered satisfactory, as itJeaves the
way open for the contractor who intends to scamp
ihe work, and does not give a fair chance to the
man whose aim is to carry out his work properly.
Another method specially favoured by quantity

surveyors is to specify approximately the lengths
of piping required, and to enumerate the number
of fittings at p.c. prices, leaving all the details
to be settled when the building is in progress by
the architect. Still another way of getting over
the difficulty is to put the work into the hands of
a trustworthy gasfitter as a sub-contractor, and
include the amount of his prices as a provisional
sum in the specification.

Assuming, however, that the student will
desire to know how to specify gas fitters’ work
with the same degree of care that he devotes to
the work of other trades we may proceed as
follows, taking some hints from the useful little

handbook publi-hed by Messrs. James Stott &
Co.

Meter and Service,—The contractor is to give
notice to the Gas Company, and obtain from
them a properly stamped drygasmeterfor lights,
and fix same on inch deal shelf, supported on
wrought-iron brackets in

,
and shall pay all

fees for conneciing the service from the main to
meter by the Gas Company.

Pites.—-The pipes are to be wrought-iron welded
tubing, with all necessary bends, tees, angles,
and connexions, and of the weights, and screwed
to the standard threads, as shown on schedule
below, and are to be capable, when fitted, of
resisting an internal pressure of 60 lbs. to the
square inch.

Int. Diam,
Pipe.

Weight per

14
6

6

19

19

14

14

Int. Diam.
Pipe.

Weifiht per Ten
Elbows.

Weight per Ten
Tees.

7
13

IS

li

3

46

73

16

27

50
S5

The contractor is to supply all bends, elbows,
sockets, tees, back-nuts, nipples, plugs, caps’
wall-hooks, pipe-clips, screws and other material
necessary. Bends are to be used in place of
elbows wherever possible, and where it is neces-
sary to use elbows they are to be of the pattern
known as “round elbows.” The pipes are to
be stayed by wall-hooks or clips at intervals as
stated below.

n,
, I in., and J in. pipes, one slay every 6 ft.

n., I in., and ijin.
,, ,, g ft,

sin., 2Hn.,and3in.
,, 12 ft.

If composition pipes are to be used they shoti
be specified of the following weights :

—

Int. Diam.
of pipe.

In.

i

Weight per
yard,

lbs. ozs.

o 13

: 10
2 2

3 4

4 4

4 12

5
(If there is any length of pining underground
should preferably be of cast-iron, or if the pipi

are of wrought iron they should be protected 1^

wooden box troughing, packed with dry sand, ai;

flushed with hot pitch.)

No pipes are to be bedded in plaster or in waL
but they are to be kept i in. clear from finishii

surfaces of walls and ceilings. (This is higl^
desirable for the sake of the pipes, and for tl

detection of any leakage that may subsequent!
occur. But if considered unsightly, the architel

will use his own discretion as to casing, or eve

bedding the pipes in the plaster). The gas fitt

is to obtain the approval of the architect to :

lines of'piping, and is not to cut away any join

or other woodwork, except as may be special;

allowed by the architect. (Of course, the bd
way of arranging for gas fitting is to supply drav
ings showings where pipes are to be placed, b
this is very seldom done.) Floor boards ov:

pipes to be fitted to remove easily, and fixed wi\

brass cups and screws.

Syphon-Box.—All gas-pipes are to be laid wiv
a slight inclination towards the meter, and a cas;

iron syphon-box with sockets for

jipes, capacity four gallons each, fitted with looii

id bolted to flange, and provided with ii

wrought-iron suction pipe, is to be fixed whei
directed near to meter.

Governors.—Provide and fix where directei

No. i^in. Stott’s self-acting gas-governor:
No. f in., and No. in. ditto.

Stop Cocks.—Provide and fix where directe'.

the following stop-cocks. (Give list for variou

sizes.) These are to be strong, brass full-wa

stop-cocks, square headed with loose keys, wil
brass screw unions to pipes.

Lines of Piping,—The piping to main froii

to to be ij in. wrought-iron g^
barrel, with i in. secondary mains from

, I in. branches from to

and ^ in. supplies to . In laying pipintij

any pipes that have to be bent shall be firnl

heated to redness and bent whilst hot. Care ;l

to be taken that the sectional area of pipes is nc
diminished, and no piping will be passed unlei

it is of full diameter. Joints are to be strongk
screwed up, and maefe firm and gas-tight wit
white lead and hemp.

Fittings.-—Provide and fix No. two arw
wrought iron pendants, f in. by ^ in. by 60 ir

long, No. two arm bronzed brass pendant
I in. by | in by 54 in. long. No. singl:‘

jointed bronzed brass brackets j in. by 13 ir

long. No. stiff wrought-iron brackets J in. b
10 in. long, and allow the sum of p.c. fc:

fittings to be selected by the architect to be fixe%

in the following rooms. (Give a list of the point

where the selected fittings are to be used.) Th'
contractor is to provide storage for all fitting

when delivered on the premises as well as thi

pipes, etc., which he may himself supply, and t

to protect same from rust or other damage.
;

Painting,—Alt wrought-iron pipes and fittingij

to be absolutely clean and free from rust before!

jainting, and each to receive one coat of ret!

'ead and boiled oil mixed in small quantities and
ippHed whilst fresh before being fixed, and thl|

interior of the pipes to be painted with red lea^t

and boiled oil and two coats of lead paint after!

wards, also before fixing. The exteriors to bl
painted after fixing with three coats in good lea-'

and oil colours of approved tints, as directett

by the architect.
I

Testing.—Provide the sum of two guineas ti|

be paid for testing the gas fittings by the expeiii

to be appointed by the architect, who will ncj
approve gas fitting until such testing has bee:f

done, and the expert’s fee paid.
1

N. B.—In arranging the gas fitti ngs for cburchei''

and schools and other public buildings it is genec‘

rally desirable to provide for by-passes, and th.

I

student should therefore specify where he desireii

the.se, that No. ^ in. brass cocks and by-passeit

are to be fixed where directed, the cocks to b ‘

lever taps with chains, stating whether brass o i

iron chains, and stout brass tablets marked “Onij
and “ Off” respectively. Provision must also b i

made for lamplighters’ torches.
1
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When sliding pendants are used whh the ordi-

nary water lube arrangements, it is well to specify

that a small quantity of olive oil should be
poured on top of the water in order to prevent

evapo'a'ion.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Nevv' Theatre, Tunbridge Wells —A syndi-

cite has been formed to erect a new theatre at

Tunbridge Well?. Mr. John P. Briggs, of London,
hiS been appointed architect.

Schools, Whitwell, Derbyshire. — O.i the

13th inst. the Duke of Portland laid (he memorial
stone of new voluntary schools at Whitwell. The
buildings comprise an infants’ school for 300
scholars, senior departments for 150 girls, and the

same number of boys, who will be taught separately,

two residences, one for the master, and one for the

mistress, together with covered playground and all

the necissary out offices. Gothic is the style

adopted, and the schools will be erected in red brick

with Mansfield stone dressing.s, while the roofs will

be covered with red tiles. Mr. Joseph Smith, of

Hartshead, Sheffield, is the architect, and Mr. J.

Collinghim. of Langwitb, the contractor.

Police Station, Wellington.—This building

occupies a position at the corner of Church-street

and Piough-road. It is built with Lilleshall

pressed bricks, and Grinshill stone dressings,

and is in the Italian style, with the new arms
of the county surmounting the principal facade.
On the ground-Hoor there is a cliarge office,

and an office for the superintendent imme-
diately adjoining. In close proximity to the charge
office, and leading out of the same, are four

cells. A staircase is provided leading from the cell

corridor to the dock in the court above. Adjacent
to the cells is a prisoners’ airing yard surrounded
by high walls. On the first flDor there is a Petty

Sessional Court with a slightly raised gallery at one
end for the public, and a witnesses' waiting-room,
and solicitors' retiring-room, with lavatory accom-
modation adjoining Adjacent to the Bench is a
retiring-room, with lavatory accommodation, for the
use of the magistrates. Tpe public entrance to the
court is from Church-street, and there is a private

entrance for the magistrates from Plough-road.
There is a house adjoining for the superintendent or
sergeant in charge, and in the rear there ace a large
drill-yard and a stable and gig-house. The whole
of the public part of the building is warmed on the
high-pressure hot-water principle. The court roof

and fittings are of red deal, stained and varnisherl.

Mr. A. Roper, of Wellington, has carried out the
work, under the superintendence of Mr. A. T.
Davies, the County Surveyor, and bis chief assistant,

Mr. M. S Stobbs.
School, Pitlochry, Perth.—From thirty-two

competitive designs submitted fora newcentral school,
Pitlochry, that by Mr. C. S. Robertson, architect,

Perth, was selected. The building is one story in

height and Gothic in style. Its general shape may
be described as resembling the letter L, the court
forming the back or west side of the school, which
will be about 160 ft. in length on either side. The
main elevation faces the east. The main entrances
for the boys and girls are separate. The cloak-

.

rooms and lavatories are placed near the main '

entrances. Rooms for the headmaster and for the
;

teachers are also near the main entrances. Each
classroom has separate doors for boys and girls, but
separate entrances and passages leading to them.
The infants' classroom is divided by a movable glass

partition. Two classrooms in the north wing are

similarly divided. The secondary department con-
sists of one large classroom, occupying part of the

front on the east elevation of the building. It is

proposed to heat the school by means of hot-water
pipes on the low-pressure system. The heating
chamber is placed in the basement. The school is

designtd to accommodate 620 scholars. The total

cost is estimated at about 6 000/.

Catholic Church, Dundee.—On the 17th
inst.

,
the foundation stone of a new church was laid

on a site at the corner of Arlhurstone-terrace and
Maitland-street, Dundee. The architect is Mr. T. M.
Cappon, of Dundee. The church, which will accom-
modate 800 pe.'sons, is to be built of red stone from
Ayrshire, while the rubble is to come from Berry
Muirhead Quairy, Forfar, So far only the mason
contract has been fixed, and it has been entrusted to

Mr. Wra, Binnet, Dundee.
Racecourse Buildings, Lincoln.—The im-

provemenis on the Carholme, Lincoln, have now
been completed. The improvements effected are
to the east of the Grand Stand, which is situate on
the south side of the racecourse. The old wooden
stands have been pulled down, and in their place
has been erected a brick structure, with iron

stanchions, steel girders, and a roof of corrugated
iron. The stand will accommodate 2,500 persons.
At the east end of the stand entrance is gained to a
refreshment-bar, 56 ft. by 38 ft. A kitchen serves
the luncheon-room on the one side, and a dining-
room, 38 ft. by 26 ft., on the other. Accommoda-
tion has been provided for ladies. Behind the stand
at the east end are the police-office cells. East of
Tattersall's ring is a saddling paddock occupying
about a third of an acre, with brick and tiled shed
for exercising horses in inclement weather. The
architects of the new stand were Messrs. W.

Mortimer & Son, Lincoln
;
and the builders were

Messrs. Wright & Son, Lincoln, the contract price,

exclusive of the saddling paddock, being over

3 000/.

Alterations, St. Blazey Church, Corn-
wall —Tenders having been invited for re-roofing

and internal alterations of St. Blazey Church, from

plans by Mr. Sedding, of Plymouth, eight tenders

have been received. That of Messrs, Hobbs &
Bartlett. Callington, 535/. los., has been accepted.

Wesleyan Church, Alrewa.s, Stafford-
shire.—The foundation stones of the new Wesleyan

church and school, Alrewas, were laid recently.

The building will be of red brick, relieved with stone

dressings. The plan of the church is cruciform, and

the transepts and vestries connect into the school

which runs parallel, forming a ([uadrangle. There

will be an apse, with pulpit at the side, and another

feature of the building will be the open-timbered

bammer-bsam roo'". Entiance will be made by

means of a narthex, extending the whole width of

the front of the building. The church will accom-

modate 300 persons, and the Sunday school 250.

The cost of the building is estimated at 1.025/ ,
and

the contractor is Mr. R. Kershaw, Burton-on-Trent,

Messrs. Gordon, Lowther, and Gunlon.of London,

are the architects.

New Schools and Chapel, Leeds —Founda-

tioa-stones of new schools and chapel, in connexion

with Oxford-place Wesleyan Methodist Chapel,

Leeds, have just been laid. The joint architects

are Mr. George F. Danby and Mr. William H.

Thorp. If funds had permitted of the erection of

an entirely new structure, the chapel building would

have been raised to a considerable height, with the

floor elevated on a basement stage. As it is, the old

boundary-wall and entrance-gates will be removed,

the ground-floor raised 15 in., and a flight of steps

will be constructed across the whole of the chapel

front, giving access to the principal entrance-

porch in the centre of thefafide, and also to the

two side entrances. The building will be carried up
to an additional height of about 24 ft. from the

main cornice level by means of a central pedi-

mented gable, and cupolas at either side,

crowning corner pavilions. The leading features of

the from will consist of a rusticated ground-floor

stage, with piers, banded alternately with brick and

stone ashlar work, marking the angles of the corner

pavilions and the central gable; a bold projecting

central porch, with a segmental arched canopy
carried on rusticated piers, and coupled Ionic

columns
:
and two square-headed side-entrances,

with circular fanlights and carved spandrels. The
upper first-floor stage will be embellished by coupled

and single columns, with carved composite capitals

of a Renaissance character, carrying a bold entabla-

ture, with a projecting cornice. A tliree-Iight

window in the central gable will be surmounted
above the cornice level by a moulded, rusticated

arch, the tympanum of which will be filled in witli

a moulded circular light and carved side panels.

The synod hall, which will be brought up to the

frontage line, will be connected with the principal

front by means of a quadrant. A tower about no ft.

in height will form a leading feature in the block.

On the plan it is square-shaped up to the top

of the stage immediately above the eaves of the main
building, with rusticated angle piers and carved

scroll terminals, and it is then surmounted by an
octagonal belfry stage with open arcaded sides,

carrying an ogee-shaped, domical roof. Atreatment
similar to that of the central gable of the chapel will

be employed at the gable end of the lecture hall.

The Park-lane elevation of the chapel will be re-faced

with brick and stone work, with a pavilion at the

south-west angle, with a lead-domed roof and two
projecting central bays, with rusticated pilasters

carrying moulded cornices and pedimented gables.

The new Sunday-school building, fronting Oxford-

row, is designed to harmonise with the chapel

renovation, but its design is of a more domestic

type. The principal block, with high-pitched

roof over the large schoolroom, will have gables

at either end, with moulded carved sides and
pediments, and two small gables in the centre of

ihe front to relieve the eaves line. The first-floor

stage will be treated with rusticated projecting

pilasters. When completed, the school, which is

10 be lighted by eieetricity, will accommodate 66n

children. It is estimated that the total cost of the

alterations and extensions will be 18.000/.

Liberal Club, Dewsbury.—On the 20th inst.

Mr. Oldroyd, M.P. . opened a new club-house in

Boolhroyd-lane, Dewsbury, named the Gladstone

Liberal Club, and which has been erected from
designs by Messrs. D. & W. Thornton, architects,

of Dewsbury.
St. Mary’s Church, Oxford.—The sum of

1,750/. is to be sp?nt on the restoration of the

pinnacles and battlements of the nave ofSt. Mary's

(the University) Church, in accordance with the

design of Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A.

Church and Schools, Parkgate, near
Chester.—New church and schools are being

erected on the Parade, Parkgate, according to the

plans and under the superintendence of Messrs.

Frederick Fraser and Warburton, architects, War-
rington. The cost of the building is estimated at

9,000/. Further extensions to the schools are con-

templated over the above sum, and the architects

are preparing plans. These include the erection of

a large covered playground, roofed in a single span

of 100 ft. The contractor for the work is Mr. Wm.
Fleming, of Neston,
Tennent-street Mission Hall and Schools,

Belfast.—The new schools connected with Done-

gall-street Independent Church were recently

opened. The architect of the building is Mr. T. H.

M'Call, and the builder Mr. George Alexander.

The upper part is to be used for Sabbath-school

and mission work, and the lower as day-schools.

New Church for Flookburgh, Lancashire.
—The parish of Flookburgh, Cark-in-Cartmel. is to

be provided with a new church. Plans of the pro-

jected structure have been prepared by Messrs,

Austin & Paley, architects, of Lancaster.

Congregational Church, Stafford. — This

building has just been reopened after alterations.

&c. 1 1 has been lengthened 15 ft. A new front has

been erected. The stone portico, which for many
years formed the entrance to the old Infirmary at

Stafford, has been adapted to the new front of the

building. The interior has been almost rebuilt. A
new roitriim and platform have been erected

;
the

organ has been brought from the gallery to the

ground floor, and is placed to the left of the

minister
;
the galleries are entirely new

;
as are also

the windows, which are filled with leaded lights of

tinted glass. There is now a vestibule with double

doors. The building is lighted by the electric light,

which has been installed by Messrs. Lea, Son, &
Co., of Shrewsbury. The architects were Messrs.

Ingall & Son, of Birmingham, and the builder Mr.

T. Biggs, of the same city. The painting has been

done by Mr. Adams, of Stafford, and the organ has

been enlarged and re-erected by the original builder,

Mr. Banfield, of Birmingham.
The Usher Hall, Edinburgh.—The special

committee of Edinburgh Town Council, charged with

the duty of looking out for a suitable site for the

Usher Hall had before them on the isth inst. sketch

plans of the Chaiiotte-square and Music Hall sites,

prepared by Councillor Cameron, and based on the

information supplied by Mr. Morham, the City

Architect, as to what was necessary to be provided

in a desirable scheme. After considering the two

sets of plans, ihe Lord Provost moved that the sub-

committee should now report to the Lord Provost's

committee as to the present position of the matter,

and recommending the adoption of the site on the

north side of Charlotte-square, which, it was said,

could bs acquired at a cost not exceeding that of any

other eligible site in the city. Dean of Guild Miller

seconded the motion. Treasurer M'Crae moved,

and Mr. Telfer seconded, delay, but the motion was

carried by a majority of six to two. The general

scheme approvea by the sub-committee contem-

plates the erection of the building on the area

covered by the seven centre houses of the north side

of Charlotte-square, the east and west wings, each

containing two houses, being left as at present. A
carriage-way at the level of Chailotte-square, 30 ft.

wide, will be carried round the proposed block,

giving direct access to and egress from all

parts of the buildings. The sketch plans

show on the street level a large central

hall, about the size of the grand hall of St.

Andrew's Halls, Glasgow. On the first-floor level

there will be a grand corridor, or crush space,

reached by double central stairs. A horse-shoe

balcony will run round three sides of the grand hall,

and a second gallery can be introduced if thought

desirable. The central hall is flanked on either side

by a chamber concert hall and another small hall,

each with accommodation for between 400 and 500,

and a spacious vestibule affords direct access to the

inner lobbies. On the first-floor level, galleries for

art or social purposes run the whole length of the

east and west sides of the building. Although the

halls were shown en suite on the plans, the arrange-

ments are such ihat each of the halls can be used for

separate gatherings at one and the same time with-

out causing inconvenience, and all the halls can be

approached by the grand entrance, besides their own
side entrances. Ample accommodation is provided

for reception-rooms, cloak-rooms, service-rooms, See.

The fall of the ground at the north side of the square

gives facilities for a basement floor, where the heat-

ing and ventilating apparatus can be placed, as well

as the necessary stores .—Edinburgh Dispatch.

St. Augustine’s, Kiluurn.—

W

e are glad to

learn that there is a probability of the tower and

spire of Mr. Pearson’s fine church at Kilburn being

at length completed.

BOARD Schools, Great Bentley, Essex.—
New schools for the Great Bentley School Board

have just been opened near Bentley Railway Station.

The school and master’s residence are built of red

back relieved with Bath-stone dressings. The roofs

are covered with brown Broseley tiles, and octagonal

cloak-rooms are situate at the north and south

ends. The schools have accommodation for 274

children, together with a board-room. The large

room contains accommodation for 150. and is so

arranged that on removal of a glass partition the

room is enlarged to 22 ft. by 58 ft., with three en-

trances. Tre babies’ room contains accommodation

for fifty-four infants, and the boys’ class-room for

sixty. Round each of the rooms runs a wooden
dado, and the corridors have a dado of salt-glazed

brick. The flooring is of wood blocks, and Boyles’

foul-air exits and Johns' fresh-air inlets have been

used throughout. The schoolmaster's house adjoins
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the schools. The architect for the schools is Mr.
J. W. Start, F.S.I,, of Colchester and Harwich, and
the contractor Mr. E. West, of Chelmsford.

SANITAR YAND ENGINEERINGNE WS.
ilALiFAx Sewage Works.—At the Halifax

Town Hall recently Major-General H. D. Crozier,
R E., conducted an inquiry on behalf of the Local
Government Board into applications by the Corpo-
ration to borrow 32 000/. for ptirposes of sewerage
and sewage disposal, 35,000/. for waterworks pur-
poses, and 364/ for swing doors for the New
Markets. The Town Clerk (Mr. K. Walton) ap-
peared for the Corporation. The Borough Engineer
(Mr. E. R. S. Escott) was called, and presented the
various details of estimated expenditure.
Whitiw Improvements.—On the i8ih inst.

Col. W. Langston Coke, M.Inst.C.E, held an
inquiry at the Urban District Council Chamber,
Whitby, respecting the Council's application for
authority to borrow 2 500/. for the construction of
new roads on the West Cliff. Mr. T. K. Scott,
Town Surveyor, produced plans of the improve-
ments, after which evidence was given in favour of
the proposal.
Water Supply, Helper.—

A

n inquiry was held
in the High-street School. Belper, recently, bv Mr
F. H. Tullock, M.Inst.C.E. f 1- .one of the Inspectors
ot the Local Government Board. The District
Council had made application for a loan of 8,400/.
to lay mains and pipes in connexion with the water
supply. The Engineers (Messrs. C. & F. W. Hod-
son), and the Clerk of the works (Mr. Samples) were
in attendance. The plans were laid before the
Inspector.

Sewerage of Pembroke,—At a meeting of
the lembrokeTown Council recently, the scheme
for the sewerage of Pembroke, submitted by Messrs,
h. Bee-'Iey & Sons, Westminster, with some modifi-
cations respecting the outfall, was adopted, and it
was decided to submit it to the Local Government
Board forthwith. The works will cost about 6 000/.bEWERAGE Scheme. Cambridge. A Local
Government Inquiry was conducted at the Guild-
hall. Cambridge, recently, by Col.

J. T. Marsh.
K. E. The subject was the application of the Town
L-ouncil for sanction to borrow 2c;, 000/. for works ofMwerage and sewage disposal. There were present

’^^'^'tehead (Town Clerk); J. T.Wood (Engmeerto the Works), and E. W. Harrv
{ Borough Surveyoi ), There was no opposition.

LifiHTiNG AT Douglas.—The Douglas (Isle of Man) Town Council, with aview to the better lighting of the bay front and themam thoroughfare to Woodbourne, on the outskirts
of the town invited tenders from the Electric PowerCompany for lighting by powerful arc lamps, andirom the gas company by the most approved incan-

system. The former offers to light, free of
promenade, main arteryand thoroughfare to Woodbourne, with 67 arc-amps of 1,200 candle power. In return they ask for

leave to work the bay tramway with electric trolley
cars, power to lay mains for private lighting, and’to

railway station. On sale of the
5 per cent, of the gross

P®*" Sross income of the
tramway. The gas company offers to

light the promenade with 120 double candle Wells-

thP \ remainder ofthe town at a correspondingly low orice
Proposed New Bridge at Kew, — For the

he Coimcil and

teLf / •'»’'« lieen negotiating

ThaLfo, F “‘•ec across thiThames at Lew. A short time ago it was announced

FOREIGN.

n T ,
«<iai>scu oeiween tneCounty Councils, and that the building of the newbridge would be procetdeci with forthwith. Now

TwT'’ '"fmation has been received slating
bitch has occurred. It had--r— ui.sau una ijL-eurn

Bsadients of the ne» bridgeshonld be one ,n fyty, but it is found that in ord'-r

L >>= necessary to raisethe road crossing the foot of the bridge 6 ft., which
'°A hotel on on? side, and tosome business premises on the other, and alsoseriously mte-f-re with other rights of property It

rs''lo'nS
’he^difficulty

s to get a special Act of Parliament passed and it
IS now too late to do that this year.

> ““d

Hoim?°''a; 4 BRiDGE IN THIRTEEN
of Hae

h-onKhbarough. Leicestershire, south

dem'ofishpd
° *’'‘hSO wns recently

relSd for b
™ “nstrueted, and the metals

± in the short

to prevent the fine being flooded during r^nVd Tfexceptionally heavy rains. The new liridge is of

that 'nn'll ''“U' nonnected with it is

.‘v.t';
'‘S' constructed in one

piece, the whole being supported by sted pillarsinstead of brick abutments as heretofore. The^work--S as heretofore, mewrirk

th? •I*'
enperintendence of Mr. Loney,

at pSte*
Company’s resident engineer

Randy Mere Reservoir.- Messrs. Parker &Sharp, contractors of York, have been given thicontract for the lining of the floor and sides of this

n .weNlm'on^ls'""'

France —The Jury on Architectural exhibits at

the Champ de Mars Salon this year is composed
of MM. Chaine, Sauvageot, and Benouville, with
MM. Gout and Plumet as Supplementary Jurors.

M. Chaplain, Member of the Institute, who
succeeded M. Coutan, sculptor, as artistic director

of the Si}vres Manufactory, has resigned his post.

It will now be taken by M. Sandier, who has for

several months been the head of the decoration
works. The new Director is an architecL In
America, where he has built several large hotels, he
has made great use of ciramique in architecture. He
has also been attached to a large manufactory in the
East. The new buildings of the Museum reserved
for comparative anatomy and paleontology will

shortly be opened. They were built by M. Dutert,
and are in the Rue de Buffon

;
the principal fa9ide

is in the Boulevard de I'Hdpital. The annual
exhibition of the pupils of the Ac.idemie Julian
in the Rue Lafitte is announced, and also the
exhibition of pastels by M. Albert Bussy in

the Durand Ga'lery. M. Raoul Verlet has just
finished the monument in honour of Guy de Mau-
passant, which will be exhibited at the Salon, and is

afterwards to be erected in the Parc Monceau, close
to the Naumachie. The Municipal Council of
Nancy has asked the Government to establish a
complete system of fortifications round the town.
The pretty facade of the old chapel of Notre Dame
de Galles at Cosne is being destroyed. It dates
from the eleventh century. There is a question of
preserving in a State museum the decorative group
which crowns the central pavilion of the Palais
de rindustrie, also the large bas-relief under the
arch of the entrance door of the Palais. These two
works were executed in 1854 by MM. Elias Robert
and Vilain. The town of CbAlons-sur-Marne has
just opened a competition for the enlargement of
the College Communal. The expense is estimated
at 400,000 francs. M, Ferdinand Faivre, sculptor,
pupil of MM. Cavelier and G. Barrias, has just
been commissioned by the Egyptian Government to
decorate the new museum of antiquities at
Cairo. For the principal door there will be
two caryatides, 4 metres 75 centimetres in height,
symbolising “Haute" and "Basse Egypte."
The town of Avignon has just opened a competition
for the building of a central market in this town.
The expense is estimated at 400,000 francs. The
" Soci6t6 historique" of Passy and Auteuil have
taken ib« initiative of erecting a monument at the
Ranelagh, commemorating the visit of the Emperor
and Empress of Russia. This monument, which is

to be executed by M. GustaveMichel, sculptor (grand
prix at the 1896 Stlon), will be five metres high.
The French Archseological Congress will hold its
sixty-fourth session at Nimes from May 18 to
May 25.

Germany.—We are pleased to be able to record
the fact that the Emperor William has not forgotten
architects and sculptors in his list of honours on the
occasion of the ceremonies at Berlin. The Court
sculptor. Professor Reinhold Begas, has been given
the Cross of the Hohenzollern Order

; bis brother,
Carl Eegas of Cassel, and his assistants— Messrs!
Bernewitz, Cauer, Felderhoff, Goetz, and Waegener
have received distinctions—and likewise the archi-
tect, Gustav Halmhuber. " Bauralh "Werner
of Berlin has received an order. The clerk
of works, foremen, and contractors, on the
Emperor William I.'s monument have also not been
forgotten.—A considerable amount of sculpture
has been ordered for the Houses of Parliament
at Beilin, in which the interior decorations are
as yet far from complete. Professor Wallot, the
architect, has also already given several commis-
sions for the fresco work No less than fifteen
groups of sculpture have now been ordered by the
Emperor for the Avenue of Victory. From an official
report _we see that the monument to (he Emperor
Frederick, which has been erected by voluntary sub-
scription on the battlefield of Worth, has cast nearly
15,000/.

,
of which the monument proper has absorbed

12, 500/. --The Municipality of Berlin are considering
the erection of four more bridges over the waterways
in their city. There is to be a new Alsen bridge at a
cost of about 25,000/. There is to be a bridge at the
Ross Strasse costingabout 8 000/., and the Mockern
bridge is to be renewed at a cost of 15 000/. There
will be a fourth bridge costing about 22,000/. The
extent of the building operations in the City
Engineers Department, more particularly in respect
to bridges, is remarkable. Considprahl^.

associated with the Royal Technical College a
Stuttgart. He was a sculptor by profession, and ti

master of architectural modelling and bas relie'

work. The sculpture carried out in his studio wiL
be found on most of the principal buildings a'

Stuttgart. There will be the usual Annual Arf
Exhibition this year, and the exhibition buildingr
near the Lehrte Station will again be used. An
influential committee of artists representing the
Royal Academy and the various artist associations
will fo.'m the executive cf the show.

bridges, is remarkable. Considerable improve-
ments are to be made to the main thoroughfare of
Berlin "Unter den Linden" in the neighbour-
hood of the Opera House, which itself is also
to undergo further considerable alterations. It
is not improbable that two wings will* be
added to the Opera House, which would
certainly be an advantage as the accommoda-
tion m this building is very cramped. The
new wings will encroach on certain side thorough-
fares which the Municipality will, however
present to the Royal owner of the building. The
annual Schinkel celebration took place recently
under the auspices of the Berlin Architectural
bociety, and was followed by a banquet.-^—Wehave to record the death of Overbaurath Matheis at
Munich, who held a leading position in the Office ofWorks mr the Bavarian Government since 1882

;
also

that of Pfo.essor Kopp, whose work was particularly

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Busine.ss Announce-

ments.—Messrs. Smith, Brodrick, & Lowiher,
architects, have removed from Cogan-ebambers,
Hull, to York-chambers, 77, Lowgate, in the same
city. Messrs. Easton. Anderson, & Goolden are
changing their address this week from 3, Whiteball-
place to Broad Sanctuary-chambers, S.W. Theyi
have given up their office at 22, BiUiter-street.
Roman Lincoln.—Digging commenced on the.

15th inst. for the remaining column of the Romani
colonnade, which it was expected would be foundi
under the pavement in front of Mr. W. Blaze’s shopi
in the Bail, and in the course of the day the work-
men made a discovery of quite an unexpected
character. It was thought that perhaps this pillar
might have been a double one, to correspond with
the one next it on the north, but it was found to
be a triple column. The main shaft appears to be
exactly in a line with the columns previously ex-
posed, and it is larger than the other two, into both
of which it is let almost at right angles. A singular
feature of this tripie column is that the mouldings
on each are of a different height from the base. The
discovery of this column tends to support the view
held by the late Precentor Venables, that these extra
shafts were introduced in order to give an air of
strength and solidity to the corners of the building
rather than to remedy some failure in the architec-
ture of the portico, which latter was regarded as
the more likely when the first double column was dis-
covered. The nineteen columns, of which the
colonnade is now known to have consisted, stand as
follows :—The first column to the north, and which
was the first discovered, is a double column standing
east and west

;
then, at intervals of about 16 ft., are

four single columns
;

next is a double column
standing north and south, and then comes the triple

column just unearthed, five single columns at similar
distances, and then two double columns, 'both
standing north and south ; four more single
columns, and finally, at the south end, a double
column, standing east and west. With one excep-
tion, therefore, all the twin columns stand one way.
Plans of the latest discovery are being made by Mr.
H. H. Dunn, architect, Lincoln, and will be de-
posited at the Corporation offices. Mr. Dunn has
also made a coloured drawing of the beautiful
tesselated paving found the previous week, and it is

understood that the Corporation intend making
further excavations at the place where this was
discovered.—Lincoln Mercury.
Southend Pier Works.—A special meeting of

the Southend Town Council was held on the i6th
inst. to seal the supplemental contract for the pier
works. The Town Clerk said the agreement was
that Messrs, Murdoch & Cameron should go on
under a fresh contiact, with Mr. Brunlees as the
engineer

;
but if any fresh question arose it was

to be referred to a separate engineer as referee.

Sufficient of the work was to be finished for the
steamboats to use the pier by the Friday before
Whitsun, and the whole within sixteen weeks. If

they failed to complete the work, the Corporation
could step in and remove the work done near the
old pier-head, and the contractors would forfeit

I.000/. If the work were done, a bonus of 2,000/,
was to be given to the contractor. The original
security of 1,700/. had been replaced by a fresh
bond of 2,000/. The contractors were to employ a
competent foreman, and if they failed to do so, the
Engineer could employ one and charge the firm
with the expense. The terms of the contract were
more stringent than those of the old one, and in the
Corporation's favour. There was to be no more
law over it

;
every question was to be settled by

arbitration. The supplemental contract was sub-
sequently sealed.

Greek History and Monuments.—In the
third and last of a seriesof lectures on '

‘ Greek History
and Extant Monuments," Professor Percy Gardner,
at the Royal Institution, recently pointed out bow,
in ancient Athens, political history ran parallel to the
development of art and religion, and each completed
the other. After the Persian wars the Athenians
came back to their city in no conservative spirit.

The first thing they did was to rebuild the city walls,
and they took the materials ready to hand, including
fragments of columns, sepulchral monuments, <S:c.

Then they turned their attention to the Acropolis,
and the buildings which they erected were still the
admiration of the world. The history of the great
temples was very striking. One of the first of the
gods to be honoured was Pan, whose grotto was set

up in gratitude for his supposed interference on their

behalf at the battle of Marathon. The wooden statue
of Athena, carefully preserved, was safely boused,
and Themistocles evolved a project for a new temple,
but his plans were stopped by bis fall. Pericles
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iund he had a great opportunity, and, in spite’of

i'otests as to the use of money intended for defence

[

jing used in this manner, continued the work,

pssisted by the great sculptor Pheidias. A great

fronze statue of Athena, standing 40 ft. high, on a
t.edestal, was erected, and employment was given to

“ll sorts of artificers and workmen. The Parthenon,
li'ilh its statues, caivings, lic., gave an ideal summary
ftf Athenian histoiy. In succeeding years a more
innservative spirit set in, but still every great event

>;'as commemorated by some addition to the glories

|if this unique structure. Greek art lay at the root

f all art ; it represented in outward form the growth
id the nation, its poetry, religion, martial enter-

prises, and politics, and was therefore worthy of the
iteepest and closest study.

t

ABKRDEEN Gkanite A.ssociation. — The
jnud assembly of this Association took place in

ouglas Hotel, Aberdeen, on the 19th inst. Coun-
llor Boddie, in proposing " The Town and Trade
H Aberdeen," referred to the large demand for

bolished granite fronts for London and the pro-
linces. Baillie Taggart, who presided at supper,

feplying for the toast of “ The Association," spoke
ijf the proposed granite statue of Hygeia for Dulbie
b'ark, and said the Association were to present to

|!be Aberdeen Art Gallery and Museum a collection

f different granites as a permanent exhibit.

Reredos, Newton Flotman Church, Nor-
OLK.—A memorial reredos in stone (a gift to the
hurch) was dedicated a short time since by the
lishop of Thetford at Newton Flotman. The
iesign of the reredos was by Mr. Lee. architect,

..ondon. The stonework and carving of the diaper
/ork which fills the panels has been executed by
idr. A. W. Perfitt, Long Stratton.

FfRE AT Builders' Premise,?.—Shortly after

'ne o'clock on tbe morning of the 22nd inst. an
lUtbreak of fire occurred on premises in Warren-
ine, Woolwich, occupied by Messrs. Kirk & Randall,
luildets. The fire originated in the boiler-house on
he ground floor, and in a short time the flames were
preading right and left, threatening to involve the
vhole building, whicli consisted of three floors,

neasuring 100 ft. one way by 300 ft. the other. A
ratchman, however, was on duly, and, getting a
lydrant to work, he held the flames in check until
he arrival of the firemen from the Woolwich and
shooter's Hill stations. Two more hydrants were
hen requisitioned, and within an hour the outbreak
vas under control.

Old Archway, Chester.—The old archway of
it. Michael’s Church, Chester, is being preserved,
’he archway, or galeway, once formed the entrance
rom Bridge-slreel-row to St. Michael’s Church,
Chester, and was taken down in 1852, when the
hurch was rebuilt. It consists of two periods of
irchitectuie, two-thirds being Norman work, while
he doorway proper is about 400 years later. It has
low been removed to the corner of Grosvenor Park
ailed the (,hiarry. where another arch, which
Delonged to St. Mary’s Nunnery, has found a rest-
ng-place since 1870 .—ChesUr Chronicle.
The Improvement of a Highland Estate.

—

\ scheme of improvement has just been carried out
in tbe Highland estate of Loch Rosque, in Ross-
:hire, the property of Mr. Bignold. A considerable
ium of money has been expended in beautifying the
’rounds around the mansion house, but the prin-
:ipal feature of the improvement has been the
alanling with forest trees of the hills for miles along
he Achanault and Gairloch roads. The plans and
lesigns, so far as the mansion house is concerned,
vere furnished by Mr. Carrulhers, architect, Inver-
less.

Old Architecture in Liverpool.—At a
ecent meeting of the Liverpool Teachers’ Guild at
University College, Professor F. M. Simpson, M.A,,
Professor of Architecture, lectured on "Old Archi-
.eclure in Liverpool." The lecturer dealt chiefly
with eighteenth century architecture, as it was during
hat century that Liverpool, through i's increasing
;rade with America and tbe West Indies, grew most
apidly. Rows ol houses were built on what were
hen outskirts, but are now in the middle of the
own. Such houses are found in Great George-
;qu.are. Hanover-street and Duke-street, Islington,
3t. Anne-street, and St. Paul's-square. Round the
:alli:dral the best old houses are seen, though many
if them have been knocked down to make room for

nodern warehouses. The lecturer described the
ippearance of these eighteenth century houses,
vhich, externally, are plain, even severe. The
ino rich spot which attracts tbe eye is the door-
vay, and although the principle is the same in
ill, the variety in design, slight as it is, is positively
imazing. In front of the house were generally
:ast-iron railings and ornamental lamp standards,
iften masterpieces of the smith's craft. But.
hroughout all, the feeling left upon the mind is

rery impressive on account of the good proportions
if their different parts. This effect is produced by
he size and shape of the windows. They were
niildings suited to the people who lived in them,
ind to the times in which they lived—simple but
itately, plain but refined. Professor Simpson then
;howed a series of slides, as examples of good pro-
loition and discreet use of ornament. Photo-
’rapbs of well-known old houses were then thrown on
he screen to illustrate the beauty of the eighteenth
:entury doorways, steps, gables, and iron railings,
rhese included houses in Slater-street. Kent-street,

Duke-street. Hanover-street, Great George-square,
Daulby-street, Parliament-street, Union-street, and
the almshouses near Arrad-street. The lecturer also

showed some slides of the Ca'hedral, Town Hall,

and Blue Coat School, and said that the latter was
probably the oldest domestic building in the town,
and the one which gave him most pleasure as an
architect.

The Widening of Fleet-street.—On Tues-
day next, the 3o‘.h inst.

,
at the Commissioners of

Sewers, Mr. Alderman Treloar will move that the

necessary notices be served to acquire all interests in

all tbe premises (fifteen houses) between Ludgate-
circus and Salisbury court, so that this important
improvement may be at once proceeded with. Tbe
London County Council has agreed to pay 85,390/.
towards the cost of this portion of tbe improvement,
which, if adopted, will make Fleet-street 60 ft. wide,
adding 16 ft. to the width from Ludgate- circus to

Salisbury-court, that is to say, for 320 ft. of its

length. The entire length of Fleet-street from
Temple Bar to Ludgate-circus is 1,670 ft., so that

the proposal is to wid^n at once about one-fifth of

the whole length of the street.

Dagnall Park Estate, Selhurst, Surrey.
—This freehold estate, adjoining Selhurst station,

has recently been disposed of, and the purchaser has
retained Messrs. Palgraves, 12, Victoiia-streel,

S.W,, as architects and surveyors for the extensive
building operations to be commenced immediately.
The City Walls, Exeter.—On April 5 a

length of about one hundred and ninety feet of the

old city walls of Exeter is to be put up for auction, in

connexion with surrounding land. We presume
this means the destruction of the wall. About one-
third of the city is still surrounded by its old wall.

Professor Aitchison's Royal Academy Lec-
tures.—We have in type the promised table of

dimensions of various Cathedrals, but we are
obliged to postpone it on account of the space
required for tbe Building Exhibition article.

1 t

LEGAL,
IMPORTANT POINT UNDER A BUILDING

CONTRACT:
case in the court of appeal.

The case of Dodd v. Churton came before the
Court of Appeal, composed of the Master of the
Rolls and Lords Justices Lopes and Chitty, on the
2oth inst. ,

it being an action brought by a builder
in the Whitchurch County Court against the building
owner to recover the balance due under a building
contract. The defendant admitted the claim, but
be counterclaimed to recover 50/. as liquidated
damages for delay in completing the work. It

appeared that by the contract the plaintiff under-
took to mike certain alterations and additions to the
defendant’s house for 664/,, as set forth in the
specification, and according to the general condi-
tions annexed thereto. By Clause i of the general
condition ‘‘the whole of the works and any other
works that may be ordered as additions to this

contract are to be executed and completed in the
best and most workmanlike manner, and with tbe
best materials of their several kinds, and everything
to be done to the full spirit and intent of this con-
tract, which is intended to comprise everything
necessary to the perfect completion of the works.
Every part of the works to be done to the satisfac-
tion of the architects, and their direction to be
followed in every respect, and their opinion
on all questions relating to the works or con-
tract to be final and conclusive." Clause 4:

—

"Any authority given by the architects for any
alteration or addition in or to the works is not to
vitiate tbe contract, but all additions, omissions, or
variations made in carrying out the works for which
a price may not have been previously agreed upon
are to be measured and valued and 'certified for by
the architects and added to or deducted from the
amount of the contract as tbe case may be accord-
ing to tbe detailed schedule of prices on which the
contract was formed. The schedule of prices to
apply to all deductions and to additions up to 15
per cent, above the amount of the contract

;
any addi-

tional works beyond 15 per cent, above the amount
of the contract and any item to which the schedule of
prices does not apply to be allowed for at such prices
as the architects may consider fair and reasonable."
Clause 24:—. . . . "The whole of theworkstobe
completed by June i. 1892, under a penalty of 2/.

per week for every week that any part of the works
remains unfinished after that date as liquidated
damages." It transpired that extra works to the
amount of 22/. i8s. 8d. were ordeied, and the total
works were not completed until twenty-seven weeks
after tbe time specified for completion. The
defendant, after allowing two weeks' additional time
for the completion of the extra works ordered,
counterclaimed for 50/., being 2/. per week for
twenty-five weeks, as liquidated damages for the
delay in completion. The learned County Court
Judge held that the ordering of the extra works was
a waiver of the stipulation to pay damages for delay,
and gave judgment for the plaintiff on the counter-
claim. In the Divisional Court Mr. Justice Wills
agreed with the learned Count? Court Judge, while
Mr. Justice Wright differed, ilie judgment of the
learned County Court Judge therefore standing.
The defendant now appealed.

At the conclusion of the arguments of counsel the
Master of the Rolls, in giving judgment, said that

the extra work admittedly delayed the completion
beyond the time that would have been occupied in

executing the specified works. The contract gave
the building owner the right to call upon the builder

to do extra work?. A recognised rule had been laid

down in " Holme v. Guppy," that if the building
owner ordered extra works beyond the specified

works which increased the time necessary for com-
pletion, the building owner was disabled from claim-
ing penalties for delay in completion. If that were
not so It would be a most unreasonable burden to

put upon the builder to do extra works, and then if

the whole works were not completed within the
specified time to claim the specified penalties from
him. Again, it was laid down in " Westwood v.

the Secretary of State for India " that the fact that

the contract entitled tire building owner to call upon
the builder to do extra woiks did not prevent the

application of the above rule. Then came the case

of "Jones V. St. John's College," which was an
exception to that rule. In that case it was .stated in

the pleadings that the builder bad agreed that if

extra works were ordered to conclude the entire

works within the stipulated lime. The Court held
that if the builder were foolish enough to agree to

that, even though it became impossible to com-
plete the works within the time, he must take tbe
consequences. In the present case the builder did
not by the agreement undertake such a foolish

responsibility. The rule of construction was that
if a particular construction allowed of an unreason-
able result tbe court would be slow to adopt that
construction. In the case of “ Jones v. St. John's
College ” the contract was set out in the pleadings
and admitted on demurrer. The present contract
could not be construed as was the contract in Jones's
case. Therefore, the building owner, if entitled by
the contract to order extra works, had by ordering
the extra works deprived himself of the right to

claim the penalties They would, therefore, adopt
the judgment of Mr. Justice Wills in preference to
that of Mr. Justice Wright.
The Lords Justices concurred, and the appeal was

accordingly dismissed with costs.

Mr. E. H. Lloyd appeared as counsel for tbe
defendant (the appellant) and Mr. Loebnis for the
plaintiff (the respondent).

THE WORKING CLASS DWELLING
SECTIONS OF THE LONDON BUILD.
ING ACT SUCCESSFULLY EVADED.

At the Worship-street Police-court, on the 17th
inst., Mr. Hyman Davis, builder and property-
owner, of 65, Bishopsgate-street Without, appeared
before Mr. Haden Corser in answer to a summons
taken out by the London County Council for having
failed to comply with a notice calling upon him to
set back the front wall of No. 105, Brick-lane, Spital-
fields, so that every part thereof should be at a
distance in every direction not less than the " pre-
scribed distance " from the centre of the roadway
(viz. 20 ft.) in accordance with Sections 13, 14, and
200 of the London Building Act, 1894, the said
house having recently been erected at a distance of
only 12 ft. I in. from the centre of the roadway to a
height exceeding the width of the street, and being
alleged to be now occupied by persons of the
working class.

Mr. T. Seager Berry, in opening the case for the
London County Council, drew the magistrate's
attention to the fact that there was no definition in
the London Building Act of the term "persons of
the working class," but referred him to the definition
embodied in Section 75 of the Housing of the
Working Classes Act, 1890, which limited the term
"letting for habitation by persons of the working
class " for the purposes of that section to " letting

a bouse or part of a house at a rent not exceeding
in London 20/. a year." There was, however, a
further definition which might be of assistance,
namely, that contained in the Standing Orders of
the House of Commons, and embodied in the South-
Eastern Railway Company's Act, 1896, and many
other Railway Companies' Acts, which was as
follows : "The expression ‘ labouring class ' means
and includes mechanics, artisans, labourers, and
others working for wages

; hawkers, costermongers,
persons not working for wages, but working at some
trade or handicraft without employing others except
members of their own family, and persons other
than domestic servants whose income does not
exceed an average of 30s. a week, and the families
of any such persons who may be residing with
them.” He then pointed out the conditions under
which a builder was entitled to build within
tbe prescribed distance, as set forth in Sub-Section 5
of Section 13, viz., that where it was desired to
alter or re-erect a building existing either at the
commencement of the Act, or at any time within
seven years previously, and which stood within the
prescribed distance, it was permitted by the Act to
do so, provided that the builder got the plans of the
old building certified by the District Surveyor

;
but

the privilege in Sub-Section 5 was restricted by the
following proviso:—"Provided always that no
dwelling house to be inhabited or adapted to be
inhabited by persons of the working class shall
without the consent of the Council be erected or re-
erected within the prescribed distance to a height
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;

exceeding the distance of the front or nearest

external wall of such building from the opposite

side of such street, and that no building or structure

shall be converted into such dwelling house within

the prescribed distance so as to exceed such height.”

He contended that Mr. Davis had lost the privilege

conferred by that section inasmuch as the building

had been erected within the prescribed distance to

a height exceeding the width of the street, and was
now occupied by persons of the working class, and
that by Section 206 the exemption or privilege

enjoyed ceased when the building became used by
persons of the working class and toe building there-

upon became subject to the provisions of Section

13 (i). He also contended that this was not an
alteration or re-erection within the meaning of

Section 13 (5), inasmuch as the owner had erected

eleven houses, each four stories high, with no back
yards, on a site previously occupied by ten houses,

each three stories high and each having a back
yard. The case against No. 105 was taken as a test

case, the Council contending ibat the decision in

such case would govern each of the remaining ten

houses of the block.

Mr. Arthur Crow, District Surveyor for Spitalfields,

was then called, and stated that the house in ques-

tion was one of a row of eleven houses erected by
Messrs. Davis Bros, in 1895, from plans prepared
by Mr. H. H. Collins. The site of the present

houses was formerly occupied by ten houses, each
of three stories, and having yards at the rear. The
plans of those old houses were duly certified by him,
in accordance with Section 13 (51 of the Act. (The
certified plans were then put in evidence.) He
examined the plans of the new buildings, and ap-

proved them, on the understanding that the bouses
were not designed for persons of the working class.

The accommodation shown by Mr. Collins' plans

included a shop and back room on the ground
floor, and three floors over, with two rooms on each
floor. The buildings were duly proceeded with and
inspected by him from time to time. On January
23, 1896, he found that six houses had been roofed

in, and were being fitted up for occupation—that

in each house the back rooms on each floor were
prepared to receive ranges, and that in No. 107
ranges bad been fitted on the ground and first

floors. On January 24 he served notices of irregu-

larity, which were produced, objecting to the bouses
under Secs. 13 and 41, on the ground that they were
being adapted for working-class dwellings. In reply

he received a letter from Mr. Collins, which he pro-
duced, stating, inter alia, that, "as you must be
aware, these buildings have never been erected for,

nor are they intended for, the occupation of the
artisan and labouring classes.” Thereupon he con-
sulted the Council's advisers, and, having regard to

that letter, no action was taken. In October last

his attention was called to the houses, and he in-

spected them and found that they were sublet to

various sub-tenanis. Dealing with No. 105, the

whole house was let by Mr. Davis to Israel Cohen,
a working clockmaker, at 2I. a week, who, with his

wife and family, occupied the ground floor. Each
floor above was sublet by Cohen to a separate
family at 8s. 6d., 83., and 61. a week respectively.

Each Lub-tenant was a cabinet maker by trade.

He put in a plan, showing the bouse as at present
existing.

In cross-examination by Mr. Marshall Hall, who
appeared for Mr. Davis, witness said, assuming
the house not to be . working-class dwelling, it did
not infringe the Act as regards the line on which it

fronted, but the party walls were not coincident with
the old party w^ls; that he made a return to the

Council of the houses when they were roofed in
;

that he bad been paid his fees as District Surveyor
;

that be thought the house was adapted for persons
of the working class because it and the others in the
block were so occupied.

Mr. Thomas Blasbill, Superintending Architect of
the London County Council, said that he had seen
the bouse in question

;
that Brick-lane was a high-

way
:
that the Council bad given no consent to the

building, which was inside the prescribed distance.
In cross-examination witness said that if the

Council's views were correct a very large number of
East End bouses and some West End houses in

pocr class neighbourhoods would be affected by it.

Inspector Harvey, of the Whitechapel District

Board of Works, said be bad inspected the houses
on several occasions. He confirmed the District

Surveyor as to the occupation, and added that in

No. Ill the two upper floors (four rooms) were
occupied by a man to whom they were sublet at 15s.

per week, with his wife and three children and ten
lodgers. At No. 115 there were three single room
sub-tenancies, two by a laundress and an oflice char-
woman, each paying 3s. 6d. a week rent.

In reply to the Magistrate he said the cooking in

the upstair rooms was done at open stoves. There
were two water-closets in each house.

Dr. Loane, Medical Officer of Health for White-
chapel, said he had visited the houses, and he pro-
duced some photographs of them.
The tenant Cohen and one sub-tenant were

called and corroborated as to rents and occupa-
tions.

The tenancy agreement with Cohen was produced
together with his rent-book, containing rules to be
observed by the tenants.

The Magistrate in giving judgment, without calling

on Mr. Marshall Hall, said :

—" The question I have

to decide is whether the houses are within the mean-
ing of Section 13 (5) of the Building Act, ‘ dwelling

houses to be inhabited or adapted to be inhabited

by persons of the working class.' If they are, they

are within the prescribed limits and must be set

back. If they are not they may remain. There is

nothing to guide me as to what is meant by
‘ persons of the working class, except Section 75 of

the Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890.

If this is to be a guide, it is a money guide

—

viz., an annual rent cf 20/. for a house or part

of a house. I must, however, look at the facts

of the case. I need not go through the various

sections, since the parties agree that what I have to

decide is whether this house is a house to be in-

habited or adapted to be inhabited by persons of the

working class. I should mention the South-Eastern
Railway Company's Act of 1896.” (The magistrate

then read the section which is quoted above.)

"That section seems as if, after exhausting every

class named therein, anyone else earning less than

303. a week was of the labouring class. T'he person

to whom this house is let is Cohen, at a rent of 2/. a
week. He is a watchmaker, and occupies the ground
floor. Above are first and second floors, and a

floor ill the roof. 'The house is set out as a

house would be in Piccadilly if designed for a
shop with living rooms over. How could
you erect dtfterently a shop with living

rooms over ? I must not look at the passing
character of the tenants, but at the house.
Every place of bricks and mortar can be lived in

by psrsoDS of the working class if they can afford

it. Cohen has grossly overcrowded bis premises,

which are occupied by persons who work with their

hands for their daily bread, but that cannot alter the
intention of Davis when be built the house—it can-
not alter the character of the house. The Legis-
lature intended houses for persons of the working
class to have a reasonable provision of air-space in

front, because more people live on the premises.
Davis says ‘I don't want the working class.' I

must find that these houses are not houses to

be inhabited or adapted to be inhabited by persons
of the working class. The people living there are,

in my judgment, persons of the woikiog class

Many rooms are occupied by persons—strictly and
accurately described as persons of the working
class.”

The summons was accordingly dismissed with
ten guineas costs, the magistrate expressing bis

readiness to state a case for the superior court. The
defendant's counsel said that defendant would him-
self like to have a case stated.

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL v. FAULKES.
Mr. d'Evncourt gave his decision on the

23rd inst. at (he North London Police-court in the
case of the "London County Council v. Faulkes.”
The defendant in this case is the freeholder of the
Willows Estate, Park-lane, Stoke Newington, and he
was summoned at the instance of the County Council
for forming and laying out a road on the north side
of Carysfort-road, which did not communicate at
each end with public carriage-ways, without the
consent of the Council. The case was argued a
fortnight ago, Mr. Chilvers appearing for the Council,
and Mr. Maemoran, with him Mr. Salter, for the
defendant. It was admitted that prior to the
London Building Act of 1894 the defendant could
have laid out the new street in the way he proposed,
but this Act of Parliament made it necessary that
a new street should communicate with public
carriage-ways at each end, and that the consent of
the Council must also be obtained. The defence
raised was that the new street had been commenced
prior to the Act of 1894 coming into operation. The
evidence showed that openings were left in the line
of houses in Carysfnrt-road when they were put up
in 1894, and that the flank walls of the houses abut-
ting on these openings were finished off as corner
houses, and that the garden fences were made as
outsidefences would be. It was also alleged for the
defence that the spaces through the openings had
been partly made up as " builder's roads ” in 1894.
On the other hand, itwas said that the openings had
simply been left and boarded up, and that so far
from the proposed roadways being made up, the
opening had simply been used for the storage of hard
core, &c. , for use in the making up of Carysfort-
road. No attempt to lay out the new street was
made until November last.

In giving bis decision, Mr. d'Eyncourt said that
there could be no doubt that if the present Building
Act had been in force a hundred years ago, London
would have been a much finer place than it is now.
The question, however, for him to decide was
whether the present work had been commenced
before the Act of 1894 came into operation. There
was no doubt that the plans were sent in before that
time, and those plans contained a spur street which
the defendant did not press, and to which the
Council had a right to object. The Council, how-
ever, offered the defendant no assistance in the
matter, as they only sent an indefinite objection
which the defendant might naturally take to
apply only to the spur street. Without the spur
street the circumstances were identical with
those existing in the case of "The London
County Council v, Edmondson ” (decided by the

judges against the Council), and he concurred in ai

that the judges had said in that case. As in thaj

case, the new street was to be made in crescen
form, both ends coming into one carriage-way;
Was this new street commenced before the end d(

1894? He should hold that it was, for the reasom;

as stated in the evidence that the four corner housej

were finished as corner houses, and the garde:)

fences were a foot higher than those between thi;

ordinary gardens. It was clearly ihe intention c|

the defendant to lay out the new street when he waj)

building Carysfort-road early in 1894. Under thesf

circumstances be should d'sraiss the summons.
Mr. Salter asked for costs, saying that the defencr|

had cost 30 guineas. They asked the magistrate M
grant 15 guineas costs.

Mr. d'Eyncourt granted 12/. 123. costs.
^

Mr. Chilvers asked the magistrate to state a case'

for the superior Court. *

Mr. d'Eyncourt said he would consider tht,

application .—Moming Advertiser.

BUILDING TRESPASS IN CHEAPSIDE
ACrriON IN THE CHANCERY DIVISION,

Mr. Justice North, in the Chancery Division)

on the 23rd inst., delivered a considered judgment
in the case of "The Aerated Bread Company v.

Shepherd,” it being an action brought by thd
plaintiffs, the lessees of No. 51, Cheapside, lor an
alleged trespass in connexion with work done ir

rebuilding the adjoining premises, No. 52, Cheapt
side, by the owner, the defendant. It appeared
that the wall between the premises. Nos. 51 and 52.
Cheapside, was a party-wall within the meaning 0:

the Metropolitan Building Acts, the matter ic

dispute being whether the wall was a party-wall in

the sense that there was a common ownership, 01

whether the wall was, as the learned Judge held,

entirely the properly of the plaintiffs, subject tc

easements of supports. A question was also raised
on the construction of the London Building Act;
1894, Section 64 (18), which provides that alt

chimney-flues are to be surrounded by new brick*:

work of a certain thickness, the defendant having
put chimney-flues against the plaintiff’s party-wall.l

These flues were constructed of actual new brick
on three sides only. The two ends were bonded^
into the party-wall, the face of the party-walk
itself forming the fourth side of the flue. The:
plaintiffs alleged that the London Building .Acti

of 1894 had not been complied with
;

but the
defendant's expert witnesses, on the contrary,;
asserted that in their opinion it had, because the)

parly wall, being sound and in good condition, was;
to be considered new brickwork within the meaning;
of the Act.

His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that hei
considered this construction of the statute to be
absurd, and held that the defendant bad not com-i
plied with the Act, which required the brickwork tol

be new at the time of the construction of the flues,

!

although the District Surveyor had passed the work.-;

He did not, however, consider it necessary, in the;

circumstances, to grant a'mandatory injunction. His:
Lordship having decided the main issues in favour 1

of the plaintiffs, gave them the general costs of;

the action.

Order accordingly.

Mr. Swinfen Eady, Q.C., and Mr. 'W. F.*

Hamilton appeared as counsel for the plaintiffi

company; and Mr. Cozens-Hardy, Q.C., and Mr.i
Ingle Joyce for the defendant.

MEETINGS.
Friday, March 26.

j

Institution oj Civil Engineers (.Students' Meeting).—^
Mr. W, J, Griffiths oa " The Re-SiKnalling of the Liver- fj

pool-street Terminus of the Great Eastern Railway.” 8 if

p.m. I

Saturday, March 27.
;

Sanitary Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary*
Inspection at Harrison & Barber's Knacker;!

'Yard, Whitechapel. 3 p.m.
[

London and Provincial Builders' Foremen's Associa-v
Won {Memoral Hall, Farrin^don-road, E.C.), — Mr. F.

I

Chessell on “Technical Educ.Tiion.'' 7 p.m.
Edinburgh ArchitecturalAssociation.—Vi.sit to Hatton 'i|

House, Midlothian. '

Monday, March 20.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Mr. J. A; ij

Gotch on “ Heraldry of the Renaissance in England.’ ,t

8 p.m.
Society 0^ Arts (Cantor Professor W. '

Chandler Roberts-Austen on“Alloys.'' III. 4.30p.m. \

Sanitai^' Isistitute (Lectures for Sanitary OPieers).— -(

Dr. J. Priestleyon " Ventilation.Warming, and Lighting.” 'i

8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society.—Anvinol ji

Report to be read, and Officers elected. 7.30 p.m.

Tuesday, March 30.

Society of Arts (Afiplied Art Section').—Mr. W. R. t

Lethaby on “ Lead-Work." 8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers.—Mr. Henry W. Raven- )|

shaw on " Electric Lifts and Cranes.” 8 p.m. '

Astetioneers' Institute.— '^\s. E. J. Harper on " Some v.

Effects of the Incidence of Rates upon Landed Property.” i

8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 31.

Society of Arts.—Mr. G. L. Hillier on "Cycling— -

Historical and Practical. ’ 8 p.m.
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of lYorks' Institution .

—

Quarterly meeting of the Directors. 8 p.m.
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I Sanitary Institute {^Demonstration for Sanitary

Officers).—Inspection in the Parish of St. George’s,

ilanover-square. 2 p.m.
i Liverpool Engineering Society.—Mt. Joseph Corbett

|in " Sewage Siudge Removal and Shipment.” 8 p.m.

• Thursday, Ai'rii. i.

i Society 0/ Antiquaries.—8.30 p.m.
» Sanitary Institute {Lecturesfir Sanitary Officers ').

—

^r. J. Wallace Peggs on “ Principles of Calculating Areas,

Pubic Space, &c., Interpretation of Plans and Sections to

ocale.” 8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers.— Visit to

he Generating Station of the City of London Electric

Aghting Company, Uankside, S.E. 2.30 p.m.

Friday, Ai'Rii, a

The Architectural Association.—^\x. T. G. Jackson,
LA., on “Architecture in Relation to the Crafts.” 7.30

Royal_ Institution.—Mr. C. T. Heycock. M.A-, on
‘ Metallic Alloys and the Theory of Solution.” 9p.m.
Institution 0/Junior Engineers.— to be read and
iscussed Cycle Construction,” by Mr. A. W.
tiarsball, 8 p.m.

Saturday, April 3.

Sanitary Institute {Demonstration for Sanitary
— Inspection at Aylesbury Dairy Company's

’remises, Bayswater. 3 p.m.
Sanitary Inspectors' Association.—

6

p.m.
British Institute of Certified Carpenters.— Special

rfeeting at Carpenters' Hall, at 6 p.m. Paper by Mr. T.

4. G. Lloyd on “ Ancient and Historical Carpentry.”

RECENT PATENTS:
ABSTRACTS OP SPECIFICATIONS.

4,105.—Pug Mill for Bricks, itc. : D. Doyle and
inother.—The several improvements claimed by inventor,

onsist in (i) lubricating the interior surface of the

ylinder and hopper head or conical end, as well as the

orface of the propeller with water in a manner somewhat
ike the die is at present lubricated. For this the lubri-

ating cloth may be covered with a plate or plates of

netal ; (2) the fixing one, two, or more plates at the end of

he pugs mill so that they may just graze the end of
he propeller^ so that when the day is revolving, plate or

ilates take it off the end; (3) in using a die 9J by 9J,

stead of 9I by 4?, and splitting the double column by a

vire fixed transversely on the die
; (4) by a carriage of

teel rope stretched transversely across the die. This
arri,«ge moves on a horizontal line backwards and for-

wards to and from the pug end, telescope-like outside the

lie frame.

5,310.—Lavatory and Water-Closet Apparatus :

^ Hulse .—In order to obtain a combination lavaloty’,

vatcr-closct, urinal, and slop sink, inventor adopts a
lede'tal closet, with a hinged seat to fold back, so as to

>e used for urinal or slop. sink. On the back of the
ixed portion of seat a trough is provided to receive con-
ents of lavatoiy basin when emptied. Inventor makes
avatory hinged at back to fold upwards, when water-
rloset is to be used, and to be there secured by
iprings. Separate supply cisterns, with overflow pipe, are
DTOvided.

8,531.—Chimney Pot or Ventilator : H. li’. Swain.
—The chimney pot or ventilator, constructed as a fi.xturc,

s made in chambers on .nn obtuse angle, the fliieway or
ihaft tapering downwards. Around the basal portion of
:ach obtuse-angled chamber is a series of round apertures.

The base of the ventilator, or pot, is Square, and on each
side of the square base an opening is formed, the whole
arrangement being conducive to driving the smoke or hot

lir upwards.
10,037. — Gulley Traps : J. Richards. — Inventor

claims (i) a gul'y trap, having the cover consisting of a
[movable grated part and a fixed part, provided with an
fcpertiire or apertures for extending into the trap a fall

Ipipe or pipes, receiving water from gutters or other sources
;

and (2) in relation to a gully trap, me method of delivering

iwaste water from a fall pipe, &c., into the trap below its

cover, by extending pipe or pipes through a suitable aper-

ture or apertures.

26,331.—Drain Plug and Hopper for Testing
Drains in Sections: IV. Neighbour.—Inventor adopts
a drain plug with enlarged waterway, provided with an
air escape tube, with cup, also a galvanised hopper, de-

tachable. It is claimed th.at this will obviate the old

method of puddling with clay for bends for the purpose of

testing drains in sections with water.

*9.437-

—

Pavement Lights: J. .-I. IVillmore.—Inven-

tor claims (i) the application and use of tiles or plates,

either solid or perforated, composed of lead or other

suitable metal or alloy, in combination with glass and
cement, or asphalt, to form the top surface of pavement
lights, &c., and (2) the application of bars with projecting

puts made of suitable metal in combinatiou with glass and
cement or asphalt for same purpose. As none of the iron

Irame, except its outside edge, comes within a cenain
distance of the top surface, the tendency of pedestrians to

slip on pavement lights, cellar flaps, coal plates, &c., is

greatly reduced.
29,916.—Fire Grates : G. C. 5L/<iAK.—(r).\ grate in the

nature of a warped and woofed reticulated metal structure
;

() the same with a reinforcing rim surroundiug grate :

13) the same, comprising an open-work body portion and a
frame surrounding it ; (4) the same, and a frame cast

integral therewith
; (5) a similar grate and rim, the latter

conslitut'ng the perimeter of the grate, the grate being

substantially a plane surface freely exposed underneath ;

() a similar grate of interlaced wires. &c., with frame, the
combined area of the draught-spaces being greatly in

excess of the metal presented to the direct action of the

heat, whereby a strong upward draught will be generated
and durability secured : (7) a .similar grate, having raised

portions at the air openings constituting fuel supports
j
and

(8) an endless travelling grate, constituting a plurality of
open-work grate surfaces, with a frame enclosing each.

NRW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.

March 8.—6,060, A. Rider and E. Russell, Sliding
Sash Windows.—6,066, The Wilkinson Sword Co., Ltd.,

Door Locks.
March 9.-6,113, F. Lynde, Flushing Cisterns.-^6,121,

J. Taylor, Removing Steam and Vapours from Buildings,

and for Promoting ventilation, applicable also for the pre-

vention of down draught in chimneys.—6,159, Bain-
bridge, Ladder Grip and Scaffold Rest.—6,138, j._ Skinner,

Chimney Ventilating Cowls, &c,—6,143, J- Smith, Self-

Locking Window Sash Fastener.—6,171, L. Hanks,
Gulley Traps.-6,191, J. Noel, Chimney and Ventilator

Tops.—6,216, W. Hughes, Machines for Marbling Paper.

—6,224, E. Taylor, Sash Fasteners.
March 10.—6,239, Phillips, Combined Stay and

Fastener for Sliding .and Reversible Windows.—6,242, J.
Vidal. Flushing of Water Closets.—6,275, W, Edward.s

and E. Runtz, Flooring and Floor Construction.—6,300,

F. Chapman, Blacks for Paving Wood.—6 310 W.
Gardiner, Window Fastener.— 6,324, T. Sanderson, Manu-
facture of White Lead.— 6,328, A. Henslriim, Ventilating

and Air Exhausting Apparatus.
.March 11.-6,347, A. and J. Moore, Equable Firing

Kilns. — 6,384, J. Ralls, Noiselessly Filling Flushing
Cisterns, &c.— 6,385, J. Ralls, Discharging Apparatus
connected with Flushing Cisterns, &c.—6,413. D. and J.
Bumess, Concrete Paving, &c.— 6,426, F. Golby, Door
Hinges.—6,459, W. Reid and F. Crosland, 1-ime or

Cement Kilns.- 6,467. H. Lake. Moulding Block for

Forming Plates for Building Purposes.— 6,468, J. Oldham,
Saws.
March 12.-6,509, H. Soweroft, Saw Blades for Sawing

Stone.—6,522, E. Wollard, Ventilating Gear for Green-

houses.—6,524, F. Daw, Casement Fastening. -^6, 526, C.
Armstrong, Buffers and Fittings of Automatic Tilting

I'anks for Waste W.-iter-closets.—6.577, S. Buck, Ridge
Tiles, &c.—6,579, G. Sliehle, Floors or Flooring.
March 13.-6,390, J. Davis and Others. Sanitary Pipe

Machines.—6,643, J. Rendle, Roof Glazing.— 6,649, D.
Campbell, Handles and Spindles of Door Locks.—6,654,

J. Johnson, Water-closets.—6,657, A. Parnacott, Water-
Waste Preventers.—6,676, J. Westhead, Combined
Plumber's or Soldering Iron, and Lamp for Heating same.
—6,693, A. Testas, Band Sawing Machines.

provisional specifications ACCEPTED.

*t550| J- Robertson, Dove-tailed Wooden Structures,

&c.—2,8c8, W. Dawson and A. Burn, Rule Saw.—4,199,

H. Barnett, Casement Windows.—4,295, A. Muirhead,
Glasgow, Fire Grates.—4,383, A. Bucknall, Coiistnicting

Portable and other Wooden Buildings, also applicable to

Floors and other parts of Buildings of any kind.—4,658,

J. Hussey, Plumbers' Pots, &c,—4.681, W. Prestwich,
Door Spring.—4,745, J. Feare, Ventilators.—4,960, E.
Codling, Drain Pipes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to opposition for Huo months.

7.0S9. J- Hamilton, Roof Ladders and Staging.—9,363,
E. Laroche, Stoves.— 9,518, E. Palmer, Reaching by a

I.ateral Movement Elevated parts of Buildings and other

Erections for the purpose of Repairing such Building and
other erections, and for Paintifg, &c.— 12,324, F. Price,

Flushing Cisterns.—23,731, J. Elrick, Chimney-top Smoke
Preventer and Extract Ventilator.— 25,521, R. Birtley,

Drain Pipes and Traps.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY:
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

March n.—By Kenn & Co. (.at Dedham).
Dedham, Essex.—Burkett’s-road, &c., enclosure of

land, and two tenements, 37 a. i r. 29 p., c. ... .£1,000

Cooper's-lane, “The Park Farm,” 16 a. 3 r. 28 p.

540
Enclosure of land, 8 a. or. 26 p. ,

c 280

A House and 10 a. 3 r. 31 p., c 300
By W. Thomson (at Douglas).

Douglas. Isle of Man.— Falcon Cliff Castle Hotel,

Pavilion, and Race Ground : also a residence

called “ Fernleigh,” total area, 7 a., f. 9,000

Santon, “The Ballacorris Estate ’* comprising

60 a. 3 r. 19 p., f. 1,225

March 15.-87 E. H. Henry.
Clapham.—18, Lynette-av.,u.t. 88yrs., g.r. ii7. jis.

e.r. 457. 4*5
168 and 170, Clapham Park-rd., f., e.r. 86/. 1,165

By Montagu & Rouinson.
Woodford.— I and 2, Park-villas, f., r. 33/. I2S. ...

Plaistow.—15 to 25(odd), Florence-st., u.t. 78 yrs.,

g.r. 13/. los., r. loi/. 8s 650
By Nokes & Nokes.

Hoxton.—6, White Horse-court, u.t. 80 yrs., g.r.

Bow.—’144 and 146, Turner's-rd., u.t. 60 yrs,, g.r.

20/., r. 71/
By F. W.arman.

Stoke Newington.—King Henry’s-walk, f.g.r. 48/.,

reversion in 25 yrs 1

Mildmay-pk., f.g.r. 5/., reversion in 55 yrs

Mildmay-st., f.g.r. 9/.. reversion m 55 yrs 360
By Messrs. Si'Ei.MAN jat Norwich).

Norwich.—Aylsham-road, a residence, and 2 a.

or. 5 p., u.t. 55i yrs., g.r. 16/. 1,040

14, Newmarket-rd., u.t. iS» yis., g.r. 2/.

March 16.—By W. B. Hallett.
Islington,— 4 to 12 (even), Grosvenor-st., u.t. 5o|

yrs., g.r. 25/., r. i6i/. 4s

By Debenham, Tewson, & Co.

Shoreditch.—39, Bethnal Green-rd., f., r. 90/. 1

Clerkenwell.— 15, Wilmington-sq., u.t. 19 yrs., g.r.

4/., r. 60/.

By Forthscuf. & Co.
Wandsworth.— 177, 179, and 181, St. John's Hill,

u.t. 56 yrs., g.r. 30/., r. loi/.

17 to 3t (odd), Ram-sq., u.t. 66 yrs.. g.r. 18/. ...

37, North-st., u.t. 38 yrs., g.r. 12/. 18s., r. 75/.... 850
By Rutley, Son & Vine.

Haverstock Hill. -33, Crogsland-road, u.t. 70 yrs.,

g.r. 1/

Holloway.—81, 119, and 121. Sussex-rd., u.t. 55
yrs., g.r. iS/. i8s., r. loa^

By Hards & Bradly (on the premises).

Lee Green.—250, High-rd., and a bu Iding plot

adjoining, i r. 2 p,, u.t. 85 yrs., g.r. 25!., with

goodwill -

By Hampton & Sons (on the premises).

Mayfair.—53, Berkeley-sq,, beneficial lease for sJ

By ^rgIll.^Marks, & Orgill (At Masons’ Hall Tavern).

Mar\!ebone.—York-st., “The Royal Oak”p.-h.,
lease for 21 yrs., r, 100/., with goodwill 17,600

Lewisham.—Loampit Vale, the “ Crown Brewery,”
lease for 20J yrs., with two tied houses r

March 17.—By H. E. Foster & Cranfikld.
Kensal Green.-Hiley-rd., f.g.r. 25/., reversion in

92 yrs 685

Stanley-ter,, f.g.r. 20/., reversion in 92 yrs. 540

Fulham.—Lillie-rd., f.g.r. 35/., reversion in gzj
yrs

,

By E. W. Richadson & Son.
Stoke Newington.—31 and 33, Cli'sold-rd., u.t.

51 yrs., g.r. 15/. los., r. 100/
By R. Tidey & Son.

Dalston.—10, Middleton-rd., u.t. 40 yrs.. g.r. 5/.

40/.

De Beauvoir Town.— 8, Derby-rd., u.t. 22 vrs.
g.r. 5/., r. 30/. ;;

Islington.—3, Canonbury-rd., u.t. 2iA jts., g.r.
6/., r. 40/. '

Hornsey.— 130, Hornsey P.irk-rd., u.t. 83 yrs.,g,r
5/. 10s., r. 24/.

Bv Rushworth & .Stevens.
Soho.—9, Denmark-st., f.

Piccadilly.-Li Albany, u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 35/.
Pimlico.—11, Grosvenor-cottages, u.t. 26| yrs., g.r.

7/., T. 31/.

Paddington.— 5, Bouverie-st., u.t. 33^ yrs., g r
7/. ios.,r. so/.

Bouverie-st., “The Little Western,” B.-h., u.t.
SSiyrs., g.r. 6/., r. 63/. ‘.I

6t, Star-st., u.t. 35^ yrs., g.r. 4/. 4S., r. 45/.
By E & S. Smith.

Kentish Town.— 32,36, 38, and 40, Charlton Kings-
rd.

;
also l.g.r. 5/. 10s., u.t. 43^ yrs., g.r.

27/. loS
Islington.—2, 3, and 4, Newha!l-st., u.t. 33 yrs.'

g.r. 12/.

Stoke Newington.- 3, 4, 6, and 8, E!ton-st., and
63, King Henry-st.

;
also l.g.r. 16/., u.t. 46 yrs.," ' 16/. ..
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65sHornsey.—S and 10, HollanJ-rd., u.t. 72 vrs "0 r

=75
By E. Tompkins.

Bexley Heath.— 61, Lion-rd., u.t. 8oJ yrs., g.r. 6/.

^By Luund & 'iiowiTT ’(at Masons"Haii
Tavern).

Mile End.—Mile End-rd., The “ White Horse "

lease for 33 yr.s.,r. 150/., with goodwill 14,070
Mitcham.— London-rd., “The Buck's Head,”/.

with goodwill ’’
jj

By Rendell & Symons (at Newtori A'bbot)
’ ^

Denbury,^ Devon.—The “Shute" Estate, 28 a.

By Blshop & Pritchett (at ’Swindoii).'
Swindon, Wilts.—28, 30, and 32, Wood-st., f., r

’77/.
3,000

4.546

Gorse-hill, enclosures of building land, about '4 'a'

ar- 17 Pu f-
;

199 to 202, Cricklade-rd., u t. 87 yrs., g.r, 61. 6s.
207 and 208, Cncklade-rd., f. "i;-

Lower Snatton, Wilts. -Enclosures ofland/about

Shrivenham-rd., a paddock of 2 a., f. i.” t,?
Wroughcon, Wilts.—“ Castle Cottages,” 'f, 'e.’r!

March 18.—ByCRASKE &
'Sons.

Tooting.-4 and 6, Brightwell-cres., f
,

r. 41/. 125. too
By Davis & Barrow.

Barnes.— 1, Mill Hill-rd., f., e.r. 65/.

By H. Holme-s & Co.
Mari-Iebone.-24, Upper Charlton-st., u.t., 32 yrs.,

g.r. 24/.

Kentish Town.— 10 and j8, Dickinson-st., u.t. 70
yrs., g.r. 12/., r, 64/.

Harrow. — Roxborough-pk.-rd., four plots of
land, f.

ByNEWBON, Edwards & .Shephard."
Hornsey Rise.—Lambton-rd., &c., f.g.r. 45/., re-

version in 81 yrs
Holloway.—5, \erbury-rd., u.t. 70^ yrs. gr

8/. los., r. 45/.

18, Queensland-rd., u.t. 42 yrs., g.r. 15/."’”.”!!!

Peckham.—54, 56, and 58, Langdale-rd., u.'t'. ’^e

850

Chalk Farm.— 12, 13, and 14, Haverstock-st.,
80 yrs.. g.
Ferdinand-pl

3 /. .

. .
yrs., g.r. 4/.

34, Ferdinand-st., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 61., r. 24/.
By A. Prevost & Son.

Mile End.—41 and 42, Ely-ter., u.t. 12^ yrs., g.r.
nil

209 and 211, Bow Common-lane, u.t. 57 yrs., g.r!
3/. 14s. 6d

Hackney.—75, Frampton Park-rd., u.t. 42 yrs
g.r. 61., r. 43/. ‘I

77, Frampton Park-rd., u.t. 42 yrs., g.r. 6/. r.

4’^-

West Ham.—49, 51, 53, and 55, Portway, f., r.

,
76/. t4S

Leyto.nstone.—Drayton-rd., ” The Poplars," f. r

S*'^-

By Stimsos & Sos.s.
Southwark.—33, 34, 35, and 36, Camelot-.st., f.,

r. 105/. 6s

Camberwell.— 70, Soutbampton-st., f., r. 64/.
I to 6, Canal Bank

;
8 to 17, Canal-st., r. 231/. ’Ss."

also two building sites, area 16,000 ft. f. ...

’

Norwood.-Westow Hill, house, stabling',’ farr'j'er’s
shop, &c., known as Windmill-yard, u t 88 yrs
g.r. 40/., r. 147/.

’

Islington.— 145, Downham-rd., u.t. 45 yrs., g.r. 5/,,

Orpington, Kent.— 1 and 2, Oa'k.cottages. ’f.

1 and 2, Ash-cottages, f.

I and 2, Fairlawn-cottages, and plot of "land
adjoining, f.

Farnborough, Kent.— 1 and 2, Alma-vi’lias, f!

By H. J. Bliss & Sons.
Bethnal Green.—4, Gauber-st., u.t. 28 yrs., g.r 3/

38 to 60 (even), Hereford-st., and 74 and’ 76',

Sale-st., f., r. 260/.
'

25 and 29, Hague-st., f., r 48/. 2S !!!!.'!!!!!!

19 to 29 and 35 to 45 (odd), Menotfe-st., u.t. 'asi
yrs., ^.r. 62/.

14, Elwin-st.p u.t. 25 yrs., g.r. 4/. 49.
180 and 181, Barnet-grove, u.t. 26 yrs., g.r 9/Bow.—29, Lyall-rd., u.t. 22^ yrs., g.r. 7/., r.

44/.’,'.’.’

Kingsland.—136, High-st., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 16/,
r. 60/

“

Bethnal Green.—38 to 44 (even), Hamiiton-’r’d ',’u't'

4ii yrs., g.r. 2t/.

Dalston.—66, Lansdowne-rd., u.t. sijyrs. g.r. 2/.’

r. 26/. '

Hackney.—267, Hackney-rd., u.t. 94^ yrs., ’g!r.

Victoria Pk.—18, Bonner-rd., u.t. 48 yrs., "g!r. "4/,','

650

380

650

630

460

670
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITIONS. CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Kfttw# of Work.

for I’rwape i>iid Sewage Disposal
*Deslgn for Monuoiontto Right Hon.

K. SUnhnps. M.P.
*Deeign for Extension to Church

By whom AdTsr Hied. 1

j

Dfilgna

I

to be
Idellvered.

Langpnrt R.D.C. .. I
201 . first and lOi. eecud

Committee, 2 , Slanor I 102 . and 62 . for detailed
Houw-st. HorncaatlB

1 drawiigs, 4c '

Murrow, 2, Kinsbury- , I

fouare. E.C I 10' I

0. 20, and 10 guineas .

April 10

April 16

I April no
' May 15
No date

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Materials By whom ReiiQlrsd.

*Cburcb, House, and Btables

Six Houses. School-lane, Walton-le-
Dale. Lancs .. ..

Baptist Chapel, Barry Dock, South
Wales

Pair Semi-detached Houses, Shay-
lane, Orenden. Torks

Chnrch Tower. Button, Si. Helen's,

PlpeSeweti, 4c. OaVland'e Estate,
Harrogate

Six Hon-ps, Newport-road, Mlddles-
hrough

Additions to Schools, Modhury,
Devon

Paving, Flagging, 4c. OnyBum-Iane

Sewering, 4c. (various streets)..

Broken Qraulte and Slag ......

Calthneis Flags Paving

•Inflimary„.... ..

Additions to Business Premises
rleveland-street, Middlesbrough.

Additions to Station Bulldingj
Naim and Pitlochry

Additions to Clifton Mills, BalJItfe
Bridge, near Brigbouse, Yorks...

Six Stables, Fouodiy-atreet, Ovendeu

Villa, Rawlenstall, Lancs. ..... ......

Eight Houses, Cross Hall, Morley,
Yorks

Schools, Old Hill, SUffs

•Cleaislng and Painting

*BtBhIlDg and House, Stroud
;
Goods

Shed and Additions, Haworth ....
•Alterations, Workhouse

Schools, Uan Wood

Addltlens, 4 c. Stanfield Mills, near
Halifax

School, Whitehill, BalllnamaJlard,
Ireland

School Lane Co-op.

Birkenhead Corp . . ..

Brsnslon(LlnC8)B,D,C.

Dumbarton (N.B.)
Police Coinmrs. ..

Wallingford (Berks)

Mr. Sawer..

Highland By. Co.

Midland Railway .

St. George-ln-the-East
Guardians
’ontyprldd Sch. Bd.

W. Morris 4 Sons, Lim.

I Smith. Rroderiek, 4 Low-
ther, 77 , Lowgate, Hull

: F. B. DIx"n. Arcbt. Bank-
I

chsinbers. Preston ....

I

E. J, WllUame, Archt. 14 ,

I

High-eltppt. Cardiff

I

Medlev Hall, Archf. 29
,

;

Korthgate, Halifax
i
'Wright 4 Sons, Sutv.
Lancaster

Martin 4 Fenwick, 1,

Park-place, Leeds
R.’ Loflhouse 4 Sons,
Arcbt.

J. W. Harris. School Board
Offices

Bnro' Surv. Guildhall,
Beverley

C. Brownridge, C.E. Town
Hall
W. B. Danby. Clerk, 2 ,

Bank-etroet. Lincoln...,
J. T. B.xbtle, C.E. S7 ,

Church-st. Dumbarton .

C. Smith 4 Son, 164
,

Friar afreet, EeadlDg ..

R, Lofthoine 4 Sons,
Archt. Middlesbrough ..

W. Roberts, Engr. Inver-

J. y. Walsh, Archt. Lancs.
A Yorks. Bank-chsinbers.
Halifax

E. C. Morley. Archt. Poun-
taln-atreet, Halifax

P. J. Hobson. Archt. Vic-
toria-hiiildlngs

P. Buckley, 36 , CIUTeView,
Bruutcliffe. Irfeds

Eer. H. O. Button, Old
Hill

Co.'s Archt. Cavendish
House, Derby

do.
O. A. Wilson, Vestry Hall,
Cable-street, E

A. 0 . Evans. Archt. Post
OIHce-chnibrs, Pontypridd
W. C. WllHsms. arcl'
29 ,

Southgate, Halifax
Rev. G M'Meel, Picsl
tery 'Whitehill

Nature of Work or Materials.

Electric Lightirg Staticn, Westg.ate,

Setts

Street W> rks, St. .Tames's-atreet ...

Granite Road Metal

•KerhlBgi 4c.

• Makiog-up Road
•Repairs, Painting. Cleansing, 4 c. ....

Police Station. LlanbilUth

•Wood Paving
•Kerhing, Chunnelling, 4 c. 4c

•Maklng-up Roads

•Making-up Roads

•Construction of Gallery on Pier.. ....

•Church, Leicester

•Alterations to House

Hill and Institute, Mountain Ash,
O'ain ..

•Casual Wards

•Engine and BoHer-Houae and Electric
Lighting Buildings

Infirmary at Workhouse

•Materials and 'Works for Sewers and

Eehullaing St. David's Church,
GyfeDlon, LIsnwonno, Wales......

Municipal Buildings, Ohan, N.B
•Infirmary, Witham

•Main Drainage

•Town Hall and Municipal Offices ....

•Timber-framed Bungalow....

House and Stables, Stoke Gabriel,
Devon

Three Shops, teeming-street, Mans-
fle'd, Notts

Roads and Sewers, I’olewcll Estate,
Past Blieen, Surrey

By whom Required.

Wakefield Corp. .

Be'f-i-s* Harbour

Eist Dcreham R.D.C.

Hanwel! XT.D.C. ......

Standing Joint Com.

Tottenhan

Southend-c

U.D.C. ..

Q-Sea Corp,

The Board..

Joseph BruttOD ..

County Borough West
Bam

Bedrutb (Cornwall)
tlnlou Guardians....

Strand Bd. of Works

Rev. L, L. Davies ....

South Metropolitan
Pchool District ....

Woking U.D.C

Chatham Corporation

Egyiitian Government

A. J. CUTsham

R. Porter. City Surveyor.
Towd Ball

G. V. L. G'lrs, Harbour
Offices, Belfast . ..

0 J. Kirby Boro' Surv.
Msrket-jJace .

n. G. Htin*oi), Surv,
Theatre-«t. E. Perehsin

8. Barnes, fonuoll Offices

do.
The Stewaiu. Iiifiiwisry,
Knr-khani - st. Nuttiug
Uill.W.

W. Tanner, County ssurv.
Llanhilli-tb

The Kiikiueer, Guiiilhill
Fnrv. Dept. Bd. of Works
Office, Catf^rd, 8.E

do,
P. F, Murphy, 7 ' 2

, High-
road, Tottenham

II. Harlock, Claremce-rciK'.
Sontlund

do.
Everard 4 Pick. 0, Mlll-
stone-lnne, Leicester ..

C. 4 C, B. Benson, Yeovil,
fiomeiset
W. JotiCi, Oakwood, Aher-
lfr*d-rd. Miuntain Ash

F. J. Smith, ]7 u. Great
George-slrcet. S.W, ,.

Lewis Ar geJI, Town Hall,
Stratford, R.

Sam Hill, Archt.
Redruth ..

5 . Tavistock . st. Coveut
Garden, W.C

E. M. B. Vaughan .....
A. Shairp, Archt. Oban .

F. Mhitrapre, 7 , Duke-
st. Chelmsford

Taylor. Boris, 4 Santo
Crimp, 27

, Gt. George-
j

6. E. Bond, High-street,
Rochester

S. Trevail, Archt Truro
Service Adnrlniitratif
Office*, Cairo ... ....

F. Bath. Crown-chamliers.
Salisbury
W, Taprtll Alien. Arcbt.

j

Klj.gswear
|

W, Andrew, Arrht. Park-
,

stone. Dorset

do,

AprUK

April IJ

April 13

do.

May 3

No date

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.
;

By whom Advertised.
(

•Clork of Works Lonihin Asylums Conr-

I
niittee

I
42 . 4s. per week

Borough of Burtoii-on-
I

j

Treat 400f. per anniitn

•Engineer and Surveyor

Applico-i
tiODS t(

April 6

April 6

Those marked i^h a?t asterisk (*) are advertised in this J<tumber. Co7npctitions, p. iv. Contracts, pp. iv. vi. vlll. & xxi Public Appointments, pp. xvlil. .t’xxi.

20, Approach-rd, u.t. 56I yrs., c.r. 61., r. 35/. /
Hackney.— 18, Kenton-rd., u.t. 40 jts., g.r. 3/. 7s,,

f- 270

Contractions used in these lists.— Y.g.r. for freehold
pround-rent

;
l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent

;
g.r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

;

f. for freehold
; c. for copyhold

; 1. for leasehold
;
e.r. for

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term
; p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years

; st. for street
;
rd. for road

; sq. for
square ; pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace

; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenheart, B.C.
ton 8/0/e 0/0/0

Teak, E.I. .. .load ii/is/o sfi/io/o

Sequoia, U.S.It.cu, 1/9 3/0
Ash, Canada load 3/0/0 4/5/0
Birch, do 8/to/o 5/S/o
EtJn.do........... 8/iS/a 5/0/0
Fir. DantsiC, &c.. *,'15/0 4/15/0
Oak, do g/io/o £lio/o
Canada 5/0/0 6/a/o

Pina, Canada red 0/0/0 o/o/o
Do. Yellow .... »/o/o 4/0/0

Lath, Dantslc.fath 4/10/0 S/io/o
Sl Petenburg.. 5/0/0 6/ia/o

Wainscot, Riga,
&c.. log t/s/o 4/10/0

Odessa, crown.... tK'o sliolo
Deals. Finland
and & ist std 100 9/0/0 9/10/0
Do. 4lh & 3rd..

. 9/0/e 9/10/0
Do. Riga 7/w/o 8/10/0
Sl Petersburg,

ist yellow... . ii/o/o 13/10/0
Do. and yellow lo/o/o ii/o/o

' ix/io/oDo, white ,

Swedish
White Sea..

.

Canada, Pine
Do. do. and ....
Do. do. 3rd, &c.

9/0/0 i6/ie/o

lo/jo/o iTjojo
«o/o/o s^o/o

«4/io/o X6/10/0

7/0/0 lo/io/o
Do. Sptiice, ist. 9/10/0 li/o/o
Do. do. 3rd and

^
ood 7/ts/o 9/0/0

New Brunswick 7/10/0 8/0/0
Battens, ail kinds 5/0/a 10/0/0
Flooring boards,

sq,, I in. prep,
ist 0/9/0 D/t6/0
Do. and e/7/6 o/ia,6
Other qualities— 0/5/9 0/7/0

Cedar, Cuba, ft. H\
Honduras, &c. /a /«

Mahogany, Cuba
Domingo,

/<5
Mexican, do. ,, ,,
Tobasco. do. do, /5 fj
Honduras, do. /5 /6)

Bor. Turkey, ton 4/0/0 15/0/0
Rose. Rio 7/0/0 *4/0/0
Bahia 6/0/0 *5/0/0

Satin, Su Dombg. 0/0/} e'1/0

TIMBER (continued).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 o/t/6

e/0/8 e/0/7Walnut, Italian .

METALS.
Iron—Pig, in Scot-

*1"'*
'A'/ ®^5/3l 0/0/0

Bar, Welsh, In
^London 5/15/0 5/17/6
Do. do. at works
in Wales S/*e/o s/ia/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London S/«5/o 6/10/0

Copper— British
cake and ingot 53/5/0 S3'iS/o
Btet selected .. 54/0/054/10/0
Sheets, strong, .

—
Chili bars

Yellow Mtl Ib.

59/0/0 63/0/0

0/0/s 0/0/5J

ii/io/o ii/ii'3Spanish
English
brands ii/ia/6 ii/*5/o
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. *2/16/3 0/0/0

aiiiVi
20/10/0 0/0/0

Pipe.

.

17/0/6

03/1/3

Z I

Vieille
tagne
Spelter .......

Tl.V—Straits ...
Australian
English Ingots.

a 61/0/0 5/0/0
Bdhton 59/,s/o 60/0/0

Linseed ton 14/2,6
Cocoanut, Cochin 27/15/0
D°- CeylSn '^'4 5/o 000

27/10/0 27/is/o
Do. Brown .. . 27/0/0 27/10/0
Cottonseed ret .. *5/17/616/10/0
Oleme... j8/io/o 19/10/0Lubneaung U.S. 0/6/3 0/7 8
Do. black 0/4/0 0/6/6Tar— Stockholm

barrel 22/0 0/0/0^chMgel 0/J2/6 0/0/0
.ton ao/is/o - o/b/o

TENDERS.
[Communications or insertion under this heading

should be addressed to " The Editor," and must reach us
not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
Aioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special
reasons,]

ALLERTON (Vorks),—Accepted for the erection of a villa resi-
deoce, &c.. Pearson.Iane. Messrs. Fairbank & Wall, architects
Craven Bank-chambers. Bradford. Quantities by the architects •—

Masonry.—T. Haigh, AUerton. bradford 0
5'i’i'«rp'—W. G. Bogg, Manningham, Bradford.. 4tH 0
} linnHng.—'t, & K. Pratt, Daisy Hill. Bradford.. 258 0
'’''''"•i,’’-— !. Throp, Great Horton, Bradford .. 149 0
Slat.

35 '

AMMANFORD,—For building a doctor's house, for Dr. Arthur
Hughes. Mr. David Jenkins, architect, Llandilo
loties & Davies .£i.t8o I Jones Bro'hers. Tyrdail.
D. Jenkins^ 1.150

| _ Ammanford* .£862
* Accepted.

I
Lewis Davies ..

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNI-;.-For erecting the Waterloo andTaunton Liberal Club. Mr, J. H. Burton, architect, 2, Guide-lane
Hooley Hill— , w a

For all trades except plumbing andglazing.
iTsSa IS

I

E. Kirby £8q, ,0
JhoS' 946 o

I
John Robinson 15Edwin Marshall 936 10 I Jabes Gibson & Son

T-..
917 >5 Dukinfield (accepted) 870 0

I-itton & Bowness 915 o|
> i- / /j u

Plumbing and Glazing.

G. H. Coop ir48 10
I
Peter Mills r,- o

C. Burrows & Co 48 o H. C. Hobson. Ashton-
Alfred Heal(i_ 47 10

|
under-Lync* 45 .R

•Accepted.

BANGOR.—For alterations to the "Alma Vaults," High-street
Whitley, & Co.. Limited. Warrington’.

Mr. Richard Hall, architect. High-street, Bangor. N. Wales;—
£799 0

I

Jones ,5; Williams £500
J. i R. Williams 74s 0

|
Watkin Jones, Bangor*

Accepted.

BOSTON (Lines ).—For ihe supply of 12,290 tons broken granite

CounciL-
Holland (Lincolnshire) County

Quenest Granite.

Ellis &. Everard, Tollington, near Stamford 470 Bardoa Hill

Mountsorrel Granite Company 1,450 Mou^orael

EUis & Everard ,,„o S&'“wWlling-
boro' furnaces.

BUCKFASTLEIGH.-For the erection of Young Men's Christian-
Association premises and masonic lialL Messrs. Norman G'Bridgman and Walter H. Bridgman- architects, Toniuay, Paignton 1

and feignmouth. Quantities by Mr, \’incent Catteriiole Brown,,,
ofPai,,
R. Tozet li Son . ...y?t,c86
E. Pike 997

I

Jackson Se Son £815 ro

I

G. Arscott fill IS
[(.. Aiscott* 827 9
I

* Revised tender accepted.

e provision and laying of the pipe s-
BUCKNALL.-For ..., ,

the laying of Ihe ironjiiains. construction of manliolos arid bmipeyis
A-., Bucknall Sewerage Scheme, for the Stoke Rural District.
Council. Mr. Lamer Sugden. Engineer. Miles B.ank Chambers,.
Hanley. Quantities by the Engi

W, Johnson
S. Warburtiiii..
Joseph Young..

Doultons'
Joints.

••£7.”2 5 <5

.• 6,303 14 8

.. 4.64s a o
C. Comes.,
Thomas Grace 4,428 ,

F, Harke 4.118
Smith A Tavior 4,052 ,

W. Moss iV iron. Lough-
borough (accepted) 3,970 ,

CARNAUVON,-For the e.-.,
.School Board. Mr. R. Lloyd Jor
Carnarvon ;

—

p. Williams & Son £5-757 1
Geo F WilUains & Co. . £Kd. Jones 5 499 Owen MorHs. Carnarvon*

Hughes Se Stirling 5,394 j
• Accepted.

COLCHESTER —For the erection of a pair of semi-detached
villa residences,iCreffield-road. Mr. J.W. Start, architect, Colchester.
Quantities by architect
Goojt - £1.634 0 IF. Dupont £t,479 o

-. *,514 0 W. Chambers *.465 0
Girbng & Coe 1405 0 R. Beaumont i w 0Saunders *,,483 o

|
Appleton & Smith .... *,356 *0

.Imeiide.i Tenders.
Dupont.. £1,319 0

I

Appleton A'Smith ..../.i.era oW. Chambers 1.298 0 I
R. Beaumont, Lexdea* 121s o

• Accepted.

COOKHAM DEAN.—For the erection oi thee pair of s
detached cottages. Mr. J. H. Deacon, architect. Marlow
H. Harris ,£897 o I W. Harding* /-g.

sl ‘Accepted.C. W. CoxA-Son ....

CROYDON,—For the erection of supeistiuclure of block rflive
business premises. George-street, for Mr. F. R. Dockiog. Mr A.
Broai^architect, 3, High-street, Croydon. Quantities by the archi-

Edwards Sl Medway ,

A. Hood
Chessum & Son
E, T. Saunders
E. P. Bulled A: Co. ...

S. Hart

•£5 9'o
I

W. Smith A' Son £r 444 ;i

. S.669 A. Bullock
,

• 5,659 I J. Horrocks 5494 •

. 5.640 S. Page llif
5,628 W. H. Lorden A Son .... 5,3^3

. 5 .
6 jo

I
D. W. Barker (accepted).. 5.345
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CYMMER (Wales).—For the erection of offices, for thcClyn-
corrwg: Urban District Council. Messrs. Lambert &c Rees, archi-

tects, Bridgend, Quantities by architects

I. Davies iJt.oST I Rowland St Lloyd £Bgo
T. Roberts 8g6

[
D. Lloyd, Cvrnrnet, R.S.O.,

E. Davies & Sobs 895 I near Port Talbot*

,

890

Ratury St Jenkins 892
|

• Accepted.
[Architects' estimate, .£893. 15$.]

CLANAMMAN.—Accepted for building a manner’s house,

for the Raven Tinplate Company. Mr. Ddvid Jenkins, architect

Llandilo
Lewis Davies, Fenygroes, Llandebie £533

(Lowest of three tenders.)

1 CLASS HOUGHTON (Yotksl.—For the erection of school
Ibulldiogs. to accommodate 330 scholars, Cutskye. for the School
I Board. Mr. Geo. F. Pennington, architect. Bridge-street, Castle-

For th( whole of the work.

Jackson Bros., Booth ferry-road, Goole -.£3,546

HASTINGS.—For the restoration of No. 38. White Rock, for

Mr. P. Arnold. Mr. Wm. Cooper, architect, 21, Havelock-toad,
Hastings. Quantities by the architect

C Vigor & Co ...;£i.339 I
F. G. Hatton £|t iS*

W. E. Warman 1,247 I
Eldiidge & Cruttenden .. 1,241

t. Lester 1,217
j
Padgham & Hutchinson.. 1,119

H. E. Cruttenden i,2'o I J. Simmonds & Co., Hast-
C. Harman i.i6o| ings* i,c96

• Amended tender accepted.

HENDON.—Accepted for alterations to stables, Belle Vue-road,
Hendon. Middlesex. Mr. George Homblower, architect, 23, Filz-

roy-street, W.
Win. Tout. Hendon £^382

HULL.—For the supply of c i. pipes, &c.. North Ferriby, for

the Sculco-ates Rural District Council. Mr. W, H. Wellsied,
Engineer, Prince's Dock-cliambers, Hull

Fisher & Young £|i74 13 8

J. Sangwln 138 10 o
. A. H. Atkinson, 175, Walton-streer. Hull* 135 11 o

• Accepted.

HORNCASTLE (Lines,).—Accepted for the styiolyef 6.635 ions
granite and 2,473 tons slag, for the Rural District Couocil

Cranite. Per ton.

Charnwood Granite Co., Loughborough .... 3.328 at 11 0
Walter & Hensman, Horncasile (Groby
Granite) 3,317 at 11 a

Slag.

Rutlln & Co.. Wellingborough — 830 at 8 2
Islip Iron Co., Thrapston 851 at 8 0
White & Co., Lincoln (Bestwood slag) 773 at 6 si

ISLEWORTH -For the erection of _

Mogdeo, for the Corporation of Richmond and the Distri'

of Heston .'uid Isleworth, Mr. W. J. Ance'J, architect. Quantities
by Mr. T. J.CaileSS

F. & H. Higgs
Foord & Sot.s

T. W. Brooking
F. Hiscock
.Soole

W. S. Sordeii'
John Ham St Son
Patman & Fotheiiogham..
W. Wallis
Messum
Godson St Sons, Kilbum-la

I LINGFIELD.—For alterations and additions to Ford Manor,
Lingfield, Surrey, for Mr. K. Spender Clay. Mr. A. William West,

I

architect, 44II, Maddox-street, London, W ;—

Patman & Fotheilngham 3.373 |
Crawley (accepted).... .£4,789

LONDON,—Accepted for alterations and additions to 3, Devon-
shire-terrace, Portland-place, W. Mr. George Homblower, archi-

tect. 25. Fitrroy-street, W.
Wm. Tout, Hendon £1,316

LONDON.—Accepted for sanitary works at Montrell-road and
Franconia-road. Streatham, S.W. Mr. George Homblower, archi-

tect. 20. Fitzroy-stteet, W.:

—

F. Stripp, 62, Metbrook-street, Feckbam Rye, S.E.^^cio 13

LONDON.—For the erection of additional coal bunkers, at

Creek Bridge Wharl. Greenwich, for Messrs. William Dowell Si Co.
Mr, Benalah W. Adkin. architect, 14, Queen-street, Cheapside, E.C.
Quantities by the architect

Deduction if flat-

bottomed buokers.
Chafen & Newman .£SQ94 j£>9°
I. Mowlem St Co 4,8^ 114

T. Docwra&Soa 4,005 150
Clarke & Brac^ >>8

T. Gregory & Co 3,966 104
Kirk St Randall 3,966 ira
Hollsway Bros 3.785 220
Harris & Wardrop o.sro q6

F. & F. H. Higgi. Station Works,F. & F. H. Higgi. Station Works
Loughborough Junction, S.W,* ..

• Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for 'alterations and additions, 16. CUford.
street, W., for Messrs. McVicker A: Middleton. Messrs. Bartlett &
Son, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Stoner Ac Sons

N. Lidstone, Finsbury Park £3,335

LONDON.—For the completion of two houses. Telford Park,
Strealhani Hill, for Mr. Lees Knowles, D,L.,M.P. Mr. F- H.
Harvey, architect, 183. Lavender-hill, S.W, ; —
E. Jones £303 0 o I S. A. Rowley £'35 1 6

F. Crawford 194 25 0 W. & H. Castle lao 0 e

Newmans, Limited .. 150 o 0 W. E. Holmes 115 0 c

H. Brown 235 o o 1

LONDON.—For rebuilding Nos. 416, 418, and 425, HcUo'
road, for Messrs. Hart & Co. Mr. Wm. Eve & Soo, architect, uf

10. Union-coun, Old Broad-street
Johnson St Co £4-848 I Godfrey & Son £4.540
Cox 4,812 I Ward & Lamble '

Patman Ac Fotheringham 4,751 Holliday Ac Greenwood .....

Harris Ac Co 4,697 I

LONDON.—For the erection of new housekeeper's rooms
Havil-stieel, for the Camberwell Vestry. Mr. D. S. Bros
Surveyor ;

—

H.H. Castle £t,t77 I C. Ansell £,.,
J. Ham & Son 2,197 Smith 855
K. W. Calbtaicli. 2,025 |

[Surveyor's estimate, £670,]

LONDON.—For repairs to the "Trafalgar," Merton-road. for
Hodgson’s Kingston Brewery Company, Limited. .Messrs. Vetts
Stu»ay, & Usher, architects, 44, Finsbury-pavement, E.C. :—
Hall. Bedall I’k Co £170 I

Petty Ac Son £141
Battley AcCo.. . ..' 157 1

John Ham & Son* 116
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations to the "Glasshouse StorM," Picca-

dilly-clrcus, for the Winchester Brewery Company, Limited. Mr.
W. T. Moss, aicbitect, 7, Gray’s Inn-place ;—
Irwin £980

I
Drew & Cadman £819

Lascelles Ac Co. 928 |
Ham Ac Son (accepted) .... 765

LONDON.—Accepted flit decorations. Ate., at "Cadeleigh."
Herne Hill, for Mr. Edward LovelL Messrs. Yetts, Sturdy. Ac

Usher, architects:—
Messrs. J. Ham Ac Son £107

MORLEY (\'orks.). — Accepted for the erection of business
premises, for the Industrial Co-operative Society. Limited. Mr.
G. B. Clegg, architect, 2. Peel-street, Morley

A/tMOKr^.— James Clegg A: Sons, Motley....)
T'oiiircj'.—John Clegg Ac Sons. Morley I

Sla/ifig.—John Atkinson & Son, Leeds
I

lron/etniititry.—\. Rhodes Ac Sons. Morley.. S£s,r47 2 2
Concreting.—S. McF.iilane, Leeds 1

PlumUtug.—K. Fawcett. Motley
I

Plastering.—V/. BroadbenC, Morley J

MORLEY (Yorks) -For the erection of mill premises, for Mr. A.
Jlcver. Mr. T. A. Buttery, architect, Queen-Street, Motley:—

.Uasonry —Pearson Ac Ainsivorth, Morley
(labour only) £t.300 0 0

yoinery.—G. Elliot, Hanging Heaton 2,337 0 0
Plumbing.—C. A Firth, Morley 205 o 0
Plastering ami Concreting.-'^'. BroaUbent,
Morley 270 17 lo

Slating.-}. Atkinson St Son. Leeds 390 o 0
Jron/ounding.—J. Rhodes A; Sons. Morley ... . 425 0 0

MARLOW,—Accepted for the erection of a shop at Bourne En
dr, T. H. Deacon, architect. Great Marlow

H. Harris £S75

MARLOW.— For brewery extension for Messrs. Thomas
Wethered & Sons. Mr. J. H. Deacon, aichitect. Great Marlow
H. Harris £395 I T- Carter £375
N.J. Lovell 385

I
W. A: T. Sellraan (accepted) 315

[Steel girders by Moreland Ac Son, London, E.C.)

MAIDENHEAD —Accepted for alterations and additions to

the "Swan Hotel. " Maidenhead. Mr. J. H. Deacoo, architect,
Grctat Marlow :—

C. W. Cox A; Son £t97

MIDDLESBROUGH.—For the erection of a large blfv-k of
bullclings. Newport-read, for Messrs. J- Ac T. Sawer. Mr. W. G.
Roberts, architect, 6t, Albert-road, Middlesbrough. Quantities
not supplied

Brickwork, Sire. Warehouse only.

J. Lord’ £39525 o
I
R. Doughty £535 0 0

Brays Bros 510 o ol

Do. and Plasicrtitg 0/ Three Houses and Shop.

R. Doughty £s74 6 o

Briclooork, Grc., and foinery. IFarehoicse only.

Perks Ac Son, Stockton-on-Tees* £732 0 0

Do. Three Houses and Shop.

Perks Ac Son, Stockton-on-Tees* £798 0 o

foitury only. Warehouse and Three Houses and Shop.

W. Dale £705 8 ol R. Sweeting ...£8'?r 0 o
W. Thompson 8:626 o

|
Hudson Brothers .... 682 o 0

.Stating da.

T. Harrison, Middlesbrough* £iS3 >5 0

J. Ac R. Mascall 159 8 o
Plumbing, Glazing, and Casjttling do.

Wal'on & Garthwaite, Middlesbrough* £i43 0 0
Curtis & Bowman 143 5 0
Baker Bros 168 15 0

Plaslcrnig, Three Houses and Shop only,

F. Tomlinson, Middlesbrough* ......£113 0 6
W. Tarran tas o 0

[Total, exclusive of painting. £(.940 is. 6d.J

Painting, Warehouse and Three Houses and Shop.

Liversedge, Middlesbrough £35 10 0
• Accepted.

The Mounleorrel Granite Co, Ltd
The Charnwood Granite Cn
The Forest RcKk Granite Co... Ltd. 1

The Croft Granite, Acc., Co
The Groby Cranite Co.. Ltd
The Enderby and Stoney Stanton Granite Co.,

Ltd
The Narborough and Enderby Cranite Quarries

Co.. Ltd
The CllfTe Hill Granlto Co., Ltd
Messrs. Sommer field & Mead. .

Stag.

The Stanton Ironworks Co.. Ltd.
The Bestwood Coal and Iron Co., Ltd
The Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Co, Ltd. ....

The Butterley Co., Led —
Markham Ac Co
T. EUhtt
J. W, Clifton

J. Clifton

/.imestone.

W. A: J. Moseley
Constable A; Co.

OXENHOPE (Yorks.).—Accepted for the erection of store pre-
mises and seven houses. Station-road, for the Uppertown Industrial
Co-operative Society, Limited. Mr. John Kaggas, architect. North-
street. Keighley:—

Masonry.—]oTias Ac John Crabtree, Cturamock,)
Uxenhope

yoi/irz-y.—Heston Whitaker, Uppertown, Oxen- I

hope ^£1.859
A/ofriif'.—Hill St Nelson, Bradford
Plastering.-Q.oo. Edmondson, Lees, Keighley .. I

PtumbiHg.—Tiax,\i Raw, Station-road, Oxenhope..J

PENRITH.—For erecting two cottages at Clifton, near Penrith,
for Mr. R. Todd, Messrs. C. Watson Ac Son, architects, 3, St.

Andtew’s-place, Penrith

Masonry,
Davidson & Hope ... .£379 13 5 I Dixon & Gardiner,

J. cewthwaite 368 25 0 1
Penrith (accepted) £305 0 9

J. Sarginson, Eamont Bridge (accepted) £171 0 21

J. Lowthian £41 3 3 | J. Bailey, Penrith* ....£38 2 0
• Accepted.

PlumbiHg, a-c.

. -
,
J. Smiley, Penrith* ..

* Accepted,

Contract Nos. i, 3. and 4.

G. Dixon, Penrith £493

NEW BROMPTON (Kent).—Accepted for the erection 0 Lur
houses in Station-road. Mr. F. Smith, architect, Bank Chambeis,
New Brompton. Kent :—

H, Harris £680

PENRITH.—For the erection of a farm-house at Colt-close, nea*
Ivfgill. for Mr. J. W. Nelson. Messrs. G. Watson Ac Son, architects,

3, St. Antlrew's-place, Penrith;—

Masonry, Walling, &c.

W. F. Picketing.,..— £669 0 o I T. Lowthian, Plump-
Dixon & Gardiner.... 663 7 9I ton (accepred) £S7S 0 9

joinery.

Park Bros £s6o
W. F. Pickering .

J,BrQ
-

3»3

I, Richardson £336 «'

Moore & Son 329 t

. Richardson A; Son,
Penrith (accepted) .... 315 1

J. I-ongrigg 350 <

Slating.

T. Lowthian £€2 10 I J. Lowthian £76 29
W. F. Pickering 8t 15 J. Bailey, Penrith*. .. . 72 6 c

J. F. Kcllet Bi ol * Accepted.

Plumbing, Src.

C. McDonald £>82 0 oil. Purdia £*30 18
G. Smiley 175 o 0 J. Jackson. Peniith* 121 91
C. Carrutliers 249 to o 1

• Accepted.

Masonry and Slating.

G, Dixon, Penrith £724 >6'

ROCHDALE.—For the erection of three houses, Howarth Cross-

street. Halifax-road. for Mr. Kershaw. Mr. H. S. NichoU, architect,

lA, Mount-street, Rochdale:—

S^oinery.

T. M.irshall. Halifax- I Bussy A: Lord £23225
road, Rochdale* £468 15 I E. A: L. Rigg 214 0

Endersby Ac Mutch .... 242 10 |
Schofield Ac Jones ic2 0

Plumbing.

Barker .J. Marsden.

Jlrvi/ayiM,?.—Cropper Ar Howarth £123 n
Masonry and Cenfracting.—Samuel NichoU .... ti4 '

Slating —Alfred Haigh 35 '

Plastering.— ft. Airey '

* Accepted for the whole of the works

19 ;

SURBITON.—Accepted for the erection of a detached residence-

in Lovelace Cardens, exclusive of internal decorations. Mr. R.
Lano Pearce, architect, of looc, Queen Victoria-street, E.C., and at

Surbiton
George Burrage, Sutton £<.192

SWINDON.— For the erection ef smallpox hospital and caretaker’s

house, Gorse HiU, for the Hospital Board. Mr. William Drew, archi-

tect, 22, Victoria-street, Swindon
Extra for Broseley

_Tiles.

J. Halherley £2p6S3 9 '

T. Barrett 910 o 1

J. Williams 882 0 c

Mewelling & Huckson, Swin-
don ana Wootton Bassett*.- 85225 ‘

A. J. Colboroe 799 25 '

* Accepted.

..£23

SWINDON.—For the erection of new club buildings, in Fleet-

street New Swindon, for the North Wilts Conservative and Liberal

Unionist Club. Mr. William Drew, architect. Victoria-street,

Swindon. Quantities by the architect

Benfield At Lmxley .. ..£3.233 0 I W. Jones ...£2,855 0

FleweUing & Huckson. s.cSj o C. Williams, New Swln-

T. Barrett 2.S88 0 don* 2,627 a
T. Colbome At Son.... 2,867 Sl •Accepted.

WOKINGHAM,—For new cffices, lic.. for Messrs Gadd At Cnm-
5any. Lunited. of Wokingham. Mr. A. E. bidford, architect.

Duar.lities by Mr. A. J. Foster

H. Clatk £459 I J. B. Sewa^ £448
[Architeui's estimate £455).

[Bricks supplied and delivered Iree on siteiby employers.]

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.
At the last meeting of the London School Board,,

the following lists of tenders were submitted by

the Works Committee ;

—

CHATHAM GARDENS. — Exterior painting land ]
interior

pf^^fon £43927 6 ]W. Silk At Son £54810 0

W.Shurmur 597 o o
] J. T. Robey . .

"

McCormick At Sobs .. 271
- '

W. Lawrence 251

GLENGALL-ROAD.—Refitting closets and offices. Ate. :

i. Lawrance 6e Sons .

HAGGERSTON-ROAD.—Facing ap flank walls, and providing,

buttresses, water-closets, Acc.

,

R.E. Clarke £663 o McCormick & Sons ....£465 o

W. Irwin, . . 632 0
]
j.
Kid^e At S

F. Brittoc
- - I

I
Staines At Son* 449 <

J. -Allen & Sons
W. Giegar Ac Son
Dove Bros
Killby At Gayfoid
C. Munday A: Sons
G. S. S. Williams At Son ..

I. St M. Patrick
W. Shurmur
Treasure At Son
E. Lawrance At Sons ....

C. Cox
Stimpsoa Ac Co.*

..£8,co5
•• 7.956
.. 7.675

•• 7.596
,. 7.565
.. 7.3-9

required for

building brickwork
in cement.

£250

MILLFIELDS.ROAD.-Erectlng cookery and laundry centres,.

and science-iooKi, Ate.

Dove Bros
I. Grover & Son
T, Boyce
E. Lawrance A: Sons . . . .

.

W. Shurmur
G. S. S. Williams Ac Son .

J. At M. Patrick

C. Cox*

Extra amount
required for

buUding brickwork
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SHPPLV OF Dry Gas Meters.

SUc of Meters.

j-Liglit Drj' Gas Meters, delivered comuietu

1 17 7

3 It 2
4 18 6
6 12 O
8 7 4
10 16 6
I r/ I

4 19 I

•rank Wrig
Pre-Payine

G-is Meter C

• Recommended for Acceptance.

hot-water Mparatus and Trenlham boiler
J. C. & J. 5. Ellis. Ltd..;£'67S 0

I
Strode & Co 0

H. C. Price Lea Sc Co.. . 655 o Richardson & Co 468 i<

* Recommended for acceptance.

SOUTHAMPTON-STREET—Rebuildbg offices. &c.

:

^they Bros £<)iq
|
W. V. Goad

J. Garrett & Son 898
[
Holliday Sc Greenwood .. .

Parker 893 W. & H. CasUe* 790
Johnson Sc Co 883 |

...£064

WINDSOR ROAD.—Erecting new schools :

—

y.C. Tyrie.. £30-09,1 3
'

J. I.nngley & Co 23.366 o '

J. Allen & Sons 23-338 o '

K. A. Yorhiiry A- Sons 25.«53 0 '

D. Charteris 24.440 0 1

Killby Sc Gayforel 24,446 o (

J. Grover & Son 24.312 o -

w
, Shunnur 24.290 o 1

M'. Greg.ar & Son 24,150 o 1

E. I^iwrance & Sons 24.093 0 <

G. S. S. Williams & Sons.. . . 24,040 o i

W. M. D.tbbs 23.980 o 1

Tr^surc Sc Son 23.795 o

J. & M. Patrick* 23.^7 o (

WINSTANLEY-ROAD.—Interior painting
« 12 wnil,...., X. r-c.. „ t A-

••;£3I3J. Garr
Maxwell Bros.. Limit^.
G. Foxiey 284 1

E, Flood 269
E. Ttiggs (accepted) 247

"^ODVERLEV-STREET.—Interior painting:—
Johnson & Co. £4^1 ,0 1 a. W. Derby £rt(, o
Marchant & Hirst 416 o T. Kybett 3tio
T.NichoUon 4,0 0 S. H.Cotfield 5,5 oW, Shurmur 395 0 C. Barker* Isl 0
J. T. Robey 342 0 1

* Accepted.

Gas Cepfer.

H. S. Timpson
,1- C. & J. S. Ellis, Ltd. ...
Rownson, Drew, St Co.. ..
Smillbone & Sutton
O'Brien, Thomas, & Co. .

R. H. Sc J, Pearson. Ltd.*

for Schoolkeepcrx.

Illingworth. Ingham, & Co. ,

Wake& Dean
T. Cruwys
H. Bouneau
H. Addison & Co
G. M. Hammer & Co.*

C.B.N.SNEWIN
MAHOGANY, 'WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, "S^ENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
li ?’ !-• 13, 14, 1.5, 16, tfc 17, BACK HILLHATTON GARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET

’

FAJIRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
’

''“^THirKVRHi'^nvv WOODS IN EVERY
immediate useTelephone, .66.274 HollKirn. Tele. AdUrese ; SNEVVTN. Loudon."

Rari Cu/i-oards,

Rice Sc Son
Illingworth. Ingham, & Co
H. Bouneau
J. Gatvie i Sons ....

G. M. Hammer Sc Co.
H. Addison Sc Co.* .

.

Screens Jor Ironing-Stosts.

O'Brien, Thomas, & Co each.£o 2
H. S. Timpson 0 r5 6
R. H. & I. Pearson, Limited o 10 6
H. & C. Davis &; Co o 7 3
J. C. iSk J, S. Ellis. Limited* „ 070

* Recommended for acceptance.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. W.—S. W.—.H. C.—(Amounts should have been stated).

NOTE,—The responsIbOlty of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors,
^4 cannM UHtUrtait tc return repecteel communicatiant.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) wbich have

been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED.We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving
addressee
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given snbject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, .who
retains the right to reject It If unsatisfactory. The receipt by the
author of a proof of an artlcie In type does not necessarily ImDlv Its
acceptance. ^ ’

All communJcatlens rwarding literary and artistic matters should
be addressed to THE EDITOR

; those relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THEPUBLISHER, and not to the Editor,

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

SUBSCRIBERS in ^NDON and the SUBTTRBS.IbrK-
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s. pv annani or r

4S. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The BnUder,"f>
by Friday Pott,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
"THE BUILDER” (Published Weekly) Is supplied DIRECT ft _

the ^ce to residents in any part of the UnitedJCbgdom. at tbeit
.0,0 wi 49». uct auuum i-KEt-Aiu. 1 o au parts ol Europe.
Australia, New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon. See., 26s. per annum, ci
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) should belladdres^ m the pubUsher of "Thk Builder," No. 46. Catberfae.i.r

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAU HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.
(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sons,

The Doulting Stone Co.).
Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,

Somerset.
London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEARS
has proved that

SZEEELUET STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Bricks,

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,
Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials for
damp courses, railway arches, warehouse fioors,
flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalte
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt.

SPBAGUB ft CO.
LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS.

Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale promptly
executed.

4 & 5, East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st.S.W.
“ QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,”

For 1897, price 6d. post 7d. In leather 1/- PostlA [Advt

PILKINGTON&CO'
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.O.

Eil/Utered Trade Hark,

Polonceai Asplialte.
PATENT ASPHALTE and PELT B00FIN6.

ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING.

8EYSSEL ASPHALTE
BUILDING TRADES EXHIBITION,

Agricultural Hall, Avenue F, Stand 134.

ERNEST MATHEWS & CO.
U-?

GOVERNMENT .«0R SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.

61 ,

ST. MARY AXE,

LONDON, E.C.

nmniNAirMT An*--.. AINU SLATH BATH3.
KRMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS- niiu uintn ruDLiu DUILUinu

HOOFINejUTES
I

SLATE SLUIWORK
every description, plain and enamelledU A nni PiftI M

^ description, plain and enamellei

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES
Marhlfi ATIH Pncrniollad Cln+n T nnA+Aw.. m . .

N® ih
Shelves, and Urinals.

Hoae Office
‘

SEND FOE ILLUSTRATED PRICE LI*ST

Payne-road Wharf, Bow.
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Bristol
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F the three chief

points of interest

in Sherborne —
the minster, the

castle, and the

school—the min-

ster stands first

both for its extent

and beauty of

detail and from

the fact that to it is to be ascribed the exist-

ence of the other two and the town itself.

In the early years of the eighth century

St. Ealdhelm founded a cathedral, and made

Sherborne the centre of a diocese which com-

prised most, if not all, Wessex. Round this

necessarily grew a city, and at one time—in

the following century—for nearly a score of

years it was the capital of the Western

Kingdom. In the Saxon minster were

buried iEthelbald and iEthelberht, and the

site of their graves is still marked in the

church floor by a modern brass. The castle

an its turn was also a palace, and Roger of

Caen not only rebuilt the minster, but founded

the palace, if Ealdhelm had not already

built one on the site. Again, attached to the

monastery was a school, and from this grew

the Sherborne Scliool of the Tudors, and the

.more extensive buildings of recent years,

'which place Sherborne among the great

public schools of the country. Whatever

may have been the original extent of Eald-

helm’s Church, only a doorway remains, now

incorporated with the west wall of the nave

.at the end of the north aisle, but this frag-

ment proves that the line of Ealdhelm's west

wall was retained by Roger of Caen, when,

in 1107, he commenced rebuilding the

minster in the Norman style. The Benedic-

itine rule had been introduced in 998 by

King iEthelred “ the Unready,” and the

arrangements and planning of Roger’s

Church thus partook .of the characteristics of

the churches of that order of monks. As in

other Benedictine churches throughout the

country, the piers of the central tower remain,

as well as the walls of the transepts and most

•of* those in the nave. Roger s Church con-

sisted of a nave of five bays with aisles, a cen-

tral tower with transepts, each transept having

a square-ended chapel projecting on its east

side, and a presbytery, most probably of

similar extent to the present one. Over the

crossing was a tower, and foundations at

the west end of the nave, at one time

revealed, seem to point to the former exis-

tence of a porch and tower at the west end

of the nave. There is a porch on the south

side of the nave in its westernmost bay,

having its counterpart at Great Malvern,

where, however, the porch has been included

in the later scheme and rebuilt in Perpen-

dicular times. In the Early English period a

chapel was added on the north side of the

presbytery, attached also t<) the Norman

chapel of the north transept, and at the east

end of the church a Lady Chapel was erected,

The first-mentioned, known as “ Bishop

Roger’s Chapel,” still remains perfect. The

western bay only, however, of the three bays

that formed the Lady Chapel remain and are

now built into a later building, part of the

school that was built on the site, presumably

at the Dissolution. Be^’ond the insertion of

four Decorated windows! in the north aisle

of the nave, nothing seems to have been

done to the church until the Perpendicular

period. But in the later years of the four-

teenth century the Church of All Hallows

was built at the west end of the minster,

divided from it by a passage or porch. A
portion of the nave had been, in common

with many of the monasteries of the order,

given up to the parishioners, and had its

parish altar against the west face of the rood

screen. A font was placed in this part of

the building for the baptism of the children

of the town. The erection of All Hallows,

however, was followed by the placing of a

font in the new parish church, and the door-

way at the end of the south aisle of the

minster having been narrowed by the monks,

and their font removed to another part of the

nave, great ill-feeling between monks and

laity resulted. The decision of the Bishop

of Sarum, who was appealed to, seems,

however, to have been disregarded by both

parties, and in the early part of the fifteenth

century a riot took place, aggravated in

great measure by the destruction of the font

in All Hallows by a certain butcher named

Walter Gallor.

At this period the eastern arm was under-

going that transformation from Norman to

rich Perpendicular which was, during

succeeding years, to be carried throughout

the fabric. It was, according to Leland,

covered with a temporary roof of thatch, and

a fire-arrow shot by a priest of All Hallows

during the riot set fire to that part of the

building and considerably injured both the

choir and central tower. This was in 1437,

during the abbacy of Abbot Bradford, the

rebuilding having been commenced by Abbot

John Brunyng (1415)- The new work was

of a very elaborate character, and when the

scheme was completed by Abbot Ramsam

(1475) the whole church was elaborately

vaulted in stone and richly decorated. In

the first portion of the work—the rebuilding

of the presbytery by Abbot Bradford—all the

Norman work of Roger of Caen seems to

have been removed with the exception of

the portion of the north wall against which

the thirteenth century chapel abutted. There

is in all probability not much difference

between the extent of the Norman and the

Perpendicular presbyteries, so far as their

main dimensions went. The Perpendicular

presbytery was designed in three bays, with

aisles, and an Eastern aisle or ambulatory,

and the clearstory was lighted by six-light

windows, and a fine east window of nine

lights. Below this was a reredos, which

dh-ided the presbytery completely from the

ambulatory. This portion of the church on

the outside was supported by flying but-

tresses to resist the thrust of the vaulting.

The vaulting itself was of a most elaborate

description, thickly studded with elaborately-

carved bosses, the whole being of Ham Hill

stone. On the exterior, panelled parapets

were carried round the whole, relieved by

pinnacles. The traces of the fire are very

clear in the walls of the tower and presby-

tery, and the warm reddish hue that has

been given to the Ham stone has added

much, doubtless, to its natural beauty of

colour. The central tower was rebuilt, but

only one stage above theparapetsofthe church,

tills, no doubt, being very largely due to

a fear that the Norman work below would

not support a heavier weight.* As it is, the

western arch of the crossing is much de-

pressed, and additional support was given

by an arch in the transept, which shows on

our exterior view.

Abbot Ramsam, in 1475, dealt with the

Norman work at Sherborne much after the

manner of William of Wykeham’s treatment

of Winchester. He left the Norman columns

of the nave and the outer walls of the aisles

* The tower .'ihould be compared with the central tower

of Milton Abbey, in the same county.
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and west front, and surrounded the former
and encased the latter in Perpendicular

work richly panelled. His clearstory was
designed to a large extent independently of

the arcade below, and the spacing of the

windows does not at either end coincide

with that of the arcade.

A chapel at the east end of the north choir

aisle and one equal in length with the Lady
Chapel on its south side, and also the

Sepulcre Chapel east of the soutli transept,

had formed part of the work of Abbot Brad-
lord. Abbot Ramsam presumably built the

chapel of St. Katherine on the west side of
the south transept. The “ Wyckham ”

Chapel had also been vaulted in Perpen-
dicular times. Abbot Ramsam’s west window
was filled in in its lower stage where the

roof of the porch came against it.* The
Monastery was on the north side and many
of its buildings still exist incorporated with
the buildings of the new school.

At the Dissolution the Abbey passed into

the hands of Sir John Horsey, of Clifton

Maybank (an interesting house still partly
remaining, near Yeovil Junction), who in

turn sold it to the townspeople for 250/., and
it then became the parish church.

In the present century, by the munificence
of the Digby family, of Sherborne Castle, this

beautiful church has been well restored by
Messrs. Carpenter, Slater, & Ingelovv
during a period ranging from 1848 to 1S84.
In 184S the nave was dealt with by Mr.
Carpenter, in 1856 the choir was restored by
Mr. Slater, and in 1884 the central tower was
strengthened and repaired by Messrs. Car-
penter & Ingelow. The general character
and appearance of the exterior will be best
understood by reference to the view taken
from the south-east, given in our full page
plate in the present issue. The elaborate
work of the presbytery and its aisles is in
strong contrast to the severity of the Norman
work ot the transept—one of the Norman
windows will be noticed high up on the
east face. The transept buttresses were
strengthened in Perpendicular times. The
Norman porch—the upper part a restoration
—is just visible in the view, behind the
transept. The general design of the nave
IS similar to that of the choir, and has
panelled parapets throughout. The efiect of
the interior, with its elaborate roof, is very
fine; and the various bosses, shields, and
rebuses in the nave are alone worthy of
careful study. We here give sketches of
some of the rebuses in the nave—a scroll
with “Sam” in large letters, and a ram
holding a similar scroll, for Abbot Ramsam •

an owl in an initial D, with a pastoral staff^
supposed to be the rebus of Bishop Oldham,
of Exeter

;
and the still more curious device

of a cockatrice {anguis) in a ton, with the
initials T. L,, for Thomas Langton (Bishop
of St. David’s, 1483

;
of Sarum, 148? • and

of Winchester, 14931).
There are various shields also with the

arms of the abbey gu a cross ar; on deiter
s.de a pastoral staff or (see illustration), and
those of the abbeys at Cerne, Abbotsbuiy
Milton (all in Dorsetshire), and the See of
St. David's, with which Sherborne was con-
nected. Many more of interest will be
found in the roof of the nave, including the
pelican of Bishop Fox, of Winchester

.at Great Malvern this feature also oceans, but it »aspietceel with small apertures, to give a view of the churchfrom the monastic buildings, which extended across the

t See Wilduian's “ History of Sherborne," p. c,.

There are some monuments and effigies in
the church of considerable interest. The
early inscribed canopy and head of effigy in
the north aisle (placed on a modern tomb)
of Abbot Clement, 1163, is interesting, and
also another effigy in the next bay adjoining.
In the chapel of St. Katherine is a very beau-
bful effigy, now unfortunately partly built
into the wall, with angels guarding the pillow.
The effigy holds a very beautifully designed
pastoral staff recently exposed by the
enthusiastic verger of the abbey church.

The effigy is evidently of late thirteenth
early fourteenth century date. At the et

end of the north aisle of the presbytery is

modern brass marking the place of buri
of the two Saxon kings, /Ethelbald at

xEthelberht. In the Wykeham chapel is tl

monument of Sir John Horsey and his son-
another Sir John— to whom the abbi
passed at the Dissolution. And there
here some interlacing Norman arcading (st

illustration). In “Bishop Roger's” chap
is also Norman work on. the south side, a
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eastern triplet, and many mural monuments
brought from various parts of the church.

This chapel is now used as a vestry.

Ill the centre of St. Katherine’s Chapel is

la large late monument, commemorating John

Lewston, Esquire, and his wife, Joane, 1584

and 1597, with their arms, and those of

families connected with them, while in the

south transept is a large monument to John,

third Earl of Bristol, and against the south

wall a mural monument to two children of

William Lord Digby, with lines by Pope.

Of the ancient fittings, ten stalls, with

quaintly carved misereres remain, and dre

set between the columns of the first bay of

the presbytery. In front of these are the

modern stalls. The pulpit, lectern, and font

are likewise new.

The curious front of what remains of the

Chapel of St. Mary-Ie-Bow, decorated with

a late panel and series of shields, with

,

initials and coats of arms, shows in our

exterior view.

This was originally the head master’s house.

The large panel is filled with the arms of

Edward VI., and below are shields bearing

the arms of “Bishop Jewel of Sarum, of

Horsey of Clifton Maybank, of Leweston of

Leweston, Mullens of Westhall, and Thorn-
hill of Thornhill.”* Belowagain are eighteen

shields, two defaced, with initials of the

Governors of the School.

’ Wildman, History of Sherborne, p. 41.

Of the monastery the sacristy remains,

adjoining the north transept, the guesten

hall with its cellars, fifteenth century with

a fine roof
;
the abbots’ lodging and kitchen

on the north side of the cloister court,

and the fifteenth century Abbot’s Hall, also

with a good roof, standing on a twelfth

century crypt, or undercroft. The refectory,

and buildings on the east side of the cloister,

and the cloister itself, have disappeared.

The conduit, formerly in the centre, now
stands in the market place. It is of late Per-

pendicular date. Near it are remains of

the Abbey gateway. With the exception of

portions of the north wall with its wall shafts,

the Church of All Hallow’s has been swept

away.

Of smaller details, attention should be

given to the panel on the south face of one

of the buttresses on the north side of the

west doorway, with a carving of the rood,

and also some curious little kneeling figures

introduced in the quatrefoils of the parapet

of the south aisle, at its west end, and

between the south-west angle and the south

porch. Some of the gargoyles, too, are very

grotesque. The town of Sherborne still re-

tains many interesting old houses
;

at the

south-west corner of the churchyard is the

Hospital of St. John, and some little dis-

tance south-east of the town are the

ruins of Roger de Caen’s Castle, and the later

house which now forms the residence of the

Digbys, a family whose munificence in

rescuing the church from dilapidation and
ruin will always be held in grateful remem-
brance of those who take interest in the

preservation of our national monuments.

The ground plan given in the present number
has been kindly lent to us by Mr. B. Ingelow,

and the monuments and vaulting have been

added. A view of the school buildings

showing some of the monastic buildings was
given in the Builder

y

September 3, 1881
;

and on August 18, 1883, an architectural

account was given of the Abbey Church, in

connexion with the visit of the Architectural

Association Excursion to Yeovil and its dis-

trict. “A Short History of Sherborne” has

recently been written by Mr. W. B. Wild-

man, and from it the explanation of the

rebuses given in the present article has been

taken, and other information, duly acknow-

ledged in its place.

THE BLOOMSBURY ESTATE.
E publish among our illustrations

this week a sketch of the altera-

tions about to be made to the

exterior aspect of the houses in

Russell-square, a sample of the various “ im-

provements” which we are assured are being

carried out on the ducal estate of which it

forms a portion. The drawing was to have

been accompanied by a coidcur de rose

description of the beauties and blessings of

Bloomsbury, and the still more glorious

future promised for its privileged tenants in

view of the various improvements which are

in hand. The document we fear, would only

be in its right place in our advertising

columns
;
at all events we prefer to give our

own opinion about Bloomsbury and its

improvements rather than that of the Duke’s

agents.

We do not know that it can be said that

Bloomsbury was at any time a fashionable

neighbourhood—not as any West End neigh-

bourhood has been
;
but it was undoubtedly

in its earlier days much more thought of as

a residential neighbourhood than it is at

present
;

people have drifted away from it in

the course of one of those fluctuations which

come over inhabited London from time to

time, no one knows exactly why, and lead to

a “ set ” in a new direction for residence. In

Bedford-square, the most westerly of the

squares, we are informed that houses are

almost going begging
;
yet these are excel-

lent houses, and nearer to the centre 01

things in London than many of the new
residential neighbourhoods in the far west.

And Bloomsbury unquestionably has recom-

mendations which, if they are realised, might

very well lead to a set back again in that

direction. For one thing, it is probably the

healthiest part of London
;
doctors say so at

ail events, and we believe statistics bear them

out. It is also exceptionally well provided

with open spaces, the squares forming such

a relatively large proportion of the area—35
acres out of a total of 175 being open squares.

The houses are for the most part very well

built, and moreover they are planned inter-

nally with much greater variety than would

be expected from the monotonous exterior

appearance of most of the streets and squares.

In a row of houses which have exactly the

same repetition of doors and windows

it will be found often that no two

are planned exactly alike
;

people had

more sense in that respect then than

they commonly have now. The draw-

d



backs- to the houses are that they are defi-

cient and old-fashioned in sanitary planning

in some of the largest houses in the squares

the water-closet will be found in the middle

of the house with no opening to the outer air
;

and that the bedroom accommodation is in

many of them deficient in proportion to the

size of the house; everything is sacrificed to

the sitting-rooms. This is a defect which

in many cases cannot very well be got over,

but the sanitary arrangements can be, and to

some extent have been, improved, and to

carryout this improvement thoroughly ought

to be the first object of the managers of the

estate.

The most is not made of the square

gardens, they are for the most part very

badly laid out
;
they have the compensating

advantage that some of them at least contain

very fine trees, but they might be made much
more ornamental and attractive than the}'

are.

Unfortunately the “improvement” ideas

of the Bedford Estate Office seem mostly to

run in wrong directions. They are to a great

extent spoiling the neighbourhood by fancied

improvements, the real object of which is to

squeeze every pound of rental that can be

got out of the land. With this object a

great part of the property between Gower-
street and Tottenham Court-road lias been
covered with lofty blocks of “ fiats ” placed
as close as they can be got. One or two
of these are good buildings, but they are

overcrowding the land. Overcrowding is not

the less overcrowding because it is done
vertically rather than horizontally. If this

over-building of high “ mansions ” goes on,

Bloomsbury will soon cease to be the

healthiest part of London, and the Bedford
Office will have defeated its own object. To
make Bedford Court Mansions a considerable
open space has been built over, and several

trees cut down. To cut down trees which
are growing in the middle of London is little

sliort of a crime.

The manner of improving the houses is

more than questionable. “ It is proposed,”
we are told, “ not to rebuild the houses ”

(this applies to the squares mainly) “but to

treat their fronts architecturally with porches,
bay-windows, friezes, cornices, and window
dressings, all in light buff terra cotta, new
railings and balconettes will complete the
exterior. Each block is being treated as a
separate unit, the centre and wing houses
being carried up an additional story, impart-
ing variety to the present rather monotonous
skyline, as well as affording needed addi-
tional bedroom accommodation to some of
the larger class of houses where the recep-
tion rooms are now somewhat dispropor-
tionately large.”

This last proposal is a practical one
enough

;
but the proposal to tinker up the

house fronts with terra-cotta dressings &c.,
is as absurd as it is unnecessary, and a
foolish expenditure of money which might
be better employed. The houses as they
exist have a certain character of their own
which had much better be left to them. Of
this the Bedford Estate Office seems to have
no perception at all. In Govver-street, for
example, the houses originally all had those

.

ornamental fan-lights, variously and often very
gracefully designed, which were a character-
istic of the period when they were built.
Nearly all these have been removed and
blank sheets of plate-glass substituted. The
doors of a number of the houses on the west

side have been encased with heavy

clumsy - looking stone framework, which

quite destroys the original character

of the houses, and on the east side an

attempt has been made to give new dignity

to some of the larger houses by absurd flat

stone pilasters plastered against the walls.

Why could they not let the old brick fronts

alone? However plain, they were in much
better taste than these clumsy additions.

One of the means whereby Bloomsbury is

to be rendered more attractive is to deprive

tenants of their private gardens by removing

the garden walls and throwing them all into

one garden for the whole block. This has

been done in one place, and is threatened in

others. The object is to make the general

neighbourhood look more attractive in ap-

pearance. It does not seem to have occurred

to the Bedford Office that to many people living

in London the possession of a fairly sized

private garden which they can call their own
is one of the greatest of blessings, and that

in doing away with this advantage they are

actually injuring their own property and
lowering its value and attraction to possible

tenants, if they cannot see that, they will

find plenty of people, we imagine, to tell

them so.

Unfortunately, if all we hear is true, the

wishes of the tenants are the last motive

the Bedford Estate office ever takes account

of. It happens that a good many architects

live in Bhiomsbury, and hence we hear a

good deal about their complaints, and several

of them who have communicated with us

evidently consider that living on the Bedford

Estate is pretty well equivalent to living under
a despotism. The form of lease granted to

tenants is in itself a document which reads as

if residents on the estate were to be the serfs

rather than the tenants of the Duke of Bed-
ford

;
it ought to be revised by Act of

Parliament. It may be admitted that the

lessors do not use all the powers the lorm of

lease puts into their hands
;

but it is

nevertheless a fact that we have had
evidence from many quarters that the

Bedford Office is regarded as being arbi-

trary and high handed in its dealings with
tenants to an extent which is a legitimate

source of complaint
;
and if the Duke of

Bedford wishes his Bloomsbury Estate to

come into its old favour as a residential

neighbourhood, he would do wisely to

inquire into the causes of the very strong

feeling which obviously exists as to the

policy and practice of his office, and to get

some information from the tenants’ side as

well as from that of the estate agent.

NOTES.
In the House of Commons

WaurSuppl". Tuesday the Government
announced the terms ol the

reference to the Royal Commission on the
London water supply. After perusing it, we
are a little astonished that the Government
does not refer all its business to a Royal
Commission, The first point for inquiry is

whether it is desirable that the under-
takings of the water companies should
be acquired and managed either by one
or by several authorities, and if so on
what terms. If not, whether additional

powers should be given to the Local Autho-
rities to control the water companies. This
is simply to give up the forming of a policy

by a Government, since it is now left to a

Royal Commission to make up the mind of

the Government. This is the long and short

of the matter. Let it be remembered also

that last session the Government had a

policy, namely, to establish a central public

authority to which the management of the

water supply should be intrusted. Now
that policy is given up, and this extraordinary

Government, which was to do such great

things for the people, can only ask a dozen

gentlemen called a Royal Commission to:

discover a policy for it.

Austrian The Council of tlie Architec-
Arcnitects
and the tural section in the Vienna:

Government.
Association of Artists have

sent in a petition to the Government
to take in hand a larger number of

public buildings. Attention is drawn to thei

tact that a large number of the Government
Institutions are housed in tenement buildingsi

at high rentals, and that there would be:

economy if the Government became its own
landlord to a greater extent. The petition'

points out that since the great epoch of

Government architecture some twenty years

back, when the Houses of Parliament, the

Town Hall, and the other great modern
monuments of Vienna were erected, the.

architecture of the capital city has deterio-

rated owing to building operations having

been practically confined to private enter-i

prise, and building speculation of the worst-

sort. It is not unlikely that the Government
will seriously consider this petition, as there-

is a strong feeling in Vienna on the subject.
,

^
The case of Venne?'. McDonell,.“ Structu!

the London which is reported in the autho. >

Building Act. -IT -O . / oriscd Law Reports (1897, i

Q.B-D. 421) should be carefully read by ail

persons who have to do with London build-i

ings. It was an appeal to a Divisional Courti

from the decision of a magistrate, and has am
importance beyond the interests of the
persons concerned in it. The directors of'

the Agricultural Hall, at Islington, have a;

movable seating, which can be taken away
when it is not needed, and is replaced ifi

necessary, and fixed by screws and bolts :

being let into sockets attached to the pillars. 5

It was alleged by the proper District Surveyor)

that the seating was a “building, structure,'

or work ” within the meaning of Section 145 ;

of the Building Act, 1894, and that, there-:

fore, notice should be given to the District-

Surveyor before it was put up. The (

Court, however, did not take this view,

and held that it was not such a structure as

:

was contemplated by this part of the Act. t

If it were, said the Court, “no person couldc

put up a fixed cupboard or a fitted bookcase (

in his house without giving notice to the Dis-ii

trict Surveyor and without being subject to his :

supervision.” It is obvious that the Act in-il

tended to mean by the word “ structure ” in this :

part of the Act something of the same general il

nature and character as a building. That is ;

to say, this word must be construed keeping;

in view the context. Thus, in Section 164.

the expression “the regulation of lamps,:!

signs, or other structures” is to be found. 1

It is an odd use of the word “structure,” buti

there can be no doubt that in this place f

structure” means something in the nature (

of a sign or a lamp. In the part of the Act:!

which has to do with the erection of build-l

ings it means something in the nature of a

building, not a movable row of seats.
!
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In connexion with the pro-

pSolranWf're. of tlie Petroleum

Committee at tlic House of

'ommons, it is curious to find that prac-

cally the only exhaustive technical report

n tlie large petroleum lire that occurred at

*urfleet in January is to be found in a

ierman contemporary, from the pen of Chief

)fficer Westphalen, of the Hamburg Fire

irigade. His notes are, moreover, ilhis-

ated by a sketch plan of the petroleum

lores and the fire, and they contain many
aluable hints on the treatment of petroleum
res. It would appear that the Senate of

[amburg, being much interested in the pre-

;ntion of fires, have given their Chief
'fficer a kind of general commission to

:tend any conflagration, the results of

Inch he may consider deserving the

:tention of the Local Authorities, and
lough Hamburg is twenty-four hours’ dis-

nce from London, it would also appear that

le officer actually reached the scene of the fire

;fore any of our leading fire experts, in-

Liding the Chief Officers of the Metropolitan
ire Brigade, had considered it worth their

hilc to personally look into the matter, it

)t actually being part of tlieir duties to do
1. The London Brigade had, it is true, sent

ree of their fire floats to this fire, but they
id been worked by a foreman. Mr.
^estphaleri appears to consider the jire-

intative measures in his city somewhat
icessive

;
further, he considers that the risk

explosion in a well-constructed petroleum
nk can only be very slight, and that a fire

igade can risk attacking a conflagration of

is description at close quarters. It seems
mewhat curious that we should hear all

is from abroad in connexion with a fire so
JSC to London.

rhe^Sanitar^ The case of Durrant V. the

Great” Corporation of Great Yarmouth,
Yarmouth, recently decided in the Law
jurts, is of interest from the light which it

rows on the condition of some of our so-

iled health resorts. The action was
ought by the executors of a gentleman
ho it was admitted died from typhoid
ver in March of last year, contracted

rough drinking impure water from a

2 \\ in Great Yarmouth. This well, it

as alleged by the plaintiffs, was con-

minated by leakage from a new sewer
hich was being made in Queen-street, in

hich was the house occupied by the

iceased gentleman. It was clear, however,
jm the evidence, and the jury so found,

at the well in question was not contami-
ited by this sewer, which was 36 ft. from

There was ample poison within due
ach, for within 16 ft. of the well was one
oset, and within 27 ft. was another closet

om which liquid excreta oozed up
.rough the pavement. Of the well itself

:e Inspector of Nuisances said that the

•ickwork of the well was defective, and
;at there was slimy incnisted matter on it

: old standing. The Public Analyst stated,

id this is perhaps the most remarkable
/idence in the whole case, that he had
xamined as many as three hundred wells in

ireat Yarmouth, and they were all unwhole-
Jme. This statement shows conclusively

le frightfully unhealthy state of this sea-

de town. If there are other wells in

•ueen-street and in Yarmouth like that de-

:ribed in this case, all we can say is that

uy one who [goes to this town does so in

peril of his life. The facts elicited during

the course of this trial show very conclu-

sively that the Sanitary iAuthority of every

town which calls itself a health resort should

make periodical sanitary surveys, and give

certificates of sanitation to such persons as

own houses which are in a proper sanitary

state, and strangers should be warned that

they cannot safely go to a house which is

not so certified. A person who intends to

occupy a whole house for some length of

time will, if he be prudent, have it examined
for himself; but the stranger who visits

Yarmouth or a similar town for a few weeks
only cannot well have such a survey made.
At any rate, however, the incomer now knows
that Yarmouth is an unsafe place.

The Botanical Society has

‘I'<= Astronomical

Society a site for an observa-

tory in the Botanical Gardens, which appears
to be considered a very suitable position by
the astronomers, who are likely to be the

best judges. It has the advantages un-

doubtedly of being central, of showing a

fair horizon, and of being better removed
from smoke and disturbances of the ground
than perhaps any other site which is avail-

able within London. The question is now
as to acquiring funds for erecting the

building.

Lord R.iyieigii
^ORD Rayleigh’s fourth lec-

O'?. ture on "Electricity and Elec-

trical Vibrations at the Royal
Institution was a very interesting one. He
gave experimental illustrations of many
anomalous phenomena due to the mutual
actions and reactions of circuits carrying

alternating currents. He showed how an
alternating current, when it comes to a

divided circuit, may sometimes split itself

up in such a way that the subdivided cur-

rents may be greater than the main current.

The reason of this apparently startling result

is that some of the currents in the divided

circuits are flowing in one direction and
some in the other. At any instant their

algebraic sum is exactly equal to the current

in the main, but individually they may
be hundreds of times greater. In other

words the inductance of the branched
circuits causes raging whirlpools of current

in these circuits. Lord Rayleigh gave an
excellent illustration of the oscillatory nature

of the spark in a Leyden jar discharge.

He altered the inductance of the path
of the discharge and showed how this

changed the note of the spark. The
lecturer said that the presence of iron

in the core of the transformer made
the theory of transformer designing very

difficult, and pointed out that if copper were
a perfect conductor all theoretical difficulties

would vanish. We think that no transformer

designer will agree that iron makes the

theory difficult. The approximate formulae

he uses would cease to be true if he had an
air-core transformer to deal with, and the

formulae that would come in their place

would astound him by their length and
complication. In conclusion, Lord Rayleigh

showed some of the most striking of Mr.

Tesla’s experiments on high frequency

currents.

In his lecture on "Leadwork"

Milkd'S. "'e Society of Arts on

Tuesday, Mr. W. R. Lethaby
made a protest in favour of the trial of cast

ead in place of milled lead, which he charac-

terised as a wretched substitute. Cast lead,

he urged, is certainly more durable, more
easily bossed up, has a beautiful surface, and
he finds, contrary to what he used to sup-

pose, that it whitens by exposure like old

lead. All this we think is true
;
the last

statement we are ready to take on Mr.

Lethaby's evidence
;
but does Mr. Lethaby

maintain that cast lead, with its chance of

small holes in casting, is as safe a material

for roofing as milled lead ?

St. Thomas’s By a Bill which has been
Church

and Parish, introduced mto the House of
Southwark.

Lords, the Corporation of Lon-
don, as Governors of St. Thomas’s Hospital,

propose to effect a union of this ecclesiastical

parish with that of St. Saviour, the united

parishes to constitute one benefice and cure,

and to convey their estate and interest in the

church and adjoining land to the Ecclesias-

tical Commissioners. It is proposed also to

empower the Commissioners to either pull

down the church and sell its materials, or

convert it into a chapter-house for the col-

legiate church of St. Saviour, or otherwise
appropriate the building to some purpose
authorised by the Act. The church, which
represents the (old) hospital chapel, as re-

dedicated to St. Thomas-the-Apostle, was
rebuilt, with a tower, of red brick, at a

cost of 3,000/., in the year 1702, Sir

Robert Clayton being then president of

the hospital. It does not present any
architectural features of especial interest

;

there i.s a view of it, by B. Cole, in Maitland’s

“London” (1756). Next to it stood the

treasurer’s house, the two forming the south
side of the middle court of the former
liospital buildings, which were closed in

1862, their site being taken, on an award of

296,000/., for the railway extension to

Charing Cross. We gave some historical

particulars of the origin of the hospital,

which at the Suppression was a religious

foundation, dedicated to St. Thomas of

Canterbury, and of the parish, co-extensive
with the earlier precincts, in our “ Notes” of
March 9, 1895, and June 20, 1896.

We understand that the old

''UuJr.r/”’ by sign of the “ Magpie
and Stump,” in Fetter -lane,

one of the many for which that thorough-
fare was once famous, will shortly be pulled
down. It stands on the east side, opposite
Norwich-court (formerly Magpie-yard) and
the “ White Horse.” It claims to have been
established in the year 1605, and to have
been a chosen haunt of Otway and Dryden
(who, it is said, lived for awhile in two
houses, as opposite neighbours, in the
Lane*), and of Hobbes, of Malmesbury,
Dr. Harvey, and Cowley. In the earlier

half of the current century it was much
frequented by prizefighters and their follow-
ing, The story goes that in a room of the
“ Magpie and Stump ” Edmund Waller,
Nathaniel Tomkins (his brother-in-law), and
Challoner, concocting their plot for delivering

the City to the Royalist party, were over-
heard by a servant of Tomkins, who be-
trayed them to Praise-God Barebone, the
leather-seller, or skinner, of Fleet-street.

The Barebone family owned property in this

part of London
;

it is said that some houses

* See the Builder of Jan. 10 and 17, iSgt, and (with
illustration) of Jan. 24, 1891.
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on the site of the Outer Temple were built

by Dr. Nicholas Barebone, son of the above-

named, and that the house built by Wren for

the Royal Society, between Fleur-de-Lys and

Two Crane courts, was erected on their land.

A'design by Messrs. Watson, of

Memorial, Youghal, has been chosen for a
Forgney. window, in memory of the poet,

which the subscribers intend to place in the

parish church of Forgney (or Ferney), near

Mullingar. Goldsmith was born (1728) in

the village of Pallas (or Pallasmore), on the

river Inny, within that parish. The house

wherein he was born—it has been pulled

down — stood two miles distant from the

church. In 1730 his father obtained the cure

of Kilkenny West, and removed to a house

and farm at Lissoy, distant about eight miles

from Pallas, which the poet doubtlessly had

in mind when he wrote some stanzas of his

“ Deserted^Village.” There is a separate pro-

ject on foot for fixing a memorial window in

his honour in St. Saviour’s, Southwark, in

reference to the fact that soon after he first

came to London, Goldsmith practised during

some months in 1756-7 as a poor doctor to

the poor in Bankside.

The two picture galleries next

Other in the Hay-
market, Messrs. Arthur Tooth

& Son’s and Mr. McLean’s, opened their

spring exhibitions simultaneously on Monday.

At Messrs. Tooth's Gallery the most notice-

able incident is the re-appearance of Mr.

Holman Hunt’s extraordinary picture “Dolce

far Niente," the portrait of a masculine-

looking woman in a very striking costume

which is painted with immense force of

colour, seated in a room the details of which

are seen reflected in a convex mirror. It is

a thing that gives one quite a start to come
upon in the midst of an average dealer's

exhibition. The flesh-painting is bad and the

whole picture undeniably ugly, and yet with

a power about it which puts it quite out

of the category of ordinary pictures. Among
other works exhibited is a charming figure

by M. Dagnan-Bouveret, “'Vespers;” Mr.

Dendy Sadler’s “ Morning Gossip,” in which
the admirably painted accessories are per-

haps of more interest than the figures
;
Mr.

David Farquharson's “Looking towards

Harrow,” a landscape in a broader style than

most works we have seen from him
;

M.
Munkacsy’s “Tete-a-Tete,” a commonplace
work in his brilliant but superficial style,

and a scene in which Mr. Heffner endeavours
|

to persuade us that scenery “ On the Nor-

1

folk Broads ’’ has exactly the same colour
[and tone as the scenes in Bavarian marsh-

j

land which he has often painted; in other
|

words, Mr. Heffner has only one effect under
various titles. In the small room is an inte-

resting collection of old water-colours, with a
few modern ones. At Mr. McLean's Gallery
many will be interested to see again Mr.
H. \V. B. Davis’s beautiful “ Springtime,”
exhibited three or four years ago at the

Academy under the title “Elderberry.” Mr.
Godward’s “Andromeda ” is a pretty figure

study, with the name of Andromeda un-
necessarily tacked to it. Among other works
there are M. Vastagh’s fine life-size head of
a lion

;
M. Bouguereau’s “ Spring,” like many

other works by the same artist
;
M. Neuhys’s

“ Fisherman’s Family,” an imitation of
Israel’s

;
Marie Dieterle’s “ Cows in a
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Meadow,” and C. Werterbeck’s “ Scene [in

Holland,” both excellent works of their

kind; a fine specimen of the sea-pieces of

Clays, and a small marble sculpture group

by M. Dalou.

A NUMBER of minor exhibitions
E.xhi_biiwjiSsOpen open just now in Paris,

among which may be men-

tioned especially that of the works of M.

O. de Champeaux, at the Cercle Artistique

in Rue Volney. This exhibition includes

about seventy oil paintings — landscapes,

sea-pieces, and flower paintings—besides

some thirty large water-colours. It is the

outcome of ten years’ persevering labour

and a good deal of foreign travel.

Among the landscapes we may mention

especially “Road near Autun,” “Sunset

in Galway Bay,” “ The lagoon, Chioggia,”

“Twilight effect at San Giorgio Maggiore,”

and some decorative panels of chrysanthe-

mums, roses, and other flowers. At the

Mancini Gallery M. Gustave Colin exhibits

a series of paintings of coast scenes in Spain

and the neighbourhood of the Pyrenees,

remarkable for their force of treatment

and showing that age has not robbed tint

gifted painter of any of his powers c

observation or of painting. In the Gallery a

the Champs Elysees the “ Soci6t6 Artistiqa

des Amateurs ” holds its exhibition. Then

are no great works, certainly, among thes^

five hundred paintings, but there are somt

interesting pictures by the Duchesse d

Chartres, the Comtesse de Flandre, Mdlld

de Caraman-Chimay (who works in pastel)

and others, and some good sculptures by th.

Comte de Passage. The exhibition, thoug'.

an amateur one, is worth a visit.

DIMENSIONS OF SOME MEDIEVAL
BUILDINGS.

In publishing Professor Aitchison's series <

Royal Academy lectures on “ The Advancemert
of Architecture,” we mentioned that we woult

give as an appendix at the end of them the lisl

of dimensions of some English and Frenci

cathedrals which the Professor had prepared i.

connexion with these lectures.

We now give them as follows. It will b
understood that this is Professor Aitchison's lis

not ours,. and that we give it on his responsi

bility, and as a portion of his lectures.

Dimensions of some English Cathedrals, Arranged According to Area.

Name. Area. Length. Span.
Height

of [West

Heipht

Central
East End.

Tran- Aisles to

Transepts.
Towers. Tower.

1

72,860
63,800

486 45 T-r 196 19S aiuar.

Lincoln
1

66.900
57,200

481 39 82 206 262 square u west, none
;
easL

one.

Winchester
1

526 32 78 140 square recessed * 2

f

61,700
34 72 2*5 J

Westminster
61,729
46,000

505 35 103 225 ...[
circular, with lady
chapel

*

middle transept >

one east aisle. .

Durham ..
1 SSJoo

55.830
43515

473 32 70 133 2i6 square

Salisbury’ ..

\
450 32 84 404 square recessed one aisle each.

Canterbury 5 514 39 80 *52 229 circular 3 none.

Peterborough 1 50,5*6
426 35 81 *54 .43 [

square, but circular

end to choir
. one east aisle. .

Norwich ....
40,57*

408 28 72 3*3

Worcester ....
1

38,980
394 32 63 196

73
67

circular, with lady
chapel

Gloucester 408 35 t none.

Exeter
{

35,370
383 34 69 140

Wells
{

40.680
29,070

37* 32 67 *25 *65 apse
middle, two aisled

soutn, no aislesi

In the above list the dimensions in thick figures are from Fergusson, the remainder from Lord Grimthorpe.

Dimensions of some French Cathedrals, Arranged According to Length.

Name. Area. Length Span Height
of Nave

Height
of

West
Towers.

Height

Central
Tower.

End.
Tran- Aisles to I

Transepts,!

492

485

435

ft. in.
semi-circular with 7

chapels
apsidal

:

5 chapels

apsidal

7 chapels
Amiens ^

45.550
67,475

60,700
71,208 46

123 0

.40 »{

272

N. 223
S. 205 \

...

1
wooden
steeple,

-

Chartres
|

$*.460
68,261 4*5 46 .06 o{ N. 403

S. 365
/

...
^

semi-circular

:

3 apses
.

NGtre Dame 410 46 II2 0 204 semi-circular I

Troyes 57.000

368

328

326

42 j
...

^

apsidal ;

9 chapels 1

109 0

log 0

.40 9
semi-circular

:

Clermont

45

f
J

5 chapels
semi-circular :

7 chapels
semi-circular :

Strasburg

Coutances

36,700 350

242 87 0

468
\

244 {

7 chapels

semi-circular

:

one chapel

"

'*

St. Peter’s, Rome
-j

150,000

227,069
,.o 8o’

Pediment
*55

cupolas
246

Dome
443

square internally :

apsidal externally

* According to Letarouilly, 85 ft.

In the above list the dimensions in thick figures are from Lord Grimthorpe, the remainder from Fergusson and
other sources.
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rHE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS

[JliR.VLliUY OF THE RENAISSANCE IN ENGLAND.

The eleventh general meeting (ordinary) of

this Institute for the present session was held on
the 29th ult., at No. 9, Conduit-street, Professor

i\itchison, A.R.A., President, occupying the

;hair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
taken as read, Mr. J. A. Gotch read a paper
entitled, “Heraldry of the Renaissance in

England, ’’ of which the following is an
ibstract :

—

Mr. Gotch said that in dealing with the sub-

ject of heraldry before an audience of archi-

tects, he proposed to approach it from the

decorative side, not from the scientific
;

for

irchitects were not likely to be called upon to

grant arms to their clients, but they might have
:o draw them

;
and to do this successfully it

ivas essential to know something of decorative

leraldry. After quoting various references to

leraklry in Renaissance literature, and espe-

;ially adverting to the curious fancy prevailing

\t one time for finding or inventing coats-of-

irms for scriptural characters, saints, and even
‘or the Saviour, Mr. Gotch referred to one law
js to the granting of arms laid down by Sir

|ohn Feme in his “Blazon of Gentrie,’’ whereby
it seemed that while professors of “ the seven
liberal arts’’ were not unworthy of having
irms granted to them, the followers of “ the
seven mechanical sciences’’ were quite outside

the pale. As architecture was one of the

mechanical sciences, their case, as mere archi-

tects at any rate, was hopeless, for Sir John
Feme was emphatic. “ Although it bee
true,’’ he says, “which I erst sayde : (that

mechanicall sciences, with their professors,

be debarred the preheminence of Gentrye :

which opinion, if any one would overthwart,

let him look for this, that my friende Barth,

with his codes and textes, will easily confounde
his rashnes and ignoraunce). Yet I have not
denyed hut that some such notable collateral!

merite and worthiness may be in the mecha-
nicall man, that he shall duely obtayne a coate-

of-armes : But not by the meere practize of his

mechanicall trade.” Let them endeavour to be
thankful for small mercies. When the posthu-

mous granting of arms to persons who could
have had no concern with them was con-
sidered, they could realise how far heraldry
had travelled from its original starting-point

three centuries before. From being matters of

daily practical use, armorial bearings had come
to be what certain rudimentary organs of many
iiiimals were, a mere indication of particular an-
;estry : and so by implication a mark of gentility.

The next inevitable stage was crystallisation.

Rules were laid down which shared the fate of

manv other rules if blindly adhered to : instead

of being guides they became goals
;
the origin

i)f armorial bearings being forgotten, the

application of them tended to become illogical,

and heraldry gradually declined both as ascience
and as a decorative art. The drawing became
too realistic, and lost its proper conventional
treatment

;
the bearings were depicted in the

round instead of the flat. Draughtsmen were
too well instructed in general matters, they had
got to know what live lions really looked like

;

they were familiar with many animals and
things which their ancestors knew chiefly by
conjecture, and they utilised their knowledge
to the detriment of their design. The
eighteenth century squires gradually fell out of

the habit of adorning their houses with heraldry,

which became little more than a matter of book-
plates. Anothercauseofdeterioration in heraldic

drawing arose directly from the change in the

object of heraldry, namely, its becoming an
indication of ancient descent, leading to a mul-
tiplication of quarterings, which so reduced the

scale of each coat as to render spirited drawing
impossible. There was in the hall at Fawsley,
in Northamptonshire, an achievement of the

Knightleys', containing 334 quarters, which
was 330 too many for decorative effect. But
although the heraldry of the Renaissance con-
tained within itself the germs of its own
decay, it flourished vigorously enough.
The designers of the time loved to avail

llicmselves of it in all materials and in all con-
nexions. There was hardly a building of the

I'criod of Elizabeth and James that had not its

owner's arms carved conspicuously upon it.

.‘\part altogether from its decorative aspect,

heraldry was most useful in historical research.
Many a clue was afforded by the presence of a
hield or a badge in a building which had out-

ved its story. Take, for instance, Rushton

Hall. There we found two gables alike in de-

sign, but bearing different shields, one with

the Trefoils of Tresham, the other with the

cocks of Cockayne. How much did that dif-

ference imply 1 It meant the downfall of the

first family through complicity in Gunpowder
Plot, and the succession of the second to the

house and estate, and not only its succession,

but its taking up and continuing the enlarge-

ment of the house in the old spirit and on the

old lines of design. Or, again, take the ninety

shields on Rothwell Market-house, all bearing

the arms of families connected with the

county. Why did some of those shields

appear. It was impossible to say ;
but the fact

of their being there pointed to a connexion
with the county yet to be discovered. The
shields on Rothwell Market-house brought us

to another point, and that was the drawing
of the charges

;
for there it was done

with such vigour and grace as to be a

pleasure to look at, apart altogether from
the heraldic signification. The animals were
fierce and wild and strong, and looked as if

they had lived in the forest ;
not like their

descendants of a century or two later, which
had become tamed and docile, and fit to

lie on the hearthrug. That was in the time of

the Georges, when rules and regulations had
broken their spirits. There were, of course,

certain rules and regulations which had to be
observed, but, within their limits, the more
freedom the better

;
in fact, freedom was essen-

tial to decorative effect. The characteristic

charge that distinguished the coat must be pre-

served, but within that limit it might be treated

according to the taste of the designer. For
instance, a lion rampant must always be made
a lion rampant, but there was no need to

have his head and his four legs in precisely the

same relation to each other, nor need his tail

always take the same curves. These things

might be varied according to the space to be
filled. [A very good instance was shown in

the lantern illustrations afterwards, of two
lions, one designed to fill an upright space, the

other for a square space.] The treatment of

the crest and wreath on the helm, and the

mantling, should be founded on logic, at any
rate, if not strictly logical

;
that was to say, the

crest and wreath must accompany the helmet,

and not float in mid-air just above the shield.

The mantling must be treated as a kind of

cloth puggaree, with two sides, which usually

were of different colours. When supporters

were introduced they ought to stand upon some-
thing more substantial than the edge of the

ribbon which displayed the motto. They
should also look as though they were actually

supporting the shield and helm. Heraldic

drawing was not an easy matter. The designer

must be a skilful draughtsman, combining
vigour of pencil with a strong feeling for

anatomy
;
so that if an animal had to be drawn

its particular characteristics might be presented

in a truthful though conventional w’ay, with as

few strokes as possible.

Mr. J. M. Brydon, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Gotch for his paper, said that, as

an architect, he knew most of heraldry as

applied to architecture, and that he knew very

little about it scientifically. That night they

had had their attention directed to heraldry,

not only in the method of it, but in the sequence
in which it should be applied in a decorative

sense. Mr. Gotch, at the beginning of his

paper had settled, or rather Sir John Feme
did, a vexed question. They had all heard of

the controversy as to whether architecture is a

profession or an art. It seemed to be neither
;

it was a “mechanical contrivance,” and archi-

tects are all mechanics. He presumed that the
“ mechanic ” of that day signified what “ crafts-

man ” does in this, and he was quite willing to

accept that gentleman’s dictum, and be a
“craftsman,” and as “craftsmen” heraldry

must appeal to architects in two aspects—the

historical aspect and the decorative aspect.

It %vas evident from many of the illustrations

of shields exhibited that it would be almost im-

possible to decipher the history of places in

which they are emblazoned but for the heraldry

which is on them, and in that aspect they were
deeply interesting, not only to the architect but

to the archieologist. The decorative side, of

course, was the one that appealed to them most
strongly, and the method in which Mr, Gotch
had shown how shields ought to be filled by
quarterings, and how the supporters ought to

stand on something more substantial was, in a

decorative sense, of great value and use to all

students of architecture, who, of course, in their

practice were constantly using arms in their

buildings, either in carving or in stained glass.

There was one thing that had struck him in

the magnificent decorative ceiling at Earlshali,

in Fifeshire. This ceiling, he believed, was
done by Sir William Bruce, who was archi-

tect to Charles I., and who carried out the

modern part of Holyrood Palace. It was
due to him that the county of Kinross was
turned into a county and detached from Fife-

shire, and the same man built a magnificent

palace or house, which he hoped the King
would occupy, but, unfortunately, he did

not live to do so. In colour it was very

fine, and he was glad to hear that since

its restoration it had been taken such great care

of, and that only the old work that they were
perfectly sure of had been restored, 'and that

they had not invented anything new. There
was one example that Mr, Gotch had given of

the two pictures from De Vaux. His (the

speaker’s) opinion was that the coat of arms
was Lord Richard Neape’s. Judging from the

style of the carving purely and simply, it

seemed to him that the panel that contained the

arms had been carved later than the rest of it.

Mr. St. John Hope, in seconding the vote of

thanks, said he quite agreed in the remarks that

Mr. Gotch had made with regard to the rules

which had brought heraldry into such disre-

pute, because, as Mr. Gotch pointed out, those

rules had served to bring heraldry into a
crj’stallised condition, and had destroyed its

freedom, and all the fine art of it seemed to

have more or less disappeared. And the same
with the drawing from the round. All the

ancient heraldry was simply painted in flat

in outline, and when it began to assume the

sculptured form, as one saw in the shields in

Westminster Abbey, it was still kept in such
low relief that it was only just out of the flat

condition. Also, with regard to quarterings,

there could be no doubt, as Mr. Gotch had
pointed out, that the multiplication of quarter-

ings was entirely destructive of a great deal of

the artistic beauty of ancient heraldry. He sup-

posed that multiplication of quarterings arose
through the practice of representing first

of all a quarter shield upon a shield that was
already quartered. That would bring in eight

quarters, and then, when the son of that man
and his wife, whose arms were so represented,

quartered them in turn, that further complicated
matters, and if the gentleman who then became
the possessor of that shield in turn married an
heiress, he inherited further quarterings, and
so they eventually reached that dreadful state

of things that was seen in the quartered shield

at Fawsley with 334 quarterings. The value of

heraldry in dating buildings was one that could

only be appreciated when one had taken the

trouble to work it out for himself. A fortnight

ago he exhibited a lantern slide of that beauti-

ful gateway of Kirkham Priory. No date had
been assigned to that in any book that he was
aware of

;
but he happened to be called upon

to write a paper upon Kirkham Priory, and
it struck him with regard to the heraldry

on that gateway that it was arranged on
some kind of system, and that if the clue

to that were found, one possibly might arrive

at the date of the production
;
and he soon

found, from the examination of the shields, that

they represented alliances. From those alli-

ances it was easy to prove—or, at any rate,

suggest with a strong show of probability—

a

date within a very few years of which the

old gateway was built. As Mr, Gotch had said, to

draw heraldry properlyonemust become soaked
with heraldic art

;
and one of the very best sources

from which heraldic art may be learned was
that of seals. It was unfortunate that the places

where the seals were to be found were so

difficult of access. There was a very large

collection at the British Museum, which might
be studied after a fashion. There ought to be
a huge collection, much the same as the one
which the Society of Antiquaries was fortunate

enough in possessing, of casts of seals. They
cost very little to make, and there ought to be
such a collection at South Kensington, that one
could take out drawer after drawer of seals,

and arrange them in any order he pleased, so

long as he restored them to their proper

places.

Mr. H. H. Statham said he should like to join

in the expression of thanks to Mr. Gotch for

his paper, and more particularly so because he
knew nothing about heraldry, and therefore had
benefited all the more. There were one or two
conclusions he came to, having regard to what
Mr. Gotch mentioned was the title of the last

paper—“Heraldry in Connexion with Arcbi-
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Sketches of London Stmt Arddtoctiiro.—XIl. Xo. S3, Xcto Bond-street.
Mr. IT'. .-1 . S. Bi-iison, Architect.

tecture." He quite a^freed that heraldry, in a
retrospective sense, was a most valuable aid,
as Mr. St. John Hope has said, in studying the
chronology of buildings

;
but as a modern

subject heraldry was now only a kind of pas-
time, though a very picturesque one. The real
use of it had gone. The original use of heraldrv
was to distinguish a man when his face was
covered by a helmet, so as to prevent his own
triends knocking him on the head bv mistakeHe was not quite able to follow all the enthu-
siasm of the lovers of heraldry in regard to the
drawing of all the examples they had seen
borne of these lions, which were said to be so
^autiful, seemed to him to be more curious
than beautiful. But he was rather struck with
this, in regard to the fact that heraldic
animals of the best kind were conventional
and not real, that the species were not nume-
rous, and if we had to draw new coats of armsm the present day there was certainly a field
for the youthful designer who took up heraldry
for evolving some new forms as improvements
or varmtions upon the orthodox grift'm and
hon. One remark he would add as to the
question of *' Heraldry in Relation to Architec-

ture." In the first illustration shown, that of
the gateway at Holdenby, they might have
noticed in the design of that gateway that the
masonic design in the upper part of it was a
preparation for a place to put the heraldic
coat of arms in. The gateway was surmounted
bya largecircular mass with a panel, which was
of no use except to display the heraldry. Now,
itstiuckhim that in most of the other cases
the architecture had no particular reference to
the display of the heraldry. The coat of arms
was put on wherever it was found convenient.
In the Holdenby Abbey Gate there was a real
sense of the architectural design being affected
by the desire to display a coat of arms. Now
if people were going to use heraldic devices as
part of architectural ornament, that was one
point to bear in mind, that the architectural
etfect was much greater when it appeared that
the architecture and the heraldry had been
planned together, and that the architectural
design actually provided for the heraldry from
the first.

The vote of thanks was carried unanimouslv
Mr. Golch said that as to Mr. Stathani's

remarks about new species, if heraldry was to be
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continued, it seemed to him that the line upoi;
which the modern herald must go was to tak«
the modern animal and conventionalise hinii

not shutting his eyes to the knowledge that w
had in the present day, but taking the aniiiui

and making him conventional very much in thi

same way in which the last slide showed thi

dog, which was a very modern dog, but treatet

in quite a conventional and vigorous wa^;
When one came to an allegorical animal like',

griftin or a unicorn there was, of course, nC
modern representation of it, and no moderJ
specimen to be found in a museum, and he dil
not know what they were to do there. Hl[
thought they must depend entirely upon thei

invention. To Mr. St. John Hope he wa
indebted for many suggestions which he hai
been able to avail himself of. Mr. Hop
had kindly put at his disposal the beautiful

seals which were part of the series at th

Society of Antiquaries.

The Chairman said that the next meetin
would be held on April 12, when Mr. H. I:

Statham would read a paper on “ The Nev
Government Offices Scheme."
The meeting tlien terminated.

SKIiTCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.—XII.

No. 83, New Bond - Stkeet.

This front was designed by Mr. W. A. 8

Benson. The stone used is Chilmark, in larg'

blocks. The arch is a real one of red roofinji

tiles and through stone voussoirs, but there is ?

bond iron girder above and below the carve<i

cornice. The front stands on the stone piers
and not upon stanchcons. The setting back
of the top gable was intended to disguist
the fact that No. 83 is considerably the lofties.

house in the row.
The dominating condition of the design war

that it was desirable to carry three floors back
to the full depth of 63 ft., about 40 ft. of which
had to be lighted from the front.

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1894

LONDON BUILDING ACT.
At a recent meeting of the London County

Council the Building Act Committee re-

ported that they had considered the under-;

mentioned applications under the London Build-c

ing Act, 1S94, and had arrived at the followingi

decisions. Those applications which have beens

agreed to are granted on certain conditions :

—

Lines ofFrontages.

Westminster, — That consent be given to the
erection of two blocks of residential flats, Nos. i &
2, Morpeth-mansions, Morpeth-terrace, Victoria-;

street, with bay windows and open porticoes, on thei

further application of Mr. G. Baines on behalf of(

Mr. G. Martin.

Fitlkam.—That consent be given to the erection)

of a two-story building on the south-east side oft

Harwood-terrace, to abut upon Iraperial-road, om
the further application of Mr. C. Collins.

Newington, West.—That consent be given to thei

erection of additional stories upon the shops in front!

of Nos. 338, 340, and 342, Walworth-road, by which:
the height of the buildings will be increased to 41 ft. ,

,

on the application of Mr. E. H. Payne on behalf of)

Messrs. Grose Brothers.

Paddington, South.—That consent be given to thei

erection of an iron and glass covered way in front of;

No. I, Soutbwick-street, Hyde Park-square, on thei

application (further considered) of Messrs. R. Hogg 1

& Son.
Peckham.—That consent be given to the erection i

of two houses with one-story shops in front, next:
No. 648, Old Kenl-road, at the corner of Etbnard-1

road, on the application of Messrs. Holman &!>

Goodrham on behalf of the Royal London Friendly
]

Society.

Strand.—That consent be given to the erection of 1

an iron and glass shelter over part of the footway in t

front of Her Maj'esty’s Theatre in the Haymarket ij

and Charles-street, St. James’s, on the application
of Mr. C. J. Phipps on behalf of Mr. H. Beerbohm
Tree.

j

Battersea.—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of an enclosed porch to a proposed parish-room liS

next the Vicarage. Prince of Wales-road, on the H
application of the Rev. G. Harcourt.

j

Clapham.—That consent be not given to the iL

erection of a church in North Side, Clapham
Common, at the corner of Lavender-gardens, on i!i

the application of Messrs. W. & C. A. Bassett D
Smith. '

Dulwich.—That consent be not given to the .•!)

erection of a one-story shopfront to Nos. 98 and li;

loo. Beckenham-road, Penge, on the application of f

Mr. W. Theobalds on behalf of Mr. B. Grant.
Hackney, South,—That consent be not given to )..

the erection of one-story shops upon part of the ;|(

i'

ii
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orecourts of No3. 206, 208, 210, 212, 214, 216, 218

220, 222, 224, and 226, Morning-lane, on the further

application of Mr. W. Hall on behalf of Mr. T. W.
Webber.
Nonfood .—Tliat consent be not given to the

erection of houses with one-story shops on the west

. side of Norwood road, between Ullswater-street and
Harpenden street, on the application of Mr. H. G,

Brace on behalf of Mr. H. Prvor.

\Vandswortk\.—That consent be not given to the

erection of a signboard in front of No. 40, Bedford
Hill-road, Balham, on the application of Mr. C. C.

Dunning
Woolwich.—That consent be not given to the

frontage of fourteen new houses and also to the pro-

I posed frontage line of other cottages to be erected

northward of those houses on the west side of Cbis'e-

I
hurst-lane, Eltham, on the application of Mr. A. G.
Wright on behalf of Mr. J. Bass.

Width 0/ Way.
Bow and Bromley.—That consent be given to the

erection of an addition to a factory on the south side

of Three Mill-lane, Bromley, at less than the pre-

scribed distance from the centre of the road, on the

!
application of Messrs. Wigg, Oliver, & Hudson on
behalf of Messrs. Kemball, Bishop & Co.
Hackney, South.—That consent be given to the

retention of a one-story stable erected at the rear ot

No so, Eaton-place, Wells-street, at less than the

prescribed distance from the centre of the road, on
the application of Mr. A. G. Hutchings on behalf of

Mr. I*. Stoneham.
Islington. North.—That consent be given to the

erection of a block of stables on the west side of

Hercules-place, Holloway, with portions of the
stables flanking upon Bowman's-mews and Bow-
man's place respectively, at less than the prescribed

distance from the centre of each of those streets, on
the application of Mr. ]. J. Connelly.

Rotherhithc.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a one-story building on the north side of

Roihcrhithe-street, adjacent to Globe Wharf, at less

than the prescribed distance from the centre of the
road, on the application of Mr. A. R. Stenning on
behalf of Messrs. Quirk, Barton & Co.

Westminster, j-—That consent be given to the

erection of a building on the site of Nos. 71, 73, 75,

77, 79, 81 and 83, Vmcent-s<iuare, at less than the
prescribed di-tance from the cen're of the road, on
the application of Mr. E. Dru-Drury on behalf of

Mes.srs. William Sugg & Co.
St. Rancras, North.\—That consent be not given

to the erection of three blocks of residential fiats on
the west side of Highgate-road, between Greenwood-
place and Carker’s-lane, with the boundary or fence
of the northernmost block at less than the prescribed

distance from the centre of that lane, on the applica-

tion of Messrs. E. J. Bellord & Co,, on behalf of

Messrs. Read Brothers, as no reason is seen why
the boundary of the block next Carker’s-lane should
not be set back the statutory distance from the
centre of that lane

;
and moreover, the ends of the

several blocks next Highgate-road would, if

erected as shown on the plan now submitted, be
about 6 ft. in advance of the general line of buildings
in that road as defined recently by the Superintend-
ing Architect, under Section 22 of the London Build-
ing Act, 1894.

Open Space about Buildings.
Chelsea.—That sanction be given to certain devia-

tions from the plan certified by the District Sur-
veyor, under Section 43 of the London Building
Act, 1894, so far as relates to the proposed rebuild-

ing of a two-story stable at No. 5, Cheyne-raews,
Cheyne-walk, on the application of Mr. E. W.
Parker on behalf of Messrs. Sprake, Foreman, &
Son.

(ircenwich.—That the Council do, in the exercise

of its powers under Section 41 (i) (vi.) of the London
Building Act, 1894, allow a modification of the pro-
visions of that section with regard to open spaces
about buildings, so far as relates only to the pro-

posed erection of No. i, St. Clair-villas, Charlton-
road, Blackheath, with an irregular space at rear,

on the application of Messrs. Walker & Johnson on
behalf of Mr, Allan Walker.

Hampstead.—That sanction be given to certain
deviations from the plan certified by the District

Surveyor, under Section 43 of the London Building
Act, 1894, so far as relates to the proposed erection
of a two-story addition on the site of a conservatory
at Friedenheim, No. 8, Upper Avenue-road, St.

John's Wood, on the application of Messrs. Hay-
ward & Son on behalf of Miss F. M. Davidson.

St. George, Hanover-square.—That the Council
do, in the exercise of its powers under Section 4: ( i)
{iv.)of the London Building Act, 1894, permit the
erection of an addition, 20 ft. high, on a portion of
the open space at the rear of No. 60, Eaton-terrace,
at the corner of Chester-terrace, on the application
of Mr. W. A. l.arge on behalf of Mr. W. H.
James.

Line of Frontage and Deviation from Certified

Plan,
Marylebone, East.—That sanction be not given to

certain deviations from the plan certified by the Dis-
trict Surveyor, under Section 43 of the London
Building Act, 1894, so far as relates to the proposed
erection of a four-story dwelling-house on the site of a
stable and portion of a garden at the rear of No. 147,
Harley-street, at the corner of Marylebone-road, and
tliat the Council, in the exercise of its powers under

Section 22 of the Act, do not consent to the pro-

posed frontage of the said dwelling-house, on the

application of Messrs. Davis & Emanuel, on behalf
of Mr, Barrow Emanuel.

Deviation from Certified Plans.
Bermondsey. — That sanction be not given to

certain deviations from the plan certified by the

District Surveyor, under Section 43 of the London
Building Act, 1894, so far as relates to the proposed
rebuilding of No. 33, Old Kent-road, on the appli-

cation of Messrs, Battley, Sons, & Holmes.

Line of Fronts and Width of Way.
Greenwich.—That consent be not given to the

erection of buildings on the north side of Ashburn-
ham-road, the east side of Egerton-road, and the

south side of Greenwich-road, on the application of

Mr. W. T. Sawyer, on behalf of Queen Elizabeth

College, Greenwich.

Width of Way and Construction of Buildings.
Deptford.—That consent be given to the con-

struciion and erection of an iron building, on the

north side of Blackhorse-road, with the boundary
or fence in front of such building at less than the

prescribed distance from the centre of the road, on
the further application of Messrs. Humpbrys,
Tennant, & Co.

Formation of Streets.

Fulhatn.—That an order be sealed and issued to

Mr. C. Watkins, sanctioning the formation or laying

out of a street, 50 ft. wide, for carriage traffic, to

lead from North End-road into Auriol-road, on his

application to the Council on behilf of Mr. C. J.

Knowles. That the name Fitz-George-avenue be
approved for the new street.

Lextisham.—That an order be sealed and issued

to Mr. J Norton, sanctioning a deviation from the
plan approved on December 19, 1893, for the

formation or laying-out for carriage-traffic of Rhyme-
road. Molesworth-street, on bis further application to

the Council on behalf of Mr. E. MacF. Patterson.
Hampstead.—That an order be sealed and issued

lo Mr. W. Willett, sanctioning the formation or

laying-out of a carriage-way approach, 20 ft. wide,

to three houses on the south side of Elsworthy-road,
Avenue-roud, on his application to the Council.

Woolwich +—That an order be sealed and issued

to Mr H, H. Church, refusing lo sanction the

formation or laying-out of one street 50 It. wide,

and of six streets 40 ft. wide for carriage traffic on
the Church-field estate on the north side of High-
street, Plurastead, and the widening of portions of

Church-manorway and High-street in connexion
with such new streets, on his application to the
Council, on behalf of Queen’s College, Oxford,
Fulham.—That an order be sealed and issued to

Mr. W. C. Poole, refusing to sa»’ction the formation
or laying-out for carriage traffic of new streets,

each 40 ft. wide, on the Sandsend estate, Town-
raead-road, on his application to the Council on
behalf of Mr. J. Wilson.

Means of Escape at Top of Hink Buildings,
St. George, Hanover-square.—That the Council,

in tlie exercise of its powers under Section 63 of the
London Building Act, 1894, do grant a certificate in

respect of the means of escape, in case of fire, pro-
posed to be provided for the persons dwelling or
employed in the fifth floor of an addition on tlie

east side of the Beikeley Hotel, No. 77, Picc.adilly,

at the corner of Eerkeley-street, on the application

^

of Mr. R. Griggs on behalf of the Berkeley Hotel
Company.

Cubical Extent.
Peckham.—That (he consent of the Council be

not given to a building on the site of Nos. 37. 39,
and 41, Rye-lane, and premises at the rear, front-

ing upon Hanover Park, such building to exceed
in extent 250,000, but not 450,000 cubic feet, ard
to be used only for the purposes of the trade of a
draper and furniture dealer, on the application of

Messrs. H. Jarvis & Son, on behalf of Messrs.

Jones & Higgins.
Strand.—Tliat consent be not given to a proposed

addition to the Adelaide Gallery restaurant, No. 436,
Strand, on the site of No. 9, King William-street,

the building and addition together exceeding in

extent 450,000 cubic fert, and to be used only for

the purposes of the trade of the restauiant, on the

application of Mr. W. Barnard Binhey, on behalf

of Messrs. A. & S. Gatti.

Building for the Supply oj Electricity.

St. George, Hariover-sqtiare.—That the Council
do not approve of the plans, dated February 26,

1897. submitted with the application of Mr. C. S.

Peach, on beh.alf of the Westminster Electric Sup-
ply Corporation, Limited, for the construction of an
addition to a generating-station for electricity in

Eccleston-place, Eccleston - street, Buckingham -

palace-road, and that the Council do not authorise

the erection of such generating station and works
as shown upon the said plans

;
it being considered

that the risk of fire extending to the adjacent build-

ings would be increased by the inclosure, by means
of a temporary iron screen, of a portion of the

southern end of the proposed addition.

The Building Act Committee brought up the'fol-

lowing recommendations at the meeting of the

Council on Tuesday :
—

Lines of Frontage.

Wandsworth.—That consent be given to the

I erection of a covered way on the west side of Angle-

holme, East Hill, to abut upon Acris-street, on the

further application of Mr. W. H. George, on behalf

of Dt. P. H. Davies.

St. Pancras That consent be not given to

the erection of a two-story building at the rear of

Nos. 36, 37, and 38, Chalk Farm-road, to abut
upon Harmood-street, on the application (further

considered) of Messrs. Thorpe and Furniss, on
behalf of Messrs. Thomson and James,
Hackney, So7ith.—T)ia.\. consent be not given to

the erection of a three-story warehouse on the

north-east side, and partly upon the site, of No. 29,

Fremont-street, Victoria Park-road, on the applica-

tion of Mr. J. Morris.

Width of Way.

Southwark, West.—That consent be given to the

erection ot a two-story addition in front of Vestey's

(late Hanbury’s) wharf, Upper Ground-street,

Blackfriars, with the forecourt boundary at less than
the prescribed distance from the centre of the road-

way, on the application of the Union Cold Storage

Company.

Space at Rear of and Projectionsfrom Buildings.

Hackney, Central.—That consent be not given to

the erection of five blocks of residential flats on the

east side of Clapton-square, at the corner of Clap-

ton passage, with a four-story bay window at the

north-west angle of the blocks
;
and that the

Council, in the exercise ofits powers under Section 41
(i) of the London Building Act, 1894, do not allow

the erection of the said residential fiats with an
insufficient space at the rear of three of the blocks,

on the application of Messrs. Crewe and Hammond,
on behalf of the Metropolitan House Investment

and Agency Company, Limited.

Means ofEscape at top of High Buildings.

Southwark, West.—That the Council, in the e.xer-

cise of its powers under Section 63 of the London
Building Act, 1894, do grant a certificate in respect

of the means of escape, in case of fire, proposed to

be provided for the persons dwelling or employed
in the top floor of a warehouse at Vestey’s (late

Hanbury's) wharf, Upper Ground-street, on the

further application of Mr. A. W. Osborn, on behalf

of Messrs Vestey Brothers.

Recommendations marked + are contrary to the

views of the Local Authorities.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
Thk ordinary weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday at the County Hall,

Spring-gardens, Ur. Collins, Cliairman, pre-

siding.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the

Finance Committee it was agreed to lend the

Bermondsey Vestry 3,800?. for wood, York, and
granite paving works

;
the Lambeth Vestry.

10,000/. towards the cost of erecting baths and
washhouses

;
and the Metropolitan Asylums

Board 100,000/., towards the cost of erecting,

fitting-up, and furnishing the Grove Hospital,

Tooting.
Hvdfant and Fire-plug Indicators.—It was

agreed that the Chief Officer be authorised to

give orders to Messrs. S. Pontifex & Co. for

the supply and fixing of not more than 3,000

hydrant indicator tablets, and 1,000 glass fire-

plug indicator tablets, and for the execution in

the latter case of the necessary re-glazing.

Soiitliivaiii and VanxhaU Wafer Bill.—The
Parliamentary Committee recommended the

Council to allow them to oppose the Southwark
and Vauxhall Water Company’s Bill, by which
the Company propose to increase their daily

indraught from the Thames from 24,500.000
gallons to 45.000,000 gallons. The Committee
reported : “It is proposed that the Act shall

remain in force for eight years and no longer,

but subsequent provisions of the clause provid-

ing for this, if passed in its present form, would
indicate and justify the grant to the Company
of further powers of making works so as to

admit of their impounding and taking the water
in perpetuity. We are ot opinion that the

general effect of the Bill would be to create a
verv large increase in the value of the under-
taking, while this increased value is to be
gained at the mere cost of an Act of Parliament
transferring to the Company water which is

public property, and in the flow of which
London is very largely interested.''

Lord Onslow moved an amendment to peti-

tion against the Bill on standing orders.

Mr. Harris seconded the amendment, which
was supported by Mr. Beachcroft.

An equal vote having been taken for and
against the amendment it was declared lost,

and the Council divided on the Committee's
recommendation, which was carried by 58
votes to 50.

Ollier Water Bills.—With regard to the East
London and New River Water Companies’
Bills, the Committee reported :

—
“ We have
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directed the Parliamentary agent to ask Mi-.

Stuart or some other member of Parliament to

move an instruction to the Select Committee
on the Bills, to insert a provision that nothing
contained in them should be deemed to enhance
the price to be paid in the event of the pur-
chase of the Companies’ undertakings by a
public authority. The Staines Reservoirs Act
of last session contains such a clause, and it

seems to us only reasonable that the Bills of the
East London and New River Companies
should be placed on the same footing.”

The action of the Committee was approved.
Result of Lego! Proceedings .—The Building

Act Committee recommended, and itwas agreed,
that the solicitor do take the necessary steps,

by means of an appeal against the magistrate’s
decision in the Brick-lane, Spitalfields, case*
for obtaining a decision of the High Court upon
the question of the meaning to be attached to

the expression “houses to be inhabited or
adapted to be inhabited by persons of the work-
ing class ” used in Sections 13 (5) and 41 of the
London Building Act, 1894.
Queen's Jubilee Procession—Temporary Struc-

fnres .—The report of the same Committee con-
tained the following paragraph :

—

“We anticipate that in connexion with tlie Royal
Procession, arranged for June 22 next, many tem-
porary structures for the accommodation of sight-
seers will be erected along the line of route

;
and

we have according!}- made arrangements to ensure,
as far as possible, the safety of the public. Notices
are to be left at each liouse, and posted in prominent
situations, in the line of route outside the City of
London, intimating that, under Sections 83 and 84
of the London Building Act, 1894, the erection of
temporary structures is unlawful unless the Council's
licence shall have been first obtained, and that
balconies intended to beu.sed on the occasion should
be shored up to prevent risk of accident. An adver-
tisement in similar terms is to be inserted in the
Times and two other London newspapers. The
District Surveyors of the districts concerned have
been requested to arrange for e.xtra a.ssistance to
enable proper supervision to he e.xercised over the
erection of the structures

: and the Council’s Works
Department will arrange to deal promptlvwith anv
structures that may be found dangerous. We think
that tlie adoption of these precautions will sufficiently
guard against the possibility of accident from defec-
tive construction."

Tramway Purchase .—The adjourned report
of the Highways Committee in respect to the
purchase by the Council of the North Metropo-
litan and London Street Tramways Companies
again came up. The Committee recom-
mended :

—
“ That the Council do approve the

form of agreement and the form of lease (and
the schedules attached thereto, showing the
hours of labour and rates of wages of em-
ployees) prepared by the Highways Committeem accordance with the resolution of the
Council of December 22, 1896, with regard to
the purchase and lease of the North Metropo-
litan and London Street Tramways Companies'
lines and depots in the County of London

;

that^ so soon as the prices to be paid for the
depots and other buildings shall have been
agreed, or feed under an award of an arbitra-
tor, such amounts be inserted in the agreement-
and that the seal of the Council be affi.\ed to
such agreement when so completed.”

Mr. Baker moved as an amendment, “That
the lessees will not fix or place any advertise-
ments or announcements in or upon any car-
nage in use upon the tramways in such a
manner as to obscure light or prevent free
vision, and in particular will not in any wav
cover either in whole or in part any window a’t
the ends or sides, or in the doors of such car-
nages.”
The amendment was defeated, after a long

discussion, by a large majority.
Mr. Steadman ne.xt moved,‘“That the third

schedule be amended so as to provide that in
all cases the hours of labour of the employees be
reduced to eight per dav, or forty-eight rer

strongly opposed this amend-
inent. The men did not want the hours of
labour interfered with, and such a proviso
would entail an extra expenditure on the leasin"
Company of 50,000/. a year.
While this discussion was proceeding the

Counci was counted out at twenty minutes to
eight o clock.

Proposed New Mcsic-H.^ll at MidiBROUGH.—

I

t is proposed to erect a new theai
varieties on the site of the circus in Corpor
road. Middlesbrough, with side entrances in

'

ning-street and Pine-street. Plans have been
pared by Mr. Ernest Runfe of London

^ See report of the c r last issue, page 30,

Plan oj Monument to the Empcivr William I. al Kyjfhdnscr.

A.— First Grand Terrace.
j

D.—Third Terrace.
I?.—Second Terrace.

_
E.—Barbarossa Court.

C.—Arches under Third Terrace.
|

F.—Gallery.
G.—Monument.

3llustration0.

ABBEYS OF GRE.AT BRITAIN.—No. 21

SHERBORNE.*
HE view here given of the Abbey Churchmb at Sherborne is drawn for this series

“^1 of illustrations by Mr. Roland W. Paul
The plan is based on one kindly lent to us bv
Messrs. Carpenter & Ingelow, and corrected
or filled up in some details by Mr. Paul, from
special measurements.

For further information with regard to the
history and architecture of the church the
reader is referred to the first article in the
present issue.

Barbarossa, which are so closely associai

with Imperial Germany, are referred to in t

monument
;

thus we find the figure

;

Barbarossa in his cave, overlooking a ceni

court, which has been very cleverly arrange
The cost of the monument was 65,000/.

;
:

original estimate for the competition des.-

having been 40,000/. We can only add t

the responsibility of the design rests in ev«

way with the architect, whilst the actual exe;
tion was in the hands of Herr Lindemann, '

work being spread over five years. Hi
Hundrieser was responsible for theequestrt'
statue, Herr Geiger modelled the figure i

Barbarossa, and the bas-relief work was in t

hands of Herr Vogel.

THE EMPEROR WILLI.AM MONUMENT
AT THE KYFFHAUSER.

The monuments which are being erected
in various parts of Germany to the memory of
the first German Emperor, or in memory of
the results of the Franco-Prussian War (and
the two subjects are intimately related), whether
we altogether admire them or not, may be said
to be among the most characteristic archi-
tectural works recently erected in Germany.
We are here referring especially not to the
monuments erected in citv squares, which are
more m accordance with the usual type of such
designs, but to those massive and rocklike
structures which are erected here and there in
the midst of the country, on the side of a hill,
or in some other prominent position. One of
these, that at the Porta Westphalia, was illus-
trated in our New Year's number this year •

and we now give an illustration of another
monument, in very similar style, just erected
on the Kyffhauser. The treatment and detail
of these monuments is no doubt somewhat
coarse in design, but it cannot be denied that
there is a certain power and originality dis-
played in their general treatment.
Both the Kyffhauser and the Porta West-

phalia monuments were designed by Professor
Bruno Schmitz, of Berlin

; the' sculptural
accessories having in each case been carried
out by sculptors of repute working in collabora-
tion with the architect but in subordination to
his general idea. In the monument now illus-
trated the sculpture is bv MM. Nicholas Geiger
Emil Hundrieser, and August Vogel.

’

The situation of the monument is on a hill
between the Hartz and the Thuringia forests,
and the plan explains the arrangement of
terraces which lead up to the central feature
which, as will be seen, is in the form of a
tower, at the base of which stands an equestrian
statue of the late Emperor. The legends of

.
-Ifte senes of the “.Abbeys of Great Britain” is

unued this month with illustrations of“Sherborne Abb
I he next of the series (Bayham) will appear in the nur
to be published on July 3, 1897.

ALTERATIONS TO RUSSELL-SQUARI
This drawing is not, we confess, of min

architectural interest, but it may be of inter;

in another sense, as showing the alteratic

which are proposed to be carried out in wh'
though not a fashionable square, maybe ecu

sideredncvertheless to be one of the best-knov •

squares in London, and as being an indicatifl

.

we presume, of the method of treatment whil
it is proposed to apply to others of the Ian
squares on the Bedford estate.

The drawing shows the north side of t '

square as remodelled, a small sketch abo'
showing the original form of the row of house •

The work is being carried out by Mr. Philip
|

.

Pilditch, as surveyor to the Bedford estate.

Some further comments on Bloomsbury a
its proposed improvements will be found 1

’

another page.

We regret to find that a few copies: .,

last week's issue, owing to a mistake, we'
sent out without the plate of illustrations u
Mr. Gotch's lecture, and with duplicate ii

pressions of another plate. Any one who wi
apply to the publisher can be supplied with h

copy of the missing plate which ought to har

'

been inserted.

COMPETITIONS.
Parish Council Offices, Brechin.—Tf-

Brechin Parish Council some time ago resolve 1

to erect offices wholly for their own use, ar .

plans from various architects were recent;
considered. After discussing the respectH;.

merits of the plans, those prepared by Mr. lb

Wishart Galloway, of Brechin, were adopted' ^i

School, Du.mfries. — Plans have bee

'

accepted by the Dumfries Burgh School Boai:f

for a new elementary school. The selectei.

)lans are by Mr. A. B. Crombie, architeoC
Dumfries.

|

Belfast City Hall Plans.—The minutoli

of the meeting of the Belfast Corporation
committee held on the 22nd uit., at which thil

assessor’s award for the new Belfast City HalV
was formally accepted, came up for confirmr^
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111, wc believe, on the 1st inst. Until then the

an of Messrs. Tliomas & Son, 7, Queen
line’s Gate, Westminster, cannot be said to

ive been linally selected. Alderman Wilson

IS handed to the Town Clerk a notice of

lotion postponinjf-the erection of a City hall,

id Alderman M'Connell is also strongly

pposed to proceeding any further with the

latter at present.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

C.ARLisLE Architectural, Engineering,

NO Surveying Society.—A meeting of this

ocicly was held in the Town Hall on the

Vd ult. A paper was read by Mr. F. H.

iewman. Assistant Gas Manager, im “The
levelopmentof the Gas Engine." The lecturer

icgan by describing the history and construc-

011 of the earlier gas engines and the attempts

) improve them, exhibiting drawings of the

epical engines up to the present time, also

escribing the various ways adopted for start-

ig large engines, and the use of gas producers

ir the same.
Glasgow Institute of Architects.—The

,sual quarterly meeting of this Institute was
leld in the rooms, Pitt-street, on the 25th ult.,

.Ir. John James Burnet, A.R.S., President, in

he chair. The President reported that the

;:ouncil had remitted the question as to the

ighting of the lower church of Glasgow Cathe-

Iral to a committee of Council. He also

eported that the Corporation of Sheffield had
Lppointed a jury of three members of the

iheflield Society of Architects as assessors to

icljudicate their competitiveiplans, and that it had
leeii remitted to a committee of Council to

ronsider the position of this Institute with re-

jard to architectural competitions. The Pre-

;ident also intimated that the Council had
Lppointed himself and the Vice-President as

lelegates to attend a meeting of the Sanitary

i^ongress to be held at Leeds in September.

Mr. Colin Men/.ies was elected a member of

he Institute.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.

—The Edinburgh Architectural Association

net on the 17th ult, the President, Dr. Kowand
-\nderson, in the chair, After preliminary

lusiness, Mr. David J. Vallance, curator of the
,

Museum of Science and Art, delivered a lecture

111 “Decorative Woodwork," chiefly taken

Tom the Pevre collection recently acquired by
:he nation. The lecture for the most part was
levotcd to an exposition and exhibition by
means of lantern photos of the collection of

French woodwork recently acquired from M.
Emile Peyre, of Paris. By a fortunate arrange-
ment which enables Edinburgh and Dublin to

share in such important additions to the art

treasures of the nation as are conve-
niently divisible, the Edinburgh Museum
paid 1,300/. of the purchase price, and
Dublin a similar sum, each Museum re-

ceiving an equivalent share of the speci-

mens, while the remainder found a home at

iSouth Kensington. The addition of a share
of the Peyre collection to the furniture and
iwoodwork in the Edinburgh Museum coincided,

fortunately, with a structural change in the

interior of the building, for this change has
provided a suitable place for the display in col-

lected form of all the decorative woodwork.
.-Vt the north-east corner of the Museum there

was, until recently, a hall which for many
years has scarcely ever been used for the

primary purpose for which it was designed.
Some time ago the Director, Sir Robert
Murdoch Smith, in view of the growth of the
collections and of the certain necessity of their

requiring at no distant day rearrangement and
separation into sections, determined to make
an effort tii have this long closed hall put into

such condition that its area might be added to

the exhibition space of the Museum. His efforts

were eventually successful. A floor of concrete,
supported by iron girders and pillars, was laid

and tiled on a level with, and in the same manner
as, the rest of the Museum. The space below this

floor forms an ample apartment for unpacking
and storage, and to add to its convenience a
large door has been broken through the wall
facing West College-street. This alteration,

which has been in progress for several months,
under the charge of Her Majesty’s Office of

Works, has only now been completed, The
new hall, when it is opened to the public, will

be devoted to the display of the collection of

furniture and woodwork in the Museum, and it

was to a few of the specimens that would find

a place there that Mr. Vallance directed atten-

tion. The lecturer then proceeded to show a

number of illustrations of decorative woodwork
taken from the Peyre collection, arranged so as

to show the changes of style from the Gothic

days of the fifteenth century on to the modern
decoration of the Regency and Louis XV. time.

—Scoisman.

ARCH/EOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Surrey Arch/EOLOgical Society. — The
forty-second annual meeting of this Society

took place on the 24th ult., at 8, Danes’ Inn,

Strand. The President, Viscount Midleton,

occupied the chair. Mr. J. F. Eastwood
moved, and Mr. P. Norman seconded, the

adoption of the statement of accounts, which
was agreed to. Viscount Midleton then

moved the adoption of the report of Council,

which stated that this was the forty-second

annual report of the Society. The annual

excursion was held on Wednesday, July

15, 1896, the meeting place being East

Grinstead, whence Lingfield and Crowhurst
were visited (see the Builder, July 25). The
part of the Society's Collections (vol. 13, part i)

for the year i8g6, was duly issued to all

members not in arrear with their subscriptions.

Ill this part are valuable papers bv Mr, J. L.

Andre, F.S.A.
;

Mr. F. LI. Griffith, F.S.A.
;

Mr. F. Lasham
;
Mr. Philip Norman, F.S.A.

;

and Mr. S. W. Kershaw, F.S.A. The catalogue

of church plate is still being continued by the

Rev. T. S. Cooper, F.S.A., and the extracts

from Surrey wills by Mr. F. A. Crisp, F.S.A.

The Council regrets to report that the deficit

on the yearly account shows a slight increase
;

this is partly owing to the increased rent which
has fallen upon the Society since the loss of

the part tenancy of the London and Middlesex
Arcffieological Society. Up to the present the

Society has been unable to secure another
tenant. In order to lessen this deficit and to

keep the annual expenditure within the annual
income, it will be necessary, unless a large

addition can be made to the number of annual
subscribers, to cut down the size of the collec-

tions and reduce the number of illustrations.

To a certain extent this has already been done,

as the following table shows :—Cost of collec-

tions in 1890, 87/. ; 1891, 120/.
; 1892, 100/.

;

Tt{93,97/.
; 1894,77/. ; 1895.74^- ;

and in 1896, 54/.

To further reduce the expenditure on this item
will only tend to impair the efficiency of the

Society's work. The losses by death and
resignation have been unusually heavy during
the past year, and the number of new members
elected has only been small. Tlie number of

members now stands at 297, viz. : annual, 202
;

life, 93 ;
honorary, 2. During tlie year 7 new

members were elected, viz., 5 annual and 2

life. By death the Society has lost 8 members,
viz., 3 life and 5 annual. By resignation, 10

members. Total, 18. Lossovergain, ii. The
Council for some time past has had under con-
sideration the advisability of raising the life

composition, as at the present rate of interest

the composition is found to be unremunerative.
It is therefore proposed to submit to the general
meeting a resolution making the life com-
position 7/. 10s. instead of 5/. as at present.

Of this sum it is proposed to fund 5/., and to

treat the balance as current account. Mr. Mill

Stephenson, one of the hon. secretaries, find-

ing that he is no longer able to give the time
and attention required for the Society, will

not offer himself for re-election. The Council
desires to express its great regret at the

loss of the services of Mr. Stephenson, which
have been of great value to the Society.

Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., seconded the adop-
tion of the report, which was carried unani-

mously. The following gentlemen, Lieut.-Col.

Godwin-Austen, F.R.S., Rev. R. M. Blakiston,

M.A., Hon. G. C. Brodrick, D.C.L., and Messrs.

Robert Hovenden, F.S.A., J. J. Howard, LL.D.,

A. J. Style, and John Watney, F.S.A., were
re-elected members of the Council, and Mr.
Mill Stephenson was also elected on the Council
to supply a vacancy. The retiring auditors,

Messrs. C. T. Davis and W. F. Potter were also

re-elected, as likewise the collector, Mr. W. P.

Ivatts. The Rev. T. S. Cooper was re-elected

Hon. Secretary. The Chairman proposed a

vote of thanks to Jlr. Mill Stephenson, and
spoke highly of the way in which he had
carried out his duties. Mr. R. Nevill seconded,
and said Mr. Stephenson was not only a good
business man, but a skilled antiquarian. This
was carried. The meeting was then made
special, and on the motion of Mr. R. Nevill,

the following resolution was adopted :
—“That

the Life Composition be raised from 5/. to 7/. los.

with the usual entrance fee, and that the sum

of 5/. be invested, and the balance treated as

current account." The proceedings terminated

with a vote of thanks to the Chairman.

ENGIXEERING SOCIETIES.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—
At the ordinary meeting of this Institution on
the 30th ult., Mr. John Wolfe Barry, C.B.,

F.R.S., the President, in the chair, the paper
read was on “ Electric Lifts and Cranes,” by
Mr, Henry W. Ravenshaw. This communica-
tion* referred to the application of the electric

motor to the working of lifts and cranes.

Where hydraulic power was available, its

simplicity 'afforded many advantages, although

in the ordinary form of hydraulic motor
as great an amount of water was used with a

light load as with a heavy one. Tlie electric

motor, however, only absorbed current in pro-

portion to the work developed, and this fact

alone justified its application in certain cases.

Tlie chief requirements of the motor were
sparkless commutation, self-adjusting brushes,

and automatic lubrication. Shunt machines

were generally used on account of their regular

speed with varying loads
;
a few turns of series

winding were, however, sometimes added to

give prompt starting. Worm-gearing was
employed, and gave compactness and silent

running, with a quick pitch for the worm
;

ball-bearings and an oil-bath were recom-
mended. To give good results, however,

the ball -races must be of high-class

steel, and be ground perfectly true after har-

dening. A special form of rope-drum, made
by Messrs. Easton, Anderson, & Goolden,

Limited, and the Sprague screw elevator with

ball-nut, were described. The regulating gear

should provide prompt and accurate control,

absence of jerks, small current consumption,

and regular speed. Resistance was necessary

in the circuit of the motor at starting to pre-

vent a great rush of current ;
and this should be

controlled automatically, as it was impossible for

the attendant to tell the position of the switch

when a hand-rope was used. The automatic

controller used by the Otis Company was
described, as well as an arrangement con-

trolled by a centrifugal governor which had
been designed and used by the author.

Magnetic brakes were advocated, the cage

being automatically stopped when the current

was accidentally broken. The magnet should

be fitted with iion-conductive resistances to

prevent sparking on breaking the circuit.

Tests of an Otis elevator and a curve showing
the energy consumed under varying loads

were given. Electric cranes presented several

marked advantages over those driven mechani-

cally, owing to the flexibility of the control

of the motor and the simplicity of the

conductors for transmitting the power. The
relative advantages of the use of a separate

motor for each motion, and of a single

motor and friction -clutches were discussed,

the mechanical simplicity in the one case

and the electrical simplicity in the other

enabling either system to be used with good
results. Tests were given of a 20-ton electric

crane at Woolwich Arsenal, arranged on the

single motor principle, friction-clutches being

used to actuate the various movements. The
collectors for the current, with the method
used for insulating them, were described.

Owing to the special requirements of

this crane much gearing was necessary,

and a heavy chain-block, weighing nearly two
tons, was fitted. The efficiency was thus

reduced, especially at light loads, and the

horse-power delivered to the load, as well as

that delivered to the block, was given to enable

the mechanical losses to be more readily ob-

tained. A total efficiency of 53'42 per cent,

was obtained when the load on the hook only

was considered, and of 58-28 per cent, when
the weight of the block was included in the

load. To drive the outer carriage at the rate

of 54 ft. per minute, 8-4 e.h.p. was required,

and 10-2 e.h.p. to traverse the load radially at

the rate of 32-4 ft. per minute, both with a load

of twenty tons.

Lecture Hall, &c., Presbyterian Church,
RoATH Park, Glamorganshire.—The memorinl

stone of the new lecture-hall, school-room, and class-

rooms for the Presbyterian Church of England,

whicli are to be erected on a site near Roath Park,

was laid recently by Lord Windsor. The church

and schoolrooms, &c., will have a frontage to

Wellfield-road, the style of the buildings being Early

English. The architects are Messrs. Habershon &
Fawckner, and the contractors Messrs. Knox. &.

Wells.
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Chcinistrv for Eiif^iijccrs and Maiiiifacfnrcry

Vol. li.
’ By Messrs. Bertk.am Blount and

A. G, Bi.ox.am. C. Griffin & Co.

HIS is a well-written volume, devoted to

the cliemistry of manufacturing pro-

cesses, and forms tlie companion
volume to the “ Chemistry of Engineering,

Building, and Metallurgy," noticed some time

since in these columns. The chapters on lime,

cement, and clay industries merit special atten-

tion. We are reminded that commercial lime
of good quality contains 1^5 to go per cent,

free oxide of calcium, the remainder being
calcium carbonate left nnburnt or re-formed
by exposure to air, calcium hydroxide (from

absorption of moisture after burning), and
calcium silicates and aluminates produced by
the action of the lime on the siliceous con-

stituents of the limestone and fuel ash.

Tile principles which underlie the setting of

common mortar are clearly explained. When
freshly slaked lime is allowed to dry. it sets to

a hard mass, which, however, is considerably

smaller in volume than the wet lime, and there-
fore, forms shrinkage-cracks. .Admixture with
sand prevents this. This first stage or " setting

"

depends on the general property of very finely

divided amorphous substances, such as kaolin,

of drying to a hard caked mass. This change
takes place with lime, and then a further
hardening occurs, due to the absorption of car-

bonic anhydride from the air. a coating of cal-

cium carbonate being formed, the insolubility

of which makes the mortar permanent under
ordinary weather conditions. In brick walls
access of air is so slow that uncarbonated lime
remains in the interior for years. The de-
sirability of carefully slaking the free lime in

hydraulic limes by cautious addition of water,
as is the custom in France, is referred to, other-
wise there is danger of the slaking continuing
after the cement has partially set, causing dis-

ruptive strains. In conclusion, we confidently
recommend this volume as a practical, and not
overloaded text book, of great value to students.

Siipplancntary Volumv to Thermo - dynamics.
By J. P.ARKER, M..A. London : Sampson
Low, Marston, & Co. i8q6 .

This volume is supplementary to the treatise
on Thermo-dynamics which we reviewed last
summer. It consists of ten chapters, which
treat of various difiicult problems in dvnamics
and physics. We are at a loss to understand
for whose benefit the book has been written,
and the preface gives us no help. The reader
is irritated occasionally by a want of luciditv
and a certain vagueness of statement. The
last chapter is a recapitulation of the chief
points of novelty or importance (in Mr. Parker's
opinion) contained in this and the preceding
volume. The following extract shmvs how
closely its style approaches that of the
"Shorter Catechism" taught to Scotch school
children :

—

“ Q- AVhat has Carnot's principle to do with
tidal friction ?

"A. Carnot’s principle leads directlv to the
theory of exchanges and the theory ‘of tidal
friction " (Articles 49, 71, 72).

Evidently, in the author's opinion, Thermo-
dynamics is the parent science whose import-
ance has been overlooked in this age of haste
and worry.

*I .lere is a great deal about electricity in this
book, mostly in disjointed fragments, which
prove that Mr. Parker is not well read in
technical electrical literature. He says, for
example, that the position of the brushes on the
commutator of a dynamo depends on the speed
of the machine. This statement needs con-
siderable qualification. It is shown that Lenz’s
law, in a case where it is not applicable, fails to
give us the direction of the induced current.
This is scarcely instructive. The author often
assumes that his readers are ignorant of the
most elementary electrical facts, and yet he
defines inductances, and gives. expressions for
the electro-magnetic energy of circuits.
Chapter 8, entitled “ A case of "induction," gave
us a great deal of trouble. When the sliding
wire is protected by an iron evlinder and moves
on the rails we understand Mr. Parker to say
that it does nofeut any lines of force. AVe fail
to make sense of this. The rest of the chapter
is a description of how to make a continuous
cuiient dynamo which has no commutator and

_

needs only two collecting rings. It took us a
considerable time to find this out,' as the dynamo

is of a purely academic design. It was disap-

pointing to find out that it is vitiated by a
fallac}’, and that in practice or theory the elec-

tricaj output would be zero. We would not

advise Air. Parker to proceed with the design-

ing of dynamos of this type before he has read
descriptions of the Siemens' Electroplater, the

Forbes’, and the Oerlikon dynamos, which have
no commutator, and yet produce a continuous
current. The efi'iciency of unipolar dynamos is,

however, doubtful. This volume, like its pre-

decessor, proves that the author has ability,

but he has certainly not succeeded in writing
either an interesting or a useful book.

Manual or Electrical I 'udciiiddn,c:s. j dyd.

Emile G.\kci\I-:, M.I.E.E. London : 1 *. S.

King K' bon.

This book contains the accounts and other
particulars of many electrical undertakings.
They are arranged under the headings of

Telegraph, Telephone, Electricity Supply,
Traction, 6>:c. Some interesting historical

matter is included, and a very complete list of

all the electrical companies registered in each
year since 185b. Under the heading of Elec-
tricity Supply, there are a good many omissions.
\o meirtion is made of the supply stations at

Aherystwith, Ayr, Bury, Bray, Cardiff, ICxeter,

Kingston-on-Thames, Shoreditch, South Shields,

or AValsall. Again, in describing the systems
of electricity supply adopted, brevity is often
obtained only by becoming ambiguous and
inaccurate. For example, we are told that at

P(;rtsmoulh the system is " Horizontal Turbo-
generators coupled direct to Ferranti and
Parsons dynamos." It is true there is a
Parsons steam turbine coupled to a dvnamo,
but nearly all the rest of the plant consists of

horizontal compound engines coupled direct to.

Ferranti alternators. In giving accounts of

the traction caunpanies, there is no mention of

the various systems adopted, although such
accounts would be of far greater general
interest than in the case of electric lighting
companies. However, for a work of this kind,
it is remarkably free from errors, and can be
recommended to all business firms and every-
one financially interested in electricity.

Chemical Rccipe.s, being One Thousand Modern
Formnhv for Producing all Kinds of Colours
and other Chemical Compositions. Bv Thk
Atlas Chk.mical Company, Sunderla'nd.

This is the third edition of a useful collec-
tion of chemical recipes, which has met with
remarkable success. It is essentiallv a trade
compilation, and none the worse for that, the
information all through bearing the stamp of
practicality. In a compact volume of nearlv
400 pages, provided with a capital index, reli-

able and practical manufacturing details are
given for the preparation of paints, dryers,
varnishes, stains, fireproof compositions,
greases, oils, lubricants, putties, lacquers, &c.,
which will be found invaluable to many of our
readers.
We are glad to see that stress is laid upon

the necessity for using as the basis of the ma-
jority of paints onlv the purest white lead of
the very finest quality. White lead should also
be kept in a perfectly dry place until required
for use, or it will seriously deteriorate in
quality,

_

The same remarks apply to red lead
and to litharge when these substances are em-
ployed. AVe can heartily recommend this book
as one of the best compilations of practical
recipes in existence.

The Practical Polish and Tarnish Maker. Bv
H. C. Stanoagk. Spoil.

This is a compilation of receipts and formula.',
and general information useful to makers and
users of varnishes and kindred preparations.
The object of the book is stated by the writer
to be to make available information" which will
enable an intelligent mechanic to prepare suc-
cessfully his own polishes, varnishes, lacquers,
and japans.

_

So far as we have been able to
test the particulars given, the author seems to
have done his work with care and discrimina-
tion.

The most important part of the work is that
devoted to the fabrication of varnishes for
special purposes. AVe are reminded that the
following qualities must be taken into account
in estimating the value of a varnish Quick-
ness m drying, hardness of film, toughness of
film, amount of gloss, permanence of gloss, and
resistance to effects of weather. It is no easy
matter fo secure in the highest degree the
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right combination of desirable qualities. Thert
is nothing in which attention to the minutes
details, and the .skill which comes only aftei

long practical expei'ience, count for more, thai

in varnish making. For these reasons tht

professional manufacturer will always have tht

advantage of amateur and casual concocters o
these preparations. Allowing for this, Mr
Standage's book will be found very useful anc
suggestive to many.

CorresponOence.

To the Editor of The Builder.

A SOCIETY OF DESIGNERS.
SiK,—AVil! vdu permit me, while thanking you foi

Hu- very kind reference to my lecture on " Designi
and Desijiners during her Majesty's Reign,’’ which J

gave at the Society for the Encouragenient of tht

Fine -Arts im February 25, to give the date, iSS;

(not 1871), wlien 1 made an unsuccessful attempt tc

ftirm a “ Society of De.signers." This was achieved
however, by the combination of a few of tht

younger men as recently a.s iSph in the executive o]

the Society of Designers, of which 1 have tlie homnn
to be Fresident.

This Society, whicli must benefit designers anc
the art of design, caiinoi pretend to meet allogethei
the requirements of design as a national expressior
of the art. and T am now at work on a scheme foi

organising and establishing a national institute 01

design, and hope that I may relv on your valuabU
assistance when the time arrives for the matter to h«

brought before the notice of the public and manu'
faeturers, upon whose support I rely.

AA'ill you allow me also to point out that tht
names of Randolph Caldecott and William Morrii
were mentioned as typical names of the past in con-
nexion with design. Throughout my lecture I con-
lined my remarks entirely to deceased designers.
The name of Mr. AValter Crane I ventured to give

as the one departure from tliis rule.

Geo. C. Haite-
Tlie term “ Society of Designers " does not

seem a very happy one. Every painter of a picturt
is a designer. “ Society of Decorative Artists " 01

Decorative Designers,” would be more applicable
—Ed.

AALAXING FLOORS.
Sir,—

P

erhaps some of your correspondents in-

terested in polishing methods would tell me if there
is any special way of waxing Hoors witti paraffin
wax instead of the ordinary beeswax ? .Also if any
special implement is used, and where it mav be had"!

Viscous.

Cbe Stubent’0 Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XIA’.
BELL-HANGER.

nHERE are various methods in vogue
in bell-hanging, of which the principal

A.—By means of wires and cranks.
B.—Electric bells,

c.—Pneumatic hells.

Commencing with the first, they should be
specified as follows :

—

Bells.—The bells to be of various tones, and
an average weight of 14 oz., with steel spring
and brass tee-plate, and back spring carriage,

each fitted with pendulum and indicator, and
fixed on bell-hoard placed in position where
directed in kitchen.

Belt Board.—The bell-board to be lA^'in

mahogany, French polished (or deal), with
small Dvolo moulding on edge, and with name
of room written under each hell, showing to

which it belongs. Size of bell-board to be
by to take (number of) bells,

llV/'i’i and Pittings.—The wires to be No.
B.AA'.G. (size may vary from about No. 10 to

No. 15). well stretched, and fitted in con-

cealed zinc tubing, with the necessary cranks,

purchases, and levers (or, if tlie student likes to

be very exact, he may specify number and
nature of fittings to each bell).

Bells and Pulls.—Supply and fix the foi lowing
bells and pulls. The whole list should then be
given of the various rooms, with the number of

bells and pulls to each, together with their

position, and also the situation where the bells

are to ring. -As for example :

—

Drawing-room.—No. i bell, with two-lever

pull, to ring in kitchen.

Bedroom.—No. i bell, with ceiling pull, to ring

in kitchen.

Boudoir.—No. i hell, with lever-pull, to ring in

kitchen.

No. £ bell, with lever-pull, to ring in house-

keeper’s-room.
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The pulls to have iron boxes and mouth-pieces,
and to be of the following p.c. value. (Give
li.st of the pulls of each kind, with their p.c.

x'uliie, including, of course, the street-door pull.)

"FJcctric Bells .—There are various ways in

which these can be arranged. Perhaps the
most useful, at any rate for domestic work, is

to have a single hell with indicator, and here
again there are varieties. Some indicators have
pendulum movements, others have a mechani-
cal replacement, and others, again, have electric
replacement. The specification .should state :

The hells to be electric, and to be fitted up with
one good-toned bell of 3 oz. weight, and indi-
cator box of polished mahogany, with gold
lettered glass screen, fitted with relay and
mechanical replacement to ring from No.
points. The wires to he No. 18 B.W.G., best
quality copper wire, tinned, insulated with
gutta percha, double covered with cotton, and
afterwards varnished and enclosed in zinc
tubes. The insulation is not to be stripped
back beyond points of connexion.

Billions iiiul Pushes .—Give a list of the
various buttons and their situation specifying
whether they are to he rosewood, ebony, china,
or other material, and stipulate that they are to

have German silver springs with platinum con-
tacts

;
also enumerate the pendant pear

presses, state of wliat wood they arc to be
made, and the length of flexible silk covered
wire, and whether two, three, or four-strand
bell-cord.

Battery.—Thij battei'y to be a Leelanche
Battery, with No. porous cells, properly
charged, and with zincs, &c., complete, Each
cell of battery to have an E.M.F. of not less

than volts. Ii there are to be anv switch
connexions, state where they are to be, as, for
instance, the bell from the front-door mav have
a switch connexion, so that at night timc'itmay
ring in the servants' bed room, or on an upper
laiuling, instead of in the kitchen. Similarly
with some of the bells from bed rooms, bath
rooms, and dressing rooms. State where Ihe
battery is to be placed, and specify its shelf or
enclosure, if any is required. The battery
should not be placed under the floor boards, as
is sometimes clone, but at the same time should
be secure from too ready access to the meddle-
some. A small cupboard, with lock and key, and
space for keeping a spare stock of sal ammoniac,
and even other material, is a good arrange-
ment. A glass panelled door is also an advan-
tage, so that the cells can be seen.

Testiiiii .—Provide the sum of 2I. 2s. to be
paid for testing the electric bells and fittings

by the expert to be appointed by the architect,
who will not approve the electric bells until

such testing has been done, and the expert’s
fee paid.

Pneumatic Bells .—Bells are to be fitted up on
the pneumatic system by Messrs,
whose p.c. price for this work is

which amount is to be paid to them bv the con-
tractor within one month after the production
of the architect's certificate. The belts will be
fitted up before the plastering is done, and
particular care is to be taken by the contractor
that no damage is done to tubes,- boxings, or
other work in connexion with the bells.

N.B.—As pneumatic bell-fitting is rather out
of the ordinary run, it is advisable to get a price
from a reliable firm, and include that as a pro-
visional amount, especially as the primary
essential to successful working is careful work-
manship and high quality in material.

Speaking Tubes .— Fit up speaking tubes from
to with in. composition

tubes (or other size, according to circumstances
;

in. is a good average. Zinc or copper tube
may be used. but. taking all things into con-
sideration, composition tube is generally the
most satisfactory).

All bends in speaking tubes to be in cast zinc
(or brass), and the tubes are to be finished at

ends with brass screw collars, oval mouth-
pieces, and whistles, with indicators (state

whether the mouthpieces are to be in cocus
wood, ivory, ebony, or bo.xwood). The ends
of speaking tubes in to have silk

braided flexible tubing, 3 ft. long, with brass
clips, and _W in. mahogany board. (If, as may
sometimes occur, any ends arc to have mouth-
pieces only, without whistles, enumerate them
separately. Generally indicators are advisable
with all whistles, but where there is only one
whistle at any point, the indicator may be
omitted if there is no danger of confusion).

Telephones .—It is scarcely advisable to specify
telephone work for the ordinary contractor to
find a sub-contractor who will do the work at
the cheapest rale, and it is better for the archi-

tect to select the firm who are to actually do
the work, and to include their price as a pro-

visional amount. Should, however, the student

be disposed to specify his work in detail he
must deal with the following parts :—The
receiver, the transmitter, the battery, the

wiring, and, desirably, the lightning protector.

The receiver and transmitter are usually, though
not necessarily, in one instrument, the Gower-
Bell, the Bell-Blake, and the Ader being all

good examples. The battery is of the

Leelanche pattern usually for private installa-

tions, with which alone we are dealing, and
the cells should be for telephone work of the

agglomerate block form rather than porous
cells. The number of cells depends of course
upon the length of wiring, and hence the
electrical resistance. The E.M.F. of a
Leelanche cell when newly fitted should be I’d

volts. The wiring should be of No. 16 B.W.G.
copper wire, tinned and insulated as described
for electric bells. Switches should be provided
where required. A fee for testing by an expert

should be included. If our student architect

chooses to qualify himself for the testing lie is

Ilf course entitled to a distinct fee, as it means
not only the necessary knowledge but the
expenditure of capital in the purchase of deli-

cate instruments.

OBITUARY.
M. Edmond Yon.—

T

liis eminent French land-

scape painter lias died just at the moment when he
was about to open an exhibition of liis works at the

Georges Petit Gallery. He was horn in 1841, and
was first known as a wood engraver and etcher for

illustrated publications, but subsequently devoted
himself exclusively to landscape painting, an art

which he followed for thirty years, in oil, water-
colour, and pastel. He was born at Montmartre at

a time when that region was still a rural suburb,

and, like Michel, devoted some of his early studies

to views in its neighbourhood
;
but he subsequently

painted in Holland, Normandy, and the South of

France. The laixembourg possesses a good example
of Ills work, tile Pont Valentri at Cahnrs ; and lie'

also painted a decorative landscape in the Hotel de
Ville of Paris.

M. Henki GueR/\kd.—

W

e have also to announce
the death of this eminent engraver, who was presi-

dent of the " Societe des Peintres Graveurs," and
one of the most brilliant representatives of the

modern school of engraving. He excelled especially

in tile reproduction of paintings by the old masters,

hut also showed high powers as an original artist in

engraving, both on wood and copper. He had made
a large collection of paintings and other works of

art, and was tlie inventor of the process called

“ pyrogravure.”

The Rev. Dr. Sparrow Simpson.—

W

e have to

record with regret the death of the Rev. Librarian of

St. Paul’s Cathedral, who was an archreologist with
a good deal of special knowledge, particularly in

regard to the great cathedral with which he was
associated, as well as in connection with other
matters relating to the history of old London and
its buildings. His historical knowledge about St.

Paul’s he bad embodied in a book entitled
“ Gleanings from Old St. Paul's.” Dr. Simpson was
Rector of St. Vedast, Foster-lane, in the liistory of

which church he had taken also great interest.

GENERAL BUILDIXG NEWS.
Proposed Additions to Schools, Broxburn,

NEAR EdinbuHUH.— .Additions and alterations to

these building® are to be carried out. A new front

of two stories, with ornamental central gable, and
a dressed stone porch, have been designed for the

addition. The architects for the additions are
Messrs. Leaclbetter & Fairley, of lidinburgh.

Club Buildings, South Shields.— New pre-

mises are about to be erected in Catherine-street.

South Shields, to serve as a club for the Unionists of

the Borough. The building will be four stories in

height, with a frontage of 40 ft. and a depth of

55 ft. On the ground floor will be an entrance
hail, with a broad staircase leading to the first

floor. On one side of the ball there will be a
reading room, while on the other side is a smoke
room. To the rear of these rooms will be the cloak-
room. Tlie walls will be of glazed bricks. Be-
yond these again are the lavatories. On the first

Hoor will be a billiard-room, 48 ft. long by 40 ft.

wide, in whicli it is intended to place three tables.

Above this will be situated the assembly room, of

similar dimensions to the room below, and this is

capable of being divided into three smaller rooms b}-

collapsible partitions. The top of the building will

be set apart for caretaker’s quarters. A lift will run
from the basement to the upper story, having com-
munication with each floor. The whole of the base-

ment will be utilised as cellars. The hall, cloak and
other rooms will be heated by a system of steam
coiks, and the whole of the doors and woodwork,
will be of dark Spanish mahogany. The entrance
froip the street to the hall is readied by a lobby,

with bay windows on either side. The whole of the

front up to the first floor windows will be of glazed

faience work, and above this terra-cotta dressings,

while the walls will be of deep red brick. The build-

ing has been designed by Mr.
J.

H. Morton, architect,

South Shields.

Proposed Drill Haix, Blairgowrie, Perth.
—Messrs. L. & J.

Falconer, architects, Blairgowrie

and Fort William, have completed plans for a pro-

posed new Drill Hall at Fort William. The new
building will be IIS ft. by 36 ft., and will comprise

drill hall, armoury, orderly room, lavatories, &c.

Mission Church, Oldbury.—

O

n the 23rd ult.

the foundation stones of a new mission church at

Tat Bank were laid. The new church is to be

erected in the Gothic style, at a cost of 1,400/., and
will accommodate 250 persons. Mr. Lavender,

Walsall, is the architect, and Mr. Kendrick, Walsall,

the builder.

Heath Memorial Convalescent Home,
Llanfairkechan.—

O

n the 25th ult. these buildings,

erected at Llaufairfechun (on a site overlooking

Conway Bav), as a memorial to the late Mr. Robert

Heatli, were formally opened. The building, wbicli

is of local stone, with dressed stone facings and lined

with bricks, comprises a tliree-storied block, con-

taining day-rooms and dormitories for the accom-
modation of fifty (laticnts, with suitable uflices and
servants’ rooms, and a suite of rooms for the

matron, advantage having been l.iken of the fall of

the ground towards the sea to construct a basement
Hour. It contains a bagatelle-room, the dining-hall,

laxatory, kitclien, scullery, larders, boot-room,
'J'lie rooms are provided witli open fireplaces, and the

corridors and principal rooms are heated by Messrs.

S. N. Haden’s low-pressure hot-water pipes. Bath-
rooms are provided on each floor, and the sanitary

fittings are bv Messrs. Twyford, of Hanley. Agate
lodge, witli a washhouse and laundry connected to

it by a covered way, has been built adjacent to the

building. Mr. Tho’mas Bower, of Nantwich, is the

arcliitect, and Mr. John Galiimore. of Newcastle,

Staffordshire, the builder.

Business Premisf.s. Inverness.— .A block nf

buildings is to be erected in Academy-street. Inver-

ness, by the trustees of the late Messrs. Strothers.

The new block, which is to cost 7,000/.. will have a

frontage of 70ft. to .Academy-street, and a frontage

of 50 ft. to the railway thoroughfare. On the

ground floor of the building, wliich is to be four

stories in height, there will be four large sliops with
cellars underneath. The first floor will be divided

out into ofl’ices. The second floor will be similarly

laid out, while the third floor will be constructed for

family occupation. Both elevations will be faced in

red standstone from .Ayrshire. The architect is Mr.
William Mackintosh. The successful contractors

are :—Mason. Mr. Alexander Junor ;
carpenter, Mr.

Peter Cameron ;
slaters. Messrs.James Gray & Son ;

plumber. Mr. A.
J.

Russell
;

plasterers, Fowler &
Kennedy

:
painter, Mr. John Munro ; and black-

smiths, the Rose-street Foundry Company, Inver-

ness.

Operating Theatre, Swansea Hospital.—
The foundation-stone has just been laid of a new
operating theatre at the Swansea Ho.spital. The
theatre is connected with the west corridor of the

hospital, and is provided with two ante-rooms

opening into the theatre, which is elliptic in form,

and measures 26ft. bin. by 22ft. The walls are

carried up to a height of 12 ft.. All the sanitary

fittings are to be supplied by Messrs. Adams & Co.

The exterior of the building is designed to be in

character with the present hospital. The contract

lias been entrusted to Mr. Henry Billings. The
architects are Messrs. Wilson & Moxham.

HALL, E.AST Free Church. Brechin.—

A

new
hall has recently been erected at the East Free

Church, Brechin. In the hall, accommodation is

provided for 200 persons, and there is, besides, a

ve.stry. with lavatory, and a small scullery for

the convenience of social meetings. Towards the

street the building presents a gable containing a
four-light window, filled with stained glass from the

studio of Messrs. Ballantinc & Gardiner, liclinburgh.

The following contractors carried out the work from
tile designs and under the superintendence of Mr. T.

Martin Cappnn, architect, of Dundee and Brechin :

Mason work, D. A. Crabb
;
joiner work, George

Ogilvie :
plumber work. Charles Middleton & Sons

;

plaster work, J.
& C. Thomson ;

slater work, James-

Scott ;
painting and glazing. J. C. Middleton

;
heat-

ing, A. Iv. Peacock.

Free Library, Thornlieb.ank, Renfrewshire.
The Free Library, built as a memorial to the late

Mr. Alexander Crum, of Thornliebank, has just been

handed over to its trustees by Sir Jolm Stirling,

Maxwell. Bart,, M.P. Tlie library is situated imme-

diately opposite the Thornliebank Print Works. The
reading-room is 24 ft. by 48 ft. Behind the reading-

room is a book store. Dr. Rowand Anderson, Eclin--

burgh, was the architect of the building.

Co-oPEU.\TivE Premises. Sacriston, Durham
—A branch of the Annfield Plain Co-operative

Society was opened at Sacriston recently. There

arc five departments, with frontages to the Plaws-

worth-road, the whole extending 200 ft. Over the

shops is a hall providing seating accommodation for

700 persons, and behind is a yard with manager's

house, wareliouses, slaughter-house, stabling, and

other out-offices. The whole are built of stone. Tlie

buildings, \yhicb have been, (designed by Mr.-G.T...
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Wilson, of Blackhill, and erected by Mr. T. Hilton'

of Bishop Auckland, cost between 5,000/. and 6,000/.

Golf Club-House for Peterhead.—

T

he Com-
mittee of the Peterhead Golf Club have accepted
the offer of Messrs. G. Scott & Son to erect a new
club-house at Craigewan Links on the site of the

former club-house recently destroyed by fire. The
club-house is to be built from designs of Mr. James
Tavlor, jun.

Bible Christian* Chapel, East Cowes.—

a

new Bible Christian Chapel has just been opened at

East Cowes. The new building, which is erected

adjacent to the old chapel with the main entrance
from the upper road, is built of red brick with
white stone dressings, and has seating accommoda-
tion for some 270, the interior fittings being of var-
nished deal. There is provision over the main
entrance for gallery accommodation, and at the

other there is the choir gallery, witli the new organ
in the centre. The windows are of cathedral glass.

Messrs. W. Brading & Son were the contractors,

and the architect was Mr. J.
Newman.

F.vcTORY, Northampton'.— .A new shoe factorv
for Messrs. Derham Brothers has been built on an
elevated position on Brockton-street, near the
Queen’s Park Estate. The building has been
erected, and the whole of the mechanical appliances
arranged, in accordance with the plans of Messrs.
Mosley & Anderson, of Northampton. The con-
tract for building has been carried out by Mr.
Robert Cosford ; and the heating apparatus has
been conscructed by Mr. A. Marriott, of Higiiam'
Ferrers. The factory is lighted by electricity pro-
duced on the premises from plant laid down by
Messrs. Whitmy, Smith, & Co.

Rl'stin’gtox Convalescent Home, Sussex.—

T

he
Rustington Convalescent Home was opened recently
by the Bishop of Chichester. The home is entirely
for working men from all parts. It lias been erected
hy Mr. Henry Harben, of Hampstead, at a cost
exceeding 50,000/.. and Mr. Harben has also provided
an endowment of 20.000/. The home is based
chiefly on the separate system

; there are seventeen
rooms with one bed, ten with two beds, and two
with four beds. It is lighted by electricity, stands
in grounds of over nine acres, is set back 250 ft.

from the esplanade, and has a frontage of over
170ft. It is in the Georgian style, the architect
being Mr. Frederick Wheeler, of London. The
electric lighting is by Messrs. Drake S Gorham,
from the designs and under the superintendence of
Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B.

;
and Messrs. Bostel & Sons,

of London, have done the plumbing and engineering
work.
Brewery. Duddingston, Edinburgh.—

A

new
brewery, for Messr.s. Blyth & Cameron, has just
been erected at Duddingston. from plans,prepared
by Mr. P. L. Henderson, Edinburgh.
Masonic Hall, Glasgow.—

T

he new Masonic
Temple, which has been built to accommodate the
Glasgow brethren of the craft, was recently thrown
open for public inspection. The site is on the north
side of West Regent-street, and two buildings have
been erected on it, the one fronting the street and
the other on the back portion of the ground. Tlie
former has been almost entirely arranged in suites
of offices. The other one is devoted entiretv to
masonic purposes. Tlie designs were prepared by
Mr.

J. L. Cowan, who has adopted a free treatment,
of the English Renaissance. The building is four
stories in height. The basement is occupied by
reception, cloak, and ladies' rooms, with a purveyor’s
kitchen, as well as a machinery-room containing the
appliances for mechanical heating and ventilation.
On the street level a hall has been constructed 64 ft.

long by 38 ft. wide. There is a dado panelled in
stained woodgft. high, and above the walls are treated
.soinewliat elaborately, with capitals between the
windows, which run round three sides. The lights
are semi-circular headed, and are filled with staineil
glass on which are displayed the arms of Grand
Lodge, the Provincial Grand Lodge, the arms of the
City and various masonic symbols. The hall is

seated for 400 persons. On the ne.xt floor there is a
lodge-room 45 ft. by 26 ft., and a large adjacent
room with committee, smoking, and other rooms.
There is a lesser lodge-room above, 30 ft. by 24 ft.,

and there are a store-room and caretaker’s house of
three apartments on the top flour. The total e.xpen-
diture was about 16,000/.

Renovation of St. Ives Wesleyan Chapel.
—St. Ives Wesleyan Chapel was re-opened on the
25th uU., after renovation. The pillars which stood
in the centre of the chapel have been removed, and
an iron roof now spans the entire building. The
body of the chapel has been refloored, and new
pitch-pine seats have been fixed throughout. The
gallery has also been reseated with pews similar to
those below, and the floors have been rearranged.
Mr. Caldwell, of Penzance, is the architect, and
Mr. W

. J. Winn, of Helston, the contractor.

Renov.ation of Hampreston Church, Dorset-
shire.—

T

he ancient parish church of All Saints,
Hampreston, which has been undergoing complete
renovation, was recently re-opened bv the Bishop of
Salisbury. The foundations throughout have been
underpinned, the galleries taken down, a north aisle
and porch of fourteenth centurj- design and an
organ chamber erected

; the walls throughout have
been straightened and re-cased with local red stone
the chancel arch heightened, the tower with its west
window opened to view, with the old font on its
floor, thus providing a baptistrv

; the nave roof has

been brought into sight, the chancel roof boarded in

oak with carved bosses, the entire floor re-laid with
wood block

;
and heating apparatus provided. The

entire church has also been re-seated, while every
ancient feature has been carefully preserved and re-

instated. The restoration has been carried out by
Messrs. Merrick & Son, builders, under the instruc-

tion of Mr. Romaine-Walker, of London.
Additions to the Drill Hall, Brechin.

—

Additions are being made to this building. The
new portion provides, on the ground-floor, two ante-

rooms with lavatories, &c., and on the first floor a
large officers’ room and a lounge-room for the men.
besides a wide balcony overlooking the hall, running
the full width of the building. The exterior is some-
what richly treated with pilasters and stepped gable.

The architect is Mr. T. Martin Cappon, of Dundee
and Brechin, and the following are the contractors :

—Mason, D. A. Crabb
;
joiners, Wm. Black & Son ;

plumbers, James Kinnear & Son
;
plasterer, James

Gibson
; slater, Whn. Fraser.

Drill Hall, Montrose.—

a

new hall has Just
been erected for the accommodation of the Mont-
rose detachment of the 2nd V.B.G.H. Plans were
prepared by Mr. John Sim, C.E. The main hail is

77 ft. by 58 ft., the roof being in one span. It is

23 ft. high to the wall beam, and 30 ft. to the crown
of roof. Two 8 ft. wide double doors give. access to
the old hall. At the end of the hall, fronting the
street, an armoury, clothing store, lavatory, &c.,

have been provided, while the Instructor’s house
occupies the floor above that. The contractors
were :—Masons. Messrs. Ford & Son

;
joiner, Mr.

John Davidson
;
plumber, Mr. A. Taylor

;
plasterer,

Mr. Burness— all of Montrose. The contracts
amounted to a total of 2.300/.

Free Gardeners’ Hall, EDiNBtrROH.— The
new Free Gardeners’ Hall, in Picardv-placc, Edin-
burgh, has just been opened. A spacious reception-
room, or saloon, occupies the front part of the
ground floor, and in the rear is the large hall, which
is capable of accommodating an audience of over
500 people. Over the entrance to the hall is a small
gallery, which is reached by a staircase from the
inner hall. The two upper floors of the main
building are planned to suit the requirements of the
Society, and the basement will be used for com-
mercial purposes, being entered from the lane at the
back. ’The whole of the building is lighted by
electricity. Altogether the premises have cost about
.5,000/. Messrs. Dunn & Findlay were the architects.

County School for Girls, Bangor.—The
memorial-stone of the Bangor Count}’ School for
Girls has just been laid. The school, which will
provide accommodation for 100 girls, is being built
to the plans of Mr.

J.
H. Phillips, of Cardiff, tlie

contractors being Messrs. P. & J. Williams, Upper
Bangor.

St. Paul’s U.P. Church, Aberdeen.—The new
church in Rosemount Viaduct for the St. Paul's U.P.
congregation has just been opened. The building has
accommodation for 650 worshippers. A gallery runs
right round the church, that portion behind tlie'pulpit

at the east end being set apart for the choir. In the
hasementarc three halls, the largest capable of accom-
modating about 250 persons. A house for the church
ofticer is also provided in the basement. The con-
tractors for the church, which will cost between
5,000/. and 6,000/.. were :—Mason work, Leslie
Smith

:
joiner. Hendry & Keith

;
painter, William

Pliilip
;
plasterer, W. Ross

;
plumber, John Thom

;

heating apparatus and electric light installation,
Shirras, Laing, it Co. The architects were Messrs.
Ellis & Wilson.

B.ank, High-street, Belfast.-New bank build-
ings have just been erected in the High-street,
Belfast, for the National Bank, Limited. The
general contractors were Messrs. H. & J. Martin,
and the architect was Mr. W. Batt, of Belfast.

Offices of the Norwich and London Accident
Association.—This company will remove into
new offices at 13, Waterloo-place (as their West-
end offices), as soon as necessary alterations, decora-
tions, &c., are carried out. The electric-lighting
installation is being clone by Mr. King, of Maid-
stone ; the fittings hy Mr. B. E. Nightingale, of
Lambeth ; the fascia lettering hv Messrs. Clarkson
Bros.

:
and the builders' work hv'.Mr. H. S. Stephens,

under the superintendence of Mr. Alfred E. Nightin-
gale, architect.

Alterations at St. George the Martyr,
Southwark.—A new ceiling has been erected in
place of the old one, which was seriously impaired,
if not actually unsafe. The design' represents
cherubs joining in the “ Te Deum." The work has
been carried out by Messrs. Bridgeman from the
designs of Mr. Ba’sil Champneys. The material
used is carion-pierre. There is a frieze, including in
its decorations the arms of various City companies
which have contributed towards the cos't, and those
of London and the Borough of Southwark. The
electric light has been installed by Messrs. Benson,
of Bond-street, and the church has been cleaned and
painted throughout.
Severn' End, near Worcester.—The quaint

old residence of Sir Edmund Lecbinere, Bart., which
was nearly destroyed by fire last October, is now
in course of restoration under the direction of
Messrs. Lewis Sheppard & Son, architects, Wor-
cester. Messrs. Collins & Godfrey, of Tewkesbury,
are the builders.

Church of St. Giles, Rowley Regis.—

P

lans
for the rebuilding of the church ^ind tower of St.

Giles, Rowley Regis, Staffordshire, at a cost of abou'
10,000/., have been submitted and approved. Messrs-
Lewis Sheppard & Son, Worcester, are the architects:

SA^'ITARY A>^D ENGINEERING NEWSA.
Water Supply, Morpeth County Asylum.—

.

Tlie Asylum Committee of the Northumberlanc
County Council have instructed Mr. D. Balfoun
M.InstC.E., of Newcastle, to prepare plans fon
and report on, a gravitation scheme of water supply
for the County Asylum at Morpeth, to be procured
from Upland Springs, six miles north of Morpeth^
and delivered into an elevation tower for distribu-

tion.

SEW.AGE PUKIFIC.ATION. MORPETH.—A Special
meeting of the Morpeth Town Council was held
recently in the Town Hall, the Mayor, Councillor
Anderson, presiding, when a report and plan were
submitted by Mr. D. Balfour, M.InstC.E., of New-
castle, on the bacteriological purification of sewage;
It was agreed to defer further consideration to

another meeting of the Council.

Carshai.ton Sew'erage Scheme.—

O

n Saturday,
March 27, the foundation stone of the main pumping
station and sewage disposal works in connexion
with the sewerage of the Carshalton Urban District:

was laid by Mr.
J.

Tyler, Chairman of the Urban:
District Council. The works of which this was the
inauguration have been contemplated for a consider-
able time. - Mr. Baldwin Latham was first called in

by the then local authority in May, 1892, to report
as to the drainage of the town. He then advised
them to take their sewage to a site of fifty-one acres
in the parish of Mitcham, to which practically the
whole of the sewage of the district would flow
by gravitation, and there purify it by broad
irrigation. Parliamentary powers were obtained
in 1893 for the compulsory purchase of this

site, but, owing to the strenuous opposition
of the landowners, it was thought that the
acquisition of this site would be very costly,

so that the District Council abandoned the
scheme and called upon Mr. Baldwin Latham
to report on three sites which had been offered to

them. Of these the present site of 20 acres on the

west side of Wrythe Green-lane, in their own dis-

trict, was selected, the small area necessitating some
system of chemical treatment, and, owing to the
levels of the ground, the sewage of two-thirds of the
present population requires to he pumped. Further,

a few houses will be drained into the Croydon
Rural District Council’s sewers. In the scheme in

course of construction the sewage from the district

is brought on to the site by two main sewers—high
and low level. The high-level sewer, which drains
a larger area, although at present a smaller popula-
tion than the lower, is at the works an
18 - in. pipe sewer, with an inclination of

I in 600. It is at a sufficiently high level to dis-

charge into a channel outside the building. The
low-level sewer, which deals with that part of the
district too low to drain into the other, is at the
works an i8-in. pipe sewer with an inclination of
I in 700. It flows into a pump well, and the sewage
is raised 50 ft into the channel into which the high-

level sewage flows by a duplicate set of three-

throw pumps worked by 6-h.p. gas-engines and
controlled by automatic hydraulic controlling gear,

which puts the pumps in and out of gear as required,
and has been used with much success at Rhyl.
About ten low-lying houses on this sewer drain

into a pump well under the Hackbridge-road,
where the sewage is to be lifted 10 ft. by a
set in duplicate of Latliam, Lengerke, &
Riggs’s automatic hydraulic pumps, worked by
water from the Water Company’s mains, whicli

water is afterwards used for flushing. The sewage
passing along the channel outside the buildings

passes through a 12-ft. Latham's sewage extractor

into a sewage-mixing channel, where lime in solu-

tion and sulphate of ammonia are added, then
through continuous flow-settling tanks, of which
three are provided, two always being in use, while
the third is being emptied and cleaned. It then
passes through artificial filters of acres larea,

constructed in the same manner as those put
down by Mr. Baldwin Latham at Friern

Barnet Sewage Works in 18S6. The effluent

from these filters, to further purify it, is

passed over the land and thence taken into the

River Wandle at about 5,000 yards above Deed’s
Mill by a 24-in. brick barrel drain 900 yards in

length. The buildings at the works will be a block
consisting of an engine-house containing the gas
engines for the pumps, and two 13-h.p. gas engines

to drive the machinery for chemical treatment and
sludge pressing

;
a treatment house containing the

necessary machinery for grinding the lime, pumping
water, lifting, mixing, and pumping the sludge, all

of which is driven from a main shaft by friction

gear
;

also the extractor and duplicate j4 -h.p. gas

engine to drive it. A press-house, containing three

sludge presses and cloth-washing machine
;
Avater

tower, with tank ;
chemical stores, workshop, and

offices, and two six-roomed cottages for attendants.

They will be built of London stocks, ornamented
with red brick gauged arches, corbels, and courses,

with terra-cotta springers and keystones, and slate

roofs. The total estimated cost of the works is

about 35,000/.
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5 STAINED CLASS AND DECORATION.
' WiN'uow, St. Mary's Parish Church, Lymm-
—A thrce-ligiit window has recently been fixed in

l;lie north aisle of this church, in memory of the late

,Mrs. Battersby, of Lymm Hall. It is from the

litudio of Mr. C. E. Kempe, London.
Window, Queenstown, South Africa.—

T

he

large west window of St. Michael and All Angels'

Church, Queenstown, South Africa, has just been

filled with stained glass in memory of Sarah Agnes
Ryan, the subject representing the Ascension of Our
Lord. The work was carried out by Messrs. W.
James & Co., of London.
Memorial Window, Newcastle-under-Lyme.

—A stained-glass window has just been dedicated at

St. Giles' Parish Church, Newcastle-under-Lyme.
The window has been supplied by Messrs. Hardman
6 Co., of Birmingham, the cost being about 1,000/.

The design occupying the seven principal lights is

the Crucifixion.

\ — i

FORElG^\
Prance.—

T

he jun,’ of painting at the Champs
Elysees Salon have admitted only 1,600 pictures this

year, as against the 2,400 admitted last year.

There is a question of placing, for the time being, all

the exhibitions and competitions of the Salons in the

garden of the Palais Royal, which will be altered for

the purpose, whilst the new palace is being built in

the Champs Elj'sees. The annual exhibition of

“ Pastellistes Fran^ais" was inaugurated on Thurs-

day last, April I, by the President of the Republic.

The Government has just laid before the Chamber
of Deputies a new project for the reinstallation of

the Cour des Comptes. Abandoning the idea of

rebuilding the old palace on the Quai d’Orsay,

where it is now proposed to build a new station

ifor the Chemin de Fer d’Orleans, the State intends

to place the Cour des Comptes in the Rue
I Cambon, and at the same time install the Museum
of Decorative Arts in the Pavilion Marsan.

The “ Societe des Artistes Independants ” has opened

its thirteenth exhibition, on Frid.ay last, April 2, at

the Palais des Arts Liberaux, at the Cliamp de

Mars. The town of Argenteuil has just opened a

competition for the erection of a Hotel de Ville and

a Justice de Paix. M. Cordonnier, sculptor, is at

work on the monument to Pasteur which is to be

erected at Lille, on the Place Philippe le Bon. in

the centre of the University quarter. This monu-
ment consists of a female figure symbolising

Science, who holds on her knees a young child

whom she is inoculating with the virus for rabies.

The inauguration of this monument will take place

in June, 1898. The sculptor. A, Lenoir, has been

commissioned to execute the monument to Edmond
de Goncourt commissioned for the town of Nancy.

The monument to the poet, Paul Verlaine,

which is also to be erected in this town,

will be executed by M. Carricre. The
death is announced, at the age of 46, of M.
Xavier Ferrand, architect, of Cannes, brother of

Stanislas Ferrand, architect, Conseiller-General of the

Seine and Editor of Lc Bdtiment. It is to M. Xavier

Ferrand that Cannes owes its splendid system of

drainage which is now being carried out. The
death is also announced of M. Thibault, architect, of

P;iris. The director of Bdiunenis Civilshns ordered

the immense scaffoldings to be erected again round

tlie Arc de Triomphe, which were removed at the

time of the Imperial Russian visit to Paris. M.
Esquie, the architect who is directing the restora-

tions of the monument, calculates that it will take

about ten months to finish the necessary repairs.

GerM-ANY.—

S

tatues are to be erected at the Royal

Technical College of Alfred Krupp, the great iron

founder, and of Siemens, the electrician. The
National Gallery at Berlin will henceforward be under

the same administration which has control of the

Government Museums in Prussia. We understand

that the “ Cross Church," which was burned down at

Dresden some time back, is to be re-erected at once,

and the builders are already at work. In con-

nexion with the competition for the design of a new
synagogue at Chemnitz seventy designs have been

sent in. The premium has been awarded to a local

architect. The central administration of the Court

theatres at Berlin are to occupy some special

offices in tiie Dorotheen-street. wliich is not far dis-

tant from the Royal Opera House. The city of

Basle will be the scene of several interesting cere-

monies during the autumn, in relation to the celebra-

tion of the 400th anniversary of the birthday of

Holbein, who was born in 1497. At the same time,

the popular German painter, Arnold Boecklin, will

be celebrating his seventieth birthday in the same
city. The Munich artists, who have been much
divided of late years, and have held various exhibi-

tions representing their different coteries, will this

year unite for a general exhibition under the auspices

of the Bavarian Government, an inHuentiat central

council having been formed representing the various

interests. The Government has undertaken to

invite foreign artists to send exhibits. ^The

seventieth birthday, of the German sculptor, Kopf,

is being celebrated at Berlin. One of his best-

known works is an excellent bust of the late

Emperor William, belonging to the National Gallery

at Berlin. The late Herr Salzmann’s place as

cathedral architect at Bremen will be filled by Herr

Ehrharclt, of Berlin, who is a well-known authority

on German church architecture. We are pleased

to record the able manner in which the Berlin

Metropolitan Railways managed the traffic during

the festivities early this week. It appears that the

number of tickets sold was quite unprecedented

;

that there was no hitch anywhere. The automatic

ticket distributers were found exceedingly useful,

penny tickets being sold by these machines.-—The
weight of the Equestrian Statue of the new National

Monument is 1,770 cwt. The whole of the

bronze work is by Messrs. Giadenbeck and Messrs.

Martin & Piltzing. We notice that all the

students at the Royal Technical College at

Berlin, with their Professors, took a prominent

part in the celebrations. In connexion with the

great ceremonial at the Academy of Arts, a banquet

was arranged for the Royal Academicians, at

which Professor Otzen, the well-known architect,

was entrusted with the principal oration. At

Charlottenburg the municipality recently decided

to construct its own electrical works, and has

voted for this purpose a loan of 850,000/.

Rapid progress is being made with the new
Schuneberg Bridge at Berlin. Recently there

was considerable discussion in the Berlin Muni-
cipality as to the advisability of changing the

entire system of horse tramways into electrical

tramways, and the arrangement of a uniform charge

for all distances one penny per ride.

Austria.—A new theatre, the “ Urania," is to be

erected at Vienna, on the principle of the similar

institution at Berlin, and will be a solely for the

presentation of scientific research in a popular form.
“ Excursions to the Moon ” will be a subject of the

first production. Rapid progress appears now to

be made on the municipal gas-works, and a large-

number of tenders are being constantly invited for

different parts of the town. Nearly all the commis-
sions, however, go to Austrian firms.——Following

the example of Germany, the Austrian Government
has decided to arrange for a good representation of

its industries and arts at the Paris International

Exhibition of 1900, and the general commissioner

who has been selected to represent the authorities

will have an influential committee to assist him.

Western Australia.—The Melbourne Trades

Hall Council has received from the secretary of the

Builders’ Labourers’ Society in Perth a letter

describing the condition of the building trade and
the position of working men in Western Australia.

The letter stated that the wages for carpenters were
us. per day

;
bricklayers, 12s.; plasterers, iis.

;

and builders’ labourers, 9s. All the trades were
demanding is. per day extra, with the exception of

the bricklayers, and if that was not agreed to a

general strike was certain, both in Pertli and Fre-

mantle. Tlie rates quoted might seem high, but

the purchasing power of wages was exceedingly

small there, and Os. per day in Victoria or New
Soutli Wales would purchase more of the necessaries

of life than los. in Western Australia. Lately the

price of provisions had gone up to famine rates, and

as much as i/. per week was charged for a miserable

three-roomed house, situated on sand-hills, with no
roads and no regular supply of water, with the ther-

mometer registering from 100 deg. to 108 deg. in the

shade. A man with a wife and three children could

not secure the necessaries of life under 2/. los. per

week .—Morning Post.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements.

—Mr. H. O. Cresswell has changed his address from

30, Craven-street, Strand to 17, Buckingham-street,

Adelphi, W.C.
“ Sketches of London Street Architec-

ture.”— In regard to the correspondence in onr

columns as to the disputed authorship of the design

of the house in Sloane-street shown in our issue of

February 27, we have received a letter from Mr.

Fairfax B. Wade, adhering absolutely to the state-

ments in his former letter, and stating that as he

wished to have no further communication with Mr.
Williams either directly or indirectly he should take

no further notice of any of his remarks except to

take legal action against him. We have also re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Francreiss, a draughtsman
in Mr. Wade’s ofl'ice, confirming Mr. Wade’s state-

ment. We cannot print any more letters on tlie

subject.

Excavations in the Bail, Lincoln.—Digging

operations were recently commenced close beneath

the foundations of Mr. Wilson Blaze’s house, to

ascertain whether the column known to exist there

is double, as has hitherto been supposed, or triple,

like its neighbour unearthed a short time since.

Estimates, 1897-8.—In the estimates for the

twelve months ending March 31, next year, provi-

sion is made for “ votes required for 1897-98,” for

sums in respect of the Record Office additional

buildings, 30,000/. (3,887/. for completion), the

Patent Office extension, 11,350/. (70,794/. for com-
pletion), the Admiralty extension, 40,600/. gross

(95,038/. for completion), and the General Register

House, Scotland, extension, 13,000/. (20,500/. for

completion). The expenditure upon the new Admi-
ralty buildings is given as being 183,247/. up to the

end of November last. There is a vote of 3,900/.

for completing (at a revised total estimate of 23,900/.),

a new laborator}' on the ground near Clement’s Inn,

instead of that at Somerset House. For the Survey

of the United Kingdom an approximate amount of

229,574/. is assigned ;
the calculated cost of com-

pletion being a furtlier sum of 3,244,435/. The
survey will include the finishing of the new series of

i-in. maps, of the general revision of the 6-in. and

25-in. maps of Great Britain, which it is expected

will be accomplished in thirteen years hence, and of

the re-survej'S of the counties of Scotland and

Ireland to the 6-in. and 25-in. scales respectively.

We notice, moreover, a vote of 150/. for the main-

tenance and repair of the keeper’s house, the

boundarv-walls, and the well-house, of Carisbrooke

Castle. The castle, which, we understand, is in

course of repair, as a memorial to H.R.H. the late

Prince Henry of Battenberg. Governor of the Isle of

Wight, was reconstructed knip. Elizabeth
;
the keep

was erected originally by, it is said, Cerdics nephew,
Wightgar, circa 535. William Fitz-0.sborne, lord of

Wightgarisburgh,' improved the defences in the

eleventh centurv
;
the outworks of Elizabeth’s reign

were planned bv Genebclla, an Italian, who made
the fortifications’ of Antwerp, destroyed forty years

ago.

Roman Remains near Nuneaton.—An interest-

ing discovery has just been made at Hartslull, on
the great Roman road running from London to

Chester One station, Manduessedum, fell within

the county of Warwick, and is now occupied by the

village of Mancetter. Since 1773 there have been
numerous discoveries indicative of the Roman occu-

pation. About four years ago a Roman kiln was
discovered, but the importance of the discovery was
not realised until too late, and the work was too

much destroyed to be of value or allow of a

systematic examination. Recently, however, on the

other side of the roadway, at what was known as

the Caldecote Quarries, a second kiln was found,

and in the uncovering very little damage was done.

Other indications led to a careful search, and a third

kiln, in a wonderful state of preservation, was un-
earthed. A quantity of pottery remains have been
found, chiefly of the dark-blue slate colour, including

a perfect specimen of a cinerary urn about 5 in.

high. The kilns, which were discovered about 16 in.

below the turf, are oval in form, and about 48 in.

by 60 in .—Sheffield Independent.

Royal E.kchange Panel Pictures.—The clerk

of the Merchant Taylors' Company and the clerk of

the Skinners’ Company write to us to say that, in

addition to the gifts of pictures referred to in our
last issue, the Merchant Taylors' Company and the
Skinners’ Company have jointly commissioned Mr.
E. A. Abbey, A.R,.A., to paint a picture commemo-
rating an incident connected with the feud between
these ancient Guilds, which was afterwards the sub-
ject of the well-known award of Lord Mayor
Biliesdon in 1484. We believe that Mr. Abbey, who
is not in England at the present time, has not yet
submitted his design for the approval of the two
Companies and the Gresham Committee.

Refuse Destructor, Sheffield.—The Sheffield
Corporation have built in the neighbourhood of
Lumley-street, Attercliii'e, a refuse destructor. The
members of the Health Committee recently in-

spected the building, which was described by Mr.
C. F. Wike, City Surveyor. The building has been
erected by Messrs. Longden, at a cost of 6,002/., and
the contract for the ironwork and cells was given to
Messrs. Goddard, Massey, & Warner, of Notting-
ham. It has been necessary to make an approach
road, paved with granite, at a cost of 4,000/. The
road is built on girders and brick arche.s, and forms
the roof for stores and workshops, a boiler-house
and mortar-mills, the intention being to convert the
clinkers made in the destructor into mortar for
building purposes. The Lumley-street approach is

level, but an entrance has also been arranged on the
lower level. In connexion with the destructor is a
weigh-house, and the depth of the foundation has
been utilised in making a mess-room for the work-
men. At present only six cells have been attached
to the destructor. These will deal with 10 tons of
ashpit refuse per d.ay, but six more cells can easilv
be added on the other side. The Hue is a spcciallv-
designed one, and contains a chamber to capture tlie

dust and deposit which might otherwise escape bv
the chimney. The shaft is 180 ft. high, but it is so
designed that another 20 ft. or 30 ft. can be added
to it.

The Sanitary Institute.—At the annual meet-
ing, held on the 24th ult, the Duke of Cambridge
was re-elected President. Professor W. H. Corfield
and Mr. Thomas Salt were elected new Vice-Presi-
dents to fill the vacancies caused hy the death of Sir
George M. Humphry, of Cambridge, and Sir

J. Russell
Reynolds, President of the Royal College of
Physicians. The report of the Council on the year’s
work was read.

Ifswich Building Trades Association.—The
annual dinner of the Ipswich Building Trades
Association was held at the Crown and Anchor
Hotel recently, the Chairman being Mr. A. Coe. In
giving “The 'fown and Trade of Ipswich,’’ Mr. C. E.
Whitmarsh expressed pleasure that all differences in

the building trade had by compromise been amicably
settled. Mr. C. Borrett 'responded. Mr. Councillo'r
Catchpole, in giving “Success to the Ipswich, Felix-
stowe, and Walton Building Trades Association,’
referred to the work performed during the past
year. They had settled all matters without recourse
to any drastic measures on the part of masters or
employes, but he counselled the men to be tolerant
in minor details, and not to create difficulties where
no question of principle was concerned. He strongly
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advocated the system of apprenticeship to all classes
of their workmen. The Chairman and Mr. W. S
Clark replied, the former giving personal reminis-
cences of his early connexion with the building trade.
His object during his year of office would be to
increase the power of the Society, and he hoped that
new members would join them, and so enable their
Association to speak the united mind of the building
trade. The toast of “ The Chairman and Officers’"
was given by Mr. S. Kenney. Other toasts followed.

Ken'T Brickm.4KF.RS.—Monday, the 15th ult.

marked the commencement of the brickmakin,,
season, being an eariier period than usual. On that
day also commenced an increased rate of wages,
the principal employers having decided to give theii
workpeople a rise of 10 per cent, lor the season,
This will have the effect of causing a sum
amounting to close upon 40,000/. to be spent
wages in the Kent and Essex districts over and
above the wages earned in the brickmaking districts

last year. This healthy state of the brick industry
is due to a steady and increasing demand for Kent
bricks in the London market, the stock at the
various yards having been almost worked out.
Sittingbourne, which is the centre of the Kentisli
brickmaking indiistn.'. a good season is anticipated,
the prospects being brighter than at any period
since the memorable lock-out .—Kentish Express.

GL.4SGOW BUILDIXG TRADES E.XCHAXGE.—At ..

general meeting of the Glasgow Building Trades
Exchange on tlie ’5th ult. in the rooms. 30, Gordon-
street, a paper was read by Mr. William Oiiphant on
the subject, “Why is Scotland Fiftv Years Behind
in Heating and Ventilating ? ” Mr. Oiipliant said that
-America to-day enjoyed wliut was beyond question
the best heating, ventilating, and cooking appliances
in the civilised world, and is indebted to Iier gifted
Scottish citizens for most of them. He strongly
advocated the adoption in Scotland of the American
system of cooking and plumbing apparatus. Hi
strongly ativocated the American system of rangei
for cooking on account of their cleanliness, fadlitv
for w*)rking, and economy of fuel. In America the
greenliousc system of heating by a series of pipes
had been abolished, and radiators were now gcnerailv
adopted.

Ct)-oi*ERATiVF. Stores, Castle Xohthwich,
Cheshire. — Xcw co-operative stores have been
opened at C.astle N’ortliwicli. The new premises hav
been built from the plans of Mr. W. I). T. Munforcl,
architect, of Preston. Mr. T. Leicester, Xorthwich,
was the builder.

The Bi-ildixg TuaI)E.S' Exhiijitiox.—

S

ir Arthur
Arnold, who was accompanied bv Ladv Arnold, dis-
tributed tlie prizes on Saturday hist to the .successful
craftsmen in the handicrafts’ competitions held
connexion with the Building Trade.s' Exhibition at
the Koval Agricultural Hail. The chair was taken
by Professor Banister Fletcher, who remarked that
the competitions in handicrafts had been most suc-
cessful, and nearly 100 workmen bad entered for
them. Their object was to improve the standard of
work for all schools and shops so as to benefit both
the workman and tile trade, and to enable this
country to conipete with foreign nations on more
equal terms. Sir Arthur Arnold, after distributing
tlie prizes, said that it was a matter of the highest
importance that the building trade should be carried
on in an enlightened and intelligent manner, and
since the work in tlie workshops was more
mechanical than it used to be, it was good to afford
tliem such opportunities as these to display their
talent and ability. Sanitarv reform was once in a
very different position to the one it held at present,
hut there was still further advance to be made, and
he had seen examples in this exhibition of what
might he done in the future. The proceedings
terminated with the ii.sual votes of thanks. Among
those present were Messrs. Charles Barry, Thomas
Biashill, Lewis Angell, Greville Montgomery, E.
Benedict, C.E., and other members of the Consulta-
tive Council.
The Buildixg Trades E.xhiritiox.—

I

n men-
tioning last week the exhibits which bore on artistic
work in this exhibition we had no intention of
omitting any mention of the exhibit of Messrs
Diespeker t't Co., whose mosaic work is well known
This and perhaps one or two other omissions which
we should not have voluntarilv made are to he
traced to the want of proper svstem in the arrange-
ment and cataloguing, a matte'r of which exhibitors
have complained as well as ourselves. In regard to
this subject we niav observe that some exhibitors
appear to think that the fact of their having put up
a stand at the Building Trades Exhibition, even if it
contains only wliat has been seen over and over
again, gives them a definite right to claim a notice
in our columns. In regard to that we have merelv
to remark that we undertake to give a critical notice
of things specially worth notice, and not to furnish
a catalogue of the contents of the exhibition, which
our readers do not require.
The Ixcorpor.ated Associ.atiox of Muxicipu.

AXD COUXTY Exgixeers. — Tlie twentv-third
voluntary pass examination of candidates for the
office of Municipal Engineers and Survevors to
District Councils carried out bv this Association
was held at the Institution of’ Civil Engineers
Great Gcorge-street, Westminster, S.W., on '"Friday
and Saturday. March 26 and 27. Tliirtv- six-
candidates presented themselves for e.xaminatioii,

occupied with the vivn voce portion of the examina-
tion. The examiners were : i. For engineering
as applied to municipal work. A. M. Fowler,
M.Inst.C.E. (past President) : 2. Building construc-
tion, W. G. Laws, M.Inst.C.E. (past President); 3.

Sanitary science. L. De Courev Meade, M.Inst.C.E.
(past President)

: 4. Public health law, C. Jones,
M.Inst.C.E. (p.i.st President). Mr. Laws was the
superintendent e.xaminer. The next e.xainination

will be held' in Birmingham on October i and 2,

applications for which must be received by tlie

secretan.- on or before September 5.

Exgixeerixg Contract Dispute.—

A

dispute
has been pending in the High Court of Justice for
sime time between Messrs. Murdoch & Cameron,
Limited, of London and Glasgow, engineers and
contractors for public works, and the Corporation of

Southend-on-Sea, over the erection of a promenade
pier there, tlie contract price of which is about
20,000/., and, in consequence, work has been sus-
pended during the last five or six weeks. Sir William
Arrol, with Air. John Waugh, C.E.. and Mr. William
Jaffrey, M.Inst.C.E., having visited and inspected the
pier and reported favourably as to the state of the work
and the probability of the pier being ready for the
ensuing season’s traffic, terms have been arranged
between the Corporation and the contractors, who
are to receive 2,000/. bonus in addition to their
original contract price. The action has been taken
out of court, and work on the pier has been resumed
under the direction of Mr.

J. Wolfe Barry, the
newly-appointed engineer for the Corporation.

AP.4THET 1C Workmen.— Lecturing on Saturday
last on “Technical Instruction in the Building
Trade " at a meeting of tiie London and Provincial
Builders’ Foremen's Association, at the Memorial
Hall. Mr. F. Cliessel observed that if our .artisans

and workmen would show tliemsclves willing
to take up the subject of technical education in
earnest there were numbers of workers who were
willing to give tliem every assistance. But the
workmen seemed too apathetic. He had often
spoken to them on the subject, but had been met
with such remarks as “We can’t he all foremen," or
We have not time," and frequently similar excuses.
He spoke from experience. He taught classes
gratuitously for three t-ears. and. was sorry to sav.
with very unsatisfactory results. He often 'thought
trade unions might have a vast influence in the
furtherance of technical education. If oniv one-
tenth of the energy now employed in the promotion
of petty disputes was expended’ on the advancement
of technical education not only would the individual
workman reap the benefit, but .so also would the
community at large.

Fire .\t Chester Town Hall.—

A

disastrous
fire occurred at Chester Town Hall last Saturday
ight. The outbreak commenced in the roof of the
orthern wing, which was quickiv enveloped in

flames, and despite tlie eftorts of the City Volun-
teer Fire Brigade the lire spread with alarming
rapidity. Part of the roof fell, and the Council
Chamber was completely destroyed. The flames
were prevented from spreading ’to the tower and
other prts of the building. Witli two exceptions,
portraits of City worthies and members of the
Grosvenor family were saved. The civic plate and
muniments stored in a fireproof room were only
slightly damaged bv water. The foundation-stone
of the Town Hall was laid in October, 1865. The
building is of stone.

-f-

CAPITAL AXD LABOUR.
The Plastering Trade Dispute, Douglas,—

Tlie situation of the dispute in the pla.stering trade
of Douglas remains unchanged, and pcopTe may
now make up their minds that no settlement will b’e
arrived at before tlie end of the summer—if then. It
is obvious that the jobs which have been stopped
these last si.xteen weeks cannot be finished for the
season, and both masters and men have therefore
resigned themselves philosophically to their fate
The Management Committee of the 'Masters’ Federa-
tion have met a deputation from the men to consider
the latter's final proposals, but, after a long clis-

fiiJfcement could be come to.

—

Man.v

by a Mr. Barnes, a siir%-evor, with a view to hi-
I undertaking the building of a block of the flats
Mr. Homer showed the defendant the plans and
specifications of the two blocks of flats which li.id
been erected at that time, telling the defendant that
the cost of building each block was about ij.boo/
Mr. Homer told the defendant the terms of the
building agreement that Mr. Rycroft would enter
into, the sums he would .advance 'on certificates, and
so on. He also told him that his firm's fees as
architects would be at the rate of 3/. 3s. per cent on
the gross cost of the building, which would amount
to 1 13/. 8s.

: hut in order to make it even money he
would reduce his fees to 112/. los.. that being
the amount the otlier builders bad paid them for
the same work. The learned counsel stated
that architects’ usual fees were 2)4 per cent,
for the plans and specifications, and 2^ per
cent, for superintendence

; but in the present case
the architects were only to superintend the
work until the roof was reached, and a mortgage
could be obtained by the builder, who, at that time,'
had tile riglit to call for a lease from the building
oxvner. After some further negotiations the defen-
dant executed the building agreement between
himself and -Mr. Roveroft and also signed two speci-
cations prepared hy the plaintiffs, the last clause of'
which stipulated that the builder .should pav the
architects’ fees at the rate of 3/. 3s. per cent, o'n the
gross cost of the building, the same to be deducted
by the lessor on the sums advanced bv him and bv
him paid to the architects. After that the defendant
commenced the work, Mr. Roveroft making the
advances according to the building agreement
deducting from the advance on August 23. 1S95,
II/.. and on September 27,24/. This was not the
full amount the plaintiffs were entitled to, but they
tlid not e.xact it then at the defendant’s request. In
October. 1895. the building had reached the con-
dition when the builder was entitled to call upon the
building owner for a lease. Tlie plaintiffs at this
time wrote to the defendant reminding him that
77/. los. w.as due to them for lees and asking him to
let them have 40/. on account. The defendant did
not reply to that letter, but tlie building owner,
out of the next advance to the defendant,
deducted for the plaintiffs a further sum of 23/.
In May, 1896, Mr. Homer heard that the defendant
was getting a mortgage upon liis building, wliere-
upon he wrote asking that the balance of his firm’s
fees should be remitted. The defendant replied to
that letter declining to pay the amount, and using
abusive expressions in regard to the plaintiffs. On
June 24, I8g6,thc plaintiffs having been unsuccessful
in obtaining tlieir fee.s, issued a writ, and in July-
signed judgment against the defendant for the
amount due. Subsequently the plaintiffs, not being
able to get payment, instituted proceedings in bank-
ruptcy against the defendant, who then came before
the court and filed certain afliclavits alleging that his
then solicitor had been negligent, and he succeeded
m getting the judgment set aside. On November 13.
1896, the plaintiffs received an abusive letter-card
from the defendant.

Sini.

LEGAL.
ARCHITECT AXD BUILDER : SERIOUS

ALLEG.ATIOXS.
CASE IX THE queen’s BENCH DIVISION.

The case of Homer and Anotlier Herbert cam^
before Mr. Justice Vaughan Williams, sitting without
a iurv in the Oneen'n Rpni'L
ult.

jury m the Queen's Bench Division, on the 26tii
t . It being an action brought by Messrs. Homer
Kidler, architects and surveyors, carrying on busi-

ness at No. 35, Bucklersburv, E.C., to recover from
Mr. William Herbert, a builder, residing in East-
bourne-terrace, Paddington, the sum of 3--/ los the
balance of fees the plaintiffs alleged as being due to
them from the defendant.

the written portion of which was taken on the firsi I on the same Mock7rf Vrrii'enSalXtr'^i'rOctrher'
<;PrnnA U-,,. I aSna, *1... 1 a ... .

Mr. Howell appeared as counsel for the plaintiffs •

and Mr. William Moyses and Mr. Heber Hart for
the defendant.

It appeared from the opening statement of Mr
Howell that the plaintiffs, as architects, advised aMr. John Roycroft, the freeholder of certain land
in the Ardville-road, Brixton, who proposed to erect
rtl-l ri A c-a TV, r, V.1 wcl.r. — tJ_ J* la. _ _

day. The greater par. of the second day rvas I .8,4, tlw defendant was inrioduceJL Mr°H.t'5

Mr. Edward Cha.s. Homer, the senior partner in
the plaintiff linn, gave evidence substantiallybearing
out the opening statement of counsel. The' witness
stated that he was present when the defendant
signed the building agreement, and saw liim sign the
two specifications.

Cross-examined by Mr. Moyses : He was both an
architect and surveyor. All he received from Mr.
Roycroft was 25/., liaif a year’s ground rent for
letting the land of the block in question. Before
tlie defendant came on the scene a builder named
Legge had done .some work on the site on which
the defendant was to build. Mr. Roveroft deducted
from the first advance to the defendant 70/. for the
work done by Legge, and he (witness) believed that
Mr. Roycroft charged 6 per cent, for advances. He
would not believe that the building cost only 2,000/.

His Lordship interposed during the' cross-
examination of the witness, and said that he knew
that architects were well paid, as he had seen the
scale of the Institute. (To the witness) What do
you say you did for 112/. ? You copied, it appears,
the old specifications and plans, but that is not a
very troublesome thing. In addition to that
he said the witness seemed to have gone a few
times to look at the job.
The Witness remarked that the plans had to he

altered and amended, and several copies made alto-
gether.

His Lordship : It seems to me to be a high per-
centage to get for the job. Under the scale of the
Institute, if I remember rightly, it begins by saying
that the architect shall receive 5 per cent, on the
cost of the work executed

; and then it says, “ 2^
per cent, upon the signing of the plans, and' 2>^ per
cent, on the completion of the work,” So the out-
come of that is that 2>^ per cent, goes to the plans,
and 2)4 per cent, goes to the superintendence.

Mr. Moyses : And then it expressly says that, in
cases of repetition, the scale i.s to be less.

The Witness : May I say that when we did the
plans for the previous builder he never paid us any-
thing at all ?

^

His Lordship : That may be so. Mr. Legge may
not have paid you, but it is not the custom of the
architectural profession that they should charge
their customers who do pay high 'fees in order to
make up for tliose who do not pav. I think that
doctrine is limited to the profession of tailoring.
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Mr. Kiiiglit. a surveyor, gave evidence as to visit-

the hiiildinjf in question for the purpose of

.timatinj’ the fjross cost of the same. The witness

.id that he estimated the cost at £3.512.
Cross-examined : His linn were surveyors, but not

•chitccts. He liad not taken out quantities of the

jildiiif* in question as he had lui time to do so. In

akiii^j the survey lie had estimated at 7d. per cubic

^ot, wliicli he did not consider too hijih a price for

le buildinji.

His Lordsliip : 1 used to remember the figures

-etty well. Warehouses, 4d. :
ordinary villa resi-

ences. fid.
;
mansions, qd, tr) is.

The witne.ss said that that was approximately
irrect.

Mr. Moyses {to the witness) : I put it to you that

i. or 5^d. was a good price for it.

The Witness: If you wanted a jerry building:

Tiie Defendant, in his evidence, said that at the

rst interview he had with Mr. Homer he was not

lown copies of the plans or specifications. He had
j conversation with Mr. Homer on that occasion

30ut fees. Mr. Homer did not tell him that his

rin estimated the cost of the building at 3,600/.

•n the occasion when he signed the building agree-

lent, he signed the plans also, but no specifications

'ere handetl to him. The first time he knew any-
ling about the specific:ition was about two months
rterwards, when Mr. Barnes brought him a copy
copy produced], and that was the only one he had
ver had in his posse.ssion. The building had
2tu:dly cost 2,030/. The building was completed
dth the exception of the front hall Hoor having to

0 down :it a cost of about 7/.

Cross-examined : The sum of 3,600/. was never
lentioned bv Mr. Homer, but he did mention at

Jine time or other the sum of 112/. lo.s., his fees,

he signature on the llimsy specification produced
;as n<]t his sigruiture.

His Lordship : Are you quite sure of that ?

The Witness : I am quite sure.

Cross-examination continued : lie began to build

.'ithout any specific:itinn at all, and went on build-

ig for two months before he saw one.

Mr. Howell called tlie :ittention of the witness to

n affidavit he had sworn in opp<isitif>n to the plain-

If's signing judgment under Order XIV. In that

flidavit the witness stated th;it he had never liad a

pecification given to him, and also in another para-

rapli that lie might have signed a specifie:ition, but

lat he dill not recollect it.

By his Lordship's direction the witness was again
anded the specification which it was alleged by the

laintiffs contained his signature. The witness,

fter again examining it .said that he could not say
liat it was his signature.

His Lordship : Ah. but you cannot say it is not.

The witness replied that he was quite sure that it

iias not his signature.

His Lordship asked the witness to sign his name
n a piece of paper, ami after lie had done so the

sarned judge suggested that the witne.ss should
.:ivc another look at the signature on the specilica-

ion. The witness again examined the signature on
he specification, but adhered to his former evidence
in the subject.

Mr. Frank Barnes, a survevnr, residing at Xo. 8,

'olville-road, Bayswatcr, gave evidence as to intro-

luciiigthe defendant to Mr. Homer. The witness
tated that at the first interview nothing was
aid about the huilding costing 3,600/.. nor about
-Ir. Homer’s fees. Xo specification was prntluced

t that meeting. Mr. Homer did mention to

he witness that his charges would be 3/. 3s.

)er cent.
;

but that was after the signing of the
uiilding agreement. Herbert did not sign the

pecification to his knowledge. He did not think

hat the signature on the specification produced
vas defendant's writing. He understood that the

;/. 3s. per cent, was to be paid on the amount of

he advances from Mr. Koycroft, and that they
,vere to he deducted as they went along. He
ihould say that the cost of the building in question

it the outside was 2,000/. or 2,200/.

His Lordship, in giving judgment, said that he had
10 real doubt that the signature to the llimsy specili-

:ation was the signature of Mr. Herbert, and that

Mr. Herbert knew it was, but be had very consider-

ible doubt as to when that signature was appended,
ind he was inclined to believe Mr. Herbert when he
laid that he had no recollection of signing that docu-
ment at the meeting at the solicitors. Mr. Barnes
liad denied that it was then signed, and Mr. Barnes
struck him as being a witness of truth. If the docu-
ment in question was signed at that time why did

not Mr. Wootton (Mr. Roycroft's solicitor) who
witnessed Mr. Herbert's signature to the agreement
also witness his signature to the specification. He
could not understand also why the plaintitfs had not
called either Mr. Wootton, Mr. Koycroft, or Mr.
Koycroft, junior. The effect of the evidence upon
him was tliat at the meeting in October mention
was made that Mr, Homer’s fees would be 3/. 3s.

per cent, but he did not think that there was any
mention of the sum of 112/. los. or of the
3,600/. He preferred to take Mr. Barnes’s evidence
on that point, and the inference he drew was that
Mr. Herbert was perfectly well aware when he took
up the matter that he would have to pay the archi-
tects’ fees, and that their fees would he 3/. 3s. per
cent,, not on the advances, but upon the cost of the
building. In the result, his lordship fixed the

plaintiffs’ remuneration at 94/. los,, which, after

giving credit for 60I. deducted for the plaintiffs by
Mr. Koycroft out of the advances, left 34/. los. as

the balance then due. for which amount he ordered
judgment to be entered, His lordship said that he
should have been disposed to have given Mr.
Herbert at least some portion of the costs, inasmuch
as Mr. Homer had failed in proving the special

agreement which he alleged, hut he should not do
that as Mr. Herbert was not staunch enough in the

witness-box to resist the temptation of telling only
part of the truth instead of the whole truth. For-

those reasons he should not give costs to either side.

Judgment was accordingly entered for the

plaintiffs for 34/. los. without costs.

MEETINGS.
Friday, Ai^kil 2.

T/if Archiiecttircil Association.—Mr. T. G. Jackson,
R.A., on “Architecture in Rel.-uion to the Crafts.”

7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.—Mr. C. T. Heycock, M.A., on

“ Met.allic Alloys and the Theory of Solution.” 9 p.m.
Institvtion ofJunior Engineers .— Paper to be read and

discu!*s;fl :
—

“ Cycle Construction,” by Mr. A. \V. Marshall.

8 p.m.
Saturday. Apkii. 3

The .ArchitecturalAssociation.—Fifth .Spring Visit, to the
Royal Palace Hotel E.vteiision, High-street, Kensington.

3 p.m. A visit will subsequently be made to 27, High-
street.

St. Pauls Ecclesiological Society.—Visit to the follow-

ing City Churches, conducted by Mr. George H. Birch,

F.S..^. :—.St. Stephen, Walbrook, at 3 p.m.
;

St. Swithin,
London Slone, at 3.45 p.m. ; and S. Mary Abchurch, at

4.30 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {Denionsiraiions for Sanitary

Officers').— In.speclion at .Ayie.sbury Dairy Comp.any's
Premises, B.ayswater. 3 p.m.
Sanitary Inspectors' Association.—Mr. T. W. Crocker

on “ Nuisances from Certain O/Tensive Trades." 6 p.m.
British Institute of Certified Carpenters.—Special

Meeting at Carpenters’ Hall, at 6 p.m. Paper by Mr.
T. M. G. Lloyd on “.Ancient and Historical Carpentry.”

Monday, Aruir. 5.

The. Sui-f'cyors' Mr. Walter Simms on
“ London : .An .Appreciation.” 8 p.m.
Society of Engineers.- SU. P. M. Faraday on “The

Rating of Engineering Undertakings.” 7.30 p.m.
I'ictoria Institute.—The Bishop of Ballarat on “Aus-

tralian Aboriginal .Art.” 4.30 p.m.
Society of .Arts {fantot Lectures). — Professor W.

Ch.nidler Roherts-.Austen on “ Alloy.s.” IV. 4.30 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

—

Professor T. Roger Smith on “ Sanit.ary Building Con-
struction.” 8 p.m.
Liverpool .Architectural Society.—Mr. W. Henman on

“ Hospital Construction.” Illustrated by Working Draw-
ings, /tc. 6 p.m.

Tuhsd.w, April 6.

BuilJei-s’ Clerks' Benevolent Institution.—Annual
Dinner, King’s Hull, Hoiborn Rest.aur.ant. 6 p.m.
Institution of Civil Engineers.—(r) Further discussion

on Mr. Henry W. Ravensdiaw’s paper on “ Electric Lifts

and Cranes.” (2, time permitting) Me.ssrs. David Hay
and Maurice Fitznmurice on “The Blackwall Tunnel.”
8 p.m.

Wednesday, .April 7.

Royal .Archteological Instilule of Great Britain and
Ireland.—(1) Viscount Dillon on “An Inventory' of Arms
and Armour Belonging to Thom-as Duke of Gloucester,
in 1399.” (2) Mr. C. E. Keyser, M.A., F.S.A., on
“ .Aldermaston Church, Berkshire.” 4 p.m.
Hampstead Heath Protection Society.—Public meeting

to form a society for the protection of the wild and natural
beauty of Hampstead Heath.—Drill Hall, Heath-street.
8.30 p.m.
Builders Foremen and Clerks of Works’ Institution .

—

Ordinary meeting of the members. 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary

OMeers.-\\) Inspection at the Disinfecting Station,
Cnclsea. 3 p.m. (2) Inspection of the West London Paper
Mill Company’.s Works, Fallopian Wharf, Lot’s-road,
Chelsea. 4 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Society.—Mr. W. J. Anderson

on “ The Origins of Greek Architecture.” 8 p.m.
Dundee Institute ofArchitecture, Science, and Art .

—

Exhibition of the Institute of Architects’ prize drawings for

1896, and students’ testimonies of study. Remarks on the
drawings by the President, Mr. L. Ower, and others. 8 p.m.

Thursday, April 8.

Sanitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers).

—

Mr. J. Wright Clarke on “Details of Plumbers’ Work.”
8 p.m.

Societyfor iJu Encouragement of the Fine Arts.—Mr.
Seymour Lucas, A.R.A., on “ Making a Picture.” 8 p.m.

Society^ of .Antiquaries .—Mr. W. H. St. John Hope on
’ The Excavations on the site of the Roman City at
Silchester, Hants, in 1896.” 8.30 p.m.
Institution ofElectrical Engineers.—Mr. H. A. Baylor

on “ Recent Developments in Electric Traction
.Appliances.” 8 p.m.

Friday, April 9.

Instituliori of Civil Engineers {Students' Meeting).

—

Mr. Harold Bcrridge on “ Poole Harbour.” 8 p.m.

Saturday, April 10.

Sanitary Institute {Dernonsiratioru for Sanitary
Officers).— Inspection at the Sew.nge and Destructor
Works, Ealing. 2.30 p.m.
Edird’urgh .Architectural ylssociation.—(i) Visit to

Niddrie Tower. (2) Visit to Duntarvie Castle.

RECENT PATENTS

:

abstracts of specifications.

6,871.—Water-Closets : iV. P. Thoirtpson .—Inventor
claims (i) the cqinbination with a water-closet seat and
bowl of a flat resilient pad and mechanism connecting this
with the seat, so that the pad is compelled to yield under
pressure ; (a) the combination with the foregoing of depend-
ing brackets upon the seat, plates intermediate of brackets
and pads

; (3) the combination with the foregoing of yield-
ing plates, carried by the bowl and provided with lugs and
brackets, provided with recesses designed to be engaged by
said lugs; and (4) a slight modification of same.

6,949.—.Sliding and Reversible Sashes : /. Shaw.—
Invention consists of outer window frame, sliding frame,
.sashes pivoted to revolve vertically' or horizontally, made
of wood or other material, with suitable fastening; racks
and pinions for .same.

7,083.—Roof Glazing : /. Invention relates
to the system of horticultural glazing described in the
specific.ation of Patent No. 8,259 of 1884. By present
modification inventor proposes to cover the iron or steel
Bar (of J. cross .section) with a shealh of an alloy of lead and
till or other non-corrosive metal. This sheath is provided
with longitudinal side fl.mges, which can be bent down at
their edges to rest on the upper surface of the glass, thus
securing a roof impervious to rain, &c., without the use of
putty or paint.

8,400. — Automatic Door • Closing Devices: J.
Cuggia .— Invention consists in securing automatic action
in door closing (whether of one or two-leaved doors) by
means of cords and counterweights

; the latter boxed in .so

as to be invisible.

19,372.

—

Ventilator: H. Mestern and .Another.—The
material part of invention is a peculiar dispersing blast or
jet-pipe needing but little water. The blast or jet-pipe has
on its jower part a small hole, and is provided internally
with spiral ribs of vulcanised indiarubber, which imp-iri-s to
tlie water jet a rotary motion. Between jet or blast pipe
and the upper part, which is screwed into the water-supply-
pipe, is placed a line hair sieve to detain impurities. Each
ventilator is provided with two such blast pipes projecting
into the elbow pipes, which form the ventilator itself.

22,037.

—

Floor Construction : F. L. P. Radeck .

—

Invention consists in floor construction in .m intermediate
layer between the joists, consisting of a wire-netting
foundation, a sheet or cardboard layer consisting of two
overlapping strips, the edges of the cardboard layer and
wire-netting being secured to the joists by means of planks
(or angle iruns)and a filling of sand or the like above the
cardboard.
28,664.—Mechanism for Otening Window Sashes,’

&c. : D. Fletcher-.—Hhn chief object of this invention is to
enable an invalid to control ventilation while in bed. The
inventor claims in .sash -lifting, lowering .and rocking
mechanism the combination of a lid, having a locking lug,
with a drum, handle wheel, and cords, the cords being con-
nected to window-,s.ash. 'J'lie use of the device is not con-
fined to invalids, nor to sash-raUing only.

ao.iog.-^FiRE Grates :/. D. Wood.—The object of this
invention is to enable tile air admitted to the under side of
the glowing fuel supported on the grate used to become
very liighly heated before reaching the -s.tid fuel. The
inventor obtains this by forming certain of the “fore and
aft ” bars of the bottom of the grate with “ lugs ” or vertical
pnijections, cither solid or perforated, siiaight or curved.
Thus cad) pair of fore and aft bars, with their lug.s, form an
air-chamber or pa.ssage from the front imo the body of the

NEW AI'I'LICATIONS I'OK LETTERS I'ATENT.

March 15.—6,701, J. Peckover, Stone Saws,—6,759, A.
Gihlin, Flushing Cisterns.—6,761, S. Christmas, Device
for K.vhibiting Wall Paper Patterns, &c.
March t6.—6,854. W. Thompson, Constructing Case-

ment Windows.—6,869, J- Kohler, Press for Making Tiles.—6,873, P. fiemmer, Machines for Grinding and Polishing
the Surfaces of Plate Glass. Marble, Stone Slabs, &c.—
6,888, A. Walker. Device for Securing Loose Slates.
March 17.—6,996, R. Kvered, Water Closets —7 or?

W. Hewitt, Manufacture of Tiles.

March 18.-7,032, H. Pitt, Fastening of Locks and
Latches.—7,062, T. Parker, Brick Making Machines.
7,115, S. Page, Cowls for CSiimneys, Ventilating Shaft.s,
i^C.

March 19.—7.157. W. Keys, Manufacture of Certain
Bricks, Tiles, &c.—7,160, N. Taylor and others, Prepar.a-
tion for Removing Dust and Smoke from Wallpapers, and
Distemper or Water Colour Decorations, &c.—7,160. T
Shanks, Trough Closets or Latrines,
March 20.—7,266, S. and H. Fildes, Window Fasteners.—7,268, H. Clay, Water Closets and Flushing Apparatus.—7,29.’, F. Krenzin, Window Hinge.—7,322, W. Ch.appell,

Joiners' Sa^h Cramp.

PROVISIONAL specifications ACCEPTED.

29,994, G. Gregory, Ball Inlet Ventilator.— i, 187, J,
Ferguson, Fire-proofing Buildings, &c.—2,942, M. May-
lard, Water Closets.—2,959, M. Holt, Weightless Window-
sash and Frame.—3,054, J. Berry, Patent Brick Die or
Bo.v.—3,880, H. Gibbon and W. Tyrer, Windows and
Window Frames, —3,883, J. Shanks, Cisterns, Sinks,
Baths, &c.—4,036, W. Griffiths, Automatically Fixing
Windows at any desired height.—4,067, F. Harrison,
Cutter Heads for Wood-working Machinery. 4,571, L.
Wells, Ladders.—4,606, .S. Adams, Flushing Chambers’
&c., and >itting.s connected therewith.—4,738, R. Aine.s,
Manhole Frames and Covers,—4,838, G. Vogel, Shutter
Fasteners.—4,854, F. Eisenheis, Ventilators.—4,912, A.
Fife, Cutting and Planing Mitres and similar Joints of
Picture Frames.—4,913, T. Sullivan, Ladders.— 5 001
\y. Sugg, Ventilators.—5,043, V. Burrurier, Erecting
Scaffolds.—5,3*4. A. Boult, Greenhouses, Hothouses, See.—5,380, H. Jardine, Stone-cutting Tools.—5 518, F. Ry.an
and others, Tieing and Building Scaffolding.—5,839, T.
Kemp, Drain-pipe Inspection' Cover and Frame.— 5,881,
W. Osmeiu, Sliding Window Sashes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to oppositionfor two months.

6,648, A. Gartner and W. Atherton, Shuttle-box Operating
Mechanism for Looms.—7,270, J. We.st and W. Jenkins
Kilns.—8,823, J. and W. Place, Pans or Basins of Waste
or Slop-water Closets.—18,576, W. Wheeler, Syphon
Cisterns.—26,835, Cl. Geisel, Concrete Bridges.—27,819,
F. Smith, Fastenings for Windows, &c.—2.762. L Doic
Door Checks.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY;
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
March 17.—By Messrs. Bidwell

(at Cambridge).
Cambridge.—St. Tibb’s-row, “ Vicar's-buildings.”

ff-t f.j r. 137/. 13s £1,600
March 18.—By Messrs. Bidwell (at Ely).

Stretham, Cambs.—Main-st., “The Royal Stand-
ard," b.-h., with brewery, beer store, &c., f.,

35 ^* 670
Pump-lane, &c., six freehold and copyhold cot-

tages 330
By H. J. Bliss & Sons.

Bethnal Green.—162, 164, and 166, Green-st. f
r. i 3oi. 2,020
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITIONS.

Nfttva of Work, B7 whom Advertloed.
Dealgnt
to be

dallTered.

I. first and 101. aecond .

CONTRACTS

—

Continuei.

Natnre of Work or Haterlala.

CONTRACTS.
*Ccui,I. Coke, Engine Slack, Qiavel,

Orauite, Ac. Ac
*Cotietructian of Sewera, Ao

Natnro of Work or Uaterlala

*Kerblikg, Channelling, Ac, Ac.

Sewering, Ac.

Water Uain Extension, Ireland .

.

Paving, Ac. Sunderland-terrace

Uaking-up Eoada

Pier,

.

*Conatmction of Oalteir 0
•Paving
•WroDght-iron RaiUnge -.

Church, Knighton Flelda

Three House',, Dohle-atreet, Barrulej

Six Honsee, Hoor Bottom, Eonley,
near Huiderafleld

•Water Drain

Thirteen Cottages. Fanborough .. . .

.

Slapenaary and Bealdence, Fole^.hill,
Aehalee. Ireland

Boad Uetal, Pentre, Olam.

Granite Macadam (2,000 tone) . .

.

•Enlarging Bchoolrooma .........

House, Bove; Tracej, Devon ...

By whom Beqnlred.

Lewisham B. of Works

Oaatleton
C.D.C.

Fleetwood
U.D.C

Oreystonea Union ....

(Lancs.)

(Lancs.)

Barneley Corp

Soutbend-on-Sea Corp.

Camberwell Vestry .

Tenders

delivered.

•Provision and Erection of Band
Stand

itlver Works

do do.

Beservoir, Greenfield Valley, Saddle-

Workhouse Infirmary..
Farm Bnlldlng', Thwlng, Yorks „ ,.

By whom Beqnlred.

Ashton • under - Lyne,
Ac. Waterworks ....

Redruth Union ......

B. J. Webster, Surv. Man-

1

cheater-road, Castleton.. ao,
M. 8. Oaulter. Siirv Town

1

Ball, Fleetwood ... I April 7
J. D, Cope, Clerk, Lough- I

Rebuilding Hotel, Felling,
Durham

•Paving and Keibing

C.E. St.

linstown
J. H. Tayl(

H. Harlock, Clarence-road,
Southend

do.
Rebnllding St. David's

Oyfelllou, Llanwonno ...

Pipe Sewers, Ac

O. 8. Brown, Vestry Hall

Kingston -on-

Mr. Wright’.’!

Runcorn R.D.C. .

Three Houses, Wakefield-road, Brad-
ford

Rebuilding Chapel. FwII, i
Llanelly

Gate lR>dge, Fern Bank. Limerick.

•Covered Seat, Ac. ........

School, Ebbw Vale, Mon. .

Five Houses, Park-avenue, London-

Electric light Buildings

Engine House, Ac

Cast-iron Pipes and Laying

Alterations, Ac. to OuUdhall .... . .

.

Sewerage Works, Tbrelkeld .......

Outfall Sewer.

Street Works, Campbell-street, Ac.
•Repairs at Workhouse ...........
•Warehouse, Bristol

Pier Extension ........

•Pitch Pine Flooring

Additions, Ac. Tower Honse .

•Casual Wards

KensloKtOQ A Chelsea
School District..

Mrs. Helller

Broadstalrs Jubilee
Memorial Committee

Aberystnith Bch. Bd.

Monmouth T.C, . .

.

Alnwick R.D.C....

Stafford Corp

Penrith R.D.C. ...

Oreeoock (IT.B,) Bd. of
Police

Hebburn U.D.C
.ewlahim Union ....
Pamall A Sons ......

Helensbargh (N.B.)
Police Commrs. ....

Southgate U.D.C. ...

County Borough of
West Ham

Everard A Pick. 6, Mill-
stone-lane, Leicester ..

H. . Crawshaw, Archt,
Regent-street, Barnsley

O, Brooke, Zetland Hotel,
Rameden

Boro’ Surv Clattern House,
Kingston
W. G. Jones. Archt. 3 ,

Broadway, Woking. , ..

E. J, Donaldson, Work-
house. Luryan
W. J. Jones. Surv. Council
Office*. Pentre

J. Ashton, Clerk, Connell
Offices

Sharp, 59 , Fenchurch-
street, E.O
I. Segar, Archt. Newton
Abbott

Rycroft A F.irth, Archt.
&nk-balldinga ....
D L. Jones. Archt. West
End, Llanelly

r. P. Evans A Co. 131 .

Oeorge-street. Limerick
Clerk. Council Offices

3ori<' Surv. Town Hall,
Burnley

J. Newling. BrockleyDene,
Broadstalrs

0. Rosser, Archt. Victoria-
buildings, Ahercarn ....

E J. Toye, Archt. Strand,
Derry
^ H. Moger, 3 . Wood-
street. Bath

Bramwell A Harris, Engr,
Great 0»orge-at. 8.W.
1. W. Walton, Connell
Offices

W. Blackshaw, Boro’ Engr,
Borough Ball ....

C. N. Amisou.St.Andrew’a-
place, Penrith ....
Town Clerk, Municipal
Offices

Surv. Argyle-st. Hebburn
Uuion Oftlces.Hlgh-Bt 8.E.

Scammell, 12 . John-st.
Brietol

Leslie A Reid. C.E. 78*.
Qeorge-Bt. Edinburgh ..

r.G.LAwsou,Council Offices
Lewis Angell, Town HaU
Stratford, E.

Paddington Guardians

House and Offices, Carlton, Ennis-
killen, Ireland

Sewering, Paving, Ac, Meisey-street.,

The Secretary
J. 8. Corder. Archt.Tower-
Btreet. Ipswich

F. J, Smith, 17b, Great
George-street, 8.W.

•Infirmary, Wltham _ ^

.

Hospital, Tredlngton

Sewers, Ac.

•Laundry House, Ac. Mitcham . .

.

•York Stone

•Twenty-five Cottages

•Stone Abutments, Ac. Bivtr Rodley

•Pnlling-down Buildings....*.....

•Oak Fencing

Church and Schools, Hytbe, Kent.

.

et, Asylums Board

Longildge U.D.C. ...

South Metropolitan
School Dietrict ., ,,

Tewkesbury R.D.C. .

.

West Brldglord(Notte)
U.D.C
Holbom Union

Southwark Bd. of W.

L. and N.W. and G.W.
Joint Railways ...

Leeds T.O —

Llangollen County
School

LondonCountyCouncU

Egyptian Government

Public Offices, Market-place, Ilkeston

Six HoUBse, Nelson-street, Hooley*
hill, near Ashton-under-Lyne ....

Sewering, Ac. Whltehead-slreet — ....
•Painting and Whitewashing

Kendal Co-op. Boc. .

Tiverton • on - Avon
School Board...... ..

A, Brown, C.E. GuUdhall
0 . C. Robson, Dyne-road,
Kllbum, N.W

Mr. Reynolds. BeacDEsfield-
road, Friern Barnet. N,

Taylor, Bon. A Santo
Crimp. 27 . Ot. Oeorge-

T. R. Smith, Market-pl.
Kettering
W. H. Grieves, C.E. Town
Hall

O. H. Hill A Sons. Engrs.
;i, Vlctorla-itreot, B.W.

8. Hill, Archt. Redruth
H. 0 . A F. 0 Piercy, The
Elms, Lowthorpe...

H. Miller. Archt. Felling
Stewards,Western Hosoltal
Seagrsve-rd.Fulham.S W

E, M. B. Vaughan, Archt,
Cardiff
H. L. Hlnnell, C.E. 41

,

Corpi’ratlon-st. Manchetr
J. H. Sheehan, Nenagli
J. J. Phillips A 8( n,Arch..
6], Royal-avenue, Belfast

T. Elliott, Archt. Ennis-
killen

T. S. M’Callum, Ent-. ..

Chapel-walks.Mnnchestei
F. tvhitmrre, 7 , Duke-
Bt. Chelmsford

J. Villar, Archt. l.t, Cam-
bray, Cheltenham . .

.

W. H. Radford, C.E. Angel
row, Nottingham ....

C. B.Vaughan. 25
,
1 -owthcr

Arcade, Strand, W.C. ..

The Clerk, Vine - street,
Tcoley-street, 8.E

Engineer, Birkenhead
Station

City Engineer's Office.
Leeds ..

Newman A Newman. 31 ,

Tooley-etreet, S.E,
do.

I. Leather. Andrew-hldge,
Queeu-street. Cardiff- ..

Parks Dept. County Hall,
Spring-gardens, a.W. ..

Rev. C. Norman. Holmlea,
Hytbe

8. Trevail, Archt. Truro
Service Adminiitratif
Offices, Cairo ... ....

J. Hutton, Archt. Kendal
Silcock A Beay, Aicbt.
Bath
W, A. Hobson. Archt. 83 ,

Alblon-street, Leeds ....

0 . W. Hunt, Archt. likes-

Tendcia

lellvB* i

April 10

April 17

April 19

April 20

April 22
do.

April 26

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Katnn of Appointment. By whom Advertised.

•Olerk oi Works
1

•Bnjlneer and Surveyor

•Surveyor's Assistant ..............
•Clerk ot Works
•r»o or Three Clerks ol Works

•Surveyor's Assistant

1

•Survsyor’s General Assistant .......

Hampstead Guardians
Borough ot Burtoii-on-
Trsnt

Smethwick U.D.O. ..

Hendon U.D.O. ......
School Bd. tor Leudou

Fulham Vestry
Rugby U.D.C

4001 per annum ...........
|

100/ per annum
4i. per week
1601. rising to 3602. per

.

22. 29. per week 1

1202. per annum
1

1 AppUc*.
tions to

Those marked with an asUrisk (*) are advertised in this Number. Competitions, p. ly. Contracts, pp. ly. yi. yill. & xxl Public Appointments, pp. xylil. ik

tgi., u.t. 6s yrs.,

33 yrs.,

Bromley.—Botolph-rd.,

g.r. 6d
Bethnnl Green.—lo, Waterloo-rd., u

g.r. s/., r. 50/.

By A. Stern.
Canning Town.—5, 7, 9, 13, and 15, Swanscombe-

St., u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 13/.

Plalstow.—15 to 39 (odd), James-st., f.

Canning Town.—Barking-rd., f.g.r. 22/., reversion
in 80 yrs

By Wilkinson, Son, & Welch
(at Brighton).

Brighton.~i7, Chichester-pl., f., r. 50/.

I to 4, Arundel-st., f., r. 124/.

I, 4, and 8. Sussex Mews, f.

24, Arundel Mews, f., r. 22/.

Ka.stern-rd., &c., a building estate of about

3ia.,f.
March 19.—By Hards & Bradlv.

Lee Green.—246 and 248, High-rd., u.t. 85 >T.s.,

g.r. 40/., r. 80/.

Forest Hill.—i, a, and 3, Clyde-pl., u.t. 55 yrs.,

g.r. 5/., r. 661.

By Physick & Lowe.
Old Bond-st.—No. 31, the letting on building lease

for 80 yrs. at per annum
March 22.—By Driver & Co.

St. James.—14, Duke-st., f., r. 115/.

Duke-st., a fee farm rent charge of 4/. 10s., u.t.

800 yrs
By C. Rawlev Cross.

Hammersmith.—186, The Grove, f., e.r. 70/.

Wandsworth.—82, Earlsfield-rd., u.t. 89J yrs., g.r.

9/.

By T. G. Wharton.
Camden Town.—142, Camden-rd., u.t. 38 jts., g.r.

5/. 8s., e.r. 55/.

-.ings-i . . , , , „
Haverstock Hill.—Park-rd., i.g.r. 48/., u.t. 54 yn

Kentish Town.—Fortess-rd., i.g.r. 30/., u.t. dgjTs.,

Hatcham.-
44 yrs..

•St. James’, i.g.r. 57/. 8s. 6d., u.t.
g.r. 25/. i6s

By WooTTON & Green.
Whitechapel.—32, Whitechapel-rd., f, r. 80/.
Regent’s Pk.—Cambridge-ter., i.g.r. 68/,, u.t. 27

yrs., g.r. 20/
Dulwich.—Up!and-rd., f.g.r. 12/, reversion in 81

yr-s.

By Hunter & Hunter (at Liphook).
'

Headley, Hants.—Standford Hill, “Park Field,”

HoUywaier, house, farm buildings, :and 6 a
2 r. 38 p., f.

.’

Br.amshott, Hants.— i and 2, Woolmer Villas, f., r.

!l/ 2

March 23.—By France & Son.
Camden Town.—18, Oseney-cres., u.t. 52J yrs.,

g.r. 8/ los., e.r. 55/
By Walter Hall.

Stoke Newington.—Bouverie-rd., f.g.r. 62/ 2s. re-
versions in 82-5 and 92 yrs ’

. .

.

Hendon.—63, 64, 65, and 66, Pollard-rd., u.t. 85
yrs., g.r. 24/

ByJ. H. Lynch.
Forest Gate.—115, Earlham-grove, f

By Rough & Parkhouse.
Crouch End.—Hornsey-lane, “ Heienslea ” f r

85/-

By Harman Bros.
Stoke Newington.— i to 30, Glading-ter., u.t. 86

yrs., g.r. 60/
59, Evering-rd., u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. 7/, r. 45/

Battersea.—88, Lavender-rd., f., e.r. 36/ 8s
Harrow.—Roxeth Hill, “ The Lozells,” and “Ash'-

bourne Cottage,” f., r. 98/
Roxeth Hill, ‘‘Ashbourne House” and “Elm
House,” f.

Roxeth Hill, a plot of building land, f.

”

By G. Pearce & Sons.
Finsbury.—73 & 77, Worship-st., u.t. 15 yrs., g.r,

10/, r. 96/
Hoxton.—4, 6, and 8 Mynle-st,, f., r. 175/ 10s. .

785

1.350

Hackney.— i,

u.t. a

Harrow.-

.£490

850

480

8, 9, 10, and ii, Caroline-pl.,
. yis., g.r. 17/ 15s., r. 138/ ss
By Bean, Burnett, & Eldridge.
-3 to II, Greta-rd., and enclosures of land,

2 a. I r. 29 p., f.
;

Erompton.—II, 13, and 15, Lillie-rd., f. r. 160/
Seagrave-rd., f.g.r. 30/, reversion in 35 yrs

^
2a and 2b. Seagrave-rd., f., r. 72/

Fulliam.—King’s-rd., “Jasmine House,” /
•King’s-rd., a plot of building land, f.

Buer-rd., a block of building land, f.

Buer-rd.
, 7 plots of building land, f.

Burling ton-rd., 6 plots of building land, f.

Malvofio-rd., 2 blocks of building land, f.

By Fleuret, Sons, & .ADA.Ms(at Mason’s Hall
Tavern).

Shepherd’s Bu.sh.—Goldhawk-rd., “The Railway
Tavern.” lease for 44 i yrs., r. 620/ 17^0
By J. & S. Motion (at Mason’s Hall Tavern).

Camberwell.—Walwonh-rd., “ The Red Lion ”p.h.,
lease for 49 yrs., r. 500/, with goodwill 5o,2.

By W. Rolfe (at Mason’s Hall Tavern).
City of London.—Wood-.st., “ The Bull’s Head”

p.h., lease for 8i yrs,, r. 312/, with goodwill ..

By Long & Sons (at Mason’s Hall Tavern).
Hammersmith. — Hammersmith-rd., “The Red

Cow” p.h., a building lease for 60 yrs., r. 160/,
with goodwill g

By Wilkinson, Son, & Welch (at Brighton).
Brighton.—35, Montpelier-cres., f. ,

18, Chesham-rd., f., r. 90/ I'-io
10, Broad-st., f., r. 40/ 'ggo
17, Prestonville-rd., f., r. 40/ 5^0
Contfociioits itsed in these lists.—T.g.r. for freehold .

ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rentf
f. for freehold

;
c. for copyhold

;
I. for leasehold

;
e.r. for"

estimated rental; u.t. for unexpired term; p.a. for per
annum ; yrs. for years

; st. for street ; rd. for road
;
sq. for

square ;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace ; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.
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PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER (continued).

Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 o/i/t

B/0/7
ak, E.I....Ioa<l
)uola,U.S,lt.cu.

Canada load
>/9

3/0/0 4/S/o
a/io/o s/5/0
8/iS/o 5/0/0
»;jS/o 4/t5/0

>/io/o g/to/o

s/0/0 6/0/0

0/0/0 0/0/0
^/o/o

Oanulc, &c..
k, do
Canada
iB, Canada red
)o. Yellow ....
th. Dantslc.fath 4/10/a s/xo/o
t. Petersburg.. 5/0/0 6/10/0
lioMot, Riga,
tc.. log »/S/o 4/10/0
^.crojm e/5/o 4/jo/o
als, Finland
3d it tst std 100 9/0/0 9/10/0
•0. 4th & 3rd... 9/0/0 9/10/0
*0. Riga 7/xo/o B/io/o
t. Petersburg,
ist yellow... . ii/o/o 13/10/0
>0. and yellow lo/o/o 11/0/0
lo. white 9/ie/o ii/io/o
•edlsh 9/0/0 16/10/0
/bite Sea 10/10/0 17/0/0
anada, Pine ist bo/q/o 33/0/0
lo. do. and .... 14/10/0 16/10/0
lo. do. 3rd. &C. 7/0/0 lo/io/o
10. Spruce, 1st. 9/10/0 ii/o/o
lo. do. 3rd and

7/>S/o 9/0/0
ew Brunswick 7/10/0 8/0/0
tens, all kinds 5/0/0 bo/o/o
oring boards,
1-. I in. prep.

o. and
ther iiualitles—
lar, Cuba, It.

onduras, dtc.
logany, Cuba
C, Domingo,

lexlcan, (&. do,
obasco, do. do,
onduras, do,
, Turkey, ton
«. Rio.,
ibia .....

e/9/0 0/16/0
0/7/6 o/ta,6

O/S/9 0/7/Q

4/0/0 15/0/0

J
/o/o 14/0/0
/o/o I a '0/0

0/0/7 e‘i/0

METALS.
Iron—Pig, In Scot-
Iwd ........ton 0/4 8 0/0/0

Do. do. at works
in Wales 5/to/o S/18/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London 5/iS/o 6/io/c

Copper — British
cake and ingot S- lo/e 53/0/0
Best selected .. 53/3/0 53/15/0
Sheets, strong., 58/0/0 5910A)

48/17/6 0/0/0

0/0/s 0/0/sJ

ChUi bars
Yellow Mtl lb.

Lead— Pig.
Spanish ....ton li/ii's ii/i
English com.
brands ti/13/6 ti/ic/o
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. ia/t7,6
Pipe 13/7/6ZINC — English
sheet ton., ao/io/o
Vleille Mon-
tague ti/io/o 0/0/0
Spelter. 17/3/6 17/5(0

Tin—

S

traits .... 59/5/0 0/0/0
Australian 60/10/0 61/0/0
English Ingots.. 63/0/064/10/0
Banca 61/0/0 afolo
Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 13'15/e nMn
Cocoanut, Cochin 37/15/0
Do. Ceylon 34/o/e
Palm. Lagos 94/20/0
Rapeaeed, English
pale B7/10/0 37/15/0

Do. Brown 37/0/0 37/10/0
Cottonseed reC .. 15/17/616/10/0
Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 e/7/6
Do. black D/4/9 0/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel aa/o e/0/0
Archangel 0/13/6 e/o/o

Turpentii e... .ton ao/15/0 33/17/6

TENDERS.
-ommunications for in.sertion under this heading
uld be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us
later /Jian 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.R.—We cannot
ilish Tenders unle.ss authenticated by the name and
Iress of the sender: .nnd we cannot publish announce-
Hs ofTenders accepted unless theamount of the Tender'
iven, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
x>, unless in some e.vceptional cases .and for special

ARNSLEV,—For widening Coal Pit-laoe, Darfield. and ether
k. for the Urban District Council. Mr. Hammerton. Surveyor
pe Hill, Darfield

’

Cat' ,£*90 0
I
Chas. Broadbent,

Johnson 186 10 I Broomlilll* •••.£*63 0
ionBros. 171 o| •Accepted.

School-street .Vain Server.

5. Broadbent £133 0 1 W. Broadbent. Womb-
Johnsoa 83 a| well (accepted). ;£8o 10

SHOP AUCKLAND.—For laying a.130 yards pipe sewers and
r works in connexion therewith, Wltton Park, for the Rural
net Council. Mr, C. Johnston, surveyor, 1, Cradcck-stteet
op Auckland :—
T. Manners ../Ji,253 0 0 I C. H. Bell, Bishop
Catrick.. 1,177*8 3 Auckland* £1,04417 o
Helhenogton 1.149 8 0

j
P. 0. Hetheringtont 914 o 0

rt Walker 1,050 0 o| •Accepted.
t Withdrawn.

yoinery.—'t. Twlny, Bradford
H- Pearson, Bradford

A. Taylor, EccleshiU .

dating—G. Wilkinson, Bradford .,

BRIDGWATER,—Srtedule received for the supply of paving, rcadsione, iS:c., for the year ending March is, 1898. Mr. Francis
Parr. Borough Surveyor, Town-hall, Bridgwater;—

ROADSTOVH. Pavinc;. &c.

Barham Bros . Bridgwater
Bradford A: Sons
tBristol Pennant Stone Firms, Limited ..

Do. do. do.
H. G. Bryant . . .

G. F. Chamberlain, Burlescoinbe, Devon .

S. T. Clothier
Daniels (St. Ives Stone Co.)
Farrance and Boyton
Hamblin (Mendip Asphalte Si Granite Co ).

Jas. Runnalls
W. A. Sheppard
J. Wainwright & Co.
Geo. Warren

t* Si

o S!

§ Accepted for i.
n Accepted about 1,700 tc

CARDIFF.—Fur the construction of filter beds, erection of bouse,
&c.. at the Heath, for the Corporation. Mr. C. H. Priestley, C.E.,
Town Hall. Cardi/T. Quantities by the Engineer;

—

J. Alien £**.570 16 ri I T. D. Kidley. Car-
liarrisondf Co 10,277 7 10 dilf& Middlesboro*£io iia i? 6
Turner & Sons jo.ip r 7 I •Accepted,

's estimate, £10,548 $9 . 4d.]

DORCHESTER.—For additions. Sic, to "Junction" Hotel.
Mr. A. L. T, Tilley, architect, 16, Corohill. Dorchester:—
Rendell & Ca £'.*35 o I Barrett 5c Son* £tii34 0
W. I. Hutchings ...... 1.162151 •Accepted.

[All of Dorchester.]

DUKINFIEI.D.—Accepted for the erection of school buildings,
for the School Board. Messrs. Eaton, Sons, & Cantrell, architects,
•Vshton-under-Lync :—

Building —I Gibson & Son, Duklnfield £8,446
Blnnibing, ^c.— H. Rigby, Duklnfield 463

GLOUCESTER.— For the erectian of show-rooms, &c-, Ceorge-
street. Mr. R. Read. City Sutveyo-. Guildhall, Gloucester;

—

Wm. Jones £3 24J 0
]

Enoch Clutterbuck,
W, J, Bloxham 3073 o| Gloucester* £2-477 *0

Gurney Bros. 3,74014! •Accepted.

GOLCAR.—Accepted for the erection of two dwelling houses,
Swallow.lane. Mr. Arthur Shaw* architect. Golcat :—

/Wojoriry.—John Haigh & Sons, Golcar £367
Carpentery and yoinery .—White & Biierley, Golcar 140
Plastering and Dan Shaw. Golcar 50
Stating and —Thomas Allison, Limited,

MUnsbrldge 1*5

GOLDCLIFF IMon.).—For rebuilding a sea wall. Mr. T.
Rees, C.E , Coin Exchange-chambers, Newport, Mon. ;

—

A. E. Paifitt, Newport, Mon £581

GUILDFORD (Surrey).—For flagging and kerbing footpaths.
Bedtord-road, for the Lorpotation. Mr. C. G. Mason, Borough
-Suiveyor, Tuns-gate, Guildford ; —
T, Free & Sons £34* 10

j

Streeter Bros., Croydon
C. A. Franks 208 oj and Godalining* £259 16

• Accepted.

Messrs. David Allen & Sons. Mr.
LONDON,—For the erection and completion of the Broadwaw

Theatre. Deptford, ' -

W, R. C. Sprague, a:

Martin. Wells, & Co.
J. W. Falkner
Lawrence & Sons
Dove Bros
Patman A: Fotheringham
McCormick
S. R. Lambic
Kirk A- Randell
W. Downs

£25.759
I

Hanis & Wardrop £23.572
25.718

I

Howell J. Williams _a3,456
24.83s I

Foster 5t Dicksee. "23.136.

21,409
j
Butman A Sons 23.095

24,364 I
H. L. Holloway 23,180

24.155 I
Wilkinson Bros... ........ 22 571

24.C73 Gtay Hill ... 22.3*3i
23.765 I Walter Wallis. Balham*.. 31,153
13,642 I

• Accepted.

Quemmoie-

snd Section.

Williamson & Son .. 1.499
Jackson A- Son 1.471
W. Griffiths *.373
T. Adams, Wood
Green (accepted)

. . 1,331

LONDON.—For the erection of two houses and shops in Mur-
mion- and Tagbridge-roads. Clapham Common, for Mr. Charles
Storey. Mr. John Job Wood, atchitect and surveyor. Quantities
supplied
Bussell £'.275 0 I W. BUhir
Nicks A Co. .

£*.*43 11

[Surveyor s estimate, £1.156 ]

LONDON.—For the erection of six semi-detached villa resi-
dences. Sliakespeare-roati. Drayton Park, Hanwell. Mr. W. A.
Fisher, surveyor, 16. Fmsbury-circus, E C. :—
T. Morgan & Son £5.9!S I

A. Tattersall & Co. £3.450
J. Christie...- 3.696 J. Payne & Sons. Kernel
F. W l-.dwards 3.6^1 Hempstead* 3,420.
C. & W. E. Davey Bros.. 3.690 j

• Accepted.

.IDLINGTON QUAY.- Accepted for the erection of a land-
tage, for the Piers and Harbour Commissioners. Mr. J. Eain-
, architect, Carlton House, Bridlington Quay
j. Robinson, Hull 10

IISTOI For the reinstatement of No. 99. West-street, for
I. Upton. Mr. F. Bligh Bond, architect. Liverpool Chambers,
-street. Bristol. Quantities by the architect •

abrook & Sons ....£490 oil. Browning .

489 o E. Love* ^

458101 • Accepted with modifications.

••£450

IRNHAM-ON'CROUCH (Essex),— Fcr providing and laying
r m^ns. Ac., Church Walk Estate, for the MJdon Rural
ict Council. Mr. H. G. Keywood, Engineer and Surveyor,
ict Council offices, Maldon. Quantities by the Engineer
MalleilACo. ..£18? 14 9IH. Farrow .....£i3S 3 6
Oberts 176 6 4 E. B. Tiussell nJ 4 6
.Bateson 157 3 3 A. M. Cook, Burnham-
Wtham *39 o 0 I

on-Crouch* 120 9 ix
• Accepted,

.MBERLEY.— For the erection of two pairs of cottages at
lerley, Suirey, for Mr. H. W. Hanis. Mr. Joseph Greenaway
tect, 19, Duke-street. Reading Quantities supplied—
Bottnll A bon £1.363

|
G. Searle yj j8o

‘.ffi f,- -.i -i-- I.'S*Seward
oiith

rA King,

McCarthy E. Fitt
D. Taylor
W. Hawkins, Reading*

HARWICH —For the constructioa of a concrete reservoir, Ac.
Mr. H. Ditchain, Borough Sutveyor, Harwich ;

—
Pedretle A Co £663 o 1 Moran A Son £585 0
Smith, Beaumont, A Daw- Macketiiie A Son. Clac-
son 60s o! lon-on-Sea* 525*5

* Recommended for acceptance.

HULL— For the construction of sewers, Ac., at Workhouse,
AnUby-road, for the Union Guardians. Messrs. Freeman. Son, A
Caskell, architects, 11, Carr-lane. Hull;—

Harper £236 0 0 I Thos. Contes £215 o o
*'

' 223 10 0 I
A. Brunston A Son*.. 189 18 i

[All ofHull.]
* Accepted.

B. Robinson

IPSWICH.—For alterations and additions to the " Cock and Pye"
Hotel, Ipswich, for Messrs. ToUemache, Limited. Mr. John S.
Corder. .architect,, Ipswich. Quantities by Mr. J. S. Patmenter,
Ijiswich ;—
Giiniwood A Sons £1 195
Catchpole r,<95

Roper 1,166
Bennett 1,195

KEIGHLEY.—Accepted for paving, flagging, Ac.. Parson and
Nile streets, fcr the Corporation. Mr. W, ri. Hopkinson, C.E.,
Borough Engineer, Municipal-buildings, Keighley

Parson-street,

W. Baker. Cladstone-street. Keighley £689 9 a

Idite-street.

W. Baker, Gladstone-street, Keighley ••£9' 6 10

Pile, architect ;
—

Leslie A Co
A. A. Webber
Faulkner A Son .

Matthews Bros. ...

• •£51*48
I
Garrett A Son £4.725.

.. 4,929 T. Boyce 4 617
-

.. 4.848 F. T. Chinchca 4.496

5 Dls-LONDON.—For the construction of sewers, Ac . St. Giles's
trict, for the Board of Works. Mr. George Wallace, engineer. 197.
HighHolbom, W.C.:-
E Parry £2,057

j
Thoma.s Adams £1,905

». rr. . c, Killingback A Co..— I

(accepted) 1,897
I

CamdenTowi

LOWESTOFT.—For the erection of an hotel at Carlton Colville,,
near Lowesioft, for Messrs. E A G. Morse. Mr. Chas. Crosier,
atchitect, Victoiia-chambets, Lowestoft. Quantities by tbe
architect ;

—

F. C. Allen's Exors....£2,227 t8
[ J.

Youngs A Son, Not-
J. Blundetfield 2,115 <* wtch (accepted) £2,096 cv

W. Knights 2.J07 1$ G. Elsw 2,092 o»

Swatman Bros 2.100 oj C. R. Cole* 2,064 a
* Couldn't execute the work in tbe time stated.

MITCHAM.—For the erection of new laundry and other build..
logs at Mi Cham. Mr. C. Evans-Vaughan, architect :—
WiUmott A Sons £6.894 |

WaU A Co £6.iov
W. Wallis 6.516 W. Reason 6,>57
F. T. Chinchen 6,249 1 Gregory A Co 5655
Bulled A Co 6,195 j l-orden A Son s.4ib-

• Revised tender, £823, acceptei

RDIFF—For the construction of sewers and formation of& Penllyn Castle Estate. Canton, for Captain J. G. R.
fl*V. Messrs. Veall A Sant, architects.

'5 and 6, Arcade-
be«, High-street. Cardiff. Quantities by architects
fe Rutter £1,68) 5 7
ly A Co 1,668 16
I Bios 1,540 o
ibbins 1,525 o
is, Chaplin,

1,344 *7 *

Thw. Rees £1.335 >0
E. H. Page 1.294 to
F. Ashley Cardiff* 1,24615
H. Lewis A Son... . 1,19718

• Accepted.

RDIFF.—For (he erection of a superintendent's house, Roath
for the Corporation. Mr. W. Harpur, CE, Borough

leer, Town Hall. Cardiff. Quantities by the Borough Engi.

£'.073A Wells...
itner A Son
iffilhs ....

ford A £

942 5
916 o

All of Cardiff.

John Blight £886 14
James Alian 879 2
Cadwallader A Hock-
ti^e 848 4W. "f. Morgan* 825 0

* Accepted.

Hodges A Sons, Westmoreland-street, Dublin £198 5

LEEDS.—Accepted for the erection of twenty-one houses. New-
road-side, Horsforth, for the Leeds Industrial Co-ooerative Society,
Limited. Mr. J. P. Kay. architect. Prudential Buildings, Leeds

Bricklaying and PPasonry.—'^. Flesher A Sons,

yoinery —T. Bjdwin, Horsforth
Plumbing.—T. Brearcliffe, Horsforth
Plastering.—1„ Routh, Yeadon
Slating.—W, Atkinson, Kirkstall-road, Leeds
Painting.—1., Riley, Horsforth

•£2.183 *'

176 7

station, for the Corporation. Mr. Thos. Hewson, t

Municipal Buildings, Leeds;—
Wade Bros., Leeds £817 ;

MORLEY (Yorks.),—Accepted for the erection of club premises.
Fountain-street, for the trustees of the Working Men’s Club. Mr.
S. B. Birds, architect, 47, High-street, Morley. Quantities by the.
atchitect :

—

Masonry —D. Furness, Morley £95« o
ycittrr^.—Eddeson Bros

,
KirkstalJ, Leeds 542 0

Plastering.—E. Wilson. Motley ^ o
John Atkinson A Son, Leeds 94 io>

//KMiJiug.-J. Snowden ASon, Ossetl 90 0

[, 'T. Gloag. New Cross..

OMAGH.—For the erection of labourers’ cottages, for the Union
Guardians. Mr, William Barker. C.E, Londonderry. Quantities.

by Engineer
Charles M'Crery, Omagh £498 8 o

[Accepted for four cottages.].

ORPINGTON.—For alterations and additions to " The Gables,’
Orpington, for Mr. C. Straker. Mr. Horace R. Hide, architect.

17. Giacechurch-stieet. London. E.C. No quantities supplied :—
R. A. Lowe £1,0*9

I

W. Owen £690
F. P. Duthoit 933 I J. Taylor A Sons] 825:,

LONDON.—For additions to villa residence at Oakleigh Park
^

•*
' M'- R’ Beiesford Pile, architect PENZANCE.-Accepted for the execution of paving work,.

A- A- Web^r £3.255 FaidknerA Son £2.865 Western Promenade. Mr. Geo. H. Small, Borough Surveyor.,
Matthews.Bros 3.070 F. T. Chmehen 2.85olpublicBuildings.Penza—
' =‘"”“''':e.A Son.. 2,889 j

P. S, Robertson.. j .. -i- —
Jas. Runntdls, Penzance £*.803 19 9
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PETERBOROUGH.—For the erection of a dwellings house,
Stanground, for Mr. T. Freear. Mr. J. C. Stallebrass, areliitect,

Noitn-street, Peterborough
Cracknell iJ470 I Bailey £391
Nichols 450 I

Sibley, Peterboro'laccepted) 380

READING.—For the erection of a nurses' home at the Reading
Union Workhouse, for the Guardians. Mr. Joseph Greenaway,
architect, 10, Duke-street. Reading-. Quantities supplied:—
McCarthy E. Fitt ;f>.S50
Collier& Catley 1.489
W. Bourton 1.462
C. H. Tucker 1,441 c

C. Dixon 1.427 n
H-.Higgs i- Sons

[All of Rending ]

G. bearle .£1,40
John Bottrill & Son ., 1,38
W. Stokes 1,37

T. Pilgrim 1,37
W. Hawkins 1.33

D. Taylor (accepted).. 1,30

SEDBERGH.—Accepted for the erection of an entrance-lodge to
" Akay," for Mr. C. E. Taylor. Mr. John Hutton, architect,
Kendal, Quantities by .architect

Brassington, Bros., &: Coroey, Settle, Yorkshire .^^400

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA.—For alterations and additions,
repairs, sanitary, hot-water, and other work at “The Grange,"
Maze Hill. Sc. Leonatds-on-Sea, for the Tiiiscces of St. Peter's
Home, Mortitner-road, Kilbiim. Messrs. C. A. Pigott & Uxley.
architects and surveyors. St. Leonards :—
P, Jenkins £^'334 o I F. G. Hatton jffz.aso 0
C. Hughes 3,306 16

I
T. Salter 3.3^ o

Eldridge&Cruttenden 3.291 0 C. Harman 2.182 0

J. Simmons 3,27; 0 I
A K. IVhite (accepted) 2,183 0

(AU local builders.]

FLORA-GARDENS.—Exteric
T. Hooper £558 o
W. Hammond 349 0
F. G. Mintet... 300 o
W. Hornett 291 o
W, Chappell 285 o

- painting and interior cleaning ;•

T. Cruwys £283
W. Brown 267
W. R. A- A. Hide 357 t

F. T. Chinchen 357
E. T. Folley* 247

GREENWICH (Powis-street).—Interior painting:—
J. H. Hodgin ...... ..£251 0 o

[

E. Prnctor £z»S 10
C. Summers 248 o 0 W. Banks 219 17
A, J. Fenn 24$ o 0

j

Holding & Snn 197 0
’—is & Groves 23912 0 I C. Foreman* 172 0

HACUE-STREET.-Exlerio
W. Shuimur £450 c

A. W. Derby .......... 393 c

I. T. Robey 375 <

w. Silk iS: Son 344 t

W. t.awrence 341 5

I

painting and interior cleaning

I J. F. Holliday £330
\ J. Kybett 317
G, Barker 399 1$
S. H. Cotfield* 2<

• •£346
MINA-ROAD.—Interior cleaning :

—

W. V. Goad £415 J, F. Ford ....
W. A H. Castle 394 Johnson A Co
H. Line 349 B. E. Nightingale 326
W. Smith 349 I

Holliday A Greenwood*

SALTER’S HILL.—Exterior paintiog and interior cleaning
A. J. Acworth £359 1? 6 | J. Garrett A Son ....£278 o o
RlceASon 313 o o I E. P. Bulled A Co. .. 369 o o
Maxwell Bros., Ltd. 310 o 0 I E.B. Tucker 354 0 0

J. A C. Bowyer 095 o 0 {
H. Somerford A Son 333 o o

H. Leney aSt 7 0 |
Holliday A Greenwood* 314 0 0

ST. DUNSTAN’S-ROAD (new and old portions).—Exterior
painting and interior cleaning :—
W. Brown £358 0 I C. Curling £330
F. G. Minter — - 1 u —
T. Ciuwys
E. T. Folley

Hornet; -137 0
|
W. R. A A. Hide*.

SHIPLAKE.—Fnr the erection of an entrance lodge at “Fair-
holme." Shiplakc-on-Thame$. Oxon, for Mr. Hy. M. B. Da.vies.
Mr. Joseph Greenaway, architect, jg. Duke-street, Reading.
Quantities supplied
John Bottrill A Son £520

1

w, Bourton ^
0 . Seatle 490 W, Hawkins
tv. Stokes 4Jg I D Tavlor

[All of Reading.]

SURBITON.—For the execution of real works, Douglas and
four other roads, for the Urban District Council. Mr, Sam,
Mather. C.E . VictOria-road, Surbiton:—
Sidney Hudson £4.(96 4 i(jS. Kavanagh, Sur-
Free A Sons 4,666 0 ol biton* £3.877 o 9
\V, Adamson 4,397 o 0 |

• Accepted.
[Surveyor's estimate, £3,816 19 xo,]

*

YNYSHIR (Wales).—For the erection of a chapel, cottage, Ac.,
Wattstown, Rhondda, Glamorgan. South Wales, for the trustees of
the Saron Congregational ChapeU Mr. Edwin Jones, arcl::ti
Cyiiimer. Perth ;

—
C. Jenkins A Son £670 o

[
Henry Williams £576 is

Sptatt 658 o
1
Thomas A Farr, Forth* 5^

David Richards 633 c * Accepted.

LONDON SCHOOL BO.VKD TENDERS,
At the last meeting of tlie London School

Board the following lists of tenders were
submitted by the Works Committee :

—

BREWHOUSE-LANE. -

tition) ;—
E. Symes £iei

Interior cleaning, (Second conipe-

o 0 I G- W.-iles £63 s I

0 J. F. Holliday 58 to 1

0 D. Gibb A Co.* ...... 52 10 ,

EGLINTON-ROAD.—Exterior painting and interior cleaniog •-

Johnson A Co. £453 0 o
|
W. Hornett £354 o

<-».Barket 373 0 o I C. Foreman 214 oW. Banks 36513 6 J. H. Hodgin 333 o
T. Cruwys 364 0 o|e. Procto^4 ^ t

WOODLAND-ROAD.—Exterior painting and interior clean-
ing:—
A, J. Acworth ....£366 4 9 I

Maxwell Bros., Ltd. .£275 o o
RiceASon.... 342 o 0 I

H. Leney.. 235 7 o
T. A C. Bowyer 319 o o
E. P, Bulled A Co 319 o o
J. Garrett A Son .... 304 o 0
G. Kemp aia o 0

• Accepted.

Holliday A Green-
wood 249 0 0

E. B. Tiickei* 238 o o

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
S. A. C — M. A F, (Amounts should bavebeen stated).—W. \V. W.

(It is a legal <iuestion : consult a solicitor).-£. J. B. (sent too late).

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
n't cannot uruUnaJU te return rejected communitatiani,
l^etters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which haet

been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to decline polnring out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject It if unsatisfactory, 'the receipt by the
anthor of a proof of an article in type does not necessarily Imply Its
acceptance.

All conununlcatlens regarding literary and artistic matters should
be addressed to THE EDITUR

; those relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

J.J.ETRn)6E,Jr-
SLATE MERCHANT,

SLATER and TILER.

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURl
prepaying at the Poblishing Office, 198. per annt
4s. 9d. per quarter), can enstire receiving "The Bnl
by Friday MamtMg't Pott,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
“THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) Is supplied direc

the OfGce to residents in any part of the United Kingdom,
rate of 19s. pet annum Prepaid. To all parts of Eutocie. Ax
Australia, New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon, Ac., 26s. per i

Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) sh<
addressed to the publisher of " Thh Builder," No. 46, Catl
street, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, ]
BAT PI,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONB.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofir
and Preseridng Building Materials.

BAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co
(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask&

The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Hai
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic ]

Asphalte Company {Mr. H. Glenn), Office,

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materia)

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse fl(

fiat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-roi

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Aspl
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Ai

SFBAGUE ft CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

4 & 5, East Harding-street,

Fetter-Lane, E.C. [A

QUANTITIES, tfcc., LITHOGRAPB
accurately and %vith despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20,
Parliament-st.S

“QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,"
For 1897, price Od. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 U

THE

Fruicli Asplial
COMPANY

— Exterior
1 painting and i

EVERINGTON - STREET. -
cleaning :—
^T-FoUey £497 o IT. Cruwys 4-368

,

393 0 Marchant A Hirst ^ ,F.C. Minter 393 0 1
W. R. A A. Hide 3571.F.T.Chmchen 385 o I W. Chappell

,C.Gurlmg 383 0 W. Hammond* ^8 .

C.B.^^.SNEWm
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHAI
L 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, & 17, BACK HliHATTON G.ARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET

FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
’

OFWOOns IN eve
V 1. K *0 *^ immeiiiatr userelephoQe,.65,274 Holborn. Tele. Address 8NEWIN. Lund:

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,
T« be executed by Contract in any part

of ENGLAND.

Penrliyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portmadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to any Railway Station.

Applications for Prices, &c., to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

Suffolk House, Cannon-street, 1

SUPPLY THE BEST MATERIAL A

WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOl

WASPIHOUSE AND DAIRY FLOG
&c., &c.

This Asphalte was chosen to

Laid at Sandringham, on the i

General Post Office, and othe:

important buildings.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

COFFEB AND ZINC BOOFUTG
P. BRABY & CO.

LONDON. LIVERPOOL. GLASGOW. BRISTOL.
352 to 364, EustOH-rd., N.W, 6 & 8

,
Hatton Garden. 47 & 49, St. Enoch-sqnare. Ashton Gate Works, Coronation-

ViEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
NO SOLDER. NO EXTERNAI. FASTENINOt

Particulars on Application. Chief Offices ; Fitxroy Works, EVSTOS EOAD, LONDON, N. W,
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TIu: Church of Brou-cn-Bresse.

a suburb of the

little town of

Bourg, in Bur-

gundy, twenty-
three miles from

Macon, en route

to Mount Cenis

and Turin, is one

of the most re-

markable of the

iter Gothic churches of Europe, built at

lat interesting period when architecture

^as in rapid transition from Gothic to

enaissance. It derives additional interest

om the fact that it is all of one date and

yle
;
there is no break in the unity of the

esign
;
architecture, statuary, tombs, stalls,

ulpit, roodscreen, reredos, glass, pavements,

'ere all executed between 1511 and 1536.

. is a monument and memorial of the love

ad piety of Margaret of Austria, for her

lother-in-law, Margaret of Bourbon
;
and

et more for her husband, Philibert, Duke

f Savoy. The story, well known through

.mold's poem, is that Philip II., Duke of

iavoy, broke his arm when hunting, in

490 ;
and Margaret, his wife, vowed to

uild a Benedictine abbey and church if he

ecovered. He recovered
;

but she died

liree years after, before she could fulfil her

ow. Her daughter-in-law thereupon under-

aok -to accomplish the project of the

)uchess.

Margaret of Austria, the real foundress,

flayed a very important part in European

.ffairs
;
and her office of Governor of the

Netherlands brought her into close con-

lexion with the foreign policy of our

iwn country. She was the daughter of

plaximilian I., Emperor of Germany, and

Lrchduchess of Burgundy
;

the Emperor,

'harles V. of Spain, was her nephew,

rhis explains the Imperial scale and

plendour of the church
;

its location in

burgundy
;
and the fact that it is a Flemish

hurch, indeed, almost the only Flemish

ihurch in France. Margaret sent her own
lubjects from the Netherlands to do the

vork
;
architect, sculptors, and probably the

vorkmen, were Flemish. The architect was

/an Beughen, or Van Boglcm
;
he is said to

lave copied, but to have greatly improved on,

he work of Antwerp Cathedral. The chief

sculptor was Conrad Meyt. There lias been

ound at Lille.the original agreement between

the foundress and Conrad for the execution

of the statues of Philip and the two Mar-

garets; it is dated 1526; its specifications

are closely followed in the existing tombs.

The whole church is a memorial to the love

, of Philip and the two Margarets
;
the initials

P. and M. are everywhere, interwoven with

daisies or constructed of the cordon which

the Duke was entitled to wear. Everywhere

daisies, or rather, marguerites, are carved
;

in fact, the whole church is a glorification of

marguerites. There is still kept up the

pretty custom of adorning the altars with

marguerites
;

all the year round marguerites

are grown for the purpose in the adjacent

convent. Constantly repeated, too, is

Margaret of Austria's proud punning motto :

“ Fortune infortune forte une," which one

may English :
“ Come weal, come woe,

I fear no foe.’' Margaret did not live

to complete her work, and it was handed

over to Augustinian instead of Benedictine

monks. To save the church from the-

destruction in the French Revolution, by

which it was menaced, it is said to have been

filled with hay by the people of Bourg. It

is now a National Monument
;
and was

sumptuously restored by M. Dupasquier,

who published a large monograph on it,

containing plan and details and some fine

chromolithographs of the pavement and the

glass. In 1856 the vaults were discovered,

belonging to the three tombs, and it was

found that the two Margarets had not been

buried in their own vaults, but in that of

Philip le Beau. “ In their deaths they were

not divided.”

The church is, internally, 230 ft. long,

98 ft. 6 in. broad, and 65 ft. 6 in. high. It con-

'

sists of a southern tower, nave, aisles, and

chapels offour bays
;
transept of two bays, with

eastern aisles
;
choir and aisles of three bays,

and pentagonal apse. On either side of the

choir are magnificent stalls
;

it is sepa-

rated from the nave by a broad and mas-

sive rood-screen (see illustrations
;

plate

3). In tlie middle of the eastern part of

the choir is the tomb of Philip le Beau;

it is the cynosure and masterpiece of the

whole building; but owing to the heavy

railings which surround it it is inacessible to

the photographer. (Plate 4.) Above, on a slab

of black marble, rests the duke, an effigy in

white marble, represented in all the pomp
and splendour of life, in armour, his head

resting on an embroidered cushion, a lion at

his feet gripping the scabbard of his sword

in most life-like fashion. On his left is the

tomb Tof the foundress, Margaret, his wife

;

towards her his head inclines. On his right

is the tomb of his mother, Margaret of

Bourbon
;
his clasped hands lean towards

her. The slab rests on twelve pillars,

exquisitely sculptured and containing figures

of the Sibyls in alabaster. Round him stand

six delightful little ^boys in white marble,

bearing epitaph and arms
;

the Pagan

genii of the Renaissance. Below he appears

dead, shorn of all his mundane splendour,

a corpse, naked, but for a cincture round the

waist
;
a wonderful study in anatomy. Both

the other tombs have canopies. (Plates 5

and 6). That on his right represents

Margaret of Bourbon
;

above, with ducal

mantle, and with crown on her head, her

greyhound at her feet, her face turned towards

her son
;
below, she appears in her shroud,

dead, with hair unbound. The tomb on his

left is that of the foundress, represented also

above, as in life, below, in death. In the

Lady Chapel, which occupies the eastern bay

of the north aisle, is a marvellous reredos in

alabaster—18 ft. high and 13 ft. broad; and

so deep that it admits, among other things,

of a representation of Our Lady’s four-post

bedstead, whose frieze and cresting are

curiously like Elizabethan work. The reredos

contains scenes from the life of the Virgin ;

its great dimensions, and the wealth and

minuteness of the work in it, remind us of

the retables of Spain, of which, at that time,

the Netherlands were a dependency. In

the same chapel is a superb window, repre-

senting the Assumption of the Virgin
;
the

Father and the Son are shown in most

realistic, but reverent fashion, placing the

crown on her head. The glass of this

window is in drawing and colour one of

the finest examples of later work. Magni-

ficent heraldic windows are to be seen in

the choir
;
two of them are shown in colours

by M. Dupasquier, who has an admirable

plate of the pavement, chiefly pale blues

and pale greens. Carved work is every-

where. Capitals, archivolts, the mouldings

of piers, buttresses, and ribs, gables and

cornices, windows and doors, are a mass

of leafage and bloom, always solid, mas-

sive, and vigorous, always original and

interesting. Equally spirited is the zoology
;

a kid munching a cabbage-leaf, a lion’s cub

wearily yawning, a crowd of little beasts

scratching their wings or biting their tails,

monsters bearing up heavy gargoyles; dwarfs
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and masks grimacing, sleeping, playing, eat-

ing, drinking, reading, meditating, praying,

all alive. Less Gothic, but still more beauti-

ful, is the figure sculpture, especially the

mourners round the base of the tombs.

They comprise the Sibyls as well as the

saints who were patrons of the defunct.

Thanks to the strong iron railings, this work
is in a remarkable state of preservation.

The church of Brou is compared by Mr.
Fergusson witli the chapel of San Juan de
los Reyes at Toledo, built by Ferdinand
and Isabella for themselves, and with
Henry VII. s chapel at Westminster.
All are royal sepulchral chapels

;
they

are nearly contemporaneous
;
their founders

were among the richest and most prosperous
sovereigns in Europe. All that wealth could

do was lavished on their ornamentation.
With these great sepulchral chapels Gothic
architecture perished, not in decadence, but
in meridional splendour. The interior of
Brou is simple and, on the whole, restrained,

though Van Boglcm could not resist the

temptation of turning the trefoils in the
parapet of his rood-screen upside down,
by way of novelty. (Plate 3.) It is

just this desire for novelty which makes
the last days of Gothic so fascinating

to many of us just now'. In the crow'n-

ing and culminating period of Gothic
architecture there is much uniformity.
After Amiens and Rheims one knows what
to expect at Beauvais and Cologne; after
the Percy shrine at Beverley, there is no
great novelty in the arcading of tlie Lady
Chapel at Ely. The charm of the unex-
pected is absent. But at periods of transi-

tion—as from Romanesque to Gothic,
between 1245 and 1300, and from Northern
Gothic to Renaissance in the sixteenth
century—one ne%’er knows what to expect

;

there is no longer any recognised legitimate
path; every one is experimentalising; men
are obliged to use their wits; the work is

fresh and original and vigorous
;

ahvays
interesting, how'ever wrong-headed. In Brou,
however, after all, there is, setting aside
the figure sculpture, very little Renaissance
feeling. It is really a late Gothic design
produced by a clever man too proud and
ambitious to be a mere copyist; anxious to
show off his cleverness

; determined at any
cost to be original. See how he plays with
the fa^^ade. (Plate 1). It is simply a series of
little jokes in stone. The restraint which he
has to some extent imposed upon himselfin
the interior of the building, he throws to the
winds in the fa9ade. Take the tower. There
would be no credit to be gained for origin-
ality if he had built two W'estern towers as at
Notre Dame de I’Epine, or one western tower
as at St. Riquier, or three towers like those
of St. Ouen, or a single central tow'er. So
he locates his tower in an extraordinary
posHion, south of the centre of the choir.
Delightful, too, is the central gable with its
gentle curves; while by way of contrast,
the gables of the aisles are straight-sided,
with flying buttresses plumped down any-
how on to the inner side of each. Then he
designs for the window of the aisle-gable a
yhencal triangle

;
and finding that his flying

buttress would thrust it out, he slices off one
half, and just leaves it so. It is just these
httle quips and cranks which endear a late
design to us

;
a man ofgenius may perpetrate

them, but no one else. It was certainly a
genius who designed the Church of Brou-en-
Bresse.

THE REPORT OF THE L.C.C. WORKS
COMMITTEE.

give on another page the recom-

mendations arrived at by the

majority of the members of the

Special Committee appointed to

inquire into the causes of the recent scandal

in connexion with the Works Department
of the London County Council. It will

be seen that they affirm the principle

that some definite organisation for the direct

employment of labour and the direct execu-

tion of public works by the Council is

desirable, but not exactly in the form of a

works department. They evidently think

that the Works Department is too numerous
a body for the purpose of directing the

carrying out of building work
;
moreover,

that its constitution is very bad, as it is

generally composed of two sections of mem-
bers of about equal numbers who have
opposite ways of thinking and opposite sym-
pathies in regard to labour policy. That is

onlysaying that the vice which has run through
the whole attitude of tiie London County
Council in regard to building work, that of

thinking of the carrying out of a special social

policy rather than of the best way of getting
work done, has been present in the most
marked form in the Works Committee itself.

It would be strange indeed if large building
works, especially of a complicated nature,

were efficiently carried out under the
management of a body so constituted. The
Special Committee propose to substitute for

this unwieldy and semi-political Works Com-
mittee a Works Board of nine members, one
from each of nine committees named, and a
Works manager, who would be subject to the
control of the Works Board, would conduct
all operations of the department, to whom
estimates for proposed works should be re-
ferred, and who would report progress from
time to time to the Board, which would in

turn report progress to the Council. This
would no doubt be an improvement on the
Works Department, as hitherto constituted.
The matter of the manipulation of the
accounts does not turn out to be any worse
than what we have heard of already, and has
evidently arisen not from the desire of any
one to put money unlawfully into his pocket,
but merely from the desire to conceal the
fact that in some cases the department was
an economical failure, and that more instead
of less money was being spent than would
probably have been spent under the ordinary
system of receiving tenders from outside
contractors.

This, however, is all part of the same vice,
that of making the execution of building
work subservient to the demands of a policy.
It is impossible to resist the conclusion that
if the County Council, or a certain propor-
tion of them, had not been so anxious to
promote the cause of the working man,
which may be a very good cause in itself
but which they were not elected in order to
support, better work and better terms
taken all round, would have been ob-
tained from ordinary contractors, and
there would have been no suggestion
or excuse for the foundation of a Works
Department at all. The County Council
clogged their contracts with conditions
which independent contractors did not
like, and which some of them regarded
as offensive to their self-respect as well as
injurious to their business interests; con-
tractors began to refuse tendering for County

Council work
; and then came the idea t

if builders were recusant the County Cou:
would be its own builder, and carrj' on ws
in accordance with its own policy.

We do not think that either the Council
the ratepayers have reason to be very v
satisfied with the result, nor do we 1

particularly satisfied with the Special Cc
mittee’s Report. It is a half-hearted dol

ment, evidently drawn up with the intentior.

making the best of a bad job. In our opin
the minority Report, issued by four membi
of the Committee, Mr. Beachcroft, I

J. S. Fletcher, Dr. Longstaff, and Sir Godfi
Lushington, is by far the most importr
document of the two, and gives the impr;
sion of representing the views of perse
who want to say the truth about the qm
tion rather than to smooth matters over a
prop up a particular policy. With tl

should be taken the special statement
Mr. Gruning, and we advise those who a

interested in the subject to pay attention'

these two documents, which are much me
instructive than the main Report. Indee
it is impossible to reconcile some of t

opinions expressed in the main Report wi
some of the statements of fact made by IV

Gruning. The Report quotes some statemer
ol Mr. Gruning and omits others of eqe
importance. It quotes him as saying th
the buildings erected under the Wor.
Department “were structurally sound ai:

substantially and well built,” but omits «

mention of his repeated condemnation of i.

joinery in the Council buildings, as rough
executed, made of unseasoned woed in mar
cases, &c. Why the failures should

;

specially be shown in the joinery it is n
very easy to understand, but it seems
point partly to mistakes or carelessness

;

the purchase of material.

The general question as to whether publl
building works can be carried on by a ,Co
poration with greater efficiency than throug
outside contractors is put thus by M
Gruning ;

—

“The initial difficulty which arises in carrying q
works or factories by a Corporation is that no on
can be made responsible in a pecuniary’ sense fc

non-success or loss, nor does any one derive prot
from success otherwise than in reputation.

Ill this sense the greatest incentive 0/ all ia sitcccs

viz., the desire ofgain, is entirely absent.*

Tlie desire, on the other hand, to escape morn
liability for losses has been clearly shown

,
by -th;

incident of the fictitious transfers, which. led to tHt

appointment of this Committee of Inquiry.
I assume that the objects of a Corporation r

carrying on works or factories for producing builti

ings or goods required in preference to contractin.i
for or purchasing them, are twofold, viz.

1. To obtain better results as to quality.

2. To economise the funds witli which a Corpora-
tion is entrusted by the ratepayers.

If neither of these objects is attained, the onhi
result is the waste of time, thought, and laboro
devoted gratuitously to the service of a Corpora
tion by the elected representatives of the. coiu
stituency.”

Mr. Gruning considers, in regard to the
second question, that a Works Department
ought to save the profit of the contractor

y

but the statistics given certainly do not tend
to confirm this view. Some other light isi

thrown on tlys subject by the Minority!
Report. “ A contractor would not have-
spent 40,000/. on workshops where no high;-:

class work was to be done. . . . Thei
workmen, and especially the skilled work-i
men, showed a lack of energy over their i

work, apparently considering that less wasi

’ The italits are ours.
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o be expected of them towards a munici-
’ pality—a tendency which, in Mr. Binnie’s

opinion, can never be entirely overcome.”

With regard to trades-unions, and the posi-

tion professedly taken up by the Council,

ithat the interests of trades-unions and

employers ;vere to be equally considered,

and that the Council was to hold the balance

’between unionists and non-unionists, the

Minority remark “ If this was the intention,

ivt must say it has been but imperfectly
' realised.”

An important point touched on in the

Minority Report is in regard to the difference

,n the complication of architectural work as

:ompared with such work as tunnels, sewers,

See., in consequence of which it is suggested

that engineering works of that nature may
be successfully carried out by a Works
Department, but not architectural works.

The following are the recommendations of

the Minority Report :

—

“ t. That the Works Department be placed under

the Chief Engineer.

2. That no works, whether estimated or “ joLbing,"

be undertaken which come within the definition of

architectural works.

3. T''a': the Works Committee be abolished.

+ . .rat the Chief Engineer be responsible to the

Spending Committee for tlie execution of all works

undertaken by the Council.

5. That for the purpose of financial control a Sub-

Committee of the Finance Committee be formed, to

be styled ‘The Works Branch of the Finance

Committee.'

6. That all materials be purchased by the Chief

Engineer, who shall be responsible to the Finance

Sub-Committee for the same and also for the custody

of all stores.

7. That the Central works, so far as they are not

required, be disposed of.

8. That the system of tendering by selected firms

be adopted wherever practicable.

9. That the form of contract be revised so as to

remove the main objections raised before the Com-
mittee on behalf of the contractors.

10. That the above recommendations be not held

to restrict the Parks Committee from undertaking,

with the sanction of the Council, such works as have

hitherto been carried out by that Committee.”

We confess that we think this is much the

more sensible and practical Report of the

two, and its recommendations much more in

the public interest.

NOTES.
The North-Eastern Railway Co.

Thre.nensd and all concerned are to be con-
Raiiway Strike,

gf^tulated Upon having steered

clear of a great strike. Since we referred to

the matter a few weeks ago,'^ the fate of

the arbitration proposals has several times

trembled in the balance; and a very little

"stiffening” on either side might have re-

sulted in a prolonged and bitter struggle. It

is, therefore, greatly to the credit both of

the management and the men that they re-

frained from adopting an unyielding attitude,

eventually agreeing to submit most of the

disputed points to arbitration. This decision

will come as a great relief to the North-

Eastern shareholders and to the commercial

community of the districts affected, the

latter of whom have just had a foretaste of

the disastrous results of a suspension of work,

while the former are not likely to have for-

gotten the effect upon their dividends of

former great labour struggles in the North of

England. Nor will the general public neglect

'

to note with satisfaction the decision to resort

to arbitration, as affording another proof that

the superiority of common-sense methods of

* See p. 215, a>i/e.

approaching disputes of this nature is be-

coming increasingly recognised.

.
.Referring to the Kyffhauser

National Festival-, ., , . .

Grounds for Monument, illustrated in the
Germany.

preceding number, we observe,

from our official German contemporary, the

Centralblatt dcr Bauverwaltiing of Saturday

last, that there is a scheme on foot to

arrange some extensive grounds for the pur-

poses of great fetes and ceremonies, and
also for athletic competitions, somewhat like

the Olympia ground at Athens, and the site

selected is in the valley at the foot of this

memorial. The illustrations in the Central-

blatt show a large amphitheatre facing the

monument, and flanked by viaducts crossing

the valley. Accommodation is to be pro-

vided for three or four hundred thousand

people, and the dimensions of the ring

proper are 470 metres by 314 metres. A
special committee has been formed, in which
Herr W. Bocckmann, late of the firm of

architects Messrs. Ende & Boeckmann,
together with Professor Bruno Schmitz, are

among the more prominent members. A
small pamphlet has been issued in their

name, describing the object of this new
institution.

The Municipal Council of Paris

'’“s formally recorded its vote

in favour of the installation of

the annual Salons, till after the 1900 Exhibi-

tion, in the garden of the Palais Royal.

According to the approved scheme drawn
up by M. Pinat, architect, the neces-

sary structures will include two large

parallel galleries terminated by four pavilions

surmounted by small domes. These two
galleries will be connected, in the middle

of the garden, by a "Salle des Fetes,” of

rectangular form, occupying the position now
occupied by the central basin. These two
galleries will contain thirty separate rooms
with a total floor area of 4,094 square metres,

and a wall surface of 7,466 metres. These
constructions will only occupy about a fifth

part of tlie area of the gardens, and will be
designed to harmonise architecturally with

the Palais Royal buildings. Other schemes
have been presented by M. Delort de Gleon
and M. Bivort, but they were passed over as

more difficult to carry out and more costly.

Tl Theatre at
number ol the Bulletin

Delos. de Correspo7idance Hcllenique

contains the full publication of

the theatre of Delos recently excavated by

the French. In addition to the detailed plan,

two very interesting views of the present

state of the ruins as now exposed are given.

This theatre, as is well known, presents

special peculiarities unparalleled elsewhere.

The skene building is surrounded on all four

sides by a colonnade, and shows no traces of

having had any internal divisions. More-

over, unlike the theatres of Athens and

Epidaurus, there are no paraskenia

;

this is

the more noticeable, as inscriptions have

been found relating to the theatre, in which

paj'askcnia are mentioned. The inscriptions

can only be explained on the supposition that

temporary wooden paraskenia are referred to.

The theatre of Delos is discussed in Dr.

Dorpfeld’s great work on the Greek theatre,

to which we hope to return on a later occa-

sion. His plans are necessarily not so

detailed as those now given to the public.

Dr. Durpfeld finds in the Delos theatre new

confirmation of liis " logeion ” theory, but

in the Bulletin M. Chamonard arrives at a

different conclusion.

The Congress of Classical
Archscological . , , , . ,

.

Congre.ssat Archaeology which was to

.-Athens. been held this month at

Athens, and to which we drew attention

some weeks ago, is now definitely postponed

till the autumn. M. Homolle, tlie Director

of the French School, suggests the end of

September or beginning of October, by

which time it is hoped Cretan complications

may be resolved. September will perhaps,

as a vacation month, secure a larger attend-

ance, but the autumn heat, which at Athens

is intense, will be apt to paralyse effort, and

is even not without risks to those unacclima-

tised. Meantime, the of April 3

reports that the antiquities at Candia are in

some danger. As among them are some

very curious unpublished pithoi adorned

with mythological subjects, this is much to

be deplored.

In last Saturday’s lecture at

on”El?Mic'ii$
Institution Lord

Rayleigh first considered the

various methods of measuring the frequency

of rapidly alternating currents, and then

showed some interesting experiments illus-

trating their action. He described a method

of measuring frequencies as high as a

million per second by means of a polished

steel mirror and a photographic plate, the

mirror being made to rotate rapidly by a

powerful alternating current magnet. In a

great many cases, however, the frequencies

are so high that they can only be calculated

mathematically from the known constants of

the apparatus producing the vibrations, and

cannot be actually measured. Hertz’s ex-

periment of how the light produced by the

sparks from an induction coil increased

the spark produced in a resonating

coil near it, excited great interest. When
a plate of glass was interposed the

sparks ceased almost entirely, but when
a quartz lens was used, so as to con-

centrate the ultra violet light on the

spark gap, the sparks were large and bril-

liant. An experiment, due to Professor
J. j.

Thomson, was also shown, of how a coil,

carrying a high frequency current, produced

by electromagnetic induction a ring of light

inside an exhausted bulb containing traces

of vapour. In this case the path of the dis-

charge was wholly gaseous, and there was
no anode or kathode. Lord Rayleigh is cer-

tainly to be congratulated on the choice of

his experiments, as they bring into pro-

minence most interesting points connected

with electrical theory.

The recent prevalence of

ofChelmfford
fypliold fevcr and other infec-

tious diseases in Chelmsford

has led to the preparation of a special report

to the local Government Board, prepared by
Dr. Richard J. Reece. From this Report it

appears that the main evil in Chelmsford is

deficiency and (under some conditions of

weather) uncertainty in the water supply,

which is drawn from three sources, an

artesian well and two natural springs. The
artesian well has not yielded as much as was
at first expected, and of the springs, one is

liable to contamination, the other to fluctua-

tion as to quantity. The distribution of water

is very unsatisfactorily carried out (partly no

d
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doubt in the effort to economise an inade-

quate supply)
;

“ many houses are supplied

from a single cistern, furnished with a tap

and placed in a yard common to the houses,

or at some spot accessible to the inhabitants.

When these cisterns are empty the people are

without water, unless they have access to one

of the many pumps of which mention will be

made hereafter. In many houses that are

separately supplied the cistern is placed over

the closet, <zw/from this the domestic supply

is draxvii, as well as the water for flushing

the closet." The provision for excrement

removal is not so bad as we frequently find

recorded in such reports, but there is evi-

dently a great deal that requires amending

;

badly constructed water-closets with insuf-

ficient supply of water
;
ashpit privies which,

though cleared by the public authority, are

not cleared often enough. But insufficient

water supply is evidently the leading evil at

Chelmsford. The pumps referred to in the

above quotation—pumps drawing from pri-

vate wells—are the resource of inhabitants

who cannot get a sufficient or regular supply

of water from the public sources
;
and the

water of these private wells is often con-

taminated.

The interesting paper by Mr.

[Daction
B^ylor, on “Recent Develop-

ments in Electric Traction

Appliances,” which was read on Wednesday
evening at the Institution of Electric Engi-

neers, is a most important one. We have

heard too much lately of the opinions of

Town Councillors on electric traction after

their trips abroad, and too little of expert

testimony. Mr. Baylor first drew attention

to the growing practice of driving the electric

generator direct instead of by ropes or

belts, and rightly pointed out that not only

is the efficiency of the plant increased

by direct coupling, but also, since it

requires less space, the buildings may he
smaller and less expensive. There are a

few engineers who still consider the

direct coupling of traction units unsafe

practice, but seeing that there is some
300,000 h.p. of such machinery in success-

ful operation, they will probably soon change
their views. Mr. Baylor's remarks on the

overhead trolly were thoroughly sensible,

and devoid of any special pleading. His
arguments in favour of alternating current

systems as against three-wire systems we
did not quite agree with. Professor
Kennedy has recommended a three-wire

system for the Brompton and Piccadilly

underground electric railway. The most
valuable and novel part of the paper was on
electric brakes. The old emergency electric

brake put a great strain on the motor and
spur gearing

;
often the gear wheels were

stripped and the armature burnt out. The
new electric brake replaces mechanical
brakes altogether

;
there is no wearing of

the wheels by a brake-shoe, skidding is

impossible, and there is very little strain on
the gearing and armature.

“The Grass.
business with this sign,

hopper," now known as “ Martin's
Lombard-street, g^d previously as that

of “ Martin & Co.,” is believed to be the

oldest private bank in the City, and to repre-

sent the business house in that street of

Thomas Gresham, whose crest forms its

sign. The rear portion of the present pre-

mises, in Change-alley, was built in 1874,

after the designs of Mr. R. Norman Shaw,

R.A, They stand upon the site of the

old " Garraway’s ” Coffee House, burnt,

together with “Jonathan’s” and “Robin’s,”

in March, 174S. The late Mr. J. Bid-

dulph Martin published, in 1892, an illus-

trated history of the firm, to which he

was admitted as a partner in 1864. It is

said that Matthew, father of Jane, Shore,

goldsmith, kept his shop, more than four

hundred years ago, on the spot where is now
the bank’s public office

;
there was a Martin,

a goldsmith, in Queen Elizabeth's reign
;
but

as the chronicle comes down to the times

of Duncombe, Kent, the Blackwells, the

Leavers, and the Stones it runs with a

surer tale.

The Exhibition this year at the

Guildhall has a special interest,

as it is intended to be a repre-

sentative exhibition of the art of Queen
Victoria’s reign. It is not in this respect a

complete or all-round one, but it affords

interesting opportunity of comparing one’s

present impression of works of the earlier

period of the reign with the impression they

made on their first appearance, and we shall

return to it in this sense.

M'nor
exhibition of the New

Exhibitions English Art Club at the Dudley
*" Gallery is much as usual—

a

collection of ugly and eccentric works, with

a Jew clever and powerful things interspersed

among them. Mr. Tursc has two or three

brilliant and broadly-executed portraits, of

which that of Mrs. Marshall (37) is the best

as a picture, but the general effect is much
better than the painting of tlie head and

hands. Mr. Guthrie's “ V^anity Fair ” (70) lent

by the Corporation of Glasgow, is an exceed-

ingly clever sketch on a large scale, rather than

a picture. One or two members have made
experiments in architectural subjects; Mr.

V^'^alter Sickert sends a large elevation (one

may call it) of St. Mark’s, Venice, flat in

appearance and dull in colour
;

Mr. G.

Thomson paints Westminster Abbey with

more force, though the picture certainly does
not represent the colour or appearance of

the building as we have ever seen it. Mr.

Lindner’s experiment with sea surface is not

successful in “ Christchurch Bay”; it looks

like sea with patches of some coloured stuff

floatingon it. Among things that one could

find pleasure in may be mentioned Mr. Fred
Brown’s “The Mirror” (87), a real picture

;

Mr. Buxton Knight’s " Autumn’s Thresltold”

(88), fine in colour though rather ragged-
looking

;
Miss Fanner's “ The Chestnut

Tree” (98),with a fine sky and light init
;
and

M. Renoir's “ Tete d'enfant” (115). At 14,

Brook-street is to be seen a very different

exhibition, that of about seventy works by Mr.
Legros, full of originality, power, and expres-
sion. Among the five oil paintings “Femmes
en Priere’’was seen some years ago at the New
Gallery

;
it is a most interesting and remark-

able study of character and expression in

faces and figures. The “ Effet du Matin ” is

a fine and truthful representation of a land-

scape under early morning light, before sun-
rise. The drawings include many effective

and original landscape studies, in a method
peculiar to the artist—a mixture of wash and
pen line

;
there are also some interesting

studies of figures and heads. The two or

three studies called “ La Mort,” each grouping
a nude girl with a figure of Death, have a

remarkable and weird effect, and are admir-i

ably drawn. The collection is one which:
should not be neglected.

Minor
third exhibition of thei

Exhibitions in “ Pastellistes ” is the most‘
Pans.

brilliant they have given. Id

includes about 150 pastels, of which thei

eleven exhibited by M. Besnard are among
the most remarkable things he has ever.'

produced. Among them the “ Femmcii
Drapee,” the “Collier,” and the “Jeune.i
Espagnole ” are especially fine, both inj

drawing and colour, and they are free fromi
the tendency to sensational exaggeration!

which has often been the weak point in this.i

artist’s works. There are some fine portraits .;

by M. Georges Callot, a good one by Mdme.3
Madeline Lemaire, some scenes in rustic!

life by M. Lhermitte, flower paintings by M. (

Elliot, and various admirable landscapes byj
MM. Pierre Lagarde, Biilotte, Nozal, Mon-j
tenard and Gaston Guignard. The “ Artistes i

Independants'’ have also opened their exhi-
•]

bition in the Palais des Arts Liberaux, but of ii

this the less said the better. This exhibition

was formerly amusing, in a way, from its i

eccentricity, but now even this attraction has t

departed, and the collection is simply dull. '

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION :

'

I

ARCHITKCTUUE IN’ RELATION TO THE CRAFTS.
j

An ordinary fortnightly meeting of this s

-Association was held on the 2nd inst., in the J

Meeting-room of the Royal Institute of British i

Architects, No. 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street,
i

Mr.W. H. Seth Smith, Vice-President, presiding. I

The minutes of the previous meeting having i

been read and confirmed, and Messrs. W. M. I

How and \\'. H. Purchase having been elected 1

members of the .Association,

Mr. E. Howley Sim, Junior Hun. Sec., pro- -

posed a vote uf thanks to Mr. R. Greville i

Montgomery for allowing the members to visit J

the recent Building Trades Exhibition, and for
providing tea on tiie occasion.
The vote of thanks having been cordially

agreed to, and Mr. Banister F. Fletcher having
announced some donations to the library, the :

Chairman read the House-list for the coming :

session, as follows :

—

House-List for Ncu' Session.

President, Mr. H. \V. Pratt
;
Vice-Presidents,

,

Messrs. B. F. Fletcher and A. H. Hart
;
Com-

mittee (ten to be elected), Messrs. R. S. Balfour,
W. D. Caroe, H. B. Cresweil, A. S. Flower, F.
T. \V. Goldsmith, C. de Gruchy. F. G. F, Hooper,
E. H. Parkes, H. Passmore, Beresford Pite, G.
H. F. Prynne, W. H. Seth Smith,

J. W. Stonhold,
A, B. Thomas, and J. L. Williams

; Hon. Trea-
surer, H. W. Pratt

;
Hon. Librarian, C. H.

Freeman
;
Hon. Secs., E. H. Sim and G. B.

Carvill
;

other officers : Hon. Solicitor, W. H.
Jamieson

;
Hon. Assistant Librarian, E. W. M.

Wonnocott
;
Hon. .Auditors, M. Garbuttand H.

P. G. Maule
;
Assistant Sec. and Registrar, D. G.

Driver.

Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A., then read the follow-
ing paper, entitled “Architecture in Relation to
the Crafts ” :

—

It used to be the fashion for any one writing
or speaking on architecture to cite Vitruvius
as the authority for what he said. The writings
of Vitruvius are no longer regarded by every-
body as the gospel of architecture, and, indeed,
are now perhaps rarely read by architectural
students. And, yet, on the present occasion I

cannot do better than take as a text the
opening passages of his treatise which seem
to apply very aptly to the subject for discussion
to-night.

Vitruvius distinguishes at the outset between
practice and theory in architecture, and goes on
to point out that architects who are mere
handicraftsmen without literary training are
unable to give any reason for what they do,

while those who trust only to theory and book
learning without practical training seem to

grasp at a shadow, and not reality.

An architect, he says, must be properly
trained in both fields. He must be both
ingenious and teachable, for neither will wit
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(vithout tniiniii^f, nor training without wit make
;he perfect artist. He must be a skilful

rlraiightsman, u learned geometrician, not
gnorant of optics, instructed in arithmetic, a
jood historian, and a diligent student of
ihilosophy. He must understand music

;
he

nust know something of medicine
;
he must he

amiliar with the decisions of the lawyers
;
he

mist understand astrology and astronomy.
Phis is a formidable programme, and if one
night, without profanity, speak disrespectfully of

writer who has hitherto been considered almost
acred, one would almost be tempted to sav he
I'as writing nonsense. The first part of his
1st is, no doubt, necessary enough, and as to

lie latter part, when we come to his explana-
ions, we find that they do not make so much
leniand on the student as at first sight
liey seem to do. The usefulness of liis

istorical lore is to enable the architect
) e.xplaiti the meaning of some of his
rnaments, and to tell the inquirer that
le figures of Caryatides which were used as
olumns, were derived from the matrons of
laryas, a Peloponnesian city, who were car-
ied into slavery because their country had
ided with the Persians against the Greeks,
'hilosophy is needful to him only in the same
.’ay that it is needful to everybody—to prevent
ill! being arrogant, and make him just, honest,
nd temperate. As for music, he seems to

jquire it principally for testing, by the note
ley give, the strain of the ropes of catapults
nci military engines. His knowledge of inedi-
iiie should be sufficient to guide him to avoid
nwliolesome sites and bad water. As for his

iiowledge of law, Vitruvius seems to think he
Light always to be an expert in questions of
arty-walls, rights of drainage, and light

id air. After this long enumeration of
ratters requisite for an arcliitect. Vitruvius
raws the line, Pythius, the architect of tlie

eniple of Minerva at Pricne, liad’said that an
•chitect should be able to e.xcel in all the arts,

id in each to surpass those who made that art
leir especial study. Vitruvius thinks Pythius
oes a great deal too far. An architect, he
lys. neitiier need be, nor can be, such a gram-
larian as Aristarchus, but lie must not be un-
ttered

;
he need not be a musician like

risto.xenus, hut he must not be without musical
ruse

:
nor need he be a painter like Apelles, but

e must not be unskilled in drawing
;
nor need

e a sculptor like Myron nr Polycietus, but he
mst not be ignorant of the plastic art

;
nor,

naliy, has he to be a doctor like Hippocrates,
lit he must not be without knowledge of
le laws of health

;
ni>r in other studies

eed he excel as a specialist, but he must
ot he wholly unskilled in any of them,
'o say that architects should excel in all

lese things is to demand an impossibility
ecause it is only now and then that a man can
xcel in one art even if he pursues no other,
ythius therefore is clearly wrong, and has
one astray because he has not made a proper
istiiiction between practice and tbeorv.
'herefore, says Vitruvius, he seems to have
one quite enough in these several branches
f study, who has a fair knowledge of those
iarts and theories of them which are necessary
0 architecture, so that if he should be called

pon to pass judgment upon or to approve
aese matters and arts he should not be found
wanting.

Vitruvius, therefore, waters down, as he goes
>n, the somewhat strong dose which at first he
eenis determined to administer to the student
if architecture, as a tonic necessai'v to his con-
titutional well being. A general theoretical

rnowledge of tlie various crafts, which it will

le his business t<i direct, sufficient familiarity

vitli tliein all to prevent his passing indifferent

vork on the part of those who work under
lim, seems to be the measure of the practical

Lcqiiirements necessary to an architect, accord-
ng to the Roman authority.

On the other hand, we have the dictum of

he Greek architect, Pythius, who says that the
irchitect must not cnly have this general
heoretical knowledge, but must be actually
killed in the practice of all the arts wliich he
las to deal with : and not only that, hut superior
11 each one of them to the specialist who follows
inly that single art.

Which of the two is to be our guide ? Shalt
.ve be satisfied to be proficient in the theory of

>ur art, learning it from books and lectures,

ind merely acquainting ourselves with prac-
ical work in a general way, enough to enable
IS to understand our specifications, and order
he work properly, and detect Hagrant instances
)f inferior workmanship and bad material

;
or.
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are we with Pythius, to put our hands to the
work ourselves, and not only design but help to

e.xecute it
;

to train ourselves to be master
craftsmen as well as superintendents and
directors of other meii's labour ?

For many generations jiast the former of the
two methods has been the order of the day.

Most of us who have reached or passed middle
age have been brought up under it, and if we
have, to any extent, departed from it, it has
been of our own initiation that we have done
so.

That this plan was not that in vogue during
the best periods of modern European art is

well known. Jt was not in that way that the
architects, or building-artists of the Renaissance,
in its earlier and more independent days, or
those of the middle ages worked. They would
have been at a loss how to go on if you had
parted them from their building and their

workmen, and shut them up with a drawing-
board and a T square, and asked them to make
their designs and convey their instructions by
means solely of drawings. Their method was
that of Pytliius rather than that of Vitruvius,

whose gospel, fortunately had not in their day
obtained currency, or been placed on the canon
of inspired authorship.

I need not tel! you that of late years there
has been a revulsion against what I will call the
Roman method of practising architecture in

favour of the Greek. Many of us have been preach-
ing against the strictly professional view of archi-

tecture, and urging that a man cannot be e.x-

pected to produce good designs who seldom or
never comes into contact with the materials out
of which his designs have to be constructed.

We have argued that it is from the handling of
material that suggestions in design can most
readily be gathered. That reading about pro-

cesses in building, or any of the arts which go to

make up a building, will never teach a man how
to make the most of liis opportunity, how to

use liis matei'ial to the best advantage, how to

economise labour so as to avoid wasting it to

no purpose, and howto design in accordance
with the natural qualities of stone, iron, or
wood with which he has to deal. We have
tried to limpress on the student that an hour
spent in the workshop or on the scaffolding will

often teach him more than a week spent in a
librai'y. We have gone still further, and tried

to persuade students not only to go and see
how tilings are done, but actually to put their

own hands to the work, and to become handi-
craftsmen in one or more of the many arts with
which as architects it is incumbent on them to

be familiar, and of which it is necessary the

technicalities should be understood by any one
who undertakes to design for them.
These proposals, however revolutionary they

appear to the advocates of the old-established

professional system, according to which archi-
tecture has so long been practised among us,

are still, it is clear, very far from bringing us
again to the methods of the architects of four
hundred or. five liundred years ago, to say
nothing of those of the Greek architect whose
demands seem to Vitruvius so extravagant. The
contracts which Bishops and Chapters and
others who intended building on an important
scale made with their architects bound them
down rigidly to a much more constant and
intimate association with their work than a
modern architect would submit to. The archi-
tect bound himself to come with liis family and
live in the place where lie was to build, to

engage workmen, and see that they did all that

was necessary to be done, to work with his

own hands, both in building and in sculpturing,

as befitted a good sculptor, and a master of the
art of stone-cutting. He was also to go to

the quarries as often as was necessary,

and arrange for the quarrying of the stone.

Furthermore, he was bound for tlie term
of so many years, during which the build-

ing was to be constructed, not to undertake any
other work without the special leave of his

employers, or a majority of them, or if he were
engaged on some other building in the same or
a neighbouring place, the time he should
devote to each was strictly specified. Finall}’,

he bound himself to supervise as chief master
builder and superintendent all the labourers,

builders, master workmen, and handicraftsmen
employed on the building, and to supply them
with such dimensions, orders, and methods as

would be required during tlie progress of the

works. For all this he was to receive a fixed

annual salary, to which was sometimes added a
gown or two gowns in the year, and perhaps a
house was provided for him to live in with his

family.
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The arcliitect of those days, therefore, was a
superior clerk of works, as we should call him,
with this radical difference, that he had no
master over him, sitting most of his time in an
oflice perhaps 100 miles away, directing him
by the penny post what to do, and sending him
drawings to show him how to do it. Imagine
a modern clerk of works to have had the train-

ing of an architect as well as that of a trades-
man in one of the handicrafts

;
that is to say,

to have the skill to design the work he directs,;

or, what is the same thing, imagine a modern
architect to have learned one or more of the
manual trades, and to choose to go and super-
intend one of his own buildings as his own
clerk of works, and you have the nearest
approach to the architect who designed and
raised the mighty structures of the past, which
it is our aim to rival, and our despair to surpass.
He would necessarily he a mason to begin
with, for masonry is the king of all the trades,
the one which all the rest follow, and the one
which, blending itself, as it does, imperceptibly
with sculpture— which is but a refinement of
masonry—passes without any visible or marked
transition into the higher region of fine art.

In olden time sculptors and architects were th(?

same persons, or, at least, though there were
sculptors who were not architects, there were
probably no architects who were not sculptor^,
capable of designing the carved work of their
buildings, and of executing the most important
parts of it— notably the figure-work— with
their own liands,

Let us for a few minutes try to realise in our
own persons what it would be like to practisq
architecture after this fashion. Let us shut pur
eyes to ithe present and try to open them again
ill the days of, say, Henry VI, or Lorenzo dci
Medici. The dingy office in a London street
vanishes from our sight. Away go the high
stools, the drawing-boards, the dusty piles and
rolls of paper, for—oh ! blessed release—there
will be no more working drawings to make,
and little drawing of any kind whatever. The
ofiice hell will no longer send a shock through
our nerves, announcing tlie coming of a visitor

to interrupt us at the most critical period of a
design. The approach of post-time will no
longer drive us into a frenzy to get off arrears
of correspondence that cannot be postponed
any lunger, for we sliall have little reason to
write to any one. Our employers will be on
the spot with ourselves, and an occasional
conference oni the building itself will make
much •letter-writing unnecessary. Away, too,
goes all that tedious necessity of long railway
journeys which dissipate our time, and exhaust
perhaps four hours in travelling for every hour
we have to spend on the work at the end of it,

Our work will now be all uiuler our eyes, oi-

near at hand, and the hours wasted in the rail-

way carriage will be employed to gootl purpose
on our growing building. Away, too, go the
long specifications, the contracts with builders,
the lynx-like supervision required to keep theic
performance up to their engagements, for we
shall, either be our own contractors, or else
have workmen under us employed and paid
directly by our own employer.

Relieved of all these official and commercial
occupations in which I venture to say most of
us—do what we will—find half, and more than
half, our time spent, we shall pass our working
days clad in the werkman’s blouse, setting out
our work on the ground, drawing such .simple
diagrams as will give the workman the propor-
tions and dimensions of the several parts,
marking out the mason's moulds, perhaps
taking the mallet and cliisel out of his hand to
show him practically how we want certahi
parts finished, trying on the building itself as
we can nowhere else the scale and proper
character of our sculptured ornament, without
doubt doing so much of it ourselves as will give
tile clue to the subordinate carvers, and pro-
bably finishing some of the most important
parts with our own hands. Conceive the s.urci^

ness and confidence with which we should
work. There would be none of that experi-
mental and hesitating anxiety which makes us
doubt after drawing out a design whether it

will come out as we intend in actual execu-
tion. No ! there is the building itself on which
to try experiments. When the thing is going
wrong we can stop it at once and correct our
original device and substitute something better,
and there will be no contractor to worry us for
an "extra" on the inevitable plea that
the new way is more expensive than
that for which he contracted. And so our
building will rise, and as it nears completion,
and the scaffolding comes down, and
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we stand with hands behind us, and head
thrown back, to see our creation as it emerges
in its maiden whiteness from the enveloping
veil of poles and planks, we shall feel that

it is indeed our creation, the work of our own
brain, and in a measure of our own hands, in a

way that no architect can quite feel now about
any of his creations, however much pains he
may have devoted to them.

This, gentlemen, I venture to think, will

appear in eyes of many of you—certainly to the
younger men among you in whose bosoms the
stirrings of art have all their youthful freshness

—an attractive picture. Can we realise it at

the present day ? Or, if that is impossible,

how near can we get to it ?

Can we get back to it ? Well, of course, we
cannot do it in a hurry. But can we expect
ever to get back to the old system at all ? I

think not. It would be putting the hands of

lime back too far. Changes of system do not
come about without some reason in the natures
of things and of men, and to neglect the con-
ditions of modern life in art while we admit
their supreme influence in other fields would be
not only unpractical but unphilosophical. Take,
for instance, the matter of working drawings.
The drawings used in olden time were of the
slightest and most conventional kind. Even in

Wren's-j time working drawings such as we
make for every detail were not found necessary
when competent workmen were employed.
When sending his small scale plans and direc-
tions for the library at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, Wren adds, “ I suppose you have good
masons

;
however, I would willingly take a

further pains to give all the mouldings in

great
;
we are scrupulous in small matters,

and you must pardon us, the architects are as
great pedants as critics and heralds.” In his
day there were trained schools of masons and
joiners who had traditions of their own, and
could be trusted to apply them. The architect
gave them the size of the door, the scale and
amount of ornament he wished to use in the
doorcase, and the workman had sufficient skill

to fill up the details of the sketch and to
realise the architect’s intentions as he would
have them. So with the masons : to give
them the moulding “ in great ” would, Wren
seems to imply, be unnecessary if the men were
good craftsmen. But where are the workmen
nowadays who could be trusted to do this ? It

is easy to imagine the result if we tried the
experiment. There are very many architects
who do try the experiment of dispensing with
working drawings, not from any desire to
return to the older system of work as being
better, but simply from the wish to save them-
selves trouble, or else in order to save their time
for more lucrative occupations which have
little or nothing to do with architecture. Some
of them employ a ghost, and the ghost natu-
rally takes little interest in a work which is

neither his entirely, nor anybody's entirely, and
the details come off badly. Others dispense
with the ghost, and leave all the details to a
contractor. One builder told me that when he
applied to an architect for details of a certain
work, the only answer he got was, “ Take it and
do it, and don’t bother me about it.” 1 n another
case the builder told me the only full-size
details furnished him by the architect of a
building which cost 6,000/. were those of a
cellar door and a coal-shoot, and that he—the
builder—himself made all the other working
drawings, and did not even go through the
form of showing them to the architect. Now
I need not tell you that, whatever may have
been the case in the davs of Sir Christopher
Wren, there is no school of workmen nowa-
days capable of filling in the details on a
general design given them by an architect
Nor need I tell you that it is on the details of a
design that its success depends for its ultimate
appreciation, no less than on the general con-
ception

:
for no grandeur of idea, or originality

of scheme, will make a good building if it is
badly carried out in its details. An amateur
may and often does have good conceptions in
the mass, but it is only the artist who can carry
them out into execution successfully, because
he alone is capable of contriving the parts out
of which the whole general idea is built up
It may be imagined, therefore, what kind of
architecture results from the method I have
described when the nominal architect gives
only the rough idea of the building, and leaves
the details to men who have had no artistic
training whatever. Indeed, there is no need
for imagination in the case, for the streets ofLondon are lined with buildings erected on this
system, expensive and costly buildings very
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commonly, for the worst modern architecture

is the most gorgeously decorated, and lavish

expenditure on ornament is the last resource of

an incompetent designer.
But if neither builder nor workman can be

trusted to supply proper details for the carry-

ing out of an architectural design what conclu-

sion is left to us but that they must be done by
the architect ? How is lie to supply them ? Of
course, he might, like the old men, go and live

on the work, and give the details to the work-
men by word of mouth, or by example, or by
setting out the moulds and dimensions with his

own hands. I do not know how many of you
are prepared to follow your craft in this way.
You would only be able to look after one, or, at the

most, twoor three, buildings at a time, and though
you would save the expense of an office, I fear

5 per cent, would not enable you to earn much
more than a bare livelihood. Drawings, I fear,

are, and must remain, a necessity if an architect

is to have his designs carried out as he intends,

and if he wishes to have full justice done to

them.
Again, there are many buildings in modern

times involving intricacies of plan which must
be carefully plotted on paper and could be con-
trived in no other way. Old buildings were
very simple, and in their plans there was verv
little variety. One manor house was arranged
very like another manor house, and one cathe-
dral or church on much the same general lines

as another. Those buildings of our own day
which retain tliis simplicity of plan could be
built without drawings just as the old ones were.
It would be easy enough to build a great church
from foundations to cap-stone of spire without a
single drawing but such rough diagrams as the
designer would need to enable him to put the
parts of his building together. But when we
come to such elaborate buildings as the
modern town halls, or technical schools,
or boarding houses of our public schools,
or theatres, or when we have to deal with
confined and scantily lit sites, as in the streets
of London, careful and elaborate plans are a
necessity, and the drawing office indispensable.
There is no prospect whatever of our being
able to build in the future without drawings,
and we may dismiss as impracticable all hope
of superseding them by supervision and direc-
tion on the spot, and of being able to shut up
our offices and take to the buildfng sheds and
the scaffolding.

But admitting all this—acknowledging, as 1

fear we must, that the necessities of modern
system are too strong for us, and that we
must, in the main, go on as we are now
doing, is there nothing we can do to place our-
selves more in touch with the handicrafts ? If

we cannot go the whole way, may we not go
part of the way to meet those workmen on a
common footing with whom, whether indirectly
or directly, we cannot help co-operating in the
carrying out of our designs ? If we cannot, as
Pythius would have us, excel in all the arts, so
as to surpass in each one of them the skilled
workman who has followed that one alone,
and made himself master of it, surely we may,
without being unreasonable, demand of our
architects that they shall at least not design
thingswithoutknowing how they are tobemade.
Nor if it is unreasonable to ask us to be better
masons, better joiners and carpenters, better
smiths and better plasterers than the men who
follow those callings and do nothing else, is it

unreasonable to demand that every architect
should so far familiarise himself, by actual
observation and inquiry, with every one
of these trades, that he may know how
to make designs suitable to the mate-
rial employed and the way of employing
it. And yet we are all our lives designing
things without knowing how they are made.
How is it possible we should not, in our
ignorance, give a world of unnecessary trouble
to the workman, cause a deal of needless expense
to our employer, and miss altogether that pro-
priety in design which arises from proper use
of material, because the proper use of it is
unknown to us ? Take, for instance, the case of
wrought-iron work. Every architect is called
upon constantly to design such simple things
as railings, grills, balustrades, in that material.
He draws, probably, something after good
examples that he has seen

;
perhaps he tries to

improve on them and design something new
and if he knows nothing of smiths’ work except
from books and drawings and such sketches as
he has made of his own, the alterations he
makes Vtry likely make what was very easy
into something very difficult, if not impossible

;

and even if the workman gets over the difficulty
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by some troublesome device of his own, tl

labour involved is thrown away, and mig
have been saved by a little knowledge on tl

part of the designer. Those who have on
designed ironwork on paper, and never seen
made, would be astounded to find how vei

differently it was done from what might ha'

been imagined, and how very much mo
simply their design might have been done 1

altering it a little. I wonder how many in th

room have any idea how so simple a thing
the ordinary forked baluster is made, wi
one foot to be let into the stone for each pair
balusters. I confess I did not know till tl

other day, when I wished to vary the form
the thing" so as to give it a little more characU
but began to doubt as 1 went on whether tl

smith could make it. So I went to the foq
and had some experiments made, and four

that the usual process was quite unlike wh
I had imagined. Another advantage of tl

visit was, that I was able to suggest to the smi
other ways of doing it, and before we finishi

we had made a forked baluster in four differe

ways, and fimnd out what was the easiest ai

cheapest. This seemed to me an instance
the way in which designer and workman Ct

help one another
;
the designer, from hab

seeing his way to fresh possibilities, while tl

workman, from habit, had not thought of doir

anything but what he was used to.

Let it be a rule, therefore, with every arc!

tect never to design anything without knowii
whether his design is practicable, and practi
able according to the received traditions

the craft concerned.
But may we go no further than this ? Mi

we not require that he should be able to p
his own hand to the work as a handicraftsmz
in one or more of the trades over which he h;

to exercise control in the ordinary discharge '

his duties ?

There are some trades of which it is obvioi
such knowledge as an architect can derive fro:

observation is enough. Going through tl

trades in the specification according to the
order, we begin with Excavator. It is, I thin
obvious that a man would not improve himsc
in architecture by going to work in the trench^

with pick, shovel, and wheelbarrow.
Next comes Bricklayer and Waller. I oiu

built a brick wall, but I do not know that

learned much from it, except that bricklayir

was not so easy as it looked, and that if it w;
hard to keep a true upright it was still hard-

to keep a true level. The bricklayer to who
I showed my wall when it was done could on
say that he thought it strong hut very ugly,
do not know that I should advise any of you
follow my example.

Carpentry and Joinery are more within tl

reach of every one, and a course of training
the bench may safely be recommended to r

who have to do with building as supreme
useful.

I need not go through all the trades, bi

Masonry brings us near to the very centre <

architecture. To be a practical mason woui
not in my opinion be so useful an accomplisl
ment for an architect as skill in joiner's worl
The ordinary problems of stone-cutting can,
think, be understood without actually handlin
the chisel and mallet. But masonry, as I ha\
said, melts insensibly into sculpture, and it

not always easy to say where masonry enc
and sculpture begins. What will you do whe
you come to the carving of your building, a
of course, come you must in a building of an
importance ? If you only care for quantity an
not for quality you can, of course, leave it, i

many do, to the carver, and simply get a

estimate and leave him to do his best, whic
in that case may be also his worst. But yc
will not, I am sure, if you are in earnest, 1:

content with so perfunctory and vicarious
way of bestowing on your work its princip;

adornment. You will have your own notioi

of the scale, the character, and the finish «

your carved work
;
you will feel that th

outline of your sculptured capitals is i

important as the profile of your mouldings
that the play of light and shade in yoi
foliaged stringcourse or your enriched frie^

was an important element in your design
you will desire for your sculpture an historic;

character, illustrating the purpose and circun
stances of your building

;
and above all yo

will feel that the same feeling which you ha\
impressed on the purely architectural part t

your design must be carried into the sculpture
decoration, or the unity of the effect will t

marred. You must impress yourself on th;

as you have done on the rest.
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How are you to do this ? You may spend

lours standing over the sculptor or watching
lim model what is afterwards to be carved,

ind tire both him and yourself by suggestions
ind counter-suggestions which perhaps end in

Here mediocrity and dulness, because though
loth of you want something different you do not
.vant tlie same thing and are unable to explain
^our meaning to one another. But if you were
ihle to finger the clay yourself you could
•ealise to yourself your own intention, and
ixplain it to him perfectly, and in this way you
vould succeed in getting what you want as

70U can in no other.

Every architectural student, therefore, ought
.0 learn to model. He will find it of the

'reatest service to him in bis future career,

lot only in enabling him to explain his mean-
ng to those artists who will collaborate with
lim, hut also in fixing and correcting his own
oosc ideas of sculptured decoration, and helping
lim to secure for it that character which will

:orrespond to his intention. If he goes on to

:arve so much the better
;
for my part I should

ike to see the callings of sculptor and architect

•oiled into one.

As to the other crafts time forbids me to

ipeak more at length. Every man, be he
irtistor not, should, like the ancient Jews, be
.aught some handicraft

;
and to us architects

iuch an accomplishment would naturally be
loubly useful. We cannot expect that an
irchitect should liave actual manual experience
)f them all, still less can we require, with the

jreck writer, that he should have mastered
hem all. But we have a right to demand that

le shall by actual observation acquaint himself
ivith the methods and difficulties of them all,

lot from books but from the workmen, not in

.he library hut in the workshop. Let him never
make a design without knowing how it will be
:arried out, and if in doubt let him go with it

;o the workshop, the building shed, or the
'orge

:
let him consult the men who are to

make it, and then correct or alter his design to

juit the difficultie.s of material and workman-
ship. In this way we may expect to infuse a
new life into our architecture and to awake it

from its torpor. The knowledge you will

acquire in this way will not be of a kind to be
tested by examination, or to enable you to win
prizes and scholarships, but you may feel

assured it will be the means of making you
better artists individually, and of advancing the
art of your country as a whole.

Mr. Owen Fleming, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Jackson, said that he had listened

with very great pleasure to a most thoughtful
investigation of the problems that faced modern
architects who were anxious to put into their

work the same spirit that we found and ad-
mired in ancient work and that we missed
and deplored, speaking of it as a whole,
in modern work. We realised the very
great difficulties that lay in the way of

any return to the almost idyllic picture of

mediceval times which Mr. Jackson had
sketched out. He (the speaker) knew of one
old student of the Association, Mr. Detmar
Iflow, who had given up some excellent
<ipportunities of becoming a good paper
architect, and had articled himself to a
firm of masons and had worked on actual

building. He believed that Mr. Blow was
of opinion that his future work would cer-

tainly be better for the experience thus
gained. There were a few other architects,

though they could be counted on the fingers of

one hand, who had been self-sacrificing enough
to take a similar course. Having regard to

modern conditions—to the intricacies of plan-
ning referred to by Mr. Jackson, and to a
matter to which Mr. Jackson had not referred,
hut which had always been a great difficulty

with him (the speaker), viz., the problem of

getting an estimate before one began to build
(which seemed to him to be impossible under
any system of building without careful draw-
ings)—with these difficulties before one he
did not think we could hope to return to the
ways of the past. But he thought there were
things we could and should do, and it

would be interesting to consider what the
Association had done and could do. They
would remember the old voluntary sys-
tem that wanted organising and bringing into
form. That was done after some years of
hard work, with the aid of a man whom the
Association would never forget, viz., Mr.
Leonard Stokes. But having taken the course
they did, they found that they had gone a little

too far, and that they had not sufficiently pro-

vided for the practical side of an architect's

work, and in consequence they found, much
to their regret, that some weli-known archi-

tects whom they wished to carry with them
were ratlier opposed to them. Mr. Stokes and
his colleagues therefore sought some method
of bringing the views of those gentlemen into

harmony with the system that had been drawn
up, and then followed the memorable confer-

ence at which they arrived at a modus vivendi

which would have enabled them to carry

forward a general system acceptable to all

architects. Their action, however, was mis-
understood, and some very unpleasant years

elapsed, during which some of those who
had done yeomen’s service for the Associa-

tion were given their congt', while the new
scheme seemed to be falling somewhat into the

hard-and-fast lines of the Ecoles des Beaux-
Arts. This course, however, did not give

satisfaction, and an endeavour was made to

induce those governing the Association to see

that a purely academic form of education was
likely to injure rather than improve architec-

ture and building, and he thought that much
had since been done in the direction of that

view. Among the Visitors to their Studio their

older friends were now reinforced by men
like Mr. Jackson, Mr, Prior, Mr. Lethaby,
Mr. Ricardo, Mr. Voysey, and others—in fact,

nearly all those who were earnestly desirous of

carrying forward a practical scheme of educa-
tion. Last year at the School of Design and
Handicraft they began a new system, and,

instead of trying in a scrappy way to sketch

out building after building month after month,
they resolved to take one building and
work it out thoroughly, dealing with each
material separately. The system was fairly

successful, and this year it had been developed,

and when the work of that school came
to be exhibited, as it would be within the

next two or three months, his hearers would
feel encouraged at the result, and would begin

to think that the right course was being
pursued. This year they had deliberately put

on one side the reproduction of past forms.

,
What was aimed at was to study the material

—

to get at the real thing and the possibilities of

the material with which they had to deal. When
this was satisfactorily done, then their draw-
ings would be simply diagrams illustrating as

far as was necessary how certain materials

ought to be treated. They had been working,
owing to the kindness of Mr. Lethaby, at the

new School of Arts and Crafts, which was
going to do a very great deal towards the im-

provement of artistic handicraft. They had
iieen working in stone and lead, and some of

t.ie recent results were thoroughly satisfactory.

He thought that the Association had arrived at

a critical period of its existence, and he feared

that there would be a struggle between those

who believed in the academic method of treat-

ing architecture and those who believed in

the practical. He did not object to examina-
tion as examination. He had spent years in

preparing for the Institute Examination him-
self, but though he did not know it then, he
now thought that those years bad not been

used to the best advantage. But, for all that,

he did not wish to evade the Examination
;
as

they bad to pass it, let them get through and
be done with the matter, and then turn their

attention to real architecture and building.

Mr. Lethaby had recently told him that they

had practically only to ask the Technical Board
and good workshops would be placed at their

disposal, and he (the speaker) hoped that some
possible system would be adopted by means of

which those workshops could be incorporated

in the Association’s new premises. It did

seem to him to be essential that the work-

shops should be on the premises, so that

when they entered their premises they would
have oral demonstration that real handiwork
was being carried on. Architectural students

would then feel as engineering students

do, viz., that they were part of a living,

working profession. If the Association endea-

voured to produce paper architects simply and
solely, they would be taking a retrograde step

which would do very great harm to English

architecture. It was interesting to consider

how the Association could move in the direc-

tion of the solution of what he supposed was
the greatest question that architects had to

consider.

Mr. H. \V. Pratt, in seconding the vote of

thanks, said he had been much interested in

hearing Mr. Jackson state so clearly and so

moderately what architects should undertake

.

in the way of handicraft work. They had been

more and more led to believe that an archi-

tect's education was not sufficient unless he
had a very considerable knowledge of almost
every handicraft with which he would have
anything to do

;
and although Mr. Jackson

would like architects to know as much as

possible of those trades, yet he supposed that

Mr. Jackson meant that every architect should

be specially taught some handicraft, and he, no
doubt, would agree that a proper knowledge
of one handicraft would be better than a
smattering of many. There was, no doubt, a
tendency, and technical schools seemed to

have exhibited it, in the direction of the

acquisition of a smattering of handicraft work,
which led to the students going about their

work in an amateurish sort of way. He would
be very sorry indeed if technical education
on these lines should be taken up by architects.

He thought that if an architect in his student

days took up masonry, or carpentry, and con-

fined himself to one or the other, he would
fulfil all the conditions that might be reason-

ably expected of him. There was no doubt
that there were many interesting allied trades

of which an architect should have some, if

not a considerable, knowledge
;

but unless

architects were able to get two years’

work into one, it would be impossible for

them to attempt to thoroughly learn all these

subsidiary trades. To follow successfully and
satisfactorily one trade would do an architect a
great deal of good, while to attempt more
would probably be harmful. The Association,

although it had not yet accomplished much,
was moving in the right direction. Mr.
Jackson had referred to the need of modelling
in an architect's work, and he (the speaker) would
commend to the students their modelling class,

which was one of the best classes they had,

and which was under the direction of Mr.
Pomeroy. That work, he was glad to say, was
being actually carried on in tlieir own pre-

mises, but it would be a very large undertaking

to set up carpentry shops, forges, and so on.

The idea was pleasing, but the practicability of

carrying it out was quite beyond their reach,

though the sympathy of the committee was
entirely in that direction; and whether they

established workshops themselves, or whether
they secured facilities for their students else-

where, there was no doubt whatever that

students ought to be more intimately connected
with the handicrafts. He thought the Associa-

tion might do more in this direction even at the

present time, viz., by visiting workshops. No
doubtitwas a little difficult to arrange, butat the

same time, next to actual working, it was an
advantage to visit workshops while work was
being carried on. The illustration which Mr.

Jackson had given them in his own life was
very interesting. Members of the Association

might, if they had facilities given them of

visiting workshops more often, derive a vast

amount of knowledge in this way, and what
would be difficult to obtain in any other way.

He was glad to hear from Mr. Jackson how
an architect should get his work carried out,

especially when he replied to those who said

there was no necessity for an architect to put

his designs on paper. Mr. Jackson looked at

the matter in a common-sense way. There
was no doubt that at the present time no one
was able to carry out work satisfactorily with-

out the supervision of a master mind, and as a

means to an end an architect's ideas had
to be put on paper. There was no doubt

that if they studied and followed some par-

ticular trade, and if they used their observation

in acquiring knowledge of other trades, they

would be doing much to realise the objects

they had in view, one of which was to know
how to work and treat materials in which
they were designing. Architects in past days

usually had to confine themselves to one work
at a time, and he did not suppose that many
architects of the present day would object to

a more equal distribution. He remembered
that the large building at Virginia Water for

Holloway was carried out under rather unusual

circumstances, like those which prevailed, in

fact, in past times, for Mr. Crossland, the archi-

tect, and his whole staff resided on the spot

until the building was completed. This was an
opportunity, however, which did not often

occur. Mr. Jackson’s paper would set them
thinking as to how far they could go in that

direction. Mr. Jackson’s ideal was a very high

one, but he had brought it down to attainable

limits, and he (the speaker) felt sure that they

would do their best to forward the movement
by combining with the crafts for the develop-

ment of architecture as a whole.
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Mr. C. H. Brodie, in supporting the vote of
thanks, said that young architects should all try
to go as clerks of works for some time upon
buildings being erected. If young architects
Were to do this, and were to see the erection of
a building from the excavation to the tinish, the
result would be very satisfactory

;
no architect,

i’n fact, was thoroughly competent unless he
Had had such opportunities. An architect clerk
of works, especially one with artistic leanings,
would make it his business to go into work-
shops to see the different parts of a structure
made in different materials. In reference to
engineers, they as a body knew much more
about their work than architects, and that
result was obtained because engineers were
bound to spend a portion of their time as
students on works in progress

;
and until archi-

tects did that he thought they would be as
blind men leading the blind. In addition, of
course, the young architect might take up some
handicraft

; but, at least, he should be upon one
building during the whole time of its erection.

Mr. Banister F. Fletcher said that he thought
Mr. Jackson had given them, in a rather more
moderate way than many of them expected,
certain of the views he had expressed in a
recent book which he had published. The
historical part of Mr. Jackson's address, in
which he dealt with the old architects or
masons, was interesting

;
but tlie difficulty

seemed to be to know exactly what those men
Were, and how they carried out their work.
We had no really direct evidence, as far as he
was aware, as to who really made the designs
for the medireval cathedrals. He was inclined
to tliink that the “workmen element" was
rather to be remarked by its absence in the
designs in question. He was inclined to think
that there wms an intellectual element which
we were not able to get at, because few draw-
ings prepared in those times had reached us.
It seemed to him that there must have been
some more responsible authority, and some
person of greater knowledge, than could be
expected from a mason, for instance. Of course
these remarks related to the historical part of
the paper, and so far as the architects of to-day
were concerned those remarks were of little
use, because architects lived under different
conditions, and they could not possibly practise
the ways of the past. The other part of Mr.
Jackson’s paper, insisting on the knowledge of
materials, they must all agree with, because it

-was evident that architects could not satisfac-
torily design in any material unless they
knew what the qualities of the material
were. The question about which there
would be differences of opinion was as to
how that knowledge should be obtained He
was inclined to think that no evidence
had been shown that it was necessary for an
architect to work at any trade. Of course if
an architect had anything to design he could
go to a workshop and witness the process of
parrying out designs in the material which he
desired to use, and if the architect had not
sufficient intellectual capacity to observe the
particular qualities which the material pos-
sessed, he, the speaker, did not think that such
knowledge could be gained at the bench. A
pamllel could he instituted with music. As
far as he knew the great composers were not

executants. The great composer looked
at the question from the composer’s point of
view rather than from the performer’s We
ought -to know what was the practice of' great
architects of the past 200 years. That period
contained the names of very eminent men, and
was it known that 'they ever worked in work-
shops ? Did Wren ever work at the bench >

Was it known that Pugin, Barry Scott or
Street ever hammered away at a piece of stone
or ever did any carving ? Mr. Fleming was
always interesting because he always looked at
the matter from one point of view. He had
referred to the reproductions of past forms but
he. the speaker, did not know how any one
could design architecture without the repro-
duction of past form. It seemed to him very
wrong to teach students to do so because there
was nothing else for them to do. If Mr
Fleming, in prohibiting the use of past forms'
would supply a code for new ones they would
all be very thankful to him. It was like saying
that no one should use words which were em-
ployed two hundred years ago. Architects did
not take forms and use them as they were used
in the past ; the forms were used in a different
way, just as the English language was spoken
in a different way from the time of Shake-
speare, for instance. As to Mr. Fleming's
reference to the academic versus the prac

tical architect, lie (the speaker) was always
dubious about the practical man. Was
Mr. Norman Shaw a practical or an academic
architect ? He was rather inclined to think
of Mr. Shaw as an academic architect, and
yet, if they looked at Mr. Shaw’s joinery,

they would see that, although he never worked
at the bench, his work had been put together
in a masterly way. Could the Paris Opera
House have been designed by any one but an
academic architect ? Suppose that a Paris
Opera House had been designed by a
“ practical ” architect, should we feel satisfied

with the result ? An architect was a man who
had to use his head, and when he was able to

do that, and could plan buildings properly, he
might lurn his attention, though it would be
late in life, to bench work. .Architects were
expected to know everything, and the opinion
of Vitruvius as to what an architect should
know was a moderate one compared with that
of modern educationists. Tiien there was the
client’s point of view

;
an architect should take

care to remember that. Having got a client, if

they were not careful to remember his point of
view, they would probably never get another.
They could not get rid of the fact that in the
nineteenth century an architectwas very largely,

although Mr. Jackson would not agree with
that, a business man. A client expected an
architect to be able to protect him, and if archi-
tects did not do that they would be neglecting
one of the principal duties for which they were
employed.

Mr. E. W. Allfrey said that one very difficult

question was as to how far an architect should gn
in endeavouring to acquire a knowledge of the
crafts. Given a complicated modern building,
with carving and decorative work to he done,
and other requirements, either the architect
must design and do that work himself, or else
he must leave it to his workmen. If the architect
were to design the work himself, of course he
must have a very large knowledge of those crafts
to which the work belonged

;
whereas, if he left

the work to the workmen, bad work verv often
resulted. It seemed to him that an architect
should have a general knowledge and should
stand as a critic to his workmen, rather than be
a craftsman himself. The architect must be a

'

highly-educated man, and he must be able to
see where his workmen were at fault

;
and

when they were, to be able to put them right.
He did not think it was necessary for the
architect to go very far into the actual crafts-
man’s side of his work. Another point was
as to how far an architect should carry his
training, and at what age he should begin his
work as an architect

;
and how far was it

good for an architect to have a general or a
University training ? He had had the advan-
tage of a University training, and he some-
times thought that he would have done belter
to have commenced his work as an architect at
an earlier age. A Universitv training put off
the day when an architect could commence his
professional career.
The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks,

said it had been a great advantage to them to
have had Mr. Jackson’s views expressed in his
admirable paper. It was particularly interest-
ing, because Mr. Jackson took a very leading
part in advocating a particular line of'training,
and his views might diff'er somewhat from others
who had equally at heart the progress of our
national architecture. From whatever point
of view this educational question was dis-
cussed, they could all claim that the one object
they had in view was the progress of the art of
architecture. He was sure that Mr. Jackson's
paper would contribute to that end, because it
was so moderate and practical in its sugges-
tions. The contrast which Mr. Jackson drew
between the Greek and Roman schools was
very interesting, and he (the speaker) gathered
from the paper that Mr. Jackson differed from
both, and would take a medium course
(which course might best be illustrated by the
qiuitfro cento Italian work). He really advo-
cated that we should be more sculptors than
we are, and perhaps rather follow the general
training which the sculptor-architects of Itatv
enjoyed. He did not know that we should
be satisfied with that training', but there
was no doubt as to its effect upon detail
in the times he was referring to. Whatever
might be our feelings as to their general
proportions and outlines, no doubt could
exist as to the exquisite beauty of the detail
which that period produced. Any training
which leads us in the direction of producing
anything like the same result was to be
striven for. Mr. Jackson’s illustration of how

fresh suggestions and results might be o'

tained by witnessing the methods of work w'l

a particularly good one. He (the speaks
had found it of advantage to him to do tl

same. He did not know wliat Mr. Flemin
meant by his reference to the coming strugg,
in the Association. He saw no sign of an
struggle against the methods on which M
Fleming had suggested the training shorn
proceed, for as far as he could see the trainini

of the young architect had become more am
more practical and had gone more in tl'i

direction desired by Mr. Jackson, to whom the
ow'ed a great deal for so heartily throwin;
himself into their work and becoming one <

their Visitors. He did not know’ that we couli

point to anything much better as a result of thi

training which Mr. Jackson advocated thai

some of that gentleman's owni work. M.'

Jackson considered that they ought to dn

vote more time to practical training in thi

way of learning a trade, but it was though
better by the Association to take a niediur
course. It was quite impracticable, he though
they would admit, to give, say, a year—ant

nothing less than a year was of much good-
in a joiner’s shop, for instance. They couh
not afford the time. He was strongly in favor
of taking modelling, and no doubt if a mat
were a good modeller a great deal wouli
follow’. The system of training which thei

aimed at in the Association was a coinbina
tion of design and handicraft. Of coursi'

every young architect wlio had a chance wouh
do W’cil in his first work to reside on the spq
so as to be present to conduct the work j

person. If he could iKit do that lie shouli

endeavour to get work as a clerk of works. 1

reference to Mr. Allfrey’s remarks about
University career he (the Chairman) could no
help thinking that the few extra years which 1

man usually spent at a University w’ere invalu
able in broadening the mind.
The vote of thanks was then put to thi

meeting and carried unanimously.
Mr. Jackson, in reply, said he had alwayi

looked upon the Association as one of the mos
hopeful institutions for the advancement c

architecture that we had. The Association ha«

always taken a practical view’ of things, ann
they were now, with their Studio, and with th

relations they had established with the Schoc.
of Arts and Crafts, carrying out w’hat h:

thought was the training of an architect in th

very best possible w’ay. As to the difficulty c

getting access to workshops, he had an oppor
tunity recently of visiting the Art School a

Birmingham. There the principle had beeii

adopted of establishing schools of such a kinii

that every designer could go and see his w’oii

carried out himself. That seemed to liiin to bii

an admirable arrangement, and he wished
that other art schools in the country w’ould d((

the same. These additions to tlie curriculura

of an ordinary art school were invaluablCj aiio

he hoped that something of the kind would bil

arranged for the Association. Mr. Fleming
had apparently advised his hearers to ge!

tlu'ough the Institute examination as quickly a::

possible, so that they might return to morfi

profitable pursuits. Mr. Fleming should have
given them his reasons for passing the exami-i

nation at all. As the examination was a matten
only to be got through and done witli, surely i(

would be better to leave it alone altogether.'

and for students to turn their attention at once tci

workshops and practical work. As to Mri
Pratt’s fear that the classes of technical schools

would lead to no more than a smattering of

knowledge of several trades, he felt that it

would be of advantage tlioroughly to masten
one craft, at all events, so as to understand
some of the difficulties entailed in working oir

any given material
;
but he saw’ no objection'

to a student knowing something of many other-

trades. They could hardly fail to master onei

trade without getting suggestions as to diffi-

culties in others, and the knowledge which they
thus acquired would prevent them making mis-;

takes. He alwaj’s recommended his pupils tot

finish their training by working on a building,:

either as a clerk of works or by putting them-i
selves under clerks of works, and those pupilsi

w’ho had done that had never failed to derive-

great benefit from that course. They saw all I

the crafts at work, and they gained knowledge
in that w’ay which they could never acquire'

w’hen working in an office. Mr. Fletcher-

doubted whether the “ workman element" W'asi

so strong in the ancient buildings as had been 1

suggested. The matter was not altogether -

clear, for we did not know’ the whole circum-

1

stances under W’hich buildings were carried <
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t nut, but \vc liad certain names, and wc knew

I

that many of the workmen were superior men.
I
There were workmen and workmen, and it

was the skilled workman who came to the
front and qualified himself, and it was to him,
he thought, that we must attribute the designs
which we all admired. It was difficult to know
what part the great men, whose names we
possessed, played on the building. As to Mr.
Fletcher's illustration about the great com-
posers, he might remind that gentleman of

* Mozart, Mendelssohn, Bach, Handel, who were
( the greatest performers of their day, so that this

. illustration rather supported his (the speaker’s)
! side of the question.

Mr. Fletcher said that his point was that the

I

architect of to-day was in the position of a con-
jductor who controlled all the musicians.

Mr. Jackson : But he also conh'ols the music.
He might quote Viollet-le-Duc, who was a
practical craftsman. As to Mr. Allfrey's remarks,
so far from agreeing with him that a University
training was a drawback, he always found that
pupils who came to him from a University
learned much more quickly than others.

The Chairman announced that the next
meeting would he held on the 30th inst., when
Mr. Hugh Stannus would read a paper entitled
“ The Classic Cornice."
The meeting then terminated.

The Menihers' Seirth’.—The members' suZ/Vr

will take place at the St. George's Hall,

Langham-place, W., on Thursdav, May 6,

at 8 p.m., when a musical play, entitled “The
Bounds of Art,” written by Mr. H. B. Creswell,
with music composed by Mr. Leonard Butler,
will be presented.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.*
Tmc .-hi Jotininl ermtains an interesting, we

might say a learned article by Mr. Claude
Phillips, on the important collection of pictures
at Longford Castle, chiefly Dutch

;
at least all

those dealt with in this section of the article
are by Dutch painters. .•\n article bv Mr. L.
'B. Starr on the Mouchrabieh cabinet work of
jCairo, gives a description of the structure of
ithis class of work, with some illustrations. A
very interesting and rather novel article is that
'by Mr. W. E. Osborn, on “ The Possibilities of
ithe Poplar

;

" the artistic possibilities of course,
which the author illustrates in some very
effective sketches.
The Ensicr Art Ainiiial, in connexion with

the .-hijoitnia!, is devoted to the life and work
of Sir E. J. Poynter. We are glad to welcome
a collective account and illustration of the work
of the new President of the Royal Academy,
one of the finest figure designers of our time

;

and perhaps some of these works strike one
even more from their excellence in drawing
and design when shown in black and white.
The beautiful little picture, “High Noon,” is

shown in a most effective reproduction. One
of the principal illustrations is from “ The Ides
of March.” a very poetical work which hardly
received the attention it deserved on its first
appearance. It is a pitv the “Ionian Dance”
was not reproduced photographicallv, the line
engraving does not do justice to the' exquisite
grace of 'the dancing figure. In the literarv
portion of the issue we observe a reference to
Sir K. Poyntcr's opinion as to the English
system of keeping the student so long at casts
before he is allowed to draw from the life,

which he condemns on the ground that the
student cannot properly understand the merits
or meaning o[ the cast without the knowledge
of the living figure. Sir E. Poynter therefore
always preferred the French system, under
which the student had to make only a few
studies Irqin casts to get his hand in, and was
then set without more delay to the serious
study of the life.

In the Eii-iinechii!^ Mr, Deo. H.
Paine chooses a very good subject in “The
Value of Quiet and Beautiful Streets.” He
considers streets in connexion with the City
architecture, and tags his illustrations with
some pithy and suggestive comments

;
under a

view of Broadway for instance—“ Streets are
used by all and should interest all. Pavements
are not for vehicles only. Many other inte-
rests are involved from which the reader

The object of these notes is to point out .anything in
tlic contciu.s of the current m.agazincs which is of spcci.al
iiueresi to our readers, with uccasionai brief criticisms on
the yI^p^•s expressed in such articles. Whe-n a magazine
which has been sent to u.s is not noticed, it is because that
number contains notliing that it is within our province to
comment upon.

will gather that Broadway is not one of

the streets selected as happy examples. Under
the view of a street in Cairo, without pave-
ment—" Such streets are used for necessity,

not for pleasure.” Under a view of the

Piazetta, Venice—“ The pavements of many
Italian cities are laid as part of the city archi-

tecture, for beauty and utility." There are many
good ideas in this article. The subject of
“ Materials and Methods for Fireproof Con-
struction ” is treated by Mr. Scanlan. It

naturally bears more on American practice

than English.
Scribner contains a highly appreciative

article by Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse on the works
and the genius of Mr. Orchardson. We are
glad to see an article doing full justice to this

remarkable and original painter, whose real

powers are by no means fully appreciated by
his countrymen in general. The third article

on “ London as seen by C. D. Gibson ” is con-
cerned with the Parks, but entirely with their

occupants, not with the Parks themselves. Mr.
Gibson’s sketches are however very clever. An
illustration by Mr. William Hole of the trans-

formation scene in “Dr. Jekyll,” which forms
the frontispiece to the number, is clever, but it

is a nearly impossible scene to treat pictorially.

P'rom a paragraph in “ The P'ield of Art ” we
learn that the demand for pictorial decoration to

buildings is rapidly on the increase in America,
and we are glad to see that the writer of the
article protests against the absurd jumbling of

schools and styles in the Paris Hotel de Ville

paintings, and insists on the necessity of unity
in a scheme of decoration for a great building.
The Ceilfury contains an article on “ A new

American Sculptor,” Mr. G. Grey Barnard.
This class of articles in the American maga-
zines is too much permeated by the predeter-
mination to write up modern American Art, and
to produce a whole string of new geniuses

;
but

some of the works illustrated, more especially
“ Brothers,” do seem to imply that Mr. Barnard
has some original genius and a method of his

own. By far the most interesting series of
articles in the Century at present are the
military ones entitled “ Campaigning with
Grant,” which do not come within our niftier,

but this week they are prefaced by an engrav-
ing of the great mausoleum which the country
is raising in honour of Grant, a very grand
affair indeed, but entirely deficient in originality,

unless it is considered original to hoista circular
; Ionic colonnaded building on to the roof of a
Greek Doric Temple.

In the Cornhill Magazine is an article on
“The Cost of Country Houses"

;
not a very

satisfactory one to architects, as the tendency
of it is to show that keeping a large country
house costs a great deal more than people
generally expect, and that therefore it is not
wise, in one’s own interest, to build a large
house

;
a melancholy conclusion. It is

admitted, however, that the man who builds
and keeps up a large country house and park
generally confers an immense benefit on the
neighbourhood around him ; so there is an
encouragement at least to philanthropists to

spend money on themselves, on the sic J’os non
vohis principle.

The Atlantic Monthly contains a most
interesting communication hy Professor Lowell
on “ Mercury in the Light of Recent Dis-
coveries,” some of which are very recent.
The main result is that Mercury is in the same
position in reference to the Sun that Ihe Moon
is in reference to the Earth

;
it has no revolu-

tion on its axis, and turns the same face always
to the Sun

; that, like the Moon, it is “ dead,” and
tliisdeadness Professor Lowell connects with the
stoppage of revolution on Ihe axis, the result of
the “ brake ” effect of tidal friction, which has
stopped the Moon and Mercury in their revo-
lution, and is in slow progress of stopping that
of the Earth. And after that, what ?

In Macmillan the “ Leaves from the Journals
of Landscape I’ainler ” does not in itself deal
very much with art, but it will interest many
readers when they find that the “ landscape
painter” was no other than Edward Lear,
better known to the world at large as the
maker of nonsense verses for the delight of
children. In a short notice prefixed to the
article it is mentioned that Murchison observed
of Lear's sketches that they always told him
the geology of a country, though Lear knew
nothing of geology

;
a high compliment at all

events to the artist's fidelity of observation.
In Luz/n'o// .Soc/e/v the lady known in litera-

ture under tlie name of “ John Strange
Winter ” is writing a series of articles on “The
Ideal House,” chiefly concerned with questions

of taste in regard to furniture and decoration,

and written very much from a woman’s point
of view. The following account of an assem-
blage of colours at a concert in a private house
is amusing :

—

“Tlie double drawing-rooms were papered witli

flame-yellow, the curtains to the many windows
were bright scarlet. The divisions between the two
rooms were draped with velvet curtains, and were a
red of a wholly different tone. The carpet was a
deep soft crimson, the chairs, mostly gilded, were
upholstered in broad crimson and white striped

satin, or in rich red silk damask, which went with
nothing near it. There were a few pictures, small
oil-paintings, hung well below the eye-line, and the

only ornaments were blue and gold Sevres, such
things as clocks and candelabra, under glass shades.

AH the sofa cushions xvere of a brilliant turquoise
blue !

The two footmen who hovered in and ovit wore
bright pink stockings and magenta plush breeches.

The hostess—a very florid woman—wore a gown of

deep crimson satin (wliolly different in tone to all

the other reds in the room) quite unrelieved by any
softening lace or trimming. One daughter wore a
lavender dress, the other two had pretty summer
frocks of bright apple green."

The Pat! Mall Magazine contains an illus-

trated article on Levens Hall (of which the

celebrated garden is better known in illustra-

tions than the interior of the house), and another
on the town and the lace of Honiton.

In the Gentleman’s Magazinc'Mr. Jas. Cassidy,

under the heading “ Ceramic Art at Derby,”
gives a description of a visit to some of the

great pottery factories at Derby.
In knoificdgc a serial article on “ English

Medals ” is commenced by Mr. G. F. Hill, with
illustrations from a good many early medals.
An essay on the “ Age of Mountains,” with dia-

gram sections, hy Professor Lobley, comes to

its second chapter in this number.
The Laiiil Magazine is a new publication,

dealing with matters affecting landed interests.

There ought to he room for such a magazine,
and the articles appear to be thoughtful and
well written. Among the subjects treated are
“Forestry in Switzerland,” “The New Agri-
cultural Holdings Act,” and "The Cadastral
Survey of France.”
The Q/mn;v devotes an article to the subject

of “ Serpentine ‘ Alabaster ’ and Porphyry.”

NEW GOVERNMENT LABORATORY.
Fob many years past the analysis of,-samples

of various kinds of drugs, tobacco, beer, worts,

tinctures, &c., has been conducted in the upper
part of the Inland Revenue portion of Somerset
House, but the space occupied by the laboratory

being required to meet the growth of the

Inland Revenue Department, it was decided to

erect a separate building on a piece of vacant
land in close proximity to the new Bankruptcy
Offices and King's College Hospital.

The new Laboratory, which is now almost
completed, is approached from the Strand

through Clement's Inn. The ground-floor con-

tains a waiting-room, rooms for the Principal

and Deputy Principal, reference library, and
the following laboratories :—Crown Contracts,

Reference Sample, and Research. Near the

entrance is the main staircase leading to the

first floor, which contains rooms for Superin-

tending Analyst, for the examination of tobacco,

polariscope room, and a laboratory, 41) ft. by

43 ft., for beer, worts, spirits, and tinctures, A
imiscum and rooms for photographic and other

purposes occupy the second floor. In the base-

ment are storerooms for scientific apparatus,

chemicals, &c., hydrometer, and standardisa-

tion of instruments room. Water analysis and
bacteriological laboratory, space for steam
boiler, pumps, &c,, coal vaults, and refrigerating

room.
The vitiated air in the various rooms and

laboratories is drawn by down-cast pipc-Hues

to a main vitiated air-channel formed under the

basement floor, and thence is extracted through

the exhaust shaft with the aid of a powerful

up-cast steam ventilating fan.

With a view to economy in the supply of

water for experimental purposes to the large

laboratory on first floor, a special collecting

tank has been constructed in the basement,

from which the water is pumped into high-

level tanks for re-use. Special plant is also

being laid down for the production, by means
of compressed carbonic acid, of ice and super-

cooled water for maintaining the proper tempe-
rature of the supply, and for the purposes of a

cold store.

The building is warmed by radiators sup-

plied by steam, at low pressure, and arrange-
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merits have been'v-made for the’supply of fresh

air by means of flues constructed in the floors.

The floors and ceilings throughout are of

fireproof construction, and provision is being
made for electric lighting, pneumatic bells,

and speaking tubes. Lavatory accommoda-
tion is provided on basement, ground, and first

floors.

All the laboratories, staircases, corridors,

water-closets, and areas are lined with whjtc
glazed bricks. The external elevations, which
are plain and unpretentious, have red facing
bricks from Bracknell, Bucks, and dressings of

Portland stone.

The following are some of the firms em-
ployed :—Mr. B. E. Nightingale, builder

;

Messrs. M. Fawcett & Co., for the fireproof
floors and ceilings

;
Mr. J. F. Ebner, for mosaic

and wood block flooring ; Messrs. Wilkinson &'

Co., granolithic paving
;
Mr. J. Jeffreys, warm-

ing apparatus
;
Messrs. Gimson & Co., for cast-

iron tanks
:
the Hydraulic Engineering Com-

pany, for lift
;

Messrs. Mowlem & Co., for
working benches, presses, &c.

;
Messrs. Cle-

ments, Jeakes & Co., for H„S and other closets,

and for various special fittings
;
Messrs. Hall &

Co., for ice-making and cooling plant. The
work is being carried out from the plans, See:,

and under the directions of Mr. J. Taylor, C.B.,
of H.M. Office of Works, at a total estimated
cost of 23,500/.

Sllustrattons.

THE CHURCH OF BROU -EN - BKESSE,
BOURG.

HE name of this church, at all events in
its shorter form “The Church of
Brou,’’ has become a familiar sound

to English ears from Matthew Arnold’s popu-
lar and in many respects very beautiful poem
under that title. The poem has also had the
result of giving to many persons an entirely
false idea" as to the building. .A.rnold seems to
have laid hold of the story, which took his
fancy for poetic treatment, without having seen
the building or got any information about it.

Consequently he conveys to his readers the
idea of this being a humble though beautiful
country church on an out of the way site,
whereas it is a building of the scale of a second
class cathedral, standing at the gates of a city,
and of immense elaboration of detail. Nor do
the sculptured figures of the “ princely pair

”

repose side by side on the same monument, as
the poetic imagination represents them.
The church, however, is a remarkable one

in some ways, and some illustrations of it, as a
budding much better known by name than it

is in fact, may be of interest.

The illustrations, which are from photographs,
comprise a general view of the west front

;
the

detail of the west door
;
the choir-screen or

Jiib^

;

the tomb of Margaret of Austria, the
foundress

; another view of this, showing two
other tombs through the vista of the arch

;
and

the tomb of Margaret of Bourbon.
Some historical and critical remarks on the

church will be found in a special article in the
present issue.

THE “DEPOT CENTKALE DES POSTES
ET TELEGRAPHES.” PARIS.

This vast establishment, only a portion of
whicii has yet been carried out. has been built
after the plans and under the direction of M
Scellier de Gisors, on a site in the Boulevard
Brune, near the Ceinture railway. According
to the general scheme adopted in 1889 by the
Post and Telegraph Department, the building
was to include workshops for the manufacture
of telegraph materials and of postage-stamps
also a department for testing, a chemical
laboratory, a gallery for machines to be used as
prime movers, and all the necessary buildings
for offices, administration, and the lodeine of
the resident staff.

* ^

The entire buildings occupy an area of 7 ^-^7
square metres.

_

Ail the buildings are or will be
erected on specially prepared foundations in the
lorming of which 226 pits have been sank and
hlled with concrete, to the depth of 7-k metres.
The foundations and subsoil structure generally
IS in }>iciilieir—wti give the French designation
as there is considerable uncertainty in tin's asm many other cases of technical terms, in regard
to the precise English equivalent in ineuning.
rhe plinth IS of Lerouviiie stone.andthebuik
of the walling above that is in Bourgogne am.

I

Belleville bricks, with dressings in 'V’^illiers-Adam stone. The constnictionai’ portion of the

floors is of iron, and the roofs of the workshops;
the other roofs are of iron and timber combined;
all covered with Choisy tiles. The interior

woodwork is in oak and pine.

The whole building is warmed on the low-
pressure hot-water system, each portion of the

building having an independent system. There
are fire hydrants at forty different stations,

supplied by a Worthington pump.
The total cost of the building will be 2,184, 136

francs, about 346 francs per square metre of

construction.

The buildings were commenced in June
i8q2, and completed in March 1895.
The illustration only shows a portion of the

exterior, sufficient to indicate the plain and
severely practical character of the architecture

employed. That there is no scale to the plan

and section is clue to the unfortunate habit,

which is almost universal among French
architects, of putting no drawn-out scale on
their drawings, hut only stating in writing
what the scale is. Consequently, when copies

of the drawings reach one in the form of

reduced photographs, the statement of scale is

of course useless.

The complete geometrical elevations, plans,

and sections, drawn with the greatest care and
to a large scale, formed a prominent exhibit in

the architectural room of the Salon last year,

and gained the architect the award of the gold
medal of the year for architecture.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

—

The Edinburgh Architectural Association visited

on the 27th ult., Hatton House, Midlothian, by
permission of the proprietor, the Earl of

Morton, and the tenant, Mr. James M'Kelvie,
under the leadership of Mr. Tliomas Ross,
F.S.A. The house, it was explained, lias a
massive central keep, with later additions round
it. In the time of Robert II. John de Haltonn
was proprietor, and in a few years it passed to

the Lauder family, the Landers of tlie Bass, in

whose hands it remained for several centuries.
Early in the seventeenth century Charles Mait-
land, brother of the Earl of Lauderdale, became
proprietor, and began the extensive additions of

which much remains. He appeared to a certain
extent to have copied his brother’s manner of
laying out the gardens at Ham, and the work
wliich was carried on by his successor had
made the house with its gardens, terraces, sun-
dials, and statuary, one of the most interesting
and pleasant in its own part of the country.
Mr. Ross expressed his indebtedness for many
of his descriptive and historical notes to
Mr. J, R. Findlay, at one time tenant of Hatton,
and who, lie said, prepared an interesting mono-
graph. On the motion of Dr. Rowancl Ander-
son, a vote of thanks was awarded to the pro-
prietor and to the tenant for permitting the visit,

and to Mr, Ross for conducting the partv.
Glasgow School of Art.—The fifth lec-

ture of the supplementary course on “ Hellenic
.-Architecture'’ by Mr. W. J. Anderson, arcbitect,
was delivered last week in the School, Con-
tinuing the subject of tlie “Culmination in
Attica,'’ the lecturer looked away from tlie his-

,

toricalaiid social influences which; though none
the less real, were beyond the purview of the
artist of the time, and endeavoured to take the
standpoint of tlie master confronted with a par-
ticular problem. Applying this treatment to
the Propyhea, tlie object of the building was
considered

; the nature of its site
;
the align-

ment which Mnesicles, its architect, decided
upon in its relation to the Parthenon and to the
Acropolis wall, the angle of which its axis
bisected. This central position appears also to
have been designed to give within the gates a
stoa of equal length on each side, and without,
two halls occupying each the same space, but
of a varying arrangement controlled by the
position of the bastion carrying the Nike
temple. The various obstacles preventing the
accomplishment of the scheme, and resulting
in the present irregular arrangement, were con-
sidered, in so far as they can be read in the
building itself

;
while the fitness of the archi-

tecture, and the beauty of its details and painted
decorations were shown by many illustrations.
The Erectheum was treated similarly, and from
its arrangement and other circumstances, re-
garded as a vicflaroii in honour of Erectheus, a
monument and museum of many cults rather
than a temple of one or two

;
and in addition

to photographs of its present state, restorations
of its exterior and interior, and of its relation to
the complete Acropolis, were supplied. .Addi-
tional examples of the culmination in Aftica

were illustrated in the Hall of Initiation inb

the Eleusinian mysteries, and the Temple c

Apollo at Phigalia, the latter being included o

the ground that it was the work of a grea
Athenian architect. The second part of thl

lecture was devoted to the Greek theatre anil

games
;
the buildings of the theatre, the stadioi

and the palestra ;
and in this connexion wen

shown and explained plans and restorations c

the huge assemblage of bnildings at Olympir
the apotheosis of athletics.

Sheffield Society of Architects an

I

Surveyors.—The members of this Socieb
paid a visit on Saturday aflernoon last to tH
new buildings of the Prudential Assuranc
Company, in Pinstone-streel, Sheffield, by thi

arrangement of the architects, Messrs. Alfret

Waterhouse & Sons. Mr. Haigh (the clerk c

works), as the representative of the architect;

conducted the party over the building, ara

explained the various arrangements, and th
materials employed, and answered a numbd
of questions asked by some of the yonnge
members during their examination of tht

building.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

Institution of Civil Enginp:eks.—At th'

ordinary meeting of this Institution, on the 6b
inst., Mr. John Wolfe Barry, C.B., F.R.S., thl

President, in the chair, the paper read was c

“The Blackwall Tunnel,” by Mr. David Hal
and Mr. Maurice Fitzmaiirice. Communi
cation between the north and south bank
of the Thames below London Bridge w^
very poor, the paper stated, and many attemp
had been made during the last hundre
years to give greater facilities for crossinp
Tunnels had been begun between Tilbur.

and Gravesend in 1798, and between Limel
house and Rotherhithc in 1805, while BrunelJ
great tunnel between Wapping and Rotheiij

hithe was begun in 1825 and finished in 1844
Various i.lher schemes for tunnels had bee;]

brought forward, but that at Blackwall was thl|

only one which had been commenced. Th'l

contract fin- the work was let in 1891 fni|

871,000/., and operations were stnrted early i|

1892. 'J'iie entrance to the tunnel on the nortil

side of tlic river was in the East India Dock!
road, i.lose to the East India Dock gate, whip
at the south side the entrance was in Eas|
Greenwich. The total length of the tunne;

was 6,200 ft., of which about one-hai!

was “cast-iron lined,” the remainder beini
“cut and cover” and “open approach.” d
considerable amount of work was necessary fci|

the diver.sion and reconstruction of main am
branch sewers which were interfered with bj

the tunnel. The open approach at each extra
mity of the tunnel was constructed with con
Crete anci brick retaining walls with a facing c|

white glazed hi-icks and a concrete invert. j\

layer of a-^phalt was carried round it to ensiiri

waterliglitiicss. The cut-and-cover work conj

sisted of four or five rings of brickwork in cemers
and was circular in section

;
it was backed

with a minimum of 2 ft. of concrete, and i|

layer of asphalt was interposed between thJ

brickwork and concrete. There were fom
shafts on the line of the tunnel, and these wer:
placed at the horizontal or vertical changes c
direction. They were constructed of steel aim
iron tlouble-skiimed caissons, of 58 ft. externa
and 48 ft. interna! diameter. They had also aiJ

internal lining of white glazed brickwork, Tw^.
openings for the tunnel were provided in caci:

caisson, which were closed when sinking b '

easily removable iron plugs. Air-tight floor

were placed above the tunnel openings, &
that compressed air could be used either whil
sinking or while the tunnel was being drive;

through. Two of the shafts had been sunk b;i

keeping the water pumped down and excava
ting inside in the ordinary way

;
one by ex

cavating the material (gravel) by a grab worket
from a crane on the top, and the fourth partbi

by grab and partly by manual excavation. Ii

both the latter cases, however, the concrett

and iron floors at the bottom of the shafts ha(.

to be inserted under compressed air. Thil

“iron-lined” portion of the tunnel was coil

structed by means of a shield, and coinpresseti

air had been used for nearly the whole lengthi

the pressure varying between a few pounda
and about twenty-seven pounds above Ihtl

atmospheric pressure. The external diametei
of the cast-iron lining was 27 ft., and thd

internal diameter 25 ft. and 25 ft. 4 in., eacl.'

ring of lining forming a length of 2 ft. 6 in. oi

tunnel. There were fourteen segments andi

one key-piece in each ring
;

all the sides of thel
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igmentswere planed, and all the joints caulked,

he internal lining consisted of 4 to i concrete

ith glazed-tile facing. The tunnel was driven

trough materials of a very mixed nature,

trying between hard water-tight clay and
)arsc ballast in direct communication with

le river. Near the centre of the river the

innel passed within 5 ft. of the river bed, but

ir some distance on each side of this point a

lyer of clay 10 ft. thick had been shot from
opper-barges to facilitate operations. On
VO occasions the tunnel was flooded by sudden
blow-outs ’’and the consequent inrush of water,

'he shield used was 27 ft. 8 in. in external

iameter, and 19 ft. 6 in. long. It was shoved
ward by hydraulic jacks which exerted at

mes a tf>tal pressure of over 5,000 tons. It

arried two hydraulic erectors for placing the

ast-iron segments. Every precaution was
iken in the construction of the shield to mini-

aise the result of accident from a sudden
irush of water, and provision was made for

working with either a closed or open face. A
ery large air-compressing plant was required

maintain the supply of air, and at times as

nuch as 10,000 cubic feet per minute was
)umped into the tunnel. The roadway, which
vas 16 ft. wide, was carried on a brick arch,

vhich formed the roof of a subway for pipes,

lectric-light wires, &c., and a footpath 3 ft.

vide was provided on either side. An electric

ght installation had been erected for the per-

nanent illumination of the tunnel and the

upply of current for working the drainage-

jumps, &c.— It was announced at the same
neeting that thirteen associate members had
:jeen transferred to the class of members,
was reported that twenty-six candidates had
neen admitted us students. The last ballot of the

icssion resulted in the election of ten members
ind of sixty-nine associate members.

THE SANITARY INSPECTORS'
ASSOCIATION.

At the April general meeting of this Associa-

tion, held on the 3rd inst. at Carpenters' Hall,

iMr. Charles Seale-Hayne, M.P., was elected an
honorary member, and twenty-two new ordinary
.members were added to the roll.

A paper on “ Nuisances from Certain Offen-

isive Trades" was read by Mr. T. W. Crocker
.(West Ham Board), in which a number of

suggestions were made for the improvement of

the methods usual in certain industries carried

on in the district in which the lecturer was
engaged. There were many trades of an ex-

ceedingly offensive character which did not

come within the official meaning of the term
“ Offensive Trades,” such as that of brick-

burning, which, in a test case, had been
e.xcluded from the category, although evidence
of " noxious fumes ” was tendered, because the

Court held that this business was not named in

the section and was not analogous to any of

those named. It seemed to follow from the

result of this test case, that only trades in whi'
animal matters were dealt with came under
the category of ” Offensive Trades,” as defined

by the Public Health Acts of 1875 and 189
With regard to certain of these trades, the pro-

cesses used in which were described, the lec-

turer expressed the opinion that the nuisances
arising from them might in most cases be
minimised, and in some altogether prevented
by the adoption of suitable appliances, and by
improved forms of buildings or apparatus.

W’ith proper flue arrangements noxious fumes
might be burnt up before discharge, and even
where they could not thus he completely
cremated, they might be rendered harmless by
building tall chimney shafts instead of dwarf
ones.
A conference on “ Tenure of Office '' was

afterwards initiated by Mr. G. T. Dee (W'est-

minster).

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council was held on Tuesday in the

County Hall, Spring-gardens, Dr. Collins,

Chairman, presiding.

The lUijr/:s Department.—The Finance Com-
mittee recommended, and it was agreed
(n) That the amount to be charged (in lieu of

rent) to the Works Department for interest on
and repayment of original capital outlay on the
central wharf and buildings for tlie year ending
March 31, 1897, be 4,135/. los. 3d. (6) That the
amount of interest to be charged to the Works
Department on working capital during the
present financial year be 1,915/. 1

The report of the Special Committee

appointed to inquire into the management and

financial position of the department since its

inception, and as to its future prospects, was
printed in the agenda paper. A statement, in

the nature of a “ minority ” report, has been

prepared by four members of the Committee,

but this was not printed with the report of the

other members of the Committee. We are

unable to print the whole of the report in our

columns, owing to its length
;
but we give the

recommendations of the Committee, and on

another page some comments on the subject

will be found.

The following are the Committee's recom-

mendations :

—

(a) That in the opinion of the Council some
definite organisation for the direct employment of

labour and the direct execution of public works by

the Council under the superintendence of its own
officers is desirable and beneficial.

(6) That a Works Board be substituted for the

Works Committee, such board to be elected forth-

with, one member to be nominated by and from each

of the following Committees ;—Finance, Asylums,

Bridges, Fire Brigade, Highways. Improvements,

Main Drainage, Parks, and Housing of the Working
Classes

;
and that in future years the election of

members of the board do take place at the meeting

of these Committees next to March 31.

(c) That any Committee desiring to propose to the

Council the carrying out of any works without the

intervention of a contractor, sliall, in the first

instance, obtain an estimate from the proper officer

and then refer such estimate to the Works Board

for their consideration before reporting to the

Council.

(d) That the Works Manager shall, unless in any

case otherwise ordered, carry into execution alt

works which tlie Council resolves to execute with

out the intervention of a contractor.

(f) That when the Council wishes t<i execute any

orks without the intervention of a contractor, the

plans, specification, and estimate shall, unless other-

wise ordered by the Council, be thereupon referred

to the Works l^Ianagcr.

( f) That the Works Manager shall be responsible

to the Works Board, and the board shall report

from time to time to the Council.

(g) That this report be referred to the General

Purposes Committee, and that it be an instruction to

that Committee to amend the standing orders in

accordance with the foregoing recommendations.

(/i) That it be referred to the General Purposes

Committee to make further amendment of the

standing orders by the insertion of words coupling

the unions of employers, where such exist, with the

trades unions, in reference to the rates of wages and

hours of labour.

(i) That it be referred to the General Purposes

Committee to make further amendment of the

standing orders by omitting provisions giving powers

to tlie clerk of the Council to direct examination of

the hooks of any one contracting with the Council

for the execution of works, other than the time-

sheets nr books or wages-sheets or books.

(/) That the statement of Mr. Edwin Waterhouse

he referred to the comptroller for report upon each

and all of his suggestions with reference to tlie

accounts, and that the comptroller's report be

referred to tlie General Purposes Committee with a

view to the adoption of Mr. Waterliouse's recom-

mendations."

Mr. Beachcroft moved that the consideration

of the report of the Special Committee he

adioiirned over the Easter recess.

Mr. Boulnois, M.P., inquired how it was that

the report of the Committee had alone been sent

to the Press, while that of the minority had

been withheld.

Mr. Beachcroft said it was a pure accident

that the report of the minority was not sent.

Mr. E. White asked whether any statement

would be made as to why the late manager of

the Works Department was not called to give

evidence before the Committee.

Alderman Beachcroft thought the question

scarcely in order.

The motion was agreed to.

Traimcay Purchase.—The discussion on the

report of the Highways Committee on this

matter was resumed, the recommendations,

which we printed last week, page 320, being

eventually agreed to.

Queen's Jubilee Proccssiou : Temporary Struc-

tures.—Mr. Cornwall, referring to the report of

the Building Acts Committee regarding the

erection of temporary structures for the accom-

modation of sightseers desirous of viewing the

Royal procession on June 22,* said he hoped
that private stands in private houses would not

be unduly interfered with, except to take pre-

cautions to prevent loss of life.

Major Probyn thought too much care could

not be taken for the prevention of accidents,

‘ See our last issue, page 320.

even such as might only involve a broken

limb.

Mr. Payne (Chairman of the Coinmittee)-said

the Council would only take steps with regard

to dangerous structures, and would not oppres-

sively exercise their authority. As they were
advised, their control extended not only to out-

dfior structures, but also to in-door stands and

platforms, and it would be necessary that that

control and supervision should not be neglected.

The District Surveyors had been instructed to

inquire and report upon the stands proposed to

be erected, and upon these reports a system of

inspection would be arranged.

Salaries of Inspectors in the Public Health

Department.—On the recommendation of the

Public Health Committee, it was agreed that

the scale of salaries of the above-mentioned

inspectors appointed by the Council under the

Public Health (London) Act, 1891, be altered so

that they may rise continuously by annual

increments of 10/. to the maximum of 250/. per

annum.
Sanitary Condition of Clcrkcwivell.—The same

Committee reported as follows :

—

“ After some correspondence with the Vestry of

Clerkenwell on the question of the adequacy of

their sanitary staff, we thought it well tliat an in-

quiry should be made b}’ one of tlie Councils

Assistant Medical Officers of Health into the sanitary

condition and administration of the parish. An
inquiry was accordingly made by Dr. Young, and

the Medical Ofliccr has submitted to us Dr. Young’s

report, which shows that tlie staff, as it existed at

the time of his inquiry, appeared to be inadequate

for the proper performance of the duties devolving

upon the Sanitary Aiitliority. Dr. Y'oung is, how-

ever, not prepared to assert tiiat tlie appointment

of a clerk to the Sanitary Department, ^yhich was
contemplated, would not be found sufficient for

immediate purposes, and it is right, therefore, that

further experience should be gained before the

appointment of an additional Sanitary Inspector

is recommended by the Council. The follow-

ing is a brief summary of the matters to which

Dr. Young considers the attention of the Vestry

should be given ‘ I. The existence in houses of

defective conditions. For the most part these are

of such a character as to be readily capable of

remedy under the powers given by the provisions

of tlie Public Health (London) Act. 2. The exist-

ence of courts and alicvs which are narrow and

badly arranged, and of houses which are old and

worn out. Concerning these the Vestry should see

the necessity of applying for closing orders or taking

other proceedings under the Housing of the Work-
ing Classes Act. 3. The existence of a considerable

number of houses in the district occupied by mem-
bers of more than one family. Many of these are

not of such a character as to need frequent periodic

inspections. Others again are not so well circum-

stanced as regards the conditions in which they are

kept, and these need registration and regulation

under the provisions of section 94 of the Public

Health (London) Act. 4. The absence of a register

containing a complete list of the workshops in the

district, and setting out the condition of these pre-

mises. The preparation of such a register should he

proceeded with forthwith. 5. The failure of the

present svstem of house refuse collection to ensure

its removal every week from all premises. A reor-

ganisation of the system should at once be under-

taken so as to ensure this object. 6. The desirability

of requiring in the by-laws as to houses let in

lodgings a minimum cubic space per head of 400 ft.

ill rooms occupied hy day and by night, instead of

330 ft., which is stated to he the amount specified in

the draft by-laws.’ We have li:ul the report printed

and liave sent copies to the Vestry with a request

for their observations thereon. We propose to

report again to the Council after a reply has been

received. In the meantime we have given instruc-

tions for copies of the report to be sent to mem-
bers of the Council, and to be placed on sale."

Opening of Blackicall Tunnel.—The Bridges

Committee recommended, and it was agreed,

that 2,500/. be expended on the arrangements

for opening Blackwall Tunnel, .by the Prince

of Wales on May 22.

Vau.vhall Bridge.—On the report of the Cor-

porate Property Committee, it was agreed :

—

“ That Watney's Wharf and the Bridge House,

Vauxhall, be utilised for the purpose of the re-

construction of Vauxhall Bridge, and that the

sum of 2,560/. be fixed as the value of the land

for that purpose.”

The Finance Committee incidentally reported

that the total cost of rebuilding Vauxhall Bridge

is estimated at 484,000/., and the votes already

passed on account amount to a total of

116,622/. 4s.

Ground Plan of La/n/oJ/.—The same Com-
mittee recommended, and it was agreed, that a

further sum of tool, be expended in connexion

with the preparation of the ground plan of

London. At present 1,670 estates have been

defined upon the sheets, and 134 estates are

I
still to be dealt with.
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Paviug-ivork, Ocrkcmvcll Fire Station.—On
the recommendation of the P’ire Brigade Com-
mittee, it was agreed that the tender of ]\Iessrs.

G. S. Munday & Sons to e.vecute for 205/. the
paving-work required at the Clerkenwell
station be accepted.
Supply of Gravel, Parliament Hill and If’iiftT-

/07t' Park.—On the recommendation of the
Parks and Open Spaces Committee, it was
agreed that the Council do rescind its resolu-
tion to enter into a contract with Messrs.
Ballard, Limited, to supply gravel at tlie rate
of 7s. and 6s. lod. per cubic yard for Parlia-
ment Hill and Waterlow Park respectivelv, and
do authorise the Committee to obtain the
material from Mr. H. Barnaby, at the rate of
7s. 6d. and 7s. per cubic yard for these places
respectively

;
and that the solicitor do take the

necessary steps in the matter.
Inspection of Raihi-ay Stations.—The Parlia-

mentary Committee reported :

—

“The Council on January 29, 1S95, referred it to
us to take the necessary measures for the intro-
duction of a public Bill in the session of 1896 for the
following purposes—(d) To give the Council, for the
purpose of enabling it to make representations under
the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 18H8, power to
inspect from time to time the stations of everv rail-
way conijiany in the county of London : ib) to'

require each railway company, before constructing a
new station or reconstructing or altering an existing
station in the county of London, to submit plans of
the proposed works to the Council for its approval

;

and (t
)
to prohibit the erection or alteration of any

station otherwise than in accordance with the plans
approved by the Council. We have had a Bill
drafted to carry out the resolution, but we fear that
there is no prospect of its passing in the present
session of Parliament. We accordingly recommend
that the Rill be not introduced this session."

Colonel h'ord said it was very important to
give the Cimneil such powers.
The report having been adopted, the Council

adjourned.

BUILDERS’ CLERKS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION ;

AKXU.\I, niNXER.

The nineteenth annual dinner of this Insti-
tution was held on Tuesday in the King’s Hall,
Holborn Restaurant, the chair being occupied
by the President, Mr. Thomas Hall (Hall,
Beddall, & Co.), who was supported by Messrs.
T. E. Collcutt, W. Woodward, B. E. Night-
ingale (retiring President), Thomas Rider,
W. R. Freeman,

J. Howard Colls, Robert
Downs; C. Bussell, Joseph Clavton, F. H. Reed
Stanley Clarke. T. Stirling, H. T. Stirling, A,
Ritchie, J.P., Henry Lovegrove, Quincev de
Quincey, W. T. Farthing, and the Secretary,
Mr. H. J. Wheatley.
The loyal and patriotic toasts having been

honoured (Mr. R. Downs proptising, and Major
Roe replying for, the “ Navy, Armv, and Reserve
Forces ’’).

The Chairman proposed the toast of the
evening, “The Builders’ Clerks’ Benevolent
Institution.’’ The Institution, he said, was
founded in 1866 with the object of granting
pensions and tempurarv relief to necessitous
clerks and their widows, and for the main-
tenance and education of their children, the
pensions of clerks being 25!. and their widows
20/. a year. Already fortv-three pensioners
had been elected, twenty of whom were still
upon the hooks. Further, a great deal of good
had been done in granting temporarv relief in
necessitous cases. The total amount paid in
this respect amounted to 6,800/. In no case,
however, had the committee granted more than
10/. to any one man in one vear. The total
expenditure last year on account of the relief
fund was 467/., and the income arising from
annual subscriptions and dividends was only
248/., the balance having been met bv the
donations received at their last dinner. Their
reserve fund was 5,400/., and the committee
were most anxious not to reduce that, as thev
did not consider it any too large. Those pre-
sent would see, therefore, how largely the
institution depended upon the donations received
at the annual dinner. Knowing that, he hoped
those present would contribute as generously
as they were able. Speaking to builders’ clerks
in particular, he eulogised the Institution as a
means of providing against bad times and
making provision for their widows and orphan
children. As to the orphan fund, eight children
had been presented by the Institution The
benefits of the Institution were extended to non-
subscribers, but builders' clerks who had been
subscribers, and who required assistance, were
entitled to ten votes for each guinea given.

Mr. W. R. Freeman then proposed “The
Architects and Surveyors,” and in doing so
referred to the close connexion between archi-
tects and surveyors and builders. In regard to

architects, they were improving the architec-
ture of the country, which was much more
pleasing to look upon now than it was at the
beginning of the century. The work of quan-
tity surveyors was of considerable importance
to builders.

Mr. Woodward, in replying for the architects,
said that it was quite true that during the last

quarter of a century great improvements had
been made in planning, decoration, construc-
tion, and in sanitation, and the architecture of
London, in particular, had greatly improved.
Speaking of the 1894 London Building Act,
he said that some of the clauses were so
difficult to interpret that he hoped the time was
not far distant when the Act would be amended
and some of the clauses reconciled.

IVIr. H. Lovegrove replied for the surveyors,
and said that he thought they were beginning
to understand the Buikling Act, and, on the
whole, he thought it was an Act which tended
to improve building in London. The Act con-
trolled the jerry builder, as a Building Act
should. The Act caused hardships, but, on the
whole, it worked well, and architects and
others should try to understand it.

Mr. A. Ritchie proposed the toast of “ The
Builders,” and in doing so referred to three
classes of builders, viz., the jerrv builder, the
gentleman builder, and the practical builder,
the practical builders being the men whom
they esteemed. In regard to the London
County Council, it was satisfactory to find from
the report of the Special Committee appointed
to inquire intt3 the Works Department of that
body, that it was recommended to amend the
standing orders by the insertion of words
coupling the unions of employers, where such
existed, with the trades unions', in reference to
the rates of wages and hours of labour.

Mr. Howard Colls, in response, said that
builders did not always receive the recognition
they should. In particular he thought that
builders should receive suitable recognition
whenever they carried out satisfactorilv large
and important works.
Other toasts were “The Merchants,” pro-

posed by Mr. Ellis Marsland and responded
to by Mr. J. Fraser; "The President,” pro-
posed by Mr. T. F. Rider, the Chairman res-
ponding

;
“The Past Presidents,” proposed by

Mr. E. Brooks, treasurer, and responded to by
Mr. B. E. Nightingale; and “The Visitors,'”
proposed by Mr. F. S. Oldham, and coupled
with the name of our representative, who
responded.
During the evening the Secretary read a list

of subscriptions and donations promised, the
total amounting to over ^380.

(EorresponCencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

ARCHITECTURE ON THE BEDFORD
ESTATE.

SiK.—You will, I trust, allow me to express im-
perfect sympathy and agreement with vour article
in tile last issue of the ISiiihivr, evoked hv the extra-
ordinary design—illustrated in that mimber—for
the rejuvenation of Bedford-square. It is. unfortu-
nately, but a fraction of that ever spreading process
of the ‘•uglification."or, as it might well he called,
" vulgarisation," of London, whose first unpleasing
essays we are now witnessing, and which seems to
drink in its ideals from the plate-glass and terra-
cotta fripperies of the gin-palace. It is difficult to
estimate the exact proportions of ignorance and
stupidity—one mii.st also add v.mitv—which direct
these efforts. Tliere is hardly a qiiiet or dignified
corner of London in which the works of the last-
century architect or builder, as the case mav be, are
not in process of being either whollv destroveri or
else hopelessly degraded hv the intrusion of ‘incon-
gruous neighbours. From' the manner in which he
thrusts his uneasy compilations into the company of
the sober and well-calculated compositi<jns of a
hygiine age, one might im.agine that the modern

'

architect believes himself to be possessed of a style
of his own, whereas it is. I fear, the truth that he is
for the most part too ignorant to appreciate the
merits of what he destroys, and too conceited to
intelligently copy even the'cxamples th.at stand side
by side- with his own laboured inventions. Whether
in Gniy's Inn, in Lincoln’s Inn-fields, or in the older
parts of Westminster and Bioomsburv. these un-
pleasant contrasts between old and new—so little
to the credit of the new—are being perpetually
presented to us. It ejo^s not follow, as you so well

point out, that in order to make a house more sai
tary or more commodious, it is necessary at t

same time to make it hideous. But it is to
feared that the vanity of the individual archite-
which impels him to intrude his own personality
the cost of artistic unity, and makes him study rath
how to display his own cleverness than how
produce work which shall harmonise with wh
already exists, only too often precludes the pos!
bility of altering (or adding) without at the san
time deforming.

I only wish I could persuade mvself that ar
protest, however vigorous, could have any re
effect in diminishing .the abuses of which vou !

justly complain. It has always seemed to me th;
tile rationale of modern domekic architecture sliou,

be, and cun be, placed on some sounder foundatic
than the boasting phrase, “ I don’t know what
bputifiil, but I know what I like.” That that con
bined expression of dignity, repose, and domesticil
which a dwelling house should bv rights possess
perfectly capable of being settled ‘on a sounder has
than this humiliating axiom, I most sincerely believe
though, in view of the great distance which mocler
taste has travelled from its former better regulate
position, it would be impossible to demon.strate t'l

in the space of a single letter, even of a very Ion

But, in tile meanwhile, it is certainly the duty c
all who are in the least degree careful of the beaut
of our Metropolis, to protest against such tram
formation.s as arc projected on the Bedford Estati
and to protest with vigour.

Ambrose M. Poyntek.
*** We do not know that Mr. Povntcr’s reference

to the modern architect are entirely in point ii

this case
; our complaint rather is that the house

and other buildings are being remodelled accordinj
to the ideas of the Bedford Estate Surveyors. Twi
of the new blocks of Hats between Gower-stree
and Tottenham-court-road are in a good thougl
simple and unpretentious stvle of architecture
Bedford Court Mansions, for whicli the exterio
design was made by Mr. Vigers, and another blocl
(of which we forget the name) by Mr. Brydnn
These are quite unobjectionable architecturally

; tin
objection to them is that they are part of the systen
of over-biiilding

; crowding the ground and shut
ting out light and air. Of tlie Bedford Estat
official architecture the visitor may form a good ide;
by looking at the treatment of tlie high wall bound-
ing the new road north of Bedford Court Mansions
wiiich has been made ornamental (? !)

to increase
the attractiveness of the neiglibourhood.—Ei).

TENNER V. McDONELL :

“STRUCTURE” iX THE LOXDOX Hr'ILDIXG ACT.
Sir,—

R

eferring to your article on the appeal
verdict in connection witii the above, in last week's
issue of the 7fii/7</rr, may I be allowed to sav a few
words, as I am persuaded that not one in twenty of
those who read the result of the appeal realised the
circumstances of the case. The “ structures ” in

question were not e.vactly as described—“movable
scats ” merely—hut certain stagings or galleries iif

the ordinary type, averaging perhaps 13 ft. in

height, and accommodating some thousands of
people. The only difference, practically, between
these erections and others of a similar kind—say
those to he erected for the Queen's celebration
(both having to be sanctioned by the London
County Council directly or by their officers) was
that (n) they had been previously used; and [b)

that, in the case of the one of which a model was
shown, certain preparations had been made in the
Iniilding itself, in the shape of eyes or sockets, for
fixing such possible future constructions. For the
upper staging, at the gallery level, of which as I

pointed out, no model was shown, but which never-
theless contained nearly half of these seats, no snch
provision had been made—a point which, however,
did not come out in tiic evidence.

'J'he Military Tournament, for whicli llit-y were
required, being an exliibition of which 1 could not
plead ignorance, and in connexion with whicli, in the
event of an accident, I might be called to account,
I was desirous to have the question of my Respon-
sibility or otherwise settled.

The Act (Section 78) says: — “Everv public
building, including . . . every structure and work
constructed or done' in connexion with, nr for the
purposes of the same, shall he constructed in such
manner as may be apjiroved by the District Sur-
veyor,” which i itook as .applying to workmaushid
and materials, as well as to design, careless execu-j

tion or improper or damaged materials being likeh^

to mar the best scheme. In this view the magistrate
at the first hearing appeared to coincide. It was"
distinctly brought out, and to this I call particular

attention, that file whole point of the case lay in the
fact that the structures in -question were (as was
admitted) in ^.public huiUlhig, and consequently sub^
ject to special legislation

; yet what is the astonish*
ing conclusion arrived at in the verdict ? This

;
that

if the first finding was correct—viz., that staging for

thousands of people so erected in a public hiiil<liii,i<

required the supervision of the District Surveyor,
then (mimbilc dictii) it followed tliat “no person
could put up a fixed cupboard iir a fitted bookcase in

his /(ui/scwithout giving notice to the District Sur-

veyor, and without being subject to liis super-

vision !

”
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.
Rually, comment seems almost superfluous. This
will say, liowever, that whilst to put the staging

rected for the Military Tournament (always

fowded in every part) on the par with the fixing of

bookcase is sufiiciently startling
;

to make the

tterly irrelevant comparison of such a structure,

appciiingto be in almost the largest building

a the kingdom, with the fixing of a bookcase or

upboard in a private house, with which, of course,

I
has ab.solutely nothing to do, is perfectly absurd.

George McD'oxell.

I

%* We think Mr. McDonell misunderstands the

ioint of the comparison made by the Court. We
like it that it was only intended to show that the

jivo cases would come legally under the same
htegory. Practically, no doubt, there is much in

Ir. McDonell's argument; but in a legal sense we
Io not see how a detached framed seating, remove-
Ible when required without taking it to pieces, can
'roperly come under the head of a “ structure" in

he sense in which the word is used in the Building
ict.—

E

d.

I

ST. NICHOLAS, KEYINGHAM.
' Sir,—

M

ay I beg space to call the attention of
rchieologists and lovers of old churches to the
leplorable condition of St. Nicholas, Keyinghara,
lolderness ?

The building consists of nave and aisles, tower,
hancel, and cliantry chapel. The condition of the
lorth aisle is very serious indeed

;
the west wall

vithout siiows several wide cracks, one of which '

eparales the coping-stones of the battlement bv six

nches. The east wall is pierced, and the secondary
millions, rising from the springs of the first arciies,

ire all out of line, while the whole window seems to

le falling outwards. Tlie cracks thus formed show
nside as well

;
the north wall bulges in one place

md leans considerably, and the rain drips in through
he roof, which is broken in several jilaces with the
-.train.

Can nothing be clone to save this beautiful old
ihureh from ruin ? Holdcrness has manv sndi
listoric remains, but England cannot afford to lose
)ne of them. Tiie neighbouring churches of Wine-
iteacl. Patrington (Decorative and Perpendicular,
with an eastern “ sepulchre ") and Hedon (Norman,
Early English, and onwards), have been put into
good and careful hands

;
cannot something now he

done for St. Nicholas ? The Vicar, Mr. Tomlinson,
ir Mr. B. Mundell, Mount Plea.sant. Kcyingham, E.
Yorks, will be glad to facilitate in every possible
way the researches of any one interested enough to
visit and investigate the place, and I .sincerelv hope
this appeal may stimulate some archa'ologfsts to
inch action. H.tRRY LowivRISOX.

A PARTY-WALL QUESTION.
Sir,

—

A, in erecting a building, agrees with B,
awner of adjoining land, to build a partv-wall half
on B’s ground and half on A’s, with the understand-
ing that when B builds he shall pav A half cost of
party-wall. B later on builds, and decides to carry
his building higher than that of A, and claims the
right to build on tbe whole thickness of the party-
wall as A has done

;
but A says he cannot use more

than one half without paying compensation. Which
is right ? •* Newport."

Cibe Student’s (tolumn.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XV.
ELECTRIC WIRING.

B EARLY all large installations are put in
the hands of a consulting engineer.
He. to prevent ilisagreetnent or con-

fusion. draws up a set of rules and conditions
called the “ Specification. " No departure from
it by the contractor is allowed without the
consulting engineer's permission, and the con-
tractor is not compelled to do any work not
specified in it. As a rule, therefore, it goes as
much into detail as possible. For the benefit
of tbe readers of this column, we append the
general form and wording of a specification for
the installation of the electric light in a private
residence in the West End. For the sake of
brevity, we have omitted the upper floors.
The contract will be preceded bv certain

general clauses which do not differ in intention
and effect from those usually attached to any
other contract for building work

; but there
are Other clauses which it is advisable to attach
specially to a contract for electric wiring, in
view of the special nature of the work, and the
serious risks which must arise from anv in-
competent performance of the work. Such
are the following :

—

All the work mentioned in this specifleation
shall be executed and completed by workmen
of undoubted competency, efficiency, and good
conduct, and no part of the work shall be done
by task work. The Contractor shall not make

any sub-contract for the execution of the whole
or any part of the work to any person what-
soever, without the express pei'inission in writ-

ing of the engineer.
Then will follow clauses of much the same

character as in a general specification, em-
powering the engineeer to condemn and
require the removal of any improper material

or such as is not in accordance with the speci-

fication, providing for the recovery at law of

losses caused by bad work, or the proportionate
deduction from the sum to be paid to the con-
tractor, for carrying out the work without delay
and without interference witli the work of

other contz'actors, and for the compulsory dis-

charge of incompetent foremen or workmen.
Upon the signing of the contract, the con-

tractor shall supply any sample of material or

workmanship hereinafter described that the

engineer may demand.
The contractor shall at all times keep on the

work a copy of the plans and specifications,

drawings and measuring instruments, and such
apparatus as shall be necessary for making
any test of the work that the engineer may
demand.
The contractor shall guarantee to maintain

and uphold the work in perfect condition,

both electrical and mechanical, for the time of

twelve calendar months from the date of the
completion of the contract.

Then follow the usual provisions as to pay-
ment, and as to the action to be taken in case

of the death or insolvency of the contractor,

which need not be specially gone into.

Dcscnpiioii of Work, Quiilily 0/ Materials, &c.

Cable Mains ami firainii Leads..—All mains,
sub-mains, and branch leads shall be of copper,

having a guaranteed conductivity of at least 98
per cent, pure copper, according to Mathiessen's

standard, and they shall he insulated with pure
and vulcanised india-rubber and taped

;
the

whole vulcanised waterproof so that the in-

sulation of the said mains, sub -mains, and
branch leads shall be 2,000 megohms per
statute mile, and shall be equal to Henley's
Class A cables.

No main, sub-main, or branch lead shall

consist of a single wire, but shall be composed
of small wires stranded together, and the size

of each main, sub-main, or branch lead shall be
so proportioned that when the maximum cur-

rent is passing, no more than 600 amperes per
square inch section is flowing through any con-
ductor. The smallest sized wires to be used
shall be The sizes of other branch leads,

other than 5^, are shown in schedule A.

The sizes of mains and sub-mains are shown
in schedule B.

Joints.—Joints under floors, or in any inacces-

sible position, are to he absolutely avoided. The
ends of the mains, sub-mains, and branch leads,

before being connected to switches, fittings, and
fuse boards. &c., shall be carefully stripped of

all braiding and felt, care being taken not to

injure the rubber insulation, to a distance of at

least 3 in., and the exposed rubber shall be
carefully cleaned with naphtha, and in no case
shall bare wire come in contact with other tlian

the provided metal connexion of fitting, but
shall be protected hy its vulcanised rubber
covering.

Piping.—All wires or cables shall be run in

seamless tempered steel pipes preferably well
insulated on the inside, of approved design, in

continuous lengths, with all necessary angles
and bends soldered thereto. After these pipes
arc fixed, they shall be painted with a good
coat of oil paint. Samples of these pipes shall

be sent to the building, and tested and approved
by the engineer for resistance to nails, &c.
The pipes on top floor are to be run in the
roof, and the switch wires are to be run in

lacquered brass tubes, for this floor only.

Wall Bo.xes.—Where the pipes project beyond
the point where the branch leads, sub-mains, or
mains are drawn from them, a teak block shall

be fixed to the wall over the end of the pipe.

Where the tubes or casings enter these blocks,

they shall be connected with rubber or a suit-

able compound. These blocks shall serve as
fixings for brackets and switches and plugs.

Where mains, sub-mains, nr branch leads
are run through brick walls or concrete floors,

they shall be enclosed in extra strong large
steel pipes.

Distributing Boards.—Every branch lead shall

be run on both poles, from a point on a double
pole distributing fuse-hoard, so constructed that

the boards are built up of separate pieces of

metallic conductor, and bars of same mounted

on separate pieces of porcelain—one pair for

each point—the porcelain being so shaped that

one end forms a fireproof division separating

the poles. The whole to be enclosed in a hard
wood box with glass front, and fitted with lock

and key of approved make. The size of these
boards are shown in Schedule C, and they are

to be obtained from Messrs. Z. & Co.

All points on these boards must be labelled

with approved ivory tablets.

Samples of these boards are to be submitted

for the engineer's approval.

In fixing these boards a fillet of hard wood
shall be attached to the wall, and the boards

secured to same, having a sheet of india-rubber,

-j-'y-in. thick, placed between them.

Provide and fix all necessary clip fuses with

porcelain backs.

Double Pole SivitcJi.—Provide and fix a double
pole switch, quick make and break, mounted
on porcelain, to be enclosed in a hard wood or

iron box, witli glass front and lock and key.

This switch shall be capable of carrying 50
amps, of current at 200 volts pressure.

Main Switch Distributing Board.—Provide
and fix a main switch distributing board,

consisting of two pieces of slate of best

quality, enamelled on both sides and through

all holes, and separated by a hard wood fire

bar, on which shall be fixed, connected to suit-

' able copper omnibus bars of correct section,

'three 20 ampere D.P. switches (properly

labelled with i\'ory tablets).

The whole to be enclosed in a bard wood
case, witli glass front, and provided with a lock

and key of approved make.
A sketch of this board must be sent in with

tender, for the engineer’s approval.

Single Pole Switches.—Every liglit sliown in

schedule .A shall be provided with a quick make
and break switch of the "Tumler" type,

mounted on a porcelain base, and provided

with an extra heavy metallic cover to be
selected.

These switches must be constructed that

there is no possibility of contact between tbe

outside cover and the live contacts.

A sample of these switches shall be sub-

mitted to the engineer for his approval.

Switches in places to be assigned by the

engineer may be mounted on hard wood
blocks, with moulded edges of approved
design.

Wall Plugs.— Provide all necessary wall

plugs of approved make.

Distribution.—At a point in the basement, to

be fixed bv the Electric Supply Co., and

at which thev will fix their cut-out, the main

19/18, having loops left for meter connection,

shall be carried to tbe double pole switch, and

from thence to tbe three switch distribution

board. From each of these switches aj/iS sub-

main is to rise to the three boards coloured blue,

red, and green on the diagram, from wliich

boards all points of similar colours are to be

run on both poles.

Note.—All wires are to be drawn into pipes

after plastering is complete, and so that they

can be drawn out again if necessary.

Tests.—At such times as the engineer may
demand, tests of the work shall be made by the

contractor, both for continuity and insulation

between the poles and to the earth, and the

final test being made at a pressure of 200 volts,

shall be such that it meets with the entire satis-

faction of the engineer, of the Electric
;

—

Supply Company, and of the Fire

Office.

Provisions.—Provide the sum of 10/. p.c.v.

for extra wiring. &c., to be deducted in full, or

in part if not required.

Provide the sum of p.c.v. to be paid to

the engineer for copies of plans and specifica-

tions.

Notes. — The contractor shall do all the

necessary cutting away and shall make good
in the best Parian cement, to the engineer’s

and architect’s entire satisfaction, but so as to

avoid disturbing the existing arrangements,

and shall work to the engineer's express in-

structions.

All local switches shall be fixed on lock side

of door, or where the engineer may direct.

When convenient, more than one pair of

conductors may be run in one pipe, and for the

purpose of identification, the contractor shall in

every case run all the positive leads with red,

and all the negative with black wires and
cables.

The contractor at the finish of the work
shall clean up and remove all debris and super-

fluous material, &c., that has been caused
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during the progress of the work, and shall

leave all to the satisfaction of the engineer.

SCHEDULE A.

Position of
Point.

No. of

Points.

Size of
Lead
other
than
3/22-

Description Switches.

/•'irst Floor.
Drawing-room .

.

2 7/22 6 pendant.s 6

Ground Floor.
Dining-room . .

.

I I 4-lt. elec-

Mornine-room .. J

trolier....

Pendant ..

Hilliard-roo/n . -

.

I 7/22 6-lt. fitting. 2
Water-closet ] Pendan .

.

I

Passage 2 — 2 pendants 2

Entrance I — I pendant .. I

Bastincn t.

Kitchen I — 2 pendants a
Scullery I — I pendant .

.

I

Pantrv ] 2

Housekeeper’s
room

Store-room .... J J J

J J J
Water-closet .. * “ I ..

SCHEDT7LE B.

Kitchen 2 pendants. .. . each p,
Scullery t pendant
P.intry 1 ,,

Housekeeper'.s •

room I

Store-room i
,, ,,

Passage i

Water-closet .. i

Dining-room .. 1 4-lt.elcctrolier
Billiard-room .. 6 pendants. ..

. ,,

Morning-room . r pendant
Water-clo.set. . . . i

Passage t

Entrance
Drawing-room

.

.

The.se prill ipleie fittings, i

p« are to l>e .su

of the valu'

6 pendants
Aiic.se prime cost values include con-

cluding lamp-holder.s and fi.xing; sketch
muted on demand, and the whole or any pa
may be omitted at the option of the employe

SCHEDULE C.

Mains, i9/t8. Submain to ba.sement, 7/18.

,, ground-floor, 7/18.

,, first-floor, 7/18.

SCHEDULE D.

Distribution Boards.
Main, 3 way. 20 amp. Switches and fuses. 200 volts

Basement, 10 way board.
Ground-floor, 12 ,,

first-floor, 14 ,, This board to have
four ways arranged
for master switch

schp:dule e.

Bells.
One push, p.c.v., 15s., to be fixed at entrance. Vulcanised

wires to be run in compo tubes to two 6-in. gongs • one in
ba.s^ement passage and one second-floor. .-V.suitable battery

OBITUARY.

tion for the brethren. The new wing also contains
an oratory and library, and a lecture-room for the
novitiates. The whole of the buildings have been
heated on the low pressure hot*water system, with
large pipes round the outside walls and radiators
where required, a new drainage system has been
carried out, and alterations in tlie grounds and
terraces have been made. The construction of the
original building, church, and novitiates' wing cost
about 20,000/., exclusive of the site, altar decoration,
furnishings, and fittings. The original building and
church were designed by the late Mr. Andrew
Heiton, and the novitiates' wing by Mr. A. G.
Heiton, Perth. The following local tradesmen were
employed in the e.xecution of the recent works :

—

Mason, Messrs. W. & C. Duncan
;

joiner, Mr. P.

Johnston ; slater, Mr.
J.

Carmichael
;
plumber, Mr.

J.
M’Leish

;
plasterer, Mr. A. M’Ritchie

;
painter,

Mr. G. Muirhead
;
glazier, Mr. C. Alexander

; grates,
Mr. A. M'Gregor

;
roadways, &c., Messrs. W. & R.

Taylor.

Public Baths, Kixgstox.—

T

he foundation stone
has Just been laid, in Wood-street, Kingston, of new
public baths. The inside measurement of the bath-
house is loi ft. in length and 46 ft. in width. The
swimming pond is 90 ft. by 30 ft. The dressing
boxes on either side will number lifty-one, with foot-
space in front ; and above these is a gallery, 8 ft. 6 in.

high, extending all round the bath, to be used for
witnessing swimming entertainments, &c. The
pond will be supplied by a well at the rear of the
building, and water will also be laid on from the
company's main. The deep end of the bath is to be
6 ft. 6 in., and the shallow end 3 ft. 6 in. The floor

is to be paved with glazed bricks and the sides with
white glazed tiles. Lighting will be from lanterns
in the roof, and electric light. Sixteen slipper baths
will be provided, first and second class, each
supplied with hot and cold water. The building
is being erected by Mr. Cunlilfe, of Kingston,
from plans by Messrs. Francis

J. Smith and
M. B. Adams, with the aid of Mr. Hessell Tiltman,
as professional adviser and expert. The frontage of
the baths in Wood-street will iiave tliree entrances
to the main building and one to tile gallery only,
and there is to be an extra exit opening out to
Thames-street. Mr. C.

J.
Parker is clerk of the

works representing the Corporation.
Free Libr.aRY, Wick.—

T

he foundation stone of
tiie Carnegie Free Public Library, Wick, was laid
recently The building will occupy a site on the
elevated open space in front of 'Sinclair-terrace.
Plans for the new building were prepared by Messrs.
Leadbetter & Fairley, Edinburgh, which provide
libraries, reading and recreation rooms, and a
museum. The cost will be nearly 4,000/., and the
contracts for the various parts of the work liave
been entered into. The total number of volumes
provided for is 8,400.
A New Welsh Church for Loxoon.—

a

new
church and mission buildings, dedicated to St. David,
and erected near Paddington-green, has just been
opened. The new building, which is capable of
seating alioiit 400 people, has been designed by Mr.
C. Evans Vaughan in tlie Gothic style. Under the
church proper is a hall, which is used as a Sunday
school, and during the week for meetings and
concerts. At the back of this hall are the caretaker's
rooms.
Church, Beamixster, Dorsetshire.—

O

n the
Mr. R. S. P-VRKER.—The death has ju.st occurred

of Mr. R. S. Parker, the principal in the firm of
Patman I'otheringhani, builders and contractors,
Islington. The businc.ss will be carried on in future
by Mr. James F. Parker, and Mr. Alfred E. Parker.
Mr. Hope .M’Lachlax.—

W

e greatly regret to have
to record the death of this talented and original land-
scape painter, wiio had made a mark of his own in
contemporary landscape painting, and for the last
few years one learned to look out for his contribu-
tions to the Acaclemyand other exhibitions as things
which were sure to have some original interest. Mr.
M'Lachlan delighted in studies of special effect of
composition and light in landscape, especially effects
of storm or of twilight and even night. He treated
such scenes in an exceedingly broad and massive
manner, and with rather an ignoring of local colour

;

and sometimes no doubt, “ breadth ” was carried a
little too near to roughness of execution

; but there
was always a stamp of power on his work.

GES’ERAL BUILDIXG XEWS.
WESLE'iAx Ch.apel, Barxsley.—

T

he new chapel
of the Wesleyan Reform body, at Doncaster-road
Barnsley, was opened on the ist inst. The new
chapel will accommodate some 400 worshippers, it
has been built from the designs of Messrs. Senior &

architects, at a total cost of something over
1,000/.

°

ST. Mary's Moxastery, Kixxoull, Perth —
This building was begun in the year 1867, when the
house, consisting of dormitorie's, refectory, library,
kitchen, &c., was erected. In the follinving year
the church, monastery, chapel, and crvpt were built
and now the novitiates' wing, consisting of dormi-
tories, common-room, library, and oratory, has been
completed. The church has sitting accommodation
for 200 : the house has apartments for the Fathers
and large dormitories for lay and other brethren’
while the new wing provides thirteen rooms for
novitiates, and dormitories and other accommoda-

29th ult. the new church of St. Mary. West Fording-
ton, was dedicated by the Bishop of the Diocese.
Plans were prepared by Mr. C. E. Ponting, F.S.A..
of Marlborough, and the work has been carried out
by Mr. H. Hoskings. of Hungerford, Wilts. The
new church lias a total length to the apse of 133 ft.,

the length of the nave is 05 ft., and its breadth' 42 ft!

The church is constructed of corrugated iron, on a
framework of wood, and the interior is plastered.
The roof is siirniounted bv a bell turret.
Xew The.ATRE, Covextry .—

A

movement is on
foot at Coventry to build a second theatre, to be
called the Xew Grand Theatre of Varieties, on the
site of the old Tlieatre Royal, Smitliford-street, tlie
frontage being brought up to the level of the street.
The plans for the new building have been prepared
by Mr. W. G. Sprague, architect, London.
Xew Wesleyax School Chapel, Broad-

HE.ATH, Altrixcham.—

T

he memorial stones of the
new school chapel at Broadheath were laid re-
cently. The school, it is estimated, will accommo-
date between five and six hundred scholars. The
large room will seat about 350 persons. There will
be three class rooms and an infants’ room. Behind
the platform vestries will be placed. A gallery
and three class rooms arc arranged for the front o'f
the building, and these will be flanked on each side
by the staircase and principal entrance. Rooms for
storage, the heating chamber, &c., will be provided
in the basement of the building. Externally the
front and side elevations will be faced with red
stock bricks with terra cotta mouldings, &c. It is
proposed to cover the roofs with red Ruabon tiles
and the ventilating turret witli oak shingling. The
floors inside will he of pitchpine, as will also be the
screens, gallery front, and roof timbers. The archi-
tect is Mr. A. W. Smith, of Manchester, and the
principal contractor, Mr.

J. E. Dean, of Sale.

Xew Post Office, Aberfeldy, Perth. — The
new post office in Dunkeld-street, Aberfeldy, was
opened for public business on the 29th ult. The
public office is 18 by 15 ft., the sorting-room 27 ft.
6 in. by 16 ft., and the telegraph-room i6 by 18. The

contractors were :—Mason, Mr. John M'Naughto
joiner, Mr. Donald Reid

;
plasterer, Mr. John Scoi

slater, Mr. Alexander Robertson
;

plumber, ^
Menzies

; architect, Mr. William Bell, C.E.
Catholic Church, Heatox Norris, Lanc

shire.—

T

he foundation stone has just been laid
Heaton Xorris of the new St. Mary's Rom
Catholic Chapel. The architects are Messrs. Puj
& Pugin, of London, and the builder is Mr. Jose
Briggs, of Heaton Norris. The building will be
the Gothic style, and will accommodate 4
people. It will be 92 It. 8 in. long from wall
wall, and 40 ft. wide. The cost is estimated at abo
4,000/.

The Proposed Municipal Buildixgs, Lla
DUDXO.—

A

meeting of the Llandudno Urban Distr:
Council was held recently to discuss the question
the erection of the proposed municipal buildini
The majority of the members were strongly nppos
to spending 14.000/., the original e.stimate being or
10,000/. Mr. T. T. Marks moved, and Mr. Bev;
seconded, that a committee of seven be appointed
meet Mr. Silcock, the architect, at an early da
with a view to altering the elevation, using a differe

kind of stone, and generally reducing the cost, so
not to exceed 12,000/. Mr. F. J. Sarson moved ;

amendment, and it was seconded, tliat it is not t

pedient to .spend more than 10,000/. on municip
buildings. Mr. Marks's resolution was carried.

Additioxs to C.4TERHAM AsYLUM.—An ordina
meeting of tlie managers of the Metropolitan Asyiu
District was held at the County Hall, Spring Ga
dens, London, on tlie 27th ult.. Sir E. H. Galsworth
the Chairman of the Board, presiding. The Boa:
accepted the tender of Mr. Solclen Hipwell,
Wisbech, to erect for tlie sum of 5,091/. a home f
the female attendants at the Caterham Asylum,
accordance with the plans and specifications pr
pared by Mr. E. T. Hall, architect. The architeci

final estimate of the work was 5,000/. Plans we:
approved for the erection of a new pavilion, to co
tain twenty-eight beds, at the South - Westei
Hospital, and for tlie main engineering wor!
required in connexion with the extension works no
in course of progress at the Western Hospital. T 1

architect's estimate of the cost of the erection of tl

pavilion was 5,745/., and of the engineering wor
4,000/.

Exlargemext of St. Matthew's Missk
Church, Moxmore Greex, Wolverhampton.-
Alterations and additions are now being carried o
at the Mission Church, Monmore Green. A chanc
is being added to the front of the building, and
new schoolroom provided at the back. The pa
tition-wall that separated the old schoolroom fro

the mission has been taken away and the two roon
thrown into one. The transformation of the buil

ing into a church is being carried out under tl

supervision of Mr. Lavender, architect, and the co
tractors are Messrs. Halfpenny Bros., builders.

Infectious Diseases Hospital, Ham Gree
Bristol.—

T

he new infectious diseases hospital

Ham Green is approaching completion. The buik

ing is being erected from the designs of M
Yabbicom, City Engineer. The plan provides fi

four wards and an isolation ward, and each ward
a separate building, with ;a space of 40 ft. betwe*
each. There will be seventeen beds in each of tl

four wards, while the isolation ward is divided in

four apartments with two beds in each. The Ha
Green mansion is being fitted up to serve as tl

head-quarters, with accommodation for the residei

doctor and the staff of nurses, attendants, &c. Tl
total cost will be .about 27,000/. The buildings ha’

been planned with a view to possible extensions. Tl

buildings are of red brick, with freestone dressings,

The New Cambridge Theatre of Varietie
—

M

r. Deputy Pearce Morrison, Chairman of tl

Guildhall School of Music, laid the foundation ston

on the 31st ult., of the new building which is to tal

the place of the old Cambridge Music Hall in Cor
mercial-street, E., destroyed by fire in January <

last year. The new hall is to be in the Moorii

style, of red brick, with Bath stone dressings, and
designed by Mr. Henry Percival, architect, Londo
and will accommodate an audience of about 2,50

Every part of the building will be provided with tv

distinct exits and fire-proof staircases. The pit ar

stall floor will be about 10 ft. below the level 1

Commercial-street
;

the first circlewiil be aboi
the street level, with a gallery above. The buildin

which will cost 35,000/., will be supplied with ho
water coils for heating purposes, and will be lightt

by electricity.

Police-station, Coventry.—

C

olonel John Oi

Hasted, R.E., Local Government Inspector, recent

held an inquiry into the application by the Corpor
tion to borrow 14,571/. for new police building

Mr. H. Quick, the architect, gave evidence as to tf

details of the scheme.

Library, St. George, Bristol.—

M

r. Fran

Wills lias prepared designs for the new publ

library for St. George. The structure is to be bui

of Cattybrook bricks, wfth Ham Hill stone dres

ings. The library buildings will ha\'e a frontage <

about 78 ft., and a depth nearly as great. Thebulli

ing will be heated by hot-water apparatus I

Messrs.
J.

Crispin & ^ns, of Bristol. The cos

it is estimated, will be not far short of 6,000/. M
Frank Cowlin is the contractor.

Naval Engineering College Keyham.—
new south wing has just been added to this collej
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an outlay of about 35,000/. The contract \vas

en to Messrs. Shellabear & Sons, of Plymouth,

0 commenced the work in September, 1895-

ension, wliich has a frontage of 100 ft., and runs

:k 130 ft., consists of two separate buildings, one for

ng and sleeping, and the other for instructional

rk. The new wing will provide for over fifty

dents, bringing the number at the college up to

>. The architecture of the wing corresponds

.h that of the main building, but the frontage

1 a less ornamental appearance. It will he

jroached bv an entrance-hall, with mosaic

/ing. The staircases throughout will be of

glish oak. The entrance-ball opens into a

Teation-room, 56 ft. by 30 ft. This will be

;d bv the senior students. On the ground
or there are also masters' rooms, a hat and

it room, and accommodation for the atten*

nts. The first and second Hoors are devoted

cubicles, of which there are fifty-two, the first

or having also a corridor leading to the main
ilding. The educational part of the new wing,

own as the “ lecture-room building,” consists of

•ee floors with class and lecture rooms fitted with
Meries, preparation rooms for experiments and
inonstrations, and a workshop connected with the

isting laboratory. The building will be heated
-oughout with hot water, and the floors are fire-

oof. Tile extra number of students to be pro-

led for in tile future has led to the necessity of

tending the present dining hall by taking in about

ft. at the rear. By this means it will be possible

seat 250 at once. The contract has been carried

t under the direction of Major Kenyon, R.E.,

perintending Engineer Devonport Dockyard, and
r. F. W. Kite. Messrs. Shellabear & Sons'

incipal representatives have been Mr. Shaw and
r. Giles.

London Domestic Mission Society—Bell-
REET Mission.—This new building has been
ected by the Committee of the London Domestic
ission Society to take the place of the Capland-
reet station. The site has a frontage of upwards
35 ft. to Bell-street, with a return frontage of

ft. to Burne-street. The new building contains
ur stories—viz., basement, ground, first and second
»ors. In the basement a large workroom has been
ovided, in which carpenters' benches, &c., can be
ed. On the ground Hoora large and a small class-

om have been arranged in the front building, and
e whole of the rear portiouc has been devoted
the chapel, measuring 50 ft. long bj’ 30 ft.

ide. This chapel has an emergency exit to

jrne-street, and is lofty and lighted by sky-

jhts in addition to a range of large windows
cing Burne-street. On the first floor are two
Iditional class-rooms and tiie missionary's private

om, and on the second floor a further class-room
ith three rooms for the caretaker. Externally the
lilding has been faced with picked stock bricks,

ith red brick dressings, stone cornices, and copings,

lie works have been executed by Mr. S.
J.

Scott, of

loomfield-street, E.C., at a cost of upwards of 3,000/.

ae building has been fitted with electric light

roughout, this work being carried out by Messrs,

.rode & Co. ;
Messrs. Edwards & Sons, of Great

arlborough-strect, supplying the low pressure hot-

ater apparatus. Tlie premises were designed by
r. Howard Chatfeild Clarke, of Bishopsgate-street

hthin. E.C., and have been carried out under his

irsonal superintendence. The mission was opened
1 the 31st utt.

Christ Church Schools, Wolverhampton.

—

he memorial stone of the new public elementary
:hools which are being built by the congregation
nd friends of Christ Church, Wolverhampton, was
lid recently. The schools are situate in Lcicester-

treet. The}’ consist of two floors, tlie lower to be

le infants' department, and the upper the mixed
epartment

;
the fiirmer having accommodation for

40 children, and the latter for 290. Tlie architect

i Mr. F. Hunter Lines, and the contractor Mr.
leorge Cave, The total cost of the schools (in-

luding site, construction, and equipment) will be

,400/.

Bank, HeXHa^i-ON-TynE.—The new branch bank
v’hich has been erected in Priestpopple, Hexham,
or Messrs. Lambton & Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
vas opened for business last week. The building,

vhich has a frontage of 70 ft., comprises a banking
oom, manager’s room, large strong cellars,

nanager’s residence, five offices, and a shop. The
vails of the ground floor arc faced with grey Aher-
leen granite in pitch faced blocks, and above are
aced with T.L.B. bricks and dressings of Prudham
itone. The woodwork, including fittings, of the
lank is oak, and the floor mosaic and wood blocks.

VIessrs. W. & J.
Darlington have erected the huild-

ngs, with the following sub-contractors
;

joiner

vork. Mr. Edward Snowball
;
painting, Mr. Ellis

;

ilumbing, Mr.
J.

Smith
;
bank fittings, Mr. W. C.

ryrie, of Gateshead ; special brass and bronze
work, Mr. N. F. Ramsey, Newcastle

; fireproof floors,

Messrs. Mark Fawcett & Co., Westminster ; mosaic
ind wood block floors, Mr.

J.
F. Ebner, London

;

granite work and carving, Mr. R. Beall, Newcastle
;

strong room doors and safe, Messrs. Milner & Co.,

Liverpool. The whole of the works have been
de.signed by and carried out under the superinten-
dence of Mr. John W. Dyson, of Newcastle, the
architect to the bank, and’ who is now preparing
plans for the erection of another branch at Elswick,
Newcastle.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
SEWAGE WORKS, PARSLEY. — Major-General

Crozier, R.E., recently conducted a Local Govern-
ment inquiry at Parsley into an application by the

Urban District Council of Parsley for sanction to

borrow 14,700/. for purposes of sewerage and sewage

disposal. Amongst those present were Mr. E. Wade,
clerk

:
Mr. Johnson, C.E. (Johnson & Preston),

engineer of tlie proposed outfall works ;
and Mr.

Benjamin Walker, engineer of the proposed works

of sewerage.
Public Improvements, Brighton.—

A

t a meet-

ing of the Brighton Town Council on the istinst.

the joint report by the Consulting Engineer (Mr.

Lockwood) and the Surveyor (Mr. May) on the pro-

tection of the Madeira-road foresliore and the im-

provements of the road was considered. The
report embraced the widening of the road between

the site of the Chain Pier and Royal-crescent from

40 ft. to 60 ft., and the provision of two groynes at

10,000/., the timber breast-work required being

estimated to cost 2,000/. The Council were recom-

mended to adopt the recommendation, and to direct

that the Town Clerk should apply to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow 12,000/.,

the estimated cost of the work. The proceedings

were confirmed after some discussion.

Sewage Works, Stockport.—

M

r. George W.
Willcocks, C.E., lield a public inquiry on the

1st inst.. on behalf of the Local Government Board,

in the Court-house. Stockport, as to an application

for power to borrow 45,000/. in respect of sewage
works, 36,079/. for gaswork purposes, 7,183/. for

street improvements, 3,000/. for improvement of the

public baths, 2,016/. for the erection of weights and

measures office, and 1,922/. for the erection of police

parade-room, making a total of 95,000/. The Town
Clerk (Mr. Walter Hyde) stated that the area of the

borough was 2,200 acres, the estimated population

77,600, the annual assessable value 266,617/., ^nd the

entire debt of the borough 469,932/. including loans

under the Public Health Act, therefore non-revenue

producing, 233,043/. In 1894 they obtained the

sanction of the Local Government Board to borrow
95,000/. for the construction of a main intercepting

sewer and sewage outfall works. There had been

paid, 97,376/. IIS. gd.
;

owing on contracts,

6,524/. IS. 3d.
;
to be paid for e.xtras and additions,

3,329/. 15s. 2d.
;
toLvi expenditure actually incurred,

107,230/. 8d. 2d. The consent of the Local Govern-

ment Board was now asked for a further expendi-

ture of 27,688/. in respect of the sewage works ;

making a total of 134,918/. 8s. 2d. or 39,918/. 8s. 2d.

more than tlie original estimate, owing to a large

quantity of extra concreting being found necessary,

and different parts of the work being extended from

time to time. The engineer (Mr. Alfred M. Fowler)

detailed the sewage works, explaining that the extra

cost was due largely to unexpected difficulties in

constnicting the sewer. For instance, there was an

item of 2.000/., cost of tunnelling under the Cheshire

Lines Railway, and heavy charges for extra timber-

ing and concreting, consequent upon coming upon
bog and quicksands. A feature peculiar to Stockport

was that parts of it were honey-combed with tunnels

to supplv mills with water taken from the upper

reaches of the river Mersey and conveyed through

the red sandstone. He did not think the same
feature prevailed to the same extent in any other

town in the world. To meet these cases, and avoid

blocking up the drifts crossing the sewer, flattened

iron tubes were used. The mistake made in the

Manchester scheme was that of putting in.such cases

flattened brick sewers, which collapsed, involving

serious loss. On the conclusion of the evidence

with reference to the sewage sehemc, the Inspector

went over the ground
;
the inquiry into the various

other matters being adjourned until the 27th inst.

Proposed New Bridge OVER the River Ayr.
It is proposed to erect a new bridge across the

river Ayr immediately eastwards of the railway.

This bridge will give access to the Agricultural

Association’s grounds, and also connect a new high-

way from Whitletts-road, through Craigie lands,

with the Holmston-road, by a new roadway formed
in the railway company’s ground, between Mill-

street and Holmston-road. It is intended to have
the width of the bridge between the parapets at

least 36 ft., and probably 40 ft., and the cost is not

expected to exceed 6,000/. for the bridge, with its

piers, abutments, and roadway, with a further sum
of about 1,000/. for the approach roads to the bridge

from the north and south. The clear width of tlie

river where the bridge is to be erected is 71 yards.

The bridge is formed of three spans, each span
having four arched steel girders carrying the steel

trough flooring and superstructure. There will be

an ornamental cast-iron parapet, cornice, and facia.

The piers and abutments are to be faced with
Ballochmyle stone. The plans have been prepared

bv Mr. John Eaglesham, C.E., Burgh Surveyor.

—

Ayr Obsen'er.

Reservoir, Breeze Hill, Lancashire.—

A

t the

rising of the Liverpool Water Committee on the

30th ult., a visit was made to Breeze Hill to inspect

the new service reservoir which has been constructed

there by Messrs Holme & King, the contractors.

The water engineer, Mr. Joseph Parry, M.Inst.C.E.,

accompanied the party. Tlie site at Breeze Hill is

at an elevation of 145 ft. above sea level, and the

population to be supplied is about 80,000, requiring

an average daily supply of from two to three million

gallons. The works of construction were let to

Messrs. Holme & King on July 30th, 1895, the con-
tract sum being 16,661/. 7s. 7d. The capacity of the

reservoir exceeds six million gallons. The length of

the reservoir is 268 ft.
;
breadth, 240 ft.

;
and the

average depth, i6J4 ft- Tlie area at top-water is

7,147 square yards. The arching of the roof consists

of seventeen rows of parallel arches, 12 ft. span and
240 ft. long, with thirty-four groined abutment
arches, 12 ft. span and 22 ft. long. The arches are

covered with soil, wliich will be grassed, and the top
of the reservoir laid out with walks. The walls of

the reservoir are composed of concrete, with clay

puddled backing, and lined with asphalte. The
piers which carry the arches are of brickwork, and
tlie floors of concrete, with a facing of asphalte.

Coventry Sewage Scheme,—

A

n inquiry was
recently held at St. Mary's Hall, before Colonel John
Ord Hasted, R.E., Local Government Inspector,

into the application of the Coventry City Council to

borrow 156,500/. for purposes of sewage disposal.

Mr. G. K. Strachan, in partnership with Mr. Man-
sergh, the engineer in charge of the scheme, gave
evidence as to the inadequacy of the present works,
and the necessity for new ones. The new scheme
proposed to pass through land the whole of the

sewage and storm-water — 19,000,000 gallons per
day. The pumping works and mains to carry the

sewage to the land at Baginton were described.

The sewage from the rising mains would first be
strained through 2 ft. 6 in. of burnt clay, cuke, or

gravel before passing on to the land. The subsoil of

the farm was sandy gravel, varying in depth from

5 ft to 14 ft.

Filter Beds, Cardiff Corporation Water-
works. — The Cardiff Corporation Waterworks
Committee have continned the acceptance of the
tender of Mr. T. D. Ridley, of Cardiff and Middles-
brough, for the exten.sion of the filter beds at the
Heath. The engineer (Mr. Priestley) estimated the
cost at 10,548/. 5s. 4d,, and Mr. Ridley’s tender was
10,114/. 17s. 6d.

Local Sewers in London.—

T

he London County
Council have sanctioned, subject to a condition
recommended by the engineer, the construction of
local sewers as follows :—Greenwich—270 ft. of

12 in., and 160 ft. of 0 in. pipe and concrete sewers
in Milton-road. Holborn—625 It. of l2-in. pipe
and concrete sewer in John’s-mews and John's-place,
Little James-street. Newington—200 ft. of 12-in.

pipe sewer in Churchyard-row, Newington-butts.
St. Giles—140 ft. of 4 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in. brick sewer in

Eagle-street, 250 ft. of 4 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in. brick sewer,
and 360 ft. of underpinning of sewer in Kingsgate-
street, and 115 ft. of underpinning of sewer in Little

yueen-street.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Memorial Window, Wigginton, Stafford-

shire.—

T

he Ven, Archdeacon Scott recentlv dedi-
cated a window which has been placed in the
chancel of Wigginton Church to tlie memory of the
late Mrs. Brown. The window slmws three sub-
jects—“The Crucifixion ” (centre), “The Nativity,”
and “The Baptism." Tlie work has been executed
by Messrs. Caniin & Co., Smethwick.

Window, Heath Town Church, Stafford-
shire.—

A

stained-glass window has been placed in

Heath Town Church in memory of the late Mr.
William Pool. It was supplied by Mr. Samuel
Evans, West Smethwick.
Window, Blackburn CiifRcu.—A stained-glass

window has been placed in the east end of' the
Audley Range Congregational Church, Blackburn,
in memory of the late Mrs. Eli Hevworth. Thu
window is in the Gothic style, and consists of seven
principal lights. It is from the studio of Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, & Bavne, of London.
Marble Tablet, Evangelical Union Church,

Kilmarnock.—

I

n Winton-place Evangelical Union
Church, Kilmarnock, recently, a marble tablet, by
Mossman, of Glasgow, in memory of tlie Rev. Dr.
Morison, was formally inaugurated, together with
two stained-glass memorial windows. The windows
arc the work of Messrs. Ballaiitine & Gardiner,
Edinburgh.

’

Window, Brampton Church, Cumberland.—
The memorial window to the late Rev. H. White-
head, has been placed in the baptistrv at the west
end of Brampton Church, and was rec’entlv unveiled.
On the window are figures representing the prophets
Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Daniel, and the work
has been executed by Messrs. Morris & Co. from
the designs of Sir Edward Burne-Jones.

Atl.vy Monument, Hereford Cathedral. .A

monument to the late Bishop Atl.ay has recently
been unveiled in Hereford Cathedral. Immediatelv'
underneath the Freer memorial window a recum-
bent efligy, sculptured in white Carrara marble bv
Mr. Forsyth, of London, is laid upon a cenotaph of
cream coloured Belgian marble, with a plinth of
Belgian rouge royal marble, and a base or step of
Belgian black marble. The effigy is draped in a
semblance of modern episcopal rubes. Tlie ceno-
taph is designed in the manner of the thirteenth
century, and is shaped into a series of panels with
little columns of rouge marble. A mitre appears in
relief on the head panel, and a shield pre.senting the
Atlay arms impaled with those of the see on the
foot panel, while upon the central panel at the south
side an inscription is engraved. The height of the
monument is about 4 ft. 6 in. Its cost was about 800/.
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FOREIGN.
Frakce.—

B

y order of the Minister of Public

Instruction and Fine Arts, the designing and
modelling courts of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, the

library, and the galleries of tliis establishment will

henceforth be opened to girls and young women
between the ages of fifteen and thirty, who will be
able to produce (with a certificate of identity), a cer-

tificate given by an artist showing that they are
qualified to compete for entrance. From Monday
last the Louvre and Luxembourg Museums are to he
opened from nine in the morning till live in the even-
ing, the Cluny and Versailles from eleven till five, and
the Sevres and Gobelins manufactories from twelve
till five. The medallion of Alfred Darcel, late

Director of the Cluny Museum, has just been placed
in one of the balls : it has been modelled by Madame
Albazzi. The “ Societe Historiquc d'Auteuil et de
Passy ” have opened a subscription to erect on the
lawn at Kanelagh, near the Gare de Passy,

a monument commemorating the arrival of the

Emperor and Empress of Russia. The monument
is to be e.xecuted by Gustave Michel, sculptor.

The Municipal Council in Paris has just opened a
limited competition between the artists Carrierre,

Lerolle, Victor ProuvtS and Maurice Elliot, for the
decorati(5n ot the ceiling of the library of the Muni-
cipal Council at the Hotel de Ville. Tlie judgment
will be given at tlie end of June. The destruc-

tion of the old bridge of Limay is announced. It is

well known amongst the landscape painters and
arclireologists. The Municipal Council of Paris
are endeavouring to preserve part of the
church of Saint Pierre de Montmartre, the
destruction of which had been decided upon.
An important exhibition of china will be opened on
May 15 at the Palais des Beaux Arts in tlie Champ
de Slars. national exhibition of industrv and
fine arts will be held at Rennes on May 2, and kept
open three months.- There is a talk of erecting a
new Hippodrome, larger and better designed tlian

the old building in tile Avenue d'Alma, in the
neighbourhood of tile Place Clichy. on the site now
occupied by the Ci>nvent of the Sacre Cieur.

Germany.—The Government are considering the
advisability of selling the old Botanical Gardens at

Berlin for building purposes. The value of the
ground is estimated at 800.000/. Tlie Prussian
Government is now considering the advisabilitv of
extending the Central State Hospital at Berlin,

and a Bill has been presented to this effect.

Negotiations are now being carried on encrgeticallv

as to the entire revision of the Berlin Building .Act.

and one of the principal points now under discus-

,

sioii is tliat of the niiiiinuini superficial area to

be left as courtyards in city property. At
the Scliinkel Celebration, which was held under
the auspices of tlie Architectural Society of Berlin,

the Minister of Public Works presented the medals,
whilst Herr Zekeli delivered the oration. A large
hospital is to be erected at Lichterfelde. near Berlin.

Professor Reinhold Begas arranged a very
unique celebration at liis studio on tlie completion
of the national monument, which included the
representation of a satirical play, dealing with the
art qucstiims of the day. written by the manager of
the Court play-house. The post of Citv Engineer
at Berlin has now been filled by Herr Krau.se, of
Stettin. There were a number of candidates, but
his ap^xiintmeiit was by nr votes against yx for the
next candidate. Herr Krause held tlie post of City
Architect at Stettin since i8yo. Westphalia is to
have a county liall. and a competition lias been held
with the view of obtaining a suitable design.
The Town Hall at Munich is to be considerablv
enlarged at a cost of nearly 200,000/. Prifcssor
Hauberrisser will be the architect of this addition,

as he was also of the original building. The new
works will be spread over five years. We regret
to record the death of Professor Wagner, of Darm-
stadt, who was closely associated with the work of
the Technical College of that city for over twenty-
eight 5'ears.

.AUSTRIA.—The Vienna Municipalit}’ is at last

closing some of tlie many insanitary basement
dwellings which have long been a disgrace to tiie

city. We notice that the Government scheme of
covering in a part of the old River Wien, with the
view of running the new Metropolitan Kaihvav on
the line of this water-way, has had the approval of
the Municiixility.—-There is to be a monument
erected to tlie Emperor Joseph at Baden, a summer
resort close to Vienna. Tlie Council Chamber of
the Houses of Parliament at Vienna is to have a new
system of lighting.- The respective Governments
uf Austria and Germany have now decided on a direct
line of telephone between Budapest and Berlin.

Tlie annual Art Exliihition at the Central Societv of
Artists of Vienna has been opened. Thisvear ltis
a very small exhibition, only 450 pictures having been
hung. There is a small section for sculpture and
architecture. Tlie Emperor visited tlie Exhibition
on its opening. It lias practically been decided by
tlie representatives of the Amalgamated Societv of
Artists of Austria to erect a special art exhibition
building, and the site selected is that of the old
Franz Josef Barracks. A temporary building is first

to be erected, and tlie Municipality has put the
ground at the disposal of the promoters free of
charge for the next ten years, after which, however,
a ground rent will have to be paid in the event of
the larger structure being carried out.

Zurich.—

F

our miles distance from Zurich, in

a place called Schlieren, extraordinary activity is

being displayed in the construction of the works
of the North-Eastern Railway and 0/ the gasworks.
A new citv is rising, in wliich some thous.ands of

operatives will very shortly take up residence. It

is e.xpccted that this little town will contribute

to prevent the augmentation of the population of

Zurich for at least a few years.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PROFESSIOXAI. and Bl'SiN'ESS AN'N'OUXCEMEN’TS.

—Mr. F. Britton, Builder.-h'as removed frbm Lecon-
field-road to 469, Caiedonian-road, London, N.

Good Fkid.AYWeek.—Next week, in consequence
of the Easter holidavs, we go to press a day earlier

than usual. All communications for the Editor
must reach him by/fr.';/ post on IValncsciav morning,
e.xcept lists of tenders, which will be received up to
10 a.in. of the same day.

Decorative P.axels, Birmingham Town Hai.i.,

—The Estate Committee report the gift, from Mr.
Alderman Kenrick, M.P., of four panels, designed
and executed by students of the School of Art, for
the furtlier decoration of the Town Hall. The titles

of the panels and the names of the artists are as
follows :

“ Instrumental Music,” by Mr. Sidney H.
Meteyard

;
“ Vocal Music.” bv Mr. Henry A. Pavne;

“ Lendl’s Trust -Almshouses,'’ by Mis^ Kate E.
Bunce ;

‘‘ Dr. Sacheverel," by Mr. Bernard Sleigh.

—

Biriniii^haiii I’ost.

A Di.sclaimer.—Messrs. Grover & Grover, Ltd.,
of Paxton-foad, Tottenham, ask us to state that
Henry Grover, builder, of Enfield Highwav, is not
and has not been at any time connected with their
firm.

The Widening of Fleet-street.—On the 30th
lilt, the Commissioners of Sewers held their usual
fortnightly meeting at tlie Guildhall, Mr. H. G.
Snialhiian in the diair.—Alderman Treloar, willi

reference to the widening of Fleet-street, moved :

—

“That it be an instruction to the Finance and Im-
provement Committee to take tlie necessary steps
to acquire, as speedily as possible, all interests in
tile properties needed for 'widening Fleet-street
between Bride-lane and Salisbury-court.” He said
that tlie cost of this improvement was estimated to
he somewliere near 190,000/.. of which sum the Lon-
don County Council had agreerl to pay half. When
Ludgate Hill was widened by 16 ft. it took thirty
years to complete the improvement by the process
adopted. The same method was being suggested in
the Fleet-street widening, but he thought that a
more expeditious mode should be carried out. -At

present mitices were served on freeholders with a
view of acquiring their interests, while the leases
were allowed to expire by. lapse of time. That wriv
of going to work necessarily took a long time, much
to the detriment of public intere.st. His proposal
was that the leaseholders as well as freeholders
should be bought out at once, so as to complete the im-
provement in a reasonable time.—.After a short dis-
cussion the motion was agreeii to almost imani-
mously.
Discovery of an Ancient Doorway in Cole-

hill, T.AMWORTH.— In the course of the excavations
which are being made at the corner of Church-
street and Colchiil, for the purpose of erecting new
premises for the Tamworth Co-operative Society,
the men employed by Mr. E. Williams, the con-
tractor, came across the stone .step and jambs of an
old d<iurw.ay. The lintel had disappeared. The
doorw.iy faced Colehill, and the step was about 7 ft.

or 8 ft. below the present level of the street. The
jambs were rudely ornamented.
Annual Dinner, Institution of Civil Engi-

neers.—I'he annual dinner of the Institution of
Civil 1‘ingineers took place on the 31st ult. in the
Hall of the Merchant Taylors’ Company, Thread-
needle-street, Mr, J. Wolfe Barry presidi’ng over a
large gathering of members and guests. The usual
loyal and patriotic toasts were duly honoured, and
the Duke of Teck hriefiy acknowledged that of “ The
Frince and Princess of Wales and the other members
of the Royal Family.” Tlie President ne.xt proposed
“Her Majesty's Ministers,” and Lord G. Hamilton
replied, The toast of “The Houses of Lords and
Commons” was then given by the President, the i

Lord Chancellor responding for the Lords, and the
Speaker replying for the House of- Commons. The ^

President having proposed “ Health and Prosperity
to the Merchant Taylors’ Company,” and Major-
General Sim having acknowledged the toast, Sir L.
Simmons gave the toast of "The Institution.” The
President, in the course of his reply, remarked that
the Institution had on the previous’ day by a unani-
mous vote adopted a new departure, a’nd from tliat
time forward admission to the organisation would
be gained either by scientific e.xamination or by the
submission of some valuable paper or thesis.’ He
thought this new departure would be of very «reat
value to the world at large, as it would be a guaran-
tee that the members and associate members of tlie
Institution had a grounding in that scientific knoxv-
ledge on which all civil engineering must always be
based. It would also he of great value to the ’insti-
tution as a body by raising it to its proper position,
and enabling it to keep pace with those develop-
ments of scientific research which were being con-
tinually brought to light. The company then

I
separated.

Restoration of the Pended Tower, Dun
fermline.—When Mr. Andrew Carnegie visited hi

native city in the summer of last year, he suggestei
that the Pended Tower, which at one time forniei
the connecting building between the Roya! Palao
and I the Abbey, should be repaired and couvcrtei
into a tower for Dunfermline curios. The siigges
tion was placed before H.M, Office of Works by

:

local committee, and tlie office sanctioned thi

scheme, and appointed one of its officers, Mr
Hawks, to superintend the work. What remains 0
tlie tower is 47 ft. in height, 35 ft. in length fron
north to south. 16 ft. in breadth at the northern anc
iS ft. 6 in. at the southern arch. The lower Jlat con
sists of three rooms, and the upper room, or inuseurr
proper, is 26 ft. 0 in. from north to soutli anc
r3ft.6in. from east to west. The windows in tlu

lower Hat have been filled in with cathedral glass
and in the museum the Dunfermline arms and the
Scottish Lion are emblazoned on the north anc
south windows respectively. The floors have beer
all laid with pavement, and an oak stair leading
from the basement to the upper Hat has been
introduced .—Glasgow Herald.
The S.anitary Institute.—We have receix’ed

the annual report of this Institute, in presenting
which the Council observe tliat what is now needed
is not so much an awakening of the public as to the
necessity lor combating preveiitible diseases, as the
imparting of instruction in the best methods to be
employed in accomplishing this important task.
They have endeavoured to meet this need by
developing.the educational value of the meetings,
lectures, and {leiiionstrations at the Institute, and bv
improvements in the permanent museum and
library, while tlirougliout the country the congresses
held by the Institute, and the exhibitions connected
with them, are rapidly increasing in importance,
and in the influence that they have on matters con-
nected with tile wide field of sanitary science. A
sketch map, showing the centres to which the work
of the Institute has been extended, is given at the
end of the report.

Appointment of Sanitary Inspectors.—

T

he
Local Government Board lias sanctioned the
appointment of Messrs. H. F. Bridel and

J.
Peers

as Sanitary Inspectors in the parishes of Bethnal
Green and Islington respectively.
Hampstead Heath Protection Society.—On

Wednesday. Mr. E. Brodie Hoarc, M.P., presided at
a public meeting at the Drill Hail, Hampstead, called
for the purpose,of forming a societv for the protection
of Hampstead Heath and the p’reservation of its

natur.al beauties. Amongst those who have already
promised to join the society are tlie Duke of West-
minster, who has consented to become the patron,
Sir Walter Besant. Miss Octavia Hill, Messrs. W. B.
Richmond, R.A„ Norman Sliaw, R.A.. David Murray,
A.R.A,. Mr. Samuel Hoare, M.P.. seven other members
of Parliament, the Bishop of Exeter, &c. The Chair-
man advocated the desirability of interfering as little

as possible with the natural beauty, the natural
growth of plants and shrubs, and the n’atural bird life,

on the heath, and also impressed upon those present
the necessity of working in harmony with the London
County Council.—Air. E. K. Lake, churchwarden uf
the parish, moved “That it is desirable to fortiiwitli
form a Society for the protection of Hampstead Heath
and the protection of its natural beauties.” Mr. J.
Hardcastle seconded. Tlie Chairman read a letter
Irom the Hampstead Art Societv, expressing their
sympathy with the object of the meeting. Mr.

J. B.
Wilkin said that the resolution was “ too artistic " for
him. He considered that great credit was due to the
London County Council for the work they had done
in making the heath and Parliament Hill Fields
accessible to tlie public. He contendeil that the
people of Hampstead, or many of tliem, were selfish,
and did not like to see good footpaths, which
enabled the people of London to get about the heath
freely. The resolution was carried unanimously,
and it was afterwards decided to call the Society tlie
Hampstead Heath Protection Society.
architectur-al iAssociation Spring Visits.

We are obliged to hold over tlie account of the visit
last Saturday, which reached us too l.ate to find space
for it.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Dispute between Master Builders .and

Oper.atzve Brickl.ayers, Wolverhampton. At
a meeting held at the Star and Garter Hotel,
on March 17, the representatives of the Master
Builders’ Association met tlie representatives of
the Operative Bricklayers’ Society in order to try
and come to some amicable arrangement of the
points in dispute, and so avert a strike on the
part of the bricklayers. We imderstancl that
it was decided by the members representing the
workmen to accept the terms agreed upon on their
behalf. The settlement gives the men an advance
of one halfpenny per hour in w.ages, an hour for
dinner during part of tlie short time in winter (in

place of half an liour), half a mile less walking
distance, improved conditions as to overtime and
lodgings, and also provisions as to giving notice of
alteration of rules. The settlement airived at was
laid before the members of ,the brancii on the 24th
ult., when they expressed themselves as perfectly
satisfied with the settlement arrived at by their
representatives. The new rules come into fo'rce on
the first day of May .—Midlainl Counties Express.
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LEGAL.
'EAL AGAINST A DISTRICT SURVEYOR.
N' the 30tli ult., the case of Roctley p- Mars-

,
a case of considerable interest to huilclers,

e before Mr. Hopkins at the Lambeth Police-

•t. It was an appeal under Section 150 of tlie

don Building; Act, 1894, by Mr. Bodley, as builder

proposed building at No. 7, Alleyne-road, Park*

1. Camberwell, against an objection made by
Ellis Marsland, the District Surveyor of Cam-

vell. Mr. Blackwell, barrister, who appeared lor

appellant (instructed by Mr. Francis Howse)
sd, in opening the case, that on January
', Mr. Bodley served upon Mr. Marsland
notice required by Section 145 of the Lc^ndon
ding Act, 1894, of intention to make an
tion to tile premises. 7. Alleyne-road. The effect

lie addition, if carried out, would have been to

ease the area of the building beyond ten squares
to bring the building witliin Section 74 (2) of the

Iding Act. Mr. Marsland refused his consent to

alteration unless the portion of the premises
I as a shop was separated from the part used as

veiling house by fire-proof Iloors. -As the effect

his would have been to involve very consider-

expense, it was determined to modify the plan,

instead of building an annexe to the existing

iiises, to build a separate structure, the new
ding being, however, separated from the existing

only by about a space of 9 in. .Mr. Marsland
eared to have regarded this as an attempt to

le Section 74 and stated tliat the written notice

ibjection he had given would apply also to

substituted plan. Accordingly a summons
taken out under Section 150 and the parties

eared before the learned magistrate. Mr.
•sland cross-examined the witnesses to show
. as there was a door in the existing huikling, and
as proposed to put a door in the new building,

two buildings would he united by tlie openings,

he called attention to Section 77 of the Act.

tending that that section supported his view.

Blackwell, in reply, submitted tliat two build-

i could not be united merely by making openings
wo walls, unless the two walls were in physical

tact with one another. Two bouses on opposite

s of a street were not united by the fact that

e were doorways precisely opposite to one
Iher. The idea that it could be so could not. be
;d, have entered the mind of any man who was
a District Surveyor.
lie learned Magistrate adopted tins view, and
e an order disallowing the District Surveyor's
ction to the plans submitted.

The foregoing account is furnished to us by
learned counsel for tlie appellant. Accepting it

a correct statement of the facts, we have no
bt that tile judgment of the magistrate is techni-

y correct, and that as the law stands be could
have decided otherwise

;
but we do not think

case is very creditable to tile appellant. It

ears to us to be an evasion, through a techni-

ty, of the essential intent of the Building .Act.

I).

A BUILDER AND HIS PLANS:
C.aSE IX THE COUUT OK APPE.AL.

HR case of Smith v. The Chorley Rural District

iiicil came before the Court of Appeal, composed
be Master of the Rolls, and Lords Justices Lopes
Chitty, on the 5th inst,. it being an appeal by
plaintiff froma judgment of Mr. Justice Kennedy
n action brought by the plaintiff, a luiilder at

irley, for a mandamus to compel the Council to

s the plans of a house in Back-lane, Chorley,

cii, however, it declined to do on the ground that

le house was built it would make the street J4 ft.

e instead of 3b ft. 6 in., which was the minimum
th allowed by the by-laws. The plaintiff’s con-

.ion was tliat Back-lane was not a new street. The
; was tried before his Lordship and .a special jury

he Manchester (resumed) .Autumn Assizes, when
jury found tiiat Back-lane was not a new street.

Lordsliip. however, on further consideration,

I tliat an action for a mandaiiuis would not lie,

proper remedy, if any, being by an application

a prerogative writ of mandamus. He tlierefore

e judgment for the defendants,

ttlic conclusion of the arguments of counsel, the
iter of the Rolls, in giving judgment, said that the
mdants, a local tribunal, which admittedly had
sdLction to consider whether they would approve
disapprove of certain plans laid before them,
irtained that question. The plans were laid

ire them, not that they might ministerially signify

r approval, Inu that they might say whether in

honest exercise, of their, jurisdiction they would
rove or disapprove of them. It was admitted
: the defendants honestly considered the question.

:
question heforc them depended upon one fact

ingst others—hamely, whether the street in ques*
i was a new street. They were bound to con-

:r and determine that fact. They decided that

vas a new street and they disapproved of the
is. It was impossible to say that they had done
thing beyond their jurisdiction. They acted
bin their jurisdiction in every way. It followed,
.'cfore, that no appeal lay from that decisioiL

; plaintiff brought Hie present action for a man-
lus to compel them to alter their decision and to

approve of the plans. Mr. Justice Kennedy had
thought it better not to withdraw from the jury

tlie question of wliether or no it was a new
street, and the jury haci found that it was not

a new street
;

but upon further consideration

the learned Judge came to the conclusion that

there was no question for the jury, and entered

judgment for the defendants. In his (the Master
of the Rolls) opinion no appeal lay from the

decision of tlie local tribunal acting honcstlj’ within
their jurisdiction

;
therefore there was no question

for the jury, and the action could not he maintained.
The Lords Justices concurred, and the appeal was

accordingly dismissed with costs.

Mr. E. Sutton appeared as counsel for the appel-

lant
;
and Mr. C. A. Russell, Q.C., and Mr. F. H.

Mellor for the respondents.

PIRACY OF AN ARCHITECT’S DR.AWINGS-

This case, which was brouglit bv Mr. James
Neale, F.R.I.B.A., and a Fellow of the Societv of

Antiquaries, against Messr.s. Mariner & Harlej' and
ArcItHixtiircfor publishing some of Mr. Ncalc’sdraw-
ings from liis work on St. .Alban’s .Abbey, and which
was reported in the Biiildcrof February zo last, wlien
Mr. Neale obtained an hilcrim injunction against
Anintaiiirc, was again before Mr. Justice Kekewich
on the 3rcl inst. The defendants decided not to

further contest the case, and agreed that Mr. Neale
should have a perpetual injunction restraining the
defendants, Messrs. Marnier I't Harley and Archi-
tixinrc, the publishers and proprietors of a paper
entitled ArcJiittxliirc, from printing, publisliing.

selling, delivering, or otherwise di.sposing of any
copies of that magazine containing any drawings or
plans copied from “ The Abbey Church of St.

Alban," a work publislied by the plaintiff and duly
registered as cnpyriglit

: and that the defendants
would pay damages and all costs. Mr. Justice
Kekewich matic an order accordingly.
We understand the costs and damages consider-

ably exceed ;^'200.

1 \

MEETINGS.
Fkidav, At'Rir. 9.

IiistiiutioH 0/ Civil Enffificcrs {Students' Meeting).

—

Mr. Harold Berrid^je oit “ Poole Harbour.” 8 p.m.

Satukuav, Ai’uil 10.

Sanitary Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary
Officers). — Inspection at tlie .Sewage and Destructor
Works, I'laliiig. 2.30 p.m.
Kdinlnn-gh Architectural Association.— {\) Visit to

Nidcirie Tower. (2) Visit to Duiitarvie Castle.

Monuav, Ai’KII. 12.

Royal Institute 0/ British Architects.— Mr. H. H.
Statham on "The New (iovernmfint Offices Sclieme.”
8 p.m,
Lterhs 0/ (Carpenters’ Hall).— Fif-

teenth Annual Meeting. 7.30.
Sanitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Offeers).

—

Dr. (i. Reid on " Sanitary Appliances.” 8 p.m.

Tuesday, April 13.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Paper to be discussed :

"The Blackwall Tunnel,” hy Messrs. David Hay and
Maurice Fitzinaurice. 8. p.m.

Wednesday, April 14.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—{1) Nomination of
Council and Officers. (2) Mr. < !. Barren on "Silting of
Small Harbours and the Effect of .a .Stream cf Water.”
8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary

Officers).—Inspection of Artisans’ Dwellings, Boundary-
street area, Bethnal Green. 3 p.m.

Thursday, .April 15.

Devon arut E.eetcr Architectural Society {Plymouth,
dr’e., Branch).—.Address by Chairman, Mr. C. King.
7-30P-nL

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

4,604.

—

Appliances for Burst Water Pipe.':: P.
Punch and Another.— Invention consists in a device for
the prevention of damage consequent upon the bursting of
water pipes, being the combination of a flap provided with
an electrical contact-piece, introduced into the supply-pipe,
beyond the main cock, and means for electrically releasing
the cock, which is so weighted as then to close automati-
cally, such releasing mechanism being caused to act by an
electric current, the circuit of which is completed on the
bursting or fracture of a pipe. The releasing mechanism
consists of a bent lever, with weight, arranged on the main
cock.

4,780.

—

Flue ok Chimney: /U. R. l>urridge.—\n a
flue or chimney, preferably of metal, inventor constructs
the shafts in two parts, the upper part of the uptake being
fixed, and the lower pan of the uptake lieing free to slide
telescopically either within the upper part of the uptake or
around the outside of the same. The lower portion of this
chimney may be suspended .and counterpoised by means of
b.alance-weights, pulleys, and cords. •

5,270.—Glue I’ciTS, &c. ; //'. Wilson.—Inventor forms
the glue-pot (or analogous vessel) of an oval or elliptical

shape, and provided with the usu.al water-jacket and
handles, the bottom of the glue-pot being sunk or dished
at one end to collect the sediment, this sinkage being pro-
vided with a grid. Wires or b.ars are fitted across glue-pot
to wipe bnish on, and an upright rod is fixed at side to
suspend brush from, while a shelf in pot prevents brush
dipping too deeply when in u.se.

9,419.

—

Grindstones: A. A. Ziegner.—Inventor pro-
poses to make grindstones (superior to the natural stones)
of the following composition : Washed sand from pits, 60
parts

;
chloride of magnesium, at 35 deg. Beaum6, 20 parts

;

magnesite (calcined m.agncsia), t8 parts; gypsum, 2 parts.

This pa.sty mess is cast in moulds of size and^-'ihape

desired, and, when dry, taken out.

23,465.

—

Cellar Flaps : IV. Eckstein and Another.

—

In order to open and clo.se the large and heavy iron and
glass cellar flaps now in use, inventor hinges to each flap a
<|uadraiital rack, passing through a guide-box attached to

frame to which flaps are hinged. In this box is a worm
which can be operated by a rod, and, by its rotation, the

rack and flap connected can be raised or lowered safely.

724.—Auto.matic Svj’hon Flushing Tanks : IV.

Craplcr and Another.—Object of invention is to ensure
the starting of the syphons of automatic flushing tanks

directly there is a sufficient head of water therein. For
this purpose, in an automatic syphon flushing lank they
provide the top of the syphon with a float-operated air

valve.

2,304.

—

Window Sash Fastener : /. IV. McDougatl.
—To secure sash windows, prevent rattling, &c., inventor
adopts a fastener consisting of a bolt sliding in a bracket
fixed to one sash, and h.aving a pin to eng.age with a catch
upon .a bracket on the other sash, and holding the sashes
together by a spring.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.

March 22.—7,365, W. Wilton, Sliding Sockets for Shop
Window Fitting.s.

March 23.— 7,.}45, W. Farleigh, Fire Grates.—7,493, H.
Crane, Floor Drains.—7.495, A. Fleiscbmann, Door Locks,
—7,505. J- Roberts, Window Fasteners.—7,540, H. Jung-
hans, AVood Stain.—7,561, A. Ansel!, Casements.—7,575,
F. Starace, Windows.
March 24.—7,594, F. Lane, Slewing Crosscut Sawing

Machine.
March 25.—7,687, J- Sheppard and F. Dashwood, Con-

struction of Wails, Partitions, and other Slructufes. .and in

the form of Bricks or Tiles for the .same, and in the manner
of setting sucli and other Bricks or Tiles immediately .after

Moulding in H.acks for Drying.—7,692 and 7,603, W.
Wliitehead, Recording and Checking Workmen's Time.—
7,694, R. Cuiilifle, Window Sash Fasteners.—7,709, W.
Oates and J. Green, Connecting Junctions and Bends to
Main Drain Pipe.

March 26.-7,808, W. Borrows, Grip Plates for Attach-
ing Hangers, Brackets, or other Attachments to Girders,
Rolled Joists, or Beams.—7,830, W. Taylor, Chimney
Cowl.
March 27.—7,931, C. Greenhalgh, Waste Water Closets.

7.937, H. P.arker, Pedestal Bracket Seats for WaterClosets,
S:c.—7.076, T. .Sloan, .Machines for the Manufacture of
Wood Screws.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED,

11,944, L. Gorisse, Door Checks.—5,24s, W.- Pretty,
.Sash Fastener.—5,292, W. Greenwood. Sliding Bolt Fasten-
ing for Doors, Windows, &c. —5,482, E. Collier. .Securing
Door Knolls to their Spindles.—5,692, A. Wakefield, Sani-
t.ary ami other Pipes.— 5,804, W. Boatwright, Chimney
Cowl.—5,816, T. Lilley, Fire He.arths.—5,922, T. Moody,
.Saws.—6,060. A. Rider and li. Riissel, Sliding Sash Win-
dows.—6,066, The Wilkinson Sword Company, Limited,
Dour Locks.—6,113, F. Lyndc, Flushing Cisterns.—6,171, L.
Hanks, { hilly Tra])s.—6,224, E, Taylor, Sash Fasteners.

—

6,413, D. and
J.

Burness, Concrete P.aviiig, &c,—6,567,
H. Lake, Moulding Box for forming Plates for Building
purposes.—6,577, .S. Buck, Ridge mid otlier Tiles.— 6,649,
D. Campbell, Handles and Spindles ofDoor Locks.—6,701,

J. Peckover, Stone Saws.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open lo oppositionfor two months.

6,288, W. Johnson, Sliding Pivoted Window .S.aslies,—

7,606. Hocking, Waste or Slop-water Closets.—8,436,
T. Pickford, Flat Whitewash and like Brushes.—8,887,

J. Rigby, Tiles, Slab.s, Wallings, &c.—10,586, J. Simp.son,
Tiled Hearths or P'iouring for domestic Fire-places and
other use.s.—98o._ E. Edw.ards, Surfaces of Walls and
Ceilings to receive Plaster without Latlis, itc.— 1,725,
J. Watson, Sash Fastener.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
March 23.—By Wilkinson, Son, & Welch

(at Brighton).

Brighton.—30, Old Steyiie, f. .^1,820
March 24.—By Douglas Young & Co.

Norwood.—^33 to 43 (odd), Palace-rd., f., r. 176/. . . 2 no
Ilford.—Balfour-rd., “ Pliilorth,” f., r. 36/. 'eae

Granville-rd, " Liiidhurst,” f., r. 36/. ^20
3 and 5, T!turold-rd., f., r. 48/. 7^0

Wandsworth.—51, Gorst-rd., u.t. 84 yrs. z r

6t. lo-s., e.r. 38/. .. 3,0
Balliam.—Tunley-rd., "Elbury,” f,, r. 39/. e-c

By W. Morey & Sons (at Bridport).
Bradpole, Dorset.— " Gore House,” f., r. 20/. .... 300

M.arch 25.—By J. Baker & Son.
Hampstead.— 14, Birchington-rd., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r.

lot. lo-s., e.r. 85/.

By Horton Ledger.
Pentonville.—16, Holford-.sq., u.t. 35 yrs., g.r. 5/.,

P- sS*- ; 660
Barnsbury.—30, Matilda-st., u.t. 47J yrs., g.r. 5/.,

_
By W.'stevens.

Bri.xton.—28, 30, and 32, Hargwyne-st., u.t. 67J
yr.s., g.r. isf. los., r. 117/. 885;

Kingsland.— i, Shellgrcve-rd., u.t. 75I yrs., g.r.

5/. tos., r. 30/. 2^
By Stimson & Sons.

City of I..ondon.— 6, 8, and 10, Moorgate-sr., u.t.

i9i >TS., g.r. 513/. 3S. 9d., r. 3,367/. ss 22.100'
Southwark.—9, Southw.ark-st., f., e.r. 500/.
Pimlico.—176, Cambridge-st., u.t. 35 yrs., g,

e.r. 60/.

Battersea.— 102 lo ii2(evcn), Lavender-rd., u.t. 20
yrs., g.r. 27/., r. 149/. 10s

81 and 83, Blondel-st.. u.t. 78^ yrs., g.r. 8/.

82, Bridge-rd., u.t. szf yrs., g.r. 5/. 10s., r. 42’/..

Camberwell.— Lilford-rd., &c., i.g.r. 44/., u.t 14
yrs., g.r. 27/. i8s

By Fareuruthek, Ellis, & C<i.
Plaxtol, Kent.—“ The Golding Hop" b.-h. and

9 a. 2 r. 13 p., f., r. 92/.

By C. C. & T. Moore.
Mile Find.—28, Dunk-.st., f., r. 41/. 12s
Poplar.—8 to 14, Stewart’s-rd., u.t. 51^ yrs., g.r.

37 .and 38, Rook-st., f., r. 31/. 4s
By J. A. & W. Tharp.

Poplar.—106 and 108, Chrisp-sc., u.t. 55 jts., g.r.
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITION.

Nitore ef Work. B7 whom Advertised.
I
Desl^

Premlnins.
j

to be

1

delivered.

•Plani for Board Rooms. Ac. odjoislDg
lOL Ist-i 152. 2nd.i 102. 3rd. No date

CONTRACTS.

Kfttitr* of Work or Hkterliklt I
B7 wbom Eeqalred.

*£xteotloD of Electric Light Bulldiiiga

Bokd Work), Baid^-street, Ac. ,

Street Works, Cardlngton-road. 4c.

EoclraiDg Barlal Uroonda, Onoir-
QSLDtf, 4c. .

Four Houaea, OruivUle-atieet, LlTor-

sedge. Yorks ..

House, Bandy, Beds

Additions to Schools, Llongattock.
Crlckhowell

*BuadiDaking and Paying Works..

*CoDatructlon of Sewi

*FroyisIoD Euid Erection of Bond
Stand

Kaim Buildings, Thwing, Yorks.

Enlarglrg Chapel, Trevena, Tlntagel,
Cornwall

Alterations, 4c. Business Premlaes,
Oarnei-atreet, UIddlesbro'

Scboolbouse, Rlyeratown, Ireland..,.
Pewersge Works
Police Station, Stretford ............

Laundry Buildings, 4c. ,

Sewerage Work
Workhouse Infinnary
Drains, near Great Yotmoutta..

.

BehuUdlng St. David's Church,
Oyfelllon. Llanwonno, 8. Woles

Baptist Church, Reddltch

Two SBmi.dstached Villss, Manning-
ham. Bradford

Tower and Spire. Strauorlor, Ireland

*Makiog, Levelling, Paving, 4c. Roods

Six Homes, Wort’ey-rood, Mosborough
Yorks

Quay Wall

Both Corporation .

Blackburn Corp. .

Bedford U.S.A. ...

Sligo Union

Wlllesden D.C. ...

East Stow R.D.C, ,

Kettering U.D.C. .

Woketleld Union .

Newmarket U.D.C. ..

Redruth Union
Calster-OD-Sea ^rlih
Council

F H, Moger, 3, Wood.st.
Bath
W. Stubbs. C.E.MuniclixU
Offices, Blackburn

Boro' Surv. Town Hall .

.

N. P&rke, Board Room,
Sligo
W. Lister, 20, Halifax-
road. Dewsbury

E. Twelvetrees, Archt.
Sandy

F. Baldwin. Archt. 8, Lion-
street. Brecon -

0. C, Robson. Dyne-rood,
KUbnm, N.W

Taylor, Bon. 4 Santo
Crimp, 27, Ot. Gecrge-
street, 8.W

T. R. Smitb, Market-pl.
Kettering .

H, 4 F. Piercy. The Elms,
Lowthorpe

Wise 4 Wise, Archt. Laun-
ceston
V. O. Roberts. Archt. 61,
Albert-rood. Middlesbro'
lev. A. Quinn, Rlversiown
D. Schofield, Council Offices
H. Llttler, Arcbt. 21. Pltt-
street, Preston
V, Watson. Archt. Bor-
stnw-aquore, Wakefield

J. W. Metcalf, Town Hall
8. Hill. Arcbt. Redruth .

J. E. Teosdel, Engr. 3,

Queen-st. Ot. Yarmouth
E. M. B. Vaughan, Archt.
CaidifT

J. Wills, Archt Victorla-
cbambers, Derby .

L C. Hope, Archt. Old
Bank-chmbrs, Bradford
V. H. Byrne. Archt. 20,

Sufr'<lk-strect. Dublin
Boro’ Surv Clattem Honoe,
Kingston
. Axleby. Archt- Wiltou-
lare, Masborough
1. V. Eagleshsm, C E. 61,
Bandgatr, Ayr

Tendere
to be

delivered.

April 12

dp
April 18

CONTRACTS—Continued.

Nature of Work or Materials,

Granite and elag

Bualneas Premises,Additions
Swindon

Laboratory at Science and
Schoole, Redruth ..

Hospital, roads. 4c, Tredington ..

Pipe-laying (1,200 yds.) .

Stone Bridge over Coi
Walton

Surveyor's Materials .. . .

.

*Tak!og-iip Old and Laying New Sewer

'Painting and Distempering

Alterations to Ueltham Mills, nea
Huddersfield.. .

Sanitary Work, 4c, at Workhouse...

Street Works, Littlefield Betate...

House, Stanley-road, Wakefield ...

Sewage•Underground Sludge Tank
Works

Schools, Llangollen

Schools, Weet End, Sowerby Bridge,
Yorks

•awimrolng and Slipper Baths
•Steam Worming Apimatua,...

.

•Concrete and Stone Bridge, Road, 4c.
•Covered Service Reservoir
•Prison and Police Barracks, Cairo ..

•Alterations. 4c. to Infirmary, New
Chapel, 4c. 4c.....

•Asylum, Hendon

•Iron Structures at Asylum .

By whom Required.

Grimsby R.D.C. ..

KingahlU Co.-op. Soc.

Tewkesbury R.D.C. ..

Barnataple Water Co,

Cumberland C.C.

(Dorset)Braoksoma
U.D.C.

St. Martin - In - the •

Fields Vestry..
St. George-lu-the-EoaC

Mallow Union ........

Grimsby T.O

Leicester Corp
Yeovil Corporation ..

Egyptian Government

East Asbfort (Kent)
Union

Central London Sick
Asylum Board ....

LondonCoiiotyCouDcll
Asylums Committee

Tendei
to be

dellvefl

J.Wintrlngharn, St.Mary'i
Cbnibrs. Ot. Grimsby .

.

Bec.Beuiab House,Victoria
rd. Swindon

8. Hill, Archt. Bedruth
3. VllJar, Arcbt. 1a. Cam-
bray, Cheltenham

F. W. Chanter, Engr.
Bridge Cbtubs. Barnstaple

County Surv. The Courts,
Carlisle

8. J. Newman, Surveyor.
Council Offices

0. Mason, Town Hall,
Charing Cross, W.C. .

.

G. A. Wilson. Vestry Hall,
Cable-street. S

3. Kirk 4 Sous, Archt.
Huddersfield ..... ....

M. Regan, Unten Offices,

Mallow
A. B. Skill, C.E. 7,

Macanlay-ter, Grimsby.

.

W. Wrlgley, Archt. 10.

Wood-street, Wakefield..

G. W. Holmes, Town Hall
H. Feather. Archt. Queen-
etreet, Cardiff

8- Wilkinson. Archt-
Bowerby Bridge

Boro' Snrv.Town
A. 4 C. HaretoD, 10, Leod-
enholl-street, E.C

B. G. Mawbey, Town Hail
Borough Surveyor
Service Admlnistratif
Offices, Cairo

Workhouse, Wlllesboro' .

Giles Gough 4 Trollope,
28. Craven-street, Strand

The Clerk. 21, Whltehall-
pUce. 8.W

Eyre I Southall, Oalnsboi

April]

AprU]

April]

April S

do.

AprU 2

April 2

April S'

do.

May 1

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

•Surveyor's Assistant
•Clerk of Worke
•Surveyor's General Assistant .

•Clerk of Works
•Inspector ot Nuisances
•Stock Clerk
•District Road Surveyor

By whom Advertised.

Smethwick U.D.C. ..

Surbiton U.D.C
Rugby U.D.C
Manchester Corp. .. .

.

Brentford U.D.C
Oxford Corp. ........
Wigniore R.D.C. - .

.

1002. per annum .

.

3(. per week ......

1202. per annum ,.

loot, per at
80'. Inc. ti

1202. per 01

April 11

April L
April L
April 2

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are advertised in this Number. Competitions, p. Iv. Contracts, pp. 1y. vl. vlil. & xxi Public Appointments, pp. xviil. Jt isi.

Leytonstonc.—16 to 26 (even), Lower Temple-st.,
and l.g.r. 7/. 5s., u.t. 970 yrs., g.r. 12/

By Newbon, PIdwards, & Shephard.
Barbican. — Whitecro.ss-st., “The Bricklayers’

Arms ' p.-h., a freeliold rental of 100/., for 43

Barnsbury.—Barnsbury Pk., f.g.r. 12/., reversion
in 12 vrs

J Peppercorn g.r,, reversionBarnsbury Pk.,

in 12 yrs
Upper Park -St.,Two Peppercorn g.r., reversion ii

2 yrs.

Kentish Town.—76 and 78, Highgate-rd.
;

all
“ The Woodman ” b.-h., f., r. 140/.

Chalk Farm.—Chalk Farm-rd., &c., f.g.r. 26/., r
version in 20 yrs

Chalk Farm-rd., f.g.r. 13/., reversion in 28 yrs..
Tottenham Coun-rd.—0, Pitt-st., f., r. 42/.

Barnsbury.—7 and 8, hfatilda-st., u.t. 43Jyrs., g.

g/. gs., r. 72/ 12s

9 and 10, Matilda-st., u.t. 44^ yrs., g.r. 10/. lo
By Wyatt & Son (at Chiche.ster).

Chichester, Sussex.—49, West-si., f., r. 42/.

39, 41 and 42, Westgate, f., r. 21/.

6 and 7, High-st., f
,
r. 18/. t8s

Bosham, Susse.x.—Three freehold cottages, )

By Bill & Son (at Birmingham).
Barrow-in-Furness, Lancs. — “The Royalty-

Theatre ” and Hotel, f.

By H. Hendriks (at Birmingham).
Yardley, Worcester.—King’s-rd., “ Perseverance

Villa," area 1,250 yds., f.

Birmingham, Warwicks.—186 to iq6 (even), Bordes-
ley Green, and six houses in rear, u.t. 78i yrs.
g-r. 25/.

86 to 96 (even), Devonshire-st.

IS''-

March 26.—By Hobson, Richards, & Co.
Ancrley.—Metvin-rd., f.g.r. 12/., reversion in 81

> yrs., g.r.

, 5/. ICroydon.—Clarence-rd., f.g.r,

in 89 yrs
By Green & So.n.

Upper East Smithfield.—No. 44, area 3,695 ft., f.

corner building site (former^ Nos. 59 and 60),
area 2,390 ft., f.

By Fukber, Price, & Fukher.
Shepherd’s Bush.—14 and 16, Willow Vale, f., r.

59/. i6s

18 and 20, Willow Vale, u.t. 48^ >ts., g.r. 5/.
Marylebone.—ai, Manchester-st., u.t. 13 yrs., g.r.

30/.

By Grant, Whieldon, & Co.
Kensington.—gg, Sinciair-rd., u.t. 82 yrs., g.r. 15/.,

r. 65/.

Methwold, Norfolk.—“ Ivy Cottage" and a a., f. ,

By J. Sheffield.
Bethnal Green.—3 to 31 (odd), jersey-si., f., r,

380/. 185
Spitalfields.— ro, Corbet’s-court, u.t. 90 yrs., g.r.

^st.

By J. A. Egcar (atFarnham).
Farnham, Surrey.—85, 86, and 87, West-st.

; also
three cottages adjoining, f.

35 P-.The Hatches “ Hay Mead," and 7 a.

f. and c
The Bourne, “ Fir Grove,” and 8 a. i r. 22 p., f.

Frensh.am, Surrey.—Batt's Corner, enclo.sure of
coppice, 6 a. 2 r. 31 p., f.

Dockenfield, &c., four cottages and 6 a. 3 r. 9 p.,

640

Crondall, Hants.—Three cottages and
19 p., f.

36 p., f.

3 I

ham).
_

Sydenham.—De Frene-rd., “ F^nnismore,” u.c. 86J
yr.s., g.r. lot., e.r. 50/.

March ag.—By Field & Sons.
Blackfriars.—49, 51, and 53, Surrey-row, area

oft.,

I-ewisham.—DavenpKDrt-rd., “ Davenport,” f.

Walworth.—24 and s6, Mann-st., u.t. 54^ yrs.,

Bermondsey.—68 and 70, Beatrice-rd., u.t. 36^ yrs.,

•—40, Deacon-st., u.t. 45* yrs., g.r. 5/.,

• 83 yrs-.

W.aiworth.—40, Deacon-st
r. 40/.

Claphani.—108, Abbeville-rd. North,
g-r- 7/-. T. 38/.

By Elliott, Son, & Boyton.
Anerley.—183 to 197 (odd), Croydon-rd., u.t. 60

>TS., g.r. 48/., e.r. 379/.
Norwood.—20, 22, and 24, Portland-rd., f., r. 145/.

March 30.—By Richardson & Barton.
Harrow.—Spenccr-rd.,“Durlesdon”and“Rosslyn,''

r. 60/.

By S. Clifford Tee.
Holborn.—55, Red Lioii-st., f., r. 65/.

Buckhurst Hill.— i to 4, Norfolk-cottages, f., e.r.

77^- i8s

By Marler & Co.
Kensington.—17 and ig, Harrington-rd., and 8,

Glendower-place, “The Glendower Hotel,’’
u.t. 18} yrs., r. 520/., with goodwill, furniture,

&c
By T. B. WF.STACOTT.

Stamford Hill.—6, East Bank, u.t. 88i yrs., g.r.

9/., e.r. 65/.

By Weston & Sons.
Brixton.—141, 143, and 143a, Stockwell Park-rd.,

u.t. 4oi, 44?! and fSl yrs.,g,r. 27/. 155., r. 150/.

681076 (even), Railton-rd., u.t. 75J yrs.. g.r.

30/., r. 280/.

Kennington.—9 and ii, Stanna^-st., f., r. 52/. ..

By Woods & .Snelling.
Spitaifieids.—75, 77, and 79, Pelham-st., u.t. 66

yrs., g.r. 60/., e.r. 250/. 5s

1, 2, and 3, Pelham-buildings, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r.

3,500

Stoke Newington.—108

Sidcup.

4 (even), Boleyn-rd.,
83>t.s., „
•High View-rd., “ Greta,” f,, r. 70/.

and 9 to 14, St.anley-rd., f.

.

3 to 8, Stanley-rd., u.t. 85 yr-?., g.r. 0/.

By H. Row.
Clapham.—Macaulay-rd., "Macaulay House,"

u.t. 73iyrs.. g.r. 14/., r. 70/.

20, Lavender-hill, u.t. 68 yis., g.r. 10/., r. 63/.

.

Peckham.—165, Rye-lane, u.t. 67^ >ts., g.r. 10/.,

r- 75^-

Chelsea.—596 and 598, King's-rd., u.t. 51 yrs., g.r.

14/., r. to6/.

564, 568 to 576 (even), King’s-rd., u.t. 55 yrs.,

g.r. 27/. 13s. 4d., r. 273/.

8 and 10, Radnor-st., u.t. 44 yrs., g.r. la/., r.

66/. i6s

38, Sydney-st., u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. 6/., r. 63/.

743, Sydney-st., u.t. 6 yrs.. g.r. nil, r. 48/.

23, Upper Manor-st., u.t. 4gJ yrs., g.r. los
31 and 33, Whitehead’s-gTove, u.t. lajyrs., g.r.

/i,23

1, 56

3,46

70
59'

4 yis.,
. 7/.,

63,

24 to 30 (even), Cadogan-st., u.t. 3J yrs., g.
r. 180/.

Pimlico.— 19S, Ebury-st., u.i

65/-

Chelsea.—80 to 86 (even), Kcppel-st., u.t. la y
g.r. 21/.

Peckh.am.—Peckham Park-rd., i.g.r. 42/. 10s.,

i8j yrs., g.r. 35/.

By A. Phillips.
H.ampstead.—34, 36, 50, and 52, Mazenod-av., i

98^ yrs., g.r. 50/. 8s., r. 364/.
Kilburn.—33, Willesden-lane, u.t. 86 yrs., g.r. 1

r. 65^
Fulham.—Effie-rd., f-g.r., 40?. 10s., reversion

73iyrs 1,10,

By Okgii.l, Marks, & Orgill (at

Mason’s Hall Tavern).
Pall Mall.—Whitcomb-st., “The Blackamoor’s

Head,” p.-h., f., with goodwill 19, 051
Wandsworth.—D.ashwood-road, “The Boling-

broke,” p.-h., and goodwill, with shop and
house adjoining, f. 20,001

By W. RoLFE(at Mason’s Hall Tavern).
Forest Hill.—St.anstead-rd., “ Swiss Cottage ”

Tavern, and a plot of land, u.t. 35 >ts., r. 150/.,
with goodwill 16,001

Oxford-st.—Gray-st.,- “ The Carpenter’s Anns"
p.-h., u.t. 26i yrs., r. 100/., with goodwill .... 4,66<

By Boyton & Pegram (at Walham
Green).

Walham Green.—24, Dawes-rd., f., e.r. 45/. 54<

By Jenkins & Sons (at New Cross).
New Cross.—65, 67, 6g, 71, and 73, Florence-rd.,

u.t. SI yrs., g.r. 15/. tgs., r. 140/. 1,45c

75 and 77, !• lorence-rd., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. 6/. 83.,

I. 56/. 64;

54, .Shardeioes-rd., u.t. 68 yrs. g.r. 5/., e.r. 36/... 36;

Brock ley.—102, Manor-rd., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 7/. los.,

e.r. 48/. 4i<

139, Manor-rd., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 6/. 34:

By Langridge & Freeman (at Tonbridge).
Tonbridge, Kent.—16 and 18, Priory-st., f. 351

8, 10, and 12, Uridge-rd., and a plot of land, f, . . 68<

ConlractioTts used in these //j/j.—F.g.r. for freeholi

ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. fo

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold
; e.r. fo

estimated rental; u.t. for unexpired term; p.a. for pe:

annum ; yrs. for years ; st. for street
;
rd. for road

;
sq. foi

square
;

pi. for place
; ter. for terrace

; cres. for crescent
yd. for yard, &c.
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PRICES CURRENT
TIMBER,

^enheart, B.G.
ton B/e/a

»k, E.I. . ..load ii/io/o 1

iquola.U.S.tt.cu. ti6
th, Canada load s's/o
rch, do. 8/>5/o

I, do 4/0/0

.
Dantsic, &c. . 3,15/0

ik, do s/10/0
Canada 5/5/0
le, Canada ted o/o/o

Do. Yellow .... 1/15/0
ath. Daritslc.fath 4/10/0
St. Petersburg.. 5/0/0
ainscot. Riga,
be., log a ‘0/0

deua, crown.... s.'o/o

eals, Finland
2nd & iststd 100 9/0/0
Do, 4th & 3rd. .

. 9/0/0
Do. Riga 7/10/0
St. Petersburg,

1st yellow... . ii/o/o

Do. and yellow 10/0/0
Do. white 9/10/0
Swedish 9/0/0
White Sea ro/io/o

Canada. Pine ist ao/o/o
Do, do. and ... . 14/10/0
Do. do, 3rd. &c. 7/0/0
Do, Spruce, ISC, 9/10/0
Do. do. 3rd and
and 7/15/0

New Brunswick 7/10/0
actens, all kinds 5/0/0
looring boards,

ii/o/o

ii/io/o

17/0/0

33/0/0

ii/o/o

OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER (conHnued).

Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 o/t/6

Walnut, Italian 0/0/1 0/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, In Scot-
land con ajiM 0/0/0
Bar. Welsh, in

London 5/15/0 5/17/6
Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o 5/ia/6

Do. StalTordshire,
in London 5/iS/o 6/10/0

Copper— British
cake and ingot ta 5/0 53.15/0
Best selected .. S2'i5/o 53/15/0
Sheets, strong.

. 58/0/0 59/0/0
Chili bars «9'3/6

Yellow Mtl lb. 4'i5-i6 «

- PiK.
1 „..ton IJ/16 3 11/17,6

0/9/0 I

0/7/6 I

B/5/9

Do. and
Other qualities—
edar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, &c.
lahogany, Cuba
Sc. Domingo,

Mexican, do. do.
Tobasco, do. do,
Honduras, do.
ox, Turkey, to .

ose. Rio 7/0/0
Bahia 6/0/0
atla, Sc. Doming.

4/0/0

a/a/7

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards 13/2,6

• 13/10.6
ZINC- English
sheet ton., ao/10/0
Vieillo Mon-
tagne «t/io/o
Spelter 17/5/0

. .

Tin—

S

traits .... 59/15/0 0/0/0
Australbn 61/5/0 61/15/0
English Ingots. . 63/10/0 64/0/0
Banca 61/0/0 o/o/o
BlUiton 59/>5/o 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton 14/5/0
Coeoanut, Cochin 27/15/0
Do. Ceylon 34/0/0 0/0/0
Palm, Lagos B4/10/0 o/o/o
Rapeeeed, English
pale 27/ro/o 37/15/0

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/10/0
Cottonseed ret .. 15/17/6 16/10/0
Oleine it/10/0 19/10/0
Lubricaring U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black c/4/9 b/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

batiel 92/o 0/0/0
Archangel 0/12/6 g/o/e

Turpertii e... .ton 30/12^ 20/15/0

TENDERS.
Nc-Nt week communications for insertion under thii

leading must reach us w/f lati'r than 10 a. in. on Wednes-
ji.Ty, as, owing to the advent of Good Friday, we go to
iiress a day earlier than usual,

' ABERBEEG (Mon.).—For rcbuildlrg " Hanbury Arms " Hote'.
tor Messrs. J. K. and T. A. Webb. Messrs. Swash A: Bain, archi-’'--— •chambers, Newport, J>Ion. Quaniiiies by architects

:

4. E. Patfitl £6.576
N. Bagley 6,531
Williams & Thomas 6,(90
Powell & Mansfield 6,c54
Lawson A' Co 6,130
fumet&Sons 6,018

E. Mainwaiine .... £5,913
^Lock,

C. F. Morgan 5.697
D. Lewis 5,633
Horton* Co 5,483

I ABERDEEN (N.B.).—Accepted for the erection of hospital,
Alford, for Alford Disciict Committee, Aberdeen County Council.
Messrs. James Duncan & Son, architects, TunilT;—

-l/aiojrrj..—Alex, Grant. Alford ...-£467 10
Carf«iilry.—A.Si''N. Hendry, Waitle 270 0
Slating.~S. & W. Christie, Dyce 8a 10
Plaslcring.~'K. Moir. Inverurie 61 0
Fiiimbitig.~~t. Lairg A Sons, Inverurie 92 iS

Fraser, Hutton, & Co.. Insch 29 o

Total............£i,oo2 15

BATLEV fYorks).—Accepted for levelling, paving, flagging,
ifc,. St. James-street, for the Town Council. Mr. o. J. Ruby,
lorough Surveyor, Market-place, Batley :

—
J. Aketoyd & Son, Birstal, near Leeds £336 9

Market -street, Bradford
.I/ujorirv.—Wm. Tctty & Sons'
Joinery.— •*!. Kellect
Slating—T. Nelson
Plumbing.— Firth
Plastering.—b/i. Bland

[All of Bradford]

BRADFORD.—For the erection of four through houses, Laister-
lyke. Mr. G, C. Gamble, architect. Parkinson’s Chambers, Market-
itreet, Bradford

J. Rushworth, Cayton ^
Joinery.— Schofield. Laisterdyke 1

Hill A Nelson, Bradford
Plumbing.— tH. Slinger, Bradford •£968 16
Plastering.—D. Haniswotth, Fagicy, Bradford

|Painting.—I- Sunderland, Great Horton, I

Bradford e

rchitect. 29, Cockspur-street, London. S.W.

BRIDLINGTON QUAY (Yorks) —Accepted for draining,
erbing, Ac.. RIchmond.street. for Mr. W. Battle. Mr. J. Earn.
haw, architect, Wellington-road, Bridlington Ouav :

B. Robinson, Hull £S30

BROMHAM (Bedfordshire).—For the erection of farm buildings,
ir Mr. W. H. Allen. Mr. George P. Allen, architect, 36, Great
Irmonde-stieet, W.C.

S. Foster. Kempston £370

BURNLEY.—Accepted for the construction of a reservoir and
ther works, for the Corporation. Messrs. G. H. Hill A Sons.
Dgtneers, Albert Chambers, Albert-square, Manchester:—
W. Underwood A Bros., Duklnfield £7,87t

BURNLEY.—Accepted for the supply of 2.51x5 tons of limestone,
nd 500 tons of granite, for the Rural District CouncU. Mr. S.
idmondson, surveyor, 18, Nicholas-street, Burnley

s. d.
R. Briggs A Sons, Clitheroe 3 3
Holgate Marsden, Salterforth 3 7
P. W. Spencer, Cononley g o
Brundritt A Co., Runcorn.. 10 5
I- Cooper, Leeds S 6

CATERHAM.—For the erection of a nurse's home at Imbecile
isylum, for the Metropolitan Asylums Board. Mr. E. T. Hall,
Jchllect, 57, Moorgate-street, E.C.
P-

'''J*'*®.
£6.384

I

Kemp A Co £5.596
ostcr A Dicksee 6,126 Marriage A Co 5 S03
*sl>®ACo.. Ltd 5,946 1

S. Hipwell. Wisbech* ... . s.ooi
uUed A Co 5,656 I

• Accepted.

COV’ENTRV.— For house, shops. Ac,. Stoney Stanton-ioad,
Coventry, for Mr. lesse Holliday. Messrs. Harrison A Hatttell,
architects. Quantities by Mr. J. M. Binley. Coventry
C. Haywood, Jun. ..£i.c44 i ii I R. Wootton £888 o o
C. H. Barber 1.010 0 o T. G. Colby* 873 o o
C. Storer 937 13 6 |

* Accepted.
[All of Coventry.]

CRICCIETH.—Accepted for timber groyne, Ac. Messrs.
Thomas Roberts A Son, engineers :

—
John A Hunter, PwUhelr £578

DOVER.—For the erection of a car shed. Maxton, for the Tow.
Council. Mr. H. E. Stilgoo, C.E.. Town-haU, Dover :-
G. F. Keeler £i.r8o 8 I C. Munro, Dover* ... .£1,030
W. H. Grigg 1,039 0 I

• Accepted.
(Engineer's estimate, £i|Cso.]

DUDLEY.—For building the " Station Hotel " stable buildings
and premises at Dudley, for the Wolverhampton and Dudley
Breweries. Limited. Mr. J, D. Wood, architect, Biimingharo.
I luantities supplied by the architect
brooks A Tandy £4,850 t C. Cave £4.298
J. Mallin 4,6jo Lowe A Sons 4.t93
Guest A Sens 4.465 I

A. Lynex 4,191

C. A. Horton 4,399 I Hatley A Son, Smeth-
WelbARound 4.352 wick' 4,193
Willcock A Co 4,310 I

* Accepted.

EAST HAM.—For the making of three new roads and sewers
on land abutting on the Barking-road, for Mr. E. E. Croucher. Mr.
T. W. Moore, surveyor, 76. Chancery-lane, W.C.
^hn Jackson £1,989 I Jesse lackson £1.760
Thos. Adams >-938 John Burrill 1.630
Geo. Bell 1,773

|
H. Payne (accepted) .... 1.590

EClIAM —For erecting an iron gymnasium hall, for Messrs.
Merton A Vicars, " ScaitliiFe," Egham. Mr. R. J. Worley, architect,

50, Lincoln 's-inn Fields
Killer A Co,

I
Harlesden £»93 17

EPSOM.—For the erection of laundry buildings. Ac., at the work-
house. for the Union Guardians. Mr. H. D. Searles-Wooo, archi-
tect, 157, Wool Exchange. Quantities by Mr. Francis Miller
Balchin A Shopland .... .£3 737

[

P tier £3, >34
A. Dashwood 3,593 Thomas A Edge 3,035" B. Pearce 3,450 I E, J. Bumand 3,024

.... 3,190 IJ, R. Burtage 2,987H. Brown..

EXMOUTH,—For the restoration of St. lohn-in-the-Wildemess
Church, for the vicar and churchwardens. Messrs. Kerley A HUis,
architects, Exmouth. Quantities by architects
Lacey... ;^rS 0 0 I Grace £68418 4
Dart ^712 0

j
Gibson 633 o 0

Luscombe A Son .

.

690 I

FOLESHILL.— For 330 yards of new streets, Edgwick. Foles-
hill, Coventry, for Messrs. Peach Bros. Messrs. Harrlsun A Hattrell,
architects, Coventry. Quantities by Mr. J. M. Binley, Ceventry :

—

R. Wootton £1,456 o o
I

R. Brant •..£787 t7 4
John Holme i.tS7 0 0 T G Golby... 7ta 0 0
Kelley A Son i,''43 o o Mason, Leicestei* .. . 67813 4
E. Orton 733 o o

|

• Accepted.

GLOUCESTER.-For the execution of sewage works, Wotton
St. Mary Without, Barnwood, and Hucclecote. tor the Rural Dis-
trict Council. Mr. J. F. Trew, C.E., County-chambers. Glouces-

Sanders A Co
Hy. Roberts
Stephen Ambrose ..

W. L. Meredith.
Gloucester* £4.341 '

* Accepted.

GOOLE.—For the erection of four shop fronts, Boothferry-road,
for Mr. T. C. Turton. Mr. H. B. Thorp, architect, Goole, Quan-
tities by the architect:—
H. Kelsey A Sons £431 0

|
Jackson Bros., Goole* ..£39910

* Accented.

GOOLE.—For alterations to Ni
for Messrs. E. A T. Clark. Mi
Quantities by the architect :—
H. Kebey A Sons £383 I Jackson Bros., Goole* £350
W. Feathcrslone - 360 [

* Accepted.

GREAT YARMOUTH. — For the erection of two house?,
Corleston, for Mr. F. Gray. Mr. H. Dudley Arnott, architect,
High-street. Gorleston

Carter A Wright £2 163
Thos. Howes, Great Yarmouth. (accepted) 2,095

HAMPTON WICK.—For repairs to Laosdowne House, for the
Urban District CounclL Mr. J, Nixon Horsfield, surveyor, Hamp-
ton Wick :—
Arthur £317 9 I Brown £165 o
Thompson 249 0

|
Whenman 159 o

Dashwood A Sons 348 12 J. J. Richards 15715
Rayner A Wlnkworth . . 189 o A. C. Wells, 8, Costerton-
Wm. Rice iBi 10

|
terrace, Teddington* 129 o

• Accepted.

HUDDERSFIELD —For the erection of a bottling store, for
Messrs. Peter Marsland A Sons. Mr. J. Berry, architect, 0, Ouecn-
street, Huddetsfi^d :—

Excavating, Masonry, and Bricklaying.—Mark]
Brook, Leeds-road |

Plumbing and Glazing.—Oeo. Carton, Market-
I ^

olace f
dit.aas

Plastering.—M. Milnes. Maldgreen 1

Painting.— Kendall, Pycam-street .J

IRTHLINGBOROUGH.— For the erection of a villa residence,
for Mr. W. J. Shortland. Mr. H. Adnitt, architect, High-street,
Rushden
A. Trayner £r.47S 0 1 Hacksey Bros. 1.355
T. Wilmott, jun 1,459 lo Geo. Henson..... 1,350
Whittington A Tomlin 1,424 0 I

W. Coates A Son 1.290
T. A C. Berrill 1,411 0 I F. Henson 1.285
R. Marriott 1.410 0 Freeman A Son 1,276
Abbott i,4cs o

I

KINSALE (Ireland!.—For additions to workhouse, for the Union
Guardians. Mr. R. Evans, C.E., 53, South Mall, Cork ;

—
Kelly Bros., Kinsalo, co. Cork £285

LONDON.—Accepted for the construction of a sewer, Bromley-
road, Catford, for the Lewisham Board of Works

Wm. Woodham, 3, Holmshaw-road, Lower Syden-
ham. S.E. £4,861

Foster A Dicksee
Higgs A HiU
Colls A Son
Patman A Fotheiingham .

.

C. Cox
Holland A Hannen
Ashby A Homer
C. Yates A Co., Bow*

3-643
3.6»5 ,

3.557
3.47*
3.467
3.423
3.259 .

LONDON.—Accepted for an iron workshop for the Kensington
istitute for Blind :—

Killer A Co £173

LONDON.—.\ccepted for new shop-front, York-road, Wands-
worth Messrs. Morley A Letts, suiveyors, 185, Earl's Court-ioad,

H. S. Lee £227 19 9

LONDON.—For decorative works at “Westlands," West Hill-

road, Wandsworth. Messrs. Motley A Letts, surveyors, 185. Eail's.
Court.road, S.W.
Chamberlain £399 3 6

1

Barber A Bellamy,
H. S. Lee 365 0 0 I Putney* £313 o 0

J. Whitaker 354 0 d| •Accepted.

LONDON,— For electric-lighting and decorative works at No. 14,

Nevern-square, Kensington, S.W. Messrs. Morley A Letts, sur-
veyors, 185. Earl's Court-road, S.W.
RuggASon £350 81 L Whitaker £313 a
H. smith A Son 343 5 F, Holdstock, Earl's
Simmonds Bros 321 a| Court (accepted) 299 o

LONDON.—Accepted for new sanitary systems and sundry sub -

stantialand decorative repair?, at Nos. 11, 17, 19, and 21, Giinter-
stone-road, Kensington. W. .Messrs. Morley A Letts, surveyors,
185. Earl's Court-road, S.W.

F. Holdstock £345

LONDON,—For painting and repairing the pagoda on the is

in Victoria Park, for the London Coun ty CouncU
J. Ctossley £22511 8

I

Unsigned £148 '

J. Kvbett 158 ig 8
j
Chapman A Sturton 137 i

G. McArthur 157 9 o
|
Marchant A Hirst* . . 136 i

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For new Science School at the Woolwich Poly-
technic, Lower Market-street. Woolwich. Mr, Henry H. Chuicii.
architect, Woolwich. Quantities by .Mr. Walter Whmcop, Stoke
Newington and WooIwUh ;

—

Holliday A Greenwood ..£5.995 I Chessum A Sons £5.320
E. Proctor 5,630 Battley, Sons, A Holness 5,19=
H. L. Holloway 5,572 I T. Chapman 4,975
Thomas A Edge 5,483

{
J. B. Sanford 4,875

Lorden A Son 3.330 1
Munday A Sons (accepted) 4,521

LONDON.— For the erection of stabling and factory, Westwood
House, Goose Green, S.E., for Messrs. Batey A Co., Limited. Mr.
F. A. Powell, aichitee*, 344. Kemiington.to.id. S.E. :—
W, Smith £4.554

I

Wm. Hammond £4,132
W. Smith 4.450 : Tuttle A Appleton 4.07t>

Holliday A Greenwood . 4.364 Peacock Bros.* 3,970
H. Burraan A Sons 4.250 |

• Accepted.

EAST CRINSTEAD.—For alterations to " The Dormans Park
Hotel," East Griostead, for Messrs. Letheby A Christopher. Mr.
John H. May, architect, 254. High Huibom, W.C. Quantities by
the architect:—
Young £1,1741 jehnson A Co..... £i,te6.
LongTey A Sons t.'63 Wall ACo., London*..,. i,-i&
Sobey 1.148

I
•Accepted.

LONDON.— For the erection of a block of flats and shop* ‘it

Richmond-road, West Kensington Park, W. .Messrs. Booth A
Fox. architects;—

j. Christie, Uxbtidge-road Smtion ....£2,2to
[No competition.]

LONDON.—For alterations to the "Golden Cross" public-

house, Lancaster-road, Netting HIU. for Messrs, Helliwell A
Cinder. Mr. John H. May. architect, 254, High Holbom, W.C.
Quantities by the architect ;—
bobey £>,245 o| Ansell £<,<92 2
Sealey 1,205 2 WaU A Co 1.185 0

Courtney A Fairbaim 1,237 2 |
Ransom A Co.* 1,14710

* Accepted.

NEWPORT.—Accepted for rebuilding business premises. Com-
mercial-street, for Mr, J. C. Sims. Messrs. Swash A Bain, aichi-

D. W. I^lchards, Newport £735

NEWBRIDGE.—Accepted for erecting a Congregational church,
.lessrs. Swash A Bain, architects, Newport :

—
C. F. Morgan, Newbridge £>.*50

PARSONSTOWN (Ireland).—For the erection ol a residence,.
Kinnitty, for the Union Guardians. Mr. Jas. Kennedy, C.E., Board-
room. 'Workhouse, Parsonstown
J. Stone.... £920

I
D. P. Hoctor, Parsonstown*£85a

• Accepted.

RUSHDEN.—For the erection of house. Griflith-street, Rushde*,.
for Mr. W. Peaness. Mr. H. Adnitt, architect. High-streei,
Rushden
T. Swlndall £">3 0 1 T. A C. Berrill, Ir-

H. Sparrow 685 0 Chester* £647 o
T. Wilmott 662 13 R. Marriott 645. 3

Whittington A Tomlin .. 651 o
|
F. Henssn 040 o

* Accepted,

SANDBACH.— For the erection of a shop. The Hill, for the
Industrial Cooperative Society. Mr. Alfred Price, architec.i

Elworth :-
J. Leicestei £829 15 | J. Shinger, Saadbach* . .£744 o

* Accepted.
[Architect's estimate, £705.]

SEISDON (StalToidshire).—Accepted for additions to the Bratcb
Infectious Hospital, for the Seisdon Rural District CcuncU.
Mr. T. A. Lowry, architect, Wolverhampton. Quantities by the
architect

Messrs. T. A G. Perry, Wdverhampton £3'S

SOUTH MOOR (co. Duiham).—Accepted for the erection c

miners' lodge. Mr. J. W. Thompson, architect, CoUlngwood-streei
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Quantities by architect :

—

J. W. Bolam, Felton, Chester-le-Street £2.327

SOUTH MOOR.—For erecting St. Ceorge'sChurch, South Moort.
Mr. T. W. Thompson, architect, Newcastle :—

.Masonry.—K\t Routledgc. Stanley, CO Durham ....£i,t92
Joinery.—Kgaxy Mcle, Stanley, CO. Duihara 57a

STACKSTEADS —Accepted for erecting an
class rooms for the Baptist Church. Stacksceads, c

cashire:—
Killet A Co., Harlesden, N.W

WIMBLEDON.—For the erection of bilUatd-room at *• Tijuca,'

The Downs, Wimbledon. Mr. Robert J. Thomson, architect, 6<ii

HiU-toad, Wimbledon:—
Bulled ACo. •••£569 I G. Berry* £44^
Whitehead Bros 525 1

* Accepted.

WOLVERHAMPTON.-For new premises. Llchficid-street,

Wolverhampton. Mr T. A. Lowry, architect. Quantities by the-

architect
George Cave £3.>42 I

Lindsay Jones. Wolver.
Willcock A Co 3.080 hampton* £2,746'
HenryGough 3-075 Philip Bowater 2,656'

Bradney A Lloyd 3.018 |
* Accepted.
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TllOMAS-STREET.—Supplying and fixing the fittings, for the London School Board

Articles.
li. Bounc.au. T. Cruwys. G. M. H.-immer

Sc Co.*
Illingworth,

Ingham & Co. J. H, W. Martin. T.J. Syer&Co.

3 Working T.iblcs each
I Working Bench
Set 30 Lockers with shelves
Set 38 Lockers complete

Totals

£. s. d.

2S 0 0

43 0 0
40 0 0

£. s. d.

2 J S 0
=9 S 0

34 0 0
38 0 0

£. s. d.
It 15 0

ig to 0

£. s. d.

13 10 0

44 3 0
32 8 9

£ s. d.

20 s 0

29 u 0

55 5 0
46 0 0

£. s. d.

15 S 0

40 18 0

244 0 0 135 0 0 133 IS 0 139 13 9 191 0 0 164 3 0

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.
At the meeting of the London School

Board on Thursday, the Works Committee
brought up the following lists of tenders :

—

BRENTWOOD INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.—Exterior painting-
and interior cleaning :

—

^ H, Corfdd^ ojJ.T. Robey*
Hammond & Son.

.

• Accepted.

DIVISIONAL OFFICES (Richard-street).—Interior painting
T. Nicholson iTiss 0 o I R. E. Clarke £105 o
F. Newton 134 < 7 I

Stevens Bros. 1C4 o
G. S. S. Williams Sc

{
Marchant& Hirst.... 99 is

Son 114 o 0 I Staines iSc Son 89 0
W. Irwin 113 10 0

I
H. Eady (accepted) .. 79 0

COLLINGWOOD-STREET.—Sanitary work. See.
W. Downs jCt.310

I

W. & H. Castle £i,-.
Dove Bros 1,39s Johnson & Co i.:

Stevens Bros. ’ 1,330 Staines & Son i,:

E. Lawrance & Sons .... 1,312 1 E. Triggs* i,;

RHVL-STREET.—Heating apparatus
Maguire &Gatchell.Ltd.j£746 10 I I. C. & J. S, Ellis, Ltd....Cs9S
Rosser & Russell. Ltd.. 665 0 MV. G, Cannon St Sons .. 534
Comyn, Ching, Sc Co. .. 658 to J. F. Clarke & Sons .... 494
H. C. Price Lea S: Co... 65s o G. Davis* 448
J. Metcalf 605 0

I

—Erecting manual trainiog centre

W. Downs
J. S: C. Bowyer ..

}, Smith & Sons.

.

W. \kers S: Co. ..

Holloway Bros, ..

Lathey Bros
T. F. Ford
J. Garrett & Son..
E. Triggs*

Extra for
brickwork
in cement.

••4^35 0

SUPPLY OF SLOWCOMBUSTION STOVES:—
Carron Co £0 44 s I

Hope Foundry Co £0 14 :

O'Brien, Thomas S: Co. i 5 6 McDowall, Stevens, Sc Co. 0 18
C-WrightStCo i e 6 Ashton & Green ...... 1 7
Falkirk Iran Company 018 9 I G, I'ortway & Son 1 4Hope Foundrj- Co 1 6 3 British Foundry Co o 14

Do, do 0 17 I
I
Coalbrjokdale Co i 14

• Accept tenders of the Hope Foundry Co. and the Carron Co.

H. J. Williams 94 1 V. Goad*

WEST-SQUARE,—Erecting upper standard rooms, Stc.

Extra for
brickwork

£S9Johnson S: Co
C. Cox
W. Downs
J. & M. Patrick
lE. P. Bulled & Co
Holliday S: Greenwood,.
G, E. Wallis Sc Sons . . .

.

1. Longley & Co

t
Sc C. Bowver.
athey Bros

J. Smith & Sons*

637 I

4S3 I

AS '

C.B.N.SNEWIN
5IAH06ANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, YENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Nos. 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, & 17, BACK HILLHATTON GARDEN, and 29, BAY STREET

'

FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.

SUPPLY OF TRAY-CUPBOARDS, t

E. Spencer & Co
C. M. Hammer Sc Co
Illingworth, Ingham, & Co
Rice & Son
H, Bouneau
J. Garvie Sc Sons
H. Addison Sc Co *

a running contract:—

J, Sc M. Patrick
D. Charteiis
R. A. Yerbury & Sons

required for
building
brickwork

G. S. S. WUlieuns & Son
Lathey Bros
E. Triggs
E. T. Folley
F. C. 1

J. Garrett li Son* .
• Recommended for acceptance.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. L., O. B. P. (amounts should have been stated.)

note.—

T

he responsibility of signed articles, and papers read
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

ff'e cannot uncicriait to return r^ected communicaUoHt.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which have

been duplicated for other JoumaJs are NOT DESIRED.We ate compelled to decline pointing out books and giving
addresses.
Any commission to a contrlbutortowrlto an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, .who
retains the right to reject It If unsatisfactory. "The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article in type does not necessarily Imply its
acceptance.

All communlcatlens r^ardlng literary and artlsHc matters should
be addressed to THE EDITOR; those relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THEPUBLISHER, and net to the Editor.

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

tHE LAEOEBT STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF WOODS IN EVERTTHICKNESS. DRV. .AND FIT FOR 1M.M8DIATE USB
^

Celephoue..lj5.2T4 Holbora. Tele, Address; 3NEW1N London."

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings,

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS,

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS, (I
prepaying at the Publishing Office, xgs. p» annnm 0

4S. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Baildvl
by Friday Momistg't Pott,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
' THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) Is supplied DiRECTfitol

the Office to residents In any part of the United Kingdom, at tl

rate of 19s. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe, Amcilci
Australia, New Zealand, India, China, Ceylon, Ac., afis. per annun
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) shouldl-
addressed to Uie publisher of "THE BUILDER," No. 46, Catheilnr
street, W.C.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
,

and Preserving Building Materials.

HAZa HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONB.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.
(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sons

The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,
,

Somerset.
London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

A TEST OF OVER FORTY YEARS 1

has proved that

SZBBBLMET STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Bricksi

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhlthe New-road, S.E!

AspEalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lavt
Asphalte Company {Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42;
Poultry, E.C.—Thebest and cheapest materials foi

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse fioorsi

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-roomsi
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphaltii

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt,

SPRAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHERS,
4 & 5> Harding-street,

Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and -NA-ith despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20,Parliament.st.S.W,'
“QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,”

For 1897, price ed.poat 7d. In leather 1/- PostlA [AD'VT

PILKINGTON&CO
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.O.

Seffietered Trade Jlark,

Foloiceai Asalaliej
PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT BOOFING*

ACID-RPSISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVINOJ

SETSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & GO.
61

,

ST. MARY AXE,!

LONDON, E.C.

J® .r^OR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.
(PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS.!

MHMJTES
I

SUTE SLMWORK
***'*?^^ * enamelled SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES,

and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals

«eau Office
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

Payne-road Wharf, Bow,
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Bristol
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Alterations and Additions to Alv.-iston Hall, Nantwich.—Messrs. E. Salomons & A. Steinihal, Architects.

'New Broadway Theatre, Deptford.—Mr. W. G. R. Sprague, .Architect

A Town House : The Front.—Mr. W. R. Jaggard, A.R.l.B.A., Architect

proposedJNew Nave and Chancel, Yicwsley Church, Uxbridge.—Mr. C. .A. Nicholson, .Architect
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fn Committee of Supply.

HE occasions when
the House of

Commons goes into

Committee on the

question of Supply

are usually, from

our point of view,

instructive, and
sometimes amusing.

It is then that we
learn something of

'hat various members really think on

nestions of art and architecture, and that

re gather something of what is in con-

;mplation in regard to such subjects from

le replies extracted from Government

fficials, who in answering the questions

'ith which they are plied are compelled to

it out something ofwhat is going on behind

he scenes, and occasionally let out more than

hey intend.

In the present instance the deductions to

)e made from the debate of Friday last week

rc in some respects more satisfactory than

isual. The report at least shows that there

ire some members in the House who have

lome sympathy with art, and who are impa-

ient at the grudging spirit and the indefinite

ielay shown in regard to the carrying out of

important public buildings. Among others

'vve may welcome an ally in the person of

Sir J. Leng, the member for Dundee, who, on

the motion to complete the sum of 25,000/.

for the Admiralty buildings, inquired

“whether it was intended to continue the

same style as the present offices, a mixture

of brick and stone. Generally speaking,”

he said, “ our buildings were puny and

lacking in everything of an impressive and

imposing character, and in this respect were

in complete contrast with the public build-

ings in the capitals of Europe. He trusted

that the buildings erected in the future for

the use of the nation would be such as we

should be proud of.” We are much in-

debted to Sir J. Leng for his intervention,

and hope that his voice will be heard again

in defence of the cause of public architec-

ture. Of course he could hardly expect

that the new wing of the Admiralty would

differ in style from the one already

built, and possibly he was quite aware

of that ;
but the opportunity was a perfectly

legitimate one for a demonstration on the

subject. The First Commissioner made the

best of it
;
he was obliged to admit that he

CONTENTS.
A Town House 36®

Yiewsley Chufoh 3®*

Competitions

Architectural Societies 3^'

Atclucologfical Societies 3®t

Venneri'. 3*1

“BodleyT'. Marsland” 36t

Sherborne.Abbey....- 3®*

A Dilapidated House at Shepherd's Bush 3^*

The Student’s Column ;
Specifications.—XVI,—Electric Wiring 361

did not altogether differ from the member

for Dundee, all he could say was that it was

unfair for members to judge of the building

by one wing
;
but we fear the finished aspect

of it will not make the case much better.

In regard to the South Kensington Museum

we are glad to see that a somewhat general

feeling of indignation seems to have been at

length aroused, since three members, Mr.

Lough, Mr. Bartley, and Sir F. Powell,

successively attacked the subject in tolerably

spirited language. Mr. Lough asked for an

assurance that steps would be taken without

delay to complete the South Kensington build-

ings
;
Mr. Bartley said that " it was a scandal

that the buildings which had been inaugurated

by the Prince Consort should be left in such

a disgraceful condition in the Jubilee Year

of her Majesty’s reign.’’ Sir F. Powell used

language as plain and as much to the point.

The excuse which is now made for the

delay is to a certain extent a plausible one,

viz. : that a Committee is at present inquiring

into the whole administration of South

Kensington. But we do not see what that

has to do with the completion of the galleries.

We presume that there is no intention of

suppressing South Kensington
;

the inquiry

is into the manner in which the work con-

nected with it is carried on
;

the galleries

require completion, whatever may be the

changes made in the duties and responsibili-

ties of the staff; and we confess that this

plea seems to us rather like a subterfuge,

a pleasant excuse for delay. There were

points of some importance, however, evoked

in the discussion. Mr. John Burns obseiA'ed

that South Kensington was paying 4,400/. a

year rent for certain galleries in Exhibition-

road formerly connected with the Imperial

Institute, and he urged that the Imperial

Institute, which was a total failure, should be

handed over to South Kensington. We may

point out that this would not abrogate the

duty of completing the South Kensington

building, but we confess to a considerable

sympathy with the feeling that the Imperial

Institute would be much better utilised as

an art museum 01 some kind than it is at

present : as an institution, it is certainly a

manifest failure. The other point, which

occurred in the First Commissioner’s

reply, was that there was a recommenda-

tion that part of the staff at South

Kensington should be put under the

roof of the Education Department at White-

hall
;
and that “ as the Office of Works were
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now having plans prepared for new Govern-

ment offices at Whitehall, provision would

be made for sufficiently large Education

offices to have any additional staff that

might have to be placed there.” These are

rather ominous words, and we should like to

know what they mean. Are we to under-

stand that the new buildings are being

secretly designed in the recesses of
,
the

Office of Works, witliout any public opinion

upon them being invited? It sounds rather

too like it
;
at all events some explanation

would be welcome.

It is gratifying to see that there is serious

talk of completing the decoration of the

central hall of the Houses of Parliament

with mosaic, and that no opposition was

offered to the suggestion
;
but how slowly

do things of this kind move in England !

For how many years has that one mosaic of

Sir E. Poynter's faced the three empty

spaces opposite in the roof of that hall ?

Mr. Burns referred with appreciation to the

mosaics at St. Paul’s and to their texture

and effect, and suggested that the new work

in the House should be carried out in the

same manner and by the same hands, and ap-

pealed also to the First Commissioner to make

an effort to keep together the small school of

English mosaic craftsmen who had been

employed at St. Paul’s Cathedral
;
a sugges-

tion with which the First Commissioner

expressed himself entirely in sympathy. So

are we
;
but it must be remembered that the

one mosaic is already there, executed in the

flat style, and that the other three, executed

in the style employed at St. Paul’s, would

certainly not harmonise with it
;

it will look

so different from them that it will make a

patch in the decorative scheme ;
and as it

would be barbarous to remove Mr. Poynter’s

design now, which is a very fine piece of

work, it appears to us that the other three

spaces must be treated in the same manner,

to produce any satisfactory decorative effect.

As to some other matters that were dis-

cussed, it is satisfactory to learn that there

is no probability at present of the Parks

being disfigured by the formation of special

cycling tracks, though we agree with Mr.

M'Laren that one portion of the Mall might

be set apart for cyclists
;
that is, one longi-

tudinal belt, and we also entirely agree with

him in thinking that the opportunities fur-

nished by the Mall for making an attractive

promenade are entirely thrown away
;

in

fact it is, as he says, a desert.
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Perhaps the best thing in the whole
debate was the contribution to it of the

Member for King’s Lynn, who innocently

observed that St. James’s Palace was a very

ugly collection of buildings on one of the

best sites in London, and asked “whether
there was any intention of demolishing it

and erecting in its place a building with

greater pretension to architectural beauty?”
The desire of some people to wipe out the

history of the country, or at least of the

capital, is a curious phenomenon. It is

satisfactory to record that Mr. Bowles
received no encouragement.

THE REPORT ON THE ELECTRIC
FATALITY AT HAMPSTEAD.

S^^iplAJOR CARDEW’S report on the

SI deafdeath of a labourer employed on
the electric lighting works of the

Hampstead ’Vestry raises several

questions deserving of serious considera-
tion. About the accident itself there is

now no mystery. ’We suggested at the
time that the case of the transformer
must have been earthed in a totally

inefficient manner. It now appears that
the “earth’’ consisted of connecting the
case by a wire to an iron bolt let into the
wall of the transformer chamber. For any
one pretending to be an electrician to con
siderthisan “earth” displays an alarming
ignorance, which we are afraid is by no
means uncommon in central stations.

Another point brought out by Major Cardew
is that no effective precautions were taken
to insulate the high tension wire from the
case.

In the description of the system approved
by the Board of Trade under the Hamp-
stead Electric Lighting Order efficient means
of guarding against all accidents from shock
are specified, and every one will share Major
Cardew’s regret that these precautions were
not carried out. It appears that there is a
real necessity for Government Inspectors to
supervise and control the carrying out of
the precautions specified by electric light
undertakers. Under the Factory Acts
inspectors are appointed to guard employes
from other recognised dangers, and this
Hampstead accident proves that a little

Government super\-ision would have saved
this mans life. There is not much use in
the Board of Trade drawing up rules and
regulations, if their staff is so insufficient
that they cannot possibly see whether they
are carried out or not. Their rules are broken
every day, and even when they find this
out they rarely interfere, unless the supply
IS m obviously incompetent hands. There
are many things, however, at small central
stations that the Board of Trade ought to
have altered. Some of the switchboards,
for example, as at present erected, could
easily become death traps. If all the cases
in which electric light employes got severe
burns and shocks were reported, the necessity
of inspectors would be at once recognised.
Several cases have come to our knowledge
in which .the employ^ was only saved by
the presence of mind of an electrician near
him, his muscles having become rigid so that
he could not make any effort to save himself
death being only the question of a few
seconds. In some cases the fall breaks his
contact, and so a fatal issue is averted. It is
obvious that this dangerous state of affairs

should not be allowed to continue, and the

sooner the Government increases its staff of

Electric Light Inspectors the better it will be
for the welfare of the electrical industry.

Major Cardew’s recommendations to the

Hampstead "Vestry, although good, are by
no means final. We are sorry that an
automatic switch, worked by the cover of the

substation, is not made compulsory. When
accumulators and armatures are in danger,

there is no limit to the number of ingenious
interlocking keys that electricians devise. A
little government pressure could easily turn

some of this ingenuity in the direction of

safety devices. Another omission in the

report is that there is no specification of
what is meant by an earth connexion.

Electricians will go on sticking a wire into

the ground until they are informed officially

that this is not an "earth ” connexion.

“Earthing,” as is well known, is by no
means an absolute protection, and we are

sorry to see that the Board of Trade is be-
ginning to regard it more favourably. Major
Cardew recommends that the iron ladder be
connected to the transformer cases. If this

is done the first shower of rain after a long
spell of dry weather would make it

dangerous for any one to step with one foot

on the cover of the substation whilst the

other was on the damp ground, provided, of

course, that one of the cases made contact
with the high tension wire.

There have recently been invented several
kinds of heat-indicating paints, which change
colour at different temperatures. It is a pity
that no one has yet invented an electric

indicating paint, which would change colour
when it got dangerously charged with elec-

tricity. Until such a paint is invented we
are afraid that it is almost impossible to
completely safeguard a workman ignorant
of the laws of electricity, when working in a
confined space surrounded by conductors
which may accidentally become charged to a
high pressure. Such gross carelessness,
however, as has been shown to have occurred
at Hampstead in carrying out reasonable
precautions, minutely specified, ought to be
severely reprimanded and be made impos-
sible in the future by effective government
supervision.

railway companies which run from Londc
to the .north and south have been shor
sighted in not bringing forward a joii

scheme by which these railways might hav
been united by underground lines, and t
which traffic could be carried fronr north 1

south without any break at the Metropolis.

Opera Comiqu<
Paris.

NOTES.

The Committee of the Houseiiic nouse
Railways.^" Commons, which has for

some time had under considera
tion the two rival schemes, the Brompton and
Piccadilly-circus Railway and the City and
West End Railway, has rejected the latter

scheme and approved the former. The line
sanctioned by the Committee, subject to
possible modifications of details, may be
regarded as a branch of the present District
Railway from South Kensington to Piccadilly-
circus. According to the scheme at present,
the connection between the old line and the
new lines at South Kensington is a matter
for future arrangement. But it is obviofis
that there will ultimately be such a junction.
The line which has been rejected was to run
from Hammersmith to Cannon-street: itw’as
thus a distinct rival to the present Metro-
politan District line, whereas the railway
which has been sanctioned will be a feeder
to the older line. It is clear that before
another decade is past, London will have
underneath it a network of subterranean
lines, and we cannot but think that the great

The Department of Fine A\

has arranged for the interic

decoration of this importar
theatre. M. Benjamin - Constant is t

decorate the ceiling of the auditorium wit
a representation of three principal creation

of modern opera — Manon, Carmen, an
Mignon, as well as a group of figures syrr

bolising Fame and Posterity distributin

crowns. The panels of the two large staii

cases giving access to the foyer vestibule ar

entrustedTo M. Olivier Merson, who will pain
there representations of Poetry, Music, am
Song,[and to M. Francois Flameng, who is t'

paint “The Dance” and “Dramatic Poetry.
The former subject will be represented by ;

modern ballet with personages of Italiai

comedy
;
and Dramatic Poetry by a scen<

representing Sophocles attending a rehearsa
of his “ CEdipus ” in the Theatre of Bacchus
The decoration of the foyer vestibule itsel

has been entrusted to M. Joseph Blanc
who is to represent “ Pantomine.” M. Aimt
Morot takes the ceiling of thefoyer, where he

will paint a representation of the arrival 0
the Russian Sovereigns in Paris. MM
Raphael Collin and Edouard Toudouze wil

decorate the two small salons at the twe
extremities of the foyer

\
the first with a

subject symbolising Poetic Inspiration,

Truth, Drama, the Dance, and the Ode

:

the second artist will take the subject o!

satiric drama, in which will be represented a

sumptuous ballet in costumes of the thir-

teenth century.

Discovery of
Bcrltner Philologisd

Bronze Statue of Wocheschrift ioT April I
Poseidon.

reports a fortunate “find” i

the Gulf of Corinth. A fisherman in th

little bay of Livadostowo (a village in th

innermost north-east corner of the gulf, clos

to where the ancient Creusis is supposed t

have stood) has brought to light the fra|

ments of a bronze figure a little over ha:

life size. From an inscription on the basis

it appears that the statue represented

Poseidon. The bearded head is the portio

best preserved, and it is reported to b
closely analogous to the bearded bronz
head found in the Acropolis; if this b
correct it belongs to the sixth century b.c

Unfortunately, the rest of the statue, z.e., th.

nude standing body of the god, is so frag

mentary and so much corroded that it i:

doubtful if even the most careful cleaning

and piecing can make much of it. It is- no
reported whether the fisherman was actually

fishing, or found the statue washed up 01

the shore.

Venner
respondent in this ir

V. portant case of Venner
McDontii. McDonell favoured' us with

letter on the subject of the Note whic

appeared in this journal on the case (

April 3. ’We are always glad to receive cor

munications on such matters as thes

since they indicate the points on whk
persons interested are not clear. M
McDonell in his letter left out of sigl
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the main ground on whicli the decision as to

the meaning of the word "structure” in

Sec. 145 of the London Building Act pro-

ceeded, and dwelt on Sec. 78. In our

previous Note we referred only to the main

point
;

it may be desirable, therefore, to say

a word about Sec. 78, which is to the effect

that every public building, including the

walls, floors, galleries, &c., " shall be con-

structed in such manner as may be approved

by the District Surveyor.” Upon this point

the decision is as follows :
— '* The Act of

1894 is not retrospective, the approval of

the Sur\’eyor there made a condition pre-

cedent to the use of the building as a public

building refers to an approval to be given

at the outset once and for all, and afterwards

the only part of the section which could

apply is the last clause, which says that no

work likely to affect the building shall be

I

done to or on the buildingwithout approval.”

!

We do not think that this is ‘ work done to

i or on the building,’ and if it were, it is not

j

suggested that it is, “ likely to affect it.” This,

I

of course, is a question of fact
;

the main

interest in this decision is that which we

j

previously noted, namely, the light thrown

on the meaning of the word " structure.” We

I

may perhaps add that the whole judgment is

well worth perusal in full, since it is that of

two of the ablest lawyers on the Bench,

both of whom had large experience in

matters affecting local government
;

Mr.

Justice Wright, whilst at the Bar, being

responsible for most of the cases on behalf

of the Government.

The case of Durrant v. the

Surface'waicr Branksome Urban District

on Roads. Council, in which Mr. Justice

North has just delivered a judgment after

taking time to consider it, is of much import-

ance to Local Authorities. We confess that,

in our opinion, the point, however important,

presents little difficulty. According to

Section 15 of the Public Health Act, 1875,

"every Local Authority shall . . . cause to

be made such sewers as may be necessary

for effectually draining their district.” The

question then arose in the present case

whether a Local Authority had the right tocon-

struct sewers, or rather drains, to carry off the

surface-water from roads and let them empty

themselves into a stream so that it became

at times full and turbid. Where a stream like

the Bourne at Bournemouth has become in

its lower parts to some extent artificial in

character an extra quantity of storm-water

may be troublesome. It is obvious, however,

that under natural circumstances a stream is

a species of main drain for pure rain water.

It is equally clear that the Public Health

Act, 1875, recognises this, since Section 17

only prohibits a Local Authority from con-

veying into " any natural stream or water-

course . . . sewage or filthy water.” The
decision of Mr. Justice North that the Local

Authority had the right to drain the surface

water from roads under their control into the

adjoining streams was therefore obviously

right.

The Treasury have prepared

an additional estimate of i, 100/.

for an enlargement of the melt-

ing-house at the Royal Mint, which is

required to meet increased demands for

coinage. The existing buildings were opened

in j8ii, in place of the old works at the

Tower* : the design, begun by Johnson, was

completed by Sir Robert Smirke. They

occupy the site of the Victualling Office,

established under the Navy Board in 1683,

where had been King Edward III.’s Abbey

of St. Mary de Grace, or East Minster,

granted to Sir Arthur Darcie, who pulled it

down circa 1540: see J.
Gwynne’s plan,

1 766, and our " Note ” of June 6, 1891 ,
upon

the Hodgkin Collection of views, plans, &c.,

lent to the Naval Exhibition of that year.

The Abbey, whose value Dugdale assesses

at 5,406/. per annum, was erected within a

new churchyard of the Holy Trinity, which

one John Colly had made during a pestilence

in Edward III.’s reign.

The foundations for the Alex-
The New Bridge III. bridge have been
over the Seme. °

commenced by the preparation

for the sinking and foundations for the cais-

sons which are to form, on each side of the

river, the bearings for the bridge. The cais-

sons are expected to be placed in a few

months
;
and the engineers, MM. Resal and

Alby, think that the whole work of the

foundations can be completed during the

present year. The placing of the steel por-

tion of the bridge will be accomplished in

1898, and in the following year the architec-

tural and decorative portion of the work,

which has been entrusted to two architects,

MM. Cassieu-Bernard and Cousin, will be

completed. The . architects have already

made their preliminary studies for the work.

In the last of his Royal Institu-

Lord Rayleigh lectures on "Electricity
on Lleciriciiy.

. ,

and Electrical Vibrations,

Lord Rayleigh considered the electro-mag-

netic theory of light. Maxwell showed that,

in studying optics and electricity, we were

finding out the properties of the ether from

two different points of view. This theory,

however, was not generally accepted until

Hertz had succeeded in getting electric

vibrations of such short wave lengths that

they could be refracted and polarised experi-

mentally. The shortest electric vibrations

yet produced had a frequency of about fifty

thousand million per second, but still there

was an enormous difference between these

vibrations and the largest light vibrations,

which had a frequency of 400 million

million per second. To bridge over this gap

would probably be the work of the next gene-

ration of physical investigators. His descrip-

tion of Lodge’s coherer and of Rutherford’s

polarised relay were listened to attentively,

as it was interesting to hear Lord Rayleigh’s

opinion on these methods of telegraphy

without wires. He said that the Rutherford

relay had been successfully tried up to a

distance of a mile, and he thought that it had

a great future before it. He explained the

action of the coherer by pointing out the

analogy with what happened when two jets

of water hit one another. They ordinarily

rebounded, but when an electrified rod was

brought near them they coalesced into a

single jet. In the same way the iron filings

in the coherer made better electrical contact

with one another when electrical waves

impinged on them. Using a coherer Lodge

has shown how easily electrical waves pass

hundreds of feet through the walls and floors

of houses.

* See the Builder, December 5, 1891, for an account of

W. Alingham’s “ Survey,” February 26, 1700-1, am
earlier “ profile.”

Many electricians are surprised

Su^'S'aT'aL that electricity supply at 200
Volts.

ig making such rapid pro-

gress in this country. To find out the reason

of this we must go back to the initial success

at Bradford, where the change over was made

very skilfully by a bribe of new lamps. After

a little time, according to Mr. Gibbings, the

Engineer to the Bradford Corporation, an

impression gained ground that for some

reason or other certain consumers were

being more highly favoured than others.

"This, of course, made matters very smooth,

and in no single instance was opposition

offered." Hence the change over was

effected by trading on the ignorance of the

consumers. As new lamps burn brightly

at first, and the supply may have been

steadier, those consumers who had taken the

higher voltage, finding that they had com-

mitted an irrevocable act, were naturally like

the fox in the fable, loud in their praises of

the new condition, in order to get others to

follow suit. It could not have been better

done if it had been the result of a deep laid

plan, and other corporations are now pushing

their electric sales by similar discreditable

tactics. We can see that with direct current

it is of great advantage to the companies to

supply at 200 volts, but with alternating

current the advantage is altogether proble-

matical. Yet Blackpool, Bolton, Cardiff,

Kingston-on-Thames, and Southport are

supplying, or are about to supply, consumers

at 300 volts alternating. We think it is a

mistake on the part of these corporations, for,

amongst other reasons we might mention,

the present systems of distribution from

alternating current sub-stations are capable

of great improvement.

It is stated that the Court
;

of

Guildhall .School Council have agreed
of Music. - . 1 i

to enlarge, at an estimated cost

of 20,500/., the Guildhall School of Music,

near Tudor-street, Blackfriars. The present

buildings, of which we published a view,

with plans, on September 5, 1885, were

opened in December, 1886, having been

erected after the designs of Sir Horace Jones,

at a cost of about 22,000/. They replaced

the School of Music established by the Cor-

poration in Aldermanbury in 1880, which

had its beginning in the Guildhall Orchestral

Society, founded in January of the previous

year. They contain forty-two class-rooms,

and on the second floor a spacious practice-

room, 70 ft. by 28 ft,, somewhat like the old

concert hall, Surrey Gardens, of which Sir

Horace Jones was the architect.

Under this heading there is to

Teciur'e bc a Special exhibition at Earl’s

Victorian Era. Court, in Connexion with what

is called the " Victorian Era Exhibition,” with

the object of illustrating the development of

theatre-building during the last sixty years,

including such technical improvements as

refer to iron construction, lighting, ventila-

tion, and stage appliances. A number of

architects have consented to lend drawings

and photographs, and the arrangement of

the whole has been undertaken by Mr.

Edwin O. Sachs, who has made a special

study of theatre architecture, and who will

be glad to hear of the offer of any further

loans in the way of illustrative drawings.

Nothing is said as to models
;
we should

suggest that models, whether of stage

machinery or of entire sections of theatres.
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would be very useful. The practical interest

of such an exhibition ought to be consider-

able; one can only regret tliat in this country

the art of architecture is so poorly repre-

sented in theatre buildings.

THE ROYAL IXSTITUTE OF HRITISH
ARCHITECTS :

THE NEW GOVERNMENT OFFICES SCHEME.
An ordinary fortnigiitly meeting of this Insti-

tute was held on Monday, at Xo. 9, Conduit-
street, Regent-street, Professor Aitchison,A.R. A,,
President, in the chair.

Tlie minutes of the previous meeting havin
been taken as read, Mr. H. H. Statham read
a paper on “The New Government Office;
Scheme," of whicli the following is ai

abstract :

—

Mr. Statham said tliat in that room they
bound to consider the treatment of

Government offices from an architectural point
of view, both in regard to the most effective
ti-eatment of the buildings themselves, as an
important element in our national architecture,
and to those questions of alignment of streets
which came under the general head of what
were called “ public improvements." The sub-
ject was one of national importance. In
order to appreciate the present position it

would be well to look back a little. It
was obviously important both for architec-
tural effect and convenience of communication,
that Government offices should be concen-
trated, and should be rebuilt from time to time
in accordance with a definite scheme to which
each new building would be a contribution.
Such a scheme, on the grandest scale, had been
drawn out by Sir Charles Barry in 1857, not
only for the concentration of the Government
offices, but for the improved laying out of the
whole Westminster and Whi'tehall district
The greater part of that scheme was now
rendered impossible bv what had been done
in a piecemeal wav since

; it was melan-
choly now to look at that plan and think
what splendid possibilities had been lost, but he
wished to draw attention to it and to include
3t in the Institute Journal, partly because it
was well at least to have before our eyes a great
ideal, and also because, as he would show, one
<K two points m it were still capable of realisa-
tion. In 1856 took place the great competition,
open to the world, for a plan for the concentra-
lion of the Government Offices and for special
designs for Wkir Office and Foreign Office
buildings, as the result of which the War
Office, though there was the most urgent
need for it, was abandoned, and Sir
Gilbert Scott received the commission for the
toreign Office. It had been attempted toshow that the Foreign Office was a complete
fai ure, and a proof of the mistake of erecting
palatial Government offices designed bv an
outside architect

; but this was exaggeration;
the faults winch it had could easiiv be avoided
in a future case

;
it was at all events a dignified

building, and its quadrangle, of the dimensions
of 240 ft. by 170 ft,, was on such a scale as to

r^'
effect. The argument that

such bu.ldmgs would be better produced

nr .
of llie Office

of Works was sufficiently answered bv the
buildings which were so produced, iiutablv
the Post Offices, which were nearlv all In a

"f ff'-ohiteclure.
In 1882 the compelition for new War and

OrSfrio not on the

£ f sn
Se-street site, as had been e.vpected,

hut on a site near Sprm.g Gardens, in u hich a partol the new building, for cconomv and to avoid

fide
property on the west

.side of WhitehaH was relegated , to the rear
of the houses. Tlie opporlunitv afforded forwidening the upper end of 'Wliitehall bvthrowing hack tlie west line ot the streetpressed on the Committee by twocmineni archi-
tects, was entirely ignored. The next stenwas that tins scheme was abandoned, thehudding ot the War Office was again post-

of
•

isirlepoTd
that the Admiralty could be economicallv pro-

aA •

by retaining and adding to the oldAdmiralty buildings. He could not understandhow any Government could sanction theretain-

onh°P nM AH
such an interior as that

Short of entirelypttmg It could enable it to be made a satis-factory building, and the architectural exteriorwas not worth that. The
“* txceiioi

new buildings,

though well planned, represented a design
originally commonplace though rich and
costly, cut down to a cheap brick structure with
stone dressings

;
the superficial richness being

removed, only the commonplace remained. As
a building for the administration of the greatest
naval power in the world, it was little short of
a disgrace to the nation. Coming to the
Parliament-street site, the new proposed
buildings there would be well situated parallel
with the Foreign Office, but in order to produce
their proper effect the design ought to range in

its main lines with that of the Foreign Office
and harmonise with it in character

;
to erect

an inferior type of building would be to destroy
the whole architectural effect. The alternative
proposal to set hack the Parliament-street
part of the new buildings at an oblique angle,
merely with the object of getting a full view
of Westminster Abbey from a point eighty
yards liigher up Parliament-street, was absurd

;

it would be spoiling the whole building and
throwing away part of a site, already too small,
for an almost imaginary benefit. Coming to
the question of the War Office, the fact that the
money had been voted for the Carrington
House site surely did not bind the Govern-
ment either to build war offices and no other
on that site, or to decline enlarging the site bv
the purchase of further property. It would be
quite possible still to build the war offices on
the Downing-street site, and to provide for the
departments, now on that site, on the Carrington
House site. This would realise, with some modi-
fication, Barry’s fine conception of the War Office
and the Admiralty Office as symmetrical blocks
on either side of the parade ground, the Horse
Guards in the centre. Probably none of the
buildings on the Downing-street site could he
permanently retained in such a case—the
interior of the Treasury building even was too
old-fashioned to retain ; hut the little domed
vestibule of Dover House ought to be respected
in any case, and could easily be worked into a
new building. The vote for the Carrington
House site liad been unexpectedlv taken

;
it

was distinctly promised that the’ Committee
would hold further sittings first, and it might
be observed that for the first time, he believed,
no architectural evidence at all had been taken

scheme so important in the archi-
tectural embellishment of the capital. The
official plan for the building on this site was a
double mistake. In the first place, the shape
of the building was to he settled hvthe irregular
shape of the intersecting streets. ' That was an
estate agent’s and not an architect’s way of
planning: it was reducing what ought to 'be a
national architectural work to the level

‘

block of flats or a monster hotel. In the next
place, the site would be overbuilt both for
architectural effect and sanitarv conditions

;
tlie

largest quadrangle, into which rooms would
look, was only 105 by too feet, for a building
five stories high. Thev might compare that
in their minds with the quadrangle of the
P’oreign Office, the same height and'240 by 170
feet

i
ora model which he liad there would show

the facts still better. There was nothing
to prevent acquiring some furtlicr property
north of Whitehall-piace. and treating that
portion of the building in symmetrical archi-
tectural relation with the courtvard of the old
Admiralty, if that really was 'to be retained,
Tliere was no objection to building up White-
hall-place

;
it was shown that it was now an

unnecessary street as far as traffic connexion
was concerned. The restof the building could
be planned symmetrically on the greater por-
tion of the Carrington Hiiuse site, the building
line on the south side being brought in a little
so as to make Horse Guards Avenue central
with the Horse Guards, as it always ought to
have been. It was absurd that a sireet facin"
a famous building and named after it should
have been laid down out of centre with it

•

such a plan would be laughed at in Paris, butm London the alignment of streets and build-
ings was utterly ignored. Having got the
extra width, they might then also make Horse
Guards xVvenue a real “avenue" by plantinf^
two lines of trees in it. When on the subject
of what might be done, it was fascinating to
go a little further and sketch out a reallv
stately scheme for the combined treatment o'f
the Admiralty and War Office. Suppose the
old • Admiralty removed

; the new block
already built might be lengthened south-
ward a httle, and returned towards Whitehall
with a similar northern block built on the
foundations now being laid. On the centre of
the fourth side of the quadrangle thus formed
facing Whitehall, would be the First Lords

House, with a columned screen and entrance on
each side of it. Opposite to this we would
buy up all the east side of Whitehall up to
Craigs-court, and plan the War Office with a
similar but shallower courtyard facing the
quadrangle of the Admiralty, and the Com-
mander-in-Chief’s house or staff offices in the
centre, facing the First Lord’s House. The new
block of the Admiralty would be retained in its

interior plan but faced with stone to form part of
a new and superior architectural design. The
whole west side of Whitehall up to Charing
Cross would be set back on a new line to give
it an equal width all the way up, and above ail
to connect it with the axial line of Trafalgar-
square, the Charles I. statue being moved a few
feet to get it also on the point of meeting of the
axis of Whitehall and the Square. The Mall
would be continued through in a straight line
into Charing Cross, the space between that
and the Admiralty being occupied by street
buildings forming the offices of the Woods
and Forests and one or two other small
departments. Speaking of that reminded
him that the official plan showed the
Mall continued through in the same waj',
but evidence had been given before the recent
Committee, by Police-Superintendent Beard,
that it would be bad for heavy traffic to come
out of the Mall on to the slope of Charing Crossv
that the exit ought to be taken up at an angle
into Trafalgar Square. This however was beside
the mark

;
if the Mail were to be given up to

heavy traffic it had better remain closed, and the
very object of opening it was the straight vista
along it. He had spoken plainly on the matter
of the buildings, because it was a subject of
national importance. Architecture was not every-
thing, hut in history it would be observed that
the effort to produce great buildings was coin-
cident with the greatness and ambition of a
nation in other respects

;
it was when a people

was going down hill that national architecture
was neglected. This looked bad for us, when
we got to the point that the attitude of our
Government towards architecture reminded us
of Mephislopheles’ definition of himself—“I
am that which says ‘no’ to everything." Let
them try to realise what would be 'thedift'erence
to London if the Houses of Parliament, after
the fire, had been rebuilt in a mere utilitarian
inanner by the Office of Works, as was at first
intended, instead of our having the present
grand building. The Government Offices ques-
tion was only the same thing on a smaller scale.
The Government had one chance yet left to do
something fine with a War Office, sometliing to
atone for the long series of blunders with
public buildings in this country, in regard to
which one might say, " They have made us a
by-word among the people, a very scorn and
derision to them that are round about us.”

Mr. H. W. Brewer said the general feeling
of most Englishmen was that we were not to
have public buildings, and it bad been so for
many 5'ears. P'or instance, it was a well-known
fact that the objection to enlarging and making
proper provision for the increased requirements
of' the Houses of Parliament led to the fire.
Well, that catastrophe did take place, and it

seemed for a certain time to have brought our
countrymen rather from the error of their ways,
and they seemed then to have come to the con-
clusion that we ought to have something like
public buildings. However, even about that
time there was a very terrible example of what
happened in England from the neglect of pro-
viding proper public buildings. At that period
the records of this country were kept in
about sixteen or eighteen different places ;

and probably nothing would have been done
to build the new Record Office had it not been
that a Committee of the House of Commons
met which had some of these records brought
before them to see what they were like. They
tried to open three or four, unsuccessfullv at
first

;
when at last they did succeed, they

fo.und the skeletons complete of three great
rats, and the consequence was that after a time
we got the Record Office, which, of course,
ought to have been supplied vears before

;

because a gentleman told liim 'the other dav
that he had gone into a printed list of docu-
ments which ought to be in the Record Office,
and he found that considerablv more than a
third of them .had disappeared. ' Certainly, the
old Admiralty building was not ver\' interesting

;

but there was one part of it he would regret
tO'see destroyed, and that was the Board-room,
probably the only thing there worth preserving.
In conclusion, he moved, a, vote of thanks to
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Umu Statham for his very admirable and most

interesting paper.

Mr. William Woodward said Mr. Statham

had not onlv been very hard indeed upon the

Office of Works, but distinctly unfair. With
regard to these plans Mr. Statham knew that

they were prepared most rapidly in order to be

proposed before the Select Committee which

t»at last year. Mr. Taylor stated that the plans

were only made as sketch ideas, and were not

to be taken as indicating the careful thought of

the Office of Works. Then again, with regard

to the architecture, it was very easy for any

gentleman to get up and complain of the archi-

tecture’ of the Office of Works, or of any other

office
;

blit let him invite the gentlemen in that

room to compare the architecture of the Office

of Works with the architecture of three of

their most distinguished architects, with regard

to the erection of public buildings in London.

As to Mr. Statham’s alternative block plan for

occupying the Carrington House site, he thought

it far inferior to the Office of Works plan and

hoped he should never see such a plan as that

carried out. The larger of the proposed plans

which Mr. Statham had sketched in the illus-

-trations was one that there was no chance of

ever seeing carried out, and for his part he

thought that the placing of an official house in

the centre of one side of the quadrangle, as

shown in that plan, would have the worst

possible effect. As to Dover House, it was a

wretched concern, and it was absurd for any

one to talk of its being worth preserving. He
trusted the Government would pursue its course

in the Select Committee now sitting, or which

would be sitting shortly, and that it would give

attention to men so fully qualified in planning

as the Government Office of Works, and that the

architecture this time at least, perhaps the last

time, would be left to architects to show the

Government what they could do in the way of

exterior design. After these perhaps violent

remarks he should wish to second the vote of

thanks to Mr. Statham, because, although he

disagreed with him, he was one of those who
admired the care and attention and the time

which he must have expended on this subject.

Mr. Mountford said that Mr. Statham referred

slightly to the widening of the Mall and the

necessity for carrying it right through in its

whole width, instead of being narrowed to

70 ft. as shown upon that plan. It was per-

fectly obvious that if it was to be carried

through at all it ought to be carried through

for its whole width
;
and, furthermore, it should

certainly be turned northward at the east end

in order to continue to some extent the line of

the Strand. Going south it did strike one that

while the Government was about the subject

at all it was most desirable to remove

the Bank which Mr. Statham had referred to

•and widen the whole street in a westerly

direction, and to bring the north end of the

•street central with the Central Column and

Trafalgar Square, and the National Gallery in

the centre. Coming to the War Office site, he

did not quite agree with Mr. Statham in objecting

so very strongly to that angle which was shown
on the plan. No doubt a rectangle was better

;

but, supposing the site was so valuable, he did

not see much harm in taking advantage of it in

that way. The widening of the street on the

•south side of the proposed site would un-

doubtedly be a great advantage, especially

when we got the Horse Guards in cen-

tral with it. It seemed to him that Mr.

^tatham’s sketch, Fig. 8, was really a grand

idea in the way he had placed the Admiralty

I

and War Office and surrounding buildings
;

it

, was something much grander than they were

. likely to get, he was afraid. Going to the very

southern point of the street he agreed with

what Mr. Statham said as to the extremely bad

effect of setting back the proposed new build-

ing at that angle shown on one of the diagrams,

but he could 'imagine that the effect might be

improved if it were set back entirely, so as to

widen the street. So far as he understood Mr.

Statham’s paper he agreed with everything he

said, and that if they could persuade the

Government to regard the public buildings as

ti matter of national importance, and not as a

mere utilitarian scheme for housing certain

departments, it would be a great thing for

England and a still greater thing for London.

Mr. W. D. Caroe said that the plan, fig. 8,

pleased him verv much indeed. There was

no reason whv Whitehall-place should exist as

a street, and' there seemed to him to be a

splendid opportunity of doing a really fine

thing, as Mr. Statham suggested, even at

the expense of keeping the present or partially

proposed new Admiralty. One of the curious

results of tliis cheeseparing policy would be,

beyond question, if the figures were compared,
that this present scheme when it was com-
pleted would cost the nation actually more
money than the original scheme which Messrs.

Leeming& Leeming had prepared. One of the

chief questions that must soon be dealt with

was, what was to be done with these

Admiralty buildings ? His own view was that

possibly the best improvement that could take

place would be to build a narrow frontage

and fill up the front of the courtyard.

There was one point in connexion with Mr.

Statham’s plan, fig. 8, which perhaps was
worthy of notice. They all, without exception,

had the greatest regard and admiration for the

Horse Guards, and in dealing with the

Admiralty or with any building that came in

connexion with the Horse Guards, one was
inclined to fear that a large building five stories

high might have the effect of making the

Horse Guards look as if it ought to be put in a

glass case
;
and that it would be injured by ahigh

and lofty building being brought up close to the

flank. With regard to the plan of the Parlia-

ment-street block, he could not help thinking

that really the best treatment of it would be to

leave out that circular corner, and the small

courtyard just within that circular corner, and
keep the front to the line of Parliament Square,

and get rid of the unsatisfactory effect of the

circular corner of a large building.

Mr. John Burns, M.P., said that he had not

expected to hear either the Select Committee or

the Office of Works criticised to the extent they
had been by this paper, but his withers were
unwrung, and he was not particularly con-

cerned about the Office of Works, who seemed,
both inside this building and outside of it. to be
capable of defending themselves. He did not

intend to follow the reader of the paper into

the details of the various plans he had sub-

mitted for the reorganisation and general
improvement of Government buildings

;
but, as

a member of the Sites Committee he desired to

show that they were not such vandals as the

reader of the paper suggested. His presence
here indicated a desire for information, and he
wanted to deal with this question, not so much
as a member of the Sites Committee as a citizen

of London, and one who was anxious to see

not only the improvement of Government build-

ings and their concentration and consolidation,

which, from the point of view of economy, had
to be considered, but a reorganisation of

Government buildings from the point of view
of architectural harmony and beauty. And
first, let him say that it was not the inten-

tion of the Committee to exclude outside

architects in the giving of evidence
;

they

might take it from him that not only was
it not meant to do so, but that he should demand
that outside architects should be invited to give

their views. In fact, he would suggest to the

Institute of British Architects that on the ques-

tion of the improvement of Government build-

ings and the completion of die public buildings

that ought to be on the land between the

National Portrait Gallery, say, and Lambeth
Bridge (his ambition led him as far as that),

they should elect a council of architects, resi-

dent or practising in London, to formulate

their views, not on small details as to what
the blocks of buildings individually should

be, but as to how the space—say, between
the National Portrait Gallery and the Houses of

Parliament could be best utilised lor Govern-
ment buildings. If they were to do that, and
were to select two of their number to represent

the broad, general view of the architects upon
that matter, he was sure it was not too late for

their suggestions to have that weight and that

authority that they undoubtedly would have,

coming fromsuch a body. Roughly let him give

his views, as one of the Committee. He was not

in favour of iVIr. Statham’s plan anymore than of

the Office of Works plan. He would suggest that

Mr. Statham and the Office of Works should be

put into competition with all the architects who
liked to compete for the best block of buildings

on land that was not now built upon, and for

the completion of those buildings that were
only partly finished. He believed the result of

such competition would lead to the producion of

thebest buildings, which only they ought to have.

He could tell the reader of the paper that on
the matter of vista, incline, and approaches to

whatever buildings were built upon those sites,

they were not going to be influenced by the

evidence of a Superintendent of police, who
certainly had but little weight in the points

suggested by the reader of the paper. Roughly

this was his view : that from Charing Cross
right down to King’s-street they should have a

fine sweep of Government buildings
;

the

frontage, the height, the style, and the cha-

racter of which he would leave to architects.

M>.re than that, if it was possible to be done,

he was in favour of pulling down No. 10,

Downing-street, notwithstanding the political

and personal associations connected with that

building, and of having an easy incline into the

park, and on the site of the present Downing-
street office, a building in keeping with Sir

Charles Harry’s original plan, which he accepted
almost down to every detail

;
that they should

clear the Treasury out of its present buildings

and have a War Office erected where the

Treasury and Dover House now were, leaving

the Admiralty to the right hand side when look-

ing towards the park. With regard to the Great
George-street site, he believed it was not even
now too late for the Government to be able to buy
the whole property, including the Civil Engi-
neers building (which he was very sorry

was erected on that particular site), and running
right down to Storey's-gate with those Govern-
ment offices that were not only desired but for

the completion of which Great George-street

,

and Storey's-gate, from an architectural point of

view, never ought to have been allowed to

have gone out of Government hands. Coming
to the Carrington House site, it was no secret

that he strongly opposed its adoption for

the War Office, and would continue to do so.

He believed that on that site they ought to have
other offices instead of the War Office. With
regard to the approaches at Charing Cross he
had only this to say : he was divided as to

whether they should accept Mr. Statham's
view and make the statue of Charles I.

the objective or Nelson's Column. He had a
preference for making Nelson's Column the
objective from the rear. He did not attach much
importance to the 50,000/. or 150.000/. that

might be necessary to be spent in pulling down
either one or both of the banks, He believed,

speaking that if the Government were strongly

and properly approached, the House of
Commons could be educated up to the neces-

sity, ere it was too late, of dealing with this

Government Office problem broadly, boldly,

and generously. He believed that the Institute of

Architects could, even now at the eleventh hour,

do a great deal of good in that direction.

On the broad general plan indicated in Mr.
Statham’s paper, many of the Sites Committee
(not all of them) were practically agreed, and
as to rates and money, he never allowed him-
self to be infiucnced by such considerations in

discharging any public duty. He would sug-

gest to Mr. Statham, in conclusion, that he get
the Institute of Architects to adopt his plan and
suggestions as the basis for discussion amongst
themselves, to take the whole of the suggested
government plan as only tentative, and that Mr.
Statham’s paper should he the basis of a series

of suggestions from the London architects, who
should select two of their number as witnesses

to go before the Committee
;
and he believed that

if it was put, say, a little more harmoniously, and
if the architects were not inclined to take up
the animated view that politicians alone, he
was led to believe, indulged in, he had no
doubt that Mr. Statham's paper would have
done a great deal of good. Certainly any pro-

position that would lead to Parliament-street,

and the House of Commons, and the approaches
to our National Portrait Gallery, and to

Trafalgar-square being improved would have his

hearty support, and ere it was too late he asked
them to buckle on their armour and not to be
frightened at politicians, but to go before them
in the interest of the beautification of London
and the convenience of Government Depart-
ments.
The President said that unfortunately neither

the public nor the politicians had that view of

the importance of public architecture that

distinguished some of the small republics from
antiquity. When they reflected that a small

town like Florence, by the mouth of its

Council, desired that when it rebuilt its cathe-

dral it should be a finer building than any that

had ever been put up by the Greeks or Romans,
that no expense should be spared, and that

everything that was the best and most costly

should he done by men with the greatest skill

—if we could make our politicians see the
importance of architecture to the country, I

do not think that they would fall short of

these ancient trading burghers of Florence.

And he felt to a certain extent hopeful of this

country. It was almost always the case when
it was in the hands of persons of the middle

d
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class, nr of moderate means, that they took a
comparatively small view of anythin.it that had
to he done

;
but when they applied to the

whole nation, when every man felt that he
would be raised by the excellence of the build-
ing's and arrangements made, and that every
foreigner who came here would be delighted
with the views we have to give them then, it

would not only strike him and all his friends and
fellow citizens, but all the people in the countrv;
then we might look forward to a finer scope
than had hitherto been ofl'ered to the
country. Simplicity was the great basis
of everything great that had been done in

any fine art in tlie world : less work was dciiie

on Greek buildings that had been the admira-
tion of the world since they have been built,

than^on the things that were done to-day. To
make the Nelson Column the centre of anything
would be one of the greatest possible mistakes.
What they ought to do with it was to put it into

Leicester-square. It was a bad thing in itself,

and it dwarfed the National Gallerv, If it were
put up in Leicester-square. it would look excel-
lent, and he could nut say the statue of Shake-
speare did.

I\Ir. Statham, in reply, said that with regard
to his friend Mr. Brewer’s remark about the
board-room of the Admiralty, he agreed, hut
one could not g(3 into details in a paper that
was getting long already

;
otherwise lie should

have said that what was valuable in the board-
room, the carving, could be preserved and
placed elsewhere. The model he exhibitetl was
perfectly right with the exceptiiai that Mr.
Taylor, he believed, objected to the loftv pro-
portions of the main floor at the Foreign
Office, and if he , built the new offices would
probably make, it rather lower, but that

could not make a material difference in the
height. The official War Oflice plan was
not a mere sketch, the position of the small
courts showed that it had been considered in

reference to the position of corridors and
rooms, and he had no doubt it represented
what the Office of Works would carry out if

left to themselves. As to Dover House, if anv
one could go into tlie circular vestibule, and
jiot see that it was a beautiful and charming
architectural work, he was sorry for him. He
was speaking, of course, for those who knew
something of architectural design. As to the
Mall, to which Mr. Mountford referred, it was
not a question of what you saw from the Mall,
but of what you see on looking into it. He
wanted to seethe beautiful vista of trees brought
into Charing Cross. He was glad that Mr.
Mountford was so complimentary to scheme 8,

but these must not be considered as any
finished expression of what he could or would
do : they were sketched out, roughlv, while he
was writing the paper, and the reason he
brought them forward was that he had
always held that an architect when read-
ing a paper to architects should be pre-
pared to show how he would do a
thing, and not merely find fault with other
schemes

;
otherwise it was a mere opinion in the

air, with nothing to support it. As to setting
back the proposed new building from the line
of the Foreign Oflice, he thought if that were
done it would be necessary to set back the east
side of Parliament-street also, to make a sym-
metrical plan

:
but there was, no doubt, some-

thing in that suggestion. He quite agreed with
Mr. Caroe about the circular corner shown in
the Parliament-street

; official architects seemed
never tired of circular corners, the effect of
which was often not good. He assured Mr.
Burns he did not consider him a •' Vandal

;

”

on the contrary, he had observed many times
with pleasure that :\Ir. Burns was on the side
of aesthetics, and thanked him for coinin-'
there. But when he defended the Com*^
mittee, and said that they had not excluded
outside architects, he (the speaker) complained
that they had passed the vote for the site
without having sat again or called any archi-
tectural evidence, and he himself liad actually
been told by one of the Committee that it was
now too late to discuss it.

Mr. Burns said that the Committee died with
the Session, and it was not their fault that they
had to recommend that a certain sum of
money should go through. But as the Com-
mittee had been reappointed they would
resume their deliberations, and Mr. Statham
might rely upon it that he would not be
excluded.

Mr. Statham said he was very glad to hear it

He was glad to find, too. that Air. Burns really
took his view as to the Carrington House site.
Mr. Burns said that they might do a great deal'

Staircase, Lordin^ton Mano> House.

^f good if they put their views more “harmoni-
ously.” Wt-ll, his experieiice respecting any
rnatter regarding Art was that you were never
listened to unless you spoke verv decisively ; if

you only put a thing in a mu’derate manner
people did not mind you, but if vou put it pretty
strongiy you might be listened 'to.

The vote of thanks having been put and
carried, the Chairman announced that the annual
general meeting would be lield on May 3.

LORDINGTON MANOR HOUSE, SUSSEX.
This historical house was erected towards

the end of the fifteenth century by Sir Richard
Pole. K.G., a descendant of Cadwallader, the
last British King, a cousin of Henrv VH., who
made him Esquire of the Roval Bodv Guard,
Governor of Harlech Castle, Sheriff of
Merionethshire, Steward of Montgomery, and
also created him a Knight of the^Garter. Sir
Richard served the King in the wars in Scot-
land in 1497. During the reign of Henrv VUI.
this manor house formed a place of great
interest, and was associated throughout the
sixteenth century with the illustrious and dis-
tinguished family of Pole. Sir Richard was
a son of the “last of the Plantagenets,"
was connected with the most distinguished
personages of his time, and in 1495 he married
Lady Margaret, a niece of Edward IV., her
father being George Duke of Clarence, her
mother a daughter of the “ King Maker,”
Richard Earl of Warwick. She had four sons
and a daughter. After her husband's demise,
and in the fifth year of the reign of Henry VHl.!
she petitioned Parliament to be restored to
rank as being the only sister of Edward Earl
of Warwick and Salisbury, her mother bein''
a daughter of the Earl of Salisbury, and sue*
ceeded in obtaining full right to tlie rank and
title of the Countess of Salisbury. In May,

is said to have resided at 11

1539, ‘Ws lady was attainted of high treason! , ... r„.ue c oo„, oi .vest-and was beheaded w ithin the precincts of the bourne, from the designs and under the direc-lower in May, 1541, at which period her son,
|

tion of Mr. John Birch, architect, London.

Sir Geoffrey Pole,
Lordington.

^The old panelling in the house, and the':
carved work in the principal staircase, bears'-
sulficient testimonv to their occupancy—the e

bear, with dragons sejant, the Tudor cogni- •-

zance, to be also seen in Chichester Cathedral ; [
the badge of Henry VII., and also of Henry
VUI.

: and the badge of the Earl of Warwick, '.

wlio was >0 conspicuous in the Wars of the
Roses. The red dragon, the ensign of the last
British king, was adopted by Henry VH., and
retained by the Poles as an emblem of their
ancestry.

A portion of the eastern end of the house
was pulled down in 1845, hut sufficient re-
mained to indicate what the original design had
been. With ponds well supplied with carp and
tench, an abundance of trout in the stream of
the Ems flowing below the terraces, the fine
views ti> the Waklerton Downs and Racton
Park, with Lcirdington Woods in the rear, this
place would seem to have possessed great
ch;u-ms. In 1608 the Pole family sold the pro-
perty, which eventually passed to Thomas
Peckham Phipps, who devised it to his godson.
Admiral Sir Phipps Hornby, G.C.B., who saw
much active service between 1797 and i8i6.
Sir Phipps married a daughter of Lieutenant-
General Sir John Burgoyne, and on his death
in 1867 the property passed to his son, the late
Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Geoffrev Thomas
Phipps Hornby, who commenced the restora-
tion of this house in November, 1894, but did
not survive to see the work completed.

Like Grafton Hall, a fine old example in
Cheshire, and many other historical places one
could mention, this fine old house had for many
years been partly occupied as a farmhouse

;
its

restoration is entirely due to the energy and
spirit of the late Sir Geoffrey, who was much
interested in the place. The work has been
carried out by Messrs. Poatc & Son, of West-
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Lonliiigfoii Mtinor House.

Lordington Mano} House.
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TRAMWAYS AND ASPHALT PAVING.
The Board of Works for the Holborn dis-

trict are to be congratulated upon their open-
mindedness in the action which they have
recently taken, in connexion with the petition

from the residents of that noisy thoroughfare,

Theobald's-road, who are asking for something
quieter for their roadway than granite setts.

The Board were prepared to meet the wishes
of the inhabitants by substituting asphalt, but

as the North Metropolitan Tramway Company
run along Theobald's-road it was feared that

the asphalt would become disintegrated by
the- vibration of the tram lines, and it was
therefore decided to beiieht by the experience
obtained on the Continent before anything was
done.

Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs was, therefore, in-

structed to proceed to Berlin, where it was
reported that asphalt had been successfully

used in connexion with tram lines.

He has just reported the result of his visit to

that city. It appears that in the lirst instance
pieces of stone about 4 in. wide and of a depth
equal to the tram-rail were tried, as a margin
to the rails, but without success.

The system now found satisfactory is to use
a rail 6 in. deep, with a 4^ in. bottom flange,

similar to that already laid along the Theo-
bald’s-road {which, however, is tin. deeper).
The bottom flange of the rail is laid upon a

layer of mastic asphalt, ^ in. thick, and the
same material 2 in. wide is placed next the rail,

on each side of the head. The theory is that
the mastic asphalt acts as a cushion, and re-

ceives the vibration occasioned by the passage
of wheeled traftic proceeding over the surface
of the road.

The result of this system of laying has, after

two years’ trial, turned out most satisfactory.

The asphalt does not disintegrate near the
rails

;
but everything seems to depend upon

the rigidity of the rails. In Berlin the fish-

plates have three bolts on each side of the
joint, which the engineers think essential for a
sound connexion. In England two only are
generally used.

At siding points and crossings the Berlin
authorities still introduce stone edging, but of
somewhat large size (as much as 18 in. deep)
because of the difficulty of making these por-
tions of the road sufficiently rigid.

It is satisfactory to note from the report of
Mr. Isaacs that his reception at Berlin was of
the most cordial description, and that every
facility was afforded him to obtain the infor-
mation he was in search of.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council was held on Tuesday in the
County Hall, Spring-gardens, Dr. Collins,
Chairman, presiding.
Temponuy Stntdurcs aucl the Jubilee Pro-

cession.—Mi-

.

Beachcroft, in reply to Mr.
Westacott, said arrangements had been made
with the Office of Works to reserve a portion
of the site on the north side of Trafalgar-
square for the erection of a stand for the
accommodation of members of the Council on
Jubilee Day.

Lnrd Onslow inquired of the Chairman of
the Building Act Committee whether the Com-
mittee would, in cases where there was no
thoroughfare for wheeled traffic, make any
variation in their regulations prohibiting the
erection of stands across the public way, and
whether, if they could not see their way to
do that, they would consent to the erection bv
Local Authorities of stands, provided that
adequate provision be made for the passage of
traffic underneath them.

Mr. Payne, in reply, said the Committee
would firmly recommend the Council not to
allow any encroachment on tlie footwavs but
there were some cases where there would be
some encroachment on public rights. Those
cases would be considered on their merits, and
would be referred to the police to see whether
there was a possibility of their being granted.
He thought there would be no objection to the
erection of stands in thoroughfares which were
in view, but not in the actual line, of proces-
sion.

Sky Si^^ns. — Mr. Payne, repiving to Mr
Lawson, said all the existing skv signs would
be removed as soon as the licences granted to
the owners expired. He anticipated it would
be a year or two before all came down.

The. Works Departnicni.—The Establ'ishment
Committee recommended—(<i) That a charge '

of 850/. be made to the Works Department in

respect of salaries and expenses at the central

offices for the year ended March 31, 1S97. {h)

That a sum of 963/. los. be allowed to the
Works Department in respect of the same
period for extra cost incurred in supplying
details of estimated cost of jobbing works in

pursuance of the Council’s resolution of June
19, 1894.—Lord Onslow asked a question with
reference to the estimated and actual cost of

works completed by the Works Committee, and
not deeming the reply given by Mr. Hoare, the
Chairman of the Works Committee(to the effect

that every effort would be made to get the
reports completed in time), as satisfactory, he
moved an amendment requesting the Com-
mittee m bring up a report of the estimated
and actual cost o f all works completed up to

March 31, so that it might be discussed with
the report of the Special Committee of Inquiry
on May 18.

Mr. Ward, late Chairman of the Works Com-
mittee said it would be quite impossible to have
all the accounts ready by the date proposed.
The Rev. Fleming Williams opposed the

amendment, and accused the Moderates of wish-
ing to raise a bogus discussion, in order to hide
the humiliating defeat they had sustained in

regard to their charges against theWorks Com-
mittee.

Mr. Cohen said it would be impossible for
the Council to have an adequate discussion
without the information asked for.

Mr. Hoare, Chairman of the Committee, said
he was not sure that something would not be
done in the direction indicated by the amend-
ment, but it would not be possible to carry it

out in its entirety. At present the Committee
could not always carry out the orders of the
Council, and an alteration would have to he
made in the standing oi'ders before they would
be able to do so.

Mr. E. ^Vhite said that some of the works
had been completed for six months, and the
cost must be ascertainable. The whole poliev
of the department up to the present time had
been most unsound.

Mr.
J. Burns, M.P., saw no reason for bind-

ing the Committee to a fixed and arbitrary-
date. On Lord Onslow’s simple - looking
amendment they had had clouds of insinuations
and showers of suspicion. The Moderates had
already found their mare's nest, and it was
because they had realised the truth of his pre-
diction some weeks ago that thev were now
chasing another mare’s nest. Tlie course the
Moderates had been pursuing was to make
damaging statements which, immediately they
had served their purpose in the Council and in
the Press, were withdrawn. Their purpose
was solely to damage the Works Committee.
If Lord Onslow was in earnest let him alter his
amendment by substituting for March 31 the
latest possible date. By binding the Coinmittee
to March 31 they would prevent their bringing
up accounts of works which would refute the
charges that had been made.
Lord Onslow accepted Mr. Burns’s sugges-

tion
;
and the amendment thus altered was

agreed to.

Councils List of II ugfs.—Tlie Work.s Committee
reported as follows :—•* The Central Association of
Master Builders return the rate of wages of wood
working machinists at lod. to iid. per hour. The
rate given in the Council’s list lor machinists em-
ployed in working the trving up machine, vertical
spindle and band-saw, is iid. per hour, but we find
that tliis rate is slightly above that in practice
obtained. We therefore recommend—That the
rate of wages in the Council’s list for machinists
working the following machines be altered from
‘iid.’ to ‘ lod. to ird.’ per hour. — Trying up
machine, tenoning machine, and band saw."

*• Having received an inquiry from the Asylums
Committee with reference to the rate of wages’ to be
paid to labourers emploved in the engineering trade,
we have ascertained that the wages paid by several
engineering firms varies from 4j^d. to6d. per hour.
As we consider that the rate should not be lower
than 6d., we recommend—That the rate of wages of
labourers employed in the engineering trade, viz.,
6d. per hour, be included in the Council’s list.”

'

The recommendations were agreed to.

Dnnperons Slriietiires—Result of legal procced-
ings.—The Building Act Committee reported as
follows.the recommendation being agreed to—
“The premises No. 25, Brushfield-street. Old

Artillery Ground, having been ,reported as in a
dangerous state, the usual notice was served upon
the owner. After service of notice the owner
required arbitration under Section 107 (2) of the
I-ondon Building Act

;
but owing to certain circum-

stances the meeting between the district surveyor
and the surveyor appointed by the owner did not
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take place witliin the seven days after the notice for
arbitration, as, we are advised, the Act requires.
Consequently a summons was taken out, and at the
hearing of the case it was contended, on behalf of
the owner, that the time specified in the section only
applied to the appointment of his surveyor, and that
the time for arbitration was, under the Arbitration Act,
1889, unlimited. The magistrate adopted this vie\v-

and in dismissing the summons ordered the Council
to pay seven guineas costs. The decision, if undis-
turbed, would affect considerably the operations of
the Council, having regard to the large number of
notices served under the dangerous structurea
provisions in Part IX. of the Building Act. Upon
consideration of the matter we came to the con-
clusion that the point, which is likelv to continually
arise in practice, whether arbitration proceedings
under Section 107 of the Act are limited as regards,
the time within which the surveyors must report
and the arbitrator make his award, and another point
which also arises, namely, whether the Arbitration
Act applies to such proceedings, ought to be sub-
mitted for the consideration of the High Court. We
therefore directed the solicitor to ask the magistrate
to state a special case, which he has sin; e done. As
the points raised are of considerable importance, we
recommend ;

—

That the solicitor do take the necessary measures, by
means of an appeal from the magistrate’s decision in the
case above referred to, for obtaining the opinion of the
High Court upon the points raised with reference to the
conduct of arbitration proceedings under Section 107 of the-
London Building .Act, 1894.’

”

Millhaiik Prison Site.—The Housing of the
Working Classes Committee reported as.

follows, the recommendation being agreed,
to :

—

“We have had under consideration the question
of providing central administrative buildings in
connexion with the erection of the dwellings on the
portion of the Miilbank site acquired by the Council,
and we have instructed the architect to proceed
with the preparation of the necessaiy preliminary
plans to be submitted for our approval. These
buildings comprise a central laundry, superinten-
dent’s office and house, rent office, &c. It is neces-
sary that a preliminary estimate of 200/. to cover tiie

cost of plans and incidental expenses in connexion
therewith should be obtained, and we have accord-
ingly submitted such estimate to the Finance Com-

,

mittee. We recommend that- the preliminary i

estimate of 200/. in respect of plans, &c., for central
administrative buildings to be erected on the Mill-

j

bank estate, submitted by the Finance Committee,
be approved.”

The Steps of St. Martin’s Church.—The Im-
'

provements Committee reported that they had
,

had under consideration a letter from the
Vestry of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, forwarding'
a plan showing a suggested widening of St.

Martin’s-place by the alteration of the steps in
'

front of St. Martin’s Church, and asking the
Council to undertake the work as a county
improvement. They had also received a letter

from the Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings, objecting to the proposal to alter
the steps of the church. There were at present
two flights of steps in front of the church with,
a terrace or landing between, and the proposal
was to abolish the terrace and to make one
continuous flight of steps, and so increase*
the width of footway between the steps and'
the carriageway from the present width of'

5 ft. 6 in. to about 9 ft., the cost of the work
being estimated at 700/. It appeared to them,
however, that merely to widen the footway
would be of little use, and that if any widening;
was required opposite the church, it was needed
quite as much for the carriageway as for the
footway. They had, therefore, had before!
them several plans, prepared by the Council’s. 1

engineer and the architect, providing for a
widening of both the carriageway and the“
footway. To obtain this greater width it would
be necessary either to set back the steps to a
position within the line of the columns fronting
the church, or to substitute for the steps a
vertical wall on the west side of the columns.
The only other nietliod appeared to be the
setting back of the churcli about 30 ft. further
to the east, which would involve the rebuilding
of portions of the edifice. To all these sug-
gestions, however, there were objections. It

had been pointed out that the traffic was.
frequently congested owing to the fact that '<

omnibuses stop in front of the church, but II

that was an evil which could be remedied
by the police authorities. The several

architectural societies would offer strenuous,

opposition to any alteration of the pre-
sent architectural appearance of the build- 1

ing. Moreover, the existing steps were
much worn, and would before long require to

be renewed, a work which would doubtless be
undertaken by the church authorities. After

full consideration of all the facts, they recom-
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ended :
—“Tliat the Vestry of St. Martin-in-

e-Field be informed that the Council is not

epared to undertake as a county improve-

ent the sufj^ested widening' of St. Martin's-

ace by the alteration of the steps in front of

. Martin’s Church.”
Major Probyn moved to refer the matter back

r further consideration to see if something
aild not be done witli these steps.

Mr. Wetenhall seconded.
Mr. Shaw-Lefevre hoped that the architectu-

1 effect of the church would not be interfered

ith. To simply get rid of the terrace was a

a'y small improvement, and a wider scheme
ould seriously interfere with the architectural

)pearance of the church.

The amendment was rejected, and the recoin-

•endation of the Committee agreed to.

Trinih'-squan', Whitechapel.—Mr. Lawson
lOved to refer it to the Parks Committee to

)nsider and report upon the expediency of

aintaining Trinity-square, Whitechapel, as a

iblic garden.
In the course of tlie discussion on the motion
was pointed out that there was not an open
iace within a mile of this spot. The follow-

ig words were added to the motion, “ and to

Diisult with the Local Authority thereon

id it was then adopted.

The Council at its rising adjourned till

[ay 11.

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1894
LONDON BUILDING ACT.

At the meeting of the London County
Council on Tuesday, the Building Act Com-
liltee reported that they had considered the

ndermenlioned applications under the London
luilding Act, 1894, and had arrived at the

illowing decisions. Those applications which
ave been agreed to are granted on certain

onditions :

—

Lines of Frontaj^c.

Lexi-hham .—That consent be given to the erection

f one-story shops upon part of the forecourts of

los. I and Herhert-villas, Catford Bridge, on the

irther application of Mr. A. L. Guy.
Boiv and ihvinhy .—Tliat consent he given to the

rection of a new factory at Wick-lane Works, Old

'ord-road. Bow, on the application of Mr. F. M.

ilgood on behalf of Messrs. Allan. Cockshut ilt Co.

Deptford .—That consent be given to the erection of

one-story building in front of No. 283, and to the

rection of two four-story buildings at Nos. 283 and

87, Ne\v-:ross-road, on the application of Mr. L.

icob on behalf of Mr. J. S. Clegg.

Di'7)//cn/.—That consent be given to the rebuilding

f a one-sturv building on the west side of and ad-

lining the “ Five Bells" tavern. Nos. 13.3 and 155,

lew-cross-road, Greenwich, on the application of

lessrs. F.
J.

Eedle <S: Meyers, on behalf of Mr, F.

ames.
ZJnhf'/c/;.—That consent be given to the erection

f one-story shops upon part of tlie forecourts of

ms. 103, 165, and 107, Maple-road, Penge, on the

pplication of Mr. E. Watkins.

Finsbury, Central .—That consent be given to tlie

ruction of a one-story shop upon part of the fore-

ourt of No. 43, Pen'ton-street. Pentonville, on the

pplication of Mr. H. H. Tasker on behalf of Jlr.
J.

Jibson.

Hampstead .—That consent be given to the erec-

ion of a block of residential Hats with projecting

ay windows on the west side of West End-lane,

letween No. 93 and a house known as The Chimes,

m the application of Messrs. Palgrave on behalf of

Jr. E. Cornish.
Hampstead.—Th^t consent be given to the rebuild-

ng of Ni)S. 42, 44, and 46, High-road, Kilburn. with

be main fronts advanced to the line of tlie present

'ue-storv shops, on the application of Messrs

idmeston c't Gabriel on behalf of the London and

iouth-Western Banking Companv.
Hampstead.—Th:il consent he g'iven to the erection

)f two one-story coal offices on the west side of

^inch!ey-road, adjoining the Fiiichlev-road Station

)f the 'London and Nortli -Western Kail\yay Com-
pany, on the application of Mr. A. Whitelaw on

lehalf of the Companv.
7/o/huni.—That consent be given to the erection

)f a building with a projecting porch and bay

windows, on the site of Nos. 150, 152, and 134,

jouthampton-row, Bloomsburv, on the application

>f Mr. G. D. Martin, on heh'alf of Mr. E. G. Mar-

ihall.

Lra<isham.—Th[\i consent be given to the erection

)f one-story shops on a portion of the forecourts of

Nos. 55, 37, 57a, 59, 61, and 6ia, Dartmouth-road,

Forest Hill, on further application of Mr. G. Tolley

jn belialf of Mr. E. C. Christmas.

Lrd’islnim .—That consent be given to the erection

5f one-story shops, upon the forecourts of Nos. 32,

34. 36, 38, and 40, Londun-road (formerly Nos. 2, 3,

g 5, and 0, Whittington-terracc). Forest Hill, on the

application of Mr. E. C. Beaumont, on behalf of the

Freehold and Leasehold Investment Company,
Lmiited.

Paddington, That consent ke given to the

re-huilding to an advanced frontage of Nos. 123,

123, and 127, Qiicen’s-road, Bayswater, with pro-

jecting havs and one story shops, on the application

of Mr. C. G. Mavlard, on behalf of Mr. H. Gibbon.

Roiherhithe.—Tliat consent be given to the

erection of an open iron footbridge over Church-

passage to connect Messrs. Dudin Sons' premises

on each side of that street, on the application of

Messrs. W. A. Crips Sons.

at. Geoi-fle, //(i/uu’tT-.'iijRffrf.—That consent he given

to tlie erection of an open porch and balcony in

front of No. 31, Charles -street, Mayfair, on the

application of Mr. J.
Garlick, on behalf of Me.ssrs.

Garlick iS Horton.
at. I’ancras, Xoiili.—That consent be given to the

erection of a one-story bar addition in front of the

“Bull and Gate" pubiic-liotisc. No. 389" Kentish

Town-road, on the application of Mr. A. J.
Perriam,

on behalf of Mr. H. Morgan.
That consent he given to the erec-

tion of a porch to a building at Albcrt-gnte, Knights-

bridge. to Hank upon Seville-street, on the applicd-

tion' of Mr. H. L. Florence, on behalf of Messrs.

Woolland Brothers.

^Iri,„d.—{a) That consent be given to the

erection of an iron and glass shelter at the

entrance to St. James’s Hall. Piccadilly, on the

application of Mr. W. Emden. (ft)t Tliat so much
of the application as relates to the erection of an

iron-and-glass shelter at the entrance to St. James's

Restaurant. Piccadillv, be not acceded to, as the

Council is not prepared to permit the erection of

structures of the character proposed, except for

public buildings.

Clapham.—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of seven three-story houses with bay windows
and of twoone-storv shops on the south-east side of

gueen’s-road, Batte'rsea Park, on the application of

Mr. W. Peacock.
Hackney, Xorlli.—That consent he not given to the

erection of ten houses on the west side of l^ark-

lane. Stoke Newington, with the boundary fence at

the rear at less than the prescribed distance from

the centre of Adeii-terrace, on the application of Mr.

T. Prvor.

IsUiif’ton, East.—i That consent be not given to

the erection of a block of live-story residential Hats

with two Hve-storv bay windows between Nos. 20

and 21, Richmond-villas, Seven Sisters-road, on the

application of Mr. W. L. Kellaway, on behalf of Mr.

F. Nicholls.

Le-dusUam .—That consent he not given to the erec-

tion of a house with shop on the north-east side of

Engleheart-road. to Hank upon Jutland-road, on the

application of Mr. H. J.
Miller, on behalf of Mr. F.

Betts.

Laeisliani.—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of a building on the site of Nos. 306 and 308,

Brocklev-road. with the Hank of the new building

to abut 'upon Comerford-road, on the further appli-

cation of Mr.
J.

Webster, on behalf of Mr.
J.

Cliappell.

Lac'/s;;<ii/L—That consent be liot given to the erec-

tion of a house on the north side of Adamsrill-road,

Sydenham, witli the Hank and a projecting hay to

abut upon Niederwald-road, on the application of

Mr. A.
J.

Dorrell.

Xoncooil.—That consent be not given to the re-

building of the “George Canning" public-house,

EHTa-roacl, Brixton, with the Hunk to abut upon

Water-lane, on the further application of Messrs.

I’Anson iS: Co., on behalf of Mr. G. Gibbert.

Xoncood.—t That consent be not given to the

erection of a inission-hall on the east side of Elder-

road, West Norwood, on the application of Mr.
J. C.

Wright, on behalf of the Rev. H. Cooper.

Strand.—That consent be not given to the erection

,of an iron and glass covered way at the entrance to

the Spaten Beer Restaurant, Shaftesbury-avemie,

St. James’s, on the application of Mr. W. J.
Parker

on behalf of Mr. G. Sedlmayer.
irmnfst£’i>rt/i.—That con.sent be not given to the

erection of three houses, with one-story shops in

front, on the east side of Balhain-road, upon part of

the site of Nos. 199 and 201, on the application of

Mr. W. C. Poole on behalf of Mr. J.
Stone.

Clapliam.-f—That consent he not given to the

erection of houses on the east side of Cavendish-

road, and also on the south side of Poynder's-road,

between Chios House and Cavendish-rond, on the

further application of Messrs. Lee Pain on behalf

of Sir
J.

D. Poynder, Bart., M.P.

Width of lUin’.

That consent be given to tlie erection

of a covered wav and one-story office building at

RatcHH Cross Wharf, Broad-street, at less than the

prescribed distance from the centre ot that street,

on the application of Messrs. Bradshaw. Brown,

(S Co., on behalf of Messrs. Pinchin, Johnson, & Co.

Deptford.—That consent be given to the erection

of buildings on the east side of Hosier-street, Creek-

street. Greenwich, on the further application of Mr.

L. Jacob on behalf of Messrs. J.
& A. Dandridge.

Limehousc.-^—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of a one-storv stable in a vard at No. 4.4, Broad-

street, Ratcliff, at less than the prescribed distance

from the centre of the road, on the application of

Mr. C. Dunch on behalf of Messrs. Charrington,

Sells, Dale, iN Co.

Poplar.—That consent be given to the erection of

two houses on the north side of Manillr.-itreet,

Millwall, at the corner of Alpha-road, at less than

the prescribed distance from the centre of each

street and road respectively, on the furtlier applica-

tion of Messrs. J. and S. F. Clarkson on behalf oi

Mr. W. Legg.
,

7Vc-/v9;m;L—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of a dwelling house on the west side of an

unauthorised street, known as Waveney-avenue,
Pecklinm-rye, with the Hank of such house to abut

upon Solomon's-passage, on tlie application of Mr.

H. Long.
Helhnal Green, South IIT.'^—That consent be not

given to the erection nf a warehouse on the site of

No. 33. Church-row, Bethnal Green-road, on the

application of Mr. W. Stone on behalf of Mr. E.

Atkins.

Hackney, Central—That consent be not given to

the erection of a tlircu-story workshop, at the rear

of No. 383, Kingsland-road, to abut upon the east

side of i)erhv-road, Kingskind, on the application of

Mr. R. Wakdy.
space at Rear.

Hampstead.—That ihc Council do, in the exercise

of its powers under Section 41 (i) (iv.)(<i)of the

London Building Act, 1894, permit the erection of a

building not exceeding 30 feet high on part of the

open space at the rear of a liouse and shop on the

west side of South-end Green, at the corner of

Pond-street, on the application of Mr. C. Bell, on
behalf of Messrs. Chessum & Sons.

Paddington, Xortli .—Tiiat the Council do allow

the erection of fifteen blocks of residential Hats on
the south side of Lauderdale-road, Maida-vale, with

the diagonal line of such buildings drawn in con-

formity with the rules of Section 41 (i) (iii.) (/;) of

tlie London Building Act, 1894, but with open spaces

at the rear not in accordance with the provisions of

that Act, on the application of Messrs. Boehmer &
Gibbs, on helialf of Mr. H.

J.
Cave.

Roiherhiihe .—That the Council do. in the exercise

of its powers under Section 41 of the London
Building Act, 1894, allow a modification of the pro-

visions of that Section with regard to open spaces

about buildings, so far as relates to the proposed re-

building of the “King of Prussia" public-house,

Toolev-street, on the site of No. 18O and of two
cottages abutting upon Parish-street, with an irregu-

lar space at the rear of tlie new building, on the

application of Mr. B. Wilkinson, on behalf of Mr.

W. C. Hessell.

Deviation from certified plans.

Sonihzeark, West .—That sanction be given to

certain deviations from the plan certified by the

District Surveyor, under Section 43 of the Loixlon

Building Act, '1894. so far as relates to the proposed

rebuilding of No. 6, Surrey-row, Blackfrinrs-road,

on the application of Mr. W. H. Cowlishaw, on
behalf of Miss L. Fowler.

Line of Fronts and Wiiith of lUiT i’.

Poplar.—That consent be given to the erection of

a factorv on the east side of Bow Common-lane, on
the application of Messrs.

J. it S. Flint-Clarkson, on
behalf of Messrs. W. Pearce it Son.

Fulham .—That consent he not given to the re-

building of the Hand and Flower public-house.

No. 617. King's-road, with the Hank abutting upon
Edith-row, on tlie application of Messrs. Gardiner &
Theobald, on behalf of Mr. A. W. liicc.

Hammersmiih .—That consent be not given to the
erection of three blocks of dwellings with projecting

bay windows, to be inhabited by persons of the

working-class, on tlie west side of Queen-street,

between No. 34 and Clnirch-lane, on the application

of Mr. E. Sage, on behalf of Mr. W. Moss.
Keusiugtou .—That consent be not given to the

erection of a block of residential chambers on tiie

site of No. 39, Drayton Gardens, witii the boundary
at the rear of the premises at less than the prescribed

distance from the centre of Thistle Grove-lane, on
the application of Mr.

J.
Norton, on behalf of Mr. T.

Boyce.
Peekham .—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of nine houses, witli projecting bay windows,
on the west side of Lower-park-roacl, and also of

eight houses with similar bays on the south side

of Commercial-road, on the site of Nos. 72, 74, 76,

78, 80. 82, 84, 86, 88, and 90, Lower-park-road, on
the application of Messrs. 13enison & Bargman, on
behalf of Mr. Peniiack.

ll'ahcortli .—That consent be not given to the

erection of one-story shops on the forecourts of

Nos. 282, 2S4, 286, and 288, East-street, on the

further application of Messrs. P. W. Slark & Co.

Width of ir<7 V and Cubical Extent.

Whitechapel—That the Council, in the exercise of

its powers under section 13 of the London Building
Act, 1894, do consent to the erection of a one-story
addition on the west side of an ale-store, at the

.Albion Brewery, Brady-strect, to Hank upon Bath-
street, and to the re-erection of the boundary or
fence at less than the prescribed distance from the

centre of Bath-street, and the retention of the fore-

court boundary wall in Brady-street witln'n 20 ft.

from the centre of that street
;
and that, subject to

the provisions of Section 76 of that Act, the Council
do consent to the erection of the proposed one-story
addition, whereby each of the two divisions of the
ale-store will exceed in extent 250,000 but not

450.000 cubic feet, such building to be used only for

the purposes of the trade of a brewer, on the appli-

e
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cation of Mr. R. Spence, on behalf of Messrs. Mann.
Crossman, & Paulin.

Fonnaiioii of Streets.

Claf’liniii.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. C. J. Bentle\% refusing to sanction the formation
or laying out of a street, 40 ft. wide, for carriage
traffic, to lead out of the south side of Nightingale-
lane into Teniperley-road, Wandsworth, on his
further application to the Council.

Clnphninf .—That an order be sealed and i.ssued to
Messrs. Lee Pain, refusing to sanction the forma-
tion or laying out for carriage traffic of new streets,
40 ft. wide, on the site of a house with grounds
known as Bygrove House, and to lead out of the
south side of Poynder's-road, Clapham Park, on the
application to the Council, on behalf of Sir T. D.
Poynder, Bart, M.P.

Ho.vtou.—That no order be made with respect to
the application of Messrs. Clapham, Fitch, & Co., on
behalf of the Governors of the Bishopsgate Founda-
tion, for the Council's approval of a proposed
scheme for widening to 40 ft. a portion of Shepherdess-
place, City-road, Shoreditch, in connexion with the
rebuilding of the Eagle public-house.

Norivooii.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Messrs. Cobb & Bottrill. refusing to sanction the
formation or laying out for carriage traffic of three
streets, 40 ft. wide, on the Meadowbank estate, to
lead out of the east side of Knight's Hill-road, West
Norwood, on the application to the Council, on
behalf of the Land Mortgage Investment and Agency
Company, Limited.

M'aiuhv'ojih ^.— Tliat an order be sealed and
issued to Mr. S. G. Warner, refusing to sanction the
formation or laying out for carriage traffic of a new
street. 40 ft. wide, on the Spencer Lodge Estate, to
lead out of Koehampton-lane into High-street, Koe-
hampton, on his application to the Council.

Wandsxi'orih ^.—That the Council do not approve
of a variation from the plan sanctioned on Novem-
ber 21, 1873, for the formation of Fontenoy-road,
Balham, by the abandonment of the formation of
the portion of that road eastward of Culverden-
road, and the widening to 12 ft. 6 in. of the footpath
leading from the latter road to Tooting Bee
Common, on the application of Mr. A. Wellings,
on behalf of Mr. H. Groombridge.

Means of Escape from Top of Hif’h
Biiildinf^s.

Chelsea.—That the Council do, in the e.xercise of
its powers under Section 63 of the London Building
Act, 1894. decline to grant a certificate in respect of
the means of escape, in case of tire proposed to be
provided for the persons dwelling or emploved in
the fifth floor of a block of residential flats’ with
shops on the ground floor, on the north side of Basil-
•street, Hans-road. Brompton-road, on the applica-
tion of Mr. C. W. Stephens, on behalf of Harrod’s
Stores, Limited.

Cubical E.xtcnt and Coustruction of Building.
}rool:c'icli.— That, subject to the provisions of

Section 76 of the London Building Act, 1894, the
consent of the Council be given to the erection and
construction on the south side of Harrington-road
of a building to exceed in extent 250,000 but not
450,000 cubic feet, and to be used oniv for the pur-
poses of the manufacture of electrical locomotives
and other large electrical machinerv. on the appli-
cation of Mr.

J.
R. Brittle on behalf of Messr.s.

Siemens Brothers & Co., Limited.

Buildings for the Supply of Electricity.

St.Georgc, Hanover-square.—That (he Council do
|

approve of the plans, dated April i. 1897. submitted
with the further application of Mr. C. S. Peach or
behalf of the Westminster Electric Supply Cor-
poration, Limited, for the construction of an addi-
tion to a generating station for electricity in
Eccleston - place, Eccleston - street. Buckingham
Palace-road.

St. George, Hnuorer-sqnnrc.—Th?.i the Council do
approve of the plans, dated March 12 and 13, 1897.
respectively, submitted with the application'of Mr.
C. S. Peach on behalf of the Westminster Electric
Supply Corporation, Limited, for the construction
of an addition on the north side of the generating
station and works on the site of Nos. 87, 89, and 9;
Davies-street, Oxford-street.
Recotmueudaiions marked f are cciitrnry to the views

of the Local Authorities.

Sllustrattons.

ALVASTON HALL.
|gi'aJ|HIS house has been practically rebuilt

Imm ^he Lords
BiSy of Alvaston, of which probably not a
vestige remains. The property was purchased
by A. Knowles, Esq., and the reconstruction is
not yet quite completed. A new story was
added in solid sunken construction filled in with
brick and cemented with Spa facing. The
large hall is of oak with-wood-ceiling and oak-
panelled dado and frieze. The dining-room is
also of oak stained dark. In the chimney piece
is a beautiful portrait by Hoppner, the frame
designed with the rest of'the work. The draw-
ing-room is panelled up to the frieze- and

'Auovv'n^nousC'^'

'TnL'GROUnO-rLQIR*

' PLAn ' WAijra-pJAWD-AscT-

painted wlnte. All doors are of dark mahogany
With specially designed bronze furniture and
hinges. The ceilings to dining- and drawing-
room and also that of the boudoir are in plaster
all specially designed and carried out bv
Hindshaw, of Manchester, Mr. Cooper having
pecuted the modelling. All the moulds havl
been destroyed. The billiard-room is finishedm Cypru.s wood stained a greenish tone
Panels in the frieze modelled in plaster each
panel illustrating a sporting subject, also
modelled by Mr. Cooper. All floors on ground
Hoor are either of oak or parquet executed by
Messrs. Turpin and some by Messrs. Ebner.
The entire house is heated by hot-water coils

and pipes by Messrs. Harlowe, of Stockport.
Large new stables, &c., have also been built
The contractor is Mr. Gresty, of Willaston,

and the work has been carried out bv his fore-
man. Mr. T. Fenna.
The panelling of dining-room and hall dado

were made by Messrs. Garnett, of Warrington
The stained glass by Messrs. Sutherland of

Manchester. ’
1
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The orn.imenlal metal work by Mr G
Wragge, also of Manchester.

. 1!'®..™°°'*’““'''''’!'’ by .Mr. Millson, and the
Stable fittings by Musgraves.
The whole under the superintendence of

architects, Messrs. E. Salomans, F.R I B A and
A. Steinthal.

The cost will be about 16,000/.

XEW THE.ATRE, DEPTFORD.
The above theatre is now in course of erec-

tion on the site at the corner of Xew Cross-road
and Tanner’s Hill. The front to New Cross-'
road, and the return to Tanner’s Hill, will be
carried out in white Portland stone, and the con-
tinuation of the frontage in Tanner’s Hill will'
he executed in dark red brick and stone
dressings.

The auditorium will be constructed entirely of
steel and concrete, and will be absolutely fire-
resistmg. The decorations will be carried out
in_ the Renaissance style, and the electric light
will be introduced in decorative manner into
the scheme of decoration.
The building will he lighted with the electric

light throughout, supplied by its own plant,
and, as a further safeguard for the audience,
gas will be laid on for use in the event of the
electric light failing. A complete system of
hydrants and heating on the low-pressure
system is to be provided.

• The theatre will be luxuriously furnished and
generally equipped. The cost of the main
structure, exclusive of the decorations or other
sub-contracts, is 21,1^0/,
The theatre will be one of the largest in

London, accommodating, as it will, upwards of
3,500 persons.

Mr. Walter Wallis, of Balham. is the general
contractor, the clerk of works is Mr. I\Ioss, and
the gcmeral foreman Mr. Calvert. The build-
ing is being erected from the plans of Mr.

G._ R. Sprague. Beyond the actual space
occupied by the theatre there is a large area at
the rear which will be utilised for building the
engine-house, heating-chambers, scenery stores,
and painting-rooms, thus completely isolating
the theatre from all danger of fire.

A TOWN HOUSE.
BY MR. WALTER R. JAGGARD.

This front was a design made as an alterna-
tive to the design for a house front by the same
architect published in the Builder of Septem-
ber 12, i8g6. The materials are to be red
sand bricks and Ham Hill stone; the roof to
be covered with Broseley tiles.

The study is an attempt to gain dignity of
appearance by using large plain surfaces, and
to obtain the necessary richness of effect by
carving the large flat mouldings.

YIEWSLEY CHURCH.
The drawing shows the interior of the pro-

posed new nave. The present church is a
quiet little modern Gothic building, a nave and
apsidal chancel only, and was built about thirty
years ago. It is considered too small to serve
as a nucleus for the enlargements, and is there-
fore to be made into the north aisle of the new
church, a large nave and chancel being added
on the south side. The scheme has been
modified since this drawing was made by the
introduction of a square tower and fleche in
the place of the south transept. The work will
all be kept very simple and plain, and the
inaterials are to be stock bricks, Bath stone, and
tile roofs, which are to be ceiled inside. The
work is estimated to cost about 3,000/.

Charles A. Nicholson.

C03/P£r/7'/0.VS.

Colchester New Town Hall. — The
minutes of the Municipal Offices (Special) Com-
mittee of the Colchester Town Council, sub-
mitted at a recent meeting of the Council,

'

embodied the report of the Sub-Committee,
which showed that the Town Clerk and
Borough Surveyof had been instructed to confer
with the other officers as to the allotment and '

furnishing of the rooms at the temporary offices.
They had resolved to invite Messrs. E. W.
Mountford, B. Binyon (Ipswich), H.T. Hare,

J.
Belcher,

J. Brydon, and Beresford Pite to pre-
pare and submit competitive designs and esti-
mates. and in event of one of them declining,
tojnvitc Mr. Burgess, of London. Mr. A.
Waterhouse, R.A.. having declined to act as
assessor at a fee of fifty guineas, Mr. Norman
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uv, K.A., had accepted. It had been resolved

\nimousl5’ to leave it open to architects

icti.^iinjl ill and being ratepayers of Colchester

submit designs. Messrs. Binyon, Pite,

Idler, and Brydon had accepted the invita-

n; Mr. Mountford conditionally to
_

the

veiling e.vpenses of the successful architect

ng paid and the time for drawings extended

June or July ;
and Mr. Hare had promised to

id plans, but trusted the time might be

ended to the end of June. The Committee
:refore resolved that the travelling expenses

the successful architect be allowed, in addi-

n to commission, and that the time be

lended to June 30. The report was adopted

the meeting of the Council.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Glasgow Auchiti-xtural Associ.\tiox.—

a meeting of the Glasgow Architectural

sociation, held in their rooms, 187, Pitt-street,

the 6th inst., Mr. Tait Conner in the chair,

r.Wm. Fraser read a paper on “The Influence

Economics on Architecture.'' He showed
s bad effect the present land tenure had on

r architecture
;
how. especially where leases

a limited period existed, the buildings were
lit only to last out the lease. How building

r probt and not for use tends to depreciate

r art, as the great proportion of the buildings

Glasgow are erected by the speculative

lilder, whose aim is to make a profit, and not

erect the best building that he can. He
owed also how the unequal distribution of

ealth, competition, and the sub-division of

hour, were against the appreciation of good

chitecture and unfavourable to thoughtful

:sign and good workmanship. The remedy
: suggested was collectivism, which, he said,

ould give greater opportunities for good
chitecture, as building would only be erected

required, and not as profitable speculations,

here would be no glaring inequalities in

ealth, with the ostentation of riches and the

;gradation of poverty. The worker would be

ell fed and be sure of his work, and could

erefore take greater delight in it and produce

;tter work. There would be no need for

ork being cut down to the cheapest point to

ake things pay, for buildings would be erected

r the good of the community, who would
ke a delight in seeing their own property

tautiful. On the motion of Mr. Jas. Craigie

hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the

jsayist.

Edinburgh Architfxtural Association.

—

nder the leadership of Mr. Hippolyte Blanc,

.S.A,, the members of this Association on

iturday last week visited Niddry and Dun-
rvie Castles. The former, situated in Kirk-

ston parish, Mr. Blanc described as a fair

{ample of an early keep, one showing the first

evelopment from the simple square tower,

he doorway in the inner angle enters upon
circular staircase leading to the several

oors, now in ruin. The walls average 9 ft.

lick. The foundation of the tower was
scribed to George, fourth Lord Seton, probably

1 the last quarter of the fifteenth century,

'he castle receives prominence in history as

aving in 1568 afforded shelter and protec-

on to Queen Mary. During the troublous

mes of Charles I. and II. the Castle and lands

assed to the family of Hopetoun, the Castle

iving the title of Baron Niddry to Lord Hope-
mn. Duntarvie Castle, situated in Abercorn
arish, Mr. Blanc explained, was a residential

lanor house of about 100 years later date than

[iddry. It presents a large rectangular build-

ig, 80 ft, long, facing south, with projecting

dngs at the extremes on the north side. This

astle was in marked contrast to Niddry, the

'alls being so much thinner. There was much
vidence to associate the period of foundation

’ith the end of the sixteenth or beginning of

le seventeenth century. The castle continued

abitable until quite recently, and is now in

jin.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Royal Arch/EOLogical Institute.—.^t the

eneral meeting of this Institute on the 7th inst,

jdge Baylis, Vice-President, in the chair, Mr.
E. Keyser, Squire and Lord of the Manor of

•Idermaston, read a paper on “ Aldermaston
ihurch, Berkshire." He gave a brief descrip-

on of the distinguished personages who were
-ords of the Manor and owners of the Alder-

laston Estates, and then described the church
nd the necessary reparation which had been
ecently carried out at his expense under the

direction of Mr. E. Doran Webb, F.S.A. The
church was probably built about 1120011 the

site of the earlier one mentioned in the Dooms-
day survey, and it was enlarged about the years

1260-1300, and in the fifteenth century, and
additions were made to it about 1660, and at

the beginning of the present century, when it

was unfortunately thorfiughly beautified. The
mural paintings representing St. Cliristopher,

and probably two scenes from the life of St.

Nicholas, found last year in the South Chapel

and elsewhere
;
the bid glass, two panels repre-

senting the Annunciation and Coronation of the

Virgin, dating from the middle of the thirteenth

century, and numerous armorial shields, inserted

by Sir Humphry Forster, circa 1540 ;
and the

various tombs and brasses, notably, the fine

alabaster monument of Sir George Forster, and
Elizabeth his wife, who died in 1526, were
minutely described. An interesting discus-

sion afterwards took place, in which Messrs.

W. H. St. John Hope, Mill Stephenson. E.

Doran Webb, P. H. Norman, and G. E. Fox,

pointed out the various peculiarities and par-

ticular objects of interest, more especially with

regard to the tomb of Sir George Forster.

Some excellent rubbings of the brasses and
inscriptions and photographs of the monument,
mural paintings, and Norman west doorway
were exhibited by Messrs. Mill Stephenson,

.A., H. Lyell, and the writer of the paper.

(TorresponDencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

VENNEK V. McDONELL.
“ STRUCTURE ” IN THE LONDON BUILDING ACT.

SiK.—I regret to have to ask to be allowed to add

to what I have already said, but, unless a perfectly

false impression is to be created, it is absolutely

necessary I should do so.

In your comment, you suppose that the court, in

putting the fixing of the galleries and seating fur the

Military Tournament on a par with tliat of a cup-

board in any man's house, meant only to show that

the two cases would come kfially under the same
category

;
but that is just what I contest, the latter

being in a private house and absolutely exempt from

the District Surveyor's control, the former in a public

and under special legislation. It is under

this legislation only that I could be supposed to have

any responsibility.

You further say, very naturally, following the

wording of the judgment, you do not see how, in a
legal sense, a detached framed seating, removable

when required without taking it to pieces can pro-

perly come under the head of a “ structure ” in the

sense in which the word is used in the Building Act ;

and with this I perfectly agree, and had that been a

fair description of the staging I should never have

dreamed of raising the point.

The principal erection (of which a model was
shown) was a gallery, on posts, with stalls for horses

under it ;
and, so far from having the character

ascribed to it, was in separate parts, which, excepting

that they were marked to save trouble, had to be put

together practically as they would be were the struc-

ture entirely new.
I think you will allow this materially alters the

case. Geo. McDonei.l.
*** See our Note on the subject on p. 352-3 .—Ed.

“BODLEY V. MAKSLAND. "

Sir,—Mr. Blackwell’s report to you of the above-

case {page 347 ante) is on the main facts quite

correct. So that builders may now evade the very

beneficial effects of Section 74(2). I must dissent

from his deduction that none but a District Sur-

veyor could have arrived at the conclusion that the

buildings were united, for, seeing that the Building

Act was primarily intended to prevent the spread of

fire, and Section 74 (2) particularly so, I should like

to retort that none but a lawyer could see no
ditfercnce between qin. and 9 ft. But these are the

kind of impractical decisions we have to put up with

at the Police-court. If, however, the Magistrate is

satisfied, I am content. Ellis Marslanu.

SHERBORNE ABBEY.
Sir.—

I

t may interest some of your readers to

learn that Allhallows Church, which was attached

to the west end of the abbey church, possessed a
tower with a peal of bells of its own. This tower,

together with the other materials of Allhallows, was
sold for building stone durimg the years 1542-1551,

as I discovered from the old parish accounts, which
I examined last Cliristmas. So far as I know, the

fact of the e.xistence of this tower had never been
noticed before, at any rate for the last 200 years.

The site of this tower was at tlie west end of

Allhallows, so far as I can judge
;

it certainty was
not over the passage or porch which divided

Allhallows from the abbey church.

Supposing the tower was at the west end of

Allhallows, the outline of the two churches must to

some extent have resembled that of Wimborne
Minster on a larger scale. Tiiat is to say, we had

in Sherborne that rare combination of a central and

one western tower. W. B. Wildman.
Sherborne.

A DILAPIDATED HOUSE AT
SHEPHERD'S BUSH.

Sir—

K

indly allow me to call attention to the

disgraceful, and. from a sanitary point of view,

dangerous state of one of a block of live freehold

houses No. 20— in Warbeck-road, Shephercl’s

Bush. There is no provision for carrying off rain-

water, and the house has evidently never been

finished, the roof of the bay-window is parting

company witli the main building; the windows,
broken and dirty, are blocked up with planks and

plate-racks
;
the fanlight over the door is unglazed,

and the street-gate lock has rusted to pieces, the

chain and padlock fastening the gate being almost

useless from exposure to the weather.

This house has been left thus lor years, and I

think the authorities ought to summon the free-

holder to either put the house into decent and
habitable repair, or to pull it down altogether, and

that immediately Do.MUS.

?Che Stubent’0 Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XVI.
electric wiring {continued)

OOU CASINGS.—.All cases and covers,

except those specially mentioned after-

wards, to be of the best American
whitewood. the covers being fastened to the

casings with screws. When casings are

covered with plaster they must be coated

inside and outside with shellac varnish. When-
ever casings pass through floors they must

be protected by a covering of sheet iron

extending two inches below the floor and four

inches above it. In the dining-room and

library the casings must be cf oak, and in the

drawing-room and boudoir of walnut, moulded
to match the existing fittings. Patterns of the

moulded covers must be submitted for the

approval of the architect.

When there is no public supply of electricity,

a power-house containing a combined me-
chanical and electrical power plant is neces-

sary. The plant can be packed into very little

space, so that some outhouse can usually be

found that will serve for tliis purpose. Of

course, a great variety of cases arise, and engi-

neers must be guided by circumstances in each

special case. The combinations of steam

engines, oil engines, gas engines, steam tur-

bines, water turbines, &c., with dynamos and

accumulators are almost endless. Where space

is limited, a favourite plan is to have a dynamo
direct driven from a steam engine or turbine.

A combined steam turbine and dynamo occupies

less space than any other plant. It is a good

rule, however, nevt’r to try experiments with

any new prime mover or dynamo, whatever

theoretical justification you think you have,

and however long the guarantee of the makers.

We have had experience with a theoretically

perfect gas engine, which ran beautifully for

six months, and then its explosions began to

make alarming noises, sometimes as loud as a

cannon firing. The contractors removed it,

and put in one of an older type, but, naturally,

there was an interruption of the supply, and

the household were put to some inconvenience.

Steam Enplinc and Boiler.—One h.p.

nominal vertical engine and boiler complete,

with all fittings and variable expansion gear.

It must make revolutions per minute and

be fitted with disc fly wheel for direct coupling

to the dynamo. The variation in speed from

no load to full load shall not exceed per

cent. The makers are to deliver and erect

the engine and boiler at the power house

to the satisfaction of the consulting engineer,

who may require them to perform any tests

on their efficiency or to demonstrate their

silent running.
The Foundations for Entline.—The founda-

tions for the engine will be built by our

builder according to the drawings and specifi-

cations of the makers of the engine. Our
builder will also give all necessary assistance

in the way of labourers and scaffolding for the

erection of the engine, &c.

[The foundations for direct connected outfits

extend under both engine and dynamo.]
Gas-En0ne.~One h.p. nominal gas-

engine complete, with fly-wheel and water

reservoir.

Oil Engine. — One h.p. nominal oil
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engine with cistern, igniting apparatus,
vaporiser, air-pump, and ail appliances.
Dynamo (For two hundred i6-c.p. lamps).

—

One dynamo liaviug an output of 14 kilowatts
when the armature is making revolu-
tions per minute. It must be compound
wound with a special switch so that it can be
run either as a compound machine for running
the lamps direct or as a shunt machine for
charging accumulators. Wlwn run as a com-
4-)Ound machitie the E.M.F. between its ter-
minals is to be 105 volts at no load and not less
than 103 volts at full load.
The dynamo to have a sliding cast-iron bed-

plate with brackets and tightening screws and
to be supplied with adjustable sight-feed
lubricators.

Armature .—The core to be made of tlie

softest charcoal iron discs. The windings
‘ioust be Wound in separate sections on the
core, and be well insulated from it. They
must in addititm be protected by some varnish
'which cannot be iiyjured by oil.

Field Maii 7icts .—To be of wrought iron, the
magnet coils to be wound on wrought-iron
cases which can he slipped on and off the field
Jiiagnets. The insulation of the wires forming
the coils to be mechanically strong and the
insulation resistance between the coils and the
framework of the machine to be greater than
one megohm when tested by an Evershed
Ohmmeter at 200 volts.

Commutator .—Of pure copper hard-drawn.
The copper segments must be so constructed
that it will be easy to replace them if necessarj’.
Brushes .—Of copper, carbon tipped.
Spindle .—Of best mild steel.

Copper.—.-ill copper used in the construction
must have a conductivity of at least too per
cent. (Matthiessen's Standard).
The Dynamo must be guaranteed to be

capable of giving an output of T4 kilowatts
running continuously for twelve hours without
sparking on the commutator or undue heating
of the armature or magnet coils. At this
load also its meehanical efficiency must be
guaranteed to be not less than «5 per cent.

The above dynatro is capable of supplying
current to 200 ib-c.p. lamps at once, but if we
have a battery of accumulators as well, then by
keeping the dynamo running during the day
charging the accumulators, and then using

• them in addition to the dynamo at night we
could supply 600 or 800 lamps.
Accnmnlators.—k battery of fifty-ffve accumu-

lators in glass cells capable of supplying 400
- l6-c.p. 100 volt lamps with current for four
hours. Each cell must have a wooden tray
supported by glass insulators of mushroom
jvittern and a glass cover. A guarantee for at
least two years must be given, and the cost of
maintenance and repairs should be stated.

Battery Switchboard .—This switchboard must
contain two dynamo fuses, one dynamo switch,
one battery-charging switch, one battery dis-
charging switch, one current indicator, one
automatic cut-out, one shunt-regulating switch,
one volt meter with switch for same, one
ammeter with a special switch, by means of
which the current in the dynamo, battery, or
mains can be read, two circuit fuses, and one
circuit switch.

All the above to be mounted on a plain slate
slab, with an oak frame and a plate-glass front,
with lock and key. All connections to be made
from behind, and thimbles to be provided for
cable connections. Every rttting of the board
that carries current must be of copper, and the
current density must in no case e.xceed 500
amperes per square inch of contact surface.

It is to be made for 300 amperes.
A drawing of the switchboard to be submitted

for the approval of the engineer.
Arc Lamps .—Four 10 ampere arc lamps will

be required to run two in series from the 100-
volt circuit. The mechanism must be simple
and strong, and the volts at the terminals and
the watts in the arc must remaiii constant
within 2 per cent, when using a 16 mm. cored
prbon for the positive, and a 9 mm. solid rod
for the negative carbon.
Motor.—One 6 h.-p. shunt motor will be

required for turning a line of shafting in the
workshop. It is to be run direct from the
loo-volt circuit and great regularity of speed
is essential. The direction of rotation must be
capable of being reversed, and the load is of a
very intermittent character. Carbon brushes
must be used, and the motor must be enclosed
in a fire-proof case. A reversing and a regu-
lating switch and starting resistances to be
included m the estimate. \\’hen the output is
6 h.-p., the efficiency must be at least 70 per

cent., but trustworthiness and niechanical
strength will be considered of greater import-
ance than high efficieiicv.

Electric T entilator.—The fan to be able to
remove 1,500 cubic feet of air per minute when
working at full speed. The motor not to take
more than 2 amperes at 100 volts, and must run
noiselessly. A speed regulator to be fixed.
Combined Motor and Domestic Pump.—Thc.

pump must be able to deliver 1,000 gallons per
iiour to a height of 70 ft., and the motor must
not take more than 25 amperes at loo volts
when working at full load. The necessary
starting switch and resistance to be included iii

the, estimate.

Telephones.

Sometimes in large hotels, warehouses, flats,
&c., telephones are wanted to be fixed up
between various rooms. Atone time there was
a very prevalent belief that telephones were
difficult to put up and maintain, but now almost
any one who has had experience with ordinary
electric hell fitting is prepared to erect
them. The convenience and cheapness of
indoor telephones has made this branch of
business not only profitable to the contractors,
but very satisfactory to the users. Suppose
that four rooms have to be connected with a
central room, and with one another, then the
following may be a help when making
a specification.

Microphones .—Four combination sets, each
consisting of a transmitter with a granular
carbon, large watch receiver, circular electric
bell mounted on walnut board with battery
box containing two Xo. 2 dry cells. One
desk combination set with transmitter, auto-
matic switch ringing key and electric bell, one
watch receiver, and one wall plug and cord.

E.\xhan_!^e Annunciator.—One four-line board
with plug and cord. Plate-glass front with
mechanical replacement. Terminals on the
top of the annunciator. The case to be made
of polished walnut. It must be suitable for
a metallic circuit system.

Batteries .—In addition to the batteries on
the microphone boards, one four-cell Leclanche
battery with agglomerate blocks will be
required. The cells to be of three-pint size,
and to be enclosed in a painted wood bo.x
with heavy brass terminals.

^^'in'.—No. 20 indiarubber, double cotton
covered and paraffined copper wire to be
used. When wires go through plaster, they
must be protected by zinc tubing.
When a country house has to be connected

with another more than half a mile off, a
magneto call-bell is necessary.
Magneto Machines and Bells .—Two com-

bination sets each consisting of a best quality
triple magnet, magneto generator, and two
bells, transmitter with an automatic switch aiid
a watch receiver. All fitted on a walnut board
with a box containing 2 dry cells. On the
top of the magneto machine-box a metal comb
lightning arrester to be fixed so as to protect
the instruments.
Out of doors it is usual to have the line partly

aerial and partly underground.
Underilroiind If'cr^.—One mile of 2/20 twin

telephone copper wire, well insulated and lead
covered. A sample of the wire to be submitted
for approval.
Overhead Il'cr/:.— Four miles 220 yards of

No. 16 phosphor bronze wire (or Xo. 16 mangan
copper wire). .All joints made when erecting
to be soldered, resin being used as a flux.

Trctxf Poles.—Forty-two light poles of best
Norwegian fir, well creosoted. Each to be 30 ft.

long, diameter at the top to be not greater than
6.^ in. or less than 5 in., and the diameter 5 ft.

from the butt to be not less than 8 in. 'An
effective lightning arrester shall be placed on
every pole and connected to the ground. {Creo-
soted poles cannot be properly painted, as the
oil oozes through

;
but unprotected poles are

soon attacked by wet rot at the ground line in
this country.)

Insulatoi-s :—(In specifying for insulators it is

well to remember that mechanical strength is

quite as important as good electrical insulating
properties.)

For over-housework, pole brackets, chimney
brackets, wall brackets— to be made of
galvanised malleable cast iron, and well
blacked. Bolts, straps, and swivels of gal-
vanised wrought iron.

Electric Bells.

For electric bells in large houses, hotels,
clubs, &c., many firms quote at so much per
push or per hole in the indicator, the price
depending on the difficulty of fitting and on

[April 17, 1897.

the quality of the material used. The genera
price depends also on the size of the order, fo:
a twclve-roomed house 25s. per push is aboq
the average price. It is, however, most satis
factory to have a plan of the wiring drawn ut
and to specify that (he wiring be done strictb
according to the plan.

Specification for a private house :

—

General Conditions.—The same as in al
specifications, but it is important to add tha
on the completion of the work the whole instal
lalion must he given up in perfect working
order, and that if for any reason the cells burs
during the first six months after the completioi
of the order they must be replaced at thi
expense of tlie contractor.

Specification of quality of material, &c.;—
II iu's. All wires to be Xo. 20 tinned coppei

wire, covered with pure indiarubbei, ther
double cotton covered and paraffined. In th<
wiring, all wires leading from the positivi
pole of the battery to have a red covering, ai
from the negative pole to have a black cover
ing, and all wires not directly connected to th«
battery to have a white covering.

'lubes.—To be of zinc, of sufficient section tc
contain easily the wires along the varioui
paths.

Staples.—Any staples used mu.st be insulated
11 iill Blocks.—A teak block to be driven intc

the wall and fixed at every point in the diagram
where a push or switch is indicated.

Pushes. — The tops of all pushes musi
unscrew. They must have large ivorj
plungers, and be fitted with ebonite backs and
platinum pointed springs. Specimens, which
must harmonise as much as possible with the
door furniture of each room, to be submitted tc
the architect for his approval.
Front Door Pushes.—The front door and ser-

vants’ door pushes must have water-tight
barrels containing the contacts, and be mounted
on a mahogany block.

Txvo-way Switches.—One plug switch, marked
A on diagram, just inside the front door, to be
mounted on an ebonite base. .Another, marked
B, is in best bedroom. When plug is in one
position on A, it makes a circuit with the front
door bell downstairs

;
in the other position, it

makes a circuit with the upstairs bell. Every
night and morning the positions of the plug
are changed. The plug in the best bedroom
is to enable any one there to ring either
upstairs or downstairs from the push.

_

Batteries.—Six Leclanche batteries (quart
size) with agglomerate bhicks, in two painted
wood boxes, with heavy brass terminals
screwed on them.

'Iremhling Bells.—Three bells will be re-
quired, two in the kitchen passage, and another
on the top landing. The front door bell to
have a sheep gong 6 in. in diameter, and an
indicator drop with mechanical replacement.
The other hell in the kitchen passage, and the
one on the top landing, to have a cast bell-
metal nickeiled gong, 4 in. in diameter. The
bells must be of best quality and highly
finished. They must be contained in solid
polished walnut cases, with bevelled edges,
covers with brass screws, large, high terminals
and brass eyelets, all lacquered. The springs
must be of the best tempered steel, and the
contacts of platinum.

Indicators.—One fourteen-number indicator
and one three-number indicator, each with
mechanical replacement. They must be in
walnut cases, dovetailed and fitted with plate
glass and enamelled zinc fronts. The names
of the rooms to be written on the zinc screens
in black enamel. On the small screen ;

—

Front door, best bedroom, kitchen. On the
large screen placed in kitchen passage :—Back-
door, hall, drawing-room, &c.

L/g/ff/z/ng Conductors.

-A drawing has to be prepared showing
exactly the path of the lightning conductor, and
where points have to be affixed.

Specification for a church steeple :

—

Conductor.—To be of copper tape, iln.
broad and i in. thick

;
iioft. of it will be re-

quired. It must be fastened to the walls in the
position shown in diagram by copper clips and
nails. A copper coupling must also be pro-
vided to fasten the tape on to the elevation
tube, and a copper saddle for the ape.x.

Elevation Tube.—To be of copper, 6 ft. long
and I in. in diameter, screwed at both ends.

Points.—Elevation copper rod to have four
sharp multiple points on it.

Earth.—The earth plate to be of copper
6 square feet in area and -i-th in. thick. The
plate to be buried at the point indicated on
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diagram and surrounded with a load of

or a country house, &c. :

—

alvanised iron rope -fths in. in diameter to

sed run up two corners of the house and

g the higliest points of the roof, single

its of iron nickel-plated being taken off at

various points marked in the diagram and

;ial care being taken to protect the kitchen

nney. The earth plate to be of galvanised
' 10 square feet in area and -j^gths in. thick.

ge:^eral building news.

r. Etheldreda’s Church, Fulham.—The first

ion of St. Etheklreda's church, wliich has been

ted on a site in the Fulham Palace-road, near

Bishop’s-avenue, was consecrated on the 9th

. by the Bishop of London. The portion of the

r
-ch completed consists of tliree bays of the nave,

j a temporary east end and choir fittings. The

re cost has been under 4,000/., and there is seat-

accommodation for 550 persons. The estimated

: of the completed building is over 8,000/. Mr.

d. Skipworth, of London, is the architect, and the

ders were Messrs. Holloway Bros., of Battersea,

strations of the building appeared in our issue

May 18, 1895, when we gave a short description

he building.

;ew Prudential Oi-kices. Sheffield.—

T

he

iffield offices of the Prudential Assurance Com-

iv occupv a corner site in Pinstone-street, adjoin-

St. Paul's-cliurchyard. Tiie lower stage of the

^rnal elevation consists of a colonnade of pilasters

mounted by an entablature which runs the whole

gth of the facade. The frontage, which is five

ries in height, is composed of Edwards's red

cks and red Ruabon terra-cotta. There are two
ranees, that on the left leading into the Prudential

mpany’s offices. The right hand entrance

es access to a staircase and a lift leading

.vnwards to a restaurant, and upwards to a

ies of oflices (to be let oft'), and to the

Hard and other rooms connected with the

taurant. All the sets of rooms on the upper floors

en directly off the staircase landing, and the pas-

iger lift communicates with the same landing on

.»ry Hoor. The general contractors are Messrs,

orge Longden & Son, to whom, under the super-

ence of Mr. Thos. Haigh, the principal share of

; work lias been entrusted. The other sub-con-

icturs are :—Plumbing and glazing, J.
B. Corrie &

1., Sheffield ;
sanitary fittings, &c., Morris &

gram. Manchester ;
steel work in floors, Handy-

les, Derby ;
cement stairs, A. Walker, Leeds

;

ramie Mosaic floors. Craven, Dunnil, & Co.

;

nameiital ironwork. Hart, Son, & Pcard, London
;

;ctric lighting, Belshaw Co., London ;
tiling

d slating roofs, Proctor, Sheffield
;

heating,

ihwell lit Nesbit, Leicester
;
gunmeta! casements,

•itall & Co., Braintree
;

ranges, hot plates, and

arlbro’ grates, Steel & Garland, Sheffield ; orna-

sntal ceilings and wood mantelpieces, Shutfrey &
London ;

locks and furniture, James Gibbons,

olveriiampton :
headlights,

J.
V. Rowland & Co.,

verpool
;

plastering, Hodkin & Jones, Sheffield,

le cost of the building and the land is 25,000/.

le architects were Messrs. -Alfred Waterhouse,

.A., & Son.

Theatre OF Varieties, Plymouth.—The com-
ittees of the Plymnutii Town Council and the

;oneh<iuse District Cinmcil, have before them plans
' a music-hall. Messrs. J.

T. Wimperis & Arher,

•chitects, of London, have prepared the plans fora

•ndicate. The frontage, including Thomas's Great

/estern Hotel, and main entrance, are in the

nrough of Plymouth, and cover over 3,000 ft. super-

cial, whilst the stage and main body of the

all, covering upwards of 10,000 ft. superficial, will

c in Stonehoiise, the gallery entrance and the main

<its being located in Plnenix-street. It is under-

;ood that the proposed new hall will cost upwards

f 45,000/.

SUND.VY School, Keighley.—The foundation

tones have just been laid of a new Congregational

unday School, to be erected at the junction of the

)akworth-road and Fell-lane, Keighley. The new
uilding will include an assernhW-room, 52 ft. hy

0 ft., three class-rooms, and a kitchen. The
rchitect is Mr. John Haggas, of Keighley. The
ost is estimated at 1,150/.

Church Schools, B.ath.—The foundation stone

as just been laid of new Church schools, Bath,

'he new schools are to be erected on a portion of

he site of the old building and adjoining land,

'hey will accommodate 730 scholars, and are

fianned in three departments, the infants occupying

he ground fioor, the boys and girls being placed

bove. Each department will consist of a large

choolroom and two class-rooms separated from it by

jazed partitions. The school buildings throughout

vill be lieated by hot water. The plans have been

prepared hv Mr. C. Bryan Oliver, architect, and the

Juilders are Messrs. Jacob Long & Sons, whose
ender of 5,274/. was accepted.

Building in Paisley.—A building boom has

3cen going on in Paisley for over twelve months,

ind on the 7th inst. seventeen plans were submitted

o the Dean of Guild Court. Most of the plans

were also passed for a new technical college for

Paisley, the estimated cost being 20,000/. The

building trade in Paisley was never so busy as at

present. There is not an idle mason, bricklaj-er,

joiner, or painter in the town.—Eiiinburgh Evening

iVcjt's.

CONSTITUTIONAL CLUB, NOTTINGHAM. — The

foundation stones of the Nottingham and County

Constitutional Club. Market-street, have just been

laid. Mr. A. R. Calvert, of Nottingham, is the

architect.

Proposed Children's Wing for Lowestoft
HOStMTAL,—The Committee of Management of the

Lowestoft Hospital had before them at a recent

meeting the offer to erect a children's wing. Plans

were submitted by the architect. Mr. W. J.
Roberts.

The designs are for a ward and six cots, and an

isolation ward containing two cots, together with

lavatories, bath-rooms, sculleries, &c. It is proposed

to build the wing at the west end of the hospital,

along Alexandra-road, taking up a portion of the

present garden.
School, New SEAHAM.—On the 8th inst. a new

school for infants was opened at New Seaham, from

plans prepared bv Mr. W, Forster.

DiRT.s- School. St. Clement's, Worcester.—Girls’ School, St. Clement'
Earl Beauchamp recently opened a new schoolroom

at St. Clement's Girls' School, Worcester. The

room added is 41 ft. bv25 ft., and is over the present

Infants’ School, the roof of which was raised

14 ft. The work has been carried out by Messrs.

Jos. Wood & Sons, from the plans of Mr. A. H.

Parker.
Catholic Church, Kirby, Cheshire.—

T

he

foundation-stone of a new Catholic Church, which

will be known as St. Agnes Church, was

recentlv laid at Kirbv. At present it is only in-

tended' to build the aisles, nave, and transepts of

the edifice, at a cost of between 1.500/. and 2,000/.,

but eventually it is intended to build a presbytery

and to further extend the dimensions of the church.

The plans for the church have been prepared by Mr.

E. Kirby. Tlie contractor for the building is Mr.

R. Allen, of Birkenhead.
Empire Theatre, Glasgow.—

T

he new theatre

which has been built by the Glasgow Empire Palace

Company, to take the place of the old Gaiety

Theatre, has now been completed. It is situated

in Sauchiehall-street and West Nile-street. Tlie

plans were prepared by Mr. Frank Matcham. The

elevations are faced with Dumfriesshire freestone,

of a light red colour. The front to Sauchiehall-

street contains four shops, with show-rooms above,

and in the centre are the entrances to the principal

parts of the theatre. The building will accommo-

date altogether 2,158 persons, divided in the follow-

ing manner :—Stalls. 156; pit, 655 :
dress circle, 220; I

upper circle, 327 ;
gallery. 750 ;

private boxes, 50.

The total expenditure on the reconstruction of the

theatre will be about 30,000/.

Wesleyan Schools. Lockwood, Yorkshire.—
Memorial stones were laid recently of a new school

at Lockwood. Aid. B Stocks is the architect. The

ciiapel and new school adjoin the Lockwood Board

Schools.

Assembly Rooms, &c., Featherstone, Aorks,

—The Directors of the Featherstone Assembly

Rooms and Institute Company, Limited, have

accepted the tender of Messrs. Jackson. Bros., con-

tractors, Goole, for the whole of the work. The

architects are Messrs. Garside and Keywortli of

Pontefract.

Restoration of Thirsk Parish Church.—

T

he

architect of the proposed restoration of the exterior

of St. Mary’s at Thirsk and the Cathedral Church of

the Archdeaconry of Cleveland is Mr. C. Hodgson

Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham.
New Telephone Exchange, Birmingham.—

The new Telephone Exchange is situated at the

corner of Newhall-street and Edmund-street. The

site has an area of about 830 square yards, having a

frontage of about thirty-five vards to Edmund-

street, and about twentv-five to Newhall-street.

Tlie building is one of four stories, and has been

executed in Ruabon red brick and terra-cotta. The

fai;ade is divided by bold piers, with decorative

treatment of the upper portion, which consists of

arches and gables ounamented with moulded terra-

cotta. The main entrance to the building is

through a wide arched doorway in Newliall-street,

for which wrought-iron gates are being prepared by

Messrs. Brawn & Co. The Telephone Company

propose to let off the ground floor, where there are

eight rooms suitable for offices, and a group of four

rooms, with separate entrance in Newhall-street.

There are also six rooms which are proposed to be

let as offices upon the first floor. The remainder of

the building the company retain for their own use.

In the basement are the apartments of the oflice-

keeper, and eight rooms allotted to the local

manager’s staff. Upon the first floor the provincial

superintendent and the district manager will have

their offices, while the second floor is chiefly devoted

to the largest apartment in the building—the actual

“ exchange ” or switch-room. A portion of this will

he partitioned off as dining and recreation rooms for

the girls emplovcd at the Exchange ;
but tlie.se,

entrance and staircase. Tlie new building has been

designed by Messrs. Martin & Chamberlain, and has

been carried out by Mr. Thomas Rowbotham,
builder.

Prorosei) Enlargement of Chartham
ASYLU.VI, Canterbury.—

A

public inquiry was held

in the Board-room at Chartham Asylum recently,

by Mr. W. A. Ducat, the inspector appointed for

the purpose by the Local Government Board,

respecting the application by the County Council

for permission to borrow a loan for the enlargement

of the asylum. There were also present, amongst

others, Mr. Prosser, Clerk to the Kent County

Council, and Mr. Jennings, architect. Mr. Prosser

spoke in support of the application of the loan, the

amount of which was 44,000/.

Post Office, Wolverhampton.—

a

new post-

office in Lichfield-street, Wolverhampton, has just

been opened. The architect was Mr. H. Tanner, of

the Board of Works, London, and the contract for

the work was entrusted to Mr. Henry Lovatt,

builder, Wolverhampton. The total cost is estimated

at about 15,000/.

Technical School. Lowestoft.—

A

t Lowestoft

Town Hall recently, Colonel Albert Smith, K.E.,

one of the Inspectors of the Local Government

Board, lield an inquiry with regard to the applica-

tion of the Town Council for a loan of 5,000/. for

the erection of a new technical school. The cost of

site, fittings, and apparatus will he upwards of

7,000/. Mr. G. W. Leighton, of Ipswich, is the

architect.

Pri.mitive Methodist Church, Heeley.—

T

he

Primitive Methodists in Ann's-road, Heeley, have

just built a new church, Sunday school, and insti-

tute. Mr. W\ J.
Taylor was architect for the build-

ngs, Mr.
J.

Mason did the mason’s work, Mr. •

Thomas Lee the joinery, Mr. Braithwaite the

plumbing, Mr. Puttrell the decorating, and Messrs.

W'right Brothers placed the installation of heating

apparatus.
Cattle Mart, Belfast.—

A

new cattle mart has

just been built at Belfast on a site adjoining Stewart-

street and Stanfiekt-strect. The length of the pre-

mise.s is about 300 ft., while the width is 80 ft. The

building was designed by Mr. R. I. Cahvell, C.E.,

the contractors being Messrs. M'Lauglilin &
Harvey. Messrs. Musgrave supplied the heating

apparatus and fittings for the ring ;
the byre fittings

were supplied hy Messrs. Houston i.N Hamilton ;

Mr. Gallowav executed the painting, and the plumb-

ing work was entrusted to Mr. Harrison M-Cloy.

E.xtensiox ok Heeley Parish Church, York-

shire.—

T

he Jubilee of Heeley parish church- is

being commemorated by an extension of the church.

The scheme now being carried out consists of the

erection of a south aisle, which will make the church

uniform, and provide accommodation for about 150

more worshippers. The length of the aisle is 60 ft.,

and the width 15 ft., and, wherever possible, the old

stones will be utilised. The porch has been re-

moved and rebuilt with necessary alterations. The

cost of the whole scheme is 1,200/. Mr. J.
D.

Web.ster is the architect, and Messrs. J.
Bee & Son

are the contractors. The woodwork is entrusted to

Messrs. J.
Ba<iger S Son, the plumbing to Mr. F.

Hickson, and the painting and decorating to Messrs.

Johnson & Applevard, and Messrs. Newton.

Chambers, & Co. ' are providing the heating

apparatus.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.

The Oldham W-aterworks Managership.

—

The Waterworks Committee of the Oldham Cor-

poration have had before them a tabulated list of the

eighty-seven applications sent in for this position,

and now the number has been reduced to six. The

selected candidates are as follows : R. C. Frain.

C.E., Deputy Engineer of the Staffordshire Potteries

Waterworks Company
;

C. T. Lynam, Assistant

Borough Surveyor and Engineer, -Aberdeen ; C. J.

Batlcv, Assistant Waterworks Engineer, Bury
;

C.

Henzell, Resident Engineer of the Newcastle and

Gateshead Waterworks ; W. A. Legg. Resident

Engineer of the Birmingham Corporation Water-

works, Rhayader
;

and A. A. Garside, Assistant

Waterworks'Engineer, Cardiff.

New Works, Aberdeen Harbour. — The

Harbour Board has resolved to erect two goods

sheds on Regent Quay, to be of two stories in height,

one 250 ft. long bv 50 ft. wide, the other 150 ft. long

bv 50'ft. wide. The respective costs are 6,565/. and

3’94o/. ‘The designs are bv Mr. R. G. Nicol. harbour

engineer. Mr. H. H. Wake, engineer to the River

Wear Commissioners, has been requested to advise

on the scheme of the resident engineer as to

Aberdeen Graving Dock.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NEWS.

Electric Lighting, Cardiff. — Alderman

Jacobs presided over a special meeting of the Cardiff

i.'i... I uiioinrt that was held at the
can be nbsoebed, bo as ^ ™

^

o .be „ea„ o. .n,M .one., mob. o. .be p.aaB ^ s:
vere for large tenements and villa residences. Plans and the operators will have their own piuate the prese p^ , - *
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order, would supply power enoui’h to light 17,000
lamps. The number of lamps now being supplied
was 14.000, and they had orders which would
amount to another 3,000, so that when the plant
now on orde^r was laid, down they would only have
just enough for present demands. In reply to
further questions, the Engineer said that they had
no .spare machine in case of an accident happening.
What he would really recommend was the purchase
of two more machines, each capable of lighting
8.000 lamps. This would allow for a total output of
33.000 lamps. The makers of the best machinery
were all so busy now that they would not be able
to .supply machines until twelve months after they
were ordered. On the motion of Councillor Evans,
seconded by Councillor Brain, it was resolved to
instruct Mr. Applebec and Mr. Harpur. Borough
Engineer, to go into the matter and present speci-
tications, &c., as speedily as possible.

Electric Light, Bostox Dock. LixcoLxsHiiiE.—At a special meeting of tlie Boston Harbour
Trust recently, tenders were received for the pro-
vision of an electric light installation at Boston
Dock. The scheme was prepared by Mr. Adrian
Collins, A.M.lnst.C.E.. and inclndes the provision of
eight arc lamps of 2,000 candle power, thirty-nine
16-candle power lamps for public lighting’ and
sixtj’-ninc i6-caiulie power lamps for private light-
ing. Eiglit tenders were received, and that of
Messrs. Spagnolctti & Crookes, of LoncUjn, at
1,082/. 13s, ud. was accepted.

FOREIGX.
Fraxce.—

A

small exhibition, composed of paint-
ings and sculptures trf animals, is shortly to he held
in the Palais des Machines (Cliamp de Mars), where
tliere is now a general agricultural competition
going on. A delegation of the •• Socicte des Amis
des Monuments Pari.siens," under the direction of
M. Charles Normand. architect, has just been
examining the state of the churcli of St Pierre de
Montmartre, which tlie Municipality of Paris wishes
to destroy. After a thorougli examination, they
have declared it quite possible to restore the building
without a very great expenditure of money.

'

new square is to he made in the centre of Pari
at tile angle of the Rue Reaumur, the Rue
d’Aboukir. and the Rue du Petit Carreau. The
Congress of Architects will be held this year from
the 18th to the 22nd of June at Lille. The Con-
gress will visit Lille, Koubaix, and Tourcoing on
the iQth, 20th, and 21st. It is probable that two days
will be given up to visiting Brussels and Antwerp.

Count Pozzo di Borgo has just offered to the
town of St. Cloud the necessary ground to make
three large streets near the Ga're de Montretout
The.se streets will quite alter this part

;
the names to

be given to them are Avenue Pozzo di Borgo.
Avenue Crillon, and Avenue Montesquiou.^—On
Sunday last, at Clichv, the inauguration of the new
covered market took place. It is built partly of
iron, partly of stone, each facade has a large door
ornamented with sculptures. The building does
credit to M. Sincholie. the architect, and estate
agent of the town of Clichv. The cost has been
182.000 francs. The municipality of Nanev is
shortly to proceed with the rebuilding of the St. Jiilien
Hospital. The cost is estimated at 1.940,000 francs.
- The “ Socit.de Academique d'.Architccture de
Lyon has just chosen, for the open competition
this year, the following subjects For architecture
•‘A Circus"; for arclKeologv, “The Restora-
tion of the Roman Ampliitheatre at Fourviere."
A new line of railway is to he established in the
Departments of Xievre and the CAte d’Or, between
Corhigny and Saulieii, with an extension from

to Chitry-les-Mines It is announced
that Alfred Lanson, sculptor, and Prix de Rome,
only forty-seven years of age. has been seized with
general paralysis, and has been placed in a “ Maison
de Sante. M. Paul Giffard. engineer, to whom
IS due the invention of the freezing machines by the
dilation of atmospheric air. has just died at Nice at
the age of sixty.

Germany.—

W

f uiKlerAtand tliAt tliL- fcY-s for
exammAl.ons hold at ll„ tedmical coIImos
of Pruss,a mil bo raisod for all forol,;„ors
vis.tinfi he classo.A Particulars have now
been pubhahed of the extensions intended at theMate Hospital ot Berlin, which is to undergo
cons.derablo allerations, and liave better accommo.
d.al,on l,olh tor tl.e patients, anti for tile purposes of
scientific researcii. On examining tlie long list of
alterations suggested, it appears that the work practi-
cally means the entire recon,striiction of tliis enormous• •‘''viAxii <./! iius ciioi UK

excepting the section known as

V. . c Administration block,
.uid the Barracks of Profes.sor Koch's Institute.

University
garden, for which there was a limited competitio’n

oi o’" historical building known

Berlin 'e f K
Ofhce," in the Koenigstrasse at

/'TTJ considerable rear-

Sh L
11°^ *'

1

“^ pictures at the Xational Gallery,

•siderable time, have now again been opened. Much

seats in windows overlooking tlie Xational Monu-
ment at Berlin on the occasion of the ceremonies, as
will be the case in London for the Jubilee. The
highest price paid for seats, however, is reported to
be 5/. There were a large number of grand stands on
which seats were obtainable for il. Considerable
alterations have been taken in hand at the
Ale.xander-street Station at Berlin, which has long
been too small for its purpose. A series of art
guide-books, known as “ the German Cicerone,” is

being published at Leipsig, and the fir.st volume
on architecture has been issued. Herr G. Ebe, a
well-known architect, is the author. An exhibi-
tion has been opened by the Historical Societj' of
Berlin, at which a number of paintings and
mementoes of the Emperor William I. are shown

;

.some Ilf tlie portraits of Menzel, Lenbach, and
Krueger are particularly interesting. On the
occasion of the special meeting at tlie Roval
Academy held at the time of the ceremonies, the
principal oration was by tlie Minister of Educa-
tion, Herr Gossler, and treated of the advancement
of the -Art.s during the reign of the Empei
William I. The competition for the design of a
bridge over the Elbe, near Harburg, has been
decided, and the first premium has been awarded to
Messrs. Harkort, Schneider, & Thiek-n, the former
being an ironfounder at Duisburg, the second a con-
tractor of Berlin, and the last-named an architect
practising in Hamburg. In tlie same wav the
second premium was given to tlie design signed bv
a contractor, a firm of engineers, and an arciiitect,

the latter in this case being Professor Steir, of
Hanover. There was a very inHuential jury of the
assessors. under the presidency of Herr Baensch, of
Berlin. .Acompetition has been opened atGoerlitz
for tile design of a new town hall, and 400/. ihas
been offered in premiums. A medal has been
struck in connexion with the celebrations at Berlin
last month, and it appears that the Emperor has
ordered some five hundred thousand of these
medals to he distributed amongst those who par
ticipated in the festivities. A monument to the
Emperor Frederick is to be erected at Wiesbaden,
the sculptor being Herr Uplines. The Dowager
Empress Frederick has visited the works of the
founders, IMessrs. Martin & Piltzing, to see the
progress made, and the unveiling of the memorial
will probably take place in October next.
Herr Max Broemel has been giving a lecture at
Berlin on the various Continental exhibitions of last
year, more especially as regards their financial
aspect, which we have already explained wa;
not very satisfactory. It would appear that si.'

and a half million visitors attended last year'i.
Berlin' Exhibition, as compared with the thirty-two
millions of visitors in 1889. Budapest had 'three
and a half million visitors, Geneva two and a quarter
million, Nuremberg two million. Dresden
million, and Stuttgart half a million. Curious to
say. the Stuttgart Exhibition was the only
financially successful in Germanv, making a profit of
13,000/. Messrs. Krupp, the 'great ironfounders,
arc about to take up ship-building, having lately
bouilht the "Germania” Doi-kvarrl at flaat-An.-

+1, 11, i/ccii upeneu. iviucii or nof the sculpture has also been rearranged There nHcf-appears to have been tUf

bought the "Germania” Dockyard at Gaarden.
These docks are to be considerably extended, and a
permanent staff of 4,000 men will'be engaged. Up
to the present time Messrs. Armstrong have alone
been able to build and arm a ship completely, but
they will now apparently have a rival. M’essrs.
Siemens Halske, the great electrical specialists at
Berlin, are to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of
their existence. Including their branches at Vienna,
at St Petersburg, and elsewhere, there are 1^,000
empkiyes depending 011 their electrical trade'
The Government Architectural Studentship has this
year been divided equally between Herr Strantzkv,
of Dresden, and Herr Werdelmann, of Breslau!
The premium is awarded under the auspices of the
Prussian Royal .Academv, and has a value of some-
what over 50/. In the Cailnilblnlt dcr Banver-
zval/iiiiji, we observe a somewhat belated article on
the Peterborough Catliedral controversy, but we are
pleased to find that the subject has bee’n impartially
treated, and the facts described with a better know--
tedge of our local requirement and peculiarities than
used to be the case. There arc a number of useful
hints in the article, and. though we are afraid that
there is an equal amount of vandalism, and that, per-
haps. even worse methods of restoration arc practised
in Germany, we can certainly learn much from that
country- as far as the organisation of ofticiai control
over public monuments is concerned, with its system
of provincial custodians, &c. The Boissonnet
studentship of the Royal Technical College at
Berlin has been award’ed to Herr Paul Lehm-
guerblcr, of Muehihausen

;
the subject is “The

Development of the Modern Town Hall.” An
ofliciai residence is to be erected atBerlin for the Presi-
dents of the Upper and Lower Houses of the German
Imperial Parliament, and 50.000/. will be voted for
the purchasing of the freehold of the new block.
A monument is to be erected as a memorial to the
great German naturalist, Joliannes Mueller. A site
has been given for the purpose at Coblentz-on-the-
Rliine. -A Semi-official paragraph is being circu-
lated in the German Press warning householders
against the dangers of electric light installation, as
a considerable number of fires have lately occurred
hi Berlin, either owing to bad workmanship

neglect. Further alterations are to take

the upper floor will shortly he closed for tl

purpose. We regret to record the death of ^
Arnold Borsig, a member of the great firm
ironfounders at Berlin, for whom Schinkel built tl

central works, a building with some conside
able architectural pretensions. His death w;
caused by an explosion in one of his min
which he was inspecting. The German Coloni
Authorities propose building a church
Dar-Es-Salaam, and a voluntary subscriptic
has been organised for carrying out the work.

—

Baurath Steinbrecht recently read an intere.stir

paper upon the further development in the reston
tion of the Marienberg Castle at Berlin, and
would appear that considerable alterations will ha\
to be carried out before the work is complete.

—

The Xational Monument to Emperor Williar
wliich was lately unveiled, is again in the hands (

the sculptors, who arc completing the bas-reliefs.

—

We understand that Stettin is to have a Society (

Architects and Engineers for members of the profei
sions resident in Pomiuerania, which province hr
1,600,000 inhabitants. At the provisional meetin
sixty-five members entered their names, and M
Tobian was elected President. We understan
that the architectural works of Constantine Lipsiu:
who held the chair of Architectural Professor at th
Dresden Academ}’ on Semper’s retirement,, will b
shortly issued as an illustrated publication. W
observe from our contemporary,
that one of the most popular positions advocated fc
the proposed memorial to the German soldiers wh
fell in the Franco-Pnissian war is opposite the nc\
Houses of Parliament, at Berlin.

-ArsTRiA.—The gardens of the Horticultural Societ
at Vienna will probably be destroyed by the Munici
pality running a new thoroughfare over their grounds

connexion with the new street improvement!
-7'he well-known central station of the Ambc

lance AssocLatiun .at Vienna will be pulled down thi
summer on account of various street improvement:
This building has been considered to be a mode
structure for its purpose, and is planned not unlike
fire brigade station, as the horsed ambulances hav
to turn out within a few seconds. The Sycchen'
monument is to be unveiled at Oedenburg durinj

Acompetition has been opened at Greiz fo
a large sanatorium. Tlie very excellent exhibitioi
buildings of the great exhibition held at Budapes
last year are to be illustrated in a publication issua
under the direction of Herr Zoltan Balint, a voun]
architect who was .associated with the arrangemen'
of the grounds. Messrs. Scroll, of Vienna, are thi
publishers. It is not unlikely that a new Societ'
of Austrian Artists will be formed at Vienna. ^

The propo.secl alterations of the thoroughfare
around the historical Karl Church, already referrec
to in an earlier number, have now been pr.acticall'
settled, and it appears that the proposed stree'
improvements will greatly add to the beauty of thii

part of the town, and give the church a far bettei
aspect than has so far been the case. At thi
Vienna Architectural Society the extensive im
provement of Vienna continues to be the subjec
of considerable discussion, and at the firs'

lecture of this month, when Herr Hubtz xva;
lecturer, these improvements around thi

Karl Church were very energetically discussed.
We regret to record the death of the well-knowr
sculptor, Josepli Weitmann, who was tlie oldest 01

the Vienna artists. Hu was particularly associatec
with the architectural bas-relief work of a numbei
of important buildings. Vienna is to have s
monument as a memorial to Gutenberg, and tlu
Emperor has subscribed 1,500 florins towards its

erection. A remarkable theft of valuable pictures
from the Hungarian Xational Gallery is reported,
and it woulct appear that the originals were replaced
by copies, so that the theft was not noticed for some
little time. We hear of an interesting invention
from Vienna of portable barrack buildings, of consi-
derable lightness, which can be put together withouf
the use of an}- tools, and we understand tliat these
will he used for army and hospital purposes by the
.Austrian Government, to repLice tents in many
instances. The inventor is Mr. Bruemer.

appears
I “SIS gSlir “li

The Ixterxatiox.al E.xhibitiok of Art ai
.'exice.—

T

he second of a series of International
Art Exhibitions to be held at Venice every three
years is appointed to be opened this Saturday,
but as the usual difficulties are occurring of late
arrivals, and proper location of a mass of exhibits,
it may be delayed until May 2. The buildings in
which it is arranged are the Palaces della Perma-
nente and della Zecca (or Mint), where twelve large
rooms have been prepared

; tiie surrounding park
has been embellished lor the occasion by freslily
planted gardens, newly erected kiosks, and other
necessary additions. The sections are as follows :

Italian, 'French, Spanish, Belgian, Dutch, Russian,
German. Austro-Hungarian, Anglo-Sa.xon (England,
Scotland, America). Scandinavian (Denmark, Sweden,
Norway), and Japanese. The last section comprises
a private collection, and works which are coming
direct from Japan. The prizes to be given are :

For the best work by an Italian artist, not previously
exhibited, ;g400 (10,000 lire), by the Municipality of
Venice

;
for the best work by a foreign artist,'not

hitherto exhibited, 400/., by the citizens of Venice
;

the Government of the province of Venice, and the
Sayings Bank, each provide 200/., and the Munici-
pality of Marano loo/., for prizes for -which Italian
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I forcijin artists have tlie riglit to compete
;
the

fiter, Max Liebermann, offers a prize of 100/. for

letian artists, and the Communes of the province

k^cnice 64/. for Italian artists' competitions. With
h incentives there is little doubt of the exhibition

ving completely successful. In sculpture, Eutti

I send a full-size model of the statue of a warrior,

ich is to be erected at Legnano. This work, which
tiost imposing in its conception, and well worthy
;he illuslriou.s artist, has been anxiously expected

many vears. The work contributed by Emilio
goni is a colossal Sampson.

MISCELLANEOUS.
’ROKESSIOX.\L AM) BUSIXESS .^XXOUXCEJIEXTS.
klessrs. B. Cooke Co. have removed their

ces from Pluenix Wharf. Battersea, to 16,

;{nria-street, Westminster.
iyiVERPooiv City Streets and Passages.—On
8th inst. at the Liverpool Town Hall, Mr. E. P.

rd, inspector of the Local Government Board,
d an inquiry into the application by the Liverpool

rporation for power to modify their building

;ulations so that new streets shall have a minimum
Ith of 36 ft., ami back passages a minimum width

Q ft. Mr. W. Pierce, assistant Town Clerk,

acared in support of the application, and Mr. .\. G.

:ele for about seventy property owners, who
posed the proposed increase in the width of pas-

;es. Mr. Pierce, in stating the case for the Cor-
ration, said the existing by-laws, framed under the

eerpool Sanitary Amendment -Act of 1S46, re-

ired all new streets to be of not less width than
ft, and back passages of not less than 3 ft, except

len exceeding 100 yards in length. In the latter

kc the minimum width must be 4 ft. In 1895,
len the boundaries of the city were extended, it

IS found that in the districts of West Derby and
avertree the by-laws in force required a width of

ft for streets, and 9 ft for back passages ; and
iiilarly in Toxteth and Walton the least width
streets allowed was 36 ft., although there was
regulations as to passages. What was now pro-

sed was to apply to the whole of the extended

y the regulations as to street.s and passages in

:ce ill Wavertree and West Derby. In those
?tricts these regulations had not involved hard-
ip. He understood tliat the Liverpool Land and
ouse Owners’ Association, the Liverpool Archi-

Jlural Society, the Liverpool Master Builders’

isociation, and the North Liverpool, Bootle, l'^c.,

•operty Association, in June last held a joint

nference to consider these and otiier proposals
the Corporation. Certain proposals of a con-

ntious nature were taken exception to by these

jsociations, and the Corporation hati decided not
proceed with them. As regarded the width of

reets, however, the conference approved of the

inimum of 36 ft., provided the regulation applied
il}’ to new streets and not to the rebuilding of old
les. As to back passages, the same meeting agreed
the 9 ft. widtii, provided the Corporation would
!opt and maintain such passages in repair. Tliese

ggestions the Corporation agreed to, but the Local
Dvernment Board was of opinion that the adoption
the passages was a matter of arrangement between
e Corporation and property owners. He was
thorised to say that the Corporation would take

er and maintain these back passages if con-
•ucted to their satisfaction.—Several witnesses
ere then called for the Corporation. Mr. Boulnois,

ty Engineer, stated that 9 ft. back passages were
sirable as facilitating scavenging, and as promoting
iblic health. Mr. Steele produced plans with a view
show that the new regulation would bring the

cksof houses 5 ft. nearer, since the eaves of each
w of houses were at an angle of 45 deg. from the
ot of the backyard wall of the opposite row. It

is, however, pointed out by Mr. Pierce that the
lount of yard space, 150 square ft., was not to be
inimisecl. Mr. T. T. Wainwright and Mr. T. H.
. Walker, architects, both spoke of the 9 ft. pas-

ijes as conducing to nuisances, and the annoyance
tenants. Mr. F. Stewart, architect and surveyor

r Lord Salisbury, and Mr. W. F. Beavan, house
ent and auctioneer, gave similar evidence. Mr.
seph Wilson, as a property owner, also opposed
e application as curtailing backyard space, and
/curing accumulations of refuse.

Bride's-alley I.mprovemext Scheme. Dubljx.
lOn the 7th inst. Mr. O’Brien Smyth. C.E.. Local
l>vernment Board Inspector, held an inquiry at the

[iblin City Hall regarding the proposed Bride's-

iey improvement scheme. Mr. M'Carthy, City

Ichitect, submitted a plan of the proposed work.
|ie Corporation, be said, proposed to acquire the

;a between Nicholas-street and Bride-street,

[unded on the south by Bride's-alley, and on the

|rth by Christcburch-place. They proposed to

[nove the houses in that area, and to erect new
/ellings in accord.ance with tlie plans submitted,
ie area was nearly three acres. In 1894 there

Tc forty-four houses in the area comprised in the

leme, occupied by 800 persons. A great many of

5 houses had been razed since that time. The
irporation proposed to widen Bride-street and
cholas-street, and to erect new dwellings in those

eets and also in Bride's-alley. Under the new
leme there would be 128 separate tenements, each
which would accommodate a family. Each

tenement would he provided with separate sanitary

arrangements. The tenements would be, in his

opinion, most suitable for artisans. Mr. Harty, City

Engineer, said that they were widening botli

Patrick-street and Nicholas-street. No objection

had been taken to the scheme.
Federatiox of Master Builders’ Associatioxs,

Bristol,— conference of representative master

builders of Bristol, the West of England, and South

Wales was held on the 6tli inst. in Bristol for the

purpose of considering the advisability or other-

wise of forming a Federation for the district.

The chair was occupied by Mr. A. Krauss. President

of the Master Builders’ Association, who was sup-

ported by Mr. W. Church (Vice-Chairman), Messrs.

G. Humphreys, C. A. Hayes. R. Wilkins Son, and

A. S. Scull ; Cardiff was represented by Mr. W.
Svmonds and Mr. James E. Turner ; Bath, by Mr.

Jesse Havward and Mr. C. H. Long ;
Weston-super-

Mare, by Mr. W. Dyer and Mr. C. Addinott

;

Taunton, Mr. A.
J.

Speller: Bridgwater, Mr.
J.

Harris and -Mr. W. H. Ketch. The Chairman, in

opening the proceedings, said he had received letters

from several other loc.alitics expressing sympathy
with the movement. The meeting proceeded to the

discussion of the rules for the Federation, the prin-

ciples of which are conciliatory tu the operatives,

and provide that in all cases of dispute with them
the Federation should do its utmost by arbitration

or otherwise to avoid strikes or lock-outs. If the

operatives refuse any equitable settlement of the

dispute affecting any member of the Federation, the

matter will be brought before the Executive Com-
mittee, and if they decide that the members affected

are to be supported, each branch and every member
thereof will do their utmost to bring the dispute to

a successful issue. The general constitution will

consist of a union of district as.sociations connected

with the building trade throughout the districts re-

ferred to, .and also such individual members of the

trade as are not members of any cli.strict associations.

The mode of election of representatives and the

government of the Federation were thoroughly dis-

cussed, and it was arranged that the rules as sub-

mitted at the meeting should be printed and circu-

lated amo:igst the various associations, and that the

first meeting of the Federation should be held in

Bristol on May 18. .A vote of thanks to the Chair-

man terminated the proceedings.

THE City Commissiox of Sewers.—On the

13th inst., at the Guildhall, the Commissioners of

Sewers held their usual fortnightly meeting, Mr.
H. G. Smallman in the chair. The report of the

Finance and Improvement Committee stated, “That
having further considered their report of January 26
last, relative to the proposed widening of the eastern

end of Wiclegatc-street, they again recommend that,

as the London County Council declined tocontribute
towards the cost, no further action he taken in the

matter, and that the vacant land belonging to the

Commission on the north-eastern side of tiie new
thoroughfare he now offered for sale by
auction.” After some discussion, the report
was referred hack for further consideration.

The Streets Committee reported. " That rela-

tive to the applications to erect a stand and
balcony for June 22 in London House-yard and
Gresham-place respectively, thej' recommend that

the Commission refuse to consent to any such erec-

tions upon or over the public way.” Mr. Miller

moved as an amendment, and Mr. Deputy Dowling
seconded, “That permission be given to Messrs.

Hitchcock, Williams, <S Co., London Hoilsc Yard, to

erect a stand.” saying that the proceeds were to be
given to several cliarities. Mr. Morton, M.P.,

objected on the ground that if their consent were
granted there would be siicli a number of applica-

tions sent in that it would be impossible to grant all,

and that they would be convicted of favouritism.

After some further discussion, the amendment was
rejected by a large majority, and a similar recom-
mendation with reference to Gresham-place was
also rejected, the report of the Committee being
adopted.
The Art Uxiox of Loxdox.—

W

e arc requested

to announce that the Art Union of London. 112,

Strand, has no connexion with any other institution

professing to have the same objects.

New Light Railway, Aherdeex.—

T

he Light
Railway Commis.siont:rs, after a local inquiry on the

9th inst., have passed the Great North of S'cotland

Railway Company's Scheme for a light railw.ay to

Skene and Edit.
Axciext Carpextky.—

T

he British Institute of

Certilied Carpenters held a special meeting on the

3rd inst. at Carpenters’ Hall, London Wall, to hear a
paper read by the hon. secretary. Mr. T. M. G.
Lloyd, on “Ancient and Historical Carpentry.” Mr.
Lloyd said that the oldest specimens of the cr,aft

were in the British Museum, one of them being an
Egyptian door and the other a coffin.

Photography axd Architecture.— .A meeting
of the Edinburgh Photographic Society was held in

the Society's rooms. 38, Castle-street, on the 7th

inst., when Mr. Hippolyte
J.

Blanc, R.S.A.. delivered

an address on “ Photography as an Aid to the Archi-

tect.” It was largely owing to the employment of

the camera that the architecture of Great Britain

had in the last fifty years undergone such rapid

changes. The architect shared liberally in the facili-

ties for travel, and by means of the camera there had
been brought under his notice excellent representa-

tions of what was best in the architecture of other

countries. It was chiefly as a means of instruction

in itself, and as an education to others, that lie

ventured to acU'oeate the architect making photo-

graphy an indispensable study in co-relation to liis

art.

Discovery at the Gkf.y Friars Moxastery,
Cardiff.—A very interesting find was made a

few days ago at the Grey Friars Monastery.

Carditf, 'the ruins of which are being excavated

on behalf of Lord Bute and under the direction

of Mr. C. B. Fowler, architect. At the north-

west corner of the church of the monastery,
outside, but close to the north wail, there was found,

about 4 ft. beneath the surface, some 200 pieces of

original fourteenth century glass, which, no doubt,

formed one of the windows of the church, and was
hidded or thrown in a heap at this spot when the.

church was demolished. All the pieces liave been

carefully taken out.— iri’xfrni

Crystal Palace School of Exgixeerixg.

—

On the 9th inst. the distribution of prizes and certi-

ficates in connexion with the Crystal Palace School

of Engineering took place. Mr.
J. Head occupied

the chair, and others present included Mr.
J.
W.

Helps and Mr.
J.

Furness (examiners), Mr.
J.
W.

Wilson (principal), Mr.
J.

Wilson jun., Mr. R. G.

Hodgson, and Mr. Gardiner. In addressing the

students the chairman said he would suggest that the

stucleiits before him should take for their motto, “ No-
blesse oblige.” Engineers should always endeavour to

keep themselves like sharp instruments always in

order and reaclv for work. Pluck was a most
necessary attribute in tlicir profession, and he urged
them never to be discouraged by failure, for blunders

taught them to avoid a repetition of failure. A vast

field was open for engineering enterprise, and one
which struck him w.as the opportunity for further

utilising the energy stored in coal, of which only at

present 14 per cent, was developed in the steam
engine.
The "Electrical Exgixeeks St.mtox Direc-

tory.”—This is a useful publication fur tliose

interested in the application of electrical power in

cities and hy'public bodies. The towns or localities

are given in alphabetical order, and under each head-
ing is a statement of the particulars of the system in

use, with the area and population of tlie town or
district. served. A list is added of stations contem-
plated. and of applications for the current year ; and
a reprint of the Board of Trade regulations in regard
to electric installations. The Directory is issued by
Biggs & Son, Salishurv-court.

Amf.ricax Public 'Health Associ.yitox.—This
A.ssociation will liold its twenty-fifth annual meeting
at Philadelpliia on October 26 to 29 of this year.

Tlie Executive Committee have Selected a number
of subjects for special consideration. Tlie following
are those which will he of interest to our readers :

—

Tlie Pollution of Water-Supplies; Tlie Disposal of

Garbage and Refuse ; The Relation of Forestry to

Public Health ; Public Health Legislation
; River

Conservancy Boards of Supervision ; Sanitation,

with special reference to Drainage, Plumbing, and
Ventilation of Public and Private Buildings

;
Exist-

iiigSanitary Municipal Organis;itions of the countries

belonging to the Association, with a view to a
Report upon the most successful in Practical

Results. Papers presented later than nine o'clock
a. in., of Monday preceding the meeting will not be
placed in the programme, as the entire programme
for the week will he printed on Monday preceding
the first day of the session, which is a Tuesday.
The Secretary is Dr. Irving A. Watson, Concord,
N.H., and the Chairman of the Committee fur local

arrangements Dr. Benjamin Lee, 1,532, Pine-street,

Philadelphia.

The Glasgow axd West ok Scotland Techni-
cal College.—Tlic undcrnoted buildings have been
visited on the past five Saturday afternoons hy the
students attending Professor Goiirlay’s classes in

architecture and building construction :—A new
brick-kiln of the Hoffman type, at Seedhill, near
Paisley ;

Mr. R. W. Forsyth’s new warehouse,
Renfield-street, Glasgow, by Mr, John James Burnet,
architect, Glasgow; Miss Cranston's new restaurant,

Buclianan - street. Glasgow, by Mr. George
Washington - Browne, architect, of Edinburgh

;

Langside-road United Presbyterian Church, Glas-

gow, hy Mr. John B. Wilson, architect, Glasgow
;

The New Art Galleries and Museum, Kclvingrove
Park. Glasgow, hy Messrs. Simpson & Mihier-.Mlen.

architects, of London. There was a good attendance
at all these visits.

Petroleum Lighting and Coxst.\xt Supply.

—

A novel apparatus loi* regulating the supply of oil

to several lamps from a common reservoir lias

recently been introduced by the Petroleum Lighting
Syndicate, Limited, of 43, Cannon-street, E.C. In

the case of a country mansion lighted hy oil the
reservoir is placed on the roof, and the whole of the
lamps in the house are fed from it. To prevent
overflow of oil in the lamps, a regulator is placed on
each level, and will serve for every lamp on tliat

level. Thus, suppose the lighting were arranged
on six levels in the house, .six regulators would he
required. In the case of a single room, provided all

the lights were on one level, in alignment with, or
slightly below the regulator, only one of these latter

would he required ; but if the lamp brackets were of
irregular heights from the floor, no two of them being
on the same level, then as many regulators would be
wanted as there were lamps. The system is particu-

larly suitable for oil chandeliers. The regulator is of
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simple construction, consisting of a float working in

a closed cylindrical chamber through the medium of

a column of mercury- The action of this float is

automatic
;

it regulates the supply to the cylindrical

chamber from which the oil is drawn by the lamps.

These latter have no reservoirs, the oil being supplied

to the wicks direct from the common regulator. The
advantages of this system, which is certainly very
ingenious, may be summarised as follows: — It

obviates the ne'cessity of supplying each lamp with
oil, the whole being supplied from a common reser-

voir
;

it minimises the risk of fire or other accidents,

as each lamp merely has a saturated wick, whilst

there is no chance of explosion on lighting, or on
turning the light out ; the system is clean, and we
could detect no smell from the lamps in a small

room which had been lighted for several hours by
seven lamps. Having to provide several regulators

where lamps were not on a common level might, at

first sight, be regarded as unfavourable to the

system ;
but the regulators are remarkably cheap.

The invention appears to be very useful.

RUJLDIXG TR.'tDES DiN'XER, MANCHESTER.—The
Annual dinner of the Building Trades As.sociation of

Manchester. Salford, and district took place on the

ist inst. at the Albion Hotel, Manchester. In the

unavoidable absence of the President, Mr. Councillor
Holland (Bricklayers’ Association), the Vice-Presi-

dent, Mr. George Macfarlane (Joiners and Builders’

Association), took the chair, and in proposing the
toast of “ "The Lancashire Federation of Building
Trade Employers," said they had the pleasure to

have with them as guests that evening a deputation
from the organisation referred to in the toast.

Their object was to advocate the adhesion of tlie

trades represented in the Manchester Association

with the Lancashire Federation. The Council of
the Manchester combination had already considered
the matter, and looked favourably on the proposal.

The demands made upon the employers in the

various trades had become so frequent, and often
so unreasonable, that organisation on a wide and com-
prehensive scale for the purposes of defence was
becoming more and more an urgent necessity, and
it seemed to him that the scheme of the Lancashire
Federation met immediate requirements and
deserved general and unqualified support. Mr. W.
Cunliffe, in res[X)nding, explained that the Lancashire
Federation was in no way antagonistic to the
National Association, iior did they propose to invade
in any degree the ground covered’ by the older body.
They felt that a local combination covering a
sufficiently wide area, and devoting it.self exclusively

to local interests, could render valuable services to
the trades, supplementary to those rendered by the
National Association. Nearly all the towns in the
county had joined the Federation, and the only
place of importance necessary to complete their
organisation was Manchester. He made a strong
appeal to the constituent trades of the Manchester
Association to join the Federation. Messrs. Storrs
and Tomlison spoke to the same effect.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.

The Birmingham Building Trade.—Recent
-negotiations between Birmingham building firms
and tlie builders' labourers have resulted in a re-
arrangement of working conditions. In the future
the men are to be allowed time and a half for work-
ing on Bank Holiday, instead of ordinary time.
Walking time is to be allowed at the rate of three
miles when the job is two and a-half miles from
Stephenson-place. An attempt was made to obtain
time and a half pay after five o'clock instead of six

as at present, but this was abandoned, and a notice
•of an advance of wages was also withdrawn after a
comparison of the Birmingham rates with those paid
in other towns.

Strike of Plumijeks at Scarborough.—All
the working plumbers in Scarborough, numbering
about fifty, left work on tlie 3rd inst.. with the deter-
mination not to return until the master plumbers
would concede them an advance of one penny per
hour on their present wages—7J^d. Some time ago
tlie masters offered their workmen one halfpennv
(making eightpence per hour), but this would no’t

satisfy the men.

Strike of Carpenters at Tavistock.—Mem-
bers of tlie Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners at Tavistock, on December 30 last, gave
notice to their employers that on April' i they would
require an increase of wages to 6^i\. pe'r hour.
Tile present rate is from 5d. to sj^d. an hour. Since
the notice there has been some correspondence
between the employers and the men. but, no pro-
posal having been made to the men, the men have
gone out on strike in support of tlieir demand.
There are eighteen society men out, and a few non-
union men are also keeping from work.

The Building Trade Dispute in Douglas.—
The Douglas joiners have sent notices to the masters
for an advance of wages from 28s. to 32s. a week. This
action has been influenced through some of the
M.aster.s’ Federation emploving non-union men to do
fibrous plaster work at 33s. a week, and boycotting
union men. The consequence is that most of the
latter are coming out on strike in support of those

who have been boycotted. The plasterers on strike

have passed a resolution not to return to work until

the joiners’ question is settled.

—

Liverpool Courier.

LEGAL.
THE CLAIM AGAINST THE ST. PANCKAS

GUARDIANS:
SUCCESSFUL APPEAL BY THE DEFENDANTS.

The case of Drew Bear & Co. v. the Guardians
of the Poor of St. Pancras came before a Divisional
Court of Queen’s Bench, composed of Mr. Justice
Grantham and Mr. Justice Wright, on the 13th inst.

on the appeal of the defendants from the judgment
of Mr. Edward Ridley, Q.C., the Official Referee
delivered on the 17th ult. In this case it will be
remembered that the plaintiffs, the trustees of credi-

tors of Mr. Wm. Brooks, a builder and contractor of
Folkestone, sued the Guardians of the Poor of St.

Pancras, and their architects, Messrs. A. & C.

Harston for a balance of 24,226/., or, alternatively,

24,262/., alleged to he due on a contract for the com-
pletion of tile St. Pancras Workhouse. The plain-
tifl's case was that some years ago the Guardians
resolved to reconstruct the Workhouse in King’s-road
andappointed Messrs. Harstonastheirarchitects. Tlie

contract for the work was at first taken by Messrs.
Kirk & Randall, of Woolwich, but disputes arose
and in 1892 that firm requested to be relieved
of further work under the contract. Fresh tenders
were then invited for the unfinished work, and that
of Brooks was accepted for 30,861/. The work was
to occupy fifteen months from May, 1892, but delaj’s

arose, and in November, 1894, the work was
stopped. Messrs. Drew Bear Perks. & Co., of
Queen Victoria-Street, who supplied the ironwork,
Mr. H. Toipiitt, of Folkestone, who supplied timber,
and Mr.

J.
Brown, of Cannon-street, who supplied

bricks, sued on behalf of creditors for the balance
alleged to be due to Mr. Brooks. The net cost of
the work executed was stated to be on the first

claim 65.479/., plus 10 per cent, profit, 6,547/.,
making 72,076/., of which 47,800/. had been received
under the architects’ certificates, leaving a balance
of 24,226/. In the alternative claim the net cost
of the work executed was estimated at 65.479/., as
before, but the 10 per cent, profit was reckoned
on the contract price of 50,861/., which, with
other amounts claimed, brought the alternative
claim to 24,262/. Tlie plaintiffs alleged that Brooks
was liindered from continuing and completing the
contract by the action of Mr. George Poole, the clerk
of the works, who interfered without sufficient

cause and condemned materials supplied wholesale.
It was also further alleged that the architects were
seldom on the works, and that the interference of
the clerk of the works caused needlessly a net loss
to Brooks of 2,526/., in addition to 193/., the value of
tile materials left by Messrs. Kirk & Randall, and
not permitted to be used. The defendants generallv
denied tlie charges against the clerk of the works, anil
alleged that Brooks had not carried out his under-
taking to complete the work left unfinished by Kirk
& Randall. The Guardians further relied on
the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893, as
being a defence, inasmuch as the matters referred
to in the action occurred more than six months
before the action was brought. Messrs. Harston,
the other defendants, pleaded that they were not
liable, and said tliat they had received no complaints
from Poole with respect to the manner in which the
works were being carried out by Brooks. The
learned Referee decided that, inasmuch as the
plaintiffs had failed to make out that Messrs.
Harston had been guilty of fraud, dishonesty, or
collusion, those gentlemen were entitled to judg-
ment as against the plaintiffs, with costs. He, how-
ever, decided tliat the contract entered into between
the plaintiff's and the Guardians, owing to the
special circumstances of the case, liad been set aside,
and that the plaintiff's were entitled to qiiaiiiuin
iiicriiil.oT, in the alternative, to substantial damages,
to be ascertained at some future time, and he,
therefore, gave judgment for the plaintiff's as against
the Guardians, with costs. The Guardians now
appealed from this decision on the ground that
the judgment and the findings upon which it wa.s
based were erroneous in fact and in law, and that
there was no evidence, or any sufficient evidence, to
jiKstify the learned Referee in finding eitlier that tlie

plaintiffs’ contract with the Guardians was set aside,
or that the plaintiff's were entitled to substantial or
any damages, or to any damages or allowances not
duly provided for in the contract.

Mr. English Harrison and Mr. Wm. Moyses
appeared as counsel for the appellants (the Guar-
dians), and Mr. R. M. Bray and Mr. A. Hudson
for the respondents (tlie plaintiff's).

At the conclusion of the arguments of counsel the
Court allowed the appeal.

Mr. Justice Grantham, in giving judgment, said
tliat he and his learned brotiier both telt that the
case must go back or be re-opened, so far as it

related to the action against the Guardians. He
'

(the learned Judge) had read the judgment of the
learned Referee very carefuliv. and he could not
help feeling that throughout the learned Referee's
own view of the case was that, owing to .alterations
in the contract—in getting possession of the site and
so on—the plaintiffs were justified in claiming on

quautnni vicniit. Tlie case of Bush v. the Trus
of the Port and Town of Wliitehaven, which
learned Referee felt bound by, in his opinion, did
apply to the present case. The circumstance:
the case of Bush v. the Trustees of the Port
Town of Whitehaven were entirely dift'erent to
circumstances in the present case. There ra
have been some delay in giving the builder
possession of the site which might have occasio
some expense to him, but he was bound to
that he could not read the contract in

way suggested by Mr. Bray, viz., that Bro
was entitled to have the entire area given up to
absolutely, so that he could have the whole of
work in progress at the same time. He could
see any justification for that. If there had been :

delay, and the contractor had been damaged b
the contractor was entitled to damages for 1

delay ; but in his opinion there was no ground
claiming on qiiiiiiliiui vieruit. In those circi

stances he thought that the judgment of the lear
Referee must be set aside, so tar, at least, as t

question was concerned.
Mr. Justice Wright said that lie was of the sf

opinion. The learned Referee had told them
facts upon which he based his judgment

;
hut it

not seem to him (Mr. Justice Wright), that t

justified him in holding that the case of Bush v.

.

Trustees of the Port and Town of Whiteha
was applicable to the present case. In the case
Bush j'. the Trustees of the Port and Town
Whitehaven there was abundant evidence to sat:

the jury that the plaintiff' and the defendants p
mitted the works to go on on the understanding t;

thecontractwa.stobe under altered conditions. ThI
was no suggestion of that in the present case.

Mr. Justice Grantliam said tliat the decision
Court came to was that the judgment against
Guardians must be set aside, and practically th
must be a new trial. The question to be deterniii
was, what form the new trial should take.

Mr. Harrison said that he should like to go bef
another Referee.

Mr. Justice Wright remarked that he should ;

tliink Mr. Ridley would care to try the case o
again.

Mr. Harrison said that he was readv to agree a\

his learned friend on a gentleman to try the case.:

Mr. Bray replied that he should like to take .

opinion of the Court of Appeal on the point t!

before the Court, and therefore the question:
naming a gentleman to try the case would not ai

at present.

In the result their Lordships ordered that •.

judgment obtained by the plaintiffs against •

Guardians should he set aside, with costs, th^

being a stay of e.xecution for three weeks, with i

view to the plaintiff's appealing from this clecisioa
the Court of Appeal.

TYERMAN V. MARSLAXD.
Mr, Den.\ian gave his decision at the Lambi

Police-court on the 9th inst. in the case of Tjl
man v. Marsland, which raised a question of so^

interest to builders. It was an appeal by I

Tyerman, a builder, against a notice of object:
served upon him by Mr. Ellis Marsland, Disti-

Surveyor, in connexion with some alterations wh:
the appellant is carrying out at the “ Gene
Havelock," Parkstone-road, Peckham.

Mr. Passmore appeared for Mr. Tverman,
appellant, and Mr. Marsland conducted his o
case.

It appeared that the public-house in question
used partly for the purposes of trade and partly '

the purposes of a dwelling-house, and the not
served by the District Surveyor was based uixin Si

Section 2 of Section 74 of the London Building A

1894, which provides that in every building excec
ing ten squares in area used in part for puposesi
trade and in part as a dwelling-house, the part ur
for the purposes of trade or manufacture shall I

separated from the part used as a dwelling-house,
walls and floors constructed of fire-resisting nia
rials, and tliat all passages, staircases, and ott
means of approach to the part used as a dvvelliil

house shall be constructed throughout of fire-res;-

ing materials. Mr. Marsland relied upon Sectifi

207 and 209 of the Act as connecting the buildl

with Section 74. The first Section provides thai

shall not be lawful to make any 'alteration of a

building in such manner that when so altered it w
by'reason of such alteration, not be in conform:
with the provisions of the Act applicable to n
buildings. Section 209 provided, “ that every adi

tion to or alteration of a building, and any otb
work made or done for any purpose in, to, or up
a building (except that of necessary repair i

affecting the construction of any external or pai
wall) shall, so far as regards such addition or altet

tion or other work, be subject to the provisions:
this Act, and of by-laws thereunder relating to n
buildings.

On behalf of Mr. Tyerman, the appellant, I

Passmore submitted that the words “ By reason:
such alteration," in Section 207 entirely exempi
the building in question from the provisions:
Section 74, Sub-Section 2. He took it that Secti

207 would apply to a case where tlie existing but

ing had been less than ten squares in area or wh.'

it hafl been used solely for the purposes of tradei
solely for the purposes of a dwellicg-house, and v
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altered into a house which was to he used

y for the purpose of trade and as a dwelling-

,
but in this case neitlier of such alterations

beinj; made. Practically the only alteration

i was bein^; made was a direct advantage. A
ifous staircase was to be removed, and a stair-

labsolutuly enclosed witii fire-resisting bricks

;tuted. This was a question of great moment
•Iders and architects in London, and he thought

IS safe in saying that Mr. Marsland was the only

ict Surveyor who had had the temerity to

re anything of this sort to be done. Mr. W. M.
on, the architect, was engaged in thirty or forty

C-house alterations in the district of the County
pil. and the question had never been suggested

n by any other of the District Surveyors.

L Denman, who had reserved judgment, said he

5f opinion that the case was settled by the

lOn under the earlier Act in “ Scott r. Legge ”

.B.). The wording of tiie section of tlic Act

55, on which that case was decided, was pre-

r the same as that in tlie present case, and lie

no reason for supposing that this Act was
ded to apply to buildings which could not have
idealt with under the earlier Act. The District

jyor's notice would accordingly be set aside.

—

fjtg yUli’cr/iser.

EGED BEGGIXG-LETTER IMPOSTERS
I Bow-street Police-court, on the oth inst.,

nas Charles Stewart and Francis Stewart,

r and son, of Waverley-road, Tottenham, were
ged with obtaining money and goods by false

fnces. Mr. Francis Tlionias William Miller, an
tect, of Bedford Park, stated that on March 27
jounger prisoner went to him with a letter from
ithcr. The writer stated that he was in tlie

ess’s employment as foreman in 1885, and was
just recovering frtim a severe attack of pleurisy,

represented that he had received an offer of

but had pawned all his clothes and tools, and
afraid he would he unable to accept it unless he

:l get his goods out of pawn. The writer con-

jd witli a pathetic reference to his little children.

I witness afterwards found that the prisoner's

r as to having been foreman was untrue, and

1 the boy called again he was arrested. Iietec-

sergeant Pollard proved having arre.sted the

On the same cLay he arrested the father at

t station, Tottenham. The witness added that

lekler prisoner had been carrying on frauds iDf

i-kiiu! for at least seven years. The prisoners

! remanded.

< i

MEETINGS.
Wednesday, April 21.

.ilders' Foremen and Clerks' of Works' Institution .

—

iterly meeting of the members. 8 p.m.

Uithurgh Architectural Association.—Exhibition of
ings of old Scottish work by students of Applied .\rt

olj.and notes on same by Messr.s. Smith and Ramsay,
uair students.

linl’urgh Architectural Society.—Paper by Mr. F.

Tuursdav, April 22.

ftitution of Electrical Engineers.—Continuation of

ission on Mr. A. K. Ba^dor'.s paper on “ Recent
tloptncnis in Electric Traction Appliances.” 8 p.m.

nitary Institute {Lectures for Sanitary Officer^.

—

J. Wallace Peggs on “Principles of Calculating

.s. Cubic Spaces, &c., Interpretation of Plans and
ions to Scale." 8 p.m.

undee Institute of Architecture, Science, and Art .

—

W. McGregor on “ Heating by Steam and Hot
er.” 8 p.m.

Saturday, April 24.

inilary Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary
ers).— Inspection at Beddington Sewage Farm,
'don.

iinbnrgh Architectural Association.—Visit (i) to

•law Castle, Balcrno ; (a) Lennox Tower.

mitary Inspectors' Association {Western Brandi ).

—

ting at Weston-super-Mare.

\corporated Association ofMunicipal and County En-
trs.—Home Counties' District Meeting, to lie held at

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

>59.—Roof Ladders and Staging : /. R. Hamilton.
mtion consists in (1) a roof ladder and staging, fitted

propelling gear, which is portable and unattached to

,

an<i requires no fi.vture to supTOrt it or insist it in

session ;
and (2) a roof ladder an3 staging on which a

can sit and piropel himself along the roofs of horticul-

1 buildings, &c., without the use of any laid track.

)63.—Stoves: E. Laroche.—Inventor claims a safety

e, comprising a hermetically closed body, in which
bustion takes place, and which is provided with two
letically closing doors ; and an outer jacket, which
ly serroand.s the said inner body, and between which
the inner body air entering from the outside of the

a is heated before passing into the same room, through
able orifices provided in upper part of outer jacket.

:ntor describes various accessories for supplying air,

lering srtnie humid, getting efficient draught, &c.

518.—Lateral Movement Staging for Builders,
nters, &c. : E.J. Palmer.—Invention consists in a
aod of supporting cradles, boats, platforms, &c., with

capability of easy lateral adjustment from within, the same
said means consisting of a wire rope extended horizontally

by cantilevers, OT other means of support, in combination
with sheaved hangers or blocks running upon the said wire

rope, and a hauling line or rope connected to said hangers
and suitably guided.

13.324. — Flu.siiing Cistern.s : F. Price. — Inventor
proposes to provide a means whereby more than one flush

may be sipboned off from one filling of a cistern, if under
any circumstance.s the supply from the main should be

stopped, also, to provide means whereby the quantity of

each flush maybe determinable, adjustable, and equal, or

nearly .so. In order to secure these advantages, inventor

provides a flushing cistern divided by a partition, so as to

form a supply chamber and flushing chamber. The latter

is partly filled by a hollow tank, at one end of which a

siphon is connected for conveying the contents of the

supply chamber to the flu.shing chamber. Means are pro.

vided for operating the siphon.

23,731.

—

Chimney-top Smoke-Preventer and Ex-
tract Ventilator : J. E.lrick.—T'ti^ chimney top, con-

structed of any material, is a vertical shaft of 9 in. diameter,

with its upper portion tapering to 6 in. at top. On this fits

the extract ventilator, formed of nine curved louvres of

semicircular section, spaced at intervals around shaft, and
either vertical, tapering inwards at lop, or bellied out at

any angle up to 90 deg., the point where the louvres sur-

round topof lower shaft.

25,521.

—

Drain-pii'ES and Traps: R. C, Birtley.

—

Invention consists in(i) the introduction of a detachable

cover joint to ail sanitary pipes, &c., to secure a water-

tight joint ; (2) each pipe can be laid and connected to the

next one with Portland cement, &c., and the portion cut

out of pipe forms a hand-hole to a thoroughly flush joint

when laid, and a means for surveyor’s inspection ;
and (3)

with detachable cover a broken pipe can be replaced with-

out disconnecting or disturbing other pipes.

new applications for letters patent.

March 29.-8,002, J. Pinnington, Sash Frame.—8,047,
J. Br.ayton, Window Catches and Fasteners.

March 30.-8,116, H. Lloyd, Sewers, Drains, &c.

—

8,154, F- Holton and T. Morley. Window Frame and
Sashes.—8,210, A. Tiltman, Ventilators.—8,211, E. Woll.ard

•and A. Walker, Window Opening and Closing Apparatus
for Greenhouses, &c.—8,228, J. Ha.skett, Anti-R.attling

Devices for Windows.—8,239, I- Hiinoeq, Spring Hinges.

—

8,236, A. Habershon, Fireplaces.

M.\rch 31.—8,261, J. Howden, Fireproof Floors.—8263, L.

Baxendale and W. Sinclair, Combined Hot .and Cold Water
Taps.—8,268, J.

Sayers, Artificial Stone, &c.—8,324, G.
Powell, Material suitalile for Paving, &c.

.\i’Hii, I.—3,367, Lidster, Door Holder and Stop.

—

8.368, P. Nicholls, Securing the Sashes of Windows when
Open for Ventilation.—8,409, J Hill and W. Egginton,
Door Fastenings.

April 2.—8,443. O. Howl, Carriages for Conveying .and

Drying Bricks, S:c.—8,484, M. Ahern, Manufacture of

Bricks, Tiles, &c.—8,404, L. .Mondron, Plates of Glass
Designed for Covering Wall.s, Ceilings, &c.

.\pRIL 3.-8,578, J. Hamblet, Jointing Collars for

Earthenware .and other Butt-Jointed Pipes or Conduits.

—

8,532, S. Holgate, Sawing or Cutting Stone, &c.

provisional specifications accepted.

3,266, R. Liftwich, Closet Seats.—3,650, A. Fry, W.ater-

tight Metal Bar for Glass Roofing.—4,638, G. Beck,
Attaching Door Knobs toSpindles.—5,611, J.

Hutchinson,
Earthenware Pipes.—6,242, J. Vidal, Flushing of Water-
clo.sets.—6,275, W. Edwards and E. Riintz, Flooring and
Floor Construction. — 6,300, F. Chapman, Blocks for

Wood Paving.—6,324. T. Sanderson, White Lead.—6,384,

J. Kails, Appliances for noiselessly Filling P'lushing Cis-

terns, &c.—6,385, J. Ralls, Discharging Apparatus, Con-
necting or Flushing Cisterns, &c.—6,526, _C. Armstrong,
Buffers and Fittings of Automatic Tilting Tanks for

Waste Closets.—6,654, J- Johnson, Water Closets.

—

6,657, PaiTiacott, Water Waste Preventers.—6,759, A.

Giiilin, Flushing Cisterns.—6,834, Thompson, Gates-

head.— B. Evered, Water Closets, 8ic.—7,017, W.
Hewitt, Tiles.—7,062, T. Parker, Brick-making Machines.

—7,157, W. Keys, Manufacture of certain Bricks, Tiles,

&c.—7,266, S. .and H. Fildes, Window Fasteners.—7,292,

F. Krenzin, Window Hinge.—7,322, W. Chappell, Joiners’

Sash Cramp.

complete specifications accepted.

Open to oppositionfor two nwnths.

7,29s, J. Cowling, Drain Tests,—17,239, H. Schwartzen
hawer, Screw especially adapted for Stone, Brick-

Plaster, &c.—25,705, S- McClellan, Bit Braces adapted
for Boring Holes in Corner.s or Angies, or for other pur-

poses.—29,654, O. Kraner, Process for the Production of a
Material for making Floors, Plastering Ceilings, Walls,

Roofs, &c., without Joints or Chinks.—1,926, H. Ilmer,

Door Hinges.—2,402, VV. Cliff, Glazed Bricks and the

Manufacture of the same.—2,850, E. Haworth, Door-
holder or Stop.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

March 29.—By Langridge & Freeman
(at Tonbridge).

Tonbridge, Kent.—62 and 64, Shipbourne-rd., f. .. ,^£180

25 to 32, Garden-ter., f. 1,630

Cannon-lane, enclosure of land, 4 a. 3 r. i8p., f. . 230
Hadlow-rd., two blocks of building land, 5 a. i r.

24p.,f. 1,810

Sevenoaks-rd., a building plot, I a. I r. 5 p., f. .. 200

Hadlow, Kent.—Golden Green, house and shop,

16 cottages, and blacksmith’s premises, f. .... 1,470

March 31.—By Abercrombie & Edmunds.
Gravesend, Kent.— i, Portland-villas, f. - 400

By Mark Liell & Son.
Bow.—17 and 17a, Wellinglon-rd., u.t. 69? yrs.,

g.r. 4/. 10s., r. 68/. 610

Poplar.—5 and 6, Cotton-st., f., r. 52/. 6s 555
Leyton.—i to 4, Arthur-ter., u.t. 82^ yrs., g.r. 20/. 410
Leytonstone. — Woodhouse-rd., three freehold

building plots • 280

By Ellis, Morri.s, & Co.
Hampstead.—.Arkwright-rd., “ Hurstleigh,” U.l.

By Protheroe & Morris.

Limehouse.—121 and 123, Coutt’s-rd., f., r. 48/. ..

Stratford.—2 to 10, and 12 to 32, New-st., u.t.

2 yrs., g.r. 60/. ; also ii, New-.st., f.

37, 38, and 39, New-st., f.

Stratford.—r8, 20, 22, and 2^, Windmill-lane, and
17, 19, 21, and 23, Waddington-.st., u.t. 53 yrs.,

g.r. 8/. los

9, II, 13, and 15, Waddington-st., u.t. 53 yrs.,

g.r. 8/

Leytonstone.—11 to 31 (odd), lya and-3ia, Harrow
Green, u.t. 33 yr.s., g.r. 45/.

418 to 436 (even), Higli-rd. ; also l.g.r. 18/.,

u.t. 33 yrs., g.r. 35/.

Wanstead.—Chigwell-rd., "Holly Lodge, f., r.

85/.

Gordon-rd., Two blocks of -building land, f. ..

Woodford.—Hermon Hill, “The Stone Works,”
and 5, Squire's-cottages, f.r. 44/. 6s

t, 2, 3, 6, and 7, Squire's-cottages, f.

Wanstead.— i to 10, Squire’s-coitage.s, f.

By Tuckett & Son (at Stoqkton).

Stockton-on-Tees, Durham.—4, St. John’s-rd., c.,

r.30/.

High-st., “ The Unicorn ” Inn, f., r. 120/.

April I.—By Towers, Ellis & Co.

Bayswater.—20, Sutherland-ter., u.t. 52 >ts., g.r.

12/. 1 • • • •

Waltham Cross.— i to 4, Walton villas, f., r.

63^-

I, Puiney-rd., f., r. 13/.

By Merrett & Mould.

Wandsworth.—High-st., “ The Antelope ” Tavern,

f., r., 74/.

Barnes, — High-st., “The Coach and Horses

Tavern, with shop and house adjoining, f., r.

105''-

By Stimson & Sons.

Old Kent-rd.— I to 19 (odd). Victorj'-pl., u.t. 48?

yrs., g.r. 50/.

Clapham.—32, Hazclrigge-rd., u.t. 65 yms., g.r.

5/. los., r. 32/.

Walworth.—219, Walworth-rd., f., r. 85/.

261 and 263, East-st., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r. 10/., r.

65/.

97, Waiworth-rd., beneficial iea.se for 20J jts., r.

100/., with goodwill
Bermondsey.—105, Southw.irk Park-rd., u.t. 37

yr.s., g.r. 4/.

Peckham.—60, Hill-st., f., e.r. 50/.

I to It (odd), Furley-st.. u.t. S9iyrs., g.r. 34^- --

10, Hazelmere-rd., u.t. 7t| yrs., g.r.' 8/., r. 40/. .

.

63, St. Aidan’s-rd., u.t. 8it yrs., g.r. ss. ....

Victoria Docks —233, Nortli Woolwich-rd., u.t.

8i3 yrs., g.r. 6/.

By Victor Vaughan.

O.xford-st.—No. 439, also 4, North-row, u.t. 10 yrs.,

g.r. 30/., r. 2o3/. •

Lambeth,—62, Waterloo-rd., u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 9/.,

r. 65/. :
:

Holborn.—Fetter-lane, f.g.r. 50/., reversion in 72^

Buc'^hurst Hiil.— I and 2, Rus.seil-cottages, fi ....

Poplar.—71, Chrisp-st.,a profit rental of 60/., for

igJ yrs

By Tabernacle & Son (at Masons’
Hall Tavern.)

Oxford-st.—Binstead-st., “ The White Hart ”p.-h.,

u t isi yrs., r. no/., with goodwill

Shepherd’.s l?ush.—Goldhawk-rd., “The Wheat-

sheaf” p.-h., u.t. 353 yrs., r. 290/., with

goodwill

April 2.—By Edward Millard.

Belgravia.—St. George’.s-sq., &c., i.g.r. 301/. i6s.,

u.t. 40J yrs., g.r. 29/., with reversions Irom

8J to si yrs Vi-'"
Islington.—White Horse-yd., a set of stabling,

u.t. 85 yrs., g.r. id., R. 20/.

By Notijiy & Co.

City of London.— 18, Fenchurch-bdgs, f., r. 240/...

By F. J. P.isLEY & Sons.

Bermondsey.—415, Southwark P.ark-rd., u.t. 48

jTS., g.r. 5/., r. 40^ ; ;

Rotherhithe.—4, Neptune-street, t., r. 22/. 2s

Deptford.—6 and 8, Bestwood-st., u.t. 20 yrs., g.r.

3^-

By Edward Wood.

Finsbuiy Park.—43, Palmerston-rd., u.t. 684 yrs.,

Wandsworth.—134. 136, and 140, EarLsfield-rcl.. u.t.

- 90 yrs., g.r. 21/., r. 105/. '',"0/'

Penge.—16, Avington-grove, u.t. 00 jms., g.r. 01.,

Croydo^n.^-^, Clyde-rd., u.t. 674 yrs., g.r. ji 3s.,

Pimlico.—18, ciaverton-st., u.t. 364 >'Ts., g.r. 10/.,

e.r.

By W. A. Blakemore.

Upton Park.— I, 5, 7, 9, II, and 13, Redcliffe-rJ,,

f. ,r. 156/.

.April 5.—By J. W. Kemsley.

Woodford.—George-lane, “The Rookery,' and

about I a., f.

By Mullett, Booker & Co.

Hyde Pk.—34, Gloucester-sq., u.t. 39 yrs., g.r. 34/.

By Percival Hodson.

Stoke Newington.—82, Farleigh-rd., u.t. 67 yrs.,

g.

r. 7/., e.r.

620

laS

330

490

860

890

1,680

i,8io

755
715
ISO

500
2,800

600

135

5,120

27s

6^
335

i8s

[,150

S7S

10,500

26,150

8,650

3.3c®

430
4.35

i3o

245

205

490

1,500

37S
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

CONTRACTS. CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Nktnn of Work or MatorUlr.

Srpbonj

Street Workt

Weeleyan Cborcb ani BcbooU, H:rtbe,
Kent —

Two HoUMs, Albert Fromeaa<Ie.
BavilePark, HaUiax

Steel OIrder Bridge, near Bodley ....

Twesty-five Cottagn, BlndertoD'
road, Blrkeuhead

Store and Fourteen Boueee. Gibbet*

Granite
Drainage Worke

Wbinetone

eUndergronod Sludge Tank at Sewage

*Iron Fence and Oates, Gaa nttisg,
Paring, Ac

Granite.,.,....,.,...

Buildings, Obarlea-street, Halifax,.

*Sand and Ttaames Ballast ..........

•Wood Paring ............

•Drainage Octtall Works..

•Concrete and Stone Bridge, Road, Ac.
Waterworke. Golspie, N.B
Drtdnage Works, Golspie, N.B.
Road Materials

•Enlarging and Raising Water Towoi

•Prison and Police Barracks, Cairo .

•Pipe Sewers (various)

•Erecting and Cempleting Shelter In
Oymnaalooa

Street Works, New Ferry, Chesbire.

•Enlarging Post Office, Boarborongh

By whom Required,

NottlnghaiD Oorp...,

ToDbridge(Eent| tr,D.C

Leeds Corporation...,

L.AN.W. A G.W.B.COS.
Halifax Indus. Soc.
Limited

Newark R D.C. ......
Kettering U.D.C. ....

Waltbamstow H.D.C.

WilleedenD.C. ......

do.
Fambun Union......

Hackney Vestry.... ..

Bbrewsbury Oorp.....

Cardiff Corporation ..

King's Ljnn Oorp. .. ,

.

Sheffield United Oaa
Light Co

Egyptian Government

Shore Iltcb Vestry ...

Forms of Tender, Ac.

A. Brown, C.E. Guildhall,
Nottingbani
W. L. Bradley. 83, High-
street. Tonbridge ......
W. H. Radford. C.E.
Angal-row. Nottinghsm

Rev. 0. Norman, Holmlea,
Hythe ....

U. Hall. Archt. 29. North-
gate, Halifax

City Kngr. Town Hall ....
A. E. Bolter, Paddington
Station. W
W. C. williams. Archt. 29,
Southgate. Halifax ....

T. Vicars, C.E. Newark ..

T. R. Smith, C.E. Market
Hill, Kettering

J. Leemlng, Clerk, HnseTim-
street, York

T. Holmes, Town Hall
Vestry Hal), Peckham-
road, 8.E —

F. Gordon, Burr. Clifton,
Biigbouse. Yorks...

do.
D. J. Ebbetts, 242. High-
street. Acton

Jackeon A Fox, Archt, 22,
Oeorge-street

0. Claude Bobin.aen, Dyr e-
road, Kllbum, N.'W

B. Stapley, West-street,
Famham

Lovegrove, Vestry
Hall

Taylor, Sons. A Santo
Crimp. 27, Gt. George-
street, S.W. ..

I. H. Priestley, C.E. Town
HaU, Cardiff

B. O. Mawbey, Town Hall
J. A. Hoaie, Burv. Golspie

do.
E. J. Filcock. C.E. Boro'
Burv. King’s Lynn .. ..

F. W. atevensoD, Co.'s
Offices, Bbeffleld

Service Adminlitratlf
Offlcea, Cairo

J. Ensh Dixon. Town Hall,
011-itreet. E.C

Archt.'s. Dept. Spring
Gardena, S.W. .,

J. Y*UDg, Purv.TS Stanley.
terrace, New Ferry .

.

12, Whitehall-place, B.W,

April 29
April 50
May 1

May

May

Katore of Work or Uateriale,

•Alteratlona, Ac. to Infirmary, New
Chapel, Ac. Ac.

•Enlarging School Booms ............

•Asylum, Hendon

•Iron Strncturea at Asylnm

•Erecting Public Conveniences .. .....

Bu'iness Premises and Houses, Old

Five Houses. Crossfield-lane, Halton,

Villa, Nottingham

Road, Rectory Fields, Blauia, Mon.

Roads, Bt. Andrew's Estate, Starbeck,
Yorks .. ..........

Alterations, Ac. Railway Hotel,
Ouidebridge, Lance .............

Clnb-houee, Clayuin-le-Moors .....

House, Camamoney, near London-

Tower Copley Mills, Halifax ......

Two Villas, Roundbay, near I-eeds .

.

Two Paire Semi - detached Villas,
Buckhurst Rill. Essex

Residence, Burley-in-Wharfedale ....

Four Houses, Heaton, Yorks

Houses, Derby-street, and Whaln-Iane,
Heywood, Umcs

School and House, Aberyitwith......

Ten Houses. Balvicar, N.B.

By whom Required.

East Asbfort (Kent)
Union

Ketisiiigton and Chel-
sea School District -

Central London Sick
Asylum Board ....

LondooCoiiotyCouncil
Asylums Committee

LondonConntyCouncll

J. W. Addyman

Workhouse, Willesboro'-.
Cecil Sharp, B9, Fenchurch-
street, E.C

Oilee Gough A Trollope,

28, Craveu-street. Strand
The Clerk, 21, WhltehaU-
place, S.W

Archt. 'B Dept Spring
Gardens. B.W
F.W. Dixon. Archt. Union-
street, Oldham

P. J. Butler, Bhannon-st.

H. SulIeV,’ ArchCTlbe'rt-
street, Nottingham
Adsma A Vachell, Engr*.
Newport, Mon

A. A. Gl'beon, Archt.
Harrogate

J H. Burton. Archt. 2,

Guide-lane, Hooley Hill
W. Hopwood, Lower
Bames^t Clayton

J. Hutchinson, Cams-
money, Draperstown,
Ireland

A. G, Da'zsll, Archt. 15,

Commercial-street . ..

Percy Robinson, 72, Alblon-
•btreet, Leeds

Mr. Batting, 7,Jobn-street,
Adelphi, W.C
BSitt A Co. Archts. Brad-
ford

J. Jackson, Archt. Barry-
street. Bradfort ..

Sec. Millbank Brick snl
Terra-cotta Co. Heywood..
Hlpkiss A Bassett, Archt.
Terruce-road ..........
lec. Slate Works Ofllce,

.

Bilvlcar

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Kkture of Appolstment, By whom Advertised. Balarr.
App

be

1601. per ann. and house
provided

SI. Ss. per week .. ..

lOOI.rlsinK to ^1. per arm.

•Architect'* AB.slftant
BoTveyor*' Assi»t*nt .............
•Surveyor

Southampton Corp. ^
Bristol Corp. „ „ „ .

.

Apr
Apr
Hay
d•Inspector of Nuisances ........

Thou marked with an aeterisk (•) ore advertised in this Number. Contracts, pp. Iv. vi. Till. & xviii Publie Appointments, pp.xvi. A xvill.

Kentish Town.— ti and 13, Hartland-rd,, u.t. 33
yrs., g.r. 8/. i6s.,r. 52/ [

Holloway.—43 and 45 Victor-rd., f.

29. 3«> 37. and 39. Yerbury-rd., u.t. 70 yrs, g.r.

3S^.. r. i687.

94. 95. and 96, Yerbury-rd, u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 17!.,

^
Holl<way.rd., a profit rental of 51/., u.t. 33 yrV.

Wood Green.—Alexandra-rd., &c., seven plots of
land, f. ..

By Hepper & Sons (at Leeds).

By T. Martin (at Exeter).

Exeter.—Palace Gate, two residence.s,
grounds, and a suite of offices, f.

By A. F. Hobbs (.it Cirencester).

Minety, Wilts.—“ Moor Farm,” 540. or. z-
Southend Farm,” 13 a. or. 24 p., f. ...[

April 6.—By G. Head & Co,

Hampstead.—Finchley-rd., i.g.r. 877., u.t. 4oi yrs.,

Abbey-rd
,
i.g.r. 97, u.t. 57} yrs.', g.V. nil' ! ! ! !

"

Belsize-rd., i.g.r. 1237 4s., u.t. 57? vrs or nil
Anerley.—Beckenham-rd., i.g.r. 2^87, ’b^j’vTs

g.r. ml ^ ’

i-g-r. 137^- 15s., u.t. e’s's'^s.’, g.

Maryiebone.-^reat Portland-’st.’,'i'.g.r.' I's/.Vu.’t.'g
.rs.,g.r

Kentish Town.—14, Bartholomew-rd.
, u t 61Vvrs

'

g.r. 87 8s., r. 457

By Humbert, Son, & Flint,

Harle.sdcn.-3_4, .Craven Pk., r. 777, and
building site in Bruce-rd., f.

^ 36, Craven Pk., f., r. 557 .'.!!!!!

;£38o

650

By W. W. Read & Co.

Hyde Pk.—9, Norfolk-st., u.t, 5} yrs., g.r. 70/.. ..

Leeds.—31 to 35, Easifield-st., and 9 to to (odd),
Clay-st., f.. r. 72I. 3s.

1,760

s,930

3.050

405

By H. Donaldson & Son.

Peckham.—27, Victoria-rd., u.t. 54 yr.s., g.r. 57,

By C. & H. White.

By W. N. Willoughby.
Dulwich.—39, Lancaster-rd., u.t. 83 yrs., g.r. 157,

Norwood.—150, Norwood-rd., u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. 14/
1-657

By Reynolds & Eason.

77 2s., r. 427
Hackney.

—

3, Grove-passage, f., r. 367 8s
Brixton.—Bengcwortb-rd., i.g.r. of 407, reversion

in 76 yrs
New Southgate.—Goldsmith-i,^., f.g.r.’s of 17/., r

version m 90

76 >TS., g.r,

By J- J- Orgill, Marks, & Orcill

(at Mason’s Hall Tavern).

;£3So

Clapham.—41, Lansdownc-rd., with nursery ground.s
adjoining, u.t. 42J yrs., g.r. i27, r. 557

Binfield-rd., i.g.r. 307, u.t. 44 yrs., g.r. 87
Balham.—High-rd., I.g.r. 247, u.t. 38 yrs

By P. & G. Geen.
Marylebone.—37 and 43, Devonshire-st., u.t. 18

yrs., g.r. 237 6s

36 and 78, North-st., u.t. 25 yrs., g.r. 157 15.S. ..

Edgware-rd.—17, 39, 40, and 45, Molineux-st., f.,

r- J787
Notting Hill.—1 to 7 and it to 18, Snarsgate-st.,

u.t. 7oi yrs., g.r. 677 ros
Lambeth.—95, Stamford-st., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 147 .

.

Spitalfields.— 13 and 14, Artillery-passage, f., e.r.
ioo7

Holloway.— 5, Tremlett-grove,

Bethnal Green.—Ainsley-st.,“ The Camden Head”
p.-h., u.t. 45t yrs., r. 1257, with goodwill . ...

.

Wilmot-st., " The Lamb,”u.t. 38 yrs., r. Jso7,

By Fleuret, Sons, & Adams

(at Mason's Hail Tavern).

Kilburn.—High-rd.. “The Black Lion” p.-h., a
building lease fordo yrs., r. 1507, with good-

Kennington Cross.—" The ^^ite Hart " p.-h., u. t.

'

24 yrs., r. 32o7, with goodwill 25,

By W. Rolfe (at Mason’s Hall Tavern).

Leyton.—Grove Green-rd., "The Northcote ”

p.-b.
,
u.t. 48 yrs., r. 1307, with goodwill 26,

By Beard & Son (at Edgware).

Hendon.—3 and 4, The Villas, f., r. 39/
••

By Langridge & Freeman (at Tonbridge).

Tonbridge, Kent.—32 and 34, Woodside-rd., f. . . .

.

Shipboume-rd., a freehold cottage, r. i87
170a, High-st., f., r. 657 I,

Enclosure of land adjoining r. Medway, 3 a., f.

1, 2, 4, and 5, Charlton-ter., f,, r. 101/ 1,

Hadlow-rd., enclosure of land, 3 a. or. r8 p., f.

April 7.—By H. C. Bicden.
Battersea.— 1, Newcomen-rd., u.t. 70J )nrs., g.r. s7

143 and 14s, Meyrick-rd., u.t. 704 yrs., g.r. io7..
Peclcham-—26, Copeland-rd., u.t. 60 yrs., g.r. 67,

r- 367.

By Mark Hubbard.
Holloway.—Rupcrt-rd., f.g.r. to7, reversion in 674

yis
Rupert-rd., f.g.r. io7, reversion in6gyrs

Kentish Town.—23, 25, and 28, Bartholomew-rd.,
u.t. 514 yrs., g.r. 247, r. 1507 i,

By F. Jolly & Co.

Islington.—34 and 36, Almorah-rd., u.t. 55 >t,s.,

g.r. 127, r. 847
Hackney.— 16 and 20, St. Mark’s Villas, u.t. 69

.
yrs., g.r. 147, e.r. 907

Stratford,—High-st., a freehold building plot- .. . .«
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tonstone,— High-rd., a freehold building plot.

.

resbrook.—2 and 6, Albert-ter., u.t. Ssyrs., g.r.,'

14/. 14s., r. 70/.

By Rutley, Son, & Vine.

Pancras.—0 and 10, Chenies-pl., u.t. 47J yrs.,

^r. 16/., r. 80/.

,
Goldington-cres., u.t. 52J yrs., g.r. 20/.

Idinglon.—25, Shirland-rd., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 10/.,

r. so/.

ckney.— Bishop’.s-rd., i.g.r. 55/., u.t. 4 yrs., g.r.

25/., with reversion for yrs

By A. Stearn.

istow.—367, Barking-rd., u.t. 62 yr.s., g.r. 4/.,

r. 54^-

4, and 6, Kelland-rd., f., r. 46/. 16-s

By. J. F. Stonehewer.
30.—11, Gerard-st.

,
f.

By Douglas Young & Co.

indswortb.—23, Ringford-rd., f., r. 28/.

ttersea.—35, Orkney-.st., u.t. 67^ yrs., g.r. 3/. .

'4 and 26, Arthur-st., u.t. 6oi yrs., g.r. 5/. 4s. . .

.

;3, Orkney-st., u.t. 67J yrs., g.r. 6/.

By Gudgeon & Sons (at Bitterne).

tlerne, Hants.— i to 12, Bitterne-ter., f.

Two plots of building land, f.

By Glazier & Sons.

utting Hill.—140, Portobello-rd.| and
Portobello” Tavern, u.t. 46J yrs., g.'

r. X40/.

•. 28/.

.

55^-

•

9/., r. 50/. .

ighbury.—15

By E. T. Parker.

ristol.—Upper and Lower Arcades, perpetual r
charges of 156/. i8s

April 8.—By Fareurotker, Ellis, & Co.

mpstead.—Lancaster-rd., “ Thornton,” u.t. 54J

'The
50/.,

By C. C. & T. Moore.

lie End.—23 and 46, St. Peter’s-rd., u.t. 33J
yrs., g.r. 6/. i8s., r. 70/.

50, Lincoln-st., f., r. 32/.

epney.—27, White Horse*st., f., r. 21/.

)w.—13, Norman-rd., f., r. 25/.

lie End.—104, Cambridge*rd., f., r. 50/.

i<», St. P.aul's-rd.j u.t. 76} yr.s., g.r. 5/., r. 40/. .

.

hitechapel.—57, Gt. Prescott-st., f., r. 45/.

By H. J. Bliss & Sons.

ackney.—Boston-.st., freehold business premise.s.

47, York-st. North, f., r. 36/.

apton.—Rushmore-rd., f.g.r. 16/. 16s., reversion
in 744 yrs...

d Kent-rd.—Ormeside-st., f.g.r. 6/. 6s. 6d., rever-
sion in 294 yrs

. George s hast.—46, 48, 50, 58, 60 and 62, Red
Lion-st., f.

100, 102, and 104, Red Lion-st., u.t. 31 yrs., g.r.

10/., renewable every 14 yr.s., fine 50/.

:ntish Town.—Kentish Town-rd., ike., i.g.r.

37/. 5s., u.t. 25 yr.s., g.r. ss
dhord.—26 Ranwell-st., f.

By Hamilton & Miaul.
ensington.—76, Ma.sbro’-rd., f., r. 36/. 8s

Hayter-rd., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 8/., e.r.

By Newbon, Edwards, & Shephard.
tekney.—9, Duncan-rd., and i to 8, Duncan-

ter., f.

John's Wood.—34, Alma-sq., u.t. 55 jts., g.r.

„ , 198, Blackstock-rd., f., r. 40/.

nsbury Pk.—23, Marquis-rd., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r.

6/. 6s., r. 37/.

oke Newington.—54, $6, and 76, Newington
Green-rd., u.t. 54! yrs., g.r. 14/.

Jttenham.—7 and 31, Langhani-rd., u.t. SoJ yrs.,

g-t. i4f-

ornsey.— 112, Turnpike-lane, u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 8/.,

r- 45^-

By Stimson ik Sons.

imberwell.—13, Allendale-rd., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r.

5/. 5S., r. 30/.

121, Grosvenor Pk., u.t. 23 yrs., g.r. 5/. 15s.,

« r. 5s^-
Otherhithe.—Mary Church-st., f.g.r. 20/., rever-

sion in 79i yrs
imbeih.—58, Oaklcy-st., f., r. 52/.

ennington.—I, Lucas-rd., u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 5/. ..

Kkham.—41, Avondale-rd.^ f.r. 26/.

2, 4, 6, 10, 12, 14, and 16, King’.s-rd., u.t. 53^ yrs.,

g.r. 28/. 14s. lid., r. 212/.

3, Cicejy-rd., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 6/., e.r. 40/.

176, High-st., u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 20/., r. 124/. ....

alhain.—9, Femlea-rd., u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 8/.,r. 30/.

By Oetzmann fk Co.

:ton.—37 and 39j Straffbrd-rd., f.

Belgravia.—Lowndes-.st., i.g.r. 25/., u.t. 2i4 yrs.,

g.r. 5/., and reversion loi yrs ^75°
Bloomsbury.—Gordon-st., i.g.r. 25/., u.t. 224 yrs.,

g.r. 5/., and reversion 3J yrs 380
Clapham.—118 and 120, Cavendish-rd., f., r. 55/. .. 835
Brixton.—26 and 28, Lyham-rd., f., r. 83/. 900
Penge.—Weighton-rd., &c., f.g.r. 52/. 10s., rever-

sionin65yrs 1,020

Chelsea.—Ives-st., f.g.r. 30/., reversion in 26 yrs. . . 1,125
Sutton.—Linden Villas, f.g.r. 25/., reversion in 60

yr-s 765

By Tuckett & Sons (at Putney).

Putney.—Fawe Park-rd., 6kc., seventy plots of

building land, f. 8,882

Passmore & Cookes (on the Premises).

Paddington.—12, Porteus-rd., u.t. 38} yrs., g.r.

15^- 360

By Edwin Evans (at Clapham Junction).

Wandsworth.—64, East Hill, f., r. too/. 2,360

13, Spencer Park, f., e.r. 90/. 1,200

T4 and 16, Chatto-ro., u.t. 87 yrs., g.r. 10/ 435
Battersea.—69 and 71, Basnet-rd., u.t. 72 yr.s., g.r.

10/. 380
Raynes Park.—25, Amity-grove, f., r. 26/. 275
Surbiton.— 7, 8, 13 and 14, P.nragon-grove, u.t. 97

yrs., g.r. 22/., r. 114/. 870
Wandsworth.—2 to 12 (even), Inman-rd., u.t. 89

yrs., g.r. 37/. los 810

284, Earisfield-rd., u.t. 89 yr.s., g.r. 6/. los 345

April 9.—By Briant & Son.

South Lambeth.—

2

i6 and 218, South Lambeth-rd.,
f.

,
r. 72/. 1 j40o

By Worsfold & Hayward.

Leytonstone.— Forest Drive, f.g.r. 36/., reversion

in 85 yrs 1,01c

By Baker & Sons.

Elstree.—Boreham Wood, “ Gilnockie,” f., e.r. 65/. 850
Warlineham, Surrey.—Landscape-rd., six plots of

building land, about 2 a., f. 833

By Hards 6k Bradly.

Lewisham.—207, Hither Green-lane, and one-third

of an acre, f. 935

By Robert Reid.

Cavendish-square.—104, Harley-.st., and 8, Devon-
shire Mews East, u.t. i64 yrs., g.r. 100/. 2,320

Netting Hill.—45, Clarendon-rd., u.t. 414 yrs., g.r.

12/. los., r. 50/. 405
Dulwich.—35, Croxted-rd., r. 30/., and I.g.r. 4/. 10s.

u.t. 47 yrs., g.r. 9/. 25s
Ealing.—22, Florence-rd., f., r. 76/. 1,000

2i, Florence-rd., f. 900
Florence-rd., f.g.r. 8/., reversion in 73^ yrs 300

By Thurgood & Martin.

Old Bond-st.—No. 16, f., r. 800/. 30,100
Marylebonc.— 153, Whitfield-st., f., e.r. 55/. 725

By E. & S. Smith.

Hammersmith.—22, Masbro-rd., f. 335
Clerkenwell.—31, Tywe-st., u.t. iSjyrs., g.r. 14/.,

r. 45'^- >50
Barnsbur>-.— 17 and 19, Pulteney-st., u.t. 22 yrs.,

g.

r. 42/. 200
Mile End.—62, Mile End-rd., u.t. 32 yrs., g.r.

6/. 10s., r. 52/. 320
142, 144, and 146, Oxford-st., u.t. 19 yrs., g.r.

20/., r. 68/. 283
West Ham.—2, 4, and 6, Plaistow-rd., u.t. 71 yrs.,

g-r. 15/. 365
Leyton.—II, Eagle-ter., f. 280
Pentonvilie.—7, 8, and 9, Metcalfe-pl., u.t. 77 yrs.,

|

g-r. 15^- 375
Islington.—4 and 6, Rocliffe-st., u.t. 41 yrs., g.r.

12/., r. 64/. 500

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold
; _1. for leasehold ; e.r. for

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for per
annum ; yrs. for years

;
st. for street ; rd. for road ; sq. for

square ;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace

;
cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

By E. H. Henry.

imlico.'—106, Warwick-st., u.t. 47 yrs., g.r. 2/. .

.

ewishain.—Honley-rd., 6kc., i.g.r. 112/. 12s., u.t.

73} ^s., g.r. i/. with reversion if yrs
tokc Newington.—Queen Elizat^th’s-walk, i.g.r.

Sjl. 15s., u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 2/.

.ensington.—Reocliffe-sq., i.g.r. 51/., u.t. 53 jts,,

g.r. los.. and reversion 14 yrs
alham.—The Triangle, i.g.r. 12/. los., u.t. 81 yrs.

IIS

Comford-grove, i.g.r. 78/., u.t. 77! yrs., g.r. los.

atton.—High-st., i.g.r. 30/., u.t. 57 yrs., g.r. nil.,

imlico.—Charlwood-st., i.g.r. 32/., u.t. 32 yrs.,

g.r. 5/., and reversion for 8 jts
Warwick-st., i.g.r. 27/. los., u.t. 36! jts., g.r. 1/.,

and reversion 3J jts

415

3,844

760

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greeaheait, B.G.
too Va/e

Teak, E.I....1oad ii/ion il

Sequola,U.S.ft.cu. 1/8

Ash. Canada load
lirch, c

3'S'o

•/‘it4/0/B

/lo/o
5/5/0
0/0/0

i/«5/o

Elm, do
Fir, Dantslc. Stc..
Oak. do.
Canada

Pine, Canada red
Do. Yellow _

Lath. Dantslc.bth «/io/a

St. Petenburg.. 5/0/0
Wainscot, Riga,

&C., log
Odessa, crown....
Deals, Finland
and & iststd 100
Do. 4th & 3rd. .

,

Do. Riga
St Petersburg,

istyellow... . sinvB
Do. and yellow xo/o/o

Do. white ...... 9/10/0
Swedish 9/0/0
White Sea lo/io/o

Canada, Pine 1st to/o/o

Do. do. and .... 14/10/0
Do. do. 3id, &C. 7/0/0
Do. Spruce, ist 9/10/0
Do. do. 3rd and
imd 7/X&/0

New Brunswick 7/10/0

'o/o 4 po

9/a/o

9/0/0
7/io/e

9/10/0
9/10/0
8/to/o

tj/io/o
ii/o/o

16/sc/o

17/0/0
B3/0/0

xo/io/o

TIMBER feoHiinuetiJ,
Battens, all kinds
Flooring boards,

S(}-, t tat prep.

Other quaiitie^
Cedar. Cuba, ft.

Honduras, Sic.

e/9/0 e/r6/o

0/7/6 0/t3,6

b/s/9 0/7/0

Mexlcan^^ do.
Tobasco, do. do,
Honduras, do.

Box. Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio

4/0/0 is^o
»/o/o 14/0/0
i/e/g 13/0/0
eio/* o'l/e

0/0/7 B/x/*

0/0/1 0/0/7

Satin, St Doml^.
Satin, Porto Rico
Walnut, Italian ..

METALS.
Iron—Pig, tn Scot*
land ton t/4'9) 0/0/0
Bar. Welsh, In

London S/rS/o Sitjfi
Do. do. at works

In Wales s/xb/o S/itJi
Do. Staffordshire,

In London S/i5/b i/ie/e
Copper — Britlsb
cake and ingot Sa/s/e 52/15/0
Best selected .. 53/15/0 53/15/0
Sheets, strong . . 58/0/0 so/o/e
Chill bars 49/2/5 0/0/s

Yellow Mtl lb. 4/15-16 f/i-i6

LEAD - Pig,
Spanish _ ..ton tx/s6'3 11/17 6
English com.
brands Xi/17,6 is/s/o

Sheet English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. i3’3,'6 0/0/0

Pipe 23/13,6 0/0/0

Zinc — EogUsb
sheet ton.. 20/10/0 0/0/0

Vieille Mon*
tagne Bi/xo/e o/e/e

Spelter 17/s/o °l°l°
Tin—

S

traits .... 59/15/0 0/0/0

Australian 6i/5'o 61/15/0

EogUsb Ingots.. 63/10/064/0/0
Banca 61/0/0 o/o/e

Billiton 59/>S/b

OILS.

Linseed ton 14/5/0

Cocoanut Cochin 17/15/0
Do. Ceylon 34/0/0
Palm. Lagos >4/ib/o

Rapeseed, English
pale 27/10/0

Do. Blown 27/0/0

Cottonseed ref. .. 25/17/6
Oleine 18/10/0

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3

Do. black ohJt
Tar — Stockholm

bairel 22/0

Archangel oltt/t

Turper.tiie.., .ton 20/12/6

0/0/0

27/is/o
27/10/0

>g/io/e

ol7li-

0/6/6

6/t/j

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us-

not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and

address of the .sender : and we cannot publish announce-

ments ofTenders accepted unle.ss the amount of the Tender

is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is und_er

ijioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BECKENHAM.-For the supply of Guernsey giimite and

Cheibourg quartzite, for ihe Uiban Dlstiici CcuncU. Mr. J. A.

Angell, Suiveyor, Council's Offices. Beckenham

Guernsey Granite. Per yard.

A. & F. ManueUe ^5’

J. Mowlem & Co., Grosvenor Whaif, S.W.* 10

Cherbourg Quartsite. Pet ya

Kent Road Maintenance and Stone Supply Co 13

Coopers, Ltd., King WUliam-sucet. E.C.* 12 '

* Accepted.

BENFLEET (Essex).—Accepted for the election of stable,

coach-house. &C-, for Mr. R. Bowman. Mr. Arthur T. A. Bowyer,
architect, 90, Lradeohall-street, E.C, :

—
W. Swam. South Bcnllect

DEAL'—Accepted for the supply of flint road metal (ij3os cubic-

yards). for the Coiporation. Mr. T. C. Colder, Botoegh Surveyor,

High-street, Deal >— . .

George Burton. Upper Deal - 7s. per yard cube.

ENFIEI D —For erecting a detached residence. London-road,

Enfield. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect. Church-street, Stoke

A*PM«r*'. .£Ii 403
I

Sneuin Bros. & Co .£x.x5°

Gi’bsonBros. 1,370 A. Monk i.«49>

Humphries & Son i|i95|

FARNHAM.—For alterations, &c., at Woikhouse (women's,

casual wards), for the Union Guardians. Mr. S. Stapley, arehttecl.

West-street, Famham :—
. _ . .

Tompsett&Co 343 ^daxd & Sens
340 I

Figg. Famham (accepted).. 37.

HOO (Kent).—For the sumjl

Rur^ District CounclL Mr. r
Granite.

W. Griffiths 13 9 -• >3 ° -
Shmitt&Co.* 10 9 .. 10 9
las. Runnalls i« 9 .. n 9 ••

A. & P. Manuelle 13 0 .. i3 10 ..

j. L. Lyons i Co 13 3 -• x» “ -•

Sommerfield la 11 .. la 8 ..

Bumford xx 3 .. it 6 ..

Surface Picked Flints

G. Naylor 5 5 •• S 5 -•

Tuff i Mlskin, Roches-
ter* - S 3 •• 5 3 ••

Kentish Ragstone.

Bensted Si Son, Maid-
stone* 6 0 .. 5 9 --

Lake “ •• S ‘X ••

• Accepted.

iti
Ip

. 14 5 •• ‘4 3.

ILKESTON.—For the erection of a bakery and wareh^ousc for

the Co-operative Society. Limited. Mr. Ftedenck Srouh. archi-

tect. Stephens-buildings, Market-street, Manchester. Quantities
tect, Stephens-buildings,

by architect

A. Eamshaw ,£1.099

John Manners 980

Birkin & Rowland- 978

LONDON.—For additions and alterations at the JoU>'

Caulkers" public-house, Lower-ioad. Rotheihithe. for Messrs.

Barclay. Perkins, & Co., Limited. Mr. George Hubbard, arcliitecl,

33. Finsbury Circus, EC.
H. Wall & Co £698 10

I

}. R cbaids. ^ £659 '

Balaam Bros 685 o
|
A. White & Co

Scotney & Wootten .... 658 1

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to paperst^mng

works. Chiswick. W. Mr. Edmund M. Bowyer, architect and su.-

veyor. Santon. Rcigate:— .... <-

H.Koffey ,£3.656
1

Holland & Hannen £9.569

T. Adamson & Sons 2.s87lT.Nye a.44'V

LONDON —For completing "Ashmere House,” Brixton. Messrs.

Cooper and Gouldirg, architects:— /, ..e
Read £1,697 Walker •••£1.448

Crist 1,618} EHoughton&Son.Stroud
Mitchell- - 2,478 I

• Accepted, sbghtly modified
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I-ONDON.—For the pufchase of materials for Ihe repair of the

roads and pathsat Victoria Park, for the London County Council
Flints. Hoggin. ShelL

W. Gibbs *6
,

L. Sommerfeld 6 n
W. Griffiths 8

;

STAVERTON.—Accepted for additions to school at Landscove,
Staverton, for the school committee. Mr. C. G. S. Acock, archi-
tect, Totnes:—

Ash & Hill, Totnes and Staverton .£370

SWINDON.—For building a skittle-alley, Asbford-road Club.
Swindon. Mr. R. J. Beswick, architect, Swindon

W. Chambers, Swindon .£202

LYDIARD MILLICENT (Wilts).-Fot the erection ofa hospital

ifor the Cricklade and Wooton Bassett Rural District Counci'. Mr.
R. J. Beswick. architect. Fleet-street, Swindon

H. Flewelling, Wootton Bassett j£Sio

MILL HILL (Middlesex). —Accepted for the Cottage Heme
Scheme of the Linen and Woollen Drapers’ Institution tntst coii-

itractl. Mr. George Hoinblower. architect. London. W.
Mr. William lout. Hendon ^£12.468

WEETON fYoilcs).—Accepted for the erection ofa farmhouse
and outbuildings, Huby. Mr. W. Beevers, architect, 2Si Bond-
‘reec. Leeds :

—

Bricinuorkand Masonry. -~l. & W. Dickinson,
Tunble Great, neat Otley .£372 10 o

yi7i>)i«g-,—H. & A, Thomas, Idle, near Bradford 160 o 0
Mating.—R. Hartley, Idle 61 o o

W. Hemsley & Sons, Leeds .... 26 0 0
P. Mountam & Son, Leeds. .. ... SS 0 0

/'LriMCiV/g-,—G. Thomson, Leeds 12 10 0

PARSONSTOWN (Ireland).—For the erection of a residence,
Kinnitty. Mr. James Kennedy, C E., Parsonstown :

—

James Stone ^£900
|
D. P. Hocter. Parsonstown»,£05o

• Accepted.

WOODFORD.—For building two houses. Malmsbury-road, Wood-
ford, Essex, for Mr, J. T. Gascoyne. Mr. j. G. Needham, architect
and surveyor. Clapton, N.E. :—

L^rence £999 I H. Wells £850
• • 959 I

A. Edwards ;
—.. & E. Evans .

PONDERS END.—For new workshops at Ponders End. Mid-
<ilescx. for the Edison & bwan United Electric Light Company,
Limit^ Mr. Evelyn Hellicar, architect:-
T, Almond & Son £3-932

I
Fairhead & Son £3.548

Stimpson & Co 3.900 w. Cooper 3,399
^erry & Co 3,888 E. W. Newman* 3,397
Wm. Gregar & Son 3,737 |

• Accepted.

WROUGHTON.—For the erection of house, bakehouse, stable.
&c.. for Mr. PhiUiraore, Wroughton, near Swindon. Mr. R. J.
Beswick, architect, Swindon

Lyddington & Selby, Swindon £662

PORTSMOUTH.—For the erection of a board school, for the
Portsmouth School Board. George-street. Auckland. Mr. G. C.
Vemon-Inkpen. architect. Whittington Chambers. Southsea.
'Quantities by Mr. C. W. Ball. Southsea
W. W. Evans £20.600 I W. R. Light i Son £19.794
E. & A. Spriggins 20,132 I K. Cooke 19,580
J. W. Perkins 20,010 I J. Crockerell 19-469
•G. Quick 19,8491 Hall* 19,000
H. Jones 19.797

I

* Provisionally accepted.

PONTYPRIDD.—For the erection of school buildings, Llan
Wood, for the School Board. Mr. A. O. Evans, architect, Post
•Office Chambers. Pontimridd :—
Alban Richard -j
Morris & Thomas 12 964
H. Smith 12,000
Watkin Williams ii.97S
Lloyd Bros 11,800
C. Jenkins & Son rr.75o
Wm. Davies iii737
Arthur Seaton 11.731
Williams Bros 11.685
'Rattray A- Jenkins 11,613

M. Julian £11.444
E. Turner & Son 11.43
D. Evans &; Son 11,38
Cox li Bardo 11.36

J. C. Richards 11.23.
Williams & Ja.Ties 11,07
Jno. Jenkins ro.98
W. Thomas & Co. 10.85
Rowlands <!li; Lloyd 9,90

SHEFFIELD, — For erecting new oremises in High-street
and Mulbery-street, Sheffield. Messrs. Rockton. Gibbs, & Flock-
ton, architects. 15. St. James -row, Sheffield. Quantities
supplied ;

—

R. Anderson £78,948 I J. Bland

i

. Gourly 77, f
- I -

. P. Groome 75,.

—

Cave 67,360

Ash. Son, dr Biggin .... i

G. Lotigden i Son, Shef-
field*

• Accepted.

SNARESBROOK.—For building villa residence at Snaresbrook,
Essex, for Mr. Hariy Jones. Mr. Joseph G. Needham, architect.
«r, Powerscroft-road, Clapton. N.E.

Scott £2,920 J
W. Lawrence £2.133

.. ft? E. Fvan^ -» -^-,0 I ll* I .. „R. & E, Evans 2,298
|
W. J. Maddison

!
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’.e Architecture of our large Provincial

Towns.

VI.—NORTHAMPTON.

u>vi.-jt4-n_j«nORTHAMPTQN is

pleasantly situated

on the southern

slope of a hill in a

bend of the river

Nene, and claims

to have existed

before the Roman
occupation. Of
this direct proof

is
,

wanting
;

but

;re is nothing inherently improbable in

J supposition, and as no one can disprove

;he claim may perhaps pass
;
especially as

; question would hardly, in any case, affect

J present architectural aspect of its streets,

lere are no Roman remains
;
the site is

;t to the north of the first defensive line of

)se invaders, and they never seem to have

:upied it. The history of the town com-

:nces with a record of marauding Danes,

10, notwithstanding its great distance from

:ir sea base, occupied it for tliree or four

its early in the tenth century, and burned

in the course of another raid about a

itury later. Whether the structures they

stroyed, or those which more immediately

:ceededthem, had any sort of architectural

erest we are never likely to know
;
pro-

oly not : there is no record of any building

til towards the end of the eleventh century

en the castle was erected by Simon de

Liz, a Norman adventurer.

‘ The foundation of this fortress,” says

' James Mackenzie,* “is connected with

: history of a bad Norman woman, the

uiitess Judith, daughter of the Conqueror’s

f-sister, Adeliza.” This woman betrayed

the king the part taken by |her English

sband, Waltheof, in a conspiracy of some

“The Castles of England; their Story and Structure,”

30-

of the Norman nobles. Waltheof, who was

Earl of Northumberland, Northampton, and

Huntingdon, was beheaded, and Judith was
ordered to marry Simon de St. Liz, but

refused on account of his lameness
;
where-

upon her husband’s property, including

sixteen houses in Northampton, was con-

fiscated and given to Simon.

This little domestic scandal was, archi-

tecturally speaking, the making of North-

ampton. St. Liz seems to have had the

disease so dear to architects, the building

fever. He not only erected a castle on the

high mound by the river to the west of the

now Royal borough, but, if tradition and

certain chroniclers are to be believed, sur-

rounded the town with embattled walls, re-

built the Priory of St. Andrew, and erected

the still existing churches of St. Peter and

the Holy Sepulclire, besides endowing All

Hallows, now called All Saints, and other

churches with considerable landed property.*

Whether he really did all this, or having

gained a name as a builder was afterwards

credited with some things he did not do, he

at any rate made Northampton a place of

considerable importance and a favourite

stronghold of the Norman and earlier

Plantagenet kings. During the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries the castle was the scene

of many picturesque and historic events, but

in the fourteenth it fell into decay, and
became, like so many others, merely a gaol,

and so remained until 1662 when the greater

part was demolished by order of the king

together with the walls and gates of the

town. The last traces of the structure were
recently destroyed by the London and North-

Western Railway Company, and their new
station, a building of no architectural im-

portance, now stands upon a part of the site.

All that is to be seen at the present time is a

wall next the street, on Black Lion Hill, built

of some of the old stones, and, inserted in it,

a pointed arch of plain squared masonry

* It is sftid he also built Fotheringay Castle.

which once formed the head of a postern

gate.

The approximate position of the old walls

may be detected on merely glancing at a

map of the town, where it will be seen

clearly marked by a continuous line of

streets which runs from the gas works on

the south, past the infirmary on the east, to

the barracks on the north
;
the circuit being

completed by the river on the west and part

of the south sides. At the same time it will

be noticed that the town, exclusive of

detached suburbs, now covers rather more
than three times the area of the mediseval

borough, and that the greater part by far of

the growth has been on the east side,

between the racecourse on the north and
the Billing road on the south. No particle

of the fortifications now remains, and of the

greatest of the other works attributed to

Simon de St. Liz, St. Andrew’s Priory, the

name alone survives attached to a church

built on a part of the site, near the north end
of the old town, in 1841.

The church of the Holy Sepulchre was
erected on the apex of the hill, to the north-

east of the city and only just within the wall

The main piers and a large part of the out-

side wall of the circular nave survive, almost

hidden externally between the later additions

on the east and west (see sketch, fig. 1, for

which we are indebted to a Northampton
architect, Mr. Herbert Norman). The work is

very plain, without any of the rich detail seen

at St. Peter’s, which is, no doubt, the origin

of the suggestion that it was built about

1070, six years before the conspiracy which

gave St. Liz, its reputed founder, the pro-

perty, and a quarter of a century before the

first crusade, which made this form of church

popular, if, so far as France and England

were concerned, it did not originate it. It

seems unquestionable that the many circular

churches of this age and similarly dedicated,

including the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

at Jerusalem erected during the Christian

occupation, derived their form and arrange-
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ment directly from the so-called “Dome of the

Rock,” built by Constantine over the sup-

posed true sepulchre, and not merely in a

general way from the sepulchral edifices of

the lower empire, and that they were expres-

sions of the prevailing idea of the age.

St. Liz was a Crusader, and if he built

this church he probably did so subse-

quently to his return to England after

the fall of Jerusalem in 1099. Perhaps it

was a thank-offering for his safe return : there

is nothing in the work itself to suggest an

earlier date. The columns in the circular

church average about 3 ft. 10 in. in diameter,

and, including the cap and base, are, roughly

speaking, 14 ft. high; the central space is

about 30 ft. across in the clear, and the

surrounding aisle 1 1 ft. Tlie arches, sharply

pointed, and the octagonal wall upon them
are of Perpendicular date and coeval with

the small clearstory windows. The high

tower arch, taking the place of the original

west door, is also Perpendicular, and the

arches to the aisles and to the later nave
Decorated

;
the jambs, however, which carry

the latter are Transition work.

The aspect of this interior, with its eight

great columns, is exceedingly solemn and
impressive, and before the insertion of the

three Decorated windows in the outer wall

the dim light must have made it far more
so. In the massive rubble-built outer wall,

8 ft. up, are the remains of the string-course

under the windows, and some indications of

great interest and suggestiveness. The wall
leans outwards considerably almost all

round, and there are obvious indications

of wide - splayed Norman windows having
been built up

;
but more suggestive still

is a set - off of 15 in. or 18 in. on
the inside, at a height of between 4 ft

and 5 ft. above the springing of the pier

arches, and about the same, distance below
the eaves. It seems clear that the aisle was
originally covered with a barrel vault, spring-
ing above the heads of the semicircular pier
arches (which would have had a rise of about

4 ft.), and probably heavily and clumsily
built. The large windows may have been
built up to strengthen the wall when this

vault began to thrust it out, but without
much effect, and eventually the vault fell, or
was taken down. This must have happened
during the round-arched period, for the
smaller windows which took the place of the
large ones, and one of which remains, are of
that form, and so are those irregularly in-
serted and still existing in the wall above the
set-off, in positions they could not have occu-
pied while the vault remained. That there
was, as usual, a chancel to the church, and
that it occupied the position of the later
rectangular nave, and was of the same width,
is shown by the remains of the original
windows in the north wall above the arcade.
The height of these windows suggests that
the floor may have been originally level with
that of the circular part, and has been raised,
necessitating the steps which now lead from
one to the other.

The length of the chancel is indicated by
the external corbel-table, still to be seen in its
original position in the north aisle : on the
south side it seems to have been rebuilt.
A north aisle was added in the Transition
period, for the responds of the arcade, with
beautifully carved caps, remain. The second
north aisle was built, and the pier and
arches of the nave arcade renewed, appa-
rently towards the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury, but the work is of the poor and clumsy
kind which the men of even that period

were sometimes capable of doing. The
church was equally unfortunate in the

Decorated period, when the south arcade

was inserted or rebuilt in an extraordinary

manner with piers and arches that are

equally ugly, but do not in any other way
accord with one another. Towards the end
of this period, however, the nave arcades

were lengthened by the insertion of a third

arch on each side, and the three arches open-
ing into the round church were rebuilt in a

much better style; it was probably at the

same time that the large windows in

the round church were inserted. The
tower and spire form a very telling

piece of Perpendicular work, on account
of its situation visible from many parts

of the town and neighbourhood : the

spire has the delicate outline and light effect

so especially acceptable in such a feature,

and its lines are cleverly continued to the

ground by well-shaped angle buttresses. Its

appearance is possibly none the worse at a

little distance for the absence of the pin-

nacles, which have disappeared. The north

aisle and eastern bay of the rectangular

nave have been rebuilt, and a chancel with
aisles and organ chamber added by Sir

Gilbert Scott, in a rich and even rather florid

manner. His fancy for parti-coloured

material has found an outlet in the use of

alternate courses and voussoirs of white Bath
stone and the strong orange-coloured Duston
stone of the neighbourhood

;
a combination

not unpleasing in itself, but which contrasts
in a rather too striking manner with the stern

simplicity of the round church. If the

architect of ' the work had not been Sir

Gilbert Scott, some people might have been
disposed to quarrel with the archaeological

consistency of some of the mouldings and
so on

;
but apart from the feeling that it is

perhaps a little “overdone,” no one can
dispute its beauty. Tlie woodwork, some of
which is inlaid, is hardly more satisfactory

than other conscientious efforts to apply early

Gothic mouldings to wooden screens and
stalls, but that only goes to show that most
such efforts are mistaken. The church is

surrounded by a large churchyard, and is

well seen from all sides except the north.

The western exit to Sheep-street is by a good
modern lychgate, the woodwork of which
is rich but rather thin looking.

If St. Peter’s, the other Norman church of
the town, which stands to the south-west of
the position formerly occupied by the castle,

and on the south side of the main thorough-
fare from the west, was founded by the
original Simon de St. Liz, he either did not
proceed far with it, or his work has dis-

appeared. The nave, which is apparently
the earliest work remaining, must, unless we
are much mistaken, have been built in the
first part of King Henry the Second’s reign,

not earlier, that is to say, than 1150. It is

one of the richest examples of Norman work
in any parish church in the country, and in

excellent preservation. The span is about
17 ft., and the length over 90 ft., exclusive of
the tower; the aisles are barely 7 ft. wide,
and parts of their outer walls are, no doubt,
original, though they have been considerably
raised, and are now pierced with Decorated
and Perpendicular windows, and supported
by buttresses of all periods. The arcades
are of eight bays, of which the three at the
east end no doubt always, as now, were

[April 24, 1897.

included in the choir. The first, thir

and fifth piers from the west end a:

clusters, with shallow sections of tl

inside shafts running up through the clea

story, supporting the roof principals, an

dividing the nave into two double ba}
and a single one at the west end. Th
clearstory windows are small, symmetrical!
disposed inside, and worked into a continuoi
arcade outside, the other arches’ bein

blanks. The nave arches bear deeply-ci

chevron ornaments
;
the caps, including th

abacus mouldings, are richly carved, and th

neckings cut into cables of various pattern:

the plain shafts have moulded bands about ha
way up, on which are also cable ornament
It is noticeable that whereas the bande
shafts are built of large drums, the others ai

in small stones, several in each course. Th
long, narrow nave and chancel, all under on
roof, the solid style, and heavy, rich ornt

mentation, produce an effect of stability an
magnificence combined, not attained by th

builders of any other age with the use onl

of rough freestone and coarse workmanshij
The west tower (fig. 3), opens to the churc
by an arch of the full width of the nave—

s

wide that the thick tower walls have had t

be thinned to get it in. It is of three order:

richly carved on the face towards the churcl
like the pier arches; and it is noticeabl

that the jamb shafts do not very well fit the:

positions, that the stone jointing against th

side walls is bad, and that the wall over th

arch projects over the clearstory window;
Outside—apart from the belfry stage, whic
is of a different coloured stone, and c

obviously late workmanship — the indies
tions equally point to the tower havin
been built at a later date than the bod
of the church, and of old materials

; or ths

it has been rebuilt or largely alterec

The finished workmanship of the bande
masonry in the lower part, and the fact ths

it is carried across the ends of the aisle

(which it fits badly)
;
the wider and irregula

spacing of the arcades, which continue thos
in the clearstory

;
the fact that this arcad

is not carried across the west front, but the

the stones of an enriched Norman arch <

three orders are here built in instead
;
an

the detail of the upper arcade, indicatin

another date of work altogether, are a
noticeable. It would be rash to spea!
positively, but it may be suggested that th

nave and aisles were originally one ba'

longer, making three complete double bays
and that by accident or design this last ba'

was destroyed, and the tower built partly oj

the site, the old materials being used up
The arch stones built in over the wes
window no doubt belonged to the orlgina
west door, and the incised band whicl
occurs only on the south side may hav(
been the string over it. Sir Gilbert Scot
took down the Perpendicular east wall o
the church, and lengthened it by about 15 ft.

building on what he held to be the origina'

foundations. He found many fragments o:

original work and used them again with
great skill in a new east wall, designed in a

masterly 'manner in perfect harmony with
the old work. The font is an exceptionallj

charming piece of Decorated work, an
octagonal prism in form, and very similar in

design and detail to the Eleanor cross,

There is a good modern oak reredos framing
a painting of the crucifixion, but Scott’s

screen-work is little more successful than
that noticed at the Church of the Holy
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Fig. Z—Tower, St. Peter's Church.
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Fig. 7.— The County Hall

t stands on a hill about a mile to the south, goodl'qualities of the stone and of the many
generations of travellers on the road. Theof the town in an exposed situation beside

the main London road, and has stood there,
j

only other survival from the Middle Ages
exposed to the weather and the chance of

|

which is of much interest is St. Jolm’s
ill-treatment from mischievously - disposed

1
Hospital, a little oasis, though possibly a

travellers, for just over 600 years. Although
' ’ ' '

erected between 1291 and 1294, it is in the

fully developed Decorated style, and covered
with delicate mouldings and carving. The
top pinnacle with the cross is gone, possibly

broken off by some Puritan iconoclast, but
otherwise the monument is, all things con-
sidered, in a really marvellous state of pre-

servation. The cusps of the niches are much
decayed and two of the principal figures have
each lost a hand

;
but the features are visible

and one face is almost perfect
;
while all the

rich foliage and crockets, the cresting, the
pinnacles and the coats of arms, are still

sharp and clear. Little appears to have been
done by way of repair beyond a little stop-
ping, apparently with Roman cement ; it

damp one, in the architectural wilderness of
Bridge-street. It is said to have been
founded in 1138, but the two buildings of
which it now consists appear to belong to

the Early English period. They are both
gabled structures,^standing one at the side
and the other at the bottom of a little court-
yard. The former, the hospital proper, is

now divided up by a floor and partitions, with
irregularly inserted square-headed windows,
but it appears to have been originally of one
story only, and to have been entered from
the end now, and perhaps originally also,

abutting on the street by a doorway at

present half buried by the raising of the

ground. The Perpendicular windows at the
further end of this building, as well as the

seems to owe its preservation only to the ' west window and door of the chapel, are

insertions; the little turret on the chap
gable is modern, and is quite unworthy i

its position. The only inhabitant at presei

is a caretaker. St. Giles's Church, a lar^

cruciform edifice at the east end of tf

mediaeval town near the walls, though datin

also from the twelfth century, has been j

frequently altered and so badly restore

after the fall of the tower in 1613 that it

not now a very interesting building. S
Gilbert Scott found traces of no less tha

four roofs, including the seventeenth centur

one, erected when a great part of the churc

was rebuilt. His own restoration seems t

have been very partial, and insufficient t

add a modern interest. The chief remnant

of the original structure are the west an

north doorways and the eastern arch of th

tower; the one lancet window in th

sanctuary and the remains of two more ar

most likely relics of the first alteration c

addition. The church possesses a prett;

little Jacobean pulpit.
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The dawn of the Renaissance in North-

mpton is represented by the remains of

.VO houses of tlie Elizabethan period. One
f them, at the north-east corner of the

larket-squarc, bears, besides some inte-

jsting coats of arms, the date 1595; which
lay well liave been that of its erection or

ompletion
;
and it is, without doubt, the one

ouse mentioned as having escaped the

real fire of 1675 destroyed all the

entre of the town. It has plain mullioned

/indows and tliree large dormers with ogee
ables

:
but the front is now covered with a

hick coating of paint, and has, besides, lost

luch of its beauty through the destruction of

lie ground story, in which were a char.ic-

?ristic doorway and bay window, now
eplaced by a modern shop front. The
ither, th.e house known as the Haselrig

Mansion, on the south side of Marefair, the

hain western thoroughfare, is more interest-

ng. It also is of two stories, besides three

iirgc dormers, but is said originally to have

>een longer and to have had five, a state-

iient to which the greater width and impor-

ance of the existing easternmost dormer

fives some support. The setting forward

)f the dormers on heavy corbels is peculiar

ind unusual, and the projection of the door

ind window dressings in front of the wall

ace is noticeable, though by no means
inique; there is no feature one can point to

n proof of such a theory, but the general

ippearance in some way suggests that the

present form and details of the front are not

iriginal, but alterations of an older struc-

ure.

All Saints, the principal church of North-

iinpton (fig. 6), situated to the south of the

^larket-place at the crossing of the main

itreets tiirough the town, was destroyed, with

he exception of the tower, in the great fire

dready mentioned, and instead of the cruci-

'orm Gothic edifice, there is now on the east

side of the tower a Renaissance church with

1 square nave, strongly reminiscent in idea

and detail of Wren's London churches, with

some of the earlier of which it is contem-

porary, having been opened in 1680. The
pendentives of the dome are carried by four

finely proportioned stone columns with

boldly carved Ionic capitals, and the plaster

ceiling, of four elliptical vaults forming

the arms of a cross and four bays with

fiat ceilings in the corners, is, as well as the

dome, ornamented with bold, well-propor-

tioned mouldings and rich modelling in high

relief. The whole design is conceived in the

large and simple manner and pervaded by

the fine feeling for form and proportion

characteristic of Wren and his school, and is

worthy of more appreciation than the town,

rightly proud of its two old Norman
churches, seems able to spare it. The narrow

chancel seems contemporary with the nave,

and has some equally fine piaster modelling

ill the ceiling and good panelled dados of the

same date on the side walls. It lias been

much modernised and spoiled, especially by

injudicious colouring, the insertion of a

sun-light of the usual pattern and an

attempt to decorate the walls in harmony
with the ceiling by cov^ering them with

modelled plaster ornaments, which, how-

ever, have not the scale, nor the relief, nor

the fine form of the original. The
one piece of good modern work is the

reredos. Across the west front stretches a

long portico, which may or may not have

been a part of the first design for rebuilding

—it was not completed until Queen Anne’s

reign—but which adds a breadth and dignity

to the front that would otherwise be want-

ing, and makes it worthy of its important

situation. Tiie inharmonious tracery in the

windows is probably an insertion of the

present century. The arches on the four

faces of the old tower are remarkable
;
they

look as if they must thrust out the angles,

as indeed they have done to some extent,

and one can hardly understand the builders

of the Middle Ages erecting them. The
cornice of the tower and all above it are

parts of the rebuilding.

Another relic of the same period is the

interior of the old Crown Court, at the

back of the County Hall, which has a

modelled plaster ceiling of similar but even

better design and execution than that in

the church, and bolection moulded wood-

work, now quite black, with large raised

panels and ’ little well-proportioned Ionic

columns. The County Hall, facing the

south side of All Saints’ churchyard, is

another building of the same age, said to

have been designed by Sir Roger Norwich,

an amateur architect ; a statement any

credible explanation of which must shear

away its strict veracity. The interior might

perhaps have been the work of a skilful

mechanic, though hardly of a gentleman

amateur
;
but tlie exterior is obviously the

design of an architect of more than average

culture and skill, who knew very well not

only what he wanted done but how to get it

done, for the workmanship is as excellent as

the design is dignified and pleasing. The
building adjoining the County Hall in

George-row, and now used as offices in con-

nexion with it, is probably about a century

later in date, and, some of the details of the

one being imitated from the other, it is easy

to compare the two, and to note the immense

superiority of the older example. The
order used in the later work has three-

quarter columns of a curious flattened sec-

tion, which gives them a ridiculous appear-

ance of being put upon a shelf where they

liave not room to stand. In the rear of this

building is Mr. Edmund Law’s new County

Council clmmber, a semi-octagonal room

with a high oak dado, surmounted by an

arcade above which are a series of rec-

tangular windows and recesses separated by

pilasters, which in the corners become

three-quarter columns. The seats and desks

for the Councillors are arranged in a

semicircle, with a raised dock for the public

behind, facing the chair and Aldermen’s

bench, which occupy the long side
;
a well-

arranged and well-lighted room for its pur-

pose, but the ceiling is, perhaps, too much
cut up by the panelling. In Market-square,

the cornice of the Peacock Hotel and a

couple of well-proportioned Ionic pilasters

on the front of a house on the south side

seem to mark the buildings to which they

belong as having been erected soon after the

fire, and one of the houses at the corner of

Gold-street, now being demolished to make
way for a new bank, was probably of about

the same date
;
fortunately Mr. Herbert Nor-

man has preserved the recollection of it in

the sketch shown as fig. 8.

There are some relics of the eighteenth

century in Sheep-street in several deeply-

recessed doorways with the characteristic

panelled linings, flanked by wooden columns

and pilasters, and surmounted by pediments

—such doorways as are almost always

charming, partly because the details and

proportions are almost always good. The

same class of work, though of a poorer

description, and some of it probably belong-

ing to the early part of the present century,

is to be seen in several parts of the town.

But the best example is a small house in the

upper part of St. Giles’s-street—No. 71—

a

little two-story symmetrical brick building

with deep bay windows, flush frames, quoins,

and a good cornice and doorway.

The Greek revival of the present century
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is only represented by two buildings in North-

ampton—the Northamptonshire Union Bank
in The Drapery, by Mr. E. F. Law, and some
business premises on the north side of Gold-

street. They are both important fronts with

an order running through thefirstand second

floors, and, if not very interesting, are dis-

tinguished by breadth, a fine sense of scale,

and, on the whole, good detail. The Greek
character of the bank is, however, rather

marred by the incongruity of its rusticated

basement and its balustrades. The front of

the College-street cliapel (see lithograph),

built in 1862, has the same general idea in

its design, but is without the refined detail,

and is altogether ratlier “ Palladian ” than

classic. The Corn Exchange, on the Parade,

built in 1850, and the Capital and Counties
Bank (Mr. E. F. Law) next to it, are still

more frankly Renaissance in style, though
there is still the same breadth and scale.

The Corn Exchange has a Roman Ionic

order m afitis running through the upper
floors with a rusticated ground floor, which,

however, is disastrously weakened in effect

by three great arches. The rich frieze and
well-proportioned cornice are carried on
across the bank front, which is the more
satisfactory of the two, owing chiefly to its

more solid ground story. It probably rather

gains by the absence of the order, and the
consequent increase of unbroken wall spaces.

The corn market at the back of the Exchange
building is a large bare hall of no architec-

tural interest.

The principal monument in Northampton
ot the earlier Gothic revival is the little

Roman Catholic chapel of St. Felix at the
north end of the town, on the Kings-
thorpe road, built by the elder Pugin in

1843 in the Decorated style. The details of
the work are not perhaps calculated to

entirely satisfy the critics of an age which
has learnt so much about Gothic architec-
ture since, but it is a remarkable proof of
the mastery which that great leader had
laboriously acquired over a hitherto unrecog-
nised style. The great cathedral church
added to the chapel by the architect’s son
in 1863 is, unfortunately, almost as remark-
able for its lack of feeling. Nazareth House,
the Roman Catholic charitable institution
adjacent, though severe and almost prison-
like in its aspect, is an admirable piece of
work, in strong contrast with the trivialities
of the cathedral, and dependant for its effect
upon the simple and natural grouping of the
windows and large dormers.
Northampton owes by far the most

important of its modern architectural
monuments, the Town Hall, to the Gothic
revival. The eastern part of this build-
ing (see lithograph), which stands on the
north side of St. Giles's-square, close to the
centre of the town, was commenced in
1861 from the design of the late Mr. E. W.
Godwin, and the western part in 1889 from
those of Messrs. M. H. Holding, of North-
ampton, and A. W. Jeffery, of Hastings.
Mr. Holding informs us that while Mr.
Jeffery designed the internal arrangements,
he alone is responsible for the street front!
The building is two stories high (exclusive
of the extra one in the tower and main
gable), and the front, which is extremely rich
in effect, is altogether fifteen bays long, of
which eight belong to the addition. °The
general disposition of the original front is
Italian, and the details are of the early
French character popularised by Burges. It

is perhaps the most successful front of its

class ever erected, and its success is obvi-

ously due to the resourceful expedients by
which Ciodwin succeeded in retaining some
of the best points in his Italian models, and
in finding some compensation for what he
was obliged to lose. The most important of

these expedients are the broad recessed

portico by which the deep shadow is

obtained under three, at any rate, of the

ground floor arches, and the long, strongly

marked, horizontal lines, emphasised by the

bands of orange stone, the Duston stone

which gives so much warmth and variety to

most buildings in the town. The great

breadth of wall space in the upper part

of the Italian buildings was unat-

tainable in our climate, but the many
curved lines of the window heads are care-

fully neutralised by the vertical masses of

the statues and canopies. The projecting

balcony to the centre window, which breaks
the monotonous flatness of the front, though
a small feature, is an important element in

the general success. The carved panels,

judiciously placed under the protection and
in the favourable semi-light of the arch heads
of the ground floor, are stiff and formal in

design, and less decorative in effect than the

fuller and more naturally carved panels of

the later work. The tower is no doubt a
failure; something of the kind was wanted
in the position, but it need not have been so
thin and commonplace. The best feature of
Mr. Holding’s work is the fine broad gable
with flanking pinnacles, a good piece of design
in itself, with which he has, as it were,
echoed the tower. It is unfortunate that it

was necessary to make a second centre to

the front, but difficult to see how it

could have been avoided, or how it could
have been done with less injury to the
general appearance of the building. The
Town Hall itself is in the rear of the three

easternmost bays and is a rather remarkable
room. Lolty, but not very large, it is

almost bare of mouldings and carved orna-

ments, but richly and very successfully

decorated with colour on the bare brick-

work
;

and cleverly lighted by large

circular openings in the lower part

of the roof, which is in two slopes, the

lower one, in which the openings are

forming a sort of mansard. The glass i;

grisaille with a little strong colour intro

duced, and has an extremely rich effect

There is a stage at the north end and ar

organ gallery at the other, both opening tc

the hall by semicircular arches. The de^

coration is graduated from dull and general!}

cold tones and simple forms on the lowei

parts to great richness in the roof, where il

culminates in a fine series of coats of arms
over the windows, surmounted by canopies

and finials which branch out and spread

up to the ridge. The general idea of the

exterior of the building is carried into the

corridors, staircase, and new Council

Chamber, and would have a rather cold effect

but for the large admixture of Duston
stone with its warm tones. Mr. Jeffery’s

Council Chamber is a particularly dignified

and characteristically Gothic apartment, with

arcaded stone walls and a vaulted ceiling.

Next to the Town Hall on the west is a

very successful office front by Mr. Holding in

rubbed brickwork with flush window frames
;

a restrained, well-proportioned example of

the so-called Queen Anne style which even
the tawdry vases on the parapets cannot spoil.

The Stamford, Spalding, and Boston Bank
opposite (see lithograph), is a simple, dignified

stone building of Renaissance character.

Near this, in Guildhall-road, is the Opera
House—a pretty miniature theatre by Mr.

Phipps—with a narrow little street front,

mainly taken up by a recessed portico of

three arches, and in quieter and^ better taste

than is usual with theatre architecture. In

the old business centre of the town are

singularly few buildings of recent date. The
only one that calls for notice is the “ Admiral

Rodney" Inn in The Drapery by Messrs.

Dorman & Stevenson, abuilding with a rough-

cast top story and gables and a very wide
bay window to the first floor. The pic-

turesque elements of the design are well

kept under control, and prevented from

looking too broken up by long, strongly

marked white wood cornices. In Gold-

street the most architectural modern building

is No. 8, by Mr. S. J. Newman ;
a high gabled

front with three quadrant cornered oriel

windows running up throtigh the first and
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narrow windows
;

the detail is of the

Decorated period, and the tracery in the

window heads is a little too crowded
;

the

interior is as lofty in effect as the outside,

and it is altogether a very satisfactory

building.

In the north-eastern district, near the Militia

Stores, is the Military-road school, the best

and one of the most recent of the Northamp-

ton Board Schools. It is a one-story building,

chiefly remarkable for its satisfactory and

symmetrical grouping. St. Lawrence'schurch,

in Duke-street, is a red brick structure with

lancet windows, unremarkable outside but

very satisfactory in the interior, which has a

tinespaciousness to which the lofty clearstory

largely contributes; the aisles are merely

passages, a rather extravagant arrangement,

but generally effective. In the same street,

and not far off at the corner of Newland,

are two new factories by Messrs.

Mosley & Anderson (see lithograph), which

are good examples of the use that may

be made of very simple elements of design,

chiefly in these cases large wooden mul-

lioned windows with elliptical relieving

arches over them, slightly projecting piers, a

broad band of white stone and a cornice

introduced where most useful. They are

evidently inspired by Dutch examples. In

the same direction, but nearer the middle of

extremity. The walls externally are of 1 the town in Wood-street are the offices of

the hard, rough Kingsthorpe stone in 'Messrs. Birdsall & Son, designed by Mr.

hin courses, which gives an extremely Thomas Garratt, a little over full of features

pleasant surface and sense of scale, and it
;
but exceedingly well grouped, in good taste

has well-marked vertical lines and character, and with excellent detail,

with buttresses of good outline, and high, Abington-street is fast becoming the most

second floors, and a good doorway ; with

ighter and more elegant mouldings it would

lave been an exceedingly striking design.

So. 14, at the corner of College-street

Messrs. Dorman & Stevenson), is an

•ffective piece of work with good detail

and well-shaped gables (fig. 5), its balance

rather upset by the very common mistake

of making the angle turret too high and

important. The quiet little front of the

Grand Hotel opposite (see lithograph),

by Mr. Chas. Dorman, is more dignified

and less obtrusive than hotels usually are.

Nos, 47 and 49, by Mr. Pldmuud Law, are

two large glass shop-fronts, two stories

high, with a range of windows and two

large gables above. Such a fa(;‘ade could

not be expected to be altogether satisfac-

tory, but the upper part, crowded though

it is with small detail, certainly has a very

spirited effect. All the western part of the

town, south of Gold-street to the river, and

north as far as building extends, is a region

almost entirely of small houses, relieved only

by a few factories, and the usual allowance

of schools and places of worship of various

denominations. The older buildings of

architectural interest have already been

noticed. By far the best of the recent

ones is St. Paul's Church (.see lithograph),

by Mr. M, H. Holding, at the northern

important one in Northampton, owing to its

being the main thoroughfare to the new
quarter which has grouped itself about the

Kettering and Wellingborough roads. In

passing up it the first building to notice is

the Masonic Hall, a structure of the heavy

aggressively Gothic type of which the world

has rather tired. No. 9, a little two-storied

front in rubbed brick and stone, better suits

the taste of the day, and is a very pretty,

well-balanced production
;

it is a pity the

end windows could not have been kept

further from the corners. The Post Office is

not an inspiring structure :
but in Fish-

street, which connects Abington-street with

St. Gilcs's-street, are two recent buildings,

the new front of the Working Men’s Club,

and the “Fish Inn” (Mr. Fred. Dorman),

that are worthy of mention. The former is

only a narrow strip that owes its success

mainly to the artistic lengthening of the

vertical lines of its first-floor windows

to balance the strongly- marked hori-

zontal band under them
;

but it is alto-

gether very well arranged and detailed.

The “ Fish Inn ” is similar in character to the

“ Admiral Rodney " in The Drapery, and not

much less successful, but the windows take

away too much of the wall surface, and the

angle turret is tall and upsets the balance.

Returning to Abington-street, the most

important building in it, and one of the

largest in Northampton, is the Convent of

the Sisters of Notre Dame
;
an immense mass

of white bricks, in the erection of which,

unfortunately, the architecture seems to have

I

been forgotten—unless the porch is meant
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for a sort of aside to the effect—" Tliis is a

Gothic building.” Goodyear Chambers, at

the corner of Lower Mounts, by Mr. Edmund
Law, has some architectural pretension, and
the new porch and front of the grammar
school is not wanting in merit. At the

entrance to Abington-square (with tlie

exception of the market all the squares in

Northampton are triangles), on tlie north side,

are two new office fronts, the first of which
is a pleasing piece of work and, if compared
with tlie other, is an object lesson in the

festhetic advantage obtained by dividing up
window space. It is almost all window, the

piers being of the smallest, but owing to the

use of mullions and transoms the excess

does not offend the eye as in the other.

At the corner of Abington-avenue a very

pleasing quietly-treated little house is to be
noted (fig. 9), by Messrs. Mosley & Anderson.
In Abington-square, where the roads to

Wellingborough and Kettering part, is a terra-

cotta statue of Mr. Bradlaugh, his coat-tails

appropriately supported by a stump. On the

Wellingborougli-road the only architecturally

interesting buildings are a charming little

mission hall, attached to St. Edmund's
Church (fig. !o), and Messrs. Mansfield's

shoe factor)’. To the former Mr. flolding

acted as honorary architect
;

it is built with
the thin courses of rough stone used at St.

Paul’s and in his other churches, and has
genuine half-timbered gables and richly

traceried barge boards. Inside, the roof is

carried on stone arches instead of principals,

an arrangement which seems a rather useless

affectation. The building altogether is an
extremely satisfactory one but we do not
know that the stone arches have much to do
with this result. Messrs. Mansfield's factory
(Mr. Chas. Dorman) is the most architec-

tural in Northampton
;

in its external
symmetrical grouping and details it ratlier

recalls the Military-road Board school. The
middle block is of two stories, however,
with three broad gables. The style is quasi-
Jacobean. Perhaps the best bits of design
are the neat little detached lodges at the
ends.

At the first corner in tlie Keltering-road,
where it turns towards the north, Mr. Dorman
is erecting a new Unitarian chapel. The
scaffolding has just been taken down, and
reveals a very good piece of design in the
•' flowing " Decorated style, the rich octagonal
bell-turret being especially good. It will be
the best piece of Nonconformist architecture
in Northampton. A little off the road,
just short of the racecourse, is St. Michael’s
Church, by Mr. George Vialls, a low, short,
broad-proportioned, aisleless edifice with
double transepts, in the lancet style, cleverly-
planned for congregational purposes, and not
ineffective internally. Opposite the race-
course are a number of new houses of the
better class, similar in their character and
variety to those now erected in the neigh-
bourhood of all large towns. One or
two of them are good of their kind, but
hardly call for special notice. At the
extreme end of this district is the largest
and most important of the modern churches
in Northampton, St. Matthew’s, by Mr.
M. H. Holding (see lithograph). It has
the same aspiring lines and lofty character
as St. Paul’s, and is faced externally with
the same pleasant rough material, but the
detail IS very much more elaborate and the
window tracery more successful. Internally
the facing throughout is of white Bath stone

which has a somewhat cold effect
;
the nave

and aisle roofs are carried on stone arches
crossing the space from side to side, very
light but still too massive-looking for what
they have to support. Tlie apsidal choir is

vaulted in stone, and there is a vaulted
baptistry under the west gallery. Though
some of the architectural detail is rather

wanting in interest and character the

general effect is very good. The alabaster

altar table and font are good and very
elaborate pieces of work, and the wrought-
iron screens are excellent. In St. Giles's-

street there are some good "Queen Anne”
houses by Mr. Holding

;
one of them, 71A, is

especially quiet and pleasant looking. Along
the Billing-road, beyond the bare uninteresting
infirmary, is another modern residential

quarter where there are a few houses of

some architectural merit, the most interest-

ing being a house by Mr. E. W. Godwin, a

very clever attempt, perhaps the best ever
made, to carry out the great idea of the

Gothic revivalists; that is, to do as the

builders of the thirteenth century might
have been expected to do if faced by modern
problcins. it is notable that the windows
are square - headed and without mullions,

and that there is no gable to the front

(though there is a very high-pitched one at

the side)
;
the main feature is a very high-

pitched hipped roof, with a large chimney
stalk crossing its ridge, and overhanging
eaves cut through by a small dormer, which
has also a hipped roof. Nestling up against
this main block, and intended to balance the

large dormer of the wing on the other side, is

a circular turret, but a small and sub-
ordinated one—not the great aggressive mass
which other architects have used with
disastrous effect in similar cases. One must
not omit to mention the Chapel of St.

Andrew’s Hospital in the extreme west, a
small but very beautiful example of Sir
Gilbert Scott’s style.

The suburbs beyond the river have little

of architectural interest in them beyond
another good church, St. Mary’s, by Mr.
Holding. Northampton is extending mainly
towards the north and east, over the hill,

and the low land on the south and west is

only coming into use very slowly and for

poor districts.*

NOTES.

.

After being taught to doubt
Vitruvius *1 ,

Di-scstabiished. personal existence of
Homer, and to question

whether Shakespeare was the real author of
the plays given under his name, one cannot
be surprised to find that the sceptical
criticism has extended to architectural
works, and that the book ascribed to an
architect of the Augustan era named
Vitruvius is now stated to be a compilation
of the third century fictitiously dedicated to

Augustus. This is the view of a Danish
critic. Professor Ussing, in reference to
which Professor Aitchison contributes a

comment to i\\^ Journal oi the Institute, and
another to the At/miajim, the latter with the
object of inviting the opinion of learned
Latinists as to the evidence of date afforded
by the language and style of ‘‘Vitruvius.’’

Professor Ussing’s strongest point is his
assertion that chapters 19 and 21 of
"Vitruvius” are translations from Atheneus,

The next of this series of articles, on the architecture
ol Leicester, will appear in our issue of June 5.

a writer of the third century
;
we have n

yet had the proof of this
;
but if it is prove

Professor Aitchison suggests the explanatic
that these chapters may have been subs'

quently added to or bound up with t\:

original work. It will be interesting to s(

what Latin scholars have to say on the phil
logical aspect of the question

;
but we a:

not inclined to feel very much faith in Pr
fessor Ussing’s destructive criticism, regan
ing it rather as one more instance of tl

prevalent passion in the present day fi

reviewing old literary creeds of every kini

coupled with the desire of scholars to hav
each a new theory of his own. In th

meantime we may say that there appear t

us to be two points of internal evidenc
decidedly in favourof Vitruvius. One is, tli

unaffected and genuine character of th

reflections in the Introductory chapter
which seem written far too much in earnei
to be the writing of a literary forger acting
part. Another point is, why does Vitruviu:

in speaking of circular buildings in Ronn
omit all mention of so remarkable and pr(

minent a building as the Pantheon ? As w
now know for certain that the Pantheon wa
not (as formerly supposed) the work c

but of Hadrian, this omission of
is quite explained on the received theory c

the date ol "Vitruvius,’’ as the Pantheo
was not then in existence. An architectura

writer in the third century, with his alter

tion chiefly directed to Roman buildings
could hardly have ignored it.

_ By the death of Dr. Vorman Post-
,

Office btephan, the popular Post-
.hiteciure.

jfjagtgj. Qf Berlin, who has been
the supreme authority in all postal matters

in the German Empire since 1870, Germany
loses not only an energetic post-office

manager, but also one who takes interest in

the architectural treatment of the various

buildings erected under his rule. It was
part of Dr. Von Stephan's ambition to have
his Department effectively represented by
buildings of architectural pretensions. The
Italian Renaissance style was advocated by
him for all larger towns, whilst Pomeranian
brickwork was used for the post-offices in all

minor localities. Though much of the work
was done by a special Office of "Works, be-
longing to his Department, he was much in

favour of placing commissions in the hands
of local architects, sometimes arranging
limited competitions. The result of his

work is that Germany has the finest set of

post-offices in the world, not only as regards
practical planning, but also in respect to

their architectural treatment. We may add
that the new General Post Office building at

Berlin, which will be ready in a few weeks,
will contain an Architectural Museum, with
drawings and models of nearly every post-
office in Germany.

The Swedish archaeologist, Dr.

KaE" S. Wide, has been conducting
e.xcavations at Aphidna, in

North Attica, which promise to add an inte-

resting chapter to the history of " Myceneean ”

civilisation. The ancient Aphidna, which
Demosthenes mentions ("De Corona,’’ 238)
as one of the five most important fortified

places of Attica, is a rocky plateau, rising

abruptly out of the surrounding plain to a

height of 365 metres above the sea. It is

known to the modern Greeks as Koroni.
'
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On this acropolis itself are distinct traces

—

pottery and the like—of a “ Mycensan ”

settlement ; but it is a large grave tumulus

below the acropolis that Dr. Wide has

specially investigated. A remarkable feature

of this tumulus is the large number of

graves beneath it which consisted simply

of the huge vases known as “pithoi.”

The custom of burying in pithoi is of course

known in Greece : isolated instances occur

in the Dipylon graves in the Cerameicus,

with vases of the geometric style, also

:at Thoricus and in Corfu
;

but here we
|have the prevailing custom, not the excep-

Ition. The general conclusion as to the date

of the tumulus drawn by Dr. Wide is that

it is contemporary with the Mycenrean
“culture” of the Aphidna acropolis, and

that we have in the pithoi and geometric

wares accompanying them the art and burial

customs of the peasants who lived in the

plains and were ruled over by the Mycentean
princes in the acropolis above.

^ ^

The liimperor has sanctioned

Ari;ti,-coiogical the formation of an Austrian
Insmme. Archmological Institute at

Vienna, to date from January i, 1898. The
purpose of the new institution is primarily

tlie supervision of alt archaeological research

work undertaken by the Government

;

further, the control of all Government
archaeological collections, and the control ol

any subsidised excavations undertaken by
Austrians outside of Government territory.

The new institution is to undertake certain

publications, and to arrange various private

and official journeys, also some studentships,

&c. The Emperor will nominate the Presi-

dent of the Institute, who will fulfil the

functions of a managing director, and there

will be four Government secretaries at his

disposal, two of whom are to be stationed at

Athens and in the East respectively. There
will be a General Council, consisting of the

University Professors ol Archaeology, the

custodians of the Government collections,

and a number of experts and amateurs
nominated annually by the Minister of

Education. This seems to indicate an
awakening on the part of the Austrian

Government to a sense of the value of

archseological studies.

It has often happened that the

Sculpwres.
design on a Greek vase has thrown
light on the interpretation of a mo-

tive in Greek sculpture, but for the first time,

[vve believe, an instance of the reverse process

I

has occurred. A slab from the recently-

I

discovered frieze of the Treasury of Siph-
Inians, at Delphi, has thrown light on a

I

black-figured vase found in the Acropolis at

I Athens, a portion of the design of which had
hitherto defied all attempts at interpretation.

The vase in cpiestion depicted what was
'obviously a gigantic machine, but standing
near a figure with the name Epialtes were
two large black objects something like the
coils of much-inflated snakes, on the nature
of which no archaeologist—French, German,
American, or English—of the numbers who
examined the vase could conjecture the
meaning. 1 his meaning, by comparison
with the Delphi frieze becomes instantly
clear. /Eolus (inscribed) is on the Delphi
frieze holding two great wind-bags or bellows, '

one of which he is in the -act of opening,
and it is these two great bellows that are
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depicted on the vase

;
one is still inflated,

.

the other deflated, hence the difference in

size and appearance. The bellows are

fastened by wooden pincers similar to those

still in use in Germany for fastening the

apertures of sacks. The interpretation is

due to Dr. Hartvvig, who publishes the vase

in the last number of the Bulletiti tie Cor-

responda7ice Hclleniqnc.

In the same number of the

Annquities'at Bulletin appears a brief report
Pylos.

Qf researches made at Pylos

in the grotto variously called by the

names grotto of Hermes or grotto of Nestor.

M. Laurent, of the French School, has

brought to light there a number of fragments

of vase-painting of various epochs, which

promise to be of considerable importance for

the “ Mycenrean ” question. The fragments

are prc-Mycenaean, late Mycenaean geometric

and post geometric. The geometric vases

are not without interest, as it is well known

notliing of the sort was found at Olympia.

The Western Peloponnesos has been, so far,

found singularly poor in Myceiifean antiquities,

and yet we should have expected that, at

least in Triphylia, the Minyans from lolcos

would have left traces of their civilisation.

Towards the west, the extreme points where

Mycenaean civilisation has left traces, are, so

far, the west slope of Taygetos and the

islands of Ithaca and Cephalonia. It is

interesting to note that these Pylos dis-

coveries have been made incidentally on a

journey, the main object of which was to

investigate the condition of Byzantine an-

tiquities in the Morea.

When we find an author com-
Sewage mencing a treatise in favour of

sewage irrigation with the

observation that “ every community . ... is

confronted with practically the same diffi-

culties,"* and concluding it with the state-

ment that “the question is not so much
whether sewage-farming or chemical treat-

ment is theoretically the right way to dispose

of town-sewage, but rather wliether in a

particular case the one method is more
likely than the other to give good results, as

every case requires to be dealt with 011 its

particular mc7'its"* we are led to think that

the author is not very sure of his ground.

The treatise from which we have quoted is,

however, better as a whole than the quota-

tions. It is a reprint of a paper on “The
present status of sewage irrigation in

Europe and America,” read by Mr. H.

Alfred Roechling before the Sanitary Con-

gress at Newcastle in September last.

The author quotes from various authorities

statements in favour of sewage - farms,

and gives plans showing the position

of the sewage - farms in the neighbour-

hood of Berlin and Paris. One of his

authorities is Mr. Allen Hazen, the

Massachusetts investigator, but this is an

unfortunate quotation for Mr. Roechling, for

Mr. Hazen’s testimony is in favour, not of

sewage-farms, but of “ intermittent filtration

through sand," and this reveals Mr. Roech-

ling’sbias: he entirely ignores the question

of purification by means of artificial filters, a

method which—now that the principles of

purification are more thoroughly understood

—is coming more and more into successful

operation. Still, every one will agree with

* Jbe italics are ours.
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the author’s conclusion that “ every case

requires to be dealt with on its particular

merits.”

Contincmal have frequently had
Slaughter- occasion to refer to the erection

of large central slaughter-

houses, combined with meat markets,

throughout Germany, and, to a certain ex-

tent, in Austria and Hungary
;
and it would

appear that throughout those countries the

authorities are fully alive to the advantages

of centralisation outside their towns, when-
ever a good railway connexion is available,

so as to allow for rapid transit to the

retail tradesmen. We have previously re-

marked on the works of this class at

Berlin and at Leipsig, and our German
contemporary, the Zeitschrift fur Bauwescii

recently contained an interesting article

on the new slaughter-houses at Cologne,

from the pen of Herr Rudolf Schulze.

It appears that the establishment in-

cludes thirty blocks of buildings, costing

together nearly 300,000/., and that in this

case a building for the Central Meat Ex-

change has also been added, besides the

usual market, the separate slaughter-houses

for the different classes of animals, the

cooling-rooms, tannery, lard manufactory,

&c. A line of rails, with six sidings, has

been taken right into the enclosure, and

there is ample room for extensions. To those

interested in the question of slaughter-

houses, a visit to the more modern insti-

tutions of the Continent may be recom-

mended, and they will find many examples

both of good planning and satisfactory archi-

tectural treatment.

Mr. W. Whitaker, F.R.S.,

E-ssex Wells, has done good service in pub-

lishing a supplementary account

of Essex well - sections*, which is very

superior to any that has preceded it. In ad-

dition to the usual information as to the nature

and correlation of the geological deposits

passed through, we find several interesting

comments on the quantity of water obtained,

together with several chemical analyses, and

at least one result of bacteriological exami-

nation. But we are not satisfied. In the

first place, sufficient attention is not always

paid to locating the exact site of each well.

Thus, “A little northward of the church,"

“ Sir W. Gilbey's fruit farm," “Station-road,”

“ Perry’s farm,” and the mere mention of the

village in which the ivell occurs, is hardly

enough. No doubt on visiting the dif-

ferent localities it would not be difficult

to find each well; but it would be

far more useful if each site could be referred

to a particular plot ol land as defined, and
sometimes numbered, on the 6-in. maps of

the Ordnance Survey. The term “farm”
often applies to a large tract of country, and

in view of the frequently undulating and

hilly districts which might be comprised

within it, the height of the orifice of the

well above O.D. (an important matter in

estimating the thickness of the uppermost

beds to be passed through) should always

be indicated. Tiien, again, the chemical

analyses given might be interpolated more

frequently even though the information was

not supplied by the person who communi-

cated the analysis to the author. Neverthe-

less, although the account might be im-

proved upon in several ways, engineers

' “ ^sse.v Naiuralifst,” Vol. ix., pp 26^-190-
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are very much indebted to Mr. Whitaker for

what he has done, and it is to be hoped,

now that he has retired from the Geological

Survey, that he will be able to find more

time to collect and publish similar (if not

improved) details concerning the water and

well-sections of other counties
;
but we trust

they will not be buried in the " transactions
”

of small local societies.

At the Society of Fine Arts

are the new collections. The
Fine Arts, ^.^ter colours and paintings of

“ Landscape and 1-agoon " in England and in

Italy, by Mr. Graham Petrie, show a fine

sense of effects of colour and light expressed

in a very broad free style of execution.

Among the English scenes, “ Showery

Weather, Fittleworth ” (13) is one of the

best, remarkable especially for a very fine

sky. Though there is no detail to speak ol

in any of them, architecture is well treated

in several of the views, especially in “ A
November Morning, Venice ” (50), a corner

of the amphibious city, in which the various

tones of the buildings are admirably real
;
and

in “ Rome from the Corsini Garden ’’

(3) St.

Peter's, yellow in the sunshine, sparkles in the

distance between the dark stems of trees

in the foreground. " Winter in Venice ” (60)

shows Venice in rather a new light, and

looks cold and dreary enough. “The
Euganean Hills from Venice” (6S) is a fine

bit of atmospheric effect of sea and sky.

There is much to enjoy in the whole collec-

tion, which exhibits a great deal of original

talent. Mr. C. H. Shannon’s lithographs and
drawings in red and black chalk are in some

cases almost too slight for exhibition—only

that it is becoming the fashion to exhibit

mere scrawls of this kind. Some of the

studies of nude figures, such as “ Mini-

strants ” and " Shell-gatherers,” which are

meant to be idealised and poetic, have a

partially ludicrous effect owing to the starved

and angular character of the figures. The most
completely successful sketches are some of

the more realistic and prosaic examples

;

“ L’homme an manteau,” for instance (why
this affectation of French titles ?), a half-

length of a seated figure in a cloak, and
" Lc Fumeur,” a figure of similar character

;

both these are admirable. The collection

is a rather odd mixture of cleverness and
eccentricity.

1 %

3llustratton0.

NORTHAMPTON ARCHITECTURE.
HE lithograph plates this week illustrate

various buildings in Northampton, and
are nearly all referred to in the leading
article in this number, on the architec-

ture of Northampton.
We are indebted to Mr. Holding for the loan

of an excellent drawing of the Town Hall, of

the later portion of which he was architect,
and also for his drawing of St. Paul’s Church.
The other illustrations include the same archi-
tect's St. Matthew’s Church (from a photo-
graph)

;
Mr. Charles Dorman’s verv quiet and

pleasing design of the new wing of St. Andrew’s
Hospital

;
Mr. W. Hull’s classic design of

College-street Chapel
;
two characteristic ware-

houses by Messrs. Mosley & Anderson
;

Masonic buildings, by Messrs. Ingman & Shaw ;

the Grand Hotel, and the Stamford, Spalding,
and Boston Bank, by Mr. Charles Dorman, and
some new premises in Gold-street by Mr. S. J.Newman

;
the latter the only entirely new

building in the collection.

Some other buildings, old and new, are also
illustrated by sketches printed along with the
leading article.

COMP'El'ITIONS.

Technical School, Bootle.—At a recent

meeting of Bootle Town Council, Alderman
Johnson submitted the report of the Pk-ee

Librarv and Museum Committee on the new
technical school, and moved resolutions fixing

tlie corner of Balliol-road and Pembroke-road
as the site for the school, sanctioning lb, 800/.

as the expenditure to be incurred for building

and furnishing, authorising the obtaining of

competitive plans at premiums of 50, 30, and 20

guineas for the three best, and authorising the

engagement of an architect to advise on the

plans. Ccnmciilur J. J. Mack seconded, and the

resolutions were carried.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
SPRING VISITS :

THE UOYAL I’ALACE HOTEL EXTENSION. E;TC.,

Kl'.NSlNGTON.

The fifth visit of the session* was paid to

the Royal Palace Hotel Extension, High-street,

Kensington, by permission of the architects,

Messrs. Legg & Son.
The new portion of the building visited com-

prises, chiefly, large ballroom and banqueting
hall, the upper part being devoted to additional

bedroom accommodation for the hotel. The
ball room is situated on the ground floor,

and is approached through a small entrance
hall, the men's cloak room being in the base-

ment and the ladies' on the first floor
;
the room

measures 74 ft. long by 4S ft. wide, and will be
one of the largest dancing-rooms in London.
The lower part of the walls is panelled in light

oak, and tlie upper part covered with modelled
fibrous plaster, whicli will be decorated in

white and gold. The chief point of interest is,

perhaps, the floor, which is supported on steel

springs to add to the spring of it for dancing
;

the floor is of wainscot oak laid on joists in the
usual manner, and these rest on long beams,
the ends of which are bolted into an iron
crutch, which is supported on either side by a
strong spiral spring 3 in. in diameter, and b in.

long, fitting into a circular sinking in the crutch,

and also into another iron casting resting on
the concrete floor. There is sufficient space
allowed for the bearer to spring an inch ;

an indiarubber stop is inserted to prevent any
jar, and indiarubber stopping is also placed
between the outer edge of the floor and the
wall to make a tight joint. On the first floor is

a lounge, and the haiiqueting hall is situated on
the second floor

;
tliis is bo ft. long by 34 ft.

wide, and is placed over the exact centre of the
ball rodtn, the latter being lighted by curved
skylights on either side

;
the whole of the

weight of the banqueting hall being carried on
steel girders 2 ft. bin. deep, which are curved
to follow the line of tlie cove of the ceiling

under a decidedly daring piece of construction,
the dead weight on each girder being over
100 tons. The decoration of the hall is similar
to the ball room. The walls of the main stair-

case and lounge and rooms adjoining are to he
covered with Japanese paper of a very tine

design. The building is warmed throughout
with hot air, heated in the basement and carried
by means of flues to gratings at sides of floors

of rooms. Externally the building continues
the treatment of tlie hotel, hut the lieight tf it

has been considerably reduced, owing to rights
(jf light of adjoining property.
A visit was afterwards paid to No. 27, High-

street, Kensington, to inspect some shop
premises and small flats being erected from the
designs of Messrs. Banister Fletcher. The
premises consist of a show room on the ground
floor and basement, and residential flats above.
The open timber roof to back of show room is

execuied in “ Columbian Pine,” being better

adapted to carving
;

it can also be obtained
of sufficient size for long columns. The floors,

stairs, and partitions throughout are of breeze
concrete, composed of pan breeze from electric

' works, and Portland cement, mixed in the pro-
portion of three to one. The partitions are
only three inches thick—a great economy of

space. The staircase has tile risers, fixed to a
mastic composition, and teak treads. The
window openings are fitted with N.A.P. steel

casements, and are arranged to open either in

or out.

Externally the front has a large bay window
resting on the architrave of the shop front, the
main wall being kept back to allow for bal-

conies on the upper floor, and also for tile

- The publipation of this account has been unavoidably
delayed.

panels on the return walls. Lawrence’s brickj

have been used, with Ketton stone for the

facings, which, although rather coarse in grain

for carved work, will resist the effect of the

London atmosphere. The visit, although not

so well attended as on previous occasions, was
of decidedly an interesting character.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Livekpool .Architectural Association.—
At the seventh ordinary meeting of the present

session of the Liverpool .Architectural Society

a paper was read by Mr. AV. Henman,
entitled “Hospital Construction,” which was
illustrated by working drawings, &c. Mr.
Henman said that hospitals and infirmaries

might be regarded as health manufactories,

and tlie arrangement of their plan should, as

ill ordinary manufactories, be principally con-

sidered with a view to the perfection of the

work carried on. The great disadvantage of

the pavilion system was the distance of one
portion of the buildings from the other, en-

tailing exceptional labour in supervision and
great cost in building. If thorough ventilation

could be otherwise secured, then the buildings

might be more massed together and the cost

reduced.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Tech-

nical College.—The aiiiuuil spring visits in

connexion with the Architectural and Building

Construction Classes were made a few days
ago, the places selected for special study this

vear being Kcliiiburgh and Ciicster. The visit

to the former city took place on the u;th iiist.,

when a party of about thirty students was con-

ducted by Professor Gourlay, who had made
arraiigemcnts for studying the more iiiipoiiant

works of arcliitectural interest—ancient and
modern—in Edinburgli, including St. Giles’s

Cathedral, St. Mary’s Cathedral, St. Margaret’s

Chapel in the Castle, and the McEwan Hall,

while the Museum of Science and Art received

much attention in respect of its interesting col-

lection of architectural and other remains. The
visit to Chester was made by a party of ten

students under the guidance of Mr. James
Lodiliead, and extended over four days, which
time was principally spent in studying by
sketching, measuring, and photographing in

and about the Cathedral, St. Jolin’s Church, and
the numerous half-timber houses and fronts

with which the city abounds, and of which the

time at disposal only permitted too brief an
examination.
Sheffield Society of Architects anl

Surveyors.—The annual general meeting ol

this Society was held 011 the 13th inst. in the

Library at the School of Art, Mr. Charles Had-

field, the President, in the chair. Mr. C. J

Innocent (hon. secretary} read the tenth annua:

report of the Council, which stated that th(

membership had continued to increase. There
are at present 34 Fellows, 37 Associates, u
students, 5 honorary members, and 18 laj

members, making tlie total number of memberi
108, as against 103 at the end of the previou;

year. The Council record with regret the

death of Mr. James Hall, who has been i

fellow of the Society from its coininence

mciit. The ordinary meetings have beet

exceptionally well attended throughout th<

session, and very able lectures liave beei

delivered by Mr. J. D. Leader, F.S.A, (hoiiorar

member), on “.A Study in Domesday
;

” by Di
Sorbv, F.R.S. (honorary member), on “Tin
Structure and Durability of Building Stones am
Bricks

;

” by Mr. Beresford Pile, on “ The Stud;

of Architectural Design,” by Mr. John Slater, 01

“ The Buildings of the Ancients
;

” and by Mi

J.
B. Mitchell-Withers, on “ .A Tour in Holland.

Professor Ripper, principal of the Shefliel'

Technical School, has made a number of test

of bricks at the request of the Council of th

Society, and reported fully upon them. Th
Royal Institute of British Architects made
number of elaborate experiments in hrickworl

to the expense of which the Sheffield Societ

contributed
;
and samples of the bricks used i

those experiments were sent down, and the

were carefully tested by Professor Ripper, i

comparison with a number of local bricks i

several makers. The report was read on tf

same evening as Dr. Sorby delivered li

lecture. The members of the Society had
very enjoyable excursion in June last to AUen
worth Woodhouse. where, by the kindness <

Earl Fitzwilliam, the family apartments ar

the kitchen offices, cellars, stables, gardens, &(

(

were all open to the visitors. The new churc

and the old church were inspected, also tl

mausoleum, with its sculpture by Nolleker
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The “ White Hall," Berlin Castle : original plan.

a. The " White Hall.” I c. The Gallery.

h. The Queen’s Chamber.
[

e- The Grand Staircase.

The “ White Halt," Berlin Castle ; as remodelled.

A. The “ White Hall.” I C. The Queen’s Chamber.
B. The new Ante-room.

|
D. The Gallery.

E. The Grand Staircase.

April 24, 1897.]

.rraiiKcments are in progress for an excur-

on to Chatsworth in June with special

icilities. Anotlier competition in school board
/ork has produced some dissatisfaction, and
le Council of the Society has presented some
jggestions to the Sheffield School Board on

le subject of competitions. A deputation,

onsisting of Messrs. C. Hadfield, E. M. Gibbs,

nd C. J. Innocent, was courteously received

V the Chairman of the Board and the Chair-

ian of the Buildings Committee, who promised
lat the suggestions should have consideration,

t is not yet known to what extent they may be
dopted. There has been a competition for a

ublic building in the city in which members
f tlie Society who are in practice were
ivited to compete. The subject was a fire

rigade and police station in West Bar, and
le Corporation appointed three assessors,

i/.., Mr. C. Hadfield (President), Mr. E. M.
ribbs (ex-president), and Mr. C. J.

Innocent

ion. sec. and past president), who have pre-

•arecl the instructions to tlie competitors, and
nho are now engaged on an examination of the

lesigns submitted. A suggestion has been
aadc that the Society should join other allied

ocieties in the employment by the Institute of

. lecturer to give a series of lectures to the

tudents of each society in preparation for the

ixamiiiation, and the Council have expressed

heir willingness to join in the scheme. Tlie

[uestion of the election of Fellows of the Royal
nstitute of British .‘Architects has been very
arefully and repeatedly considered by the

'ouncil, at the request of the Institute, and some
if the recommendations have been incorporated

11 the scheme which has been adopted. It has
lecii decided to join the Royal Institute of

iritish Architects and its other allied

ocieties in an address of congratulation

0 her most gracious Majesty the Queen on
he attainment of the sixtieth year of her reign,

rhe statement of accounts was read, and showed
1 balance in hand of 43/. 7s. 6d. This statement
ind tlie annual report were unanimously
idopted. Mr. Mitchell Withers and Mr. E.

.Vinder, jun., were then elected scrutineers for

he election of officers, which resulted in the
ollowing elections :—President, Mr. R. W.
^'owlcr

;
vice-president, Mr. J<>seph Smith

;

reasurer, Mr. F. Fowler
;
honorary secretary,

Jr. C. J. Innocent
;
Council, Messrs. A. Smith

Denton, H. W. Lockwood, W. F. Hemsoll, T.

.Vinder, and W. C. fi'enton. A vote of thanks
cas passed to the retiiing oflicers for their

ervices during the past year.

PHE “WHITE HALL,” BERLIN CASTLE.
The principal Court festivities in connection

eith the recent anniversary celebration at

Berlin were held at the historical “White
dall ” in the Royal castle. This hall, like

nany other parts of the castle, has been the
ubject of constant attention by the German
iinperor, who is gradually remodelling that

>art of the block which is devoted to recep-
ions and his private apartments. The altera-

ions to the “ White Hall ” are those which are
)f the greatest architectural importance. It

viil be seen from the plans that the improve-
nents on the old arrangements have been
nalerial. quite independent of any alteration in

he architectural treatment of this part of the
luilding. The old “White Hall” has practi-

rally been enlarged, its principal staircase

iltered, a large ante-room added, and a better

communication obtained to the picture gallery
;

here have also been improvements in regard
o the general service in this block.

The works were of a most difficult nature,

iiitailing the breaking down of enormous
nasses of old brickwork, and the foundations
(ave a good deal of trouble. Altogether the
various alterations may be considered to have
ipre.'id over four years, and they are not yet
complete, as much of the work that is intended
o be in marble has for the present been done
n plastering or woodwork, so that the hall can
ie used. As to the architectural treatment of
he hall, it represents the taste of the “Berlin
ichool ” some ten years hack, and is Acude-
nical and uninteresting. The Court Building
Department practically acted as architects, but
nuch of the w'ork, particularly in respect to
he decorations, was entrusted to the Court
uxhitect, Herr Ihne.

School, Dexny, Stirling.—Denny new public
chool, erected at a cost of about 7,000/., to accom-
aodatc 526 scholars, WTis opened on the 13th inst.

Ir. Mitchell, Coatbridge, was the architect of the
chool.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

Mr. Sidney Straker, London, sends us his

catalogue of oil motors for road vehicles. He
has hit upon a good idea in proposing to

supply coach-makers with motors, leaving

them to supply the vehicles themselves. We
have not seen any of the motors at work, but

from the somewhat scanty details furnished,

we gather that they possess the same disquali-

fication which other motors of this class possess,

viz., want of balance in the reciprocating parts.

An oil engine, even when bolted to a solid bed,

is not by any means free from vibration, and it

is therefore a matter of wonder to us how, in

a motor carriage, where the engine is mounted
on springs, any degree of comfort can be

expected, and it is in this direction of balancing

that the only hope of general utility lies in the

future. As regards the noise of exhaust, Mr.

Straker uses on the exhaust pipe what he
terms “silencers,” which consist of two small

cylinders with partly-closed ends, connected by
a short piece of tube, which are claimed to

reduce “ the shock of explosive engines to a

noiseless state without creating hack pres-

sure.” The motors are made either to work
with light or heavy oils. In the latter case

we presume the question of smell would not

be so obtrusive. .A. four-horse power double

cylinder engine works at 400 revolutions

per minute, with a variation of 30 per

cent. Its weight is 200 lbs., and that

of the circulating water from lOO to
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180 lbs. The ignition is by means of elec-

tricity. Mr. Straker states that the engines
now put forward are the result of over two
years' e.xperimenting, and tliat they have been
proved “to he entirely suited for road trac-

tion.” If this is so, we congratulate him, as
they must be very much in advance of anything
we have yet seen in the streets of London.
Messrs. Kirchner & Co., London, send us their

December catalogue of builder's, joiner's,

and cabinetmaker's wood-working machines.
Apparently these are of German make though
the name of the place of manufacture does nut
appear anywhere. The machines described
are of considerable variety, but we do not
notice any very great novelty or superioritv as
compared with machines made in this country
for similar purposes. Of the tools illus-

trated, perhaps the best are the molders for
panels and spiral work. Xo prices are
given, so that we cannot compare them
with those of our best English makers.
In a recent notice (March b) of trade catalogues
we observed that Messrs. Line & Son did not
appear to employ known decorative artists to
design their papers. They draw our attention
to the fact that on a separate page they
state that the catalogue includes designs by
Messrs. Voysey, Koumiss, Hrophy, Ratley,
Willco.v, the late .Arthur Silver, and other
eminent designers. We had not noticed that,

but our point was that the designer’s name
was not given in connexion with the separate
designs, as we think it should be.
Messrs. Havward Bros. & Eckstein send
us their new catalogue of various forms of
prism lights for basements, which are well
known

; the catalogue also includes illustra-
tiiDns of mixed- tile and lens lights, arranged
so as to present a decorative appearance

: con-
crete face pavement lights

;
stall-board lights,

patent cellar flaps, self-locking coal plates, &c.

(TorresponDencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE K.I.R.A. ELECTIONS.
Sir.—The list of members ofticially nomi-

nated to serve upon the Council and Standing
committees of the Institute has just been
issued.

Oil the four committees there are sixty-four
positions to he filled up, and for these no less
than sixty existing committee-men are self re-
nominated. This is unfair to those who wish to
take their turn, and contrary to the best
interests of the Institute.

There is, unfortunately, a tendency causing
members of the Institute to vote for those can-
didates who have asterisks before their names
in the balloting lists, these indicating existing
members. Stili more unfortunatelv, not one-
fourth of the members trouble to vote at all,

probably on account of those repeated self re-
nominations which tend to keep out a reason-
ably fair proportion of new men and fre.sh
ideas. Surely it should be compulsory that a
few. each year, of office holders should not be
eligible for re-election, that others mav have a
chance.

\\ ith regard to the Council, matters are even
worse—the President, Vice-Presidents. Secre-
tary, and Members of Council number twenty-
four persons, and no less than twenty-three of
these gentlemen have (ofBciallv) re-nominated
themselves for election

; therefore, having in
view the manifest advantages of the asterisk
prefix, there is but little prospect that the new
names will appear in the new Council.

If all the members throughout the country
would take the trouble to vote, the result of the
elections might tend to bring new men in, who
would restore the Institute to its former condi-
tion of prosperity.

Altliough the inc<une of the Institute is vastly
gi eater than when I joined it, more than twenty
years ago, yet its publications are now not to be
compared with what were given in the past ;we used to have a yearly, handsome, and
large volume, beautifully illustrated

;
but now

merely a fortnightly jinirnal, with a liigher
price marked on its outside cover than its
contents usually warrant.

Ax Architect From York.
Loudon.

THE LATE MR. C. CHALOXER OGLE,
ARCHITECT.

Sir,—

T

iie correspondent of the Dailv News in
Thessaly, in a letter from Yolo, states tliat “a pro-

niinent street in that town bears to-day the name of

Charles Ogle, in grateful memory of the heroic

death of an English war correspondent, who was
killed with the insurgents.”

This statement is erroneous so far as Charles Ogle
is concerned, and does his memory an injustice.

Charles Chaloner Ogle Avas a young architect of

great promise, who, while travelling in Greece for

tile purposes of study, was appointed special

correspondent of the Times, and while acting in that
capacity was murdered by the emissaries of .Amouss
Aga, a major in the Turkish -Army, and Chief of the
Police in Thessaly (which was .at that time under
Turkish rule), between Volo and Macrinitza, at the
latter end of March, 1878.

It is true that the Turkish authcirities. before they
were taxed with the murder, endeavoured to show
that Mr. Ogle had taken part in the insurrection,

and even went to the length of placing a musket in

his dead hands to encourage this belief ; but it wa.s

conclusively proved at tlie time that Mr. Ogle left

Volo for Macrinit/.a with no other arms than a light

switch, and that lie was alone. Mr. Delayanni.in a
letter to Mr. Gennadius, printed in the Times of

April 4, 1878. writes ;
—“ Le correspondent du Times,

Mr. Ogle, etait parti sans arnics de Volo jeudi soir

pour Macrinitz.a. Trois jours apres les chefs
ittninaiies envoyereiit ;i Hobart Pacha son passe-

port, en lui nntiliaiit que son endavre avail ete

trouve :i Macrinitza avec un fusil entre les bras ;

mais on a tout lieu de croire que Mr. Ogle .a ete

assassine par les irreguliers d’Amouss Aga. auquel
quelques jours auparavant Mr. Ogle avail adressc
dcs vives remonstrances pour les massacres de
Boulgareni. I! est certain que Macrinitza etait

occupe par les Turcs lorsque Mr. Ogle s’v rendit.”
.Aniouss Aga treacherously lured ten of the head-

men of Macrinitza into his camp by a promise of
protection, and basely murdered them. Mr. Ogle
describes in one of his letters to the Times that he
had seen the half-burned bodies of the murdered
men and had told Amouss Aga to his face wliat he
had seen. This imprudence, there seems to be little

doubt, cost Mr. Ogle his life.

I have no wisn to detract from Mr. Ogle's merit,
who fell as heroically as if he had died on the battle-
field

;
but it is due to his memory that he was mur-

dered by the Turks, and that he was not killed, as
stated by the Doily News correspondent, with the
insurgents. JOHX Hebb.

*** The above was written for insertion in our
columns last week, but arrived too late.

JTbe Stubent’s Column.

SPECIFIC.ATIOXS.—XVII.
PLASTERER.

a
-

.VTERIALS, — All laths to be of the
thickness known as “ lath and hah,”
rent out of sound Baltic fir, butted at

joints, with joints frequently broken, and well
nailed with galvanised iron nails. (If any
special patent lathing is to be used, specify
tluis) :— Lathing throughout to be “Jhilinir”
patent rKetal lathing to be obtained from Hay-
ward Bros. & Eckstein, and nailed in accord-
ance with the instructions of the patentees with
wire nails not more than 3 in. apart.

The lime to be fresh well burnt stone lime (or

chalk lime if allowed), free from cinders, and
to be run into putty at least one month before
being used.
The sand to be clean and sharp and to be

washed if required. Hair to be sound, long,
black, ox hair, well beaten up when dry and
thoroughly incorporated with the mortar.

Coarse Stuff.—-Coarse stuff to be composed of
three parts by measure of sand to one part of
lime, and 9 lbs. of hair to be added to every
yard cube.

Floafiiif^ and Scitiiii^ Coats.—The floating
coat to be two-thirds fine stuff and one-third
sand. Setting coat to be of fine stuff. The
pricking-up coat is to be carefully tested with
plumb-line and straight-edge, and all depres-
sions properly brought up to level of the
surface before the floating coat is laid on. The
floating coat is to be laid and worked from
carefully-prepared screeds.

Ceilings.—The ceiling of to be
latli, plaster, and set, all the remaining ceilings
to be lath, plaster, float, and set.

lT'ti//s.—All inner faces of walls and half-
brick partitions to be render float and set,

and all quarter partitions lath, plaster, float,
,

and set. The plaster to be continued behind
skirtings. Walls of to be finished
with dinged surface.

Angles.—Put rounded angles in Keene’s
cement to all salient angles internallv.

Cornices and Mouldings.—The cornices and
mouldings to be run in gauged stuff, composed
of four parts putty to one part plaster of Paris.
The cornices in to be in. girth. (Give
a list of q|l the cornices for the various rooms,

'
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specifying the girth of each. If any are t

have enrichments, particularise them, and giv
p.c. price per foot run for the enrichments
All moulded plaster-work to be executed i

accordance with the architects’ full siz

details, and the mouldings are to be run fror

sharp cut zinc templates. Wherever requirci

by the mouldings, the plastering is to be dubbe^
out, or angles roughly cut off brickwork as ina

be necessary.

Portland Cement.—Run the skirtings i

Portland cement, finished with bold Toru
moulding. (Specify any further work ther
may be internally in Portland cement, as, fc

example, apron round the sinks.)

E.vtcnial Plastering. — External plasterin
may be carried out in Portland cement, lim
stucco, or in rough cast. For external plastei

ing a quick setting Portland cement is desii

able, weighing between 90 lb. and 100 lb. pe
striked bushel, as quickness of setting is usiiall

more desirable than great ultimate strengtl
It is generally advisable that Portland cemer
work should be completed at one operatio
rather than in successive coats. Specify th

situation where Portland cement work is to b
used and the surface with which each is to b
finished. When Portland cement is laid in

number of coats it is absolutely necessary tht

each successive coat should be laid on befor
the previous coat is dry, and this must be we
scratched to form the key. The brickwor
should be we.l wetted before the first coat i

applied.
TrenveUed Stucco.—Tliis is intended to pre

duce surfaces which can be subsequentl
painted and a smoother face is therefore r(

quired. It should be specified tlius :—Walls c

to be rendered and set i

trowelled stucco composed of two parts of fin

stuff to one part of very fine clean sand an
finished with a wet trowel to a perfectl

smooth face.

Rough Cast.—Walls of to be rer

dered in Portland cement, finished with rougi
cast coat of lime and small pebbles or fin

gravel mixed together in a pail with a sina
quantity of Russian tallow and yellow ochre fc

tinting. (This is one method of executing roug.

cast, but there is also another which should b
more properly called pebble dash, and specific

thus) :—Walls of to be rendered i

Portland cement and floated with lime stucc<

after which clean pebbles well washed in

pailful of water, and taken out wet are to b
thrown on the surface of the wet stucco, aiv.

lightly beaten in with a wet trowel. (Th
stucco may be tinted, or the pebble dash mai
be applied direct to the cement rendering, i

such an effect be desired.)

Sgraffito IPbrA’.—The Sgraffito work on
is to be executed in the followinj

manner :—First a coat of rendering in Portiam
cement in the proportion of two parts of san<

to one of cement. Then a second coat floalei

in tinted plaster stucco, and whei
this is nearly dry a third setting coat of lim
putty is to be laid on, not to exceed } in. thick

and whilst this is wet and soft the cartoon pre
viously perforated is to be applied, and th

design pounced through, and the iiecessar

parts cut away, revealing the tinted stucco coa
beneath. (If a variety of tints are to be used ii

the floating coat, this should be specified, bu
when the work is of this nature it is generall;

a little beyond the province of the ordinar'

plasterer, as considerable care is required ii

laying the tinted coat).

Cut or Stamped Plaster IFur/:.—This, althougl

called stamped plaster, is really or properl;

described as cut plaster work, as stamps ar

ordinarily not employed. The work is generall.

done in a somewhat similar manner to Sgraffitii

save that it is not necessary for the plaster i:

the floated coat to he tinted, and the work 5 ,

frequently carried out without a setting coat c

lime putty. It may also be carried out i;

Portland cement work if in small pieces.

Distempering.—The walls of t

be twice distempered to an approved tint. (I

particularly delicate colours are to be used, 0

very bright white, it is advisable to specify tha

starch should be employed for making the dis

temper instead of size). All walls pand ceilingt

before being distempered, are to be carefull

stopped, rubbed down, and sized. The ceil

ings are to be distempered white, broken witl

a small amount of yellow ochre, instead c

black.

Twice Lime White.—The walls of

to be pointed with a neat flush joint, and twio

lime whited.
' to Floors.—Lay on sound boardiiif
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;pecified in “Joiner,” under the whole of first

rnd second Hoors with pugging composed of

squal parts of lime, sand, and chopped hay laid

iry, 2 in thick.

Keene's and other Cements.—Specify the walls
and ceilings, if any, whicli are to be in Keene’s
cement, distinguishing those which are to be
first ol all rendered in Portland cement if this

is to he done. Keene’s and Parian cement
may be used as a finishing coat on ordinary
lime plaster, but adamant, granite, and some
other patent cements it is inadvisable to do in

this way. Therefore when the specification

says that a particular piece of work is to be
finished in Keene’s cement, it may be taken to

imply that ordinary lime plastering forms the

ground for the Keene’s. In specifying adamant
plaster, &c., it is advisable not to use the word
finished, but to specify the number of coats,

and say that the work is to be plastered in

adamant (or other plaster), particularising the
brands which the manufacturers recommend
for jtarticular work. So also if the Keene's
cement finished coat is to be laid on coarser
Keene’s beneath.
Modelling and Casting.—Provide the p.c.

sum of for modelling and casting orna-
mental work in . This price is to

include delivery on the premises, but the con-
tractor is to allow for fixing in addition.

Tile Paving.—This is very often included
under the heading of the plasterer's trade, and
should be specified thus :—The entrance hall

and approach are to be paved with Messrs.
tiles, p.c. I2S, per yard super, delivered

at the works, and the tiling is to be laid by the
contractor on fi-in. bed of concrete lloated in

cement
;
and the tiling is to be laid and jointed

in cement. (If the tiling is to be laid in any-
thing of an elaborate pattern, it is generally
preferable to let the p.c. price include the cost

of laving, this being done by the manufac-
turer’s workmen.)^

Wall Tiling and Mosaic ITcj/7o. —

T

his may
be dealt with in a similar manner to the Boor
tiling. That is, if quite plain and straight-

forward. the p.c. price to be for the material
only, which will be fixed by the contractor,

but if elaborate let the p.c. price include the
fixing.

(lla.'is Linings to Walts.—The various forms
of opaque glass which are now being intro-

duced for wall linings are generally best fixed

by the manufacturer’s workmen, as they require
care, and it is not every contractor who has
men capable of doing the work.
Making Good.—The contractor is to cut out

rlefective plaster work, whether from blowing
or other causes, and to make good such defects
in Keene’s cement.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
New Gexetul Ixfirmary Buildings. Staf-

ford.—

A

block of new buildings in connexion with
the Staft'ordshire General Infirmary has been erected

at St.afforcl. The cost of the enlargement has lieen

about 20,000/. Mr. Aston Webb, of London, is the

architect. It was decided to pull clown all the old

buildings with the exception of the central portion,

and to devote this to administrative purposes, and
nurses’ and servants’ accommodation. The prox’i-

sion for patients has been entirely rebuilt, and is

disconnected by open corridors from the central or
administrative block, and in two pavilions to the
north and south, making an elevation towards the
high road of 370 ft. in length. Tlie patients are
provided for in lour large wards, facing east and west,
and containing fourteen beds each, a children’s ward
of twelve beds, three isolation wards of two beds
eacii, three isolation wards of one bed, and two day-
rooms, making a total of eighty beds. Detached
sanitary blocks are provided at the ends of the large

wards, and the whole are built on arches. Attached
to the north block is a new operating theatre, served
with a patients’ lift, and with a preparation room
adjoining. Each block is reached by .a stone stair-

case, and at the further end is an external escape
in case of fire. The out-patients’ department,
with its dispensary, consultation, and examination
rooms, is placed under a portion of the south block,

and a mortuary and post-mortem room have
been arranged in the grounds. In the centre block
are the kitchens, doctors', nurses’, and servants’

dining-rooms. On the ground lloor are situate

entrance and board room, receiving-room for

patients, doctors’ and matrons’ rooms, while on the

first fioor are nurses’ cubicles and sisters’ and nurses’

sitting-rooms, and on the lloor over servants’ bed-

rooms. The building is heated throughout with
hot-water radiators, the large wards having a com-
bination of an open stove and hot water. The air is

extracted bv means of flues in the walls, collected in

flues in the roof, and finished with Kite’s extract

Ventilators. The walls of the wards have all their

corners rounded and finished in Keene's cement and

painted. The floors are laid in polished oak. Ex-

ternally the walls generally have been faced with
rough-cast, red brick facings being employed round
the window and door openings. A new central

porch lias also been erected, and a new boundary
wall and entrance gates towards the road. The
work lias been carried out in two contracts, the first

being the north wing, whicli was built by Mr.

Espies', of Stafford
;
the second, including the south

wing, the isolation and children’s wards, and the

remodelling of the central block, being carried out

by Mr.
J.

Gething, of Shrewsbury. Mr. Pebworth
and Mr. Tanner have acted as clerks of works. An
illustration of the infirmary, as remodelled, appeared
in our issue of Julv 27, 1895.

Y.M.C.A. Builiiing, Hamilton, N.B.—On the

loth inst. the memorial stone of the Hamilton
Young Men's Christian Association Institute was
laid by Bailie Dreghorn, Glasgow. The building

lias been designed by Mr. Alexander Cullen, archi-

tect. It is situated in Gatesidc-street, and will con-
sist of a structure three stories high, the first two
floors being devoted to the uses of the Association,

while the upper flat will be let for residential pur-

poses.

Drill Hall, Radclikfe, Bury, L.\ncashire.

—

A new drill hall has been erected in Crow-lane,
Ramsbottom, fur the K Company of the 2nd V.B. the

East Lancashire Regiment, at a cost of 2,000/. The
plans for the new hall were prepared by Mr. T.

Xuttall, of Bury, and Mr. C. Brierley is tlie builder.

School, Kittyhrewster. Aberdeen.—

A

new
school is to be built for the Aberdeen School Bo.arcl

in the Kittybrewster district. Tlie school buildingwill

ha%'e a frontage of 108 ft. 6 in. to Great Xorthern-
road, and will consist of three floors. It will

accommodate about 1,100 children, exclusive of the

extra apartments for cookery, science, gymnastics,
I'tc., and is expected to cost about 10,000/. The
plans have been prepared by Messrs. Brown t't

Watt. The school will be built of granite.

SUNDAY Schools, Penrith.—

X

ew Wesleyan
;

Sunday schools were opened at Penrith recently.

The large central hall of the school is 58 ft. by 32 ft.

To the north of the large iiall are six small class-

rooms, and to the west of the second entrance is an
infant schoolroom 52 ft. by 16 ft., with a gallery at

one end. Over tliis is the ladies’ sewing-room, of the
same dimensions. The contractors are :—Masonry,
Messrs. T. & W. Forrester

;
joiner’s work, Mr.

J.

Brown
;
slating, Mr.

J.
Bailey

;
plumbing, plastering,

&c., Messrs. J. & W. Scott; hot-water heating
apparatus, Messrs. Dinning & Cook, Xewcastle-oii-

Tyne. The architects are Messrs. G. Watson it

Son.

Free Church, Kyleakin. Inverness. — This
church was opened by tlie Ear! of Moray recently.

The building is constructed with Whinstone and
faced with Applecross freestone. The contractors

were :— Mason, Malcolm M’Intosh, Portree
;

car-

penters, Mackenzie & M’Lean, Portree; painters,

Fraser & Gillis, Portree; slaters, Fraser & Co.,

Inverness
;

plumbers, M’Intosh & Co., Inverness
;

and tlie architect was Mr. Wm. M’Donald.
Brewery, Blackford. Perthshire.—

A

new
brewery has been erected at Blackford for Mr. W. B.

Thomson. A siding is to be brought from Blackford
Station into the brewery. The malt and hop store,

combined, is a building 30 ft. long by 30 ft. wide
and four stories high, and is fitted with elevators
and all the necessary maciiinery for lifting grain

from the railway to the respective floors above.
The ground floor of this building is used as a cooper-
age, mill-house, and engine-room. The brewing
house adjoins this building, and is 30 ft. long by
20 ft. wide and five stories high. The copper house
adjoins the brewing house and is three stories

high. The cooler house stretches west from
this building. It is 70 ft. long by 28 ft. wide
and two .stories high. The tun room at the we.st

end of the cooler house is a building 72 ft. long
by 42 ft. wide and two stories high. Large mailings
are to be erected to the north of the present build-

ings and will adjoin the malt store. To the east of

the brewery has been erected an aerated water
manufactory. The building is 104 ft. long by 60 ft.

wide and two stories high. The whole of the
buildings are to be lighted by electricity. Tlie
brewery was designed by Messrs. Russel S: Spence,
architects and engineers, Glasgow

;
and the con-

tractors were :—Mason work, Messrs. Taylor
Maegregor, Blackford

;
joiners, Messrs. Taylor &

Scobie, Blackford; plasterer, Mr. Grant, Alloa;
slater, Mr. Ramsay, Perth

;
iron work, beams, and

columns, Mr. Mather. Edinburgh
;

iron tanks,

reservoirs, &c., Mr. Davie, Stirling
;
copper work,

Mr. Willison, Alloa ; tuns, Mr. Clark, Clackmannan
;

engine, Mr. Cochrane, Barrhead
;
and boiler, Mr.

Sinclair, Leith.

Y.M.C.A. BUILDINGS, BELFAST.—Xew buildings
have just been erected at Belfast for the Young
Men’s Christian Association. The site extends
along Wellington-place, a distance of 86 ft., and
more than 230 ft. from front to rear in Welling-
ton-strect. The main entrance vestibule is 10 ft.

wide by 170 ft. long, and extends along one
side of the block from Welliiigton-place to the

great hall. Halfway from the vestibule is an
entrance to the gymnasium, wliich is also approached
by another separate passage leading from Wel-
lington-place. A feature in the principal frontage
is formed by the ground floor entrance and shops.

Over the doorway rises the octagonal tower to

a height of 100 ft. A large acutely pointed

gable adjacent to the tower rises to a similar height.

Octagonal turrets placed between the gables have
conical roofs of copper. The great hall, 82 ft. by
60 ft., seating about 1,700 people, with galleries

round three sides, has a platform at one end.

The gymnasium is 90 ft. by 50 ft., a gallerx- extends

around all the sides. The minor halt, 76 ft. by 30 ft.,

is placed on the first floor. The general secretary’s

oftice is located between the principal corridor and

the gymnasium, adjoining the central stairc:ise,

which leads right up to the top of the building. On
the first floor is situated the reading-room. On the

ground floor are reception rooms, 42 ft. by 20 ft.,

and 36 ft. by 20 ft., in addition to a number of

oflice's to he let. These latter are continued on the

two ne.xt floors. The third floor contains a series of

class-rooms. On tiie upper floor are the culinary

apartments. A special photographic gallery is pro-

vided on this floor. On the ground floor is a cafe,

which extends from Wellington-place backwards
70 ft. Adjacent to the restaurant are two shops.

Messrs. Musgrave & Co., Limited, have erected the

heating apparatus and the special iron roofs and

gate at main porch. The plumbing and gasfitting

contract has been carried out by Mr. John Dowling.
Messr.s. W. T. Coates I'c Son have done the electric

ligliting work, under the direction of Mr.
J.

H.
Greenhill as consulting engineer. The electric

supply is obtained from the City Corporation works.
Messrs. Ehner & Co., London, have laid the marble
mosaic tiooring. The marble of porcli has been

executed hv Messrs. Purdy ‘.'i Millard. Messrs.

Robert Patterson and Sons have supplied the lock.s

and fastenings; Messrs. Kiddle & Co. and Messrs.

Reed <.V: Kyle the grates and chimneypieces. The
general contractors for the works were Messrs. W
M'Cammond & Son. Messrs. Young <& Mackenzie
are the architects.

Premises for the Scottish Provident
Institution, Bei,kast.—

N

ew buildings are to be
erected in Donegall-square, Belfast. for the directors
of the Scottisli Provident Institution. 'J'hc new
buildings will occupy a space of about 100 ft. square,
leaving the remainder for future development. They
will be in the Palladian style of Italian architecture,

executed in white stone, with a lofty columnar order,

resting on a rusticated stylobate, and crowned with
moulded cornice and balustrade above So ft. in

height. All octagonal dome placed at the angle will

rise 120 ft. Below it will be placed tlie separate
entrance to the insurance office, another porch, with
electric lift and stone staircase, accommodating the
various suites of offices on the upper flours. The
plans of tile entire block have been prepared by the
architects, Messrs. Young & Mackenzie, of Belfast.

Shooting Lodge, Pitcarmick. X.B.—A new
shooting lodge is being erected at Pitcarmick. The
lodge is being built at an elevation of 750 ft. above
the sea level. The building will be two stories in

heiglit. The accommodation will consist of three
public rooms, with ten bedrooms, four servants' bed-
rooms. and other office.s. Stable.s with four stalls

and two loose boxes are also to be erected, together
with coachman’s house, gamekeeper’.s cottage, and
kennels. The total cost will be about 3,000/. Plans,

t'ie., were prepared by Mr. Jolin Leonard, arcliitect,

Pitlochry, under whose personal superintendence
tlie work is being carried out.

School Buildings, Sheffield.—.A t tlic last

meeting of the Sheflield School Board, the minutes
of the Buildings Committee contained the following
items, which were passed:— Tenders have been
obtained for additions and alterations to Gleadless-
rnad School, in accordance with plans and specifica-

tion prepared by Mr. Innocent, and the Committee
recommend tliat the tender of Mr. J. Lister, for the
sum of 6,291/. be accepted, subject to the architect
being satisfied as to his sub-contractors, and also
subject to the approval of the Education Depart-
ment. Tenders have been obtained for alterations

to Crookesmoor School, for the purpose of im-
proving the lighting of tlie manual instruction
workshop, and the Committee recommend tliat the
tender of Messrs. Ash, Son, iJi Biggin be accepted.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Dry Dock, Fr.aserhurgh, X.B,—.A drv dock has

just been opened in Balaclava Harbour, Fraserburgh.
The harbour as now formed will have an area of

12^ acres. Up to three years ago fishing boats were
not able to gain access to either the north or south
harbours of Fraserburgh unless the state of the tide

was favourable, and at half tide the Balaclava Har-
bour was practicably inaccessible. The works under
tlie contract consisted of the deepening of Balaclava
Harbour, so that there would be in it 17 ft. of water
in ordinary spring tides, and from 6 to 9—on an
average 7j^ ft.—at low water. In addition to the
deepening, works had to he carried out in the way
of construction of jetties, &c. A new Jettv had to

be built from the steamboat quay, opposite the life-

boat jetty, which was lengthened, as was also the
new guard jetty, and between these there is an open-
ing of 90 ft. Further up Balaclava Harbour there is

a jetty which leaves the entrance to the new dry
dock 45 ft. wide. The new dry dock has an area
of 3j4 acres. Messrs. Abernethy & Son, London,
were the engineers, and Messrs. Price and Wills,
London, were the contractors, and Mr. Fitzgibbon
was the resident engineer.
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Sfavage of Salford.—

O

n the 14th inst., nt the

twelftli meeting of the current session of the Liver-

pool Engineering Society, over which Mr. S. R.

Cottrell presided, Mr. Joseph Corbett, Borough
Engineer of Salford, read a paper, the subject of

which was “ Sewage Sludge Removal and Shipment."
Dealing tirst with the removal of the sewer silt, he
said they had in Salford, as in most old tow
great number of ancient, badly-constructed sewers,

with delicient falls, where sift accumulated conti-

nually under ordinary conditions, and where the
scouring effects of storm water were insufficient to
clear away the aggregations of silt. The sumps they
had in use must be condemned on sanitary grounds,
as being a kind of cesspool, where foul gases wen
evolved

;
but at any rate they were not so had as

sewers choked with silt, and, if frequently emptied.
Were not seriously objectionable. -After some si.x

hours in sewage tanks, the tank effluent was run out
to the Ship Canal, almost pert'ectly clear and colour-
less. hut still containing 110 tons of solid matter.
Of this only four tons was then in suspension, anti

much that was formerly in suspension was then in

solution, and thus invisible
;

81 tons of mineral
matter in solution, chiefly salts, and almost perfectly
harmless; and 25 tons of organic matter—that was,
animal or vegetable matter, more or less putrescible,
but rendered quiescent for the time by the 20 tons of
chemicals used. .After describing the -work done bv
the sludge steamer Snl/oni, he .said the Salford boat
had now run for two years, and he found that in

tine weather she could make five trips per week (her
record trip was 16^ hours from wharf to wharf
again), and, allowing for the necessary- time for
repairs. tSic., and for delays by fog and rough weather,
she would run about forty-two weeks each year,
averaging more than four trips per week, say 180
trips per year ; tiius disposing of 108,000 tons of
sludge at a cost of about 4,000/. a year. The cost
was thus about gd. per ton, and this covered a
journey about thirty-four miles along the Ship Canal,
and thirty miles alo'ng the Mersey and to the North-
West Lightship, where her cargo was discharged in

eighteen fathoms depth of water in a strong tide-
way, where it was quickly dispersed and rendered
practically imperceptible within a few hours. So
cheap and effective was this process, as compared
with any alternative available in their inland towns,
that he felt sure we should see within a few years
many sludge steamers passing out from the various
ports throughout the country

; and probably also
hopper steamers c.arrving excavated earth and' other
inoffensive refuse, for which it was now difficult in
many places to find “ tips.” As this svstem increased
in extent it might be requisite to order the steamers
to proceed to deeper water than at present, but that
would not greatly enhance the cost. He therefore
came to the conclusion that, whatever future improve-
ments might be made in the modes of removing
Sewer silt and tank sludge, we had now in all
probability reached the best and most economical
means for its final disposal by shipping it to the
deep sea.

Sewerage Works, &c.. Eccles.—

M

r. R. Walton,
inspector to the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry on the 14th inst. at the Eccles Town Hall,
with reference to an application of the Town
Council to borrow 5,159/. for works of sewerage.
Qoo/. for the construction of underground conveni-
ences at Eccles and Barton, 739/. for repairing
Barton Lane—the main thoroughfare to the Sliip
Canal—275/. for the laying-out of a bowling green
on the Recreation Ground, and 217/. for works of
juivate street improvement in Vernon Avenue. The
Surveyor (Mr. A. C. Turlev) explained the nature of
the works to be carried out. and said that the sewage
farm at Salteye, to which the sewage would be
diverted, was 72 acres in extent, and the working of
the farm had hitherto been successful. The inspector
afterwards visited the site of the propo.sed works.
Sewerage Schemes, Hartuurnaxd F.airkieli)

Stockton.—

T

he Stockton Rural District Council at
their last meeting had under consideration a report
from Mr. D. Balfour, of Newcastle-on-Tyne and Edin-
burgh. of alternate schemes for 'the efficient
Sewerage of Hartburn and Fairfield in their district.
The scheme comprises the necessary main sew
conjunction with an outfall sewer'delivering to the
nearest point of the River Tees, where sufficiently
tidal, after passing through subsiding tanks.

Window, Llangelynin Church.—

T

he three-
light window at the east end of Llangelynin Church.
Llwyngwril, has recently been filled with stained
glass. The work has been carried out hv Messrs.
Hardman it Co., of Birmingham, under the direction
of Messrs. K, Gillart & Sons, architects, Machynlleth.

Decoration ok the National Portrait
G.allery, Edinburgh.—

F

or some lime past the
Board of Trustees for Manufactures have been
engaged in maturing a scheme for the decoration of
the National Portrait Gallery. Several additional
statues for the niches in the fagade were commis-
sioned, and those of Dunbar, David Hume, and
James Watt are now in the hands of the sculptors.
An anonymous friend has just handed to the
Board a sum of 300/. for a statue of Henry
Raeburn, the portrait painter, the execution of
which has been entmsted to Mr. Pittendrigh
Macgillivray, .A.K.S.A. The architect, Dr. Rowand
Anderson, has been occupied in arranging
for the ornamentation of the capitals of the
pillars in the central hall, some of them after
designs of selected pupils in the School of Applied
Art, and these are now being proceeded with. The
lighting of the hall having been found somewhat
defective, a wall which separated three small rooms

front of the building from the ambul.atorv is in
course of being taken down and open archways sub-
stituted. For the mural decoration of the central
hall and ambulatory with this addition, the Board
.have decided upon a sclicme illustrative of Scottish
history, the commission for wliich they have
entrusted to Mr. William Hole, R.S.A., the fee to be
paid him for the work being 3,000 guineas, on the
understanding that the work shall, if possible, be
completed under tlie superintendence of the Board
in the course of three years from this time. Mr. Hole
being entitled to employ such competent assistants
as he may find necessary to ensure the work being
carried on with efficiency and dispatcli. Mr. Hole
has executed a remarkable series of paintings of this
class in St. James Episcopal Church, Inverlcith-row.—Scolsiiidii.

FOREIGN.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window. St. Giles's Church, Newcastle

The large east window in the chancel of St Giles’s
Parish Church has been filled with stained glass as a
memorial to the late Alderman W. Mellard Mayor
of Newcastle in 1836 and 1877. The principal
subject of the window is the Crucifixion, and the
work has been e.xecuted by Messrs. Hardman &
Co., of Birmingham.
Window, Pulham St. Mary Church —The

only remaining plain window in the chancel of StMary s Church, on the south side, has just been filled
in with stained glass. The representation was
designed by Messrs. Burlison & Grvlls, of London
and inserted bv Mr. A. Palmer, builder
Windows, Canterbury Cathedral —Two new

stamrf-gbss windows hnve just bsen inserted in
the north transept of Canterbury Cathedral Thewindows have been executed bv Messrs. Powell of
Whitefnars. ’

France. — The " Academic des Inscriptions et
Belles Lettres ’’ has passed a resolution to demand
from tlie Department of Fine Art the entire pre-
servation of the church of St. Pierre at Montmartre.

At the Ecole des Beaux Arts, in the architec-
tural competition among the First Class, medals
have been awarded to M. Carlier (pupil of M.
Ginain) and M. Blot and M. Saint-Ginest, pupils of
M. Laloux. M. Fontaine, the sculptor, has com-
pleted a bust of tlie Art critic H. de Lapommeravc.
intended for his tomb in Pere Lachaise. ^"M.

Georges Cain, the painter, has been appointed joint
curator of the Carnavalet Museum, The Gobelins
manufactory has just completed a tapestry after a
cartoon by M, Jean Paul Laurens, repre.s'enting a
scene at Tournoi in the fifteenth century. The
tapestry is intended fur the National Library.
There is talk of rai.sing a monument in Paris to the
memory of Vieuxtemps. the celebrated violin player.

M. Rodin, the sculptor, has at last completed his
model for the monument to be erected to Balzac on
the Place du Palais Royal. Balzac is represented
standing, his arms crossed, looking at the “ Comedie
Humaine.” the principal personages of which pass
before him. .As the result of a competition M
Auguste Maillard, the sculptor, has been commis-
sioned to execute a monument to Captain Menard,
who was killed in the Soudan. It is to be erected
at Lunel. The railway company “de rOuest" is
about to commence the works for the establishment
of a line to (form a direct communication between
Aersailles and Rouen.' -The Municipality of Paris
it about to take in hand a scries of excavations to
determine the true line of the ancient Roman road
which connected Lutetia with the towns in tlie centre
of Gaul. Five newlines of railw.ayaretobe shortly
constructed by the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean
railway company in the Saone-et-Loire department.
These lines will connect Bourbon-Lancy with
Toulon, by Arroux

; Autun with Corcelles
; Macon

with Fleurville; Saint Bonnet with Montceau-les-
Mines; and Saint-Marcel with Martin-en-Bresse.
The “I'Ouest” railway company on its part is
making a new line in Brittany, between Carhaix and
Chateaulin, and another between Kegiieville and
Coutances. A rope raihv.ay, which will he a great
convenience to tourists, is to be made at the Baths
station of Mont Dore, between the Mevnardier
bridge and the high plateau known under the name
of the "Salon du Capucin.” The death is
announced of M. Veroo, a landscape painter who
enjoyed some reputation in his day. The Munici-
pality of Corbeil has resolved to preserve and restore
at its own cost, the curious “ Saint-Spire " gateway
dating from the thirteenth century, which the
engineers of the “ Ponts et Chaussees" wish to
destroy for the purpose of widening a street.

Trade Subscriptions to the Jubilee Cele-
bration.-—

M

r. A. Kellett (Willcsden) has invited
subscriptions among the workmen employed on his
various contracts towards the Prince of Wales's
Hospital Fund, promising an addition of a shillinc
on his own part to each individual subscription. The
proposal has been well responded to, 67/ havini?
been collected from the workmen on five jobs.

,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements,— Messrs. Jackson & Tillie, of Belfast, who.se design

was selected in the competition for the Purdyshurn
Lunatic Asylum. Belfast, have taken into p.irtner-
ship Mr. Godfrej- W. Ferguson, of the firm of
Swiney & Ferguson, to assist in carrying out the
above-named work.

Messrs. Doulton’s Show-roo.ms.—

M

essrs.
Doulton have enlarged their show-room space at
the Lambeth Potteries, by the arrangement of one
or two new rooms for this purpose. Among the
more recent additions to their productions is the
formation of a semi-glazed stoneware, called bv them
“Carrara” enamelled stoneware, which allows of
the use of this class of exceedingly weather-proof
material for exterior work, without the drawback of
the highly glazed and polished effect of the ordinary
glazed stoneware. This material is being e.xtensively
used at the new building for the Birkbeck Bank now
being erected at Southampton-builclings. Clianccrj'-
lane, of which we shall give a further description
shortly. The show-room for glazed ware mantel-
pieces and fire-places has been rearranged, and a
new show-room has been added for the illustration
of their more recent introductions in sanitary wares
and fittings. Among these mav be mentioned the
"Silent Arrangement” for cisterns, in which the
audible suction at the end of the syphon limb at the
close of the discharge is successfully ma.skeci by a
very simple arrangement

;
and a new form of the

“ Sirnpheitas ” valve closet, a combination of the
pedestal and valve principles, combining the advan-
tages of both closets. The basin and trap being
entirely of ware, a large body of water is retained
m the basin, and, owing to the depth of water
in the trap, even should the valve be left open
the pan itself can never be drv, the Hushing
being done by a simple wa,ste preventer. The
•• 1S96 Patent Bath ” has an arrangement for a quick
waste to the bath, and instead of the old-fashioned
standing waste being encased and almost impossible
to get at for cleansing.it is in this case exposed, being
iitted in a recess at the end of the bath

;
it is glass

enamelled inside, in order to as far as possible%e- .

vent fouling, and can he easily removed and cleansed.
Ibis form of waste is also applicable to lavatory
basins. Another improvement is the application of
vitreous and white porcelain enamels to iron baths,
so as to obtain the advantages of an eartlienware
bath at a considerably lower cost. First-class
metallic enamel can be had in either French grevor
light green colours. Glass enamelled iron pipes':—
The adoption of tiiis improvement gives a very
smooth surface to the interior of the pipe. Wavef-
ley Basin:—This is a large recessed lavatory basin
with removable standing waste and quick dis'charge.
A new sink, the “No. 515 Sink," is also to be
noticed, in which all parts are exposed, so that no
obnoxious matter can remain unseen, as is often the
case when an enclosure is used. Several of these
sanitary improvements, and also the “Carrara”
stoneware, are worth the attention of architects.

'

Monument to Cabot, Bristol.—

T

he design
accepted for the Cabot monument to be erected in
Bristol is by Mr. W. V. Gough, of Bristol. It pro-
vides for a square structure divided into two stagc.s,
each being relieved by an ornamental balcony. The
floor of the upper balcony is 75 ft. from the bases,
and above this is an octagonal spire of 30ft., sur-
mounted by a globe and a figure of Peace. There is
a circular staircase to the first stage, and a spiral
staircase has been designed for the second stage.
There will be a broad platform at the base, and it is

proposed that there shall be four panels, with bronze
bas-reliefs filled with suitable inscriptions.
National Free Labour Association.—

A

special
general conference of Metropolitan and provincial
delegates of the National Free Labour Association
was held on Wednesday last week in the Memorial
Hall, Farringdon-street, to protest against picketing
and industrial intimidation, and to urge upon Parlia-
ment the necessity for amending the Conspiracy
and Protection of Property Act, 1875. Mr. John
Chandler, President of the Association, occupied tlie
chair. The Secretary (Mr. W. Collinson) having
given a r/siiiiic of the work of the Association during
the last four years in regard to picketing, the
Chairman, in opening the proceedings, admitted the
just right of combination, but he said they <lid com-
plain when the liberty they claimed for themselves
and others degenerated into licence. They intended
to agitate persistently for the abolitio'n of the
clause in the Act which permitted picketing.
Mr.

J. G. Ritson (Hull) then moved a resolution
urging that an amendment of the “ Conspiracy and
Protection of Property Act, 1875,” was imperative,
and that the necessary relief would follow the re-
peal of Clause 2, Section 7 of that Act. Mr. James
Francis (St. George’s-in-the-East) seconded the
motion, giving various instances of acts of violence
during the London dock strike in 1889. Mr.

J.
Simpson (Peterborough) and Mr. W. Ellis (New-
castle-on-Tyne) supported the resolution, which was
adopted. On the motion of Mr. A. Smith (Man-
chester), seconded by Mr. P. M’Auliffe (Dublin), it

was decided to request the Secretary of State for the
Home Department to receive a deputation from the
•National Free Labour Association on the subject of
the suggested amendment.
Preston Master Builders' Association.—

T

he
fourteenth half-yearly general meeting of this Asso-
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ation was held at the Castle H<itel, Market-place.
1 the 7th last. The President, Mr. ). G. Christian,
:cupied the chair. After the minutes were read
id conlirmed, Mr. John Tomlinson, the secretary,
ad the report, which .stated that during the past
< montiis seventeen new members had joined,
aking the total number on the books eighty-six.
elations with the operatives had been cordial
iring that period, and there had been verv fe

spates, even of a minor nature. Two of the
anches, the bricklayers and flaggers and slaters
ere asking for advances of wages from May
:xt, blit nothing deiinite had yet been decided.
I the case of the daggers and slaters, the em-
oyers had previously asked for a change to pay-
ent by the hour insterul of the day, with a fixed
lie for starting and leaving off work in the
inter months. The report then reviewed at
me length the work of the Lancashire Fcdera-
)n and National Association, to which the loca
ciely is aililiated, and also referred to negotiations
ith the Corporation with re.spect to their works
partment, which it was hoped would have a satis-
ctory ending. On the motion of Mr.

J.
^warhrick,

coniied by Mr. T. Park, the report was adopted,
r. John Christian was nominated for the vacancy
1 the Council of the National Association caused by
e death of the late Mr. Walmsley. and Messrs,
iristian and T. H. Kellett were elected to represent
e Association on the Executive Committee of thi

incashire Federation, It was decided to nominate
r. James Stows, of Stalybridge, for the presidency
the Lancashire Federation, and to nominate Mr.
hn Tomlinson for re-election as the secretary
inUition from the National Association regarding
e desirableness of County Councils encouraging the
idling of plastering, &c., in their schools was coii-
^erccl, and on the motion of the Chairman, the
icers of the Association, with Mr. W. Hothersali,
;re- elected a consultative committee to consider
B matter and place themselves in coinnninication
th the governing body of the Preston Technical
huol, if considered advisable, with a view to en-
uraging teclinical instruction for building trade
prentices.

Pulpit, &c.. Hatpield Church, Yorkshire.—
new oak pulpit has been placed in Hatfield
lurch. The design.s were by Mr. T. S. Broadrick, of
nil, and the work has been executed by Messrs,
welt & Son, of Beverlev. The oak screen has
cn restored, and the work has been done by the
Tie firm.

Appointmext of Oldham Waterworks
ONAGER.—

A

special meeting of the Waterworks
•mmittee of the Oldham Corporation was held
:ently at the Town Hall, for the purpose of
pointing a successor to Mr. Wm. Watts, F.G.S., as
rsident Engineer and Manager of fhe Oldham
aterworks. Mr. Henzcil, a Newcastle engineer,
is elected a short time since to the position, but he
jseipieutly refused file appointment. The Com-
ttee now interviewed the following four selected
fididates : Messrs.

J. C. Varley, Oldham
;
O.

J.
|rby, Resident Waterworks Engineer to the Batley
irporation

;
Charles James Batley, Assistant Water-

irks Engineer, Bury
;
and Wm'. Ingliain, Water-

arks Engineer to the Torquay Corporation. Mr
•tley was subsequently appointed.
Klectric Light Works, Harrogate.—

O

n the
ill iast, the new electric light works were opened
Harrogate. The works are placed on tlie Cor-

ration irrigation farm, on the Kipon-road. The
al power represented in the plant is some fifty
rse-power. The Borough lighting is effected
rough two trunk mains, each capable of trans-
tting a 250-horse-power current

; but, to reduce
s to a working pressure for domestic lighting, five
derground chambers liave been provided, located
convenient parts of the town, and in these trails-
iiiers have been placed which convert the 2,000
;h volt pressure current into one of 200 volts,
out three miles of low-pressure cable has been
I down, and it is laid from 15 in. to 18 in. under

: pavement. It is estimated that some 6,400 eight-
idle power alone will be required for the use of
vate consumers, and facilities have been made at
: electric-light station for considerable extensions
this direction. The public places lighted are
.tion-square, the New Baths, the Victoria Bath.s,
M.irket Hall, the Corporation Offices, and tlie

le Library. The whole of the works in connexion
h the installation of the electric light have been
riecl out under the supervision of Mr. G. Wilkin-
1, Borough Eiectrica! Engineer. The price to be
irgcd for the light is 6d. per unit. Messrs. S. Z.
•ranli, Limited, of Hollinswood, near Manchester,
the contractors for the engine, and the same firm

•e also fixed the dynamos and switch gear. The
np and boilers have been supplied bv Messrs.
Idsvvorth, of Bradford ; the cables by t'he British
ulated Company, Prescot

; and the transformers
the Brush Company. The total cost of the works
been about 25,000/.

IXCRO.VCHMENTS OX OPEX SPACES ABOUT
ILDIXGS.—At a meeting of the St. Pancras
itry on the 14th inst.. Dr.

J. F. J. Svkes, D.Sc.,
dical Officer of Health for the parish, presented
:port with regard to encroachments upon open
ces about buildings. He pointed out that in the
idon Building Act, 1894, although hv Section 40
'as provided that a new domestic building, with
ibitable basement, should have an open space of,
less than 100 square feet, old houses possessing'

yards, areas, or- open spaces at the hack or front, or
both, were being rebuilt in such a manner as to
entirely cover tlie whole ground area two or three
stories up. leaving not a particle of open space, not
even a shaft for the purpose of alluwingthe drainage
to discharge in tiic open. Hence the liealth condi-
tions of domestic buildings in London would rapidly
become worse, and the by-laws, regulations, and
directions of tlie County Council and the sanitary
authorities, which were all devised so as to cause
drainage to he e.xcluded from or to he placed outside
of domestic buildings, were rendered useless by a
Building Act which enabled a domestic building
to embrace the whole of the drainage of the
premises within its external walls. The matter
wore an even more serious aspect when considered
on a wider basis. The words " open space " origi-

nally bore the common meaning of ground space
;

t<

most pei'sons they still bore that common-sense
meaning, and Parliament had attaclied tliat meaning
to the words in the Open Spaces Acts. But in tlie

later Buildings Acts tlie provision of open spaces
li.ad successively been lifted from the b.asement to
the ground Hour, thence over the ground Moor to
sixteen feet above the ground level, and in due time
might he made by future acts of Parliament to
ascend higher, so t'hat eventually a house might he
held to have supplied the necessarv open space on
the roof top instead of at the ground level. Dr. Sykes
finally submitted that it was only bj' tracing the
result to its logical conclusion that the past, present,
and prospective perversion in the Building Acts of the
meaning of “ open space” could be fully understood,
and the seriousness of tlie position realised. On the
motion of Mr. F. Durant, it was ordered that a
copy of Dr. Sykes's report should be sent to all the
other London Vestries and District Boards and their
observations invited.

Exhibition of Arts and Crafts at Wolver-
HAMl'TOX.—An exhibition of arts and crafts, includ-
ing furniture, tapestry, book-binding and illustrations,
jeweliery, pottery, glass, &e., in the North and East
lower rooms of the Art Gallery. Wolverhampton,
was opened recently. The exhibition comprises
original drawings by Burne Jones, artistic metal
work, a complete set of William Morris’s books, and
also some tapestry. Among the exhibits is a sun-
dial. which has been designed by Mr. Ashbee, and is
to be placed in the grounds of Colonel Shaw-Hellicr
at Wombourn.
Glasgow Arch.eological Society.—

T

he last
meeting for tlie session of this Society was held in
the Philosophical Institution, Bath-street, on the
X5th inst.. Dr. David Murray presiding. Mr. John
Orr exhibited the upper stone of a quern found near
Glasgow Green, and perforated stones found in the
Clyde near Ruthcrglen Bridge. Mr. Maegregor
Chalmers read a paper on the "Vaulting of the
Lower Church of Glasgow Cathedral," in which he
criticised the tlieorv- promulgated recently hy Mr.
r. L. Watson. A careful examination of the
huildiiig showed that there was no evidence that
there liad been any intention to carry out any design
other than that existing in the centre aisle. It was
found that mouldings whicli were described as late
insertions and of late date were actuallv wrought
on the same stone as mouldings deserfbed as of
early workmanship, and it was found that the early
thirteenth century walls were designed to carry
vaulting ribs, which were now claimed as after-
thoughts of 200 years later. The new plan proposed
and described as the plan originallv designed was
very commonplace, and was quite uiiwortliy of the
great artist to whom we owed our catliedral. The
fact that tliis structure was a church and not a
crypt had been overlooked, as well as the significant
character of the shrine of St. Mungo. The evidence
of the building left no room for doubt that whilst
some part of the work betrayed want of skill, the
present design was as originallv projected.—(.’/uiftm-
Hcrnhl.

' *

Portsmouth Master Builders' Associ.vnox.
-The Borough of Portsmouth Master Builders’

Association held a special meeting at the v Sussex
Hotel," Landport, on the I4tli inst.^ for the purpose
of presenting a testimonial to Mr. J. H. Corkc. J.P..
ex-President of the Association. In making the
presentation, the President. Mr. C. Dye, remarked
that the members had met to officially ‘recognise tlie
services of their esteemed ex-President. Coun-
cillor

J. H. Corke. Mr. Corke commenced business
in Portsmouth as a contractor twenty years ago, and
liad carried on an extensive business'in the borough
ever since. Mr. Corke entered the Town Council
fifteen years ago as a member for St. Bartholomew’s
Ward, and he had been returned unopposed ever
since. He was Vice-President of the Town Hall
Building Committee, and was one of nine ap-
pointed to visit the Town Halls in other places to
make a selection for Portsmouth. Mr. Corke
joined the Builders’ Association fifteen years/
ago. and liad occupied the Presidential chair
eight times. In conclusion, Mr. Dye asked
Mr. Corke to accepf from the Association a
silver bowl and centre piece. The inscription on the
bowl was as follows " Presented to

J. H. Corke,
Esq., J.P,, by the employers of labour in connexion
with the ibuilcling trade in Portsmouth, as a token
of their esteem, and in recognition of his valuable
services rendered to the Master Builders’ Associa-
tion. April 14th. 1897.” In returning thanks, Mr.
Corke alluded to the presentation of a silver tea and
coffee service to him by the Association seven years

ago. He retired from the chairmanship, not from
any desire to shirk his responsibility, but simply
owing to ill-health. He promised to continue to do
all he could to promote its interest. It was most
gratifying to him to see so many old friends present,
and he especially thanked the M.avor for coming
among them. "The Health of the Maj'or" was
drunk, and his Worship hrieHy replied.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Plasterers’ and Bricklayers' Dispute

IX Leicester.—

T

he conference held between repre-
sentatives of the local Plasterers’ and Bricklayers’
Societies, under the presidency of Councillo'r T.
Smith, has resulted in an amicable settlement of the
dispute between tlie parties. Meetings of the two
societies were held, and at both the terms of settle-
ment drawn up at the conference referred to were
adopted in their entirety, viz., that all in situ work
and rendering of all rain-water cisterns and fiats to
water closets be done by bricklayers

; (2) that all
screeding and hearths be done by plasterers

; and (3)that wherever a plasterer is engaged on any job tlie
bricklayer shall not do any kind of plastering
Lficcstcr Post. “

MEETINGS.
Saturday, Arril 24.

Sanitar)- Institute {Demonstrations for Sanitary
Inspection at Beddingtoii Sewage Far^

fneorforated Association ofMunicipal and County Fn-
Counties' District Meeting, to be held at

inf ‘if
" -Excursion meet-

klf 'IV H All L l^laydon.Mr. H. Allen to read a paper on “FireclayManu-

FdMmrgh Ayxkiicctural Association.~\\,\x (i) toBavclaw Castle, Balerno
; (2)!.ennox Tower.

Monday, Akril 26.

' awU’ 8
Authorities and the Building

Sanitaryj,utitute {Lectures for Sanitary Officers) ^

Tuesday, April 27.
Socuty 0/ Art, Art j w IGlaisher on " Delft W.are." 8 p.ni.

‘-J-'v.l.

Institution of Civil Fnpifieers.—AnnnaX Eeneral mefi.ng, of corporate members only, to receive the report of the

.“ye";: «<* faille'

The A„cli„irtrt' '/,ul,-MA-Mr. H. Bujhdl on "The
S“pantion?."'“p“.°'

Wednesday, April 28.

Society of.4 rts.~UT. R. H. Jones on "Asbestos andAsbestic: with .some Account of the Recent Di.scovery ofthe LaUer at Danville, in Lower Canada." 8 n m

Sanrtary /.rtlilul, (D„„,„tr.lwn, /„ Sanilar,

L-S‘Hridg:.
3""“" '“"‘‘o" "'.nlerwork^

-Annual General Meet-mg. Mr. li. A. H. him* on " Portlaml Cemen.,” Sp.m.
Ihursday, -April 29.

Musi's, '(S'
•'-"''nry OJicrt).-

Refulel" 8 p^m
Scavenging

: Disposal of House

Society ofAntiquaries. 8.30 p.in.

Friday, April 30.

-> J-

Institution of .Mechanical Fngineers. — OrdinarvGeneral Meeting (continued). Patlr by Mr W rker, entitled ‘ Kxpenmcnis on Propeller Vauil.-itiiui
•, and on the electric motor driving ih^ni." 7.30 p.m.^

RECENT PATENTS

:

abstracts ok specifications.
-T.sgoAKe i/;Ce™a._Thia invention consi.tts

6,613.-
Ill a I -square with adjustable head, for the Duri)o<;e ryfrapidly setting and automatically retaining hT? anvdesired angular po.suion. The square consists of 1and blad^ att^ached. by mean.s of a segmental rack

.“"dSod'-nVo'
pawl.s under the influence of .spring.s, ^Microm^etefsc«w!^

“< 1'tmottdalicaie

rotation so that the air for combu.stion is heated hefol"
and had

_
occupied the PresidenUl (iS;

mveneor claims the peeoliar arrangentSm of flue,

bo“KkJo^':SU“d^^

ro'tlhl^r'”*
'™" ““

7
''"aste or Slop Water Cisterns •

wuh curved Tnlet'(wUhT^^^^

26,835.—Concrete Bridges: G. .4 Gei^rl »
orms his bridge entirely of concrete, the £ch therlof con-
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
CONTRACTS

—

Continued.COMPETITION.

Nature of Work. By whom Advertised. Premiums,
Deslgus
to be

delivered.

•Deslena for Alteratioos to Memorial
Chesterfield Corp.^.. 2S/. aud lot, premiums .. No date

CONTRACTS.

Nature of Work or Meterlelf.

Kertlntf. Chennelling, 4c —
Levelling and Paving. Woodvllle-

4c.

Granite Road Metal (4,000 tone) - . •

.

Filter Bede. Pipes, 4c

Sewers, 4c

•Sand and Thamoi Ballael

•Road.Makingand Paving
•Granite Kerblng, Flints, Cement, 4c.

Wotihouie Bn'ldlDg»..~....
Additions to Schools -

Baths -

Sewage Outfall Works

Workhouse Buildings

Cbunh, Denholm, Luddenden Foot,

Halifax -
•Granite and Flints „

•Wood Paving -

Schools, Kilwdughter, Larne. Ireland

Council Offlcea

Granite Road Metal

Twelve ColUgee. High Spen, Lint*
Green

Tower. St. Comgall'e Church, Bangor,

Ireland
Enlarging and Baialng Water Towe.

Caat-lnn Tank. 4c. Neepeand Station

Houses. New-etreet, Dalgraln, N.B...

•Repaving. Asphalting, and Flagging

L;thaDi ILanca)U,D,C.
Uppingham R.D.C. ..

no.

Taiikerton Estate, Ltd.

Tunbridge Wells Coip,

Shrewsbury Oorp

•Asphalte Foot’
ChaiineUlng

•tlUings at Technical College

Kerblng, and

Sfhoola, Victorla-road......

By whom Required.

BrownhlllB(S<afrs)UDC

Rugby TJ.D.C....

Southampton Corp. .

.

Wllleeden D.C. ......

do

Farnham Union.. ..

.lantiW, 4c. School Bd.

Andover Union ......

Kingston -on-lbaines
Corporation
Hackney Vestry...- ..

BetetoD (Notts) U.D.C.

Ashford (Kent) U.D.C.

Grangemouth Co-op.
4c. Society. Ltd

Homcastle U.D.C. ..

Runcorn School Board

Forma of Tender, 4a.
Supplied by deUv^

J. H. Shaw, Suiv. Brown-
bills

A. Myers, Council
Offices. Lytbaiu .. ..

J. E. Wllfotd. Council
Ufficea, Uppingham ..

D. O. Macdonald, C.E,
Rugby
W. B. G. Bennett, Engr.
Municipal Offices

0. Claude Robinson. Dyne-
road, Kilbnm, N.W

A, A. Kemp, Tankerton
Estate Office. WhltaUble

8. Stapley, Archt. Wpst-st.
0. Mason, School Board
Offices, Jarrow

T. B. W. MelJor, C.B. Boro'
Suiv

Taylor, Sons. 4 Santo
Crimp. 27. Ot. George-
street, 8.W

A. Purkess, 16, Junction-
road. Andover
W. Wrigley. Archt, Cross-
ley-terrace, Hebden Bridge

Boro' Surv.Clattem House

J. Ixivegrove, Vestry
Hall

8. P. Close, Archt. 8n,

Waring street, Belfast
H. J Piles, Archt. 21 Low-
(lavement, Nottingham
W. Terrill, Sutv. North-
street, Ashford .

.

T. R. Ramsay, 42, Moaley-
st Newcastle-on-Tyne ..

Mr, Stephens. Surv Done-
gall-‘<iuare-buildings

F. W, Bfevenson. C.E.
Town Hall, Sheffield ....

do.
Q. D. Page. Archt. Old
Olebe-chstubers. Falkirk

8. G. Overton, Clerk, 2,

Manor House-st. Horn-

3. Kedes Eachus, Town
Hall, Lower Edmonton

F. T. Steavenson, Town
Hall

P. 4 O. Holme, Archt.
Crosshill-street, Liverpool

April 29

AprUSO

Natnre of Work or Materials,

•Granite, Grave’, and Flints

•Kerblng. Tarpaving. Channelling,
Roadway —

Four Houses, Felixstowe .......

•Painting. 4c

•Making-op and Paving Road

Wood Paving
loannary, Chapel, 4c

•Enla-gicg School Booms

•Additions. 4e. to Infltmaiy

•Stoneware Pipe Sewers, and Levelling

Paving, and Maklng-up Read . .

•Pitching and Channel Kerb

•Erecting Laundry and Painting, Re-

pairing, 4c. at Workhouse
Additions to Workhouse, Baverley-

road, Hull
Large Stable, Nvrden, near Rochdale

House and Shop. Crane-street, Ponty-

puol
Three Pairs Villas. Wyndham-road,

Ssliibury —
Six Cottages, Leswell-street. Kidder-

minster
Church and Schools, Heeley, Yorks _

Leather Factory. Walsall

Restoration of Church, Tregony,
Cornwall

Pipe Sewers, Upper RlclimODd-rcad,

W
Five Houses, Arkwright - street.

Burnley
Nine Cottages, Whestley - lane,

Burnley
Club Buildings, Clevedon, Somerset

Two Cottages, Wann Lwyd. nea.-

Ebhw Vale
•Painting, 4c, Buildings, N. Aldershot

•I’alntlng, 4c. York

By whom Required.

County Borough of

Croydon _

Lewisham Bd. of Wks
Eastward Ho Estate.,

Whitechapel Union

Fulham Vestry

BelfastCorp — ..

Bast Ashford (Kent)
Union

Kensington and Chel-
sea bchool District

E>st Asbforn (Kent)
Union

Hornsey U.D 0

West Ham Council ..

Bt. O'ave's Union,
Rotherblthe

Sculooatfs Union ....

Noiden Coach Co. Ltd.

War Department ...

Forms of Tender, 4o.
BnppUedby delivered

Boro' Road Surveyor,Town
Hall

Surveyor, Cffiees. Catford,5

Esde 4 Johns, Comhill-
cliainbers, Ipswich

The Steward, Inflrmary.
Vollsnce-road, E

0. Bottenll, Town HaK,
Wnlham Green, 8.W. ..

City Surveyor
H. BamiUon, 11, Bank-
street, Ash for'

Cecil Sharp, 59, Fencburch-
street, B.C

'Workhouse. Willeaboro’
E. J. lajvegTove, South-
wood-lane, Higbgste, N.

Lewis Argell.lown Hall,
Strattora. E

tNewiiian 4 Newman, HI,

Tooley-street. 8.E
T. B. Atkinson. Archt, 11.

Trinity House-lane Hull
.T, W. Sunderland, Archt.
Church View, Norden
N.M. Brown. Archt. Somer-
too-road, Newport. Mon.

J. Harding 4 bon. Archt.
Salisbury

C. A. Downton, Archt. Co-
ventiy-st. Kiddermluster
E Fltt, 118, Alexandra-rd.
Heeley

F. W. Cross, C.E. The
Bridge. Wallsall ..

Rev. J. F. Reives, Tre-
gony, Grampound-Toad

F. H. Harvey. Surv. 18H,

Lavender Hill, 8 W. ..

A. Boblnfon. Archt. Pndi-
ham-road, Burnley

H. Proctor Ashfleld,

Wheat ley-lane. Bu-nley
Bakrr 4 Lmgworthy,
Solli'itore, Clevedon
A Watkins. 35. Spencer-
et. fcbbwVale ..

R. E. Office, Noilli Wool-
wich . ..

R. E. Office, Fiehergatc,

May 10

May 31

No date

do,

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature ot Appotutmeot. By whom Advertised. Balary.
AppUc*-<
tlODS t

be In. :

•General Foreman .................

j

•Surveyors' Aulstant
1

•Surveyor .

•Inspertor of Nulsanci-s

•Ardiitectural Draughtsman
•Surveyor's Asslatanl 1

LondonCoHotyCouncIi
|

Asylums Committee
Brl-tol Corp.
Bexhill U.D.C

E. Indian By, Co
South Shields Corp. ..

1

V. IBs. per week
158/. net. (t to 2081, per aim !

2001. PT ann.
;

ISO/, per atiD .... '

600 Rupees per month', ... ,

31. 3s. per week

April 27
April 3C

May 1
do.

May B

No data

~r/u„>e marked with an aeteri.knwre advertised in this Number. Competition. Iv. Controof, pp. Iv. vl. riU. & xxi. Public Appointments, pp. kv ill. <fc >.xi.

sisting of three pieces and four joints. The bridge consists

of abutments, haunches (comprising voussoirs of concrete,

bonded together and with cushions of asphalte, or with lead

inserted between the adjacent faces of haunches and skew-

backs of the abutment.s).

8,0.—Window Fastenings: /. S/mt/i.— Inventor

claims in fastenings for windows and the like the combina-

tion of a bracket or block on which is fulcnimed a screw-

threaded arm, carr^-ing a nut, such arm engaging with or

entering into a slotted br.acket, provided witli a projection

or projections, and with or without a spring attached.
.

2^-62.—Dour Checks: L. Inventor claims

:

(i) In a door check, the combination of a cylinder, a

crank chamber, a spring chamber rotatably mounted on

said crank chamber, and having a senes of ratchet teeth,

a pawl pivoued on the case of crank chamber, a .spring
a pawl pivoiteit on tne case oi craiio. euauiuci, ..

secured to s.aid spring .and chamber, a crank shaft connected

to spring and to piston and means for connecting the said

parts to a door and its c.asing. (2) In the said door check

ihe stop for limiting the motion of the crank under the

influence of the spring. {3) The adjustable connecting-

link, and (4) the construction of the vent-boss, adjusting

.screw, and lock nut.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

\i'im 5.—8,608, G. Baty and H. Hill, Wood Screws,

Coach Screws, &c.—8,634, T. Woodhouse, Syphon Flush-

ing Cisterns.—8,635. J- Cooper and F. Ilensly, Step and

other Treads, Ac.—8,637, J- Shanks, Water-clo.sets.- 8,686,

P. Phillips, Fillings for Coating Wood Before Painting

Same.—8,688, F. Baisdill, Platforms or Balconies for Use

on Houses and other Buildings.

April 6.-8,704, A. Watson, Emergency Bolts and

Latches.—8,714, W. Doolittle, Planing Maciiine.s.— 8,728,

F2. Stiff, Taps and their Connexions.—8,743, J. Berry,

Machines for Making Bricks, Tiles, &c. —8,748, O. Gilbert,

Sash Fastener.—8,785, A. Zillwood, Door Locks.

April 7.-8,817, G. Baldr>-, Lever Bolts.—8,853, T.

Marsh and G. Griffith, Temporary Balconie.s, Stages,

Scaffolds, &c.—8,871, J. Duckett & Son, Limited, and J.
Duckett. Slop Water Closets.—8,899, M. Stendner, Bits

and other Boring Tools.—8,903, C. Luce, Clamping

Jleviccs.

Aprils.—8,954, Clarke, Joints for Lined Piping.

—

8,966, F. Phelps, and P- Daw, Window Stops or Fasteners.

—9,015, J. McHardy, Wood Cutting and Working
M.ichinery. ...
April 9.—9,057, J. Isherwood, Chimney Pot.s and \ enti-

hating Cowls.—9,065, J. Clark, Trap.s for Sinks, Gulleys,

,vfcc.—9,072, D. Wilson, Cement or Concrete.—9,081, J.

Jones and J. Lloyd, Wood-Working Planes.—9,109, W.
McCormick, Syphon Flushing Devices.—9,113, A. Thicke,

Atiachment of Woodwork or Fixtures to Walls or Parts of

Buildings.

April 10.-9,136. J. Evans, Scaffold Cramps.— 9,141,

C. Gabriel, Ventilators or Air Extractors.—9,149, W.
Tickelpenny and A. Perkins^ Silent Automatic Check

Shields.—9,203, P. Da'vie-s, Closet Cisterns and Controlling

ihe Water Supply thereto.—9,206, S. Heleyer, Water-

Closets.
PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

21,144, J- Peckover, Slone Sawing Machines.— 162, T.

&J. Jones. Window Sash Fastener.—6,138, J. Skinner,

Chimney Ventilating and like Cowls,—6,459, • Read and

F. Crosland, Lime or Cement Kilns.—6,509, H. Scowcrofi,

S.3W Blades used for Sawing Stone.—6,532, E. Woollard.

Ventilating Gear for Greenhouses, &c.— 6,524, h. Daw,
Casement Fastenings.— 7,115, S. Page, Cowls for Chim-

neys, &c.—7,169, J.
Shanks, Trough Closets or Latnne.s.—

7,268, H. Clay, Water-closets, and Flushing App-nratus

therefor.— 7.445, W. Farleigh, Fire-grates.—7,687, J.

Sheppard and F. Dashwood, Walls, Partitions, &c., and
Bricks or Tiles for same,—7,694, R. Cunliffe, Window
Sa.sh Fasteners.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

open to oppositionfar two months.

9,100, J. Nichol, Material to be used as a Substitute for

Wood.—9,814, C. Wicke, Machinery for Manufacturing

Roofing Tiles or Slabs.— i .-^06, M. Miller and others,

Hammers, Axes, and other Tools.—12.799, Sage, Stair

Treads, &c.—24,981, S. Robertson, Syphon Discharge

Fitting for Water-closets, &c.—2,400. W. and J. Jeflrey,

Backs of Tiles, Bricks, Briquettes, &c., made from Clays

or other Materials.—5,387, Sir J. Smith, Fire Grates.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY
ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
April 5.—By Rebbeck Bros, (at

Bournemouth).
Bournemouth, Hants.— Batli-rd., “Burley Lodgi

and halfan acre, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 8/.

Camliridge-rd., “ The Holme,” f.,

Surrey-rd., “Mentone,” f., r. 90/.

Crescent-rd., “Glenbrook,” and half an acre,

f.,r. 80/.

April 7.—By W. J. Pierce & Thorpe
(at Foster’s Booth).

Eastcote, Northants.—Freehold Farmhouse, and

120/. .

-£3.0

,605

.440

33 a. 39,P
f. .Enclosure.s of land, 23 a. •

,

By W. R. Nicholls & Cn. (at Cheshani).

Che.sham, Bucks.—“Cherry Trees Farm," and a
building site adjoining, 20a. 3r., i p., f.

Five freehold building sites, 26 a. 2 r. 22 p. ,

April 8.—By Cai.throp & Briggs

7’S

Lines.

-

Scawby
3r-. >

Two freehold cottages

Lincoln 53 a-

1,850

*75

Arley, Warwick.—“ Ballard’s Gre

2p., f.

) Richards.
“Dick Turpin’s Cave

• 515

Stoke, Warwick.—Sliakespeare-st., two freehold

messuages, and a building plot adjoining ....

A freehold residence, r. 14/.

April 12.—By C. H. Brown.
Pimlico.—24, Rutland -St., u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 8/.,

45^-

By Ai.fki

Loughton.—High Beech,
'

b.-h., f., r. 40/.

Camden Town.—378 and 380, Vork-rd.,

. , „ 4''’. r. 115/-

Hoxton.— 1 to 16, Btinkstock-bdgs., u.t. 21 yrs.,

28/. 5s

Southgate.—Chase Side, " Mornington House,”
u.t. 86i yrs., g.r. 14/.

Chase Side, l.g.r. 14/. los., u.t. 861 yrs

1 and 2, Mornington-villas, u.t. 86i yrs., g.r. 12/.

r. 72/.

Canning Town.—Stephenson-rd., “The Britannia”

p.h., an improved rental of 36/. for 68 yrs,,

with reversion

Enfield Lock.— 1 and 2, Hanby-cotcages, u.t. 83
yrs., g.r. 4/.

By Franci.s & Co.
Stockwell.—24, Love-lane, u.t. 45 yrs., g.r. loZos. 6d.

.Shadwell.—3 and 4, Aiberi-st., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. la/.

Hounslow.—5 and 7, Lampton-rd., u.t. 78 yrs., g.r.

24/., e.r. 106/. •

By T. J. Barnett & Son (.at Dudley).

Rowley Regis, Staffs.— 103, 104, and 105, Corn-
5s-rd., f. -

enclosures of hand,

building.s thereon, 24 a. 2r., f. . .

.

Overend-rd., “ Corngreaves Hall,

with '

,
f..

By Messrs. Spei.man (at Acle),

Acle, Norfolk.—A freehold house and warehouse.

.

By N. Eastu.v & Son (at Goole).

Swinefieet, &c., Vorks.—A freehold farm, 126a.

I r. 22 p
Enclosuresof and,2Qa.or. 12 p., f.

By W. Dew & Sons (at Bettws-y-Coed).

Snowdon, Carnarvon.—“The Pen-y-Gwryd Hotel”
and 8a., u.t. aij yTS., g.r. 15s

By Thompson S: Co. (at Axminsier).

Wootton Fitzpaine, Dorset.
—

“F'erset Farm,” 31a.
2r. 26 p., f.

Apiil 9.—By Whittindale, Dyer, & Wat;.on (at

Coventry’).

Coventry, Warwick.—Moor-st., three freehold mes-
suages, r. 46/.

Upper Well-.st.
—“The Old Tan Yard,” u.t. 24

yrs., g.r. 50/., r. 216/. £60

Cradley, Worce.ster.—Banners-lane, enclosures of

land, 21 a. 2 r. 22 p., f. and c

By Dyer, Son, & Hilton (at Lewisham).

Calford.—56, 58, and 60, Rushey Green, and 4 to 9,

Patrol-pl., f.

Lewisham.— Cieorge-lane, “Clarence Lodge,” f.,

r. 40/.

35, Mount Pleasant-rd., f., r. 32/.

April 13.—By Ariif.k, Rutter, &
Waghorn.

Mayfair.—24, Berkelcy-sq., u.t. 50 yrs., g.r. 110/.

.

By Debenha.m, Tewson, & Co.

City of London.— 11, iia, and 12, Wormwood-st.,

f., r. 692/., and i, 2, and 3, Helmet-ct., u.t. 57
and 37 yrs., g.r, 205/., r. 545/.

Bayswater.—118, Westbourne-grove, f

Chalk Farm.—51, Regent’s Pk.-rd., f., r. 40/.

Regent's Pk.-rd., a freehold rental of 50/. for 36

560

By E. & H. Lu.\iley.

Regent’s Pk,—31, Chester-ten, u.c. i8i jTs., g.r.

52/.

By J. A. Lumley & Co.

Chelsea.—Sloane-st., a profit rental of 160/. for 19J

JTS. .

By C. W. Davies.
King'sCross.—21 and 2ia, Argyll-st., u.t. 45 yrs
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alston.—171. Queen’s-rd., u.t. sjJ yrs., g.r.

4/. los., r. yil. ; ^210
ounslow.—Lampton-rd., “Commercial College,'

f. ,r. so/. 700
/and.sworih.— TS to 35 (odd), Pascal-st., u.t. iii

yrs., g.r. 40/I 190

Ry Hamnett & Co. (at Masons’ Hall
Tavern).

. . , .

;ow.—Bow-rd., “The Eastern Empire” Music
Hall and “ The Three Cups” Tavern, with a
building site, part f., and part u.t. 50 yrs.,

g.

r. 100/. 30,000

By Orgill, Mark.s, & Okcill
(at Masons’ Hall Tavern).

'opl.ar.—High-si., “The Queen's Palace of

Varieties,” also the “Little George” p.-h.,

part f. and c., and part u.t. 34 and 16 yrs.,

g.r. 85/. ; 26,000

By Barker, Cathie, & Palmer
(at .Masons' Hat! Tavern),

lambridge.—St. Andrew-st., “ Ye Olde Castel

Hotel,” lea.se for 69 yrs,, r. 320/., with

goodwill 7iSoo

By W. Roi.fe (at Masons' Hall Tavern).

Hamberwell.— Lothian-rd., “The Lothian Arms,”
lease for 21 yrs., r. 120/., with goodwill 3i540

By C. Rawley Cross (at Shephcrd’.s

Bush).

Ihepherd’s Bush.— 21, Boscomhe-rd., u.t. 77 yrs.,

g.r. 7/., r. 42/.

28, Boscombe-rd., u.t. 77! yrs., g.r. 7/., r. 60/...

7, Ashchurch Park Villas, u.t. 66 yrs., g.r.

7/. los., e.r. 45/.

April 14.—By Baxter, Payne, & Lf.ppek.

,ee.—The Avenue, “ Glenacote,” f., e.r. 75/. . .

Iromley, Kent.— Farnaby-rd., eight plots of build-

ing land, f. 1

High-rd.—a plot of building land, f.

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

jound-rent
;

l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent ;
i.g.r.

mproved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for r

. lor freehold ; c. for copyhold ;
I. for lea.sehold

;
e.r. for

stimated rental; u.t. fur unexpired term; p.a. for per

innum ; yr.s. for years ; sc. for street ; rd. for road ; sq. for

quare
;

pi. for place
;

ter. for terrace ;
cres. for crescent

;

id. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

feak, E,I load
Sequoia, U.S.ft.cu.

ksh. Canada load
lirch. do
Sm, do
Pir, Dantsic, &c..

3 5'e 4/10/0

8/15/0 S/io/o

4'o/o s/S/o
B;i5/e 4/iS/o
»/io/o 8/10/0

Canada S/5/0 e/s'o

Pine. Canada red n/o/o 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... 1/15/0 3 'is/d

Lath, Dantsic.fath •>10/0 j/io/o

St. Petereburg.
. 5/0/0 6/10/0

SVainscot, Riga,

Tdeasa, crown ....

Deals. Finland
and & iststdioo 9/0/0 9/>o/o

Do. 4th 4; 3rd... 9/0/0 9/10/0

Do. Riga 7/10/0 B/10/0

Sl Petersburg,
ist yellow.,. . 11/0/0 is/io/o

Do. and yellow lo/o/o ts/0/0

Do. white 9/10/0 ii/io/o

Swedish 9/0/016/10/0
White Sea lo/io/o 17/0/0

Canada, Pine ist 19.13/0 ai/io/o

Do. do. and . .. . <4/0/0 16/0/0

Do. do. 3rd, &c.- 613/0 lo/o/o

Do. Spruce, ist. lo/io/o ii'o'o

Do. do. 3rd and

H/4VERF0RDWEST.— For the election of class-room, &c., for

the National School Managers. Mr. A. H. Thomas, architect,

Haverfordwest :

—

T. Jenkins
Davies & Williams . ..ewls (accepted) 330

HEREFORD.—For the erection of new ofiices. for boys and
asters at the Heiefordshire and District Working Boys' Home.

..Ir. G. H. Codseli, architect, Herefoid:—
Bowers & Co £365 17 I Jas. Davies.... °

W. 1’. Lewis & Co 256 s Andiews & Son* 24° 10

Beavan & Hodges 250 o| •Accepted.
AU of Hereford.

HUNSTANTON.—For keibing. making-up, &c.. Church-street,

r the Urban District Councu. Mr. J. C. Walker, suiveyor,

Council Ofiices, Hunstanton
' Leach £sy> o|J Nelson. Hunstanton*. .£522 10

• Accepted.
[Surveyoi's esUmate, Including contingencies and commissian,

£537 i6s- 9d-]

HYTHE (Kent!.—For the erection of a steel Ootbiidge O'

Royal MLitaiy Canal, for the Town Council. Messrs. S

Hulme, engineers, 20. North John-street, Liverpool

Alfied Thorne £990 0 o I John Oime Biettell,

Walter Jones 4: Sons 6a8
"" ' "*

Batty & Highani .... 618

ILFORD.—For the erection of steam launiiry in Sunnyside-road.

Ilford, for the Imperial Steam Laundry Company. Messrs. Verlyck

Si Dunn, architects, 2, Adclalde-terrace, Ilford—
A. Springer £453 o I R. G. Walters £759 J

J, J. Wheeler 699 10 0 I

ILFORD.—For the supply, delivery, and erection of iron roof

ever Steam Laundry Buildings, Sunnyside-toad, Ilford, for the

Imperial Steam Laundry Company. Messrs. Verlyck & Dunn,
architects. 3. Adelaide-lerrace, Ilford

Peirson&Co £3--8 0 I W, Jones & Sons £395 0

P. & R, Flemming 31a 0 1
Mat. T. Shaw 534 lo

Boundary Fencing and F.ntrance Cahr.Lays,

A. Springer £45 0 0 I R. G. Walters £S5 8

J.J. Wheeler 36 0 0

1

LONDON.—For workshops for Messrs. Mann. Crossman, &
Paulin. Mr. R. Spence, architect

,

Coldwells £5.985
1
Peiry & Co £4.31?*

Symes 5,234! Dabbs 4.385’

Johnson* Co 4,55: Ashby & Horner 4 337

man* Fotherbgham 4 429 [ George Wade* 4ii36

• Accepted.

MANSFIELD.—For the erection of an infirmary. &c ,
at ihe-

wotkhouse. for the Union Guardians. Mr. K. F. Vallance. Archi-

tect, Mansfield. Notts

,

Gilbert &Gabbitass..£tc,790 o I W. E. Shaw £9.960 o

H.Pickers 10.2:5 o L F. Pnee .. ........ 9.68810

Fisher Bros 10,120 0 J. Greenwood, Mans-

George Hodges 10,017 ol field (accepted) 9.3*4

MANSFIELD.—For the execution of alterations to caule

market, and additional stalls, &c.. for the Corporation, Mr. R. T.

Vallance, Borough Sotveyor, Mansfield

J. TomUnson £2.193 7 10 I J. Greenwood. Mans-

J F Price 2,150 o 0 field* £1.918 0 o

J. W. Fisher 2.039 10 0 |
* Accepted.

MANSFIELD —For alterations to branch bank, for Messrs.

Crompton. Evan, * Co.. Limited. Mr. R. Frank \allance, archi-

tect. Mansfield ;— r a
C. Vallance £*'5^
J. Greenwood, Mansfield (accepted)

2nd .

New Brunswick 7/>s'o

Battens, all kinds s’oo
Flooring boards,

sq., 1 In. prep.

Do. 2nd 0/7/0 0/i3,

Other qualities— 0/5/0 0/7/

Cedar, Cuba, ft /4 | /S
Honduras, *c. /4 /S

St Domingo,

Mexican, c^. do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose, Rio
Bahia

Satin, St Doming.

4/0/a t^s/o

1
/0/0 I4'0/0

/o/a 12 '0/0

o/e/y a’l/e

TIMBER (eentiniud).
Satin, Porto Rico o'o/7 0/1/6

Walnut, Italian .. o/o/l 0/0/7
METALS.

Iron—Pig, In Scot-
land ton t/3'ttl 0/0/0

Bar, Welsh, io

London 5/iS/o 5/17/6

Do. do. at works
in Wales 5/io/o 5/12/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London S/iS/o 6/10/0

Copper—

B

ritish

cake and ingot 525/0 sa/is'o

Best selected .. 52/176 53/7/6
Sheets, strong.. 57/0/0 59/0/0
Chili bars 48 12/6 0/0/0

Yellow Mtl lb. 4'7-8 5/0
LEAD - Pig,
Spanish _..ton lt/i6 3 11/17,6

English com.
brands li/i8 6 i2'i'3

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft
and upwards .. r3'a;6 0/0/0

Pipe 13/12 6 o/o/o

Zinc — English
sheet ton.. 20/to/o 0/0/0

Vieilie Mon-
tague si/io/o 0/0/e

Spelter 17/5/” °/°/°

Tin—

S

traits .... 59/12/6 o/o/o

Australian 61/3/6 61/126
English Ingots.. 63/i5'o 64/io/e

Banco 61/0/0 0/0/e

BiUitoD 59/15/2 60/0/0

OILS.

Linseed too 14/7.6 14 m/o
Cocoanut. Cochin 27/15/0 0/0/0

Do. Ceylon 24/0/0 0/0/0

Palin. Lagos 14/io/a o/o/o

Rapeseed, English
pale 27/10/0 37/is/o

Do. Brown 27/0/0 27/10/0

Cottonseed ret .. 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine ‘

Lubricating U.S.
Do. black
Tar — Stockholm

barrel ,
-

Archangel e/is/4 0/0/0

Turpentiie... ton 30/17 6 o/ij/o

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.—For the erection of the Royal
County Theatte, for the Kingston-on-Thames Theatre Company,
Limited. Mr. J. Charles Bouine, architect, 6a & 63, Basinghail-

street, E.C. Quantities by Messrs. Batstone Bios., 110. Cannon-
street. E.C.
Mark Patrick & Son £7.545 I W. H Gaze £6,679
Charles Oldridge * Sons . 7,374 Kirk & Kirk* 6,275

J. F. CoUlnson 6.750!
* Accepted subject to mo.Iification.

.10/0 19/10/0

0/6/3 0/7/6

0/4/9 0/6/6

o/o/o

[Communications
should be addressed ti

not later than 1

TENDERS.
for insertion under this heading

3 " The Editor," and must reach us

i. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and

address of the sender: and we cannot publish announce-

ments of Tenders accepted unles.s the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under

£100, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BERMONDSF.Y. — Arcepled far additions to joinery mUls.

Diummond-roaJ, S.E. Mr. H. Phelps Drew, architect, 33, Klng-
stzeet, Covent Garden, W.C. 1—

Collins & Co £402
[No competition,]

CHISLEHURST.—For the erection of a branch store, for the
Bromley Co-operative Society, Limited. Messrs. Wadmore, Wad-
more, & Mailett, architects, 35. Great Sl Helen’s. E. C.

BuuOing. Fittings.

I. Otway £9:4 0 .... £105 0
K. H. Lowe 890 0 .... 130 0
D. Payne 881 0 .... 12a 0

T, Crossley * Son ... ... 836 1

F. Wood 841 I

W. A. Grubb 830 1

L Hutc^hings 777 t<

T. D. Grady 779 i

F. P. Duthoit, Bromley*.
. 737 1

LEDBURY —For the erecticn of new villa residmee and
buildings, for Mr, George Bennett, Ledbuiy. Mr. G. H. Cod
atchileci- Hereford;—
Reuben Taylor £883 o 0 1

George Hill £035 1'

Jas. Davies 865 o 0 I
E. W. Wilks, Hereford* 815 1

• Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of five licuses, Hands-
worlh-toad, Tottenham, for Mr. Jos. Lloyd. Mr. J. fa. Pinoer,

architect ;

—

W. Hawley. Philip-line, Tottenham £1.562 10

LONDON.— Accepted for the erection of one house. Philip-lanc,

Tottenham, for Mr. W. Ponder. Mr. J. E. Pmder, architect ;—
W. Hawley £352

LON DON.—Accepted for the erection of house and shop, Philip-

lane. for Mr. F. W. Paul;—
W. Hawley £420

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of one house, Philip-Iane,

for Mr. H. Tilfen :—
W. Hawley. £410

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of one house, Pembroke.
road, for Mr. J. J. Sibley. Mr. J. E. Pindet. architect :—

W. Hawley £300

Parsons £i4.34S I
Prestige* Co £12.678

Foster & Uicksee 14,331 Holliday & Greenwood.. 12.535

Holloway Bros 14,110 |
Battley, Sons, * Hotness* 12.321

Macey * Sons 13.394 J. R. Ward 10,152

W. Downs 13,154! ‘Accepted.

LONDON.— For alterations and office fittings at 41. Colcraau-

street, EC. Mr, H, Phelps Drew, architect, 33. King-street,

Covent Carden, W.C. ;-
W. Knight £59->

I
Edwards & Medway £415

Colls* Sons 578 1
W. Morton (accepted) 385

LONDON.—Fcr roads andjsewers, Clapham-common Estate. Mr.
W, Newton Dunn, architect’and surveyor:—
Thompson £2.300 I Neave & Son £1.75°
Hudson 1,789 Peill * Son 1,525

Adams 1,73} Bentham&Co 1,4^
KiUingback 1.700 jSwaker 1,450

Galley 1,600
|
Cox 1,325

Bell 1.579 Wilson 1,160

King 1.577 I
Childs * Carpenter i.iio

Laurence * Co 1,576 I Parry i.ico

Lanesbury & Co. z.563 |

LONDON.—For erecting the Ooslow-square, S.W.. branch of
the London Joint-Stock Bank. Mr. R. Creese Harrison, atchiiect

j. Douglas £7.923
I

Lawrence £6.340
Simmonds Bros. 6,579 Monday* Son 6.338

FaUnet 6 453 |
George Wade* 6.053

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For making-up and paving Bagley’s-lane, for the

Fulham Vestry. Mr. Charles Botterill, Suiveyor, Town Hall,

Walhara Green, S.W.

Parry, Fulham*.
Mr—
Vfimpey * Co
Nowell * Co
Greenham
Victoria Stone Co., Kingsland*.
Imperial Stone Co

NELSON (Lancs.).—For the execution of street imprevement

work for the Corporation. Mr. B. BaU. C.E., Borough Engineer.

Town Hail, Nelson ;

—

Wro. Chew, Station-road, Fordridge £510 •• 5

Evan Ellis, 10, Hargreaves-street, Nelson, i.iao .. 8 ,.

T. Metcalfe. 43. Parx-stieet, BarrowlorJ . 652 .. 4 ..

Jas. licland, 4. St. Maiy's-street. Nelson . 140 -- « street.

PAISLEY, N.B.—For the erection of a drill-hall, High-street.

Mr. T. Graham Abcrciorabie. architect, 13, Gilmoui-siieet.

Wm. M’Gee, WeU-street, Paisley . .£3,561 18 lo

Joinery. — Matt. Lang. M'Cowan-street,
Paisley -••••-, *.<49 8 *

Plunil-ing. — \vs. Kilpatrick * Son. Dyers
Wynd, Paisley 383 7 **

Slating. — Shaw & Stewart, High-street,

Paisley ’=>6 °

— J.as. Cfllilns and Son, Geoige-

Street, Paisley .5*4 *6 *°

[Additional contracts to be fixed later on.]

PEMBROKE DOCK.—Accepted for building the Intermediate-

school for the Governors. Mr. David Jenkins, architect.

LUndilo — ,,,
Edwaid Evans, Pembreke Dock £a,666

RAMSBOTTOM (Lancs.).-Por paving. &c., Hope-stieet, ard
feur other streets, for the Uiban District Council. Mr. Jas.

Halliwell. Suiveyor. Ctuncil Offices, Ramsbjttom. Quantities by

the Surveyor :— _ , ,
Radcliifo * Wood- I Platt & Castle £470 9 o

head £561 6 i
| J. Dawson ; 45* 811

C. Lomax 5t6 5 6 1 T. & J. Foster, Rams-
Allham 485 la 5 bottom* £424 *6 *®

,
i-ietcher 476 19 o

1
* Accepted.

REIGATE.—For the erection of a lodge lor Mr. G. Taylor. Mr.

C. E. halmon, architect, Reigale:—
R. Killick A4to I W. J. Wells £59«

J. A. Murrey 350 1
W. Bagaley & Sons* 276-

RUCELEY—For additions to school buQdings. Talbot-street.

Mr. W. E. Rogers, surveyor, Rugeley
johnSimcocks .£321 10

|
Thos. Mason. Hednes-

'
i

ford, Staffs.* £282 o
• Accepted.

ST ALBANS.—For erecting two shops situate in Cathcrme-lanc.

Mr Percivai C. Blow, architect, 7. London-road. SL Albans

Botf Bios £615 I J- Bushell* £555
E. Dunham 564 I

* Accepted.

SANDGATE.— For the execution of sewerage works. &c., for.

the Uiban District CciinciL Mr. A. R. Bowles, C.E.. Sandgate.

Quanuues by Mr. E. C. Pinks. 45. ParUament-sueet, S.W.

Pedrette * Co £1.158 0 o

J. Neeves, Sandgate (accepted) 89° *2 10

W. Swaker (withdrawn) 77**9 7

SNODLAND (Kent).— For sewering, kerbing. &c., on estate, fo

the Kent and Essex House. Land, and General Investment Com
pany, Limited. Mr. G. W. Cobham, suiveyor. 49, WmdraUl-stieet,

W^C^ket*^'. £6*7 i3[Tuff&Miskin..........£490 0

J. C. Fteeman 5*5 o A. T. Catley. 23, Lloyd-

J Wilford 498 0 square. E.C. (accepted) 396 te

SOUTHAMPTON,—For tar paving footpaths. Church-street..

Shirley, and Marlands. for the Corporation. Mr. W. G. B. Bennett,

Borough ^gineet. Municipal Offices. Southampton^—

E. Bradshaw * 9 per yard.

North of England Asphalte Company .. .. i 7J do.

Asphaltic Limestone Concrete Company.. 1 7 do.

John Waiawright *4 **“-

Mendip Granite and Asphalte Company,
SbeptOD Mallet (accepted) 1 4 dd.-

STOKE GABRIEL (Devon).-For the erection of house andJ

stabling, for Mr, J. E. May. Mr. W. Taprell Allen, architect,.

Kingswear. Quantities by Messrs. Northcroft, Son, & Neigh-

Stephens * Bastow £3.845 1
Webber & Sons £3.261

RabPich 3.3*7 Westiake 3.J4S
Webber & Maunder .... 3,287 Pike 2i>9*

Drew 3,281
1
Brown, Cocklngion* 2,442-

• Accepted, subject to reduction.

STONEHAVEN (N.B.)—For macadamising. &c.. a new street,

for the Commissioners. Mr. Geo, Murdoch, Borough Surveyor.

Stonehaven:- ,,
John McPetiie £210 10 e

|
Alexander M^on,

James Leith.Jun. .... 19013 6| 26, Ann-streeL Stone-

Peter Tawse 173 7 0 haven* - -£i57 9 2

Wm, Smith, jun 167 7 6 J
•Accepted.

WANSTEAD (Essex).—For the execution of road works, for the

Urban Disuict Council
ICerb ing.

W. Wadey £s*4 3 o

H. Burnham 497 6 “

W. Griffiths, 283, Kingsland-road, N.E,* 452 3 o.

Tar Paving.

Brunswick Rock Asphalte Paving Co..... ^

B- Shakeshaftjones **’78 *8 3

H. Burnham 1.242 0 o

J. Smart 936*3 o

Asphaltic Limestone Concrete Co.. Midland
C:ods Station, South Tottenham* 895 7 ^

J. Ford 877 J8 a
• Accepted.
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WALSALL.—AccepCei for the erection of foreina&’s house.
&c., Fleck Gasworks, for the Corporation. Quantities by Mr. F. G.
Hughes, Birmingham:

—

Thomas Tildesley, Willenhall
[Twelve tenders received.]

WEST HAM.—For the erection of sewage pumping-engine and
boiler-houses, and electric-lighting buildings. Abbey Wharf, Strat-
ford. for the Town Council. Mr. Lewis Angell, Engineer, Town
Hall. Stratford, E-;-

Portland

J. Jackson
ShiUitoe Sc Son
Munday & Son
O. Cooke & Co
Chessum & Sons
G. Sharpe
C. Gray Hill
Gregarii Son. Stratford (accepted) .

£50.097
45.530
44.939

Artificial

£47.157

WINDSOR.—Accepted for making-up, iS:c., Bolton-road, for the
Town Council :

—
T. Kelly, Windsor ••£930

[Borough Surveyor's estimate, £955].

WINDSOR.—For new mission hall. Old Windsor, Berks. Mr.
J. W. Oades, architect, Egham ;

—
C. Gray.... ^537 o o I C. Buckeridge £539 0 o
Cooper & Son 640 o o R. Rowland 525 o o
W. Beauchamp 54519 0 | J. Groves, jun 44310 0

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.
At a recent meeting of the LoniJon School

Board, the Works Committee submitted the
following lists of tenders :

—

Painting th; Exttriors of eke/bUem'inz Schools, bthvten
April If and May If. 1S97.

BRUNSWrCK-ROAD
T. H. Jackson £«49 0 I J. T. Robey ^07-

112 o G. Wales Iz
-D. Cibb&: Co. .

J. Kybetc.

.

1
A. W, Derby* 87

BUCKtNGHAM-STREET
F. Britton £171 5 I Marchant & Hirst £139~

- nlrt K «; WilUo.r,c C-p,* -X.

DARBY-STREET.—Painting and repairs
W. J. Hack £66 o I j. Kybetc
J. F. Holliday 39 o A. W. Derby*.
W. Horaect. 34 5

EAST-LANE;-
W. Homett £*45 '

H. Line 236 1U T UlilUqmc -«0H. J. Williams..
W. & H. Castle igo 1

6. E. Nightingale .... 189 1

Johnson & Co £«79 '

G Barker 17a c

Holliday &(Greeowood 160 c

W. Banks* 156 il

GOODSON-ROAD :-
G. Barker £r63 <

W.&H. Castle 149 ,

H- J. WilUams 147 1

HoUldayA'Greeowood 137 .

I
Johnson & Co £137 t

S. H.Corfield c

W. Banks 134 r
I Jones i Groves* .... no I

GRAFTON-ROAD:-
F. Britton
F, T. Chinchen
C. Barker
T. Cruwys

.£200 14
1
McCormick & Sons ....£142

170 o G. Foxley 137
i6s o Stevens Bros.* 137

HAWLEY-CRESCENT
WcComicK

45
Sons ....£310 0 I C. Foxley £245®>W-Cort.dd 275 o Stevens Bros 24^:W. Chappell; 249 10 T. Cruwys 239W. Homett 246 o

1
Marchant & Hirst* 1^1

"HIGHWAY"
3. T. Robey
J. F, Holliday ...

£188 o|J. Kybett £151
iPo IS G. Wales 142
153 o C Barker 13,
152 o I S. H. Coifield* 123

C.B.N.SNEWIN
MAHOGANY, %YAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
h ^2. 13. 14. 15, 16, & 17

,
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Architecture at the Academy and the Salon.

E French Salon,

the Old Salon at

the Palais de

rindustrte, has
opened its doors

earlier than usual

this year, earlier

even than was at

first announced,

for tlie two
Salons each endeavour to forestall the other,

and the previously - announced date of

April 25 for the opening of the old Salon
\vas subsequently altered to the 20th. Con-
sequently we can compare the architectural

exhibits there and at the Royal Academy in

the same article
;
but as we must conclude

our remarks on the Frencli drawings in this

article, it will be more convenient to give

them the precedence.

The architectural drawings at the Old
Salon at Paris consist of much the usual

assortment
;
a great set of classical restora-

tion drawings on a very large scale
;
a cer-

tain number of large and finely executed
drawings which for the most part are

obviously eitlier designs submitted in com-
petitions for buildings or academical studies;

a number of drawings and sketches of

ancient work, including some e.xceedingly

fine and highly-finished examples of archi-

tectural illustration
;
and here and there a

few drawings of buildings which appear to be
bond fide commissions, either executed or

about to be executed. Owing to the pre-

ponderance of the academical element, and
the extent to which exhibits of this class

seem to be confined to certain school forms
Df design, one receives the impression that

;ach year’s exhibition is almost the same as

the last. It is true that last year there was
in exception in the fact that the leading set

>f drawings of the year represented a large

Dractical structure, the Post and Telegraph
Depot ;* but this was a very occasional

eature. The great defect of the Salon
irchitectural department is that in spite of

the beauty of many of the drawings, which
in this respect are far beyond what is gene-
ally seen at the Academy, the collection is

lardly at all representative of the current

irchitectural work of the day, and there

5eems to be no attempt to render it so.

•Illustrated in Phe Bulkier Tot April lo, 1897,

The leading set of drawings this year is M.

Pontr^moli’s series representing the remains

at Pergamos and their restoration
;
an “envoi

de Rome” which has before been mentioned
in our columns. The principal drawing is a

geometrical elevation of the whole collection

of temples, altars, &c., a huge drawing about

fourteen feet long, the whole beautifully exe-

cuted, but when compared with the equally

careful drawing of the actual remains it must
be admitted that the faculty of imagination

plays a large part in the restorations carried

out by the students of the Villa Medici. A
large detail drawing shows the Altis with

its now celebrated alto-relief sculpture re-

stored—and here there is room for other

faculties than those of imagination—and an
Ionic colonnade over it with wall-paintings

in the rear of the columns. Over the central

altar rises a slab carved with interlaced ser-

pents
;
what is the meaning of the black

pyramidal shaped mass on each side of this,

looking like a hipped roof butting against the

central block, is not very apparent. How-
ever, the drawings are a very fine set, and
M. Pontremoli has no doubt made his mark
with them as a French architectural student

of the first rank.

Two models appear in the architectural

room, which appear to represent work that

is really in contemplation. One is a plaster

sketch of a design by M. Deperthes (archi-

tect) and M. d’lllzach (sculptor) for a monu-
ment to Puget, and is a clever and spirited

piece of work of Louis Quatorze detail,

forming an oblong mass, flat in the rear and
semicircular at the front, the general shape
being apparently suggested by that of the

ship or ship's prow which forms the crown
of the design. In front, under the said

prow, is the figure of Puget in an energetic

attitude, mallet in hand; at the back is a

panel for inscriptions, partly protected by a

semi-dome carried out on consoles. The
details generally are bold and effective in

character. The other model represents a

design for a fountain by M. Bartholdi, with
a memorial portrait figure at the top

;
the

whole design is also represented by a full-

size model in the sculpture court. The
design is original

;
the centre portion is

supported by four flying buttresses of ellip-

tical line springing from pedestals on the

outer rim of the main basin
;
the defect of

the design is that the Classic tabernacle or

shrine in the centre, on the top of which the

figure stands, is insufficient in scale for the

figure
;
the arches in it, which are designed

as arches for entrance, are only three-fourths

the lieight of the figure above, so that figure

and architecture belong to entirely different

scales. We should say that M. Bartholdi,

who is professedly a sculptor, has not had
the assistance of an architect in this

design.

Among the large competition designs

already referred to, the only one that is wortli

special remark is tliat by MM. L. P. Blanc
and A. Marcel, described in the catalogue as

“Gare Centrale dc Biicarest,” but which is

obviously only a competition scheme, as it is

one that unfortunately no railway company
would carry out

;
unfortunately, for it is a

very fine and remarkable design of its class.

The elevation, on a large scale and drawn
and tinted in the usual complete and eflec-

tive French manner, shows an immense
rusticated stone front, with three great

arches divided by massive pilaster-like piers,

and corresponding to the three parallel semi-

circular iron roofs of the interior. At tlie

base of each pier is a buttress semi-circular on
plan, carrying a globe which forms a pedestal

for a sculptured figure. The whole compo-
sition is crowned with a large cantilever

cornice with a frieze of Classic ornament
interspersed with shields. The perspective

view of tlie interior of the station shows an

effective treatment with a series of iron and

glass domes and pendentives. There are of

course complete plans and sections, and the

whole forms not only a splendid set of

drawings but a really fine conception for the

architectural treatment of a terminal railway

station. M. Blanc also exhibits an equally

large elevation for the University of Jassy
(Roumania), but this is a cold and heavy
Classic composition, looking like anything

rather than a university.

Among the drawings in the large architec-

tural room is another remarkable set by M.

A. Auguste Marcel, called in the catalogue

“Salle de Fetes a Paris,” but on the draw-

ings “Galerie Japonaise.” “Japanesque”
would perhaps be the more fitting adjective,

although the exterior does seem to be a

treatment in Japanese timber construction

carefully imitated. Internally the sections

show a perfect riot of detail and colour

which may be called a French version of

Japanese detail. It is a tour de force of

coloured architectural drawing; every detail,
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down to the elaborately carved cabinets and

their contents, being minutely made out.

As usual, the less important architectural

contributions are ranged along one of the

galleries adjoining the central one of the

exhibition. M. Mesnager's " Rendezvous de

Chasse,” a hunting pavilion in classic style,

very much resembles other designs for the

same kind of building which we have seen

in former exhibitions
;
but it is worth atten-

tion as showing a power of adapting French

Renaissance details to a design which

exactly expresses what it is intended for—

a

kind of state hunting-box for a nobleman’s

domain
;

it cannot be taken for anything but

what it is, though it is far removed from the

style in which a building of this description

would be treated in England. M. Jasson’s

“ Hospice de Vieillards, a Saint-Julien,”

appears to be one of the few sets of draw-

ings representing actual commissions; this

is in the very plain architectural style which

the French architects of to-day affect for

hospitals, schools, asylums, &c.,all which are

treated pretty much alike
;

plain brick or

stone buildings with no ornament except

perhaps, as here, a coloured frieze in tiles or

terra-cotta. The plan, forming three sides

of a quadrangle, is worth note in regard to

the fact that the side wings are not joined

on to the cross one, but an opening is left

between the buildings at the angle, showing
a perception of the principal sanitary objec-

tion to the complete quadrangle form of plan.

M. Legresle's "Un Sanatorium pour des
Enfants ” shows the same kind of architec-

tural character
;
a sanatorium for children, in

the French idea, being properly treated so

as to look as like a mill or factory as possible.

M. Rigault’s “ Propriete de M. D
,
a

Saint-Etienne ” is another of the practicable

designs, and consists of two or three apart-

ment houses adjoining each other, which
show a little variation from the usual French
type of town house of this class: two of the
houses, forming one design, have a classic

stone front, the remaining portion of the

block is Gothic in type and executed in

brick with stone dressings, and with a very
large corbelled-out turret running up the
front

;
there is nothing remarkable in the

design except in the fact of the archi-

tect having ventured to depart from the
usual maison-d-loycr type of French front.

The French Tnciison dc C(ii7ip(igHC appears in
all its horrors in M. Her\'ey-Picard's design
under that title. M. Vernon’s “Villa a
Saint-Priest is a more pleasing example,
which is to say that it varies from the usual
type of French villa, and has less gimcrack
about it. A small perspective interior of the
new Salon at the Casino at Monte Carlo, by
M. Henri Schmit, which might easily pass
unnoticed among the large drawings by
which it is surrounded, shows a pleasing
and bold treatment of a large room with an
elliptical arch on each face, carrying an iron
and glass dome of very low section

;
con-

sidering that this is for a casino it shows an
unusual and praiseworthy absence of fussi-
ness or pretence in detail, and is a good
bit of design of its kind. The competition
design for a "Caserne des Sapeurs-Pom-
piers” at Montmartre, by MM. Lecamp
& Robert, is worth attention as an
attempt, in a solid and monumental-looking
design, to adapt classic architectural features

'

to a barrack, while preserving a suitable*
simplicity and ruggedness of general

'

character. M. Lafon’s “ Maison de Cam-'

pagne k Alais” is refreshing from its sim-

plicity of style, and rather amusing to the

English eye from its fidivcic of plan, with the

little kitchen and the water-closet next to it

and opening out of the same lobby, &c. As

we have mentioned the realistic and prosaic

treatment common in designs for asylums

and other such institutions, we may mention

by contrast M. Tony Garnier’s design for a

“Sanatorium pour les officiers et soldats

convalescents des armees de terre et de

mer,’’ a wild dream of terraces and pavilions

extended in long perspective by the borders

of the sea.

The addition to the “Credit Lyonnais,”

by M. Bouwens-van-der-boyen, is a good

piece of practical business architecture, the

flank elevation consisting of massive stone

piers the whole space between which is

filled in by an iron construction of floors and

windows
;

it does not make so effective an

exterior as the Americans produce with their

stone casings to steel constructions, but it

has at least the merit ot being a genuine

construction, the stone piers being an actual

support to the work and not a casing. The
“Banque Russe, pour le commerce etranger,

Paris,” by M. Brincourt, is another practical

building, with a large iron roof of which
both a model and section are shown

;
the

triangular space between tie-rods and rafters

is apparently intended to be hermetically

sealed and is marked on the section “ espace

d'air confine,” Is this supposed to be a

defence against variations of tempera-

ture ?

Of the modern churches, of which there

are two or three examples, the less said the

better. The church at Etang-Vergy, by M.
Saint-Pere, is a design which to English

eyes is almost shocking in its bare cast-iron

hardness of style and detail and the feeble

manner in which the buttresses are planted

on anyhow
;
the only bit with any character

is the much-entasised spire with large

moulded ribs and alternate bands of brick

and stone
;
this feature is ugly enough too,

but not quite commonplace. M. Woog’s
church at Cesson, St. Brieuc, is a little

better, but the quasi-Gothic of the modern
French country church is as repellent to

English taste as the quasi-picturesque of the
maison de campag7ic. Among the restora-

tion drawings of churches are one or two
interesting exhibits, among them the set of
drawings of the restoration of the Byzantine
church of Mer\’aka, near Argos, by M.
Leon Chesnay. These s*how a church with
a centre cupola of the usual late Byzan-
tine type, the body of the church being
apparently built of a warm yellowish
stone on an irregularly coursed base of large

blocks of grey marble, the colour and effect

of the materials being very well shown in
the drawings, which show also on each face
the restoration of a square arcaded porch,
of which only the wall-corbels of the arches
actually remain. M. Mandin exhibits the
drawings for the restoration and enlarge-

ment of the little French Byzantine church
at Issac, a small domed church without
aisles, as usual in that type of early French
architecture, in which it is proposed to
reface the jambs of all the openings, to add
apses forming transepts to the third bay,
and to add a new west porch and facade of
a simple kind. No realistic perspective
view is shown, the drawings are all

geometrical, and form an interesting little

set, but it is to be feared that not much of
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the interest of the actual building will b'

left when the work is done.

Of decorative design there is never mud
to be seen at the Salon, and that littl

seldom good
;
this year however there is om

fine piece of work, the “ Projet de Salon d

reception dans un palais princier,” by W
Carre, a longitudinal section of a classic salh

with coupled columns at intervals, bu
differing from tlie ordinary French class!

design in the amount of rich colour intre

duced into it in marbles and inlays, tli:

effect of which is beautifully shown on th:

drawing. Besides this, the best bit of de

corative work is a design for the treatmen

of the wooden ceiling of the hall at th

Chateau of Plessis-Barbe, by M. Bodin
which is quiet and in good taste. A curiou

example of French taste is seen in the on:

design for a sepulchral monument, “Mom:
ment funeraire de famille,” a little marbll

chapel with large bronze crucifix affixed t

the wall over the doorway; the genera

design is of a type which is familiar to us i

modern French works of this kind, and whic:

has the merit of monumental solidity am
a certain solemnity of expression, but i

this case all marred by the unlucky trea'

ment of the sides of the monument i

imitation of the folds of a hearse-clotl

which at once vulgarises the whole desigi;

In England we should only expect to fim

this kind of thing among the marble-mason
of Euston-road.

It is when we come to the illustrativi

drawings that we have to bow our diminishe:

heads before the excellence of the Frena
work. This use of the art of architecture

drawing the French architects have certainli

brought to perfection. To look at the se

of drawings of Chateau Goulaine by IV

Chaussepied seems almost as good as havini

seen the building itself
;
colour and texture e

walling, and every little detail of the worl
are shown in such realistic perfection. It i

to be wished that the English architectura.

students who compete for “ measured draw
ings” prizes could see some of these Frenci

illustrative drawings, and realise how fa:

they go beyond anything for which prize

are given at the Institute. Among othe
drawings of the same class may be men
tioned the beautiful studies of antique frag

ments by M. Eustache, the series of copiei

of the mural paintings of the church®
of Peribleptos and Pantanassa, at Mistra, b
M. Yperman, the large water-colours of th!

mural paintings of the Sybils at Amiens, b
M. Guedy

;
and the splendid highly finishei

perspective drawing of the cathedral c

Rodez, by M. Pailhes. On the contrary :

must be admitted that in small and mor:
rapid sketches and studies of buildings o

the spot the French exhibits are hardly u;i

to our level
;
they do not show the same

feeling for touch and effect as we find ii

the work of English architectural sketchers

The best are the collection of sketches in thi

Ile-de-France, Picardie, and Champagne^ b’l

M. Grellet.

At the New Salon there are no architect

tural drawings worth speaking of, but %

good deal of furniture and of the class 0

things called generally “objets d’art,” thd

New Salon making a feature of representin|i

decorative arts and crafts, which the Old Salon

(like the Royal Academy) seems to make
a point of ignoring. There is little, how’
ever, among the furniture and room decora-r

tion which would appeal to English sym-i
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jathies. The fault of the French in these

hings is that they are too clever
;
they can-

lot be content with simplicity of line and

itructure, everything is restless and con-

orted. There is a large and much gilded

jothic high altar erected by M. Paul Gout,

vhich however is more striking from

ts size and splendour of gilding than

rom any higher quality. M. Roche

nakes a new suggestion in his model of a

upola formed of translucent faience through

/hich the light passes, the lower portion

arming a series of translucent figures ; but

: is one thing to do this in a model, another

hing to carry it out on a large scale. For a

mall space—the skylight to a vestibule for

nstance, something might be done with it.

imong the stained glass exhibited is a

rilliant and effective window by M. Caret,

itended for the staircase of the Mairie at

’erreux, and consisting almost entirely of a

lass of flowers grouped naturally, only

•eated in a flat manner; the design, which

hows a glimpse of a landscape between the

owers, is entitled “ Le Printemps a

’erreux.” Among the objects in cases

laced in the central gallery are many clever

lings and much beautiful workmanship,

phappily marred by the trail of the

article de Paris ” almost everywhere,

.mong the exceptions are M. Brateau’s

xhibits of pewter goblets, &c.
; a very

retty ring in gold, 'silver, and iron by M.

!arabin, the gold portion being a minute

imale figure—there is a “Renaissance"

)ok about this little bit of work
;
a case of

ottery by M. Dammouse, of fine form and

Dlour; a very fine cloisonne enamel vase by

Ir. Heaton
;
some good stoneware by M.

sanneney
;
some very pretty and delicate

lown glass by M. Koepping; various small

bjects in enamel by M. Thesmar, of most

elicate workmanship but spoiled by bad

ilour
;

and a case of goldsmith’s work

id jewellery by M. Nocq, including a

and mirror of which the handle is formed by

nude figure of Narcissus placed as if

'Oking into the mirror
;
a pretty fancy.

It is an extraordinary change from the

rge spaces and vast drawings at the Salon

» the one little architectural room at the

oyal Academy, with its pretty collection of

ibinet pictures of architecture. There is

)thing of plan or construction of buildings

' be learned here
;
none of that learned and

implete setting forth of a building in all its

arts and details which we find at the Salon

t such sets of drawings, for instance, as that

f the Bucharest railway station design

bove referred to
;
and the illustrations of

ncient work are little more than sketches

Dmpared with the monumental drawings

f tlie French architects. On the other

and there is this to be said for our

Dllection, that it is far less academical;

shows, within its limits, greater variety of

im and style
;
and moreover it does repre-

snt, as far as it goes, the architectural work
f the day, it gives some indication of what
ind of buildings are being carried out. In

general sense the collection is equal to the

verage in regard to drawing and design,

lough few important buildings are illus-

ated, the drawings mostly representing

ather small works. The central place is

ccupied by a fine line drawing bearing the

ames of Mr. Norman Shaw and Mr. J. F.

)oyle, in which we should think the former
5 the larger collaborator, for the design

)oks like another edition of new Scotland

Yard, even down to the detail of changing

suddenly from stone to brick walling with-

out the intervention of a moulding. It is

called simply “ New Buildings, Liverpool,”

and we are left to imagine the purpose of the

block, though it has a very police-like or

prison-like appearance, emphasised by the

plain massive cantilevers carrying an iron

gallery which runs round the building and

abuts against the corbelled-out angle turrets,

where doors communicate with it. Witliout

knowing what the building is intended for,

it is impossible to form any judgment as to

the propriety of its architectural expres-

sion. On either side of this are two
large water-colour drawings exhibited in

the names respectively of Mr. C. W.
Whall and Mr. H. Wilson, but which are

both Mr. Wilson's drawing. The former

represents the east end ot the private

chapel at Lanark, of which we published

some illustrations last year, and which repre-

sents the work of Mr. Wilson and Mr. Whall
in collaboration. The drawing is of course

a fine and bold one in general effect, though

it does not show the detail very well. The
drawing bearing Mr. Wilson’s name is a

representation of the new staircase at

Welbeck Abbey, and is a splendid piece of

colour effect, but it does not convey to us

very well what is the actual nature of the

work
;

it is not very easy to tell, for instance,

whether the figure work and ornament shown
in balustrades and other portions is carving

in relief in coloured marbles, or painted or

inlaid colour decoration. A French drawing

would leave us in no doubt as to this, though

it might not have the vigour and freedom of

Mr. Wilson's water-colour work. The
general style of the work seems to arise

from an aim at novelty of effect by using

some accepted features of architecture with-

out their usual adjuncts
;
a row of colonnettes

carrying nothing, and square angle newels

cut off short at the top with no moulding or

finish, but with a statuette perched on them.

The kind of effect produced is certainly

novel, but we think it wants architectural

refinement, and that it is a kind of novelty

people may presently tire of. However, it

is at all events a splendid drawing.

The two special characteristics of this

years architectural show are that plans are

even more rare than ever, things in this

respect getting worse instead of better
;
and

th.at there is an unusual proportion of church

architecture, so much so that one is inclined

to think that the hanging committee (if there

is one for architecture, which we have always

doubted), finding a good many church

designs sent in, determined to hang as many
of them as possible, by way of giving a cer-

tain special character to this years exhibi-

tion. This being so, vve may devote the

short remainder of this article to a few

words on the churches, reserving other sub-

jects for a future number. The most promi-

nent church drawing is the exterior perspec-

tive of St, George’s, Stockport, by Messrs.

Austin & Paley(i79o), a fine solid pyrami-

dal group with a large centre tower and
spire

;
the tower, though broken up a good

deal with buttresses and panelling, shows a

great proportion of solid wall which gives it

a very monumental appearance, and the con-

siderable falling in of the angle lines adds to

the effect of solidity while leading the com-
position up to the spire. The general style

is perpendicular Gothic but with some
special treatment, as seen in the square-

headed windows with labels over them in

the transept. The authors have fully

realised the value of masses of solid wall

here and there in the design. It is notice-

able, by the way, that the lights in the spire

are not carried up vertically in the usual
“ lucarne ” form, but open flush with the

raking surface of the spire, and this con-

tributes very much to the solid effect of the

design. The interior, shown in a large

drawing at the otlier end of the room, repre-

sents the usual orthodox modern Gothic.

In other churcli designs we see evidence

of a desire after originality and novelty.

Mr. Matear’s large drawing of the west
front of Holy Trinity Church, Southport,

(1796), shows a design evidently somewhat
influenced by the late Mr. Sedding. The
front is flanked by octagonal turrets, panelled

above and finishing in little cupolas. There
is a large west window between, the centre

mullion of which is too heavy and out of

scale with the other detail. The church

shows a very plainly treated north tower
in the rear, with the clock face formed

of open metal framing placed like a

spider’s web over one of the windows.
There is a variety in this, and it gets rid of

the sometimes too prominent feature of

the round clock-face forming a spot on the

design
;
but it is not convenient to read the

time by. Beneath this Mr. Mountford’s
“ St. Michael, Southfields" (1795) has been
intentionally placed, as an example of a

different manner of treating the west front

with angle turrets, which have here a less

Gothic and a more “ campanile ” appearance.

The large arch overhanging the west window
abuts on each side against one face of the

octagon turret. There is no tower. Mr.

Brooks’s “St. Peter, Hornsey” (1766), which

was published in the Builder of August 15,

1896, shows another form of the west turret

church without tower
;
here the turrets are

square with an octagon stage at the top, out of

which rises a leaded spirelet or spike, after a

fashion now prevalent, but which looks a

little too much like an architectural after-

thought.

There is an evidently growing taste for

simplicity in church design, as compared with

the day when every church was an assemblage

of crockets and finials. We see this in

Mr. Spooner’s quiet^drawing of the “ West
Front of St. Michael and All Angels, Little

Ilford ” (1,788), with its narthex forming a

lean-to stopped by the two deep buttresses,

and the seven-light west window in the

middle of a plain wall, with no tracery, the

lights carried straight up to the window arch

and merely cusped at the head. (To this church

there is actually a plan). Other demonstra-

tions in favour of simplicity we see in such

designs as Mr. Temple Moore's “ St. Peter’s,

Barnsley '(
1,744), with its tracery windows

of Decorated style inserted in plain walls

between fiat buttresses of Norman make

;

and in Mr. Shackle’s design for a church at

Exeter, (1,820), where the windows end right

up against a single moulding which is all

that separates them from the roof. This

is carrying na’iv6t6 rather too far. In a

“Proposed Memorial Church” (1,745) Messrs.

Clark & Hutchinson have made a spirited

attempt at a new style, with square blind

masses of wall at angles of tower and tran-

sept, campanile-like battering turrets flanking

the west end, and other peculiar features,

not without considerable effect
; but the

centre feature at the crossing, looking like a

d
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joss-house with a pole stuck on it, had better

be revised if the building is to be carried out.

Of other church designs we may mention

Mr. Prynne’s church at Elland (1,741), a very

satisfactory piece of modern Early English in

orthodox style; Messrs. Murray & Mallows’s

“Granard Presbyterian Church, Putney”

(1,752), with a battering tower and a brick

spire, the nave being under one roof but

clearstory windows formed by large low

dormers rising from the middle of the root

slope (not a very good effect)
;
Mr. Nichol-

son's " Proposed new Nave and Chancel,

Yiewsley Church,” an exterior view showing

some picturesque treatment of the tower

;

Mr. Walters's " St. Peter's, East Grin-

stead ” (1,783), which may be called

an orthodox modern Norman church; Mr.

Goldie’s interior of St. Alban's, Blackburn

(1,803), ^ “passage-aisle” church with a

very plain arcade with flat soffits, and a

lofty clearstory which forms in fact the

main lighting of the interior
;
the same

architect's “ Hawkesyard Priory ” and Church

(1,842), illustrated not long since in the

Builder
\
Mr. Ski pworth’s very pretty com-

petitive design for the new church at

Cockington (1.871); and Mr. Crawford

Hick’s interior of St. Aidan's, Leeds (1,903),

a modern basilica with a round -arched

arcade carried on short columns with

Corinthian capitals—a kind of ratlier too

palpable imitation of early Romanesque
combinations.

We may observe that the business of

making show drawings for the Academy
seems as active as ever, and is especially

noticeable in some of the church designs.

There are several which at first glance im-

press one as being the work of the same

architect, the fact being merely that they are

all got up in the same manner by the same

draughtsman. It is rather amusing, and

rather a satire on the whole method pursued

in connexion with the architectural room at

the Royal Academy, to reflect that if the

architects of these churches had each sent in

his oiVH drawing, showing the building suffi-

ciently but without the practised ad captaii-

dum manner of the professional draughtsman,

they would probably not have been hung :

the selection depending, as it obviously does,

on drawing in the first instance and design

only in the second place.

NOTES.
The Berlin Building Regula-

^Reguiations?^
tions, which have been so un-

popular, are under revision, and
we have had an opportunity of seeing a draft

of the new Code. Perhaps the most impor-
tant feature for the Berlin freeholder will be
the modified requirements in respect to the

covering of the area of any given plot.

According to the new arrangement a division

of the site into zones is allowed for, and the

depth of each zone is measured from the

frontage line. On the first zone, the whole
of the area may be covered

;
in the second

zone a large proportion may be covered
according to circumstances, and in the third

only a smaller portion
; but in the actual

execution of the building, a calculation will

be made of how much of the area may be
covered according to the zone system, whilst
the actual position of any structure will

not be restricted to any particular posi-
tion on the site

;
that is to say, sub-

ject to certain conditions, a specific super-
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ficial area may not be exceeded, but the

actual laying out of the site remains with

the owner. Formerly this was not the case.

At Berlin the building regulations are prac-

tically subject to the police initiative and

control, and from an English point of view

it appears amusing that the police authori-

ties should draft their regulations and pub-

lish them without taking the views of the

freeholders, their representatives, architects,

or any others concerned in building matters.

If we understand rightly, the Municipality has

scarcely had a voice in the matter, and has

only obtained the right of framing resolutions

on the draft regulations after very consider-

able trouble. This explains much in respect

to the frequent change in ' the regulations at

Berlin, and the constant friction caused both

by the wording of the code and its adminis-

tration.

We have relerred from time to
OlTicial Reports

^ r tu
for the German time to the custom ol the
Government.

Qei-inan Government of attach-

ing architects and engineers to their foreign

Embassies, and we observe from the Central-

blatt der Banveiwaltung that a further series

of their reports is now available. The
list which has now been issued includes

reports from America, France, Russia, Austria,

and the Netherlands, but most of them are

chiefly of interest to engineers. Great

Britain is not represented on this list, as the

post at the German Embassy in London was
long vacant, and has only lately been filled,

01 some eighty reports specified, those that

would appear to interest architects most

this time happen to be from Russia.

They are records of the Arts and Crafts

movement in that country, on archreo-

logical research in South Russia, on the

development of the City of Odessa, its

harbour, and other similar subjects. We
also find that the Exhibition at Nischni-Nov-

gorod has been treated of, and lastly, the

anniversary of the Architectural Society of

St. Petersburg. In regard to Austria, some
of the most interesting reports appear to be

in connexion with the hixhibition that was
held at Buda-Pesth last year. It is to be

regretted that architecture is not better re-

presented in these valuable records, though

we are at least glad to know that the

German Government has sent an architect

representative to their London Embassy.

Is the temporary removal of a

’LfJSy AcT' protection to persons against

injury by a dangerous machine

a defect within the meaning of the Employers'

Liability Act? This was practically the

question whicli had to be decided by the

Queen’s Bench Division and by the Court of
Appeal in Tate v. Latham & Son, At the

defendant’s saw mills was a circular saw,
part of the disc of it was below and part

above the table. The bench was fitted with
a shutter to protect persons from injury by
the lower part of the saw and when this shutter

was in its place the machinery was com-
plete. But it was removed from time to time,

not only for the necessary purpose of taking
away the sawdust from under the bench, but
apparently also out of mere carelessness,

merely because it was in the sawyer’s way.
The consequence was that the plaintiff—

a

boy—slipped under the bench and injured his
foot. Both Courts came to the conclusion that
there was a defect within the meaning of the
Act. They were unable to draw a distinction
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between a case in which a guard was never

fixed in position, which would clearly have

been a defect, and one in wlrich it was some-

times not fixed. In each instance, there was
“a defect in the condition of the machinery

or plant.” It may seem hard that employers

should suffer for the negligence of their work-

people, but it is obvious that were the law

not so, those who, like the boy who was
injured in the present case, would have tc

work under much more dangerous conditions

than they do at present.

As the result of a decree o

70
.““,°';“’ 'he French Government undei

date of April 3, in regard to thd

admission of women to the classes at tiff

Ecole des Beaux-Arts, it is now arrangeo

that sixty female students, between the agei

'of eighteen and twenty-five, may ente;

;their names for admission to the schook

jon giving the requisite proofs of ar:

tistic acquirement. Those who are passec

:by the examiners will be placed on tin

same footing as the male students and wil

follow the same course of study, theoretica

and practical. For the present, and until i

is seen whether the number of femak

students is sufficient to warrant the erec

tion of special rooms for them, they wil

work with the men, except in the anatom;

lectures, which will be given for women i:

the mornings and for men in the evenings.:

In the current number of tlr

Mycenaan JaJu'buch of the Germai
.'Architecture. ^

Archaeological Society (xi. 4)

Dr. Ferdinand Noack begins a series c

“ Studies in Greek Architecture,’’ whicl

promise to be of considerable importance

The first instalment of these studies deal;

entirely with architecture of the “ Myce
nrean” period in its relation to the develop

ment of later styles. It is impossible in th:

space of a brief note to do more than cal

attention to the interest of the question:

discussed and note one or two salien

points. Since the excavations of i893-9.’

at Hissarlik, all questions of Trojan, aiii

with it of Mycenaean chronology, have neces

sarily entered on a new phase, and from :

consideration of these excavations, Di

Noack draws a conclusion that, if it b

correct, is of the first importance. H*

believes that the city known as Troja VI., ii

its thorough-going use of stone, shows i

break in the development of the techniqU'

of the older cities, whereas at Tiryns, Arne

and]Mycenas, we have the consistent develop,

ment of the wood and clay technique showi

in the primitive city known as Troja IJ

Starting from this principle, he proceeds t'

demonstrate his theory that the features 0

Ionic architecture arise, like those of tfi

Doric style, from “Mycenaean” structura

conditions, and are not due, as has oftei

been supposed, to any external Orienta

impulse. The Ionic style branched ouf

he believes, from a common root witl

the Doric, but its main peculiarities al|

due to the introduction of stone as i

building material. Another point of interes

he raises is this. It has been usual to regarc

the peripteral colonnade of a Greek templ^

as a later additional ornament. Dr. Noacl

believes it to have been the primary ano

only distinction between the house of a go(

and an ordinary dwelling-house. Latei

when this distinction was clearly fixed, i
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Could safely be omitted. The house for the

Image of the god became, of course,

necessity only in days vvlien the conception

of the god was anthropomorphic. A temple

was superfluous for the semi-animal worshij:

\vc know to have prevailed in early “ Myce^

naean'' times. The paper is at least well

worth attention.

. ,
In connexion with the proposed

Hospital
. 1 , .

improvemcntsatextensions and alterations of
Berlin.

State Hospital at Berlin,

the Botanical Gardens, which are Govern
ment property and are on a valuable site in

the Potsdam suburb, will be sold, and though

much of the ground is to be kept as an open
space, the authorities expect to make
profit of 300,000/. by the sale, after providing

new gardens outside the town. This
money will be at once utilised for the

hospital improvements, whilst another

500,000/. which is considered necessary will

be spread over five years, it not being

possible to take the whole of the worh

hand simultaneously. The hospital “

provements ” (curious to observe) will

involve a considerable reduction of the

number of wards and beds, for, whilst

there are 1,824 cases under treatment at

present, the improvements and the great

outlay will only allow henceforward for

1,247 beds to be in use. This reduction

is considerable, and it is sure to make
itself felt at Bcrliti; but in that case it w
not be the State that has to provide for the

larger accommodation, but the Municipality.

It is also noticeable that, though there will

be greater facilities for the students, the

number of cases in the instruction wards will

have to be reduced
;
for this section, which

now holds 445 beds, is only to have 360. To
outsiders, it would appear that the ambition
of the Prussian Government is to provide

modern accommodation for a smaller number
of patients, and improved facilities for study
to a lesser number of students, rather than
to allow the present overcrowded state that

exists at the National Hospital. This seems
to be a step in the right direction, though the

Municipality may grumble at having to build
further hospitals, and some medical students

may have to go elsewhere to learn their

profession.

A GREAT deal has been written

lately about the two immense
Power Companies, one on the

Canadian and the other on the American
side of the Niagara Falls, but the most of
what has been written has been based on
the sanguine hopes of excitable electricians.

In view, theretore, of the newspaper com-
ments on other power companies, such
as those projected for the Nile Rapids
and the Zambesi Falls, a little survey
of what has actually been done at Niagara
is instructive. On the American side the

Niagara Falls Power Company is working
at a loss, although over a million pounds
has been spent and no rental has been
paid to the State. On the Canadian side,

the Canadian Niagara Power Company
have been paying a rental of 5,000/. per
annum for the last five years for the privilege
of having a lease of the Falls subject to the
obligation that they will have made water
connections for the development of 25,000
horsc-powcr on or before November i, 1898,
and yet they have petitioned for an extension
of time of eighteen months. The reason

given is that the transmission of electricity to

great distances is still in the experimental

stage, and that there is no immediate pro-

spect of a market for a large supply near

the Falls. Their petition will probably be

granted, but as the total cost will come to

nearly a million pounds, there is no chance
of it paying its way— at least not for many
years. Those English lawyers and elec-

tricians who got the concession from the

Canadian Government were lucky to find

capitalists to take it off their hands.

Institution of . _
Electrical tric Traction
Knginct

Mr. Baylor’s paper on “ Elec-

gave rise to an

animated discussion recently,

at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

showing that electricians are keenly alive to

the importance of this new branch of their

industry. Several of the speakers thought
that in this country sufficient attention was
not paid to the most important point in every
electric traction scheme, namely, the “bond-
ing'’ of the rails. A lack of attention to this

point might lead to most disastrous results

as to the future of the industry. In the

United States, where vested interests were
not nearly so important, leakage and
the consequent electrolysis had made great

havoc with the gas and water-pipes.

Mr. Preece stated that quite recently

a Post Office cable containing thirty tele-

graph wires had suddenly broken down, and
on investigation it was found that part of the

lead sheathing had been completely eaten

away by a leakage of current from the City

and South London Railway. A striking

divergence of opinion was shown as to the

merits of the three-wire system, but nothing
that was said altered our opinion as to the

real advantages offered by this method. Mr.
Raworth read a paper on “The Generation

Electrical Eiiergy for Tramways,” in

which he raised many debatable questions.

He stated that it would pay an electric light

central station to supply the power for a

small electric tramway at a penny per unit.

‘ Asbestic
”

plaster.

The paper read by Mr. R. H.

Jones at a meeting of the

Society ol Arts, held on
Wednesday last, entitled “Asbestos and
Asbestic : \vith some account of the recent

discovery of the latter at Danville, in Lower
Canada,’' was a curious mixture of pseudo-
scientific statements and advertisement, inter-

spersed with some really valuable observa-
tions on the uses of the two materials men-
tioned. With asbestos every one is familiar,

and it is unnecessary to describe it, but
asbestic” is not so well known. The term

is applied to that part of the serpentine rock

which remains after the richer veins of

asbestos have been extracted from it. This
remainder is purely a fibrous material of

altered serpentine. It has many uses in the

building trades, and is extensively employed
in America. It may be pulverised and con-

erted into a cement or plaster
;
being com-

posed exclusively of asbestos, the plaster is

both fireproofand a non-conductor of heat and
of sound. Amongst other attributes it is

also elastic, and is said not to chip; it will

adhere to metal or glass. In plastering, a

coating of rough asbestic is first applied with
a trowel, and when dry this is surfaced over
with a superior quality of the same sub-

stance, which has a polished appearance
when finished. The cost of the asbestic is

given as about the same as that of good
lime and sand plaster. Asbestic paper,
used more particularly for building purposes,

is another manufactured product of this

fibrous serpentine
;

it is intended to compete
with wood and straw pulp paper as now
used in the building trades. The principal

qualities of this variety of asbestos are its

being fireproof and its insulating properties
;

it is said to possess the same attributes as
asbestos in these respects.

In the lecture by Dr. Glaisher
Delft w,ire. Tuesday evening, at the

Society of Arts, on “ Delft Ware,” the lecturer

(as usual) used the term in a generic sense
and did not confine it to ware manufactured
at Delft only. Mentioning that it was in the
first instance derived from Italian Majolica,

Dr. Glaisher remarked on its absorbent and
spongy surface and the rapid painting con-

sequently required on it. The best Delft

ware was in blue and white only, and the

coloured specimens could not be compared
to the blue and white. The white was
formed by oxide of tin. The manufacture of

Delft ware was then traced historically, from
its commencement in 1600 at the town itself,

whence it was carried to Rouen, where' in

1673 there were eleven factories, employing
2,000 workmen. Nevers was also an im-
portant centre from about 1618 to well into

the nineteenth century. It was partly in

consequence of the French clay not being
so absorbent that over-elaboration was the

result, the painting not having to be done
so quickly—an important instance of the

influence of material on art. The ware also

formed a ready means of storiation, and the

history of the French Revolution, it was
pointed out, was in this manner told by
French potters

;
but the subjects treated

show a great variety, and the surface was as

freely used for pictorial work as canvas, and
the work, though seeming coarse on a close

nspection, has a very good decorative

effect at a proper distance. The manufac-
ture of genuine Delft seems to have stopped
about 1850. The lecture was made very
interesting by the 'fact that Dr. Glaisher
exhibited some rather remarkable specimens
from his own private collection, as also some
fine examples from South Kensington.

This name recalls a time when
Scotland-yard. the land of the Strathclyde

Welsh formed a territorial fief,

and Lothian an English earldom, in respect
whereof the King of Scotland owed allegiance

to the English king. The spot itself was
formerly known as “Scotland.” It is said
that Eadgar bestowed it upon Kenneth III.

for a palace for the King of Scots when he
came southwards to render homage, as
vassal, to the Crown. William the Lion
(ob. 1214) is believed to be the last Scottish
sovereign who lived there

;
but in the palace

on that site Henry VI 11 . entertained his

sister Margaret after her first husband's
death on Flodden Field. In later years it

became the home of Milton, Vanbrugh, Beau
Feilding, Inigo Jones, Sir John Denham, and
Wren, for there was the official residence
of his Majesty’s Surveyor of the Works. The
Palace Court, constituted by letters patent of

664, was removed thither from Southwark
in 1801, to the place where—we gather

—

was then the headquarters of the Metro-
politan Police (1829). The Court, abolished
ui 1849, was served by judges and officers
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of the ancient Marshalsea Court of the

Queen's House, being one of record for

causes arising within twelve miles, the City

excepted, around the sovereign’s palace at

Whitehall.

It is stated that the inhabitants

Stoke Pogis
Qf Stoke Pogis have decided

to commemorate the Queen’s

reign by “renovating their parish church of

Stoke Pogis, and that they propose to

“ shingle the tower with oak shingles, and

generally to improve the interior of the

edifice.” We quote these details from the

Tivies. If the church requires repair, by all

means let any necessary work be done, but

all lovers of English literature may fairly

dread the work of “renovating” a parish

church around which are gathered more

poetic associations than about any other

country church in England. “The ivy-mantled

tower,” the quiet graveyard, are lamiliar to

all to whom English poetry is a living and

perpetual treasure. A restored church would

take away from Stoke Pogis its greatest

charm. If work is necessary for the preser-

vation of the building, it must be done, but it

would be pure vandalism to alter the charac-

ter of an edifice which, as it stands, is a

monument of one of the greatest of English

writers.

THE NEW GALLERY.
The New Gallerv Exhibition, regarded as

a whole, will hardly, we fear, arouse much
enthusiasm

;
there are few notable pictures by

leading artists, and a good many mediocre

and uninteresting works bearing unknown or

little-known names.
Among the important works the finest is Mr.

Watts’s “ Paris on Ida ’’ (106’, a quite new treat-

ment of the ancient legend, representing not

the tliree goddesses but Paris alone, and the

effect which the vision had on him. He kneels

in wonder and rapture
;

the presence of the

goddess is only indicated by a golden haze

behind the tree on the right, the picture

evidently being suggested by the passage in

Tennyson’s “ CEnone —
“ On the tree tops a cre.sted peacock lit,

And o’er him flowed a golden cloud, and lean’d

Upon him, .slowly dropping fragrant dew.
Then first 1 heard the voice of her, to whom
Coming thro’ Heaven, like a light that grows
Larger and clearer, with one mind the Gods
Rise up for reverence."

The figure of Paris is of antique and ideal

type, both in drawing and. colour : a treatment

quite in place in an illustration of a purely

ideal legend. It is a work in Mr. Watts’s

finest st\de, besides embodying a very original

ideal. The other important work is Sir E.

Burne-Jones’s "The Pilgrim of Love” (134I,

one of the best pictures he has painted lately,

and one in whieti the figures, or the principal

one at anv rate, have a little more action and
energy than we are accustomed to see in the

works of this artist. As far as subject and
m.’auing go the picture is verymuch a counter-

part of Mr.Watts's "Love and Life,” only that the

ngures are draped and meditevalised. Love,
in light-coloured garments, and a large dart in

his hand, steps forward planting one foot on the

base of a ruined Gothic pier (what symbolism
there may be in this escapes us), and, half turn-

i 'g. gives his hand to a figure in dark drapery
just emerging from a thicket of thorns. Here,

o; course, the allegorical meaning is plain

enough, and the painting in other respects

shows the well-known style of its author, the

usual delicate and placid heads with long narrow
chins, and the usual dreamy atmosphere per-

vading it.

Bevond these two works there is not a single

figure subject of the first rank. Mr. Philip

Burne-Jones's large and rather ghastly picture
‘ The Vampire ”

(15), has a certain power,
e -pecially in the look of the opened lips and
leeth of the pretty spectre ; but those who
remember the description of the Vampire in
‘ The Giaour” will hardly get much of a
shudder out of Mr. Burne-Jones’s explication of

the superstition. Mr. Waterhouse’s “ Mariana
i 1 the South " is an interesting addition to the

list of Tennysonian subjects which this artist

has painted
;
Mariana kneels before a circular

mirror in a gray wooden frame, in the midst

of a large bare hall paved with black and white

slabs
;

at the back a gleam of light comes

through the partly opened door and through

its bottle-glass panes
;
but the desolation (jf the

poem is hardly realised in the picture except

in the one point of the reflection of the face of

the figure in the mirror, where we are shown

the expression of hopelessness which could not

be fullv realised in the profile face of the figure

itself.
' This reflected unhappiness is no_ doubt

a powerful incident in the picture, which in

other respects is finely and carefully painted.

The same may be said emphatically of Mr.

Collier’s " Queen Guenevere's Maying ” (202). a

large picture with half a white horse in it and

half of Guenevere and of some other figures,

Guenevere seated astride on her horse, as no

doubt the author of the Legend of King Arthur

imagined her, though the attitude rather shocks

the associations of the modern reader of Idylls

of the King
;
but the picture does not interest

one, it is altogether too artificial, smooth, and

conventional, nor does one discern the joy of

May in the Queen’s face. Mr. Ollivier’s life

size allegorical picture of “ Thouglitless Chance

and Thoughtful Destiny ” (232) will do very well

as a moral allegory, and has the merit of good

colour, hut one cannot call it a very striking

work. The “Expulsion from Eden,” a large

work at the end of the north room, is merely a

piece of commonplace.
Among works which are a combination of

landscape and figures the most noticeable is

Mr. Wetherbee’s “ Dawn the Rosy Fingered
”

(201), a seaside pastoral at the first light of

dawn, with sheep and sleeping shepherd,
" Dawn ” being represented by a mide female

figure with a profusion of light golden hair,

stepping over the grass towards the flock. Her
head is backed by: he light of the dawn over

the cold dark sea, but the dawn and the figure

seem hardly sufficiently connected, and the

figure is somewhat too real for an allegorical

apparition. The real strength of the picture

lies in the landscape effect. Mr. Arthur

Lemon’s “Strange Sails” (53) is an original

little work, a coast scene where three savage-

looking men on barebacked horses contemplate

the approach of some distant boats with evidently

unfriendly intentions
;
the bleak coast and the

uncouth figures blend into an effective com-
position.

Among portraits the finest is perhaps Mr.
Shannon's “ Lord Ross” (240), a young lad of

very strongly - marked and characteristic

physiognomy, grouped with a fine black hound.

Mr. Tuke’s '“Miss Ritson” (107) is a fine and
bold executed life-size portrait of a young lady,

and Mr. Tadema sends a small very refined

whole length portrait of Mr. Maurice Sons
playing the violin. Mr. Sargent has a large full-

length^portrait (245) of a lady who ought to be
known by some such name as “ Blowsabella”

out of an Elizabethan pastoral, though not in

pastoral costume; it is not a work that one
would imagine gave very much satisfaction

to the sitter. Mr. Shannon’s portrait of the
" Marchioness of Granby ” (33) suggests a St,

Veronica, for her head seems to belong to and
to be painted upon the oval panel in the rear,

and seems somehow unconnected with the

body.
There are some good landscapes, some of

the best of which, however, rather tend towards
experiments in special effects than to the repre-

sentation of nature as she exists. Mr. East’s

"Idyll of Spring” (239), for instance, is a

brilliant effect of bright light and colour and
blossoms, but rather an ideal than an actual or

possible scene; and Mr. I'red Hall’s “The
Drinking Pool ” (10), a work painted evidently

under French influence, is admirable as far

as the cattle are concerned, but as far as the

landscape goes it is an experiment towards
producing an effect of light and colour to which
truth of actual fact and colour is sacrificed. A
far more pleasing and successful " landscape
and cattle” picture is Mr. Arnesby Brown's
“Abev’e the Bay” (177), a very beautiful and
delicate pastoral. Mr. Adrian Stokes’s “Un-
trodden Peaks” (28), an Alpine snow scene, is

interesting and quite removed from common-
place, as one might expect, and perhaps the
colour and apparently woolly texture of the
snow is true under a certain condition of light

and atmosphere, hut it hardly convinces one of

its truth- Mr. Parsons’s " Allotments” (210) is a

flat landscape with a large expanse of sky, pretty

but rather weak and sentimental in' style, a

defect which appears the more marked by con-

trast with Mr. Thorne Waites fine bold land-

scape “Would-be Trespassers” (220), which
hangs as a pendant to it on the walls, and
rather kills it. Among smaller landscapes
which are powerful and effective are Mr.
Wimperis’s “A Rough Heath” (54), with a

very fine sky; Mr. Padgett's “A Village in

Holland ” (62) which might almost pass not only

for a Dutch scene hut a Dutch painting ; and the

same artist's " On the Dunes, Pas de Calais ” (88)

a very complete little work in which the

solitary figure and the scene seem entirely to

go together, and which shows a fine drifting

stormy sky.

Architectural design is represented (as it was
last year) by one d^rawing exhibited by Mr.
Robson

;
but the pictorial treatment of archi-

tectural subjects is represented by a small fine

painting of part of the front of a Renaissance
church by Mr. Logsdail (206), and by a good I

watercolour drawing of Canterbury Cathedral 1

by Mr. Newton Benett, hung in the balcony.

Sculpture can hardly be said to be well

represented. The largest work, a seated statue

of the Queen grouped with two small cliildren,

by the Countess Feodora Gleichen, is dignified

in effect, and among the smaller exhibits are

two very graceful bronze figures, “Evening”
by Mr. Toft, and “ Pensee ” by Mr. Pomeroy.

THE WESTMINSTER COCKPITS.

On obtaining possession of Wolsey’s palace .

Henry VIII. made many additions to wliat had
been York Place. The enlargement comprised
sundry “lodgings," a tennis-court, bowling-

alleys, and a cockpit—all on the Park or west
side of the main street. For access to these he :

built across the road two gate-houses, King-

street Gate at the south-west corner of the 1

Privy Garden and a little south from the tennis-

court, and Whitehall Gate, designed by Holbein
(at a spot in alignment with the south return of

'

the later Banqueting House), wliich was known
also as the Cockpit Gate. The Cockpit gave a ;

name, too, to the apartments occupied by '

Philip Herbert, fourth Earl of Pembroke, who
saw from his window Charles I. pass along St. .

James’s Park to the scaffold, and died there on
January 23, 1649-50. On February 25, that

same vear (see the Commons’ Journal /inss/»z),

it was' “ resolved that the Lord Lieutenant of 1

Ireland have the use of the lodgings called;

the Cockpit.” Cromwell’s letter to his wife,

announcing his victory at Dunbar, is addressed .

to her at the Cockpit. Then, shortly

before the Restoration, the lodging is given 1

to General Monk, and Charles II. confirms

his occupation therein. The London Gazette,

Nos. 432-4, 1670, records :
—“ Dyed at his

apartment in the Cockpit, his Grace, George,

.

Duke of Albemarle.” To Monk succeeded;

Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, The situation;

of the rooms, pleasantly placed, overlooking;

the Park and the old Tilt-yard, is clearly

defined in Fisher’s plan of Whitehall Palace,

surveyed before Monk’s death, and afterwards

published by Vertue. According to that plan ;

the Duke of Albemarle’s rooms covered the

ground now occupied by the houses in;

Downing-street, the private garden, and the

Treasury buildings, which have a frontage to 1

the Horse Guards parade-ground, once the

Tilt-yard. The plan plots “The Cockpit”—a:

large square room within which is an eight-,

sided pit or amphitheatre. Moreover, in;

Newcourt’s map, engraved by Faithorne (1658),

is depicted, by the south-west corner of the

Cockpit Gate, a detached building, octagonal on ;

plan, of two floors, with pointed roof. 'The two

'

sites of the plan and map are identical. We
i-nay safely say, then, In response to Lord Rose-

:

ber'y’s recent appeal, that the Whitehall Cockpit

;

is now covered by that block, erected circa >

1740, of the Treasury buildings, by Kent, which I

stands northwai'ds of the First Lord’s official ';

residence, and overlooks the Horse Guards
Parade-ground ;

and wherein, we believe, the

Cabinet still usually assemble for council.*

The Cockpit lodgings were entered from the

street by a passage which corresponds with ;

the existing main entry to the Treasury

Chambers, and from the Park by another

corresponding with the present passage from

the Parade-ground into Downing-street. Next

.

north to the passage into the main street, is 1

marked on the plan “ The Tennis Court,”

where is now the south portion of the old

* Site cleared in 1733. Kent’s full design was for a

central portion with two wings, the entire front to have

fifteen windows in a row. Only the centra portion, and

part of each wing, were btiilt.
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buildings (facing Whitehall) altered by Soane,
and after him by Sir Charles Barry. Soane
proposed to carry his design further south-
wards by a simiiar block or wing, with a
triumphal arch between the two at the Park
end of Downing-street. Soane's model may be
seen in his Museum

; the north block encases
Wolsey’s Great Hall ; his plans show the Cock-
pit as we see it in Fisher’s.

Charles II assigned the Cockpit rooms to the
Treasury Commissioners, and from “the Cock-
pit

’’ many of their earlier minutes are dated
;

yet they seem to have seiwed for residence
as late as i6c)i, in which year, we read, “the
Princess Anne has left the Cockpit .... and
gone out to live at Sion House." Cromwell
issued his edict against cock-fighting in 1654 ;

the sport was soon revived, for in or about
1660 the State Cockpit was in James-street.
Bedford-row, where mains were fought until

1752 ;
the name has been preserved there

in Cockpit-yard. The King built another
cockpit in Birdcage-walk, near the (jld

Cockpit-steps leading from Dartinouth-street
into the Park. The site will be seen in

Rocque's map (and it seems to be marked in

Horwood's of 1799) close by the present
Irish Ofiice. The county and other mains
were fought there until 1816, when the
Governors of Christ’s Hospital, with a then rare
humanity, refused to renew the lease for that
purpose. So another cockpit was established
in Tufton-strect, Westminster (latterly the St.

John’s Institute), which was abandoned some
eleven or twelve years afterwards for one by
name of the New Cockpit Royal, in Little Gros-
venor-street, Millbank, Eventually the Act 5
and 6, William IV.. c. 59, declared the sport to

be illegal. Hatton’s “New View," 1708, de-
scribes the Treasury Oft'ice as kept at the Cock-
pit

;
the Wentworth Papers refer to Guiscard’s

attempt upon Harley’s life at a meeting of

the Council in the Cockpit, March,’ 1711. In

their “ New Remarks,’’ 1728, the parish clerks

cite “the Royal Tennis Court," together with

“the Cockpit, in which is the Treasury and the

Offices of the Secretaries of State, the Wardrobe,
and the Plantation Office," also the adjacent
“ Cockpit-street, by Whitehall,” as lying within

the verge of the King’s Court, for which the

Marshalsea Court, latterly removed to Scotland-

vard, exercised jurisdiction. Reports of the His-

torical MSS. Commissioners contain numerous
references for a survival of the name of “ Cock-

pit ” on the site we indicate above; the Privy

Council minutes upon the duel between Lord

Molum and the Duke of Hamilton are written

“at the Cockpit," November 18-23, 171- i ^

letter of Secretary Craggs is dated January 9.

1720-1, "at the Cockpit;’’ Walpole writes

letters there in 1752. The name remained,

indeed, within the memory of living persons.

We have found mention of a "Cockpit-court"

in the rate-books for 1707 of St. Anne’s, Soho,

Leicester Fields division
;

tlie name occurs

often in maps and surveys of the last two

centuries
;

the “ Cockpit Theatre.” near Great

Wild-street, St. Giles-in-lhe-Ficlds, was con-

verted into a playhouse, the Phrenix, tewp.

James 1 ., and so became the precursor of

killigrew’s Theatre, opened April, 1663, in

Drury-lane.

1 I

SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE :

NO. XIII.—40, BKKKELEY-SQUAKE, W.

This town house was built-for Mr. W. S.

Salting in 1891, by Messrs. Ernest George &
Peto. The front, with its large gable, is of

brown Portland stone ;
the stone balcony

comes well outside the drawing-room windows,

and a feature of this front is the space between

the drawing-room windows and the windows
above, and this is accounted for by the treat-

ment of the drawing-rooms, the front one

having a large coved or wagon ceiling, while

the back portion of the same room is kept

square with pilasters and cornices. These

rooms are treated in a later manner than the

rest of the house, following the Louis Quatorze

period.

t'or the size of the house the hall has con-

siderabledignity, witli its marble walls, columns,

and staircase, the latter leading straight up in

the centre of the hall.

The dining-room and library have Italian

walnut panelling chimneys, &c.. the latter

room having a ceiling of small coffering.

In the marble walls of the hall the doors are

of walnut inlaid.

The iron grilles about the entrance door, as

also the other metal work-in the house, includ-

ing interesting locks, were executed by Messrs.

Starkie. Gardner & Co.
;
Messrs. Mellicr & Co.

executed most of the decorative work.

ENGINEERIXG SOCIETIES.

Thk Institution of Civil Enchneers.

—

The annual general meeting of this Institution

was held on the 27th ult., Mr. J. Wolfe Barry,

C.B.. President, in the chair. The report of

the Council on the proceedings of the Institution

during the past year was read by the Secretary.

The most important matter which had occupied
attention was the alteraticjn of the hy-I.iws

so as to supplement the existing regulations

by the introduction of a test, by examinalion,

of the general and scientific knowledge <if

candidates for election into the class of asso-

ciate members. The proposals of the Council

having been sanctioned by the genera! meeting
held on March 30, arrangements for giving

effect to the new rules were under considera-

tion. and would, it was expected, be settled

shortly. Other minor alterations had been
made, and a copy of the by-law^ thus amended
and revised would be placed in the hands of all

belonging to the Institution. With a view to

promote the interests of many of the country

members who were unable to attend the

weekly meetings, arrangements had been made
to hold a general conference of the Institution

in London on May 25, 26, and 27, which it was
hoped would satisfy a need that had been felt

in an increasing degree with the expansion of

the Institution. Since the last annual general

meeting, Mr. James Forrest had retired from
the post of secretary, which he had held for

forty years, and had been appointed Honorary
Secretary. An appreciation of Mr. Forrest’s

services extracted from the President’sinaugural

address was inserted in the report. Mr. Forrest
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had been succeeded in the secretaryship hviDr.
J. H. T. Tudsbery.who had for severa'l vcars acted
as his principal assistant. During the past year,
two honorary members, thirty-seven members,
279 associate members, and 14 associates had
been elected into the Institution, being a total
of 332 ;

while by death, resignation, and
erasure, 15?^ names bad disappeared from the
register. The roll now numbered 6,204.
against 6,030 at the corresponding date last
year. There were also 886 students attached
to the Institution, so that the total number
borne on the book;, on March u, 1897, was
7.090. The income wa^ 22,285/'. 8s. jod.. and
15.4176 i6s. had been received on capital account
to meet the expenditure on the new building.
The trust funds had realised 466/. The e.xpendi-
ture had been 40.3946 8s. pd. of which about
one-half represented the normal expenses of.
the year, the balance being incurred principally

in connexion with the new building, while the
expenditure on Trust Funds account had ah- 1

sorbed 468/. i is. iid. The liability of the!
Instituti(jn to various taxes having been re-

;

I

peatedly questioned, the Council had taken
|

j

legal advice upon the matter and proposed to
j

act thereon. The effect of the alteration initiated
'

[

last year in the period of the session liad been
;

to make the meetings cover exactly six months,
[from November to April both inclusive. During
I
the past session twenty-two ordinary meetings

I

were held, at which fifteen paperr. were read
I and discussed, the opening night being, as
usual, devoted to the delivery of the Presi-
dent's address, and to the presentation
of the medals and premiums. The fifth

“James Forrest" lecture was given on
March 18 by Dr. G. Sims Woodhead, the
subject being “ Bacteriology,” and aroused such
interest that it was repeated on March 25.

Nine supplemental meetings for students had
been held during the session, and six visits to

engineering works had been made. The local

Associations of Students at Manchester, Glas-

gow, Birmingham, N'cwcastle-on-Tyne', and
Leeds, continued to do good work. The
Engineering Conference, in which the students

woiild be permitted to take part, would afford

an opportunity for members bf that class to

assemble as usual in London in the month of

Mav. The collection of paintings had been
augmented bv the presentation, by hi> son, Mr.

Henry Vigno'les, of a portrait of the late Mr.

Charles Blacker -Vignoles, Past-President.

Since the date of tlie last report the rooms had
been completed and decorated, and the final

stage of the operations contingent upon the

rebuilding of the premises would be reached

during the recess, when the arrangement of

the large and ever-increasing stock of publica

The “ Mcado'd’-Flo‘d'crs" Wall Paper. Designed hv Mr. Waller Crane for Me.'i-.ns. "fclfrcv & Co. (see iie.xi pas^e).
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Corslotfliiiic Clinrcli. ( From a skclcli by Mr. J.

tions and documents would be completed. It

was announced that the following gentlemen

had been elected to form the Council for 1897-

98 ;

—

President, J.
Wolfe Barry, C.B.

;
Vice-

Presidents, W. H. Preece, C.B., Sir Douglas

Fox, James Mansergh and Sir VVilliam Ander-

son, K.C.B.
:
Other Members of Conneil.—Alex.

R. Binnie. Henry Deane, W. R. Galhraitii,

George Graham, J. C. Hawkshaw. Charles

Havvksley, John Hopkinson, Jun., Alexr. B. W.
Kennedy, John Kennedy, George Fosbery
Lyster, Sir Guildford L. Molesworth, K.C.I.E,,

Captain Sir Andrew Noble, K.C.B., B. B.

Stoney, F. W. Webb, Sir William H. White,

K.C.B., Sir E. Leader Williams, Horace Bell,

T. Forster Brown, G. H. Hill. J. C. Inglis, and

William Matthews.

SOME NEW WALL PAPERS.
The improvement in design and colouring

which has been taking place in English wall

papers of recent years is one of the most satis-

factory points in considering modern decora-

tion. While so many branches of the art have

deteriorated or been allowed to pander to

meretricious taste, the best designers and
manufacturers of wall papers have steadily set

before themselves an ideal of better design and

more harmonious colouring. We are reminded
of this by some new designs and methods
lately introduced by Messrs. Jeft'rey & Co., of

Essex-road, Islington.

One of these is the new washable sanitary

paper which, made by a new process, is not to

be distinguished in appearance from an ordi-

nary paper. The best hand-printed papers by
the same firm are mostly excellent. The
"meadow-flowers’' paper designed by Mr.

Walter Crane to be used with the “ may-tree
”

frieze, is a successful example, and, as executed

in deep blues and greens, has a sober and quiet

effect which is pleasing (see p. 398).

For a design of a totally different kind, the

"Falcon” paper and "Diana” frieze, by Mr.'

'ngram Taylor, is very decorative in effect.

The falcons are worked into an all-over con-

ventional pattern in the filling, while in the

frieze the running figure of the huntress in

flowing robes, chasing the stag, is almost Greek
in feeling. Messrs. Jeffrey have also introduced

what is known as an "extension,” so that the

procession is not spoilt by having the figures

bent round the angles of a room, but can be

properly ended by the insertion of a filling

suitably treated.

Mr. Heywood Sumner's floral trellis design,

in which greens, blues, and pink predominate,

is of a different and more open pattern, but
suitable in certain cases.

A new feature is Mr. Lewis Day’s scheme
for a staircase treatment, and we should not

omit IMr. Stephen Webb’s “ poppy ” ceiling, a
conventional treatment round a circle in a
square, and slightly in relief, which can be had
plain white or painted. It is made in a new-

tough material called "relievo,” which Messrs.

Jeffrey have just introduced. ,

'

• H'-

The " Jubilee " paper has quite a decorative

effect, and is rich and sumptuous in character,

and has very cleverly welded into the design

all the insignia and paraphernalia of Royalty

and Empire which the present year is to

honour.

CORSTORPHINE CHURCH.

This quaint little Church of Corstorphine is

situated about three miles west of Edinburgh,
between the Pentland and Corstorphine Hills.

It takes the form of a cross on plan with an ad-

ditional transept on one of the sides. A portion

of the roof is still covered with old grey flag-

stones. Part of the structure belongs to a chapel

which was founded towards the end of the

fourteenth century. John W.^TshN.
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CHATEAU DE BUILLON.
This is the country residence of M, Jas,
*.*.0 .0 Li,w icsiuciicc or HI, jas.

Tissot, the well-known French painter, near
Besan^on, in the south-east of France. The
chateau was originally built about the begin-
ning of the eighteenth century, and has
recently been considerably enlarged and re-
modelled. The view shows the garden front.
The wings, the arcade, and the enclosure of
the fountain or garden court, are all new, as
well as the semicircular portico in the centre
of the entrance front. It is built of stone
quarried on the estate, of a warm white toning
to a blue grey in colour, very hard and firm in
texture. The enclosure walls are of red brick
with dressings of the same stone. The work
has been carried out by M. Pateu, contractor
of Besan9on, with M. Vieille, of Besancon as
resident architect.

'

Close to the chateau on the right is M.
Tissot's studio, illustrated -in the Builder o

— C R- Le K

Grain Silo at Greenwich. Plan through Silos.

June 15, 1895, and behind the trees on the left

are the new stables and other buildings.
Around the house and studio an extensive
formal garden is now being laid out, in exca-
vating for which the remains of the old Abbaye
de Bullion, of which this is the traditional site,

were uncovered. Portions of several of the nave
piers were found in situ, with their archaic
carved capitals of about the tenth century, and
these have been carefully preserved.
The site is a very fine one in the Jura

country, in the valley of the Loue, a splendid
river flowing at the foot of the high wooded
rocks seen in the background of the view,
which i§ from a sketch made on the spot.

J. M. Brydon.

CHURCH FOR A WEST LONDON
SUBURB

:

WEST ELEVATION.
This is a design for a suppositious site, andi

similar in conception and general treatment to.

that for St. Oswald’s, Fulham, but much larger, 1

and with a western gallery reached by two
flanking turrets, which appear in the drawing
now reproduced.
This church was intended to seat t,ooo)

people. E. P. Warren.

SOUTH AISLE WINDOW, ST. PETER'S,-
SAFFRON HILL.

In this window the figures of St. Peter,
St. Paul, and St. John, occupying the upper

C/(urc/f for a COcsCvCondon SaO-urd- .

A GRAIN SILO AT GREENWICH.

H HIS building is being erected at Green-
wich by Mr. S. P. Mumford as an
extension to his steam flour mills, for

the purpose of storing the grain to be made
into flour.

It consists of twenty-three brick bins, average
0 ft. square and 47 ft. deep, each capable of

holding about 370 quarters of wheat, with
three open floors below and one above. The
wheat is brought in barges in bulk, and raised

by means of steam elevators, shown in the
view, and is in its progress automatically
weighed and partly sifted before being put into

the bins. As it is required it is taken from the
bins, and washed, cleaned, and ground, passing
through numberless processes before it is sent
out as flour, and without having been touched
by hand from its arrival in the barge to its

departure in the cart.

The foundations, which stand in the Deptford
Creek, were put in by tide work, and have to
carry a great weight

;
the wheat being stored

in bulk in the bins or silos, no sacks are used.
The total height of the building from the

river bed is T27 ft.

An attempt has been made to express in the
exterior the use of the building. The circular
lights under the main cornice give light to the
bins.

The whole is built in cement with chain bond
in the walls, the river wall is faced with blue
bricks, and the upper portion with stocks and
red brick dressings and ornament.
The work is being carried out '-v Messrs.

Jerrard & Son, of Lewisham, the ^le-k of
works being Mr. John Cropley, the machi.-et ,•

being supplied by Mr. Henry Simon, of Man-
chester.

The building is a good example of the appli-
cation of architectural treatment to a utilitarian
stnicture. The architect is Mr. Aston Webb
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HEW 3T0RE-
FORT 5ALISDVRT-

)rtions of the three lights, are represented in

imsnn and purple robes, as martyrs, standing
[neath the trees of Paradise. Their martyr-
tms are depicted below.
'in the lower panels all the small figures

ipear in different reds and crimsons
;
while

hite glass is used for the martyrs themselves.
In painting the glass I have used as little

att as possible, leaving the surface, which is

beautiful te.xture, perfectly clear in the

jhts. M.\ky Lowndks.

NEW STORE, FORT SALISBURY,
RHODESIA.

Things connected with Rhodesia are of

terest just now, and wc give here a sketch
a new warehouse built at Fort Salisbury

5m the design of an English architect, Mr.
W. Cooksey.
The building is a new store for the Manica
•ading Company, and is the first of several
be built in other towns to replace the exist-

g galvanised iron buildings.

The whole of the joinery has been executed
teak by Messrs. Josolyne iS: Young, of

)rough High-street, London. The construc-
inal iron and steel work has been executed
Messrs. Brownlie & Murray, of Glasgow,
d the rain-water gutters, spouts, i\:c., bv
essrs. Thomas Elsey. The glass, brass furni-

I'e, and other fittings have all been sent from
is country, including the hoist, which has been
pplied by Messrs. Arnold Goodwin & Sons,
'Uthwark. The building itself is to be faced
th a verv good local red brick.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
ARCHITECTUR.A.L ASSOCIATION DISCUSSION
CTION.—At the tenth meeting of the Dis-
ssion Section of the Architectural Associa-
n for this session, which was held at 56,
eat Marlborough-street, W., on March 24,
series of short papers was read on “ The
ogress of Architecture during the Reign of
teen Victoria.” Progress in architectural
was dealt with by Mr. H. R. Appelbee, who
scribed the dead Classicism which was just

ung way at the beginning of the reign
the archajology of the Gothic revival,

which soon became rampant, only to be
succeeded at a later period by a resuscitation

of Renaissance architecture more or less arch:e-
ological. The Crystal Palace was perhaps the
one unique building of the reign. At the
present time, on looking back, we might
believe that progress had been made througli
these various revivals towards a fresher and
more original style, of which the pre.sent time
showed some hopeful signs.—Progress in

construction was interestingly spoken of by
Mr. Matt. Garbutt in his paper, in which the
influences of steam power, machinery, iron, and
terra cotta, were noticed. These forces and
materials, together with the revived use
of concrete, had enormously advanced the
constructive arts.—Mr. C. H. Strange read a
very interesting paper on the architectural

literature of the period, in which he noticed
the very great influence of books illustrating

both foreign and domestic work
;
and the not

less important bearing on architecture of the
new and vigorous thought of the times, as ex-
pressed in the writings of Carlyle and Tenny-
son, Ruskin and Browning, of the results of the
vast amount of research and erudition con-
tained in the voluminous records of the various
learned and scientific societies

;
and (5f the

lectures and essays of such men as Barrv,
Viollet-le-Duc, and William Morris. — Pro-
gress in sanitation was next recapitulated in a
paper by Mr. A. E. Young, who read a letter

containing the reminiscences of a sanitary
engineer in practice forty years ago. The old
conditions of water supply, heating of build-
ings, lighting, ventilation, drainage, and
sewage disposal were compared with those
now existing

;
while the enormous increase of

protective legislation in connexion with
building and with the housing of the work-
ing classes and such matters was noticed.— Mr. A. W. Waddington read a paper
which dealt with progress in architectural
education, as seen in the Architectural Associa-
tion and other kindred institutions, whose sole
or partial object was the study of architecture
with a view to its advancement. For the archi-
tectural student of fifty years ago the works of
Vib’uvius, Palladio, and one or two others mav
be said to have contained the whole gospel
architectural. At the present time text-books
of design and construction were innumerable,
while the institutions, whose main object was

the training of students for the practice of archi
*

tecturc, had mostly sprung up within the presen*^

reign—until at the present time the greatly
increased facilities for travel, sketching, reading,
and otherwise gaining architectural knowledge
were so numerous that we were fully justified

in-deeming that progress in this department
had been very great.—The meeting was ad-
journed till April 7 when the papers were
discussed and commented upon. The two
meetings were productive of a ^•ery interesting

review of the progress that has been
achieved in matters architectural during the

Queen's reign, which has been so marked by
advance in every department of civilised life.

Edinburgh Architectur.al Association.
—At an ordinary meeting of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association, held on the 21st ult.

in the Royal Institution—Dr. R. Rowand
Anderson. President, in the chair—a large
number of drawings of old Scottish work by
students of the Applied Art School were ex-

hibited, and explanatory historical and archi-

tectural notes on them were read by Mr. J.

F'orbes Smith and Mr. Ramsay Traquair,
students. Among the subjects of the drawings
were Holyrood Abbey, Craigmillar Castle,

Argyll's Lodging at Stirling, and Cowane's
Hospital. The Chairman, in proposing a vote

of thanks to Messrs. Ramsay Traquair and
Smith for their communications on the interest-

ing buildings they had been studying, said that

the Association, in devoting one of its evenings
to an exhibition of the work of the students of

the Applied Art School, was desirous to make
it known, especially to the young men who
were to follow applied art, that the Association

was doing its best for them, because it made
annually a handsome subscription from its

limited means to forward the cause of education,

and it desired to make it known that it did not

limit its subscription to benefiting those only
who were to follow architecture, but that it

gave its support to a school which, in carrying
out its sj’stcm of education, made no distinction

between the architect and all other art workers
—that was to say, that the scholarships and
other awards at the disposal of the school could

be obtained and held by the decorator, the

sculptor, and any other art worker equally with

the architect. The Association also desired tu

emphasise the great importance of the study of

ancient work, in all its departments, as a true
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foundation for the future work of the artist-

Work of the character they saw that night might

be described as analogous to anatomy in the

study of medicine. They brought the student

into actual contact with work of all kinds. He
was taught to dissect, to analyse, and to work

out for himself all the reasons that gave rise to

the various features he saw in buildings. All

artists of eminence had recognised that the study

and the analysis of ancient work were among
the most important factors in the education of

all art workers, and the Association desired to

make it known as widely as possible that the

Applied Art School held 'out every inducement

to students, within its, he was sorry to say,

somewhat limited means, to come and perfect

their education.

Devon .^no Exet?:r .-Vkchitectukal

Society.—Tlie annual meeting of the Ply-

mouth, Devonport, and Stonehouse branch of

this Society was held at Plymouth School of

Art on the 2’nd ult., Mr. Charles King pre-

siding. The report was considered satis-

factorj’, meetings and e.xcursions having been

held at regular intervals during the year, and
several matters of considerable importance to

the local members of the profession have been
discussed. The Chairman, in his address,

expressed the hope that the members would
make the coming season even more satisfactory,

and spoke of the desirability of an esprit iic

corps among the members of the profession

generally. The ballot for the election of

officers resulted as follows : Chairman. Mr. C.

King, re-elected ; Committee, Messrs. H. G.
Luff, M. A. Ba/eley, B. P. Shires, J. H. Dwelley
(re-elected), and A. G. Bewes

;
Hon. Secretary

and Treasurer, Edgar M. Leest, re-elected.

Votes of thanks were passed to the retiring

officers, on the motion of Messrs. Shires and
Bazeley.
Gl.asoow .\nu West of Scotland Techni-

cal College.—Architectural Craftsmen’s:
Society.—Under the auspices of this Society,

a paper was recently read on “Steel and its

Use in Structures ’’ by Mr, Kendrick Edwards.
Mr. James Lochhead presided. The paper
treated fully of the Siemen's system of steel

manufacture, and the treatment of steel ingots
in the cogging mill. Mr. Edwards then com-
pared the relative values of steel and iron, with
reference to weight and cost for the same
strength, showing the decided advantage for
most purposes of steel over iron. In connexion
with structures many practical details were dis-

cussed, as showing faults and points to be
avoided in everyday work, as well as the
theoretical correctness of design, and in con-
nexion with this the lecturer asked for more
attention on the part of architects and engineers
to the matter of calculations and detail. A dis-
cussion followed, in which Professor Gourlay
took part, and in closing it the Chairman pro-
posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Edwards for his
paper.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
COUNTY ENGINEERS.

A Home Counties District Meeting of the
members of the Incorporated Association of
Municipal and County Engineers was held at
the Town Hall, Dover, on the 24th ult.

Mr. F. J. C. May, C.E., of Brighton, presided,
and amongst those present were Messrs. Santo
Crimp, London

;
W, Weaver, Kensington

;

Norrington, Lambeth
; J. P. Barber, Islington ;

Dodd, Wandsworth
;

Savage, West Ham
;

Laffan, Twickenham
;

T. Cole, Westminster.
Secretary

;
Mann, Sevenoaks

;
Campbell, Can-

terbury
: Blair, St. Pancras

;
E. Pritchard,

Birmingham
;

Hooley, Nottingham
; Fowler,

Manchester
;

Price, Birmingham
; S’abbicom,

Bristol, &c.
The Mayor of Dover having offered the

members of the Association a hearty welcome
to the town,
On the proposition of the President, Mr.

Laffan, of Twickenham, was re-elected honorary
district secretary.'

Mr. H. E. Stiigoe, Borough Engineer, then
read a paper on “ Some of the Public Works of
Dover.” The paper was mainly descriptive of
the arrangements made for scavenging the
town. Hitherto the work has been carried out
under contract, The house refuse had been
collected every day, the pails containing the
same being placed on the edge of the pavement
or within the forecourts, where such existed,
early in the morning, and for the most part
removed by ten o clock. The contract system
was by no means good. First, the horses,
carts, &c., were anything but a credit to the

town
;
secondly, there had been in the past a

difficulty in getting the work done as expedi-

tiously and regularly as it should be, particularly

with regard to the collection and disposal of

house refuse. The Council had, consequently,

determined to undertake the work themselves,

with their own staff of horses, carts, and men.

The present cost of the work by contract was

3.372/., and the estimated future cost 4,112/.

It would, therefore, be seen that the estimated

annual cost by the direct contract system was
740/. in excess of that of the contract system.

The amounts of the contracts for this work had

been increasing steadily year by year, and the

slight additional expenditure whicli might be

expected under the direct control system was
well balanced by the greater efficiency.

The President said he greatly approved of

the daily system of collecting house refuse,

though he had not been able to adopt it at

Brighton, where the collection was made
weekiv. He congratulated the Dover Corpo-
ration upon having taken the advanced step of

a dailv collection. The second principle in the

paper appeared to be the collection of refuse

and the scavenging of the .streets by a staff in

the direct employ of the Corporation, as against

the svstem of doing the work by contract. On
that point he felt very strongly that the work
should be entirely in the hands of the Corpora-
tion.

Mr. Collins, Norwich, thought the Corpora-
tion had no power to compel householders to

put the refuse outside the houses
;
though he

admitted that when they had to go into the

houses to collect the refuse it made it a very

slow process.

Mr. Read, Gloucester, said a similar system
was in operation at Gloucester.

Mr. Campbell, Canterbury, said he was
greatly in favour of Corporation’s undertaking
this work themselves, as hired men were not so

directly under control as their own staff,

Mr. Weaver, Kensington, admitted that there

was not the slightest doubt that men working
for contractors would do more work than men
working for Corporations

;
but, at the same

time, he argued that the work was never so

efficiently done. The Corporation would have
to face an increased cost, but they would have
the work much better done.

Mr. Barber, Islington, said he also agreed that

the work would be much more efficiently done
by the Corporation employing their own staff.

Mr. Yabbicom, Bristol, said that five years
ago the Corporation of that city undertook
such work, and the change had been made
with very satisfactory results.

A vote of thanks was unanimously accorded
to Mr. Stiigoe for his paper.

Mr. Stiigoe then read a paper on the Dover
Corporation electric tramways. He said the
rapid development of building operations on the
new estates being laid out in the borough, and
the advanceiof commercial enterprise in con-
nexion with the coalfields and the proposed
new national harbour at Dover, had made the
construction of tramways in the town almost a
necessity, particularly from the point of view
of conveying the working population to and
from their work, and for the general con-
venience of the public. A Provisional Order
was obtained, and subsequently confirmed by
the Tramways Orders Confirmation Act, 1896.

This Act gave the Corporation, as pro-

moters, the power to work the tramways by
horse or mechanical traction (except steam
locomotives), and the power which had never
been granted to a Local Authority before, viz,,

that of working the tramways. The gauge
was 3 ft. 6 in., and was decided by the narrow-
ness of one or two of the streets through which
the line passed

;
but in the interests of economy

of the initial cost of permanent way he would
have recommended it in preference to a
broader gauge. They had adopted the electric

overhead trolley system of traction. Acting on
the advice of their electrical adviser. Mr. S.

Sellon, who had carefully considered the ques-
tion of whether it would be more advantageous
for the Corporation to have its own power
station or to take the necessary current from the
Dover Electricity Supply Company, they entered
into an agreement with that Company to pro-
vide all the power required for working the
tramways at a price of 3d. per Board of Trade
unit, subject to reductions on a sliding scale as
the consumption of energy increased. This
installation possessed features of unusual
interest which deserved the careful study of all

interested in the success of either tramways or
electric lighting stations. The well-known
disadvantage that all electric supply stations

laboured under was the want of a day load, and
the consequent length of time that the plant

was not only not earning a dividend, but that

its stand-by losses were constituting an actual

drawback to the dividend-earning capacity of

the undertaking. Tramways, on the other

hand, found the inevitable fixed charges in con-J

nexion with a generating station (and particu-

larlv with those of smaller size) were a serious.'i

consideration, and made it possible for a tram-|

way to purchase its supply of electric energy
from an electric lighting station at a price which,

while yielding them a fair profit, would be

below the cost at which the tramway could

generate its own electricity. The Dover Cor'l

poration was the first body which had practi-i

cally grasped the economic possibilities of the

problem before them, and the Dover tramways
would be the first tramways to be worked fromj

an existing electric lighting station. This

pioneer movement and its results would be

watched with much interest by all municipali-|

ties interested in the success of their electric

lighting stations.

The President said that some time ago.

Brighton turned out in thousands to meet the

great display of motor-cars from London, but

the thing ended in fiasco, and only five cars

reached there. But the idea of the motor-car.'

was growing, and some enterprising men in

Brighton proposed to have motor char-a-bancs

to take people to the Dyke ;
but the motor had

not been licensed.

Mr. Yabbicom, Bristol, said that in Bristol

the overhead electric system was appreciated,!

but it was a disfigurement of the streetsJ

Though the Bristol Company had not suc-|

ceeded in obtaining the extension which they^

had hoped for, the public had taken the matter

up, and they hoped, by bringing pressure to

bear upon the Corporation by the ratepayers^

to get an extension of the system.

Mr. E. Pritchard, Birmingham, approved the

Dover poliev of municipalising the tramways.;

He believed’ they had a thoroughly workable

system ;
but as a result of the electric lighting

plant not belonging to the Corporation, they

were going to pay what he considered the

excessive sum of 3d. per unit for the electric

power.
Mr. Loblev. Hanley, said that a good deal-

had been said about the appearance of over-1

head wires, but it was a remarkable thing that

every deputation which had gone abroad had

come back converted to the trolley wire (Mr.

Price: “No”)—not Birmingham. He was
preiudiced himself some time ago, but after he

had' been in Boston twenty-four hours, he had

ceased to notice the trolley wire. He could not

agree that the conduit system was the besL^

With regard to cost of electricity, he would be

glad to get ijd. per unit in Hanley.

Mr. Price, Birmingham, said he had been

fortunate enough to be one of the deputation

which visited the Continent recently to inves-'

tigate the various systems of electric traction.

The result of their investigation was that they

would not on any condition sanction overhead

wires in Birmingham. In Birmingham they

had been engaged for years in removing wires

from the streets
;

it would be folly to go hack

and put wires in the streets. He agreed that,

commercially, the overhead system was eco*.

nomical
;

it was cheap to install, and the cost

of working was not greater than any other

system. The difference of initial cost had been

somewhat 'exaggerated. The cost of equipj

ping a good overhead system was 7,000/. a

mile
;
and a good conduit system had been put

down for 10,000/. a mile. The price charged

per unit for electricity was not more than ijd.

anvwhere on the Continent.

A paper by Mr. A. T. Walmisley, C.E..

Engineer to the Dover Harbour Board, on

groynes, was taken as read. In the cour^
of his paper, the author remarked that the

ambition of every maritime town under

municipal control was to combine the maxi-

mum advantages of a seaport with a mini-

mum of its dangers. This fact gave primary
importance to the maintenance of cliff faces,

the retention of a foreshore, and the execu-

tion of such works of protection as were

necessary to secure these objects. A shingle

beach was the natural protection of a coast,

as the most erosion and the greatest encroach-

ments of the sea occurred in places where
shingle was deficient, or where groynes were

not properly maintained
;
but where groynes

had been properly set out and maintained they

had exerted an influence to protect a coast or

wall against which they abutted. They should,

as a rule, be directed towards the prevailing
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igerous wind, and if the coast suffered from
h quarters, say, from south-east and south-

jt winds, land ties on each side of the groyne
luld be introduced. Care must be taken to

ivide ample strength at the intersection of

inclination of the groyne with the level of

h water, ordinary spring tides, owing to the

mentum of the waves being greatest at the

n of the tide. While there was no subject

dependent upon local circumstances as the

istruction to be adopted for a groyne, he
acted attention to examples of groynes with
her Verticals, and also with iron verticals,

latter generally consisting of double railway

tals with 3 in. or 4 in. planking intervening.

0 a bo.x grovne system, suitable for situations

ere a broad base ftnmdation was needed,

the case of timber bolted between old rails

practice had sometimes been to weld the

) metals together at the point, necessitating

expense of heavy labour. At Sandgate
s was obviated by the introduction of an
proved pile point, devised by IMr. Stilgoe,

1 patented by him. The point or shoe was
de with a V-shaped head, from which rose

.hank contrived to receive the vertical raii-

y metals which were connected therewith

bolts. A system of open groynes, which
1 been advocated by Mr. A. Dowson, consisted

uprights driven into the foreshore, having
izontal gratings attached to them, which it

s alleged trapped and retained the shingle,

e author preferred the addition of diagonal

n ding as well as longitudinal boarding, which
ided to prevent apertures in a groyne where
ich could work through, and also served in

•y exposed situations to tie the groyne well

both at the head and fo<5t. The storm angle

the beach upon the south coast was approxi-

itely ] ill 10, and this formed a ruling

iclient for intermediate groynes upon a fore-

3re. The critical time was after a gale of

nd in winter. Groynes did not create

ngle
;
they only arrested it, and this arrest

eded io be judiciously arranged. There was
doubt that when, by their aid, beach could

raised, the erosion of cliffs was reduced to a

nimum bv the check upon the wave action

lich otherwise would dash against an unpro-
:ted cliff. In conclusion, the author said

at the danger arising from groynes should

I escape attention. They produced ill as

ell as good effects, because it not infrequently

ppened, that whilst sand and shingle might
collected upon the windward side of the

oyne, all such accumulations were simul-

iieously prevented from taking place on the

e side. Hence the situation and direction of

e groynes to a foreshore should be studied

am all points of view.

During the day the members visited and
spected the new harbour works, the electric

jht works, the new town depot and stables,

jd the tramways which are in course of con-
ruction. The Mayor of Dover entertained the

embers to luncheon at the Town Hall.

FIKE-CLAY MANUFACTURES.
This was the title of a paper read hy Mr.
I. H. Allen before the Northern Architectural

ssociation on the 24th ult., at Messrs. Harri-

.ans’ Works, Blaydon-nn-Tyne.
After a few preliminary remarks, the author
'oceeded to deal with the raw material, fire-

ay. “A good fire-clay," he said, “should
ave a uniform texture,, a somewhat greasy
lel, and be free from impurities. Silica and
uinina are the chief substances of which fire-

ay is composed. The proportions of these
VO substances vary very much in the clays

Dtained in Northumhcrland and Durham
; but

should consider a fair average to he as

)llows :—50 to 55 per cent, of silica and 30 to

7 per cent, of alumina.
The great bulk of the clay raised is used in

le manufacture of fire-bricks for Iieat-resisting

urposes, but of this class of manufacture I do
ot propose further to refer.

There is a fire-clay of very fine quality, and
i many respects different from that which I

ave just spoken of. This clay is found apart

[Itogether from the coal measures. It is also

jifferent in colour, being of a reddish-brown
:nt instead of a slate grey. It possesses a very
lease body when burned, similar to that of stone-

care. The outcrop ofi this clay is found and
1/orked a little to the north of Corbridge.
. I will next speak of the treatment of clay,

t is delivered out of the pits mostly in large,

.ard pieces, and has to be ground into a
lowder of varying degrees of . fineness or
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roughness, according to the article into which
it is to be manufactured. If for heat-standing

purposes, it has to be ground what we term
“ rough if for treatment for salt-glazed goods
it^ has to be ground finer, and if for white or

cane goods it has to be ground finer still, and
for this latter purpose carefully selected so that

no Jiodules of iron-stone may be left in the

clay, as in that case it would fuse at the great

heat in burning, and spoil the goods. The
modern method of grinding is as follows :—The
lumps of clay are tipped into a perforated pan
mill some 8 ft. to y ft. in diameter. This pan
revolves, and revolving within this pan are

two metal rollers. The clay is carried under the

rollers hy the revolutions of the pan, and is thus

crushed bydegreesinto powder which gradually

finds it^^ way through the perforations in the

bnllom of the pan. Underneath the perforated

bottom of this pan is a cast iron saucer, which
receives the powdered clay thus passed through
the perforated mill. It is then carried round by
an iron arm, so arranged that all the ground
clay is forced into a well or huge pocket a

little below and at one side of the foundation

of the mill. Working down into this are the

elevators which fill themselves with the ground
clay, and carrv it up to a higher story any
height that may be required, and then empty
themselves into a shoot, which conveys the

clay into a riddle.

This riddle is sexagonal in form, say 7 ft. or

8 ft. long and 3 ft. or 4 ft. in diameter. This is

kei't revolving, and its action in so doing
allows the fine clay to pass through the wire,

forming the riddle into a further shoot, which,

in its turn, delivers the clay of the required

degree of fineness to wherever it maybe wanted.
The wire of these riddles is of varying degrees
ot fineness, in some eases fifteen meshes to the

inch, in others only rive meshes to the inch.

Whatever particles of clay are too large-to pass

through the riddle or sjeve (for practically the

riddle is only a large sieve) are returned to a

separate shoot, that, in its turn, conveys the

rejected particles of clay hack to the pan-mill to

be re-ground.
The clay that has been pa.ssed through the

riddle and deliver^ to its destination is now
ready for mixing. For this purpose it is put

into a pan-mil) wit'n a s.iliil bottom. This pan-

mill also revolves, and has within it two
revolving rollers. A sufficient quantity of clay

is put in, and as this is being dune water is

added to reduce it to a plastic condition. The
metal rollers passing over this wet clay knead,

prepare, and give it body, the required stiff-

ness being regulated by the supply of water to

the clay. The men in charge of this mill can
tell by experience when the clay is ready for

the machine or mould. It is then taken out and
ready for manufacture.
There are other methods of preparing the

clay, but the foregoing is the most modern, and
I believe the most effective. In the manufacture
of all the varied articles made by my firm, the

clay is prepared up to this stage for every one
of them in the same way, rough, medium, or

fine clay going through the same process, but

not tlirough the same riddle.

I have now to describe how the various goods
are manufactured from the prepared clay.

Firstly, 1 will take the process of manufacturing

sanitary pipes. These are all made by a
properly constructed pipe machine, which con-

sists of (I) a steam cylinder, (2) a clay cylinder,

(3) a contrivance for forming the inside of the

pipe, (4) another for forming the outside of the

pipe, and {5) one for moulding the inside and
the outside of the sockets.

The steam cylinder stands on a metal frame
placed on the strong beams or girders of the

first floor. Immediately below this floor is

placed the clay cylinder. Between the steam
and the clay cylinders is a space of about 18 in.,

through which the prepared' clay is thrown into

the mouth of the clay cylinder by boys.

Attached to the piston of the steam cylinder is

a metal disc, termed a plunger, which works
through into the clay cylinder and forces the

clay down until it forms a pipe. At the under-

side of the clay cylinder an apparatus is fixed

for shaping the pipe. This consists firstly of a

cone or core, which is attached tn the end of a

>trong rod passing down the centre of the

cylinder. These cores are the exact size of the

internal diameter of the pipe to be manufac-
tured. This, you see, determines the inside

size
;
and, secondly, a large square cast-iron

plate, with a circular piece cut out of the

centre, equal in size to the diameter of the out-

side of the pipe, regulates the thickness of the

pipe. This we term Uie die plate, and it is fitted
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on to the frame work of the lower and outsid
.

portion of the clay cylinder'. These die plate'

correspond in every case with the size of the

before-named cores, so that when the core and
the die plate are both accurately fitted into the

bottom of the clay cylinder, you have an open
space through which the clay emerges equal

to the section of the pipe to be manufactured.
But before the pipe can be manufactured, the

socket of the pipe has to be formed, and small

tl\ough the socket may be in proportion to the

pipe, it is much more difficult to manufacture,

and takes a much higher power to press than

the pipe itself, inasmuch as you have to press

the thill wall of clay round a corner, so to

speak, and then down the length of the

socket. Several moulds are provided, in-

ternal and external. The internal mould is a

thick ring, in shape the exact reverse of the

inside of the socket
;

this is placed directly

under the core previously described, and held

there until securely locked. The external

mould is made in two halves, and obviously

the e.xact reverse of the internal mould
;
these

are worked in grooves attached to the under-

side of the die-plate, and are brought together

by a lever. The contrivance holds all the

mould, internal and external, together.

When the socket moulds are in position,

steam is applied by a lever, and the clay is

forced down the clay cylinder through the

space between the solid core and the circular

edge of the die-plate right into the socket

mould. When this socket mould is filled, the

two halves forming the external mould are re-

leased. The internal mould remains. Steam
is applied again, and the pipe is delivered to

its required length, then cut off with fine wire.

There is no joint whatever between the socket

and the body of the pipe, the supply of clay

being continuous ; it is then carried away by
the men to the flats to be dressed, dried, and
made ready for burning. Every size of pipe

requires its own size of cone, die-plate, and
socket moulds.
Out of the pipe machines such as I have

described, any sized pipe. 2 in. to 24 in. in

diameter, can be made—some fifteen or sixteen

difl'erentsizes. Special machines are constructed

to make pipes up to 36 in. in diameter. Pipe
machines are largely constructed in Leeds.

When the pipe^ are what we term ’white,' or
‘ bone dry,' they arc set in, the kiln. We have

found the best kind of kiln for burning pipes to

be the circular kiln. These have fires all

around them, so that there is every chance of

the whole kiln getting equal heat. The pipes are

protected from the flash of the fire hy an

internal wall running up 1 ft. or 2 ft. above the

fire. The top of the wall ail round the kiln is

utilised for setting goods on to be burned,

excepting the portion directly in front of the

fire.

These kilns are known as down-draught
kilns. The heat ascends to the top of the kiln,

but as there is no outlet there, it is drawn by

the draught of the chimney down through the

pipes and through the bottom of the kiln (the

arrangement of which is known as a riddle

bottom) to a central well, and thence through

underground flues to the chimney.
When the kiln is as full as possible the door

gap is built up, the fires are lighted, and the

heat got up very slowly. In thecourse of three

or four days the kiln comes to its full heat,

which is so intense that, looking into it at this

stage, you can see every part of the kiln with

startling clearness.

And now comes one of the most interesting

events of all the process of the manufacture of

a pipe, that is, the imparting to it of the brown
gloss or glaze with which you are all so familiar

in a sanitarv pipe. This is done by throwing

into the kiln, at almost its greatest stage of

heat, a lew barrowfuis of common salt. The
temperature of the kiln is so high at the “burn-

ing oft" that the volatile salt is at once con-

verted into vapour, which completely surrounds

all the exposed surface of pipes. See., in the

kiln, and there is consequently a reaction of the

vapour on the silica of the clay bodies. The
agent which promotes the action of the

silica and common salt is the aqueous

vapour which is always present in the ftames

of the furnace. The oxygen of the water

produces soda avith the sodium of the

common salt, while the hydrogen combines

with the chlorine, and is evolved as hydro-

chloric acid. The soda then enters into com-
bination with the silica and forms the glaze.

This may be termed a coat of soda glass, or in

other words, the salt, subject to the great heat,

instantly vapourises and covers every particle
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of exposed surface. The first application puts
on to the articles in the kiln a preparatory coat
of glaze, and successive charges at different

periods add to the thickness and lusti'e of the
gloss, until sometimes we get what is almost
equal to a coat of glass. After the last applica-
tion of salt the kiln is finished, as far as the
burning is concerned. All air inlets are closed
up, and the kiln is allowed to cool down very
carefully. Some idea of the time occupied in
this process may be of interest to you, so I will
give you a fair average of same ;

—

Time of drying on flat 2 days.
Time from lighting the kiln to

setting it off full fire 2 days.
{Termed soakiiigs.)

Time under full fire i day.
Time for cooling 2 days.

Total 7 days.
This average applies more particularly to

our own case
;
other manufacturers generally

require more time, according to the nature of
the clay. Before leaving the manufacture of
pipes let me say that they are made in two
different thicknesses, viz., one-tenth and one-
twelfth of the internal diameter, the former to
meet the requirements of certain engineers, who
regularly specify them, and the latter for general
use, where not otherwise specified. Bends are
made from the pipe machine. Junctions are
lormed by sticking the size of junction required
on to the pipe. Very quick bends, traps, inter-
ceptors, and specialities, arc made from plaster
moulds.
We will next speak of the manufacture of

glazed bricks. The clay for these is prepared
as previously described, then delivered to a
moulder, who moulds them from a brass mould
in the usual way

;
as soon as they are suffi-

ciently stiffened they are pressed in a hand or
steam press, laid on the flats to dry, and when
quite dry are put into the kilns and burnt to
what is known as biscuit heat, or onlv a
moderate degree of hardness

;
they are then

brought out of the kilns again to be prepared,
dipped with body and glaze, and made ready
for the final burning. As very few have any
idea of the number of times these bricks have
to be handled before they finally emerge from
the kiln, fit and ready for sale, I will describe
the method fully. Up to this time each brick
has been handled in the process thus described
about ten times, and they have, in the follow-
ing, to be handled a further ten times, so you
have for a total, say, twenty times for each
brick to pass through a workman’s hands.
The bricks are now sorted, brushed clear of

all dust, and put on to a long board in patches
of four or five in close contact

; a boj’ dips a
brush in water and rubs over the face or other
portion to be afterwards glazed

; another boy
lollows with a brush dipped in a certain pre-
paration termed “ tint, and brushes the bricks
to fill up the pores and

|
form a groundwork for

the next process, which is the dipping of the
brick in the first tint (a mixture of ball clav,
&C.1, of the_ consistency of something like
cream

; this is of a very tenacious and adhesive
character, and completes the groundwork. It
is then dipped in a mixture of about the same
consistency named “body," which determines
the colour of the brick

; this largely consists of
china clay, which gives a dead white colour.
The brick now receives its final dip in the

glaze itself (a preparation of felspar, Cornish
stone, iS:c,). But with these repeated brushings
and dips there is a superfluous substance on
both sides and ends of the bricks that has to
be removed, or otherwise the bricks would
stick together in burning, or if they did not you
would have an edge that would he highly
objectionable. This has to be cut patiently
off every brick before it can be set in the kiln

;

this being done, the kiln is filled and burnt
again. It takes about five or six days to burn
the kiln off. and then a further week to cool it
down. Quick cooling is apt to cause crazing.
The whole process of glazed brick making
requires the utmost care

;
the proportions of

the different minerals of each of the three pre-
parations forming the tint, the body, and the
glaze, have to be most accurately weighed out

;

a mistake in any one of these would be serious.
The raw materials forming these are put into
tanks containing water to steep

;
then the whole

mixture has to be sieved and resieved through
gradually finer sieves until a very fine liquid is
obtained. Further, the consistency of this
has to be regulated by weight, viz. : 27,
26, 29, or 30 oz. to a pint.’ One *of
these weights will be fixed according
to circumstances

;
half an ounce heavier

or lighter will have a disastrous effect. Take
the case of the glaze : if it is the slightest

degree, or say ^oz. heavier than the fixed weight,
the bricks may come out crazed. If it is ^ oz.

lighter, there will be little or no glaze on the
brick, To get coloured glazed bricks, we use
prepared stains to produce the required colour.

Some of these are applied to the body as in

blue glazed bricks
; some are applied to the

glaze, as in chocolate or brown bricks.

Cane and white glazed kitchen and scullery
sinks are made from moulds. After they are
out of the moulds they are squared and dressed
up, and when they are required to be made
white the body determining this is brushed on
with specially made brushes. It will take five

or six coats of this white body to cover
the clay perfectly, and give the necessary
tone of whiteness, but you cannot apply more
than two coats per day. The sinks must be
made quite dry, or as we term it, “ bone drv,"
before the glaze can be applied. There are
two systems in the trade for glazing sinks.

One system is by twice firing, or biscuiting,
then glazing as in the case of the bricks

;
in

this case the glaze is thrown on to the sink in

its biscuit stage, and then reburnt and glazed,
or in some works the glaze is applied by
immersing the sink in the glaze and then
burning it. The other method is by one burn-

:

ingonly. We adopt this latter system. In this

case the glaze is brushed on in a similar way
to the body. Every particle of moisture has to
be expelled before putting the sink into the
kilns. Each system has its own advantage and
its drawbacks, and you have to be guided by
local circumstances as to which to adopt.

In the matter of kilns, sink kilns are quite
different from the well-known Newcastle, or the
round kiln

;
they ai e termed muffled kilns, and

are constructed so that no flame may reach the
contents. The heat goes all round the kiln
between the outer and inner arches, and
gradually hut effectually penetrates through the
walls and floor of the inner arch. The utmost
care has to be exercised in the burning of these
kilns, first of all to apply the heat very
gradually, and then to determine the exact
moment wh'en it is burnt sufficiently.

Just as we are assured ‘ there is a tide in the
affairs of men, which, taken at the flood, leads
on to fortune,’ so there is a moment in the
burning of sinks, which, if seized, crowns the
effort with success

;
or missed, ends in partial,

or complete, failure. To enable us to attain this
much desired end, small trial pieces are inserted
in the kiln with the sinks, and drawn out from
time to time until the crucial moment arrives,
when it is declared to be finished. The kiln
has then to be cooled down most carefully,
which takes about six or seven days.
Channel pipes and bends, for which a great

demand has arisen in late years, are made
out of plaster moulds

; the number of moulds
required is enormous. The body and the
glaze, in the case of these articles, can
be run on ; they are dried and burnt with the
sinks. P'ireclay water-closets are made in
plaster moulds, accurately fitted together, the
body and glaze applied as in the case of sinks
and bends

: they are also burnt in a similar
manner to sinks. Majolica glazed bricks differ
from ordinary glazed bricks in their manufac-
ture in one or two particulars 1st. The
body beneath the glaze is for the purpose
of obtaining a fine surface, not so much for
determining colour, and. The glaze is very
soft, and runs at a much less heat. 3rd. There
is no waste to be cutoff the edges of the bricks

;

it overlaps without interfering with the utility
of the brick. 4th. Each bi'ick has to be set face
up and burnt independently of the other, and
also in a muffled kiln."

COMPETITIONS.
Gov.^x Town* H.all. — At a meeting of

Govan Commissioners, held on the 14th ult., it

was decided to award the first places to the
plans marked respectively G, E, and O of those
submitted in response to the Commissioners’
invitation for competitive plans for the erection
of the proposed Burgh Hall. The premiums
offered were loof., 50/., and 25/., and all three
have gone to Glasgow architects. Messrs.

J.Thomson & Sandilands, 241, West George-
street, take first place with G plan, Messrs.
Thomas Dykes & Robertson, 65, West Regent-
street. second place with E plan, and Mr. W. H
Howie, 134, West Regent-.?treet, third place
with 0 plan. The estimated cost of the build-
ing according to the plan adopted is 2p,ooo/.

CoNSERv.^TivE Club, Nuneaton, W.^irwici
SHIRE.—The successful architect in this compi
tition is Mr. C. W. Smith, Market-plac
Grantham.

(CorresponDencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

THE R.I.B.A. ELECTIONS.
Sir,—

A

s the truth of the statement that a larj

proportion of the members do not vote at the annu
elections for the Council has been questioned, tt

following are the actual figures from the Institu

fotinial in reference to the last election :

—

There were only 46S envelopes containing tl

voting papers, and twenty-nine of these wei

spoiled by informalities. No candidate ohtaim
more than 391 votes, although the total number^
members with voting powers was then 1.581 ; ther

fore, no less than 1,113 neglected or refused to set

ill voting papers.
It is to be hoped that there will be more vote

this year, and that they will consider that six ne
members of the Council, with twelve existit

members, is a fair proportion.
The best way to secure this result would obvious

be to “plump "for new candidates only, for it

absolutely certain that twelve at least of the 0

ones will be returned.

“An Architect from York."
April 28, 1S97.

Sir,—

T

he fact that sixty existing members (out i

si.xty-four) have nominated themselves for tl

Standing Committees should be widely known. Tl
best thing to be done under the circumstances wi

be to “ plump " for new candidates, as in any case
large proportion of existing members must nece
sarili’ be returned.
As seventeen of the existing Council are renora

nated for eighteen seats, it is desirable that a

members vote, and for new men only. The existir

seventeen members will, no doubt, be welt looke
after by their own friends, and, as they have renc

minated themselves, will, probably, also vote for eac
otlier

;
but a few of them should make place fc

new blood. A LoxDON Associate.

MORLEY BATHS COMPETITION.
Sir,—

I

should be greatly obliged if you coul

(through the influence of your paper) get to knoi
the result of the Morley Baths Competition. Th
designs were sent in before the end of January

;

deposit of los. was made for conditions, which wa
to have been returned on receipt of bona-fidedesign
It is now virtually the end of April, three month
have gone, and not a word have we heard excep
through a traveller of a Leeds fireclay firm, whi

was at my office in February, and confidently stat&

that Messrs. Holtom & Fox, of Dewsbury, were th
winners. The following week this was published ii

your paper, and a week or so later it was stated tha

another design was proposed, as the design 0

Messrs. Holtom & Fox had not come out accordinj

to estimate. (Here note that the conditions gav'

no amount, or even any suggestion of the sum to b
spent.) This brings me to about the third week ii

February, since when we have been in total dark
ness as to the scheme.

In your issue of January 2, an architect write
you enclosing copy of correspondence which passei

between himself and the Borough Surveyor 0

Morley, which, he considered, threw a doubt upoi

the fairness of this competition. Under any circura

stances, I think, it is quite time the result iva

known, and plans and deposits returned to the un
successful competitors. A COMPETITOR.

I m I

ttbc Stubent’0 Column.
SPECIFICATIONS.—XVI II.

PLUMBER.

n T is usual to keep separate the externa
and internal plumbing, and to com
mence with the specification of thi

external work.
Meiterieils .—The whole of the sheet leadfi

be the best new pig lead, properly milled am
free from all defects, to be weighed wheneve
required at the contractor’s expense, and h

weigh the specified weight. The contractor!

to supply all necessary solder, wall hooks

copper nails, &c., required in laying lead worli

Solder is not to be used in fixing external leai

work save where absolutely necessary, bu

lead clips of not less than 6 lbs. lead are to b
used ;

and for securing edges turned into joint

of brickwork, as in aprons and flashings, leai

wedges are to be used, and joints are to b

pointed in cement. The zinc to be Vieill

Montagne zinc, and it is to be supplied am
laid by Braby's, of Euston-road, London, witi

holding-down clips, improved solid stoppe-

ends and ridge plates. No soldering or othe

rigid fastening is to be externally used. (If th
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hitect has reason to believe that the con-

ctor will employ a competent zinc layer, not
ilumber, it may not be necessary to stipulate

it the work shall be done by Braby's. But it

/ery important that zinc should not be laid

Ih rij^id fastenings, so as to be perfectly free

expand and contract. Neither copper nor

n nailing must, of course, he used lor zinc

ii'k.)

Lead ill Flats and Giillcrs.—Lay the tlat over

with 7 lb. lead, laid to a fall of in. in

ft. with 2i in. rolls, 3 ft. apart, centre to

atre, and cross-rebated drips 10 ft. apart, as

3wn on plan. The drips in all cases to he
in. deep, and the ends of rolls to be properly

ssed. The gutters to main roof to be laid

th 7 lb. lead, 9 in. wide in narrowest part,

d turned up 9 in. under slating, and dressed

er tilting fillet. Tlie cesspools to be of 7 lb.

id, 8 in, by 8 in,, inside dimensions, and 6 in.

ep, with a 3 ft. length of 3-0- in. bent drawn
id pipe of the substance of 7 lb. lead, vvitli

'ted end soldered to bed of cesspool, which is

be dressed into dished and rebated per-

ration. These bent lead pipes are to dis-

arge into heads of rain-water pipes.

Lead ]'ul!cys.—The valleys of main roof to

: laid with 6 1b, lead, ii8 in. wide, dressed
ider slates, and over tilting fillet

;
the joints

same to be lapped and welted.

Flashings.—Where lead roof abuts against
ickwork the lead is to he turned up 5 in., and
iver flashings 6 in. wide of 5 lb. lead are to he
ced, turned into joints of brickwork i.Vin.

^here the sloping edges of roofs abut against
rtical sides of dormer, put lead secret gutter
I in. wide of 5 lb. lead, covered with 5 lb. lead

ishing, 6 in, wide, with 4 in. laps. This flash-

g to be close copper nailed to boarded sides

dormer cheeks.

Cheeks of Dormers.—The dormers on
lof to have their cheeks covered with 6 lb,

ad, secured to boarding with close copper
tiling at top, and soldered dots and screws,
o. 3, to each cheek.
Chimney Gutters.—The gutter at back of

limneys to be of a minimum width of 6 in.,

id with 6 lb. lead, turned up 5 in. against
•ickwork, and with cover flashings of 5 lb.

ad, 6 in. wide, fixed in a similar manner to

lose before described.

Aprons.—Put aprons, 12 in. wide, of 5 lb. lead,

I all chimneys and dormers.
Soakers.—Put soakers or secret gutter to hips

i already described under “slater.”

Skylight.—Specify the lead work round the
lylight in a similar manner to that already
iven for chimney stacks

;
that is, lead gutter

1 top, apron at bottom, and soakers or secret

utter at side, either with or without flashings.

Lead Sills.—Cover the sills of with
lb. lead, properly-dressed round same, copper
liled at top edge, and with bossed ends to

rejections.

Pommels of Hips.—Cover the pommels of

ips with 6 lb. lead, beaten up, bossed, and
lied to wooden hip knob on roof in accord-
ice with detail.

Lead Rain-water Pipes.—The rain-water
ipes to be 3i in. drawn lead pipes, weighing
^ lbs. per foot run, and each to have orna-
lental lead ears and tacks purposely made in

ccordance with detail. The heads to be of

lb. lead, bossed, beaten up, and cut in ac-

ordance with detail, and each to have No. 2

ieces of strong fin. lead pipe as stiffeners

cross top, to take long coach screws for

xing. The coach screws to have hexagonal
eads, and to he covered with ornamental
tad bosses, as shown on detail, soldered on.

Lead Eaves Gutters.—Dress the eaves
utters in stone cornice of main roof with 7 lb.

sad laid to fall of 1 in. in 10 ft,, the joints to be
ipped and welded, lead to be dressed over
tone cornice projecting ^ in. beyond top
lember, slightly turned up, secured to stone

vork, with lead plugs and screws and sol-

ered dots 3 ft. apart, and taken up 9 in. under
lating. The cesspools to be formed as already
escribed for lead gutters.

Zinc Flats.—Flat over to he covered
;ith No. 15 gauge 'Vieille Monlagne zinc, laid to

fall of li in. in 10 ft., with capped rolls

ft. loi in. from centre to centre. Drips to be

^ in. deep cross rebated and 7 ft. apart.

Zinc Gutters.—Lay the gutters to with
“Jo. 15 gauge Vieille Montague zinc of a mini-
num width of 9 in., laid to a fall of in. in

:o ft., turned up under slates 9 in. on each side,

ecured with holding down clips. Drips to be
in. deep cross rebated and 7 ft. apart. The

:esspools to be in 5 lb. lead, 8 in. by 8 in.

nside dimensions, and 6 in. deep, with a 3 ft.
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length of 3^ in. bent pipe of 0 lb. lead to dis-

charge into head of water pipe.

Zinc Eaves Gutters.—These are by no means
to be recommended, but if used should be

specified thus : Eaves gutters to be O.G.

moulded 4 in. eaves gutters of No. 15 gauge
\’ieille Montague zinc with stift'eniiig lubes 3 it.

apart, and fixed ti.-) fascia with large-headed zinc

nails.

Internal Plinnhei.

Lead Pipes.—The pipes to be of tlie follow-

ing weights per yard run :

—

Wastes;

—

I in 73^ lbs.

in 15 lbs.

2 in 18 lbs.

2}>Z in 24 lbs.

The services and supplies :

—

in 6 lbs.

)4 in 9 lbs.

1 in 12 lbs.

1 in 16 lbs.

i in 24 lbs.

Taps.—All the”taps to be best quality brass,

or gun-metal taps, and unless otherwise de-

scribed, the hib and stop-cocks to be “full-

wav ” high-pressure screw down valves. The
ball valves to be of the make known as “ equi-

librium.” All bib-taps to have screw ferules, and
all stop-cocks screw unions, so that the taps

may he removed for repairs without breaking
the joints in the pipes.

Tin-lined Pipes. — The whole of the pipes

used for cold water supply to be wrought-iron,

block tin-lined pipes known as Walker’s Patent

Health Water Pipe, to he obtained of

and to be put together in accordance with
the instructions of the patentee

;
(or) the whole

of the pipes used for cold water supply to be
block tin-lined lead pipe, the joints of which
are to be formed with gun-metal linings and
screwed sockets, the pipe ends being tafted to

linings.

Joints.—All joints in lead pipes are to be
wiped soldered joints, and no blow pipe or bit

joints are to be used.

Pipe Fi.xin^.—All horizontal pipes are to be
fixed on iV^ in. by 3 in. wrought and splayed
fillets, plugged to wall with hollow groove on
top side for pipe to lie in, and each to be laid

with a fall towards the rising main, so that pipes

may be emptied from draw-off tap at bottom of

same.
Vertical pipes are to be fixed by face tacks,

and not by pipe clips or wall-hooks. Water
pipes in roof are to be cased with ^in. deal

casing, 6 in. by 6 in. clear inside, packed with
slag wool. (Or they may be encased with felt or
other good non-conductor, so as to preserve
them from frost as far as possible.)

OBITUARY.
M. Paul Bi.OXDEL.—This eminent French archi-

tect, a former peusiomuiire oi the French Academy
at Rome, and official architect to the Louvre, has
just died at the age of fifty. He was a native of

Paris, and after studying as a pupil in the atelier of

M. Daumet and at the Ecolc des Beaux-.Arts, he
obtained the Prix de Rome in 1S76. and sent home a

number of fine drawings, among which his restora-

tion of the Temple of Fortune at Pr;cneste gave him
at once a reputation. The “ Direction des Batinients

Civils’’ found in him a learned, helpful, and
energetic official. But he carried out also a
number of works in private practice, of which
the most important are the Furtado - Heine
Dispensary, some large private residences at Mul-
house, a Chateau near Limoges, tiie monument to

Etienne Dolet at Paris (in collaboration with M.
Guilhert, the sculptor) .At the Louvre, where
he succeeded M. Guillaume, he commenced the work
of rearranging the Salle des Etats. Though M.
Blondcl was known to have been sutt'ering more or
less fur some time from a local ailment, it was never
supposed that his life was in danger, :ind his com-
paratively early decease has come as a painful

surprise to his friends and the French architectural

profe.ssion generally.

Mr.
J.

Gardner*.—

M

r. J. Gardner, architect, of

Cheriton-place, Folkestone, died somewhat suddenly
on the i6th ult. Deceased was well known as one
of the leading architects in the town, and designed

most of the modern ecclesiastical edifices in

Folkestone. The funeral took place on the 20th ult.

—Kentish Express.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
The Jubilee P.ayilion, St. Paul's Church-

yard.—The huge pavilion to he erected for the

Diamond Jubilee Celebration by Mr.
J.
N Maskelyne

in St. Paul's Churchyard, on the site now occupied
by Messrs. James Spence & Co.’s premises, has been
designed by Mr.

J. G. Buckle. The pavilion will

consist of four tiers, and will seat about two
thousand persons. A distinguishing feature will be
the substitution of inclined approaches to the tiers
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in lieu of the usual steps. The pavilion has also

been designed so as to permit of the several parts

being prepared and brought upon the site ready
for fixiiig. There will be ladies’ retiring rooms at

each tier level, and refreshment saloon, liiunge,

smoking-room, and lavatories in the basement. The
cost, including decorations, will be aboul ^.ooo/.

Town Hall, Rothkrhithe.—The new Town
Hal! at Rotlierhithe was opened 011 the 28lh nil.

The architects of the building were Messrs. J.

Murray and F. Foster, wliose designs were selected

in ' competition. The building, wiiich is in the

Renaissance style, has a frontage of 53 ft. to Lower-
road, a return frontage of 161 ft. to Neptune-street.

and a frontage of 54 ft. to Moodkee-street. It con-
tains, besides the usual offices and a Coroner’s Court,

a Council Chamber and a public hall, with sitting

accommodation for 900 persons. The building has
been wired by the Brush Electrical Engineering Co.,

for the purpose of lighting it by electricity at a
future date, and the conibinatii.in gas and electric

fittings liave been supplied by Messrs Charles Smith,
Sons, & Co., Limited, as have also the locks and
ironmongery throughout. Tlie healing is by hot
water on the low pressure system by means of a
Gurney boiler, carried out by Messrs. Palowkar &
Sons ; and the fire hydrants and fire extinguishing

apparatus have been provided by Messrs. Ham,
Baker, & Co. The ventilators have been supplied

by Messrs. Kite <.'t Co. : the speaking tubes by tlie

Homacoiistic Tube Co. ; and the chimneypieces by
Messrs. ShuA'ery & Co. Mr. John Carter has
officiated as clerk of works, and Mr. Diprose as
general foreman. The whole contract for the
works has been carried out by Mr. Howell J.
Williams. Tlie furniture has been supplied from
the designs of the architects by Messrs. Atkinson &
Co. An illustration of the building and a short

description appeared in our issue for March 16, 189s*
Board School, Glasgow.—

O

n the 23rd ult'

Rosemount Public School, Millburn-street. Garngad
Hill, Glasgow, was opened Sir John Neiison
Cuthbertson. The school is erected on a site at the
highest point of Garngad Hill. The site has a con-
siderable fall from front to back. The drill-hall,

janitor’s house, and heating and ventilating

apparatus liave been placed on the lower level

facing eastwards. The school and class-rooms,

sixteen in number, and varying in size from accom-
modation for 173 to sixty-two scholars, are grouped
round the central hall on two floors, and provide
places for fully 1,203 children. The walls are of

red sandstone from Ballochmyle quarries, finished

in squared rubble with polished dressings. The
plav-grounds are laid with (ar-niacadam paving.

The total cost, exclusive of site, is expected to

come within 13,000/. Mr.
J.

B. Wilson, of Glasgow,
was the architect.

Catholic Church, Birkdale. — The Roman
Catholic Bishop of Liverpool (the Right Rev. Dr
Whiteside) laid the foundation stone of the new
church of St. Teresa, Birkdale, on the 25th ult. Tlie

building will be Gothic in design, the architects

being Messrs. Sinnott, Sinnott, & Powell, and the
contractors Messrs. Fairbridge & Hatch, of Birkdale.
Alterations, Dunbar Parish Church.—

T

he
alterations at Dunbar Parish Church have been
accomplished. The whole of the interior has been
removed, and the large area has been sub-divided

into nave and aisles by means of an arcade of five

arches and pillars on each side. A semi-octagonal
apse has been thrown out at the east end. opening
into the nave with a large chancel arch, and having
a minister’s vestry on one side and an organ cham-
ber on the other. Two of the apse windows contain
stained glass. The nave ceiling has been opened out
and raised. The tracery front of the old gallery has
been worked into the front of the end gallery, and
the steps of the old stairs have been used again in

the staircases. The Dunbar monument now stands
on the floor level of the church, against the east wall

of the north aisle, completely restored. The work
has been carried out from tlie designs, and under the
supervision, of Messrs. W. d J. Hay, architects, of

Liverpool, by Messrs. Robert HaU & Co., of Gala-
shiels. and by local tradesmen.

—

dhisgou’ Herald.
Public Hall, Kidsgrove. —

T

he foundation-
stones of tlie new Victoria Hall and Public Offices,

about to be erected by the Urban District Council,

were laid on the 22nd ult. It is jiroposcd to erect
buildings for tlie accommodation of the Council,

and a hall for public meetings, <Sc., a lire station,

and a town yard. Messrs. Wood & Hutcliings, of
Tunstall, are the architects

;
and the tender of Mr.

Charles Cope, of Tunstall, for 2,046/., has been
accepted.

H.all, Ormoxii Quay Presbyterian Church,
Dublin.— .A new hall has just been opened in con-
nexion with this building. It lias been erected from
the designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
W. M. Mitchell, architect, the contractor being
Mr. John Good.
Schools, Llanrwst, North Wales.—

A

new
County Intermediate School for girls is to be buiit,

and additions made to the boys’ school at Llanrwst,
North Wales, from the plans and under the superin-
tendence of Mr. H. Teather, of Cardin'.

Children’s Home, Formby, Lancashire.—

A

children’s home has just been opened at Formby for
tlie Church of England Incorporated Society for

Waifs and Strays. The building, a brick structure, is

situated in Andrew's-lane. On the ground floor

there is a recreation-room 33 ft. by 16 ft., and dining
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room 24ft. by also matron’s room, kitchen,

scullery, pantry, laundry, washhouse, and the usual

outbuildings. Upstairs there is a dormitory con-
taining eighteen beds, a smaller one containing
twek'e beds, and a ward for sick children containing
four beds ; also matron's and servants' bedrooms.
There is one bathroom and lavatories on the ground
fltjor lor boys and on the bedroom Hoor for girls,

and the latrines are outside in a covered yard. The
building was designed bv and the contract carried

out under the personal superintendence of Mr.
J. H.

Havelock Sutton, of Liverpool and Formby, and the
work was executed by Messrs. J.

it G. Chappell,

builders, of Walton.

Wesleyan* Chapel, Irthlixgijoroi’gh. — On
Good Friday the new Wesleyan Methodist Chapel,
which has just been erected at Irthlingborough, was
opened for public worship. The new building has
been built from plans by Mr. John Wills, and the
contractors were Messrs. E. Brown it Son, of

Wellingborough. The heating work, &c., has been
executed by Mr. Marriott, of Higham Ferrers.

New Govkkn’men’t Offices, Derby.—

T

lic new
Government oflices, which have been erected at

Derby for the accommodation of the Countv Court
and Iniancl Revenue officials, were recently opened.
Tile elevation of the building is in brick and terra-

cotta. Ascending the steps from St. Peter's Church-
yard. the visitor to the new premises enters a
corridor e.xtending the full length of the building.

On his right are the registrar's ami clerks' oftice.s

and on the left the Inland Revenue offices, with a
private room for tlie collector. Beyond are
solicitors' rooms, stores, and jury rnonis. A semi-
circular stone staircase leads to the upper Hoor, on
which will be found a registrar’s court, measuring
48 ft. hv 30ft., and a smaller judge's court. Tlie

registrar has also a private office adjoining the bank-
ruptcy department. Overlooking the street arc
private roonis for the Supervisor ot Inland Revenue
and Surveyor of Taxes. In the basement are care-

taker's quarters, bailiff's room. Countv Court, and
revenue stores. The general office of the County
Court is large enough for a numerous staff. In

both courts ample provision is made for solicitors.

The judge has a private apartment connected
with the Bench. The building is illuminated b}*

electricity, and is heated on the low pressure hot-
water system. Tlie boiler is situated in the base*
ment. This work has been done by Messrs.

J. C. I't

J. S. Ellis, Limited, of Sheffield. The premises have
been erected by Mr. Wm. Eaton, of Derby. The
architect was Mr. Tanner, of H.M. Office of Works.

Welsh Baptist Chapel, Cardiff.—

T

he tender
of Mr. Jonathan Lewis, Cadoxton, has been
accepted for the erection of the new Salem Welsh
Baptist Chapel. Barry Docks. Mr. E. Jenkin
Williams, Cardift", is the architect.

Wesleyan' Chapel, Ashoptox. Derbyshire.—
On tlie 22nd ult. a new Wesleyan chapel and schotil

was opened at Ashopton. The work has been
carried out by Messrs. Alfred & Hedley Hill, of
Tideswell and Litton, and the architect 'was Mr.
Herbert W. Lockwood, of Sheffield.

Restoration’ of Leslie Parish Chl'rch,
Aberdeen.—

T

his church was reopened recentlv,
alter undergoing alterations. The plans for the
restoration were prepared by Mr, Marshall Mac-
kenzie. Aberdeen, and the work was carried out
under his personal supervision. The style of the
reconstruction and decoration is Italian Renaissance,
in keeping with the original building. The whole of
the seating has been renewed and re-arranged. The
entrance to the church is now from the west end,
instead of from the east end, as formerly. A
vestry lias been formed at the entrance. The'pulpit
has been placed on a raised platform at the east
end. and on this platform is also a Communion table.
-All the woodwork is of pitch pine.

Theatre, Swixdox.—

a

new theatre is to be
built at Swindon. It is to be erected at New
Swindon, from designs prepared by Messrs. K.
Milyerton Drake & J. M. Pizey, architects, of
Bristol. The theatre will accommodate about 1.600
persons. Three sides of the theatre abut on public
streets. Externally the building will he of brick
and freestone. It is to be called the Queen’s Theatre,
and will be opened about the beginning of October.

Grove Hall, Waxstead, Essex.—

T

he new
building known as Groye Hail, Wanstead, was
opened recently. The building has cost upwards
of 2,500/.. and it will seat oyer 500 people. The
architect was -Mr. E. N. AVhitaker, and the builder
Mr.

J.
Jollitfe.

Methodist Free Church. Bellixghaii,
Northumberlaxi). — The opening of the new
McAhodist Free Church and School, Bellingham,
took place on the lOth ult. The buildings are of
stone, in the Gothic style. The block of buildings
includes a chapel to seat 400 persons, a schoolroom,
two vestries, lavatory, &c., heating chamber, and
storage room. The ventilation of the chapel has been
carried out by Messrs. Stott & Co., of Oldham.
The schoolroom and chapel are heated throughout
hv hot water-pipes. The contractors for the work
nre :—Masons, Mr. Isaac Welton, of Birtley

; joiners.
Mr. James Aynsley, of Bellingham

;
slater, Mr.

J.
Hewitson. Newcastle-on-Tyne

; plasterer, Mr. A.
Charlton, of Birtley

;
painter and glazier, Messrs.

Forbes & Son, of Birtley
; plumber. Mr. AV. M.

Smith, of Hexham
;
and heating, Mr. R. Vaux. of

Sunderland. The plans were supplied by Mr. \V.

Welton, of Humshaugh.
Primitive Methodist Church, Newcastle.—

The foundation-stones of a Primitive Methodist
Church for the west end of Newcastle were recently
laid. In 1S87 a site was secured in Kingsley-terrace,
Arthur’s Hill, and it is upon thisthat tlie new church
is now being erected from the designs, selected in a
limited competition, of Messrs. Marshall it Dick,
architects, Newcastle. The hall in connexion with
the cliurch is placed below the building, and is not
sunk into the ground as a basement, and the school
is entered from the street level on the Normanton-
terrace side. The main entrance to the church is

from the north end, at the junction of Kingsley-ter-
race and Normanton-terrace, and is approached by a
Might of stone steps, which give .access to a vestibule,

communicating with the tower stairs and entrance,
which is at the north-west corner. The church con-
sists of nave and transepts, containing Ihe bulk
of the sittings on the ground Hoor, a small
gallery, only accommodating about ninety, occupying
the north end over the entrance vestibule, <Sc. The
total accommodation is for about 500. The windows
to' the church are long trefoil-headed lights, those in

the main gable being grouped in ]iairs within a
hooded arcli. An organ chamber is provided, with
arched opening facing into the west transept, where
the choir is also to be situated. In tlie rear, on the
church level, arc arranged the ciiurch parlour, the
minister’s vestry, and the stewards' room, whilst a
staircase communicates with a side entrance in

Kingsley-terrace and witli the hall and other roonis
below. The stone used is from the Kenton and
Windy Nook quarries, the exterior being rock-faced
witli chiselled quoins and dressings. The seating of
the church is to be of Oregon pine, stained and
larnished

; and the Hoors of hall, &c., of wood
blocks on concrete. The heating is to he by low-
pressure hot-water. Thehiiildings throughout are to
be lighted by electric light. Mr, T. Hutchinson,
Newcastle, is the contractor for the work.

Schools, Yxysybwl, Glamorganshire.—

T

he
Crebyn Ddu Infant Schools have just been opened.
The schools, which cost 1,070/., were built I'v Mr.
Thomas Hughes, Mountain Ash, from plans prepared
by Mr. Arthur O. Evans, Pontypridd.

New Bonded Warehouse, Aberdeen.—

T

lie

Shore Porters' Society liai’e decided to carry out
additions to their warehouses in Shore-kinc.' The
new structure will be one of six stories in height.
The architect of the warehouse is Mr. R. G. Wilson.

Proposed Church, Dublin.—

I

t is proposed to
erect a new parochial church for Tcrenure parish.
Dublin. Mr. W. H. Byrne has been appointed
architect. The building will be in the Romanesque
style, with nave, side aisles, and transepts, and its

cost without a spire is estimated at about 12,000/.

Wesleyan Sunday Schools, Hull.—

O

n the
2ist ult. the new Suuday Schools built in connexion
with Queen’s-road Wesleyan Chapel, Beverlev-road,
Hull, were opened. The arrangement of the’ build-
ing is on the central-hall plan, with class-rooms
surrounding the same on the ground and Host floor.

Accommodation in the central-hall is arranged for
about 700 scholars. Attached there are an infants’
schoolroom, and twelve class-rooms of various sizes,

a church parlour, minister's vestry, and tlie usual
kitchen and offices. The cost of the’ building is about
5,500/. Tlie architects are Messrs, Gelder & Kitchen,
and the builders Messrs. Colley iS: Levitt, and Messrs.
Hodson (Jt Hebhlewhite.

ST. M.vtthew's Parochial Hall, Bootle.—

T

he
memorial stone of St. Matthew’s Parochial Hall,
Bootle, was laid on the 20th ult. The plans for the
new hall were originally designed by the late Mr.
Charles Aldridge, and are being carried out under
the superintendence of Messrs. Willink it Thicknesse,
Liverpool. The contractors are Messrs. G. Woods
& Son, That portion of the building at present
contracted for will provide a hall capable of accom-
modating about 400 people. This hall can be
divided by folding doors so as to make one part
available as a working men’s club, and leave the
other part available for meetings. There will be a
large room for a young men's club, and an apart-
ment fur the Young Women’s Bible Class. The
upper portion, which the committee are not in a
:)Osition to undertake at present, will provide a
arge entertainment hall, with a gallery.

Orange Hall, Belfast.—

T

he foundation-stone
has just been laid of the West Belfast Orange Hall,
situate in the Shankill-road. The frontage is

46 ft. 8 in., next the main road, and extends from
front to back along Brookmount-street 105 ft.

From the front entrance vestibule a coiridor'b ft.

wide extends down the centre, and communicates with
side entrance at the rear. The front entrance vestibule
contains the staircase to the large hall, and behind, on
the left, the lodge and ante-rooms, and on the right
are the reading, arch, ante, and box rooms, as well
as back staircase, lavatories, hall, kitchen, vard, and.
at the further end, a hodse for the caretaker. A
wide stair at front, and another at rear, will give
access to the large hall, which is 62 ft. long, includ-
ing gallery, and 36 ft. wide.' In front there will be
a gallerj- about 12 ft. wide, having stewards’ room
under, moveable platform at end of hall, and ladies’
and gentlemen's retiring-rooms at rear. The archi-
tect is Mr. William Batt. of Belfast, and the works
will be carried out by Messrs. Campbell & Lowry.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEW^
Drainage of Falmouth.—

M

r. Brereton, C.E.:
reference to the drainage of Falmouth, rcconnneii
an expenditure of about 8,ooo/., in providing a ni

and enlarged tank at the Market Strand, furl!
seaward : also tilling in the bight behind Marl
Strand, down to Messrs. Carne’s premises,, a
draining the adjacent iiousesinto the tanl; instead
the foreshore.
SEWAGE Works, Rawmarsh.—

O

n the 23rri n
Col.

J. C. Marsh, an Inspector of the Local Cover
ment Board, held a public inquiry in the Couni
Hall, Rawmarsh, relative to an application by tl

Rawmarsh Urban Di.strict Council for sanction
borrow 4,500/. for purposes of sewage dispos
works. Mr.

J. Platts is engineer of the sewa
works.
Water Supply, Melrose.—

T

he opening cer
mony in connexion with the supplementary wat
supply to the burgh of Melrose was performed c

the 20th ult. by the Duke of Buccleiich. After co
sideration of the engineer's reports, the Commi
sinners decided upon tlie springs of Allanshaws ar
Lauder Common, wliich will yield from ijo.ooo.’fl

150,000 gallons per day. The water is conveyed 'i

fireclay (Mpes to regulating chambers. There ai

three of these regulating chambers on Allanshaw
connected by 5-in. cast-iron pipes. The water froi

the lower regulating chamber is conveyed to
service reservoir south of Melrose in a cast-irq
main, consisting of 5-in., 6-in., and 7-in. dinmett
cast-iron pipes. Owing to the heiglit of the senire

above Melrose, it was found necessary to break th
pressure, and this is done by a break pressur
chamber. In order to supply the asylum wit
water the service reservoir has heeii constructed 0
a site acquired by the Commissioners from the Diik
ofBuccleuch. adjoining the public road to the soiit

of the asylum grounds. This service re.servoir, Ih
water level of which is below the le\-el of th
natural surface of the gmiind, is constructed of con
Crete, having a semicircular roof, the whole bcin:
covered with soil. It is 100 ft. long hy 24 ft. wick
and has a depth of 10 ft. of water, giving a capacit
when full of 150,000 gallons. The total length d
cast-iron main from Allanshaws to the servic
reservoir is about ten miles, and the length of 'fire

clay piping on Allanshaws and Lauder Commoti
conveying the water from the springs to the regu
lating chambers, is about two miles. The total cos
of the scheme will be about 10,000/. The engineer
are Messi's. Belfrage it Carfrae, Edinburgh, and tin

following are the contractors for the different con
tracts : — Laying cast-iron main and clistributinj
pipes and constructing service reservoir, Messrs
John M’Knight & Son, Edinburgh

; developing
springs and laying fireclay pipes on Allanshaws anc
Lauder Common. Mr. George Spence, Stow

;
sup-

plying cast-iron pipes, Messrs. D. Y. Stewart & Co.
Glasgow

;
supplying valves, hydrants, street wells

itc , The Glenfieid Company, Limited, Kilmarnock.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Ormiston Church, ne.ar Edinburgh.

—A memorial stained-glass window has just been
erected in the Parish Church, at Ormiston. The
window was executed at the studios of Messrs. Aj
Ballantine & Gardiner, Edinburgh.
Windows, St. Cuthbert’s Church, New-

castle.—

O

n the 17th ult, in St Cuthbert's Church,
Newcastle, two stained-glass windows, placed In the
church in remembrance of the late Mr. Arthur B.
Gibson, the architect of tlie church, and his cliildren
Rex and Phrebe, by his wife and sisters, were
unveiled Messrs. Morris & Co., have executed the
design, which was bv Sir Edward Burne-Jones.
Window, Holy Trinity Church, Ramsg.ate.—

In memory of Lady Wills, a stained glass window
has been placed in the east end of Holy Trinity
Church, Ramsgate. The window is illustrative o’f

the nativity and scenes in the Saviour’s early life.

The window has been designed and executed bv
Messrs. Joseph Bell & Sons, of Bristol.

Renovation, Sheepw.a.sh Parish Church.
Devonshire.—

T

he decoration of the parish churcB
of St. Laurence has now been completed. The work
has been designed and executed bv Messrs. Fouracre
& Son, of Plymouth

; the wood 'carving is b3- Mr.
Herbert Read’, of Exeter.

FOREIGN.
France.—

A

monument has just been inaugurated
at Nantes by the President of the Republic, to the
memorj- of the “ Enfants de la Loire InR-rieur«;
morts pour la Patrie.” This monument is the design
of M. Corroyer, and is composed of a four-sided
pedestal ornamented with four figures at the angles,'
representing soldiers of different regiments, executed
by MM. Le Bourg and Allouard. It is surmounted
by an allegorical group by M. Y. Bareau. To-
morrow iSunday) the monument raised by subscrip-
tion to the memory of Charlet is to be in'augurated.
It is the work of Alexandre Charpentier, sculptor,
and is placed in the square of Denfert-Rochereau.

The Direction des Beaux-Arts has just converted
the little chapel of the Gobelins Manufactory into a
museum. A set of water-colours and drawings have
been placed there, which have been valuable in the
execution of the tapestries. The Municipality of
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[ontreuil-sous-Bois (near Paris) is prnposing to

ect a statue to Pierre de Montereau, the celebrated

•chitect of the Middle Ages, wlio built tlie Sainte

hapcile at Paris. Tlic committee on the Victor

ugo monument liavc decided that the monument,
'hich is the work of -M. Ernest Ihiirias, shall lie

diibited at the 1900 Exhibition. It will be placed

ut of doors in front of one of the Palaces,

nd it will then be possible to judge of the

ti'ect on it of its .surroundings. The inaugu-

ition will not take place till 1902. M.
.cvendeck, architect, has been commissioned to

ui’ld a church at Chesnay. in the Faubourg de

'ersailies ;
the lirst stone lias just been laid ; the

luirch is to have a bne stone steeple. The new
luseum of Algerian Antiquities at Mustapha-
uperieur, close to the Governor-Generars palace,

as just been inaugurated. It is situated in the

lidsl of a heautifui park which is one of the prettiest

t-nlks in the envin>ns of Algiers. In turning up

he roadway in the Rue Saint Jacques, between the

lorboime and the Lycee Louis le Grand, portions of

he Roman road have been brought to light which

oniiccted Lutece with Genabum (Orleans),

nd with the centre of Gaul. The first

u'i/.c in the Chenavard Competition, at tlic

ieule des Beaux-Arts, lias been awarded to M. Sirot.

lupil of M. Moyaiix, architect; M, Dehaudt. pupil

)f the same architect, has gained the second prize ;

md the third has been awarded to M. Hulot, pupil

,{ M. Marcel Lambert. The dcatli is announced

>f M. Charlcs-Olivier de Penne. a well-known and

idmirahle Frencli animal-pivinter. He was born in

[8^1, and was a pupil of Leon Cogniet and Cliarles

acques, and obtained the second Prix de Rome in

857, and a .silver medal and the Cross of the Legion

ifter the i88() Exhibition. Among his principal

A'orks may be named “ Un Cerf force,” “ Chieiis

^'endeens,”’ “Pendant la Chasse," “Cerf ;i I'Eau,”

ind “ Kelais ;
the two latter of whicli are at

ireseiit to be seen at the Old Salon.

Germany.—

T

lie Vl'uIscIic liiimciliiiig is puhlishing

lome plans of the proposed alterations at the State

Hospital at Berlin, to which we referred recently.

It appears that the total expenditure will he larger

than at first anticipated, amounting to over eleven

million marks, or 550,000/. Of this sum about

450,000/. will be devoted to the hospital proper,

whilst the other amounts will be spent on various

institutions in connexion witli tile eslablislmiciit.

-We notice witli considerable interest that a

technical contemporary in Germany seems to be

seriously taking up the subject of fire-protection,

and is il’lustrating various contlagrations. with plans

and sketches. The Society of German Engineers

will hold its thirtv-eiglith annual meeting at Cassel

on June 14 next, when a large number of important

papers are to be read. A number of churches arc

to He erected at Lichterfelde. near Berlin, and tiie

German Emjiress is taking particular interest in

their erection, The thoroughfare at Berlin.

known as “Am Kiipfcrgraben,” is to have material

alterations, together with several other of the

thoroughfares on the river front. A considerable

expenditure is also to be incurred on several new
bridges in connexion with these improvements.

There is some fear of an impending strike in the build-

ing trades at Berlin, during the present summer.

The Annual Art Exhibition, which is to be opened

at Berlin on May 1, will tliis year have a specially

national character, as there are only a few exhibits

from other countries.

AusTRI.A.—

A

new Architectural Society has been

formed at Vienna, and will he called “ Verein von

Banmeister in Niederoesterreich.” The first meet-

ing has been held under the presidency c.f Herr

Krones, whena paper was held by Herr Stigler, on

the defects in Austrian building operations. Tlie

Roval Technical College at Vienna has received a

bequest of 10,000 florins, by the will of the deceased

railway engineer, Victor Kucft'crle. Tlie sum is to he

used for travelling studentships, Excursions are

being regularly undertaken by the students of the

Vienna Techn'ical College, under the guidance of

their professors, and this year one of the more

imivortant for engineers left Vienna on the

15th inst. for the German seaport towns, and for

A'litwerp. There were sixty students, under the

guidance of Privv Councillor Von Hauffe. A

historical little theatre at Vienna, which might be

compared with oiir Sadlers Wells Tlieatre, will cease

to exist after this month. It was known as the

Rudolphsheimer Theatre.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PROKE8SION.ALAND Business Announcements.

—

Mr. Deards. of Victoria Works, Harlow, Essex, has

appointed Mr. T. A. Scott, of 14, Fitzroy-avenue,

Belfast, as his sole agent for tlic North of Ireland for

Deards’ patent “ Self-locking ” glazinglsystem

Trade News. — Messrs. Hayward Bros. &
Eckstein have secured the contract for supplying

their patent semi-prism and other lights for the New
Markets in Sydney (New South Wales), and also tlie

iron staircases for the same building. The -Ana-

glypta Company (Darwen & London) are making a

boldly designed commemoration panel of the

Queeii’s reign, showing the Royal Arms and a

medallion portrait of the Queen in the centre.

The Corporation of Darwen have decided to

extend the use of Polarite at their sewage works.

and four additional filters are now to be laid with

Polarite.

The Carpenters' Company.—

I

n consequence of

the death of Alderman Sir William Lawrence, the

Carpenters' Company have postponed their forth-

coming dinner, and also their projected hall.

Al’l’OIXTMENT OF Cl.F.RK Ol'' WORKS.—Mr. J.
H.

Verrell has been appointed clerk of works to super-

vise the con.struction of tlie foundations of Horton

Asylum, Epsom, for the London County Council.

The BthEDEKs’ Clerks' Benevolent Institu-

tion.—

A

t the monthly committee meeting of the

Builders' Clerks’ Benevolent Institution (of which
Mr. Thomas Hall, of tlie firm of Messrs. Hall.

Beddall, & Co., the successors to Messrs. Lawrence
& Sons, is President at the present time), reference

was made to the death of Sir William Lawrence,

the first President of the liislilntion (1866),

and the committee decided to instruct tlieir

secretary, Mr. H.
J.

Wliealley, to write to

tlie .surviving inemhers of the family, expressing

their sincere regret for and deep sympathy witli

them in tlie great loss sustained. “ To the late Sir

William.” Mr. Wheatley’s letter continued, “this

Institution is very deeply indebted indeed, as to his

personal encouragement and great influence must

•>e attributed the striking success resulting from the

original effort made. Such services were at the

time, and continue to be. very higiily appreciated."

CONI'-ERENCE OF SLATERS ANu’TiLERS. — The
triennial conference of the Amalgamated Society of

Slaters and Tilers has just been held in Newcastle.

Tiiere are i,!00 members in the society, located in

thirty-nine towns in England, and one in Ireland.

Tlie delegates, who numbered twenty-.six, were wel-

comed to Newcastle by the general secretary, Mr. J.

Burn. Mr. Geo. Baker, of York, was appointed

Cliairmaii of the conference, with Mr. Timmins, of

Liverpool, in the vice-chair.

Pope's Villa, Twickenham. — An interesting

discovery, says the Siirny Mirror, lias been made at

Pope’s Villa. Twickenham, the residence of Mr. H.
Labouchere, M.P, The villa, which stands on tlic

river bank, is being altered, and on removing a thick

coating of concrete from a stone over one of the

entrances a deeply-carved inscription was found.

This reads:—“On tliis spot stood, until i Soy, the

house of Alexander Pope. The grotto that formed

its basement still remains. 1848."

Discovery of Roman Remains, Winchester.
During the progress of the excaviitions and opera-

tions for new roads, drains. tSre.. now being carried

out in a held on the east side of High-street, under
the supervision of Mr. A. Frampton, architect, many
evidences, says the Stilisbiny ^ourinil, of Roman or
Romaiio-Brilish Winchester have come to light.

There can be no doubt that somewhere in tlie field

arc the remains of one or more Roman villas.

The Amalgamated Society of Carpenters
AND Joiners.—

T

he annual report of this society,

just issued, shows that there has been a nett gain of

seventeen branches, making a total of 709 at the

close of the year. The nniiiher of members admitted

was 8,655, nnd, after allowing for deaths and exclu-

sions, a gain appears of 4,476, making the present

menibersliip over 50,000. The receipts from those

in employment amounted to 126,527/. los. loj^d.,

and disbursements to 99.993/. l6s. id., tliereby

enabling the society to incrense its cash balance from

79,422/, los. yd. to 105,956/. 5s. q^d., the largest

amount accumulated during any year of the society's

history.

A Statue of Darwin for Shrewshury.

—

Messrs. Henderson & Webster. Aberdeen, are pro-

gressing with tlic nuuiufacturc of a pedestal in

polished emerald pearl granite for a statue of the

late Charles Darwin. Tlic statue is to be placed in

the open space in front of the Free Library in the

town of Shrewsbury, where Darwin was born, and
of the famous Grammar School of which he was
an alumnus. Tlie granite pedestal is 4 ft. 6 in. high,

and will stand on two steps, probably of Aberdeen
granite. The statue itself will represent Darwin in

a sitting posture, and will be of bronze, 6 ft. 6 in.

high, so that the total height from the ground level

will be 12 ft. The sculptor is Mr. Horace Montford,
London. Tlie base of tlie pedestal is 4 ft. 8 in. in

width, and in front, both of the base and die. is a

semi-circular projection. Tlie extreme length of

the die is 6 ft. 3 in. It is formed out of a single

block, 6 tons in weight .—Abcnieen yoiiriia!.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Building Trade dispute, Leek.—

A

meeting o
employers and workmen has just been held at tlie

“ Swan ” Hotel. Messrs.
J.
Mathews,

J.
Heath, and

T. Grace, with Mr. Bowden, Burslem and district

secretary, represented the masters. Notices had
been given by the bricklayers for a rise of a half-

penny per hour, and for the apprentice rule to read

“One apprentice to five journeymen,” instead of

one to three, as now. The masters had given notice

for a reduction of a halfpenny per hour, and for

notices of alterations to be given on January i

instead of February 14, and to take effect on May i

instead of Mav 14. After considerable discussion it

was arranged that the masters should give a farthing

per hour rise, the men agreeing to the rule as to

notices being altered to January i.and tlie rule as to

apprentices to remain as now, the above arrange-

ments to be for three years.

Wages in the Building Trade at Portsmouth
—The Council of the Master Builders’ Association

had before them, at a special meeting recently, an
application from the carpenters in the borough for

an increase in their wages of a halfpenny per hour.

Last summer there was a long strike of carpenters

and painters, but eventually they returned to work
on the old terms, Hie carpenters intimating they
should again press their claims in the spring. Their
notice expired on the ist inst. (to-day). It appears that

all the master builders in the borough have been con-
sisted oil the question, and they are unanimously of

opinion, it is stated, that the increase of a halfpenny
an hour sliouid not be given.

The Building Trades, Staffordshire.—

T

he
building trade shows further signs of improvement,
and all classes of operatives are working well, full

time being'general. Bricklayers have no members out

of employment, and joiners are working overtime
at a number of jobs. Tliere is a general demand
for joiners not only in the Potteries, but in most of

the surrounding towns. Plumbers and painters are

very busy. Bricklayers' labourers are much better

employed, there being less out of work than has
been the case for months past. At Leek all branches
01 the trade are busy, particularly joiners and brick-

layers. .-^t Stafford trade is moderate, with no
operatives uiit of employment. At Crewe all

departments are working well.

Strike in the Birmingham Brick Trade.—

A

general strike has taken place among the hrick-

makers of Kirniinghnni, and between 400 and 500
men are out. The local building trade is at present
exceptionally brisk, and if the strike is persevered
with much inconvenience will certainly be felt. The
point of difference seems very .small, viz., whether
an advance of J<d. per hour should take elfect at
once or a week hence, but a great deal of hitter

feeling has been raised between the parties. Nego-
tiations have been going on for some time past for
a readjustment of the prices, and from the informa-
tion we have received, it seems that tlic men broke
off the negotiations when there was a prospect of an
amicable settlement being arrived at by their leaders.
The men appear to have become impatient at wliat
they considered the unwarranted delay in coming to
terms .—Liverpool Courier.

Newport Carpenters and Joiners. — Tiie
Newport members of the Amalgamated Societv of
Carpenters and Joiners having fa'lled to obtain from
the master builders of the town a schedule of con-
cessions, including the sliortening of working hours
on Saturdays, percentage on all overtime after full

day's work, prompt payment of wages, better pro-
vision for keeping tools in order, and the determina-
tion of holidays by a board consisting of an equal
number of employers and workmen, liave passed
the following resolution;—“That on and after the
first Saturday in M:iy, 1897, it is the opinion of this
meeting that a strike is undesirable, but that our
members refrain from working after five p.m. on
weekdays and one p.m. on Satiirdavs—under a
penalty, for the first offence, of los.-; second offence,
i/.

;
third offence, 2/,, or expelled the Society—until

such time as the Newport Master Builders' Associa-
tion consent to be placed upon our rule-book the
proposed alterations as contained in the jicrccatage
for overtime

;
also any member knowing of another

member working and not reporting to his Branch
Secretary will be liable to the same penalty."

—

U'esleriiMail.

MEETINGS.
Friday, April 30.

The Architectural Association.—Mr. Hugh Siaiinu.s on
“ The Classic Cornice.” 7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution. — Professor J. J. Thomson on

“ Cathode Rays." 9 p,in.

Institution 0/ Mechanical Engineers. — Ordinary
General Meeting (continued).—Paper by Mr. W. G. Walker,
entitled “ E.vperiment.s on Propeller Ventilating Fans, and
on the Electric Motor Driving Them.” 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, May i.

The Architectui'al Association.—Sixth Spring Visit,
new Fever Hospital, Lewisham.
Royal Institution.—The Rev. J. P. Mahaffy on “The

Greek Theatre According to Recent Di.scoveries.”—

I

3 p.m.
St. Pmils Ecelcstological Society.—Visit to the Church

of St. Saviour, .Southwark, under the guidance of Mr. G. H.
Birch, F.S.A., at 3 p.m.

Institution 0/ Junior Engineers.—Visit to Blackwall
Tunnel Work.s. 3 p.m.
Sanitafy Inspectors' Association.—M i. W. H. Grigg on

“The Proposed Drainage By-laws for the hletropolLs.”

6 p.m.
Sanifarj' Institute (Dejuonstrations /or Sanitary

Officers). — Inspection at the Sewage Outfall Works,
Barking.

Monday, May 3.

Royal Institute 0/British Architects.—Annu&l General
Meeting. 8 p.m.

Society oj'Arts {Cantor Lectures).— Mi. Lewis F. Day-
on “ Design in Lettering.’ — I, 4.30 p.m.

Society 0/Engineers.— Mi. H. O'Connor on “ Automatic
Gas Station Governors.” 7.30 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society. — Annua! General

Meeting. Closing address by the President, Mr. G.
Bradbury. 6 p.m.

Wednesday, May 5.

The Architectural Association.—Banquet to Celebrate
the Jubilee of the Association, to be held at the Trocadero
Restaurant, Piccadiliy-circus. 7 p.m.
Carpenteis' Company Lectures {Carpenters' Hall,-

London Walt), — Lectures on Carpentry and Joinery.
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITION.

Niktnre of Work.
j

Bj whom AdTertliied.
\

for SchooU .... ..
j

Cliesterfield Sch. BJ.
I

CONTRACTS.

Nktnra ot Work or Haterlair,
' B7 whom Required.

Hall tod Offlcea, NortligHte .....

Nine Houiee. SUnniugley-road, nee

Pipe fiewer, UiUfoct-Toad ..........

PoTlng, Ac. Dileton-terrace .

Pateley Kerblng. Ac. .......

*KerblDg, Tarpavlng, CbannelllDg, Ac.

Roadway
’Wood Paving
Sewering. Paving. Ac. ...............

Additione, Ac. to Free Church, Loch-
mabeo. N.B

Sewers, Ac, Caoklow, near Rotherham
Villa and Surgery, Clayton Weet,

Huddersfield.
Whlnatone

S. Firth
Much Woolton (hancB)
U.D.C

Amble U.D.C. „....

KuareBboTough R.D.C.

Lewisham Bd. of Wke
Belfast Corp.
Belfast Corporation

Gelder A Kitchen, Archt. '

TC. Lowgate, Hull 1

C. F. Wilkinson, Atcht.
j

35, Park -square, Leeds . . I

A. Bhawfleid, Suiv Wool-:
toQ-street, Afurli Woolton'

M. Gibson, Burv. 81.!
Queen-street, Amble .. .

Surv. 44, Station-parade, I

Harrogate .... 1

Surveyor, Offices, Catford.
8.E. ,

Two Blocks of Houses, Stanley, Dur-

WalUng and Fencing, Cheetbam
House, JBorley, York.s.....

Alterations to Biisinc
New Tredegar

Additions to Workhnus

Whiostoue Boad Metal. Hunmanby
Yorks

Schools. Bowerbam-lane.

Laundry

Manse, Templepatrick. co. Antrim

Chapel aud School, Eolton-road,
Barry Dock, Glam

•Erecting Asylum, Hendon

Brewery, Plymouth .

.

Covered Market
Extension of Business Premises,

Bristol
Residence, Stabling, Ac. Langley-Iane,

Balldon. Yorks . .

Gt. Driffield (Yorks)
U.D.C

West Stannlogley Col-

liery Owners
Manchester Corp.
S. Sharp.

Mrs. Thomsa
East Ashford (Kent)

Blackburn Union

City Surveyor
Sir Samuel Black, Town
Clerk

T- E. Wateon. National
Bank House, Lochmaben

J. Platt. Surv. Hlgh-st.
J. Kuk A Bona, Archt.
Huddersfield

G. B. Tonge. Council
do.

T. E. Crosallug. Archt, I

Stanley
)

do.
City Surv. Town Hall ....

|

do.
O. B. Clegg. Archt. 2, Peel-'
street. Morley

|
May

H. Sketch, Archt. New
j

Tredegar ^ ' do.
H. Hamilton, ]1, Bank-
street, Ashford..

.

Central London Sick
Asylum

Polkinghome A Co. »

Plymouth Corp.......

H. Ashman A Co. ....

C. Gray, Connell Offlcea ..

H. D. Wilson, 86. Church-
street. Lancaster

.T. Aapinall, Archt. Vio-
torla-street, Blackburn..

B. P. Close. Arcbt. 83.
Warlng-atreet, Belfast ..

Rev. T. P. John. M.Regeat-
street. Barry Dock

Giles, Gough, A Trollope,
28, Craven-street. W.O.

G. Adlaici A Sous, Engr.
Bristol

J- H. Ellis, Town Clerk .

.

J. Hart, Archt. Oom-st.

do.

Brist'

Faltbank A Wall, Archt. !

Craven Bask Chambers, 1

Bradford..
' May 11

CONTRACTS— Continued.

' Designs
' to he
delivered. Nature o( Work or Materials, whom Advertised,

!

Forme of Tender. Ao.

I
Supplied by

!

Tenders

I
to be

delivered

•Pitching and Channel Kerb.....

Maklng-up and Paving Streets .

Waterworks

•Work In connexion with Tnfltniary

•Erecting Swimming Bath . . . .

Alterattone, Ac. to Town Hall,

Bridgend, Glam...

West Ham Council

County Borough of
West Ham .....

Warrington Corp.
Hornsey U.D.C. »....

Manorhainilton (Ire-

land) Union
81. Pancraa Guardians

Rotherham Corp. .....

•Infirmary.. ...........

Library at the Docks .

. Famhamand Hartley

1

Wlutney Sch. Dlitrlct
. CardI IT Corp. . . .

•Boiler House, Ac.

•Recreation Rooms at Asylum ........

•Public Convenience. Brockley

•Erecting Portion of School ..........

•Engine and Boiler Houses and Electric

Lighting Buildings
•Wrought-lron Roof, Iron and Steel,

Alterations of Grindery, Exten-
sion of Hoiuie

Additions to National Schools,Smeth-
cote. Salop

Cromer Gas aud Coke
Co

Wilts County Asylum

LondonCountyCouncI]

Grays Thurrock Seb.B.

of

Tenders
to be

dsllvar4

E. .1. Lovegrove, South-
wood-laue, Elghgate, N,

R. U. Dormeii, County
Surveyor, Armagh ....

A. A. Mlllward, Vestry
Hall, Pancras-road, N.W.

Town Clerk
Lambert A Bees, Archt.
Bridgend.

R. RubIcBcn. C.E, C, Dixon-
terrace, Darlington

A. Ansell. 63. Flnsbory-
uavement, B.O
W. H, Dashwood Caple,
Arcbt. 1, St. Jobn-sq.
Cardiff

P. Griffith. 65, Parlfament-
etreet, S.W
County Offices, Trow-

Archt'e. Dept. Spring-
gardene, S.W
0 H, Shiner, 2. Walbrook,

Long

Manie, Acharocle, ur. Oban, N.B

Two Houses, Kelso-rond, Leeds
'

Pair Villas, Beestou, Notts
^

Shops. Vorkshlre-street, Ao. Burnley;

Technical School, Leenslde ...... ...j Nottingham Sch. Bd.

C. B. Rldgway,
Eaton, NotiB

A. B. A W. Scott-Deakin.
Archt.Prlde Hill,Shrews-
bury
W. Mackenzie, Archt. 42.

SteveusoD-fttreet, Oban .

W. 8. Braithwalte, Archt.
6. South Parade

.1. Huekerby. Surv. 8. The
City, Beeeton

C- Pareone, Archt. 9, Qrlm-
shaw-street, Burnley . . .

A. H. Goodall, Archt.
Market -street

May 12

May 13

May 14

May 15

May 2,5

No date

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Natnr* ot Appolotnest. Sy whom Required. Salary.
Applica-
tions to
be lu.

•Clerk of Works
•Boglueer and Foreman of Repairs ...

Leicester Coro
Cltyof London As;liiia

31. lOs. per week May e
No date

Thoae marked with an asterisk {*) are advertiged in this Number. Competition. \y . CoixtracU, pp. \'i. y\. y\i\. <fc sxi. Public Appointments, pp. xxiW. ^ z\\.

Professor BanUter Fletcher on ‘'Timber Roofs; also
Composite Roofs.” 8 p.m.
Royal Arclupological Institute.—{y) Mr. Talfourd Ely

on “Wreaths.” (2) Paper by Professor T. McKenny
Hughes, entitleri “A Comparison of Flint Implements of
Pal®olithic and Neolithic Age,” 4 p.m.
Society of..-Ir/s-.—Mr. C. E. D. Black on “ The Railway

to India.” 8 p.m.
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of If 'orks Institution.

—Ordinary Meeting of the Members. 8 p.m.
Edhtburgh Architectural Society

.

—Mr. J. J. Henderson
on '• Cement and Concrete.” 8 p.m.

Thursday, May 6.

The Architectural Association.—Conference to be held
at No. 9, Conduit-street, when subjects connected with the
policy of the Association and also the question of suitable
accommodation will be discus.sed. A collectionof drawings
made by pa.st students in the classe.s to be exhibited. 3 p.m.
.\iinual Soirde, St. George’s Hall, Langham-place. 8 p.m.

Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts.

—

Second Conversazione, at'the Galleries of the Royal Society
of British Artists. Suffolk-street.

Society ofAntiquaries. S.30 p.m.

Friday, May 7.

Institution ofJunior Engineers.—Mr. L. G. Ferriera on
“ Electrical Railway Signalling.” 8 p.m.

Saturday, May 8.

Royal Institution.— Rev. J. P. Mahaffy on “ The
Greek Theatre .According to Recent Discoveries.”— II.

3 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Visit to Hope-

toun House Policies.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

6,288.—Sliding Pivotteu Window Sa.shes : //'.

Johnson.— In order to obtain a self-balancing reversible
window-sa.sh in a manner that may be applied to the exist-
ing plan ofwindow, and even to e.xistine window, inventor
hangs sashes with galvanised .steel wires, &c., fi.ved to
lower corners of upper sash, then brought over pulleys and
fixed to the centre (or bottom) of lower sash. Two metal
bars are sunk in edgeways between sash .stile, and a double
stile and several other small adjuncts are provided.

7.606.—Waste or Slop Water-Closets : Allocking.
—The object of the invention is to render it impossible for
any article to get lodged in the ba-'in of the water-closet or
pa.ss down the shaft of an earth closet. Inventor claims
the improved arrangement and construction of an apparatus
to prevent any blockageofclosets by adopting a longitudinal
diaphragm, a movable flap of terra-cotta, and other items
of apparatus.

8,436.—Flat Whitewash Brushes : T. J. Pickford.
—The handle of brush is .slightly tapered at top; the’bind-
ing for bristles, &;c., consists of sheet metal, tapering, with
small holes along top for the linking of the binding wire.
After wire is linked through the holes, cement is poured on
the roots of the bristles.

8,887.—Tiles, Slabs, Wallings, &c. : /. 5. Rigby.
Inventor forms tiles, slabs, &c., of earthenware, glass
terra-cotta, &c., with indents and projections which are

not at right angles with surface, but hang over. These
may he arranged in different directions, and may be pro-
duced in a coat of fluxing material applied to one surface
of the tile, slab, &c.

10,586.

—

Tiled Hearths for Domestic Fireplaces,
&C. : J. Simpson.—The inventor provides a hearth capable
of removal by constructing a fr.ame of angle iron (vvrought
or cast) of the shape of hearth, with a sheet metal ba.se

riveted thereto, on which tiles may he arranged to pattern
as desired.

980.

—

Surfaces to Receive Plaster : E. Edwards .

—

This invention con.sists in the use of longitudinally grooved
boards, the groove.s having inclined sides, so that they are
of dovetailed section. Grooved .surface is left rough. The
boards are nailed to r.afters, .studs, or other timbers.

1,725.

—

Sash Fastener : J. II. IVatson.—This invention
compri.se.s a counterpoised and swinging catch arm, loo.sely

mounted or pivotted to a bracket, &c., on one of the meet-
ing bars, and arranged to swing forward and to overhang
the edge of other bar on bars coming together, and to be
pushed back on bars approaching each other. In another
form the catch arm is actuated by a spring. Inventor also
claims other combinations on same principle.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

.\PRIL 12.—9,223, W. Greenwood, Safety Chain Fasten-
ings for Doors.—9,230, A. Ansell, Sliding Sashes and
Frames. — 9,237, J. Douglas, Ventilator. — 9,270, S.
Lawrence, Sash Fasteners.—9,271, S. Lawrence, Raising
and Lowering of Window Sashes, &c.—9,272, G. Young,
Tool for Forming Grooves in Wood, &c.—9,315, C.
Richardson, Asphaltic Pavements, &c.—9,316, L. Kas.son,
Paving Compositions.
April 13.—9,357, W. Jackson, Window Sashes or

Frames.-9,413, E. Blumenan, Countersink Bits.—9,447,
J. and S. Beake, Compositions or Paints for Preserving
Structures.—9,465, J. Kaiser and J. Wilbrand. Door
Fastenings.—9,466, J. Kaiser and J. Wilbrand, Door
Fa.stenings.

.-^PRiL 14.—0,475, Bidckner, Self-closing Door Hinge.
—9,494, J. Grislain, Thermo-Automatic Water Waste
F-xhauster.—9,549. G. Burt, Machinery for Boring
Tunnels.—9,551, A. .Austin and H Caporn, Door Fastener,
&c.—9,557, T. Harries, Device for Use by Painter.s.—
0,566, R. Reeves, Treatment of Sewer .Air or other
Obnoxious Gases, and also Sewage Matter During Transit
in Drain.s.

April 15.—9,617, J. Cresswell, Inlet Ventilator.—9,622,
H. Craig. Syphon Water Closets.—9,627, W. Osment,
Sliding Window Sashes.—9,650, W. Allman and

J. Cope,
Heating Buildings and other Places by the Circulation of
Hot Water.—9,698, W. Drayson, Mechanism for Starting
the Syphons of Flushing Cisterns.
.April 17.—9,725, J. Moore, Regulation and Fastening of

Window Sashes in their Frames.—9,726, H. Doulton, Joints
of Stoneware Pipes.—9,768, J. Slater, Pedestal Water
Closets.—9,793, C. Connock, .Adjustable Chisel Fence.

provisional SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

5,714, H. Johnston, Fitting up Electric Bells.—7,709, W.
Oate-s and J. Green, Connecting Junctions and Bends to
Main Drain Pipes.—^,931, C. Greenhalgh, Waste Water
Closets.—7,937, H. Parker, Pedestal Bracket Seats for
Water Closets, &c.—8,it6, H. Lloyd, Sewer Drains, &c.
8.1541 L. Holton and T. Morley, Window Frame and

Sashes. — 8,236, A. Habershon, Fireplaces.—8,268, J.i
Sayers, Artificial Stone.—8,484, M. Ahern, Bricks, Tiles,—8,635, J. Cooper and F. Bensley, Step and other
Treads.—8,688, F. Baisdell, Platforms or Balconie.s for use
on Houses and other Buildings.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

8,265, T. Rhodes and others, Flu.shing Closets, &c.

—

9,497, R. Ellis, Window Fasteners.— ti,044i L. Gorisse,!
Door Hinges, &c.— 13,063, A. Pollard, Cleaning Paint or
Varnish Brushes, &c.—13,620, E. Evans, Sash or Window 1

Fasteners.—25,880, A. van der Vygh and others, Fireproof'
Artificial Stone.—3,784, W. Turner, Graining Tool.—4,141,
T. Horn, Window Glass.—5,439, W. Wilkin.son, Paving
Blocks, ’Tiles, iS:c.—6,426, F. Goiby, Door Hinges.

SOME RECENT S.^LES OF PROPERTY :

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

April 13.—By C. Butters & Sons (at

Burslem).
Tunstall, Staffs.—47, Sneyd-st., f. .£6ooj
Wolstanton, Staffs.

—
“ Park House,” c 705

April 15.—By Jones, Lang, & Co.
Acton.—I to 4, Friar's-cottages, f., r. 62/. 8s

795

J

Willesden-lane.—A building estate of 7 a., f.
,

3.g5o|
By Buckland & Sons. *

Wantage (near), Berks.— “Palmer’s Farm,” 30S a.

2 r. 12 p., f. 1,475
Dorney, Buck.s.—The “ Palmer Arms” p.h., f., r.

45 ^. a.oool
Lake End.—The “ Pine .Apple ” b.h., f., r. 32/. . . 1,300!

Taplow, Bucks.—The “ .Mile House” b.h., and an
*

orchard, 4 a. 2r. i p., f., r. 50/. 3,23
.April 21.—By Ha.mpton & Sons.

Maida Vale.—Clifton-gardens, i.g.r. 45/., u.t. 51
yrs., g.r. ji/. 795

It, Clifton-gardens, u.t. 51J jts., g.r. \l., r. 100/. 1,100!
Paddington.—5, Warwick-mews, u.t. 41^ jts., g.r.

5/., r. 20/. i2oj
By Levens, Son, & Hoare.

Dulwich.—Landells-rd., f.g.r. 104/., reversion in

81 yrs 2,300!
Finchley.—Lichfield-grove, f.g.r. 6/. 6s., reversion

*

in7iiyrs 135!
.Anerley.—11, Stodart-rd., f., r. 30/. 385

.April 22.—By C. C. & T. Moore.
Mile End.—68 and 68a, White Horse-lane, and 2a

and 2b, Skidmore-st., u.t. 68j yrs., g.r. 17/., r.

179/. 8s 1,310

20, Venour-rd., and 21, Ewtng-st., u.t. 78 yrs.,

g.r. to/. los., r. 72/. 16s 500

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold; e.r. for

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term
;

p.a. for per

annum
;
>ts. for years

;
st. for street

; rd. for road ; sq. for

square
;
pi. for place ; ter. for terrace

; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.
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PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

TIMBER,
ireenheart, B.C.

ton 1/0/0
‘eak, E.I....load ii/io/o 1

lequoia.U.S.ft.cu, i/S

isb, Canada load 3‘Slo
lircb, do tJtSlo
tim, do 4/0/0
^ir.Dantsic, &c.. a/15/e

)alc. do a/io/o

Canada S/S/o
^ne. Canada red 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... i/is/o

_ath, Dantslc.fath «/io/o

St. Feteraburi'. . s/0/0
Valnscot, Ri^
&c., log a'o/o

>dessa, crown.... s.'o/o

Deals. Finland
znd & iststd 100 9/0/0
Do. 4th Sc 3rd. . . 9/0/0
Do. Riga 7/10/0

St Petersburg.
ist yellow... . ti/o/o :

Do. and yellow lo/o/o

Do. white 9/to/o

Swedish 9/0/0
'White Sea 10/20/0

Canada, Pine xst 19/10/0

Do. do. 90d .. .. t4/o/o

Do. do. 3rd, &C. 6 to/o

Do. Spruce, ist. lo/so/o

Do. do. 3rd and
^d 8/0/0

New Brunswick y/is'o
Battens, all kinds s'o'o
flooring boards,
gq., I In. prep.
ist 08,6
Do. and 0/7/0
Other quaUdes— o/k/o

Cedar. Cuba. ft. M)
Honduras, &c. /4

Mahogany. Cuba /s
St Domingo,

cargo a». /«{
Mexican, do. do. U
Tobasco, do. do. /4i
Honduras, do. /$

Box, Turkey, too 4/0/0
Rose. Rio 7/0/0
Bahia a/e/e

Satin, St Dosing. 0/0/7

TIMBER fconHnucii).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 0/1/6

Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/1 o/o/t
METALS.

Iron—Pig, in Scot-
land ton 9/3 6 0/0/0
Bar. Welsb, in

London S/tS/o 5/>7/S

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o 5/19/6

Do. Sca/Tordshite,

in London S/rS/o 6/ia/o

Copper— British
cake and ingot 53.0/0 53/10/0
Bestselected .. 51/10,'0 53/0/0
Sheets, strong., 57/0/0 o/o/o

Chili bars 48/3/6 o/e/o

Yellow Mtl lb. *'7.8 5/0
LEAD - Pig,
Spanish ...ton ii/is/o 11/16/3
English com.
brands Ii/i7,'6 js'o/o

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. i3'i/3 0/0/0

Pipe.. X3/11/3 0/0/0
ZINC- EnglUh
sheet ton., ao/10/0 0/0/e

Vieille Mon-
tagne *x/io/o 0/0/0

Spelter 17/5/0 17,'7/6

Tin—

S

traits .... 59/18/9 0/0/0

Australian 61/5/1 61/15/0
English Ingots.. 63/15/0 64/5/0
Banca ei/e/o 0/0/0

Billiton 59/15/0 60/0/0

oir.-s.

Linseed ton 14/17,6 o/e/e

Cocoanut Cochin 97/15/0 e/0/0

Do. Ceylon 14/0/0 e/0/0

Palm, Lagos *4/>o/o o/o/o

Rapeaeed, English
p^e *7/10/0 97/15/0

Do. Brown 97/0/0 97/10/0
Cottonseed ret .. 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine 18/10/0 19/io/a

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/®

Do. black 0/4/g 0/6/6

Tar — Stockholm
barrel 93/0 o/o/o

Archangel 0/19/6 o/o/e

nrpintlre... ai/0/0 o/o/o

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us

not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and

address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-

ments ofTenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under

iioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BANFF.—For the erection of police-stations, for the County
Council. Mr. F. D. Robertson, architect, 93. Mid-street, Keith ;—

Craigtllachie Police-Statioih

A/aJptir^.—Wm. Alexander & Sons, Dufftown ..iJ333 0 0

James Dey. Fookins, Bottiphnie .. isa 0 o
i/aO'wf.-Alexander Tough, Craigellathio 4910 o
Plumhing.—R, K. Kalhte, Keith 300
/Yarrrr««f.—James Munro, Aberlour 38 7 o
Painting.—Robert C. Grant. Abeilour 540

539 I 0

Detnashaugk Police-station.

SfasoHry.—JnhnCT'sot, Dufftown £3^0 o o
Peter Grant, Mills of Toraoro .... 163 o 0

James Warren. Ballindalloch 4518 o
Piasrerinc.--H\ime Brothers, Dufftown 33 to o
Pluniiing.—R. K. Rathie, Keith 53 19 o

Garden & Ward. Dufftown 7 0 o
Robert Tindall, Aberdeen 13 9 0

6ss IB 0

Dnffiooun Police-station.

Masonry.-^'NtCi. Alexander & Sons, Dufftown . .£tao 0 o
C<ir^rnrry,—VVm. Russell, Fife Keith 184 7 o
5/ari«g.—John Wilson, Dufftown 47 9 o
/’/aii'rrfnf.—Sutherland <S; Reid. Keith 39 1 6

Plumbing.—R. K. Kathie, Keith 19 10 0

Painting.—ZaxSw Sc Ward. Dufftown 6 5 0

/frari'ng.—Robert Tindall, Aberdeen 1313 6

GOSPORT (Hants.)—For alterations. Ac , at the wotkhoire, Park-

road. for the Alversioke Board of Guardians. Mr. H. A. F. Smith,
architect. Star-chambers, High-street, Gosport. Quantities by the

architect 1—
Clarke A Sons £4.938 I C. M. Dash £4.039
T. P. Hall 4,197 C. J. Lear A Son 3970
T, W. Quick 4,196 W. T. Dugan. Ports-

J. Crcckereli.. 4,053! mouth (accepted) 3,758

HALE END (Essex).—For mission hall at Hale End, Chiogford.
Ir. F. Borehain, architect:

—

, oster - ;Ci,3io|Reed £t,io6
W. Shurmur 1,188

(

HANWELL.—For the erection of eight semi-detached \nlla-

J. Christie, Ufcbiidge-
[No competition.]

ILFORD.—For rebuilding the "Angel Hote'," Ilford. Mr.
H. W. VVakley. architect
Patman A Fotbeiingham. .£9.937

[
lerratd A Son £8.639

R. Mitchell 9,62; w. Watson 6570
Hearlo A Farrow 9,573 Scrivener A Co. 8,380

Edwards A Medway .... 9,075 I R. Lamble 8.330

B. E. Nightingale 8,770 I Dearing A Son 8.330

W. Shurmur 8,®^ I

BRANDON (Suffolk).—For addilions, Ac., to school buildings.

Higfa-street, for the School Board. Messrs. E. Boardinan A Sun,
architects. Queen-street. Norwich

Parsons A Sons £«.99S « I
C. Fryer £iiS63 0

R. Mayes 1,739 o Collins A Barber .... 1,559 a

T. H.Yelf 1,634 o J. G. CoweU. Soham,
W. T. Newson A Sons 1,58814] Cambridgeshire*.... 1,483 c

• Accepted.

BROMLEY.—For erection of the "Royal Bell" hotel, Bromley,
Kent. Mr. A. Saunders, architect :—
F. A F. J. Wood £91,098

I
R. Hannen £18.970

Maid A Morphew 30,485 W. Downs iS,6^
Wallis A Son — 20,400 Crosby 18,450
W. Shurmur 19,890 Patman A Fotberingbam 17,851
F, A H. Higgs 19,480 I

CARDIFF.—For the erection of new bottling stores at the Eagle
Brewery, for Messrs. W. W. Nell, Limited. Messrs. Veall A Sant,
architects. Quantities by the architects :—
W. Thomas A Co £*.475

]

Turner A Son £i-939

Henry Gibbon
S. Shepton A Son

i
ohn Gibson
ielbuisb Bros. .

Jones A Maddten >.90

3,098 1 Knox A Wells
2,189 I

Cadwallader A Hockridge
' Joseph Thomas
I. H. Venning

.. _ ,

w. Symonds A Co
1,998

I

James Allan, Cardiff* .

* Accepted

IPSWICH.—For additions t Tow ' House, for Che School

tiries by Mr. , . ^ .

Patklngton A Son £2,599
[
G. Kenney £*.395

Grimwuod A Sons 2,569
[

T. Kenney
T. Hipwell 2,537 I Bennett, Ipswich*
E. West 3,460 I

* Accepted.

KING'S LYNN.—For the ironwork for a g
' Bentlnck " Dock :—

About

c^c'iron
at per ton,

I,cckerbie A Wilkinson £7 12 6
The Horseley Co . Ltd 6 15 0
John Abbot A Co,, Ltd 6 15 o
Newton. Chambers A Co, .Ltd.. .... . 700
Thornton A Crebbln 616 5
Cochrane A Co 7 o 0

Cochrane. Grove A Co., Ltd 6 7 6
The Butterley Co.. Ltd.* (accepted) 600

at pet ton.

I

;

10 7 6

LEYTON.—For rebuilding the " King William IV." public-house.

High-street, Leyton. Messis. Shoebriage A Rising, architects

E. TOnis £5.850 1 W. Shurmur £5.544
J. Anlcy 5,783 Holloway Bros 5.533
Edwards A Medway 5,677 Caimichcal 5.530
Parker 5 587 Lascelles 5,/

—
Scharien A Co 5,587 |

BARNSTAPLE.—For the construction of a concrete impound-
ing sewer, Cross-street, for the Town Council. Mr. H. Masteiton,
engineer, Boutport-street, Barnstaple

James Nuttall £t,ico I W. C. Shaddock, 5, Hills-

J- Parwenter 840 boro’, Plymouth* £747
H. Burgess 840 1

* Accepted,

DORCHESTER.—Accepted for building a bouse in the Com-
wall-road, Dorchester. Mr. A. L. T. Tilley, architect, 16, ComhU’.
Dorchester

RendeU A Co., Dorchester £>.00

LEYTONSTONE.—For new premises for the London and Pro-

vincial Banking Company. Mr. A, R. Barker, architect

Roberts £6.394 I
Patman A Fotheringhan3£s.9So

Wood 6.257
I
Gardner 5.931

W. Shurmur 6.936
|
J. Bentley 5,805

Chessum A Son 5.997 Gough 5.654
Mattocks 5,991 1

Cariiiicheal 5,319

LONDON,—For the erection of works at Gainsborough-road.
Victoria Park, for Messrs. G. Ellis A Co. Mr. W. H. Dufield,
archltecL Quantities supplied
Beale £3,290 I Gladding £>.783
Sabey A Son 3.128 Easton 1.693

Patman A Fotheringham 1,911 I A. White A Co 1,677

Chessum >.798 1

LONDON.—For the erection of warehouse. Hope Wharf,
Rocherhlthe. S.E., for Mr. A. F. Gardner. Mr. A. R. Stenning,
archltecL Quantllies supplied :—
Whitehead A Co £i.475

I
A. White A Co.* £i.3':6

OuthwaiteACo i 317 |
Sparks A Co -

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For erecting a new police-station at Poplar for the
Receiver for the Metropolitan Police DistricL Mr, J. Dixon
Butler, ArchltecL Quantities by Mr, W. H. Thurgood;
Higgs A Hill £10,843
Kmny A Gayford
W. Shurmur
QregarASon ...

Lawrance A Son .

Perry A Co.......

Holloway Bros £10,
Sydney Hart ic

Scrivener A Co 10.

LONDON.—For alterations and shop-fittings, Home and Colonial
Stores, 4. Station Parade, Hornsey Rise. Mr. Robert Willey,
architect ;—
Smith £249

I

E. HoughtonA Son, Stroud
1

Green (accepted) £a\i

LONDON.—For pulling down and re-erecting "The Prince
Gecrge" public-house, Hillingdon«tteet. Walworth, for Messis.
Barclay, Perkins, A Co., Limited, Mr. George Hubbard, archiiegt,

33, Finsbury-circus, E C. :

—

Balaam Bros. £4.315 I H. Eames £4.093
H. Wall A Co 4,198

I
H. Buiman A Son 4.050

J. C. Richards 4,186 |
William Downs 3.848

LONDON.—Accepted for new doctor’s room and asohalting ..

the Pciand-street Workhouse, for the Guardians of the Westminster
Union. Messrs. John Waldram A Son, surveyors, 12, Buckioghi
street. W.C. :—

AWt' Doctor's Poem.

Johnson A Manners £6310 0

^s/katting.

Hobman A Co. £4° >5 4

LONDON.—For the erection of a warehouse in Ironmonger-lane,
E.C., for Mr. L. Salomons. Mr. George Waymouth, architect, 23,
Moorgate-street, E,C. Quantities by Mr. A. Pauli, 6, Quality-
court, W.C. ;—
Colls A Sons £*.985

1
Lown A Sons £*.735

GroverASons 3,848 1 Dove Bros. 3.685
Richardson Bros. 3,7M I

H. J. Johnson 3,345

LONDON,—For new premises at Plaistow Wharf, Tidal Basin,
for Messrs. Lyle A Sons. Mr. J. Slater, architect
Holloway Bros. £>3.3>6

|

HoUud A Hannen £>1,837
W, Shurmur ............ >3,77> I

LONDON,—For new warehouse. Green Dragon-court, Black-
friars, for Messrs. Corby, Mr, W. H. Punnett, architect :—
Spencer A Co £3,150 I Blyton £>.910
W. Shurmur 3,143]

LONDON.—For warehouse at Broadwal'. S.E. Mr. Ed. Power,
architect. Quantities by Mr. W. Barnett :—
Allen A Son £>0.072 I Myring A Son £9.339-
Britton 9.507 Ashby A Homer 9.?37

H. A F. Higgs.. ...••••• 9.77B
I
W. Downs. 9 >6ff

Edwards 9.730 j
W. Shurmur 8.99&

LONDON.-For alterations. Ac., to the "White Hart ' Hotel,

New Cross-road. Messrs. Eedle A Meyers, architects :—
*. Aniey £3,853 I W, H. Lascelles A Son ..£3i6S’>
'. Rider A Son 3,833 W, Fau’kner 3.537
W. Shurmur 3.70 [

B. E. Nightingale 3.445

LONDON.—For warehouse. Ac., at 89. Worship-street. E,C
,

for Messrs. L. Rose A Co. Mr. C. Homblower. architect :—
Holloway Bros £11,800 1 McCormick £9.88&
Lidstone A Co J0-5®S I

I-Crcver A Son 9.87*

Golf A Co 10,490 Holland A Hannen 9 790.

Marsden 9,916 W. Shurmur 9.®®^
Faulkner 9.930 ]

Kiliby A Gayford 9.43®

LONDON.-For
Clark, Hunt, A Co.
Godfrey A Son
W. Shurmur
T. Boyce
Ashby Bros
F. A F, J. Wood ...

Woodward A Co. . .

.

• •£5.57*
•• 5.475
.. 5.303

5.197

.. 5.187

C. Cox
G. E. Todd
Harris A Wardrop
Creaton A Co
J. Carmlcheal

J. Chessum A Son ..

LONDON.—For foundations of new premises, for the Argus
Printing Company, Tudor-street, E.C. Mr. C. Val Hunter,
architect
Jerrard A Son £>,>69 I

Patman A Fotheringham.. £1,011
Lascelles A Sons 1.144 F. A H. Higgs t.on
W. Downs 1.073 Holliday A Greenwood
W. Shurmur 1,044 I

9*9

LONDON.—For new hall, dispensary. Ac., at

Mr. R. H. Hill, architect—
I. Grover A Son £* 0* I

Craske A Co.
W, Shurmur 2,883 Hullingsworth
Holloway Bros. 2,750 ]

Turner A Co.

Bromley-by-Bow.

£3,4’S

LONDON.-For premises at Nassau-street. W. Mr. J. Slater,

architect ;—
D. Prosser £6.212] Holloway Bros £s-7°°
W. Shurmur 6.083 KUlby A Gayford 5.63®
Patman A Fo^eringham 5,851 ]

Webber 5,439

LONDON.-For additions to their Homsey-road works, fjr

Messrs. .Shackelt. Edwards. A Co.. Limited. Mr. W. A. .Mckman,
architect, 34. Giesham-strect, E.C. Quantities by Messrs. Raven
A Ciickmay, 18, Adam-street, W.C. ;—
Holloway Bros £4.9®8

[
J- W. Falkner A Sons .. ..£3.783

E. Lawience A Sons ... . 4.080 Dove Bros. 3. 7-/5

)

as. Smith A Sons 3.935
|

Rudd A Son. Grantham*.. 303
. Cruver A Son 3,883 j

* Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for reconstructing gateway, and buildin
fire-proof ffoorat van works, New-road, £. :

—
George Barker, Mile End £100

LONDON.—Accepted for copper setting and furnace work a

Brewery, Ratcliff:—
George Barker, Mile End £'56

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of villa residenci

Clapham Common, for Mr. Thomas Ingram :

—

G^rge Barker. Mile End £14,0

LONDON.—For alterations and additions to the general offices

ofthe Lambeth Water Company, Brixion Hill. Mr. John A. Gill

Knight, architect, ai. Godliman-street, E.C. Quantities by Mr.
E, J. Sadgiove, 33, Surrey-stteeL Strand. W C. :

—

D. Gibb A Co £5.330
I

Caudler A Sons £4 610

Holloway Bros 5.170 Rice A Son 4.581

Johnson A Co., Ltd 4,693 I Doewra A Son 4.30
Maxwell Bros., Ltd. 4,651 1

T. E. Mitchell (accepted) 4.135

LONDON.—For the erection of anew store-room, fur the Lambeth
Waterworks, at Brixton. Mr. John A. Gill Knight, architect, iso

quantities supplied

Rice A Son 871 ]

LONDON.—For rebuilding Nos. 22 and 33, Warwick-lane. and k
and 11, Paternoster-square, E.C. Mr. Walter Stair, architeci. 9,

Queen \'lctotia-sueet :—
Allen A Sons £9.*2S

[
Chessum* £s.®®c

Evans ®,998 I
Richardson Bros. 5>488

Spencer A Co 5,927 |
• Accepted.

LONDON.-For alterations to Nos. 10 and it. Bunhill-tow, City.

Mr. Walter Stair, architect, 9. Queen Victoria-street :—
Richardson Bros. £795 I Chessum A Sons £59*
Lascelles A Co. — .... 617 ]

LONDON.—For bar-fittings at the "Coach and Horses" inn.

Broad-street, Lambeth, S.E., for Nalder A Collyer's Bteweiy Com-

g
any, Limited. Messrs. R. M. Chart A Son, architects, Unijii
ank-chambers. Croydon :—

Sage £4=6 0
I

Coulder. Croydon* £246 o

]

• Accepted.
For outside glazed and illuminated signs :—

J. Biggs £31 10 I
Christie £38 15

LONDON.-For alterations, Ac., at "The Cal and Mutton
public-house, London Fields, N,, for Mr. H. S. Rocke. Mr. Henry
Robeits, architect, 113, Lewisham-road, S.E. 1—
Ellis £850

I

Simpson A Cove £73S
Taylor 785 j

Eames (accepted) 650

LONDONDERRY.—For the erection of a gate lodge, DuUerton.
for Major-General Bond. Mr, W. E. Pinkerton, architect, 8>

Diamond Derry
John Goligher A Co £745

|
Joseph Colhoun, Strand-

Robect Colboun 6361 road, Derry (accep'.ed).
. £615

SPITTAL.—For the erection of a block of fifteen house'.
Promenade, for Messrs. Baston. Mr. J, I_ Miller, architect, 39,
Hide HiU, Berwick-OQ-Tweed :—

M. Gray A Sons £3.470 I D. Storar A Son £3,990
H. EUioR A Son, Berwick* 3.ote|

Joinery.

Henderson Broi £>.®56 o I A. C. Bum, Spittal*....£i.388 o
W. Brigham 1.498 lo

j
T. Davidson 1.380 o

J. Dalgetty- 1,422 o|

Slating ami Plastering.

J. Smart "••£7®5 o
] J. Turner A Sons £695 >5

P. Rule A Sons,.,- 736 o
]
A. Sidey, Berwick* .... 54810

Plumbing.
G. McAdam ,.,..,.,£335 9 0

]
G. Smith £0310 3

J, Piercy *95 >5 0 J. Wood *77 ><* 8

Teesdale 29312 6
j
J. Hope 356 o o

t
Wilsoo A Son .... 287 0 0 R. W. Sidey 256 o 0

. A. Lamb A Son.. 370 0 0 ]
C.Mandet$on,Beririck* 3^ 15 o

• Accepted.
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MITCHAM (Surrey).—For the erection of laundry, &c., :

schools, for Che Holbom Union Guardians. Mr. C. Evans-Vaugliac
architect. 25, Lowther-arcade, Strand, London

H. Wail & Co., Carlton-road, N.W. (accepted) .

MITCHAM.—For the erection of the nave, aisles, baptistery,
and north porch of the new Church of St, Marie, Mitcham, Surrey.
Messrs. R. M. Chart & Son, architects. Union Bank-chambers,
Croydon, Quantities by Messrs, Franklin & Andrews, zc, Ludgate-
hill, E.C.

Extra for

T. Burges £5,500 —
J. Longley&Co 5 , 19s £ito 0
S. Page 4,955 64 0
E. J. fiumand 4,915 60 0

J. Dotey fit Co 4,87s 55 0

J. Smith & Sons 4,700 68 0
D. Waller 4,600 ........ 75 0
D. Stewart i Sons 4.598 57 10
P. Peters & Son 4.,^7 63 15

SOUTH SHIELDS.—For the extension to boundary-walls,
Harton Cemetery, for the South Shields Burial Board. Mr. Henry
Grieves, architect. South Shields
G, T. Manners .....^1,498 o 0 |

Robt. Allison, Whit-
Robt. Brown 1,318 19 6 burn* £'.>99 8 o
G. Thornton 1,193 8 0 1

Robt. Hudsont .... 1,119 0 0
• Accepted. f Withdrawn.

MITCHAM.—For the erection of a fireproof w.irehouse al
Western-road, Mitcham, for Mr. C. H. Blume, Messrs. K. M,
Chart & Sons, architects. Union Bank-chambers, Croydon :

—
D. H. Bacon £0,240 I E. J. Bumand . Wailing-
Price & Price 9,20.' ton* £t.S:5
J. Burges 1.650 [

• Accepted.

TONBRIDGE.—For toad works, for the Tonbridge Urban
District Council. Mr. Wm. Lawrence Bradley, Engineer;—

Sardeit-raad.

Chittenden i Sira- I G. Brotherwood £3ti 3 S
raons £327 2 II W. H. Wheeler. Lon-

R. Langridge 340 o o| don (accepted) .... 29914 2
[Engineer's estimate. £302 4s. 4d.]

Chittenden &: Sim-
raons £155 9 8

I
W. H. Wheeler „ .

.

R. Langridge 160 o o
|

(Engineer's estimate. £im 9s. lod,]
N.B.—To be made up by the Council's own s

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For alterations and additions to " The
Homestead," for Mr. E. H. Stevenson. Mr. H. C. Lander, archi-
tect, 22, Surrey-street, Strand, W.C. ;

—

Soper Jc Jones £713 o 0
[

Stiange 4: Sons* £67210 o
W. E. Judd 69917 8] •Accepted.

PENCE.—For repairs to the “Railway Bell" public-house, for
Nalder & CoUyer's Brewery Company, Limited. Messrs. R. M.
Chart & Sod, architects. Union Bank-chambers, Croydon:—
D, Waller £138 10

]

W. Smith & Sons £127 15
A. Bullock 133 10

j
Hanscomb & Smith .... lac 0

E. Goulder 139 10
|

REIGATE.—For the erection of seven paitsof cottages and
stabling. Blackboro '.road. Reigate, for the Reigate Industrial and
Provident Society. Limited. Messrs. Baker & Penfold, architects.
Reigate ;

—

R. Kiliick
General Builders, Limited
J. J. Carrick
BuckUnd S: Waters
E. Warssell
T. Bushby
R. Lee & Son
Bagaley & Sons g,
C. Nightingale .v Soils 5,240

Seven Pairs
o( Cottages.
••£7.995 ••
... 7.961 ...

, .. 6,651 ...

.... 6.19s -•

.... S.936 ...

.... 5.557

S.300

SOUTH SHIELDS.—For piivate street paving works, &c. :

Bartus-foaJ, South FitJtrick-strnt, &-c.

M.D. Young ......£1.366 3 sIThorntoniCo £1,254
G.E. Simpson. New-

castle-on-Tyne* .. 1,23629 9]

Ox/arti-avenut and Marlhorovs'h-strtet.
M.p, Young £56218 olTh.jrnton 5; Co,.
O. E. SimpaOQ 487 7 6l South Shields* ....£3891

Isabella-sireet andA ’./red-strtet

.

M D. Young £2,7 15 0 I G. E, Simpson. New-
ihomton&Co 197 1 ©I castle-on-Tyne* £19611

Hnnler-slreel. May-street, ii-c.

M.D. Young £,88 0 o I G. E. Simpson. New-
Thornton &Ca 174 9 ol castle-on-Tyne* .,£1711;

George Petts-stree/, U'a-wn-sl’eel, <&-r.

M.p. Young £249 6 0 I Thornton & Co..G.E. Simpson 228 7 Sj South Shields* ....£228 i

Marsden-streel, Mofttl-slreel, Src.

£43812 oIC.E- SirapsoD, New-Tloroton&Co 35814 o| castle-on-Tyne* ... .£394 1

George Palts-street.

^ Simpson £20 19 6
[
Thornton & Co., SouthM.D. Young 1713 o| Shields* £,6

Erection and Completion 0/ L'rinal. Tyne Doek.
R. SummetbeU & Son.£69 0 0

J
Thornton & Co.. South

I
Shields* 53

Sewer at East Jarre^su.

£33 o o
I

Thornton S: Co.. South' " Shields* £j6
;

O.B.N.SIS^EWIN
RIAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, 'W^ALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
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’
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addresses.
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to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
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The Lesson of the Paris Fire.

HE catastrophe at

Paris, with the par-

ticulars of which

our readers will

have become fully

acquainted from the

daily papers, is one

of the most terrible

tire disasters of

modern times
;
and

as it took place

Rinder circumstances somewhat unusual it

forms one more of those tragical warnings

which we receive from time to time, drawing

our attention afresh to the necessity of being

on our guard against fire on all occasions

when crowds arc congregated within any

kind of structure from which there is not

•easy and ample exit.

In 1881 we had the “ Ring” Theatre fire,

on December 8, at which there were over

450 ‘fatalities, whilst on March 23 in the

same year, nearly 200 people had been killed

at the fire in the Municipal Theatre at Nice.

In 18S7, on May 25, there were 115 fatalities

in connexion with the fire at the Opera

Comique, Paris, and in the same year we had

a catastrophe at Exeter with 86 people killed

•and a large number injured. In the above

four instances the buildings were theatres

proper, substantially built, and though per-

haps defective in planning and construction,

must be considered bond fide substantial

structures. We have had innumerable cases

throughout the world, and more particularly

dn the United States, wliere theatres were

• used for other purposes, such as fetes or

bazaars, and were destroyed with a larger or

-smaller number of fatal results. Again, we
have had temporary theatres, built either in

half-timber work, in corrugated iron, or

practically entirely of match-boarding, and

these have been used either for dramatic

performances or other purposes. The

building in the Rue Jean Goujon, Paris, was

•essentially a temporary wooden structure,

iind it was being partly used for some per-

formances, and partly as a bazaar with all

the paraphernalia of stalls and booths, with

Sight canvas divisions, &c. The exact

Humber of deaths has not yet been officially

reported, but it would appear that about 125

have been killed, and that there have been

further a large number injured. The exact

cause of the outbreak does not appear to

have been yet determined, for reports'

of equal authenticity, speak of the fire

having been caused by a petroleum lamp on

the one hand, and on the other by the electric

installation. The exact plan of the building

is also not yet forthcoming, but it would

appear that the arrangement was that of a

shed 150 ft. long, with only one main entrance

known to the general public, and some extra

entrances and exits, one of which had been

used by a limited number of stallholders,

whilst the others were either entirely

unknown or so hidden away as to be quite

useless.

As far as we are concerned, the exact

details of the results are comparatively un-

important, and are rather matter for the

daily papers, and it is only our intention to

point out the great risk of temporary build-

ings on the one hand, and on the other the

danger of using rooms unsuited in plan for

bazaars, public entertainments, or similar

functions.

The great danger of the temporary build-

ing is that its light construction and the

flimsy decorations used so facilitate a spread

of fire that the audience has no time to reach

the exits, and becomes at once so frightened

that the very worst state of panic ensues

immediately on the outbreak. Where the

structure is a substantial one, the flames do

not appear so terrible in the initial stages of

an outbreak, and the large proportion of an

audience generally gains the open quietly

without any considerable difficulty or crush.

That part of the audience which is on the

ground level almost invariably escapes un-

scathed, whilst the occupants of the upper

tiers in a theatre, or the balcony in a concert-

room, run the greater risk. In the present

case it appears that the whole of the visitors

were on the ground level, and that it was on

account of the enormous rapidity of the

spread of fire in the temporary structure

that the panic immediately became so

serious and so many lives were lost. One

might almost say that the identical fire,

occurring in a similar room which had been

substantially constructed, would not have

caused the same terrible panic, nor the same

number of fatalities, given the same class of

visitors. As regards the visitors, we may
add that it is an important point to remem-

ber, in the consideration of the Paris fire,

that whilst, on the one hand, the majority

belonged to the educated classes, who are

generally considered less emotional and

excited in times of danger, we have, on the

other hand, to deal with a nation which

is known for its excitability. A great autho-

rity on theatre fires has always attributed

our immunity from catastrophes to a great

extent to the presence of mind of English men
and English women, shown both in facing a

danger or in effecting a rapid exit. There is

not the slightest doubt that a Frenchman or

an Italian would under the same circum-

stances behave differently to an Englishman

or a Norwegian. Nearly all the theatre fires

that occur in London' are prevented from

spreading by the presence of mind of the •

employes.

As regards the use of buildings for the

purposes of public entertainments, when
they are not suitable for large gatherings, we
may take the opportunity of warning our

public authorities as to the great respon-

sibilities they incur in allowing a large con-

course of people in their town halls or

assembly rooms, for such purposes as

bazaars, when a quantity of easily inflam-

mable material is collected, the presence of

which was not contemplated in the original

provision against danger from fire. Such

assembly rooms, which are often situated

on a first floor level, very frequently only

have one approach. A large council chamber,

situated on the first floor of a municipal

building, does not lend itself to the pur-

poses of a bazaar, however handsomely it

I

may be decorated. Considerable attention

has been given to the safety of theatres, but

there are many public halls throughout the

country which have been sadly neglected,

and we know of many assembly rooms

which, besides being badly planned, show
such elementary defects as to have doors

opening inwards.

In this year of continual celebration, our

public hails are being used to a great extent

for various kinds of festivities, and it would

be well if some immediate steps were

taken to abolish many of the minor

defects in the various places of entertain-

ment, before the lesson of the Paris catas-

trophe is forgotten. As regards the general

arrangement and planning of new public

halls, or the material alteration of existing

ones, it would, perhaps, be advisable

to postpone the improvements until some

definite policy has been arrived at, by

which the work can be done syste-
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raatically and continuously, in such a manner
as to fulfil reasonable requirements, without

causing unnecessary friction. The whole of

our theatre regulations are conceived in a

somewhat casual spirit, according to the

amount of interest shown in various locali-

ties. London has a set of regulations at

present, many of which are serviceable, and

can be used in the provinces. The details

of these regulations are, however, frequently

changed or the code is read differently from

time to time. What we require is a model
set of regulations applicable to the whole
country, firstly for theatres, secondly for

music-halls, thirdly for concert rooms and
assembly halls, and fourthly for the many
classes of public halls or rooms, not

forgetting the swimming-bath, which is

used for dances or other entertainments

during the winter season. Such model
regulations have been framed by other

nations, and in many instances they have
either been officially recommended to the

Local Authorities or have become law.

Austria has a set of model regulations ap-

plicable to the whole country, and similarly

Prussia. At present we are afraid that

private interests generally take precedence
of those of the audience, excepting only in

the metropolis and in a few of our larger

provincial cities. The occurrence of the

great catastrophes in i88i and 1S87 resulted
in the improvement of our London regula-

tions. We trust that the lesson of the Paris
Bazaar will result in further improvements,
more particularly as far as our public halls

are concerned, not only in London but
throughout the kingdom.
As we have already said, the actual details

of the catastrophe at Paris are of but little

direct interest, and we scarcely think that the
official inquiry by the French Government
will show any results of particular value.
The catastrophe is, however, an object lesson
in many respects for other classes of buildings
than theatres or public halls. We may par-
ticularly point out the danger of temporary
exhibition buildings, in which large numbers
of people congregate, and which require
Special facilities for exit. Even such sub-
stantial structures as our Royal Academy
building should not be forgotten, for it is

terrible to think what would occur in the
case of a panic whilst the picture galleries
are crowded. Our churches also frequently
show material defects in planning, and it

should not be forgotten that panics arise in
places of worship, though there need not be
necessarily any fire to cause the alarm. The
safety of the public, in all classes of build-
ing, deserves more attention than has been
accorded to it, and if it is too difficult or
complicated to frame the necessary regula-
tions and enforce better buildings we, at least,
trust that architects will be sufficiently con-
scientious to consider the dangers they may
create by bad planning, quite apart from the
responsibility thrown upon them should a
catastrophe occur in one of their buildings.

But the main and most important lesson
of the recent Paris fire is, that temporary
structures require to be brought under rules
and regulations in regard to danger from fire,
quite as much as permanent buildings. In
many forms of temporary structures for fes-
tivities or shows the arrangements are such
that exit is easy in all directions. But where
itjsnot, the danger is far greater than in a
permanent structure, in consequence of the
usually inflammable nature of the materials.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

SHE opening of the Royal Academy
still remains the most interesting

artistic event of the year, though

it is impossible not to feel pain-

fully conscious of the gaps which recent

losses have left. With no Leighton pic-

ture, no Millais picture, and Mr. Tadema’s
principal work not appearing in its usual

place on the walls. Gallery III. is indeed
shorn of much of its ancient honours

;
nor is

there anything to fill the vacant places.

Outside of portraiture, there is not a single

work which can be called a great or a lead-

ing picture this year. If pictures of the first

rank are wanting, however, the second rank
shows a considerable proportion of good
andinterestingworks

;
and two or three well-

known painters have surpassed their pre-

vious efforts.

It is a year of portraits, in some sense;
not that there are more than usual, but that

the portraits are on the whole the finest

works exhibited, and are interesting for their

curious diversity of style and treatment.

Foremost among them may be mentioned
the two by M. Benjamin - Constant ; Mr.
Frederick Ayer (47) and the Earl of Ava
(194). the latter presented to Lord Dufferin

on his retirement from the French Embassy.
These are examples of the highest class of

simply realistic portraiture, with no attempt
to make any special pictorial effect by treat-

ment of the costume or accessories or by any
special code of colour; the last-named is an
especially fine and dignified work : in both
cases the heads are beautifully painted. Mr.
Herkomer shows the “ superb ” order of por-
trait in that of Mrs. E. Bourke (241), in

black dress with red roses at her bosom, a
crimson curtain behind, and posed in an
attitude of remarkable ease and digni ty. With
this one may contrast Mr. Shannon’s portrait

of Mrs. George Peck (404), painted as if

to show with how little detail, with how
broad a sweep of the brush, a portrait can
be sufficiently finisiiedfor resemblance, while
still preserving the character of a sketch on
a large scale. Mr. Sargent's principal por-
trait, in Gallery III., Mrs. Carl Meyer (291),
shows in an even exaggerated form his
frequent habit of adopting a very high si"ht
line for a seated portrait, so that from the
ordinary point of view the sofa and the
figure (as suggested in the humorous sketch
in Punch) appear to be slipping down an in-

clined plane. The method enables the painter
to give a great deal of the detail of carpet
and sofa cover, but it produces a false and
unpleasant perspective effect. In other
respects this is a brilliant and effective
portrait of a lady’s face and arms and a mass
of white satin dress. Mr. Orchardson’s
portraits are studies in colour, in which some-
times, as in his portrait of Mrs. Tullis (410)
the colour combination, where the main ele-

ments are a primrose dress and a light grey
background, and the general effect, seem to
have received more attention than the paint-
ing of the face. His best portrait is that of
the Provost of Oriel (355), admirable both
in colour and character. Among other
noticeable portraits are Mr. Fildes’s of Mr.
Donaldson (29), the hands and face in which
are finished with extreme care and delicacy

;

Mr. Briton Riviere’s of “ Mrs. Methold and
her Deerhounds ” (233), in which, however, the
dogs are the most important and successful
element in the picture

; Mr. Hugh
Riviere’s of the Rev. Canon Ainger (339)

and Mr. Poynter's of Mr. Sidney Colvin,

remarkable mainly as excellent likenesses

(which, as Mr. Collier says, is after all one of
the objects of a portrait)

;
Mr. Herkomer’s

“ Madonna ; a portrait ” (625)', a fine forcibly

painted figure of a brunette relieved against

a nearly white background
;
Mr. Shannon's-

brilliant and fine sketch, rather than picture,,

of a little girl, “Jill,” in a picturesque-

costume (639), and M. Leon Comerre’s very
French portrait of a very French lady (942).
We may also include among portraits Mr>
Collier’s admirable painting of “The Whist-
players” (992), four young men in evening
dress seated round a table, lighted by
artificial light

;
in tlie sense of completeness

of execution and realisation of the painter’s

object this is one of the best pictures -^in the
Academy.

Among figure pictures of the ideal class,,

of which there are not many, Mr. Frank.
Dicksee makes a distinct success in "Dawn”'
(147)1 represented by a nude figure m rosy-

light, with some light drapery floating away
behind, appearing over a globe symbolical of
the earth, while the darkly draped figure o£
Night comes down into the foreground. The-
picture is not great or powerful, but it is-

bright in effect and poetic in feeling. Two-
painters surprise us by works out of their
usual track. Mr. Arthur Hacker has sym-
bolised the death of the firstborn of Egypt
by a night picture (23) of an ancient white-
walled town through which floats a figure in-

long red drapery, holding in one hand am
outstretched sword and hiding her eyes with
the other arm. The painter has succeeded
in giving an awful and Fate-like character
to the figure, and the picture is an im-
pressive one, and becomes more so as
it is studied. Mr. Dollman, who has
been known hitherto mainly as a painter
of humorous genre pictures, surprises
us still more with a painting of the old
subject of the " Temptation of St. Anthony

"

(445 )» which has this new element in it, that
the temptress displays not merely the attrac-

tion of physical beauty but of a most alluring
tenderness of expression which is very well
conveyed, and makes the picture a rather
striking one, which keeps a hold on the
memory. Mr. Logsdail, again, the painter of
Venetian architecture and figures, comes
before us with a life-size group of Sterne
and Maria from the "Sentimental Journey”"

(564), a fairly interesting work, though-
neither the genius nor the capability ofmalice
of Sterne are quite realised in the countenance
of the man. 'We may also number among
the surprises of the year tlie appearance of

Mr. Hook and Mr. Colin Hunter as portrait-

painters, the former with a portrait of his
son (308), the latter with a gracefuT
and expressive portrait of a lady (619).
Once more, Mr. F. D. Millet, the painter
of Georgian interiors, has made a sudden-
excursion to ancient Rome, and in a work
entitled " Youth ’’

(994) shows us two Roman
lovers with their backs to the spectator, the
lady’s head turned sufficiently to show the-

profile of a face of exquisite beauty. This
branching out of various clever painters from
a well-worn track into a perfectly new one
is an interesting feature of the exhibition^

and offers a wholesome example to the many
who are too prone to confine themselves
to repeating one successful experiment irt

picture-making.

Among well-known artists who keep to-

their usual class of subject Mr. Orchardson
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is foremost witli his admirable scene in an

eigiiteentli century Frencli (?) drawing-room

(227) where three men vie with one another in

making themselves agreeable to a lady of very

graceful and dignified figure. As usual, the

colour effect is entirely original and the

painter’s own, and the accessories most care-

fully studied—notice the careful perspective

drawing of the large carpet pattern
;
the three

men are also very well differentiated. Mr.

Alma-Tadema’s '‘Watching”(i73) is chiefly in-

teresting, as usual, not for the figure but for

her surroundings, especially the very charac-

teristic-looking marble seat and the circular

mirror with all the elaborate detail of the

frame worked out in perspective. But
his smaller work in Gallery IX.

(the room of cabinet pictures), “Her
Eyes are with her Thoughts, and they are Far

Away’’ (769), though here again the figure

does not come up to the idea suggested, is

the more pleasing and complete work as a

whole. Mr. Poynter exhibits a senii-archi-

teclural picture in which a “ Message ” (299),

is delivered, in the shape of a written note,

by one of two Roman young ladies who
stand on the balcony of a columned building

close to a port; the mast of a ship rises

between the spectator and the balcony, and
a man clinging to it receives the “message."
The painting of the architectural details is

careful and solid, but surely the cross-bars

cf the balustrade (the well-known Roman
form of balustrade) are too thin

;
if made of

marble, they look as if they would snap with

1 slight blow. While on architectural sub-

lects, we should recognise the force and
:ruth of Mr. Logsdail’s picture of “The
Bronze Horses of St. Mark’s” (252), taken

'rom the balcony and showing the side-view

Dnly of the horses, their partially gilded

surfaces stained and defaced by time and
.veather. This is a very real work of its

class, and the same painter’s “ Winter
Morning on the Molo, Venice” (454) is

mother good architectural picture.

Mr. Godward, in his large profile nude of

‘Venus Binding her Hair” (664), has not

come up to his great success of last year in

' Campaspe,” though it is a good learnedly

)ainted work. As to Mr. Waterhouse’s
‘ Hylas and the Nymphs” (307) and Mr.

-lacker’s “ Sea Maiden ” (688) one does not

enow what the painters are aiming at; the

brmer is an antique legend represented by
nediaeval women, and except in regard to

colour has no attractiveness or beauty at all

;

IS to the other it is difficult to tell whether

he nude girl is meant to be a real or a

iupernatural or nymph-like personage
;
if the

alter, her interlocutor seems to take the

ipparition in a very matter-of-fact manner,

['his is one of a class of pictures with

vhich painters vex us
;
pictures which have

lot sufficient beauty to make them interest-

ng on that account alone, and in which
ipart from that consideration there is no

loint or meaning. On the other hand, Mr.

Bridgman's “Bacchanti" (133), a crowd of

eaping figures, has a great deal to recom-

nend it; it is full of spirit, energy, and fine

Irawing, and is one of the best things its

lUthur has exhibited at the Academy.
Vnother success of the year in the shape of

I classic idyll is Mr. Draper's “ Calypso’s

sle " (39), as much a sea-piece as a figure-

licture, certainly, in which a half- nude
igure who reminds us of Etty sits with he
lack to the spectator at the edge of a dark

ea which reminds us of Mr. Somerscales

and probably would not have been painted

had not he shown the way
;
this is a striking

and very successful work.

Among the pictures which endeavour to

realise for us scenes in fiction or in history,

the most important, in regard to scale and

ambition at all events, is Mr. Abbey’s play-

scene in Hamlet (477), which however is a

sad disappointment after his brilliant success

with the scene from Richard III. last year.

It is chiefly remarkable as an effort at

archreological realism, and perhaps for the

portrayal of the king, a weak shuffling,

creature such as we may imagine him to

have been
;
but the principal figures, those

of Hamlet and Ophelia, certainly add
nothing to our conception of the characters

;

Ophelia is not even beautiful, as we must
certainly suppose her to have been

;
nor is

the story told with dramatic point
;
in short,

for Mr. Abbey, the picture is a failure. Of
battle pictures there are several, among which
decisively the best is Mr. Crofts’ spirited paint-

ingof an episodeofthe attack on Hougoumont
(196); the rest are mere stage work. Mr.

Caton Woodville, in his “ Fuentes d’Onoro ’’

(940), has fallen into the trap set by Mr.
Muybridge for painters of animals in motion,

and in his endeavour to realise some (jf the

attitudes recorded by instantaneous photo-

graphy reminds us of what we heard an
eminent painter remark at Mr. Muy-
bridge’s lecture at the Royal Institution

some years ago, that these photographed
attitudes of horses are of little use to

painters, since they represent attitudes

which are too momentary for the eye

to take in, and therefore produce a false

effect when registered permanently on canvas.

Miss Kemp-'Welch has done far better

than this in her large picture of “ Colt-

hunting in the New Forest ”
(346),

which comes near to reminding us {longo

iniovallo) of Rosa Bonheur. Lady Butler’s

Albuera picture (to return to the battle pic-

tures) may be very patriotic, but it is a very

bad painting. Mr. Gow makes a real and
effective scene out of Napoleon “ On the way
to exile” (221), showing the arrival of the

Emperor at Rochefort in 1815
;
the drawback

to it is that the face at the carriage window
is hardly that of Napoleon

;
otherwise the

picture is carefully studied. Mr. Boughton’s

rather large picture of “After Midnight Mass,

Fifteenth Century”(27S) shows some people,

including high dignitaries, emerging from a

cathedral into a wide level snow-covered

road which looks just like a modern well-kej)t

street, while the architecture, which is weak
to a degree, looks like modern Gothic except

that it is treated as old stonework, the

painter apparently forgetting, as painters

constantly do forget in these cases, that a

building of the style that he, shows would
have been a nearly new one at that epoch.

Mr. Lemon’s group of Don Quixote and his

squire (534) is a better than average repre-

sentation of the famous pair.

Among paintings of humble life Mr. La
Thangue’s “Travelling Harvesters” (439) is

one of the best; it is unnecessarily large (life

size), and shows two or three rustic figures

carrying bundles, coming up from a river

side in warm evening light
;
there is a fine

and true effect of atmosphere in the picture,

and the figures are carefully studied types
;

still, it is not what we call a “picture” in

the higher artistic sense, and in this sense

the same artist has aimed higher in his

“ Gleaners” (1081), which we like still better

than the other, though in one sense there is

less work in it. Mr. Stanhope Forbes has
not made much nut of his “ Christmas Eve ”

(405 ), a village street with “ waits ” playing
on brass instruments, and the church tower
scene at the end of the vista

;
there is little

of interest or character in the figures.

Mr. Melton Fisher gets a good deal
of interest out of the representation of " A
Children’s Picnic ’’ (647), not merely in the

representation of child character but in his

peculiar treatment of colour and light, by
which a year or two ago he raised a shop-
ping scene at a haberdasher’s to the level of

ideal art
;
this is not so much a representa-

tion as a translation of the scene into its

pictorial elements. It seems too large how-
ever for the subject

;
at least, we do not

know who would care to possess a picture

ol that size of such a subject. A rather

interesting and more typical picture is that

by Mr. Charles Sims entitled “ Childhood

( 1022), at first sight merely a crowd of children

holiday-making in a meadow partially shaded
by trees

;
but on closer inspection it is to be

perceived that there is a certain amount
of significant allegory in it; the work
embodies a rather new idea, and contains

moreover a great deal of incident
;

it is a

picture that will lead one to look out for

future works by the artist. We were nearly

lorgetting Mr. Arthur Hughes, who paints

with his accustomed delicate and slightly

unreal colour a wood landscape in the midst
of which is a rural maiden dressing her very

red hair, and calls it appropriately “Audrey's
Toilet’’ {115); but it is not a subject to

show Mr. Hughes at his best
;

his style,

however he may finish and heighten up the

detail, is not that of realism
;

his essential

power lies in the treatment ot scenes contain-

ing some poetic symbolism, as in some which
have adorned the walls of the Academy in

former years, and he would do better for

himself to keep to that class of subjects
;
no

doubt in tliis work there are charming

passages, but it is not effective as a whole.

Among paintings which cannot be very

well classified and which have some special

merit and individuality of their own the fol-

lowing should not be overlooked : Mr. Mouat
Loudan's “ Butterflies ’’ (i 17), a picture of a

child in a long skirted-dress dancing, which
is an original effort in colour if rather un-

gainly in design; Mr. R. Brough’s “ Fan-
tasie en Folie ” (138), a seated half length of

a girl in a brown dress looking at a Chinese
grotesque—a very clever thing

;
Mdme.

Ronner’s admirable cat picture, “A Cosy
Corner’’ (377)1 Mf- Tuke’s “Beside Green
Waters” (462) two nude lads with a curious

andinexplicablebackground to the scene—not
Mr. Tuke at his best, but worth attention

;

Mr. Lorimer’s “A Dance ’’(497) a very pretty

domestic lamplight scene; Mr. Clausen’s

“The Old Barn ’’(52), notable for the degree of

suggestion of detail and texture in an
apparently very unfinished manner; Mr.

Margetson’s “The Sea Hath its Pearls’

(670); Mr. Jacomb - Hood’s “The Little

Swineherd’’ (678), in which the boy seems
to have strayed out of Mr. J. M. Swan's

domains
;

Mr. ‘Wyllie’s “ Barry Docks ”

(695); Mr. Kennington’s “Maternity” (947);
and Mr. T. Graham’s “ Crusoe Prisoner

of the Sallee Rover” (1015), a very bright

piece of sunlight and colour.

As to the landscapes, there is the short-

coming usual in our English landscape paint-

ings
;
they are too pretty, too merely pictures

d
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of scenes you can walk into. The broadest

in style, the nearest approach to something

like a grand landscape, is Mr. Parsons “The

Star that Bids the Sliepherd Fold ” (146), which

has not the special qualities that have made

him popular with exhibition-goers, but has

higher ones, and is the best landscape we

remember to have seen ol his. Mr. Norths

picture which hangs as a pendant to it is an

interesting but somewhat conventional work.

Mr. David Murray’s landscapes show the

influence of French sympathy and study in

his manner of treating detail, but the

French breadth and power are not there,

and perhaps the best of his works, after all,

is the “prettiest,” “ Deeside ” (476), ft'^r it

fulfils all it seems to aim at, which the two

Hampstead pictures do not. Mr. H. W. B.

Davis’s "Flowery May” (240) is rather like a

repetition of his last year’s picture, except

that a cow is introduced as an addition to

the sheep this is a beautiful and brilliant

painting of realistic landscape, but whether

it fulfils all that landscape was instituted

for is another question. His smaller work,

“The Banks of the Upper Wye” (602),

contains an exquisitely painted bit ol

distance. Among other landscapes Mr.

Waterlow's small upright “A Tranquil

Stream” (83) is a really artistic work with a

very fine sky; Mr. Leslies “The Day of

Rest’' (269) shows no doubt a very hard

conventional style of tree - painting, and

yet there is a repose about it which

one cannot deny even while not liking

the style; Mr. Weiss’s “In the South

Downs” (402) is a picture to be looked

at
;
Mr. Arnesby Brown’s “ Herald of Night

”

(434) is a charming pastoral; Mr. Ridley

Corbet, in “ Vespers ” (459), produces a suc-

cessful imitation of Signor Costa’s style
;
Mr.

Alfred East’s “Silence of Morning” (597)

suggests the silence but hardly the colour

of morning; Mr. Mark Fisher, in “Out of

Harness ” (641), paints landscape and horses

in his usual forcible and original manner
;
Mr.

C. W. Wyllie in “ Rickmaking” (1047) shows

a charmingly composed and very complete

little work ;
and Mr. Johnson, in "A corner

of Old England” (1060), a remarkably real

bit of foreground, not overpainted. In sea

pictures Mr. Brett’s chief work, “The South

Stack Lighthouse
;
the Wind Athwart the

Tide ” (384) shows a gi-and coast and a

splendid realisation of the tone and

general look of sea water, but there

seems something of manner about the

isolated foaming crests which seem to

crop up here and there in a way that is

rather artificial, as is the shape and curl of

the waves
;

it strikes us that Mr. Brett pro-

duced more really natural seas a few years

ago than he produces now
;
there is some-

thing like a trick of effect. Mr. Hemy has

a fine powerful storm scene in “Lost’’ (334),

in which the treatment and colour of the sea

rather remind one of some of Mr. Hook’s

pictures, but with a diiference. Mr. Hook,

by the way, seems for the present to have

nearly deserted the sea and gone up country

;

his “ Low Water at the Tidal Crossing ” (340)
is his best work, and Mr. Brett’s best, we
are inclined to think, is the beautiful little

picture in Gallery IX, “Whiteshell Point”

(S58).

Of the sculpture we shall have something

to say on another occasion.

NOTES.
The Home Secretary on Mon-

EmployVrs' day last introduced the Em-
Liability Bill, pjoyers’ Liability Bill of the

Government. We shall take an early

opportunity of calling attention to the Bill

in detail. Meanwhile, it is desirable to point

out that, although the Bill is limited to certain

trades, it is a very important step in regard

to the law of this subject. It embodies an

entirely new principle, that is to say that a

workman shall receive-compensation for all

accidents by which during the course of

employment he may be injured. It matters

not whether such accident is, so to say,

purely accidental, or whether it is caused by

the negligence of some one in authority over

the injured person, or by a fellow-workman.

As soon as the accident has occurred, and

injury has thereby been caused, the right to

compensation according to the scale in the

Bill arises. It is also important to bear in

mind that this right to compensation arises

even if there has been contributory negligence

on the part of the injured person, which

negligence has helped to bring about the

accident and consequent injury. This, it

will be obvious, is a change in the law which

will require ample discussion and considera-

tion.

Tower to Horseferry-road, and the laying out

of a square in front of the Church House,

Great Smith-street. It is proposed, further,

to pnake a new street leading into Smith-

square, and thus to open out the view of St.

John’s Church. All the im])rovements pro-

posed in this Bill, and more besides, we may
observe, were suggested years ago in an

article in our columns {iSnilder, Sept. 21,

1S78), accompanied by a sketch plan.*

Window, Uttoxeter Church.—

A

nother stained
glass window has just been inserted in the parish
church, Uttoxeter. The work has been execiited by
Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of London.

There was one feature of the
The Postal Budget Speech last week of

Improvements. ^
great importance to the com-

mercial community, and of considerable

interest to all classes, wliich merits a passing

reference. We have been so accustomed to

regard postal reforms as something to be

wrung from a slow-moving and somewhat

unwilling Department by means ol long-con-

tinued importunity, that the announcement

made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

comes as a gratifying sui prise. It is more than

reform, it is revolution. When it becomes

an accomplished fact we shall no longer

have to trouble ourselves as to whether a

bulky missive weighs more than an ounce

—

or even two ounces, or three. It will have

to be a very long letter to cost more than a

penny, and as business houses will be

enabled to enclose circulars and patterns

wth ordinary letters up to 4 ozs. with

out extra expense in postage, there will

doubtless be more work for printers, and we
shall require larger waste-paper baskets,

As to the Post Office officials, the letter-

carriers will hardly appreciate the change,

but to sorters and examiners the absolute

removal of all distinctions between letters

and other postal packets will be an incaf

culable relief. The reduction on foreign and
colonial letters, and in the parcel-post rates,

will be greatly appreciated
;

but the sub-

stitution of a 4 ozs. for a i oz. minimum for

a penny letter undoubtedly marks an era in

postal reform. It is rather appropriate that

this change is to come into operation on a

historic date—Jubilee day.

iti addressed to the House of
Westminster, r i » • * iCommons lor leave to introduce

a Bill for effecting some comprehensive

improvements within the parishe-s of St.

Margaret and St. John, together with an
extension of the Embankment as far as

Lambeth Bridge. The Bill will provide for

a wide clearance in the insanitary area lying

between Horseferry-road and Victoria-street

(east endj, an avenue from the Victoria

The Council of the Institute
Tire New • ;

Secret.-iry of ol Architects have appointed
Ihe Insiiiute.

Sej-retary Mr. J, W. Locke,

who was present at the annual meeting

on Monday last and was introduced to

the meeting by the President. There is

every reason to think that in accepting Mr.

Locke’s application the Council have

secured the services of an accomplished

and cultivated gentleman, who will in every

way be a worthy official representative of

the Institute. Mr. Locke is a graduate of

St. John’s College, Cambridge, where he

took honours in mathematics, and has since

been engaged in teaching and literary

work. It is perhaps to some e.xtent to

be regretted that for the first time the

office of Secretary of the Institute- of

Architects is filled by one who is not

an architect, which is a departure from

ancient precedent
;
at the same time it must

be admitted that there is nothing in the

duties of the Secretary which imperatively

calls for architectural knowledge, and the

fact that the original provision under the old

Charter, that the Secretary must be a Fellow

of the Institute, was abrogated when the

revision of the Charter and By-laws was

made in 1889, indicates that there was some

idea at the time that it might be convenien!

to leave the future choice unfettered in this

respect.

It is to be feared that, howevei
Di'^figuring ihe

,

Nfitionai bright London may look on
Galler)'. June 22, it will for some time

before and after the date be greatly dis-

figured. A hideous hoarding is alread>

arising round the National Gallery, so thal

the many visitors to London will see the

Trafalgar-square spoilt in appearance weeks

before the day of rejoicing arrives. It is

difficult to understand why this work should

be commenced so soon, since to erect hoard-

ings and temporary seats is work that is

done every day all over England in a verj

short time.

Most people who have visited

^irmingham^’
Birmingham will probably re-

member Christ Church, the

classic church with a spire (a little reminding

one ol All Souls’, Langham-place) which

stands in a commanding position at an angle

of two streets, opposite the Municipal Build-

ings. It is proposed by the ecclesiastical

authorities to sell this church, or rather the

site and materials, in order to raise a lund

for providing two extra curates in the dis-

trict, and building another church in some

quarter where, it is asserted, it is more

wanted. This seems to be the commence-

ment in Birmingham of the same policy which

has been pursued in regard to a good many

City churches in London. Christ Church

is not a Wren church, but it is a fairly digni-

fied building in a remarkable situation, an

* Since the above was in type we learn that the Standing

Orders Committee have not agreed to the introduction ol

1
the Bill this Session.
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architectural landmark of the city, and vve

are informed moreover that it has an average
congregation of 900, witli nearly all seats

free. Under these circumstances it seems a

very undesirable proceeding to remove a
churcli like this, and destroy an important
arcliitectural feature of llie town, and we
certainly hope that the proposal of the

ecclesiastical authorities will not be sanc-
tioned.

Mr. Frazer's
^’'^AZER’S long-

Forthcoming looked-for edition of “ Pausa-
Pausanias. ’’

jg definitely an-
lounced for October. The work has far

nitrun the expected dimensions, and is to

ppear in si.x volumes, at six guineas net

;

'Ut subscribers who send in their names
'efore August 31 can obtain it for five.

Ve are glad to see that Mr. Frazer intends
is book for the educated public generally,
nd not merely for specialists. He rightly
ays ;

" It seemed to me that every educated
erson must have some interest in picturing
) himself how ancient Greece, the mother of
a much of our modern civilization, may
ave looked, if not in her meridian splendour,
t least in the peaceful evening of her day,
'hile she was still rich in the artistic beauties
f the past Hence, I have been at

ains to write as simply and clearly as I

auld, to avoid all unnecessary technicalities,
id to give all quotations from Greek and
ther foreign languages in English.” Mr.
razer not only translates and comments on
is author, but also supplements him. He
ives detailed descriptions—often illustrated

ith plans—ol many important remains of
itiquity which Pausanias, from one cause
r another, omitted to notice or describe,
uch are the sacred precinct of Eleusis, the
?main.s of Thoricus, Icaria, and Aphidna,
le Temple of Athene at /Egina, the pre-
istoric palaces of Tiryns and Mycenm, the
xedra of Herodes Atticus at Olympia, and
host of other antiquities.

Bru«el.s be of interest to English

Kl'hTbUior'
‘'‘'^bitects to know that an
International Congress of

rchitects is to be held at Brussels on the
ccasion of the International Exhibition
'hich has just been opened. The dates
dected are August 28 and .September 22,

•id the meetings will be held under the
aspices of the Central Society of Architects,
he programme of the proceedings has not
2t been quite definitely decided on, but it

/ould appear that a number of important
ibjects will be under discussion, and that

le social side of the gathering has not been
•rgotten. As regards the International
xhibition, vv^e are but too forcibly reminded
lat it was the King of the Belgians, who,
Dt many years back, vetoed what he called
le opening of an exhibition of packing
ises, and refused to attend any further
jremonies in connexion with shows of
lis description unless the majority

the exhibits were in position. What
at present an exhibition of pack-

ig cases at Brussels, was hence opened
ithout any ceremony, and it will not

2 probably until June that the King will
ly his first official visit to the grounds, nor
ill it be worth the while of a foreigner to
sit the E.xhibition before June 15. As far

3 the arrangement of this Exhibition is con-
u'ncd, and the representation of various
:)untries, we have every reason to believe

that it will be an unusually ’successful one,

as everything has been carefully thought out,

and the various Governments or public

bodies concerned have been unusually

liberal. Perhaps one of the most interest-

ing exhibits is tlio presentation of a

railway constructed on the Mona Rail

System, at an outlay of about 25,000/.

the line is nearly three miles long. An
exhibit of two hundred house flags of

Englisli shipping countries is particularly

picturesque. As regards the Art Section,

we would only here note that the catalogue

shows six hundred and fifty exhibits by
British artists.

At Berlin the so-called “ Inter-

^in Genrl"ny.’'^
’’ Exhibition has

been opened, but this year it

will again be found that the works of art

represented are mostly of German origin, and
that there is scarcely any claim for the
ambitious title "international." At Munich
the great annual " International” z\rt Exhi-
bition will also soon be opening its doors

;

and here, as usual, the exhibits are of a some-
what more cosmopolitan character, Dresden
has been equally ambitious, and also
announces an "International’’ Art Exhibi-
tion, but with, unfortunately, little more
claim to this name than Berlin. We cannot
understand why Germany is always so
desirous of giving its regular exhibitions a
pretended " international” character, unless
it is that the decadence in German painting
causes the general public to desire to see
some work of better type. If this is the
case, however, it would be far more advis-
able to have a boiiajide international exhi-
bition in the country once in five or ten
years. The constant sequence of minor
" international ’ exhibitions in two or three
towns has become tiresome to the foreign
artists concerned, and if we judge from the
architectural room alone, it is rare, indeed,
that any country is represented in such a
way as to give the visitor any idea of what
is being done in that part of the world.

The Birmingham report was a pleasant
Tramway Trac- surprise for US. We have been
tion Report. ^

olten deceived by splendidly
printed and illustrated Corporation Reports
on Electric Traction which turned out to be
of no value

;
but Birmingham is to be con-

gratulated on having such an able Public
Works Committee, and the intelligent manner
in which the Sub-committee have examined
the tramway systems in the numerous towns
they visited is deserving of all praise. The
Report is most interesting reading, and we
agree with almost everything in it. We
would like to make long quotations from it,

but shall have to content ourselves with re-

ferring every one to the Report itself. The
general conclusion at which the Committee
arrived is that no consent be given for the
erection of overhead wires in any part of the
city. They say that less objectionable and
equally efficient methods of applying elec-

tricity to the working of tramways are avail-

able at a reasonable cost. Dr. John Hopkin-
son, whom no one can accuse of being pre-

judiced against overhead systems, was pre-
sent at the meeting of the Sub-committee,
and iieartily endorsed their conclusions. We
are glad that the views we have always ad-
vocated are at last beginning to prevail in

this country. W’e may mention that the

municipal authorities at Paris, Vienna,

Berlin, Rome, Brussels, &c., do not allow
overhead wires in central thoroughfares. It

will surprise some people to learn that in

New York they are laying down fifty miles
of conduit this year, because permission for

overhead wires cannot be obtained.

Society of
strength of this exhibition,

I’ainters in as usual, lies in the landscapes,
Water Colour.,

wllicll tWO of the mOSt
remarkable are Mr. Philip’s " Island of Rum.
from the Sands of Arisaig ’’ (124), a very
solidly painted landscape, with an expanse
of undulating sand in the foreground
and the blue rocky heights of the island

in the distance, and Mr. Eyre Walker’s
"The Gladness of a Summer Day” (132), a
bright landscape with a mass of white
flowers in tlie foreground, which really

answers to its title. Mr. R. W. Allan’s
" Home from the Meadows ” (28) is interest-

ing for its treatment of the water, which in

manner rather reminds one of Clays
;
all his

contributions are marked by his usual
breadth of style and pure colour, except per-

haps "Fresh from the Sea” (68), which,
despite its title, is rather deficient in fresh-

ness, Mrs. Allingham is at her usual level

of excellence in " Old Kentish Inn ” {7) and
"ABlue-bell Hollow" (113). Mr. Tom Lloyd’s

two principal works are experiments in effects

of lighting; "A Dance at the Hall” (63)
show.s a park at night in the snow, an old

house with all the windows lit up, and a

group of deer in the foreground attracted by
the lights; in "A Winter Afternoon ” (165),
we have again an old house with the win-
dinvs ruddy not with transmitted but with
reflected light; a more difficult thing to

represent witli pigments, and hardly so
successful. Among other landscapes worth
special attention are Mr. Waterlow’s “ Hill-

side, Connemara ” (53) ;
Mr. Albert Good-

wins large Indian scene, "The Jumna and
the Taj Mahal, /rom Agra Fort”fii6); Mr.
Cuthbert Rigby's " Dinner Hour at the

Quarries” (143); Mr. Walter Field’s

Hampstead Heath” (162), a fine land-
scape though with rather a dingy sky, and
Mr. Thorne Waite's "The Misty Downs’’
(133). Mr. .'Mbert Goodwin is combining
towns or buildings with landscape effect

with his usual delicacy of colour, as in

Bamburnugh Castle” (31), and •• Spietz,

Lake Thun ”
(96), or with more powerful

effect in "Whitby Abbey” (183). Among
other works in which architecture is promi-
nent are various drawings by Mr. Rooke,
chiefly of streets and cathedrals in France,
in which architecture is treated pictorially

rather than architecturally. Among the few
figure subjects Sir John Gilbert’s "A Stan-
dard Bearer” (119) is one of the best and
most effective examples of a motif which he
has often repeated. Sir Francis Powell, in

A Glimpse of the Sea" (106), goes out of

his usual course to show us, not the sea, but
a pretty picture of two children looking at it

over a wall. Mr. Bulleid’s "At the Well
Callirrhoe ” (177) is little more than arepeti-

tion of previous studies of the same kind.

Mr. Melville, the impressionist member who
represents a crowd of persons by dabs of

colour in the midst of white spaces, is here
again with a larger work than before, “A
Spanish Bull Fight” (186); but, in spite o
its exceeding cleverness and brilliant colour,

the enlarging of the scale brings out the

weaknesses of his method in a rather formid-

able manner.
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. , ,, An exhibition entirely com-
A remarkable .

Picture posed of paintings of women
Exhibition.

children has been organ-

ised at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris,

for a charitable object. All schools and all

epochs are represented in this remark-

able exhibition, from Ambrogio de Predisand

Ghirlandajo to Meissonier. There are many

fine examples of Rembrandt, Van Dyck,

and Franz Hals
;

Velasquez and Goya

are equally well represented, and the

works of the French school include

examples of Clouet, Largilli^re, Chardin, La

Tour, Greuze, Fragonard, David, Ingres^

Dubiife, Delaunay, and Cabanel. For the

first time also, we believe, the English

School of the eighteenth century and that of

the commencement of the nineteenth have

found a worthy representation in a French

retrospective exhibition, which includes

examples of Gainsborough, Reynolds, Rom-

ney, Hoppner, Lawrence, and Landseer, and

the collection in this sense is said to have

been quite a revelation to Frencli visitors.

The exhibition, which contains nearly 300

pictures, was formally inaugurated by the

President on May 1 ;
it is open to the public

till the 23rd of this month.

One can only mention the last

Society^of Fine exhibition at the gallery

of the Society of Fine Arts,

consisting of a collection of cabinet pictures

of over-dressed women by Mr. Jan van

Beers, to express our regret that a gallery

which has hitherto maintained a high artistic

standard in its exhibitions should have

opened its doors to this class of work. That

there is a superficial cleverness of technique

in Mr. Van Beers’s paintings cannot be

denied
;
but from an artistic point of view

they arc commonplace, and from another

point of view vulgar—or worse than vulgar
;

the art of the demi~inondc.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the Sixty-third Annual General Meeting
(the Thirteenth General Meeting of the Session)

of this Institute, held on the 3rd inst., Professor

Aitchison, A.R.A., President, in the Chair,

The Hon. Secretary announced the decease

of Mr. Arthur Baker, Fellow, and M. Charles
Alfred Chastel de Boinville, Associate.

The Hon. Secretary also announced the

decease of Mr. Henry Markby, the Institute

solicitor, and stated that the Council had
authorised the Secretaries sending a letter of

condolence to his partners.

The Hon. Secretary announced that Mr.
Charles G. Maylard, of London, had been rein-

stated an Associate in compliance with By-
law 20.

of Hon. Associates remains the same, namely

^^After mentioning the losses by death during

the year, the Report continues ;
—

“ The Council

deeply deplore the loss of their Secretary,

William H. White, who was appointed in the

year 1878, and held the office until the time of

his death, a period of eighteen years. During

that period the membership of the Institute

largely increased, the present system of exami-

nations came into operation, and the responsi-

bilities of the chief administrative officer were

in other ways augmented. Mr. White devoted

himself to his duties with the utmost zeal,

bringing into play all the forces of a naturally

energetic temperament in promoting the know-

ledge of architecture and the welfare of the

Institute whose interests he had so much at

heart, and especially in maintaining cordial

relations between it and kindred societies

abroad. Mr. White’s illness prevented his

attending personally, except intermittently,

at the Institute afte'r the beginning of last

year, although he maintained his interest

in its affairs until the last, and his place

will be very difficult to fill. Tlie vacancy

has been advertised, and out of fifty-seven

candidates the Council have selected Mr.

William J. Locke, B.A.Cantab., who will enter

on his duties after Easter
;
and they have also

appointed Mr. Herbert G. Tayler as Assistant-

Secretary. During the vacancy in the Secre-

taryship an tinusual amount of work has been

thrown upon the Hon. Secretary, and the

Council desire to record their indebtedness to

him for so kindly carrying it out, and also for

the willing assistance rendered bv the whole

of the staff. The Council also desire to express

their acknowledgments to Mr. Alex. Graham,
F'.S.A., Vice-President, for his services as Hon.

Editor since Mr. White’s decease.

The Institute has lost a warm friend and

generous benefactor in the late David Brandcm.

it will be remembered that the preparation

and printing of the Library Catalogue issued

to members in 1889 was due to his generosity,

and he has supplemented this by a munificent

bequest of 1,000/. A legacy of 100/. has also

been received from the executors of the late

David Mocatta. Both amounts have been in-

vested, and the income will be of great service

in the work of the Institute.

The preliminary examinations of June and
November, i8y6, were held in London, Man-
chester, and Bristol, with the result that 165

gentlemen have been registered as Proba-

tioners. At the same time intermediate ex-

aminations were held in London and Man-
chester, wnth the result that 68 Pn.tbationers

have been registered as Students. There are

now 872 Probationers and 798 Students on the

respective registers. The final and special

examination qualifying for candidature as

Associate was held in London and Manchester

in June, and in London only in November last,

when of the 76 candidates examined, 35
passed. . . .

The Ashpitel Prize was awarded to Mr. T.

Dent(m Brooks (A.), he having most highly

distinguished himself among the tliirty-five

genllcinen who qualified during the year for

candidature as Associate.

The prize offered by Mr. Arthur Cates for

the best set of testimonies of study submitted

bv Students for admission to the final examina-
tion was awarded to Mr. C. S. F. Palmer (A.),

who qualified for candidature as Associate in

The report of the Council for the official year
1896-97. a copy of which had been issued pre-

viously to every member resident in the United
oin, having been submitted and taken as
the Chairman formally moved its adop-

tion, which was seconded by Mr. Aston Webb, I

F.S..-V., Vice-President. Tlie same having been
discussed, the report of the auditors was read,

whereupon it was resolved, ncni.coti., that the
report of the Council for the oflicial year
1896-97 be approved and adopted. The fol-

I >wing are some of the salient points in the
report :

—

"The Council elected on June 8, 1896, have
held tw’enty-two meetings. The Committees
of Council for the consideration of matters con-
nected with professional practice, finance, and
library administration, and for the award of the
Royal Gold Medal, have held tw'elve meetings.
During the official year 18 Fellows (of whom

II w'ere previously Associates), 40 Associates
(of whom 18 were Students), and 8 Hon. Asso-
ciates have been elected. The number of

Fellows is now 602, as against 594, and the
number of Associates 986, as against 968 at the
corresponding period last year. The number

November, 1896.

The Council desire to record their indebted-

ness to Ihe .Allied Societies at Manchester and
Bristol, under whose charge examinations have
been conducted during the official year

;
as

well as their obligation for the gratuitous

services rendered by the London Board of

Examiners.
A statutory examination was held in October

last, when certificates of competency to act as

District Surveyor in London were granted to

Mr. O. C. Hills (A.) and Mr. George Tcfiley
;

and a certificate of competency to act as

Building Surveyor under local authorities to

Mr. J. H. Dunn.
Tlie Roval Gold Medal for the promotion of

architecture was presented to Mr, Ernest
George, Vice-President, in June last. For the
current year Mynheer P. J. H. Cuypers (Hon,
Corr. M.), of Amsterdam, has been selected for

the honour, for his executed works as an
architect, and her Majesty the Queen has
graciously signified approval. . . .

Selections from the premiated di'awings and
specimens of testimonies of study submitted
by candidates for admission to the inter-
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mediate and final examinations are being

exhibited under the charge of the .Allied

Societies at Birmingham, Leicester, Nottingham,

Sheffield, Leeds, York. Newcastle, •ondee,

Glasgow, Liverpool, Dublin, Bristol, and Exeter,

in the order named. Among these are drawings

of Melrose Abbey by Mr. F. J. Wass, Institute

Medallist
;
perspective and details of Provincial

Hall, byMr. J. A. R. Inglis (A.), Soame Medal-

list
;
measured drawings and sketches by Mr.

William Haywood, Pugin Student
;
coloured

studies by Mr. A. E. Henderson, the Owen
Jones Student

;
coloured studies by Mr, A. T.

Griffith (B.A.JOxon), to whom the second of

the Aldwinckle Studentship was awarded
;
and

a design for a bay of a church by Mr. S. K.

Greenslade (A.), Grissell Medallist. These

were accompanied by selections from the draw-
ings of Mr. J. A. Swan, Mr. C. H. Holden, Mr.

C. de Gruchy, and Mr. W, E. Dobson, to

whom subsidiary prizes were awarded
;
and by

specimens of work submitted by Mr. H. L.

Anderson for admission to the Intermediate

examination, and by Messrs. A. G. Bond (A.),

G. W. Frazer (A.), and C. S. F. Palmer (A.) for

admission to the Final examination.

In accordance with the decision of the

Council, a Conference followed by the Annual

Dinner was held in Mancliester, in response to

a request from the Manchester Society, on
May 20 last. Mr. Penrose, the then President,

presided, and was supported by some of the

principal public officials of Manchestei', as well

as by members of the Council and of the Insti-

tute generally. The Council were assisted in

the arrangements by the Manchester Society,

and the visit was a great success.

Early in the official year the Presideni

received a communication from the Right Hon
Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary of State for th(

Colonial Department, asking Inm to submi
the names of three or lour architects to furnisl

designs for new public buildings to be erectec

at Kingston, Jamaica. A notice was insertec

in the Journal calling attention to the matter

and inviting applications from members of tin

Institute and others. A selection was made
from those sent in, and forwarded to tin

Colonial Office, and an intimation was ir

due course received that Mr. W. H. Harrisor

(F.) had been selected to carry out the work.

The Special Committee appointed in Decern

her, 1895, to consider the question of tin

nomination and election of Fellows have, aftei

numerous meetings and consultation with tin

Allied Societies, reported to the Council, win
have adopted the suggestions made, and these

will be submitted to the general body at i

special general meeting on May 31.

A communication was received in June las

from the Board of Regents, the governing

body of the University of California, stating

that it had been decided'lo prepare a programme
for “ a general competition for a permanent
comprehensive, and grand plan of the ground!

and buildings of the University of California a

Berkeley,” and asking for suggestions witl

respect to the preparation of such programme
The matter was referred to the Competition:

Committee, who have drawn up some sugges

tions which it is hoped will contribute to thi

successful issue of the Competition.

The present Jubilee year is also thejubile(

of the Architectural Association, and tlie Conn;

cil are glad to have the opportunity of ex

pressing their appreciation of the efforts of tha

bodv in the cause of architectural education.”

This is followed by the Reports of the variou;

Standing Committees. In the Report of tin

Art Standing Committee it is mentioned tha

the threatened demolition of the Trinity Alms
houses by the Trinity House Corporation lia

been averted, the Charity Commissioner
having refused their sanction to tlie scheme.

St. Mary Woolnoth has also escaped it

threatened destruction, and in this matter alsd

the action of the Committee greatly assisted t(

avert the destruction of the church.

The Committee, having taken much interes

in the proposed site for the intended nev
County Hall for London, were invited to ai

infornial conference with some of the principa

members of the County Council, and certain o

the head officials. In regard to the preservatioi

of old buildings, at the invitation of the Londoi
County Council, the Committee consented t(

prepare a list of buildings in London whicl

may be said to possess historic and archi

tectural interest. Afterwards the Londoi
County Council themselves called a meetinj

for the consideration of the subject, to whicl

the Committee were invited to send three re

presentatives. The conference was held 01
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December 4, 1H96, and after considerable dis-

cussion it was decided that it is desirable to

prepare a register of the old buildings, and that
a general committee should be formed of the
various Societies represented at the conference,
the matter being left in the hands of the London
County Council. In regard to Vauxhall Bridge,
the Chairman of the Bridges Committee has
promised that a model of the proposed new
bridge shall be made and submitted for the
inspection of the Committee. The question of
Carfax Tower, Oxford, and of the removal o
the steps before St. Martin’s Church were also
among the subjects considered by the Com-
mittee. Inthefonner case they reported that
the Tower was destitute of architectural in-

terest. and required remodelling
;
in the latter

case they reported against there being anv
necessity for the reiiunatl of the steps.

Ill the Report of the Literature Committee it

is stated that the Committee have arranged for
the printing of the catalogue of the Loan
Library as a separate publication. They have
had under consideration the expediency of
printing a supplement to the catalogue of the
Reference Library, to be bound up with the
Brandon Catalogue. The question of reprint-
ing the series of papers on “Brickwork Tests

’’

and on " Meraldry’’ is under consideration.
The Committee liavc been able out of “ The

White Bequest” to add several valuable works
to the Reference Library, and to make an im-
portant extension of the Loan Library, to the
development of which much attention has been
paid.

Mr. Ale.xander Bcazeley, the Librarian,
having resigned at the end of last year, the
Librarian's report has been made by Mr.
Rudolf Dircks, Acting-Librarian, and states
that during the twelve months ending March 3

1

of the present year 154 volumes and 54 pam-
phlets were added t<i the library, exclusive of
periodicals, reports, and transactions of societies,
and parts of works issued in serial form now in
progress

;
and exclusive of the collection of

books presented bv Colonel G. A, White in
fulhiment of the wishes of Mr. William 11 .

W'hite, the late Secretary of the Royal Institute.
The number of volumes presented to the

Reference Library was 112, and to the Loan
Library u.
The works purchased comprise 24 volumes

for the Reference Librarv. and 6 volumes for
tile Loan Library.

Ol drawings, [irints, and photographs 74
sheets and 6 volumes were pi'esented, exclusive
of the W’hitc donation.

In the report of the Practice Standing Com-
mittee, it is mentioned that the question of the
payment of architects’ fees by fire offices in
conne.xioii with the reinstatement of buildings
alter fires has been further considered by the
Committee. After correspondence and nego-
tiations with the principal insurance companies
through their Association, a report thereon was
submitted to the Council, and was published
in the '^onyiial of Rehruary 4 last.

Letters were referred to the Committee by
the Council respecting architects participating
in the commission of quantity surveyors, also
respecting charges and duties of architects and
other matters, and reports have been made
thereon to the Council,
The proposed new by-laws of the London

County Council regarding drains were con-
sidered, and a report thereon, suggesting
amendments, was made to the Council.
The amended paper on the subject of the

professional charges of architects prepared hy
,i sub-committee has received much attention’,
.mdis still under consideration.

In the report of the Science Standing Com-
mittee it is stated that a further series of experi-
ments in brickwork testing is in hand. These
have reference more particularly to brickwork
in walls as distinguished from those previously
held in regard to brickwork in piers, and the
Committee hope, in due course, to issue in
pamphlet form the results of the whole series of
ixperiments.
The Committee assisted in judging in the

craftsmanship competitions recently held at the
Building Trades Exhibition, and are glad to be
•ible express their satisfaction at the success
that has attended the competitions. They
ilesire to record their opinion as to the value of
-hese competitions. There was a marked
increase in the number of competitors in each
uade. and the quality of the work done was
distinctly in advance of the previous competi-
:ions.

Referring to the inquiry as to the acoustiail
properties of different buildings mentioned in

the Committee's last report, a number of ques-
tions relating to the subject were issued to

members of the Institute in the Journal (No. 6,
vol. iii., p, igo, January 23, 1896) ;

but the replies
that have been received have not at present
been siiflicient to enable the Committee to deal
with the subject.

In connection with the Jubilee celebration, on
the motion of Mr. Delissa Joseph, seconded bv
Mr. H. Heathcote Statham, it was resolved.
“That it be recommended to the Council to

consider the advisability of bolding an exhi-
bition, or issuing a publication dealing with
the progress of architecture during the sixty

years of the Queen's reign, and report thereon
to the general body.”
The lists of attendances of members at the

s’vera' meetings of the Council and Standing
Committees during the official year having
been submitted and taken as read, the follow-
ing members were appointed scrutineers to

direct the election of the Council and Standing
Committees for the ensuing year of oflice, and
report the result thereof to the business general
meeting of June 14, namely

—

Fclloivs: Frederick
Todd, R. F. Chisholm, Zeph King, and five

other Fellows to be appointed bv the Council.
Associates : E. R. Barrow, Francis Hooper, R.
Shckleton Balfour, S. W. Cranfield, H. H.
Langston, and H. Vaughan Lanchester.

Messrs. Edmund Woodthorpe and Owen
Fleming, to whom a vote of thanks was
accorded for their services as auditors, were
again nominated to that oflice for the ensuing
year.

The Statutory Board of Examiners were re-

appointed as follows :—Messrs. Lewis Angcll,
Francis Chambers, George Elkington, Prcfes.sor

Banister Fletcher, Ebenezer Gregg, F. A\’. H.
Hunt, E. B. I'Anson, Professor Kerr, J, Douglass
Mathews, Lacy \V. Ridge, Professor T. Roger
Smith, Messrs. Benj. Tabberer and T. H.
Watson,

In connexion with the statutory examinations,
the Chairman announced that an examination
had been held on April 29 and 30 : that only
one candidate attended, and he failed to pass.
The President having introduced to the

meeting Mr. W'illiam
J. Locke, B.A. Cantab.,

the newly-appninted Secretary of the Institute,

the proceedings chised.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION :

Till-: CLASSIC CORNICK.
Ax ordinary fortnightly meeting of this

Association was held in the Meeting Room of
the Royal Institute of British Architects. No. (>,

Conduit-street, Regent-street, W., on the 30th
ultimo, Mr. Beresford Pite, President, occupy-
ing the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
read and confirmed, the Chairman announced
that the following gentlemen had been re-
instated members of the Association, viz.,

Messrs. E. Dru Drury. S. R. J, Smith, A. H.R.
Tenison, Keith, D. Young, and H. Gray Robins.
The Chairman also announced that, since the

Committee’s House List had been published,
Messrs. T. W, Alddwinckle and J. Murray had
been nominated as Committee-men.
On the motion of Mr. K. Howley Sim, the

followinggentlemen were appointed scrutineers
in the election of officer^ for the ensuing
session, viz., Messrs. Brodie, (farbutt, [ones, and
Wilkinson.
On the motion of Mr. Sim. a vote of thanks

was accorded to Messrs. Legg & Son for allow-
ing the members to visit the Koval Palace
Hotel Extension, Kensington, and to Messrs.
Banister Fletcher for allowing members to
visit No. 27, High-street, Kensington.
The Chairman announced that a W'ater-

coluiir Class would commence on Saturday, the
8th instant. Mr. A. W. Weedon will conduct
the class.

Mr. Hugh Stannus then delivered a lecture
entitled “The Classic Cornice,” his remarks
being limited to the profiling of the cornice

;

such aspects of the question as enrichments,
modulations, &c., not being dealt with. The
lecturer exhibited a number of diagrams, and
as much of his lecture referred to them it is im-
possible to give a report of his remarks, though
wc print a few of his general comments. In
the course of his remarks the lecturer said that
it was one of the greatest misfortunes for archi-
tecture that Palladio ever published the Orders,
and gave accurate measurements for every
little fillet, and every part about it, for the result
had been that the Orders had become stereo-
typed and canonical. As to the cornice, it was

a collection of mouldings used always in a
certain position, and composed of a certain
miinber of members. It had a constructive
function and an aesthetic value. In connexion
with this part of the subject, a paper, full of in-

formation, had been read before that Associa-
tion by Mr. H. H. Statham on May 4th, 1888,
which was published in the Builder ior May 12

and 19 of that year, and he would advise all

students to read that address. It was necessary
I" say a few things about mouldings them-
selves. There were the ovolo and the ogee.
Ordinary people made the ovolo a quadrant,
but there was the objection that anything that

siifigested tangentiality to a horizontal line
looked exceedingly bad in a cornice. It was
very much better, therefore, to make it rather
higher than it was wide

;
and that applied also

to the cyma recta. As to the ogee, it should not
have the two halves exactly alike in size. The ogee
had a character of its own, and the way to express
that character was to make the convex larger
than the hollow or concave part. The projection
of the ogee in the same way might be varied.
He hoped that mouldings would be treated as
though they were clay or wax in their hands.
As to the cavetto, the same remark as to hori-
zontality applied to it

;
the cavetto should not be

made merely a quadrant. As to the cyma recta,

the essence of it was its hollow part, and he
therefore made the hollow part twice or three
times as large as the other. In reference to
fillets, Mr. Stannus remarked that by the treat-

ment of fillets he would sooner judge of a
man's ability in profiling than by bis treat-

ment of anything else. They should not be
made the same size, but in reference to the
functions they had to perform. It was with
fillets like chess : the man who took care of his

pawns won the game, and the man who looked
after the fillets made a good moulding. As to

the bead, there was not much value attached to
it in profiling, because of its neutral character.
It bad the same projection at the top as at the bot-
tom, and it did not influence the profiling of the
cornice one way or the other. Beading was put
in not because it was necessary, but because it

gave an additional line of enrichment and re-

finement. As tothe fascia, or band, that usually
projected from the general vertical surface of

the building. It was, however, not always
vertical, but sometimes battered, the Greeks
being the first to introduce battering. Mould-
ings, when they were placed together for the
purpose of supporting anything, formed a
group. It might be said that two or more
mouldings made a group, and that two
or more groups made a cornice. In

designing groups, there were certain con-
siderations to be borne in mind. They must
distinguish the groups, and separate one from
the other

;
another point was that they must

avoid indecision. One very good way of avoid-
ing that was never to have in any moulding,
or in any group, more than two curves. There
were examples in Greek work with three
curves, but the use of three curves had always
been a premonitory symptom of the setting in

of decadence in all styles. .All styles began
with a single simple curve

;
then followed the

double curvature, and with the triple curva-
ture came decadence. Another point was to

avoid equality of size. The Greeks got over
the difliculty admirably, for the equality was
destroyed by enrichment. Good profiling was
an inheritance of centuries of experiments, and
indicated the vast amoiinl of thought that had
been bestowed upon the matter.

The Chairman, in inviting discussion, said
that the subject which Mr. Stannus had intro-
duced to their notice was a practical one, about
which all who bad to design found difficulties

sooner or later. Mouldings were the measure
ol a man. Street used to speak of the subject
as “the art and science of moulding.” One
could always tell an architect's capacity, bis
artistic capacity, his native sense of beautv, as
well as the habit of his mind (whether he was
industrious, careful, or patient, or whether he
was stupid) by an examination of his mouldings.
As a rule a client did not interfere with the
mouldings an architect designed. The client

did not pay him for them, and in many cases he
would .sooner have a trade stock pattern than
one designed by an architect. But the world
would not so judge. Mouldings were some-
thing more than an architect’s handwriting

;

they were the matter he wrote. Most of them
had' to design mouldings, even if they w'ere cf
such simple a character as occurred in bedroom
cornices, but they never dreamed for a moment
that there was anything like the philosophv,
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logic, and science contained in the subject of

mouldings until they had heard Mr. Stannus.

Architects who were designing cornices as part

of their daily work had no idea of the facts that

underlay their daily work. There was thus a
connection between logic and fancy, although
they seemed far apart. Alfred Stevens had
the sense of beauty as a divine gift, and
he evolved excellent cornices, apparently with
that easy certainty of hand and mind that marked
genius. What would Mr. Stannus suggest as

the best course of study to train the eye and the

hand in designing beautiful cornices? The
analysis he had given them that night was very
interesting and important, but was it a practical

method for the student to accept in order to

enable him to produce beautiful cornices ? He
was quite sure that Mr. Stannus felt the import-
ance of freehand-feeling in the cornice, though
he had not given expression to that. Street

preached the gospel of instinct rather than the

gospel of mathematics, and he said that free-

dom of hand underlaid every Greek moulding.
He (the speaker) thought that for every-day
students no better advice could be given than
to throw away the compasses and to trust to the
hand. With regard to the cultivation of a proper
sense of beauty in a curved line, there was only
one perennial fount to which the}' all turned
with anything like comfort, and that was to the
curvesofthe human figure. If any architect could
have some knowledge of what underlay anato-
mical drawing, even if he had not facility in it

himself, he would understand that all curves
were not fractions of circles ; that there was an
underlying beauty of curved composition in

either the whole or in part of the human form
;

any single line of the human form was subtle

and beautiful in its curvature, and was abso-
lutely indefinable by a mathematical arrange-
ment. They were hound to draw with the
hand, and until they did they could not know
what beautiful curves were. The engineers’
curves, contrasted with these, were like dark-
ness contrasted with light. Until they were
able to understand and appreciate this they
would be oblivious of the fundamental necessi-

ties of designing a cornice. Let them take the
archaic Greek statuary—the marble from
.-Cgina, for instance, where the curves were
stiff and hard—and trace the development
from the archaic to the fully-developed lines

of the Venus of Milo—the Pcriclean era. In
this way they would learn how a sense of these
curves gradually laid hold of a reallv intel-

lectual nation, and if they were to pass from
such a high period of Greek art to the Roman
revival of Greek art, where these curves
became coarse and sensuous, thev would
notice how a curved line might become
debased. At the Renaissance they would find
in Michelangelo's work something which even
Stevens could only emulate, but not excel—

a

remarkable squareness of line and angles of a
most acute character, all expressed in curves of
power and delicacy. Mr. Hamo Thornycroft,
in one of the few lectures which he delivered
at the Royal .Academy some years ago, pointed
out that a large curve, or a small section of a
large curve, indicated greatness, or strength, or
power, because it was a section or a fragment
of a great surface, or a great sphere. The eve
saw a fiat curve and unconsciously continued'it
until it enclosed a large area. He' thought that
the remarks of Mr. Stannus would lead'them to
see that there was a great deal of useful study
in the cornice which they had hitherto not
been aware of.

Mr. Brodie briefly proposed a vole of thanks
to Mr. Stannus.
Mr. Banister h'. Fletcher, in seconding the

vote of thanks, said that Mr. Stannus had given
them a philosophical discourse on tlie principles
which should guide them in designing a cor-
nice, and although they might have had some
idea of the principles, still thev were in the
habit of basing their designs for such features
upon what had been done before, without
thinking of any practical reason for so doing.
He should like to express his agreement with
one of the Chairman's remarks, viz., as to the
value to architects of drawing from the nude.
He, the speaker, went through a two years
course, and he fully agreed that until a student
had gone to such classes he had really no idea
of the beauty and value of curves in any
position. He would strongly advise all students
to go through a course, and in so doing, not to
make laboured studies of the figure, but rather
to do rapid studies and to do plenty of them.
In that way one got more freedom. He hoped
that Mr. Stannus would be prevailed upon to
treat Gothic mouldings or strings in the same

wav. A similar discourse on the principles

of 'Gothic mouldings would form an equally

interesting paper. If I^Ir. Stannus would pub-

lish some of the illustrations with his paper

they would be able to study more at leisure the

principles which he had enunciated.

Mr. Hampden W. Pratt said that there was
certainly more material for a future lecture by
Mr. Stannus. They would like to hear some-
thing .about the enrichments of cornices, for

instance. He would like to ask Mr. Stannus

whether, in designing external cornices, Alfred

Stevens designed them in profile, as they were
seen on the angle ? It was more often the

practice to design them on the square, and to

trust to a certain amount of experience as to

what the effect would be. It seemed very

necessary that in importantpositions the design

of cornices should be carefully studied, but it

was too often noticeable that the matter was
overlooked on the part of architects. They,
too, frequently omitted to consider the effect

projections had on the angle. In the case of

chimney-caps, where there was a certain

form of cornice, in five cases out of six

they were a great deal too heavy, and not at

all in propfirtion t(j the chimney stack. That
was because they had never been studied in

relation to their position and in regard to the

mitred angle. With regard to the freehand
treatment of mouldings, it seemed particularly

incorrect to draw them with compasses : to

draw them with the hand afforded an excellent

training for the eye. It was absurd for any one
to draw .1 full-sized moulding with compasses,
thoiigii whether it were wrong for young
students to do so he was Jiot prepared to say.

The vote of thanks was then put t(i the

meeting and carried unanimously.
Mr. Stannus,'pn reply, said that as to Stevens

drawing the profiles with “ easy certainh'," he
could assure them that it was not ‘‘easy” cer-

tainty at all. In the little drawings by that

artist which had been exhibited that evening
it would be seen that Stevens tried one feature

four or five times over. He (the speaker)
possessed sketches which showed that Stevens
had tried a feature a hundred and fifty times,

on three or four sheets, before he determined
the design. .-Vfter many trials, some of which
seemed to an onlooker like accidents, the right
•' accident " was chosen. Some one had said that

all inventions were matters of accident
;
and he

remembered the reply to that remark. “Yes!
but some people have more accidents than
others.” It was so with profiling. .All art

work consisted in trying over and over again.

Probably each (jf the Stevens sketches would
be considered beautiful in our eyes, but they
did not satisfy Stevens in the same wav.
As to the best course of study, there was really

no royal-road
;
constant study for many years

was ail that he knew. The student must study
the best examples ; copy every bit of Greek
moulding, study Stevens' work, and thirteenth-

century Gothic, and in so doing he would find

that in these three periods the artist worked in

the same spirit. There was exactly the same
idea running through all their work. In these
three periods it would be seen what a paral-
lelism—what a similarity of thought there was.
As to freehand work, he had emphasised that

over and over again. The bow-compasses
should be discarded, and mouldings should be
profiled by hand. Street, Barry, Scott, and
Sedding did so. Sedding had a theory that

even tracery should be drawn by hand. Alore
of our artistic work ought to be done by free-

hand. As to geometrical curves in Greek pro-
files : he had taken the opportunity of speaking
to Mr. Penrose on the subject. He had said to

Mr. Penrose. “ You have told us that these
mouldings are conic-sections

;
but may it not

be that the people had refined eyes, and had
drawn them by mere draughtsmanship—mere
subtlety of eye ?

” Mr. Penrose replied that
probably the people drew at first in freehand,
by subtlety of eye and perfection of observa-
tion, but when they came to make the com-
plete working drawings for the profile then
they chose that conic-section, whether a para-
bola, hyperbola, or other curve, which was
nearest in curvature to the freehand sketch

;

and then they described it by geometrical
methods. There, however, he ventured to differ

from Mr. Penrose, for he thought they were
drawn solely by freehand. At the time the
Parthenon was built the Greeks had been
making fine vase-profiles for perhaps 150 years.

Students should go to the British Museum, draw
the vases, and realise what a profundity of

knowledge there was in the profiling of them
;

how they were exactly right and had the quality

of all true art, viz., inevitableness. And yet,

each curve of each vase had been the
|

result of a great many efforts. The Greeks
^

saw all these excellent results, and people whose
j

eyes were trained to observe beautihfi curves 1

in one kind of work could not tolerate bad •

curves in another ; hence their appreciation

of the beauty of the restrained curvature in i

their architectural mouldings. As to studying •

the nude form, the necessity of drawing from
1

the human figure could not be emphasised loo

much. If they could draw the human figure

they could draw any curve. With regard to

the request that he should continue the subject

and show the application of his method to

(iotliic mouldings, he would remark that there

was an excellent book on Gothic mouldings by

Palcv, which was ediled by Mr. Fawcett, «'f

Cambridge, and he advised students to get

that; and also to read Viollel-le-Duc on the

subject in the Dictionnaire and the Entretiens.

As to external cornices, Stevens sketched his

cornice in perspective on the mitre. If it

looked well on the mitre it was certain to look

well at the normal section. He (the speaker)

generally sketched it in the normal profile and

then projected it to the mitred profile. The
effect of the soffit, as seen in perspective, was
another point tliat was not always lenough con-

sidered. Palladio always showed the section

of the soffit in his elevations; and in his (the

speaker's) opinion that was the way to draw
a cornice.

The Chairman aniK)unccd that the next ordi-

nary meeting would be beld on the 21st insl.,

when Mr. Hellyer would read a paper on
“ Plumbing and Sanitary Work,” with practical

demonstrations and lantern illustrations.

The meeting then terminated.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION :

JUIilLKE B.VN^.>UET.

Th]C completion of fifty years of existence of

tlic Architectural Association was celebrated

(Ui Wednesday bv a bancpict at the Trocadero

Restaurant, P'icc'adilly-circus. iMr. Beresford

Pile, President, occupied the chair, and there

were present amongst others : Viscount Halifax,

the Bishop of London, Mr. H. C. Richards,

M.P., Professor George Aitchison, A.R.A., Dr.

A. S. Murray, Messrs. W. H. St. John Hope,

J. Jacob (Master of the Carpenters’ Company),

W. J.
Cloake (Master of the Painters’ Company)

H. W. Pratt (President-elect), H. Lovegrove,

J.
M.Brydon.Alex. Graham, W. H. Seth-Smitb,

T. E. Collcutt, G. H. T. Prynne, Paul_ Water-

house, H. Tanner, W. M. Fawcett, F. W . Pome-
roy, f. Sulman, and the following Past-Presi-

dents :—Professor Kerr, Messrs, b Edmeston,

T. M. Rickman, J.
S, Quilter, J. D. Mathews,

Norton, R. Plumbe, T. Roger Smith, H. 1^.

Florence, T. Blashill, J.
H. Christian, H. C.

Boyes, T. H. Watson, Aston Webb, John Slater,

Leonard Stokes, H. O. Cresswell, E.W . Mount-

ford, J. A. Gotch, F. T. Buggaliay, S. F. Clark-

son, W. I). Caroe, Cole .A. Adams, H. D. Searles-

Wood, and W. White. Thefollowing past Hon.

Secretaries were also present
: J. P. Seddon,

J. K. Collins, and T. W. Goodman. The
following representatives of provincial societies

were also present ; Messrs. J. Ely (Manchester).

C. Hadtield (Sheffield), Henman (Birming-

ham), S. P. Pick (Leicester), and E. B. Vaughan
(Cardiff).

The Royal toast having been honoured (the

President remarking that
_

the Victorian era

was'theigreatesteraof English history, and con-

sequently the greatest era of English architec-

ture).

The President proposed the toast of “The
Church.” The connexion, he said, that existed

between the profession of architecture and the

Church was a connexion which had appealed

to every enthusiastic architectural student of

this land. That connexion was an exceedingly

difficult one to define. The enthusiasm which
ecclesiastical architecture arouses was due
primarily to the magnificent character of our

national ecclesiastical art. In asking to what
was due the permanent character of this art,

they were face to face with a difficulty in

definition. He ventured to suggest that what
connected Church history and the art of

architecture in their minds was their admira-

tion of our national cathedrals and our

village churches. No class of architecture

aroused their enthusiasm in the manner
in which ecclesiastical architecture did. Their

sketch-books were full from the time they

could draw arches in perspective, with views

of our cathedrals. But there were other sub-

jects connected with ecclesiastical architecture
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that linked themselves vvitli their rninds on that

loccasion, and they were conscious that where
the Church was in a prosperous condition,

I ecclesiastical architecture was in a prosperous
condition also—that the magnificence of the
thirteenth century in England was proverbial.
We were scarcely yet beyond the reach and
.glamour of its revival. But whether it was
from Ihe thirteenth century to the Elizabethan
era, in the heyday of English literature and
intellect—in the days of Bacon and vShake-
ispearc—there was being fostered under those
influences such life and such work as that of
Inigo Jones and of Christopher Wren, which
culminated in the architectural masterpieces of
the Reformation. In the history of the Asso-
ciation, in the recollection of the Past-Presi-
dents (whom they were delighted to welcome
on that occasion} there had been conflicts of
taste and opinions and battles of styles : there
had been championships of the thirteenth cen-
tury and other centuries, hut wc had come t(D

a time when we could look dispassionately upon
the works of llie past.

The Bishop of London, in replying, said all,

to whatever profession they belonged or
vocation they pursued, felt under a debt of
exceeding gratitude to architects. But there
was this difference between the Church and
other professions, that whereas everybody else
wanted architecture which was adapted simply
to household convenience, the Church wanted
architecture which was adapted to the expres-
sion of ideas. .And it was simply and solely, he
ventured to think, because the Church stood in
that peculiar position to architecture, that it

inspired the architect to perform those
mighty works to which the President had
referred. Tlie dwelling-house was split up
for the purposes of convenience into smalt
rooms. Even if they took a mighty block of
buildings for municipal and other purposes,
that again, however plentiful might be the
opportunities for art which it offered in fapade
and e.xternal arrangements, had an interior
which was split up again into a number of
comparatively small rooms. .A church was the
only building which directly challenged an
architect to do liis very best. Outside and inside
alike it was one miglity span. It offered space
and largeness, things so absolutely necessary
for the development of any great art, and for
adapting all the various forms of ornament to
the point of view from which they had to be
seen. It called upon artists, not only in their
spiritual and numal nature, whicli 'made so
large a part of any art, but also in their
capacity for simple structural development.
It had given them unrivalled opportunities.
i>f which' they tiad so very worthily made
use in tile past as in the present. Since
he had come to London he liad been struck by
the exceeding resourcefulness of the modern
architect. Before he came to this diocese he
used to admire ancient art

; he was becoming
so far modern that he admired modern archi-
tecture. The immense growth of tins great
city had called for the architect’s work in every
possible way, and as he walked about his
diocese he saw many modern churches which,
from their very quality of resourcefulness,
called for his wa-mest admiration. Our modern
buildings required, first of all, adaptation to
site, which was unknown in ancient times. In
old days a man had as much room as he
needed, and could do what he chose in
it. Nowadays our architects were very often
called upon to make use of a site which at
first seemed exceedingly unpromising. He was
struck by their great capacity for using the
opportunities afforded them, and adapting them,
as well as they could be adapted, to the pur-
poses for which they were needed. Higher
praise than that could not be given to any art.

After all, vitality consisted in making use of
opportunities. Very often they cast a
gloss of romance over the past which they
denied to the present. A^ery often they
attributed to the past high imagination
and elevated aspirations, and considered
the present as somewhat prosaic. He
was not quite sure that any one who studied
deeply the history of our great cathedrals
would come to that conclusion. Those build-
ings had not been adapted to the needs of a
vast population to be provided for in two years.
They were built, to begin with, for a verv
scanty population indeed, almost without any
relation whatever to the people who dwelt
around it. But, then, it must be remembered
that these great cathedrals were built for pil-
grims, and were of enormous size and exceeding
beauty simply as an advertisement, that they

might draw pilgrims from the other shop,
which was not nearly so attractive. A great
deal of the history of our cathedrals might
really be explained in that way. Very often
neighbouring cathedrals consciously com-
peted one against another. They had honoured
the toast nf ' The Church,” but as it often stood
to them in the relation of an employer, it

doubtless embodied reminiscences of a vast
ampunt of unintelligent criticism. But it should
be remembered that the clergyman was, after
all, subject to those behind him, and had fre-

quently to make bricks without straw in

endeavouring to meet the tlemands of an
increasing population.

I-nrd Halifax, in proposing the toast of the
‘‘Architectural Association," spoke of the value
of architectural art in ordinary houses, and of the
difference between mere edifices to protect the
inmates from the rain, and houses which
brought to those who lived in them the glow
and colour of the sunshine outside. And among
the many improvements which the Queen's
reign had witnessed lie thought there were few
in which the advance was more marked than
in the architecture of the ordinary house. In
the proper education of the young architect he
wished that the Association might be success-
ful. The inlluence of the house upon its

inhabitants was very great, and it was im-
portant that architects should he trained to con-
struct buildings that would he suitable in every
respect. As to the annual excursion of the
Association, he noticed that a man for whom
he had much respect and admiration used to

attend those outings, viz., tlie late J. I). Sedding.
He ventured to suggest tliat friends of the
Association might be permitted, in the capacity
of hon. members, to join in those excursions.
He hoped that at the end of another fiftv years
the Association might be celebrating its’ cen-
tenary, and that English art might have pro-
gressed even more in that time than it had in
the past fifty years.

The President, in response, first drank him-
self to the prosperity of the Association. They
would understand something of the interest
of the occasion, something of the memories
that underlay their gathering, and something
of the hope they had for the future in rellect-

ing that they were gathered to commemorate
their fiftieth anniversary. At the outset they
were a little group of about a dozen students
that during a term of years suffered many
vicissitudes, tliougli they never lapsed into
apathy

;
but through the assistance of those

who founded their Association and who had,
throughout the whole of their lives, given their
best interest and power to its work, tlie

Association had survived, developed, and had
done its work, and their position now was,
that instead of being a little body of architec-
tural draughtsmen, unknown to the world,
meeting in offices kindly lent for the occasion,
they now included in their ranks the whole
body of architectural students of the country,
and some of tlieir students, having been their
office bearers and obtained the dignities
which the Association had to offer, had,
through their works, won the admiration
of their generation. The Past - Presidents
of the Association, the vice-Presidents, and hon.
secretaries included those who were recognised
as leaders of the profession. That was a condition
to be proud of : the hopes of the founders had
been more than realised. Tlieir present meet-
ing was unique, ideal, for they had with them
their first President, Prof. Kerr, who was not
the momentary representative of the Asso-
ciation, but he was the Association in the sense
of Jubilee. Prof. Kerr had maintained his
interest in and friendship for the Association,
and he had aided with his judgment, and he
was present on that occasion to witness the
success with which his early efforts had been
attended. But Prof. Kerr was not alone in

that distinction, for they had with them that
evening those who were associated with him
in the initiation of the Association. They had
with them so distinguished an architectural
draughtsman, who was a true friend of artists,

viz., Mr. J. R. Collins, who, in the early days of
the Association, was one of its important office

bearers. There was also present Mr. J. P.

Seddon, who, with Mr. Collins, was hon. sec. in

the earliest days of the Association. There
was something in these facts which made them
feel that they were in the presence of the Asso-
ciation as it was fifty years ago, and as it is at
the present time. In thinking of the chartered
royal body, which took upon itself the official

exercise of those duties which devolved upon
a representstive body of a profession hampered

witli the dignity of its golden ornaments, they
saw that its leaders were Association men.
Mr. Arthur Cates was unable through illness

to be present with them that night, but he was
the life and spirit of the Association in the days
when he was its hon. secretary, and at the time
when his educational knowledge foresaw the
necessity for some qualifying test for students.

The Institute had initiated the examinations,
but the Institute without the Association—the
examining body without the students to be
examined—would have had a very poor chance
of conducting its e.vaininations successfully.

The Association supplied the material, and
while they looked with gratitude to the Institute

tliey were inclined to think that the Institute

was the Association — with an important
difference. The present condition of the Asso-
ciation was tliat. though all who joined them
did not remain life members—he wished they
did—large numbers wlio joined did so for the

educational facilities which the Association
offered in its studio and classes, and for the
unrivalled friendships, <S:c., which could be
formed within its ranks ; and though some left

its ranks when they left London or advanced
in life, the Association numbered at the present
time 1,200 active members, and there passed
through its classes annually about 200 students.

If they added to that number those who parti-

cipated in the educational facilities of the ordi-

nary meetings of the Association, its excursions,

&c., it would be realised that the large majority
of members were still active members.
The Association had few needs : it supplied
itself with the teachers and with the taught,
but they hud one burning need, and one which
would appeal to all those who considered the
position to which the Association had attained.

They greatly needed what it was hoped their

Jubilee celebrations would enable them to

obtain, some building, some centre, which
would be an architectural embodiment of the
work of the Association, and of their present
class aims. He would like, on behalf of all

their past Presidents, on behalf of the present
committee, and on behalf of all who were con-
nected with the work, to appeal very earnestly

to their successful brethren in the profession,

and to their friends at large, to help them pro
vide the means of acquiring suitable premises
in which to conduct their work. They had
premises now, but they were very much over-
crowded, and tliose who knew their present
studio, and knew how they had to conduct
their classes and other means of education
apart from their premises, and those who knew
the generosity with which the Institute had
placed its rooms at the disposal of the Associa-
tion, would see that premises were needed
which would provide tlicm with large and
suitable studios, classrooms, and library accom-
modation for their invaluable lending library,

which had been the means of providing young
architects with indispensable literature.

Professor Kerr, in proposing the toast of
“The Royal Academy, the Royal Institute of

British Architects and Kindred Societies,"

asked Mr. Collins and Mr. Seddon to stand
with him in memory of old times. He said
that the Association, in its connexion with other
societies, was on its highest ground. He spoke
first of the Institute as their headquarters of
organisation, and the Institute had always been
very friendly towards the Association and had
assisted it in various ways. At the present day
it recognised the Association as the junior
Institute of the profession more expressly by
reserving one seat at its Council for a member
of the Association. The Institute represented
the profession of 'architecture throughout the
Queen's dominions, and it would be in the
recollection of many of them that its operations
were divided into four sections : art, science,
literature, and practice. In regard to art they
claimed connection with the Royal Academy,
which was the representative of art /'// twcclsis,

and among the young men who constituted a
considerable portion of the Association, their

aspirations naturally tended in the direction of
the Academy, and he did not see why any
young man should be discouraged in cherishing
that aspiration. One thing he had always
ventured to uphold was the encouragement of
self-conceit, because he considered that was an
important agent founded by nature for the
advancement of youth. The Royal Academy
cherished three arts, and only three, though he
thought the time would soon come when it

would cherish others. The reason why the
Academy did so was that the system of the
three Fine Arts was simply the system of the
Italian Renaissance in the sixteenth century
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Amongst those three arts, architecture took a

prominent place, though not so prominent as

it used to do, because artists no%v were a little

inclined to sny that architects were a little in

the way
;
but the time was when architects,

instead of being in the way, were very much
at the head of art, He could not forget

Michelangelo, who could not onlv model David

and paint the Sistine Chapel, but he could con-

struct the dome of St. Peter's and fortify

Florence. As to science, he thought the Asso-

ciation should do homage to that great institu-

ti<ni so peculiarlv English, the Institution of

Civil Engineers, which represented building

science in cxcclsis. He thought that students

should be encouraged to study science more
profoundly than theydid.butas iUvas they were

bound to recognise in the Institution of Civil En-

gineers that perfection in mathematical science

in which no architect ought to be deficient.

As to literature, they were allied in that

respect to the Society of Antiquaries, which

represented at its best, amongst other^ things,

the historic literature of their profession, and

no profession in the world, perhaps, had a

belter history than the architect's. He could

not very well say anything about practice at

that meeting, but he wanted the young men of

the Association to bear in mind that they were
allied to all these departments of human intelli-

gence. It bad been observed that very seldom

indeed were the scientific and the artistic

intellects combined in one individual. There
was Goethe and Michaelangelo, but an archi-

tect combined all their characteristics, though,

of course, not to the same brilliant extent. But

at all events architects should bear in mind
that they had to some extent to combine in

their work both art and science. The public

required plain, practical, common-sense and
good workmanship, and architects could not do
belter than study the apparently rival elements

of their profession as a means of satisfying the

English public. The function of the Archi-

tectural Association was education, and during

the whole of the fifty years of their existence

thev had that one end in view.

Professor Aitchison, A.R.A., who responded
for the Royal Academy and the Institute of

Architects, said that the Academy was one of

the lirst bodies that gave instruction to young
architects, and this was due to an architect. Sir

William Chambers. Hut this was at the end of

the Renaissance period when the revival of

Gothic had hardly been thought of—although

it had been thought of, for in so popular a

book as “ Tom Jones " there was reference to a

house, “a Gothic structure which almost rivals

the beauties of Greek architecture.” ' The
Renaissance architects— if he might call them
that, for they were not architects at all, and
had no idea of what architecture meant

—

they were very accomplished men, almost all

having been goldsmiths, while some had risen

to be sculiRors and painters, and what they
conferred upon architecture was no doubt one
of the greatest boons that had ever been cvm-
ferred upon it. The Royal Academy had
adhered to their old belief tliat if a man could
draw the human figure and was nimble with
his fingers he might do any artistic work. In

the present day we were taking unfortunately a

different view of architecture, and thought that

this was not the best way to produce men of

the greatest excellence in the art. As to the
Institute, of which he had again, by the kind-
ness of his fellow architects, been appointed
President, that body had done what it could
for architects and architecture, and with the
Association a more practical view was adopted
in teaching young men of the profession the
necessary knowledge of tlieir art. He hoped
that Professor Kerr’s words would be remem-
bered, viz., that architecture is a construc-
tive art, and that without a knowledge,
and a very good knowledge, of construction,
architecture could not be expected to make
the progress that it once did. He (the

speaker) was a member- of the Association
at the time of Pr<.>fessor Kerr's presidency.
They were all of them looking forward not to

the resurrection of any old or bygone style but
the creation of a modern style. He did not see
why architecture should not become again a
progressive art, as it was at one time, if they
once turned their attention to pursuing it in a
proper way. Religion had been a great
stimulus to all the Fine .•\rt of the world.
It was upon temples, mosques, and churches
that architecture had lavished its greatest skill

and shown its greatest power. This, however,
was not wholly due to the religious feeling of
the people, for there was something of a more

mundane character to account for the erection

of buildings for purposes of public worship.

The temples of the ancients were also banks

of deposit, and there was no doubt that a

very fine temple of elegant proportions and
impressive appearance caused more people

to hank their money there than did

temples of a less important appearance.

What architects had to do was to cultivate

their faculties and study those things which

were necessary in the progress of their profes-

sion, and he had no doubt that if the attention

of the Association was sufficiently directed to

those matters which were absolutely necessary

for architects to study, there would, as a result,

be a new style that was fitted to the taste of the

present day. He did not think that the powers

that he had a proper idea of the importance of

architecture to a nation. Almost all the other

triumphs of the human intellect were movable,

or they could be absorbed by other nations, as

the work of poets, for instance, but with

architecture this was not so, though the work of

the architect would remain to point out the

character of the people who lived at the tinie

of his work. Badly as architects were recom-

pensed, thev were paid still worse in gratitude

and honour. There was little admiration for

architecture in this country. A successful

painter was sought after, but few people

thought much of a successful architect ;
that

was not the way to encourage an art which was
of so much importance to a nation.

Mr. J. Ely (Manchester Society of Architects)

responded for the allied societies, and said that the

provincial architectural societies were kindred

societies tolthe Association in name, profession,

and in the objects they had in view. The In-

stitute was concerned more in the professional

side of the architect’s work and the .Association

with the educational, but in the kindred

societies these two branches were combined.
The objects of the societies allied to the

Institute were uniformity of practice, profes-

sional integrity, the advance of architecture,

friendly communications, mutual advice and
assistance in cases of disputes or professional

jealousies, educational facilities for students,

and the formation of libraries. .All these aims
had been intensified, and their achievement
had been rendered more certain by the alliance

with the central body in London. The examin-
ations of the Institute luid been of great use

to students in guiding them, not only in

the course of study they ought to pursue, hut

in showing tliem their shortcomings. The
Institute, in bringing the examinations into the

provinces, had afforded great assistance in

guiding students. There were sixteen kindred
societies allied to the Institute, and tlic total

number of members of all of them was a little

over 1,000—a considerable number considering

that they were scattered all over the country.

Dr. iViurray then proposed “ Literature,” and
in doing so referred to the solace to busy men
which books afforded. He hud recently read
a book by Mr. Palgrave on “ Landscape in

Poetry,” and he wondered wliy there had not

been done a similar work on “ Architecture in

Poetry.”*

Mr. J. A, Gotch, in reply, said that he some-
times hoped that some one might, one dav,

write about architecture in such colours as

would appeal even to the ordinary employer,
though to do that the ordinary architectural

literature would have to some extent to be
avoided, for it was no use offering the ordinary
public technical terms. Architecture was some-
thing more than di'ains

;
there was a poetry

about it, and there was something higher than
piling bricks upon bricks or stones upon stones.

He rejoiced that there was a more catholic

spirit now in regard to the different styles. In

his opinion this was due to literature, and lie

looked forward to the time, so great was our
catholicity now. when a book would be written
about the architecture of Gower-street. He
trusted that they w<5uld avoid clinging too firmly

to the past. Tlie future must he something
different, and on different lines to the past, and
it was one of the functions of literature to bring
that state of things about. He objected to

London holding the whole architectural genius
of the nation, and one of the ambitions of the
Association should be to send educated archi-

tects into all parts of the country, so that in all

parts of the land buildings which had the mark
of culture upon them might be put up.

Mr. John Slater then proposed “The 'Visitors,”

and, in doing so, remarked that the -Association

* A series of articles on this subject, with numerous
quotations, appeared in the Builder a Rood many years
ago.—
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had always done its work in an unassuming
manner, and had never strained after publicity.

He wished that there were more opportunities

of friendly intercourse between architects and

other branches of the profession and the

general public, because meetings of that kind

would go a long way to remove the miscon-

ceptions which existed as to the duties of an
architect, his method of conducting business,

and his charges. It had been the practice

of the Association to have an annual dinner,

and as a rule the guests had been members
of the profession of architecture. In future,

could not their invitations be extended ? Archi-

tecture was, he was afraid, caviare to the

general, hut he was glad to say that there had
been some enlightenment in this respect. One
of the most interesting signs in the past few
years had been the action of the Universities

of Cambridge and London in including

architecture in their course of lectures

in their Extension schemes. He had
been engaged as Examiner for the two
Universities, and he had been struck with the

interest shown in architecture by the non-pro-

fessional students who had attended the lec-

tures, though, no doubt, their interest had
related to architecture of the past. He was
glad that the Bishop of London was beginning

to be interested in the architecture of the

present, but the Bishop would have a great

deal to do if he wished to imbue the whole of

his diocese with that view. He was told that

at the Royal Academy the other day, when the

galleries were crowded, the architectural room
had one occupant—an old gentleman who had

gone there to take a nap.

The name of Mr. H. C. Richards, M.P.,

Chairman of the Society for the Protection of

City Churches, was coupled with the toast, and

Mr. Richards briefly replied.

Mr. Aston Webb gave the concluding toast

:

“The President-elkt,” remarking that the

work of the President of the Association was
now of a very different character from what it

was in previous years. In regard to the matter

of new premises, no doubt the past Presidents

and others would be ready and anxious to do

what they could to properly house the Associa-

tion.

Mr. Pratt, in response, said that there was
much to encourage the Association in regard to

its future work. They could learn a lesson from

the past in what to avoid and what to imitate.

The proceedings then terminated.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
SPRING VISITS :

PARK HOSPITAL, LEWISHAM.

The sixth and last Spring Visit of the current

session was paid to the Park Hospital, Hither

Green, Lewisham, by kind permission of the

architect, Mr. Edwin T, Hall, who conducted

the party of some fifty members over the

building.

The hospital was visited by the Association

at an earlier period in its construction, and a

full description of the building appeared in the

Biiihkr of July 18, 1896. It is the largest fever

hospital in the kingdom : it occupies twenty

acres of ground, and provides accommodation

for 550 beds and a staff of 380.

Some of the sanitary details were of especial

interest, including the arrangement of man-
holes with solid fireclay bottom cast in one

piece, and the slop-sinks, with a special appa-

ratus for cleansing utensils invented by the

architect.

The ward chimney-stacks also attracted

attention, being covered with faience, giving

a bright effect, and being so arranged that all

sweeping is done from the basement.

The heating is with hot-water radiatiirs

treated by steam, and the ventilation entirely

natural, no mechanical means being used.

Electric light is fitted throughout.

.After having inspected the building, the

members were hospitably entertained by Mr.

Hal], to whom was accorded a hearty vote of

thanks.

BROMPTON .A.XD PiCCADlLLY-CIRCUS RAILWAY.

—

The Bill for this line was read a third time in the

House of Commons on April 29. Tlie projected line

will have terminal stations at Air-street, Piccadilly,

and the south end of Exhibition-road, Brompton,

with subways and foot-passages beneath Piccadilly

at .Air-street and Dover-street. It is to be worked

bv electricity or such other motive-power as the

Board of Trade may sanction
;

it by the former, by

cables or wires, with a generating station at Swan
Wharf, Chelsea Creek.
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NEW BUILDINGS, LIVERPOOL.

HESE buildings are being built for Mr-

Thus. H, Ismay, and are intended to be
occupied, in part, by the well-known

White Star Steamship Company.
The site, at the bottom of James-street and

.'ronting to the Gorec Piazza, has a commanding
view of the River Mersey, from which the

building is an object of considerable impor-

tance, owing to its boldness of parts and its

great height above the surrounding buildings.

The materials are Aberdeen granite for the

base, red Ruabon brick facings, Portland stone

dressings, and green roofing slates from Lord
Penrhyn’s slate quarries, at Bethcsda, near

Bangor.
The floors are fireproof throughout on Messrs.

Mark Fawcett & Co.’s system. The entrance-

hall and staircase are faced with polished grey

granite, and form a worthy entr'’''.e to the

various offices. There are tv' 1 .lectric eleva-

tors, and arrangements are made for a mail

chute with a lett^er-box on each floor.

There are spacious vaults in the sub-base-

ment, and on the upper floors there are toilet

arrangements for both males and females on
separate floors, with keeper’s residence on the

upper floor.

The works have been executed by Messrs. J.

Henshaw & Sons, of Liverpool, under the

supervision of Mr. Allen Lloyd, clerk of

works. The architects are Mr. R. Norman
Shaw, R.A., and Mr,

J. F. Doyle. The drawing
is exhibited at the Royal Academy.

HER MAJESTY’S THE.^TRE, HAY-
MARKET.

We give a view of the exterior of this theatre,

reproduced from the drawing at present hung
in the architectural room at the Royal Academy.
We should have preferred to have added the

plan and section, which are, of course, of much
importance in a theatre, but the architect

objects to their publication.

The theatre is arranged for an audience
divided into five different classes. On the
ground floor, level with the street, are the

orchestra stalls, pit stalls, and the pit
;
the first

floor will be devoted to the dress circle and
family circle

;
the second tier consists of the

upper circle, amphitheatre, and the gallery

behind.
The fi\'e doorways in the centre of the Hay-

market facade underneath the loggia open into

a vestibule exclusively for the use of the two
classes of the stalls and the dress and family

circles, and the stalls have a third way out,

level with the pavement in Charles-street
;
the

pit has one enti'ance in tlie Haymarket and
another in Charles-street

;
the upper circle and

the gallery have the same
;
that is to say, five

classes of audience have each two distinct ways
out, opening into different streets.

Every division of the audience has cloak-

room accommodation and refreshment saloons.

The staircases to the upper tiers are of the

uniform width of 4 ft. 6 in., those to stalls aiul

dress circle 6 ft., formed of concrete, with a

rise of only 6 in., no flight having more than

twelve steps.

The stage and auditorium are entirely

separate, there being two party walls, and an
open space between them g ft. wide. There
is a fire-resisting curtain covering the whole
of the proscenium opening, which can be

taken up without rolling. Water is laid on
from high-pressure mains, and hydrants are

placed on either side of the theatre on each
level.

The theatre and annexes are lighted by
electric light from three centres, so that should

one fail the other systems are always available.

The style adopted for the auditorium is that

of Louis XIV. There are private boxes on
each of the tiers adjoining the proscenium,

separated from it and other parts of the house

by marble columns.
In arranging the warming and ventilation it

is intended that the theatre should be kept at a

uniform temperature of 62 deg. all through
summer and winter. In the basement is a
large chamber containing a very powerful fan,

which pumps air into the theatre after passing

round hot-water coils. From this hot chamber
pipes and ducts are conveyed to every part of

the auditorium, and from openings in the

higher portion of the ceiling shafts are taken

directly up to the roof, where exhaust fans are

placed. It is computed that 10,000 cubic feet

of fresh air will pass through the theatre every

minute, warm in winter and cold in summer.
Radiators warmed by hot water are con-

structed on every tier and every corridor lead-

ing to the auditorium, especially with a view to

prevent cold currents of air entering in from

the different doorways. The fans are worked
by electric motors.

The theatre has been constructed from the

designs and under the direction of Mr. C. J.

Phipps, F.S.A., architect.

For the internal decorations and scheme of

colour Mr. R. Walker has been associated with

Mr. Phipps.
The various firms who have done work are

as follows :—Mr. H. Lovatt, the general builder’s

work
;
Messrs. R. Moreland & Sons, the steel

and iron construction
;
Messrs. Jackson tk. Sons,

the fibrous plaster ornamentation of the

interior
;
Mr. Edward Bell, the painting, paper-

ing, and gilding
;
Mr. Black, the figure panels

on the ceiling ;
Messrs. Waring, the upholstery,

curtains, and carpets ;
Mr. Wadman, the arm-

chairs in the stalls and dress circle
;
Messrs.

Platt & Son, the pit seats
;
Messrs. Lyon, the

upper circle seats
;

Mr. E. A. iBeer, the hot-

water appliances, warming and ventilating
;

Mr. Starkie Gardiner, the wrought iron shelter
;

Messrs. Bellman, Ivey & Carter, the scagliola

marble
:
Messrs. E. & E. Taylor, the iron cur-

tain
;
Mr. Duft'y, the parquet wood-block floor-

ing
;

Mr. Davison, the marble flooring and
mosaic

;
Messrs. Ewart, the copper work on

dome
;
Mr. White has superintended the con-

struction of the stage
;

Messrs. Merryweather

& Co., fire mains aiid hydrants. The whole of

the electrical work has been under the direc-

tion of Mr. E. Wingfield Bowles, and executed

by the following firms :—Messrs. Johnson &
Phillips

;
Cox, Walker, & Co.

;
Rashleigh, Phipps,

& Co.; the Chlorite Electrical Storage Co.;

B. Verity & Sons. The chandelier and brackets

were made in Paris. Messrs. G. R. Tasker

& Sons have been the quantity surveyors and
measurers. Mr. J.

Emblin Walker has been

clerk of the works.

NEW PARISH INSTITUTE FOR ST.

MARY’S PORTSEA.
The plan of this building includes, on the

ground floor three large class-rooms, two
capable of subdivision, and a smaller class-room

at the back
;
kitchen, scullery, and larder for

teas only
;
lavatories, and two staircases. On

the basement are lavatories for men, a boiler-

room. and coal-cellar. The upper floor is to

include a hall, 102 ft. by 40 ft. internal measure-

ments, with a raised stage at the north end,

19 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in., with a dressing-room and

serving-room on either side, and a smaller
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class-room at the back. The hall is to have a

semicircular barrel ceiling with intersecting

vaults for the windows, and will be carried

on steel principals. The floor will be

fireproof. The materials will be dark
local bricks with gauged red brick and stone

dressings, tiled roof with a wood modillion

cornice projecting 2 ft. 9 in. to the outer edge
of the caves gutter. The height to the ridge

from the ground line is tiD he 54 ft., and to the

finial hall of the cupola 7b it. Mr. Keginaid
Blomfiekl is the architect. The drawing is

exhibited at the Koval Academy.

ST. MARK’S CHURCH, PLUMSTEAD
COidMON. S.K.

This cnurch is somewhat unusual in plan
inasmuch as the church i^ on the first floor

with .1 large hall under, capable of seating 550
persons, a form of plan which the architect

has successfully adopted in other churches
which he has built.

The church itself is designed to seat about (>50

people. It is approached from a loggia by
two wide, open, stone staircases, and a feature

cn the landing is the outside projecting pulpit.

The building is well situate on very high
ground, and has an ample site on which it is

intended to build a vicarage. The materials

are red bricks and Portland stone dressings.

The church, when finished, will cost

upwards of I’.ooof., e.xcliisive of interior

decorations.

The architect is Mr. Ricli.ird
J. Lovell

la'jndoit, and the builders, .^fcs5rs. L. II. iS: K.
Roberts, of Islington.

SKETCHES IN FR.ANCE.
The illustrations of that most picturesque

French province, Brittany, are selected from a
number of sketches made last autumn. St.

Malo is a most interesting old town both arclii-

tecturally and hi^torically. At one time it must
have been a very rich town, evidence of which
remains in the large old Renaissance houses
with their wonderfully massive chimneys, once
inhabited by the rich Indian merchants.
Tradition says their money was principallv
made in privateering. The cathedral is an
interesting and in many respects a fine building,
particularly the spire, built a few years ago.
Some of the most picturesque streets are so
narrow and the houses so high that it is

/mpossible to get a satisfactory sketch of them.
The Maison Duguay-Trouin being opposite a
street with a small open place, I was fortunate
in being able to get a good view of it. There
was nothing interesting in the interior. Tlie
house is inhabited by a number of the lowest
and poorest class. There are some beautiful
lead lights in the upper portion of the windows
of the top stories, varied in design. The other
view in St. Malo I selected simply for its

general picturesqueness. The only’ point of
historical interest connected with it, that I

know of, is that I had luncheon in the restau-
rant on the first floor.

Morlaix is another of those old towns full of
interest and picturesque architecture, but with
the exception of two lovely Francois I. oak stair-

cases there is little or no really good art.

A dominant feature, which can be seen from
all over the town, is the railway viaduct, 180 ft.

high, built on two tiers of arches. It is simple
in design, and (as the French usuallv do) they
have put the right thing in the right'place.

In late years the inhabitants appear to have
awakened to the fact of the picturesqiieness
and attractiveness of their town, and have
carefully restored several old houses, more
particularly by stripping the facades of a
covering of small slates which I presume were
put on to keep the weather out, perhaps some
time last centurv.

The old house in the illustration is now
covered in this way, and I took the liberty of
divesting it of its waterproof coat and restoring
it (in anticipation) to its original state. The old
projecting timbers and windows have not been
disturbed, so I had only to put in the wood-
work, and from evidence I had from similar
work about (the adjoining house remains in its

original state) I feel pretty sure that we see it

as it was originally designed. The other
sketch is from Mont St. Michel, that most
unique spot full of absorbing interest. The
sketch is taken in the main and almost only
street in the Rock, and close to the entrance
gates.

The sketches were done on the spot.
The original drawings are now being ex-

hibited at the New Gallery. s.

COMPETITIOXS.
Higher Grade Schools, ^VooD Green.

—

The assessor, Mr. E. R. Robson, has awarded
the first place in this competition to the designs
submitted by Mr. A. M. Butler, of 16. Finsbury-
circus, E.C. The Tottenham School Board has
agreed to accept the award, subject to some
necessary conditions.
Grammar School, Kxaresborough.—We

understand (hat Mr. W. D, Caroe has placed
first the plans submitted by Mr. George H.
Barrowclil'f, architect, of Loughborough, in

public competition for the Knareshorough
Grammar School, .designed to accommodate
100 scholars, thirty boarders, with head
master's house .ind a complete technical
school.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
LivERi'ooi. .ARCHiTi-;cTtn<Ai, Society.—The

annual general meeting of the I/iverpool .-Archi-

tectural Society was held at the J^aw Library.
Union-court, on the 3rd iiist. The annual
report, presented by Professor Simpson (Hon.
Secretary), and Arnold Thornely (Assistant

Hon. Secretary), stated that the number of

members was 121, and included 52 Fellows,
22 Associates, 29 students, and 18 honorary
inembers. The ordinary meetings had been
much better attended than in previous years.
The Council regretted the retirement of Mr.
H. L. Beckwith from the position of Honorary
Secretary, which he had held for a period of
seven years. It was hoped by the Council that
they would be able lo suitably celebrate
the jubilee of the Society (inring the
ne.xt session, and to establish a travelling

studentship to be awarded at the end of
each session. The statement of accounts
presented by the Treasurer. Mr. James Dnd,
showed cash in hand 2O/. 3s. 3d. on the
general account, and 3D/. J9s. 5d. on the library

account. The following Officers and Council
were elected for the fiftieth session :—Presi-
dent, Mr. W. E. Willink

;
Vice-Presidents,

Messrs. E. A. Quid and J. Woolfall
; Hon.

Secretary, Professor Simpson
: .-Assistant lion.

Secretary, Mr. .Arnold Thornelv ; Hon.
Treasurer, Air. James Dod

; Hon. Librarian,
Mr. J. W. Blakey. Council—Messrs. H. L.
Beckwith, G. Bradbury, T. E. Eccles, H.
Hartley. H. A. Matear, E. .-A. Ould, and
J. Woolfall (Fellows), and J. W, Blakey and
F. E. P. E(iwards (Associates). Mr. George
Bradbury, in a short address, said that as a
mark of the jubilee year of their Society, which
was the oldest of the kind in the kingdom, a
special effort should be made during the next
session to increase their membership, and
thereby increase the importance of their
Society, whilst endeavours should also be
made to increase the usefulness of the Society
to its inemhcrs. On the motion of Mr. W. E.
AVillink, a cordial vote of thanks was awarded
Mr. Bradbury for the great services rendered
by him to the Society (Turing the past year as
President.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
Durham and Northumberland Arch.-eo-

LOGICAL AND .ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.—The
annual meeting of the members of the Archeo-
logical and .Architectural Society of Durham
and Northumberland was held in one of the
University Lecture Rooms, Durham, on the
-26th ulf., the President (the Rev. Dr.
Greenwcll) in the chair. The Treasurer (Mr.

J. G, Gradon) presented the annual balance-
sheet, which was adopted. The officers were
re-elected, with the addition of Lord Barnard
and the Dean of Durham to the committee.
The President suggested that the Society visit

the following places during the ensuing
summer :—Day meetings— i. Streatlam and
Barnard Castle. 2. Longhorsley, Brinkburn
Priory, and Long Framlington. 3. Catterick
Church and Easby Abbey. 4. Haughton
Castle, Chipchase Castle, and Simonburn
Church. 5. Two days’ meeting, Lincoln. The
programme was approved. The President after-
wards delivered his annual address. He congra-
tulated the Society upon the issue ofanother part
of their ‘‘Transactions,” which contained some
very interesting and valuable papers. There
was one by Mr. Wilson on the recent dis-
coveries at the east end of the cathedral. He
might say that the same gentleman had been
making careful and extensive measurements of
the cathedral, principally with regard to the
vaulting. In this respect Durham Cathedral
occupied a very exalted position indeed. Mr.
Wilson had made a careful study of the matter,

and he was satisfied that the vaulting of the
choir was of the year 1104, the date they had
hitherto assigned to it. Proceeding, the Presi-
dent referred to the additions which had heeni
made to the collection of pre-Conquest monu-*
mental stones in the Library from Gainford,
Darlington, and other places. .After giving a
survey of the outdoor meetings nf last year, the
President referred to the Norman gallery of

Durham Castle. He had hoped that bv this

time it would have been cleared of students,

but the authorities had been obliged, 011 account
of the lack of accommodation, to use the gallery]

for rooms. He still lield the same view—that

it was ill danger of being burned down—and,

;

of course, they lauglied at him. He could not
help thinking that the Norman gallery, con-
structed as it was entirely of wood, if the
present use of it was continued, would sooner
or later take fire, and in that event nothing
could save the castle from ab.-'Oiute destruction.

.All men of culture mu-'t be actuated by feelings

of great regard for a building of such import-
ance. He hoped llie University authorities

j

would take steps to preserve the Norman gallery
from such a catastrophe as fire. A vote of^

thanks to the President closed the proceedings.

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

Society of Engineers.—At a meeting ofl

the Society of Engineers, held at the Royall
United Service Institution, Wliitchall, on Mon-
day, the 3rd inst,, Mr. G, Maxwell Lawford,!
President, in the chair, a paper was read by|
Mr. Henry O'Connor (Vice-President], entitled,

‘‘Automatic Gas Station Governors.” The
author first explained the need for the stationj

governor in a gasworks, and pointed out that the

pattern now in use, and being manufactured by
many firms, was pi'actically the same as that

made fifty years ago. He then described the

working and the method nf finding the weights i

necessary for throwing certain pressures, and
'

proceeded to explain the necessity of the para-
bolic form of cone. He then described the

most notable nf the suggestions made from •

time to time to improve the working of the
governor.s, such as the double cone governor,
the equilibrium single cone governor, the
governor with a separate loading bell worked
at a distance from the cone bell, water loaded
governors, the double bell and cone equilibrium
governor, the throttle-valve governor, and
governors with parallel side valves. The use

\

of clockwork for the purpose of regulating the

time of the loading and unloading of tlie bell

was noticed, and also the loss due to uneven
pressures. .A new method of automatically

k.>ading governors according lo the absolute

requirements of the district was described, with
details of several ways in which that might be
carried out. The advantages of this system
were pointed out, and a method of approxi-

mately registering the output of gas by the

variations in pressure was suggested,

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
COUNTY ENGINEERS.

The Association of Municipal and County!
Engineers held a Yorkshire district meeting at

Ripon, on the 1st inst. The meeting brought
together a large number of members repre-

1

senting towns in the north of England. Mr.

E. R, S. Escott, C.E., of Halifax, presided in the

unavoidable absence of the President (Mr. May,
of Brighton), and amongst those present werej
Messrs. |. Cartwright, Bury

;
S.S. Platt, Roch-

dale
;
A. Creer, A’ork ;

Wike, Sheffield
;
Stead,j

Harrogate
;

T. Cole, Westminster (secretary)

;

Hopkinson, Keighley
;

W. Edson, Kipon
;

Roundthwaite, Sunderland
;

Howeroft, Red-
car

;
T, W. Staiiithorpe, Eston

;
Baker, Middles-)

brough :
Spencer, Newcastle-oii-Tyne.

The Mayor (Mr. T. Williamson) offered the

.Association a hearty welcome to Ripon. He
said the city had the long Municipal life of

1,010 years, but they boasted that that antiquity

had led to no loss of vitality.

On the proposition of Mr. Creer, YorkJ
seconded bv Mr. Wike, Sheffield, Mr. T. AV.

Stainthorpe, of Eston, was unanimously re-

elected as honorary secretary for the Yorkshir^
district.

Air. H. A. Johnson, Engineer to the City

Council, read a paper on the Ripon City Sewer-
age and Sewage Disposal Works. Mr. Johnson
said that although a general scheme of sewer-

age and sewage disposal was only now being

completed, the Council had not been supine in

respect to sanitary matters, as the first steps in
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innexioii with the sewering of the city on

odern principleswere taken iipwards of twenty

^rs ago. The s<iheme prepared at that time

d not commend itself to the Council, and was
timately abandoned

;
the difficulty C'f devising

satisfactory scheme being chiefly caused by

e low-lying portion of the city near the rail-

ay station. For some years the matter lay

jrmant, and the Council constructed the

wers necessitated by the growth of the city

ad paid for them out of revenue. These con-

tions, liowevcr, did not long survive the

:.tablishment of the West Riding County

pnncil, ami at a very early stage of that

nthority’s existence, they gave a somewhat
eremptory notice to the City Council that they

ust adopt measures for the purilication of the

wage, which was then passing direct into the

iver Urc. The Sanitary Committee had paid

insiderable attention io the subject, and

ter visiting many sewage disposal works

I other localities had come to the coll-

usion that the sewage of Kipon could be

•lisfactorily purified by land filtration only

he sewage of the city was almost entirely

jmestic, there being only the trade refuse

ater from one brewery and one or two

nailer works to be considered, and the pnri-

eation was, therefore, a much simpler matter

lan in many of the small manufacturing towns.

*^.arly in 1804 the Council commissioned ]\Jr.

,. E. Preston, C.E., with wiiom he (Mr.

phnson) was engaged as managing assistant,

nd the scheme now being carried out was
resented to the Council and adopted by them,

he Local (lovernmcnt Board assented to the

nrrowing of Kgooo/. for the purpose, and the

.’orks were immediately put in hand. The
ity boundary embraced 1,5^0 acres, and the

resent population was estimated at about

,500 :
but as the census returns during the

1st two decades showed a very slow rate of

'icrease—less than i per cent, per annum—the

isposal works were designed to deal with an

ssuined population of 10,000 persons. The
ity was chiefly built on rising ground, and

le configuration of the town necessitated two
naiii intercepting sewers. These sewers had
een constructed with the flattest gradients

llowable—consistent with their being sclf-

leansing—in order to collect the sewage from
,s large an area as possible, and deliver it by
;ravitatioii, and thus reduce the amount of

,ewage which had to be pumped. The main
lutfall sewer was a 24-in. diameter barrel

ewer with a gradient of 1 in 750, this form
leing adopted owing to the shallow depth of

over available, and had a discharging capacity

t'liicli, in addition to the ordinary flow of

lomestic sewage, would allnw for one-

hird of an inch of rainfall per day for an
rea of 375 acres. This area was about

,0 per cent, in excess of the present area built

ipon, and, the provision made was sui'iicieiit

o ensure the sewage being delivered at the

lisposal works, and the storm overflows not to

ume into use until very large dilution had
akeii place. The southern intercepting sewer
ollowed the course of the River Skill, and in

lie kiwer part of its length was laid in dupli-

atc on both banks, but for a distance of some
[.00 yards at its upper end it was found ad-

;ablc to lay the sewer in the river bed, on
iccuiint of the numerous branch drains which
.vere to be connected. Most of this work was
lomplctcd during last summer, the river being
lonvej'cd in wooden shoots lor 100 yards at ii

;ime, and the river bed laid bare between
jucldle dams built across its course. The whole
jf the intercepting sewers had been completed,

uid when the contracts now in hand were
inishcd, practically the whole of the sewage of

he city would have been diverted from the

•iver, and dealt with at the filtration works,
rile sewage from the low-lying portion of

lie citv. which came from about 250 houses,

>vas taken by two main sewers to a pump
,vell constructed in the gas-works yard, and
ivas to be lifted into the northern inte-

•cepting sewer by means of a Gwynne’s
[4-in. Invincible centrifugal pumping-engine.
The height of the lift was only 20 ft., and
[as the pump would be supplied by the exist-

ing boilei, the cost of pumping would be a
Ivery small additional expense. They had a
Itotal area of 30 acres of land available for sewage
purification purposes. The cost of the land

was 144/. per acre, and easements had been
obtained at a cost of 2s. yd. per yard. The
sewage was delivered direct on to the land

without any treatment beyond passing through
a small catch-pit, where the heavier matter was
deposited, and pumped by hand into sludge-pits.

Twelve acres had been levelled and under-

drained :
the subsoil was proved to be well

suited for the purpose of filtrntion, and a work-

ing depth of 6 ft. was available above the

ordinarv level of the River Lre, into which the

main subsoil drains discharged- The sewage

was distributed by meaiu of underground
carriers provided wiih distributing manholes,

and could be turned on to any one or all the

plots. The area laid out had been leased to a

firm of willow-growers for a term of ten years,

at a rental of 1/. per acre
;
the Council under-

taking to dispose of the sludge from the calch-

pils, and the lessees being under stringent con-

ditions as to the distribution of the sewage.

The total expenditure to date was about

10,boo/, for works, and 3,000/. for land,

Mr. Escotl, Halifax, opened the discussion on

Ihe paper. He said he had no tlouht a fall of

1 in 750 was a cleansing fall, but in other towns

would think twice before they made a

.r with that gradient, unless they had a

vej'v good force of water to keep tlie sewer

lean. Then, again, he noticed that provision

vas made for only one-lhird of an inch of rain-

fall per day to pass through the sewers, which

was not a very liberal amount. He regarded

the leasing of the land to willow-growers as a

verv good proceeding.

Mr. Platt, Rochdale, said he thought it was
quite possible to make a sewer with a gradient C)f

1 in 750 self-cleansing. He had one laid at

a gradient ul i in 2,000, and there had been

110 trouhlc with il. He congratulated the town
upon the cheapness with which the easements

had been <ihtaincd ;
also upon the cost of the

works, which they could not expect to carry

out at the same rate per head as larger towns.

They had acquired more land than was usual

in proportii^n to population, hut that was a good
provision. He did not agree with the idea of

willow-growing on the land. His experience

of it was unsatisfactory. It was too early to

ask how it was working, but he was afraid’ the

roots of the willows would get into the drains.

Mr. Roundthwaite, Sunderiand, said he agreed

with Mr. Escott that the gradient of the sewer
under such conditions was utterly unsatis-

factory. Perhaps Mr. Johnson would give them

some Idea of the storm-water overflows. He
only made provision for one-third of an iuch of

rainfall in twenty-four hours, which seemed
very little unless the storm overflows were very

capacious.

Mr. Spencer, Xewcastlc-(jn-Tync, remarked
that in this instance the County Council

appeared to have been of some use. It was
generallv considered that the only attainment

of County Councils was to raise the rates, but

they now appeared to have turned their atten-

tion to the purirtcation of the streams and
rivers of the country, and were doing a useful

work. With regard to the gradient of tlie

sewers, he thought if the sewers were well

looked after the gradient would be found prac-

tieallv workable. He thought tlie Authorities

were’ to be congratulated that such a small sum
was to be paid for easements, and the land-

owners must also be congratulated upon the

liberal spirit in which they had met the .Autho-

rities.

Mr. Wike, Sheflield, said he would like to

know whether they had had any difflculty with

the West Riding Conservancy Board as to the

admission of water from the storm overflows

into the river. He had recently been flxing a

number of storm overflows in Sheflield. and the

medical oflicer for the county had been very

much on the alert, and he was afraid they

would have some trouble, although the sewage,

when it got into the river, would he very

largely diluted. As to the gradient of the

sewer, he had laid sewers at gradients varying

frcim I in 6 to i in 8f<o. and was now putting

one down at i in 1,500. He had not the slightest

fear of its being ineffective.

Mr. Baker, Middlesbrough, said he was of

opinion that the land laid out would be found

insufficient in a few years.

A -vote of thanks having been accorded to

Mr. Johnson for his paper, that gentleman

replied to the various questions raised in the

discussion. He explained, with reference to

the gradient, that it was impossible to have any

other gradient unless they were going to pump
the whole of the sewage. He explained, with

reference to the limited provision for storm

water, that the old sewers were left in and

were being used to take storm water.

Mr. \V. Edson, City Surveyor, presented a

paper on “Twenty-five Years of Municipal

Work in Ripon,” He first described the water

works which are situate at Lumley Moor, about

six miles west of the city, and which comprise

a drainage area of over 660 acres. The capacity

of the reservoir, when full, was 94 million

gallons, with a depth of 33 ft. The Corpora-

tion were bound to supply 100,000 gallons of

water per dav as compensation to the various

mill owners and other parties interested along

the stream. The filter-beds were situated in

the valley a little below the reservoir embank-
ment. They had an area of 8,712 ft., and were
constructed of eemenl concrete. The reservoir

was elliptical, constructed of cement concrete;

it had a holding capacity of 780,000 gallons.

It was estimated that with an average rainfall

of 32 in. there would be an available daily

.supply of 554,000 gallons, which was more
than ample for present requirements, leaving a

good margin for the future growth of the

district within the supply area. \V\th regard

to street improvements, nearly all the works
under this lieacling had been carried out

during the kul
" Iwenly-livc years, and

although the amouiil expended might seem
small, vet, considering the comparatively

small population and rateable value of

the city, it would compare favourably with

larger and more prosperous centres. It was
obvious that a large number of these improve-

ments were of themselves not very extensive,

nor requiring a large amount of engineering

skill to carry them out, but they had all contri-

buted to the improvement of the city and to

the convenience and comfort t>f the citizens. In

1890 a bathing pavilion was erected on the

bank of the River Urc. at a ci;st of 44o/- There

were nineteen dressing-boxes with wood par-

titions, seats, doors, ixc. The river banks had

been piled the length of pavilion, and a plat-

form constructed about 1 2 in. above the summer
level of the river, which was approached by

three flights of steps fnmi the dressing-bo.xes.

In 1865 the City Council purchased the gas-

works from a private company for the sum of

9,614/., and had since e.xpended a further sum
of 8,380 in extensions and improvements.

_

Very
great improvements liad been made in the

saiiitarv condition of the city within the last

twenty*Years, and now that a new sewerage and

sewage’ disposal scheme was on the point of

completion, the city might be considered up-to-

date, at any rate so far as its drainage and

water supply were concerned, which were two

of the most important from a health point of

view.
The lilayor entertained tlie members to light

refreshments, and the afternoon was occupied

with visits to Fountains Abbey, the Cathedral,

and other places of interest.

SANITARY INSPECTORS' ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this .Association hekl on

the 1st inst. a paper on “The Proposed

Drainage Bv-laws for the Metropolis" was

read by Mr. W. H. Grigg (Fulham), Vice-Chair-

man of the Association.

The lecturer remarked that since the

chaotic state of the drainage by-laws as ad-

ministered in the metropolis had been pointed

out to the members of the Association by their

Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. Tidman, in a paper

read by him in 1S89, but little improvement

had taken place, notwithstanding the passing,

since that time, of the “Public Health Act of

1891 " and the promulgation in 1893 of new
drainage regulations under the Act by the

London County Council. Certain doubtful

provisions, some defects, and a long series of

omissions were pointed out in the paper for the

purpose of eliciting the opinions of the prac-

tical men who formed the majority at the

meeting. Among doubtful points was the

imperative requirement by By - law 4

of an interceptor, or syphon trap, in

all eases between the sewer and the house

drain. It was a matter for very serious con-

sideration whether this should he insisted on,

because it was found that stoppages in new
drains almost invariably occurred at the inter-

ceptor, and because every house with an inter-

ceptor was increasing the volume of the exhala-

tions from main sewer gratings. Another

doubtful provision was that of By-law 9, which

compelled the use of drawn lead for soil pipes

in all new buildings. Every inspector knew
that in certain cases heavy iron for pipes was

to be preferred.

Upon this point, as the discussion eventually

proved, there was much diversity of opinion

among sanitary inspectors. Mr. Fairchild

(Wandsworth) and Mr. Young (Battersea)

agreed in the opinion that, certainly for
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indoor pipes, lead was preferable to iron.

It had been found that iron, even of great thick-

ness, used as pipes, had been eaten almost
away in a few years. The inside of a lead
pipe, it was claimed, was always smooth, while
the inside of an iron pipe was always more or
less rough, and would, therefore, be more likely

to retain the germs of disease. Mr. Petitt

(Kensington), on the other hand, contended
that soil pipes should not be inside, but outside
houses in all cases, and that for outside pipes
iron was quite as good ns lead.

On other points raised by tlie paper there
was no difference of opinion. All agreed that
there should be an uniform code of by-laws,
and that the evil slv)uld be made impossible
which arose from the contradictory decisions
of magistrates — sometimes given even in
the same couit and within a few days of each
other. There was nothing in the existing by-
laws to prohibit rain-water pipes or waste-pipes
from baths or certain sinks from being con-
nected to ventilating pipes. This was an omis-
sion that ought to be lectified. The definitions
of materials, their weights, and the methods of
jointing were insufficient, and there was a lack
of continuity in methods and requirements
which was a cause of many difficulties in the
case of unsympathetic owjiers. In such cases
the retort was too obvious where sanitary in-
.f-w.-..-.,. o iiciM Will i.ipi.;u uwiitift tu peiiorii
certain necessary works. What guarantee have
we that in a year’s time some one will not conn
and condemfi this work after it has been done
on account of some new “ fad ” ? According tc

By-law 12 the regulations onlv applied to exist
mg buildings in respect of new work. It wa:
from defective drainage in old houses that tin
greatest dangers to public health were found
and the absence of regulations controlling
repairs and reconstructions of existing premise;
caused an enormous waste of effort. There
was no provision for the submission of plans
sections, and elevations for approval by the
Local Authority before commencing any work
the fall of drains was left unspecified

;
there

was no penalty for covering up work before ii

was approved by officers of the Local Authoritv
no compulsory provision was made for inspec-
tion chambers, and the construction of gullies
traps, «c., was not specified.
A cordial vote of thanks was afterwards

given to Mr. Grigg, on the motion of the
ChairmanjMr W. West), supported b^
Messrs, hairchild. Young. Bush, Petitt. and
other members. During the proceedings tennew members were elected

A s TT NG of the Tribunal of Appeal, the niembe
Arthur Cates (President), M

J.
W. Penfold and Mr. A. A. Hudson, was held

the temporary othces, Savov Hill, on the =;th ins
to hear two appeals made by Mr W T Reaowner of property in Highgate-rnad, again
decisions of the London Countv Council.
Ihe appellant was represented by Mr. Glen, tl

Council l,y Mr. Sca'ger Hcrrv, ai

Vestrv
’ Aiitliurity, tlie St. Paiicr;

In the first case. .Mr. W. T. Head, an owner i

propeiti on tile south-western side of Hielihat
road, between Greenwood-place and Lady Sonierse
road, upon which he was desirous ’of erectirbuddings for re.sidentinl flats, to be let at niodcra
rentals, appealed aRaiust tile certilicatc ,

the superintending architect of the LC<given m answer to the statutorv application mac
b\ the appellant on Fehruarv 20 last The suneriitending architect had taken tor his ciehnition if tl
general line ot huildmgs, the fronts of the huust
nieasutcd at the height ot the first Hoor and in onlone portion ot the road-and upon this datum gav
his ecrtihcate, prowded that the clear width of fwis maintained from the centre of the roadwa
I he appellant now produced plans to show that :
- o. on me south side of Grcenwood-plac
the clear width at the ground Hoor, where projee

’i^VqTn
*5 ft. 6 in., and on the le

Mr. Glen, on behalf of the owner, contended th:mere was no real rea.son in the present case to st
back the hne of tlie ground Hoor. It would be
hardship for the owner of the property in this part
cular section to be bound by the proposed definitio
while in ano her portion-perhaps merely on tl
other side ot the road—people would be allowed

of the road
the President of the Tribunal said they had thmorning inspected portions of Highgate-road, arhad found great differences in the line of front

ditferent portions of the road.
Mr Glen : Therefore the line is very irregulaand I respectfully ask the Tribunal to say that tl

line suggested by the plans more correctly repr

sents the general line of buildings than that adopted
by the superintending architect.

Mr. \V. T. Read ha\ing been sworn, said, in

answer to Mr. Glen, that the certificate from the
superintending architect, dated March S, laid down
a line that would prevent him from carrying out the
plans which he put in, and -which showed, as re-

quired, the distance of the general line of existing
buildings. They proposed to throw 2 ft. into the
public way. beyond that which would be required
if the narrowest portions of the road were con-
sidered.

Tile President: You show the line setting back
It ft., and the superintending architect demands
21 ft.

Witness : Yes, but there is a slight error. The
distance we propose is realiv 15 ft. 6 in.

Mr. Berry : How old is the property ?

Witness : The houses themselves are very old,
but the shops (which project) are newer.

Mr. Blair (Engineer. St. Pancras Vestry) here stated
that application had been made to the Vestry in the
usual form, and, in view of the particular site, the
Committee which considered the application was of
opinion that the line might be approved. The Com-
mittee. therefore, did not object to the scheme
submitted, and they said so to the County Council.

Mr. Berry, for the County Council, said the
difficulty raised by the claim to take in tlie pro-
jecting shops was a point for the Tribunal to decide.
The most important question was what general
.consideration should determine the portion of the
street that should be taken, in defining the general
line. What evidence should be brought before the
tribunal to enable it to decide what portion of the
road ought to be taken ? He would have to point
out that this road on the other side of Lady
Somerset-road was 47 ft. or 48 tt. wide. He sub-
mitted that it would be necessary to take into
consideration the character of the road.
The President ; The certificate does not specify

any particular block, but only Higligate-road. I

should like to know e.xactlv the particulars with
regard to the portion from Xos. 53 to 71 shops.

l\Ir. Berry ; They were built as additions, and he
could not say what were the particulars.
The President : The superintending architect lias

adopted the line existing before the shops were
built. It appears to have been the view taken by
him since 1890. that shops were mere projections.
The question is of extreme—of pressing—import-
ance, but whether it should be decided upon the
present case is a matter for consideration. I suggest
that you should confer with Mr. Glen on the sub-
ject. Speaking as individuals only, we think the
proposal to give two feet to the public way is

reasonable. It is a question of law which the
Tribunal would rather not decide. What we want is
to get the best terms for the public advantage.

Ivir. Berry : As the point whether the shops or
the house front.s should be considered the general
line of building has been raised, I ask the tribunal
to adjourn the case. It is possible that the Council
has not had its attention dr.awn to that point. I

ask for an adjournment, in orderto see whetherany
arrangement can be made, and, in the meantime, I

will ask the Council to reconsider whether the appeal
should be opposed.

Mr. Glen ; I accept the adjournment if the deci-
sion of the Council be arrived at forthwith.
Appeal adjourned accordingly.
The second appeal wasbv the same owner against

the decision of the London County Council, in the
matter of the erection of proposed residential flats
on the west side of Highgate-road, between Green-
wood-place and Carker's-lane. The same counsel
were engaged in the case, and Mr. Blair again
appeared on behalf of the St. Pancras Vestry.

Mr. Glen, after citing Sub-section 5 and other
portions of the London Building Act, stated that,
although in this case his client had paid all the fees
required, the District Surveyor still withheld the
certificate. Mr. Read was the owner of all the land
between Greenwood - place and Carker's -lane on
both sides of the road, the Midland Railway Com-
pany having a right of passage. Carker’s-lane
had been stopped up from a certain point since
the railway was made, but another portion
had been retained by the Vestry. Mr. Read was
ul opinion th.it, whether the road was held to be
public or private property, the Vestry would be
satisfied if the road were entirely stopped up, and
his client believed he had the right to build
upon it.

Mr. Berry : Until the road is closed the County
Council lias rights over it.

Mr. Glen : All my client desires is to make an area
for the purpose of getting light and air, which he
cannot do unless he is allowed to take this road.
Mr. Read, he added, desired to substitute on the
south side of Carker's-lane an area for the boarded
fence, the existing boundary of the lane, which was
previously a brick wall, the foundation portion of
the wall still remaining. If he obtained the certifi-
cate of the District Surveyor his client would be
entitled to make the alterations, which were
necessary, because Carker’s-lane went out from the
main road with a rising incline, and unless the pro-
posed area were constructed, the light would be
blocked out. The question for the Tribunal was
whether permission should be withheld.

Mr. Read was sworn, and in answer to questions
from Mr. Glen, the particulars given were proved.

No portion of the work would be less than 30 ft.

from the centre of the road, and he xvished to do
nothing without the full concurrence of the County
Council. A letter from Mr. Blashill, dated March 29,
was produced, in which he withheld consent, stating
that the County Council could sec no reason why
the boundary sliould not be set back.

Mr. Glen : What would be the effect of setting
back the boundary ?— It would curtail the air space^
because the blocks would be nearer together. *

Mr. Berry : You want the County Council to do
something that the Act will not allow, or von can-j
not carry out your plans. The witness explained
that the boundary wail was 8 ft. or 9 ft. from the
pavement, that his plot had a frontage of 40 ft. closel
to the lane, and a depth of 150 ft. That the roadj
led to nowhere e.xcept the witness's stables and the
Midland Railway Company's property, and that the '

whole question of the proprietorship of the roadl
was in doubt. *

Mr. Blair stated that the St. Pancras authorities,
made no objection to Mr. Read’s proposal, which!
they considered a wise one.

Mr. Berry maintained that whether a bounclaryl
wall entitled Mr. Read to retain the land or not, it

did not give any such right under Sub-section 5 of
the Act. A boundary wall could not be a structure.
The point was tliat if the wall was not a structure
it could give no right to the road.

Mr. Glen agreed that Sub-section 5 was intencledl
to prevent encroachment on streets, hut they were*
only proposing to put up something wiiere a building
was before, and there was no reason in this case for
the County Council’s opposition. What his client
asked was only reasonable.
The President eventually announced that thej

Tribunal would consider its decision and declare it

in due course.

The proceedings then closed.

dorresponbencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

ROYAL ACADEMY ARCHITECTURAL
DRAWINGS.

Sir,—

I

should be delighted to be the author of the
actual drawing of the east end of the private chapel,
Douglas Castle, but it happens to he Mr. Whall’s
own drawing, and you will allow me to say it

deserves more praise than has commonly been given
to it. H. Wilson.

We beg Mr. Whall's pardon
;

tlie general
style of execution being very similar to Mr. Wilson’s,
and the drawing hung with his, we were under the
impression that he liad made a drawing of Mr.
Whall’s reredos.—

E

d.

ITbe Stubent’a Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XIX.
PLUMBER.

Iiiicriial Work (continued).

OMPANY'S REGULATIONS.— The
internal plumbing work is to be carried
out in accordance with the regulations

Water Company, and is 'of tile

to be completed to the satisfaction of their

inspector.

Connc.xion xvith Main.—Give the necessary 1

notices to the ^\ater Company,
and pay their charges for making connexion
with main, and make good roads and footways]
to the satisfaction of the Local Authorities.

Stof'-cocks. Supply and fix where directed in

main from company’s pipe, i-in. lieavy brassl
high-pressure screw-down stop-cock, with teel

key, and d-in. stoneware pipe as boxing, carried

up to surface of ground and closed with screw 1

cap fitted ill with Russian tallow. Supply and
fix to each supply-pipe from cistern full-way

brass high-pressure screw-down stop-cock of

tlie size of pipe in which it occurs.

Rising Main.—Lay i-iii. pipe from company’s i

main to cistern in
,
and fit samej

with i-in. brass high-pressure equilibrium hall

valve with copper ball. (If there is more than
'

one cistern, the size of the rising main to each,'

with its ball valve, must of course be specified.)

Cisterns.—Supply and fix in roof over
a galvanised wrought-iron riveted •

cistern, 6 ft. by 3 ft. by 3 it. with angle iron

stiffeners niun'd bottom, top, and angles andj
wrought-iron cross-stay, and all necessary per-

forations for supplies and waste. Supply to-

this cistern i in. deal cross-tongiied and ledged
cistern cover in two pieces, on in. by 2 in.

bearers. Fit to the cistern in. overflow,

with brass cistern connector (or in. boiler

screw imion). The overflow to be taken out

through the roof to discharge on
front with 5 lbs. lead soaker where pipe passes*

through roof.
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Draxa-off Tap for Emptying.—At foot of rising

ain supply and fix % in. brass screw-down
gh-pressure bib cock, with square-headed
liindle and loose spanner for emptying rising

win, same to discharge over gulley.

i Supply Pipes.—Run supply pipes from cistern

'i follows :—(Give a list of the supplies, stating

iie size, from cistern to various points of supply

*ii bath, lavatories, water-closets, &c.) The
ipplv pipes to be connected to cistern with

rass washer and waste with fly nut and union

full way" of the size of the respective pipes.

Liwuloi'v.— Fit up the lavatory with Messrs.

lavatory fittings as No. in

leir catalogue p.c. with liot and cold

apply taps, the price of which is included in

le p.c. already quoted. Supply and fix i.^ in.

/aste pipe from lavatory with drawn lead

yphon trap below same, fitted witli brass screw
ap for cleaning. This waste is to be taken to

ischarge into slipper shown on plan.

Bath.—Supply and fix where sliown on plans

lessrs. tinned copper bath (or

ither as may be selected) No. in their

atalogue p.c, . The hot, cold,

nd waste valves and fittings of this bath to he

•f Messrs, manufacture, as

Jo. in their catalogue p.c.

?un ij in. waste pipe from bath, with drawn
ead syphon trap below same fitted with screw
:ap for cleaning. This waste is to discharge

nto slipper shown on plan.

Housaiiaiil'.’! Sink.—Supply and fix where
ihown on plan Messrs. house-

naid’s sink as No. in their catalogue,

3.C. . Hun 2 in. waste pipe from
lousemaid’s sink with drawn lead syphon trap

lelow same, fitted with screw cap for cleaning,

.vhich waste is to discharge into a slipper shown
m plan. (Or as an alternative may be specified

bus ;) Tlie housemaid’s sink to be of 1I4 in.

:ross-tongued deal sides and bottom dovetailed

'it angles, the angles filled in with splayed

E
illet out of 2'^/^ in. by 2^-4 in., the sink to be
ined with 6 lbs. lead with soldered angles and
copper nailed over top. The waste to have

2)^ in, brass plug and chain and cobweb
grating with brass washer and waste.

Water-Closets.—The water-closet on first floor

to be fitted with Messrs. water-closet

apparatus as No. in their catalogue p.c.

,
with polished mahogany seat and

strong galvanised wrought-iron hearers fixed to

brickwork. The price of water-closet, already

quoted, includes the seat and bearers (or does not

include the seat and bearers as the case may
be). The water supply to this water-closet to

be laid on with in. lead pipe from water
waste - preventer on iron brackets fitted 7 ft.

above the seat of water-closet. The water
waste-preventer to be Messrs,

manufactured as No. in their list p.c.

,
this price includes the iron

brackets. Hun in. lead -pipe from water
waste-preventer through wall as overflow. The
water-closet apparatus to be connected with the

vertical soil-pipe by 4 in. drawn lead soil-pipe,

weight 10 lbs. per foot run. Similarly describe

the other water-closet apparatus.
—Putbeneath each water-closet appara-

tus on first floor, also beneath bath and house-

maid's sink, a safe of 5 lbs. lead, that under
water-closet to be by on floor, that

under bath by
,
and that under

housemaid's sink by
,
each to be

turned up 4 in. at back and each end and in

iront to rest over 3| in. by 3 in. splayed fillet

and nailed with copper nails. Each safe to

have i:Jin. lead waste carried f) in. through
outer wall and finished witli 1.^ in. brass flap

soldered in,

Butler's Sink.—Supply and fix where shown
on plan in butler’s pantry, a lead-lined sink

similar to that already described for house-

maid’s sink, the size being 2 ft. 6 in. by i ft. 6 in.

by I ft. The waste from this to be as described
for housemaid’s sink.

Soil Pipes.—The soil pipes to be 4-in. drawn
lead soil pipes, weight lo lbs. per foot, secured
to wall with tacks soldered on and to be
carried up 2 ft. above eaves in a perfectly

straight line, and finished with copper wire
globular grating 5 in. diameter soldered in (or

if desired one of the numerous forms of venti-

lators in the market snay be specified to be
fitted at head of soil pipe). The lower end of

soil pipe to be soldered to brass flanged collar

and cemented to socket of drain pipe.

/roll Soil Pipes.—The soil pipes from water-

closets to be 4-in. heavy cast-iron socketed pipes

of Messrs. Macfarlane’s manufacture, enamelled
inside, the joints made with oakum and run

with lead and caulked. Y junctions to be
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put for connexion of lead soil pipes from water-

closets, and the upper portion to be continued

and carried up to a height of 3 ft. above the

cornices in a straight line, and finished with

copper wire globular cover. (N.B,—Where
there is a series of water-closets on different

floors connected with the same soil pipe, it is

necessary to specify a light lead ij-in. air pipe

to trap in order to prevent same from being

syphoned).
Hydrants .—Lay on water-supply to hydrants

direct from main with 23^ in. cast-iron pipe,

weight 3olbs. per 6 ft. length. Put together

with lead-caulked joints. Provide the sum of

£ p.c. to be paid to Messrs.

(or hj’drant fittings, hose, nozzle,

&c.
Testinpl .—The whole of the plumber’s work

to be tested at completion, to the satisfaction of

the architect, ail pipes being filled with water,

and to stand witliout loss for six hours.
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OBITUARY.
Mu. \V. FORSTEll.—Mr. William Forster, architect

to the Marquis of Londonderry at Seaham Harbour,

Major in the and Diirliam Volunteer Artillery, died

on the 26th ult., at the age of sixty-four years.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
C.VTHOLIC CHURCH, TEECOXNAUGHT, CROSSGAR,

Co. DOWN.—On the 25th ult., the Kcv. Dr. Henry
laid the foundation-stone of a new church at Tee-

connaught, in the parish of Kilmore, near Crossgar.

The site upon which the church is being erected is

at the junction of two roads—the new and old roads

to Ballynahinch. The style adopted by the archi-

tect (Mr. J. J.
M'Donneil) is Gothic of a late period,

and on plan the church shows a nave 32 ft. wide hy
80 ft. long

;
the east end is spanned by a chancel

arch, and the sanctuary projects beymid this

iG ft. A sacristy, 15 ft. by 13 ft. is in communi-
cation with the latter. A gallery to accommodate
one hundred people, in addition to the choir space,

is placed in the west end. approached by a staircase

entered direct from the entrance porch—the latter,

semi-octagonal in form, besides serving as a porch,

is made to receive the baptismal font without

encroaching on floor space. The side-walls, which
are 25 ft. high to eave course, arc divided into five

bays on each side by projecting buttresses, and each

bay has a two light window
;

the west gable is

pierced with one two-light, and having a single

light window on each side, while the east end has

three single light windows, and each will be glazed

with lead lights. The main entrance is in the \

end, through a projecting gabled archway. The
roof will be waggon-shaped. The contractors for

the work are Messrs. Fitzpatrick Brijthers, Limited,

Belfast.

LiberaeCluh. Keighley.—

T

he directors of the

Keighley Liberal Club Company, Limited, met
recently to further consider the competitive plans

lor a new club-house, to be erected on the site in

Devonshire-strect and Scott-street. There wer
four sets of plans. Ultimately, Messrs. John Judson

& Moore, of Keighley, were appointed architectsfor

the new premises. Tlie club-house will he of two
stories except for a large billiard-room, whicli will

be only one story. On the ground floor a news-
room, smoke-room, card-room, conversation-room,

library, &c.. will be provided. The first floor will

be mainly devoted to an assembly-room, but on this

floor accommodation will also he found for tlr

Women’s Liberal Association. Curator’s premises

and oflices for letting will he erected on the frontage

to Scott-street. The entrance to the club will be at

the junction of Sc<itt-street and Devonshire-street.

Foresters’ Hall, Kyde, Isi.e of Wight.—

T

in

memorial stones were laid recently by the Mayor of

Rvdeand Miss Brigstocke of the new Foresters'-hall.

which is in course of erection in Warwick-strect

by Mr. Isaac Barton, from designs by Mr. John 1 .

Barton. The elevation is in red brick with Bath
stone dressings. On either side of the large

entrancc-hall are ante-rooms, with lavatories.

The gallery is over the ante-rooms and is reached by
a staircase from the entrance-hall. The hail is 60 ft.

long, clear of the gallery, and 32 ft. wide. Under
the hall there are a large kitchen, scullery, &c.. and
heating-chamber. The hall and gallery will seat

800.

Nfav Board School, Nottingham.—

T

he Mayor
of Nottingham (.Aid. E. H. Fraser, J.P.) recently

opened the new Board School which has been
erected in Sycamore-road. The building will

accommodate 3G4 hoys and girls in the rooms on
the two floors, and provision has been made for

,

future enlargement, if neccssarj-, to the extent of

240 places. In addition to the class-rooms and
central halls, which latter will be used as assembly
rooms, the school is provided with a swimming
bath in tile basement, and there are playgrounds for

both buys and girls, provided with play-sheds. The
contractor is Mr. William Maule, who has erected

the buildings under the superintendence of Mr. A. H.

Goodall, architect, and Mr. W. H. Price was the

clerk of the works It is estimated that the total

cost of the school will be a little over 6,000/.

Church, Dolphinholme, near Lancaster.

—

It is intended to rebuild St. Mark’s Church, Dolphin-

holme, near Lancaster, and Messrs. Austin & Paley,

architects, of Lancaster, have prepared plans for the

proposed new structure.

Science and Art Buildings, Lydney', Glou-
cestershire.—

N

ew Science and Art buildings have
been erected at Lydney, from plans prepared by Mr.

Howard Howells, architect, of Lydney. Messrs.

Moses Kear & Sons, of Coleford, were the con-

tractors, The front elevation is towards the High-

street, and in extent the building is 54 ft. by 53 ft.,

and there is a custodian’s cottage in the rear. On
the ground floor there is a main hail, billiard-room,

reading-room, library, smoking-room, and offices.

This Hoor is the Lydney Institute section. The first

floor, which will be used purely for science and art

teaching, consists of an elementary art room, an

advanced art room, modelling room, and lecture

theatre, chemical laboratory, and offices. The walls

of the building are of Forest red stone, with Bath
stone dressings, and tiled with Broseley tiles. The
cost of the building has been 2,300/.

Primitive Methodist Church, Lymm.—

T

he
foundation stone has just been laid of a new build-

ing for the Primitive Methodists of Lymm. The
interior of the new chapel will be 40 ft. long by

29 ft. wide, and 29 ft. high to the ceiling. There
will he a vestibule at the front, and the rear of the

building will be semi-circular, with space for the

choir, organ, communion table. &c. A vestry is

placed over the heating chamber. Tlie floor of the

chapel will be 9 ft. above the roadway, and will be

approached by twelve steps. The architect is Mr.

J.
D. Mould, of Manchester and Bury, and the con-

tractor, Mr. Henrv Thomason, of Lymm.
Building in Blackpool.—

A

t the last meeting of

the Building Plans Committee, Blackpool, eighty-

one plans came under consideration, and cf these

fifty were approved and thirty-one disapproved.

Andrews University Medical School,
N.B.—A medical school is to be erected for St.

Andrew's University. The site of tlie buildings is

within St. Marj-’s College grounds, adjoining Queen ’s-

terrace and West Burn-lane. The building is in the

Elizabetlian style, and there will be accommodation
for four professors, viz., physiology, anatomy,
materia meclica. and botany. There will also be
two lecture-rooms, open to all students, besides

museums, workrooms, and private rooms for the

use of the professors. The tower is not to he
erected in the meantime. Mr. Gillespie, St.

Andrews, is the architect.

Buildings in High-street, Sheffield. — The
contract has now been accepted lor the largest

block of buildings in High-street, Mr. Joiin Walsh
having made arrangements with Messrs. George
Longden I't Son, contractors, for the erection of

his new buildings. The amount e.xceeds Gi.ooo/.

The frontage will extend not only along High-street,

hut also along Mulberry-street. Messrs. Flocktoii

(.S: Gibbs are the architects .—Shcppchl Iiulcpcinlcnt.

Boys’ School, Bentham.— New boys’ .schools

have just been opened at High Bentham. The old

boys’ school has been transformed into a master’s

house, and tlie new school immediately adjoins it.

Tile arctiitects are Messrs. Harrison, Hall, it Moore,
Lancaster. .Accommodation is provided for eighty

hovs.
Methodist Chapel, Yarm, Yorkshire.—

O

n the

29th ult. the foundation stone was laid at Yarm of a

new Primitive Methodist Chapel. The new structure

is to be 45 ft. long, 32 ft. wide, and 21 ft. high, and
will accommodate 200 worshippers. The old building

will now be used as a schoolroom. Messrs. Perks

it Son, of Stockton, are the principal contractors

for the new building. Tlie total cost, inclusive of

land, will be about 1,260/. Mr. T. W. T. Richardson,

Stockton, is the architect.

Congregational Church. Liverpool.—

T

he
new Congregational Churcli in Hartington-roacl,

Liverpool, has just been opened. The church
consists of nave and transepts, with tower and
spire at the narrow extremity of the site. The
other end is finished witli a short apse. The
church at present will accommodate about 500
worshippers, with provision for future enlarge-

ment by means of a large end gallery and two
smaller ones in the transepts to accommodate
about 200 more. The church is heated bj- hot-water
apparatus supplied by Messrs. Dargen, Williams,

& Co. The whole of the work has been carried out
from the designs and under the supervision of

Messrs. W. & J.
Hay, architects, by Messrs.

J.
Pater-

son & Son, the general contractors
; the others being

Mr. Tyson, for brickwork ; Mr. George Parker,

mason
;

Mr. Johnstone, slater and plasterer
;
Mr.

Thomas Lea, painter and plumber
;

and Messrs.

Williams & Watson, glaziers.

Alterations to Aberdeen The.vtre,—

H

er

Majesty’s Theatre, Aberdeen, is to undergo structural

alterations and improvements. The plans will be
prepared by Mr. Frank Matcham, and the carrying
out of the work will be superintended by Mr.
Alexander Brown.
School, Quorn, Leicestershire.—

O

n the 28th
ult. new buildings at Rawlins’ Grammar School
were opened at Quorn. The material used in the
construction was Mountsorrel granite, with cream
terra-cotta dressings, and lined on the inside with
brickwork. The master’s house contains dining
and drawing-rooms, study, and five bedrooms,
boys’ dormitory, and dining hall. Kitchen
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accommodation has been made so as to provide

for bovs attending the school from adjacent

parishes. The master’s iiouse and the school-

room are connected by a corridor. The main
schoolroom is 41 ft. by 21 ft., and 19 ft. high to

the ceiling, with pitch pine principals. There i

class-room, with boys' entrance, and cloak-room. At a

distance of 50fl. from the main building to the rear

is a technical school. The sloyd-rnom is 50ft. by

13 ft., and has been litted with ten benches. On the

first floor is the physical and chemical laboratory

with demunstrating-rooin. Mes.srs. Messenger
Company. Loughborough, carried out the heating

work of the buildings, which is by hot-water
apparatus, supplemented by open fireplaces. Tlie

general contractors were jVIcssr.s. \V. Moss iK- Son,

Loughborough ; tiie joiner's work being in the hands
of Mr. John Sanders, of Quorn. The fitting up of

the technical school was carried out by Mr. C. A.

Dobson, of Loughborough : and the whole work was
under the supervision of and from plans by Mr. G. H.

Barroweliff, Loughborough.

Hotel, Tuonx, Ayr.—

T

he Duchess of Eortland
recently opened a new iiotel at Troon. The building

contains about seventy rooms. The architects w
Messrs. James Salmon & S<iii. of Glasgow.

School Builhint.S, Portm.\L)OC.—

X

ew inter-

mediate schools have just been opened at Port-

madoc. The buildings are arranged with boys' and
girls’ entrances at either end, with cloak-rooms and
lavatories adjoining each entrance. There are three

ordinarv class-rooms provided for the boys on the

eastern side of the front, and two for the girls

the western side, with a large assembly hall,

accommodate all the students, in the centre. Chemi-
cal and physical laboratories, witli a preparat:

and balance room, are provided for the use of botli

se.vcs. At the end of the girls' north corridor is

placed a cookery kitchen, with scullery. &c.. and a

laundrv. Playsheds in both playgrounds are pro-

vided, and a large workshop for mechanical instnic-

tion is built. The class-rooms are planned to

accommodate twenty students in each. The build-

ings are built of local stone. The architect is Mr
W. H. Dashwood Caple, of Cardiff, and the build-

ings have been built by Messrs. William Jones iS:

Evan Humphreys, of Portmadoc, the amount of

whose contract was .2,076/. Mr. Robert Roberts has
acted as clerk of the works.

Music H.-\LL, Brixtonl—

B

ri.xton is to have a
music hall. A site has been acquired opposite the
Turkish Baths in the Carlton-grove. and plans for

the new building, which will be styled “The Em-
press," have been prepared by Messrs. Wylson &
Long. The hall, which will be capable of' seating
nearly 3,000 people, will necessitate an outlav of
between 17,000/. and 18,000/.

—

South Loiiiioii Pms.
E.\STLF.lGn B0.4RD SCHOOL, SOUTH.tMPTON.

The new Board school in Chamberlavne-road, East-
leigh, has just been opened. It has been erected
from plans prepared by Messrs. Mitchell, Son,

:

Giitteridge. The school is planned on tlie central

hall system.

Church, Kilken’XY.—

T

he foundation-stone of
St. John's Church, Kilkenny, has just beeti laid,

The architect of the building is Mr. Wni. Hague, of
Dublin. The church will be r6Hft. in length, and
72 ft. wide, having, in the interior, nave, aisles, side
chapels, apse, and sacristy. special e.xtcrnal

feature is a tower rising from the floor level to the
height of 238 ft.

New C.ATHEDiwr. Lirrary, Hereford.—

O

n the
30th lilt, the Archbishop of Canterbury opened the
new library and meeting-room attached to the
Hereford Cathedral. The Archbishop also unveiled
a memorial to the late Bishop Hampden (1S4R-1S68)
in the south transept of the cathe<iral. The cathe-
dral library is erected on tlie original site of the
medireval library, which stood from 1480 to
The site was occupied from 17O0 to 1834 by a brick
building used for the grammar school, and for the
triennial meetings of the Three Choirs. It is at the
western end of the Bishop’s cloisters, and forms a
recommencement of the south cloisters, which
formerly extended up to the old west end of the
cathedral. The plans were drawn by Sir Arthur
Blomfieid, and the work has been carried out by
Mr. John Thompson, of Peterbriroiigli. The rooiii
is rectangular in shape. The three bavs in the
south cloisters have been restored, too. in inemorv
of the late Canon Philpot and the late Rev. F. T.
Havergal respectively, and the third is associated
with the commemoration of the Diamond Jubilee.

Liberal CLun. Allektox, Yorkshire.— The
memorial-stone of a new Liberal Club was laid at
AlLerton by Mr.

J. C. Horsfall recentlv. The con-
tracts for the various works required have been let

to the following firms :—Mason, Mr. Tliomas Haigh
;

joiner, Mr. John Foster; plumbers, Messrs. Haigh &
Slater

;
plasterer, Mr. James Drake

; slaters, Messrs.
Hill & Nelson

:
painter. Mr. Walker Priestlev. The

architects are Messrs. Fairbank & Wall, of Brad-
ford.

Lathes’ Golf House, Troox, Ayr.—

a

ladies'
golf house. Troon, has just been opened bv the
Duchess of Portland. -Accommodation is provided
for ladies, girls, and boys. The ground storj- is built
of red freestone, and the upper story will be rough
cast on face with timber work forming panels. The
roofs are to be covered with green slates and red
ridge tiling. The cost will be about i.ooo/. Mr. H.
Clifford, Glasgow, is the architect.

,

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Sewage Scheme, Droxfield, Derbyshire.

—

Messrs. T. Margerison & Sou, Dronliekl, have
obtained the tentler for carrving out the Dronliekl
sewage scheme. Mr. G. Wiilte,' Mexborongli, is the
engineer.

New W.ATEK SuPI-LV, Wokthixo.—

T

he Duke of
Cambridge vi.sile<l Worthing on the cfitli ult. for the
imrpoi-e of inaugurating the new water supply, the
works ci'nncctcd with which ha\’e been carried c)iit

by the town aulhorilics, together with other .sanitary
improvements, at a total cost of over 100.000/. The
water is drawn from a well at the fool of the South
Downs. The well is 115 ft. deep from the original
gnuind surface, and it is sunk through 60 ft. of
loamy clay and sand and 50 ft. of solid clialk. The
engines and pump.s used for raising the water arc in
duplicate, each being capable of doing the work
required for the supply of tlie town. When running
at their ordinary speed each will raise r.ooo gallons
per minute injm the bottom of the well to the main
reservoir on the Downs, the reservoir itself being
capable of holding 2,000,000 gallons. The yield has
been tested, and an average of 1,500,000 gallons a
day, it is stated, can be depended upon, which, at
the rate of thirty gallons per head per dav, will be
sufficient for the supply of 50,000 per.sons.' The re-
sident population of the town is now about 19,000.
Tlie walks t)f the reservoir are conslructcfl of layers
of concrete asphalte and hani brick. The engineer
for the w.iter-supply works has been Mr. James
Mansergh.
Dry Dock, Sw.ax.sea.—

T

he construction of the
new graving clocks at the Prince of Wales's Dock,
Swansea, by the representatives of the late Mr. T. A.
Walker, contractor, wa.s commenced on the 20th
ult., it being arranged t*5 construct two docks—one
of 450 ft. in length. The contractor is Mr. Nott.
and the engineer Mr. A. P. Dix.

Foi.eshill Sewer.age axi) Sewage Disposal.—Tile scheme of sewerage and sewage disposal,
-irepared by Mr. H. Bertram Nichols, C.E., of
Birmingham, for the parish of Foleshill, has been
approved and adopted at the hands of the Rural
District Council of Foleshill. The estimated cost of
the engineering work is 24,019/.
Waterworks, Troox.—

T

he Duchess of Portland
penecl the new waterworks at Troon on the 30th

ult. The new supply is derived from the western
and southern slopes of the Dundonald hills. The
storage reservoir has been constructed in The Glen.
The area of land draining directly into the reservoir
is 88 acres, and it is estimated' that the area will
yield, during a dry j-ear, 28 million gallons of water,
while the area of tile catchwater conduit is 183 acres,
and it is calculated that 29 million gallons of water
ler annum will be got from it. Rv an extension of
lie c.atchwater conduit, an additional quantitvof 15
million gallons of water can be got when necessary.
The water level of the reserwoir when full will he
198 ft. above the sea, and the maximum depth 31 ft.,

tlie .area covered by water being 1 1 acres.
' The

reservoir will contain 48 million gallons of water,
or sufficient to give a supply of 240,000 gallons per
day to Troon during a period of 200 days. The
embankment of the reservoir is 800 ft. in length,
with a heiglit of 39 ft. at the centre, and is com-
posed of 75.000 tons of earthwork, puddle clay, and

figures of the Virgin and St. John, and the souti
window of the chancel and window near the pulpil
with figures ut Our Lord as “ The Good Shepherd’
and as "The Light of the World." They arc from
the studio of Mr. T. W. Caium, Snieliiwick, lu-ai

Birmingham.

Wixiiow. Eye Church.—

A

new stained glass
memorial window has been placed in Eve Clu'ircli.

The subject is “ Christ blessing children."’ Tlie work
has been executed by Mr. H. A. Hvmer.s, of Chelsea.

FOREIGN.
France.—

T

he monument erected by public suM

I
scription to the memory of Charlet 'was inaugu,
rated last Sunda_v.

_
This' monuntent, which is the

work of Alexandre Charpentier, sculptor, is erected
in the Suiiare Denfert Roetienn It f-unciatc .\f n

stone pitching. The filters are two 'in number' each
60 ft. in length hy 54 ft. in width, and are capable
of filtering 240.060 gallons of water per day. The
water passes from the filters into a circular dear-
water tank 70 ft. in diameter and ii ft. in depth,
the storage capacity of this tank being 240,000
gallons. Tlie cope level of llie filters and tank is

167 ft. above the sea. The piping to Troon measures
4.410 yards, nr 2^ mile.s, and is capable of pn:

Square Denfert Rocherau. It consists of a
stone column surmounted by the Gallic cock in

bron/e, and ornamented by a'medallion of Charlet,
also in bronze. An old Grenadier of the First
Empire leans against the column, looking at a
child who kneels at the foot of the monument, and
personifies a popular type constantly met with in

this artist’s work. The two figures are in stone |
This week the lOth annual exliibition of the “ AquaO
rellistes Fran?ais " has been inaugurated. The de-'
struction of the central dome in the Champs de Mars'
is soon to he begun. .A monument in honour'
of Adolphe Adam, the musical composer, is

shortly to be inaugurated at Longjumeau. Thisi
monument, the work of Paul Fournier (who
was also the author of the statue of Shakes^
peare in the Boulevard Haussmann), consists]
of a pedestal surmounted hy a bust of Adam. A
figure representing the “Postilion de Longjumeau,"!
from Adam’s well-known opera, leans against the '

]->edestal. which is decorated with a cartouchej
of a palm and lyre. From June i to 7 an Exhi-|
hition of Fine Arts will be held at Amiens. A
similar exhibition will be held at Rouen from the ‘

oth to the 20th. The Government are exe-|
cuting some important works in the Maritime Alps '

for the collecting of the water in tlie moiintainous|
districts. The expense of the work is estimated at

1,450,000 fr. An electric and funicular tr.am-
way is shortly to be made between Ciermont-
FeriTiucl and the summit of Puv de Pome.
The death of the sculptor Emile Lambert has
been announced. He was a juipii of Franceschi,
and author of the “Voltaire" which decorates!
the court of the Mairie of the IXtli arrondisse-

'

ment. He received honourable mentions in 1883.
1885, and 1889, and the Legion of Honour in 1890.

The death of M. Claude Marie Giron, architect,
in Paris, is also announced. He was born in 1862.
He entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1SS4, after
having worked with M. Paul Blonde!. He received
the diploma of architect in iSgr. We have heard
of the sudden death of M. Gaston Henard, architect,
at the age of 54. He was the pupil of his father
and of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. During the
exhibition of 1889 he filled the post of first Inspector,
under M. Formige, for the works of the Palais des
Beau.v-.Arts and the Arts Liberaux at the Champ de
Mars. He received the Cross of the Legion of
Honour. He wasabrother of Eugene Henard, who
is commissioned to build the Palais de I'Electricite

in the 1900 Exhibition.

Germany.-—

T

he historical Sterntlior at Bonn
is to be taken down and reconstructed.
There is to be considerable alterations at the old
Piasten Castle at Oppeln, which is to be turned into
a block of modern offices for Government purposes.

•The Teltow district, near Berlin, has decided
\iding a supply at ^ii- rale of 30,000 gallons per on the erection of a Memorial Tower in memory of
hour. .Ml. \\. K. Copland was engineer ot the the late Emperor William, and the design will be by

' Baurath Schweehten. The height of the tower
works.
Castle Edex Colliery Water Supply.—

A

t a
meeting of the F.asington Rural District Council a
scheme for the supply of water lor Castle Eden was
submitted by the Engineer. Mr. D, Balfour,
M.Inst.C.E., nf Newcastle and ICdinburgh. The
work consists in pumping water from a duplicate
well or staple at the colliery to service tanks situate
near Dean Lea/.es Farm at 'sufficient altitude to give
an excellent pressure, and from thence tlie water
will he distributed in cast-iron mains for supplying
tile inhabitants. The scheme was adopted subject
to a satisfactory arrangement being come to witli
the owner of the stajile.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
WixDuws, Morley Church,—

O

n Easter-day a
new east window was dedicated in St. Matthew's
Church, Morley. Tlie subject is taken from the •• Te
Deum." The window is bv Messrs. Burlison &
Grvlls.

Window, Wiii.xley Church, Yorkshire.—

T

he
Bishop ot Ripon recently dedicated a window at the
Church of the Ascension. AVhixley, which has been
erected by the parishioners to t’he memory of the
late vicar, the Rev. William Valentine, M.'A. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. James Powell
iS Sons, of London. The window consists of five
lights.

Window. Babey Church.—

T

he chancel window
of Babey Church, near Doncaster, has been filled
with a memorial window with the Crucifixion and

be 56 metres, and it will stand on a hill known as
the Karlsberg. .A large terminus station at
Berlin belonging to the Stettin Railway is to be re-
built. A large provisional station is being erected,
and will be used from May i. The building opera-
tions will spread over three years. A Schiller
Museum is to be erected at ^larbach on lines not
dissimilar to those of the museum in connexion with
the Memorial Theatre to Shakespeare at Stratford-
on-Avon. Some iQo.ooo marks have already been
collected, or nearly 9.500/. We understand that
the arch.-vological research party at Worms has been
making considerable progress of late in the excava-
ti<m of Roman remains.

.Austria.—

A

Memorial Church is to be erected
at Vienna on the occasion of the anniver.sarv
of the Emperor's reign, and the foundation-ston'e
has been laid witii some ceremony. The cost
of this memorial church will be 130,000 fiorins. and
the spire will be 56 metres high. The architects arc
Messrs. Bach & Schoene. A special committee
has been appointed by the Municipality at Vienna '

to consider the advisability of constructing two new
electric tramways, running respectively from the
city to the Prater Park, and from the' city to the
Central Cemetery

;
perhaps the most important

feature about this work will be its execution by a
Municipal building department.

Sydney.—

A

new industry, it is stated the first

large undertaking of the kind in New Soutli W’ales,
is about being started in Tamworth for the malting
of colonial barley. The works are being built by
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lessrs. Britten e'fc Co. from designs by Messrs-

I'thur Kinder & S<ins. arcliitects, London.

<
Calcutta.— We observe tliat the Licntennnt-

;overnur has appointed a Committee to inquire

to and report as to tlic necessity of a Building

let for Calcutta. Tlie Commission' will he presided

;-er by Mr. Justice Trevelvan. and the members

Iclude Messrs. H. H. Rislev,
J.

It. Class, 11 . C.

niliams, A.
J.

Hughes, \V. Banlcs-Gwylher, Dr.

'yson, and tfabus Kalinath MitU-r and Xalin

ehari Sircar.

—

Cttpihil-

\

miscellaneous.
pROKESSlON’Al- AND BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS.
-The partnership between Mr. Samuel Walker and

Ir. Ernest Hunt/, is dissolved, and Mr. Runt/, has

;moved to 10, 11, and 12, Walbrook, E.C.

CLAYTON Old Hall, near Manchester.—

O

n

le 26th ult. a number of members of the Lancashire

nd Cheshire Antiquarian Society paid a vi.sit to

ilayton Old Hall, the ancient residence of Humphrey
Ihetham, near Manchester. After the moat, the

roun<Is, and the exterior of the old mansion had

een inspected, a meeting was held indoor.s, when a

aper was read by Mr. E. Williams on the con-

exion of the Chetham family with the hall and the

arlier history of the place.—In the discussion which

allowed, Mi-, K. Marsden said there seemed an

iclination on tlie part of some members of the

hty Council to demolish the hail, and he thought

hcV should express an opinion on the subject.—Mr.

Vil’liams said he was a member of the Council for

line years, and he induced the Parks Committee to

>ecome the purchasers of the building and its sur-

oundings. He* believed it was their intention to

ly out the land as a recreation-ground and public

lark. He hoped the inlluence of the various learned

ocieties of Manchester would be brought to bear to

irevent, if possible, the destruction and removal of

he hall.—Mr. Albert Nicholson moved the adoption

if a resolution in which the meeting expressed the

ipinion that 'Clavton Old Hall, with its moat and

iridge, should be preserved, and requested the

^arks Committee to arrange for proper repairs to be

larried out, and for the building to be used, if

lossible, as a permanent museum and picture gallery,

tir. Thomas Letherbrow seconded the resolution,

mcl it was adopted.

THE SCOTTISH BUILDINO TRADES' FEDERATION.

-The half-yearly meeting of the Scottish Building

Trades’ Federation was held in Lamb’s Hotel,

Dundee, on the 2qth ult. Mr. John Adam, Glasgow,

he President, occupied the chair. Mr. James L.

klkirk, Glasgow, the Secretary and Treasurer, read

he Executive's haU'-vearly report, in the course of

.vhicli it was stated' that the Committee charged

vith the question of the general form of contracts

laving, in accordance with the instructions of the

innual meeting in October last, issued to each of

he various local Associations for their consideration

md report a copy of the draft form prepared by

:hem, it was found that the general opinion was in

avour of a shorter and more equitable form : and

IS it was intimated to the Executive that the

Dundee .Association had resolved to prepare such a

iocument. the Executive resolved to await its com-

iletion before taking anv further steps in the matter.

The general working by-laws would receive the

;arly attention of the Executive. There was urgent

need for a clear and satisfactory set of rules applic-

able to the whole countn.-. On the whole, the

Executive considered that the progress of the

Eedcration during the sliurt period of its existence

had been exceedingly satisfactory. Employers all

over the country had come to realise move fully

.than ever the urgent necessity for thorough organi'-

is.ation, and were heartily co-operating in this impor-

tant work. Other matters falling within the scope

lof the Federation's objects will continue to receive

the best attention of the Executive.—The President,

in moving the adoption of the report, remarked

'with regard to the general form of contract that

different parts of the oonntry had different modes

of working, and consequently this matter would

require careful consideration. They would try to

embody the best parts of all suggestions into the

general form. With regard to the reports on the

state of trade, he thought it would bemuch better

if these were made quarterly. Employers, if they

needed men, could then know in what locality to

advertise for them,—Mr. Farquhar said they should

try and remove all differences between builders and

the smaller trades. They in Aberdeen were all fede-

rated. and he had urged iiponh is branch the desir-

ableness of having frequent interchange of opinions.

—The President said there was a feeling in Glasgow

that the difl'erent trades were about as big organisa-

tions as could be properly worked. Although these

Associations were working independently as far as

their own trades were concerned, he did not think

it was from a feeling of jealousy that they were not

joined together, but just from a feeling that each

Association was quite big enough to work properly.

He might point out that in Glasgow, having the

Building Tracies Exchange, the building trades really

acted in amalgamation. Tiie Exchange included,

not only members of the building trades, but also

architects and measurers, manufacturers and mer-

chants.—Mr. M‘Gi!livray, Glasgow, said the Ex-

change was of great henelit to all connected with

the building trade in Glasgow.—Mr. D. R. Calder
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Arbroath, remarked that they were met there as a

Federation, and it seemed to him that Glasgow

should stick to the Federation. The Building Ex-

change was a grand thing, no doubt, but they were

desirous that the Federation should be a grander

thing than tlie Exchange, for it was a national

institution.—A draft of a general torm of contract

was submitted, and the clauses were gone over

Several alterations were made, and the

matter was ultimately remitted to a Committee to

further consider and bring up a report at next meet-

ing. It was provisionally agreed, under the form

to have a neutral arbiter appointed to decide any

liifference between architect and contractor, and to

have a fixed system of settling accounts. In case of

any department of work in course of execution

being suspended in consequence of a strike on the

part of the workmen or general lock-out connected

with such department of work, it is provided that

the period fixed for Hie completion of the work

shall be extended by a further working period

corresponding to the'time during which the work

had been delayed by the strike, and during such

extended period a penalty shall not be exigible.— It

was decided to hold the next meeting of the Federa-

tion in Glasgow. This was all the business, and the

delegates were afterwards entertained at lunclieon

by the Dundee Builders’ Association.

Technical Education and the Building
TRADES.—The Technical Education Board has

decided to form a special sub-committee to inquire

into the best method of developing technical educa-

tion in connexion with the building trades. As the

building trades embrace a considerable portion ol

the population of London, it is felt to be of special

importance that all possible steps should be taken

to extend the work of technical education among
members of the trades, and to seek their advice and
co-operatif)n in the matter. The National Associa-

tion of Operative Plasterers has shown its anxiety

to work in conjunction with the Board in providing

instruction for the younger members of the trade,

and it is hoped that a class for plasterers at New
Cross will be started before long upon the same
lines as the class which has recently been inaugu-

rated at Hammersmith. The children of members
of the building trades achieve a marked success in

the competition for the Board's junior county

scholarships. As many as seventy-one out of the

Ooo scholarships awarded during last year, i.i\, 11.8

per cent., fell to the huilcling trades ; no other group

of manual trades obtained more than thirty-one

scholarships, or 5-2 per cent. The great majority of

the parents or scholars are journeymen
;
this fact is

clue to the operation of the Board's income limit.

—

Technical Education Ga::ctie.

Exeter C.athedral.—Messrs. T. B. Worth iS:

Co., photographers, send us specimens of the large

and very fine collotypes of Exeter Cathedral, an
exterior and an interior, which are among the best

photographic illustrations of cathedrals that we have

seen.

The Registration oe Plumbers.— .A deputa-

tion of representatives of the National Registration

of Plumbers’ movement from the jirincipal towns
of Scotland, including Edinburgh. Glasgow, Aber-

deen, Dundee, Inverness, and Dumfries, waited on
the Scottish members of Parliament in the House of

Commons recently to urge them to use tlieir inllu-

ence to obtain the passing of the Bill for the Regis-

tration of Plumbers now before Parliament. Mr.

Crawford, in introducing the deputation, said that

the movement had caught on, that it was supported

by public opinion and the trade, and that tliere was
a great necessity for legislation of this kind which
would enable the public to distinguish between
qualified and unqualified men. Other speakers

pointed out that the towns of Edinburgh and
Glasgow had petitioned in favour of the Bill.

INTERN.ATIONAL CONGRESS ON TECHNICAL EDU-
CATION.—An International Congress on Technical

Education will be liekl in London during the month
of June. The Congress will he opened on Juno 15,

and will close on Friday. June 18. The Congress

has been invited by the Society of Arts to meet in

this country, and the meetings will be held in the

Society's large hall. The Congress will be opened

at II a.in. on Tuesday, June 15, by an address from
the President, the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., and

from the President o*f the last Congress, M. le Pro-

fesseur Leo Saignat. The subjects for discussion at

the Congress will include :— i. Advanced technical

education. 2. Secondary technical education.

Advanced commercial education, 4. Secondary
commercial education.

HouLT's Electro-Chemical Flue and Stove
Cleaner.—This is a wonderful firework, which
“generates a gas. charged with electricity, that

decomposes the soot, destroy all combustible

matter, and causes it to pass out with the draught,

leaving the pipe both free and clean." All this for

sixpence, and without the intervention of the sweep.

The prospect is an alluring one, but, alas, the instru-

ment proved to be a sort of large cartridge, con-

taining a core of zinc, and a deflagrating and de-

crepitating mixture, in which sulphur largely pre-

dominated. When used as directed there was a

good deal of fizz and splutter, but the mysterious gas

“charged with electricity" ignored the soot most
obstinately, and passed away, to add, doubtless, to

the burdens of oiir ill-used atmosphere. As a sort of

mild squib for use on Guy Fawkes' Day. or in the

••Jubilee” bonfires, the “ Electro-CheniicalJ Flue and

Stove Cleaner” may find its vocation, but it cannot

be regarded as a serious means of dealing with the

great soot problem. Chimney-sweeping as a profit-

able vocation has a long lease of life before it yet.

A New Tap.—The Lambeth Brass and Iron Com-
panysend usa specimen of a gun metal tapeonLaining

some important improvements in regard to qualities

of strength and endurance. There is a substantial,

square, working thread cut upon the spindle, and the

cover is dropped to receive several worms of the

thread when the valve is shut 0I1. as the seveie

strain liappens at its closing. The disc is made to

revolve upon the spindle, and thus is not weakened

at the connexion ;
and the asbestos disc is capped

to prevent its spreading out and being cut through

by the seating. Tlie handle is (jf black buli'alo-horn

as a non-c<Muluctor of lieat. and is attached to the

spindle by a special mechanism invented by the

manufacturers. The whole, except the handle, is of

gun-metal, and appears to be a very strong and

efficient tap. The inventors have distinguished it

under the name of the “ Unicus” tap.

German Horticultural Buildings.—The new
Botanical Gardens for Berlin arc to be laid out at

the suburb of Dahlem, and all the modern require-

ments have been most carefully considered. Some
horticultural hiiildings which have been erected at

the Botanical Gardens in Magdeburg, also call for

attention, for though there is no dinibt that England

has long taken the lead in construction of this class

of work, our neighbours, bv dint of copying and

improvement in detail, are making rapid progress.

The Magdeburg buildings are the subject of an

illustrated article in the '/.cihehrift Jiir Bainvcseii, and

from the particulars we observe that over 10,000/.

were expended on the block, which is very cleverly

planned and picturesquely laid out. The Palm-house

is the most important, and occupies the central posi-

tion. and on either side there is a gallery for ferneries.

There are separate wings for the different classes of

Ilnwers, each of which is kept in a separate gallery.

Messrs. Peters & Jansen, of the Municipal Building

Department, were the architects. At Berlin, besides

the gardens and the new hothouses, there is to be a

Botanical School and accommodation for a Phar-

metical Institute, with 240 students. The public

hothouses alone will cost 75,000/,. and the Botanical

Museum 40,000/. The principal hothouses will be

divided into fourteen sections, covering a superficial

area of nearly O.ooo square metres, while some
special houses for purposes of scientific research

will cover 1,700 square metres.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The London Building Trade.—

T

lie Central

Association of Master Builders of London on Tues-

day received at their offices in Bedford-street, Strand,

.a deputation of representatives of the various

societies of labourers when the questions of wages
and a new code of working rules were discussed.

Il was .agreed, it is stated, that from June i next the

wages of labourers should be increased by J4 d. per

hour, and that the new code of working rules should

come into operation from the same date.

Strike of Carpenters at Dudlea’.— .A meeting
of the carpenters and joiners on strike in Dudley
and district was held recently at the Windmill Inn.

Staflord-street. It was stated by the various

speakers that the members of the Dudley Branch of

the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners

gave three months’ notice for an advance in wages
of Jcl. per hour, but the concession U'as not granted

by the employers, and a strike was commenced on
April 5. Prior to the decision to come out on strike

tlie employers ofl'ercd to advance the pay from yd.

to "J^d. per hour, and eventually the men’s deputa-

tion agreed to compromise the matter at 7 Jid.. to

come into operation at once, but the masters declined

to exceed their previous offer. Advances liad taken

place all round the district, the Wolverhampton rate

now being SJ^d., AVest Bromwich 8J4 d., Walsall

SJ^d. It was suggested that pickets should be
appointed to watch the works and the railway

station. A resolution was unanimously carried to

the effect that they still adhered to their demands of

8d. per day and the adoption of a new code of

rules.

Strike of Builders' Labourers, Winchester.
—The strike of builders' labourers which took place

recently has been settled, the men resuming work
after receiving hour advance.
Stonemasons’ Wages, Lanc.vster.—

A

t a con-
ference between master builders and representatives

of the stonemasons at Lancaster it was decided to

grant the latter an increase of wages at tlie rale

of J^d. per lujiir. Some other concessions were
granted. The employes gave notice of their demand
bix months ago.

\ ^ I

LEGAL.
A DISTRICT COUNCIL AND ITS BY-LAWS-

In the Queen’s Bench Division, on the ist inst..

Mr. Justice Wright and Mr. Justice Bruce, sitting as

a Divisional Court, had before them the case of the

Wetherby District Council v. Hewling.
Mr. Scott Fox and Mr, Hobson appeared as coun-

sel for the District Council, and Mr. Compton for

Mr. Hewling.
Mr. Compton said that the case came before their

Lordships on January 12 last upon a case stated by
Magistrates, arising out of an information for the
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.
COMPETITION.

Nfttoie of Work.

*Technlc&I School

CONTRACTS.

Hfttnr* of Work or Mfttortkli.

Limestone —
House and Shop, Mlddlesbroagb-

road, South Bask, Middlesbrough
Stabling, Bcaminonden, Yorks

Additions to Stores, Bprlngwell,
Dorhani

Additions to Water Tower, Hlck-
tane Mills, Batley, Yorks

House, Raich, Longmom, Elgin
Congregatloual Chapel, Queenboro'

Fire Station and Stables, King-street

Villa. LlandalT .................

Road Works, Poplar-road

Extension of Frenilsea, Chapel-street

Wirde at Workhouse

B7 whom Re(|alred.

Abergavennj R.D.O,

H. I* Drewery

Rawtenstall
|

Corp
C. M, Morgan ..

Residence and Dispensary, Newtown,
Wland -

Road and Sewers, nearCowpen-si)
Blytb. NorthumberUnd

Two Farmhouses, Southowram,
Yorks

Additions to Workhouse

Swlmrolog Bath, Market-street..

•Erecting a Manse

Additions to Schools, 1

•Wood Pacing Blocks .

Buildings In Town Yard

•Underground Conrenlence .......

Welsh Setts (2,700 tons).,

Bridge Works

C1eethorpes(Llnca),&c.
U.D.C. ... .....

Newharen Indus. Co-
op. Boc. Ltd

Havant Union....

Tenders
to be

delivered.

J. Gill, Surv, North-st.
R. Moore, Archt. 7, Albert
road, Mlddlesbrongb
W. H. D. Horsfall. Archt.
9, Harrisoii-road, Halifax

H. Miller. Archt. Felling.
Durham

Holtom & Fox. Archt.
Westgste, Dewsbury
h O. Dolg, Archt. Elgin
V. Cotes. 157. High-st.
Queenborough

^Whalley, Municipal
Offices, Rawtenstall

Morgan k Hodge, Archt.
buildings,

Ballymahou Union ,

Cowpeu U.D.C

Celbrldge (Ireland)
Union - ....

Rotherham Corp.

Stone (StalTa) C'’Dgre-
gational Church ....
Rotherham Corp.
Barnard Castle R.D.C.

Hurting School Com.

Plymcuth Corp...^..

St. Marylebone Vestry

Blrnilngbaiii Corp. ..

(Lancs)WlUiiogton
U.D.C

Wimbledon U.D.C.

Belfast Harbour Com.

HorncBstle R.D.C.. . -

Prudential
Newport, Mon

E. Rusbton. Burv. Poplar-
road. Cleethorpes..

E. J. Hughes, Archt. River.
side, Newhaven

A. E. Stallard. Archi
West-street. Havaut

May 10

May 11

P. MacGreevy Union Officei
R. Grieves, Surv. Seaforth-
Btreet, Waterloo, Blyth

R. Berry, Archt. Arcade-
chambers, Halifax . ,

.

L. A. MacDonnell, Archt.
1. Clare-street, Dublin

H. H. Bickinott, Council
Hall

T. H. neemiDg. Darling-
‘ Wolverhamptonton-at.

Town Clerk.. . .

K. Robinson. C. E. 6, Dixon-
terrace, Darlington

R. O, Blackwell, Down-
place, South Harling,
Hants

3. Paton, Town Hall
F. B- Bond, Archt. Corn-

reet. Bristol
Court House, Maryiebone-
^ane, W
'I. Pritchard, C.E. 37,
Waterloo-8treet,Blrming-

CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Nature of Work or Materlair.

•Infirmary. .

•Surface Water Drainage

•Recreation Rooms at Asylum -

Supnlylng and Laying Blue Pennant
Kerblng

•Erecting Club

•Pipe and Concrete Sewer .

.

•Underground Conveniences .

•Granite Spalls

School, near Bridgnorth ....

Farm Buildings, Little Trewlrgb
Probus, Cornwall

•Onttways and Wrought-Iron Bailings

Famham and Hartley
Wllitoey Ach. District
Bromley U.D.C. .

.

Wilts County Asylum

Frlmley U.D.C
Charlton Conservative
Club

Croydon R.D.C.

Shoreditch Vestry....

West Ham Union

Mlghley Sch. Bd.

•Erecting Church

Paving, Flagging, Ac.

•Engine and Boiler Houses and Electric
Lightlug Buildings

Oak Fencing and Drainage

t Office, Gateshead .

1. H. Mountaun, C.E.
Conndl Offices

Council Offices, Broadway,
Wimbledon
I. F. L. Giles, Harbour
Engineer
E. Chatlerton, Conndl

Offices

•Cold Water, Radiator, Heating,
Supplies..

•PaintlngandWhltewashlrg,Woolwich

Assembly Ro< ni, Ac.

House, Stables, Ac, Uawsker

Busiuess Premises, Pelton Fell,
Durham

Club House, Heaton Park, neat
Manchester

Oiapel, Sleetburn,

Exeter Church Exten-
slou Committee ....

Batley T.C

County Borough of
West Haiu

County Boro' of West

Metropolitan Asylums
Board .

H. M. Office of Works

Burnley Church lusti-
ute
Rhodes

Industrial Co-op. 80c.

W. Wlleo

Piestwlch Conserva-
Club Building Co.
Ltd.

A. AnseU, 63, Finshury.
navemeut, B.C

The Burvejor, Coundl
Offices, Bromley, Kent..
County Ottlcea, Trow-
bridge
W, J. Hodgson, Council
Offices, Camberley

J. Rowland. 21. The Vil-
lage, Old Charlton ......

Surv. Vestry Hall, Mit-
cham, Surrey..

3, Rush Dixon, Town flail,
Old-street, E.C

Offices, Union-rd. Leyton-
Btoue, E.

Scrivener A Sons, *rcht.
Howard-place, Hanley ..

G. Gow.Tregothnan Office,
Truro

J- Rush Dixon, Town Hall,
Old-street, E.C

H. Brakspear, Corsham,
WllU

0. 3. Klrhy, surv. Market-
place, Batley
Lewis Angell, Town Hall,

Tenders
t« be

delivered

May 17

May 18

Stratford, B
The Secretary. 12. Whlte-
hall-place. 8.W

i. U. Tlltman, 6, >Iobu-
street, Bedford-row,W.C.

R.E- Office, Mill • lane.
Woolwich

Thos. Bell. Archt. Burnley
J. Milligan, Archt. 77,

Baxtergate, Whitby ....
W. Dixon, Archt.

Trevelyan - bldgs. Man-
chester
f. Bowman. Archt. 62,
Westgate-rd. Newcastle

.

.

P. D. Lodge, Archt. 6.
Cross-street, Manchester

Pluroraer A Burrell, Archt.
Market-place. Durham ..

Falrbank A Wall, Archt.
Craven Bank Cliaiiibars,
Bradford

Mav 21

May 22

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nktara of Appointment. By whom Advertised, Salary,
Applln-
tlona to
be In,

•Olerk of Works
•Engineer and Surreyor's Chief

Assistant
•Inspector of Bnlldlngs ..

Barrow • in • Furness
Corp

Croynon R.D.C

31. 3b. per Week

1601. per aun
1201. rising to ISOf

May 10

May 17
May 2tf

Those marked imth an asterisk (•) are advertised in this Number. Competition, Iv. Contractg, pp. W. yl. vlll. * xxi. Publio AppointrMnts, pp. xvlM. di jxl.

alleged laying out of a new street within the cli.s-

irict of the Wetherby District Council and contrary
to its by-laws. The Court sent the case back to the
Magistrates,directing that only so much of the infor-
mation would be retained as alleged the laying out
of a new street. They further said that the Justices
were bound by a former conviction if, after hearing
counsel, they thought that former con%'iction in-
volved the decision that this was the laving out of a
new street, hut if the former decision did not bind
them the question was whether under all the cir-
cumstances of tlie case they thought, as a matter of
fact, that the respondent when lie began to execute
a building plan which Avould, when finished, consti-
tute the road a street. The matter again went be-
fore the Magistrates on February 4, both parties
being represented by counsel, and after a very long
hearing the Justices found that the former conviction
did not involve the finding that this was a new
street, and they Kiw no reason to alter their previous
decision that it was not a new street. The learned
counsel therefore asked that the appeal of the Dis-
trict Council sliouid be dismissed with the usual
consequences.

Mr. Scott Fox said that at the end of a lung hear-
ing the Magistrates e.xpresslv said tliev made no
order as to costs. It was obvious that the case was
one of complication in which the original hearing
was not satisfactory, and it was necessarvthat there
should be further investigation. He therefore
asked, under the circumstances, that no order should
be given against tlie District Council

Mr. Justice Wright : We think the respondent is
entitled to have the appeal dismissed with costs, but
that he ought to have no costs of the rehearing
below. ®

Order accordingly.

counsel for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Eucknill, Q.C.,
and Mr. Acland for the defendants.

ACTION' BY CONTRACTORS IN THE QUEEN’S
BENCH DIVISION.

The Kise of Jones the Earl's Court Arcade,
Limited, came before Mr. Justice Grantham and acommon jury ou the 29111 ult., it being an action by
Messrs. Walter Jones & Sons, engineers and con-
tractors at Bow, to recover from the defendants

, ‘"e
*'"= alleged tobeduein respect

of the building of a bridge at Earl's-court. The
defendants, by tlieir pleadings, admitted the claim tothe extent of i}U. ,45., but they counter-claimed
lor tool, penalties incurred in consequence of sixweeks delay in completing the work contracted for

Ml. Robson. Q.C., and Mr Lvnden Bell were

The plaintiffs’ case was that in November, iS<)5,

Mr. Imre Kiralfv wished a bridge to be constructed
at Earl’s Court, and asked the plaintiffs if they
would tender for it. The bridge was to cross the
Midland Railway Company’s line, and it was to
connect the Western Gardens with the Imperial
Gardens. The plaintiffs were willing to do tliis

;

the price was to be 3,400/., and the work was to be
completed by .April 15, 1896. Owing to a variety of
things the contract was not signed by the defendants
until February 6, 1896, and then it transpired that
the plans for the bridge were not accurate, and the
bridge had to be altered in various ways, it being
lengthened to the extent of 10ft. loin. The
plaintiffs did not get the amended plans of
defendant’s engineer until February 18, and the last
tracings were not supplied until the 3ist. Then,
again, there was delay in the defendants’ getting
permission from the Midland Railway Company to
cross their line, so that the plaintiffs could not com-
mence work on the bridge until February 24, 1896.
Subsequently to this the defendants required various
alterations to be made in the construction of the
bridge, and the plaintiffs contended that those
various circumstances relieved them from the
penalties imposed by the contract for delay in the
completion of the work. It was added that what
had happened rendered it imp'ossible to complete
the bridge in time, though the plaintiffs did their
utmost to attain that object.

After hearing the evidence the learned Judge
intimated that in his opinion the defendants could
not recover in respect of the penalties.
A verdict was entered for the plaintiffs for 210/.

and also for the plaintiffs upon a counter-claim for
280/. in respect of loss of rent for shops upon the
bridge.

Judgment according[5-.

Monday, May 10.

Society ^/ AHs (Cantor Lectures)—Mr. Lewis F. D.ay
on “Design in Lettering.’’—II. 8 p.m.
Surveyors Discussion on Mr. J. H. Red-

Incidents of Tenanciesl
of Urb.Tn Property, .vs Illustrated by Recent Decisions.”
8 p.m.

Tuesday, May 11.

Soejety 0/ Arts{Applied Art Section).— G. Clulow,'
on “A Half Century of Line Engraving, 1780-1830."
8 p.m.

Wed.sesday, May 12.

Institute ofBuilders.—\\m\oxA Dinner, to he held at the
J

“Trocadero,” Piccadilly Circu.s, W. 6 p.m.
Carpenters' Company Lectures (Carpenters' Hall,

London O' all.)—Lectures on Carpentry and Toinerv.
Mr. Thomas Blashill on “ Shoring.” 8 p.m.
Society of Arts .—Sir David Salomons on “Motor*

rraffic : Technical Considerations.” 8 p.m.
Edinbui^h ArchitecturalAssociation.—hni\\s 7>.\C>eneia\

Meeting and Valedictory Address by the President, Dr.
Rowand Anderson. 8 p.m.

MEETINGS.
Friday, May 7.

Institiition 0/Junior Engineers.—Ux. L. G. Ferrierao
‘

I 1? -.1 1...... c.’ 111 — — ,, p
, — yj J ^iigi?ieers.—

a

Electrical Railway Signalling." 8 p

Saturday, May 8.

Eoyal Institution.—The Rev. J. P. Mahaffy on “The
5pm

according to Recent Discoveries.”— II.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.—''I\'i\\. to Hoce-
)un House P0I1C16S.

Thursday, May 13.

Society of Anttquai-ics.—8.30 p.m.
Societyfor thf Encouragement of the Fine Aris.—'L

Karl Lentzner on “ Some Aspects of Art.”
Institution 0/ Electrical Engineers.—(i) Di.scussion

Mr. J. S. Raworth’s paper on “The Generation
Electrical Energy for Tramways.” (2) Mr. A. P. Trotter
Disturbances of Submarine Cable Working by Electr

Tramways.” 8 p.m.

Friday, May 14.

Royal Institution.—¥x<}les,%ox H. Dixon on “ Explosii
Flames.” 9 p.m.
Auctioneers' Institute.—.\nma\ Dinner, Hotel Cec

6.30 p.m.

Saturday, May 15.

Roval Institution.—The Rev. J. P. M.ahaffy on “ Tl
Greek Theatre according to Recent Discoveries. ’—II

RECENT PATENTS

;

abstracts OF SPECIFICATIONS.

7i29S-—Drain Tests : /. IV. Couding.—This invention
]

consists in a tubul.nr ves.sel of metal, glass, &c., closed at
end by metal discs and a ball of indi.arubber, draw.,
together by string, fitted with externa! spring of india-
rubber, &c., said constituents being held in position by
wire, and hermetically sealed in tinfoil or other sub-
stance. Invention to be used thus :—Unwind string and I

lay vessel m trap, lay back the tin on wire, holding string I

while pouring pail of water into trap, which passes ve.ssel I

into drain, when seal is broken and contents evacuated.
17,239.—Screw Adapted for Stone, Bricks, &c. :H. Schxvartzenhauer,—In order to produce a screw which 1

shall screw into stone, brick, &c., a.s readily as into wood,
'

inventor provides on a screw bolt, as in the ordinary wood'
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,
deep threads, the ribs of which are of prismatic sec-

On the ribs are formed recesses, by means of which
ig edges are produced. At place where screw is to be
ed a hole is drilled, preferably with a stone drill,

i screw is introduced into this it cuts its way.
?o5 .—Hit Braces for Use in Corners, Angles,
S. This invention consists in brace,
ga V-guide, substantially right-angled, and mechani.sm
ted therein for driving a bit so arranged that the

; area of the handle may turn in a corner without
ng the wall, or a plane support if used.
554.—Materiau? for Floors, Plastering, Ceil-
Walls, &c. : O. Kroner.—This invention consists

imposition of a material called by inventor “ Pap-
:h,” the composition of which—as a genera! rule—is

r cent, chloride of magnesium, 10 per cent, paper o:

t residue, and 30 per cent, water. In the mixing, :

in quantity of chloride of magnesium is placed in :

I, and diluted with water
;
after which thi.s solution i;

1 with the paper or ashest leavings.
26.—Door Hinges : //. !hner.— \r\ order to insure
nuous oiling and permit lifting of the door, inventor
es hinge laterally into two portions, and provides
ip at point of junction.
34.—Glazed Bricks : W. D. Cliff.—Invention
Sts in (a) glazed bricks, characterised t>y having,
ion to the glaze on the face, a glaze about ir

wide on the edges or sides of the beds, and e

ning the glazed face
; and {,b) in the manufacture : the

ss of first dipping the face of the brick in colouring
, then scraping body off .adjoining edge, .and after
igface of brick for about % in. to Jim. below the
ce of the glaze bath, so as to leave a coating on sides
e beds .and ends.

JO.—Door Holder or Stop: E. A. I/aivurth.—
invention consists in the combination of a semicircular

,
a trough, a spiral spring, and a buffer of india

T. When the spring is in its normal place, it remains
ive under tension, because at a dead centre. But
d the trough be depressed by a foot or other mo
pring immediately asserts itself, and brings the rubber
ist the floor of the room.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.
RIL 20.-0,843, N. Simmons, Flushing Cisterns and
:r Waste Preventers.—9,844, J. & C. Whittaker & Co.,
;es for Bricks, &c.—9.921, A. Boult, Cutting or Saw-
tone, &c.—9,924, D. Feuerlbscher, Corrugated Carton*
e for Roofing.
RIL 22.—io,02t, J. Makinson, Pivot ted Window Sashes.
071, p. Kaliut, Construction of Plank Floors.— 10,091,
Tewitt, Apparatus for the Manufacture of Tiles.

—

9, G._ Fisher, Catches or Fastenings for .Sash and
mg windows.
RIL 23.—10,147.—T. Holford, Window Sash Fasteners.
140, F. Marienfeldt, Stoves and Fireplaces. —10,182, A.
irsnoii. Fireplaces.— 10,207, G. Askin,CFate Fastening.
RIL 24.—10,258, J. Sisk, Brick for Building Purposes.
7, A. Henderson, Fixing Slates.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

72, W. Webb, Window Sash Cord Clip.—8,518, J.
blet, Jointing Collars for Earthenware and other
•jointed Pipes or Conduits.—8j637, 1 . Shanks, Wat'
ts.—8,903, C. Luce, Clamping Devices.—9015, J.
lardy, Wood-Cutting and Working Machinery.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.
Open to oppositionfor hvo months.

14, P. Davies, Water-closet Traps and Moulds con-
d therewith.— 13,537, H. Sutcliffe, Kitchen, Pantry,
other Sinks.— 13,823, W. Macrae, Production of
rative, Stained Glass or imitations thereof.—15,083,
[arsters and J. Radford, Cutter for Glaced Earthen-
Pipes, Tiles, &c.— 21,144, J. Peckover, Stone*

ig Machines.— 24,528, W. Cox, Chimney Cowls.

rIE RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY :

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

April 22.—By C. C. & T. Moore.
ley.— 2, 4, and 6, Fair-st., u.c. 30 yrs., g.r.

1. 9^

22, and 24, Fair-st., u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 9/. 8s. 6d.
ria Pk.—27, 29, 31, 33, and 35, Chapman-rd.,
.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 18/. 2s. 6d

By E. Si.MPSON.
lam.— 146, Hollyda)e-rd., u,t. 76J yrs., g.r.

1. 15s., r. 28/.

sham.—83, 85, and 87, Albyn-rd., u.t. 71 yrs.,

.r. 12/. 15s., r. 84/. 830
By Nkwbon, Edwards, & Shephard.

ibury.—36, Thornhili-sq., u.t. 48i yrs., g.r. 7/.,

-r. 50/. 560
Muriel-st., u.t._25 >ts., g.r. 4/. 4s., r. 29/. 190
iland.—456, Kingsland-rd., u.t. 31 yrs., g.r.

2/., r. 6of. 150
on.—35, Wenlock-st., u.t. 84 yrs., g.r. nil 105
,rn.—84 and 16, Canterbury-road, u.t. 62
rs., g.r. 12/., r. 98/. pew
sden.—3, 5, and 7, Meyrick*rd., f., r. 62/. 8s. 480
rstock 'Hill.—4, Elaine Grove, u.t. 63 yrs.,

.r. 5/. 6s 23s
By Bean, Burnett, & Eldridge.

tm.—2 to 10 (even), Buer-rd., u.t. gfijyrs.,
.r. 35/._, r. 180/. 1,480
Newington.—77, Church*st., u.t. 42 yrs.,

-r- 5/., r. 42f. 350
nd 52, Clissold-rd., u.t. 51 yrs., g.r. 14/., r.

5^- 825
a Vale.—

6

ia, Portsdown-rd., u.t. 62J yrs.,

.r. 25/., e.r. i5o/._ 850
jstead.—38, Parliament Hill*rd., u.t. 81J yrs.,

.T. 9/., r. 80/. 830
Parliament Hill-rd., u.t. 80J yrs., g.r. 10/.,

100/. 950
By J. W. Truman (at Mason’s Hall

Tavern).
.—High-st., " The Windmill " p,-h., f., with
OOdwill 20,000

By J. H. Bethell (at East H.am).
r Pk.—Fourth Av., &c., 107 plots of building
.nd, f. 4,437
Ham.—Telham-rd,, &c., 27 plots of building
md, f. 452
By Ebrall & Courtenay (at Lyndhurst).

fiurst, Hants.—High-st., a corner building
te, comprising nearly three-quarters of an

By C. M. Stanford (at Manningtree).
Brantham, Essex.—A freehold farm, comprising

35 a. I r. 10 p ;(;350

Seven freehold cottage tenements 150
Lawford, Essex.—A freehold cottage tenement .. 115

April 23.—By Ellis & Son.
Croydon.—Canterbury-rd., f.g.r. 36/., reversion in

55 yrs i,!»o

Chelsea.—Siadium-st., i.g.r. 10/., u.t. 92 yrs., g.r.

nil 230
Hackney.—11 to 21, Essex-st., c., r. 232/. 14s 1,610

By Matthews & Matthews.
Kensington.—47, Emperor's Gate, f. 2,200

By Wilkinson, Son, & Welch (at Brighton).
Hove, Sussex.—53, Lansdowne-pl., f. 1,260

By Brackett & Sons (at Tunbridge Wells.)
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. — High-st., f.r.g. 84/.,

reversion in 29 yrs 4,94°
Upper Grosvenor-rd., f.g.r. 85/., reversion in

68 yrs 2,720
Grosvenor-rd., f.g.r. 100/., reversion in 19 yrs. .

.
3, too

Mount Ephraim, f.g.r. 19/., reversion in 10 yrs. 900

5, Mount Ephraim, f., r. 45/. 1,315
Tunbridge Wells gas.—230/. Gonsolidated Ordinary

Stock 644
330/. Consolidated “ B ” stock 726
440/. Consolidated “C” stock 933
500/. 4i per Cent Debentures 600

April 26.—By Weatherall & Green.
Crouch End.—4, The Broadway, f., r. 120/. 2,250

By Nokes & Nokes.
Kentish Town.—Willingham-ter., i.g.r. 22/. 10s.,

u.t. 43i yr.s., g.r. if. 385
Breckiiock-rd., &c., i.g.r. 42/. 7s., u.t. 43J yrs.,

g-t- 5^- ' 650
Stoke Newington.—17, King Henry’s Walk, f.,

e.r. 38/. 510
Hanwell.—11, 12, anti 13, West View, f., r.

54/. 12s 600
By Ohoill, Marks, & Orgill.

Paddington.—London-st., “The Devon Hotel,’’ f.,

r. 2oof. 4,950
Margate, Kent.—Zion-pl.,The “ Randolph Hotel”;

Ethelbert-rd., “The Ethelbert ” p.-h., f., r.

20of. 4,490

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;
f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold

;
1. for leasehold ; e.r. for

estimated rental
; u.t. for unexplred term

;
p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. fo< years

;
st. for street

; rd. for road ; sq. for

square; pi. for place
; ter. for terrace; cres. for crescent;

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greenbeart, B.G.
ton B/e/e

Teak. E.I... .load ii/ts/o

Sequoia,U.S.It.cu. 1/8
Ash. Canada load 3’s/o
Birch, do B/'S/oE^ do 4/0/0
Fir, Daotslc, &c.. 1/15/0
Oak. do i/io/o

Canada s/s/o
Pine, Canada red o/e/e

Do. Yellow .... i/15/s

Lath, Dantsic.fatb 4/10/a
St. Petersburg., 5/0/0

Wainscot, Riga,
&c., log s’o/o

Odessa, crown.... s/o/o
Deals. Finland
and tst std 100 9/0/0
Do. 4th & 3rd... 9/a/g
Do. Riga 7/w/o
SL Petersburg,

istyellow... . ii/o/o

Do. and yellow xo/o/o
Do. white 9/10/0
Swedish 9/0/0
White Sea lo/io/o
Canada, Pine ist 19/13/0
Do. do. and .... 14/0/0
Do. do, 3rd. &C. 6,'10/0

Do. Spruce, tst. to/io/o

Do. do. 3rd and
and 8.'o/e

New Brunswick 7/i5'o
Battens, all kinds so‘o
Flooilng boards,

sq., X In. prep.

Do. and
Other qualities—

Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, die.
Mahogaiw, Cuba

St. Domingo,

Mextean^^. do.
Tobasco, do, do.
Honduras, do,

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose, Rio.. f/o/o
Bahia l/e/o

Satin, St. Doming, wh

4/0/0 — Stockholm
barrel ea/o e/e/o

Archangel o/is/< e/o/e

urpentlr,,... so/is/o 3o/i;.'6

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to " The Editor," and must reach us
not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B,—We c.mnot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender ; and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
£,^<30

,
unless in some exceptional cases and for sptecial

reasons.]

"Additions to Premises korthf. Argus Printing Com.
TANY.—In reference to the list of tenders for this wotk, which we
published in our last Issue, it appears that the premises will be
situated In Temple-avenue, and not Tudor-street. We omitted
to state that the quantities were by Mr. Charles Robson, of
Lewisham,

BATTEN iPIymouth).—For new facton- for the South Coast Fish
Guano and Oil Company, Limited. Mr. B, Priestley Shires, archi-

tect, Central Exchange, Plymouth
Buildings. Fencing.

Coles .£i.o»S ••••

Wakeham Bros 94* •••• ’4°

Lethbddgc & Son 883 .... 13S
Goad & Co 857 .... 119

ADDLESTONE.—For (additions, &c., to Mountain Ash and z,

Richmond Villas, Station-road, for Mr. Clark. Mr. Albert Veness,
architect, Bilghton-road, Addlestone, Chertsey

Kaynerdi Winckworth, Kingston .£2^5 Mountain Ash
4c6 Richmond Villa

W. Greenfield, Weybiidge £218 Mountain Ash
308 Richmond Villa

BELPER.—For the erection of shoos. Derby-road, for the Pwk
Foundry Company. Mr. Maurice Hunter, engineer. Quantiiies

by engineer

General Contraetor's ll'ori, tHcliiiiine glazing in roe/, ky
Messrs. Mellenues C- Co.

H. Weldon" £9,>s7 m 9 (H. Jordan £7-9So 0 v
Ford & Co. 9.145 0 o Moss* Sons 7.9 3 19 O
Walker & Slater.... 9,050 0 0 BodcU&Son 7-764 0 0

Jos. Walxer & Son 8 993 0 0 1
Wbeeldon Bros .

J. F. Piice 8.678 o o
I

Helper* 7-709 0 o

Groom & Co 8,570 0 o Harris & Huntt 7-^29 0 o
A. Hingley 8,a:6 o 0 1

Iron Roo/s, Columns, and Girders.

W. Jones & Co £4.666
]
ButterleyCo £4.109

Francis Morton & Co 4.314 Phcenlx Foundry Co..

Handyside & Co 4iia9l Derby* 3-938’

•Accepted. IWlihdrawn.

BOVEV TRACEY (Devon).—For tbe erection of a dwelllne-

house, for Mrs. Hellier. Mr. Samuel Segar, architect, Newton
Abbot:

—

F. A. A. Stacey £920 o
|
G. Morris £8t7 0

H. MUls 873 10 S. Davie 76317-
R. Veo 863 o

1
/. Turner, Bovey Tracey* 722 18

• Accepted.

BRENTWOOD.—For the erection of a detached villa residMce
at Brentwood. Messrs. Dale A’ Gadsdon, architects, 8, Union-
court. Old Broad-street. E.C. ;—
Hoarc & Sons £1-35° I

Iiwin* £>.25®
Rogers & Rohson 1.260

j
* Accepted.

BROMLEY (Kent).—For the erection of cottages and shops, at
Plaistow for Sir Samuel Scott, Bart. Mr. A. I- Hardwick, architect,

32. Ravensboume-road. Bromley, Kent. Quantities by Mr. W.
James Pamphilon. 22, Wellington-street, Strand. W.C.
Wood £3,986

1

Lowe £3 823

Syme & Duncan £^ 932 Duthoit 3.448"

Crossley & Son sSajlGraty* 3241
• Accepted suoject to reduction.

BUCKHURST HILL (Essex).—For the erection of two pair

semi-detached villa residences at Buckburst Hill. Mr. Allred
Bcdboiough, architect. Quantities by Mr, Walter Batting, 7, John-
street, Adelphi, W.C. :—
C. S. Foster £s.04o

|
Dashwood & Sons £4.52}

Wells & Sons 4.985 Davey Bres 3.747

H.W. Tavener 4-753 I

BUXTON (Derbyshire).—For the erection of a residence.
" Maison Rouge," for Mr. Fred. Smallman. Messrs. W. Sugdera
& Son, architects, Hanley. Staffs. Quantities by the architects :—

Croome & Co., Ltd., Bakewell £3>i73

CHATHAM.—For Municipal Offices and Town Hall. Mr. G. E.

Bond, architect, Rochester. Quantities by the architect :—
Richard Avaid £26,747

(
Pryer & Sons £23 985

Wailis&Sons ......... 26,263 Lawrance Seager 21,998

J. & M. Patrick 24,:73 I West Bros.. Rochestei* 20,598
* Recommended for acceptance.

CHELMSFORD.—Accepted for the erection of a pair of villa

residences. Primrose Hill, for Mr. F. C. Smith. Chelmsford. Mr.
F. Whitmore, architect, 17, Duke-street, Chelmsford

Hy. Potter, Chelmsford £460

DENTON.—For the erection ofa residence on Manchestet-toad_
Mr. J. H. Burton, architect, a. Guide lane, Hooley-hill

T. Dean £937 0 olj. Ridyatd £798 0 o
E. Kirkby 928 0 0 Z. Pike 752 o o
Fitton & Bowness..., 920 0 0 |

Exors. of T, Stoier,

Hirst & Kinder 838 16 9 I Denton • 709 10 c-

J. Clayton 83710 o|
• Accepted subject to certain alterations.

DEVONPORT.—For alterations. Granby Cellars. Granby Hall.

Lethbridge & Son
Coles
Stevenson
Goad & Co.
Wakeham Bros.

.

Nicbotis

.-£920 n
May ,

I
Kerswill 894 0

I

Palmer 873 o

Blake. Plymouth* 833 o.

•Provisionally accepted.

GRIMSBY,-Forthe construction of streets. Littlefield Estate-,

for the Corporation and Enrolled Freeman. Mr. A. E. Skill, C E
7,

MacauUy-teirace, Great Grimsby ;—
C. Simons £342 7 4 I

Davison £24° 0 o
Hewins&Goodbaad* 248 6 ol •Accepted.

[All of Grimsby.)

ILFORD.—New banking premises, for the London and County-
Banking Company, Limited. Messrs. Cheston & Perkin, archi-

tects- Quantities by Mr. W. Courtney Fagg:—
Hammond & Son £6.848

(

W. Johnson & Co , Ltd . .£6,498.'

Dowsing & Davis 6,628
|
Brown, Son, & Blomfield 6 3^

W. Watson 6,583 I Perry Se Co.* 6,255

Lawrence & Sons 6.561
1

•Accepted.

IRTHLINGBOROUGH.—For erecting villa residence at Inh
Ungborough. for Mr. W. Shortland. Mr. H. Adnitt. architect, High-
street. Rushden
A. Trayner ,£i,ieo| R. Marriott £1.042
T. Willmot r.073 S, Abbott, Finedon* .... 1,037

T. & C. Berrell i.c6s
|

W. Coats Se Son t,ov6

Wbittiiigton & Tomlin. . , . 1.063 1
Hacksley Bros. 1,025

* Accepted.

BATH.—For the extension of electric light buildings, Dorchester-
street, for the Corporation. Mr. R. Hammond, engineer. Mr.
W, J, Willcoi, architect
Hughes & Weeks £2.7.30 I Jacob Long Se Sons £2.387
Stephen Ambrose 2,684 Hayward & Wooster .... 2,327
W. Webb 2.659 1

LONDON.—For alterations to No. 6. Warwick-street, Belgravia,

S.W.. for Mr. A. J. Palmer. Mr. A. Howard, surveyor. The Outer
Temple. Strand;—
Leeder £285 I R. Wadsworth. Belgravia*. £260-—

I

• Accepted.E. A. Snuth 275
I

LONDON.—For erecting the Grand Jubilee Pavilion in St. Paul's

hurchyartJ, for Mr. S. N. Maskelyne. Mr. J. G. Buckle, architect.Churchyard,
Quantities supplied :•

William Johnson Se Co, , ,£4,!
F. G. Minter 3,:

LONDON.—For the erection or eight houses, Newlyn-road..

Tottenham. Mr. E. Howard, architect;

—

W, Hawley, Philip-lane. Tottenham ...•..••£2,720

LONDON.—For alterations at “ The Earl Russell " public-house

Finsbury Park. London. Mr. H. M. Herbert Riches, architect. 3,

Crooked-lane, King William-street, London, E.C. :—
A. Porter £1,183

I
I- T Robey...... £1.017

G. E. Todd 1.169 I
P. Hart (accepted) 956
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LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of lavatories at Albion

House. 3*6. City-road, for the Central Finsbury Liberal and Radical

Club

^

„
J. Mitson, Brixton 0

MALDON {Essex).—For the erection of two pairs of cottages,

Heyhridge Basin, for Mr. Chaney. Mr. P. M. Beaumont, architect,

emest West £,ioo
\

Thomas Wilding, Maldon* £ioo
• Accepted for one pair of cottages for il4oo.

MIDDLESBROUGH.—For additions, &c., to shop premises.

Albert-road, for Mr. Holmes. Mr. W. G. Roberts, architect, 61,

Albert-read, Middlesbrough

Full 7'ender.
Hudson Bros., Middlesbrough* •’••£>9^ o

Bricklaying.
87 0

D. Doughty 76 S

Joinery.
Allison Bros. JO

Perks & Son 84 10

Plumbing, Sn..

Baker Bros 35 0
Lambert ii Son 34 o
Walton & GartUwaite 26 10

• Accepted.

PENRITH.—For the construction of sewerage works, Threl-

teld, for the Rural District Council of Penrith. Mr. C. A. Sandford
fawceti. engineer, i. Victoria-street, Westminster:—

J. Graham, Lazonby, R.S.O., Cumberland .£487

PLYMOUTH.—For re-building the “ Noah's Ark," inn, Saltash-

strect. Mr. B. P. Shires, architect. Central Exchange, Plymouth
Jno. Goad St Co £4.800 I Andrews £4.100
Lapthome & Co 4.714 Blake 4.080
Trevena 4,24t Kerswill 3989
P.ilmer 4.120 | Coles. A. N., Stoneliouse* 3,79s

*Ptovlsionally accepted.
Extra decorative work £500

SWILLAND near IPSWICH.—Accepted for rebuilding the
tower, SwUIand Church. Mr. J. S. Corder, architect, Tower-street,

Ipswich :
—

English. Coddenham £»70

TONBRIDGE (Kent). — For the execution of street works,

Bai-dea- and Northcote-roads, &c.. for the Urban District Council.

Mr. W. L. Bradley, engineer, 83. High-street, Tonbridge

Barden-Toaxi

.

R. Langridge £340 o 0 I G. Brotherwood £311 3 5
Chittenden & Sim- W. H. Wheeler. Sum-
mons 327 2 ri I

ner-street, S.E.*.... 299 14 1

[Engineer's estimate, £3C2 4s. 4d.3
• Accepted.

Korthcott-road.

G. Brotherwood £160 9 7 I Chittenden & Sim-
R, Langridge 160 0 0 mons £*55 9 8

I
W. F. Wheeler 120 it 8

[Engineer's estimate. .480 9s. rod.]

[To be made up by Council's own staff.!

read, for Mr. David Stephenson, jun. Mr. W. ' _ .

10, Wood-street, Wakeheld. Quantities by architect ;—
Brickwork a/t,f ' Stonework. — B. Lockwoed,
Westgate Cenunon, Wakefield £176 0

Slating.—"i.
Illingworth, Bank-street 17 17 '

Plastering.—T. C. Tattersall. Trinity Church
Gates 93 J4

yuinerj'.-J. Larenby. Eastmoor, Wakefield .... 7217 '

Plumbing and Casjitting.—F. E. Mosley,
Northgate 47 0 <

Painting.—%. Rayner & Son, Southgate 5 o 1

£34* 9
'

WITHAM (Essex).—For the erection of an infirmary at South
Metropolitan District School, for the managers. Mr. F. Whitmore,
architect. Chelmsford. Quantities by Mr. J. L. Parmenter,
Ipsvricb :—
Everett Si Son £3-975 1

Geo. Grimwood 5: Sons • .£3,737
Silas Parmenter 3,95/ Ernst West, CbeUiis-
Robb Girling 3,842 ford* 3,700

J. B. Smith A- Sons 3.789 I

• Accepted.

PURLEY.-For the e

Uilllard-tooro at Parley.
Union-court, Old Broad-:
<iubicc & Co
Koare & Sons
West

* Accepted.

•£5.^2'
. 5.354
. S.«34

Marriage
WaUis*
Bulled & Co.t

t Witlidrawn.

•£S.o75
• 4.959

REDRUTH.—For the erection of laboratory, 5:c.. for the Com
enitcee of the Science and Art Schools. Mr. S, Hill, architect,
Redruth

E, Salter ......

J. Roberts ....

T. Willoughby

Maso)try.

.£349 10
j

5. Head, Redruth*..... .£231 18

Carpentry.

•£450 o
I

W. C. Hodge, Redruth* £375 0
. 3»7 12 R. Jacob (whole) 635 0

. 316 10
I J. Odgers (whole) fijs o

• Accepted.

REDRUTH.—For the erection of the first section of the infirmary
fcuildings at the workhouse, for the Union Guardians. Mr. Sampson

rcbitect. Redruth, Quantities by architectHiU,
Moyle A- MitcheQ. .£2,847
Jno. Odgers 2,794
A. Carkeck 3.-703

Opie Si Roberts.
[Architect's estimate, £2,600 ]

Opie & Hodge, Red-
ruth (accented) ..£2.666 (

White 5: Thomas,
ICrowan (withdrawn) 9.456 15 8

STONEHOUSE (Plymouth). — Accepted for horsing seven
300-gaUon spirit vats and twelve 6D.gallon spirit vats, wine bins,
office. &c., at the West India Hotel. Mr. B. Priestley Shires, archi-
tect. Central Exchange. Plymouth

jno. Goad i Co., Plymouth £146

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. & C. B. B. — T. V. (We cannot publish lists of tenders unless

amounts are stated, or the work Is carried out at aschedule of prices).

G. St K. (Amounts should have been stated).

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, rmd papers read at
public meetings, tests, of course, with the authors.
iVe cannot undertake to return r^ected communieotiam.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) which bava

been duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, .who
retains the right to reject it If unsatisfactory. ‘The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its

acceptance.
All communlcattens regaidlitf literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR ; those relating to advertlsemaents
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

STRATFORD.—For newbusiness premises. Stratford Broadway,
for Mr. G. H. Learey. Mr. George E. Bond, architect,
Rochester :—
Hearle & Farrow £8.«c8 I C. E. Skinner £6,960
Perry A Co 7.297 I

H. L. Holloway, Deptford* 6,956
* Accepted.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For the erection of swimming
and slipper baths, for the Corporation. Mr. T. E. W. Mellor, C.E..Town Hall. Tunbridge Wells. Quantities by Mr. C. Norton, Tun-
bridge Wells :

—
Davis ALeaney £8,442 I Longley A Co., Crawley* 7,985Avard 8.0831 • Accepted.

O.B.N.SNEWIN
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Nos. 7. 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 15, 16, & 17, BACK HILL,

HATTON GARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET,
FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.

THE LARGEST STOCK OP ALL KINDS OF WOODS IN EVERYTHICKNESS. DRY. AND FIT FOB IMIIEDIATF. USE
tT.,iv.— Address: “ 8NEWIN. London."telephone. 65,274 Holbom.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES.

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
“THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) U supplied DiRHCTfrc

the Office to residents In any part of the tlnited Kingdom, at tl

rate of 19s. pet annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe, Americ
Australia, New Zealand, India, China, Ceylon, &c.. 26s. per annu)
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) shouldl
addressed to the publisher of “ THB BUILDER," No. 46. Catheria
street, W.C,

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS,(I

prepaying at the Pablishing Office, igs. annom
1

4S. gd. per quarter), can ensure receiving " The Balldar
by FH4ay Momiitffs Pott,

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltc
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONB.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAH HILL STONE.
"

BOULTING STONE.
The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(Incorporating The Ham Hill Scone Co. and C. Xrask& Son
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office ;—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A, Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

AspKalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lai

Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 4:

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials fc

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floor;

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-roomi

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalt

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co, [Advi

THE TEST OF TIME
has proved that

SZBBBLMEY STONB LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Brick

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rothcrhithe New-road, S.E

SPRAGUE & CO.,

PHOTOLITHOGELAPHERS,
4 & 5, East Harding-street,

Fetter-lane, E.C. [Adv^

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHE!
accurately and with despatch,

METCHIM & SON, 20,ParUament-st.S.^
“ QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,"

For 1897, price 6d. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post Ifl [Ani

PILKINGTON&C(
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILUAM STREET, LONDON, B.O.

Begittered Trade Jlctrle,

Polo iceaii Asjlallc

PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT ROOFIIfii

ACID-RESISTING ASPBAiTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVIN'

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & GO.
61

,

ST. MARY AXI

LONDON, E.C;

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FOR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.
PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINI

ROOFINe SLATES I SLATE SLABWORKOF EVERY DESCRIPTION. OF EVERY DSCRIPTION, PLAIN AND ENAMELLEG

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES
Marble and Enamelled Slate Lavatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals,

Works—Aberllefenny, North Wales. Midland Wharf, Bow.Head Office and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE. E.C.
SEND FOE IlLUSIEATED PEICK LIST

Payne-road Wharf, Bow,
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Bristo
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
Extra Large Page P/wto-Litho.

Two Single-Page Ink-Pkotos.

Single-Page Photo-Liiho.

Single-Page Photo-Litko.

Two Single-Page P/ioto-Lit/ws,

Mr. H. T. Hare, A.R.t.B.A., Architect

iford :
“ Industry” and “ Sloth.”—Mr. F. E. E. Scheiick, Sculptoi

-Mr. A. F. Vigers, Architect -

,n.—Mr. AMon Webb, F.R.I.B.A., Architect

Glasgow (Alexander Thomson Tr.avelling Studentship Drawings). G. Paterson

Blocks in Text.
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•Bonded Stores and Bottling Department. .

Platt of the Building in which the Fire took place

Proposed New Building for Sir R. Burnett & Co.'s Albert Embankment, Vauxhall
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which is, in this
a most important change, and one exceed-

ingly favourable to the working classes.

Nor do we think that the extension of the em-

ployer’s liability to cases of pure accident is

likely to be injurious to masters. The

doctrine of '‘common employment” was

doomed. It will add but little to the em-

ployer’s financial liability if he has also

to pay compensation for pure accident. It

is the public who is really the body upon

whom the cost of these liabilities falls. Any

extra expense in the nature of insurance

premiums which an employer may have to

pay, whether he insures with a third party

or whether he has an insurance fund ot his

own, must ultimately be borne by the public,

that is bv the buyer, in the shape of some

measure

obviously one which cannot be at all a final

measure, and in regard to which there will

be continual agitation ? We do not believe

it is. If there is to be this wide change in

the law, it should be made applicable to all

trades in

The IVorkmeu's Conipcnsatioti Bill.

E have already

briefly noted the

cardinal principle

of this Bill, but

we must revert to

it again before

considering some

of its more im-

portant details.

What is the lead-

reason

entitled to recover

'liich there is the smallest risk—as

shown by experience-

It is next desirable to refer to the question

of compensation. In the first place it is to be

noted that an employer is not to be liable

unless a workman is disabled for at least

two weeks from earning full wages. If he

has satisfied this condition, then he becomes
entitled to a weekly payment during in-

capacity, not exceeding 50 per cent, of his

weekly earnings, such weekly payment not

to exceed \l. In other words, the workman
receives not a lump sum as is now the case,

but a weekly pension. There is a good deal

to be said on this point. One objection to it

appears to be that it may cause in the aggre-

gate a considerable trouble to employers in

case of removal, illness, and so forth, and

we are inclined to think that it might be

desirable to add some machinery for capita-

lising these weekly sums, under proper safe-

guards. The question also arises whether

the Bill refers sufficiently clearly to cases

where a man may be so injured as to be

unable to follow his ordinary occupation, but

is yet capable of earning a small weekly

wage. For the words of the Bill are “in

case of incapacity for work,” a phrase which

appears to refer only to total incapacity. It

the amount of the pension cannot be agreed

upon between the employer and workman,

then it must be referred to arbitration.

We must now come to the case of the

death of a workman
;
if he leaves dependents

the amount of compensation shall be “ a sum
equal to the earnings during the three years

next preceding the injury, or the sum of

150/., whichever of those sums is the larger,

but not exceeding in any case 300/.” We
fail to see any reason for the introduction of

the sum ot 150/. The aggregate of three

years’ wages seems a reasonable solution of

the point, and if this sum does not reach

150/., why increase it to this amount ? If,

however, a workman leaves no dependents,

all that the employer has to pay is “ the

reasonable expenses of his medical attend-

ance and burial, not exceeding 10/.” No Bill

or Act is ever without ambiguity, and it is

doubtful, according to the phraseology,

whether the 10/. is limited to the expenses

•to life or limb.

'ing principle of English law by

of whichfone man is

•damages from another if the former has

been injured? It is that the person

-who has caused the injury has been

.guilty ot some act of negligence : in

•other words, a man is not liable to pay

•damages Jn respect of what is popularly

called an " accident,” that is to say, an injury

«iot caused by negligence. In the first

instance this principle was confined within

-narrow limit; it has since been extended

so that if the servant of A is guilty of a

negligent act, A has to pay damages.

What has been a constant defence to such

.actions for personal injuries is, that the injured

(person has been guilty of “ contributory

negligence ”
;
that is to say, has himselfhelped,

so to speak,' to bring about the act causing

the injury* Another well-known defence

iias also been recognised, that the injury was

• caused by the act of a fellow servant, and

that, consequently, by reason of what is

known as the doctrine of “common employ-

rment,” the injured person could not recover

damages from his employer. There is said

‘to be an implied understanding, which is a

(pure legal fiction, that when a workman

enters on some kind of employment, he

takes the risk of injury from his fellow work-

imen. It is this legal doctrine which has for

•some time past been in a tottering state.

What is the change of principle to be pro-

'duced by the Bill recently introduced by the

'Home Secretary? It is that an employer is

to be liable for’ all injuries received by a

common employment. In does not in so

many words, but when it makes an employer

liable for any injury caused to a workman, it

abolishes it in principle.

But it must be borne in mind that the

action of this Bill is confined to certain

trades. It is only a limited Bill, it applies

"only to employment on, in, or about a rail-

way, factory, mine, quarry, or engineering

work.” To the readers of the Builder, the

words "engineering work ” are of the utmost

importance—what is their definition ? It is

to be found in Sec. 2, Sub-Sec. 2. It

"means any work of construction of a rail-

road, harbour, dock, canal, or sewer, and

includes any building or other work in which

machinery driven by steam, water, or other

mechanical power is used for the purpose

of the construction thereof.” It is obvious

that this definition must give rise to con-

siderable debate in Parliament, and we think

it will have to be made wider. For example,

as it at Dresent stands it would appear that
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of burial only. We presume that is the

intention. The particular sub-section ap-

pears to suggest that all employers should be

anxious to have unmarried workmen, espe-

cially if they are also orphans. But it is

not— as it stands — quite a satisfactory

section. If a man dies after lying ill for

three weeks, is nothing to be paid for nurs-

ing and lodging, or is he to receive his il.

a week in respect of this time ? More

clearness is required on this point.

It is sufficient to add to what has already

been said in regard to this question of com-

pensation, that there is to be no litigation in

the ordinary sense. Differences are to be

referred to a committee of employers and

workmen, if such committee exists capable

of settling such disputes. If either party

objects or there is no such committee, the

parties may agree on a single arbitrator, and

in default of such agreement the case may
be settled by a County Court Judge or by

a person nominated by him. Here, again,

the question arises whether expense and

delay would not be saved if a local arbitrator

for particular trades were appointed for

special districts by each County Court Judge.

We have, in conclusion, only to remark that

a workman may contract himself out of this

Act if the Registrar of Friendly Societies certi-

fies that the scheme of compensation agreed

on by the master and workmen is not less

favourable to the workmen than that under

the provisions of the Act, which, it may be

well to add, does not take away the injured

workman’s legal right to bring an action in

case of negligence against an employer,

though he may not proceed both under the

Act and in the Law Courts. But if workmen
are to be given in the future the great advan-

tage of compensation for all injuries, whether
caused by negligence or not, should they

be allowed to harass masters by actions

in the Law Courts ? If this Act is passed in

its present form a workman may, in the case

of an injury caused without negligence,

obtain compensation under the Act. He
may, on another occasion, if he again receives

an injury, but this time through the negli-

gence, say, of his employer’s foreman, sue
his master in a law court. It would be to

the advantage of all parties to take away the

workman’s right to proceed to litigation in

return for the benefit of compensation for

accident without negligence, and where he
himself has contributed, by his own want of

care, to the injury.

PICTURES AT THE PARIS SALONS.

HS has been before observed in our
columns, this is the last year that

the Old Salon will be held in the

building which it has occupied for

so many years
;
and a’s a portion of the

Palais de I’lndustrie is already in process

of demolition, the exhibition this year, the

pictorial portion of it at least, is confined
within narrower limits than before, and the

number of pictures proportionately reduced.

One might have expected to find, accord-

ingly, that the standard of work would be
proportionately higher than usual, but unfor-

tunately the reverse is the case
;
as far as

paintings are concerned it is the worst Salon
for a good many years back, and this appears
to be the general opinion in Paris itself.

One hardly knows what French painting is

coming to, when one contemplates not only
the number of commonplace paintings which,
though respectably good, are of little in-

terest, but also the alarming number of

those which are positively bad and vulgar,

and which one wonders that any jury of

artists could consent to hang. The New
Salon is better

;
the proportion of interesting

works is larger, and there is nothing so

Holently bad as some of those at the Old

Salon
;
but the sad reflection of Parisian

critics is that so many of the best pictures

there are by foreign artists.

Still, among the best pictures of the year

we do find something beyond what we can

see in England. Such figure painting as we
see in M. Gervais’ “Titania and Bottom,”

such a combination of learned drawing and

splendid colouring of the nude figure, is not

to be found out of France at present. The

drawback to it is that it is entirely out of

keeping with the feeling ot Shakspeare's

poetic play; the figures are not fairies, the

scene in no way belongs to the Midsummer
Night’s Dream

;
it is the perfection of execu-

tion without the imaginative faculty. On
the other hand, M. Henri Martin, in " Vers

rAbiine," has carried his fancy past the

region of the imaginative into that of the

grotesque : a motley crowd of scraggy-

looking figures, all mixed up in a kind of

" hash ” together, stumble and slide down a

bare desert hill after a sinister figure in

diaphanous black drapery who probably

personifies Vice, and in that light is a strik-

ing conception enough, but the effect of the

whole is rather ludicrous than impressive,

and for M. Martin the picture is on the

whole a catastrophe.

Among the figure pictures which are com-

pletely successful in action, drawing, and com-
position nothing takes a higher place than

Mdme. Demont-Breton's “A I'Eau,'’ a

sturdy half- clad peasant woman carrying one
child and dragging along another resisting

urchin by the hand towards the sea-margin
;

a painting of truly masculine power and
energy, totally without sentiment, which im-

presses one at once both with its power of

drawing and of the representation of action,

and the consummate skill shown in the com-
position of the group. After Rosa Bonheur,
Mdme. Demont-Breton is certainly the first

lady artist of the day, and in fact cannot be
grouped with lady artists

;
she takes her

place quite irrespective of any question of

sex. There is in fact far more of feminine

character in M. Bouguereau’s sentimental

picture entitled “ Compassion,” a figure of

Christ on the Cross grouped with another

figure of a man who places his head with an
expression of love and sympathy against the

body of the crucified figure
;
there is a good

deal of pathos in the head, but somehow the

picture strikes one as theatrical in conception

and not prompted by genuine feeling; it

draws a great deal of attention from the

crowd, which is probably the kind of success

which the painter aimed at.

As usual, decorative paintings on a large

scale are tolerably frequent, and remind one
of the great advantages which French artists

enjoy in living under a Government which
gives them commissions and opportunities

of this kind. But we do not find any such
striking works in this category as we have
seen in some previous years. Curiously

enough, by far the most successful is in the

shape of that usually doubtful kind of produc-
tion a decorative landscape, “ Le Laura-

guais,” by M. Jean Paul Laurens. This is a
remarkable painting of a hilly undulating

pastoral landscape, with oxen ploughing near

the foreground
;
it maybe called “decorative’'

only in the sense that it is painted in

a rather hard conventional manner, with

little attempt at atmospheric effect, and one

result of this is that the middle distance

hill, rising like a great billow in the middle

of the picture, does not seem to recede

sufficiently from the foreground, and has a

too flat and upright effect
;
but for all tliat

there is a grandeur of style and design about

the work which takes it quite out of the

ordinary category of decorative landscape,

and it is one of the most powerful things of

the year, and we may again observe, one of

a kind of paintings which are not to be had

in this country. M. Arus has attempted

a decorative view of a town, an immense]

long canvas, only decorative in the sense

of presenting a flat fresco-like style in

light colours
;

it is a panoramic view]

of the town of Alfortville, and is intended

to decorate the Mairie of the same place;.,

but what is the value, in any sense, of a flat

imitation on the walls of the Mairie of the

town which can be seen outside, it is difficult

to understand. Among the figure pictures-j

intended as decoration the largest and most

ambitious is M. Ehrmann’s “La Renaissance,’'’

intended for execution as a tapestry at the

Gobelins, for the decoration of the Salle de
Mazarin at the Bibliotheque Nationale ;, a

“robustious” kind of work with a number
of portrait figures of Renaissance artists in

the foreground, and some stout and solid

allegorical female figures enthroned or float-j

ing in the rear
;

the Chateau of Chamborcll

appears on the right of the composition. It&

destination as a cartoon for tapestry may
account for a rather forced scheme of

colour, and no doubt it would look better in

tapestry than in painting, but it is on the-

whole a huge piece of commonplace. M
Marioton exhibits a ceiling painting, “L"Art:

Evoquant la Beaute,” one of the ceiling

pictures with an upward perspective : “Art

bestriding a white horse seen foreshortened

and with its heels kicking out of the

picture
;

but it has the merit of being

a real ceiling painting, and would look

better in its proper position than it does on

the wall. One requirement in a ceiling

picture is that it should not have any dis-

tinctly “ this-side-up” quality in the composi-^

tion, otherwise the spectator is puzzled as to

howto look at it; hence floating or flying

figures are more in place than standing ones ;

this at least M. Marioton clearly recognises.

M. Roussel’s “ Maternite,” a picture for the

decoration of the Salle de Manage of the

Mairie at Charenton, is a pretty and pleasing

family group with a decorative border of

ornament.

As usual, the Salon includes a certain pro-i

portion of those large ceremonial pictures

which are commissioned by the Government

as records of important events or ceremo-,

nials. M. Detaille has been laid hold of for

one of these works, the funeral ceremony of

Pasteur, with the President in the centre-

receiving the cortege, and he has made as-

much of it, perhaps, as can well be made of

such a subject. M. B^roud has a large work

representing the visit of the Russian Emperor,

to Napoleon’s tomb in the Invalides, which,,

if not “ commands,” is evidently a bid for a

State order; and M. Brouillet has painted'

the scene of the reception of the same-

monarch at the French Academy, which is inte-

resting for the portraits it includes, and also*

as showing the interior of a rather celebrated
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I'oom. But these are rather works of business

ihan art.

I M. Gerome has not added to liis great

reputation much by his picture of Christ’s

:ntry into Jerusalem, a scene without the

Ivalls of the city, showing a crowd coming

jut to meet the Saviour, and the path laid

•vith clothes and branches as described in the

Bible. It gives the old subject from a new
i)oint of view, perhaps, a new niise-cn-scaic

';)ne may say, but after all the most striking

jigures in the picture are the white ass and

ihe foal, and one has rather the idea that it

jvas painted for the sake of these. His

other picture is also a Biblical one, the

Flight into Egypt,” a moonlight scene in

ihe desert, with the well-known group

flimly discerned in the toreground. M.

Bonnat’s principal work is a painting, rather

•lard, of an eagle preying on a hare; it is

lot an interesting work. M. Raphael Collin

igain is disappointing, his'‘Biblis” being a

/ery ordinary small nude study.

The State, in its purchases, seems to lean

owards subject pictures, or, if landscapes,

hose of the topographical order, giving an

iccurate representation of some foreign

place. Among the figure pictures officially

purchased is a rather interesting and unusual

ane by M. Buland, " Devant les Reliques,”

showing a family of bourgeois persons kneei-

ng with an expression of unintelligent but

sincere devotion before an altar with a

reliquary on it
;

there is a good deal of

character in this, which is an odd picture to

see purchased by a Government so little

religious, or so anti-religious, as that of

France at present
;

still more oddly, another

State purchase is M. Henri Royer’s " Com-
.muniantes.” Is this a policy of conciliating

ithe Church ? Among other figure subjects M.

'Henner sends the eternal half-length woman
with sad eyes, rusty hair, and red drapery

;

and the late M. Benner is represented by
one of his nymph pictures, " Sous les Om-
brages ’’

;
not one of his best. Mr. Harcourt’s

picture of the leper’s wife insisting on accom-

panying her husband in his exile, which was
exhibited in London either at the Academy
or the New Gallery, we forget which, is here,

and holds its place very well by the side of

many French subject pictures that seem
more sensational but less sincere.

The portrait of the year is the large one

by M. Benjamin-Constant of the Due
d'Aumale seated on a bench in a park amid
warmly-lighted foliage, a portrait rather

melancholy in itself, and which has become
more so from the recent circumstances of the

unexpected death of the subject of it. There

seems something unsatisfactory in the pose

of the head, but in the main it is a fine

picture and worthy of the painter. Generally

speaking, portraits are not very strong this

year. M. Glaize has a half-length of M.

Saint-Saens, hard, realistic, and effective in

a way, but not conveying any expression of

genius. M. Bonnat exhibits a forcibly

painted realistic head of a well-known

member of the French Academy, whose
physiognomy is certainly the reverse of attrac-

tive. Two portraits of ladies by M. Baschet

are exceedingly pretty—that is the word. M.

Lefebvre’s portrait of the " Comte B. de

C ” is a costume portrait of the first

force, showing the gentleman in a long

frockcoat and furred overcoat, standing

in a super-magnificent attitude, with an

ornamental walking-cane in his hand; the

same artist has a very highly-finished por-

trait of a lady in a splendid costume
;
but in

each case the head is hardly painted and

deficient in the appearance of life. One of

the more pleasing portraits is a rather

one by M. Amas of a young man seated side-

ways before an easel
;
the hands very care-

fully studied. M. Benjamin-Constant has

another portrait, that of M. Chauchard, a

strongly painted realistic work with a curious
[

treatment of the profuse grey beard which is
[

not satisfactory. There are other portraits, I

of ladies chiefly, of considerable merit and I

interest, but hardly to be called remarkable.

In pure landscape painting there is hardly

any work so noticeable as the decorative

landscape by M. Laurens before referred to
;

there are however a certain number of good
landscapes, and a few of special excellence.

M. Harpignies has nothing so remarkable or

ambitious as his great landscape on the

Loire last year (which however was very

dead in colour in spite of its grand design),

but one of his two small landscapes, “ Soli-

tude,” has a grand quality botii of design

and colour, and somehow looks like an “old

master." The landscape with most indi-

viduality and most carefully worked out is

M. Quignon’s “ Pommiers en Fleurs,” one of

those foreground landscapes in which he

excels, most simple in subject, a mere lane

and trees between two fields, but quite

perfect as a representation of nature
;

all the

detail fully indicated without losing breadth.

Another with the same kind of merit in a

lesser degree is M. Armand Guery’s “Les
Coquclicots,” a flat meadow with a gay fore-

ground of poppies, and little bit of distance.

With the exception of Harpignies, the French

seem to be strongest in landscapes the less

subject they have
;
when they get a fine

scene with water and hills they seem, in the

Salon examples at least, to trust more to the

quality of the scene itself than the treatment

of it. Mr. Sniith-Lew’is, a native of the

United States and now a painter more

French, so to speak, than a French-

man, has one of his huge pictures

of cattle, life size, driven into a pool by a

Brittany peasant woman
;

this is really a

capital cattle picture, but it is impossible to

imagine who buys pictures of such subjects

on this immense scale. Sea painting is no

better than usual
;

one or two of the

marines exhibited are perfectly ridicu-

lous
;
and even M. Taltegrain, a painter of

exceptional ability and who can paint smooth

seas very well, fails in his large and ambi-

tious picture “ Sauvetage en plein mer
;

” he

has got the look of the movement and run

of the sea before a gale, but not the forms of

sea waves
;
the whole thing is unreal.

There are, as usual, some first-rate still

life pictures, a branch of art in which the

French surpass every one else. One of the

most notable is a figure picture in which the

interest nevertheless is mainly in the realistic

painting of the accessories, “ La Menagere,”

by M. Joseph Bail, a woman in a red bodice

filling pickle jars; it is much too large, but

in the brilliancy of execution of detail it is

almost like an old Dutch picture magnified.

Passing over the sculpture for the present,

and turning to the New Salon, we first have

to lament the absence of M. Puvis de

Chavannes, whose grand decorative pictures

have been features in this Salon ever since

it was started. Other decorative paintings

there are, but not of this calibre. In the

staircase hall hangs M. Victor Prouve's

“La Vie,” for the staircase of the Mairie at

Issy-les-Moulineaux, a long landscape with

a group of lovers and dancing peasant girls

on the right, the story continued through the

! family group in the centre to that where the

lovers appear as grand-parents on the left
;
the

colour is warm though subdued
;
the picture

decorative in effect but with human interest.

Similar efforts at decorative painting of real

life are to be found in the gallery, but they

are not successful in proportion to the space

they occupy. In the way of allegorical

decoration M. Dubufe has a large picture for

the Sorbonne Library, \vith the motto “ Et

Scientia quoque poesis erit,” with the usual

people seated on clouds, but it is not very

attractive, and moreover is unintelligible

without the explanation appended. M.

Lerolle’s “ Douce journ6e”is a satisfactory

and very pleasing effort at decorative

landscape, with a definite attempt at

combining artificial line with natural effect;

the landscape, with its dark purple hills,

lake, and lawn foreground, running mainly

into horizontal lines, the tall tree stems

forming vertical lines cutting across them,

except in the centre, where a iittle open

space is partially emphasised by the three

seated figures on grass. Though not power-

ful, this is a work that is successful in its

aim and pleasant to the eye. M. Gervex

contributes the largest painting in the ex-

hibition, another of those “Commands par

I'Etat,” showing the distribution of awards at

the Paris Exhibition of 1889; an illustration

that comes rather late in the day, but which

no doubt occupied a long time in painting,

if only from the mere labour of covering such

an expanse of canvas. It is reasonable

enough that a Government should employ its

leading artists to commemorate important

events in this manner
;
but, as before ob-

served, this is business and not pleasure,

either to the spectator or (one may suppose)

to the artist, except in a financial light.

Speaking generally, there are a larger

proportion of works that are worth attention

at the New Salon than at the Old, but none

so good as the best at the Old Salon. There

is a considerable amount of work which

represents special ideas, special experiments

in painting, whether in subject or treatment
;

sometimes far too experimental, at other

times of considerable interest. It must be

admitted, however, that some of the experi-

ments have been seen for two or three suc-

cessive years under different names, as in the

pictures of M. Gandara, M, La Touche, and

M. Carriere. The latter last year painted a

theatre scene as if looked at through a mist,

a ghost of a picture rather than a real one ;

he now takes the Crucifixion as a vehicle for

the same treatment. There is a certain

heartlessncss and want of reverence about

thus laying hold on such a subject merely

for an experiment in effect. M. La Touche,

like M. Henri Martin, has carried to exaggera-

tion what was at first really an original style

in regard to colour and conception of sub-

jects half decorative, half symbolical. His

colour is still fine, but his subjects verge on

absurdity.

M. Carolus Duran, as usual, has a series of

works at the New Salon, and if his portraits

of Parisian ladies in rich costumes are not

this year quite as brilliant and remarkable as

on some previous occasions, he nevertheless

shows an extraordinary versatility of powers,

his contributions including portraits, land-

scape, and still-life. The two landscapes,

although small and rather slight in execution,

are very beautiful and true in effect. M.

Besnard's portraits, though rather eccentric

in style and treatment, are original and
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effective. The exhibition includes some

very charming landscapes, among them Mr.

H. W. B. Davis's Academy picture of last

year, which is well hung and evidently much

appreciated; yet one cannot help feeling that

it wants breadth and freedom of style in

comparison with some of the best of the

French landscapes in the gallery, such as M.

Courtens’ “Derniers Rayons," for instance,

•and some others. The New Salon contains

•also a good many groups of small and deli-

cate landscape paintings, such as those of

M. Rene Billotte, M. Jettel, and others, which

find a chance to be seen and appreciated here,

but which would be completely killed amid

the crowded and much larger works in the

•Old Salon. Among what may be called the

experiments are the various eccentric but

clever works of M. Picard, who has a per-

ception of the poetry of colour, at all events;

and the curious studies of heads and figures

in a flat conventional manner, by M. Bot-

kine, a Russian who has struck out a ne\V

fancy in paintings which look rather as if

intended to be copied in needlework
;
but

they are certainly clever. A special room is

assigned to an exhibition of the drawings
and illustrative designs of M. Boutet de
Monvel, which are full of clever design and
delicate or humorous fancy; this collection

should not be overlooked amid the larger

and more prominent paintings which form
ithe bulk of the exhibition.

NOTES.

The Proposed ^hat the Select Com-
Chelsea mittee of the House of Com-

Lmbankment.
mons have thrown out the first

proposal in the London County Council
Improvements Bill, to extend the Chelsea
Embankment and widen Cheyne Walk, comes
rather as a surprise, and will no doubt
be a gratification to those architects and
artists who have opposed the scheme
on the ground that it would destroy the
picturesque character of Chelsea Reach.
No one, we imagine, will suppose that we
are indifferent to questions of picturesque-
ness, and we sympathise very much in one
sense with the feelings of those who opposed
the proposal

;
but we are by no means con-

vinced that they are in the right. In spite
of recent improvements in the state

,

of the Thames, we cannot conceive that
a low-water foreshore in the tidal portion of
the Thames can be otherwise than a place of
deposit of unwholesome matter. It is enough
to remark the smell which comes from the
water in Chelsea Reach when churned up by
the paddles of the steamers* to come to
Ben Jonson’s conclusion

—

“ All is not sweet, all is not sound.”

We have no doubt that if the first portion of
the Thames Embankment were still unmade,
and the Bill brought in for it now, there would
be many persons ready to lament the de-
struction of the picturesqueness of the old
foreshore

;
yet the Thames Embankment is

undoubtedly the greatest London improve-
ment of the century. We are inclined to
think that the Embankment will eventually
be carried past Chelsea, in spite of the
present check, and that it will be better that
it should be.

We had occasion to notice this not very long since in
going up the river in one of the steamers, at a point opposite
Chelsea, where the smell from the water was almost un-
bearable.

By the death of the Due

of'cSiuHly^
d’Aumale the Chateau of

Chantilly in its entirety

—

woods, lawns, waters, buildings and all

which they contain, a collection of paintings,

trophies, books, artistic objects of all kinds,

—

becomes the property of the Institute of

France. The terms of the donation are that

nothing shall be altered or modified in the

exterior or interior architecture of the

Chateau, in the Pavilion d'Enghlen and the

Pavilion de Sylvie, in the tennis court or in

the three little chapels. The whole estate

is to be preserved in its present form and to

be accessible to the public during two days

in the week, as well as the collections of

works of art. It is indeed a splendid gift

to have left to a nation.

^
The latest issue of “ Archa^o-

Cbarioteer from logischer Anzeiger ’’ contains
Delphi.

^ phototype — indifferent in

quality, but still most welcome—of the great

"find” of last year at Delphi—the bronze

statue of the charioteer. The statue, it will

be remembered, was discovered last May,

to the north of the Sacred Way, between

the Temple of Apollo and the theatre, and

though only fragmentary is in parts in better

preservation than any other bronze statue

that remains to us. It belongs, moreover,

to a period of special interest, i.c., that im-

mediately after the Persian war—just before

the period of perfect maturity. The statue

was at first connected with Hiero, tyrant of

Syracuse, and on the basis which almost

certainly belongs to it stands tlie name of

Polyzalos, brother of Hiero, but as this

name obviously is inscribed over some other

previously erased, the question is still un-

settled. Anyhow, we must give up the

idea that the statue is a portrait of either

Hiero or his brother
;

to represent a great

tyrant as his own charioteer would not

have been consonant with Greek convention.

Happily this does not diminish the great

artistic beauty of the work, which, seen even

in a poor phototype, is impressive, both by
its wonderful dignity and simplicity, and
also by a softness and charm that is enhanced

by the long drapery of the charioteer. Most
people at first glance would take the statue

to represent a woman.

Drawings Exhi- The small Collection of draw-

Arehiiecmral '“gs exhibited at 9, Conduit-
Association, street in connexion with the

Jubilee celebration of the Architectural

Association, and arranged in approximately
chronological order, is of considerable

interest. Among the earliest are Allom’s
brilliant sepia-tinted competition drawings
for the Manchester Town Hall. Near
these is one of Mr. Street’s pen draw-
ings of a portion of a church, with wide
masses of buttress. Under date 1S50-60
are some beautiful sketches by Mr. Water-
house, on tinted paper, a water-colour by
Mr. Seddon of part of St. Mark’s, and
Burges’s extraordinary sketch for a foun-
tain, a thing of defiant originality both
in design and e.xecution. Under 1860-70
are a good many small drawings by Mr.
Tarver, and Mr. Florence's fine elevation of
a gold medal design, tinted in the French
manner. Under 1870-80 we have early

drawings by Mr, Aston Webb, Mr. Baggallay,

and Mr. Marvin, In the next decade we

see a considerably greater tendency towarc

the use of pencil drawing, and an increase

delicacy in the use of it, as shown in drawing

by Mr. Horsley and Mr. Needham Wilso'

Mr. Rite’s elevation of “ El Dorado,” and M
Brevver'sgrandcompositioncalled" Deserted

are also among this set. In the tea-rooi

are still later drawings, including, amoD
others, Cathedral and Abbey drawing

{Builder series) by Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Beg
Mr. Bidlake, and Mr. MacLaren, water-coloi

drawings of a pulpit, monument, &c. by M
A. E. Street, and Mr. Millard’s admirab

plans of Wickham Hall.

- Tjie
_ At Stockholm an importai

Scandinavian .

*

Exhibition Exhibition of Scandinavn
at Stockholm. Industries will 1

opened next month, and it is seldom indei

that the promoters of an exhibition of th

description are able to obtain a site
;

beautifully situated as that of the Dj

Garden. Swedish work will be primari

represented, but the exhibits of Norway ai

Denmark will also take up a considerab

space, whilst the Baltic Provinces of Russ
are also to have a section. The site is w(

laid out, and the buildings are far above tl

average
;
the most important of the latter

the Industrial Hall, designed by Messi

Boberg & Lilljekvist, the central feature

which is a large cupola, flanked by fo

towers. The Art Exhibition Hall, by W
Boberg, and the Fishery Hall, by Mr. The
burn, are exceedingly effective, and of co

siderable architectural merit. We may ac

that the arrangements for this exhibitit

have been in the hands of an executive con
mittee, in which painters and architects ai

well represented, and where the committe
men are expected to participate in tl

management, instead of simply appearing s

figure-heads, which is so ('ften the case i

similar enterprises. This exhibition wi

probably be worth a visit.

On Tuesday last (the iithinst

maM^'wood. interesting experimen'

were carried out on the sil

of old Millbank Prison to demonstrai

the non-inflammability of different kinc

of wood, when the latter has bee

,

treated by the special process of the " Noi

Inflammable W^ood Syndicate, Limited,” i

Victoria-street, Westminster. The exper

ments were organised for the Office (

Works, and the Prince of Wales and man
leading architects were present. Two builc

ings had been erected, one of the prepare

wood and the other of the same kind c

wood not prepared. Large fires were kindle

against a wall of each building, and th

structure of wood in its ordinary conditio

was rapidly burned down. That of "non
flammable” woodwas considerably charred^

the process, and the wood in immediate contac

with the blocks that were kindled perished

but none of the prepared wood, fierce as tin

heat was, actually caught fire. In theinterio

of the building several objects were placet

amidst shavings and pieces of wood satu

rated with oil
;
but although the fire withou'

burned strongly for half an hour, these

inflammable substances did not become
ignited, and, in fact, the interior of the

structure was comparatively cool at the con-

clusion of the demonstration. A fire waf

then kindled within the building, where a

box of the prepared wood, containing
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bocket-books and tlie like, had Ijeen

|)laced. The fierce heat did not burn

‘his box, the outside only becoming charred,

imd on being opened the contents were found

ininjured — the box was described as a

Ivooden safe. The process for rendering

|he wood incombustible consists essentially

tf two parts; the removal of sap and the

ipplication of chemical preparations to the

mptied spaces. This is effected by altcr-

;ate exhaustion and steam treatment, the

hemicals being forced into the wood at a

ligh temperature. The prepared wood is

ubsecjuently dried
;
most varieties are not

a any way altered in appearance by the

irocess. “Non-flammable” wood has

Iready been largely adopted in America,

nd, judging from the success of the experi-

ments made on Tuesday last, the material

las a great future. The nature of the im-

iregnating chemicals was not disclosed.

An important paper has
‘ 'ecently been rend to tire

American Institute of Elec-

'lical Engineers by Messrs. Crehore &
Squier on a new method of rapidly trans-

knitting intelligence by alternating currents.

I'rom the theoretical considerations given,

ind the experiments they have done on a

ine thirteen miles long, it is clear that it

IS a practical invention, although, no doubt,

many difficulties will have to be got over

before they can apply their “ synchrono-

graph ” to long distances. The transmitter

is automatic, and is fed by means of a

prepared perforated paper tape, which is

driven by the alternator. The receivers

described are most ingenious, and one of

them completely gets over the difficulties

caused by inertia by making the electric

current act on a beam of light. This beam
is polarised, and after passing through a

Nicol’s prism, falls on a rapidly rotating

photographic plate. The magnetic impulses

transmitted along the wire rotate the plane

of polarisation of the light, and hence the

light passing through the analyser varies in

intensity, and this variation is shown plainly

on the photographic plate. They calculate

that a speed of 6,000 words per minute

could be obtained by means of this

apparatus on a single line connecting

Chicago and New York. Such a speed, of

course, would revolutionise telegraphy, but

although theoretically possible, it is a little

premature to talk of speeds even one-tenth

as quick as the above as being practically

possible.

^ ^
Dr. Wynter Blyth, the Sani-

Di-siiifecting tary Officer of Marylebone, has
Agem. been experimenting with a new

disinfectant, formic aldehyde, the results of

which are described in the last issue of the

Sanitary Chronicles of the Parish of Maryle-

bone. The statement seems to show that

formic aldehyde is slightly more destructive

to bacilli than sulphur, and has no more
efiect on materials, such as textiles, which it

is desired should not be spoiled in the

process of fumigation. Several specimens

of materials which liad been exposed to its

action during fumigation are appended to

the report, which is of considerable interest.

Another convenience in the use of formic

aldehyde is that after fumigation it was pos-

sible to enter the room almost immediately,

while in the room which was fumigated with

sulphur, for the purposes of comparison, it

was impossible to enter the room so as to

open the windows for nearly an hour after,

three unsuccessful attempts having been

made during the time. The whole descrip-

tion of the experiment can be read in the

printed report, copies of which can no doubt

be obtained by those who desire full infor-

mation in regard to it.

We read in a daily contem-

"^^Flee^-^street^'”
this famous tavern

is offered for sale. The “Rain-

bow ’’ has a history that begins with the

closing years of the Commonwealth, and

claims to be the second, or third, coffee-

house established in London. J. Y. Aker-

man describes a halfpenny token bearing

the name, with this sign, of James Farr, and

date 1666. Farr, a barber, l^ad been pre-

sented, as Hatton tells us in his “ New
\’iew,” by the Inquest of St. Dunstan’s-in-

the-West, in 1657, “ for making and selling

a sort of liquor called coffee, as a great

nuisance and prejudice of the neighbour-

hood.” He records, too, that the Pheenix

Fire Insurance office (established circa 1682,

by Dr. Nicholas Barebone and others) was

at the “ Rainbow,” in the first decade of the

eighteenth century. In Farr's time the house

by that sign was also occupied by Samuel

Speed, the printer.

The Fine Art Society has had

ALniamreJ^ ^ great piece of good fortune

in acquiring possession ol

such a remarkable collection of miniatures as

that of Mr. Lumsden Propert, which is now
on view at their galleries, though it seems a

pity that such a collection should not have

been secured as a whole for the nation,

instead of being put up to be dispersed b}

separate sales. The rush after them at the

private view last Saturday arose no doubt

mainly from their historic interest as por-

traits
i
but to those interested in miniature

painting as an art the exhibition offers an

unusual opportunity for seeing in one room

a collection illustrating almost all styles of

miniature painting and all the eminent names

in the art, arranged in approximately clirono-

logical order. There are also some cabinet

pictures of considerable value, mostly por-

traits. but including also a beautiful Virgin

and Child by Memling, painted on a sunk

panel with the frame moulded out of the

same piece, and curiously decorated with

painted flowers atid insects. The whole

collection, both in the historic and artistic

sense, is well worth a visit.

There is an air of pretence and

Japanese sensationalism about the exhi-
Paiiuings,

bition of Japanese paintings by

Mr. Menpes at Messrs. Dowdeswell’s gallery.

The specially-coloured hangings, the awning

through which the light is allowed to pene-

trate (and which had the effect of giving the

gallery the temperature of a hot-house) the

small squares of painting in tlie middle of

large expanses of black frame, contribute to

give the whole the effect of a theatrically

got-up show'rather than an artistic exhibition
;

and the painting is as tricky as the get-up.

Some of tlie little studies of Japanese figures

are very good; the larger ones are mainly

remarkable for ugliness of effect and coarse-

ness of execution. The Japanese actor

figures in an amusing manner in some of the

studies, and the one entitled “ The Stencil

Cutters ” (40) gives a vivid idea of the

absorption of the workman in the minute

elaboration of a Japanese stencil pattern-

An interior called "The Foundry Kitchen”

(12) is superior to most of the others in

general effect of light and colour. Some so-

called landscapes have the effect of being

produced by dabbing sponges, dipped in

colour, on a piece of blotting-paper. Mr.

Menpes could, we believe, have done much
better things than most of what this exhi-

bition includes
;

has done better ones, in

fact; but as it is, the whole thing is only a

form of commercial venture intended to

appeal to the fashionable taste for curiosities

and oddities in painting, and as such it seems
to attain its purpose.

M Ren6
"WHiLSxacrowdofpersons were

Biiiotte’s elbowing each other to look at
La]id>capes.

last-named .exhibition, a

dozen or so of visitors in Messrs. Goupil’s

Gallery could study at their ease the works
of a true artist, M. Biliotte, w'hose small

landscapes are not of the kind that draw a

fashionable audience, but they will appeal to

all who can appreciate truth of feeling and
breadth and force of execution in landscape

painting. Though all the works are of small

size, they have not the character of what are

called cabinet pictures
;
they are painted in a

large free manner in which more attention is

paid to general truth of colour and effect than
to minute detail. Among those which are

specially admirable are “ Cliffs at Ouiber-

ville;” “The Square Tower Cliffs at La
Rochelle,” in which both the structure of the

landscape and the effect of air and light in

the evening sky are beautifully conveyed
;

“ Morning in the Plain at Rueil
;

” “ A Farm
House, Eure;” “Moonlight, Quarries of La
Folie,’’ one of the most real moonlight pic-

tures we have ever seen, but with no tricks

of effect— it is the result of careful study
and knowing what to do with the materials

;

“Evening in the Marshes,” and “Road to

Carriere St. Denis.” But almost every picture

in the collection is worth looking at.

We have elsewhere given a
The Association

report of the Soiree of

the Architectural Association,

but we should like to congratulate the Asso-
ciation specially on the great improvement
in the style and taste of the little drama, of

home manufacture, which forms the principal

item of the entertainment on these occa-

sions. We must confess that we thought
the humour of these Soiree plays in former
years very much below the mark

;
in fact it

could hardly merit the title of humour at all.

In the play produced the last two years (for

this year’s was practically a repetition of the

last) there is a notable improvement; it is

quite a different style of thing; moreover, a

ood deal of the musical setting is very
pleasing, and some of the singing was excel-

lent. The hits at some contemporary theatrical

performances, which formed the principal

element of novelty in this year's play, were
also very neatly put in.

0.1 A U-. .
have received a copy of a

Inside the paper by Mr. T. Butler Wilson,
House. before the Leeds and

Yorkshire Architectural Society in March,

on “ Modern House Interiors,” the main
point of which is one which has often been
urged before, that architects should take, or

should be allowed to take, a larger part in the

arrangement of the decoration and furniture

of the houses which they build. Mr. Wilson

says

—

How is a modern house interior evolved ?
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A. Gallery,

H. Buffet.

C. Lobby.
D. Cinematograph.

Plan of the Bnihiing in which the Fiic took place at Paris.

I

a. Office.
:

I

i’. Cloak-room. i

c. Store.
I

ci. Buffet Store.
e. Office.

C Store.s.

Usually the architect is called in, and plans the

building with its several rooms, their structural

littings, such as doors, windows, and mantels. He
is then politely bowed out, under an impression

that his duties have now ended, and that he has

rendered all the assistance in his power. The
‘ -Art ’ decorator then appears upon the scene, and
carries out a scheme of decoration in accordance

with his own predilections, and, more frequently

than not, in a manner totally opposed to the struc-

tural work of the architect.”

This is quite true, and where a house Itas

been carefully designed with a special archi-

tectural feeling about it, it is very vexatious

to the architect to see it spoiled. But the

question is not so simple as it may at

first sight appear. It depends very much
on the client

;
if he has perceptions on

the subject he will wish for the archi-

tect’s assistance
;
but as we presume the

architect does not desire to do a great
deal of additional work gratis, he is hardly
in a position to say to the client, “ pray
employ me further

;
it will be to your advan-

tage.” Mr. Wilsons suggestion that when
the architect is employed on a house his

first duty is to make a psychological study
of his client, in order to make the liouse

an expression of his character and taste,

we fear might have its ludicrous side.

Suppose the client got wind of this idea,

one can imagine his feeling, every time
his architect tried to engage him in conver-
sation—“Ah! this is part of the psycho-
logical study !

”

OOeiKTV i iivsuiiv
Mr.G. Cliilow read a paper on “A Half Centu
of Line Engraving, i78o-i8:;o.’' Althouf^h
did not claim for England a hrst place in tl

art, he maintained that during tlie fiftv ye:
between 1780 and 1830 England had fonnec
distinct school of engravers, of wliicii we wt
justly proud; their work would always ra
with that of the little masters of Gcrmai
After giving a description of the most ordina
incised work, as seen upon a visiting-card t
lecturer e.xplained the more complic’at
methods of engravers, and showed illustratio
of engraved work, and of the combination
engraved and etched work. The slides we
greatly appreciated, and much astonislime
was aitcrwards expressed at the beauty
line work that would bear enlarging sixty
seventy diameters. Mr. Clulow dwelt loviim
over the work after Stothard, Reynolds, ai
Turner, by such men as Allen, Fox, Gooda
Robinson, and others, and pointed out ho
indebted the arts of painting and architectu
were to the engravers who educated the e’by their appreciation of composition and fori
Indeed, many painters had reason to be gratef
to the men who had so indelibly eiigravi
their work, and Turner himself cannot be sa
to have reason for complaint. Mr. CIulo
merely opened the subject up, and an interes
ing discussion followed his paper.

FURTHER NOTES ON THE PARIS FIRE.
Thb reports on the lamentable fire at Paris,

which have been continuously appearing in the
daily press, have been so confusing and, in
many instances, so incorrect, that the presenta-
tion of some of the principal facts, as seen
from an architect’s point of view, should be of
value to those entrusted with the safety of our
public places of amusement. First, as to the
site. The Rue jean Goujon is situated between
the Cliamps Elysees and tlie Seine, and it runs
on to the Placede I'Ahna. The exact frontage
of the site is 90 metres, and its average depth
45 metres.

_

Only the front portion of the site
was occupied by the temporary building in
which the bazaar was held, for tlie dimensions
of tlie structure were 78 metres by 13 metres,
and the front wall stood on the frontage line.
At the back of the building the ground was
hence uncovered to tlie extent of 90 metres by
32 metres, and there was a passage from tlie

thoroiiglifare to this back land of nearly 11
metres widtli, for, as already observed, the
structure did not occupy the whole frontage.
The site was liemmed in on three sides by the
walls of adjoining houses or by garden walls.
Inthecaseof the Hotel du Palais, some of its

windows overlooked the site, and it was from a
staircase window, six feet above the ground
level, that a number of people were saved off
the back land.

The building had only lately been put up,
and had at first been used for some theatrical
performances, with a stage, rows of seats on a
sloping floor, and an electrical installation.
The stage and tlie seating were cleared awavand
the electrical light installation was apparently
disconnected, when the promoters of the bazaar
took possession. No arcliitect had been
employed to design the building

;
a well-

known firm of builders, who had been fre-
quently associated in carrying out large
schemes of street decorations in' Paris, liaving
set out and executed tlie structure for 12,000
francs. We understand that the builders were
particularly aii.xiuus to be economical, iii view
of the charitable purpose to wliich the building
was to be put. The materials employed only
cost them 0,ooo francs out of tlie contract sum

;

they consisted only of timber, tarred paper or
felt, and glass.

Tlie plan here given shows the shape of the
building, which was practically in the form of
a gallery with some back additions. The walls
were formed by a number of strong uprights,
Bleed and lined with match-boarding. 'The
roof was supported by a number of trusses of
light construction, and tlie upper part (on either
side of the ridge) was glazed, whilst the lower
part was covered in with tarred paper or
felting. All fi.xed partitions were of light wood
framing, and the floor was of ordinary floor
boards on wood sleepers. The plan shows the
arrangement of the stalls, the decoration of
which was effected by some old canvas scenery,
which was exceedingly dry and worn. The
roof was hidden by a large velarium running
the whole lengtli of the gallery. There were
two principal entrance doors from the thorough-
fare, three steps above the street level, and
measuring each 2 metres in width. There were
four smaller emergency doors at the back, and
two small service doors to the side and back
respectively. Of the service doors, only one

was known to the stallholders, and of the
emergency exits apparently also only one.
i.e., the door leading through the open space
to the entrance of the cinematograph room.
As the Frencli Government intends holding an
inquiry, it is not our intention to criticise the
arrangements, but to let the facts and the plan
explain themselves, as far as the structure and
its equipment are concerned.
As regards the progress of the fire, there is

no longer any doubt that it originated in
connexion with the cinematograph, though the
exact cause has not yet been proved. As will
be seen from the plan, no direct communication
between this room and the hall is shown, but
there is no doubt that the flames in the hall were
first perceived at the back of the stall abutting
on to this room. There was a considerable
draught in the hall, and the fire apparently
immediately made headway in the direction of
one of the front entrances. The velarium at
once caught fire, and on the glass in the roof
breaking from the heat, the burning strips of
the canvas fell on the ladies below, igniting
their dresses. The fire ran along the velarium
as if it were tinder. The canvas fronts of the
stalls then became involved, and within a few
minutes the whole building was in a blaze.
Those of the visitors who were at the cinemato-
graph end of the hall were apparently cut off,

and no one appears to have had the idea of try-
ing to break through the light walls which
imprisoned them. The store at the opposite end
of the hall, which had been used for cloak-room
purposes, was likewise the scene of a number of
deaths, as many crowded into this room by
mistake, thinking it led to an exit. The other
deaths appear to have occurred just insideof
the two entrances that were most known, in
all probability owing to their becoming blocked.
There is no doubt that the panic was excep-

tional, this being due, in great measure, to so
many of the ladies' dresses having cauglit fire
from tlie falling of the velarium. Of those who
effected their escape to tlie back land, only few
appear to have attempted to get round the
building to the main thoroughfare. Many
seem to have succumbed in their attempts to
escape through the hotel window. As the
grass in the further corners of the back land is

still green, and some trees overlooking the site
h:ive only been slightly singed, a fearful state of
panic must liave prevailed to have prevented
those who had the opportunity from sheltering
tiiemselves at a distance of quite 100 ft. from
the burning building. On going over the
ground, and looking at the plan, there is lyet
much which needs explanation in connexion
with this dreadful catastrophe. We arc afraid
that what appears at present inexplicable must
be ascribed to the fearful state of panic that
must have prevailed, and the panic, we would
repeat, must have been due, above all, to the
fatal velarium.

* I

Tower, vSS. Mary axd Modwen’s Catholic
Church, Burtox.—

T

he new tower recently added
to the church of SS. Mary and Modwen, in Guild-
street, Burton, was dedicated recently. The tower,
with campanile, has been erected in a style to
harmonise with the body of the church. The tower,
which measures 14 ft. square at the base, rises to a
height of 56 ft., the octagonal stone campanile with
its spire and cross bringing the total to 98 ft. 6 in.
above the pavement. The architect was Mr. G.
Mills, Derby, and the builder Mr. George Hodges.
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ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
‘ ACADEMY.—ir.

Thf. architecUire of public buildings, instilu-

is, and business buildings, is not vei'v largely

presented this year, the space being all taken

by churches. Flans are not to be seen at

except in a very few instances,

faking the works in tlie order of hanging,

come first on a design for a school at

irborough. by Mr, Arthur S. Jones {1,757 =

n). This is a geometrical drawing wliich

|ks well
;

it is in a very simple and unpre-
ding style of architecture, but looks as if it

»ht ti^ be effective
;
the four large arched

mings in the basement, two on each side of

centre, and which presumably give access

i covered playground, have a bold effect, and
balanced by the tall windows and gables

nediately over them, tlie line of small win-
.vs between the upper and lower stories coll-

iding the whole together. In the absence of a

n it is, however, impossible to say how fal-

se features arise out of the disposition of the

Jins. Mr. Aston Webb’s simple and unpre-
ding design for the Frencli Protestant School
London is illustrated in the present number

;

is accompanied by a small plan, which is

'ter than nothing, and is sufficient to explain
• design, No. 1,760 shows the perspective

w of the new theatre in the Haymarket,
ich was illustrated in our pages last week,
•epresents the usual type of theatre architec-

e of the day, and that is about all that can
said about it. Ncitlier plan nor section are

ccn.

Mr. Ernest Runlz's Royal Music Hall, Holborn
p>i), shows much better architecture than

I
generally find in music-halls ; the upper

rtion is lilce many other buildings in the free

kssic style of the clay
;

the ground story

J)ws deeply recessed solid piers, and tliere is

little special interest given to this portion of

Ijiy the varied treatment of the two end hays,

nt on the left including a segmental bay

f

ndow, that on the right being filled in quite

ferently, the two openings divided by a pier

trying coupled colonnettes, with rather

jetty effect. (No plan.)

Mr. Lansdown's “Mission Building, Theo-
Id-strcet, New Kent-road ” (1,770) is illustrated

a good little water-colour drawing
;

of the

ilcling itself there is little to say, except that

<eems simple and appropriate to its purpose
) plan).

Mr. Jas, C. Watt’s " Design for a Mausoleum ’’

780) is a pretty and rather unusual bit of

:)rk
;

the drawings show a small octagon
ofed with a dome

;
the gray masonry

n-anite ?) is relieved by a wide band and some
nels of lighter yellowish stone. There is a
lod deal of coloured decoration, partly in the

ape of mosaic in the interior of the dome,
irtly in the insertion of circular panels of

iloured marble in the frieze, inserted at inter-

ils in the midst of a general design of carved
roll work. This is a pretty little design and
e drawings are very neatly executed.
Mr, Waterhouse’s per.spective view of the
irveyors' Institution (i,7Q3 : no plan) occupies
jservedly a prominent position on the walls,

he principal block, fronting Great George-
reet, has a large cantilever cornice which
larks it out from the remaining portion of the

roup, and a balcony over the ground-fioor

'indows carried on large boldly projecting

insoles. The projecting porch, on columns
nd with a segmental solid stone (or terra cotta)

)of, is connected to the rest of the front by a
rejecting bay immediately above it. The
mployment both of strongly marked horizontal

nd vertical features gives a great deal of

Dlidity of aspect to the building, which will

ertainly have a powerful effect when coin-

leled. The absence of a plan renders it im-
ossible to judge what is the intention of the
rouping of the different sections or blocks

ito which the building is divided, and which
o doubt have a motive founded on tlie uses of

ae various portions of the plan.

Mr. Cappin's competition design for the
Jeffan Institute, Forfar (1,799) deserves a
massing mention as a picturesque street front,

Aving something no doubt to Mr. Collcutt, and
ve next come to the finest design for a public
tuilding in the room, Mr. Carue’s competition
lesign for the Liverpool Technical School,
fhis is a beautifully executed Indian ink drawing
1,818: no plan) which gives full effect to a design
)oth dignified and graceful in its general
:haracter. The treatment of the flank of the
milding is particularly picturesque and eft'ec-

ive. The ground story shows a series of semi-
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circular openings in rusticated masonry’
between each of these is a pedestal and panel

sculpture, which is very well and delicately

shown on the drawing
;
above is a row of nearly

plain Italian windows with sculptured panels

under them, and above them a mass of plain

walling, very effective by contrast, and obviously
marking the top-lighted museum portion of the

plan. The end, with its conventional pilasters,

is not quite so interesting as the side elevation ;

the cupola is elegantly designed. The detail

elevation of the flank is shown under No. 1,831.

Mr. Hare’s Presbyterian College, Cambridge
(1,829), is illustrated in a lithograph in this

number. As will be seen, it is a carefully and
compactly planned building, though we wish
an indication of the compass point had been
added to the plan, as, from the nature of the

plan, the question of aspect will obviously he
of some importance in regard to many of the

rooms. The design has the quiet lioine-like

expression proper to collegiate architecture,

and the tower is effectively treated. With this

may be compared the second premiated
design for the same building, by Mr. H.
Selh-Smith (1,839), though it is difficult

to compare the plans, as Mr. Seth-Smith’s

is so perfectly different not merely in detail

but in general shape as to lead to the conclusion

that site boundaries were not specially defined

for the competitors. The general effect of the

design, whch is in more or less collegiate Gothic
style, is suitable and pleasing, and the author
perhaps follows more correctly the traditions of

University architecture in making the principal

entry under the lower, whicli in Mr. Hare's
design only I'narks a secondary entrance. The
Dining Hail is placed on the first floor in a

block at right angles to the main building, and
c kitchen and scullery occupy the lower

portion of tlic block
;
there may be no practical

objection to this, but the architectural trealment
of the exterior does not suggest suflicieiitly the

utilitarian employment of the lower story of

this buttressed and rather ecclesiastical-looking

bit of building. The fireplace in the kitchen
would certainly be insufficiently lighted.

Mr, Tiltman exhibits the perspective of his

Kennington-road Public Baths (1,837 = plun),

wliich has the merit of suggesting a Public
Baths building in the disposition of wall and
windows, and is sufficiently architecturally

effective, in a general sense, for a building of

that class, though we do not like the character

of the detail. Mr. Runt/.'s “Empire Palace of

Varieties, Mid<llesborough ’’ (1,847 = no plan) is

much more pleasing architecture than Palaces

of Varieties generally show ; the large masses
of blank wall at each end of the front are well

contrasted with the pretty treatment of the

windows in the centre portion, and the angle
cupolas are picturesque. Mr. Collcutt’s addi-

tions to the Savoy Hotel (i,85o)were illustrated

in the Bn/ZiftT of July ri, 1896; architecturally

it is merely the treatment of the side of

a coiu'tvard on which some new additions

abut
;

it is a bold piece of work, with a series of

deep round arches carried by panelled square
columns on the ground story, and a range of

miillioned windows divided by pilasters over
this, overhanging and carried on corbels which
seem rather too heavy and massive to be in

character with the rest of the work
;
or rather,

perhaps, the panelling of the columns and
arches below gives to that part of the work a
rather light appearance in comparison with
what is over it

;
if the ground story had been

treated in a heavier and more massive manner
the total effect would have been better. Mr. J.

Murray Robertson’s “ Lochee Free Library and
Baths” (1,854: noplan)is a pretty looking gabled
building with a circular tower-looking addition

effectively added at one end
;
the lower portion

of the building is brick the upper (probably)

terra-cotta. Mr. R. T. Blomfield's picturesque

design forthe Parish Institute, Portsea (1,860:

no plan), was published in our issue of last

week
;
he exhibits also a design for the new

Girl’s School, Hammersmith (1,858 : no plan), a
;

block of E shape, with the faces of each the

three arms treated with an elliptical pediment
and pilasters in such a manner as to make the !

whole end of each block a design in itself
;
the

!

treatment is very simple, but it all hangs

:

together well.

In Mr. Jackson’s New Boarding Houses for

Westminster School we at last have a plan

forming an integral part of the exhibit (1,874),

and showing two boarding houses and their

adjuncts arranged side by side on a rather

long slip of ground, with a division wall

running down the centre
;

the studies are

placed at the back towards the playground

enclosure, which is good for quiet (as play-

ground and studies are not used at the same
time) ; the day rooms are in front

;
perhaps the

factoftheir having anorth light was unavoidable,
but it makes a dull room

;
though it may be

replied that the sunlight will form an attraction

in the studies, and promote their use. The
building is a very plain brick one, in what may
be called Queen Anne style, with dressings of

darker brick (we like this much better than

stone dressings), the only ornament is the
rather jejune one of cut-brick festoons hanging
from the eaves between tlie windows and
appearing to carry cartouches hung to them.
This is not a very “ researched ’’ form of archi-

tectural detail, and to say truth tlie exhibit is

not a very important or striking one as a repre-

sentation of the work of an architectural “ K.A.

elect :
” one had looked for rather more from

Mr. Jackson.
Messrs. Ernest George & Ycates show per-

spectivesof the interior of Claridge'sHotel(i, 884),
the hall of whicli, vaulted with elliptical arches,

has a sufficiently spacious and dignified appear-
ance. Mr. Appelhce exhibits a small “ Study
for Municipal Buildings” (1,897 : bo plan) which
groups well, tliough not possessing any special

originality. Mr. H. R. Gardner’s “Market
Hall” (1,898), we presume a student's compe-
tition design, wants unity of treatment ; it is

too scattered and the details do not harmonise.
Messrs. H. S. Legg & Son’s new ballroom for

the Royal Palace Hotel, South Kensington (1,907),

is a handsome room, somewhat better arclii-

tecturally Ilian hotel entertainment rooms
‘enerally are. Mr. Vigers’s “Bonded Stores,

Vauxhali (1,904 : n<> plan), is illustrated in this

inimber—the second illustration of buildings
for Dock business that wc liavc been able to

give within a few weeks
;

it is satisfactory

to find lhat those concerned in such buildings

:irc beginning to thinic it worth while to employ
architects to design them. Sir T. N. Deane and
Sons exhibit a small drawing for a large build-

'ng, a design for a hotel for Cork (1,913 : no plan);

this is a bold and picturesque building, in the
treatment of the right hand portion especially,

and it is the more to be regretted that there is

no plan to explain and justify this picturesque

piece of architectural grouping. Mr. Belcher’s

perspective sketch of a design for a Mau-
soleum (1,916) we shall illustrate shortly,

with the interior perspective also, which
was sent hut has not been hung

;
there is

no plan to this, but the design is so simple it

hardly requires one
;
aiKl though the detail is

very plain, except the little bits of bas-relief

sculpture inserted in the piers Hanking the

entrance, there is a distinctly marked originality

about it. Messrs. Wimperis & Arber’s large
interior of the PrincesiRestaurant (1,917), with a

crowd of people dining, is an imposing drawing
no doubt, hut it is hardly a kind of thing to find

place in the architectural room of the Royal
Academy.

-4-

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCI.ATION :

JUBILEE CONFERENCE.

A CONFERENCE of this Association was held

at the rooms of tlie Royal Institute of British

Architects, Conduit-street, on the 61h inst., in

connexion with the Jubilee commemoration of

the Association. Mr. Beresford Pile, the Presi-

dent, occupied the chair, and among those
present to take part in the conference were
Mr. Hampton \V. Pratt (President-Elect), Mr.
Hy. Lovegrove, Mr. \Vm. White, F.S.A., Mr.
W. R. Lethaby, Mr. C. E. Bateman, Jlr. T.
Sulman, Mr. Cole Adams, Mr. Searles-Wood,
Mr. W. Pite, Professor Roger Smith, Mr. T. M.
Rickman, Mr. W. H. Seth-Smith, Mr. J. P.

Seddon,the Honorary Secretaries, Mr. Banister

F. Fletcher and Mr. Howley Sim, and several

representatives of provincial societies.

It was proposed that short ten-minute papers
should be read upon points in the Associa-

tion’s work, which are exciting special interest

at the present time, with a view to elicit in a
conversational discussion the views of the

;
members of the Association.

Upon the first point, “The work of the
Technical Institutes as related to the Archi-
tectural Association,” Mr. Beresford Pite, in

opening the discussion, said the extension of

institutions for giving technical instruction,

similar in some respects to that which the
Architectural Association had to provide, had
created special difficulties during recent years.

The Architectural Association had to provide
certain courses of instruction necessary in order
to pass the Institute’s Examinations, and in
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doing this it had now to compete against classes

for technical instruction given at University

College, King’s College, and numerous Poly-

technics and similar institutions which had access

to sources of income to which the Architectural

Association had not access. County Councils

had distributed large sums of money as sub-

sidies to such institutions, out of special funds

placed at their disposal. These subsidised insti-

tutes had to make the best possible use they

could of the subsidies, and to satisfy examining
visitors from time to time with regard to the

results obtained. The way in which the subsi-

dies worked to the prejudice of the Architectural

Association was shown by every-day experience.

The student at a Polytechnic could obtain for

a shilling instruction which the Association

could not give for less than half a guinea

—

and besides, their members' subscription and
entrance fees amounted to a three-guineas

premium before they paid their lialf-guinea

fee. The committee had had to reduce the fees

to their instructors, and although the fees now
sufticed to pay the instructors, there was no
margin whatever. They had to provide oftice

acco'inmudation and the expenses of adminis-

tration from other sources. What was to be

done ? The students of technical Institutes

possessed some of the advantages of an ideitl

training. They could go into the workshops
which some of tlie Institutes possessed and
apply their theoretical instruction in practice.

For these reasons students were drawn away
from the work of the Architectural Association.

Thev could not well now retire from tlie

position they had taken up before the rise of

these new Institutes. Then what was to be
the future scope of the .Association in the face

of technical Institutes ? Should they place

themselves in line with them Should they by
putting themselves under tlie same conditions

as the Polytechnics sacritice their freedom ?

Or should they continue on their own lines to

do the best they could, and trust to their superior

methods and their prestige ?

Mr. Wm. White, F.S..A., in opening tlie dis-

cussion, observed that it would be a pity to merge
the Architectural Association into another
and different class of institiitinn. They should
remain independent in order to feel above the

level of mere schools. He advocated the policy

<if retaining their freedom. It might perhaps
be possible to devise for tlieir classes some
form of endowment.
The President : The .Association has no

endowment whatever.
The discussion afterwards turned upon the

character of the instruction given in the classes

at the Polytechnics, its efficiency, and how
far it was artistic or merely elementary.

Mr. Pite thought that few of the students

belonging to the Association went to these
technical classes.

Mr. H. D. Searles-Wood said it would Iiardiy

suit members of the .Architectural Association
to mix with the students of such Institutes.

They were of a totally different class. There
was great diversity among these schools.
While in London they had generally been
well organised, there were others in some
parts of the provinces in which the instruction

was very inferior, and in which the teachers
were a laughing-stock. It was not to be
expected that their students (members of the
Architectural Association) would care to mix
with the students at these schools.

Mr. W. White thought that perhaps some of

their own classes might he given up in order
that more time could be devoted to real train-

ing in art. He would like to know if any
.Architectural .Association men went to the
classes at South Kensington. His impression
wa.s that those in attendance there were quite
of a different class.

Mr. Pite said that so long as “cram” was
accepted as knowledge, the technical Institutes

would llourish, because they offered instruction

at microscopic fees. Those not born to wealth
would go to the Polytechnics, but they were
the kind of men the .Association wanted,

Mr. J.
E. Drower observed that the most im-

portant advantage which members 01 the
.Architectural .Association had was the oppor-
tunity of forming good associations and lasting
friendships. This was well worth the extra
cost, and it was a question whether it was
advisable even to consider the possibility of
applying for subsidies. It was conceivable
that a man by attendance at a technical insti-

tute might become a quantity surveyor. But
the architectural student, although he ought
to know sometliiug about taking out quantities
had to take up many other subjects, and mus!

know many other things than quantities. If

they were to go in for a grant for this speciiic

subject they would have to produce specific

results, and to make their students mere sur-

veyors of quantities. He (the speaker) had
some knowledge of Polytechnics— acquired

while examiner there—and he was of opinion

that a Polytechnic education was not calculated

to produce good architects.

Mr. H, Pratt, who also opposed any
suggested change of policy, said it would lead

to the giving up of their exclusive privileges, and
eventually wreck the Association. The Archi-
tectural Association had a work of its own to

do which no aided institute could perform.

All who were present at the recent dinner
would admit that through the Architectural

Association, they got much more than they
could get in a technical institute or in schools

of any kind. He hoped it would be possible to

carry on their work, and yet give their students

technical training. They might drop some out-

side subjects, such as geology, which few took

up, in favour of going into workshops. If they
were to drop certain subjects and go in more
for design, drawing, and tlie art side of the

Association, they would succeed in strengthen-

ing and building up their institute, and they

would be keeping tbemselves together as a

class. Under the suggested change it would
he more easy lor them to get levelled down
than levelled up.

Professor Koger Smith observed that the

object of a technical Institute should be to

train artisans, but that was not the object of

their Association. It was not necessary to have
an artisan's knowledge in order to make a good
design, and a man might be a good artisan

without being much of an artist
; a joiner,

for instance, might be a good artisan but not

know the art side of his work. He trusted that

the Architectural Association would remain an
association for training architects and artists

rather than artisans.

Other speakers pointed out that such a change
wiiLild require an Act of Parliament, and that

it would reduce them from an architectural

association to a school.

The President closed the discussion of the
first subject with the observation that the main
point brought out by the discussion was that a
man wlio joined the Architectural .Association

joined it to get instruction and for other pur-
poses. With respect to changes that might be
required to be made from time to time, they had
always found that when a thing was reallv

wanted it could got. If a few men banded
themselves together to demand anything that

was within the power of the .Association they
would get it.

Mr. Pite read a paper upon the third point,

“What subjects should be compulsory in an
architectural examination, and what studies
supplementary.” Speaking broadly, it might
be said that the ultimate result, if not the aim,
of an architectural examination was to close
the ranks against incompetent men. It was
necessary that an architect should be a good
builder and an honest builder, and therefore'
a preliminary examination should be made
compulsory ;

but whether he was capable of
designing beautifully was another matter,
which it was perhaps not possible to ascertain
by a preliminary examination. He wished to

suggest to the conference for discussion that it

should be admitted as a necessary and essential
qualification of an architect that he should be a
good builder, and that the interest of the public
demanded that he should be a good builder. The
course should therefore include a knowledge
of constructional practice and a knowledge of
correct drawing. But from the earlier examina-
tions might be removed subjects connected
with high art, the object of which was to take a
review of the whole history and practice of the
humair race. In other words, thev should
remove architectural history and design. The
object of the examiner, at a certain stage,
should be merely to satisfy himself that the
men he examined would make architects in
whom the public would have a right to trust.

Then, what was to be done with other subjects,
which might be called honours subjects ?

They were, no doubt, essential to the finished
architect, but not to the architect considered
merely as the servant of the public. They might
have an intermediate art as well as a 'science
examination associated with an honours course.
In this examination a knowledge of ornament
and design might be required, and some know-
ledge of ornamentation in its historical forms.
In an honours examination they could re-
quire a knowledge of high art. 'Science and

practice would have to be strengthened. Tii

final examination might include questions c

art history, of criticism, of Greek archa^olog}
and tests of knowledge of perspective, artisti

draughtsmanship, water-colour drawing, and df
sign. The gain to the .Association of such a schem
would be increased thoroughness of work, ani

results more satisfactory to the students am
more satisfactory to their clients. The stiidie

should be carried beyond examination poin:

They had only to look round that exhibition t

see how much more slight—more shorihaj^
he might say—was the practice of the pres*
than of former times. It was of vast iinporl

ance for them to be able thus to measure pr."

gress. At the present day they sketchei

instead of designed. Those architectur?
subjects which he called supplementary wej
yet in the far distance. It was absurd to put :

limit on study, and members of the Architectuij
Association should desire to carry on Ihei

education as far as possible. They must cor
tinue to study, and to encourage this would i

not be possible to have a grand prix f Shouli
tliey not have something to offer to student

who had passed all the examinations? B
providing an honours class they might enab!
architects to gain a higher position in th

world. They might give them a status such a

was gained by men who passed in honours ?

the Universities, and they might help the|

students to get a better status in the Institute."

Mr. H. Lovegrove, who opened the discuj

cussion, feared that the demands of e.vaminer
under such a scheme would be so great thn

few members would be able to find the thn
necessary to satisfy them all.

Mr. \V. White thought the scientific branfl
of their art should he held the most importani
They should teach the “science of the art

just as in music the student of counterpoin
was taught all that pertained to the art c

music. That there was a science in the art 0

the architect was shown by the old architect!

whose fine proportions showed that they wer
perfectly acquainted with the science c

geometry.
Mr. Pite said they could get, and had a righ

to get, from every student such definitioi

and accuracy as would make them feel that In

could produce, when called upon, accurat
drawings of all kinds of details of constructior
An lionours course would prevent the ten

dency shown by too many students to setd
down after passing their obligatory exaraina
tions.

Mr. H. AV. Pratt said that a man havinj
passed such an examination was generall;

counted good enough for the post of surveyoi
or builder, but not for that of an architect

Still, he thought the President, in his propusec
examination scheme, had gone to extremes ^
the other direction.

Other speakers thought the scheme wouk
tend to bring older members more into touct

with each other and with the younger member^
and would tend to keep them longer in th«

ranks of the students. AVhat was wanted was
that the architect should be educated up to

j
point that could not be easily defined.
The President, in closing the discussion, said

there was a natural reaction which induced
many men, after passing an examination, tc

cease furtner effort, but no man should be

dubbed an architect simply because he had
passed the obligatory examination in building
construction. Under the proposed scheme lie

would have to go on to the higher examina-
tions. The examination point was satisfactory

so far as construction went, but not so far as

art was concerned. The wliole profession
would suffer a shock if the designs done in

examinations were exhibited, and if examining
boards were to show all that were sent in, tlie

whole scheme of examinations would be
damned.
The conference then closed, and tlie mem-

bers were invited to partake of light refresh^

ments, which had been provided by the coin!

mittee.

The Soirtfe.

The Soiree of the Association was held on
Thursday evening, May 6

,
at St. George's Hall,

when a large number of members and friends,

including ladies, assembled to witness the usual

musical play. It was announced some time
ago that a new play had been written for the

occasion, but owing to unavoidable circumS
stances its presentation was deferred, and an
adaptation of “The Celestial Institute,” last

year’s play, was given instead. It is satisfac-

tory to remark that, though the burlesque was
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lost a repetition of last year's play, the
jrest of the occasion was well sustained, for

le new songs and topical allusions had been
rkcd into the play, the performers acted
ir parts with considerable success, and to

picturesque ciisciiihlr much attention had
[dently been given. The title of the biir-

ijue tills year was “The Institute Abroad,"

[

sphere of that body’s activities having been
isferred from Pekin to Algeria. For some
the details of the play we must refer our
ders to our account of the “ Celestial Insti-

in the Builder for May 23, 1H06
;

the
rriage of the members of tlie Institute

mcil to the architectural girl students, the
:tion of the President, the proposed archi-
airal stores and theanimatograph were points
ich were again dealt with. Mr. Alfred Stal-

n made an excellent Sultan (the braggadocio
Ithe “Emperor” in last year’s play being
|de a good deal of) and Mr. G, B. Carvill was
re successful as “ Blarney Barnooley,” a

idon adventurer and company promoter,
n in the similar part of “ Svengali " which
took last year. The meeting of the Insti-

j, at which the Librarian took the chair
il the President arrived, was very success*

y managed, white the allusions to some of
papers read at the ordinary meetings of the
ociation were well received. The following
re the characters ;—John Jones, Mr. H, Seton
rris

;
Patrick McBrowne, Mr.W.W. Furlong

;

arlie Robinson, Mr. S. Constauduros (A.A.
ivelling Students)

;
Blarney Barnooley (a

idon adventurer and company promoter),
. G. B. Carvill

; the Sultan, Mr. Alfred
Iman

;
the Secretary of the Institute, Mr.

ink Collins : the Librarian of the Institute,

. F. D. Clapham
;
members of the Council,

. E. S. Collins, Mr. A. Cox, Mr. Frank Lav,
. H. A. Xeuhronner, Mr. John Ormmd, Mr.
H. Turner: members of the Sultan’s body-
ird, Mr. F. P. Allworth, Mr. Arthur Kelly

;

jorish boys, D. Carvill, P, Albert, S. Elston,
i E. Collins

: Zorah, Miss Grace W'ylde :

lah. Miss Ad;i Yerbury
;

Moorish girls,

dents of the Institute—Casina, Miss E. Black
;

ssana, Miss Carvill
:
Bannana, Miss Dullv

ludc
; Pajana, Mr. K, Kiniell

;
Sasa, iMiss

rthe Selig
;
Lulu, Miss Ethel Williams

;
and

ickscy (Barnooley’s ward), Miss Blanche
ig. The stage manager and author was
. G. B. Carvill, assisted by Mr, F. D. Clap-
11, and others.

The Auunal Excursion.

The twenty-eighth annual excursion of the
sociation will take place from .August 9 to 14.
le district chosen this year is Lancashire,
irther particulars of the excursion will appear
“Architectural Association Notes.” Mem-

rs wishing to join should communicate
Ithout delay to Mr. W. Talbot Brown, The
uare, Weliingborough, hon. sec. for the
:cursion.

MAG.AZINES AND REVIEWS.*
Thk Edinburgh Reviav contains a very
cresting and charmingly-written essav on
'he Sculptured Tombs of Hellas,” the author-
ip of which it is not difiicult to guess. The
ass of monuments spoken of. as the writer
marks, though not the work of great artists,

•ve a traditional grand manner about them.
They are as a class admirable examples of

st those qualities we expect from the Greeks,
gnity, restraint, good taste

;
as such they

•ike us by the contrast with our own sepul-
iral monuments. Moreover they are in

e main easy to interpret, and—which is no
Kill element in their popularitv, they strike
1 unexpected domestic note.” The article, a
view of a good many various books on the
ibject, sketches the character of various
•oups of such monuments, touching lightly on
le or two disputed points, and forms a very
3od resume, of the present state of this

dd of Greek archacelogy. Another article,

ider the title. “Painters behind the
cenes,” is a somewhat sarcastic review
several books of the lives or reminiscences
painters, in which the main deduction drawn
that the painter behind the scenes is not
ways a person who claims verv much venera-
on on intellectual grounds, and in fact that
ainting is more of a mere business than is

• The object of these notes is to point out anything in
e cotuent.s of the current magazines which is of special
terest to our readers, with occasional brief criticisms on
ie_ views expressed in such articles. When a magazine
hich has been sent to us is not noticed, it is because chat
umber contains nothing that it is within our province to
omment upon.
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commonly supposed. The only painter whose
biography (among those reviewed) really raises

him in our estimation higher than the mere
contemplation of his pictures would have placed
hiih, is Jean Francois Millet

;
though the

reviewer considers that Millet's art, after many
years of undeserved neglect, has latterly been
the object of a reaction of feeling which has
caused it to be somewhat over-rated.

The Quarterly Revieu' contains a well-written

article on “ Modern French -Art,” a review of

its jiresent position and of the works of some
(;f the leading artists of the last quarter of a

century. The author speaks strongly in regard
to the great place now occupied in France by
decorative painting. Referring to the re-action

against realism in art and literature in France,

he observes “one important result of this revived

idealism is the new impulse which has been
given to decorative art. ... It may be, in the

future, architecture, sculpture and painting,

will all combine to form one great and har-
monious whole. It is a branch of art that is

capable of vast developments, and, as Dr.

Muther suggests, may be destined to exercise

an important influence on the coming age.

Meanwhile there can be no doubt that mural
painting is practised with greater success in

P’ranceatthe present time than in any other

country.” The author does not add, as he
might and should have done, that one great

cause of the French superiority in this branch
of art is the encouragement given to it by the

French Government. In England artists hardly
get a chance to do anything of the kind.

The Journal continues the description

and illustration of the contents of “ A Northern
Home,” which appears, among other attractions,

to contain some exceptionally good eighteenth-

century furniture. Mr. O’ Fallon contributes a

short notice, accompanying four illustrations,

of a “Virgil Shield” designed by Mr. John
W’atkins and executed by Mr. Thomas Spall.

It is obviously a very fine piece of silversmith’s

work, and the groups of figures illustrated are

designed with much vigour ;
but the employ-

ment of a series of architectural pilasters,

radiating like the spokes of a wheel, to divide

the subjects of the circular bas-relief, appears
to us to be quite a misappropriation of architec-

tural detail, besides giving to the design a series

of harsh lines which had been much better

avoided in silversmith's w’ork. Mr. Claude
Phillips’s article on the collection of pictures

at Longford Castle is continued, dealing this

month with the Italian pictures, of which four

are illustrated. Some very pretty sketches of

Plymouth and its neighbourhood by Mr. R,

Hoskin, accompany an article on Plymouth by
Mr. Radford. The frontispiece is a reproduc-

tion of Mr. P'rith's Railway Station, which it

appears now forms part of what is called “ The
Hollowav College Collection a picture which,
we think, might have been allowed to die a

natural death.

'Yhc Mas^azinc of Art contains an article on
Sir E. J.

Poynter’s studies, illustrated by a

good many reproductions which, as might be
expected, are of considerable interest. One is

glad to see that more attention is being paid to

the work of the learned and intellectual painter

who is now at the head of >the Royal Academy.
•An article in the same number deals with that

interesting English mansion Kedlestone Hall,

with illustrations by Mr. Fulleylove. It is a

pity that Ihe-plan, which is unique in its way,
was not included.

The Essex Rcviciv (quarterly) contains a

longer and more interesting article than usual,

in its series of “ Essex Churches ” by Mr. b'.

Chancellor, the church described and illus-

trated being that of Felsted. Miss Fell Smith
contributes the second of a series of articles on
“Picturesque Essex,” dealing with Thaxted,

and illustrated by some good sketches. We
observe that the date on the cover of this issue

is January, but it is tlie latest number of the

Essex Review that has reached us.

The Centurv contains three articles, grouped
together, on the subject of scientific kite-flying,

describing experiments made in America in

the use of special forms of kite with the object

of getting meteorological data, of lifting persons

from the ground for observations, and of

photographing from cameras attached to kites.

The articles and diagrams are of considerable

interest, though it does not seem that much
practical progress has been made as yet. We
should think the risk in lifting men would be
considerable, from the chance of a sudden
failure of wind.

Scribner contains nothing this month of

artistic or technical interest except under the
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usual heading of “ The Field of Art,” one of the

paragraphs in which consists of an appeal for

a more serious treatment of the art of theatre

scene-painting, as one not unworthy of the

efforts of eminent artists, if regarded from the

right point of view. The concluding sentence

seems to imply that England is regarded as

having to some extent taken a lead in this

direction.

Hmferhns. a short article by Mr, Corbin on
“Two Undescribed Portraits of Shakspeare,”
the Droeshout engraving and the “ Ely Palace
Portrait ” which hangs in Shakspearc’s house,

or rather the house in which he was born. Are
they really “undescribed ?” In America
perhaps

;
hardly in England, we imagine.

The Droeshout portrait carries its refutation in

its face
;

Shakspeare never could have been
so weak-looking a man as that. An article on
“ English Countv-House Life” concerns us ail

more or less, for it is an endeavour to render
more familiar to American readers the ways
and etiquette of English country-house visiting,

which apparently are occasionally a puzzle to

the American visitor
;

it is written with a great

deal of pleasant humour and sufficient know-
ledge of the subject. Mr. G. W. Smalley is the

author.

The G^Uc'ralc contains, an interesting

article by M. J. G. Freson, “.A Budapest,” a
review oi' the impression made by the city and
its buildings. M. Freson speaks with great

admiration of the new Houses of Parliament,

which, he observes, recalls the Palace at West-
minster. “la seule construction en Europe
aiuiuel il serait comparable.” This is true, and
indeed the plan of the Budapest Houses of

Parliament is evidently imitated from ours, and
perhaps something of the general treatment ;but '

the architecture is not nearly so refined. It has
the merit, on the other hand, that the position

of the two Chambers is externally shown in the

design ;
the want of this is the one serious

criticism that can be made on Barry's building

The Pall Mall Magazine contains an illus-

trated article on Mount Edgeumbe house.

In the (lentleinan's Magazine there is an
article on “ St. Mary Redcliffe," not however
architectural, but dealing with the history of

some of the monuments and the persons con-

nected with them.
The Genealogical Magazine is a new journal

of “ Family History, Heraldry, and Pedigrees
”

appearing for the first time this month
;
wc

presume it is to be issued monthly. It has

no direct connexion with our class of subjects,

except that it gives some attention to heraldic

matters, and the present issue contains illustra-

tions of two coats of arms, those of Legh of

Lyme and those of Nelson. The subject of

family history becomes also, of course, of

interest on some occasions as throwing light

on the architectural history of buildings erected

or altered by the family.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION :

PROFKSSIONAL EX.^MIN.'ITIONS, I897.

The following student candidates have
passed the examination for the Professional

Associateship :

—

J.
H. Aclclie, Welshpool ;

B. B. Badtleley, London ;

I. G. Bickford.* London
;

H. Bowden, Newport, i

Barnstaple ;
W. N. Brackett, Orsett, Grays

;
H. H.

P. Bnrges.s, London; F. H. Burrows, Ashford; C.

F. Cargill, Masham ; C. \V. Clarke, Leeds
;
W

Clarkson, jun., London
;
W. Denton, Sheffield

; J.

H. Dimt, London
;
A. Eliott, Li.skeard

;
A. C. Ellis,

Highgate
; J. H. Fnrmedge, Middleton Stoney,

Bicester ;
A. E. Gayer, Bristol : D. F. Goldsmith,

Horndean
;
H. N. Gray, Forest Gate; H. B, Harri-

son, Chippenham ; A. F. Howland, Amersham ;

J.
M. Kcrr,+ Llanidloes ; H. J.

T. Kibblewhite,

London; E. G. Lomax. Kensington; H. Mitche-

son. Dresden. Stoke-on-Trent ; F. E. Molyneux,

South Croydon ;
W. Paice, Egham

;
P. Peebles,

Albur}' : f. R. Piiieger, Malmesbury ; F. A. Pinfold,

London ;’ C, H. Price, London
;

R. E. Robinson,

London : L. S. Simpson. Newport Pagnell ; F. C.

W. Stacev, London ; H. P. Stimson, London
;
H. C.

Stokes. London
;

E. T. Walton. London ; H. C.

Watertield, London
; J.

P. Wilton, Liverpool
;

E. B. Fitz-Herbert Wright, Leek W’ootton.

Tlie following non-student candidates have

also passed the examination for the Professional

Associateship :

—

F. S. .Appleby, Wavertree. Liverpool ; F. K. Ben-

son, Harnage House, near Shrewsbury
;
L. T. Bigg,

Mortimer; J-
B. Bird. London; C. Blackshaw,

London; E. H. Blake, Tooting; C. Butler, Hud-
dersfield :

H. Carpmael, London ;
C. L. Cassin,

Catford Hill; G. Chipp, York; H. A. Cobbe,

I

* Sp«ial Prize, 1S97.

1 t Institution Prize, 1^7.
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York ; F. R. Cooke. Leek Wootton ;
W. G. Cope,

London
;
T.

J.
Councell, London ;

W. T. Creswell,

Aldershot ; C. T. Cronk, London ; C. O. Cushen,

Woodford
; C. J.

T. Dadd, London ;
T. S. Danger-

field, London
;

R. B. Davidson, St. Helen's ; B. M.
Douglas, Wrentham

;
W. A. Farnham. London

;
E.

Greenwood, Richmond, Surrey
: J.

E. Harrison,

Allestree
:

T. W. A. Hayward, Weston-super-Mare
;

W. A. Head, London ; H. O. Holbrow, Bristol
;

H. L. Johnson. New Brighton; W. P. Knatchbull,

Hollingbourne ; W. B. Leather, Leeds ; A. W. Loft-

house, Middlesbrough : H. J.
M. Mackenzie, Thet-

ford
:

R. C. Marcliant, Clifton. Bristol
;

C. M.
Mayne, London

; R. M. Ogilvie, Hayward's Heath
;

A. 'C. Parnacott, Penge
;

H. McA. Peppercorne,

Wye
;

P. E. Ridley, London ;
T. R. Robinson, Wye ;

F. C. Ruddle, London ; B. M. St. Aubyn, Clowance,
near Camborne ; H. C. Salt, Bingley

;
A. S. Xv

Sedgwick, London ; R. H. Seel, Cardiff
;

H.
Shearhurn, Collingham, Newark

; J.
H. Shearer,

Exeter ; C. A. M. Skues, South Croydon
;

S. A.

Smith*, London
; H. C. Snow, Leicester

; J. C.

Southcombe. Barnstaple ; G. Stanford, Ealing
;

1-2. R.

Stoneham, Erith ; B. Swanwick, Cirencester ;
H. S.

Thompson, Birmingham ; A. F. A. Trehearne,

Putney; B. F. Turner. Wye; D. Turner, Wye ; H.
Turner, Cardiff ; L. J. Veit. Wolverhampton

; J.

Weatlieritt, London
; J.

S. Wcin, South Shields

;

I). S. Williams, Mountain Ash; R. S. Woof, Penrith
;

J.
F. H. Wrightson, Downton ; T. J.

Young, Wye.

The following Professional Associates have
passed the Fellowship Examination in Divi-

sion IV. :

—

P. Allen, Croydon
;

L, T. Ashenden, Canterbury ;

H. Bentlev, Teddington
;

H. G. W. Brinslev, Gipsv
Hill : W. T. Cox, Maidstone

;
H. W. Daniel,' Burtoii-

on-Trent
;
W. Easter, King's Lynn ; H. P. Fletcher,

London
; E. C. Foster, London ; T. S. Fraser,

Glasgow;
J.

S. Garner, Uxbridge; A. Goukiing,
London

; E. H. Green. London ; F. A. Greenf,
London;

J.
H. Hall. Midcllewich

; H. C. Heasler,
Richmond, Surrey

;
H. F. Homan, Rochester

;
E. W.

Hooper, Huntingdon ; W. Jarmain, London
;

A. P.

Jenkin, Redrutli
;
W. Jenner. Hove

;
P. H. Kings-

ford, Folkestone ; C. J.
Lake, London

; E. E. A.

Lee, London ; J. A. Lucas, Exeter
;

A. J. Martin,
Chelmsford ; C. E. Mercer, London

; H. Xuttall.

Bury ; F. W. Pearce, Wimbledon
;

W. Phillips,

X^lymouth ; F, W. D. Pinney, Birmingham; C. A.

Iteffell, Guildford; H. M. Rogers, London; G. A.

Sexton, London
;

H. H, Skipper, London
;

C. G-
Smitli, London

; J. G. Tate, Tonbridge
;
W. S.

Walker+. London
; J. D. Wallis, Alanchester

;

J. H. W. Wheeler, London
;

E. V. Whitaker. St.

Albans
;
P. Whitton, London.

The following candidates have passed the
direct Fellowship Examination in Divi-
sion V. :

—

C. Harrison, Burton-upon-Trent
; W. D. Hollis,

Leeds
;

S. E. Istecl, Kyde, 1. of W.

THE ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL
AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

A MiDLAN’n Counties district meeting of the
Association of Municipal and County Engineers
was held at the Local Board Offices, Market
Harborough, on the 8th inst. Mr. F. J. C. May,
C.E., of Brighton, President, occupied the chair,
and amongst those present were Messrs. \V.
Weaver, Kensington

; J, P. Barber, Islington
;

Savage, WY-st Ham
;
W. *Mann, Sevenoaks

;

Cooper, Wimbledon
; J. T. Eayrs, Birming-

ham
;

Greatrex, West Bromwich
; Silcock,

King’s Lynn ; A. T. Davis, Shrewsbury
; J. W.

Walshaw, Peterborough
;
Colonel Jones, V.C.;

C. F. Marston, Sutton Coldfield
;
E. G. Mawbey,

Leicester
;

C. C. Hooley, Nottingham
;
and

others.

The President having acknowledged the
reception accorded to the Association by the
Local Authorities, announced with regret the
resignation by Mr. A. T. Davis, County Sur-
veyor of Shropshire, of the office of Honorary
Secretary for the Midland district. He pro-
posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Davis for the
services which he had rendered in that capacity
for the past ten years.

Mr. J. T. Eayrs seconded the vote of thanks,
which was accorded bv acclamation, and suit-
ably acknowledged by Mr. Davis.
On the proposition of Mr. Eayrs, seconded

by Mr. Marston, Mr.
J. S. Pickering, Borough

Surveyor of Nuneaton, was appointed to fill the
'

vacancy created in the Hon. Secretaryship of
the district.

Mr. H. G. Coales, Engineer to the Urban
District Council, then read a paper on the
Public Works , of Market Harborough. Mr.
Coales gave details of the various public works,
and of the population, rateable value, and mor-
tality statistics of the. town. He said the by-

• Driver Prize, 1897. and Penfold Silver Medal, 1807.
t Penfoid Gold Medal, 1897,

J Crawler Prize, 1897.

laws provided for a street of not less width than

36 ft., but the Council pass a street of a width
of 30 ft., provided the houses on both sides are

set back 6 ft. from the street, making the air

space 42 ft. The district was entirely redrainfed

in 1881 by Mr. Mawbey, at a cost of about
18,000/.

;
and in 1890 a water scheme was

carried out by Mr. Everard, of Leicester, at a
cost of 24,000/., which gave the town a water
supply second to none in the country. The
gas works were in the hands of a private com-
pany, but the Council were at the present
moment negotiating for the purchase of the

same. Previous to the formation of the Local
Board the sewage of the district was discharged
into the river Welland at a point below the

town. In 1882, twelve acres of land were pur-

chased for the purposes of sewage disposal, of

which nine and a half acres were laid out on the
intermiltentdownwardfiltration system. In 1889
two small settling tanks were put in at the

outfall of the main sewer from the town to catch

the grosser matter coming down. By 1894,
with the vastly increased supply of sewage to be
dealt with consequent upon the new water supply
and the development of the district, it became
absolutely necessary to provide additional

meansof purification. Two fields of paslurewere
accordingly purchased adjoining the lower end
of the old sewage farm, forty-seven acres in

extent, at the price of 84/. per acre. Nine acres
of this land were unavailable for sewaging
owing to their natural position

;
about five acres

were taken up by embankments, 8:c., leaving
thirty-three acres available for sewage. The
new land was kept as pasture, and worked on
the broad irrigation system. The land was
drained in a similar way to ordinary agricul-

tural land with common tiles. A 9-inch socket
pipe eflluent drain, with inspection chambers,
was laid at the lower end of the farm to pick
up the land drains. The sludge from the
settling tank was raised by means of chain-
pumps, and when dry was sold to the farmers
for 2s. per ton. The character of the subsoil

varied, part of it being a loamy clay and the
remainder of a more sandy nature. The
average depth of the drains was only about

3 ft. Market Harborough was favourably
situated as regards levels, and pumping was
avoided both for water supply and sewage
disposal. On several occasions money had
been raised by private subscripti<»n for the
widening, deepening, and slraightening of the
River \Velland. and i f late years no serious
floods had occurred. In February last the
nearest approach to a bad Hood which had
been experienced for seventeen years occurred,
but no houses in Market Harborough were
Hooded, although the Hood water made its

appearance in the main street. The question
of the conservancy of rivers was a subject
which, in his opinion, was too much neglected
by that Association. Local Authorities had no
power to compel the riparian owners to move
in the matter

;
yet a Local Authority might

expend money in watering a highway, and
might compel an owner to cut a hedge adjoin-
ing such highway. Were floods of less conse-
quence than dusty or dirty roads ? \^blh
regard to sanitary matters he said the Council
did not insist on flushing cisterns if efficient

hand Hushing was practised.

Mr. E. G. Mawbey, Leicester, in opening the
discussion, congratulated the town upon the
progress it was making. The increase of
population during the past seven vears had
been 38 per cent., which was considerable.
They had a splendid water supply and
an excellent sewerage system and sewage
disposal works. He congratulated the town
upon having the land system of sewage dis-
posal. A great many schemes and inventions
had been brought out of late years, but there
was nothing that beat the land for sewage
disposal.

Mr. J. T. Eayrs, Birmingham, said he took
exception to allowing streets to be made 30 ft.

wide when the by-laws stipulated for 36 ft. It

was a great mistake to go behind theby-laws, and
he believed the public could obtain a mandamus
to compel them to carry out the by-laws.
Further, how could they expect the builders to
comply with the by-laws in other respects if

they themselves went behind them.
Mr, Barber, I.-^Iington, said he had also made

a mark against the paragraph referring to the
width of the streets. As Market Harborough
was growing, and might in time become a
populous centre, it was desirable that the
Council should look ahead and try to see that
the streets were made a proper width as pro-
vided in the by-laws

;
otherwise there would
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be a great difficulty to face in the future, and «

large amount of compensation to pay for lane

which at the present time ought to be given uf
to the public. He also thought they were f

little in arrear of present day sanitation wher
the Council did not insist on Hushing system!

for water-closets if efficient hand-Hushing was
practised. He did not see how it was possibh
for the sanitary officers, unless they made verj

frequent visits indeed, to see that the closcti

were properly Hushed.
i\lr. \V. Weaver, Kensington, having ex

pressed the opinion that the streets ought to bt

a minimum width of 40 ft., said he would lib

to congratulate the district upon not having:
School Board. It must be a happy slate 0

things.

Mr. Walshaw, Peterborough, said he wa
sorry to say they had a system of hand-flushini

of closets in Peterborough with houses bui)

previous to the adoption of the model by-laws
and his experience of such closets was a ver
unpleasant one. He contended that the fou

emanations from the manholes in the street

were due to the inefficient way in which th

closets were flushed. He was pleased to sa;

they had now adopted the three-gallon system
Mr. Pickering, Nuneaton, said he found tha

every sewage farm was condemned. Theiml;
point as to which he thought there might bean
doubt as to the efficiency of the farm was Ih

depth of the drains. Fie could hardly believ

that drains of an average depth of 3 ft. woiili

give good results. That struck him as a wea
point in the system.

Mr. Mann, Sevenoaks, thought the provisio'

made for infectious diseases rather meagrt
and he took it that smallpox was the onl;

disease for which accommodation was pro

vided.

Mr. Coales said the hospital had never beei

used for anything but smallpox.
Mr. Dawson, Banbury, asked if the Rive

Conservators sent their inspectors to take ai

analysis of the effluent regularly, and whethe
the analysis was satisfactory.

Mr. A. T. Davis, Shrewsbury, speakinj

with reference to the depth of drains on th'

sewage farm, said his opinion was that wit]

depths so shallow as 3 ft. they could not get ;

properly purified effluent. He also deprecate!

the hand-llushing of water-closets.

Mr. Cooper, Wimbledon, thought it wa
rather soon to say anything about the depth 0

the drains before they knew the line of thi

land, and whether the sewage got two cleaning
or had to trust to <ine.

Mr. Coales brieffy replied to the variou
points raised in the discussion. He said thal

although the Council had passed roads of 30 fj

in width, with a 6 ft. building line on each side

the plans were now being sent in for roads 0

greater width. Tliey did not analyse tin

effluent from the sewage farm, but they though
it a very good one. ''I'hey had no complaints
no Conservancy Board, and no inspectors t(

see them. With regard to the under drainage
when they laid out the farm they trusted t<

the existing land-drains, but they found the;

required some little assistance, and they put h
drains at an average depth of 3 ft. The lan(

was rather flat, and they could not get the fal

of the effluent into the river if the drains wcr<

any deeper.
The President expressed the opinion that nc

system of sewers would be efficient so long ai

they were flushed by hand. The greates'

nuisance would arise at the manholes from

these inefficiently fiushed closets, and he woulc

strongly recommend that a three-gallon ffusi

be insisted upon.
Mr. H. G. Coales then submitted a seconj

paper on “ Public Baths for a Small Town." He
said these baths were opened in October last

and were built from his designs. The initia!

problem was, how to carry out good baths foi

2,000/. The Council presented a good site lot

the purpose, which had the great advantage ol

adjoining the Council offices, to which a care-

taker’s house was attached. The accommodaj
tion to be provided was simplified to swimming
bath, slipper bath, pay office, and attendant
room, laundry and boiler-house. A swimming
bath of 75 ft. by 25 ft. was decided upon, with a

depth of 7 ft. of water at the deep end, and

3 ft. 6 in. at the shallow end of the bath. There

were twenty-four dressing - boxes, with a

wooden gallery over. The partitions between

the boxes were 5 ft. high. The bath walls

were of the following average section : 10 in.

Portland cement concrete, 4^ in. common red

bricks in cement mortar, i in. cement mortar

rendering, j-in. neat cement skimming, and
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4i in. best white glazed brick lining in cement
mortar. Two lines of blue glazed bricks were
run longitudinally down the bath floor for the
assistance of those swimming under water. The
bath walls were finished by 2-in. round-nosed
York coping. The floor was of the following
average section : M in. of Portland cement con-
crete, ij in. cement mortar rendering,:} in. neat
cement skimming, and 3 in. best white glazed
brick lining in cement mortar. There was a
hollow galvanised iron handrail around the swina-
ming bath, which served an additional purpose in
aerating tlie water. The handrail was per-
forated and provided with aerators, by means
A which air was mi.xed with the water in the
bath, and it was claimed that the water was
ihercby freshened and purified. To the right
.)f the entrance hall was a dO(.)r leading to four
arivate slipper baths, with a water-closet
iltached. Each room was fitted with an
enamelled iron bath, with liot and cold water
aid on. To the left of the entrance hall was
;he pay office and attendant's -room. The
Itosher system of heating was adopted, the
ivarmed water from an annular lieater issuing
'rom three gun-metal spreaders at equal
listances up the centre line of bath. By this
iystem bathers could not be scalded, and
•he temperature of the water was uniformly
•aised with no cold patches. The cost was

and they expected to spend another
150/. upon a new boiler, making a total cost of

Mr. Barber, Islington, expressed a preference
'or asphalte rendering to cement as less likely
o be affected by leakage.
Mr. Eayrs, Birmingham, said they would be

specially interested when visiting the baths to

iee the way in which the water was aerated.
On the proposition of the President, seconded

5y Mr. Mawbey, Leicester, a hearty vote of
hanks was accorded to Mr. Coales for his
lapers.

Jlr. Coales entertained the members attend-
ng the meeting to luncheon, and the remainder
)f the day was occupied in inspecting the
iaths, the sewage farm, and the Burn Mill
dill service reservoir. At the conclusion of
lie visits the members were entertained to tea

>y Mr. S. Symington, late Chairman of the
iaths Committee.

THE INSTITUTE OK BUILDERS :

ANNU.AL DI.N’NEU.

Thk .Annual Dinner of the Institute of
Guilders was held at the Trocadero Restaurant,
Piccadilly Circus, on Wednesday evening,
rhe President of the Institute, Mr.’ W. Shep-
lerd, occupied the chair, and amongst those
iresent were : Messrs. Rowland Plumbc, H. H
Statham, James Edmeston, F. May, J.P., J. M.
liurl, J.P., J. Jacobs (the Master of the Car-
penters’ Company), J, Howard Colls, F. J.
Dove, G. H. Trollope. H. H. Bartlett, G. Kctt,

J.P. ; J. Randall, C. Wall, W. Scrivener, and
others.

The loyal toasts having been honoured, Mr.

J..
Mowlem Burt proposed “ The Navy, Army

and Auxiliary Forces,” coupled with the name
of Major Gilks, who responded.

In giving the toast of ‘‘The Institute of
Builders,” the President referred to the origin
of the Institute, mentioning that it was first

known as the “Builders’ Society.” It was
felt, however, that that body was too exclusive,

and efforts were made to widen its sphere of
influence. The members of the building in-

dustry who founded the Institute were actuated
by the best of motives, viz., to raise the status

of members of the industry, and they evidently
thought that a builder had something more
than a mere money-making instinct, and that
he wanted a locus sloiuii amongst other similar
bodies. Membership of the Institute was not
confined to builders in the Metropolis, and in

their ranks they had several influential provin-
cial master builders. The Institute did not
take any part in the relations between the
masters and the men, The Central Association
of Master Builders did that

;
but they looked

after the larger interests of the industry.
No doubt the founders of the Institute had in

view meetings like that which he was
addressing, and a very useful purpose was
served by such gatherings, for nothing contri-

buted more to a better understanding between
men than meetings where business was not
discussed, and they could meet on common
ground. The Insti’tute was able, owing to its

standing, to foster and develop the interests of
the members of the building industry—the
largest industry in the Metropolis. They were
endeavouring to impress upon builders the

importance of consolidating themselves and
assisting the efforts of the Institute

;
but that

was not an easy task, for the circumstances
under which the industry was carried on, and
the severe competition of the time, made it

difficult to bring people together and make
them realise that there was an interest common
to all.

Mr. Howard Colls then proposed the toast of

the “ .Architects and Surveyors," coupled with
the name of Mr. Rowland Plumbc. In the course
of his remarks he said that their trade was pass-
ing through a very curious phase. There had
been no limited liability companies floated

lately amongst the leading business in London,
and architects could congratulate themselves
that in dealing with ordinary firms they had
some one personally to deal with their work;
but builders were now faced with the oppo-
sition of firms who called themselves builders,

but who had no claim to that title. Various
stores, for instance, composed of directors wlio
knew nothing about the trade, represented to

their customers that ncithei' architects nor
builders were needed and that work could be
done better by the stores. He did not think

that would last long, and he was sure that archi-

tects would be better pleased to deal with men
who understood their business.

Mr. Plumbe, in response, said that he agreed
with the President that meetings like that did
much good in enabling men to understand each
other, and architects and builders in particular.

Architects were sensible of the difficulties

builders had to contend with at the present
time, principally in regard to labour, and archi-

tects did all they could to meet those difficulties

in the' best possible way. The labour difficulty

was not by any means at an end, and at a later

time, when the crisis had to be faced, he
believed that architects would gladly assist

builders to get through their troubles.

The Chairman then proposed the toast of
“ The Carpenters' Company," coupled with the

name of Mr. Jacobs, the Muster, and referred
to the assistance which the Company had
afforded in promoting technical education
amongst those engaged in tlie building trade.

Mr. Jacobs having briefly replied, Jlr. Dove
proposed the toast of “The President,” who
responded.
The next, and last toast, was “The Visitors,”

proposed by the Chairman, and coupled with
the name of Mr. H. H. Stathain, who briefly

replied, thanking the Institute for their hospi-

tality to the visitors.

The proceedings then concluded.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Gl.^SCOW AkCHlTi-:CTUR.-VL Associ.ation.

—

At a meeting of this Association, on Tuesday,
the 4th inst., Mr. Geo. S. Hill, Vice-President, in

the chair, Mr. \V. J.
.Anderson read a paper on

the ‘‘ Acropolis of Athens in the Light of Recent
Researches.” He, in the first place, showed
the kinship of the primitive Acropolis of Troy,
Tiryns, Mycenie, and Athens, and the indica-

tions at Athens of the pre-Homeric era, to be
superseded by that of Hellenic Greece. The
buildings of this period were severally consi-

dered in their purpose, the ancient temple of

Athene Polias, the Parthenon of Pericles, the
entrance gates of the Propyhea, tlie Megaron
of Erechtheus, and his museum or Heroon. The
present aspect of the buildings, their architec-

tural details, and their former magnificence,
were shown by a large number of lantern views
and restorations.

ARCH.EOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
.Akch.4-:oluc;ic.a.l In’STITXtte.—.At the general

meeting of this Institute on the 5th inst., Mr.
James Hilton, Hon. Treasurer, in the chair, Mr.
Taifourd Ely read a paper on “Wreaths and
Garlands,” with especial reference to Greek
and Roman usages. He pointed out that the

modern English limit the use of wreaths to

funeral purposes, whereas among the ancients

the wreath was a sign of feasting and joy.

Religion originally prompted the use of the
garland, which may have been connected with
the widespread belief in the supernatural powers
of trees and plants. Wreaths were employed
as bandages to assuage headache resulting

from debauch
;
and certain plant.s, as the myrtle

and the rose, were believed to exercise a pro-
phylactic power against the effects of wine.
The Greeks, too, were fully sensible of the

beauty of flowers, and floral decoration played
a- great part in Greek poetry, from Sappho
downwards. Among the early Romans, on the

contrary, the use of wreaths in public was

strictly limited to religious functions, and marks
of distinction connected with services per-

formed to the State, such marks of distinction

being in great part derived from the Etruscans,

who made great use of wreaths. In Greece,
the simple wreath of olive, &c., as a reward for

athletes, superseded the prizes of intrinsic value

offered in heroic times. In the fifth, and still

more in the fourth century, crowns, usually of

gold, were awarded to successful statesmen or

warriors. Wreaths of laurel, myrtle, vine-

leaves, or flowers were commonly worn at

sviiiposio, and were thus represented on vases.

lAir the most part, of course, these wreaths had
perished

;
but some had been preserved in

Ifgvpt. The manufacture of garlands gave
employment to many, and its processes were
depicted in several Pompeian pictures. Gold
crowns were frequently modelled in the form
of leaves, as ivy, &c. Other materials lor

wreaths were wool, and artificial leaves ami
flowers of horn or silk. Mr. Elyexhibitcdphoto-
graphs of paintings and casts of coins in illustra-

tion of his p;iper. Professor T.McKennyllughe.s
then read a paper on “ A Comparison of Flint

Implements of the - Palaeolithic and Neolithic
Age.” He exhibited a series of flints in illus-

tration of the view that in their earlier stage
of manufacture the Paleolithic and Neolithic
implements passed 'through the very same
stages—that is to say, that a block of flint was
first rough-dressed by both Paleolithic and
Neolithic people into the same general form,
and that the Neolithic men merely proceeded
further on the same lines, afterwards findiug
out the way to grind the edge, and finally the
whole implement. He pointed out that,

with few exceptions, all Neolithic-workecl
flints were found on the surface or in

artificial excavations
;

whereas, as a rule,

Paheolithic implements were found in deposits
which seemed to be due to the sweeping down
into hollows or river terraces'Of surface soils in

or on which the implements and other stones

lay. In the river gravels the flints did not owe
their shape to the action of running water, but
had that variety of character and colour which
sho%ved that they were due to sub-ncrinl

weathering ; and the amount of subsequent
attrition that they had undergone was very
small. Fracture was, therefore, the rule, not
the exception, in all river gravels, so that the
flints were sub-angular and quite unlike the
symmetrical flint pebbles of a sea beach. All

the irregular fractures produced by accident
on surface flints may be referred to two prin-

cipal groups—the fracture produced by blows
and those due to unequal expansion and con-
traction from changes of temperature and
amount of moisture. They are found, as might
be expected, in the flints of the terrace and
plateau gravels, and if a flint got wedged in,

these fractures would be commonly repeated
along the exposed edge in a manner sugges-
tive of design or use. In this way lie explained

the so-called Pakeoliths.

COMPETITIONS.
Winter G.ardf.ns and Concert-Room,

Felixstowe.—The Felixstowe Spa and \^'inter

Garden Company invited, some time ago, plans

and estimates for laying out about 800 ft. of the
cliffs and grounds beneath the present public

gardens, for the building of a pavilion or other
erection available for concerts or winter gar-

dens, with reading and refreshment rooms,
and lavatories and cloak-rooms, and with or
without bath, club, and billiard rooms. The
cost was not to exceed 15,000/., and a premium
of 50/. was ofl’ered for the drawing placed first

in the order of merit, and 15/. for the drawing
placed second. The Committee has been
advised by Mr. E. C. Frere, of London, and
upon his report have awarded, out of eight

competitors, the first premium to Mr. Bright-

wen Binyon, of Ipswich, and the second to

Mr. George William Leighton, of Ipswich and
Felixstowe, and arrangements are being made
to carry out the work. Mr. Binyon’s plan
provides for a central building, containing bil-

liard, refreshment, and cloak rooms, over which
is a large concert hall or winter garden,
with reading, smoking, and dining rooms,
facing the sea, and opening on to a promenade
along the front of the site, under which is

arranged beach houses, that could take the

place of the present bathing-huts. The concert
hall is lighted principally from the top by a
glass pavilion roof, having a promenade round,

with a band stand and wind shelters to the

front. The buildings and grounds are entered

from the beach in the centre, and also from
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he cliff gardens. The grounds have been
divided into three, and the building so
arranged that it can be carried out in

sections : — The iirst. the centre portion,
containing the concert hall and beach huts

;

the second, the portion to the west of the zig-
zag containing the spa and baths, and also a
continuation of the promenade

;
and the third

portion consisting of a continuation of the
promenade to the east, as far as the end of the
site. The beach huts would be suited for
swimming, boating, or rowing clubs. The
design has been arranged with the view to the
subsequent building of a pier, starting from the
level of the promenade at the centre of the
range of buildings, and the grounds are laid
out with paths and tennis courts, with summer
huts and seats at convenient places. According
to Mr. Leighton's designs, the winter garden
and concert pavilion, the latter’s internal
dimensions being Mo ft. by 52 ft., are placed in
the centre of the main hiiiiding. It has a line
sea frontage, and the roof is covered witli glass.
It is in the shape of an irregular octagon, witii
long sides, and there is a deep stage or
orchestra on one side. Cloak-rooms and
lavatories are placed in convenient positions
with pavilion and dressing-rooms for the
artistes. Billiard, card, reading, ladies’ refresh-
ment and pump rooms are all provided, and the
whole of the fiat roof forms a promenade, with
band stands or kiosks. The stvle adopted in the
design is Classical, and there is a long
colonnaded terrace or verandah extending along
the front. Salt-water swimming baths for
ladies and gentlemen are shown in a separate
building at the eastern point of the cliff. Both
designs show that the buildings will be of red
brick and stone. The following are i^he names
of those who sent in plans : Messrs. G. H.
Elphick. Broad-street, E.C.

;
Ernest Herbert,

32, Bedford-row, W.C.
; F. E. Robinson, 18.

Victoria-street, S.W.
;
JIawson & Gibson. Win-

dermere
: J. H. Wright, Ipswich

; H. AV
Roberts, Newmarket.

Jllustratlons.

PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,
C.-VMBRIDGE.

n HIS new College, which is to be called
Westminster College, is now bein___

erected on a tine site of about three
acres in Madingley-road, and near the new por-
tion of St. John’s College. The accommoda-
tion consists of class-n^omslwith a large librarv
over, twenty-six sets of students’ rooms, dining-
hall, senate room, principal’s house, 6tc.

The materials used are red facing bricks
with Clipsham stone dressings, tlic roofs being
covered with Colleyweston stone slates. The
whole of the construction is lireproof, and the
majority of the joinery and the open timber
roofs to dining-hall and library are to be of
wainscot. Mr. Shint, of Cambridge, is the con-
tractor.

The design was selected in a limited com-
petition about eighteen months ago.

Mr. H. T. Hare is the architect. The drawing
is exhibited at the Royal Academy.

Liverpool Exgixeerixg Society. .\t the
annual meeting of the Liverpool Engineering
Society, at the Royal Institution. Colquitt-street—
Mr. S. B. Cottrell presiding—the annual report,
which was adopted, showed that the additions to
the roll of the society during tJie vear had been
forty-nine, compared with si.xty-one in the previous
session. At the present date the number of members
of all classes is 363. During the evening Mr. S. B.
Cottrell was heartily tlianked for his services as
President during the year, and Mr. George Farren.
M.Inst.C.E., was elected his successor.

SCULPTURE FOR OXFORD TOWN
HALL.

These two figures, typical respectively of
“Industry” and “Sloth,” are at present
exhibited in a prominent position in the
Octagon Hall at the Royal Academy. They
form two of a series of figures executed by the
sculptor, Mr. F, E. E. Schenck, for the Town
Hall at Oxford, of which, as our readers will
remember, Mr. H. T, Hare is the architect,
and which was opened on Wednesday last by
the Prince of Wales.
The series of figures, in a position about

eighteen feet from the ground, is continued
round three sides of the Town Hall. In the
Lecture Room at the Royal Academy are
exhibited also six sketch designs of some of the
figures.

The two here illustrated form very good
examples of sculpture applied to architecture,
being both decorative in eff'ect and also having
a distinct and appropriate signification.

PROPOSED NEW BONDED
VAUXHALL.

STORES,

This building is proposed to be erected by
Sir R. Burnett & Co. to replace their present
building on the Surrey approach to Vau.\hall
Bridge, which will shortly be pulled down bv

the London County Council for improving the

approach to the new bridge, the site for the

new building being close by on a wharf facing

the river, and behind Messrs. Burnett's distil-

lery. It consists of four floors, the basement
and ground floors being used for the bonded
stores, and other two floors for bottling and
packing, &c., both sections having their offices,

excise offices, and power lifts and cranes. The
spirit vats ai‘e to be in the upper part of the
building, to supply tlie bottling departments,
the vats being filled from a gallery above in

connexion with a lift from the bottling depart-

ment below. There is a piece of wharf run-
ning between the building and the river and
round by the creek, to facilitate loading and
unloading barges.
The building is to be faced with red bricks,

with stone copings to the parapets, the roof of

green slates with half-round red tile ridges and
lead hips. The frames, mullions, and transoms
to windows are of wood, and the whole of

the floors and staircases are of fireproof con-
struction. Allan’ F. Vigeus,

NEW SCHOOLS FOR THE FRENCH
PROTESTANT CHURCH OF LONDON,
SOHO SQUARE.

These schools are about to be erected on a

site in Noel-street, Soho, recently acquired by
the trustees of the French Protestant Church,
of Solio-square, near which they will be con-

veniently placed.

The building will provide space for 242 chil-

dren and residence for the master. On the

ground-floor room for eighty-two infants is pro-

vided. on the first floor eighty girls, and on the

second floor eighty boys. The lavatories, cloak-

rooms, and water-closets are in a spare building

in the rear, the closet blocks being in all cases

aerially disconnected. The exterior will be
faced with Luton bricks and bright red dress-

ings, the cornice, strings. &c., being in red

terra-cotta and the roof of Westmoreland slates

to accord with the colour and materials used in

the church. Mr. Aston Webb is the architect,

and the drawing is exhibited at the Royal
Academy.

ALEXANDER THOMSON STUDENTSHIP
DRAWINGS.

The .Alexander Thomson Studentship bears

the name of the late eminent Glasgow archi-

tect who, from his predilection for a Greek
character of detail iiv his buildings, and the.

ability which he showed in adapting Greek
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details to modern architecture, was often
jspoken of as “Greek Thomson." He left a
fund to found this studentship for the further-
lance of tlie study of ancient Classic architec-
jtiire. The value of the studentship is 60/., and
it is open for competition every third year to
any architectural students in the United
Kingdom, between the ages of 18 and 25.
The last holder of the studentship is Mr.

G. A. Paterson, of Glasgow, and the drawings
are reproduced from a portion of his work in

conne.\ion with it. One of them consists of
measured drawings of one of Alexander
Thomson's best works, the United Presbyterian
Church in St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. The
other sheet is a design for a memorial chapel
in the same school of architecture.
The chapel is designed to seat 100 persons,

with space for a monument. Th6, author
writes :

—

" The site is open, and the area available is

20,000 superficial feet, but the ground covered
by the building proper does not exceed 5,000
superficial feet.

The design is treated in an early Classic
style, the detail being principally of Egyptian
character. A dome has been introduced to give
it a monumental appearance. The main
entrance is through a front porch (on either
side of which there is a cloak-room) into an
inner vestibule which contains the font. The
vestries are on one side and the corresponding
space on the opposite side is utilised for the
monument.
The organ is placed above the ambulatorv

in the ctioir, and the heating chamber is in the
space below.
The materials suggested are principally

marble and mosaic.”

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
This Council re-assembled on Tuesday at

Spring-gardens, for the first meeting after the
Ivastcr recess. Dr. Collins, Chairman, presid-
ing.

Loinis .—On the recommendation of the
Finance Committee it was agreed to lend the
Kensington Guardians 2,700/. towards defray-
ing the cost of erecting new buildings at the
workhouse in Marloes-road

;
the Guardians of

St. Olave’s Union 13,800/. for the purchase of a
site at Ladywell upon which to erect buildings
for the aged poor

;
the Paddington Guardians

ig,ooo/. for the purchase of a site and the erec-
tion of casual wards

; the St. Giles District
Board 3,500/. for the construction of an under-
ground convenience in High Holborn

; the
Battersea Vestry 5,000/. for the erection of
baths and wash-houses

; and the Hackney
Vestry 17,620/. for the erection of baths and
wash-houses.

1 he Estimates .—Lord Welby, in moving the
reception of the Report of the Finance Com-
mittee, explained the estimates for the coming
year. The net expenditure for 1897-98 was calcu-
lated at 2,718,556/., as compared with 2,433,000/.
for 1896-97. .“Vs London was growing vear bj’

year it must be anticipated that the estimates
would increase as time went on. It was satis-
factory to know that the expenditure, as a rule,
fell short of the estimates. The net debt of the
Council on March 31, 1896, was 37,941,704/.;
the rateable value of London on .April 6, 1895,
was 34,321,830/.

Fires in Theatres .—Upon the reception of
the report of the Theatres and Music Halls
Committee,
I

Mr. Fardell, M.P., called attention to an
alleged report of a conference of the chief
Dfliccrs of the Metropolitan 'Fire Brigade and
Dthers, said to have been held on the 5th inst.,

-•onsequent upon the fire in Paris. It stated
:hat reference was made to the state of the
gallery entrances of the London theatres, and
:he opinion was expressed that thev were a
t^ublic danger on account of the distance of the
pay-boxes from the actual entrances. The
officers were asserted to have expressed the
unanimous opinion that the pay-boxes should
he close to the entrances. He ventured to
think that was a most important and serious
datement, and he now desired to ask the Chair-
man of the Theatres Committee whether he
could give the Council an assurance that the
statements were erroneous, and whether he
would communicate with the Chairman of the
I" ire Brigade Committee with reference to steps
3eing taken to prevent the publication of similar
iensational statements before there had been
submitted an official report-.by the chief ottlcer
if the brigade.

Mr. Remnant, Chairman of the Theatres
Committee, in answer to Mr. Fardell, said the
published statement \yds an erroneous one.
The barriers near the pay-boxes in the theatres

were so constructed as to prevent crushing and
accident upon the ingress of the audience, and
not to offer any obstruction to their egress.

On the report of the Building .Act Com-
mittee,

vSir A. .Arnold asked whether the powers of

the Building Act afforded security against the

occurrence in London of such a calamity as
that which had taken place in Paris.

Mr. Payne, Chairman of the Committee,
replied that a building such as that described
in the Press, in which a bazaar was held
in Paris, could not be lawfully erected or
used for any public purpose in London.
Buildings of a temporary character required
tne licence of the Council, under Section 84 of

the London Building Act, but such licence was
not given unless the construction and the means
of exit in case of panic were quite satisfactory.

There was, however, at present nothing to

prevent the use of any permanent building as a
bazaar, the contents of which might be as
dangerous as those in the Paris fire, so long as
neither music, dancing, nor entertainments of

the like kind, nor stage plays, formed part of

the proceedings at the bazaar.

On the motion of Mr. Dickinson, the fol-

lowing resolution was unanimously agreed
to :

—

“Th.at it be referred to the Theatres and Music
Halis Committee to report what security is att'orded

by the existing law to the public against tire and
panic in charitable b.azaars and other similar
gatherings, and, if necessary, to make suitable re-

commendations to tile Council for the amendment of

the law.”

Proposed Loditiii^^-House for IVoincn .—On the
motion of Mr. Beachcroft (Vice-Chairman), the
Public Healtli and the Housing Committees
were instructed to report as to accommodation
for women and children in London shelters

and common lodging-houses, and as to whether
the Council, having already established a model
lodging-house for men, should not now con-
struct a liousc (to serve in like manner as a
model) for the accommodation of women alone
or of women and children. The motion was
agreed to.

The Council soon after adjourned.

1 t

APPLIC.ATIONS UNDER THE 1894

LONDON BUILDING ACT.

At the meeting of the London County
Council on Tuesday, the Building Act Com-
mittee reported that they had considered the
undermentioned applications imderthe London
Building Act, 1894. and had arrived 'at the
following decisions. Those applications which
have been agreed to are granted on certain
conditions :

—

I\)pi(ir.—That consent be given to the erection of
an addition on the south side of West India Dock
Station to overhang West India Dock-road, on the
application of Mr.

J.
Wilson on behalf of the Great

Eastern Railway Company.
Miirylt'boiic, East.—That consent be given to the

erection of two iron and glass shelters in front of

the O.xford Music-hall, Oxford-street, on the appli-

cation of Mr. H. Lundy on behalf of the Oxford
Music-hall, Limited.

St. George, Hanovcr-sqnare.—That consent be given
to the erection of a pediment and blocking to the
porch at No. 15, Old Bond-street, on the application
of Messrs.

J.
T. Wimperis & Arber, on behalf of

Messrs. Lawrie.
I.c-Jiishiiiii.—That consent he given to the erection

of a porch in front of Cecil House, Westwond-road,
Sydenham, on the application of Mr.

J. Johnson on
behalf of Mr. J. Pearson.

iIarylcboiie,\Vcst.—That consent be given to the
erection of an iron and glass covered wav over part
of the forecourt of No. ’6, Abercorn-place, St

John’s Wood, on the application of Messrs. W.
Densham & Sons on behalf of Mrs. Margaret Lean.
Paddington, Xorili.—That consent be given to the

rebuilding of the bank premises, No. 2, Elgin-
avenue, at the corner of Harrow-road, on the
application of Messrs. Edmeston & Gabriel on
behalf of the National Bank, Limited.

St. George, Hanover-sqiutre.—That consent be given
to the erection of a portico and balconv in front of
No. 2, Great Stanhope-street, on the further applica-
tion of Messrs. Matthews, Rogers, & Co.

St. George, flanoi’cr-sqnure.—That consent be given
to the erection of a balcony at the lirst-Hoor level,

in front of No. 18, Park-lane, on the application of
Mr. G. Lethbridge on behalf of Mr. W. Wright.
Strand .—That consent be given to the erection of

an oriel window at the first-Hoor level in front of
No. 31, Fquberfs-place. Regent-street, cp the appli-

cation of Messrs. Goudwyn & Sons on behalf of

Mr. C. Soderberg.
Peckhani.—That consent be given to the erection

of a porch and covered wayat the new relief-station,

No. 106, Peckham Park-road, to abut upon Bird-in-

Bush-road, on the further application of Mr. R. P.

Whellock on behalf of the Guardians of the Pour of

the Parish of Camberwell.
Westminster.—That consent be given to the erec-

tion of an addition with projecting bay windows
and porches at Members’ Mansions, No. 36, Victoria-

street. at the corner of Great Chapel-street, on the

application of Messrs.
J.
& A. E. Bull on behalf of

Mr. J. B. Martin.
St. George, Haiiover-sqnarc.—That consent be not

given to the erection of two iron and glass shelters

at the entrances to the Berkeley Hotel from Picca-

dilly and Berkeley-street respectively, on the appli-

cation of Mr. R. Griggs on behalf of the Berkeley

Hotel Company. Limited
;

as, apart from other

objections, it is considered undesirable to agree to

the principle of covering over portions of the

public way as proposed, althougli it might he of

great public utility if, as a general practice, footways

of suitably designed streets were so covered.

Bri.vton.—That consent be not given to the re-

building of the Perseverance public-house, No. 51,

Vassall-road, North Brixton, with the Hank of the

new building to abut upon Cliryssell-road, on the

application of Messrs. Eedlc & Mevers on behalf of

Mr. W. S. Penny.
Strand.—That consent be not given to the erection

of an iron and glass shelter in front of the Tivoli

Music-hall, Strand, on the application of Mr. W. f.

Farthing on behalf of the New Tivoli Company,
Limited.

Width of lUtiy.

Bermondsey.—That consent be given to the erection

of a two-stor}’ latrine addition on the east side of

Holy Trinity Schools at less tlian the prescribed

distance from the centre of Parkers-row, Dockhcad,

on the application of Mr. E. Crosse on behalf of the

Trustees of the schools.

Kensington, South.—That consent be not given to

the erection of a workshop and stables at the rear

of Nos. 5, 6, and S, Park-terrace, Earl's Court-road,

to abut upon Warwick-street and Sutton-street

respectively, on the application ot Mr. F. E.

Williams on beliaif of Messrs. Harman, Pickett, &
Floyd.

Space at Rear.

Finsbury. Cfi;/ni/.—That tlie Cijuncil in the

exercise of its powers under Sections 13 and 41 of

the London Building Act, 1894. do not consent to,

nor permit of, the erection of buildings adapted to

be inhabited by persons of the working class, with

shops on the ground Hour, on a portion of lot 37

and on 101339,40,41. 42 and 43 of the Council's

land in Rosebery-avenue. Clerkenwell, with por-

tions of the buildings at less than the prescribed

distance from the centre of Jelley’s-yard and Gar-

nault-mews, and exceeding in height the width of

those streets respectively, and also witli irregular

open spaces at the rear of the new buildings, as

shown upon the plans submitted with the applica-

tion of Mr. F. Smith on behalf of Mr. H. RoHey.

Line of Fronts and U'uith of lUtii'.

Poplar.—Tb-.it consent be not given to the erec-

tion of a building on the north side of Prestage-

street, to abut also upon Brunswick-street, with the

forecourt boundary or fence in the position shown
upon the plan submitted with the application of Mr.

R. J. Beale on behalf of Mr. P. Hart.

Cnmbcizccll, .YoW/f.—That consent be not given

to tlie erection of a two-story building ^at the

rear of the Duke of Clarencepublic-hou.se, No. 181,

Camberwcll-road. to abut upon New Church-road,

on the application of Messrs. F.
J.

Eedle & Meyers

on belialf of Mr. A. E. Garrard.

Width of IU(i_v and Space at Rear.

Kensington, South.—Tliat sanction be not given

to certain deviations from the plan certified by the

District Surveyor under Section 43 of the London
Building Act. 1894, so far as relates to the proposed

rebuilding and extension of a house known as

Hillside, on tlie east side of New-road, Aubrey-walk

(formerlv Notting Hill-grove). Netting Hill, and that

consent be not given to the erection of such

building and of a two-story stable in connexion

therewith, on the application of Mr. T. Arnold on

behalf of Mr. H. Robson.

Formation of Street.

Peckham.—That an order be sealed and issued to

Mr. F. A. Powell, sanctioning the formation nr

laying out of a street, 40 ft. wide, for carriage

traffic, to lead from Surrev-road into Inverton-road.

Nunhead, on his application to the Council on behalf

of Mr. H. Ford. That the name Surrey-ruacl (in

continuation) be approved for the new street.

New Public H.alls, Selkirk,—

T

he new public

halls for Selkirk, which have been named the

Victoria Halls, have been opened and handed over

to the town. The building comprises a large centnil

hall with a suite of retiring-rooms and other acces-

sories ; a smaller hall, and a caretaker's house. It

is situated in a central position at the east end of

the Higb-street. The total cost is over 7,000/. The
architect is Mr. H. J.

Blanc, Edinburgh.
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Correspondence.

To the Editor of The Builder.

R.I.R.A. ELECTIONS.
Sir ,—

1

have .nscerLiined from an Institute paper,

tliat between May 5, 1S96, and May 3, r^oy.

hcciily-eif^lil meetings of the Council were held, but

no less than sixteen of the members each attended
only on an average of occasions.

Five never attended, four of them went each
to one meeting, and two of tiiem were seen twice,

yet all but one or two of these sixteen members
are renominated for re-election.

But one of those members of the Council, who
never attended nnv one of the Council sittings,

atoned for his twenty-eight absences therefrom by his

presence at the Institute dinner at Manchester,
when he proposed the toast of “ Architecture and the
Sister Arts." A l-'ELLOW OF THE INSTITUTE.

*** To be quite fair, our correspondent should
have mentioned that the gentleman who attended
none of the Council meetings but attended the
Manchester dinner, and proposed the toast referred
to, was (as we hnd on reference to our report of
the dinner) an eminent architect from Dublin,
whose position on the Council was in the nature of

an f.r ojficio one, as the representati\ e of one of the
Allied Societies, and who was not one of the elected
members of Council. The representatives of Allied
Societies (generally Presidentsof those Societies) are
added to the Council in a complimentary spirit, and
are not so much asked to attend t'lie Council
meetings as given the right to attend if they wish.
As the Manchester dinner was a special occasion,
representative members of the Institute were rather
pressed to be present if possible. That appears to
be the true statement of the case.—

E

d.

A POINT IN AMERICAN ARCHI-
TECTURAL HISTORY.

Sir.—

I

nformation is earnestly desired concerning
Peter Harrison, of York, .said to have been a pupil of
Sir John Vanbrugh (a statement in which I have
littie belief), and to have assisted in completing or
decorating Blenheim Palace. At anv rate, became
to New England, and erected, chv. 1750, some of the
finest public buildings and churches of the colonial
days, much more in the style of Gibbs than of
Vanbrugh. His life and work in the colonies is
somewhat known, but the time that he spent before
going thither is apparently a blank. Can any one
illuminate the darkness S. F. B.-vtchelder.

Old Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.,
April 21, 1897.

ROYAL .-\CADEMY EXHIBITION.
Sir,—

O

wing to a clerical error. Mr. Arthur R. G.
Fenning’s name was omitted from the’catalogue of
architectural illustrations now in tile Academv, as
being joint architect with me of the design for' the
-New Presbyterian College at Cambridge.

In justice to him I shall therefore feel greatly
obliged if you can find space to insert this letter in
your next issue.

W. Howard Seth-Smith.

PRESERVATION OF WOOD.
Sir.—

C

an any of your readers say what propor-
tion of slaked lime to tar is most to lie recommended
tor the preservation of wood out of doors, and
should this mixture be applied hot or cold ?

S. B. P.

Jibe Stubent’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XX.
GL.AZIKR.

Qniility ofMaterials .—It is a very usual thing
to specify that “ all glass is to be of the best
description, clear from all bubbles and other
imperfections,” but as a matter of fact this
stipulation is seldom strictly adhered to in
the carrying out of the work. It is, in fact, one
of those general and loosely-worded requisi-
tions for the very highest quality, which are
not intended to be acted upon either by the
architect or builder. It is, therefore, more
satisfactory to indicate precisely the quality
which is desired. Thus, for e.xample, sheet
glass is made in six qualities, which are known
respectively as Picture A, Picture B, Best,
Seconds, Thirds, and Fourths. The Picture
quality alone is that which is really altogether
free from bubbles, and also as Hat as can be
made. The other qualities differ in their varia-
tion from perfect flatness and -perfect freedom
from bubbles. It would, therefore, be better
and more satisfactory to put in a clause such
as the following All the glass to be of the
precise quality described in the specification, to
be well puttied and back puttied except where

otherwise described, and to be sprigged where
required. (Spriggs are made in two sizes, J in.

and J in.
;
but it is hardly necessary to specify

which size is to be used save in exceptional
circumstances). For large panes of glass and
skylights it may be as well to specify that the
glass is to be puttied with Thermo plastic

putty. For glazing to iron, hard putty should
be specilied thus :

—“the iron sashes are to be
glazed with hard putty composed of oil and red
and white lead.” Under this heading should
be described the manner in which the edges
of glass in door panels are to be bedded,
whether in india-rubber, wash-leather, felt, or
flannel. A general clause would apply thus :

—

All the glazed panels in doors to have the edges
blacked and to be bedded in double thickness
of white Welsh llanucl and fixed with beads,
secured with brass cups and screws (or brass
screws only, or bradded in for cheap work). In
specifying plateglass be suretoiiidicatewhcthcr
patent plate or British plate is to be used

;

patent plate being really sheet glass polished
on both sides. Patent plate is made in three
qualities: best, seconds, and thirds, and two
colours of which the “crystal” or “usual”
is the better for window glazing, as it is

harder. In British polished plate glass there
•are three qualities: ordinary, best, and silvering,

the latter being only used for looking glasses,
as a general rule.

Sheet Glass.—The windows numbered to

on plans to be glazed with 26 oz. sheet
glass of “ seconds ” quality. The windows of

scullery to be glazed with 21 oz. sheet glass of

“thirds" quality. The windows of larder and
pantry to be glazed with 21 oz. sheet glass of

“thirds” quality ground on one side.

Rough Plate.—The borrowed light between
scullery and corridor to be glazed with rough
cast plate in. thick (this is the cheapest
variety of plate glass, and there is only one
quality but of different thicknesses). Skylight
over to he glazed with ’4' in. plain
rough rolled plate. The roof of conservatory
is also to be glazed with the same glass.

Polished Plate Glass.—The windows of recep-
tion-rooms, numbered to on plans, to be
glazed with British polished plate glass about

V ID- thick, of “ best ” quality, fixed with beads
secured with brass cups and screws.
Embossed Glass.—Specify whether this is to

be ordinary embossed, or whether the design
is to be worked by sand-blast.

Coloured Glass.—Specify whether the glass
is to be coloured sheet with flashed colours,

stating the weight, 16 oz., 21 oz., d:c., or
whether pot-metal or rolled catliedral glass

;

particularise the colours that are to be used, as
the price of glass varies with the colouring.
Lead Lights.—Specify whether the work is

to be carried out with broad cames or narrow
cames. The kind and quality of glass to be
used, and slate if it is to be fixed with stout
copper wire bauds to wrought iron saddle
bars, the diameter and distance apart of

which is to be stated, and explain whether the
glass is to be bedded in mastic cement or in
white lead.

Iron Casements.—Specify these thus : The
windows numbered on plans to have iron
casements of Messrs. manufacture
as No. in their list p.c. price /. Gun-
metal casements and other specially made
articles of this kind should also be specified in

a similar manner as provisional items.

Cimcn Glass.—This is now but seldom used
except for the sake of the centre blob or
“bullion,” and even these are less in favour
than they were twenty years ago. The quali-
ties of crown glass are classified as with sheet
glass. Specification may be thus : The windows
numbered on plans to be glazed with
flattened crown glass of “ seconds " quality, the
small panes having each a “ bullion ” cut from
centre of table.

Doors.—The doors numbered on plans to
have the centre panel glazed with patent plate
glass of “second ” quality and No. 4 thickness
(the thicknesses are No. i to No. 4, weighing
about 13 oz. to 24 oz. per ft. super) ground on
one side.

The doors numbered on plans to have the
upper panel glazed with British polished plate
glass of " best " quality and about If in. thick-
ness in one square.

Bent Glass.—The windows of circular bay in
drawing-room to be glazed with British
polished plate glass of “best” quality and
about ^4 in. thickness, bent to accurately follow
curve of bay (which is 15 ft. radius).

Completion.—Clean and polish all glass and
leave same perfect at completion.

Paper-Hanger.
The best way to deal with this trade is as

follows :

—

The paper hangings are to be of Messrs.
manufacture, and the several

rooms are to be hung with paper of the list

price value quoted in the following schedule :

Dining-room 5s. per piece.

Drawing-room 6s. per piece.

Bed-room (No. 1) 2s. 6d. per piece, &c., &c.
Dados, Friezes, and Borders .—Mention ex-

pressly which rooms are to have dados, friezes,

and borders, and give the width of each.
Hanging of Papers .—All walls which are to

be papered are to be rubbed down, stopped,
sized, and prepared for paper-hanger. The
walls of the following rooms are to be hung
with lining paper before the wall paper is

hung: Dining-room, drawing-room. All papers
are to he cut close.

Damp ]]‘alls .— If there is any danger of
any of the walls being damp, care must he
taken to specify the selected precautionary
devices, such as thin sheet-lead or tin-foii,

tarred paper, or battening and canvas, or what-
ever else may be preferred by the architect.

In specifying canvas and battening mention
that tile nails are to be painted and covered
over with strips of common paper before the
papering is done.

Varnishing Papers .—The wall-paper of stair-

case to be twice sized and once varnished with
good copal varnish (or French oil varnish if the
paper is of a delicate colour.)

Painting Papers .—Flock paper of ceiling of

drawing-room is to be twice sized and painted
in three coats of good nil colours to an
approved light vellum tint, and flatted.

Zinc Eaves Gutters .—It has been suggested
by a practical zinc worker that the durability of

zinc gutters is greatly increased by the stiffening

tubes being used at closer intervals than was
mentioned in accordance with usual practice in

our chapter of last week, and that screws arc

better than nails for fixing. This suggestion
undoubtedly makes for higher class work and
for this we may thcrcfwe specify “ The eaves

gutters to be O.G. moulded, 4 in. eaves gutters

of No. 15 gauge Vieiile Montague zinc witli

stiffening tubes 12 in. apart and secured to

fascia with 5 in. galvanized round-headed
screws through each tube.” Such a construc-

tion will give the zinc its full chance of dura-
bility.

OBITUARY.
Dr. Karl vox LuetzOW.—

W

e regret to an-

nounce the cleatli nf tliis learned Professor, who
held the chair of Art History at the Royal Academy
of Arts at Vienna, and was particularly active in ail

questions relating to the architectural improvement
of the Austrian capital. Dr. Liietzow for many
years contributed to the Art Press of his country,

and his criticisms in the Scuc Freie Presse, the lead-

ing Austrian daily, played a more important part in

the Art circles of his country than is perhaps gener-

ally the case. It was in that journal that the

deceased Professor also published his scathing criti-

cisms on the Berlin Houses of Parliament, and
German architecture generally, and drew upon
himself and his Austrian confreres a great deal of

abuse. Of his various publications in book form we
mav mention especially his “ Denkmaelcr der

Kunst" (in collaboration with Luehke) and his

1“ Monuments of Church Architecture."

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Oxford Municipal Buildings.—On Tuesday

the Prince of Wales opened the new Municipal

Buildings which have been erected at Oxford. The
architect of the buildings is Mr. H. T. Hare, and Mr.
Chappell, of Pimlico, was the builder. Illustrations

of the building have been published in the Builder

for July g, 1892, and August 19, 1893.

Art' Gallery, B-ATH.—A meeting of the General
Committee who have charge of the arrangements
for the erection of an Art Gallery was held at the

Bath Guildhall on the 4th inst. The recom-
mendation of the Building Committee that Mr. J.

M. Brvdon be appointed architect was agreed to.

Theatre, Sheffield.—It is stated that the

directors of the Sheffield Lyceum Theatre have let

to Messrs. George Longden & Son, Neepsend, the

contract for the reconstruction and alteration of the

Old City Theatre, which is to be reopened under
the name of the Lyceum Theatre. The contract is

10,900/. The architect is Mr. W. G. R. Sprague, of

London.
Board School, Penkhull, St.affordshiue.—

On the 3rd inst. a new mixed Board school was
opened at Penkhull. The school is built on the

central hall principle, with three class-rooms on
either side and one at the end. The building

ccupies a position at the junction of Prinecs-road
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and PcnlcInill'Street. It provides accommodation
for 470 children. The exterior is marked hy two
towers over the entrances, with carved cement
friezes, the rest of the work being of brick, with

stone sparingly used. The walls inside are plastered,

and have tiled dados, supplied by Messrs. Minton,

Hollins. & Ci5. Mr. T. Godwin is the contractor

for the building. The heating is by Messrs. R.

Dawson & Co., of Stalybridge. Messrs. R. Scrivener

tit Co., of Hanley, are the architects.

St. Many's Schools, Rochdale.—The new
dav and Sunday schools built in Redcross-street by
the parishioners of St. Mary's, Wardleworth, were
opened recently. The architects are Messrs. Oliver

(Nr Leeson, of Newcastle, the builders being Messrs.

W. A. Peters & Sons. In the basement there is an
infants’ schoolroom with gallery, two class-rooms,

a

teachers’ room and a couple of cloak-rooms. At

each end of the building there is a slair<;ase leading

to the upper story, and hallway up each of these

staircases is a cloak-room. At tlie top of each

staircase is an entrance to the large schoolroom.
To the right of this room there is another class-

room. The accommodation is for close upon 700
children

;
and the cost of the building has been

about 3, .5001.

School, P.yxea, Carmarthex.—A Board school

to accommodate 400 children was opened at Bynea
recently, erected from plans prepared by Mr. J. 13.

Morgan, Architect to the Llanelly School Board.
Proposed New Boys' School, Cardikf.—At

a meeting of the Governors of the Cardiff Inter-

mediate Schools, recently, recommendations were
received from the Building Committee to the effect

(
1 )

that in view of the Governors securing within a

reasonable period a site for the boys’ school in

Catbays Park the Committee recommends the erec-
tion of temporary premises, at a cost of from 1,500/.

to 2,000/., upon tile site already acquired in New-
port-road ; (2) that the Clerk he authorised to in-

struct Mr. George Thomas, architect, to prepare
plans of temporary premises to accommodate 300
pupils, with chemical and phj'sical laboratories in

addition for thirty pupils in each
; {3) that the

plans he designed for the erection of the proposed
temporary premises on a portion of the Newport-
road site which will not be required if. and when,
permanent buildings have to be built on the said

site. The recommendations were agreed to.

Wesleyan Si'nd.ay Schools, Bradley, near
BirminTtH.am.—The memorial stones of the new
Wesleyan Sunday schools which are being erected
in Hallgreen-street, Bradley, at a cost of 2.300/..

were laid on the 3rd inst. ’The building will accom-
modate over 700 scholars. It will he executed with
best bricks, terra-cotta, and Hollington stone, from
designs by Mr. R.

J.
Rowe, architect, Bilston.

Free Church, New Cumnock. Ayrshire.

—

Tliis church is about to be built to accommodate
over 400 sitters. It is planned with a nave and one
side aisle, the aisle being separated from the nave
by an arcade of three pointed arches of dressed
stone, supported by piers and resjxinds, which are
also of dressed stone. The entrance is through a
double porch which, witli the main gable of the
nave and its traceried windows, the broad Hanking
buttresses, and the bell lower, form the principal
external features of the design. The roof will be of
open timber construction. A session-room, vestry,
and lavatory are provided. The church will be
heated by low-pressure hot-water pipes. The whole
seating accommodation will be entirely on the
ground Hoor. A manse is also to be built. Mr.
James Kennedy Hunter, Ayr, is architect for both
the church and the manse, and contracts for both
have recently been let to the following contrac-
tors :—Mason work, Mr. A. Beattie. New Cumnock

;

joiner work, Mr. D. Mathieson, New Cumnock
;

slater and plumber work, Messrs. W. Auld & Son,
Ayr

:
plaster work, Messrs. M. Campbell & Son,

Catrine
; heating work, Messrs. Boyd Sons,

Paisley
:
glazier work, The Glass Stainers Company,

Glasgow. The cost of church and manse will lie

about 2,500/.

Memorial Hall .and Schools, Maesteg,
Glamorganshire,—Mrs.

J. T. North, widow of the
late Colonel North, laid the foundation stones of
North’s Memorial Hall at Maesteg recentlv, and on
the same day Mrs. J. Boyd Harvey opened’ the new
central schools. The cost of the memorial hall will be
about 1,500/. The buildings will be of two stories,
and will consist of a library, reading-room, com-
mittee-rooms, and billiard-rooms. The main room
will be 58 ft. by 29 ft. The site is opposite the
Town Hall, on the MaestegUchaf Estate. The new
central schools are on the same estate. The new
school buildings afford accommodation for 1,016
children, and consist of boys’, girls', and infants'
tlcpartments. The contractors for the schools and
the memorial hall are Messrs. Rattniy & Jenkins,
and Mr. E. W. Burnett, Tondu, is the architect.
Restoration ok Parish Church, Ropley,

Hampshire.—The parish church of Ropley has just
been reopened after restoration. Messrs.

J. H. &
E. Dyer, of Alton, were the builders, and Mr. G. O.
Scott, of London, was consulting architect ; and
Mr. Charles T. Miles, architect, Bournemouth, pre-
p.ared the plans of the alterations. The tower has
had new buttresses placed at the bottom, and the
belfry covered with oak and louvre boards. The
old oak interior framework remains, but h.as been
strengthened wherever necessary. A new east
window has been placed in the south transept, and

it is intended to replace the other window, also one
in the tower. The north transept has been elon-

gated hy half its length, while the whole of the west
end has been encased with Hint and Bath stone, and
new windows in the fourteenth century style have
been put in. In the interior the Hoor is laid with
wood-bIi)cks, the chancel tiled by Messrs. Godwin
& Hewitt, of Hereford, and fitted with oak
choir stalls by Messrs. Dyer. The communion
rail has been altered and refixed, and the old com-
muuion table and chair remains. The roof has been
repaired and partly retiled, and inside is covered
with pitch pine boards with moulded ribs. The font

has been removed from the east end of the nortii

transept to the west end of the nave. The sitting

accommodation is for about 265. The gallery at the

west end has been entirely taken away. The pulpit,

by Messrs. Cox, of Loudon, is in oak.

—

Hnu/pshirc

Chronicle.

Public Hat.l, Heacham. Norfolk.—The new
public hall, which has been erected at Heacham, was
opened recently. Tlie architects were Messrs. Milne
A Hall, of London. Mr. Nelson, of Hunstanton,
was the contractor.

Board School, Texdring, Essex.—The Biwd
school at Tendring was erected at a cost of 2,300/.

This sum also covered the cost of a teachers' six-

roomed cottage, which stands on the same piece of

ground. The builder was Mr. Sanders, of Dover-
court, and the architect was Mr. Start.

Auction Rooms, Sheffield.—New auction
rooms for Messrs. Nicholson, Greaves, Barber, and
Hastings have been erected at the junction of High-
street and Fargate, Sheffield. The architects were
Messrs. Flockton, Gibbs, & Flockton. On each side

of the entrance hall are the private offices of the

firm. At the end of the entrance hall there is the

first of the auction rooms, lighted from the top. It

lias a length of 54 ft., and an average width of 28 ft.

From this apartment are reached another auction
room and an office for tlie clerks, these together

being 63 ft. (> in. long, and 22 ft. wide. In the base-

ment there is a store room cut out of the rock. It

is lined with white glazed bricks. There is also a
strung room. Ofticc.s and a caretaker's house occupy
the upper stories of the front part of the building.

Church, Burnley, L.ancashike,—Ou the 4th
iiisl., the new Church of St. Catherine, which has
been built in Todmorden-road, Burnley, was con-
secrated by the Bishop of Manchester. The total

cost is 8,150/. The building consists of a nave,
which, with the transepts and western gallery, is of

seven bays of a total length of 97 ft. and a clear span
of 51 ft., widened at its eastern end to 60 ft. where
the transepts occur. There are no aisles. A lofty

arch opens out at the east end to the polygonal
sanctuary, the windows of which are high up above
the roofs of the adjoining vestries. The chancel,

raised three step-S above the nave, is arranged in

line with the transepts, and is marked off by a low
wall and wooden screen surmounted by wrouglit-
ironwork. The morning chapel is in the south
transept ; there is an outside door and porch in close

proximity for the use of those attending the week-
day services. The main entrance is at the west end.

The nave is seated with open.benches, and alto-

gether there is accommod.ation ftr O73 adults. The
altar is of oak, with carved panels. It stands under
a lofty baldachino of hammered iron. The pulpit

and Bible lectern are made quite open, and form
part of tlie screen which mark off the chancel.

Panels are left in the walls under the nave windows,
which it is hoped will be filled with painting, bas-

reliefs, or mosaics. There is similar preparation for

future adornment round the walls of the sanctuarv.

The work has been designed by Mr. Medland
Tavlor.

B.ATHS, Shoreditch.—The foundation stone has
been laid of the baths and waslihonses in Pitlielcl-

street, Shoreditch. The first-class swimming-bath will

be looft. long by 40 ft. wide, with a depth of water
graduating from 6 ft. bin. tu 3 ft. 6 in. Round the

“ pond ’’ will he a wide gangwaj’, and dressing-room
accommodation, and as the hali will, in the winter,

be available for meetings, concerts, &c., it was
thought expedient to provide six separate exits from
the ground floor and four from the gallerv.

There will also be a second-class swimming-bath,

75 ft. by 35 ft., which in the cold weather will be
found suitable for gymnastics. The laundry will he
well fitted, and there will be fifty-five slipper

baths for men and twenty for women. 15,700/. was
paid for the land on which the baths will be erected,

and the contract for the buildingsaniounts to 35,393/.

Messrs. Spalding & Cross and Mr. Henry T. Hare
are the architects, and Mr. C. Gray Hill is the

builder. Adjoining the baths are the vestry dust

destructor and electric lighting station. In the same
block of buildings there will also be the Free
Librarx-.

Building Work. Royal Hospit.al, Sheffield
—The nurses’ home at this hospital has been com-
pleted for some time, and now another part of the

scheme for reconstructing the hospital is to be pro-

ceeded with. This is the building of the block to

fropt West-street, which xvill forhi the principal

entrance to the hospital. The plans of the architect,

Mr. C. Hadfield, have been approved, and the work
of actual building will shortly be begun. The new
premises will be four stories high, and with a

frontage to West-street of about 100 ft. From
West-street the visitor will pass into the main
entrance hall, through a doorway 18 ft. high, and

from this point access will be gained to any part of

the hospital premises. The offices of the secretary

will be on the ground floor, near the entrance, and
in close proximity will be located the offices of the

house surgeon and the matron, and the entrance for

tradesmen bringing goods will be in the neighbour-

hood. It is also intended to have a hydraulic lift on
the ground floor. The first floor above is to contain

accommodation for the house surgeon and house

physician, the dining-room for the staff', and other

rooms. The ophthalmic ward will be the most im-

portant apartment on the second Hoor, and on the

summit of the building the kitchens, larders, store-

rooms, &c., are to he arranged.

Grammar School, Wisbech.—The foundation

stone was laid recently of the new Grammar School,

Wisbech. The portion of the building which, for

want of money, for the present remains in abeyance,

is the central block, or the three-storied portion of

the building adjoining the house. The new premises

in course of erection consist of a school, 45 ft. by
. 24 ft., with open timber roof. The interior of the

schoolrofim is to be panelled round to the level of

the windows—about 7 ft.—and the walling above is

finished in red brickwork. The south side of the

school has a corridor extending its whole length, from
which access is obtained to two class-rooms, each

iS ft. by 16 ft. At the further end of the corridor,

the space is occupied by the ordinary entrance for

the dav boys, and by the laboratory and science

department. The wliole floor of these rooms is

laid with wood blocks. The new buildings are all

finished in red brick with Ancaster stone dressings.

The builders are Messrs. Rands Son, of Wisbech,
and Messrs. Miller Suns are executing the stone

work, whilst Mr, H. A. Ellis, of Cambridge, is act-

ing as clerk of the works. The architect is Mr.

W. M. Fawcett, M.A.
WESLEYAN Church, Burley, YoRKSHtRE.—The

foundation stone of a new Wesleyan church was
laid at Burley recently. The site is in Cardigan-

lane. The buildings have been designed by Mr. G.
F. Danby, architect, of Leeds. They comprise a

chapel, schoolroom, infants’ room, church parlour,

minister’s room, and twelve vestries or class-rooms.

The chapel is being built of stone, lined with hrick,

while all the internal woodwork will be of pitch

pine. A leading feature of the front elevation will

he a double doorway with granite columns, carved
capitals, and moulded arclies, terminating in a
gable. Over this there is to he a five-light traceried

window. At the south-east corner a tower and
spire will rise to a height of iioft. Inside the tower
there will he a stone staircase leading to the gallery

in the chapel, and a similar staircase will be provided

at the opposite corner of the building. The chapel

is to be 84 ft. long, 48 ft. across the nave, and 57 ft.

across the transepts. Accommodation will b'e pro-

vided for 480 persons on the ground floor, and for

320 in the gallery. The chancel will be separated

from the chapel by a moulded arch, supported on
granite columns, with carved bases and capitals.

The open-timbered roof will, in the centre, rise to a

Iieight of 40 ft. In heating the premises, the low-

pressure hot-water system is to be applied. The
contracts at present let amount to about 6,000/. Tlie

contractors are:—Mr. C. Myers, masonry
;
Messrs.

Lecigarci 8: Son, joinery
;
Mr. H. Boston, plumbing

and glazing ; and Messrs. J. Atkinson & Son, slating.

Presbyterian Church, Berwick, Northum-
berland.—On the and inst. St. Andrew’s Church,
Berwick, was opened fur public worship. The
building, for which the architect was Mr. William
Gray, Berwick, is in the early Gothic style, and it

has seats for 306 people, but provision is made for

the construction of galleries, if these should at any
time be required.

Proposed Reconstruction of Y.M.C.A. Build-
ings, Aberdeen.—

I

t is proposed to reconstruct

these buildings, plans showing the proposed work
having been prepared by Mr. W. L. Henderson.
New Schools, Gresham, Norfolk. — The

contracts and conveyance of land for the new
schools at Gresham are now all settled. Mr. H.

J.

Green is the architect, and Mr. T. H. Blyth, of

Foulsham, the builder.

Convalescent Home, Grange-over-Sands.

—

The new Convalescent Home, at Grange-over-Sands.
was opened on the “th inst. It has been erected for

the Friendly Societies of the North Eastern Counties,

and is built of the local limestone, with red sand-

stone dressings, and is covered with blue Welsh
slates. It is built on the pavilion system. A short

description of the building appeared in our issue for

October 10, 1S96, page 295. The cost of the Home
is about 3,000/., and the contractors for the works
are: — Mr. Enoch Denny, Grange-over-Sands,
walling, slating, and plastering : Messrs. Nelson
Brothers, Kendal, carpenter and joiner work

;
and

Mr. Laxvrence Avery, Kendal, plumbing, painting,

and glazing. The plans and specifications were pre-

pared by Mr. John Hutton, architect. Kendal, under
whose superintendence the work is being carried out.

Wesley.an Church. Brightside, Yorkshire.
—The foundation stone has just been. laid at Bright-

side of a Wesleyan chapel. The new building,

which faces Dcanie-street, will comprise a clmpel to

seat 340, with nave and transepts and a siiudl

gallerv at the end, also class-rooms for Sunday
school and church work, a kitchen fitted up for the

preparation of teas, &c., and other conveniences.

Separate entrances are provided for church and
§cHool purposes. The structure is designed in the
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late Gothic style, and is to be faced externally with

Durnford Bridge wallstone with ashlar dressings,

the windows having traceried heads with leaded

glass. The work is being carried nut by the general

contractors, Messrs. B. Powell Sons, at a cost of

a little below 2,000/., and under the superintendence

of the architect. Mr. W. J.
Hale, of Sheffield.

Police BfiLDtxos, Motherwell, l^.txARK-

SHiRE.—On the 4th inst. sketch plans of proposed

new police buildings for Motherwell were submitted

at the monthly meeting of the Burgh Commissioners.

The new buildings are to be three stories in height,

and will be situated in Clj'de-street. on the site of

the present Countv Police Office. Mr. Alexander

Cullen, F.S.A., Motherwell, is tlie architect, and the

estimated cost is 6,000/.

PRESBYTERL4X CHI'RCH, HELEN’S BAY, CO.

Down.—

O

n the 9th inst. tlie new Presbyterian

Church erected at Helen’s Ray was opened’. The
new church is built of Silurian stone from tlie Bally-

gowan quarries, and faced with white granite from
Scrabbo. Messrs. Young & M'Kenzie are the archi-

tects, and Mr. \Vm, Kerr the builder.

Proposed N'cr.ses' home, Swansea.— .A town’s
meeting called by the Mayor of Swansea was held

at the Town-hall, Swansea, recently, at which the

Mayor moved :
—“That this town’s meeting of bur-

gesses of Swansea hereby heartily pledges itself to

do all in its power to promote the Swansea Jubilee

benevolent effort known as the Victoria Home for
Nurses at the Swansea Hospital. ".Mr.

J. Coke
Fowler seconded, and the resolution was carried.

Plans by Messrs. Buckley, Wilson, and Glindenning
Moxon, Swansea, were before the meeting to

provide a building at a total cost of 5,000/.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
New Waterworks, H.werhill.—

T

hese water-
works, which were commenced in 1894, have just
been opened. The supply is from a well 103 ft. deep
and 7 ft. 6 in. diameter, lined with q in. brickwork in

cement, and an outside cast-iron cylinder down to a
depth of 25 ft. from tlie top of tlie well. There is

also an 8 in. borehole from bottom of well to a depth
of 150 ft., making a total depth of 253 ft. into the
chalk. There are also two adits 25 ft. long, 7 ft. high,

5 ft. wide. There are two 12-iiorse power gas
engines, and the water is forced from the well bv
means of a body of air which is alternatelv com-
pressed into one chamber and exhausted from
anotlier : when the latter chamber is fdled an auto-
matic valve reverses the suction and compression so
that the chamber which was last filled is discharged
by compressed air, and the pressure that remains in
the discharged vessel is brought back into the air
compressor, consequently the power is not lost. All
the machinery is in the engine-room, and none
mtiving in the well except the valves in the pipes.
The capacity of the plant enables 10.000 gallons an
hour to be pumped from the well. There is a brick
and concrete covered reservoir with a capacity of
150,000 gallons, also two concrete settling tanks,
each of a capacity of 100,000. There is a red
brick engine-house and cottage, and there are more
than four miles of 3 in. to 710. mains. Something
over 10,000/. has been expended in carrving out the
.scheme. The contractor was Mr. Henry Robert.s,
f)f West Brcmnvich

; and the engineer.' Mr. Thos.
Cockrill. Tlie clerk of works was Mr. Win. Lindlev
Gatlin.

— w.,. iviv,., i.,, i.suu.N.— 1 ne iviam urainaf
Committee of the London County Council ha\
sanctioned, subject to conditions recommended t
the engineer, the construction of local sewers ;

lollows:—Battersea
: 350 ft. of 3 ft. 6 in. by 2 f

half brick and concrete sewer 'in Cringle-'strec
B.ittersea Park-ro.ad

; 350 ft. of i j-in. ptpe and coi
Crete sewer in Shellwood-road, Latchmere-road
(>oo ft, 1. 130 ft., and 1,000 ft. of 12-in. pipe and cot
Crete sewers in Amner-roacl. Broxash-road. an
Kyrle-road, respectivelv, Claphain Common Estat
Lambeth ; 183 ft. and 924 ft. of 12-in. pipe and coi
Crete sewers in Durliam-roacl and Martell-ron
respectively. West Norwood. Paddington: 150 f

ut o-in. pipe sewer and 590 ft. of 3 ft. 9 i'n. V
2 tt. 6 in. brick sewer in Ashwnrtli-road, Eigii
avenue, and 165 ft. of 9-in. pipe sewer and 400 ft. <

3 tt. 9 m. by 2 ft. 6 in. brick sewer in Biddulph-roa
Lauderdale-road. Plumstead : 200 ft. of g-in. pit
and concrete sewer in Ennis-road. Poplar; 122 f
- o ft., 120 ft., and 142 ft. of g-in. pipe and concre
sewers in Duke-street. Lea-passage. Salter’s-buildini
and \\ est-street, respectively. St. Luke, Middlesei
195 it. of iS-in. pipe and concrete sewer
Lensden-place, Golden-lans.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION
Window. Belmont Church, Hillhe

Lanarkshire.—

A

two-light stained glass wind
church bv Mes:M Culloch & Co., of Glasgow. The window Ibeen presented to the church bv Mr. Alexan.

subject represented is the “ Ado

Memorial Window, e.arls Colne. Essex

-

stained glass window, the figures in which repres
bancta Lucas and Sancta Dorcas, has been plai

parish church of EcColne by Dr. John Taylor, as a memorial ofdeceased parents. The window, which consists

two panels, has been made by Messrs. Clayton &
Bell.

Memorial Windows, Sheepy Church, near
Tamworth.—

T

lie dedication of two stained glass
memorial windows in the nave of All Saints' Church,
Sheepy, to the memory of the late Mr. C. B. Lowe
and tile Rev. Hubert Lowe, took place recently.
The Avindows are by Mr. C. E. Kempe. The figures
in the first window are Daniel and St. Stephen, and
the •• liaising of Lazarus ” underneath

; in the second
window. Isaiah and St. John the Evangelist, and the
scene, “Behold the Lamb of God,” beneath.

Window, St. Mary's Church, Newry.—

O

n the
8th inst., at St. Mary’s Church, Newrj-, a memorial
stained-glass window was dedicated. The chancel
window represents the Ascension, with five scenes
from the parable of the Good Samaritan underneath,
and in the tracery above the Abbot of Newry, St.

Patrick, the four Archangels, and the emblems of
the four Evangelists. The work is by Mr. A. O.
Hemming. London.
Reredos, St. M.aRK’s, B.ath.—

A

stone reredos,
with marble and alabaster enrichments, iias just
been erected in St. Mark’s Church, Bath, from the
design of Mr. S. J. G. Stone, architect, of Bath. The
reredos has been carried out at Messrs. Jones &
Willis's works, Hornsey.

Windows, Tillingham Church, Essex.—

S

even
stained glass windows have just been placed in the
parish church of Tillingham. The windows are the
work of Mr. F. Drake, of Exeter.

FOREIGN.
Fr.ANCE.—

T

he Trocadero Palace is to undergo
some important alterations for the future exhibition.

The large hays of the arcaded galleries which
surround the Salle des Fetes and which open in the
direction of the Champ de Mars are to be glazed
and the ends to he closed by doors, making a closed
in and warmed promenade for tlie concert-goers.
There is also some talk of making at the end of the
galleries two new Salles des Fetes, but this project,
whicli has been suggested by M. Bourdais, the archi-
tect, is not favourably received by the “ Direction des
bfitiments civils,” as it is considered that 'it will
encroach too much on the Square du Trocadero.
Tile “ Societc Rationale des Architects Fraiii;ais”

has opened its sixth aiinu:il competition, the
subject of which i.s " Un Hotel pour Societes
Savantes ou Artistiqiies dans one vilie de nioycnne
importance.” It is announced that an exhibition
of modern medals will shortlv be organised at tlie

Bibliotheque Nationale. An interesting retrospec-
tive exhibition has just been organised in the Salons
of the Societe Saint Jean. Rue des Saints Peres.
This exhibition contains about one hundred pictures
of the French. Flemish, and Dutch schools, besides
numbers of drawings and objects of all kinds which
have been taken from various collections. In
tile Georges Petit gallery there is an exhibition
of the complete illustrations for the life of

Christ, hy M. James Tissot. In the Gallery
des Artistes Modernes there is an exliibition of
tlie pictures and drawings of the late Louis
Cabat, and an exhibition of old pictures, and views
of Pompeii, by M. Gusman, at the Ecole des Beaux-
-Arts. There is talk of reproducing in Gobelins
tapestry the principal pictures of Raul Baudry,
which decorate the Paris Opera House. The new
buildings of the Mairie of Courhevoie are to be
inaugurated on the 22nd inst. On the bordeias of

a well-known little lake at A’au.\-de-Cernay a monu-
ment in memory of the landscape painter, Pelouse,
who died four years ago, is to be inaugurated next
Wednesday. He constantly painted in the neigh-
bourhood of this site. It is understood that the
Municipality of Carcassonne intends widening the
narrow and picturesque streets of this old town.

The following is a list of the works executed
this year in the architectural section bv the
students of the A’illa Medici. They are now
exhibited in Rome, and will eventually come
to the Ecole des Beaux - Arts :—M. Bertone
(fourth year), Restoration of the Temple of Baal,
at Palmyra

;
M, Chaussemiche (third vear), studies

of the Temple of Mars and of a house of tlie

fifteenth century
;
M. Recoura (second year), studies

from a tomb in the Church of Ara-Coeli, and studies
from the antique

;
M. Patouillard (first year), studies

from the Temple of Concord
;
M. Pilic (first vear),

a capital from the stadium recently discovered on
the Palatine, in its actual state and in restoration.

Germany.—

C

onsiderable works are to be taken
in hand at Heligoland, both with the view of
protecting the shore from encroachments by
the sea and with a view of using the island fo’r

strategical purposes.——There is to be an important
Horticultural Exhibition at Berlin this summer, and
the gardens of last year's Industrial Exhibition in

tlie Treptow Park will be used for this purpose. A
number of last year’s exhibition buildings will be
re-used for sliowing hot-house plants, and there will
also be a section for scientific research. There will
be a number of foreign exhibitors. The post of
Secretary to the Prussian Royal Academy, wliich
became vacant on the death of Professor Hans
Muller, is to be filled bj- Professor Dobbert. The
post of second secretary, which became vacant
on the death of Professor Spitta, some time
back, will not be filled for the present. A
limited competitiem is to be opened for the designs

of the two statues of Siemens and Krupp, which nr i

to be erected at the Royal Technical College. It j

has now been definitely decided to erect the
j

Provincial IVIuseum on the Markische - place,
|

near the Waisen Bridge, and the commission I

has been entrusted to the cify architect. Herr ]

Ludwig Hoffmann. Pomeranian brickwork will i

be a feature of the architectural treatment. 1

An important competition has been opened at
Leipsic for the new Home of the Great Booksellers’
Guild, of which Osker von Haser is the President.
The building will have an important site, and will
cost 30,000/. There will be three premiums and
some extra premiums, the first having a value of

175/. Tiiere will he a jury of seven assessors, three
of whom are architects. Schlottenberg. near
Berlin, is to have a new town-hall, and the competi-
tion which has been opened allows for five pre-

miums, the first of which has a value of

500/., the second 300/., and the third 200/.

Here, again, there will be an inlluential

Committee of Assessors, numbering nine members,
of whom five are architects, including Messrs. Ende,
Wallot, and Otzen. We have much pleasure in

recording the anniversapy lately celebrated by the

leading architectural book publishers at Berlin,

Messrs. Wasmuth, whose influence on the develop-
ment of modern German architecture has, no doubt,

been important. It is only to be regretted that the

publications favoured by this firm are either all too

academic for the English architect, or do not show
sufficient discrimination in the illustrations.

Austria.—

A

special Act for facilitating the com-
pulsory purchase of property, is being framed in con-

nexion with the great street improvements which are

being undertaken at Vienna. We hear of a com-
petition for a Fire Station at Laibach, which will be
held under the auspices of the Vienna Architectural

Societv. This is one of the first instances in which
this class of building has been the subject of a com-
petition, tfiough there is certainly room for im- I

proveinent in the planning of such establisliments.

Sculpture at the annual Vienna Art Exhibition

appears to be very well represented this year, and
one of the principal marble works is an allegorical

figure, representing “ Architecture ” in mourning,
destined for the tombstone of the late Baron
Hasenauher. The sculptor is Johannes Benk.
The ten principal city divisions of Vienna are to

have the incandescent gas-light for street illumina-

tion
;
the work will probiibly be taken in hand at

once. A strike of tlie brickmakers is expected at

Vienna and in tlie districts just outside of the

capital. Throughout the various building trades

there appears to be some disposition to strike for

higher wages, but there is by no means the activity

in building tiiat would lead one to expect such a

movement. The reconstruction of the auditorium

of the Hofhurg Theatre has now been commenced.
.At Bucla-Pest there has again been a case of

stealing pictures from art galleries, this time from
the Annual Art Exhibition of that city.

Norway.—

A

n important competition has been
decided at Christiani.a in connexion with a scheme
for a new central station for that cit)'. Tlie first

premium has in this case been given to Messrs.

Glein & Eyde, engineers, practising in Hamburg and
Lubeck respectively. The second premium was
given to Messrs. Havestadt & Contag. of Berlin

;
and

the third premium to two engineers practising at

Altona, near Hamburg. It is indeed rare that we
find an international competition in which all three

premiums are awarded to foreigners, and it speaks

well for the straightforward policy of the assessors,

who, failing to find a good design by a countryman,
were not afraid to brave public opinion in giving the

premiums to strangers. It is. however, curious that

all three premiums should have been awarded to

Germans in a practical competion of this descrip-

tion. We notice that the assessors were seven in

number, of whom three were laymen and four

engineers
;
of thcifour engineers, one was “ Baurath ”

Schwering, of Berlin. The value of the first premium
was 10.000 crowns.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements.

—Mr. Beresford Pite has removed liis offices from

20, Hanover-square to 48, Harley-street. The
Patent Victoria Stone Company have removed their

Head Office from Kingsland-road to ir, 12, and 13,

Hamilton House, Bishopsgate-street Within, E.C.

Trade News.—

M

essrs. Mainzer & Co. (London)
have received the order for laying down marble

mosaic paving in the Gallery' of British Art.

Engineering Appointment.—

W

e are informed

that Mr. E. W. Ives, C.E., of Derby, has 'been ap-

pointed Consulting Engineer to the Rural District

Council of Lichfield.

Watford Urban district Council.—

M

r. C. P.

.Ayres, of Watford, Herts, architect and surveyor,

has been elected Chairman of the Watford Urban
District Council, and has been duly sworn in as a
Magistrate for the County.

Lectures on Sanitation.—

T

wo of the series of

lectures on sanitation, arranged for under the

auspices of the Cardiff Technical School, were
delivered at the University College recently. These
lectures are intended not only to interest the

general public, but at the same time to include the

special instruction required by those desirous of

obtaining knowledge of the duties of sanitary



oflicers. Tlie first was by Dr. P. Rhys Griffiths,
Lundon, his subject being '• Ventilation, Heating,
and Lighting.” He sliowed liow atmospheric air
varied very considerably in courts, narrow streets,
open spaces in large manufacturing towns, and in

the country, pointing out the nature and character
of air in back-to-back houses. He subsequently
dealt with the question of the amount of air which
it was considered should be allowed to each indi-
vidual in a living room. The total limit of impurity
should be six volumes of carbonic acid gas in io,oob
volumes of air, and in order that this might not he
exceeded it was necessary that each individual
should be supplied with 3’,ooo cubic feet of pure
atmospheric air every hour. With reference to the
space required for each individual, he said the
minimum cubic measurement had been stated to be
1,000 cubic feet. He pointed out, however, that
cubic space was a fallacious basis to go upon, and
that it was essential that each individual should
have .sufficient floor space. Any height above u ft.

in a room was ignored for ventilation purposes.
L.astly, he described the method of practically
examining the ventilation of anv sort of building,
illustrations being given on the screen bv limelight.
The lecturer was heartily thanked.—Mr. Edwin
Seward, Cardiff, delivered the second lecture in the
evening on “ Sanitary Rnilding Construction.” Tlie
lecturer pointed out the disadvantages in the plan-
ning of large buildings of not allowing for plenty
of free air around their various parts

;
and in

dealing with the evils of damp. (Sc., as agencies for
unheaithiness and decay, spoke of the plentiful and
consistent use of fresh air as the best antidote which
juodern sanitation had discovered. Each wall, he
said, ought to have cavities below and through for
the passage of air, floors should admit it underneath,
timbers should be open to it, and drains would be
harmless as long as air was properlv admitted
and passed through them. The injure to public
health by making up ground levels with town refuse
for building on was referred to, and an interesting
series of lantern slide views were given to show
those evils, one being entitled. " The villas of the
future on the refuse of the past.” In a low-lying
district such as Cardiff, made-up soil of that kind
was a double evil, and tended to make building sites
of higher altitude near Cardiff more and more requisite
for maintaining good health returns for the district.

Speaking more clellnitely of Cardiff, he said that
while the town had a nominal altitude of something
less than 40 ft. above the mean tide level, it was
surrounded with conditions which tended to depres-
sion and enervation, leading often to debility of
body and opening the way for gre.ater evils, far
more than if the place were on a rising ground
100 ft. or 200 ft. higher. Consequentlv, the precau-
tions he had mentioned, and which might bring even
a slightly more bracing atmosphere into plav, were
worthy of attention .—South lluto Dnilv Xczes.

Properties for Sai,E.—

I

n July next the Duart
Castle and Scalastle estates, extending over 24,000
acres, with a seaboard of nearly fifteen miles, in the
Island of Mull. The ruins of Du.art Castle, a strong-
hold of the Macleans, stand upon a promontory at
the eastern entrance of tlie Sound, between Loch
Don and Macalister Bay. It is believed that the
keep was built by Lach’lan Maclean, who, in 1366,
married a daughter of the first Lord of the Isles.
Measuring 63 ft. by 46 ft. on plan, it has walls from
10 ft. to 15 ft. thick, those on the north and west
sides rising almost sheer with the face of the rock,
and the east wall, in which is a narrow stair, being
against the wall of the earlier enceinte. The door-
way and windows have round-arched heads. The
enceinte, or courtyard. Soft, by 65 ft., is entered from
the south, through an opening 6 ft. wide (since
narrowed), with a pointed arch, splaved on the
angle. It encloses the remains of a dwe'lling-house,
supposed to have been erected by Sir Lachlan
Maclean, Bart., who died there in 1669. In their
“ Castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scot-
land,” Messrs. Maegibbon & Ross assign Duart to
the fourteenth century, and characterise it as one of
the most extensive and powerful castles of the west.— In June next is to be sold Barton House, War-
wickshire. which— though it seems upon slender
(into—is ascribed to Inigo Jones. Dugdale traces
the history of the property from the Underhills,
temp. Edward IV., to its purchase bv Walter, son
to Sir Nicholas Overbury, of Bourton-on-the-Hill,
in James I.’s reign, “which said Walter," he says!
" rebuilt the manor house of stone, in such sort as
it now is."—Ladham House, Goudliurst. Kent, the
seat of the late Sir George Jessel, Master of the Rolls

;

and Shoyswell, in the parish of Etchingham. Sussex,*
which was the seat of a family so named from the
beginning of Edward I.’s reign until that of William
III., and includes a reputed hunting-house of Kiiig
John.

Saxit.ary Inspectors’ Conference, Dewsbury.
—A general meeting of the Yorkshire branch of tlie
Sanitary Inspectors’ Association took place on the
8th inst. at the Town Hall, Dewsbury. The pro-
ceedings commenced with a meeting of the Council
of the Association, and, business over, his Worship
held a reception. Members were present from
Bradford, Halifax, Leeds, Huddersfield, Batley,
Morley, Hull, Barnsley, &c. The Corporation pro-
vided char-a-bancs, in which the members of the
Association were driven to the sewage farm at
Mitchell Laithes, Soothill. The estate is i88J^ acres

t'tc. 7 he sewage of the town and the greater part
of that from Soothill Upper is treated on the farm.and
in Dewsbury there are about 1,200 water-closets dealt
with. Next the members and others returned
the Town Hall, where luncheon was provided in (

Exchange Hal! by the Mavor. At the close 1

Worship gave the toast of “the Queen." which u„„
duly honoured, and he next proposed “ The Yorkshire
Sanitary Inspectors’ Association: Yorkshire Branch.”
On the motion of Mr. Savill (Halifax), seconded by
Mr. Wilkinson, the thanks of the meeting were given
to the Mayor and Corporation for their hospitality.—The Corporation refuse-destructor, erected by
Messrs. Beaman & Deas, of Warrington, was next
visited. Returning to the Town Hall, a meeting,
presided over by Mr. Pridgin Teale, of Leeds, was
opened, and a discussion took place upon cottage
sanitation in rural districts. The Chairman .stated
what had been done by the Royal Agricultural
Society to have the subject properly dealt with in r

pamphlet for public use in countrv places. Inci
dentally, he asked what was done’in Dewsbury
the matter of back-tn-back houses. He was told by
the Mayor, and also bv Alderman Kilburn. that such
were prohibited being erected in Dewsbury, the
latter, however, explaining how, bv the construction
of blocks of four cottages, cheap and yet sanitary
dwellings could be built. A general discussion fol-
lowed, and in it there took part Mr. Denham (Tad-
caster and District). Mr. Wilkinson (Altofts), Mr,
Holmes (Wakefield), Chief Sanitary Inspector to the
West Riding Countv Council, Mr. George Darlev
(Leeds), Mr. Lindlcv (Batlev), Mr. Highmore
(Kipon).and -Mr.Dearden (Hemswwth). The hope w,as
expressed that the Corporation of Leecks would give up
the practice of building hack-to-back houses. The
discussion having closed, the Mayor mentioned what
had been done in Dewsbury to promote the health
and well-being of the borough, mentioning especially
the efficiency of the refuse destructor and of the
sewage disposal works, and the excellence and mag-
nitude of the public hath.s, which he stated were
largely used, not only by the people of the town, but
those of the villages adjoining

;
the electric lighting

and the waterworks were amongst the best in tlie
country, and had cost 334.374^- The Mavor and
Corporation officials were thanked for their hospi-
tality and kindness to the Association, and Mr
Pridgrn Teale for his .services in the chair.
Arts and Crafts E-Xhirition, Maidstone,—

The fifth annual exhibition of art work. <Sc., open to
all amateurs of the town and postal district of
Maidstone, was held at the Hollingworth Ha
Church Institute recently.
^New Direct Line from London to South

Wales.—

A

Local Government Board inquiry was
held recently at Bristol, relative to the proposed
erection of an infectious hospital beyond the
northern boundary of the city. Mr. Charles Kis-
linghury. Divisional Inspector of the Great Western
Railway Company, objected to the scheme. The
company proposed to make forthwith a new line to
provide direct communication between London and
South Wales, cutting off Bristol. At Patchwav. on
the Gloucester side of the Severn tunnel, five miles
from Bristol, traffic would be concentrated between
all parts of South Wales, London, and Bristol. It
was likely that 100 engines would be employed at
this new depot, requiring a permanent staff of 300
men. The navvies engaged at the construction of
the line would be accommodated in huts, but the
hands engaged permanentl\- would have to live
adjacent to the works. In addition to the houses
required, fifteen acres would be built upon for engine

very similar to an inspection chamber cover. Any
gases which may be evolved pass awav through a
small vent tube, which can be led into the outer air.
A DiiRER Society.— .A Society under this title

has been formed for the purpose of reproducing,
by modern tac simile processes, the works
of Albert Diirer and his school. It proposes
to issue in the first instance a series of faithful
copies of the engravings, woodcuts, and drawings
of these artists, and to include such paintings as
have not been published in a satisfactory form, or
are, from some other reasons, inaccessible’. A num-
ber of plates will also be devoted to illustrating the
relations of German with Italian art during the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. A portfolio will
be issued annually, containing from fifteen to
twenty-five subjects, accompanied by text. .Among
the members of the Committee of the Society are
Mr. Walter Crane. Mr. G.

J. Frampton, A.R.A,,
Mr. Selwyn Image. Mr. Frank Short, The issue
of plates will be limited to two hundred and fifty
subscribers.

Ho.me Arts and Industries Association.—
The Thirteenth Annual Exhibition of this Associa-
tion will be held at the Albert Hall on Thursday.
May 20, and following days. There will be spinning
competitions in flax and wool on the opening day

;

also a competition in lace-making, the prize.s for
which will all be given by the Blenheim-street
Spinning and Weaving School. Specimens of wood-
carving, inlaying, repousse metal work, pottery, cut
and embossed leather work, handspun linen, wool-
len and si!kfabric.s, embroidery, smocking, knitting,
bookbinding, &c.. &c., will be sent from various
classes belonging to the Association. A picture by
Mr. \V. B. Richmond, R.A.. presented by him to
the Home Arts and Industries Association, will be
exhibited. Demonstrations will be given in wood-
carving. inlay, metal repousse, leather embossing,
bookbinding, lace-making, embroidery.spinning and
weaving, and a potter will be at work during the
"xhibition.

Temporary Structures for the Jubilee Cele-
bration—

I

n the House of Commons on the loth
inst. Mr. Hogan asked the Home Secretary whetherm the interests of the public safety, special precau-
tions would be taken to guard against the hasty
erection of stands along the route of the Jubilee
procession

; and whether it was intended to insist
on all such stands being officially inspected, and
strictly limited to a prescribed number of occupants
The Home Secretary said, in replv i This is a matter
with which the London County Council have power
to deal, except with regard to that portion of the
route that lies within the Citv, under the London
Building Act of 1894. The Countv Council, I uii-
cler.stand, have given notice by means of advertise-
ments, placards, and in other ways, that temporarv’
structures cannot be erected without their consent,
and that balconies intended to be used on the dav
should be properly shored up. They have also
made arrangements for the examination' of the plans
of such structures, and for proper supervision being
exercised over their erection. Tools and materials
will be kept in readiness at certain points for dealing
promptly with any dangerous structures. Similar
precautions will be taken bv the Citv authorities
A Special Mortuary Coffin,—

F

rom the annual
report of the Medical Officer of Health for Marvle-
bone we learn that the parish mortuary has been
supplied with a patent coffin for the reception of the
extremely decomposed corpses that from time to
time are received. Since the patent coffin was
supplied in the winter months, it has not yet been
sufficiently tried to give an opinion as to its merits.
The coffin may be described as a large shell, large
enough to receive another coffin within it. I'he
coffin lid is trapped by means of a groove in the

, , ,, ^
of the coffin, which groove may be filled with lea

e.\tent, and 60 acres are taken up with filter beds, \ a disinfecting liquid
; in short, the arrangement is be

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The London Building Te.-^de.—

A

s we stated
last week, it has been agreed bv the Central Associa-
tion of Master Builders of London that, from June l
next, the wages of labourers shall be increased bv
J^d. per hour. The new code of working rules, to
come into operation on the same date, are' as
follows:—(i) That the working hours in summer
shall be 50 per week for 40 weeks. That during
twelve Weeks of winter, commencing on the second
Monday in November, the working hours shall be
for the first three weeks and the last three weeks
47 hours per week, and during the six middle week.s
44 hours per week. Hours of labour, summer for
forty weeks :— First five days of each week. 6.30 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8,30 a.m. to 12 noon, i p.m. to 5 p m •

Saturdays, 6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon •

equal to 50 hours per week. Winter, for twelve
weeks, for three weeks commencing the second
Monday m November .-—First five days of each
week, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30
p.m. to 4,30 p.m. : Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,
a.m. to 12 noon

;
equal to 47 hours per week. For

the next six weeks ;— First five days of each week,
8 a.m. to 12110011, 12.30 p.m. to4.3o'p,m.

; Saturdays!
8 a.m. to 12 noon; equal to 44 hours per week.
For the following three weeks :— First five davs of
each week. 7 a.m, to 8 a.m., S.30 a.m. to 12 noon,
12.30 p.m. to 4,30 p.m.

; Satiirdai's, 7 a.m. to 8 a m
8.30 a.m. to 12 noon

;
equal to 4'7 hours per week!

(2) lhat the present rate of ivages shall be advanced
YiA. per hour on June i. 1897. (3) That overtime
when worked at the request of employers, but not
otherwise, shall be paid at the following rates
namely :—From 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., time and a half •

after 10 p.m., double time. No overtime shall be
reckoned until each full day has been made, except
where time is lost by stress of weather, On Satur-
day the pay for overtime, from noon to 4 p.m shall
be time and a half

; and after 4 p.m., and Sundav,
double time. Christmas Day shall be paid for the
same as Sunday. Workmen engaged on a night
gang shall be paid id. per hour in addition to the
ordinary rate of wages.

(4) That one hour's notice
be given or one hour’s time be paid by either side
on determining an eng.agement. Ail wages due
shall be paid at the e.xpiration of such notice, or
walking time if sent to yard. In the event of more
than ten per cent, of the workmen of the trade em-
ployed at the job giving notice to leave during any one
day (except Saturday), they shall not be entitled to
receive their moneyuiitil noon on the following dav.
(5) That men who are sent from the shop or job!
including those engaged in London and sent to the
countr}-, shall be allowed as expenses, 6d. per dav
tor any distance over six miles from the shop or
ob

;
exclusive of travelling expenses, time occupied

n travelling, and lodging money. (6). That pay-
ment of wages shall commence at noon, or as soon
thereafter as practicable, on Saturday, and be paid
on the job. But if otherwise arranged, walking

””’^5 per hour shall be
allowed to get to the pay-table at twelve noon. (?)That employers shall provide Avhere practicable and
reasonable, a suitable place for the workmen to have
their meals on the works, with a labourer to assist
in preparing them. (S) 7'hat wages earned after
eaving-otf time on Friday, and Saturday, only shall
be kept m hand as back time.

(9) That the term
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“ London District” slinll mean twelve miles radius

from Charing Cross. (lo) That in case of any dis-

pute arising under these rules which cannot be

settled bv the employer and employe, no strike

shall take’ place, hut such dispute shall be referred to

and decided bv the Board of Conciliation, whose

decision shall be final. Provided that no objection

shall be taken to anv workman in consequence of

his belonging or not 'belonging to any trade societv.

(ii) That six months’ notice on cither side shall

terminate the foregoing rules.

C.tKPEXTERS A\D PLASTERERS’ STRIKE, PLY-

>[OfTH.—Carpenters, plasterers, and labourers, of

the Three Towns, to the number of about 1,400, have

come out on strike. The masters assert that they

have done all thev could in reason to bring about an

amicable settlement. One of the demands, a r.d. an

hour rise, the masters oft'erecl to grant in twelve

months. As that was not accepted the masters, to

avoid a strike, expressed themselves willing lo

grant the rise in six months. As that was also

refused, the masters resolved to adhere to the old

rate of pay. The conditions which the men have

sought to 'impose in regard to apprentices are also

resisted. The carpenters and plasterers will receive

I ^s. per week from their respective unions. The men

hold that the time is ripe for the strike on account

of the large amount of work in the town, but this

the masters generally deny.

Strike of Si-.^teks, Aberdeen'.—

T

he operative

slaters in Aberdeen are again on strike over a ques-

tion of bylaws. As an exceptional amount of house-

building is in progress, and a record number of

plans of new buiiding.s for approval were before the

last weekly meeting of the Corporation’s Plans

Committee;^ the cessation of work, if continued for

anv time, wilt occasion much inconvenience.

ilRiCKLAYERS’ STRIKE, NORTHUTCM.—The brick-

layers in the N'orthwich district, numbering about 150.

tirive come out on strike for an advance of id. per

hour. They now receive Kd., wliich they claim is

•>d per hour below Manchester prices, and id. and

Ii4 d. less than the wages in Altrincliam and Sale

respectively.
PiASTEHixo Trade Dispute. Douglas.—

T

lie

monthly meeting of the Douglas Master Builders'

Federation was held at Corkill’s, recently. The

Sectional Committee, dealing with the plastering

trade dispute, recommended the Federation to grant

the plasterers and plasterers' labourers the wages

they asked, it being understood that, as llie labourers

had opened their hooks to the men already working,

nil other cause of dispute was at an end. But the

Federation rejected, by a large majority, tlie Sec-

tional Committee’s proposals, still adhering to their

former resolution to pay the meii by the hour.

Worked out. the hoursystemgives the men an oppor-

tunity of earning more money in the winter and less

in tlie summer ;
on an average for the year, the

wages would be about the same as now. Regarding

the masters’ nile, whicli the men say gives sections

to settle disputes, it is pointed out that tlie rule dis-

tinctly provides that all decisions by sections are

subject to confirmation by the whole body. The

Federation agreed to meet the joiners, as requested,

and .appointed a deputation for the purpose. They

are determined not to deviate from the overtures

made to the joiners some months ago, offering 30s.

a week, commencing May, instead of 32s. : but.

understand, that as the joiners have some grievance

about men who have been discharged, an interview

can do no harm. The other business was purely

for.nal. A question is pending which is likely to

cause some little friction in the Federation, ^lany

members are objecting to the master builders sup-

plying materials to them, when acting as sub-enn-

tractors, because tliat only allows their margin of

profit to be m.ade out of the workmen. The issue is

looked upon with interest, as the builders are

strongly represented in tlie Federation. Others,

again, are agitating for an extension <if the powers

of sectional committce.s, and letting each settle the

disputes which it is deputed to deal with.—d/ni/.v

Siiii.

The Birkenhead Building Trade.—The mas-

ter builders of Birkenhead have acceded to the

notice given some six months since by the joiners to

cease work on Saturdays at noon. It appears that

the masters would have granted this concession

twelve months ago had all the brandies in the

building trade desired it. But some of the branches

did not want to lose the half-hour's pay.

The Arbitration in the North St.afford-

RHiRE Building Trade.—

S

ir William Markby’s

award, as arbitrator in the dispute between the

carpenters and joiners and the employers of North

Staffordshire, with reference to the apprentice

system, and also the question of wages, on which

the men asked for an advance of id. per

hour, and the employers a reduction of the same
amount, has been received. Sir William is of opinion

that the alteration in Rule 7 asked for by the masters

as to apprenticeship should not be made, nor does

he allow the alteration in the same rule asked for

by the men. He adds the following to the rule :

—

“’Any builder having more apprentices than are

authorised bv this rule, owing to the dismissal of

journeymen through slackness of trade, will not be

allowed to take on any more apprentices until the

number has been reduced below the standard set

forth in the foregoing clause.” As to wages, Sir

William does not think any sufficient ground has

been shown for a reduction, but, on the other hand,

is not prepared to fix the rate of wages for carpenter'

and joiners in the district as high as qd. With the

exception of London, that was the highest rate paid

in England, and it was only reached in a few places.

Upon the whole, he thinks lie is justified in placing

the carpenters and joiners in the same position as

he had already placed the bricklayers, and he

awarded them 8j^d. instead of 8d. per hour.

—

Bii-Dihifiham Gazcilc.

Strike in the Building Trade at Preston.—
.4bout seventy bricklayers are affected by the strike

which has taken place at Preston for an advance of

id. per hour in wages, the smallness of the number
being due to the fact that several masters are pay-

ing the amount pending a settlement. Negotiations

have been in progress between the master builders

and the operatives, and the employers have offered

an advance of ’^d. per hour on the present wage of

qd., but conditionally that the men agree to a revi-

sion of tlie apprentice rule. The bricklayers’

labourers have also left work for an increase from
6cl. to 7d. per hour and a code of working rules,

neither of which requests the masters entertain.

Painters' Strike, North Shields.—The painters

of North Shields have come out on strike, owing to

the masters having declined to accede to their

request for an advance in wages. For some time

past endeavours have been made to effect a settle-

ment without resorting to a strike. Their original

demand was for an advance from 8Xd- to qd. per

hour, but the men ultimately agreed to accept 8j-^d.

per hour. The masters held a meeting, and tlieir

decision was to adhere to the present pay of Sj^d.

an hour, hut to offer that tlie matter should be the

subject of arbitration.

LEGAL.
MOOT POINT UNDER THE LONDON

BUILDING ACT, 1804:

CASE IN THE DIVISIONAL COURT.

The case of the Queen v. the London County
Council, f.r ptirtc Webster, came before a Divisional

Court of Queen’s Bench, composed of Mr. Justice

Hawkins and Mr. Justice Wright, on the loth inst.

^Ir. Horace Avory said that he appeared to show
cause against a rule uisi for a mandamus directed

to the London County Council, requiring them to

hear and determine an application under Section 13

of the London Building Act, iSqq, to give their con-

sent to the retention of a wall enclosing a yard to

certain stables in Pearson’s-avenue, Deptford, the

sliort point being whether the Court could order

the Council to hear the application for their con-

sent to the erection of something after it liad been
erected, contrary to the terms of the Act. The
learned counsel said that his answer to it, put
shortly, was that the Council had no power to give

their consent to an erection which had been put up
contrary to the Act ex post fiiclo.

Mr. Justice Hawkins : It is a matter of discretion

of the Council ?

Mr. Avory: Yes, hut it is a matter of Law as to

whether the Council are bound to hear an applica-

tion after the erection has been put up. My con-

tention is that they are not bound to liear it, and
that the Act clearly contemplates that the applica-

tion must be made before the building is com-
menced. The learned coun.sel (continuing) said that

tile facts, so far as they were nece.ssary for the dis-

cussion, were shortly as follows :—The applicant,

Mrs. Webster, was the owner of a piece of laud

abutting upon a street called Pearson’s-avenuc.

whicli was a high road open to carriage traffic. In

February, i8q6, the builder gave notice that he was
going to hiiild .certain stables on this piece of land.

There had been no building on tlie land before, but

it had been enclosed by an old wooden fence, and im-
mediately after thegiving of that notice, the wooden
fence was pulled down, and a brick boundary wail

built in its place, which was within the prescribed

distance from the centre of the higliway. Sub-section

I of Section i3oflhc.Act laid down that“ No person
shall erect any new building or new structure, or
anv part thereof, or extend any building or structure,

or any part thereof, in such manner that any external

wall of any such building or structure or (if there

be a forecourt orotlier space between such external

wall and the roadway) any part of the external fence
or boundary of such forecourt or other space, shall,

without the consent in writing of the Council, be in

any direction at a distance less than the pre-

scribed distance from the centre of the road-

way of any street or way (being a highway),”
P,y Section 5 (the definition section), “the prescribed

distance” meant 20 ft. from the centre of the road-

way, wliere such roadway was used for tlie purpose
of carriage traffic, so that under Sub-section 1 of

Section 13. the e.xternal fence or boundary wall
could not be erected without the consent in writing

of the Council at a distance of less than 20 ft. from
the centre of the roadway. Sub-section 2 of
Section 13 provided that “ Where tlie Council, after

consulting the Local Authority, shall deem it e.xpe-

dient in the public interest, either by reason of the
length or importance of the street or way, or by
reason of the street or way forming, or being so
situate as to be likely to form part of an important
line of communication, or for other sufficient reason,

that the prescribed distance from the centre of the

roadway of any such street or way should, where
such roadway is used for the purpose of carriage
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traffic, be greater than 20 ft., it shall be lawful for

the Council to determine that the prescribed distance

shall be such greater distance, not exceeding 30 ft.

from the centre of the roadway of sucli street or
way on either side, or both sides, as the Council shall

see fit to determine.” That Sub-section was material

as affecting Sub-section 3, which enacted that “ In

case the person intending to erect, form, or extend
any such building, structure, forecourt, or space
shall be dissatisfied with the determination of the

Council that the prescribed distance shall be greater

than 20 ft. from the centre of the roadway, he may
appeal to the tribunal of appeal against such deter-

mination of the Council.” By Sub-section 4, “The
Council may in any case where tlicy think it

expedient consent to tlie erection, formation, or

extension of any building, structure, forecourt, or
space at a distance less tlian the prescribed distance

from the centre of the roadway of any such street or
way, and at any such distance from the centre of

such roadway, and subject to such conditions and
terms (if any) as they may think proper to sanction,

provided that the giving of such consent by the

Council shall not in any way affect any rights of the

owners of adjoining land. Before giving such con-
sent the Council shall communicate to the Local
Authority their intention to give the same. Any
person diss.\tisfied with j--- ietermination of the
Council under this sub-section may appeal to the

tribunal of appeal.” Bj' Section 14. “In every case

where any new building or new structure is erected

at a distance in any direction from the centre of the
roadway of any street or way less tlian the distance

permitted under this part of this Act, or contrary
to the conditions and terms (if any) subject to which
the Council or tlie tribunal of appeal has sanctioned
the erection of such building, the Council may serve

a notice upon the owner or occupier of the said

building or structure, or upon the builder, requiring
him to cause such building, structure, forecourt, or

space, or any part thereof to be set back so that

every part of any external wall of such building or

structure, or of the external fence or boundary of
sucli forecourt or space shall be at a distance in

every direction from the centre of the roadway of

such street or way not less than the distance so per-

mitted, and shall he in accordance with such condi-

tions and terms (if any) as tlie Council or the tribunal

of appeal may have pre.scribed.” The peremptory
clause under which proceedings were taken was
Section 200. Tlie learned counsel said that a
summons was first of all taken out against the

builder, and he was convicted by the magistrate,

there being no appeal from that conviction. The
wall not being removed, a second summons was
then taken out against tlie builder for continuing
penalties, but that was dismissed, on the ground
that the builder had ceased to liave control of the

building. Then, upon its being found that Mrs.
Webster was the owner, a summons was taken out
against her for continuing penalties for having kept
up the wall in question. Then for the first time
application was made to the Council to give tlieir

consent to the building and the retention of the

wall, but he (Mr. Avory) submitted tiiat no such
thing was contemplated by the Act at all. and that
the application must be made before the person
erected the building.

Mr. Justice Hawkins asked if there was any mode
by which the Council could consider the matter
and say they would not require the w.all to be pulled
down, because they could give their consent subject

to certain conditions, or any conditions they might
like.

Mr. Avory replied that the Council had exercised

their discretion. A penal notice was served on
Mrs. Webster requiring her to set the wall back.

Mr. Justice Wright : Wliat is the foundation for
the notion that the Council are hound to hear the
applicant before saying “ Yes ” or “ No.”

Mr. MacMorran. Q.C. (appearing with Mr. R.
J.

Drake in support of the rule), replied that he w:»s

not saying that the Council were hound to hear the
applicant, but they had to say “ Yes ” or “ No.”

Mr. Avory said that the Council had alreadv said
“ No ” in the most emphatic way it could, because it

had taken proceedings against the builder for having
erected the wall without the consent of the Council,
and having done that, notice was served, under
Section 14, on Mrs. Webster, requiring her to set

the wall back. She then made an application for

the first time, under Sub-section 4 of Section 13, to

ask the Council to give their consent, and they
declined to do so, saying it was too late tor the
matter to be entertained. Thereupon a summons
was taken out against Mrs. Webster, and then it

was tliat she asked the magistrate to adjourn tlie

case, sa3'ing she was going to apply for this rule.

She then obtained the rule to ask tlie Court to make
the Council consent to a thing wliich thev had
refused to do, and which he (Mr. Avory) said was
an application she was not entitled to make, and
certainly not entitled to compel the Council to hear
after the law had been broken by putting up the
erection without their consent.

Mr. MacMorran said that, assuming there had
been an infringement (which he did not admit) and
after the penal notice had been served upon the
applicant requiring her to set back the wall, she
applied to the Council under Sub-section 4 of
Section 13. setting out the circumstances under
which the wall had been erected and asking for the
consent of the Council to have it retained. It was
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.vitliin the jurisdiction of the Council to sny they

.vnulcl ^ivc no consent and they had done so. The
)fljcers of tlie Ct)uncil refused to allow the matter
;o go before the Council at all, and when the
xpplicant could get no answer she appealed to the
rribimal of Appeal constituted by the Act. Before
.hat Tribunal of course it was necessarv for the
rpjilicant to show that this was a case 'in which
:onscnt might properly be given. The members of
•fie tribunal went and visited the place and were
prepared to hear the case. When, however, the
ipplicant got before the Tribunal objection was
.aken by the solicitor to the Council that the matter
lad never been before it or considered by it, and
:herefore lie considered there was no “ determina-
ion" as required by the Section. The proper
tourse for the ajiplicant was to applv for a manda-
Tius. The tribunal, while deciding that it had no
illernative hut to dismiss the appeal, said thev
:onsidered it was a case which ouglil to have been
iear<l on its merits. The applicant then came to
.liat court, and he (Mr, MacMorran) contended that
?he was entitled to go to the Tribunal of Appeal ti

lave the case fought on the merits. If the
Ipplicant had no merits, so much the worse for her,
lut she had the right to ask the Council for that
lonsent. Although the Council might decline
ler application tlie applicant liad a right to have a
lecision. All the ajiplicant wanted was for tlie
lionncil to give her the right of going to the
rribimal of Appeal on the matter.
Mr. Justice Hawkins: Ought we to grant a man-

iamus for the mere purpose of giving you the right
o appeal ?

Mr. MacMorran : If we have the right to ask for
:onsent, “ Yes." If we could possibly erect this with
;onseut surely the same consent could he giv—
•fterwards. I put it to the Court

;
is it not an

indue restriction of the enabling Section of the Act
0 say you can apply for such consent beforeliand.
lut yet you cannot get it if by anv chance vou have
rected what might have been consented to before-
land.

After further arguments, Mr. Justice Hawkins, in
iving judgment, said that he was of opinion that
lie Court ought not to make the rule absolute and
: seemed to him that it ought not to do so on a
ery short and simple ground. The Sections and Sub-
Bctions in question must be ali read together and read-
ig them together lie could not entertain any doubt
liat Section 13 prohibited the erection of anv
ew building or new structure, unless the consent
1 writing of the Council had been previously given
t such erection, and that Sub-section 4 of that
Bction was introduced for the purpose of enabling
le Council to modify this positive enactment, and
,’hen they thought expedient “ consent to the
rection, formation, or extension of any building,
;ructiire, forecourt, or space, at a distance less than
le prescribed distance from the centre of the ruad-
My.” Still he was satisfied, in his own mind, that
le intention of the legislature was that such consent
5 the Council had power to give under Sub-section 4,
lust be given before the erection took place. He
lought, therefore, that the structure which was
Imitted to be illegal and in contravention of the
revisions of the Act, must be looked upon, for the
urposes of that inquiry, as being an illegal structure,
e did not think that Sub-section 4 of Section 13 was
tended to compel the Council to consider anv matter
hen the building, without its consent, had been im-
•operly erected beyond the prescribed distance from
e centre of the highway. Althnugli it might be
lie that if the Council thought fit not to enforce
inalties, but to sanction a building as far as pos-
ble, they might he at liberty to do so, but he did not
link that the Court had power by iiKintluiniis to
•dcr them to entertain such an application. He
as of opinion Hint there was a good deal to be
lid as to the reason why the matter was pressed by
le County Council. If they were, in a case of tin’s

dscription, to grant their consent, or rather tube
ireed to grant their consent to entertain the qiies-
on or whether they would grant their consent to a
likling which was illegally constructed, of course
would be an .application to legalise that which
as not legal, which he did not think the Court had
jwer to do. If the Court were to grant the
ainliiiims he coiM see how the Council would be
joded with similar applications by persons who
id run up buildings, knowing perfectly well they
ere doing an illegal thing in the first instance, and
listing to the good nature of the persons who con- '

:lered those things to give their consent afterwards,
e thought that the rule ought to be discharged.
Mr. Justice Wright concurred, and the rule was
icordingly discharged with costs.

MEETINGS.
Friday, May 14.

Royal Insiiiulion .—Professor H. Di.xon on "Explo.sion
ames." g p.m.
Auctioneers' histiiute.—AnnM^X Dinner, Hotel Cecil.
|o p.m.

Saturday, May 15.

Royal Institution.—Thi Rev. J. P. Mahaffy on ‘‘The
•eek Theatre According to Recent Discoveries." III.

St. Pauls Ecclesiological Society .—Visit to the Charter-
use, conducted by the Rev. H. V. Le Bas, at 3.30 p.m.
London and Prcndncial Builders' Foremen's Associa-
•n {Mcvtorial Hall, Farringdon-road).—W\M to the

works now in progress at the Asyhim.s’ Board’s New
Hospital, Hither-green.

Monday, May 17.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Mr. F. C.
Penro.se on “ The Parthenon .and the Eartluiuake of 1804.”
8 p,m.
Society of Arts (Cantor Lectures).—Mr. Lewis F.

D.ay on “Design in Lettering.” III. 8 p.m.

Wednesday, May 19.

Carpenters' Hall, London Wall (Lectures on Carpentry
aiui Joinery).—^\x. Bartlett on “The Setting Out
and Construction of Stairc.ases, and Joints in Joinery.”
8 p.in.^

Society of Arte.-Dr. Percy F. Frankland on “ I^mdon
Water Supply.” 8 p.m.

Buil/lers‘ P'oremen and Clerks of Works' Institution.—
Ordinniy meeting of the members. 8 p. m.
Kdinburgh Architectural Society.— hv Mr. D.

M‘J.,cod Craik. 8 p.m.

Thursday, May 20.

Society of Auiiquaries.—8.30 p.m.

Friday, May 21.

Architectural Association.—hU. S. S. Hellyer on
Plumbing and Sanitary Work”—with Demonstrations.

7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.—Ibe. Right Hon. Lord Kelvin on
Contact Electricity of .Metals.” g p.m.

Saturday, May 22.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.—

:

frl to
Tlie limns

; (2) to Midhope.
^^ortkern Architectural Association.— to Castle

RECENT PATENTS

:

North.-

abstracts of SI’ECIFICATIONS.

MaTERIAI. as Sun.STITUTK FOR WODD • / C
-In order to produce a“ rigid, inHc.vibte, grain'

Attachments to Girders, Rolled Joists, or Beams.— 7,830,
W. Taylor, Chimney Cowl.—8,748, 0 . Gilbert, Sash Fas-
tener.—8,871, J. Duckett & Son, I.imited, and J. Duckett,
Slop Water-closets.—8,954, A. Clarke, Joints for Lined
Piping.—9,057, J. Isherwood, Chimney Pots and Ven-
tilating Cowls.—9,072, D. Wilson, Cement or Concrete.

—

0,081, J. Jones aiid J. Lloyd, Wood-working Planes, such as
‘ ploughs,” “ fillisters,''&C.—9,109, W. McCormick, Syphon
Flushing Devices.—^,141, C. Gabriel, Ventilators or .\ir

Extractors.—9,203, P. Davies, Closets, Cisterns, and Con-
trolling the Water Supply thereto or therefrom.—9,206, S.
Helleyer, Water-closets.—9,271, S. Lawrence, Raising and
Lowering of Window and liKe S.ashes.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

8,852, J. Walker, Opening, Closing, or Manipulating
Ventilators, Sashes, &c., in places not re.adily accessible.

—

9,104,-W. Nicholson, Slidingand SwingingWindow .Sashes.—10,620, A. Whitaker, Roofing Plates i r Sheets.— 13,316,
A. Brown and H. Pruee, Window Sash and like Fasteners
or Catches.—22,486, W. Mason, Kilns for Bricks, &c.

—

4,840, L. Moses, Testing Drain and other Pipes.—4,920,
B. Baily, Tiles for Kiln Floors.—8,228, J. Haskett, Anti-
rattling Devices for Windows.

.... ...u... lu piouuce .1 ngici, inilcxible, grain-
ess, and waterproof matenrd, which may with advant.ace
be substituted for wood,” the inventor saturates a fabric-

with a gum resin, .such as “gum
shellac, ‘ gum chapel,” or the like, in a melted state and
subjects the whole to about 150 lbs. pressure. The inventor
prefers to pass material through a vat of melted gum, and
after hardening, pass it through heated pressure rolls
9,814.—Machinery for the .Manufacture of Roof-JNU Tiles oh Slaiis:_C. Wicke .—This invention relates

to machinery of the kind to winch was granted Letters
Patent, No. 25,065, December 24, 1894, and consists of in
•such a machine, the combination of a frame to contain thebody of the material to form the tile, a rabbet frame hinged
to turn down on the clay, a slide mounted in inclined gridsu^n such frame, and provided with a projecting rim
adapted to enter the clay and form an undercut Wtergroove therein, .and means for depressing the slide, &c for
forming depre.ssion in the clay to receive .storm fastenings.

Tools:H. Phllar and Others.—\n order to secure the he.ads oflieavy tools from llying off wlien in use, the inventor adopts
a handle (of wood or otherwise) formed with a longitudiMl
hole therethrough, a wedge having a rod fixed therewith
and e.xtenclmg through the bore of the handle, and means
for fn-stening the end of the rod with the handle to prevent
the shifting of tlie wedge. ^

Treads, &c. : Sage.-Th^ inventor
adopts a_ stair tread in which the gr.ain of the wood ofwhich It is made, lies approximately m the direction of tlie

TilTris n^Jmuaf
^ transversely

24,081.—Svi’HciN Dischakue Fittings for Water-
Closets,

_
&c. : S. Kobertson.—lbe: inventor claims the

combination of parts constituting the principle st.arting orproducing syphonal action by means of two or more w^ter'

"or"
1,400.—Backs_ OF Tiles, Bricks, &c. : J. Jeffrev and

Another.-~Th<t in%-entors claim the tipplicatiOT ra the
b.-icks of clay tiles, bricks, briquettes, &c., of one or more
undercuts, or incisions at acute angles, placed at imerv.-ils
or in lines, curved, diagonal, triangular, or p.arallel the
said incisions being produced by a block plate or die ’with
projections or teeth.

5,387--F1KE Grates: SirJohn Smith.-Tlw inventorforms grate of hollow hre bars or air channels of a taoer-mg inverted trough or angular form in cross .section, slotted
for the admission of .nr to the body of the fuel, .and either
projecting intojhe body of the fuel or not doing so accord-
ing to form of invention. Inventor purposes to introduce
these improved bays either at bottom, front, back, or side

bL^tom^'^”'*'^’
although preferably at

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.
April 26.—10,287, C. Lasch, Edges for Asphalt and

Similar Roofs.—10,297, A. Weston, Window F^tener

—

10,301, R. Ewing, Joints of Earthenware and other Pipe.s
—10,309, C. Petterson, Fastener for Windows, Doors
—10,317, vV. Dyson, Artificial Stone.—10,320 E Martin
Gulley Traps, &c.— 10,340, E. Ashwell, Fasteners.-^
10,374, G. Davis, Hinges.
April 27.-10,438, J. Kahle, Window Sashes andFrames^io.479, W. Godfrey. Sewer Traps for Waste

Kihs’
Armuage and J. Cobb, Brick

„,Ap'iil 28.— 10,556, J. Coleman, Windows.—10 586 AWehler, longued and Grooved Bricks.-io 610 W Wakfer"Wedges to prevent the Rattling of Sashes.—10,626 m’
Vliegen, r lushing Apparatus.
April 29.—10,652, W. Day, Paint Brushes.—10,683, H.

Bruit *: R. Gross, Portable Door Fastener.— 10 608 W
Potter, Mortising Chisel.-10,709. W. Wakfer ’Sash
fasteners. ’

J- Williams, Decorating Walls
Ce, lings, Sc.-;o,773 J- Bowles an^d C. MiicMI, Saw-seis.
—10,789, C. Mubers & W. Wirtz, Ceilings.May i.--io,878, M. Holt, Sliding Windows, &c.—10,907,i. Van Kannel, Storm Door Structures.—10 012 W
Tillmanns, Iron Roofs. ’

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

1,712, M. Yarrow and T. Rowbotham, Chimney Pot for
preventing Down-draughts and increasing Up-drauehls —
6,676, J. Westhead, a Combined Plumber’s or Soldering
Iron, and Lamp for heating the same.—7,808, W. Borrows
Grip Plates for attaching Hangers, Brackets, or other

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
April 26.—By W. Houghton.

Walthamstow.—Church Hill, “Rectory Manor,”
and 22 a., r. .£16,200

By Ernest Ower.s.
Harrow.—Coley-rd., f.g.r., 56/. 14s., reversion in

^97yi-s- 1,880
Coiey-rd., f.g.r. 37/. los., reversion in 89^ yrs. .. 1,240
Co!ey-rd., f.g.r. i87. i8.s., reversion in 96 yrs. .. 620

Hampstead.—Rosemoiit-rd., f.g.r. 157. 10s., rever-
sion in 97^ yrs 430Wood Green.—Crescent-rd., f.g.r. 12/. 12s., rever-
sion in 06 yrs

Putney.—Northfielci-ter., f.g.r. 24/., reversion in

98 yrs 650
By Si.MMONs ri Sons (at Pangbourne).

Panghourne, Berks.—Yattendon-rd., four building
sites, I a. 2r. 33 p.,f. -qq

By Hepper & Sons (at Upper Wortley).
Wortley, Yorks.—11, 13, 15, and 17. Stone Bridge-

lane, and 2, 4, 6, and 8, Farnley-cres., f.,

r. 8o7. 1,400
By Humhert, Son, & Flint (at Radlett).

Radiett, Herts. — Park-rd., “South View” and
" Park View,” f., r. 50/. ygg

I to 4, Station-rd., f., r. 57/. 17s ,42
Park-rd., &c., Sixty-two plots of building land, f.

April 27.—By Field & Sons.
Pimlico.—13, Pa!ace-st., 11. t. 50I jts., g.r. 30/.,

r. 70^- 610
Walh.am Green.—Waterford-rti,, “ The Princess

Royal” p.-h., ii.t. 63 >T.s., g.r. 10/., r. 2oo7. .. 4,425
Lambeth.—106, Lambeth-rd., f., r. 55/. 810

By S. Walker & Son.
Stoke Newington.— 13, Springdale-rd., u.t. 69^

yrs., g.r. 61. 4S. 6d., r. 40/. 400
By W. B. Hallett.

Tottenham Court-rd.— 12, North-cres., u.t. ii yrs.

By Hak.man Bros.
Plaistow.—27 to 41 (odd), Charlotte-st., u.t. 60.V

yrs., g.r. 42/. "

Kilburn.— 4, Claremont-rd., u.t. 83 yrs., g.r.

By May & Rowden.
Bedford-row.—16, Little James-st., u.t. 79 yrs.,

_ 64/., r. 335/.
Gray'.s Inn.—

t, Raymond's-bdgs., beneficial lease
of suite of chambers, u.t. 14 yrs., r. 21/., with
furniture, &c

Oxford-st.—No. 209, a profit rental of siol. for
iSi yrs

Oxford-st.—No. 164, a profit rental of 175/. for 14

a profit rental of 75/. for

yrs. ...

ew Bond-st

Ui yrs.
.

By Belton & Sons (at Mason’.s Hall Tavern).
Bow.—20, Bow-rd., “The New Bow Stores," u.t.

49i yrs., r. 95/., with goodwill
By Fleure t, Sons & Adams (at Mason’.s

Hall Tavern).
Oxford-st.—Berwick-st., "The Three Doves”

p.-li., u.t. 70 yrs., r. ioo7., with goodwill
Southwark.—Sunmer-st., “The Horse and Groom"

p.-h., and 2 houses and shops adj'oining, u.t.

43 yrs., r. 130/., with goodwill
By Orcill, Marks, & Orgill (at Mason’s

Hall Tavern).
Catford.-Southend, “The Green Man ” p.-h. u.t.

80 yr.s., r. ioo7., with goodwill
.

By Alfred Richards (at Tottenham)'
Tottenham.—255 and 257, High-rd., u.t. 83 yr.s

g.r. 157., r. 747. ’

I, Churcli-rd., and “ Elim Hall.” ut 21 vr<
g.r. 67.

3 and 5, Church-rd., u.t. 23 yrs., g.r. $1.

.

R- Hilliard & Son (at Cheimsford).
Rayleigh, E.s.sex.— Main-st., a freehold residence

and cottage
Eastwood-rd., enclosure of land, 3 a. 2 r. 32'p.'

. ! .

.'

By Brown & Fi>uLKF.s(at Berkh.ampstead).
Berkhampstead, Herts.—Charles-st., nine plots of

building land, f.

Doctor s Commons-rd., 19 plots of building land.

By F. E. Tunbridge (at Swansea).
Loughor, &c., Glamorgan.—“Berthilwyd Farm,”

41 a. 2r. 24 p.,f., including mines and minerals
;

also f.g.r. s7., reversion in 78i yrs
By Humbert, Son, & Flint (at Watford).

Watford, Herts.—103, Gladstone-rd., f., r. 24/.
Merry Hilidane, four freehold cottages

April 28.—By Rushworth & Stevens.
Pimlico.—56, Winchester-.st., u.t. 31 yrs., g.r. 97.,

4 and 8, Westmoreland-st.,

„ r- 74f-

Brighton.—63, Marine-parade, f.

By Douglas Young & Co.
Bnxton.— 5, Effra-rd., u.t. 76 yrt

ioo7,

7,5>o

15,600

650

asS

• t. sfiiyrs., g.r. i67.,

247.,
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COMPETITION, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITION. CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Nature ot Work. B7 whom Advertliea. Framlnmi.
Dealgue

delivered.

Bootle Corporatloo .. 60. yo. and ?0 guineas
JiUy 31

Nktnrs o( Wgrk or MoterUU.

CONTRACTS.

Nfttora ol Work or MktorUla. Br whom Required.

PsTing, Barilo-etreot, Notlli Shleldi

Dreiuege, MMon'e Hill

Bewer, Stonystioet

CotUge, *0. Cockett ................

ncer Breckoell,
Bew.ra (.evn mUeii)

Bei>er, Bludeld-roed,

Sewering, "ii!. WoodeiUtreet. Blox-

Tjneroouth U.8.A. -

Bromley U.D.O. — ...•

Keighley Corporation

Swanaea Union

Abram iLauca) U.D.C.

Eaetbampatead R.D.C.

wli

Paving Setta, ic.

Mi»"'on Cbnrcb, Colton, Bolton,

AduriloDBtoWorkhouBe'-’r!’.!™!.j Norlh Dublin Union

Bewera, Kerbing, 4c. (two mllca) ...

GaaFlttlnga

Injprorenient Worka, AU/ed-atreet,

StOJMi'Ho'uae, *c. Purlwell-lane ....

Sewera. 4c. Eaat Howie. Durham „

Six Houaea. 4c. Bavile-roal. Bavlle

Town. Dewabury
•Ouernaey Granite..

•Workmen’a Dwellloga (108 bonaea)

•Broken Fllnta

Drainage and Read Worka, Upper

Park-road, Aln-Houae. Swanfield,
wick

Kerbing. Flagging. Ac. Beaaemer-

atreet, Qrangetown
Baoltary Plpea

Wear Brldgford (Notta)
U.D.C

Camcerwell Veatry

BedgeSeld R.D.C. ....

Bethnal Green Veatry

llomaey U.D.C

Bath U.S.A

W. R. Hindmarah ...

Paving. CattleCementing
Market

Chnrcb. St. Tbomaa, Exeter .......

Sewering. Paving, 4c.., . Money (Yorka) T.C. ..

Tendera
to be

'delivered.

W. J. Hodgson. C.E. Siirv.
1

F. B. Parrott, Council
Ofilcea

J. K. Smillle, Boro' Burv.
Tjnemooth

F. U. Norman, council
Offlcea

W. H. Hopkioaon. C.E.
Uunlclnal-bulldinga

G. B. Haynea, 8. Fleber-

PaTnion,4c. on Recreation Qroond,
Old Heath-road

•Brlcka .....

•Whitewashing and Cleaning .......

atree
Beaton 4 Co. C.E. Wigan

C. J. Cave, Council Offices

Boro' Burv. Fridg^-rttret
W. Baoks, 79, Heaton-
Moot-road

0. M L. Smith, C.lton
Lodge, Tadoaster !

J. O'Neill. Union Office*. '

North Brunawick-atreet.
Dubl)
W. b. Radford. C E. Angel
road, Nnttirgbaiii . , ,

.

C. W. Tagg, Veatry Hall.

.

R. B 8. Eacott. C.E. Town
Hall

J. H. Brearley, Archt.
Hanover-atreet. BatUy .

W. Snowdon, Burv. Hrgh-
atreet, Sedgedeld ..

J. H. Biearley, Archt.
Hanover-atreet. Batley

F.W. Barratt, Veatry Hall,

CbuTch-row.Betbnal Orern
E. J. Lovegrnve, Council's
Offices, Soiithwood-Iane, N.
Boro' Burv. Clattern
Hou'e, Kingston -on

-

lhames
C. B. Fortune, City Suiv.
Guildhall. Bath . ..

W. R. Blndmarih, jun.
Archt. Alnwick ...

T. iv. Stainthorpe, C.E.
DUt. Burv

R. 't'. Suiteee, Council
Offices

H. Brakaneae, Archt.
,

Corabam, Wilts
M. H, Sykes. Boro' Sorv.
Town Ball

•Iron and Stoneware Pipe Sewo-s
Water Drains

•Oak Fencing and Drainage

•Pitching
•I'liuiping Eu ii

•Road-making a
tand B Her Houaea.

•Wrought-iron Fencing

•Granite and Qranlte Chlppiuga

•Alleratlona Oroavenor Honae
Olverslou of Old Chesur-rc

BeblngfOD Station
•Council uffiuea. Stables, Ac, .

.

•Stables, Lavatory, Oates, Walls, 4c.

•Stoneware Pipe Sewers, UanhoUs. Ac.

•Underground Conveniences

Granite, Ac. Road Metal

Paving, Flagging. Ac.

rvoir

•Branch Library. Balbt in

•Extension of Premises

BuUdlnga at Bewjge Worka. . _ ..

.

Vicarage. Blrcle, Lancs

•Boar.i School .

.

By whom Required,

Colchester Corp
Bermondsey Vestry ..

Central Lon Ion sick
Aaylum

Dover T.C
Couuty Borough of
West Ham

Willeaclen U.D C.

Etjn Union ..

County Boro' Croydor

Thame U.D.C

EyUD.C
Kaaisbottom (Lance)
U.D.C

Greenwich B. of Wke.
arnarvuu Barbour
Trust.

BrlghUiD Corp. ...

Krathe, stone (Yotks)
U li.U

Wal'heiiistow U.D.C.
L 4 N.W. and G.W.
Railway Co.'s

LaveDrhulme U.DC.

Paddington Vestry

Etith U.D.C

Commrs. of Sewera .

.

Folkestone Corp. ...

(Lancs)Urmeton
U.D 0 .

Petersfleld U.D.C. .

.

btreatham Public
Libraries ''otninrs. ..

Newhnven ludus. Co.'
operative Sue, Ltd...

Brlghuuse Corp

Painewlck Scb. Bd.

H. Goodyear. C.E, Boro’

Town Hall, Spa-road, SB.
Asylum, Clevelaod.street,
Fitzroy-aquare, W. ..._

H, E. Slllgoe.Towu Hall .

Lewis Angell. Town Ball,
Stratford, E

The Clerk, Un'on Offices.

nigh
Office. Town

Hall
r, Towel s, Cblnuor-road,
Thame .. ....

V. McICelvle. City Burv.
T. Nu trail. C.E. SO.Maraet-
street. Bury

141, G'eenwich-rd. S.F. .

'V. B. Joues, Hatbour
Office
f. J. O. May, Town Hall
O. A F. W. Hodeon, Engr.
Loughborough

G. W. Holmes, Towu Hall
\ E. Bol'er. Paddington
Station, W. ..

. Jepsos, Union -road,
Stockport . ....

«. Weatoo, Ve*try Hall,
Harrow-road, W

G, Chatiortun. 4ti, Queen
Anna’s Gate. S. W

The Engineer, Guildhall.
E.C.

J. White Boro' Ei.gr.Town
Hall

0. C. Hooley.C.E. Council
Offices

1. T, K-ata. Peter.-fleld ..

I. R. J. Smith, 14. York
Buildii'gs. Adelphl.W.C.

E. .1. Hughes, Riverside,
Newhaven

A. M. Fowler, C.K. ], St.

Peter 's-sq. Manchester .

.

), H. Opeiiabaw, Archt.
Fleet-street, Bury
V. H. C. Fisher. I5. Bow-
croft, Strand

Tenders
to be

delivered

May 20

May 31

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature oi Appointment. By whom Advertised.
;

AppUca-
Sa ury. tlona^ to

•Sorveyrr'a Assistant .

•Manager of Worka a
Bales

Sjuthpert Corp 801. rlaing to 140{. per aun

Chepstowe Water Co.
j

lOOL per ann. wllh htusi

Thoie marked with an aslerisk (*) art advertised in this Number. Competition. Iv. Contracts, pp. Iv. vt. vili. * xi.x. Public Appointments, pp. xvl. 4c ilx.

7, 9, and II, EITra-rd., u.t. 76 yrs., g.r. 40/. 19^.,

180/.

13y V. Leigh & Co.
—21, Hazlewood-rd., u.t. 82 yr.s.,

g.r. 4/. 4S

Homerton.— I, 3, Si and 7, Nisbet-st., u.t. 73* yrs.,

g.r. 10 . .

Dalston.—21 and 22, Ipswich-rd., u.t. 48 yr.s.,

g.r. 7/.

Hackney.— 7, Teesdale-st., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 5/. 5s,

44 yrsIslington.—38, Ockendon-rd.,

6/. los

De Beauvoir Town.— 106 and 108, Culford-rd.,

u.t. 23 yrs., g.r. 5/. 17s. 4d., r. 68/.

By Inman Sharp, Harrington, &
Roberts.

Hornsey.—10 and 12, Carlingford-rd., u.t. 86^3-15.,

g.r. 12/. los., r. 54/.

28, 30, 32, and 34, Carlingford-rd., U.t. 93 JTS.,

g.r. 22/., r. 113/. 10.4

Walworth.—113 and 115, Beresford-st., u.t. 6 yrs.,

g.r. 10/., r. 49/.

Portman Sq.—45, York-st., u.t. 4yrs.,g.r. 12/. 12s.,

r. 75^-

Regent’s Pk.—141, Albany-st., u.t. i8i yrs., g.r.

15/., r. 57/. 15s

6, launton-pl., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 7/. 4s., r. 65/. .

.

By Wrikord & Dixons.
Hampstead-rd.—209, Stanhope-st., u.t. 42 yrs.,

g.r. 6/., r. 52/. los.

Catford.— i, Blythe Hill, f., e.r. 35/.

By Fleuret, Sons, & Adams.
Southwark.—Tabard-st., &c., profit rentals of 203/.

for 33! yrs., with reversion for 305 yrs
Rotherhithe.— Rotherhithe Stairs, a freehold rental

of 42/., with reversion in 20J yrs
By Hepi-er & Sons (.at Leed.s).

Leeds,—46, Park-pl., f., r. 150/.

By Humbert, Son, & Flint (at Colney Butts).
Watford, Herts.— Harwood-rd., &c., 183 plots of

building land, f.

By Buckland & Sons (at Windsor).
Windsor, Berks.—St. Leonard’s-rd., the “Clewer

House” Estate, 4^ a., f.

By Baker & Baker (at Redhill).
Horleyj Surrey.—Victoria-rd., the “Victoria Nur-

series,” area i a., f.

.\pril 29.—By Allan Booth.
Holloway.—63, Parkhurst-rd., u.t. 27J yrs., g.r.

12/. 10s., r. 70/.

By Walter Hall.
Tottenham.—Stanley-rd., f.g.r. 12/., reversion in

83 yTS
Hammersmith.—Bcryl-rd., &c., i.g.r. 25/., u.t. 93

yrs.. g.r. 17/. 10s

,700

6,497

,330

Teddington.—Waldegrave-rd., a block of building
land, f.

Upton Park.—Neville-rd., a block of land, with
buildings thereon, area 5,920 ft., f.

By W. Hallett & Co.
Paddington.—9, Dudlej'-pl., u.t. 40J yrs., g.r.

24/. 10s., r. so/
10 and II, Dudley-pl., u.t. qif j-rs., g.r. 6/., r.

102/.

Marylebone.—129, Earl-st., u.t. 19 yrs., g.r. 3/. 6s.,

r. 38/.

Hampstead.— 18, Edward-st., u.t. yrs., g.r.

8/. 8s., r. so/.

By W. Stevens.
Islington.—54, Ockendon-rd., u.t. 44 yrs., g.r. 7/.,

r. 48/.

By W. Martin.
Dulwich.— I, Townley-rd., f,, e.r. 60/.

By Chesterton & Sons.
Kensington.— i, Gloucester Walk, u.t. 46I yr.s.,

g-r. 7/. 5!>

By Fakebrother, F3llis, & Co.
Kilburn.—Springfield-gardens, “ How's Corn and

Forage Stores,” u.t. 56 yTS., g.r. lo/., r. 85/. .

.

Walion-on-Thames.—Sidney-rd., four plats of
building land, 8 a. a r. 10 p., f.

ByNEWDON, Edwards, & Shephard.
Aldgate,—39, Middlese.\-st., f., r. 55/.

Marylebone.—71, Baker-st., u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 35/.,

r. 255/.
Finsbury Pk.—33, Charteris-rd., u.t. 68 yrs,, g.r.

7/._ios., r. 34/.

Worthing.—5 and 8, The Esplanade, f., e.r.,

•- s/-.

,
reversion 1

3, Selden-ter., f., r. 50/.

Islington.—35, Sudeley-st., u.t.

7-36^-

Dalston.—Lansdowne-rd., f.g.r,

79J yrs.

New-st., &c., f.g.r. 20/., reversion in 79^ yrs. ..

Walthamstow.—Hoe-st., f.g.r. 6/., reversion in

79j yrs

By Sti.mson & Sons.
Strand.— 12, 13, and 14, New Church-ct., f., r.

III/. 16s
St. Luke's.—3, 4, 6, 8, and 10, Leverington-st., u.t.

.
22iyrs., g.r. 97/., r. 228/.

King's Cross.—36 and 37, Dennis-st., u.t. 45 yrs.,
g.r. 12/., r. 48/.

Kentish Town.—39, Herbert-st., u.t. 48 yrs., g.r.

7^- 8s

Walworth.—244, Beresford-st., u.t. ssi jts., g.r.

6/., r. 50/. .’

16, Beckway-st., f., r. 35/.

Greenwich.—Point Hill, &c., “ Heathside,” with
workshop and cottage.s adjoining, u.t. 24 yrs.,

g.r. 10/., r. 120/.

Norwood.

—

14s and 147, Albert-rd., u.t. 69 jts.,

. 10/.

.

By Saunders & Son.
Hampstead.— I, Dennington-parade, and la, ib,

and IC, Dennington Park-mansions, f., r. 376/.
Hornsey.—High-st., f.g.r. 38/., reversion in 81 jts.

By Segkave, Bhowett, S: Taylor.
Barnes.— Eleanor-grove, f.g.r. 51/., reversion in 72

.423c

yrs

36=

By C. Rawley Cross & Co. (at Shepherd's
Bush).

Netting Hill.—77, Portland-rd., u.t. 52^ yrs., g.r.

"Jl-

Shepherd’s Bush.—57, Wood-lane, u.t. 77 yrs., g.r.

8/., r. 38/.

By WoRSFOLD & Hayward (at Dover).
Dover.— 10, Biggin-st., f., r. 35/.

1, Buckland-bridge, f.

4, Dodd’s-cottages, f.

Lyddcn, Kent.—“ Little London ” Farm, 9 a. 3 r.

29 P-. f-

By Wyatt & Sun (at Chichester).
Chichester, Sussex. — Little London, house,

premises, and two cottages adjoining, f.

I, East-row, f., r. 14/.

44 to 49, Oaklands-cottages, f.

12, High-st., and a cottage adjoining, f.

5, 6 and 7, Cross-st., f.

40, 4t| 42 and 43. Cavendish-st,, f.

37, 38 and 39, Washington-st., f.

I and 2, Ch.ipel-st., u.t. 1,000 yrs., g.r. nil

32, Tower-st., f.

30 and 31, Basin-rd., f.

By H. Lee Hutchings (at Bideford).
Frithelstock, Devon.—“ Higher Culleigh ” Estate,

105 a. 3 r. 5 p., f.,

By Winch & Sons (at Maidstone).
Headcorn, Kent.— “ Gibbs Hill I''arm,’’ 34 a. o

16 p., f.

Water-l.ane, “ Yule Lodge,” and 5 a. 2r. o p., f,

Ulcomb, Kent. — “Jubilee Corner Farm
r4 a. o r. 27 p., f. 70c

By G. B. Smallpeice (at Woking).
Woking, Surrey.—Salisbury - rd., two plots of

building land, f. i2<
April 30.—By Ball, Norris, & Hadley.

Blackheath.— i and 2, Station-rd., u.t. 89^ yrs.,

g.r. 20/., r. 100/. i|02j

Contractions -used in tJuse //j/j.—F.g.r. for freebolc

p-ound-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. fo)

improved ground-rent
;

g.r. for ground-rent
; r. for rent

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold
;

1. for leasehold
; e.r. fo)

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for pei

annum
;
yrs. foi years ; st. for street ; rd. for road

;
sq. foi

square ;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace

; cres. for crescent:

yd. for yard, ic.

631
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PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

TIMBER.
Greenheart, B.G.

ton B/0/0
Teak, E.I load ii/io/o
Sequola,U.S.ft.cu. i/3

Ash, Canada load 3/5/0
Birch, do i/iilo
Elm, do 4/0/0
Fir, Oantslc, &c.. e/is^
Oak, do i/ia/e

Canada ........ slslo
Cine, Canada red o/o/o

Do.YcUow .... i/15/a
C..ath, Dantsic.fatb 4/10/0

St, Peteriburg.. 5/0/0
Wainscot, Riga.

Ate., logr a 'o/o

Odessa, crown.... a.'o/o

Deals. Finland
and A; iststd 100 9/0/a
Do. 4th & 3rd... 9/0/D
Oo, Riga 7/io/a

St. Petersburg,
ist yellow... . ii/o/o

Do. and yellow lo/o/e

Do. white ...... g/io/o
flwedlsh 9/0/0
White Sea lo/io/o

Canada, Pine 1st 19/10/0
Do. do. and .... 14/0/0
Do. do. 3rd. Arc. 6/to/o
Do. Spruce, ist. lo/io/o
Do, do. 3rd and
and 8/0/0

New Brunswick 7/>5'o
Battens, all kinds 500
Flooring boards,

sq., X in. prep.
ist 0,8,6
Do. and 0/7/0
Other qualities— ols ’3

Cedar, Cuba, ft. /4|
Honduras, See. /4

Mahogai^, Cuba /s
St. Douiingo,

cargo av. /rj
Mexican, do. do. /<

Tobasco, do. do. /4i
Honduras, do. Is

Box, Turkey, ton 4/0/0
Rose, Rio 7/0/0
Bahia ihle

Satin, SL Doming, e/o/r

9/to/o

9/10/0

B/10/0

13/10/0
xi/0/0

16/to/o

17/0/0

^16/°/°

9/S/0

TIMBER ^coKtintud),
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 0/1/6
Walnut, Italian .

. o/o/t 0/0/7
METALS.

Iron—Fig, In Scot.
land ton a/4/11 o/o/o
Bar, Welsh, in
L.ondon S/iS/o 5/17/6

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o S/ia/6

Oo. Staffordshire,
in London 5/<S/o 6/10/0

Copper—

B

ritish

cake and ingot S'/'S/o Sa/S/o
Best selected .. sa/o/o 59/10/0
Sheets, strong.. 57/0/0 o/o^
Chili bars 48'z/6 o/o/o

YELLOW Mtl lb. 45d. sd.LEAD - Pig.
Spanish .....ton S1/15I0 11/16/3
English com.
brands 11/17/6 12/0/0
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. 13/1/3 e/a/o

Pipe iS/it/3 0/0/0
Zinc — English
sheet ton., ao/io/o 0/0/0
Vieille Mon-
tague ei/io/e o/o/o

Spelter 17/9/6 17/s/o
Tin—

S

traits .... 60/8/9 0/0/0

Australian 61/15/0 69/5/0
English Ingots.. 64/c/o 64/10/0

Banca 6i/o/a 0/0/0

BUUtoa 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton is'o/o 0/0/e

Cocoanut, Cochin 37/15/0 0/0/0

Do. Ceylon 94/0/0 0/0/0

Palm, Lagos 34/10/0 0/0/0
Rapeseed, English
pale 37/10/0 37/15/0

Do. Brown 97/0/0 97/10/0

Cottonseed ref. .. 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine iS/io/o 19/10/0

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6

Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6

Tar — Stockholm
barrel sa/o 0/0/0

Archangel o/ia/6 0/0/0

urpsrtire... 90/15/0 0/0/0

TENDERS.
(Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us
not later than 10 a.vi. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender: and we cannot publish announce-
ments ofTenders accepted unless theamount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
4^100, unless in some exceptional c.tses and for special

reasons.]

ABERFELDY (N.B.)—For the erection of distillery buildings
,foi Messrs. John Dewar & Sons, Limited, distiUers, Perth. Mr.
C. C. Doig, architect, Elgin:—

. C. Duncan. Murtlity Tfl.m 0 0
Peter Reid. Abeileldy 1,070 o 0

Slating.—James Buchan, Perth 399 10 o
Pluntbing.—John Menzies, Abc'feldy 170 0 o
/lii«7«/:4>-._Alexander Douglas. Perth 78 7 8

fPlastering and ironwoik, Ate., not yet accepted.]

ASHFORD (Kent).—For the ereclioo ofwoikhouse buildings, for

-Aic East Ashloid Union Guardians:—
Ellis Bros .£5.481 o

I

T. T. I'eone jCS.4o6 19
Tuff A: Miskin S.4S5 10 ! R. Avard, Maidstone* 5,333 o
Davis d: Leaney 5,415 o |

* PiovisioDally accepted.

AYR.-For the constiuction of a stoel girder road bridge nci

the River Ayr, near Content House, for the Cemmissioners,
John Eaglesham, C.E., Town Chambers, Ayr:—
1. Watson .£9,167 7 4 I

H- B. Blackburn t,

D, Kirkland 8321 14 7 1 Hanna, Donald, &
Cl. Kennedy A: Sons 8,150 2 8 I Wilson 7.661 t

i

. Pawn A; Co 7.9311' 6 |
W. Clarke, Avr*.... 7.219

;

. Osborne 7,999 13 i I Somervail Ar Co..... 0.964 i,

A, Findlay A: Co. .. 7,659 i 11 ]
T. Scott A: Co. .... 6,9561

* Accepted.

BEDFORD.—Accepted for the erection of a house, Gralton-road,
ffor Mr. G. Christie. Mr. Richard Lund, architect, 8, St. Paul's,
square, Bedford:

—

Geo. Harrison, Bedford ^•jC497

BEXLEV.—For repairs to house and premises at Bexley, Kent.
Mr. J. J. Downes, architect, 199, Lewisham High-road
Brightling .£233 I Ellingham (accepted) .£173
Best 17s 1

BLAIRGOWRIE (N.B-)—Accepted for the construction of a
eeservoir. Ate., at Burrclton. for Blairgowrie or Eastern District
Committee ofthe County Council of Perthshire. Mr, W. J. Brewster
Grant, engineer, Bengarth. Rattray, (interim). Quantities by
engineer:

—

D. A: R, Taylnr, 23, Balhousie-street, Perth -...£f.i6i 3 5
[Woiks to be completed in three months.]

BRISTOL.—For the erection of the "Cabot " itieroorlal tower.
Mr, Wm. V. Cough, architect. 94, Bridge-street, Bristol :—
E. Walters .£4,489 6

|
W. Cowlin .i Son .£3.cso 0

A. J. Beaven 3.670 o Love A: Waite, Back-
G. Humphreys 3,141 o 6elds, St. Paul’s*.. . . 2,67610
W. Church 3.240 o I

• Accepted

CANNOCK (Staffs,).—For the execution 'of sewerage works, for
the Urban District Council. Mr. John Peake. Surveyor,^Church-
street, Cannock :

—
Enoch Blewitt, Hednesfotd ,£1.749

Chambers. Quay-street.Cardiff;—
S, Shepton £ Son.. ....^6.733 7

”

Powell A: Mansiield. ... 6,720 0
W. Thomas & Co 6,678 0
Cox A: Bardo 6,641 o
A. I. HowcU Ac Co 6,543 8
Cadwallader A; Hockiige 6.532 u

[All of Cardiff.]

H. Gibbon .£6.500
J. Allen 6,395
Knox A: Wells 6.390
LatteyAcCo 6,348
D. Davies 6.136
C. C. Dunn (accepted) 5,995

CARDIFF,—For taking down and rebuilding chimney, Cogan
•pumping station, for the Corporation. Mr, C. H. Priestley, C.E,.
Town Hall, Cardiff ;-
E. Turner Sc Sons... ..£214 t8 6 1 T. D. Ridley, Cardiff''.£2r2 13 2

* Accepted.

CARNARVON.—For
for the Committee of tli.

Lloyd Jones, architect, Carnarvon
Wm, Roberts ..^1,764
William Ac Roberts ... . 1.33S
Dai-id Jones x.298

,
„ - „„ .

£‘1,275
I u

I

n. Jones Ac W. R.
I

Thomas 1,932
Accepted.

COLCHESTER.—For the erection of a station for the installa-

tion of the electric light, for the Corporation. Mr, H. Goodyear.
C.E . Borough Engineer, Colchester :—
W. Chambers £3,775

|

H. Everett A: Son £3.594
A. Diss 3,740 G. Crimwood Ac Son,
E. Dupont 3^6 Sudbury* 2,996
Dobson Ac Son 3.689 1

* Accepted.

DEVONPORT.—For alterations to ‘‘Stoker’s Arms," Morice
Town, for Mr. Hellen. Mr. H. G. Luff, architect, 64, Chapel-street,
Devonport :—
J. Healy Ac Son £i>37 10 I G. H. Smith Ac Son* ... ..£194 15
W. J. Olivet 133 II

(
• Accepted.

DEVONPORT.—For additions to Royal Sailors’ Home, Duke-
street. Mr, H. G. Luff, architect. 64, Chapel-street, Devonport :—
Wm. Littleton ^154 10

| J. Healy Sc Son* £148 18
/- u e. c—

jg I

, Accepted.C. H. Smith Ac Son .

.

DUNDEE —For the erection of public wash-houses. Guthrie-
street, and Horse-water-wynd. for the Town Council Mr. Wm.
Mackison, C.E., Burgh Engineer, 91, Commercial-street,
Dundee :—

Masonry and Bricklayins.—^a.'A^ Crichton,

fug.—John Crichton Ac Sons, Cowgate.. .. -j .

/’ixrfrrruf .—Reoch A: Kilgom, Brown-street.... 86 15 (

y’ai'n/fug.—Petrie Ac Greig. HawkhiU 17 ii :

Iron and Smith /f 'bri.—NicoU A: Jack. King
William Dock 188 ii

Jingintering.—Coo-^ox Sc Greig, E. Dock-street 366 15 ,

£1.641 >5 I

ELGIN (N.B.)—For alterations, Acc., to ‘‘Commercial Hotel’
Buildings, for Mr. R. Ritchie. Mr. C. C. Doig, architect, Elgin :—

James Young, Bishopmill, Elgin £il lo
Cnrponttring.—Macltie £ Mackenzie, Elgin 68 15

William Lyon Sc Sons, Elgin 10 o
Geo. Gray. Elgin 71 8

/’oi/iriug.—William Fordyee, Elgin 514

HANWELL (Middlesex).—For new shops and stores in
Broadway, for Mr. W. B. Hieatt. No quantities supplied :

—
£3.935

I

Nye £3,247
A. A: B. Hanson. ......... 3,347 |

Loving

KING’S LYNN (Norfolk).—Accepted for the supply of road
materials, for the Corporation. Mr. E. J. Silcock, C.E., King’s
Lynn

Rough Granite Lumps.
A. A: F. Manuelle, London ...per ton .£0 7 9

Broken Granite.

L. Soinmerfeld. Lynn .....per ton 083
Granite Setts.

Croft Granite Company, Leicester per ton 179
Do. Oo. per Cun 263
Do. do, per con 159

Kerb.
Cordon Ac Sons, Annalong ...per foot 010

Do. do per foot 0 0 lol

KING'S LYNN.—For the erection of a covered service
for the Corporation. Mr. E. J. Silcock, C.E., Borough Engineer.
King’s Lyrin :

—
PedrctCe Ac Co. ......... .£5,690 I R, M, Paikinson. Queen-
H. Coltison 4,8781 street, Peterborough* ..£4,607
T. H. Blytli 4.875 I

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For erecting the Metro] 'olit.m School. Southampton-
row, London. W.C.. for Sir Isaac Pitman Se Sons, Limited. Mr. (1.

D- Martin, architect, 3. P.all Mall East. S.W. Qu.intiiies by Mr. W.
M’cstiiiorclaiul ;

—
Bxtavations and Foundations.

T. Welsh A: Sons ..£3.340
Holloway Bros 3.050

^ Carmichael 0,865

A, Ke ett .

.

2,683 3 10
2.583 0 o

Suptrs

J. Long A: Sons ....

G. H°^&'^A.' BywaterH Lovatt
Dove Bros
Coils A: Son
J, Grover At Sons..
A. Kellett

J. C-irniichael ......
Holloway Bros
Foster Ac Dicksee..
Perry A: Co.

J. Long&Sons £2.487 0
Dove Bros 0.475 a
W. Smith 2,445 o
F. G. Miiiter x.I* o

. I’erry & Co,* 2,305 o
I

* Accepted.

Extra for

Mahogany’
Finishings
for Ground

£25.770 £295
’

25.690 .305

25-673 3>o

25.498
’25.487

25.390
25,190

LONDON.—Accepted for the erection of Addison-park Mansions
Addiso:i-gardens, Kensington (block B), for the Kensington Free
hold Land Trust, Limited. Messrs. Booth AC Fox, architects, 9.
John-street. Adeljihi, W.C. :—

J. Christie, Uxbridge-road Station £3,250.

LONDON.—For alterations. Ate,, to 79and 80, Bishopsgate-street
Without, and 77 to 84. Houndsditch, for Messrs. J. Wisbey Sc Co.
Messrs. Edward Saunders Ac Son, architects, 6, Bishopsgate-stieet,
Without, E.C.;—
Pattison £3,220 I Holloway £2,985
Laurence Ac Son 3,130 Lascelles 2,9n8
Jerrard & Son 3,076 Clarke A: Manooch 2.784
Gladding 3.023 1

Ashby Bros 2.576

LONDON.—For the erection of asylum buildings, Hendon, for
the Managers of the Central London Sick A»lum District. Messrs.
Giles, Gough, A: 'Trollope, architects, 28, Craven-street, Strand,

Thomas Turner.
Ltd £tr4.S*o I

Bywaters & Sons xc2,757
Leslie A: Co.. Ltd. 98,468
F. Gough A: Co... 95-954 '

I
T. Rowbotbam... .£90,500 •

C, WaU 88,730

I
H. WUJcock & Co.,

I

Wolverhampton* 86,84a (

1

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For laying pipe sewers, Acc., Kirkland Estate,
Plumstead. Mr. H. H. Cnurch. Surveyor:—
Fenn -£325

I
Thomas At Edge _ ..— ..£267

Sanford Ac Co 281 Brewer 255
Kitby. 279

1

LONDON. — For stabling and coach-house, ' Lucas-street,
Levcisham High-road, S-E., Sir Plummer's States. Limited. Mr.
J. J. Downes, architect, 199, Lewisham High-road :—
Jerrard A: San £532 0 | S. R. Best (accepted).. ..£501 10

LONDON.—For the enlargement of St. John's Schools, Ealing
Dean, for the Educational Association of Ealing. Mr. Robert
Willey, architect, 33, New Bridge-street, E.C. :—
Penny Sc Co £3.4*0

|

W. Do«-n £3.219

LONDON.—For rebuildbg Nos. 62. 64, and 66, Belvedere-road,
Lambeth, for Mr. J. W. blmmonds. J.P. Mr, Robert Willey,

architect, 33, New Bridge-street. E C. :—
Thompson & Beveridge. .£3.305 I W. Rowe* .-£4.750

. 4,768 1

*Foord A; Son .
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For rebuilding Nos. 10 and ti, Aldermanbury,
E.C., for Messrs. Bradbury, Greatorex, & Co., Limited. Mr.
Howard Chatfeild Clarke, architect, 63. Bishopsgate-street Within,
E.C.

Contract A'o. x.

Brown, Son, Sc Blomfield£ir,830 I Woodward Ac Co £11.169
Nightingale 11.812 I Hall, Beddall, Ac Co 10,925

Rider A: Son ir 673 I Holland tc Hannen 10,613

Clarke Ac Bracy ri.470 |
Ashby A: Homer* ...... 10,340

C. Lawrance A: Sons .... 11.405 |

Contract No. 3.

For rebuilding No. lA, Ftuntain-court. Aldermanbury, E.C. :—
Ashby A: Horner* £».8co

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For rebuilding No. 29. Wood-street. E.C. Mr.
Howard Chatfeild CUrke, architect. 63. Bishopsgate-street Within,

E.C. :-
Brown. Son, Ac Blomfield £2.495
Spiers Ac Son 2.374

C. Lawrance Ac Sons (accepted) 2,064

MAESTEG (Wales).—For the erection of the Colonel North
Memorial Hall, Acc.. for the Trustees of North's Gift. Mr. E. W.
Burnett, architect, Tondu, neat Bridgend :

—
Stephen Lewis £i.73S

I
Rattray A: Jenkins. Ponty-

Evan Evans 1,74=1 cyminer (accepted) £1,187

Mr. Percy Jolms, C.E.. Borough Surveyor. GuilclhnU, Maiden-

head ^
Cox A- Son £125

I
J. K. Bolton* £110

H.E. Edwards 195 •Accepted.
[All of Maidenliead.

MIDDLE.SBOROUCH.—For the execution of street works, for

the Corporation. Mr. Frank Baker, Borough Engineer, Municipal

Buildings, Middlesborough:—
Richmond-street

.

Thomas Hunt ..

Back Passage—Salisbury and H'alfcer streets.

Jos. Sparkes £19216 6 )
Gqodhall Bros., Middles^-

_

MIDDLESBOROUGH. — For paving Denmark-strert, for

the Corporation. Mr. Frank Baker, C.E., Municipal-buildlngs,

Middlesborough
T. T. Dixon £t,738 «6 4 Thos. Hunt £1.372 0 3

T. D. Ridley. Mid- * Accepted,

dlesborough* ... 1,597 *3 *1

NEWARK.—Accepted for the construction of cellars, adjoining

brewery for Messrs. Warwicks Ar Richardsons, Ltd, Messrs.

Sheppard A: Hariison. architects. 17. Kiikgate, Newark. Quantities

by architects

.

Charles Baines, Newark-on-Trent £4.325 4 6

NEWPORT (Mon.).—For pulling down and rebuilding part of

"Tredegar Arms" Hotel, High-street. Messrs. Swalwell &
Creighton, architects. Steam Packet Chambers. Dock-sti

port. Quantities by architects :
—

John Liston £2.300
'

Lawson A: Co. •

J. Moore
T. Wesucott .

W. A. Linton ..

RtTfordon'!!
Chas. Locke ..

Ch. Hy. Reed, i

. £2.029

«.999

r.99S

NORDEN (Lancashire).—Accepted for the erection of a stable.

for the Norden Coach Company, Ltd. Mr. J. W. ounderland,

architect, Church View, Norden
T. Ashworth & Sons, Norden ii44«

LOWER BEBINGTON.—For private streets improvements, for the Lower Bebington Urban District Council :
—

—
BackClevc- land-place.

Pro'pect

and

Sea

\'iew

North.

Sea

View

1

South,

1

Victoria-
place.

4

s

J'O

£

Passage

at

rear

of

Ketlield-

Thos. Myers, Bedford-
£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £ s. c. £. s. d. * - -

road, Rockferry
Thos. Munnirley. Lower

•80 5 0 154 JO 0 z8o 0 0 174 8 0 909 10 0 70 0 0 134 0 0

Bebington 90 12 6 168 It 8 143 *7 XX

21 I 6 55 14 6

T. Horrocks 127 19 to '.29 8 3 295 0 9 254 8 10 8s 7 0 188 19 2 23 4 0

ford, near Norlhwich .. 84 9 0 *146 4 5 •152 10 4 •149 10 10 *183 19 3 •59x6 7 •12s 11 10 58 14 xo

Accepted. f Sent in a lump sum of £t,3ii.
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PORTSMOUTH.—For the erection of diUl-hall, for the and

Hants V.A. Messrs. Rake & Cogswell, architect, Prudential

Buildings. Portsmouth
T, W. Ouick £4.823
Light S Sons 4 .75 >

Dowdell 4.720
H. JTones 4.702
Spiigings Bros. .

'

Perkins

J. H. Corke
Clarke & Sons
J. Crockerell
T. P. Hall (accepted)

[All of Portsmouth.]

PRESTON.—For the erection of stabling for 140 horses,

shedding. &C ,
for Messrs. WiUiam Harding & Company, Limited.

Luse-stxeet. Preston. Messrs. Gailick & Sykes, architects, 33.

WinckJey-Sfiuarc, Prestc
T. Croft & _ . _
Robert Dewhurst s.Btis

G. Hill S.856
I. Christian 5.830

N. Fazackerley s.800
Thomas Cottam 5.778

S. BuUer A: Co. ....

Allsup & Sons
ThomasDryden. ..

.

T. & R. CoUey,
). Cartmell
W. Hothersall .

£5.767
5-742

S.733
5,622

Tullis & Sons* 5,596
[All of Preston.]

t.

..£2,209

RUSHDEN (Northamptonshire).—For building four cottages in

Denmark-road, Rushdcn, for Miss S. M. Liosell. Mr. Arthur
Gamat, architect. 66, Oakhurst-grove, East Dulwich, London,
S.E.

T. Wilmott, jiin., Rushden £75°
[No competition.]

SEVENOAKS.—For the construction of sewerage works. Linden
Chase-road, for the Urban District CouncU. Mr. Jabez Mann.
C.E.. Uibao District Council Offices, Argyle-road. Sevenoaks :

—

Thomas Adams £1-538 5 6
Edmund lies, Mitcham Common. Surrey* .... 1.16314 9

* Accepted according to schedule of prices.
(Surveyor’s estimate, £1,214 >7*. s4 .

SOUTHAMPTON.—For the construction of sewers, &c., for the
Corporation. Mr. W. B. G. Bennett, Borough Sutveyor, Muoicipal
Offices, Southampton
Playfair & Toole £13,956 I Herbert Weldon £*2,440
B. Cooke & Co 13.B49 George Bell. London* . . 12,413
W. H. Saunders i Co. .. 12.645 1

* Accepted.

SOWERBY BRIDGE (Yorks) —Accepted for the erection of
Congregational Sunday-school buildings. Mr. S. Wilkinson,
architect, Sowerby Bridge, Quantities by architect

tVilllamSutclitfe, Sowerby Bridge
Joimry, £rc — Lewis Whitaker, Morland, sowerby

Budge
Plumbiu/r, C/ariVig, 0)1 if/.igAfiiig^.—James Staffotd,

Sowerby Bridge
Slating and PlasUring.—G^o. Whiteley, Sowerby

Bridge ^£3,216
Painting — E. Whitehead & Co.. Sowerby Bridge

)

//fir.Tiff,—Lcmas Lamb. Sowetby Bridge I

Sttel C«V*r-r.—Dorman, Long & Co., Middles-
brough I

Iron Ro^Princtfials.—J. Bagshaw St Sons, Limited,
|

Batley, Yoiks I

IrcHPil/ars.~]ii. Mackrell, Elland, Yorks J

STOCKPORT,— For the executiin cf private street works.
Boothby-stieet and others, for the Corpsration. Mr J. Atkinson,
C.E.. St. Petersgatp. Stockport

P. D. & S. D. Hayes, Stockport £*ir73 to 8}

STRETFORD. — For the erection of steam laundry buildings
Chester-road, for Yapps Laundry, Limited. Messrs. Johnstone
Bros., architects, 39. Lowther-strect, Carlisle;—
T. Ar W. Meadows £5,792 19
Bentley, Son, & Part-
ington. 5,525 o 1

C. Braddock 4,815 t? '

J. & J. Lee 4.420 0

BuigesstSc Galt ....£44:3 1

f. Byron 4,341
Blanchard Bros

,

Southport* . . .
. 3,980

• Accepted.

SUTTON ST. EDMUNDS (Lines.).— For the erection of a
school and teacher's residence, South Eau Bank, for the nieml^rs
of the School Board. Mr. R. H. H. Hand, architect, Spalding.
Quantities by architect -- -

Wadsley & Co...

Fawn & Bone . ..

E. Girling A: Co. .

I
S. Hipwell A: Co. ..... .£1,052
S. Allister. Sutton St.

I Edmunds* 937

C.B.N.SNEWm
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Nofl. 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 14, 15, 16, A 17, BACK HILL.HATTON GARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET

FAJIRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
’

STOCK OP ALL KINDS OP WOODS IN EVERYTHICKNS88, DRY. AND FIT FOR IMMSDIATF. USE.
lelephone, 86,274 Holljom. Tele. Address

; SNEWIN London

TREVETHIN.—For erecting new infants' school, and for other

altetatioDS at Parli-terrace board Schools, for the Trevethin
School Board. Messrs. Lansdowne & Griggs, architects, Newport,

W. & A. Davies, Abersyeban. near Pontypool £*,*20
Eight tenders were received for this work, ranging from £1.375 *0

WALSALL.—For the erection of a leather factory. Mr. Fred.
W. Cross, C.E., 2, The Bridge, Walsall ;—
F. N. Stephens £j.C 22 0 I John Mallin £779 0
A. Lynex 925 0 R- Merton Hughes,
Thos. Hughes 890 0 Bradfoid.stieer, Bir-

Wm. P. Lees 863 7I mingham (accepted) .
.

768 0

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM EILZi STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask & Son
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham,

WEST HAM.— For external repairs to the church and chapel at

cemetery. West Ham, Essex. Mr.
J. R. Smith, surveyor

Christopher* £S34 8 6 I Wilson £”7 0 0
North .... 158 0 0

1
Webb, Stratford* . ... £500

• Accepted.

WOLVERTON (Bucks).—For the erection of new envelope
works, for Messrs. McCorquodale & Co.. Limited. Mr. H, Phelps
Drew, architect, 33, King.stieet, Covent-garden, W.C. Quantities

by Mr. J. Rookwood, 47. Museum-street, W.C. :
—

Honour & Son £6.295 I Robinson £5.872
Parnell : 6.093 Mania, Northampton*. . .. 5,575
Kemp 5,9101 * Accepted.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A, Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lav
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42
Poultry, E. C.—The best and cheapest materials fo

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse fioors

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphall

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt

YIEWSLEY (Middlesex).—For additions and alterations to St.

Matthew's Church, Yiewsley. Messrs. Nicholson & Corlette,
architects Quantities by Messrs, C, John M.ann & Son
Badcock & ^ns £s.049 I

Silver & Sons £4,025
Trask & Sens 4 157 A. & B. Hanson 3.99t

C. K. Kearley 4, >22 Fassnidge 3.988
Dove 4,075 1

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. R. W. (Below our limit)-W. W.. J. & M.. W. G.. H. C.

(Amounts should have been stated).— S. Bros Bi Co. (Too late - next
week).

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.
IfV caHHCt tmdertaJu to return re/ectai communieatitm.
Letters or communications (beyond mere news Items) rrblch bsvr

been duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to dx-Unw pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given snbject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject It If unsatisfactory. ‘The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article la type does not necessarily Imply Its

acceptance.
All commuolcatlans rwardlng literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR; chose relating to advertisements
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor,

SFHAOUE ft CO.,

LITHOGRAPHERS,
Employ a large and efficient Staff especially foi

Bills of Quantities, &c.

4 & 5, East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, £.C. [Advt

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHEI
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM ft SON, 20, Parliaraent-st.S.W
‘QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,"

For 1897, price 6(1. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post l[l [AD'V

SZERELMEY STONE LIQUID.
"THE BUILDER" (PubUshed Weekly) Is supplied DIRECT from

tbe Office to residents in any part of the United Kingdom, at the
rate of 19s. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe, America,
Australia, New Zealand, India. China. Ceylon, &c.. 26s. per annum.
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) should be
addressed to Che publisher of "THB BUILDER, " No. 46, Catberlne-
street, W.C.

THE TEST or TIME.
OVER FORTY YEARS’ GENERAL EXPERIENC

HAS PROVED THAT

SZERELMEY STONE LIQUID
ABSOLUTELY WATERPROOFS AND PRESERVE
BRICKS, STONE, CEMENT, PLASTER, STUCCO, Jk

Adopted by Govermnents and Public Bodies
throughout the jcorld.

SZERELMEY & CO., Rotherbithe New-road,S.E

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and tbe SUBURBS,(by
prepaying at the Pablishlog Office, ips. ^ anniiin or

4s. pd. per quarter), can ensure receiving "The Baildw,"
by Friday Mpmiag’t Pett,

J.J.ETRIDGE.Jf'
SLATE MERCHANT,

THE

Freicli Asiilialli
SLATER and TILER. COMPANY,

Suffolk House, Cannon-street, E.C

SUPPLY TPIE BEST MATERIAL AN]

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,
To be executed by Contract in any part

of ENGLAND.

Penrhyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portmadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to any Railway Station.

Applications for Prices, &c., to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS,

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOFS

WASHFIOUSE AND DAIRY FLOORS

&c , &c.

This Asphalte was chosen to b

laid at Sandringham, on the nei

General Post Office, and other

important buiidings.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

IRON CISTERNS.
F. BRABY & CO.

VERY PROMPT SUPPLY.

LARGE STOCK READY.
Partioulan on application. CYLINDERS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATION

LONDON : 352 to 364, ETJSTON-EOAD, N.W., and 218 and 220, HIGH-STEEET, BOEOUGH, S.E.

GLASGOW: BRISTOL:
b and 8 , HATTON GARDEN. 47 and 49, ST. ENOCH-SaUARE. ASHTON GATE WORKS, CORONATION-RI
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

Church and Mission-room. Seuglienydd.—Mr. E. M. Bruce Vaughan, F.R.I.li.A., Architect Dovbk-Page Ink-Photo'
Sculpture at the Royal Academy :

—
“ The Mountain of Fame."—By Mr. A. C. Luccliesi 'i

“ Isis."—By Mrs. A. Freeman tlell /

‘‘Oceana.”—By Mr. Bertr.am McKennal
\ Double-Page Ink-Pkolo.

“ Invocation to the Goddess of Love.”—By Mr. H. C. Fehr ... V
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The Blachwall Tinnicl.

HE Blackwall Tunnel
is now a completed

work, and is to be
officially opened to-

day (Saturday) by
the Prince of Wales.

It will doubtless be

remembered that the

scheme, as carried

out, is the outcome
of an Act obtained

Dy the late Metropolitan Board of Works
.11 1887. The original proposal, however,

was for a tunnel of 15 ft. internal

diameter to accommodate foot passengers,and
two additional tunnels for vehicles. A con-

;ract was actually let for the passenger

;unnel, but on the London County Council

:oming into existence, fresh views were put

'orward resulting in the present work for

iccommodating both passenger and vehicles,

;he external diameter of the tunnel being

27 ft. This gives two footways of 3 ft. in.

Dn each side of a 16 ft. roadway, with a

lieadvvay of 17 ft. 7^ in. at the centre.

The Blackwall Tunnel is situated six miles

oelow London Bridge, one and a half b^ow
Greenwich, and three miles above Woolwich,
ind will give a ready means of communica-
:ion between the districts of Poplar and the

East and West India Docks on tlie north,

ind the neighbourhood of Greenwich and
tVoolwich on the south. Although in 1887

VIessrs. S. Pearson & Son were entrusted by
he Metropolitan Board of Works with the

•xecution of the original scheme, it was
lot till the end of 1891 that the revised

vorks were finally let to them, for the lump

5um of 871,000/., which amount, we are

flad to hear, has not been exceeded, in fact

rertain modifications in tlie original design

lave resulted in a considerable economy.

Starting on the Middlesex side from the

Last India Dock-road the tunnel is entered

)y an open approach 875 ft. long, after which

he tunnel extends 1,694 ft., with a gradient

tf I in 33'4 until the horizontal portion,

,221 ft. long, under the river, is reached,

rhe south approach tunnel, with a gradient

if I in. 36-2, is 1,549 ft. long, with an

pen approach of 860 ft., making the

otal length a little over one mile. The
pproach gradients, though somewhat steep,

.re no worse than that of the Haymarket,

,nd they were, of course, determined by the

existing thoroughfares to be served, and the

minimum distance under the bed of tlie

river at which it was possible to drive the

shield. Even with the level fixed upon, only

5 ft. 6 in. of gravel rests on the top of the

tunnel at one portion of the river bed. This

portion of the work was fraught with the

very greatest difficulty, and its successful

accomplishment is, perhaps, one of the most
creditable engineering feats of the day.

The tunnel is circular in cross-section,

being made of an outer cast-iron skin 2 in.

thick, in fourteen segments, bolted together,

forming rings 2 ft. 6 in. long. The metal

skin is lined with cement concrete, faced

with white glazed tiles. The roadway is

16 ft. wide, formed of asplialte under the

river, and granite setts on the approaches.

The space under the road is mainly formed

into a subway for the accommodation of

pipes, and for purposes of ventilating.

The cast-iron lining rendered practicable

a great part of the work which, in fact, could

not have been made without it. The system
requires the use of a shield or wrought
cutting edge portion, capable of being forced

forward, as the excavation proceeds, by
means of hydraulic jacks pressing against

the already formed tunnel. The shield is

made to overlap (outside) the end of the

cast-iron lining, so that fresh rings can be
added from time to time as the work pro-

gresses, and the shield travels forward.

Compressed air was necessary to keep back

the drainage water within reasonable limits,

and air locks had, therefore, to be formed in

the shield, for the passage through it of the

workmen and excavated materials.

The employment of a cast-iron lining has

the following advantages ;

—

1. As each ring is completed it is at once

ready to receive the full pressure of the

ground.

2. It is easily and quickly erected, as

much as 12 ft. 6 in. having been completed

in twenty-four hours.

3. A smaller external diameter is required

for a given internal size of tunnel, thus saving

e.xcavation.

4. It can be readily made watertight from

within.

5. Settlements are avoided by quickly

filling in the smalt extra space excavated

with grout, forced in under pressure.

The precise system adopted in driving the

tunnel is not new in detail, except the

hydraulic erectors for fixing the lining seg-

ments in place
;

but, taken as a whole, the

work is remarkable as being the largest

shield-driven tunnel ever constructed. It is

the only example of a tunnel which has been
driven through gravel under a river bed, and
that too, within the almost incredibly small

space of 5 ft 6 in. from it.

This performance required the very

greatest skill and care. Large quantities of

clay in bags were placed on the bed of

the river for a width of 150 ft. in the

neighbourhood of the shield in order to

prevent the escape of the compressed air

as far as possible, and to check the inrush

of water into the shield. Notwithstanding

every precaution, however, the river bed
was twice blown up by the air, the water

being shot up to a height of about 20 ft.

The tunnel very quickly partly filled with

water, but owing to the excellent and com-
plete precautions taken, the workmen
escaped without hurt or injury.

It is worthy of note that much of the clay

tipped on the bed of the river found its way
downwards, as the gravel was excavated, and
was removed from the workings in the shield.

This fortunately facilitated operations to a

very great extent. It is notable that so

delicate were the required adjustments of

air pressure that, as the tide rose and fell,

so had the pressure to be increased or

diminished, in order to avoid drowning out,

on the one hand, or blowing up the river bed
on the other.

The difficulty of this part of the work on

the tunnel may be gauged from the slow pro-

gress made, which was at the rate of only

10 in. per day of the most arduous labour,

contrasted with a progress of 12 ft. 6 in.

when passing through clay. Notwithstand-

ing all obstacles, however, the river portion

of the tunnel only occupied thirteen months

to complete.

Some idea of the magnitude of the work

may be gathered from the following figures.

The shield weighs upwards of 220 tons, and

required at times a force to be exerted by the

hydraulic rams of something like 5,cxx) tons

to push it forward tlirough the wet sand and

gravel. During one day of twenty-four hours

over 300 cubic yards of material were fre-

quently excavated and passed tlirough the

air lock, also 75 tons of lining have been

erected and grouted. This result could only

have been attained by the most perfect
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organisation and system on the part of those

in charge of the work.

There are four vertical shafts leading from

the tunnel, two on each side of the river.

They are 48 ft. internal and 58 ft. external

diameter, and are placed on the centre line

of the tunnel. One shaft on each side of the

river is provided with a spiral staircase 6 ft.

wide, for the convenience of those near the

river bank. The shield was lowered down

the southern shaft, and completed the whole

of the tunnel right across the river to within

432 ft. of the northern end, where it was

built in, the remainder of the work being

‘‘cut and cover.” The tunnel is lighted

throughout by electricity, provision being

made for artificial ventilation should it

prove desirable. Owing to the admirable

provision made for ventilation, and the use

of a compressed air sick chamber, for treat-

ing the men affected by working under pres-

sure, no lives were lost during the work of

driving the tunnel, and there were only three

cases of any permanent ill effects. When
we consider that the working pressure fre-

quently reached 37 lbs. per square inch, and
when we remember the very high death rate

which, unfortunately, usually accompanies

working under such a pressure, we think the

very highest praise is due to those whose
careful study of the subject has resulted in

such a wonderful lowering of mortality

amongst the workmen.
Whichever aspect of this great work we

turn to, whether it be the engineering view
of the case, its organisation, or the care

bestowed upon the welfare of those engaged
upon it, we cannot but be struck with the

great ability displayed. We think we shall

not be far wrong if we give the major credit

of this achievement to Mr. E. W. Moir,

Messrs. S. Pearson & Son's able engineer,

who, as Sir Weetman Pearson has publicly

stated, was practically given a free hand in

organising and designing [the special plant
required for the job. Mr. Moir’s experience
with working under compressed airoriginated
at the Forth Bridge when sinking the cais-

sons, and later when constructing the still

unfinished tunnel under the Hudson River.
The permanent work has been designed

and carried out for the London County
Council by their Engineer-in-Chief, Mr.
Alexander R. Binnie, M.Inst.C.E., with Sir
Benjamin Baker and the late Mr.

J. H.
Greathead as consulting engineers, Mr.
David Hay and Mr. Maurice Fitzmaurice
acted as resident engineers; and for the
contractors, Mr. E. H. Tabor, Mr. G. H.
Halden, and Messrs. Everitt andCollingridge
were chief assistants under Mr. Moir. It

must be a pleasure for these gentlemen to
have their names for ever associated with a
work carried through from start to finish with
such ability, determination, and success.

SCULPTURE AT THE ACADEMY AND
THE SALONS.

HERE is no doubt that both at

Burlington House and at the
Champs Elysees the sculpture is

this year the best portion of the
exhibition. At the Royal Academy there is,

it is true, no great work, but there are a large
proportion of works of no little interest and
artistic vitality. English sculpture as com-
pared with French is generally smaller in

scale and less bold in conception; on the
other hand, it often shows a refinement of
design and detail, especially in small works,

peculiarly its own. A point for remark i‘i

this year’s exhibition is the considerable

number of successful works by lady

sculptors.

Of the sculpture in the Central Hall we
have already illustrated the two works which

are especially architectural in character, Mr.

Schenck’s "Industry” and "Sloth,” part of

the decorative sculpture lor the Oxford Town
Hall. These, which are to be placed in

re-entering angles of the building, have

the repose of effect and largeness of style

which is fitting for decorative sculpture
;

in

a moral point of view it is perhaps to be re-

gretted that " Sloth ” is a better composed
and more attractive figure, artistically, than
" Industry.” In the Lecture Room is a small

sketch of a series of six of the figures to go

between the spandrels of the arches
;
one or

two of these are a little extravagant in

attitude, with one foot thrust against the

.haunch of the archivolt moulding
;

in an

architectural sense they would be better for

a little more repose of line.

As usual, some of the principal larger

figures of the year are placed in the central

portion of the Lecture Room. Of those

which embody a poetical idea the most

striking is Mr. Lucchesi’s group entitled

"The Mountain of Fame,” where a female

figure representing Fame, and holding out a

wreath, is posed with that of a man sword
in hand, who, with one foot planted on the

higher ground, stretches up his left arm
parallel with her right to grasp the wreath

;

this parallel action of the two arms is very

effective, as also the contrast between the

mocking countenance of the "Fame” and
earnest expression ot the other face. This

is a work which it would be well worthwhile

to carry out full size
;
the figures are about

half life-size. Mr. Bertram Mackennal's
" Oceana ” is another very poetic figure, not

less so because its meaning is less definite

and precise
;

it is a nude figure of very fine

and pure design, symbolising Ocean or

representing an ocean nymph
;

there is a

great individuality of character about it.

Mr. Fehr's " Invocation to the Goddess of

Love’’ is a well-designed figure which has a

rather curious effect from the artificial treat-

ment of the hair contrasting with the otherwise

unadorned nudity of the figure—apparently

it is meant for an ancient Egyptian woman
;

the odd effect of the head-dress secures

attention to the work but does not improve

its beauty. Mrs. Gell’s “ Isis,” in the Central

Hall, is another Egyptian subject, though of

a very different stamp, a deity on a pedestal

formed by a truncated cone, with wings grow-
ing from her waist, which are outstretched in

front of her
;

it is this attitude of the wings
which gives its main effect to the work. In

the Central Hall is also Mr. Natorp's
" Atalanta,” a bronze replica of an exhibit of

last year, a very well-modelled figure in a

very difficult attitude, running and half-

stooping sideways
;

her rather long legs

are no doubt in character with Ata-

lanta
;

a good example of the class

of sculpture which interests us mainly as

an able piece of modelling, though

destitute of sentiment. Illustrations of

these five works will be found on one of

our lithograph sheets. Among figures of the

same class as the last named is Mr. Colton’s

remarkable work "The Image Finder,” a

nude figure of a powerful man with a very

barbarous physiognomy, who, firmly planted

on both feet with his legs apart, drags with

all his force at a long piece of cloth which he

has hauled over his shoulders, and the lower

end of which is attached to the head of am
antique statue half embedded in the soil-

The motif of the work is an odd one, but it 1

is a capital example of the representation of ]

energy and force of action^ and is perhaps
\

the ablest thing that its author has paoduced.
i

Among other figures which represent simple :

modelling without any imaginative element i

is Mr. Armstead's "'Playmates” in the]

Lecture Room, which in character rather.-
ii

recalls Sir F. Leighton’s little bronze entitledli

"Needless Alarms like that work, it is a* :

study of the thin and undeveloped figure ofai J

young girl. A stooping figure of a boy play- •

ing at marbles, by Miss Ella Curtois (Central
i

Hall) has the same kind of interest,, and is a j

spirited and clever work.

It is to a lady also that we owe one of the- \

most original poetic works in the Gallery,.
,

"At the Gates of the Past,” by Miss Esther t

M. Moore, a lady who is steadily rising in. 1

the ranks, and has not before exhibited any ;

work so important as this. It represents a \

nude female figure partly turned away from)

the spectator and with her face turned sadly
\

towards the "Gate” in question, which is^;

symbolised by a bold and decorative desigm !

of flowing curves and scrolls with spaces. •

between—a piece of drapery hanging verti-

•

cally against the gate, partially behind the*:

figure, serves to steady its lines and connect l

the composition. The figure is perhaps a ;

little conventional in modelling, rather too-:

sinuous in its lines; but the whole work is ;

remarkable for its combination of poetic :

idealism with decorative effect. At the foot t

of the panel whicli forms the frame to it are ;

engraved some lines from Browning’s fine :

poem "The Statue and the Bust,” the::

passage commencing

—

" So, while these wait the Trump of Doom,
How do their spirits pass, I wonder,

Nights and days in the narrow room ?
’’

The passage gives the key to the sentiment \

of the work, of which we hope to give an \

illustration after the Academy is closed, the :

photograph that has been taken of it so far-
•

being on too small a scale to do it justice^. :

Among other figure subjects in the Centra? i

Hall which deal with subjects of imagination .

is Mr. Simonds’s bronze of " The Swan Girl,”

a nude figure grouped with two swans
;

this- •

is graceful, especially as viewed from the :

right side of the figure, where the head and* I

shoulders make very charming lines, but it i

strikes us that the sculptor has followed too-

:

literally the figure of a rather thin and ill- •

developed model
;

the torso is poor aniJ i

the upper arms lean-, and the sentiment of the-

:

work is rather spoiled thereby. The object !

of the nude figure in art is surely beauty,.

,

before anything else
;
where beauty is want- •

ing, the raison d'etie of the figure is wanting-. ,

A young sculptor, Mr. Wheatley, has got a’ 1

good place on the walls with an alto-relieC
'

of Prometheus and the vulture; the bird is

modelled with great spirit, but the concep- •

tion of Prometheus is quite inadequate
;
he is :

a thin aged man struggling in terror and' 1

with his mouth wide open
;
a sad contrast to-

:

the sublime Titan of iEschylus and Shelley. ,

Artists too often seem to undertake to illus-

It is one of the e.xamples of the habitual discourtesy of.i

the Royal Academy, in its corporate capacity, both to e.\- ,

hibitorsand to the public, that they will allow no photo--}

graph of a work to be t.aken while it is on exhibition,.!

although this might be perfectly well done before the doors.j*

are open in the morning, without inconveniencing any one.

Two sculptors wished to have special photographs of their-

work made for publication in this journal, but they are-'^'

not allowed. At the Paris Salon, in a similar case,, everxji

facility would-hnve beon.givcn.them.. *1
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trate Classic legends, or at least to give their

name to a work, without liavingat all realised

the poetry of the legend.

The most architectural work among the

sculpture is Mr. Onslow Ford's Jowett

Memorial, to be placed in Balliol College

Chapel, an illustration of which will be
found among our lithograplis. Though w^
have given it to a comparatively large size, it

is really a very small work, a kind of bijou

monument, in which the recumbent figure of

the late Master of Balliol is modelled in

silver, with a gold mosaic background, and
all the remainder of the work is composed ol

variously-coloured marbles and other

materials. It may be questioned whether
it does not look a little too much like a model
of a larger work, and whether a larger treat-

ment of a design with fewer parts would not
have been more effective. However, it is

unquestionably a very pretty work, and
illustrates the faculty which Mr. Ford has
already shown in other monuments of com-
bining architectural and decorative detail with
sculpture, a field in which there is still much
to be done.

In the beautiful art of bas-relief, winch
one is sometimes tempted to think the last

refinement of sculpture, there are some veiy
charming works, the finest of which is un-
doubtedly Mr. Thomas’s “ Hero and Leander,"
of which we giv'e an illustration

;
another

vork which illustrates the union of decora-
:ive line with poetic sentiment. The
oalanced attitude in which the two re-

cumbent figures are depicted is not a natural

bne, it is carefully contrived to follow the
jlines of the panel, but it is sufficiently

natural under the conditions of the design,
[which is all one has a right to demand

;
the

business of ideal sculpture is not to imitate
nature, but to adapt nature to artistic con-
ditions. Mr. Walker's "Death of the
Firstborn is a good bas-relief, also
more or less symbolical, but not so
simple or with so much artistic unity as
the last named. Mr. Goscombe John exhibits
a metal basrelief in very low relief, in a marble
frame, a memorial to the late Canon Guy
(not "Grey,” as printed in the catalogue);
a work which suggests something new in

decorative effect. Miss Giles’s alabaster
group identified with a line fnmi Shelley
(the application of which we do not quite
understand) is a delicate work in detail but
wants coherence as a whole, and has a little

too much realistic touch in some of the
details. Miss Rope exhibits a prettily com-
posed group of “ Children bringing fiowers
to the Holy Child” (see illustration), "A
Guardian Angel ” which we have before illus-

trated (see i5’?///r^^;'for July 20, 1895), and a
spirited little relief entitled " A Dream of the
Sea,” which is perhaps the best of the three,

though of course it is not the most popular
in subject.

Among busts there are some fine ones,
jnd it is remarkable how changed this

lepartment of the exhibition is since the
lays when whole rows of uninteresting and
:ommonplace portrait busts formed a feature
3f the Academy Exhibitions. Now we find
jortrait busts ot high artistic interest, such as
VIr. Goscombe John’s "Mrs. Cory” and
Vlr. Mackennal’s " Miss Dunham,” reniark-
ible for its broad free handling and the
lecorative treatment of the pedestal and the
Iress over the shoulders, which, by a pretty
ancy, is half conventionalised into sculptural
ornament. We have also ideal busts, such as

Mr. Drury's charming "Age of Innocence ”

^

and others which might be mentioned. In

purely decorative art there are two or three
things to be noted. Mr. Gilbert, who seems
to have almost given up sculpture proper
for goldsmiths’ ^vork, exhibits a gold medal
for annual presentation at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, which designers of that Icind of
work should look at for its noble simplicity
of design on a small scale

;
and a large ewer

and rose water dish, silver, with a St. George
and the Dragon on the top in various
coloured materials. It may be a question
whether Mr. Gilbert is not pursuing freedom
of line in this kind of work a little towards
the point of losing definite line altogether;

the ewer has a little too much the appear-
ance of having been in the fire till it was
half melted, and then taken out and cleaned
up. A little bit of work by Mr. Reynolds
Stephens, a silver bon-bon dish of very
simple design, with a figure at each end
leaning back against it, should not be passed
over.

The sculpture at the Salon is ot course of
less immediate interest than that at our own
e.xhibition, and it would be hardly possible,

besides, to attempt anything like a review of
that vast assemblage of marble and plaster
figures in the central court of the Palais de
1 Industrie; one 'can only take account of a

few works and of the general tendency
displayed. The general level of French
sculpture this year is far higher than that of
painting, and moreover a certain tendency
towards grotesque and sensational subjects,

which threatened to invade the sculpture salon
two or three years ago, seems happily on the
decline, and the majority of the work exhibited
is of a fine and sculpturesque character.

M. Verlet’s monument to Maupassant,
indeed, with its colossal young woman in a
modern dress seated with a book in her
hand, appeals only to the popular mind, and
is moreover far too big for its subject

;
but it

is an exception among the leading works of
this year. We see the higher class of monu-
mental sculpture in M. Mercie’s beautiful
monument to Madame Carvalho

;
a figure in

low relief on the face of a stele, with hands
upraised, the whole artistic style of which
reminds one rather of the Greek funeral
stelae, which is nearly the highest praise one
could give it. A monument by M. Puech,
in which a winged female figure leans
against a stele carrying a bust of the
deceased person, and tenderly puts her arm
round it, is another example of the fine

feeling which French sculptors can bring to

bear upon works of this kind
; and it may be

observed that in their favourite emjfioyment
of a bust or medallion portrait only of the
person commemorated, instead of a whole
figure, they at once escape the ever recurring
difficulty of modern costume in a full-length

monumental figure
;
a lesson which it is to

be wished were more followed in England.
As with the pictures, a great deal of the

sculpture at the Salon is on a larger scale

than we ever have room for in London. In

comparison with the extent of the exhibition

there is perhaps less variety of style and
subject than at the Academy, and there are

not wanting works in which the nude figure

is used in violent and forced attitudes; but
on the other hand there are not a few works
showing real grandeur both of thought and

• We will illustrate this shortly
; the photographs which

liave been taken give too much shadow under the chin and
spoil the effect

;
the artist has kindly had another one

taken from the plaster model.

execution. M.Falguiere,whoseprincipalwork
always faces the main entrance, has this year
tried an equestrian figure, "Poetry ” seated
on a winged horse

;
there is a great style

about it, but we have seen finer heads on this

sculptor’s figures. Among works which are

specially interesting from their poetic signifi-

cance in the use of the figure may be named
such as M. "Vital Cornu's " Spleen,” a beauti-
ful nude figure half crouching under the

shadow of a rock which seems to weigh her
down

;
M. Dormay's " Le Soir,” a colossal

male figure seated and looking forward into

the night {that is evidently the idea) with an
abstracted expression

;
M. Brenner’s pathetic

group of Adam and Eve; M. Roze’s"The
Republic bringing Children up to Instruc-
tion,” a part of a projected monument— the
figure of the Republic very calm and
noble in style; M. Icard’s group of the
Foolish Virgins, under the title " Trop Tard !

”

a group of nude figures in various attitudes
of despair, one ol them wildly beating a
great knocker on the closed door; M.
Perrons " L'Epave,” a fine figure of a man
with hair blown in the wind, about to step
into the sea; and M. Capticr's "La Deses-
p6rance,'' a figure of a seated woman
bending her head disconsolately over a
broken anchor. These and others exhibit a
great deal of that novelty and impressiveness
of idea which renders French sculpture so
interesting. We see also some fine examples
of che treatment of human labour in sculp-
ture, which has had much attention from the
French of late, such as M. Hugues’s " Un
Potier,’ a powerful nude man seated and
turning a vase on the wheel, and M.
Houdains "La Pes6e,” two men, apparently
of primeval type, throwing their whole
weight on a lever to raise sometliing from
the ground. The pre-Adamite man is a
favourite subject of late, and M. Fremiet
returns to it with his group of a man who
has killed a bear and drags off the cub by its

ears
;
M. Fremiet is always life-like and

spirited, but is apt, as in this case, to be
rather brutal. M. Peyre has devoted himselt
to realising the architect of the Sainte-
Chapelle, Pierre de Montreuil, a seated
monkish figure holding a model of the
chapel; if this is intended for a monument
to be erected somewhere it is very suitable,

but as sculpture it is certainly not interesting

in itself.

Sculpture occupies a much smaller place
at the Champ de Mars Salon, but there are
three noticeable works there. One of these
is a large bronze group by M. Dalou, " The
Triumph of Silenus, ” which looks exactly
like a picture by Rubens done into sculpture

;

a description which will at once indicate tliat

it is not, in the true sense, a very sculp-
turesque work. Then there is the full size

execution in stone of the dead figures and
tlie angel watching over them, forming the
lower portion of that immortal work (for we
think it can never be forgotten) of M.
Bartho!om6, the "Monument aux Morts ”

for Pere la Chaise; and lastly, a charming
fancy by M. d'lllzach, nine life-size heads in

coloured wax symbolising the nine Sym-
phonies of Beethoven

;
a kind of idea one

would never expect to meet with from any
but a French artist, and which certainly
seems a great puzzle to the English visitors.

City Hospital, Colixtox Maixs, Edixburgh.
—A new hospital is being erected at Colinton Mains,
from plans prepared by Mr. Morham. Provision
will be made for 600 beds.

a
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NOTES.

gj
The Restoration Committee of

Bartholomew’s, St. Bartholomew’s, Smithfield,
Smithfield.

.g ^ whose untiring energy

now presents us with a fresh pleasant sur-

prise every few years. There was a long

pause after the first restoration in 1863-66,

but since 1S84 the work of rescue—for that

is, perhaps, the best term to use—has gone

on almost uninterruptedly, and in ’86, ’92, ’^3,

and 95, successively, we have had to record

the opening up and rededication of different

parts of the building. The latest portion

restored to use is the Lady Chapel, which

was reopened on Tuesday last by the Bishop

of London, as a morning service chapel.

Any one who saw the poor old mutilated and

desecrated building prior to 1863, without

transepts, the lower part buried, a school in

the triforium, and a factory on the site of the

Lady Chapel, and projecting into the apse,

would have found it difficult to believe that

before the end of the century it would be

described, as the bishop described it in his

sermon, as “the most beautiful church in

London.” Whether the description is just or

not may be, to some extent, a matter of

opinion
;
but it is certainly one of the most

beautiful, as well as one of the most interest-

ing, of London churches
;
the oldest, except

the chapel in the Tower, and well worth the

care and the money which have been spent

upon it, and that which, it is to be hoped,

will yet be spent—for much remains to be

done. It is satisfactory to see that the Com-

mittee pride themselves upon the preserva-

tion of all worked stone in the restorations

they undertake
;
and we think Mr. A.ston

Webb, their architect, may as justly con-

gratulate himself upon the success with

which he has preserved the spirit of the old

work, and the harmony of the whole, without

condescending to any ridiculous attempt to

make his modern rebuilding and repairs look

as if they were parts of the original.

Dr. Row.ind THERE is a great deal in Dr.

on Architectural Rowand Anderson’s address to

Education. Edinburgh Architectural

Association (a portion of which is reported

on another page) with which we sympathise

;

more especially his remarks towards the

close of the address, in which he maintained,

quite rightly, that the founding of such

places as hospitals and infirmaries as memo-
rials of the Jubilee Year was a very one-

sided measure, and that what was much
more wanted was some provision for enabling

the poorer classes to have more happiness,

more of the enjoyment of beautiful things in

their lives, than they have a chance of

obtaining at present. But Dr. Anderson’s

remarks on the education of architects and on

the movement for the registration of plumbers,

are what we call wrongheaded. We have

no doubt that the Registration movement for

plumbers has been productive of a great deal

of improvement in the general capacity of

plumbers to do their work efficiently, and in

rooting out the inefficient ones. And we do
not know that there is any abstract objection

to the registration of architects
; the objec-

tion to recent attempts to bring it about lay

more in the faulty and absurd manner in

which it was proposed to be carried out.

Dr. Anderson repeats the old objection, met
and disposed of long ago, that you cannot
examine people in art. No sensible person
ever wished to do so. Architecture is more
than an art, it is construction also, and there

is nothing illogical in having a system to test

the knowledge and efficiency of those who

are to construct buildings—so far as con-

struction is concerned. To a great extent

registration of architects practically exists in

France, and the French are in most respects

a much more artistic nation than the

English.

While precautions against

ground Raiiw^s accidents in the temporary
and the Jubilee, stands and balconies and along

the route of the Procession on June 32 are

being taken, we may express a hope that the

authorities have not overlooked the Metro-

politan Railways. The crowds on both the

District and the Metropolitan lines are likely

to be extraordinary, but most of the sta-

tions are, in regard to approaches and plat-

forms, singularly unfitted for large crowds.

The staircases are too narrow, and a severe

pressure from the top might easily cause

accidents, either by forcing passengers off the

platforms on to the lines, or crushing those

that are lowest against the barriers. It

appears to be obvious that, having regard to

the inadequacy of the platforms and stations,

barriers should be placed outside so as to

prevent more than a certain number of

passengers from being in the stations at

one time.

It is to be hoped also that there
Balccni^ on

^yj|| some inspection or
Jubilee Day. ^

examination of balconies on

the line of route of the procession on June

22, as there is no doubt that many of these

will be crowded in an exceptional manner,

and that they have probably been originally

constructed with no view to their supporting

any great weight
;
indeed, the construction

of balconies in the older houses is probably

often of a very flimsy and unscientific

character. Unless this matter is looked to, we
fear there will be some bad accidents from

the fall of balconies.

The paper read on Wednesday

(‘Sth inst.) by Dr. Percy

Frankland, F.R.S., at a meeting

of the Society of Arts, entitled “ The London

Water Supply,” was an interesting summary

of the progress made during the last thirteen

years in the scientific examination of the

water supplied to the metropolis, but it

contained much controversial matter which

was largely dismissed as though the

theories involved were facts, and we
cannot help thinking that some of the

statements made are misleading. We are

told that the aim of a bacteriological exa-

mination of water is not so much to detect

the presence of harmful bacteria as to

ascertain to what extent filtration removes

bacteria generally
;
and we are again asked

to believe that the percentage method is the

best one for gauging the quality of water.

The author's experiments show that by
storage-subsidence and filtration the London

water companies remove from 97 to 99
per cent, of the bacteria which were
contained in the ordinary river water.

We may observe, however, that these

figures are not borne out by other

investigators, though every one admits, of

course, that the water is improved by being

filtered. Dr. Frankland relies on the per-

centage method, as the search for harmful

bacteria in potable water is like the pro-

verbial “hunt fora needle in a haystack.”

But the fact that harmful bacteria are difficult

to find by methods at present adopted does

not warrant examiners in giving up the hunt.

There is the other side of the question,

namely, that bacteria which do no harm may

as well be allowed to remain in the water.

For, in any case, assuming that filtration on

the large scale, as practised by the com-

panies, really does remove up to 99 per cent,

of the bacteria, the water no sooner emerges

from the filter bed than it is replenished by

micro-organisms in the water-main and

service-pipes, and, in fact, as many bacteria

may be found in it by the time it reaches the

consumer as were there before filtration.

For a bacteriological examination of water

to possess any real value, we maintain that

it must be able to distinguish between

harmful and harmless bacteria, and to indi-

cate when the former are present. The

percentage method is of little or no use in

serious work.

The discussion on Mr.
The Institution

, ., ,, n
of Electrical Ravvorth s paper on the uene-
Engineers. ration of Electrical Energy for

Tramways,” at the Institution of Electrical

Engineers last week, did not greatly advance

our knowledge. Mr. Carter showed that

Mr. Raworth’s amendment of Willans’s law

could hardly be taken seriously. Various

speakers talked of the iniquities of Corpora-

tions in wanting to sell their power at out-

rageous rates to tramway companies, but

hardly anything was said worth repeating.

The few members who remained to hear

Professor Sylvanus Thompson read Mr.

Trotter’s paper on “Disturbance of Sub-

marine Cable Working by Electric Tram-

ways ’’ were, however, repaid for having had

to sit through such an uninteresting debate.

The paper, although a little obscure on one

or two points, was excellent and most

instructive. It was an account of the dis-

turbances caused in the cable of the Eastern

and South African Telegraph Company by

the electric tramway started at Capetown

last autumn. The disturbances were so

serious that, for some months, it was impos-

sible to read the tape of the siphon recorder,

although one could tell from the tape when

the electric cars started and stopped. A
great many ingenious remedies were tried,

but the only successful one and the one

finally adopted was to take a cable from the

receiving office at Capetown five miles out

to sea directly over the old cable and put

the far end of it to earth.

A REPORT by Dr. St. George

Mivart to the Local Govern-
Districts. ment Board on the recent pre-

valence of diphtheria in Huntingfield and

Halesworth, in the Blything Rural District,

states in regard to Huntingfield that the two

worst dwellings were two cottages adjacent

to the schoolhouse, and the property of the

parish. A little group known as “ Cross-

way Cottages” are ownerless at present
;

“ the late owner at his death bequeathed

them to a relative, who renounced the legacy

owing to the state they were in.” The in-

habitants of this group of cottages have no

water for drinking purposes other than that

which they can obtain from a stock-pond

close by, which was in a filthy condition.

,

The village is supplied exclusively from,

wells, which are generally dry-steined and

fitted with hand-pumps. Since the epidemic,

privies have been, generally speaking, put

into better repair, but they are generally

placed as near to “the Brook” as possible, and
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e watercourse is used from time to time as

sewer by emptying excremental matter into

Universal complaint was made of Hunt-

gfield Brook, the condition of it and the

lour given off from it in dry weather being

ost offensive. In Halesworth the cottages

c flint built, and so out of general repair

to be unfit for habitation. They have no

through ” ventilation at all, having no

indows at the back. There is no public

ater service for any part of the town, and
I regular system of drainage. The inhabi-

nts obtain drinking-water from wells, a

eat number of which have been con-

mned by the Authority, and others,

ough not condemned, are so notoriously

iwholesome as to be shunned by the

ttagers. In some of the dry-steined wells

e process of free soakage into them of

[uid from the ground around and on the

^her level could be seen going on actively.

St Pancr.is
Report of the Chairman of

’works'
' the St. Pancras Works Corn-

Department. touches on two or three

iportant points. One of these is the

scovery recently of so many quasi-

sewers,” that is to say, defective

mbined drainages, and the Report ex-

esses regret at the failure to obtain an

lendment of the Interpretation Clause on
is point, the attempt having met with a

rious check owing to the withdrawal of the

iblic Health (Sewers and Drains) Bill by
promoters, on account of its inherent

ifects, “a sad reflection on the capacity of

ose functionaries who pretended to devise

remedy for the difficulty.” In regard to

reet paving the Report sums up very
iverscly to asphalt, maintaining that "by
e use of close -jointed Australian wood
2 get all the advantages of asphalt

ithout its attendant dangers;” we think

is is putting it rather too strongly

;

phalt is a much more sanitary pavement
an wood in a crowded city; whether its

sadvantages are sufficient to outweigh this

le great advantage is another question,

'e observe that the Report speaks very

rongly about the present bad accommoda-
m for the Parochial Staff

; some of the

Sees have been improved, but the fact

ill remains, in the words of the Report,

at "one ofthe principal and most extensive

\rishes in the Metropolis is the worst pro-

ded with municipal offices.”

ow-street, the
lease to the Commis-

(oid) Police sioners of Police having ex-

pired, the old Station in Bow-
reet is now being converted by Messrs,

oward & Co., of Russell-street, Covent
arden, into premises for, we are informed,

essrs. Elder, Dempster and Co., of Long-
ue, fruit salesmen. On the building of

e new Police-court and offices between
road and Martlett courts, the old Station was
iapted tor constables’ lodgings, and when
le lease fell in about a year since, quarters

r unmarried men were established in

lark’s-buildings, St. Giles's High-street. In

le of the cells, now demolished, was a

Dundary mark ot the parishes of St. Martin-

i-the-Fields and St. Paul, Covent Garden,

he site, we understand, is on the Bedford
state, as was that of the former Police-

jurt opposite, pulled down after the open-
ig of the new Court—Mr. John Taylor,

'chitect, of which we published plans and a

iew on June 21, 1879. A Police-court was

first established in Bow-street in 1749; the

house there, for long occupied by Sir John
Fielding, and wherein his brother wrote
" Tom Jones,” was sacked and burnt by the

"No Popery” rioters on Tuesday, June 6,

1780. Its successor. Nos. 4 and 4A, had

railings with terminals in the shape of Roman
fasces.

The Council of Almoners of

Christ's Hospital offer for sale

a building lease of the site

—

about 7,200 ft, super—now occupied by
Nos. 123-4, Holborn, subject to rebuilding at

an outlay of not less than 10,000/. No. 123,

the " Old Bell,” is one of the very few

remaining inns iff London which retain their

old wooden galleries and "boxes”—those

features may be seen around two sides of

the courtyard of the "Old Bell.”* We are

informed that the front portion of the

premises was built in 1720; the inner court-

yard is of a much earlier date. On the

south wall, facing Holborn, is a tablet bear-

ing the coat-arms of Fowler, of Islington
;

the Fowlers were lords of the manor of

Barnsbury. The same arms were affixed to

what is believed to have been a lodge of Sir

Thomas Fowler’s house in Cross-street,

Islington, in a ceiling of which were the

Royal arms, with E. R. and "
1 595

” in stucco,

also the initials .jF’j (for Thomas and Jane

Fowler) with fleurs-de-lys and other orna-

mentation. The "Old Bell” has been
tenanted for some while past by the Bunyer

family. The lease will run for eighty years

from next Michaelmas, at a ground-rent of

750/. per annum.

The so-called "Exhibition of

*^*Ga»ery
Dramatic and Musical Art ” at

the Grafton Gallery can hardly

be taken very seriously. The title is a mis-

nomer to begin with. The exhibition con-

sists mainly of a number of portraits of

eminent actors of the p^st and present, with

a very few portraits of musicians inter-

spersed
;

pictures of scenes from various

old plays introducing portraits of the actors,

and some cases of relics, autographs, and
presentation objects. A few good and well-

known recent portraits of modern actors and
musicians are to be found there, which have

been seen in recent years in other exhibi-

tions. The majority of the older pictures

are more interesting in a historical than an

artistic sense, though a few celebrated works

are to be found
;

Lawrence’s melodramatic

portrait of Kemble as "Hamlet,” Hogarth’s

"Garrick as Richard III;” the Stratford-on-

Avon portrait of Garrick by Gainsborough,

and the same artist’s " Miss Linley

(Mrs. Sheridan) and her Brother,” and
Reynolds’s " Garrick between Tragedy and
Comedy,” which it appears is now the pro-

perty of Sir Henry Irving. Among the most
important modern theatrical portraits are

Millais’ of Mr. Hare; Mr. Sargent's "Miss
Ellen Terry as Lady Macbeth,” and Mr.

Whistler’s " Sir Henry Irving as Philip II.,”

a very characteristic work. Perhaps the two

items of most special interest in the gallery

are a miniature of Beethoven as a boy

(about'the age of sixteen apparently), which

we have never seen before, and which, if

authentic (though we rather doubt it), is ol

great value
;
and Zoffany's scene from "The

Alchemist,” with Garrick as " Abel Drugger,”

• The " Black Bull,” ne.vt adjoining had similar galleries,

removed some years ago for tenements.

his most celebrated comedy part. The
picture gives a vivid impression of Garrick’s

power of facial expression. A collection of

old play-bills in the back gallery is of some
interest. But the exhibition as a whole is a

curiosity show rather than an art-exhibition.

The Ge tlemen
predicted that

of the £coie des the introduction of female
Beaus-Arts.

students at the Ecole des
Beau.v-Arts would be a troublesome matter
to carry out have proved to be only too

much in the right. The young "gentle-

men ’’who work in the ateliers of painting

sculpture and engraving have raised an
insurrection against the movement, and gave
vent to their feelings by chivalrously mobbing
the girl students as tiiey emerged from their

classes, and pursuing them with shouts of

ridicule as far as the Rue Buonaparte, where
they had to take refuge in shops while the

"agents de police” arrested the most promi-
nent of the rioters. M. Dubois, the Director,

has ordered the closing of all the ateliers

pending the decision of the Department of
Public Instruction as to the course to be
taken. The architectural students are not

implicated, not however we fear because
they are necessarily more orderly than the

rest, but because their work at the schools
takes place at a different hour. That some
such result was to be feared from the general

character and habits of the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts students was predicted in one of our
letters from Paris some time since, in

alluding to the proposal to admit female
students; and if the plan is to be carried

out it is evident that the Government will

have to take severe measures to enforce

order.
1 I

ROYAL SOCIETY CONVERSAZIONE.
Although the exhibits at the conversazione

of the Royal Society at Burlington House on
Wednesday last (19th inst.) were more varied
and interesting than usual from a general stand-
point, there were comparatively few which call

for a notice in our columns.
The most remarkable exhibits, perhaps, were

those relating to the micro-structure of alloys,
a method of investigation suggested, and we
may add to some extent dealt with, in the
columns of the Builder two or three years ago
in a series of articles in our “Student’s
Column.” Mr. J. E. Stead, of Middlesbrough,
had a number of photographs illustrating the
micro-structure of alloys of lead and antimony,
tin and antimony, tin and phosphorus, tin and
arsenic

;
tin, antimony, and copper

;
and tin,

arsenic, and antimony. These demonstrated
the fact that when fluid mixtures of metals and
non-metals cool down from the liquid to the
solid state, crystals of definite chemical com-
position fall out of solution, and may be clearly
seen under the microscope after the polished
surfaces have been etched by dilute acids, or
tinted with suitable re-agents. This condition has
been demonstrated by Professor Roberts-Austen
by an entirely different method of research. The
last-mentioned observer exhibited an apparatus
consisting of a microscope and camera arranged
for obtaining photographs of metals and alloys
under high magnification. The illustrations
accompanying this demonstrated the existence
of carbon in steel, including the diamond form
of carbon. Messrs. C. T. Heycockand R H.
Neville showed some X-ray photographs of
sodium-gold alloys, proving that crystals both
of gold and sodium occur in the mass, although
the alloys appear to be homogeneous. The
importance of a knowledge of the structure of
mixed metals and alloys generally cannot be
over-rated, though but very little is at present
known, in spite of the impetus given by Sorby’s
researches in reference to the structure of
steel some years ago. Apart from the scientific

interest attaching to the three exhibits men-
tioned, as thi'owing light on the genesis of
crystallisation, and the demonstration as to
how far metallic alloys may be crystalline

substances or merely mechanical mixtures, they



are of much practical importance. It will be

perfectly possible in time, no doubt, to impart

greater strength to many alloys by inducing

direction in crystallisation in them, and

by turning a granular into a more or less

fibrous form. But, in these exhibits, we did

not notice any attempt to study micro-

structure of the metals after these latter had

been subjected to great pressure
;
judgingfiom

analogy in regard to rock-structure, tliat method

of research would have still greater beneficial

effects, as pressure is as much an agent^ in

modifyingcrystallisation as is rapidity incooling

—we suggest this to the exhibitors who appear

to have approached their subject from one side

only. Many of the structures now, for the first

time, demonstrated to occur in alloys, may be

paralleled in the vitreous, devitrified, and hemi-

crystalline igneous rocks, and in slags. Not the

least interesting circumstance is the resemblance

between the etched surfaces of the alloys and

that of meteorites.

Passing to the electrical exhibits, which were
numerous, as usual, we may note that by Mr.

J. \V. Swan, demonstrating stress eftects pro-

duced by electric discharges on the surface of

a viscous mixture of resin and oil. Mr. J.
Wims-

hurst had a powerful electrical influence

machine witli twenty-four discs, each three feet

in diameter
;
they were so arranged as to fur-

nish three poles, one of which may be nega-

tively charged, the other two poles positively

charged, or, at pleasure, the reverse order

may be followed
;

by this arrangement

two separate streams of discharge may
be in use at the same moment. Cathode
and X-ravs were well in evidence in the exhibit

by Mr. A, A. C. Swinton, which showed,
amongst other things, that the penetrative

value of the X-ravs is independent of the mate-

rial of which the anti-cathode surface is made
;

not so, however, the quantity of the X-rays,

which is greatest with anti-cathode surfaces of

high atomic weight. Dr. Gore showed an
apparatus for investigating the infiuence of

proximity of substances on voltaic actio.i.

In other departments of physics we noticed a

model of a HerU wave transmission exhibited

by Professor Silvanus Thompson. Tliis model
was a simple wave-motion apparatus, transmit-

ting a transverse vibration along a row of

leaden balls suspended so that each ball gives

a portion of its energy at each oscillation to

the next in the series. The oscillator is a

heavy suspended mass, to which a blow is

given
:
the resonator is a circle of brass hung

on a trifilar suspension. Both oscillator

and resonator were timed to the same period.

Messrs. E. Edser and H. Stansfield exhibited

an apparatus showing the phase change of

light refiected at a glass-silver surface
;
Mr. J.

Goold made some experiments on the transmu-
tation of sound vibration

;
and Mons. C. E.

Guillaume, of the Bureau International des
Poids et Mesures, exhibited a compensated
pendulum of nickel steel, also the results of

experiments with highly dilatable and nearly
non-dilatable nickel steel,

An improved hatchet planimeter was shown
by Mr. E. K. Scott. In this instrument the hatchet

edge or keel consistsof asharp-edged wheel, thus
avoiding cutting the paper and side-slip, and,
by reducing friction, enabling irregularities of

the figure to be readily followed. The same
exhibitor also had an instrument for describing
arcs of circles of large radius, called a cycle-
sograph, principally intended to take the place
of the wooden curves commonly used. It can
be adjusted instantly to give any radius of cur-
vature. The curve traced out is not an approxi
mation, but it is truly an arc of a circle.

There were a larger number of natural his-

tory objects than has been usual in recent
years.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS :

j
I

THE PARTHENON AND THE EARTHQUAKE OF
1894.

A MEETING of the Royal Institute of British
Architects was held at No. 9, Conduit-street,
Regent-street, on Monday, Professor Aitchison,
A.R.A., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
taken as read, Mr. F. C. Penrose, past President,
read a paper entitled “The Parthenon and tlie

Earthquake of 1894,” of which the following is

an abstract :

—

Mr. Penrose said he had undertaken to
describe the result of his recent examination of
the Parthenon, the object of which was to
advise the Greek Minister of Public Instruction,

and the Archeological Society of Athens, as to

certain repairs which were required in con-

sequence of the damage done to the building

by the earthquake of 1894. Three inter-

national consulting architects—namely, Mr.

Penrose himself. Professor Dlinn (of Carlsruhe),

and M. Lucien Magne (of Paris)—had been
appointed to confer with a local committee,
presided over by M. Cavvadias,the Government
Superintendent of Antiquities, and consisting of

several Greek members of the Athens Archajo-

U)gical Society and some associated members
including Dr. Dorpfeld, M. Troump, a resident

French architect, and the Government engineer,

M. Balanos, who was to superintend the

repairs.

Having referred at some length to the prin-

cipal events whicli had reduced the building to

its present insecure condition, and also to what
he considered the ill-advised re-erection of some
of the damaged portions of columns, M r. Penrose
went on to say that when he arrived at Athens
last year Professor Dunn and' M. Magne had
already made their reports. The former had
gone very fully into the question of the defects

and remedies, and his report was a valuable

contribution to the study of the subject. That
of M..Magne was a brilliant and well-illustrated

memoir on the construction and ornaments of

the temple rather than a more technical report

on the defects and remedies
;

but he called

attention to one very important detail, namely,
the instability of the angles of the pediments.
The local committee had already made arrange-
ments for several 14 ft. architrave stones

being prepared on Mount Pentelicus. The
part of the temple which demanded the

most immediate attention was tlie hexastyle

portico of the Posticum. The state of the

Posticum was such that it was impossible to

execute any satisfactory repair without replac-

ing at least five of the architrave stones. Of
the six columns composing the portico, four

only were free
;
two of them were more or

less embedded in the mass of masonry con-
taining a staircase which was once surmounted
by a Turkish minaret. This mass secured the
southern columniation. The architraves sup-
ported bv the four free columns consisted of

twelve stones. Of these twelve, only five were
free from very great defects

;
but if five of

them could be replaced with new material, two
could be so pinned together to their neigh-
bours that they might be supported sufficiently

well. The worst defects were on the eastern
side of the portico. With one exception the
western stones were sound, which was fortun-

ate, as they supported the portion of the
Panathenaic frieze still left on the temple.
With regard to tlie defective one—namely,
that which once connected tlie north-eastern
column with its neighbour — the simplest
remedy would have been to replace it witli

new
;
but its removal would endanger a portion

of the precious sculptures, and it would have
to be keyed to a new stone placed alongside of

it. Professor Diirm in his report suggested
that the reason of this part being in so much
worse condition than any other was that the
original builders had used for an interior part
of the fabric a very much worse material than
they had provided for the exterior. It was
true that the marble of these architraves was
more streaky than could be found on the ex-
terior; but streaky marble of similar quality had
endured well on the temple of Jupiter Olympius.
Another and more effective cause could be
assigned to it, namely, fire, which had con-
sumed all the iiiHammablepart of the structure,
and had very much calcined the whole of the
superstructure of the Posticum, as the state of
the surface of the marble showed. It had also
weakened thelintel of the great western door,and
some of the columns of the Posticum, especially
on the eastern side, had also suffered. Many
portions of the capitals and of the architrave
stones in this part retained traces of iron plugs,
which could only have been used to fix some
material for the purpose of repairing the sur-
faces which had been split off by the action of
fire. This completely explained why the archi-
trave stones of this portion of the building,
although much less subject to ordinary weather
vicissitudes, had become so much more cracked
than those of the peristyle. A large piece from
the middle inter-columniation fell down in the
earthquake of 1894, split off apparently at an
ancient flaw. The course of deep stones above
the architrave, which formed the back of the
Panathenaic frieze, and ranged with it in level,

was also very much cracked and dislocated, so
much so that only two pieces in the whole
length were in a fit condition to be retained.

These pieces, however, were neither so difficulty

to handle nor to replace as the main architrave

stones, which had a length of about 13 ft. 9 in;i

each.
The lecturer then referred to the difficulties

attending the removal of the condemned blocks*

and fixing those which were to replace them,i

and showed by the aid of diagrams how the

operation could be performed. With regard
to the lintel of the great western door, the

two ends remained in the wall, but the
rest was gone, and the place was occupied
by an exceedingly unsightly brick arch. Thisj

it was hoped, would be replaced by marble :

but there was not the slightest prospect of a

30-ft. beam being found, nor could it be brought!

to Athens with existing appliances. The plan

recommended by the lecturer, and accepted
by the Athenian Committee, and by Mrl
Penrose's French and German colleagues, was;

explained by a diagram. The insecure con-i

dition of the angles of the temple was to bd
traced to the great over-hanging stoncsi

which supported the angular acroteria having

a tendency to slip downwards and drag thd

neighbouring portions of the superstructure

with them. The worst crack in the archi-i

trave was over the north-west angle column,
where, owing to the fall of a large piece

at the corner of the abacus, the bearing

of the outer stone of the architrave was
reduced to little more than a point. Between
the fourth and fifth columns, reckoning
from the south, a crack through the archi-:

trave had been produced by a cannon-shot.

and the abacus of the fourth column had
been so much shattered that it gave a bearing

to no more than about half the thickness of tlid

architraves which rested upon it. The ex-

foliation of iron cramps connecting the archi-i

trave stones at the top had also injured all but one
of the vertical joints, but beyond the breakages
of the large splinters which had fallen, thd

injury at these places did not seem likely tc

extend. Among the diagrams shown by tlie

lecturer was one illustrating the curious con-!

struction of parts, and another showing how
the angles could be secured from slipping by
connecting the great horizontal corner-stonesi

by means of strong gun-metal cramps with the

main cornice at a sufficient distance, so as toi

provide an adequate amount of weight to resist

the tendency to slip. Few of the new stones

proposed to be introduced would make any
dift’ereiice in the general view of the temple,

and scarcely any of the steel or bronze
work

;
and the new stone could be stained

with copperas so as to be almost indis-

tinguishable from some of the old time-stained

marble.

Professor Ernest Gardner, in opening the dis-

cussion, said he was in Athens at the time of thei

1894 earthquake, and the first thing he did'

was to go to the Acropolis to see the fragments
that had fallen from the architraves of thei

columns. Some three or four years before that

an International Commission was appointed,!

on which he served, which was for quite dif-

ferent purposes from those of the present Com-
mission, whose work was concerned with the
architectural necessities of the restoration. It

was a Commission to consider the Parthenon'

from the resthetic point of view, and to de-i

cide what was desirable in the way of restora-;

tion, and of clearing away more recent addi-.

tions, and so on
;
and on that occasion he

visited a good many of the buildings. Asi

to the result of the earthquake, he cer-

tainly confirmed one point which Mr. Penrose-

mentioned. As regards these fragments, cer-

tainly the damage was not done by the earth-

quake itself. He examined the fragments very
carefully from this point of view immediately!

after they had fallen, and there was hardly anyi

trace of new fractures upon them
;
in fact, thei

greater part of the surface within the cracks-

was overgrown even with lichen, and it was
considerably discoloured, so that it was obvious

that the cracks were old ones, and the pieces,

were hanging on, almost by chance, and thei

slightest shake was bound to bring them down|
The earthquake really did good by calling the

attention of everybody to the extremely pre-f

carious condition of the building, especially of the-

corners, and the architraves and other por*}

tions. But certainly from the appearance of

the blocks as they had fallen nobody could!

imagine that the earthquake had really!

broken anything at all
;

they were simply!

hanging very loosely, and they would!

fall at the very lightest shake. There were,'i

however, two or three points as to which

1
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2 should like to ask a question of Mr. Penrose,
he first was as to the foundation of the minaret,
le lower part of the minaret, the great
estern door, and the columns, and the inner
ling of the great door. As regards tiie

)luinns and the possibility of their re-erection
r. Penrose had already spoken in a tenour
hich he was quite sure was in accordance
ith the general feeling of that meeting,
nthing could be 'more discordant, and even
deous, than those kind of mangled remains
columns that had been built up again upon
e north side of the Parthenon. The reason
it was of course well known to all architects,

c., that it was impossible to place the pieces
a fluted column one above another after they
d been fluted. The fluting in the Greek
liildings was made after the columns were
lected. The result of any attempts to build
em up again was most disastrous, as he was
re everybody would agree who had seen
ose columns. To compare those mangled
mains of columns built up with those not
len, one felt how hideous they were

;
arid he

ought it would be quite impossible to rebuild
5 whole of the Parthenon. There was not
iterial for it unless they cut a great many
vv blocks, and he did not suppose that any
e would propose that

;
and to cut a few

)cks would simply destroy the symmetry of
; building. The explosion had produced a
id of symmetry of the columns descending
an each end towards the middle. He
shed that Mr. Penrose had recommended
It those columns set up should be pulled
wn again

;
certainly they disfigured the

ildmg very much as they stood now with
; brick patches that had been put into them,
ith regard to the great western door, now
vered by a brick arch supported with an
'll support below, which was extremely
sightly, he was very glad to sec that there
IS a proposal to replace that in a much more
equate manner. What he should like to ask
th regard to that was, What would Mr.
nrose propose as regards the sides of that
or ? The present jambs of the door, on which
it brick arch rested, were put inside the ori-
lal jambs of the door. These were thin casings
lich were put up, most probablv when the
rthenon was converted into a church

; and
remembered it was proposed some three or
ir years ago, if possible, to remove those
ra jambs. He did not know whether it

>uld be considered desirable, either from the
:hitectural or historical point of view', to
nove them

; but there was one consideration,
that the blocks which had been built in by

>se who altered the Parthenon into a church

\
long inscriptions on the back of them

lich were at present hidden, and those
criptions would be a most valuable docu-
nt from a historical point of view. Of
irse, he would say. Do not damage the build-
:
m any way

;
but he should like to hear the

nion of Mr. Penrose as to the advisability or
isibiiityof removing them. There wasanother
nt as to which Mr. Penrose had already
iressed an opinion—at least, by implication
ind that was as to the lower part of the
aaret that still remained. Mr. Penrose said
might possibly be that the staircase—this
;at block of masonry containing the staircase
night belong to the time of the Christian
irch, and not belong to the mosque neces-
ily. It afforded a great deal of support to

defective architraves there. He (the
;akcr) remembered it was discussed some
r or five years ago whether that should be
iioved as being a later addition. He ex-
:ssed a very strong opinion from the his-
ical point ol view that it w'as undesirable to
love it. They did not notice this masonry
mthe outside, and certainly, after what they
I heard from Mr. Penrose, it would be a
ions danger to the building to remove it.

thought, on the w'hole, the amount of new
les and the amount of restoration that was
ressary must he very reassuring to most of
m

;
because anybody who had looked at

Parthenon carefully must have been ex-
mely alarmed at the cracks all over the
Iding, and at the most inadequate way in
ich the heavy blocks were supported.
Ir. Phene Spiers said that it had been of the
atest interest to hear from Mr. Penrose that
recollected so clearly the dimensions and the
rk he did fifty years ago, and which had
de his name so connected with the building,
(the speaker) felt when he visited Athens

t all the different dimensions that could be
de had been made. It was impossible in
1 direction to adopt the motto of \Vm.

Burges, “To measure and plot on the spot."
In the speaker’s days “to measure and plot on
the spot ” was not a recommendation made to
every student, as it was now. He had been
looking carefully at the drawings again, and the
photographs. He saw, as a matter of fact, that
there had been very little change in the struc-
ture. All the stones of the west front, the
angle stones, seemed to be very much the
same. Slight differences which were to be
met with were near to the north-east angle.
The crack there seemed to have been increased
a great deal since he was there, and there must
have been some greater damage done to the
abacus of the columns than what was seen in

his drawings. There were two questions he
should like to ask Mr. Penrose, as he did not
quite follow him. Mr. Penrose spoke of certain
stones being laid on the tiles. He supposed
Mr. Penrose meant the marble tiles.

Mr. Penrose : Yes.
Mr, Phene Spiers; The other question he

wished to ask him was. What was the actual
cause of the discolouration of certain parts of
the sculpture ? What those beautiful yellow
tones were due to ? Whether to the decomposi-
tion of the material of the marble or to dis-
colouration of the iroji. dowells inside, or to
lichen i' He did not think it had ever been
analysed to find out what its composition was
like. There was one thing which struck him
when drawing the east front, and that was the
trace remaining of the shields there. The
shields, originally gold, replaced by bronze
about the third century before Christ, and
taken away in our era

;
but although so many

years had passed—more than fifteen hundred
years— a trace of them was still visible.
He was

_

sure they must all have
heard with the very greatest pleasure
that their President and Mr. Penrose were
both asked to form part of this International
Committee, and they felt that in the proposi-
tion Mr. Penrose had made he had dealt with
the building in a sparing way as far as the
restorations were concerned. Mr. Spiers
then proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Penrose
for the detailed account of his discoveries and
for the drawings which he had made so as to
show what he proposed to be the restorations.

Mr. T. J, Willson seconded the vote of thanks,
and said that the whole architectural world might
be congratulated on the fact that the damage to
the Parthenon by reason of the earthquake was
not so bad as they thought it was. They had
the testimony from Athens that pieces had
come down, but they were not actually split at
the time of the earthquake—they were old
cracks. He hoped that Mr. Penrose would
find that all the repairs and cautions which he
had recommended would be realised.

Mr. John Hebb said that when he came
into the room he had some apprehension
that what had been done, or was proposed
to be done, might be mischievous to that
wonderful monument which every age had
admired

;
but he had been most agreeably

reassured by the very lucid statement that
Mr. Penrose had made of the methods he
had employed for repairing, and not for re-
storing, the Parthenon. He was very gratified
to find that he reprobated that very unwise
attempt to set up any of the frustrums of
the columns. There was no doubt about
it that this course could only result in injury
to the building. As to the general proce-
dure which had been employed, he was
cordially in harmony with it. He thought
nothing could have been better than the
ingenious way in which the architrave was
raised and the lintels were placed underneath.
He was not afraid of seeing the brick arch that
was placed over the western doorway

: that
was unquestionably a modern repair

;
but he

should certainly feel great diffidence about
colouring the marble so as to make it imitate
the colour of the old work

; he thought any-
thing of that sort was an extremely risky
proceeding. Nature would soon colour the
marble, or, at any rate, if not soon (he saw
that Mr. Penrose shook his head) Nature had
a wonderful habit of taking old buildings to
itself, and of colouring them in harmony with
the landscape, and he should hope that in a
short time this would take place. He hoped
Mr. Penrose would forgive him for these merely
trivial criticisms, as he was cordially in agree-
ment with him as to the way he and his col-
leagues had carried out the work of reparation.

Mr. Hugh Stannus said that, while accepting
Mr. Penrose's suggestions, and thanking him
for them, he desired to submit for considera-
tion whether this restoration of the Parthenon

might not be earned one or two steps further'
Mr. Penrose had suggested about the cover-
ing up of the tbps of the walls and the iron
work, and protecting them, of course, from
the disintegration produced by plants or
moisture. He remembered that many of
the walls of Pompeii were covered with
tiles. That, of course, was a very proper
thing at Pompeii, because the walls them-
selves were brick and there was a certain
fitness and sympathy between the tiles and the
bricks of the wails. But in the case of the
Parthenon, if the tops of the walls were ren-
dered in cement so as to throw the rain off, that
would protect them for many years to come

;

and taking advantage of that interesting little

staircase in the south-western angle of the
Opisthodomus one might arrange for periodical
inspection of the whole of the tops of the walls.
He should also like to ask whether we might
not only retain the columns that had been
re-erected since the Bavarian kingship, but
also re-erect such columns as exist in the
frustra lying on the ground. In dealing with
the Parthenon we ought to think, not what an
“ anti-scrape '' would propose, but what Iktinos
would wish in the present condition of affairs.
We had the materials for half the number of
columns

; and he would suggest that such as
we had might be put up. Undoubtedly they
were damaged at the joints, and they knew
Uiat when first built up and the flutes carved
in them, they had microscopic joints

;
but

these broken joints, when the columns were
built up, would be similar to other broken
joints up and down the Parthenon. He would
go one step further. He would like the cella
wall itself to be built up all round. One felt

that a building which was intended to be one
great whole was in two pieces. He would like
those two pieces to be joined even by a wall of
sandstone, so that they might have that solid
mass against tiie sky’ as it was left in the
year 438 n.c. If the cella wall were joined
it would have two advantages in addition to
what he had just spoken of, viz., the making of
one grand group on the horizontal line against
the sky which should compose with the lines
and contour of the Acropolis itself

;
and a grand

mass against which the columns would tell as
light against dark. And if it were a solid wall
made of the same thickness as the old wall,
they might bring gun-metal stay-rods to the
top of the columns so that they should be
steady.

Mr. Alex. Payne said that, in his opinion, if

anybody could restore those columns that had
fallen down into the same shite as the columns
that had never fallen down, then possibly there
would not be any objection to putting them up
again. But anybody looking at the Parthenon
could pick out in a minute those two or three
columns on the north side which had been built
up, on account of the bad fitting of the joints

;

there was a stone and then a slight variation,

and then another stone and another slight

variation. The whole had a jagged outline, very
different from the perfect columns, which ap-
peared as if made of a single stone. The case
was different with the columns wliich had been
cut into to get out the metal dowels, but in which
the original outline was not disturbed. The
restored columns in this case, with their jagged
outlines, certainly destroyed the harmony of the
building. If these columns could be set up
like the others no one could object. Comparing
some photographs taken during a visit to
Athens twelve years back with Mr. Penrose's
drawings, he desired to ask Mr. Penrose a few
questions. Taking the west front in his

photograph, part of the top of the capitals
of the two right-hand columns was gone.
The third column was just like Mr.
Penrose's drawing. The fourth column
likewise, but (he supposed it was the effect of
the earthquake) the central lintel at the time he
got that photograph was comparatively perfect
except for the cannon-shot. The next two
were like the photograph

;
but as to the last

one, the corner of the capital appeared to have
gone since the photograph was taken. He
desired to mention an additional advantage in

the Elgin Marbles being safe in the British

Museum, and that is, that not only was the
Parthenon subjected to bombardment, but the
Turkish soldiers made the figures that remained
targets for practice !

Mr. J. M. Brydon asked how much of the frieze

of the cella still remained. Mr. Penrose inci-

dentally referred to part of it remaining on the
western portico. But how much actually did
remain—was there one end of it nearly com-
plete, or what ? With regard to the frieze, it
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must have struck many of them how it was
that the Greeks spent so much skill and labour

on it where it was so badly seen
;
that was to

say, it was placed up inside of a wall behind a

colonnade at which one had to look up at a

very acute angle to see it, in a very imperfect

light—it might be a reik-cted light. It had

been suggested that when Pericles had the

Parthenon designed originally it was designed

as a cella wall with a portico at each end, and
the frieze was in the e.vternal wall, but finding

that the public money that he used so well

came in in great quantities, the design was
altered, and he made it more magnificent by
adding the porticoes all round, and a certain

support was given to that in the fact that

the outward portico was not in alignment

with the inner portico. The eight pillars at

each end were not quite in line with the six

behind. He would like to hear Mr. Penrose’s

opinion on that point
;

it was entirely a German
theory.

The Chairman said, it appeared to him to be
a very sad thing tliat the Greek Government
had not covered over the portion that was now
left uncovered between the outer porticoes and
the Posticum where the portion of the Pana-
thenaic frieze still remained. There were
torrential rains occasionally in Greece, and, of

course, this more or less soaked into the marbk.
The consequence was that the whole of the

surface of this marble was gradually being
destroyed, and if merely colours were put on
it would be a very expensive thing to do. Of
course this Panathenaic frieze was seen in a
reflected light

;
if left open to the sky they got

another effect altogether.

Mr. P'. C. Penrcjse, in reply, said that Prof.

Gardner had asked particularly about the
inner lining of the great doorway. He
(the speaker) had always supposed that it

was desirable not to distui b any historical part

of the building where it did not greatly inter-

fere with the classical, and even tlien with very
great compunction. For instance, it did not
refer to the Parthenon exactly, but he was
extremely sad that the P'rankish tower was
taken down, and with such feelings he should
regret that that inner lining of the great door-
way, which explained itself perfectly, should
be taken down

;
but there should be no difficulty

in taking out any pieces of it that might contain
valuable inscriptions, and putting them back
again after noting them. .A.s to the suggestion
of covering over the lintel with marble beams,
to which he had already called their attention,
they were supposed entirely to rest upon the old
wail without any help from this inner casing.
Of new stones that would be visible there would
be very little indeed. Tliere would be of the
front of the Posticum portico not one stone. It

would be when they got inside and looked up
that it would be possible to see them from the
inside. Between the Opisthodomus walls and
the column, but not generally, no doubt the
lintel of the great door would be seen, and that
was the only one. Mr. Spiers had asked about
the cracks. He paid a great deal of attention
to that during his stay at Athens and
this he was able to do by means of ladders, and
in these he did not find any change at all from
cracks which he had measured and very care-
fully recorded in 1IS46

;
but the rest he examined

by binocular, and he could not satisfy himself
that there had been any alterations. There was
a very remarkable difference of colour in the
surface covered by the shields

;
hut they might

suppose that those shields, especially the bronze
shields, might have been there down to a
tolerably late date, and therefore 500 or
600 years of natural discolouration went on
outside them and not inside them. He
thought that was enough to account for
the difference of the stone inside and outside.
The discolouration entirely came from the
iron, which was invisible in the fresh Pentelic
marble, but which was present in all

marble when brought out by the oxygen and
other vapours of the air. The Pentelic
marble was the natural marble to use both on
account of its local value and from the fact
that it was more easily accessible.
A Member -. Is there any Pentelic marble

which will serve ?

Mr. Penrose : The colours of the metallic
marble would suit the old when it is a
little timeworn, but originally the Pentelic
marble was certainly stained*. They had
records that staining was used on marble,
and the fresh marble was almost unsupportably
bright in the .Attic sunshine. Therefore time
had given them an advantage on the building
which the ancients never had in that one

respect. The covering up for the protection of

the iron which he had supposed to be done
with cement, and which the Committee were
anxious to do, was simply pointing with

cement, a very quiet and dull cement (because

that had been duly discussed) on the top of the

joints. He had already pretty well brought

forward his own opinion as to the propriety of

reinstating of the ancient columns, however
done. There were several capitals on the west

front which, he had no doubt, were in a worse
state of repair than was shown in the

drawings exhibited, those fractures only

being noted on them which seemed to

affect the stability. Of the sculptured frieze a

very small return remained on the south side
;

over one columniation, he thought, a matter of

fourteen or fifteen feet. Then it went as far as

the fifth column of the hexastyle portico of the

posticum, and there it was broken oft’. If the

covering this portion over could be done
efficiently, and without looking modern and
weak and poor, there would be a great

advantage to the sculptures, no doubt, in doing

so. He had no doubt that the marble, if pro-

tected above, as it was, by the overhanging

moulding, would bear a great many centuries

of disintegration from Attic storms and

tempests.
Tlic Chairman then put the vote of thanks to

Mr. Penrose, which was carried unanimously.

The Chairman announced that a special

general meeting will be held on the 31st inst.

for the consideration of the report of the

Council on the election of candidates for

fellowship.

The meeting then terminated.

The Aunnal Dinner.

Owing to tlie Diamond Jubilee celebrations

in London and the provinces, and the probable

inconvenience to country members in attending

the annual dinner, which was proposed to be

held on June 17, the Council have considered

it desirable to postpone it till next November.

DR. ROWAND ANDERSON’S ADDRESS
TO EDINBURGH ARCHITECTS.

At the annual general meeting of the

Edinburgh Architectural Association, held on
the iJth inst., after the general business had
been disposed of Dr. Rowand Anderson
delivered his valedictory address. In the few
remarks he had to make before resigning his

office of President, he did not feel he could do
better than recapitulate and, if possible,

emphasise some of the questions he had dealt

with from that chair. When he took ofiice

two years ago, one of the questions prominently
before the profession was that of education,

combined with efforts to make their application

a close one. He explained his views fully to

them, and he had heard nothing on the other

side since to lead him to think differently. At
the bottom of this controversy lay a miscon-
ception of the nature of their business as com-
pared with the professions of divinity, law, and
medicine. The divine had to subscribe to a

creed, his historical and philosophical know-
ledge of which must be tested. The
lawyer had to administer the laws of the

country according to the fixed principles

and form of those laws, and his quali-

fying knowledge of such must be ascer-

tained. The physician or surgeon had to

deal with disease in all its forms, and none
could be successful unless he had acquired an
intimate knowledge of the anatomy and
functions of the body and all its parts, as also

of the experience of the past and the various

methods used in combating disease. Tliey had
not to provide what the public wanted in the

same sense as a picture painter or dealer, or as

an architect, in designing a house or other
building, had to meet the individual wants and
desires of a client. The public dealt with
architects on a totally different footing. While
it was true that a client might go to one
architect rather than to another, because he
was known or believed to be a better educated
man in his work than others, yet, taken gene-
rally, the architect was hut the interpreter of

the public idea of art at any given time, and
he had to provide what the public wanted and
was prepared to pay for. No compulsory exa-

mination or diploma could alter this. The law
could not and would notprotect the public from
bad art, because the public could and must at

all times protect itself, and if it got bad art it

got what it wanted, and the only thing it was
able to appreciate. The one hope for art—and
he spoke of art in its widest sense—was an

educated public. When the public were abl

to distinguish good from bad, and when the

came to look at art not as a question of mer
ornament and as a thing apart from structun

and functional truth, "then the bad archite(

would naturally disappear, and no artificial ai

would perpetuate his kind, or find work fc

him. While little had been heard lately of coi

verting the architect into a certified profession;

man, their friend, the registered plumber, w*
still well to the front, and he was now askin

the Legislature to pass a Registration Bill as

means of protecting the public health again
the ravages of the incompetent man. How tl

passing of such an Act could do this he cou!

' not comprehend. If the Legislature could ei

sure plumbers good prices for their work, thei

might be something in it. That registratic

would show that a man was competent, and I

a guarantee to tlie public that good woi
would be done, was a fallacy. Nothing cou
make a good plumber or any other tradesmj

but employment on good work and under
competent foreman and master, and receivir

proper payment for his work. Stuffing a lac

head with a lot of data about his work wou
no more make a good plumber than attendir

a class on navigation would qualify one to tal

a ship to sea. So far from the public reciuirii

to be protected against tlie inferior pliimbc

it was the respectable plumber who required

be protected against the public. The keen ai

excessive competition which was stimulated 1

the demand for cheap work, the pitting of hk

of substance, experience, and character agair

men who had not these qualifications, was t

real cause of bad work, and until that state

things was altered the registered plumb
would only intensify the present unsatisfacto

state of things. This claim to protect t

public health was rather an arrogant ot

The plumber was only a link in the cha
and if registration was necessary for him,

was equally so for other tradesmen. T
mason and the Irish labourer who laid t

drains were in every respect as important

the plumber, as far as health was concerm
The State could not protect the public from t

incompetent tradesman unless it controll

both parties to the contract—that was to s;

the work and the price to be paid for it.

attempt to do this would, of course, be

absurdity. He had looked over the Pliimbc

Registration Bill, and all he could see in

was an arrangement for the appointment
secretaries, treasurers, and auditors, and t

collection of fees, but nothing whatever tl

would add to the protection of the public a

ensure a higher standard of work, and for tt

very good reason, which knocked the bottc

out of the whole thing, that no provisi

could be made for insuring payment 1

good work. But the State could do a

was doing much that was already beari

good fruit in improving everything tl

concerned public health, and structures of

kinds, and by the appointment of public heal

officers, the passing of Public Health and Poli

Acts, and by the powers conferred on heal

officers, burgh engineers, and sanitary insp<

tors. The enforcement by law of these Ai

alike against the public, the plumber, and t

architect was the true and only way of bringi:

about a better state of things. While he w
entirely opposed to all artificial distinction

hall-marking of a man because he had unde

gone an examination on subjects which we
admittedly not those that tested the re

qualifications that fitted a man for Ins callii

he was all in favour of education. Give eve

young man a fair opportunity of equippi;

himself for his life's work
;

then let hi

swim or sink on his own merits or want

'

them. The young man who had good sti

in him would educate himself up to the standa

of his time because he knew that to do 1

was the only passport to success. But th

must provide the means of his doing this, ar

as far as art work was concerned, that was t

reason for establishing their .Applied Art Scho

Now that he had said something about t

student, he had something to say about t

public. Their Association did a good deal f

the public. They did not exist, like oth

associations, for the benefit of the architt

only. Tlieir strong point was that they exist'

chielly for the benefit of architecture and

allied arts. The association of a large numb

of non-professional members in their midst w
a feature that he hoped would never be si

rendered. The more they could interest tl

public in art, the better for them and for ar

and, if all other institutes and associations wou
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do as they did, the architect and his work would
be better understood and appreciated. Tliiswas
an eventful year in the history of their country

;

it marked a long period of progress, prosperity,

and comparative peace under the beneficent
reign of their gracious Sovereign Queen Victoria,
and in all those benefiis they had shared. A great
advance in architecture, and, indeed, in all the
arts, had taken place during her Majesty's reign

;

and much of the improvement might be attri-

buted ti> the direct influence and fostering care
of the late Prince Consort. This Association
was, therefore, in common with all the subjects
of the British Empire, greatly interested in the
question of the day as to the most fitting ex-

pression to be given to this thanksgiving and
Jubilee for the long and prosperous reign of

her Most Gracious Maje.sty. He was aware
that the suggestion which commended itself

most highly at this time was the equipment
or endowmentof institutions for the relief of the
sick and suffering. But, apart from the fact that

infirmaries, hospitals, and kindred institutions

commanded at all times national sympathy and
support, irrespective of any special occasion
like the present, he would like to point out that

this was to a certain extent beginning at the
wrong end. There was a well-known proverb
which said that prevention was better than
cure. Applying it to this case, he said—Do
something to keep the people healthy and
happy in mind and body, and there would be
less need for infirmaries, nursing associations,

&c. He would, therefore, like in a word or
two to repeat what he dwelt on at greater
length in a former address regarding the pro-
vision of a suitable place for amusement and
relaxation for the masses of people whose
means did not admit of their procuring such
for themselves. In his opinion nothing could
better mark this year of Jubilee, or be more in

accordance with the expressed wish of her
Majesty and the touching letter of the Princess of
\V ales—in which she pleaded that when schools,

hospitals, and other charitable institutions had
been properly provided for, the poor should
not be forgotten—than the inauguration of a
movement to bring into the lives of those whose
means were only sufficient for the barest neces-
sities some of that brightness and pleasure
which were the outcome of comfortable and
cheerful surroundings and innocent recreation.
He thought that the institution of a great free
place of recreation for the people would be
found to have the most potent influence, not
only in preserving the people from many habits
which led to loss of health, but in refining and
educating them, and in promoting that cheer-
fulness and contentment of mind which was
the enemy of all social disturbances

;
and he

did not think that the municipality could in this

year of Jubilee enter on any scheme which
would have more far-reaching or more bene-
ficent effects.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of the London

County Council was held on Tuesday in the
County Hall, Spring-gardens, Dr. Collins,

Chairman, presiding.

LoiHis—On the recommendation of the
Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the
Battersea Vestry 1,700/. towards the cost (jf

providing sanitary conveniences at Battersea
Park, and the Wandsworth and Clapham
Guardians 5,100/. towards the cost of furnishing
the Home for aged and infirm at Tooting.

7'Iic Architect's Department .—The General
Purposes Committee reported as follows, the
recommendation being agreed to :

—

" On May 19 last year the Council adopted the
following report;—‘On December 10 last we re-

ported that Mr. Klashill, tlie Superintending Archi-
tect, had attained the age of sixty-five years, and on
our recomincndaiion the Council passed the follow-
ing resolution, viz.

—“That, as the retirement of Mr.
T. Blashill would cause inconvenience to the public
service, he do continue to hold his appointment for
another j'car, and that it be referred to the General
Purposes Committee to report what (if any) changes
in the work of the Architect’s Department it is now
desirable, under tlie circumstances, to make." A
sub-committee whom we appointed for the purpose
of dealing with the above reference have been going
thoroughly into the whole question of the present
organisation of the Architect's Department. We
have had an interim report from the Suh-Committec,
from which it would appear that some rearrange-
ment of the duties devolving upon the Department
is necessary. We have, liowcver, recently received
from the Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee the following resolution passed by that
Committee, viz.

—“That, having regard to the re-
arrangement of the work of the Architect’s Depart-

ment now under the consideration of the General
Purposes Committee, it is not desirable to make the
Architect responsible for the planning and designing
of working-class dwellings to be erected by or for

the Council, and that accordingly (any former resolu-

tion of the Committee notwithstanding) outside
architects should for the present be employed for all

such dwellings, except those on the remaining sites

on the Boundary-street area, and on the Brook-street,
Cable-street, and Cotton-street sites." We concur in

the proposal of the Housing Committee, and, as it will

if carried out probably affect the problem of re-

organising the department, we think tliat before
taking any definite step in the matter of reorganisa-
tion it would be well to wait and see the result of

the arrangement. We have accordingly adjourned
the further consideration of the question of re-

organising the Architect’s Department for six months,
and we recommend:—“That the course taken be
approved." The six months having expired, we have
again had the matter under consideration. We have
received a further resolution from the Housing Com-
mittee as follow :

—“That, having regard to the fact

that sketch plans for the dwellings proposed to

be erected on the area comprised in the Mill-

lane. Deptford, scheme, have been prepared by the
Council's architect, and that such plans are satisfac-

tory to the committee, the committee’s previous
resolutions on the subject of the employment of
outside architects be amended, so that the architect

may be instructed to proceed with the working
drawings in accordance with such sketch plans, anci

that the architect be instructed accordingly." It will

therefore be seen that the views of the Housing
Committee have, to a considerable extent, changed
with regard to the preparation of plans, &c.. for tlie

erection of artisans’ dwellings. We have also had
before us the proposals of the Establishment Com-
mittee referred to in the report of that committee
to the Council witli regard to the promotion of

unclassified officers. We arc of opinion that having
regard to the views of the Housing Committee now
tending towards the constructional work as regards
the artisans' dwellings remaining, to a certain extent

at any rate, with the architect of the Council, there
is no need at the present time for making any
important change in the organisation of the Archi-

tect’s Department, and that, therefore, so far as they
relate to the classification of duties the proposals of
the Establishment Committee might be adopted.
We recommend

—

That no change he made at present in the organisation
of the Architect sdcpartineiit.

The adjourned report of the Establishment
Committee relating to the promotion of un-
classified officers, contained the following
paragraph relating to the Architect's Depart-
ment, the recommendations being agreed to :

—

There are at present in this department six un-
classified officials, viz. ;—Building Act Branch

—

Assistant Architect, 700/. ;
Chief Clerk, 500/.

;
one

Senior Assistant, 350/. ; one Senior Assistant, 330/.

Dangerous Structures Branch— Senior Assistant.

400/. Street Nomenclature Branch—None. Theatres
and Music-halls Branch—None. Works and Im-
provements Branch—None. Fire Brigade Branch— Chief Assistant, 475/. Housing of Working
Classes Branch—None. The question of the organi-
sation of the Architect’s Department is under the
consideration of the General Purposes Committee,
hut we have thought it well, while dealing with the
other departments, to also consider tlie position of
the unclassified officials of the department. In doing
so, however, it has been impossible to avoid dealing
with the queetion of organisation, and we have
forwarded our proposals to tlie General Purposes
Committee. The main question of reorganisation
has been in connexion with the constructional
section of the department, whicli arose from the
proposal that some of the work should be given
to outside architects. This proposal was initiated

by the Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee, but since it was initiated that committee have,

we understand, to a large extent modified their

opinion. This will doubtless facilitate dealing with
the question of re-organisation. The work of the
department consists of three classes, which may be
described as follows :—(i) The administration of the
London Building Act. 1S94, This includes all

dealings with streets and buildings, the examination
of the returns of district surveyors, dealing with
dangerous structures, and the naming and numbering
of streets. (2) The administration of the Acts
relating to the safety of the public in theatres and
music-halls, and of workpeople in factories, work-
shops and laundries. With this class of work is

connected at present the architectural questions

arising out of public improvements, questions of

loans to local authorities, and tlie reporting upon
designs for buildings upon the Cmincil’s land. (3)

The design and superintendence of erection of new
buildings for the fire brigade, for the housing of the
working classes, and for parks, coroners' courts,

weights and measures offices, gas-meter testing-

stations, and for other purposes. The maintenance
of the Council's offices, and fire-brigade stations,

and the preparation of schemes under the Housing
of the Working Classes Act. We recommend

—

(rf) That the Superintending Architect do remain, as now
the responsible head of the whole department

(f) That there be a chief assistant architect in place of
the present assistant architect, and a chief clerk as at

present

;

(y~) That the work of the department he considered as
apjsortioned between two divisions

—

(I.) the administrative
divisionj and (II.) the constructional division, as follows ;

—

I. Administrative division:— (i.) Street.s and buildings
branch--Chief a-ssistant architect, 500/. to 700/. ;

Chief
clerk, 350/. to 500/. (2.) Dangerous structures branch

—

One senior a.ssistant, to 450/. (3.) Street nomencla-
ture branch—One assistant (firstclass), 300/. (4.) Theatre.s,

&c., branch—One senior assistant, 300^. 10400/. (5.) Fac-
tories and workshops and improvements branch (including
for the time being matters connected with corporate pro-

perty and improvements and applications for loans or for

contributions towards improvements)—One senior assistant,

300/. to 400/. II. Constructional division :—(i.) Fire
brigade branch—One assistant architect, 350/. to 500/. (2.)

Housing branch—One assistant architect, 350/. to 500/.

(3.) General branch—One assistant architect, 350/. to 500/.

Sale of Plans of Schemes.

The General Purposes Committee also

reported as follows, the recommendation being
carried :

—

“ The Housing of the Working Classes Committee
have informed us that they have decided that plans

of schemes under the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, 1S90, should be supplied to persons
interested therein at a charge which they are advised
would cover the cost of preparing and lithographing

the plans; and they have suggested that, in view of

the fact that there are various plans other than those
of schemes under the Housing Act, it might be desir-

able that arrangements should be made whereby
copies of all such plans might be supplied to persons
interested at a reasonable charge. We have had
reports thereon from the officers of the Council, and
have come to the conclusion that the suggestion of

tile Housing Committee might he adopted. We
think, however, that it is of importance, having
regard to the nature of the plans proposed to be
placed on sale, that all sales should be effected by
one department only, and that that department
should be the valuer’s, which is the one mostly con-
cerned. We recommend

—

‘That lithographed plans of improvements and schemes
be sold, subject to the discretion of the officers of the

Council, at a price to be fi.vrd in each c.a-se by the com-
mittee concerned, and that the custody and sale of such
plans be left in the hands of the valuer of the Council.’

”

The Works Department. — Sir A. Arnold,

Chairman of the Special Committee of Inquiry

into the Works Department of the Council,

.stated that he intended to postpone for a week
the motion that the Report of the Special

Committee be received.

The Improvements Committee recom-
mended :

—“Tliat the working drawings, spe-

cification, and estimate of the cost (9.153/.) of

the paving and other works required for the

new street from Evelyn-street to Creek-road,

Deptford, he referred to the Works Committee
with a .-view to the work being carried out

without the intervention of a contractor, but

that in the event of that committee not being

satisfied with the sufficiency of the estimate,

the Improvements Committee be authorised to

invite tenders for the execution of the work."

Mr. Marks, M.P., moved that the considera-

tion of the committee’s recommendation be
adjourned.

Mr. Campbell seconded the amendment.
The Council divided, and the amendment

was rejected by 54 votes to 49.

Mr. Westacott thereupon moved a further

amendment to refer tlie matter back, in order

that tenders might be invited.

Lord Onslow seconded the amendment.
Mr. Hoare observed that the Works Depart-

ment had not yet been condemned. He
thought the Council would save money by
entrusting this work to the depai'tment, which
was now rather short of employment, if it

could be undertaken at anything like a reason-

able estimate. It was only common-sense to

send a certain amount of work to the depart-

ment, in order to keep it fairly employed.
Mr. Burns, M.P., said this was just the kind

of work which the department had been able

to execute at a profit. He hoped therefore it

would be allowed to go there ;
indeed, it had

hitherto been automatically customary to send
such work to the Works Department.

Mr. Boulnois, M.P., said that the Council
had been too automatic in these matters in the

past, being actuated by a blind belief that the
execution of the works would come out in

agreement with the estimates. It was now
known, however, that in several instances the
estimates had been enormously exceeded. The
half-yearly report of the Works Committee,
and almost the whole agenda of the Council
for that day, bristled with indictments against

the department, and he thought the Council
should pause before entrusting any further

work to the department.
Lord Mountmorres supported the amend-

ment, and deprecated any attempt by the Pro-
gressives to prejudge the Council’s verdict on
the Works Department by giving the depart-
ment another job meanwhile. Their policy
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was to heap work upon the department, with

the view of ultimately saying that the stake in

the department was so large that it could not

conveniently be abolished.

The Council divided, and the amendment
was rejected by 57 votes to 50.

The recommendation of the Committee was
then agreed to.

On the report of the Works Committee,
Lord Onslow asked that a return of the

works completed, up to the latest possible date,

should be circulated to councillors before being
placed upon the agenda.

Dr. Longstaff inquired whether it was a fact

that the manager of the Works Department
had been ordered to sell a quantity of limber
of the estimated value of 2,ooof., such timber
having been four years in stock, but being of

so inferior a quality as to be useless to the
Council.

Mr. Hoare replied that the return referred

to by Lord Onslow would be circulated the
following day. As to the limber, the suggestion
of the hnn. member was not correct, hut the
manager had been ordered to report what
timber unsuitable for its purpose the Council
had now in stock.

The consideration of the half-yearly return
of works completed by the department was
postponed with the other matters affecting the
department.

The CoiiUciVs List of Wages.—The Works
Committee reported as follows, the recom-
mendation being agreed to :

—

"The Central Association of Master Builders of
London having informed us that at a meeting of the
master builders of London and the representative.s
of the labourers and navvies, held on May 4, 1897,
it was decided that the rate of wages of 'labourers
and navvies employed in the building trade should
be raised on June i, 1897, from OjAd. to 7d. per
hour, we liave to recommend—That the rate of
wages of labourers and navvies emploved in the
building trade given in the Council's list 'be altered
on June i next from GJ^d. to 7d. per hour.”

Cases Dceidcd by the Tribunal of A /'peal .

—

The Building Act Committee reported as fol-
lows :

—

I'j icjjuji, lui me iniormation ol tl

Council, that the Tribunal of Appeal has ailuwi
the appeal made bv Messrs. Perrv t't Reid, on bch:
of Messrs. Hoare '& Co„ against’the following co
dition attached to the Cuuncil’s consent to tl

erection of the ‘ Eight Bells
'
public-house, at tl

corner of Collingwood-street and Meyniott-street-
• that the portion of the new building 'on tlie site
No. ig, Meymott-street and a part of the kitchen
the rear of the public-house do not exceed 16 ft.
height’—and has otherwise varied the Counci
order, and that the Tribunal has allowed tlie appe
lants costs in the matter. The reason for tije dec
Sion appears to have been that the Tribunal was 1

opinion that the condition was more onerous thr
the conditions prescribed by the Act for domest
buildings erected after Januarv i. 1895. in a stre
laid out before the Act came into operation, ina
much as the condition made by tlie Council in th
case appeared to require an open space about 16 1

wide, and the Tribunal considered tliat the A<
only required 10 ft. The Tribunal was also (

opinion the owners had a legal right to build 1

the height they wished if lo-ft. air-space were le
at the rear above the height of 16 ft,

; and tlie orch
of the Iribunal. in effect, allows the owners I

coverthe 10-ft. rear air-space with a building r i

high. *

asked if the cases heard hefoi
the Tribunal could not be printed for the u<
of professional men.

Mr. Payne (the Chairman of the Coinmittei
replied that when sufficient cases had bee
heard they could be printed a.s suggested.
Having transacted other business, the Counc

adjourned.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
The Edinburgh Architectural Associa

TioN.—The Edinburgh Architectural .Associa
tion recently visited Hopetoun House DiRowand Anderson pointed out that the hous.
had apparently been the work of three hand=
the western side being erected in the beginninj
of the eighteenth century by the first Earl whi
employed Sir William Bruce of Kinross as hi
architect the side wings with the connectinj
colonnades being by William Adam, father o
the brothers Adam, and the attic story and eas
front being perhaps the work of other hands—The annual general meeting of the Associa
tion was h^d on the 12th inst. in the Roya
Institution, The Mound—Dr. Rowand Ander
son, the retiring President, in the chairS^eral reports were submitted to the meeting
Office-bearers were elected for the forthcominli

year as follows :—President, Mr. Thomas
Ross, F.S.A., Scot.

;
Vice-Presidents, Mr. John

Watson, architect, and Mr. James Bruce, A\'.S.
;

Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. Eairbairn
;
Hon. Excur-

sion and Syllabus Secretary, Mr. A. Hunter
Crawford, architect

;
Treasurer, Mr. John John-

ston, C.A. ;
and members of Council, Messrs.

J. A. Carfrae,
J. D. Cairns, the Rev. P. M.

Herford, David Robertson, A.R.S.A.
;
William

Rae Macdonald
;
and R. Morham. It was

reported that at this time the membership
stood at 302, which was practicallv the same as

at the end of tlie year 1895-96. Dr. Anderson
then delivered his valedictory address, a report
of which will be found on another page.
Devon and Exeter Architectural

Society.—The Devon and Exeter Architectural
Society held its annual meeting at Devonport
on the 15th inst., Mr. Arnold Thorne (President)
occupying the chair. Messi's. Anstis, G. Bevves,
Harbottle Reed, and B. P. Shires were elected
from associate members to members, and Mr.
Geo. H. Lake was elected an associate. The
financial statement showed that, after an ex-
penditure of 38/. I2s., there was a credit

balance of 2/. 8s. in liand. The annual report
of the Council, presented by Mr. Harbottle Reed
(Hon. Sec., Exeter), stated :—The Plymouth,
Devonport, and Stonehouse branch having
asked for support in their action with regard
to paid officials undertaking private work, they
were authorised to send the following letter to

the various Local .Authorities :
—“The arclhtccts

practising in Plymouth, Devonport, and Stone-
house and surrounding district, as represented
by the Three Towns branch of the Devon and
Exeter Architectural Society, humbly sub-
mit to the various Local Authorities in the
district that professional men labour under
great hardship and disadvantage from the fact

that some of the officials and their assistants
in the employ of such Local Authorities are
in the habit of undertaking a large amount
of private work which should be executed
by professional men in private practice.
They submit that this is prejudicial, not onlv
to private professional interests, but also to
public interests, inasmuch as all public servants
ought to occupy a perfectly impartial and dis-
interested position in the administration of their
departments. They venture to hope that the
various authorities will take such steps as they
think necessary to prevent effectually the con-
tinuance of this practice. They would also
suggest that those Authorities which require
plans to be submitted should discourage the
acceptance of any plan not signed by an archi-
tect or .surveyor.” At the general meeting the
prize offered for a measured drawing hy pupil
associates was adjudged to that submitted by
Mr. J. H. Vincent, Plymouth. It was resolved
that the prize should be again offered. The
Royal Institute of British Architects having
asked the allied societies to ioin in the presen-
tation of an address to her Majestv the Queen
on the occasion of the Diamond 'Jubilee, the
Council signified their intention of identifying
themselves with it. The roll of membership
now stands as follows :—Members in 1897,48,
against 43 in 1896; associate members, 11,
against 13 ;

and honorary members, 4,
against 3 ; a total of 79, against 70.
The report having been adopted, "Mr. E. M.
Leest (Local Hon. vSec.) moved tliat the rules he
altered so as to admit architects who are not
eligible as members, and all assistants who
have duly served articles and are over twenty-
one years of age, as associate members of the
Society. He pointed out tliat, under the present
system, assistants of anv standing were classed
with students. Mr. Luff seconded pro forma .

—

The motion was negatived. The Chairman in
his address said the report was an indication of
the growth and vitality of the Society. His
address was now a valedictory one, and in their
new President he was sure they would elect
one whose services would reflect lustre on the
office and distinction on the Society, The pro-
fession laboured under various disabilities, and
whether the Registration Bill was the best
remedy, Jie was not prepared to enter upon.
They suffered from undue competition from
men who were not restrained by any rules,
who had no obligations of esprit de coips
and who felt themselves entitled to tout for
work unblushingly, and who offered to do work
at less than the rates which those present
considered were properly remunerative, eking
out their earnings by following callings which
were not, in their opinion, of a nature likely to
dignify the profession of architecture. The
Chairman then moved that Mr. J. Hine,
F.R.I.B.A,, President of the Society for the

ensuing year. Mr. Luff seconded, and it was
carried by acclamation. Mr. J. Crocker,
P'.R.I.B.A. (Exeter), was re-appointed Vice-
President. Mr. C. King was appointed to the
Council, vice Mr. Hine

;
and Messrs. G. S.

Bridgman (Paignton) and Tale were elected to

fill vacancies. Votes of thanks to the retiring

Chairman and to the officers were unanimously
agreed to. The members at the conclusion of

the meeting drove to the Keyhani extension
works, where they were received by Mr. Eliot,

the Superintending Engineer.

3llu0tratton0.

CHURCH AND MISSION ROOM,
SEUGHENYDD.

HE illustration shows a characteristic

form of church of the South Wales
mining districts, where many such
buildings liave been erected during

the last few years. In this case, as in most
others of the same class, one of the main
objects has been to provide large accommo-
dation for a comparatively small outlay.

The church is arranged to seat 500 persons,
and the walls are of native stone with yellow
dressings, tlie roofs being covered with green
slates.

The cost of tlie church and room will be
about 4,000/. The contractors are Messrs.
Cox & Bardo, and the architect Mr. E. M.
Bruce Vaughan, both of Cardiff.

SCULPTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

The illustrations of sculpture at the Roval
Academy are mostly from pliotographs kindly
supplied to us hy tlie artists, whose names are
given under the respective illustrations. The
works are all mentioned and commented on
in the article on another page, on “ Sculpture
at the Academy and the Salons,” and we need
not therefore say more in regard to them liere.

There are one or two other important
sculptural works of which we shall be able
probably to give illustrations at a later date.

DESIGN FOR A MAUSOLEUM.
This design, the exterior perspective of

which is exhibited at the Royal Academy, is

for a mausoleum to be erected in Warwick-
shire, to be carried out in Portland stone. The
interior is arranged for five moninnents.

Externally the building is to be surrounded
by a dry moat and approached by a bridge.

The architect is Mr. John Belcher, who sent

us a plan of the building, which unfortunately
arrived too late for publication. It is very
simple. There are four internal piers near the
angles of tlie central space, which is domed ;

the piers leave an aisle round tliem, the angle
spaces of vvliich have domical roofs.

THE TRIBUNAL OF APPEAL.
The Tribunal of Appeal, Mr. Artluir Cates pre-

siding, sat at the teinporary offices, Savoy Hill, on
Wednesday last week, to hear an appeal made by
the Kev. Sir Talbot H. B. Baker and the Governors
and President of Queen Charlotte's Lying-In Hos-
pital, against a certificate of tlie Superintending
Architect of Metropolitan Buildings, dated March 30,

1807 -

The appellants were represented by Mr. Glen,
and the Superintending Architect by Mr. Graham
Berry. The Marvlebone Vestry was represented by
its Chairman. Major A.

J.
Hopkins, the certificate

appealed against being in respect of buildings on the

north side of Marylehonc-road.
In his opening statement, Mr. Glen said his client,

the Rev. Sir Talbot Baker,owned the freehold of ten

houses on the north side of Marylcbone-road, three

of which were held on lease by his other clients, the

Governors of the hospital. The Maryleboiie-road,

formerly known as the New-road, was made under
a statute passed in 1756, to connect Islington with
the Edgware-road. It contained a stipulation that

no building should be erected within 50 ft, of the
roadway. That statute was repealed by Section 75
of the Metropolis Management Act (1S62), the road
thenceforth coming under Section 22 of the new
Act, the efi'ect of which was to prevent buildings

being erected so as to project beyond a genera!

line. Application was made in March, 1890, to

the London County Council by Sir Talbot Baker
for permission to erect buildings on that site. That
application was referred, by the Council, to the

Marylebone Vestry, which recommended the Build-

ing Act Committee to accept a scheme fixing the

general line of buildings at a distance of 7 ft. at the

western end and 15 ft. at the eastern end, beyond
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:he tint; of the old Iniildinj’s. The; Council rejected
jhis upplicatiun under llie inipressit>n tliat Ihe
italute of 1756 was still in force. In iSpP tlic

iwiier made a fresh application, which the Coiu-
nittce approved and rec<imniended to the lanuloii
.bounty Council, hut owinjt to oppositit)n on the
.Council tile Coniiuittee subsequently withdrew the
ecoinmendation., In his scheme the tjwner ]iVo-

)osed to j’ive up 3,350 .superlicial feet of land to
he public, and in a minute dated January, it'97, the
^uildino Act Committee it.-elf pointed out that if

he application was granted it would effect a i^reat

mprovement. The minute added that the sciieme
ijppeared to he desirable, particularlv as it was likely
hat the new station iif the Manchester, Sheffield,

ind Lincolnshire Railway would he made in the
mniediate vicinity. Notwithstanding this, when
he matter again came before the Council in January
ast, a recommendation was adopted that the consent
if the Council he not given. This necessitated an
ipplication for the certilicate of the Superintending
\rchitect. Hut the portion of the road selected

5y the architect for his delinilion extended
leyond the site, and it fixed the general line of the
Hiilclings at 50 fh from the liighway, Against that
lecision the owner now ap|iealed, and the ordnance
nap of the portion of the Marvlebone-road in

juestion was put in to show that the decision was
lot correct in fact. Mr. Glen submittwl that if the
ine taken was extended beyond the site at all, that
lorlion ol the road west <if the site as far as Edg-
v.ire-road could not be .set aside. He contended
hat the Superintending Architect was wrong in
aking5oft. as the ilatuiu, because in portions west
if the site, the buildings came close up to tlie pavc-
iient. lo follow out tlie line of the Superintending
Architect would ]ienalise the appellant, because it

vould compel him to set hack the buildings go ft.

•om the centre of the higliway, as against hiiildiiigs

1 other iioi tirms of the road which were only ^0 ft.

•om the centre. At the western end of tile road
le liiiikiings set liack only 5 ft., while at the Melro-
olitan Railway Station they were no distance at ail
'oni the pavement.
Mr. Glen called as his first witness Mr. Griming,

rcliitect, who said the line laid down hy the
nperintending Architect did not represent the
eiieral, line of buiidiiig.s. Tlie witness had laid
own on the plans put in. two alternalive lines—
ne short and straight, showing the true line of
uildings opposite the site in question, and the other
luch longer with tangential curves following the
ontour of tlie road. In reply to Mr. ('jraliani
lerry, the witness said that even' assuming that the
nperintending Architect had taken tlie right portion
f the road, his definition was still incorrect because
: left out of consideration the kinks which occurred
1 tile road. 111 the p.art taken it was a<hnilted that
1 some parts of the road the majoritv of the houses
vere set hack 50 ft., hut on the shorter line marked
n the plan extending past tweiitv-lwo houses,
ight of them had fore-courts of oiilv 5 ft.

Mr.
J.

Bolton deposed to making the applications
f iSqoand 1897. He agreed with the evidence of
rlr. Griming.

I Mr. P'. W. Hunt, Surveyor to the Portland Estate,
[epused to making in iSg6 the application tliat had
iieen referred to the Marylehone Vestrv. A minute of
he Building .i^ct Committee of Noveiiiher 24 recom-
neiided the scheme to be ajiproved, hut it was witli-
Irawn a month later, the reason given being iiierclv
hat it was considered inexpedient. By concessions
rom the Metropolitan Board of Works the building
ine had been ailvaiiced at Oxford and Cambridge
ilaiisions, Madame Tussaud’s, and otlier places,
vliile Baker-street station liad been hnniglil right
ip to the pavement.
Major Hopliins on behalf of liis Vestry had no

•bjection to the sclieme whicli proposed a line
etting back 7 ft. at one end and 15 ft. at the other.
II fact the Vestry approved it. because it would
lirow 12 ft. into the roadway. The question of the
Aiildiiig line did not go before the \’e,stry. Tlicv
Illy considered the advantage of the public. He
,'a.s iioUn a position to go hey.UKl that statement.
Jlr. Graham Berry saiti he was instructed to

upport the rertilicate of the Superinteiidiiig Arclii-
2Ct. Tlie Council considered this a most important
ase. He must very seriously ask the Tribunal to
oiisider whether they would allow these buildings
3 come forward. Tlie corner which the architect
ad selected was a very suitable point from which to
onsider the general line.

Mr. Glen said that bv the repeal of the old Act.
le law practically said, You are only prohibited
•om building if in doing so you come in advance of
le general Hue of the street. The Tribun.al had not
> consider the Act of 1756, but it was for the
ribunal to decide how niucli of a street should be
iken iiideBning a general line. Once.the line was
•id down by theTrihunai there could be no encroach-
lent. No one could come in front of it The line
.id down would govern all future cases.
The Chairman inquired whether there was anv
assibilityof a compromise being arrived at The
3pellaiit.s virtually said, If you will allow us to
>me up to the line we propose, we will give so
udi land to tlie public, and the Committee liad
iclared that this was a desirable thing to be done
Major Hopkins suggested that if the decision of
e 1 ribunal was postponed till a further application
luld be made to the Countv Council, the matter
ight be arranged. •

Mr. Graham Berry said that lie would not take
the inilialive, but he would raise no objection to

that course.

Tlie Chairman said, if both sides were willing, the
Tribunal woukl suspend its decision, say, for a fort-

night, to enable the parties to agree.
A brief consultation wliicli tlieii took place not

pnKiuciiig the desired result, Mr. Cates announced
that tile Tribunal would at once consider its decision,

and communicate it to tlie parties interested.

Correspondence.

To the Editor of The Builder.

FORM OF BUILDING AGREEMENT.
Sir,—

T

he attention of the Council of the
Royal Institute of British Architects having
been drawn to that part of tlie report, contained
in your issue of March 27, of a general meeting
of the Institute of Builders regarding the issue

bj’ this Institule, ‘‘on their own account,” of an
agreement and conditions of building contract,

I am instructed by them to make the following
statement :

—

A. form of “ heads of conditiims " settled in

1870, which was not, and did not purport to be,

a set of conditions available for use, but only
“lieads” or suggestions, having been found to

he obsolete in some respects, and deficient in

many particulars on which disputes hud been
found likely to arise, the Practice Standing
Committee of the Institute, some si.x or seven
years ago, decided to prepare a document suit-

able for general use, and invited the Institute

of Builders to negotiate with them with a view
to agreeing on the form. This invitation was
accepted, and for nearly five years Itie Com-
mittee was in constant communication with tlie

Institute of Builders, and conferences were held
between the two bodies.

All the conditions were agreed upon save
two or lliree. But, as it was found impossible
to come to terms over tlicse two or tliree con-
ditions, after repeated efforts to effect a settle-

ment negotiations were broken off and the
Royal Institute issued the new form.

In the report of the Institute of Builders
publislied by you, it is stated that the Council
of that body have taken certain steps “in the
interests of the Members of that Institute and
tlie trade generally.”

The architects, in wliat they did, had to con-
sider not only the interests of the builder, but
also those of the employer—the other party to

the contract—tlieir sole endeavour being to act

justly between the employer and the builder.

The Standing Committee were advised alt

tlirough by Messrs. Waterhouse, Winterbotiiam
& Harrison, solicitors, who in their turn were
advised by counsel,

Afterwards the Council of the Royal Insti-

tule independently sent the draft form to

Messrs. Markby, Stewart & Co., the solicitors to

the Royal Institute, by wliom it was settled and
approved.
The instructions given to the solicitors from

the first were to make a form of contract
which should be strictly fair as between em-
ployer and builder.

It is of course quite conceivable that the
huilders might desire certain alterations in the
document in their favour, but it is equally con-
ceivable that the employers might desire alter-

ations in the other direction.

Before the issue of the new form the Roval
Institute gave notice to the Institute of Huilders
that theyno longer sanctioned the old “ heads ”

of i(S70. Notwithstandingthisrepudiation.and
without mentioning the fact, the Institute of

Builders now state that they have prepared
fresh prints of these 1^70 conditions, but have
“corrected” them “to bring them up to
date,”

Since the publication of the new form by
the Royal Institute of British -Architects a year
and a half ago, some thousands of copies have
been sold—an evidence that the form is

greatly appreciated.

W. J. Locke,
Sccirliiiy, Royal Institute of

British Architects.

R.I.B.A. ELECTIONS,
Sir,—

T

here is one aspect of the question which
docs not seem to have been noticed by your cor-
respondents “from York" and elsewhere, vi^., That
the nomination by the Council is always made from
among those Fellows and Associates who have,
either in the Institute or the Architectural Associa-
tion, rendered active and valuable services. There
are, for instance, on the Institute Council at present

no fewer than eight Past Presidents of the Architec-
tural Association, and they, with the other members,
have acted for years on minor Institute Coiumittees.

By the laws of the R.I.B.A. the Council are re-

quested to put in nomination at least twenty-lwo
names, from among whom only eighteen can be
voted for. Ill searching for new names, the Council
naturally select tliose of members who have
already worked on Committees and are therefore

acquainted with the work of tlie Institute. Mr.
Brooks, Mr. Aston Webb, and Mr. Graham would, I

suppose, be recognised at once as valuable members.
Mr. Wormim and Mr. Keith D. Young have acted
for years on tlie Board of Examiners, and Mr. W.
Young on tlie Art Standing Cummittee, giving up to

tile work of those committees a vast amount of

valuable time, and Mr. Statham has in the papers
and lectures given to the Architectural Association,
and hy his frequent communications on important
subjects to the institute, shown the great interest he
takes in the working of those two societies. But what
liave Mr. Bibby or Mr. Delissa Joseph done ? They
have never been members of the Architectural Asso-
ciation, and they have never served on any of the
Institute Committees; it is doubtful whether they
ever attend even the Institute meetings. There is

no reason wliy Mr. Joseph should not have rendered
valuable services on tlie Board of Examiners, and if

he will now join the Board, in four or five years
time lie may have some claim on the votes of the

members. Mr. Bihby, I believe, gave up active

practice two years ago, and is now, I am informed,
a clerk in the Ardiitectural Department of the
London County Council. Surely he cannot be
regarded as a representative of the practising archi-

tects of the Institute, whether Fellows or Associates.

Y.
But as tlie Council have proposed the names

of Mr. Delissa Joseph and Mr. Bibby, we presume,
on the argument in the foregoing letter, that they
had a good reason for doing so We may add that Mr.
Delissa Josepliwas present at the last annual general
meeting at all events, for he was the mover of a reso-

lution on tliat occasion, as our correspondent should
have been aware.— Ei).

Sir,—

I

n reference to your note at the foot of

my letter published in the iiHi/dt'/* of tliis clay, may
I direct attention to another aspect of the matter ?

There arc sixteen architectural societies allied to
the Institute, hut only nine of these, at a time, are
allowed representatives upon the Council, and this

is by an election under the provisions of By-law 30.

Last year there was no contest, but on previous
occasions three or four representatives of societies

were defeated.

As, tiierefore, four representatives of allied

societies did not attend even oneof the twenty-eight
meetings of the Council held last session, there is

good reason why they should retire in favour of

the defeated representatives of other allied

societies.

But what those who arc acting with me demand
is that there shall be periodical retirements from
each class of the Council, and that, after his third

year of office, each member shall withdraw, unless
elected as a Vice-President,
We are, therefore, voting only for Hie seven new

candidates, leaving the present members of the
Council and the friends of the old system to decide
as to which eleven, or more, candidates shall be
selecteil from the existing Council to remain in

office. A Fellow of the Institute.
London, May 15, 1897.

Cbc Stubent’0 Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XXL
PAINTER.

ATERI.ALS.—(In specifying the mate-
rials for the painter’s trade it should
be noted that the higliest quality is

not that described as “ Best.”) The oil colours

are to be prepared with genuine old white lead

and genuine Baltic linseed oil. The paint to

be mixed on the premises, and all the materials

to be tested, as the architect may direct, at the

expense of the contractor. Each coat to be of

a different tint, and the' finishing coats to be in

approved tints.

The wood is to be well rubbed down to a
smooth face after each coat of colour

;
and no

coat of paint is to be followed by another until

it has been seen and approved by the architect.

The varnish is to be obtained from Messrs.

,
at the following p.c. price :

—

Per Gal.

Hard oak varnish, at the p.c,

price of

Pale oak varnish
Copal varnish ...

French oil varnish

(It is always desirable to specify a given
make of varnish with the p.c. price

;
as

it is almost impossible for the architect to

determine the precise quality of any varnish
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that may be brought upon the premises by the

contractor.)

/romvork.—All ironwork before being painted

is to be thoroughly cleaned, and if necessary

pickled and all rust and scale completely

removed.
All ironwork is to have the first coat painted

with red lead and oil mixed in small quantities

and used fresh.

All ironwork is to have the first red lead

coat and two subsequent coats applied before

the work is fixed, and the finishing coat only

is to be applied after fixing.

The whole of the external ironwork is to be
painted with three coats of oil colours after the

first red-lead coat, and is to be finished in the

following colours. (Describe the various colours

which are to be used for various parts of the

work, unless the same kind of tint is to be used

throughout, in which case, of course, it would
be necessary only to mention the one tint.)

Elaves gutters are to be painted inside as well

as out, and the interior of the rain-water pipes

is also to be painted (if desired).

The iron railings to boundary wall to be
painted in three coats of Wolston's Torbay
paint.

The internal ironwork is to be painted with
three coats before fixing, and where visible one
coat after fixing.

U'oodu'ork.— All woodwork before being
painted is to be knotted, stopped, and primed.

The knotting to be used is to be red-lead and
size knotting, allowed to remain on at least

forty-eight hours, and then rubbed down
smooth. No patent knotting is on any account
to be used. (This, of course, is a matter for the

judgment of the individual architect to deter-

mine whether or not he is prepared to allow
the use of patent knotting).

No woodwork is to be sized before priming,
but the priming coat is to be mixed with oil.

The paint for external woodwork to be mixed
with boiled oil, that for the internal with raw
oil.

Paint the external woodwork in four coats of

oil colour of the following tints. (Give a list of

the various tints which are to be used, and the
work to which they applv.)

The internal woodwork to be painted as
follows:—The woodwork in drawing-room and
dining-room to be painted in four coats of oil

colour to approved tints in party colours, and
afterwards varni.shed with copal varnish.
Woodwork of morning-room and smoking-

room to be painted in four coats of oil colour,

grained imitation walnut, and varnished with
pale oak varnish.

Woodwork of offices to be painted in four
coats of oil colour of approved tints and var-
nished with hard oak varnish.
The woodwork of staircase to be twice sized

and twice varnished with hard oak varnish, as
long a time as possible being left between the
two coats of varnish.

Similarly specify any other variations there
may be in the method of carrying out the
painting of the internal woodwork.
Painted tValls.—The walls of principal stair-

case are to be painted in as many coats of thin
oil colour as may be required to enable the
work to bear out over the whole surface, after

which they are to receive two coats further of

oil colour, and to be finished with a flatted coat
to approved tint.

Woodii-ork.—The wrought wainscoat
woodwork of is to be brushed down
w'ith a clean, soft brush, and once oiled with a
coat of olive oil.

French and other Polish.—The mahogany
woodwork in to be stained and
ETcnch-polished to match an approved sample.
The woodwork of to be dull
polished with egg-shell gloss. Woodwork
of to be ebonised and polished.

Gilding.—The surface of is

to be dead gilded in oil size with best English
double gold. (Gilding of woodwork is done in
oil size, that of plaster in water size.)

Stencil Decorations.—Frieze in

is to receive stencil decoration, full-

size cartoons of which will be supplied by the
architect, and they are to be prepared and cut
out by the contractor and returned to the archi-
tect after using. The ties in stencilling are not
to be painted out but to be left. (If the sten-
cilling is to be done in more than one colour it

should be stated.) The workman in stencil-
ling is not to attempt to produce an even tone
of colour, but to leave same in a naturally
broken state.

Lettering.—The following lettering is to be
included in the contract and carried out as

directed. The letters on glass panels of doors

to offices to have the following names in block

letters in. high in black. (Describe also any
other lettering stating the material on which
the lettering is to be, the size of the letter,

character of the alphabet, and the colour of the

lettering.)

Completion.—Touch up all painted work on
completion, make good alt defects, and leave

perfect
;

black stoves, scrub floors, clean

windows
;
and leave the whole of the premises

clean and ready for occupation.

OBITUARY.
Mh. Joseph Kyle.—

M

r. Joseph Kyle, of New-
castle and Barnard Castle, contractor, died at his

residence at the latter place on the 13th inst., in his

eightieth year.

Mr. John Hutchinson. — On the gth inst. the

death took place at his residence, Prudhoe-terrace,

Tynemouth, of Mr. John Hutchinson, a local builder

and contractor. The deceased was sixty-three years

of age.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
St. Marylebone Workhouse.—New Apminis-

TR.\TivE Block and special Wards.—

I

n conse-

quence of their dilapidated and insanitary state and
irregular disposition, the Guardians decided to pull

down all the remaining parts of the old workhouse
in Northumberland-street, Marylebone, W., and to

erect new administrative and ward blocks on the

site. The total accommodation will be thereby
increased to 1,900 inmates of all classes. The recon-

struction of the workhouse was commenced thirty

years ago, when the lirstmew chronic ward blocks

were erected from the designs of Mr. H. Sa.\on

Snell, who was also responsible for all the other new
buildings on the site, including the laundry and
Guardians’ offices. The sick poor were removed
from the workhouse about fifteen years ago to the

Marylebone Infirmary, erected at Netting Hill

from Mr. Snell’s designs. The new administrative

block, of which the foundation-stone was laid on
the 19th inst. by Mr. Edward White, L.C.C.,

Chairman of the Visiting Committee, is placed in the

centre of the site, opposite the entrance gates. The
building comprises the following accommodation,
viz. : Visiting committee room, with inmates' wait-

ing rooms attached
;

offices for master, matron,
clerks, &c.

;
general kitchen for cooking for the

whole of the establishment
;
dining hall to seat over

1,000; matron's stores: needle and work rooms;
men’s work rooms, tailors’ and bootmakers’ shops,

&c. All the above are on the ground floor.

The basement is almost entirely devoted to exten-

sive kitchen and general store rooms. There is a

bakery also, to be fitted with four of Mason's patent

ovens : also boiler, engine rooms, &c. On the first

floor there will be a chapel to seat 500. This (and
also the dining hall) will be faced internally almost
entirely with coloured glazed bricks. The first and
second floors of the north and south wings will be
devoted to temporary sick and lying-in and con-
valescent wards. The whole of the building

throughout will he finished in the best manner. All

walls of corridors and staircases are faced with
glazed bricks or tiles, and the floors are fireproof,

finished in tiles or mosaic. The buildings generally

will be faced externally with white Arlesley facings,

relieved with thin red bands. The front of the chapel
and the offices beneath will be faced with red pressed

bricks relieved with Portland stone dressings. The
old chiming clock and bells have been preserved,

and will be re-erected over the east end of the

chapel. It is hoped that the buildings will be com-
pleted and opened in May next. The building is

being carried out by Mr. Charles Wall, of Chelsea,

whose contract for the work amounts to 48,500/.

The architect is Mr. Alfred Saxon Snell, and the
clerk of works is Mr. Frederick W. Lee.

New Synagogue, Cardiff.—

T

he new synagogue
in Cathedral-road, Cardiff, an illustration and descrip-

tion of which appeared in our issue for March 13,

was opened on the 12th inst. The architect of the
' building was Mr. Delissa Joseph, of London, and
the contract was carried out by Mr. \V. Lissaman,
jun., of Cardiff, at 5,164/.

Truants’ School, Cardiff.—

A

t a meeting of

the joint committees of the Cardiff and Barry
School Boards last week the sketch plans prepared
bv Mr. \V. H. Dashwood Caple, architect, of Cardiff,

for this school were approved, and the architect was
instructed to proceed with the contract drawings.
The proposed school is to be erected jointly by the

Cardiff and Barry School Boards, and is ronghlj’

estimated to cost 15,000/.

New Church, Clydebank, Glasgow.—

A

new
church has just been opened under the auspices of

the Evangelical Union congregation of Clydebank.
The edifice, which occupies a site at the corner of

^

Dnmbarton-road and Miller-street, is to be known
as the Morrison Memorial. The buildings, which
are of Ballochmyle red sandstone, are two stories in

height, comprising a large hall and other rooms on
the ground or semi-basement floor, while the church
proper is above. The structure has been designed
by, and carried out from plans of, Jilessrs. Steel &
Balfour, architects, Glasgow.

Building in Aberdeen.—

A

t a meeting of the

Plans Committee of the Aberdeen Town Council

held on the 6th inst.. plans were submitted for

approval of twenty-four new buildings and exten-

sions in various parts of the city. Among the pian^

were those of a new north aisle for St. John’s

Episcopal Clnirch, Crown-terrace. Mr. Arthur Clyne

is architect for this extension.

Golf Club House, Edinburgh.—

L

ord Rosebery!

opened, on the iitb inst., the new club house of the

Edinburgh Burgess Golfing Society, which has bcenj

erected at the entrance to their green at Barnton,

and in immediate proximity to Crainoiid Brig

Station. Mr. R. M. Cameron was the architect, and

the building is in the Early English style. The club

house is for the most part two stories in height^

The chief apartment on the ground floor is a

dining-hall, 50 ft. by 30 ft., with arched ceiling.

On the opposite side of the vestibule is a

smoking-room, 26 ft. by 22 ft., and on the same level

are an 'office for the 'secretary and a drying-room

and, in addition to lavatory accommodation, a hox-J

room, with 650 boxes. This room is an annexe, one

story in height. It is lighted from the roof, so that

the whole wall space is available for boxes. Up-

stairs there is a billiard-room, a ladies' room, ahd

committee and card rooms. The total cost of the

club-house will be Vietween 5iOOO 6,000/.

Oddfellows’ Hall, Stonehouse.—

N

ew hcad-|

quarters for tlie South Devon district of the Ancient

Independent Order of Oddfellows (Kent Unity) have

been opened at Stonehouse. The premises are

situate in Edgeumbe-street, at the corner of Market-^

street. On the right of the entrance is the district

office, and in the same locality are ladies’ and gentle-

men’s cloak-rooms, a card-room, lavatories, I'ic. In

the basement are the kitchen and sculleries
;
and on

the first-floor is a hall capable of accommodating

from 250 to 300 people. A platform has been built*

at one' end of the ball, and beneath this an emer-

gency door leads to Market-street. In other parts

of tlie building are ante-rooms, a lodge-room, and

quarters for the caretakers. The builder is Mr. A.

N. Coles, and the architect Mr. A. W. Debnam.

Mansion on the Troup Estate, near Aber-

deen.—

M

r. \V. Davidson, New Pitsligo, has been,

entrusted with the contract for the mason work of a

new mansion-house for the laird of Troup. Mr. R.

G. Wilson, Aberdeen, is architect.

Golf Club. Murrayfield. Edinburgh.-^A golf

club-house is to be erected on a site at the top of thei

road leading from the Kavelston Dykes to Murray-

field, and will consist of a general room, 31 ft. by

19 ft. 6 in., ladies’ room, and gentlemen’s room, with

lavatory accommodation off each, kitchen, bc.c., with

a verandah 9 ft. 6 in. wide round three sides of tlie

building. The walls will be constructed of brick!

with a dado of pressed facing brick, the upper por-!

tion being haried and half timber work, and the

roof covered with red tiles. The architects are

Messrs. Cooper & Tavlor.

Schools, Stonehaven.—

P

lans have just been;

sanctioned for the erection of additions to the

Episcopal Schools. These comprise large class

rooms, teachers’ retiring room, cloak room and

lavatories, also new staircase. The elevation to

High-street is of Gothic design, and the front

dressing will be of Brechin stone. All the inside

finishing is to be of pitch pine. The architect is

Mr. J.
Augustus Souttar, Aberdeen.

Library, Edinburgh.—

T

he first of the Nelson)

Hall and Public Branch Libraries, to be erected by

the Nelson Trustees in connexion with the Public

Library Committee, has just been completed. The

site of ’this building, which will be called the Nelsonl

Hall and West Branch Library, is at tlie corner of

Murdoch-tcrrace and Dundee-street. 1 he Nelson Hall

occupies the whole of the west side of the building,

and will be used as a news-room and recreations

room. It measures 75 ft. long, 33 ft. wide, and 37 ft.

high. The library is in the centre of the building.

The upper floor consists of staff workroom, cum^

mittee-room, and a hall for small meetings._ Above

this and facing the south is the caretaker’s houseJ

The work has been superintended and carried out

by Mr. Harry K. Taylor, architect, of Messr^

Lessels & Tayior. 1

Bo.ARD Schools, Iveu. Bucks.—

N

ew Board

schools, erected at a cost of 4,000/., have just been

opened at Iver. Tlie schools are designed with

separate departments for boys, girls, and infants,

and contain accommodation for 565 cliildren, in

three blocks. Each contains a school room to hold

roo children, and large class-rooms, with cloak-room|

and lavatories. Double entrances are provided

for each block, and board and teachers’ rooms are

provided. Covered plavsheds have been built for

use in wet weather. A master's house has beett

built on the site facing the High-road, designed to

correspond with the school buildings. The

infants’ school and classroom have been designed

for use as an assembly ball for concerts, &c. The

works have been carried out from the designs, and

under the superintendence of, Messrs. Eves & Hard-

man, of Uxbridge, and have been erected by Messrs

Fassnidge & Son. builders and contractors, of

Uxbridge. ^
CATHOLIC Schools, Blackburn.—

T

he foundM

tion stone of new dav schools in connexion with St.

Anne’s Roman Catholic Church, Blackburn, was laid

recently. The building, which is being erected by

Messrs. Keeley & Sons, contractors, Blackburni

from plans prepared by Mr. Oswald C. Hill, will b«
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of two stories. The infnnts nnd boj's’ departments,
and two class-rooms forbovs, will be on the ground
floor, while upstairs will be the girls’ school.

Accommodation will be provided for 1,000 scholars,

and, including furnishing, the building will cost

7,000/.

Propo.sed Craigie Hael, Perth.—It is pro-
posed to erect a Public Hall in the Craigie district

of Perth. Tlie hall will be about 57 ft. by 28 ft. 6 in.,

and will accommodate 350 persons, with space for a

]ilatform at one end. At the east end there will be
one or two minor rooms and lavatorj’ accommoda-
tion. The architect is Mr. George Young, Perth.
Hoard Sciiooi.s, Wheatley, Doncaster.—On

the 13th inst. new schools were opened at Wheatley.
The contract amounted to 3,of>o/. The builders

were Messrs. Mullins & Richardson, and the archi-

tects Messrs. Athron Heck, of Doncaster.
ADDITION'S TO St. Paul's Church, Derisy.

—

At St. Paul’s Church, Derby, the foundation stone of

the new aisle has been laid by Lady Haslam. The
cost of the addition will be about 800/. The newaisle
will accommodate about a hundred extra worship-
pers. Like the original portion of the fabric, the
new part will be of Coxbencii stone. The architect

is Mr. Percy Currey, Derby
;
the contractors being

Messrs. Joseph Parker ili Son. of Derby.
Prudential Bchldings, Nottingham.—The new

buildings of the Prudential Assurance Companj',
Limited, which form the junction of King-street and
Queen-street, Nottingham, are now open. The
principal entrance is surmounted by a tower and
spire. The architects were Messrs. A. Waterhouse
ik, Son, and the builder was Mr.

J.
Hutchinson.

There are entrances to the building on eacli side of

the upper end of the slope, from King-street and
from Queen-street. A great portion of the building
has been sub-let, hut the Prudential Company occupy
the main floor, upon which are the departments of

the resident 'inspector and the district inspectors.

The building externallv has a plinth of red Aljerdcen
granite 9 ft. high at the tower end, with facings

above of red Hurmantofts terra-cotta and red bricks
of special size. The tower roof is of lea{i, but on
the other parts of the roof red Kuabon tiles form
the covering, with slate on the fiat internal slopes.

PROi'tisED New Workhouse, Hunslet, York-
shire.—The Hunslet Hoard of Guardians, at their

meeting on the 5th inst, further discussed the

desirability of erecting a new workhouse for the
Union. Block plans, prepared by Mr. E. J.

Dodgshiin, architect, were submitted by the Visiting

Committee, showing how the area of the present

site might be adapted for the erection of the pro-

posed buildings. Explaining the two plans to the
Hoard, Dr. Hawkyard (Chairman of the Visiting

Committee} said that one design showed a work-
house on what was known as the pavilion system.
The administration block was in the centre of the
building, while the porter’s lodge and receiving-

rooms were in Hillidge-road. In the rear of the

workhouse were the laundry and the infirmary, the

latter being only 15 ft. from the MidLand Railway.
Then provision was made for the erection of a row
of cottages for aged couples. The vagrant wards
were right at the hack. This new workhouse would
provide accommodation for 289, while there would
be room in the infirmary for 210 beds. Tlie sug-
gestion of the second plan was for a less costly

building, though one which would lend itself better

t<i classification purposes. Both schemes embraced
tbree-storied buildings. The only part of the present

structure proposed to be preserved was the lunatic

ward. It was agreed to appoint a committee, con-
sisting of the wiiole Hoard, to consider the ques-
tion.

All Saints’ Church, Chhxomh, Hampshire.

—

The first portion of this church, consisting of the

two western bays, was dedicated by the Bishop of

Guildford on Ascension Day, 1890, and on Good
Friday, 1891, the second portion, consisting of the
naveund side aisle, with a roughly boarded east end,
was first used for service. The erection of the
chancel has now been finished. The edifice, how-
ever, is not yet complete, for eventually .a tower and
vestries will’ be added. The churcb is of thirteenth

century character, and consi,sts of nave, 23 ft. wide
by 64 ft. long

;
side aisle, 21 ft. wide and 80 ft. long

;

cliancel, 22 ft. wide and 38 ft. long, the walls being

23 ft. to wall-plate and over 40 ft. to points of roof
inside. The roof is of Memel timber boarded with
pitch pine on the back of the rafters. The arches
are of chalk from Mr. L. J. Carter’s quarries, the
walls of rough chalk, faced outside with flint and
plastered inside

;
the altar is raised seven steps above

the nave, and a low plain wall divides the nave from
the chancel, The architect is Mr,

J.
L. Pearson,

K.A.,and the Iniilders, Messrs. Shillitoe, of Bury St.

Edmunds. The fittings—altar table, rails, desks,

and panelling at the east end—are of old Cathedral
oak from the nave roof of the Cathedral, and arethe
w<irk of Messrs. Thomas & Co., from designs by Mr.
G. H. Kitchin ; the gas fittings and pendants with
brackets in the altar rails were entrusted to Messrs.
Dicks & Sons.

—

Uampshirv Chronicle.

REOPENING OF LI.ANHLETHIAN PARISH CHURCH.
—Llanblethian Parish Chiucii has just been re-

opened after restoration, and the new alt.ar. memorial
pulpit, and wind.iws have been dedicated. The
restoration, which was carried out at a cost exceed-
ing 1,000/., embraced the clearing away of the old
square pews and replacing them with new ones,

laying new fioor.s, building a new chancel arch,

opening out the transept, and the removal of the

pla.ster ceilings from the nave, transept, and chancel,

exposing to view the original mediieval oak roof,

which it was found necessary to repair. The
pulpit was designed by the architect, and exe-

cuted by Mr. Clarke, of Llandaff. The windows
are the work of Mr. Saveli, of London. The archi-

tect was Mr. C. B. Fowler, Cardiff, and the con-

tractor Mr. W. James, Cowbridge. During the

progress of the work many interesting remains
were discovered, amongst them being the altar slab

found under one of Ihe angles of the tower, .and

the crypt, containing over 200 human skeletons,

besides other interesting relics of mediaival times.

Additions to Wesleyan Methodist Church,
Marsden, Yorkshire.—Memorial stones were laid

recently of new vestries, Ac., at Marsden Wesleyan
Chapel. It is proposed to lengthen the chapel 13 ft.,

the sitting accommodation being increased about

130 sittings, and to add an organ recess, minister’s

vestry, choir vestry, and lavatories. The additions

to the school consist of a young men’s class-room,

a young women’s class-room, four small class-

rooms, and an addition of 15 ft. to the length

of the present assembly room ; also a kitchen,

with lift
;

heating chamber, and an open stone

staircase. The increased school accommodation
will be for 220. The new buildings will he

built of local stone, in character with the existing

cliapel. The work is being carried out by the fol-

lowing contractors :—Masons, Whitehead, Fielding,

& Bradburv
;

joiner, James Schofield ;
plasterer,

painter, and concrcter, John Hottomley
;
plumber,

F. Goodall
;
ironfounders, K. Taylor &. Sons, all of

Marsden ; and slaters, Pickles Bros., of Hudders-

field, from the plans, and under the superintendence,

of Messrs. John Kirk & Sons, architects, Huddersfield

and Dewsbury. The total outlay will be about

2,000/.

F’kee Library, Moss Side, Lancashire.—The
public tree library and news-room which has been

erected bv the Free Libraries Committee of the

Moss Side District Council was opened recently by
the Marquis of Lome, M.P. The building has been

erected from designs prepared by Mr. Acton, the

Survevor to the District Council, the cost being

about' ;£3,000. It includes a large public room,

which mav be used for meetings, concerts, <N:c.
;
a

library and news-room
;
and, in the basement, class-

rooms, in which some of the technical instruction

classes held under the District Council may be

carried on.

Proposed Primitive Methodist Church, New
Brompton.—

T

he Primitive Methodists of New
Brompton purpose to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee

by erecting a new church. The proposed building

will seat over 400 persons. Mr. E.
J.
Hammond, of

New Brompton. is the architect for the new church.

Catholic School - Chapel, Boothstown,
Tyluesley, Lanc.ASHIRE.—

A

new Catholic school-

chapel at Oak Lea, Chaddock-lane, Tyldesley, has

just been opened. It has been planned for a mixed

school, and consists of a schoolroom 48 ft. by 22 ft.,

and divided from it by sliding glass partition is a

class-room 27 ft. by 18 ft., with porches and cloak-

rooms for bovs, girls, and infants, and the usual

offices. A po'rtion of the building will be screened

off as a sanctuarv. The architects were Messrs.

Sinnott, Sinnott,
' & Powell, of Manchester, and

the contractor, Mr. Frank Clarke, St. Helens.

Primitive Methodist Church, Tredegar.—
The memorial stones of a new church now being

erected in Waiter-street. Tredegar, for the Primitive

Methodists, were laid recentlj'. The architect is Mr.

W. S. Williams, Tredegar.

Parochial Institute for St. John's, Ch.vt-

Ham.—The foundation stone of the new Parochial

Institute and Victoria Soup Kitchen, in course of

erection in Pagitt-street, Ordnance-place, for the

parish of St. John’s, Chatham, was laid recently.

The building will comprise a hall 43 ft. long by 20 ft.,

soup kitchen, scullcrv, stores, lavatory and offices.

The architect is Mr. E. W. Betts, and Mr. E. W.
Fillev is the builder.

Proposed New Hotel, Shoeburyness.—

M

r.

Edward Wright, architect, is preparing for Messrs.

Baillie & Co., of London, the drawings for an hotel,

which is to be situated in front of the railway

station. The building is to be a three story one, and

it is estimated that it will cost between 7',000/. and

8,000/.

New Theatre, Ipswich.—

A

Theatre of Varieties

is to be erected at Ipswich. The Grand Hotel and

Theatre of Varieties Company, Limited, will acquire

the Grand Hotel at Ipswich, and will establish on a

convenient site adjacent what will he known as the

Grand Theatre of Varieties. Mr. Frank Matchani is

to be the architect of the theatre. The hotel itself

is to be enlarged by the erection of a wing.

Board School Buildings, Barton, Newport,
Isle ok Wight.—

T

lie new school buildings at

Barton have just been opened. The new erection,

constructed at the east end of and adjoining the

Barton boys' school, provides accommodation for

280 girls, whilst the boys’ department has been

extended so as to accommodate close upon fifty

more pupils. The building is built ol red brick, with

Bath stone dressings, and slate roof. The girls’

school comprises the main room, 48 ft. by 22 it., and

three class-rooms to accommodate 104. 72, 48, and 36

respectively. The interior fittings are of pitch pine,

supplied by Mr, G. F. Quinton. There is a detached

building consisting of lavatory, sanitary offices, and

a large play shed. The buildings have been con-

structed by’Mr. T. Jenkins, under the supervision of

Mr. E. A. Swane, of Messrs. Swane & Clark, archi-

tects. The contract price was 2,351/.

SANITARY Al^D ENGINEERING A^EI^S.

Sanitary M.atters, Newcastle. — The City

Engineer of Newcastle. Mr. W. G. Laws, has issued

his report for the year ended March 25. 1897. to the

Town Improvement and Sanitary Committees of the

Newcastle Corixiration. He gives the particulars of

work done for and money spent by the two com-
mittees, so far as the Engineer's department is con-

cerned. The report deals in detail with sewers,

private drains, paving and flagging, paving loans,

macadam roads, scavenging, street watering, I't'c.

Under the head of scavenging, Mr. Laws says there.

ha.s been no great amount of unemployed labour to

provide for. Indeed, the applications for work have

been fewer than usual, and during the winter every

one who applied was put on
;
“and even then." adds

Mr. Laws, “we could have taken more men." The
paper nuisance is again referred to. It is, if any-

thing, increasing, and complaints of the untidy state

of the streets arising therefrom are more numerous.

At the refuse-destructor at Byker, 20,016 tons were
burnt, at a cost of 715/. 7s. Qd., or a fraction

over Slid, per ton. From Mitford - street,

22,324 tons of refuse were sent to sea, at

a cost (ff 1.700/., or is. per ton. As to

the water supply, the report states :
—" Owing to the

wet season, the reservoirs have been full for the first

time since 1893, viz., on March 24 and 25. when
there were 3,(^2 millions in store, so that for the

coming year we are fairly safe. There are signs,

however, that the yearly increase in the daily con-

sumption has been fullv maintained." A series of

tables is appended to the report. The population of

the citv in 1896-97 was 21.8,000, the rateable value

was 1,075,153/., and the Town Improvement and

Sanitary Committees’ expenditure was 6s. o-2d. per

head, or is. 2'6d. in the There are known to

exist in the city 42 miles 1.248 yards of brick and
stone sewers. There are, besides, 6 miles 1.461

vards of oval drain pipes, 113 miles 629 yards of

circular pipes. Including drains for surface water

oulv, the total mileage of sewers is 166. There are

over 5,000 manholes. Newcastle has 36 miles 827

vards of macadam roads, 82 miles i,o/;6 yards of

paved front streets, and 43 miles 1,500 yards of

paved back streets ;
giving a total of 126 miles 806

vards offormed streets and roads. There are ii miles

1,602 yards of unpaved frontand back streets. There

are 29’93 r water closets, as compared with 4,96 1
privy

pans and 2.760 privies and ashpits. There are

4,960 drv ashpits, 15,154 ashtubs in yards, 305

asbtubs cleansed from small doors in back streets,

and 4,330 tubs set out in front of shops, with the

shop refuse, &c. Witli a population in the city of

217,535, there were 30,521 inhabited houses, the

average number of people in each house being 7-13.

The parks and open spaces in the city cover an area

of 1,268 acres, the churciiyards and cemeteries 78

acres, and the private grounds and open spaces

26 acres.

Local SeW'ERS in London,—

T

he Main Drainage

Committee of the London County Council have

sanctioned, subject to a condition recommended by

tile Engineer, the construction of local sewers as

follows :—Clcrkenwell (detached)—885 ft., 4<>o ft.,

655 ft., 2,r>o5 ft., 1,085 ft,. 1.920 ft., and 475 ft. of

9-i'n. pipe sewers in .Alexandra Park-road, Barnard’s

Hill, Birkbeck-road, Colney Hatch-lane, Middleton-

road, Muswell-avenue, and Muswell-road respec-

tively, and 375 ft. of 1 2-in. pipe sewer for surface

water onlv'in Colney Hatch-lane. St. Martin-in-

the Fields—242 ft. of 4 ft. by 2 ft. 8 in. brick sewer

in Bedfordbury,

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.

Window, P.arish Church, Youlgreave.—

A

memorial stained glass window’ has been fixed in the

chancel of this church by the family of the late Rev.

K. C. Rov, M.A. The -vvindow was designed by Sir

E. Burne-Jones, the subject being 'St. James, St.

Peter, and St. John. It was supplied by Messrs.

Morris 18: Co., of Merton Abbev, Surrey.

Window, St. John’s Church, Lower Caver-
SHAM. Reading.—The large east window in St.

John’s Church, Lower Caversham, has been filled

with stained glass. The window was dedicated by
the Bishop of Reading recently. The subject in the

three centre lights illustrates the adoration of the

Magi. In the two side lights are figures represent-

ing St. Peter and St. John. Immediately over the

centre in the upper part of the window, surrounded

by rich tracery, is another light in which is repre-

sented our Lord in majesty. The window has been

executed by Mr. Arthur
J.

Dix, London.

Screen, Beaulieu Church, Hants.—A wrought-

iron screen has been placed on the dwarf-wall

separating the choir from the body of this church.

The work is from the design of Sir Arthur Blomfield,

and is executed by Messrs. Hart. Peard, Co., of

London. The screen or rail is 2 ft. 6 in. high on the

2 ft. wall. It is divided into twelve panels, six on

each side of a pair of gates, which open inwards to

the choiG
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FOREIGN.
Fraxce.—The regulations for the 1900 E.xhihition

have just been published. According to this docu-
ment the exhibition will open on April 15, IQOO

—

that is to say, fifteen days earlier than in 1889—and
will close on Xoveniher 5. To the contemporary
exhibition will be added a retrospective exhibition,

showing the progress accomplished since 1800. The
products will be grouped in eighteen groups, and
subdivided into 120 classes. The prices of admis-
sion will be decided by the Commissariat-General
before February i, 1899. The Dam staircase

in the Loiivr.c Mu.seum has been finished
;

and the work of altering the Salle des Etats,

where are hung the series of large pictures by
Rubens, is now being carried on. I’nfortunately

there is not money enough to linish all these works
for some years. The new architect who has the
superintending of the work in place of the late

M. Paul Blondel, is M. Gaston Redon. “ grand prix

de Rome " in 18S2, and professor of architecture at

the Ecole des Beaux Arts. It was he who designed
the Casino at Koyau. He received in 1890 the
•• medaille d'honneur " at the Salon for his splendid

restoration of the Temple of Baalbek. For two
years he w.as architect to the Gobelins. Owing to

the liberality of Madame de Castellane {iit'e Gould), a
large permanent building is to be erected on the
site of the Charity Ba/.aar which was burnt a few
days ago. There is to he a chapel adjoining, in

memory of the terrible event. The pupils of the
Ecole des Beaux Arts, belonging to the outside studio
of the late Paul Blonde!, have just chosen, as a
successor to their late master, M. Scellier de Gisors,
who obtained the “ medaille d’honneur ” at the Salon
of 1896 for the ‘‘ Depot des postes and telegraphes,”
of which we published an illustration last month.

The journal Lc Bdiiiiiciil has opened a public
competition between architectsand French construc-
tors, for “ Construction demonlable, incombustible, et

a bon marche." P'or several vears the work
of building a tower to surmount the Abbev of Mont
Saint Michel has been going on. This granite tower
is at last finished, and now a wooden spire 40 metres
liigh is being made. It is to have on the top a
statue of St. Michel in bronze. 4 metres higli, the
work of M. Frehniet. There is talk of an English
Society which has just been formed with a view to
linishing the Boulevard Haussmann, the cost of
which is estimated at 35,000,000 francs for compen-
sation.s, and 25,000,000 for construction. Impor-
tant works are to be undertaken for the improve-
ment and enlargement of the Hospital at Macon.
The expense is to be limited to :50,000 francs.
A committee, presided over by M. Puvis de Chavan-
nes, has just decided the competition opened by
the “ Association Co-operative des Sciences, des
Lettres et des Arts '' for the designing of art tickets.
The lirst prize has been awarded equally to M.
Payen and M. Wilder. The death is announced,
at the age of seventv-eight. of M. Louis Renaud,
member of the “Societe Centrale des Architects,”
and pupil of Leon Vaudoyer. His long and honour-
able career was almost entirelv given up to the
works of the company of the Chemin-de-fer
d’Orleans, to which he was the principal architect.
He built the Administrative buildings for the com-
pany in the Rue de Londres, and the new Gate
d’Orleans. on the Quai d’Ansterlitz and the Boule-
vard de la Gare.

Germaxy.—We record with regret the resigna-
tion of Professor Ende from the architectural
chair at the Royal Technical College at Berlin.
Professor Ende, who has again been elected
President of the Prussian Koval Academy of
Arts, has lately suffered from ill health, and will
have to reduce the scope of his work. The old
hrm of Messrs. Ende & Boeckmann has practically
ceased to exist. The Society of Berlin Artists
have delinitely decided to take new premises in the
Bellevue Strasse. The existing building, on tbeir
new site, will be materiallv altered under tlie
direction of Mr. Hoffacker.^^ At tlie Arts and
Crafts Museum, a special Exhibition of Drawings of
the new Imperial Law Courts at Leipsic lias been
opened. There are one hundred, and eight archi-
tectural drawings hv the architect, Herr Ludwig
Hottmann, and thirteen sketches by Mr. Seiiger • a
number of photographs have als.i been exhibited.

1 he design of the new monument at Dresden.
in honour of King Albert of Sa.xonv, has been the
subject of a competition. The first premium has
been awarded to Professor Baiimbach, of Berlin, a
sculptor of considerable repute. The new cltv
Engineer at Berlin, Herr Krause, has entered on the
duties of his ottice. It is understood that Prince
Bismarck proposes erecting a mausoleum for his
family at Frcidcrichsruh, The Art Exhibition at
the Lehrle station has now been opened. There
was no ceremony of particular importance in con-
nexion with the opening.
Austria.—The well-known out-door establish-

ment in the Austrian capital, known as “Venice
in Vienna,” has again been opened, and this
tiinc shows a well-arranged miniature picture of
the Grand Canal. Rapid progress is being
made with the new Metropolitan Railway at
Vjenna, and there is considerable probabilitv
ot the new line being opened at an earlier date
than was originally expected. There is little
doubt that the new railway will entirely change the
traffic arrangemcot in Vienna, aqd that the old

omnibuses, which have long been an eyesore to the
capital, will IiAve to make room for tiiis new means
of comiTiuiiication. and for the new electric tram-
ways. Vienna is to follow the example of Berlin.

in erecting a number of new clnirches, and a special
commission has been nominated under the auspices
of the Government to decide on the sites for the
new places of worship

Russia, — An International Competition for a
Grand Stand on the racecourse, near Moscow, has
been decided, and the first premium has been awarded
to M. Klein, of that city. The second premium was
awarded to a Moscow firm of architects, and the
third to a firm practising at St. Petersburg. The
amount to be expended on the grand stand had
been limited to 350,000 roubles, and accommocialton
is to be afforded for 3,000 spectators. The grand
stand in Russia is not the kind of erection we are
used to under that title, but a substantial structure,
with reception rooms, &c., for the Sporting Chih,
under whose auspices the competition was arranged.
Though the competition was an International one,
there do not appear to ha^'e been many candidates
from foreign countries, nor were foreigners repre-
sented on the Committee of the Assessors, though
the jury were composed of fifteen members. There
were nine architects on this Committee, and six

laymen, and tlie competition conditions had been
framed by the Moscow .Architectural Society. The
premiums are of the \’alue of 3,000, 2,000, and
1,000 roubles respectively.

B'OMiJAy.—The Times of fiulin states that a syndi-
cate has been formed for obtaining a concession for
the erection of blocks of dwelling-houses in Bombay
for the labouring classes.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professioxal axi) Business Axxouxcemexts.

—The business of Messrs. Richard Moreland & Son,
engineers of No. 3, Old-street, Aldersgate, lias been
incorporated as a Limited Liability Company. Mr.
David Elder is the Secretary. Messrs. F. A. Putz
und Co., 1 1, Queen Victoria-street, have been ap-
pointed sole agents for the United Kingdom for the
“ Vercinigte Electricitaets Actien-Gesellschaft " in

Vienna. By the death of Mr. Chas. Hall, the
managing partner of the Rugby Portland Cement
Company, the position of works' manager became
vacant, and the directors of the company have
unanimously selected Mr. Isaac Brooks for the post.
Mr. Brooks had been actively engaged assisting Mr.
Hall for upwards of twenty-five years, and the
success of tlie firm was in no small measure due to
his energy and enterprise.

The Sanitary Institute.—

A

t an examination
in practical sanitary science held in London on
May 7 and 8, the following twelve candidates were
granted a certificate in practical sanitary science :

S. I. Adams, Southend-on-Sea
; F. \V. Bradlev, Cock-

fosters. New Barnet
; E. H. Coller, Ipswich \V. P,

Costain, Blundellsands
;

F. W. Jarman, Croydon
;

W. H. Knight, Hornsey
; Morrison, Edinburgh

;

J. Sanderson, Islington, N.
; A. Styles, New Cross,

S.E.
:
A. A. Turriff, Aberdeen

; S. Walkden, Tavi-
stock

:
A. Wiglev. Newington Green-road, N.

King's College, London.—The annual dinner
of Old Students of King's College, London, will be
held at the Holborn Restaurant on Monday. June 28,
when Lord Kelvin will take the chair. The Duke
of Cambridge. K.G.. has intimated his intention of
being present.

E.mrloyers’ Liability and the Building
Trade.—Lord Claud Hamilton presided on Thursday
last week at the annual meeting of the Employers'
Liability -Assurance Corporation, Limited, at Win-
chester-house. In moving the adoption of the
report, the Chairman referred to the new Bill deal-
ing with the question of Employers' Liability, which
had been introduced into Parliament by the Home
Secretary. Although it was not proposed, he said,
to interfere with the existing Acts of Parliament, the
new measure introduced a principle which wa.s
scarcely contemplated hy the general public. It

contained clauses of far-reaching character, and
imposed responsibilities on employers far in excess
of any hitherto known in this country. He had no
doubt that in the present temper of the House of
Commons the Bill would become law during the
session, and although various trades were exempted
from the provisions of the measure, there was every
prospect that vigorous attempts would be made to
bring certain dangerous trades under the operation
of tlie Act. If, for instance, the building trade was
included, he did not see how any small builder in
the country could continue to exist without availing
himself of the benefits ofiered by insurance. One
serious accident would be sufficient to exhaust all

his capital, and send him to his bankers for a very
extensive loan. In the event of tlie building trade
being included in the provisions of the new Bill, it

was evident that every builder would be compelled
to insure against his liability for accidents.

S.anitary Inspectors' Meeting in Liverpool.
—The first meeting of the eleventh session of the
North Western and Midland Sanitary Inspectors’
Association, founded in 1887, was held on the 8lh
Inst., at the Royal Institution, Cnlquitt-street, urdcr
the presidency of the newly-eicctcd Chairman, Mr.
William Urquhart, Chief Sanitary Inspector, Crewe,
who delivered an address. He said that the past
year of the Association had been most successful,
not the least pleasant future of 5vh|9h had been the

amalgamation of the Stafford Association with their
own. The Association now numbered over 200 mem-
bers, and would be known in future as the North
Western and Midland Sanitary Inspectors’ Associa-
tion. Sanitary science was making rapid progress,
and it was absolutely necessary for the members to
keep themselves up to dale. Local governing
bodies bad largely ceased to look upon medical
officers of health and sanitary inspectors who
deviated in

,
the slightest degree from the beaten

track as cranks or faddists, and were beginning to
recognise that in the great majority of cases, by the
adoption of sanitary precautions a vast amount of
sickness could he prevented, and even death itself

almost indefinitely postponed. He hoped that before
long the Education Department would insist upon at
least the rudiments of hygienic science being taught
in every elementary school under their control.

The speaker next alluded to the small renumeration
paid to sanitary inspectors compared with the risk

and importance of the work which they had to
perform, to the Scotch Public Health Bill now
before Parliament, the Plumbers’ Registration Bill,

and to the proposed amendments in the Food and
Drugs Act, and, as these measures all tended in the

right direction, they must wish them success. He
also urged that pressure should be brought to bear
on parliamentary representatives with a view of

securing their help towards the passing of the Local
Authorities’ Superannuation Bill. On the pro-
position of Mr. E. Worrall, seconded bv Dr. M.
^’oung, a vote of thanks was given to the Chairman
for his address.

Ko.man Remains in the Cita'.—Recent excava-
tions for building purposes in Queen Victoria-street,

near the corner of Walbrook, have resulted in the
discovery, about 26 ft. below the surface, of a small
but interesting group of relics of the Roman occupa-
tion of the City. This “find” consists of a Lagena,
a bronze balance, and a large iron nail. The Lagena
is a gracefully-formed, two-liandled vase of line buff

ware, about 8 in. high by 7 in. at its greatest

diameter. The neck is simply ornamented with two
parallel grooves, and a single groove runs down the

centre of each handle. The balance, or libni, is.

made of bright yellow bronze, and is about 14 in

in length.

—

Stdiidorci.

Pulpit, C.anterbury Cathedral.—On the 15th

Inst. Dean Farrar inaugurated a pulpit of carved
English oak, which has been erected in the nave of

Canterbury Cathedral to the memory of the late

Dean Pavne Smith. The pulpit was designed by
Mr. G. F.'Bodley, A.R.A.

Cardiff Building Ba'-laws.—The sub-com-
mittee appointed to consider the new building by-

laws lor the Borough of Cardiff submitted their

report to the Public Works Committee recentl}-. The
sub-committee bad held eight meetings, and had
pursued a policy of making as few alterations as

possible in the models, with a view of expediting the

passing of the by-laws. Among the recommenda-
tions of the sub-committee were the following :

—

“ Every person who shall lay out a new street,

which shall be intended for use as a carriage road,

which by reason of its length or importance, or in

consequence of its forming or being .so situate as

to be likeivto form part of an important line of

communication, shall, if called upon by the Council,

make such a street of a width not less than 60 ft.

Every person who shall lay out a new street, not

being a continuation of an existing street, and not

being intended to form part of an important line of

communication, which shall be intended for use as a

carriage-road, shall so lay out such street that the

width thereof shall be 40 ft. at the least. Every
person who shall lay out a new street which shall be

a continuation of any existing street which is of a

greater width than 40 ft., and which shall he intended

for use as a carriage road, shall so lay out such new
street that it shall be of the same width as the

street of which it is the continuation." The recom-
mendations were adopted.

Diamond Jubilee Fountains.—The Diamond
Jubilee has brought many orders to Aberdeen for

granite fountains. Drinking fountains have been,

or are being, constructed for Bristol and Manchester
(Beswick Park), and for the following villages and
small towns in Scotland :—Stonehaven, Crail, Tilli-

coultry', St. Andrew.s, Kosehearty, Aberchirder,

Torph’ins, &c. An ornamental fountain is being

made for Manchester standing on a three-stepped

platform 34 ft. across at ground level. A memorial
fountain has likewise just been sent to Penrith, and
a tool, ornamental fountain is being manufactured

for a town in the South of England.
Appointment of Sanitary Inspectors.—The

Local Government Board has sanctioned the

appointment of Messrs. F. H. Hudson, N. Males,

and A. H. Gray as sanitary- inspectors in Hamp-
stead, Kensington, and Lewisham respectively, and
the re-appointment of the sanitary inspectors in

Camberxveli.

The Wood Industries of Canada.—This is a

volume issued by the Timber Trades Journal, giving

a good deal of information as to the work done in

timber cutting and working in various districts in

Canada, with some account of the principal firms

concerned in the trade.

Punch AND THE Jubilee.—Messrs. Bradbury,

Agnew. & Co. are preparing a collection of cartoons

from Punch, illustrative of events in the long reign

in which her Majesty's personal connexion has

suggested the subject for the week’s picture. “ Toby,
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I has written the letterpress explanatory of
each cartoon, in its continuity forming a record of
the Queen's reign. “ The Queen and Mr. Punch,”

1 which will be published on June i, contains sixty
I pictures by Leech, Tenniel, and Linley Sambourne.
The last-named artist has drawn a special picture of
the Queen for the cover of the hook.
New Cross, H.artland,—

A

new cross, with
square gabled head and octangular shaft of Port-

(
]an<l stone, was erected last week in Hartland

: Churchyard, on the old foundation of the ancient
i
churchyard cross. The cross, including the three

j steps and the base, is fifteen feet in height, and the
1 carving was executed by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley.

I

who took for their base of operations the “ History
of Hartland, its Church and Abbey,” by the Vicar o'f

I Hartland, Exeter. Underneath tlie old base were
I

discovered a silver coin of Queen Elizabeth's reign,
! an old Saxon font, and an altar slab, with five crosses,
on wliich the font rested. A portion of the font was

; found four feet below the surface. On the side of
I the second step of the new cross is the inscription,
“ l^estored 1897.” The first step rests on the original
base of the altar slab, on a new block of cement

I concrete.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Plasterers' Strike, Liverpool.—

T

he plas-
terers in Liverpool gave six months' notice, expiring
on May i last, to the employers for an advance of J4 d.

per hour, from yd. toyj^d,, and a new code of
working rules, chief amongst which were clauses
limiting the number of apprentices, no person other
than a plasterer to be allowed to do plasterer's work
(which the operatives contend includes cement
flooring, lioating for tiles and wood blocks). Several
meetings h.ave been held between the masters and
men, and as a result thereof the employers made an
offer to the operatives for an advance“in wages to
9j4d. per hour, the present code of rules as worked
to by the other trades being otfered, with an under-
taking that only plasterers be employed by master
plasterers to do plasterer's work, 'concrete and
cement llooring. Heating for tiles and wood blocks
to be considered the work of specialists, and that
nil apprentices be bound. This was refused, and
the men to the number of about 150 ceased work
on May i. A further otfer by the masters to submit
the whole matter to arbitrati'on was also declined.
The Carpenters' akd Plasterers' Strike,

Plymouth and Neighbourhood.—

T

here is very
little to report in reference to the strike of carpenter's
and plasterers in the Three Towns. The in.aster
builders met at the Central Exchange on the 13th
inst., and held a protracted debate upon the com-
munication from the Plymouth Chamber of Com-
merce suggesting that tlie matters in dispute between
the masters and men should be submitted to the
Standing Conciliation Committee for settlement.
General approval of adopting this course was
expressed by the speakers. A resolution formally
accepting the offer of the Chamber was iinanimouslv
adopted, but it was made conditional that before
any representations—which it was required should
deal with the whole of the points at issue and as
they affected all tiie trades concerned in the dispute—were laid before the Conciliation Committee an
arbitrator to be mutually agreed upon should be
appointed.—In conjunction with the plasterers,
several carpenters have signified their intention of
starting building operations at St. Budeaux at an
early date.

Strike in the Building Trade, Redhill.—

I

n
pursuance of a notice given to the masters bv the
men employed in this district six months ago, about
200 carpenters and bricklayers have ceased work in
the Redhill district. Some twelve months ago, it

seems, it was decided to ask for an advance of J^d.
per hour, but on the representation of the masters
the matter was not pressed. A local society was

Weston have come out on strike. The masons
some time ago demanded an increase in their rate
of pay, insisting uponSd. an hour instead of yd., and
a fifty-four instead of a fifty-six and a half hours'
week. The plasterers have practically been forced
into idleness in consequence of the action of the
masters in resolving to reduce their scale of pav
from 7j^d. to 7d. The struggle promises to be a
prolonged one, as both sides are determined to hold
out. It is asserted, however, that the masters might
have effected a compromise so fur as the masons
are concerned, .as they would have been satisfied
with being met half-way. Work at the new Council
offices has ceased to a large extent as a result of the
strike.— Wcston-siipcr-Moye Gazetic.

Slaters' Strike, Aberdeen. —This strike
almost over, most of the employers having agreed to
the by-laws put forward by the men.
The Preston Building Trades Dispute.—

T

he
stoppage in the Preston building trade, owing to the
strike of the bricklayers for an advance of id. per
hour, still continues, and many inipcjrtant contracts
are at a complete standstill. As this is the busy
season, and there is a great demand for labour, a
number of workmen liave left the town for various
parts of the country in quest of cinplovinent.

—

Proton lU-ntU.
Bricklayers' Wages, Tyldesley, Lancashire.—The master builders and contractor.s in Tyldeslev

and Atherton have acceded to the request of the
Bricklayers' Society for an advance in wages from
()d. togj^d. per hour.
Building Trades, St, Ives, Cornwall. —

Masters and men engaged in the building trades at
St. Ives met recently. Mr. James Burrell, who was
voted to the chair, explained that the object of the
meeting was to discuss the advisability of ceasing
work atone o'clock on Saturdav, and adopting the
hour system. It was elicited t'hat the majority of
the men were agreeable to work on the hour system
at S^cl. per hour, the short hours to commence six
weeks before Christmas, and finish six weeks after
Christmas. Replying to a question, the Chairman
said 5Jid. per hour would only be paid to compe-
tent men. After considerable discussion, the meet-
ing decided to act on the suggestion of Councillor
John Pearce, and appoint a committee representing
the various trades, draw up a code of rules and
regulations, and submit the matter to the masters for
consideration.

JOINERS' Strike, Crewe.—

F

ollowing the strike
of painters, the joiners of Crewe have struck work
for an advance of J^d. an hour in their wages.
Several of the masters have conceded their demand,
but others hold out.

THE Building Trade in Portadown.—

T

he
members of the Portadown Branch of the Brick-
l.ayers’ Society recently m.ade a demand on their
employers fur an increa'se of w.ages and a reduction
)f the hours of labour. The notice having expired,
a conference of the masters and men was held
n the Town Hall for the purpose of endeavouriiu' to
arrange an amicable settlement, and thereby avert a
strike. The men asked that their w.ages be advanced
from 6Kd. to yj^d. an hour, and that tlie hours of
labour be reduced from fifty-seven to fifty-six hours

week. After discussing 'the matter for an hour
and a half the masters offered to increase the wages
to 7cl. an hour for a fifty-six hours' week, which the
deputation representating the men unanimously
agreed to accept.

Working Rules for Bricklayers, Barry.—
A meeting of the Barry Master Builders’ Association
was held at the Glamorgan Restaurant, Barrv
Docks, recently. The codes of working rules fo'r

bricklayers and for navvies and general labourers,
which had been amicably settled with the Brick-
layers’ Society and the Navvies’ and Genera! La-
bourers' Union respectively, were signed. A com-
munication was read from the Carpenters’ Society
bearing upon the new code of working rules, and

obstructed the plaintiff’s light, and which he had
enjoyed for ten years prior to the erection of the
premises belonging to the defendant. The question
in the case was what grant of light bv virtue of the
Conveyancing Act passed to the plaintiff with the
conveyance of the property. The learned County
Court Judge decided the matter on the authority of
a case which he thought precluded his coming tii’any
other conclusion, but the learned counsel stated
that a recent decision in the Court of Appeal was
clearly in favour of Mr. Brawn being entitled to tile
rights be claimed.
Their Lordships, after hearing Mr. Stanger on

behalf of tlie respondent, dismissed tlie appeal with
costs.

drawn up and submitted to the masters, together
with a demand for an additional id, per hour, to
take effect at the expiration of six months. That
period expired on May i.

The Plumbers' 'Strike, Scarborough.—

T

he
strike of plumbers at Scarborough is at an end, the
masters having agreed to pay the men 8d. an hour,
which is J^d. advance on the old rate of pay. They
have further consented to give another ad'vance of
J^d. per hour twelve months hence.
Leicester Stonemasons and their Employers.—As the result of negotiations which have recently

been taking place between the Leicester operativ'e
stonemasons and their empio3’ers, an advance of
wages, amounting to a halfpenny per hour, dating
from the present month, has been agreed upon. In
future stonemasons will receive qd. instead of 8j4d.
per hour, and stonemasons’ labourers are advanced
from fid. to GJ^d. per hour. Some new regulations
have also been agreed to bv the employers, the most
important of which is the 'limitation of apprentices
to practically one to each firm. In future, too, all
boys employed in the trade must be properly
apprenticed.

Joiners' Wages, Middleton.—

T

he Middleton
master joiners having been approached by their
men, have consented to an advance of one half-
penny per hour, which brings the rate of pay up to
8j^d. per hour.
Masons’ and Plasterers’ Strike, Weston-

super-Mare, — The masons and plasterers of

reply to the same.
Settlement of the Blackpool Dispute.—

The labour difficulties at Blackpool have been
smoothed over. It was arranged at a recent meet-
ing of the master builders, plumbers, painters, &c.
that a lock-out should not be enforced. The joiner
over whom the dispute originated resigned his
position, and the whole body of strikers, comprising
bricklayers, joiners, plasterers, painters, &c., will
return to work. The dispute has been in progress
about a month .—Liverpool Mercury.

LEGAL.
A QUESTION OF LIGHT :

CASE IN THE DIVISIONAL COURT.
The case of Brawn v. Revitt came before a

Divisional Court of Queen’s Bench composed of
Mr. Justice Day and Mr. Justice Lawrance on the
17th inst., it being the plaintiff’s appeal from the
decision of the learned County Court Judge of
Northampton, dismissing his action brought on
account of an alleged injury caused to the light of
his house by the defendant's building.

Mr. Levett, Q-C. and Mr. Geo. Henderson appeared
for the appellant, and Mr. Stanger, Q.C., and Mr.
Ryland Atkins for the respondent.
Mr. Levett stated that there was no dispute as to

the facts that defendant had erected a building on
certain property near Northampton, which had

THE CLAIM AGAINST THE .ST. PANCRAS
GUARDIANS ;

CASE IN THE COURT OF APPEAL.
The case of Drew-Bear t't Co. v. the Guardians

of the Poor of St. Pancras came before the Court
of Appeal, composed of tlie Master of the Rolls and
Lords Justices A. L. Smith and Cliittv, on the 17111
inst, it being the appeal of the plain'tifts from the
decision of a Divisional Court of Queen's Bench,
consisting of Mr. Justice Grantham and Mr Justice
Wright, on the 13th ult. The history of the case is
a-i follows The plaintiffs, the trustees of creditors
of ^Ir. Wm. Brooks, a builder .and contractor of
Folkestone, sued the Guardians and their architects,
Messrs. A. & C. Harston, for a balance of ->4 ’->6/'

or alternatively 24,263/., alleged to be due on a con-
tract for the completion of the St. Pancras Work-
house, The piaintirt's’ ca.se was that, some years
ago, the Guardians resolved to reconstruct the
Workhouse in King’s-road, and appointed the
Messrs. Harston as their architects. The contract
for the work was at first taken hv Me.ssrs. Kirk &
Randall, of Woolwich, but disputes having ari.sen
that firm requested to he relieved of further work
under the c<intrnct. Fresh lenders were then
invited for the unfinished work, anil that of Brooks
was then accepted for 50,861/. The work wa.s to
occupy fifteen montiis from May, 1892, but delays
arose, and in November, 1894, the work was
stopped. Messrs. Drew-Bear. Perks, & Co., of
Queen Victona-strcct. who supplied the ironwork,
Mr. H. Tolputt, of Folkestonw, who supplied timber,’
Mr.

J. Brown, of Cannon-street, who supplied bricks
sued on behalf of creditors for the balance alleged
to he due to Mr. Brooks. The net cost of the work
executed was stated to be on the first claim 65 479/
plus 10 per cent, profit, 6,547/., making 72,076/., of
which 47,800/. had been received under the archi-
tect’s certificates, leaving a balance of 24.2’6/ In
the alternative claim the net cost of the work
executed was estimated at 65,479/. as before, but the
lo per cent, profit was reckoned on the contract
price of 50,861/., which, with other amounts claimed
brought the alternative claim to 24.->62/ Tlie
plaintiffs alleged that Brooks was hindered from
continuing and completing the contract by the action
of Mr. Geo. Poole, the clerk of the works who
interfered without sufficient cause, and condemned
material supplied wholesale. It was also further
alleged tliat the architects were seldom on the
works, and that the interference of the clerk of the
works caused needlessly a net loss to Brooks of
2,520/., in addition to 193/. (value of the materials
left by Messrs, Kirk & Randall, and not permitted
to be used). The defendants generally denied the
charges against the clerk of the works and
alleged that Brooks had not carried out his under-
taking to complete the work left imlinished by
Messrs. Kirk & Randall. The Guardians further
relied on the Public Authorities Protection Act
i8q3, ns being a defence, inasmuch as the matters
referred to in the action occurred more than six
months before the action was brought. Messrs
Harston, the other defendants, pleaded that they
were not liable, anil said that they had received no
complaints Irom Poole with 'respect to the
manner in which the works were being
carried out by Brooks. Sir Edward Ridley
(now Mr Justice Ridley), then the Ofiicial Receiver
before whom the case was tried, decided that inas-
much as the plaintiffs had failed to make out tint
Messrs. Harston had been guilty of fraud dis-
honesty. or collusion, those gentlemen were en-
titled to judgment as against the plaintiffs, with
costs. He, however, decided that the contract
entered into between the plaintiff's and the
Guardians, owing to the special circumstances of the
case, had been set aside, and that the plaintiffs were
entitled to qmiiitiiiii incntit, or in the alternative to
substantial damages, to be ascertained at some
future time, and he therefore gave judgment for the
plaintiffs as against tlie Guardians, with costs The
Guardians appealed from this decision to the Divi-
sional Court on the ground that the judgment and
findings upon which it was based were erroneous in
fact and in law. and that there was no evidence or
any sufficient evidence to justify Sir Edward Ridlev
in finding cither that the plaintiffs’ contract with the
Guardians was set aside or that the plaintiffs were
entitled to substantial or any damages, or to any
damages or allowances not duly provided for in th'e
contract. The Divisional Court decided that the
case of Bush ?. The Trustees of the Port and Town
of Whitehaven, which Sir Edward Ridley felt bound
by. did not apply to the present case, and that,
although the contractor might be entitled to
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damages for delay in giving him possession of the

site, there was no ground for claiming on qiiaiitiiin

iticriiil. Upon these grounds the Court directed

that the judgment against tlie Guardians must be

set aside, and that there must be a new trial. The

plaintiffs now appealed from this decision.

Sir R. T. Reid. Q.C., M.P.. Mr. R. M. Bray, and

Mr. A. A. Hudson appeared as counsel for the

appellants (the piaintins) ; and Mr. Rosanqiiet,

Q.C.. Mr. English Harrison.iand Mr. Wm.Moyses for

the respondents (the Guardians).

Sir R. T. Reid, in opening the case for the appel-

lants, said that the arbitration occupied the attention

of Sir Edward Ridley for no fewer than twenty-two

davs. and it would obviouslv be a very serious

matter if all the complicated issues raised should

have to be gone over again. The learned counsel,

after stating the facts of the case to their Lordships,

said that ver\- voluminous evidence was given, and

in the result Sir Edward Ridley decided that while

he felt strongly that the decisions of Mr. Harston.

as arbitrator under the contract, were not capable

of justification, he was acting to the best of his

ability as arbitrator under the contract, and that

as there was no evidence that he had been guilty

of fraud, dishonesty, or collusion, the action was

not maintainable against him. The action, there-

fore. as regarded the architects, was dismissed with

costs, and this the learned counsel said he would

freely admit was against him. As to the Guardians,

Sir E. Ridley decided that the delay in giving

posse.ssion of the site entitled the contractor to set

aside the contract, and held that the plaintiffs were

entitled to claim on a quantum nicniit, or alter-

natively to damages, which would have to be

detenn’ined at some future time. It should be borne

in mind that the damages had not yet been assessed,

but he believed it would be admitted that the

damages accruing for not giving up the site at the

specified time had been agreed at about 1,400/. No
express finding appeared in the judgment as to the

clerk of the works, although in the c(mrse of the

case Sir Edward Ridley spoke strongly as to his

conduct and evidence.

The Master of the Rolls said that the Guardians

would be liable for the acts of the clerk of the

works if he was dishonest.

Sir Robert Reid agreed that that would be so, but

repeated that in his judgment Sir Edw. Ridley did

not express any opinion on the point. The crucial

point in tlie decision of Sir Edw. Ridley was that

owing to the alterations in the contract the plaintiffs

were justified in claiming on quantum meruit.

The Master of the Rolls : I should think

iiimiit represents measure and value.

Sir Robert Reid agreed, and said that under the

circumstances gHiMi/uHt would be the legal,

and “ measure and value ” the ordinary building

phrase. Continuing, the learned counsel said that

when the Guardians moved before the Divisional

Court no attempt was made before that Court to go
into the evidence, but their Lordships stated that on
the legal argument they had made up their minds
that the judgment must be set aside, and the case

re-heard by another Official Referee.

Lord Justice Chitty said that of course the case

could not go before Sir Edw. Ridley, as he was now
Mr. Justice Ridley.

Sir Robert Reid said that when the judgment of

the Division.al Court was pronounced Sir Edw.
Ridlev was still an Official Referee. In answer to

the Master of the Rolls the learned counsel added
that in any case the damages and amounts due
would have to be ascertained by the process of

quantum mcniil. He contended timt the judgment
of the Divisional Court was wrong, and submitted
that the judgment of Sir Edward Ridley should be
ordered to stand.

Mr. Reginald Bray having followed on the same
side,

Mr. Bosanquet argued that the original complaint
of the plaintiffs did not so much refer to tlie delay
in giving possession, but to the interference of the
clerk of works and architects, and that tlie learned
Referee, in confining his attention in his judgment
to the former matter, had misdirected himself.

The Master of the Rolls, in giving judgment, said

the action had to be considered just as if the builder
had himself gone on with the contract in lieu of his

creditors having finished it. The work had been
done, and unless something had arisen to the con-
trary, the agreed price must be paid. But the
plaintiff had said, first of all, that he was not bound
by such agreed price, but that there had been
breaches of contract by the Guardians, or hv those
for whom they were responsible, and that tliose

breaches were to such an extent and of such impor-
tance that the original agreement was inapplic.ible,

and that the case, therefore, was allowed to be taken
as if no contract had existed. The new agreement,
if that were true, was that the builder had done
work for tlie creditors with their assent, and, of
course, expecting to be paid. But what was he to
be paid ? Under that new agreement there wms no
fixed price

;
and if that contention were true it

would be work done upon the terms that
labour was to be paid for, without anything
having been said as to the terms. That would
be a quantum meruit. But the plaintiff here
went further. He said that he had an alterna-
tive cause of action, and that, supposing the
contract xN-as to stand good, he was entitled
to be paid the agreed price, with damages beyond, for

such breaches of contract. The case also charged

certain architects as independent defendants with

fraudulent conduct in their office, and there was a

clause which foolishly and without any justification

charged the Guardians with fraudulent conduct also.

This case was tried before the then Official Referee,

Mr. Ridley, Q.C., as he then was, just as if it had

gone before a judge without a jury. When the case

came before him. the foolish allegation as to fraud

bv the Guardians was never opened, and was never

relied on as part of tlie case against them. The
plaintiffs did, however, labour to show that the

architect had acted fraudulently. How? Partly

when he was called on to arbitrate between the

builder and the Guardians, and partly by giving

orders as to the works as architect and not as

arbitrator, and in that acting fraudulently ;
and they

charged the clerk of works with having fraudulently

colluded witli the architect. If the parties had done

nothing more it would have been the duty of Mr.

Ridlev not only to try the question of liability, but

that if he held' there was a liability to have gone on

and tried the question of damages. But the par-

ties agreed that the Referee should try the question

of liability first, the damages to stand over. The
question before the Court was not whether there

was evidence of this or that thing, but whether

it agreed with the decision to which Mr.

Ridley came. (Mr. Ridlev held that there had

been breaches of contract so extensive as to

have made the condition of tilings under wliich

the work was done so different that the original

contract was done away with, and that it was
done upon the terms that the plaintiff should be

paid a quantum meruit sum. Assuming that the

Official Referee was right, his holding that there

were very considerable breaches of the contract by

the defendants, there was an alteration of the work
to be done. But the Court did not agree with the

extreme view that Mr. Ridley took, that the work
was so altered in nature that the original contract

was not applicable to it. The breach did not go to

that length. Therefore, he (the Master of the Rolls)

could not agree with Mr. Ridley that tlie payment
for the work done was to be on a quantum meruit

in that sense. But there was the alternative case

which was attempted to be proved before Mr. Ridley

—that against the architect for fraud. That action

failed. Mr. Ridley held that the architect was en-

titled to the costs of the action, brought against him
individually. Neither side had appealed against

that decision, and it must stand. Then Mr. Ridley

found that there had been a breach of the contract

by the Guardians in not giving possession of

No. 2 Section, and this breach entitled the plaintiffs

to damages. This contract for No. 2 Section xtos a
written one, and there was no great difficulty in con-
struing it. It was clear to him (the Master of the

Rolls) that the Guardians undertook to give up the

wiiole site immediately, and he could see no ground
for saying that they were only to give the builder

the possession of such portions as he asked for.

They did not give it him on May 31, 1892, and Mr.
Ridley liad found that the builder did complain. It

was said that he did not complain to the Guardians
themselves

;
but how was the builder to know what

their names were or where they were to be found.
He did complain to the clerk of the works, and as

the Guardians did not then give possession they
were responsible, as they had broken the contract.
He (the builder) must show the damages xvhich had
accrued, and supposing that they existed. Tliey
would be such as if he had entered into con-
tracts on the faitli of this being given up to him
immediately and had suffered by being obliged to

pay for materials at once and not when wanted.
Then if lie engaged labour he had to pay the
labourers and they would be on liis hands. Further,
materials would be seriously damaged by being kept
and not used. It must be taken that there was
some damage. But the plaintiffs said that tiiey were
further inconvenienced by not having open space
in wliich to work and by interference by other
contnictors. This might well be one head of
damage. They also said that the architect
delayed them in their work in two ways

; by
giving wrong orders with regard to the work,
and by compelling them to undo that which had
already been completed. But tliey forgot that the
work was “all to be done to the satisfaction of the
architect."and that however erroneously the architect
might have exercised that duty, the builder could
not sue the Guardians for that, as they had aban-
doned the charge of fraud. Then they said that the
clerk of works improperly objected to work. They
put it “ dishonestly." He could not see any ground
for a charge of dishonesty

;
but that the clerk of

works acted obstinately and erroneouslv as far as it

was possible for him to act, he (the Master of the
Rolls) believed, and this coincided with Mr. Ridley's
view. But if the clerk of works acted xvrongly the
builder ought to have referred that misconduct of
his to the architect to act as arbitrator. If, it was
said, that by doing so the builder found himself in
slavery he ought to have considered that when he
entered into the contract. He could not recover
by any default of the clerk of the works against
the Guardians. Therefore, the only damages
in respect of which the builder was entitled
were such damages as he could prove to be
the result of delay in giving possession, and
for interference by other contractors. Therefore,
he (the Master of the Rolls) did not agree

in the whole decision of Mr. Ridley ;
but as

to the alternative case he thought he (Mr. Ridley)

was right in finding liability on behalf of the defen-

dants. Then, by consent of the parties, the amount
of tliat liability had yet to be considered, but it

ought to he proved by plaintiff in the way suggested.

The mode they ado'pted in that appeal, namely,

to say “The contract price was 50,000/.;

the doing of the work cost 70,000/., therefore the

damages must be the difference between 50,000/. and
70,000/." This was altogether wrong. As to the

decision of the Divisional Court, he (the Master
of the Rolls) did not desire to say anything more
disrespectful of it than this : that he did not under-

stand it. Even if he did, on what possible grounds,

when a case had been decided by a judge without a

jury, when he had heard all the evidence, when he

had come to a conclusion upon that evidence and
certain findings, could it be said that because

they did not agree with him as they thought

he was wrong, that therefore there should be a

new trial, in which all the evidence would have
to be gone over again? He could not think that

that was the right way to deal with the case which
had been decided by a judge who had duly con-

sidered, and had come to a conclusion, right or

wrong, upon the evidence before him. Tlie result

was that the plaintiffs before Mr. Ridley did prove

a cause of action. They proved a contract

and a breach of that contract
;
therefore it was a

simple case which had now to be tried, namely,

what was the amount of damages on the question of

liability. Then Mr. Ridley had decided that the

defendants were to pay all costs. That Court did

not interfere with the decision of such a judge as to

costs unless they thought that he had determined
the costs upon a wrong principle. Now, he could

not help thinking that Mr. Ridley did make his

order as to costs upon the broad footing that he
thought that tiiis contract was wholly clone away
with, and that, therefore, payment was to he on a

quantum meruit. Inasmuch as he(the Master of the

Rolls) had ventured not to agree with Mr. Ridley in

that, he thought the costs must have been given on a

wrong principle. The defendants must pay the

general costs of the cause
;
they would have to pay

all costs of evidence given on the cjuestion whether
there was delay ;

they would have necessarily

at the end to pay all these costs, what-
ever might be the amount of damage which
the plaintiff's might recover, but they ought not to

pay any costs in respect of the charge of fraud

which the plaintiffs brought against the architects,

nor on anv resulting claim for delay caused by such

fraud. The architects claim for costs must be taxed

at once, including the costs of that motion. Witli

regard to the costs of this appeal, as between the

plaintiffs and defendants, their lordships thought
the decision of the court below was wrong. Sir

Robert Reid had urged that the decision of Mr.
Ridley was right. Therefore, as on the whole both

sides half won and half lost, there ought to be no
costs on either side of this appeal.

Lord Justice A. L. Smith, in concurring, said that

the case of Bush v. Whitehaven Commissioners, on
which Mr. Ridley had relied, did not apply.

Lord Justice Chitty also concurred.

The Master of the Rolls added that the Court
had paid no attention at all, e.xcept to xvonrier at

it, to the objection that was taken that Mr. Ridley

would not properly try this case if it went before

him again.

In reply to Mr. Bosanquet his Lordsliip added
that the costs of the Divisional Court belonged to

Sir Robert Reid. Mr. Bosanquet's client had
pressed the judges to give a decision which was
absolutely wrong. Theirswas a horribly bad order.

Mr. Bosanquet : I could not help that, my lord.

The Master of the Rolls : Oh yes, you could
;
you

did it, I am sure you did.

Mr. Bosanquet : I was not there myself, but I

will take the responsibility.

The Master of the Rolls said the respondents

must pay the costs in the Court below.

The appeal was accordingly allowed, with the

costs as stated.

MEETINGS.
Friday, May 2:.

The Archilcciural^ Aisociation.^^'^i'!. S. S. Hellyer on
"Plumbing and Sanitary Work,” with Demonstrations.

7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.—T\\i Richt Hon, Lord Kelvin on

" Contret Electricity of Metals.'’ 9 p.m.

Saturday, May 22.

Edinhur^k Avchittctural Association.—Visits: (i) to

The Binns ; (2) to Midhope,
northern Anhitcctural Association—Visit to Castle

Eden.
Mo.ndav, May 24.

Society ofArts {Cantor Lcctures.y^^h. Lewis F. Day ou
" Design in Lettering.” IV. 8 p.m.

Tuesday, May 25.

Institution of Civil Engineers. — Engineering Con-
ference, to be opened by Mr. J. Wolfe Barr^-, President.

10.30 a.m.
Wednesday, May 26.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Engineering Conference
(continued).

Carpente}s' Company Lectures {Carpenter^ Hall,

London iyall)'~PtokB69t T, Roger Smith on "The



BUILDER
PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

7,692, W. Whitehead, Checking Workmen’s Time.—
8,002, J. Pinnington, Sash Frame.—8,210, A. Tiltman,
Ventilators.—8,743, J. Berry, Brick and Tile Making
Machines, &c.—9,202, J. Price, Tunnelling Shields.—
9,223, W. Greenwood, Chain Fastenings for Doors.—9,271/,

S. Lawrance, Sash Fasteners.—9,272, G. Young, Tool for

Forming Grooves in Wood, &c.—9,479, J. Bruckner, Self-

Closing Door Hinge.—9,549, G. Burt, Machinery for

Boring Tunnels.—9,551, A. Austin and Another, Fastener

for Doors, &c.—^566, R. Reeves, Treatment ofSewer Air or

other Obnoxious Oases, Sewage Matter, &c., during Transit

in Drains.—9,627, W. Osment, Sliding Window Sashes.

9,650, W. Allman and J. Cope, Heating Buildings, &c.,by
the Circulation of Hot Water.—9,725, J. Moore, Regula-
tion and Fastening of Window Sashes in their Frames.

—

9,726, H. Doulton, Joints of Stoneware Pipes.—9,844, J. &
C. Whittaker, Presses for Bricks, &c.—10,021, J. Makinson,
Window Sashes.—10,091, W. Hewitt, Apparatus for the

Manufacture of Tiles.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.
_

ii,it9i J- Jones, Presses for Bricks, Tiles, &c.—14,156,

T. Whitehead, Extracting and Weatherproof Ventilators.

—14,170, C. Lolir, Pavement or Paving Material, combined
with Metallic Insets.—14,718, H. Hamilton, Boring Tools.

16,787, J. Taylor, Domestic Fireplaces and Hearths.

—

7,505, J. Roberts, Window Fasteners.

Institution ofCivil Engineers .—Engineering Conference
onclutled).

Society fot the Encouragement of the Fine Arts.—Mr.
, Doran Webb, F.S.A., on “Our Rude Forefathers:
ixoii and Norm.an." Illustrated.

\Royal Institution .—Professor Dewar on “ Liquid Air
an Agent of Research.” I. 3 p.m.

Fkidav, May 28.

Royal Institution .—Professor H. Moissan on “The
olation of Fluorine.” With Experiments. 9 p.m.

Saturday, May 29.

Lewisham Antiquarian Society and St. Pauls Ecclesio-
^cal Society.—Afternoon meeting at Pulborough and

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

8,365.—Apparatu.s for Flushing Closets, &c.
G. Rhodes and Others.—UVe: inventors claim (i) an

itomatic flushing apparatus, with charging chamber,
ipply chamber, valve, syphon, levers, &c.

- ' ' - '

isin, with traps, vacuum chamber, &c.
- ' ' -

ibstantially fitted in a similar manne

.
- closet

(3) a closet basin,

„ ; and (4) forming
e joints for earthenware and lead tubes with flange,

^
^ J - —

^

-

I
'

h:.. ;;:g tr.pered ends.

9,497.—Window Fastener; R. Ellis .—By the adop-
on of a pin passing through the pl.nte of fa.stener, the
ventor precludes the possibility of opening window by a
life pushed between sashes from outside.

11,944.—Door Hinges and Applianccs : L. C.Gorisse.
•To permit door to open over carpet, facilitate lubric.ation

id automatic clo.sing. Inventor hinges door by “ blind
nges ” and applies thereto semi-spherical sockets, spindles

id springs.

13,063.—Cleaning Paint and Varnish Brushes:
. R. Pollard.— Inventor employs a pot or vessel of any

I

.able shape (containing paraffin, &c.), which has a
culated or perforated diaphr.agm. While the brush is

ig cleaned this diaphragm is immersed in the paraffin,

3j620 .—Sash Window Fasteners : E. Evans.—In-
tioii comprises a two part window fastener, one part
sisting of a slotted br.acket^ having teeth, with which
h or equivalents the other part engages, for locking
les either in a closed or partly open position, and a
lification in which a swivel-mounted .screw pin forms
t of the mechanism.
5,880.—Firefroof Artificial Stone ; A. H. van
' Vygh and Others.—The stone is composed of : coke
t, about thirty-two parts; lime, about sixteen parts;
d, .about thirteen parts; ordinary plaster of good quality,

ut twenty-one parts ; and water, eighteen parts ;

lOUgh inventors do not limit themselves to such ratios,

iglii of stone is about 800 kilos to cubic metre. Conipo-
jn can be cast or moulded in plates of any desired size

1 shape.

,784.—Graining Tool : W, Turner.—In order to

ain a graining tool which can be operated upon cornices,
harp angles, &c., inventor adopts a flat ela-stic b.ase

—

eferably ofsoft rubber—thickness v.arying from to in.,

pon one surface, on which is arranged scries of concentric
rcular grooves. The tool is capable of being manipulated
/ the operator so as to produce any desired character of
rain.

4,141.—Window Glass : F. fU. Horn.—Invention
ilates to prismatic window light.s, and inventor proposes a.s

new article of manufacture, a prismatic gla.ss, consisting
a flat body of glass, with one comparatively smooth side,

id a series of flat-sided prismatic ribs raised on the
:hcr.

6,426.—Door Hinges: F. IK Golly (a communica-
(?«)•—To allow of easy lubrication without lifting door,
iventor .adopts a pin with a convex bottom which works
1 a concavity in top surface of hinge. A receptacle is

lus formed for the oil entering a small channel provided

wing tapered socket, and ferule having tap;
n <n'T —WfVTinw L'ac-tcvui? - /i' PJ/iv —

Penrose, Mon.—“Pentwyn Farm,''94 t *- 24 p.,
f. ; and part u.t. 416 yrs., g.r. nil

.\bergavenny, Mon. — Brecon-id., “ M.alakoff
House,” area 1,831 yds., f.

By Hei'FER & Sons (at New Woriley).
New Wortley, Yorks.—2, 4, and 6, Green-lane,

5> And 7, Herbaiist-st., f., r. 42/. i8s. ..

By R. Cross (at Poulton-Ie-Fylde).
Thornton, Lancs.—Stanah Hill h'arm, 64 a. 3r. 6p.,

May 5.—By Baxter, Payne, & Lefper.
Bromley, Kent.—Homesdale-rd., “ Fairoaks,” and

ha!f-an-acre, f., r. 80/.

By Broad & Wiltshire.
Barnsbury.- 19, Westbourne-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r.

10/., r. 65/.

St. Leonard's-on-Sea.—4, Anglesea-ter., u.t. 76^
yrs., g.r. 10/., r. 90/.

By Eastman Bros.
Norwood.—Crown Hill, “ Clifford Lodge,” f. ....

By C. Hai.ston & Co.
Paddington.—61, 63, and 65, Herries-st., u.t. 79

yrs., g.r. 15/.

121, Hernea-st., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 8^.

By F. Jolly & Co.
Clapton.— II, Goulton-rd., f., r. 55/.

Stoke Newington.—14, Fountayne-rd., u.t. 79J yrs.

g.

r. lol. r. 65/.

By Moss & Jameson.
Clapham.—5, Larkhall Rise, u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 3/.

r. 40/.

Dulwich.—8, 10, 12, and 14, Hinckley-rd., u.t. 7ij
yrs., g.r. 26/., r. 112/.

By T. G. Wharton.
Regent-st.— Mill-st.j (“The Grapes ” p.-h.), f.g.r.

125/., reversion in 70 yrs
Mill-st., a strip of freehold land

By Messrs. Woods.
Ealing.—9 and ii, Venetia-rd., f.

Fulham.—24 and 26, Adeney-rd., f.

Hammersmith.—2, Church-rd., u.t. 7oiyrs., g.r. 6/.,

r. 35^-

By C. P. Whiteley.
Hackney.—28, Lower Clapton-rd., f., r. 65/.

Holloway.—Hargrave Pk., f.g.r. 132/. 6s., rever-
sion in 64 yrs

Vorley-rd., f-g-i’- i4''-i rever.sion in 62 yrs
Paddington.—Church-st., a range of stabling, f.,

r. 90/.

147, Church-st., f., r. 144/. 6s
Camberwell.—2 to 16 (even), Wyndham-rd., f.,

r. 238/.

By Messrs. Cobb (at Faversham).
Norton, Kent.— “ Mocklieggar ” Farmhouse, and

4 a. o r. 6 p,, f.

Teynham, Kent. — An enclosure of land,
8a. or. 24 p.. f.

By E. Horne (at Hounslow).
Heston, Middlesex .—

1

to 4, Richmond-cottages, f.

Upper-sq., freehold builder’s premises, r. 20/
Hounslow, Middlesex.— i, 2, and 3, Atlee'.s-cot-

tages, c

Grove-rd., a plot of building land, c
By Messrs. Sfelman (at Norwich).

Norwich.—Dereham-rd., “ Shnibland Villa,” f. .

.

By Messrs. CRAWTER(at Waltham Cross).
Cheshunt, Herts.—College-rd., a residence and

building site, 3 a. o r. 24 p., f. and c., e.r. 90/.

College-rd., a parcel of orchard land,oa. 2r. 23 p.,
c

College-rd., a residence and i a. o r. 15 p., part
f. and part u.t. 300 >ts., ^.r. 2S. 6d., r. 70/. ..

College-rd., six plots of building land, f. and c.

By W. F. Fox (at Dewsbury).
Emley Moor, Yorks.-“ New Hards ” Collierj-,

area 70 a., u.t. 10 yrs., r. 120/.

May 6.—By Blake & Dannatt.
Dulwich.— 103, 105, 107, and 109, Hindman’s-rd.,

u.t. 8ii yrs., g.r. 21/

14, i6, and 18, Dunstan’s-rd., and l.g.r. 5/., u.t.

68 yrs., g.r. 20I.

Lewisham.—49, 50, and 51, Thurston-rd., u.t. 66
yrs., g.r. 7/. 10s

Deptford.—26, Ravensbourne-st., u.t. 66 >ts., g.r.

Sl-

By Mark Liell & Son.
Mile End.—241, Burdett-rd., u.t. yrs., g.r. 7/.,

’’ By Hards & Bkadly.
Woolwich.—Mulgrave-pl., f.g.r. 8/., reversion in

I

By Robert Reid.

Oxford-st.—31, Berwick-st. and 13, Wardour-mews,

f.
,
r. 80/.

Pimlico.—3, 5, 7, arid 9i Pimlico-rd., and 2 to i8

(even), Commercial-rd., reversionary lease in

1913 for gj yrs., g.r. 12/. 10s

By Tho.mas Wright.
Westminster.—47. Willow-st., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r.

5/. ss., r. 32/.

By G. Dalton & Sons
(at Liverpool).

Parkgatc, Cheshire. — Esplanade, the "Union
Hotel ” and 2 a. 1 r. 20 p., f.

By Woods & Snelling (on the
premises).

Bermondsey.— 139, Weston-st. (10, Molesworth-

sq.), u.t. 17 yrs., g.r. 3/.

May 3.—By W. A. Blakemore.
Stockwcll.—72, 74 and 76, Stockwell-rd, and i tog,

Bricknall-cottages, f., r. 227/. 10s

Brixton.—48, Wiltshire-rd.,u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 8A lo.s.,

^ By H. V. Chew.
Wanstead.—Hermon Hill, two freehold building

plots

Leytonsione.—96 and 98, H.ainauli-rd., f., r. 64/.

By J. Hibbard & Sons.

Enfield.—26, Bycullah Pk., f., c.r. 8of.

By Ventom, Bull, & Cooper.

Mile End.— Bancroft-rd., “The Marquis of

Lome” b.-h,, and shop adjoining, f., r. 62/. .

.

83 loi, 103, and 105, Bancroft-rd., f.

' By Boyton & Pecram (at Walham Green).

Fulham.— 1, 2, and 3, Bagley's-lane, u.t. 87^ jts.,

g.

r. 18/.

By CoCKETT & Henderson
(at Broadstairs).

Broadstairs, Kent. — Nuckells-pL, “Balcony
House,” and The Assembly Rooms, f., r. 100/.

Charlotte-st., “ Clarendon House,” f., e.r. 40/. .

.

High-rd., “ Claringbold” and i a. 3 r. 35 p., f.,

ipes. After asphalt has hardened it is (mixed with a
eavy oil (preferably petroleum) residuum at 18° to 20°

leaumi. To the asphaltic cement thus obtained the
rushed stone and limestone are added

;
the materials are

ten well incorporated and moulded in a suitable press.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.

May 3.—10,939, P. Reiiouf, Building of Tubular Frames.
-10,934, J- Leaver, Window Fastener.— 10,942, J. Dixon,
Window Locking Attachment.—10,984, P. Hulburd, Catch
r Fastening for Doors, Flaps, Shutters, &c.—10,991, A,
/akefield, Jointing of Stoneware Pipes, &c.— 11,008, H.
’avernier, Cast Metallic Joints for Masonrj’.
May 4.— 11,038, J. Parsons, Window F.astener.— 11,050,

j. Robb, Door Handles.—11,059, G. Gardner, Door
^langers and Supporting Tracts therefor.—11,069, I-
iVatson, Roofs or Coverings for Brick Kilns.—11,075, W.
•IcH.arg, Prismatic Lights.—11,076, W. McHarg, Win-
ows.—11,093, David, S.ash Fasteners.— 11,108, S.
leron, Attaching the Knobs of Door Handles, &c.—
1,138, C. Calloch, Band Saws.
May 5.-11,191, M. Adams, Drain Pipes, &c.— 11,204,
Benest, Combined Sec Square, Protractor, and Level.
May 6.—11,258, A. Martyn, Sheet Material as a sub-

litute for Glass.—11,284, D. Anderson, Stone Dressing
I.achinery. — 11,305, A. Owles, Apparatus for Guiding
lunnel Shields.—11,343, R. Ayre & Craven, Dunoill &
po., Limited, Pottery Kilns or Ovens. — it. 350, J.
Packerc, Apparatus for producing a Grained Painted
iurface.—11,354, J. Golding, Tiles.

' May 7.—11,359, S. Thompson, Screw Sash Fasteners.

—

11,365, T- Jamieson, Ventilator applicable also as a
Chimney Cowl.—11,385, W. Terrey, Regulating Feed
Caps for Flushing Cisterns, &c.— 11,396, G. Bitten and H.
8owles, Window Fastener.—11,427, T. Hughes, Mitre
Cramps.
I May

_

3.—11,492, C. Hoskyns, Self-acting Ventilating
nd Chimney Cap.— 11.494, L. Lynde, Lavatories, Baths,
iink-s, &c. — 11,534, M- Fitschen, Window • fastening

Toltadine-rd., three enclosures of land. 27 a. i r.

2 p., f

May 4.—By Beard & Son.
Stoke Newington.—Salcombe-rd., "Eagle Man-

sions,” f., r. 488/.

Hackney.—26, Church-cres., u.t. 4sJ yrs., g.r. 7/.,

r. 30/.

Harlesden.—Cecil-rd., “Gilthorpe” and “ Holm-
dene,” u.t. 90 yrs., g.r. 15/., r. 56/.

Hornsey Rise.- 1 to 5, Lambton-rd., f., r. loof. ..

By Bowditch & Grant.
Addiscombe. — Havelock • rd., “ Addiscombe

Lodge,” f.

By H. Donaldson & Son.
Victoria Pk.—300, Old Ford-rd., u.t. 57 jts., g.r. Bromley.—Devon’s-rd., &c.

39S ‘ 33^- 17s
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

CONTRACTS. CONTRACTS

—

Continued,

Nktor* fli Work or MoterlAb.

Station Bulldlogi, Henwlck, Wor-

School, Barford-itmt, Martin. Sails-

hnry -
Scglna House, &u,

•Pitching

•lioad-roaklng and Paving

’Konliiih Flints and Hoggius

Granite (4,000 tons)

Hospital, CiliiitOD Mains

Additions to School. Webt Dock-

Black hail 'Mins'.

Beamish, Chester-

'i.' Gate’i-

Buslneiu Premlsi
Consett, Durhi

Shop and Housei
la-8treet . . ,

.

Sewering, Ac. Rectotj-i

Chapel and School, Edejro. nei
Carnarvon

Honan, Oleuinoray Dlstillerr, Elgin.
•8ea Wall

Wood Paving, New-rosd, Ac

Pour Houses, Gordon-etreet, Elland,
Yorks .

Dlversi n of Old Chester -road, Ibbing-

School, Cashel. CO. T7roDe ......

Sewering, Paving, Ac. BoMherr-straet

Additions to School, Friorv-road .

•Workmen’s Dwellings (108 houses)

•Stoneware Pipe Sewers, Manholes,

•Undergroond Conveniences.......

id Decorating•Cleaniiii
•Eoiwl Ml
•Eeibing, Tarpaving, Ac. Llndal-road

do. do. Prlnce's-rd.
do, do. Blackbenth Rise

•Granite Kerb and Grauite Cbanuel-

Bg whom Recinlred,

Adllngton H.D.C.

O W, R, Co
Dartmouth T.C. ...

O. N. R. Co. (Irelsiid)

J. Stanton, Council OCBces
Cborley. Ijrnea. .

G. K. Mill*, P.oddlDgton
Station. W

T. 0. Veale, Boro' Siirv. ..

District Knglneer, Bel

Tmstees of Primitive
Methodiet Chapel ..

Brighouse Corp

. R. Evans, 4, Qroa

ConnI.y Borough
West Ham

WiJlesden U.D.C. ..

A. M. Fiiwler. C K 1. Bt.

Peter'i-square, MsDCBatr
Lewis Augell, Town Hall,
Stratford, K

O.C.Robaon, Public Offices,

Dyne-rd, Kllburu, N.W,

Eton Union

Mile End Old Town
Vestry

Chesterton (Cambs.)
R-O.C

Kdlnhurgh T.C

The Clerk. Un'on OdJces,
Slongh

J. M. Knight. Vestry

J. Dunn. Siirv. (1, North-
terrace. Csriihrldge

Public Works Office, City-
chsii

Carnarvon Harbour
Trustees

Brighton T.C

ilifax Indus. 3oc.

A N. W, A O. W.
Ry Cos.

EllandU.D C

Hastings (U.D.) Scb.
Board

Hornsey U.D.C

Erlth U.D.C

Commrs. of Sewers .

.

W. Botterill, Arcbt. 2S,

;
Parliament-street, Hull

j

W. S. Shell, Aicht. Taylor-

I

street. Coneet' ...... .

{
J, Smith. 2, Mary-street.

1
West Stanley. R.9.0

;
Mr. Bower. Boro' ilngr.

i
Town.Hall

I G. U. Roberts. Qlanrhyd.

I

Edeyrn

I

O. C. Doig. Arclil, Elgin

I

W. B Jones, Barbonr

;
F. J. C. May, C.E. Town
Hall

I R. A R. E. Horsfall, Archt,
I l.l, Oeorge-street, Halifax
A. E. Bolter, Pec Pndding-

I

ton Station, W
I Rev. Q. Nelson. Green-
!

castle. CO Tyrone
I

G. Henworth, Sntv, 11.

I

Bradford-rd. Brighouse
' F. H- Hmuphreys, tl,

I

Trinily-street, Haailngs
!
E. J. Lovegrove, Council's

i

Offices, Southwonrl-lane.N.

i

G. Chatlertou, 4d, (jueeu
Anne's Gate. P.W

The Boglueer, Guildhall,
E.C.

Hog Bromley U.D.C Offices

do.
Rotherhlthe Vestry

The Surveyor, Connell

fonnan Scorgie,
Hall

Borough Engineer,
1) Corp. ' Ball

Natnra of Work or Materials, By whom Required.

Six Houses, Fraucls-atreet ' Drogheda Corp
Re-buildiug Church, Broukhampton,;

near Kawley 1

•Repairs to Tarpaving
j

Tottenham U.D.C. ..

•Pipe Sewers
[
Wllinslow U.D.O.

•Reservoir ' Potersfleld U.D.C.....
•Sewerage Works

;
Purtishead U.D.C

•Kreutlou of Institute
I

Buildings. Northgate-et. Canterburj!
•Erection of Hospital Cottage Laundry.^

4o. I Brldport Corp
•New Works at Bchools Gloucester Techuical

I

Schools C.om
•New Roads ....................... I Islington Vestry

•Desks, Ac.
!
Folkestone Sch, Bd..

.

•.’ewerage Works ' Southend-on-Sea Corp.

•Pulling Down aud Rebuilding Hotelj Ashby A Co

Tanks, Conduits, Ac I Ha«lidad*n (Lancs),Ac.

I

Outfid Sewerage Bd.
Paving, Ac, High-street I Arnold (Notts) U.D.C,

•Palutilig • Wan«tead Hch. Bd, ..
•fleansiiig, Ranairs. and Painting W. Ham Sob. Bd
•Painting. Hyde Park and Kenslugiou

Barracks War Dept
•Palullng, South Aldershot

| do.

•Building R.E. Office, Workshop and!
Store ... <jo.

•Alterations to Drainage. Sandhurst . . do.
Saml-detached Villas. Higher King-'

street, Duklnflelii A. King
Ten Houses, Holbrck, Leeds

j

T. CromacS ..

Four Pair* Cottages, Charmlnster „
j

Dorset CountyAsyliim
I Visitors ....

Mlrslon Room, Clerk-street, Bury,;

New Streets, Sculcoafes-lane, Hull ..I

Forms of Tender, Ao.
s.ppaeabj

P. Connolly. Town Hull..
Austin A Paley, Archt.
Lancaster

P. E. Murphy, 712, High-
road. Tottenham

J. Bowden, 14, niugefield,
Manchester

H. T. Ktttts, Petersfteld ..

T J. .Moss Flower. Carlton
Charab'

- • -

. J. Jenni
,

St.
Msrgaret's-st.Canterbury

do.

F. Cooper, Town Halt ....
Waller A Sou, 17, College
Green, Glouc-ster , ..

J. P. Earlier, Vestry Hall,
Upper-street, N

E. S. Wllfcs, 2. Cherlton-
ptace, Folkestone

J. M.ansergb, 6, Vlctoria-
streer, S.W
W. Menzies, Eugledeld
Green. Surrey"

Uionell. 41,Corpora-
tion t. Maiiches

HIgginbottoin,
Archt. Nottlogbaw

Offices ...
W. Jac<iue». 2. Fen-ct. E.O.
R.E. Office, 41, Charing
Croa*. W.C

1. Office, South Aider-
shot

. Raton, Sons, A Co.
Archt. Akhton-under-Ly lie

P.W.Rhodes.Archt. Upper
Wort'ey. Leeds

.

.

O.T. Hine, Archt. S, South-
street. Dorchester

T. Nuttall, C.E, 20, Market-
street, Bury
?- B. Thompson, Archt.
15. Parliament-»t Hull..

Jnue 15

No date

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Natnre of Appointment.

•Clerk of Works

•Time- and Storeskeeper . . .

.

•Sanitary I uapectijr

•Bnl'diug Inspector
•Assist.ti-t County Surveyor

Aiigliton Parochial
Com, Ortnsku'R
Harking Town U D.C.
Stoke - upon - Trent
Oorp

Sheffield Corp. ......
Hampshire C.C. ......

Applloa-

' be In.

lOOf . rlslug to 120L per anu

SOL and bouse, Ac. ........
120f. per auu
2001. per aun. and travel-
Hug ixpeuees

Thoae marked with an asterisk (*) are advertised in this Number. Contracts, pp. ly. yi. ylu. ix. & xxl. Public Appointments, pp xviii. xil

Tottenham.—Brook-st., a block of building land,

3 r., f.

By E. W. Marcetts.
Wiilesden.

—

17 to 25 (odd), Cornwall-gdns., u.t. 94I
yr.s., g.r. 30/., r. 158/

By \V. Martin.
Dulwich.—153 and 175, East Dulwich-grove, u.t.

67 yrs., g.r. 21/., r. 95/
Gunnersbury.— 19, Marlborough-rd., u.t. 80 yrs.,

g.r. 12/. I2S., e.r. 50/

By Newhon, Edward.s, & Shepiiauu.
Holloway.—HoUoway-rd., f.g.r. 48/., reversion in

0 yrs

2, Wray-cres., u.t. 67} yrs., g.r. tot., r. 43/.

9 and 10, Windsor-rd., u.t. 55J yrs., g.r. 10/. ....

Chalk Farm.—Regents Pk..rd.. f.g.r. 20/., rever-
-sion in 69 yrs

Sharpie's Hall-st., f.g.r. 49/., reversion in 69 yrs.

Berkeley-rd., f.g.r. 61/., reversion in 69 yrs
St. John’s Wood.—50, 52, and 54, Abbey-gardens,

u.t. 4a yrs., g.r. 30/., r. 130/.

Tottenham Court-rd.—56 and 58, Grafton-st., f.,

.

r- 140''-

Islington.—53, Colebrookc-row, f., r. 60/.

By Stiwson & Son.s.
Whitechapel.—29 to 37 (odd), Church-lane, f., r.

228/.

• 42/.,Comtnercial-rd. East.—Sander-st., i.g.

28i >TS., g.r. 15/.

Southwark.—27 and 28, Delph-st., f., r. 65/. 4s..

29 to 32, 37 to 40, Canielot-st., f.

Brixton.—32, 34, and 41, Lorn-nl., u.t. 29 yrs.

g.r. 24/., r. 108/.

5, 15, and 17, Bishop’s-rd., u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 12/.

New Cross.—83 and 85, New Cross-rd., u.t. 2

yrs., g.r. ; 60/.

.

u.t. 23

e and

Herne Bay, Kent.—59 and 60, Avenue-rd.,
yrs., g.r. 16/., e.r. 60/.

Ongar, Essex.—High-st., a freehold hoa*
shop, area 9,700 ft

Bethnal Green.—Three Colts-lane, a corner
building plot, f.

By A. Sqcire.
Camden Town.—5: and 53, Tornano-av., u.t, 47

>Ts., g.r. 13/., r. 86/.

i69andi7i, Gt. College-st., u.t. 41J yrs., g.r.

12/., r. 90/.

By H. J. Bliss & Sons.
Hackney.— 6, Stretton-villas, u.t. 51 yr.s., g.r.

6/. 10s., r. 40/.

Bethnal Green.—23, 25, and 27, Digby-st., and 10,

12, and 14, Digby-walk, f., r. 97/. los
Dalston.— i and 2, Ipswich-rd., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r.

7<'-

75 and 77, Pownall-rd., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r. 8/., r.

83^. 4S

45 and 47, Marlborough-rd., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r.

7/. los., r. 67/. I2S

75i 77i and 79, Marlborough-rd., u.t. 48 yrs., g.r.
10/. los., r. 109/ 4S

Victoria Pk.—43, Appioach-rd., u.t. 57 yrs., g.r. 5/.,
r. 40/.

Hackney.—Well-st., '‘The Gun” b.-h., u.t. zo yrs.,
g.r. 12/. 10s., r. 40/ _£,5o

Stoke Newington.—94, Farleigh-rd., u.t. 67 >ts.,

g.r. 7/.. r. 42/. 350
Leyton. -Westerliam-rd,, a plot of freehukl land . . 650

Ily Douglas ^ oung 6£ Co. (at Sutton).
Sutton, Surrey.— Lodge-rd., thirty-one plots of

building land, f.

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent

;
r. for rent

;

f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold
; 1. for leasehold

; e.r. for
estimated rental

; u.t. for unexpired term
; p.a. for per

annum
;
yrs. for years

; st. for street
;
rd. for road

; sq. for
square

;
pi. fur place

; ter. for terrace
; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.

g/io/o g/:o/o

5/S/o 6/5/0

0/0/0 0/0/0
r/iS/o

TIMBER.
Greenheart, B.G.

ton 8/0/0 o/o/o

Teak. E.I....Ioad it/io/o 16/10/0
Sequoia, U.S.ft.cu. t/8 i/io

Ash, Canada load 31510 4/ta/o

Birch, do S/<S/6 Stto/o
Elm, do 4/0/0 5/5/0
Fir, Dantsic, &c. . a/is/o a/ic/o
Oak, do.
Canada

Pine, Canada red
Do. Yellow ....

,

Lath, Dantsic.fath 4/10/0 s/>o/c

St. Petersburg.
. 5/0/0 6/io/o

Wainscot, Riga,
&c., log 2'o/b akIo

Odessa, crown..,.
Deals. Finland
and & iststd 100 9/0/0 9/10/0
Do. 4th Ac 3rd..

, 9/0/0 9/10/0
Do. Riga ...... 7/10/0 8/10/0
St. Petersburg,

ist yellow. .. . ii/o/o 13/10/0
Do. and yellow lo/o/o ti/0/0

Do. white ...... 9/10/0 ii/zo/o
Swedish 9/10/0 s6/ic/o
WhI.A Ca.. ..I./.

TIMBER feontinutd).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 e/1/6
Walnut, Italian

. 0/0/a o/o/v
METALS.

Iron—Pig, In Scot-
i-uid ton a/5’2| 0/0/0
Bar, Welsh. In
London 5/15/0 5/17/5

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o s/ia/6

Do. StalTordshire,
in London 5/15/0 S/w/o

Copper— British
cake and ingot 5a/i5'o 53/5/0
Best selected .. 53/0/053/10/0
Sheets, strong.. 58/0/0 0/0/0

a/o/o 4 5/0

White Sea »o/io/o 17/0/0
Canada, Pine ist 19/10/0 25/10/0
Do. do. and .. .

.

Do. do. 3rd, &c.
Do. Spruce. 1st.

Do. do. 3rd and
-and 8/0/0 9/5/0

New Brunswick 7/1510 8/5/0

14/0/0 16/10/0

6/10/0 iD/0/0

lo/io/o la/o/o

6/S'3

Battens, all kinds
Flooring boards,

sq., 1 In. prep.
ist 0,8,6 0/15,6
Do. and 0/7/0 o/r-

-

Other qualities—
Cedar, Cuba, ft,

Honduras, Stc.

Mahogany, Cuba
St. Domingo,

Mexican,!^, do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose. Rio.

Satin, St Doming, 0/0/7

0/0/0
4ltl. 5d.

11/189 12/1/3

»2'5/o

13-6/3

Spanish ^..ton
English com.
brands
Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards ..

_Pipe 13/163
Zinc — English
sheet ton., ao/io/o
Vieiilo Mon-
tague Il/io/o
Spelter 17/5/0 17/7/6

Tin—

S

traits .... 61/5/0 0/0/0
Australian 63/10/) 63/0/0
English Ingots.. 65/0/065/10/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0
Biiliton 59/15/0 60/0/0

OILS.
Linseed ton r4/i5'o 0/0/0
Cocoanut, Cochin 37/15/0 0/0/0
Do. Ceylon 34/0/0 0/0/0
Palm. Lagos 14/10/0 0/0/0
Rapeseed, English

37/10/0 37/15/0
Do. Brown 37/0/0 37/10/0
Cottonseed ref. , , 15/17/6 16/10/0
Oleine 18/10/a 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9
Tar — Stockholm

barrel sv/o
Archangel. , 0/13/6

0/6/6

furpeniine ao.'is/o o/c/o

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," anil must reach us
fiot later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
.address of the sender; and we cannot publish announce-

1

ment.s ofTenders accepted unie.ss the .amount of the Tender
;

is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
.^loo, unle.s.s in some exceptional cases and for special
reasons.]

d and several other roads, for the Town Council. Mr.
Dyack, Burgh Surveyor, Town House, Aberdeen;—

}]'aiker-road.

R. M'Kay, Abergeldie-road ,£84 15

Orchard-street.

R. M'Kay 43 15 >

Momingjield-rood-

J, M'Adam dc Soos, Charlotte-street 536 i

AUDENSHAW.—For sewering, kerbing, ilaggiog. and paving
Wtutehead-sneet, Church-scieec, and Wcsi-strecc, lur itic Audeu-

i

sliaw UlstiicC CounciL Mr. J. U. Burton, suiveyor, 2, Guide-lane,
Hooley-Iiill

.

1, Cooper .£912 S 9 I Werthington & Pow-
H. Kinder bS8 i aj

|

nail, Manchester* ...£838 9 9 1

R. Kish . 844.
[Sutveyui's estim.rte, .£9)1- 135- 2d ]

BANSTEAD.—For erecting new school room and alterations to
girls' school at the banstuaa Schools, -Surrey, lor ihe manageis uf
the Kensington and Chelsea School Discrtcc. Mr. Cecil A, Sharp.

|

architect, S9> Fenchurch-screet, E.C,, and 34, Grainger-street West,
Newcastle-on-Tjne. Quantities by Mr. S. B. Beale, 3, Princes-

j

- £2,330 '

street, Westminster:
General BuUaers, L(
Stevens & Sons ...

Ualchm & Shoptand .. 1,997

B. Pope & Co 1,995

t
B, Potter i.^S
oshwoods, Ltd....... 1,983

I F. Smith d: Son £1.075 1

S. Hart 1.967 '

j
Akers St Co 1.937 '

I
E. T. Bumand wall-

1 iagton, Surrey* 1,938 <

1
• Accepted.

BELFAST.—For the erection of the West Bel fast Orange Hall and
|

caretakei’s residence, Shonkhill-ioad, for the Committee. Mr. Woi.
j

ilact, arcbitecc, Garfield Chambers, Koyal-avenue, Belfast:— '

j. Kidd £2.550 0 o
I

M. riearsc £2.45° o 0

J. Killen 2500 o o J. Hemniingway. . . 2.413 o ol
2,500

3,490 '

3,301 9 I

BELl’ER.—For the erection of an isolation hospital. Crick-line,,

for the Corporation. Mr. M. Hunter, aichicecc, BriiL-e-screeiit

Helper. Quantities by Mr, John Watson, Cogan Chaiiiberi, Hull
Gwom&uo £7,170 0 o

I

H. Robinson* 6,466 5 6

Aitingley 7.132 7 o W. Moss & Sons.
BodeudeSons 7.0^15 ol Loughborought . 6,480 0 o'

1-Old & Co 6.850 o 0 1
H. lordant 6.12310 u

Walker & Slater. .. . 6,800 o olW. Sha»§ 5,550 0 0;

J. F. Price 6.780 o o
I

•Withdrawn. t Accepted. J Excluding heating.

§ Excluding roads, drainage, and heating.

BILSTON (Staffs.).—Accepted for the erection of four houses, .

Willenhall-ioad, for Mr. W. Bishop. Mr. J. Mason, architect, 86,

Darlirgtcn-stieet, Wolveihampton :

—

Bei'j. Guest, Wolverhampton £'.395 t®
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BLACKBURN.—For the erection of a laundry at the work.
lOuse, for the Union Guardians. Mr. ]as. Aspinal), architect,
I'ictpria-street. Blackburn

I

Masonry and Bricklaying. — R. Webster,
! Blackburn .ft JW 0 o
1

—I. Hiphton & Son, Blackburn 364 o o
I

A/aNw^.—W, Foster & Sons. Padiham ........ 174 0 0

I

/’/i/wxdiM.p.—P. Walsh & Son, Biackbiim 103 0 o

I

Painting.~-'N

.

Dickinson. Biackbum 40 J4 6

I

BLACKBURN.—For the erection of chimney at electricity
iotks, Jubilee-street, for the Coipotation. Mr, E. M. Lacey,
ingincer. 10, Delahay-strect, S.W. —

B. Hilton & Son.£i545 o 0 I W. !. Woof Cronshaw,." “i"— 1,44514 9 28, Montaptie-stieet,
i,»94

«...
1,153

&Co.
okn Rees ....

H. Cooksby
ans & L^e

s Hilton .

BLAENGARW (Wales).—For the erection of an hotel, for Mr
. T. Salathiel. Mr. S. J. Williams, architect, 23, Montague-terrace
•berdarc

8roSj_. .£4,420 0 o
I

Thomas Roberts.. . .;£3,345 0 1

'' 4it73 >4 4 Samuel Davies &
3,749 0 0 I

Sun. Blaengarw,
3,700 0 o| Bridgend* 3,150 0 t

3.373 0 0 I
Isaac Rues 2,940 0 1

• Accepted.

Iiambers, Corn-street. Bristol

.

.Walters j£a.99S 1
H. Forse .£2,400

..Humphreys 2.B46 Hughes & Weeks 2,347
nosGay 2 840 Geo. Downs 2,310
ofolin & Son 2.790 1 John Perrolt* 2,298
fUkins Sc Gosling 2.555 I

• Accented.
[All of Bristol]

odwin .

r the erection of CathoHc schools, Burslem.
:r A: Sons, architects, Hanley

;£3.3’9
I

Lougden j£2.699
2 888

I
Grant fc Sons 2.575

2,74a
1

Cooke, Burslem (accepted) 2,554
2,6^ I Bennett 2,429
2,699 1

Walley & Woollscroft . .. 2,345

I
CARSHALTON,—For pulling down and rebuilding sliop pre*

pises and stabling at Higli-street. Carshalton, Surrey, for Mr,
L. N, Morgan. Mr. Cecil A. Sharp, architect. 59. Fenchurch-
l.reet. London, and 24, Graioger-slreet West. Newcasile-on-Tyne.
f^titics by Mr. Sydney B. Beale, 3, Princes-street, West-

ftewart & Son ;£2.59S I Akers & Co £3,337
lydney Hart 2.547 J. B. Potter 2,275
.. Smichdc Sous 2.490 I H. Clarke 2.t33

f

. T. Burnand 2,451 I Balchin Sc Shopland,

.Popc&Co 2.413! Sutton. Surrey* 2,127
* Accepted subject to certain modifications and teductions.

iCASTLEFORD.—Accepted for the erection of three houses,
(ormanton Common, for Mr, John Barr. Mr, Geo. F. Pennington,
rchitect, Central-chambers, Castleford;—
I Smith & Parker, .Normanton .£690

I CATERHAM (Surrey).—For south-west extension of the Con-
iregational School (“ Vmey Memorial Wing "J. Mr. Alfred Conder,
ichiteci, Palacc-chambers, Westmioster

Estimate Estimate
No. 1, No. 2. Total.

Chapman.. £1,650 ,....£351 £a.ooo
[timpson & Co 1.440 320 1,760
— H. <St R. Roberts 1,3^ ...... 297 1,693
lolloway Bros 1,352 281 1,633
. Smith Sc Sons 1.230 250 1,480

(accepted) 1,109 216 1,325pkeis &

CLACTON-ON-SEA.—For the erection of a residence, Welles-
ey-road, for Mr. R. Wood, Mr. James W. Martin, architect
. W. Dixon .£1,038 I Ernest West £900

990 1
A. J. Linzell (accepted) .... 881•hiUltoe Sc Sons..

. CLACTON-ON-SEA —For the erection of a residence in Pier-
venue. for Mrs. M. Sutton. Mr. James W. Martin, architect ;

imesc West .£t.393
j

M. Potts £1.202
lyall & Ellis 1,275 H. J. Llazell* 1,198
. W. Dixon 1.225 1 ‘Accepted.

CROYDON-—For the Geofge-street extension of Mr. J. Allder's
remises. Mr. A. Broad, atchiteei, 3, High-street, Croydon,
lusntlties by the architect -

I. Hart £6987
ohnson S; Co 6>758
iolloway Bros. 679
. Smith Sc Sons 6.542
idwards & Medway .... 6,493

.•£6.323E. P. Bulled Sc
W. H. Lordeii
S. Page 6,t7S
W. H. Lascelles Sc Co. .. 6.150
W. Smith S: Son 6.119
A, Bullock* 5884

* Accepiei

ENFIELD,—For erecting a residence, Essex-toad, Enfield, for
It. A. G. fidler;-
L. Poiter £1,600

1

Snewin Bros, Sc Co £1.150

1.196 I

FEATHERSTONE (Yoiks.).—Accepted for the erection of
msiness premises and managers house, for the Pontefract Indus-
rial Society. Limited. Mr. Wm. Hurst, architect. Pontefract

Bricklaying and Masenry,—K. Sutton, Feaiherstone£4as
Carfientry and joinery —David Jackson, Pontefract 424
Plumbing. Grc.—Joshua Snowden S: Son, Ossett 100
Slaling.—Qco’gB Spurr, Pontefract 72
Plastering.—T. Senior, .Pontefract.

Total ^
[Painting included in Carpenter and Joir

0 tons unbroken whinstune, for it

s. d.

'

Geo. Schofial 1, Grosment 7 3
Lunediile WhinstoneCoinp.inyi York 8 5
Coinmondale Whiastone Ccropuuy,
Castleton 8 3

HANLEY.— For the erection of shop premises. Marsh-street,
lanley, for Mr, G. F. Paddock. Messrs. R. Scrivener Sc Sons,
rchitects, Hanley:—
ompkinson Sc Bet- I Godwin, Hanley* £2,73510
teliey £3.207 o Comes 2,719 o

... 3.09s 0 Bennett 2,656 0

... 3,064 oj •Accepted,
gnafi .

KENDAL-— For Ihe erection of six dwelling houses. The Sound.
Mr. John Hutton, architect. Kendal. Quantities by Mr. John
Hutton :— ^ s )

7N«<'/»n,ga»crf Afajoxrr-^.—James Howie. Kendal £557 15 '

5/a/i«g.—James Bailey, Penrith 107 4
yoi>tcry.~'Nra. Matthews. Kendal 494 0
yVo-r/rrixf.—Steele Sc Co-i Kendal 58 0 <

Plumbing. Painting, and Glazing.— Jack-
son, Kendal 16316 ;

Total £>430 16 :

KINGSTON.—For the erection of male infirmary, nurses' home
and porter's lodge, for the Guardians of the Kingston Union. M*
W. H. Hope, C.E., architect. Quantities by Mr.Giiy M.Nicholson
Perry Sc Co £'9.353 1

Kilby & Cayfbrd £'7.965
Oldndge i Sons 18,969

|
C. E. Skinner 17.958

Whitehead St Co. 18,726
]
W. Wallis 17859

F. & F. H. Higgs 18 587 Goddard St Son 1

Pattinson St Son 18,450 I J. W. Brooking, Rkh-
Wheatley St Sons J8.1SS 1

mond* 17,540
• Accepted.

KIRTLEBRIDGE (N.B.).—Accepted for additions,
Kittle Church, for the Heritors of tne Parish. Messrs.
W ight, architects, 74. George-street, Edinburgh

Masonry.—]oim Rae Sc Sons, Ecclefechan .

Car/rx/rj'.—Hugh Kerr Sc Son. Annan
Plumbing.—T. Underwcod, Annan
5/ati(rg,—J. Richardson. Annan
Plastering.—]hs. Laldlaw, Ecclefechan
C/azr;r,g.—Dickson Sc Walker, Edinburgh ..

/’afxtfxg.—McCuUoclt, Annan
J/catiug.—MecMe Sc Philp, Edinburgh

See..

..£640 .

33 >1

34 Ji

LEEDS.—For the erection of a police-station and branch free
library. Upper Wortley, for the Corporation

J. T. Wright, Leeds £2981
[Subject to approval of Council]

LONDON,—Foralterations, No. 250. Green Lanes, for Mr. Geo.
Hand. Mr. F. W. Pearce, architect :—
Snewin Bros. St Co £954

j

Kelland £725
Mattock Bros. 925!

LONDON.—For pulling down and rebuilding the "Anchor"
public-house. Old South Lambeth-road. Mr. John Hamilton,
architect :

—

W. Shurmur £'.143 I Ptitchard Sc Renwick .. ..£1,484
Snewin Bros. & Co i,i25|l3ivis
Edwards S: Medway .... i,no

|
Whitehead

LONDON.—For erecting three shops and dwellings in High-
street. Ponder's End, for Mr. G. Stiles. Mr, Frank DoUey, atchi
tect, 19. Great Wmchester-street, E C.
W. Newman ' * ' '

T. Almond & Son .

.

'. Almond 1.375

LONDON.— For alterations o the •• Ship " Tavern, Hackney -

Hants St Wardrop £2,955 I
Edwards Sc Medway £2 660

Tomes 3,991 Snewin Bros. & Co
Todd 2,8^

I
Chuichen

HaU, Uld-stceet, E.C. :—
E. Parry £3-336 16 4 |

T. Adams £2.293 >9
Hy. Cox 3,11419 1 Killmgback Sc Co... 1,940 5
F. Jackson Sc Son .. 39:8 0 5 John Jackson, Plais-
Pedrette Sc Co 2,545 15 5 I

low* 1,878 «
• Accepted.

[Surveyor’s estimate, £2.603.]

LONDON.—For the erection of conveniences at Hilly Fields, for
the London County Council:—
H. }. Stephens £752 6 6

I
Thomas S: Edge ... £677 o

LONDON.—For the constiuction of a brick sewer, Bedfordbury,
forthe 'Vestry of St. Martin-ia-thc-Fields, Westminster. Mr. Chas.
Mason. C.E., Town Hall. Chaiirg Cross, W.C.

PedretteSc Co ,Queen's-road, Finsbury]
Park (accepcodl

J. H. Neave ^Schedule of Prices.
C. W. KUllngback Sc Co

|

H. Dunkley Sc Co J

HOOLEY HILL.— For the erection of six houses in Nelson-
reel. Mr, J, H Burton, architect, Hooley^HUl ;

—

All tindes except Plumber and Glazier.
. Whitell £1.782 o o| Wellarman Bros £1.511 13 6
.bez Gibson & Son i.^o 0 o Zachariah Pike .... 1,473 7 0
xors- Thos. Storer 1,600 0 o James Ridyard, Ash-
Whitehead 1.588 o el lon-underLyne* . . 1,398 »o o
;tton & Bowness.. 1.585 0 oj ‘Accepted.

Plumber and Glazier.

mes Ridyard £86 0 0
[
H. C. Hobson £68 5 o

enry Rigby 75 o 0 Alfied HeaJd 68 o 0
H, Coop, Ashton- Peter Wills 68 0 0

undei-Lyne* 68 9 6 1 ‘Accepted.

LONDON.—For carrying-out works for the Hornsey Distri
Council Mr. E. J. Lovegrove. Ergineer and Suiveyor ;

ScTveragc Work, KighlingaU-lane, Hornsey. (Workmen's
thi'etling Scheme).

Pedrette & Co £1.268 I F. A. Jackson, Sc Son Ltd,
J. A. Dunmorc 1.193 Finsbury Park, N.* £980
T. Adams 1,040

]

For Making-up St. .-Uin's-raad. (Second SectionJ.
Pedrette Sc Co £102 12 4 I

F. A. Jackson Sc Son,
T. Adams 60 9 2 1

Ltd., Finsbury Park*£6o 6 5

For Snr/dee ll'ater Sewer, .Vusweil Hill.
Pedrette Sc Co £2,922 I

W. Griffiths £>.744
Wilkinson Bros 2,291 T. Adams 1.678
J. Bloomfield 1.676 F. A, Jackson St Son. Ltd.,
J. Jackson t.815

1
Finsbury Park, N.* .... 1,378

Far jVew Sewers, &-e.. Falkland-read.
Pedrette St Co £339 I

T. Adams £223
W. Griffiths 257 F. A. Jackson St Son, Ltd. 221

j

. Bloomfield 238 I Williamson & Sons, Fins-

. Jackson 230! bury Park, N.* 3:4

For Sesverage Work, yackson's-lane, Hifhgatc.
Pedrette St Co £564 I J. Jackson £367
Wilkinson Bros 451 I J. Bloomfield 339
W. Griffiths 401

I

F. A. Jackson & Son, Ltd,,
T. Adams jSg

j
Finsbury Park, N.» 262

For Surface-water Sewer, High-street and Birkbeck-road, Hornsey.
Pedrette St Co £298

)
T. Adams £222

W. Griffiths 23s I F. A. Jackson & Son. Ltd.,
J. Jackson 227

j

Finsbury Park, N.* 201
J. Bloomfield 225 [

• Accepted.

MONMOUTH.—For the erection of sewage disposal buildings
(Contract No. 3). for the Town Council Messrs, firamwell "

Harris, engineers, 5, Great George-street, Wesirainster, S.W,
Myles & Warren. .. .;t9.347 IS 0 |

GradweQ S: Co £4,984 0
Alfred King Sc Sons 6,198 o o K. Weldon 4,847 o
Johnson Bros. 5.499 5 3 H. Smith 4,213 0
John Perkins 5,235 0 o |

j. Akeroyd St Son, Birstali ..

joinery.—1 . Akeroyd St Son. Bitstall

Slating.—]. Atkinson St Son, Leeds ..

Plumbing.—

G

A. Firth, Motley
D. Wilby, Biisiall

NEWCASTLE (Stalls.)—For re-erecting "St. George's Insti-
tute." Newcastle. Messrs. R. Scrivener Sc Sons, architects.

Bagnall i £2,383 I T. Godwin i

Galliinore ..

A. Bennett.

.

1,258 I S. Wilton, ji

172) castle*
!,i|0

I

S. Wilton, jun.

Accepted.

PAIGNTON.—For the erection of new banking premises for
Lloyd's Bank, Ltd. Mr. W. G. Couldrey, architect, of Paignton.

S
uantities by Mr, Vincent Cattermole Brown, of Paignton
. P. Rabbich £3.595 !

H, Webber Sc Sons £3,540
E. Westlake 3,59: C. Sr R. E. Drew 3,525
K. E,Yeo.. — 3.585 I

E. P. Bovey. Torquay* . 3.247
* Accepted,

PENZANCE--ForrebuUding sited, &c ,
Albert Pier. Messr

G. H. Small, Borough Suiveyor :—
Wm. Pascoe, Penzance £363

PONTYPOOL.—Accepted for the erection of school buildings.
Park-terrace, for the Trevetbin School Board. Messrs. L-ansdowno
Sc Griggs, aichltecis, Newport, Mon.

yV. Sc A. Davies, Abeisychan, near Pontypool £1,120

ST, ALBANS —For the erection ofa villa residence in Gombards-
road. Mr, Fercival P. Blow, architect, 7. London-road, St. Albans:—
Wimbley & Jarvis £727

j
Miskin & Son £715

BoffBios 719 I
Bushell* 69s

* Accepted subject to certain deductions in fittings.

ST. ALBANS,—For erecting nineteen cottages at St. Albans, for
Mr. G. Young. Mr. T. Foster Woodman, architect, St. Albans:—
C. Miskm £4.885 0

I J. & W. Savage £3.820 o
J. T. Bushell 4,332 to

j

SNARESBROOK (Essex).-Far residence, Woodford-road.
Snaresbrook, for Mr. F, W. Ayres. Messrs. Gordon. Lowlher, Sc
Cunton, architects:-
Williams Sc Son £3.893 I W. Lawrence £3 635
Munday 3.799 W, Sliurmur 3.S5a
Patman & Fothetingham 3 698

j
JolilTe. 3,350

Sabey Sc Son 3.643 j
Snewin Bros. Sc Co 3.24B

SOWERBY BRIDGE —Accepted for the erection of West End-
Congregational new Sunday-school Mr. S. Wilkinsoa, architect,.
Sowerby Bridge :

—
Masonry.—Vim. Sutcliffe, Sowerby Bridge ‘

yoinery, S-c.-Lewis Whittaker. Norlana, Sowerby
Budge

Plumbing, Glazing, and Lighting.— Staffard,
Sowerby Bridge

Slating ana Plastering.—Geo. Whiteley, Sowerby
Bridge

Painting.— 'E. Whitehead Sc Co., Sowerby Bridge
- Lomas Lumb. Sowerby Bridge .

"cCo.,Steel Joists.—T)otmis\, Long & Co.. Ltj., Middles-

Jren Pilfars.—] 3,s. Mackriil, Ell'and
Iron Boo/ Principals.— V.. Bagshaw

£2.216

Sc Co
,
Bailey J

STONEHAVEN.—Accepted for additions to Episcopal Schools,
Stonehaven. N.B. Mr. J. Augustus Souttar, architect, 43, Union-

-

street. Aberdeen. Quantities by architect :

—

Masonry —'W. Smith At Co.. Stonehave n £263 15 o
Car/rx/r-y.—K. Mitchell & Son, Stonehaven . ... 139 3 o

A. Cormack. Stonehaven 32 6 it
Painting and U/aat'xg.—Barton Sc Son, Aber-
deen 14 18 0

Slaling.—C. Maitland, Aberdeen 26 17 8-

Plumbing.—E. Pithie, Stonehaven 27 10 o
Sundries 4816 0

£553 I

TWERTON-ON-AVON.—For erecting a school, for the School •

Board. Messrs. Silcock Ac Reay, architects, Bath :—
W. Cowlln Ac Sons £8.191

J
J. Long & Sons, Bath* ..£7,655

Hayward At Wooster .. ., 7,8^1 ‘Accepted.

WALLINGTON.—Fortheercctionofapalrof cottages in Taylor-
road, for Mr. G. Rogers. Mr. C. E, Salmon, architect
E, J. Buinand £9'3 I

W. Brown £617
Howe -H* White 36o i H. Clark (accepted) 74c.

WALTON-ON-THAMES.— For forming and makiag-up road,'.

See., St. Ceoige's-svenue, Hersham, for the Urban District Council.
Mr. R. F. Hankins. Surveyor, Cornwall House, Hersham-toad,
Walton :—
E. Cherrett £'S0 'o

I
Geo. Hebbum £145,

WARRINGTON.—For the erection of two houses, &c., Orford-
lane. for Messrs. J. Ac T. Edwards. Mr. L. O, WiUiams, architect,

.

70, Victoiia-street. Liverpool;

—

F. 'W, Wright, contranor, Latchford (amended quantities), £570

Trencar, for the Trencar DJty Company, Limited.
Jenkin, architect, Trewirgie, Rediuth ;—
Hodge Ac Cray £S93 o 0

|
W. Winn Ac Son. Hels-

Whiie Ac Themas .... 588 0 o| ton (accepted) £557 7

WE5TCLIFF-0N-SEA.— For the erection of superstructure of
" Queen's Hotel," for Mr. WagstafL Mr. James Thompson, archi-

tects. Bank C hainbers, Scuthend
R. Gooch £21,985 17 3

I

F. Dupont £20.900 o o
E. West 21.8J0 0 0 Davi? At Leaney .. 21,724 o o
T. Mitchell 2t.6ja o o A, E. Symes,
Pattinson & Sons.. 21,510 0 0 Stratford* 20,600 o c

Jones Ac Sens 21,000 0 oj ‘Accepted.

WEST HAM.—For making-up. paving. Arc.. Balmorai-road and>
five other roads, for the Town Council Mr, Lewis Angel), Borougiv.

Engineer. Town Hall, Stratford, E. :—
T. Adams £2.c68 o 3 I J. Jackson. Plaistow*£i.75s 15 j,

W. Griffiths 1,87818 5 I
•Accepted.

LONDON SCHOOL BO-ARD TENDERS.
The following lists of tenders were brought

up by the Works Committee at the last meeting;
of the London School Board :

—

ATLEY-ROAD (Old Ford).—For manual trainirg cen're:-

building
bnekwotk

). Grover Ac Son
E. Lawrance Ac Sons
W. Irwin
Staines Ac Son
E. Triggs
W. Subimur
C. Cox
G. S, S- Williams Ac Son ,

R. A. Yetbury Ac Sons . .

.

J. T. Robey*

£755 0 ....£i4 I

T. Ciuwys
I
Lilly i Lilly, Ltd.* 55.

BOUNDARV-LANE.—Exterior painting

CARLTON -ROAD (Kentish Town). — For manual training;

enue
Extra for
building
brickwork-

£14
E Lawrance Sc Sons
Dove Bros
F. T. Chinchen
W. Irwin
G. S. S. WiUiams Ac Son ,

R. A, Yerbury Ac Sons ...

Cowlev A; Drake
E. T. FoUey*
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CAPLAND-STREET.-Palnring exteiior

E. T. FoUey ,£197 o
J
r. T- Chinchen £179

W. Hornett 197 0 I W. Brown^ 170

T. Crtiwys 19s 0 I Marchant i Hirst 158 j

H.C.CUfton 193 0 1
W.ChappeUt. i4S >

CHICKSAND-STREET (Whitechapel).—For additional heating

apparatus
C. Davis .£*36

I

Dutiield J; Co. £176
W. Simmons t89 j. Wontner-Smith. Cray.
Wenhara 4: Waters 1S5 4: Co.* 170

Vaughan Sc Brown. Ltd. . . 178
|

COOK'S-CROUND (Chelsea) —For improving heating appa-

W. G. Cannon A: Sons .

Comyo. Ching St Co....
Vaughan & brown. Ltd
J, C. &J-S.Etlis. Ltd. ..

[. Wontner-Smith, Gray,

1
&Co .

I
G. Da»-U*

Camberwell-grovc).—ForEDGECOMBE-ROAD (Hired
«rection of two iron buildings :

—
Humphreys lLiraited)j£933 0 0

|

W. Harbrow £740 o
Cfoggon i Co. Ltd. 9*7 to 0 J. Mitson 734 »9

<J. Davis £c33
J, C. i- J. S. EllU. Li-
mited 8s

J. & F. May 79 1

Price, Lea, & Co 7s

W. G. Cannon & Sons.. ..£
J. F. Clarke Sc Sons
Vaughan 4: Brown .... ,

J Wontaer-Sralth, Gray,
ArCo.t

HORSEFERRY-ROAD.—Providirgwaterclosets for girls' and
infants’ departments, and water-closet for the school-keeper: facing
up liank walls of public-house and school-keeper's house, ami
buildtog new buttresses : forming new entrance and iron staircase
to the boys’ department: providing partition between boys’ and
igirls' covered playground under scnool, 4;c. ; and enclosing,
iiraining. and tar paving the additional land. &c.
T. Nicholson £*.^5

I
E- Ttiggs £t,S7a

O. G. Wade i.&o Lathey Bros 1,358
W, 4: H, Castle 1,599 1

F. G. Mintei* i.iS?

KNAPP.ROAD (Bromley),-
'departments, and fur other
Bromley

•For
I

C. Miskin 4.'Sons
T. Shillitoedc Son .,.

J . Longtey Sc Co, . . .

.

G.E. Wallis 4; Sons.,
Lathey Bros.
E. Lawrance 4: Son ..

G, S. S. Williams 4; Son .

.

R. A. Yerbury 4: Sonsi- . .

,

B, E. Nightingale
W. Shurmur
Stlmpson 4: Co
G. Mundav & Sons
Treasure Sc Son
C. Cox*

..£9685

.. 9'sss '

- 9.483 1

.. I

13

'

.. 8,9S4 '

Extra for

building
brickwork

..£?c6^®‘'o'
los

8,496

LYNDHURST-GROVE,—Exterior painting:—
T, Hooper £225 I H. Mallet £149
H.Lme.. . 222

I
Johnson 4:Co 133

J-E'Ford 163
(
H. Somerford 4: Son 121

^-'•.Goad 149 J. Garrett 4: Son j23
E. Tnggs t4S I

Rice 4: Sont 119

MARSH-LANE.—Painting exterior:—
W, Hornett £iS3 ao 0

[

W. Banks £115 14
C. Foreman 144 o 0 W. Holding 4: Son .. 9810
G. Barker 130 0 0

|
Jones 4; Groves t .... C2 14

MONSON-ROAD.—Exterior painting:—
A. Black A: Son £430 0 o I J. A: A. Oldman £i6a o
o. E. Musgrove 245 13 o W. Banks *64 19
O. Barker xgo o 0

j

Holliday ArGreenwood i6t o
H.J. Williams 18210 0 I

Jones A: Groves t .... lat 8

NETLEY-STREET SITE (Hampstead),—For making good
Onclcwork of adjoining property :

Lathey Bros £174
|
E. T. FoUeyt £157

C.B. N.SNEWm
MAHOGAJNY, T\’AINSCOT, 'WALNUT,

TEAK, "yDNEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
^08. 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, & 17, B.A.CK HILL,

HATTON GARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET,
FARRINODON ROAD, E.C.

CHE L.kROEST STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF WOODS IN EVERYTHICKNESS, DRY. AND FIT FOR IMMEDIATE USE
Colephone, 65,274 Holborn. Tele. Addrese :

“ SNEWIN, London.

NY'NEHEAD-STREET.—Painting exterior :—
J, & A. Uldman £*3° 0 0

]

w. Holding A: Son....£92 1

S. E. Musgrave 128 13 6 1 Jones dr Groves t £67
A. Acworth........ .. 98 o 0 1

OB AN-STREET.—Exterior painting
T. H.llackson £sas o I S. h. Cotfield £*69
D. Gibb & Co 338 0 A. W. Derby 265

J. T. Robey 310 0 C. W. Walest 261

J. Kybett — .... 271 0 I J. T. Holliday 2251

SYDENHAM HILL-ROAD.- For additional heating appa

J. C. 4: J. S. Ellis, Ltd. .

). F. Clarke Sc Sons
J. Fraser

ST, CLEMENT'S-ROAD.-Painting exterior:—
S. H. Sealey £->5 0 [

W. brown
R. E. Williams A; Sons, . 149 10

|
E, Flood

G. Neal 135 0 1 F. T. Chinchen . ...
C, Curling 119 o W. ChappsU
E. T. Folley 97 o

|
W. R. 4: A. Hidef

TOTTENHAM-ROAD P.T.
tending low-pressure hot-water
drawing class-room (third floor), a
class-room (second floor) :—
G. Davis £130 0

J. C, 4: S. Ellis, Ltd. 85 0
J, 4: F. May 79 ro
Price, Lea. 4: Co 75 o
Cannon Sc Sons 70 o

CENTRE (Enlargement).—Ex-
apparatus CO laboratory and

id providing and fixing stove in

Clarke 4: Sons £64
Vaughan & Brown 53 1

J. Wontner-Smith. Gray,
4:Co.t 49

WIRTEMBERG-STREET.-Exterior painting;-
R. E. Williams & Sons£i38 to 0 I E. Triggs £69 15
Scar A: Son 69 19 61 Rice Sc Son 38 o
H. Brown 78 o e i J. Garrett & Sonf .... 57 o
E.B. Tucker 71 19 ol

• Recommended for acceptance,
t Accepted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
F. J. H. R. (Amounts should have been stated).—W. B. (Below

our limit).—T. A. B. (Amounts should have been stated).—H. J. H.
—W. O.—W. H. F. (Below out limit).— M. & F. (Amounts should
have been stated).

NOTE.—The responsIbQItyof signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

ff't eanrut undertake to return rtftcUd communieatiom.
Letters or communlcadons (beyond mere news Items) which have

been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED.
compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.
Any commlssloa to a eontribotortowrice an article Is given inbject

to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject it If unsatisfactory. The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article in type does not necessarily Imply Its

acceptance.
All communlcatleos regarding literary and artistic matters should

be addressed to THE EDITOR
; those relating to advertisements

and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to TKB
PUBLISHER, and not to the Editor.

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNIIILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS,

Bank, Office, (& Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
" THE BUILDER" (PublUhed Weekly) Is supplied DIRECT from

the Office to residents In any part of the United Kingdom, at the
rate of 195. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe. America,
Australia, New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon, Sec., 26s. per annum.
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURDRINIERJ should be
addressed to the publisher of "THE BUIU3BR,'’ No. 46, Catherine
street. W.C.

SUBSCRIBERS io LONDON and the SUBURBS,(by I

prepaying at the Pablishtng Office, x^s. pv annnm or
j

4s. 9d. per quarter), can ensure receiving "Xba BaUdar,''
j

by JffHaaj) MorttiHg’t Pott.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH,

\

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF I

BATH STONE.
]

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing, 1

and Preserving Building Materials. <

HAU HILL STONE. 1

DOULTINQ STONE.
The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(Incorporating TheHam Hill Stone Co. and C. Trask& Sons, I

The Doulting Stone Co.). '

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-under-Ham, ^

Somerset. I

London -Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,
i6, Craven-street, Strand, .j

THE TEST OF TIME
has proved that

SZEHELMET STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Bricks,

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E.

AspEalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,
Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials for

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floors,

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalte
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt.

SFBAOUB & CO.
LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS.

Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale promptly
,

executed.

4 & 5> East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E.C. [Advt.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
|

accurately and with despatch.

METCHIU & SON, 20,Parliament-8t.S.W.
'

“ QUANTITY aUR'VEYORS’ TABLES,"
;

For 1897, price 6d. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 (AdVI

PILKINGTON&CO
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.O.

SesfittereA Trade J/ark,

Foloscean isglalte.
PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT B00FIV6.

ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING,

8ETSSEL ASPHALTE.

ERNEST MATHEWS & CO.
61 ,

ST. MARY AXE,

LONDON, E.C.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FOR SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.
PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

R00FIN6 SLATES I SLATE SLABWORKOF EVERY DESCRIPTION. OF EVERY DSCRIPTION, PLAIN AND ENAMELLED

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES,
Marble and Enamelled Slate Lavatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Sbelves, and Urinals,

Uoai r,«: «
Works—Aberilefcnny, North Wales. Midland Wharf, Bow. Payne-road Wharf, Bow.Mean office and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE, E.C. Branch House, 37. Victoria street, Bristol.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST
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View from Tower, “ Kincardine," Deeside.—Messrs. Niven & Wigglesworth, Architects

Shipton Hall.—Mr. H. E. Farmer, Architect

“ Vectis Lodge,” Edgbaston.— Messrs. Bateman & Bateman, Architects

Cottages, Heathwaite.—Messrs. Mawson & Gibson, Architects

House, Walton*on-Thames.—Mr. John Watson, Architect

Blocks in Text.

Page 479 |
Ground Plan of Vectis Ledge. Edgbaston

.

Central Building, Stockholm ExIUbicion Page 485

Osagearos of Plumbing Work.
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but the investigation of the protection of the

skeleton of a building has not called forth the

activity of patentees, and the heavy expense

necessary has prevented others interested

in the subject from going very thoroughly

into the matter. The Committee above

referred to have, however, decided to

pay' particular attention to tlie stability

of the steel framework of a burning

building, and have decided to make their

tests on a full working scale and under

the actual conditions, as far as possible,

which would obtain in a fire. They propose

to use gas as fuel, and to work at three

typical temperatures, these to represent

j

three typical classes of ordeal that buildings

are likely to be called upon to sustain accord-

ing to their location and occupancy, and to

test each to destruction if possible.

From the data that will be obtained the

Committee hope to be able to state the

requirements for a standard building, for the

particular set of conditions, internal and

external, which the building has to meet

;

and to be a standard, it must, of course, con-

template all fire possibilities, even the most

remote, pertaining to tliese conditions.

The testing plant was only completed in

the early part of last year, but since that

time several tests on unprotected columns

have been made, the result of which we give

in the table on the following page.

Even from the above few tests, it is evi-

dent that iron or steel must be covered by

a sufficient thickness of some non-combus-

tible material of slow heat-conducting quality,

and having mechanical properties which are

not seriously altered by high temperatures.,

if the buildings of which they form a part

are to be preserved from destruction by fire.

This armour must be mechanically

attached, so that neither heat, water, or

falling objects can seriously impair it.

It is interesting to note that tests on cast-

iron columns show that the popular idea that

such columns shatter like glass when rapidly

cooled by water is erroneous, and that appa-

rently there is no particular choice between

unprotected cast-iron and steel columns as

to their fire value. Both yield by bending

at a red heat about in the same manner, and

eventually double up, although the cast-iron

columns appear to continue to resist—that

is, to retain their sustaining power through-

out the period of bending
;
whereas the steel

columns cease almost entirely to resist, and

whole of this information is offered to us at

nearly every large fire that occurs, and it is

remarkable—considering the vast interests

at stake—that no earnest attempt is made
to profit by these occasions to gain some

definite idea as to the best system of fire-

proof construction to adopt.

Any investigation of this nature would, of

course, have to be undertaken with the per-

mission of, and in conjunction with, the

Metropolitan Fire Brigade, who no doubt

would allow some authorised person,

thoroughly acquainted with his duties, to

examine the various parts of the so-called

“fire-proof" buildings, after a fire, or as far

as possible during its occurrence.

In this way architects and engineers

would be furnished with a report upon the

fire-resisting properties of various forms of

construction, and would be in possession

of reliable information, obtained from actual

experience.

An attempt is now being made in America,

as we see from Mr. S. A. Reed's very interest-

ing communication to the “Journal of the

Franklin Institute" last November, to obtain

data concerning the fire-resisting pro-

perties of buildings composed of steel

or iron columns and girders. A co-

operative committee of three was formed a

year ago, representing officially the principal

associations of fire insurance underwriters,

the Architectural League, and the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers. This

Committee has done little more so far than to

construct its plant, and to make a beginning

of its tests, but it will ultimately, we think,

furnish us with some very valuable in-

formation.

The Committee proposes to investigate

and examine in order of importance how fire

affects :

—

1st. The skeleton of a building
;

2nd. The floor and roof arches
;

3rd. Walls and partitions regarded as fire

stops. It will also pay much attention to

the effect of protective material or armour

for steel or ironwork.

The varieties of fireproof construction

have reference mainly to the various devices

for floor arches spanning the space between

tlie steel beams, and these are largely

the subject of patent rights. A number
of fire and water tests have already been

made, and are still being made on floor-

arches by those persons interested in them
;

Firep'oof Buildings.

HE importance of

having reliable in-

formation upon tlie

fire-resisting capa-

cities of various

forms of construc-

tion i.is becoming

more and more

The termKjBWHKBMWjB] apparent.
KUHWiiBIJmri^ “fire-proof’ denotes

class of construction in which no structural

lember is combustible
;
but at the same time

le fact is fully appreciated that fire may cause

omplete wreck without actual combustion of

he structure. When we consider for a

loment that during last year there were on

he a%’erage three serious fires every week in

..ondoii alone, causing the sacrifice of many
Ives, it is a subject for astonishment that so

Lttle has been done in this country to gain

|ny useful knowledge as to the kind of con-

Itruction best calculated to offer the greatest

esistance to destruction from this cause.

Both in America and on the Continent

nuch attention has been given to the sub-

ect, but the efforts of those interested have

leen mostly directed to carrying out experi-

nents, generally on a rather small scale.

Naturally a good deal of useful information

las been gained In this way, but it would be

nuch mor serviceable to examine the effects

)f the actual conflagrations that occur so

requently than to first cause a fire—which

ages of using cast iron, wrought iron, or

Steel for girders and columns, obtained from

ictual experiences. In addition to this

he behaviour of the various forms of

oncrete floors, when subjected to fire,

hould be examined and recorded, as well

IS the value of protective materials, and

fnany other matters of minor interest. The
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Strength of Columns Subjected to High Temperatures.

Height Breaking Working
of

Col. Tons. Tons.

/'With a test load of 4S

steel. \ tons and a temperature

-T"!-
4 zbars, 4in.by 3 iin.by^V '^-

1

-lA-ien
I plate in. by -/g m. j

^ 14ft. 342 So
N uf 1,200 deg. F., the

j
column bent after 85

( minutes.
/ With a test load of 85

1
tons and a temperature

. . II Steel.

2 c bars, 10 in. by 15A lbs. p.

3 plates 12 in. by A ill. 3
^

1, ^1

T4ft. 303 S 5

' minutes.
With a test load of 85

0
Cast Iron.

Sin. diameter I in thick =22^ 13 ft. _ 90

i tons and a temperature
of I. TOO deg. F., the

j column bent after 70
[ min. (no water applied).

/ With a test load of 85

\ tons and a temperature

0 Do. Do. Do. - cf I, .350 deg. F., the

1
column bent after

'.._min. (no water applied).

lose practically all their sustaining power as

soon as buckling begins.

Within the last two or three years some
valuable experiments have been made in

Vienna, under the supervision of the City

Surveyor, ^vith the object of testing the

efficiency of protection of ironwork against

fire, and incidentally to determine the rela-

tive fire - resisting properties of various

building materials.

A brick chamber, 12 ft. by 8 ft. and.
II ft. 6 in. high, was constructed, the walls

being lined with various building stones and
other materials. In the centre of this

chamber was erected an iron column, con-

sisting of two channel bars, 5A in. by in.,

placed back to back, with a clear space
between them of 2 ^ in., and cross-braced
with small lattice bars. Test bars, composed
of different alloys, melting at various points

between 150° F. and 165° F., were placed in

the space between the channels, and the
column was subsequently inclosed in brick-

work in mortar, unpointed, forming a pier

i8i in. square, the brick casing having a
thickness of 6 in.

The building was covered with a fireprooJ
I

roof, formed of tiles on wrought-iron joists,

and concrete. The column was loaded to

the extent of 14-4 tons, which was equivalent
to 3:} tons per square inch.

The fuel was piled equally all over the
floor to a depth of about 3 ft., and the firing

was maintained at its full intensity for two
hours and a half, and then kept on one side
of the building, with the object of testing
the effect of unequal heating. The fire

brigade then commenced playing upon the
roof and inside walls and column; but the
heat to be subdued was so intense that the
interior of the chamber could not be
examined until the following day.

It was then found that the corners of the
brick pier were crumbled to the extent of
I4 in. to i-j in., and several roof tiles were
split. The brickwork was wet throughout.
Generally speaking, the walls remained
vertical, and the iron column was quite unin-
jured. The test-bar fusing at the lowest
temperature of the series (150® F.) was the
only one in which there was any appearance
of partial melting, so that it was evident that
the brick casing was amply sufficient for
the protection of the column. The brickwork
surface stood very well, but most of the stones
were honeycombed or granulated, and the
plaster-surface afforded no resistance suf-
ficient to be taken into consideration.
An interesting example of a large fire, from

which considerable information respecting

the stability of iron columns and girders sub-

jected to intense heat was obtained, occurred

a few years ago in Berlin. A large ware-

house, recently, erected and substantially

constructed in stone and iron in the manner

generally considered as " fire-proof,’' was
destroyed in a very short time, in spite of

every effort to save it. The opportunity was
taken in this case to institute a complete

and systematic official examination into the

conditions under w’hich the collapse and

destruction of the building occurred, and

the practical lesson to be learnt from the

event.

The building, which was six stories in

height, was a rectangular block 141 ft. long

by 95 ft. wide, with a central courtyard. A
substantial cross wall with iron doors sepa-

rated the structure into two distinct parts-

The floor girders, about 14 in. deep, were
placed 8 ft. apart, and the ceilings were
vaulted between them in the usual manner.

The main girders were 18 in. deep, with a

span of 17 ft., and rested on brackets on the

cast-iron columns, being bolted end to end.

The cast-iron columns bolted together

through tlie several floors ranged in size

from 9 in. diameter and i^ in. in thick-

ness on the ground floor, to 4^ in. diameter

and g- in. thickness on the top floor.

The fire was caused by some w’orkmen
upsetting a lamp on the third floor, and by
the time the firemen arrived the fiames had
full hold of the building. The chief cause

of the destruction of the building was the

failure of the columns, and the consequent
collapse of the floors, and although the floor-

ing material itself was but little injured, the

columns were nearly all more or less dis-

torted. Of ninety-nine columns, twenty-two
escaped injury, thirty-nine were injured, but
remained standing

;
and thirty-eight dis-

appeared from their places and were traced

among the debris.

The result of the official examination was
that the Committee recommended especially

that the loads on all columns should be
central as far as possible, and that lugs and
brackets should be dispensed with wherever
they can be avoided

;
that the ends of all

girders should have sufficient free play for

elongation and contraction
;
and that the

connexions of girders over the columns
should be strong enough (in case of neces-
sity) to hold the flooring together, even if

one column collapsed.

The above example furnishes an instance
of an official investigation taking place after

a largej-'conflagration, and we think it must’

be admitted that until we adopt some such

system ourselves, we shall make but little

progress in the construction of really fire-

proof buildings.

PATENTS; NOVELTY AND THE:
FIRST INVENTOR.

SHE interest in the question of-

patents becomes Teener year by I

year. It is seldom that we are-

without some work on this subject

before us. On the present occasion it is the

full and complete book which was publisjied

by Mr. Lewis Edmunds in 1890, and of which
a second edition is now issued.* There are

many persons who prefer smaller books than

this, but for a complete work the present

cannot be considered unduly voluminous.

It would not—for a standard work—be pos-

sible to be more concise, and the authors of

this edition deserve credit for not increasing,

the size of the volume over that which was
published seven years ago. For it is obvious;

that the field of patents grows annually

wider, and even in a work which deals with

general principles it is necessary to illustrate-

.

rules by copious examples.

The publication of this very complete book,

affords an opportunity for stating some of
the results of legal decisions to the present

date, which in the aggregate have formulated,

the principles by which the novelty of an.

invention is to be tested, and by which it

may be discovered who is the first inventor..

These are, of course, only two portions oF
the subject of patents, but they are of the

first importance, and the fact that a large-

and well-defined body of law has now been

created in these and other points of principle-

leads us to hope that occasion will soon be-

found for codifying the law of patents. Suclv

a code would be of immense practical value,,

for in truth every inventor ought to know
the general principles of patent law in the

country where he contemplates the taking,

out of a patent. Such a code would also-

lead to a greater similitude of the law in-

different countries : on no subject is it more*
|

desirable that there should be international-

agreement.

It is the novelty of an invention which'

entitles the person who introduces it to-

the public to protection by means of a

patent for a certain number of years. If the

so-called invention is not new, the reason for*

its protection has gone. The public gets-

nothing in return for the monopoly which

it grants to an individual. Want of novelty

in an invention, if a thing which is;

known before may be called an inven-

tion, may arise from two distinct sets of

facts. A so - called invention may be

to ail intents and purposes the same as.

one already known, or it may be that the

state of general knowledge is such that,

persons conversant with the subject to which

the so-called invention relates, would be able,

to make what is alleged to be an invention.

It is impossible to state in detail the various

ways in which a so-called invention may be.

similar to one which has -gone before
;
the.

variety and number of modern machines is.

alone sufficient to show how each case must

be considered on its own merits. But two-

divisions in principle may be formulated.

*The Law and Practice of Letters Patent for Inventions-

By Lewis Edmunds, D.Sc., Q.C. Second edition by

T. M. Stevens, Barrister. London : Steverre & Sons, 1897^
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lie invention may have been anticipated in

;ct
;

that is to say, the thing may have

itually been manufactured. Or, again, it

'ay be on paper; in otherwords, the idea may
ve been described, but it may not liavc been
lade into a working thing. But here we must
ar in mind an important qualification. For

f prior description will not avoid a sub-

quent patent unless it be sufficiently clear

enable those conversant with the subject

produce the thing invented without any
:

periment or furtiier assistance than can be
t from the paper itself." Again, to elucidate

i qualification itself “ the description must

I

so clear that an intelligent workman read-

% it will deduce the invention and the way
I make it.” The late Mr. Justice Grove,

lio, in addition to being an eminent lawyer,

s a distinguished man of science, has left

what may be called a definition of the

Ttelligent workman.” It may be usefully

)roduced: In a case once tried before

n, the late Judge used these words,

jersons versed in the trade, skilful, and
111 acquainted with the trade (I might even
*iit it, perhaps, to those in the trade who
most skilled)

;
the higher class of skilled

irkmen.” It will be seen from these two
jitements of principle upon what a com-
jratively clear basis the actual law on this

lint rests, and how easily it might be
pified. The real difficulty arises when the

Inciples have to be applied to troublesome

Cts.

iWe must now turn to the second main
vision which involves the question of

B State of general knowledge. This is,

irhaps, a more difficult part of the

ibject. It is well exemplified in a state-

ent by the late Sir George Jessel, a

ivyer of great breadth and acuteness of

nd, “When you say a thing is known to

; public and part of common knowledge,

course you do not mean that every
iividual member of the public knows it.

hat is meant is, that if it is a manufacture

nnected with a particular trade, the people

the trade shall know something about it

;

it is a thing connected with a chemical

mention, people connected with chemistry

all know something about it.” The truth

that this is a pure question of fact. Any
rson who has to decide the question must
jk at the circumstances of the time, the

formation of experts, the character of

mdard works, and other sources of know-
ige, and he must ask himself whether,

Lving regard to all these facts, the state

knowledge is such that the element

i novelty is absent from the alleged inven-

m.
jAssuming that the invention is a novelty,

ithe claimant for the patent the true and
jst inventor? In other words, is he the

lal discoverer, for no other person is allowed

I obtain this monopoly. This, of course,

a question of fact. One point may be

tiphasised, that in one sense the first in-

rntor, in the eye of the law, to usean Irishism,

ied not be the first inventor in fact. That
to say, if something has been discovered

' another, but the discovery has never been
vulged, he who independently discovers

e same thing and is the first to disclose it

i to apply for a patent which is eventually

ianted, is the true and first inventor. The
lactical lesson from this rule is obvious.

a person reasonably believes that he has

ivented something new, he ought not to

cep it to himself, but should apply as soon

as possible for a patent. In these days,

many active and ingenious minds are at work,

more especially in mechanical aiTairs, and no
one can tell how quickly some discovery by
one man may not be followed by a similar

one which has occurred to another person.

NOTES.

The Workmen’s important announcement
Compensation was made by Mr. Chamberlain

during the first night's dis-

cussion of the Workmen's Compensation
Bill in Committee. He stated that it was
intended that the building trade should be
included in the Bill. As we pointed out

when discussing the measure at length, some
workmen engaged in building work appeared
to be included, since the Bill applied, as

originally drafted, to works where machinery
was used. Sir Charles Dilke has an amend-
ment on the paper to the effect that buildings

which are over 30 ft. in height shall come
within the Bill. This Mr. Chamberlain says
will be accepted by the Government. But
the amendment cannot stop there. At any
rate, if it be limited in this respect at present,

it is certain to be amplified at some future

and not distant time. One thing, therefore,

is clear from the recent discussions in Com-
mittee, and that is that the workmen and
employers engaged in building work will

come within the range of this measure.

It is to be hoped that the

of H'o Select Com-
mittee on the Museums of the

Science and Art Department may have some
influence in leading to the completion of

South Kensington Museum. Neither Par-

liament nor the public care anything about

the matter on architectural grounds, but the

fact that the collection is in danger from fire,

owing to the existence of so many temporary
buildings of combustible material in con-

nexion with it, may possibly lead to a con-

clusion that the completion of the building

in a solid and monumental manner had
better not be delayed. The following is the

emphatic language of the Report of the

Committee on this point :

—

“ That tlie principal structural alterations neces-

sary for the protection of the collections from fire

have not been made appears to be due to the fact

that the completion of the permanent buildings of

the South Kensington Museum has always been in

the contemplation of successive Governments as the

true remedy for the danger of destructions from fire

which hangs over the collection so long as they have
to be partly housed in the present temporary struc-

tures.”

This necessity of providing buildings suitable for

the exhibition of the objects of art and science col-

lected at South Kensington has been long under the

consideration of successive Governments. Your
committee regard it as their immediate duty to lay

before the House of Commons by means of an
interim report their very strong opinion that per-

manent buildings for the adequate accommodation
of the collections at the South Kensington Museum
should be proceeded with without delay. They are

of opinion that it will be a source of grave discredit

to the country if the settlement of this matter, which
has been the subject of consideration by Govern-
ment for many years, and of endless correspondence

between the departments concerned, is any longer

delayed."

_ Mr. Preece read an interest-
Mr. Preece on . _

Electrical mg paper on Tuesday at the
Tr.ansmisston. Engineering Conference on

“ The Transmission of Power by Electricity.”

He commenced by lamenting the energy
running to waste in grinding stones, chang-

ing river beds, and carving the surface of the

earth into hills and valleys. The utilisation

of this energy at centres of civilisation would
mean, he said, keeping permanent the face of

nature; a way of lookingat the matter which,

in view of the recent agitation about the

destruction of waterfalls for power p\ir-

poses, caused considerable amusement. In

regard to the utilisation of the Nile Cataracts,

he said that it was perfectly possible to

utilise this waste energy in Cairo and its

neighbourhood, but we ought first to con-

sider how the cost of doing this would
compare with that of bringing fuel from

England. The question of burning coal

at the pit’s mouth and then trans-

porting the energy extracted as electric

currents to London was in his opinion

not worth considering at present. For

workshop and home use electricity ought

to be far more widely used in England, for

although the horse was far more efficient

than an electric machine in converting fuel

into energy, yet the cost of its upkeep and
its depreciation made it the least efficient of

machines. We disagree with Mr. Preece

when he says that dynamos and motors are

now commercially made at moderate prices,

with efficiencies of from ninety-four to

ninety-six per cent. We never heard of a

motor at a moderate price with an efficiency

greater than eighty-five per cent.

It is to be hoped that the offer

Lord Leighton’s house and
its contents to the public wliich

has been generously made by his sisters will

be accepted, and that the people of Kensing-

ton will take measures to obtain sufficient

funds to keep it up. It is very desirable

that this should be a local matter. We hear

a good deal at the present time of forming

separate municipalities for various parts of

the Metropolis. The real vitality of any
such separate bodies must arise from local

public spirit. The present is an opportunity

for Kensington to show what it can do to

maintain a home of art without going to the

rest of London for financial assistance.

Annu.vlof
Committee of the British

tbe^ “British SchooI at Athens have this year

wisely decided to allow their

“Annual” to be purchased by the outside

public at the moderate price of half-a-

guinea. The number contains, besides

the report of the Managing Committee
and a selection of papers read at the

School, some very valuable communica-
tions which it is well to make as widely
accessible as possible. Wc have, <?.^., a

paper by Mr. Arthur Evans on Goulas in

Crete, the “ City of Zeus,” of which there are

remains above ground more extensive than
those of any other prehistoric city on
Hellenic soil. The paper is illustrated by a
plan by Mr. Myres, and by eleven 'figures in

the text. We can only here call attention to

its paramount importance in relation to the

whole “ Mycenaean ” question. Other im-
portant papers of special interest to archi-

tects are those on the Byzantine Churches
of Melos, by Mr. Fletcher and Mr. Kitson
students of the School, and on the antiquities

of Cyrene, by Mr. Weld Blundell. Some
account is also given of the excavations at

Melos, still in process, of which fuller par-
ticulars are to appear in the forthcoming

d

I
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number of the Hellenic Journal. Tliese

preliminary reports appearing, as they can,

with greater promptitude, fully in themselves

justify the existence of the “ Annual.”

Several papers on the " Trans-
The Lmnsmis- jnission of Power ” were read
Sion of Power.

last Tuesday before those mem-

bers of the Institution of Civil Engineers who

were able to attend the " Engineering Confer-

ence ’’which was held in the beginning of the

week in Westminster. The transmission of

power by water was dealt with by Mr. E.

B. Ellington, M.Inst.C.E., and in the course

of his remarks he pointed out that 75 per

cent, of the power supplied at the central

station ought to be realised over an area of

four square miles, although, as the designs

of the machines vary with the purposes to

which the power is applied, the 75 per cent,

may often drop very considerably. Dr. John

Hopkinson, in treating of the transmission

of power by electricity, drew attention

to the fact that when transmission is

to be made to long distances, as from

where there exists a great water power to

the points at which that power can be used,

then electricity was the agent to be employed.

It is inevitable that, with electrical trans-

mission of power, high speeds of rotation

must be used, and for many purposes this is

inconvenient
;

for example for lifts and

cranes working at a slow speed. But, not-

withstanding the fact that there seems

undoubtedly to be many places where

hydraulic transmission will permanently be

better suited to the purpose than electrical

transmission, there can be no doubt that

there are many cases in which, at the present

day, hydraulic transmission is used which

will ultimately be effected by electrical

transmission of power—as, for instance, in

our ships of war. The consequences of the

destruction of a steam or water-pipe by a

projectile would be extremely serious,

whereas the breaking of the continuity of

an electrical conductor would be easily and

quickly made good.

Last week’s Friday’s lecture at
Lord Kelvin

, t-» i i

on Contact the Royal Institution by Lord
Electricity,

^vas a most important

one. He began by showing an experiment

which conclusively proved Volta’s theory that

when a zinc plate and a copper plate were
put in contact, one became charged with

positive electricity and the other with

negative. Although he had shown this

experiment fifty years ago at Glasgow
University, yet an immense amount of

ingenuity had been wasted recently in trying

to explain away this phenomenon. He con-

sidered that Volta was absolutely right, and
made an appeal to physicists to study Volta’s

work seriously. A veryjnteresting and novel

experiment was shown. A plate of uranium
was connected to one terminal of an electro-

meter, and was then touched by a plate of

aluminium. It was seen by the deflection of

the spot of light that the uranium plate

became at first positively electrified
;

it then

gradually lost its charge and became nega-

tively electrified. Lord Kelvin could suggest
no explanation of this very mysterious experi-

ment. Another interesting topic touched
upon was Becquerel’s discovery of the

radiation given off by uranium. This radia-

tion is very feeble, but photographs of coins,

&c., taken by its means were thrown on a
screen. He stated that it had been con-

clusively proved that this radiation was not

due to phosphorescence, or the slow radia-

tion of light previously absorbed, and he

could give no explanation of it. Lord Kelvin

was slightly discursive, but he was listened

to most eagerly, and his points were rapidly

taken up by an appreciative audience.

Actions for
surprising that by this

Obstruction time all points in regard to the
of Light.

obstruction of

light have not been cleared up. On the

contrary, from time to time, new ones spring

up. Thus, for example, in the recent deci-

sion of Jenks v. Lord Clifden we find an

important question settled. The so-called

^

Civil Procedure Act of 1833 states that an

action may be maintained against the execu-

tors of any person deceased for any wrong

committed by him in his lifetime to another

in respect to his property, real or personal,

so as such injury shall have been committed

within six months before such person’s

death, and the action is brought witliin six

months after the executors have entered on

'their duties. Whether or not an action for

lobstruction of light could be brought under

this section does not seem to have been de-

cided until the recent decision of Mr. Justice

Kekewich. This judge decided that, under

the above statute, a person whose light is

obstructed may bring his action against the

representative of a deceased person just as

if the latter were alive, but under certain

limitations, which are that the damages for

the obstruction must be confined to such as

were incurred during six months preceding

the death of what we may call the wrong-

doer, and that the proceedings are brought

within six months of the appointment of the

executor the action is maintainable. From
a practical point of view we may be inclined

to doubt ifit is worth goingto law to recover

damages in respect of an obstruction for six

montiis, which can hardly be what lawyers

would term substantial damages.

,,, Mr. Iames Mansergu, Chair-
water- ’

Mippiy man ofthe “Waterworks, Sewer-
Dibputes. Gasworks ” Section

of the Engineering Conference, read a paper

before the Section on Tuesday last, entitled

"The Law and Allocation of Underground

Water.” The communication dealt, princi-

pally, with a very interesting contest which

has been going on before a Commons Com-
mittee within the last few weeks as to the

rights possessed by the public in under-

ground water. The Corporation of Newark
have recently sunk a well into the pebble

beds of the New Red Sandstone at Farns-

field and obtained a satisfactory supply

therefrom
;

the Nottingham Corporation,

desirous of increasing ' their water supply,

sought to sink wells in a position re-

garded by the Newark authorities as being

certain to cut oif a portion of the water

which, under ordinary conditions, would
reach their pumping station. Other and
minor public bodies were also interested in

the matter; but it became practically a

contest between the Newark and Nottingham

Corporations. In the end, the Bill of the

latter body was curtailed, and power was
given to Nottingham to construct only a well

many miles away from Farnsfield, the closer

ones proposed being struck out
;
whilst the

Newark Corporation, which sought by their

Bill to secure a protective zone of four miles

radius around their well, within which no

other Authority should sink a well to obtain

water to be taken away outside that area,

succeeded in getting the boundary fixedj

merely by the present limits of supply. The
decision may not be confirmed by the House

j

of Lords, but it is interesting as showing the

present muddled state of the law in refer-
’

ence to underground supplies of water, and

the uncertainties attending “expert evi-'

dence.” One of the principal points in the
'

case was as to whether a certain stream had

been to some extent dried up as a conse-l

quence of the pumping from the water-'J

bearing strata for years in its neighbourhood,

'

or whether it was due simply to natural

causes. The evidence on this was most

:

conflicting, and it is safe to assume that so

little is at present known concerning the

distribution and movement of underground

water in that part of England that the evi-J

dence on either side was not worth much.

We entirely agree with Mr. Mansergh that^

the question of the amount of percolation

into ground of varying geological character

requires a great deal more attention than it

has hitherto received.

Russell
This Institute, latterly occu-

Institution, Great pied as a club and reading-
Coram-sireet.

rooms, was closed a few days

ago
;
the property, library, and other effects

will shortly be sold. On the laying out of

the Bedford and Foundling Hospital estates

in the Long Fields, north of Bedford House

and Montague House, James Burton, who
was largely employed by Francis, and his

brother John, Dukes of Bedford, projectet^

the erection of a suite of assembly room'^

He obtained a ninety-eight years' lease from:

Michaelmas, 1799, at a ground-rent of 10/.

per annum, of a site described as “ part of

the ground lately taken in exchange of the

Foundling Hospital, and also part of the said

Duke’s private road ” (Woburn-place). The

interior was burnt in 1S02; in February^

1804, the premises were opened under

licence for music and dancing, the large

room—75 ft. by 26 ft, and 30 ft. high—being

appropriated to balls and concerts. As the

speculation did not succeed. Burton propose^

to establish a literary and scientific society

after the mode of the Royal and Londoni

Institutions. SirJamesScarIett(Lord Abiiiger)

and Sir Samuel Romilly were leading mem-l

bers of the committee, who gave Burton 2,700/.!

and 200 shares for his interest. Large sums

have been expended from time to time upod

the buildings
;
in 1812-3 the committee spent

2,500/. upon alterations and repairs, by

Thomas Cubitt, under the direction of John

Shaw, the architect. In 1825, E. W. Brayley,

F.S.A., was appointed secretary and librarian.

There is a large picture by Haydon of

Xenophon and the Ten Thousand first seeing

the sea from Mount Theches, exhibited

in the Egyptian Hall, 1832. The theuj

Duke of Bedford won the painting, valued

at 800 guineas, in a raffle at the “Thatched

House” Club, 1836, and presented it to

the Institution. The west wing, originally

the bath-rooms, and the vaults, have long

been let to a firm of wine merchants. 'I

A FINE copy of this work vva?

“^London"
sold, for 335/., at the recent

dispersal, at Christie’s, of the

Bessborough Library. It forms one of the

twelve copies that were printed on large

paper; it is bound in six interleaved volumes;

extensively illustrated with 2,070 engravings,
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:&c., collected by Lord Bessborough. The
isimilar copy, also in six volumes, in the

iSoane Museum, was bought for 600 guineas
at the sale of the effects of Fauntleroy,

^partner in the banking firm of Marsh,
ISibbald, & Co., of Berners-street, executed
’tor fraudulent transfers of stock on Novem-
)ber 30, 1824. Another copy, after the same
(kind, but bound in several volumes, contain-

fing many valuable water-colour drawings,

hnd known as the Crowle Pennant, is in the

prints Department, British Museum.

I
The daily papers of Thursday

1 antuVie^P^^Js\s. offered a characteristic example

I

of the attitude of the daily

Press (of London especially) in regard to

architectural questions. Some of them gave

p long report of the evidence of Mr. Shaw
jLefevre on Wednesday before the Govern-
ment Office Sites Committee. At the same
fitting two architect witnesses, one of whom
jliad given special attention to the subject,

gave evidence at considerable length
;
but

|lhe evidence of architects on such a subject

is not of course worth reporting.

. ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—III.

I

Domestic architecture is not largely repre-
sented among the Academy drawings of the
year, and not by the design of any house of the
first order of importance

;
in fact, the majority

pf the designs exhibited are for small houses,
pungalows, or lodges. Generally speaking,
;he collection, as far as it goes, tends to show
:hat the prevalence of English taste in house
hrchitecture is increasingly in favour of sim-
plicity and quiet picturesqueness of treatment.
This is a good deal better than the gewgaw
tomestic architecture so prevalent in France
hnd Germany

;
though it may be questioned

^yhcther we are not going too far in the direc-
tion of mere picturesqueness

;
and there are

koine little contrivances for obtaining it—

a

.vindow formed in an outer angle of the wall,
h window on a curved plan appearing to sup-
port .an overhanging floor or eaves over it, &c.
—which are becoming commonplaces, and
lave almost lost their power to attract attention.
Scarcely any of the designs for houses show

Dlans, and those which do show no compass
ndication. The question of aspect of rooms
s so ali-iinportant in a dwelling-house that it

s extraordinary how architects can go on, year
hfter year, exhibiting drawings of houses with-
put providing any means by which any one
:an judge whether they are well-planned or
well-arranged iiouses, or whether the pictu-
esque of the design and grouping is or is not
it variance with practical requirements.
The best drawing among the domestic archi-

ectiire exhibits is Messrs. Niven & Wiggles-
worth’s view of a portion of the house named
‘ Kincardine,” Deesidc (1,930), which was illus-
rated more fully in the Builder some little

time since, and as this is obviously only
intended as a view of a picturesque angle of
the house for the sake of a picture, it may be
hdmitted that in this case a plan was hardly
necessary. The present drawing is among
pur illustrations in this issue. The picturesque-
iness is obtained, though the portion of the house
khown here is, it must be admitted, a little too
knuch of a mere imitation of Scotch castellated
pothic. Anutherof the larger drawings exhibited
jis ithat of Shipton Hall (1,834), by Mr, H, E.
iFarmer, which is also published among our
illustrations of this week

;
but it appears from

;the interesting communication from the .irchi-
(tects under the head of “ Illustrations,” on
lanother page, that this is an old building to
(which the architects have merely been making
isome repairs and a few slight additions. The
(drawing conveys the impression of an old
(building, no doubt, but the habit of getting up
drawings of modern houses so as to make them
dock like ancient buildings is so common now-
jfadays_ that one can never take a drawing as a
^riterion on this point without further infonna-
Ijtion. It is a pleasing representation of a very
“picturesque old house.

Mr. Ravenscoft’s “House and Stabling at
Maidenhatch ” (1,821) is one of the larger draw-
ings, and sliows a L-shaped brick house with

chimneys and dressings of darker or redder
brick, and a large block of stabling with a
tower near to it; the drawing is a landscape
with a house in it rather than an architectural

drawing, and the house has not much charac-
ter, though the plan might afford more matter
for interest if we had one. Mr. Aston Webb
exhibits a 'large pen-and-ink drawing of the
“.Additions to Paddockhurst, Sussex” (1,836),

with a small sketch plan. The additions
consist of a dining room and a winter garden,
the latter with its length placed across the
plan, and marked by angle turrets, between
which a little decorative effect is got by a
b.alcony with open tracery on either side and a
solid panel with a sundial in the centre, the dial
Hanked by two bas-relief figures. Beyond this

building extends a long conservatory which
lias the unusual merit of being treated at the
sides with solid buttresses and arches so as to

appear a part of the architecture of the house,
instead of being, as a conservatory in general
is, a mere wood and glass excrescence. This
is altogether a good piece of work.

Mr. J. J. Stevenson's “ Houses in South-
street, Mayfair” (1,825: no plan) have a dig-
nified appearance and a certain special charac-
ter owing to the introduction of semi-octagon
bays built of stone, at each angle, the inter-

mediate portion of the walls being of brick.

These bays are connected above the ground
floor by a balustraded balcony, the corbels
carrying which, in the left-hand house at all

events, look too small and weak for good
architectural eft'ect. The houses have very
high green-slated roofs, which give character,
but are not the best kind of provision to make
for attics. Of somewhat the same class of

work, though with less character, are Mr.
Neale's “ Houses erected at Hampstead” (1,786 :

no plan).

Messrs. Bateman & Bateman’s “ Vectis
Lodge,” published in the present issue, is one
of those drawings which hardly require a plan,
as it is really only a billiard-room—the interior
and the two sides. As explained under the
head of “ Illustrations," the large bay window
had its origin in the practical necessity of
giving more space for playing. The interior
of the room, with its panelled wainscotting and
the decorative frieze above and the open beams
and joists, has a good solid effect.

Some other minor e-xamples of domestic
architecture may be noticed in the order of
hanging. Mr. Doran Webb’s “ County Hotel,
Salisbury” {1,749) a picturesque country town
hotel, though the projecting chimney breast on
the upper p<ution of the front looks rather
awkward. Mr. Paxton Watson’s “ First Lodge,
Lea Park” (1,754) is a very pleasing specimen
ot a Park Lodge, the circular turret with its

small cupola roof looks however as if it

ought to have been carried a little higher
to clear the general roof line. Mr. Garner’s
“ New House at Hampstead ” {1,755) is a queer
bit of house architecture with mullioned win-
dows inserted in large spaces of the wall, and
the entrance flanked by columns which carry
nothing, a use of this feature which looks
ratlier as if the architect wanted to put some-
thing there and did not quite know what else

to put. None of the three last-named drawings
show plans. “An Artisan's Room ’’

(1,763), by Mr.
Barry Parker, is praiseworthy as an attempt to

put a little interest into a cottageroom with astair
ascending at one side of it. In Mr. R, .A. Brigg's
“ House at Quarry Woods, Marlow ” (1,776), we
come at last to a plan, but we regret that it is

not a very satisfactory one ; the hall and passage
upstairs must be deficient in light, and the plan
shows the barbarous arrangement of the water-
closet in the bath-room, which ought not to be
tolerated in the most unambitious residence.
The house is picturesque, but shown in a very
roughlj’-executed pencil drawing

;
though, as

we have always said, archite’ctural exhibits
ought not to he chosen mainly for drawing,
architects might take a little more trouble as to
drawing than is shewn in this and some other
house drawings of the year, some of which are
little more than rough sketches.

Mr. Lamer Sugden’s “ Hillmorton House,
Rugby” (1,791 : no plan), we illustrated re-
cently

;
a good deal of picturesque character is

obtained by the free and varied lines assumed
by the wall terminations. Messrs. Silcock &
Reay's “Country House, Bath” (1,789), has a
sketch plan but no names to the rooms

;
appa-

rently the three principal sitting rooms are
placed r;? suite and facing the same wav (there
is no compass), which is rather a na'ive manner of
planning. The house is one of the larger ones
illustrated, and has some good points archi.

tecturally
;

it is a solidly designed stone house
with mullioned windows, and with the back
entrance door at an outer angle, oddly
emphasised by three short thick columns sup-
porting the walls over it and leaving small
porch between them. Mr.Voysey’s House near
Guildford” (1,797) is a really interesting and
picturesque little building, treated in a peculiar
manner, the walls all white (rough-cast ?),

roofs of green slates, and the window dressings
and muliions of apparently a warm-tinted
yellowish stone, but thedrawing, which has fully

drawn-out plans, is hung too high to be pro-
perly examined or for the plans to be under-
stood. Why an evidently carefully executed
piece of work like this should be skied,

wliilc drawings of the roughest description
are put on the line, is one of the inexplicable
mysteries of hanging in the architectural room.
Mr. Redfern’s " Gatehouse and Master's
Lodgings, Abingdon School ” (1,805) also has
plans and is also too high to be seen. In “ The
Living Room, Woodcote, Church Stretton

”

{1,814), Messrs. Parker & Unwin show an
interior with a good deal of character,
with a large boldly treated ingle nook,
though there is a little of that affectation
of plainness and solidity and unadorned brick-
work which is a fashion set by some of the
American house architects, and is capable of
being overdone. Mr. Sydney Perks’s “ House
near Banstead” (1,817: no plan) is a pretty
country house, the two round arches (door and
window) make an effective basement for the
half-timber gable above them. Mr. Watson’s
“House at Walton-on-Thames ” (1,862) we
give an illustration of

;
it is a picturesque

little nest, and for a small house the
plan is well arranged. Mr. F. W. Bedford’s
“ Shireoak Dene, Headingly” (1,864 : plan), is

a good little water colour showing a house in
the old plain brick style with white painted
wood-work, very well carried out in its way.
Mr. Seth-Smith's “ New House at Eastcote,
Pinner" (1,869 : no plan) shows a characteristic
contrast of red brick and white surface in tlie

walling, with an accompaniment of clipped
hedges, &c.

;
a little too much affectation of

old fashion about it, the long square chimney
growing out of a set-off reminding one of the
sketches in “ Harding’s first drawing book.”
Among other things we can only just mention
Messrs, Hesketh & Stokes' “Billiard Room,
Piggott's Manor ” (r,88o), a room with a seg-
mental plaster ceiling with a large Elizabethan
strap pattern over it, and columns screening off

the dais
;
Mr. Allen’s “ The Mount, Cookham ”

(1,886
;
no plan), a pretty water-colour of a

brick and timber building
;
Messrs. Niven (S

Wigglesworth's “ Nethercliffe, Walton - on-
Thames ” (1,901 ; no plan) a very plainly
treated shingled house with a long roof-ridge,
and the end treated with lialf timber work

;

Mr. Briggs's “ House at Crowborough ” (i,qo8),

a much better plan than the other, with a good
deal of originality in architectural treatment
and disposition of the rooms

;
and Mr.Vigers's

“ Rowgardens Wood” (1,912 ;
no plan) a plain

house with a certain amount of character, and
diversified with a well laid out formal garden
in front of it.

Among the houses illustrated in the Academy
there is a good deal of picturesqueness and
pleasing character exhibited

;
but it is much to

be regretted that we have not drawings of more
important works in domestic architecture, of

which there must be many going on. And we
must emphatically repeat that an illustration of

a dwelling-house without a plan is no illustra-

tion at all.

In Parliament.—

O

n the 18th inst. was read for
the first time a Bill to authorise the acquisition of
Churchyard Bottom Wood, Highgate, for purposes
of an open space and recreation ground. The
Ecclesiastical Commissioners offer to sell the fifty-

two acres of woodland for 25.000/,, provided it be
preserved as an open space. Towards that sum the
residents around have subscribed about 3,000/., the
Middlesex County Council have voted a sum not e.x-

ceeding 5,000/., provided that Parliamentary powers
be obtained to enable them to do so, the Local
Board has voted 10,000/., and the Islington Vestry
2,000/.—A Select Committee have passed the Bill for

a railway, seven miles long, at an estimated cost of

219,193/. to join the London and North-Western at
Watford with the Great Northern at Edgware, and
having a branch line to the Midland at Mill Hill.

Mr. Woodall’s Committee have passed as “ proved,"
the preamble of a Bill to empower the Metropolitan
District Company to make an underground railway,
mostly beneath their existing line, from Earl’s-court
station to the Mansion House, at a cost of 1,700,000/.,

to be worked b}' electricity, or cable, or steam-power,
500,000/. being appropriated to electrical works.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION;

PLUMBING AND SANITARY WORK.

AN ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Asso-

ciation, and the last for the present session, uas

held on Friday evening, the 21st inst., in the

Meeting-room of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, No. 9,
Conduit-street, Regent-street,

Mr. Beresford Fite, President, in the chair.
_

The minutes of the previous meeting having,

been read and confirmed, the following gentle-

men were elected members of the AssociMion,

viz., Messrs. S. Bridges, J.
S. <-olhng^ and G. L.

Elkington. It was also announced that Messrs.

Arthur Cates and S. C. Baker had been re-

instated as members. A letter

Cates on the subject of his reinstateihent was

read by the Chairman, in which Mr. Cates

remarked that having taken an active part in

the work of the Association during the first ten

years of its existence, he was pleased, forty

years after retiring therefrom, to resume his

membership.
Mr. E. Howley Sim, Junior Hon.^bec., pio-

posed a vote of thanks to Mr. K 1 . Hall for

allowing members to visit the Park Hospital

on the ‘ist inst,, and for entertaining them to

tea. The motion having been agreed to unani-

mously,
. __ „

Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, benior Hon. bee.,

proposed a vote of thanks to the Entertainments

Committee and to others who assisted, for the

excellent entertainment which they provided

at St. George’s Hall on the occasion of the

recent Soiree. Those who worked on the

occasion were to be thanked for the amount of

time they had bestowed on an entertainment

which was as good as any other that had been

given by the committee lately.

The vote of thanks having been cordially

agreed to,

The Chairman said he had much pleasure in

announcing that the Royal Institute of British

Architects had, for the sixth year, made a grant

of 100/. towards the educational work of the

Association. He desired to move that the best

thanks of the Association be forwarded to the

Council of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects for their grant, and also for permitting

the Association to use their meeting-room.

The motion was agreed to unanimously.

The Chairman then announced that Mr.

Keith D. Young, who was recently reinstated

as a member, had made a donation of two

guineas toward the library fund. On his

1 ouug.
The Chairman then read the Scrutineers’

report on the election of officers for 1897-8,

which stated that 305 sealed envelopes con-

taining voting papers had been received, of

which number four were informal and invalid.

The following is the result of the election :

—

President, Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, 292 votes.

Vice-Presidents, Messrs. Banister F. Fletcher,

288, and A. H. Hart, 295.

Committee : Messrs. A. Beresford Pite, 237 ;

G. H. F. Prynne, 222
;

R. S. Balfour, 219 ;

F. G. F. Hooper, 214; F. T. VV. Goldsmith,

182; W. H. Seth-Smith, 176 :
H. B. Creswell,

163 ;
C. de Gruchy, 159 ;

T. W. Aldwinkle,

jun., 144 ;
W. D. Caroe, 142.

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, 297.

Hon. Librarian, Mr. C. H. Freeman, 297.

Hon. Secretaries, Messrs. E. Howley Sim,

294 :
and G. B. Carvill, 295.

The above form the Committee.
The other officers elected were : Hon.

Solicitor, Mr. VV. H. Jamieson
;
Hon. Assistant

Librarian, Mr. E. VV, M. VV^onnacott
;

Hon.
Auditors, Messrs. M. Garbutt and H. P. G.

Maule
;
and Assistant Secretary and Registrar,

Mr. D. G. Driver.

On the motion of Mr. E. Howley Sim a vote of

thanks was accorded to the scrutineers, Messrs.

C. H. Brodie, M. Garbutt, G. W. Jones, and
H. D. Wilkinson.
The Chairman announced that the A.A.

Travelling Studentship for 1897 had been
awarded to Mr. E. H. Evans. The Prizes

Sub-Committee in their report stated that the

finished drawings by Mr. Wearing exhibited

great care, but the Committee were unanimous
in awarding the prize to Mr. Evans.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. S. S.

Hellyer to read a paper on " Plumbing and
Sanitary Arrangements,” part of which, and
some of the illustrations which accompanied it

we give this week. The remainder of the paper,
and additional diagrams, will appear next week :

The subject of this paper is too large and
the time too short to admit of any adornment,
even if I had the power, but as to this I am not

troubled, knowing well enough how learned

you all are in the art of embellishment, and

that any deficiency of mine in this respect will

readily enough be made good by you.

Holding the strings of his clients purse,

money naturally becomes an important factor

with the architect. He ever wants to accom-

plish so much for so little, and somehow money

does not increase in value as the years go by--

the wages world makes a shrinkage in it. I

should like, therefore, to comfort your minds at

the outset by saying—speaking obviously apart

from the increase in plumbers’ wages, which

applies to all the other building trades—that

the sanitary plumbers’ work of to-day costs but

little more relatively than did the insanitary

work of two or three decades ago.

The additional cost for better treatment and

arrangement, for better ventilation of the soil-

pipes and waste-pipes, is largely met by the

adoption of more simple methods, by the use

of cheaper traps, smaller waste-pipes and soil-

pipes
;
also by the use of fewer cisterns and

cisterns of smaller size and of a less expensive

character
;
and, further, by the difference in

the market price of materials, lead especially

being much cheaper now -than it was a quarter

of a century ago. I will give you an instance by

throwing upon the screen illustrations showing

the insanitary method of treating a valve-closet

thirty to forty years ago, and the sanitary

method as generally practised to-day by those

proficient in the craft of plumbers’ work. The
excess of work is so marked in the old method

that I need not go into figures to show its

greater cost.

No doubt the many improvements which

have been made in the best kinds of valve-

closets have increased their cost, but this is met

by the simplification of certain parts, and by the

use of plainer basins, a simple white satisfying

for most places now
;
for we no longer require

to study colours in our water-closets—we have

our art schools for that—nor do we now seek

for closet-basins with looking-glass bottoms.

I think I ought to say that there are older

methods of treating the valve-closet than the

one just shown, that being considered (half a

century ago) an improvement upon the treat-

ment it first received in the latter part of the

last century and the earlier part of this. For

instance, in the illustration just shown the

waste-pipe from the safe is trapped independ-

ently of the closet trap, a weeping-pipe from

the closet service is turned into it for charging

the trap with water every time the closet is

used
;
whereas in the earlier method the waste-

pipe from the safe was connected with the

closet trap, as in fact was also the waste-pipe

from the cistern. In the earliest method of all,

these two latter dangers were non-existent : the

closets having no safes under them no waste-

pipes were required
;

and as the water was
generally pumped up into the closet cisterns,

where situated above the basements, there was
no such need for cistern wastes, especially as

the water, instead of overflowing the cistern,

could run away through the wire-pipe of the

service box into the closet basin, and through

the overflow pipe of the latter into the closet

trap and out into the soil-pipe. In an illustra-

tion later on we shall see how this was done.

But I am departing from my subject.

In the old method the Bramah closet was
supplied by means of a spring-valve, a spoon
or shoe-valve, or a round drop-valve soldered

to a lead service-box, the latter kind being the

one just shown, but such details do not in any
way upset our conclusions as to the greater

amount of labour involved in the old method
than in the new.
That carries us a long way, for it mattered

not whether a valve-closet or a pan-closet were
adopted ;

the plumber’s work was just the same
in both, the service-box only being a little

larger in the former case than in the latter.

For good houses the best plumbers used to

consider the Bramah closet the proper kind for

the principal water-closets, and the pan-closet

for more common use and for servants’ use
indoors, and sometimes also for the upper
servants’ use in the yard or area, though the

water-closet in the latter places was generally

fitted with the well-known long hopper-closet.

I will say nothing about the cost of the latter,

excepting to remind you that it was cheap and
advertising

;
but I do not hesitate to say that

the insanitary pan-closet, with its D-trap and
other belongings, cost more than the sanitary

pedestal wash-down closets of to-day.

In this reference to the relative cost of the

modern method of plumbers’ work with that of

the old, I am not, of course, taking into con-

sideration the additional comforts and luxuries ;

if I may so call them—elaborate baths and
luxurious lavatories. If people want sitz, spray,

and shower baths, they must expect to pay for 1

them, as they do for their motor cars and ;

bicycles. However, I should be sorry to

convey the impression that because the prices •

of certain materials have been reduced, and

the work to certain water-closets simplified,

that plumbers’ work now costs next to nothing ;

for there is a very important factor yet to be ,

considered—viz., the labour—the cmx which
generally baffles the best of estimators. Plum- •

bers’ wages in London are at the rate of about 1

one-fifth more than they were a quarter of a

century ago, and I should think four-fifths more ,

than when the Queen began to reign. The .

men do not receive this amount of increase in 1

their weekly wage, for they do not work so

many hours now. I am saying nothing against 1

this advance in wages. Intelligent, industrious ;

labour should be properly paid for.

The first great requisite in a house is its water t

supply, for, in my opinion, as I said twenty ,

years ago, no house can be considered safe .

to live in which is supplied with unwholesome .

water. Ifitwerepossibletogetattheactual facts :

it would often be found that many a case of

illness, and death, arose from bad water rather i

than from bad drains, from water supplied in

an impure state, or which had been allowed to

become contaminated in its storage. There-

fore, when water has to be stored great care .

should be taken to see that it cannot be rendered .

impure by its surroundings, cannot be contami-

nated by the effluvia from water-closets, the

emanations from ventilating-pipes, soil-pipes, ;

and drains, or from the vitiated air of bedrooms :

and living-rooms. One hardly expected to have t

required any further restrictions, but our ac-

countant actually saw two hobbledehoys bathing .

in a cistern the other day. The illustration

before you faithfully represents what (I fancied .

from his face when he told me) amused him as

much as astonished him. A proper cistern-

room should be provided with lights and open-

ings to and from the external air, and the 1

cisterns should be so arranged that they may '

be readily and periodically cleansed. For this

latter purpose—in addition to any overflow-

pipe required by the water company—a cleans-

ing waste-pipe should be so fixed that the

cistern, or cisterns, may not only be emptied, 1

but rinsed out with clean water from the ball-i

valve. To prevent the possibility of such pipes

becoming conductors of bad air to the cisterns,

great care should be taken to see that their

discharging ends are kept well away from open i

traps, sinks, gullies, and places where foul air

could enter them. It ought to be superfluous ;

to say this after so much that has been written '

on the matter, but only very recently I came t

upon an error of the kind we are now consider-

ing in a nobleman’s mansion, the work having .

been done but a year or two ago. I will show i

it upon the screen. The cistern-waste is taken

into the head of a long length of 3-in. cast-

iron pipe, which, at the time I saw it, was in a ;

very foul state, receiving, as it did, the discharges ;

from a general sink (fig. i). That the waste-

pipe from the sink would become fouled was :

pretty well understood by the authorities, for it
'

was trapped rightly enough, though it was not '

ventilated
;
but neither the cistern-waste nor 1

the overflow-pipe from the bath had any trap :

in them, although they delivered into the t

same head as the sink-waste. Of course 1

trapping these pipes would be of no value, 1

for there would be no water passing through
1

them to keep the traps charged. I could :

add to such examples and give others of a more c

serious kind. We shall see some instances of

how the cistern water can be contaminated :

later on in connexion with other matters
;
but I i

must pass on to consider the important method :

of supplying cisterns with water.

Apart from the great saving in cost by having :

a constant supply instead of an intermittent, .

enabling as it does the use of smaller rising-

mains, and cisterns of a smaller size, and fewer i

in number, there is the great advantage of •

keeping the communication-pipes from the t

companies’ mains always charged with water, •

and thus preventing them from becoming com- •

munication-pipes in another sense — from
becoming, in fact, air tubes or passages for i

communicating disease germs.

In the case of an intermittent supply, under 1

favourable circumstances, directly the water is

turned off from the mam in the street the lower 1

cisterns on the system would be supplied as :

they were drawn from by the water left in the t

mains
;
and it requires no great effort of one’s :
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imagination to conceive of streets sufficiently
sloping for such pipes to be quickly emptied,
and to remain so daily for perhaps twenty
hours out of the twenty-four. In such cases

—

the rising-mains in large houses being often of
i 3:^-in. bore, and even larger—the air, infected
or otherwise, would pass at times even through
such restricted passages from one part of a
house to that of another

;
and also from one

house to another under favourable circum-
stances (tig. 2).

As the water subsided in the communica-
tion-pipes, air would enter them through the
open ball-valves, nature abhorring a vacuum.
And the air which would be thus sucked into
the pipes would come, of course, from the air
which surrounded the cisterns, and where such
cisterns were in open contact witli the air from
bedrooms and water-closets, as shown on
the screen, which represents a suburban house,
of which there are perhaps hundreds like it, it

could hardly be pure, and might be dangerous.
The upper cistern is practically quite open to
the bedroom, for a badly fitted door would be
no barrier, and the lower cistern is not only
exposed to the air of the scullery, but also to
the water-closet which opens into the scullery.
No doubt any air currents set up through the
empty main in the street and the communica-
tion pipes to the houses would be induced by
the difference in the temperature of the different
houses, one house being often much warmer
than another.

Fortunately there is a redeeming point in
most things, and notwithstanding that specifi-
cations direct that rising-mains shall be laid in
a manner to empty themselves, they are not
often so treated, circumstances intervene, and
“the best laid scliemes o’ mice and men gang

aft agley "
;
the street main, for instance, stands

higher than the point of ascension of the rising-
main. But in cases where houses stand on
mucii higher levels than the street main no
doubt such communication pipes would empty
back into the main in the street or road, and in
streets or roads with a steep fall, as shown, the
main with the water turned off would soon
become empty.
With a constant supply the main and the

communication-pipes would practically remain
always charged with water, and no such risk
as we have been considering would be likely to
take place.

Cisterns with a constant supply can be of
much smaller size than when the supply is

intermittent
;
and generally one cistern in such

cases suffices for a house with a fair-sized
family. The size, of course, must depend upon
circumstances. It should be equal to the keep-
ing of all the services from it going atone time,
or the service-pipe to it must be of a bore suf-
ficiently large to supply the water at about the
same speed that it can be drawn from the
cistern.

Where there is only one cistern in a house
and it is also made to supply the hot water circu-
lation, the cold water services from it, for all
other purposes, should be so connected that a
body of water is always retained in the cistern
to keep the hot water system going, in case the
water should be turned off from the main for a
little while

;
especially should this be the case

when the hot water circulation is on the tank-
system.

Also, with a constant supply there is the
further advantage of being able so draw
directly fj-oin the company’s main, and the
water supplied to the table in this way will be

3 -

found to be much cooler and nicer in every
way, provided that the water in the company’s
main is pure and wholesome. For this purpose
^-in. lead pipe will be found to be quite large
enough. When the water is soft, and would be
likely to act on lead, block-tin, or tin-lined lead
pipe should be used, or tin-lined wrought-iron
pipe if the water company will allow it.

Where the water would act on lead it would
also act on galvanised iron, therefore the
storage cisterns in such cases should be of cast
iron or wrought iron limewhited inside, and
the cisterns for storing water for dietetic pur-
purposes would be nicer in earthenware, white
enamelled inside.

Great care is required in selecting the course
for the service-pipe—the communication-pipe
from the company’s main. The pipe should
never be laid under or near a soil drain, or in

any trench in which bad or surface water could
collect

;
for even though there may never

be any restriction in the pipe to allow water
surrounding it to be sucked into it, in case of
any hole or defect in the pipe such water may
find its way into it when the water is turned
off from the main, and be forced up into the
cisterns when the water is turned on again.
Where such pipes cannot be kept at least

2 ft. under ground, then, in positions where
they would be liable to very severe frost, they
should be laid in a trough or box made of
creosoted wood filled up to the top edges of the
sides with hot pitch, with which might be
mixed a little Stockholm tar and some sharp
sand. No lead or iron pipe should be allowed
to come in contact with lime, and when such
pipes pass through clay soil they should be well
tarred over or be embedded in ashes or cocoa-
nut fibre, which will also be helpful in protect-

ing them from frost.

If plumbers' work inside our houses ended
here we should not have much to fear from
noxious gases in our homes, but civilisation

calls for certain conveniences to be placed in-

doors, and I must confess that it is most com-
forting to one’s mind, if feeling a little “out of

sorts ’’ on going to bed, to know that if taken
ill, one will not have to light a lantern as in the
olden times and go out into the night air.

Now I know of no reason, beyond that of

incapacity, why a water-closet should not be
fixed inside a house with absolute safety, safer

and sweeter, in fact, than a night stool in one's

bedroom, the use of which, when all the
servants are in bed, would leave its presence
painfully present for the rest of the night. But
it is not so much a question of a night-stool

versus a water-closet, or a privy or water-closet

situated out of doors versus a water-closet in-

doors
:

for the outside convenience, by bad
arrangement, may render it and the air sur-

rounding the house more unhealthy than even
an insanitary water-closet indoors. The im-
portant (Question is : Can a. watep-closet. be so
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fitted up that it may be used with absolute

safety in any position or place it may reason-

ably be required, either outside or inside a

house ? Well, gentlemen, if I could not answer

that question in the affirmative, I should not be

here to-night.

Living on an island, we naturally believe in

isolation. We isolate all clean water pipes such

as safe-wastes, cistern wastes, and overflow

pipes, bv making them discharge into the open

air. We also isolate all dirty water waste

pipes, such as bath wastes, sink wastes, and
lavatory wastes, by exposing their discharging

ends to the air outside the house, and in this

matter we stand ahead of all other nations, not

excepting even America. In some cases, we
also isolate soil-pipes, by “disconnecting”

them from old and filthy soil drains, safeguard-

ing them from the air in the drain, and giving

to each soil pipe a separate inlet and outlet for

continuous ventilation.

We go further than this, for we not only

isolate the drain of one house from that of

another, by disconnecting both from the

common sewer, but in some cases we dis-

connect one section or wing of a building from
that of another, excluding any infected air

which may be in one section from another, and
providing independent ventilation to each sec-

tion, taking care, however, that no length of

drain shall remain unventilated.

And we not only isolate the main carriers,

the sanitary wings are now isolated from the

general building. And the water-closet apart-

ments are not only isolated, but the water-

closets. The “Corbet” and the “Bracket”
closets have been specially introduced to isolate

them from the floor as well as from the walls,

an illustration of which is now before you (fig. 3).

But isolation is not everything ;
our ships of

war still count for something. A water-closet

may be as isolated as a sentry-box, and yet be
dangerous, for in this sanitary age no water-
closet can be pronounced sanitary in the
highest degree which cannot be used and left

in itself and in all its parts as clean and whole-
some as it was before usage.
To compare various points and features of

the great variety of water-closets and flushing-

cisterns which now exist would require several

evenings, and to attempt this to-night would
only tend to the confusion of our minds on a
subject simple enough in itself, but which,
owing to the multifarious patterns of the many
manufacturers, has become a little complicated.

In passing over many water-closets which
have been introduced during the last ten or
twenty years we shall not miss much, for the
majority of them are as noisy and as unsightly
as some of the new motor-cars, and to the
olfactory nerves are just as objectionable as the
pan-closet they were meant to supersede. I

propose, therefore, to confine my remarks to a
few kinds, viz., the valve-closet, the “ Syphonic,”
the “Wash-down.” and the “Wash-out,” but
before doing so let me mention the several
points which I consider essential to a good
water-closet.

1. It should hold a body of water large
enough and deep enough to quite submerge
the faeces.

2. It should have no parts or places in it

where faecal matters could cling to or accumu-
late upon.

3. It should have a water-seal of at least
1I2 in. for trapping off the soil-pipe.

4. It should be so constructed that the whole
of its contents may be changed bv a flush of
two gallons of water, and its in'terior parts
well w'ashed.

5. And in the case of earthenware closets
having their basin and trap in one piece, its
connection with the soil-pipe dr drains should
be readily seen.

Now if we examine the general kind of
“ wash-on/” closets, we shall see that they all
more or less fail in some one or more of these
important points. In the majority of such
closets, if not in all of them, it will be found
that the water held in the bottom of the basin is
too shallow to cover the faeces, the consequence
being that the portion which is not submerged
throws off a vapour—its temperature being
generally greatly higher than the air of the
apartment—which soon fills the place with an
odour, objectionable to the then occupier, and
most repulsive to the next comer immediately
following. So pronounced is this, that on
making an examination it is rarely necessary for
a sanitarian to do more than put his head into
an apartment where this kind of closet is fixed,
to know that it is a “wash-out.”
Then in this kind of closet the flush of water

is made to break up the fasces in the best pos-

sible way for throwing their odours into the

apartment, and instead of spending its full force

upon the sides of the basin and upon the trap,

it is chiefly spent in clearing the bottom of the

basin. There is alsothe evil of a large exposed

surface between the weir of the basin and the

water-seal of the trap, a part which will gener-

ally be found to be in a filthy state.

Having dismissed the “wash-o/rf" kind of

closet, let us now see what can be said for its

next of kin, the pedestal “wash-rfoirn” kind.

There is a very great variety of them with

several points common to them all, and yet

they differ so much in certain essential features

that, like Jeremiah's figs, “the good are very

good indeed, the rest are not fit for pigs.” In

one particular they all stand at a disadvantage

with the “ wash-out,” viz., that their exposed

surface of water is smaller. But the best of

their kind may be said to pretty well embody
the points required in a good general sanitary-

water-closet. They are to be had of many a

manufacturer, each one claiming some feature

or advantage not possessed by others.

In the example before you my assistant will

soil over the whole of its interior exposed sur-

face and will test it with a dozen pieces of

paper, using only two gallons of water, and
you will see that the closet and trap will be left

free of the matters put into them. And as it is

more difficult sometimes with such closets to

wash out a few pieces of paper of the size of

postage stamps, he will try it again and show
you that the closet stands both tests equally

well.

Several varieties of “Syphonic" closets are

now in the market, the main object with them
all being to provide a larger exposed surface

of water than can be given to the “ wash-
down ' kind : but though such closets excel

the “wash-down” closets in this particular,

they are not so satisfactory in some other

points. The majority are not so simple, nor so

reliable in their action with only a two-gallon

flush of water, and some of them arc compli-

cated in their supply and discharge arrange-

ments.
In testing such closets with a pailful of water

emptied quickly into them, I have seen them
left with a much reduced water-seal even when
they have not been attached to a soil-pipe ;

and how they would withstand the action of

syphonage when fixed in about the middle
part of a stack of soil-pipe 80 or 100 ft. high, I

should hardly like to say, but I should be
apprehensive of the result.

I know of an instance where a syphonic
closet was put into use during the time its soil-

pipe was under a smoke test, and the smoke
escaped through it into the water-closet apart-

ment. But, perhaps, this is hardly to he won-
dered at, for under certain conditions, the
contents of the closet are syphoned out very
vigorously, so much so that the water-seal of

the trap would often be broken in the action.

The emptying of a pailful of slops into such
closets not only syphons out their previous
contents, but the added slops as well, leaving
the basins practically empty, in which state

they would at times be used when the freces

would fall upon dry basins
;
for, no doubt, the

servants would not always remember to pull

the flushing handle after emptying the slops,

especially as there would be no necessity to do
so to get rid of the slops.

Then, unlike a valve-closet, the water held in

the basin is in continuous contact with the air

in the soil-pipe, but this is the same in “wash-
down ” closets.

Then I think when the water is limited to

two-gallons it is important that the whole of

such a flush should be utilised for washing
down the walls of the basin and cleansing the
trap

;
but in the majority of the syphonic

closets it will be found that part of the flush is

used for starting the syphon in a compartment
outside the basin.

Then a close examination of the majority of
such closets when in action will show that
their sides are not properly rinsed, and
that in consequence particles of matter are
left adhering to the surfaces, and that even
some of the rinsed water is returned back into
the closet when the syphonic action has been
broken. But, of course, a second flush would
make this all right. It is better that such
closets should have a flush of not less than
about three gallons.

Before I pass away from the classes of water-
closets which may, and which often are,

connected to soil-pipes and drains by imperfect
joints, I should like to say, as strongly as I can.

that no closet or trap having a breakable outlet]

such as earthenware, should be connected to a

soil-pipe or drain in a manner that will not

admit of a ready inspection.

I now come naturally enough to valve-

closets, the prince of water-closets for private use,

and for places where such a convenience is not

used for several days together and when the

supply of water is not limited to two gallons.

The “ Bramah ” valve-closet was invented by

Joseph Bramah, of London, in 1778, but it

has been much improved upon since then,

especially during the last ten or twenty years.

In turning out some drawers recently, I came
across a printed circular of a valve-closet, by

the founder of my business, which was esta-:

blished upwards of a century and a-half ago,

and I have thought it of sufficient interest to

reproduce upon the screen to-night for you to

see. It was printed by T. Bensley in about

1790, I think. His printing press was next to

Dr. Johnson’s house in Bolt-court. If you look

at the type you will see that the long S is used,

and the Caslon Foundry abandoned that form
of letter in 1785.
The illustration shows a D-trap under the

closet, but according to the text this trap was
at that time called an “Air” trap

;
and although

they seem to have preferred that its position

should be immediately under the floor of the

closet, they do not seem to have been very

particular about this, for in the directions for

fixing, it is specified to be “fixed under the

floor of the closet, if the joists are of sufficient

depth to allow it, if not it may be fixed at the

bottom of the fiiniic! pipe." It is interesting to

notice that at this time soil-pipe was called

“Funnel-pipe”—the name by which it is still

called by some old plumbers—and, what is still

more interesting, as shown by the circular, the

conservatism of that day was very strong, for

they stored the sewage in cesspools built at the

bottom of funnel-pipes inside their houses. But
thev saw a danger in this, unless matters were
well suppressed, for the specification states that

“ great care must be taken to make properly

good round the bottom of the funnel-pipe

where it enters the drain or cesspool so as to

entirely prevent the foul air from being

emitted.” There is nothing said about the

ventilation of the soil-pipe or of the cesspool,

the authorities were content to “bottle up”
such matters, and there was wisdom in this with

so much storage of sewage in closet trap and

cesspool.

But I must return to my subject. I have
called the best kind of valve-closets the prince

of water-closets, and I have done so because I

know of no other which embraces so many good

points. It has a larger and a deeper body of water

than any other closet, for receiving a motion,

submerging it, and carrying it away in what

I have called elsewhere a “ water envelope
;

”

whilst the valve which keeps the water in the

basin enables its sides to be so extended that

they are practically protected from the dejecta,

no matter what state the body may be in. And
to protect the flushing rim of water-closets I

have recently introduced a receding rim.

Then, with the attached supply_ valve, at the

same moment of time the closet is discharged,

a very vigorous flush of water is made to

cleanse the whole of the interior of the closet

together with its trap
;
and not only so, the

sides of the basin are rinsed down at the same

time, so that not a vestige of foreign matter

may remain behind.

Then the valve-closet is superior to all other

closets,whetherofthe “wash-out,” “wash-down"

or “ syphonic ” kind, in that its basin water—the
water which is open to the apartment and the

house—is separated from the water which

stands in the closet-trap, in fact is “disconnected”

from the water which is exposed to the air in

the soil-pipe, as shown in section upon the

screen, which is an illustration of a valve-closet

which I have had specially made for fi.xing

upon fire-proof floors, and places where it is de-

sirable that the floor under the closet should

remain intact.

There is also another great advantage

attending a good valve-closet, viz. : wnth an

efficient lead trap under it having a wiped

soldered joint to the lead soibpipe there will

ever be a reliable connexion with the soil-pipe^

and a reliable water-seal
;
so reliable that the

trap and its jointing may be depended upon

for many generations.

In the case of earthenware closets with

earthenware traps in one piece—the pedestal

kind—or in two pieces, it is not so
;
for there

is not only the risk of a breakdown of the!

connexion with the soil-pipe, but there is also
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lie risk of the breaka^^c of the closet itself, its

rap or its basin part, which would mean a
lefective water-seal or no protection at all

rom the soil-pipe air, pending the changing of
he closet for a new one.

I know tliat some authorities have been
i:ontent to fix valve-closets without a trap
letween the closet and the soil-pipe, but it is

,istonishing what may be done in the name of
.anitalion. Now, though something may be
,aid in favour of fi.xing a valve-closet without a
rap on a very short length of soil-pipe, which
iias its discharging end open to the air, what
:an be said in favour of sucii a closet fixed upon
L long length of soil-pipe into which other
'alve-closets discharge with no trap to any of
hem ? And yet scores have been so fixed.
)nly within the last few months I know of
uch cases wliere the closets have had to be re-
anilated.

I will not insult you by arguing in favour of
ixing traps under water-closets— that is a
ound principle conceded by us all ; but 1 shall
le glad of your attention whilst I demonstrate
he fact that a round pipe-trap—the syphon
rap, the kind often fixed in ignorance’ of its

lehaviour—under certain circumstances loses
Is water-seal, and for a lime ceases its work of
afeguarding the house from the soil-pipe, and
)erhaps the drain as well. It seems a waste of
vords to say that if a trap he necessary at all it

hould be of that kind which could be relied
ipon under any condition to which it would be
iahle.

With a round-pipe or syphon trap the dis-
harges pass through it in so unbroken a form
nd with so much momentum—gained in tiic

ill from the closet basin—that the combined
ction of sypiionage and momentum is not
rrested in time to leave sufficient water in the
rap to re-seal it.

With an “Anti D-trap,” as I shall show you
y one or two tests, the water is just suffi-

iently broken up at the outlet of the trap to
etarci both the action of momentum and
yphrmage. for ensuring the retention of an
fficient water-seal, no matter how small or
ow large a body of water may be sent
irough it, whilst to ensure an entire change of
ie previous contents of the trap its body part
i purposely made smaller tlian its inlet

;
and

s it holds about 40 per cent, less than a 4-in.

yphon-trap I need hardly say which is the
lore wholesome of the two, although both kinds
lay be considered as self-cleansing. By the
ivour of tlic Worshipful Company of Plumbers

'

have here an apparatus which the company
tted up at King’s College in connexion with
leir museum and workshops tliere, for the
xtension of the technical training of student
lumbers, I have had a photograph taken of

ie apparatus, and before demonstrating will
how it upon the screen.

Next to the importance of an efficient trap to

water-closet is an efficient water supply, for
lie best closet in the world may not only be
larrcd, but may be ruined by the want of
itlier. To expect two gallons of water to

arry a motion through the closet, trap, branch
oil-pipe, the vertical stack, and a long length
i brancli drain to reach the main carrier, and
lot leave a vestige of filth behind, is expecting
no much. The fact is, if the water flush is to

le efficient it must be made to depend sonie-
vhat upon circumstances, upon the necessities
if the case, and that only where water is

carce, or where it is imperative to economise
ts use in order to maintain a general supply to

he house, should it be limited to two gallons.
Two gallons of water with an effiei'ent tlush-

ng cistern may fairly suffice for the best kind
)f wash-down pedestal closets with small
vater areas, when they are situated near to the
nain carriers with a general How of water in

hem, or into which copious flushes are auto-
natically and frequently delivered. But two
jallons of water are insufficient for water-
:loscts which hold a good body of water,
jspecially when they stand or are fixed at any
jreat distance from the main drain, that is, if

he soil-pipes, drains, and ventilating-pipes are
ill to be kept clean and wholesome. In my
)wn house—

1

pay by meter— I have valve-
dosets for the best closets with the water
iupply so arranged that each user may give a
lush of two, three, or four gallons very rapidly
ind at pleasure, and during the thirteen years
hat I have occupied the house I have never
lad to pay extra on that account. 1 say this to
mcourage Water Companies in giving a larger
icence to consumers.
As only, however, two gallons of water are

illowed by most Companies, it is most impor-

tant that this quantity should be utilised in the
best possible vvay, and as there are flushing-

cisterns aiui flushing-cisterns, only the most
efficient should be used. You all know well
enough wliat difference there is in their dis-

charging power
;

I have here one taking not
quite Jh’i’ seconds to discharge, the size of the
flushing pipe being in. and the cistern being
nearly noiseless. With a noisy advertiser in a
house, it is vain for any person to pretend he
only left the room to get a pocket-handkerchief.
Such fittings are most unpleasant to retiring

dispositions, and they ought not to be fixed in

private houses. I was dining a month or two
ago at a friend’s house, and wishing to give a
second flush to the closet, I waited four minutes
by my watch for the flushing cistern to fill

;

when I left it was still filling, and I dare say by
this time it is ready for the second Husln

A properly-fitted valve-closet with an attached
supply-valve and bellows regulator, is the least

noisy of all water-chisets, and when it is so
fitted up that the lid of the enclosure can be put
down before the handle is pulled, it is practi-

cally noiseless in its action. The next slide

wilt show a view of such a closet It is so
arranged in my house, where, for the sake of

convenience and for good general flushing

when necessary, the service to it is taken from
the general service-pipe to other fittings. When
this is properly done I do not see how any
contamination can take place, but as it is most
difficult to always rely upon things being pro-
perly done, it is better to separate the water-
closet supply from alt other services. When
the cistern for tliis purpose would have to he
fixed in the water-closet apartment it should be
kept as small as practicable, holding only about
half a dozen gallons of water, so that its entire

contents may be frequently changed, for, not-

withstanding any lid it may have, the effluvia

of the apartment would gain access to the
water and taint it. Where a good flush is

desired, and the head of water would be under

5 ft. or 6ft,, the service-pipe to the closet should
be of 2-in. bore.

If we were not influenced by fashion, or

carried away by the current of things, I should
wonder much why pedestal closets with
narrow ring seats ever came into vogue for the
best closets in private houses, especially for

ladies’ use, for I suppose the least observant
must know that it is cleaner and nicer for a
lady’s dress, especially with a long skirt, to rest

upon the dusted seat of an enclosure rather

than upon the floor, remembering what closet

floors are like at times. With a table-top closet

basin protecting the enclosed space, and with
an air-tight joint to the top of a nicely-fitted

enclosure, as shown upon the screen, not only is

the vapour excluded from the space inside tlie

enclosure, but dust, and the sweepings of the
apartment, as well. And with such an arrange-
ment no cold draughts can blow upon the

person using the closet. And even for the use
of men, when they are feeble or advanced in

years, a table-top pedestal closet affords a
better means for raising themselves from the
closet than the ring-seat, allowing them, as it

does, a firm place to rest their hands upon, as

shown by the closet illustrated upon the screen.

Before leaving the subject of water-closets,

I ought to say something on the apartments in

which they are fixed, though there is no time
for more than a word or two. The apartment
in itself, apart from the closet, may become an
accumulator or disseminator of disease. Dark
and dangerous water-closet apartments may be
found with the aid of a candle in the interior

parts of old mansions with no natural light or
ventilation. The vapour generated in them, or
escaping from the closet apparatus, may be as
difficult to remove as air out of a bottle.

One side of a water-closet apartment should
at least stand next the external air, having a
window in it reaching up to the ceiling, as was
shown in the last slide but one, and as is shown
in this case also. Where it would be much
used it should be provided with independent
ventilation, should have, in fact, an air inlet and
an air outlet.

It is important that the walls and ceiling

should be made practically air-tight, and that

there should be no places or parts about them
where dust could collect and accumulate. And
in public water-closets, and in water-closets
which would be liable to be used as urinals, the
floors should be impervious.
For the best water-closets with enclosures,

as just shown, and for table-top valve-closets

in private houses and important positions, a
floor of solid marble from wall to wall, or to a
point 6 in. or so beyond the sides and front of

pedestal closets, is very desirable, as shown.

The marble is sunk a little to catch any little

leakage of the [supply-valve, should such ever

occur, and carry it away by an overflow

pipe fixed to the floor, and discharging

into the open air. Where marble cannot

be afforded, the boarded floor inside the

enclosure should be protected by a lead safe to

which the lead trap under tlie valve-closet

should be soldered. I should just say here that

the overflow pipe from the safe being a clean

water-pipe can be utilised for introducing a

constant stream of fresh air into the apart-

ment
;

but when this is done in exposed

positions, the grated opening in the marble

floor should be kept outside the enclosure, so

that the incoming air, when frosty, may not

come directly in contact with the service pipe,

service valve, or closet basin.*

In inviting discussion, the Chairman said

they were exceedingly indebted to Mr. Hellyer,

not only for bestowing so much time on his

lecture, but for one of the most instructive

papers which had ever been read before them.

Mr, F. G. F. Hooper, in proposing a vote of

thanks, said that a paper of so valuable a cha-

racter, should be of great use in extending the

knowledge of plumbing work and of sanitary

science. At the present time sanitarians might
take some credit for the fact that the Queen
was able to commemorate so long a reign. It

was interesting to recall the fact that, througli

the wisdom of the late Prince Consort, early

in the reign the Royal palaces were examined
by experts and put, so far as was possible at

that time, in a sanitary condition. Had such

work been more general, it was not too much
to suggest that the life of the Prince himself

might have been prolonged, and the Prince of

Wales might have been spared his very serious

illness. At the same time we were saddened
in considering the shortness of life of men and
women at the other end of the social scale.

The early mortality among the artisan classes

was to a large extent preventable. The fact

that the death rate was so high amongst this

class was an injury to the whole community.
Sanitarians might rejoice in what they liad

done, and were doing, to preserve the lives of

the people, but it was melancholy to have to

maintain diseased men and women in work-
houses, hospitals, &c., who, instead of suffering,

would be strong and healthy and giving their

lives to the community had their homes been
more wholesome and their habits more wise.

If all, like the Queen, were lovers of fresh

air, the effect would be alike favourable to

all. Many of tlie points which Mr. Hellyer
had alluded to they would all t.ake to heart.

People at the present time did not consider

sufficiently the ventilation in the ordinary

dwelling "house. The staircase, for instance,

wliich was a means of communication, was
rarely properly ventilated. If it were, much
less would be heard of draughts and had
odours.

Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne, in seconding the

vote of thanks, said that he agreed with what
Mr. Hooper liad said as to badly ventilated

workmen’s dwelling - houses
;

but the small

suburban dwelling-house was in an equally

bad state. In suburbs like Ealing, and, of

course, elsewhere, the sanitation of supposed
sanitary houses was abominable. He had
recently been called in to examine a house
whicli had been pronounced satisfactory by a

“sanitary surveyor,” and as the result of the

ordinary smoke test, the house was found to be
in a most defective condition. Another point

he would like to refer to was as to the lumiber

of theories amongst architects as to what
constituted the best sanitary arrangements,

which caused the opinion of the sanitary

expert to be sought after. As a result, there

was springing up a class of men known as
“ sanitary surveyors.” He recently knew of a

case where the charges for the “ sanitary sur-

veyor ” were 15 per cent, on an expenditure of

over 1,600/., the sanitary surveyor replying, in

answer to remonstrances, that it was generally

agreed that the charges of the sanitary expert

should be higher than those of the architect for

mere architecture. He could not help thinking

that more attention should be given to matters of

sanitation on ships, .^ny one who had travelled

by sea, especially in the smaller ships, would
know how insanitary were the closets in ships,

regular pestilential breeding boxes. In the

* Owing to pressure of other matter, we are obliged to

hold over the remainder of this paper, and some additional

diagrams, until ne.xt week
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Atlantic once, in a rough sea, the water did not

go down, but came up one of the closets in use,

with results better imagined than described.

Mr. W. E. Bland (Newcastle) said that he was

expressing the opinions of sanitarians in the

north when he stated how much he appreciated

Mr. Hellyer’s work. One important matter

which the lecturer had referred to was as to the

valve closets having the water in the basin

separate from that in the trap. That was a

point which he had not noticed previously,

although he had been a lecturer on plumbing

for eight or nine years.

Mr. J. Osborne Smith said that that meeting

came very opportunely after their recent

Jubilee dinner, when it was said, as it was
often said, that drains were not architecture.

That was possibly true, for there were many
things which were not architecture in that

sense, although they were parts of a building ;

but he thought the suggestion was a wrong
one, and the meaning conveyed in that phrase

was the wrong advice to give to students.

Architecture was the formation, tlie designing

and production, of beautiful buildings
;
but a

building could not be regarded as either

beautiful or perfect unless it was also healthy
;

unless they paid attention to that portion of the

practical work connected with architecture and
produced reasonably healthy buildings, they'

had not considered sufficiently the interest of

the client, nor done what they had been paid

5 per cent, for doing. He agreed with Mr.
Prynne that architects should not let this

practical work get into the hands of sanitary

surveyors, since it was work which architects

ought to look after themselves. He regretted

that clients had frequently gone to him com-
plaining of the inconvenience suffered in regard
to defective drainage due to the want of atten-

tion on the part of architects. One reason of

this was that insufficient attention was given
to simple matters, and adequate expenditure was
not incurred at the right moment. Expendi-
ture was often lavish on parts of the building
that were to be seen and the hidden parts were
often sacriticed in consequence. When
students were designing buildings they could
put the closets and lavatories in the right

places if they thoroughly understood the
principles on which they were working.
The Chairman, in putting the vote of thanks,

said that it had been well said that genius was
the capacity for taking pains, of which they had
had a lesson that niglit. He could not help
thinking that if they wanted to learn a lesson
thoroughly they should go to the very best
authority they could find. One thing that made
them happy in the present day was that sanitary
science was approaching to a state of finality.

The science now, from being complex was
becoming simple, and he hoped that it would
not be long before the denser bodies of
the country, Local Boards, &c., would find
that it was necessary to give some other
form of finality in these matters than to

say that their by-law must be complied
with at all costs. We might, perhaps, some
day get even a simpler form of valve-
closet than that which was recommended at
present, but the diagram which Mr. Hcllyer
had shown them that evening would make
them feel that they were one step nearer to
perfection. As an Association they ought to

'

join with other b<-)dies in emphasising the need
of a codification of bv-laws on sanitary
matters. Let them, as architects, all remember
that a house is a machine, and a very important
machine—not a box with ornamental fronts,
but a machine in which people had to spend
their lives—in which they had to live and die.
Architects had to accommodate people in health
and sickness, and at the last moment of their
existence, and no part of the habitations of the
people was unworthy of an architect’s skill and
care. He, as an artist, must thank Mr. Hellyer
for getting rid of the ornamental basin, and for
the good taste displayed in the models brought
there that evening. Nothing was in worse taste
than the fluted or the foliated closet. If they,
as architects, were to send deprecatory post-
cards to the makers who sent them such speci-
mens, perhaps there would be less of such
work manufactured.
The vote of thanks having been put and

agreed to unanimously,
reply, said he was glad that

^cmtects took so much interest in sanitation.
He believed it was a question for architects,
and that was why he was present that evening.
In hjs opinion a house was not complete
unless it was made healthy. Architects could
do a great deal fo aid the plumber, and .for tbi;

health ofthe country, by studying sanitation up

to a point
;
they did not need to go into all the

details—in fact they would not be able to do

that, for so extensive was the subject, and so

extensive were the phases of an architect’s

work tliat it would be impossible to do so.

The Chairman having announced that the

meeting was adjourned “until the annual

excursion,” the proceedings terminated.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS :

CONFERENCE OF MEMBERS.

A THREE days’ conference of the members of

this Institution was opened on Tuesday at the

Westminster Town Hall, and in the Guildhall,

Westminster.
The opening meeting was held in the Town

Hall, Westminster, when the President, Mr.

J.
Wolfe Barry, addressed a large audience.

After a few opening remarks, he glanced at the

history of the Institution since its formation in

1818. He said that its ramifications extended

not only to every city and town of the United

Kingdom, but its members and representatives

were to be found in every country to which
British enterpri.se had extended. From the

small beginning of 1818—which had not

attained to a growth of 200 members of all

classes in 1828, they had increased by leaps

and bounds, so that they now numbered 6,200

members, associate members, and associates,

and 900 students, making a total roll of 7,100.

Of the 5,000 members, associate members,
associates, and students in the United Kingdom,
1.9500! all classeswere living or practising in the

Metropolis. In many of the great towns of the

Kingdom they had important local associations

directly connected with the Institution. The
number of members and associate members in

the various local associations was as follows :

—

Birmingham and the neighbourhood, about

200 ;
Glasgow, 150 ; Manchester, 200

;
New-

castle-on-Tyiie, 120
;
Leeds, 150. It was with

the view of further strengthening the bonds of

union that tlie Congress of this year had been
instituted

;
and he hoped, not only that it

would have the results which they all had
so much at heart, but that it might be the

precursor nf many more annual gatherings
of a similar nature. Apart from visits, their

desire liad been to encourage, by means
of short papers read at the meetings of the
Sections, an interchange of ideas and the im-
parting of the most recent information on all

the multifarious subjects which together were
included in the expression civil engineering.
Thus they had found that seven Sections
naturally presented themselves as indicating
that amount of specialising which in practice

their profession found desirable. The Sections
into which the Congress was divided were as
follows: — I. Railways.— Chairman, Sir B.
Baker. 2. Harbours, Docks, and Canals.

—

Chairman, Mr. Harrison Hayter. 3. Machinery
and the Transmission of Power.—Chairman,
Sir Frederick Bramwcll. 4. Mining and
Metallurgy.—Chairman, Mr. Forster Brown.
5, Shipbuilding.—Chairman, Sir William White.
6. Waterworks, Sewerage, and Gasworks.

—

Chairman, Mr. James Mansergh. 7. Applications
of Electricity.—Chairman, Mr. W. H. Preece.
The papers to be read at these various Sections
were all short, and eacli was to be looked on
more as introducing a subject for discussion
than an exhaustive dealing with the matter in
hand. The idea which they had had in view was
to encourage by all means the conversational
interchange of ideas and knowledge rather than
any set debates. He thought that engineers as
a body were always ready to give their brethren
the benefit of any experience or knowledge
which they might have happened to gain. He
did not think that theirs was an acrimonious
profession. They might have their contests
before tribunals of various kinds, but he thought
they were free of mean jealousies and of what
he might almost call the crime of importing
personal animosities into their professional
struggles. Again, they thought that a Congress
would be very beneficial as bringing about an
acquaintance with the personality, as well as
with the work, of so many who up to now had
not had the advantage of meeting each other.
He should like it to be distinctly understood
that any repetitions of that Congress, so far as
his views and the views of the present Council
were concerned, would be like this—namely,
a Metropolitan Congress. It was not intended
to be a peripatetic Congress, meeting this

year in London, and another year else-
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wliere. The object which they had before

them was to bring those who live out of

London into London, not to take Londoners
and others elsewhere. ' London was so large

that it was naturally the centre to which all

local associations could occasionally turn

with advantage to themselves and with

manifest benefit • to Londoners. Further, it

contained the home of the Institution, asso-

ciated not only with so much of present interest,,

but still more with the important memories of

the past—with Telford, Walker, Rennie, the

two Stephensons, Brunei, Locke, Yignoles, and
others who had gone before, and with so many
of the fathers of the profession who, happily,

still adorned their Society. The home, further,

contained their unrivalled library and a fund of

engineering information. Lastly, by arranging

the Congress at tlie usual time for their annual

conversazione, they were able to meet socially

and to show some hospitality to their brethren.

All these considerations pointed, in his opinion,

unmistakably to London as tlicir rallying point]

and he saw no reason for any other arrangement
In conclusion the President said;—" lyct me
once more speak to everybody a word of hearty

welcome, and permit me now to dismiss you

to the work of the various Sections, with the

earnest hope that this Congress may be a con-

spicuous landmark of the progress of our noble

profession and in the usefulness of our Institu-

tion, whicli has had, and I am persuaded wil

have, so fine a career of usefulness.”

At the close of the President’s Address, Sii

F. Bramwell took the chair, and the following

papers were read and discussed :—Mr. W. H
Preece on “ The Transmission of Power bi

Electricity”; Mr. E. B. Ellington, C.E., or

“Tlie Transmission of Power by Water”
Dr. E. Hopkinson (for Mr. John Hopkinson
jun.), on “ The Transmission of Power.”
The Section for Railways met in the CouncI

Chamber at Westminster Town Hall, iinde:

the chairmanship of Sir B. Baker. Paper
were read by Mr. H. Copperthwaite on “Rail

and Permanent Way,” and by Mr. F. W. Webl
on “ Permanent Way.”
The Waterworks, Sewerage, and Gas Work

Section sat in the Council Chamber at thi

Guildhall, Westminster, under the presiclenc

of Mr. James Mansergh, who read a paper 01

the “Law and Allocation of Undergrouni
Water,” which we refer to in another column.

The Section for Mining and Metallurgy me
in- the Committee Room of the GuildhaV
Westminster, and papers were read on “ Wate
in Pits during Sinking ” by Mr. J. B. Simpsor
“Deep Levels in Mining Practice” by Mi
Bennett Brough, and “Deep Mining in Corr

wall” bv Mr. W. Thomas.
In the Shipbuilding Section, presided ove

by Sir W. H. White, and the Section for Hai

hours. Docks, and Canals, papers on varior

departments were also read, discussion

ensuing.
In the afternoon visits were paid to varior

engineering works in the vicinity of London.

In the evening there was a reception by th

President and the Council, at which over

thousand members and guests were^ presen

The interior of the new building was filled wit

pictures on loan and models of engineerin

works.
The Conference was resumed on Wednes

day and Thursday.

COMPETIT/ONS.

Nurses’ Home, W.-^ndsworth.—The fin

premium (50 gs.) in this competition has bee

awarded to the design hearing the niott

“Nightingale,” by Messrs. Lansdell & Harr

son, of 12, Compton-terrace, Highbury, N;

second (20 gs.) to the design bearing the inott

“ Florence Nightingale,” by Mr. F. W. Goic

smith, of I, Verulam Buildings, Gray's Im

W.C.
;
and the third (10 gs.) to the desig

bearing the motto “Victoria,” by Messr;

Gould-Wills & Bulman, of “ Inglenook,” 4
Sisters-avenue, Clapham Common, S.W. TH
number of designs sent in was sixteen.

Town Hall, Enniskillen.—In the compet

tion for a new town hall at Enniskillen, Irelam

the first premiated design is by Messrs. Anthoir

Scott & Son, Drogheda
;
the second by Mr. V

Kaye Parry, 35, Dame-street, Dublin
;
and th

third by Mr' 'Thomas Roe, i, Lombard-strec'

Belfast. The assessor was Mr. Thomas Drev.

R.H.A., who, in his report, stated that “ThI

anonymity of the competitors has been mo
successfully preserved. I rejoice to say thi

in my examination 1 have had not the slighte

hint or impression as to the identity of an.
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ompetitor. It is rarely tliat architects meet
;ith such absolutely fair circumstances

;
and

he conduct of this competition by the Cominis-
ioners of Enniskillen will, I trust, at its con-

fusion be quoted as realising what a fair

ompetition ought to be." Nineteen designs
n all were submitted.
PoucE Station, Halifax.—

I

n regard to

his competition we learn that out of the seven
ets of plans sent in the choice lies between
he plans signed “ Victorina” and those signed
V. R."

Nuhses’ Home, Wandsworth.—We under-
tand that the design of Messrs. Lansdell &
Garrison, of Highbury, has been selected in

>pen competition by the Guardians of Wands-
vorth and Clapham Union for the proposed
s^urses' Home at their infirmary, and has been
orwarded to the Local Government Board for

heir approval. The estimated cost is between
i,ooof. and 10,000/.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
COUNTY ENGINEERS.

A Lancashire district meeting of the mem-
bers of the Association of Municipal and
i^ounty Engineers was held at Rochdale, on
iaturday, the 22nd inst. Mr. F. J. C. May, C.E.,

)f Brighton, President, occupied the chair, and
imongst those present were Messrs, J. Cart-

vright. Bury
;
Walker, Croydon

; J. P. Barber,
Islington

;
Cooper, Wimbledon

; J. T. Eayrs,
Birmingham

; J. Lobley, Hanley
; J. C.

Pickering, Nuneaton
;
Wellbourne, Middleton

;

3ooke, Lancaster
;

Royle, Stretford
;

Cox,
Bradford

;
Taylor, Newburn-on-Tyne

;
E. R. S,

2scott, Halifax
;
Button, Burnley, and others.

The Mayor (Mr. Turner) offered the Associa-

ion a very hearty welcome to Rochdale.
The President read a letter from Mr. Button,

Df Burnley, resigning his position as Secretary

for the Lancashire District, which was accepted
with regret.

On the proposition of Mr. Cartwright, Bury,
seconded by Mr. Platt, Rochdale, Mr. Cooke, of

Lancaster, was appointed to fill the vacancy.
Mr. S. S. Platt, C.E., Borough Engineer, read

a paper on " Some of the Municipal Works of

Rochdale." Describing the Town Hall, he said

the building is in the rieh domestic Gothic
style, resembling some of the medixval
town halls of the Continent, and was erected

from the designs of Mr. W. H. Crossland.

The original cost of the building was about

150,000/. The foundation stone was laid in

March, 1886, by the late Mr. John Bright.

The extreme length of the building is 92
yards, its greatest width 41 yards, and it covers

an area of 3,000 yards. The easterly end is

occupied with the municipal apartments and
offices. The central portion is occupied by a
magnificent hall with hammer-beam roof some-
what like Westminster Hall. It will seat 1,200

persons, and is much used for public meetings,

balls and concerts. The council room extends

the whole width of the building and is 60 ft. by

24 ft. The upper floor at the easterly end is

occupied as a School of Art. The westerly

end contains the Police Department and in-

cludes a Borough Court. On April 10, 1883,

a serious fire occurred which destroyed the

ornamental spire and seriously damaged the

stone tower supporting it, and he had the un-

pleasant duty of razing the tower to within

about 30 ft. of the ground. Mr. A. Waterhouse,
R.A., was called in, and the present tower and
the restoration of the building adjoining it was
designed and carried out by him, the site of the

tower being moved about 15 yards in an easterly

direction, leaving a porte cochere between that

and the main building. The general plan of

the technical school is in the form of the letter

L. In the angle are placed the weaving sheds,

north lighted, and so arranged that any future

extension can be grouped round the same. The
structure averages three stories in height, and
covers an area of 1,010 square yards. The
basement floor comprises a weaving shed, 53 ft.

by 32 ft., for hand and power looms, a weaving
class-room for sixty students, a cotton spinning
class-room for forty-five students, an engineer-

I

ing class-room for fifty students, practical

plumbing, wood turning, &c. On the ground
flour, besides the necessary rooms for secretary,

committee-room, teachers’ common room,
and students’ common room, there are
three large class-rooms, averaging accommo-
dation for fifty students each, The whole of the

I
first floor is devoted to the study of chemistry

}
and dyeing, comprising a laboratory for eighty

i students, balance room, sulphuretted hydrogen

room, store and reagent room, together with a

chemical lecture theatre for ninety students
;

also a preparation room adjacent to same. A
dye-house, with experimental tables to accom-
modate twelve students, is at the far end of the

corridor farthest from the staircase. The
chemical laboratory is fitted with working
benches for both elementary and advanced
students, demonstrators’ raised platform and
table, and is well and correctly lighted by large

, mullioned windows. Internally the building is

finished in a simple yet substantial manner,
with fireproof floors to corridors and elsewhere

as found desirable. Externally the building is

faced with red Ruabon stock bricks having terra-

cotta dressings and other enriched work. The
building is wholly required for science, com-
mercial, and technical classes, and was com-
pleted and opened in 1893 at a total cost of

;^Ti, 500, the architects being Messrs. Wood-
house & Willoughby, of Manchester. The
school is the outcome of subscriptions raised in

the Jubilee year, and was one of the first

transferred under the 1891 Act, and is managed
by a committee of twenty-four, fourteen of whom
are appointed by and are members of the Town
Council, and ten are appointed by the original

subscribers, of which latter representatives he

had been one since the inception of the school.

After the serious fire at the Town Hall in 1883

it was decided to remove the Free Library

therefrom and to erect a building specially for

the purpose. He was entrusted with the

designing and carrying out of the work. The
building is all one story, with a basement on

the northerly side, and covers an area of 650

square yards. The design is domestic Gothic,

the materials used being Yorkshire parpoints

with Yorkshire stone dressings. Passing

through the vestibule the visitor can enter

through doorways on either side, and from the

entrance hall access on the right hand side

leads to a large reading-room, and on the left

hand side to a reading-room devoted jointly to

ladies and boys. The arrangements are planned

so as to afford complete supervision of the

several departments by the officials of the

library. The total cost of the building and
fitting's was 5,900/. In the early part of last

year the committee decided to introduce the

electric light, and he had recently completed

this installation with the assistance of Mr. G.R.
Peers, of Manchester, as consulting electrical

engineer. The several rooms had been fitted

up with 144 i6-candle-power lamps and six

25-candle-power lamps, and opportunity had
been taken to introduce an exhaust fan in the

large reading-room, driven by an electric

motor fixed in the ceiling for the purpose
of ventilation on foggy or heavy days, when the

air of the room could be changed in a few
minutes. It was not possible on such a short

period of working to give a reliable statement

as to the comparative cost of electric light

versus gas, but, so far, the results are very
satisfactory, both as to efficiency and cost of

working. The new fire-station is in Alfred-

street, and beside engine-house, there are

superintendent’s house and nine firemen’s

dwellings. The actual cost of the station was
5,000/., and was carried out from his designs

and under his direction. About 1880 the Cor-
poration purchased the Roch Mills and Half

Acre estates, containing an area of about
eighty acres, for the purpose of a sewage
farm, at a cost of 26,442/.

;
but of this area

about thirty-one acres includes the river, roads,

buildings, and hill-side land, which is not avail-

able for sewage treatment, leaving a net area
of forty-nine acres of filtration plots upon
which the sewage could be disposed of. ’The

present dry-weather flow is 1,500,000 gallons

from an estimated population of 50,000. When
the whole of the sewers tributary to these out-

falls are completed it was estimated the dry-
weather flow would be 2,300,000 gallons daily

from a population of about 75,000. The sewage
from the sudden outfall had, since October,

1890, been dealt with in three precipitation

tanks, having a total capacity of 300,000 gallons
;

and in order to deal with an increased quantity
in future an additional tank of 100,000 gallons

capacity was shortly to be erected. Since
June, 1888, the sewage from the Roch out-

fall had been dealt with on the area laid

out for intermittent filtration without pre-

vious treatment in tanks, but the volume
had so increased, and the quality of the sewage
so materially altered by the addition of manu-
facturing refuse, as to render the land incapa-
ble of dealing satisfactorily with it

;
hence the

necessity for an increase of filtration area and
for previous treatment in tanks for the pre-

cipitation of the solid matter in the sewage.

For the former purpose an additional area of

suitable land, eleven and a quarter acres in

extent, had been acquired, the whole of which

was available for filtration areas, making in all

sixty acres of filtration areas. The distribution

of the sewage on the farm was from chambers

connected by large earthenware pipes with

iron pipes at river crossings, and thence along

grips provided by a grip plough, these grips

being moved from year to year to suit the

working of the land. The crops grown in-

cluded Italian rye grass, turnips, cabbage, and

mangolds. The new works opened in

September last were the precipitation tanks

and plant for dealing with abstracted solid

matter. The tanks consist of two roughing

tanks, each of 105,000 gallons capacity, and six

precipitation -tanks, each of 200,000 gallons, or

rather more than the present dry weather flow.

By an arrangement of weir penstocks the top

water level of the tanks can be raised i ft.,

thereby increasing weir total capacity by

about 275,000 gallons. The tanks had been

planned to allow future extension whenever

required, but the provision made is believed to

be ample for many years to come. The tanks

are worked on the system of continuous flow,

and during storm flow they can be

worked in two or more sets as may be

found advisable to ensure the best result. The
clarified sewage on leaving the tanks passes

through a regulating chamber, whence it

is distributed on to the filtration areas, the

effluent being discharged at several points into

the river. The sludge, which contains 90 per

cent, of moisture, is forced under a pressure of

100 lbs. to the square inch in presses. The re-

sultant cake contains about 60 per cent, of

moisture. At present the amount of pressed

sludge averages 150 tons a week, which he

considered somewhat abnormal for a tributary

population of 50,000, with only about 700 water-

closets in use, and the excreta of the population

collected on the pail system. The total cost of

the tanks, building, and pressing plant was

23,000/., and with the cost of land and laying

out, and about 3,000/. worth of work to com-
plete the scheme, would bring up the total cost

for disposal works to about 72,000/., or i/. per

head of the present population.

The President said the subjects treated in the

paper were of great interest to municipal en-

gineers. He must say they were of special

interest to himself, as he was enlarging and

practically rebuilding the Town Hall, building

technical schools, had prepared plans for

new Free Library, Art Gallery, and Museum,
and at the last meeting of the Watch Com-
mittee received instructions to build a new fire

station at Brighton.
Mr. Walker, Croydon, said that in the Free

Library at Croydon they had adopted what was
known as the open-access system. It was at

first very much opposed, as it was feared they

would lose a large number of books, but the

system had now been working for twelve
months, and they had not lost a single book.

There was no doubt the adoption of the open-

access system had increased the usefulness of

the Library.

Mr. Platt said the " open-access ” system of

library management was new to him, but he
did not think it would be suitable for Rochdale.

A visit was then paid to the new Technical
School, the special point of interest being the

Key system of ventilation. In answer to ques-

tions, Mr. Platt said it was an expensive system
to put in, but its working was perfect. The
air could be changed in the rooms every ten
minutes and was so diffused that those in the
rooms never felt any draught.
The Mayor of Rochdale entertained the mem-

bers to lunchenn in the Assembly-room at the
Town Hall, and the afternoon was occupied
with visits to the Brigade station (where the
response to a test fire call was made in the
remarkable time of twelve seconds), the Free
Library, and the Sewage Farm. Mr. Platt
explained the various details of the working
arrangements.

GOLDER's Hill, Hampstead. — The trustees
under the will of the late Sir Spencer Wells, Bnrt,
ofl'er for sale this propertv, situated on the west
side of the Heath, near Xortli End, and renowned
for the beauty of its grounds, which extend over
thirty-six acres. Golder’s Hill was the home for
three years of Mark Akensidc, author of “Tlie
Pleasures of Imagination ” and other poems, it

being the residence of ids friend and patron,
Jeremiah Dyson. In January, 174S, Akensidc,
througli Dyson’s liberality, took a house and prac-
tised in Bluomsbiiry-sqiiare.

e
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3Ilustrations.

KINCARDINE, N.B.

COMPLETE view of this mansion

was published in the Builder^ of

KaSI July 6, 1895. The present drawing,

now hung on the walls of the Royal Academy,

is a sketch from one of the windows of the

tower, and looks towards the south-west gable

and turrets. ..

The balcony commands an exceptionally

beautiful view of Deeside. The walls are

rough cast with rock-faced Corrennie granite

dressings, the roofs being slated with

Tilberthwaite green slates.

Messrs. Niven & Wigglesworth are- the

architects.

SHIPTON HALL, SALOP.

This is a charming Elizabethan house, stand-

ing firmly erect in vigorous old age, overlooking

the beautiful Corve Dale, about midway be-

tween Bridgnorth and Ludlow, the ancient

home of the Mittons, a Shropshire family of

renown.
, , .

The hall is built in a grey coloured freestone, •

laid in regular courses of varying heights, with

a very fine joint, and the work is weathered

with delightful patches of a greenish grey tint,

and warmer effect on the stone mullioned

windows. The older portion of the hall is

covered with stone slates, and the tall chimney

shafts, with their V shaped projections and

projecting courses, are built in thin bricks.

This form of chimney shaft occurs verv fre-

quently on work of this period in Shropshire.
_

One of the great charms of Shipton Hall is

that in most of the windows of the Elizabethan

portion of the building the original small

diamond panes are intact, and that where they

no longer remain, modern glass with its blank

and most disastrous effect on the general

appearance of such a building has not

superseded them, but the original panes, re-

moved more than a century ago, have been

replaced by small rectangular panes in old lead

work, which is not out of harmony with the

architecture. Long may Shipton be spared

the degradation of plate glass.

A further object of great interest and his-

torical value, giving to this ancient manor-

house a great amount of dignity and impor-

tance, is the old stone dove-cot or pigeon-

house, which stands on the high ground

embedded in the trees on the right-hand side

of the picture. It is a very rare example, being

a circular stone tower with a conical roof sur-

mounted by an exceedingly graceful oak turret

and having a great revolving ladder within

swinging from the centre and affording access

to the thousand homes of the birds of other

days. When it is remembered that only a lord

of the manor or a rector was allowed to possess

one of these buildings, it will be seen that the

presence of one of so early a date indicates a

house of ancient importance.

The spirit of so-called “ restoration ” which
often effectually destroys the ancient character

of old architecture has not invaded Shipton, and
“ the new owner has not cut down the trees

and the ivy is not replaced with stucco,” but

has wisely contented himself with making a

few necessary repairs, and the opening out of

existing windows which were bricked up at

the back (probably in the days of the window
tax)

;
a very ugly rain-water pipe which cut

the tower in about equal heights has been
removed. The present roof of stone slates

which covers the oldest portion of the building,

and is a vital clement of the ancient character

of the building, has been carefully repaired

with similar materials. In repairmg thestone-
work the disturbing effect of the usual brick-

layers' “ cut ” and projecting joint has been
avoided.
The new entrance gates have been made

upon the lines of the old portions of those

which existed formerly. It is proposed to com-
plete the north wing, which was begun in

Georgian times, by providing a billiard-room,

gun room, &c., in keeping with the Georgian
work, with new sash windows set in the
brickwork. The hall is panelled throughout
with arched openings to the rooms and stair-

case hall leading therefrom.
The drawing-room and morning-room are

panelled with secret recesses therein in the
chimney breasts and between the rooms and
the hall. The upper rooms are also panelled.
The repairs have been carried out by the
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owner under the advice of Messrs. J.
H.

Hickton and H. E. Farmer, architects, of

Walsall.

VECTIS LODGE, EDGBASTON,
The addition to this house, showm by the

illustrations, consists of a billiard-room and two

bedrooms over. Owing to the width of the

morning room, and its roof being only

15 ft. 10 in., playing space for a billiard table is

provided by throwing out a large bay window
on the one side and a fireplace recess on the

other (15 ft. wide and 7 ft. 6 in. deep), which, with

the galleryover, gives some interest to the room.

The floor, framing, &c., are in oak, and the

frieze adopted is a wall paper of Messrs. Watts,

Limited, designed by Mr. Bodley, A.R.A. Tlie

bedrooms over are panelled up to the springing

of barrel ceilings arranged in the roof.

Mr. John Bowen, of Balsall Heath, has

carried out the works from the designs of the

architects, Messrs. Bateman & Bateman, of

Birmingham and London.
The drawing is exhibited at the Royal

Academy.

COTTAGES, HEATHWAITE.
These are good specimens of cottage archi-

tecture, in which a certain special character is

obtained by the introduction of the plain

sloping buttresses at the angle and on each

side of the door :
and in other respects there is

a good deal of character about the small build-

ing, of which Messrs. Mawson & Gibson are

the architects.

HOUSE. WALTOX-OX-THAMES.
This slight sketch of a slight little Inaise,

by Mr. John Watson, is hung at the Royal

Academy, and is referred to in our article of

to-day on another page.

The Blackwall Tuxxel.—

T

he new Tunnel
under the Thames, which will afford a ready means
of communication between the districts of Poplar

and the East and West India Docks on the north,

and the neighbourhood of Greenwich and Woolwich
on the south, was opened last Saturday by the

Prince of Wales. In our last issue an article

descriptive of the new work will be found, but we
omitted to mention that the bulk of the glazed

bricks used was supplied by Messrs. John Hall &
Co., of Stourbridge, while the electric light work was
carried out by Messrs. Laing, Wharton, & Down,
Limited, of London. In the design of the entrance

houses, the Council's architect, Mr. T. Biashill,

was associated with Mr. Alex. R. Binnie, the chief

engineer.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.

—The Edinburgh Architectural Association •

visited on Saturday last The Binns and Mid-

hope, Linlithgowshire, by permission of Mr. J.

Cornwall Dalyell and the Earl of Hopetoun.

Mr. Thomas Ross, F.S.A., Scot., in describing ,

The Binns, said that it occupied a charming:

situation on the summit of a low ridge of hills :

to the south of Blackness Castle. On plan it

formed three sides of a square, the east wing :

being the oldest part, and probably dating from

the sixteenth century, and the north and west

.

wings from the seventeenth century. One, at

any rate, of the fine plaster ceilings seemed to 1

be by the same hand that executed those at

.

Moray House, Edinburgh. The Dalyells of >

The Binns were descended from the palyells

of Dalvell, and they acquired The Binns to-

1

wards the end of the sixteenth century. General t

Dalyell took a most prominent part in the events ;

of the seventeenth century, dying a very old

:

man in 168=^, in spite of a large reward being s

offered for him, dead or alive. Mr. Ross, in his

description of Midhope, said it was a lofty man-

1

sion-house situated in a picturesque dell, and 1

i|uite hidden from view till one was almost-

within call of it. Oblong on plan, it was erected 1

at three distinct periods. The whole basement 1

was vaulted, and a small newel stair in the older-

part and a fine oak stair in the later gave access;

to the upper floors. Alexander Drummond,]
second son of Alexander Drummond of Earnock, •;

was the first laird of Midhope, and in the be-;

ginning of the seventeenth century the property

;

passed into the hands of the Livingstone family,

«

who probably built the eastern parts.—On the

motion of Dr. Rowand Anderson, a vote of.

thanks was passed to Mr. Dalyell, the Earl of

Hopetoun, and the leader of the visits, Mr,:

Thomas Ross.

The Architectural Association of Ire-:

LAND.—The closing meeting of the winter:

session of -this Association was held in the;

Grosvenor Hotel, Westland-row, the Presi-

dent, Mr. R. Caulfield Orpen, in the chair. 1

The meeting was held for the purpose of.

receiving a report from the Committee andi

arranging business details. The report dealt,

with the work of the past session and included;

statements dealing with the classes established.(

The progress was considered to be highly!

satisfactory, the Association having a member-,

ship of over 100, seven new members having)

joined recently. A vote of thanks was passed;

to the Council of the Royal Hibernian Academy'
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fiT their kindness in granting the use of the
Academy house for the purpose of holding the
juinual conversazione. It is intended that the
work of tlie Association shall not entirely lapse
during the summer, as visits will be paid on
Saturday afternoons to buildings and places of
interest in and around Dublin.

CENTRAL BUILDING, STOCKHOLM
EXHIBITION.

This is a sketch showing tiie central feature
of the principal building for the Scandinavian
Exhibition at Stockholm, which was opened
this week. We are indebted for it to an archi-
tect at Stockholm, Mr, C. Adlersparre.

< t

AN EXHIBITION OF POSTERS.
An exhibition of designs for posters should

be sufiiciently attractive and interesting to the
public, for it is the one modern art, excepting
architecture, which they have thrust upon them
wherever a new building is being erected. In
fact, if ever a Committee of •public Taste were
to be appointed, their deliberations would con-
sist largely in regard to posters. A poster,
from its very nature, must be looked at

;
it is an

advertising medium designed to catch the
public eye, and the only thing we can expect
is that it may do so without offending our
artistic susceptibilities—that it may effect its

legitimate purpose without hurting ns.

The exhibition of posters now on view at

St. Bride’s Institute is an excellent one. It is a
one-man e.vhibition, and consists of original
designs for posters by Mr. Louis Rhcad, of

New York, but formerly of the \\'edgwood
Pottery. There is also an absence of bad
drawing and impossible proportions o the
human figure, which are to he seen on some
hoardings in London. As a whole, the exhi-
bition has strong points for our praise

;
the

drawing of the figures, their decorative acces-
sories, and their gorgeous colouring are cer-
tainly to be “conTmehded. The artist has
certainly borne in mind that the first purpose
of a poster. is, that it may be seen from a dis-

tance, and we must not be led away by the
somewhat glaring effect produced by being
seen .together in a.small room. Mr. Rhuad.has

a liking for the draped figure, which seems
very suitable for the purpose, while for colour-
ing, schemes of greens, blues, and violets
predominate.
We may enumerate among the more notice-

able of the designs the one for a champagne
brand, a single figure subject draped in blue and
green only. Design and handicraft repre-
sented by two seated draped figures, with
coloured draperies and elaborate surface pat-
tern. Another of the same type is that of a
Gentlewoman’s Magazine, with four standing
figures representing instruction, pleasure,
fashion, and the fine arts. The drapery folds
are excellent and the colouring rich and har-
monious, classic Ionic columns being intro-
duced between each. The design for flower
and vegetable seeds is in a far lighter key, the
dresses of the figures being left nearlv white,
and the whole scheme worked from that.
" Pure niilk" is represented by a milk-maid in a
light satisfactory key, and seems almost to em-
phasise the fact it is best to have few figures
and to keep them of a certain size

;
there is apt

to be confusion otherwise when seen from a
distance.

1 \

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
The usual weekly meeting of this Council

was held on Tuesday in the County Hall, Spring-
gardens, Dr. Collins, Chairman, presiding.

Loans.—On the recommendation of the
Finance Committee it was agreed to lend the
Hampstead Vestry 6,315/. for street improve-
ments

;
the Fulham Vestry 3,3^5/. for street

improvements
;
the Limehoiise District Board

(Soo/. for providing an infectious diseases
'shelter

;
the St. Pancras Guardians 1,000/. for

W(n'ks at St. Anne’s Home.
The IPhr^s' Depattmeut.—The whole of the

sitting was taken up with a debate on the
Works Department, the discussion being
directed chiefly to tlie recommendations of the
Special, .Committee appointed to inquire into
the working of the Department and to an
amendment moved- by Lord Onslow. In our
tissue for April 10 we made some comments on
the report of the Special Committee, whose
recommendations were as follows ;

—

"(a) That in the opinion of the Council some
definite organisation for the direct employment of
labour and the direct c.xeeution of public works by.

the Council under the superintendence of its own
officers is desirable and beneficial.

(b) That a Works Board be substituted for the
Works Committee, such Board to be elected forth-
with, one member to be nominated by and from
each of the following committees : Finance,
Asylums, Bridges, Fire Brigade, Highways, Improve-
ments, Main Drainage, Parks, and Housing of, the
XVorking Classes ; and that in future years the elec-
tion of members of the Board do take place at the
meeting of these committees next to March 31.

(c) That any Committee desiring to propose to
the Council the carrying out of any works without
the intervention of a contractor, shall, in the first

instance, obtain an estimate from the proper officer
and then refer such estimate to the Works Board
for their consideration before reporting to the
Council.

{d) That the Works Manager shall, unless in any
case otherwise ordered, carry into execution all
works which the Council resolves to execute with-
out the intervention of a contractor.

(<•) That when the Council wishes to execute any
works without the intervention of a contractor, the
plans, specification, and estimate shall, unless other-
wise ordered by the Council, be thereupon referred
to the Works Manager.

(/) That tile Works Manager shall be responsible
to the Works Board, and tlie Board shall report
from time to time to tlie Council.

(g) That this report be referred to the General
Purposes Committee, and that it be an instruction
to that Committee to amend the standing orders in
accordance witli tlie foregoing recommendations.

(/») That it be referred to the General Purposes
Committee to make further amendment of the
standing orders by the insertion of words coupling
tlie unions of employers where such exist with the
trades unions, in reference to the rates of wages and
liours of labcuir.

^
(/) That it be referred to the General Purpo.ses

Committee to make further amendment of the
standing orders by omitting provisions giving
powers to the Clerk of the Council to direct examina-
tion of the books of any one contracting with the
Council for the execution of works, other than the
time-sheets or books or wages-sheets or books.

[j) That the statement of Mr. Edwin Waterhouse
be referred to the comptroller for report upon each
and all of his suggestions with reference to tlie
accounts, and that the comptroller's report be
referred to the General Purposes Committee with a
view to the adoption of Mr. Waterhouse's recom-
mendations."

Since the report was first brought up,
the Works Committee has submitted some
fresh returns of completed works, which
show that certain losses have been in-
curred on a few of the undertakings, while a
report dated May 17 shows that work estimated
to cost 61,701/. has cost 70,782/. In regard to
the work for the foundations of the Heath
Asylum, Bexley, the revised estimate was for

3 b^33 /'> ^nd the approximate actual cost

37 .57^/- It is further stated that the Architect
has not certified this account, on the ground
that the damage caused by frost has not yet
been repaired. Another work, the Wandle
branch sewer, has cost 11,873/., the revised
estimate being 9,670/. The Manager, Mr. W.
Adams, in his report on these returns, says the
excess, in his opinion, has been due in great
measure to the low prices accepted by the
Works Department. In the case of the Heath
Asylum foundations, the detailed prices were
prepared by the Architect, and referred and
accepted by the Works Department. The
preliminaries were not priced, but a lump sum
of 300/. was put down for the clerk of works’
office and men's conveniences, whereas the
actual value, as he estimated it, is some 1,000/.
more.

Sir Arthur Arnold, Chairman of the
S^jecial Committee, moved the reception
of the report. He said he subscribed to
every line of the report which he now
presented. The Committee were unanimous
in finding that the labour policy of the
Council had an important connexion with the
inception of the Works Department. That
portion of the report contained a severe indict-
ment of the policy of the Council in the begin-
ning of 1892 in regard to their dealings with
labour, and especially in regard to their deal-
ings with contractors. The Committee stated
that the position of the contractors of London
in regard to the Council was not at present the
most advantageous to the service of the public,
and one of the main foundations of the report
was a desire that there should be a rectification
in that respect. He was not in favour of a
large undertaking of architectural works by the
Department

;
but he specially warned the

Council, not to deprive itself at this juncture,
and whilst its relations with contractGr&
remained as at present, of the means of carry-
ing out any work at all.
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estimates, but also the probable amount of

profit that the contractor would have made.

As to the jobbing works, which came out

favourably to the Department, he thought the

schedule of prices, which, for purposes of com-
parison, served as the estimate, was too high.

He believed the loss incurred by the Depart-

ment arose from the fact that under a model
employer the men had not worked as well as

they were made to do by the contractors.

Therefore he felt that the Department, instead

of doing the working man good, had inflicted a

moral injury upon him.
Mr. McKinnon Wood said he was well aware

that the report of the Special Committee had
been a disappointment to the Moderates. There
was no atom of evidence in support of the

statement that there had been instigation of the

clerical irregularities. Lord Onslow had pro-

fessed to mention the actual loss that had been
incurred. He (the speaker) did not believe Lord
Onslow knew what was the actual loss. If he did,

no oneelsedid. In regard to some of theitems.

Lord Onslow had been dealing with works of

which the accounts had not been completed,

and in reference to which the final estimates

had not been drawn up. He (Mr. Wood) had
always demurred to a comparison between
estimate and cost being the test of the Depart-

ment’s efficiency. The true test was associated

with the question of quality. To prove the excel-

lence of the Department’s work there was
plenty of expert and Moderate evidence, and
as to the work of contractors, did councillors

forget the experiences of certain large munici-

palities, and of the London School Board ? The
comparison between cost and estimate was
specially illusory because of the difference in

the treatment meted out to the Department and
the contractors. Last year work was done by a

contractor for which the estimate amounted to

36,000^. The contractor, no doubt properly,

claimed 52,000/., and, after the ordinary for-

malities of arbitration, he received 44.000/.

If the ideal was that the Department should

do the work 10 per cent, below the lowest

cutting contractor, by all means let the Depart-
ment go.

The Deputy Chairman (Mr. Torrance) held

that the Works Department had amply justified

its creation, and the blunders and losses were,

he felt, largely due to the composition of the

Committee. In possessing such a Department,
the Council was only doing what other muni-
cipal bodies of less importance had long done.
Mr. Cohen, M.P., in supporting the amend-

ment, said the Department had had a fair trial

: for some years with the assistance of a chair-

man who had been absolutely devoted to its

interests, and. in spite of that, it had been a

lamentable failure.

Sir Arthur Arnold strongly condemned the

position taken up by Lord Onslow and Sir

Godfrey Lushington. He asked them where
they would have been had they, in face of the

labour policy of the Council, of which he did

not entirely approve, been without a Works
Department, and with nothing between them
and the enraged contractors of London ? He
pointed out that the Council had been animated
too much by partisanship, mentioning that in

the case of an excess charge by a contractor at

the Isle of Dogs, the Council passed the vote
without a word, but in the case of the Works
Department in similar circumstances, they
debated such a thing not as a matter of con-
struction, but as matters of principle. The
jobbing works had been the best test of the
Works Department. Every witness who came
before the Special Committee had condemned
the Works Committee because of the quarrels
among its members. It was absurd for Lord
Onslow to talk of 240,000/. as a gigantic turn-

over
;

it was a trifle to the turnover of much
smaller municipalities.

Sir J. Blundell Maple, M.P., in supporting the

amendment, said he considered the late manager
a most honest and capable man. He was now
in his (the speaker’s) employment at a salary of

from half to a third as much again as he had
received from the Council, and he considered
him a cheap man.
Having arranged to meet at 3 o’clock on

Friday to dispose of the recommendations of

the Committee, the Council adjourned soon
after 7 o’clock.

Correspon&cnce.

To the Editor of The Builder.

R.I.B.A. ELECTIONS.
Sir,—

A

s your correspondent “ Y ” has mentioned
me in your issue of this day, kindly permit me to

state that I did not give up practice two years ago,

but in 1888, and that I am not employed by the
London County Council in the way stated, or in any
other manner inconsistent with the profession of

architecture
; were it otherwise, I might have

become liable to suspension or expulsion, under the

provisions of By-law 22 of the Roj-al Institute of

British Architects.

The Register of Fellows and Associates contains

the names of about sixty architects who are officials

in her Majesty's service, or engaged upon the staffs

of County Councils and other public authorities

(exclusive of Metropolitan District Surveyors and
members in public emplo5’ment but giving private

addresses), and it is not unreasonable to suppose

that some of these would prefer to be represented

on the Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects by one of themselves rather than by
practising architects only.

The Dundee and York Allied Societies of the

Royal Institute of British Architects number,
altogether, only two Associates and four Fellows,

yet these six gentlemen may be represented on
the Council of the Institute by two of their num-
ber (one for each Society), therefore, proportion-

ately, architects in public offices are insufficiently

represented.
George H. Bibby.

Sir,—

T

here is probably not one of the twenty-

four candidates for the eighteen seats on the Council

who would not fill the position in a satisfactory

manner, but it is useless to nominate and elect those

of them who will not or cannot find time to attend

to the duties. It is for this reason alone that the

claims of the new candidates are supported by so

many members of the Institute.

Your correspondent, “ Y,” asks, “ What have Mr.

George H. Bibby and Mr. Delissa Joseph done that

they should be nominated as candidates for the

Council ?”

In reply
;
they and the other new candidates have

signed undertakings to serve on the Council should

they be elected, and all have therefore boiiitd Ihent-

selves to give reasonable allciidanccs at the tneetings,

and, incidentally, to set forth an example for the

non-attending members to emulate, for many of

them neither represent themselves at the meetings

or the Fellows and Associates who took the trouble

to vote for them.
Your correspondent “Y " admits that Mr. Joseph

would be an acquisition as a member of the Board
of Examiners, and, if so, he is surely most suitable

as a candidate for the Council. With regard to Mr.

Geo. H. Bibby (who has been a member of the

Royal Institute of British Architects for more than

twenty years), it may be said that he is the author

of many books and articles upon architectural

subjects, and that these have been very extensively

published in England and America, and in The

Surveyor of this day appears an illustrated article

from his pen, under the title of “Old English Land

Surveying” which contains some curious notes upon

ancient measures of lengths and areas, which will be

read with interest.

A London Associate.

SiR^—I beg to call attention to an erroneous

statement that appeared in your last issue, p. 463, in

an editorial note under a letter signed “ Y,” to the

effect that the names of Mr. Delissa Joseph and Mr.

Bibby were proposed by the Council of the Royal

Institute of British Architects as candidates for

election to that body.

These two gentlemen were each nominated, in-

dependently of the Council, by seven subscribing

members, according to By-law 30.

W. J.
Locke,

May 24, 1897. Secretary R.I.B.A.

As the names appeared in the voting list

issued bv the Council, we supposed that the Council

had selected them in the ordinary course.—

E

d.

THE ELECTION OF FELLOWS AT THE
INSTITUTE.

Sir,—

A

llow me, through your columns, to call

the attention of members of the Institute to the im-

portance of the issues raised by the report of the

Special Committee on Election of Fellows, which
comes before the meeting on Monday evening next

;

and to earnestly request all those who have the in-

terests of the Institute at heart to attend this meeting.

H. V. Lanchestek,
Hon. Sec., R.I.B.A. Associates' Conintiikc.

The reception of the report was agreed to,

and the returns of the Works Department were

also received.

The Earl of Onslow then moved the follow-

ing Amendment to Recommendation (a) :

—

“That the Council, being satisfied from the

evidence submitted and the further Report of

the Works Committee that work executed for it

by the Works Department is not superior in

quality to that executed by contractors, and that

considerable loss has been sustained in conse-

quence of the operations of the Works Depart-

ment, resolves that no further work shall be en-

trusted to that Department
;
and that it be re-

ferred to the General Purposes Committee to

consider and report as to the arrangements

necessary for the due completion of the works

in hand and for dealing with the central works

in Belvedere-road.’’ He said that all the mem-
bers of the Committee without exception came
to the conclusion that the Works Department

of the Works Committee as at present consti-

tuted was not in a satisfactory condition. The
Council could continue matters as they were,

substituting some other authority for the

Works Committee, or consider what it

would substitute for it. It was agreed on

all hands that a body consisting for the most
part of amateurs and gentlemen who had many
other avocations to pursue could not give the

time necessary for the conduct of avast con-

tractor’s work. Under the circumstances, they

might be astonished, not that the proceedings

of the Works Committee had been so disas-

trous, but that they had not been very much
more so. That was largely due to the industry

of the late Chairman, Mr. Ward. From the

latest returns they knew that there had been a

loss of 6,708/., to which he was afraid he must
add probable loss on uncompleted works

—

estimated at 11,000/. Therefore there was a

grand total loss of 17,700/. What was the use

of a department which could not take work
without incurring a loss. Had the working
classes been benefited ? No one could say

they had, because all respectable contractors

were now willing to pay the same rates that

the Council paid. In 1892 no doubt a

stand had been made by contractors

against those rates, but that condition

of things had passed away. He would
not advise that the present system might be
done away with entirely. It was not necessary
for them to pass a self-denying ordinance, and
say that they would never at any time directly

employ labour to carry out the work of the

Council. They had another alternative, which
was that, while maintaining freedom of action

to employ direct labour, they should abolish

both the Works Committee and the Works
Department. He had not long ago thought
that course unnecessary, but he had entirely

altered his opinion since reading the last two
returns recently issued by the Works Com-
mittee. He held that the reason of the failure

of the Department was its anxiety and greed
to grab every sort of work so that it should not
fail into the hands of contractors. They had
spent upwards of 100,000/. on their works at

Belvedere-road in order to be carpenters and
joiners, when experts told them that they had
never seen such infamous joinery as that done by
the Council. With regard to wages, he pointed
out that the wages paid by the Department
were the same as those paid bv anv respectable
contractor, and where was the advantage of
saddling the ratepayers with a large loss so long
as they retained, as they must do, the wages
clauses in all their contracts ? What the
Council had been seeking to do was to carry
on a gigantic contractor's business. It had
failed to do what never had been attempted by
any public autliority or municipality. The
Department had been exceptionally favoured

;

it had been allowed to pick its jobs
;

it had
made no bad debts

;
it had large discounts for

cash
;

it required no capital to pay its work-
men : it had unlimited power to borrow

;
and

the result had been nothing but indifferent
work, falsification of accounts, and a ruinous
cost to the ratepayers. If there had been any
saving made by the Department, it would have
justified its existence

;
but, on the contrary, it

had been a lamentable failure, and he asked
the Council to apply to the Department the
phrase so often in the mouths of Progressive
opponents of the House of Lords, that it was
useless, dangerous, and ought to be abolished.

Sir Godfrey Lushington seconded the amend-
ment, and pointed out that, in striking the loss
that had resulted from the existence of the
Works Department, they must take into account
not merely the difference between cost and

SCOTT MeJIORIAL, WESTMINSTER ABBEY. — A
bust of Sir Walter Scott has been placed in Poets’

Corner of Westminster Abbey immediately adjoining
the monument of the Duke of Argyll. The bust is

a copy of the Ch.antrey bust at Abbotsford, and is

the work of the Scottish sculptor, Mr. Hutchinson.

THE QUESTION OF EXAMINATION
IN ARCHITECTURE.

Sir,—

R

eferring to the report in your issue of the

13th insL of the Jubilee Conference of the Architec-

tural Association, and to the President's somewhat
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revolutionary siigge.stion with respect to the Insti-

tute Examinations; Mr. Pite is always interesting, and

he was careful to state that his proposals were
merely his personal views

;
hut I feel so convinced

that he had not, in this instance, thought out the

effects of his scheme, that I think it desirable to

point out one or two results which appear to me on

the very surface to he absolutely fatal to his pro-

posals.

When he defends the principle of compulsory
examinations on the ground of closing tlie ranks

against incompetent men— the public being entitled

to some guarantee of proper training on the part of

those to whose care their health and wealth is con-

lided—all unprcjudice<i minds must agree with him ;

but how he can advocate a building-science course,

merely, as a qualification for Associateship for the

Koval Institute of British Architects I fail alto-

gether to see. The certain effect would be to fiond

the Institute with mere builders.

The average employer doubtless seeks our advice

mainly for utilitarian reasons ; but, fortunately, in a

large, and I hope an increasing, number of instances

he employs us because, in addition to a builder’s

knowledge, we are supposed to have taste in design.

This is the sentiment we all wish to' encourage.
It is the only hope fur national architecture of a

high type, and llie way we can achieve our object is

to prove that all who profess to be architects are men
of taste and culture in design. We must, of course,

possess those practical and business qualifications

which the public very naturally place even before

beauty. The public claim a guarantee of both the

science and the art sides of our work, which are in-

dissolubly wedded and cannot he divorced in con-

sidering any test of qualifying study.

The Institute has wisely recognised this principle

ill its course of examinaiions, and whatever altera-

tions maj' be made in the system, the two sides

must stand or fall together so long as the Institute

professes to be a body of architects, of which the

membership carries witli it a guarantee of adequate
training. So strongly have I always felt that some
test of study in drawing and design must be included

in the Examination, that if I believed one or other
of the two sides (building science and art) must go
to the wall, I would say retain the art and let the
science go. Test every candidate for admission to

our ranks as to this first and most important qualifi-

cation, without which he can never he an architect

at ail. Let us make sure whether the candidate’s

mind is one adapted to an artistic calling. To
e.xclude at an early date men who do not give-

elementary promise of such suitability is to render
the greate.st service jiossible to our art, to the man,
and to the public.

I maintain empbaticallv that afair test of adequate
stud}’ in drawing and design is as possible as are

test examinations in the science of building con-

struction, and that careful tests creditably passed
should, and do, ordinarily qualify for practice, and
therefore for membership of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and of any other society en-

deavouring to promote and ennoble our art.

It may reasonably be held that the Progressive
Examinations are not yet satisfactory. They are,

however, a worthy effort to meet such a demand as

tiiat of the Architectural Association in its petition

of 1855, reprinted in our Jubilee number of the
Architectural Association “ Notes.”

It is now the duty of tlie .Architectural Associa-
tion, as the teaching body, to support the Koyal
Institute of British Architects in making an ideal

examination. With this in view, two steps appear
to me of primary importance. First, to get a much
stronger representation of the Architectural Associa-
tion teacliers on the Board of Examiners

; and,
secondly, to reconstitute the Court of Adjudication
in design and drawing. Such a delicate and all-

important task should not be entrusted to any one
examiner, but to a carefully selected sub-committee
of the standing Art Committee, possibly with the
Art Committee as a court of appeal.

All this does not preclude the adoption of an
honours course in design, such as Mr. Beresford
Pite suggests as a qualification for Fellowship.

W. Howard Skth-Smith.

Cbe Stubent’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XXII.
CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT.

HE conditions of contracts are very
frequently modelled upon the head-
ings prepared by the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects and the London
Builders' Society in 1870; or on the schedule
prepared by the Institute in 1895, which
latter, however, does not meet with the
complete approval of the builders

;
and the

student may, if he thinks fit, adopt one or the
other of these models. Or he may, if he
prefer, adopt the suggested headings which we
now give.

No. 1 .—The contractor shall e.xecute and
completely finish in a good, substantial, and
workmanlike manner, in accordance witii the
directions, and to the satisfaction, of the archi-

tect, the several works shown and described in

the drawings and specification, and such further

drawings, details, and instructions as may from

time to time be given by the architect in

explanation. The contractors hereby admit

that the said plans and specification arc suffi-

cient for their intended purposes, and that the

works can be successfully executed in accord-

ance therewith, without any additional or extra

work other than such work as is necessarily

implied therein, or to be inferred therefrom

upon a fair and liberal construction. In case

of any apparent discrepancy between the draw-

ings and specification, the architect is to

decide which shall be followed. (Before the

contract is signed the contractors should have

ample opportunity of examining drawings and

specification, and all necessary details should be

prepared and furnished before the signing of

the contract. The new conditions of the

Institute provide for an infringement of this

desirable rule bv stipulating that the architect

shall furnish details within a certain time after

the receipt of request for same.) A complete

copv of the drawings and specification sluili he

furnished by the architect free of cost to the

contractors, and shall be kept on the works
until completion of the contract, for the joint

use of the contractors and the architect, or

their representatives.

No. 2 .—The contractors shall commence the

said works within one week after date of sign-

ing of the contract, and shall actively prose-

cute the same from day to day until the same
works shall in all respects be completed within

months from the date of such

signing of the contract as aforesaid, provided

always that in case the contractors shall be pre-

vented from complying with this article by any
strike, lock-out, or combination by or among
the workmen, or by any exceptionally in-

clement weather, or other causes that in the

judgment of the architect may be beyond the

contractors’ control, the architect shall extend

the time for completion of the works for such

period as he may think fit, and in the event of

any such delay occurring the contractors shall at

once inform the architect of the fact in writing,

and request him to make, such extension of the

time for completion.
No. 3.—The contractors are to set out the

works and are to be responsible for any errors

that may arise, either in the original setting out

or during the progress of the works and are to

amend such errors whenever required so to do
by the architect.

'No. 4.—All materials to be used in the said

works, although not particularly mentioned in

the specification and, save as otherwise pro-

vided by the specification, or as may here-

after be otherwise required in writing by the

architect, shall be supplied and furnished by
the contractors.

5.—All materials and workmanship shall

be of precisely the kind and quality described

in the specification, and the contractors shall,

upon the request of the architect, furnish liim

with voucliers, or apply such tests as he may
direct to prove that the materials and work-
manship are such as are specified.

A’o. 6,—The contractors shall witliin one
week from the completion of the said works
remove all scaffolding, plant, materials, and
rubbish from the premises, and leave premises
in a clean and proper state.

No.y .—The architect is to have at all times

access to the works, which are to be under his

control, with power to order any deviation

therein or extra works he may consider neces-

sary. The clerk of works is in his absence to

be considered his deputy, and the reasonable

directions of the clerk of works are to be
attended to by the contractors, subject to appeal

to the architect. And the contractors shall

afford the clerk of works every reasonable

facility for examining the works and materials.

The clerk of works shall have no power to

direct any variation in the contract, or to give

orders for any e.xtra works. The architect may
require the contractors to dismiss the foreman
or any person employed on the works who
may be incompetent or misconduct himself,

and such person shall not be again employed
on the works without the architect's consent.

The contractors are not to sublet the works, or

any part thereof, without the consent, in

writing, of the architect.

No. 8.—The contractors are not to deviate

from the drawings or specification unless upon
the directions of the architect shown by an
order in writing, or by any plan or drawing
expressly given and signed by the architect as

an extra or variation or unless required to com-

ply with the provisions of any Act of Parlia-

ment or the requirements of any local autho-

rity. No charge for day work is to be allowed

as such unless a written authority by the archi-

tect shall expressly say it is to be done as day
work, or unless the work cannot, from its

character, be reasonably valued by measure-

ments. All vouchers for day work are to be

delivered to the architect within fourteen days

after the work may have been executed.

^0. 9.—Any variation made in carrying out

the works is not to vitiate the contract, but the

value of anv such variation, for which a price

may not have been previously given and agreed

upon is to be measured and valued and certified

for by the architect, and added to or deducted

from the amount of contract. For the pur-

poses of valuation of such variation the Bill of

Quantities and prices therein are to be used as

a basis of estimate. .And for this purpose a

verified copy of the original priced bills of

quantities shall be deposited with the architect

within one week after the signing of the

contract.

No. JO.—All materials, including scaffolding,

tools, implements, machinery, plant, and effects,

which may from time to time during the pro-

gress of the works be in, upon, or about the

premises for use in the said works, shall be

deemed to be the absolute property of the em-
ployer. But the contractors shall, notwithstand-

ing, be solely responsible for the loss or destruc-

tion thereof, and for any damage which may
happen thereto by fire, tempest, or any other

cause whatsoever, and the contractors shall

likwise be liable to make good all damage
which may happen to persons or things from

any cause whatever during the progress of the

works. The contractors are not to bring upon
the premises any other materials, scaffolding,

tools, implements, machinery, plant, or other

matters except those which are actually required

for the carrying out of these works.

No. II.—In executing the said works, the

contractors shall not go into possession of,

enter upon, or in any way use any part of the

land or premises the property of the employer

other than that which the architect shall have

given permission for the contractors to enter

upon for carrying out the said works.

No. 12.—The architect shall have full power
to require the removal from the premises of all

materials which in liis opinion arc not in

accordance with the specification or the in-

structions of the architect, and to require the

substitution of proper materials or workman-
ship in accordance with the drawings and
specification or instructions. And the con-

tractors shall forthwith carry out such order

or requirements. The contractors shall, when
so requested by the architect, within such time

as the architect shall name, open for inspection

any work covered up. And in the event of the

contractors refusing or neglecting to comply

with such request, the architect may employ

any other person or persons to open up the

same.
No. 13.—In case at any time during the

progress of the works any unnecessary delay

shall, in the opinion of the architect, occur in

the carrying on of the same, and the architect

shall give to the contractors, or leave at their

then or last-known place of abode or business,

or on the said premises, a written notice to

proceed with the said works, and the contrac-

tors shall not so proceed to the satisfaction of

the architect within fourteen days after such

notice shall have been so given or left
;
or in

case the contractors shall at any time or times

neglect or omit to pull down or remove any

work or materials which the architect shall

have certified in writing to be defective or not

according to contract within five days after

written notice so to do shall have been given to

them by the architect, or left as aforesaid, or

within such further time as may be specified in

the notice
;

or in case the contractor shall

assign, sub-let, or charge this contract, or any

part thereof, without the permission of the

architect
;
then and in such case the employer

shall be at liberty, without vitiating this con-

tract, to take the said works wholly or partially

out of the hands of the contractors and to

employ any other person or persons to execute

the same, and for that purpose to take possession

of and use all materials, scaffolding, plant,

tools, implements and goods on or about the

said works, and all expenses or damages
thereby incurred shall be ascertained^ and

certified by the architect, and shall be paid by

the contractors to the employer.

jVo. 14,—The contractors shall maintain and

keep the work? in good and permanent repair,
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state, and condition, to the satisfaction of the

architect, for months after the date, when
the architect shall certify that the works have
been completed in a satisfactory manner. And
any defects, shrinkage, or other faults in the

works which may appear within such time

from tlie completion of the building, are to be
amended and made good by the contractors at

their own cost, and in case of default the

employer may employ and pay other persons
to amend and make good such defects, shrink-

age, or other faults or damage.
.Vo. 15,—.A.ny cost incurred by the employer

in carrying out any works for which by this

contract he is entitled to employ any other

person or persons in default of the contractors,

may be reco\'ered by the employer from the

contractors, or deducted from any money nr

monies that may be due to the contractors from
the employer.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Messrs. Mosses & Mitchell send us a price

list and description of their “ vulcanised fibre
’’

and some of the uses to which it can be put,

most of which are well known
;
but we may

mention their “ Insulating Saddle Staples ” for

use in fastening electric-light conductors and
telephone and messenger wires. The insu-

lating saddle is treated with a moisture-repelling
compound, which also coats the metal in such
a way as to prevent corrosion and the leakage
which would ordinarily take place where the
old form of metal staple is used. It is claimed
that these possess all the strength of metal
staples, and do not abrade the insulation on the
wires. The General Electric Company send
a monthly leaflet of their electric apparatus,
which is intended to form a serial statement
of their improvements, new apparatus, or
alterations in prices. Messrs. Buck &
Hickman (London) send us their new and very
e.xtensivc illustrated and priced catalogue of
patent and improved tools and machinery for
tool-working. This includes boring and tapping
machines, lathes for varinu.s purposes (screw-
cutting, brass-finishing, turning and chasing,
facing pipc-tlanges, d:c.), turners’ and brass-
111 nsneis iuoi-oo.\es,

machines, shaping and drilling machines
punching and shearing machines, saws of al

kinds, gas and steam engines, saw-benchei^
band-saws, and combination band and circula
saw machines. Great attention seems to havi
been paid to the band-saws, which inclnd^
several special contrivances, such as a stee
compensating spring, to allow for the free ex
pansion and contraction of the saw while a
work, and in the band and circular saw machiiii
a patent arrangement of countershaft fo
driving, whereby two separate motion
are obtained fnun one countershaft, si

that the workman can use instantly eithe
the band-saw or the circular saw. Beside
these_ the catalogue illustrates plate-bendin{
machines, carving tools, paint-mills, pumps, ii

short everything that can be required to stocl
a large workshop establishment. Tin
Stuart’s Granolithic Stone Co. (London) seiu
us an album (the “Granolithic Souvenir"
containing a number of illustrations of theii
works, with photographs of various tests o
their material, and also of buildings in whicl
the material has been used. Among othei
things there is a photograph of a granolithic
slab JO ft. square which is stated to have carrier
twenty-two tons without any sign of failure.
Messrs. Powis Bale & Co. (London) send lu
I.ist No. 2 of their stone-working machinerv
Illustrating circular and horizontal stone-saw
ing machines, rock drills, stone moulding anc
planing machines

; marble turning lathe, &c
—Messrs. G. A. Harvey <S: Co. (London) sene

a large catalogue of metal work for varioir
purposes—chimnevs, water-heaters, weathei
vanes, snow guards, zinc roofing tiles, venti
lators, corn-bins, buckets, stove pipes; alsc
plant for farms and country houses, such a-
hutches, pigeon-cotes, cattle troughs. .S:c.

;
and ar

immense variety of perforated zinc patterns
Messrs Lumby. Son, & Wood (Halifax) send in
a supplementary catalogue under the title
‘ Our 1897 Specialities," including variou;
forms of boiler, among others the "Marlor'
boiler, which is designed so that anv sedimen
in the boiler falls below the fire bars, where i

cannot injure the boiler, and where specia
means of flushing and drawing off are provided
One of the best things in the catalogue, anc
one of general application, is the non-radiatini
nickelled handle, which does not get hot, anc
has moreover a very neat appearance. Th^

Expanded Metal Co. (London) send us a
pamphlet explainiugand illustrating the various
methods in which this material can be usefully

applied in construction. It contains a good
deal of practical information in a small space,

and will be of use to architects who intend to

make use of e.xpanded metal in fireproof and
'other constructions. Mr. John P. White
(Pyghtle Works, Bedford) sends us a catalogue
of some of his grates and chimney pieces,

the illustrations to whicli are quite above
the ordinary catalogue level, being artistic

drawings of good designs by known artists.

The main practical object of the publication is

to recommend and describe the “ Portcullis

Fire Screen and Blower,” an arrangement by
which a descending sheet of brass, running up
and down in grooves at either side of the grate,

and counterbalanced by weights, like an ordi-

nary sash window, is made available as a
screen to a non-lighted fire, or as a blower
(when required) to a lighted one. Messrs.
Strode & Co. send us a book of devices
and mottoes for illumination, both for gas
and electric light, suitable to tlie festivities

of next month. Messrs. Alfred Chapman
send us a print of the Diamond Jubilee wall
decoration which they have prepared ; a good
piece of decorative design working in the sym-
bolical flowers of England, Scotland, and
Ireland. Mr. W. J. Pethybridge (London)
sends us some specimens of papers made by
him as specially suitable for collotype printing.

Messrs. Winstone & Co. send us a cata-
logue of grates and ranges, which appear to be
very good in a practical sense, though the
ornamental designs have little to recommend
them. There appear to be some new contri-

vances for raising and lowering the fires in

ranges with greater convenience. Among the
special objects illustrated is a revolving or
reversible fire-grate for gas or coal, according
to which side is turned to the front. Messrs.
Adams & Co. send us their new catalogue of

sanitary appliances, which as usual is admir-
ably got up, and contains illustrations of some
important improvements and new patents.
Among these may be mentioned the Helios
pedestal closet, which is a valve closet made
entirely in glazed earthenware, valve and all

;

the “Helios” lavatory range, especially intended
for schools, for strength and cleanliness com-
bined, thebasins are carried on solid glazed-ware
pedestats, and with glazed-ware pillar waste
pipes; the “Hadley” anti-syphonic trap,

which is said to render the syphoning out of
the seal water impossible, by means of an
enlargement on the upcast arm of the syphon,
containing sufficient water to compensate for
loss : and the glazed-ware tubs, in sets, for
public washhouses. We may point out that in
the designs for lavatory ranges, the plain and
massive-looking designs, such as are shown on
pages 42 and 47, are far superior in appearance,
for all situations, than those which are intended
to be ornamental, as on pages 46, 48, and 49 ;

architects would certainly prefer the plainer
ones.

OBITUARY.
Sir a. W. Franks.—

B

y the death of Sir A.
Wollaston Franks. K.C.R.. which took place in
London on Friday last week, after an illness of some
weeks' duration, the Society of Antiquaries has lost
its President, and the arch;eolngical world one of its

most learned exponents. Augustus Wollaston
Franks was born at Geneva in 1826, and was
educated at Eton, and at Trinitv College, Cambridge,
where he graduated in 1849. His antiquarian tastes
had then already begun to develop themselves, and
within a few months of taking his degree he pub-
lished an excellent “ Book of Ornamental Glazing
Quarries." In 1851, he entered the Britisli Museum
as an assistant in the Department of Antiquities,
under Mr. Hawkins, the then keeper. The miscel-
laneous character of the collections with which Mr.
Franks thus became associated diverted his atten-
tion from architectural antiquities, and henceforth
his mind was given to the acquisition of that vast
store of knowledge of all branches of archaiology,
for which he afterwards became so distinguished.
In 1S53, Mr. Franks was elected Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries. The Proceedings of the
Society show how regularly he attended its

meetings and how numerous and varied were the
objects of interest which he constantly exhibited and
discussed. In 1858, on the resignation of Sir Henry
Ellis, he was unanimouslv elected to the responsible
post of Director of the 'Societj*. an office he held
until 1S67, and again from 1872 to 1880. In 1892,
Mr. Franks was unanimously chosen President of
the Society, which distinguished position he con-
tinned to hold until his death. Of Mr. Franks’s
official connexion with the British Museum, that
institution affords abundant evidence. Through his
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personal influence with their owners, the splendid
Christy, Burges, Slade, and Henderson collections

' were bequeathed to the nation, and to them were
added, by his own generosity, the valuable series of
examples of Oriental and' English pottery and
porcelain. Of the numerous gifts with wliich from
time to time he iilled up gaps or materially
augmented defective groups, it is impossible to
speak in detail, for there is hardly a case In the
Department over which he presided which does
not contain examples of his liberality. His un-
ostentatious munificence, as well as his valuable
services, were tardily recognised in 1888 by his
creation as Companion of the Order of the Bath,
and in 1894 he was promoted to be Knight Com-
mander of the same Order. Sir Wollaston Franks
retired from the British Museum in 1S05, but did not
long enjoy his well-earned leisure. He was in liis

seventy-second year at the time of his death.
Mr. C. J. Piii'pps.—We regret to have to record

the sudden and unexpected death of this architect,
whose name has become so well known in connexion
cliielly with theatre architecture. Mr. Charles John
Phipps, F.S.A., was born at Bath in the year 1835.
He was articled with Messrs. Wilson & Fuller, archi-
tects, of that city, and remained in their office until

June. 1857. Almost immediately he commenced
practice for himself, and in 1862 he successfully
competed for the design for the rebuilding of the
Bath Theatre. This theatre proving so succe.ssful.

other work of a similar kind soon followed, and for

the last thirty years Mr. Phipps has been constantly
engaged in building new theatres in London and the
provinces and elsewhere. Of his recent works the
new buildings now in course of construction in the

Haymarket rank as the most important. Of this

building one portion, namely, Her Majesty's
Theatre, has been completed, and the rest is

rapidly progressing. Amongst the works exe-

cuted in London by Mr. Phipps were the following

theatres and concert-halls :—The Queen’s, Long
Acre (now pulled down); the Gaiety: the Vaude-
ville

;
the Strand

;
Sadlers Wells

;
the Variety,

Hoxton
; the Haymarket

;
the Savoy ;

the Prin-

cesses’
; the Prince of Wales’

;
tlie Shaftesbury ; the

Lyric
; Hengler’s Cirque (subsequently altered by

the architect into the National Skating Palace);

the Theatre of the Lvric Club
;
the Queen’s Hall

(jointly with Mr. Knightley) ; and Her Majesty’s

Tlieatre, Haymarket (just completed). In the pro-
vinces he erected theatres at Bath, Bristol,

Plymouth, Torquay, Brighton, Eastbourne, Swan-
sea. Worcester, Nottingham, Portsmouth, Shef-

field, South Shields, Darlington. Hastings, Leicester,

(the Opera House). Northamj-'ton (the Opera House),
Leamington (the Opera House), Liverpool (the

Rotunda and the reconstruction of the Alexandra
Theatre), Wolverhampton, and Dover. In Scotland
he Iniilt, at Edinburgh, the Theatre Royal (first re-

building, 1873, second rebuilding, 18S3), and the

Lyceum Theatre
;

at Glasgow, the Theatre Royal
(first rebuilding, 1880, second rebuilding, 1895); at

Dumfries, the Theatre Royal
;

at Aberdeen, the

Opera House. In Ireland he built, at Dublin, tlie

Gaiety Theatre and the Leinster Hail ; at Belfast,

the Theatre Royal
:

at Londonderry, the Theatre
Royal

: and at Cork, the Theatre Royal and Opera
House. Among other public buildings erected from
his designs may be named tlie Devonshire Club, the

Lyric Club, the Gaiety Restaurant, the Star Life

Assurance Society’s offices, the " Star and Garter
Hotel” (new pavilion), the Savoy Turkish Baths,

&c.
Mr. David Greig.—

T

he death took place, on
the 20th inst., at liis residence, Queen's-crescent,

Edinburgli, after a short illness, of Mr. David Greig,

senior partner of tlie firm of David Greig & Co.,

builders, Spittal field-crescent. He was a member of

the Dean of Guild Court.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
The New Town Hall, Sheffield.—

O

n the

2ist inst., the new Town Hall at Sheffield was
opened by the Queen. Illustrations and descrip-

tions of the building have appeared in our issues for

June 28, 1S90
;
June 20, 1891

;
July ii. 1891 ; and

May 21, 1892 ; while illustrations of the sculptured
frieze appeared on July 13 and November i6, 1895.
An illustration of the entrance gates was also given

in our issue of February 13 this year. The architect

was Mr. E. W. Monntford, and the sculpture work
was bv Mr. F. W. Pomeroy.

Rei'aik of Linlithgow Palace.—

F

ollowing the
course adopted for the past two or three years, the
Government have voted another sum for the repair

and preservation of Linlithgow Palace. In past
years the work has consisted in repairing the more
dilapidated parts of the ancient structure, such as
relaying the floors, renewing the wall heads, &c.
This year it is intended to direct attention to the
north side of the building and to repair and improve
the walls, which in recent years have shown signs
of rapid decay. The object of the Board of Works
in carrying out these repairs is to have the historical

“ pile ” put into a proper state of preservation.

—

Glasgow Evening Times.

Batt’s Hotel, Dover-street.—

T

his hotel has
been recently undergoing extensive alteration and
renovation. In place of a stable and other out-
buildings in the rear, a dining-room, kitchen, and
service rooms have been built. Messrs. Hilder &
Edge, of Great Piilteney-street, have carried out
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tills work. iiicUidiiifi tlie redecnration of the whole
of the building. The following specialists have also

heen employed :—Messrs. Smith & Stevens have sup-

plied passenger and dinner lifts
;
Messrs. Dent &

Hellyer have fitted up entirely new sanitary fittings

throughout, and have laid a new system of drainage
;

electric lighting has been installed by Me.ssrs. Laing,

Wharton, & Down, electric bells and telephones by
Mr. C. E. Zimdars, and hot water, cooking and heat-

ing apparatus by Messrs. Charles Heap & Co. Mr.

K. Griggs is the architect.

Berkeley Hotel. Piccadilly.—

O

n the 12th

inst. this hotel and restaurant was reopened to the

public, having been closed since the beginning of

December last. During this interval extensive struc-

tural alterations have been made in the old portion

of the building, and a new portion, seven stories in

height, and covering the site of 73 and 74. Picca-

<lillv, has been added. In the old portion the

improvements include the enlargement of the

restaurant by removing the main walls on the

ground lloor, a rearrangement of the basement
offices, the introduction of an electric passenger-lift,

and complete redecoration. In the new portion an
entrance hall to the restaurant, a lounge and cloak

rooms, liave been provided on the ground ll.jor, and
suites of rooms, including reception, bed, and dress-

ing rooms, witli bath room, tS:c., on each upper
lloor. The whole of the basement of the new por-
tion is occupied by kitchens, larders, and service

rooms. The architectural treatment of the exterior

was limited to a reproduction of the details of the
old building, a stone portico to the restaurant

entrance in Piccadilly being the only new feature.

The constructional steel work and some intricate

shoring were designed by Messrs. Keade it Reilly.

The preliminary works and foundations were carried
out by Mr. T. Stevens, of South Molton-slreet. The
general contractors were Messrs. Kirk it Randall, of

Woolwich, wlio. commencing at the beginning of the
year, have carried out and completed the whole of the

work in five months. The fireproof lloors were exe-

cuted by Messrs. Dennett it Ingle
;
the decorations

generally by Messrs. Campbell Smitli (t Co.
;
the

ilecoration of the restaurant and entrance by Messrs.

Warings ; tlie passenger and service lifts by tlie Otis

lUevator Company
;
the conking range by Messrs.

Cuhain I'Teres, of Paris; the smaller cooking app.a*

rat us and kitchen fittings generally, also the steam and
liot water services and electric lighting, by Messrs.

Strode it Co.; the fittings for the electric light being
also designed and made by their firm, and they have
also provided an automatic hot water supply for the

hotel of over 1,000 gals, per hour if required; the
electric bells and telephones by Messrs. Jackson &
Colehy

;
the plumbing, drainage, and sanitary fittings

by Messrs. Dent it Hellyer; and the new furniture

by Messr.s. Marris, King, & Norton, of Birmingham.
^ir. May represented Messrs. Kirk & Randall, and
Mr. T. S. Inglis was the clerk of works. The archi-

tect is Mr. Robert Griggs (London).
The New Workhouse (Juestiox, Hunslet.

—

At a meeting a few days ago of the Hunslet Hoard of

Guardians the question of the erection of a new work-
house was again discussed at length. Mr.

J.
Farrar

moved that the architect (Mr. Dodgshun)he requested
to complete the plans of the suggested alterations on
the existing workhouse, to show the alterations in the

children’s ward, and the .additional accommodation
to be obtained, and also to prepare plans for the
erection of new vagrant wards. He said it was
]iremature to propose tiiat they should erect a
new workhouse at a cost of 40,000/. or 50,000/.

—Mr. J. Hargreaves seconded the resolution, and
said that in liis opinion the new workhouse would
cost nearer 50,000/. than 40,000/. The proposed
alterations on the present workhouse would provide
additional accommodation for thirty-.six adults,

fifteen chililren, and eight old persons.—Dr. Hawk-
yard asked the mover and seconder of the

resolution if they would agree to substitute this

motion :
—“ That Mr. Doclgshun be asked to prepare

plans to show new receiving wards, new tramp
wards, how the present workhouse could be ex-

tended so as to give more room for the old men, and
to provide a larger kitchen and new bath-rooms, and
how the school building could be adapted for fifteen

cliildren, and the rest of the building be adapted for

hospital purposes, with suitable accommodation for
nurses.” Mr. Farrar and Mr. Flargreaves agreed to

accept this resolution, and after some further

discussion the resolution was carried.

Police Buildinhs, Kilmakxock.

—

Plans have
been prepared by Mr. Walter \V. Reid, and have
been approved of, for the erection of the new police
buildings in Sturrock - street, Kilmarnock. The
external walls are to be built of white stone. On
tlie ground-Hoor there will be tlie Chief Con.stable’s

room, charge-room, guard-room, production-room,
lavatory accommodation, and eight cells. The
court-room will be in the upper Hat, access for the
public being obtained by an entrance from Market-
lane, while there is a private staircase off Sturrock-
street for the use of the magistrates and witnesses.
There is also a room for the magistrates, and
separate rooms for male and female witnesses.
Eight cells are situated in this Hat, and lava-
tory accommodation is likewise provided there.

The building will be heated with hot-water pipes,

the heating-chamber being in the basement, where
there is also a lamp-room.
Alterations at East Free Church, Peter-

head.—

O

perations have been commenced for the

®ntire reconstruction and renovation of the interior

of the Free Church, St. Peter-street, Petcriiead.

The scheme comprises the rcslating of the church,

reconstructing the interior, building a suitable hall

and vestry, iSc. The architects are Messrs.
J.
& R.

M'Miilan, Aberdeen, and the contractors are : mason
work. Wm. Hadden, Peterhead

;
joiner work, J.

B.

Dickie, Peterhead
;

slater, Wm. Simpson, Peter-

head
;
plasterer, Wm. Shand, Peterhead

;
plumber,

John Ferguson, Peterhead
;
painter, George Gran,

Peterhead ;
glazier, Edward Copland, Aberdeen.

Presbyterian Church, Walton, Lancashire.
—The foundation stone of a new Presbyterian

Church was laid recently at the corner of Rice-lane

and Orrell-lane, Walton. The building scheme
includes purchase of site, erection of lecture hall,

with requisite committee-rooms, &c.. and church.

The material used will be Yorkshire shoddies, with

red stone dressings, and the principal entrances will

be through an open porch, minor porch, and vesti-

bule, as well as through cloak-rooms, &c. Tlie

inside length of the church will be 75 ft. ;
tlie

breadth across the body of the edifice, 37 ft. 6 in.

;

across the transepts, 40 ft. 0 in. ; and the size of the

organ chamber will be iq ft. by q ft. About 450
sittings will be provided, and the plans permit tlie

future erection of a gallery to give accommodation for

another 100 seats. A vestry, session-house, infants’

room, and ladies’ room are also included, communi-
cation with the adjoining lecture liall being obtained

by two staircases, the liall being 50 ft. by 31 ft. 0 in.,

and capable of seating 300 persons. The contractors

are Messrs.
J.
& G. Chappell

;
the masonry is in

the hands of Mr. James M'Dermot
;
and the architect

is Mr. H. G. Sykes.
St. Luke’s Church, Deeplish, Rochdale.

—

The eastern portion of this church (consisting of

cliancel, transepts, organ chamber, vestries, &c.)

was erected some ten years ago, and building opera-

tions have just been commenced of the new portion.

Tlie work now being erected consists of a nave,

side aisles, &c., to be used as passages only, and a

baptistry at the west end. The principal entrance

is through a porch on the south side, wliile another

entrance is also provided on the north. The aisles

and baptistry are divided from the nave by a lofty

arcade, tlie baptistry lloor being raised above the

nave level. Externally and internally the church

will be faced with small pressed bricks, relieved with

red Rainhill stone dressings. The roofs will he

covered with green slates, and the windows are to

be filled with tinted cathedral glass. The internal

woodwork is to be of pitch-pine, unvarnished, the

lloor.s of the .aisles and baptistry to be tiled, the latter

with encaustic tiles in ornamental designs. The
style adopted is Early English. The works are

being carried out from tlie designs, and under the

supervision, of Mr. K. Knill-Freenian, of Bolton and

Manchester, the architect for the formerly-erected

portion.

Baptist Church, Belfast.—

T

liree memorial-

stones were laid recently of a new Baptist church,

which is in course of erection on the Antrim-road,

Belfast. The church and schools are built of Belfast

perforated brick, with red sandstone dressings, and

consist of a church to .accommodate 600 adults and

school to accommodate 300 children, with vestries

and lavatories attaciied. On either side of the

main entrance are the entrances to the main gallery,

which extends across the end of the church. The
principal feature of the interior is the baptistry

arrangements, which consist of large baptistry lined

with marble and porcelain, the steps to which lead

directly from the vestries' doors, and immediately

behind the baptistry is an ornamental Gothic screen,

partly supporting the choir gallery, the steps to

wliicii lead up from behind the screen. These

arrangements are all contained witliin a large

chancel-like recess, separated from the main body of

the church hy a large Hat arch of moulded brick and

stone. The school building lias kitchen arrange-

ments and yard. The cost of both buildings is

3,700/. The architect is Mr. J.
A, Hanna, of Belfast,

and tlie contractors are Messrs. Henry Laverty iS:

Sons. Messrs. Musgrave & Co. supply tlie heating

apparatus, and the plumbing work is being done In-

Mr.
J. J.

Milliken, Belfast.

Home for Nurses, Swansea.—

I

t is proposed to

celebrate the Jubilee at Swansea by erecting in con-

nexion with the hospital a home for nurses. It is

intended to build the new block of buildings at the

rear of the administrative block and connected with

it by a corridor. In tlie basement it is proposed to

provide the heating apparatus. On the ground Hoor
accommodation is provided for eight nurses. On
the first Hoor accommodation is provided for fifteen

nurses. Overlooking the lawn will be a verandah

and a .small tower at the corner of the building,

which will be used as a vcntil.ation shaft. The
plans for this work have been prepared by Messrs.

Wilson & Moxham, architects, who are now carry-

ing out the new operating theatre at the hospital.

St. Peter's Church. Torry, Aberdeen.—

T

he

new Episcopahchurch of St. Peter is at present in

course of erection on the north side of Victoria-road,

Torrj-. The building, when completed, will consist

of nave, with porches on the north and south sides ;

chancel, with a chapel and bell-turret on the south
;

and sacristy and choir vestry on the north sides.

With the exception of the window tracery, which
will be of freestone, the whole of the exterior stone-

work will be of pink granite, the general surface of

the walls of thin split-faced courses. The roof,

covered with Scotch slates, will be continuous over

nave and chancel, its apex being 68 ft. from the floor

of tlie nave. The heiglit of the nave walls will be

47 ft. The nave is 4 ft. 6 in. lower than the level of

Victoria-road, with s,teps at the west end down from
tliat level extending tlie whole width of nave and
aisles. The nave arcade consists of five arches with

piers 10 ft. apart and 26 ft. 3 in. from the floor to

the springing. These piers Jare attached to the aisle

wall hv internal buttresses. The division between
nave and chancel is marked by a pier 5 ft. 6 in. wide,

and pierced with doorway for a rood l<)ft, re.ached

bv a turret stair on the south, and also from the

organ-gallery on tlie north side. The altar is raised

twelve steps above the nave floor. The south aisle

of the nave leads by steps up to the side chapel,

38 ft. hy 15 ft., which will he divided from the

chancel bv an iron grille. Tliis chapel will haven
separate door from Victoria-road. The north aisle

continues by the side of the chancel, and is connected
with it by a few steps. The upper part of the

church wi’ll be lighted by a series <if eight clearstory

windows on either side and a wheel window in the

west gable ii ft. in diameter. The total length of

the cluirch internally is ir6 ft. 6 in., the extreme

width 52 ft. 6 in., and it will provide accommodation
for about 500 persons. Tlie contractor for the

mason work is Mr. John Morgan. Aberdeen. The
architects are Messrs. Kinross & Tarbolton, Edin-
burgh.

Premises, Market-street. Edinburgh.—

N

ew
premises for Mr. Maepherson, of the Cockburn
Hotel. Edinburgh, are to be erected in Market-
street. The building has been designed in the

Baronial style. It is to be used in connexion with

the hotel to replace the premises in Cockburn-
street which the city has acquired, the ground being

necessary for the proposed e.xtension of the Council

Chambers. The new premises will be lighted hy
electricity, and heated by hot water, as well as by
open fires. The architect under whose directions

the work will be carried out is Mr. John G. Adams.
Mission Hall, Hale End, Essex.—

T

he founda-
tion stone has just been laid at Hale F-nd, by Mrs.
Andrew Johnston, of a new Union Mission Hall.

The new building is being erected at the back of the

pre.sent hall. It is to he of red brick with stone

Lacings, and is to ha%'e a slate roof boarded inside.

The premises comprise the hall itself, which is 50 ft.

hy 34 ft., and is to accommodate 400 persons. The
entrance to the hall from outside is by a porch. In

the rear are three class-rooms and ,a kitchen. The
architect is Mr. Horeham, of London, and tiie

builders Me.ssrs. Thos. Osborne & Sons. Woodford.
Public School, Yoker, nlar Glasgow.—

T

his

school is in course of erection in Elgin-street,

Yoker, for the Old Kilpatricl: School Board.

The Iniilding is three stories in height, the ground
Hoor being utilised for the infant department and
the First Standard, while the other standards are

located on the first and second floors. The head-

master and mistress have their private rooms un the

ground Hoor in close proximity to the respective

entrances for boys .and girls, while rooms are

also provided for the male and female assistants

on each floor. On the upper floor a portion

will be utilised as a cookery room, and there is also

provision in the way of cloak rooms and oUier

ofliccs for both scholars and teacliers. The cost is

estimated at about 13,000/, and .accommodation will

be given for some 1,250 scliolars. The whole work
is being carried nut from the plans of Mr. Henry
Higgins, jun., architect, Glasgow.
Proposed New Music Hall for Wolver-

HAMi'TON. — A special sessions for transferring

licences was held at the Wolverhampton Police

Court on the 22ncl inst., when an application was
made for tlie sanction of various alterations to

the Empire Music Hall and Vaults, Queen-square

and Chcapside. Mr. Ward, of the firm ol Messrs.

Owen tS; Ward, wlm is the architect of the proposed

building, said tliat there would be nine entrances, and
no doorway would he of less width than 5 ft. There
would be a front in Clieapside in a w:iy the Public

Works Committee would suggest. The building

would be lighted hv electricitj-, but there would be

a supply of gas in case the electric light should fail.

It was explained that the Borough Surveyor was
satisfied with the plans, but had suggested a fire

screen, which would he provided. The cost will be

42,000/. The magistrates retired to consider the

matter, and on their return tlie Mayor said tliat the

application had been unanimously granted by the

magistrates, on the understanding that the elevation

in Clieapside must be satisfactory to the Public

Works Committee.
Proposed New Technical Schools, Swansea.

— It is proposed to erect new Technical Schools at

Swansea, from plans prepared by Mr. H. Wills. The
two new buildings to be erected comprise accom-
modation for tlie teaching of chemistry, metallurgy,

physics, engineering, and also for intermediate pur-

poses. They will form a L-sh.aped block, to the

south-west of the existing buildings, to which they

will be connected with a covered cloister, and witli

which they will be built in harmony. The new
buildings will also comprise accommodation for

the caretaker, and a Committee - room. The
technical portion of the new schools will cost about

g,ooo/., and the fittings and apparatus about 4.500/.

Savings B.ank, Keyham. Devonshire.—

B

ranch

premises for the Union Savings Bank at Keyham are

being erected by the contractor, Mr. William
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Littleton. The architect is Mr. Henry George Luft’,

of Devonport.
AlteR-ATIons to a Baxk, Reigate.—The London

and County Bank has recently been altered and im-
proved. The work has been executed by local firms,

and Messrs. Baker & Penfold were the architects,

and Mr. R. Killick was the builder. Messrs. R.

Penfold & Son did the stone masonry.
New Church, Pe.vakth.—The new English Con-

gregational Church at Penarth, was opened a few
days ago. The most noticeable feature externally

is the tower at the right-hand corner of the main
building, which is surmounted by a .“pire rising

to a height of 112 ft. The spire is built chiefly

of Bath stone, whilst the church, schoolroom,
vestries, and offices are carried out in grey New-
bridge stone, with the quoins of Bath stone. The
church building is capable of accommodating 600
adults, and consists of a nave and chancel, the
latter raised above the floor of the nave, and within
it are placed the choir stalls with the organ facing
the congregation. At the northern side of the
chancel arch is the pulpit, of mahogany and pitch
pine, the whole of the seating being of this wood
with mahogany mouldings. There are no galleries,

with the exception of a small one over the vestibule.

Messrs. Habershon & Fawckner, architects, New-
port and Cardiff, prepared the designs of the struc-
ture

;
and Mr. D. G. Price, Penarth, carried out the

work. The entire cost of the building is about
6,500/.

BusiXESS Premises, Aberdeen.—New premises
are to be erected for Messrs. Sangster & Henderson
in Broad-street, Aberdeen. The buildings were
designed by Mr. R. G. Wilson, architect; and the
contractors are :—Masonry, Messrs. Pringle (
Slcssor

;
carpentry. Messrs. Watt & Clark

slating, Mr. James Wilson
;
plastering, Mr. George

Gibb
: painting and glazing, Messrs.

J.
Garvie iS

Sons : ironwork. Messrs. M‘Kinnon& Co.
Church, Hyson Green, Nottingh.amshire.

—

On the 20th inst. Lady Laura Ridding laid the
foundation-stone of a new church on Bobbers Mill-
road. Hyson Green. The church, which is to seat
600, is being built of Bath stone and bricks from
Loughborough and Silebv. Inside, the building will
he no ft. long, 52 ft. broad, and 45 ft. high to the
top of the nave roof, and the church will be lighted
by a large window at the west end, and by windows
in the aisles and clearstories. The architects are
Messrs. Christian. Carbe,& Purday, of London

;
and

the builders Messrs.
J. Norris & Sons, of Ascot.

Business Premises, Newcastle.—Messrs. H.
& A. Hunter, livery stable proprietors and job
masters, Newcastle, have just enlarged their
premises. The additions have been made in com-
munication with the existing building behind Trinity
Church, New Bridge-street, one entrance being
from the old yard and the other from Higham-
place. The sale yard is 100 ft. long hy 33 ft. wide.
On the riglit side of the entrance is a ladies’ waiting
room and lavatory, and on the opposite side are the
caretaker’s house and the harness rooms, with a
store room above. For the sale yard light is
obtained from an iron-girderecl glass' roof. 40 ft.

high. On tile left side of the yard arc fen loose-
boxes, and on the right side there are fourteen stall-
stables. Altogether on the ground floor there are
fifty stalls and boxes. At the west end of the sale
yard is a store room, also the engine room, properly
fitted out to raise the patent hoist and run the
dynamo for tlie electric light throughout the build-
ing. Over the loose-bo.xes on the ground floor is a
large balcony for visitors, 90 ft. long by 8 ft. wide

;

and another balconv on the opposite side, to be
reserved for ladies, I'oo ft. long by 4 ft. 6 in. wide.
The stable on the first floor, with access from the
ground floor, is 114 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, with
stalls, and contains boxes for thirty-eight horses
Adjoining is a granary, 51 ft. by 24 ft., with an
apartment for the general office. On the second
floor IS a carnage repository, 114 ft. by 31ft., in
direct communication with the hoist, and another
granary, 59 ft. by 24 ft., and a similar loft above
this room is situated on the third floor. Mr. W
Lister Newcombe. Newcastle, was the architect •

the chief constructor, including the stable fittings was
Mr. VV. Machlin

;
the cement floors have been laid

bv Messrs \V. B. Wilkinson & Co.
; the plumbing bv

Mr. Rowell
; the metal castings bv Messrs. Swinnev

Brothers, Morpeth
; the iron roofs bv Messrs.

Hmdson, Gateshead
;
the painting and colouring bv

Messrs. Richardson, Newcastle
; the stoves and

hardware by Messrs. Emly & Sons, Newcastle-
the hoists by the Otis Company

; the gas engine
and shafting by the Otto Company. Newcastle
and the electric lighting hy the Corlett Electric
Company. Newcastle

; while Mr. C. Dixon was clerk
of the works.
Restoratiox of Bishop's Waltham Parish

Church Hasts.—For some lime past structural
P''"8''ess At the parish church

of St. Peter s. Bishop's Waltham. The main out-
lines of the work of restoration are as follows
The south Kallerywith the three dormer windows
specially put in to light It have been removed, and anew arcade built to agree with the northern arcade
thus bringing the two aisles into harmony Thecolumns carrying the arches of the twelfth'centurv
north arcade, which, owing to the spreading of themam roof, had been pushed out of the upright, have
also been rebuilt on a substantial foundation and
solid stone piers have taken the place of hollow

ones. New plates have been inserted to carry the
roofs of the nave and aisles, and the rafters bolted
thereto, and tie rods have been fixed to keep these
roofs, as well as that of the chancel, from spreading.
The old flooring has been removed, and, the earth
having been excavated to some depth and replaced
by concrete, wood blocks have been laid all over the
ciiurch on a cement foundation. The chancel arch,
which was formerly much distorted, has been put
into shape, one side of the arch having to be entirely

rebuilt. The chancel roof has had to be entirely

stripped, as many of the rafters were decayed.
These liave been replaced, and the roof re-tiled.

The outer side of the roof of the south aisle has been
similarly treated. The hot-water pipes have been
placed under the level of the floor, and a new and
more powerful boiler supplied. The small gallery has
been fitted up for the school children. The old Com-
munion rails liave been cleaned and scraped to show
the plain oak, and are in keeping with the pulpit and
the new choir stalls, which are of plain oak and of
local handiwork, having been carried out bv Mr.
Charles Churcher. The work has been done under
the superintendence of Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A..
and his clerk of works, Mr. Mockford.— Hampshire
Chronicle.

.
New Infirmary. Paisley.—The memorial stone

of the new inlirinary being erected in Paislev was
laid recently. The infirmary is being erected in

Barbour Park, Calsicle, from plans prepared by
Mr. T. Graham Abercrombie, Paisley. It consists
generally of two stories and attics, with the front
portions of the wings, and also the central block,
slightly jutting out from the main building. The
number of beds provided will be between 140 and
150, and there .ire different departments for
children and for men and women. The cost, it is

understood, will be 72,000/.

Parish Room, Ely.—

A

meeting was held at the
Vicarage. Ely, recently, when it was decided to
build a Parish Room in commemoration of the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee at a cost of 800/. The
room will accommodate 350 persons. The architects
(Messrs. James and Sweet-Escott, of Cardiff) were
instructed to proceed with the plans and to invite
tenders for the erection of the building upon a site

given by Lord Windsor, situate at the back of the
post-office.

Improvements at Hutton Castle, Berwick-
shire.—Improvements are being carried out at
Hutton Castle, Berwickshire, the property of Lord
Tweedmouth. Two new approaches to the castle
have been made, and a lodge has been constructed
at the west drive. Lord Tweedmouth intends to
provide additional bed-room accommodation and
buildings for servants, &c. Further stable accom-
modation will also be erected, but arrangements
have not yet been made for these. The old tower is

to be made habitable, the centre part being raised
one story. The new portions will have asphalte
roofs, with embrasures and parapets. There will
also be internal alterations. The architect is Mr.
George Duns, of Duns, and the contractors for the
work in the centre part of the building are ;—Mason,
Henry Steel, Greenlaw

;
joiner, James Cromhie,

Duns
: slater and plasterer. William Fortune, Chirn-

sicle
:
phimher, Abel Ford, Coldstream.

Primitive Methodist Church, Brookwood,
Surrey.—Memorial stones of a new Primitive
Methodist church and liali were laid at Brookwood
recently. The building will be of brick, with Bath
stone facings, and will be in the Gothic style. It will
be 46 ft. longhy 30ft. wide, and, with the schoolroom
will provide seating accommodation for 450 persons.
Included in the building are an entrance vestibule,
gallery, minister’s and deacons’ vestries, schoolroom,
and some half-dozen class-rooms, with a tower 50 ft.

high. The total cost of erection is estimated at
1,700/. Messrs. Atken & Greene, of Plaistow, are
the builders, and the architect is Mr. Clark Hallam,
Stepney Green.
Sanitary Ch.ambers, Glasgow.—New sanitary

chambers have been erected at Glasgow, at the
junction of Cochrane-street and Montrose-street.
Practically the whole of the ground floor is devoted
to the xSanitary Inspector and his staff, &c. The
only exceptions are the south-west corner, which is
devoted to the vaccination department, and com-
prises rooms for the officer and waiting and operat-
ing rooms

; and the north-east corner, where there
is a room in which suspected patients may be isolated
until examined. On the first floor the Medical
Oflicer of Health, and the junior officer have their
rooms, and accommodation is also provided for the
veterinary surgeon and the other medical assistants.
Iherestof the stor\-, and also the greater part of
the second floor, is occupied by the inspecting sani-
tary officers. Those for each district of the city
have a room set apart for their use. A caretaker’s
house is also provided, and the large square tower
which surmounts the building is used as a chemical
laboratory. The principal novelty in connexion
with tile chambers is the proposed bacteriological
department. Also on the second floor is an exhibi-
tion-room, where it is proposed to show and test all
forms of sanitary appliances which may be sub-
mitted to the Sanitary Inspector for his opinion.
The site for the chambers cost 11,000/., and the
buildings about 19,000/. -'

Empire 'Theatre of-Varieties, Oldham.—This
building is in course of erection on the site formerly
occupied by Retiro House, at the corner of York-
hire -street and gf Watcrloo-street. There are two

entrances to the pit of the new structure, each 10 ft.

wide, and two each 6 ft. wide to the circle, all from
Waterloo-street. In addition to these, there are
two exits to the pit, each 7 ft. 6 in. wide, one into
Woolacott-street and one into Retiro-street. All

steps and passages to exits are of fire-proof con-
struction. There are three private boxes on either
side of the proscenium opening. The box stair-

cases also lead to the orchestra stalls, and from
these staircases, and at the stage level, a means of
access to the stage is provided for the use of the
orchestra. The proscenium opening is to be pro-
vided with a fire-proof asbestos curtain, and all

openings between the stage and any other part of
the house will be covered by iron doors. The
circle is carried on steel stanchions, girders, and
cantilevers. There will be seating accommodation
in the pit stalls for close upon 2,000. and in the
circle and boxes for about 600. At the hack of the
pit and under the footpath in Waterloo-street is

a refreshment bar about 40 ft. long, and at either
end of this there are lavatories, 1

*40 . Both the pit

floor and the circle are made with a fall towards the
stage. All round the back of the circle is a promenade
about 7 ft. 6 in. wide, and behind this again, divided
from the auditorium hy an arcade, are refreshment
bars, cloak-rooms, lavatories, &c., for hotli ladies and
gentlemen. The refreshment bars are raised four
steps above the promenade floor, so that a view of
the stage can be obtained through tlie arcade. A
store-room is provided beneath each bar. The
hoard-room will be placed in the central tower, and
access thereto will be obtained by means of a stair-

case leading from the larger bar in the circle. The
electric light will he adopted throughout, and, in

addition, a large sun-burner will be provided. The
front elevation is of rough brick covered with
cement, relieved with moulded cornices, strings, and
architraves. There will be a glazed verandah along
the wliole of the front, with ornamental pediment
in the centre glazed with leaded lights. This
verandah will be supported on wrought-iron canti-

levers. The stage is at the Retiro-street end. On .

either side will be the artistes’ dressing-rooms, each
room beingsupplied with lavatory, with hotand cold

water. There will be two staircases on either side

for access to these rooms. The manager’s office is

situated over the boxes on the prompt side, and will

be connected by means of telephones with every
part of the house. The building will be heated by
hot water. The work is being carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Sidney Stott, architect, Oldham.
Deaf and Blind School, Penkhull, Stafford-

shire.—

A

school for the deaf and blind was recently

opened at Penkhull. The institution is built within
the grounds of Josiah Spode, the potter. The mansion
on tile site, built in 1803, has now been converted into

the administrative department of the new blind and
deaf school. New buildings have been added to the

rear of it, or eastwards, for the deaf children, and to

the right or southwards, for the blind. From the

circular entrance the main vestibule is reached, witli

the visitors’ room on the left. The staircase hall is

lighted fronr the dome, and from this extend corri-

dors left and riglit, that to the left giving access to

the kitchens, stores, teachers' sitting and dining

rooms, &c., with the laundry and technical instruc-

tion room running at right angles. The corridor to

the right gives access to the master’s dining-room
and office and to the rooms devoted to the blind,

consisting of day-rooms, class-rooms, music-rooms,
and teachers’ sitting-room. In front is a corridor,

with master’s drawing-room and general bath-room
on the right, and the large dining-hall on the left.

At the head of this corridor is the central hall, witli

class-rooms on either side for the deaf children, and
extending right and left are also corridors, termi-

nated hy the day-rooms for the deaf cliildren, the

left hand being for boys and the right for girls.

From the boys' day-room on the left access is gained

to the technical instruction rooms. From the

corridors fireproof stairs reach up to the various

dormitories and masters' and servants’ bed-rooms.

Over tlie laundry and technical instruction rooms
are the sick wards, consisting of two rooms, with
nurses’ room between, with batli-room and conve-

niences cut off by cross ventilation from the rest of

the institute. The cellaring of the old house lias

been utilised, a portion being capable of being fixed

as a workroom for the blind, and the hot-water

heater for the supply of hot-water to baths, house-

maids' sinks, &c., being placed in another portion,

the rest being used as stores. A dispensary, lava-

tor}-, and conveniences, both upstairs and down, are

pro'vided. The floors of all corridors are fireproof

except those in the master's part upstairs. The walls

of all corridors (except to master’s part), class-

rooms, day-rooms, and staircases have tiled dados,

and the whole building is heated by steam. Inlet

ventilation is provided by means of Tobin brackets,

and the foul air is extracted by tubes running from
the ceilings into high towers (in which arc placed

water storage tanks) or by Hues run up with the

chimneys. The central hall is fitted with gymnastic
appliances. There is accommodation for 139 chil-

dren, and the necessary teaching and servant staff.

The principal contractors for the several works were
as follows :—Buildings, part of fittings, gasworks,
and water mains, Mr. J.

R. Yoxall, of Stoke ; heating,

Messrs. Dawson & Co., of Stalybridge
;
hot water

and painting to old portion, Messrs. J.
Bickley & Co.,

of Hanley
;

engine and boiler, Messrs. Thomas
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Shore & Son, Hanlej’ ; sanitary appliances, Twyfords,
Limited, Hanley

; tile dados, Messrs. Minton, Hollins,

it Co., Stoke. The whole of the work lias been
carried out under the superintendence of Messrs.

K. Scrivener ifc Sons, arcliitects, Hanley. The total

cost has been about 20,000/.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Sewage Scheme, Whitworth, Lancashire.—

The new sewajje purification works of the Whit-
worth Urban District Council, which have been con-
structed at Tonacliffe, Whitworth, by Messrs.

Hinnitt and Murphy, C.R., of Manchester, were
opened on the I2tli inst. The outfall sewers and
the main sewers laid throuj'h the district are of a
total len^tth of 8}4 miles, and there arc several miles

of branch sewers now being laid which will, when
executed, provide the district with a complete sys-

tem of sewerage. The system of treatment of

sewage adopted at these works is one of chemical
purification in settling tanks combined with sub-

sequent filtration througli artificial filter beds. Tlie

works, as designed, provide for extension, if

required.

Haieway, BudI-EIOH Salterton.—

T

he new
Budleigh Salterton Railway was opened on the 14th

inst. The line joins the Sidmouth branch, which is

connected with the London and South-Western
Railway at Tipton St. John. Thence to Salterton

the single rails run through the valley of the Otter
to the sea. There are at present only two stations,

one called Budleigh, which provides for East Hud-
leigh and Otterton, and the other called Salterton,

which is the terminus. There are, however, sidings

for goods traffic at Newton Poppleford and Colaton
Raleigh, and at the former place a station will in all

iprobability shortly be built. The length of the line

s 6 miles 41 chains, and it has been constructed,
under the direction of the engineer, Mr. W. Clarke,

C.E., by Messrs. Lucas & Aird.

Sewerage Scheme, Barmby Moor District,
POCKLINGTON.—The Pocklington Rural District

Council have instructed Mr. D. Balfour, M.InstC.E.,
of Newcastle, the engineer for the Urban Scheme of

Main Sewerage and Sewage Disposal for the town
of Pocklington, to prepare plans and report on a
scheme for the drain.age of Barmby Moor District,

to be connected to the above by arrangement with
the Urban Council.

Sewage Scheme, Wokingh.am. — Mr. F. H.
Tulloch, Local Government Board Inspector, at-

tended at the Town Hall, Wokingham, recently, and
held an inquiry into the subject matter of an applica-

tion to the Local Government Board by the Town
Council of Wokingham, for special permission to

borrow 5,000/. for works of sewerage and surface
water drainage. Those present included Mr. J. May
(Town Clerk), Mr.

J.
Manley (Borough Surveyor),

and Mr. A. G. Bates (Gas Works Manager).

SEWAGE Works, Bradford.—

M

r. Rienzi Walton,
C.E., Inspector to the Local Government Board,
held an inquiry in the Council Chamber, at the
Bradford Town Hall, recently, into the application
by the Bradford Corporation for sanction to borrow
50,000/. for works of sewerage and drainage. The
Town Clerk (Mr. Geo. McGuire) appeared on behalf
of the Corporation in support of the application,

and he was attended by M. J. H. Cox, Borough Sur-
veyor, and others. The Town Clerk said the works
for which the application had been made might be
described as miscellaneous. The proposed sewers
would comprise new ones required for the drainage
of districts in the borough, new sewers to replace
old sewers which were no longer suitable, and special

relief sewers for the carrying off of storm water.
From time to time 282,000/. had been expended in the
construction of sewers alone, in accordance withtlie
main sewerage scheme of Bradford, and these works
were distinct from sewage disposal works. That
total amount had all been expended, and 50,000/. was
required to go on with the scheme.
Sew.age Disposal Works, Alnwick.—

T

he new
sewage disposal works at Alnwick have just been
opened. The scheme just completed was decided
on after an inspection of the sewage disposal works
at twenty-three different places by Mr. Geoffrey
Wilson, Town Surveyor, and various deputations
with him. It consisted, in the first place, of making
provision for the diversion of storm and surface

waters from the main sewers in the town into

existing storm water culverts
;
and the diversion of

the regul.ai' How of sewage into the new high
level intercepting sewer, and its purification by
precipitation in settling tanks and filtration of the
clarified water through osier beds, the filtered water
froni the under drainage being discharged into the
river by a new outfall below the Bog Mill, three-

quarters of a mile below the old outfall, and more
than half a mile above Hawkhill Bridge. The plans

and specifications were prepared by Mr. Wilson
;

Mr. James Moir lias acted as inspector of works
under him, and Mr. R. Hudson, of Sunderland, has
been the contractor.

Local Sewers in London.—

T

he Main Drainage
Committee of the London County Council have
sanctioned the construction of the following local

sewers :—Poplar : 450 ft. and 1,250 ft. of 12-in. pipe
and concrete sewers in Dewberry-street and St.

Leonard's-road respectively. St. Marylebone r g8o ft.

of 4 ft. by 2 ft. S in. brick and concrete sewer and

950 ft. of i2-in. pipe sewer from Broadley-terrace

along the east, south, and west sides of Blandford-

square by Hayes-place and Harewood-place to

Marylebone-road on the site of the proposed station

and hotel buildings of the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway.

FOREIGN.
France.—

A

special committee has been appointed
to organise, for the igoo Exhibition, tlie retro-

spective exhibitions of Fine Art and Decorative

Art. It includes among its numbers MM. Roger
Ballu, Baudot, Bouvard, Ralph Brown, Corroyer,

Dutert, Ch. Gamier, and other well-known arciii-

tects and artists. M. Cli. Yriarte, the eminent art

critic, is also a member of the committee. The
students of the Ecole ties Beaux Arts are making a

formal complaint as to the construction and planning

of the “ loges," originally intended for sixty students,

and now often containing from 250 to 300 ; a wooden
structure, too, on the third story of the building, with
only one small exit door and staircase. The Societe

CentraledesArchitectes has awarded commemorative
.

medals to three artisans, M. Piquet, M. Melles, and
M. Couvreur, for their courage in rescuing a number
of persons from the late fire at the risk of their own
lives. M. Huet, the Inspecteur-general who suc-

ceeded Alphand as Inspecteur-gcnera! of “ Pouts
et Chaussees," is retired, and there is some
difficulty about finding an adequate successor

to him. An engineer will probably be chosen,
though most of the work is more witiiin the pro-

vince of an architect. At the Salon, M. Har-
pignies has obtained the “ medaille d'honneur " for

painting. M. Harpignies wasborn in 1819, at Valen-
ciennes, and studied under Achard, first exhibiting at

the Salon of 1853 ;
since when he has exhibited ever)'

year. The medal for sculpture has been awarded to

M. Mathurin-Moreau, whose remarkable work “ Les
Exiles ” was published in the Bnihier some years
ago. He was born at Dijon in 1822, and was a
pupil of his father first, and then of Ramey and
Dumont. The medal of honour in architecture

has not been awarded, though M. Pontremoli came
near obtaining it. The Societe Centrale des
Architectes has lost one of its original members,
M. Charles Clement le Cceur, who has just died at

the age of 92, at Pan, where he had founded a local

Art Society and organised a museum of which he
acted as curator. He wrote a learned work on the
arch.'eological curiosities of Bearn.
Germany.—

T

here was an interesting ceremony
at Munich in connexion witli the inauguration of

the New Central Law Courts. The architect

of the building is Professor Frederic Chiersch,
who received a distinction on the occasion of

the opening, from the hands of the Prince
Regent. Two new garrison churches have
been completed at Berlin, and their inauguration
took place with considerable ceremonial. One
of the garrison churches is for the Catholic
community, and the other for the Lutherans. Roth
buildings are of considerable importance, and we
shall take an early opportunity of referring to tliem
again. At Cologne there has been completed an
imposing bank building, for a branch of the German
Reichbank

;
the Gothic style has been adopted.

Mr. Hasak is the architect. We notice from the
advertisement columns of our German contem-
poraries that a competition is being arranged at
Munich for a model design for villa residences, and
premiums of the value of 300/. are offered. The
assessors include Professor Frederic Chiersch.
We regret to record the death at Munich of a very
popular architect, Herr Mathias Berger. We
notice from our official contemporary of Berlin, that
there will be a first vote of 2,500/. for preliminarv
expenses in connexion witli the representation of
Germany at the Paris International Exhibition.
The total of the vote, which will be spread over
three years, is to be 250,000/. Tliere is to be a
new c.asino at Wiesbaden, and a competition has
been opened for sketch designs. The programme of
the competition has been framed under the auspices
of the Municipality

;
Messrs. Ende, of Berlin,

Wallot, of Dresden, and Thiersch, of Munich,
having been called in as advisers. These gentlemen
will also act as assessors. The premiums are for

300/,, 200/., 100/., and 50/. in value. The Statis-

tical Office at Berlin lias just issued some particulars
regarding tlie number of theatres in Prussia, their

accommodation, &c. It appears that the largest
theatre in Prussia is the Frankfort Opera House,
which has 1,900 seats, whilst the New Private
Theatre at Berlin has 1,800 seats. There are
apparently thirty theatres which have accommo-
dation for under 1,000, and about twenty-five
that can hold an audience of 1,000 to 1,500.

From an article in the Deutsche Baiizciliiiig, it

appears that the reconstruction of the bridges over
the River Spree has practically been completed, and
that the last one is sliortly to be taken in hand.
This will be the Aisen bridge, which will cost

25,000/. At present the principal bridge in course
of construction is the one on the line of the Pots-
dammer-street. To those interested in modern
horticultural buildings we would call attention to

an article in the Centralblatl iter Bauvencoltnug oi
May 22, with illustrations of the new conservatories
in the Botanical Gardens, which are being laid out
by the Government.

The Cape.—

O

wing to the building depression on
the Rand large numbers of artisans are coming
down South. Most of the men are shipping directly

home, though a certain number remain in Cape
Town, where the building trade is just now brisk,

and the demand for labour in excess of the supply.
The City Club at Cape Town is about to be rebuilt

at a cost of ;^i5,ooo, the architect being Mr. Herbert
Baker, by whom the work was won in open com-
petition. Under the same architect the rehuilcling

of Mr. Rhodes’s house is far advanced, the contract
sum being about 40,000/. A large new hotel has
been commenced at Cape Town in the upper part of

the City, under the auspices of the Castle Mail
Company, the architects being Me.ssrs. Dunn &
Watson, of London. The design has been most
carefully prepared, and will be a welcome addition
to the architecture of the city. The same architects’

design for tlie Castle Company’s own office in

Adderlcy-street has just been completed, and both in

appearance and quality of building is far ahead of
any in the Colony hitherto erected by private
enterprise.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements.

— Messrs. Wliitelegg & Whittaker, architects, Man-
chester, have removed from their former address to
Somerset Buildings, IQ Brazenose-street, Man-
chester. Mr. Arthur Blomfielct Jackson, who was
in partnership with the late Mr. C.

J.
Phipps, and

has been associated with him in his more recent
works, will carry on the practice at the same
address (26, Mecklenburg-square).
Trade News.—

T

he directors of Stuarts Grano-
lithic Stone Company, Limited, Regent Dock,
London, Birmingham, and Edinburgh, recommend
a dividend of 10 per cent, for the ye.ar ending 1896.
The Jubilee CeleisR-ATIONS.—

I

n the House of
Commons, on Tuesday, the Home Sccretarj', replying
to Mr. Hogan, said lie had no definite information re-
specting the intention to crowd the roofs and front
rooms of numerous old buildings along the route of
the Jubilee procession. There was no law to pre-
vent persons inviting as many guests as they liked to
their own houses, but the County Council, witli whom
he had been in constant communication, had consi-
derable powers with regard to dangerous structures,
and lie had very good reason to know that they
were quite alive to their responsibility in tiiis

matter.

Church Struck by Lightning.—

S

t. Clement’s,
Cluirch, Leigh, Essex, was struck by lightning on
Tuesday afternoon. The turret and belfrv were en-
tirely wrecked, and the church wasfilled with smoke,
while the clock was demolislied. A large quantity
of debris blocked the steeple stairs. Three large
stained-glass windows .tere broken. The damage
is estimated at 1,000/.

The Consistory Court.—

A

t a sitting of the
Court, in St. Paul’s, on the 19th inst.. Dr. Tristram,
Q.C., Diocesan Chancellor, granted faculties for tlie

erection by the Corporation, and by several City
Companies, of seats in St. Paul’s-churchyard, for the
Queen’s procession on June 22. He granted similar
faculties in respect of St. Mary-le-Strand, St.

Dunstan-in-the-West, and St. Clement Danes church-
yards. It was stated that a well-known contractor
would pay 5.750/. for the privilege at St. Clement
Danes, and that the money W’ould be devoted to the
repair and adornment of the church.
Extension of the Electric Lighting Works,

&C., Hanley.—

C

olonel
J.

T. Marsh, one of the inspec-
tors of tlie Local Government Board, recently held
an inquiry at tlie Town Hall into three .applications
made by the Hanley Town Council. The first was
to borrow 15,000/. for the extension of the electricity
works, the second to borrow 5,000/. for the comple-
tion of the park, and the third was to borrow 800/.
for providing underground conveniences at the top
of Broad-street. There were present, amongst
others, Messrs. A. Challinor (Town Clerk), J. Lobley
(Borough Surveyor), Sutherland and Cowell (Elec-
trical Engineers), Burton (Assistant Surveyor),
and Mawson (Park Designer). The Town Clerk, in
making the application, stated that in February,
1S93, the Local Government Board sanctioned the
borrowing of 21,000/. for providing plant, machinery,
and appurtenances for supplying electric lighting
under the Order of 1891, and since then other loans
had been sanctioned, bringing the total ex-pended up
to date to 46,110/. If the present application was
granted the total capital would be 61,110/. The
demand for the light was continually increasing,
and he could call consumers to testify to their
appreciation of the illuminant.
The Strand Improvement Scheme, &c.—

T

he
Select Committee of the House of Commons, of
which Mr. Rankin is Cliairman, resumed considera-
tion of the omnibus Bill of tlie London County
Council, under which it was proposed to widen the
Strand by removing the block of liouses between
the churches of St. Mary-lc-Strand and St. Clement
Danes, Mr, Littler, Q.C., and Mr. Freeman, Q.C.,
having addressed tlie Committee, the room was
cleared. On the readmission of the public, the
Chairman said : The Committee consider that the
preamble of the Bill, as far as relates to the Strand
improvement scheme, has been proved. With
regard to the principle of betterment, they are of
opinion that it is not in itself unjust, but in the

I

present scheme they consider it can only be justly
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nnd usefully applied to those properties which have

a frontage upon the north side of Holywell-street.

They also consider that the new street, being of

great width, will require refuges in the middle in

various places, and they also wish to call attention

to the alteration, without stating what it should

be, which will be necessary in sub-Clause i of

Clause 41, which is the definition of the

area over which betterment should be placed.

—

The Committee then proceeded to consider the

remaining portion of the Rill which related to the

widening of Tottenham Court-road, at the Oxford-

street end, by the removal of the island of houses

lying between the cast side of T(jttenham Court-

road and Boziers-court. By this proposal the

western side of Boziers-court .will become the

western side of the widened thoroughfare. Mr.

Talbot, representing the County Council, said that,

having regard to the decision just given, the

Council would only seek to impose the improve-

ment charge upon the property which, after the

removal of the block, would front upon the widened
portion of the road, the property between the

southern corner of Tottenham Court-road and
Hanw.ay-strcet. Tiie Council's advisers felt that the

case of the eastern side of Tottenham Court-road

was so analogous to the case of the south side of the

Strand that tliev could not ask the Committee to

include it in the betterment area. The Chairman
announced that they found the preamble of this part

of the Bill also proved.
Architects and Builders. — On the iSth

inst., Mr. Fred. E. Weatherly delivered an address

on “Contracts" to the members of the Bristol

Master Builders’ Association, in the Board-room
of the Chamber of Commerce. Mr. A. Krauss,

President of the Association, was in the chair.

Mr. Weatherly said he must at the outset

e.xpress his indebtedness to Mr. Hudson's book
on building contracts. He referred to the pecu-
liarities distinguishing building contracts from
ordinary contracts, pointing out that they were full

of complexity, of risk, and multiplicity of detail. It

was not fair to construe building contracts in the

same hald, hard and fast way that other contracts

were construed. He called attention to the archi-

tect's position as master of the situation, being the

valuer, who decided all disputes, and whose decision

\ras final. Moreover, he was tlie judge of his own
work. He was the agent of only one party to the
contract, and his decisions could not be impeached
except on a charge of fraud, which was, rightiv, a

terribly diflicult charge to support. The arbitra-

tion clause was therefore of vital importance. No
one would dispute that architects were men of the
greatest skill and integrity, and in Bristol and the
West of England things seemed to work smoothly
between architects and builders. It was not against
the best and capable men that they had to guard
themselves, hut against the young and inexperienced.
The ven,- powers given to architects by the common
forms of building contracts were precisely what
might cause friction and even ruin to builders
ami disaster to employers in cases where the
architect was 3’Oimg and inexperiencetl, and
where ignorance and perhaps temper or wounded
vanity might promote friction. He enlarged on the
fact that an architect did not guarantee that liis

drawings were correct, his plans feasible, or his calcu-
lations accurate ; and the builder had no remedy if he
undertook to carry out a contract according to a
plan whicli was afterwards proved to be incorrect.
He ventured to think too great power was placed
in the hands of ithe architect Builders had to fight

in order that the drawings and plans should be
guaranteed by the architect or his emplover

;
and if

they were not correct it should not be the builder
who should suffer. He referred in some detail

to the form of contract, speciallv dealing with the
relation of the architect and builder, and calling
attention to important matters which were excepted
in the reference to arbitration. Heimderstood there
had been endeavours on the part of builders to
frame an arbitration clause whicli should be reason-
able and fair to both parties. Unfortunately, how-
ever re.asonab]e builders might think that clause was,
he understood that the Institute of Architects refused
to accept it. It seemed to him. however, that the
contract form they desired showed them to he very
longsiiHering, as they might reasonably ask for
more than they did. He also dealt with several
points of interest to builders in connexion with
contracts. What all persons desired was some form
of contract which should enable all parties to work
with the greatest harmony and with the greatest
spirit of independence, without one party having
undue power over the other. A hearty vote of
thanks was given to Mr. Weatherly for his address.—Bristol Times.

Old Roman Road at Strood.—

F

or some time
past traces of the old Roman road have been dis-
covered in Rochester and Strood. The road was
first exposed at the foot of Star Hill, and it has been
seen at intervals all along the street. Portions of it

were turned up a week or two since, at tiie foot of
Rochester Bridge, near by the Castle Club, while
during the excavating operations now going on in
connexion with the storm water drainage works at
High-street, Strood, the workmen have been con-
stantly tlirowingout portions of the paving all along
from the foot of Rochester Bridge. Near to the
railway bridge, in the centre of the High-street,
they came across the Roman road, about 3 ft, from

the surface. It is in a most perfect state. Wheel
ruts are discernible, and it is thought that on the

road being opened further in the direction of Station-

road. the other wheel rut will be discovered and the

width of the Roman waggon thereby established be-

yond all doubt. An interesting point of the dis-

coverj’ is that it shows the construction of the road

throughout, and illustrates what the place was like

before the Romans made the road- The land was
undoubtedly marsh, and before the paving was laid,

oak piles were driven so as to form a foundation,

and then bv a very careful method of preparation

the road was laid sufliciently high so as to bring it

up to the level of the old Roman bridge across the

river. Mr. George Payne, F.S.A,, has inspected the

spot, and taken measurements. He has also num-
bered certain of the stones with a view to the same
being preserved for e.xhibition in the Rochester

Museum .—CUatlinm Nru's.

Dinner, Brighton M.astek Builders. — The
annual dinner of the Brighton Association of Master

Builders was held on the coth inst,, at the Clarence

Rooms, Hotel Mcti-opole. Brighton. Alderman
Bolting, J.P., Chairman of the Association,- presided.

After dinner the loyal toast was honoured at the

invitation of the Chairman. Mr.
J.

K. Nye proposed
“The Maj’or and Corporation," and Alderman
Davey responded. Mr. G. S. Godfree proposed
“ The Association of Master Builders." He said he
understood the Association %vas formed not so mucli

for the protection of the master builders as for the

protection of the workmen of the town. The Chair-

man, in responding, said it was quite true that the

Association was not formed for the purpose of

fighting the workmen of the town. One and all

were prepared to say that on no occasion had they

had a serious difference with their own men, but they

had frequentlj- been interfered with from outside.

The men, wisely or unwisely, had joined unions

which called upon them at certain times to strike, and
he thought the masters had been inclined more to pitj'

them than to blame them. There was much that was
good in the unions, but the abuse was that at

certain times when they could make good money the

men were called out and bound to remain idle.

Their men in Brighton were called out under such

circumstances four \-ears ago, and that Association

was then formed—as much to protect their work-
men as themselves ; and from that time to the

present there was the best of feeling between the

masters and the workmen. The difficulties were
raised alwa^'s by certain men who got their

living out of the workmen, and who went over
the country disturbing the peace between masters
and workmen wherever they could. There was
only one name to call it, ;ind that was a bad form
of Socialism. There was a good form of Socialism

where there was a desire to elevate men generallj-,

and lift them to a better position. He thought it

possible the^- might have a repetition of strikes in

the countrj’, because the union leaders watched for

prosperity, and regarded the time when workshops
were full of work as the proper one for a strike.

The master builders must, therefore, be prepared, for

it was where they were not ready that strikes were
declared, and if they kept together as the\' had done
during the past four years he did not think there

would be any trouble inBrigliton. Referring to the

new Emplo\’ers Liabilitj’ Bill, he said he hoped the
Association in London, of which theirs was a
branch, would be very firm and determined in

resisting the extension of the Bill to the building

trade. Up to the present moment the Bill was
restricted to what were called dangerous trades

;

but there was no doubt that in Committee a very-

strong attempt would be made to make the building
trade also responsible for all accidents. Where
there was carelessness on the part of the master
builder he was certain he ought to pay, for every
precaution should be taken for the safety of the
men, and he was cert.-iin that in Brighton generally
that was done, but an attempt would doubtless be
made to saddle the employer with all responsibility,

however much the workman was to blame for care-
lessness. — Councillor Wilson proposed “The
Visitors," for whom Mr. Howard Gates responded.
—Mr. Persons proposed “The Chairman,” Alderman
Bolting responding.— Councillor Holloway pro-
posed “ The Vice-Chairmen." — Mr. Lynn, in

responding, said he knew a case in wiiich an
apprentice got heavy damages against his employer.
The law costs broke the employer, and the
apprentice, after a brief holiday, returned, and set

up in his place.—Mr. Garrett and Mr. Parsons also
responded.
Organ, St, Saviour's Collegiate Church,

Borough.—

T

he Bishop of Southwark dedicated, on
the igtli inst., a new organ at St. Saviour's Col-
legiate Church, Borough. The organ has been
built by Messrs. Lewis & Co., Brixton. The case
was designed by Sir Arthur Blomfield, A.R.A.
ARCH.EOLOG 1CAL DISCOVERY, IPSWICH.—

A

discovery of exceptional archeological interest has
been made in Fore-street, Ipswich. Men have been
engaged pulling down some old premises occupied
by Messrs. Martin & Newby, and when they came
to the xvall at the back they discovered two rough
piers, about 4 ft. thick, constructed of Hint and
York stone put together with Roman cement. It

was with the greatest difficulty that they could
break away any portion, but the space round was
cleared, and Mr. Watling, the archxologist, had no
hesitation in declaring that the piers were once pare

of the East Gate of the tow-u. The width of the
gate, according to the space between these remains,
w.as about 17 ft., but the height must be specu-
lative, as the piers do not stand more than 6 ft.

high. The brick wall was apparently built on the
old town wall, which was connected with the piers,

and which, it is evident, runs each side under the
existing wall. This was built about 1700, and the
bricks are in a splendid state of preservation. They
are perfectly smooth, and very much the same
shape as those in use at the present clay, though, if

anything, a trifle shorter than those of more recent
date taken from the top of the wall .—East Ani<liiiii

Times.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
Carpenters' Dispute, London.—

A

large number
of the carpenters employed by Messrs. Waller &
Co., of Belgrave-square, and Messrs. Allen & Co., in

the erection of Jubilee grand stands at Charing
Cross struck w-ork on Wednesday in consequence of
the refusal of the employers to concede them an
advance of 2cl. per hour on their present rate of
wages. Upwards of 120 workmen were employed
on the two undertakings, and in all cases they
were in the receipt of wages equivalent to lod. an
hour, which is the recognised trade union rate for
London carpenters. A large section of the work-
men, however, appear to have grown suddenly dis-

satisfied with these terms, and justified their atti-

tude by a reference to other cases in London where
workmen are being paid a higher rate of wages for

this class of “ emergency ” work. The works fore-

man for the contractors refused to accede to their

request, and consequently the dissatisfied workmen,
numbering over fifty, left work. The works fore-

man states on behalf of the contractors that no
notice had been given them of the demand, which
they considered altogether unreasonable.

The Strike in the Plymouth Building Trade.
—The representatives of the Plymouth Master
Builders' Association are canvassing through the
three Western counties for carpenters and plnaterers.

Several more men whom they have induced to
agree to the terms of the agreement with which
each delegate is armed have arrived in the town, and,
it is stated have been put to work.

Ipswich building Trade Strike.

—

Neither
parties to the dispute in the Ipswich building trade
have made any- advances towards a settlement of

the carpenters' and joiners' strike. The men are
gradually going away to other places, some thirty or
more having left, and to members of the Society
strike pay of 159. per week has been distributed.

Somewhat to their surprise, it is stated, non-Sociely
members who liave come out were also paid—the
married men at the rate of iis. per week, and single

men 8s.

The Carlisle Joiners' Strike.—

T

he strike

amongst the joiners still continues and the prospects
of a settlement seem as remote as ever. No over-
tures have been made by either side, and the ranks
of the strikers are being thinned daily by departures
to other towns. Of the 142 men who came out
seventy-two have now left and commenced work,
elsewliere, and seventy remain in the city. Of the
numbers who have left it is stated that only two
are receiving less than qd. an hour .—Carlisle

Journal.
The C.vrpenters’ Strike at Dudley.—

A

meet-
ing of the carpenters and joiners of Dudley and
district, amongst whom a strike is now existing, w.as

held in the Windmill Inn, Old Mill-street, Dudley, a
few clays ago. Mr. H. Crump said that that was the

seventh week of the strike, which had been declared
for the purpose of securing an advance from yd. to

8d. per hour, and the adoption of a code of working
rules. Mr.

J.
Matthews {Birmingham), who pre-

sided, expressed surprise that the Dudley employers
should have so long resisted the very moderate de-

mands of the men. The wages at Birmingham were
qd. per hour, and in Wolverhampton tliey were 8J^d„
but Dudley had long been notorious for under pay-
ment in the various trades.—Mr. George Wilson
proposed " That we, the carpenters of Dudley and
district, are still determined to remain firm to our
demands of Sd. per hour and code of working rules,

and pledge ourselves to use every legitimate means
to bring the same to a successful issue."—Mr. B.

Round seconded the motion, which was sup-

ported by Mr. Vaughan (Wolverhampton), Mr. G.
Davis (Birmingham), and Mr. Davies (Wolverhamp-
ton), the delegates giving the men on strike

assurance of continued help from the surrounding 1

districts, and pointing out that even in Wednesbury
and Darlaston the carpenters had had an advance.

The resolution was carried unanimously-—Mr. H.

Crump proposed “ That we, the members of the

building trade of Dudley, protest against the action

of the Sanihary Committee of the Dudley Town
Council, in allowing the fair wages clause to be

violated bv the employment of underpaid labour on
contracts, and urge upon all members to use evefy

means to secure representatives who will see that

the objects of the fair contracts resolution are car-

ried into effect.” Mr. Joseph Round seconded the

resolution, which was carried.

STRIKE OF Builders’ Labourers, Omagh.—

T

he
labourers engaged in the erection of the new asylum,

the new infirmary, and the new Roman Catholic

Church in Omagh have struck for an advance of
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wages. The men at present have a wage of 12s.

per week, and are demanding a rise of a halfpenny
an hour.

—

Freeman's journal.

MEETINGS.
Friday, May s8 .

Royal Institution.—Professor Moi.ssan on *' The Isola-

tion of Fluorine.” With experiments. 9 p.ni.

Saturday, May ag.

Leunsham Antiquarian Society and St. RauFs Eccesio'

logical Society.—Afternoon meeting at Pulborough and
riardham, Su.sex.
Lo/uion and Pm'inciat Builders' Foremen's Associa-

tion.—MonMy Meeting, the Memorial Hall, Farringdon-
street. 7.^0.

Monday, May 31.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Special (jener.al

Meeting to receive .and consider the Report of the Council
on the Election of Candidates for Fellowship. 8 p.m.
Surveyors' Institution.—Annual (leneral Meeting to

receive the Report of the Council and the announcement of

the result of the election of olTicers for the ensuing year.

3 P-m.
Wednesday, June 2.

Royal Ar-clueological Institute.—Viscount Dillon, and
Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, M.A., on “An Inventory of
Anns and Armour belonging to Thomas, Duke of
Gloucester, in 1399.” (?) Mr. James Hilton, F.S.A., on
“ The Coronation Stone at Westminster.” 4 p.m.
British A)v/ueolo^ical Association.—Paper by Mr. T.

Cann Hughes, entitled “Notes on North Lancashire.”

8 p.m.
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works Institution .

—

Ordinary meeting of the members. 8 p.m.

Thursday, June 3.

Society oj .-Intiquaries.—Ballot for tlie election of
Fellows. 8.30 p.in.

Royal Institution.—Professor Dewar on “ Lii|uid Air a.s

an Agent of Research.” II. 3 p.m.
Northern Arxhitectural Association.—\\mwd\ Excur-

sion : Hamburgh.
Friday, June 4.

Royal Institution.—Mr. W. H. Preece C.B.,F.R,S., on
“ -Signalling through -Space without Wires.” 9 p.m.

Dust Excluder and Ventilator for Sliding Windows.

—

11,577 ,
0 . Westgarth, Window Fastener.

May II.—11,653, J- Lawrence, Gully Trap Applicable to

all Traps.—11,673, J- Cole, Window Sash Fasteners.

—

11,687,0. Healey, Sash Fasteners.—ii,68g, R. Roberts,

Sash Fasteners.—11,715, W. Henley and others, Apparatus
for Use in Erecting Buildings and other Structures of
Concrete.
May 12.— 11,771, H. Groome and J. Wynes, Self-

Counter-sinking Screw.— 11,833, J- iWood, Window Sa.sh

Fasteners.— 11,841, G. Scholefield, Bolts or Fastenings.
May 13.—11,89s, J- Hart, Window Sash Fitting.s.

—

11,903, H. Alexander, Machine for Pressing Bricks.

—

ii,gi6, G. Ashford, Fasteners for Window Sashes, Fan-
lights, Casements, &c.—11,905, E. Smith, Stoneware or

F>arthenware pipes.—11,925, H. Coward, Construction of

Firejiroof Floors.—11,933, P- Jensen, Fire Grates.—11,943,
T. Farley, Sash Fasteners.—11,954, T. Palmer, Brick-
making and Pre.ssing M.acliinery.

May 14.—11,975, E. Pirn, Ornamenting Wood.—11,090,

E. Schacht, Door Checks or Holders.—12,006, A. Constable,

.Stop Gates for Sewage and Irrigation Purposes and for

Flushing M-nnholes in Sewers.
May 15.—12,03s, R. Veevers, Window Frames.—12,070,

C. Lancaster, Wood Screws, &c.

PROVISIONAL SPECIKICATIONS ACCEPTED.

5,738, A. Clifford, Flushing Tank or Wa.ste Water Pre-
venter.—9,136, J. Fivan.s, Scaffold Cramps, &c.-^,447, J.
& S. Blake, Compositions or Paints for Preserving Struc-
tures.—10,090, C. Fischer, Catches or Fasteners for Sa.sh

.and Folding Windows, &c.—10,147, T. Holford, Window
S.ash Fasteners.— 10,340, E. Ashwell, Sash Fasteners.

—

10,556, J, Coleman, Windows,

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

10,629, I"'- Lynde, Lavatory Basins, &c.— 11,384, G.
Taylor, Chimney Pots.— 12,229, Logan, Stall Flooring.
— 13,570, W. Griffiths, Means for holding .ajar Doors,
Window Casements, &c —4,779, W. Wise, Enabling Bolts

and tile Shanks of various Articles to be easily secured in

Walls, &c.—5,858, C. Miiller, Door-lifting Appliance.s.

—

9,065, J. Clark, Traps for Sinks, Gullies, &c.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

Saturday, June 5.

Edinburgh Architectural Association. — Visit to

Torphichen Church.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OK SPECIFICATIONS.

8,614.—Water-closets, Traps and Moulds : P. J.
Davies.—The inven tor claims (i) the construction and casting
in one piece (except capping piece) ofsimple .syphonlc traps
of lead^ with or without diaphragm

; (2) casting lead
syphon in one or more pieces to lie cast with the Swift,
Cottage, Household, Isis, &c., so as to convert the.se ordin-
ary pans into syphonic closets

; (3) constructing lead round
pip>e syphons to convert closet b.asins or hoppwrs into

syphonic closets. Beside the foregoing, there are sundry
claims for details or modifications.

10,940.—Hinges and Similar Mechanism : II. Hyde.
—The inventor claims a hinge for controlling the .action of
all-down doors, provided wiili an adjustable spring, which,
when the door is opened and closed, is compressed or
extended, as the case may be, by the action of an eccentric
surface, c.am, or their equivalent, formed upon or affixed
to, or in connexion with the butt of hinge, and thereby setting
up friction resistance to the action of tlie hinge. Other
combinations of a hinge'with an adjustable spring are
de.scribed and claimed.

11,612.

—

.‘Vttachmbnt for Use in Moulding, &c. :

J . Belli.—The attachment Ls designed to cut a mould and a
fret, if required, at one operation. Attachment consists of
a piece of steel, one end of which Is .screwed on revolving
cutter stock, the reverse end being of conical .shape, .and
terminating in' a parallel spindle of sm'all diameter, the
point being shaped like a wood-boring bit. A slot is

formed through central part of attachment. In this slot

the moulding cutter is placed, and secured by a set screw.
In action the design is pasted on the wood, and the stock
carrying attachment is set in motion. The piece of wood
is now forced down upon the bit-shaped end of the attach-
ment, and, by a species of routing action, the fj.atiern is

cut out. Duplicates from the work thus cut can readily be
obtained, and frets cut in the ordinary way by the saw can
be moulded by this invention.

13,846.—Metallic Lattice: B. E. U'. Sipiken.—Ju
order to form a cheap and portable lattice for fencing and
other purposes. InventoT connects two series of metal
strips so that they expand into the usual diamond-shaped
lattice form ; but at each cro.ssing point of the strip.s he
forms aperture in strips for rivet of a somewhat elongated
form, and adopts between the .strips a distance piece or
washer, connecting the three thicknesses at such crossing
by a river. This ^pedient allows of a certain amount of
“ play ” or self-adjustment, and .subserves several purposes.
21,144.—Stone-Sawing Machine.s : /. Peckoj’er.

—

Inventor aims in his mechanism at—supporting tlie stone
being operated upon and carrying it along in a smooth,
steady manner, securing a uniform pre.ssure, spacing,
-setting, and holding saws rigidly in position, collecting
abraded mateti.als, and redistributing it to saws, uniformly
maintaining slabs in their true position, regulating water
supply, and securing general economy .and e'lliciency. For
these purjioscs, inventor adopts in a stone-sawing machine
the combination with a frame having three trackways of
front and middle saws arranged to travel on the lower and
narrower of the said ways, and a rear car mounted to
travel on the higher and wider trackway, and adapted to
pass the said middle car. An endless carrier provided
with plates or buckets conveys the abraded material from
the kerfs and discharges it at points above the stone.

24,528. — Chimney Cowls : W. E. Cu.r. — Inventor
constructs his cowl, either of metal or earthenw.are, with
.an outside straight pipe and an inside straight pipe of
smaller diameter, having a fixed or moveable double cone
on top of the Small pipe inside. Cone may be a fixture or
may rise and fall on a sliding rod.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

May 10.-11,542, D. Williams and E. Davies, Ga.s,
Smoke, and Foul Air E.xtractor.— 11,548, J. Thompson,

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
May 6.—By Douglas Young & Co. (.at Sutton).

Sutton, Surrey.—Lenham-rd., forty plots of building
land, f. .^3i397

Henhill-st,, twenty-.seven plots of building land, f. 3,500
Lichfield-rd., nine plots of building land, f 728
Warwick-rd., eleven plots of building land, f. .. 831

By WoKSFOLi) & Hayward (at Chippenham).
Lacock, Wilts.—“ The Lacock Brewery,” f., with

twenty-one public and beer houses attached .. 26,600
By Henry Hendriks (at Birmingham).

Bordesley Green, Warwick.— 17, 18 and 19, Vic-
toria-si., f. 725

14, 15 and 16, Victoria-.st., u.t. 72^ yrs., g.r.

8/. los 445
Handsworth, Staffs.— i to it (odd), Putney-rd., u.t.

75 yrs., g.r. It/. 1,350
Edgbaston, Warwick.—Wiltow-av., &c., twelve

building plots, f. 758
By D. Smith, Son, & Oakley (at

Plymouth).
Halbeton, &c., Devon.— “ Luson Farm," 125 a.

or. 32 p., f. 4.318
“ Brownstone Farm, 176 a. i r. 7 p,, f. 4,460
Enclosures of land, 14 a. o r. 33 p,, f. 400
Four cottages, blacksmith’s shop, and 1 a. i r.

5 p., f. 58s
May 7.—By W. W. Read & Co.

Holborn.—High Holborn, one-tenth share of f.g.r.

250/., reversion in 74 yrs 675
By Giddy & Gn>UY.

Hounslow, Middlesex. — Bath-rd., “Clipstone
Hou.se, " and 5 a., f. 3i90o

By A. J. Sheffield.
Upton Pk.—Neville-rd., a freehold building plot.

. 340
St. George’s East.—1, 3, 5, 7, .and 9, Antbony-st.,

u.t. 14 yrs., g.r. 10/. us. 8d 705
Bethnal Grcen.—29, 31, 33, and 35. Digby-st., and

16, 18, 20, and 22, Digby Walk, u.t. 29J yrs.,

g.r. 40/. 260
By ToPi.is & Harding.

High Beech.—Lippett's Hill, a plot of land, 3 a.

2 r. 21 p.j f. 500
Bucklnirst Hill.—Oueen’s-rd., f.g.r. 12/., reversion

in So yrs 380
Old-rd., “ The Bald Faced Stag” p.-h., and 2 a.

f.
,

r. too/. 8,000
Palmcrston-rd., a plot of building land, f. gio
Palnierston-rd., “ Fairview,” and half an acre,

f-, r. 135/. 2,600
Blackheatli.—36, Humlier-rd., f., e.r. 35/. 420

By WvATT & Son (at .Southampton).
Southampton.—Jail-st., &c., .a freehold building

site, area 5,400 yds 4,500
113 and 115, Priory-rd., f 220
85 and 87, Duke’s-rd., with a plot of land, f. . . .

. 350
7 to 15 (odd), Kent-road, with a plot of land,
part f., and part u.t. 965 yrs., g.r. 7/. 16s 530

3Si Kent-rJ., f. 275
4, M.addison-street, u.t. 964 yrs., g.r. 5/. 55. .. . . 120
Shirley.—Winchester-rd., “Prospect Cottage,”
t ., r. 16/ 425
May 8.—By Mauiu.son, Miles, & Co. (at Norwich).

Acle, Norfolk.
—“Monies Farm, ’’234a. ir. jop.,f. 6,200

By Bruton, Knowle.s, & Co. (at Gloucester).
Ashlewonh, Glos.—A freehold cottage with land,

3 a. I r. 33 150
May to.—By P. Hodsdn.

Hornsey.—42, Malvern-rd., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 6/.,
e.r. 32/. 260

Willesden.—58, 60, and 62, Mayo-rd., u.t. 98 yrs.,

g.

r. i6/. 10s ;os
64 and 66, Mayo-rd., u.t. 88 yrs., g.r. it/. 350

Islingtcyi.—58 and 60, St. Peter’.s-st., f., r. So/... 1 ois
By Mahle & Cn.

Hampstead-rd.—9 and it, Oakley-su., u.t. 46 yrs..
g.r. 28/., r. 130/. 1,115

By Hunter & Hunter.
Windsor, Berks.—High-st., “The Castle Hotel,”

.area nearly half an acre, f., r. 400/. 10,080
Kensington.—12a, Bedford-gardens, f. 600

Paddington.—24 and 26, Beethoven-st., u.t. 79J
yrs., g,r. 14/., r. 80/.

Harlesden.— t and 25, Bruce-rd., u.t. Sijyrs., g.r.

14/., r. 60/.

Queen's-rd., a freehold building plot

By G. Marsden (at Wirksworth).
Wirksworth, Derby.—“ Barn Close” and “ Hopton

Swamp,” 4 a. I r. 4 p., f.

" Bailey Croft House,” area 1,103 yds., f.

May II.—By Percy H. Clarke.
Chelsea.—51, Leadcr-st., u.t. iti yrs., g-r. 4/. ....

Fulham.—9, Musgrave-cres., u.t. figf yrs., g.r.

2/. ss. 6d., r. 32/.

18 and 24, Moore Park-rd., u.t. 47^ yrs., g.r.

12. tos., r. 81/. 4s

123, Moore Park-rd., u.t. 6gi- yrs., g.r. 5/. 5.S.,

r. 35''-

By J. Bott.
Herne Hill. — 187, Norwood-rd., u.t. 74 yrs.,

g.r. 6f., r. 40/.

ByE. H. Henry.
Clapham Common.—.South side, two blocks of

building land, f.

22, Cedars-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 20/., e.r. 90/... ..

By Rutley, Son, & Vine.
Clapham. — 27, Lambourn.-rd., u.t. 47^ yrs.,

g.r. 64 6s., r. 38/
Camden Town.—135, Arlington-rd., u.t. 40 yrs.,

II, Janies-st., u.t. 15 yr.s., g.r. 5/. ss., r. 32/. ....

By E. & H. Lumley.
Loch Fyne, Argj'llshire. — “ The Ballimore

Estate,” about 8,000 a
By Deiienham, Tewson & Co.

City of London.—22, Water-lane, f.

Holloway. —Brecknock-rd., i.g.r. 24/., u.t. 52 yrs.,

g.r. tl.

Brecknock-rd., &.C., i.g.r. 66/. los., u.t. 52 yrs.,

g.r. 2/. los

Kentish Town.—PrinceofWales-rd., i.g.r. 14/. 14s.,

u.t. 51 yrs.,.g.r. 1/. is

C.anonbury. — St. Paul’s-pl., i..gr. 76/. 12s.,

u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 10/.

Belgravia.—Eaion-sq., i.g.r. 60/., u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 3/.

Euston-rd. .and Euston-sq.— I.g.r. 1474, u.t. loyrs.,
g-r. 4841

Euston-rd.—Burton-cres., i.g.r. 36/. los., u.t. 9 yrs.,

e. r. nil

Bryanslon-sq.—Upper George-st., i.g.r. 39/. i8.s.,

u.t. 7yrs., g.r. nil .’

Hyde Pk.—Montagu-sq., i.g.r. 684 5s., u.t. 5 yr.s.,

g-r. nil

Bayswatcr.— to, Alexander-st., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r.

9^-> r. 554
By Rodson & Perrin.

Notting Flill.—83, Chesterton-rd., u.t. 74 yrs.jg.r.

84
Gray’s Inn-rd.—24, Gough-.st., u.t. 13J yTS., g.r.

54
By Jones, Son, & Day (at Masons’ Hall

Tavern).
Leytoiistone.—High-rd., “ The Elms,” p.-h., u.t.

4oi yrs., g.r. ioo4, with goodwill
By Fleuret, Sons, & Adams (at Masons'

Hail Tavern).
Broxbourne, Herts.

—“The Crown Hotel” and
16 a., f., with goodwill

City of London.—Giltspur-st., ‘'Gadd’s Coffee
House,” with beer licence, f.

By Hem'ER & Sons (iu Leeds).
Leeds, Vorks.— 105, North-st., .area 160 yds., f. , . .

.

By Nicholson, Gkkavks, & Co. (at

Sheffield).

Upper H.allam, &c., York.s.
—“ Sianedge Lodge,"

and the Stanedge and Hallam Moors, &c.,
2,112 a. ir. 17 p., f.

I'arm land.s, moor lands, &c., 648 a. 2 r. lo p., f.

White Path Moss Moor and farm lanJ.s, 909 a.

3 r. 39 P-. f-

The “Grouse and Trout” p.-h. and 2a. it.

Sheffield, Yorks.—Loxley, “ Grange Bank," f. ....

150 to 160 (even), Devonshire-sl., and 14 and 16,
Broomhall-st., f., r. 321/.

By Fenn & Co. (at Ipswich).
Holton St. M.ary, &c., Suffolk.—“ Holton Place

Farm,” 236 a. o r. 4 p., f. and c
“ Fuller’s Farm,” and an enclo.sure, 16a. 2r. i6p.,

Groat Wenham, &c., Suffolk.—“Cashier or
Acacia Farm,” 42 a. 2 r. 17 p., c

Holton St. Mary, Suffolk.—Two freehold cottages
East Bergholt, Suffolk.—Four cott.agcs and three

enclosures, 10 a. o r. 2 p., f.

By H. Duke S; Son (at Dorchester).
Dorchester.—Maumbury Way, 41 plot.s of building

land, f.

Herringstone-rd., four plot.s of building land, f.

May 12.—By CoOfER & GoULDlNG.
Stoke Newington.— 24 and 26, Ayr.soine-rd., u.t.

82J yrs., g.r. io4 los ..

By Furuer, Price, & Fukber.
Chalk Farm.—34, Regent’s Pk -rd., f., e.r. 70/
Hackney.—ii and 13, Rrunswick-.st., f.

By G. E. Clarke.
Loughton.—Queen’s Pk.-rd., “Bell Cot," with

house and shop, and plot of land adjoining, f.,

I. 5 ^ 1-

Walthamstow.—12 and 34 to 46 (even), Fraser-rd.,
f.

,
r. 226/.

Leyton.—29 and 31, Copelaud-rd., f., r. 52/. 4s. .

.

By J. J, Deverell.
Holloway.— 15, .\nson-rd., u.t. 68J >ts., g.r. 64 6s.,

e.r. 6o4

By Inman & Cn.
Hendon.—Burroughs-lane, “ The Laurels,” “ Oak

Hou.se,” “ Ivy House," and “ The Ferns,” also
plot of land, L, r. 109/.

By D. Young & Co.
Peckham.—7 and 9, Montpelier-rd., u.t. 45 yrs.,

g.

r. 84 16s., r. 56/.

Clapham.—12, Jeffrey’.s-rd., f., e.r. 50/.

Dulwich.—99, 'Woodvale, u.t. 79 yrs., g.r. io4 10s.,

Snaresbrook.—New Wanstead-rd., “The British

Queen ” p.-h., f., r. 50/., with goodwill
I to 6, East-row, f.

I to 4, Front-row, f., r. 67/.

t to s, 'Voluntary-pl., f.

Voluntary-pl., a plot of building land, f.

Ilford,—Barking-side, " Beehive Cottage," f.

470

34

1

50s

130

615

325

340

3,610

560

300

305
140

50,000

1.740

460

1,380

260

880
820

600

230

453

330

27,650

2,6tO

40,000

9,000

3,cco
680

6,950

2,350

500

.135

150

732
540

810
780

785

2,625
600

535

1,850

535

2,500

410
540
560

»9S
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CONTRACTS AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

CONTRACTS.

K»tnri of Work or

•Clwinlnit and Decorating ......

•Roa'l Material* -•y, - .

•KetbiUB, Tarpaving. 4c. Llndal-roM

do' do. Prince »-rd.

do do. Blackheath Rlee

•Granite' Kerb and Granite Channel-

Br vbom BeqoJred.

Lodge. Boathouee. 4c.-Vlctorla-park.

Addition* to Workhoxue

Waterworks, Cartford, 4c.

Addition* to Bcbools, Aberdare .

Clnb Room*. PenmaenmawT, North

Ten Cottages, Blaina, Mon. ..........

School*, 8prtng-*treet-..

Chancel. 4c. Parisn Church, Mtghara-

gall. Ireland
Schools, Parade, Cardiff

Bcbools, Cwmfelin, Llanelly

Chapel, Horwich, Lane*. ~.....

Two Honaes. Millrigg-atreet. Fro*-

tons, Workington
Bridge and Approaches, Helyn Ciwc,

Glam.
Addition* to Bathing Station,

Beach . .

Buildings, Sc. Bryn-street

Council Office*, Hengoed ........

•Painting at Various Station . • . -

School, Bridge of Orchy, N.B. .....

Workhouse Building*

Pott Office, Faringdon, Berk*

Church, Farrar-atreet, Banuley.....

•Fencing, Gate*, and Pillar*

Bromley U.D.C.....
do.

Tottenham D.D.C.

Lancheeter Union ...

Fylde (Lancs) Water-
works Co ........

Merthyr Union ......

Blaina Indus. Soc. ~ . •

The Surveyor. Council
Offices

P. E. Murphy, 712, High-
road. Tottenhsni

R. D. Calllson. Town Hall.

Manchester ....

E. Kenwonhy, Burv. Conn-
ell House, baudswortb..

J, W. Rounthwalte. Archt.
13. Moaloy-st. Newcaetle-
u poii-Tyne

J, R. Stewart, High Spen
Alex. Hogg, 24, Academy-
street. Elgin

E. Garlick. Bngr. 33.

Winokley-atreet, Preeton
T. Roderick, Archt. Clif-

toQ-atreet, Alierdare ..

R. Davies, Archt. Bangc
W.J. Jones. Bur'’. Pentre
J. O. Pardoe. C.E. Counoi;
Offices

Becretaiy, High • street,

Blaina

Cowbridge, 4c. R.D.C.

OelUgaer R.D.C.

. R. Co

Glenorchy. 4c. Bcb. B.

R. Rowe. Board's Office*

G. L, W. Blount, Archt.
Llsbnrn-road, Belfast

O. Thomas, Archt. Queen’s-
* chambers. Car iff

I
W. .Tenklns, Cwmeam-

!
howell, Llanelly ..

W. H. Dinsley, Archt
Chorley
W. G.8cott4Co,Archt.Vlc-
toria-bl igs, Workington

E. Jenklne, 8«rv. Nolton-
street, Bridgend

J. Bust, Archt. 224, Union-

J. W. Llveriedje, Snrv.
Council Offices ..

P. V. Jones, Archt. Wood
View. HengoeJ

Co.'s Archt. Cavendish
House, Derby
B ro. Surv. Town Hall
E. E. Smales, Archt. 6.

Floweigate, Whitby
K. Mackae. 5. Argyll-st.

Oban
Oailick 4 Flint, Archt S,

Terrace-road, Buxton
W. Drew, Archt 22.

Vlctvrla-street, Swinuun
CongregationalChurch , Eemsoll 4 Fatenou,Archt.
Trustees 18. Norfolk-row, Sheffield

Christchurch Unions I Clerk to the Guardians »

E. J. Chamberlai

le- Frith

CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

Nature of Work or Materials.

Library. Hull, Ac. St. Coh
College, Derry .

Church. Dooemana, Strabane. Ireland
Welsh Square Setts, Queen's-road ..

Road Materials

•Sewer Ironwork
Cast-iron Water Mains, Pat-cbaiii and

Preston
•New Works at Schools

•Guernsey Granite n

Granite Kerb ......
•Sinking Well, Ac. ....

•Painting, Ac. at Indrnjary

•Sewage Disposal Work*

Sewer, Here-road to Dickinson .

•Qianlte, 4c
•PoTiland Cement ............. .

•Painting

•Erecting Buildings ....»

•Road and Sewer Works ,

.

•Stabling, Ambulance
Cottsge ......

•School Furniture

•Erecting Offices

•Ketblng, Channelling, Tar-psvlng, Ac.

Additions to Collegiate Building,
Adalestoue ....

Two Houses, Fraser-atreet, Ashton-
onder-Ljne ......

Belfast Har^ut Com.

Bast Grinstead U.D.C,

Southwark Vestry.,

Brighton Corp. ..

Olouccater Technical
Schools Com

East Ham U.D.C. ...

Isle of Wight County
Asylum

Accrington Water Bd.
Southeud.on-Sea Corp.

Paddington Guardians

Wallingford U.D.C. „

West London School.

.

rightGuildford Gaa
and Coke Co

Hornsey U.D.C.

Walthamstow Sch. B

Royal luBumuce Co.
Liverpool
Friem Barnet U.D.C,

O. F. L. Giles, Harbour
Engineer

R. Wilds, Burv. London-
road. East Grinstead .

.

Vestry Hall
Waterworks Engineer, 12.
Bond-street. Biigbton

Waller 4 Son, 37. College
Green, Gloucester

Surv. Public Offices. Wake-
fleld-screet, East Ham ..

The Asylum, near New-
port, Isle of Wight

A.U.Allken,Board's Offices
J, Maosergb, fi. Victoria-
street, 8.W

E. H. Sim, 8, Craig's-
court. Charing Cross

F. B. Hedges, Clerk's
Office, Wallingford ...

J Wolstenholme, Boro' Surv
F. J. O. May. Town Hall ..

do.
Superintendent at School,
Ashford, nr. Staines ....

Corbett Woodall, Palace
Chambers, Westminster

E. J. Lovegrove, Council
Offices, Southwood-lane,
Higbgate, H.

do.
T. W. Llddlsrd, Cleveland,
HIgb-nt, Walthamstow.,

T. F. Doyle,4, Harrington-
street, Liverpool , ..

L J, Reynolds. Council
Cbambe-B, Beacom-fleld-
road

,
Friern Barnet ....

R.B. Office, Colchester ...

J, Judson A Moore, Archt,
Caveudlsh-el. Keighley,.

Sec, St, George's college.
Addlestoiie, Surrey

T, George A Sou, Archt.
Old-square, A>hton

do.

June 10
do.

June 11

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appolnttsent.

•Sanitary Inspector

•Clerk of Works .......

•Inspector of Dusting and Slopping

•Superintendent of Cleansing .......

By whom Advertised.

Stoke • upou - Trent
Corp

Central London Sick

Islington V'estry ....

St. Luke's Vestry, E.C.

SOI. and house, Ac. „ „

4s, per week ..

12*. per week,.
iCommenclng 3002.
)602. per anu. ..„

Thote marlted witK an aateriile (•) are advertised in this Number. Contracts, pp. Iv. vl. vill. & xxL Public Appointments, pp xviii. A xil.

Southwark.—120 and 122, Southwark Bridge-rd.,

and I and 2, Friar-st., u.t. 83 yrs., g.r. 38/., r.

153/. 16s *750

3, 4, s, and 6, Friar-st., u.t. 83 yrs., g.r. 72/., r.

211/. 500

Forest Hill.—56, 58, 60, and 62, Westhourne-rd.,

al-so " Eagle Cottage” adjoining, u.t. 62 yr.s.,

g.r. 14/. los., r. 223/. 10s 1,675

30 and 32, Dalmain-rd., u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 8/. 300

By Rogers, Chapman, & Thomas.
Pimlico.—63, 59, 71, 73, and 75, Lupu.s-st., u.t. 34

yrs., g.r. 46/., r. 412/. 16s 4, 53®

51, 57, 59, 61, and 65, Lupus-.st, u.t. 34 yrs., g.r.

42/., r. 350/. 3-605

5 and 7, Warwick-place West, u.t. 28 yrs., g.r.

12/. 15s. gd., r. 88/. 710

124, 126 and 128, Warwick-st., u.t. 30 yr.s., g.r.

24/., r. 190/. I2S 1,865

I, Cambridge-ter., u.t. 34 yrs., g.r. 8/., r. 81/. .
. 780

55, Cambridge-st., u.t. 36 yrs., g.r. 8/., r. 75/. .
.

710

14, 16, and 17, Bessborough-gardens, u.t. 29^
yrs., g.r. 27/., r. 170/. 1,490

By A. Dowell (at Edinburgh).
Manor, Peeblesshire.

— ‘
‘ Glenrath and Hallmanor ”

Estate, area about 4,570 a 23,600
By Hepper & Sons (at Horsforth).

Horsforth, Yorks.—Low-lane, an enclosure of

land, 8 a. o r. 20 p. ,
f. 905

May i^.—By F. J. Bislev & Sons.
Deptford.—18, Windmill-lane, u.t. 65 yrs., g.r. 4/. 230

4 and 5, Arthur-ter., u.t. 48^ yrs., g.r. 8/ 615
Camberwell.—109, New Church-rd., f. 400
Stratford.-12, 14, and 16, Cruikshank-rd., f. 905

By S. H. Davids & Co.
Maiylebone,—17, Balcombe-st., u.t. 12 jTs.,g.r.

15/. 15s., r. 65/. 25s
By W. Wp:ston.

Paddington.—30, Alfred-rd., u.r. 52J yrs., g.r. 5/. 325
By Daniel Watney & Sons.

City of London.—23, Silver-st., area nearly
i,iooft., f., r. 250/. 7,750

Rotherhithe. — St. Mary Chiirch-st., “The
Europa” p.-h., area 6,850ft., f., r. 175/. 9,000

Bermondsey.—Jamaica-rd., “The Old Homs”
b.-h., and two shops adjoining, area 2,650 ft.,

r., r. 123/. 4,000
Blackfriar.s.—43, Blackfriars-rd., f., r. 60/. 950

By C. Atkins.
Catford.—Hawstead-rd., f.g.r. 9/., reversion in 86

yrs 25®
The Retreat, f.g.r. 16/., reversion in 91 yrs 500

Forest Hill.—St. Germains-rd., f.g.r. 7/., reversion
i« 77 yrs 20s

30, Wastdale-rd., f., r. 35/. 605
Catford.—The Retreat, “Retreat House,” f., r.

3°/- 670
5 and 6, Blackshaw's-alley, f. ?oo
1, 3, and 17, Willow-walk, f. 430
131, 133, tind 135, Rushey-green, f. . . . . 1,250
2, Rusfiey-greeiTj f. • 560
112, 114, ri6,and 118, Rushey-green, u.t. 16 yrs.,

g.r. 75/., r. 160/. 810

Lee.—67 to 83 (odd), Dacre-st., u.t. loj >ts., g.r

52/- los jCi20

By C. C. & T. Moore.
Limehouse.— 124, 126, and 128, Salmon-lane, and

three sets of stabling in Notgrove-st., f., r.

134/. los 1,540

58, Salmon-Line, u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. 10/. 200
Bow.—265and 267, Old Ford-rd., f., r. 57/. 6s 775
Clapton.—13, London-rd., u.t. 66 yrs., g.r. 6/.

^
r- 39^- • 395

Lcytonstone.—354 to 362 (even), High-rd., also the

“Plough and Harrow” p.-h., u.t. 10 yrs.,

g.r. 60/. 400
437 to 459 (odd), High-rd., u.t. 42 yrs., g.r. 30/. 1,910

364 to 372 (even), High-rd., and i to 5, Back
Harrow-cottages, u.t. 4? yrs., g.r. 20/. i,oo6

606, High-rd., f., r. 32/. 565
Mile End.—5 and 6, Dudley-ter., u,t. 62 yrs., g.r.

9^. r. 60/. 820
Poplar.—28, 36 and 38, Tetley-st., a profit rental

of 45/. for 17 yrs., with reversion 720

_

By Newbon, Edwards, & Shephard.
Caledonian-rd.— i, 2, 4, 5, and 6, Lyon-st., u.t. 47^

yrs., g.r. 25/. 1,000
Kennington.—45, Trigon-rd., u.t. 27 yrs., g.r.

4''- los 27s
Barnsbury.—3 and 5, Rhodes-st., u.t. 61 yrs.,

g.r. jo/. 440
4 and 5, Richmond-st., u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 9/.,

r. 87/. 820

33, 33, 37, 39, and 41, -'^Ibion-grove, u.t. 46 yrs.,

g.r. 35/., r. 184/. .. ._. 1,390

67, 69, 7t, and 73, Albion-grove, u.t. 41 yrs., g.r.

28/., r. II 2/. y9o
i2,Cl.iyton-st., u.t. 43 yrs., g.r. 13/. 13s 125
Claytoii-st., an improved rental of 15/. 13s., for

43 yrs., with reversion for 4 yrs 265
37, Freeling-st., _u.t. 43 yrs., g.r. 13/. 13s 125

Holloway.— 10, Williamson-st.,u.t. 48 yrs., g.r. 5/.,

r. 26/. 300
By Stlmson & Sons.

Carshalton.—St. James’s-rd., f.g.r. of r8/., rever-
sion in 91 yrs 380

Peckham.—Sumner-rd., f.g.r. of i6/. 10s., reversion
in 65 yrs 515

Middle-st., f.g.r. of 8/. los., reversion in 56 >ts. 265
Walworth.—Arthur-st., f.g.r. of 12/. 12s., reversion

in 84 yrs 365
Arthur-st., f.g.r. of 5/. los., reversion in 64 yrs... 155
Blucher-st., f.g.r. of 11/., reversion in 64 yrs 325
Blucher-st., f.g.r. of ii/., reversion in 75 yrs 3^0
Salisbury-row, f.g.r. of 6/. reversion in 74 yrs. . . 165
Huntsman-st., &c., i.g.r. of 23/., u.t. i3jyrs.,g.r.

7^- 100
Clapham.—Nelson-grove, &c., f.g.r. of 45/., rever-

sion in 70 yrs 1,100
Brixton.—Industry-ter., i.g.r. of 15/., u.t. 48} yrs.,

g-r. 6/. 130
Southwark.—Garden-row, &c., f.g.r. 140/., rever-

sion in 97 yrs 3,49o
Bath-st., f.g.r. 18/., reversion in 43 yrs 490
Earl-st., f.g.r. 6f., reversion in 43)^ yrs 170

82 to 9o(even), St. George’s-rd., with a building
in th= rear f r. M

4, rJurman-si. , !., r. 40L 520
Lambeth.—71 to 75, Tower-st., and 68 to 71,

Webber-row, u.t. 6 yrs., g.r. 50/., r. 200/. los. 200
Rochester, Kent.—24, King-st., f., r. 10/. 10s 140
Barnsbury.—Mountfort-ter., f.g.r. 20/., reversion

in 79 yrs r-o
Mile End.—G!obe-rd., &c., f.g.r. 15/. 10s., rever-

Paddington.—Somers Mews, i.g.r. 100/., u.t. 39J
yrs., g.r. 12/., with reversion i,soo

By L A. & W. Tharp.
Wanstead.—Cambridge Park, “ The Chestnuts,”

and 2 a., f. 3, 500
Leytonstone.—Wallwood-rd., “ Brenhilda,” f., r.

4°'^- 655
186, iQo, 192, 194, and 196, Hainault-rd., f., r.

134^- 1,940
By Horne, Son, & Eversfield (on the premises).

Chobham, Surrey.—“Chobham Lodge,” and half
an acre, f. 670

By ^yooDS & Snelling (at Sidcup).
Sidcup.—Granville-rd., “ Arrandoon,” “Linstead,”

and “ Bertram House,” f., r. i6c/. 2,250
Hatherley-rd., “ Sidcup Villa,” and “The Win-

tons,” f.
,
r. no/. 1,590

By Wesley Stephens (at Wadebridge).
St. Issey, Cornwall.—“Trelow Farm,” 5623. ir.

I3P-, 5,825
By G. Maksden (at Wirksworth).

Rrassington, Derby.—“ Harborough Rocks I'arm,”
162 a. 1 r. o p., f. 3,950

By WiLDY & Balden (at Penistone).
Denby, Yorks.—“High Flatts Farm," 84a. or.

29P-, x,5S0
Enclosures of land, 21 a. 3 r. si p., f. 607

May 14.—By Jones, Lang, & Co.
Hyde Park.—26, St. George ’s-p!., u.t. 42 yrs., g.r.

45/., r. 450/. 6,710
Mayfair.—21, Berkeley-sq., u.t. 50 yrs., g.r. 250/.,

i- 600/. 5,750

By H. J. Bromley.
Norwood.—Knight’s Hill-rd., “ Rothschild'.s Gar-

dens,” and ij a., f. 3,650

3,

Grecian-cottages, u.t. isiyrs., g.r. 6/. 5s 200
Deptford.—17, 19, and 21, Wellington-st., f. 1,015

126, Watergate-st.. f., r. 18/. 190
16 and 18, New King-st., f. 560

By S. Clifford Tee.
Stamford Hill.— i, 4, 6, 7, 8, ii, iS, 20, 24, and 26,

Linthorpe-rd., g.r. 76/. 4s., r. 517/. 5,650

By J. A. Trvthall. -

Norwood.— I to 4, Thorn-villas, f., r. 89/. 14s. .. 825

By Hampton & Sons.
Cl.ipham.—Nightingale-lane, “The Grange” and

2 a., f. 4,250
Kensington.—24 and 25, Hereford-sq., r. 278/. 12s.

;

also i.g.r. 18/., u.t. 46^ >ts., g.r. 12/. 3,950
7 and 8, Hereford-sq., 46^ yrs., g.r. 24/., r.

234/. 2.S 3,060
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Broinpton.—14, South-st., u.t. 27J yrs., g.r. 10/.,

r-90^- : £2.10
By Herring, Son, & Daw.

Clapham.—Queen‘s-rd., “ Lucan Lodge,” u.t. 37J
yrs., g.r. so/., e.r. no/.

By Thompson & Co. (at E.veter).
Eridford, Devon.—“Neadon Farm,” 49 a. 3 r.

28p.,f. 675
By D. Smith, Son, & Oakley

(at Dereham).
North Elmham.—Various enclosures of land,

46 a. ir. 3op., f. I

Gr.inary, coal stores, &c., and o a. i r. 27 p., f. .

.

Three freehold cottages, and 4 a. 3 r. 29 p 380
The “ King’s Head ” Inn and 9 a. o r. 18 p., f. .

. 3
Two freehold houses and shops, with i6a. 1 r.

34 P
Two freehold houses, and 14 cottages, with 5 a.

2 r- 7 P I

Bcetley, Norfolk.—An enclosure of land, 6a. 31.

^ 4P-f-
East Bilney, Norfolk.—Enclosures of Land, 8 a.

_

or. 8 p,, f.

Brisley, Norfolk.—Enclosures of land and a cot-
tage, 23 a. o r. 12 p., f.

May 15.—By Beningfiei.d, Tidy, & Co.
(.at Hertford).

Little Munden, Herts.—“ Libury Hall,” and 298 a.

or. 2p.,f. 5
May 17.—By C. Rawley Cross & Co.

Shepherd’s Bush.—23 and 29, Shepherd's Bush-rd.,
u.t. 78iyrs., g.r. rs/. 15s., r. 95/. 7

By R. W. Denver.
Biddenden, Kent.—‘‘ Podkin Farm ” and 48 a., f. i

Sutton, Surrey.—Benhill-st., “ Newlyn,” u.t. 66i
yrs., g.r. 10/., r. 55/.

Carshalton, Surrey.—Mill-lane, two freehold cot-
tages

By W. T. Marsh.
Kensington.—40, Pcmbroke-sq. and plot of land in

rear, u.t. 25 yrs., g.r, 11/. xos., e.r. too/.

7, Edwardes-sq., u.t. 13 yrs., g.r. 4/. los., t. 65/.

By W. Holcombe & Betts.
Kensington.—93, Holland-rd., f. 2
Oxford-st.— 3, ’Tapncll-yard, u.t. 27 jts., g.r. 7/.,

e-r. 45^-

Bloomsbury.—51 and s:a, Huntley-st., f., r. 61/.

7s. 6d I

Tottenham Court-rd.—6t, Whitfield-st., f., r. 55/. .
.

980
Islington.—46, Florence-st., f.,r. 42/.

Camden Town.—285, Gt. College-st., u.t. 12I yr.s.,

g.r. nil, r. 40/. 165
61, .Arlington-rd., u.t. 41^ yrs., g.r. 4/., r. 42/. .

,

Holloway.—86, Brecknock-rd., u.t- 52 yrs., g.r. 6/.,

r. 48/.

Norwood.—32, Waldegrave-rd., u.t. Ssiyrs., g.r.
8/. 8s., e.r. 65/

By J. & R. Kemi'& Co.
Hampstead-rd.— 138, 140, 142, 142.1, and 144,

Drummond-st., f., r. 230/ 4
Bowes Pk.—Whittington-rd., f.g.r. 8/., reversion

in 85 yrs
Thorold-rd., f.g.r. 25/. 5s., reversion in 85 yrs

Wood Green.—Wenbury-villas, f.g.r. 19/., reversion

...
in8.3yrs

Kings Cross.—Vork-rd., i.g.r. 13/., u.t. 45 yrs.,
g.T.il. 185

By Furlong & Son (at Woolwich).
Plumstead, Kent.—Grifiin Manor Way, two

enclosures of land, 9 a. 2 r. 4 p., f. 7

By Foster & CRANFiELD(at Enfield).
Enfield, Cha.se Side.—Twenty-two plots of build-

ing land, f. 1,485
May 18.—By C. W. Davies.

Maiydebone. — 41, Gt. James-st., u.t. 23 yrs.,

_

g.r. 6/., r. 50/.

Islington.—93, Cloudesley-rd., f., r. 36/.

Cloudesley-rd., f.g.r. 5/., reversion in 26 yts
Old Kent-rd.— 155, Coburg-rd., u.t. 20 yrs.,

E-f- 1^- los

By E. & A. Swain.
Kensington.—56, Palace Gardens, u.t. 56 yrs.,

g.r. 15/., e.r. 125/. i

By Chinnock, Gal.sworthy & Co.
Wandsworth.—6 and 7, Priory-rd., 1 to 15, Priory-

pl., f., with f.g.r. 15/. 12s., reversion in 38 yrs. ;

also I, 2, and 3, Priory-rd., u.t. 38 yrs.,
g-r- =4^- '

5
460 to 470 (even), Wandswonh-rd., f., r. 130/.-. 1

Wandsworth-rd., "The Dun Cow” b.-h., f..

45^- I
. _

6 to 22 (even). Sc. Andrew-st., f., r. 163/. i6s 7,620
24, 26, 28, and 30, St. Andrew-st., f., r. 152/. 2s. 1

'

454 and 456, Wandsworth-rd., and a plot of land,
u.t. 26 yrs., g.r. 50/ 380

Norwood.—209, 211, and 213, Rommany-rd., and
i8, 50, and 52, St. Gothanl’s-rd., f., r. 135/. 4s. 1

Gamlingay, Catnb.s.—Hat!ey-rd., two enclosures.

By Debenham, "Tewson & Co.
City of London.—89 and 90, Milton-st., f., r. 325/. 6,500

44, Basinghall-st,, u.t. 67 yrs., g.r, 300/., r. 600/. 3,500
80, Chiswell-st., u.t. 75 jts., g.r. 55/. r. 170/. .... 1,500

Chelsea.—35, Glebe-p!., u.t. 51 yrs., g.r. 17/. 3.000
Ramsgate, Kent.—Hereson-rd., "Hereson House ”

and 2 a. 1 r. 12 p., f. 2,600
Hereson-rd., eleven freehold cottages, r. 143/. .. 1,300
1 and 2, Flora Cottages, f., r. 23/. 16s 215

By Rogers, Chap.man & Tho.mas.
Kensington.—63, Eardley-cres., u.t. 69^ yrs., g.r.

6/., r. 67/. los 700
Hyde Pk.—32 and 34, Craven Hill Gardens, u.t.

67 yrs., g.r. 70/., r. 350/. 3,170
Eelgravin.~99, Belgrave-rd., u.t, 37jyrs., g.r. 14/.,

r. 120/. 1,400
Picc.idiliy.— 3, Yarmouth Mews, u.t. 51J yrs., g.r.

60/., r. 325/. 3,700
Porlman-square.—88, Gloucester-pl., u.t. 31 yrs.,

g.r. 50/., r. 300/. 3,055
By Fleuret, Sons, & Adams (at

Masons’ Hall Tavern).
Deptford.—Butcher Row, " The Prince of Wales”

p.-h., a freehold rental of 65 for 11 yrs 2,700

Contractions used in tJuse lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;
f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold

; 1. for leasehold
;

e.r. for
estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term ; p.a. for per
annum ; yrs. for years

; st. for street
; rd. for road ; sq. for

square
;
pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace

; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.
I

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greeolieart. B.G,
ton tielo

Teak, E.I.. ..load ii/io/o

Sequola.U.S.ft.cu. i/9

Ash, Canada load 3's'o
Birch, do.
Elm, do 4/0/0
Fir, Oantsic, &c.. o/is/o

Oak, do s/icVo
Canada 5/s/o

Pine, Canada red o/c/e

Do.Yellow 1/15/e

Lath, DantslCiftth 4/10/s

Sl Petersburg., j/o/s

Wainscot, Riga,
&c., tog a'o/e

Odessa,ccown.,,, s.'o/o

Deals, Finland
and & ist std 100 9/0/0
Do. 4th & 3rd... 9/0/0
Do. Riga 7/10/0
St Petersburg,

ist yellow. .. , ii/o/o

Do. and yellow xo/o/o

Do. white 9/10/0
Swedish 9/10/0
White Sea lo/io/o

Canada, Pine ist 19/11/0

Do. do. and .. .. 14/0/a

Do. do. 3rd, die. 6, lo/o

Do. Spruce, ist. 10/10/0
Do. do. 3rd and
vnd S/o/o

New Brunswick 7/is’o
Battens, all kinds 5o’o
Flooring boards,

sq., I in. prep.

Do. and
Other qualities-*

Cedar, Cuba, ft
Honduras, dec.

Mahogany, Cuba
St. Domingo,

Mexican, do.
Tobasco. do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box, Turkey, ton
Rose, Rio
Bahia

Sadn, St Doming,

9/io/e

9/10/0
8/io/s

13/ro/o

ii/o/o

i6/to/o

17/0/0
aS/io/o
i6/io/e

4/0/0

7/0/0
A/o/0 :

O/s/7

TIMBER (continued).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 0/1/6
Walnut, Italian .. o/o/j e/0/7

METALS.
Iron—Pig, In Scot-
land ton 9/4/7 0/0/0
Bar. Welsh, in

London S/iJ/o S/17/6
Do, do. at works

in Wales 5/io/o 5/i*/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London 5/iS/o 6/>o/d

Copper— British
cake and ingot sa/io.o S3'o/o

Bestselected .. sa/is'o 43/5’*

Sheets, strong., 58/0/0 58. u/
Chili bars 48/13 6 0/0/0

YELLOWMTLlb.
LEAD - Pig,
Spanish ....ton 11/17,6 11/18,9
English com.
brands ia,o/o

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft
and upwards .. is's'p
Pipe 19/139

Zinc — English
sheet ton., ao/io/o

Vieille Mon-
tagne oi/io/o e/o/o

Spelter 17/0/0 17/2/6

Tin—

S

traits .... 61/s/o 0/0/0

Australian 6a/io/> 63/0/e
English Ingots.. 64/15/0 65/5/0
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0

Billiton 1 59/>S/P to/o/o

OILS.

Linseed ton
Cocoanut, Cochin 37/15/0 e/o/o

Do. Ceylon s4/o/a o/b/o

P^, Lagos 94/10/0 0/0/0

Rapeaecd, English
p^e 07/10/0 97/is/o

Do. Brown 37/0/0 37/10/0

Cottonseed ref. .. 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine t8/to/o 19/10/0

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6

Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6

Tar— Stockholm
barret aa/o

Archangel oAa/k
Turpentine ao/ia.6 ax/’S^o

0/0/0

0/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this he.iding

should be addressed to " The Editor,” and must reach us

not later than 10 a.tn. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
£\oo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

ABERAMAN.—Accepted Lr the erection of thirty houses,
Waun-y-Glan-Ddwr. Mr. G. A. Tieharne, engineer, a?, Canon-
street. Aberdare:—

W. E. Willis. Hillside-terrace. Ystrad, Rhondda £^50

BALLYMAHON (IreJand) For the erection of doctors
denceand dispensary, Newtown, for the Union Guardians

J. C. Thompson Graoatd, architect. Quantities by the architect

Thos. Fee
I
C. Maye, Ballymahon*. “

• Accepted.

....£1.0.

BLYTH (Northumbeiland).-For the construction of a toad,

&c., near Cowpen-square, for the Urban District Council. Mr.
Robert Grieves, suiveyor, Seaforih-street, Waterloo. Blylh ;—
Jacob Robson .£674 13 4 I G E Simpson. New-
Jos. Wardlaw 617 19 11

1
castle (accepted) ..£60114 3

BRIDGEND (Glam.)—For additions, &c., to Town Halt, for the
Committee. Mr. Geoige F. Lanibeit, architect, Bridgend ;—
David LJewellyr. £733 o

j

William Francis, Biidg-
Thomas Roberts C52 5 end* £559 0

Charles Jenkins & Sons 610 o| * Accepted.

BROMLEY (Kent).—For the execution of drainage works.
Mason's Hdl. for the Urban District Council. Quantities by the

Pedietie & Co £654 6 0
I
G. Bell £349 la 3

Wm. Wadey 43918 o
)
R. Stockwell, Bromley.

Thos. Lansbuiy .... 4-.8 8 6 1 Kent* 345 o 6

E. Peill & Sons 403 5 6| •Accepted.

(Suiveyoi’i estimate, £363.]

CHEDDAR (Somerset).—For building a shirt factory at Tween
Town, Cheddar, for Mr. Joseph Edwards. Mr. David Cox,
architect. The Barrows, Cheddar. Quantities by Mr. William
Veals, Bristol
H. A. Fotso £675 0 0

I

Ford & Scoutse,
Love & Waite sto 0 o| Cheddar (accepted) £469 ii 6

CHILLINCTON (S. Devon).—For the erection of a cottage at
Cbillington. for Mr. R. Luscombe, Mr, H. Vickeiy, architect,
Torcross, Kingsbridge, S. Devon:

—

P. M. Rundle £3*5 I
Brooking £*20

J. M. Lidstone 37J Shepherd & Hutchings* .. 205
R. Moore aai [

• Accepted.

CLEETHORPES (Lines.).—For the execution of road works
Poplai-road (Contract No. 91. for the Urban District Council Mr.
E. Ruthion, Surveyor, Pcplar-toad, Cleeihorpes. Quantities by the

A. Brunton & Son ,.£i,r4S 6 it I L. N. Davison,
Hewins & Goodhana 8991a 6| Grlmsbv* •,•-£865 8 1

* Accepted.

[Surveyor's estimate, £855 0 a.]

COWBRIDGE (Glam.)—For the restoration of Parish Church,
Llaiitrithyd, for the Rev. E L. Ellis. Mr. G. E. HaJliday, archi,
tect, 14, High.street, Cardiff puantilies by Mr. John W. Rodger-

t4. High-street. Cardin:—
Williams & Thomas. .£96}

C. H. Cooksley 809 1

Henry Smith 8co c

Rees & Thomas i.752 '

I

L. Merrett £75® '

I
W. James & Son.Cow-

I

bridge'i 705 i

Chas. Parsons 635 <

I
* Accepted.

1 church in Colerldge-avenue,

W. Harbrow, Iron Bedding Works, South Bermondsey, £385

ELCl N.—For Ihe erection of a house on the farm of the
Longmotn, for Mr. William Ramsay, of Longniom. Mr,
Doig. architect, E'g'in:—

Alexander Mackerron £*77 '

Mackio & MacKenzie aaS k
S/ating-.—James Wilsna 48 i(

/’/aj-Irririg-.—James Brodie 59 c

William Lyon & Son ....... ...... 49 <

/’.»f«ri,«g.—J. Kinttea & Son 17 ;

[AUof Elgin,]

ELGIN.—For the erection of business premises. South-street, fci
vlr. Charles Forsyth. Mr. C. C. Doig, architect, Elgin :—

£ui/di>i^.—David Forsyth..... £9®? n
CarppUry.—K. & R Dunbar 715 o
Stating.—lasMH Wilson 35 10

/’/ar/rr-i'Mf.—James Brodie 18319
Plumbing.—']. Cordon & Son It4 o

Fainffri^,—Alexander Forsyth 54 o

Ironwork not yet accepted.

[All of Elgin].

EXETER.— For the erection of Emmanuel's Church. S
Thomas's. Mr. Harold Btakspear, architecL Corsham, Wilts :—

Gibson £10.867
I
Stephens & Son £8 88

Herbert io,c43 I N, Piatt 8.39

C. Breaby 9,000 |

Contract Ho. 1.—Central-work in laying snaers, building tanks,
and laying out irrigation area,

Wm. Dodds £ri9»2 4 >4 I
R- McDonald £1.5*4 3 =

J. Kyle & Sons. ... 1,78® o o [Adamson 1.389 7 o
T. Lee 1,757 7 cJjP. O. Hetherington,

J. Claikson i.6a6 10 10 Egglestonc* 1,334 10 o
R. Wilson 1,570 6 7 1

• Accepted.

Contracl No, i

k. McDonald 933 9 4 [), Clarkson
P. O. Hetherington .. 337 10 o W. C. Clark IStraker
Adamson 223 ii 6 |

& Love), Darlington* L9 7 3

Blakoborough &Scns£23t 8 6

R. McDonald ...... 2ao 0 o
Wm. Smith ai6 9 4
Clay. Henriques, &

TeesdaleBros 30514
J. Kyle & Sons aco 0

[Engineer’s estimate for

Accepted.

Contract, No, j —/ronwori,

Adamson •.-£>9917 3
J. Lees & Sons <9517 4

J. Clarkson 184 15 ij>

R. Wilson, Quten.
street, Barnard
Castle (accepted) 177 3 6

e whole work, £1,793. 5^- id.

GRAYS (E«sex!.—For the erection of school buildings. Bridge-
road, for the Grays Thurrock School Board. Mr. C. M. Shiner
architect, a. Walbtook, E.C.
T. Briity ..£9.463 13

|
F. G, Minter £7.9®® 0

G. Sharpe 0.320 0 H. J. Carter, Grays.

J. Brown 8 185 10 Essex — 7.322 o-

H. R. Rons 6.120 19 j

& UUey, architects, Queeo-sti

R, Eastoe £*,*69 i;

T. Howes 1.070 11

Carter & Wright 1,0541:

i

. Ward t,oi4 1'

. Balls 995 '

,
Great Yarmouth :

—

G. W, Beech £
F. Ciimble
A. E. Bond, Great Yar-
mouth (accepted) ....

M. A. & G. F. Reed
C. Hatred
J. E. Dyson
J. Atherton

Plumbing.

.£91 10 o
I

W. J. Rushraan £79 i

4 o iv. rv. Vfioai

0 0 I
Yamiouib* 67 12

• Accepted.

HAPPISBURCH (Norfolk).—Accepted for iron bungalow, fo

Dr. Lt.-Colonel Bott :—
W. Hatbrew, Iron Building Works. S. Bermondsey, £215 15

IIOPTON (Great Yarmouth),—For erecting a pair of cottages for

Mr. C. S. Orde, Hopion House, Messrs. Bottle St OUey, arcnitects,

5. Queen-street. Great Yaimoulh
G. W. Beech £558 10 0 I S. Norman • .£479 17

J. Ward 555 <® 0 I
* Accepted.

KETTERING.—P'or the execution of drainage works, &c.. fon

the Urban Distiict Council. Mr. T. Reader Smith, C.E,, Maiket
Hill, Kettering
Fied Barlow £10,694] Bentley. Son. & Partlng-

Bemley&Lock 10,707 ton £9.666
Geo. Bell 9.887 Siddoiis & Freeman,.
H. H. Barry 9,795 I

Uundle (accepted) ' 8.99c

KETTERING.—Foe the execution af works of sewage disposal

extension, for the Urban District Council. Mr, T. R. Smith, C.E.
Market Hill, Kettering :—
George Bell £12,123

j

Siddons * Freeman,
Fred. Barlow rr.sS? Oundle* £10.700-

H. H. Barry 10.800] * Accepted.

LABRADOR.—Accepted for iron church for the Moravian.
Mission, for export:—
W. Harbrow, Iron Buildings Works, South Bermondsey, S.E,, £450

U-ANDAFF.—For the erection of a villa residence, for Mr.
C. M. Morgan. Messrs. Morgan & Hodge, architects, Prudential

Building, Newport, Mon. Quantities by the architects

George Griffiths £1.836 o I Powell & Mansfield.. .£1.365 0

William Cox 1,710 o Edwin Williains, Whit.

J. Haines Ac Sons 1.581 o| church* r,356 16.

Cadwalladar St Hock-
j

* Accepted.
'ge i,4co 0]

LONDON. — For the erection of conveniences, Httly Fields,

BrocUey, for the London County Council :

—

H.J. Stephens £752 6 6
]
Thomas rSc Edge ....£677 0 o.

LONDON.—For the erection of gymnasium shdter a Maryoir.

• £®34
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LONDON.—Accepted for erectins a stand at the Yorkshire

Society's Schools, Westminster Bridge-road, for viewing the Royal
procession;—

, ,
W. Harbrow, Iron BuUding Works, South Bermondsey, i, 179

LONDON.—Accepted for shedding, for Mr. H. G. Fient, King's

Cross;—
W. Harbrow, Iron Building Works, South Bennondsey.£tsi 10

LONDON.—Accepted for 'alterations at "The King's Arms"
public-house. Mile End, E. ' Mr. Herbert Riches, architect. 3,

Crooked-lane. King William-street, London, E.C. :

—

Thomas Osborn & Sons

LONDON.—Forlaying-down pipe-sewers. Upper Richmond-read,
S.W.. for Mr. H. Saepherd-Cross. M.P. Mr. F. H. Harvey, sur-

veyor. 183. Lavender Hill, S.W.
Geo. Wilson & Co £399 I C. W. KilUngbick & Co... £-233

W. Seoaker 095 H. Benham & Co 224

H. Woodham 283 | J. Jackson 199

PAIGNTON.—For erecting a villa residence, Dartmouth-road,
for Messrs. Bridgman & Bridgman. Messrs Norman C. Bridgman
and Walter H, Bridgman, architects, of Torquay, Paignton, and
Teignmoutli. Hu antities by Mr. Vincent Cattemiole Brown
E. Westlake £66a 1 G. Webber & Maunder .....£603

R. Har
i
H. Webber & Sons 589

SOUTH SHIELDS,—Accepted for the erection of new wards

and malting extensions to the Ingham Infirmary. Westoe, South

Shields. Quantities by Mr. J. Savage. Newcastle- Mr. Henry
Grieves, architect. Albany Chambers, South Shields

Goodwin & Son, South Shields ;CSi?23

THRAPSTON (Northants).—For the execution of water supply

otks at the market, for the Thrapston Market Company.

J. M. Siddons, Surveyor, Oundle :—
Freeman fie Son £192 \C. Pettit, Thrapston*

• Accepted.

WARRINGTON.—For paving, forming, fiec., MiUer-strcet and
otherstreets and passages, for the Corporation. Mr. Tbos. Longdin,
Borou-h Surveyor. Town Hall, Warrington :

—

T. Stringer £790 2 10 1
W. Heaton £108 it

WEST HAM.—For pumping and electric lighting stations.

Abbey Wharf. Stratford. E., tor the Corporation. Mr. Lewi'
Angeil, Engineer, Town Hail, Stratford
Munday & Sons £39 833 I

Chessum fie Sons £35'9S3
Kirk & Randall 38,745 J. Jackson 3S-790
B. Cooke fi; Co 37.000

|
W. Gregar & Son, Strat-

Shillitoe fie Son 38<7So I ford (accepted)

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

PONTYPRIDD.—For the erection of a church, ' Carnetown.
Abercynon, for the Rev. D. Lloyd Davies. Mr. G. E. Halliday,
architect and Diocesan suiveyor. 14. High-street. CatdilT. Quantities
by Mr. John W. Rodger. 14. High-streei, Cardiff :

—
Ed Jones £4.041 16 5 Wm. Games, Aber-
Williams Sc Thomas 3,780 18 6 dare Junction* . .£3,470 12 0
C. Jenkins A; Son 3.750 4 2

|
Ed. Mainwaring .. 3,470 z 6

James Williams 3.748 4 2 W. J. Bloxham.. .. 3.348 o 0
Henry Smith 3.66310 o |

Williams Bros 3,17211114
• Accepted.

RAWTENSTALL (Lancs.).—For the erection of a fire station
and stables. King-street (Contract No. 2), for the Corporation. Mr.
A. W. Lawson, Borough Surveyor, Municipal Offices. Rawteo-
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The Architecture of our large Provincial

Towns.

VII.—LEICESTER.

THOUGH Lei-

cester is a town

witli a historic

past crowded with

great names and

important events

which have left

their marks upon

the political, social,

and religious life

of the country;

and although there is no lack of interest

in its medifEval structures and remains;

it is not of the past that the visitor is apt

to think most, who notes the activity and

prosperity indicated by its crowded thorough-

fares and handsome modern buildings. If

the life and trade of tlie nineteenth century

had passed Leicester by, it might have be-

come a place of pilgrimage for the archieolo-'

gist and the tourist
;
as things are the chief

jiilgrims are commercial travellers, whose
visits have little to do with the buildings of

the past, but a great deal, although they

perhaps do not think of it, with those of the

present and future. Old Leicester covered

a very considerable area for a medimval
town

;
but it was only about a sixth or

a seventh the size of the present one, which

has spread mainly along the valleys and up

the sides of the hills to the south and east,

and, though only to a comparatively small

extent, across the river to the west. It was
protected by walls on the south and east,

and by the River Soar on the other two

sides
;
the castle being strongly posted, on a

hill overlooking the river, at the south-west

corner. The oldest part is no doubt the

poor district on the low ground in the bend
of the stream, through which the new,

dismal, black brick viaduct of the Manchester

and Sheffield railway is being carried.

Immediately under this viaduct is the only

piece of Roman workmanship remaining,

except the ruined wall near St. Nicholas’

Church : it is merely a piece of mosaic pave-

ment of ordinary geometrical pattern, but

the workmanship is exceptionally good, and
it is being carefully housed in a well-lighted

chamber.

The main streets of modern Leicester con-

verge upon an irregular open space called

the East Gates, whence tramways run along

the principal thoroughfares to the outskirts :

by Galbwtree Gate, Granby-street, and the

London-road, to the south
;
by Humberstone

Gate and the Hnmberstone-road to the

east
;
and bj’ Belgrave Gate and the Belgrave-

road to the north-east. The old main street,

High-street, which runs westward, thougli

still an important business thoroughfare, is

narrow
;
and so is Churchgate, leading north.

Gallowtree Gate and the region just west of

it is the present centre of the town. Here
are not only the Market-place and the Muni-
cipal buildings, but the clubs, banks, insu-

rance offices, and most of the good shops.

There is a minor residential quarter growing

up on the hill west of the river, but the

principal one is to the south on both sides

of the London-road. This may be said to

begin at the railway station; indeed, the

whole region south-east of the railway is

mainly residential, the average size and
importance of the hou.ses increasing as the

hill is ascended and the distance from the

centre increased, until in the extreme south

are what are practically large country resi-

dences. A pretty feature of the town is the

"New Walk," a broad asphalted footway,

planted with trees and mainly bordered by
old-fashioned residences and small gardens,

which runs from Belvoir-strcet almost in

the middle of the business region, to Victoria

Park on the outskirts. Of the three parks,

Victoria Park is an open common on the

summit of the southern hill, and Spinney Hill

Park a newly laid out public garden on a

steep slope facing the south, in the midst of

a thickly-populated neighbourhood, where it

must be much appreciated. Abbey Park is

older, prettier, and better grown, and is on

the large island to the north. The refresh-

ment pavilions in both the last-named have

some architectural pretension and pictu-

resqueness, though the one in Spinney Hill

Park, by Mr. Stockdale Harrison, is hardly

equal to some of his more serious designs.

There is certainly in Leicester architecture

a more strongly marked tendency to good
taste, as opposed to mere costly ornament,

than is usually found in towns where the

commercial element is the most important

;

but there is an equally strongly marked
tendency among tenants to cover up good
architecture with huge name-boards and
advertisements, vvhicli seems, to say the

least of it, a great pity. The natural build-

ing material of the country seems to be a

red brick, of which ever>' kind and tint is to

be seen (including, unfortunately, the pallid,

shiny kind that is so important an element
in the dreary aspect of most poor neighbour-

hoods in the Midlands). Notwithstanding the

presence of various stones and terra-cotta

and an unusually large sprinkling of modern
half-timber work, Leicester is essentially a

red brick town.

The principal public civil edifice, tlie

Municipal Buildings, erected by Mr. F. J.

Hames in 1874-76 as the result of a com-
petition, is itself a " Queen Anne ” red brick

structure of good character
;

not, perhaps,

very imposing or monumental, and rather

too much based upon domestic examples to

have a very official expression
;
but designed

in quiet, good taste, for the most part, and
well grouped. Tiie most striking and satis-

factory features in the front are the end bays
of the middle block, with their long windows;
and the least satisfactory is the centre bay,

which has an ugly-shaped opening on the

first floor and a gable with a very weak out-

line. The long balcony, carried on enormous
corbels, is exceedingly helpftil in pulling the

design, together, and in marking the ground

story with a good deep shadow. The tower

is well placed, and the concentration of

features in the upper part effective, though

the detail is not, perhaps, very interesting.

The building is conveniently planned, but is

said to be already too small for the business

of the town, and a new Town Hall is in
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Coiirtwird, Old 7'oivn Hall.SI. Margaret's Church.

contemplation. A great part of it is taken

up by the Crown and Nisi Prius Courts,

which occupy nearly all the space within the

main corridor, and are fine rooms, with

natural oak fittings very tastefully designed.

The Council Chamber is at the north-west

corner, and is also a fine room. The small

square in front is laid out as a public garden,

in the middle of which is a small bronze

fountain. The Old Town Hall is a small

hall, with an open roof of rough-hewn
timbers, and a range of windows in the

upper part of the wall similar in character

and arrangement to most of the earlier halls

of the medireval guilds. It belonged to the

Guild of Corpus Christi before it was pur-

chased by the Corporation of the town, and
is said to have been erected in 1350, though
no more than a part of the entrance end can
be of quite so early a date. The Mayor’s
parlour, facing the end of the picturesque
little courtyard, is said to have been added
in 1636 :

but it is possible this was only an
alteration

; its carcase, and that of the

building now occupied by the old library,

opposite, have all the appearance of being
parts of the original building. The rooms
occupied by the library in particular have
been formed by dividing up a large upper
apartment, which, from its position, may be
suspected of having been the dormitory. The
Mayor s parlour is a fine old panelled room
with a magnificent chimney-piece, and
fragments of some beautiful and probably
very old yellow stained glass in the
windows

; it is kept apparently as a show
place only, and the hall itself seems given

over to cooking classes, and is filled up with

lumber and cooking apparatus.

The assizes are still held, as they have

been for centuries, in the great hall of the

castle, but the alterations made in 1831 have

covered up all there may be of architectural

interest within, while outside it is buried

behind a plain square block erected in the

last century, and by other buildings
;
all that is

now to be seen of the hall is the top of the

roof rising behind them, decorated with four

great iron ventilators. A ruined gateway,

and a remnant of curtain wall, complete what
is left of this historic castle

;
for the second

gate, now called the magazine gateway, is of

very late date and not built for defence, and
is (probably rightly) conjectured to have been
connected with the collegiate church that

once stood in the Newarke. The Market
Hall, with the Corn Exchange on the upper

floor, stands on the west side of the irregular-

shaped Market-place, and is a stucco building

of no great interest, within or without,

although the clock turret is picturesque at a

little distance. The finely conceived double
stone stairway to the Corn Exchange, de-

signed by Mr. Ordish, is, however, a very

excellent piece of work, well worthy of the

town and of its prominent position. The
East Gates clock tower, erected in 1868, by
Messrs. Goddard, Paget, & Goddard, is a

very ornate structure, much more satisfactory

in its general conception than in its details,

but a picturesque object, which no visitor to

the town is likely to forget. The Corpora-
tion gas and electric light offices in Millstone-

lane were originally erected in a rather heavy

Gothic style; but Mr. Edward Burgess has

recently made a very interestingly-designed

and imposing addition to the structure. The

chief feature is a massive-looking, octagonal

angle tower or pavilion, very plain in the

lower part, except as regards a small window

over the door, but breaking into a mass of

pretty French Renaissance detail at the top.

The upper stories of the flanks are formed

into recesses separated by polygonal brick

piers and brought forward again in the form

of bay windows. The ground story is of

stone and unbroken, and there is a broad,

plain frieze and a cornice. It is all very

largely and simply conceived and beautifully

detailed, and is altogether a very pleasing

piece of work. The Waterworks office, in

Market-street, by Mr. Charles Baker, is a

little building of early Gothic character, in

better taste and with less exaggerated detail

than is usual in that class of work. The

only other structure connected with the

government of the town which calls for

notice is the pump-house of the drainage

pumping station, which is, contrary to all

precedent, a very satisfactory piece of archi-

tecture
;
a good square, solid-looking struc-

ture with a large upper range of windows

and strongly-marked angle piers, a fine sense

of scale and withal interesting detail
;

it was

designed by Mr. Stockdale Harrison. Of

this we shall give an illustration shortly.

Of the remaining public secular buildings,

the old News Rooms in Granby-street and

the Central Free Library in Belvoir-street,

are monuments of the Greek revival
;
as is

also the Phoenix Fire Office, near the latter.
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External Stairs to Coni Exchange. By the late Mr. Ordish.

Such work is not perhaps interesting, but as

against much that is done now, it does strike

one as having style, and its refined and
:Scholarly detail is worthy of recognition. The
Assembly Rooms in Hotel-street has a tame
«tone front of the Adam period. The cab-

yard of the Midland Railway Station has a

new red brick and terra-cotta screen wall

mext the street, which might have been more
•satisfactory if rather more care had been
taken with the outline of the clock turret

and the curvature of the arches. The best

•of the branch free libraries is that in Nar-
borough-road in the western suburb, by Mr.

Stockdale Harrison
;
a striking little Dutch

Renaissance structure of some originality,

•and, except as regards the tower and the

'

•vases on the gate-posts, adequately detailed.

The main entrance door is especially satis-

factory, and the interior is well liglited and
-well, if plainly, fitted. The Post Office, in

Granby-street, is a heavy-looking erection,

:apparently intended to be Perpendicular in

«tyle, but with exaggerated details. The
•new building beside the Midland Station,

not yet occupied, is, however, rather better

;

veiy hard and unsympathetic, but in good
taste and fairly well detailed. The museum
at the corner of the New Walk and Hastings-

street is in the form of a Classic temple with

a tetrastyle portico of enormous Tuscan
columns : it is perhaps needless to say that

it is really a two-storied building. Connected
•with it is the Art Gallery, which makes no
architectural pretension, but is well lighted

and contains some good pictures and prints
;

among others, several interesting records of

old Leicester architecture.

Jn virtue of their architectural importance,

the coffee-houses designed by Mr. Edward
Burgess for the Leicester Coffee House
Company deserve to be mentioned first

among the commercial buildings in the town.

The two 'principal ones are the new “ Vic-

toria ” in Granby-street and the one in the East

Gates, built in 1885. The latter is a pictur-

esque, gabled red brick and half- timber

corner building, with red tile roofs and well-

designed chimneys. The windows of the

upper floor are large quadrant-cornered oriels

under a boldly projecting broad plaster frieze

supporting the eaves, and on the ridge is a

timber ventilating turret of squat proportions.

The dark coloured paint, of which Mr.

Burgess seems fond, makes the upper parts

look a little heavy, but, as a whole, it is an
exceeding satisfactory piece of work. The
" Victoria ” is an unusually original and effec-

tive stone building, standing, unfortunately,

in a narrow street where it is not well seen,

and where its most prominent feature—

a

high conical roof, finishing with a small

domed turret—is almost lost. The style

is French Renaissance, and the roof is cut

into by a characteristic dormer three stories

high, and is flanked by large turrets. A
deep shadow over the ground story is

obtained by recessing the whole of the

centre part of that level. Some of the

details are eccentric, and not equal in

effect to the general arrangement. The
“Rutland,” in Humberstone Gate, is a quiet,

restrained design, with plain gables and
mullioned windows of Elizabethan character.

The “ Albert,” in Belgrave Gate, is rather

heavy, with large scale details, and altogether

less satisfactory than the others. The only
two of the hotels that need be noticed are the

“ Royal,” the new wing of which, by Messrs.

Everard & Pick, facing the garden in front

of the Municipal Buildings, has a well-

designed and not over assertive red brick

front, with a stone ground story and good
dormers, and the “ Wyvern,” by Mr. Waker-
ley, of which we give a lithograph illustration.

Of the two principal political clubs, the

Liberal, in Municipal-square, is archi-

tecturally the more interesting. It is another

of Mr. Burgess’s Francois I. designs, with

high pitched roofs, large windows, and high

dormers.

The banks are respectable but uninterest-

ing buildings
;

even the neat little new
entrance to the Northamptonshire Union
Bank in Gallowtree Gate is spoiled archi-

tecturally on close examination by indifferent

detail. The Prudential Assurance Com-
pany’s offices in the same street, presumably
by Mr. Waterhouse, is a characteristic red
brick and terra-cotta building, with a red
granite flush plinth reaching to the springing

level of the arches over the ground floor

windows. The front of the Alliance

Assurance Company's premises in Horsefair-

street, by Messrs. Goddard, Paget and
Goddard, is quietly and well designed, the

treatment being most successful in the lower
part. Of shop fronts, the most commanding
on the irregular north-west side of the

market-place is No. 38, by Mr. Charles
Baker; and the most striking on the east

side is No. 57, a new and very charming
piece of work by Mr. Stockdale Harrison, in

which good use is made of the momentarily
fashionable, and certainly effective feature,

of ranges of windows deeply recessed
between columns. The details, including a

d
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Technical and Art Schools. (Messrs. Everard & Pick.)

little architectural carving, are good, and
distributed with taste and judgment. This

front stands between two older ones of some
merit, by Messrs. Goddard, Paget and

Goddard, and Messrs. R. j. and J. Goodacre

respectively
;
the dormers of the latter being

especially pleasing. In the centre of the

market-place is a gilt statue of the fifth Duke
of Rutland, erected in memory of his having

been for fifty years Lord Lieutenant of the

county; it is a fair piece of work, and now
that the gilding is weather-stained, it is

rather pleasant looking than otherwise.

At the bottom of Gallowtree Gate is the

buff terra-cotta front of Messrs. Thomas
Cook & Son’s offices, by Messrs. Goddard,

Paget & Goddard, consisting, on the first

floor, which is the most successful part, of

four deeply - recessed elliptical arches,

divided by Italian Renaissance three-quarter

columns, with an upper story of mullioned

windows, above which are four small equal

gables, pierced by circles
;
the detail is very

good, and the whole front decidedly effec-

tive. In Granby-street, next to the Co-
operative Society's premises, is a very charm-
ing little two-storied, gabled, white wood
front to a hairdresser’s shop, as excellent in

detail as in idea. The Co-operative Society
have premises in both High-street and
Granby - street

;
the former are of little

interest, but the latter is a fairly effective

structure in the Frencli Renaissance style,

and would probably look even better but for

the extreme smallness of some of the mould-
ings. Opposite to a great aggressive stucco
building a little farther up the street, is a
block of shops, with a series of quiet gables
in red brick and Mansfield stone, designed
in very good taste

;
and still farther, at the

corner of Campbell-street, a new block, with
an excellently designed and detailed half-

timber upper part, by Messrs. R.
J. and

J.
Goodacre, forming a pleasant contrast to the

imposing and gorgeous Wyvern Hotel next

door. The best piece of modern archi-

tecture in High-street is that which forms

Si and 83 ;
a pair of very plain and simple

gabled fronts, with broad windows to the first

floor slightly projecting in a flat segmental

curve. There is very little in them, but

everything is good and the effect is decidedly

pleasing. No. 95, which is still unfinished, has
some bold and well-proportioned features,

and looks as if it would be a very satisfactory

piece of work. The upper part of the large

draper’s shop at the corner of Belvoir-street

and Market-street is a bold and remarkable
design by the late Mr. Isaac Barradale, con-
sisting of a heavy-looking overhanging timber
gable j^flanked by equally bold dormers, and
surmounting a stone oriel or turret on the

angle : it is very striking, but far less satis-

factory than the quiet and broadly treated

house next door in Market-street by the

same architect, with its white sun-shutters

and projecting rough-cast top story. In

Halford-street there is a rather restless but
effective stone front to a tailor’s premises,
with deeply recessed windows round which
rustications of somewhat too small a size

are used
; one feels regret in looking at it

that, for want of a trifle more quiet and sense
of scale, it falls just short of being a really

first-rate piece of work. No. 12, Grey Friars,

is a pretty and rather curious little office

front, we believe by Mr. Barradale. What
little there is of the main front wall is of a
dull red terra-cotta

;
but nearly the whole of

the upper part is a projection of white wood-
work filled in with rough-cast and crowned
with a double gable

;
and the ground floor is

largely door and window, with grey terra-

cotta dressings and quaint little pilasters.

Just opposite is a larger office building of
rather more ordinary half-timber character,
but well treated, with broad windows and
long, strongly marked cornices.

It is so rarely that factory architecture

even aims at anything more than the satis-

faction of practical requirements in the

simplest possible way, that buildings of the

kind which are really fine architectural

monuments come upon one as pleasant sur-

prises. Of such there are at least two in

Leicester. The older is the Atlas Works,,
in Campbell-street, by Mr. Barradale. It is

a four-story red brick building with three

tall crow’s-foot gables in the manner of the.

Dutch waterside warehouses. The windows,
are square headed within shallow arched
recesses, the heads filled with the charac-

teristic bold brick cusping and tracery. It is

a fine piece of design, even apart from the
skill with which the general character and
details of the original examples are imitated-

The other is Messrs. Faire Brothers’ new pre-

mises, in Rutland-street, from which the
scaffolding was just being removed in April.

Whatever the opponents of terra-cotta may-

say, this is a really delightful example of the

appropriate and pleasing use of the material.

The ground story, with the exception of the
entrance door, and the projecting end bays,,

are severely plain, but the space above and
between these is filled with ranges of coupled
windows, very richly detailed and deeply
recessed between massive - looking piers

which support a strongly marked and rich

cornice carrying a high balustrade. Behind
this balustrade, and crowning the design, is

an attic of wide semicircular - headed
windows. Mr. Edward Burgess is the archi-

tect of the building, and in this case, while

abandoning the great dormers and other

stock features of his favourite Frangois 1 .

style, he has certainly made a very charming
use of its details and ornaments.

Leicester is almost as fortunate in its

ecclesiastical as in its commercial architec-

ture. It has five Mediaeval churches, two of

which are exceptionally interesting
;
no less
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han four by Sir Gilbert Scott, all of which

ire good, and one by Mr. Street
;
besides at

least one recent one of great excellence. St.

Vlary’s "in the Castle,” is generally con-

sidered the most interesting of the old

diiirches, though we think St. Margaret’s

nay fairly dispute the position with it. St.

Vlary’s is said to have been built in 1 107,

xnd to have been partly rebuilt and enlarged

owards the east by Robert Bossu, the son of

he founder. As a matter of fact there seem

o have been two enlargements eastwards

jefore the end of the Norman period. The
xnly part of the original structure remaining

s the lower part of the walls at the west

:nd, and this has been cut through on the

rorth and south to form the Early English

ircades. The later and richer Norman work
it the east end is, however, almost intact.

Fhe nave and chancel are under one roof

ind make a long narrow interior
;
the north

lisle is very narrow, but the south, which is

)f the Decorated period, is about twice the

vidth of the nave and nearly as high
;
the

Jtriking effect of the interior is no doubt due

o the strong contrast thus introduced

jetween the proportions of the two main
>arts. The position of the tower is peculiar :

xcept for the west wall it stands wholly

within the south aisle, within 3 ft. of the Early

English nave arcade with which it seems to be

contemporary
;
from the fact that it is open

to the church on all sides this would seem to

be an original arrangement, but it is hard

to say what can have been the object of

blocking up one side of the church in this

way. The open roofs are handsome flat-

pitched ones of the Perpendicular period,

and there is an upper range of Perpendicular

windows to the broad aisle evidently inserted

to improve the light, which, even with them,

is not too good. Sir Gilbert Scott restored

the church, and the beautiful choir screen,

pulpit, lectern, and stalls, and the fine east

window of the south aisle are presumably

his work. The fine church of St. Margaret

is very little damaged by either neglect or

restoration, and the history of the main

portion is more clearly readable than that of

any of the other old churches. It appears

to have been originally built in the Transition

period as a cruciform edifice with a very low

nave arcade and narrow aisles
;
one of the

responds of the nave arcades remains. Early

in the fourteenth century the south transept

was obliterated by rebuilding the nave arcade

of the same height as the old transept arch,

and the aisle of the same width and height as

the transept itself. Then the north side was
treated in the same way, and, finally in the

Perpendicular period, a clearstory with three-

light windows was added. The magnificent

tower, chancel, and south porch are also of

the Perpendicular period. It is almost
certain that the tower (date 1444) takes the

place of an earlier one, for the fourteenth

century respond of the north arcade remains,

and the aisles (of the same date) to which it is

opened by Perpendicular arches, overlap it.

In erecting the tower the builders seem to

have let down the end arch of the south

arcade and rebuilt it. The present rich

fifteenth century chancel took the place of an
earlier and smaller one, as shown by the

triangular lights over the chancel arch. The
east window and the niches flanking it are

later insertions, or the whole east wall has

been rebuilt
;
both the form and fhe tracery

of the window are poor, and not much better

than the gaudy glass they frame. The vicar

informs us that the old stalls are now irt

Aston Church, Birmingham, and he would
much like to obtain their restoration, but has
not hitherto succeeded. He seems to take a

great and understanding interest in his fine

old church. There is a room over the south-

porch with a fireplace and two hagioscopes,.
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one of which looks directly across the church ;

towards what object it is difficult to guess,

unless it was one of those paintings of St.

Christopher which sometimes faced the main

entrance of a church. There are traces of a

stair-turret on the north-west side of the

•chancel arch; the doorway visible in the

upper part of the nave wall may have been

for access to the aisle roofs
;

it is too high to

"have been used to get on to the rood gallery.

In the chancel is an altar-tomb on wliich

there is a very well executed alabaster

• effigy of Penny, Abbot of Leicester and

Bishop of Carlisle and^Bangor, who died in

1519.

St. Martin’s, a large cruciform church with

a lofty spire at the crossing, though said

to be a very early church, rebuilt in

1400, is, so far as internal and external

appearances go, almost entirely a modern
Gothic revival structure

;
which is hardly

surprising, seeing that it was in the

hands of Mr. R. Brandon for over twenty

years. The chief original remains are the

north doorway, a poor piece of work
;
the

curious and beautiful wooden vault of the

north porch
;
and some of the inner or rear

arches of the south aisle windows, with their

shafts and caps. Mr. Pearson is now build-

ing a new two-storied south porch, and
renewing the outer arches and tracery of the

south windows. However regrettable from

a historic point of view Mr. Brandon’s

restorations may be, the architectural

results, with some notable exceptions, such

as the corbels of the nave roof, are very fairly

satisfactory. There are a good many rich

and interesting monumental slabs in the

church. St. Nicholas's is an obviously

ancient edifice, but it has been so often, and

almost always barbarously, altered and

repaired that there is very little purely

architectural interest left. Even its history

is difficult to trace. Roman bricks are

visible in the walls in several places,

notably in the arches of two little openings,

formerly windows, in the nave, and in some
“ herring-bone ” work on the outside of the

tower. The little round arches at the cross-

ing, on which the tower stands, and their

imposts, are plain and heavy, but the

masonry over them is neatly squared, and
contrasts with the rough rubble work of the

side walls. The parapet of the tower and the

corbel table and intersecting arcade under it

are original, but the parapet has been spoiled

by raising on it in modern times. The place

of the south nave arcade is taken by one
gigantic rough brick arch. In the chancel

are some Early English details of poor cha-

racter, which have some appearance of being

insertions—possibly the body of the work is

earlier. The building owes little to such
modern work as has been done to it, and tHe

north transept is a positive outrage on an
edifice the age of which should inspire

some respect. All Saints’ Church, in

High Cross-street, has suffered a good deal

from modern restoration
;

the only certain

trace of the original Norman edifice now
visible is the inner order of the west door.

The lower part of the tower is said also to

be original, but it has been cased externally

;

its angle buttresses are of the odd circular

form of those to the tower of St. Peter’s,

Northampton, but of a single shaft instead

of three. The Early English jambs of the

arches to the tower and chancel seem to be
original, and have the fillet on the shaft run-

ning up over the bell of the cap—a curious

feature which Mr. Brandon has copied at

St. Martin’s. The richly-carved font is Early

English, and of the same curious and unusual

form as that at St. Mary’s. The pulpit is a

roughly-carved but rich piece of Perpen-;

dicular woodwork, with a Reformation
cornice and modern stone base. The roofs

are fair examples of fifteenth-century work,-

a good deal restored. The church has a

rather cold, uncared-for look, partly due to

damp stains in the piaster, but a good deal

also to the horrible yellow-grained nave
seating, and the equally objectionable var-<

nished modern seating and match-boarded
dado in the aisles. The east window of the

south aisle is filled with good modern glass.

The earliest of the churches built by Sir'

Gilbert Scott in Leicester is St. John’s, near,

the Midland Station, opened in 1854, It

consists of a short nave of four bays with
wide aisles and no clearstory, a chancel with

a polygonal apse and short transepts, of

which the east one (the chancel is to the

south) is a tower and the other an organj

chamber. It is, like many churches by the

same architect, rather dark. Outside, the

most striking feature is a well-proportioned

tower and spire, the latter with unusually

short broaches. The church is one of the

many which cause a sigh of regret that

Scott's good taste, which guided him so
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splendidly in dealing with forms and propor-

tions, did not prevent his spoiling his work

by a mixture—sometimes an incongruous

mixture—of various coloured materials. St.

John’s fine spire is quite spoiled by its

red and white banded masonry, and the

body of the church is vexed with bands

of soft yellow stone introduced in the red

granite rubble walling. St. Andrew’s is a

small aisleless church with shallow transepts,

a chancel with a round apse, and a gabled

bell turret at the west end. It is faced

inside and out with various coloured

bricks in diapers, which spoil an otherwise

pretty little building by their restless-

ness. The chief feature is an open roof

carried on double arched principals. St.

Matthew’s, another cheap church for a poor

district, is a less original building consisting

of three almost equal aisles. It is faced

outside, like St. John’s, with red granite, the

quoins and window dressings being of while

ashlar and red bricks ! St. Saviour’s, on the

Spinney Hill, is the latest, as well as the

largest and most architecturally successful, of

Scott’s Leicester churches
;

it was opened

in 1877. It is faced almost entirely, inside

and out, with red bricks, stone being

very sparingly used except in the spire,

which is wholly of that material
;
even the

piers of the nave arcades are of brick. The
spire is an irregular octagon on plan, with

very small broaches to bring it to the square of

the massive-looking tower. The richly carved

intersecting arcade and the rose window
on the west front are very striking, and lead

to a good effect inside also. The crossing is

vaulted in brick on stone ribs, and the

chancel has a wooden vaulted ceiling. The
four great round, polished granite shafts at

the crossing seem to strike a jarring.note,

but on the whole the architect seems to have

freed himself for once, with surprising effect,

from both the “precedents” and the private

theories which often cramj^ed his great

abilities and led his taste astray. The most
marked feature of St. Peter’s, (by Mr. G. E.

Street), is the effectiveness of all the mould-

ings and details
;
the proportions are rather

low, and, in one particular, the planning

appears to the unsophisticated observer

clumsy, though very likely it was well

thought out and deliberately introduced.

We refer to the arrangement whereby the

transepts embrace a bay of the nave, of the

same width as the others, and another very

narrow bay which is thrown into the

chancel. The church has a small western
transept with the tower in the middle of it

forming an extension of the nave. The
nave piers are of an unusual and interesting

section, but there is a slip where the label

moulds of the arcades are allowed to inter-

sect the lower part of the string over them
very awkwardly.

Among the other modern churches, that of

the Holy Trinity, originally built by Mr
Sydney Sinirke, and altered in 1S55 by
Messrs. Flint & Wickes, and again in 1871

by Mr. S. S. Teulon, deserves to be men-
tioned for its spacious and striking interior

and fine coffered ceiling, as well as for tjie

clever and pleasing way in which the shallow
sanctuary and little side passages have been
added in a sort of Romanesque style, which
harmonises surprisingly well with the

original severely Classic work. The church
stands at an irregularly-shaped corner,

and the entrances are very neatly and
cleverly planned. Of the two churches by

Mr. Christian, St. Mark’s, in Belgrave Gate,

is rather dull and heavy looking
;

it is built

in the severe lancet style, of a hard blue

stone, and has a spire with a rather exag-

gerated entasis. The other, in the western

suburb, is a short low-proportioned red brick

edifice of good but severe character, the most

satisfactory feature being a solid-looking

square tower with a high-pitched slate roof.

The best of the more recent churches is that

of St. John the Baptist, in Clarendon

Park-road, south of Victoria Park (Messrs.

Goddard & Paget). The interior of the nave

especially is a remarkably pleasing piece of

work. It is of lofty proportions, and flanked

by low double ambulatories, and triforium

galleries formed in the depth of the buttresses.

It is lined with white and very pale yellow

bricks in bands, which harmonise with the

stone of the piers, window-dressings, &c.,

and look very soft and pleasant. There is a

deep west gallery over the baptistry and

narthex. The chancel is less successful
;
the

east wall is very much broken up, and the

side galleries are heavy looking, but there is

beautifully coloured and well designed glass

in the windows. The exterior is faced with

red brick and stone, and has character in its

proportions, and good detail, but is not so

striking as the interior. Of the numerous
other places of worship it is only possible to

mention a few. St. Stephen’s Presbyterian

Church, in the upper part of the New Walk,

is a well-proportioned and detailed modern
Gothic building in the Geometrical style,

and would be even better but for the

poor, thin-looking tower. The Melbourne

Hall (Independent) is an original octagonal

edifice, with a high, conical roof; severely

plain in character, but impressive externally

from its mass, and internally from its

spaciousness
;
the roof is carried by plain
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Warehouse, Bclvoir-strcci. (Mr./. Tail.)

timber framed principals, meeting in the

•centre, with a plaster ceiling halfway up tlie

cone, and on the rafters between the prin-

cipals. The Clarendon Park Congregational
Church on the London-road, by Mr.

J. Tait,

is remarkable for the fine feature at tiie

west-end, which, for want of a better word,
one must describe as a broad, low tower,
covering all the west end of the building,

and culminating in a rich belfry stage, nine
arches wide.

There are several large schools in Leicester
which are architecturally interesting, of
which the Wyggeston charity is responsible
for two—the " hospital ” has been removed
to the outskirts into a building of no interest— the boys’ school and the girls’. The
former is in an Early Gothic style, and is by
Mr. Charles Baker. The latter, by Mr. E.
Burgess, is a pleasant, quiet, red brick and
stone gable building, with mullioned win-!
dows and quaint battlements, in Humber-

1

stone Gate. It is set back from the road, and :

its most prominent features are a nicely-
proportioned double gable, and a pretty
little half-timber entrance lodge. The Mel-
bourne-road board school is a large, simple,
characteristic-looking block, built of a strong-
coloured brick, the most striking features of
vvhich are the great hall, with its large semi-
circular headed windows and well-marked
external cornice, and a lofty turret terminating
in a quaint and picturesque belfry with
battered sides. The Medway-street board
school, also by Mr. Burgess, is a more
elaborate building, rather rich in fact for a
board school, built of good plastic red bricks

with Jacobean details, and exceedingly well

grouped. The new technical school is a

palatial building in the Newarke by Messrs.

Everard & Pick. It is a good piece of work
of red brick and stone, and some of the

details are of quite unusual excellence; but
it is entirely spoiled by gigantic windows of

great sheets of plate glass set in poor little

thin mullions. If such windows were a

sine qua non it would have been better to

have erected a perfectly plain front, and saved
one the pain of seeing a good building

spoiled
;
for it is only too well known that

no architectural talent has yet solved the

problem of making such windows present-

able.

Domestic work, though we take it last,

and cannot spare much space to speak of it,

is by no means the least important section of

the architecture of Leicester. There are not

many old houses left
;
Leicester is too pros-

perous a place not to have rebuilt the greater

part; but at the south end of the town, on
both sides of the London-road, are an im-
mense number of architecturally good modern
residences of all sizes, some of them of quite

e.xceptional merit. The two principal old

houses in the Newarke, the one called the

Chantry House and the large gabled one
next to it, have been so mutilated and covered
up, the one with ivy and the other with
stucco, that there is not much of architec-

tural interest left
;
but a good wrought iron

gate to the latter is noticeable. The old

Trinity Hospital close by, too, ’ was so
terribly “restored” in George III.’s reign

I that nothing remains to attract the eye but

the chapel. The only house here worth
notice for itself is a little square red brick

eighteenth century one, facing the castle gate

from beyond the technical school : it is to be

hoped that the students may be able to

learn from it something of the aesthetic

value of repose and scale and surface. No.

19, Friar-lane is a larger house of a similar

kind, with a good cornice and central pedi-

ment over a “Venetian” window, Round
St. Martin’s Churchyard are also some old

houses with good doorways, notably two on
tile east side

;
and there is one with an old

walled garden in High Cross-street, nearly

opposite All Saints' Church.

The first modern building to notice, on
leaving the business part of the town by the

London-road, is a pleasant-looking house

opposite the railway station, built by Mr.

Burgess, with rough-cast in the upper part

and projecting oriels and gables; the dark-

coloured paint and black bricks introduced

tend to make it a little heavy, but it is a very

attractive little residence. In the district, on

the west of the road before arriving at Vic-

toria Park, a house in the modern picturesque

style, built by Mr. Isaac Barradale, at the

corner of West Walk and Princess-street,

strikes one especially, on account of its solid,

real-looking, half-timber work and well-

shaped large bay window and chimney stalk.

A block of four houses near the top of

Regent-road also make a very good group,

and almost all the houses in the row at the

top of the New Walk are above the average
;

among the forest of timber gables, however,

the buildings that are content to trust to solid
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brick and stone, provided they are well pro-

portioned and detailed, strike one as the

raore restful and dignified. Beyond the Park,

at tile corner of Knighton Park-road and St.

Mary’s-road, is a prettily-grouped low, half-

timbered house
;
and nearly opposite to it a

still better grouped large brick one, in which
the cheap effects of rough-cast, tile-hanging,

and the like are scrupulously avoided
;

it is,

however, a little spoiled by some weak cut-
•brick angle piers in the upper parts. Tliere
are severalgood small houses in the lower part
of Springfield-road, notably “ Ivydene,’’ with
a broadly-treated brick gable and stone
parapet, and the pair of houses next door
ivith four equal rough-cast gables, a long
white wood cornice and a broad balcony;
"Tynedale,’’ opposite, is also noticeable for
its original and satistactory treatment.
Ratcliffe-road, at tiie extreme end of the
suburb, is mainly taken up by a few large
houses of a superior class, all with very
good architectural character

;
the most strik-

ing buildings in the road, however, are two
little gentlemen’s cottages

;
the one plain

almost to affectation, with roofs of a very
rough grey slate, and plain square white
window-frames, but admirably grouped and
proportioned; the other, “The Knowle,”
a low oblong building with double-curved
brick gables at the ends, and a row of
casement-windows under the eaves, brought
together by placing delicately ornamented
plaster panels between them

;
it has also

a large square bay projecting over the
porch with a long, low, projecting window
beside it. On the other side of the London-
road the most noticeable building is a symme-
trical block of four houses in Stoneygate-
load, with great rougli-cast coves under the
caves, and some good chimneys.

In conclusion, there is one little thing in
Leicester which is not a building, but is cer-
tainly worthy of the architect’s notice. It is
a very fine pair of wrought-iron gates and
posts, probably of seventeenth century work-
manship, standing just within the wall of the
General Infirmary in Oxford-street. They
are, unfortunately, sadly in want of repair,
and apparently fast rusting away.*

NOTES.

The Workmen’s noted last week the fact
Comgjnsation that the Government intended

to include builders in the
Workmen’s Compensation Bill. On Tues-
day, the Home Secretary brought in his
amendment, by which the Bill is made
applicable to “ employment in, on, or about
any building exceeding 30 ft. in height,
which is being constructed or repaired by
means of a scaffolding, or on which
machinery driven by steam, water, or other
mechanical power is being used for the pur-
pose of the construction, demolition, or
irepair thereof. Considerable discussion
took place as to the limitations in this clause,
and it was urged that workmen on small
and low buildings should be brought within
it. We are entirely in sympathy with these
objections. Ihe clause should not be
limited as it is. The fact that the majorit5r
of men working on buildings will come
within the operation of the Act only makes
the needless exclusion of a small minority
more unjust. Moreover, if the clause had
been made applicable to any building which
is being constructed, demolished, or repaired,

* The next of this series of articles, on the architecture
of Derby, will appear in our issue of July 17.

there would be no probability of tlie litiga-

tion which will be caused by the clause in

its present form.

The annual report of this

but little known
museum (little known at least

to general sightseers) seems to show that it

is becoming more appreciated, at all events

as a place of study. The number of ordi-

nary visitors for the last three years was as

follows: in 1894. 3512; in 1895, 4940; in

1896, 4860; but the number of students in

the same years was, respectively, 12, 107,

and 209. We are informed that, with the

permission of the trustees, the museum has

been tlirown open on Saturday afternoons to

various clubs, teclmical classes, and insti-

tutes, the various societies having the

museum and its contents described to them

by the Curator. This privilege seems to have

been so very fully appreciated, that in

several cases the members asked to be

allowed to pay a second visit
;
about nine-

teen different societies availed themselves of

this permission. It may be added that on

students’ days and private days the museum
is practically never closed, for all foreigners

and strangers in London are invariably ad-

mitted on presentation of their cards, while

the general public have but to write for

tickets, and they can also view it on closed

days
;
but as there are no attendants present

during the period the museum is closed to

the public, or on private days, it is necessary

to give sufficient notice to the Curator.

Visitors to London who have any interest in

architecture and archaeology should not omit

to see the Soane Museum, not only for the

contents but for the house itself, which is

exceedingly ingenious and original in its

planning and arrangement.

German the Deuische Bauzeitung
Archiiectural \ve learn that the principal

Students.
Architectural Students' Society,

known as “The Motiv," will celebrate the

fiftieth anniversary of its existence on June 9.

It is a curious coincidence that this Society

should have been founded in the same year

as our Architectural Association. It appears,

however, that the initiative for the formation

of this Society was not due to independent

architectural pupils, as was the case in Lon-

don, but to some proposals of the popular

master of the old Building Academy at

Berlin, the late Professor William Stier.

Though classes are not arranged on the

same lines as those of the Architectural

Association, since Berlin has its Royal Tech-
nical College, with its Government classes,

and the members of the Society are almost

all students at this institution, there is also

a policy of mutual assistance in connexion

with the official examination. The members
of "The Motiv” have their ‘‘coaching”class,

their executive publishes model examination

papers and a catechism, and much is done to

help those who are backward, &c. " The
Motiv” will commence its anniversary cele-

bration with a memorial sei^’ice at the grave
of Professor Stier, and there will afterwards

be various official and social gatherings. As
in the case of the Architectural Association,

there will be a special Jubilee number of the
Society’s publication. It would be interest-

ing to have the exact date of the formation

ol "The Motiv,” as it appears that both the

London society and the Berlin one were
started in the same month.

, The Margate School Board
(jM'nershipof “

Architect's have adopted rather a shabby
Drawings.

towards their

architect, Mr. K. Dalby Reeve, in informing

him that the balance of the account due to

him for the Cross-street and Salmstone
Schools would be paid when he had handed
over the plans to the Committee. Such a

line of action is tantamount to an admission
by the Committee that they knew they were
e.xceeding their powers, or suspected so, and
therefore put the screw on the architect, so

to speak, to induce him to do what they
could not compel him to do by regular

means. Mr. Reeve, in a reasonable and
sensible letter in reply, showed that he had
never been led to expect such a demand,
and argued that the drawings were by
custom the architect’s property

;
that he had

made a special study of school-planning, and
was not to be expected to give up the results

of his study for use by other persons
;
that

moreover the drawings contained memoranda
which were of use to him and of no use to the

Committee. His position, we observe, was
strongly supported by several members ol

the Board, but ultimately it was decided that

the legal aspect of the question should be
discussed in private by the General Purposes
Committee. So far there can be no doubt
that the Margate School Board have put them-
selves in the wrong,^whatever view may be
taken of the legal question. If they have a

legal right to the plans they could have
obtained them without the expedient, undig-
nified as regards themselves and uncourteous
to the architect, of declining to pay till they
had possession of them

;
if they have no

legal right to them, they are endeavouring to

entrap the architect into foregoing his just
claim by a threat to withhold the money
justly due to him, until he complies with
their wishes. In either sense it is not a very
creditable business.

The recent decision of tlie

Court of Appeal in Broomfield

V. Williams may be regarded
as a useful explanatory case in the law of
light. There is no principle more clear than
that a grantor may not derogate from his own
grant, that is to say, in the case of the sale
of a house a vendor may not afterwards, if

he owns the adjoining land, obstruct the
lights of the house which he has sold. But
there have been some exceptions grafted

on this principle, as, for example, that when
the purchaser well knew that the adjoining
land was to be built upon, subject only to

this, that there was to be a passage of 20 ft.

between the new buildings of the grantor
and the house sold to the grantee, the latter

could not object to the obstruction of the
light. This has caused an impression that
if a purchaser knows that the adjoining
land is “ building land ” he must not
complain if his lights are presently
obstructed. The case to which we refer has
put matters into a more accurate state.

Refeiring to the cases which seem to have
modified the general principle. Lord Justice

Lindley said that they do not throw any
doubt upon it, but that they show that on
clear evidence this right may in particular

cases be modified or limited. In the present
instance, while the defendant was able to

show that the plaintiff knew that houses
were to be built on adjoining land, he was
not able to show that there was any under-
standing that the light of the house sold was to
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be seriously obstructed; on the contrary it was

shown that the defendant had built higher
j

and closer than was in contemplation. The,

result of the case is, therefore, that the mere
^

fact of a purchaserknowing that adjoining land

will be ultimately built on does not constitute

acquiescence in a future obstruction.

The Factory and Workshops
iVotiwsof i8Qv is almost throughout
Accidents. ’ °

a statute which its title pro-

perly describes. Butin Section 23, Sub-Sec-

tion 2, there is to be found a provision which

ought not to have been in this Act, but

should have been placed in a short statute

by itself. It states that the provisions of the

Act with respect to notices of accidents and

the formal investigation of accidents shall

have effect as if the word "factory” in-

cluded "any building whicli exceeds 30ft.

in height and which is being constructed or

repaired by means of a scaffolding,” and any

similar building "in which more than twenty

persons, not being domestic servants, are

employed for wages.” The employer of the

workmen in the first case, and the owner of

the building in the second, is to be regarded

as the owner of the factory for the special

purpose of' notice. For the provisions in

regard to it we have to go back to Section

18 of the Act. Briefly stated, these pro-

visions are to the effect that when an

accident occurs which causes loss of life

or such injury to a workman that he is unable

to attend for three working days, notice shall

be sent to the inspector of factories for the

district, under a penalty of 5/. The notice

must contain the residence of the person

injured, and the place to which he has been
removed. We call attention to this matter

since we believe that large numbers of per-

sons engaged in the building trade, and also

in other occupations, are—as .is most natural

—still ignorant ot these provisions of this

Act. As we have already said, it is absurd
for these directions to be placed in a Factory
Act, since they are of very general application,

and might without difficulty have been placed
in a short statute which could have been
called the Notices of Accidents Act, and
which might very well have been made
applicable to all building and similar work.

Mr. Mordey’s paper on

on^bynSoI Dynamos, read before the Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers
on May 20, was the most important paper
read to that Society this year. Although
there was not much in it that was absolutely

novel, yet the clear and convincing way in

which the advantages of toothed armatures
were stated, and the methods for getting rid

of sparking at the commutator were pointed
out, mark a new departure both in the theory
and practice of dynamo construction. In
this country smooth-cored armatures are
more common because the collection at the

brushes is so good. Toothed armatures, as
ordinarily wound, give rise to violent spark-
ing at full load, and the regulation is not
good. On the other hand, there are many
advantages, both electrical and mechanical,
which the toothed kind has as compared
with the smooth-core type. In the United
States the 5oovolt railway generators have
almost all toothed armatures, and on the
Continent this kind is generally preferred.
Mr. Mordeys methods of overcoming spark-
ing are so simple and elegant that it is sur-
prising that no one thought of them before.
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They may not be applicable to large

machines of low voltage, such as are used

in electro-plating work, but for dynamos of

moderate size, say twenty or thirty horse-

power, they are easily applied.

^ . Professor Mason, in an in-
1 he Economic

Value of teresting lecture on "Sanitary
Pure Water,

Connected With Muni-

cipal Water Suppl}^” delivered before the

Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, has tried

to estimate the annual saving which would

accrue to the people of that city, if one

disease alone—typhoid fever—were elimi-

nated. Assessing the value of each human
being at 2,000 dols., the cost of each funeral

at 25 dols., the lost wages of convalescents

for 43 days at 43 dols., and the cost of

nursing and doctor’s bills at 25 dols. per case,

he finds that the total annual tax levied by
typlioid fever upon the City of Philadelphia

is no less than 1,392,226 dols., or, roughly

speaking, 280,000/., and concludes that

"public works which could eliminate a

reasonable fraction of this great tax, would
certainly pay for themselves in the course of

a few years, even though they were originally

expensive.” There is no better investment

for a community than good water, coupled

with good drainage
;
and in reference to this.

Professor Mason devotes considerable space

to the subject of the purification of water,

discussing the influences of agitation,

aeration, sedimentation, and higher organic

life in the self-purification of water, and the

rule is laid down that "the rate of self-

purification of water varies directly as the

amount of contamination.” It is interesting

to find that Professor Mason places the old

world before the new in the matter of water-

supply, and even goes so far as to poke fun

at his countrymen for scrutinising " the water
offered them in foreign capitals, when what
they are in the habit of drinking at home
would not be tolerated for an instant in the

great cities of Europe.”

We are glad to see that the

'^Div^ner^'^
auditor of the Local Govern-

ment Board has surcharged

the Ampthill Urban District Council the

amount paid to a “water diviner.” It is diffi-

cult to understand the childish state of mind,

which, at the present day, can seriously

believe in the virtue of the divining rod. It

is a relic of mediaeval ignorance, which the

education and the science of the nineteenth

century has not yet quite destroyed. It may
be asked by the stupid, but well-meaning

persons, who believe that a man can be

guided to a spring of water by a piece ot

stick, how it comes that water is sometimes

found in spots indicated by the stick. The
answer is that it is usually mere accident.

As a matter of fact, water may often be
obtained in smaller or larger quantities

in many pieces of land, and if a passer-by

were to walk twenty yards into a given

field, and borings were made at the

end of the twenty yards, it is quite

possible that a supply of water may be
found. If the person who accidently hits on
the place happens to be a water diviner, the

finding of the water is set down to the virtue

of the stick. Again, also, we hear nothing

of the diviner’s bad shots. In other cases,

a man with a keen eye may often notice

circumstances in the vegetation or formation

of a field which will indicate that water is at

hand. Here, again, the discovery is set down

[June 5, 1897.

to the wonderful rod. It may appear to

sensible persons unnecessary to point out

these things, but when we find apparently

sane persons, intrusted with local manage-
ment, believers in this ancient folly, it is as-

well to try and show up the nonsense ;
and

how easy it is, either by accident or observa-

tion, to indicate a spot where borings will

touch water.

The Committee for the Sur\'ey

Gr^^ierTondon
Memorials of Greater

London (a rather fanciful title)-

have put forth a report of their progress

during the last two years. Some i,ooo-

drawings, photographs, or sketches have

been made of ancient objects of interest in

London. The first publication of the Com-
mittee was the monograph on Trinity

Hospital, Mile End, which we noticed at the

time of its appearance, and which represents-

the form and character which will be adhered

to in all the future publications. The Com-
mittee has monographs in preparation on the

Old Palace of Bromley-by-Bow
;

Aldgate
j

Church
;
Hill Hall and the work of John of

j

Padua; Bow Church; Mile End-road; the-

j

Great House at Leyton, and Essex House^,
]

Bow.
i

The Earl of Romney has-

TheMote, decided to sell his mansion,.
Maidstone.

and park of about 500 acres,,

known as The Mote, distant one mile from

Maidstone. The moated castle of the Ley-

bourne family passed in turn to the

Shoffords, Dillons, Burghershes, and Wid-

villes. To Richard de Widville, father

of Edward IV.’s queen-consort, succeeded

Sir Thomas Wyatt, of Allington Castle, the

statesman and poet, to whom Henry VIII-

granted in capite by knight’s service the

Manor of Maidstone. On his son’s attainder,.

1 554, it was granted by Queen Mary to her

kinsman, Cardinal Pole. It subsequently

devolved upon Sir Humphrey Tufton, Bart.,,

ancestor of the Earls of Thanet. Sir John

Tufton, odi/t 1685, bequeathed The Mote to-

his niece, who alienated it to Sir John

Marsham, • Bart., whose descendant, Sir-

Robert, was elevated Lord Romney. He
married a daughter of Admiral Sir Cloudesley

Shovel
;

their grandson, advanced Earl of

Romney on June 22, i8oi, built the present

house (vide J.
P. Neale’s view, in his-

" Seats ”)
;

his wife Frances, Lord Egre-

mont's daughter, exercised her remarkable

taste in landscape gardening in laying out

the grounds, where a Doric temple com-

memorates the review by George III., on.

August I, 1779, of 5,300 Kentish Volunteers..

Marsham and Romney streets, Westminster,,

took their names from this family.

At Messrs. Waring’s, in Ox-
Exbibition of ford-street, an exhibition is-

T.'ipestnes, &c. ’

being held of ancient tapes-

tries and embroideries, chiefly Italian and!

Spanish of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Prominent among the exhibits-

are several vestments of very beautiful

designs—two chasubles of yellow brocade,,

ornamented with figures of saints under

semi-circular canopies, the intervening spaces

being filled by well-designed arabesques. A
frontal of late Italian workmanship is re-

markable for the delicacy of the colour and

arrangement of the flowers introduced,,

the whole worked on a pale cream,

background. A super-frontal and an altar

frontal have heraldic shields introduced,.
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the latter bearing arms crowned by a car-

dinal's hat, and a cnpe from the Indo-Portu-

gnese settlement of Goa has a curious repre-

sentation of Adam, Eve, and the Serpent in

the centre. Three panels from a series of

four represent scriptural scenes — the
" Magi, "

"Flight into Egypt/’ the " Presenta-

tion in the Temple.” A hanging of green
plusii, embroidered with an elaborate border

in silver thread, and a double shield in the

centre with the arms of the Franciscans sur-

mounted by a crown, is also worthy of notice,

and there are also numerous smaller pieces

,

of work which will be of interest to visitors

to the Exhibition.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us a

f™"' "'<= Halifax
Guardian with an advertise-

ment of the Hippcrholme Urban District

Council, inviting competitive designs for the

new offices which they propose to erect at a

cost of 2,000/. " A premium of 10/. is offered

for the successful design, which is to becovic

the property of the Council" (tlie italics

are ours). Not a word is said even as

to employing the successful architect on

the building. In other words, the Hipper-

holme District Council invite architects to

give them work of the value of 50/. (draw-

ings without supervision) for 10/., with the

additional privilege of seeing their work
spoiled, if there is anything good in it, by
being carried out by some one else—
probably an official surveyor.

SILCH ESTER.
The exhibition at the rooms of the Society

of Antiquaries, Burlington House, in connexion
with the excavation of the Roman City of

Silchestcr in Hampshire lias, for the past six

years, been one of the most interesting archieo-
logical events of the season, and tliis year, the
seventh of the series, the interest is well main-
tained, although, perhaps, of not the same
architectural importance as in one or two
former years. The system of excavating the
city in divisions or insiihe was continued during
iSt/i, and those marked XV. and XVI. on the
plan were dealt with. They are on the west side

of the city. Insula XV. being bounded on its

west side by the city wall, while Insula XVI, is

surrounded on all its four sides by streets. The
foundations of several blocks of buildings were
discovered in Insula XV., and from the presence
of a large number of pits and hearths, and fur-

naces over certain portions of the area, it is sup-
posed that it was devoted to the dyeing indus-
try. " A large area"—we quote from the report—" in the northern part of the insula, wherein
were neither buildings nor pits, was perhaps
used as a bleaching ground." Two wells were
also discovered on the east side of the insula,

one of which contained the remarkable wooden
tub which we illustrate. It measures roughly
in its present state nearly 3 ft. in diameter at

its base, and between 3 ft. and 4 ft. in height.
It was successfully raised from the well in

which it was found, but the bands of birch-
wood by which it was held together were lost

in the process, owing to decay. It stands on a
rough wooden platform of four logs, also
shown in the sketch. The tub will, with other
objects of interest, be removed in due course to

the Reading Museum. On the south side of

this insula there was a large house of the
"corridor" type, and in the adjoining insula
were three more houses, one a large one of the
" courtyard " type, a smaller one of the “ corri-

dor" type, with remains of the liypocaust,
and traces of a third of the same type on the
south side of the insula. As, however, there
seem to have been no important, if any, dis-
coveries of pavements or other architectural
details, these houses do not call for special
description, interesting as they of course are
when considered as a part of the arrangement
and planning of the city as a whole. A line of
pipe was discovered running cast and west
along the south side of the two insulre, and on
its being followed to the city wall one of the
lesser gates to the city was unearthed. Accord-

ing to the report, “it had a single opening
13 ft. wide, the jambs of which were standing
to a height of over 6 ft. The roadway to it had
subsequently been raised, and the gate reduced
to 7 ft. in width by blocking it with masonry."
This gate seems hi have been "approached by
a wooden bridge over the ditch.”

Besides the two insulas already described,

excavations were carried out south of the

parish graveyard, its extension having been
decided upon in this direction. Traces of a
small house were found, and a small piece of

worked porphyry. Among the many objects

of interest found during the excavations are a
considerable number of jars, pots, and other
pottery, some good bowls of Samian ware, and
a bronze jug, simple in form, with a delicately

ornamented handle. This and one or two of

the pots are illustrated amongst our sketches.

They are reduced from measured drawings,
and the leading dimensions are added. One, a

small fragment of the rim of a bowl, shows a
delicate treatment of leaf ornament which is

very effective.

The two fragments of mosaic glass are of very
beautiful colour. Both have a yellowish orna-
ment on a rich dark blue ground. The centre
of the large irregular-shaped markings on the
larger piece of glass is green, with a thin

border of red. It may be compared with the
beautiful little glass bowl in last year's exhibi-

tion, which wc illustrated at the time, although
the glass in this case appears more opaque. A
small capital and two fragments of moulded
stone are given. In addition to these are a
large number of bladebones of sheep, found in

a large pit in Insula XVI. with circular perfora-

tions, said to have been “used in the manufac-
ture of counters.” There are many bronze
ornaments, two small bells of the same
material, and four gilt brooches. It will be
thus seen that the result of last year's work is

by no means unimportant, and the interest of

the exhibition is largely increased by the many
beautifully-coloured drawings made by Mr. G.
E. Fox of the pavements and other architec-

tural points of interest found at various times
during the progress of the works.

Church. Little Ili-'ORd.—

T

he foundation stone
of the new church of Saint Michael and All Angels,
Romford-road, Ilford, has Just been laid. The new
church is to be built in the Ferpeudicular style,

somewhat freely treated, and is to cost 6,000/. The
architect is Mr. Charles Spooner, and the builder

Mr. John Gaynor.

THEATRE ARCHITECTURE AT THE
VICTORIAN ERA EXHIBITION.

In this country it is most unusual to find

architecture represented in any of the many
exhibitions that are lield annually to illustrate

the advancement in some specific art or in-

dustry, and it is hence a matter of congratula-
tion, and a step in the riglit direction, that the
construction of theatre buildings has not been
forgotten in the Drama Section at Earl's Court.
This section, without its architectural room,
would have given but an incomplete idea of

tlie progress made in the presentation of our
plays, for there is no doubt that the rendering
of modern drama is, to a great extent, depen-
dent on the equipment of the structure in

which both artist and audience are temporarily
housed.
The management of the Drama Section of

the Victorian Era Exhibition was in the hands
of a small but representative Committee of
Actors, under the prcsiden:y of Sir Henry
Irving, with Mr. Pinero and Mr. Clement
Scott to attend to the literary side, Mr.
Edwin O. Sachs as the ardiitect member, and
Mr. Austin Brereton as secretary. The scope
of the section is comprehensive, and the
exhibits vary from notable manuscripts in
show-cases to tlie full-size representation of the
complete mounting of the Drury Lane panto-
mime of last Christmas. In respect to the
Architectural Room, which practically com-
prises a liall 40 ft. by 30 ft., with a small annexe,
it would, perhaps, be as well to quote from the
catalogue, which says tlrat“ this special collec-
tion was arranged particularly in view of the
great progress made in theatre planning and
c<mstruclion during the latter half of the
Victorian Era, and that care has been taken to
include every class of building, the various
departments of construction, and the work of
all arcliitects who have been conspicuously
associated with the erection of our playhouses."
The number of exhibits in the Architectural

Room is approximately 250, and these have
been divided under the follow headings :

—

1. Important London and Provincial Theatres
of to-day, and the principal Playhouses
at the commencement of the Victorian
Era.

2. Examples of Playhouses representing the
work of Theatre Architects of the last

twenty years.

3. An e.xample of Modern Theatre Construc-
tion in its most advanced form.
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4. Examples of Thealre Constructioii, fittings.

and appliances.
.

5. Architectural. Technical, and Legal Publi-

lications on Theatre Construction.

About eighty of the exhibits belong to Group L.

and about 100 to Group II.

Commencing with the first group, the cen-

tral feature comprises three sepia drawings of

the elevations of Drury-lane Theatre, of the

Covent Garden Opera House, and the old

“Her Majesty’s" Theatre, all being copies

from the original designs. There are also

three sheets of plans showing the area level,

and some photographs of Covent Garden and

Drurv Lane, as they now stand. Over these

exhibits, which are lent by Mr. Sachs, are two
long sheets, shewing the block plans of some
forty modern playhouses in London and the

provinces, drawn to a uniform scale, for the

purposes of the exhibition. It is curious to

observe the great variety in the location of our

theatres, the difference in superficial area and

shape. There are only a few examples of

theatres standing on isolated sites, and having

a symmetrical plan. This does not speak well

for the importance attached to the suit-

able housing of the drama. The central

feature is flanked by a number of proof

plates from " Modern Opera Houses and
Theatres," which we have already had occa-

sion to refer to, and by a collection of photo-

graphs taken inside London Theatres, and
showing the principal features of each

auditorium. These photographs are excellent

in themselves, but form a sad proof of the want
of architectural feeling shown in almost all of

our London Theatres. If the typical theatre

architect were to call himself a theatre surveyor,

and openly entrust the architectural treatment

to men who have the necessary capabilities for

design, it would be a step in the right direction,

although it is, of course, not pleasant to acknow-
ledge that a class of building which should
rank among the first in the structures of to-day

has, as yet, scarcely ever been carried out by a
prominent member of the profession. We
only know of one recent instance, where Mr.
Collcutt was called in to design the exterior of

the Palace Theatre of Varieties, and where a
better policy was adopted, and then there was
of course also the single instance of a competi-
tion, i.c., for the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre.
Turning to the second group in the Archi-

tectural Room, which is intended to represent
work by architects associated with theatre

construction, we find that the principal position

has been accorded to the Shakespeare Memorial
Theatre, just referred to. There is a large
perspective of the Memorial Tower, which we
remember in an Academy Exhibition

;
a

coloured view of the principal staircase
;
some

photographs, and a set of copies from working
drawings, with two very excellent details of the
construction of the Tower. The winners of
the competition design were Messrs. Unsworth
& Dodgshun, and on the retirement of Mr.
Dodgshun, Mr. Unsworth executed the work.
Next in importance in this group is a verv

representative collection sent by Messrs. Darbv-
shire & Smith, of Manchester, who seem to
have grasped the spirit of this exhibition more
than any of the other exhibitors, and have
shown particularly clear drawings of the
principal plans and sections of their theatres,
supplementing them by some views. As
regards the architectural treatment of their
exhibits, not very much is to be said

;
the best is

the Palace Theatre of Varieties at Manchester,
which deserves notice, though the fay'ade of
the building and the detail of the interior do
not accord with the fine conception of the plan.
Of other buildings by these architects, we notice
the New Exeter Theatre, and then also the
design of the so-called “ Irving Safety Tlieatre,"
which we remember having heard of after the
fire at the Paris Opera Comique. The cata-
logue expians that the principles of this “safety
plan " were defined by Sir Henry Irving and
the architects, and although there is nothing
particularly novel in the design, the clearness
of the plan is excellent.

Another important exhibit in this group is a
collection of work by the late Mr. C. J. Phipps,
who, shortly before his death, sent a number of
plans of the Gaiety Theatre, the Wolverhamp-
ton Theatre, the Prince of Wales’ Theatre, and
others

; also a very complete set of drawings
with perspectives, colour studies, &c., and
photographs of the Lyric Theatre in London,
and two plans and a printed perspective of Mr.
Tree's new theatre. The collection is exceedingly
representative of the deceased architect’s work,
and some of the colour studies, as for instance,'

of the Gaiety Theatre, and the Lyceum Theatre,

merit attention.

There is also a separate collection of photo-

graphs, only of theatres by Mr. Matcham, but

as the latter has unfortunately not sent any
plans, which, to our mind, would have been far

more interesting than the photographs of the

plastic decoration, this series is only of minor
importance. Messrs. Wylson & Long have
sent some particularly excellent photographs

of tlieir work in various music halls and
theatres, and they have the merit of being the

only exhibitors who have sent a model of some
importance. Their design for the hall of the

Blackpool Winter Gardens is well illustrated

by a large 6-ft. model, cleverly executed by
Mr. Boekbinder, and it is a pity that there are

not other models of this description at the

Exhibition. The work of Messrs. Wylson
& Long is somewhat distributed

;
the principal

photographs and some perspectives having
been hung in the principal room, whilst the

large model and their working drawings
occupy space in an annexe.

Before leaving the principal room it would,
however, be well to add that there are two show
cases with publications belonging to Group V.

These include some interesting Parliamentary
prints from Her Majesty's Stationery Office.

Mr. B. T. Batsford has lent “Machinery in

Theatres," and “An Historical and Descriptive

Account of London Theatres," the frontispiece

of the latter being an excellent representation

of the old Drury Lane Theatre. Mr. Batsford
has also exhibited a copy of “ Modern Opera
Houses and Theatres,” in a special binding.

There are various minor publications from
other publishers. Some space at the end of

the principal room is occupied by a large frame
with records by Mr. Sachs of notable theatre

fires which have occured in England during
the Victorian Era, and these are supplemented
by various sketches.

In the small Annexe, which is as yet in an
unfinished state, we find an interesting collec-

tion of drawings of the Palace Theatre of

Varieties, or, as it was originally known, Mr.
D’Oylcy Carte's “English Opera House." This
is apparently the example for group 3. Mr.
Collcutt’s line drawing of the front elevation
takes up the principal position, and with it a
perspective and some reproductions from
sketches. On either side there is a collection
copied from working drawings showing various
parts of the construction. In this room, too,

are provisionally hung various engineering
drawings of Iron Curtains, Stage construction.
Hydraulic Machinery, &c., but this portion was
quite incomplete on the opening day.

CANTERBURY C.-\THEDRAL.

Ox Saturday last the Chapter House was re-

opened after repairs carried out under the
supervision of Sir A, Hlomfield, and after re-

clecoration by Mr. A. O. Hemming under that
architect's directions. The object in the deco-
ration has been only to repaint what was there
before, according to the remains of colour found
on the work.

Sir A. Blomfield has kindly sent us the follow-
ing account of the state of the building, and
the work done :

—

“ The roof of the Chapter House is of peculiar
construction—framed with crossed rafters, about

7^ in. by 7J in,, without any principals, the
rafters being about iGJ in. apart on the average.
On the whole, the timbers were found in won-
derfully sound condition, but nearly all the
plates, and many of the rafter feet, were com-
pletely rotten, the effect of leakage. All decayed
timbers and clumsy repairs in fir and deal have
been removed, and have been replaced with
well-seasoned oak. A great deal of the old
timber is chestnut. Whether from that cause
or not, I cannot say, but I never saw a roof so
singularly free from dust and cobwebs. The
boarded ceiling underneath was found to be
almost entirely rotten, though most of the ribs
were sound enough to be retained. They were
all, however, very imperfect, large pieces having
completely disappeared, and many parts roughly
repaired, indeed. All has now been put into a
state of thorough and substantial repair in
oak.

Tlie walls, windows, &c., wdiich, from long
neglect and exposure to the weather had got
into a very bad state, have been carefully re-
paired

;
the Purbeck marble shafts, many of

which had disappeared altogether, have been
replaced with new, the old being retained
where possible

;
and generally the building
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has been treated as one which is again to be
made use of, and not one which is to be
regarded simply as an interesting but useless

ruin.

The floor, w'hich is at present a fruitful

source of damp in certain conditions of the

weather, is tn be relaid with Hopton Wood
stone on a bed of concrete. The present floor

is composed of various stones and other
materials of heterogeneous nature, roughly
laid, without any plan or design, on the earth.

Although among these stones are the matrices
of some magnificent brasses, they 'have all been
brought from elsewhere—some from the nave
of the Cathedral, and it cannot be said that the
present floor is, in any sense, hallowed by
antiquity.

The decorations, whichj have been carried
out, under the architect's directions, by Mr.
Hemming, the artist of the new east window,
are in nearly every respect simply a reproduc-
tion of what was actually found on the ceiling,

walls, and arcading. In the very few particulars

which were not clearly prescribed by what was
found, the endeavour has been to introduce
nothing incongruous.”
The east window, by Mr. Hemming, which

was unveiled on the same day by the Prince of
Wales, contains twenty-one figures of historical

personages, selected for their immediate con-
nexion with Canterbury

;
these are Queen

Bertha, St. Augustine, King Ethelbert, Arch-
bishop Theodore, St. Alphege, Archbishop
Lanfranc, St. Anselm, St. Thomas a Becket,
Henry III., Archbishop Stephen Langton, St.

Edmund, Edward I., Edward the Black Prince,

Archbishop Simon of Sudbury, Henry IV.,

Henry VIII., Archbishop Cranmer, Archbishop
Laud, Archbishop Tillotson, Queen Victoria,

and Archbishop Benson. The portraits are

accompanied by the arms of England at the

time of their reign, and other accessories of

interest. The window is the gift of the Free-
masons of Kent.

THE LANDING PLACE OF AUGUSTINE
Ox July 2 the bishops who attend the Lam-

beth Conference will visit the place where
-Augustine is believed to have landed in Thanet.

The generally-accepted spot lies within an
easy walk from Minster, native place of Thorne,
the Saxon monk, or from Sandwich. Starting,

for instance, from the latter town at the Davis,

or David’s, Gate on the quay, and crossing the

new bridge which spans the Wantsuni (or

Stour) one stands in Stonhose, or Stonar—the

supposed Lapis Tituli of the Roman occupation

in Thanet, the then island which Pope
Gregory, with his fondness for word-play-
ing, called the Air^lhv. On the left

hand rises from the river’s remoter bank
a high bluff, or cliff, crowned by the walls of

Richborough, the Rhutupim of a time when it

formed a sea-haven and fort established by
Vespasian and Severus. Under foot, and
stretching for three miles in a straight line

across the marshes that lie within a bend of the

W'^antsum, is the road leading almost due noi’th-

wards to Ebbe’s Fleet, and thence, skirting

Pegwell Bay, to Ramsgate. About half-way to

Ebbe’s Fleet are Shellness and the " Red Lion
"

inn, where a ferry affords access to Rich-

borough. The Ebbe’s Fleet coastguard station

stands solitary in the Stone Lees marshes at a

point three miles distant from Sandwich, and
four from Ramsgate : hard by is the object of

our quest.

A road from the turnpike gate-house leads to

Minster
;
going north-west we gain the field

where, reputedly, Augustine and his forty

monks from Gregory's convent on the Ccelian

Hill made their land'ing, a.d. 597. A memorial
stone erected by the late Lord Granville in

1884 stands just half a mile from the present

shore and one mile from Ebbe’s Fleet, towards

Ramsgate. It is believed that the interview

between the missionaries and ASthelberht and
his wife, Berctha, daughter of the Frankish

Chariberht, King of Paris, took place at a

slight eminence in Cotmanfield—the modern
Cottington. The king and his retinue remained
on the mainland, on the river’s, or rather

estuary’s, right bank
;
fearing magicor enchant-

ment, he stipulated that the meeting should be

in the open air, and that running water should

flow between him and the strange emissaries

from Rome. We may smile at his superstition;

we must approve the hospitable and tolerant,

albeit guarded, language of his memorable
reply to the preacher’s appeal. Then, giving

Augustine leave to cross the water, he accorded

him further audience beneath the walls of
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Riippeccster, or Richboroujfh. Thciicc he
invites the visitors to his own Kentish capital.

As they, carrying aloft a silver cross and a
painted picture of Clirist, come within view of

Herctha’s chapel, dedicated to St. Martin of

Tours, t)n the hill outside Canterbury, the
monks break forth into a litany of supplication,
and cries of praise.

For their first abiding-place .iEthelberht
assigns to them Stapel, or Stable Gate, by a

pagan temple close to the present St. Alphage’s
Church, On June 2, Whitsim-day, he is bap-
tised in his consort’s church. Augustine re-

dedicated the heathen fane to St. Pancras, and
there, in his own abbey of SS. Peter and Paul,
was he buried a.d. 613, together with Hcrctha
and her bishop, Luidhard. Thither, too, they
removed from Reculver the body of the king
who had given Augustine welcome and protec-
tion. It is fitting that the abbey should now
he a missionary college, and that Lanfranc’s
cathedral has arisen over the ruins of Augus-
tine’s pristine foundation of Christ Church, a
testimony to the second, and lasting, reception
of the new faith.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.
A si'i-xiAL meeting of the London County

Council was held on Friday last week at the
County Hall, Spring-gardens (Dr. Collins,

Chairman, presiding), to further consider the
adjourned report of the Special Committee on
the W'orks Department. The recommenda-
tions of the Committee were printed in our last

issue, as well as an amendment on recommen-
dation (a), which was moved by Lord Onslow,
and seconded by Sir G. Lushington, to the
effect that no further work should be entrusted
to the Department, and that it should be
refen-ed to the General Purposes Committee to
consider and report as to the arrangements
necessary for the due completion of the works
in hand, and for dealing with the central
works in Belvedere-road.
Mr. Hoare, Chairman of the Works Com-

mittee, resumed the debate, remarking that
Lord Onslow first of all said that he was in

love with the system of direct employment,
and then, by his amendment, sought to prevent
the Council directly employing labour.

Mr. Robezts said that in those instances in

which the Works Department had failed, it had
been through mismanagement and not through
any inherent defect in the Department. He
believed the Department could yet be made a
fair success. No doubt it had suffered through
the underpaying of officials, but upon the whole
he believed that the works executed by the
Department were more substantial than those
carried out by contractors. If Lord Onslow’s
amendment were adopted, the considerable loss

already incurred would be enlarged to a huge
deficit, which would be a scandal to London

;

and he hoped the Moderate Party would not
be allowed to bring about that result. He
therefore opposed the amendment,

Mr. Beachcroft, Vice-Chairman of the Council,
supported the amendment, which he urged was
the only logical conclusion to the state of affairs

disclosed by the inquiry. The confidence of

the Council in the Works Department had been
destroyed, and it appeared that while nothing
was gained by the establishment of the Depart-
ment, considerable danger was involved in its

continuance. The main issue was as to the
maintenance of the workpeople

;
but was it

necessary for the enforcement of the principle
of direct employment, to which both parties

were more or less committed, that there should
be a Works Department at all ? Could they not
do the same in all their Committees as the Parks
Committee and the Fire Brigade Committee
had done ?

Colonel Legge contended that the Depart-
ment had had a fair trial, and had failed.

Mr. Shaw Lefevre said that it would be most
unwise to revert to the contract system. The
heads of Government departments had experi-
enced the unwisdom of putting all its work out
to contract, and had in fact been obliged to do
a good deal of their work by direct employ-
ment. He was convinced that the employment
of direct labour was an advantage to a muni-
cipality like theirs, and also air advantage to

labour. It was true that the Department's
figures showed a small loss, but it was nothing
in comparison to what the loss had been had
they given the work to contractors.

Mr. Steadman quoted figures to show that

loss on works during the present Council was
due largely to the policy adopted by the
Moderate party of starving the Works Depart-

ment. Any one who knew anything about the

works which the Department had done must
admit that London had good value for its

money, certainly very much better value than
contractors would have given for a bigger
amount.

Colonel Rotton said that the Department
should be dealt with in the manner proposed
by Lord Onslow, leaving the work which
could best be executed by direct labour to be
carried out departmentally.

Mr. Dickinson thought the intentions of the

Moderates might very well be gauged by the

words in which Lord Onslow concluded his

speech, “The W<jrks Department is useless,

dangerous, and ought to be abolished.” He was
iluite unable to understand why they took up
that position, because it was never suggested to

the Committee of Inquiry that the Department
ought to be abolished. It was said that new
facts had come to light since the inquiry closed,

which had led the Moderates to change their

opinions, but that was not the case, for every
one of the so-called new facts was anticipated,

and stated by Mr. E. White before the Com-
mittee. What, then, was the reason for this

change of frtjnt ?

Dr. Longstaff said that the very fact that the

members of the Council were elected was the

chief reason why they should not carry on this

Works Department. If the House of Com-
mons were to interfere with the work carried

on by the different Government departments, it

would probably fail as the Council had failed.

Having made a loss by the Department, let the

Council acknowledge it, and make an end of

the Department. The Moderate Party were not

responsible for this foolish investment.
Mr. Costelloe held that the amendment was

essentially hostile to the system of direct em-
ployment. No doubt ther? were difticulties in

the management of a great business which was
not under the personal control of proprietors,

but he believed those difticulties could be over-

come if the loyal co-operation of all parties

were secured. The Council should not wantonly
throw away 100,000/. in order to put themselves
in the hands of contractors, but should rather

find some means of exercising a more efficient

control over the Department.
Mr. E. Hubbard, Sl.P., said he was of opinion

that the direct employment of labour to a large

extent by an elected body like the Council was
likely to have a prejudical effect, because the

workmen they employed, having votes, became
a privileged class.

Lord Tweedmouth appealed to the two
parties in the Council to come to some agree-
ment whereby the Department might be main-
tained. He protested against abolishing it at a
great loss to the ratepayers, and suggested that

the Council would do itself harm by displaying
a weak and vacillating policy in such an im-
portant matter.

Upon the motion of Mr. Taylor, the debate
was adjourned to Tuesday.

At the usual meeting, on Tuesday, the debate
was resumed by Mr. Antrobus, who supported
the amendment.

Mr. H. Marks, M.P., contended that the
reports of Mr. Waterhouse and Mr. Griming
were themselves a conclusive indictment of the
Works Department in its present form. He
denied that the abolition of the Department
would be a death blow to direct labour. Direct
employment of labour existed before the De-
partment was created, and he wanted to see it

continued, but it should be direct employment
of all the workmen in London.

Mr. Taylor, in opposing the amendment,
declared that it was based on fallacy and mis-
representation. The Department had done
two great things : it had improved the standard
of workmanship, and it had compelled the
contractors to do better work than they had
been in the habit of doing. He pointed out
that the tenders of contractors were nearly all

in e.xcess of the architect’s estimate, and he com-
plained that it was on the original estimates
that the Works Department had been judged.
They had never been treated by the present
Council so well as contractors had been treated.

In spite of all the difficulties that had been put
in their way they had saved money for the
ratepayers in more than one direction, thev
had given better work than contractors would
have given, and they had broken down one of

the worst monopolies that ever existed.

Mr. E. White contended tha* the Department
had proved a failure, and that the loss on the
year ending March next would be found to be
more than 30,000/. It was said that tlie Depart-

ment’s strong point was jobbing work, but he
held that there had been a loss in the jobbing
works. Although the last year would be found
to be the most disastrous in the history of the
Department, the loss would be nothing in com-
parison to what would be incurred in the cur-
rent year.

Mr. Ward said he admitted that the loss

shown by the various reports of the Works
Committee amounted to nearly 17,000/., but
there was a bill for extras amounting to 4,000/.
which must be deducted. Tlien there ought to
be a further deduction of 3,600/., which had
been paid off capital account. The loss, there-
fore, was, only 10,000/. or about i}/^ per cent.
When, eighteen months ago, the Committee
brought up a report showing a profit of 1}/^
per cent., they were told it was so trivial and
that it was not worth thinking about, but when
the profit was turned to a loss of per cent,
it was termed a London County Council
scandal. He thought the Council did not
appreciate the difficult position in which the
Works Committee were placed. During the
last month from 30,000/. to 40,000/. worth of
work had been given out to contract, and the
result was the Department was left with only
3,500/. worth of building works in hand. The
capital charges were 20,000/. a year, and it

must be expected that a loss would be shown
if this policy of starvation went on.

After some remarks from Mr. Elliott the
Council, on a show of hands, rejected the
amendment by 54 to 47, but the result of a
division was a tie, 62 voting for the amendment
and the same number against.
The Chairman declined to give a casting vote,

and declared the amendment not carried.

Dr. Longstaff then moved as an amendment
on the first Recommendation of the Special
Committee, “ Tiiat, in the opinion of the
Council, some definite organisation for the
direct employment of labour,- and the direct
execution of public works by the Council,
under the superintendence of its own officers,

is desirable and beneficial,” that the following
words be added :

—“ Provided that such organi-
sation shall not be entrusted with the carrying
out of any works of an architectural character.”
He contended that the evidence before the
Committee showed that the Department could
not, with advantage, undertake work of an
architectural character.

Sir J. Lubbock, M.P., seconded) the amend-
ment.

Sir A. Arnold suggested that some arrange-
ment, in view of the recent vote, should be
come to, and he asked Dr. Longstaff to with-
draw his amendment. The amendment was,
in fact, unnecessary, because it was in the
power of the Council always to decide what
work should go to the Department. It was
also difficult to decide what was and what was
not engineering work as contrasted with
architectural work. He hoped the amendment
would not be pressed, in view of the fact that

he would have to consider carefully what
should be done with the report of the Special

Committee.
Sir J. Blundell Maple, M.P., said he was

opposed to the amendment, which would fetter

the hands of the Department.
After further discussion, the amendment was

withdrawn.
A division on the first Recommendation of

the Special Committee was shortly afterwards
taken, the result again being a tie. 56 voting
for and 36 against the Recommendation.
The Chairman again declined to give a cast-

ing vote, and
Sir A. Arnold said he did not regard the loss

of Recommendation A as effective, and he
would consent to an adjournment over the
recess of all the Recommendations from B to I.

Colonel Huglies moved to that effect, and
this was agreed to. Recommendation J, which
was formal, was accepted without discussion.

Loans .—On the recommendation of the
Finance Committee, it was agreed to lend the
Greenwich District Board 2,400/. towards pay-
ing the cost of the Evelyn-street improvement

;

the Chelsea Vestry 7,000/. for wood and asphalt

paving
;
the P'ulham Vestry 5,700/. for wood

paving
;
the Limehouse District Board 7,oijo/.

lor granite and York paving
;
and the St.

Pancras Vestry 2,945/., the balance required to

complete an electric light installation.

A Coat of Arms for (he Council .—On the re-

commendation of the General Purposes Com-
mittee, the following recommendation was
agreed to :

—“That it be referred to us to con-
sider and report as to the desirability of steps
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being taken for obtaining a coat of arms for the

Council."

foils StrnctufC Procccdiufis in Arbitra-

tion Cases.—The Building Act Connnittee re-

ported as follows :

—

' On .April 13 last the Council decided to oht.iin

the decisitni of the High Court upon two must im-

portant j-joints which iiad arisen, and appeared likel)-

to constantly arise in legal proceedings in connexion

with dangerous structures, namely (1;) whether

arbitration proceedings under Section 107 of the

London Building Act are limited as regards the time

within which the surveyors must report and the

arbitrator make his award, and (h) whether the

Arbitration Act, 1SS9, applies to sucli proceedings.

The case came before the High Court on May ii,

when, after hearing arguments of counsel, the Court

expressed the opinion that t!ie case would be be.st

dealt with by an order that all proceedings should

be dropped, and by the C<jurt giving an opinion, for

future guidance, ujwn the meaning of Section 107 of

the London Building Act. The Court relieved the

Council from paying the costs ordered by the

magistrate in the case on which the question arose.

The Court endorsed tlie view taken by the Council,

that if an owner should require arbitration under
the section he must give seven days’ notice to the

Council, and at the same time appoint an indepen-

dent surveyor to report in conjunction with tlie

district surveyor within seven days from the receipt

by the Council of notice of appointment of the

owner’s surveyor, and that if tlie two surveyors

appoint an arbitrator before they enter upon the

matter and fail to agree all or any the matters in

dispute within such seven days, the matters not

agreed thereupon fall within the jurisdiction of the

arbitrator, who must make his award witliin four-

teen days. Of course, a difliculty might arise if one
of the surveyors or the arbitrator should be in-

capacitated within the times named
;
but this could

be overcome bj’ an order being obtained from tlie

High Court under the Arbitration Act."

Westbonnic-Park Railicay Britlge.—The Im-
provements Committee recommended, and it

was agreed,
•• That the estimate of 4,500/., submitted by the

Finance Committee, be approved, and that the

Council do consent to be a party to a clause in the

Great Western Railway Company’s Bill now before
Parliament, authorising the company to extend and
improve the bridge carrying the road over the rail-

way at Westbourne Park station, on the following
conditions

—

{a) that the Council shall contribute
one-fourth of the net cost of the work, such contri-

bution not to e.xceed the sum of 4,500/. ;
(f>) that the

bridge shall be constructed in accordance with plans
to be previously submitted to and approved by the
Council

;
and (f) that room for one line of vehicles

and a footway not less than 8 ft. wide shall be re-

served for the use of the public during the progress
of the works."

Temporary Structures for the Jubilee Celebra-
tions :—The Building Act Committee reported
that up to the present time 496 applications had
been received for licences in respect of tem-
porary structures for the accommodation of
persons desiring to see the Jubilee Procession
on June 22. Of these, 328 had been granted
and 33 refused, while the remainder were
under consideration. Applicants had in all

cases been cautioned to prevent the overcrowd-
ing of the stands and to adopt proper pre-
cautions against risk of tire. The local
authorities of the thoroughfares in the line of
route of the procession outside the City of Lon-
don had been requested not to license, except
in urgent cases, the erection of hoardings or
gantries between the present time and June 22,

and in such cases to make it a coiidition of con-
sent that unless the Council's licence be first

obtained the structure shall not be used for the
accommodation of persons to view the
procession.

The Fire Brigade Committee reported that
numerous questions having been asked as to
the Fire Brigade arrangements on the occasion
of her Majesty’s Jubilee Procession on June 22,
they thought it well to state, in order to allay
public anxiety, that they had conferred on the
subject with the chief ofliccr, who had pro-
posed a scheme which would ensure the prompt
attendance of firemen with life-saving and fire-

extinguishing appliances in the event of fire on
the route of the Procession. As the thorough-
fares along which the Procession would pass
would probably be so thronged that it would
be almost impracticable for vehicles to pass
through the crowd, it was proposed to have
engines and horse fire-escapes at various points
with which the Brigade was in telephonic
communication, and the chief officer was by
their direction in consultation with the Com-
missioner of Police of the Metropolis witJi a
view to determining the exact positions in
which the appliances should stand.
The Council subsequently adjourned for the

Whitsuntide holidays until Monday, June 28.

3Ilustratton0.

nHE illustrations this week are entirely

devoted to the architecture of Leices-

ter, which forms the subject of the

leading article in this issue, as the seventh of

our series of articles on “ The Architecture of

our large Provincial Towns."
The buildings illustrated in the plates are the

Municipal Buildings (two illustrations)
;

the

Victoria Coffee-house, one of a class of build-

ings which form almost a feature in the town ;

and two sheets of miscellaneous smaller illustra-

tions of Leicester buildings, including, on the

one sheet, the Liberal Club, a Congregational
Church, St. John's Church, Knighton (in-

terior), a dwelling house (“ Knighton Spin-

neys”) and a warehouse; and on the other
sheet, the offices of the Alliance Assurance
Company

,
the Wyggestone Hospital Girls'

School, a Shoe Factory, the Wyvern Hotel,

and two more of the Leicester coffee-houses.

The names of the architects of each building
are given on the plates.

thp: architectural assoclvitox •

PLUMBING AND SANITARY WORK.*

I NOW come to soil-pipes. According to the by-
laws of the London County Council, under seal

dated June, 1893, all soil-pipes in buildings
erected after that date are to be outside. Now,
although I have done, perhaps, as much as

anybody to encourage the fixing of soil-pipes

outside, and still prefer such pipes to be out-

side, I have never slavishly chained myself
down to such a restriction, and I think it is a
pity the by-law should be so stringent, or that

architects and plumbers should be so hampered :

for it requires no great imaginative power to

conceive of circumstances wliere the disadvan-
tages would be greater than the advantages.

If it is a question of durability and sanitari-

mess, in certain cases a soil-pipe fixed inside a
house would be more durable and more sani-

tary than if fixed outside.

When they are situated on south fronts,

where no shadow protects them, they often

become so hot that the naked hand cannot be
kept upon them

;
and their variation in tem-

perature, from mid-day to midnight in the
summer months, would be three times greater
than upon pipes fixed inside or with a northerly
aspect. The strain upon the joints of iron
pipes and the unequal expansion and con-
traction of lead pipe would tell much upon their

durability. And. of course, in such cases sew-
age matters would adhere and dry upon the
soil-pipe in a different manner to that upon a
pipe which did not become so heated, and it

would, therefore, be less sanitary, unless,

indeed, the water-closets upon it were well
flushed at every usage by more than the Water
Companies' restricted two-gallons.
Then, in certain cases, it is most difficult to

find a good course for an outside pipe, free
from a doorway or a pilaster, free from mould-
ings and enrichments

;
difficult to prevent it

disfiguring the building. Of course I am
sensibly alive to the fact that such pipes may
often be made to improve the elevation, but
that they are always so treated I will not
attempt to prove to this Association. So ugly
are they at times that one fancies they must
lower the value of the property on which they
arc fixed. I have had some photographs taken
of a few such, and will show some upon the
screen. They are to be seen here, there, and
everywhere in hideous fashions, being fixed

neither vertically nor horizontally, nor in any
pleasing line, crossing chimney breasts, coming
out over stringings, cornices, roof gutters, and
parapets, going up to the roof o'er all the
obstacles of their course victorious.
Then often no attempt is taken to disguise

their purpose. Branches from water-closets
are brougl^t out, and carried along on the face
of the wall to the main pipe

;
whereas, a little

alteration of the water-closet apartment, or a
little shifting of the water-closet, or a little

graceful bending of the main pipe, or a de.x-

terous treatment of the branches, and they
could have been brought through the wall, and
soldered to the back of the pipe, where they
would never be seen. The poor arrangement
now shown is a photograph of such a pipe.

* Being the .second half of a paper re.nd before the .Archi-
tectural .Association, on the 2i.st ult., by Mr. S. S. Hellyer.
We printed the first part of the paper in our last issue,
page 478.
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showing its ugly advertising water-closet
branch as recently fixed on the face of a house
in one of the best streets in the medical world
(fig 4). I will now show you a stack, where the
branches are brought in at the back of the
pipe, and though it was fixed ten years ago
you will see how well it stands and how well
it looks—the photograph of this was only
taken the other dav.
Now as to the material of which soil-pipes

should consist. For my own house, though I

were as rich as Crtesus, I should be content
with lead pipe, and I should prefer it to any
other kind of pipe that I know. I should be
satisfied that the pipe was more wholesome
than iron, being easier cleaned, and more
durable, being less corrosive, and that its

wiped soldered joints could be more relied
upon than even the caulked lead joints of

east-iron pipe, and remembering that they are
much fewer in number, there being at least

two more joints with iron pipe than with lead
in every closet branch. In fact, when the
main pipe is of iron and the branches of lead
there would be four joints to every junction, as
shown

;
for the London County Council rightly

enough require such connexions to be made
with a brass ferrule, as shown. But whether
the branch be of lead or iron the joint with
the iron junction should never be allowed to

come into the wall as shown in the next photo-
graph. Then, with iron pipe there would also
be more joints on the main pipe

;
lead pipe

being made in 10 ft. or 12 ft. lengths to suit

circumstances, and the iron pipe as generally
used in 6 ft. lengths (fig. 5).

Then the character of lead pipe compels the
plumber to connect the ends neatly and nicely

together, if he is to make a well-wiped soldered
joint upon them, and with such yielding mate-
rial as lead he has no difficulty in doing this,

for he can bend or boss or alter either end at

will, and rasp them to a great nicety
;
whereas,

with a rigid spigot or socket end of a cast-iron

pipe, what can he do when the two pipes do
not come together in true correspondence in

their interior surfaces, or when he has been a
little out in his measurements ? The pipe may
be a little too long, or too short, but he cannot
alter the socket, nor can he tamper with the

spigot without destroying the bead or shoulder
which is to keep the caulking material from
getting into the interior of the pipe. Indeed,
he may aggravate the case in caulking in the
lead, by shifting the upper pipe aw’ay from its

true bore with the lower pipe, and so leave a
i

shoulder inside for matters to catch and collect

upon. At any rate, such connexions often

aft'ord plaees for particles of filth to accumulate
1

in, and though this may not mean much in one
i

joint, in the aggregate—in the tens of thousands
|

of joints—if all the soil-pipes of a large town
or city were of iron, it would mean something.

;

1 mean that a stack of iron soil-pipe with
several water-closets upon it would not be so

free from smell as it would be if it were of

lead with precisely similar closets and water
fiushing.

In my house in Xewcastle-street there is a
stack of 4 in. soldered seam lead soil-pipe which
was fixed more than a century ago, and I see

no reason why it should not last as long again.

It is made of cast .sheet lead about ,1- in. thick,

and for you to see its present condition I have
had two pieces cut out of its lower part and
photographed. The piece showing its exterior

1

is splashed over with the many whitewashings
given to the cellar during the century, but as

you see, the pipe is quite sound and good, and
fairly clean in its interior, as shown by the

other piece. A Bramah closet, similar to the
:

one shown earlier in the evening, discharged I

into it on the second floor, and was, I expect, in

daily use for three-quarters of a century, when '

it was changed, together with its D-trap, for a
1

“ Vortex" closet, since when it has only been
I

in use six days out of seven. It is interesting '

to know that the apartment, though well lighted I

has only a borrowed light, viz., through a '

glazed fan-light and semi-glazed door, both of

which open into the staircase for access and I

ventilation, just under a well-ventilated lantern 1

light.

But we all know how well lead pipe stands

the London atmosphere. I will show you a

photograph of a lead R. \V. head and pipe

which was fixed on the old Dining Hall of

Staple Inn in 1655, and also of another head
and stack which was fixed on the Chambers in

the same Inn in 1729, both being in very good
• condition to-day. I will also show you aphuto-
graph of a stack of lead soil-pipe, fixed in r88i,

and that of another fixed in 1888, both being
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straiglit and good tf)-day, and showing no sign

of deterioration.

To prevent sagging and “telescoping,” lead

soil-pipes should be well supported about
every 5 ft. with a pair of tacks, and the strength

of the pipe should be equal to sheet lead

weighing 8 lbs. to the superficial foot.

For every unsound soldered joint on lead

soil-pipe, I should e.vpect to find a thousand
unsound cement joints in cast-iron pipe, and
even when a joint is made with great care in

iron pipe, after a time it is liable to breakage by
the expansion and contraction of the pipes as

shown. The pipe generally used is of insuf-

ficient strength, and is liable to fracture like

that shown, which shows a defective joint with
its fellow pipe and also with that of the drain.

But I have no desire to unfairly decry iron

soil-pipe, especially when such pipes are of

good strength ('•:(-in. metal for outside situa-

tions), and the joints are well and carefully

made with blue lead or Spence’s metal. In

fact where hot water is discharged into a
soil-pipe, lead pipe with soldered joints would
not stand the continual strain of expansion and
contraction

;
and, therefore, iron pipe would be

much preferable in such cases. But, in my
opinion, hot water ought never to be discharged
into soil-pipes, their temperature should never
be so raised, 1 know well enough that in

America not only are the baths and lavatories

discharged into soil-pipes, but also the sinks
;

tmt we can afford to treat plumbers’ work mure
sanitarily

;
we can carry the waste-pipes from

such fittings through the external walls to open
air and discharge them into intercepting traps,

for we are not subject to such severe frosts.

All soil-pipes, no matter of what material
they are made, should be carried up at least
full-bore to the highest parts of the roof, where
the air coming out of them would have no
chance of getting into the house, and where
the wind from any point would blow over them
to carry the bad air away. I think it is only
right to say that this matter is now much more
considered by the authorities than used to be
the case, but I am going to show you directly
a lew instances of bad treatment where the
pipes have been recently fixed, some even this
year. The photographs will be sufliciently
graphic to need no words of mine to point out
the evils. It will readily be seen how ttic

emanations of soil-pipes and drain ventilation
pipes can contaminate the cistern water, or
enter a house through its windows or chimneys

;

and how even though people may be friendly
and neighbourly enough on the lower part of
tlieir houses, they are not really so in the upper
part. The air from the soil-pipe of one house
being allowed to enter the window of the
other house and poisoning the air within, as
shown in the illustration (fig. 0).

Now, as to the size of a soil-pipe. Before
determining the size of the pipe, it is important
tu know what it has to do If in addition to
its work of carrying away the discharges of a
tier of water-closets, it has also to act as a
ventilator to the drain, it ought not to be less
than 4 in. And if no syphonic action is to take
place in it, that is if no anti-syphonage pipe is

fixed to its trapped branches, it should be of
larger bore still—5-in. or 6-in pipe. And even
this size would not be large enough to prevent
syphonage when the air had to come down a

long length of piping, as in the case of a very
high building, unless its upper part—the venti-

lation pipe—was of a bore still larger, for the
air to pass down the pipe free from friction,

and in a body sufficiently large tu prevent a
vacuum.
W’hen no anti-syphonage-pipe is fixed, and

the main soil-pipe is only 53^ in. or 4 in. bore,
it is of paramount importance that only water-
closets wliich have special traps should be
fixed, which means a deeper seal and a larger
body of water. Now, except in the case of
valve -closets, as we have already seen, the
water-seal of a closet is in open contact with
the air in the soil-pipe and the drain

;
and

where the closet is not in constant use, the
water held in its trap would become tainted
and surcharged witli gases. It is, therefore,
important that the whole of this water should
be changed every time the closet is used, and 1

confess that I do not see how this is to be done
satisfactorily with a two-gallon flush, if the
water-seal of the closet-trap is to be of a depth
great enough to withstand the action of
syphonage;without the aid of an anti-syphonage-
pipe, and the closet is to be left with its full

water-seal.

Moreover, without anti-syphonage pipes
there would be no ventilation of the closet
branches, no matter how long they might he.

In fact, such branches would be like inverted
bottles, for there would be no escape for the
gases in them, e.xcept by diffusion or by pas-
sing througii the water-seals of the closet to
the house.

To show the power of such pent up gases I

have had a lantern slide made of a photogrjiph
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which I had taken the other day of the interior

part of a piece of lead-pipe which was branched

into a stack of soil-pipe about fifteen years ago.

As you see the lower half, which carried off the

matters sent into it, is practically intact
;
but

the upper half, the part exposed to the gases

and vapour, is eaten through in manv places.

The main soil-pipe on which it was fixed was
open full bore to the air about 50 ft. above it,

and for a few years it was trapped off from an

old drain with which it was connected, when it

was reconnected without a trap to a system

of drains which had several other open soil-

pipes upon it for ventilation. [The piece of lead

water main shown in the photograph has nothing

to do with it. It is, as you see, quite perfect,

though it is supposed to have been in use at

Hampton Court Palace over 350 years.] It will

be found with an anti-syphonage pipe of 2-in.

bore, that a 34-in. or 4-in. soil-pipe will answer
very well for a tier of many closets, except in the

case of very high buildings. And, as the

London County Council allow nothing smaller

than 34 in.,and require 4 in. when it is connected
with a 4-in. drain, I say nothing about smaller

sizes.

I have no time to add much to what has

already been said or implied on ventilation.

The ocean of air surrounding every house
ought not to make it too difficult to give full and
free ventilation to every soil-pipe, waste-pipe,

and drain
;
and in such a manner that no air

coming out of either outlet or inlet of the

system should enter the house or be breathed
before it has been well broken up and purified.

When many stacks of soil-pipe are directly

connected to one large system of drains, having
only one low-level inlet upon it, viz., at its

“disconnexion chamber” with the sewer, the
several stacks will not have such currents of

air in them as they would if each drain into

which each stack discharged had its own inde-
pendent inlet, especially when all the stacks are
of equal height, and the air in them Is about
equipoised, though there is generally some
different influence acting on one v^ipe more
than another, difference of temperature, wind,
or weather. When no such inffuence exists the
vapour will at times go up and down the pipes
for hours together in a sort of see-saw move-
meiit. Backward-^ and forwards in the dark
drains the injurious microbes may move,
playing a sort of hide-and-seek

;
for I know

little of their behaviour and less of their habits,
e.xcept that I believe that light in not conducive
ot their longevity, and that fresh air annihilates
them. But I must mind what I say, for are we
all not made up of microbes ? So I say no more
on ventilation, except to remind you that, like

money, there can rarely be too much of it

where it is most needed. I have had some
photographs taken of badly positioned venti-
lating terminals from soil-pipes and drains, and
will show them upon the screen, pouring their
emanations into windows, cisterns, chimneys,
&c.
Knowing that our time to-night would be too

short to cover the whole field of sanitary
plumber's work, I thought it better to pretty
closely survey the parts looked at rather than
give a galloping glance over the whole area.
I shall therefore only call your attention to but
one or two matters more.
The by-laws of certain district councils re-

quire the “ waste-pipe from everv bath, sink or
lavatory, the overflow-pipe from any cistern
and from every safe under any bath or water-
cl<iset, and every pipe fer carrying off waste
water, shall be taken through an external wall,
and discharge in the open air over a channel
leading to a trapped gulley grating at least 18
in. distant

;

” that is, such authorities prefer in-
sanitary inethods to sanitary ones

;
for such

treatment is sure to lead to a nuisance in some
such way as shewn by the slides taken from two
original photographs.

Soap-suds and bits of soap will generally be
found decomposing and throwing off bad air,
and often bits of paper, orange peel, hair, and
the like, will also be there, blocking up the grat-
ing, offending the eye, and needing almost
daily attention to keep clean. The ground, too,
surrounding such gullies will often be found to
be quite sodden with splashings and overflow-
ings. Whereas, with such waste-pipes made to
discharge into self-cleansing intercepting traps
just under the grating, no mess would be made,
and no attention needed to keep the surround-
ngs clean. And when such waste-pipes were
properly trapped and ventilated their air dis-
connc.xion would be all that could be desired.
I will show the two methods (fig. 7).
Xo doubt some years ago therewas a reason

for keeping the discharging ends of the waste-

pipes well above a gully when the latter was
generally a little cesspool in itself, and when
waste-pipes were often fixed without traps, in

which condition they acted as ventilators to the

house. But no such reason exists now that self-

cleansing intercepting traps are generally fixed,

and that the waste-pipes are trapped. And yet

onlv the other day a Board Surveyor, against

his’own judgment, caused some waste-pipes to

be altered, because they delivered under the

grating of a drain-interceptor, instead of over

it
:

that, too, notwithstanding the fact that each

waste-pipe was trapped. A soil-pipe may dis-

charge directly into a drain, which may have

no air disconnexion within several hundred
feet of the soil-pipe, although there be but the

water-seal of the closet trap between the drain

and the house ;
but for a waste-pipe to have its

air-disconnection under a grating—oh, blissful

ignorance

!

No sink, bath, lavatory, or other fixture

through which dirty water may be emptied,

should be fixed without a trap of a self-cleans-

ing kind, and one that will, when properly

ventilated, retain an efficient seal no matter

how large the body of water may be which is

sent through it. And t<^ prevent the discharges

of one fixture backwashing up into the waste-

pipe of another andfouling it, each fixture should

have its own separate trap, which should be

situated as close to it as practicable, so that the

piece of outlet pipe — standing between the

house and the seal of the trap—^may be as

short as possible. I have so good an example
of the verv reverse of this that I have had it

photographed for you to see. It is agin. D,

with no less than seven waste-pipes connected

with it. Less than a year ago it was doing duty

in one of the greatest University Colleges of

the country, receiving as it did the waste-pipe

from a cistern, a bath, a drip-sink, a lavatory,

a bath safe, and other pipes.

As only a verv short length of unventilated

waste-pipe is sufficient to cause syphonage, the

upper ends of such pipes as well as their dis-

charging ends should be carried through the

external walls to the open air. To show how
small a fall suffices for this, 1 have here a little

lavatory with i^^-in. syphon trap and a short

length of iW-in. waste-pipe, with its discharg-

ing end standing only a little below the bottom
of the lavatory trap, and yet the drop is suffi-

cient to set up syphonage and to leave the trap

practically unsealed with but a small discharge
from the basin.

I was staying at an hotel in Germany last

year, and noticing a horrible smell in a lavatory
more than once, I searched out its cause and
found that the lavatory trap was most easily

svphoned, in a similar manner to that just

demonstrated
;
for although it was connected

with a soil-pipe, the latter was about 7 in. bore
and could not, therefore, have caused the
syphonage. It arose from its own unventilated

waste-pipe.
Opening up the upper end of a waste-pipe

to the air not only prevents syphonage, it also

ventilates the pipe and keeps it wholesome.
Where more than one trap is connected to a
waste-pipe through which quick discharges
may pass, it is not sufficient for the upper end
of the main pipe to be carried through full bore
to the open air to prevent syphonage

;
each

individual trap must be ventilated—must have
an anti-syphonage pipe, in fact.

I think most authorities are now alive to the
value of providing quick discharging arrange-
ments to baths, sinks, and lavatories, though
only the other day I came across a small wash-
hand basin which took nearly one minute to

empty. A 5 ft. 6 in. bath ought to empty under
two minutes, and where it would he in daily
use, and was situated near the head of the drain,

as the chief means of flushing it, it miglit be
made to empty in one minute, a 3-in. waste
valve being fixed to the bath for the purpose,
and the trap and waste-pipe of equal bore.

I have no time to say more than a word or
two on drains. When circumstances require a
soil drain to be fixed inside a house, or outside it,

where a leakage from it would find its wav into
the house or under the footings, I should
sti-ongly prefer it to be of cast-iron, with
caulked lead joints, rather than of stoneware

—

whatever kind of joint might be adopted

—

the thickness of the cast-iron pipe being not less
than % in. in its thinnest part for 4 in. or 5 in.

drains, and greater still for drains of larger size.

I know that some authorities still prefer stone-
ware drains to iron, even for fixing inside a
house. I had an argument with one only last

year, but " a man convinced against his will is

of the same opinion still.” I think it would be

almost impossible to find anywhere a stoneware

drain of any great length inside a house ab-

solutely water-tight from end to end, which has

been in use for, say, fifteen years. Even when
every precaution has been taken, andastoneware
drain has been very carefully laid, and its joints

specially made, one could not be certain how
long it would remain perfect. After many
years of existence tliere may only be a slight

leakage in it, but if that occurs inside a house

it will be sufficient to create great unrest in the

minds of sensitive inhabitants, even if no ill-

nesses arise from it. .A.nd the misfortune in such

cases is that such leakage or leakages are

generally difficult to repair, and are practically

impossible of repair without danger of doing

further injury to the drain.

I have just had a cast-iron soil drain examined

which was fixed inside a house in the City

twenty-six or twenty-seven years ago by my
firm. The pipe is of water-main strength, and

is suspended from the ceiling joists in the base-

ment. Both the pipe and the caulked lead

joints were found in excellent condition,

nothing having been done to them from the

time they were executed, except that in white-

washing the basement the drain had also been

whitewashed from time to time.

In 1881 I had some manholes built in brick

and cement on the first floor of my offices as

examples, together with some sanitary fittings,

and a specimen length of iron drain. I had a

photograph taken of certain parts before their

removal last year, and you will see that the

iron pipe and the caulked lead joints are quite

good, and show no sign of wear, though they

were experimented with for fifteen y^ars. Also

vou will see from the same photograph, that

though apparently no action has taken place

between the lead and the Portland cement,

which connected a piece of lead soil-pipe to

the stoneware drain, the cement joint shows

that there was no real adhesion of the cement

to the glaze of the stoneware socket, and this

accounts for the leakage which quickly showed
itself when tested with water.

Notwithstanding that many authorities re-

quire that even cast-iron drains should be

embedded in concrete, I consider such treat-

ment a wicked waste of money, for with a

pipe of proper strength all the support it needs

is from its under-side, except in very exceptional

cases, and this is best done by brick piers built on

concrete bases, with a stone or concrete resting

slab for the pipe to nicely fit in, or by making

a continuous bed for the drain in Portland

cement concrete. This arrangement readily

admits of the removal of the earth surrounding

the drains and the joints, for any future examina-

tion of the pipe, and for recaulking of the joints

when necessarv. When such drains are en-

cased in concrete the cost of cutting away the

concrete to find out a leakage or to get at the

joints would lead to great expense and do

damage to the drain.

Where practicable, instead of laying an iron

drain in the ground, where it is inside a house,

it is better that it should be carried on the face

of some wall, or be suspended from a floor, or

be carried in a subway, or have a tunnel or

creeping trench specially built for it, in brick

and cement, with openings into it only from

the external air, so that the drain may be

readily examined, and in the latter case be com-

pletely isolated from the house.

The many improvements in sanitary

plumbers’ work which I have brought before

you to-night, or to which I have alluded,

as well as many others which 1 have had

no time even to mention, have almost

entirely been made during the latter half

of the long and magnificent reign of her

Majesty, whose Diamond Jubilee we are going

to so gloriously celebrate next month. And when
dipping my pen into the ink-bottle to write the

finishing words of this paper, it occurred to

me that instead of attempting any kind of

peroration, the better thing to do would be to

drop the pen for the pencil, and portray in a

sort of transformation piece the progress of

plumbers' work between 1837 and 1897.

Before showing this set-piece, which my
draughtsman has so well got out, I should like

to remind you of the great power you possess

for raising and maintaining the standard of

plumbers' work. Other authorities may desire

it, may even expect it
;

but architects, from
their privileged position as advisers, and as

the designers and directors of building works,

can demand it, can to a large extent secure it,

by providing for it in their specifications, and
by being prepared to properly pay for it,
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And though plumbers may not everywhere
throughout the country be equal to the demand
for very high-class work, they will be much
stimulated by the desire of architects for such

work. At any rate, more than any other class,

more even than medical men—who have so

nobly and so disinterestedly done so much for

the craft, for sanitation—can the architect aid

the plumber in making our homes healthy to

live in.

When the hand-worker—greatly interested

in his work—produces with skill and intelli-

gence what was required of him, what was
pnrtraved to him by the head-worker, he is

ever-so-miich helped by some appreciative

acknowledgment, however slight : and a word
of praise to the deserving—how good it is !

Like mercy it is twice blessed. Gentlemen, in

your works may it be j’our privilege to make
the workers happy in their work.

HOUSE SANITATION.
This was the title of a short paper read on

the 26th ult. by Mr. Rogers Field, B.A., at the

Engineering Conference of the Institution of

Civil Engineers. The paper was read before

the “Waterworks, Sewerage, and Gasworks"
section, and was as follows

“ In these days, when so many small trades-

men call themselves Sanitary Engineers, to say
nothing of large firms of the most different

kinds, such as builders, house agents, house
furnishers, general purveyors, &c., an educated
civil engineer is half inclined to think that it

will be best to fight shy of house-sanitation.

This would, however, be quite a wrong view
to take of the matter, as numerous points
connected with it are pre-eminently ones
for a civil engineer to deal with, be-

sides which, in the increasingly important
subject of municipal work, it is abso-
lutely essential that the engineer should
have a complete grasp of house sanitation.

The question is, therefore, clearly a proper one
for Members of the Institution to discuss, but
all that can be done in these brief notes is to

refer to the principles which govern it, and
to a few of the features most interesting to

engineers.

In the twenty-one years which have elapsed
^

since the writer drew up the Uppingham
Regulations for House Drainage (which were
about the first ones of the kind embodied in

by-laws allowed by the Local Government
Hoard), great advances have taken place in

house-sanitation. The principles which govern
the question, however, remain much the same,
and the advances are chiefly in the appreciation
of the necessity of greater thoroughness about
carrying out these principles, and in improve-
ments as to the structural details necessary for

this purpose.
The first question which suggests itself is

water-supply. The guiding principle is

evidently that there should be an ample supply
of pure water to the house, and that the
appliances for distribution should be so ar-

ranged that the water cannot be contaminated
before it is used. In ordinary town houses the
water is delivered to the house from the public
water-supply, so that the question is chiefly one
of detail as to the distribution inside the house

;

but many of the details involved are of the
greatest importance, though there is not time
to refer to them here. In houses in the country
and in large institutions other considerations
arise. Frequently an independent supply has
to be obtained, and the possible sources of con-
tamination are more numerous and insidious.

For instance, if the water is obtained from a
well, this may furnish a supply of good quality

as long as only a small quantity of water is

pumped, whereas if the pumping is largely in-

creased the water may be drawn from a greater
distance where sources of contamination exist.

This introduces the whole question of hydro-
geology’, and the cone of depression in the un-
derground water caused by pumping under
various conditions. Again, if any of the water-
mains or pipes are leaky and pass through con.
laminated ground, they may when partially or

wholly emptied for any purpose suck in conta-
mination, and thus cause a local pollution of the
water-supply. This introduces the question of

the various ways of ascertaining whether
leakages exist in water-mains.
The next question which suggests itself is

drainage. The two chief guiding principles
briefly stated are :

—

1 1 ) That all foul matter directly it is produced
must be rapidly and completely removed from
the house.

(2) That there must never be any passage of

air from the drains or waste pipes into the

house.

The first principle is most important and far

reaching, and goes to the root of sanitation. If

carefully thought over, it will he seen that

absolute compliance with this principle would
involve there being no leaky drains, no polluted

subsoil and no production of foul gases in the

drains from decomposing organic matter. In

order, however, to effect this result even
approximately, the compliance with the

principle must extend to every detail of the

drainage and sanitary arrangements, and this

involves attention to an immense number of

points of which it is only possible to mention
one or two.
The drainage must be carefully designed so

as to be self-cleansing and readily accessible.

In the case of large mansions and institutions

the engineer's skill will be specially valuable

about this, and will frequently produce results

which would otherwise not be obtained. For
instance, where there is difficulty about
fall, it is quite remarkable what can be
done by careful design by a hydraulic

engineer, now that he has the help of self-

acting flushing appliances. Moreover, it is

impossible to be too particular about the con-

struction and the testing of the drains to ensure

not only that they are true and water-tight

when completed, but that they will remain so.

This permanence of the work is a very important
question. It is now becoming more and more
the practice to subject drainage to periodical

e.xamination and testing, and the experience
thus gained has shown that stoneware drains,

which were thoroughly sound when laid,

frequently do not remain so for many years.

To get over this drawback, the writer has

found it advantageous to use heavy cast-iron

pipes for drains instead of stoneware pipes.

All the sanitary apparatus, traps, &c., must
also be self-cleansing. Formerly this was very
far from being the case, and although there

has been a great improvement lately, there is

still not unfrequently retention of foul matter
in hidden parts of the apparatus requiring a
minute examination and testing to detect.

Many traps are also not of a self-cleansing

form. Another most important point is that

all pipes and apparatus should be readily

accessible.

Proceeding to the second principle—that

there should never be any passage of air from
the drains or waste pipes into llie house—this

is also very far-reaching. First, there is the

question of isolating the house-drains from the
public sewer or outfall drain by means of a
“ disconnecting chamber." If careful attention

is paid to various details, such as the design
of the manhole, the form of trap, the rapid
discharge of water from the house-fittings, &c.,

it will be found that, practically speaking, no
retention of foul matter takes place in the ti’ap.

Next there is the question of the position of the
drains, soil-pipes, and waste-pipes, which
should clearly be kept outside the house
wherever possible. Then there are the ques-
tions of the “ disconnection " of the waste-
pipes from the drains, and of the ventilation of
the drains. See., involving a number of subsidi-

ary questions, which it is impossible even to

name.
The last matter which will be referred to is

the condition of the gas-pipes and fittings.

This appears at first sight comparatively unim-
portant, but it is not so. Gaspipes and fittings

are, as a rule, more or less leaky, and allow a
constant escape of gas to take place into the
house. Professor Corfield has shown how
slight escapes of coal-gas may cause serious

outbreaks of sore throat, and the writer and
other people have had similar experience. It

is also not at all unusual for offensive smells
to be attributed to defective drainage, which
are really due to escapes of gas. The pipes
and fitting should always be tested by pump-
ing air into them, and watching the result

on a pressure gauge.
In conclusion, the writer would say that on a

review of the various advances which have
taken place in house sanitation during the last

twenty-one years, one of the most important in

his opinion is the general practice which has
grown up of applj'ing searching tests to every
detail of the work, and in this connexion he
would specially refer to the method of testing
by air under pressure, which was brought
forward by Mr. Charles Hawksley at the Inter-

national Health Exhibition, iSSq. For soil

pipes this method of testing is particularly
useful.”

APPLICATIONS UNDER THE 1894
LONDON BUILDING ACT.

At a recent meeting of the London
County Council, the Building Act Com-
mittee reported that they had considered the
undermentioned applications under the London
Building Act, 1894, and had arrived at the
following decisions. Those applications which
have been agreed to are granted on certain

conditions :

—

Lines 0/ Fronfijgc,

HainincfsiuHh.—That consent be given to the
erection lof a one-story addition to Eaton
Laundry, to abut upon Hadyn Park-road, Starch
Green, on the application of Messrs. Johnstone
Brothers on behalf of the London and Brighton
Laundries, Limited.

Ih-lhiinl Green, Xorlh-easl.—That consent be given
to the erection of a building over the gateway
between Nos. 33 and 35, Bonner-road, on the
application of Messrs. Holman and Goodrham on
behalf of the Rev. T. B. Stephenson.
Clapham.—That consent be given to the erection

of St. Barnabas Church, North Side, Clapham
Common, at the corner of Lavender Gardens,
Battersea, on the further application of Messrs. W.
& C. A. Bassett Smith.

Deptfoni.—That consent be given to the erection
of a projecting shop-front at No. 1 12, Woodpecker-
road, New Cross, on the application of Mr. E. Crosse
on behalf of Mr. A. Hyde.

Fiilliniii.—That consent be given to the erection
of seven houses with shops on the south side of New
King’s-road between B.agley’s-lane and Eelbrook
Pavement, on a portion of the gardens at the rear
of Nos. 1,2, 5, and 6. Peterborough Villas, on the
application of Mr. R. Groom on behalf of Mr.

J.
Nichols.

Haniiiicrsniiili.—Tliat consent be given to the
erection of a one-story bar addition in front of the
“British Queen " public-house, No. 77, Goldliawk-
road, at the corner of Richford-street, on the appli-
cation of Mr. J. H. Richardson on behalf of Mr. A.
Keene.

Haiiipilciut .—That consent be given to the erection
of a two-story oriel window, at the first-floor level,

in front of the Hampstead Public Baths, Finchley-
road, on the application of Messrs. Spalding &
Cross, on behalf of the Vestry of Hampstead.

Islington, S’ortli.—That consent be given to the
erection of a one-story shop upon part of the fore-
court of No. 159, Stroud Green-road, on the appli-
cation of Mr. L. Pither on behalf of Mr. W. G.
Swan.

Islington, North.—That consent be given to the
erection of a temporary wooden show-case in the
grounds of Tufnel Park Cycle School. Tiifnel Park-
mad. on the application of Mr. H.

J.
Grimwade.

Islington, Noiih.—That consent be given to the
erection of a projecting shop-front at No, 96. St.

Jolm's-ro.ad, Upper Holloway, on the application of
Mr. G. K. Denkin on behalf of Mr. G. Soole and
Miss E. Soole.

Kensington, North.—That consent be given to the
erection of a glass and iron covered way over part
of the forecourt of No. 22, Pembridge-villas, on tlie

application of Mr. M. E. Collins.

Leic'ishiiin.—That consent be given to the erection
of a dwelling-house on the west side of Silvermere
(formerly Schuckburgh) road, at the corner of Brad-
gate-road, on the application of Mr. F. Witt on
behalf of Messrs. Johnson & Aldridge.

Le-d'isham.—That consent be given to the erection
of eleven houses on the south side of The Retreat,
Catford-road, with the Hanks of the eastern and
westernmost buildings in advance of the houses in

Nelgarde-road and Doggett-road respectively, on the
application of Mr. F. Witt on behalf of Messrs.
Johnson & Aldridge.

Limehonse.—That consent be given to a glass and
iron porch erected in front of the Eastern Hotel,
East India-dock-road, on the application of Mr.
Bruce J. Capell, on behalf of Messrs. Truman,
Hanbury, Buxton & Co.
Pcckhani.—That consent be given to the erection

of nine houses, with projecting bay windows, on the
west side of Lower Park-road, of eight houses with
similar hays on the south side of Commercial-road,
on the site ot Nos. 72. 74, 76, 78, So, 82, 84, 86, 88,
and (/5, Lower Park-road, and the widening of por-
tions of Commercial-road, Lower Park-road, and
Park-row, on the further application of Messrs.
Benison & Bargman on behalf of Mr. Pennack.

Stmiui.—That consent be given to the erection of
a glass and iron pent roof over the entrance door-
way to No. 3, Cleveland-row, St. James's, on the
application of Mr. K. S. Wornum on behalf of
Colonel F. A. Lucas.

Striiiul.
—’fhat consent be given to the erection of

two oriel windows in front of the “ Catherine
Wheel " public-house. Nos. 44 and 45, Great Wind-
mill-street, St. James’s, on the application of Mr.
W. M. Brutton.

U'l'sliniiisfer.—That consent be given to the erec-
tion of a building with projecting porches and bay
window.s on the site of No. 54, Parliament-street,
and to abut at tlie rear upon Cannon-row, on the
further application of Mr. A. Williams on behalf of
Messrs. Grindlay & Co.

Woolwich .—That consent be given to the erection
of fourteen new houses, and also to the proposed
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frontage line of other cottages to be erected north-

ward of those houses, on the west side of

Chislehurst-lane, Eltham, on the further application

of Mr. A. G. Wright on behalf of Mr. J.
Bass.

LamlKth.Sorih.—l\\7<'i consent be not given to

the erection of a one-storv addition in front of the

Ship public-house, No. 171. Kennington-road, on the

further application of Mr. J. C. Jackson, on behalf of

Mr. W. Chicken.
Bennoinf-KV.—That consent be not given to the

erection of a building on the east side of Rouel-road,

between Nos. 54 and 58, on the application of

Messrs. Mark W. King & Sons on behalf of Mr.

T.
J.

Lipton.

Bov and Biviulcy.—iThat consent be not given to

the construction and erection of a temporary wood
and iron mission-hall, with projecting porch, on a

plot of ground adjoining No 148, Usher-road, Old

Ford-road, on the application of Messrs. Holman
and Goodrham, on behalf of the “ Out and Out ”

mission.

5 r;.vfn;;.—That consent he not given to the erec-

tion of a new building on the site of a house with

vard at rear on the west side of Carlton-grove,

Brixton-rise. to abut upon Brigliton-terrace, on the

application of Messrs. Wylson & Long, on behalf of

Mr. Burnev.
Clnf>liani'.—That consent be not given to the

erection of three houses with bay windows in North-

.side, Clapham-common, at the corner of Jedburgh-

road. Battersea, on the further application of Mr. J.

Stanbury.
Dulwich .—That consent be not given to the erec-

tion of a one-story addition to the office at West-
wood House, No. 47, East Dulwich-road, Goose-

green, on the application of Mr. F. A. Powell, on
behalf of Messrs. Batey & Co., Limited.

Dulwich .—That consent he not given to the erec-

tion of a building, with a one-story projection on
the ground Hoor, on the north side of Lordship-lane,

at the corner of Bassano-street, East Dulwich, on
the application of Mr. E.

J.
Strevens on behalf of

Messrs. Golden.
(JraviK’/i/j.—That consent he not given to the

erection of three houses with shops on the north-

east side of Blackwall-Iane. at the corner of Grenfcll-

street. East Greenwich, on the application of Mr.

C. J.
Heryet.

(iiTcnwich .— That consent be not given to the

erection of dwelling-houses on the north side of

Ashburnham-road, on the further application of Mr.

W. T. Sawyer on behalf of the President and
Governors of Queen Elizabeth’s College, Green-
wich.

Hackney, Central .—That consent be not given to

the erection of a house with shop on the north side

of Blackstone-road, London-ffelds, tc Hank upon
Lansdowne-road, on the further application of Mr.
W. H. Adams.

Hackney, Xorih .—+ That consent be not given to

the erection of two two-story bav windows in front
of No. 250. Green-lanes, Stoke Uewington, on the
application of Mr. F. W. Pearce on behalf of Mr.
G. Hand.

Holborn .—+ That consent be not given to the
erection of porches, bay windows, turrets, balconies

and other projections, at the Hi:)tel Russeil, on the

east side of Russell-square. St. Giles-in-the-Fields,

between Bernard-street and Giiildford-street, abut-
ting at the rear up<»n The Colonnade, on the applica-
tion (,)f Mr. C. Fitzroy Doll on behalf of Messrs. H.
Frederick and Co.

Hoxion .—That consent he not given to the erection
of a building on the site of five houses, with fore-

courts, on the east side of Clifton-street, between
Worship-street, and No. 9. Holywell-row, Shore-
ditch, on the application of Mr.

J.
Grove Johnson.

Kensinglon, Soiilli .—That consent he not given to
the erection of residential Hats to be known as
Addison-gardens - mansions, on the east side of
Addison-road, on the site of No. i. on the joint
application of Messrs.

J.
N. Mason & Co., on behalf

of Mr. E. Collins, and Messrs. Garrard. James &
Wolfe, on behalf of Mr. F. Radford.

Lcwishani .—That consent be not given to the
erection of two houses mi the north side of
Bradgate-road, Catford-mad, and of two other
houses on the south side of a road skirting Ladvwell
recreation-ground, such four houses to flank upon
Doggett-road and Silvermerc-road respectivelv, on
the application of Mr. F. Witt on behalf of Messrs.
Johnson & Aldridge.

Xoncood.—That consent be not given to the
erection of houses with shops on the west side of
Norwood-road, between Ullswater-street and
Happenden-street, on the further application of Mr.
H. G. Brace on behalf of Mr. H. Prvor.

I'aildiiifilon, Soiilh .—Tiiat consent be not given to
the erection of an oriel window on the north side of
a house on the east side of Bark-place, at the corner
of Caroline-place. on the application of Mr. W.
Kolfe on behalf of Mr. C. F, Kearley.

radiiiiiilton. South .—fThat consent be not given to
the erection of a glass and iron covered wav over
part of the footway in front of the Norfolk-square
Hotel. London-street, on the application of Messrs.
Treadwell & Martin, on behalf of Mr. R. Baker.

SI. George, Haiiorer-square.—Thnt consent be not
given to the enclosure of the sides of the open
portico at No. 21. Chester-square, on the application
of Messrs. Hailey & Co. on behalf of Mr. T.
Frampton.

lUunds-tCJ^irf/;.—fThat consent be not given to the

erection of shop-fronts to Nos. 206 and 208, Upper
Richmond-road, Putney, on the application of Mr.

T. Jones.
Strand.—That no order be made with respect to

the application of Mr. W. G. R. Sprague, on behalf

of Mrs. C. Wilmot, for the consent of the Council to

the retention of two glass and iron shelters erected

over the public way in front of the Olympic Theatre,

Wych-street, Strand.

Width of Il'n’.

Brixton.—That consent be given to the erection of

a two-story building on part of the yard at the rear

of the “ Plough " public-house. No. 66, Coldharbour-

lane, at less than the prescribed distance from the

centre of Denmark-road, on the application of

Messrs. Eedle & Meyers on behalf of Mr. C.

Martin.

Finsbury, Central.—That con.sent be given to the

erection of No. 3, Jerusalem-court, St. John-street,

Clerkenwell. on the application of Mr. A. Walke.
Hackney, Central.—That consent be given to the

erection of a three-story workshop at the rear of No.

383, Kingsland-road, to abut upon the cast side of

Derbv-road, on the application (further considered)

of Mr. R. W.akely.

Lambeth, North.—That consent be given to the

erection of buildings at the rear of the " Ship ” public-

house (No. 171) and No. 169, Kennington-road. to

abut upon Ship-lane, on tlie application of Mr.
J.

C.

Jackson on behalf of Mr. W. Chicken.
Newington, li’cst.—That consent be given to the

erection of an addition at the rear of the “ Artichoke”
public-house. No. 55, Newington-cau.seway. to abut
upon Devonshire-street at less than the prescribed

distance from the centre of the road, on the

application of Mr. W. J. Ryland on behalf of Mr. E.

Colvin.

St. George-in-the-F.ast.—That consent be given to

the erection of the Passmore Edwards Public
Library on the site of Nos. 234, 236, and 238. Cable-
street, with the Hank of the new building abutting
upon Prospect-place and the forecourt boundary
next Cable-street, at less than the prescribed dis-

tance from the centre of those streets respectivelv,

on the application of Mr. Maurice B. Adams on
behalf of tlie Library Commissioners for St. George-
in-the-East.

Strand.—That consent be given to the erection of

a theatre on the east side of Charing Cross-road,
St. Martin-in-the-Fields, between the two western
entrances to St. Martin’s-court, and the widening of

portions of that court, on tlie application of Mr.
W. G. R. Sprague on behalf of Mr. Charles
Wyndham.
Beimond.vy.—That consent he not given to the

rebuilding of the ‘‘Samson Castle" public-house,
No. 211, Grange-road, to abut upon Grigg's-place,

on the application of Mr. T. H. Smith, on behalf of

Mr. Alderman
J. C. Bell.

Open Space about Buildings.

Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erec-
tion of a four-story turret at tlie south-east angle of
a block of residential flats on the north side of
Finchley-road, at the corner of Langland-gardens,
on the further application of Messrs. Bochmer <S

Gibbs, on behalf of ^Ir. E. A. Cave.

Deviation from Certified Plan.

^[aryIebollc.}•.ast .—That sanction be given to certain
deviations from the plan certilied by the District
Surveyor, under Section 43 of the London Building
Act. i'894, so far as relates to the proposed erection
of a four-story dwelling-house on the site of a stable
and portion of a garden at the rear of No. 147,
Harley-street, at the corner of Marylebone-rnad, on
the further application of Messrs. Davis & Emanuel,
on behalf of Mr. Barrow Emanuel.

Line of Fronts and Width of Wav.
Fulham.—That con.sent be given to the rebuild-

ing of the ‘' Hand and Flower ” public-house, No. 617,
King’s-road, with the flank abutting upon Edith-
row, on tlie further application of Messrs. Gardiner
,!y: Theobald on behalf of Mr. A. W. Rice.

IVeslminster.—That consent be given to the erec-
tion (j| Iniildings with projecting plinth, pilasters,
bay window, balcony and porcli. at No. 12, Great
Ge’orge-street, at the corner of Little George-street.
tlie second application (further considered) of Idessrs.
A. Waterhouse Sc Son on behalf of the Surveyors'
Institution.

Bri.vton.—That consent be not given to the erection
of shops upon the forecourts of Nos. iS, 20, 22, 24. 26,
and 28. Coldharbour-lane. on the application of Mr.
J.

T. Holmes on behalf of Mr. H. Wood ami Mr.
J.

L. Uurdv.
Clapham.—That consent be not gi’ren to the erec- I

tion of a two-story addition to St. George's Schools,
New-road, Battersea, on the application of Me.ssrs.
Chamlicrs & Dewes on behalf of the trustees of tlie
schools.

Noncood.f— That consent be not given to the
erection of a house with shop on tiie north side of
Durham-road, at the corner of Woodcote-place,
West Norwood, on the application of Messrs. Wallis
iS^Smith on behalf of Mr. T.

J. Wallis. That Messrs.
Wallis & Smith be informed, however, that the
Council will he prep,ared to consider an application
for consent to the erection of the proposed building
if accompanied by an amended plan, showing the
ground in front of tlie main portion of the bpiUling,

in each of the streets referred to as to be dedicated
to the use of the public.

U'amlsworth.f— That consent be not given to tlie

frontage of a two-story addition, in course of erec-
tion at a laundry building on the south side of
Putney Bridge-road, and at less than the prescribed
distance from the centre of Oxford-road, on the
application of Mr. R. .Aviss.

Formation of Streets.

Clapham.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. C

J.
Bentlej’, sanctioning the formation or lay-

ing out of a street, 40 ft. wide, for carriage traffic to

lead out of the south side of Nightingale-lane into
Temperlej'-road, Wandsworth, on his further appli-
cation to the Council on behalf of himself and Mr.

J. C. Hill. That the name Blandlields-street be
approved for the new street.

Le-wishant.—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. W. Hunt, refusing to sanction the formation or
laying out for carriage traffic of a street, varying in

width from to to 38 ft., to lead out of the north side

of Beacon-road, Hitlier Green, on-his application to

tlie Council on behalf of ^Ir. J. Brown.
Lewisham.—That an order be sealed and issued to

Mr. H. Woodham, refusing to sanction the forma-
tion nr laying out for carriage traffic of a street,

40 ft. wide, to lead out of the south-west side of
Brownhill-road, Catford, on his application to the
Council.

Wandsworth.^—That an order be sealed and issued

to Mr. A. Wellings, refusing to sanction the forma-
tion or laying out for carriage traffic of new streets,

each 40 ft. wide, on the Furzedowii Park estate,

Mitchani-lane, Streatham, on his application to the
Council.

Height of Buildings.

Southwark, West.—That consent be not given to

the erection of a block of buildings on the south
side of Lavington-street, to exceed iu height the
width of the street, on the application of Mr,
Herbert O. Ellis, on behalf of Messrs. Harmsworth
Brothers, Limited, as no reason is seen why the
rules of the London Building Act, 1S94. restrict-

ing the height of certain buildings, should not in

this case be strictly observed.

Line.s of Frontage.

Chelsea.—That consent be given to the erection of

a porch in front of a block of buildings to be known
as Clielsea-cuurt, Chelsea Embankment, on the
application of Mr. Delissa Joseph on behalf of Mr.
H. Lovatt.

Lcwishani.—That consent be given to the erection

of six houses, with projecting bay windows, on tlie

south side of Lewisham High-road, between Sand-
rock-road and a footpath leading to Hilly Fields, on
the application of Mr. W. A. Finch on behalf of Mr.
E. T. Bagnall.

Islington, East.—That consent be not given to the
erection of a block of residential flats on the iiorlh

side of Ronald’s-road, Highbury, on part of the
garden at the rear of No. i, Highbury-terrace, on
the application of Mr. G. D. Martin on behalf of

Mr. T. H. Martin.

Hackney, Norih.'f—That consent he given to the
erection of an addition to the present one-story
building at the rear of No. io8, Evering-road, Stoke
Newington, abutting upon Maiirv-road, on the
application (fiirlhcr considered) of Idr. T. F. Dobell
on behalf of Mr. T. Young.

Hackney, Soiitlrf.—That consent be given to the
erection of houses on the east side of High-road,
Upper Clapton, on the application of Mr. G. R.
Woodruff.

Hackney, North.—That consent be given to the
erection of one-story additions at the rear of

No. 64, Church-street. Stoke Newington, to
abut upon Fleetwood-street. on the application of
Mr. S. Goodall on behalf of Mr. A. Woodgate.
Beckham.—That consent be given to tlie erection

of a covered sideway at No. 217, Peckham Rye. to
abut upon Rye Hill Park, on the apiilicalion of Mr.
B. W. Sheffield on behalf of Captain W. T. C.

Brewer, R.N.
St. George, Hauover-squarc.—That consent be gii'en

to the erection of an oriel window over the gateway
to a stable-yard on the south side of Laiiibeth-niews,
Mayfair, on the application of Mr. W. E. MacCartliy
on behalf of tlie Marquess of Lansdowne.

Hampstead.—That consent be given to the erection

of two one-story coal-offices on the west side of

Finchley-road, adjoining the Finchley-road Station
of the London and North-Western Kailwav Com-
pany, on the application (further considered) of Mr.
A. Wliitelaw. on behalf of the Companv.

Hoxtou\.—That consent be not given to the erection
of a ime-story addiliuii in front of the “ North
Briton” public-house. No, 10, New North-road,
Shoreditcli, on the application (further considered)
of Messrs. Newton iS: Keene on behalf of Mr. W.
Edwards.

Dulwich.—That consent be not given to the

erection of a pair of villa residences on the east side

of Herne Hill, and the erection of houses with shops
on the north side of Half Moon-lane and on the east

side of Herne Hill, on the application of Mr. C.

Barry on behalf of Mr. G. A. Young.
That consent be not given to the

erection of a ba)' window with projecting balcony at

the first floor level, in front of No. 27, Russell-

square, Bloomsbury, on the application of Mr. JiJ

Macvicar Anderson
; as having regard to the
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objections raised by the tenant of the adjoining

house southward, it is considered that the hay
window should not exceed in extent the limit speci-

fied in Section 73, Rule 5, of the London Building

Act,

Pciddiiiffloii, South.—That consent he not given to

the rebuilding of Nos. 123, 125, and 127, Queen’s-

road, Bayswater, with bay windows in front of the

new buildings, on the further application of Mr. C.

G. Maylard on behalf of Mr. H. Gibbon.

Width o/Wiiy and of BniUlinfi.

Strand.—That consent be given to the erection of

a building on the south side of Bream's-buiklings,

Chancery-lane, Holborn, exceeding in height the

width of the street, on the application of Mr. K. M.
Roe on behalf of the Bishopric of Chicliester estate

and Mr. C. F. Crowder.

Lines of Fronts and Width of ir<n'.

Hackney, South.— That consent be given to the

erection of an additional story upon the present one-

story shops at Nos. 120 and 122, Morning-lane, to

Hank upon Rack-lane, on the further application of

Mr.
J.

Haniilhjn on behalf of Mr. E. Stevens.

Hackney. Nori!i.-\—That consent be given to the

frontage of nine houses with bay-windows on the

west side of Park-lane, Stoke New'ington, and the

widening of a portion of Aden-terrace, on the

further application of Mr. T. Pryor.

Kensington.—That consent be given to the ereexion

of a block of residential chambers on the site of

No. 59, Drayton-gardens, on the further application

of Mr.
J.

Norton on behalf of Mr. T. Boyce.

Line of Fronts and Conversion of Buildings.

Soitiincark, IlVsf.f

—

(a) That consent be given to

the erection of a one-story addition upon the fore-

court of No. 42, St. George's-road, St. George-thc-
Martyr, on the application of Mr.

J.
Stone.

{ti) That so much of the application as relates to

the other alterations proposed to be carried out at

No. 42. St. George’s-road, and the conversion of a
portion of the building into a stable be not acceded
t(5 ; as upon sanitary grounds there is grave objec-

tion to tile proposed stable.

Means of Escape from Top of High Bnildings_

Chelsea.—That the Council, in the exercise of its

powers under Section 63 of the London Building
Act, 1894, do grant a certilicate in respect of the

means of escape, in case of lire, proposed to be
provided for the persons dwelling or employed in

the fifth floor of a block of residential Hats with
shops on the ground door, on the North side of

Basil-street, Hans-road, Brompton-road, on the
application of Mr. C. W. Stephens on behalf of

Harrod's Stores, Limited.

Width of ir</y.

Hampstead.—That consent he given to the erec-

tion of a house on tlie south-wesi side of Rosslyn
Hill. Hanking upon Shepherd’s-walk, on the applica-
tion of Mr.

J.
Gibbons Sankey on behalf of Mr. S.

Wales.

Open Space about Buildings.

Dulwich.—That the Council, in the exercise of its

powers under Part V. of the London Building Act.

1894, do not permit the erection of a sawmill with
workshop over, and of a nine-stall stable with
Hirage store above, in a yard at the rear of Nos. 9,

10, and If. Provincial-terrace. Green-lanes, Pengc,
without an open space at the rear of the new build-

ings, on the application of Mr. Horace E. Davey on
belialf of Mr. F. H. Leader.

Formation of Streets.

Fullunn.^—That an order be sealed and issued to
Mr. W. C. Poole, refusing to sanction the formation
or laying out for carriage traflic of new streets, each
40 ft. wide, on the Sands-end estate, Townmead-
road, on his further application to the Council on
behalf of Mr.

J. Wilson.
Dulwich.—That an order be sealed and issued to

Mr. A. Keen, refusing to sanction the formation or
laying out for carriage traflic of a new street, 40 ft.

wide, to lead out of the east side of Oakhurst-grove
into East Dulwich-road, on his application to the
Council on behalf of Mr. W. B. Cliambcrlin and
Miss S. E. Chamberlin.

Wandsivorih.f—That an order be sealed and issued
to Mr. S. G. Warner, refusing to sanction the forma-
tion or laying out for carriage traffic of new streets,

each 40 ft. wide, on the Spencer Lodge Estate,
between Rochampton-lane and High-street, Roe-
hampton, on his further application to the Council.

Wandszt'orth.—That consent he not given to the
erection of sixteen semi-detached houses on the
north side of Wavertree-road, Streatham Hill, on
the application of Mr. F, Nesbitt Kemp on behalf of
Mrs. Wyatt Coffee.

Recoinniciidations marked f are contrary to the views

of the Locat Axdhoriiy.

Sheffield Town H;\ll.—

I

n connexion with this
building, which, as we have alre.ady stated, was
formally opened on the 2rst ult., we should mention
that the successful carrying out of the work has been
very much assisted by the ability and attention of
the clerk of works, Mr. T. R. Scales, of Liverpool,
who has acted in that capacity during the entire
progress of the building. Mr. Brightmore, the
mason's foreman, also deserves mention

Corresponbencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

FORM OF BUILDING AGREEMENT.
Sir.—

T

he attention of the Council of the Institute

of Builders has been called to a letter from the

Royal Institute of British Architects in your issue of

the 22ncl ult., under the above heading, and I am in-

structed to request that you will be good enough to

allow this letter, giving the views of the Institute of

Builders, to appear in your next issue.

In the year ]890. the Royal Institute of British

Architects desired to arrange with this Institute a

new fi>rm of contract to supersede the form settled

between the architects and builders in 1871, and
which has since that time been in constant use.

The builders were not anxious for any alteration

in the old form, as it was well understood by both
architects and builders

;
but, at the instance of the

architects, they discussed the form of contract sub-

mitted to them, and the negotiations extended over

a period of some four or five years.

This Institute, with a desire to meet ihe views of

the architects, reluctantly assented to adopt the

phraseology upon which the architects laid great

stress in various portions of the contract, expressly

on the condition that the Arbitration Clause should

be framed in a mode approved by this Institute, and
on this footing the negotiations proceeded.

When the time came for settling tlie Arbitration

Clause this Institute were advised by Sir Richard

Webster and Mr. A. .A. Hudson that the form of

Arbitration Clause which the architects, after long

discussion, required the builders to accept would
not give tiie builders the protection they required,

and that they should, therefore, decline to adopt it.

The architects, however, were equally determined

not to adopt the Arbitration Clause in the form the

builders were advised was necessary for their pro-

tection, and thereupon tlie negotiations were broken
off.

The 1871 conditions of contracts having been
agreed between the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and the Builders Society, the Council of thi>

Institute consider that they are entitled to refer to

them as the only set of conditions upon which an
agreement has ever been come txi. It is not quite

lair to suggest that the objections made on behalf of

this Instiuite were prompted solely by their desire to

obtain conditions favourable to builders and un-

favourable to the employers. Their desire through-

out was to secure a fair and equitable contract as

between tlie parties, leaving the architect to tak his

proper responsibility, and in such a form as to mini-

mise the chance of litigation and to protect them-
selves when necessary against arbitrary and unrea-

sonable conduct, possibly on the part of an architect

or his client, the employer, or both.

Seeing that the Judges of the High Court have so

frequently commented on the stringency and unfair-

ness of building contracts, and that a builder's

capital and reputation are often at stake, it is only

right that the builder should endeavour to insist

upon a form of contract which will safeguard his

interests,

When the new form of contract xvas issued by
the Royal Institute of British Architects the Council

of this Institute received many inquiries on the

subject
;
and a circular was issued explaining the

position and advising members to continue to use

the 1871 conditions, which have since been reprinted

with slight verbal amendments rendered necessary

bv recent legislation.

A short form of agreement similar in terms to

that adopted by the Royal Institute of British

Architects has, in order to insure uniformity been

printed and prefixed to the old 1871 conditions, so

as to make it a complete document, and, in this

form, it is now being extensively used.

R, S. HEXSH.iw,
Secretary, Institute of Builders.

WATER-CLOSET PLUMBING.
Sir,—

I

keenly appreciate the contributions of-

Mr. Hellver to sanitary science, but tliink that cither

certain facts have escaped his notice, or his advocacy

of the vahe closet blinds him to their existence.

To begin with, every valve closet must have an

overflow, and in the face of this fact it is futile to

insist on the point that the water in the basin is

disconnected from the air in the soil pipe, for the

water in the overflow is no better off than the water

in the basin of a “ wash down.” Whatever make of

closet we discuss we must come back to the fact

that one part or another depends purely and simply

on the water seal of a trap.

Though small in size, the overflow and its trap are

particularly objectionable from the fact that there is

no means of cleaning them. Where there is illness

in a house the consequences of this may be serious
;

as. for instance, when a nurse empties the contents

of a spittoon into the basin and the overflow becomes
fouled with tubercular sputum before she has time

to flush the apparatus. Sputum is not easily dis-

infected and, once it adheres, requires force to

remove it.

It has occasionally been inv lot to visit a number
of occupied houses consecutively, and I generally

find that where the valve closet prevails about half

the basins have no water in them, whereas in old

districts where the pan closet still survives, the latter

is almost invariably " doing its best " ; and this has.

led me to think that when the bad old pan closet

was abolished for new work, it was dropped rather

on account of the deficiencies of the badly designed

container and filtiiy D trap than for any fault of the

pan per se. Furthermore, I am of opinion that if a

specialist like Mr. Hellyer would set himself to

design a closet with a pan valve instead of a her-

metically sealing valve, and with the advantages of

a modern trap and new form of container of the

valve chamber pattern, he would produce some-

thing better than any closet now on the market ;
for,

as we cannot avoid the water seal altogether, it

would be much better to have the latter open to^

view, while at the same time we should gain

immensely by the abolition of the overflow, and by
having a valve whicli would not be liable to fail

through the adhesion of a particle of paper.

With the window closed, or nearly closed, and a.

rapid movement of the water-closet door, I have

succeeded in partially untrapping a valve closet

overflow, and in some cases, 1 have no doubt, it may
be absolutely untrapped through the air of the-

water-closet becoming for a moment under higli

pressure. This may apply to other traps, but is an

additional reason for having the water seal in sight.

I am aware that the objections I urge may be

largely overcome by special instructions as to usage,

but what is wanted is a design of closet which,

being of average workmanship, can be relied on to

give good results when used by inexperienced and

careless people. N0RM.4N WIGHT.

Hoscombe, May 31, 1897.

Zbc Stubenra Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XXIII.

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT (Continued).

16.—The building from the com-

mencement of the works to the com-

pietion of the same is to be under

he amli-actors' charge, and they are to be

espnnsible tor and make good all injuries or

lamages which may occur to the w'oi ks or to-

inv person or things occasioned by fire or by

arises over which the contractors sliall have

oiitrol. And they are to hold the employer

ndemnified against any elainis for injuries to

lersons or property which may happen from

,nv neglect, default, want of proper care, or

nisconduct on the part of the contractors, or of

inv one in their employ. The contractors shall

,lso be responsible for all injuries caused to the

vorks by lightning, frost, or other inolemency

.f weather, and shall make good and re-instate

,11 damage caused by the same.

I7_—The contractors are to insure, m an

fftice approved by the architect, the buildings

.nd works against loss by fire, m the joint

lames of tlie employer and contractors, for the

nil value of tlie works executed. And they shall,

ipon request, deposit with the architect the

lolicY and receipts for the premiums paid for

uch insurance. In case of neglect of the con-

ractors to insure or to deposit with the archi-

ect the policy and receipts for the premiums,

he emplover shall have power to insure and

educt the amount of premiums from the

mount payable to the contractors. All moneys

eceived under any such policies shall be

pplied in or towards rebuilding or reparation

if the building destroyed or injured, and shall

le paid to the contractors by instalments on

he certificates of the architect when such

ebuilding or reparation of tlie hui!dmgs_ shall

lave been carried out. In the event of any

amage by fire the architect shall determine

nd set out in writing the extension of time

jhich the contractors shall be allowed for

arrying out the rebuilding or reparation of the

remises. ,, . ,

No. 18.—The employer shall at all times have

:ee access to the works and shall have full

ower to send upon the premises any other

erson or persons to execute any works not

icluded in this contract, and the architect shall

ave power to send upon the premises any

ther person or persons he may select to cany

ut any works for which provisional sums are

icluded in the specification. And the con-

-actors are to afford every reasonable facility

uring working hours to such person or persons,

ind the contractors are to be responsible for

ny damage that may happen to any work

xecuted by such person or persons in the

bsence of such person or persons or when

uch works may have been completed.

IQ —If the contractors shall rnake default

1 completing the works within thetirne allowed

y clause No. 2, or within any extension ot time

flowed by the architect for the completion of
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the works, then the contractors shall payor allc’

to the employer, as and by way of liquidated

and agreed damages, the sum of £
_

per

week for each and every week during winch
thev shall be so in default until the whole works
shall be so completed, provided that the arclii-

lect shall certify, in writing, that the works
could have been completed by the said date, or
within the said extended time.

.Yi?. 20.—When the value of the works exe-

cuted and Hxed, and not included in any former
certificate, shall from time to time amount to

the sum of £ ,
the contractors shall be

entitled, upon the certificate of the architect, to

receive payment at the rate of 75 per cent,

upon such value, until the difference between
such percentage and such value shall amount
to a sum equal to per cent, upon the
amount of the contract, after which time the
contractors shall be entitled, on the certificate

of the architect, to receive payment in full for

all works executed and fixed, and not included
in any former J^ayment. And when the works
shall be completed, or possession of the building
shall have been given to the employer, the
contractors shall be entitled to receive onc-half
of the amount remaining due in the opinion of

the architect, and the contractors shall be
entitled to receive the balance of any moneys
due and payable to them under the contract,

within months from the completion of

the works, or from the date of giving up pos-
session to the employer. A certificate of the
architect, or award of a referee or referees or
umpire, showing the amount of the final

balance due to the contractors, is to be con-
clusive evidence of the completion of the works.
But no certificate is to relieve the contractors
from their liability to amend and make good
any defects or other faults as provided in these
conditions.

Yi). 2I.— If the employer shall make default in
paying any moneys to which the contractors may
become entitled for days after the amount
thereof shall have been certified by the archi-
tect or determined by arbitration, or if the
works be delayed for months by or under any
proceedings by any other parties against the
employer, the contractors are to be at liberty to
suspend the works and to determine the con-
tract by notice in writing to the architect, and
to recover from the employer payment for all
works executed, and for any loss upon goods or
materials supplied, purchased, or prepared for
the works, whether they are delivered on the
ground or not.

So. 22.—The amounts included in the speci-
fication as prime cost amounts are to mean the
sums paid after deduction of all trade discounts,
hut not deducting bona-fide cash discount. In
the event of such provisional sums not being
expended, or being only partially expended,
the contractors shall only be entitled to receive
a proportionate amount'of their profit on such
provisional sums based upon the profits shown
in the prices included in the original and de-
posited bills of quantities. Tlie contractors
shall provide and erect all necessary scaffold-
ing and the attendance of labourers and crafts-
men, as may be necessary for the purposes of
preparation or cutting away for or making
good after the persons employed by the archi-
tect in the expenditure of such provisional
sums.

So. 23.— In the event of any dispute or
difference arising between the employer or the
architect on his behalf and the contractors as
to the amount that ought to be added to or
deducted from the contract sum by reason of
any additions, omissions, or variations, or in
respect of the amounts of any certificate, or of
an allowance of extra time for non-completion
of the contract

; or as to any other matter or
thing arising under or out of this contract
except as to matters left to the sole decision or
requisition of the architect bv the specification
or these conditions, then such dispute or differ-
ence shall be referred from time to time with-
out any suit-at-law or equity to the arbitration
and hnal decision of architect
Or in the event of his death, or unwillingness
or inability to act, then of an architect bein^ a
bellow of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, to be appointed on request of either party
by the President, at the time being, of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, and the
award of such arbitrator shall be final and
binding on all parties. And the award of such
arbitrator shall be equivalent to a certificate of
tne architect, and the contractor shall be oaid
accordingly. ^

Yo. 24.—The costs of and incidental to anv
finch reference shall be in the discretion of th'e

arbitrator, whose decision sliall be final and
binding upon all parties without any power of

appeal, and this submission may be made a

rule of anv division of the High Court of

Justice upon the application of either party.

To complete the documents forming the con-

tract, and in addition to the drawings, specifica-

tion. and ‘Conditions, there should also be
short agreement, a form for which has been
prepared by the Institute, or it may be in some
such form as follows :

—

This A^rcemeut, made and entered into this

day of
,
between

,
of

,
hereinafter

called the employer, of the one part, and
,
of

,
hereinafter

called the contractors, of tlie other part
;

Witncsscth that for and in consideration of the
sumof;£' being paid by the said

employer to the said contractors the said con-
tractors hereby agree to carry out and perform
ali the necessary works required in the erection

of
,
on a site situate

and more particularly and fully shown and
described in the drawings numbered
to

,
and in the specification prepared

by
,
the architect referred to in sucli

specification. And the said contractors further
agree to abide by and be satisfied with the
conditions of contract appended to such specifi-

cation, and to carry out the whole of such
works in accordance with such conditions, and
to the satisfaction of the said architect. And
tlie said employer agrees to pay to the said
contractors the sum of money hereinbefore
mentioned, when such works shall have been
carried out, and shall have been certified by the
said architect to have been completed in

accordance with such conditions of contract,
and to his satisfaction. Asivituess the hands
of the said parties this day of

Signed in the presence of

OBITUARY.
M. Fr.vx'C.ms.—

T

ills well-known French land-
scape-painter, one of the most eminent of modern
artists, has just died at tlie age of eightv-three.

Francais was born at Plombicres in 1814,10 very
humble circumstances, and began life as a shop-bo\%
but subsequently found his way to the atelier of
Gigoiix, and afterwards studied under Corot.
He began his career as a portrait painter,
but subsequently devoted himself almost entirely
to landscape combined with groups of figures.

He received medals in various exhibitions even
before he reached the height of his reputation,
which may be said to have culminated with the
exhibition of ‘‘Daphnis et Chloe" in 1872; the
picture is now in the Luxembourg Museum. In
1890 he received the “Mt-daille d’Honneur” at the
Salon, the first time it had ever been given to
a landscape painter. Among his principal works
may be named “Macbeth" (1838), “Jardin .An-
tique ’’ (1841), “ Saint-Cloud," in collaboration with
Meissonier {1846; Le Bapteme du Christ," and
" Adam et Eve chasses de Paradis "(in tlie church
of La Trinite)

;
and numerous illustrations for Tasso,

Lamartine, and other poets. He continued the
practice of his art almost to the last moment,
having this year exhibited two works at the Salon,
“ Les Etangs dc Cernay " and a scene in the Vosges.
He was the last representative of the old school of
French painting of the earlier half of the century,
and his name fills an important place in the history
of modern French art.

Mr. Clement Mbnday. — The death of Mr.
Clement Munday, eldest son of the senior partner in
the firm of G. Munday’ & Sons, Trinity-square, E.C..
took place on the 2Qth ult., at his' residence at
Beckenham. The deceased was a partner in the
firm, with which he had been actively connected for
twenty-seven years.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
The Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital.-^

The new buildings now being erected for the work
of this hospital, so long carried on at Moorfields,
occupy a site more than twice the e.xtent ot the
present one. having frontages to City-road, Cayton-
street and Peerless-street. The new hospital will
provide accommodation for 154 beds, with a very-
spacious and complete out-patient department. The
whole of the latter department is on the ground
Hoor, and is so arranged that patients in no case
cross eac-h other, and the access from one part to
the other is made as simple as possible, a point of
the utmost importance where the majority of the
patients are^ more or less blind. The out-patient
department is, as far as possible, separated from the
rest of the hospital. A separate system of warming
and \entilation has been devised for the out-patient
department,^ and is being carried out by Messrs.
Ashwell & Nesbitt. It is a combination of propul-
sion and ex^action, the motive power in each case
being provided by water motors supplied by the

Hydraulic Power Company mains. Tlie building is

being erected by Messrs. Grover & Sons, the fire-

proof floors being supplied by Messrs. Fawcett &
Co., the plumbing work by Messrs. Dent Hellyer,
and the lifts by the Otis Elevator Company. The
plans have been prepared by Messrs. Young & Hail,
and Mr. C. K. Bedells. Surveyor to the hospital, is

associated with Mr. Keith Young as joint architect.
Wf.st.minster Theological College, Cam-

bridge.—The foundation-stone of the Westminster
Theological College, Cambridge, was laid on the
25th ult. The architect is Mr. H. T. Hare. An
illustration and a short dtscription of tlie building
appeared in our issue for May 13.

New Chapel. Brierley Hill, Staffs.—The
foundation stone for the New Primitive Methodist
Chapel to be erected here was laid on Mondav, the
24th ult. The building is planned all on one floor,

with the nave floor on a sloping plane and the
choir elevated at the rear of the rostrum and com-
munion. At the side of the choir is the minister's
estry, and a covered way therefrom leads to the

existing church, whicii will be used hereafter as a
Sunday School. The interior of the church will be
flnished in plaster work with a wood dado, the
seating to be executed in pitch pine slightly stained, the
roof work left clean from the plane and varnished,
and the principals to be stained green. The e.vtcrior

is to be executed in Ruahon bricks and terra-cotta.

The architects are Messrs. Hickton & Farmer, of

Walsall.

The.atre of Varieties, Dalston.—A theatre of
varieties is to be erected at Dalston. the architects

being Messrs. Wylson & Long, The builders will

be Messrs. Kirk & Kirk, whose tender of 14,500/, has
been accepted.

Church Schools, St.John the Divine, Clap-
ham Rise.—At a recent meeting of the Building
Committee for the schools, it was deckled to rebuild
the boys’ and girls’ school on a new corner site in

Union-road and Gaskell-street as a Jubilee com-
memoration. Mr. Philip A. Robson, of Westminster,
was instructed to prepare plans of a simple
character at the earliest date possible.

New Promenade, Penzance. — The new pro-
menade will be completed and opened in July. It

consists of a 3 in. f/j 5;//t paving, and is of Penlee
Eh’an stone. The contractor is Mr. James Runnells,

of Penzance, and Mr. White, of Plymouth, is the

clerk of works. Mr. S. Smith is the general fore-

man. The engineer is Mr. G. H. Small, of Penzance.
Business Premises, Aberdeen.—New premises
e to be erected in Union-street, on the west side

of St. Catherine's Wynd, Aberdeen, for Messrs.

Sangster & Henderson, drapers. The block will be
five stories high, in addition to basement and attics,

and communication between all the floors will be
afforded by a lift, in addition to staircases. The
building was designed by Mr. R. G. Wilson, archi-

tect, and the contractors are—masons, Messrs.

Pringle & Slessor
;

carpenters, Messrs. Watt &
Clark ; slater, Mr. James Wilson ;

plasterer, Mr.
George Gibb

;
painter and glazier work, Messrs.

J.
Garvie & ^ns

;
ironwork, Messrs. M'Kinnon &

Co.

Offices, South M.arket-street, Aberdeen.

—

New offices have been erected in South Market-
street, Aberdeen, for the Seaton Brick and Tile

Company. The architects are Messrs. Ellis

Wilson, Aberdeen, and Messrs.
J. & J. Ross, Aber-

deen, are contractors for the mason work.
Proposed Alhambra Theatre, Blackpool.—

It is proposed to erect at Blackpool a new Alhambra,
the arcliitects being Messrs. Wylson & Long, London,
The theatre is to accommodate 3,000 persons. The
circus is to hold 2,000 persons, and the ballroom
will be 136 ft. by 69 ft. The cost of the new build-

ings, furnishing, &c., is expected to amount to

100,000/.

Hotel, Belle-Vue, Dunbar.—This building has
just been erected at Dunbar. The hotel stands in

about 2^2 acres of ground. Designed by Messrs.

Dunn & Findlay, architects, Edinburgh, the build-

ing, which has a frontage of 120 ft., is Scottish

Baronial in style, the front being harled and faced

with Dumfries stone. The main dining-room, fur-

nished in old oak, will be capable of accommodating
about 100 persons, apart from a smaller dining-room
intended for day visitors particularly. A feature has
also been made of the ladies' drawing-room, which
is furnished in Chippendale. Apart from five or six

separate suites of rooms, some of them on the

ground floor, the house will contain fifty bed-

rooms.
Wesleyan Chapel, Madron, Cornwall.—

a

new Wesleyan Chapel is being erected at Madron.
The new chapel will occupy the old site at Wesley
Rock. At a cost of £1,800. and according to plans

drawn by Mr. J.
Wills, of Derby, a building to hold

380 on the ground floor will be raised, 70 ft. long by

54 ft. There will be four entrances.

Board School, Summit, Lancashire.—This
school has just been opened. It takes the place of

the old Wesleyan School. Messrs. Preston and
Dryland were the contractors, and Messrs. Butter-

worth and Duncan the architects. The school has

been planned as a central hall school, to accom-
modate 426 scholars

;
but at present provision has

been made for only 246 scholars. These will be
accommodated as follow :—90 in what will become
the central hall, but is now the principal school-

room ; two classrooms for 48 scholars each, and ao
infants’ room for 60 scholars.
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B.M'TiST Chapel, Wimbledon’.—Tlie memorial
•stone has just been laid of a new Baptist chapel, in

the Queen’s-road, Wimbledon. The chapel has been
erected from desifjns by Mr. John Wills, of Derby,
and is being built by Mr. D. Stewart, of Wallington.
It will be 78 ft. long by 44 ft. 6 in., with 13 ft. addi-
tional space for organ chamber and orchestra. Light
galleries are to be constructed at one end and on
either side, and accommod.ation will be provided for

770 adults, or a mixed congregation of 1,036 persons.
Two vestries will be built at the rear with lavatories,

Ac., and heating chamber under. The glazing
tliroughout is to be in cathedral glass. The baptistry
v/ill be lined with marble. The church will be con-
nected with the present building both in the front
and rear, so that children can pass from the school-
room to their place in the church under cover. The
heating will be effected by means of hot water pipes.

The total cost of the work is 4,750/.

Medical School Builiuxos, Gcy’s Hospital,
London'. — Tlie Prince of Wales visited Guy’s
Hospital on the 26th ult. for the purpose of opening
the new medical school buildings. The entire
building is designed to provide under one roof all

the accommodation required by the medical school,
with th; exception of the chemical and physical,
public health, and bacteriological laboratories
recently erected in association with the dental school
buildings. The part of the building opened on the
26th forms about one-third of tlie whole structure,
and consists of the three lower floors of the south or
left wing. The lowest floor is really a half-basement.
Descending a short flight of steps, one reaches a

corridor running tlie length of the building. On
the left is the lecturers’ room, and opposite to it

the lecturers' entrance to the theatre. In regard to
tlie theatre, the task set before the architect. Mr.

J.
H. T. Woodd, was to provide a theatre in which an
ordinary lecture audience of 100 should be com-
pactly arranged, and in wliicli. on rare occasions,
400 or 500 persons could be comfortably accommo-
dated. This has been practically accomplished by
the provision of a gallery, the seating accommoda-
tion of whicli falls not far short of that afforded by
the main auditorium, and which, being supported
without pillars, does not interfere in any way
with the comfort and view of those sitting

lieneath it. The sp.ace beneath the upper tiers

of seats has been utilised to provide three dark
rooms. The first of these is designed for the
reception of the spectrophotometer, polari-
meter, and spectroscope, for the use of
those engaged in chemical work. The other
two rooms are intended for galvanometric and pho-
tographic work. In the basement are two class
rooms, each of which will accommodate about 40
students in tutorial classes or test examinations. The
rest of this floor' is occupied by store rooms andl by
the heating chamber. Ascending the staircase at
the north end of the building, one reaches a landing
from whicli open two entrances to the main body
of the theatre. The whole length of this part of
the building on this floor is occupied b}- the labora-
tories and preparation room for physiological and
pathological chemistry. The students' laboratory is

70 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, and i.s fitted with trans-
verse chemical benches with sinks and stands for
reagents. On the same floor are three small rooms,
i^pecially fitted up as a balance room, a calorimeter
room, and a gas room. On the top floor tlie whole of
the front of the building is devoted to the laboratory
and preparation room for normal and morbid
liistology. Here the preparation room is smaller
than is the case in the chemical department, and the
students' laboratorv is So ft. long. On this floor
there is also a small workshop, to be fitted with
lathe and carpenter's bench, adjoining the liistology
room. These buildings have been erected at the
(Cost of the staff of the medical school, and have
entailed an expense of about la.obo/. It is e.stimated
lhat a further sum of 35,000/. will be required for
the completion of the scheme.

—

Tima.
Wesleyan- Chapel, Whittle-le-Woods, Lan-

cashire.—This building has just been erected, from
plans prepared by Mr. W. H. Diiisley. Messrs.
Baxendale & Sons, of Chorlcy, are the contractors.
There will be sitting accommodation for 280 per-
sons. All the benches or pews are of pitch pine.
The chapel was built of Accrington brick, with York-
shire stone dressings, at a cost of 1,800/. Under-
neath the chapel there is erected a parochial room
•which will serve as a schoolroom.
Free Library, Bodmin,—

a

new free library
tvas opened at Bodmin bv the Right Hon. Leonard
Courtney, M.P.. on the '24111 ult. The building is
built of local stone, with Bath stone dressings. The
rontr.ictor was Mr. Trehane, and the architect Mr.
Silvanus Trevail.
B.ank Buildings, Llandudno.—The Metropolitan

Bank of England and Wales, Limited, has just
opened the new offices which have been erected at
Mostyn-street, Llandudno, on the site of the old
premises. The reconstruction has been carried out
Irom the design of Mr. Humphreys, Mr. T. Jones
being the contractor.
Ice-Making Factory, North Shields. — The

Corporation of North Shields have recently built, on
the western boundary of the Fish Quay, a" block of
premises, which have been leased by the Northern
Counties' Ice-Making and Cold Stores Company,
Limited. The- new building has a river frontage of
120 ft.. and is 36 ft. in breadth. The building has
been erected under the supervision of the Borough '

Suri'eyor (Mr.
J.

F. Smillie) by Messrs. W. Johnson
& Sons. Mr.

J. T. Cackett, architect, Newcastle, has
represented the Ice Company, and Mr. T. B. Johns
has been clerk of works.
Presbyterian Church, Saltney Ferry.—The

English Presbyterian Church at Saltney Ferry was
opened recently. It provides accommodation for

200, and comprises porch, church, ve.stry, out-offices,

&c. The whole has been carried out hv Messrs.
George Wright & Sons, contractors, of Kelsall.

under the superintendence of the architects, Messrs.

John H. Davies & Sons, Chester.
Fire Station, Queen's Park, Glasgow.—The

new Queen's Park Fire Station is now practically
completed. It is now some eighteen months since

the erection was begun of the block of buildings
bounded on the north b}' Allison-street, on the east

by Craigic-street, on the south by Prince Edward-
street, and on the west by an unnamed lane—a block
which accommodates the police, the fire-extinction,

and the lighting departments for the district. The
total cost of the buildings for the three departments
will be about 18,000/. Mr. A. B. Macdonald, the
City Engineer, was the architect. The build-
ings are in the Scotch Baronial style. The
principal building, constructed of freestone, has a
frontage to Allison-street of 54 ft. in length, while it

extends back a distance of 40 ft. On the basement
floor is an apartment for the accommodation of a
steam fire-engine and a hose and ladder carriage.
Adjoining this, on the east, is the watching-room.
Alongside the watching-room is a broad pend giving
access to the court behind, and from which there is

also a stair to the upper floors of the building. In the
rear of the basement is a bath-room and lavatory,
as well as a store. On the first floor are two
dwelling-houses. On the second floor, and again on
the third or upper floor, are tliree houses. Behind
the front building are two-story buildings of white-
faced brick. These comprise two houses, a stable to
accommodate three horses, a workshop, a recreation
room, and a couple of wa.shing-houses. A tower,
40 ft. in height, has been provided for drying the
hose after a fire. The contractor for the masonrj’
was Mr. Robert Murdoch, while the late Mr.
Archibald Hood, jun., and his execubirs, have been
responsible for the joinery.

Dispensary, York.—"f he foundation-stone of the
new York Dispensary was laid by tlie Lord Mayor
of York on the 34th ult. The building will be in the
Classic style, similar in design to adjoining offices.

The main entrance will be in the centre, and the
patients’ entrance is at the side. It will be a'three-
storied building, 48 ft. in height, with a frontage of

73 ft. On the ground floor there will be three con-
sulting rooms, the dispensary, and the waiting-
room. On the first floor will be the apartments of
the resident medical staff, and three parts of the
upper floor will consist of rooms for the maternity
cases, the remainder being the servants’ apartments.
Mr. Thomas Rawling is the contractor for the brick
and stone work, and Mr. \V. Bellerby for the
carpentr}'. The architect is Mr. E. 'Kirbv, of
Liverpool.

New U.P. Church, Langside. Glasgow.—The
new U.P. cliurch in Langside was opened on the
2istult. The new church is situate on the site of
the old, at the corner of Langside-road and Steven-
son Drive, the principal front being to Langside-
road. The main entrance is by a projected porch
at the base of a tower which is placed at the
north-east corner. Tlie church internallv is divided
into nave and side aisles, with gallerie.s at sides and
end. The side galleries and main roof are supported
on moulded iron columns, which rise tlie full height
from the floor. The roof is entirely of timber, with
dressed main couples, partly filled in with moulded
tracery. The session-house and vestrj- buildings
form an attached group at the end of the Stevenson
Drive front, and the hall buildings are at tlie south-
west corner of the site. The church has been seated
to accommodate 780 worshippeis, the hall 300.
and two class-rooms forty each. The buildings have
been designed bv Mr. John B. Wilson, Glasgow.
Co-operative Stores, Doncaster.—New build-

ings. erected by the Doncaster Co-operative Society,
on Station-road, at a cost of 18,000/., were opened
on the 27th ult. The premises were designed by
Messrs. Athron and Beck, architects, Doncaster, the
contractors, whose contract amounted to 10,400/.,
being Messrs. Arnold it Son, Doncaster.
Church, Takmonbarry, co. Roscommon. —

A

new church has just been erected at Tarmonbarrv.
from the design of Mr. Kilgalion, of Sligo, by Mr.
Fee, of Longford. The high altar is of white Carrara
marble, with green pillars. The side altars and font
are of Caen stone and marble, from the establishment
of Mr. O’Neill. There are several stained glass
windows, supplied by Mr. Richardson, of Messrs.
Carlisle it Wilson, Belfast.

People's “ Homes," Liverpool.—A company
has been formed at Liverpool for the purpose of
erecting a “ home " similar to the Rowton Home at
King's Cross. A site, having fronffiges to three
streets, has been secured in Bevington Bush. At
present the ground is occupied by a disused brewery
and five courts of squalid property. These will be
removed and replaced by a brick and terra-cotta
building-six stories in height, designed to accommo-
date 586 lodgers : 454 men and 132 women. The
home, which will have a frontage of upwards of
lOO ft. to Bevington Bush, and-still larger frontages
to the side streets, is to occupy an area of 2,200

square yards. It lias been designed by Messrs. C. O.
Ellison & Co., architects.

Proposed Theatre ok Varieties, Plymouth,
—This building is to be erected from the designs of
Mr. W. H. Arber (Messrs. Wimperis & Arber}, of
London, and will have a frontage of 140 ft. to

Union-street, and a frontage of imilar length in

Pha-ni.x-street.

New Co-operative Stores, Church-street.
Warrington.—New premises for the Warrington
Co-operative Society have been erected at the junc-
tion of Church-street and Fennel-street. Plans
were prepared by Mr. William Owen, architect,

and the building contract was let to Messrs. Collin
& Son. The basement of the building will he Co ft.

by 43 ft. On the ground floor there will be two
large shops for groceries and provisions, and a ware-
house in Fennel-street, with a hoist at back and
front. Over the shops there will be a warehouse
the size of the basement.
Tower, Nolton Church, Bridgend. — The

tower of Nolton Church, Bridgend, it is stated, is

to be finished and surmounted by a stone spire.

The architect who will superintend the work is

Mr. F, R, Kempson.
Board School, Marden, Kent.—Schools, to

provide accommodation for 400 children, have been
erected at Marden. There are three departments

—

for boys, girls, and infants—which are under one
roof, but each has a separate entrance. A large
central hall for the girls’ and infants’ schools has
been provided. The architect is Mr. H. J. Jeffery, of
Ashford, and the builders are Messrs. Mancktelow
Bros., Horsmorden.
Athletic Club, Edinburgh. — The George

Watson’s College Athletic Club, Edinburgh, was
recently opened. The architect was Mr. T. T.
Paterson.

Pavilion for the National Eisteddfod,
Newport.—The pavilion in which the National
Eisteddfod of the prese^it year is to be held will
occupy about one-half of the Cattle Market, New-
port, and will consist of an orchestra, surrounded
by a semicircular auditorium for 17,000 people. Mr.
G. Martin is the contractor, of Newport. Mr.
Benjamin Laurence is the architect.

Business Premises, Southampton.—Premises
for drapery, millinery, &c., have been erected on
part of the sits of Blenheim House, at the Tramwav
Junction, Southampton. The architect was Mr.
Walter Stair, of London, whilst the fittings were by
Messrs. Haskins & Company. The shop proper, on
the ground floor, has a length of about 100 ft.

County Court, &c., Offices, Warrington.—
New County Court and Inland Revenue offices are
being erected at Warrington, near the Gymnasium,
The external elevations are of red brick and buff

terra-cotta. The architect is Mr. Henry Tanner, of
Her Majesty's Office of Works, and the builders,
Messrs. Beckett & Company.
Sunday School. Old Hill, near Birmingham.

—The trustefes of the schools in connexion with the
Primitive Methodist Tabernacle, Old Hill, have
decided to adopt plans prepared by Mr. A. Ramsell,
architect, of Dudley, of a proposed new Sunday
school and class-room.
Methodist Mission Hall, Warrington.—

A

new mission-hall in Brick-street, Warrington, has
just been opened. The building is of Ruabon bricks
with York stone settings. The main hall measures
56 ft. by 33 ft., is 24 ft. high, and will accommodate
400 people. The builder was Mr. Mounfield, and
the architect Mr. Stephen Dale.
Chapel and Mission Buildings, Warrington.

—The foundation stone of St. Clement’s Chapel and
mission buildings, Bank-street, Warrington, has just

been laid. Mr. William Owen is architect, the
builders being Messrs. Richard Beckett & Co. The
main feature is to be the mission chapel, and
attached to it will be accommodation for Sunday
school, meetings, and workmen's club. The chapel
will be 46 ft. long by 31 ft. wide, with chancel in

addition, with roof averaging 35 ft. in height. The
mission room will have a length of 64 ft. and an
average width of 23 ft., as well as two class-rooms
covering an area of 34 ft. by 20 ft.

Orph.an.age Schools. Purley.—The memorial
stone of the J. R. Roberts School, Piirley, was laid

on the 24th ult. The architect is Mr. j. Kingwell
Cole, London. The new building, which is to be a
school for the boys, will cost about 7,000/.

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH, BLACKBURN. — The
new Swedenborgian Church in Anvil-street, Black-
burn, was opened recently. The new place of

worship has been erected on the site of the old
church, at a cost of about 2.250/., the material being
brick and terra-cotta. The church afiords accom-
modation for about 375 persons. Mr. Walter
Stirrup. Blackburn, is the architect.

Restor.ation of Wicken Church. Northamp-
tonshire.—This church, near Stony Stratford, was
recentlj- reopened after restoration. The east wall
of the chancel has been taken down and the chancel
lengthened. A new transept has been erected on
the south side of the chancel with new arches open-
ing out into the chancel and into the south aisle. A
new pulpit has been erected, the whole of the
church has been re-seated with new open seats

in wainscot oak, with traceried ends. The chancel
has been re-filled with new prayer desks and
choir stalls, all in carved and traceried wainscot oak,
and among the carvings of the poppy heads of the

former have been introduced the arms of the
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province of Canterbury and the diocese of Peter-

borough. The newaltarrailsareofwroughtironwork.

Tlie reredos is of oak. The contractor was Mr. H.

Martin, and the architect Mr. M. H. Holding, botli

of Northampton. Mr. S. L. Reynolds, of Northamp-

ton. executed all the carving.

New WixG, Samah:t.ax Hospital. Belfast.

—

A new wing has been added to the Samaritan

Hospital, Lisburn-road, Belfast The wing contains

two new wards, in separate stories, one above the

other. Each ward will accommodate four, or, in an

emergency five, beds, and, although accessible from

the principle stair, is cut off from tlie main building.

Each ward has a separate bathroom, lavatory, and

other accessories for its own use. In the ground

floor of the new wing are two bedrooms for

the nurses, and also a dining and sitting room
for tlieir use. In addition to the new wing,

improvements have been made in other parts of

tlie hospital. The various appliances both in this

part and the new wing were supplied by Idessrs.

Douiton & Co. and Shanks & Co. Below the

new lavatories, &c.. a dispensary has been formed.

The various works have been carried out from the

designs and under the direction of Mr. F. \V. Lock-

wood, architect, and the general contract was by

Mr. James Kidd.

Turkish Baths, Exeter.—On the .:7th ult. the

foundation stone was laid at Exeter of the Turkish

Baths, which are being erected on a site adjoining

the Rougemont Hotel. On the ground floor will be

a large cooling-room, 36 ft. by 20 ft., in which will

be placed divans, lounges, and’ dressing-boxes. The
hot rooms will be three in number. The shampooing-

room will be fitted with douche and other appliances,

and a plunge bath will be provided. ‘With the

Rougemont Hotel the Baths will be connected by a

span bridge. The architects arc Messrs. Railing &
Tonar, of Exeter.

Congregational Church, Crosby, Lanca-
shire.—The foundation stone of the new Crosby

Congregational Church was laid recently. The new
building is situate on a site at the corner of Mersey-

road and Eshe-road. In the new church there will

be accommodation for about C>$o people. Messrs.

Douglas & Fordham, of Chester, are the architects.

The estimated cost of the building is 5,700/.

Schools. Dursley, Gloucestershire. — The
contract for the Victoria Commemoration Schools

has been let to Messrs. S. Bloodwortb & Stni, con-

tractors, of Dursley, for 1,750/. This is exclusive of

the cost of the site and of the furnishing. The
schools have been designed by, and will be erecte<l

under the supervision of, Mr. Win. Paul, architect,

of Totterdown. Bristol.

Edinp-urgh Building Tr..vde.—In Edinburgh
Dean of Guild Court, on the 27th ult., there were
forty-five applications, and twenty-two of these

were granted. Warrant was granted to the Edin-
burgh Pavilion Theatre (Limited) tor the erection of

a front building at Grove-street ; the Eastern
Amateur Rowing Club to erect a boathouse at foot

of Pitt-street, Portobelio : the Royal Association fur

Incurables, to take down existing buildings at Cause-
wayside to erect chapel and mortuarv

;
James

Smiles and others, laboratory at Blandfield Works,
Lower Broughton-road

;
and to the St. Cuthbert's

Co-operative Association (Limited) to take down old

and erect new buildings at Lauriston-street.

Offices. West Harti.f.pool.—Messrs. Furness.
Withy, & Co. are making additions to their oftices at

West Hartlepool. Wlien completed the oftices will

cover twice tlie amount of space they now occupy.
The frontage in Gcorge-strect is to have an addi-
tional 50 ft., milking in all 100 ft. On the ground
fioor there will be a general office, 50 ft. bv 25 ft.,

and a number of private offices and strong rooms.
The staircase is to be of stone, with wroiight-iron
balusters. On the first floor is a dining-room.
Adjoining is a serving-room, which communicates
with the kitchen above by means of a lift. There is

also an estate office. On tlie third floor are store-
rooms, and underneath the whole of tlie building
are cellars. The whole of the work is being carried
out from designs and under the superintendence of
Messrs. Barnes & Coates, architects. West Hartle-
pool. The contractors are Messrs. Joseph Howe
& Co., of West Hartlepool.
Theatre op Varieties. Southampton.—The

foundation stone of the new Royal York Theatre of
Varieties, Southampton, has just been laid. The
new hall will be 60 ft. in width, and will have
seating accommodation for 2,200 people. The
architect is Mr, Walter Emden, of London, and
Messrs. Beer & Gash are the contractors.
Alterations at the Nottingham The.atre

Royal.—Alterations to this building are being
carried out from the designs and under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Frank Matcham, of London. Mr.
Greenman is acting as clerk of works, and the con-
tractor is Mr. Henrv Vickers, of Nottingham.

City Parish Council Offices, Aberdeen.—
Among the plans sanctioned on the 20th ult. by the
Plans Committee of Aberdeen Town Council were
those of the new oftices to be erected in Union-
terrace for the City Parish Council. The building
will occupy a site at the corner of the lane leading
from Union-terrace to Diamond-street. The ground
floor and first floor form a rusticated basement
to the second, or principal, floor, on which will
be the Council chamber. The main doorway in
the centre of the building extends to the height of
the second floor, and is formed bv two rusticated

columns, which support a carved pediment project-

ing beyond the line of the structure. A flight of

granite steps lead from the main entrance to a

vestibule. From the vestibule a staircase gives

access to the upper floors. The ground floor is

occupied by an office for tlie collector of rates, a

collector's room, porter's office, medical ofticer's

room, and dispensary. A waiting room for the

accommodation of recipients of relief leads off the

end of the vestibule. There is also a sheriff officer's

room on tlie ground floor. The apartments on the

first floor include rooms for the inspector and his

assistants, the outdoor inspector, orphan inspector,

clerks, &c. The second, or principal, floor is mainly

occupied by the Council chamber, which measures

38 ft. by 30 ft, and a large committee room. On
the seco’nd floor there are also a chairman's room,

anteroom, and waiting room, while adjoining these

are cloak rooms, &c. The attics will be used as a

residence for the caretaker, and the basement floor

as a furniture store and charter room. Hand lifts

will run from the basement to the top of the build-

ing. The plans have been prepared by Mr. A.

Marshall Mackenzie, A.R.S.A.. and the contractors

for the work arc :—Mason, Messrs. George For-

dvee & Co.
:

joiner, Messrs. Hendry Keith

;

plasterer, Messrs. Stephen & Gibb ;
plumber, Mr.

Peter Stewart
;

painter. Messrs. Jolin Mason e'i

Soa : slater, Mr. George Farqubar :
lieating, Mr,

Robert Tindall
;
ironwork, Messrs. W. M'Kinnon &

Co.
;

electric bells, &c., Messrs. Shirras, Laing /i

Co.
:
electric lighting, Mr. P. C. Middleton.

Library. Bristol.—The foundation-stone of the

St. George Public Library, to be called the Victoria

Lihrarv, was laid recently. The building will cost

about 5.000/. nr 6,000/., and it has been designed by

Mr. Frank Wills. The building will have a frontage

of 76 ft. The lending library, the librarian's

room, and the boys' department will be divided from
the main portion of the hall by arcacling of Ham
Hill stone. The building will be of Cattybrook

bricks, with Ham Hill stone dressings. Thestructure

will he heated with hot water apparatus supplied

by Messrs.
J.

Crispin & Sons, and the builders are

Messrs. W. Cowlin iK: Son.

Primitive Methodist Chapel. South Wim-
bledon.—The Primitive Methodist Chapel, which
has been erected in Quick's-road, South Wimbledon,
was opened on tlie 20th ult. The building com-
prises. besides the chapel, a lecture hall, situated .at

the rear. The former is 60 ft. long by 37 broad,

with a height from floor to ceiling of 25 ft., and will

accommodate 300 persons. The front elevation is

built of red bricks, relieved with stone dressings.and

polished granite columns with capitals. Messrs.

Bates and Pearce's hot air system will be used for

heating the chapel, and Messrs. Pickup and Co.’s

system lias been adopted for lighting and ventilating

p'urposes. Tlie lecture hall, which will accommodate
100 persons, measures 37 ft. by 20 ft., and has two
doors communicating with the chapel. The archi-

tect for the new buildings is Mr. W. Wray, of

Canning Town, and the contrncturs are Messrs-

Atkins tN Green, of West Ham.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Public Improvements, The Hartlepools.

—

On the 25th ult. Mr. F. H. Lubbock, M.Inst.C.E.,

Local Government Board Inspector, held an inquiry
into an application by the Town Council for

sanction to borrow 3,000/. for improvements at the
?ca front at Seaton Carew, 2,400/. for the purpose of

a building for County Court purposes, 425/. for tar-

paving footpaths at the park, and 405/. for the pro-
vision of a steam roller. The Surveyor (Mr. Brown)
explained the plans of the alterations and improve-
ments at Seaton Carew, and in regard to the County
Court the Town Clerk stated that the Corporation
proposed to purchase the Druids' Hall for 2,400/.,

and make the necessary alterations to fit the build-

for County Court purposes.
Sewerage Scheme, Wednesfield. — .At St.

Thomas's Schools. Wednesfield, on the 26th ult.,

Colonel W. Langton Coke, M.InstC.E., held an
inquiry on behalf of the Local Government Board
concerning the application of the Wednesfield
District Council for power to borrow 7.500/. for
sewerage works and sewage disposal. Mr. R. E. W.
Berringtnn, the engineer, explained the scheme, and
the Inspector visited the site.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Window, Falkland Church, Fifeshire.—The

large east window of this church has just been filled

with stained glass. The work has been carried out
bv Messrs. A. Ballantine & Gardiner, of Edinburgh.

’ Memorial Window. Crathie Church, Bal-
moral.—Messrs.

J.
R. Clayton & A. Bell, of London,

have just placed in the church at Crathie, Balmoral,
a window executed at the command of the Queen,
in memory of Prince Henry of Battenberg. The
work represents an angelic figure rising from the
sea. At the base is displayed the arms of the late

Prince.

Window, BR.ADFiELn Church, Yorkshire.—

a

stained-glass window has been placed in Br.adficld

Parish Church. The new window is from the
studio of Messrs. Joseph Bell & Sons, Bristol and
consists of three lights.

FOREIGN.
FrtANCE.—The Conseil Superieur des Beaux-Arts

has awarded the Salon prize to M. Desruelles,

sculptor, who exhibited a marble statue of “Job.”

and an alto-relief in plaster, “ Pastorale," at the

Palais de I’lnclustrie this vear. The jury of the

Champs Elvsees Salon h’as awarded the Marie

Bashkirtseff'prize to AI. G. Lemaitre for his picture

“ Derniers Beaux Jours." The Champs Elysces

Salon doses on June lo, the Champ de Mars on

June 30. The Ecole ties Beaux-Arts, which was
closed by the Government on account of the sad

incident already mentioned by the Biiilticr, will be

reopened on June 14. The new Pont Mirabeau

will be inaugurated on July 13 by the President;

also the Hospice Boncicaut. A monument in

honour of Eugene Delacroix, the painter, is to be

inaugurated some time during this month. It has

been erected bv the Conseil General de la Seine.

This monument, wliich has been executed under

the direction of Jacques Lequeux, architect, consists

of a stele, which is ornamented with a palm, a

palette, and brushes, in bronze, for which the

sculptor, M. Hcrmlea, made the model. On the

stele will be placed the bust of the painter, modelled

after that made by M. Daloii for the Jardin dii

Luxembourg. M. Bertone, architect. Grand Prix

de Rome, has just received the Prix Jarry and the

pension founded bv the Comtesse de Caen, on his

leaving the Villa Medici. This pension, which lasts

three years, is given with the Prix Jarry to the pupil

who has fulfilled all tlie demands imposed on the

competition for the Prix de Rome. The Ecole

des Beaux-Arts at Algiers will shortly be rebuilt at

an expense of about a million francs, opposite the

future Hotel de la Prefecture, which is to be built
^

on the esplanade Bab-el-Oued. The State will bear
^

a part of tiie cost. .A new line of railway is

shortly to be begun between Dieppe and
1

Havre by Canv, Ourville, and Fecamp. M.

Charles Babet, member of the Union Syndicate des
,

Architectes Frani;ais, has just been elected Architect i

to the town of Cannes in place of the late M. Xavier J

Ferrand. The building of the terminus station on
|

the Ciieinin de Fer cl’Orlcans, which was to have
i

been erected on the site of tlie Cour des Comptes.
|

has been rejected bv tlie AInnicipal Council of Paris
|

bv 54 votes against’iJ. Nevertheless, this important
,

question has been actually submitted to the Chamber
,

of Deputies, the niajorilv of whom seem favourable *

to tlie scheme. The death of the Jewish paintcr

Edouard Brandon, at the age of 6<i years, is

announced. He was a pupil of Picotand Montforcl,

and made a speciality of synagogue scenes. He
exhibited this vear a number of pictures and draw-

ings reproduced from Jewish and Italian types.

Germany.—

I

t .appears that a special commission '

has been formed at Berlin with a view of framing *

new regulation.s for the protection of assembly
j

rooms and pub^c halls under the auspices of the
\

Government, and that the whole of the places of
j

entertainment throughout Prussia are to be cart-
|

fully examined, and reports will be sent into the .

Government- .A monument to Prince Bismarck

was unveiled in the Grunewakl, near Berlin, last

munlh. The e.x-Chancellor is represented in civilian

attire, and the statue measures nearly 8 ft. in height,

standing on a granite pediment of about 7 ft. The
sculptor is Herr Max Klein. The sale of the old

Botanical Gardens in the Poisdammer suburb of

Berlin will considerably influence the value of

suburban property, for there will be about 115,000

square metres of building land coming into the

market (after the deduction of nearly 2,500 square

metres for new thoroughfares, the regulation of

frontages, &c.). At the present time about 15/. per

square metre has been paid for freeholds on main

thoroughfare.s in this district, and about half the

amount on roads of minor importance. Forty-eight

thousand metres of tlie Botanical Gardens will be

reserved as a small municipal park, this part of the

site having been sold for a nominal sum to the city

of Berlin. As the Municipality is to spend nearly

JOOjOOo/. on this park and the surrounding roads, it

is expected that an average of 10/. per square

metre will be paid for the various plots. This

would mean that the Government will make
about 700,000/. by the itransaction. The
Pcitsdammer bridge is being carried out with all

despatch
;

the structure consists of two parallel

bridges, with a well of some few feet width between,

the two. The bridges will be of considerable archi-

tectural pretension, and the plastic decorations will

be carried out by the leading sculptors. It is not

unlikely that Berlin will shortly have an under-

ground railway, or, as it is officially called by the

Berlin authorfties, an “ under-pavement railway.”

This railway will be worked by electricity and laid

on similar lines to that at Bnda-Pesth. The con-

tractors who are taking the matter np are Messrs.

Siemens & Halske. The idea is to connect the

centre of the citv near the castle of the Potsdammer

district. Both the Government and Emperor have

sanctioned the scheme. The suburb of Cbar-

lottenburg is to have an important Town Hall ; a

site has been selected for it in one of the principal

thoroughfares known as the Berlin High-road. It

will have a frontage of nearly 200 ft., and the com-

petition which has been opened for its design allows

for premiums to the extent of 1,250/. Several

commissions have been given by the Emperor for a

set of monuments which are to be erected in the
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Victory-avenue. The scheme, taken as a whole
will be a very imposing one, and the Emperor has
carefully selected his sculptors. Elberfeldt is also

to have a monument to the ex-Chancellor Bismarck,
and Professor Brunow, of Berlin, has just completed
the model which will show the figure of Bismarck
nearly twice life-size, standing on a tall pedestal.

The monument is to be ready by April i, 1S98.

Austria.—

T

he memorial to Maria Theresa was
unveiled at Presburg last month hy the Emperor
of Austria. In connexion with the regulation of

the Danube Canal at Vienna, considerable works arc

to be taken in hand for a proposed harbour for the

inland water-wav traffic. The Municipality has
now finally decided to sanction two new electric

tramways running from the city into tlie suburbs,

and we understand that Messrs. Siemens & Halske
are tlie contractors. A large fountain by the

sculptor Hellmer, on the Michacl’s-place, has now
been completed Tliere have been frequent dis-

turbances of late at Vienna in connex.\ni with the
building trade, and one firm of contractors alone has

recently had to lock out 1.500 men owing to certain

<!iffercnces. A general strilce is expected in tlie

course of this vear. The Municipality of Vienna
is having some difficulty witli the \Vienthal reser-

voir and waterworks in Tullnerbach. A Commis-
sioner of Experts has been lately examining these
works, and ha.s declare<l them to be dangerous, and
it appears that there is a considerable clifiiciilty in

remedying the defects.

Kimberley.—

J

ust now there is a regular building
hi tom going on in Kimberley. Xew brick houses are
rising up in all directions in and around the town.
The days of tin shanties are departing.

—

Wital
Mercury.

MISCELLANEOUS. -

Professional Business Announcements.

—

The firm of Aldam Heaton Co., Bloomsbury-
atreet, will open in a few days a branch
establishment at 89, Mount-street, Grosvenor-
square, with show rooms for the exhibition of

designs and decorative furnishing work, ^Messrs.

Widncll & Trollope, surveyors, have removed from
* 3. Parliament-street, to Broad Sanctuary Chambers,
Tothill-strect. Westminster.
Appointment,—

M

r. A. A. Garside. who has been
chief assistant to Mr.

J.
A. B. Williams, of Cardiff,

has just been selected by the Corporation of Sheffield

ns assistant engineer for the Little Don Valley
Works.
Tenements and Lodging-Houses. Man-

chester.—

O

n the 25th lilt., at the Manchester
Town Hall, Colonel J. T. Marsh held an inquiry on
behalf of tlie Local Government Board with regard
to the application of the Corporation for permission
to borrow money for the purpose of erecting
tenement dwellings and a lodging-house. It is

estimated that the new buildings will cost about
75.000/, but as the Corporation has surplus
borrowing power the Board was only asked to

sanction the raising of 23,000/. It is proposed to

erect tenement dwellings in the neighbourhood of

Oldliam-street, Chester-street, and Pott-street, and a
lodging-house for men in Harrison-street. Mr.
Alderman Walton Smith (Chairman of the Sanitarj’

Committee) spoke in support of the application. He
said that the total number of persons displaced in

Manchester by the various improvement and recon-
struction schemes was 2,584, and provision had been
made for 1,296. Therefore provision was still

required for 1,288 persons. Mr. T. de Courcy
Me.ade. City Surveyor, explained to Colonel Marsh
the plans of the proposed buildings. Other evidence
liaving been given, Colonel Marsh visited the
different areas referred to.

Library. &c., Birmingham.—

C

olonel W. Lang-
ton Coke, one of the inspectors of the Local
Government Board, attended at the Council House,
Birmingham, on the 25th ult, to hold an inquiry
relative to the application of the City Council for
sanction to borrow 1,500/. for the alteration and
e.xtension of the Deritend Branch Library, and 600/.

for laying out the land adjoining Cannon Hill Park
recently presented to the city by Mr.

J. C. Holder.
Air. J. A. Cossins (Messrs. Cossins, Peacock. &
Bewlay) produced and explained plans which he
had prepared for the extension. Subsequently the
inspector visited the sites in question.
The Joseph Thomson Memorial.—

T

his memo-
rial is now nearly completed, and it is proposed
that it should be unveiled at Thomson's native town,
Thornhill, near Dumfries, on Tuesdav, June S. The
memorial, which has been designed by the sculptor,
Mr. Charles M'Bride, of Edinburgh, is of Classical
<lesign, and is in the form of a truncated obelisk
pedestal. The four sides are panelled. One is

occupied by a bas-relief representing a female figure
of Fame uplioldingamap of Africa, with palm trees,

and Mount Kilima-Njaro in the background. The
pedestal is further decorated with masks represent-
ing the heads of lions. The whole is surmounted by
a bust in bronze of Joseph Thomson.

—

Ediiibiifgh
Evening Dispatch.

The Brick Trade of Worksop.—

I

t is indeed
many years since the brick-making trade was in so
flourishing a condition as at present, and there is

every prospect that it will continue for a con-
siderable time, because of the number of new
buildings in course of erection, and the proposed
Iniildingof otherj. Indeed in all parts of the town

the building fever is raging, and it would be a hard
matter to predict anv abatement .—Rclfoni Times.

The Nottingham Water Supply.—

T

he Not-
tingham Borough Authorities have found it neces-
sary to issue a notice to the inhabitants requesting
them to avoid using water except ivhere abso-
lutely necessary, as the present demand upon the
sources of supply for the town and district largely

exceeds the yield of all the wells now belonging to

the undertaking. The notice adds that unless an
immediate reduction of such demand is made, there
will be a failure of water within a few days, and
consumers will liave to he put upon a short supply.
The Works and Ways Committee have decided to

discontinue watering tlie streets. Since the issue of

the notice, liowever, there has been a good deal of

JUBILEE Decorations. —The Lincrusta-Walton
Co. send us some illustrations of decorations pre-
pared in their well-known material, including a
medallion portrait of the Queen, the Royal Arms,
and other heraldic insignia.

THE BLACKWALL TUNNEL.—The following is an
nfttcial list of the principal sub-contractors wlio exe-

cuted work at tlie Blackwall Tunnel, which was
opened recently bj’ the Prince of Wales. We did
not receive the list in time to print it last week :

—

All castings for tunnel lining ; 'The British Hydraulic
Foundry Co., Glasgow ; shield and permanent
pumps for clrain-age : Messrs. Easton, Anderson, &
Goolden. Erith

;
wrought-iron and steel caisson for

shafts ; The Thames Iron Works, London
;
h3-draulic

rams for shield : Messrs. Tannet, Walker dt Co.,

Leeds
;
air-compressing plant : Messrs. Walker Bros.,

Wigan, The Ingersole Sergeant Drill Co., J. Slee & Co.,

Glasgow, and The Haslam Engineering Cn. ; white
glazed bricks

: John Hall & Co.. Stourbridge, Joseph
Brook & Son. Halifax, and The Farulev Iron Co.,

Leeds
;
whiteglazecl tiles i^Messrs. T. & R. Boote, Bur-

slem : red bricks : High Brooms Brick Co., Tunbridge
Wells

;
polished granite, granite setts, and granite

kerb
: John Fyfe, Aberdeen

;
granite channel and

York paving : Messrs. .A, it J. Manuelle, London
;

asphalte paving : The Val cle Travers Asphalte Cn. ;

cement : J. Bayley, White Bros., it Co., Gillingham,
and

J. C. Barron iS Co.. London
;
hydraulic and steam

pipes, &c. : Messrs. Lloyd & Llo\‘d, Birmingham
;

hydraulic lime for grouting : Messrs. Greaves, Bull,

& Lakin, Warwick ; boilers : Messrs. Darg, Paxman.
& Co., Colchester, and J. Penman & Co., Glasgow.
The entrance houses were built b\' Messrs. Dove
Bros., London. The contractors for the electric

light installation were :—Electric lighting: Messrs.
Laing, Wharton, & Downs

;
incandescent lamps :

Edison it Swan Electric Light Co.
;

boilers for
electric lighting : Messr,s. Fraser it Fraser, Bromlej’-
b^'-Bow.

'Bishop’s Chair, St. John the Evangelist's
Church, Walton.—

T

he new Bishop's chair, which
has just been placed within the sanctuary of St.

Joliii the Evangelist’s Church, Walton, has been
designed by Mr. C. E. Deacon, architect, of Liver-
pool. The new episcopal chair is framed in massive
English oak. The back is carried high, terminating
with a crocketted gable. Within the tympanent is

a shield bearing the arms of the see of Liverpool,
surmounted b\’ a bishop's mitre. In the back rail,

amidst carved foliage, occurs the date, 1897. The
addition has been made b\' Messrs. Harrj' Hems &
Sons, of Exeter.
The SiddOns Statue.—

T

he Siddons Memorial
Committee met on the 29th ult. at Paddington
Vestry Hali. when arrangements were made for
unveiling, on Mondaj’, the 14th of this month, the
new statue of Mrs. Sarah Siddons, executed bj- Mr.
Chavilland according to a design approved by the
late Lord Leighton. The Vestry have given a site

for the memorial on Paddington-green, within a few
3'ards of Paddington’s old cemetery-.

Lancashire Federation of Building Trade
Employers.—

T

he fourth half-yearly meeting of this

Association was held at Burnle\% on the ist inst
The President. Mr. Cunliffe, Bolton, was in the
chair, nnd there was a large attendance of represen-
tatives. Tlie minutes of tlie last meeting were read
and confirmed,and the President moved the adoption
of the report. The Secretary’s report stated that
one local association at Warrington had joined
during the half year, but as two of their smaller
branches had become for a time disorganised the
strength of the Federation remained about the same
as before. The relations with the operatives were
reviewed at some length. The report was adopted
and ordered to be printed and circulated ; and the
treasurer's accounts, which showed a large balance
in favour of tiie Federation, were presented and the
balance sheet approved. Mr. James Storrs, of Staly-
bridge, was unanimously elected President for the
ensuing year; Mr. W. Cunliffe, Bolton, Vice-Presi-
dent : Mr.

J.
H. Thompson. Burv, lion, treasurer

;

and Messrs. W. Shepherd, Rochdale, and
J. Tinline,

Bury, hon. auditors. The Secretary, Mr. John
Tomlinson, Preston, whose two years' term of office

expired, was unanimously re-elected for a similar

period. The New Emplbj-ers' Liability Bill was
considered, and if was deemed advisable that the
executive should take into consideration the best

means of protecting the members, either by the
formation of an Accident Insurance Companj' on
mutual lines, or b\' endeavouring to obtain more
favourable terms for federated employers.
Penrhyn Slate Quarries.—

W

e regret to find

that the strike at the Penrhyn Quarries seems as far

as ever from a settlement. Up to last Saturday both
sides were sanguine about coming to an agreement,
but the tone adopted at the Betliescia meeting, and sub-
sequent disturbances by some of the least responsible
of the men at the head agent’s house, have widened
the breach considerablv. So far the trade has not
suffered from the reduced supply of slates as much
as might have been expected, the rise in the price of
bricks and other causes having delaj’ed building
operations

;
and foreign slates are not making tlie

headway their sellers anticipated, partly owing to
the prejudice against them on account of had quality
in the past, and parti}’ owing to merchants being
required to buy before tliey are landed, and so
having no remedy for breakage, short count, &c.
Examinations in Cakbentry and Joinery.

—

The Carpenters' Company hold their annual ex-
amination in these subjects this month. A large
number of candidates is expected.
The Late Mr. C.

J.
Phipp.s.—

M

r. T. E.
Knighticy writes to deny that the Queen's Hall was
carried out under his and the late Mr. Phipps'.s
joint supervision, as stated in our obituary notice of
the latter. He slates that Mr. Pliipps had retired
from participation in the work before the building
was actually commenced.

PROPOSE!) SCOTTISH NATIONAL BUILDING
Trades Feueration. — A meeting of delegates
representing seven trades connected with the build-
ing industry of Scotland was lield in the Trades
Hall, Glasstord-strect, recently, for the purpose of
forming a Scottish National Building Trades Federa-
tion. At a conference held on February 13 a com-
mittee was appointed to draft rides for the basis of
sucli a federation. The following trades were re-
presented :—.Amalgamated joiners, slaters, painters,
glaziers, bricklayers, plumbers. National Labourers’
Union, and one delegate from the Associated Joiners.
The sawmill operatives and the tile hn’ers sent in

notices of willingness to join the federation. Mr.
Jiilin Hardie (painters). Glasgow, was elected chair-
man of tile conference, and Mr. T. Anderson (Amal-
gamated Joiners), Glasgow, was elected secretary.
The proposed rules as drawn iqi by the committee
were submitted, and it was agreed to establish a
Scottish National Building Trades Federation, and
that the rules as submitted be the basis of the
federation for the first year. A committee was ap-
pointed to complete the business of the past con-
ferences, and convene tlie first annual meeting of the
federation to be held in Glasgow on the third
Saturday of August, at which tlie Executive Council
of the federation is to be elected.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Carpenters' Dispute, London.—

T

he car-
penters employed in the erection of many of the
stands along the line of route of the Jubilee pro-
cession have, it is stated, forwarded a demand to

the masters for an increase of wages amounting to

20 per cent. The three Carpenters' Unions to which
the men are affiliated have refused to sanction the
demand, but, notwithstanding this fact, the work-
men employed on the stands at Charing Cross and
St. Martin's-in-the-Fields came out on strike, as we
announced last week, in consequence of the masters
declining to grant the incre.ase in wages. The
movement has threatened, it is stated, to become
general, and the majority of the masters have
decided to pay their men is. per hour and is. 4d.

overtime. The men engaged at Charing Cross
decided to resume work, the masters having given
an assurance that the demand made by their em-
ployes would be favourably considered.

The Plymouth Building Strike.—

A

t a large
meeting of masons in the Co-operative Hall,
Plymouth, on the 25th ult., a deputation of four
members from the Master Builders' Association
attended for the purpose of treating, if possible,

with the men, they having given notice for
id. an hour advance in wages in October, and
alterations in rules in tlieir code. The masters
offered at the meeting a rise of jd. in Octo-
ber, the 12 o'clock rule on S.aturday, half an
hour for breakfast throughout the year, and half

an hour for dinner during December and January,
and one hour for the rest of the year. With regard
to the other proposed rules of the new code affect-

ing apprentices, the worked-stone and tied-work
questions, the delegates from the Master Builders'
Association had nothing to submit. The meeting
deckled not to accept the offer of tlie employers,
chiefly on the ground that they had not considered
the code of rules in its entirety, the masters pro-
posals being looked upon as premature. Certain of

the rules ignored by the masters are held by the
masons to be worth contending for.

Building Tr.ades, Staffordshire,—

T

he build-

ing trade is good in all the Pottery towns, and there
are no operative bricklayers or joiners out of work
at the northern end of the district, but a small per-
centage is unemployed at the Stoke end. There arc
no large contracts on hand as yet in the district, but
an enormous business is being done in artisans'

dwellings. This is particularly noticeable at

Burslem, for, in the neighbourhood of the park, a
new town is growing rapidly. The painters are
still out on strike, and so far tliere are no signs of a
settlement, the employers’ offer of arbitration

having been refused by the operatives. This is un-
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fortuirate. for if the Board of Trade liad been

asked to appoint an arbitrator, tliere is no doubt

that an able and conscientious man would have been

selected, and a settlement might have been effected

in the same manner as the bricklayers and joiners

ditticulty. At Crewe the building trade is good, but

a dispute has occurred as to wages. At Leek, trade

is good, and at Stah'ord there are no operatives out

of work.

—

StiJJhnhliin' Sfiitiiicl.

JOINERS' STRIKE, WHISTON. LANCASHIRE.— A

settlement of the strike of the joiners employed at

the new Whiston Irlirmary was eftected on the aSth

ult. Representatives of the men and masters had a

conference at the North-Western Hotel. Livi^pool.

Mr. Willink.of the firm of Messrs. Willmk & Thick-

ncsse. architects, Liverpool, acting as arbitrator, when

it w.as decided that the men were in the Liverpool dis-

trict. and as a consequence they have resumed

work at od. per hour, instead of 8J^d. as hitherto.

THE Carlisle Joiners’ Strike.—

A

meeting of

the Masters’ Association was held recently at the

Viaduct Hotel, Carlisle, when it was decided to ad-

here to the offer previously made to the men. namely,

to increase their w.ages from 7 hi'd. to 7 Jid. an hour

and to reduce the hours to forty-seven a week in

winter, and to advertise for men to fill the vacant

places. A master joiner in the city, who is not a

member of the Masters’ Association, has agreed, it

is stated, to employ some of the men on strike at

Sd. an hour.

The Building Strike in Ipswich.—

T

here is no

change to report in regard to this strike. Some of

the men have left Ipswich for various large commer-

cial centres.

The Reigate and District Building Tr.ide

Strike.—

T

he carpenters and joiners, bricklayers

and labourers, who went out on strike a few weeks

ago. in consequence of their employers having

refused (1) a demand for increased wages at the rate

of a penny per hour all round ;
and (2) to accept a

code of Trade Union rules based upon those now in

force in London, have returned to work. The men s

committee received a suggestion from one of the

master builders with a view to effecting a compromise.

The committee according proposed to the Secre-

tary of the Masters' Association that the

men should receive an halfpenny per liour increase,

and start work immediately, and' that on September i

they should receive a further halfpenny, and on the

same date the masters to recognise a code of working

rules. The masters met, and it was decided to offer

the men “a halfpenny increase in full settlement of

their claims.” A meeting of the men took place

subsequently, and it was resolved, by a large

majority, to’accept the master’s offer.

LEGAL.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL AND THE
ROWTON HOUSES.

-An interesting point w.is raised in a case which
was decided on the 25th ult. in the Lambeth Police-

court. The London County Council applied for

penalties against Rowton Houses (Limited) for not

obeying a notice served upon them by the Council
under the London Building Act, 1894, Section 14.

The building in respect of which the complaint
arose was Rowton Houses. Churchyard-row,
Newington. Mr. Hopkins said there was no
dispute about the facts

;
it was admitted that every

fact necessary to raise the question must be found
against the defendants. The allegation which con-

cerned him was that the defendants' building was
so high as to infringe the last proviso but
one of Sub-section 5 of Section 13 of the
London Building Act, 1894, and if that proviso
applied the building was certainly too high by many
feet. If. say, the Gordon Hotels Company had done
exactly what the defendants had done in the matter,

and. after complying with the requirements of the
statute, as the defendants complied with them, had
erected on that very site one of their palaces, he
thought it must be admitted that they might have
gone to any height they pleased.and that no question

'

could have arisen as to the height under the proviso. 1

because the Gordon Hotels could not be said to be
within it. For all the purposes of the London Build-
ing .Act he could see no possible dilference between,
say, the Gordon Hotels Company building, a rich
man's hotel, and Rowton Houses. Limited, building,

a poor man’s hotel. He was strongly of opinion
that all the real merits were with the defendants,
and he dismissed the summonses. Mr. Hopkins
allowed 15/. 15s. costs.

—

Times.

MEETINGS.
Friday, June 4.

Institution.—Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S.,
on Signalling through Space without Wires." 9 p.m.

Saturday, Junes.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—Visit to Torphi-

chen Church.
Incorporated Association oj MuniciJ/al and County

Engineers.—.Meeting at Eastbourne.

Wednesday, June 9.

Northern Architectural Association. — Visit to the
Leeds Steel Works, Limited, to view the manuTacture of
Steel in iis various processes, from the Or; to th? finished
Gieder.

Thursday, June 10.

Society /o* the Encouragement of the Fine Arts .

—

Third Convers.iaione, to be held in the Courts of the

Museum of Science .and Art, South Kensington. 8.50

^ Royal /tu.-'tVtt/wt.—Professor Dewar on Liquid -Air

as an Agent of Research.” III. 3 p.m.

Saturday. June 12.

hicorporaicd Association of Municipal and County
Engineers.—Meeting at Llandudno.

RECENT PATENTS :

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

8,8^2.—Manipulating Ventilators, Sashes, &c. :

y. i;.' /r/r/zter-.—Relates to a method of operating ventila-

tors, sashes, doors, &c., placed in positions not easily

accessible. Inventor conveys the necessar>' power by a

liquid or gaseous fluid, conveyed through pipes, and
acting on a piston moving in a cylinder.

9iic.4._SLiuiNr, AND Swinging Wooden Sashes:
ir. Nicholson.—In windows of the type specified, ttie

inventor pivots to sash two sliding stiles, in combination

with a bolt ad.apted to be moved to secure stile against

sliding in window frame and suffer sash to be swung on its

pivot or conversely to he moved so that_ sliding stiles are

free to move, but sash is secured from swinging.

50,620.

—

Roofini; Plates ok Sheets: Alfred f P.

Whitaker.—In roofing plates of steel, iron, or other metal,

inventor provides each plate with .an tipwardly projecting

flange at one edge, and at opposite edge a groove to

recive such flange of another plate so that inter-locking is

.secured.

13^-, A.—Fasteners for Windows : A . Broion and
.‘inothcr.— Relates to fasteners for fanlights, &c., in which
a catch and locking-plate are employed. Inventor adopts

a cam for the withdrawal of a spring bolt on a cord being

obliquely pulled.

22,486.—Kilns for Bricks, Pottery, &c. : IF. F.

Mason.—Inventor claims in such kilns the combination of

side air fluesand side gas flues, .supplied with air .and gas
from separate flues, such supply being regulated by valves

or dampers.

4,840.

—

Testing Drain Piles : L. Moses.—Cl.aim con-

sists in a method of discovering and locating leaks by the

employment of cold fumes produced by volatile chemic.als

forced into the pipes by pneum.atic pressure.

4,920.

—

Tiles FOR Kiln Floors: B. E. Baily .— In

floors of small kilns, &c.. where the T Joists used are
inverted and tiles rest on flanges, the inventor proposes to '

furm tiles with undercut edges, so that they come into

more intimate contact with the girder.

8,228.

—

Anti-Rattling Device for Windows: J.H.
Haskett.— Inventor adopts .a couple of rollers fixed in

window frame by side of sash and pressing against it

sufficiently tight to prevent rattling while permitting free

movement.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

May 17.— 12,525, Stokes and Others, Joints for

Brick, Cement, Slone, or Wood .Arches, Rings, Slabs, or
Blocks.— 12,541, J. Stevenson, Self-acting Window
Fastener.—12,155, G. Phillips, Window F.ostener.

—

12,200, G. Hunt. Platform for Use with Ladders, &c.

May 18.—12,241, E. Waddington, Brick Making.

—

12,242, A. Fordyce, Fireproof Construction.—12,255, J-
Postle, Controlling the .Movements of Doors.— 12,272, H.
Hope, Fastener for Window Casements. — 12,285, L
Heaton and Others, Parquetry Floors, &c.— 12.289,
Hoffmann, Door Lock.—12,307, D. Evans and J. Jone.s,
Window Sash Fastener,- 12,308, E. Nash, Window Sash
Fasteners.— 12,310, J. .Alston, Window Sash Fasteners.—
12,312, W. Garnham, Window Sash Fastener.— 12,335, C.
Reichert, Adjustable Saw-filing Guides.

May 19.— 12,351, B. Bridgwater, Chimney Tops.

—

12,384, F. -Allen, Gate Latch or Fastener. — 12,414, G.
Wooliiscroft and H. Todd, Brick and Tile Making
Machines.—r2,423, J. Dixon, Electric Bell Pu.shes, &c.

May 20.-12,47:. J. Bull, Panic or Analogous Bolt for
the Doors of Theatres and other Public Buildings.— 12,472,
V. Mahler, Opening and Closing Windows.— 12,475, A.
Wragg and others, Dies for Making Bricks, &c.— 12,478,
R. Chamberlain, Sash Cord Fastenings.—12,492, A. Holden,
Mixture for Whitewashing, Distempering, &c.— 12,500, G.
Janeway, Window Fastener.— 12.537, E. and A. Hobman,
Kilns or Ovens for Burning or Drying Bricks, Tiles, &c.
12,552, A. and C. Milinaire Bent, Metal Sheets for Roofs,
Floors, Partitions, Girders, &c.

May 21.-712,563, J. Scaife and R. Wood, Conveyers for
Wood Working Machines. —12,570, W. Maguire, Decorating
Tiles, 8:c.

May 22.—12,674, A. Cashin, Securing Door-Knobs to
their roses.— 12,677, F- Collins, Hinges for Doors, Windows,
&c.—12,699, J- Johnsons, Movable Partitions for Stables,
&c.— 12,702, R. Griffiths and A. P.alnier, Window Sashes
and Frames.— 12,706, J. Duckett & Son, Limited, and J.
Duckett, Water-closets.—12,717, W. ^Iorinau, Window
Sash Fastener.— 12,719, E. 'Thomas, Sash Fastener.

—

12,720, S. Francis, Sash Fastener.—12.722, J. Cracker,
Sash Fasteners.— 12,724, G. Aikman, Sash Fasteners.

—

12,725. R. Price, Sash Fastener.—12,743, G. Hall, Mi.ving
Plaster and Cement by Machinery.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

9i’37. J- Seward, Combined Latch and Bolt for Doors,
Windows, Stc.—79,622, H. Craig, Syphon Water Closets.

—

10,329, E. Martin. Gulley Traps, &c.— 10,479, Godfrey,
Sewer Traps for W’.aste Pipes, &c.—10,493, R. Armitage
and J. Cobb, Kilns for Manufacturing Bricks.—10,610,
W. Wakfer, Wedges to Prevent the Rattling of Sashes.

—

10,683, H. Braun and R. Gross, Portable Door Fastener.
—10,878, M. Holt, Sliding Windows, &c.— 10,912, W.
Tilimanns, Iron Roof.— 10,984, P. Hulburd, Catch or
Fastening for Doors, &c.— 11.038, 1. Parsons, Window
Fastener.—11,050, J. Robb, Door Handles.—ri,o69, T.
Wat-son, Roofs or Coverings for Brick-kilns.—11,093, W
David, Sash Fasteners.— 11,136, C. Calloch, B.ind Saws.—
11,258, A. Martyn. Sheet Material as a Substitute for
Glass.—11,343, R. .Ayre and Craven Dunnill S: Co., Ltd
Pottery Kilns or Ovens.— 11,354, J. Golding, Tiles,—

; 11.365, T. Jamieson, Ventilators.— 11,494, F. Lynde,

Lavatories, Baths, &c.— J- Thompson, Dust
Excluder and Ventilator for Sliding Windows.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED..

Open to oppositionfor two months.

11,392, E. Fletcher and others, Fastener for Down
Spouts, &c.— 12,026, J. Fldmundson, Sanitary Appliaiicis.
— 13,765, G. Ridout, Window Sashes and Frames.— 13,684,
R. Walbrook and A. Wells, Apparatus for Coating Sur-
face.s with Paint. &c.—16,938, K. Sutherland, Window
Sashes.—1.384, W. Goodman and C. Soar, Sockets of
Pipes for Sewerage and other purposes.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY :

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

May 18.—By W. Rolfe (at Mason’s Hall
Tavern).

Oxford-st.—South Molton-st., “The Bridd.ayers’
.Arms” p.-h., u.t. 16 yrs., r. 120/., with good-
will .iCs.SSo

By Balch & Balch (at Camden Town).
Holloway.—20, Penn-rd. Villas, u.t. 45 yrs., g.r.

8/., r. 40/. 375.
16, Crown-ter., u.t. 58 yrs., g.r. 4/., r. 28/. 230
229, Tuffnell Pk-rd., u.t. 72 yrs., g.r. 7/. los., r.

42''- los 45S
By Rendf.ll & Sy.mons (at Toine.s).

Harherton
,
Devon.—“Austin’s Close” and 5 a.

2 r. 27 p., f 1,500-

By Thomas & Buttuidge (at Bir-
mingham.

Handsworth, Staffs. — Rookery-rd., The “ Far
Croft ” Estate, 45 a. o r. 4 p., f. is.Soo

Rookery-rd., a plot of building land, 2 r. 38 p., f. 5001

By Garkod, Tuunek, n Son (at Ipswich).

Creeling St. Peter, iicc., Suffolk.
—

“ Roydon Hall,”

and 177 a. 3 r. II p., f. 3!35'>

Stowupland, iic., Suffolk.
—

“ Mill St. Farm,” 27 a.

3 r. 27 P-. f. and c 265
By ti. Marsden (at Wirksworth).

Wirksworth, Derby.—Greeiihill, four houses and
ale stores, area 671 yds., f. 580-

hlay 19.—By Douglas Young.
Wandsworth.—18, St. John's-rd., f., r. 175/. i,6oo-

Ilford.—3, 4, and 6, Cranbrook-rcl., f., r. 160/. .... 3,000
Warlinghain, Surrey.—Wcsthail-rd., four plots of

land, f. 450
By Foster & Cranfield.

Hackney.—194 and 196, Amhurst-rd., u.t. 40 yrs.,

g.r. 16/. 13s. 4d, r 125/. 1,400-

71 and 73, iJowns Pk.-rd., u.t. 50 yrs., g.r. 16/.,

r. 130/. 1,500
Croydon.— 143 to 153 (odd), Brigslock-rd., f., r.

405/. 6,390
By J. F. Stonehewer.

Westminster.— 17, Dacre-st., f., e.r. iiof. 2,220
By Langridce & Freeman.

Victoria Pk.—Wansbeck-rd., f.g.r.’s of 35/. 10s.,

reversion in 68 yrs 750
Shepherd’s Bush.—Richford-st., f.g.r. of 7/., rever-

sion in 73 yrs soo-

By E. W. Richardson & Son.
East Barnet.—Oakleigb Pk., “ Trevor Hal! ’’ and

3a. 27. Sp., f. 4,150-

Finchley.—Hendon-lane, “Malabar House,” u.t.

73 yfS’, 32^- 2,200-

By Osmond Bostock.
East Ham.—3 to 13 (odd), Rutland-rd., u.t. 98

>TS., g.r. 30/. 940
By H. Duke & Son (at Bndnon).

Netherbury, Dorset.—“ Pine Apple Farm,” 97 a.

3 r. 36 p., f. ; 3,800
Netherbury, &c., Dorset.—“ Bidlake Farm,”

146 a. I r. 28 p., f. 4,000
By Wyatt & Son (at Chichester).

Hunston, Sussex. — A freehold meadow, 3 a.

2 r. 20 p 305-

By T. W. Muskett (at Wood Green).

Edmonton.—Grosvenor-rd., .six building plots 150
^ Southgate.—80 and 82, .Avenue-rd., u.t. 97
yrs., g.r. ic/. 380-

Barnsbury.—54 and 56, Wellington-rd., u.t. 46 yrs.,

g.r. 13/. 425-

By Woods & Snelling (at St. Mary Cray).

St. Mary Cray, Kent.—Lawrence’s-y.ard, 4 cot-

tages, f. 260
Orpington, Kent.— i to 5, Fiona-pl., f., r. 78/. .... 900

By Hei’I-er & Sons (at Leeds).

Leeds.— 13, Rockingham-st., f. 465-

,
St. James-st., and 2, 3, and 4, Scholes-yard, f. 460

By John BoTT(at Herne Bay).

Herne Bay, Kent.—Central Av., &c., 28 plots of

building land, f. 1,140-

Sea-st., hotel corner .site, f. 295.

By F. PiTTis & Son (at Sandown).

Sandown, I.W.—York-rd., f.g.r. 20/. tas., rever-

sion in 972 yrs .£480-

Bridger-st., i.g.r. log/. 6s., u.t. 858 yrs., g.r. 11/. 2,050

Fori-st., three cottages, u.t. 800 yrs., g.r. is.,

r. 27/. 6s 175

51, High-st., f., r. 62/. 1,200

May 20.—By Vidler, Son, & Clements (at Dover).

Alkham, &c., Kent.—Bushey Rough and Chilton

Farm, 44 a. i r. 2 p., f. - 5, 75®'

Enclosures of land, with cott.age and buildings,

21 a. 2 r. 23 p., f 310
Four enclosures of land, 7 a. 3 r. 4 p i6o-

By Tootell & Sons (at Maidstone).

East Mailing, Kent—Enclosure of building land,

0 a. 3 r. 4 p., f. 150
By Fowler, Pe.mberton, & BEWLAY(at Birmingham).

Sutton Coldfield, Warwick.— “ The White House
Farm,” 76 a. i r. 38 p., f. 3i9oo

“ Falcon Lodge ” and 86 a. 3 r. 13 p., f. 3,7°°
“The Lingridge Field,” 4 a. 2 t. 24 p., f 190
“ Church Grove Farm," 127 a. 2 r. 15 p., f. 4,800

Reddicap Heath-rd., enclosures of building land,

13a. 2 r. i2p., f. 920
Hurley, Warwick.—Three freehold farms, 189 a.

1 r. 25 p 7,10°

A plot of building land, area 450 yds., f. 100

An enclosure of arable, 6 a. i r. 5 p., f. 200

By Senior & Godwin (at Blandford).

Mansion, Dorset.—The Manston Farm, 98a. or.

25 p., f. 7»3°°'
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—S;ilil)u>y-rd., The Nurserie)?,lilandford, Dorset.-
_2a. 3r. 8 p., f.

Easi-st., a freehold house, r. 24/.

I!y PKnrHEUOE& Moruiis.
Southend-on-Sea.— i to 14, Lome Villas, f., r. 421

_
I, 2, and 3, WiUoii-rd., f.. r. 180/.

Tliundersley, E-ssex.—'‘ Raymond’s Farm,” 147;
Sr. 22p., f.

Ky H. J. RM.SS& So.Ns.
Chalk Farm.—106, Regent’s I’k. Wood, u.l. 31

yrs., g.r. 20/., r. 65/. I

Hackney.—66, Victoria Pk.-rd., u.t. s6j yr.s., g.i

8/. los.. r. 65/.
ly, 20, and 20a, Tudor-st., u.t. 34 yrs. g.r. 4/. .

Bethnal Green.— 1 and 2, Morpeth-rd., u.t. 29 yr.s

• t. 32i yrs., g.r. 9/., r

•e-rdV, 'li.t

„ ii/. los., r. 66f.

9 and 10, Morpeth-rd.,
56/.

Hackney.—30, 32, 34, and 36, Chalgrc

. 76i yrs., g.r. 14/.

Limehouse.—94, Narrow-st., f., r. 5o4
By Stimson & Sons.

Greenwich.—ig, Londoii-st., f., r. 50/.

Camberwell.—4, Harold-st., u.t. 71 yrs., g.r. 84,
r- 45^-

Sydenham.—Panmure-rd., “The Priory,’’ u.t. 56
• yrs., g.r, i64, r. 6o4

Wandsworth.—57, Mallinson-rd., u.t. 84 yrs., g.r.
64 6s., r. 304

New Barnet.—E.ast Barnet-rd., “Fern Cottage.”
f. .r. 244 ...

Albert-rd., “Albert Cottage,” f., r. 94
Hackney.—lot, Eleanor-rd., u.t. 6a yrs., g.r. 5/.,

r. 3o4
Camberwell.—41, Bushey Hill-rd., f., r. 32/.

55 and 57, Lothian-rd., u.t. 63 yrs., gJr. io4 r.

834 4s
Peckham.— 197. Asyluni-rd., f., r. 324

212, Peckham Rye, u.t. 37 yrs., g.r. 84 10s. r

75-^-

By Che-sterton- & Sons.
Kensington.—16, Upper Phillimore-gardens, u.t.

49 yrs., g.r. 354
Barnes.—The Aver.iie, a block of building land, f.

By Newbon, Edwards, & Shephard.
Kingsland.—242and 244, King,s|and-rd., r. 744, and

an i.g.r, of i84, u.t. ti yrs., g.r. 284 4.S

Kentish Town.— 23 to 31 (odd), York Rise, f.

Leyton.—31 and 37, Vicarage-rd., f., r. 54
27 and 29, Goldsmiih's-rd., f., r. 4t4

Clapton.— Rendlesham-rd., f.g.r. of 64 los., rever-
sion in 39 jTs

Islington.— 8, Oxford-tert., u.t. 356 yrs., g.r. 34,

Hornsey .—

a

and 4, Harringay-rd., u.t. 72 yrs.,

g.

r. io4 10s., r. 464
Holloway.—st, Mercer's-rd., u.t. 70 vrs e r

84ios..r. 45/-

By Wallet & Morris.
Clapham.—JO, Crescent-grove, f.

May 21.—By Horne, Son, & Eversfield.
Poriman-S(j.— 4, Bryanston-st., u.t. J4J yrs., g.r.

154, r. 2oo4
By Prick'ett & Ellis.

Highgate.—ig and 21, Holniesdale-rd., f., r. 6o4..
hly Hlssey & Son (at Exeter).

Exminster, Devon.—Two freehold fields, 3a., f.

" Matford Belvedere,” and 74 a. 2 r. 14 p., f.

“ The Exminster Lime Kilns,” 2nd 3 a. 1 r. 27 p.

.

Enclosures of Marsh lands. 41 a. o r. 34 p,, f
“ The Knowle Plantat-on," 6 a. i r. 8p., f,

“ Pidsley's Tenement," Dairy Holding, i6a. or.

„ 36p., f.

Hea\'itree, Devon.—“ Tanner’s Ground,
closures, loa. j r. 29p., f.

By Rippon, Avre, & Co. (at Exeter).
Braclninch, &c., Devon.—“ The Winham Estate,’

67 a. 2 r. 10 p,, f.

Pinhoe, Devon.—“ Pinbrook Cottage” and

En-

.May 2

acres,

& .“Vlexanuer

By Curtis & Sharp (at Stratford).
West Ham.—26, Leabon-st., f., r. 154 J2S ,4170
Piaisiow.— 9. Pelly-rd., f. 420

May 25. — By Bean, Burnett, &
Eldkidge.

Walthamstow.— Forest View, f.g.r. 84 8s., rever-
sion in g6i yrs 220

By G. F. Box & Co.
Stratford.— 70, Crowndale-rd., u.t. Siiyrs., g.r. 54,

fi-r. 40’ 255
By CocKETT & Henderson.

Woodford.— Whitehall-rd., two freehold cottages
and blacksmith’s shop and forge adjoining, r.

384 600
Russell-sq.—39, Woburn Mews W’est, u.t. 23 yrs.,

g.r. 54, r. 264 13:
Bethnal Green.— 174 and 176, Vallance-rd., f., r.

*s 800
By Rouch & Pakkhouse.

Wille.sden.—243, High-road, u.t. 95 yrs., g.r. 84,
r. 264 o-,.

By A. H. Turner & Co.
Upminster, Essex.—“Harwood Hall” and 21 a.

1 r. 35 p., f. 3,800
By Waters & Rawlence.

Fordingbridge, Jfants.—The Sandhill Lodge
Estate, 80 a. o r. la p., part f. and pan u.t.

017 yr.s., r. IS 3,550
Sandliill Heath, a cottage, and plot of land,
0 a. 2 1. 21 p,, f. 275

By Debenham, Tewson & Co.
Luton, Beds.—New Bedford-rd., a freehold

brewery, with fifty-eight hofels, public and
beer houses, shops, &c.

Twickenham.—St. Margarei's-rd., “The Haw-
thorns” and 1 r. 3a p., f.

St. M.argaret's-rd., two plots of building land,
1 r. 34 p., f.

By Reynolds & Eason.
Bethnal Green.—43, Kerbela-st., and the “ .\nget

and Crown” b.-h., f., r. 564
76 and 78, Bacon-.st., area about 5.000 ft., f.,

r- 704
By Franrlin &

Benson, &c., Oxon.— “Turner'
Sisa.or. i8p.,f.

By Field & Sons.
Southwark.—White Hart-yard, f.g.r. 154, rever-

sion in 73 yrs
Peckham, Borland-rd.; a corner building plot, f. .

.

Old Kent-rd,—16 .and 18, Mawbey-rd., u.t. 20 yrs.,
g.r. 64 los., r. 484

By Driver & Co.
Lambeth.— Lambeth Walk, f.g.r. 15!., reversion

Bolwell-st., f.g.r. 244, reversion in 12)^ yrs
Netting Hill.—High-st., f.g.r. ai4, reversion in

54):,' yrs
Pembndge-rd., f.g.r. 334, reversion in S4->i yrs.

St. John’s Wood.— Boundary-rd., i.g.r. 124 tas.,

40’A yi-s., g.r. i4
By E. & H. Lu.mlev.

Hemingford Abbots, Hunts.—A freehold cottage
allotment, aa. or. 14 p
By J. W. TRUMAN(at Masons Hall

Tavern).
Charing Cross.—*' The Old Shades ’’ p.-h., f.

goodwill
By Whe i heklev & Haslett (at Masons’ Hall

Tavern).
Westminster.—Bridge-st., “ St. Stephen’s” Tavern.

t. 76 yrs., r. 3604, with goodwill 44,500
By Alfred Richards (at Tottenham).

Tottenham.—235, West Green-rd., u.t. 26i yrs

.440

280

,39,^1

By Stephen;
(at Bridgend).

Colwinston, Glamorgan.—“Tymaen Farm,” 77 a
I r- 7 P’.f-

Enclosures of land, 21 a. 3 r. 8 p., f.

“ Newlands Farm,” 51 a. 2 r., 8 p., f.

May 24.—By W. W. Jenkinson.
Ifield, Sussex.—“ Stumblchoime Farm,” 170 a. i r.

26 p., f.

By Furber, Price, & Furuer.
St. Luke’s.—112 and 113, Bunhill-row, area 1,463ft.,

5o4
Hounsditch.—8, Bevis Marks, f., r. 504
Tottenham Court-rd.—59, Charlotte-s!., f., r. 654..
Oxford-st.—No. 35, a freehold restaurant, r. 964 ..

Mayfair.—la, Little Grosvenor-st., u.t. 4 yrs., g.r.
144, r. 7o4

Oxford-st.—42, Duke-st., u.t. si yrs., g.r., 504, r.

854
Oxford-st.—No. 428, u.t. 31J yrs., g.r. 124 12s., r.

2904
Hyde Pk.—10, New Quebec-st., u.t. 31 yrs. g.r.

84, r. 704
10, Porchester-ter., u.t. 24 yrs., g.r. 94 r. 220/! .. .

.’

Soho.— 5, Duck-lane, f., r. 4o4
Oxford-st.—Tapnell-yard, i.g.r. 254, u.t. 25 yrs.

g.r. 124
Clapton.—Wickham-pl., f.g.r,, 174 10s., reversion

3i yrs

By Rutland & Norfolk.
Kilburn.—^8, Kilburn Pk-rd., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 84,

Deptford.—24 and 25, Hamilton-st., u.t. 19 yrs
• r. 4^- 4S

By Harrie Stacev.
Reigate, Surrey.—“ Ringwood ” and about 12 a., f.

Reigate, &c., Surrey.—“ Santon ” and 176 a. 3 r.

32 P-. f-

Bletchingley, Surrey.—“ Barmoor” and | of an a.,

By Gudgeon & Sons (at Winchester).
Wnchester, Hants.— St. Cross “ Barton Close,”

op-, f-

By T. Lavincton (at Swindon),
-amborne, Berks.—Up. Lamborne Farm, 576 a

or. 3op,,f
Baydon, Wilts.—Enclosures of land, 20 a. 3 r. 12 p.,

Enclosures of land and plantations, 26 a. 2 r

39P-, f.

„ . io4 1 -

Edmonton. — Grosvenor-rd,, " The Sutherland
Stores,” u.t. 97! yrs., g.r. 5/. 5s., including
goodwill, &c
By Davis, Newland, & Hunt (at Chepstow).

Woolastone, Glos.— Lydney-rd., enclosure of land,
3 a. 2 r. 35 p., f.

Lydney-rd., a freehold orchard, 3 r. 37 p
By C. Hawkins (at Lynn).

Terrington St. Clement, Norfolk.—Various enclo-
sures of land, 13 a. 1 r. It p., f.

By Ec.ginton & Son (at Reading).
Sonning, Oxon.— “ Dunsden Lodge,” and 5a.

or. 6 p., f.

A freehold residence and farm homestead,
5 a- I r. 16

Five freehold cottages and 1 r. 19PA plot of building land, 2 r. ii p., f.

' ’

Two plots of garden ground, f.

M^’ 26.—By Rushwohth & Stevens.
Finsbuiy.—Chiswell-st., “The Coach and Horses,”

p.-h., f,, r. 254
Willesden.— 9, Poplars-avenue, u.t. 86 vrs er

84
ighbuiy-.—13, Balfour-rd., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. 64 6s.

r. 48/.

7, Leconfield-rd., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r. s4 10s., r. 3 4
Hornsey Rise.— 105, Hanley-rd., u.t. 71 yrs., g r

74 7S.,r. 384
By Weathekall & Geeen.

Highgate.— 1 to 6, Park-ter., r. 3854 ; also a plot
of land adjoining, u.t. 76 j’rs., g.r. 6o4 10

Forest Gate.—53, 59, and 61, Forest-st., u.t. 51
yrs., g.r. io4 4s., r. 724

By E. j. Gairdner.
Nunhead.— 1 to 8, May-pl., area 7 550 ft f r

1334 18.S
;

By Harold Griffin.
Battersea.—63, Gwynne-rd., u.t. 72 yr.s., g.r. 64..

68, Wadhursi-rd., u.t. 30 yrs., g.r. a/. los
65, 6j, 69, and 71, Ingrave-st., u.t. 52 yrs., g.r.

250

57.^59^. 6t, and 63, Arthur-st., u.t. 6si yrs., g.r.

3, Francis-st., u.t. 51 yrs., g.r. 34 4s
By Hancock, Henley, & Slade.

New Malden, Surrey.—15 and j6, Derby Villas,
u.t. 67iyTS.. g.r. i4, r. 664

Stockbridge, Hants.—“ The Nook,”f., r. 254 ..
By E. & S. Smith.

Hornsey Rise.—80, 82, 84 and 86, Hazelville-rd, f.,

Lambeth.—79 and 80, Launce!ot-st., and 12 and"
13, Granby-gdns., u.t. 84^ yrs., g.r' i84

67 to 77 (odd), Granby-st., u.t. 14 yrs., g.r. 3o4..
By C. Sparrow & Son.

Finchley.—Woodside Grange-rd., “ Glenthorpe,”
f.. r. 634

By R. Tidev & Son.
Canonbury.— 6, St. Paul’s-pl., u.t. yrs., g.r.

Kingsland.—299, Kingstand-rd., u.t. 22 yrs
,
g.r.

124 los., r. 4o4
307 and 309, Kmgbland-rd., u.t. 20 yrs., g.r. i4,

r. 7o4
Canonbury.— 6, Canonliury-pk South, u.t. 20 vrs

_
g.r.84 8s., e.r. 524 10s .....’

Islington.—28, 30, and 32, N’orthampton-st.,u.’t. 21
yrs., g.r. 134 5s,, r. geil

De Beauvoir Town.—38 and 40, -Morlimer-rd., u.t.
yrs., g.r. 94, r. 764 '

132, De Beauvoir-rd., u.t. 23)^ yrs., g.r. 34 5.S.,

>364
By Swan Woodcock (at Stratford).

Upton Pk.— 73 to 91 and 159 to 169 (odd, Harold-
rd., u.t. ^3 yrs., g.r. 6o4

Stratford.—Great Eastern-rd., a freehold building
plot
By Rendell & Symon.s (at Newton .4bboi).

Torbryan, Devon. — Three freehold enclosures
9 ri- J r. 11 p

May 27.—By Dyer, Son, & Hilton.
City of London.—10, Lombard-st., area 734 ft, f.

(including mortgage) -

Lewisham.—Manor Pk. Parade, f.g.r. 2404, rev'e'r-

sion in 99 yrs
By John Davies.

Wood Green.— i, Crescenl-rd., u.t. q6I^ vrs a r

74, r. 284 .

ByjENNER& Dell.
Lambeth.— Lambeth-walk, &c., f.g.r. iso4, rever-

sion in 12 yrs.
;
also a Peppercorn g.r., rever-

sion in 7 yrs. ,

By C. C. & T. Moore.
Poplar.—37 and 39, Kerbey-st., u.t. 61 yis., g.r.

7''- £*•-. r. 564
50 and 52, Morani-st., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. s4

Siamford-hill.—258, St. Ann’s-rd., u.t. 62* vrs
'

g.r. 44, e.r. 324
Mile End.—4, Essex-st., and 510 8, Haxdy’s-pl

'

u.t. 41 yrs., g.r. io4 J
bow.—105, Tredegar-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 51'. r

39'
Bethnal Green.— 147 and 149, 153, 157, and 177,

Lambndge-rd., f., e.r. 1S24
By Newuon,- Edwards, & She'i’h’ar'dV

Holloway.— Hungerford-rd., i.g.r. -564, u.t. ??
yrs., g.r. 84 15s

18, 20, 22, and 24, Freegrovc-rd;, u.t. so vrs
g.r. 284, r. i6o4 ..

''

BUckfriars.—s and 17. Great Charlotte-st.,'u!t.
yrs., g.r. io4 i6s

Lambeth.—58, Lamlieth-rd., u.t. 9 yrs., g.r. to4
Kilburn.—

6, Carlton-mews, u.t. 54 yrs. g.r. 34. V.

West Drayton, .Middlesex.— Station-rd., six free-
hold houses

Camden Town.—225 and 227, Great CoHege-st. f.

''

29s

*35-

Hadley Common, Middlesc.v.—“ The Folly ’’ arid
about aj a., f.

Islington.— 138 and 140, Cliurch-rd., u.t. 41 yrs
g.r. io4 ’

Stroud Gre

2,360.

„ '. io4, 1

Holloway.—46, Brunswick-rd., u.t. so vrs f r

64, r. 344
Bromley.—8 to 26 (even), Flill Place-st., ut ssi

„
yrs.,g.r. 354, r. 2604

Bow.—14 to 24 and 34 to 40 (even), Hlondin-st
u.t. 10} yrs., g.r. 2o4, r. 1934

By Vento.\i, Bull, & Cooper.
St. John’s Wood.—37, Grove Eiid-rd., and about

1 a., u.t. igiyrs., g.r. 424
Kiburn.—48, 50,52,62, 72 to 84(eveii), Priory Park-

rd., f., r. 3924
Leyton.— I and 3, Goldsmith-rd., f., r. 364 8s. ! ! .

.

By Weatherhall & Green.
Westminster.—24, Abingdon-st

,
and 4, College-

mews, f.

Netting Hill.—St. Lawrence-rd., f.g.r. aa/., rever-
sion in 6g\ yrs

By T, G. Wharton.
Catford.—Stromness-ter., f.g.r. 304, reversion in

98.5 JTS
Wiliow-walk, f.g.r. 94, reversion in gki jts. .

Silvermere-rd., f.g.r. 6o4 los., reversion in 98^

. 71 yis.
• 44 15s..

Chiswick.—61, Dale-st.,

r. 4o4
Camden Town.— 142, Camden-rd., at 28 vVs'

54 8s.. e.r. S5f
Canning Town.—29 and 31, Ethel-rd., f.

By H. J. Bromley.
Forest Hill.— ii, Manor-rJ., f.

Sydenham.—42 and 44, High-st., u.t. ra yrs.
54, r. iio4

By Stimson & Sons.
Mitcham, Ea-stfields.—“ Bolsted Nurserj- ” and

2^ a.; u.t. 6t yrs., g.r. 284
Old Kent-rd.—44 to 54 (even), Hatcham-rd.! u.V

50 yrs.-,-g.r;-r74 8s.( r. i3s4 4s
Finsbury.—29, Christopher-st., f,, r. 45/
Highbury.— 20, 22, and 24, Witherington-rd. u t

88 yrs., g.r. 234 9s., r. 130/ '
, -.nr-

Battersea.—34,. Victoria-rd., r. so4
Wandsworth.—Hendnam-rd., “ Blyford House ’’

and “ Flixton Villa,” u.t. 87 yrs., g.r. 14/s. 14s.,

.
Blennerley-rd., u.t. 71 yrs., g.r.'sA! V. 25/

Norwood,—Howard-rd., “ Surrey Lodge," f., r'.'fiV/'

Norbury.— London-rd., a corner plot of land, f
By Ernest OwERs(at Hampstead).

"

'

Hampstead.—12 and 24, Broomsleigh-st., u t 86
yr.s., g.r, 12/., r. 6o4

Willesden Green. — Churchill-rd., two freehoid
plots, f.

Cricklewood.—24, 26, 28, and 30, OakiMds-Vd.'
u.t. 94)4 yrs., g.r. 25/., r. 136/.

May 28.—By J. Hibbard & Sons.
Surbiton Hill.—Christchurch-rd., “The Elms.”

“ The Birches,” “ Ponheurno,” and “ Thorni-
Joe, f., e.r. 270/

Whitechapel.—241, Commercial-rd., u.t. 28 yrs.,

565-

690-

S70

4S5

S r. 55^-.

Woodfo.-d.

—

8o4 .

By A. A. Hollingsworth.
Lorne-villa, f., e.r. 35/.
By Wagstafk & Sons.

Finsbury-pk.—16, Oxford-rd., u.t. 78J yrs.
74 7s., e.r. 424 ’
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITIONS.

Naturo of Work. By whom Advertlsao. Premiums.
Designs

delivered.

Presbyterian Church. Howth. co.

Dublin
•Plana for Municipal Building

Com-iKev.Jaa Wilaon
Rhode Villas, Howth
Rugby U.D.C.----

201. ; 1«
1st. 30 gns.and find. 20 gns.

Ist 1001. find 50/. 4 3rd 30/.

July 20
July 21
No Date

CONTRACTS.

CONTRACTS

—

Continued.

NAtvn of Work or MktarlAlj.

Koturt of Work or lt»t«r5Ali. Br vbom Eoqnlred.

TechoicAl Schools, Bruiia»uk-ro»d ..

Pohlic C'uvenlence. Hlgh-itre«t,

Town9oi.y —
wVll?* Ac'

' (MO ysrdt). Ewt Cote,

Silloth, Cumberland
•Guernsey Granite and >ofway

Granite Kerb • •

Three Pairs Semi-detached Milas.

Sirile Park. Halifax..

Post Office. Whitehaven, Cumberland

Service Boservoir. Rinfrstone Hill.

Brierley. near Ramsley -
Cast-Iron Water Pipes .............

"Sesr Beads, Islington Cemetery.

Finchley— • —
Buildings. Douegali-B.iuare West.

Belfast i/". ;
Bridge Repairs. Ac. Yarmouth. Tale

Primitive' Methools't Chapel, Bridge*

street. Morley, Yorks
•Erecting Buildings —

|

Rebuilding Catherine Wheel Hotel.j

Olebd Bouse, Gffloes. Ac. near BaUlna.

Ireland
Paving. High-street. Ac.-

|

•.Alterations, Schocls . . — — -
.j

•Paving — —

Timber Jetties —

Calvert and Pipe Sewers, Wibsey,

near Bradford, Yorks - .

.

Eoal Works (varioos)-

•Tar Paving -

•Painting at Casual Wards..-....--

•I'alntlng, ^'hltewashing. Ac. at In-

flrmary — gfTV
•FornvlDg Road, Sewers, Hanholea,

Ac
•Constructing Reservoir, Ac. Paving.

UetaUing. Channelling. Ac. -....

•Schools and Offices

•Chimney Shaft. Subway, Alterations,

«c. at Asvlum — ..

•Sewers, Hanboles. Chambers, Ac. —

Thirty-six Honsss, Denny, N.B

•Sewerage Works —

•Fittings. Fixtures, and Furniture at

•PubUc Convenience — •

Gloucester Corp..

East Ham U.D.a ...

Eemsworth R.D.C, —

Islington Vestry
Scottish Provident Ii

stitution.. —

Ashby A Co.

Cosdfranc School Bd.

Central London Sick
Asyluiii .. ..

Office of Public Works
Dublin -

Tottenham School Bd.

Chelsea Guardians ....

South WimbtedonPark
Estate

Ashford D.D.C, —
QuAlnton School Hann-
gers

Denny and Dunipace
Co-op. Boc.I.td —
Hendon U.D.C. ——

—

to be
deUvered.

Waller A Son. Atcht. IT,

College-green, Gloucester
W. B. O Bennett, Boro'

Engr. Municipal Offices

I), 8. Brown, Vestry Hall
Bobt. Stubbs, Burv, Abbey
Town, Carlisle

Surv. Public Offlcea, Wake-
deld-street, East Ham .

.

Medley Hail, Archt. S9,

Northgate, Halifax
J. G. Dees, Somerset
Honse. Whltebaven

J. H. Taylor, C.E. 10, Vic-
tarla.road, Barnsley ....

do,

J, P. Barber, C.E. Vestry
Hall, Upper-street, N. .

Young A Mackenzie, Archt.
Donegali-si{. Bast, Belfast

Newman A Cocks. C.E, 5,

St. Thoraas'-st. Ryde..
T. A. Buttery, -Archt.
Queen-street, Morley ...

Corbett Woodall, Palace
Cbaiabers. Westmiuster
W. Meiiziee, EiigleSeld

Oresu, Surrey
.r. G. Sklpton. Arcbt.
Nortbgate-st. Atblone
V. B. Higginbottom,
Archt. Nottingham ....

J, C. Rees. St. Thomis-
chmbrs, Church-pl. Nentli

Asylum, Cleveland-street,

H. Williams, Sec. Works
Offices

P, Rosa, C.E. CouucU
Offices. Wibiey

J. W, Bradley, Boro’ Engr.
Town Hall

C. Bell. 3. Salter’s HaU-
court. E.C

Lansdell A Harrison, 12,

Compton-tarr. Highbury

B. J. ’Thomson, 64. Hill-

road, Wimbledon ... ..

W, Tecrlll, Burr. Office,

North. street, Ashford —

W. F. Taylor, Aylealmry
W. J. JenningK, 4. At. Mar-
garet's-street. Canterbury

J. L. Griffith, Stanley
House, Holyhesd .......

B. M'LslIand, Archt. Moth
erwell-toad. BellshlU . ..

S, B. Ocimley. Offices. The
ButTongha, Hendon.N.W

Vestry Hall - — — .

.

A. B. Bowles, Surveyor s

Offices, Sandgate — —

.

Waterworks and PUnt —

•Granite -

•Eitendiog Bogioe House. Bepalra,

Futnplug Euglnes, Ac.

•Fitting Electric Light to Hospital- —

rs, Irwetl Park, TrafforH-rd.' Ac.

June 18

By whom Beqnlred,

Queenstown (Ireland)
Sanitary Authority

N. Walsham U.D.C...

County Borongh of
Croydon

Eccles (Lancs) Corp. ..

Fulham Union

•Erecting Offices

•Engine House, Ac
•Making-up and Laying Concrete Flags,

•Hospital —

Additions to Workhouse, Chell.Staffis.

•Additions to Stepney Paper Mills,

Hull
,

Schools, Begent-st. Ilkeston, Derby-
shire

School, near Tadcaster

Two Shops, Exster-road, Kxmouth ..

Seven Houses, Farcet, Peterborough ..

Boyal Insurance Co.
Liverpool
Hampton U.D.C. ....
jWaithamstow U.D.C.
Newport Hospital

Messrs. Mayfield

F, W. P. Orchard

New Peterborough
Brick Co. Ltd

Thrapaton R.D.C
Thornbuiy (Glos.) Gas

Entrance to Agricultural Show. Peter-
borough — • •

Additions to •Royal Oak " Inn,'

Upper Jobn-street. Kilkenny...,.-
Villa, CoIintOD, Edinburgh

Additions to Aaylum, Bracebrldge,
near Lincoln

Two Houses, Scott Park-road. Burnley

Three Villas, Cheshunt

Church, St- Albans, and Presbytery,
Denaby Main

House. Orafton-Btrest, Ashton-under.
Lyne

Spluuitig Sheds, Uxfuril MUIe.Ashton-
iinder-Lyne —

.

a t m J m. Tenders
Forms of Tender, Ao, v.

SuppUsd by

Kirkby A Doran, Town
HaU-

The Burv. Council Offices

14, Higli-st. Watford
A. H. Tiltman, 6, John-
Bt, Bedford-row, W.C...

do.
T, Walker, Town Hail,
Croydon

A. C. Turley, C.E. Boro"
Engr.

G. W. Bailey,Town HaU
A. SsX'inSueli, ercbt 22.

S utnaiopton -li-'i Mings,
Chaucary-lane. W C.'....

T. F. Doyle, 4, Harrington-
strest, Liverpool ........

J. Shone. 47, Victorla-at. .

O. W. Holmes, Town Hall
R. J. Lovell. 46. Queen
Victoria-street, E,C. . . .

W. H. Walley, Archt.
Burslem

T. B Toompson, Archt.
15, Parliame<it-at. Hull,.

J. Bait, Archt. Corby,
Orintham

Bromet AThotman.Archt.
Tadcaster — .. .

Kerley A tills, Archt,
Exraouth

F. H, Cooke, Burv. Peter-
borough —

G.Siddone.Sutv.Thrapjton
8. Fudge. Secretary, Gas
Offices

A. Stockwell. Archt. 11,

Pllgrini-st, Newcastle-on-
TyuB ..

J. G. StallebrasBS, Archt.
North -St... — —

Jsa. Byrue, O.E. Carlow .

E- C. H. Meidniau. Arclit.

1.3. South Charlotte-st.
Edluburgh ...

Hicks A Oharlewood,Archt.
42, Gralnger-htreet, New-
c»stIe-0D-TjnB

F. H. Goddard, Archt.
Lincoln

Geo, Fairer, Nicholaa-at.
Burnley

Jas. Buuce, Turner’s Hill,

Cheshuut
Empsall A Clarkson,Archt
7. Exchange, Bradford

T. George A Bon. Archt.
Old-iquare, Ashton ....

T. D. Llndley, Archt.
Ashton —

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment.

•AsaUtant to the Engineer — — — ...
•Clerk of Works -
•Clerk of Works — — ...

•Assistant Clerk of Works
Surveyor and Sanitary Inspector .

By whom Advertised.

Llandudno U.D.C... -

Barnard Castle R.D.C.
Coedf'anc Schocl Bd.
LondonCounty Asvlum
WeB'.Bridgeford(Notta)
U.D.C

St. Luke's Vestry. E.C.

AppUca-
tions t t

be in.

June 12

Juno 14

Thcte marked.vrith an atUrisk (•) are advertised in this Number. Compelilions, Contracts, pp. It. t1 . tUI. & xxi. Public Appointments, pp xviLi. A xzl.

Korwood.—30, Lancasler-rd., u.t. 80 Jts., g.r.

11/. 6s., e.r. 65;. A80
By Weston & Sons.

Brixton.—8? and 84, Brandon-rd., f. 69°

Herne Hill.— 15 and 17, Wingmore-rd., u.t. 68

yTS., g.r. 8/.. r. 72/. 665

Bri.xton.—32, Clarih«!-rd., u.t. 16} yrs., g.r. 5^. 5s.,

^
By F. Jolly & Co.

Wood Green.—31 and 33, Pellatc-grove, f., r. S40
Liinehouse.—321, Burdett-rd., u.t. 43J yrs., g.r. 61. 220

By Dolman S: Pearce.
Hampstead.—16, Harley-rd., u.t. 53 >ts., g.r. 11/.,

r. 70/. ;
600

Palmer’s Green.—14, The Villas, u.t. 80 >ts., g.r.

The Villas, f.g.r. 9/., reversion in 80 yrs. . . 255
Poplar.—228, East India Dock*rd., u.t. 16 yrs.,

g.r. 33^., r. 83/. 360

By Har.'Ma.v Bros.
Stroud Green.—12, Dagmar-rd., u.t. 80 yTS., g.r.

7/., r. 42/. 415

Kingsland.— 5, Dunston-st., f., r. 28/. 12s...-.— -. 320

Rice Bros.
D.-ilston.—Qneen’s-rd., i.g.r. 9/., u.t. 47 yrs., g.r.

nil, with reversion for ij jts 180

Pownall-rd., i.g.r. 4of. 15s., u.t. 46 yrs., g.r. nil,

with reversion for 2^ jts 830
Marlborough-rd., &c.j i.g.r. t±l. 10s., u.t. 46 yrs.,

g.r. nil, with reversion for 2J yrs 303
London Fields.—The Broadway, i.g.r. 12/. los.,

u.t. 46 JTS., g.r. nil, with reversion for 2J yrs. . 255

By Toplis & Harding.
South LambetL—25, Luscombe-st., and The

Marquis of Anglesea” b.*h., area, 11,000ft,, f.,

r. 70/. 3,000
Stamford Hill.—Tewkesbury-rd., f.g.r., 123/., re-

version in 79 yrs 3,073
Templcton-rcl.. f.g.r. 11/., reversion in 79 jts. .. 275

Notting Hill.—Blechyndcn-mews, f.g.r. 9/. 4s.,

reversion in 66 yrs 230

Contractions used in these f/r/r.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent

; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;
f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold

;
e.r. for

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term
;

p.a. for per

annum ;
jts. for j’Cars ; si. for street

; rd. for road ; sq. for

square
;

pi. for place ; ter. for terrace ; cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Greeoheart, B.G.
too s/o/e o/ofo

Teak, B.I....Ioad ii/io/o 16/10/0
Sequoia, U.S.fLcu. s/S i/io

Ash, Canada load 3/5/0 4/10/0

Birch, do — 3/15/e ^10/0
Elm. do 4/0/0 s/5/0
Fir, Daatslc, &c.. a,'15/0 4/15/0
Oak, do a/10/0 ^lo/o
Canada, 5/5/0 6/5/e

Pins, Canada («d 0/0/0 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... 1/15/0 i/xs/o

Lath, Dantsic.&th 4/10/0
Sc. Petenburg.

. 5/0/0
Wainscot, Riga,
&c., log a/0/0

Odessa, crown.... a/o/e

Deals, Finland

6/10/0

sc scdic
Do. 4Ch & 3rd...
Do. Riga
Sc. Petersburg,

}/io/o 8/10/0

, Il/o/o Ij/to/o

Do. and yellow >0/^0 xi/0/0

Do. white 9/10/a siliolc
Swedish 9/10/0 x6/zc/o
White Sea xo/10/0 17/0/0
Canada, Pine ist 19/10/0 25/10/0
Do. do, and .... 14/0/0 16/io/a

Do. do. 3rd, Sec, 6/10/0 10/0/0
Do. Spruce, ist. zo/io/o xa^/o
Do. do. 3rd and
and 8/d/o 9/S/o

New Brunswick 7/15/0 8/5/0
Battens, all kinds
Flooring boards,

sq.. X in. prep.

Do. and
Other quaildes—

Cedar, Cuba, ft.

Honduras, Etc.

Mahogany, Cuba
St, Domingo,

cargo av.
Mexican, do. do.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box. Turkey, ton
Rose, Rio.... —— .....
Bahia 6/0/a xa/o/o

SaCln.Str— — -'-- -‘-‘-

5/0/0 M/o/o

0,8/6 0/15,6
0/7/3 o/ia/o

0/S/3 0/6/9

6/s/a 7/10/0

— 0/^7
METALS.

Iron—Pig, la Scot-
land ton a/4/7 0/0/0
Bar, Welsh, in

London s/xs/o 5/17/6

Do. StafTordshire,
1_ London

Copper

—

Bridsb
cake and ingot sa/io/o 53/0/0
Best selected .. sa/15/0 53/5/0
Sheets, strong.

. 59/0/0 0/0/0
Chili bars ^/is/o 49/0/0

YELLOW MTL lb. 5cC 5jd.
LEAD — Pig,
Spanish -..ton xx/17/6 X1/18/9
English com.
brands xa/o/o X2,’a/6

Sheet, English
6 lbs. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. 13/3/9 0/0/0
Pipe X3/X3/9 d/o/o

Zinc — En^lsh
sheet ton., ao/io/o
Vieiile Mon*
tagne ti/io/o
Spelter 17/0/0

Tin—

S

traits .... 61/5/3
Australian 6a/io/9
English Ingots. . 64/15/0 65/5/I
Banca 61/D/0 o/o/g

BlUiton 59/15/0 60/a/g

OILS,

Linseed ton 14/7/6 0/0/0
Cocoanut, Cochin 37/15/0 o/o/o

Do. Ceylon ...... 34/0/0 0/0/0
Palm, Lagos a4/io/a o/o/o
Rapereed, English
p^e 97/ie/a 37/15/0

Do. Brown 37/0/0 37/10/0
Cottonseed rel. .. 15/17/6 16/10/0
Oleine tS/io/o 19/10/0
Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel aa/o 0/0/0
Archangel o/ia/6 e/0/0
Turpencme 3o/ia/6 32/i5'o

0/0/0

0/0/0

17/2/6
0/0/0

63/0/0

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this beading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us

not later than. 10 a.tn. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish Tenders unless authenticated, by the name and
address of the sender : and we cannot publish announce-
ments ofTenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under

;^ioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BRISTOL.—For alterations to Messrs, Jolly i Sons’ premises,

College Green, Bristol. Messrs. R. Milverton Drake and John M.
Pizey. architects
A. J. Beaven £2,430 I

T. H. Brown* £2370
* Accepted subject to slight deviation.

BURSLEM.—For the erection of offices. Moorland-road, for the

Potteries Stipendiary CoramiMioners. Mr. Edwin Penn, architect,

Stoke-on-Trent :—— ^ ,;fi,4a3
1 J, H. Broadhurst

i,iga
I

W. Simpson . . - .

1,190 I
N. Bennett

Chas. Cope
Ball & Kobinson.. — ....

G. A. Foster—
W. Cooke
J. Bagnall
Wakey Sl Wooliscroft .

.

.£i.ios

I.OS4

Sec., for the Urban District (^ounciL Mr.
Council Offices. Cannock:—

Enoch Blewitt. contractor, Hednesford £ii749 iS

. Peake, Surveyor,

CARNAR\’ON.—For the construction of a sea-wall. Mr.
Bowen Jones, engineer. Harbour Offices, Carnarvon
Geo. Webb & Co. ..£3,761 13 6 I Owen Morris. Car-

[
narvon (accepted)£2 759 1

C.4.STLEFORD (Yorks.).—Accepted for the erection of a pubUc

hall and offices. Jesson-street, for the Concert and Lecture Hall

Comoany, Limited. Mr. R. M. McDowall, architect. Castleford

Exca-jatvig, Bricklaying, and Masonry.^-
A. S. North. CasUeforu •yy. ' £''®S° 0 °

. W. Wilson Se Son, Castleford.

.

Slaiing.—V/. AUlson. Castleford

Plasttring.~-Q>. W. Binns. Castlefoid .

Painting.—]. H, Butler, C3StIe'’0’d ....



Archttect, Buckle ;

—

Stevensoo, Cullen .

,

Carpentry.—'^

.

Davidson. Cullen.
Slalinc.—A. Mitchell, Cullen
PluHtSing.~\V. BeveridKe. Cullen,
flastering.—J. Ingram, Cullen ...

Painting.—}. Murray, Cullen

CROYDON.—For alterations and additions, including new class-

loom, girls' department, at the Board School. Birchange-road,
South Norwood. Mr. Robert Ridge, architect, is, Katharine-
•etreet. Croydon
E. P, Bulled & Co £^S')

\

W. Akers& Co £419
i. Sl C. Bowye

I J. Smith & Sons* 40S
• Accepted subject to the approval of the Education Department.

ELGIN (N.B.).—For the erection of houses, Glendullan Distillery,

DuiTtown. for Messrs. William Williams & Son, Aberdeen.
C. C. Doig, architect, Elgin

BnUding.—OtotsK MUton. Bands Cullen 0
Carpentry.—A. Oanow, Dufftown 275 0

Ross Bros.. Dufftown 63 12

Scott & Sellar, Aberdeen 109 14
Slati’ig.—}. Wilson, Dufftown 71 14
Painting.—Qi.tA.tCi & Ward, Duff town iS 3

FENNY STRATFORD.—For the erection of four villa res
fences In Bletchley-road, Fenny Stratford, for Mr. J. Coles. M:
'T. II. Bishop, architect, Leighton Buzzard :

—
Kingerlec ..£2,350

|

Edwards £2,040
Cook & Sons 2,197 Slaymaker dr Harlow*.... '

—

^

Kemp & Sons 2.04s
|

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For additions, alterations, and fittings -

•White Hart Hotel,” Gipsy-lane, Upton Park. E.. for Mrs. M. A.
Fry, Mr. Fred. A. Ashton, architect. 177, Rorafjtd-road, Strat-

ford. E.
A. E. Symes £2 673 1 Heaile & Farrow ...-....£2,300

J. S: H. Cocks 2,5:2 W. J. Maddison..
W. Shutmur. 2.470 C. Simmons .

.

W. Watson 2

FERMOY (Ireland).—For the erection of a dispensary house,
Ballynoe, fur the Union Guardians. Mr. John Kilty, clerk of
'works. Quantities by the clerk ot works
Daniel Daly £330

|
Denis Creedon £295

John O’Keeffe 311 i
Michael U'NeiU (accepted) 970

FOLKESTONE.—For the supply of 3,000 tons granite, d:c.. in
the Corpor.ation. Mr. John %yhite. Bornugli Engiiteer. Town H.all,

Folkestone.

A. & K. M.inuelle
Kalleiibich & Schmitz
<}ooi>crs. I.iinitud (Cherbourg

J. Sorauierfeld*
Wm. Griffiths

B. Noweli & Co
J. Sommerreld
A. & F. Manuelle
Coopers, Limited
Blichfeldt Jt Co
'-.

}. VanPraagh&Co.
l.iiodchild

- -

LONDON.—For erecting new Conservative Club, Charlton, S.E.
Mr. John Rowland, architect:—
H. J. Stevens £3.976*8 6

I

Mintcr £3 p
078 0 0

W. Mills 3,166 0 olMamey - —« — -

H, L. Holloway,,., 3.147 o 0 |
Thomas & Edge.

Balaam Bros. ...... 3,081 0 a I Sanford
Proctor 3.o3a o o

|

LONDON.—For alterations to the “Crown and Anchor" public-
house, Jamaica-road, Bermondsey, S.E. Mr. Chas. H. Flack,
architect
Howell J. Williams .£75’ I

Courtney & Fairbairn £520
Balaam Bros.

LONDON.—Accepted for drainage work at the Clei
Staiion, for the London County Council :—

G. Muiiday & Son £;

LONDON.—Accepted for repairs and painting at the Clcrke
well Fire Station, for the London County Council :—

C. Monday & Son •••.£165 19

LONDON —Accepted for the erection of the Dalston Theal
'arielies, for Mr. C. Liles. Messrs. Wylson & Loig, architects,

4, King Willianj-street, Strand :

—

KiiKd: Kirk, WesDuinstur £>4.560

LUTON.—For residence, bcundary fence, and walls.
Downs." Mr. A. Wilkinson, architect. Luton:—
Smart £>,149 I

Saunders (accepted) £1,053
Piyer 1.195 Angel (excluding boun-
Kingham 1,097! dary wall)

HANWELL,—For the erectien of a block at Hanwell Asylui
tfor twenty-nine nurses and serv.ints, a set of rooms for a head
attendant, &c , for the London County Council:
17 .r. T TCan.. I ur uC. & J. Keay.
Limited £4*1427 1

Humphreys. Ltd..
. 37,419 t

I

W. H.itbrow, Ber-
mondsey, £34.766

Hill&Smiti
plete) 32,770

• Accepted.

LYTHAM (Lancs).—Fo r the execution of street works, &c., for

e Urban District Council
Jackson Clough, Lytham and Oldham £4,613

LEIGHTON BUZZARD.—For alterations to house in North-
street, Leighion Buzzard, for Mr. F. J. Chew. Mr. T. H. Bishop,
architect. Leghton Buzzard;—
Garside £3.«j o I Dawson £298 ic

.... 300 0
I
Cook & Son (accepted).. 2871:

MIDDLESBROUGH.—For kerbing, flagging, &c., Bessemer
street. Grangetown, for the Eston Urban District Council. Mr*
T. W. Staintnorpe, District Surveyor, Grangetown, near Middles-
brough
Jones’s Annealed Con. I Henry Gale £123 1 i

cieteCo., Ltd £140 16 7 William Smith.Grange-
Joha Tyson Dixon .. 140 0 2] town (accepted) 123 19 fi

VirielJ ..-

LEIGHTON BUZZARD,—For dr.ainage and sanitary' work at
tlie "Plume of Feathers" Hotel. Leighton Buzzard. Mr. T. H.
Bishop, architect, Leighton Buz.-ard:—
Tutt £157

I

Garside £133
YirteU 134 I

Cook & Sons*
* Amended and accepted.

MITCHAM.—For the construction of a sewer, &c.. Church-road,

or the Croydon Rural District Council. .Mr. R. M. Chart. Sut-

•eyor. Vestry HaL, Mitcham. Quantities by Messrs. Franklin St
for

Andrews. Ludgate-hiU, E.C.
Peters* Son £3,142 I KUlingback £4.037
Jennings 4,861 1 Lawrence i Thatcher.. .. 3,792
Pedrette 4,696 Adams 3,760

4,443 I
E, lies. Wimbledon* 3.f

* Accepted subject to approval by Local Government Board.

LEIGHTON BUZZARD.— For the erection of isolation hospital,
,

lodge, laundry. &c., in Stoke-road, Linsl.ade, Leighton Buzzard,
for the Hospital Committee of the LinslaUe Ruial District, Mr.
T. H. Bishop, architect, Leighton Buzzard. Quantities by Messrs.
Middleton * Brown
Grist £3,488 )

A. E, Dawson £
C. Hart 3,120 D. Cook & Sons •

Tutt Bros 3.115 I Webster & Cannon 5

H. Fincher 3,tso I Edwards & Sons ;

Gearside & Son 3,063
|
Yirrell (accepted) :

NEW TREDEGAR (Mon.).—For the erection of seven hous<
Casfield, Tirphil. Mr. George Kenshole, architect, 26, Duffry
terrace. New Tredegar:—
Phillips & Jones £239 IS

[
Richard Samuel £>89

Williams i Sons 9io o Thomas Bros.. Ponty-
John Lloyd 194 sl minster (Mon.j* ...... 179
D. W. Pugh 192 0 1 Jones Bros.t *57 15

• Accepted. t Withdrawn.

LEIGHTON BUZZARD.—Accepted for the erection of a house
•in Gitive-road, Leighton Buzzard, for Mr, C. H. Aveline, Mr. T.
H. Bishop, architect, Leighton Buzzard:

—

W. D. Cook & Sons -—....£622 10

LEYTONSTONE.—For the supply of 300 tons Guernsey granite
spalls for the West Ham Union Guardians:-

Mowlem * Co. 9s. pd. per ton.

NEW TREDF.GAR (Mon.) —For the erection of four houses,
Greenfield. Mr. Geo. Kenshole, architect. 26, Duffryn-terrace,
New Tredegar ;

—

Williams & Sons ....£182 0 0 I R. Samuel £i'9 0 0
Phillips & Jones 1691a o Jones Bros 150 0 o
D. W- Pugh... 163 o 0

I

Thomas Bros.. Ponty-
John Lloyd *6317 6] minster (Mon.)* . ... 156 0 o

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For rebuilding the Church Schools of St. George,
Hanover-sguare. in Farm-street, W. Mr. [Philip A, Robson,
architect, 9. Bridge-street, Westminster

J. Shillitoe* Son £>5.435 I
Jerrard & Sons £i4.c36

Luscombe & Son 15.050
j

Dove Bros.* 13.673
J. Longley & Co i4-5>5 G. F. Wright) 13.5B9
foster * Oicksee 14,425

j
* Accepted.

NOTTINGHAM.—For ni

Board School, Nottingham.

J. Hutchinson £1.780 1

Appleby* Lambert 1,690 >

W. Maule t,66o
T. Cuthbert 1.637

LONDON.—For erecting a new sorting office at Penrose-street.
Walworth, S.E.. for the Commissioners of Her Majesty' Works and
Public Buildings. Mr. Henry Tanner, Architi— '

T. * A. Raikes
B. E. Nightingale
Barlow & RoMrts -

William Downs
Cbeesum & Sons
J, G. Mincer
A. J, Thompson
W. M. Lorden & Son
}. MarsUnd ...

Henry Brown T
R. H. Galbraith
^leiiry Leney, Penge (accepted).

.

material,
.... £30

QUEENBOROUCH.-
Chapel. Queenborough.

Pavey & Son
Hughes

•For the erection of a Congregational
Mr. W. T. Rule, architect, Sheemess:—
•£ii53'

I

Skinner * Co £1.310
. 1,370

I
Laurence Seager 1,208

• I.3S3 I Joseph Bligh, Eastchurch* i.cS?
« Accepted.

RHONDDA.—For the erection of a mission church at Trealau.
for the Rev. J. D. ijames. M.A,, Vicar of Llwynypia. Messrs.
Griffiths * Jones, archittets. Pontypridd and Tonypandy
Jno, Griffiths £8So o

j

D. Evans Sons & Co.,
Charles Bros 87010 Penygraig, Gi.am.* ..,.£799 o
Rowlands & Lloyd 825 o

j
* Accepted.

STAINLAND (Yorks).—For kerbing, flagging, &c., Wostgate.
for the Urban District Council. Mr. J. H. Walker, senior.

Mechanic's Hall, Stainland ;

—

Flags, ftr Snpcrjicial Yarti.

s. d.

S. Broadbent * Sons, Sowood, near Halifax — 3 9

Kerbs, per Lineal i'lr.i,

S, Broadbent * Sons. Sowood, near Halifax,. .. 2 6

Fhtgging, per Superjirial Yard.

J. Helliweli, Tliom-street, Stainland i 2

Kerbing, per Lxneal Yard.

J. Helliweli, Thorn-street, Stainland

Setting, per Superficial Yard.

J. Helliweli. Thorn-street, Stainland 8

Redressing Kerb, Lineal Y.ir.i.

J. Helliweli, Thorn-street. Stainland si

Redressing .‘ielts, Superficial Yard.

J. Helliweli, Thom-street, Stainland 7

SWANSEA.—For the erection of a block of cottage

Cockett, for the Union Guardians. Mr. Richard Watkins, ar-

Bry-n-y-mor-crescent. Swansea. Quantities by architect^

J. Maries & Sons ..£>.36* 7 3 I
G. Davies . . .. .. . ..£

LlovdBrcs 1.2:0 0 0 t
Tliomas Richards ..

U. Jenkins 1,190 0 o
|

J. & F. Weaver . ...

Thomas. Watkins, * I
John Tucker

Co I.>56 17 o
I

)• & D. Jonw ..

—

William Lane 1.153 o o WiUiam WiUiams,

Thos. Davies 1,14a o 0 Eaton Town Bryn-

Thos. Waters i,t4« 8 7 I
hyfryd, Swansea*

Accepted.

SWINDON.—For the erection of t Queen's Theatre.

Messrs tc muvciiou architects. Bank

Chambers! Baldwin-street, Bristol Quantities by Mr. Wm. Veals,

Brighton Chambers, Bristol

;

Flewellin & Huckson ....£9.05° I
Charles Widtams*

* Accepted.

.£9,936

TIPTON (Staffs).—For metalling, paving, &c., the mam-road.

Toll End, for the Urban District Council. Mr. W. H. Ju-es,

surveyor. Owen-Strect. Tipton:-
I.Gitlmgs £900 0 J. Ford. CoalviUe.

j.Bott.^ 87510! Leicester (accepted) ..£851 0

[Surveyors estimate, £9>S-J

WALTHAMSTOW.—For the erection of two villa residences at

Prospect Hill. Walthamstow, (or Mr. J. Hltchmam Mr. J. Williams

Dunford, architect. tcoC, Queen V.ctona-street E.C.

w sihimnur £1,994 b. Fuller * Son £i,945

GBurr^ge .!...•!•!•!••• '•«* Walter Lawrence 1.899

J. A. Reed i.944l

WEST BRIDGFORD (Notts).-For laying sewers, *c.. 011 the

Mutual Freehold Land Association's Estate, for the Urban District

Council Mr. W. H. Radford, C.E., Angel-row. Nottingham

W. Moss £>4.500 0 0 Jas. Holmes ^.....£ta,s43 >8

Cope & Raynor.... 14.493 >

T. Smart 14.296

H. H. Barry 13-3SI

I. H. Vickers. Ltd. 13.306 1

Matthew HaU 12.738 • Accepted.

WINCHESTER.—Accepted for the erection of a sanMonum.

for the Council of the Winchester High School. Mr. Thomas

Swpher, architect, 57. High-street, Winchester

Fielder * Son, Winchester £1.290

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD TENDERS.

.A.T the last meeting of the London School

Board, the Works Committee submitted the

following lists of tenders :

—

BEETHOVEN-STREET.—Erecting Higher Standard Rooms,

Manual Training Centre, &c. :— _ ^ _

J. & M. Patrick £6,141 1
Stimpson & Co £5i323

BELL-STREET (Edgware-foad).-For casing and finUhing wall

of schoolkeeper's house:— . r. 1" H Sealy £150 o A. M. Sparks £91 10— n E.T. FoUey 79 0

I

Perkins & Co.* 75 o
. Nicholson..

. A. Yerbury * Sons ..

BUCKINGHAM-STREET.—Enlargement
Treasure * Son £*.iS7 0 I Stimpson & Co. £
Kiilby & GayOtd .... 2.073 0 W. M. Dabbs
E. Lawrance & Sons.. 1,885 0 I Willmott & Sons
Perkins*Co 1,842 0 I C. Cox

J. * M. Patrickf 1.840 0 G.S.S. Williams* Son*

ut;
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CAMBERWELL-C ATE.—Erecting new school;—
F. A H. F. Higgs £t5

[

T. Boyce
I Shillitoe A son 23.873 W. Downs o;s6i
Lathey Bros soSSj J & M. Patiickt 222;
' Lorg'ev & Co 52 840

I
W. Smith 21.856

G. E. Wallis & Sons ... . 22,537 1
E. Lawrance & 1.0ns* .. 21,74;

" CHAUCER. '-Heating
H. C. P.ice Uea &Co.;£69s 0 0 I

Richardson A Co £jSS 17 t

TealeA Soma'S 63o 0 0 J. Wontner - Sm.tn,
MsgHire & GatchsU, i Gray. & Co 583 0 0

Ltd 67815 0 I
J. C. A I- s. E'lis.Ltd. 575 0 o

W. G. Cannon A Sons 649 o 01 Turner & Co.* 537 *o 0

CLVDE-STREET—H-ating.
J Defcies & Sans, Ltd.. ,£291 0 . R-sser & Russeil, Ltd,
W. Simmons aSg o I Uutheld & 1.0

T. ft F. May 237 o I Bates A Pearce
1

.

F. Clarke & Sons oar o A. J. Kallaway A Co,*
Vaughan & Biown. Ltd. 221 0 |

ELTRINGHAM - STREET SCHOOL (Wandsworth). — For

F. & H F. Higgs ..,£1.756 0 0 I
Rice A Son .£>835 0 0

,1 . Garrett A Son .. i.gjo o 0 Laihey Bios 1.813 o 0
W, Akeis A Co. .. 1,894 0 0 | J. A C. Bowyer . . .. 1798 o 0
W. Downs 1,890 0 o|E.)Triggs i.-,9a 14 1

J, F. Fold 1,858 0 0 I. A M. Patrick .... 1,779 o o
J. Smith A Sons... . 1.839 o o

]
E. P. Bulled A Co, I 1.761 o 0

HEAD OFFICES OF THE BO ARD.—Fittiog up Room 37 i

T;Ctuwys £39 o ot IlUngworth. Ingham.
Wake A Dean 37 0 o A lo.* ;£3i 9
W. H. Lascelles A Co. 3119 0

LEO-STREET,—New school ;

—

F. A H. F. Higgi 4^27,269
I
Lathey Bros ,£25.426

B. E Nightirgaie 26,115 J. Shillitoe A Son 95,241
J.CroverASon 25,689 I £. Lawraace A Sons ... . 25, <22
mpsonACo 25,640 I W. Downs 24.867
r. .. 55,483

I
C. Ccx* 24,.70J, AM. Patrick ,

7't.ANSFORD-STREET. — Erecting cookery and Isundiy

I AM. Patrick! ;£: 211 I E Lawrance A Sons ,£1.054
Kiunv A Gayford t,i3t C. Cox 1,013
%V, M, Dabhs J,"54

j
G. Muoday A Sons* 583

W. King A Son ....

J. Witlniott A Son..
F. A F. Wood
w. Shurmur
W. J Mitchell
W. Gregar A S;n .

.

W. M. Dabbs
•W.Smiih
C. Cox
Perry A Co

-Tender for upper

£6.395 R. A. Yeibury A Son £5.454
.. 5.760 T. L. Green.. 5.372
.. 561a G. S. S Wijiams A Son.. 5318
.

.
56.6 Killhy A Gayford 5,298

• • S'S?? Clatke A Bracfy 5 298
,. 5.'49 J. Grover A Snu I.,?!
.. 5,5:5 E. Lawrance A Sons .... 5.105
.

. 5 403 C. Miskin 4 040
•• 5 4''5 W. SciivenerACo.i .... 4.523
•• S 4S 4 I

netLEV-STREET.—Providing and filing fence ;

^•Cni«T-s, £S4 0l£.T.P0Uey £46 .

A. M. Sparks 47 10
I

.Stlmpsoo A Co
K. P. Beattie 2 C14 i

E. Lawrancs A Sons .. i 9*2
E. Tngg, 1,9:7

. A. YcibuiyASoos
I

Lathey Bros
W. Akers A Co. t

QUEEN'S-ROAD (Dalston). — For adaptation of bouse for
schoolkeeper
G- Barker £147 15 I D Gihh A Co £220 0^;E Symes 231 0 J. Kiddle A Son 187 o

231 0 J. F. Hollidayt 17^ oW. Shurmur..

RUSHMORE-ROAD.-Healirg -
I'Ff^L*Son £365 01 J. F. Clarke A Sons ....£:J.AF.May . „6 0 J. Wontnei-Smilb, Gray,
J- C, A J. S. Ellis. Ltd.. S62 0 ACo
W. G. Cannon A Sois .. 231 0 |

H. C. Price Lea' A Co!*

C. B.N.SNEWIN
JI2VHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT.
Nos. 7. 8^, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 10, & 17, BACK HILL,

HATIOX GARDEN, and 29, BAY STREET
FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
STOCK OF ALL KIND8 OF WOODS TN EVERTTHluKN^S, DRY. AND FIT FOR IMMEDIATE USE.Telepboue. 65.274 Holborn. Tele. Address

; 8NEWIN. Loudon

T. Bruty
F Lawrance A Sons
W. Creg.ar A Son ....'

T. Lorgley et Cc
J. Sbi'htoe A Son
H. Everett A Son

- -£4 57®
I

Lathey Bros
• 4.530 S. Parnienter

.. 4 424 Treasure A Son ...

,

.. 4.S01I H, T. Carter

. . 4.238 H. R. Rons, Grays)

For mfitmary !

£4.19'
I

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

I

the Office to residents In any part of the Uni „
rate of 19s. pet annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe, America.
Australia, New Zealand. India. China, Ceylon, Ac., 26s. per annum.

SLEAFORD.STREET--B:i-er.hcuse. Ac.
E. Triggs £’os I Holloway Bros £160
w. Hammond 182 Lathey Bros 15"
R. E, Williams A Sons 179 | J. Gaitelt A Son *.. 141

SUPPLY of carpenters' tools on a running contra cl

Thos- J. Syet A Co £5
Moseley A Son 4 n
James Woodcock A Sons.. 4 1.

H. A C. Davis A Co. Ltd. 411
H. S. Timoson 4 c

Buck A Hickman 4 1

SUPPLY of wateiirg cans and lavatory baths on running c

I

R. H. A J Pearson, Ltd. £4
Nelilefuld ASon.4 4

I
F. G Pearson A Co 4

I

F. bird A Co.* 3 i

I

Kownson, Drew A Co 0

F Braby A Co.. Ltd
Wicstone A Co.. Ltd
H. S. Timpson
1 -. Bird A Co
K. H. A ). Pearson, Ltd. ,

Nettlefold A Sons
Kewason, Drew, A Co. .

.

Lavatory
Baths

*£j 14 6

TURIN-STREET SCHOOL (Bethnal Green).—For tepairirg
windows •—
Clark, Hunt A Co ....£7812 6 |W. Cates) £63 o c
C. R. Hcwaid A Son 71 12 6 |

• Accepted. ) Recemmended for acceptance.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

public mesdngs, tests, of course,

IVi tannei uruUrUtlu (a return refected eemmunieotiane.

Letters or communications (beyond mere news items) which ba*l
leen duplicated for other Journals are NOT DESIRED.
^“We ate compelled to decline polndcg oot books and giving

Any commission to a contributor to write an article Is given subject
to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject It If unsatisfactory. ’The receipt by the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply Its

acceptance.

All communlcatlens regarding literary and artistic matters should
e addressed to THE EDITOR

;
those relating to advertisements

W. H. Lascelles & Co.,

121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 2-70.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY,

LASCELLES’ CONCRETE
Architects’ Designs are carried out with the

greatest care.

CONSERVATORIES.

GREENHOUSES,

WOODEN BUILDINGS.

Bank, Office, & Shop Fittings.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION.

Remittances (^

addressed tc

street, W.C.

} DOUGLAS FOURDRINIER) should be

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS,(b7
prepaying at the Publishing Office, 19s. pu annum or

4s. pd. per quarter), can ensure receiving Buildai,''
by Friday Sftrming’t Poti.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH.

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproohng,
and Preserving Building Materials.

EAM HILL STONE.
BOULTING STONE.

The Plain Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(Incorporating TheHam Hill StoneCo. and C. Trash&S0DS1

The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke-undef'Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent ;—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

THE TEST OF TIME
has proved that

SZEHELMEY STONE LIQUID
Absolutely waterproofs and preserves Bricks,

Stone, Cement, Stucco, Plaster, &c.
SzERELMEY & Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E.

AspHalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,
Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials foe

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse Boors,

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,
granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalte
Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co, [Advt.

BFHAGUE & CO.’S

INK-PHOTO PROCESS,

4 & 5, East Harding-street,

Fetter-Lane, E.C. [Advt.

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and \vith despatch.

MBTCHIM & SON, 20, Parliament-st.S.W.
"QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,”

For 1897, price Cd. post 7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 [ADva

PILKINGTON&CO
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KIHG 'WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, K.O.

SegUtered Trade 3/arki

Polfliceai Aspialie.

PATENT ASPHALTE and FELT BOOFINfi.

ACTD-EF.SISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVINC.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

61
.

ST. MARY AXE,

LONDON, E.C.ERNEST MATHEWS & GO.
CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT FO.R SLATES AND SLATE BATHS.

PERMANENT GREEN SLATES, AS USED ON THE LAW COURTS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

ROUFING SLATES I SLATE SIABWORX
OF EVERY DSCRIPTION, PLAIN AND ENAMELLED"OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MARBLE & ENAMELLED SLATE CHIMNEY-PIECES
Marble and Enamelled Slate lavatory Tops and Fittings complete, Slate Cisterns, Shelves, and Urinals.

HEar<
Works-Aberllefenny, North WaRs. Midland Wharf, Bow.

“ ' ^
neao Office and only City Address, 61, ST. MARY AXE, E.C.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

Payne-road Wharf, Bow.
Branch House, 37, Victoria-street, Bristol
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A Revised View of Italian Renaissance

Architecture.

HE history of the

influence of the

architecture of the

Italian Renaissance

upon English archi-

tecture in the more
modern period, ex-

hibits rather a

curious variation in

one point of view.

In the days of our fathers and grandfathers

Italian architecture stood as the symbol for

what was correct, refined, and Academic in

the application of the classic orders to

modern architecture. Palladio was its great

name, attaining in England an almost pro-

verbial influence as a kind of architectural

high-priest, such as he hardly attained in any

•other country. Alberti, Vignola, and Serlio

were admitted though lesser lights in the

same form of art. When the late Sir

William Tite founded his prize for the

•encouragement of the study of Italian archi-

ture, it was unquestionably this academical

idea of it that was in his mind
;
he wished

to promote the study of and taste for a

correct application of the Orders, as an anti-

dote to the threatening irruption of Gothic

tastes. That the expression “ Italian

Renaissance afchitecture ” could stand for

much which is fanciful, original, and

picturesque, is an idea which would almost

ha%-e startled the older generations who just

preceeded the Gothic revival. But the

younger generation of Englishmen of the

present day, without philosophising much
on the matter, have begun tacitly to find this

out tor themselves
;
their sketch books tell

the tale, filled as they are often with bits of

picturesque and unhackneyed architectural

combination and detail
;
unlawful incidents,

such as would find no place in the Vitruvian

or Palladian scheme of architectural design.

It is partly on this account that even those

whose natural leanings are towards medise-

valism or what is akin to it have ceased to

regard Renaissance architecture in that

spirit of contempt and aversion of which

Pugin first set the example, and to which

Ruskin afterwards gave voice in his eloquent

but absurdly exaggerated language. Even

the scholastic architecture of the Italian

Renaissance is now regarded with some

respect by those who decline to take it as a

guide
;
but our eyes have begun to be much

more opened to the fact that there is a great

deal in Italian Renaissance architecture

which is much more than scholastic, and

that the generation of medievalists who

poured contempt upon it were only contem-

plating one phase of Italian architecture, and

that not the most interesting.

Mr. Anderson’s book on “ the architecture

of the Renaissance of Italy’’* is not there-

fore a new gospel on the subject : it is only

a revised analysis to suit a position already

tacitly taken up. But such a book was

certainly required. The existing popular

text-books, such as Fergusson's, take the old

view of Italian Renaissance architecture as

essentially an academic form of art
;

it was

desirable that there should be a book for

students and the public which would express

the more comprehensive view of the subject

which is now beginning to prevail. This

therefore, is the excuse for the production of

a small book on so great a subject as the

architectural Renaissance in Italy; not to

pretend to exhaust the subject, but to pre-

sent it to the student from a new point of

view.

The most important feature in Mr. Ander-

son’s book is the emphasis which he lays on

the earlier works of Renaissance architecture,

which have been comparatively neglected by

previous writers, who have regarded them

merely as examples of incompleted progress

towards the development of a purely classical

style. Italian architecture, in fact, has till

lately meant to the majority of architectural

students the architecture of academic laws

and the use of the Orders, and the student

has been invited to concentrate his whole

attention on the more symmetrical and

imitative buildings of the later period, to

the ignoring of the in many cases far more

interesting and virile work of the earlier

Renaissance. Thus has arisen the critical

mistake of regarding the Italian Renaissance

as merely an imitative period. That in the

later Renaissance there was a good deal of

cold imitation of Roman detail is true

enough, and also that it was, as far as

we know, the first time in the history of

the art in which architects went back to

*“ The Architecture of the Renaissance in Italy : a

general view for the use of students and others.” By
William J. Anderson, architect. A, R.l.B. A., director of

architecture and lecturer at the Glasgow School of An.

London: B. T. Batsford; 1896.

the imitation of the details of an ancient

style many centuries before them
;
so far the

Renaissance marked a new era in architec-

ture, a new method of procedure
;
but even

in regard to this later and more scholastic

Renaissance, though the details were

borrowed, the main design was not
;
and

the works, for instance, of Palladio, Peruzzi,

and Sansovino, each represent a distinct

principle of architectural treatment

;

" Michelangelo's dome, that had hung the Pantheon

[in heaven,’’

was not a copy of the Pantheon. But in the

earlier days of the Renaissance this scholastic

imitation had not been systematised
;

the

architects, under the influence of the revival

of learning, no doubt turned to the remains

of Roman art and drew inspiration from them

and made use of some of their materials,

but it was a use made in an exceedingly

free spirit, in buildings many of which were

entirely new architectural creations. The

falsity of that view of the Renaissance as a

,

merely imitative school of architecture has

been commented on more than once in our

pages
;
and we are glad to find an able and

thoughtful critic like Mr. Anderson promul-

gating the same view:

—

“ It is true with regard to the details or materials

of its composition that in the Roman Forum, or

the Palatine Hall, or among the ruins of the Baths

of Caracalla, one may find not merely the prototypes,

but the approximate forms, nearly every feature

which goes to compose the church or palace built

fourteen or fifteen centuries afterwards. With as

much truth, however, may it be said that originality

has never been displayed to greater degree than by

the architects of the Early Italian Renaissance, and

that considered in relation to the previous direction

of all architectural effort for centuries, the interiors

of the Capella dei Pazzi, San Lorenzo, and Santo

Spirito—all churches of Brunelleschi—are real works

of genius. ... In every way it becomes clear that

those who consider the architecture of the Renais-

sance as merely an imitative styie, and place

it in a different category from all which

precedes it, do so with a little truth and more

error. If the Italians of the fifteenth century

took the Roman forms and details as a basis,

they built up a new style as different from the

Roman as the Roman was from the Greek. There

is, for example, a far wider gap between the Renais-

sance church and the Roman temple than between

the Roman and Grecian temples
;
and such buildings

as the Palazzi Strozzi and Grimani are unique, and

have no relation of an imitative kind to anything in

classic times."

This is no more than the truth, and it is

well to have it set forth so plainly, not only
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for architectural students, who may use the

book as an introduction to the study of

Renaissance architecture, but also for those

of the public who may be induced to read it,

and who are accustomed to follow with too

implicit belief Ruskin’s absurd and over-

acted denunciation of all Renaissance archi-

tecture as a sham. There is, however, one

important point which might have been re-

ferred to in the Introduction (from which the

above quotation is taken), viz., the extent to

which architecture became a personal art at

the Renaissance. It is not more the style

ol the country or ol the age that we recognise

in a Renaissance palace or church, than the

treatment and manner of the special architect

whose work it was. This fact represents

the most marked and unquestionable dis-

tinction between the condition of architec-

ture at the Renaissance as compared with

any earlier period the works of which are

known to us. There may be two or three

ancient buildings which have the air of in-

dividual taste and intellect strongly marked

on them. The Erechtheion is one. St. Sophia

seems to have owed its grand design to the

personal genius of its architect, since we
know of no precisely analogous building

before it. There is Peterborough west

front
;
a distinctly individual idea. But in

general both the Greek temple and the

Gothic cathedral affect us as manifestions of

an impersonal architecture, carried out ac-

cording to a received programme. With the

great Renaissance buildings it is different

;

they are each stamped by the personal

character and predilection of their architect.

Mr. Anderson seems hardly to have realised,

or at least to have pointed out, this essential

fact with sufficient emphasis, though he does
lay stress on the influence of the personal

genius of Brunelleschi.

This latter great architect can only partly

be claimed by the Renaissance, for Santa
Maria at Florence was essentially a medijcval
building, and Brunelleschi’s dome a medizeval
dome, more like an octagonal vault than a
dome, and pointed in section. It was in

some of his smaller works that Brunelleschi
fairly took up the new form of architecture.

It is curious, and it is an evidence of the
free and unfettered manner in which archi-

tecture was at this time practised, that while
Brunelleschi was following classic examples
in some of these smaller works, the Riccardi
Palace was commenced, and the Strozzi even
a good deal later; buildings which are in most
respects far more mediaeval than classic in feel-

ing, the only effect decisively classic about
them being the huge and strongly marked cor-
nice, which was proportioned not to an Order,
but to the whole height of the building. In
drawing attention to the grandeur and great
projection of these cornices, the author omits
to showbyasection'what exceedingly artificial

and unstructural creations theywere
;
the cor-

nices actually overhang to a much greater
extent than the width of the walls, so that
they must be cramped down

; we do not
know whether any one has had the opportu-
nity or the curiosity to examine into this,

but a published section of the Strozzi palace,'
which we may assume to be fairly correct'
gives one a most uncomfortable idea as to
the seating of the cornice on the wall.

Still more strange does it seem that almost
simultaneously with the erection of buildings
of such massive grandeur and breadth of
treatment as these two palaces, Alberti
should have thought that he was bettering

architecture by the production of so tame and

flat though elegant a piece of commonplace

as the Rucellai palace, that parent of

pilasters, a building which represents the

wrong side, the pedantic side, of Renaissance

architecture, and seems like a prophecy of

what it was to come to in the later period,

when too much learning and the desire of

reproducing Roman work had flattened and

dulled the real life out of the architecture.

The fact, however, that Alberti cared to do

this kind of thing of his own personal motive

and apart from any general tendency at that

time to architectural pedantry, is another

proof of the extent to which architecture

had come to be governed by the personal

taste of the individual architect.

The scope and object of Mr. Anderson’s

five chapters or lectures is to show that

Italian Renaissance architecture was really

of far more interest, originality, and variety,

during the earlier period which has been
least .studied and illustrated, and when the

idea of Classic precedent was less pre-

dominant, than in the later period of Michel-

angelo, Palladio, and Vignola, when precedent

was all-powerful
;
a period which has been

commonly regarded as the culmination of

the Italian Renaissance in architecture,

whereas Mr. Anderson frankly heads his last

chapter “Palladio and the Decline.’’ There
are in fact plenty of architects, in the present

day, even those of Classic tendencies and
sympathies, who will agree with him in this

view—who have in fact long agreed with it

;

but we are not aware that it has been so de-
fiantly propounded in a text-book before. Mr.
Anderson begins.with “The Fifteenth Century
in Florence,” the chapter which, along with
the Introduction, we have been hitherto con-

sidering. This is followed by a parallel

chapter on the “ Early Renaissance out of

Florence,” touching on such examples as the

Certosa, and on the work of Bramante, who,
if the Santa Maria della Grazie at Milan is

really his, could be as original and as free

from the trammels of classic precedent as
the architects of the early Florentine palaces.

In his liking for covering the surface of
archivolts and pilasters with carving, slightly

confined by a thin fillet, he anticipates some
of the feeling and peculiar effect of the
plateresqiie school in Spain. With this we
are directed also to the earlier work in

Venice and the North Italian cities, which,
as the author truly observes, is even stronger
evidence than the Florentine work against
the charge that Renaissance architecture was
merely imitative. The next chapter deals
with the central period and the culmination in
Rome, where, by the way, Bramante, in the
last period of his career, seems to have
become converted to pedantry and the
pilaster ideal, and did with the Cancellaria
Palace as poor a feat as Alberti with the
Rucellai, as far as general vigour of archi-

tectural conception is concerned, though no
doubt some of the details are beautifully re-

fined. One important element, however,
illustrated in the Cancellaria and elsewhere,
which the author draws special attention to,

:

is the variation in the spacing of the pilasters,

by which they are divided up into wider and
narrower intercolumniations alternately. The
work of Peruzzi is also largely illustrated and
described in this chapter, in which also we
naturally come upon the subject of St. Peter’s

and the dealings with it of San Gallo,
Raffaelle, Bramante, Peruzzi, and Michel-
angelo. “Roman influence in the north of
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Italy" forms the subject of the succeeding:

chapter; the last, as already mentioned, being:

occupied with “Palladio and the decline.’’

Palladio the author classes as undoubtedly

the cleverest man of the late Renaissance,

an architect of fine perceptions and no

little originality. The praise of the

latter epithet he, perhaps, hardly deserves;

at least, where he was original, it was by n®

means always in the best manner. The
author comments on the fictitious im-

portance which his name has obtained iD

England :
“ Why he should be better known

and more honoured than Brunelleschi,

Bramante, Peruzzi, or Sanmicheli, it is diffi-

cult to understand, unless it be that he

showed what could be done on a small scale

and with simple and cheap materials.” That,

would, no doubt, be one reason for his-

being dear to people who erect buildings ii^

this country. Whatever the cause, it is cer-

tain that with many old-fashioned English-

men, to this day, the name of Palladio is a-

kind of synonym for architecture.

The book makes a very good summary of

the subject in a small compass, and the

numerous illustrations, mostly reproducedi

from photographs, serve to give a very fair-

panorama on a small scale of the salient-

qualities of the principal classes of archi-

tectural monuments of the Renaissance.* Itr

may be recommended as an introductory

book both to students and the laity. Among:
special points of criticism we are glad to see

that the author repudiates the now popular

idea that a painter's or a sculptor’s training

makes the best architect. The fact that ai

few of the great architects of the world

had found their way into the art through

a sculptor’s or painter’s studio, only shows,,

as he observes, that special capacity will,

assert itself and find its true outlet. “ Many
painters and sculptors made poor architects,,

and hundreds of them never indicated any
architectural skill whatever. The best of the-

architects were those who laid aside every-

thing for their art, and became no longer

painters and sculptors but architects.” Andi
thisjs really the common sense of the matter.

We also entirely concur in the advice to look

after small works of the Renaissance as

attentively as after the great buildings, as the

smaller ones may often be found to be the

most perfect examples of the art. Lastly,,

we may draw attention to the important dis-

tinction which the author suggests betweeni

the art of the Renaissance and “ the fleeting,

revivals of styles in modern days.” “ Had
the Italian church builders of the six-

teenth century pursued the architectural

methods of the English Gothic revival-

ists of the last generation, they would have-

attempted to reproduce the temples, or
at least the law court or Basilica, or the

form of the Roman houses where the earliest

Christian churches assembled. This was
not their method, and where their arrange-

ments were not virtually original, designed,

to meet the wants of the lime, they were:

developments of Mediaeval or Gothic practice,,

that is, of the period immediately preceding.”

That is perfectly true, and it is a distinctioni

often lost sight of by those who rank the great

architectural movement of the Italian Renais-

sance with an ordinary “revival.”

* This system of illustration by reproductions of photo--

graphs, which is now becoming fashionable in books on
architecture, no doubt saves time and trouble, and is in a-

sense more trustworthy than drawing, but it does not give a.

book the same interest, especially when the perspective is.

seriously distorted by the photograph.
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THE EFFECT OF EXTRA WORK ON
THE DATE OF THE COMPLETION
OF BUILDING CONTRACTS.

IT is very seldom that what may be

called a pure point of building law

I

comes before the Court of Appeal,

so rare, indeed, that even if the

recent decision in the case of Dodd v.

Cliurton (Law Reports, 1897, i, Q.B.D.,

p. 562) were on a point of less importance

than it is it would be worthy of some atten-

tion. But the practical value of the case in

question makes it desirable that it should

receive detailed notice.

There is no point in building arrangements

more vital than the question of the date of

the completion of a contract. It Is one which
too often gives rise to much disagreement,

more especially when some work extra to

the original contract has been done. No
prudent building owner will fail to have a date

for the completion of the work inserted in a

contract, and also have a scale of penalties

to be paid by the builder added in case the

latter does not complete the work by the

specified date. In the simple but rather

exceptional case of a contract which is com-
pleted without extras there can be, as a rule,

no difficulty on this point. If the work is

not done by the date which is specified, then

the builder has to pay the penalties under
the contract.

But nine-tenths of the building contracts of

the present day are not completed as origin-

ally entered into—some extra work is almost

certain to be ordered. It is then that com-
plications frecpiently arise, since it is obvious

that the completion of the work by a specified

date may be prevented if the building owner
requires extra work to be done. The non-

completion necessarily brings the question

of the penalties to the front, and it is here

that there has been some uncertainty as to

the law, which the recent case of Dodd v.

Churton appears to have finally cleared up.

In Holme v. Guppy, which was decided in

1838, and also in Thornhill v. Neats, decided

in i860, the ordering of extra works and
their execution by the builder was held to

wholly put an end to the penalty clause

in the contract. In Legge v. Harlock, decided

in 1848, it was held that the result of the

extra work was “to enable the builder to

have an allowance made in respect of the

days necessarily occupied in the execution of

the additional work ” (see Roscoe’s “ Digest

of Building Cases," 3rd ed., p. 58). This
decision, it is obvious, has an important

practical result, different from that of the

two first-named cases, since, in them the

question of penalties was wholly put an end
to. But, as pointed out in the work from

which the above extract is taken, according

to the contract in Legge v. Harlock, if extra

works were ordered, they were to be finished

in a reasonable time. In other words, the

question of the date of the completion of

extra works was provided for in the contract.

In 1870 we get to a case in which the

date of the completitm of any extra works
was specified with a will, since the builder

bound himself to complete the contract,

extras included, by the original date. The
Court of Queen’s Bench held that if a man
was foolish enough to bind himself under a

penalty to do something which was impos-
sible he must be held to his bargain. In the

recent case of Dodd v. Churton there were
the usual circumstances. There was a date

fixed for completion of the contract
;
extras

were ordered—these delayed the completion
of the contract. The value of these addi-

tional works was 22/. 8s. 8d., and it was
said that a reasonable extension of time
would have been a fortnight, but the builder

did not, in fact, complete the contract for

twenty - seven weeks beyond the date
originally specified for its completion. The
building owner consequently claimed penal-
ties for twenty-five weeks. But in the argu-
ment of the case, the middle course, as it

may be called, which had been adopted by
the building owner, seems to have been
thrown over by his counsel, since he relied

on the St. John's College case, and argued
that the true construction of the contract was
that the builder had undertaken to do the

original and any extra work by the specified

date. On the other hand, the counsel for the

builder argued that the case was within the

general rule, namely, that the building owner
by ordering extras had put a complete end
to the penalty clause.

This was the view taken by the Court of

Appeal, who held that the Oxford case was
exceptional, and that unless a contract in

clear words stated that extras were to be
completed by the date originally specified

then that this case did not apply, and that

there was no date fixed for the completion of

the contract. This decision is no doubt sound
law, but it is rather hard on the building

owner, and we think that the Court, while

holding that the penalty clause was put an
end to so far as regards the date originally

fixed, yet might have implied a contract to

finish the work in a reasonable time. It is

absurd that extras, which properly lengthen
the time of execution of a contract, we will

say, for fourteen days, should allow a builder

to delay the completion for perhaps fourteen

weeks.

What is the practical matter, then, for

parties to building contracts to bear in mind,
having regard to these various decisions?
One thing is clear, that no builder should

bind himself by such mad conditions as in

the St. John's College case. In Legge v.

Harlock we find the reasonable solution

—

there should be a stipulation in the con-
tract that extra works, if any are ordered,

shall be completed in a reasonable time ;

or in such additional time as may be
allowed by the architect. This is fair to

both parties, whereas the rule laid down in

Dodd V. Churton is not fair from a common-
sense point of view to the building owner.
As we read it, the meaning of Clause 15 of

the conditions agreed upon by the Institute

and by the Central Association of Master
Builders is in accord with the decision in

Legge V. Harlock. The recent decision of

the Court of Appeal shows how desirable it

is for well-known conditions to be used in

building contracts, and not those which are

drawn by 'some lawyer who is probably
unaware of the various decisions on these
technical questions.

NOTES.
In a communication to the

Victoria Institute the other

day. Lord Kelvin discussed the "Age of the

Earth as an abode fitted for life,’’ in which,

however, we fail to find any new data that

could be utilised in the solution of the

problem. The date of the solidification of

the earth he now places between twenty and
thirty million years ago, and he arrives at

this date by judging of “ the properties of
rocks and by underground temperatures.”
This last is delightfully vague, and when we
begin to know something of underground
temperatures we may be able to follow the
Glasgow Professor

;
as it is we are in

daily expectation of having our views
on that subject modified by new dis-

coveries, for during the past few years
very divergent results have been ob-
tained in actual practice as to the rate

of increase of underground temperature.
And if the deductions are mainly based
on the “ properties of rocksj’ (pre-

sumably igneous), we shall be glad to

learn of any two authorities who are in

agreement with each other respecting the
temperature under which any holo-crystal-

line rock has settled down. Lord Kelvin
is a champion antagonist of the doctrine of
uniformity in geology, and, although it is

not fashionable, we are rather inclined to

agree with him on that point. At the same
time, it is difficult to reconcile the grounds
for that antagonism with the mathematical
progression demanded by his calculations. If
“ seventeen million years " have elapsed since

the beginning of Cambrian time, biologists

will want more than double that for the

estimate of the date of the first appearance
of life on the globe. These oldest fossili-

ferous rocks contain the remains of some
of the must highly organised invertebrata,

and some of the genera have very
little altered up to the present day. The
study of the pliylogeny of Lower Palaeozoic

life renders it impossible for the palaeonto-

logist to accept any estimate of time for the

evolution of pre-Cambrian life. We do not

follow Lord Kelvin, therefore, in his observa-
tions on the biological aspect of the problem.
At the risk of being included amongst the
“ antiquated geologists of thirty years ago,”

we venture to suggest that more facts are

wanted before any scientist is warranted in

attempting to fix the date of the appearance
of life on the globe. The younger school of

geologists also will have none of these

precious theories, which, as a rule, have no
shadow of foundation in fact to rest upon

;

and Lord Kelvin is hardly correct in stating

that geologists “no longer consider the ques-

tion of absolute dates as outside their pro-

vince.”

A CORRESPONDENT in the Tinted

J D?y.
^ exaggerated

suggestion as to the danger of

an extensive fire if one of tlie temporary

scaffolds on the line of route of the proces-

sion caught fire. To say that " a chance

spark or an unextinguished match would
quickly set them alight ” is hardly true.

Thick wooden joists and planking are not

easily set on fire by a burning match falling

on them. Such danger from fire as there

might be would rather arise from a match
falling On any accumulation of shavings or

paper, or other easily inflammable material,

accumulated in the spaces under and behind

the staging. These spaces, which will be
invisible and not to be got at during the pro-

cession day, ought to be carefully examined
and cleared of rubbish the evening before

the 22nd. If that were properly done
the danger from fire would be hardly appre-

ciable. What we should feel more anxious

about is the stability of some of the

scaffolds under the pressure of a crowded

mass of persons all striving to lean as
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near the front as possible
;
we do not

refer to the scaffolds erected in steps

on a slope — those are safe enough —
but to some of the very high narrow stagings

which we observe are getting erected against

nearly the whole height ot some of the street

buildings. These ought to be securely tied

into the buildings behind them, and we feel

some doubt whether this has been adequately

done in all cases, people being naturally

anxious to damage their buildings as little as

possible. But the whole of these erections

are liable to the supervision of the District

Surveyors, so that we may hope they will be

well looked after.

THE Committee which is charged
Pans Exhibition arrangement of tlie

Paris Exhibition of 1900, has

drawn up its scheme for the "retrospective”

exhibition of Fine Art and the exhibition of

Decorative Art, in its main lines at least.

According to the programme, drawn up by

M. Molinier (assistant-curator of the Louvre),

the Retrospective Exhibition will have the

whole of the small palace at the Champs

Elysees and part of the large palace on the

line of the Avenue dAntin. In the small

palace will be collected objects of decorative

and industrial art from the earliest date to

1 800, classed in twelve series according to chro-

nological succession. The upper portion of the

Retrospective Exhibition will include works of

art from 1800 to 1SS9, installed in a portion of

the large palace
;
sculpture on the ground

floor
;
painting and industrial art on the upper

!

floor. This portion of the exhibition will be

divided into five parts, corresponding to the

First Empire, the Restoration, the reign of

Louis Philippe, the Second Empire, and the

modern Republic. Between the different

galleries will be rooms for visitors to rest,

furnished in various styles so as to illustrate

the progress and change of style in furniture

design. In connexion with the subject of

the Exhibition, it may be mentioned that it

appears now to be definitely settled that the

annual Salons, until after the 1900 Exhibi-

tion, are to be accommodated in the Galerie

des Machines.

and Organ in from the Bishop of Chester, in
Churches. Monday’s Times, is gratifying

as indicating that the labours of the Joint
Committee of the Institute of Architects and
the College of Organists, appointed some
years ago to consider the (piestion of the
best position of the choir and organ in

churches, are not entirely thrown away, and
that their Report, though not final in its nature,
is '’now influencing clerical opinion. The

,

Bishop quotes largely from this Report, and
with evident approval

;
but when he refers

to the conservatism of architects as standing
iu the way of improvement, we are
inclined to suggest that it is rather the con-
servatism of the clergy that is at fault. The
scheme of the chancel choir is undoubtedly
favoured by the clerical party from the idea
that there is a traditional ritualistic propriety
iu it, and we imagine that in many cases an
architect would not be allowed to dispense
with the long chancel and the choir stalls in
ft, even if he wished to do so. Yet the idea of
the traditional propriety of the arrangement
is only illusory

;
it dates from the days when

the choir ^vvere also the clergy, and were a
segregated body. In the present day the lay
choristers should be more properly regarded
as a portion of the congregation. The

Bishop of Chester seems to be fully persuaded

'of the unsuitability, on musical grounds,

of the "organ-chamber” (it is something

to have got that opinion on record from an

ecclesiastical dignitar}'), and evidently favours

the idea of a west-end organ with a choir on

either side of the nave, which we have long

regarded as the true solution. The choir

are then really in a position to lead congre-

gational singing, and a large organ has at

the same time a chance of being heard with

its best effect.

The Royal Institution was

Tl.?o‘SS'sp«e. crowded on Friday evening last

week, when Mr. Preece gave

a lecture on "Signalling Through Space

Without Wires.” He first described a primi-

tive system which was successfully used to

signal across the Sound of Mull when the

submarine cable broke down in 1895- The

principle employed was that currents in a

long straight wire induce currents in a long

wire parallel to it, even when they are many
miles apart. Another system described was
that of communicating with lightships by

means of a cable coiled at the bottom of the

sea under the ship. The currents in this

cable were to induce currents in another

independent cable coiled round the ship.

This method, however, was a failure,

as the currents induced in the iron

hull of the ship screened the coils

from one another. He then described Signor

Marconi's system, about which it now ap-

pears much needless mystery has been made.

It was found to be a modification of a Hertz

oscillator and a Lodge coherer. It was
stated that by its aid signals were trans-

mitted across the Bristol Channel between
Penarth and Brean Down, a distance of

nearly nine miles. He also said that

secrecy could be perfectly obtained by its

use, as only a receiver tuned to the parti-

cular frequency would respond to the

signals. We do not see, however, what is

to prevent any one from tuning a receiver

until it answered theP.O. signals. It is well

known to mathematicians that the reson-

ance of such a receiver is not at all marked,

and tliat it will respond to electric waves
tliroughout a wide range of frequency. For

shipping and lighthouse purposes this system

has a future before it, and it will be inte-

resting to see whether the Post Office or

private enterprise will be the more success-

ful in adapting Hertz's and Lodge's dis-

coveries to practical work.

A RUMOUR was set afloat last

Midland Rail-

way Company were negotiating

for the purchase of the site of the Found-
ling Hospital, with a view to erect on
it a central station. This report, we are

glad to hear, has now been contradicted

by the Company. The idea is one, how-
ever, which must take practical form
sooner or later. The position of the termini

of the Great Western, the North Western,
and of the other lines which end north of

Euston-road, is quite an anachronism at the

present time. In the same way the terminus

of the South Western is extremely incon-

venient. We have therefore no doubt at all

that, cost what it may, one or more central

stations will, sooner or later, be seen in

London. It does not necessarily follow that

all trains will arrive at or start from this

point, but that there will be some concen-

tration of traffic partially, at any rate, in a

central place, we feel no doubt whatever. It

is to be hoped, however, that it will not be

at the cost of destroying a building of so

much historic interest as the Foundling

Hospital, and filling up one of the open

spaces of London.

A SOMEWHAT curious point in

regard to by-laws under the

Public Health Act, 1875,

decided shortly before the Courts rose for

the Whitsun Vacation. It was declared by

a by-law that any person who should con-

struct a sewer should place it at least 50 ft.

from the building with which it was con-

nected. Various objections were taken to

what was an unreasonable by-law, and that

it could not apply to alterations to old build-

ings. These the Court brushed aside, they

were not tenable. A third objection was
overruled, but not in so satisfactory a

manner. How was a cesspool to be made
50 ft. from a house if the owner of it did

not possess the ground to this extent? The
answer given was that if this were so the

cesspool could not be made in the case of a

new house, and in the case of an old one

the owner was not bound to construct a new
cesspool. It is, however, hardly conducive

to improved sanitation to allow cesspools to

remain at less than a given distance from

houses, if in the case of new buildings they

are to be at some specified distance away.

It is also to be observed that in the case iu

question the old cesspool was 3 ft. from the

house, and was closed by order of the

Inspector of Nuisances, so that the owner
was not a voluntary agent in the matter.

As regards new houses in streets, a by-law

such as that which was under discussion in

Simmons v. the Mailing Rural District

Council appears to contemplate a system of

drainage and not isolated cesspools.

In a new banqueting hall in

connexion with the Royal

Palace Hotel, Kensington, an

experiment has been tried which was recom-

mended years ago in our columns, in the

early days of electric lighting, viz. : lighting a

room by reflection from the ceiling, the actual

lights being concealed. In the room iu ques-

tion some hundreds of i6-candle-power lamps

are hidden under the cornice and the light is

thrown on to the ceiling and thence reflected

down into the room. The work was carried

out by Messrs. Donnison, Berlyn, Sillem, &
Co. Of course a certain amount of light

is wasted in the reflection, but the glare of

the lamps is removed from the eye, and there

is also the pleasing effect produced of a light

from no apparent artificial source—a kind of

daylight effect.

The Scientific Amci'icait in a

Dr>°Dock'^
receut issuc gives some infor-

mation as to a leak in the dry

dock in Brooklyn Navy Yard, and its pro-

bable cause, which may be of interest to

engineers. Water had been percolating

into the dock beneath the apron which

extends from the outer sill into the entrance

channel. The apron consists of two layers

of 12 by 6 timber on a bed of concrete and

piling, with sheet piling 12 by 8 on the side

towards the entrance. A diver sent down

to examine found that a hole had been torn

open at the outer edge of the apron, exposing

the underlying bed of concrete, and that a

large hole had been formed in the bottom
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at the Pantheon.* The composition, which

is divided into three parts, represents the

legend of Ste. Genevieve coming to re-

victual Paris when beseiged by Clovis. The

compartment on the leit shows the long pro-

cession of starving people coming out from

the besieged city. In the centre Ste.

Genevieve stands in a boat leading a flotilla

laden with food. In the third, or right-hand

portion of the picture, men are shown dis-

embarking the cargo from the ships. It is

hoped that this fine work will be exhibited

in its completed form next year. The study

of it makes one again regret the unfortunate

division of the decoration of the Pantheon

among different artists of different schools.

The whole work ought to have been put in

the hands of M. Puvis de Chavannes.

mud of the channel round the damaged
portion. The following is given as the pro-

bable explanation :

“ The construction of the dock was carried on

from the inshore end tow.nrd tiie channel, and the

apron was built while there was yet,ia couple of

hundred feet of solid ground between it and the

Wallabout channel. The removal of this material

was done by a floating steam dredge, and it is sup-

posed that in excavating the channel near the

apron the bucket caught the edge of the

apron, tearing up the sheet piling and breaking

away a portion of the concrete and the timber

flooring. The water was now free to enter beneath

the concrete floor and worki its way along the sides

of the dock. Under the great head of from 26 to

29 ft., tile pressure upon the structure would be

enormous, and would easily ^account for the burst-

ing in of the walls on the occasion already referred

to."

few days at 56, Great Marlborough-street.

show a highly creditable degree of invention

and originality. The subject given to the

junior students was “ A Westmoreland Hill

Church.’’ Most of the students seem to

have aimed at producing what ought to be

the essential qualities of a country church in

a hill district—simplicity of design and

solidity of construction, with rather low and

wide proportions. The prevalent defect in the

general character of the designs is, perhaps,

that, in aiming at simplicity, ecclesiastical

character has been rather lost sight of, and

some of the designs have consequently a

rather too utilitarian character. The gable

end of Mr. G. S. Nicol’s design, with its

stepped coping executed in large flat thin

I

stones, suggests very well the kind of work

We give a reduced copy of the diagram

accompanying the description. The dotted

lines enclose the portion which was damaged

as described.

A CORRESPONDENT, well known
Indian .\rt and India, draws attention to the
the Jubilee. '

indifferent manner in which we
treat artistic gifts from loyal and dis-

tinguished Indian subjects of the Empress,

as especially exemplified in the case of the

Gwalior Gateway, a remarkable piece of

work by Indian artisans, executed at the

cost of the Maharajah Scindia of Gwalior

and presented by him to the South

Kensington Museum. This gateway was

illustrated in the Builder eleven years ago

(in our issue of July 3, iSSbl by a beauti-

fully executed engraving by Mr.J. D. Cooper,

the gateway being then temporarily

placed in the Indian and Colonial

Exhibition held that year. It might have

been hoped that such a costly and beautiful

piece of work as this, the gift of an Indian

Prince and the work of Indian artisans, might

have had a permanent and conspicuous place

ill the South Kensington Museum. Instead

of that, it has been ever since stowed away,

in pieces and wrapped in cloths, in a lumber-

room. W’hat makes matters worse is that,

but for a hint given to the Maharajah that

South Kensington would be glad of the

work, a fine site would have been given to

it in Calcutta. At the time when we are

inviting strangers from India to the celebra-

tion of the Jubilee of the Sovereign one of

whose titles is “Empress of India,” this is a

very charming specimen of the way in which

we treat munificent artistic gifts from our

Indian tributaries.

Archi«cmral The drawings executed in

As-socUtion the Architectural Association
Students'Designs. „ , , /• t', • j • .iSchool ot Design during the

session 1896-7, which have been on view for a

which can be carried out with local materials.

The weathervane to this is a good design,

and generally speaking, the metal details in

several of the designs show a good deal of

fancy and originality, as in the hinges in Mr.

Hawes's design, with birds cn silhouette as if

seated on them
;
Mr. Green’s design for a

hanging lamp, in a flat circle of gilt metal

with decorative foliage inside it, also kept

flat
;
the scraper is also well treated. Mr.

Brierley adopts a ship vane with lateen

sails, the hull treated with double sides of

metal so as to give a modelled representation

of a hull, but this we think out of place in a

vane, which, for its practical purpose, should

be kept as flat as possible. What is the

point of the “ emu’s egg ” hung beneath the

lamp in the same set of drawings
;

is it

decorative or “symbolical?” The general

character of a hill church is perhaps best

given in Mr. Reckitt’s sketch, with its

wide-spreading low-pitched roof and short

buttressed tower. As the work of young

students there is enough in these designs to

show a great deal of promise for the future.

The few drawings by the Advanced Class of

Design, hung in the passage, were, we
presume, a selection only

;
they are, as might

be expected, less fanciful and more practical

in character
;
the only remarkably original

suggestion is tliat for a country Bank entrance,

by Mr. G. C. Carter, with a bas-relief in

marble overhanging the doorway in an odd

but effective fashion
;

the remainder of the

front is only like an ordinary brick house,

and wants the character of a Bank.

This great decorative painter

M. Puvis de jjgg happily entirely re-
Chavannes. rr j j

covered from his illness, and

has been able to send to the Champ de

Mars exhibition, during the last few days,

his new cartoon for a portion of the decora-

tion which he is commissioned to carry out

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—IV.

Decorative work is not very largely repre-

sented in the architectural room this year. We
find under this head, however, two important

pieces of design for church furniture or fitting.

One of these is Mr. Carbe’s design for a bishop's

throne (1,750), a pencil drawing, lightly

tinted, and very delicately though not labori-

ously finished, showing a wooden structure in

the orthodox canopy form of a bishop’s tomb,
gothic in general outline and feeling, but with a

certain amount of eclectic freedom in the

details : the general effect is very satisfactory,

rich in detail and suflicieiitly constructive. The
other design of tlie same class is Mr. Pearson’s

rood screen for Bristol cathedral (1,924), a rather

heavily worked pencil elevation showing an
erection with three large ogee arches with

heavy cusping, with canopied figures and open
tracery panels above

;
the dwarf wall on which

the woodwork rests is treated with geometrical

tracery, and the same kind of geometric design

repeated in the wrought iron gates. General
effect—dignified and solid but not very
interesting. Some less important works of

the same class show more character, notably

Mr. Eden's rood screen for Blisland Church
Cornwall (1,808), the lower part in light tracery

compartments, the upper portion panelled

solid and forming a background for two
coloured figures in relief looking up towards
the central cross, and two figures of clierubim,

one at each side. Tliere is such a curiously

old-world look about this little bit of

work that we inquired whether it was
actually new work or a representation of

an old' reredos
;

but it is new and not yet

finished, and is creditable to the fancy and
feeling of its designer. Mr. Lacy is also

original, but not in a way we like so much, in

his design for proposed screens and decoration

for All Saints', Cambridge Circus (1,774), which
shows a plain thinly built wooden arcade,

apparently painted on with foliage or some
other light decorative device in colour on
the white ground

;
this, as well as the

framing of the centre gates, looks bright

and piquant but certainly rather gay and
secular. Mr. Rose’s “ New Altar St. Mary's
Chaddesden ’’ (1,819) is a sketch of an interior

in which we see more of the chancel screen

than the altar
;
the screen is effectively treated

in a quiet way, with tracery at tiic top of the

panels, so treated and truncated as to give the

effect of a straight carved band along the top
;

the cross-barred iron grating in the openings
between the mullions of the screen has rather

an odd effect in combination with the wood-
work. In the drawing of the new stalls, organ-
case, and screen for Kineton Church (r,8oo).

Mr. John Belcher shews a small organ case

very like a Renaissance one, and which has at

all events the merit of exhibiting that simplicity

of idea and free flow of line \vhich characterises

many of the old English organ cases of the
period from which this is imitated. Mr. Joass
exhibits a reredos in gesso and colour (1,915),

the lower portion in large picture panels with
decorative borders between them

;
the upper

line of the whole is treated in bold reversed

* This fact again illustrates the diflerence between the
reasonable and courteous treatment of artists by French
exhibition juries, compared with the red-tape system of

snubbing prevalent at the Royal Academy. Imagine any
artist presuming to ask the Academy to let him send in a

work when the show w.-us half over, because he had been
too unwell to finish it before !

d
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cur\'es, enclosing figure subjects on a gilt

ground
;
the general effect is very good and

somewhat new.
Among secular designs of decoratve work

there is Mr. Shaw's sketch for bronze gates

(1,779), ^ powerful “ blend ’’ of figures and scroll

work producing a rich and very well filled up
design, which would have a dignified effect in

e.xecution
;
the only thing we do not quite like

is the cresting, which looks a little too acciden-

tal in character, and is thus out of keeping

with the very symmetrical design of the

rest. Mr. Pawley’s design for wrought iron

gates for Dacre Court (1,790) has the defect of not

e.xactly showing which are the gates—the

opening portion, whether it is between the

pilasters (as they may be called) or whether
these are part of the gate. A gate and grille

should show the distinction between the actual

swinging gate and the standing portion of the

metal work. The broad band of scroll-work

over the top has a good effect, suggesting a kind

of entablature to the pilaster forms. Mr. Dymoke
Wilkinson shows “a suggested drawing-room
fireplace in coloured gesso - duro, stained

alabaster, and gilded bronze" (1,867), but all

this colour is only described in the margin,

not shown on the drawing. We do not like

the double curve of the top of the fireplace

opening
;

it is weak and unstructural. Mr.

Christopher Carter's desigii for a font in cast

and decorated lead (1,87’), which we acci-

dentally passed over among the ecclesiastical

work, is a really original and clever piece

of design, though we cannot think the

material a very happy one to use for a

font. There is a fancy for lead-work, however,
now, and it is natural that we should find

attempts made to apply it where it has not been
applied before. Messrs. Waring exhibit a very
good free sketch in pencil of a Dining Room in

Dutch Renaissance manner (1,926), the general
effect is just roughed out, and no detail

finished
;

its chief interest is as a capital piece

of pencil work. iilr. L. Turner exhibits a design
for a carved wood panel (1,910), tliat is. a pencil

drawing for a piece of naturalistic wood
carving in high relief

;
a rather odd exhibit ; it

would seem so much better to have exhibited
the carving itself. Mr. Beresford Pite’s three
doorways of street houses adorned with sculp-

ture (1,826-7-8) may be considered as coming
under the head of decorative work :

they have all been illustrated in our pages
from photographs, but the architect’s own
freely-handled water-colour drawing gives
them a new interest, and we are glad to see
them grouped together, as a suggestion of

what might be done with our street entrances
by the union of architectural detail and sculp-
ture.

Of stained-glass design there is not very
much, and hardly anything that calls for special

remark
;
Mr. W. Aikman's two designs for

single-light windows, “The Birds of the Bible”
(1,909) and the “Tree of Life ”(1,911) have the
appearance of original designs, but cannot be
well seen, as they are small drawings and hung
rather high. There is some originality of
treatment too, in Mr. Fisher's east window
for Thorngumbald Church (1.877), the
glass above and below the figure subject
being treated in plain leaded squares with
decorative emblems in them

;
the whole look-

ing perhaps rather more like a domestic
window for the entrance hall of a house than a
church window. Mr. E. Ingram Taylor’s design
for a painted frieze (1.840), a bold piece of
conventional foliage work, looks however
more like a design for wall paper than
painting. Mr. Pinhorn Wood's “ Design for a
Nursery Frieze” (i,8o(»l may pass as such, there
is not perhaps very much “ design in it, but it

would look bright and pretty, which is the
main point in nursery decoration. Mr. Tennant
Potter exhibits a good bit of illuminated work
under the title “ Mercy ” (i,866|, a central figure
with a minutely diapered gold background,
surrounded by a wide border in boldly
coloured foliage.

Among drawings of ancient work l\Ir. H. C.
Corlette contributes several careful measured
and coloured drawings of the decoration of
St. Savin, including a complete coloured section
of the church, with its long, cylindrical Roman-
esque columns, each coloured differently. The
details of painted decoration, which are given
to a larger 'scale, are very interesting, and
almost Greek in precision and purity of line.

Mr. C. A. Nicholson contributes an effective
monochrome water - colour drawing of
the portal of St. Sauveur, Dinan (1.778)
Mr. A. E. Henderson has given well

the character of the interior decorative work
and furniture in Or San Michele, F'lorence and
in the Capella Palatina, Palermo (1,809, i-8 i 5 ),

but his best exhibit is a small and delicate

water-colour drawing of a group of columns at

the south-west angle of St. Mark's (1,816). This
is an exceptional little bit of illustrative work,
and is one of the best things in the room. Mr.
Brewer sends his pencil drawing of the interior

of the western choir at Bamberg Cathedral,
which has been illustrated in our litho-

graph pages
;

it is in pencil, and seems
rather to show that this is not a very
good medium to use where an effect

of dark shadow is required over a considerable
part of the work, as in the centre portion
of this drawing, which has a rather loaded
effect

;
the portions in light are very

successfully and freely handled. Lastly,

Mr. Corlette contributes also a very careful
and highly-finished water colour drawing
of the curious painted sculpture of the late

medireval period, in Albi Cathedral, figures
which have the appearance of large dolls stuck
in among the architecture, worth careful record
as curiosities, but hardly in any other light.

This concludes our notes of a collection
which on the whole can hardly be said to be
equal to the average interest of the Academy
architectural room.

i \

The 'oi Art Club.—

T

his dub will hold its
Annual E-xhibition of Members"Works at Clifford’s
Gallery, 21, Haymarl:et, during the latter part of the
month.

SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE,—XIV.

NOS. 2 AND 3, BALFOUR-PLACE, \V.

These houses were erected-’ in 1892. The
materials used were red Suffolk bricks wilt>

brown Portland stone dressings. The only
unusual feature which needs explanation is that
there are three floors at the front of the house,
taking up the same height as two floors at the
back

;
i.c., the kitchens are 14 ft. 6 in. high and.

dining-room 14 ft., whereas the heights of the
rooms in front are—basement 9 ft. 3 in., hali

9 ft. 9 in., and library 8 ft. 9 in., thus bringing
the front and back drawing-rooms on the floor!

above, on one level.

The area railings are of wrought. iron and
the balcony railings cast iron.

Messrs. Balfour 6c Turner are the architech.

Cholera Hospital for Cardiff .\xd Barry.
The official inspection previous to the taking o\er
of the new cholera hospital on Elat Holm Island by
the Cardiff Corporation was made recently by the
Health Committee. Tlie hospital buildings consist
of a ward pavilion and a laundry block. The
pavilion contains two wards, each 36 ft. long, 24 ft.

wide, and 14 ft. 6 in. high, providing together
accommodation for twelve patients. The buildings
are constructed of local stone, quarried on the
island. There lias also been erected a crematorium
for disposing of the bodies of any patients who
may die of cholera. The whole of the work has
been carried out by Messrs. Cadwallader & Hock-
ridge, of Cardiff, from the designs and specifications
of the Borough Engineer, Mr. \V. Harpur. The
cost of the work was nearly 3,000/.
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THE LATE MR. GILBERT SCOTT :

BY .AN’ 01.0 PUPIL.

[For three or four weeks back we have been

endeavouring to persuade one or other of Mr.

Gilbert Scott's former pupils or friends to write

out some short but reliable account of the life

and work of an architect who, though of

remarkable and exceptional ability, was little

known in the general architectural world.

Generally speaking, we have found the personal

friends of a deceased architect or artist very

glad to have an opp<n-tunity of putting on record

what they knew of him. It is an odd excep-

tion in this case that, while all those who knew
Mr. Scott seem to have had the highest admira-

tion of his powers, each of them seemed
unwilling, for some reason, to put any record

of him in writing, and desirous to turn over the

task to some one else. It is owing, therefore,

to the backwardness of Mr. Scott’s own friends,

and not to any indifference on our part, that we
have had to postpone for so long giving any
account of his work. The following, from one
of his old pupils, at last reached us, just too late

for insertion in our last issue] :

—

In the late George Gilbert Scott, the archi-

tectural profession has lost one who, though

little heard of in recent years, was during the

later sixties and seventies one of the leading

men of what was then known as the New
School

:
and who, though he never sought a

wide practice, has left several notable build-

ings, which entitle him to a high position

among those who have taken part in the archi-

tectural development of the closing part of the

century. Mr. Scott was among those who were
first attracted by the beauties of the later English

Gothic and Early Renaissance styles, which had

been neglected, and to some extent despised,

during the rage after everything early and
foreign.

One of Mr. Scott's earliest works, the restora-

tion of the Hall and the Combination-room of

Peter House, Cambridge, well illustrates his

thorough knowledge of, and insight into, the

manner and feeling which inspired our old

builders, while at the same time possessing

a freshness and originality which raise it out of

the province of the more or less skilful copyist.

The furniture and fittings were in this case

fortunately left to the direction of the architect,

and form a most pleasing and artistic whole,

thoroughly in keeping with its place and pur-

pose.

Mr. Scott carried out other work at Cam-
bridge during the active years of his profes-

sional career. The restoration of the Hall at

Christ College must be mentioned, together

with the enlargement of the chapel at Pem-
broke, interesting as being the earliest recorded

work of Sir Christopher Wren. There is also

a new court at St. John’s, Oxford, by Mr. Scott

;

and at Pembroke, Cambridge. Both these

latter buildings are_unusually fine specimens of

their class.

In domestic architecture Mr. Scott's most im-

portant work was Garboldisham Hall, Norfolk,

a well-designed building in the later Jacobean

style peculiar to the district. One of his most
characteristic works of this class was the

vicarage house at Milverton, not to mention a

number of less important buildings, all showing

the same thoughtful and vigorous style.

Mr. Scott’s name, however, will be chiefly

remembered by his ecclesiastical work. A con-

siderable number of old churches in different

parts of the country have been restored by him
with the same skilful care

;
and, at the time

when they were mostly done, contrasted

strongly, in their conservative spirit, with the

too common methods of so-called restoration.

Tlie writer well remembers the impression

made on him by the first of Mr. Scott’s works

of this kind which he saw—the church at

Nunburnholme, Yorkshire. Instead of the

usual sweeping away of everything interesting,

and the bungled copying of the old work,

which, as a rule, made Yorkshire restorations a

byword twenty-five years ago, the old church

remained strong and serviceable, and with its

history unimpaired, and with such new work
as it vvas necessary to introduce designed and

executed in thorough harmony with the old.

Of new churches by Mr. Scott, probably the

best known is the stately fabric of St. Agnes,

Kensington. The church at Milverton is

another characteristic example of his work, as

is also All Hallows, Southwark. The comple-

tion of the transepts and choir of the Cathedral

-of Saint John’s, Newfoundland, was carried out

from Mr. Scott's designs, after the death of his

father. Sir Gilbert Scott. Mr. Scott’s larges

ecclesiastical work is the still unfinished Roman
Catholic Church at Norwich. This church Mr.

Scott designed in the thirteenth-century style

of English Gothic, instead of taking his inspira-

tion from the later works of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, as had been his previous

genera] practice. In its present unfinished

state, it is hardly possible to judge fairly of the

exterior of this fine building, but the interior of

the nave is certainly one of the best specimens
of modern English architecture.

In Mr. Scott published his “History of

English Church Architecture," a volume of

much research and information. He was also

the author of several papers chiefly bearing on
architectural subjects. He also took an active

interest in the improved production of stained

glass and of textile fabrics for ecclesiastical and
domestic purposes.
Mr. Scott was a distinguished member of the

University of Cambridge. He was the success-

ful competitor for the Burney Prize, first in the

Moral Science Tripos of his year, and was, in

consequence, elected Fellow of Jesus College.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Archaeological Institute.—At the general

meeting, on the 2nd inst., of this Institute,

Judge Bavlis, V.P., in the chair, Mr.

H. \V. Set’on-Karr exhibited a large series

of flint implements from the lost flint-mines

of Egypt discovered by him in November
last in the Eastern desert, between ten and
thirty miles from the Nile, in the Wady el

Sheik district. Many of the implements, he said,

are new to science. The mines resemble
ruined cities, and have a central work-place

where most of the objects were found. They
consist of flint ornaments, truncheon-shaped
implements, clubs, axes, javelin-points, sickles,

and variously-shaped knives. He also exhi-

bited flint implements found during the last

expedition to East Africa. Mr. Seton-Kar

discovered a long, low hill in a plain, which
may have been a pala;olithic city, judging

by the thousands of large weapons he found

in a perfect condition. It is situated near Jalelo,

about one hundred miles from Berbera. This

the first instance of such a discovery, and the

first time prehistoric implements have been
found in tropical Africa, and may throw much
light on the question of the original home of

the human race. A paper by Lord Dillon,

President, and Mr. W. H. St. John Hope was
read on the contents of an inventory of cloths

of arras and other tapestries, beds, vestments,

and books for the chapel, silver vessels, &c.,

books, garments, arms, and armour belonging

to Thomas of Woodstock, Duke of Gloucester,

K.G., and seized in his Castle of Pleshy,

in Essex, December 13,21 Richard II. {1397),

with their values as shown in the accounts of

the Escheator for the counties of Essex and
Herts. Mr. J.

Hilton then read a paper on the

Coronation stone at Westminster Abbey giving

an outline of the story attached to it, as related

by Holinshed in his chronicles circa 1577, and
gathered by him out of earlier Scottish legends

and records which say that the stone came
from Palestine to Egypt, and was carried to

Egypt, Ireland, and Iona. The particulars, as

related, gained implicit belief in Scotland, in-

volving as they did a prophetic Latin couplet,

that the Scottish reign should follow the desti-

nation of the stone. The paper then recited

the views of modern investigators and critics,

showing that the early story is fabulous down
to the time when a certain stone found its way
to Dunstaffnage Castle, in Argyllshire, where,

for a considerable period it was used as the

seat of the Scottish kings, who were crowned
there. The stone was conveyed for similar

use and better preservation to Scone in Perth-

shire, by King Kenneth, circa 834 A.D., and as it

is said the prophetic verses W’ere, by his order,

engraven upon it. In the year 1296 Edward I.

Kiiig of England, removed the stone to West-
minster. The inscription is quoted in a

chronicle written as early as 1389, or nearly

two centuries before the birth of James VL, in

whom is claimed the fulfilment of the prophecy,

and since his time, and probably much earlier,

sovereigns of England have been crowned
when seated on it. Geological evidence shows
that the stone is of Scottish origin. The paper

brought together for the first time all that

appears in scattered sources for or against the

story, whether of fable, legend, or fact. Avery
curious light is thrown on the prophetic

character of the Latin couplet, by a tract in the

British Museum Library, dated 1681, wherein

the words are printed as a chronogram, in-

volving the mundane date of the birth of
James VI., the first of the Scottish race to reign
over England, a document hitherto unnoticed
by the writers on the subject of the Coronation
stone. Mr. Hilton put it on record for what-
e\'er it may he worth. It certainly is not a
prediction written after the event. The paper
concluded with remarks on the present condi-
tion of the Coronation chair.

British Archaeological Association.

—

On the 2nd inst. an interesting ceremony
took place at the last Council meeting of this

Association for the session 1896-97, the
occasion being the presentation to Dr.
W. de Gray Birch of an address and testi-

monial from some of the members and
friends on his retirement from the post of
Honorary Secretary and Editor of the Journal
of the Association. The Marquis of Bute, V.P.,
occupied the chair, and after a few words ex-
pressive of his interest in the science of arche-
ology, and of his long friendship with and
appreciation of Dr. Birch, handed him the gift,

which consisted of a handsome gold demi-
hunter watch. Dr. Birch suitably replied. It

may be interesting to mention that Dr. Birch
has worked with the British Archeological
Association for upwards of twenty-two years,
being a most indefatigable Honorary Secretary
and an untiring Editor of the Journal, which
may be said to comprise in the twentj’-
two volumes which mark his period of ser-
vice notices of all that has, in a prominent
form, transpired in archeology. At the even-
ing meeting—Mr. Thos. Blashill. hon. treasurer,
in the chair—a large collection of rare and
beautiful miniatures was exhibited by Mr. B.
Nathan, many of which are of historical
interest. Amongst the more prominent were a
miniature of Lady William Russell, by Engle-
hart : a miniature of Lady Penelope Fitzgerald,
by Plomer

; a miniature of Marie Louise,
Princess of Orange

;
a box, with enamel of the

marriage of Marie Antoinette with the Dauphin,
afterwards Louis XVI.

;
a circular miniature

by Grerge
;

a large miniature of Madame
Vestris, by Plimer

;
a Limoges enamel of the

Virgin and Child, from the Bohn Collection.
In all, there were some thirty-six exhibits. A
paper was read by Mr. Patrick, hon. secretary,
in the absence of the author, Mr. T. Cann
Hughes, entitled " Notes from North Lanca-
shire," in which the ancient charters of Lan-
caster and the Borough seals were described.
The earliest existent document is that of John,
Earl of Moreton, dated 1193. The mayor’s seal
of the Borough is believed to be of the reign of
Henry IV. or V., and bears in its centre three
towers, each triple turretted, with a lion

f-assant ganlatit, crowned, and a fleur de lis.

The ancient stocks of the town are preserved
at the Town Clerk’s office, together with a
series of ale and spirit measures, said to have
been made from guns captured from the
Spanish Armada. There are very many
ancient door-heads in and about Lancaster,
some of them having curious designs of fish

and other emblems. The Rev. H. J. Dukinfield
Astiey, M.A., the newly appointed hon. sec. and
editor, was introduced to the meeting and
commenced his duties.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Glasgow Architectural Association.

—

The annual business meeting of this Asso-
ciation was held in the rooms, 187, Pitt-street,

on the 1st inst., Mr. Wm. Tail Conner. President,
in the chair. The Secretary’s and Treasurer's
reports were read and unanimously approved.
The following gentlemen were elected office-

bearers for the ensuing session :—Mr, Jas. A.
Morris, Hon. President

; Mr. Wm. Tait Conner,
Hon. President

; Mr. John Fairweather and Mr.
George S. Hill, Vice-Presidents

;
Mr. Charles

E. Whitelaw and Mr. James Salmon, Hon.
Joint-Secretaries

;
Mr. Robert J. Walker, Hon.

Treasurer; Mr. Hugh Dale, Hon. Librarian';
General Committee, Mr. John Arthur, Mr.
Walter Tucker, Mr. Alex. Wingate, and Mr.
Alex. M'Gibbon. The travelling studentship
prize for 1896-97 was awarded to Mr, Geo.
Edward Walker.

Restoration of Prijiitiye Mf.thodist Church,
W.\TT0N, Norfolk.—

T

his- building has just been
reopened after restoration. Mr. A. F. Scott, o‘£ Nor-
wich, was the architect 'for the work'.' which was
carried out by Messrs. Adcock & Sons. Both the
church and schoolroom adjoining have been fitted

with hot-water apparatus by Messrs. Reeve & Sons,
of Norwich.
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CARVED PANELS; FROM SOUTH
]

KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
^

These two panels are respectively good exam-
ples of the rather stiff and symmetrical decora-

;

tive panel carving of fourteenth century Gothic,
and of the free style of late Gothic Flemish :

carving. The long-tongued leaves of the

;

Plemish example show a kind of form fre-
quently found in late Flemish and German
work, and which is effective as giving occasion
for a great deal of freedom and flow of line in

,

the design. In the main curves of the stems we 1

see almost the beginning of the Renaissance'
feeling, though this i.s contradicted by the little

!

incident of the naturalistic butt-end of the-
scroll.

THE INCORPORATED ASSOCI.ATION OF
MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY

ENGINEERS. ’

.A Home Counties District Meeting of this^

;

Association was held on Saturday last week, at
i

Eastbourne.
The members met at the Town Hall, where '

brakes were taken and the party visited the
;

Flood Prevention Works, the Destructor and
,

the Shone Ejector Station.
i

The members subsequently returned to the
]Town Hall, to luncheon, which was provided

by the Maj-or of Eastbourne, after which a
meeting, presided over by the President, Mr.
F. J. C. May, of Brigliton, was Iield, amongst:
those present being Messrs. C. H. Cooper,
Wimbledon

;
Fowler, Manchester

;
Pritchard,

Birmingham
; J.P. Barber, Islington ;T. Walker, .

Croydon
;
W. H. Savage, East Ham

;
Dodd. ,

Wandsworth
;

Thomas, Buckingham
;

C. J.
Lawson, Southgate

; J. P. Norrington, Lam-
beth

:
Mason, St. Martin's-in-tlie- Fields

;
T. H.

Yabbicom, Bristol
;
W. Weaver, Kensington ;

Laffan, Twickenham
;
and others.

A paper by Mr. R. M. Gloyne, the Borough
Engineer, and entitled, “ Construction of the
Most Recent Flood Prevention Works in East-
bourne ’ was, for want of time, taken as read.

Mr, Gloyne, in the course of his paper, stated
that the works had been designed and are being
executed for the purpose of obviating, in the
future, the periodical flooding to which the
town has, in parts, been subject in the past in
times of heavy or continuous rainfall. The
cause of this flooding was undoubtedly the
extremely rapid development of the high, and
the flat level of the low-lying portions of the
borough. In 1891 two surface-water schemes
were adopted, one for the westerner high-lying
portion, and one for the eastern or low-lying
portion of the borough, the combined cost of
these being some 15,000/., and in addition a
sum of nearly 6,000/. for further plant required
at the Ejector station. The author commenced
his duties at Eastbourne in 1893, and the first

experience he had of flooding was some three
months afterwards, when Terminus-road was
nearly 9 in. deep in water. It had been e.x-

pected that when the construction of the 1891
schemes was finished, complete immunity from
flooding would be obtained, and on being con-
fronted with a repetition of the former evils.
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lie Council resolved to obtain the highest

;xpert advice. They consequently called in

Jr. Henry Law. M.Inst.C.E., of Westminster,

md, acting upon his report and advice, they

esolved to carry out the scheme he designed,

ind without any contractor, and under the

luthor's immediate control. The total cost of

he works is estimated at 85,000/., of which
,ome 76,000/. is now being spent, leaving the

>alance lor a purely surface-water scheme to

je carried out afterwards. The work now in

land consists broadly of the abandonment of

he two existing 3 ft. diameter brick sewers
icross tlie Crumbles, and the substitution of

iwo lines of qft. 6 in. diameter cast-iron pipes

frith turned and bored joints
;
an entirely new

uigh-level sewer 4 ft. 6 in. diameter, constructed

if 4 ft. 6 in. cast-iron pipes through the water-

ogged beach, and of concrete and iron pipes

I
ft. 6 in. internal diameter through the town,

ind the displacement of a portion of the exist-

ng 3 ft. diameter brick high-level sewer by
:ast-iron pipes 4 ft. 9^ in. diameter with turned

ind bored joints. The author then dealt with

Sie subject under tlie following heads :

—

[a)

Depot arrangements
;

(6) Outfall at Langney
Point

:
(c) Valve chamber at Langney Point

;

j/} Three parallel lines of cast-iron pipes

]
ft. 6 in. in diameter laid across the Crumbles

in the same trench
;

(r) Concrete sewer 4 ft. 6 in.

in diameter ; (/) 4 ft. 6 in. and 4 ft. 9| in.

Siameter cast-iron pipes laid in Terminus-road
;

Ig) Regulating chamber. The author fixed

pon a site for a depot immediately adjoining

a beach road leading from the main road to

[*evensey, to Langney Fort, and adjacent to a

jingle railway line upon which trains of

wagons are run to and from ballast holes on
:he Crumbles.
The outfall proper consists of three parallel

lines of 4 ft. 6 in. cast-iron pipes, 12 ft. working
length, i)^ in. metal, with turned and bored
joints, the sockets being 5,^ in. deep, and the

band on the spigot ends of nearly correspond-
ing width. These pipes run 260 ft. into the

sea, and each line terminates with a horizontal

bend to throw the How of sewage eastward.

To place these lines of pipes in position a

pier of whole timber piles was constructed
seaward. These piles were spaced longitudi-

nally 12 ft. between centres, and transversely

18 ft. 6 in. from centre to centre, each pair

being braced across at the top with half-timbers

bolted through the main piles by in. bolts.

Each alternate pair of piles was cross-braced
with half-timbers similarly secured to the main
piles and to one another. The piles were con-

nected longitudinally by whole timber runners
with butt joints, these latter being secured by

3 in. wooden Hsh plates and iV in. bolts. The
runners were securely dogged to the piles and
bolted through the horizontal braces. Upon
them were spiked railway metals, upon which
the gantry spanning the trench and carrying
the pipes to their proper position was worked.
This gantry was framed of 12 in. by 12 in. and
12 in. hy 6 in. timbers, and upon the top cross-

pieces were spiked metals carrying a travelling

jenny, upon which were secured two crabs,

each capable of lifting 3 tons direct from
the drum. Both traveller and gantry were
•worked by toothed gear from one side, and
as the former ran at right angles to the latter,

siny spot in the trench was commanded. Sheet
{piling 12 in. by 6 in. was put in between the

main piles for 16 bays shoreward, and also

:across the ends of the v>ier, and from the space
so enclosed the sand, S:c., where necessary,

•was excavated to its proper level, and con-
crete in bags substituted by a diver. Upon
ithe concrete so placed the pipes were laid,

being carried out by the gantry. The sea-

•ward end of the outfall for a distance of

2ibout 150 ft. inland is incased in concrete 2 ft.

rthick at the top, and practically forms a

low concrete groyne, through which run 3

parallel pipes, 4 ft. by 6 in. diameter. For 215
ift. from the sea end the inclination is i in 40,

and then to cross under the existing high-level

and partially through the existing low-level

;sewer, the remainder is dead level, the difficulty

of working in turned and bored joints to two
•different gradients being surmounted by using
a make-up length of concrete. The high-level

brick sewer was some distance above the new
outfall, and being in rather a dilapidated condi-

tion, great care was necessary to prevent its

bursting and flooding the trench. The shingle
•surrounding it was excavated across the trench

in sections, and each end so exposed was close

lagged all round the outside of the brickwork,

the laggings being encircled by wrought-iron
fcands secured by bolts and nuts, and tightly

wedged up. As each section was finished so

far, it was slung up to 16 in. square baulks

stretching across the trench, the chains being

wedged up as tightly as possible. On comple-

tion of the pipe line underneath, a stiff timber

was laid across on the pipes, and another

placed immediately over it underneath the brick

sewer, and secured in position by puncheons.

The low-level sewer had to be cut into to

allow the new work to be put in. Each line of

pipes had to be treated separately, and the old

brickwork made good before the next was
touched.
The valve chamber is of concrete, 2gft. internal

diameter at the bottom, and 28 ft. at the top. The
circular walls are 3 ft. thick, although where
the pipes had to pierce them they were origi-

nally constructed 18 in. thick, the difference

being made up after the pipes had been fixed.

This structure was built up on the beach on a

cast-iron curb, 35 ft. diameter outside, com-

posed of twenty-four segments accurately

fitting together, and afterwards sunk into posi-

tion hy excavating from inside. The author

believes this is the first instance of concrete

cylinder being so treated. The cast-iron curb

was first set level on polling boards in the

beach, and bolted up in segments, the outside

and inside soldiers were then erected and

bolted together at the top in pairs, and also

connected round the circumference of the

chamber. Shutters, 3 ft. deep, of 2-in. stuff'

nailed to ledges cut to the proper radius were
worked in between the soldiers, the cavity so

made being filled in with 6 to i concrete. The
shutters were 6 ft. 4 in. long for the outside,

and 5 ft. 2 in. for the inside of the work. As
each layer of concrete became set, the shutters

were moved up, being kept in their new posi-

tion by upright struts placed underneath. The
face of each shutter, when altered, was brushed

over with a composition called “ concrete compo-
sition," which effectually prevented anysticking

or adhesion between the timber and the concrete.

In each layer of concrete a V-shaped groove

was formed on the top surface to act as a key

for the succeeding one. In this manner the

walls were cairied up almost to their full height

when a regrettable accident occurred, resulting

in the partial collapse of the chamber. The
action of spring tides aided by south-west

winds undermined the curb on which the

structure was built, the result being that two
sections broke, and portions of the concrete

walls came down, leaving other portions stand-

ing, although very badly cracked, and others

quite intact. About one-half the chamber was
involved. The cracked portions of concrete

were thrown down, and together with those

alreadvon the ground, were placed in a position

to act as a breakwater. Fortunately, there was
nothing straight about the broken faces of the

perfect portion, and by taking advantage of

this, jumping holes in the yard-wide faces,

letting in curved iron bands, careful washing,

ramming the new concrete into every nook and

cranny, and grouting each layer thoroughly in

at the joints, a most successful mend was made.

When the reconstruction had been effected and

the new work carried up to its height, the

chamber much resembled a Martello tower

without its roof. Three weeks were allowed

to elapse before a commencement was made
with lowering by internal excavation, of which

the first thing to be done was to remove the

boards upon which the curb rested. These

were taken out bav by bay on opposite sides of

the chamber, so that when all had been re-

moved, the whole weight of the walls rested

on the cutting edge of the curb. Square

timbers were thrown across the top,

and partially cemented in to secure

them. From each of these depended two

stages hung to iron rods hooked over the

timbers, and these, together with another on

trestles on the beach, gave sufficient lift to

throw the material out. By continually exca-

vating the shingle from inside and throwing

out by the means just described, the chamber

gradually settled down to its proper level by its

own weight, and as the walls were tapered one

foot in the total height to skewback level no

difficulty was experienced as regards eartji

binding. When the structure had been sunk

low enough, the bottom had to be put in. The
level of this is 18}^ ft. below H.W.O.S.T., and
precautions had, of course, to be taken to pre-

vent the sea damaging the newly laid concrete.

This work was commenced by exc-avating the

shingle under the cast-iron curb to its full

depth below the i8-in. horizontal flange, and

substituting sugar-bags filled with dry concrete

material, bay by bay, working alternately on

opposite sides of the chamber. Tf is being

tidal work, the inflowing water caused the

cement and beach to set in the bags, and

proper care was taken not to disturb the beach

in the bays adjoining the one which had

been last dealt with, until the autlur was
satisfied that the concrete material was suffi-

ciently compact and hard. To facilitate the

operation of e.xcavating, a No. 9 pulsometer

7uinp, driven by a 20 horse-power portable

3oiler, was slung inside the chamber, and the

suction-pipe carried down below the bottom

of the floor. Towards the sump formed to

receive this pipe ran drains of stoneware pipes,

roughly laid down and not jointed, into which
other drains formed with large boulders, &c.,

delivered the water from all round the circum-

ference of the chamber. When the curb had
been packed and underpinned with concrete

all round, the floor, 2 ft. thick, was put in in

sections and in two layers. The necessary

withdrawal of the pump rendered it requisite

to deal last with this particular portion, and

sufficient time was allowed to elapse before-

hand to preclude the possibility of the tide

blowing up the floor when its free ingress

through the sump hole was stopped. In

anticipation of this closing, an iron cyclinder

with circular flange at the top was cast,

of sufficient diameter to contain the suction

pipe as well as a thickness of concrete,

and placed in position. A cover plate, with

bolts, nuts, &c., was also provided, to slip

on to the flange of the cylinder and bolt down
to it, and one long tide, the pump and suction

were withdrawn, the sump plugged with con-

crete, the cover plate bolted down and
weighted with 12 in. of concrete put into the

proper floor level, this concrete being itself

burdened with railway metal and other

material, to keep it in its place. Com-
plete success resulted from these endea-

vours, and no blowing or unsoundness

has been observed in any part of the floor.

Some weeks afterwards the dome was put on.

The ribs for this were carried on a single up-

right in the middle of the chamber, and on

soldiers placed at intervals round the interior

and strutted from the central pillar. The neces-

sary laggings having been cut and shaped, were
nailed on forming a complete centre for the

concrete. This is 2 ft. thick at the crown, and

3 ft. at the skewback. Access to the interior of

the chamber is obtained through a manhole at

the lop, to the frame of which is affixed an iron

ladder stayed to the walls inside by wrought-

iron rods.

The trench for 4 ft. 6 in. cast-iron pipes was
commenced right away from the chamber for

a certain depth, and then a dumpling left be-

yond which the exca%-ation proceeded to its full

depth. The author then described the timber-

ing, and the objects of the three lines of pipes.

The concrete sewer was commenced near its

future junction with the pipes, enough space

being left for a making-up piece, and was
speedily carried through Latimer-road as far

as St. Aubyn's-road. The ground was all of

beach, rendering close timbering with runners

necessary, but some compensation was ob-

tained in that the excavated material was for

a considerable length suitable for concrete

work. The author then detailed the method

of construction. The whole of the concrete

was mixed in the proportions of 4^ beach

and of sand to i of cement. The manholes

were formed in concrete, and are 4 ft. 6 in.

diameter, with walls I2 in. thick. A wrought-

iron ladder is fixed in each one, and for

covering-in, 7-in. York landings are used with

manhole frame and cover.

The cast-iron sewer. Terminus-road, and

regulating apparatus, consists of cast-iron pipes,

similar in all respects to those being Iaid_ in

across the Crumbles, except that one portion

is larger in diameter to the extent of 3-| in.

The method of working was also similar to that

now in use on the Crumbles.

The President then invited discussion upon

the paper.
_ . r .u 1

Mr. Walker, in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Gloyne, said he was in favour of clay

ballast for making concrete. Some care was

necessary in making the concrete, but he

had obtained some excellent results with clay

ballast.
^

Mr. Pritchard, past President, seconded the

vote of thanks, and said, in reference to

administrative work as against work carried out

by contractors, if administrative work could be

carried out by the London County Council, or

any other public body, as well as the work they
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Sf. Alban's, Blackburn. Plan.

were considering, there would be no occasion
for fault-finding.

Mr. Fowler, past President, asked what the
height was of the pipes above ordnance datum.
In regard to Shone's system, it gave him
pleasure to see that day the work which Mr.
Shone had carried out. The system was
adopted more now than it used to be, but even
now it was not known all that Shone’s
ejector could do. He was adopting the system
in several places.

Mr. Barber referred to the construction of
the valve chamber, and said that too often
irresponsible critics were able to interfere in
the work of competent men. He was much
struck with the timbering of the trench, which
was an excellent piece of work.

Jlr. Mason asked why a grab was not used in
the e.xcavation, and whether it was possible to
know how the cost of the work would com-
pare with contractors’ work.

Mr. Laftan asked why there were three
separate sewers instead of one equal to the
capacity of the three ?

The President then put the vote of thanks,
which was cordially agreed to.

_

Mr. Gloyne, in reply, said that he did not
intend to touch upon the vexed question of con-
tractors work versus that carried out by
administration, though he might say that when
the work at Eastbourne was completed, the cost
would probably be on the right side. A grab
had been tried, but it did not answer because
of the large boulders met with during the
e.xcavation. As to why three separate sewers
were used instead of one, two of the sewers
were to replace existing high- and low-level
brick sewers, and the other was a prolongation
of the new concrete sewer which had been
carried out through the town. At Manchester
ne had had much experience with ballast as
concrete, and at Davyhulme. in the tanks where
it was used, it had answered admirably.
On the motion of Mr. Mann, seconded by Mr.

Fowler, a vote of thanks was accorded to theMayor and Corporation of Eastbourne for the
facilities given to the members during the
visit.

**

Sllustrattons.

The members then proceeded to the seawall
works now in course of construction at Splash

they were received by Mr. T.
\V ilkinson, the contractor for the works.

Baptist Church.
,

Heatox.—

A

new Bantist
church has been erected in the Heaton-road From& W. H. Dunn, of G.ntes-

is'built'Vn'Vnd
brick with stone lacings and mouldings, will seat
7oO persons, and will cost 3.435;.

DESIGN FOR THE NEW BELF.\ST
MUNICIP.\L BUILDINGS.

nHE illustrations show the perspective
view, elevations, plan and section of
the design by Messrs. Thomas & Son,

of London, which has just been selected in the
competition for new municipal buildings for
Belfast.

The building will abut (at the south) on the
road forming the south side of Donegal-square,
and the business entrance to the building will
be through the drive from that road.
The principal front faces the principal street

of Belfast, which runs northward from the
centre of the road forming the north side of the
square. The principal feature of this facade is

designed within the limit of view obtained from
any point in the principal street, which extends
for a considerable distance from the square.
The site is at present a public garden, and as

far as possible this is to be retained. The
building permits the retention of most of the
trees on the site.

By the adoption of a drive from the back the
point of approach to the building is centralised
under the dome, whether approached from the
front or the back.'
The “Rates” and “Gas” departments are

directly accessible from the street, without
traversing the rest of the building.
The general arrangement of the principal

rooms is the outcome of a desire that they
should form a suite of reception rooms for
municipal functions, and at the same time
permit the great hall and refreshment room
being shut off and let for public purposes.

In carrying out the building we may suggest
one small alteration which may be made with
advantage

: the wall of the corridor where the
ladies' and gentlemen’s retiring-rooms are
shown, on each side of the octagonal entrance
hall,^ should be set back so as to leave a small
vestibule in front of these rooms. To open
lavatories with only a single door straight out
of the corridor, in the way proposed in the plan
as shown here, is rather an uncivilised kind of
planning.

ST. ALBAN’S, BL.4.CKBURN.
We_ give the interior and exterior perspec-

tive views and a plan of this church, which is
being erec-ted at Blackburn from the design of
Mr. E. Goldie, and is to seat 1,000 persons. It
IS to be built of local stone, and roofed withu estmoreland slates.

The church, as will be seen, is planned on

the modern system of reducing the side aisles
only to narrow passages for access, and the
plain and massive manner in which the arcade
is treated renders it architecturally a kind of
basement on which the more decorative portion
of the composition rests. The effect is good,
though the piers are rather large as a matter of
convenience in arranging and getting at the
seats.

The flooring under the seats is to be wood
block, the aisles tiled, and the chancel and side
chapels laid with mosaic. The roof internally
is a plain barrel vault of wood divided into
bays by stone arches

;
the chancel and side

aisles are to have wood groining.
It is proposed to spend 2o,ooof. on the

church and sacristies, exclusive of tower and
fittings. The lighting is to be by electric light.
It is proposed at some future time to make a
special feature of the high altar and reredos,
which will practically fill up the whole of the
east end

;
the high altar being made • more

prominent by being raised some 4 ft. Gin. above
the nave floor level.

The church will stand in a prominent
position, being free of buildings on all sides,
and having a large open space in front.
The interior perspective is at present exhi-

bited at the Royal Academy.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.*
The bulk of the June number of the Arl

Journal is occupied with an illustrated review
of the Royal Academy Exhibition, by Mr.
A. C. R. Carter

;
a well-written and judicious

piece of criticism. There is also an article on
the New Gallery Exhibition, and a continuation
of the series of articles on “ The Royal Academy
in the Present Century,” dealing this month
with the works of James Ward and Henry
Bone, the latter a name little remembered now;
he was a painter on porcelain and enamel.
The principal plates are illustrations of Mr.
Gregory's “ Boulter's Lock ” and Mr. Water-
house’s “Hylas and the Nymphs,” from the
Royal Academy Exhibition.

Magazine of Art has also its article on
the Royal Academy. The writer considers
there are five works supreme in the present
exhibition, Mr. Abbey's scene from Hamlet be-
ing one of them—a ruling in which we cannot
concur. The most interesting article is a

The object of these notes is to point out anything in

the contents of the current magazines which is of special

interest to our readers, with occasional brief criticisms on
views expressed in such articles. When a magazine

which has been sent to us is not noticed, it
’ ’ ' '

number contains nothing that it is within
comment upon.

because that

province to
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survey of tlie work of Jlr, Reynolds-Stephens’
the collection of illustrations showing that he
is an unusually all-round artist, succeeding as
well in decorative work as in painting. His
charming design for a silver bonbonniere, in
the sculpture-room, we have already noticed.

In the Arcliiti'ctnnil Record Professor Good'
year continues his series of articles in which
he is endeavouring to prove that all the faulty
setting out in various Renaissance buildings is

due to intention and a system. The argument
appears to us to get more preposterous
as it goes on. Mr. Barr Ferree con-
tributes Part X. of his valuable series on
“ French Cathedrals.” Mr.

J. Beverley
Robinson contributes an article on ” Modern
Vault Construction,” meaning thereby the
construction of vaulted strong-rooms. The
works of Messrs. Cady, Berg & See,
the well-known rtrm of American archi-
tects, are the subject of an article by Mr.
Montgomery Schuyler. The most original
work of theirs illustrated is the Jarvis Hall of
Science, with its round towers at the angles

;

a building aptly expressing in its severe style
of treatment the practical purpose for which it

was erected.

The Xnfioirnl Review includes an article by
Mr. H. H. Statham on “London as a Jubilee
City,” a review of the architectural merits and
defects of London, and its want of the qualities
of space and stateliness which should distin-
guish a capital city. Mr. D. S. MacColl con-
tributes a short article on the Royal Academy
not dealing with individual pictures, but with
the spirit and management of the Academy
generally, and in a’ very severe tone, thougii
we do not know that there is anything said that
is not true enough. We cordially concur in the
strong comment on the attitude of the Academy
towards the late Allred Hunt. The writer sug-
gests that some of the injustices and very
extraordinary refusals of work by men of real
talent which occur perhaps every year, are the
result not of jealousy or ill-feeling but of “ sheer
over-worked incapability of dealing with the
mass of claimants.” This is a charitable view
which is perhaps more true than would be
generally suspected.

The Century devotes an article to an im-
portant sculpture memorial which we were not
acquainted with, a military memorial to Colonel
Shaw, who was killed in the American War.
The composition is a remarkable one, a bas-relief
showing the ofl'icer on horseback among his
troops, as if walking past the archway f(;rmed
by the frame of the sculpture. The rest of
the article is occupied bv some account of the
works of the sculptor, Mr. St. Gaudens, wlio
appears to be an artist of no ordinary gifts and
versatility. Readers will remember his portrait
bas-relief of Stevenson the novelist, e.xhibitedm London a year or two ago. Some of his
designs for monumental and architectural
sculptured figures are strikingly original. The
same number contains an article on “A great
modern observatory,” that at Harvard.
Under the heading the “Field of Art”

Scribner gives some pithy remarks on the in-
fiuence of tradition in architecture, winding up
with the conclusion, in which we entirely con-
cur, thaf“ since the beginning of the world noman has ever designed a good building inde-
pendently of tradition.” The same number
contains a description and a good many illus-
trations of the new Library of Congress, of
which we may have more to say.

The Fortnightly contains an article by Mr
H. H. Statham on “ The Paris Salons.”

k'jmvledf^c contains an article by Mr. R. G.
Blaine, M.Inst.C.E., on Progress in Mechani-^
cal Science during the Queen’s reign. Pro-
fessor Lobley's series of articles on “ The Age
of Mountains,” with sections of strata Is
continued.

’

house of “ The Leghs of Lyme,” in Cheshire
and one on “Hyde Park in Days gone by,'
with reproductions of some old engravings of
the place and its former habitues.

The Cuni/uY/ contains an article on “St.
Paul s,^

’ chiefly on the monuments. The
writer s artistic and architectural perceptions
may be judged of from the fact that he waxes
eloquent over “ the superb reredos which seems
really to have transformed the character of the
whole interior of the building.” It has indeed !

i hat kind of remark is a typical example of the
perception of the general English public on
matters of this kind.

The English lllnstrafcd contains an article
on the Ben Xevis Observatory and the work
done there.

The Pal! Mall Magazine contains an illus-
trated article on Lyme Hall, the celebrated

SHOP DOOR, BRISTOL.
This is an illustration of a decoratively

treated door in a new shop front in Bristol (at
the bend in the street below College Green), of
which Mr. Milverton Drake is the architect.
The plinth and base to the pedestals are in

Labrador granite
;

the pedestals and lower
portion of the piers are granite, with bronze
bands dividing the granite from the upper
portion in red Mansfield stone. The fascia
plates are of solid bronze with aluminium
letters.

(EorresponDcnce.

To the Editor of The Builder.

R.I.B.A. ELECTIONS.
Sir.—

K

indly .allow me to remind members of
the R.I.B.A. [that the adjourned discussion on the
election of Fellows follows the ordinary business on
Monday next, and tlrnt it is most desirable that all

those taking exception to anv of the proposals
should attend.

H. V. L.VXCHESTER,
Hon. Sec. Associates' Coniinitfce.

WATER-CLOSET PLUMBING.
Sir,—

I

n my previous letter I omitted to mention
that in quite numerous cases the air cock of a valve
closet is so badly adjusted that the water of the
basin never reaches the overflow. In these cases
the overflow is either trapped with “ slops ” or not
trapped at all. NoRM.4X Wight.

ttbc Student’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XXIV.
ALTERATIONS.

n N specifying work that has to be done
to carry out alterations, it is a great
mistake to attempt to divide the work

strictly into the several trades as is ordinarily
done in specifying for new work. It is far
better to specify the whole work connected
with any particular piece of alteration, dealing
with the work in all trades.

As it frequently happens in carrying out
alterations that part of the premises only can
be given up to the builder at one time, it is

important to express clearly to what extent and
at what times the builder will be allowed to
have access to the different parts of the pre-
mises. There will, therefore, generally have
to be some special clause defining the nioeins

operandi, thus :

—

Contractors are to commence with the addi-
tions to the existing buildings shown on the
plans. These are to be completely finished,
and possession of the same given up by the

day of . The existing
building consists of three distinct blocks, the
work in each of which is to be carried out and
completed before the contractors can be allowed
to enter upon the others. Commencing with
the building nearest the street the blocks are
designated as follows :—I'ront block, central
block, and rear block. The contractors will be
allowed to commence work in the front block
one week after giving up possession of the new ’

additions. The works in the front block are
then to be entirely completed, and possession
of the same given up by the

. day of
In a similar manner the con-

tractors will be allowed to enter upon the
central block one week after possession has'
been given up of the front block. The works
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of the central block are to be completed by the

day of ,
and the con-

tractor will be allowed to enter upon the rear

block one week after possession has been

given up of the central block.

The contractors are to provide, fix, and

remove temporary efficient screens of canvas

and paper to sliut off parts of the buildings in

which thev are working from those in the

occupation of the employer.

The names of rooms, &c., shown on plans

are their new designation.

State whether the contractors are to he

allowed to make use of water and gas, but

stipulate that they are to pay for sarne, and

arrange how the amount of payment is to be

fixed. Specify if any temporary corridors or

staircases or passage-ways are necessary, how
these are to be arranged, and in what way they

are to be formed. Also that the contractors are

to remove same and make good any damage
that may he caused.

The general description of quality of mate-

rials and workmanship should precede the

detailed specification of the various works that

are to be carried out in the various parts—of
some tvpical items of which examples will now
be given.

Front Block.

Bascnicnl.—CivehiUy take out and remove
the present window of the heating chamber
together with the arch and sill, and brick up
opening with i8-in. brickwork in cement, pro-

perly bonded to old work, for which toothings

are to be drawn, and pin up over same to old

work. Fill up area outside old window open-

ing with hard dry brick rubbish, finished with

6-in. bed of Portland cement concrete floated

in cement to receive new tile floor above. Cut
out opening for new window where shown
on plan. d:c. (Describe all the works connected
with this new window opening in all trades).

Groiuiil Floor.—Form opening in cross wall

of new entrance hall 7 ft. by Q ft. extreme.

Make good jambs in brickwork in cement, and
turn relieving arcli over in three half brick

rings in cement, angles roughly chamfered to

receive new plaster moulded arch. Make good
flooring through opening to match existing

floor.

Form jambs of new opening in two-coat
work in Keene's cement finished with rounded
angles, and run in Keene’s cement moulded
arch 18 in. girth to detail. Make good
plastering of existing walls to the new opening,
and provide and fix short piece of skirting to

-each jamb to match, and properly mitred to

the old skirting of rooms.
Remove Ihe present staircase and make good

the plastering and flooring. Cut away wall on
each side of existing opening to form new
opening 10 ft. wide and Q ft. high

;
make good

jambs in brickwork in cement. Insert a
Bressummer formed of No. 3 Q in. by 3 in. deals
bolted togetlier with in. bolts to carry wail

over, and resting on 3 in. tooled York template
at each end. Fill in the opening thus formed
with 2 in. framed, panelled, and moulded
partitions, the upper part open and prepared
for glass with mitred shifting beads fitted with
brass caps and screws, and glazed with British

polished plate glass about '4 in. thick, bedded
in flannel. Form door in same to match
partition, hung with a pair of 4 in. wrought-
iron butts, and fitted with 6 in. mortice locks,

p.c. 7s. (id., with brass furniture both sides.

Make good all work disturbed around new
opening.
Take down and remove the existing wall

separating from . Sliore up
upper portion of wall, and insert rolled steel

girder, weight lbs. per foot run, to be
obtained from Messrs.

,
cost of which

is included in the p.c. amount provided for

iron woi'k. Build in to receive ends of girder
3-in. tooled York templates, 14 in. by 9 in. Fix
under middle of this girder cast-iron column,
6 in. diameter, ft. long, weighing lbs.,

which will also be supplied by Jlessrs.
,

and the price of which is also included in the
provisional amount already referred to. Ex-
cavate for and form good and firm foundation
for this column of i8-in. bed of Portland
cement concrete, 3 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 6 in., as
shown on plan, the bottom of same being 5 ft.

below level of floor, and build on same 14-in.

pier in blue Staffordshire bricks in cement,
covered with 4-in. tooled York stone base to
receive iron column, which is to be bedded on
a sheet of 7'lb. lead. (Continue description of
works connected with this alteration by de-
scribing the treatment to be adopted in casing
or otherwise of the steel girder and column.)

Cellar.—In the formation of new cellar

shown on plan the existing external wall_ of

scullery is to be underpinned in the following

manner. The whole of the footings and con-

crete under existing wall are to be removed,

and the new wall of cellar is to be carried up

as shown on section in 18 in. work in cement

tightly pinned up to lowest course of existing

wall with slates, tiles, or hard stone in cement.

The concrete under the new wall is to be com-

posed of five parts of ballast to two parts of

sand, and one part cement by measure. This

work is to be carried out in one yard lengths,

alternate lengths throughout the length of wall

to be first of all built, completed, and pinned

up, and then followed by the remaining lengths

which are to be toothed and bonded to those

first built up. All brickwork in underpinning

is to have buttered joints and to be fully flushed

up at each course. (If there is damp ground
on other side of the wall which is going to be

underpinned it will, of course, be necessary to

specify the precise method of guarding against

this difficultv.)

Raising Roof of Shed.—Remove the roof of

shed between scullery and boundary wall, take

off coping and top course of wall, and raise

same a height of 3 ft. 6 in., as shown on draw-
ings, in brickwork in cement, and form zinc

flat over shed, with 4^ in. by 2 in. rafters on

4 in. by 3 in. plates, and covered with inch

rough hoarding, with edges shot for zinc, and
cover same with No. 15 gauge Vieille Mon-
tagne zinc, with 2^ in. drips and 2k in. rolls

where shown on plan. Put to this roof inch

wrought and beaded fascia, and 4 in. ogee
moulded cast-iron eaves gutter, and 3 in. rain-

water pipe discharging into slipper shown on

plan.

Removid of Sink and Drain.—Remove sink

in present scullery, take out and remove the

whole of the drain from same for its entire

length under the existing building, sprinkle

bottom and sides of trench of same with fresh

burnt lime at the rate of one bushel to the yard.

Ram bottom of trench and fill in with lime con-

crete up to, and make good, present cement floor

of scullery. Search for junction of drain from
this .sink with main drain in yard, and cut off

and disconnect the old drain from scullery sink.

Clean out with brush the length of drain, dis-

connect and afterwards sweep through same a

bushel of fresh lime and hermetically seal ends

of this old drain with slates and cement. The
water supplies to this scullery sink are to be

diverted to supply new sink described among
general works under “ Plumber."

First Floor Watcr-closct.—Take down and
remove the present pan closet together with

seat and other fittings, disconnect and remove
supply pipe to same and waste preventer of

cistern. The connexion with main cistern to

serve for supply to new water-closet, but with

this exception the whole of the plumbing con-

nected with the present water-closet is to be

taken down and removed. Take out and re-

move present soil pipe and casing, also the

drain for same running under present library,

the trench of which is to be treated in a similar

manner to tliat described for scullery sink.

Take down and remove present dwarf parti-

tions between water-closet and bath-r(30m ;

take up the floor of present water-closet and
relay with new li-in. yellow deal tongued
flooring. Make good plastering, skirting, and
any other works disturbed. (Then proceed to

specify the work of the new water-closet in the

ordinary way.)
Cold Larder.—Excavate site of new cold

larder to a depth of 2 ft. below corridor floor,

and for trenches for foundations of new walls

to the depth shown on drawings. The con-
crete of these foundations to be as described
for new additions. Cut a chase in. wide,
and in. deep in old wall, where new walls

of cold larder join them. Carry up new wallsin

good, hard stock bricks, the work generally to

match adjoining work. The damp course to

be as specified for new additions. The ex-

ternal walls of cold larder to be built where
shown ps cavity walls of two sections, the outer

4)/^ in’., 'the inner 9 in. thick, with aVg in. cavity,

and the sections are to be bonded with wrought-
iron wall ties, tarred and sanded before being
used, and built in 3 ft. apart in every third

course. The window opening to have gauged
arch in red brick, and red brick on edge sill,

set in cement, with double tile course under
projecting lUg in. from face of wall. Window
opening to have g in. by 3 in. lintel, 4V^ in. by
3 in. rebated, and twice chamfered, casement
frame, with 5 in. by 4 in. sunk, weathered, and

' throated oak sill. The sashes to be 2-in. ovolo

moulded casements, hung to open inwards,

with a pair of 3-in. wrought iron butts, and
fitted with strong malleable ironcockspur case-

ment fastening and strong i8-in. malleable iron

casement staybar fastening. Fix outside frame

fine perforated zinc. No. 15 gauge, with the top

edge turned outwards, about in. from top.

Floor of this larder to be formed with 6-in.

square red tiles, laid and jointed in cement on

bed of 6-in. concrete, and the necessary dry
brick rubbish to bring up level of same. Cut

and form opening for doorway to larder in

14-in. old wall, build in 3-in. lintel, with rough
removing arch over, in two half brick rings in

cement. Put solid door frame, in. by 4 in.,

rebated and twice rounded, with wrought iron

dowel pins let into 3-in. tooled York stone,

threshold 14 in. wide, back jointed to old and
new floor. The door to be in. 4-panel

moulded and square door, hung with a pair of

4-in. wrought iron butts, and fitted with rim

lock and brass furniture, p.c. . Form
roof over cold larder with 6 in. by 6 in.

timbers cut diagonally and laid as shown on
section, as support for concrete roof composed
of five parts of coke breeze to one part of Port-

land cement, and finished with Portland

cement face neatly floated to current. Provide

and fix 4\^ in, ogee moulded cast iron eaves

gutter, with 3 in. rain-water pipes, and connect

with rain-water drain. Fit up round larder

three tiers of i in. rubbed slate shelving. 12 in.

wide, as shown on plan, with rounded edge
and rounded angle next doorway. The
shelving to be carried on No. 12 in.

wrought iron brackets plugged to wall. Pro-

vide and screw into roof timbers No. 12 in.

screw hooks where directed. (Specify also

method in which the walls and ceilings are to

be plastered or otherwise treated.

The description of painting and decorative

work can usually be included in the general

specification unless they are specially varied.)

OBITUARY.
Mr. T. P. M.artik.—

T

he death of Mr. T. P
Martin, architect and surveyor, of Swansea, took

place recetitlv at Coleford, where he was on a visit.

Mr. Martin was a native of Swansea. When the

Corporation several years ago decided to put the

control of the roads under a separate department

Mr. Martin was elected road superintendent, and

on resigning this position about seventeen years ago

he commenced practice as an architect and sur-

vej’or.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
Extexsiox ok Premises, Newc.\stle. — The

premises of Messrs. T. Pumphrey & Sons, of the

Cloth Market. Newcastle, have been extended. The

whole of the ground floor cafe has been appro-

priated to' the use of smokers, and for the convenience

of ladies and non-smokers a room on the first floor

has been provided, access to which is gained by

means of a staircase leading from the front shop.

There is a ladies’ cloak room in connexion with the

upstairs’ apartment, and the windows are filled

with stained glass. Electric light is u.sed through-

out. Plumbing and lieating arrangements have

been carried out by Messrs. Henry Walker &
Sons, and the decorations are by Mr. G. G. Laidler.

The general contract work was carried out by Mr.

Jackson, the whole of the alterations having been

made from designs by Messrs. Oliver and Leeson,

architects.

Y.M.C.A. BUILDINGS. READING. — The new
Y.M.C.A. Buildings, in Friar-street, Reading, were

opened recently by Sir George Williams. The

buildings have been erected from the designs of Mr.

F. W. Alburv, architect, of Reading. Tlie frontage

to Friar-street is 38 ft., but the return frontage to

Merchanfs-place is 83 ft. The front portion of the

building is five stories high, while the back part is of

two stories. The whole site is basemented. The

building contains a kitchen, bath and dressing rooms,

lavatories, and a gymnasium, the latter being about

40 ft. bv 34 ft. high, with a gallery all round. On
the ground story is a restaurant, an entrance lobby

andt'estibule, and staircase hall on the level of the

gallery of the gvmnasium, with a second entrance

from Merchanfs-place. There is a separate entrance

to the gymnasium. On the first floor is a lecture

hall, with seating accommodation for about 200.

There are also a reading room, and a secretary’s

office on the first floor. The second story consists

of rooms available for classes or games and a par-

lour. The upper floor is appropriated to the

resident caretaker. Mr. Fidler was assisted in the

erection of the building by his foreman, Mr. Black-

well, who generally superintended the works. The

brickwork was e.xecuted hv Mr. H. W. Godwin, the

granite work of the lower story was supplied by

Messrs. Heslop & Wilson, of Aberdeen, the stone-

work bv the Corsham Quarrying Company, the

principa’l staircase bv Mr. Alfred Walker, of Leeds,

the joinery by Mr. Elliot, of Newbury, the stoves
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and chimney pieces, baths, and lavatories, by
Messrs. Callas, Reaciinj’, tlic heating arrangements
by Messrs. Dew & Son, and the painting and orna-
mental glazing by Mr. Harry Childs.
Pkoposkd Towek, St. John”h Chukch, Carlisle.— It is proposed to erect a new tower for St. John’s

Church. Carlisle, from the designs of Mr. Higginson,
architect, as a Diamond Jubilee memorial.
UXITAKIAX SUXDAY SCHOOL, GATEACHE, LIVER-

POOL.—The opening of the new Sunday school
in connexion with Gateacre Unitarian Chapel,
took place recently. The new building is situated
near to tlie chapel, and is a brick structure,
with stone facings, erected from the designs of
Messrs. F. and G. Holme, architects, Liverpool, by
Mr. G. Dale, of Gateacre. It includes a mom cap-
able of holding 200 persons, and two other rooms,
witli the usual accessorie.s.

Methodist Coxxexiox Chapel, Harpfield,
Staffordshire. — The contract for the new
Methodist cliapel at Harpfield, which is situated
on the Shelton New-road, has been placed in the
hands of Mr. Comes, Hanley. The architect for the
work is Mr. Ambrose Wood, of Hanley. The build-
ing will consist of a schoolroom and chapel, contain-
ing two vestries and a choir gallerv. Tlie front will
be faced with red brick, and the chapel will seat 200
people.
WESLEYAX Chapel, Chelmsford.—

O

n the 2nd
inst. the memorial stones were laid of new Wesleyan
chapel and schools in the High-street, Chelmsford.
Mr.

J.
Feast, of Haddenham, is the contractor, and

the architects are Messrs. Gordon, Lowther, &
Gunton, of London. The new buildings, whicli are
being erected on a site adjoining the stone bridge,
will comprise a chapel capable of seating 050 adults
on the ground floor, with a gallerv over the nartlie.x
and the west end of the nave. There will also be a
children’s gallery in e.ach transept capable of holding
100. The west end of the chapel will face the High-
street, and at the rear will be the boys’ and girls’
Sunday Schools.
New Y.W.C.A. Bpildixgs. Lowestoft.—

T

he
new Y.W.C.A. buildings, which have been built in
Kegent-ro.ad, Lowestoft, have just been opened.
The architect is Mr. Clarke, of Lowestoft, and the
builders, Messrs. Brett & Son, of Lowestoft.
North of scotlaxd Baxk Head Office.—

Alterations are being carried nut at the head oflice
of the North of Scotland Bank, Aberdeen. The
work is being carried out under the direction of
Mr. Marshall Mackenzie, A.R.S.A. The walls of tlie
vestibule are to be lined with polislied granite slabs.
The polished dado will extend from the floor to a
height of about 8 ft., and the jambs and lintels of
the two doorways are also to be made of polished
granite. Granites of three different shades will be
used, namely, from Rubislaw, Kemnav, and Corennie
quarries. This part of the work has’been entrusted
to Messrs. A. Macdonald & Co., Limited. Messrs.
James Bannochie & Sons, have undertaken the
internal decorative work.

St. Thomas's Ixfaxt School, Huddersfield.—A new infant school in connexion witli St.
Thomas's Daj’ Schools, Manchester-road, erected by
the firm of Messrs. Starkey Bros. (Limited), in
memory of the 'late Canon Snowden, M.A., was
opened recently. The school, which occupies a site
near the west end of the church, is Early English in
style. It will accommodate 125 children. The
architect is Mr. T. H. Farrar, of Halifax, and the
contractors (all of Hudderslield) are :_Messrs.
Abraham Graham & Sons, masons

i Messrs. Moody
Bros., carpenters and joiners

;
Messrs. Crossley &

Bold, plumbers
;

Mr. W. E. Jowitt, slater and
plasterer

; and Mr. S. Kendall, painter.
Re-opexixg of Skelmorlie U.P. Church.

This church, after alterations and enlargement, has
been re-opened. The additions to the church com-
prise a chancel and a transept, which have been
carried out from the designs by Mr. William Leiper,
Glasgow. Ihe sitting accommodation has been
increased to nearly 600 sTtings. The organ lias been
reconstructed and added to by Messrs. Merrilless
& Son, of Glasgow. The contractor for the mason
work was Mr. William Steel, builder, Greenock •

joiner work, Messrs. Hutcheson Grant, Glasgow
plumber work, Messrs. Archibald Watson & Co
Glasgow: painter work, Messrs. A. & J. Scott
Glasgow and Skelmoriie

; plaster work, Mr. Quinten
Tannock, Greenock

;
glazier work, Mr. George

Hunter, Glasgow
; smith work, Messrs. George

Adam & ^n, Glasgow
; heating, by Messrs. James

Boyd i.^ Sons, Paisley
; tile and marble work, bv

Messrs. Kean & Wa’rdrop, Glasgow. Mr James
Mair acted as clerk of works.
C.ATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH, BUXTOX.—This

building, erected in Darwin-avenue from the designs
of Mr. W. R. Bryden, of Buxton, lias just been
opened. It will accommodate about 150 people.New Free Church, Fearx, Ross-shire.—

A

new cliurch for the Free congregation of Fearn
was opened recently. There is a nave and two
tran.septs, while galleries extend around the greater
portion of the church. Sitting accommodation is
provided for between 800 and 900 persons, and there
is also a hall adjoining which contains seats for
about 120 persons. The building was designed by
Mr. Macdonald, Inverness.

^

Coxgkegatioxal Church. Poxkey, Rhos-
LLAXEKCHRUGOG.—A new Welsh Congregational
Church was recently opened in Bank-street, Ponkev.
The cliapel is built of red Ruabon facing bricks and

terra cotta, part of tlie facade being of Cefn free-
stone. The size of the chapel is about 48 ft. by
36 ft, and the vestry is 20 ft. by 15 ft There is

also a boiler-room measuring 12 ft hy 10 ft., and
the chapel has seating accommodation for about
230. The cost is about 1,100/., the architect is Mr.
Gummow, Wrexham, and the builder, Mr.

J.
Davies,

Ruabon.
Proposed Public Buildings. Ilford.—

A

t the
Ilford Urban District Council ofiices, recently, Col.
A. C. Smith. R.E., held a Local Government Board
inquin,' into the application of the Council to borrow
13,000/. for the provision of public buildings, com-
prising a large liall, offices, and technical institute
and library

: 2,275/. for purposes of street improve-
ments

; 740/. for purposes of public baths
; and 620/.

for works of sewerage. There were present
amongst otliers, the Clerk to the Council (Mr.

J. W.
Benton), the Surveyor (Mr. Shaw), the Sanitary
Inspector (Mr. King), and Mr. B. Woollard, the
Architect for the proposed buildings.

WESLEYAX Church, Smethwick.—

A

new Wes-
leyan church, which lias been erected in Waterlno-
road. Smethwick, was opened on the 3rd inst. The
church is built upon a site fronting Waterloo and
Sycamore-roads, and it is constructed of brickwork,
with stone dressings, the interior walls being
iinished with plaster (coloured a neutral tint) and
stone, and the roofs covered with red tiles. The
main entrance-porch faces Waterloo-road. This
gives access to, lobbies. A similar and separate
entrance situated in the tower, and immediately
adjoining, gives access to the gallery bv a staircase.
The plan of the church consists of nave, with aisles
and chancel, in which seats are arranged for the
choir. The organ-chamber is placed on one side of
tlie chancel, and the ministers’ vestry upon the
opposite side

;
also tlie choir vestrv, with lavatory

accommodation. The church is about qo ft. in
length, 45 ft. in width (inclusive of aisles), and
31 ft. high. The floor is laid to a gradient towards
the pulpit. The seating accommodation is for about
650 persons. Tlie aisles hai’e been laid witli
wood blocks, and the floors of the entrance-porch,
lobbies, passage at rear of chancel, lavatories, &c.,
are laid with tesselatecl tiles. A feature of the
e.xterior is a stone spire springing from a tower
situated next the main entrance, and rising to about
80 ft. in height. The interior woodwork is of pitcli-
pine and red deal, the roofs of nave, aisles, and
chancel are open-framed. The heating, upon tlie
low-pressure system, is bv Messrs. Hoden & Son
The wrought-iron fencing and gnsfittings have been
carried out by Mr. Edwin Glover. The stained
glass throughout has been supplied by M. T. H.
Yates, of Smethwick. The builders were Messrs.
J. Harley & Son, of Smethwick

; and the architects
were Messrs. Eweii <S: J. Alfred Harper, of Birming-
ham. The cost of the structure is about 3,500/.

Free Library, Cambridge.—

A

branch library
has been erected near the railway bridge, Miil-roacl,
Cambridge. The building is carried out in red
brickwork, red terra-cotta, and red Mansfield stone,
witli a slate roof. The building consists of one
large room 107 ft. long by 24 ft. wide. On the
north side there are eight large windows, the top
portion being arranged to open, and in addition,
there is a lantern, with glazed side and end lights,
running the whole length of the building. The
whole of the building is heated hy hot water on the
low pressure system. The floor, e.xcept over the base-
ment, is constructed of wood blocks. A lobby has
been arranged with swing doors, gfving separate
entrance to the .reading room and lending library,
and is paved witli oak wood blocks. Over the
entrance there is a gable. On each side of the
gable a lion in red Manslield stone, supporting a
shield with the Borough arms thereon, is lixed. The
architect was Mr. F, Waters, and the builders were
Messrs. Coulson & Lofts.

New Reservoir, Bath Water Works.—

O

n the
Sth inst., in the Monkswond Valley, about seven
miles to the north-east of Batli, and on the borders
of Gloucestershire and Somerset, tlie new reservoir
constructed by the Bath Town Council was opened
by the Mayor (Mr. G. Woodiwjss). The work is

over nine acres in extent, and contains 51,000,000
gallons. Mr. W. Fo.x, of Westminster, has been the
engineer, and Messrs. W. Neave & Son. of P,adding-
ton, the contractors. The reservoir has cost over
35,000/. No filtering beds are provided, but a care-
fully fitted straining well is constructed at the point
of outlet.

STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Memorial Windows, St. Tiio.mas’s Church.

Douglas.—

A

stained glass window, in memory of
Mrs. Jane Dalby, of Douglas, is to be erected in’ the
church of St. Thomas. Communion rails, which
are part of a scheme for the redeenratiun of the
chancel of the church, are also to be placed in the
Iniikling. An engraved medallion, also, of the Queen’s
head is to be put up at the entrance to the chancel
in commemoration of the Diamond Jubilee. The
medallion is to be erected bv Messrs. Gawthorp
& Sayre, of London

; and the window is being
constructed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne,
London.
Window, Godmaxchester Church.—

A

nother
of the windows on the south side of the Parish
Church has been filled with stained [glass to the
memory of the late General Baumgartner. It is a
three-light window. The work lias been carried
out by Messrs. Morris & Co., of Merton, Surrey,
and the design is by Sir E. Burne-Jones.
Window, Church of Marske-ix-Swaledale,

Yorkshire.—

T

he Bishop of Richmond recently
visited Marske-in-Swaledale for the purpose of un-
veiling a window, which has been placed in the
village church by Mrs. Cameron,, of West Hartle-
pool, in memory of her husband, the late Colonel
Cameron. The work has been carried out by
Messrs. Percy Bacon Bros., London.

FOREIGN.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Loughborough Sewage Works, & c . — The

members of the Birmingham branch of the
Institution of Civil Engineers visited the
works at Loughborough for the disposal of
the sewage and refuse of the town, recently
carried out by Mr. A. W. Cross, C.E., the
late Borough Surveyor. The party was met and
conducted over the works bv iMr. A. H, Walker,
C.E., the Borough Surveyor, and Mr. A. S. Butter-
worth, C.L., of Coventry, the late resident engi-
neer. Tlie afternoon was occupied by a drive to
tlie Swithlaiid reservoir and waterworks of the
Leicester Corporation, where lunclieon was pro-
vided by Mr.

J. B. Everarcl, C.E., the engineer for
the works. Having spent some time there, tlie drive
was continued by the Hall Gates Storage Reservoir to
the Cropstone Waterworks, after inspecting wliich,
under the guidance of Mr. F. Griffith, C.E., the .party
proceeded to Leicester.

Wedxesfield Sewerage Scheme.—

C

ol. Coke,
Inspector to the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at Wednesfield recently respecting an appli-
cation of the District Council to borrow 7,500/. for
sewerage works. Mr. J. W. Stirk, Clerk to the
Council, and Mr. Herrington, engineer for the works,
appeared in support of the application, and Dr. Reid
represented the County Council. The proposed
works were explained, and tliere was no opposition
to the scheme.

France.—M. Huet.the principal director of Public
Works at Paris, has just retired, and the <lepart-
ment is now going to be divided into two distinct
services ; one including the public roads, the
drainage, and water-works—in a word, all that
belongs to the technical part of engineering (M.
Delrance will be at the head of this department)

;

the other will include the foot-wavs, the prome-
nades, all architectural works, and’works of Art.
At the head of tills department will be M. Bouvard,
the architect of the iqoo Exhibition. M. Ernest
Barrias, sculptor, has been commissioned to execute
the monument to the celebrated chemist Lavoisier,
wliicli is being erected bv public subscription,
and will be placed in tlie' Place cle la Made-
leine. on the axis of tlie Hue Troncliet. At

2 Ecole des Beaux Arts, tlie jury on the first-

class arcliitectural competition has awarded the
first medals to MM. Ferret and Paul Guadet, pupils
of MM. Guadet and Paulin

; Garct and Barber,
nipils of MM. Blondel and Scellier cle Gisors ; and
Phillipps, pupil of M. Pascal. M. Denis Puecli, the
sculptor, has finished the model of the monument of
Saint-Beuve. He has represented the famous critic
in a meditative attitude. The pedestal, whicli has
been designed by M. Scellier de Gisors, will be treated
in a sober architectural manner, and simply orna-
mented with some inscriptions. This monument is
intended for the Luxembourg gardens. A new
Lycee is being completed at Saint Germain-en-
laye, and will be inaugurated next October.
The municipality of Sens has just opened a
competition for the erection of a new Hotel cle
Ville, which is to be placed on the site of the present
Mairie. The minimum expense is calculated at
3cx>,000 francs. The competition will be closed on
September 15. The definite installation of the
new Musee Cermisclii has necessitated the re-
arrangement of several lialls wliich had been
given up to Japanese and C!une.se china. The
alterations will be finished by the month of October.

It is quite decided that a commemorative chapel
shall be erected on the site of the terrible catastrophe-
in the Rue Jean Goujon.
Germany.-

T

here seems to be an increasing
tendency at Berlin for speculative builders to engage
a number of small contractors to carry out various
parts of their work, and in the event of financial
difficulties, the latter mostly become seriously in-
volved. As a rule tlie small contractor is an artisan
or a foreman who has made some headway in his
trade, and it is very regrettable tliat he should con.-
stantly be made the dupe of the speculator. It is
curious that the paternal Government at Berlin has
not found some means to prevent the constant repe-
tition of this kind of thing. The German Press
is congratulating the Berlin authorities on having
been able to buy the picture by Holbein, which was
lately sold in London, and they very rightly express
their wonder at our parting with one picture after
another by artists whose work is not particularly
well represented in this country. The founda-
tion stone has been laid of the first of tliree
new churches at Lichterfelde, being erected under
the patronage of tlie Empress. The architect is
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Herr Doltbnch. who will carrv out the building m
the Gothic style. The church is to seat 6oo._ V. e

have referred to the new Berlin Building Act

dividing the superficial area of every
_

site into

“ zones,” each of which can only be built on to a

certain extent. The definitions of these “ zones are

now under discussion, and there appears to be con-

siderable variance as to the amount of ground to be

left uncovered on building sites in the city proper.

The Government proposes that a “zone” of six

metres, taken parallel to the frontage line, can be

built on to the extent of 100 per cent., and a follow-

ing “ zone " of twenty-six metres may be covered to

the extent of 70 per cent., whilst ground further back

from the street than thirtv-two metres is only to be

built on to the e.xtent of 60 per cent. The Munici-

pality, on the other hand, advise that the first

“zone” should have a depth of seven metres, aod

the second to have thirty-one metres, and they

also wish the proportion to be increased

in the second instance to 80 per cent.

It is not improbable that the old Castle of the

clerical Knights at Mayencewill be shortly restored.

A commission has been formed to report on the

matter. We understand that the Municipality of

M.ayence has voted 30,000/. for the purpose, and that

the Local Government has proposed an additional

vote of 15,000/. Liibeckis to have an equestrian

statue of Emperor William I. An influential com-

mittee will act as assessors, and premiums to the

extent of 300/. are to be awarded. A similar

monument is to be erected at Eisenach, from the

designs of Herr Zevss. Tiie annual meeting of the

Deputies of the .Amalgamated Societies of German
Architects is to he held at Kothenburg this year

on the loth and iith of September. The meeting has

had to be postponed owing to the military manreu-

vres taking place in that district during August.

There is a considerable feeling at Berlin that

the old Building Academy, which is a particularly

ugly structure, should be pulled down, as it spoils

the'aspect of the Castle, the new cathedral, and the

monument to Emperor William. We regret to

record the death of the oldest German architect,

Franz Mertens, who died last month at the age of

ninety, and whose work had a considerable in-

fluence in the development of modern German
architecture.

Sydney.—

O

n April 15 the Public Works Com-
mittee further e.xamined Mr. W. L. Vernon, Govern-

ment Architect, with regard to the proposed Parlia-

ment Buildings. The model of the buildings shown
in the private room of the Committee was partly

explained bv Mr. Vernon, but Iiis examination had

not concluded when the Committee rose. The cost

of the buildings alone would be 530,000/. The
basement would be of trachite, and the remaining

portion of the best Sydney sandstone. He would

like the whole building to be of trachite, but there

was the question of cost. The internal walls would
be of brick, but in the more public parts he would
recommend the use of colonial marble. For this,

however, it would be necessary to offer some in-

ducement to quarry-owners to 'open up their quar-

ries. The height of the dome would be about 300 ft.

—Sydney Morning Herald.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An Antiqiwrian Society for Notts.—

T

he
Duke of St. Albans presided over a meeting at Not-

tingham, on the ist inst., when the Thoroton
Society, an antiquarian organisation for Nottingham
and Notts, was formally inaugurated. The objects

of the socictv were explained by Mr. Phillimore.

It was proposed to have a simple working constitu-

tion, with rules similar to those of the Bristol and
Gloucester Arclueological Society, and the objects of

the society were, in the first instance, to watch over
antiquarian remains in the county, so that no harm
be done to them, whether they were historical or
medi:eval in character. It was also proposed to

have excursions, the first to Thoroton
;
and many

i)ld and valuable documents had been presented to

the society. The Duke of St. Albans proposed the

formation of the society, and expressed his pleasure

that such an organisation was about to come into

existence in Notts, where there were many objects

of antiquarian interest. There was now a house at

Red Hill, in the parish of Daybrook, which few
knew was once the residence of the Bourbon
family for hunting purposes during the French war.
All these small things, as time went on, were for-

gotten, but a society of that kind would keep them
still in the light. The Mayor of Nottingham
seconded, and the proposition was carried.

Temple B.ar and St.ate Pageants. — Messrs.
Partridge & Cooper have sent us a short pamphlet
on this subject, written by Mr. Henry Johnson and
illustrated by Miss Elsie M. Cluff, which will be of

some interest at this moment. It is well written
and the illustrations are good.

WiCKEN CHURCH, Northamptonshire. — Re-
ferring to our paragraph as to the restoration of

this church (page 517 ante) Mr. E. Swinfen Harris
writes to say that though it is quite true that the
“ reredos is of oak," that part of the work does not

A “Self-Sharpening" Pencil.—The rnakers of

the “Blaisdell self-sharpening paper pencil" have

sent us some specimens for our opinion. The

title is as misleading as such catch expressions

usuallv are. The “ self-sharpening " portion is

onlv the holder or covering of the pencil, which

instead of cedar wood, is of paper tightly rolled

in spirals, portions of which are detachable at

regular distances with the point of a penknife, and

that section of the paper can then be unrolled and

more lead uncovered. It saves the trouble of cutting

the wood and the litter of splinters, but the business

of sharpening the lead is of course left just as before ;

and when the patentees state in their circular that

with this pencil “ the fingers are not soiled with

blacklead " in cutting, thev are stating what they must

know perfectly well is not the fact. The Blaisdell

pencil is a clever invention and has real advan-

tages, and it is a pitv the patentees should have

thought it neces-sary to state imaginary ones which

do not exist. We mav observe that the pencil is a

good deal heavier tha'n a cedar-mounted one of the

same size.

Electric Light Supply, M.anchester.— The

Manchester Corp<u-ation having applied to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow 130 ,o<m/.

for tlie purpose of extending the electric lighting

works and system. Colonel J.
T. Marsh, R.E., held

an inquiry in the Mayor’s Parlour recently. It was

stated that the present demand for the electric light

in Manchester far exceeds the supply. The capacity

of the plant was equivalent to the supply of current

represented bv 128,000 lamps of eight-candle power,

hut tile demand for the current down to a very

recent date was represented by 161,594 lamps, show-

ing a deficiency of 33,594 lumps. The principal new
works propose'd to be constructed consisted of two

direct driven electric generators of 3,500 horse power,

six Lancashire boilers, similar to those already pro-

vided, and five tubular boilers ;
also two economisers,

each having 480 tubes. In addition to these works

a very large outlay upon additional mains would be

necessary.’ On March 31 last the total outlay on

electric lighting was 309,190/. 19s. lod., and the esti-

mated cost of works which were included in previous

applications for loans, and which had not yet

been executed, was 40,809/, os. 2d. The further

estimated outlay was 130.000/., making a total of

^^480,000. Alde'rman Higginbottom then explained

the electric lighting scheme in detail. Dealing with

the varying capacity of the plant he said that in

1S93 it was 40,000 eight-candle lamps, that in 1894

it was increased bv 16.000 lamps, and that in 1895

and 1896, up to March, 1S97. it was increased by

72,000 lamps, making a total of 128,000 lamps.

Another side of the progress was shown as fol-

lows In 1S93 there were 2S9 consumers and

32,716 lamps; in December. 1804. the consumers

were 624 and the lamps 60,298 ;
in December. 1895,

the consumers were 1018 and the lamps connected

93.290 ; in December, 1896, the consumers were

1466 and the lamps 133.504; und on May of this

year the consumers were 1620 and the lamps con-

nected 147,068. There were also awaiting connexion

52 customers and 14,526 lamps, making the total

number of consumers connected and awaiting con-

nexion 1676, and the number of lamps connected

and awaiting connexion was 161.594. Comparing
the consumption of last year with the year ending

March. i8g6. there was an increase of no less than

973.678 units, or 54 per cent. The whole of the

consumption.' amounting to 2.775.107. last year was.

said Alderman Higginbottom, for private purposes.

Public lighting of the three squares had, however,

given great satisfaction. The cost of lighting tlie

three squares was 10/. a year less than the cost of

gas.

Northern Architectural Associ.ation : Vjsit

to the Leeds Steel Works.—The Directors of

these works, having invited the members and
practising associates of the Northern Architectural

Association ,to visit their works on the 9th inst., to

view the manufacture of steel in its various processes

from the ore to the finished girder, a large party of

architects accepted the invitation. The company
placed three saloon carriages at the architects' dis-

posal, and provided lunch upon arrival and carriages

to convey the party to the works and back to tiie

station. The Leeds Steel Works received its present

title, and was registered as a limited company, in

1888. but previously was known as “The
Aireside Iron and Steel Works.” Mr. Walter
Scott, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, has purchased from
time to time the property of the other partners,

and may now be practically termed owner of the

works, wliich cover an area of twenty-five acres,

the yearly output being 70,000 tons of steel, and
the wage roll amounts to 70,000/. per annum. The
stocking ground is commanded by a lo-ton

travelling crane, which has a span of nearly 100 ft.

The sheds and yards are intersected by railway
lines, on which six locomotive engines and eight

steam travelling cranes are continuously at work.
The electric light is in full use throughout the night.

Mr. Walter Scott, together with Mr. Vaughan, con-
ducted the party through the works.

Street Improve.ment, Middlesbrough,
the minutes of the Streets Committee, presented to

the Middlesorough Town Council, estimates pre-

pared by Mr. Baker, Borough Engineer, for three

named are Ferry-road, Durham-street, Cleveland-

street, Queen's-square, Albert Bridge, Exchange-

place, Albert-road, Grange-road, Linthorpe-road,

Linthorpe-avenue, Linthorpe-crescent, Bridge-street

East, Dock-street, Zetland-road, Marton-road, Cor-

poration-road. Newport-road (including relaying sett

paving), Parliament-i'oad. Calvert-street, Orford-

road, and North Ormesby-road. Tiie first estimate

is for paving across the whole width scorix bricks

on concrete, with new channels, relaying kerbs, new
kerbs and gullies where required—dedicated streets,

23,933/. :
undedicated streets, 3.071/. is. ;

total,

27.004/. I2s. Estimate No. 2—For macadam, v/ith

new channels, relaying kerbs, new kerbs and gullies

where required—dedicated streets, 9,729/. 5S-
:
oo*

dedicated streets. 1,233/- I5S- i
total, 10.963/.

os. 6d. Estimate No. 3—Ordinary macadam, with

new channels, relaj'ing kerbs, and gullies where

required—dedicated streets, 7.146/. 13s.
;

undedi-

cated streets, 899/. 14s. Od.
;
total, 8,046/. 7s. 6d.

belong to the present restoration but was given to

the church some twenty years ago, being carried out , . —
from his designs, and decorated by Messrs. Clayton I schemes of street improvement in connexion with
it Bell. I the tramways extension were submitted. The streets

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
THE Three T'owns Building Strike.—

T

he

Master Builders’ Association have received a com-
munication from the Carpenters’ Strike Committee

in reply to theirs of the 29th ult. The carpenters

state, “ We are willing to meet a deputation of your

members to discuss trade rules without prejudice.

As regards your resolution, re ‘mobbing’ of car-

penters, we deny it, and coming from men of the

world we cannot 'think it xvas seriously meant.”

With reference to the general bearing of tbe dispute

with the carpenters, the Association have ascertained

by means of a circular sent round to the builders

who have men on strike, that there are working for

them at the present time more than 200 non-society

carpenters, exclusive of a considerable number of

pprentices, many of whom are competent work-

men. Carpenters are still reported to be coming

into the town. The notice given by the Exeter

branch of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters

and Joiners for id. an hour rise in wages expires on

July I. At present they receive 6d. an hour, being

J^d. less than the carpenters in the Three Towns.

Edinburgh Plumbers’ Wages.—

A

meeting of

the Edinburgh branch of the United Operative

Plumbers’ Association of Scotland was held recently

in the Oddfellows’ Hall. Edinburgh, to consider the

reply from the employers regarding the proposed

bv-laws. The operatives liad previously requested

a’ standard rate of wages of gd. per hour. The
masters, however, offered 8J^d. per hour according

to abilitv for first-class men, and it was agreed to

accept this offer, which is to take effect as from

July I. The masters have also conceded time and a

quarter for holidays, and they have agreed to adhere

to the old rule as to work outside a two-mile radius.

A bv-law as to arbitration between employers and
employed in the event of disputes has been passed as

amended by the masters, with the restrictions that

twelve days be allowed for the completion of the

negotiations. A request that three months’ notice

'nstead of six months' be necessary before any altera-

tions on the by-laws take effect has been granted by
the masters gi%'ing the date for their coming into

operation at February i.

The Dispute in the Northwich Building
Trade.—

O

n the 3rd inst. the dispute between the

Northwich and district bricklayers and their em-
ployers was practically settled. 'With the exception

of two of the master builders, all the firms in tlie

district have conceded an advance of id. per hour,

making yd. instead of 8d. This is the amount de-

manded by the men, who have been on strike some
weeks.

Thre.atened Strike of Dundee M.asons.—

A

meeting of the operative masons of Dundee was
held in Plumbers’ Hall, Bain-square, Dundee, on the

4th inst., to consider upon a course of action in view

of the refusal of the employers to grant an increase

of 4d. per hour upon the present rate of wages.

It was intimated at an early stage of the proceedings

that one firm had granted the advance desired. After

a discussion, lasting fully two hours, it was decided

to test the feeling of the meeting as to whether the

men should enforce their demands. The vote was
taken by ballot, when it was resolved to come out

on strike, and to remain out until the increase should

be granted. The number of men afi'ected by the

strike is between 500 and 600. The present rate of

wages is—for hewers, S.td. per hour, and for builders,

qd. per hour. .At a private meeting of the master

builders of Dundee, held the same night, unknown
to the operatives, the wages question was again

considered, and it was ultimately re.solved, it is

stated, to raise the wages by Jd. per hour to hewers

and builders.

Newc.astle Masons and their Hours.—

A

demand having been made by the masons of New-
castle and district to have the working hours reduced

to 44*4 per week, a meeting of master builders was
held at the offices of their Association recently, and
it was decided that they could not agree to the pro-

posed alterations.

THE Keighley Builders’ Strike.—

T

he Mayor
of Keighley recently called together five representa-

tives of the master builders, and five of the labourers

now on strike, in order to ascertain the possibility

of a settlement. The parties met at the Crown
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Ironworks, but no common ground could be reached.
The men’s representatives declined to accept any-
thing short of the immediate advance to 6d. per
hour, nor would they consent either that the Mayor
himself should settle the matter, or in conjunction
with Mr. James Walsh. The total difference be-
tween the latest terms offered by the masters is only
about 13s. per man extending over three months, and
the strike has now lasted three or four weeks.

—

Leeds Weekly Express.

The B.\knstaple Mason's’ Agitation’.—

B

arn-
staple masons are agitating for increased pay, and at
a meeting recently it was resolved to ask for a rise
from 5d. to 6d. an hour. The men have given their
masters tliree months to consider the matter, and
if at the end of that time they do not meet their
employes, tlie latter will cease work.

The Plasterers’ and Labourers’ Dispute,
Douglas.—

T

he master plasterers of Douglas and
their workmen being unable to arrive at a satisfac-
tory settlement in the dispute which commenced on
December 14 last, the Douglas Trades and Labour
Council had the matter under consideration at a
special meeting held some time ago, and it was
decided that it would be in the interests of the
workmen and the general public tliat the plasterers
and labourers should work for any employer that
would pay their wages and sign the working rules.
A resolution to that effect was forwarded to the
Plasterers E.C. for their approval, and word has
been received back that the E.C. leaves the matter
in the hands of the Douglas plasterers. The
Douglas plasterers are .agreeable to the resolution,
and it is expected that several employers will con-
cede the men's demands, and push on with the work
at once.

—

Maii.v Sun.

MEETINGS.
Saturday, June 12.

SL PauTs Ecclcsioloskal Society.—Visit to the Chapel,
&c., at Hampton Court Palace, under the direction of Mr.'
Ernest Law.
Incorporated Association 0/ Municipal and County

A’ne-/«a rr.—Meeting ni Llandudno.
British Institute 0/ Cettified Carpaiters.~\\%\s. to St.

Albans, leaving St. Pancras at 2.25 p.m.

Monday, June'h.'

Royal Institute 0/ British Architects.—(t) Buslucvs
meeting. (2) Specml general meeting, .adjourned from the
31st lilt., to further consider the Report of the Council
the Election of Candidate.s for Fellow.ship. 8 p.m.

Clerks 0/ Works' Association.— Hall. 730

British Institute ei/ Certified Carpenters.—
meeting, to be held .at 29, New Bridge-street. Paper bi-
Mr. C. T. Aston on “Woodworking Machinery”
7.30 p.m.
^Society 0/ Eusineers.-VToitssoT H. W. Umney on
The Compression of Air by the Direct .Vctioii of Water ”

7-30 P-m.

Wednesday, June 16.

Carpeniers' Hall, London lUrtA'.—Examination in
Carpentry and Joiner>-. 6.

Society ofA rt'j.—Conversazione, to be held at the South
Kensington Mu.seum. 9 p.m.
Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works' Institution

Ordinary meeting of the members. 8 p.m.

Thursday, June 17.

Society for the Encouragement oj the Fine Arts. Dr.
PheuL^, F.S.A., on “Greek and Italian Colonies in Pre-
Roman Britain, and Gncco-lialian Art in Pre-Roman
London.” 8 p.m.
Society ofAntignaries.-Z.yo p.m.
Society of Engineers.—Wiiw. to the London Section of

the Manchester, Sheffieid, and Lincolnshire Railw.ay (ex-
tension to London) works, now in progress.

Carpenters Hall, London Wall.—Examination in
Carpentry and Joinery. 6.

Friday, June t 3 .

Carpenters’ Hall, London Wall.—Examination in
Carpentry and Joinery. 9.30.

Saturday, June 19.

Carpenters Hall, London Wall.—E.xamination in
Carpentry and Joinery. 2.30.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.—hx\n\io.\ Excur-

^on Visit to (i) Linlithgow Palace. (2) St. Michael’s
Church. (3) Kinnei! House. (4) Bonhard House. (0”’

(6) Old Grange.Bo’n

RECENT PATENTS

;

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

11,119.—Pres-ses for Brick.s, Tiles, &c. : J. Jones.-
In order that bricks, &-c., shall he pressed to a uniform
thickness independent of the exact bulk of clay fed into the
“ brick box,” inventor adopts a brick bo.x having a top
die of two or more chief p.-irts, moving the one upon the
other, one part to form the top face of the brick and the
other part to form the frog or indent, this latter or “ frog-
piece ” fits into a plate or cup provided with bolts, around
which are placed compression (.special or otherwise) .springs.
When said springs are properly adjusted, the pressure of
said cup on top of brick box is increased e.xactly as the
pressure of the day is increased upon said cup upon the
descent of the frog-piece. Thus any rea.sonable variation
in bulk of clay will not affect thickness of brick, &c., but
will only effect depth of frog or indent.

14,156.

—

Extracting and Weather-proof Ventila
tors: P. W'hitehead.—Invention is adapted specially for
ship’s use, but can be applied to buildings. An air shaft is

\

fixed through the base on which are placed a series of
vertical guards, which, together with the outer guards,
support a ceiling plate with weather-cover over. Winds
or sprays from heax-y seas entering on the weather-side are
directed by the outer guards into the chambers, the curved
sides of which break the force and expel wind through the
vent holes and, while passing it, extract the air from the
exit slits.

14,170.

—

Pavement with Metallic Insets : C. B.
Lohr.—Inventor claims a paving material consisting of a
mass of concrete, asphalte, or other suitable material, in

the surfaceof which are inserted or embedded a series of
suitably shaped bodies of metal, or other material, harder
than the m.ass, the said Inset bodies being of approximately
equal form and size and regularly placed.

14,718.—Boring Tools : H. P. Hamilton.—Invention
refers to construction of boring tools actuated by hand,
lever, and rachet mechanism, whereby differential motions
are communicated to boring too! and screwed spindle.
Inventor’.s improvement consists in the relation and form of
the head or chuck, rachet wheel, screwed spindle, &c.

16,787.

—

Domestic Fireplaces and Hearths : /. W.
Taylor.—At that part of hearth which contains the fire,

inventor forms a sloping recess of fire-bricks or hlock.s.

Above the recess fire, grid or bars are placed, horizontally
or sloping. An ash-pan slides in sloping recess beneath the
grid; This ash-pan is easily withdrawn and emptied. The
sloping space containing it constitutes aclosed hot chamber
under ordinary conditions, to which, however, air can at .all

times be admitted by withdrawing ash-pan to some
extent.

6,590.—Sanitary Pipe Machines: J.S. W.Davisand
others.— Invention relates to sanitary pipe machines for
forming pipes with_ a sharp bend or radius, particularly
“ knuckle ” bend pipes, by mechanical means. Apparatus
consists of a detachable ring in sections, a curved plate or
its equivalent fixed to the die-plate, in combination with
the ordinary parts of a sanitary pipe machine.

7, 505.-^Window Fastener.s: J. Roberts.—Invention
consists in a pivotted block secured to frame in front of
sash, into a groove in face of which slides a wedge attached
to frame by a chain, &c. Any vibration or rattling of the
sash will lend to tighten wedge in the groove, and press
sash firmer against its frame.

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

May 24.—12,744, W. Chapman, Vertical Spindle for
Wood-working Machines.—12,745, W. Wilkins, Window
Sash Fastener. —12,762, G. Read, Whitewash and Dis-
temper Brushes. — 12,787, E. Hughes, Lead Junction
Making without Solder.— 12,804, W. Pettit .and Others,
Window Sash Fasteners.—12,824, G. Bortm.ann and R.
Munkwitz, Door Stops.—12,830, S. McClellan, Frames
.andother Attachments for Bit Braces.—12, 835, C. Heidccke,
Tools for Operating upon Stone, Metal, Wood, &c.

May 25.—12,864, S. Pearson, Automatic Flushing
Arrangement.—12,871, J. Edmundson, Hanging Window
Sashes, and in the Pockets of Sash Window Frames.

—

12,903, H. Tidswell, Window Sash Fastener.— 12,905, J.
Powell, Window Sash F.asteners.—12,916, B. Thomas .and
H. Rees, Sa-sh Fastener.— 12,917, G. Seale, S.ash F'astcner.

12,918, G. Hopkins, Sash F.asteners.—12,920, R. Ewing,
Joints of Earthenware Pipe.s.—12,943, L- Pas.singham,
Sharpening Tools.—12,956, E. Thomas and Hobm.an,
Building Bricks.

May 27.—13,016, J. Ollier and W. Brown, Cutters for
Square Moulding and similar Wood-working Machines.

—

t3>°-i7- J- Olliet and W. Brown, Wood-working Machines
for Moulding_ Balusters, Stc.-13,026, W. Chrometzka,
Fireproof Ceilings.—13,035, C. Heit, Sun-eyor’s Level of
the Suspended Mirror type.— 13,040, H. and C. Gammon,
Automatic Syphon Flushing Cistern for Water Closets.

—

13,065, S. Jablonski, Isolating and I'ireproof Material.

—

13,070, D. Jackson, F.astening for Cupboard and Similar
Doors.—13,076, W. Owen and J. Hughe.s, Water Cisterns
and Fittings^ for Flushing Water Closets.— 13,086, J.
Marsh, h'lushing Syphon Cistern.

May 28.— 13,176, A. Smillie, Chimney Pots to Prevent
Down Draughts.—13,189, J. Law and J. Crane, Sash
Fasteners.—13,198, iW. Fairweather, Automatic Window
F.astening Device.—13,220, Boote, .\utoraatic Transfer-
ing and Washing-offMachinefor Tiles.—13,238. A. Moses,
Saw-filing Machines.— 13,255, W. Cree, Cutting Tools.—
13,263, T. Marshall, Sa.«h Fastener.— 13,265, D. Evans and
J. Jones, Sash Fasteners.

May 29.—13,319, H. Jarsen, Ceilings and Walls.

—

13,326, G. Oliver, Wall Decoration.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

7,032.—H. Pitt, Fastenings of Locks and Latches.—
8,367, R. Lidster, Door Holder and Stop.— 10,301, R.
Ewing, Joints of E.arthenware and Other Pipes.—10,698,
W. Potter, Mortising Chisel.— 11,385, W. Terrey, Regulat-
ing Feed Tap for Flushing Cisterns, &c.—11,673, J. Cole,
Window Sash Fasteners. — 11,687, G. Healey, Sash
Fasteners.—11,689, K- Roberis, Sash Fasteners.— 11,715,
W. Henley and Others, Apparatus for Use in Erecting
Buildings .and Other Structures of Concrete.— 11,833, J.Wood, Window Sash Fasteners.—11,903, H. Alexander
Machine for Pressing Bricks.— 1 1,975, E. Pini, Ornament-
ing Wood.

By Nichols, Smith, & Alder (at Bristol).

Slimbndge, Glos.
—

“ Tumpy Green Farm,” 77 a.

3 r. 39p., f. ,43.525

By Messrs. Spelman (at Norwich).

Norwich.—Carrow-rd., “ Point House,” and i a.

1 r. 17 p., f. • t,8oo

Thorpe-road, “ Fern Bank,” f. 840

By T. Parry (at Newport).

Llanbaddock, Monmouth.—“Little Cefn Ila”
farm, 151 a. 3r., f. 1,70°'

“ Pear Tree Cottage ” and 5 a. 3 r. 3 p., f. 45°
Enclosures ofland, 36 a. o r. 30 p., f. i,275
“ Panty Cwcw” farm, 95 a. 3 r. 38 p., f. 3.^75

May 27.—By Willis & Crouch (at U.vbridge).

Hillingdon, Middlesex.—Colham Green, five copy-
hold cottages and a plot of land 33S

Iver, Buck-s.—Iver Heath, two cottages and half an
acre, f., r. sal. los ifio

Bowler’s Farm, i a. 2 r. 19 p., f., r. i87. 460
Shredding Green, a copyhold house, r. 19/. .... 310

By M. Je.ans (at Devizes).

Avebury, &c., Wilt-s.
—“ Combley’s Farm,” 273 a.

or. 23p.,f. a.zsc*

By Fuller, Moon, & Fuller (at Croydon).

Croydon.—Park Hill-rd., “Elmwood” and 2J a,,

u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 17/. 15s 2,000-

Hieh-st,, &c., f.g.r. 130/., reversion in 47 yrs. ,. 5,56°'
Caterham.— Holliday's Bottom, f.g.r. 9/., reversion

in 71 yrs ato
Holliday's Bottom, f.g.r. 18/., reversion in 23 yrs. 560 -

By T. Lavington (at Devizes).

Devizes, Wilts.—Bath-rd., a cott.age and 8 a. 2 r,,

o p. ,
f. 8co

“ Sunnyside Farm ” (part of), 41 a. 3 r. 2 p., f. .
.

3,000 •

Worton, Wilts.—Various enclosures of land, 29 a.

2 r. 16 p., f. 2,015

By C. Hawkins (at Ely).

Witham, &c., Cambs.—.A freehold house and
o a. 3r. 6 p 150

Various enclosures of land, 18a. 1 r. 6 p,. f. and
c 285

Coveney, Cambs.—Various enclosures of land,

43 a- o r. to p., f 755
Wilburton, Cambs.—An enclosure of land, 5 a., f. . . 185

May 28.—By Rushworth & Stevens (at

Farnborough).

Farnborough, Hants.—Peabody-rd., “ Nole’s ” and
“ Long's” Coltage.s, f. lao-

York-rd., “ Brian," “Ontario,” and“Ouebec”
Cottages, f 190"

By H.irds & Bkauly (at Bexley Heath).
Bexley Heath, Kent.—4 to 9, Victoria Cott.iges,

f., r. 66/. 6s 400

By R. Austin (at Southampton).

Durley, &c., Hant.s.—“ Durley Manor Farm.”
188 a. 1 r. 32 p., f. 5,73°

“Trullingham’s Farm,” 71 a. 3 r. 5 p., f. 2,100
“ Mincingfield Farm,” 205 a. 2 r. i8 p., f 4,850
“ Brown Heath Plantation,” 27 a. 2 r. 3 p., f. 57s
Various enclosures of land, 105a. 3 r. 2711., f. .. 3,710

By H. Spencer & Sons (at Retford).

Laneham, Notts.
—

“ Manor House,” and 130a. or.

_6p., f. and c 5,395
Enclosures of land, 75 a. i r. 36 p., f. and c 3,282
“The Ferry Boat" Inn and 17 a. 2 r. 19 p., f.

and c 1,360
Two houses and two cottages and 3 a. o r. 30 p., f. 711

May 29.—By Hooker & Weiiu (at Blctcbingly).

Bletchingly, Surrey.—South Park Estate (remain-
ing portions) 150 a. o r. 14 p., f. 4,405

By Rippon, -Ayre, & Co. (at Budleigh Salterton).

East Budleigh, Devon.—“ The Mount ” enclosure,

3 a. I r. 2p., u.t. 2,766 yrs 145

By Fox & Vergette (at Peterborough).

Werrington, Northants. — Farmhouse and en-
closures, 81 a. 2 r. 23 p., f. and c 2,700

Newborough, Northants.—A freehold house and
2 a. i r. 4 p., 320

Enclosures ofland, 56 a. o r. i6p., f. and c 2,742
Eye Green, Northants.—Six copyhold cottages

and I a. ir. 38P 410

May 31.—By W. A. Blakemore.

Kentish Town.—99, Fortes.s-rd., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r.

jo/ 435
Hornsey.—Tottenham Lane, “ Wyndliam College,”

u.t. 94 yrs., g.r. 9/. 595

By Moss & Jameson.

Bri.xton.—7 and 17, Speenham-rd., u.t. 84 yrs., g.r.

15/. los., r. 85/ 725
Herne Hill.—249 to 255 (odd), Raiiton-rU., u.t. 49

By Nokes & Nokes.

complete specifications accepted.

Open to oppositionfor two months.

t,i84, F. Lynde, Lavatory Basins, Baths, &c.— 17,43
Waiters, Lath for Ceilings, Walls, &c.—2,767, V

Thompson, Hollow Building filocks and Apparatus f
making same.—9,315, C. Richardson, .Asphaltic Pav
inents, &c.—10,149, T- M.arienfeidt, Stoves and Fireplace—10,183, Habershon, Fireplaces.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

May 26.—By C. Rawley Cross & Co.

Kensington.—51, 61, and 67, Bolingbroke-rd., u.t.

96 yrs., g.r. 25/., e.r. 155/.
Shepherd’s Bush.—59, Lofius-rd., u.t. 68 yrs., g.r.

S/., r. 45/.

Acton Vale.—19 .and 20, The Parade, u.t. 71 yrs..
g.r. 22/,, r. 65/. 4s

Bow.—Turner's-rd., i.g.r. 20/., ii.t. 60 yrs., g.r.

10/.

By Elliott, Son, & Boyto.x.

Cavendish-sq.—21, Weibeck-st., u.t. SiJ yrs., g.r.

30/., r. 150/.

Marylebone.—32 and 36, Devoiishire-st., u.t. 25
>TS., g.r. 78/., r. 340/.

Oxfurd-st.— 62 and 63, Castle-st. East, u.t. 43 yrs.,

g.r. 3S/., r. 200/.

68, Wells-st., u.t. 16 yrs., g.r. 10/., r. ico/.

By H. Hooper.
Highbury.— 14, Kelvin-rd., u.t. 62 yrs., g.r. 8/. ..

Maida Vale.—38, Messina-av., u.t. 83 yi's., g.r.

Finchley.—5, Diirham-rd., f., r. 33/. '

By J. W. Kemslev.

Woodford.— 1, Mornington-villas, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r.

5/- 17s-, 4il-. r. 40/.

Crouch Hill.—24 and 28, Sparsholt-rd., u.t. 49
yrs., g.r. 11/. 10s., r. 65/.

Bermondsey.—8 to 15, Marigo!d-st., u.t. 76 yrs.,
g.r. 6oI

i8o

1,310

2,860

2,320

330

375
Sio

365

575

445
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITIONS.

Nktnre ol Work.

•Plana for Maulcipal Buildluifa .

.

•Plane lor Art Gallery and Poblic

Library

By whom Adrertliea.

Rngby U.D.C.

Bury Corp

I
Dealgni

jdelivered.

let, 30 gna. and 2Dd, 20 gtia.

I

July 21

751. EOI, and 251...- i Aug. 31

CONTRACTS.

Natura of Work or Haterlate.

*Alteratione, Bchoila .............

•Pipe Bewere, ic

Oranlts and Flints

Sewering. Flagging, Ac. Deroaahti^

Bchoola (Pett National). Saatlnge

Additions to Farm, Maiu of Shiele,

Aberdeen
Workhonae -

Banking Premlies, Northallerton—
Offices, Ae. Enutaford

Pipe Sewer, Orenden-road

Eight Housee, tJrquhart-road

Eouee, Woodlands,Additions
Elgin ... . ...

Hoepital, CardifT-road, Newport,

Hotel, aultion Cove, Cornwall ,

Schooli, Peter'a-road

Drainage Works

Bouse, Dalmally, N.B —

.

I, Uanboles, Chambers, Ac.

Grammar School

I School, Orchard-

•Sewe

Lsboratorlea at
Carltale

AdditloDi. Ac. t

•Sewerage Works

•Fubllc Convenience

Street Works, Haddon-street -

By whom Required.

Coedfranc School Bd.

Shoreditch Vestry ...

Barking (Essex) T.C.

Kelghly Cojp

Hsmhlelen (Surrey)

Barclay A Co. Ltd

Bucklow Union ......

Halifax Corp. ........

Abeideen Town Coun.

Mulllon Cova Hotel
Co. Ltd

Great Yatmouth Sell,

Board
Goole B.D.C

Holyheal U.D.C. ....

Derby Bcliool Board .

Hendon U.D.C

Bandgate U.D.C. - . . ..

Ilkeston (Derby) Corp.

Tenders

delivered.

J. C. Bees, St. Thomss-
chmbre, Church-pl. Nejitli

J. R. Dixon. Town Hall,
Old-street, E.C.

C. J. Dawson. Burr. East-
street, Barking
W- H. Hopkinson, C.E.
Boro' Engr

Rector < f Pett, Hastings..
Mr. ilacdonald, 16, Union-
stieet, Aberdeen

E. L. Luiin. Bnrv. 38,

High-street, Guildford
G, O Hoskins, Arcbt.
Darlington

B. J. McBeatb, Arclit, Sale,

near Uanchester
E. R. S. Escott, C.E. Town
Hall

J. Rust, City Arclit.
Urlcnoitreet

J. Bmlth, Sesfleld, Estate
Office. Elgin

B. J. Lovell, Archt, 46,

Queen Viclorla-st. E C...

E. C, B. Tudor, Council
(iffices

J. Macdonald, Fern Bank,

J. L Urilfith, Stanley
Honee, Hulylissd

O. D. Ollrer, Archt. 5,

Lowtber-st. Carlisle

A. Maepheraon. Archt
Tenant-»treet, Derby..

9. B. Gnniley. Offices, Th»
ButTongho, Heudun.N.W
A. B. Bowiee, Purvey, rs
Offices, rtandgate

H. J. Kilfjid, outv. Town
Hall....

June 15

COUTRACTS—Coniinued.

Natora of Work or Uatertals.

•Foundations, Boildioga, Steel Roofs,

Tanka. Ac —
Electric Lighting Buildings
Road Materials

Additions. The Redoubt, Kiugewcat,
Devon

Coals and Coke -

Masonry Dam. Loch Katrine . ,

.

School, Bala, N. Wales

•Sewerage Work, Reservoir, Ac.

By whom Required.

Colne (Lancs) Corp. ..
]
T. H. Hartley. Town Hall

Enfleld U.D.C I R. C 'lltns, Court House,

j

EoSeld

Hull Corp
j

A. E. White. Town Hall

Canterbury Corp. ...

•Brick and Steel Girder Bridge and
Walls

Gravel aud Sand (6,000 tons) ........

School Buildings

•New Wing, Cass Booms, Drainage,
Ac. and at Pcbool

Villa, Dalston-road, Carlisle

Factory, Huntley, N.B

Church and Presbytery, Dennby Main,

R. Smith
Cnnuty Borough of

Croydon

Royal Insurance Co.
Liverpool

Walthamstow U.D.C.
Bridlington Gas Co. ..

Glasgow Corp

Tewkesbury B.D.C. .

.

Hover T.C.
Bnckfastleigh (Devon)
U.D.C

Buck« C-C
•'ardlff Corp
LutonScb.fid. ......

Focklington Grammar
School

T. WilUamson

Q, Arnott A Sons ....

City 8urv,28, St.Margaret a-

street
W, F. Tolllt, Archt. Oito
House, Totnea

Four Cottages, Blackflue, co. Durham

Hotel, Mooragh, Ramsey, Isle of Man

Bero' Eogr Town Hall
T. Walker, Town Hall ...

T. F. Doyle.4, Harrington-
street, Liverpool

G. W. Holmes, Town Hall
NewbUging A Son, Engrs.
5,Norfolk-st. Manchester

J. M. Gale, Eogr. 45, John-
atr^^et, Glasgow

R. Lloyd Jonea, Mount-
place, Bala

J. Villar, la, Oambray,
Cheltenham
H . F.. itilgoe, C. B.Town Hall
J.Willcocka, Sure. Council
Offices

R.J.Thomas, County Hall,
Aylesbuiy ..

I

R.H. Priestley, C.E.T.HaU
J. R. Brown A Son, Market

i

Hill, Luton . -

j

Demalne A Brierley, 13,

I

Leudal, York
I
Johnston Bros. Arcbt.

I

Lowcher-street. Carlisle
' J. Jamieson, Archt. 2,

I

Commerce-street, Elglu

I
Empsall A Clarkson,

1 Archt. 7, Exchange,
1

Bradford

I

P. atoKoe, 71, Durham-rd,

June 35

July 6

No data

I

W. Telford Gunaon A Son,
I C.E. Marsdeu-at. Man-

chester . ..
I

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Nature of Appointment, By whom Advertised.

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are advertised in this Number. Competitions, L'. Contracts, pp. Iv. vl. Till, dfclxlx. Public Appointments, pp xvi. <lf xlr.

By Stimson & Sons.

Fulham.—Hunibolt-rri., f.g.r. 75/. 12s., reversion
ingSyrs £^,975

Disbrome-rd., f.g.r. 47/. 5s., reversion in gS yrs. . 1,245
Bermondsey.—Bermondsey-st., i.g.r. 100/., u.t. 53

>T.s., g.r. 3sf 1,120
Isew Kent-rd.—Gurney-st, i.g.r. 42/., u.t. 67 yrs.,

g.r. 42/. 860
Walworth.—Beresford-st., a leasehold rental of 80/.

for taJ yrs 550
Islington.—Trinity-st., i.g.r. 36/., u.t. gj- >ts.,

g-f- si 150
Peckham.—60 and 62, Lyndhurst-rd., f, r. 80/. . . 1,140
Felixstowe, Suffolk.—Orwell-rd., &c., two building

plots, f. 300
Southwark.—6 and 8, Gladstone-st., r. gof ; alro

I.g.r. 12/., u.t. 31 J yrs., g.r. 2of 690
Walworth.—42 and 43, Royal-ter., u.t. 43^^ jts.,

g.r. gf
s-rd., u.t. 60 >Ts.,g.r. 10/.,New Cross.—262, Qu

r- 50^-

By W. H. Collier (at Harrow).

Harrow, Middlesex.—Ros.slyn-cres., &c., various
plots of building land, f

By W. Ludlow & Briscoe (at Birmingham).

Chaddesley Corbett, Worcs.—The Brockencoie
Hall Estate," 45 a. 3 r. 33 p., f.

By H. Hendriks (at Birmingham).

Hockley Heath, Warwick.—“The Homestead,”
and 2 a. 2 r.. 33 p., f

Birmingham, Warwick.— i. 2, and 3, .“^berdeen-st.,
and roy, 109, iii, and 113, Winson Green-rd.,
u.t. 74 >Ts,, g.r. 2of i8s. lod., r. 173/.

Sparkhrook, Worcs.—284 to 290 (even), Stralford-
rd., u.t. 96 yr.s., g.r. 23/. los., r. 160/.

By W. Thomson (at Liverpool).

Liverpool.—85, Low Hill, and 94 to 104 (even),
Brunswick-rd.. with the “Pheenix Hotel,” u.t.

55 JTs., g.r. 29/. 7s
2, 4, 6, and 8, Aigburch-rd., with the “ Cres.sine-

lon Hotel," f

June I.—ByDEiiENHAM, Tewson, &Co.
Kensington,—233 and 235, Kensington High-st.,

and 1 and 2, Baxter’s-cottages, area 2.0^0 ft..

f,r. 358/. i8s L..
IS, Holland-st., f, r. 85/.

22, Holland-st., f
St. George's East.—41 and 42, Upper East Smith-

field, area 1,585 ft., f
; .

.

Upper Warlingham, Surrey.—West Ha'n’-rd!'
“ West Hall,” and 2 a. 3 r. 12 p., f.

ByTHURGOOD & Martin.
Corvedale, Salop.—" The Peaton Hall Estate,”

comprising 1,038 a. i r. 36 p., r. 1,274/.
Piccadilly.—C« and D3, The Albany, f.

Acton.—4. Apsley-villas, u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 12/. los.,

By Robins, Snell, & Gore.

Sidcup.—Hatherley-rd., “ Kelieth,” f, e.r. 65/. ..

By Ecerton, Breach, & Galsworthy.

Wandsworth.—7 and 9, Tonsley-pl., and the
“ Tonsley Arms”b.-h., u.t. 53 yrs., g.r. 10/.

i6.s. r. 91/. 16s
Tottenh.am.—62 and 64, Vicarage-rd., f, r. 46/. i6s.

14 and 16, Gothic’villas, f, r. 36/. 8s

By P. & G. Geen.

Hampstead,—Netlierwood-st., f.g.r. ’s of 126/., re-

version in 70 yrs
Lambeth.—129 and 131, Stamford-st., and i.g.r. of

43/., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 49/.

147, Stamford-st., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 3/., r. 65/.

25 to 30, Doon-st., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. 13/. los

22 to 25, Salutaiion-p!., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r. nil., r.

67^- I2S

By Oaklev, Fisher, & Co.

Islington.—59, Barnsbury-st., f, r. 26/.

By F. Varley.

Highgate.—2, 4, 6, and 8, Orchard-rd., u.t. 82 yrs.,

g.r. 21/., r. 132/.

By Fleuret, Sons, & Adams (at Masons’
Hall Tavern).

Wandsworth.—Lavender Hill, “The Crown Hotel,”
u.t. 50 yrs., r. 150/., with goodwill

Peckham.— Rye-lane, “The Hanover Arms,” u.t.

45 >TS., r. 120/., with goodwill

By R. Austin (at Southampton).

Southampton.—Northam, fg.r. 220/., reversion in

£870

46,850

32-550

..52 >

r. 52/. ;

Northam, fg.r. 68/., reversion in 958 yrs

By Hussey & Sons (at Sidmouth Junction).

Clysthydon, Devon.—“The Auncke Estate,” 45 a.

or. 22 p.. f

By Preston (at Ipswich).

Ashbocking, S:c., Suffolk.—“ The Red House
Farm,” 173 a. ar. 21 p., f

Otley, Suffolk.— “ The Swiss Cottage Farm,”
30 a. 2 r. 4 p., f

Brockford, &c., Suffolk.—"The Brockford House
Farm,” 93 a. 2r. 28p., f.

“ Coles Farm,” 117 a. o r. 20 p., f

By G. Loveitt & Son (at Coventry-).

Wolston, Warwick.—“Mickle Hill Farm," 57 a.

ir. i5p., f

By W. H. Shiner & Winter (at Blagdon).

Blagdon, Somerset.—Seven freehold cottages and

..
’ihe Shrubbery” and i a. ir. 17 p., f

Two freehold houses and 12 a. 2 r. 18 p
Enclosures of land, 25 a. o r. 3 p., f

“ Ham Farm," 83 a. 3 r. 32 p., f ;£85o
Enclosures of land, •’4 a. 1 r. 15 p., f. 875
“ Yew Tree Farm,” 37 a. o r. 8 p., f 1,500

June 2.—By Foster & Cranfield (at Enfield).

Enfield.—Laurel Barik-rd., eleven plots of building
land, f 245

Lancaster-rd., &c., twenty-six plots of building
land, f. 620

By Clough & Co. (at Denbigh).

Llanfairtalhaiarn, Denbigh.—" Waen Fawr Ucha
Farm,” 48 a. i r. 5 p., f 650

Llannefydd, Denbigh.—“ Voel Farm,” and a plot
of land, 7S a. 3 r. 39 p., f. 6oo

’• Ty CannoU'and “ Vron Haul Farm,” 38 a. i r.

1 p., f. 400

June 3.—By Hards & Bradly.

EUham.—93, High-st., u.t. 54 yr?., g.r. 4/., r. 30/. 380
Isleworth.—The Woodlands, “ Woodlands,” f, r.

50/. 600

By Duncan & Kimpton.

Clerkenwell.—27, Granville-sq., u.t. 33^ yrs., g.r.

3/. 4s., r. 53/ 400
Marylebone.—91, SalLsbury-st., u.t. 41 yrs., g.r.

5/., r. 52/. 285
Mile End.—3, 5, and 7, Clinton-rd., f

,
r. 6t/. 2S. 500

By M.\y & Rowden.

Hampste.ad.—3, Birchington-rd
, u.t. 69 yrs., g.r.

6/. 680

By H. N. Newton & Co.

Kentish Town.—20 and 22, Peckwater-.st., u.t. 52
yrs., g.r. 10/. 405

By W. R. Nicholas & Co.

Ingatestone, Essex.—“ Maisonette,” and 15 a.

o r. 12 p., f 4,000

By A. J. Sheffield.

Poplar.—1,3 , and 5, Canton-st., u.t. 21 yrs., g.r.

94, r. 40/. 38s

44, 45, and 46, Sussex-st., u.t. 55 yrs., g.r. 9/. . . 630
Plaistow.—148 and 150, Hollybush-rd., u.t. 94 yrs.,

g.r. 5/. 360

By Newbon, Edwards, & Shephard.

Islington.—i, 2, and 3, Colebrooke-row, f, r.

182/. 1

Canonbury.—48, Compton-rd., u.t. 48 yrs., g.r.

nil, r. 46/.

Highbury.—49, Petherton-rd.. u.t. 52 yrs., g.r.

7/. 7s., e.r. 70/
St. John’s Wood.—20, Bekize-rd., u.t. 47 yrs., g.r.

10/., e.r. 75/
Barnsbury.—Muriel-st., fg.r. 5/., reversion m 60J

land I of 12/.
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Lambeth.— 16 and 24, Vau-xhall-walk,
also l.g.r. a/., u.t. 39 yrs., g.r. 12/, .

,

Caledonian-rd.—No. 348, u.t. 52 yrs.,
'. Sol. .

Hornsey.—24, 26, and 28, Canon-rd,, f., r. 80/. t

By Debenham, Tewson, & Co.

Sydenham.—58, Longton-grove, u.t. 54 yTS.,
}

20/., r. 90/.

Longton-grove, i.g.r. 16/., u.t. 54 yrs., g.r. tl.

By Blake & Carpenter (at Croydon).

Croydon.— “ North Knd, “The Conservative
Club," area 9,800 ft., f. 9.400

June 4.—ByGKEEN & Son (of Hammersmith.

Battersea.—176 to 184 (even), Northcote-rd., u.t. 80
yrs., g.r. 50/. 10s., r. 250/. 3,150

Hammersmith.—21, Upper Mall, with wharf, c., r.

38/ 6>3

By B. P. Aukams.

Old Ford.—78, Armagh-rd., u.t. 58 yr.s., g.r. 4/. 195

By Horne, Son,& Everskield.

Cheshunt, Herts.—“ The Old Parsonage” and
sia-.

Portland Town.—18, 19, and 30, Lower William-st.,

12/.

St. John's Wood.—6, High-st., u.t. 3! yrs., g
e-r. isl.

87, High-st
, u.t. 234 yrs., g.r. 5/ ss., r. 66

H.amp-stead.— 10, Sumatra-rd., u.t. 90 yrs
6/. 10.. r. 34/.

By J, C. Pl.ATT.

-23, .\ndover-rd., u.t. dsj yr?Hammersmith.-
3^- 3S

Nasmyth-' ii.t. pj yr.s., g.r. 5/..

27 yr.s 1,500

By H. G. Potter.

H.ickney.—39, Lansdowne-rd., r. 32/. ; and 13 and
32, Rutland-rd., u.t. 554 yts., g.r. 8/., r. 56/... 960

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;
f. for freehold ; c. for copyhold ; I. for lea.sehold ; e.r. for

estimated rental ; u.t. for unexpired term
;

p.a. for per
annum

;
yrs. for years ; st. for street

;
rd. for road ; sq. for

square ; pi. for place
;

ter. for terrace
;
cres. for crescent

;

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

Grcenheart, B.G.
ton tMo

Teak, E.I....load tl/xo/o

Sequoia,U.S.ft.cu, t/8

Ash, Canada load 3/5/9
Birch, do S/t5/o
Elm, do 4/0/0
Fir, Oantsic, dec.. t,‘is/e

Oak, do t/io/o

Canada 5/5/0
Ftno, Canada red 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... 1/15/0

Lath, Dantslc,fatb 4/>o/e

St. Petersburg.. S/^/e
Wainscot, Riga,

dec., log 9/0/e
Odessa, crown..., s/0/0

Deals, Finland
and de iststd 100 9/0/a

Do. 4Ch de 3rd, . , 9/0/0
Do. Riga 7/10/0
St Petersburg,

ist yellow, ,, , ti/o/o

Do. and yellow lo/o/o

Do. white 9/10/a
Swedish 9/10/0
White Sea lo/io/o

Canada, Pine ist 19/10/0

Do. do. and .... 14/0/a

Do. do. 3rd. Sic. 6/10/0
Do. Spruce, 1st. 10/10/0

Do. do. 3td and
and 8/e/o

New Brunswick 7/15/0
Battens, all kinds 5/0/0
Flooring boards,

sq., I In. prep.

Do. and e/7/0

Other qualities— e/5/3
Cedar, Cuba, ft. /4t

Honduras, dec. /4
Mahogany, Cuba /S

St. Domingo,
caigo av. /4l

Mexican, do. do. /4
Tobasco, do. do. HI
Honduras, do. /S

Box, Turkey, ton 4/0/0
Rose. Rio....~.> 7/e/o

Bahia i/0/0

Satin, SL Doming, a/0/7

9/5/0
8/5 '0

o/o/o

TIMBER (contiHuaij.
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 o/t,6

Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/1 0/0,7
METALS.

Iron—Pig, la Scot.
land ton 9/5/2! 0/0/0
Bar. Welsh, In

London S/15/0 5/i7/4

Do. do. at works
In Wales 5/10/0 S/ia/6

Do, StalTordshlte,
in London 6/S/o 7/10/0

Copper— British
cake and ingot 53/10/0 53/0/0
Best selected .. 53/0/053/10/0
Sl-.eets, strong., 58/0/958/10/0
Chili bars 48/17/6 o/o/o

YELLOW MTL lb. 43d. 5d.
LEAD - Pig,
Spanish ....ton tt/16/3 11/17,6
English com.
brands ta'o/o 12 2,'6

Sheet. English
6 lbs. per sq, ft.

and upwards .. >3/2,6 o/o/o

Pipe t3/i2/6 0/0/0
ZINC — EnglUh
sheet ton., so/io/o 0/0/0
Vieille Mon-
tagne ti/xo/o o/o/o
Spelter 17/3/9 17/7/6

Tin—

S

traits .... 61/2/9 0/0/0
Australian 62/10/3 63/0/n
English Ingots.. 64/15/0 65/5/^
Banca 61/0/0 0/0/g
Billiton 59/15/0 6a/e/g

OILS.

Linseed ton 14/5/0 0/0/e

Cocoanut, Cochin 37/15/0 0/0/0

Do. Ceylon 34/0/a o/o/o

Palm, Lagos 14/10/0 0/0/0

Rapeseed, English
p^e t7/io/o 37/15/0

Do. Brown 37/0/0 S7/10/0

Cottonseed ref. .. >5/17/6 i6/io/a

Oleine 18/10/0 19/io/a

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 o/;/6

Do. black 0/4/9 e/6/6
Tar — Stockholm

barrel sa/o e/e/o

Archangel 0/13/6 o/o/o

Turpentine si/o/o 31(3/6

BURTON LATIMER (Northants).—For the erection ofacoffee-
house and club, for tite Burton Latimer ColTee-house Company,
Linvted. Messrs. Coales & Johnson, architects, Corn Excliange,
Market Haiborough. Quantities by the architects

O. Henson jCi.420 0 1 A. Lewis 0
L J. Ball 1,385 olA, Lewin dc Son,
'. J. Dunham 1.321 13 |

Kettering* >.<55 e
• Accepted.

CHESHUNT.—For the erection of three villa residences at

Cheihunt, for Mr. Cochcr. Mr. James Bunce, surveyor. Cheshunt
Pavey >£2.699 I ) Haydon .£»i330
Critches 3,500 Robmson, junr 2,300
i ieneial BuUdeis' Assoc. . . 3.390

|

CROMER (Norfolk).—For the erection of a boiler and exhauster-
house. die., for the Gas and Coke Company, Limited. Mr. Percy
O'iffith, C.E., 55. Pailiainenc-street. Westminster. S.W.
lames Riches, junr £g\Q I James Gilliogs £795
Girling Smith 893

1
James White, Cromer* .... 790

W. Neil 843
I

* Accepted.

DONEGAL (Ireland).—For the construction of reservoirs and
water-supply works, for the Union Guardians. Mr. J. L. Devenish-
Meares, C.E

,
Town Hall, Newry:

—

Thos. I. Dixon ....£3,276 2 0 )
T. McNally £2,700 o o

Hodges dr Son .... 2 90 10 oiW, McLaman .... 255714 6

D, NicCaffrev 3,871 i 0
]
T, McKee & Sons.. 2.531 19 8

Hegarty d; Gault .. 3.853 ^ 3 Thos. Mochan .... 2,280 3 3|
T. MacClay 3,713 3 6 |

H. R. Blackburn .. 2,276 12 3

HASTINGS.—For the erection of school building;, Ptiory-road.
West Hill, for the U.D. School Board. Mr. F. ri. Humphreys,
architect. 6. Trinity-Street. Hastings ;

—
C. Hughes £7.271 0 0 If. Geary £6,794 o 0
Barter dc Casson .. 7,268 12 10 1 Padghamd: Hutchin-
E. Midiuer 7.c3o o o| son 6.719 5 o
Wallis & Sods 7,oc2 0 o

[
W, Small 6,461 i o

J. Lester 6,957 o 0 EUis Bros 6,45310 0
A. H, White ...... 6,8iS o 0 I O. H. Snow 6,393 0 0

LONDON.—For new premises at Vine-street, for the Receiver
for the Metropolitan Police District. M r. J. Dixon Butler. Architect.
Quantities by Mr. W. H. Thutgjod;—
Holland d: Kannen £ I Famore dc FotheringhaiD£8.84t
Kilby d: Gayford 9,641 f Scrivener dc Co 8,838
Lawrance & Son 9,480 |

Hait Bros 8,77a
Holloway Bros 9.04 I Perry dc Co 8,750
Lascelles&Co 8.8S7

1
Grover & Sons 8,733

Higgs d; Hill 8,874 |
Lathey Bros 8,590

Messrs. Andrew Cray and H. Norman Gray, surveyors.
Earlham-grove, Forest Gate, E, :

—

E. J. Hosidng £825 o 0 I
W. Wilson dc Co. ....£631

B. Berry 713 10 0 I Fowler Bros 585
J. W. Hewlett d; Son &41 10 0 I

Hawkey dc Oldman*.. 493

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection of ahouselat Rosslyn Hill, Hamp-
stead, N.W. Mr. J. Gibbons Sankey, M. A., architect
F. T. Chinchen £2 3tu[ G. Davenall £2,100
W. Tout 2,250 W. Pearce 2,045
T. R. Lamble a.217

(

LONDON.—For the proposed erection of new casual wards at
Padoingcon, for the Parish of Paddington. Mr. F. J. Smith,
architBct, Westminster:

—

F. dc T. Higgs £13.918
I
G. Neal ( £12,726

Martin Weus dc Co 13 875 Chessum & Sons i2,3C0
T. Bendon 13,839 I D. Charteris 12, 150
Scimpson & Co 13,200 I K, T. Chinchen i>.990
C. Wall 12,950 I J. Steed 11,800

LONDON. — For addition and alteration to "The Devon
Arms," Mare-street, Hackney. Mr. Harvey Huberts, arcbitect,
Lewisham :

—

Ld: W. Taylor .£1,497 I Green dc Smith ..£1.396
jiies 1,443 1

Simpson & Cove* 1.363
• Accepted.

LONDON.—For alterations to "The Jolly Sailors," Hotherhithe.
Mr H. Roberts, architect
Todd £1,119

I

Taylor Bros £950
White 1,047 Simpson dc Cove - 942
Grover 993 I

LONDON.—For building warehouse. Cross Key's-court. London-
wail. E.C., for Mr. Gerard J. Mathieson. Messrs. Bames-WUliams,
Ford, dc Gtilfin, architects:
Holloway Bros £7.34u
Coils dc Son 7.140
John Greenwood 7.120

Howell J. Williams 6.985
Higgs d: HiU 6,94:

Lascelles £6,925
J. Smith dc Sons 6,935
Battley. Sons, dc Holness '

LONDON.—For the erection of club premises. Old Charlton,
S.E., for the Charlton Conservative Club. Mr. John Rowland,
architect. 24. The Village, Old Charlton
H. J. Stevens £3.276 18 6 I F. C. Minster £3-070 0 0

W, Mills 3.166 0 0
1

T, Mamey 2,996 10 0

H. L. Holloway.... 3.147 o o
[
Thomas& Edge. ... 2.9^ o 0

Balaam Bros 3,c8i o
0

|

J. B. Sandfora .... 2,785 0 0

LONDON.—For new shoo fcont, marble work, dec., at 8, Churton*
street, S.W.. for Mr. A, J. Palmer. Mr. Alfred Howard, surveyor.

53, The Outer Temple, Strand

L L Leeder dc Co £315 I
R. Wadsworth* £278

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For building new skittle saloon at "The Grove
Tavern," LordsUip-Une, Dulwich, for Mr. Fiuln :

—
Watson £585

I

Edwards dc Medway £45®
Long 532 Simpson dc Cove 43®
Fraropton & Co, 40 I

LONDON—For various decorative and sanitary repairs at 54.

Nevera square. Earl’s Court. S.W. Messrs. Jno. W. Morley dc

Letts, surveyors, 185, Eail’s Court-road. S.W.
Hy. Smith dc Son £215 I

Rugg & Son £19*
J. Whitaker 197 I

F. Holdstock, Earl's Court* 186

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For new drainage and entire renewal of Intemal
sanitaiy arrangements, hot-water services, dec . at 16S. Earl s Court-
road. Messrs. )no. W. Motley & Letts, surveyors, 185, Earl's

Court-road. S.W.

LONDON.—For alterations to the "Vale of Health ' Hotel.

Hampstead. N.W.. for Mr. Ch4s. Peters. Mr. Albert E. Pridmore.
architect, 2. ‘Bnad-streec Buildings, E.C. :

—

Warbutton & Goldring ..£t.i74 I
Marchant & Hurst .

Beer & Gash 987 Cooke & Macphail .

Spencer dc Co 935 [
W. J. Davenport ...

..£894

LONDON.—Accepted for erecting new coachbuilder's shop a

Messrs Dottridge Bros ’ East-toad, H.C. :—
John Weibkmg 5C Sons — ••£350

LONDON -For rebuilding the “ White Hart." Rivington-street,

Shoreditch. Mr, G. G. Page, architect, St. Olavo's House, Iron-

monger-lane. E C. :—
Weibking dc Sons £754 to

[

Perkins dc Co £647 o

Snewen Bros. 658 o|Coomber... Sio 0

solid deal window frames at the Wesleyan Chapel, William-stree

Woolwich. Mr W, Whiocop, architect ;—
Thomas 5: Edge £>45

LONDON.—For alterations to Messrs. Fuilong &: Son's furniture

depository. Woolwich. Mr. J. O. Cook, architect :—

Covil £225 I
Thomas dc Edge £'9®

Hodgin 210 C. Kitley >93

Mills 201 I

LONDON.-For building new warehouses. Nos. 30 and 3^ tar-

tingdon-road. for Messrs. John Greenwood dc Son. Messrs. Bacon

Si cobb, architects, 4. Copthall-chaiiibers, E.C.

E«!V S Co .^3,7
I

KUlby

• Amended and accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for constructing a new powet-lilt at add*

luUdlngs. Westminster, for Mr. W, P. Metchin

F. C. Hoskins. Tufeon-streot. Westminster £240

LONDON.—Accepted for alterations, additiot
... KT« Marylebone-toad, Mi

ensai Rise. mr. 11 uubi.*.

F. C. Hoskins. TuftoD-street, Westminster £*2

>ns to the "Crown and
r Messrs Hoare dc Co.,

hicects, 9, John-street,

LONDON.—For alterations and additi

Shears " public-house. Minories. E.C., fi

Limited. Messrs. Perry dc lieed, ar

Clarke*'&:Bracey... .£3.337 0 0 I
'Ed'iratds & M«<lw»y£a,70

Hall, Dcddall. d; Co. 3,060 0 0
|

H^^Knight & h-'"

Perry & Co 2880 o o|

Welsh dc Son 2,800 5 8 [

Totteut
* Accepted.

LONDON.—Accepted for erecting house and stables. Steele-

road, Tottenham, for Mr. A. Woodward. Mr. J. E. Pinder. archt

tect, Bridge House. South Tottenham, N. :—

H. Knight d: Son. Tottenham £>,>*3

[No competition.]

M ANORHAMILTON (Ireland).—For the construction of water-

works. dec., lor the Union Guardians. Mr. R. H. Dorman, County

Surveyor, Armagh ;—
M. Green, Duncgil-street, Belfast £1,639

TENDERS.
(Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor," and must reach us

not later than 10 a.m. £>« Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated hy the name and
address of the sender: and we cannot publish announce-
ments ofTenders accepted unless theamount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
£100, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

ireason.s.]

BRIDGNORTH.—For erecting r.ew schools, Highley. for tlie

Highley School Board. Messrs. K. Scrivener & Sons, arcbitecis,

W. Swain £2.500 0 IT. Morris £2,250 0
H, Farmer 2,450 o J. Sheppard & .Son,
R. Thompson 2,447 ol Stourport* 2,237 0
K. Smith 2,4U2 10

I
Bradney & Lloyd .... 2.198 0

4G. Bullock 2.370 0 I

• Accepted subject to the approval of the Education Department.

BRENTWOOD.— For alterations and additions to "The Essex
Anns Hotel." Brentwood, for Mr. Mersham. Mr, J. E. Pinder,
architect, Bridge House, South Tottenham, N.
C.E. Todd £1.590 Green & Smith £i.S39
H. Knight A: Son 1,543!

BRIGHTON.—For wood paving, &c.. New-road and part of North-street, for the Town CouncU. Mr. F. J. C. May, C.E., Town Hall.

Brighton:—

—

Providing and
laying 9 in. oys in

by 5 in. Jarrah
wood blocks on
yin. Porll.tnd

cement concrete
foundation, in-

tion, running-in
joints, covering,
Sic., the whole

complete.

Providing and
laying 9 in. by 3 in

by 5 in. Karri
wood blocks on
7 in. Portland

cement concrete
foundation, in-

tion, luaniog-in
joints, covenng,
&;c., the whole

complete.

Providing and
laying 9 in. 0/3 in

by s in. Swedish
deal wood
blocks on

7 in. Portland
cement concrete
foundation, in-

cluding excava-
tion, running-in
joints, covering,
dtc.. the whole

complete.

Providing and
laying 9 in. by 3 in

by 5 in. Swedish
deal creosoted
wood blocks, on

7 in. Portland
cement concrete
foundation, in-

cluding excava-
tion. luoning-in
joints, covering,
&c.. the whole

Supplying and
laying extra

posed of one
Portland cement

shingle, including
excavation for

kind o^wood.

G. J. Anderson

A. S: F. Manuelle* ..

Per super, yd,

15 6

14 Hi

Per super yd.

14 n!

Per super yd.
s. d.

10 Hi

Per super, yd. Per cubic yd.
s. d.

13 0

13 0

Per super, yd.

r Jartahdale

Mowlem & Co. 16 0 t6 0
16 9
19 0

12 9 >3 4 16 6

W. H. Holman 3; Co. 19 0 >4 3 15 4 18 0

• Accepted. One half of New-road to be laid with " Jarrah " wood blocks, and one half with Swedish deal creosoted wiwd blocks, and

the part of North-street to be paved, to be laid one half with " Karri " wood blocks, and the other half with Swedish deal creosoted

wood blocks.
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MARNHULL <Dorset).—For ihe erection of a bridge, Little
King’s Mill, for the Dorset County CounciL Mr. W. J. Fletcher,
C.E., Ccunty SurfCyoi. Wirabome

Maioury and Genera/ Jl'ari.

R. Curtis £7SS 0 o
S. Curtis 73S o o
H. Bartlett, Shiptua Gorge. Bridport* 560 10 0

Imn-U'tri.
Dorman, X.ong, & Co.i Middlesbrough* 342 0 o

Fixing /rcmi’ori,
N. Harris, Bridport* . 36 0 0

• Accepted.

MIDDLESBROUGH—For the erection of a large block of
business premises (exclusive of allhztures and fittings). Linthorpe-
road, for the Co-ooerative Society. Limited. Mr. W. G, Roberts,
architect. 61. Albert-road, Middlesbrough
W. & H. Pounder .....£7,134 0 I J. Lambert & Son c

Wm. Thompson, Cre«-
|

lAU of Middlesbrougnj.
cent-road accepted). 7,0781;]

PENCE.—Accepted for making up Phtcnix.roadand laying se’

and drains for Mr. W. R. Quested. Mr. Albert E. Pridmore, :

veyor. c, Broad Street-buildings, E.C. ;
—

D. Brewer, Plumstead >8

PETERSFIELD (Hants) —For the construction of a reservoir,
or the Urban District Council. Mr. H. T. Kcates, surveyor,
Petersheld
Pedrette & Co. ..... .;£i 456 o I T. Wood & Son ti
B. Cooke & Co. 1,258 sjj. Ford 680 ii

PONTYPUOL.—For the erection of house and shop. Crane-
street, for Messrs. Woodley & Co. Mr. N. M. Brown, architect,
SomertoD-road, Newport, Moo,
A. E. Parfitt jC84o o

|
John Jenkins -£7^5 0

1. Monks 8j5 o Morgan & Evans. Ponty-
T. Westacott 763 19 |

pool (accepted) 7:717

ST. ALBANS-—For erecting a bouse in Hill Side-road, forM;
T. H. Johnson. Mr. Griffith, architect, l-ondon :

—

Longmire Se Co .£>,619
| I. T. Bu>hell £1.46^

Wiblcy & Jervis 1,475 ! J- & W. Savage - - -

ST. ALBANS.—For a pair of semi-detached villa-residences.
Upper Worley-road. Mr. S. D. Edmunds, architect, so, Hill-street,
St, Albans :—
C. Miskin & Sons £|t,ico

|
G. Wigg« _£88(

G Veale 980
] J. & W. Savage 850

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.—Accepted for the erection of a pair of
^uses. Mr. Arthur T. A. Bowyer, architect, 90, Leadenhall-strcet,

j. Bayliss, Forest Gate £675

Stoke-on-Trent ;

—

T. Godwin £i.sst 0 I F. Barke £i 346
H. P. Embrey 1,440 0 I A. Bullock. Stoke*.,.. 1,330
Smith & Taylor 1,415 oj •Accepted.

SURBITON.—For decorative and sanitary works to Noibury
House. Beaufjit-road, Surbiton. Surrey, Or Miss E. Forster. Mr.
Walter I. Ebbetts. architect. Savoy House, tij. Strand, W.C !—
L M. Macey & Sons..., £926 o I Adkins Bros. £66k is
T. Messum 698 o'*' c—.,- t. o™ e...

Footd & Sons 670 10

SLTTON.-Fot additions and alterations to Stanley House.
Mulgrave-road. Suttoo, Surrey, for Mr. Wm. Borrell, C E. Mr
Walter J. Ebbetts. architect, .Savoy House. 115, Strand W C —G H. Lewis £831

I I B. Potter £8r5
H, Adams 82:

|
F. J. Shopland, Sutton* “

* Accepted.
787

TICEHURST (Sussex).—Accepted for the erection of a
Wesleyan Chapel Quannties by Mr. A. WiUmer Pocock. architect
and surveyor. 66. St. Anne’s-hUl, Wandsworth, S.W. •—

L. Edwards. Hawkhurst £946

O.B.N.SNEWm
MAHOGANY, 'WAINSCOT, WALNUT,

TEAK, "VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Noa. 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, & 17, BACK HILLHATTON GARDEN, and 29, BAY STREET

FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
THE LARGEST STOCK OP ALL KINDS OF WOODS IN 'EVFRVTHICKNESS. DRY. AND FIT FOR IMMEDIATE USE
Telephone, 66,274 Holbom. Tele. Address

;
" 8NEW1N, London.

WALTHAMSTOW.—For erecting lavatones and additions to
Grosvenor House. Hoe-street, for me Urban District Council of
Walthamstow. Mr. Geo. W. Holmes. Engineer

Barratt & Poi
W. Lawrence
Stuart Si Dayi

!. Waltham Abbey* ...

• Accepted.

WEAI.DSTONE (Middlesex).—For the erection of a factory at
Wealdstone. Harrow, for Messrs. Hamilton St Co, Messrs. G, R.
Tasker St Sons, suiveyors, 38, lohn-streec. Bedford-row, W.C. :—
Turner a8.647

I
Beet & Gash £8i4»3

Young 8,647 Lawrance & Sons 8,259
Faulkner 8,583

j
KUlby & Gayfotd 7,930

WORKINGTON,—Accepted for additbns to Victoria Schools,
for the Workington School Board. Messrs. W. J. Scott & Co

,

architects, Victoiia-buildings. Workington ;—
Masonry.—G^. Mann. John-street £420 0
yoi«rO'-—John Steel, Bolton-street 280 0
iVo/iug.—Jas. Lythg'e. Gray-street . 104 s
Phtmbin^ and Gix^tling.—Xi

.

M. Walker, Wasb-
mgton-street 79 o

PtasUring.—John'Lawson, Gordon-street 54 o
Painting and Glazing,—Oao. Davies, John-street ao o

All of Workington.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. H.—S. W.—W. C. — A. E. P. — Amounts shculd have been

stated.

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
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SLATE MERCHANT,

SLATER and TILER.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd,
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BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTINO STONE.
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Rccetti Excavations on the Roman Wall in

Northumberland.

ilURING the past

three years exten-

sive explorations

have been made
on the line of the

Roman Wall in

N orthumberland

by a committee

formed in con-

nexion with the

Newcastle Society of Antiquaries. Sections

through the Vallum, or earth wall, extending

to the Murus or stone Wall,* were made at

Heddon on the W^all and Down Hill, and the

evidence furnished by the use of the spade

proved fatal to the theories of many of the

local antiquaries as to the origin and use of

the Vallum, which still remains a mystery that

can only be solved by systematic and careful

sections made at various points over a large

extent of its course. By far the most impor-

tant work done by this committee is the

excavation which, during the past two yearS,

has been in progress at iEsica.

A list of stations on the line of the Wall

is given in the “ Notitia,’’ a Roman army-list

of not later date than the early part of the

fifth century. The names of twenty-three

stations are mentioned, commencing at

Wallsend (Segedunum), the eastern ex-

tremity of the Wall, and going westward,

Eleven of these stations in direct sequence

have been satisfactorily identified by inscrip-

tions discovered in the camps, of which

iEsica is the ninth. Considerable doubt

exists as to the identity of many of the other

twelve camps mentioned, which lie towards

the western end of the Wall.

The best access to .^sica is from Halt-

whistle, a station on the Newcastle and

Carlisle Railway, from which it is distant

about two and a half miles almost due north.-

It is approached by a road which zigzags up

a steep hillside at the east end of the village.

On arriving at the summit of the hill the out-

look to the north is a picturesque and an

-interesting one. Stretching away to the far

distance, eastward, over the moorland, lie

' III this article the great stone wall, extending from

Tyne to Solway, and known as the Murus, which is fre-

quendy also described as “ Hadrian’s Wall," is distinguished

.from other -walls by the use of a capital W. The contro-

versial question as to who was its builder is left untouched

by the writer.

the almost white line of the military road

from Newcastle to Carlisle, made by General

Wade in 1752, not many years after the sup-

pression of the last Jacobite Rebellion, and

the parallel green lines of the ditch and

mounds of the Vallum, or earth wall, which

forms the southern portion of the barrier

drawn by the Romans from the Tyne to the

Solway.

A little further north an outcrop of basaltic

rock, known locally as the Great Whin Roil,

stretches away in wave after wave to the

next Roman camp, Borcovicus, finding its

highest point at Winshieids, 1,230 ft. above

the sea-level, and carrying in an almost

unbroken line the Roman Murus, or stone

Wall, which crests its steep hills, and clings

to the precipitous sides of the rugged gaps

which separate them.

Deep down in the glen below, the

Haltwhistle burn rushes dark and full of the

peaty waters from the moorland wastes

where it takes its source. Close to the bridge

by which Wade’s road crosses the stream

are seen the lines of an important Roman

camp yet unexcavated, which may furnish

future explorers with interesting evidence as

to the nature of the Roman occupation of the

north of England before the building ot the

Wall, it having been made to defend the defile

of the Haltwhistle burn before the erection

of the Wall and the camp of ^Esica on its

north side, which would render it useless and

cause its abandonment.

Passing alongside the steep southern

rampart of this camp, and crossing the burn

at a ford, may be traced the line of the

Stanegate, an early Roman road in existence

^
long before either Vallum or Murus. Further

to the west the Devil's Teeth—as the Nine

Nicks of Thirlwall, a range of basaltic hilts,

are locally called—rear their bold crests, cul-

minatingin Mucklebank, the highest of the

range, on the western flank of which an

interesting wall turret was excavated in

1892 (by Mr. J. P. Gibson). While the Murus

caps the crest of all these hills, the Vallum

pursues a direct and straight line from camp

to camp in the valley immediately to the

south of the range. The gray distance on

the line of the horizon is filled with the

heath-clad slopes of the Tyndale Fells, and

beyond lies Crossfell, a northern outlier of the

Pennine range. .lEsica lies about a mile

to the north, on the southern slope of a

gentle hill, of which it covers about 3^ acres.

It is most convenient to describe it by

commencing at the principal or southern

gateway (Porta Decumana) and proceeding

around the inside of the camp walls.

The arrangement usual in most of the

camps on the line of the Wall is here

departed from, as the south gateway is not

placed at the centre of the southern rampart,

but at a point considerably to the east of it.

A road leading to the modern farmhouse,

which stands in the north-east angle of the

camp, has almost entirely destroyed the

double portals of the gateway, but the lower

portions of the guard chambers on each side

of it still remain, the masonry of that to the

east being of earlier and more substantial

work than that of the western one
;

in the

latter was found a large hoard of very fine

fibulaj, rings, chains, and other articles of

jewellery, at about 2 ft. from the floor level.

Probably they were the possessions and

:
adornments of the wife of the Proefect of the

cohort of Spanish auxiliary troops {Cohors

Scevnda Astvi-vm), which was so long quar-

tered at this camp, and were gathered

together during one of the Caledonian raids,

ready to be carried away by their owner,

who was, doubtless, overwhelmed in the

destruction of the guardhouse tower, where

she had taken shelter in readiness to quit

the camp.

Adjoining the east end of the eastern guard

chamber is a circular chamber of masonry,

with a small flue, containing soot, leading

into the bottom of it. A similar chamber

exists at Borcovicus, in almost the same rela-

tive position to the south gateway there, which

Dr. Bruce suggested was a mediaeval kiln

for drying corn, erected by some moss-trooper,

who had made the building his residence.

As another was also found at the principal

gateway ofAmboglanna, it seems improbable

that three moss-troopers should occupy the

gateways of three Roman camps, a consider-

able distance apart, and should erect three

kilns in them. The small size of the cham-

ber would render it of little or no use for

such a purpose as drying corn, so that there

can be little doubt that these are, like the rest

of the buildings, entirely of Roman origin.
.

A trench was driven in 1894 along the

southern intervallum without any satisfactory

result, but at the south-east corner of the

camp is the base of an angle turret, which is

rounded on its outer face and square on its

inner face, like the angle turrets in other
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camps. It stands at present 6 ft. high. From

its north side to the western gateway of the

camp the inner face of the wall stands per-

fect to about the same height, and has been

cleared of soil down to its plinth. The

existence of a western gateway at ^^Isica

was doubted by Dr. Bruce, and even by Mr.

McLauchlan, an engineer who about the

middle of the present century spent two

years in a careful and systematic survey of

the wall and its camps, winch was made and

published at the cost of the Duke of North-

umberland. The discovery of this gateway,

which far surpasses in interest any previously

found on the line of the wall, clears up some

points hitherto obscure, and adds much to

our knowledge of the Roman occupation

of the North. It is built on the

usual plan, having two inner and two

outer portals separated by pillars ot heavy

masonry, and it is flanked on each side by

thebaseofa tower which was used as a guard

chamber. In this, much more clearly than

in any previous QxcdiViiiion per lincam valli,

can be traced the flow and ebb of the succes-

sive Roman invasions, three periods of

building and three epochs of disaster and
destruction being clearly visible on the exist-

ing remains. The difl'erent quality and
character of the masonry used in these

successive periods is very marked. The
earliest, seen in the lower portion of the

southern guard chamber and the portals of

the gateway, consists of massive well-

squared stones. The original floors were
found overlaid with debris containing much
charcoal, pointing clearly to the first destruc-

tion of the camp by fire. This debris had not

been cleared away, but had been levelled

down, and the floors of the second occu-

pation, which were formed of flagstones,

were laid upon it. Some alterations were
then made in the plan of the gateway,

the southern outer portal having been
built up with roughly squared stones,

and the northern portal much widened
by cutting away a portion of the central

pillar. Two sets of pivot holes for the gates

still remain, those of the second occupation

being on a level of 18 in. higher than those

of the first. At a much less interval above
the second floors are found those of the third

period, pointing to a shorter lapse of time
between the second destruction and re-occu-

pation of the camp than existed between the

first expulsion and re-entry of the Romans.
[See the lithograph illustrations in the present
issue, from photographs of various portions
of the remains.!

During the third occupation the north
remaining portal had been entirely blocked
up by what appears to have been the base
of a tower, occupying the site of both portals,

and placed on the debris of the second
destruction, many feet above the earliest

floor level. Rubble work is employed in the
final building up of the north portal. A
number of sugarloaf-shaped stones, about
15 in. high, have been found among the
fallen stones at the angle and gateway
towers, and have probably been used as
corner pinnacles to the towers

;
if so used

they might, in an emergency, be detached
from their position and hurled down on any
foe attacking the walls.

Between the west gateway and the north-
west angle of the camp is an extensive
range of buildings erected against the inside
of the western wall. Behind a stone trough
near a hearth in one of these, which seems
to have been a smithy, were unearthed about

twenty silver denarii of the earlier Emperors.

In an adjoining building a quantity of

charred wheat was found, the grains of

which still retained their shape. Possibly

this was the identical granary referred to in

an inscription found in this part of the camp

in 1767, which stated that a granary, which

had become ruinous through age, had been

restored during the reign of Severus

Alexander by the second cohort of the

Astures. The consuls’ names given show

the date of the inscription to be a.d. 225.

Specially interesting is the point where, at

the north-west angle turret, the great Wall

joins the camp. In exploring this corner at

first it seemed as if a modern field road,

which had been made right through it, had

destro3'ed it; but on cutting deeper the

foundation of the western side was found,

and the north, south, and east walls

remained standing nearly 5 ft. high.

The masonry of this angle turret and that

of the Wall were found to be of similar

character, and bonded into each other. It

had been suggested that if this angle turret

proved to be of the same masonry as the

Wall, it would certainly join it alright angles,

as the walls of the mile castles which were

built along with the Wall invariably do,

instead of the Wall striking the rounded

camp angle at a tangent, as it does at Bor-

covicus, where this arrangement!! as often

been cited as proving the Wall to be of later

date than the camp, as is doubtless the case

there.

It does not, however, follow that evidence

based on a rounded angle turret alone, as is

the case at ..Esica, is sufficient to prove the

camp earlier than the wall, as a little con-

sideration of the different uses of mile

castles and camp angle turrets will show.

Tiie mile castles are walled enclosures

about 60 ft. square placed against the

south side of the wall, which always forms

their northern boundary. They are placed

at intervals approximating as closely to a

Roman mile as the selection of a suitable

site permitted. For their north and south

sides they have arched gateways with roads

running through them, which formed the

only communication with the country beyond
the wall, except that afforded by the gate-

ways of the camps. Inside them have been
found traces of wooden erections that would
afford shelter to the guards who kept watch
in them, and relieved the sentries posted on
the wall at intervals of three hours. As the

sentries’ roadway on the top of the wall

would be carried over the top of the northern

arched gateways, it is improbable that the

mile castles would be higher than the wall

itself, and there would be no advantage in

making any other than a simple right-angled

junction between wall and mile castle.

In the various representations still existent

of camps on the Trajan and Antonine
columns at Rome, their angle towers and
those of the gateways are always shown
considerably higher than the ramparts con-
necting them. The very large accumulations
of fallen masonry found on the sites of the
angle and gateway towers at .Tlsica prove
that the same arrangement existed there.

An engine of war placed on the north-
west tower would enfilade not merely the
north and west walls of the camp, but also a
considerable stretch of the great Wall to the
west of the camp. The rounded angle
would give additional strength to the portion
or the tower exposed above the 'Wall, and
would also render more easy the training of

a balHsta or other engine placed on the top

of the tower, especially when it was being

used at short ranges. The finding of a large

heap of rounded stones, suitable to be used

as missiles, at the base of this tower, seems

to make it certain that it served as a plat-

form for a small ballista.

These reasons seem sufficient to account

for the usual plan of having rounded corners

to each angle of the camp having not been’

departed from, even when Wall and camp'

were built simultaneously, as seems to have-

been the case at iEsica, without taking into

account the spirit of military red tapeism

which probably exercised an influence even

in the well organised armies of Rome.
The extensive quarrying of the north vvalL

of the camp in search of building materials^

for the erection of the present farmhouse

has made it impossible to get a satisfactory

plan of the north or PreCtorian gateway of

the camp, but sufficient remains were found

to prove that it was opposite to the south

gateway and, like it, was placed much
nearer to the eastern than to the western,

rampart.

A large vaulted chamber cleared out near

the centre of the camp bore traces of

previous exploration.

The excavations have so far been chiefly

confined to the line of the camp, ramparts,

and gateways, except in the north-west

quarter of the camp, where a long trench

revealed many traces of buildings of poor
masonry made from reused materials during

the latter part of the Roman occupation. As
it was found impossible to keep the whole:

of the excavated ground permanently open',

these were measured, laid down in the plan,

and covered up again.

During the course of the excavations, large

quantities of pottery were turned up, chiefly-

consisting of the grey smother-kiln ware,,

made in the neighbourhood of Upchurch,

where an area of twenty-four square miles,

covered with potters’ debris, shows the

extent and importance of the Roman
potteries formerly existing there.

A few small fragments of the particoloured

Durobrivian ware and much of the beautiful

red Samian ware were also found. Two
fragments of the latter had on them,

scratched through the glaze, graffiti of

names of centurions that have also been
found on centurial stones in that district.

Millstones were found, varying in size,

from those that could be turned by a
female slave up to those that would have
required an ox or ass to drive them.

Most of them were made of the local

grits, but a few of them were “made ii>

Germany” of the volcanic rock found near
Andernach, where an extensive manufactory

of millstones from the same stone still exists.

Unfortunately, no altars were discovered,

and the fragments of inscribed stones turned

up were few and unimportant, the por-

tions of the camp explored being those

least likely to furnish buildings containing

important inscriptions. In addition to the

hoard of jewelry found in the south gateway,,

many bronze objects, such as fibulas, buckles,

studs, and cooking utensils, were turned

up and removed to the Black Gate Museum,,
at Newcastle; among them, a brooch in the

form of a hare, which is ornamented with
blue enamel, and is almost an exact replica of

one at present in Chester Museum.
Weapons and implements of iron, muclii

corroded, were turned up in great profusion.

— among them a sickle similar in shape- to-
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those recently rendered obsolete by the use

of machinery in the reaping field—but much
smaller in size. The fashion in which the

Romans used their sickle is shown on the

Trajan column, where a reaper is represented

turning down the corn and striking it with a

sharp-edged sickle. It seems odd that in

Ireland, where no Roman settlements existed,

this fashion should have been followed, while

in the north of England the serrated sickle

which was used by being drawn through the

standing corn towards the reaper was most

common.
Lack of funds prevented the Excavation

Committee from continuing its work during

last summer, but it is hoped that dona-

tions may be forthcoming to enable them
this summer to resume tlieir work in the

centra! portion of the Camp, where possibly

the Forum and the Preetorium jnay still be
found.

NOTES.

Election of
tendency of the resolu-

Fellows of the tions passed on this subject

at the meeting of the Institute

on Monday last (which resolutions are given

in another column), will be, we hope, to

draw closer the bonds between the Institute

and the Allied Societies in the provinces,

which is in every respect to be desired. The
two most important resolutions are those

which empower the Council to elect, without

ballot, a practising architect unanimously

recommended by the representative architec-

tural society of his district, and to similarly

elect the President or President-elect of any

allied societies, "who are eligible and apply

for admission.” The first-named resolution

has tacked to it the saving clause (not in-

cluded in the resolution as originally pro-

posed) " his work being of sufficient merit,"

which leaves to the Council the option of

rejecting the application on the ground of

insufficient merit shown in the candidate’s

own work as exhibited in his own drawings.

With this proviso, it is not likely that the

power thus given to the Council will

be used in favour of any one who
is not a desirable addition to the ranks

of the Fellows, and it will meet a not un-

reasonable complaint raised, we believe, by

some of the Allied Societies, that an archi-

tect whom they recommended from a full

knowledge of his work and acquirements

was liable to be voted against, on some
mere ground of policy, by London members
who in reality knew nothing about him.

It is to be hoped that another recom-

mendation included in the same set of

resolutions, viz. :
" that it is desirable that

Associates who are eligible should come
forward for election as Fellows,’’ will not be
overlooked by those to whom it applies. To
those who make what seems to us the rather

selfish objection that they will gain nothing

by becoming Fellows, it may be replied that

they will benefit the Institute of which they

are members, and therefore themselves

indirectly—if it is necessary to use the argu-

ment of self-interest. But surely there are

motives a little higher than that to be

considered.

, The report of the case of
Jud:ci.il Wrath

c- o r-
against Moorwood, Sons & Co. V.

Architects. Qeorge Longden & Son, which

will be found in our legal column, affords

another significant example of the stereo-

typed hostility of the Bench towards archi-

tects, and the apparent incapability on

the part of learned judges to understand the

architect’s position as between client and

tradesman. The architect in this case se-

lected certain goods from the plaintiffs

for a building in his charge, stating

the names of the contractors who were

to pay for them. For some reason,

which does not become evident in the report

of the case, the defendants demurred to or

deferred payment, and the plaintiffs brought

an action to recover the money. On the

architect admitting that he ordered the

goods, the judge tells him he ought to pay

for them, and indulges in an absurd tirade

against the ‘‘tyranny’’ of architects and the

folly of tradespeople in trusting them. The
matter is of course perfectly simple

;
the

architect must select the goods, as he is tlie

only judge of what is best for his client;

and unless he ordered something not pro-

vided for in the contract, which does not

appear to have been the case in this instance,

the contractor repudiated his responsibilities.

Whereupon the judge abuses the architect.

Much has been said in respect
Safety of the

Public at to the many temporary struc-
Entertainmen,..

,,^3^ erCCted

on the occasion of the Jubilee celebrations,

and which, quite irrespective of the control

exercised by the London County Council as

regards the construction, must be considered

highly unsatisfactory on account of the

materials used, and the lack of proper facili-

ties for entrance and exit. It would, how-

ever, be well to call attention to the fact

that so many of our more permanent

structures, which resemble in many ways
the provisional grand stands complained

of, are distinctly dangerous, and here

we have particularly in mind the vast

expanse of seating accommodation provided

at the Crystal Palace on the occasion of the

Handel Festival. Any one who has watched

the departure of an audience after the per-

formance, will have been struck by the great

difficulty encountered in reaching the open,

especially from the back of the area and the

galleries
;
and what is here said as regards

the audience, holds good for the performers

on the amphitheatrical staging. It is un-

necessary to specify in detail the many faults

in regard to complicated entrances, in-

sufficient staircases, &c.
;
and how easily a

fire could originate in this structure, and

how rapidly it would spread. Take, for

instance, the open boarding of the floor

with its accumulation of filth and dust

alone. People will smoke in the Crystal

Palace, although it is prohibited, and a

match thrown in an unfortunate manner

between the boards, might easily cause

a conflagration. Of course, tim Crystal

Palace Company have a certain equipment

of fire appliances, and also a staff of fire-

men; there is further a small station of the

M.F.B. adjoining the Crystal Palace grounds,

but of what avail would the firemen and

their appliances be should an outbreak

occur whilst tlie Handel Festival was going

on ? Whose duty is it to control the safety

of a building of this description? There

are other buildings also, notably the Agri-

cultural Hall, which has a staging during the

Military Tournament of particularly inflam-

mable character, and where the facilities for

approach and exit are also much too scant in

case of panic. It is high time that Parlia-

ment should give attention to the protection

of the public at its entertainments, and the

nomination of a Royal Commission of

Inquiry, as has already been done in other

countries, since the Paris Bazaar fire, would

not be out of place.

A CORRESPONDENT of the TlfflCS

has within the last few days

published some suggestive

criticisms of the Government’s new Water
Bill. He asks why, if public money is to be

spent in assisting those who use water to

carry on litigation against water companies,

the principle should not also be extended to

litigation with railway companies and other

public bodies ? Why, also, is the Bill to be

confined to the Metropolis? Why is the

person who lives in a provincial town, where

the water supply is in the hands of a com-

pany, not to have the assistance of public

funds? Tire fact is that the Bill is a bare-

faced stopgap. The Government have no
policy in regard to the water supply of

London, and hope by means of this Bill, and

by the appointment of a Royal Commission,

to put off the question for an indefinite time.

Tlie Camliriaii
^ 'vould appear from the

K.'iilway Inquiry into the lamentable
Acodenc

disaster on the Cambrian rail-

way that it was not due, as was naturally

supposed at the outset, to the effect upon

the rails of the sudden change of tempera-

ture. It is, of course, essential that special

attention should be paid to the gauge of the

line when the temperature is variable, but

the theory that the gauge had been affected

by the heat has, unhappily, to be discarded

for one reflecting still more seriously upon

the officials responsible for the stability of

the permanent way. The Board of Trade

Inspector has not hesitated to express his

opinion that the road generally was in

a very unfit condition for running heavy

traffic, and spoke very strongly on the

subject on the opening day of the

Inquiry. This opinion of Colonel Yorke’s

may have been subsequently somewhat
modified, and the previous good record of

the Cambrian line makes one hesitate to

think that the permanent way has been

habitually kept in a dangerously loose and

unstable condition. The other theory which

has been put forward to account for the de-

railment of tlie carriages—the injudicious

sandwiching of a light van between heavier

vehicles—again reflects upon the officials

concerned; and the accident evidently can-

not be regarded as an unavoidable one.

The evidence at the Board of Trade Inquiry,

which concluded on Tuesday, was rather

contradictory, and anything but reassuring.

The exhibition of specimens ot

Suuleni’s Work practical work of candidates at
111 joiner>.

tJigXeclinologicalExaminations,

lately held by the City and Guilds Institute,

shows some painstaking work. In the exam.-

ination in carpentry and joinery this is

specially to be noted. These form part of

the Honours Examination, itbeing compulsory

to pass in practical work for this certificate.

There are about 150 exhibits, and the sub-

jects chosen range over a wide area. We
notice especially such subjects as ventilation

turrets, roof trusses of all kinds, various

types of domes and pendentives, and dif-

ferent forms of staircases, while joints of

different types are largely entered. There

is still a tendency on the part of some can-
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clidates to cover bad workmanship by var-

nishing their exhibits, although the regula-

tions point this out as a defect. A vestibule

screen shows some excellent workmanship,

marred by, or rather wasted, on a very poor

design, and it seems a question whether it

would not be kinder to supply good working

designs in this section, rather than en-

courage craftsmen to execute works which

are detrimental to the progress of artis-

tic feeling in the craft, or else to insist

tliat some good “old example” should be

copied. Wiiy the study of old work should

be confined to architects we know not, since

it is evident that great good would accrue to

the craft of carpentry and joinery if the

•* classics ” of the subject were practically

studied. However, we may congratidate the

City and Guilds Institute on beitig the

means of inducing craftsmen to produce

M’orks which, so far as workmanship is con-

cerned, are indeed excellent. The work in

other sections, such as Plumbing, Cabinet-

making, Weaving, Plasterers' Work, and
Bookbinding, does not call for special note,

beyond the passing remark that we should

like to see these subjects more generally

taken up by the apprentices and others

working in the trades.

Professor McKendrick's paper
in the Proceedings of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh on ‘‘ The

Skin as a Telephone Receiver" contains an

account of an important application of elec-

tricity. By a very simple apparatus, deaf

j>eople can perceive sounds by their fingers,

and thus replace, to a certain extent, the

sense of hearing. A microphone transmitter

is put in series with the primary of an induc-

tion coil, and wires from the secondary ter-

minals dip into tumblers containing salt

water. Sounds made in the room cause cur-

rents in the microphone circuit, and these

currents induce currents at a higher pressure

in the secondary coil which are readily

perceived by the thrills they give the

fingers. Musical sounds are particularly

easy to recognise. It is possible to

teach a perfectly deaf person to discrimi-

rate between all the various thrills and so
enable him to replace by touch the sense of
hearing. This experiment can be easily

verified, and although the sense of touch is

not very sensitive to electric currents, yet
Professor McKendrick’s device of a micro-
phone and an induction coil magnify the
effects so as to make even the slightest

differences in sound apparent. It seems also
as if we were within a measurable distance
of “seeing by touch.” The electric resis-

tance of a selenium cell is very sensitive to

light, and so by a somewhat similar arrange-
ment we could tell the amount of illumina-
tion in a room by the shock felt on touching
the terminals of an electric circuit containing
this cell. This, however, is only a verysmall
step in the direction <.>f solving tliis ber.eficent
problem.

We read that the Corporation

Ca'lit'ie?^ ofTamworth have bought this

ancient castle for 3,000/. of the
Marquess Townshend, a descendant of the
first Marquess, High Steward of tiie borough,
t!:e celebrated military commander to whom
guebec surrendered after the victory won by
General Wolfe. The castle has its nrigin in
a Mercian fortress, the stronghold of Ofl'a,

Cenwiilf, Beornwiilf, and other kings of

Mercia, who there had a mint. Having

been dismantled by the Danes, it was re-

instated by Ethelileda, daughter of Alfred

the Great, who also erected the keep of the

castle which formed, during a long period,

the seat of the over-lords of Tamvvorth,

William I. bestowed it upon Robert Marmion,

of Fontenay ;
it passed, 1291, to the Freviles,

then to the house of Ferrers, and so, by

marriage, to Lord Townshend.

The designs for the illumina-

Decoradonr and decoratioiis in cele-

bration of her Majesty’s Dia-

mond jubilee which have been on view at the

Imperial Institute are interesting. They are

exhibited by Messrs. Defries Bros,, Limited,

and are executed principally by their chief

artist, Mr. F. Felloes, the chief exception

being that by Professor Legros for the Bank
of England. The designs are executed on

dark grey paper, producing a night effect,

the colouring being effected by “ body ”

colour. The novelty in the decorations

generally may be said to be a laudable desire

for decoration by day, and illumination by
night, and for work which has any perma-

nency this seems quite right, and the com-

bined system is a novelty in all the schemes
exhibited. Many of the schemes designed

have not been carried out, owing, in some
instances, to cost. In some of these which
were designed for the street only, the street

lamps were to be made use of, and it seems
a pity that some comprehensive scheme of

this sort could not have been attempted.

Flee t-streetand Ludgate Hill are being treated

with square columns, coloured purple and gold,

and mounted by tall tripods bearing flowers.

In a similar way Temple Bar was to have
been treated, but the scheme fell through.

Marlborough House gateway is to be treated

in cut crystal formed as laurel leaves, and in

an arched form. One of the more ambitious

schemes is that of the Gresham Life As-
surance Office. The Company’s arms are

employed. The Royal arms, with crown
and laurel branches, are placed centrally,

and formed of cut crystal
;

while at the

angles of the building are shields bearing
the monogram V.R, I., with panels of 1837

—

1897. We have no room to refer to the

many schemes which are exhibited for semi-
public buildings. Of all the schemes, that

for the Bank of England is, in its main
lines, most effective. It consists of a series

of small lamps, made into festoons, and
placed along the whole front. Over the
main entrance is placed a crystal medallion,
with the monogram V.R.L and dates. Be-
yond the illuminations is an allegorical

painting on canvas, with a backing of
wood, by Professor Legros, of a figure

of Britannia in a chariot drawn by two
horses, flanked b}’ children holding dates.
Figures representing Industry and Com-
merce appear on either side of the chariot.

The height of the central group is 20 ft.

Along the parapet on either side are stars
with crystal and amber points, and the
angles of the building are treated with two
immense Grecian honeysuckle ornaments in
deep ruby colour, the scrolls being finished
in amber. The whole design differs from
many of the others because the architec-
tural lines of the building are interfered witii,

which is an unnecessary thing to do
;
other-

wise we should regard this as the most
successful of the schemes which Messrs.
Defries iiave executed. Many of the designs

have been well thought out and show a great

improvement on those carried out at the

last Jubilee ceremonials.

There are two new collections

l?«e'^Arts^
of water-colour drawings on

view at the Society of Fine Arts

Gallery this week. Mr. F. A. Rawlence’s

series illustrative of the Riviera seem
specially intended to convey the idea of

brilliancy of colour in the vegetation, in

which they are very successful in spite of a

rather marked mannerism of style. The
collection includes a few architectural sub-

jects, of which the best is “ The East Gate,

Bordighera " (36). The pictorial element is

not very strong in most of the drawings, but

“The Campanile, Camparossa" (59) is an

exception in this respect, and is a striking

composition. The collection by Signor Car-

landi, of drawings of Rome and the Tiber

Valley, belongs to a much higher order of

work. From the interesting preface to the

catalogue, written by tlie artist, we gather

that he has had a special and life-long know-
ledge of the Campagna, and that De Wint is

his artistic ideal. His drawings show the

influence of De Wint both in their broad and
grand style and in a rather sober reticence

of colour, in regard to which the drawings
may perhaps be considered rather as trans-

lations of the scene into his own artistic

scheme than as accurate representations of

the colour of the actual scenes. That, how-
ever, is quite a legitimate standpoint for a

painter to take
;
he records his own impres-

sion of the scenes in accordance with his

own artistic ideal, and gives us a picture of

the grandeur and desolation of the environs

of ancient Rome, as in “My Favourite Tomb
on the Appia,” “ On the Pavement of the

Via Latina” (33 and 34), “The Remains
of the Imperial Palace at Ostia ” (i), “The
Street of the Tombs at Ostia" (10), &c. The
treatment of the sky in many of the draw-
ings is exceedingly fine; notice especially
“ Autumn Tints on the Appia” (14). “The
first peep of St. Peter’s from the Castel

Giubileo” (17) is a fine and poetic work
;
a

shallow slow river in the foreground, and
the great cathedral forming a dark purple

dot in the distance. This is a collection of

drawings which should not be overlooked,

the work of a powerful and original artist,

deeply impressed with the melancholy in-

terest of tlie scenes he portrays— scenes

haunted by the ghost of Imperial Rome.

The Goupil Gallery exhibits a

of landscapes

by Mr. J. Buxton Knight, an

artist with a very broad style which occa-

sionally becomes exaggerated into what may
J

be called roughness of execution and a too i

palpable loading on of pigment. For instance,

in “ Blue Bell Wood ” (14) it strikes one that,

for an artist who professes to paint direct from
nature, there is a great lack of the bright-

ness of colour which one would find in tlie

actual scene
;

the bluebells are not blue

enough. But Mr. Knight is a fine painter of

scenes in which an extent of country combined
with a large expanse of sky form the main
elements, as we see in “The Golf Ground”

(3), “At Worthing" (36), “ Gipsey Land”
(48), showing an exceedingly fine sky, and
“ Morning on the Common ” (45), a true effect

of morning light, when one gets far enough
away to lose the look of paint. “Greenwich I
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Hospital” (28) is an exceptionally good
water-colour sketch of the building seen

from the river.

The Twelfth Triennial Handel
Festival at the Crystal Palace,

as far as the first two days
are concerned (tlie third performance will

not have taken place till after these remarks

are in print), has been one of the most
successful in an artistic sense, both in

regard to chorus and solos. The per-

formance of the Messiah on Monday may
be said to have been an exceptionally

good one
;
and when it is considered that

the size of the orchestra is such that

chorus-singers at one side cannot hear

the voices of those at the otlier side until an

appreciable interval after the sound has been
emitted, and that conscientious attention to

the biiton can alone give a chance of keeping

perfect time together, the clear execution of

such a chorus as " All we like sheep ” by
this immense mass of singers was a remark-
able feat. The “Selection Day” on Wed-
nesday introduced two or three very fine

compositions, both among choruses and airs,

which are not often heard; but the loss of

our great English organist, the late Mr. Best,

was much felt in the organ concerto. The
seating of the auditorium has been improved
by raising the back portion ot the area

on a slope. Of course the acoustic

conditions of the place of performance,
both in regard to its structure and its

plan, are unfavourable; a great deal of sound
escapes which ought to be reflected and con-

centrated towards the audience
;

and of

course the best and most intelligible execu-

tion of music is not to be attained with so

numerous and unwieldy a chorus, and in a

space far too large for the adequate hearing

of solo voices. But, on the other hand, at

special points in the choruses such stupen-

dous effects are realised that it is worth
while to have them from time to time, in

spite of all contingent drawbacks. The
“Hallelujah” chorus in the Messiah, for

instance, the broad, simple, and massive
character of which renders it so suitable for

performance by an immense body of voices,

attained a sublimity of effect which was
quite overwhelming, and which we do not

think can have been realised under any

other circumstances.

ROYAL SOCIETY CONVERSAZIONE.
Thk June soiree of tlie Royal Society, held

on Wednesday last at Burlington House, was,
as usual on “ladies' night,” a complete success.
This year the evening was, more than ever,
given over to effective displays, in which elec-
tricity played the most conspicuous part. 11

was natural that at this season the most ancient
oi learned societies should decorate the en-
trance hall to its apartments with tokens of
loyalty to the Sovereign, and “ Vivat Victoria
Regina" was written large in tubes filled with
the recently-discovered elements, argon and
helium.

Loid Kelvin showed the electrical effects of
uranium, more particularly the work done
{whicii he calls quasi-" perpetual motion ") by
contact between uranium and zinc, or alumi-
nium, or air. Experiments on cathode and
some analagous rays were exhibited by Pro-
fessor Silvamis Thompson

;
the most interesting,

perhaps, from a scientific point of view, were the
“ diacathodic” rays, which are non-deflectable
and evoke a darke orange fluorescence in glass,
in a tube in which the ordinary cathodic rays
are directed against a gauze screen which is

itself negatively electrified : the diacathodic rays
pass through as a blue cone. Dr. Alexander
Muirhead had an exhibit reminding us that Dr.
Oliver Lodge practised signalling by Hertz

waves, but the Branly tube was now adapted to
a Kelvin recorder. Experiments with Rontgen
rays were made by Mr. Campbell Swinton, who
demonstrated that the penetrative value of the
X-rays produced by a focus tube can be varied
without altering the vacuum by altering the
distance between the cathode and anti-cathode,
or by varying the size of the cathode, or
by altering the position of the cathode relative-
ly to the glass walls of the tube, or by means
of a variable magnetic field. The same experi-
menter, amongst many other things, exhibited
an improved adjustable tube for practical X-ray
work, with which it is easy to obtain rays of
exactly the best penetrative value for any
special purpose as required, and also to main-
tain this penetrative value at any desired degree.
This latter is eminently satisfactory as furnish-
ing a clue to a method of standardising the
power of penetration by the rays. Messrs. Car-
ver and Barnard showed some experiments,
illustrating a new method of controlling the
electric arc in its application to photo-
micrography, by which, absolute constancy
in the position of the source of light is

secured. Interesting electric figuies were
exhibited by Lord Armstrong, showing
the effect produced by discharges over
surfaces of a resinous or bituminous nature.
The discharge leaves no appearance on the
surface until dusted with sulphur and red lead,
when the positive parts of the figure come into
view in yellow tints, and the negative in red.
An exhibit of a somewhat similar character,
showing stress effects produced by convective
electric discharges, was made by Mr. J. W.
Swan. Dr. J. H. Gladstone and Mr. W. Hibbert
had photographs illustrating the absorption of
Rontgen rays by certain elements and their
compounds, including carbon and various
hydrocarbons, copper and its oxides, ferrous
and ferric chlorides, mercury proto- and per-
acetate, lithium, bromide, &c. Two induction
coil contact makers and breakers, designed by
Sir David Salomons, gave excellent results.

One of the most interesting exhibits, from
our standpoint, was that of Mr. A. F. Bilder-
beck Gomess, consisting of four examples of
Bonnaud’s process of colour photography. By
the action of light passing through a positive
print upon a surface coated with treacle and
bichromate of potash, the surface is rendered
more or less sticky according to the action of
the light. Metallic oxide pigments are dusted
on in a certain order, and adhere in
their proper places. The film is then made
consistent by the use of a preparation of
collodion, it is floated off the surface, and
whilst wet and elastic, applied to the surface
of any_ piece of porcelain. It is then
burnt in as in the ordinary method
of hand painting. Considerable skill is re-
quired in dusting on the metallic pigments at

the right moment, and the colours have to be
“touched up,” hut the process is fairly rapid, a
quarter of an hour being sufficient to finish the
whole, even where twelve or fourteen colours
have to be applied. Sir H. Trueman Wood ex-
hibited illustrations of the Dansac-Chassagne
process of producing photographs in colours,
but much of the interest was lost in the circum-
stance that the details of the method are not
known at present. Photographic prints (silver)

are treated with a solution containing albumen
and certain metallic chlorides, and afterwards
with blue, green, and red colouring materials.
The process is stated to he entirely automatic,

Messrs. Edser & Stansficld exhibited an
apparatus showing the phase change of light
rclleclcd at a glass silver surface. It consisted
<'f a modification of Michelson’s differential
refractometer, the interfering rays being
reflected at the back surfaces of the end
mirrors. Mr. Simlford Bidweil illustrated a
peculiar phenomenon brought about by rotating
discs, deinonstrasing apparent transformations
of colour. This has recently been described in

the “Proceedings of the Royal Society”
(May 13, 1807). The phenomenon depends upon
tlie rapid production of negative after-

images under curious conditions. In a thin
metal disc there is cut an opening having the
form of a sector of about 60 deg.

;
the front

surface of the remainder of the disc is divided
radially into two equal portions, one of which
is made black and the other white. The disc
is illuminated by a good light, and is caused to

rotate in such a direction that the open sector
is preceded by black and followed by white.
A coloured object placed behind the rotating
disc, and viewed intermittently through the
open sector, appears to assume a tint comple-
mentary to its actual huo. Thus, for example,

a picture of a rose represented as having a
green flower and red leaves is seen as a pink
flower with green leaves.

Crystals of diamonds, separated from car-

bonised iron, prepared with certain modifica-
tions by the method described by M. Moissan,
were exhibited by Professor Roberts-Austen.

It is not within our province to describe the
natural history exhibits

;
but Professor H. G.

Seeley exhibited a micro-section of a tooth of a
theric^ont reptile, which goes far to show that

that division of the reptilia is closely related

to certain mammals included amongst the

marsupials.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS :

ANNUAL ELECTIONS.

At the business general meeting of this

Institute, on the 14th inst., the Council for the
year of office 1897-98 were declared to be duly
elected as follows :

—

President.—Professor Aitchison, A.R.A.
Vice-Presidents.— William Milner Fawcett,

M.A.Cantab., F.S.A.
;
Henry Louis Florence

;

Ernest George
;

and Edward Augustus
Griming.
Hon. Secretary.—William Emerson.
Members of Council.—John Belcher

;
Thomas

Blashill
;
James Brooks

;
John McKean Brydon

;

William Douglas Caroe, M.A.Cantab., F.S.A.
;

Thomas William Cutler
; Campbell Douglas,

Glasgow
;
John Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., Ketter-

ing
;
Alexander Graham, F.S.A.

;
Charles Had-

field, Sheffield ; Benjamin Ingelow
;
Edward

William Mountford
;
John Slater, B.A.Lond.

;

Richard Phene Spiers, F.S.A.
;
Henry Heath-

cote Statham
;

Paul Waterhouse, M.A.Oxoii.
;

Aston Webb, F.S.A.
;

and Ralph Seldeii

Wornum.
Associate-Members of Council.—Edward Guy

Dawber and ArtliMr Smyth Flower, M.A.
Oxon., F.S.A.

Representatives of Allied Societies.—William
Larkins Bernard, Bristol Society

;
Albert

Nelson Bromley, Nottingham Society ; Thomas
Drew, R.H.A., Royal Institute of Ireland

; John
Ely, Manchester Society

;
Leslie Ower, Dundee

Institute; Henry Perkin, York Society; Arnold
Thorne, Devon and Exeter Society

;
and Edwin

Montgomery Bruce Vaughan, Cardiff, South
Wales, and Monmouthshire Society.

RepresentaUve of the Architectural Association
(London).—Hampden William Pratt.

At the same meeting the following Fellows
and Associates were declared duly elected to

serve ou the respective Standing Committees
for the ensuing year of office, viz. :

—

ART STANDING CO.M.MITTEE.

Fellows.—John Macvicar Anderson
;

John
Belcher

;
James Brooks

;
John McKean Brydon

;

William Douglas Caroe, M.A.Cantab., F.S.A.
;

Ernest George
;
Edward William Mountford;

Beresford Pile
;
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A.

; and
William Young.

/IssocmA’5.—Robert Shekleton Balfour
;
Ed-

ward Guy Dawber
;
Owen Fleming

;
James

Sivewright Gibson
;
Henry Thomas Hare ;and

John William Simpson.

LITERATURE STANDING CO.MMITTEE.

Fellows.—Henry Louis Florence
;
Alexander

Graham. F.S.A.
;

Benjamin Ingelow
;

John
Tavenor Perry

;
William Alfred Pite

;
Sydney

Smirke
;
Richard Phene Spiers, F.S.A.; Charles

Harrison Townsend
;
William Frederick L’ns-

worlli
:
and Paul Waterhouse, M..\.Ox<in.

Associates.—Arthur Thomas Bolton
;
Arlluir

Smyth I'lower, M.A. Oxon., h'.S.A.
; Andrew

Noble Prentice
: Ravenscrofl Elsey Smith

;

I.eslie Waterhouse, M.A.Cantab.
; and Percy

Scott Worthington, M..\.Oxon.

PILVCTlCli STANDING COMMITTEE.

Felhncs. — Thomas Batterbury ; Henry
Cowell Boyes

;
Samuel Flint Clarkson

; Edwin
Thomas Hall

;
Thomas Harris

;
Alexander

Henry Kersey
;
Joseph Douglass Mathews

;

Walter Hilton Nash
;
Lacy William Ridge

;

and Edmund Woodthorpe, M.A.Oxon.
Associates.—William H.Atkin-Berry

;
Francis

Thos. Wilberforce Goldsmith
;

Frederick
Henry Appleton Hardcastle

;
Henry Thomas

Hare
;
George Richards Julian

;
and Augustus

William Tanner.

SCIENCE STANDING COMMITTEE.

Fellows.—Lewis Angell,M.Inst.C.E.; Frederic
Richard Farrow

;
John Salmon Quilter

;

Herbert Duncan Searles-Wood
;

William
Howard Seth-Smith ;

Pcrcival Gordon Smith
;

Lewis Solomon
;

William Charles Street,

d
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Assoc.Inst.C.E. ;
Benjamin Tabberer ;

and

Keith Downes Young.
Associates.—Henry William Burrows ;

Max
Clarke ; Robert Langton Cole

;
Bernard John

Dicksee : Matthew Garbutt, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

;

and George Pearson.

The following candidates for membership

were elected by show of hands under by-law 9,

viz. As Fellows : E. A. Ram (Hong Kong), S.

P. Silcock (Warrington), G. E. Halliday (Cardiff),

F. G. F. Hooper
;
as Associates : E. A. Jollye,

E. H. Payne. E. Nicholson, J.
Saunders (Old-

ham), H. t. Porter : as Hon. Associates : H. W.
Brewer, J.

Lewis Thomas. Sir J. D. Linton,

President of the Royal Institute of Painters in

Water Colours
;
as Hon. Corr. Members : Jean

Jacques Winders (Antwerp), A. C. Arthur,

Comte de Marsy (Compiegne, France), Jean

Theophile Homolle (Paris).

An adjourned special general meeting was
then held, Mr. Aston Webb, F.S.A., vice-presi-

dent, in the chair.

The Chairman opened the proceedings with

a statement detailing the reasons for
_

the

appointment of the Fellows Committee, briefly

sketched the proceedings at the meetings of the

committee and the conferences with allied

societies, and concluded with a description of

the modifications introduced into the report by

the Council in deference to the views expressed

by members at the meeting of the 3rst ult.

Mr. H. Vaughan Lanchester having with-

drawn the amendment moved by him at the

last meeting, that the report be referred back

to the Council, the various clauses of the report

were discussed with tlie result that it

was
Resolved—That the form of voting p-apers be

altered, so that the names on the list voted against

have to be crossed ouL
That attention be called to the requirements of the

Council as to the drawings, &c., to accompany an
apphixition for Fellowship.

Tliat it is desirable that .Associates who are eligible

sliould come forward for election as Fellows.

That when the Council of the Institute receive a

unanimous recommendation formally submitted by
the Council of any Allied Society that a practising

member of the profession’ in their district is eligible

and worthy of being elected a Fellow, the Council

shall have power to elect him, his work being of

sufficient merit.

On this and the two following resolutions

the Chairman ruled that, under the terms of

the Charter, Associates were debarred from
voting

;
the vote therefore was restricted to

Fellows.
It was further

Resolved. That power be given to the Council to

admit annually to the Fellowship, without ballot,

the President or President-elect of any or all of tlie

Allied Societies who are eligible and apply for

admission.

That the Council dispense with the payment of an
entrance-fee in the case of non-Metropolitan
Fellows during the pleasure of the Council.

That a room be utilised as a tea and smoking
room, and that no books from the Institute library

be consulted therein with the exception of periodicals

and the professional journals.

That it is desirable to hold periodical conferences,

meetings, and dinners, a certain proportion thereof

to take place in the provinces, with a view to pro-

moting more friendly intercourse with the allied

Societies.

That the allied Societies be invited to arrange,
wheti possible, the date of election of their officers

and the duration of their sessions, so as to cor-

respond with those of the Institute.

The Chairman, having moved the adoption
nf the report as altered and amended, and a
section of the meeting being opposed to the
passing of the resolution numbered 5 in the
report (fourth on the amended list set out

above), suggested the limitation of the power
to elect conferred on the Council by that clause

to a period of five years. The clause was then
added to as follows :

“ And further that the
operation of the by-law embodying this resolu-

tion be limited to a term of five years." The
report was then put as a whole, and carried by
fourty-four votes to twenty-five.

The alterations in the by-laws required to

carry out the resolutions arrived at were here-
upon put to the meeting, and it was

Resolved, that the following paragraitli be added
In l!y-law 9 :

—

I'rnvideci always that when the Cuuiicil uf the
liislihite receive a iniaiiimous recommeiidatiuii
innii.illy bubtnUled by the Council of any Allied

Sjcicty that a practising member tif the profession

in llieir district is eligible and worthy of being
elected a Fellow, the Council shall have power to

elect him, his work being of sufficient merit, and
that the operation of this provision be limited to a
term of five years. The Council may also admit
aunually to the I'cllowbliip, witljout ballot, the
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President or President-elect of any or all of the

allied societies who may be eligible and apply for

admission.
It was further

Resolved—That clause (a), By-law 15, be added

to as follows :

—

Provided always that the Council may, during

their pleasure, dispense with the payment of an

entrance fee in the case of non - Metropolitan

Fellows.

A motion by Mr. Seth-Smith, that a further

resolution be added to the report, not being

seconded, was dropped.
The proceedings then closed.

The above report has been abstracted from

the R.I.B.A. Journal.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
EDUCATION.

The fourth International Congress on Tech-

nical Education, following that held in 1895

Bordeaux, and the previous congresses held in

Paris in 1889 and Bordeaux 1886. began in

London on Tuesday last at the Society of Arts.

.At the opening M. Leo Saignat, President of the

1895 congress, presided, giving place, after a

brief address in French, to the Duke of Devon-

shire, the new President. In welcoming the

foreign delegates, parlicularly M. Saign.at, of

Bordeaux, and M. Jacques Siegfried, of Paris,

the Duke explained the very different relations

in which the Government of this country

stands towards educational questions from the

more direct official relations which other

Governments held towards them. It was now
admitted that there were some good points about

our own methods, but all Englishmen admitted

that we had much to learn from other countries

—France, Holland, Germany, Switzerland,

America, See.

The papers of the first day's sitting related

chiefly to chemistry.

At the second sitting, Sir John Donnelly pre-

siding, Sir Phillip Magnus read the first paper,

“Theory and Practice in Trade Teaching.”

Some “arts and crafts,” said the lecturer, could

be taught properly in school, and in Ireland

and such countries where trade had languished

such schools for carefully selected trades

would probably prove serviceable. The great

majority of industries were best acquired in the

factory and shop, the instruction of the techni-

cal school being only supplementary. The
Germans were still in the elementary stage of

trade teaching, but were beginning to recog-

nise the value of practical work, and of the

necessity of a good equipment of suitable

appliances in their schools. The City Guilds

of London Institute had tried to solve the

difficult problem of science teaching to artisans

in various ways, and their later experiments in

inducing young artisans and apprentices to

take up a course of preliminary instruction in

which the principles of science were presented

in relation to tlie practice of certain trades had
succeeded fairly well. Preliminary courses

had been arranged in electrical engineering and
lighting, and for apprentices in plumbing and
certain other branches uf the building trade.

Mr. Sidney H. Wells (principal, Battersea

Polytechnic) in the next paper, dealing with the
“ Training of Technical Teachers,” showed that

the greatest difficulty encountered was the

provision of satisfactory teachers. He had
endeavoured to overcome the difficulty by
formulating a scheme of scholarships for train-

ing instructors in the trades of bricklayers, car-

penters, painters, house decorators, masons,
plasterers, and plumbers, giving free admission

to evening classes for two, three, or four years,

with text-books and materials provided. For
twelve scholarships offered only nine applicants

were found suitable, and two had relinquished

their scholarships in tlie first month. The
remaining seven would have their scholar-

ships renewed next year, and others would be
awarded in the coming session. Reference
was made to a method adopted at some insti-

tutes where a professional man or a trained

teacher gave the instruction in conjunction

with a workshop instructor. Classes in

plasterers' work, for example, would be taken
by pracTical teachers engaged in the trade, the

inslruelion being under the direction of the arl-

inaster, or classes in brickwork would be con-

ducted, iiiuler the supervision uf an architecl.

by a practical bricklaj'er. But such schemes
were necessarily costly, and their efficiency

depended largely on the training and qualifica-

tions of the art-master or architect.

A discussion upon the two papers followed,
in which Mr. Woodward (Birmingham), Pro-

fessor Ayrton, and Professor Silvanus Thomp-
son, of the City and Guilds Institute, Dr. Dunn,
Mr. Alderman Park (Ashton-under-Lyne),
Professor Garnett, Professor J. H. Reynolds
(Manchester), and Mr. Mundella, M.P., took
part. The views of the lecturers were gene-
rally approved.

Professor Reynolds pointed out that when
artisan students presented themselves they
were often lamentably deficient in the elements
of knowledge. He knew of 250 plumbers who
had applied for admission to the techniail

schools of Manchester who knew nothing about
drawing and could not do the simplest sum in

arithmetic.

Mr. Mundella, M.P., confirmed the experience
of Professor Reynolds. It was the fact that

students presented themselves at these special

classes who knew nothing of drawing and had
never had a pencil in their hands. They ought
to urge upon Parliament the necessity of pro-
longing the school age, as in other countries.

The President, in winding up the discussion,

said he thought the words in the Technical
Instruction Act forbidding the teaching of

trades in schools were often misunderstood.

The intention of the Act was probably only to

prevent the teaching of the practice of any
trade or profession. They were not to give
such training as tended to develop rapidity

and skill, which was the province of the train-

ing given to a journeyman or a craftsman.

One of the papers presented in the afternoon

was by Mr. Edwin O. Sachs on “ A German
Technical College from an English Point of

View,” which we print'on another page.
Papers were also read in the afternoon, when

Mr. Mundella, M.P., took the chair, on “ Tech-
nical Education in Wiirtemburg ” by Herr von
Diefenbach, on “ Limitations to Technical
Instruction” by Sir Joshua Fitch, and two in

French, the first on “Technical and Commer-
cial Education in Belgium " by Mons. Edouard
Sevc (Consul General), and the second 011

“ Private Initiative in Professional Education
in Belgium.”

In another section, over which Mr. J. W.
Sugg (Master of the Clothworkers’ Company)
presided, papers on “ Agricultural Education

”

by Mr. F. J.
Lloyd (King's College), and “ Prac-

tical Training in Agriculture ” by Mr. Harold E.

Moore were read and discussed in the morn-
ing, and they were followed in the afternoon

by a paper on “Technical fiiducation in Archi-

tecture and the Building Trades " by Mr. W. R.

Lethaby, and by papers on Technical Educa-
tion in connexion with watch and clock

making, electrotyping and kindred industries,

glass manufacture, gold and silver trades, &c.

Mr. Lethaby said he recognised no distiiic-

lion between architecture and building, and
defined architecture as “the resultant of the

association of the several building trades."

.According to this view, the architecture of the

Middle Ages was the masonry and carpentry,

the smithing and plumbing, and so forth,

brought together in the wonderful works of

that period. Modern Eiiglisn architecture was
the whole product of the current customs of

building in England, and London architecture

the mass of building from Bow to Putney, and
from Hoxton to New Cross. It was in the

multitude of ordinary and characteristic build-

ings rather than in a few exceptional ones that

what was typical of London architecture would
be found. The question of technical education

in architecture was, therefore, not a mere
academical one, but one of enormous practical

importance to humanity and civilisation.

Architecture, equally with literature, was a

form of expression. Literature was but the

written word, architecture was the builded

word. In architectural thought our modern
relation to facts was e.xactly represented by our

current building speech, revealed to ourselves

in the corrugated iron shed, the mean meeting-

house, the restored cathedral, the sham Gothic

church, the sham Renaissance town-hall, the

dull workhouse, the silly villa, and the general

vulgarity of our streets. In the Middle Ages
the masons' and carpenters’ guilds were facul-

ties or colleges of education in those arts, and

every town was, so to say, a craft university.

Corporations of masons, carpenters, and the

like, were established in the towns ; each craft

aspired to have a college hall. The universi-

ties themselves had been well named by a

recent historian “Scholars' Guilds.” The guild

which recognised all the customs of its trade

guaranteed the relations of the apprentice and

the master craftsman with whom he ’ was

placed :
hut he was really apprenticed to the

craft as a whole, and ultimately to the
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city, whose freedom lie engaged to take
lip. He was, in fact, a graduate of
his craft college, and wore it- robes
At a later stage the apprentice became
a companion or a bachelor of his art, nr by pro-
ducing a jnasterwnrk, the thesis of his craft, he
was admitted a master. Only then was he per-
mitted to become an employer of labour or was
admitted as one of the .governing body of his
college. As a citizen, City dignities were then
open to him. He miglit become the master in
building some abbey or cathedral, or as king’:
mason become a member of the ro>-al house-
hold, the acknowledged great artist of his time
in mason-craft. Witli such a system was it so
very wonderful, after all, that the buildings of
the middle ages, which were indeed wonder-
ful, should have been produced In the modern
architecture of London our less noble ideals
and less perfect systems were as perfectly
fleeted in a vast mass of common building
produced by farming out to a financial agent
called a contractor, who employed to do the
work gangs of men having no sav in the matter
and who, for the most part, had " picked up ”

their trade. The general sordidness of the
building was diversified here and there by a
careful design done out of an arebiteefs head,
after study of the real mason’s art of the
ipast.

The change began when that great wai'e of re-
action set in at the beginning of the i6th cen-
tury—the revival of learning. Roman law and
Roman antiquities were ransacked for pretexts
liy the new scholars, and scholarship in Roman
art was used as a lever to thrust out the customs
of the crafts as held by the guilds. Drawing-
master designers, commercial travellers in art,
coming from Italy, hung about the Courts of
France, Germany, and England, and the old
mast6r-masons who held the living tradition of
the building art were displaced by men who
were painters rather than masons. From that
lime the arcliitect became a painter or a
drawing-master of buildings, rather than a
graduate of the shops,
On the question of technical schools and

craft education, tlie lecturer said we must
break with tlie literary view of education,
according to which the chief end of man was
to count statistics and read newspapers.
Literary education was only one of a dozen
avenues to culture. Craft excellencemust once
more he made an object of ambition, through
which the craftsman, as such, might reachlo
some of the world’s rewards. Tiie'onlyreward
obtainable in a craft must not be tlie' gettiiic
out of it.

Mr, Lethaby concluded his paper with the
following peroration ;

—

“The architect of the past (best represented
by the building foreman of the present) was a
mason or carpenter, and I am convinced that
ultimately tlie great crafts should largely reab-
sorb the architect. In the meantime, however,
although the path must be opened out by
which tlie able practical mason and carpenter
may become directors of building, it is neces-
sary to educate a class who are specially
brought up to direct crafts they do not practise,
so that they may direct them a- little caprici-
ously as may be. The youth intended for an
architect should in every case pass through the
elementary stages of the masonry and car-
pentery schools along with the mason- and
carpenters, and lie should have the run
of all the other craft schools under certain
conditions. He should, moreover, in a special
school of Building, consider the crafts in com-
bination and tlie conditions and traditions of
the several types of arrangement suitable for
different classes of buildings. As a return of
courtesy and service tlie school of architecture
should be open to the craftsman who wished
to know something of building as a whole.
The architect's special work is to be an e.vpert
ill arranging and combining. The quality and
details of the masonry are necessarily mason’s
matters; the curls and twists of the'ironwork
are the blacksmith's business

;
plumbing,

sanitary and ornamental, is plumber’s work •

it is a ruinous policy which, instead of
throwing on them the responsibility in
their several trades, stirs up their instinct
to get the better of clerks of works and
architects. The architect's essential function
IS not to guarantee the quality of materials and
workmanship he does not fully understand

;
it

is not to design ornament out of his head so
that materials which he has never wrought
with his hands may be tortured into a sem-
blance of his intention by rfiechanieal work-
men

;
his true function is to arrange and

contrive higlily specialised buildings, to act as
an intelligence department for the several
crafts, and as one having a knowledge of
building as a whole to advise his employers
At the present time building should be plain
straightforw’ard, sound, and, as far as may be,
reasonable

; mere plainness and even baldness
do not insult us like heartless bedizenment, or
the assumption of tlie trappings of antiquity.”
The sections on Thur^dav were mainly occu-

pied with questions of the work of Countv
Councils, Polytechnics, Evening Schools, and
Commercial Education, the Congress con-
cluding on Friday with papers and discussions
by ladies on the technical education of girls
and women in the sittings of Section A, papers
and discussions on Technical Education in
British colonies and dependencies in Section B,
and by the concluding general meeting of the
Congress.

ARCHITECTURE AT A GERMAN TECH-
NICAL COLLEGE : FROM AX ENGLISH
POINT OF VIEW.-*'

When- I handed in the title of this paper, I
was under the imjircssion that the time avail-
able for reading it would have been the conven-
tional one hour generally given to a lecture,
and 1 liad intended making an attempt to des-
cribe the chief features of a well-known German
Technical College in all its departments. As it
has been found necessary, however, to reduce
the time available for each paper to twenty
minutes, I am afraid that I sliall have to con-
fine my remarks to one of the sections of the
institution with which I am to deal.
This institution is the Royal Technical Col-

lege at Berlin, wliivh, to mv mind, is the lead-
ing estabhsiiment of its kind to be found in tlie
German Empire, or, for the matter of that, in
German-speaking countries, Austria included
and the section to which I shall devote mv
remarks more especially will be the Architec-
tural School or division of that institution As
an_ arcliitect who has studied tiiere and has
enjoyed the facilities of this special division
it will he easily understood that I should give
reference to the department of which I have
lad considerable personal experience.
In the first place I would give a brief outline

of the origin of this institution. The Berlin
Technical College, as it now stands, hasbeen in
existence for only thirteen years, for it is since
18IS4 that it has occupied the premises it now
holds. The scheme of organisation on whicli
the establishment was based dates, however
from 1879, the intervening period being utilised
clnefly for tlie preparation of the necessarv
buildings, which were designed and executed
on a lavish scale. The present nature of tlie
institution has grown out of an amalgamation
of the old Architectural Academy at Berlin and
the Engineering Academy of tlie same citv,
which previously had separate existences. They
had passed through similar phases of develop-
ment, both having been started in a very
modest way during the early years of the
present century. These establishments were
organised under the Prussian Government, and
both were owned and practically managed as
the property of the Prussian people. The new
institution is also essentially a Prussian one, on
which the Government of that country spends
annually a considerable sum of money, and
this point as to the ownership of the original
and subsequently of the new, establishment is
ail important feature to be remembered.
The old Architectural Academy to which I

have just referred, though only in workin
order in the opening days of the present
century, officially dates from April 8, 1799when a charter fora new “ Baushule,” liter-
ally, “Building School," or better, School of
Building Construction, was signed by the then
reigning king, Frederick William III. Its
organisation was primarily intended for the
education of architects and surveyors who pro-
posed entering Government service. The first
curriculum of this early period included no less
than twenty-three subjects, and, though the
qualifications for entry to the classes consisted
almost solely in the possession of a good
character and elementary education, the scope
of the instruction was by no means limited I

should, perhaps, add that this institution was
one of the first of its kind on the Continent.
The old “Building School" verv soon became
popular, and consequently its development was

*A Paper read by Mr. Edwin O. .Sachs, on Wednesd.ay,
- le r6th mst., at the Congress on Technical Education in
London.

rapid
;
so much so, indeed, that greater restric-

tions had to be placed on those wishing to be-
come students. A few years later we hear that
one year’s practical experience in an architect's
or surveyor’s office was a primary condition
for attendance at tliese classes. In 'iSoi no less
than fifty pupils attended the schools, and in
1805 the number had risen to seventy. Here I

would particularly emphasise the fact that the
establishment embodied only the requirements
indicated by its title

;
it was a building school

pure and simple—not an architectural school in
the modern sense. The classes were essentially
of a practical nature. Architecture, as an art,
and design, from an artist’s point of view, were
subjects dealt with by the Prussian Royal
Acadeiiiy of Art, which had then, as it has now,
its arcliitectural studio, and to which members
of the “ Baushule " might belong. It was not
until the year 1828, wlien Professor Stier was
one of the leading masters of the old establisli-
ineiit, that tiie art side of an architectural
education received the attention that it had long
merited from the executive, and soon after, in .

1835, more suitable accommodation for the
development of this side w'as found in an exten-
sive block specially erected by Schinkel. In
1849 the “ Building School " uiiderw'ent re-
organisation, and became a bona-fide architec-
tural academy, managed on university lines, and
with all the freedom traditionally associated
with German university life

;
and tliis not only

refers to the organisation of the establishmeiit
as such, but also, on the one hand, to the spirit
with which the masters treated students, and, on
the other, to the manner in which the students
applied themselves to their studies. The
organisation of 1840 practically remained un-
changed until the great amalgamation of 1879
already alluded to. Tliroughout this period
the courses were followed by an e.xaminatioii
which entitled the successful candidate to
certain claims for Government employment,
and gave liim the title of a Government archi-
tect, even if he did not choose to avail himself
of a public office, but preferred to practise
privately as an architect or surveyor.

It would lead me too far were I to touch in a
similar manner 011 tlie interesting development
of the Engineering Academy, and hence I shall
only note that in iHer it was first known under
the title of the Berlin Technical School. Its
development was, as I have said, not unlike
that of the Architectural Academv, both as
regards classes, conditions of entry,’ and so on,
while in 1850 it was similarly reorganised on
university lines, and from that date became an
engineering academy proper. Meclianical and
mining engineering, naval architecture, and
chemistry were comprised iu its programme,
and each of these sections was, to a certain
extent, regarded as a separate department of
the establishment.
The amalgamation of tliese two Academies

took place, as stated, in 1871), and resulted in the
establishment of the Royal Technical College,
which ill every way' possesses a university
status, and is in no way to be compared to
what we term a “Technical College" in this
country. In order that the college may offer
the best opportunities for tlie most efficient
education, the executive retains the leading
men of the tune for its professorial chairs The
social and educational status of the student is
higli, for every candidate is expected to have
enjoyed a^ superior education at a first-class
school. I-rom a German point of view, the
ppeiise of sending a youth to this college is
by no means a small matter, though it may
seem slight in comparison with Enghsli
university fees. The whole time of the student
has to be gi\’en up to his college work, a full
course of instruction occupying four years or
pei-liaps longer. Tlie Royal Technical College
has its five distinct branches, or, if I may apply
the academic term, faculties, i.c., (i) Archi-
tecture; (2) Civil Engineering

; (3) Mechanical
Engineering

; (4) Mining Engineering,
Chemistry, and Mineralogy

; (5) General
Technical Science. Each division has
its distinct head, who is generally a savant of
considerable experience elected from among
the body of professors of the section iu ques-
tion

;
and the Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, and

General Council of the establishment are
elected on similar lines, subject to the approval
of the Government and the sanction of the
Sovereign. The professorships are in the gift
of the King, the tutorships are granted by the
Executive. The students rank with university
students, and their characteristics and pastimes
are almost identical. The Royal Technical
College is housed in what is doubtless the
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finest building ever devoted to an educationa

establishment of this description ; in fact it is

quite a palace, having considerable architec-

tliral pretensions. It cannot be too much

impressed on those who have witnessed our

technical classes carried on in

surroundings, how important it is that we

should give to technical students a home "h>ch

in every wav embodies the achievements ol

this age of progress in technical science, and

doesiedit to the period of architect^ o

which it belongs. I should much like to

describe the beautiful building and its prac-

tical equipment, which might well serve as a

model to the world, though its conception is

perhaps almost too elaborate and too costl>

from an economic point of view. I must,

however, content myself with saying that its

dimensions are approximately 700 ft. by 300.

that it has live courts, of which the central one

is covered in, and that it has four stories, all

of considerable height. Its lecture-rooms aie

spacious and numerous, and its class-rooms and

studios thoroughly serviceable and well lighted.

The number of students for which it was

intended was 2,000, and to-day, although there

are ’ on on the books, it still admirably fulhls

its purpose ;
but the popularity which its

educational facilities have won for it, will, no

doubt, soon compel a considerable extension

being made. Of these 2,913 students I shou d

here, perhaps at once add, that there are only

366 architectural students fully matriculated,

with 221 non-matriculated, making m all 587,

whilst the mechanical engineers number

together nearlv 1,300. I should also, perhaps,

add that there are a considerable number of

foreigners among the students, Russia, for

instance, regularlv sending a large contingent.

But, turning now to the courses available for

students of the architectural section, I ought

first to sav that, besides the subjects taught in

the architectural division proper, much that is

valuable is to be learned from the civil engi-

neer’s department, in the general technical

classes, &c., and special facilities are afforded

to the architectural student for attending suit-

able lectures in other sections. The archi-

tectural division has eight ordinary and twelve

extraordinarv professors and fifteen tutors,

headed, as l' have said before, by a divisional

chief elected from among the professors. The
courses available include a large number of

different lectures on various periods of archi-

tectural and art history :
further, elementary

and advanced drawing, freehand, perspective,

geometrical, and architectural draughtsman-

ship, water-colour work and modelling. Then,

again, there are classes for the general planning

of private dwellings and public buildings of all

descriptions, for design in various specific

stvles, and for divers purposes, the designing

of ornament, of furniture, of lead-glazing,

metal-work, &c. In addition to these, there

are exhaustive lectures on the evolution of

particular features in design, such as that

of ornament ;
while among the more practical

subjects every form of construction is taught,

from the simplest brickwork to the most compli-

cated iron roofing. The characteristics of dif-

ferent materials are also important subjects dealt

with, as are heating and ventilation. Special

forms of building are also treated as separate

subjects, as well as the various equipments.

For instance, we find lectures on the necessary

appliances for hospitals, prisons, and libraries.

Building legislation is, moreover, not over-

looked. Turning to the lectures which are

given in other sections, we find those on mathe-

matics, physics, statics, geology, chemistry,

book-keeping, and general elementary law, in-

cluded in the curriculum of the general science

division, and in another department the housing
of the working classes—in fact, there are few
German requirements which are not fully

attended to at this college. I use the expression
“ German requirements ” advisedly, for sanita-

tion, which really occupies a very secondary
position in a German architectural practice, re-

ceives scant treatment at this institution. And
again, the measuring up and sketching on the

spot, which we consider so important, the

German architect does not appear to appreciate,

and. as a subject of study, it is almost overlooked

in the Berlin curriculum. Of course, the student

has to select his own subjects, and to distribute

them over the four years which he spends at

the Technical College, and if we turn at

random to the list of subjects taken up by a

first year man on, say. Tuesday, we may pro-

bably find that in the forenoon he attends lec-

tures of an hour each in mathematics, elemen-

tary construction, and a class in elementary

drawing : and in the afternoon, perhaps a

lecture of one hour on geology or materials,

followed by a class of elementary draughtman-

ship of from two to three hours duration, in-

cluding, say, instruction in the classic orders.

If we were then to take a fourtli year’s student's

list for the same dav. we might, on the other

hand, find a two hours’ lecture on the history

of architecture, and a two hours' class on

design in the Renaissance style ;
then in the

afternoon he may give a couple of hours to

practical design, such as the planning of public

buildings, and attend an hour’s lecture on

heating and ventilation. From these examples

it will be seen that in the earlier stages of the

Berlin student’s work, he seeks to obtain a

foundation in draughtsmanship and science,

while at the latter end of his course, he devotes

most of his time to the designing of buildings,

some historical study, and to gaining a know-

ledge of special equipment. It would no doubt

be interesting to follow the architectural

student’s career from year to year or from

term to term, but this would take too long, and

I therefore only quote a couple of examples

from a student's time table,

But now, after these historical and descrip

tive notes on the Royal Technical College at

Berlin, I would ask if there are any advantages

in the system of architectural education adopted

bv the Prussian Government. To my mind,

though the opportunities for study are delight-

ful. there is obviously something wanting in

the whole svstem. Every preparation is made
for the student to obtain knowledge, yet the

esult is by no means as satisfactory as might

be expected. Does not this arise primarily

from the student starting fresh from school

without any previous elementary practical

knowledge of construction ? He has never

been on a building in course of erection, and

does not know the difference between a piece

of oak and a piece of deal. Further, owing to

his not having seen an actual moulding cut,

he has no idea of the method of its production.

For four long years he spends nearly the whole
of his time in theoretical study, and, as far as

my own experience goes, there are but few
men who utilise even the smallest part of

their leisure in getting some idea of the

natm'e of practical work. Does not a school

where merely the theory of architecture is

taught have a tendency to produce an architect

of an academic character, though, of course,

there may be the usual exceptions of brilliant

and talented men. or those who are ambitious

and energetic and who do not follow the lines

laid down for them ? Do not many of the

masters, too, in such a school soon lose all touch

with practical work, and. though brilliant

scientists or historians, on receiving their pro-

fessorship, do not they lose all sympathy with

the movements of the time, and even, by going
through the same course regularly year by
year, become mechanical and uninteresting in

their methods, inspiring no enthusiasm in their

pupils whatever ? I think there can be little

doubt that, as at Berlin, for instance, so always
the best and most popular masters are those

who keep in constant touch with current

thought and practice.

As to the remedy for any unsatisfactory-

results, would it not be advisable that a boy
should have a whole year’s practical work in

an office, with the run of some works for at

least six months before he starts his elementary

studies at the college, and should not every six

months of theoretical study be interspersed

with three months of practical work ? Should

not lessons in design be accompanied by
lessons in the measurement of existing build-

ings, to enable the student to grasp the appear-

ance of what he is putting on paper ? ’Would

it not be well, too, that the instructors in design,,

construction, and in special equipment, should

one and all be men actually in extensive prac-

tice, and that such subjects as history, the _cle-

mentarv sciences, and freehand drawing,,

should be left to men whose vocation is chiefly

to impart knowledge, yet who should be com-
pelled to keep themselves abreast of modern
progress ?

We have had under consideration an estab-

lishment organised on the most elaborate lines,

in which there is but little left to improve, as-

far as the syllabus of the classes is concerned.

The Berlin Technical College has been on its-

trial for over twelve years, and the results, to

my mind, are not at all proportionate to the

amount of time and money expended by the-

architectural student and tlie Prussian Govern-

ment. Indeed, as the Berlin Technical College

is in many respects a model to those advocat-

ing architectural education, so it must also-

serve as a warning to those extremists who-

would advocate merely theoretic study as the

primary basis of a training in architecture and
its actual practice. Much as we can learn from
leading men in special technical subjects, the

Berlin College only too plainly shows what
harm can be done by taking an able man
entirely away from his profession and thus

preventing him from keeping in touch witb

that practical work which brought him into

prominence.
1 would conclude by saying that the archi-

tectural school at the Royal Technical College

of Berlin is an institution well worthy of

our attention, and in many respects of our

imitation ;
but, at the same time, we must

observe the disadvantages of too theoretical an

education, and its evil effect upon a student

destined lor actual practice. What I have said

with regard to the architectural school, I

believe, holds good in many respects for the

several engineering divisions of the same
college.

CHAPTER-HOUSE ROOF, CANTERBURY
C.\THEDR.A.L.

The accompanying diagram is a measured

sketch of the section of the ancient roof of the

Chapter - House at Canterbury Cathedral,

kindly communicated to us by Sir A. Blomfield.

Some remarks in regard to the roof will be

found in a communication from Sir A. Blom-
field in our issue of June 5 (page 508, ante].
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THE ASSOCIATION OP^ MUNICIPAL
AND COUNTY ENGINEERS.

A North Wales district meeting of the
inembers of the Incorporated Association of

Municipal and County Engineers was held at

Llandudno last Saturday. Mr. F. J. C. Mav,
C.E., of Brighton, President,.occupied the chair,

iind amongst those present were Messrs. H.
Percy Boulnois, Liverpool

;
S. S. Platt, Roch-

dale : Gamage, Dudley
;
P'arrington, Conwav

;

Jones, Colwyn Hay
;
Lubley, Hanley

;
Shawe,

Crewe, and others.

Mr. E. Jones, Chairman of the District Coun-
cil, extended a very hearty welcome to the
members to Llandudno, and spoke of the im-
portant work of Municipal Engineers in pro-
moting the health, comfort, convenience, and
general welfare of the community. He be-
lieved there had been a greater advance in

engineering science during the Queen’s long
veign than in any other profession.

The President, in acknowledging the recep-
tion, thanked the Chairman of the District
Council for the kind way in which he had re-
ceived the members of the Association, and
•said that since his previous visit to Llandudno
he had come to the conclusioti that the local
authority was pursuing a wise and liberal
policy with regard to the interests of the town.

Mr. K. P. vStephenson, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,
Engineer to the District Council, read a paper
on the Municipal Works of Llandudno, He
•said that the present resident population was
estimated at y,ooo, and its visiting population
ifi the height of the season, which lasted prac-
tically from Whitsuntide to October, was about
16,000 to 18,000. The town was rapidiv grow-
ing in size, the population in 1871 being 3,695 ;

in 1881, 4,839 ;
in 1891, 7i333 : and at present

was estimated at 9,000. Almost all building
operations were carried on during tlie winter,
and during the present year ur houses were
in progress up to date. The death rate, includ-
ing the visiting population, was, last year,
I 7'4 thousand. The town was governed
by an Urban District Council, and the area
under that control was 2,838 acres in extent.
It had a rateable value of 7.U739/-, and the total
improvement and highwav rates for last year
were 3s. 3d. in the pound. Previous to 1875
tlie town was supplied with water from springs
on the Great Onne, the hill at the northern end
of the town, the summit of which was 679 ft.

above Ordnance datum : these supplies, how-
ever, becoming inadequate for the increasing
population, powers were obtained for a more
extensive supply, and the then Improvement
Commissioners went into the Welsh hills for
their water. They had purchased two lakes,
Dulyn, 36 acres, and Melynllvn, 18 acres, with
a surrounding -watershed of 1,300 acres. The
water was said to be as pure as that of
Loch Katrine. Dulvn formed the chief
supply, and was tapped at a depth of 12 ft.

from the overflow giving an available store
of iiH million gallons. Melvnllyn was also
tapped, under his direction,' in' 1895 to a
depth of 4 ft. 3 in. and connected to' Dulyn,
giving an additional quantitv of 21 million
gallons. The rainfall in these hills was very
great, averaging 97 in. per annum, and owing
to the natural formation of Dulyn and the
ground below it would be a vefv easy and
comparatively inexpensive matter either to
raise the present embankment or to form
another but artificial lake on land already
belonging to the Council. The water was
carried by gravitation for a distance of four
miles to a small service reservoir at Llanbedr.
Though the town was possessed of such a
splendid water supply at its source it had
been found by actual experience that during
certain portions of the day it was impossible
with a 9-inch main to deliver sufficient water
in Llandudno, and this being the case the
l.-'resent Council had decided 'to lay down in
four sections a new main, 15 in. in diameter,
alongside the existing main. This con-
sisted of a total length of 3 miles 3 furlongs
of 15-inch main, including a diversion across
the River Conway, over a new bridge which
was now nearly completed at Tal-y-Cafn. This
diversion answered two purposes—it lessened
the length of tlie main and increased the supply,
and also placed the town in a more secure con-
dition as regarded its supply, as the chief water
mam would then go over the river instead of
under it as at present. Otlier extensions, how-
ever, beyond these were necessary, and tlie
Council intended so soon as the supply was
increased to supply water to points at higher
altitudes than those they at present reached,

chiefly on the Great Orme. The sewage
scheme was carried out by Mr. Baldwin
Latham as engineer, in 1874, the sewage being
discharged into the sea on the Conway Bay
side of the town by a main outfall 21 in. in

diameter, and carried to a point about 1,200 yd.

seaward. When the state of the tide would
not allow of discharge the sewage was tempo-
rarily stored in an egg-shaped tank sewer.

Owing, again, to the increase of the town lie

(Mr. Stephenson) was instructed in 1893 to give

a report upon the sewerage system. This
report was referred to Mr. J.

T. Wood,
of Liverpool, and the joint result was
the decision to materially extend the

system, mainly upon the original lines

adopted by Mr, Baldwin Latham. It was de-

cided (i) to construct a 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft.

relieving sewer from the uppermost end of tlie

existing tank sewer to take all the sewage
from the eastern end of the town

; (2) to con-

struct a new and enlarged outfall 27 in. instead

of 21 in. in diameter
; (3} to make provision for

pumping to be used in case of emergency, and
raising the sewage so as to discharge into the

outfall during any period of high water
; (4)

to divert a quantity of rain-water finding its

way into the sewers. Contracts bad been let

for the whole of the work, with the exception

of the pumping, respecting wliicli there was
great diversity of opinion. The private drain-

age of the town was, on the whole, fair
;
hut

verv great improvement was now being made
under an energetic Sanitary Committee and a

capable sanitary inspector. It liad been his

desire since he left Liverpool to adopt the

system of “private flushing" which obtained

in that city, viz., to flush every house drain

at short periodical intervals free of charge,

and he hoped now that tlie above exten-

sions were carried out, and so soon as the

first section of the new water main was
laid, to inaugurate a flushing gang to do this

work. The gasworks were also the property
of the Council, and the average annual profit

on the gas and water undertakings for the past

ten years had been 677/. Thoiigli the gas-

works belonged to the town the Council were
of opinion that the electric light was also a
necessity, and it had now been definitely

decided to dispose of the house refuse by
destructors in connexion with the electric-light

station. Mr. A. H. Freece had been engaged
by the Council to carry out the electrical por-

tion of the scheme, and the combined
destructor and electric-light station would
consist of four destructor cells placed in pairs,

back to back, three boilers, one of which would
be hand fired, three engines and dynamos and
condenser, battery room, offices, stores, and
other accessories. The capacity of the plant

would be sufficient for 10,000 8-candIe power
lamps, with fifty street lamps burning at one
time. A small infectious diseases hospital had
been erected, and with extensions contem-
plated would give provision for twenty-eight
beds. The provision of a public slaughter-
house had been under the consideration of the
Council for years, and at last the matter had
taken definite shape, and plans had been pre-
pared. There was still, however, very con-
siderable opposition to the scheme, many of

the butchers in the town desiring that a series

of private slaughter-houses under one roof
should be erected, which should otherwise be
under the entire control of the Council. As
there were still so many conflicting interests

at work in connexion witli the scheme, it

remained in abeyance
;

but as the land iiad

been purcliased, and it was the opinion of the
Council that there should be a public slaughter-
house, and that all private slaughter-houses
should be abolished, he lioped that the scheme
would shortly be an accomplished fact. Owing
to land in Llandudno being so dear, and tlie

consequent dearth of suitable houses for

workingmen, the Council, in 1895, tidopted the
“ Housing of the Working Classes Act, and
under this Act were now completing nineteen
workmen’s cottages. Each cottage consisted
of a living room and three bedrooms, with
scullery, water-closet, pantry, and coal-house,
and would cost, with the land, roads, and
sewers, when completed, about 210/. per house.
It was expected that they would be let at from
5 s. to 6s. per house per week. There had
already been 109 applications for the nineteen
cottages, and as the Council were somewhat
divided in opinion as to whether they should
be let to genuine working men or to those
families which were at present living in rooms,
or, in some instances, in somewhat insanitary
buildings which were being gradually done

away with, there was likely to be considerable
discussion before settlement. The means which,
so far, had been taken to protect the pro-
menade, and this only in the worst places, had
been to construct a series of concrete steps

from the promenade level to the shore level,

the total length so far constructed, averaging
eight steps, was 194 yards

;
and the cost, in-

cluding an approach way to the shore, was
512/. Ash wattling had also been used with
success near the pier. It was, however, his

opinion that some more drastic measure would
shortly be necessary to retain the sand and
shingle, which appeared to be leaving the bay.

The footpaths were asphalted at a cost of is. 3d.

per yard.
The President said that the system of flush-

ing of private house drains was one which
commended itself very strongly to him. He
liad endeavoured to adopt it, and so far success-
fully. The Council had acted boldly in taking
the question of lighting into their hands, botli

for gas and electricity. He thought they were
wise in proposing to utilise what heat they
could obtain from the destructors for electric

light, but no doubt they would have to supple-
ment tliat by other means, as he did not think

they would get sufficient. There was no ques-
tion as to tlie opposition of butchers to an
abattoir. Three years ago they opened one in

Brighton, and he was sorry to say up to the
present it had not been a success.

Mr. Boulnois, Liverpool, who proposed a vote

of thanks to Mr. Stephenson for his paper, said

that the flushing of private drains had been
carried on very successfully in Liverpool. Not
only did the flusliing remove any obstructions

in the drains, but it acted as a very excellent

detective as to whether anything was wrong or
not—in fact, it was one of the best inspections

they could make as to the condition of the
drains. They had in Liverpool a considerable
number of gangs consisting of three or four
men under an intelligent ganger

;
the town

was divided into sections, and each house
visited in turn, a record being kept and coloured
on a map in the office. Every house drain was
flushed twice a year, at a cost of between
3.000/. and 4,000/.

Mr. Platt, Rochdale, seconded the vote of
thanks, which was unanimously carried.

The inembers attending the meeting then
drove to tlie Penmaenmnwr granite quarries of

Messrs. Darbyshire, Limited. Mr. Darbyshire
personally conducted the party over the quar-
ries, the various levels being reached by the
mountain railway, sections of which are con-
structed at a grade of 1 in 3V2. The various
sections of the work, including the cutting of

sets, blasting of the rock, and cleaning of road
metal were inspected. At the close of the
inspection the inembers were entertairied to

luncheon in a marquee erected in the grounds
of Mr. Darbyshire’s residence. Mr. Darbyshire,
who presided, proposed the health of the Pre-
sident, who responded. Mr. May remarked
that they had had a great educational treat in

their visit to the works. The amount of
engineering skill and intellect with which the
works had been designed and carried out must
be patent to all. Mr. Lobley, Hanley, proposed
the health of Messrs. Darbyshire, Limited, to

which the host responded. On the return to

Llandudno, a visit was paid to Conway Castle,

Mr. Farrington, Borough Engineer, acting as
guide.

Choir SE.iTS, Rotherham Parish Church.

—

On the 14th inst. the Archbishop of York dedicated
new choir seats and chancel screen erected in the

Rotherham Parish Church. The scheme also in-

cludes the relianging of the bells, the renovation of

the gas coronas and standards, and other improve-
ments. The screen is about 5 ft. 7 in. high, and is

executed in Austrian oak. In design the character
of the existing carved woodwork of the church has
been followed. It is divided, one part being on the
the north side and the other on the south side of the

entrance to the chancel. The old temporary choir
seats, which were poor and inadequate, have been
cleared away, and new stalls and platform provided.
Two carved seats and desks out of the transept.s

have been reused for tlie purpose of the choir, and
tile new work has been made to harmonise with
them. The whole of tlie woodwork lias been
carried out by Messrs. Johnson it Applcyards, of

Rotherliam and Shefliekl, from designs by. and
under the superintendence of, Mr. James E. Kniglit,

architect, of Rotherham. The contract for the re-

hanging of the bells has been placed with Messrs.
Mellaby, of Barnby Dun.
Village Hall, Bowdex, Roxburgh,

—

A new
village hall has just been opened at Bowden, near
St. Boswells. Mr. John Wallace, Edinburgh, was
the arcliitect.
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Jllustrations.

C.-VRVED WOOD PANEL.
design was made for the central

IBN panel of a small folding fireplace

IM*mi screen, to be carved in English walnut.

It is intended to hide a grate when no fire is in

it. The drawing is by Mr. Laurence A. Turner,

and is exhibited in the Architectural room at

the Royal Academy.

WESLEYAN CHAPEL, I'CROSBY, NEAR
LIVERPOOL.

The great changes in this neighbourhood
causing the chapel at Great Crosby, built some
twenty-five or thirty years ago, to be in an un-
suitable position foi the religious work of the
district, it was decided to pull down the chapel
and erect a new one at Crosby, nearer the rail-

way station at Blundell Sands and Crosby,
utilising the old chapel as much as possible for
the school-room or lecture-room at the rear of
the new chapel.

The building is designed t> accommodate
about 700 worshipper--', and has considerable
accommodation in vestries and class-rooms, and
a small gallery at the end over the narthex, or
main entrance.

The work is externally of Yorkshire stone
shoddies, with dressed ashlar quoins and
dressings. The construction of the w'alls gives
deep reveals to all window and door openings. .

The whole of the woodwork is of selected
pitch pine, the roof and principals being all

from the tool, and not stained or varnished.
Tlie chancel, of Caen stone dressing, is

finished with an arcade and reredos, carved by
Mr. Joseph Rogerson. The windows of the
chancel are of grisaille work, with a centre
subject window by Mr. J. Haldam Heaton. The
organ was built by Messrs. Gray & Davidson.
The heating is by hot water by Messrs.

J. R.
Cooper & Sons, the principle adopted being by
radiators in all the windowsunder the sills, and
well warming the corridors and entrances, to
secure a thorouglily-warmed chapel without
draughts.
The general contractor was Mr. Sainuel

Webster, and the clerk of works Mr. S. Gun-
ning. The architect is Mr. J, Francis Doyle,
Liverpot)!. under whose direction the work was
carried out.

The drawing is exhibited in the Architectural
room at the Royal Academy.

PORTIONS OF REMAINS OF THE ROMAN
WALL, NORTHUMBERLAND.

These illustraticns, reproduced from photo-
graphs, are given in connexion with the first

article in this issue, on the subject of recent
exploration and excavation at the Roman wall
of Northumberland.
Owing to a mistake for which we are not

responsible, the first illustration is described on
some of the plates as “ showing portholes of
second occupation.” It should be “pivot-
holes,” but the correction arrived too late for
insertion in all the copies of the lithograph.

DESIGN FOR THE NATIONAL
TELEPHONE COMPANY'S OFFICES.
This was a design >ub!nitted in competition

for the proposed offices of the National Tele-
phone Company, at the corner of Wellington-
street. The building was to contain five shop:
on the ground Hoor, with basements under

,

the floors above being all offices, with lava-
tories, &c., with the exception of the top floor,
which was to contain a suite for the caretaker.
There are three offices shown in the court

building, which is only one floor, and eight in
the back building, four stories, two offices on a
floor

;
and there is a lift to all the floors in the

main building.

It was proposed to face the building with
red brick, with all the dressings in Portland
stone, including the pilasters, which were to
have unpolished gray granite bases

; also a
green slate roof. All the wood-work to be
painted white, with the exception of the shop-
fronts and entrance doors, which were to be of
oak. "rbe competition was limited to si.x, and
the building not to exceed 10,000/.
The design is by Mr. .A. F. Vigers, and we

regret, from an architectural point of view, that
it was not selected, as it is a more satisfactory
though less showy example of street architec-

IFcs/cj’ii/i Chapel, Ciosby. Plan.

‘ Nctlu'ixlitfc," Walion-on-TIiaincs. Plan
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THE mATlOMAL TELEPHOHE COHRAW
COMPETITION DESIGN FOR 5L0CK OF SHOPS & OFFICES

ture than the building in course of erection on
the site.

“ XETHERCLIFFE," WALTON-ON-
THAWES.

The view shows the garden-front of a way-
side house at Walton-on-Thames. The walls
are of red brick

;
the upper story and roof are

tile hung.
Mr. James Smith, of Walton-on-Thames, was

the builder, and Messrs. Niven & W’igglesworth
the architects.

The illustration is from the drawing now
e.xhibited at the Royal Academy.

Baptist Chapel, Fi.eckxey, Leicestershire.
—The foundation-stone lias just been laid of a new
Bapti,st Cliapel, Fleckne)’. Mr. George Starkey, of
Leicester, is the architect. The erection covers the
site of the old one, the chapel itself being estimated
to seat, with the galleries, C50, whilst provision in

tile upper and lower schoolrooms is made for 200
scholars. The builder is Mr. B. Gamble, of
Flcckney

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

Society of Engineers.—At a meeting of

the Society of Engineers, held at the Royal
United Service Institution, Whitehall, on
Monday, the t4th inst,, Mr. G. Maxwell
Lawforcl, President, in the chair, a paper was
read by Professor Herbert W. Umney, on
“The Compression of Air by the direct action

of Water.” The author, by way of introduc-

tion, referred to the importance of obtaining
compressed air by the simplest possible means.
In particular he called attention to the best of

all methods, being the only one whereby the

compression takes place isothermaily. The
idea, however, he observed, was not a new
one. He referred to the ancient methods in

use in Spain, and stated the general principle

underlying the system. He then directed

special attention to the plant erected by Mr.
Frizell, of New York, which gave an efficiency

of 52 per cent, when tested. He stated that an
abstract of these experiments was recorded in

the proceedings of the Institution of Civil

Engineers in 1880. He then described a plant

which has recently been erected by Mr. Taylor,

of ^lontreal, giving an increased efficiency of

10 per cent. He gave in detail the method of

impregnating the water with minute bubbles

of air, the improvement being entirely due to

this feature, and pointed out the alterations

necessary, being confident of obtaining 75 per

cent, of the power at command. He also gave

records of the trials conducted, and has com-
puted the various hydraulic losses in the

apparatus. He summarised the advantages of

adopting this principle as follows :— i. The
compression takes place isothermaily. 2. The
initial outlay, repairs, and working expenses

are less than by any other means. 3. It is

suitable for adoption in the case of low water-

falls. He claimed that these advantages far

outweighed the objections of sinking a shaft.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

Messrs. Shanks & Co. (Barrhead, Glasgow)

send us their handsomely got up catalogue of

sanitary appliances, mostly intended for ships,

this firm making a special feature of this kind of

work for shipping. They show various forms of

solid pedestal closets with lugs for screwing to

the deck, all those for sea-going ships being

valve closets
;
washdown closets being unsuit-

able, as the rolling of the ship tends to empty

the traps. Besides these, there are illustrations

of folding lavatories for ships, baths, urinals,

^c., and storm-valves for guarding the outlets.

Me^srs. Thos. Crapper Co. (Chelsea)

send us their catalogue of sanitary ware, which

includes some special features—among these

are the " Kenon ” disconnecting trap, in which

the flow through the trap is quickened by mak-

ing the channel at this point of egg-shape

section, and the white glazed bricks for inspec-

tion-chamber floors, giving a glazed convex

surface between tbe walls and centre channel,

curving towards the channel. They also show

an intermediate supply cistern forvalve closets,

rightly observing that this is essential, even for

a valve closet, where the water-closet supply is

drawn from a general cistern. Messrs. H. W.
Caslon & Co. send us their illustrated catalogue

of printing materials, which are sold by them

as agents for the Hamilton Manufacturing^

Company of Wisconsin, and are said to bear

practical testimony to the superiority of

American printers' joinery as compared with

that manufactured in this country. Of this, of

course, use is the test. The catalogue includes

rule and tvpe cases, galley cabinets, “ a noiseless

forme trofley,” composing frames, type-cabmets

of many forms, steam and hand presses, &c.

Among the minor articles is a panelled backing

for large electros, specially made of selected

wood to preclude warping. Messrs. B. Finch

& Co. (Lambeth) send us their “ Supplement to

Finch's Diarv for 1897,” giving illustrations of

several important sanitary articles, intended

more especially for hospitals, among which

may be mentioned the “ Hospital Slop Sink

with Drainer,” of curved section with a three-

gallon wash-out flush operating from the rim,

and teak drainer fitted into a slot, which can

he removed when required, and which when
in position is washed by eacli flush. The white

porcelain fire-clay sink with a fluted drainer of

the same material is also worth attention, and

the Hospital Bath valve by svhich hot water

cannot be introduced without first introducing

cold, the object being to pre' ent the possibility

of scalding, or of cracking the porcelain

bath, by the sudden introduction of over-

heated water. It is to be noticed that

the illustrations of all the articles are given

in a practical manner by plans and sections

drawn in line, not by the shaded-up pictorial

illustrations often found in catalogues of sani-

tary ware, and which are of no use except to

attract the eye. Messrs. Bullock (Bermond-

sey) send us their catalogue of ranges and

stoves, including the “'VV'estonian cheap

range, which appears very compact and simply

arranged. A small portable range (1007) is

also a convenient and apparently well-arranged

one, and there are otlier articles of interest in

the catalogue. Messrs. Waring send us an

illustrated catalogue of an apparently rather

remarkable collection of antique furniture,

tapestries, embroideries, brocades, &c., re-

moved from old castles, churches, and convents,

chiefly in Spain and Italy. The illustrations

include, among other things, a remarkable

vestment of the''eighth century, and a fine Dutch
“ Xef,” or ship centrepiece, besides many inte-

resting examples of Renaissance tapestries, &c.
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(EorresponDcnce.

To the Editor of The Bitilder.

THE ASSOCIATES' (R.I.B.A.) VOTE.
Sir,—

T

he decision of the Chairman at last

Monda3-'s meeting was so unexpected and so extra-
ordinary that I trust you wilt permit both Fellows
and Associates to express their opinion thereon, a
course the^" were naturallv prevented from taking
at that meeting.
The words of tlie Charter (Clause 28) are, to my

mind, very clear, and I thought I had secured the
onl\' possible interpretation of them from the Presi-
dent at the previous meeting (Maj* 51). The clause
s.iys tliat Associates may not vote “in respect of

tlie making and adopting, altering, revising, suspend-
ing. or rescinding of any h\--law.’’ The question is,

can that possiblv affect the Associates’ right to vote
cm a resolution giving the Council, as from the
-ji'liok body of the Iiisli/tilc, the right to do a certain
thing? Wlien the question of altering tlie b^'-law
to give effect to thi.s direction to the Council came
up for decision, the Associates, it is clear, could not
vote, and the paper i.ssued to u.s containing the
resolutions was quite correcth' drawn up and clearly
contemplated the different conditions. For at the
top of page 54 on that paper I read. “In the
went of the foregoing resolutions being carried it

will be necessary to alter certain by-laws
;

" and then
follow the suggested alterations. I'pon these no
Associate could, of course, vote.
The Chairman's ruling is so far-reaching that I

trust the Associates will take the matter into court,
and get a proper decision on it. and I shali be very
glad to subscribe to a fund for this purpose. For
Avhat is the situation now? AVe are forbidden to

vote on a recommendatin]i to the Council to do
ijiiylliiiifi which will iir.'oh'v the alteration of a by-
law. In fact, the Chairman has read into the
•Charter words that do not exist there, and he now
makes us ineligible to vote, not only “ in the making,
altering, &c.," of a by-law as intended Iw the
Cliarter, but in any matter zcliicli involves the making,
altering, Ac.

Tliat his ruling will be maintained by anv court
of law I do not for a moment believe, and I trust
that steps will be taken to upset it. The matter
under discussion on IMonday was of the smallest im-
portance. but some other time this ruling may be
accepted as a precedent, and the gravest injustice he
perpetrated. Surely tlic* Council itself cannot wish
tlie ruling of one man, however well meaning, to
uj^set the clear intention of the Charter. That
lliey have no such wish I believe, or the resolutions,
&c., on tlie paper would not have been printed in

the form—the correct form—in which thev reached
us.

I shall anxiously await a pronouncement of the
new Council on the subject.

C. H. Brodie.
*** Tlie point is certainh’ one open to difference

of opinion, but we do not think the conclusion is hv
anj' means so obvious as our correspondent seems
to consider it. It may certainly be argued that if

Associate members vote for a proposal involving the
change of a b\'-law, they are practicalh’ voting for
the change of Hie hy-Iaw, and tliat it is contrary to
tile spirit of the Cliarter if not to the letter. This,
we presume, was tlie view that tlie Chairman took
on Monday.—Eli.

THE POSITION OF THE ORGAN IN
CHURCHES.

Sir.—

I

n a “ Note ” in your last issue referring to

the above question you saj' it is the “ Conservatism "

of the clergy which stands in the wav of improve-
ment. Now, a mania for turning ever3'thing upside
•down and inside out. coupled with an almost insane
iiatred of everything savouring in the slightest

degree of antiquity (and especially of the detested
and detestable eighteenth century), can hardly. I

think, properly be called “ Conser\atism.” Yet these
have undoubtedly been the prevailing characteristics
of tlie clergy of the Church of Engfand during the
past tliirty years or so. “ Conservatism ” would
iiave led them to rctoiv. the organ at the vest end.
where it had been placed for at least many hundreds
of 3'ears.

Let us console ourselves with the reflection that
though “ fads " may endure for a day, common sense
generally triumphs in the long run. H. E. T.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY REFLECTION.
Sir.—

M

y attention has been called to vour re-

marks re the electric lighting at the Royal Palace
Hotel, in your issue of tlie 12th inst. The whole of

this work was arranged by me and carried out to my
specification and under my supervision bv’ the firm
of Messrs. Donnison, Berh'ii, & Co., electrical con-
tractors. I quite agree with 3‘our views as to this

form of reflected lighting being used where the archi-
tectural details of a building permit ; but I have
experienced difficulty in persuading my clients to
adopt this system, as tliey regarded it in the nature
of a costly experiment, with little chance of a success-
ful result. However, having now. in spite of some
opposition, installed it in a public building. I have
no doubt but that the arrangement will be more
generally used. Adri.ax CoI-LIXS.

Sir,—

I

f 1 have not alread3- occupied too much of

3'our valuable space. I shall be glad of a little more
to reph’ to the two letters of your correspondent,

Mr. Norman Wight. In calling attention, in m\’

paper before the Architectural Association, to the

advantages of a valve-closet. I was, of course, re-

ferring to an up-to-date valve closet, and had more
especialh- the “Optimus” closet in my mind

;
but

the latter being a patent of mine, I was desirous of

sa3nng nothing in reference to it tiiat might have
even the semblance of an advertisement. Evidenth’
Mr. Wight has never seen this closet, and it may
interest him to know that tlie overflow trap is made
to discharge into a ventilated pipe above the level of

the basin-valve

—

i.e.. into a pipe which is open to

the air just outside the external wall of the closet,

which pipe not onh* ventilates the " valve-box,” hut

prevents an3‘ action upon the water seal of the

overflow trap. Moreover, this trap in practice is

rarely, if ever, fouled, for the overflow arm being
open downwards from the top, affording a ready
means of inspection and access, and tlie flushing

rim of the basin being continued around it, the

overflow trap is tlioroughh' Hushed out ever3' time
the closet iianclle is pulled, and quite independenth’
of anv water which inav be held in the basin.

S. Stevexs HELLYER.

Cbc Stubent’s Column.

SPECIFICATIONS.—XXV,
KI-;i‘AIK.S.

O N writing a specification for repairs the

student must be careful not to confuse
this with a specification or, more pro-

perly, a schedule of dilapidations. Tlie latter

is generally written with inelusiveness as its

chief quality, and is, therefore, usually vague
'ather than definite. As a guide to the mctliod

of specifying repairs our best plan will be to

oroceed through the various trades, noting

especially matters in which this class of specifi-

cation differs from that lor a new building.

Bricklayer.

Defective Walls.— Describe the extent to

whicli these are to be taken down and rebuilt :

as for example :—Take down the upper part of

front wall to a distance of 12 ft. 6 in. below top

of parapet
;
and rebuild in q-in. work in mortar

to the same height as before, (Describe the

kind of pointing. State if the old bricks from
the pulling down are to be re-used.)

Poinlinsl to Il’n/Zs.—Describe the extent to

which walls are to be pointed, where and how
they are to be cleaned, if they are to be stained

or coloured, and the description of pointing.

Poiniinst to Door and WindotcFranies.—State

that the old pointing is to be raked out, and
specify whether the new pointing is to be in

lime and hair or in cement.
Rcscttiiift Stoves and Ranges.—State that the

stoves and ranges which are to be reset are to

be taken out and reset. The throating, flaunch-

ings, covings, See., being made good.

Chiinney-fots.—State how many and what
description, and make it clear whether they are

to be in replacement of brokenones, or whether
they are to be additional. In the former case

the old fiaunchings ought to he removed in

order to make a sound job of the setting of the

new pots.

Mason.

Describe what stonework requires to be
taken out and renewed, what is capable of

being pieced, and what merely requires to be
taken down and rebuilt. In the case of copings
and other masonry continued in long lengths,

it would frequently happen that part onh'
requires renewing to a greater or lesser extent,

and then the specification should define how
much is to be renewed or repaired, as the case

mav he
;
as the common slipshod practice of

specifying that the defective parts are to be
taken out and renewed is likely to lead to diffi-

culties, especialh' if competitive tenders are
being invited from builders.

If the necessary repair or renewal of any
work is of a very extensive character, it may
be necessary to provide and specify shoring
during the progress of the work.

In the case of worn steps, define whether
they are to be taken out and entirely renewed
or turned over and re-dressed, or whether
pieces may be let in, or whether, if broken,
they may be merely rejointed and cramped.
Paving would generally require to be taken

up and relaid to current, with probably a new
foundation and some part at least (querx' what
part) should be renewed.

Slater and Tiler,

Specify how much, if any, of the roofing
material is to be taken off and relaid, or whether

merely the broken and defective slates or tiles

are to be renewed. Also specify the renewal
of pointing and torching to til'eing, and the

resetting and possibly the renewing of ridges

and retilleting.

Carpenter anti Joiner.

The repairs in this trade are comparatively

easy to specify, as generally speaking it is a case

of entire renewal of broken or defective parts.

Perhaps the most frequent exception to this is

in the case of treads of stairs where the neces-

sities of the case may sometimes be met by re-

newing the nosing only. In any case where
dry-rot exists the entire removal of all parts of

the woodwork however slightly affected must
be stringently enforced, and, of course, proper

and adequate ventilation would have to be ar-

ranged.
The ironmongery is equally simple. If any

which has to be renewed is to match any old

work this must be specially mentioned as even

if the patterns are simple they may be old-

fashioned, and considerable difficulty may be

experienced in matching. A careful estimator

would make a considerable addition to the price

of work which is to be matched.

Smith and rounder.

In this trade again repairs in the strict sense

are almost out of the question. It is generally

a question of renewal. Even in the case of

stoves and ranges, which comprise by far the

greater part of the repairs strictly so called in

this trade, it is often cheaper and more satisfac-

tory to renew the defective part, except in those

cases where a special casting has to be dealt

with.

Rain-water pipes, eaves gutters, and other

rain-water goods are, of course, quite irrepar-

able. In the case of ornamental balconies,

balustrades and railings, it is a matter of im-

portance to have the defective parts as a general

rule replaced by others to match the remainder

of the work, and this must therefore be clearly

stipulated.

Whatever repairs in this trade are specified,

the student must be quite sure that the repairs

are possible, and cheaper than renewal, and
should carefully explain in the specification the

manner in which the repair is to he executed.

Thus the student might consider the various

ways in which the repair might be performed

to a wrought iron railing, the feet of the upright

bars of which have been let into stone and run

with lead, and have become decayed by gal-

vanic action and rust. Tliis is a condition of

things which frequently exists, and is capable

of several various methods of repair other than

complete renewal.
Plasterer.

Ceilings.—Specify to what extent defective

ceilings'are to be cut down, whether or not the

lathing is to be renewed, and what description

of plastering is to be carried out.

Tr<i//s and Partitions.—Speedy these in a

similar way.
Cornices.—Define whether the whole of the

cornices are to be renewed, or whether part

onlv needs to be re-run, or whether stopping of

cracks will meet the case. As regards enrich-

ments, specifv that they are to match those

existing, or whether entirely new enrichments

are to be put in.

Distempering.—Speedy washing down and
stopping, and clear-coleing if necessary. Par-

ticularlvif enrichments are to be soaked and

cleaned out, specify that they are to be cleaned

of all whitewash down to plaster.

E.vternal irur/c.—Make it clear whether re-

pairs are to be in similar materials to the

existing, which may be of lime stucco, or

Roman cement, or whether it is to be done in

Portland cement. Remember that patching up

of defective external plastering is generally a

very unsatisfactory performance, and usually

has to be very speedily repeated.

Plumber and Zinc Worker.

The repair of external lead and zinc work
generally consists simply of soldering. If this

is what is desired it should be so stated, but if

a more satisfactory and permanent repair is

wanted, then partial or complete renewal of

the lead or zinc must be specified. State, if

the old lead is to be removed, what is to be

done with it, whether the contractor is to take

it away, in which case the most satisfactory and

equitable proceeding is for the contractor to

quote a price per cwt. which he will allow for

the old lead, and for it to he weighed when
stripped from the roofs. In dealing with in-

ternal work, repairs may be needed to joints or

to pipes, the latter generally would be a ques-
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tion of renewal. Witli regard to fittings define

precisely whether any or all arc to be renewed

or whether new washers or regrinding or

other repair will satisfy the case.

Be careful to include a stipulation for clean-

ing of gutters and fiats in external work, and

of traps and safes in internal woru.

Pointer, Glazier, and Poperhau^er.

The most important point for the student to

define with regard to painter’s work is the

extent of the preparation for the paint, whether

a mere washing down and sizeing is sufficient,

or whether rubbing down with pumice stone

or burning off or removing with pickle are to

be employed. Wlien the work is prepared

the painting will then generally be on similar

lines, as far as the specification is concerned,

to that of new work.

In the glazier’s work repairs generally con-

sist of hacking out and renewing broken glass,

and the specification should define what con-

stitutes a break, It is a very common practice

to assume that one crack in a pane of glass is

not a break, but that two cracks do constitute

a broken pane. The removal and making

good of decayed putty is also to be specified

where required
;
and the cementings and

attachments of lead lights, of course making it

clear what quality of cementing material and

connexion are required. In specifying repairs

for paperhanger, in all good work, the walls,

of course, would be stripped to the plaster,

then stopped and sized before re-papering.

Specify if the papering can be repaired with

paper to match, which will only likely be the

case when papering has been comparatively

recently done, as patterns are rapidly super-

seded. Careful householders often preserve a

piece or two of paper for repairs, but as that

hung on the walls usually fades, the precaution

to be complete should include the hanging up

of the paper exposed to the light.

churchyard is fenced in by brick w.alls and piers. Memorial Hall, wliich will be added on to the

witii wrought-iron railings and gates. The gas existing Lansdowue-place Ragged Scliool. The

fittings are of wrought iron. Tlie fittings generally new Hall, which has been designed by Messrs-

are of pitch pine. The work througliout has Searle and Hayes, and which is being built by

been designed and superintended by Mr. Medland 1 <- ~-i .^c u.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
ST. JOHN' THK Baptist Chi rcu, Nkw Si’kixgs.

Lan’CASUIKE.—This new church was consecrated

recently by Hr. Kvle, Lord Bishop of Liverpool,

The architect, in liis description of the building,

says that the plan of tlie new church is unusual.

There are no nave aisles, but a broad nave, which is

drawn to an apsid.al ending towards the east. The

centre arch of the apse opens into the clianct- 1 . The

side skew arches open respectively into the north

and south clianccl aisles. The south chancel aisle is

regarded as a chape! for services in which only

comparatively few take part, but it is so arranged

that its occupants can join in the service when the

church is full. Near this chapel is a door. The

north chancel aisle, marked off from chancel and

nave hy arcaded traceried screens, is divided into

clergy and choir vestries and organ chamber. At

the west end is a central tower, the lower story is

four steps above the nave floor, and forms the

baptistry. On the north side, near the west end, is the

main entrance porch, provided with a narrow side

door {in addition to the wide front door). The ch;

cel arch is carried on massive circular pillars, ilanked

by the two side arches of theapse. The east window
has three lights of unusual width, and tracery above.

Below the window is a reredos of stone, with a

central medallion of stone containing a sculpture of

the Agnus. The chancel is of three hays—three
arches on each side—the two westernmost, nortli

and south, respectively opening into the chancel

aisles. Looking west from the chancel steps is

seen the arch of the baptistry, with a wide one-

light window beyond. The east chancel window is

of similar glass in patterns, with symbols and

devices
;
but the centre light, which is 3 ft. wide, is

filled with stained glass, the work and the gift of

Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bavne. The subject is

the baptism of Our Lord by St. John the Baptist.

This is essentially a brick church. The design

suited to the material. It is not at all a design for

stone building just carried out in brick. Brick is

accepted as a digniiied and worthy material, and is

treated as brick should be treated, simply and un-

affectedly. Even the window tracery is for the

most part brick, with just a little relief in stone,

where stone is constructionally better. Outside

there is red brick. Inside, red brick again for the

most part, with golden buff bricks to relieve the

larger plain wall spaces. At the west end of tlr

chancel is a dwarf brick wall, carrying a low screen

or cresting of ironwork, which is continued around

Ihe pulpit, the ironwork of the pulpit being a little

fuller and more ornate. A slight wrought-iron arch

emphasises the entrance to the chancel. The Bible

lectern is attached to and forms part of the low iron

screen. In the four open arches at the side of the

chancel are arcaded and traceried wooden screens.

The tower is covered with a quadrilateral green

.slated roof. The chancel roof is somewhat higher

than the nave, high enough to admit of a clearstory

above the aisle roof. An east window in the north

chancel aisle is so contrived as to light the organist’s

key-board. The heating is by hot water. The

'aylor, the architect, of Manchester. Mr. C. B.

Holmes was the builder. The church will seat 5°.5

adults, but on special occasions seventy more might

be accommodated. The contracts amount to 5,230/.

The churcli has been built with varied tints of

Runcorn stone, and the bricks of the inside are

Riiabon, with red facings round the windows, whilst

the other portions of the walls are gold and buff.

The bricks of the outside are from the Wigan Coal

and Iron Company's works.

JOHN' RoHiNsox Memorial Ciil'rch, Gaixs-

HOUOUGil.—The dedication services in conne.xion

with the John Robinson Memorial Church, Gains-

borough, were initiated on the gth inst. The site,

which comprises 1.777 square yards, cost 1,510/.,

the total cost being slightly over 7,000/. The prin-

cipal entrance, in the main road, has large folding

doors, under an elliptical arch supported on stone

shafts with carved capitals. Above this is a seven-

light window, the head being of elliptical form, and

the upper part filled with tracery. There are two

turrets on the front elevation, terminating in stone

octagonal heads. The building is of red brick with

bands of stone work, and the heads, sills and

otiier salient features are of stone. The roof is

covered witli Westmoreland slate. A iieche is

placed on the ridge, in which is placed the ventilator.

There are projecting buttresses on the sides of the

building. Sitting accommodation is provided for

fioo adults. Three doorways in front and sides give

admission into the churcli, and additional exit doors

are provided at the other end. The gallery for the

organ and singers is behind the rostrum, and is

approached bv a separate staircase from the out-

.side. The minister’s vestrv is immediately behind

the rostrum, and is provided with a private entrance.

The deacons’ vestry is near the ministers’ vestry.

The light columns supporting the galleries are con-

tinued up and support the roof, which is of open

timber work with wrought ties, principals. &c. The
lecture hall at the rear of the church provides

accommodation for seating 300 adults. Class rooms

are arranged round the hall which will be used for

the Sunday School. There is an infants' school pro-

cled. The architects were Messrs. R. C. and E. K.

Sutton, of Nottingham.
Proposed New Exchange, Newcastle.—

I

t is

proposed to erect an Exchange at yu.ay.side. New-
castle, from plans prepared hy Mr. C. T. Marshall,

architect. Newcastle. On the ground floor there

will be an entrance hall from the Quayside, having

a small office for the porter commanding tiie main

ntrance. There is an ante-room or vestibule

about 40 ft. in length and 20 ft. in breadth. Next

tliere will be a reading-room, wliich will be about

53 ft. long and 28 ft. broad. The Exchange Hall

will be 1 10 ft. in length, 47 ft. in breadth, and 30 ft.

in height to tlie cornice, and about 40 ft. to the top

of the domes. A row of seven telephone-rooms witli

small office for telephone clerk will be at one end of

the hall. On the ground Hoor also will be a Board-

room, a hmcheon-room about 50 ft. in length, and

offices for secretary and clerks, and for callers,

letters, Ac. On the upper lloors in the rear rooms

will be provided for club-rooms, smoking-rooms, iXc.,

with kitchen and residence for caretaker on the top

Hoor.
CHi-RCH School, Factt. L.axcashire.—

O

n the

ith inst. the foundation stone of a new infants'

schoolroom for St. John's dav school, Facit, was

laid. Mr. F. Rodley is the architect, and the con-

tractor is Mr. John Dver.

The Gl.asgow Building Trade.—

A

t a recent

sitting of the Glasgow Dean of Guild Court, thirty-

five applications were considered, and linings were

granted for upw.irds of 100,000/. worth of new pro-

perty. Adding to that amount the value of the

work passed at last Court day, the new linings

granted for the month reaches the total of 184,000/.

The chief linings were those granted to the Baltic

Cliambers. Limited, who received permission to

erect a block of offices in Wellington. Cadogan, and

Holm-streets, Glasgow, at a cost of 38,500/. ;
to the

Rev. James Stalker, D.D., and the deacons, as

trustees of Free St. Matthew’s Church, Glasgow,

who received permission to erect a church and hall

in Garscube-road, Glasgow, at a cost of 5,000/. ; to

David S. C.argill, merchant, Glasgow, and the

trustees of the Glasgow Church of Scotland Church

Extension Association, who were granted a lining to

erect a church and hall at the corner of Doncaster

and Hinshaw-streets, Glasgow, to be called St.

Cuthbert's Church ; to the trustees of the Associa-

tion for Infirm Children, who received permission to

make alterations on East Park Home, Maryhill
;

and to the Glasgow Eastern Co-operative Society,

who were granted a lining fortenements of dwelling

houses on the south-west side of Baltic-street,

Bridgeton, Glasgow. The remaining linings were

mostly for tenements of shops and dwelling-houses

in various quarters of the city.

Cape, Bexhill-OX-Sea.—The Royal,Cafe Restau-

rant, Devonshire-road. Bexhill-on-Sea, was opened

recently. The building has been erected, from plans

supplied by Mr. G. H. Gray, architect, by Messrs.

Sanders & Co., builders.

DuDi-TELi) Memorial H.all, Southw.ark.—ahe

memorial-stones have ju.5t been laid of the Dudfield

Messrs. Holliday and Greenwood, of Brixton.will

accommodate some 500 children.

Church, Yeovil. -The new Church of St.

Michael and All Angels, Pen Mill. Yeovil, w.as

opened on the 12th inst. The building was coni-

menced about two years ago, and is in the Perpen-

dicular style. It consists of a chancel, nave, aisles,

and side chapel, and a tower at the south-west

corner. It is built of Hamhill stone. The scats are

made of pitch-pine, while the Hooring is composed
of solid blocks, with tiled aisles and chancel. The
carving has been done by Mr. Harry Hems, of

Exeter. There are three panels at the chief altar,

with representations of the Incarnation, Crucifixion,

and the Entombment of our Lord. 1 he church has

already cost over 8,000/. The architect is Mr.
J.

Nicholson Johnston of Yeovil. The contractor lias

been Mr. Pollard, of Bridgwater, and Mr. Henry
Moore, of Frome has been the clerk of the

works.
Schools, Leeds.—New day schools, which liave

been erected in connexion with St. Luke’s Church,

North-street, Leeds, were opened on the 12th inst.

The sciiools have been built on the central Jiall

system, with the class rooms arranged on eitlier side.

There arc four class-rooms, each 25 ft. by 20 ft.,

and two 28 ft. by 20 ft. The central hall is ho ft,,

bv 28 it., and at the south end, opposite the

entrances, is a raised platform, divided from it by

patent swivel partitions, so as to form a teachers'

room, or a platform and stage when the central liall

is being used for parochial or public purposes.

Entrance to the schools is gained by two porches

and lavatories, 18 ft. by ib ft., which are built close

up to the Skinner-lane frontage. The building is

heated by means of hot-water pipes and coils. .The

schools have been erected from tiic designs and
under the superintendence of Messrs. Smitli

Tweedale, architects, Leeds.

New Convalescent Home, Grange-over-
Sands.—This home is built of local limestone, witli

red sandstone dressings, and is covered with blue

Welsh slates. It is on the pavilion plan, with tlie

administrative block in the centre, and the dormi-

tory and dining room wings on each side, in tlie

forni of the letter L. .At present only the adminis-

trative block and one wing have been built. The
accommodation includes a dining hall for severity

persons, dav room, 27 ft. long by 22 ft. wide, with a
large b.iy window overlooking the se.a, with win
dows alsai to the south, and a glazed door leading,

out on to the verandah and into the grounds.

The steward has a private entrance from the

front, with entrance hall an<l dining room on
ground Hoor. and a private stairca.se to tlie sitting

and three bed rooms on the first and seconcl

floors, being connected with the main block on each

Hoor by a glazed door. From the entrance iiall

the main staircase leads immediately to the first

and second lloors, well lighted by windowii on each
landing. There are four dormitories, divided into

sleeping compartments by hoarded partitions, 7 ft.,

high, to accommodate 32 men, warmed by a service

of hot water pipes, running round each dormitory,

passing through each sleeping compartruent, and
kept at an even temperature. Fresh air is brought
in by tubes placed in the external walls, and the

vitiated air is taken off at tlie ceiling level into pipe

Hues built in the walls and carried up to the roof.

The cost of the home is about 3,000/., and the coli-

tractors for the works are Mr. Enoch Denny, Gnuige-
over-Sands, walling, slating, and pla.stering

;
Messrs.

Nelson Bros., Kendal, carpenter and joiner ; and M r.

Lawrence Airey, Kendal, plumbing, painting, ami
glazing. Mr. J.

Hutton, Kendal, is the architect.

Restoration ok Church, near Billing-
BOROL'GH, Lincolnshire.—The church of St. James
at Aslackby, near Billingboroiigh, which has been
undergoing restoration for some time, was reopened
on the 8tri inst. by the Bisiiop of Lincoln. The
interior of the church has been .Almost entirely re-

modelled to plans prepared by the late Mr. James.
Fowler, of Louth, and since carried out under the

superintendence of his son, Mr. H. Fowler. ,The

contractors were Messrs. Walter & Hensman, of

Horncastle.
Additions to .Alloa .Academy.—A new secondary

department in connexion with Alloa Academy has
just been completed. Th.e building has been
erected from plans prepared by Mr. R. Bryden,
architect, Glasgow. The new building is two stories

in height. Internally the centre is occupied by a
rectangular hall, rising through botii stories, with
galleries round it on the upper Hoor, and lighted by
a glazed cupola and end window. The hall commu-
nicates at either side with the entrance doors and
staircases for boys and girls, and gives access on the

ground Hoor area and from the gallery to all the

class-rooms in the building. The staircases .are

separated from the hall by arches formed with stpne

columns and pilasters. The stairs are wide and of

easy gradients, and are lined with tiles. Cloak-
room accommodation is provided near the entrances
for both boj’s and girls, and a special cloak-roop^ is

on the upper Hoor for senior girls. The accomnio-
dation for scholars on the ground floor comprises
four separate class-rooms. On the upper floor

special class-rooms are arranged for technical,educa-
tion. These comprise a chemical laboratory with
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working benclius, in connexion with which a
hahvnce-room and chemical store-room are pro-
vided. Adjoining the laboratorv a lecture-room has
been planned. The cookery class-room is reached
directly from the girls' staircase. The north end of

the upper part of the building is whoHv occupied by
drawing class-rooms and cast-room. There are two
teachers’ rooms provided in the building. The prin-

cipal contractur.s for the different works were ;

—

Mason, Mr.
J.

Philp, Tillicoultry
;

joiners, Messrs.

A. Mitchell & Son
;

plumber. Mr. James Philp
;

plasterer. Mr.
J.

Walker, Alva
;

painter. Mr. J.

Robertson. Alloa.

Baptist Chapel, Barry.—Foundation stones of

a new Welsli Baptist Chapel were laid at Barry
Dock recentlv- The huflding will be constructed
chieffv of native stone, with red Dean Forest stone
dressings. It is de.signed in the Gothic style, will

be ft. long and 40 ft. wide in the main building,

with galleries provided, and will be sufficient to

accommodate about 700 worshippers. The designs
were prepared by Mr. Jenkin Williams. Cardiff, and
the contract for executing tlic work has been secured
by Mr. Jonathan Lewis, Cadoxton.

' Cottage Hospital. Actox.— The foundation
stone of a cottage hospital at Acton was laid on the

Oth insl. by Lady Rothschild. Tlie building has been
dc-signed by Mr. C. Bell. The main wards are at

each side, one for males and one for females, each
containing four beds and a cot, and there will be a
room for convalescents, an operating-room, hospital

dispensary, accommodation for matron and nurses,

and admini.strative offices. Above will be seven
rooms, available as bedrooms or as special rooms for

patients.

Wesleyax Chapel. Eccleseield. Yorkshire.

—

Memorial stones of a new Wesleyan chapel at

Ecclesfield were laid recently. Tiie new edifice,

whicli has been designed by Mr. H. W. Locliwood,
of Sheffield, and is being built by Messrs.

J.
Mastin

& Son. also of Sheffield, will be 75 ft. long, with a
lireadtli. at the widest part, of 57 ft., and across the
nave of 45 ft. It is to consist of a nave and tran-

septs. with a large organ and choir gallery, and will

accommodate on the ground floor and in the gallery,

which occupies three sides. 650 worshippers. -At

tile rear are vestries, lavatories, S:c. Right and left

nf a central vestibule are wide stone staircases

leading to the gallery, and forming semicircular

bays. The cost of the new chapel will be 2.350/.

Metal Exchaxge, Sw.vxsea.—The new Shvansea
Metal Exchange was opened on the Sth inst. Tiie

building was designed bv Mr. H. W. Wills, and the
conlract was given to Mr. Tliomas Davies, the total

cost of the building being 3,500/. The E.xchange is

built in Queen Anne style, and carried out in red
brickwork, with stone dressings. The main entrance
is from Fisher-street. The corridor is tiled, and leads
into the large E.xchange, the inside of which is 50 ft.

liy 40 ft., and 20 ft. high, and has a carved elliptical

robf: The building also contains two other rooms.
The roof is covered with tin plates.

Wesleyax Church, Hull.—The foundation
stone was laid on the loth inst. of the e.xtension of
the Sunday school and church premises of the
Coltman-street Wesleyan Church, Hull. A portion
of the walls of the old school remains, and also
several class-rooms. There is to be a central ball of

5Q ft. by 37 ft., with a gallery around. This has
been made to accommodate about 750 scholars.

Tlie infants' class-room is to be 33 ft. 6 in. by
23 ft. 6 in-, in addition to which tliere will be a
young women's class-room, with a X’Oiing men’s
class-room on the lirst floor the same size. Seven-
teen class-rooms of various sizes are also provided
for. The central hall is made with an open timber
roof. Separate staircases are provided for bnvs
and girks. The contract was given to Mr. George
Houlton, and amounted to 2,671/., the work lieing

under the supervision of Messrs. Gelcler & Kitchen,
architects.

SCHOOL, Kilsyth, Stiklixo.—

T

he Burgh School
Board have agreed to erect a new infant school in

the Burgh Academy grounds capable r-f holding
(>oo pupils. Mr. Kobt. Hay has been app'ointed
architect.

catholic School, Leylaxd. L.axcashire.—The
memorial stone of tiie new day school in connexion
witli St. Mary's Mission, Lcyland. was laid recently.
Ttie cost of the building will be about t.ooo/. Mr.

J. A. Seward, of Preston}, is the architect
;

Mr.
Thomas Jackson, of Lcyland, the builder

: and the
Joinery work' is in the hands of Mr. James Tomlin-
son. of Lcyland. The school will accommodate some
250 .scholars. The building externally is faced with
Accrington bricks and Longridge stone dressings.
Parish Room for St. Mark’s Church, St.

HELEN'S.—Colonel G.amble, C.B., proposes to cele-
brate the Jubilee in connexion with St. Mark's
parish, St. Helens, by pre.senting the vicar and
parishioners with a parish room and caretaker's
luHise, wliich will cost over 1,500/. Mr. James
Gandy has drawn plans for the parish room, which
is to be erected on the space between St. Mark's
Church and the Park Hotel. The contract for the
buildings has been secured by Mr. Peter Tickle,
builder, for 1,400/.

Society ok Axtiqu.artaxs kor Chapel-ex-le-
Fiuth.—It has been decided to form a society in
Chapcl-en-le-Frith known as the Cliapel-en-lc-bTith
Antiquarian and Research Society. Mr. W. Brnils-
ford Bunting i-- President of the new Society.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Extexsiox ok Berwick W.aterworks.—On the

8th inst. the extension of tlie waterworks at Tweed-
mouth for supplying Berwick with an increa.sed
supply of water was formally opened by the Mayor
and Town Council of Berwick. The work, which
has been carried out by Messrs. Leslie tX Reid, C.E..
Edinburgh, has cost about 5,000/., and the dailv
yield of water is now over 240,000 gallons.
W.vter Supply, Ball.ater. Ahekdeex.—There

has just been completed at Ballater the laying of a
duplicate water main for the supply of the burgh
from the river Gairn. The work has cost 1.600/..

and has been carried out under the supervision of
Messrs. Jenkins /x Marr, Aberdeen.
BRIUGE. KlXCRAlG, IXVERXESS.—On tlie 12th

inst. the new bridge over the Spey at Kincraig was
opened. The engineer for tlie bridge wa-i Mr.
Mackenzie, and Mr. Fraser was the contractor.
Dkaix.age &c., Brightlixgsea. Essex.—Colonel

AV. Langton Coke Inis just held a Local Government
Board inquiry in reference to a scheme of drainage
and sewage disposal jirepared by Messrs. Thomas &
Taylor, civil engineers, of Westminster. The amount
of the loan applied for is 6.000/. There was strong
opposition to the point at whicli the Council pro-
posed to place the effluent outfall pipe; but at a
little extra cost the pipe is to be extended to a more
suitable point. The system of sewage dispo.sal to

be adopted is that of the Universal Company, Derby.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professioxal axd Busixess Axxouxcemexts.

—Mr. F. T. A'erity, architect, has removed from ii.

Jerniyn-street. to 7. Sackville-street, Piccadilly.

The iirm of Messrs. Kircliner & Co., manufacturers
of sawmill and woodworking machiiier}'. of Leipzig
(with branches at Paris, Milan, Moscow, Zurich,
London. Manchester, Stockholm, Barcelona, Vienna.
Budapest, and Melbourne), has been formed into a
private limited company.

Potteries. &c.. Master Builders' Associa-
Tinx.—The Potteries, Newcastle, and Leek branches
of the Xatioiial Builders’ Association held their
eighth annual picnic recently, the locale selected
this year being Matlock, Hacidon Hall, and Chats-
worth. The members of the Association and friends
to the number of no first visited Matlock Bath.
After lunch, eight breaks were requisitioned, and
the party drove to Cliatsworth and back by tlie

circular route, passing Via Gellia and Haddon
Hall. At Matlock Bath the party dined. The
arrangements for the picnic were made by Mr.
James Bowden, secretary. Before leaving Matlock
a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Bowden for
the arrangements he had made, and to the caterers
for their services. Mr. James Bowden, in respond-
ing, said, in relation to the Workmen’s Compensa-
tion Bill now before Parliament, it was not that they
objected to conipeiis.ition, but they desired tliat

litigation should be reduced to a minimum. In tlie

Bill they found there were many difficulties which
would make litigation so rife that they were afraid

that in the future there would not be much peace
for builders or imen unless there was an alteration.

Those matters had been considered, and bv the
exertions of the committee some eiglit or nine clauses
had been passed by the House in a way which lie

thought would satisfy both emplover and employed.
The Joseph Thomsox Memorial.—The memo-

rial which has been erected to Mr. Josepli Thomson,
the African traveller, at his native village, Thornhill,

in Dumfriesshire, was unveiled on the 8th inst. b}'

Sir Clements Robert Markham, K.C.B.. President of
the Royal Geographical Society. Tlie memorial was
designed by Mr. Charles M'Bricle, sculptor, Edin-
burgh. It consists of a bronze bust set upon a
truncated obelisk pedestal made of red freestone
from the adjacent Gatelawbridge ouany, tlie pedestal
being raised on three steps. The front panel is

occupied with a bas-relief in bronze representing the
figure of Fame displaying a map of Africa, with
palm trees, and Mount Kilimanjaro in the back-
ground. The south panel bears an inscription.

Mr. Thomson’s work and exploration is recounted
on the north panel.

Cakdikk Corporatiox Coxtracts axd Sur-
LETTIXG.—At the Public Works Committee of the
C.ardiff Corporation recently, Councillor Crossman
directed attention to tlie alleged violation of con-
tract b}' Mr. Synionds in the Workhouse wall con-
tract, the complaint being that he got the coping-
stone ready dressed from Messrs. Turner & Sons,
and this, it was contended, was a violation of the
clause in the contract prohibiting sub-contracting.
The Town Clerk had written to Mr. Symondscalling
attention to the matter, and in the course of his

reply Mr. Symonds stated that he had bought the
coping ready prepared. He had also bought the
additional iron railings ready-made. If that was
sub-contracting it would be sub-contracting to go
into a timber-yard and buy a bundle of mouldingsor
.a square of prepared flooring ; or to an ironfounder’s
for a girder or a length of rainwater goods. It

transpired that the coping-stone bad been dressed
in Cardiff, and the Chairman doubted whether this

could fairly be described as “sub-letting." Coun-
cillor Crossman maintained that the clause would
be useless if one builder was permitted to sub-let to
another in this manner. A man taking a building
contract under the Corporation was required bv tlie

clause in the contract to do all the building work
himself. Councillor E. Thomas argued that the
object of the clause was to do away with the
middleman system, wliich was a curse and an evil
in every way. Councillor Veall moved that the
Town Clerk be asked to give liis opinion as to
whetlier Mr. Symonds' action was a violation or
not of the sub-contracting clause. If it was, then
they would know how to act. Councillor Vealt’s
motion was eventually agreed to.

Proposed MouEr/DwELLixGS, Suxderlaxd.

—

At a monthly meeting of the Sunderland Town
Council, held in the Town Hall, Sunderland, on the
oth inst., the Health Committee recommended that
certain amended drawings for workmen's dwellings
in wliat is known as the Hat Case area, be adopted,
and that, subject to the approval of the Local
Government Board, the architects be instructed to
prepare the necessary working drawings, and tliat

the Committee be authorised to arrange to have the
quantities taken and obtain the necessary tenders.
The Hat Case area is a district which was fixed on
by the Council some three years ago as an insanitarv
area which should be dealt with under the Housing
of the Working Classes Act. The houses on it have
been demolished, displacing about 480 people.
Alderman Harrison, in submitting the report of the
Health Committee, showed that the scheme repre-

'

sented by the drawings referred to in the report
provided for the housing of 454 people, but wide
streets would be run tlirougli the area. There
would he three blocks of buildings, one containing
sixty two-roomed tenements, to let at 3s. 6d. a week,
a second containing twenty-four tliree-roomed
tenements to let at 4s. 3d. a week, and twelve one-
roomed tenements to let at 2s. a week ; and the
third, coniaining eleven two-roomed tenements to
let at 3.S. 6cl. a week, and one one-roomed tenement
to let at 2s. a week. Tlie recuminend.ation of the
Committee was adopted.
Tramway Scheme, Halifax.—Colonel C. H.

Luard, R.E., Local Government Board Inspector,
held an inquiry at the Town Hall. Halifax, on
the Qtii inst., in respect to an application from the
Corporation for sanction to liorrow a sum of
g.300/. for purposes connected with the electric
tramway scheme, and 1,633/. for the purposes of
street improvemenl.s. Mr. Wiimsliurst. engineer,
submitted plans showing the route of the mains
which it is proposed to lay up Horton-street from
the railwaj' station, Ward's End, Commercial-street,
Gcorge-street, Bull Green, King Cross-road, King
Cross-street. Silver-street, a portion of Crown-
street, Swine Market, Gibliet-street, and up to High-
wood Well. The Borough Engineer (Mr. Escott)
gave the p.articular.s with respect to the proposed
improvements which were to take place in Lister-
lane, Siuy-Iane, Gibbet-street, and Thrum Hall-
lane.

Statue. West Hartlepool.—There has just
been unveiled in Church-street. West Hartlepool, by
tile Marquis of Londonderry, K.G.. the bronze
statue of the late Mr. Ralph Ward-Jackson, the first

M.P. for the borough. The statue was designed bv
Mr. On-slow Ford, R.A., and is of bronze,

8J-^ ft. in
height. It was cast by Messrs. Rovini & Paulanti,
London. Tiie figure is in an oratorical attitude,
standing upon a 7-ft. pedestal of Portland stone.
The squares arc adorned with bronze shields.

A PoLYTECHXiC KOR HACKXEY.—Under the
prc.sidency of the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Russell
of Killowen, a meeting was held on the iith inst. at
the Hackney Town Hall, under the auspices of the
Vestry of Hackney and the Teclinical Education
Board of the London County Council, to consider
the steps to be taken for the establishment of a
technical institute for Hackney. Mr. G. B. Holmes
moved the first resolution, which recognised the
obligation whicli lay upon the community of
Hackney to give its workers the most efficient

scientific and technical training possible in order to
equip them most fully for tfieir duty in life, and
pledged the meeting to promote the foundation of a
Technical Institute or Polytechnic Institute in

Hackney. In the course of his speech Mr. Holmes
mentioned that it was calculated that 12.000/. would
be required to start the Polytechnic. The motion
was supported by Sir A. Scoble, M.P.. and passed
unanimously. A number of otlier gentlemen
addressed the meeting, and resolutions were adopted
providing that a public subscription should be
started and a coniinittec appointed.
Liverpool School ok Architecture and

Applied Arts.—The annual exhibition of selected
works done by the students of the City of Liverpool
School of Architecture and Applied Arts during the
past session was opened recently in the Applied Art
Building, University College. The exhibits include
architectural drawings and designs by first and
second year's men and more advanced students,
modelling from the life, designs for fabrics, wall-
papers, book-plates, stained glass, posters, &c., and
many sketches submitted for the Sketch Club
competitions. There are some specimens of wood-
carving, and a few examples of wrought iron work.
The department of architecture is under the direc-
tion of Professor Simpson, the principal of the
schools. In regard to tlie department of modelling
and sculpture, the main feature is the prominence
given to direct study from the life. The following
is the list of prize-winners:—Modelling from the
life (Telemones) : i, A. H. Griffiths

; 2, J. H. Morcom.
Head from life : 1, G. Crosfielcl. Panel design : 1,
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A. H. Griffith ; 2, W. Webb. Panel design (special

pri/.es) : i, R. Murray ; 2, F. Wcscott
; extra prize,

G. Shaw. Cast : t, T. Rowan ; 2, H. B. Bare.

Drawing from the life (day): i. L. Crosfield

;

(evening) : i, A. Jenks. Drapery : i, R, Warrington.
Set of designs ; r, C. A. Walker, who also sliows
some plates, iSc., designed and made by lier for the
Della Robbia Company

; 2, E. Jackson. Design
(evening) : C. E. Prescott. Design of ornament : i.

M. E. Carine ; 2, G. Williams
;

(extra prize). R.

•Roberts. Wrought Iron : i, E. Barstow and
J.

Lowe 'equal); 2, H. Vogt. Junior: i, W. Haw-
thorne. The prizes in the architectural department
have not been awarded, the session in that subject
being still in progress. Some additions will be
made to the classes of the school next session, whicli
commences on October 4 Amongst others, Mr. R.

LI. Ratiibone will hold a class in copper and brass
work.
Public Improvements, Keighley.—

O

n behalf
'of the Local Government Board, Colonel John Ord
Hasted held an inquiryon the 15th inst. at the Coun-
cil Chamber, Keighley, into the application of the
Corporation of Keighley for power to borrow
50,000/. Among those present were Mr. W. M.
Hopkinson, Surveyor

;
Mr. John Laycock, Gas

Engineer ; and Mr. Geo. Burr, Town Clerk. The
Highways and Streets Improvements Committee
sought borrowing powers in respect to an estimated
expenditure of 39,591/. upon improvements in North-
street and street-widening from Bradford-road to

• Aireworth, together with Ihe erection of an iron

girder bridge. The Gas Committee applied for

10,639/. in order to enlarge the two holders at

Thwaites. an<t thus increase their storage capacity
from 1,446,000 cubic- ft. to 2,386,000 cubic ft.

The Lower Church or Glasgow C.vnn:-
DRAL.—A meeting, convened by Mr. P. Maegregor
Chalmers, architect, was held in the Lower Church
of Glasgow Cathedral, on the 8th inst, for the pur-
pose of examining the plan and vaultings. Mr.
Chalmers said that it was desirable in the interests

of students of art and history that the plan and the
vaulting of the Lower Church should be thoroughly

I

examined by men suflicient in number and of recog-
nised talent. The subject was first brought before
public notice by Mr. T. L. Watson in a paper which
lie read on November 18, 1895. He (Mr. Chalmers)
had criticised that paper before the Arclneological
Society in April last, but it was thought by many
that the present meeting ought to be held. Mr.
.Watson's main point was that the centre aisle of the
Lower Church was intended in the original design
to be formed into three narrow aisles by two rows
of pillars, and that such was the case he held to

j

have “demonstrated beyond the possibility of
• doubt." The lecturer held that such a plan possessed

j

no constructive or artistic merit, and he thought it

I

was unlikely to have occurred to the designer of the

j

beautiful cathedral. The span of the side aisles was
I 1 1 ft. 8^ in. According to this newly invented plan
• the span of the three centre aisles would require to

j

have been only 5 ft. The east end of the church
- being divided into four compartments, the conjunc-

I

tion of this part of the design with five aisles on

I

the west would have been most objectionable.
Moreover, in Mr. Watson’s plan the peculiarly signi-

;
licunt and sacred character of the shrine of Saint

I

Mungo was utterly forgotten. Mr. Chalmers then

j

proceeded to show that Mr. Watson's attemjit to

I

group the various sections of mouldings, and to

1
assign dates to these groups, was fallacious. Mr.

I

Watson also omitted to refer to the mouldings of

I
the pillars, which ought, according to his own
theory, to have indicated an advance as well as the
mouldings of the arches. Nor was his tlieory of the
demolition of the old choir, and the method described
as having been followed in the erection of the
structure, in accordance with the evidence to be
actually found in the building. The stones at the
springing of the vaulting ribs above (be capitals of
the pillars of the north aisle were then minutely
examined. Here Mr. Chalmers did not relv on
his own statements. By his request Mr. David
M'Gibbon, Mr. Campbell Douglas, and Mr. Peter
Anderson, builder, made an examination in presence
of the company. Where Mr. Watson had stated that
the moulding was of later dale and an insertion in

the older work the examiners agreed that tliev

belonged to the original workmanship. It was
found that mouldings which were said to have been
removed had never really existed. It was also
found that the slight imperfection in the direction
of the vaulting ribs was most apparent at the very
spots where, were Mr. Watson's plan correct, no
imperfection would have been present. Where Mr.
Walson said the vaulting had been delayed for about
200 years and certain vaulting ribs introduced as
afterthoughts, the examination showed that the
ribs were part of the original structure, designed for
when the very walls were being erected. Mr.
Watson’s suggestion that the middle windows of Hie
Lower Church had been left incomplete in order that

I

the stonework for the whole structure should he
brought in w;is also held to he tallacious. Everv-
tliing pointed to the west end as having been the

• ilirecUon Irom which the stonework came.— Mr.
David M’Gibbon moved a vote of thanks to Mr.

I Chalmers. There now remained no doubt that the
beautiful Lower Clnircli existed at present as origin-
ally designed by the great architect who had
jilanned the Cathedral. Sheriff Berry seconded, and
the vole of thanks was agreed to.

—

Glasgou' Hcnihl

Wood-Carving Exhibition in Northampton.
—The annual exhibition of the work of the students
of the variou.s wood-carving, &.c., classes, held under
the auspices of the Northamptonshire County Council,

was held at the Northampton and County Modern
and Technical School recently. Classes are now
held at ten centies in the county, as follows, the
figures in parentheses indicating the number of years
the class has been in existence:—Towcester (i).

Long Buckby (3), Earls Barton (3), Watford (i),

Woodford (i), Brougliton (i), Elast Haddon (3),

Desborough (3), Flaston-on-the-Hill (3), and Higham
Ferrers (2), the subjects taught being wood-carving
and woodwork, including joinery. All the above
centres were represented at the exhibition.

Birmingham AND Midland Institute Archaeo-
logical Section.—

O

n the 12th inst., a party of
members of the .vrclueological section of the Bir-
mingham and Midland Institute and their friends
visited The Nash, the seat of Sir Richard Temple,
Bart After reaching Worcester a drive of six miles
brought the company to their destination, where
they were ireceived by tlieir host The house
presents the appearance of a delightful ivy-clad
Elizabethan mamu house, and the greater part of it

would be correctly so described. But the original
mansion must be of much earlier date, as may be
seen by the enormous thickness of the wall in cer-

tain places—capacious closets being actuallj- en-
sconced in them. Several of the rooms are of great
interest, being practically unchanged since the days
of Shakespeare. In this respect the dining-room is

conspicuous. The old Elizabethan oak panelling,
which, after being painted most of the colours of the
rainbow, has been carefully restored to its original

simplicity by the present owner, is yet more recent
than the singularly fine ceiling in elaborate plaster
work, and the hooks for supporting the tapestry,
which the wainscot replaced, were discovered in the
course of recent renovation-s. The overmantel is'aii

elaborate and beautiful religious subject, apparently
Italian. The hall is also a very fine room, and there
are peculiarities in the domed ceilings of two apart-
ments and in other internal arj’angements which are
deserving of careful study. The bedrooms are
delightfully quaint, unexpected in shape, prodigal of
unlooked-for corners, and suggestive of perfect com-
fort.

—

BiniiiiigliniH Post.

Accidents to Carpenters—Two serious acci-
dents occurred on the 14th inst. to carpenters
engaged In the erection of stands to view the
Jubilee procession. The first case was that of
William Martin, who was engaged carpentering at
Mr. Maskelyne's stand in St Paul's-churchyard. He
suddenly slipped and fell, and before he reached the
ground was bounced from one piece of scaffolding
to another, which caused injuries of a serious
character. He was at once attended to by two
members of tlie St. John’s Ambulance Association,
and afterwards removed 'to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, where he now lies in a precarious condi-
tion, he having broken his left arm, besides injuring
his head. The second case was that of George
Tucker, who was working on the grand stand being
erected outside St. Clement Danes Church, in the
Strand. He missed his footing and fell to the ground,
a distance of over 40 feet. When taken up he was
found to be unconscious, and was at once removed
to King’s College Hospital on an ambulance.
Extension _oi-- Klicctric Lighting in Liver-

pool.—

T

he Lighting Committee of the Liverpool
Corporation met on the nth inst. in the Municipal
Buildings, Dale-street, when it was decided to extend
the electric mains to Granby-street at a cost of
683/.

:
to Park-road and Cornhill, at a cost of

337/.: to O.xford-street, at a cost of 118/. ; audio
Smithdown-road, at a cost of 60/. The Municipal
Electrical Association wrote tliat they propose
visiting Liverpool on July i. and intimated their
desire to inspect the electric lighting arrangements
in the city. Permission for this purpose was
granted.
The Siddox's Statue.—

T

he ceremony of unveil-
ing the white marble statue of Mrs. Siddons on
Paddington-green, within a short distance of her
burial place, was performed on the 14th inst. by Sir
Henry Irving. The statue has been modelled bv
Messrs. Fanner iN Brindley after a design bv the
French sculptor. M. Chavaliiaud.
The Proposed International Exhibition in

Glasgow.—

T

he Parks and Galleries Committee of
Glasgow Town Council, to whom remits were
made regarding the proposed Exhibition in i<>oi.

melon the 141!) inst., ami agreed that, after the
guarantee fuml :iniounted to 50,000/., steps should
be taken to form an Exhibition Association to carry
out the project.

Window, Flax Bourtox Church, Somerset-
shire.—

A

stained glass window has just been
placed in this church. The design consists of three
figures—St. John, St. Peter, and St. James—each
depicted with his respective emblem, the window
is (he design and work of Messrs. Joseph Bell &,

Son, of Bristol.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.
The Three Towns' Building Strike.—

T

he
position of affairs in this strike is practically un-
altered. The Master Builders' Association have
considered the request of the Labourers' Strike

[

Committee that deputation.s from both bodies
should meet with a view to a settlement. The

Association, however, came to the conclusion that
no purpose could be served by such a meeting, as
they were not disposed to make^any concessions to
the men, there being no lack of labourers in the
town. It was also resolved, at the request of the
Carpenters’ Society, to permit a deputation from the
Association to attend a meeting of the general
body of carpenters, and also to receive a deputation
from the society at a meeting of builders to clear up
any points in the dispute that may be at present
misapprehended.
The Strike of Tyneside Stonemasons.—

A

meeting of the members of the Newcastle, Gosforth,
and District Operative Stonemasons' Society was
held at the Lovaine Hall, St. Mary's-place, New-
castle, on the iith inst., Councillor W. Flynn pre-
siding. One of the audience moved : “'That we
resolve to stand fast by our original demand for the
shortening of our working hours, believing that it is

made in the best and highest interest of trades
unionism.” This having been seconded, Mr. W.
Fisher gave a resume of the dispute, and mentioned
that for the past twenty-two years no financial pro-
gress liaci been made. There were seventy-one
towns in England where the men worked less than
fifty hours a week. The local employers had
refused to meet the masons with a view to consider-
ing the case. Although the Association was “ unani-
mous in refusing the men’s demands” at least seven
prominent members of the Association had agreed
to the demands of the men, and their employees were
now at work. Only 100 men were now out on
strike. That the men were sincere in their desire
for an eight hours’ day was shown by the fact that
they would be sacrificing 4s. week in wages
by the change. The men had sufficient funds in the
S<Aciety to last them the whole of this year, so they
could not be beaten in a day or two. I'he proposi-
tion was carried. The meeting also expressed itself

as being favourable to a proposition to “ levy
”

themselves for 3s. a week in order to aid those who
were out of work.
The Dispute in the Oxford Building Trade.— In the absence of any satisfactory settlement of

the recent dispute between the builders in Oxford
and the carpenters and joiners Hie men ceased work
recently. 'The demand of the employees Is for an
increase of wages, from'7j^d. to 8d..'ancl the men
further desire the signatures of the builders to the
code of working rules fixed by the late Conciliation
Board. The rules were signed by many employers
at the time of their adoption, but the contract then
entered into between the contending parties has
long since for some cause come to an end, and it is

now sought to again put the rules in force. Owing
to contingencies that have arisen ' iri the interim
there is no longer any combination or organisation
amongst the builders,and the Master Builders’ Asso-
ciation, formed at the time of the inception of the
Conciliation Board, has been allowed to die a natural
death. The men maintain that the code of rules
agreed upon by the Amalgamated Society of
Carpenters and Joiners and the General Union of Car-
penters jointly constitute a fair basis of agreement
between the parties and that they are of a similar
character to those usually existing in other centres
of the building trade. On the other hand, so far as
we have been able to ascertain, the position of the
masters, or at least the majority of them, is that
while they decline to concede the increased wage
tliey reserve to themselves the right to deal indivi-
dually with their employees and hence the dead-
lock. It is said that the builders also have strong
objections to the principle of a uniform or standard
rate of wages. The number of men out on strike is

said to be about 120, twelve only of whom have yet
left O.xford for work in other towns, although the
men claim that the reason more have not sought
employment elsewhere is the prospect wliich they
feel there exists of an early and satisfactory settle-
ment of the matter.

—

T'icksou's Oxford journal.
THE Carlisle Jo'iners’ Strire.-^THc joiners’

strike in Carlisle has terminated. Six weeks ago the
men came out for an advance of three farthings an
hour and a reduction of the number of hours of
work to the extent of four per week in summer and
seven in winter. A meeting of the Masters’ Asso-
ciation was recently held in the Viaduct Hotel, and
a deputation from the men were present. It was
finally decided to grant the men the reduction of
hours asked for, and an advance of one-halfpenny
per hour.

LEGAL.
BUILDERS AND ARCHlTEcrS.

His Honour Judge Waddy, Q.C., had before him
in the Sheffield County Court on tile nth inst.. an
action which had been remitted from the High
Court. Plaintiffs in the case were Moorwood, Sons
and Co., ironfounders, of Harleston Works, Sheffield,
and defendants George Longdeii and Son. builders
and contractors. Neepsend, and the action was
brought to recover 54/. i8s. 3d., tlie price uf guotls,
consisting of stin-es and tiled hearths, sold by
plaintiffs to defendants. The plaintiffs were re-
presented by Mr. Waugh, barrister, of Bradford (in-
structed by Clegg and Sons) and Mr. T. E. Ellison
(instructed by Alderson, Son and Dust) represented
the defendants.

Mr. Waugh, in opening the case, said, on Septem-
ber 0. 1895, Messrs. Longden & Son, the defendants,
entered into a contract willi llic Cliairmaii and
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COMPETITIONS, CONTRACTS, AND PUBL.IC APPOINTMENTS-

COMPETITIONS.

Nsttm of Work, By whom AdTsrtlsM. PremluniB.
DeslfDj
to be

delivered.

SIX, IM. Ist, 30 BUB. and 2nd, 20 ^ns.

•ri*nB for Art OsUery and Public
Aug. 31ary

CONTRACTS.

N-t«r« of Wotk or IC-tarl-ls.

School, r^Dtro, Broaghton

Obarch Leeture E&U

Additloni to Gnmniar School, Tock-
tlDgtoD, York!

SewBring Streets. Trmnmere....

Sewering. B-nks'street, Ac.....

rsTlng, Kerbing. Oower-etreet. Ac.

Oranite Resd Uetal

DratnAge Works. Easterblll-itreet,

Tollcross
•Brick and Pipe Sowers, Ac ~ .

•Brick Chlinnor

Chapel. Alterations. Ac. Bolton Brow.
Sowerbj- Bridge

Shop. Ae. StenhouBO, Muir, N.B. . .

.

AddItlonB to BchooU. Femdale

•FouodatloDB. Balldlngs, Steel JCools,

Tanks, Ac. ..

Electric Mghtlng Buildings -

AidditioDB, Ac. to Hechanics’ Insti-

tute, Nortbowram, Yorks ....

Stores and Houses, SackTUIe-road,
Bangor, Wales

Two Cottages, Mickleorer, Derby .

.

Timber Wharfage

Boose, Ann eslsy, Torphina, Aberdeen

Hall and School. Wigan ............

•Sewerage Work, Beserroir, Ac

Schools, Offices, Ac. near Bradford
Yorks

•Painting, Whltewasblog, Ac.

•Uaklng-up and PaTing Roads

By whom Beqnired.

Metliodlit Free Church
Truatees

Wlrral Union

Birkenhead Corp

Blackpool Corp.

Oardilf Corporation

Swanaea Harb, Trua.

Yatradylodwg Scb. Bd.

Hull Corp.
do.

Directors

Irvine (N.B.) Harbour
Trusteea ............
Wm. Rosa............

June 22

June 2S

Tewkeabury R.D.C. .

Fulham Vestry ......

Hove Town Council ..

Davies A Hoes, Archt. 11.

Begent-street. Wrexham June 21

C. 0. Francis. Archt. 6.

Richuiond-Bt. Liverpool
|

do.
Deinaine A Brlerley, Alrcht
13, Le.ndal, York

C, Brownrldge, 0,E. Town
Hall

J, Woletenholme, C.E
Market-Bt. Blackpool..
W. Harpui. C.E. Town
Hall

J. 8. Empson, Connell
OffleeB, North WaUbaiii
W. H. Bill, m, Ingram-
street, Glasgow

The Surveyor. Vestry
Hall

A, 0. Schenk. Harbour
Offices, Swansea .....

A. G. Dalzell, Archt. 16,

Commercial-st. Halifax
Jas, Strang, Archt. 102,
High-street, Falkirk .

J, Kees. Archt. Pentre,

A. E. White, Town Hall

R. Davies, Archt. Bangor
J. B. Story, Surv. 8t
Hary'i-gate. Derby

Thomson A Deas, C.E, PT.

WelllngtODst. Qlsagow
Jenkins A Marr. C.E. 16,

Bridge-street, Aberdeen
J. B. Thomley, Archt.
Standlabgate, Wigan

J. Vfllar, la, Oambray,
Cheltenham
W. A J. B, Bailey, Archt.
9, Market-st. Bradford

Lansdell A Harrison, 12.

Compton -ter, Highbury
C. Botterill. Town Ball,
Walbam Green, 8.W. .

.

H. H. Scott, Town Hall ..

do.

CONTRACTS-

Hatnra ol Work or Uatartals.

•Guernsey SpallB
Alterations to Flsb Market

.

Granite Road Metal

Sewerage Works

Two Houses, Ac. Oawber - road,
Bamelev

Tbirty-flve Cottages, Llsgnggsn Little

•Cleanlog and Painting
*I.,evel11ng, Metalling. Ac. and laying

Pipe Sewers
•Sand, Cement, Stone, Drain Pii>e8.

Wood Blocks, Ac
Addltiona, Ac, to County Schools ....

r River Waveney, Norfolk

By whom Required.

Woolwich Union
Oxford Corporation
BmintreelEssexI U.D.C

Bridge or

•Granite..

Municipal Buitdioga, Library, Ac, I

Ridgeway-atreer . I

•Schools

•Sewen, Manholes, Ac.

•Alterationi, Memorial Hall

Additions to School, Clarsndon-streetl

•New Wing, Class Rooms. Drainage,
Ac, 'and at School

•Excavating and Building FoundatioDS,
for Workhouse. .........

*

•Steel Lattice Bridge........

Alterations to School, Hnntlngdon-
street

Eight Shops and Honses, Stalybrldge. 1

Additions to Factory, Whiteabtey,'
Belfast -

;

House, College • row, Camborne,
Cornwall .

Copgregatlooal Church, Bichmond-
road, Cardiff ... ,,

Five Houses, Newton-street, Rotber-

Residence, Innisbeg, Skibbereen,
Ireland

Waterford Corp. .......

St. Pancras Vestry. .»

Sevenoaks U.D.C, ....

St. Martin's - In - the-
Fields Vestry

Perth (Glam.) County
School Governors ....

Dies U.D.a

.1 Chingford U.D.C. ——

Norwich Corp. ...

Chesterfield Corp. .

Nottingham Bch. :

J. McC. Morrogh

The Clerk
B. Bacon. Town Hall ....

H. H. Nankivell, Surv.
Waterworks, Braintree.

.

J.WUloocks. Surv. Connell
Offices

H. Crawshaw, Archt.
Barnsley
Borough Surv. The Mall,
Waterford

67, Pratt-st. Camden Town
j. Mann, Offices, Argyle-
road. Sevenoaks

0. Mason. Town Hall.
Charing Cross, W.C. ..••

J, Bees, Archt, Pentre
Snrv. Council Offices,

Roydon-road, Dies ....

H. Bird. 14, The Parade,
Chingford

R. Ardron, Archt. 39. VIc-
torla-ilreet, S.W, ..

Calson, Farrow. A Nisbett.

46. Jewry-st. Winchester
A. B. Collins, Guildhall,
Norwich
W. H.Wagstalf, 57, Balter-

gate. Chesterfield .

.

A. N. Brom1ey.Archt.Pru-
dentlal Bldgs Nottingham
Demalne A Brlerley, 13,

Lendat. York
Marshall A Turner, King-
street, Nottingham ....

J. Morris, 166,Friar-street.

Beading

do.
J. Eaton. Bona, A Cantrell.

Archt. Ashton-under- Lync
W. J. Fennell, Archt II,

Ohichester-st. Belfast ..

E. Rogers, Trelowarpen-st
Camborne
Habershon A Fawckuer.
Archt. P»arl-Bt. Cardiff

TheOwner.Newton House,
Newton-street

A.Hill.Archt 22.0eorgs'a-
atreet, Cork

July

July

do.

July 7

July 12

July 13

No date

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTa

Nature oi Appointment. By whom Advertised. Salary.
AppUca

be In.

•Architectural Assistant
•Oterk In Burrsyot's Office

Bury Corp
ilslington Veetry .....

1301. peraun
1061. per aun. Inc. to 1201. do.

The$e marked with an oiterUkO are advertised in this Number. Competitions, iv. Contract*, pp. It. rt. Tlil. ife.xix. Public Appointmtnts, ppxvi. Ji

Wt-eklv Board of the Sheffield Royal Hospital for

tlie erection of certain buildinj'.s in connection with

the e.\tcnsion of tlie hospital. Messrs. Hadlietd, Son,

iS: Garland were the arciiitccts, and Mr. Hadtield

^avc plaintiffs orders to supply stoves, the cost of

which was now sued for. It was, said the learned

counsel, well known that wlienever an arcliitect

ordered goods to be .sent to works he was ordering

as agent, and not as principal. Before the whole of

tlie goods had been supplied, plaintiffs asked Mr.

Hadtield whom they must charge for the stoves, and
Mr. Hadfield replied, “ Messrs. Longden & Sons."

Before giving his certificate the architect saw the

defendants, who told him they would pay for the

stoves, and on December 23, 1896, he made out his

certificate for 50/. on account. The defendants had
not paid. Counsel contended that the goods had
been delivered on defendants’ account, the architects

liad given them credit in their account with the

Weekly Board of the Hospital for these very goods,

and under these circumstances he submitted that

defendants could not now turn round and say they
were not bound to pay.

Mr. Ellison, on the other hand, first contended
that the defendants were not directly liable for the

goods. Tlie order was given by Mr. Hadfield, the

architect, on behalf of his principals, the Weekly
Board of the Royal Hospital, and he argued that

Mr. Hadfield was liable. From a pecuniary point

of view the question in dispute was to some extent

immaterial, where all the parties in the case were
solvent, as was so in the present action. It was.
Imwever, very inipurt.ant indeed, if it was lu be made
a prcceiient that a contractor was likely to be sued
lor things which were ordered by an architect.

Mr. Charles Hadfield, architect for the alterations

and extensions in connexion with the Royal
Hospital, said he ordered the goods as the architect,

and because the provisions of the contract em-
powered him to do so. When plaintiffs wanted
money on account he requested Mr. Longden, as a

matter of courtesy, to advance plaintiff's 50/. on
receipt of his certificate.

His Honour : Then who do you consider ought to

pay for the goods in the ‘case, for you ordered
them ?

Witness : Well, if you look at it as a strict matter
of business, I ought to pay, but I have already ex-

plained that I ordered the goods as the agent of the

Royal Hospital authorities.

His Honour : So do I think you ought to pay.

Witness : But that would not be at all lair to the

architect to make him pay for the goods he ordered

as an agent. Of course, it would not make a penny
difference to him, but he takes this course because

it is the customary one, and if the principals

ordered the goods direct they would often get a lot

of rubbish which the architect would not have.

Mr. Ellison, for the defence, urged that there was
no agreement on the part of his clients with plain-

tiff's to pay for the goods, and such an undertaking

must be proved if plaintiffs were to succeed in the

action.

Mr. James Longden, head of the defendant firm,

said a clerk from plaintiff's’ firm came to the office

and said he had a certificate. Witness directed him
to go to the cashier, and personally he did not see

the certificate.

His Honour, in giving judgment, said on previous

occasions and in other places he had felt called upon
to express his astonishment that in these days of

enliglitenment, contractors and builders should be
such stupid and absolutely helpless people as to

give themselves up with their throats wide open to

be comfortably and happily cut by the architects by
whom they were bound. But they did so, and they

made contracts of the most astonishing character it

was possible to conceive, an<l in which they put

themselves to tlie greatest possible diflicultie.s. He
was bound to say that under these conditions his

sympathies were very largely indeed with the

builders, and although perhaps he ought not to say

it, they were very much indeed against the tyrannical

propositions of the architects. On the other hand
the architects argued that this was the only way
in which building operatitnis could he carried

on, and that it was necessary to liave

absolutely unfettered discretion in some one man’s

hands, so that he could exercise his brains when any
unforeseen change or contingency in the course of

trade took place. This might be so, and he was not

there to e.xpress himself officially or judicially with

regard to that matter. Reviewing the evidence, hi.s

Honour said Mr. Longden knew that if he paid the

money he would simply take it from one pocket, and

get it back from the Roj-al Hospital authorities. He
suspected that the history of the action was to be

found somewhere in the neighbourhood of the contra

account, which had been mentioned. The parties

had been to law before, and there was bad blood on

both sides. He was of opinion that Mr. Longden
undertook to pay, and therefore judgment would be

for plaintiffs for the full amount claimed ."—Sheffield

Daily Telegraph.

MEETINGS.
Friday, June tS.

Carpenters' Hall, London Jibuti.— K-vaniiiiiUion in

Carpentry and Joinery. 9.30.

Saturday. June 19.

Carpenters' Hall, London Wall.— E.xamination in

Carpentry and Joinery. 2.30.

Kdinburgk A rchitectvral .ds.wciation .—Annual E.xctir-

sion : Visit to (i) 1-inlithgow Palace. (2) St. Michael'^
Church. (3) Kinneil House. (4) Bonhard House.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

10,629.

—

Lavatory Basins, Baths, &c. : P. C. Lyndc
—In order to obviate the foul condition caused by accumu-
lation of soap and dirt at overflow and upper ends of waste

pipes, inventor di.spenses with ordin.ary plug and overflow

pipe and adopts a pipe of a sliding character, fitted with a

lavatory basin which will p>erform the function of waste
overflow pipe, the plug being adaptable.

11,384.

—

Chimney Pots : G. 1C. Taylor.—Inventor

adopts a top conical tube and, lower down, two belts or

outer ca.sing with a number of holes round bottom. Inside

there are two conical tubes. Claim is for boles and
arrangement of belt.

12,220.—Stall Floukino: M. Invemor claim-,

a flooring consisting of bricks (formed of any materia!)

utilised end-wise and arranged in rows, drainage ch.annels

formed between such rows and spaces communicating with

said channels; also an improved brick, consisting cf upper

and lower independently, downwardly tapering portion',

upper side edge of such brick being rounded.

*3,570 -—Means for Holding Ajar Doors, Case-
.men I'S, &C. - II'. (7 Inventor adopts a sliding roil

or bolt e.xteiiding downwards from latch of door, &c., and
terminating in a spike, &c. This is pressed to floor by a

-Spring, and being connected with the latch spindle js raised

clear on releasing the catch. Some modifications arc

described.
, ,70.—Device for Easily Securing Bolts, Shanks

&c., IN Walls; IC. Le Wise.—Boh or Shank has a

stationary nut, with movable nut, and two or mon
sleeves arranged between the nuts, surrouiid the bolt,

and have their adjacent ends oblique to their axis.

5,858.

—

Door Lifting Appliances : C. R. Muller.—In

order to lift doors for oiling hinges, &c. Inventor adopts

a combined Door-lifter and holder appliance provided with

a swinging, lift-limiting prop, a roller-like bottom block,

a metal foot or under-gnp, a treadle block and a shore,

united in such a manner as to be freely movable.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.

May 31.-13.361, W. Brayshaw, Window or Sash

,

Fasteners.-13,367, J. Hunter, Shop Fronts.—13.375> f
Smith and T. Parker, Brick-making Machines.— 13,396, H-

Deacon, Sash Faetencr.—13,398, A. Janies, Window
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Lockhart, Locks or Fa-steiiing PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS^Fasteners. — it,

4

Devices.

June i.— 13,452, R. Harrison, Securing Window Sashes.
— '314931 F. Thorpe, Water-Waste Prevenlors for Flusbing
Closets.—13,407, W. Gibson, Sa.sh Fasteners.— 13,499, T.
Rowland, Sash F.-vslener.—13,506, H. Alexander, Measur-
ing and Mixing Sand, Cement, &c.— 13,508, A. Pardy,
Sash Fasteners.—14,541, J. Lippiiicott, Disinfecting 01

Perfuming the Air of Water Closet.s, &c.
June 2.—13,555, C. and W. Gowlland, Hinges.—13,557,

A, Jordan, Chimney Top or Ventilator.—13,560, J. Abell,
Roof Glazing.—13,591, J. Holden and .S. Woods, Em-
bossed or Raised Paper for Covering Walls, &c.—13,601,
W. Kirkland and R. Mathers, Tool Grinding Machines.
June 3.—13,652, E. Walker and G. Horner, Movable

Partitions, Sliding Door.s, &c.— 13,674, J. Mellor, Window
Frame and Balances for Sashes thereof.— 13,675, J.
Langston, Case for Doors, Windows, Fireplaces, &c.

—

13,680, D. Rees, Sash Fastener.— 13.681, J. James, Sash
Fastener.—13,696, A. Bryant, Sash Fastener.— 13,704, W.
and A. Hirons, Fasteners for Sashes.—13,706, H. Norval,
Window Fastener.— 13,707, V. Courcier, Sash Fastener.

—

13,708, T. Whitmore, Revolving Summer House.—13,731,
G. Howell, Pump Water-Closets.
June 4.—13,772. J. Duckett & Son, Limited and ]

Duckett, Water-Closet.s,—13.790, E. hlorgan, Window
Sash Fasteners.—13,803, C. Hirgenliahn, Working Stone,
Marble, Granite, &c.—13,812, J. NicholLs, Fireplaces 01

Stoves.

Junes.—

^

31830, R. Dale, Brick. —13,842, G. Bryant,
Lock for Securely Fastening Door.s.—13,901, W. Defrie--

and F. Felloes, Constructing Glass Window.s, Illuminated
Devices, &c.—13,922, W. Lake, Drying Brick.s.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

6,239, Phillips, Combined Stay and Fastener for

Sliding and Reversible Windows. -9,465 and 9,466, J.
Kaiser and I. Wilbrand, Door Fastenings.—9,843, K.
Simmons, Flushing Cisterns and Water Waste Preventer.-.— 10,277, A. Henderson, Fixing Slale.s.— 10,297, A- Weston,
Sash Fasteners.—10^17, A. W. Dy.son, Artificial Stone.

—

• 1,204, V. Benest, Combined Set-Si|uare Prolr.actor and
I.eveb—11,976, W. Keiiway, Fastening Windows and
Sashes.

4'S/o

TIMBER.
Creenheact, B.G.

too t/o/e o/t/e
Teak. E.I.. ..load ii/io/s 16/10/0
Sequoia, U.S.ft.cu. i/3 t/10

Ash. Canada load 3/5/0 4/10/0
Birch, do t/^sh S/iolo
Elm, do 4/0/0 s/s/o
Fir, Dantslc, &C.. a/is/o 4/15/0
Oak, do a/io/o s/to/a
Canada 5/5/0 6/5/0

Pine, Canada red o/o/o 0/0/0
Do. Yellow .... 1/15/0 3/ts/o

Lath, Dantsic.fotb 4/to/e S/io/o

St. Petersburg.. 5/0/0 6/10/0
Wainscot, Riga,

die., log -

Odessa, crown...,
Deals, Finland
and St ist std 100 9/d/o 9/to/o
Do. 4th Sc 3rd. . . 9/0/0 9/>o/o
Do, Riga 7/io/a 8/io/b
SL Petersburg,

ist yellow. .. . it/e/o 13/10/0
Do. and yellow to/o/a it/o/o

Do. white 9/10/0 zi/to/o
Swedish 9/to/o 16/10/0
White Sea xo/io/o 17/0/0
Canada. Pine ist 19/10/0 15/10/0
Do. do. and .... ii/0/0 16/te/e

Do. do. 3rd, See, 6/ia/o 10/0/0
Do. Spruce, ist. 10/10^ la/o/o

Do. do. 3(d and
and 8/0/0 9/S/O

New Brunswick 7/15/0 8/5/0
Battens, all kinds 5/0/0 to/o/s
Flooring boards,

sq., I in. prep.
ist 0,8,6 0/15,6
Do. and 0/7/0 a/<a,o
Other qualities— 0/5/3 0/6/9

Cedar. Cuba, ft. /41 Is
Honduras, die.

16k

cargo a'

Mexican, do. dL.
Tobasco, do. do.
Honduras, do.

Box. Turkey, Coo
Rose, Rlo.,..~..> 710/0
BahU 6/0/0 I

Satin, SL Doming, o/e/7

K‘

4/c?o

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

O/en to oppositionfor tivo viontks.

i.(,ii3, L. Weiss, Bricks for Flat and Cylindrical .Struc-

tures.— 14,657. H. Law.son, Portable Houses or Structures.
—15,688, R. Evered, Water-Closets,—16,887, Clark.
Stone Dressing Tools.—988, C. Conder, Fixing of Dooi
Handles.—2,021, A. Barker, Lock for u.se in Fastening
jilidiiig Doors and Windows.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.
June 1.—By J. C. Platt (al Hammersmith).

2)lie|)lierd’s Bush.—Blomfield-rd., a block of build-
ing land, 1 a. 3 r. 18 p., f.

Chiswick.—5 to 10, Asbbourne-grove, f. 2.

Acton-lane, a freehold building plot
Acton.—Bollo Bridge-rd., two plots of land f. ....

By Dickinson & RinuAi.u (at Grimsby).
Oieat Grimsby, Lines.—49, Victoria-st., ii.t. 85yrs.,

g.r. 20/. 18s. 6d r,

Brcwery-iit., “ Ripley's Rooms, "u.t. 89 yrs., g.r.

5 ''- 4^'- 6d
June 2.—By A. G. Nutlev (at Lowestoft).

Lowestoft, Suffolk.—it, Wellingtnn-fsplaiiade, f, . 1,

Carlton Colville. Suffolk.
—“Heath Farm,” 33 a.

2 r. 13 p., f. I.

By Salter, Simp.son, & Ron., (at Bury
St. Edmunds),

.Somerton, &c., Suffolk.—“Manor Fanii,” ztwa.,
f. 1,650
June 3.—By Nichols, Smith, K Alder

(at Bristol).

Keyiisham, Somerset.—“Conygre Farm,'’ 38 a.

or. ?2p.,f. 1,650
‘ Manor Farm,” 136 a. i r. 39 p., f. 3,650
A freehold house and 2 r. 29 p
Enclosures of land, 49a. or. 22 p., f. i
“ Redditch Farm,” 88 a. 3 r. 36 p., f, 2

“Elm Farm” and a shooting lodge, 210a.
sr- 3 P-, r. 6

A freehold farmhouse and 7 a. 2 r. 5 p
Two cottages and two enclosures of woodland,

4a. ir. i3p., f.

By J. Marcetts it Sons (at Birmingham).
Temple 6aLsall, Warwick.—“ The Elms Farm,”

,

92a. ir. 360., f. 3,550
Ivy Cottage and to a. 3 r. 13 p., f. i

ATreehold cottage and two meadows, 1 a. r r. 34 p.,

A freehold turf farm, 35 a. 2 r 840
By C. B. Smith & Ham, (at Portsea).

Portsea, Hants.—Hampshire-st., thirteen plots of
building land, f. i

London-rd., &c., four plots of building land, f. , . 650
By Salter, Simp.son, & Sons (at Attleborough).

- Old Buckenham, Norfolk.—A farm, comprising
i2ia. 3r., f. 1,020

Tibenham, Norfolk.— “ Yew Tree Farm,” 86 a.

2 r. 14 p., f. 800
June 4.—By Wright & Scruby (at Sohani).

Wicken, &c., C.anihs.—“ Afterway Cottages,’^
“ Afterway Close,” and “.Afterway Field," 7a.
or. 35 p., f. 320

High-st., “The Sycamores” and another re.si-

dence.f. 540
Various enclosures of land, 189 a, 5 r. jop.,fi .. 3.730
Seven freehold allotments, 17 a. 3 r. 27 ]) 192
“ Padney Farm, a6 a. 3 r. 8 p., f. 400

Wicken, Cambs.—A house, homestead, and i a.

I r. 72 p.. f. 200
By G. B. Hilliard & Son (ai Chelms-

ford).

Wiittle, Essex.—“ Lawford-lane Nur.series” and
.22 a, 2 r. 9 p. .

f. 3,750
By Fenn & Co. (at Colchester).

West Mersea, Essex.—Vorick-rd., itc., 23 build-
ing ploc.s, f. 95,

Contractions used in these lists.—F.g.r. for freehold
ground-rent; l.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for
improved ground-rent; g.r. for ground-rent; r. for rent;
f.for freehold

: c. for copyhold
;

1. for leasehold
; e.r. for

sjstimated rental
;

u.t. for unexpired term
;

p.a. for per
annum

;
yrs. for years

; st. for street
; rd, for road

; sq. for
jsquare ; pi. for place

;
ter. for terrace

;
cre.s. for crescent

;
I

yd. for yard, &c. I

TIMBER (continued).
Satin, Porto Rico 0/0/7 6/i/

Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/1 0/0/7
METALS.

Iron—Pig. in Scot-
land ton 9/s/io 0/0/0
Bar, WeUh, In

London S/iS/o SI17I6
Do. do. at works
in Wales 5/10/0 S/kx/6

Do. StaSbrdslilre,
in London 6/5/0 7/xe/o

Coffer— British
cake and ingot 52/10/0 53/0/0
Best selected 52/15/0 S3/5/0
Sheets, strong.. 58/0/0 58/10/0
Chili bars ^/i3'9 o/o/o

Yellow Mtl lb. 4id. 511.

lead - Fig.
Spanish »..toa II/17/6 12,0,0
English com.
brands 12,'0/a 12,2/6

Sheet, English
6 lbs. pet sq. it.

and upwards •• 13/5/0 o/e/s

Pipe iS/'S/o 0/0/0
Zinc — English
sheet ton.. 30/10/0 e/0/0
Vieillo Mon.
tagne ii/io/e 0/0/0
Spelter 17/3/9 17/7/6

Tin—

S

traits .... 6i/io/'-i 0/0/0

Australian 62/12/6 63/0/0
English Ingots.. 64/15/a 65/5/0
Banca 61/Wo 0/0/0

Billiton 59/>S/o 60/0/0

OILS.

Linseed .......ton 14/io/a 0/0/0
Cocoanut. Cochin 17/15/0 0/0/0

Do. Ceylon 34/0/0 0/0/0

Palm. Lagos 14/10/0 0/0/e

Rapeieea. EngUsb
pale 17/10/0 27/is/o

Do. Brown 27/0/0 37/10/0
Cottonseed ref. .. 15/17/6 16/10/0

Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0

Lubclcatlag U.S. 0/6/3 0I7I6
Do. black 0/4/9 0/6/6

Tar— Stockholm
barrel 22/0 o/o/o

Archangel e/i</6 0/0/0

Turpentine 21/2/6

LONDONDERRY.—For the erection of premises. Ferry Quay
gate, for Mr. E. Colhoun. Mr. T. Johnston, architect, ii, Hast
Wall, Londonderry :—
McClelland Sc Co.,

Et.CIN (N.B.)—For Che erection of a dwelling-house, Clenmoray
Disnilery, for Mr, A. M. Gregory. Mr. C. C. Doig, architect,

Building.—Alex. Allan. Elgin .£230 o o
Corfentry .—James Ross, Egin 153 5 o
SlaliH);.—Geo. Ugilvie, Elgin 32 18 o
Plmtthins'-—John Gordon dr Son 24 16 8
PlosleriH^.-^colt & SeiJar, Aberdeen 52 4 0
Paiiiliiig.—Alex. Forsyth, Elgin 9 5 0

GATESHEAD.—For sewering, paving. See., part of Rectory-
road, Mr. Bower, Borougli Engineer. Town Hall, Gateshead ;—
J. W, Robson jCjbS

[

W. Gumming £1595
Geo. Maughan 66o G. E, Suupson, Newcastle* 566
Jacob Robson 662

|
* Accepted.

HEATON NORRIS.—Accepted for flagging. Arc.. Keaton Moor-
road, for the Urban Uistiict Council

4-ia. flagging at Heaton Moor. 7s. od. per yd.
3-ln. „ Heaton Mersey, 6s. tod.

Hayes Bius., Stockport.

HULt_—For the execution of dr
Sculcoates Rural District Council.
Prince's Dock Chambers, Hull:—
R. Robinson £^695 o I A. H. Atkinson, Hull* ..^£648 16
E. Frost 690 o

I

* Accepted.

Joseph C
S. McL

W. J. Maultsaid..

Michael Sweeney .-£11,695 c

' Shannon & Kut-^
ledge .' 1.665 '

J. F. Fulton. Foun-
tain. Derry* 1.566 11

* Accepted.

LONDON.—For new shop front, Sec., and alterations and
repairs, &c.. 170 and 172. High-road. Kilbum, for Mr. C. J.

Chandler. Mr. John Spink, architect, 64. Holbom Viaduct
J- Bennett ..^420 I E. Wheeler* £135°
Sumner A: Co 375 I

* Accepted.
[Architect's estimate, £^346 14s. 6rt.]

LONDON.—For alterations to No. 133. Kennlngton-road, S.E.
Messrs. Waling A: Nicholson, architects, 55, Parliament-street,

Westminster, S.W.
T. Lapthorne Al Co £1^7 o I Wm. Smith

,
£4ii 0

T. Hooper 428 o |
Victor Rogers 365 9

LONDON.—For rebuildiog the ••White Hart" public-house.

Kennington Cross, S.E. Messrs. Waring A: Nicholson, architects,

E,
Parliament -street. Westminster, S.W.
A.- H. F. Higgs £5.835

j

C. AnseU £S.44i

LONDON.—For the erection of artis-m dwellings. Nos. 13 to 25,

Hayles-street, Southwark, for the trustees of Hayles Estate.

Messrs. Waring A: Nicholson, architects, 55, Parliament-street,

Westminster. S,W, :

M. Wells & Co £4.695 I
C. AnseU .'.£4.402

P. C. Farmer 4,610 Wm. Smith 4.337

John Mills 4.500

1

LONDON.—For erecting f i residence on Plot 9, Waostead

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach
not later than 10 a.tu. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot
publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name and
address of the sender : and wc cannot publish announce-
ntents of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the Tender
is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is under
£100, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

BROMLEY [Kent) —For sanitary improvements to Bromley
College, for cne tiustees. Messrs. Waring & Nicholson, architects,

55. Patllament-street, Westminster. S.W. ;—
No. I. No. 2. No. 3.

D- Payne £768 .... £554 .... £66
Crossley A: Son 732 .... 517 .... 74
Amand & Son 720 .... 519 .... 54
T. D. Graty 697 .... 505 .... 57

CELBRIDGE (Ireland).—For additions, Arc., to Workhouse, for
the Union Guardians. Mr. L. A. McDonneU, architect. Quantities
by the architect :

—

John Cronet £617 |
William Fennell, Celbridge*.£578

• Accepted.

DARTFORD.—For iiiaking-up, paving. A:c., Kent, Eissex, and
Westgate toa.Is, and lligliflcln-road. North Uartfoiil, Kent, for the
Kent and Essex House Land and General Investment Co,. Llil,

Mr. G. W. Cobham, surveyor, 49, Windmill-street, Gravesend :

—

Kent Road. Aic., Co.'£2.438 3 8 I T. Adams, Wood
J. Mowlem Ac Co. .. 2,337 Green. N.* ;£2,ii8 0 o
A. T. Catley 2.auj o 0 |

• Accepted.

EALING.—For erecting St. Saviour's Mission Church. Ealing,
S.W. Mr Geo. H. FeUowes Prynne, architect, 6, Queen Anne's
Gate. Westminster, S.W. Quantities by Mr. R. Henry Hale,
surveyor. 33, Old Queen-street, Wesmiinster. S.W. :

—
A. Porter £*0,972 12 it I Dove Bros. £9.705 0 o
HoUoway Bros lO.SSS c o I Goddard A: Sons,
Lawrence A; Sons.. 10,300 0 o| Famham* 9.492 o 0
Holliday A; Green-

j

Adamson A: sons .. 8,651 o 0
wood 17,220 0 0 I Dorey Ac Co 8.367 o 0

Rider A* Sons 10.108 o 0 T. Nyo A; Sons . .. . 8,235 o 0
H G, Ac R. Roberts 10,030 0 o| * .\ccepted.
[Messis. Adamson Ac Sons, Dorey A; Co., and T. Nye Sc Sons,

withdiew.J

— ||

0 “

Indetwick- road.

1

(Section

2.)

1

Hampden-

1
(Section

r.)

III il .2

1
Back-

j

W. T. WUUamson A: Son ..

F. A. Jackson At Son, Ltd..
W. Griffiths

T, Adams, Wood Green* .

£
783
763
739
6g6

*

£
a.496

2.393^

£
r.229

*.*97

£
1.090

1.C64
1.02S

965*

£
784
767

hs*

£
463

44*

• Accepted.

LONDON.—For the erection of io3 workmen's dwellings at

Hornsey, for the District CounciL Mr, E. J. Lovegrove, Engineer
and Suiveyor ;—

J. Chessum Sc Sons £35.814 I
McCormick A: Sons £37.484

Dove Bros 37.587 Patman A: Fotheringham 58,994

G. Godson Ac Sons 36,620
|
C. Wall 31,300

Kirk & Randall 36,405 I J. WiUmott oc Sons.

E. Lawrence Ac Son .... 35.850 Hornsey* 28,374

Mattock Bros 3S.S33 I

* Accepted.

.,15a
I
J. WiUmott Ai Sons, Hom-

' — (accepted) £1,1

LONDON.—For the erection of a house. Bostal Heath, for Mr.
Brodle. Mr. W. H. Chancy, architect:—
Houghton £685 10 I A. J. Ware £Sv3 0

Thomas A: Edge 631 o|

LONDON.—Accepted for the construction of two underground
conveniences, High-street, and East-road, lor the Shoreditch

Vestry. Mr. J. Rush Dixon. C.E., Town Hall, Old-street, Shore-

ditch, E.C.:—
Shoredihek High-street Convtnitnee.

A'rtv A'orth-road Coiivenitiier.

Geo. Jenn'mgs, Lambeth .....•£>,575
[Surveyor's estipate, £i,6od.]

...'East Wall. Londonderry
John Goligher Ac Co. £16612 6 I Alexander Dunlop..

Jas. A. Fulton I i

CoUioun Brothers,...

LONDONDERRY —For the erection of business premises. James-

stieet, for Messrs. Htewsteis. Mr. T. Johnston, architect, ii. East

Wail. Londonderry:—
Jas.^McClay.^...„..£3,43i *8 1

McCleli^d A: Co.,

Ltd.., 3.*SS '

j
Joseph Colhoun ....£2,695 '

W. J. Maultsaid.... 2,625 1

1
M. Sweeny a.4S» '

MIDDLESBROUGH.—For the execution of street works, for the

Corporation. Mr, F. Baker, C.E.. Borough Engineer. Municipal-

buildings, Middlesbrough :

—

Joseph Spark £'63 1 7)
Thomas Hunt t47 o 2 V Bennett -street.

John T. Dixon. Preston-on-Tees* 10317 3)
Thomas Hunt 299 ^lol.

. , ,

John T. Dixon. Preston-on-Tees* 2r8 17 3!
Thomas Hunt 147 6 i

)

John T. Dixon. Preston-on-Tees* 103 2 sj
Thomas Hunt 232*7 * Winp Gcoree-strect.
John T- Dixon, Preston-on-Tees* 17018 , J

A>ne ‘-'eo'ge “r

ThorawHunt 153 *| *' iTomlinson-street.
John T. Dixon, Prest:n-on-Tees* 105 r8 9/

* Accepted.

MANCHESTER.-For alterations at the Royal Eye Hospital.

Mr. W. Cecil Hardisly, architect. Manchester. Quantities by Mr.

C. Jackson. Brasetmose-street. Manchester;—
WUsun A- Toft £*.338

I

Slatham A: Whitby £*.«74
Southern A: Sons 1,237 I F. A: E. Haynes *,*59

R. Neill A: Sons* *,175! ‘Accepted.

DARTMOUTH.—For footpaths. Mr. T. O. V’eal, Borough Surveyor:

—

s.|. yd.
Lias stone flagging

j
o.Sco

12 m. by 6 in. granite kerb and - lin. feet,
waterable, each per foot iin

j

3.oci:i

Cement concrete footpaths
j

1.757
Take up and relay 12 in. by 6 in. , lin. feet,

granite kerb and watertable, each
|

707

I
sq. yd.

Granite sett*, crossing^ 56
Take up and relay water main and 1 Im. feet.

main sewer I 3C0
7 iin. feet, the two

j

—
perches walling..... ' —

Pollar & L'art. ' W. C. Shaddock.

'$ Granolithic Paving Company (inloimal).
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MANCHESTER.—For extension and aifetations at the Hospital
or Consumption, Bowdon, Cheshite. Mr. W. Cefil Hardisty, archi-
tect, Manchester. Quantities hy Mr. C. Jackson, Brazennose-street,
Manchester;

—

Mjison&Tolt .Cs.7ta 0 I R. Neill & Sons .£2.578 0
T. Broadbenc c6j8 4 ). Hamilton & Son.
M. Stone 2613 0 Altiiacham* 2,S37 o
Southern & Sons 2.630' o| ‘Accepted.

MORECAMBE.—Accepted for the election of two houses
Selton-road. Heysbam. fur Mr. E. Edmondscn. Mr. J. Marshall,
aichitect, Bank-crescent. Morecambe;—

.'ifasonry.—Win. Pool. Morecainb* £625 ro
yoinery anti Carfiiii/ry.-~}. Schofif 11, Morecambe. 378 12

antf Ffar/eri/ia'.—Hall & Son, Lancaster .. i<;o o
McNair, Morecambe 89 0

NEWHAVEN.—For the e.xtension of premises. Chapel-street.
Mr E I. Hughes, architect. Riverside. Newhaven
Kemp dc Sons £2.322 I

G. E. Chapman £>.970
Berry dc Bussey 2 -71 P. Peters & Sons 1964
Longley & Co 1.9^ N. Woo'gar >,048
General Builders' Co i c^.c

|
Redmond Bros. 1.800

REIGATE,—For extension of cottage hospitaL Messrs. Baker
& Penfold, architects, Relgate —
.1.1. Canick £',r4l 0 I T. Pu hby £995 0
C. Nightingale dr Sons 1,174 0 Puckland & Watcts . . .. 924 0
Bagaley & Sons 975 0 |

R. Killick 898 10

, 6. Queen Anne's-gite. Westminster, S.W,
eiigineer. 21. Old Queen-street, Westminster, S.W.
Tickner & Partington £20! ii 6

|

Electrical & General
The Brush Electtira! Engineering CO.. -£151
Engineering Co,, rSS 16 6 I L-aiog. Wharton. &

BfIshaw&Co 379 1: 6 1 d; Down, Limited.
WalterP. Adams r64 14 0 1

Luadoo (accepted). 151 1

SHERINGHAM.—For buildtng “The Grand Hotel." Shering-
ham, Norfolk. Mr. Herbert J. Green, architect and diocesan
surveyor, Norwich:—
Cornish dfGaymer .£32,241 14 0

|
Bardell Bros £26.999 o 0

W. H. Brown *9.835 o o J. Youngs & Son.
J S. Smith 29.303 n 0 Norwich* 26.793 o 0
George Riches . .. 28,72918 4 I James White (too
Francis Thoday & late) 26.198 0 o
Co. .

• Accepted—subject to modification.

SKEGNESS.— For the erection of a
MtssKirkby. Messrs. Sheppard St H
gate, Newark :•

SOUTHALL (Middlesex).—For levelling, paving. &c.. Harewood
and Feaiherstone-tcrfaces.forthe Southall-Norwood Urban District
Councils. Mr. H. R. Felkin, Engineer, Southall

Free & Sons £291
1

H. Lee £212
W. Brown ................ 239 I

A. 3: B. Hanson, Souiball* 198

//arnuitod-Urra ct.
W. Brown £278

)
A. & B. Hanson £229

Free St Son 352 H. Lee, Southall* 226
BeU.. 236 I

• Accepted,

SPENNYMOOR —For malting highway footpaths from Garden
House to Tudhoe Village, for me Urban District Council. Mr.
G. W. Rogers. C.E , Silver-street. Spennymoor •

W. Westgarih £1.298 7 0 I J. McGuire £1,177 8 4
R. Railton i,2to 7 6 |

F. Dixon, Hebbuin* 986 1 4
• Accepted.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES.—For alterations and additions tor
and 3. Bishop-street, for Mr, J. Harrison. Mr. J. Sanderson arcl
tect. r34. High-street, Stockton:—
C. Dodds £498 16 0

I J. Davison, Stocklon-
W. Atkinson 429 0 o

|
on-Tees (Bccepted)£4iB 6

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.—For thesupply of 1,000 ton
quartzite, fur the Corporation

s, d.
SommerfeUi & Co 14 3Kent Maintenance Cempany, Limited .... 14 0
Lambert* Co ,0

Coopers. Limited, London (acceoted) . ,

:

Penlee Eivan (Stone Company, for Penlee
stone.. —

C. B.N.SNEWIN
MzVHOGANY, 'WAIXSCOT, 'WALNUT,

TEAK, "VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Nos. 7, 8^, 10. 11, 12. 13, 14, 15, 10, A 17, BACK HILL,HATTON GARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET

FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.
STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF WOODS IN ETEEYTHICKNESS. DRY. AND FIT FOR IMMEDIATE USE

Telephone, 66,274 Holbom. Tele. Addreei :
“ SNEWIN, London

WARWICK,— For the erection of tramp wards, &c , at the Work-
luse, for the Union Guardians. Mr F. P. Trepess, aichitect, 8,
.... -— Warwick. Quantilies architect:—

J. W. Randall £2,751

G. F. Smith * Sons

[Arch

!,75' 7 >
I

T- Bailey 2,338
r,659 o 0

I
I. H. & J. Cashmore£2,324

1,428 0 0
I
E.Ta]liss, Warwick* 2,212

:t's estimate. £2,535 J

Accepted.

WEST HAM,—For ihe execution of Street works, the Portwav,
Churcb-stieet South, and Plaistow-road. .Mr. Lewis Ange.1.
Borough Engini— — ”—

Guernsey.

G. I. Anderson.. lo.iio $ 0 ....

J. MowJem * Co. lo.coc 10 0 .... ic.tt
T. Adams 9.963 18 4 ....
w. Wadey — .... 9, 1cW Griffiths

Kingsland-rd.* 95a 6 3 .... 0.24
W. Wilson Auchenber Pitching...

• Accepted.

WOODFORD,—For building two cottage residences, Malmsbury-
toad, Woodford Hall, Essex, tor Mr. J. F. Gascoyne. Mr. Joseph
G. Needham, architect and surveyor, ii, Powerscroft - road,
Clapton :—

W. J. Maddison, Canning Town £730

Street, Wrexham. Quantities by architects :-

John Regers £1,060 o
|
Wycherly & Co. £935

S. Muss 987 0
I
R. S. Roberts, Brough-

R. Williams 954 0 |
ton (accepted) 882 1
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The Jubileefrom a Decorative Point of Vmv.

OR two or tliree

weeks previous to

the 22nd, London,

or that portion of

it which was on

the line of route of

the procession, as-

sumed the appear-

ance of a huge

carpenters’ shop.

As far as the erection of stands only inter-

fered with ordinary shop front architecture

there was no particular objection to be made ;

people might do what they liked with their

own
;
but it is rather a question whether the

building up and disfiguring of churches and

public buildings with huge masses of staging

was altogether the way to beautify the city

or to improve its public buildings. Tlie

architectural effect of St. Paul’s was entirely

spoiled for tlie time being by the temporary

erections which clung round it. The National

Gallery showed only half its height above

a huge tier of wooden seats
;

the portico

of St. Martin’s suffered even more, and was,

in fact, almost lost to view; and St. Clement

Danes was as badly treated. Indepen-

dently of the question of loss of effect

from thus masking some of the principal

buildings and destroying their proportions,

there comes the perhaps more serious ques-

•tion of the chance of permanent damage to

the stonework. It is to be hoped that no

serious injury to any of them will have

resulted, but we shall be surprised if some

of them do not show more or less sign of

the stonework having been knocked about

to a perceptible extent If we are to

Iiave any more such shows on a grand

scale, it is a point to be considered

-whether public buildings which are

national property and are of more or less

• architectural value ought to be made use of

as points d'afftii for the erection of staging,

to say nothing of the possible danger to them

from fire in massing such a quantity of iii-

iflammable material around and against them
;

and also (since one object on such occasions is

to present the city in its best aspect) whether

‘the result is not a disfigurement which it

•would be better to avoid in future. It

seems pretty clear that there was no real

necessity, even in view of sightseeing, for

.some portion of this work
;
for there can be

little doubt that, in^the matter of special seats

to view the procession, the market was over-

stocked, though (as it proved) not quite to the

extent that many people supposed before the

day arrived.

From the carpenters’ shop stage London

passed, during the two or three days previous

to the show, into the upholstery stage. The

result was brilliant and picturesque as a

whole
;

dingy London scarcely knew itself

with such an amount of colour about
;
but

one can hardly say that there was much that

was very effective or original in the indi-

vidual treatment of the fronts. We do not,

however, hold with those who advocate the

adoption of a general scheme of decoration

imposed by authority, and to which individual

tastes should have given way. For one thing,

it would be too vast an undertaking for

authority to carry out
;
and it would be un-

reasonable, and an interference with the

liberty of the subject, to have expected or

compelled house-owners to spend their own
money in decorating their premises under

compulsion and not according to their own

taste. It may also be urged that the element

of individuality in the decoration of private

premises has an interest of its own. The

carrying out of a general scheme must be

limited to the public portion of the thorough-

fare.

As far as this latter portion of the decora-

tion went we have certainly improved of late

years, though we have still something to

learn in these matters from Paris and even,

strange as it may seem, from Berlin. Our

authorities have discovered what an unfail-

ing source of picturesque and jubilant effect

is to be found in the erection of standards of

some kind or another at equal distances,

with garlands festooned from one to the

other. What are called Venetian masts are

as good in this way as most things : they

have a gay effect, and they are entirely in

good taste. Thus in this respect the Strand

portion of the public decoration was perhaps

the most satisfactory
;
at all events there could

be nothing to find fault with in it, at least as

far as the masts and garlands went. The

more ambitious efforts in other places were

not all successful. Along Piccadilly the

ornamental standard posts broke out into a

kind of ornament at the top which was some-

what flimsy and commonplace in character,

pretentious without being really decorative.

Across the road in front of the National

Gallery, and in the western portion of the

Strand, the genius of some one had devised

a very bad kind of cross erections or trium-

phal lintels (shall we call them), in which the

most prominent feature was a kind ol

finial in a shape approaching a fleur-de-

lis, with three coloured balls on it, and

a triple group of coloured balls at the

side of this
;

the whole unfortunately sug-

gesting a pawnbroker's sign upside down.

We do not know whether there is any

symbolism in this triple-ball arrangement

;

from a decorative point one can only say

that, whoever was responsible for this eftbrt

in decoration, it was not a happy one. At

the top of St. James’s-street there stood on

each side of the roadway a great built-up

Corinthian column with a gilt capital. These

columns (the "Jachin and Boaz” of the

day) seem to have been erected under the

desire to put something large and striking

there, without any notion what to do

with it. The columns, seeing that the erec-

tions were in that form, should at least

have carried something
;

as they stood

they looked perfectly unmeaning, and as it

they were portions of a design for a

triumphal arch, or something of that kind,

which had never been finished. Even a

statue on the top would have been better

than nothing. But the fact is they should

not have been in column shape at all
;

they were evidently intended merely as

striking objects to flank the entry to

St. James’s-street, and should have been

designed in something more of the

obelisk form—something which was ob-

viously not designed to carry anything, but

to be sufficient unto itself. There were, by

the way, tv'o more of these columns at the

bottom of the street, looking still more un-

meaning from the fact that they did not

properly face each other, the easternmost

one being set at an angle of 45 deg. with the

corner building. Were these official efforts,

or the combined taste of the 'clubs of St.

James’s-street? The whole street looked

glorious with a crowd of garlands stretching

across it, leaving it like a kind of elongated

bower or arcade of greenery, when seen in

perspective. Whether the tee-to-tum birds

spinning round under the garlands were any

improvement may be a question.

Oncoming eastward of “The Griffin ” there

was to be noticed a considerable improve-

ment in the design of the standards for carry-
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ing the garlands, they were much less com-
monplace than those along Piccadilly, and
showed a good deal of elegance of design

and detail. Those in Ludgate Hill, where
the Indian Empire was symbolised by
bracketted posts, carrying each a gilt silhouette

figure of an elephant and palm, were effective

and rather novel. London Bridge looked very

well with its festoons from end to end above

the parapet. In the Borough the simpler class

of Venetian masts again prevailed, but St.

George's Circus, between the Borough-road

and Westminster Bridge, showed one of the

most effective bits of decoration on the

route, long festoons being carried from all

sides of the circus and secured to the top of

the obelisk in the centre, thus bringing the

whole space into one design.

As to the street fronts, in which, as

before observed, upholstery ruled for the

most part, one cannot say that there was
much of novelty or inventiveness in the

decorations, and where there was, it was
not always of the best kind. One house in

Piccadilly attempted a tojir de force by
means of metal-faced spiral colonnettes

and an arcade, accompanied by draperies,

but the result was more prominent than

satisfactory. Some of the best results

were obtained, as at the Albemarle Hotel,

by simply festooning the lower portion

of each window with coloured textiles
;

in the case of the hotel the colour

scheme was rather delicate and the effect

very bright and festive. Generally speaking
the taste seems to have been for strong reds

set off with yellow or gold, which is a some-
what commonplace combination. Occasion-
ally a well-meant effort at an original and
harmonious scheme of colour was spoiled by
a failure of balance. In one of the smaller
house fronts in Piccadilly, not far from Hyde
Park Corner, we noticed the day before

the procession a very effective scheme of

•colour in a completely-draped front, (with
the name of Storey as decorator) in which
rich orange hangings played a considerable
part, contrasted by a rather dark heavy
green in the balcony fronts. The effect

was very good but somewhat sombre;
it was evidently intended to do something
more with the green balcony fronts, but on
the procession day this “something more”
consisted in hanging Indian or Persian rugs
over them, leaving the green partially show-
ing, and this spoiled the effect

;
the rather

dark though rich patterns of the rugs did not
give a bright enough effect. If those balcony
fronts had been enlived with something white
—not too much of it—this could have been
chronicled as the success of the day in uphol-
stery decoration. On the whole the conclusion
was that while we have improved in our
notions of street decoration as far as the
public way is concerned—the portion carried
out by public authority—in the draping
and decorating of residences on such occa-
sions there is a great deal of room for

improvement, and little was to be seen
which was really of artistic value, the main
idea in most cases being, apparently, to
get as much stuff as possible on the build-
ing and let Providence take care of the
colours. In one or two instances (one
on a brick house in the Borough) the idea
was to cover the whole wall bodily with a
diapered stuff and use this as afond for the
details of the decoration, but the result was
hardly worth the trouble it must have cost.
No was much to be said for the inscriptions,

except in respect of their loyalty. An occa-

sional quotation from Tennyson came in

well and appropriately, but there was not

much of this higher element. “Victoria

Reg. et Imp.’’ has not a very inspiring effect.

In two places, in Parliament-street and in

the Borough, the rather mild cricketing joke

of “60—not out,’’ was thought worth em-
blazoning

;
this hardly comes under the

domain of “happy thoughts.”

Considering that there were to be illumi-

nations by night as well as decorations by
day, it is curious how very few of the deco-

rators seem to have given any thought to

providing something that would be equally

successful under both aspects. The Palace

Theatre of Varieties, for instance, made a

splendid show by day, but was sombre enough
at night, and in fact hardly conveyed the idea

of being illuminated. The Bank of England
stood almost alone in its provision for

equally good decorative effect both by day
and night. We have already referred to

the design. The glass bucket lamps used
being white, produced quite a pretty effect

as festoons by day, and a still better

one at night
;

the reveals of the windows
were also lined out, and a large Greek
anthemion ornament emphasised the angle

of the building towards the open space at

the Mansion House. The merit of the

design consisted in its severe and restrained

character; nothing was overdone, and every

detail had its effect
;
and though a good deal

of the lighting did not follow the actual lines

of tlie building, the spacing and arrangement
of the festoons all had reference to the

architectural divisions. A study of the il-

luminations suggested some considerations

as to the treatment of architecture

illumination. In any building of archi-

tectural importance, bringing out the main
lines of the building by lines of lights is one
of the best and most effective methods of

illuminating, though it has the drawback of

being somewhat costly and taking time

to carry out. It is a great deal simpler to

buy or hire big letters and crowns and
emblems, either in gas or in glass to be
lighted behind, and fix them up; but this

kind of thing soon palls upon one, and in

fact the illuminations along Piccadilly and
St. James-street were not the least worth the

struggle among a noisy crowd which one
had to go through to see them. It was fully

expected, by the way, that the festoons

across the street would be lighted up at

night (there were lamp-glasses on them), and
a good deal of disappointment was expressed
at the failure of this

;
it would have had a

beautiful effect, really worth seeing. The
Institution of Civil Engineers, which reserved

itself for the illumination and made no decora-

tive show during the day, adopted the archi-

tectural principle with good effect, lining

out the upper and lower cornice
; and

an effective scheme of the same kind was
carried out at the offices of the London
and North-Western Railway Company at

the corner of Piccadilly and Bridge-street.

But it was around the Mansion House that

the architectural principle of illuminating was
best seen

;
in the Mansion House itself, in

the Exchange, in the Bank (as already men-
tioned), and in the Liverpool London and
Globe Insurance Offices, which produced an
excellent effect by lining out their windows
and introducing a double festoon of lights

at the level of the first-floor string. But it

is necessary to remember that devices which

look quite natural and right by day may
fail at night from not showing as they were
expected to show. The device of wreathii^g

columns spirally with lights, as at the

Mansion House, is oneof these. It looks all

right by day, but it is forgotten that at night

the columns themselves can hardly be seen,,

and the spiral seems twisted round nothings

and does not explain itself. There was a
failure of the same kind at London Bridge,

By day the festoon lines of decoration

looked well enough (though with the
defect that the festoons were too short and
numerous for the best effect); but when the

lamps were lighted on the festoons there

seemed nothing for them to hang from, and
one only saw a set of curves rising up into

points and going down again, with no appa-
rent statical reason. When lamps are to be
festooned, there should be some kind of
attachment shown in light also, at the highest

points, to give the curves something to hang
from.

It seems a pity that an attempt was not

made to illuminate St. Paul’s by architec-

turally treated lines of lighting
;
the effect

would have been splendid
;
but there seems

to have been a rather unnecessary dread of

danger to the building from fire. St. Peter’s-

has been illuminated in this way many times
without any such result. But something was-
done, nevertheless

;
the dome and lantern

were put into brilliant light by a set of arc
lights in the upper windows of some of the

houses, and the effect of the colonnade of the
dome, seen above the dark mass of the lower-

portion of the building, as if built of some
phosphorescent stone, and the lantern above-

shining white in the sky, was really fine, and-

was perhaps the thing best worth seeing on
that evening. The Monument was finely-

treated, with four great ropes of Chinese-

lanterns from the four angles of the capital,,

carried down in expanding lines to the-

adjacent houses.

As to the great function of the 22nd, the

procession itself, it must be chronicled as ai

splendid success, carried out without a hitch

or failure of any kind. This was decorative

enough
;
and here again there was a sugges-

tion as to the relation between artistic effect

and practical fitness. For nothing was more
admired everywhere, we believe, than the

general appearance of the Australian con--

tingent, yet their uniform was a very modest
one in regard to colour and trappings as com-
pared with our resplendent artillery and
cavalry uniforms, but it had the double merit

of having some artistic style about it, and of

looking like a dress fitted for active service,,,

whereas some of our uniforms seem much
more adapted for a procession than as. a

costume for actual field work. As a spectarJe,

,

however, the whole thing was splendid—

a

sight to be long remembered.

ALTERATIONS AT THE VIENNA
“HOFBURG” THEATRE.
N important decision was recently

arrived at in respect to the

great Court Playhouse at Vienna,

,

known as the “Hofburg” Theatre.

It has been a well-known fact that the

auditorium was unsatisfactory in many
respects. Particularly the sighting from the

side-boxes was bad, and the acoustics in

many parts were lamentable. It is now
scarcely nine years since this imposing

building has been completed, its actual con--

struction having commenced in 1874, whilst
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the plans had been under consideration. as

far back as 1866. The auditorium is now to

be reconstructed, and some of the defects

remedied.

Tliis building, wliich by many is con.sidered

to be an example of technical skill brought

to high perfection, with all due regard for

}) the allied arts of painting and sculpture, has

I
unfortunately been a subject of incessant

I controversy ever since tlie idea of its

r| crcctioi^ originated. There was much com-

I petition in the first instance as to obtain-

li ing the commission for the work. Gottfried

Semper, it will be remembered, was even-

tually called in by the Emperor of Austria in

1869 to act as the assessor on the competi-

tion drawings of the theatre and several

other extensive public buildings which were

to be erected. Then Semper was given the

commission botli for the Court Museum
and the " Hofburg ” Theatre

;
and he, being

a stranger in Vienna, wished, for various

reasons, to be associated with the late Baron

Ilasenaucr in the execution of this extensive

sclieme. The actual appointment of Semper

and Hasenauer as collaborators was dated

in May, 1871, but in 1875, shortly after the

building operations had commenced on the

playhouse. Semper resigned his position,

primarily owing to disagreements with his

colleague, who seems to have been always

anxious to make himself disagreeable, and

was not loth to enter into intrigues to weaken

the position of the man to whom he was
indebted for so mucli.

When the •' Hofburg” was opened in

October, 1S8S, a fresh controversy arose as

to the authorship or responsibility for the

design. Though the facts are pretty well

known to many persons, the disagreement is,

unfortunately, not yet settled. The facts are,

that Semper was the author of the original

design, and Hasenauer was appointed as his

colleague in the execution of it. Then
Semper resigned, leaving the elaboration of

the design and the entire execution to the

younger man. We are hence indebted to the

former for the plans and main lines of the

rendering and the preliminary scheme of

decoration. Baron Hasenauer, however,

improved the original plan by giving it a

more practical character, and, at the same
time, introducing a lighter feeling into the

architectural treatment, whilst the wliole of

the cov.structional detail and the technical

appliances were arranged and carried out

under his supervision. The same hand is

practically responsible for the whole of the

interior decoration, the greater part of which

Hasenauer personally sketched, and all of

which he executed after Semper’s departure.

Semper and Hasenauer may therefore be

properly described as joint architects of the

building.

In the lapse of time between Semper’s

retirement in 1875 and the completion of the

block in 1S88, Baron Hasenauer had con-

trived that Semper’s participation in the

work should almost be forgotten, and it was
Hasenauer who was the recipient of the

I
many compliments and marks of distinction

on the termination of this important monu-

ment. Nevertheless, the discussion referred

to as to authorship was so far kept up that,

when criticisms were published as to the

acoustic properties and the sighting of certain

parts of the auditorium, Hasenauer sud-

denly recalled the share taken by his

deceased colleague in the work, and made
him the scapegoat for these deficiences.

This same procedure is being observed at

the moment by the friends of the late Baron.

Now that it has been decided to remedy

some of the mistakes, the late Baron

Hasenauer’s friends are ascribing everything

unsatisfactory to Semper. As a matter of

fact, the mistakes can hardly be considered

the fault either of Semper or of Hasenauer,

for it could be easily shown that the unfor-

tunate lines of the auditorium are practically

due to orders respecting the dimensions, and

capacity given by certain Court officials, and

Baron Hasenauer himself is known to have

privately stated in 1893 that the present

lines were quite contrary to the judgment

of both Semper and himself, both knowing

quite well that the results must be dis-

advantageous. No doubt the actual lines

of the auditorium as shown here (see dia-

gram) are as first drawn by Semper, but

Semper was only following his client's

instructions.

Referring to fig. i, it will be seen that

the shape of the box fronts must, neces-

sarily, prevent a good view of the stage in'

certain positions. The complaints of the

last nine years have now resulted in the

Court Office of Works requesting Messrs.

Pellner and Helmer, together with their per-

manent technical adviser, Herr Foerster, to

report on the matter, and the first-named

firm has been strenuously advising an imme-

diate and entire reconstruction of the audi-

torium, whilst the Court Office of Works, their

technical representative, and the theatre

adjninistration, advocated the more moderate

measure of taking down the fronts and re-

constructing them to a different line, at a

cost not exceeding 200,000 florins. This

expenditure has now been sanctioned by

the Emperor, and the work will be taken in

hand at once, under the directions of Mr.

Foerster, whilst the services of Messrs.

Fellner and Helmer are to be dispensed

with.

A horse - shoe shape (see fig. 2) is to

be followed, in place of the lyre shape,

in the plan of the box fronts, and six

months have been allowed for tlie recon-

struction. Unfortunately these alterations

will probably only partly remedy the defects,

for there are many other scats which require

attention and alteration besides those of the

boxes, especially those in the pit and in the

gallery.

Though the reconstruction has been found

necessary, it is only right to protest against

the indignation whic^r has been shown in

some quarters towards the two deceased

architects, for on the point in question there

is no doubt that it was the client (as repre-

sented by certain officials), and not either of

the architect.s, who was to blame. It is

further unfortunate that there should be so

much feeling shown as to the execution of

the alterations. Messrs. Fellner and Helmer,

cannot be considered infallible in questions

of this kind, and the methods apparently

used by these architects and their friends

to impress their opinions on the public would

be considered unprofessional in this country.

NOTES.
It is surely not unreasonable

Honours
archi-

tectural profession is always

passed oyer in the distribution of official

honours on such an occasion as this. In art

we recognise that Sir W. B. Richmond has

well earned his distinction; in engineering

we are glad to welcome Sir A. R. Binnie and
Sir

J.
Wolfe Barry, for though we regard the

Tower Bridge as an architectural monstrosity,

wc have always fully recognised the engineer-

ing qualities displayed in its construction.

But are there no architects in this country

who have done anything to deserve recogni-

tion? We do not suppose the architects

care very much about it—they are not given

to snapjung after honours, but the slight to

them is just the same; and when we see

the Rresident of the Institute of Architects,

who has done so much, and at so much
expenditure of cost and labour, to eluci-

date the liistory and promote the study

of architecture, passed over—and likewise

Mr. Penrose, too, one of the greatest

exponents and illustrators of ancient archi-

tecture, whose retirement from his j;osition

at St. Paul’s just about this time might have

furnished the best excuse for an official

compliment—and when on the other hand

we see the honour of knighthood conferred

on a water-colour artist who enjoys the

questionable distinction of being the Presi-

dent of the Society which gives the worst

annual picture exhibitions in London, one

begins to wonder how these matters are

managed, and who it is that advises the

Government on them.

The letter addressed by the

S?.'paur‘s°"
S'- Paul's to the Times

of the 23rd inst. on this subject

is so far satisfactory that it seems to indicate

that the great work of decorating St. Paul’s

is not to be left half finished
;
and it appears

d
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tliat four City Companies have promised

feach to bear the cost of decorating one of the

semi-domes over the piers at the angles of

the main dome. But when the Dean goes

on to ask for money for the decoration of the

interior drum of the dome — “ tlie space

between the whispering -gallery and the

bottom of the windows in the dome”—the

natural reply is, or ought to be, that before

we subscribe money for this we must sec a

scheme, not only for the decoration of the

drum, but for that of the whole- dome, which

cannot rightly be considered apart from the

drum. The decoration of the dome in St.

Paul’s is by far the most important crn.v of

the whole work
;
according as it is suitably

or unsuitably done it will make or mar the

decoration scheme ;
and it is perfectly un-

reasonable to ask people to subscribe for

such a work unless they are to first see what

is proposed to be done. Again, while we
are glad to see that it is proposed to decorate

as soon as possible the small domical spaces

in choir aisles, the intimation that “there is

a place for the arms of any donor who will

give 1,000/. towards the completion of one of

them”— in other words, offering a bribe to

the personal vanity of subscribers with the

promise to have their arms painted there as

part of the decoration, apjjears to us to be in

the worst jjossible taste. If people will only

give for such a paltry moti\-e as that, they

had better not give at all.

It is to be hoped that there

Medal
be a large meeting at the

Institute on Monday to do

honour to Dr. Cuypers, for we conscien-

tiously believe that the Royal Gold Medal

of the Institute has never been more worthily

bestowed
;
and those who read the short

account which we have given on another

page of Dr. Cuypers's character and career

will recognise that he is no ordinary man.

And as Dr. Cuypers has been especially

noted for the attention which he has given

to craftsmanship in connexion with architec-

ture, and for the interest he has always taken

in the work of artisans, we may suggest that

some of those “outside” architects who
specially espouse the craftsman view of

architecture might very well put aside their

differences with the Institute, and join in

welcoming their Dutch brother in the art.

The Institute, we have no doubt, will Ije

very glad to see them as visitors «jn such

an occasion.

We are glad to hear that the

Truro Cathedral, foundations for the nave (jf

Truro Cathedral are in course

of preparation. We do not sui)pnse the

funds requisite to complete the cathedral

can as yet have been entirely raised or

promised, but the fact that the foundations

are being proceeded with seems to indicate

that there is good hope of the money being

forthcoming as required. It would be a

thousand pities if Truro Cathedral were
allowed to remain half finished for an inde-

finite period.

This great work proceeds very

New Sorbonne.
completion. The

monumental facades of the

buildings along Rue St. Jacques are now
finished, and produce a very imposing effect.

A high tower, in a modern—very modern

—

style, is a notable feature in one of these

facades, and is rather a remarkable bit of

architectural design. Tlie work is proceed-

ing in the interior of the building; the por-

tion intended for the Ecole des Charles is at

present in course of preparation. In a few

days the last vestiges of the old Sorbonne
will have been removed. The ancient gate-

way certainly ought to have been preserved.

The Cambrian appears that the strictures

Railway Acci- upon tlie general condition of

the Cambrian line attributed

to Col. Yorke at tlie Board of Trade inquiry

into the Welshampton accident have, as we
anticipated, been very much modified

—

indeed they have been practically disavowed

by him altogether. Very rough material had
apj)arenlly been used for repairs in a section

of the road examined by the Inspector, but

he stated at the inquest, on Friday last, that

he did not intend his remarks upon the

circumstance to be interpreted as dis-

paraging the general condition of the

permanent way of the Cambrian line.

The Inspector’s remarks were apparently

misquoted or misunderstood by the

reporters, with the result that a preju-

dice has been created against the Com-
pany, which Colonel Yorke has thus taken

the first opportunity of endeavouring to clear

up. The Report, embodying the Inspector’s

final opinion, will be awaited with greater

interest in view of the conflicting reports

upon the proceedings, and the consequent

misapprehensions which have arisen. The
alternative theory to which allusion was
made last weelc, seems to have found accept-

ance with the coroner's jury. Their verdict

exonerates the officials from negligence, but

they consider that the accident would not

have happened had the light Lancashire and
Yorkshire van not been on the train. It is a

singular fact—if this view is accepted as

correct—that a step primarily taken as a

precautionary measure, must be regarded as

directly contributing to, if not causing, the

disaster. For the Lancashire and Yorkshire

officials would doubtless consider that, in

attaching a second brake van to a long train

which had only been provided with one, they

were repairing an omission.

Mr. F. J. Ban’CRoft’-s paper on
T.ill Chimneys. “The Stability of Tall Chim-

neys,” recently read before tiie

Institution of Junior Engineers, while not

pretending to treat the subject exhaustively,

nevertheless deals with practically all the

more essential points of tliis class of con-

struction. We quite agree with him that in

a chimney built of brick or stone, no reliance

should be placed upon the tenacity of the

mortar at the joints, as any chimney may be

called upon to withstand a gale of wind while

the mortar is still fresh. In order that there

may be no tension at any point, it becomes
necessary to accurately determine the

limiting position of the centre of pres-

sure, and the method of doing this

is clearly explained in the paper. The author

considers that there should never be any
appreciable deflection of a tall chimney when
subjected to a heavy wind pressure, or, in

other words, that they should not rock. This
is certainly a desirable condition, but one that

is seldom realised in tall chimneys. !\Iost

existing chimneys appear to be greatly

neglected so far as periodical inspection is

concerned, and when it is remembered
that accidents in connexion with these lofty

structures may prove most serious, it seems

very desirable that they should be examined
from time to time by a competent and inde-

pendent man.

A TIMELY letter by Professor

withoKiL. Lodge in Tuesday's Times calls

attention to the misleading

articles which have appeared in popular

journals on this subject. To talk about
“ Marconi waves,” “ important discoveries,”

and “ brilliant novelties,’’ in connexion with

the Post Office experiments on Hertzian
vibrations, gives a totally wrong impression

to the public. This impression has been
fostered by the unnecessary secrecy used by
Mr. I^rccce in his public statements prior

tojhis recent lecture at the Royal Institution,

which came as an anti-climax to experts who
had been led to expect something novel.

Professor Lodge points out that Lord
Rayleigh was the first to discover “cohesion

”

under electrical influences, but he modestly

underrates his own discoveries. He, how-
ever, points out, as we did a short time ago,

that the apparatus he used in his 1894 ex-

periments was substantially the same as the

Marconi apparatus exploited by Mr. Preece.

lie naturally resents the impression con-

veyed by Mr. Prcece in his Institution

lecture that he liad propliesied half a

mile as the superior limit to which

Hertzian vibrations could travel. To quote

from a popular work like Professor Trow-
bridge’s “What is Electricity full as it is

of the most absurd and (‘vroncoiis statements,

in order to show to an audience, including

many experts, the present state of our know-
ledge of electrical theory, was a somewliat

deliberate attempt to minimise the importance

of Professor Lodge’s discoveries.

The inclusion of Professor

Crookes'^
Crookes amongst the recipients

of Jubilee honours has given

great satisfaction to electricians. Although

his researches in chemistry and metallurgy

have placed him during the last forty years

in the front rank of English physicists, yet

the researches he made on electric discharge

in high vacua have contributed to two epoch-

making discoveries in tlie applications of

electricity. His methods of producing ex-

treme vacua were used by Edison and Swan
when they were experimenting on glow-lamp

manufacture, and the work he did in this

direction greatly simplified the problems

they had to solve. It was when ex-

perimenting witli a Crookes’ tube that

Professor Rontgen discovered that certain

rays given out by it passed through

many opaque bodies. How near Professor

Crookes was to making this discovery will be

seen by reading his presidential address to

the Institution of Electrical Engineers some
live or six years ago. He had found out

that when the exhaustion of a tube was
carried far enough certain bodies placed in

front of the electrode cast sharply-defined

shadows on the opposite wall of the tube,

whilst others were apparently perfectly

transparent. Although it was reserved for

others to discover two of the most practical

applications of his experiments, yet the im-

portance of the pioneer work that he did

can never be overlooked.

A REPORT to the Local Govern-

Udightsof ment Board by Dr. Buchanan^
Biggleswade. prevalence of diphtheria

in the village of Hatley Cockayne, in the
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I’
Biggleswade Rural District, sulliciently ex-

I

plains why diphtheria lias found a congenial

I soil at Hatley Cockayne. (Jld cottages

I built partly of brick and partly of wattle

! and plaster, roofed with straw thatching,

I
with damp walls, have wooden privies,

II usually placed in the gardens, the contents

I
of which are dug out by the inhabitants

when there are signs of ovei flow, and either

I

at once disposed of on the garden land, or

stored until wanted in an open manure pit

within a few yards of the dwelling. Most of

the inhabitants obtain water from a brick

well, provided with bucket and windlass,

placed in the front garden of one of the

cottages. It is not difficult in such a case to

,

jiut two and two together
;
the water supply

does that
;
product—diphtheria. The same

report comments oji the water supply of

Moggerhanger, in the same district of

Biggleswade. Moggerhanger is also supplied

by wells, about a dozen in number, of old

construction, dry-steined in brickwork which

is frequently faulty. Water is drawn from

them usually by bucket and windlass, some-

times by a pumj). Some are 20 ft. or more

in depth, others are about 15 ft. These
wells are fed by surface water, which jierco-

lates to them through the layers of glacial

drift which overlie the (Jxford clay. One of

them, which shows large gaj'S in its brick

steining, supplies six houses in Bedford-road

Yard, Moggerhanger. This well stands in

the centre of a yard unprovided with paving

or drains to carry away surface water.

Waste water and slops are thrown by the

inhabitants of the houses on to the surface

of the yard, and no doubt soak into the soil,

and so reach the well. The same tale is

told as to most of the other wells by which

Moggerhanger is supplied. Result—enteric

fever.

Wb gather that the Drapers’
Tlie R.-»dciiirc ^ ^

. 1 T»»
i.ibr.iry, Company have nominated Mr.
O.xforc!. Q Jackson as architect of

the new buildings which they propose to

erect, at a cost of 15,000/.. and present to

Oxford University. The Radcliffe Library

was built, 1737-47, at a cost of nearly 40,000/.

by James Gibbs, Dr. John Radclitle having

becpicathcd that sura for a site and erection

; thereon of a scieutitic library, together with

I
an endowment for the librarian, and for the

il purchase of books. In 1S61, Gibbs’ building

[1
was adapted for the purposes of the Bodleian,

and its upper floor converted into a reading-

i» room. The Radcliffe collection of books was

f.
removed to the New Museum, built 1855-

'1 60, after the designs of Messrs. Deane &
|i
Woodward. By the Drapers’ Company's

ii generous gift the University will be enabled

ri to provide further accommodation for the

:i Scliool of Scientilic Medicine. Gibbs gave

;j a bust of himself, by Rysbrack, to the

ij Radcliffe Library, whose trustees presented,

1
* in 1862, a cast of the bust to the Royal

!

Institute of British Architects. In 1747 he

issued a volume of his designs for the

j

Library.

i The Ch^ite.^ll
who luis bought the

of historic chateau of Malmaison
Malmaison. . , ^ ...

in order to save it Irom rum,

f has entrusted to M. Daumet the task of

i overseeing its repair and (to a certain

j extent) restoration. The personal apart-

1 nients of Napoleon are to be brought back

;• to their original condition—his library, his

I private room, and Josephine’s bedroom, dress-

ing-room, and bath-room. The first floor,

which is in a ruinous state, is to be rebuilt

and transformed into a series of galleries

in which will be placed all the souvenirs,

artistic objects, furniture, bronzes and
medals which are connected with the career

and the reign of Napoleon.

There is on view at the

Tw^lles Industrial Fund at 43,

Wigmore-street a collection of

hand-woven Irish linens and homespuns,

which may usefully be employed by archi-

tects for decorative purposes. They possess

the advantage of being entirely made by
hand and vegetable dyed by the workers of

Donegal, Indian madder dyes of rich and
effective colouring being largely employed.

Some of them are treated with stencil

patterns of the Japanese type, and have been
used as friezes. The material is much to be
commended for curtains, portieres, &c., and
also for ecclesiastical hangings. Mrs. Ernest

Hart has much reason to be proud of her

efforts to reintroduce into the poorer parts

of Ireland industries which have been found

to thrive there. The designs and execution

of the ecclesiastical embroidery are in some
cases excellent, and architects can have their

designs executed with the knowledge that

they are helping forward native industries in

the best possible direction.*

A FORECAST of the weather
made a day or two beforehand

is always to be regarded with

suspicion
;

but we are no longer to be in

duiibt as to future weather since Mr. B. G.

Jenkins, F.R.A.S., has come upon the scene.

We have been sent “The British Weather
Chart for 1897 ” by that saroant^ and it is the

most remarkable document we have seen for

some time. Not only is the weather for the

present year provided for, but we are told

that as soon as the author has completed the

necessary calculations he will issue forecast

barometric and thermometric curves, with

explanatory notes, for the years 1899, 1900,

and 1901. In a paper which appeared in the

bulletins of the Royal Academy of Sciences

of Belgium, and in another work, the,

author says that he has given sufficient,

evidence to show “ conclusively " that

tlic moon has a great deal to do with

the production of the weather. Never-

theless, on further investigation he found
that the moon’s influence alone was not suffi-

cient to account for all the observed weather
phenomena, so the sun and the planets are

called into play
;
the earth does not seem to

have anything to do with its weather. We
begin to understand something of this little

difficulty when the shades of Copernicus,

Kepler, and Newton, and their “system of

astronomy,’’ are invoked—the Meteorological

Society is not mentioned. The vehicle for

conveying these wonderful forecasts is the

“Telluric curve,” which is “applicable to the

‘ Since the al>ove was written, we have received .some

further information from Donegal House as to llie

practical m.aDiier in which it is prypo.sed to use tlicse

linens as decorative coverings for walls. .\ small wood
lillct is attached to the wall top and bottom, the linen is

nailed on to this very firmly and well stretched, and the

raw edges of the linen are covered either with a linen cord

or gimp, specially manufactured of the same tone or

blend a.s the linen used, or by a painted or gilt moulding.

These linens can be painted in oils or water-colour and
stencilled in gold, silver, or colours, most effectively. The
heavy “ Eolu.s ” linens are made of thick polished threads,

and look like corded silk, but come out at about one-fifth

the price.

whole earth.” We notice that this weather-

chart is revised—“a more accurate adjust-

ment of the curves has enabled the author to

issue what he believes will be found to be a
more accurate forecast of this year’s weather
from June onward,’’ A- “ moderate depres-
sion” was prophesied “round the 22nd” of

this month—a very accurate forecast ! Ought
not this revised version to be Called a

“Jubilee edition” of the chart?

ARCHITECTURAL MEETINGS IN
FRANCE.

THE “.assemulee gknerale" of the pro-
VIN'CIAL ASSOCl.ATION OF FRENCH ARCHI-
TECTS.

Since 1890, the annual meetings of the Con-
gress of French Ardiitects have been preceded
by the meetings of the “ Asscmblee Generale
dc I’Association Proviiiciale des Architectes
Fran^ais.” These latter take pladfe almost
always at the commencement of June, in a pro-
vincial town (a dift'erent place of meeting
being selected every year). The proceedings
are generally influenced by the intention of
treating those subjects which are of special
interest to the architects of the Department in
which the meeting is held, and the visits made
to ancient and modern buildings have also a
special or local interest.

This year the “Asscmblee Generale” has
held its meetings at Clermont-Ferrand, and
has made visits to the towns of Royat, Riom,
Montferrand, and Puy, and has distributed its

rewards to building artisans, and others con-
nected with architectural work, at Clermont-
Ferrand and Puy. The meeting was presided
over by M. Paugoy, of Marseilles, assisted by
M. Guimbal, of Issoire (Vice-President), M.
Rcyhaud, of Marseilles (General Secretary),
and M. Benoit, of Lyons (Assistant Secretary).
The delegates, to the number of fifty, from

almost all quarters of France, represented
twenty-one societies, spread over fifty-four
Departments of the country.

Among the resolutions voted, the most
important were those in regard to local archi-
tectural education, on wliich an admirable
Report was read by M. Blondel, of Versailles,
and on wliich tlie views of the “ Assemblce ”

were expressed in tlie two following resolu-
tions :

—

1. “ Instruction in architecture to be given at
(the special places to be selected by the Minister
of Fine Arts), in schools of architecture all

subject to the same regulations and following
the same programme of studies, and conferring
oil the pupils, besides the advantage of being
exempt from the two years’ military service (on
the same conditions on which the law grants
this e.xemplioii to Schools of Commerce and
Agriculture], a certificate of capacity after
exaniinati<iii, before leaving the school, by a
special jury.",

2. " Tlic Kcole Nationale des Beaux-Arts
(.Arcliitcctural Section) to take the title of
“ EcoleSupcricurc d’Arcliitecture,” and to have
the sole power of conferring the Government
diploma of arcliitecture.”

The “.Asscmblee” also voted for (i) the
creation of a prize, in the form of a travelling
studentship, to be competed for annually by
the students of the Departmental Art Schools

;

(2) the establishment of a scale of charges for
architects, in which 5 per cent, would be taken
as the minimum

; (3) the insertion, in the
statutes of the allied Societies, of the treatise on
the “ Professional Duties of .Architects," drawn
up by M. Guadet in the name of the “ Societe
Centrale des Architectes " and adopted by that
Society

; (4) the formal approbation of a study
by M. Goiiault, of Rouen, on the “ Servitude
d'AIignmeiit ”

; (5) the adjournment till next
year of a Report by M. Le Cccur, of Rouen, on
“ I’Hygieiie de I'Habitation,” and the inclusion,

in that
_

Report, of a special chapter on
•M’Hygiene des Habitations a bon marche,” of
which M. Le Cteiir has created a remarkable
type in Rouen itself

; and lastly, various
measures lo be submitted to the Government
in regard to the reform of the licence of
practise for architects, Uie composition of
“ Conseils des batiments civils,” &c.
M. Dupuy, prefect of the Department of

Puy-de-D6me, presided over the distribution of
“ Recompenses ” whicli took place, after an
address by M. Paugoy, in the large hall of the
Municipal Council at Clermont-Ferrand, and
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which was followed by a banquet and a con-
versazione to which llie relatives and friends of

the delegates were invited.

CONGRESS OF FKFN’Cri ARCHITICCTS.

The twenty-fifth annual Congress of French
Architects is being held thi^ week at Lille ns
its headquarters. The Societc Ceiitralc des
Architectes, under whose management all the
congresses are held, has this year entirely
broken from the tradition of making Paris the
headquarters and taking excursions thence for

two or three days. On this occasion the Con-
gress sat at Lille from the it^th to the 21st, and
after that resolved itself into an excursion in,

Belgium, to Tournai. Brussels, and Antwerp,
but is to finish up its session at Paris to-day
iSaturday), where the members will assemble
foe the usual Genera! Meeting and " Distribu-
tion des Recompenses" in the morning and
afternoon, and the usual banquet in the evening.
There was also to be a meeting of the “ Caisse
de Defense Mutuelle ” in Paris on the previous
day.

At midday on the iSth tlie architects of the
“Societc Regionale”of the Xorth of France,

which has its centre at Lille, assembled at the
j

railway station to receive their professional
friends from Paris and other parts of France

;

ainong whom were M. lyiicien Etienne, Vice-
President of the Societc Centrale, 1\IM. Boileau,
Poupinel, and L. tieorge, the Secretaries, and

I

M. Girard, the senior ineinber <]f the S<iciete
;

M.M. Aivas (of Angers), liissuel iIa’ous),

Chenevier (Verdun), Marmottin (Concommiers),
I'tc,, &c.

After welcome and compliments from M.
Dubuisson, President of the “ Sociede du Nord,"
and a return of thanks by M. L. Etienne (as the
representative of (he President, M. Chas. Gar-
nier, who had been prevented from attending),
the sitting opened at 3 p.in., in the amphi-
theatre of the Institut de Physique, under the
liresidency of M. Dubuisson, assisted by the
delegates of other societies represented. JI.

'

Bergougnoux, at the call of the President,
opened the proceedings with a paper on the
old but always reviving question of “ La
Responsabiiite des Architectes." -dfter con-
sidering the subject at great length, he con-
cluded by propounding a “projet du loi ” or
sketch of a legal enactment in seven articles,

which dealt not only with the subject of legal
responsibility but with alt the other que.s-
tions as to architectural practice which were
related to or involved in that question. The
meeting decided that the questions raised
were too extensive and complicated to be
usefully discussed there and then, and with
the limited time at their disposal, and that it

was necessary to adjourn their consideration
to another occasion

;
and the meeting passed

to the second question on the programme

—

“Architectural Education in the Provinces."
On this question, which is regarded in France
as the most vital and important of all the sub-
jects under consideration in the architectural
world at present, an animated discussion took
place on a paper by M. Batteur, a resume of
the previous studies of the subject alreadv pre-
sented to the “Societc Regionale du Xord."
After various opinions had been expressed by
MM. Barbaud (Paris), Richez (Valenciennes),
Thibeau (Konhaix), Dauphin and Bergougnoux
(Paris), and Vandenhergh, Professor of Archi-
tecture in the Academy Schools of Lille, the
meeting unanimously adopted a resolution to

the effect that “ the architectural schools of the
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Departments ought to be further developed,

I and that the public authorities be invited to take

up the question and to make a commencement
of the undertaking."

I

On the evening of the same day, at 8.30 p.m.

I

the Societe dii Nord invited the congressists

I

to a convivial meeting (‘‘im Punch") at the
I Grand Hotel, Rue Faidherbe, where many

toasts and much agreeable conversation was
further enlivened by various songs, some in the

patois of Lille and Turcoing, among them a

complimentary composition by M. Watteuw,
dedicated “ au.v architeqiies.”

On Saturday the 19th the Congress sat at

9 a.m., under the presidency of M. Newnham
of Lille, when an interesting paper was read

by M. Hatteur on the “ Duties of the Architect

in the Eighteenth Century,” the author show-
ing, by numerous quotations, that the art-

architect was by no means a negligible

quantity, as had been sometimes supposed, in

the last century, and that the architects who
carried out work for the public were a good
deal more than “ general contractors."

A Report by M. Dissuel (of Lyons) followed,

on the subject of a dispensation from the two
years of military service, to be granted to the

most meritorious among architectural students,

and after a discussion in which many dillerent

opinions were expressed, the following resolu-

tion was unanimously adopted :

—

“ That a certain number of Art Schools

ought to be established in the Departments, one

section of each to be a School of Architecture,

with an examination on entering and leaving

it, and a certiticate of permission to study

being granted (after the entry examination),

but without any jirejudice to the student

attending also the existing Fine Art Schools.

That the students at these schools, as in the case

of the Schools of Commerce and Agriculture,

should be exempted from the rule of two years'

military service, but only in the case when they

had satisfied the examiners at the exit exami-

nation before arriving at the age of twenty-

six.”

The morning’s sittingbeing a pretty laborious

one, the afternoon of this day was given up to

drives in a number of carriages, first to the

Bourse, a building of the seventeenth century,

a photograph of which, as well as of the Porte

de Paris, was presented to each member of the

party
;
then to M. Newnham’s country house

at Lambersart, and to the church there, by

M. Baudin
;

to the chalets of MM. Mallet,

Baert, Villans, and Cordonnicr, in the Avenue
de THippodrome, at Lille, also to the houses of

MM. Vandenbergh and Newnham
;

to the

church of Sacre Cceur, by M. Batigny, and to

the apsidal chapel of Notre Dame de la Treille,

by M. Villans.

The remainder of the proceedings will be

recorded in our next issue.

SKETCHES OF LONDON STREET
ARCHITECTURE.—XV.

DOORWAY OF HOUSE IN QUEEN’S GATE.

This is a sketch of the doorway of the large

house built from the designs of Mr. Norman
Shaw, at the corner of Queen’s Gate and the

road running past the front of the Imperial

Institute. The house, as is well known, is one

of the most important and typical examples of

revived Queen Anne architecture in London.

The entrance shown here faces the cross street,

not Queen's Gate, although the house is

numbered as in the latter street.

Corporation Baths, Huli,.— The foundation

stone of tlie new Corporation Baths, now in course

of erection on the Holderness-rond, Hull, was laid

on the 9th inst. by the Mayor of Hull. The building

is in the Renaissance style, and will be built of red

brick, with buff terra-cotta dressings. The large

swimming bath will be 96 ft. by 30 ft., and the l.oys’

swimming bath will be Oo ft. by 30 ft. In the private

baths, which number thirty-one, with space for live

more if required, the partitionsare of glazed brick. A
laundry is provided. In the large swimming bath a

gallery has been erected for the accommodation of

the public in attending swimming exhibitions. Pro-

vision is made for covering the bath in the winter

time with a wooden Hoor, so that it can be used as a

public hall. The new baths will be lighted by

electricity. The total cost of the buildings, exclu-

sive of land, is 12,500/. The contractors are as

follows Buildings, Mr. ]. Sangwin
;

terra-cotta,

Mr. J. C. Edwards. Ruabon
;

roofs, &c., Messrs.

Moorwood & Sons. Sheflield
;
pipe work and valves,

Messrs. Barker & Asprey, Wilmington
;

boilers,

Messrs. J. & B. Uinpleby. 'The new baths are being

erected under the superintendence of the Borough
Engineer, Mr. A. E White.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDALLIST OF THE
INSTITUTE : 1897.

The eminent Dutch architect, Mynheer
Petrus Josephus Hubertus Cuypers, to whom
the President will on Monday next present the

Royal gold medal of the Institute, was born at

Koermond (or Rur'emonde) in the Duchy of

Limburg, in the Netherlands, on May 16, 1827,

one of a numerous family. The father practised

the art of painting in his Icisui'c hours, and

hence the children more or less inherited a

taste for art. The son was educated at the

Episcopal College of his native town, and it

was the director of the college who advised

him to select the profession of architecture, as

one in which taste and reason went hand in

hand.
In 1847 he left Roermond for the Royal

.‘Academy of -Antwerp, where he gave evidence

of his cxceiitional talents hy carrying olf the

principal prizes in architecture, wliile at the

same time he went through a course of study

in sculpture and painting. 'I'he Antwerp
Academy was at this time an institution

exceedingly conservative in the classic tradition.

During his early days at Koermond the young
student had seen much of the great church of

Notre Dame at Munster, dating from the com-
mencement of the Thirteenth century,and which
exhibited architecture to him under a form

quite different from that in which it was
presented hy his Academical teachers

;
and his

subsequent expeditions along the valley of the

Rhine and in the north of France brought to

his acquaintance other ancient works, as well as

the architects in charge of them, especially

Viollet-le-Duc, who expounded to him the in-

timate relation between design and structure

in the buildings of the Middle Ages, and led him
to recognise the importance of the architecture

executed by the Germanic countries before they

came under the influence of the Renaissance.

In the early part of the present century

Holland could not be said to have any school

of architecture of its own
;
and Cuypers formed

the ambitious design of reviving the architec-

ture of his native country on the basis of

Mediieval archite:tiire. From the commence-
ment of his career he recognised the necessity

of an intimate relation between the art of

architecture and those <jf sculpture and paint-

ing. To illustrate and promote the carrying

out of this connection he founded, with Mr.

Stoltzenberg, an atelier for combined instruc-

tion in sculpture, painting, and carpentry,

together with copper-work and embroidery
;

his idea being that the architect’s hand was to

be in everything that the artisans executed,

and that all was to be designed with the fullest

regard to the technical qualities of the materials

used.* And in the large buildings which he

carried out at a later period, ail the details

were designed by his own hand, and nothing

done by the pupils ever went without the

corrections of the master.

His chief attention was first given to eccle-

siastical architecture, and be became a re-

cognised expert authority on the ancient eccle-

siastical architecture of ilolland, Belgium, and

Germany. About 1875 the Government ap-

pointed him a member of the new “ Commis-
sion des Monuments Historiques,” where his

views gave rise to a great deal of opposition,

but with the ultimate result that the Commission

finally succumbed, and Dr. Cuypers was for

twenty-five years the sole adviser of the Govern-

ment, 'under successive ministries, with regard

to the treatment of ancient buildings.

On establishing himself in 1865 at Amsterdam

he found a great deal to do in domestic archi-

tecture. The whole " Vondelstraat ” quarter,

with its church, was carried out by him
;
and

when on May 16 last the architect celebrated

his seventieth birthday, there was a greater

display of Hags in the VondeLtraat quarter

than are seen when the Queen makes her

anmuil visit to the capital, and all the journals

and reviews devoted long articles to his career,

accompanied in most cases by a portrait
;
the

various articles commenting on various aspects

of Dr. Ciiypers's architectural work
;
one

representing him as a specially able con-

structor, another dwelling on his practical

influence in the instruction of artisans, another

honouring him as the first modern architect

to introduce mural painting into the national

buildings of his country, another regarding

him as a learned and specially conservative

restorer of ancient buildings: another dwel-

ling on his special aptitude in applying

ancient principles to modern requirements.

But the greatest emphasis was laid on

his character as an indefatigable worker in his

atelier, and on the interest which he took in

the improvement and education of building

artisans
;
and the sixty artists of his atelier, in

concert with the ecclesiastical authorities and

the Mayor, arranged a fete in his honour at

Koermond, which lasted several days, and was
heard of all over the country.

Dr. Cuypers holds the degree of Honorary

Doctor of Natural Philosophy in the University

of Utrecht, and the titles of " Commandeur "

in the Order of the Lion of the Netherlands,

“Grand Officier”in the Order of Isabella la

Catlolica (Spain), “Officier” in the Legion of

Honour, Associate Member of the Institute of

France, “ Chevalier ’’ of the Order of St.

Gregory the Great, and “Chevalier" of the

Order of the “ Couronne du Chene” (Nether-

lands). He is also Honorary and Corre-

sponding Member of the Royal Institute

of British Architects and of the Eccle-

siological Society of London, and Honorary

Member of the Society of *• Architectura

et Ainicitia" <>f Amsterdam, of the Society

of Architects of Antwerp, of the Guild of St.

Bernulphus of Utrecht, of the Guild of SS.

Thomas and Lucas of Ghent, of the American

Institute of .Architects, . and of the Royal

Arch:eological Society of Amsterdam. He is

member of Council of the Society of Archi-

tects of the North of France (Lille), as well as

of the “Sociae Centrale des Architectes"

(Paris)
;
member of the Central Society of

Architects of Belgium, and Corresponding

member of the Oesterisch Museum of Art and

Industry at Vienna, of the Academy of Arclue-

ology of I3elgium, and of the Historical and

Arclueological Society of Limburg.

Among Dr. Cuypers’s professional appoint-

ments is that of Architect to Mayence Cathedral

and Architect to the National Art Galleries at

Ainstei dam. Of some of his principal executed

works illustrations are given in the present

number.
, , ^ ^

The Gnvernmeut of Holland brought out

a special publication in illustration of the Royal

Museum at Amsterdam, which will be found in

the Library of the Institute of Architects : and

Dr. Cuypers’s friends and admirers are at

present engaged in bringing out a large

publication in illustration of his principal archi-

tectural works.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

The .Architf-cturai. .Association of Ire-

—q'he annual excursion of this Association

took place on the 1 2th inst. The party, number-

ing about twenty-five, assembled at Aimens-

street in time for the 9 a.m. train to Drogheda.

On the arrival of the train at Drogheda, brakes

were in readiness to convey the party to Melli-

font : the drive thither was through an ex-

ceedingly pleasant country, the route taken

being along the valley of the Boyne, passing

by the scene of the historic fight where the last

of the Stuart kings made his final effort to retain

the crown. An obelisk to commemorate the

victory of King William marks the spot. Close

to this the road crosses the river into the

County Louth by an iron lattice-work bridge.

A little further on the way was through the

beautiful demesne of Mr. R. H. Balfour, D.L.,

Townley Hall. The house itself is a large, but

uninteresting structure <if the Grecian style in

vo"ue during the early part of the present

centurv. On arrival at Mellifont Abbey the

party distributed through the remains of this

fine old Cistercian abbey. Of the church

itself little remains but what suffices to mark

the lines of the plan, which is of the usual

Cistercian type ;
but the octagonal baptistry

is a building unique in its character in this

country ;
portions of it are in good preserva-

tion, the mouldings of its richly-proportioned

arcade of round arches being frequently

wonderfully sharp. The detail is of a Tran-

sitional type. The chapter-house is in much

better condition, and still boasts its vaulted

ceiling—not a common thing in Ireland. Ihe

detairhere is of Earlv Decorated character, and

is very good. -A small handbook has recently

been issued containing some illustrations by

Mr Scott, of Drogheda (a member of the Asso-

ciation), which gives an excellent account of

this fine old place. A striking thing is that

bevond the plan of the church there is little or

nothing left of that type of architecture gene-

rally associated in one’s mind with a Cistercian

foundation. At about 3 o’clock the party dro';e

on to Monasterboice, svhere the two Celtic

crosses were examined with much interest ;

i there are also a few small and quaint tomt-
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Xcw CenictL'iy Chapel Jor iJic XorUiampton Corporation. Mr. Herbert Xonnan, architect.

the Queen." The toast having been duly

hnnoiirfcd, the party drove to Bonhard House
andlsinneil House, which were examined under
the leadership of Mr. Boss, who drew atten-

tion to tlie plaster ceilings at the former, and
described the erection of the latter as two
houses joined together hy wings in the reign

of Charles 11. An examination was also made
of ruins of a chapel at Kinneil, which is being

cleared—under the direction of Mr. Macaulay,

factor for the Duke of Hamilton—of the rubbish

which has accumulated over the foundatioi^.

I

stones of the last century here. Several plinto-

graphic groups having been taken by Mr.

Hudinan and Mr. Coleman both here and at

Mcllifont, the party started back for Droglieda,
which was reached sul'ficiently early to give

lime for a stroll numd the town. Amongst the

I

places viewed were the old City Wall, and St.

I
Lawrence Gate, the Constabulary Barracks (an

I old and rather quaint Georgian building), the

new Roman Catholic chiu'ch of St. Peter, the

j

old Abbey, &c. Subsequently the members

I

dined together at the “ White Horse Hotel."

The Euinhubch Architi-:ctith..vl Associ.a-

i

tion.—The Edinburgh Architectural Associa-

1 tion, orr the occasion of its annual excursion on
Saturday last, visited Linlithgow. Mr. Thomas
Ross, President of the Association, conducted
the party over the Palace in the unavoidable
absence of Mr, W, W. Robertson, and described

the plan and the manner and periixls of the

erection, and drew attention to the means
which have been taken by her Majesty's B<iard

of Works to preserve the building from further

decay. Mr. John Honeyman, R.S..\., architect

for the restoration of St. Michael's Church,
described the condition of the church beforethe
work of restoration was begun, pointed out what
had been done, and showed oncirawingsthepro-
pnsed additional work. After luncheon at the

“Star and Garter " Hotel, Mr. Rowand Anderson
moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Honeyman for

the interesting description of tlie restoration of

St. Michael's Church, and expressed the appre-
ciation of the members of the Association for
the manner in which the work had been carried
out. Mr. W. Horn Henderson, Linlithgow,
moved a vote of thanks to Mr. R<)ss for his

explanatory description of the Palace, and, Mr,
Honeyman and Mr. Ross having replied, the
President proposed the toast of “Her Majesty

modelled by a French sculptor, M, Chavaliaud,

and e.Xecuted at the atelier of Messrs. Farmer

and Brindley. At the back of the pedestal is

an inscription commemorating the fact that the

statue was unveiled by Sir Henry Irving, on

June 14, 1897.

The statue is dignified in pose and expression

—a sculptor could hardly undertake to present

Mrs. Siddons at all without attaining those

qualities in his work—and we are glad to

welcome it as an indication that the idea of

erecting public statues in honour of persons

who have been eminent among us for character

or genius is gaining ground in this country.

It is, however, impossible conscientiously to say

that we regard this statue as a great or remark-

able work of art, and we are rather inclined to

ask why, in erecting a statue of an English

actress on an English site, it was thought

necessary to goto a second-rate French sculptor

rather than to a first-rate English one ?

of the new Victoria Hall tor Sunday-scaools m
connexion with St. Ambrose Church, Wldnes, was
laid recently. The new building which is to be

erected will adjoin the vicanige. and will have a

central hall. 70 ft. by ft., witli three class-rooms

about 24 ft. by 18 ft., separated by folding partitions.

The ground plan is in the fcjnn of a cross. The hall

is to form the central block, the class-rooms being

on each side, and also occupying the ends. Acc<im-

modation will be provided for about Ooo scholars.

The building is being erected from the designs,

and under the supervision, of Mr. Beesley, architect.

Warrington, the contract having been taken hy

Mr. James Pilkinglon, builder, Kainford, St. Helens.

COTT.tr.ES, ROTHHL'KY, XORTHUMHERLAXD.—

A

block, of twelve cottages has been erected at Rotli-

biiry h}’ Lord Armstrong. The work has been

carried out by the following tradesmen ;—Mason
work, Mr. Thomas Muclde, Rothbuiy ;

joiner work,

slating, plastering, and plumbing by the workmen
employed by Lord Armstrong on hia estate, under

the superintendence of Mr. William Bertram and

Mr. James Riddell
;
wrought-iron railings and gates,

Messrs. Thompson Brothers, Berwick-upon-Tweed
;

painting and glazing, Mr. John H. Clark, Kothbury
;

the whole being from the plans of Messrs. James

Stevenson & Son, architects, Berwick-upoii-Tweeci.

NEW CEMETERY CHAPEL,
NORTHAMPTON.

This is the first premiated design for a new
cemetery chapel and lodge, in a competition

open to the architects of Northampton. The
building is to be of hammer-dressed range

work in Duston stone with Weldon stone

dressings. The chapel will give accommoda-
tion for' 108 people. It is to be heated. The
lodge is to have an external treatment of a

similar character to that of the chapel.
_
It

lo have on Ihe ground Hoor an office
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and sitting-room, kitchen, scullery, &c., with
cellar in the basement and four bedrooms on
the upper floor.

_A tender has been obtained from Mr. G. J.
Fisher, Northampton, for the two works,
chapel and lodge, for 2,180/. The sum allowed
in the competition was 2,500/., and the archi-
tect’s estimate was 2,250/.

The plan is so arranged that the public may
enter and leave by the west door, whilst the
funeral procession and those more intimately
connected with it can enter by the north door
and leave by the south, thus avoiding any

New Cemetery Chapel, NorUiaiiiptoii.—Plan.

inconvenience by the meeting of the arriving
and departing parties.

The vestry is so arranged that the ofticiating
minister can see the funeral arrive, - thus
enabling him to appear at tlie proper time.
A cloister was required to enable people

using the cemetery to rest. This is arranged
at the west end, and could be made available
for extra accommodation on special occasions.
The architect is Mr. Herbert Norman, cf

Northampton.

3IIu0tratton0.

THE ELEANOR CROSS, NEAR
NORTHAMPTON.

n HlS illustrati<»n of tliis well-known
monument is taken from an excep-
tionally good photograph which was

lent to us by a Northampton architect, Mr.
Holding, at the time when we were col-

lecting illustrations for the article on the
architecture of Northampton, published in our
issue of April 24 of this year. As it could
hardly be rightly included under the head of
Northampton architecture, and its publication
wtaild have taken up space which was wanted
for the illustration of modern buildings, we
omitted it at the time

;
hut it is an effective

illustration wliich our readers will probably be
glad to have, independent of any special occa-
sion fur its introduction. Some remarks on the
«.ross and its present condition will be found in
the •' Northampton ” article already referred to,

on pages 375-6 aide.

WORES BY DR. CUYPERS, OF AM-
STERDAM.

I. THE CHURCH or ST. J.\CgUES, AT THE
H.VGUE.

This church is situated between two streets
in the Dutch residence, the Hague, and is the
tirst important Roman Catholic church that has
been erected there.

In its principal features the design is of the

Dutch Medireval type
;
a Latin cross in plan,

with a polygonal choir, and one large tower
with spire at the west end. In the details the
geometrical system is freely developed, and the
ornamental decorative details are composed
after natural forms.
The main walling is of brick, with sandstone

and French savonniere stone for interior dress-
ings. The main portion of the internal struc-
ture is also of red brick, which has afterwards
received a polychromatic decoration.
There is a gallery all round the choir, with

an arcaded triforium above, and the arrange-
ment of the two chapels in each of the tran-
septs, developing their vaults from one pier
with two capitals, gives some special character
to this portion of the interior. The greater
part of the furniturehas been executed after the
designs of the architect.

THE M.ATIONAL ART .MUSEUM,

AMSTERDAM.

Bricks of different sizes, Belgian and French,
with blue-grey stone and granite, are the prin-
cipal materials employed in this large building,
which is constructed without any wood, and
with very little iron.

• As it contains not only the national picture
gallery, but besides this a library, the very
extensive collection of old engravings and
etchings, an industrial and Oriental art museum,
and a collection of casts and illustrations
ot the history of Dutch art in its various periods
in conne.xion with every-day life, the plans of
the three main floors have therefore been
treated in accordance with these difl'erenl

requirements.
The objects of old Dutch industrial art have

been collected in rooms which are copied from
ancient existing buildings, so as to give the
objects in their old surroundings.
The main lorm of the building is governed

by the requirement of the Board of Works of

Amsterdam, that a street thoroughfare should
pass through the centre of the space. The
architect accordingly arranged double vesti-
bules and staircases, which lead to one central
entrance-hall, with live different picture-
galleries opening out of it. Above the street
runs the gallery «;f the old Dutch masters,
leading up to the ‘‘ Rembrandt-Saal ” at the
end.

The Dutch Government has given a full

publication of this Museum, the only one in
Europe built at once after one general plan,
and comprising all the different branches of
art, even two schools of art in the upper
floors.

This was the first public building in Holland
in which decorative sculpture and painting
were admitted, after engineers had been, during
fifty years, the only Government architects.
An art school was founded for instructingthose
who were to carry out the art-work in the
Museum

;
a school which has not only succeeded

admirably, but has been followed by the estab-
lishment of a great many others in Holland
since tliat time.

THE CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION, AMSTERDAM.

In i88r the Department of Railways and
Public Building appointed Mr. P. J. H.
Cuypers, in connection with the architect-
engineer, A. L. van Gcndt, to prepare the plans
for the Central Railway Station, in co-operation
with the Railway Companies which were after-

wards to make use of it.

The building is situated on a spot that twenty
years ago was overflowed by the water of the
sea. in the Canal called the “ Y.” The Railway
authorities proposed to form a great block of
concrete in the sand, 300 metres by 50 and
2 metres thick. But the authorities decided to
build on a common Dutch pool foundation,
with an oak framework. This construction has
answered very well, notwithstanding the heavy
structure and large-span iron roof (45 metres),
which it has to carry.

The style is that of the fifteenth and six-

teenth century buildings in Holland—brick,
and with stone dressings, both inside and out-
side.

The floors, either concrete or oak, are laid on
brick vaults and iron girders.
The great central vestibule in the ground

floor contains the ticket offices, and leads t(^ the
luggage offices on both sides

;
two passages in

tunnels lead to the second and third platform,
two large staircases lead to the waiting-rooms
and first platform, two smaller staircases lead
to the second floor, where the large assembly
hall is formed above the vestibule

;
and all
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otlier rooms are arranged for the administration

department.
The dwellings for officials, the police-court,

the post-office, etc., are in the west wing. At
the east end is the pavilion for the Royal family,

formed by a central hall, two side rooms, toilet,

etc., and a richly-decorated vestibule with

staircase.

Though the architect has been accused of

making his public buildings too medimval and
“convent-like," in this instance he departed
sufficiently from medimval precedent, for, in-

stead of vaulting this large five-aisled space, he
employed iron box girders with immense
wrought-iron brackets, with flat arches in

yellow brick turned between them, and treated

with a slight decoration. In adopting this

treatment. Dr. Cuypers considers that he has
kept to the principles of thirteenth century

architecture, white adopting the methods of

the nineteenth century.

One of the illustrations shows the front

facade of the railway-station
;

the other gives

an idea of the manner in which the interior

passages and offices have been designed and
treated.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

A VISIT was made by a party of the members
of the Society r.f Engineers on Thursday, the

17th inst., to the London section of the M. S.

and L. Railway {Extension to London) Works.
The works in question comprise the Metro-

politan Division of the Manchester, Sheffield

and Lincolnshire Railway (to be hereafter

called the Central Railway) Extension to

London.
The trains of the Company will run from the

point where their new main line joins the

Metropolitan Railway at Quainton-road, over

the rails of the latter company to Harrow, from

which place two new main lines for the exclu-

sive use of the M. S. and L. Railway are being

constructed by the Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany, adjoining their own line; to a point near

Finchley-road Station, at which place the work
is taken up by the M. S. and L. Railway, and is

the property of that company.
At Neasden, which the new line of the

Metropolitan Company passes, the M.S. and L.

Company are laying out a large sorting-yard

and engine-house, &c., for the accommodation
of the London working.
From Finchley-road station the new line

runs southerly by means of covered way, 26 ft.

4 in. in width, and at some points quite close

to the existing line of the Metropolitan, until it

reaches the London and North-Western Rail-

way, which is crossed between the Loudoun-
road station and the westerly mouth of the

Primrose Hill tunnel bya steel girder bridge of

three spans, and then runs into covered way
again at the northerly side of the Alexandra-

road, continuing either in covered way ortunnel

until it emerges into a large opening lying

between Circus-road and Wellington-place.

It again passes by means of covered way,

constructed with three arches, one of 40 ft. and

and the other two of 2C ft. 4 in. each, the whole
accommodating seven lines of rails, under

Wellington-place, Lord's Cricket Ground, and

St. John’s Wood-road.
All the retaining walls, side walls, and arches

of the covered way and tunnel are faced with

blue brindle brick and present a solid and mas-

sive appearance.
The work under Lord's Cricket Ground had

to be done during the winter month’s, and the

visit showed that no time had been lost, for the

turf over the covered way is already green and

in good condition. As fast as the arches were
turned the dumpling uiffier them was excavated

and lifted through openings leit for the purpose,

aiul the filling over the arches followed the

brickwork quickly, work being continued day

and night.

The Regent’s Canal is crossed by a large

steel bridge, the openings for the passenger

main lines being spanned by through girders ;

while that porflon for the goods and coal lines

has been made a deck bridge, and covered with

Hobson's steel flooring so that rails can be laid,

and points and crossings laid in at any part,

irrespective of the girders.

The Regent's Canal has been widened and a

retaining wall built on the south side to form

a lay-bye for barges interchanging traffic with

the railway and a transfer shed, and several

cranes will be placed on the railway wharf.

Just after crossing the Canal a separate pair

of lines diverge and run west to Grove-road,

under which they pass to an extensive coal
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depot which is in course of construction, and
which occupies an area of about jo acres.

The goods warehouse, which will he 385 ft.

in length, by 255 ft. in width, and have five

floors, is situate on the former site of Alpha-
road, and between it and a new road to the
south of it, which extends from Grove-road to
Park-road, and which will cross over all the
lines of way leading into the passenger station.
This road will be 60 ft. in width, and is being
paved witli hard wood blocks of Jarr;ih tim-
ber ; another new road leaves this at right
angles near to the new vicarage and schools of
St. Paul's Church, which have had to be rebuilt,
and runs alongside the site of the new pas-
senger station and to the Warylebone-road.
The passenger station, which will have a

frontage of 325 ft. on wliat was formerly the
south side of Harewood-square, will contain the
bot)king office, restaurant and the usual waiting
and other rooms on the ground floor, and
general offices for the Com'pany on the first
floor, will be of red brick. In front of the
office there will be a promenade 100 ft. in
width, and extending the whole length (jf tlie
frontage, and from this promenade access will
be had to the departure and arrival platforms,
which, for the present, are limited to a width
of 158 ft. on the easterly side, the rest of the
space to the west being reserved for future
e.xtensions.

The platforms and cab rank, which latter is
entered from the bridge over the lines at the
north end of the station, will extend to that
bridge and will have a length of 1,000 ft., but
the roofing will at present onlv extend north-
wards for half that distance.

'

The spans of the roof will be two of 30 ft., one
of 40 ft., and a temporary span of is ft., and
will be carried on columns and arched lattice
spans running north and south.
The work for the station has only lust been

commenced, and it will be some months yet
before the character of this work can be seen.
in the covered way, tunnels, and retaining walls

already done, strength and massiveness are the
lu-incipal characteristics, and there has been no
superfluous expenditure upon ornamentation.

Ihere are an average number of 3,000 men
employed upon the works, which arc let under

\i
^ ^ company to Mr. J. T. Firbank,

M.I . Messrs._ Sir Douglas & Francis Fox arc-
the engmeers-in-chicf,

«ffition, and between it and
tl e Marylebone-road. the Grand Central Hotel
of the Gordon Hotels Company, and to be

ZZii ”\^^‘^n”c-xion with the railway, is being

n
a building occupying

-33 It- m average width from east to west. It
IS being built on four sides of a central guad-
I angle, which will be roofed over in themanner

,^'‘"”‘";enta! hotels, and will form a

j

fll be had by two new wide streets east and

i- ffil
Colonel Edis

Is the ai ehitect of the hotel.

Book0.

BM's Ciithclrnl Si-rifs. Edited by Glee;
\\ HITE and Edw.aho F. Stk.vnge. Ches
by Charles Hiatt: Rochester, by G.
Palmer, B.A.

; Oxford, bv the Rev. Pe
Dearmer. M.A.

; Canterbury
;
and Salisbi

H e have nothing but praise for th
admirable little handbooks. Sc
might suppose it difficult to

anything that would be useful to the alre
voluminous literature dealing with the Eng'
cathedrals. As a matter of fact, howe-
most of the books on the subject are soi
what elaborate and expensive

;
a good m,

are ovei loaded with details of very second
interest, however desirable to make the w
complete, and with criticism which, if so;
times useful, is more often in the way.
tween the inore sumptuous volumes, and
little local visitors’ guides, there stands re
only MrMurray’s excellent and learned se
ol handbooks, themselves so full as to
standard works and beyond the requireim
of a good many people who are more or
interested in the subject.
The editors tell us, in a general preface,

the present series has been planned to sui
visitors to the buildings with accurate and y
illustrated guide-books, at a popular price
not too technical, but compiled with suflic
knowledge and scholarship to make tl
useful to the student. In the five volu

before us this object seems to be very well

attained. The "visitor” is obviously the

principal object of solicitude, and the
" student," as modestly indicated, is only inci-

dentally catered for
;
hut the really accurate

information provided for the former is of a

kind, and is so arranged, that it must often be
of value to the latter when larger works cannot
be referred to

;
and the price is such as to put

it within easy reach of everj- one. In each
case the liistory of the building, the descrip-

tions of the exterior and interior, and the

history of the See are separately treated,

and the descriptions are divided into

sub-sections for easy reference. Tliis is,

no doubt, wise, if not inevitable under the

circumstances, and one must wait patiently for

more ambitious books which may give life and
interest to the dry details by treating all these
sections together

;
showing how the history of

the building has been bound up with the
course of events and influenced by the cha-
racters of men

;
bow its arrangements have

been aft'ected by changes of ceremonial, or of

religious or architectural ideals, by the wealth
or poverty of communities, and so forth

;
and

iiow tlie architectural details are the result of

some of these combined with ttie nature of the
maleiiai and class of workmanship available
when they were executed. We believe that

adequate knowledge, a little research, and very
mi.tderatc literary ability would suffice to pro-
duce books on 'these lines which, if not as
absorbing as a first-rate romance, would at any
rate be far more interesting to the public and
useful to the student than anything yet
attempted, and we hope some day to sec some-
thing of the kind.

Meanwhile these little volumes supply many
hints, and a good deal of the actual informa-
tion that will be required by the future author,

and althougli they do not tell a connected story,

they do frequently trace effects to their imme-
diate causes in a very interesting way. They
bring out the peculiar characteristics of each
building, they state the important facts cor-

rectly
;
scrupulously pointing out Itiose which

are disputed or uncertain. Their criticism is

well informed, and confined within reasonahle
limits, and their judgments are slated with

.
mcjderation, and will commend themselves as

a rule to the professional reader. Theviewsand
sketches introduced are necessarily small in scale

and dt.i not sliow a great deal of the architec-

tural details
;
a good many are reproductions

from photographs and a few from prints in

older books, an<l are not in Ihemselves very in-

teresting, though adequate fur the incidental

illustration of the text. But there is also a fair

sprinkling reproduced from sketclies that are

fresh and pretty enough. In the matter of

illustration we think the Salisbury volume is

somewbat inferior to the others. Each book
contains a little sketch plan placed near the

beginning of the chapter on the “interior,” a
position the appropriateness of which is not

quite clear to the architectural reader : one
would suppose it might be exceedingly useful

fur reference when reading the earlier parts of

the book, and that its place would be on the

first page or where it could be easily turned to

at any time without searching for its position i

in the index.
j

These volumes would be welcome if only as
|

a sign that the interest in our cathedrals, the
!

principal architectural monuments of the
I

country, has not died out with the Gothic
|

revival to which it mainly owed its origin in
j

the present century. They are especially

welcome as showing that, in works written
j

with an avowedly popular object, it is no
j

longer considered sufficient to adopt a tone of 1

florid eulogy of everything old, and indignant I
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condemnation of what is new
;
but that it is

worth while, on the contrary, to understand
both and give each its due.

The Lino of Boitniiarics am! Fences. By
Arthur Joseph Hunt B.anister. Fourth
Edition by Archibald Brown Banister.
London : Butterworth & Co. 189O.

This is a very well-known book, and may
fairly be said to contain the whole law on the
subject. In some respects the work is almost
too full, as there is a portion of one chapter on
level crossings and the duty of railway
companies in connexion therewith. \\'e can
scarcely consider this subject to fall within the
real object of the book. In fact, we should be
inclined—witliout referring to these details—to

suggest that in any future edition the question
of elimiyuling some of the existing material
should be considered. The chapter which will

have most interest for readers of this journal is

that on party walls, apartfrom statute and under
the London Building Act. One important case
is noted in it, namely : that of the Mayfair
Property Company ?. Johnston, decided in 1894.
Here two persons were tenants in common of

a parly wall, and each; was held entitled to

enforce a partition of it, and such partition was
ordered to be made longitudinally, and each
party was ordered to execute the necessary con-
veyance.- A useful feature of the book is the
chapter on the evidence of boundaries. There
is nothing more important for landowners than
to be clear about the boundaries of tlicir

property, and to understand what facts are
evidence in support of their views. We may
also commend the plan of adding the dates to

the decisions of the Courts. To laymen,
especially, this knowledge is valuable.

.-1 Short History of Musical liistrinnents. Com-
piled by Joseph Gek.m.aine. London : S. &
P. Erard. 1897.

This is really a short illustrated pamphlet
issued by Messrs. Erard, the pianoforte makers,
partly with the idea of tracing the progress of

the percussion class of stringed instruments

from tlie earliest forms down to (or up to) the

modern pianoforte
;
but it contains a good deal

of information and illusti'ation in a small

compass, and may be useful to those who have
to represent ancient musical instruments in

decorative design.

1 f

CorcfsponDencc.

To the Editor of The Builder.

SEWER CAPACITIES, BY DIFFERENT
FORMULAE.

Sir,—

I

have recently tabulated the results of a

comparison of various hydraulic formuhe, chiefly

of figures worked out, over a year ago, in con-

nexion with an .A.merican sewerage scheme. I

do not remember liaving seen similar results, in

a form admitting of ready inspection, and, there-

fore, enclose copy of table for publication.

Having regard to the disparities shown, it

would seem desirable that greater uniformity

of practice should be established in this matter,

and the Kutler formula (No. 6 in Table) with
its varying coefficient “ c ” for mean velocity,

giving a relatively low result for small conduits,

appears to possess advantages not offered by
other rules. The use of different values for

“n,” to suit varying degrees of roughness in

the conduit, is another well grounded departure

from opinions once commonly entertained.

Formulae Nos. 7 and 8 are modifications of

Dischahcks through Circular Coxdu TS, RU^•^ INC FULL, IN CUBE FEET PER MINUTE.

Formula:.

Earthenware Pipes. Brick Sewers.

6 ft. 4 ft. 6 ft.

50 150

t in

80 250
1 ill

300 750 soo
;
1.500

1

1,500 3,000

, Eytelwein 248 3,180
1

1,833 5.054 3,577
2 Chezy (coclTiciem 94) 248 1.170 1.810 5,043

. 3, .563

3 Weisbach (Laih.-xm's Tablts) 60 268 4s 3,344
1

3,676
4

“ Bo.s .s Hydraulics.” Table t 0 jn 448 .

.

5 Neville (Molesworth’s fable.s) onr, 106 8?f)

6 Kutter( n =-013 for Pipes, ‘015 for Brick' 22s .,.33 3,340 1,925 5,750 ,
4,020

7 Massachusetts Drainage J (Water) 58 34 160 4,283 2,473 7,140 5,062
Comnii.ssion, 1885 ( (Sewage) 52 30 142 0385 799 3,807 2,198 6,364

1

4,500

9 Mean Velocity (ft. p. sec.) Kutler .... 3'48 =0. 4'77 2-70 1-91 6-oj 3'47 2-19 4'43 2-55 3‘39 2'37
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Cliczy rule (No. 2) with the use of a varying

“c” cueftieieiit derived from experiments on
the Sudbury River Conduit (Boston Water

orks}^ and Boston Main Drainage Works
respectively. These coefficients range (within
the limits of the Table, between 88’0 and I33'4,
a fact amply sufficient to account for the diver-
gent results as compared with No. 2. The con-
stant used in the latter, oj'o, brings the formula
into remarkably close agreement with the
better known Eytelwein (No. 1).

The mean velocity for each size and inclina-
tion of sewer, as per Fijrmula No. 6 (Kuttcr), is

shown in last line of Table.

John S. HonGsux.
Miiss., April 21, 1897.

THE GRAVES OF GREAT ARCHITECTS
Sir,—

W

hen wandering recently in Shenley-
bury churchyard (near St. Albans), the se.xtun
drew my attention to the broken grave of
Hawksmoor. It consists of a Hat slab of stone
on a low brick plinth, and bears the following
inscription :

—

P.M.S.
L.

Hie jacet
NiCHOI-AUS hawkesmoor Armr.

Architcctiis

Obijt vicesimo quinto die M-artii

Anno Domini 173O
.<^itatis 75

J'he month and final figure were not clearly
decipherable, and I have supidied them from
the *• Architectural Dictionary,'’ where, by the
way, Hawksmoor is spelt without the “e.” *

The meaning of the opening initials of the
epitaph is also obscure. Perhaps some of your
readers can explain them. What, however, I

wish to draw attention to is the advisability of
ensuring the preservation of the scattered monu-
ments of great architects. .A very small annual
outlay would suffice, if systematically expended.
Probably 2f. would put Hawksmoor's gravestone
togellier again and free it from lichen. Tlie
Institute might consider such a work within
their sphere.
Now, if one may wander from Hawksmoor’s

tomb at tlie east end of the churchyard to the
south door, the paving in front of which was
the rioor of the now demolished tower, one
may read anotlier epitapii of interest t(j the
architectural student ;

—

" In Meninrv of Joseph Itogers. who died Aiit’iist
17th, iSj.S, in the 77th vc;ir of Ins ai'c, having been
Clerk of this Parish a haif-Century.

'

Silent in dust lies mouldering liere
A Parish Clerk of Voice most clear ;

None Joseph Rogers could excel
In laying bricks or singing well ;

Tlioiigh snapped Ins line, laid by bis rod,
We build for him our hopes in Goci,
Ihe Saviour God, that he will raise
Again that voice to sing his praise
In TempR* blest which‘always stands,
1 he Cluircli of God. not made win-, lia

statement to the Minutes published on p. 396 of the
last issue of our "Journal,’’ where I read " on this and
the two following lifsolniious

"
(the italics are mine)

the Chairman ruled, &c. Mr. Langston was quite
right in saj-ing “ by-law ' was not mentioned. It is

not in either of the three. They are simply resolu-
tions which, to be valid and sufficient to enable tlic

Council to act. must be passed by the Institute and
not by a section of it.

Let me state another case. Suppose a Fellow
broiiglit forward a motion th.at “ The Associates be
no longer permitted to vote on any questions before
the Institute,” and Mr. Webb were in the chair. I

ask him would he permit the Associates to vote on
that resolution ? And I ask him this publiclj',
because our mouths were absolutely shut at the
meeting, it being obviousl}’ a breach of order to
discuss a Chairman's ruling. Besides, the ruling \vr
not logical, for whilst prevented from voting on
particular clause of a report (it wa.s notliing more),
we were told we could (and we did) vote on the
motion that the report be adopted. Now, sir, the
greater must include the less, and if one ci.ause
atfected the by-laws, much more so did the tlirce
clauses which the whole report contained, and yet
on which we were alhnved to vote.
That Mr. Webb is tlie last man to do the Asso-

ciates .an injustice I believe, for no man moreenjo}’;
the respect—almost affeclion—of the juniors in the
Institute. But that he has done so, however un-
wittingly, I hope he will perceive.

C. H. Brodie.

Cbe Stubent'e Column.

SPECIFIC.4TI0NS.—XXVr.
TliKR.A-COTTA.

pro ITH buildings in which terra-cotta play
an important part, it is usual to make' l.

sub-contract with a manufacturer for
the supply of the material to the general con-
tractor. Questions of colour, quality, and
punctual delivery make this desirable, if not
absolutely essential. The amount of the sub-
contract is usually arrived at by obtaining an
estimate (with or without com|ietition) based
upon a bill of quantities supplied to tlie manu-
facturer. Unless there be very exceptional
features in the work, this bill contains but few
items, viz. :

—

1 he Clnirch of God, not made with hands.”

Although still remembered by a few surviv
ing inhabitants as leading the singing in the
churcli, and not born until after Hawksmoor
death, Joseph Rogers represents a type of
workman more familiar to the architect of
Hawksmoor’s time than our own. It would be
interesting to know how many bricks the old
parish clerk considered it proper to lav in a
day.

F. H. M.

THE ASSOCIATES’ (R.I.B.A.) VOTE.
Whilst admitting there may be a ditference

of opinion as to whether the Cliairman’s ruling
referred to last week was correct or not, you infer
that he was entitled to his opinion. But was he ?
He was not asked for a ruling

; nobody objected to
the Associates present voting. Why this haste,
therefore, to give a ruling which nobody appa-
rently wanted, and wliich 5’nu admit is open to
que.stion Surely the proper course would have
been to wait for an objection, and even then to
give us the benefit of the doubt— if there was one.
But I must repeat mv conviction that no Chair-

man ,has the riglit to read into the clause of the
Cliarter words whicli do not exist there. Our right
to vote is clearly only prohibited in the “ making
altering, &c.. of any by-law." We were not at the
time discussing the alteration of a bv-law—that
came later. And I refer for confirmation of my

‘ ‘‘ Hawksmoor ”
f. ... .

now the usually accepted spelling.
Owilt gives Hawksmore." The “ e ” on the tombston. •

-

perhaps a mistake of the country mason who
scription. As is well known, until witi

'

cubic feet plain and moulded terra-cotta
cubic feet enriched do. do.

No. models.
No. enriched models.

It then becomes necessary to make the
maiuifactiircr and the builder jointly responsible
for matters in which tlieir respective duties
overlap, and separately responsible for those
things over which they have individual control.
We, therefore, now proceed to give the sepa-
rate forms of specification for manufacturer and
builder

; but, as many of the clauses are the
same in both, the second specilicatiijn gives
merely a reference to those items of the first
which it is desirable to repeat.

It may be mentioned tliat it is best for the
manufacturer to receive direct payment upon
certificate—the builder including in his own
estimate his percentage upon the sub-contract
to cover his liabilities in connexion with it.

Spcci/icaiioii for the Tcrni-Cotia Mmnifactiircr.
I. The terra-cotta to be delivered at the station
in ton lots, complete and perfect, free of all
charge for carriage and packing. All requisite
information concerning, and marking upon the
material shall be supplied by the manufacturer.
It is to be of best quality, free from all cracks,
and equal in all respects to samples deposited
with the architect. These samples are to show
the two allowable extremes of colour, and the
extreme permissible deviation from true lines
in mouldings and arrises—as well as the general
finish of the enrichments. All pieces in any
way inferior to these samples will be rejected,
and new blocks in their place are to be supplied
by the maker, who will not be entitled to any
time allowance on this score for completion of
either the whole work or of the sections into
which it is divided in clause 6 below. The
terra-cotta to be in strict conformity with the
drawings, models, and instructions supplied.

2. The setting out of the work to the necessary
shrinkage scale, and all responsibilitv for its

turning out of the exact sizes required for use
to be undertaken by the manufacturer.

3. But the builder may be called upon to
supply particulars upon all points of settingout
requiring attention in order to meet the wants
of other trades, and to assist in determining
the numbers of the several pieces, and the

’“"jw i"differenI’rLTrib^'SeUin“orj^^^ I

Wenlification mark's to be put upon the various
- ould even write his own name I

t>locks.English records. A man «
two different ways on different occasions.—Ed. 4. The manufacturer to make and supply all

the models that may be wanted. (In some
cases, where the enrichments require mure
artistic treatment than the manufacturer would
be able to give them, a special arrangement is

made for this portion of the models to be sup-
plied to the manufacturer). Such models as
the architect may wish to see are to be sub-
mitted to and approved of by him before being
used for moulding from. Piece moulds to be
made of the various blocks so that they may he
moulded'withuut stopping up the several parts
with clay to the injury of the modelling. The
clay to be pressed well home in the moulds and
when it is taken out the seams to be carefully
obliterated. Each piece of terra-cotta is to be
properly chambered and perforated and to have
such cross-webs, joggles on arch joints, Nc.. as
will give it the requisite strength for its in-

tended position in the building,

5. All joints to have chipjting pieces and
recesses or projections for juggling together.
Each piece must have the necessary cavities,

fillets, channels, grooves, grooves for flashings,

stubs, sinkings, joggles, dowel holes, mortices,
perforations and recesses worked thereon to

allow of proper bonding and connection to

adjoining work of whatsoever material it may
be. All the blocks must be delivered perfectly

accurate on all faces, with all requisite chipping
to the joints already executed. No chipping,
libbing, or other interference with the fired

surface of the material will be allowed to any
exposed face.

6 . The deliveries to begin weeks from
the date of the order to proceed, and to be com-
pleted within months from such date, the
wliole being divided into sections as arranged
between builder and manufacturer before the

manufacture is begun. For any delay in the

delivery of any section within the time so

agreed upon, the manufacturer shall pay as

liquidated damages 10 per cent, on the value
of such section per month, after due allowance
has been made for variations ordered, and for

any strike or lock-out among the manufac-
turer's workmen.

7. Any terra-cotta damaged while tlie buiid-

ng is in progress by reason of defects in the

manufacture shall be replaced at the mamiiac-
turer's expense, or, if the architect so choose,

the full value of such replacement shall be
deilucted from the contract amount.

8. The arcliitect shall be free to alter the
ixteiit and character of the work by written

irder, but tiiis shall not invalidate the contract.

The value of such alterations shall be deter-

mined by the prices of the original estimate, a
fully-priced copy of the quantities being
deposited with the architect for that purpose.

y. Payments will be made from time to time
in the architect's certificate to tlie extent of

per cent, on the value of material delivered

and approved in sums of not less than
,

until tlie reserve amounts to £ . After that

payments will be made in full and the balance
of £ will be paid months after the

whole work has been fixed in the building.

10. AH the work intended to be level bedded
shall, unless otherwise directed, range with a
certain number of brick courses, the number
varying, as shown upon the detail drawings.
The plain aslilaring to bed in alternate

courses, or alternate pieces in each course,

qi in. and yin. on the wall, the blocks, with y in.

bed being chambered The lengths of the

several string blocks to average 12 in., with
•losers as wanted. In no case shall strings,

cornices, &c., have a bed on the wall less than
their projection from it. The window and
door jambs and dressings generally to be very
carefully bonded with each other and with the

brickwork, the moulding, where possible, being
subdivided into two or more blocks in each
course, breaking joint, moreover, with blocks
above and below. Tlie details of all such
bunding, and the necessary variations of the
blocks, will be arranged from the detail drawings
by the builder and manufacturer.

The architect, clerk of works, and the
builder shall have access to the manufactory at

all reasonable times.

The prices to include manufacture,
delivery, models, moulds, and all other works
and expenses consequent upon the above con-
ditions.

The cubic contents are arrived at by
measuring all lengths net, and tlie heights and
beds to ^in.

14. The dates and sums left blank to be filled

as may be arranged before the signing of
the contract.
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Builder's Specification in cotincxioii until the

Terra-Cotta Work.

This specification should embody those

clauses of the foregoing specification for the

terra-cotta manufacturer numbered i, 3, 5, 6,

10, II, which need not here be repeated.

1. The builder shall give all such assistance

to the manufacturer as may be necessary to

secure the strongest and best construction, and

that best adapted to the requirements of the

material
;
and he shall be held responsible for

the accuracy of all information supplied by

him.
2. Anv objection the contractor has to

make to goods delivered must be made within

one week of their arrival on the site.

3. The whole of tlie terra-cotta for as long as

possible before fixing (and never for less than

two hours) to be soaked in water. It is then to

be filled up solid with cement concrete at a

time when there is no frost. The concrete to

be formed of one part by measure of Portland

cement and six parts of finely broken stone and

hard brick with an approved proportion of

clean sand. The terra-cotta thus prepared is

to be bonded to the utmost practicable extent

with surrounding brickwork. The bricks to be

well wetted and the whole Hushed up.

4. By careful laying out and assortment in

long lengths before fixing the utmost possible

regularity and truth of line is to be secured

in both horizontal and vertical members

—

special attention being given to the truth of

the outer arris of the vertical mouldings.

5. Supplyall necessary shores, stays, centre-

ings, and supports with all requisite tile or deal

protections and casings, making good any de-

fects arising from the protection thus given.

6. Set in Portland cement the window-sills,

strings, cornices, corbellings, mullions, tran-

somes, copings, chimney-caps, and such like

features. All other parts set in mortar as for

the facings generally. Carefully wash down
and clean at completion, and make good all

defective pointing.

7. The contractor must reject all unsuitable

and defective terra-cotta. Any terra-cotta

injured during the building's progress must
either be replaced by the contractor, or, at the
architect’s option, have the full cost of such re-

placement deducted from the contract amount.
8. Work or cut all necessary grooves for lead

flashings, and after wedging up the lead, point
with cement. In the leaded gutter of main
cornice, form or cut dovetail nujrtices i in. by
1 in. by ij in. deep, about 12 in. apart- Clean
up and carefully finish the terra-cotta against
all door and window frames, and set out or cut

all iiKJi'tices for fixing purposes as described in

other trades. The mortices for the lead plugs
for fixing of iron casements are to be cut to

correspond with the screw holes in the case-

ments.

9. Put 3 in. by 1 in. by 1 in. slate dowels to

mullions, balustrades, &e., and run same with
cement. Put in, by | in. copper cramps,
10 in, long, to joints of copings, knee blocks,
balustrade cappings, and chimney caps, and
run with cement, l^ut g in. by | in. copper
dowels long to all tinials.

10. The contractor is to receive the terra-

cotta at the station, do all cartage to the site,

unload, store, and protect it from all injury.

GENERAL BUILDING NEWS.
CoxvAi.ESCExT Home, East FixciicEY.—The

new Convalescent Home erected at East Fincliley
for tlie National Hospital for the P-aralysed and
Epileptic, of yiieen-squarc, Bloomsburj', was opened
by the Duchess of Albany on the lOth inst. The
building stands on a site of nearly four acres, close
to the Great Northern Railway station, and contains
accommodation, ail on the ground Hoor, for thirty

women and six men. The former are mostly accom-
modated in one long dormitory, hut there is a sepa-
rate room for six paying patients, and a large day-
room, at the south-west corner, commanding views
of the Hampstead hills. A main corridor, well
lighted from the rear, connects these rooms with
the staircase and with the dining hall, an apartment
about 30 ft. by 24 ft., and 20 ft. high, in which all

the patients haw their meals. Opposite to this hail

are the kitchen, scullery, pantry, larder, &c., while
beyond it the corridor forms the main entrance, and
leads to the men's wing, which contains a day room,
dormitory, nurse’s room, bath, lavatory, and v.’ater-

closet. "rhe women have a bath, two water-closets,
a slop sink, and four lavatory basins, arranged in a
properly isolated block adjoining the staircase. The
servants have a separate water-closet next the
kitchen entrance, and there is a lavatory and closet,
opening from the main entrance, for the use of the
doctors or Visiting Committee. The first Hoor.
which does not extend over the men's wing, contains

bedrooms for the nurses and servants, and a sitting

room for the former, with lavatories, bath, closet,

and slop-sink, placed over the women's lavatories

below, and the main corridor has windows looking

into the upper part of the dining hall. All the

closets, sinks, bath-rooms, and lavatories have light

and ventilation from external windows. The Hoors

are of asphalt or cement, the closets are Bolding’s

lead-pedestal pattern, the slop-sinks Cliff's “ Cecil,"

and everv part of the sanitary arrangements has

been specially arranged to be in accordance with

tlie best mod’eni practice. The soil drains are of

cast-iron, jointed with lead, and there is a separate

svstem of stoneware rain - water drains, not

ci-mnected to the former. The water supply

is from the Barnet Company, and enamelled iron

has been used for the drinking-water cistern.

The materials used externally are yellow stock

bricks with red brick arches, &c., on the ground
Hoor. and red tiles on the gables and roofs above.

The first floor is cbieHy lighted by tiled dormers,

and the dining hall has a large louvred ventilating

cupola in the centre. Tile men's wing has two bays,

one circular, with moulded cornices like the dormers.

Internally the walls are plastered, with a painted

dado and distemper above. The heating of the

rooms is by Teale fireplaces, and there is a special

boiler for the hot-water supply to the lavatories and

bath-rooms. The stained glass in the dining hall

and corridors was supplied by Messrs. Kelley Co.

to the architect's designs. The lighting is chieHy by
incandescent gas lights, the wrought-iron pendants

in the dining-hall being supplied by Messrs. Starkie

Gardner, Co. The contractors for the main
building were Messrs. Godson & Sons, of Kilburn,

and Mr. R. E. Walton was the clerk of works.

There is a gardener's lodge at the entrance, similar

in stvle to the Home, erected by Messrs. Wheeler &
Peake, of Finchley. The architect is Mr. R. Langton
Cole. The total cost has been about 10,000/.

Hotel Metkopole, Folkestone.—

T

he founda-

tions of this hotel were executed by Mr. H. Lovatt,

of Wolverhampton, and the building has been
erected and finished by Mr. W.

J.
Adcock, J.P., of

Dover, Mr. Chedgey acting as his resident manager.
The building is faced with dark red bricks, from the

High Broom Brick Company, Tunbridge Wells, and
terra cotta, executed by the Burmantolts Company.
The roofs, covered with light green Tilherthwaite

slates, the dome to centre roof being covered with
copper by Messrs. Braby & Co. The constructional

iron and' steel work—some 700 tons—by Messrs.

Drew-Bear, Perks, & Co. The fire and sound proof

Hoors by Banks’ Fireproof Construction Syndicate,

together with all coffered and other ceilings, cor-

nices, encasement to iron columns, &c., which were
covered with helical steel lathing—no wood lathing

being used throughout the building. The partitions,

where not brick, are constructed of iron framing and
lathing, encased in solid plaster. All the staircases

and external steps are fireproof, and e.xeciited in

Stuart's granolithic concrete. The rooms in

roof are fire, heat, cold, and sound proof,

being specially finished with Anderson’s silicate

cotton. -All communicating doors between rooms
are removable, and are double and sound-
proof. All sashes are removable, and can he cleaned

inside rooms, and are fitted with N.A.P. patent
fastenings. The warming and ventilation, cooking
apparatus, complete installation of electric light and
bells, and the whole of the engineering work
(except lifts), has been executed by Messrs. J. Slater

& Co. The waring for electric light is Andrew's
concentric wiring, executed by the patentee for the

above firm, as also a complete system of improved
telephones for the hotel service. Heating coils are

placed in all the principal rooms, halls, and all

corridors and landings. Fire hydrants are on every
Hoor, executed by Messrs. Shand & Mason, with fire

alarms in all public corridors. Some 20,000 gallons

of water are stored in roof fur drinking, fire, and
sanitary purposes, and the tanks can be refilled by

steam pumps at any moment. The scheme of

sanitation has been carelulty planned by the archi-

tect. There is no drain inside Iniilding. All baths,

lavatories, and water-closets are unenclosed, and
detached from main building by well-aerated

lobbies. The plumbers’ work and fittings have been
executed by Mr. George Jennings, under the

direction of the architect. Walls of lavatories,

&c., are lined with tiles and glazed bricks,

Hours, marble mosaic. The general lavatory, ball-

room lavatory, ladies’ lavatory, hair-dresser’s rooms,

and staircases to same have been lined with Bur-
mantofts faience. In the basement the kitchen,

larders, pantries, service-rooms and offices are lined

throughout with glazed bricks, also dado in cor-

ridors, and paved witii wood-block flooring. The
service, luggage, and passenger lifts have been
erected by the Otis Elevator Company. The visitor’s

hall, main staircase balustrade, dining-room chimne}--

piece, &c., have been executed in marble by Messrs.

Burke it Co., from the designs of the architect. The
marble mosaic floors are by Burke and Mainzer &
Co. The carton-pierre enrichments to large and
small dining-rooms, ball-room (Renaissance), draw-
ing-room (Louis XV.), billiard - room (Spanish

Renaissance) were executed by Messrs. G.
Jackson & Sons, from the architect's drawings.

The locks were specially made by Mr.
J.

Gibbons,
every ke}- differing, with a master key for each floor,

and a grand master key for the whole building. The
stained glass and some decorative painting by

Messrs. Campbell, Smith, & Co. Two subject-

panels in Lounge were modelled and painted by
Messrs. Moria & Jenkins, and represent “ The
Arrival of the Princess ” and “ The Dance." The
whole of the furnishing and equipment of the hotel

has been specially designed and executed by Messrs.

Smee & Cobay, and the decorations were carried

out by them under the directions of the architect.

The hotel contains over 250 bed and sitting rooms,
and on the ground Hoor, arrival entrance and hall,

visitors' entrance hall, and lounge, entrance to ball-

room and suite. Two dining-rooms, reception-room,

drawing, reading, smoking, and billiard rooms, and
the necessary service rooms. The liotel stands in

its own grounds of about four acres, and is bounded
by roads on all sides. Mr. W. Woodward and Mr.

J.
Davks have acted as clerks of works, and the

building has been designed and finished at a cost of

about 150.000/. by the architect, Mr. Thomas W.
Cutler, of London.
Restoration ok Sherxisourne Church, Nor-

folk.—

A

t Norwich Consistory Court recently Mr.

Chancellor Blofeld granted, on the application of

Mr.
J.

B. T. Hales, Proctor of the Court, a faculty

to the vicar and churchwardens of the parish of

Shernbourne, near Sandringham, for the restoration

of the church of that parish. Tins is a small Hint-

built structure, erected in the Early English style.

Plans have been prepared by Mr. H. J. Green, the

Diocesan architect, by which the chancel and south

aisle are to be rebuilt, new roofs provided, the

church reseated, and the general repairs of the fabric

carried out. The estimated cost of this restoration

is 1,500/.

The Hotel Russell. Russell-square.

—

in a
“ Note " published in our issue of August 4, 1S94, we
directed attention to the demolition of a block of

houses on the eastern side of Russell-squ

together with portions of Bernard and Guilf^^^’

streets, and of the Colonnade. The area in question

has been taken as the site for a large hotel now in

course of erection by Messrs. Langdale, Hallett, &
Co., from the designs of Mr. C. F. Doll. The sani-

tary arrangements, interior decorations, furniture,

and equipment will be supplied by Messrs. Maple
& Co.
Church of St. Alrax’s, Fulham.—

O

n the istli

inst. the church of St. Alban's in the Margravine-road,

P'ulham New Town, was consecrated by the Bishop

of London. The foundation stone of the new
church was laid by Mr. W. Hayes Fisher, M.P., on

June 17. 1895. The portion of the church at pre-

sent built consists of the nave and aisles only, and

will accommodate 500 worshippers. It is proposed

to add transepts, chancel, and organ chamber, for

which space has been left to the east of the present

nave. There is also space for a vicarage at some

future time, in addition to the site occupied by the

teniporarv iron building, now used as a mission-

room. The church is built externally of red bricks,

with green slates. Internally the walls are faced

with yellow stocks and red bricks in ornamental

patterns. The church is entered direct from the

narthex, with double doors. The nave is 25 ft. wide,

42 ft. to the ridge, and the aisles are 12 ft. wide. A
temporary chancel and vestry have been erected at

the east end. The ceiling will be decorated with

pictures illustrating scenes in the life and death of

the patron saint of the church. The church has

been built by Messrs. Dove Bros., of Islington, and

the architects are Messrs. Aston Webb and E. Ingress

Bell, of Westminster. The cost of the present

structure amounted to 5,300/.

Factory Works, Chorley—

T

he Maj-or of

Chorlcv (Councillor Whittle) laid the corner stone

recentlv of new calico bleaching and print works,

situated on Chorley Moor. Messrs. Jolly it Beechley

are the architects, 'Messrs. Furnivall, of Hashingden,

being the engineers.

Parochial Hall, Darlington.—

O

n the i6th

inst. the foundation stone of the new Paiochial

Hall in connexion with the parish of St. Cuthberfs,

Darlington, was laid by Mrs. Mortimer. The new
hall isan oblong building, two stories in height, with

frontage to Victoria-road. In the basement there

are a class-room, covered cloister, heating chamber,

&c. The hall is on the upper Hoor, and can be

divided into three class rooms. There are two en-

trances and lobbies from Victoria-road. A small

ante-room is provided off the platform. Over the

rear of the liall there is a small gallery, reached by-

open staircase, which also gives access to the base-

ment class-room. The roof will be covered with

red Staffordshire tiles. The heating will be by open

fire-places and hot water. The contracts for the

work have been let to Messrs. R. Kitching & Son,

T. Metcalf. R. Smith, J. and G. Wharton, and J

Robinson & Son, all of Darlington. The architects

are Messrs. Clark and Moscrop, of Darlington.

Hotel, GORLESTOX-OX-Sea.—

I

n a recent limited

competition the designs of Messrs. George
J.

Skipper & F. W. Skipper, architects, of Norwich,

were selected for a new hotel, to be erected on a

site on the top of the cliff's at Gorleston-on-Sea.

Beneath the cliffs, the outskirts of the site afford

excellent sites for shops, baths, lavatories, &c. Some
of the shops arc now being erected by Mr. J. F. W.
Brav, contractor, of Great Yarmouth, who has

und'ertaken to complete this contract by the middle

of July, ready for occupation thisseason. The hotel

is to be completed in readiness for next season.

New Theatre, Dover. — On the 14th inst.,

the new Tivoli Theatre at Dover was opened
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to the public. The theatre has been erected

on the site of the old Clarence Theatre, and some
adjoining property has been acquired to enlarge the

space available. The building is well equipped in all

its requirements, and the auditorium has seating

accommodation for about 800 people. The archi-

tects f'jr the work were Mr. C. j. Phipps, who died

a few weeks before the theatre was opened, and
Mr. Arthur Blomfield Jackson, of London. The
general builder's work was executed by Mr. H.

Richardson, of Dover, and Messrs. Beer & Gash, of

London, were employed to complete certain

technical details involved in the construction of

tlieatre.s.

TOWN’ Hai.l and Library, East Dereiiah,
Norfolk.—

M

essrs. George
J.

& F. W. Skipper,

architects, of Norwich, have received instructions

to prepare designs for the new Town Hall and
Public Library, &c., proposed to be erected in this

place.

Conservative Club, Hetto\-le-Hole.—

a

new
Conservative Club has just been opened at Hetton-
le-Hole. The building is situated near the railway

station, the frontage being about 48 ft., while the

depth is nearly 100 ft. The building is two stories

high. The ground floor is approached by a Hight of

steps at the front entrance. Mr. Frank Caws was
the architect, and the contractor w'as Mr. Stephen
Blanton.
New Church, Lundy Island.—

T

he newchurcii.
dedicated to St. Helena, which has been erected at

Lundy, was opened on the 17th insLbythe Bishop of

Exeter. Tlie church is in the Early Decorated style,

and will afford accommodation for 165 worshippers.

The internal length, exclusive of the chancel (which
is 25 ft. in length and 17 ft. 6 in. in width), is 50 ft.

6 in., the width being 21 ft. 8 in. There is a vestry

14 ft. 6 in. wide by 12 ft., a portion of tlie room
forming the organ-chamber. The building has been
erected from thedesignsof Mr. John Norton, architect,
London, by Messrs. Brittan & Pickett, of Ilfra-

combe, contractors, and contains some stained glass

by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of London. A feature of

the interior is the marble reredos, by Messrs. Harry
Hems & Sons, of Exeter. The church h.as been built

of granite quarried in the island. The lower part of

the tower, which is 70 ft. high, will serve as an
entrance porch, and there is a square turret at the

south-east angle of the tower, 'which gives an
approach to the belfry.

The Sheringham Hotel, Norfolk.—

A

new
central block and corridor connexions, comprising
large dining-hall, kitchen, .sitting-rooms, and thirty-

live new bedrooms, with all modern appointments,
are now being completed by Mr. George Riches,

contractor, of Cromer. The whole of the bnilding,

including the decorations internally, have been
carried out from the designs of the architects,

Messrs. George & F. W. Skipper, of Norwich.
Gartloch Asylum. Glasgow.—The new Gart-

loch Lunatic Asylum and Hospital, which has been
completed by tlie Glasgow District Lunacy Board,
has just been opened for patients. The asylum and
hospital are situated on the old Gartloch Estate,

lying about seven miles east of Glasgow. The
buildings consist of two parts, asylum and hospital,

with workshops, laundry, electric lighting plant, &c.
The asylum comprises four blocks, the male and
female patients' accommodation being separate, and
each block is connected with the administrative
department by covered ways. In this central por-

tion are a dining hall, kitchen, sculleries, and general
stores, and over the dining hall is placed a recrea-

tion hall. The official block is situated to the north,

and is Hanked by two towers rising each to a height
of 130 ft. Here are the Board room, the doctor's

room, waiting rooms, «&c., on the grounil iloor : and
on the upper stories sleeping accommodation for the
staff. Each block is divided into two wards, with
dormitories above, and is equipped with boot rooms
and lavatory accommodation and large hath rooms
entering from the corridors. Like the asylum, the
hospital consists of two main parts, one for male
and the other for female patients. These are similar

in construction and arrangement, and in each are
placed observation wards for newly-admitted
patients, wards for physically-ailing inmates, for

those requiring special nursing by reason of old age
and inlirnhty, for those suH'ering from infectious

diseases. It is entirely separated from the asylum,
and has its own kitchen, dining hall, doctor's room,
nurses' apartments, &c. The asj'lum has accommo-
dation for 3S0 patients and the hospital for about
140, hilt meantime only part of the building.s arc in

occupation. Special water reservoirs have been
constructed, and the electric light has been installed.

The architects were Messrs. Thomson & Sandilands,
of Glasgow. The total cost of the work will, it is

stated, be about 200,000/.

BUSINESS Buildings, Aberdeen.—

A

block of
buildings is to he erected by the Town and Countv
Broperty Company, Limited, at Aberdeen. The site

has a frontage of 200 ft. along the west side of
Rosemount Viaduct. The ground Hoor is occupied
by shops, having saloons behind and cellarage in

the basement. The upper floors are arranged in

tenements. Messrs. Brown & Watt are the archi-
tects, and the estimated cost of the building is

14,000/.

Schools, Tunbridge Wells.—

O

n thei6th inst.

the new parochial schools of St. Barnabas, Quarry-
i-oad, Tunbridge Wells, were opened. They have
been built by Mr. W. T. Judd, from designs prepared

by the architects, Messrs. H. H. & E. Cronk, and

will provide room for 450 children of St. Barnabas
parish. The building is of red brick with stone

facings, and is two stories high. One room is 71 ft.

by 22 ft. with means of sub-division when needful,

and a class-room 25 ft. by 24 ft., with 15 ft. pitch.

The upper school is for boys and girls, and there arc

lesser rooms, cloak-rooms, lavatories.

Hospital, Rothesay.—The new non-infectious

hospital at Rothesay, built at a cost of 3,000/., and

named the Victoria College Hospital, in commemo-
ration of the Diamond Jubilee, was opened on the

2ist inst. by the Marquis of Bute, Provost of

Rothesay. Mr.
J.

Russel! Thompson was the archi-

tect for the building.

Wesleyan Schools, Driohlixgton, York-
shire.—The memorial-stones of newSundayschools
connected with the Wesleyan Church at Drighling-

ton were laid recently. Tlie building, which is to

consist of a central hail with seven class-rooms and
caretaker’s house, is estimated to cost 1,500/.. and
has been designed by Mr. Walter Hanstock, of

Batley. It is to be built by Messrs. George Holds-
worth, of Gildersomc.

Public Hall, Waddesdon, Bucks.—A new
public hall has just been opened in the High-street,

Waddesdon. The building, which is capable of

accommodating some 450 persons, was erected by
Messrs. Webster & Cannon, of Aylesbury, under the

management of Mr. W. Creed, from plans prepared
by Mr. W. F. Taylor, also of Aylesbury. The hall

is in the Eli/.abethan style. The interior has a

hammer-beam roof, covered with Broseley tiles.

Alter.ations to Kei'Tie School, Arbroath.
— Alterations arc at present being carried out by
the School Board at Keptie School. These consist

of an extension to the school accommodation and
various improvements on the school building. The
new class-room will contain seventy-five place.s.

Tlie following are the contractors:—Mason work,
Alexander Reid

;
joiner, A. M. Soutar

;
slater, John

Mitchell it Sons
;
plumber, John Rayne

;
plasterer,

Middleton & Donald
;
painter, W. L. Grant ; heating

engineer, James Keith—all of Arbroath. Plans liave

been prepared by Messrs. Carver & Symon, archi-

tects, Arbroath and Forfar, and the work is being

carried out under their superintendence.
New Wing, St. Boniface College, War-

minster.—

T

he foundation stone of a wing of the
new College of St. Boniface. Warminster, was laid

recently. The plans provide for the erection of a

building of Jacobean design. It will be built of

stone, and its principal rooms will be a large dining

hall, lecture room, library, common room for the

students, and Vice-Principal's rooms. The eastern

wing, the foundation stone of which has just been
laid, will consist of kitchens, stores, and other

offices, above which some fourteen bedrooms will

be provided. The tenders of Mr.
J.

Burgess, of

Westbury, aiul Mr.
J.

Gaisford. of Warminster, were
accepted by the Building Committee. The architect

is Mr.
J. A. Reeve, of Westminster.

The Staffordshire Building Trades.—The
building trade of North Staffordshire is in a most
nourishing condition, and it is gratifying to note that

most of the buildings in course of erection through-
out the district are artisan dwellings. These are
of a much superior class to those which have
hitherto been erected. Bricklayers have none out
of work. Carpenlrsrs and joiners are also busy,
witli a demand for outside men. Painters and
plumbers arc very busy, and there is a great demand
for men. for when the strike was on a large number
of operatives left the district, and now that the dis-

pute is over they have refused to return, as they
have been able to obtain much higher wages than
were asked for in this district, and are now working
under much pleasanter conditions. At Crewe busi-

ness is very brisk, both in the works and in tlie

general trade of tlie town. At Leek and Stafford

there arc no operatives out of employment.

—

Slaljoni-

shirc Scntiiu-l.

Catholic Church and Schooi-s, Beverley.

—

On the 15th inst. the foundation stone of the new
Catholic church and schools. New Walk, Beverley,
was laid by the Bishop of Middlesbrough. The
new church will consist of a nave and sanctuary,
82 ft. long by 21 ft. wide : on the west side of the
nave is the ly.ady Chapel, 17 ft. long by 10 ft. wide,
and by the side of this the sacristy- The church
will be lighted by eight traccried windows, filled

with tinted cathedral glass. The roof is an open
traceried one of pitch pine. The organ loft is over
the main entrance, access to it being gained by a
lliglit of circular steps in the bell turret. The style

of the building is that of the fifteenth centiirv
;
the

traceried windows, doorways. 8:c., will be in buff

terra-cotta, bonded in with red stock bricks. There
will be over the main entrance and in the apex of
the gable niches with rigures of the patron saints.

The church will accommodate about 300 adults.
The present old chapel at the back of the site is

being converted into a mixed scliooL The buildings
are being carried out by Mr. Pape, builder. Beverley,
from the designs and under the superintendence of
Messrs. Smith, Brodrick, & Lowther, architects,

Hull.

SCHOOL, Grandtully, PERTH. — A new school
was opened at Grandtully on the lotli inst. for the
Logierait School Board. The accommodation is for

130 pupils. A dwelling-house for the teacher has
been erected near the school. The following is a
list of the tradesmen who have carried out the work,

viz. :—Mason work, Charles Robertson, Pitlochry
;

joiner, W. R. Reid, Aberfeldy
;

slater, W. M. Dow,
Murthly

;
plumber, A.

J.
Menzies, Aberfeldy

:
plaster

work, Thomas Stewart, Aberfeldy
: bell hanging,

John Bryden & Son, Dundee
;
iron work, P. Murray.

Strathtay ; heating, G. H. Nicoll & Co., Dundee
;

painting, John Simpson, Aberfeldy
;

laying out
grounds, A. Bremner, Fortingall. The buildings
were erected from plans by Mr. William Bell, archi-
tect, Aberfeldy.

Parish Church Hall, Elgin.—

A

new parish
church hall has just been openeil at Elgin. The
hall is situated on the north side of Grevfriars-
street. Tiie main hail is 71ft. by 30 ft., an^ 25 ft.

high, and is provided with a gallery.' It will accom-
modate 720 persons. To the north of the hall is a
smaller hall, 32 ft. by 22 ft., and the west wing of
the building consists of a third hall. In the base-
ment is the heating apparatus. The building has
been erected from the designs of Messrs. A. tt W.
Reid & Wittet. architects, Elgin. The masons
were Messrs. Davidson & Hay. Elgin

; carpenters,
Messrs. A. & R. Dunbar. Elgin

;
plumber. Mr. James

Ross, Elgin ; slater. Mr. George Ogilvie, Elgin
;

plasterer, Mr. George Gray, Elgin
;

painter, Mr.
William Fordyce. Elgin

; heating engineers, Messrs.
Mackenzie & Mnneur, Edinburgh

;
ironwork, Mr.

George Souter, Elgin.

New Chancel, &c.. Chilcompton Church,
Somersetshire.—in order to make good the east
end of the nave walls, and to enable a better chancel
arch to be put in, the cast wall and everything east in
the parish church of St. John the Evangelist, Chilcomp-
ton, have been taken down and the chancel rebuilt
in the Perpendicular style to correspond with the
tower. It is built of Pennant stone, with freestone
dressings. The walls externally are finished with
freestone battlemented copings, and moulded cornice
with gargoyles at the angles. The east end is sur-
mounted with a cross. The roofs are framed of unvar-
nished pitch pine, with moulded purlins and rafters,
the chancel roof being supported bv two principals
containing traccried panels. Internally, theold east
wall of the nave, being thin and unsound, was entirely
removed, and a new wall has been built, containing
a chancel arch. On each side, nortli and .south, are
two similar arches to the vestry and organ chamber.
Towards the nave, new responds for a future nave
arcading have been built in, and the springing stones
of the future arches are placed in position. The
central gangway of the chancel has been laid with
ornamental and' encaustic tiles, as also the whole of
the space inside the Communion rails. The reredos
is of oak, and the Communion rail is of moulded oak,
supported on four standards of polished brass scroll
work. A feature of the work is the four-light east win-
dow, which is tilled with glass. The other windows
are tilled with plain Catliedral glass. One ancient
three-! iglit window of the medireval cluirch has been
restored and incorporated in the south chapel. In
addition to the foregoing works a considerable por-
tion of the old square seating has been removed and
replaced by open benches : whilst tiie floor of the
nave has been partly renewed, and the whole of the
nave walls and roof cleaned and coloured internally.
The future works contemplated will include carved
screens of open tracery to both sides of the chancel
and the north and south arches. At present, curtains
will be used to disconnect the chancel from the
vestry on the one side and the organ chamber on tlie

other. The architect for the present work is Mr. F.
Bligh Bond, of Bristol, and the work has been carried
out by the contractor, Mr. C. A. Hayes, of Bristol.

SANITARY AND ENGINEERING NEWS.
Sewerage Scheme, Walsall District.—On

the i6th inst. Mr. Rienzi Walton, on behalf of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry at the
Iriulowc-d Schools, Aldridge, with reference to an
application by the Walsall Rural District Council to
borrow 4,500/. for sewerage purposes. The scheme
has been prepared by Mr. Willcox, C.E.
Sewage Disposa'l, Hoi.mfirth, Yorkshire.

—

Col. J. Old Hasted. H.E., Inspector under the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry at Holnifirth on
the lOth iijsl. respecting the application of the Urban
District Council for sanction to borrow 19.877/. for
the purposes of sewerage and sewage disposal.
—Mr. Loma.x, clerk, stated that the Council had
an agreement to purchase 10 acres of land at
Ncilleys from the ICarl of Dartnunitli for 1.500/.,

and tile scheme would drain the whole of the
district at a cost of 19,877/., inclusive of tlie treat-
ment of partially clarified trade effluents. Messrs.
Beesley & Barrowclough, the engineers, explained
the scheme.
Water Supply, Winscombe, Somersetshire.

—An inquiry was held on the 17th inst., at the

;

A.ssembly Rooms, Winscombe, by Mr. W. O. E.
Mcadc-King, an inspector of the Local Government
Board, as the result of an applicalion made bv the
Rural District Council of Axbridge to the Local
Government Board fur sanction to borrow 2,400/.

for works of water supply for the parish. Amongst
those present were Mr. W. Recce (Clerk to the Rural
District Council), and Mr. .A. Powell, C.E. (the
engineer to the scheme).
W.ATERWORKS, BARNSLEY.—On the 17th ult.

Alderman Wray (Mayor) cut the first sod of the new
waterworks at Midhope, on the South Yorkshire
Moors, about ten miles from Barnsley. The
engineer is Mp Charles Ifa-wksley.
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STAINED GLASS AND DECORATION.
Stoxy Stratford.—The reredos in the parish

church, designed some twenty years ago. has recently

been increased by the addition of tliree traceried

and panelled shutters on each side, and now forms

a Triptych. The gilding, oak work, and new marble

altar shelf have been done by local trade.smen, but

the chief portion of the work, the paintings, will he

added as funds arc forthcoming. Mr. N. H. J.

Westlake, F.S.A., lias already painted the centre, and
panels on either side of it. with Our Lord in Majesty

and Angels censing, and the figures of SS. Giles and
Marv Magdelene {tlie patron saints of the two
parishes), with the “Wounded Hind" and “Pot of

Ointment" as their attributes. All these are on
gold grounds and richly raised nimbi and diaperings.

The work was done under the direction of the archi-

tect of the original scheme, Mr. E. Swinfen Harris.

Memoriai. Windows, Detlixg Church, Kent.
—Two memorial windows have just been placed in

Detling Church. The work has been carried out by
Me.ssrs. Heaton. Butler. iS; Bayne, of Covent
Garden.
Windows. AMriERr..\TE Chukch. Dr.niiYSMiRE.

—Stained-glass windows have been placed in the

church of St. Anne's. Ambergate. The work was by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, The windows
are placed in the chancel.

1 \

FOREIGN.
France.—After a first vote which gave no result,

the Medaille d'Honneur for architecture has been
awarded by the jury of the Champs Elvsces Salon

to M- Marcel, by fifty-three votes, against forty-live

lor M. Pontremoli, his only competitor. M. Marcel
e.'chibited this year a “ Salle des Fetes :i Paris," and,

in co-operation with .M. Blanc. “ L’Universitc de

Jassy” and the “ Gare Centralc de Bucharest."

M. Emile Bertonc, late pupil of the Academic de
France at Rome, has just been made Inspecteur des
Batiments Civils. and attached to the rebuilding of

the Opera Comique in place of M. d’Espouy,
who has been made professor at the Ecole
des Beaux Arts. The marriage has been announced
of the celebrated artist. M. Puvis de Clia\’annes,

to the Princess Cantaenzene.- M. Falguiere, as

sculptor, and M. Dionis, as architect, have been
commissioned to carry out the monument to Baron
Larrey, which is to be erected in the Court of the

Val de Grace. M. Bouwens Van der Boij-en,

architect, has just finished Die tomb of -Ale.xandre

Dumas, at the Montmartre Cemetery. It is in blue
granite, and consists of four columns supporting an
architrave, and an entablature f>n which is placed
a cenotaph, recalling that to the Scipio.s at Rome.
This monument will he ornamente»i with the
marble statue wliich is in the Champ de Mars
Salon, the work of M. de Saint-Marceaux. One of

the first cares of M, Bouvard, the new Director of
Architecture and Promenades, will be the definite

arrangement of the Place du Carrousel, which is to
be laid out with lawns and liower-beds. M.
Baujaiilt, the sculptor, has been commissioned by
the Government to execute a bust of Taine for the
A'ers.'xilles Museum. The Municipal Theatre of
Cahors is sliortly to be rebuilt. The Municipality
of Lens has just opened a competition for the con-
struction of a Hotel de Ville. whicli is to be erected
on the site of the present Mairie. Tlie jury on
the open competition in the town of Ximes for the
erection of three blocks of school buildings has
aw.irded the premiums to MM. Raphe), Arnaud,
and Raudon de Grolier. M. Schmitt has just
been commissioned to rebuild the Theatre and the
Hotel de Paris, at Monte Carlo.-" A svndicate has
just been formed in the Department of the Loire
Inferieure to drain the lake of Grandlieu. near
Nantes, which covers a surface of 3,800 hectares.
A canal for the navigation of large boats will be
formed, to allow the rivers of Boulogne and Ognon,
which now feed the lake, to How into the Loire.

The work of restoring the south porch of
Chartres Catliedral is shortly to be commenced,
The statues and all the stones are to be care-
fully marked and replaced, after having been
repaired. The same work is to be carried out for
the north door, wliicli is in a very bad state. Tlie
Municipal Council of Cliantiilv liave decided to raise
a monument, by public subscription, to the Due
d'Aumale, to be erected on the Place de I’Hospice.

The death of Victor Gensollen, a talented
p.istcllist. is announced at Toulon. For several
years he had been attaclied to the Impcrird Court,
at Brazil. He had sent this vear to the Palais de
rinciiistrie a studv of a woman, and a studv of still

life.

Germany.—Innumerable minor buildings appear
at present to he made the subject of architectural
competition throughout N'orthern Germany, and
though, no doubt, the metliod of competition is

very useful for the larger public buildings, it can
scarcely be said to be appropriate for smaller
structures. Among the competitions of the last
few weeks, we find one for a New Town Hall at
Waldtheim, with three prominent assessors. A
competition for the buildings on a rifle range at
Graudenz has been won by Herr Wendnrff. Another
competition has been opened for some school
buildings in Xeisse

; another for the residence of a
regimental chief at Neumenster, which is to cost

under two thousand pounds ; and a further one for

some restaurant buildings in the Municipal Park
at Gelsenkirchen. Of others we may notice one
for a Memorial Fountain at Altona, but, taken
as a wliole, these competitions by no means
equal in importance those at the beginning of tliis

year. -At the Conference of German Engineers,
to be held at Cassel in tlie middle of August, there
will be a number of interesting papers read on what
are termed “ Popular Engineering Subjects.”

The regulations for the Government Travelling
Studentships at the Royal Technical College have
been revised, but these grants, which are practically

in the form of scliolarships, will only he awarded to

such applicants as can prove poverty, which is by no
means a pleasing condition. On the retirement
of Professor Ende from tlie Technical College at

Berlin, Professor Wolff will take his pl.ace The
Academical Society ot Junior Architects, known as
the “ Motiv,” to which we have already had occa-
•sion to refer, celebrated the anniversarj' of its for-

mation witli considerable ceremony, no less than 700
members and past members attending. The Society
cmmls at present twenty-seven honorary meni-
hers, and ninety-four ordinary members, wiili 1,480

ex-nieinbers. There was the usual “conversazione,"
and an amateur theatrical performance. Tiie

attendance at tlie Royal Technical College at

Munich is again increasing rapidly, for there are
now 1.711 students a.s compared with 1,580 of last

year. Of these 356 are architects.——A new garri-

son church lias been inaugurated at Strashurg,
designed by Baurath Mueller, with accommodation
for a congregation of 3,100. The cost of the
building, with the site, was 70,000/. The small
gold medal of the Berlin “ Salon " has been awarded
to Baurath Otto March, of Berlin, to whose work
we Jiave had frequent occasion to refer.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Professional and Business Announcements.

—Messrs. Edward Saunders & Son, survevors.
have removed from 6. Bishopsgate-street Without
to new offices at 48, Bishopsgate-street Within.

Reredos, St, Mary’s Church, Blakesley,
N'ORTIIAMPTONshire.—The reopening of the chan-
cel of St. Mary's Church, Blakesley, and the dedica-
tion of the reredos, windows, and the organ, took
place recently. Tlie reredos. erected at the eastern
end of the church, has been designed by Messrs. Law
it Harris, architects, of Northampton. It is con-
structed almost entirely of Staffordshire alabaster.
There is a carved string running tlirough from north
to south, above the super altar. The reredos proper is

entirely of alabaster, liaviiig in its midst a sculptured
representation, modelled in high relief, ot the Last
Supper. On cither side are lesser panels. The
panels are divided, and flanked by buttresses. The
reredos is the work ot Messrs. Hairy Hems & Sons,
of Exeter.

Reredos. Parish Church. Seaforth.—A rcre-
dos is being erected in Seaforth parish church, at a
cost of 300/., as a memoriai of the Queen’s reign.
The work, which is of alabaster, has been executed
by Messrs. Earp Hobbs, of London, from designs
by Mr. C. E. Deacon, architect, of Liverpool.
'electric Lightixo, Cardiff.—Mr. Applebee.

chief electrical engineer, recently reported to the
Cardiff Lighting Committee that the demand for
electric lighting in the borough was continually in-

creasing. There were now 1. 1 23 lamps ordered
waiting connexion. The demand thus exceeded the
supply, and the present generating machinerv was
taxed to the utmost. The contractors, huwe\'er,
are pushing forward the new plant. .At present
there are 14,113 lamps supplied, an increase of 1,601
over tile number of the corresponding month in last
year.

Leeds Street Improvements.—Colonel Jolm
Ord Hasted. R.E.,an Inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, lield an inquiry in Leeds City Council
Chamber on the 17th inst. with respect to tlie

application of the Leeds Corporation for permission
to borrow 62,300/. for the purpose of carrying out
street improvements in the city. The Citv Council
was represented- by the Town Clerk (Mr. Jnn.
Harrison), the City Engineer (.Mr. T. Hewson), the
City Accountant (Kir. W. Derry), tlie Highway Sur-
veyor (Mr. T. A. Prince), and tlie Vice-Chairman of
the Highways Committee.

S.ANiTARY Inspectors’ .Association of Scot-
land.—The annual Congress of this Association took
place in Aberdeen Town Hall on tlie iStli inst.

Among the papers read was one by Dr. Beveridge,
member of Aberdeen Town Council, on “ Tiie Housing
of the Working Classes." The Corporation of Aber-
deen entertained the delegates (si.xty in number) to
dinner in the evening. Mr. K. Cameron, chief sani-
tary inspector Aberdeen city, is President of the
Association.

The C.AZlN Power Wheel.—We have received a
little book from the American Impulse Wheel Com-
pany of New York, describing the Cazin power
wheel, which they manufacture. Thev state
that this wheel contains all that is meri-
torious in the Pelton wheel, and much that is

meritorious that the latter wheel has not, the chief
feature being the complete and absolute inversion of
tile jets in all positions of the buckets, an indis-
pensable condition of highest efficiency. The book

contains much information relating to power wheels,
and is worth careful perusal by those interested in
the subject.

Properties for Sale.—Ditton Park, Datchet,
the seat of the Dowager Duchess of Buccleuch, who
dieil two years ago. The house was erected (in
place of one burnt down on April 28. 1812) after the
designs of William Atkinson, and in tlie stvle he
adopted for Sir Walter Scott at Abbotsford. 1822-3.
In James I.’s reign Ditton belonged to Sir Ralph
Winwooci, principal Secretary of State, whose
daughter Ann brought it in marriage to Edward
Lord Montagu, of Boughton. Northanl.s. From
tlieir son Ralph, created Duke of Montagu, it passed
to his granddaughter, Lady Mary, whose husband
George, fourth Earl of Cardigan, was advanced.
October 28. 1776, Duke of Montagu. Duke George
died without male issue : his daughter and sole heir,

Elizabeth, married Henry, the third Duke of
Buccleuch. The park is conspicuous for its old oak
trees, the gardens for their .avenues of chestnut and
yew. Pyrgo Park, near Havering-alte-Bower,
which seems to have been a jointure - iiouse
of our earlier queens-dowager. Slow records
in his “Annals" lliat Joan of Navarre, llenrv
IV.’s second consort, iiveii lliere as a widow
(.sec Gidea Hall, iiifm). In 1559. Elizabeth
granted Pyrgo to Sir John Grey, brother of Henry
Doke of Suffolk, who died 1564, and was buried iii

the chapel. His youngest son Henry, elevated Lord
Groby, sold the estate to Sir John Cheke, Bart. ; it

ultimately passed by marriage to Thomas Archer,
who ill 1747 was elev.ated Baron Archer, of Umber-
slade, CO. Warwick. The original mansion was
pulled down in 1770, and was again rebuilt, by
Cubitt. about forty years ago. Gidea Hall, Rom-
ford, built c/ivn 1726 by Sir John Eyles, Bart. The
former manor-house, begun in 1467 bj* Sir Thomas
Cooke, elected Lord Mayor in 1462, was completed
by his grandson. Sir Anthony, tutor to Edward VI.,

and father of the learned daughters whose classical

attainments are graphically described by Dr. Walter
Haddon in his address to Cambridge University. Sir

Anthony entertained Queen Elizabeth there in July.
158S. Of the daughters, Anne became wife to Sir

Nicholas Bacon, and Elizabeth married John Lord
Russell. The latter composed the polyglot inscrip-

tion on her husband's monument (restored,

1867, bv tlie Duke of Bedford) in St. Edmund’s
Cliapel. Westminster Abbey. Tlie bridge, having
three elliptical arches, is ascribed to James
Wyatt. Of the earlier house a view was given
in Lc Serre’s description of Marie de Medici’s journey
to London from Harxvich ; Charle.s I. met her at

Chelmsford, and having escorted her to Gidea Hail.

stayed tlie night at Pyrgo. Danbury Park, near
Chelmsford, purcliased in 1S45, for 24,700/., by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, as a palace for the
Bishops of Rochester. It was the residence of the
late Dr. Claughton, Bishop of St. Albans, and was
sold in November, 1892, for. we imderstand, 20,000/.,

under provisions of the St. Albans Bishopric Act.

Danbury lakes its name from a reputedly Danish
fort within whose area stand the church and church-
yard. The former house was erected by Sir

Walter Mildmay, of Apethorpe, 0/)///, 1589. In his
*• Essex," 1835, 'r. Wright says that the house had
been lately deinoli.slied, and that Mrs. [sic] Round
designed the house build in its stead. Winslow
Hall, Bucks, attributed to Sir Christopher Wren,
and presenting many features, both of plan and
decorations, characteristic of his style and period.

CONDITION OF KILDWICK PARISH CHURCH.'
YORK.shire.—On the 17th inst. a meeting of the
parishioners of Kildvvick took place in the National
Schools to hear a report upon the condition of the
cliurch building. Mr. Peterson, architect, Bradford,
reported upon a recent examination of the fabric.

He stated that three bays of the choir were 6 in.

out of the perpendicular. The centre pillar of the
south aisle was considerably damaged, and this fix-

ture was insecure in itself and dangerous to the
public. He considered tliat the north and south
arcades should be rebuilt, and that the roof of the
church should be reslatecl. He estimated the cost at

about 1,200/. A committee was appointed to deal wit li

the matter and to communicate with the patrons of

the living, Christ Church, Oxford, suggesting that
the advice of Messrs. Paley it Austin, of Lancaster,
should be taken before tlie scheme was submitted lo

the public.

Carpenters’ Company's Examinations. — The
annual examinations for shop and outdoor foremen,
&c., held by the Carpenters’ Company, took place at

their liall, and at the Technical Schools, Great
Titchfield-street (for the practical part of tlie

examination), on June 16- 19. Among tlie e.xaminers

present were Sir Philip Magnus, Professor
Banister Fletclier, Professor Roger Smith, Mr. John
Slater (Vice-Chairman of the Board ot Examiners
ot the Royal Institute of British Arichitects),

and Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, President of the
-Architectural Association. The number of can-
didates sitting for the examination was the largest

the Compan}' had yet had. Those who passed,
arranged in order of merit, were, First Class Certifi-

cates :—J. C. Brown, Jno. Crewdson, H. C. Williams
(equal), Silver medals ;

Wm. Humphries,
J.

E.
Pearce (equal). Bronze medals ; G. A. Chambers,
Geo. Evers. S. M. Home, Arthur Thomas, Fredk,
Bull, Geo. Ayres. H. A. Davey, F. Hartnoll. Second
Class Certificates :—A. Balfour, T. E. Kinch, W. S.

Blair. Wm. Gritton, A. C. H. Pendlebury, Chas.
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Rowe. H. C. Bl.ickman. Hy. Snowdon, J.is. White,
A. E. Martin, T. A. Hansard. Several candidates
entered who, already holdinj* certificates, wished to
better their positions, but as they failed to do so,

their names are not included in the above list. •

CAHPEXTERS’ H.ALE LectI'RES.—

O

n Friday the
17th inst.. Mr. C. T. Aston jjave a lecture at Car-
penters’ Hall on “ Wood-working Machinery.” He
first described the circular-saw, the various benches,
spindles, and bearings used

;
the methods of sharpen-

ing saws f(ir ditferent work
;

the different feeds
used, .such as the roller, rack, and rope feed, and
their advantages and disadvantages. He next
described the frame-saw, its uses, advantages, and
weakness if driven too fast ; tlie band-saw and its

various kinds, its advantages for cutting other than
curved surfaces, because of the small saw-kerf and
less power to drive, turning out as much work as the
circular or frame-saw

;
it.s guides, and the care

necessary to ensure that the saws do not generate
too much heat froni friction. He tiien passed to

planing and moulding machines, cutter blocks and
their bearings

;
the .advantage of the shearing cutter

block as against the old-fashioned (wallel ones
; the

balancing and fixing of tlie cutters ; the advantages
of double and single feeds, also the rack feed. Tlie
spiiulle, its uses and cutters, was then described,
and the advantage of having a heavy machine so as
to lessen the vibration, wliich gives the machine a
belter chance of producing smoother work. The
boring and slotting machines, mortice and dove-
tailing machines, also grinding and gulleting
machines were also described. Professor Ranister
Fletclier was in tlie chair. A vote of thanks was
proposed by Mr, W. Dixon for the very practical
paper.

New Park, Tolecross, Glasgow, — Tlie new
park at Tollcross, which was acquired for 30,000/.,
was formally opened to the public on the 19th inst.

by Lord Provost Richmond. Jt extends to eightv-
four acres, and brings the area of recreation grounds
owned hy the Corporation of Glasgow up to 1,000
acres.

CAPITAL AliD LABOUR.
The BIMLDING Trade Di-rixo May.—

E

mploy-
ment in the huilcling trade continued brisk during
the past month. Tlie percentage of unemployed in

unions making returns for May are only o-8. com-
pared with fo in April, and with i-O in May. 1896.
P'orty disputes occurred, involving 3.940 work-
people.

The SToxENrASOXs’ Strike, Newcastle.—

T

he
dispute between the operative stonemasons em-
plo5-ed in the Newcastle, Gateshead, and Gosfortli
districts and tlie Master Builders’ Association, wliich
led to a strike, has been settled at a conference be-
tween the parties. Theemployersngreecltoconeede
the men’s demands with regard to hours of labour.

These were as follows :—From M.arch i to No-
vember 30 work to commence at 7 a.m. and cease at

4.30 p.ln.
:
from December i to the last day of

February, work shall commence at 8 a.m. and cease
at 4 p.m. Tlie masters could not, liowever, agree to
the request that masons only should fix worked
stone on account of the difficulty of procuring men,
but accepted a provision tliat men of tlie trade
should be employed in preference to tricklayers
whenever they were procurable. A mass meeting
of stonemasons was held subsequently, and the
result of the conference reported, when it was
resolved that the terms offered be accepted and
work resumed.

Crieff Masoxs’ Strike.—

T

he Crieff operative
masons recently met in the Crieff Hall to deckle as
to the attitude they were to adopt in regard to the
refusal of the master.s to conqfiy willi the demands
of the men lor an additional an hour or sited

accommodation. It was reported lliat the employers
had got the necessary warning, and after some dis-

cussion it was decided to cease work immediately,
and to strike till the masters conceded the demands.
Tlie men therefore entereil on a strike. It was
intimated that one of the masters had agreed to

grant the desired rise in wages. On the 13th inst.,

tlie Crieff master masons met to decide as to

what was to he done. The original intention w,as

to liold out, but after some discussion tliey agreed
to grant the demands of the men.

Three Towns Blildixo Strike,—

A

deputation
from the men engaged in this strike met the
Employers’ -Association on the r6th inst., and. after

some discussion, the latter made an ofl'er to grant
the increased wage on August I, but the carpenters
held out L>r July i.

Strike of Bricklayers’ Lahovrers, Hamf-
TOX.—The bricklayers’ labourers employed at River-
dale by Messrs. Aird and Lucas, recently stnici:

work for an advance of ,ld. per hour, but consented
to resume operations to allow of a reference of tlie

demand to the firm. This was subsequcntlv done,
and the men were informed that their demand had
been conceded, viz., O^d. per hour.

PEXERBOROfGH PAIXTERS AND THEIR WAGES.—At a meeting of the master painters of Peter-
borough recently it was agreed to give good men
6d.. and others 5ld. per hour as before, and a re.solu-

tion was passed not to employ any men who went
out on strike. .A Master's Association has been
formed .—Pcierborough Shintfiird.

LEGAL.
ALLEGED WRONGFUL INTERFERENCE
WITH A WALL AT CLERKENWELL.

The case of the School Board for London?’. Himt
came before Mr. Justice Komer, in the Chancery
Division, on the i8tli inst.. it being a motion by the
plaintiffs for an interim injunction to restrain the
defendant from pulling down any part of a wall
whicli it was alleged belonged to the School Board,
the wail in question adjoining the “ Jolly Coopers”
public-house, Clerkenwell, of which the. defendant
was the licensee.

Mr. Stokes, who appeared for the plaintiffs, said

that his clients had a school in Clerkenwell whicli
occupied the site of the late Clerkenwell Prison,
which was closed in 1885. the site in question being
sold to the plaintiffs in 1888. The learned counsel
added that the defendant had knockeil a hole into
Hie wall, and was proceeding to erect a building on
tlie other side, and the plaintiffs asked for an in-

junction restraining this interference with the wall.

Mr. Ralph Neville. n.C.. fur Hie defendants, said

it was a very exlratirdinarv claim, and if his learned
friend had really got a conveyance of Hus piece rif

property, tile only question in the action would be
a question r)f user because Hie owners of Hie title

had been a long time in Hie “Jolly Coopers.” The
defendant denied that the plaintiffs h.ad got Hie wall
in question. He (the learned counsel) supposed
tliere had never been a case before in which people
elaimed half the width of a wall opposite to their
premi.ses, there being a passage between the two
buildings.

His Lordship said that there seemed to be a
question to be tried, and a very serious question, too,

and he thought things must stand till the trial.

(To Mr. Neville.) Can you not proceed with your
buildings without touching this wall ?

Mr. Neville : No, my Lord.
His Lordsliip : Will you undertake to re-erect the

wall if the plaintiffs turn out to he correct ?
Mr. Neville : I sliould have thought that we might

have given an undertaking to replace the wall or a
sufficient sub.stitute. Jt cannot matter to the
plaintifl's whether the exact wall is replaced, so long
as they have a dead wall opposite to their school.

Mr. Stokes said that that suggestion would not be
satisfactory to his clients.

Mr. Neville said that Ills learned friend need not
be frightened about the windows which were pro-
posed to be erected, as they were ordinarv’ domestic
windows, used for tlie purposes of the house, and
not for tlie purpo.ses of the licensed portion of tlie

premises.

Eventually, on his Lordship’s suggestion, it was
arranged that the motion should stand till the trial.

Hie defendants to go on with their building, but
undertaking to replace the wall in sucii wav as the
Court should direct if the plaintiffs succeeded, and
also further imderlaking, pending the trial, to put up
a hoarding which would prevent any windows of the
defendant’s new building overlooking the plaintiffs'

premises. There was consequently no ordi-r on the
motion, e.vcept that costs be costs in the action.

ALLEGED INTERFERENCE WITH LIGHT
AND AIR AT LEEDS.

lx the Chancery Division, on the iSth inst., the
case of Taylor ?'. the New Briggate Arcade, Limited,
was mentioned to Mr. Justice North, it being an
application by the defendants to cliange the venue
from London to Leeds. The case has reference to
an alleged interference of light and air at Leeds by
Hie defendants, who now souglit to have the action
transferred from the High Court to tlie next Leeds
Assizes, commencing on July 2(1, on the grouml that
there was little probability of Hie case being reached
in London before the Long Vacation, that a speedier
trial could he obtained at Leeds, Hiat it would be
more convenient to have Hie trial at Leeds, where a

jury would have the opportunity of viewing tlie

premises.

Eventually his Lordsliip ordered tlie case to stand
until July 9, and if it was not re.acheel in London
by then he directed Hiat the case should he trans-
ferred to Hie Queen's Bench Division, and lie tried

at tile Lewis Assizes, the costs to be costs in the
action.

MEETINGS.
Monday, Jdnf, 28.

Rpynl Iiis/iiu/c of British Architects.'— Si.Meentli

general ineeling (ordinary), to pre.^ent the Royal Gold
lilcilal for the promotion cT .Arcliitcctiire, conferred liy her
Majesty the (Jiiecn, to Mynheer 1 ’. J. H. Ciiyper.s,

.Amsterdam, for his e.xecutcd works as .an Arcliilect.

B p.m.
Tuksday, June =9.

XaiioJial Association of .Master Pluiiiocrs (I.oncicn

Branch ).—Annual Dinner, Caledonian Salon, Hoiborn
Restaurant. 8 p.m.

Wednesday, June 30.

Builders' Foremen atui Clerks of Works' Institution .

—

Half-yearly meeting of the Directors. 8 p.m.
Dundee Institute 0/ .4 rchitectitrc .—Annual business

meeting. 8 p.m.
Saturday, July 3.

Institution 0/Junior Engineers .—Visit to the Engineer-
ing Laboratories, &c., Cambridge University, by invitation

of Professor J. A. Ewing, F.R.S, Train leaves Liverpool-
street (G.E.R.) at 2.30 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association .—.'Annual Excur-

sion, Hamburgh.

RECENT PATENTS

:

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.

It, 392.—Fastenings for Down-Spouts and thf.
Like : E. T. Fletcher and Others.— Invention con.sists
in .a stjuare-pointed iron spike for insertion in walls, the
protruding end of which is furnished with a shoulder anrl
threaded portion to take a brass nut, made with a fixed
washer and square portion for use with key.

12,016.

—

Sanitarv .Appliances U.seful for Prevent-
ing Stoppage of Drains and Other Purposes; /.
F.dmundson.—In order to prevent stoppage by large
foreign substances, inventor places in water-closet basin or
other receptacle a shallow interior basin supported above
bottom of m.ain basin and leaving space around wide
enough to allow passage of the excreta and paper, but
stopping all larger articles. The flush is arranged to .shoot
over the b.asin and thus flu.sh it clean. For ordinary side
gullcys, .a horizontal disc, fixed with a central eye-bolt .and
having its sides som^ distance frnm the shies of the gulley,
is ado])lcd.

13,165.—Window Sashes and Frames: Ridout.—
In unler to render the vcrtically-.sliding sash reversible,
inventor hinges the iiisitle beading so as to permit of being
turned back close to tlie frame, and (larting beads flusji

with the pulley .slats. When window is open, bottom .sash
can be turned in and will rest against an iiidiarubbcr
guard. I'he cord.s of this s.ash are then hooked up. The
lop .s.a.sh is then brought down and similarly treated.

13,684.—Apparatus for Applying Paint, &c. : R .

Walkoork.—h\ an apparatus for “ spraying ” paint, &c.,
inventorclainis-;-(i) The combination with the nozzle-head
of a sliding spring-controlled rod, having its. inner end re-
duced to form a piston valve

; (2) the combination with the
nozzle-lipd of the sliding valve of a detachable plug, pro-
vided with a stuffing-box, through which .spindle works,
and a strainer forming part of the detachable plug.

16,958.—Window Sasme.s : R. Sutherland.— \n order
to preclude .the entrance of wind or dust, inventor forms
longitudinal grooves in the edges of the .side bars and
lower rail and in the side of the upper rail, and inserts
“ closing strips” therein.

1,384.—Sockets of Pipes for Sewerage, &c. : IF.
Goodman ami -dj/o/Z/cr.— Invention consists of improve-
ment in socket of earthenware pipe to secure alignment,
and obviate later.al play. Inventor adopts a .socket for
pipe joint, having a tapered nr sloping flat V-shaped hed,
and a socket having a polygonal form for the reception of
the end of a spigot.

NEW applications FOR LETTERS PATENT.

June 8.-13,951, J. Craid. jun., Door Knobs.—13,981
J. Quigley, Tools.—13,982, J. Quigley, Bricks.—14,01

1

W. Lee, F.astcnings for Windows.—14,037, H. Werner
Bakers’ Ovens.
June 9.-14,048, H. Friend, Pulley .Stile Sash Retainer.—14,054, P. Liehig, Flushing .Apparatus for Water-closet.— 14,056, M. Ireland, Holding in Position Water and Gas

Fillings, &c., when Soldering Same to Metal Pipes.

—

14.':64, T. Krah, Slabs for Covering Walls.— 14,068, J.
Fisher, Fireproof Ceilings and Partitions.— 14,073, G.
Dungate, Fastening for S.ashes.—14,105, F. Bozling and
other.s. Enamel Paint and Method of Applying Same.
June 10.— 14,121, A. Williani.s, Window F.astencr.

—

14,179, W. Thomas, Fastenings for Windows.— 14,102, H
Jones, Nails.

June 11.— 14.216, R. Wilson and S. Goodman, Frames
for P.xvemcni Light Lenses and Tiles, and Method of
Fixing Therein.— 14,217, W. Hawkins, Sash Pulleys,

—

14,229, A. Fowler, Sewer and Drain Ventilator.— 14,235,
A. Telfer and 1 ). Richardson, Iloiihle Doors and Closing
.Apparatus therefore.— 14,246, G. Versey, Flushing Appa-

JUNE 12.—14,295, A. P.atrick, Manufacture of Portland
or .Similar Cement.— 14.296, J. Peers, Chimney or Ven-
tilator Top.— 14,299, .A. Elbers, Proce.ss of Treating Black
Furnace Slag for U.se in Cement, Mortar, &c.

PROVISIONAL SrECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

It, tot, M. Adams, Drain and other Pipes.— 12,200, G.
Hunt, Platform for Use with Ladders, &c.—12,310. [.

Alston, Window Sash Fasteners.—12,311, C. Bass, Window
Sash Fasteners.— 12,312, W. Garnham, Window Sash
Fastener.— 12,475, A. Wr^gg and Others, Dies for Making
Bricks, ftc.—12,500, G. Jnneway, Window Fastener.

—

12,706, J. Duckett 8; Son. Limited, and J. Duckett, Water-
Closets.—12,719, E. Thomas, Sash Fasteners.--i2,72o, S.
Francis, Dash Fasteners. 12,724, G. Aikman, Sash •

Fasteners.— 12,725, R. Price, Sash F.nsteners.—12,005, H.
Tidswell, Window Sash Fasteners. — 12,905, J. Powell,
Window Sash Fasteners,— 12,920, R. Ewing, Joint.s of
Earthenware Pipes.—12,956, C. Thomas and A. HobiiiTin,
Building Bricks.

COMPLETE specifications ACCEPTED.

OJen to oppositionfor two months.

17,178, J. Rudd, Hinges and Sl.nples for Doors and
Gates.— 17,527, J. Padlniry, Roof .and Wall Tiles.—21,324,

J. W.alters, Water-waste Preventers for Flushing Purposes.
21,078, W. Nicholson, Fixing Bricks for Building Pur-
po.ses.—9,113, A. Thieke, .kttachment of Woodwork or
Fi.xtures to Walls or Parts of Buildings.—0,137, J- Seward,
Combined Latch and Bolt for Doors, Windows, iic.

—

hi,438. J. Kahlf. Window Sashes and Frames.—10,626, M.
Vliegen, Flushing Apparatus.

SOME RECENT SALES OF PROPERTY

:

ESTATE EXCHANGE REPORT.

June 4. -By Winch & Sun (at Sandhurst).
Sandhurst, Kent.— “ Scrums Farm." 69 a. 3 r.

28 p.. f. .'. ..

By Salter, Simpson, & Sons (at

.Miidenhnll).

Mildenhall, Suffolk.—Two sets of farm premises
and 19 a. 3 r. 23 p., f. and c

-A copyhold cottage and two enclo.sures. 7 a. 3 r.

28 p
-A snlall holding, comprising 2 a. o r. 23 p., c.

Freehold enclo.sures of hand, 53 a. 2 r., 14 p. .

.

June 5.—By T. W. Gaze (at Norwich).
Tramlingham Earl, Norfolk.—A freehold farm,

52 a. o r. 17 p

475
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COMPETITIONS* CONTRACTS, AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

COMPETITIONS.

Nktnre of Work. By whom Advtrtliea. Premium*.
Dealgaa

dsUveiwd.

•PUn* lor Art Gallery and Public

Library nory Corp
^Tctor^» Tower, Hud-

7K. EM. end 2B( Auff. 31

No dHte•Tower....-

do.A s.

CONTRACTS.

Nktnr* of Work or MfttarlAli.

•Con«triictiDg W»r<l». Chapel, and
AIter»tlon>, Ac. Ac. —

.

•Bead Making and Paving

Six Uoisra and Bhop, Qnaj-toad,
Bridlington

•Making-up SlreeU

Repairs, 16, Bridgeland-slreet, Bide-

Car Shed, Biickland.

FourHousea, Klmbecsrailb, Yorks ..

Alteralinns. Milton Rooms. Weatgate,
Bradford

Behoola, Cookstown, 00 . Tyrone

Gala Piers and Walling. Chnrcfa,
Horsforth

Printing Factory. Theatre Plain.

Great Yarmouth
Grand Stand. Fishponds, Bristol ....

Pier, Weston Bay...................

•New Tubes, Ac. to Heater ....w.. ...

Schools and Library, Lewin-street ..

Electric Lighting Station, Logsii
Bank-road

House, Ellon, Aberdeen.

•Granite Pitehlngs, York Paving
Cement, Band, Ac.

•Erection of ScafTulding

Iron F'undry, Ac. Canal Machine
Works, Water-lane, Halifax .. ..

Bcmi-detaclied Uoases, East Harlsry

Three Cottage Blocks, Wagon Wsy-
road, Alnwick

•Walls end Foundations

•Painting

Town Hall

Schools, Dnnstable-road

•Fencing, Gates, and Fittings .......

•Wood Paving

•Enlarging Gas Holders, Uaios, Ac. ..

•Hot and Cold Water Supplier, Heat-
ing, Ac

By whom Required.

Willeaden D.C.

True, of Long Bridge,

Dover Town Council.,

Gloucester Fai mere’
Club Exhlbltlou ...

Weston - super - Mare
Pier Co

Wandsworth A Clapham
Union

MIddlewick U.D.C. ..

St Oeorge-in-the-Baat

Penkrldge Parish
Church Committee .

Blackwall Galvanised
Iron Co. L'in

South Metropolitan
DIatrict School..

Enniskillen (Ireland)
Town C'ltnmra

Luton School Board ..

Canteibury T. Connell

Shoreditch Veatry ...

Met. Asylums Board.,

do.

O. H. Stanger, Queen's-
cfaam1«rs. North -street,

Wolverbanipton
O. C. Robson, Public Odlce,
Dyne-rd. Kilbam, N.W.

8 Dyer, Archt. Bridling-
ton Quay

P. B. Murphy, 712, High-
rosd, Tottenham

E. T. Hookwsy, Archt.
Bldeford

H. E. Stilgoe, Kngr. Town
Hal!

J. Axlehy, Archt. Wilton-
lane, Maaborongh ....

Rhodes Calvert, Archt. 4,

Forster-square ..... .

.

J, H. Fullerton, Archt.
Annagb ......

J. B. Fraser, Archt. S,

Parfc-siiuare. Leeds
0. O. Biaer, Archt. Great
Yarmouth
Becretaiy, 3, Broad-street,
Bristol

Mr. Vockney, Engr. 4A,

Queen Aunee 04te,8.W.
Steward at. InQiiilary, St.

.John s Hill. B.W
R. T. Worth, Archt. T.wn
Hall-ch«n.be,B

Grn:me-Watt A Tulloch,
Archt. "fa. Vlrtoria-at -.

Jenklus A Marr, C.E. lit,

Brldge-8tre»t, Aberdeni
Surveyor, Ve«try Hall,
Cable-street, B. ........

W. O. RooMr
Medley Hall. Archt. 29,

Nortbgate, Halit, x
T W. T. Richardson, Archt
07. High-street, Stockton-
on-Tees

C. B. Moore, Alnwick ....

Works, Orchard -place,
BlackwaJI

Sucerlulendeut at School,
Wltham

A. Scott A Son, Arclit-
Drogheda, Ireland

J. R. Brown A Son, Mar-
ket-hlll

A. H. Carophell, S>t, 8t.
Margaret' s-at.Canterbury

J. R. Dixon. Town Hall,
Old-street, B.C

Norfolk Bouse, Norfolk-

A. H. 'Tlltm’an','6’."y(>bD-

Btreet, Bedford-row, W.C.

Tenders
to be

delivered.

CONTRACTS

—

Continutd,

Katore of Work or Materials. By whom Bequtnd.

Steel Girder Bridge
Lakenheath

•Laying Sewer, Ac. .

•Sewage Works

Municipal Biilldlogs, Library, Ac
Ridgeway-streec

•PAintlng, Whitewashing, Ac.

Asphalts and Wood Paving

'Alterations, Schools

•Schools ........................

•Bank Premises, Boscombe.. ,. ..

•Foundation cf Asylum ........

•Works connected with Reconsti-ucttog
HIghgate Archway

Schools, Palmetstovn-road, Cadoxton

Residence, Workshops, Stores, Ac.
,

Shop Premises, Doncaster.... .......

Shops and Empire Palace, Brlggate

•Alterations, Memorial Hall

Chapel, Old Halt-street, Burnley ...

Villa, Thotogood toad, Clacton-

D," Lyd-

•See

Alterations to "Friendly Ii

gate, Todmorden
Ten Houses, Keusington-road, Hore-

Hnuee, Baildon, Yorks

Additions to Stephenson Memorial
Hall. Chesterfield

House, Haltou, near Leeds

Honae, High-street, Har- field, Middx.

Public Hall and Institute. Fordbam.
Cambs

Loom Works. Shipley Fields Hills.

near Bradford
Farm Buildings, GoJdhanger, Essex..

•PIpeSewee

Conway Town Council

Douglas (Isle of Man)
Cerp ..

St. George’s Union...

.

Westminster Vestry..

County Borough of
Brighton

Norfolk and West
Su/Iolk C.C
Beckenham U.D.C. .

Holyhead U.D.O. ....

Odlham Sch, Bd. ....

Wilts and Dorset Bank
ing Cn

West Ham Council ..

Provincial Gas Works
(Crowboroijgh). Ltd.
W. fl. Fraoklm

Leeds Corp ~

.

Chesterfield Corp, .. ,

.

United Methodist Free
Church Tra.

G. Hughes..

J. Kenyon A Co. Ltl.

Lees Knowles, M.P. ..

T- B. Farrington, Boro'
Engr. Municipal Offlets,
Conway .....

A. Ardron, Archt. 29,

Vlctori>-‘treet. B.W
O. B.Vaughan, 96. Losrther-
arcjwie, dtrauci, W.C. .

.

0- R. W. Wheeler, Town
Hall, Caxlon -street, S.W

F. J. C. May. Town Hal! .

.

T. H.
^

B. Heilop, C B.

J.A.Angel!, Coimcil Offices
J. L. Griffith, Stanley
Bouse, Holyhead

Calsoir, Farrow. A Niabelt,
J5. Jewry-st. Winchester

G. M. Silley, Archt. 17.
Craven-atieet, W.C. ..

Lewis Angell, Town Ball,
Stratford, E

Fiiglneer’s Dept. Spring
Os, dens, B.W
W. H. D. Caple, Archt. 1.

8t. .Tohn-equare, Tardiff
The Engineer, at Works,
Crowborough

Grider A Kitchen. Archt.
76, Lowtate, Hull

P. Matcham, Archt. 9,
Watwlck-court. EC
W. H.Wagstafl. 67, Sailer-
ga*e. Cbesterfield .. .,

G. E. BoUhaw. Archt. 189.
Lorfi-strret, Southport ..

J. W, Martin, Archt
Station-chambs. Clacton

C. Parsons, Archt. Burnley
A. Gorton,Archt. 10, More-
cambe-street, Morecambe

Walker A Colllnson. A'cht,
Swan-arcade, Bradford ..

J.W. Runulhwa'te, Archt.
12. MnaUy-at. Newcastle-
ou-Tyne
W. H. Wsgstsir. C.E. 67,
Saltergate

P. Rohinsou, Archt. 72,
Alhlon-straet, Le.ds

F. W. Marchaut, Supply
Stores. Harefleld.Uxbridgf
Gordon A Co. Aichitect,
Finsbury House, E.O.
Mawenn A Hudson, Archt.
2. Exchange Buildings
C E. Butiher, Archt. 3,
Queen-street, Colchester

F. H. Hervey.lgJ, Lavender
Hlll.S.W .,

Tender*
to be

delivered

July 15

July 30

No date

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS.

Natur* of Appointment.

•Building luapector
•lustniutors aud Aesistant lustiucton

in Woodwork

By whom Advertised.
'

WlUeiden D C.

Bah. Bd. for London

601. rising to JOOf perann.
Instructors 1001. rising to
1552 AseistantsSOf rising
to JOOf. per ann

Jelly 6

July 10

ihou marlud vntn an asUnsk (*) art advertised

June 8.—By Rootes & WiNTLE(at Ross).
How Caple, &c., Hereford.— “ The Grange,” and

103 a. 1 r. 28 p., f. .1C4.500
June g.—By A. Savill & Son.

Kenton, Suffolk.—“White House Farm,” 106 a.

2 r. 21 p., f. 1, 2^0
Kenton, &c.. Suffolk. — “Kenton Hall" and

“ Blood Hall ” Farms, 397 a. 2 r. 3 p., f. and c. 2,750
Ashfield, &c., Suffolk.—“ Page’s Farm," 148a. o i.

i2p-, f

By A. Barton.
Lee.—20, Southbrook-rd., u.t. 66 yr.s., g.r. 10/. . .

. 415
By Cminnock, Galswortiiv & Co.

Goudhurst, Kent.— " The Ladham House Est.Tte,”
comprising 165 a. or. 37 p., f. 12,000

By JosEi'ii "Stowek.
Biw.—20, Bow-rd., f., r. 954, with reversion 2,380
Hornsey Rise.—77, 85, and 87, Haze|ville-rd., u.t.

90J yrs., g.r. 35/. los., r. 180/. 2,050
By G. T. Salmon.

East Molesey.—.Arnison-rtl., " Highclere,’'f., r. 70/. 1,075
-Arnison-rd., " Cambridge Lodge," f. 850

By J. U. Wood & Co.
Barton-on-lhe-Healli, Warwick.—“ Barton Hou.se

Estate," compri-sing 746 a. 2 r. 34 p., f. 22,700
By R. Bond & Son.

Tver, Bucks.—“Palmer's Moor I'arm,” 56a. 37.
39 P-, f- 2,375

By Douglas Young & Co.
South I.amlretl).—2ii and 243, Souih Lambeth-rd.,

u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 22/. is., r. 100 900
Lewisham.— Morley-rd., “ Devonia” and " Cottes-

more,” u.t. 75 yrs., g.r. 20/., r. 80/. 650
Slaithwaite-rd., a stable and coach-house, u.t. 73

yTS., g.r. 12/. los 100
Nunht-ad.— 15, Buchan-rd., u.t. 78 yrs., g.r. 5/. .. 180
Merton.—36 and 38, Hlgh-st., u.t. 83 yrs., g.r.

fc.r. 60?. 260
By F. Naylor (at Tamworih).

Tamworth, .Staffs.— Market-sc., f.g.r. 22/. jos.,
reversion in 82 yrs 5^0

Market-st., “ The Castle Hotel ’’and ija., f! 8,500
“ Tamworth Castle ” and 3 a., f,, with its manors,

rights, &c 3

By Salter, Simpson, & Sons (a't Bury
’

St. Edmunds).
Honington, Suffolk.—“The Lodge Farm,” 202 a.

I r. I p., f. 1,770
Great 'WTielnetham, Suffolk.—“ Copdoes Farm,”

97 a. 1 r. 29p., f. gso

By Glasier & Sons (.at Raversham).
Doddington, Kent.—“The Chequers Inn,” and

i a. o r. 7 p., f. (including goodwill) ;

June 10.—By D. Watney & Sons.
Kensinglon.—15 and 17, Church-st., area nearly

4,000 ft., f., r. 341. 6s

By Beaiiei,, Wood, & Co.
Bishnpsgate.—29, Great St. Helen's and 17 nnd jg.

St. Mary Axe, f., r. 1,678/. 19s

30, Great St. Helen’s, are.a 2,270 ft., f.

Springfield, Essex.—“Duke's Farm” and enclo-

sures, 176a. or. 3p., f.

By Stimson & Sons.
Sydenham.—33 and 35, Champion Pk., u.t. Szyrs.,

g.r. 6/. 6s., r. 41/.

Dulwich.—Ovcrhill-rd., “Amel,” u.t. 83 yrs., g.r.

10/., e.r. 55/.

Bermondsey.— 22, 24, and 26, Balaclava-rd., u.t. 32
yrs., g.r. 12/.

Camberwell.—29 to 39 (odd), Myalls-rd., u.t. 64
yrs._, g.r. 24/. _.

Dlackfriars.— i to 12, Princess-sq., u.t. 11 yrs., g.r.

50^-

Old Kent-rd.—No. 881, u.t. 74 yTS., g.r. 11/.

T3S. 4d., r. 30/.

Forest Hill.— 17 and 19, Siddons-rd., u.t. 87 yrs.,

g.r. 14/., r. 60/ ..

Norwood.—33, Penge-rd., u.t. 70 yrs., g.r. 8/., r.

28/.

By Gi.asiek & Sons.
Regent’s Pk.—7 and 8, Lodge-rd., u.t. 19 yrs., g.r.

18/., r. 80/..

Ealing.—Uxbridge-rd., f.g.r’s. of 59/. 3s. iid., re-

version in 48 yrs
By Grave.s & Son.

Shepherd's Bu.'-h.—242, U.'cbridge-rd., u.t. 84 yrs.,

g.r. 16/. i6s
By Chesterton & Sons.

Kensington.—Russell-gardens, “The Kensington
Hotel Stables,” u.t. 64 yrs., g.r. 20/., r. 125/. .

.

By Newbon, Edwards, & Shephard.
Islington.—24, St. James’s-st., u.t. 29 yrs., g.r.

8/. 8s., r. 36/.

34, College-st., u.t. 20 yrs., g.r. 6/., r. 42/.

28, Parkfield-st.. u.t. 7 yrs., g.r. 2/. los., r. 36/.

Barnsbury.— 10, Barnsbury Pk., u.t. 12 yrs., g.r.

I?/., e.r. 1 10/.

By C. C. & T. Moore.
Buckhurst Hill.—Epping New-rd., “Kenil-

worth,'’ f., e.r. 50/.

Stepney.—10 and 12, Copley-st., u.t. 45 yrs., g.r.

8/., r. 72/. i6s £^60
Clapham.— 17 and 19, Chatto-rd., u.t. 87 yrs, g.r.

i2/.,r. 52/. 510
Walthamstow.—48, 50, and 52, Gladstone-rd., u.t.

88 yrs., g.r. 10/. 10s 350
Lewi.-,ham.—145, Ladywell-rd., u.t. 65 yrs., g.r.

6/. 10.S., r. 30/. 280
Limehou.se.—3 to 9, Sa!mon-st., u.t. 71 yrs. g.r. 18/. 2S0

5, Matlock-si., u.t. 29 yrs., g.r. 3/.. 5s., r. 33/. 16s. 210
By T. Woods (at Windsor).

Bagshot, Surrey.—“ The Cricketers’ Inn,” and
4 a. 3r. 9 p.,f. 4,200

Two freehold cottages 350
By Baxter, Payne, & Leppek (at Bromley.)

Bromley, Kent.—Jaffray-ni., &c., fifty-eight plots
of building land, f. 2,670

By Beale & Capps (at Elsiree).

Elstree, Herts.— Shenley-rd., ten plots of building
land, f. 530

By A. C. Lovev.s (at Chiidleigli).

Chudleigh, Devon.—“ Northwood Farm,” 75 a.

o r- 33 P-i f"- 1,200
By H. NouLE(ai Wetherby).

Sicklinghall, Yoiks.
—“The Scott's Arms” p.-h.

and 10 a., r. ii94o
By N. Easton & Sons (at Hull).

Hull, Yorks.—Cleveland-st., .t freehold wharf and
building 'site, area 4,475 yds., f. (including
m.Tchinery) 4,000
By Harrison, Bavlev, & Co. (at Cheltenham).

Cheltenham, Glo.s.—Prestbury-rd., The Southam
Villa Stables, f. 1,000

June II.—By Anstey & Co.
East Ham.— Wakefield-^t., “ Harding’s Cottages."

and a building site, f. 605
SilvertowiL— 14, 16, 18, and 20, Barnwood-rd., u.t.

. 81K yis-i g-r- »4'' 160
By Bradshaw Brown & Co.

Victoria Docks.—Victoria Dock-rd., “The Custom
House Engineering Works,” u.t. 60 yrs., g.r.

20/. los ii'275
By Messr.s. Ckonk.

Spitalficlds.—23, Brushfield-st.j area 500 ft., f. . . .
. 520

By Matthew.s & Matthews.
Deptford.—143 and 145, Church-st., f., r. 6i/. 2s.. 500

By T. Woods.
Camden Town.—192, Great College-st., u.t. 32

yrs., g.r. 7/., r. 48/ 410

77, Randolph-st., u.t. 24)^ yrs., g.r. ml, r. 38/... 260
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By Nott & Cartwright.
Hornsey.—31, 33, and 35, Eastfield-rd., u.i. 81 jts.,

g.r. J5I. 15s

Tooting.—71, Cloudesdale-rd., ii.t. 93 yrs., g.r.

6/. 430

Balhnm.—65, Sistova-rd., u.t. 80 yrs., g.r. 7/. 7s... 540

Merton.—9, ii, 13, and 15, Bailey’s-rd., f. 23.S

By Graves & Son (at Priors Marston).

Priois M.nrston, Warwick.—“ Hall's Close,” 15 a.

2 r. 26 p., f. 600

By T. W. Gaze (.at Diss).

Bio' Norton, Norfolk.
—

“ Bio’ Norton House
Farm,” 102 a. t r. 33 p., f. and c I1O25

By Thompson & Co. (at Exeter).

Witheridge, Devon.—“ Mill Barton Farm,” 156 a.

o r. 37 p., f. 2,800

Enclosures of land, 20 a. 2 r. it p., f.

Two one-third shares of "Great Park Close,”

2 a. 2 r. 16 p., f. 170

Thelbridge, Devon.—"Woodford Farm,” 119 a.

or. 36 p., f. I1760

Enclosures of land, 2 a. i r. 6 p., f. 280

June 12.—By D. Smith, Son, & Oakley
(at Newport).

Godshill, Isle of Wight.—“Scotland Farm,” 19 a.

or. 22p.,f. t,2io

A freehold cottage and i r. op 120

Enclosures of land, 72 a. I r. 17 p., f. 2,250

Twelve plots of building land, f. ...' 4*5

By Fenn & Co. (at Colchester).

Bradfield, &c., Essex. — "Crossman's Farm,”
207 a, IT. 17 p., f.

By Wallis, Riddett & Co.
(at Ventnor).

St. Lawrence, Isle of Wight.—“The St. Law-
rence Hotel,” u.t. 963 yrs., g.r. 11/., r. 75/..... 2

Higb-rd., i.g.r. 36/. 4s., u.t. 963 yrs., g.r. 6/.

June 14.—By Blake & Carpenter.
Ewell, Surrey.—Epsom-rd., a freehold residence

and 2 a. o r. 20 p 3)30°
Rcigate-rd., an enclosure of land, i a. i r. 27 p.,

By J. H. North Sc Co. (at Dublin).

Aughrim, ' Co. Wicklow. — “ Coolballintaggart

Lodge,” and 254 a. 3 r. 7 p., held subject to

annuities of 121/. 4s. for 44 yrs

By Conn S: Co. (at Rochester).

Rainh.am, Kent.—“Russell and Woods Farm,”
q9a. 3r. 2op.,f.

Enclosures of land, 34 a. 3 r. 31 p., f.

Chapel Cherry Garden, 6 a. o r. 16 p., f.

Maidaie Field, 12 a. 2 r. 22 p., f. _

Upchurch, Kent.—" Little Canterbury Field,” i a.

•. 31 P-.
<-

•

"Paris Farm,”

f. .

By Montagu S: Robinson.
Woolwich Common.—Ritter-st., f.g.r. 20/., rever-

sion in 53 yrs
Fenwick-st., f.g.r. 557. tos., reversion in 52 yrs.

Fenwick-st., a fee farm rent of io7.

Hackney.—256 and 268, Richmond-rd., u.t. 48 yrs.,

g.r. nil, e.r. 90/.

Peckham.—118, Peckham Pk.-rd., u.t. 24 yrs., g.r.

6/., r. 32/.

By Rogers, Chapman, & Thomas.
Kensington.—54, Redcliffe-gardens, u.t. sij yrs,,

g-t. 3ol.

4, Alveston-mews, u.t. 73 yrs., g.r. 61.

Pimlico.— 22, Bessborougfi-gardens, ui.t. 34 yrs.,

g.r. toi. los., r. 6o7.

By Ernest Owers.
Hampstead.—Aganiemnon-rd., f.g.r .477. I2S., re-

version in 87* yrs

Gondar-gdns., f.g.r. 487. reversion in 94 yrs
By Aldridge & Co.

Camberwell.—13, 15 and 17, Westhall-rd., u.t. 48

Bredhurst, Kent.
f.

Upchurch, Kent.—Enclosures of land, 11 a. 7 r.

Lower flalstow, Kent, Enclosures of land, 2 a. o r.

7 p., f.

Higham, Kent.—“ Higham Hall” and 44a.2r.

37P-. f- ;
Three enclosure.s, 6 a. or._34p.i f.

Three Commonin^ on Higham Common
Strood,&c., Kent.—Enclosure of building land, 6 a.

3r. 29p., f.

Rainham, &c., Kent.—Enclosure of land, 8 a. o r.

Upchurcii, Kent.—Enclosure of building land,

3 r. 36 p., f.

June 16.—By Baxter, Payne, & Lepper.
Shortlands, Kent.— 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10, Shortlands-

villas, f., r. 1627.

Eltham, Kent.—33 and 39, West Chistlehuist Pk.,

u.t. 88 jTS., g.r. 2s 7. 4s., r. 143/. los

Bromley, Kent.— Holwood-rd., two plots of

building land, f.

By Baker & Sons.
Brixton.— i, Josephine-avenue, u.t. 68 yrs., g.r. 97.,

r. 487.

By Foster & Cranfield.
Holloway.—156 and 158, St. James’s-rd., u.t. 37

yrs., g.r. 67., r. 667.

I, Victoria-rd., r. 38/. ;
also I.g.r. 37., u.t. 37 yrs.,

g.

r. 67.

Stoke Newington.— 107, 115, 177 and 119, Park-

lane, u.t. 94i >TS., g.r. 357., r. 1657. &I.545

Kentish Town.—14 and 16, R.iglan-st., u.t. 27 yrs.,

j.r. io7., r. 567. 390
By WooTTON & Green.

Regent's Park.—Cambridge-pl., i.g.r. 6o7. u.t. 27

yrs., g.r. ro7. ?8°
Oxford-st.—73, Eerwick-st., f., r. 70/. 1,29®

Drury-lane.—No. 176, f., r. 00/. 980
By H. J. Bliss & Sons.

Hackney.—3 to 27 (odd), Frampion-rd., u.t. 58J
yrs.. g.r. s87. los., r. 3887. 3i895

48 and 50, King Edwaid’s-rd., u.t. 35} yrs., g.r.

i67., r. ioo7. 79t>

25, 27, and 29, Victoria Park-rd., r. io87. also

i.g.r. 3/., u.t. 34 yrs., g.r. i27. 875

113 to ii9(odd), Victoria Park-rd., u.t. 35

127.

By King & Chasemore.
Watersfield, Sussex.—" Colebrook’s Farm,” 7 a.

2 r. 36 p., f.

Rudgwick, Susse.x.—Bucks Green, three enclo-

sures of land, 14 a. 2r. 22 p., f.

Bucks Green. Mill Hill House and W.mliams,
71 a. 3 r. 17 p., f.

Coldwaltham, Sussex.
—“Champs Hill Estate,”

26 a. 2 r. 29 p., c

Enclo.sures of Land, 11 a. 3 r. 12 p., c

A Homestead and enclosures, 9 a. o r. 2 p., f. .

.

Enclo.sures of land, 25 a. 2 r. 18 p., f, and c
" Charlwood's Farm." 26 a. or. 5 p., c

By Thompson & Wood (on the premises).

Great Grimsby, Lines.—Cleethorpe-rd., "The St.

Andrew’s Clirls’ School,” area 360 yds., f.....

By Turner, Rudge, & Turner
(at Forest-row).

Forest-row, Sussex.
—

" Andrew's Bank,” and 12 a.

7 r. 30 p., f. and c
" Little Andrew's Bank,” and 2 a. t r. 37 p., c.

June 15.—By E. H. Henry.
—Loat’s-rd, Kingswood,” u.t. 42 yrs..Claphai

iio7. .

72, Grafton-.sq., u.t. 69 yrs., g.r. 87., r. 407. .

.

By Marbett & Edge.
Lingfield, Surrey.

—
“ Puttendon Manor,” 467

I r. 22 p., f. 7,000
By Furber, Price, & Furber.

St. Albans, 'Herts.—Watling-st., “St. Stephei
Farm,” 100 a. i r. 6 p., f.

By Osborn & Mercer.
Herne Hill.—Railton-rd., f.g.r. ioo7., reversion

50 yrs 3,650
By Salter, Rex, & Co.

Camden Town.—18, St. Paul’s-rd,, u.t. 45 jts.,

g.r. 77., e.r 527. 10s.,
'

By Humbert, Son, & Flint.
Lambeth.—17, ig, and 21, Saville-pl., and 7 to 4,

Little Saville-pl., f., r. 1917. los., also f.g.r.

157., reversion in 3! JTS
By Barker, Cathie, & Pal.mer (at Masons’

Hall Tavern).

Strand.—Clare-st., "The Artichoke ” p.-h., a free-

hold rental of ioo7. for 25 yrs 3,550

By Fleuret, Sons, & .4dams (at Masons' Hall
Tavern).

City of London.—Noble-st., “The Royal Mail”
p.-h., a building lease for 80 jts., r.[i5o7. 2,520

By Montague & Robinson (at Coventry).

Coventry, Warwick.— Old Allesley-rd., “Craven
Lodge,” f., r. 457. 1,000

56 to 64, Craven-st., f., r. ity!. 13s 1,490

By Foster & Cranfield (at Reading).
Reading, Berks.- 1, 4, 5, and 6, St. Mary's

Parade, u.t. 75J yrs., g.r. 3i7. 12s., r. qoo7. .. 1,725
Minster-.st., “The Oracle,” area 42,400 ft., u.t.

75i JTS.,g.r. 41“^, r- i79^-

By R. Rodda (at Redruth).
Stithians, Cornwall.—“ Penmennor Farm,'

I r. 2op., f.

St. Gluvias, Cornwall.
—“Treffry Fai

or. 23 p., f.

By Killincworth & Son (at Boston).

Boston, Lines.—29, 30, and 31, Horncastle-rd., f.

Horncastle-rd., “The Roper’s Arms” b.-h., f. .

.

r 4, 73, and 15, North-st., f. .

. 10/.,58, Chalfont-rd., r. 33/. : also I.g.r.

yrs., g.r. 67.

16, 18. 30, 32, to 42 (even), Victona-rd., u.t. 37
r. 28 s7. .•••;•

f.g.r. i7., reversion in

li yrs., g.r.

SS5

6, Chalfont-rd.,

25 yrs
Paddington.—6, Eastbourne-ter.,

67., e.r. 75A
Frimley, Surrey.—London-rd., an enclosure of

land, u.t. 915 g.r. nil

London-rd., “.Applcy Cottage," u.t. 915 yrs.,

g.r. nil., r. 2o7.

London-rd., “ The Victoria Hotel,” u.t. 915 yrs.,

g.r. nil., r. 4o7.

1 to 5, Appley-pl., u.t. 015 yrs., g.r. nil, r. 397. .

.

Homerton.— High-st., ‘‘The Deuragan Arms’
L-h., f.,r. 457.

By Ru.shworth & Stevens.
Pimlico.—4, Denbigh-st., u.t. 40 yrs., g.r. 87.

Li.ss, Hants.—Eight enclo.sures of land, 41 a. or.

70 p., f.

Eleven enclosures with two cottages, Ike., there-

on, 20a. sr. lap.. f.

Two plots of land, 5 a. 2 r. 38 p., f.

By Douglas Young & Co.
Finsbury.—Paul-st., “ The City Stone Yard,” area

24,400 ft,, u.t. 12 yr.s., g.r. 400/.

Kilburn.—4, Winchester-av., u.t. 90 yrs., g.r.

io7. los., e.r. 4s7.

Victoria Docks.—12, 14, and 16, Leyes-rd., u.t.

83 yrs., g.r. io7. los

By Walford & Wishin.
Ancrley.— 190 and 192, Anerley-rd., u.t. 34 yrs.,

g.r. 3o7., r. no7. los

70, Station-rd., u.t. 77 yrs., g.r. 12/. 72s., r. 45/.

By C. P. Whitelev.
Lambeth.—70, 72, 76, 78, 88, 90, and 92, Belvedere-

rd., u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 287., r. 250/.

2 to :i, Belvedere-cres., u.t. 27 yr.s., g.r. 407., r.

3807. 3.250

77, Vine-cottage, u.t. 27 yrs., g.r. 47.. r. 30/.

Belvedere-rd., &c., i.g.r. 7437., u.t. 27 yrs., g.r.

537. 7 SS. 6d 7
,

By Fleuret, Sons, & Adams (at Mason's Hall
Tavern).

Bayswater.—Porchester-rd., &c., “ The Royal
Oak” p.-h., f.g.r. 8/., reversion in 8 >ts._..... 80,

Sudburj’, Middlesex.—Station-rd., “ The Railway
Hotel,” u.t. 50 yrs., r, 1257., with goodwill 10,

Walthamstow.—Black Horse-rd., “The Royal
Standard” p.-h,, u.t. 55 yrs., r. 150/., with

goodwill i9i

By Messrs. Jeffries (at Masons’ Hall Tavern).

Islington.—Upper-st., “The King's Head” p.-h.,

a freehold rental of iio7., for 44 yrs 4,

By Wyatt & Son (at Chichester).

Eastdean, (Chichester.—A freehold house and shop

and two cottages adjoining

Chidham, Sussex. — A freehold cottage and

9 a. 2 r. 36 p
By Messrs. Spelman (at Norwich).

Norwich.—75, Heigham-rd., f., r. 127

By Belcher, .‘^dkin & Co. (at Wantage).
Dench worth, Berks.—" South Denchworth Farm,”

77 a. 3 r. 34 p., f. 3.600

June 17.—By C. C. & T. Moore.
Bow.—3, Rosebank-rd., f., r. 37/,

43, St. Stephen’s-rd., f., r. 367. .

Saxon-rd., “ The Saxon Confectionery Works,”
also stabling and sheds adjoining, f., r. 657...

10 and Ji, Cantrell-rd., u.t. 67 yrs., g.r. 77.,

r Tic/

760/. .

Old Ford.—348, Roman-rd., f., r. 267. ,...

67 and 69, Lefevre-rd,, f,, r. 527.

305 and 307, Roman-rd., u,l. 57 yrs., g.r. 7/,,

6o7. .

.

445
640

7*5.

Bethnal Green.—48, Menotti-st-, f., r. 267. 8s.

to 5, Manchester-cottages, f._ 230

Ilford.—New-rd., a plot of building land, f. 60

Contractions used in these lists.— F.g.r. for freehold

ground-rent; I.g.r. for leasehold ground-rent; i.g.r. for

improved ground-rent
;

g.r. for ground-rent ; r. for rent

(.for freehold
; c. for copyhold ; 1. for leasehold ;

e.r. .or

estimated rental
;

u.t. for unexpired term
;

p.a. for

annum ;
yrs. for years

;
st. for street ;

rd. for road ;
sq. for

square
;

pi. for place
;
ter. for terrace

;
cres. for crescent

yd. for yard, &c.

PRICES CURRENT OF MATERIALS.
TIMBER.

GteeDbeart, B.G.
ton B/e/e

Teak, E.l....load ii/io/o

Sequola.U.S.tt.cu. i/S

Ash. Canada load 3/5/0
Biicb, do a/15/0
Elm, do 4/0/e

Fir, Dantsic, &c.. s/is/o

Oak, do. f/io/o

Canada 5/5/0
Pine, Canada red 0/0/0

Do. Yellow .... 1/J5/0

Lath, Danulc.fatb 4/10/0

SL Petenburg.. s/Wo
Wainscot. Riga,

Sec., log 2 'd/o

Odessa,crown.... a'e/o

Deals, Finland
znd Sr iststd 100 9/0/a

Do. 4tb Se 3rd.. . 9/0/0

Do. Riga 7/10/0

St. Petersburg,
2St yellow,.. . it/e/e

Do. and yellow to/0/0

Do. white 9/io/o

BwedUb 9/10/0
White Sea lo/io/o

Canada, Fine ist 19,'io/e

Do. do. and .... 14/0/0

Do. do. 3id, &C. 6/10/0

Do. Spruce, ist. lo/ra/o

Do. do. 3rd and
and 8/e/e

New Brunswick 7/15/0

Battens, all kinds 5'0/e

Flooring boards,
aq., I In. prep.
isC 0 8,6

Do. and 0/7/0

Other qualities— O/s/3
Cedar, Cuba, ft. /4t
Honduras, Slz. U

Mahogany, Cuba 1$

SL Domingo,
cargo ar. /4|

MezfcBD, do. do. 14

Tobasco, do. do. /4i
Honduras, do. /«.

Box, Turkey, too
Rose. Rio
Bahia

Sadn, SL Doming.

9/10/0

9/10/0
B/10/0

ig/to/o
ii/o/e

X6/10/0

17/0/0

25/10/0
16/10/0

9/S/B

*0/0

7/0/0 :

tfa/Q 1

0/0/7

TIMBER rconHnutd).
Satin, Potto Rico 0/0/7 0/1,6.

Walnut, Italian .. 0/0/g 0/0/7'

METALS.
Iron—Pig. in Scot-
land ton B/S 9i 0/0/0

Bar, Welsh, In

London S/>5/o

Do. do. at works
in Wales S/io/o S/tt/6

Do. Staffordshire,
in London 6/5/0 7/ie/o

Copper— British

cake and ingot 52/10,'o 53/0/0

Best selected .. ss/o/o SS/'o/o

Sheets, suong.. 58/0/0 58/10/0

Chili bars 49'7/3 o'®/®

YELLOW MTL lb. 4jd. 5d.

Lead - Ptg,
Spanish „..ton 120/0 la'i 3
English com.
brands t2 s.‘6 125/0
Sheet English
6 His. per sq. ft.

and upwards .. 236/3 e/0/0

pipe 13/163 0/0/0

2 I N C — English
sheet ton., so/io/e

Viellle Moo-
tagne ti/io/o

Spelter 17/3/9

TIN—Straits .... t2'3/9

Australian 63'S'o 63/ij/o

English Ingots.. 65/10/0 66/5/0

Banca 61/0/0 0/0/0

BllUtoD 59/15/e te/o/o

OILS.

Linseed - too 145/0 ete/o

Coeoanut, Cochin 17/15/0 o/o/e

Do. Ceylon »4/o/o e/0/0

Palm, Lagos *4/>o/e 0/0/0

Rapeaeed, English
pale t7/io/o »7/JS/o

Da Brown 97/0/0 27/10/0

Cottonseed ret .. 15/17/6 i6/ro/o

Oleine 18/10/0 19/10/0

Lubricating U.S. 0/6/3 0/7/&

Do. black e/4/9 0/6/6

TAR — Stockholm
barrel tr/o e/0/0

Archangel., ..... 0/19/6 e/0/0

Turpentine bi/2/6 2N5/o

TENDERS.
[Communications for insertion under this heading.

should be addressed to “ The Editor,” and must reach us.

not later than 10 a.m. on Thursdays. N.B.—We cannot

publish Tenders unless authenticated by the name ana

address of the sender: and we cannot publish announce-

ments of Tenders accepted unless the amount of the lenden

is given, nor any list in which the lowest Tender is ur,«eu

ijioo, unless in some exceptional cases and for special

reasons.]

ASHFORD (Midd’esexl.-Accepted for external painting •md.

decorating, &c.. the West London District Schools. Ashford, near

DEVONPORT.—For the erection, for I

canteen and reading-room at Devonport
Humphreys. Limited XiSt®

GRESHAM fNcrfolkl.—For new Board Schools and Mastei's-

Heuse Gresham, Norfolk. Mr. Herbert J. Green, architect and

Dioces^ surveyor, 31. CasUe Meadow, Norwich
GeorgeRiches ''

J. S. Smith..
— '

R. Davis & '
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LONDON.—For the etection oC two shops at Hi^h-slreet

stead, for Mr. J. Austin. Mr. Harold Busbrid^e. architect

Spreckley & Co £3.9^6 I
Welch & Sons

Sanford 2.23-t I
Pto«or

Thomas S: Edge 2,217 |
Hart

LONDON.—For repairs to be done at the Licensed ^'ictuallets’

Asylum, Asylum-road. Old Kent-road, S.E. Mr. W. F. I’otter.

architect;—
R. Hirst

I

F. Dawes £•^75

R. J. Young 318 W, Croft, Sydenham* i8o

H.Eames 3*0 |
‘Accepted.

LONDON.—For alteration at the “Lord Stanley" publlc-honse.

Camden Towt.. London, N.W. Mr. Herbert Riches, architect, 3,

Crooked-lane. King William-street, London, E,C.
A. Porter ^^728 I

!’ Hart* ;£67S
T. Osbom & Sons. .• 722 |

* Accepted subject to slight modification.

LON DO-V.—For alteration in making billiard room at the •' Hope
and Anchor." Camden Town. N.W. Mr. Herbert Riches, archi-

tect, 3, Crooked-lane, King William-street, London. E.C. ;—
W. ri! Durrant £483 I AntUl d: Co £4':o

Stuart 479 1
P. Hart (accepted) 382

LONDON.—For alteration and fittings to shop. High-street.

Deptford. S.E. Mr. Herbert Riches, architect, 3. Crooked-lane.
King William-street, London. E.C.

'

S. j. Scott 263
i

NEW BRUMBY (via Doncaster).—For suppling 7J0 tons broken
4'canite. for theiBtumby and Frodin.;ham Urban District Council.
Mr.jghn Spavin, surveyor, Beauchamp-street, New Brumby

Frodirgliam Gimness
Station. -Station.

Endetby & Stoney Stantsn .

Fergusson & Starkey
EUis Sc Everard
Wliitwick Company
Shap Granite Company
Kaitenback & Schmitz . . . .

.

Ord & Maddison
Mount SotreU
Jackson (Juines Quarries

PORTISHEAD (near Bristol). —Accepted for ccmpleting tU®
-sewerage scheme. Mr. T. J. Moss Flower, Assoc. M, Inst. C.E.*
Carlton Chambers, Bristol :

—

J. & T. Binns, Horvich ;£t3,687 9 20

REDHILL,—For the erection of St. Joseph's Catholic Church
at Redliill, Surrey. Mr. A. E. Purdie. architect. Mr. J, T. Catcw,

W. Holt & Sons .£6.575
1
1- Longleyi- Co 5.889

W. Bagaley Si Sons 6,500
I
Carrick SiS^r

Smith & Sons 6.13s D. Debinham 5-397
C. Nightingale Sons .. 6,092 I

F. G. Miniet, Westminster* 5.203
• Accepted.

SOUTHAMPTON.—For tar paving to the playgrounds of three
schools, viz,. Central District (infants), Ascupart (infants). Nurthani
three departments), for the Southampton School Board. Mr
John H. Blizard, Surveyor to the Board
I. E. Broderick ^687 0 0 I E. Bradshaw, South-
G. Milsom 546 16 2 sea* £A37 S 7

J. Wainwright & Co. 468 g 7 |

[Architect's estimate, .£435.]
* Accepted, subject to the approval of the Education Department.

STOKE-ON-TRENT.—Accepted for converting No. 61, Liver-
pool-road, Stoke-on-Trent. * into a shop, for Messrs. Jackson's
Stores, Limited, of Leeds. Mr. E. Penn, architect :

—

T. R. Yoxall, Stoke £295

STOKE-ON-TRENT.—For alterations to the " Saracen's Head "

inn. Stoke, for Messrs. Worthington i Co.. Limited. Mr. E.
Penn, architect
T. R. Yoxall .£635 I T. S. Bromage, I.ongton* ..j£S2i
L. Price 558

|

* Accepted.

STOKE-ON-TRENT.—Accepted for erecting a detached house,
James-street, Stoke, for Mr. H. J. Wildln. Mr. E. Penn,
architect:

—

T. R. Yoxall, Stoke ...;<J546

C. B.N.SNEWm
JIAHOGANY, S7AINSC0T, WALNUT,

TEAK, VENEER, and TIMBER MERCHANT,
Nos. 7. 8

,
9, 10

,
11 , 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, & 17, BACK HILL,

HATTON GARDEN, and 29, RAY STREET,
iTi'PPTVfinn'Nr priAvt 1?/-,FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF WOODS IN EVERY
THICKNESS, DRY. AND FIT FOR IMMEUIATJC USE

Telephone. 66,274 Holborn. Tele. Address ; 8NEW1N, London

STOKE-ON-TRENT.— For additions to Messrs. Geo. Jones Sc

Sons'. Limited, Manufactory, Stoke-on-Trent. Mr. E. Penn,
architect ;

—
L. Price £538

]

T. R. YoxaU. Stoke* £440
Ball Sc Robinson 476 i

* Accepted.

UGANDA.—For the supply and shioment of an iroa shed, for

the Crown Agents for the Colonies, for the Uganda Railway
Humphreys, Limited £486

W.kTERFOOT, ROSSENDALE (Lancs.I.-Accepted forn
buildirgs. to be known as “ Trickett's Arcade," comprising th

'—

-

shops with livings, offices, workshops, and thirty-six lock-up shops,

for Mr. H. W. Trickett, J.P. Mr. S. T. Widiaras. architect, St.

Jatnes-chambers, Waterfooi. near Manchester
'irmerod Ashworth, Crawshawbooth, neat Man-
chester £9<4S0

WOKING—For new drill hall, Walton-road. Woking. Mess*?.
Pooley Sc Follett, architects and surveyors, 21, john-strefet.

Adelphi. London, W.C. ><
Chafen & Newman £469 i

Ingram i Sons £43C.
J. Whitburn 44'J

|

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
O. J. K.—W. P. (amounts shouldhave been stated).

NOTE.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

fVt coHHOt utuUrtaJte to return rijecUd eommunieatioHt.

Letters or communications (beyond mere news items) which hart
been duplicated for other journals are NOT DESIRED.
We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.

Any commission to a contributor towrlte an article Is given subject
to the approval of the article, when written, by the Editor, who
retains the right to reject it if unsatisfactory. The receipt bv the
author of a proof of an article In type does not necessarily Imply its

acceptance.

be addr^ed to THE EDITOR; those relating to advertlMments
and other exclusively business matters should be addressed to THE
PUBLISHER, and net to the Editor.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
"THE BUILDER" (Published Weekly) is supplied DIRECT from

the Office to residents in any part of the United Kingdom, at the
rate of 19s. per annum Prepaid. To all parts of Europe, America,
Australia, New Zealand, India. China, Ceylon, dtc.. 36s. per annum,
Remittances (payable to DOUGLAS FOURORINIER) should be
addressed to the publisher of “THE BUILDER," No. 46, Catherine*

It, W.C.

SUBSCRIBERS in LONDON and the SUBURBS,(bj
prepaying at the Poblishiog Office, 19s. per annom
4s. 9d. per quarter), can ensnre receiving
by Friday Morning's Pott,

J.J.ETRIDGE,]''-
SLATE MERCHANT,

SLATER and TILER.
ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR

SLATING AND TILING,

Penrhyn - Bangor,

Oakeley - Portmadoc,
And other description of Slates Ready for immediate

delivery to any Railway Station.

Applications for Prices, &c., to

BETHNAL GREEN SLATE WORKS,
Bethnal Green, London, E.

THE BATH STONE FIRMS, Ltd.
BATH,

FOR ALL THE PROVED KINDS OF
BATH STONE.

FLUATE, for Hardening, Waterproofing,
and Preserving Building Materials.

HAM HILIi STONE.
DOUBTING STONE.

The Ham Hill and Doulting Stone Co.

(Incorporating The Ham HillStoneCo.andC. Tiask&SonSi
The Doulting Stone Co.).

Chief Office :—Norton, Stoke*under-Ham,
Somerset.

London Agent :—Mr. E. A. Williams,

16, Craven-street, Strand,

Asphalte.—The Seyssel and Metallic Lava
Asphalte Company (Mr. H. Glenn), Office, 42,

Poultry, E.C.—The best and cheapest materials for

damp courses, railway arches, warehouse floors,

flat roofs, stables, cow-sheds and milk-rooms,

granaries, tun-rooms, and terraces. Asphalte

Contractors to the Forth Bridge Co. [Advt,

SFBAGUB & CO.

LITHOGRAPHERS AND PRINTERS.

Estate Plans and Particulars of Sale promptly
executed.

4 & 5 ,
East Harding-st., Fetter-lane, E. C. [Advt,

QUANTITIES, &c., LITHOGRAPHED
accurately and with despatch.

METCHIM & SON, 20,Parliament-st.S.W.
" QUANTITY SURVEYORS’ TABLES,”

For 1897, price 6d.poBt7d. In leather 1/- Post 1/1 [ADVT

SZERELMEY STONE LIQUID.
THE TEST OP TIME.

OYER FORTY YEARS’ GENERAL EXPERIENCE
HAS PltOVED THAT

SZERELMEY STONE LIQUID
ABSOLUTEIA' WATERPROOFS AND PRESERVES
BRICKS, STONE, CEMENT, PLASTER, STUCCO, &c.

Adopted by GovenuneJits and Public Bodies
throughout the world.

SZERELMEY & CO., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E.

• y
THE

COMPANY.
Suffolk House^ Cannoii-street^ E.C. .

SUPPLY THE BEST MATERIAL AND 1

WORKMANSHIP FOR BUILDINGS,

DAMP COURSES, AREAS, ROOFS,

WASHHOUSE AND DAIRY FLOORS,
,

&c., &c.

TMs Asphalte Was chosen to be

laid at Sandringham, on the new
. General Post Office, and other

important buildings.

TWELVE GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AWARDED.

COFFEB AND ZINC BOOHNa.
F. BRABY & CO.

LONDON. LIVERPOOL. GLASGOW. BRISTOL.
352 to 364, Euston-rd., N.W. 6 & 8

,
Hatton Garden. 47 & 49, St. Enoch-square. Ashton Gate Works, Coronation-rd.

VIEILLE MONTAGNE SOLE MANUFACTURING AGENTS.
NO SOLDER. NO EXTERNAl. FASTENINOS.

PartimUare on Application. Chief OfUcef. Fitxroy Works, EV3TON HOAD, LONDON, N.W,










